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Our business

after the

"slump
in bicycle prices kept up as good as ever,

in spite of the comparatively '

' high '

'

(?) price of

'

' fke i8-year-old zuheels. '

'

All of which goes to prove that people
bought popular Ramblers, not because
they were sold at a fair list price,

''the highest high-grade price that's fair,"

but because they knew the}'- were good
wheels,

"Standard Of the U.S. A."

Rambler Agents are still selling lots of

Ramblers. See them now, and take ad-

vantage of the pleasant fall riding.

GORMULLY & JEFFERY MFG. CO.
CHICAGO.

New York: 939-945 Eighth Ave.
Brooklyn: 342-344 Flatbush Ave.

Boston, Washington, Detroit, Cincinnati, Buffalo,
Cleveland, and London, England.

712,1 i)
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Cranks! Gilliam Saddles
FOR 1808.
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IV1. SEWARD & SON CO.,

NEW HAVEN, CONN.
Kindljr mention The Wheel.

There are different sorts of cranks—not all

pleasing, by any means.

One of the most satisfactory kind is the

irop.forged crank made under our big drop

•lammers. We make 'em well—ALL KINDS
OF DROP-FORGINGS.

Our specialty is building them to the speci-

fications of the manufacturer.

rfc O

I

STANDARD SHAPES.
SEND TO US FOR CATALOG.

Cilliam Hfg. Co., Canton, Ohio.
Kindly mention The Wheel.
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diamonFchains
Will be "Farther Ahead Than Ever."
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INDIANAPOLIS CHAIN and STAMPING COMPANY,
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ADVERTISERS-CLASSIFIED AS TO PRODUCT.

vj

ASPHALT PAVEMENTS.
Barber Asphalt Paving Co., The, 1 Broadway, N. Y.

AXLES.
Fauber, W. H., Clinton and Jackson Sts., Chicago.
Moore Cycle Fittings Co., Harrison, N. J.

BEARINGS.
Moore Cycle Fittings Co., Harrison, N. J.

BELLS.
Bevin Bros. Mfg. Co., East Hampton, Conn.
Hill, N. N., Brass Co., East Hampton, Conn.
New Departure Bell Co., Bristol, Conn.
Starr Bros. Bell Co., East Hampton, Conn.

BI-GEAR.
Brown-Lipe Gear Co., Syracuse, N. Y.

BICYCLES.
Adams & VVestlake Co., Chicago, 111.

Arnold, Schwinn & Co., Chicago, 111.

Davis Sewing Machine Co., Dayton, O.
Elmore Mfg. Co., Clyde, O.
Featherstone, A., & Co., Chicago, 111.

Gormully & Jeffery Mfg. Co., Chicago, 111.

Grand Rapids Cycle Co., Grand Rapids, Mich.
Iver Johnson Arms & Cycle W'ks, Fitchburg, Mass.
Kalamazoo Cycle Co., Kalamazoo, Mich.
Kirk-Young Mfg. Co., Toledo, O.
Moore Cycle Fittings Co., Harrison, N. J.

Penn Mfg. Co., Erie, Pa.

Pope Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn.
Union Mfg. Co., Toledo, O.

BICYCLE DRILLS.
Stow Mfg. Co., Binghamton, N. Y.

BOLTS.
Snell Cycle Fittings Co., Toledo, O.

BRAKES.
Bevin Bros., East Hampton, Conn.
Moore Cycle Fittings Co., Harrison, N. J.

CARRIERS.
Bock, G. Otto, 842 Broadway, New York.
Kalamazoo Cycle Co., Kalamazoo, Mich.

CEMENT.
Reeves, George W., 15 N. Front St., Philadelphia, Pa.

CHAINS.
Chantrell Tool Co., Reading, Pa.

Cilley Co., George W., The, Norwich, Conn.
Indiana Chain Co., Box 4S2, Indianapolis, Ind.

Indianapolis Chain and Stamping Co., Indianapolis.

Metallic Mfg. Co., The, Indianapolis, Ind.

Morse Mfg. Co., Trumansburg, N. Y.
Moore Cycle Fittings Co., Harrison, N. J.

Torrington Chain Co., Torrington, Conn.

COA.STERS._
Smith & Egge Mfg. Co., The, Bridgeport, Conn.

CONES.
Moore Cycle Fittings Co., Harrison, N. J.

CRANKS.
Bowen Mfg. Co., Auburn, N. Y.
Clapp, E. D., Mfg. Co., Auburn, N. Y.
Eccles, Richard, Auburn, N. Y.
International Cycle Fittings Co., New York.
Moore Cycle Fittings Co^, Harrison, N. J.

Seward, M., & Son Co., New Haven, Conn.

CRANK-HANGERS.
Aurora Automatic Machinery Co., Aurora, 111.

Clapp, E. D., Mfg. Co., Auburn, N. Y.
Ferrite Steel Cycle Fittings Co., Racine, Wis.
Forg, P., Somerville, Mass.
Moore Cycle Fittings Co., Harrison, N. J.

CROWNS.
Ferrite Steel Cycle Fittings Co., Racine, Wis.

CYCLE FITTINGS.
Invictus Cycle Fittings Co., Chicago, 111.

CYCLE .STANDS.
New England Cycle Supply Co., Keene, N. H.

ELECTROTYPES.
Mugfprd, A., 177 Asylum St., Hartford, Conn.

EMERY WHEELS.
Northampton Em. Wheel Co., 20 S. Canal, Chicago.

ENAMEL.
Standard Varnish Works, 29 Broadway, New York.

ENAMELING OUTFITS.
Berger Mfg. Co., Canton, O.
Standard Varnish Works, 29 Broadway, N. Y.
Willey, A., 181 Lake St., Chicago, 111.

ENAMELING OVENS.
Berger Mfg. C'o., Canton, O.
Willey, A., 181 Lake St., Chicago, III.

FELTS.
Taber Felt Co., Fredonia, N. Y.

FITTINGS.
Fauber, W. H., Chicago, 111.

International Cycle Fit'g Co., 70-72 Reade St., N. Y.
Spaulding Machine Screw Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

FORCINGS.
Billings & Spencer Co., The, Hartford, Conn.
Clapp, E. D., Mfg. Co., Auburn, N. Y.
Eccles, Richard, Auburn, N. Y.
Moore Cycle Fittings Co., Harrison, N. J.
Seward, M., & Son Co., New Haven, Conn.
Snell Cycle Fittings Co., Toledo, O.
Williams, J. H., & Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.

FORKSIDES.
Ames Sword Co., Chicopee, Mass.
Kirk-Young Mfg. Co., Toledo, O.
Moore Cycle Fittings Co., Harrison, N. J.
Shelby Steel Tube Co., Shelby, O.

FRAMES.
Moore Cycle Fittings Co., Harrison, N. J.
Snell Cycle Fittings Co., Toledo. O.

GRANULATED RAW BONE.
Rogers & Hubbard Co., The, Middletown, Conn.

GRAPHITE.
Dixon, Joseph, Crucible Co., Jersey City, N. J.

GRIPS.
Bock, G. Otto, 842 Broadway, New York.
Hartley & Graham, New York.

HANDLE-BARS.
Ames Sword Co., Chicopee, Mass. .

International Cycle Fit'g Co., 70-72 Reade St., N. Y.
Moore Cycle Fittings Co., Harrison, N. J.
Snell Cycle Fittings Co., Toledo, O.

HANDLE-BAR STEMS.
Ferrite Steel Cycle Fittings Co., Racine, Wis.

HOTELS.
Sherman House, Babylon, L. I.

HUBS.
Aurora Automatic Machinery Co., Aurora, 111.
Ferrite Steel Cycle Fittings Co., Racine, Wis.
Invictus Cycle Fittings Co., 617 Austin Av., Chicago.
Moore Cycle Fittings Co., Harrison, N. J.
Snell Cycle Fittings Co., Toledo, O.

LAMPS.
Adams & VVestlake Co., 110 Ontario St., Chicago.
Gormully & Jefferv Mfg. Co., New York.
Miller, Edward, & Co., Meriden, Conn.
New Departure Bell Co., Bristol, Conn.
The Cornman Co., 1139 Hamilton St., Cleveland, O.

LAMP BRACKETS.
Smith & Egge Mfg. Co., The, Bridgeport, Conn.

LOCKS.
Ames Sword Co., Chicopee, Mass.
Smith & Egge Mfg. Co., Bridgeport, Conn.

MACHINERY.
Cleveland Mach. Screw Co., Cleveland, O.
Geometric Drill Co., New Haven, Conn.
Invictus Cycle Fittings Co., 617-21 Austin av., Chicago.
McMullin, F. R., Mfg. Co., Chicago, 111.

Northampton Emery Wheel Co., Chicago, 111.

MATERIAL.
Acme Malleable Iron Works, Buffalo, N. Y.

MEDALS.
Alexander, G. S., & Co., 112 Dearborn St., Chicago.

NICKEL-PLATING OUTFITS.
Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Newark, N. J.
Zucker & Levett & Loeb Co., 526 VV. 25th St., N. Y.

NIPPLES.
Bowen Mfg. Co., Auburn, N. Y.

NUTS.
Snell Cycle Fittings Co., Toledo, O.

OILS.
Nye, W. F., New Bedford, Mass.

OILERS.
Cushman tt Denison, 172 Ninth Av., N. Y.

OIL CUPS.
Aurora Automatic Machinery Co., Aurora, 111.

Bowen Mfg. Co., Auburn, N. Y.

Oil, HOLE COVERS.
Bevin Bros. Mfg. Co., East Hampton, Conn.

PARTS.
Bowen Mfg. Co., Auburn, N. Y.
Moore Cycle Fittings Co., Harrison, N. J.

PATENTS.
Aughinbaugh, W. E., Washington, D. C.

PEDALS.
Invictus Cycle Fittings Co., 617 Austin Av., Chicago.
Moore Cycle Fittings Co., Harrison, N. T.

Perfection Pedal Balance Co., Daytona, Fla.

Snell Cycle Fittings Co., Toledo, O.
Spaulding Machine Screw Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

PINS.
Alexander, G. S., & Co., 112 Dearborn St., Chicago.

REPAIR OUTFITS.
Brown-Lipe Gear Co., Syracuse, N. Y.
Cox & Tingley, Elizabeth, N. J.
Puncluroid Mfg. Co., 482 Boylston St., Boston.

SADDLES.
Brown Saddle Co., Elyria, O.
Gilliam Mfg. Co., Canton, O.
International Cycle Fittings Co., 70-72 Reade St., N. V.
Taber Felt Co., Fredonia, N. Y.
Wheeler Saddle Co., Detroit, Mich.

SCREWS.
Snell Cycle Fittings Co., Toledo, O.

SEATS.
Kalamazoo Cycle Co., Kalamazoo, Mich.

SEAT-POSTS.
International Cycle Fit'g Co., 70-72 Reade St., N. Y.
Moore Cycle Fittings Co., Harrison, N. J.

SPECIALTIES.
Ames Sword Co., Chicopee, Mass.
Bevin Bros., East Hampton, Conn.
Griswoldville Mfg. Co., 51 Leonard St., N. Y. City.
New England Cycle Supply Co., Keene, N. H.
Perfection Pedal Balance Co., Daytona, Fla.

SPOKES.
Bowen Mfg. Co., Auburn, N. Y.

SPOKE CLASPS.
Aurora Automatic Machinery Co., Aurora, HI.

SPRINGS.
Hansen Spring Co., Newark, N. J.

SPROCKETS.
Ferrite Steel Cycle Fittings Co., Racine, Wis.
Forg, P., Somerville, Mass.
Moore Cycle Fittings Co., Harrison, N. J.

SPROCKET WHEELS.
Forg, P., Somerville, Mass.

STAMPINGS.
Invictus Cycle Fittings Co., 617-21 Austin av., Chicago:
Spaulding Machine Screw Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

.STEEL BALLS.
Cleveland Machine Screw Co., Cleveland, O.
Fitchburg Steel Ball Co., Fitchburg, Mass.
Spaulding Machine Screw Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

SUNDRIES.
Bevin Bros. Mfg. Co., East Hampton, Conn.
Hartley & Graham, New York.
Moore, A. L., & Co., Cleveland, O.
Smith & Egge Mfg. Co., Bridgeport, Conn.

TIRES.

Gormully & Jeffery Mfg. Co., Chicago, III.

Indiana Rubber & Insul. Wire Co., Jonesboro. Ind.
Kokomo Rubber Co., Kokomo, Ind.
Palmer Pneumatic Tire Co., Chicago, HI.
Spaulding Machine Screw Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

TOE-CLIPS.
Bevin Bros., East Hampton, Conn.
Smith & Egge Mfg. Co., Bridgeport, t'onn.

TOOLS.
McMullin, F. R., Mfg. Co., Chicago. HI.
New England Cycle S. Co., 86 Myrtle St., Keene, N.H.

TRANSFER ORNAMENTS.
Meycrcord Co., The, Chicago, 111.

TROUSER GUARDS.
Bevin Bros., East Hamgton, Conn.
Out of Sight 'I'rousor Guard Co.. Fall Kivcr, Mass.

TUBING.
.\nierican \\ oldlcss Steel Tube Co., Toledo, t1.

(;ornuilly iS: Jollory Mfg. Co., Chicago, HI.
Moore Cycle Fittings Co., Harrison, N. J.
Shelby Steel Tube Co., Shelby, O.
Snell Cycle Fittings Co., Toledo, O.
U. S. Standard Drawn Steel Co., The, Cleveland, O.

VISES.
Prentiss Vise Co., 44 Barclay St., N. Y.

WASHERS.
Aurora Automatic Machinery Co., Aurora, III.

WOOD RIMS.
Boston Wood Rim Co., Bedford, Mas!<.

WRENCHES.
Indianapolis Wrench Co., Indianapolis, Ind.
Invictus Cycle Fittiiijis Co.. ti17-;!l .\ustiii av , Chicago
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;; RTCHBURG STEEL BALL COMPANY,
Q. W. WEYMOUTH, President and General Manager.

Experienced Manufacturers of High-Grade Steel Balls,

A new firm, but composed of men who have been identified with ball-making since the inception of the
industry in America.

READY FOR '96 CONTRACTS. DELIVERIES GUARANTEED.

FITCHBURO, ' - " MASS., U. S. A.
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ORRINGTON
RIUMPH

MAINS
OMPLETE

TWENTY-SEVEN STYLES IN LETTER B.

TWENTY-ONE STYLES IN FIGURE 8.

WRITE FOR OUR NEW LIST.

THE TORRINGTON CHAIN CO.. Torrington, Conn., U. S. A.
THE A. L. MOORE CO.. General Salts Agents, Cleveland, New York, Chicago.
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you can look the world over
but i/ou wo/7'l fmd a wheel thai Is better tha/^

jhe'Adtahe

Europear? 8ranch Office

No9 NewBroad St. London, tC
London Warehouses ana^^^^^.,,.^—!!r "\|^

3forerooms /^
^

/^o5, Whitest EC.

Mo 8,Ne\A/Union5t.£i

ThE Adams aWESTLAKE Co.
MAKEi?s Chicago.
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There's Not an

!^ Intelligent Man in

the Trade

who does not know that "Billings & Spencer" stands for all that is high-

class and trustworthy in the metal-working line.

Do YOU require forgings of that character?

^

BILLINGS & SPENCER CO.

P HARTFORD, CONN.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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THE
NAME

(gr "QUAKER."

^
ATTACHED TO A BICYCLE, SIGNI-

FIES THE HIGPJEST ATTAINABLE
PERFECTION AND EXCELLENCE;

THE PRODUCT OF RIPENED SKILL

EXERQSED UPON THE FINEST
QUALITY OF MATERIALS. Jt Jt jt

PENN
MANUFACTURING
COMPANY,

ERIE,

PA,

:: 23d St.

;; and

J Lexinglon Ave.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

^
STARR
WHEEL
COMPANY,

NEW YORK
AGENCY.^""^^^^ ft^^^> ^^4^4> ^•^i-^ » tff f*

We Invite Correspondence «^ «^

ki

HARTLEY & GRAHAM, P. O. Box 1768, New York.
KiD'IU

Bicycle fittings.

Patent fending. N«' v*
IUtl.RcUlo)nff Cup.

PEDALS,
STAMPINGS,

STEEL BALLS,
TIRES.

You ohnold kimn -omrt lilni; alioiit oiir FIdhH .liiint Crniik.

llamriT. and oar Tatrnted Hall-Kptninln; Cup.

K«:irnjtc« turniihol on SpccUUjr DnJgncd FItltnKi.

Spaulding Machine Screw Co.,
BURRWLO. IN, V.
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I Old Riders Know
S that for the most perfect cycling enjoyment they

cannot get too good a bicycle. They buy the best

2 there is to be had, and that is a Columbia.

t

I

I8H7 CQlumhia Bicples

STANDARD OF THE WORLD. $75 to All Alike.

Columbias are the only wheels built of the famous
5 per cent Nickel Steel Tubing.

1896 Columbias . . . $60
1897 Hartfords ... 50

Hartford Pattern 2, Women's . 45

Hartford Pattern 1, lien's . 40

Hartford Patterns 5 and 6 . 30

POPE MFG. CO., Hartford, Conn.

Catalogue free from any Columbia dealer ; by mail

from us for one two-cent stamp.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••(
••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••i

Perhaps ^

We are prejudiced—Why bicycle

Makers stick to the high-priced theory

That solid forgings are necessary in

The construction of a high-grade wheel

Is something we can't comprehend.

f>

After peeling an orange, you consume

The best portion. It's just so with

Solid forgings. You consign the

Goodness of your metal to the scrap-pile.

f>

Substitute a casting made of Standard

Open-Hearth Steel; you will get an

Outside shell which is as tough as

Leather and easily machined—We guarantee

A net saving of 60 per cent over forgings.

Computing first cost, tools and time.

-t

We make in pattern form, crank-hangers,

Crowns, sprockets, hubs, handle-bar stems,

Pedal-centres and all frame connections.

-M~

Ferrite Steel Cycle Fittings Go.,

RACINE, WIS.. U.S.A.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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A Mere Inquiry will

bring to you
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Goodnm

!

Or any X)MnQ

rider will tell you*

If very good bicycles and

instant shipments mean

anything to the dealer who

is catering to late trade^

make application for the

details of their

$50,
$75,
and . . .

$100
WHEELS zi^

Union Mfg. Co.,
TOLEDO, OHIO.

African Depot, No. 25 St. George St., Cape Town.
C. E. CARVETH, Sole Agent.

KiiuUv nuiilion Tlu' W lu'ol.
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GOLD--

THOUSAND
LBS.
OF
IT

couldn't buy a more practi-

cable bicycle than the . . .

YALE!
AT

^f>0
AND

^Tr>,

\< > Kl.D-I AIM: L\ SIlll'I'ING.

KIRK-YOUNG MFG.GO
TOLEDO, O.

DISTRIBUTING AGENTS:

M.HInr MnUr «"•
.
N»w V»rli CUf ; Vll« V^h>r!» Cn . Co-

l»«rr

illr.
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Study the Cuts,
The designs will interest you.

i

Patents Pending.

2 I TKASC Mtm

o
WE also manufacture CRAKKIIA\'GER PART§, which,

by good judges, are pronounced the finest and most practical

at present in the market. We also make Head Parts, HUB and

SPECIAL. OIL. CUPS, Patent SPOKE CLASPS, Patent

Wood Rim WASHERS.

Write for 1897 Catalogue.

Aurora Automatic iviachinery Co.,
AURORA, ILL.. U. S. A.

Agent* for United States :

I««D-Bnuid«nbars-BiuveM Co., New York, Roohetter and Cfaioaffo.

Kindly mention The Wheel

I]^TSIST oisr K^viisrca- the

:

l.e.F.e. Saddle!
NEATEST
AND MO.ST

COMFORTABLE
SADDLE OF

1897 _^

:

:

Inlernalional C^cle Pitting Co.,

70-72 Rcadc Street, New York.

Kindlf mcntioa The Wheel.
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FORCINGS FOR CYCLE SADDLES.

Standard

Designs

in

Stoclc.

Special

Designs

to

Order,

J. H. WILLIAMS «c CO., DROP-FORCINCS,
9 to 31 RICHARDS STREET, .... BROOKLYN, NEW YORK.

BULL NECKand CANVASWHEELS
^ SPANISH FELT WHEELS-

i^- WALRUS HIDES-
^TURKISH EMERY-

. CHEMICALS -

^ -GLUt-

FOP
Prompt-
Deli v^ERv

NIGKEL OUTFIT3
COMPLEtTE:

Hanson^ndVanWinkleCo.
/v-^K^/?/r , c/i/CAOo. /^£w yo/f/{.

MR. REPAIRIVIAN

:

Why not be comfortable during tbis

HOT WEATHER
Like thousands of up-to-date people who are using our

Labor Savinq Tools.
SEND FOR CATAI-OG.

NEW ENGLAND CYCLE SUPPLY CO.,
86 Myrtle Street, Keene, N. H.

Kindly Mention The Wheel.

SEE AND BUY THE

CYCLERS' COMFORT.
The Most rr.uticalile Now Hicycle

Auaolinioiu

Single <^ri|» IlaiKllo unci I.ujj-
Kiih;.- ('iirrU-r All in <»i««..

Alt ahalilo w Any Ilainili--B,ir.

N'ou will liii.l ilio i^rcat ooinlort ;

Alter ii siHiu . wlioii j«>u
uiiiit («> sit iipriii'lit ii^xlit
istccr your wluol tinnlv with one
haiiil. or with two, h\ \\m\nf. ono
oi> top of iho • thtr); wlu'ii In
parades uliifllv lor clubs ami

uiilit.irv cycle corps'); when < limbing Mils (lean-
i nr l>ackwar(l and net a lirni hild ot tlie yrip with one
liand)- «h 11 earr.vin soniet IiIiik' in oii«> nrin i>n
jonr wheel: when,> on wiint to pnt your eoat nv

<in your wluM'l ; wlii'n Inrninii' inlo side streets ovlieii vou
1\ uul, according to lawi

;
Inn nionnlinii' iind dlsnioii' 1 Iiik'

(chielly lor hnyde iTistiuclois ; when pushing' your wheel
the "t:V<'l.l':itS| <OI»II''OK'r" inain lii.vcU' aiMlsuiulries st re
he inventor. Siirfinl Inihs/nr rliihs Aj^cnis wanted in everv town

G. OTTO BOCK, 842 Broadway, '^•!,:'" New York.

.-.. tlllr pat
have If) I'ai

wl h OIK
ali.uK:.
or send SI

kavro
sc one
arm

;\sU for

.^'r> to 1
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WORLD CYCLES
STILL ON TOP.

STILL ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS EACH

ART CATALOGUE FREE.

AR^OLD. SCHWINN & CO., Manufacturers,

CHICAGO, ILL.

Don't Co to Alaska or Klondike for Cold

!

STAY AT HOME !

BUY BICYCLES RIGHT!

TWENTY THOUSAND (20,000) TO SELL CHEAP TO J0BBEE8.

1898 SKTV^PLES REHDY.

Address,

E. e. BODE.

Kindly MiMhm The WIimL

Care ARNOLD, SCHWINN & CO.,

CMICACO. ILL.
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CRIPPLED FOR CASH.

Want of Ready Moaey Dethrones the Silver

King and Closes Hendee &
Nelson.

Silver is not in the high favor that it once
was; the Very name of the white metal seems to

carry with it a certain amount of misfortune.

In Springfield, Mass., on Wednesday, an at-

tachment was made on property of the firm

of Hendee & Nelson, manufacturers of the

Silver King bicycle, and the bicycle store of

E. A. Nelson & Co. It was on account of

Clark B. Holbrook for the sum of $10,000.

Keepers were placed in both store and fac-

tory, the latter being closed. Inventories of

stock are now being made, and it is under-

^stood that papers of insolvency will be filed.

An attempt at settlement will then be made
with the creditors.

While nothing can be stated definitely until

the inventories of stock are completed, it is

said that the assets will fall considerably short

of the liabilities, and that if a settlement is

arranged, it will probably have to be made
at a large discount.

The $10,000 for which the attachment is

made was for money furnished by Mr. Hol-
brook as capital for the firm. It is the lar-

gest liability of the firm for cash received, but

there are thought to be larger ones on ac-

count of material furnished by firms in the

trade.

The full lists cannot be known until the

insolvency papers are filed. The firm is made
up of George M. Hendee and Edward A.

Nelson. Both factory and store were for-

merly conducted under the name of Hendee
& Nelson, but last year the name of Nelson

& Co. was adopted for the store, the firm

remaining the same.

The immediate cause of the attachment is

thought to be the reduction in price of high-

grade wheels. The Silver King was sold at

$75, and while high-grade wheels were more
expensive, the wheel had a large sale through

Western Massachusetts. But since the re-

ductions in prices of high-grades, the Silver

King has suffered.

Mr. Holbrook is the father-in-law of Mr.

Nelson, and having one of the largest claims,

thought best to bring matters to a head with

the attachment. If a satisfactory settienu-nl

with the creditors can be made, both factoiy

and store may continue in business.

WILL PAY ABOUT THIRTY PER CENT.

The creditors of the Eastern Cycle Mfg.

Co., of Amesbury, Mass., are liable to receive

30 per cent on their claims. A meeting of

these creditors was held on Thursday last.

The report to the creditors showed liabilities

of $24,407.14, of which $11,991.17 is due the

bank. There are contingent liabilities for

note indorsements of $4,254.33. Mr. Sibley,

representing the creditors, reported 170 wheels

had been made and that there was a cash bal-

ance of $121.88. It was decided to finish up

200 more wheels and dispose of them to the

best possible advantage. After all the wheels

are made up and sold there will be a surplus

of $8,000, which will give each creditor about

30 per cent of the liabilities.

MAY MOVE TO CHICOPEE.

Chicopee, Mass., Aug. 16.—Representatives

of the Harris Mfg. Co., of New York, were in

Chicopee last week and it is possible that that

concern may locate here. The representatives

were shown over the plant of the Ames Mfg.

Co., which has not of late years been pushed
to its full capacity. Its owners have been will-

ing to sell for some time, it is said. The Har-
ris Co. makes Stanley bicycles and horseless
carriages. It would employ about 150 men
if it came to Chicopee, increasing its force as

business warranted.

NEW HONORS FOR BIDWELL.

John D. Blauvelt, having resigned the Vice-

Presidency of the Nuttall Manufacturing Co.,

Nyack, N. Y., Hon. George R. Bidwell, one

of the original stockholders of the company,

has been elected to the vacancy. The Nuttall

Company have all their plans and models for
'98 decided upon, and will close the first year
of existence with a satisfactory balance on the
right side of the ledger.

ACCOUNTS ALL RIGHT.

At an adjourned meeting of the creditors

of the Everett Cycle Co., the committee ap-

pointed to investigate the accounts of the

company made its report. The committee
find the accounts correct, and there is not
the slightest suspicion of anything wrong
about the assignment as intimated by a credi-

tor at a former meeting of the creditors.

ANOTHER CHAINLESS CONVERT.

At a meeting of the board of directors of the

Barnes Cycle Company, held Saturday, it was

practically decided, among other plans for the

1898 product, to put upon the market a chain-
less wheel. The reiiort of the treasurer of tiio

conipany sliowed llie concern to he in the best

linancial condition, iiaving stood llio strain of

liio (lull vear in excellent fashiiMi.

QUEER MR. MOJER.

His Methods of Doing Business Succeed in

IVanding Him in Durance

Vile.

Early in June, W. H. Mojer, Brooklyn,
called at the office of the Columbia Bicycle

Company in the same city, and purchased a

dozen wheels for $564. He represented him-
self as a man of financial solidity, owning
several houses in this city and Brooklyn, and
acres of land in Georgia and Iowa, besides

stocks and bonds. He didn't happen, how-
ever, to have any ready cash, but got the bicy-

cles on ten days' credit. He didn't come to

time with the money, and as he could not

be found, Frank H. Piatt, manager of the

company, got out a warrant for his arrest.

Mr. Piatt found one of the missing bicycles

on sale in a store for $35, although the whole-
sale price was $47. This fully convinced him
that he had been swindled. Mojer managed
to keep out of the way until last week, when
he was nabbed and brought back to Brook-
lyn. It is said that he has been involved in

many other bicycle swindles.

A central office detective sergeant said that

there was a strong suspicion that Mojer was
connected with the notorious Valentine gang
of check swindlers, and that some important
developments were likely to follow his ar-

rest.

AN ILL-FATED STAR.

Deputy Sherif? Williams has placed a

keeper in the store of the Star Bicycle and
Saddle Company, at Eighty-fourth street and
Third avenue, on an attachment against Metz.
Straub & Glatz, the proprietors, for $386, in

favor of Shadsky & Shaw, for dies for sad-
dles. It was obtained on the ground that
they \vere about to sell the business for $5l>0.

It was stated that Mr. Metz, the capitalist of
the firm, had put $2,600 in the business, and
would not invest any more money.

NOT RIGHT AWAY.

Springfield, Mass., Aug. 16.—C. L. Popper,
of the Spaulding & Pepper Co., of Chicopee
Falls, is authority for fiie statement that tiuMo

is no immediate prospect of the removal of

the Spaulding Machine Screw Co., of But"-,
falo, to Chicopee. Mr. Pepper is manager of
i)oth companies, the fcn-nier of which makes
tires, and the latter sundries. Various stories
concerning such a removal wore curretu in
Chicopee last week. The industries in ijues-

tion employ from 600 to 600 hands.
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IKtHlJLt IN HUES.

Tboac llakrrs Outside the SIclfrl Combination

Trying to Form One of Their

Own.

Lontlun. Aug. 11—The calling of a meeting

of all British tube makers outside of those in-

terested in the recently-fi>rmed Tubes Amer-

ica. Limited, plainly shows that the anti-

Steifelites fear that the Anglo-American com-

liinaliun is guing to cause trouble. There is

n«> di»ubt that but for the introduction of the

Siciicl priKcss. which greatly simplifies and

cheapens th«- initiatory stages of tube manu-

facture, the tube trade of this country would

be in a very satisfactory condition. To the

Steifcl process, now monop«>lized by that

strong combination. Tubes .America. Limited,

which, having a capacity great enough to

>\\ allow up a demand sufficient to form a

strung competitive force against the entire

body of the trade, the position is simjily this

—Tubes .Vmerica. Limited, in order, probably.

to force recognition of the Steifel process.

and being in a position by its use to do so,

have been cutting the price as low as 80 per

cent oflf list.

Kven at this low quotation it is certain

that a satisfactory margin of profit is made,

btit ttihr makers workmg under the old rotl-

ii have .-idmitted that to compete

aK Steifel quotations would spell ruin

to them: consequently. Mr. Baker called to-

gether the trade to consult upon the situation,

and, if pOMibIc, to anivc at a fixed basis price

of »}•• per cent o(T. A perfunctory discus-

sion to«»k place and certain proposals were

m.idr, I'lit
• f-vinced U> come

to any sat' n. and the meet-

mg was adjourned.

Surd • r< lilt is no more than might have

been : I It is hardly to be expected

in a i<Mii|>vi<u>e trade like tut>c making that

a IxMly of men. who are each at the head of

I ,
• -e duty it is to

V !ion can be tie«l

i! wliuh wouM prac-

(> II and probably scri-

• , their order bo«ik«. There are so

n , i,!iii,.iii!, . ill tin iiil.c trade who
h ss, and can

.. i>> I ..iii|Miiiion, both in

|. ilr of ihrir inaceriat. that

il . meet-

K , in en-

di-atoriiiK In uiiilc iheiii oi» i>U(.h <i tital <|ti'

I.. .11

(Uthor-

I iin-

of

k
in

rr

'hr

to any
,,ii<-r«.

If-

ltd

(ore teem that if n\»V'

tlicy have been represented, it would be wise

in the interests of the public v\ho have in-

vested their money in this branch of the trade

to smother narrow sentiments, such as objec-

tion to support competitors, or an acknowl-

edgment of the superiority of the Steifel pro-

cess, and allow common sense to prevail. It

has already been proved that this process is

a satisfactory one. Whatever the predilection

of the lube manufacturer, he must face the

fact that the cycle manufacturer is not gov-

erned by any prejudice, and that he will buy

in the cheapest market cominensuratc with

quality.

WKONG WAY AND THE RIGHT.

The shortsightedness of the policy that af-

fects most of this country's commercial legis-

lation is strikingly shown by the exports of

the past fiscal year. This policy is to treat

all Europe, and esj)ccially England, as

.America's trade enemies; and among the

countries of this continent to throw as

many obstacles in the way of trade with

Canada, and to create as much ill-feeling and

friction with Canada as possible, but to look

to South America as the chosen land for

America's commercial conquests.

Of all merchandise exports last year more
than 77 per cent went to Europe. The United

Kingdom alone took almost 40 per cent of

America's aggregate exports, and if is added

to the L nited Kingdom all the British pos-

sessions more than .')7 per cent of all .Xmeri-

can exports went to ports under the British

flag. Surely this country ought to appreciate

without argument the importance of main-

taining the most amicable relations with the

countries which buy the greater part of all that

it has to sell.

In this connection the figures herewith af-

ford interesting reading. The increased ex-

portation i>f cycles during the fiscal year end-

ing June 'M^ was |.'i.l07.:Ul more in \><*M than

in lH!>it, distributed as follows:
IWXV 1S37.

Cycle* and I'art* of. Valiir«. \'aliirs.

Unilr.! KinH-m |fii:i.".".«2 J2.3r7Ti.fi7n

f nr.."-'!'.' i.f»:'«;.i4f;

IIP- 111 :•.: On;

LMl.'.'T ir.'.'.'U

nil .\iiMric« 41>^...V.^^ TMi.'Xi
H.rrs 73.117

\merican Slatrt and
ilonduraa 47.TM M.sOl

:..:i,<; 4.oifi

rr, 7 .".-« A\2fl

.:
••'. (IIS

!iei and BermuH

'

! ''i'

1 i "•'I

I .'J --'. LV.

2:;. 111.' :'i.2:«i

r: iiii 7!Vi7
I
•'. IV (in

i.;i ':\:i\
; •

'

1- ::.v.

,
•' V. •^.1

Toul ii.m.ois r

A^ nsTALLMENT DECISION.

i ' -t year. William I*" Wolfe signed

an 1 rt-riting that he had hired and

re> ' 'iimbia rr.uling Concern
<in> M'llh ilu .ippurtenances.

f»f • •". upon condiiion that if he

pat' lor five month* the machine
WM lo liccomc hilt pmpcily. In a suit in a

di«»"- ' U-..II-.. i,y l^jiij, Smad-
Im' unpaid, judg-

int for t'.Hi, the

niifT Thr Ap-

ih.il tlu l<li>

not work con-
• iriiiivr III ihr .iinrnce of ffaud «ir

ON THE OHIO.

ty.

Trade Matters of Interest Gathered from the

Business Portion of the American

Paris.

Cincinnati. -Aug. l(i.—.\ltliough not a very

propitious time for entering into the manufac-

ture of bicycles. Cincinnati has now another

bicycle factory. The .Advance Carriage Co.,

of this city, has decided to enter upon the

manufacture of bicycles upon a large scale.

It was the intention at first to lease the prem-

ises adjoining their factory, on Court and

Sycamore, on the first of the year. The re-

port of their traveling men. however, caused

them to change their minds.

They leased the new premises on the first

of the month, and the machinery, which had

been ordered, was immediately placed in

position. Workmen were at once set to work
and a batch of ten wheels is now in the

Course of construction.

The new comers announce the price of their

wheel at $.5t» net. There will be at least

two models manufactured in case the deman<l

keeps up with their expectations. They will

also manufacture tandems in two models. All

the hands employed are skilled workmen,
having had experience in other large fac-

tories.

The manager of the fact<iry is W. H. Bowc.
one of the .Advance Carriage Co., and well-

grouiuled in this vocation. When all the

machinery has been placed in position, the

factory will have the capacity of building

IS.lMMi machines per season. With the excep-

tion <if the tires and saddles, the .Advance fac-

tory will make all their parts themselves, and

will guarantee them to be made out <if the best

material upon the market, and by the most
skillful mechanics.

The new firm of Passell & Co. closed its

doors last week, and retired from the bicycle

trade. Earl S. Passell organized the firm

last spring, antl they were locate*! on Walnut
above Eighth. Of their many agencies, the

N'iking was the leader. In addition to their

large repair department they had a large

renting trade. Passell & Co. had the reputa-

tion of having the largest repair trade in the

city.

Creditors still continue to swoop down upon
the assets of the assigned firm of Shaw &
Davies. The Monarch Cycle Co. recovered

eleven Monarchs last week. /Ml the furniture

and fixtures were recovered by the owner, an<l

with the exceptions of sundries and supplies

the general creditors will have very little as-

^ets to satisfy their claims.

Ellis & Co., for many years connected with

the cycle trade, and having their business on
Main street, ipiit the business last week. They
ilid a large jobbing iraile with a medium grade

of wheels. It is no surprise that they left tiie

trade, as they had decided to do so several

months .igo, only waiting until they had dis

po«ed «if their stock. Ellis & Co. had a

successful season, but did not feel justified in

carrying over through the dull season.

Jno. 1). Bultz. an expert machinist, of this

city, and (Jeorge Reitter. superintendent of

the registry <livision of the postoffice. have
just invented a contrivance to do away with
tlic bicycle chain. In the model, this chainless

wheel is far speedier than a wheel eipiipped

with a chain. They would not give a descrip-

tion of the invention until they have made
the application for a patent.
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TRIPLET HANGERS
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practical construction.
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NEW CLIPPER

Bicycles have had a large and successful

sale. They are the bicycles you ought to

buy at the price you ought to pay.

Our

BUSINESS BICYCLES
While not quite so finely finished or so

expensively equipped, are perfectly satis-

factory to those who have invested in them.

These bicycles

FOR 1898
Will have no equal at the price and no superior at

any price. Send us your name and address on a postal

card. We'll interest you before spring.

THE CLIPPER PEOPLE, Grand Rapids, Mich.

Kindly mention Tlic Wheel.

1 fllS v-«tJt is a guarantee of excellence for our

line of cycles.

t < HONEST CYCLES
AT

HONEST PRICES"

is a phrase distinctly Johnsonian, and is the way that our

IVER JOHNSON and FITCHBURG CYCLES
arc known throughout the cycling world.

A good reputation to have, especially when deserved.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE. mm smasm's
PITCNIUIIO. MAS».

KIndIr niMlion Tli» Wbrtl.
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STRENGTH AND WEAKNESS.

"nn HE bic)'cle trade is not half as bad as it

* is painted, not half as loose and shallow

and uncommercial as it has been sized up to

be. The bicycle trade is a new trade—a sud-

den development, and, like all big, sudden

new things, it is more or less marked with

unprofitable and life-destroying excrescences.

Such is the history of all precipitate businesses.

At the same time thousands in the trade are

looking forward hopefully to the time when

the business will get down to a legitimate

basis. Those who have been in the trade for

ten years have noted the gradual evolution

from incompetence and wildcatism up and

toward a state which requires capital and

commercial sagacity to produce a profitable

net result. Each year these sane merchants

have seen a horde of adventurers fasten onto

the trade and suck the life-blood out of it

through altrurian schemes and uncommer-

cial action; in some cases, through absolute

dishonesty.

But that is simply a phase ot human nature.

The struggle for existence and the disturb-

ing elements of commerce and of life have al-

ways created, and probably always will create

a floating mass of entities who are not able

to make for themselves a permanent place in

the world. These men are conunerci;iI

scouts. They roam over the face of God's

earth, looking for new material to fatten on.

They are the kind of men who have no per-

manence, no directive ability, and, in many

cases, no scruples. They are adventitious

and ephemeral, and they blight whatever they

touch. One year they are in Wall street, the

next year they are laying out a new town, and

the year after they are trying to sell a gold

lode. From place to place they flit, alight-

ing here and there and leaving a stain. They

are the nomads of commercial life.

Nor are they confined to business only. In

social life, in scientific circles, in the church,

here, there and everywhere, this same body

of non-creative peripatetics roll high and roll

low and have their being. And so the

sound, sensible, brainific sellers of bicycles

and all that is concerned with bicycles, have,

year after year, resisted this assault. Some

years the onset has been shoulder high, and it

required expert sailing and good handling to

pass through the white-caps. In other years

the nomads have not attacked in such great

numbers or with great power. Like insec-

tivora, after the rains, these commercial gyp-

sies are most frequent after a good year. It

is too bad that a Klondike is not discovered

every few months, in which case the plod-

ding, persevering world would soon be

drained of its human tentacles. The discov-

ery of these Eldorados and new Golcondas is

as necessary as were those great plagues ot

the past. They are principal factors in evo-

lution. They kill off the weak and the bad,

and leave the strong and the good more

breathing space—more elbow room.

Returning to the bicycle trade. Among
its weaknesses two are very strongly marked,

the one being overproduction, the other being-

uncommercial methods. This over-product is

a natural phenomenon and cures itself, as all

things in Nature are cured. It burns itself

out. It carries within itself its own solution.

It cannot be regulated by law, by conference,

by discussion or by thought. Men will plunge

wildly ahead, will dotible and triple and

quadruple. Nothing will stop theiu but a

stone wall, and unfortunately for them, but

fortunately for those who exercise judgment

and conservatism, the merchant's path is

filled with ditches and walls and dangerous

streams. The other marked weakness—in-

competence—is a thing which docs not burn

out; it simply adjusts itself by tortuous pro-

cess. Incompetence is the capacity for mak-

ing mistakes. Mistakes cost money. Wiien

mistakes are small, they cost little—the man

has more l)l<)od and money with which to go

on. He eliminates the small mistake and

gives himself a clianci' for new life. When
the mistakes are largo, the output of luoney

and vitality is also large, and very often coin-

iiuTcial p;iresis results.

i ncomi)etence cannot l)e cm-ed by any dras-

tic application. It is a self-adjusting matter,

and slowly works itself out to a proper eiul.

Year after year the amount of incompetence

has decreased; year after year the nomadic

onslaught has weakened. As each season

sees the bicycle trade reduced to a matter of

making well and selling closely and pocket-

ing legitimately, the marauders gradually dis-

appear to more promising fields. As each

year makes it more difficult to show a profit in

the field of bicycle making, or in any of the kin-

dred bicycle trades, men of incompetence are

shaken ottt of the business. By incompetence

we mean not personal incompetence, but the

application of abilities to the cycle-making

trade which are not fitted for that trade. A
man is incompetent who is a good salesman,

but who, instead of selling goods, devotes

himself to making them. A man is incompe-

tent who is a splendid manufacturer of goods,

but who swings an enormous business, al-

though he has not enough capital and is not

a financier. It is not personal incompetence

which is so strongly marked in the bicycle

trade. That would be an unfair charge to

make. The incompetence is of that form

where a square peg is vainly trying to close

up a round hole.

Leaving these two weaknesses of the bicy-

cle trade, let us exploit a theory to which all

the men in the bicycle trade and its kindred

trades should give their closest, cleanest and

clearest thought. The theory referred to is

the plan of marketing all the goods of the bi-

cycle trade through the bicycle trade, the

plan of keeping the financial results of the

trade within the trade, the plan of hedging and

conserving the trade: in fact, to build so

strong a wall around it that marauders in the

form of department store people and snap

auction men will fight shy of it.

We must never expect to achieve a perfect

and ideal condition in this respect. Nothing

in life is perfect, nothing in business is per-

fect. Only Nature produces the perfect. As

soon as man interferes or takes on the work

something of the ideal, something of the

absolutely finished and perfect is lost. Civ-

ilization has done much with us. We weigh

the stars and talk learnedly of ether waves

and telepathy; but from the protoplasmal

point which niavked our start up to the

dawning oi the twentieth century, we have

advanced but an infinitesimal step toward

that which is yet reserved for us. There are

no such things as ilays and years in time.

The i)nly things measurable are ages, and. in

Nature, a thousand years are as a lightning

llash.

Meanwhile, it is well to know just what

we can do. It is well to schedule and cata-

higue our resources and our possibilities, and

eke aiul make and carve out of them the

most that it is possible for men si) to do.

These pliilosophic eomlitions can be applied

to the bicycle trade more protitablv now than
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tvtt btiurt. lilt bic>clc traJc, like any other

body of prupic, is a family iintu itself, and,

like the many families, it has been divided

agnin'^t itself. It has itself prepared the

breach for intruders, who have taken from it

that which belonged to it, that which it should

have. The most profitable trades in the

world arc those in which the exponents of

such trades have gotten closely together.

Each time a man in a particular trade rc-

rtects upon his competitor he weakens that

entire trade: each time a man in a trade uses

unfair means to get business, he is killing

every other man in his trade, and he should

be commercially electrocuted, if such a thing

were possible. Rut it is not possible, and the

one comfort is that he usually commits com-

inrrcial suicide.

Taking up a specific point, we wish to show

ilt.it one of the chief factors in conservation

seems to be along the following lines: The

men who make the various parts and who

handle the various materials used in bicycles'

are a class by themselves, and their .salvation

IS another story. But with the bicycle mak-

ers it should be nn unwritten law among them

that thry slujuld duHpose of their product, as

far a^ possible, through the bicycle trade.

They should regard every man who handles

their wheeU as a part of their immediate cir-

cle or family, and should do everything

within their power to nurture and strengthen

their agents.

The basic principles of business are simple,

and the great percentage of failures in busi-

nr ' due to stupidity or to disregard

• It ' iital laws. As long as a thing is

liable or in demand a thing can be made

uith profit For instance, there will be in

\in<r,4 and cNcwhere on the glc>be next

irany "ladies" and "gentlemen," and

men .uhI W"- 'I want 1<'H'> bicycles,

and many • will be sold at a

-ofh. There will also be many "ladies" and

i,-.'
n who

wi •
: • 1", $'><•

jtid OM on. The demand is there; the pro'

Icm i» ' "fit. The «cheme i*

'•• buy •

. . fly, to make it prop

V and to market it profitably. The publ

:: The

I'l
, 'l«ine»s

open th' it to whatc\<

r • .f the

W „ Uld Ihr

lt.ii«lling of finances are matters which ar

»• •

--it that

" „ , ill. ftixl

that product can ma*t profital>

l'« v-'l • "'er will work with

»ii« agrni. ^jtd the departmrnt

<rt and the mock -auction and the snap-auc-

!>' >• contain

• ' -iction

The bkjrcl* manularturer's agent should

have within his walls a wheel at as high a

price as any and at as low a price as any. If

Jones & Robinson are selling wheels at

$lt5.!M», the agents should have wheels at

$1(>.J>8. The agent is a bicycle man, gives the

majority of his earnings to bicycle makers,

and it is the duty of the manufacturer to see

\|)at his agent can meet Jones & Robinson

in their own field. The thing to do is to

carrj' thi war into .Africa. The agent starts

with every advantage. He knows the busi-

ness from the first letter of the alphabet to

the last: he can talk bicycle to his customer.

He is not in the bicycle business for an after-

noon, but, practically, for all time. He can

give to the bicycle purchaser more attention,

can show him more kindness and courtesy

than can the split-second clerk in the depart-

ment store. The clerk must turn over to his

employer each day a book of sales, and he has

no time lor explanation or exploitation. His

main object in life is to get the order. The

bicycle man works for that and )nt)re than

that.

I''ollo\\ing this line of thought, it is a mis-

take to suppose tli.'it the department store is

strong. It is not strong; it is intrinsically

weak. The clei)artinent store has no spinal

column: it has no individualism. It is a

mammoth case of give and take—give what

you can and take what you can get. Each

department is a thing apart by itself, and if

error is committed, if misrepresentation is

committed, it is a tortuous and unprofitable

task to get to the fountain-head for a

settlement The public crowds the department

stores because they fill a certain function in

the public's life. The department store gets

hold of some poor devil, takes possession of

his stock and slaughters it. In some few

ca^es the public profits, in others it is throw-

ing away its money on cheap stuff. In the

case of bicycles, pianos, pleasure vehicles,

fine clothing, jewelry, or, in fact, in any line

in which is required fineness of material and

iv of workmanship, the public is unilcmbt-

rieeced in ninety-nine cases out of one

hundred. The class of prmluct mentioned above

lie bought from «pecialists. If there

iig in the world which rc«piires hand-

ling by a specialist, it is the bicycle. Owing
'< with which the bicycle business

ronduclrd in big years, the bicycle

makers have not spent enough money, or,

•licir adverti«ing appro-

ng the line of planting

firmly in the public mind the fact that a bi-

idc of a bicycle store is a

• •n, and lli:it a wheel so

iHiughi may i>e anything or nothing.

Hut, beside planting this seed, there is one

prailical thing which the bicycle manufac-

turer ran do If the bicycle maker <houtd.

owing to diMilrnus bosiness, or owing to

Some grievous mistake, find liinisell loaded

with a stock of wheels, he should never look

to tlie denartnient store or to the auction

store to unload his goods. His agents are

the men who should handle the business. In

the past a bicycle maker has regarded it as

something unheard of to have his own agents

sell his wheels at odd-cent prices. Because

of this ridiculous pride, because of this in-

sensate idea, the poor agent has sat high and

dry in G street, with nothing to do but dust

his stock and polish his show windows, while

around in Q street the same line of bicycles

was being sold at half the price at which he

could mark them down at a profit. There is

a public who demand cheap wheels; there arc

makers who must sell cheap wheels, and there

are makers who nmst sell costly wheels at

a cheap price. In all cases the channel

through which this business should be car-

ried on is the bicycle agency store. If an

auction must be held, if wheels must be sac-

rificed, why give the net result to some out-

sider? Why not give the loyal agent a

chance for the odd, honest penny? He
can carry on an auction; he can offer wheels

cheaply and dispose of them as readily as can

the department store. In the first place he

can talk intelligently about the wheel, and, in

the second place, the public will find him

making honest statements about them. If the

bicycle agent auctions oflT wheels at $l!>.f>!l

he cannot tell the public that they are as good

as $l!i or |100 wheels. He can tell them just

how good they are. and may add the 10 or

\-> per cent of gullibility which the public al-

ways recpiires, but he cannot have the colos-

.sal nerve to get up and say that a $20 wheel

is as good as the $lon wheel, which is the

song that is sung to the public at every auc-

tion store ami every department store

throughout the country.

TiiK VViiKKi- has already .idvanced one idea

about the department store and the auction

store. It is that the agent must root out of

his mind the dislike for "chc.-ip trade." All

liUMiiess is good business when there is a

profit at the end of it. The aim of transac-

tion is to make money, to make it honestly,

to make it in any respectable way. There
should be as much pleasure in making a

nickel on a can of oil as there is in making
t'Jo on a bicycle. The principle involved is

the siime. The other idea that Tiik W'iikkl
now advances is that the maker should see to

it that his agent should be his sole and ex-
clusive operator; and the most important
thing of all is that the agent should see to it

that the maker will not cut his thro.it and
leave him high and dry by turning his wheels

at half jirices into the department and auc-

tion stores.

We will not be specific now; we will not

suggest th.it agents demand this condition of

their makers when they place orders. In

these suggestions there is. we think, material

for much thimghl—thought which should
.ir.inse both makers ,-»nd agents to specific

and (irofitablc and self-protective action.
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SOME GERMAN TIPS.

One of America's Shrewdest Consuls Gives Ex-
cellent Advice Regarding: the Teutonic

Trade.

Washington, D. C, Aug. 13.—Hon. Frank

H. Mason, United States Consul-General at

Frankfort, in transmitting his annual report

to the State Department, has this to say about

the state of trade and the bicycle in Germany:
"It should be clearly understood that Ger-

many offers no open ready market for the

manufactured goods of any country. When
Germany imports a manufactured product, it

is because that product is better in quality

or cheaper in price—one, or both—than can

be produced at home. There is a practicable

market in Germany for American bicycles,

provided that they are offered by competent

salesmen, who can thoroughly talk up what

they have in hand and sell upon the long-es-

tablished terms and conditions which have

been so often explained in consular reports,

and which involve the essential principle that

the goods shall be paid for when received and

seen by the customer.

"The importation of American bicycles

has continued on a scale far beyond that of

any previous year, and the product of leading-

makers is now retailed in all the more im-

portant cities. Their price is from 20 to 30 per

cent greater than that asked for home-made
wheels, and they are used, generally, by the

wealthier and more luxurious classes, who
appreciate and can afford to pay for the

best of everything that can be obtained. This

has naturally roused the German manufac-

turers to an attitude of militant hostility to

all imported bicycles, especially those of

American origin, which are recognized as

tlie most dangerous to their own trade. This

resentment has taken the form of fervid ap-

peal to the Government to impose greatly

increased duties on all imported bicycles, with

a dift'erential and much higher rate against

those of American origin. Several of the

cycle trade journals—organs of the manufac-

turing interests—refuse to accept advertise-

ments of American bicycles or fixtures, and

their editorial columns are eloquent with pa-

triotic appeals to their countrymen to ride

only German made wheels.

"Meanwhile, the German manufacturers, of

whom there are about fifty established firms,

employing in all over 25,000 workmen, have

gone on studying and copying many of the

superior features of high-grade American bi-

cycles, and have thus rapidly increased the

standard of excellence. It is conceded, how-

ever, that the peculiar grace of model, easy

running qualities, rigidity of structure, com-

bined with extreme lightness, that character-

ize the best grades of American wheels, has

not yet been attained in this country. Wooden
rims and handle-bars, single-tube tires and

American lamps, cyclometers and other fix-

tures and material are more extensively used

in this country than ever before, as the Ger-

man made bicycle approaches more nearly

to the best American types. There will con-

tinue to be here, at least for some years to

come, a market for the highest grade of

American bicycles, but their (luality must be

kept up to the highest attainable standard,

and their ))riccs gradually reduced to meet

upon equal terms the best product of the na-

tive manufacturers.

"But—and here is the marrow of the whole

matter—whatever the article to be sold it

is useless for American exporters to expect,

as many of them obviously do, that German
retailers and jobbers will order direct supplies

of American manufactured goods from cata-

logues printed in English, in dollar prices and

pounds avoirdupois, pay for them f. o. b. at

the factory or New York, and take all the

chances and risks of importation in small

quantities on their own account. Generally

speaking, American goods, to be introduced

in Germany, must be offered here as German
and English goods are offered in the United

States and other importing countries, either

by established agents or by salesmen who
can show and explain samples and make
prices and conditions in currency, weights

and measures that the purchaser can readily

understand. And in all cases whatever the

article to be offered or price demanded, abso-

lute good faith is requisite; fair, honest deal-

ing; the honesty that scorns to send abroad

anything inferior in quality to the sample by

which it is sold. For the lack of this sort of

integrity no mere cheapness will atone.

Whatever market there may be in Germany
for American manufactured merchandise can

be conquered by only the best that our coun-

try can produce and retained by a strict ful-

fillment of every contract and obligation."

SOME SHOP WASTES.

VERY CAMEL LIKE.

In an endeavor to secure an extremely short

wheel-base on a tandem, and to make the

wind resistance practically the same as in the

case of a single, an English inventor has

come forward with this solution of the prob-

lem.

SOWING AND REAPING.

New York's many cycle agencies, wheel-

eries, repair establishments and such like

have manifestly allowed their desire to earn an

honest dollar to get away with their business

caution. Time was when a man had to es-

tablish some sort of a standing before he

could rent a wheel; that time has passed.

Anybody, color, kind and credit unques-

tioned, is readily and gladly entrusted with a

more or less valuable bicycle, with the natural

result—the courts and detectives are rushed

to death with cases of cycle thievery.

To such a magnitude has this brand of

criminal and commercial practice grown that

the procedure of the criminal courts is abso-

lutely in danger of breaking down. Judge

McMahon, in remanding a cycle thief for

sentence recently, felt called upon to speak

as follows:

"Some measures should be taken at once

to put a stop to this practice of renting bicy-

cles to irresponsible persons. As this case

shows, it puts teniplation in the way of the

young to steal. And furthermore, if the evil

is not remedied it will soon take all the lime

of the courts to try bicycle thieves."

How the Guarantee and Repair Game Works
Against the Seller of Bicy-

cles.

It is a self-evident proposition that the

repair shop should be a source of profit to

the bicycle dealer, but it is well known that

such is very seldom the case, and even those

who claim it can, rarely, if ever, show facts

and figures to substantiate their assertions.

The underlying cause is in the manage-
ment of t:he shop. A few mechanics, more or
less, are employed, with one, perhaps, acting
as foreman. This man may be a little more
competent than the others, but he feels that

his interests are theirs, rather than his em-
ployer's, and he works along easily with
them, looking more to his own comfort than
anything else. If but one or two men are

employed, and the dealer attempts to look
after the work himself, he can succeed no bet-

ter. It seems to be practically impossible,
in any small shop such as is found attached
to bicycle houses, to prevent the men from
nursing their jobs to such an extent as to de-

stroy all hopes of profit. What can be done
in an hour is nursed for two hours, and then
three hours are entered on the repair tag,

while the extra hour contributes in some way
to the mechanic's comfort.

Besides the difficulty in securing constant
and intelligent supervision that will get the

most and best work from the hands em-
ployed, is the equally great difficulty of ob-
taining good workmen. A large majority of

those who apply for work know little or

nothing about the trade, and those who have
worked in it are, as a rule, very far from com-
petent. The few really good men are likely

to be unreasonably slow, and the most rapid

workers are frequently exceedingly careless.

A common result of these conditions is

that jobs are often improperly done, and need
to be altered before leaving the shop, thus

losing all hope of profit through the double
time spent on them; or they go out wrong
and give way where repaired, and come back
to be done over at a loss.

Under these circumstances, it is little won-
der that jobs are rarely ready when promised,

and, when delivered, are so often unsatisfac-

tory. Nor is it strange that prices for work
should cause so much dissatisfaction. They
are too often based upon "what the job will

bear," rather than on any definite scale of

charges or exact knowledge of cost of pro-

duction. Heretofore, a large item of expense,

that really came largely out of the shop, has

been making good the manufacturers' guar-

antee on the various makes sold by the

dealer. The time spent in making adjust

ments, changing tires, bars, saddles aiul gears,

replacing defective parts, and the inimmer-

able trifles that the purchaser claimed under

the guarantee actually anunuUed to hundreds

of dollars every year, and would wipe oui any

ordinary profits. A \cv\ lar^c shai'e of mak
ing good the guarantee has thus very un

fairly fallen upon the retailer.

flow to make the shop pay is an important

subject for the consideration of the dealer.

In 'Its he will have a harder fight than ever

to make a living, let alone a profit. More
discretion, energy and prudence will be ro-

i|uircd than over befoi'c. Some help, how
ever, may come to him through the abroga-
tion of the guarantee- a thing devoutly to be
wished. B. N. Tukre.
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WITHOIT A CHAIH.

While the British cycle manufacturer still

elects to poo-pooh the possibility, or rather

prubahility, of the near approach of the chain-

less, just as he derided America's invasion

of his home market and the superiority of

this country's automatic machinery in cycle

building, despite all of this your British in-

ventor has noted the direction of the trade

winds and has come forward with what his

British humor forces him to name the X-cen-

tcric. This is a chainless gear, but it differs

from the popular idea thereof in making no

attempt t»> employ the beveled gear, the

power being transmitted to the driving-wheel

Ity two eccentrics, one on each side, these ec-

cntrics being worked by a gear contained

in a small case above the crank-hanger.

The pedal motion is rotary, as in an ordi-

nary chain-driven machine. The necessary

cogs composing the gear are all run on ball-

bearings, and are protected from dust and

dirt being enclosed in a small case, which
!* easily removable. The frame is elliptical

in sha|>e, two elliptical tubes running from

the top and bottom of the head, and is con-

sequently minus the top tube, and suitable

for riders of both sexes.

The width of the crank-hanger is reduced

to .')) inches, and the driving-wheel is easily

detached by loosening the screwed sleeve <»n

the eccentric. The claims of the sanguin>-

inventor may be summariited as follows:

Kasy running, simplicity, narrow- tread, facil

ity of mounting and dismounting, no top tube

to incomnuxle the rider, height of frame vari-

able, and wiirking parts easily get-at-able.

WHERE APPEARANCES ARE DECEPTIVE.

Many, many victims of the deadly bargain-

c«>untrr bicycle are painfully an<l expensively

learning the unpleas.int fact that a bicycle

built by reputable people is worth more
money than a cheap wheel made by mush-
room makers who have gone into the busi-

"e»» with little money and less experience.

Many bargain-counter wheels lof)k good
<h; that is the sole feature of their con-
on Thry are finished to all appear-

as machines that cost a

:>(\ .ire dashed o(T with a

touch oi startling color here and there that

attracts attention, and particularly the atten-

tion of the neophite, who i» more likely to he
''-•^1 into a purcha»e by the appearance,

•y or price of a bicycle.
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NO LONGER " F'EKSOSAL EFFECTS."

Returning tourists arc running loul of the

new tariff law in great fashion, the wheelmen
even more so than the ordinary traveler.

Ever>'thing that cannot be strictly classed

as personal effects or toilet articles, and

which, with the other possessions belonging

to the tourist, is valued at more than $l«Mi,

will pay duty in accordance with the provis-

ions of the Dinglcy law. The regulations di-

rect the collectors of customs to tax every-

thing which is not a personal effect or a toilet

article, be it a bicycle, a shotgun, a rug or

what not.

The regulations will <|uote par.'igraph No.

!Hi7 of the law. which provides that "wearing

apparel, articles of personal adornment, toilet

articles and similar personal effects of per-

sons arriving in the United States, shall be

admitted free of duty." Heretofore collectors

have regarded bicycles as "similar |)ersonal

effects," but they will pursue this course n<i

longer after they receive the new regulations.

The only way out of the whole affair is for

the luiropean voyager, before he sails for

foreign lands, to leave a full description of

the wheel he intends taking abroad with him
in the hands of the collector of customs at

the port where he will land on his return

home, .\fter such precaution no tax will be

levied.

HOW TIIKY COMrAkt IK kUk.

SEIZED AS A CYCLE SMUGGLER.
The Anienc.in schooner Wim.i has been

seized by the Canadian officials for the al-

leged violation of the customs laws in land-
ing a bicycle at Grand Manan without a per-
mit. The captain of the Velma denies that
the law was violated, as the bicycle was in-
tended for private use and not for sale.

LOOKS WELL OX PAPER.
Il ). report..

I ,n p.,ris ih.n .i combination
•*'

'

f^crs has been formed to
•Iri Miierican goods, bicycles
•" ; "Ut of the (lerman markets by
""'' ->. «ntl U^ million marks have been
subscribed in order to carry the plan into
operation.

STILL WANT THEM.
One of the best shipment* of wheels sent

to England since the dri>i .,|| «„
in about a week. It ( . , ,^j,.

• of which Will eventually
iket.

GENERATES OWX ELECTRICITY.

F. C. Browcr, oi the firm ui II. C. Brower
& Son, 317 East Genesee street, Syracuse, has

applied for a patent on a very clever device

for a cycle lamp lighted by electricity. The
power for the dynamo, which is fastened lo

the rear forks by means of a clamp, is gener-

ated by the friction of a small rubber wheel,

which plays on the rear tire. The rubber

wheel sets a cogwheel in motion, and this

furnishes the power. The dynamo is what
Mr. Brower calls a magneto dynamo. The
fields are permanent, not wound like a regu-

lar dynamo, and coiise(|uently it does not re-

(piire so much power to generate the current.

The wires conveying the current to the lamp
are strung through the tubing and are in-

visible.

Inside an ordinary bicycle lamp Mr. Browcr
has arranged a small incandescent lamp of

one-half candle power. The lens in the lamp
magnifies this to live-candle power. The
dynamo generates a current of four volts,

sufficient for a four-candle power lamp; but

Mr. Brt)wer has found that the smaller lamp
gives as strong a light as is necessary.

The light can be switched on or off at

pleasure while the wheel is in motion. In the

(laytime the power generated [or the lamp is

used f<ir a small electric liell. which is fastened

on the rear of the frame. All the rider has

to do is to press a button on the handle-bar

and the bell will whizz and whir as long as

he pres.ses the button and keeps the wheel
a-going.

EFFECTS OF SILVER'S DECLINE.

The effect of the continued decline in the

price of silver is to reduce exports to Mexico
from the United States and other gold-

standard countries. Present business, as far

as Mexican imports are concerned, it is no
exaggeration to say is demoralized. Mexi-
can merchants could not afford to take the
risk of buying bicycles in this market on
four, five or six months, and find themselves
compelled to pay very much higher prices

through a rise in exchange when the time
for payment c«»mes as a result of a further

decline in silver. That would be a great risk,

though many Mexican merchants do not be-
lieve silver will stay at the current low point.

.Many are sure that it will react; though they
regard any purchases made upon this belief

as speculations, and they do not. therefore,

make such purchases.* Consequently, they are
purchasing only for actual requirements, and
the somewhat extensive Mexican trade built

up by American manufacturers is suffering
in conse<|uencc.

WHII.E MR. POTTER ADVERTISES,

li a press leliKram from Ottawa. Canada,
is correct, the armngement between the Cana-
dian Wheelmen's .\ssoci.-ition and the L. .\.

W.. whereby the wheels ridden by touring
members of the latter organization were .id-

mitted into the Dominion free of duty, has
been terminated by the Canadian Govern-
ment. The telegram says: 'The customs
regulations in regard to tourists' bicycles en-
tering Canada has been changed, so that a
duty of 30 per cent will be collected. If the
uhrrls are not exported within fifteen days,
tin amount will he paid over to the Crown.
Uli.n lite bicycle is returned across the
iM.r.lrr ilir m,.nrv will be refunded."
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"MOST POPULAR" BICYCLE.

On the now-accepted opinion of a certain

class of newspapers that you can discover the

"most popular" anything by allowing the

readers of sensational papers to vote upon

same, it would appear from a list of "most

popular" wheels published in one of the yel-

low journals that the elements of the "most

popular" bicycle existed among the following

hitherto unheard-of machines:

Albertus, Arena, Albert Bros., Bradley, B.

& W., Benson Special, Bill Nye, Belmont
Special, Carl Kaufman Special, Cohn, Dono-
hoe Special, Dormier, Fenlo, Fox Special,

Gorman, Gray's Trinity, Grass Special, Island

King, Ionia Special, John Nelson, Joyous

Special, Kuhn Special, Kyte, Keuerller, Loyal

Beauty, Lexington Flyer, L. J. Shepherd, of

East New York, McCormick Challenge, Mc-
Manus & Henry, Mary Special, Myre Victori-

ous, Mivishall, O'Connell Special, Prince

Flyer, Rosenberg Special, R. & E. Cataret,

Rip Van Winkle, Reilly Special, Savory, Sal-

tor, Solomon Special, and the Will Lick.

There were a few hundred more of the

same kind of queer-named machines, never

before heard of until the intelligent voters

rushed into print with their names in the wild

scramble to prove their favorite mount the

"most popular bicycle," and such is fame, ac-

cording to the yellow journalism's ideas

thereof.

TRULY A MARVEL.

An Albany (N. Y.) man seems to be the

possessor of an extraordinary bicycle. It is

new, and is the invention of Lawyer Geo. S.

Hinckel, 66-68 State street, Albany. Some
one advised him to write The Wheel of just

what his new bicycle will accomplish, and the

synopsis is as follows: It can be ridden with-

out practice, without lessons and without dan-

ger; will stand alone with or without the

rider; will go up or down hill without any

more than ordinary movement and no more
difficult than on the level; will stop still or

stand without the rider alighting; is stronger

than the ordinary bicycle in the parts where

strength is needed; has no more friction than

the ordinary wheel; weighs and costs but a

trifle more than the ordinary wheel, reduces

vibratory motion of handle-bar by decreasing

the difficulty of steering.

CAPTURED KLONDIKE.

Klondike—magic word—has already made
its debut in the bicycle business. E. P. Breck-

inridge Co., Toledo, Ohio, have appropriated

that name for their 1898 bicycle lantern; their

leader. They have been making the Imperial

and the Lightweight lanterns during the past

year, and these will be continued next year

with the addition of the new Klondike.

They speak of their line as being very much
improved, and one which is bound to recom-

mend itself to the trade.

HIBERNIANS HANG ON.

Ireland is ever true to her own. Over 82

per cent of the $25,000,000 capital of the Dun-

lop Tire Company is still held by Irish in-

vestors. As an evidence of how much "water"

has been injected into this same Dunlop
stock it may be interesting to recall the fact

that the original company was only capital-

ized at $125,000, and even that modest sum
was then thought to be pressing the limit

of inflated stock vahiation.

MANUFACTURERS SHOULD READ.

"A Model Plant and What It Produces" is

the title of the Mossberg & Granville Mfg.

Co.'s catalogue. It is fresh from the press,

and will deeply interest all manufacturers who
are interested in power presses, drop presses,

rolling mills, and other machinery for the

manufacture of bicycles. This company is lo-

cated at Providence, R. I., and their catalogue

indicates a house of solidity and influence.

The catalogue contains 225 pages Of illustra-

tions, price lists and a mass of material which

would be of great value to all makers.

BEWARE OF BURNS.

The Troy (N. Y.) papers are exposing a

tall, beardless young man, about thirty years

of age, giving the name of M. B. Burns, who
has been representing himself as the proprie-

tor of agencies in Hawaii, Australia and

other foreign countries. He purchased some
$900 worth of bicycles among other things,

giving a draft on Honolulu. The Trojans

claim to have investigated Burns's references

and found that he is an impostor.

ONE PER CENT PER MONTH.

The Salt Lake Cycle Company, by Oscar
Groshell, its president, has filed a blanket

mortgage conveying all the stock, fixtures

and book accounts in favor of J. McCornick,
with James W. Clark, as trustee, the instru-

ment being made to secure a note for

$6,681.33 with interest at 1 per cent per month
and $150 attorneys' fees. Under it the trus-

tee has power to sell as he may see lit, any

and all the property.

ONE THOUSAND EACH DAY.

A thousand rims per day will be the capac-

ity of the Greencastle Wood Mfg. Co., of

Greencastle, Ind. The newly organized con-

cern is equipping their building with ma-
chinery, and expect to commence work on
September 1st. Besides rims, they will manu-
facture wood-rim handle-bars.

PHOTOGRAPHS BY CYCLISTS.

Cyclists who pay special attention to

photography will be interested in the exhibi-

tion to be held by the Bridgeport Art Associa-

tion on October 27th. The committee solicit

photographs which are the work of cyclists.

BUYING AMERICAN WARES.

The Raymond Mfg. Co., Guelph, Ont., are

about to start in the bicycle business. They
rank as a high-class concern, and are buying

material for cycle manufacture from some
American houses.

ARROW EXPOSITOR AND PUSHER.

The Arrow chains, numufactured by the

Metallic Mfg. Co., of Indianapolis, have got a

new expositor and puslier in Mr. !{, V. Dar-

ling, for several years with E. C. Stearns

& Co.

THEY BELIEVE IN CYCLINGS FUTURE.

Some of the department stores are already

laying plans to manufacture their own bi-

cycles. It is a coiisnninialion most devoutly

to Ijc wisiu'd.

EUREKA, ATTENTION !

The makers of the Eureka tricycle are rc-

(|uested to correspond witli the Berksliire

Cycle Co., of North .\(lams, Mass.

HERE IS ANOTHER CHAINLESS.

Comes the chainless! Nearer each day
comes the advent of the bicycle bereft of the

chain as a means of transmitting power. At
Hulbert Brothers & Co., in this city, has been
shown a new idea in wheel propulsion, the in-

vention of Francis W. Mallett, which seems
to overcome many of the objections which
theorists have conjured up against any and all

attempts to rid the safety of one of its worst

features—the chain.

The Mallett inechanism consists of a spur

wheel having two sets of teeth encased in a

hermetically sealed case, and two push-rods

working back and forth in the lower rear

braces, which are provided with clutches on
the rear end. These engage on a perfectly

clear surface on rear hub when pushed back-

ward, but release themselves automatically

when drawn forward.

The whole mechanism of the wheel can be

reached by the removal of a few screws. The
wheel can be made with narrow tread, since

the spur-wheel being in the centre of the

frame, the narrowness of tread is only gov-

erned by the room necessary for wheel clear-

ance. Different gearings are obtained by
changing the size of the front spur-wheel.

The turning of a screw in the casing of the

rear spur-wheel takes up any wear of the

parts, thus securing necessary adjustment.

ADDING OIL CUPS.

In addition to a line of standard cups of all

styles, Fay & Bowen, of Auburn, N. Y..

will offer the coming season three patented

devices for hub and crank-hanger oil-

ing. One of these is their own "Special

Dust-proof" cup, which was first placed

on the market late last year. The re-

maining two are the "Helmet" or Loos-

Beissbarth cup, originally a foreign patent,

and an entirely new device originated in Can-

ada. With this variety of styles and the con-

sequent wide range of prices they can ott'er.

Fay & Bowen expect to bring the oil-cup de-

partment of their business up to the same rela-

tive proportion as their already large trade in

spokes and nipples.

GOT FIVE DAYS.

One of those gentle juveniles the world

loves so well straightened out a button-hook,

sharpened the point thereof and journeyed

to Coney Island last week. Once there he

inserted the button-hook, aforementioned, in-

to every pneumatic tire he could get close to.

Arrested and brought before a judge, he ga\o

the usual I-didn't-mean, I-didn't-know, I-

won't-do-it-any-more excuses, but the judge

wasn't taking any just then and awarded the

tire-stabbcr five days in jail, a penalty if any-

thing too light for the oft'ense con\mittod.

Tills is the first time punishment has heou

meted cnU for tiro injury hero.

METAL FOR CYCLE MAKING.

Pho Williams Co., Ltd.. oi Carnegie, Pa.,

rooontly organized with a capital of $20,000,

will make an alloy of nickel and steel which is

non-corrosive, requires no pl.iting, has a very

high tensile strength, and is ivirtiouiariy de-

signed for bicycle ivuts wliero strength and

lightness are required. The officers of tlie

company are: E. G. Ilcusler, chairman: W.
11. Shinn, secretary and treasurer; aivd H. J.

Williams, general manager.
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lM)\i: BY MclUFFEE.

He Pols the FiKurea for the Mile Paced

Where They Will be Likely to Stay

Awhile.

The hisitiry of racing and speed-making is

written round the pcrfortnanccs at a mile.

When \V. \V. Hamilton rode a paced mile on

March .'. !.•*!»«>. at Curonado Bcacli. Cal.. in the

iinr';i!:t!r<! time i>i 1.^1'.' l--"". stinlciits of speed-

^;. were of the opinion tliat the man
I'r. ido had set the mark at a figure it

would stay <or many a long day.

Enter Mr. McDuffcc, Boston-bred and on a

Boston track—result, one mile in 1.38 1-5.

Great deeds are more often spontaneous than

carefully planned, so McDuffce's desire for

milci'^h glory came without premeditation,

while he was seated in the grand stand watch-

ing another ci>ntest against time. "I think I'll

go against time for the mile, il you can get

some one tt» pull me around." was the oflf-

hand way McDufTee announced his intention.

"Somebody" eventually materialized in the

Berlo .«e.xtuplet with "Dutch" Waller as

*tevr«inian. .\t first his steersmanship was

not all it might have been, and a (|uint was

put on to give steadiness to the Waller crew

a« well as to send them over the starting line

at top s[>eed. At the end of three laps all

thi» had l>cen accomplished. McDufTee safely

|,,„.i...i ... gjiyj |j,g word and the trial was

I.. .

for a >

affect

flew a

i and steady, except

turns, which did not

• seven riders fairly

-•. the speed was so

great that the hig machine and McDiifTce's

bicycle seemed to lie almost flat. More than

ICC the toe clip on McDuffce's inner pedal

touched the cement with a metallic click as he

hung to his work. Like a piece of machinery.

a'

I

: the great scx-

K' .<l rider hugging
tl '

< for stiitel, swept over the

•I' while th«' crowd held its

bn.ith ior the three laps. Watches clicked

'> nil ...II ..> ilw ntilc was crossed and in an

r the word went from
•'- • •'!(' record had gone.

'I at I.IK Hat in scv-

'Mcr. the mile was
*• ter was ridden

in \ile in 1.40; the

third in (.< l-h second*, which is a shade
laMrr: the b-'I'' >" I'l ;

". -. . ..i.,u .-,1 ih^ rate

of a imir i: ,n l.tC,:i-Tt,

r.;- ••
•

f..

f..

t.i;

Uii;

lor n"
rttilr .1

'( pttrri\ trt the

ill

' lor a

»;.i»n that

.il..

d throng'

KNEW HIS MAN.

The former pri/c-figlit m.in.igcr. who has

of late turned his undcsired attention to cycle

racing, wrote Linton, the Welsh racer, his

terms to come to .America and be raced, ex-

ploited and managed by the pugilistic im

prcssario. Linton, with the caution of his

kind, cabled his terms as follows: Salary of

f.'i.fMK), to be deposited in advance by the

prize-fight promoter in a London bank, and

an agreement to pay all expenses of Linton,

his pacemakers, trainers, attendants, etc..

from the time they left England until their

return there. The prize-fight promoter is

silently thinking—at least he has not yet been

heard from.

MONS. LESN.X BOWS.

EVAN'S SCORES AGAIN.

New Brunswick. N. J.. Aug. 14.—The fifty

and W mile road records were lowered be-

tween this city and Elizabeth this morning by

.\nthony W. W. E\ans. of the New York
Athletic Club.

Evans started from Highland Park, about

a mile from this citv. at 7 o'clock this morn-

€

A wcllfillcd ;.

padding lo give the racing man a ^

^»Tllo^ty W. W. IVAN*.

ing. He was desirous of breaking the record
of 2 hours and .10 minutes for fifty miles,

which he established last year as a State rec-

ord lie accompli<.hc(l this, making the first

l.ip ironi lure to Kli/abcth and b.ick in J.J.'i lU.

lie rotnpletrd his one- hundredth mile at

120I..VJ}. }\i% total elapsed time for the cen-

tury was &.01 .'•.') He thus lowered the 100-

milc State record by tVt minutes H2) seconds.

The National record was lowered about 14

Evans was in excellent condition

hing.

TkVINO ItOTH SIDKI OP THE OAMB.

ISar'tcn, it"

uhlv (!»r fir-'

iiicct wiiilr still in the

1' own racing power*
• sperimcnl was a failure and Harden

iicy (about |400), but he intends to

repeat the experiment.

Greets the iKnoring "Manafiers" with an

Hour'H Demonstration of Record

Breaking.

When a gentleman with a trainer, a collec-

tion of racing and pacing machines and a

reputation for speed journeys from Paris to

Melbourne, thence to San Francisco and

eventually lands in Boston, spending his time

and money in training, no one but a fool

would imagine that gentleman was traveling

for either his health or mental culture. Yet

it seems that the various "managers" of Amer-

ican racing men have heretofore taken this

absurd view of Mons. Lesna's two months' so-

journ in this country.

While match races galore have been ar-

ranged with yellow dogs, wind-broken horses

and third-rate racing men, for some un-

fathomed "managerial" reason Mons. Lesna's

pleas for a chance to try his luck have not

been productive of anything but "managerial"

blulT. guff and stuff. Why. no one but the

oinni|)otcnt "managers" know, if even they do.

It is with considerable pleasure, therefore,

that Till-: Wiieki. records the e.rcellent work

of Mons. Lcsna at Boston on Saturday, which

performance stamps Lcsna as a rider worthy

of the attention of even the gigintic brains of

.American racing men's "managers." The
blotting out of Michael's .\mcrican hour fig-

ures by Lesna is due to the Frenchman's

scrupulous and persistent training of himself

and his pacemakers. He seemed to be in

|)crfect form at the finish and was not ex-

hausted by his effort.

The pick-ups. which had been faithfully

jiracticcd, were made in lieautiful style, and

there was never an ojiportunity to lag.

In the first lap of the eleventh mile the rear

lire of No. "J <|uint punctured and went flat.

Lesna's tire rubbed against it. but it was

safely landed on the banking, while the rider

went out unpaced after the waiting quad,

which he soon caught. .\ spare triplet was

at once manned and worked throughout the

ride, so that the time was not affected. At the

eleventh mile Lesna began to cut Michael's

m;irks. which were lowered with unfailing

regnlarity until the en<l.

As the hour drew to a close, judges and

scorers went out and jlistributed themselves

over the track, so that, when the pistol an-

nounced the end of the hour, the exact spot of

the rider on the track was marked and the

distance measured. Lesna's time for the

miles were as follows:

Kir»t mile L4!l

Two mile* S.61%
Three mile* 6.G0

I'our milcn 7.47)i

Five milr*.

.Sin milr*..

.*>rvrnlccn i>

l''i|7hlr(.n nil

.. 9.88H

..U.88H

..».»>%

. .16.37H

. .17.:tlH

..19.29J,

..21.2K4tt

a27«<,

:! |M.
II 1'. '••.

II H
.4&.15

2.fe«fc

I TiTii

1.62%

1.57

2113

ir.7%
1 .'Vihi

1.5K

1 r.:<H

1 r*'4
1 .'.«H
LMil
1 .%VI..

I r.T

I :.T'r,

i.r.7%

2.01

l.MSi
1.S6H
l.MH
I.M
l.BS
l.f*%
1.B7
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AT MANHATTAN.

On the Swept-by-Oceaii-BreeJ5es Track Some
Fairly Interesting: Races Are '

Run OfiF.

The most interesting race meet is that in

which personality plays the largest part. For
instance, in the old days, Zimmerman could

make a meet, as could Windle, Hendee and

Rowe each in his day. Nowadays, the crack-

ajacks are so evenly matched, and there is so

little authentic claim to King-Beeship, that

the race meets pass off smoothly and without

any great enthusiasm, and the crowds are not

frenzied for love of some popular idol.

At the South Brooklyn Wheelmen's meet

(their second' annual), held at the Manhattan

Beach track on Saturday last, sun-baked and

breeze-swept, there was something of a de-

parture from the dead-level of excellence.

R. A. Miller was easily the star man of the

meet. And Champion Longhead, Major

Taylor (the speed-coon) and R. A. McFar-
land also gave a personal zest to the after-

noon's proceedings. Miller, for instance, was

almost always on the carpet. He is a big,

lumbering fellow, the kind of a man who in-

terests the public, the helpless-appearing,

strong man. In each of his races he moved
ahead at the proper point with a sort of a

Zimmermanesque power which enabled him

to make ducks and drakes of his fields. Here

is a catalogue of his efforts throughout the

day: One-mile open, amateur, second in heat;

2.25, second in final, 2.29 1-5; one-mile tan-

dem, first in heat with Babcock, time 2.1i),

first in final with Babcock, time 2.18; two-mile

handicap, amateur, third in heat from scratch,

4.49; first in final, but disqualified for foul

'riding, 4.42 1-5. Considering the breeze,

which made the racing at certain points of

the track a species of hill-climbing, this was

great work. Miller is cut out to be one of

the greatest racing men of his day. At pres-

ent there seems to be a lack of the top-notch

sprint, but perhaps that may come with time.

At present he is a lumbering, untrained, un-

cared-for amateur, with stamina and strength

to waste.

After Miller, Major Taylor, the pride of the

"kids," and the hope of all coondom, was an

interesting figure. The Major won the second

heat of the mile professional handicap, 15-

yard mark, in 2.10 2-5, and was prominent in

the final all the way, but was lost in the

shuffle over the tape. In the two-thirds mile

open, professional, the Major beat Walter

Sanger in the first heat and gave Longhead a

great send-off in the final. Loughead, be-

cause of his recent victory in Philadelphia,

was known to the crowd, and on his first ap-

pearance was applauded. C. M. Murphy was

thrown in one of the heats and was carried

off the track, but pluckily reappeared in an-

other race, evoking great a])plause. Leroy

See won the half-mile for novices by the

pluckiest sort of riding. The little fellow was

(lead beat, though leading, one hundred yards

from home. He gave a furtive glance for-

ward to see how much more agony was before

him, and burned himself all out—a winner.

"Popper" See was highly elated, as was

Brother See. "Popper" See says his l^oy, who
is a very fine, promising-looking youth, will

disappear from the path, a decision which

sensil)le jieople will api)lau(l, as See is too

young, both i)hysically and menially, for

track-racing. Joe Harrison, who reeenlly

broke his arm, had the misfortune to fracture

his collar-bone. The track is not banked high

enough, and the men fall without any provo-

cation. The Murphy fall, however, was
caused by one of the officials stooping to re-

move a stone from the track. Jenny did some
powerful work. He is one of the best put-up

men on the path.

ard Ericsson, Brooklyn, 1.12%; Beverly Sparks, Ho-
boken, 1.14%; Fred Leyers, Central C. C, 1.13%.
One-mile amateur.—1, O. V. Babcock, Harlem W.

;

2, R. A. Miller, Harlem W.; 3, A. M. Curtis. Meri-
den W. C. ; 4, E. De Martini, S. B. W. ; 5, J. B.
Hutcheon, Windsor Terrace W. Time, 2.29%.
One-mile handicap, professional.—1, F. J. Jenny,

Utica, 60 yards; 2, G. B. Smith, Freeport, L. I., 115
yards; 3, W. K. Sibley, Brooklyn, 150 yards; 4, D.
Sutphen, Newark, 115 yards; 5, Major Taylor, 15
yards. Time, 2.09%. The heat winners were C. M.
Murphy, 40 yards, 2.13ys; Major Taylor. 15 yards,
2.10%; J. E. Walsh, Boston, 70 yards, 2.093/s. Loug-

The judging was not above reproach. Tlierj

was a great deal of hesitation, consultation,

and, in some cases, the wrong man was
picked. The Wheel's scheme of having

only three judges was highly commended,
and the experience of the officials at Manhat-
tan Beach track last Saturday was a further

indorsement of The Wheel's idea. There

are too many judges at present, and one poor

judge among four good ones is enough to

unsettle the whole game. The handicapping

in the two-mile event was not above criticism.

In heat two, all the men were together at

three-quarters of a mile; in heat three, the

men were, practically, all together at the eiul

of one lap, and the fourth heat was no r;u-e

afler two-thirds of a mile. With men like

Miller at scraleh llirro slionld he a liniil of ;llii)

and not 225 yards. It is one thing not to liaxc

any runaway handicai)s; it is another thing to

gi\e every man in the race a chance. JMghteen

hundred ])eople only ni:iili- llie meet :i no!

very prolitahle fniu'lion. A. (1. il;itclu'ldoi

refereed.

The summary:

Oni-halt mill- novii-r, 1, l.irnv See. S. II. W , ; :;.

1". I.eyirs, C'lnlral C. I'.; :!, 11. C. Iloardiuan, Uo
fnider W. TinH', 1.19. Tlu' lioal wiiiiuTs were W. I),

lUiiiseh. Niw Voi-U, 1.21%; Leroy Sit. I.ir.'f,; Kl,-h-

litad. from scratch, finished second in heat one:
Alcl'arland. from scratcli, finished fifth in heat two,
and Sanger, from scratch, finished sixth in lioat

three, l\lcl'"arland moving his half in l.O.'i'^s.

One-mile actors' race. 1, Walter Jones; 2, K.
Redway.

Anything hut fumiy, tlu- comic opera stars

being dismally ilnll and sokMunly slow.

One-mile tandem amateur. 1, llahcock and Miller,
Harlem W.; 2, 11. V. Uedell and W. K. Moshcr.
kiverside W,; :!, II. li. Cashell and Thomas .\d-
milz, Excelsior Club. Time, 2.1S.

Two-mile handicap, amateur, 1, 1". \\ , Kielit.
lirooklyn, SO yards; 2, W, (.', Culbertsoii, Concv
Island, 50 yards; 3, .\. .\l. Cuiiis. Meriden, Conn., l(i

yards; 4, Samuel SlaiuKveu, I'aterson. N. J„ 30
yards. Time. 4.32%.

In heat three, Thomas .\dmit/ iinished

lourth, liut \\;is gixen no place by the juilges.

Ill the tiiKil, .Millei-, after ;i splendid race,

made for the t. pe witli one of his wablijing

linishes, in which all his strength, hut none
of his skill, is put forth. lie forged slowly

ahead, giving a iremeiulous e \liiliiiion. but

he w;d)l)led ;nul \\;ibbled ;ind tin,\ll\ wabbiotl

himself in fiont of l\ieht anil won h\ a yard

and was disquidilied ; the ilecision being :i jiisi

one, and one which Miller should treasure,

lie should si\ul\ TkiM's li:ur-line tinish, in

which luldie ;ind his m;icliine move along in

.1 style which is little short of perfection.

Two-lliiiils mile open, protessiDMiil. 1, I''. 1. I ouu-
hea.l; 2, Major Taylor; It, K, J, TiUls; 4, W .' C, Son-
ger, 'limo, l,2SV(i.
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LUCKY ATALAXTAS.

Proapcrity Still Attends Their RaclnK Vrntnrrs

Amateurs and Professionals in Fine

Fettle.

With the unusual good luck which has been

pan and parcel of the Atalanta Wheelmen since

they bliissuined out as race-meet promoters,

Saturday saw the Xewarkers' National Cir-

cuit date fav«>rcd with perfect weather, a

recoril-hrcakinj{ gate, most of the stars and

some excellent racing- The unusual number

uf amateur cracks was accounted for by the

fact that a national championship was down
for decision. This was at a third of a mile,

and besides attractinK all the fast men of the

division in this sectiuii, it served to draw Pea-

body and Morse, of ChioaK'3, Hausman and

Collett, of New Haven, and Blake, of Kccne,

N. H. The heats in this event were close

and exciting, likewise the final, which Pea-

body won in a blanket finish with Charlie

Ertz, of this city, the one-mile national cham-

pion. Blake landed in third place. Pcabody

worked hard for a championship at the na-

tional meet, but 'was shut out liy Ertz and

Powell, both residents in the metropolitan dis-

trict. Pealmdy's time fi>r the third was 0.42 l-.'i.

Bald rode a grand race in the mile open. He
did not have Earl Kiser opposed to hint in

this event, because that rider was excused

from competition on account of bronchial
trouble But there remained to be beaten,
Mertens, the five-mile national champion; Ar-
thur (jardincr, wh<» recently rode a mile.

I>aced, in \.'\9 .1-.'>. and Tom Cooper, and they

ni&de Bald ride one of the hardest fought
race^ of the year to win. The BufTalo man
got the verdict ljy inches. .Mertens running
*.

'
' '.irdiner third. The winner's

ir ; .V

.... !i ,11,1,. 11, iriiitscd the onlof)k-

cri to a ti • anybody's race

fronj start t .<.<>» by Nat But-

ler from scratch, H«-i ker idinling Ncrcmd from
the l<Ni-yard mark, and Arthur Gardiner get-

ting third irfini scratch. Bald i|ualified for

the filial of the half-mile handicap. Iiut failed

I

'
"
' ThiH was

\\ (•'»" yar«ls).

V,.... • .. .. - ,. >vcund, and
Watoon ( olctiLin CJi* yards), third.

7 > "
i>, amalrur ((our

1,. -inn U \V., NfW
II . 042%.
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CLAIMED BY McGllNNESS.

The 200-milc road record is claimed by J.

E. McGuinness, of New Bedford. The best

previous record was 17 hours 28i minutes,

which McGuinness supplanted with 15 hours

.>4 minutes. McGuinness is a New Bedford

man, and the trial was from his own home
to Fall River, to Woonsocket and the Wor-
cester valley. The Mount \'ernon Club did

much of the pacing and also entertained him

at their club in Worcester, where he rested

for some time. This record was bettered a

day later by W. S. Taylor, of Norwood. Mass.,

president of the Norwood Cycle Club. His

elapsed time was 15 hours 40 minutes; actual

ricling time, 12 hours 35 minutes. But the

autlu-iitic 2<t0-mile record, paced, is held to the

credit of Fred Graves, of Springfield, his time

being 17 hours 28.J minutes.

FORM SUFFERS.

RESULT OK RACING CO.VTROL.

Here's an item that will arouse the envy

of the average American bicycle club: The
Melbourne (--Vustralia) Bicycle Club, at its

recent nineteenth annual meeting, reported a

balance on hand of $15,1(K).

Ml TOOK twi

AFTER THE CLP.

Oenver. Col., Aug. lo. The next event of

prominence in cycle circles is the relay race

for the Sterling Cup. The cup was presented

to Denver whrelmen by the Sterling Cycle

W"' r ago, t<» be won three limes bc-

lop .g the property of any club. The
Denver Athletic Club Wheelmen got it last

year, after a "scrap" that will be memorable
in Wc»tem cycling. The race will be run

Auinist 28th, and clubs from Denver, Chey-
enne and Colorado Spring* will compete.

HIS WHEEL AND SELF BOTH SUSPENDED.

'ito /irgler, the California champion, who
• > iinder »uftpen»ion for participating in Sun-
day racing, is arranging for a racing pil-

I He expects to nail

1 September, which will

tiiiK to become acclimated before the

iig events arc held. He intends to

tram on board the ship by having his wheel
«ll«|>rflilr <l from tlir ilrrL

Results Were Not According to What the Cir-

cuit Followers Predicted They

Would Be.

Wilkesbarre. Pa.. .\ug. 12.— It is the unex-

pected that always happens. To-day's finishes

in the National Circuit races here prove con-

clusively that this rule still holds good. In

the one-mile, 2.<'.'> class. Major Taylor de-

feated .\at Butler, who ran second, and I'red

Hoyt. who ran third, by inches only. Fred

lloyt took the two-mile national champion-

ship in a hard battle with Bald, who finished

behind Kiser. Nat Butler, who ran second

in the 2.05 class, took the mile open, defeat-

ing Gardiner, who out-paced Kiser at the

tape. The racing was all clean and above

reproach or protest in any way.

The surprising results of the professional

contests seemed to infect the amateurs as

well, for, in the half-mile championship for

the amateur riders, E. M. Blake, of Keene,

N. H., and E. W. Peabody, of Chicago, with

Earl Bovee. of Binghamton, took the three

positions, and the medals, while Powell. Daw-
son and I'earing. of the New York /\thletic

Club, were forced to finish with the also rans.

In the mile open, amateur, C. Hausman
won. but was disqualified on the protest of

I'eabody for wabbling in the stretch. In the

lieats of the mile open, several great contests

were seen. In the first heat Fred Loughead
\\as shut out by Cooper, Gardiner and Mc-
i'arland. In the second heat Bald was clean-

ly shut out by Steeiison, Taylor and Eaton,

.uid in the third heat Sanger went out by rea-

son of a defeat at the hands of Kiser, Butler

.iiid .Vcker. . In the final Tom Cooper ran

^ixth and Kiser was cleanly beaten in a des-

perate and hard finish by Nat Butler and
< iardiner.

The summary:

ilalf-milr li.tndicaii. professional—1, C. R. Newton,
1'" yarils; J. Major Tavliir, 20 yards: 3. Otto .Mayo, 40
s.xTds; 4, I". S. Wells." 2.1 yarcf^s. Time, O.Kt.

( Inr-milr |iro(r<>>ional. 1. .\al Uutlcr; 2, Arthur Gar-
lincr; 3, l--irl Ki«ir. Time, 2.07%.
Two-mile national championnTiip, professional—1,

I rc.l Iloyt; 2. IJirl Kiser; 3, E. C. Bald. Time,
1 Ifi.

• •ncmile. 2.05 cla»». profe«t«ional.—1. Major Taylor;
L. \.il Itiilirr; 3. |-rcd Iloyl. Time. 2.10.
llaUmilc stale rlianipioiiship, amateur—T. W. A.

I ••- I 1 ,^,*

.maleur-— I, Ti. Harry, 100 yards;
ids; 3, H. U. Strong, 130 yards.

.. .;«'.*».

' M,r mile open, amalcur-1. I. A. Powell; 2, Kay
.n; 3, E. \V. I'eabody; 4. E. Bovee. Time.

lwi>-mile handicap, amateur.—1, C. E. Coleman, 60
yardd; 2. C. Harry, 1TB yards; 8, G. H. Colell, GO
yard*. Time, 4.46Vk.

Ul'ESTION OK MONEY.

At Plainfield, N. J., l.ist week, A. H. Bar-
nett. onetime winner of the Irvington-Mill-
burn, was a defendant in a suit brought
against him by the Waltham Mfg. Co., who
had Barnett arrested, charging that he had
borrowed a bicycle from the concern to ride
in races last season and had refused to return
it. Barnett gave fJoii bonds to appear be-
fore the grand jury and answer the charge.
He recently got a judgment against the com-
pany for a certain sum that he was to have
received for every race he won on the wheel
now in dispute. He attached the bicycle to
secure the claim.

INTO OITER DARKNESS.

The trade hired racing man is combustible.
When he is fired from his team and training
i|uarters he usually goes out very ijuickly.
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Palmers at the National Meet
Half-Mile Championship, Professional.

Won by Earl Kiser, on a Spalding fitted with Palmer Tires.

Five-Mile Championship, Professional.

Won by A. C. Mertens, on a Spalding fitted with Palmer Tires.

One-Mile Championship, Amateur.
Won by C. M. Ertz, on a Cleveland fitted with Palmer Tires.

Two-Mile Championship, Amateur.
Won by 1. A. Powell, on a Spalding fitted with Palmer Tires.

Fastest Mile Ever Ridden in Public—1.39 3-5.

By Arthur Gardiner, on a Dayton fitted with Palmer Tires, paced by two Dayton

quads fitted with Palmer Tires.

World's Competition Record—5 Miles in 10.45.

By A. C. Mertens, on a Spalding fitted with Palmer Tires.

Mile Open, Professional—Largest Purse Offered.

Won by Earl Kiser, on a Spalding fitted with Palmer Tires.

Mile, 2.05 Class, Professional.

Won by A. C. Mertens, on a Spalding fitted with Palmer Tires.

One-Mile Handicap, Amateur.
Won by Ray Murray, on a Dayton fitted with Palmer Tires.

Palmer Tires Won the Honors of the Meett as They

Always Do.
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ALLIANCE AT LAST.

After an ainoiint i>f potlKr. entirely out of

ill proportion to the importance of the aflfair,

ihc famous A. A. U.— L. A. W. alliance has

been renewed. President McMillan, signing

the document fur the A. A. U., and Chair-

man Mott, in the absence in Europe of Pres-

ident Potter on an advertising contract, acting

in the same signatorial capacity for the

L. A. W. The official text follows:

1. All cycling evcnl* in championship or other

l«-n mccling* o{ the .\. A. U. or its »«*.>ciations or

. Iuh« »liall l>c given under the rules of the L. A. W.,

and all athletic erent* in any meeting given under

the «anction ul the I- A. W. sl>all be held under the

ruirs ..t itic A. A. I'.

: ( ,ruc» againal any cyclist or athlete shall be

irir.l by the party to this alliance having jurisdiction,

rx.cj.t that an A. .\. I'. cycliM shall be tried by a

' "uitec o( three, one ol whom shall be named by

A A. v., one by the U A. VV., and the third

tier by the two »o chosen; provided that the

accused »hall. within twenty days after the receipt of

•.uch chargev submit to the Racing Hoard proof of

hia .V A. U. membership and claim trial by such

cummittec.

X No athletic games, meetings, benefits or enter-

tainments which include or are held in connection

^.,\, - ,'w-ling event or events shall be sanctioned or

liy the A. A. U. or by any of its associa-

:iy case where a sanction for such cycling

event or events shall have been or shall be withheld

f.r rrf'inrd by the I_ A. \V.. and in all cases where

•'C game*, meetings, benefits or entertain-

have l»cen or shall be inadvertently sane-

t,.,ri. If . !. the sanction or recognition

ihrrcl .1 Mih cancelled and annulled. No
•

. ,,, -,..,.. IS included in or run in con-

U any programme of athletic games, meet-

'Is. or entertainments shall be sanctioned

.•cd by the U A. W. in any case where

I recognition of such games, meetings.

Ik^i>cI>:», t.r entertainments shall have been or shall

l>r iihhrld or refused bv the A. A. U. or by any of

ry case where such cycling

liern or shall he innilvert-

,„,., -I '-v the I., A. \V.. such

tanf ''lied and annulled.

4. , ^ Wheelmen shall an-

huallv. "r at such lime and tor such |>eriods as it may
dcrni ad«isal>lr. ap|M>inl a delegate, who shall act

with and constitute one of the Hoard of (iovernnrs

•if the A. A I' . and shall havr a vole upon all <|urs.

Ill MUbU WILL CONTINUB.

Wuraoao, Ma**., August 16, |!C<T.

r ...• ...««.. I'. O, Itoa 444. New York.

>(* .'sis:

srril lit >• iin.r ilir ruliino ••( i.r>ir< was hcgiin

rs in the

statements

niade cenaidiog t*of lin4kOv>«il c«>ndi1ion.

M offf gcMxl* and oitr fiiltire infpnit'>ns;

i II

1. we

lions coming befurc the said board, and a right lu

sii u|H>n committees and take part in all the actions

thereof, as fully as members of said board elected

from the several associations of the A. A. U.

5. The A. A. V. shall designate a representative

to the I-. A. W., who shall become a member of the

National Assembly of the L. A. W.. and who shall

be appointed as an advisory member of the Racing

Board of the L. A. \\ ., and to whom all matters

appertaining to .\. A. I', cyclists shall be referred be-

fore action is taken by the I.. .\. W.
6. The L. .\. \\ . agrees that all registered A. A. U.

cyclists shall he granted the privilege of competing

more than 100 miles from their home or residences,

and the rules of the .\. A. U. regarding expenses

shall apply to said cyclists, providing, however, that

in all cases cyclists shall exhibit a registration card

of the A. A. U. as proof of their right to these privi-

leges.

7. Each party to this alliance shall respect and en-

force all penalties of suspension or disqualification

inflicted by the other party.

8. In case of disagreement between the L. A. W.

and the A. A. V. upon any point covered by these

articles, the same shall be submitted to three ar-

bitrators, one to be selected by the A. A. U., one

by the L. A. W., and the two so selected shall se-

lect the third, the decision of the arbitrators to be

accepted as final by the L. A. \V. and the A. A. U.

9. These articles of alliance shall be terminable by

either party upon thirty days' written notice to the

other.

10. These articles of alliance shall take effect when

ratified by the representative governing boards of the

organizations party thereto, and duly signed by the

Presidents of the .^. A. V. and the L. A. \V.

RACING BOARD'S HULLETI.N.

Haltimore. .-Nug. Ifi. .\ftcr the heat-race rule on

page 34, K. R.. add the following: "Or, as an- alter-

native, in running a heat race, such event may be

conducted under Ihc rule outlined below:

"When the race is best two out of three heats, the

winner is not reached until one rider has won two

heats, either through virtue of finishing first or by

Ihc disqualification of a competitor or competitors

who may finish in front and lose such position or

posilitms through ruling or rulings of the referee.

The second and other prizes shall be distributed ac-

cording to the standing of the rider in the summary,
heat winners to be placed before all those who have

occupied lesser positions, and in case two riders arc

lied by finishing an equal number of times in the

same position, the one occupying the best position

in the concluding heat shall he awanleit Ihe prize.

In every hiat a rider must finish within l-'iO yards of

the winner or he adjudgerl distanced. In case a

ri<lrr fails to win one heat in three, he will be dis-

qualified from any aubsequcnt heats that may he

necessary to decide the prizes."

The suspension placed upon I' M Kilchcy,

'urhlo. Col., expired August 3d.

Itasing complied with rule V., requiring pro-

grainine. etc, nf - .•^. •!.. I' u<n University

Track Athletic •. N. J.; the

Hancock .\lhlett« !• Iphia. and the

liohcmian I„ A. W. Club, 1 edar Kapids, la., have
lirtn restored to sanction iirivilrgcs.

I'»r failing lo fi'r report of ra.'c meet and failure

. make good the \a'ue of priars. !•". li. Mcl'artncy
I rosscr, Wa'.er^oo, la., have been placed

t fif ihdae to whom aanclion* will he re-

'the Richmond Fair Association, Richmond. Ky.,

i,a> l.rrn i.iAinl up«. n Ihc li»l of thost lo which

rtfused for pramol^ng untanclioncd

r. .M. Dcy, Asluiry I'ark. N. .1.. has htcn i.laccd

upon Ihc list of those to whom sanctions wilt he re-

fused for failing lo file programme and report of race

meet.

The suspension placed upon Ilonu-r .\. Fuller. .St.

Louis, Mo., expired August 10, 1897.

The suspension placed upon Paul Molitor, Chat-

ham, N. J., will expire September B, 1897.

AM.\Ti:UR RECORDS ACCEPTED.

Two miles, against time, paced, made by H. M.

Sidwell, at Chester I'ark. Winton Place, Ohio, July

24, 1897; time, 3.52%- One-third mile, against time,

paced, made by Fred Schade. of Ilrrndon. \'a., at

Willow Crovt, I'a., August 7, l«t7; time. 0.:B%. One-

mile, tandem, competition; time. 1.56%; made by

Casey and Eckberg at Charles River Park. Cam-

bridge. .Mass.. July 31. ISi". Fifty-one to 100 miles,

against time, flying start, unpaced, made by Rudolf

Lauricks. at Chester River Park, Cambridge, Mass.,

July 31, 1897; time, 51 miles, 2.3.r42; 52 miles, 2.37.10;

53 miles, 2.42.09%; 54 miles, 2.45.2i%; 55 miles,

2.48.38%: 50 miles. 2.51.49%; 57 miles. 2.55.01%; 58

miles, 2.5K.14Vi; 59 miles, 3.01. SlVi; f*» milo. 3.04.45%;

01 miles, 3.07.54%; 62 miles, 3.11.09%; 63 miles. 3.14.34%;

64 miles, 3.07.54%; K miles, 3.20.5.S%; 66 miles,

3.24.12%; 67 miles, 3.27.27%; 68 miles. 3.30.43%; 69

miles, 3.34.08; 70 miles, 3.37.36%; 71 miles, 3.40.!'.6; 72

miles, 3.44.03%; 73 miles, 3.47.11; 74 miles, 3.50.19%;

75 miles, 3.53.33%; 76 miles. 3.56.5:J%; 77 miles, 4.00.57;

7S miles, 4.03.58; 79 miles. 4.06.58%; 80 miles, 4.10.06%;

81 miles, 4.13.14; 82 miles, 4.10.25%; 83 miles, 4.19.37;

81 miles, 4.22.52; 85 miles. 4.26.09%; 86 miles, 4.29.32%;

87 miles, 4.32.52%; 88 miles. 4.36.13%; 89 miles,

4.:t!t.37%; 90 miles, 4.43.01%; 91 miles, 4.46.48%; 92

miles. 4.50.09; 93 miles, 4,.">3.:{5%: IM miles. 4.67.05%;

95 miles. 5.00.35; 96 miles, 5.03.46%; 97 miles, 5.06.56%;

98 miles, 5.10.05%; 99 miles, 5.13.18%; 100 miles,

5.16.24%.

SUSPENSIONS REM()\ED.

R. E. Walters. Allegheny. Pa.; Charles Miller.

Marion, Ind. ; J. M. Hlanqui, New York; J. A. Wood-

lief, Ottawa, Kan.; Claud L. Granger. Milwaukee.

Wis.; J. II. Knoernschild, .Milwaukee. Wis.; L.

Dumkc, Herea, (). ; II. Worm. Herea. O. ; George I),

(irant, Detroit. .Mich.; tlilbert Porter, I-onaconing.

Md. ; J. W. .Newman. Jr.. Savannah. Ga. ; I). C.

Jones, Dallas. Tex.is; .\. C. Ilurke, Dallas. Texas;

George Kelhoff, Trinidad, Col.; Hrooks Kline, At-

l.inta. Ga. ; .M. .\. Elliott, ,\tlanta, Cia. ; Jim Walthour.

.Mlania, Ga. ; F. A. Heall. Augusta. Ga.; .Martin

lladcn, William Denny. I-ewis Hitchcock, Winfield.

Kan.; W. E. Johnson. Johnstown, Pa.

SUSPENDED PENDINti I WESTIGATtON.

I,cc Hcale. Cumberland, Md. ; Robert White.

Scranton. Pa.; John W. Duncan. Roger West. Ilar-

manson Kilnxm. t >nanci>ck, \a. ; Frank Gordy, Onley

Station. \a. ; L. C. I'endell, Worcester. Mass.;

George II. Wallen, Castle Wheelmen. I'liiladelphia.

Pa.; J. II. Clift, Castle Wheelmen. Philadelphia, Pa,;

James J^gue. Castle Wheelmen. Philailclphia. Pa.;

William L. Wigmore, Castle Wheelmen, Philadelphia.

Pa. ; E. C. Goodley, Wilmington, Del.

PERMANENT Sl^SPENSION.s

Hugh Kelley, Rockvillc, Ind., repeatedly riding

while under suspension.

Charles II. Young, Frederick, .Md., for repeated un-

fair flealing in connection with cycle racing.

MERE i>UCKET MU.MV.

Turin ofTcrs a Grand Prix, the winner's

share of which is gu.iranlecd to be not less

thnn tJ.'fMi.

BIKE METAL.

i4»l I i;i UH(- VI jtr*9^tnM I »irm«kf

•'WHEELMLNS RESORTS."

MtMnaan IIoM»«, llMbfiaii, I. I.

ham;kus. sprockets,

ham>lk-hau stkms. iikai) lugs.

Machined or Plain CiiHlingN.

SEAT-POSTS.

Etc.

< iitr I.S9.S Bike Mrtnl is u strong as steel. Mallenble iron haft hard surface-; the outer surfnce

• if Itikr Metal is us toft and ns easily inarhined ns grey iron. Send for sample and catalogue.

ACME MALLEABLE IRON WORKS,
Kindly mrnlinn i h« Wheel. BUFFALO, N. Y,
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LOOKING AHEAD.

Whether Chajnless or Chain Wheels Come,

the Market and Demand Are

Here.

In the bicycle world it is very difficult to

forecast a season's trade, or to tell what new
features will appeal to the public taste. Many
seemingly good things, and many well-adver-

tised and strongly-pushed articles, have fallen

flat on the market, while others, less known
and more quietly introduced, have met with

pronounced success. In the long run, the

public come pretty close to being right in

their judgment of what is good and what

they want, though some times it requires a

good deal of time for them to become edu-

cated up to their own real interests. They
have shown pretty conclusively during the last

twelve months what they want, and what they

are willing to pay for it, and it may take a

good deal of demonstration to prove to them

that some new thing is better, and that they

want to pa}' a good deal of extra money to

get it.

The "fixity of pattern" that we all once

thought so desirable has practically, been an

established- fact for several years. It has had

no small share in bringing the trade nearer

to a common level. Uniformity in appear-

ance, finish, design, detail and equipment has

prevailed so far that it has become difficiilt

to determine real values. Most customers

have been seeking their first wheel, and, as the

majority of makers were young in the trade,

and without long-established names, there has

been little to serve as a guide. This has been

to the advantage of the new maker, but to

the ultimate disadvantage of- all.

'There is' no sufficient reason why there

should not be greater diversity of' pattern

among bicycles than there is at present; to the

advantage of both maker and user. Should

any new model prove superior in most fea-

tures to the present standard, the change

would prove of great advantage to the rriaker

as well as the user. The bicycle consumer

would gain in obtaining a new and improved

model, and the maker would secure the ad-

vantage that accrues from supplying new and

popular goods at fair profits.

Whatever degree of success is won by the

chainless safety another season, its introduc-

tion is likely to prove a distinct advantage. It

will surely meet a good reception, and be

profitable for its makers. There are thou-

sands ready to take it when it comes, not only

because it will do away with the obnoxious

chain, but because it is likely to prove the

proper thing to adopt. The rule of fashion

is very strong in the cycling world, and the

latest thing only will satisfy fastidious riders.

Moreover, there is a certain smoothness in

the runnmg ot a new, high-grade wheel that

makes it particularly attractive, and every one

who can afifm-d it will purchase a new one

each season.

The mass of riders, however, will be satis-

fied to purchase chain-driven wheels and

watch the progress of the chainless. In

some respects they will be catered to better

than ever before. In fact, it is quite possible

to make such improvements in the running

gear of the chain-driven bicycle as to put it

on a distinctly higher plane.

The fact is to-day that there arc far too

many sprocket-wheels milled very poorly on

bicycles of all classes, even "high grades,"

and far too many cheap and miserable chains

in use. The manufacturer does too much
hasty work on sprockets, when great care

should be used, and often he purchases second

or third grade chains. Too much care can-

not be exercised in milling sprockets and fit-

ting them properly; but even this is ulti-

mately partly lost if a poor chain is used.

Such a chain may look all right, and run all

right in the store, but after a few weeks on

the road it is quite another thing. It has

then become worn and has stretched more or

less unevenly, the sprockets have worn .and

the machine has lost all its freshness of run-

ning. Thence on, it deteriorates rapidly.

Even poor work and cheap chains can have

their best qualities considerably conserved if

they are protected from dust and grit. We do

not require protection for chains here quite

so much as they do abroad; nevertheless, it is

a distinct advantage and, the cheaper the

goods, the more important it is to protect

them from outside causes of wear or tear.

,

With fine work, first-class chains, and proper

PRESIDENTIAL IDEAS.

lubrication, a degree of efficiency in the run-

ning gear is reached that has not been equaled

by any method of driving that is as yet

known.

It thus appears that there is ample rooui

for choice whatever may be the designs

brought out for another season.
Student.

SUED FOR SLOPPYNESS.

Cincinnati, Aug. 16.—The responsibility of

the city for the wet and sloppy condition of

the streets will be tested in the courts. A Miss
Oliver, of this city, entered suit last week
against the city, claiming damages for her in-

juries and injuries done to her clothes and
wheel. While riding upon the wet street

several months ago, her wheel slipped and
she was thrown heavily to the ground. The
unsafe condition of the street was caused
by the sin-inkling cart, having a license to

sprinkle the streets from the city.

Miss Oliver's attorneys claim that as (he

city issues licenses to the street sprinklers,

the city is responsible for their actions, and if

any accidents occur the city must pay dam-
ages. The outconie of the suit is of great in-

terest to wheelmen generally, as in addition to

the many who will sue should Miss Oliver be
successful, it will greatly assist in having the

dry-strip ordinance enforced. Tiie accident

ct)niplained of occurred just i)ri(ir lo the pass^

age of the dry-strip ordinance.

The Chief Officer of the Dealers' Asso-

ciation "Vie-ws the Past and

Future.

In reply to The Wheel's letter asking what

he considered the cause of conditions at the

present existing in the trade, the cure there-

for and the successful combatting of the de-

partment store evil, George E. Hannan, the

well-known Denver dealer and president of

the National Cycle Dealers' Association, has

this to say:

"After a careful survey of the field I do not

attribute existing conditions to the same

cause that you do. I have contended, and

still contend, that the bane of the bicycle bus-

iness at the present time is over-production.

If this were not so, how could the department

stores get the goods? After carefully look-

ing over the bicycle field, and interviewing

personally all of the large dealers from Omaha
to the Coast in the past thirty days, I cannot

come to any other conclusion as to the de-

moralization of the bicycle trade than as

stated above. Here in the West, where the

department stores have handled wheels, and

every one of them made a failure of it, we
have a still more serious problem, viz.—the

unloading of bicycles by auction houses. So
far this season in Denver two makers of cheap

crocks have disposed of upward of over

1,000 so-called bicycles, ranging from $1() to

$20 each. One of the worst features. of these

sales is the fact that the unscrupulous auc-

tioneer tells his gullible customer that an

ironclad guarantee goes with each purchase.

It is needless to say they never catch the same
customer twice. In some cases I have found
that the sale of one of this class of wheels

makes a purchaser for a high-grade bicycle,

as the cost of maintaining the repairs on one
of these wheels during a season, added to the

original purchase price, makes the expense
almost as great as if they had purchased a

good wheel to start with.

"I quite agree with you that one of the best

ways of meeting this class of vampires is for

the dealer to have a good, cheap, guaranteed
bicycle, that can be procured of reputable

makers, that he is willing to sell on a very

close margin or even at cost to his customer,

and thus overcome the temptation to purchase
of department stores and auction houses. I

firmly believe that if makers of good bicycles

were to take the guarantee off of their wheels
and reduce the wholesale cost to the dealer,
allowing him to make the guarantee to the
retail customer, it would go a long way to-
ward solving- this problem, as the makers
of cheap malleable iron wheels would not
guarantee them if reputable makers did not.
1 think this would place the business on a
belter footing and go far toward establishing
the rejnitable makers in the eyes of the puh"
lic. The days of inllated prices are past, so are
those of the curbstone agent. Bicycles
from this time forward have got to be handled
as other legitimate lines of merchandise, and
the sooner the makers quit selling bicycles
and suiulries to nu-n without mercantile rat-

ing the better it will be for legitimate dealers.
Kindergarten methods ha\e prevailed long
enough in the bicycle business. The bicycle
business is in the same condition now as the
sewing-machine business was several years
ago, when every auction house and second-
hand store had them for sale at almost any
price oft'ered. To-day these conditions lia\c
changed, and only the better class of sewing-
niacin ne makers are left.

"1 think the incycle atmosphere will clear
up if wise counsel and good judgment pre-
vail and the onput of 1898 is curtailed."
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SLIGHTLY CHIDING.

As a sort of "rift in the lute" of almost uni-

versal praise of the recent League meet, the

following from "Town Topics" is easily the

most rifty:

All sorts of cheap medals and badges cov-

ered hundreds of young men and women
who looked like peripatetic pawnshop win-

dows. Youths and maidens chewed gum in

all places, and elderly citizens were stuck fast

to the 'pavement around the headquarters as if

they had stepped on a fly-paper pavement. It

seemed to be the fashion to look as dirty

and "sloppy" and outlandish as possible; to

wear the dusty, travel-stained garb of the

"runs" around the streets, and emulate the

football player, who scorns a uniform which

does not look as if it had been wrapped
round a road-roller for a couple of days. It

was also to be observed that these most ar-

dent chasers for mileage rode with their an-

atomies humped and distorted, and that many
of them looked as if their brains had been

addled by an overdose of "centuries."

I am not opposing the riding of a wheel,

nor the L. A. W. as a body. But this "meet"

afforded a rare opportunity for observing the

bad efifects of a good thing overdone—the

hurtful extreme. Of course, there were

thousands, of visitors who rode rationally, did

not look like lunatics and degenerates, and

kept themselves clean. But the "fiends"

were amazingly conspicuous.

On Sunday several thousands of the visitors

made the run of fifty-eight miles to Atlantic

City. They had a hot and very dusty jour-

ney, and finished with the surface coating of

a rich garden patch. Some sent clean

clothes ahead by train, many did not, and

spent the day and evening amid the spick

and span board-walk throng, in the wringing,

dirty clothes of the ride, like so many hod-

carriers homeward bound after a day's toil.

There are people who think with me that

the possession of a bicycle, with its magnificent

possibilities for recreation, does not neces-

sarily imply the personal habits of an Eskimo,

and look of a football player on the field.

And a young woman humped over her han-

dle-bars, at the end of a long "run" with hun-

dreds of men, her face smirched with dust,

short skirts almost flying about her ears, her

jaws working on a wad of gum with bovine

regularity, is not the sort of angel likely to

raise one's ideals of womanhood.
I recognize the great good there is in the

bicycle, and the impressiveness of so great an

assemblage as this L. A. W. meet. Nor is

there any design to slur the thousands of

right-minded, sensible and self-respecting

men and women who took part in this memor-
able outing. But every one is coming to sec

that there is another side to the picture, and

that a pastime degenerated into a craze has

more elements of harm and demoralization

tha'n of benefit.

NOT Ol'EN TO CONVICTION.

"No, sail—yo' don't ketch dis c(Jon ridin'

his bran' new bysickle on a rainy day like

dis!"

"Rainy? Why, there ain't a cloud in

sight!"

"Don't make no diffc'nce. Dat's what dc

clerk of de wedder says; an' dat's good 'nulT

'thority fob me!"

IN A DICTIONARY.

Desiring to bring their publication up to

the very top-notch of up-to-dateness the pub-
lishers of the Centurion dictionary have added
the following words and definitions in the
1898 edition of their lexicon:

SHORT WERE HER SKIRTS.

Tlifi-i' was a wlieel girl of I'atchoKiu',

Wliosc cost nine wa.s real a la mode,

She scorclied tliniUKli Hie town.

CENTURY RUN.
(Cen=first prize;
Tiir^=for ; Yrun=
lying.) (1) A hun-
dred miles ridden on
a bicycle, the per-

formance of which
often lacks corrobo-
ration. (2) Twenty-
five miles ridden on
a bicycle, the odd
seventy-five miles
often being per-

formed by taking the

machine in a private

room and turning
round the wheels
until the cyclometer
does the rest.

CHAIN. (Ch=broken;
Ai)i=^every iwzv and
then.) A member of

the Noosunts Fam-
ily. A cousin once
removed of the
Tire (which see).

Can be easily disar-

ranged, and is the

cause of much en-

richment of the
English language
and stock-jobbers.
CYCLER. (Sec
WHEELMAN.)

C YCLOM ETER.
(Cyclor^daru; Metci
=^lie.) A humorous
piece of mechanism
supposed to inform
the rider how far he
has been in a certain

time. Is connected
with the number of

revolutions made by
the wheel of the bi-

cycle. Can be relied

upon with the same
confidence as the

latest Chicago cen-
sus.

DROP FORGED.
{Derivation unknoim
even to the inventor of

the words.) An im-
pressive term used
only in bicycle cata-

logues. Its meaning
is clouded in deep
mystery, and h a f

been the cause of

more than one per-
s o n going insane
over trying to solve

it. Beats the Pigs in

Clover puzzle to fits.

FAMILY WHEEL,
(See BABY CAR-
RIER.)

GEAR. (Geer, volal>uk

=wot fell?) (1) An
a r r a n g em e n t of
sprocket w h c c

and chain whereby
power and propul
sion make it a good
thing, which they
push along. (2)

The distance a l)i-

cycle is supposed to

go at every turn of

the pedals. It varies

from 18 to 10(

inches, according to

the imagination. (I?)

Gear, llow to ascer-

tain the. Multiply

t h e n n m h e r of

spokes in (he front

wheel by those in

the rear, and dividi'

by the price paid for

the bicycle.

IT I'. AD I'. R. (//,•

landiiif^: .Idrr—oii Ihc

mil.) One of Ihe

Mihi^d^ ^^^^ iii ^i

plished by the cy-
clist. It consists of

three parts: (1) Ris-
ing swiftly from the
saddle of the ma-
chine. (2) Parting
the atmospheric
waves with incon-
ceivable rapidity as
body hurtles through
the air. (3) Strik-

ing the ground at

the precise point
where it least hurts
—the ground. The
striking must be
done with the head,
or the performance
is a total failure, and
the whole thing
must be gone over
again.

HUBS. (See BALL
BEARINGS.)KANGAROO
BACK. Kanga=git-
onter ; Rooback:=mc
curves!) A position
attained only by the

Scorcher (w h i c h
see). Is something
between a curve and
a straight line, the

rider placing the
stomach nearly flat

over the handle-bars
of the machine.

LAMP. {La=youll
git arrested; Mp^ef
yer doan' watch out!)

A beautiful instru-

ment for giving the
cycle police a chance
to earn their salaries.

The rider must have
his lamp burning at

all times of the

night, whether he
possesses one or not,

and esp£cially if he
hasn't. A policeman
thinks it lots of fun
to light a rider's

lamp for him, and
then to arrest him
for not having it

alight.

Note—T h e best

lamps always go out
when the cyclist

passes a policeman,
and are manufac-
tured for that pur-
pose.

PEDALS. (Pcd=
put your feet on and
push ; A I s^w h c n

you're not coasting.)

The very useful por-
tion of the wheel
where the power is

applied, and which
exemplifies the say-

ing, "One gciod turn
deserves another."

PEDAL MOUNT,
(Mount. Sanskrilzr:

to get Oil.) .\ nietho<l

of seating onesell in

the saddle when the

wheel is in motion.
Generally attempted
by misguided young
women in bloomers.

PUNCTUUl':. (I'liiic

7- l^rofanily : Tine
to heat the band.) The
present national cal-

amity. An accidental

orifice in the tire

which destroys for

the time its useful-

ness. When it hap-
]n-iis, the tire is said

to be in a hole.

LEEDY'S LONG-HAIRED IDEAS.

Gov. Leedy, of Kansas, whose original ideas

have caused him to forsake the wash-bowl

with running water, supplied by the State of

Kansas to the occupant of its executive man-

sion, for the tin wash-basin he has always

been accustomed to, is naturally an individual

whose. ideas upon any subject must be orig-

inal, so these opinions of his regarding the

bicycle are made public:

"I don't believe much in bicycles, anyway,"

the Governor says. "In the first place, were I

a young man and wanted to go and see my
girl, do you suppose I would want to go out

riding on a bicycle and be compelled to ride

along, working and talking at long range? I

think not. Then there is the tandem, that's

what they are called, I believe. Now a tan-

dem may be a great convenience, a household

necessity and all that, but what is the satis-

faction in going riding with your girl and be-

ing compelled to sit always too far away and

go pedaling across the country? I tell you,

young fellows, that the best thing in the

world is a buggy and a gentle horse. You
can go out riding and enjoy it and not be

compelled to work like a Turk all the time. A
man who rides a bicycle too much gets a long

nose. He's always looking in one direction

and looking out for trouble ahead. No, I

don't care to ride a bicycle."

GOING TO CAUSE TROUBLE.

Since the enactment of an ordinance taxing

bicycles $1 a year owners of only twelve out

of 20,000 wheels ridden in St. Louis have paid

the assessment. The police heretofore have

taken no part in the enforcement of the ordi-

nance, but at the request of License Com-
missioner Kalbfell they will from now on do

so. It is announced that henceforth dodgers

of the bicycle tax will be arrested and locked

up until the tax is paid in addition to a fine

that will be assessed; this, too. despite the

fact that a similar tax has just been declared

unconstitutional in Chicago.

CRYIXG FOR MORE.

Advices from local representatives of the

oldest and largest accident insurance company
in this country are that the company, with

other accident companies, is contemplating

raising its rates for cyclists. How much tin.

raise will be is not known. The company in

question claims to be paying bicycle acci-

dent claims now at the rate of |100 per week,

and thinks a cyclist is fast becoming a hazard-

ous risk.

A BAGGAGE-CAR'S CAPACITY.

The only railroad company which seems to

thoroughly appreciate the situation, and is

studying intelligently and persistently to n\eet

it, seems to be the Long Island road. .\c-

cording to figures submitted by its General

.Sniiorintcndent. ,'i full sized baggago-oar may
1)0 ni.ule lo luild I'roni 200 to 22.") wheels, it

the.\ are properly packed.

MUCH TOO PREVIOUS.

It is unfortunate to he horn ahead of tlto

limes. Hero of .Mexaiuler. in l.'iO H. t'., wrote

a book on " rnevnn:Uics." Ihul llerii waited

about 2,000 years, his book \vo\dd certainly

have met a much larger sale than it did in the

good old days when solid wheels reqiiired no

tires at all.

MOVED UP.

nmm tBsaai

In lliis. Iho era of imeumatios ami liii'V

Of (riplels ami siiiKles, sooiclurs an.i

Be
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AND SHERIOAN WAS TWENTY MILES AWAY.

There was a sound like the long-drawn t>ut

wheeze of a pin -pricked balloon.

Her heart sank within her, and her tire be-

neath her She had procured deflation, and

Sheridan (l\\<: town of) was twenty miles

;iwa> ! She bumped along on the wooden

rim for a dozen feet or more, then dismounted

and viewed the deflated tire with eyes that

slowly tilled with tears.

Weeping upon her feet was too much like

work, so she sat down and wept upon the

roadside.

About this time a good Samaritan shoved

his head, with a fried-egg-shaped cap upon

it, over the immediate horizon. He was by

nature a Philistine, but he never rode by on

the other side when he found a woman in dis-

tress, provided a close inspection of the wo-

man clearly demonstrated to him that she

was a pretty woman. The accident-sulTerer

was just this very thing.

Arriving where she still wept upon the

roadside, he madp effort to gracefully lift his

iried-cgg chapeau. begged her pardon for

taking the liberty of addressing her, and then

enquired the cause of her grief and tears.

"A punctured tire, sir," she sobbed.

"And you cannot repair it?" he asked.

"N-no, sir," she made reply, "and Sheri-

dan is twenty miles away."

"Perhaps I can fi.\ it," he said cheerily.

"Have you a repair outfit there m the tool-

bag?"

"Yes," she faltered, "but I fear —
"That's all right," he hastened to ;i>-iir<

her "It will be no trouble at all."

Ills fingers were now busy with the straps

(hat kipt closed the tool-bag.

"but, sir," she made haste to protest. "You

arc very kind. 1 know, and yet 1 fear you can

dt. little with the repair outfit you will find

there."

"Oh, ye», I can." he cried confidently. "It

isn't necessary nowadays to carry around a

whole tool factory to make repairs, as it used

tti be."

Then. a» he finished unstrapping the case

and his rye* lit upon iU contents they almost

-.taried from their sockets. Clutching wildly

.it Ins hair with both hands, Philistine as he

I I'd his wheel, and

:n I*

\ was a liit of

l.H.i- I Pi'ff a'Hl an

abbreviated pair oi curiing iron*.

chuke'uf two LVILS.

It hat been urged that it is a good plan to

' ' K when crossing wet car tracks

-ly bad bit of greasy street So

DECLAKED TWENTY GlINEAS WORTH.

The Cyclists' Touring Club, which is to

British riders what the L. A. W. is to Ameri-

can ones, offered a prize of 20 guineas for

the best device for carrying bicycles in bag-

gage cars. From a number of replies, the one

shown herewith was awarded the prize. The

inventor tells his story thusly:

"In order to hold a bicycle steady the first

impulse one has is to seize the handle-bar."

With this a.\iom in view, I provide an arm

hinged to the end of the van by means of

brackets, K. and about three feet from the

floor thereof: this arm is provided at its ex-

tremity with padded hooks, C. of such a

shape that they adapt themselves to the vari-

ous sizes of handle-bars in use.

When the porter wishes to fix a cycle, all

he has to do is to wheel it between two strips

of wood on the floor of the van, pull down

one of these arms, and hook it over the

handle-bar. The distance between the handle-

bar and the front wheel varies, so the hooks

are fixed at the end of the tubes, B, which

ll ly * I-
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the rider and m;i
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telescope inside the tubes, \. .iiuf can be ex-

tended by compressing the .springs, S, which

keep the cycle up to the end of the van, and

also carry the hooks back after use.

The nut in the bracket only screws down to

the rod (not right through) to keep it from

turning. With the sliding adjustment there

will be fewer brackets required, and only nuts

at the two end ones.

N is a chain which passes over the pulley,

I*, and has a weight. W, attached to its other

end; this serves the purpose of folding the

arm back to the side or end of the car, when

released from the handle-bar; and so it

takes up practically no room when out of use.

KK are rubber cushions, which neutralize

any shock there might be from the actions of

.springh and weights.

To economize space the length of the arms

is arranged so as to take the cycles with the

front and back wheels alternately facing the

Mill or iiiil i>f the car.

A FABLE.

A Jersey mosquito had for years confined

his attentions to bald-headed men and fat wo-

men, from whose persons he extracted a com-

fortable living with little danger and less

work. Fat women could not slap him, as

their dresses fitted too tightly for such acro-

batic feats, and the bald-headed men were too

lazy and apathetic to offer resistance.

Finally the mosquito beheld on the piazza

of a roadside inn a lovely wheelwoman who

had strayed hitherward from the city of

Gotham. Her complexion was the best the

market afforded and the mosquito's mouth

watered.

"She looks feasible." remarked the blood-

sucker, "and 111 cultivate her ac(|iiaintance

just a little bit," saying which the Jersey

canary tuned his lyre and burst into song, ap-

proaching the maiden at the same time.

The wheelwoman was surrounded by a

coterie of knickerbockered escorts, each of

whom was anxious to win her hand—and for-

tune. One of them saw the mosquito, and

immediately waged war with the insect, as

gallant as ever did knight of old. The mos-

quito was killed before he ever introduced

himself to the handsome cycle maiden.

Moral.—There arc many reasons why any

rider who has ridden in New Jersey within

two months will know this is only a fable.

lAl'Se AND CUKE.

One of the reasons why chains sometimes

tighten and slacken altcrnatrly is, that the

pilch of the chain has been increased through

the wear in the joints, and, consc(|Ucnlly, the

links do not fit properly into the spaces be-

tween the teeth on the sprocket wheel*. The
lilocks come in contact with the upper part

«»( the irrih in»i<-;ii| of with their bases, and
M into their right po-

iiig of tlic chain is ir-

regular. 1 tie only remedy is a new cliain,

i>ni .\\ a preventive measure, the chain should

^ be kept properly lubricated, which will

••iiiic Its liability to stretch through wear to

a minimum.

COMMENCING AT THE BOTTOM.

A very little practice will enable iiuich to

be done in the way of hill climbing. It is not

by any means a bad plan to take some par-

ticular hill not far from home, not choosing

one of exceeding steepness or its opposite,

and a daily trial might be made at this hill.

The rider will unfailingly notice how, with

practice, the ascent maintains less and less of

its original formidable proportions, and when

at last its climbing becomes a matter of no

moment there will be great cause for wonder

at its having appeared almost insurmount-

able at first.

True, indeed, it is, speaking with special

reference to hills, that familiarity breeds con-

tempt of them, although, of course, there arc

bound to be encountered some which are

walked by all except the very strongest and

most expert riders and the biggest fools.

There is a great .satisfaction in the eventual

climbing of a hill which has balHe«l one at

first, when this can be accomplished without

any dangerous over-exertion.

FKOM A NtlN-PHOFESSIONAL POINT <»l VIKW.

"Luk at dhe luck of Mulrooney! Shure,

he's been thransferred to dhe boysicklc po-

lice."

"Well, phwat advantage is that?"

".'\dvantage, is ut? Sure, all he's got to do

is to wear high water pants and sit the whole

day long on one of thiin high-jiminy saddles.

Thin, whin dhere's throuble see how much
quicker he can git out av dhe way dhan one

of ihim poor divils phwat has to walk his

boat can."

THIN, AN!) SHOWED IT.

'"Wlicncver I see that Skinnerbohn wtiman

on a wheel in that outrageously scanty cos-

tume .she wears," said Miss Dry plate, "she re-

minds me of some of the first photographs I

ever took - <•• ••^-xposed and under de-

veloped."
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ELMORE

BICYCLES

are still giving

that satisfaction

for which they

ARE NOTED . . .

Dealers are

Satisfied.

Riders are

Satisfied.

They are made RIGHT.

Drop us a line and

we will give you the

address of our near-

est agent, or such

other information

as you may desire.

••••

Elmore Mfg. Co

CLYDE, OHIO,

POLICEMEN'S POWERXOFJARREST.

Sooner or later a decision just rendered in

England by Justices Collins and Ridley.

Queen's Bench, will be cited here in defense

of some wheelman who will be wise and ag-

gressive enoug'h to resent the unwarranted

powers assumed by rural and village "police-

men." The English decision above noted

was on an appeal from the decision of the

lower court on a charge of assault preferred

by a cyclist who was stopped on the road by

a policeman when riding without a lamp or

light. The facts were that the policeman ob-

served the bicyclist riding without a light

and he called upon him to stop; but the

cyclist failed to do so, and the policeman

thereupon caught hold of the handle-bar with

the disastrous result that the appellant was

thrown to the ground.

The point for discussion was w'hether the

policeman had a legal right to stop a cyclist

riding without a lamp. The local govern-

ment act of 1888 was quoted from, and there-

in is provided that cyclists should show a

lighted lamp after sunset, but it did not vest

in the police the power of arrest. It was

therefore contended by the appellant that in

stopping the cyclist the constable had been

guilty of a technical assault.

In summing up the appeal Mr. Justice Col-

lins came to the conclusion that the argument

on behalf of the cyclist must prevail. In

going carefully through the sections of the

highway and local government acts it was

clear that the Legislature had oniitte'd to con-

fer on the police, in respect of the particular

offense charged in f^is case, the power given

under the highway act of arresting a person

without warrant. Therefore, as the con-

stable had not the statutory authority, there

was an assault, for which a summons could be

taken out. Mr. Justice Ridley concurred, and

the appeal was accordingly allowed, the case

being remitted to the justices with the intima-

tion that the constable ought to be convicted

of an assault.

WHAT HAPPENED THEM.

Chicago enjoins upon its police depart-

ment the preparation of full and detailed re-

ports of cycling casualties. This feature of

police administration could with profit be

imitated by many other cities. The report of

the department, giving the details of acci-

dents to, or caused by, wheelmen during the

months of June and July, presents a curious

array of facts.

In all, 100 accidents were registered durinsr

tlie time specified. More than half of them,

fifty-seven, are assigned to four causes: Per-

sons run down, 16; wheelmen falling from

their wheels, 10; bicyclists colliding with

learns, 21; and wheelmen run down by teams,

10. The fact that only four of all the casual-

lies were caused by breaking of llu- machines

shows what a wonderful example "I (ho max

innini of strength with the niinimmn of

weight the modern bicycle leally is.

SUCH IS ALDERMANIC LOGIC.

"As the wheelmen of the city declare the

l.iinps to he a nuisance, we should not place

IJK'ui in I he c:itegory of criminals." This was

one of llu- il. i>.
.uiAnnu'uls wliich a Minne-

apolis aldenn.in hrouglit to hear a.^ainsl an

imnriuliiiK lamp ordiuaiu'e. .\iul il helped se-

cure' a poslpoiieinriil of llie law, too.

ART OF PROPER PROPULSION.

Entirely too many of the later converts to

cycling never get the full advantage of their

machines because they are absolutely ignor-

ant of the art of pedaling. It is not sufficient

to let the feet revolve, some attention to the

position of the feet and to the manner in

which the force is employed being necessary.

Now the proper part to rest on the pedal is

the fleshy part between the toes and the arch

of the foot. Some riders avoid the fault of

placing the arch on the pedal only to fall into;

the equally grave error of using the toes.

It is true that many experienced riders are

accustomed to ease themselves during a long

ride by changing the position of the foot, but

this is never a plan to be followed by novices,

who should endeavor to acquire such

a fixed habit of pedaling correctly that it will

become second nature. Even with veteran

riders the advantage is questionable, as

fatigue should never be pushed to the point

of making a change of position necessary.

There is frequently great loss of power
from unconscious back-pedaling. When the

rider finds he is expending an amount of

labor greatly in excess of his companions,

he should look to his pedaling. The pres-

sure on the rising pedal is quite unnoticed,

and he would be surprised if it was pointed

out, but in many cases it is the real cause of

fatigue and inability to climb hills.

The feet should rest lightly on the pedals,

and the pressure should only be exerted on

the downward stroke, the upward movement
being aided by a firm and steady "clawing"

pull. To dig at the pedal on the downward
stroke and then let go, means loss of power.

BY A HAIR'S LENGTH.

The efficacy of taking as a cure "some of

the hair of the dog that bit you," has never

been questioned, but it remained for a New
York surgeon and an injured wheelman to

prove that the same thing was possible

in the employment of some of the hair

of the horse that kicked you. A wheel-

man having been run over and kicked

by a horse, an ambulance was sum-

moned to carry the sufferer to the hospital.

When the surgeon on the ambulance pre-

pared to stitch up a nasty gash the rider had

upon his forehead, he discovered he was with-

out thread. Going to where the horse stood

meekly by viewing the disaster he had caused,

the young surgeon selected a couple of hairs

upon the animal's tail, plucked them, threaded

them into his needle and therewith did the

neatest bit of quick-repair work you ever

saw. The rider whereupon mounted his wheel

arid rode home.

AS Sl.'^ IS TO ONE.

riiiladelphia's park police make a practice

of keeping an accurate record of every visitor

to Fairmount Park. These records arc al-

ways interesting, and the one just issued for

the month of July tells an entertaining and

trnlhiul story of cycling's popularity. Dur-

ing July '.'51,!>00 pedestrians. 88*2 equestrians

autl 'it.001 one, two, and three horse vehicle^

entered the park. During the same period

ir)8.;W(i liicycles passed into the people's

pleasure griniiuis from the different enlrance--

In other words, those who enjoyed their park

(uuings per cycle really ontiHuuhorcd the .ig

gregale of those who did so in all other way-,

except walking, at a ratio of nioie than s\\

to one.
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National Board of Trade

of Cycle Manufacturers.

320 MOADWAY. NEW YORK.

I'roKlt'iit,

A U «;AkKOKl>.

Tir-I \ ICC I'rcMdcnt.

i;ki)R<;e ii. day

Srcund \*ic*-l*rc»iden«. Treasurer,

I W. mCKERSO.N. W. A. REDDIM.

Secretary,

KKVK>^T K KKAVKS

National Bicycle Wood Rim

Manufacturers' Association.

I>re»i<leiil. I rcasurcr.

i: s. MKAi». N 1' i)«ii'(;nMA.N

Secretary.

\V U SI Ml i;..l(,.r,l Mass.

National Cycle Dealers* Association.

pKM.I.ii! I ir^i \ici- I'ri-siilcnt.

liKoKCK K. IIA.NN.X.N K. A. \ KKV.
SeconJ \'ice-l're<iilcnt. Treasurer.

J. J. MA.NDKRY. C.KORdK COLI.ISTKK.
Secretary.

KHIN \lrt AkC.C), St l.i.ui-..

TKAUe CHANGES.

Al.AT.A.M.V

.\l..ntBomery.-Jack«m & Rom. bicycle*, reported

attached.

CALIFORNIA.

San Fraiici.co. The Dorothy Ijmi' I >> I'a- '•""

inconmratetl tiy Paniel R. \Villiam%. James II. Jen-

nings, rharle. S. Burrell. J..-.c|.h It. Kennedy and

Frank J. Hurke. to manufacture and deal in lamps

lor hou»e. bicycle and carnage use. lapUal stock.

fKW.mo.

CONNECTICUT.

llndge|)ort.-\Vill Horton will open bicycle repair

.tore.

FLORIDA.

Jack»on»ille. The Florida Cycle i .. > pruiii

quarter* are being enlarged.

(;E()RC>IA.

Rome.-\V. A. Cook has opened new bicycle store

at SB> llroad street.

ILLINOIS.

t hicago. -^The Fowler Cycle .Manulacturing Co.

.\Mump*il »oit brought against them by Dickinson

llro*. lor fl.in. The suit involves a disputed ac-

count lietween the panic* lor materials supplied.

Coder the attachment filty bicycle* were seiaed by

the .hrriB to satisly the claim.

t hicago. The /.eller Tire Machine Co.. at Chi-

cago, was ineortMirated li- manufacture lire setting

machine t a|. ' • ^ - «"""" =<"'< inc»r|«ralors

„, K t R.i ' »"• ••"• *' ^'"y-

thicago. It - "'d t". •< *»"

c*«f>. was II. (or K.11WJ to manulacture

bicyrle*. etc. I is are: C,. A. Knopp. II. ».

.

lUrnes and J. W- Williams.

ilushnell «» II Wood will e«labli»h a bicycle re

pair store in West Main street.

(Uleshurg I >« oiK^ned new bicycle

store in the <

Elgin The i 'gin llicycle and Sew-

ing VI.. 1,,.,, . I'l will not reo|ien until

Ibr "^
^

• bicycle manuiacturer,

,,,.
', iliallel mortgage lor Wl*.

I
, ,N and Thomas II. Ynung.

V, 'rj..rted to have recorded chattel

m.

INDIANA
K..II \\a»n<- The KaniUII t ycle t <• . in hand* ol

K. Miller. •• irualcc lot Ibc creditor* to

Ihr HI «•
F.«i '"• »• '"

Fan W ' ' •' P*"-

p,„. •!• < >» >iinali la

y, , igcmenU can be

KANSA'^
<• ihr «l>lr 111 a

I St gone into the

bKJi-''

MA«(«ArliriiFTTS

int* in

- ( O I'l*

. ind iMfl'jl ifflprio

in opened ttrm bkycle slorr

ss ofiened nrw Mcyel*

Rubber Tire Association.

rrcsiiUill,

I IIKODORK A. D()1)i;E.

1-irsi Vice-President, Second N'icel'residcnl.

I. K. .McCI.V.MONDS. (lEORGE T. I'ERKI.NS

Treasurer,

C.EORCE 1". IIODGMAN.

Secretary,

KIRK IlKOWN.

.",114 ,"i<»", \\i»t l-\iurlci-iitli Street. New York.

K.iiiili>l|ih. The Uandolph .Maiuifuctiirin); Co..

which lias been occupying the (Cltrien factory on

.Vorth street (or the manufacture of bicycle saddles,

has cldsril the factory and stored the machinery.

W'lirk will resume next winter.

MAINE.
South Portland.— .\n additional building is to be

erected to the bicycle factory here.

MICHIGAN.
Detroit.- Henry H. Hrculs. bicycles, reported to

have given hills of sale for $210.

Jackson.—C. A. Cone, bicycles, filed chattel mort-

gages, and about $2,000 worth of bicycles attached.

MINNESOTA.
MinneatHjlis.—Washburn Manufacturing Co.. bicv-

cle pumps, reported to have given bill of sale for $1.-

GOO.

Si Paul.—Helen L. Peterson. Windsor Cvcle Co..

reported to have given judgment for $186.

MISSOURI.

St. I.o«is.—Western llicycle Co. reported to have

been attached for $42ri.

St. I.ouis.—The Hitchings Cyc'e Co. of .St. I,ouis,

has made an assignment. The business was started

in July, IfCSS, on a small scale.

NEW YORK.
Avoca.—Schad Wheel Co.. manufacturers, reported

to have given judgments for $IO.riOO.

New York. Weaver Cycle Material Co., Wifi Eighth

axcniir. in han<l« of Deputy .Sheriff Williams for $134

in favor of Moore »Sr Mungrr. for merchandise. It

was obtained on the ground that it is a New Jersey

corporation.

New York.—Star llicycle 5saddle Co., Third avenue

.ind Eighty-fourth street, in hands of a keeper for

(tW, in favor of Shailsky >Nt Shaw for dies and sad-

dles.

New York.— Merwin-Jochum-Worlh Com|>anv, of

New York city, to deal in bicycle materials and sun-

dries : capital. $«,<*I0. Directors. Jamrs C. Merwin.

John S. Jocbum. of llro«klyn. and George W. Worth,

of Flushing.

OHIO.

Cincinnati, --C. J. Towie, bicycle dealer. 777 Mc-

Millan street. Walnut Hills, has disafipeared.

Cincinnati The .\dvance Carriage Co. at Court

and Sycamore streets begin manufacturing bicycles

on a large scale.

(Ulion .\. F. txtwc. cashier of the Citirens' Na-
tional Hank, has been ap|>oinlrd receiver of the Ricy-

cle Coupler Manufacturing Co.. at the request ol

niimlier of the sicekhotders.

PENNSYLVANIA
Iteaver Fall*. The Morado llieyrle Works. The

bond of R. L. Sterling, who was jip|M>inled receiver

lor this company, approve<l.

TTAII.

Salt l.ake Citr .Salt l.ake ( yrlr In has lieen at-

Ijirhrrl snrl «-liatlrl mortgage for tft.T^i friret-lf»«fl-t1

VIRC.INIA

Mirlim-'inl lliinnott A \ •. ryclr drain..

ol Hank street and City II < Norfolk, have
' ^ — -'It to l.i-M. - Kuffin. trustee

It the stuck .( bicycles, etc.. in

ir no pfelerrrd creditor*. The
pwartt* ol n,XO and Itic a»a«ta arc

-f. the Twraly second «••^.•

lot lor a bicycle aen-l. ..

CANADA.
Mootreal. Aleaander A i.«iebvre, bicycles, assigned

to Krnl k TtircatI*, wllh Itabiliilr* of |MV)

EXPORTS OF A WEEK.

Exports of bicycles and cycle material from port

of New \ork during the week ending .\ugust 10th:

Iticycles. Material.
Antwerp $ 100 $ 106

.\rgeniinc Rcjiublic 2,470

llerlin 275

Itritish East Indies 1,611 1,020

llritish .\ustralia 525
British West Indies 1,714

Bremen 6.165 217
Leicester 230
.Mexico 450
Malino 172

New Castle -^ 400
New Zealand 740
Koitcrdam 1.717

HALF-CENT PER MILE TRAVELED.

Co!nl)iiiiiig business ami rccrcalioii, Mr.

Alexander Winton, president of the Winton
-Motor Carriage Company, left Cleveland with

a companion on a new single-seated motor

carriage, and, after a leisurely journey (two

days, including Sunday, being used for rest-

ing), he reached Now York City safely, after

passing through Rochester, Syracuse, Utica

and Albany. Tliough on the road nine days

the actual running time was 7S hours and 43

minutes, and Mr. Winton is certain that,

owing to the innumerable grades and hills

and the circuitous routes in ijuest of better

roads, he traveled fully 8tM( miles. The best

day's run was l.V» miles, though the object of

the trip was not to see how quickly it could

he made.

The machine consumed on an average six

gallons of gasoline a day. which would he a

little ntore than half a cent a mile for the

trip. Much interest was shown by the peo-

ple on the road, and especially by those in

the mountains, who doubted his ability to

climb the hills. The demonsti^tions, how-
ever, were complete, and Mr. Winton is en-

tirely satisfied with the working of the new
motor.

TAKI.VG IT EASY.

V^acalions are in vogue this week at the

ofltce of the Iver Johnson's .Arms and Cycle

Works, after a long and extremely busy, as

well as successful season. The customary
week of rest has come, and now Fred I. anti

J. Lovcll Johnson are at their summer resi-

lience at I'almouth Heights, Mass.. enjoying

the sea breezes.

A. N. Smith is ttn the coast of Maine for a

week or so of sailing atxl fishing. C. H. Wy-
man and K K. Perry, representatives of the

satne concern, have traveled to the same State

for rest, anil matiy of the oflicc assistants arc

scattered around the different summering
places

KNKW WHAT WAS COMIIHr,.

ktrkeits IS aliiiut |o change his business."

"It he? Well. Where's he going to open his

cycle store?"
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IN A MACHINE PALACE.

From 1862 to 1889, a stretch of twenty-seven

years, is the measure of the Ufe of the Gar-

vin Machine Co., a New York concern of

great solidity and of far-reaching ramifica-

tions, which has become known to the bicycle

trade during the last ten years as manufac-

turers of an extensive line of cycle-making

machinery. In March, 1896, their plant was

visited by a disastrous fire—so disastrous, in

fact, that instead of rebuilding they moved
to brand-new quarters, at the corner of Spring

and Varick streets, where they occupy a build-

ing which may almost be called ultra-modern.

It is a handsome and massive piece of archi-

tecture, and might be readily mistaken for

the headquarters of some great financial cor-

poration instead of a manufactory. Nothing

known to business science has been left out

of the scheme of their new plant. The place

is equipped with electricity for both light and

power. There is a twenty-six station tele-

phone, and call bells in all departments. The
building is thoroughly fire-proof, so that their

customers are secured against loss or delay in

the execution of orders.

The company has just issued to the trade

a handsome specimen of the printers' art, in

which are contained a series of pictures in

the finest half-tones, showing views of their

new plant. The first picture shows the com-

plete wreckage caused by the elements in the

Laight street fire, and on the opposite page

is a photo of- the handsome, flag-topped new

building. There are also shown the general

offices and the counting-room. These two

rooms impress the visitor with the greatness

of the concern. There is an atmosphere of

business and of system. Things seem to move

like clockwork, and everybody seems ab-

sorbed in the thing at hand, and seems to have

around him all the equipment for doing it

quickly and perfectly.

A I^ITTI^B HIGBEBR IN PRICE, BUT—
ABSOLUTELY

TUB BEST OII<£R IN THB ^WORI<D.

FULL SIZE.

PRICE, 25c. EACH.
Regulates supply of oil to a drop. Does not leak. Has won every test in competition with other oilers. We make

cheaper oilers. Also Oiler Holders and Pump Holders.

CUSHMAN & DENISON, 172 Ninth Avenue, NEW YORK.
Kindly mention The Wheel.

SADDLE MaNUFaeTURERS:
Send us your designs

for 1898 and we will

make the sample springs

free.

NEWARK, N. J.HANSELL SPRING CO.
Iiargest Manufacturers of Saddle Springs in thelUnited States.

it could not be more spick, span and impres-

sive.

It is really an amazing aggregation of

well-kept and well-displayed machinery. To
those who are interested in the subject of

plants, the pamphlet will repay a careful in-

spection, and many business men will, no

doubt, be able to get some new ideas out of

the Garvin system. Some of the photographs

shown, as bearing on the scope of their busi-

ness, are as follows: Telephone room, draw-

ing-room, stock room, special factory oflice

floor, a view of the washing facilities on all

floors, the screw department and blacksmith-

ing department.

The Garvin Brothers have reason to be very

proud of their plan*^. It must be remembered,

too, that it is not all show and system, but

there is vitality and far-reaching business be-

hind it all.

SOME DENTAL SURGERY.

There are several ways in which dents can

be removed from the tubes of the frames by

the ambitious amateur, but in most cases it

is much wiser for only a skilled repairer

to undertake the job. If, however, the tube

is open at one end and straight, and if a bar

of iron or steel of the right size can be passed

down, the dents can easily be removed by

tapping round them with a hammer. .\n-

other plan, which an amateur can try if he

feels inclined, is to drill a small hole in the

tube on the opposite side, and knock the doiit

out with a punch, afterwards plugging the

hole with an iron pin, filing the pin otT llush

with the tube, and touching up the place with

enamel. But as this results in weakening the

tube, it should only be resorted to as the very

last resort.

A feature of the building is the show-room and central "conveyor," connecting all lloors

on the ground floor, a cut of which is here directlV with the tool room and stock nmin,

given, in which is exhibited finished stock. And there are other divisions, such as ti\e

containing every variety of machine tool room, planing department, milling, sni,ill

made by the company. Were it an ex- tool, gear cutting and small engine lathe de-

hibition of fine fa])rics, or of carriages, or p;irtnients ; also tin- grinding and p.Utein niak

EACH HAS ITS VIRTUES.

There are certain important muscles of the

i)ody brought into play in cycling wiiich arc

not used in walking; consetiuently luie who
is dependent upon walking for exercise may
get a dilTcrent nniscular stimulus in cycling.

In walking the hod>- never entirely quits the

grouiul, so tliat at least two-thiriis of the

muscles of the lunly arc tense.

In cycling, the bod\ is sni>ported liy the

saddle in such a wa.\ lliat there is repose for

many ol the muscles. It is iiot wise to de-

IHMul solely iipiin cycling for one's exorcise

til the entire exchision of walking for the

same purpose, Init if cycling be added to the

normal amoinU of walking, or other exer-

cise, which tlie average i)erson lakes, tlie

ere it the show-room of a great piano-honse i.,g .lepartments, the stock room on llie sixth benefit will be quickly noticed.
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Arc up-tCKlate, popular, stylish and comfortable.

THEY WILL NOT SAG OR CAUSE

SA DDLE SOR ENESS.

DEALERS: It will pay you to handle them.

AC.KNTS WANTKU IN AM. UNOCCUPIKU
TEKRITOKT. BUILT TO SIT ON.

NOT TO STRADDLE.

one* aatl Factorr : 180-lUI W. Ijiriif«l St. Manufarturrd br THE WHEELER SADDLE CO., Detroit, Mich.

NEW PATENTS.

5 H 7 9 O O DUVKain rtAti a r<mn. atrwteh. Cooa.

FM Jka i im Sulil Ua. (IT fM (Do mM.1
587.H-48.

don. Boglul
CBAllDUVmO WHEEL BaUT MORUIOI, Loo

PIM Oct 26. 18M. Serial Ha tiaiW. (Ho model)
6 87,9 9«. BICTCLB-TIEB. lUAC & McOiMi*. Hew TflA T

rUed Apr 14. IMT. Serial Ha tS2 UI. (Ho modal)

Cbid - U eo«(biB«i.on. id > <lh>»-<b*in. .id* aad caaUr liaki

a* ••( krtk, MaA eoaaec'-ioc ib« taoe bt'int > bead at one aad aad

a cifcaarferaalial frport ai ih« o«h«r fod »rd a lo-:king defie* of

ffimg iBaUrial biflirtaJad » lU oppcaiit end» lo rogagr .aid (roovat,

Ik* aaJk of Mid btfnrcaliuoa baiaf paralkl aod oat of the biftirra-

laoai baiag ionftt than lb. otker and eacb aall of «aid longer bifbrea-

tioa Mac F^'Med iataraediau ita eadi with ealarfaaeeu lo allow

•aid lockhif-pUte le ba ipniaf oter Ike pia end aad aacai> Utere

«i(b. MbaUMMlIx aa ^eciiad .

aH.H004 CBAUI4IAUH8 Tiomi BiwtTT. Laadoa. fagtand.

UN I

• •"-— --^-»-">- -~ PUadAr

Itlir knalBaaiTTt (HoaoM)

(trim. - 1 Id a bicjcle-tirr. a df lible and non-punclurable armor

adapted to b* ioMrtvd at the tread side of «aid tire aod eompoeed of

two laminated »«.rin« of lubeunliallj parallel plalM. plalee of ooe of

•aid eeries conjtitutiog connection* between the oppoeing non-con-

tiguotu edg«« of adjoining olatej in the other of laid wriet. aubsUn-

tiallr a« deacribed_

88,018. PHEDMATIC TIRK Jobk Sc«lLLlR. Waahmgtoo

DC PUed July 17. 1896 Serial No 5»9.M7 (Nomodell

Ctriiw.— la a aprocket-wbeel, the combination of the central

web. an annular rim baring a eeriei of inclinn, mounted on «id web.

a MTie. of teeth wparatelr pivoted lo uid wrb. uid teeth being

adapted to engacetaid incline*, whereliv wild teeth are adjusted radi-

ally, and meao'i to limit uid a4juitnienl HuboUntially ai> dewnlu-d

5 8 7 .7 1 1 . SADDLE SOPPORT POK BICYCLES WlLuaa L
Dwciu. Wonnatar. Maaa. UilgDor to Jotm A Mead. Rutland. Vl

PUad Mai. I.1SW. Sartal Ha flCJU. (He Modal )

rV.- -in* urtlaaliw wHfc a wUt kaeiag two parallel

fUM aad Iwa aata af raBi Jiaiaalad aa Ua iaaar adjacent face* of

tatd ris.. .... Ml ol mH nMt Mag arranged in • nrrle near the

,, , rial aad 1^ atker eel of rolb beieit arranged in

• . .,<««inc wilk 1^ Iraa-oanedcitrleand a ckainear-

r,u.( . -..:',. <,..»r«lb arraagadtaaaler hatweaa the e<iMnaOatr<ilt

•if lb* wbMl *ad ba'iag a ralU^ aaffart aa tba .aaermoat of eaid

fwik .ebataniiani aa imrnh*4

ft87.U1iO. riAMHoan. PUbtuci Ioum and Wiluam
ramuac. MralaglMB. Ugtud. PUad Dnc It. IIM Ivlal Ho

•IKMR (Ha aoM.) PttaM li tafHiat Del tt. IMS, Ha K01.1

Oi» I Tbe rombination witb the laddUpoet of a bicjcle.

r>l • piala aitarhed to uid \>>*t and prorided with lip. and a rantral

hole a taddl*-«iipporl adapted I.' ' . ' rnr «f the eaddle end
h«i ing a bearing Atting ihp hair •.hrrrliT .aid .uppor*

i. capable of being rolaled. Mid -. • li.nng e pl»le with
It. .nd. arranged la be brought lieneelii Mid l.|i. and maane for lock-
ing III. plate attached to Mid uddle-eapport agamil rotation •nb-

•UnltallT aa daaeribMl

687.079. ruKP POR rnuMATic TiRBS, ftA hcivun l<b)<»-

«oa, CUama. m PIM Ma. r. inr; Senal Ha ao.fa (No

(%iim -^\ In combination with a wheel-felly, a rubber-tube tire,

and within laid tire adjacent to iu bearing portion an annular tire-

•upport baring ita tide, curbed approiimatelr parallel with the

welb of tkc tire and lU ouur peripherr groored centrally, and an

endleat alaatic cuehion partly within the groorr of the tire •noport

jubatantially ai deecribed

687,7 10. CHAia ADJUirrliKHT POR BICTCLBR WlLUAIi L
Dcciuu Wormalsr, Maa. aealgnor lo >hn A Kaad. Rutland. VL
PUad SepL 3, ISM Senal Na M1.3M. (NooMdel)
ilatm 1 The cofflbinatiun ^ith the frame of a retocipede of a

pairof eccentric* jo'jrnaled in Mid frame and provided wilb nolche.

in their edge* to rarelre a Hheel-aile. a wheel-axle held in Mid

notcbaa, aaid (Vame baring opening* communicating with Raid eccen-

tric-bearing!!, a latch piroted al one end to Mid fk-ame on one nide 'il

.aid opening and meann for attaching tlie oppo*ite end of Mid latch

to the fVaine on the oppo«ile nide of Mid o^iening. whereby Mir

openiDg 11 cl( sed. •ubatantially a* deacribed.

tli*M«7«iB«*kk*ftBaa lb. fraa.

l«Ma Ikav . -.n.pn.mg

iwMk »M«*arUM*acl>ir>~-«**4
bar »* 1 —-u> iJba isaaa

n87.(*HH. rimnv* potuntu-RAMopucTCLM
D««m WM^Mh H PM Am Ml MM tmU 9*.

•^^ffr

4*4 t*T*f^ •
'•>(a>«aaMa

af tkakai*d<«

••Haal; alaafaaad afaai i

^*u*ttm*tt sM Mtd af
•* a tfceatd.d p atig la lli'

r W tka k< •

5 8 7.787. AOJUSrABLI SPBED-ORAUMO POR BICTCLtS

Uo« T Bocusi. PtallaMfhIa. Pt. PUad Mar 23. IBM Serial Ho

tmjHL. (HoiDodK)

f ft... .- la eoBMaallMi wllli a bieycle. a fork depeadtagJWm

tbe fVmwi. it..

Ik* ead.

a g*«r

dr.; .

ItftAd »^b*taAtAAi:j %it ^oraprtwd ID tb« pa«p ta ika

>'<aft Joarnaled in lb* fork, crank* vcjrad lo

1 nlhel in the «hafl. a gear jouroaled iherenn

lo Oft. rtrml-er of lb. fork with wbicb lb.

'•n the .ban

. ih ihr ihirH

„ rlnl.h ..t

!Se iiuh. nb. tormed on Uie pen|»hery of (hv

< arranged r>n 'be .KaM rlote In lb* hub. •

' • -1. and

If.cr

;
vn and

-•tending <l<.w*t« and ijiBi I tuih.il^. aaid li-eer baing

piiotad lo a rolUr o« the ' .
' illjr a* da*rribe>.
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0t«,115. BICYCLE-tAMP. IsKAKI, M. EosE, Phll«ileliih(». Pa 588,088. BICYCLE • BRAKE. Edwabd D. Rociwell, SrlBtol,

Mel Oot 2, 1896. Serial Ko. 807,642. (No model) Conn. FUed Kov. 7. 1896. Serial No 61 1,32 L (No modcL)

VUtim.— 1 . In a bicycle-lamp, a base, a perlbrated shell supportod
thereoo, a wick-tube having ao enlarged po£tloD or cage J at its

upper end with openings iu its under face, and an annular shell sur-

rounding said wick-tube below said enlarged portioh.

Claim.— 1. In bicycle-brake mechanism, the combination with a

frame, shaft, and pedal-bar secured thereto, of a sprocket-wheel

loosely mounted upon tlw shaft between the pedal^bar and the frame,

a friction-plate secured to the frame, wed cpiio; mechanism operatireiy

located between the pedal-bar and the sprocket-wheel, and a spring

connecting the pedill-bar and sprocket-wheel, substantially aa set

forth.

5 87,723, TIRE-SECimiNO DEVICE. Peert 8. Gardnee, Bound

Brook,N. J., assignor of seven-sixteenths to Horatio V. S. Negus, same

588,098. BICYCLE -I.AMP WITH BRACKET. AifkedO. Wtt P'*"^' Piled May 4, 1896. Serial No. 690,111. (No model)

l.UBlsandAll80BrEMgYiia,«ew«r![, »./. PUed Oot 2i 1898. 3» r/aim.-l. The combination with a wheel-rim, of a tape inde-
nal No. 80»,88t (Ko model.) pendent of the rim and tire provided upon opposite sides with a vis-

cous adhesive material, and seated in the concavity of said rim with

one face secured to the rim, and the ojjpositeface adapted to receive

and secure in position a tire, substantially as described.

"-it ,

Clinm.—l. A bieyole-Ump body provided upon the front and 5 8 7,984. FOEK-CEOWN FOR BICYCLED Ambbose T. Mat-,

rear with similar seate having interchangeable holders 6tted thereto,

and carrying respectively a lens and a reflector with signal-window
and the body having upon one Side a socket for supporting the lamp
upou the bicvcle-frame, as and for the purpose set forth.

5 8 7,983. COMPOUND TOR CL08IN8 PUKimjRBS IN PKKD-
HATIC TIREa WnxiAM L Ltmah, Eagle P^ Tex. Filed Oct. U,
U96. Serial No. 566,384. (No speoimeiiB.)

THKws, Worcester, Mass. Piled Oct 5, 1896.

model)
Serial No. 607,858. (No

Claim.—^J. As an article of manufacture, a hollow; rounding,
arch-shaped crown-piece for connecting the fork-tubes of a bicycle,
comprising an inner, hollow, sheet-metal shell A and an outer sheet
metal covering B, the joints of the inner shell and outer covering

Uatm.-l. A compound consisting of the foUowing ingredients being out of line with each other, and the ends of one of the parts
and proportions: five grains of boraoicracid, one-quarter ounce cara- being extended below the ends of the other part to form section*
mel suteen ounces water, and ten ounces of a gummy substance, adapted to engage the fork-tubes of a bicycle, substantially as de-:
such, for instaece. as deittrine, gelatin, gum-arabic and gum-mesquit. scribed.

PATENTS GRANTED.

587.710. Chain Adjustment for Bicycles. William
L. Decker, Worcester, Mass., assignor to John A.

Mead, Rutland, Vt. Filed September 3, 1895. Serial

No. 561,368. (No model.)

587.711. Saddle-Support for Bicycles. William L.

Decker, Worcester, Mass., assignor to John A. Mead.
Rutland, Vt. Filed March 9, 1896. Serial No. 582,319.

(No model.)

587,723. Tire-Securing Device. Perry G. Gardner,

T'ound Brook, N. J., assignor of seven-sixteenths to

Horatio V. S. Negus, same place. Filed May -1,

1896. Serial No. 590,111. (No model.)

587,787. Adjustable Speed-Gearing for Bicycles.

Leon T. Buckler, Philadelphia, Pa. Filed May 23,

1896. Serial No. 592,833. (No model.)

587.793. Bicycle-Lock. Pierre A. Clievalier, Union-

ville, N. Y. Filed January 11!, 1897. Serial No. 619,025.

(No model.)

587.794. Spring-Tire for Wheels. Frederick Clench

and Thomas S. King, Chesterfield, England. Filed

January 22, 1897. Serial No. 620,260. (No model.)

587,806. Power-Driver for Bicycles. John II. Fo.n,

New York, N. Y. Filed March 13, 1896. Serial No.

583,031. (No model.)

587,811. Bicycle-Support. Ernst W. Gram, Las

Vegas, N. M. Filed July 18, 1896. Serial No. 599,619.

(No model.)

.587,837. Velocipede. Frank Latimer, Huntley, III.

Filed August 14, 1896. Serial No. 602,697. (No model.)

587,856. Cycle-Stand. Thomas W. Ration, Bristol,

Serial No. 605,045.

5 87,913. BICYCLE-LAMP SUPPORT. Lewis J. Atwood, Water-
bury, Conn., assignor to the Plume *. Atwood Manufecturing Com-
pany, same place. Filed Jan. 6, 1897. Serial No. 618,136. (Nomodel)

Pa. Filed September 5, 1896.

(No model.)

587,872. Steering Gear for Velocipedes. Thomas H.
Simmonds, London, England. Filed August 28.

1896. Serial No. 604,183. (No model)

587,912. Bicycle Lamp Support. Lewis J. At-

wood. Waterbury, Conn., assignor to the Plume &
Atwood Manufacturing Co., same place. Filed Janu-

ary 6, 1897. Serial No. 618,136. (No model.)

587,917. Bicycle-Holder. John F. Bengert, Brook-

lyn, N. Y. Filed Seplember 11, 1895. Serial No.

,562,122. (No model.)

587,933. Rear-Fork End for Bicycles. Robert G.

Cornforth, Seymour, Cc^nn., assignor of onc-hali to

Frank H. Beecher, same place. Filed March ;), JS97.

Serial No. 626,046. (No model.)

587,938. Faslenins for Handlc-Bars of liicycles.

Robert Dawes, Philadelphia, Pa. Filed August 29,

1896. Serial No. 604,300. (No model.)

587,945. Holder for BicycU's. Sterling ICIliott,

Ni'wton, Mass., assignor, by direct and mesne as-

signment, to George H. Williams, same place, Frank
W. Whitchcr, Boston. Mass., and Howard C. Noble,

New Britain, Conn. Filed November 20, 1896. Serial

No. 612,797. (No model.)

587,9.56. Handle-Proteelor for Nelocipedes. Mark
Goodman, John J. Kawlings and William K. Raw-
lings, Lcmdon, England. Filed Seiileniber 30, 1896.

Serial No. 607,434. (No model.) T.-itentcd in K.ng-

l.ind Jiiiu- 17, ISOIi. No, 13,;i07.

587,979. I'ump for Pneumatic Tires, etc. Herman
Leinewcber, Chicago, III. I'iled January 27, 1897,

Serial No. 620,912. (No model.)

Claim.— 1. The frame-clamps and a screw for actuating the same,
ind pivotal connections at one end of the clamps, in combination
with a lamp-post having a ball at one end and a bend near the mid-l

die portion, and socket-plates recessed to receive the ball and piv-

otal connections at one end to the framc-elainps and a clamp-screw
at the other end. substantially aa specified.

5 87,933. REAR-FORK END FOR BICYCLES. Robekt G. Coen-

FOETB, Seymour, Conn , assignor of one-half to Frank H. Beecher, same

place. Filed Mar. 9, 1897. Serial No. 626,646. (No model)

Cl/tim.—A rear-fork end for bicycles formed from a blank of

3heet metal and having an adjusting-screw socket formed by making
transverse cots in the blank and pressing the strip of tnetal between
the cuts in one direction and the strips outside of the cuts in the op-

posite direction to form loops which comprise the socket, substan-
fialty .'-.s shown and described.

587,982. Compound for Closing Punctures in Pneu-

matic Tires. William L. Lyman, Eagle Pass, Tex.

Filed October 11, 1895. Serial No. 565,384. (No speci-

mens.)

587,984. Fork-Crown for Bicycles. Ambrose T.

Matthews, Worcester, Mass. Filed October 5, 1896.

Serial No. 607,858. (No model.)

587,992. Bicycle. Thomas D. McCall and Arthur S.

McCall, Minneapolis, Minn. Filed June 17, 1896.

Serial No. 595,932. (No model.)

587.996. Bicycle Tire. Isaac S. McGiehan, New
York, N. Y. Filed April 14, 1897. Serial No. 632,121.

(No model.)

587.997. Armored Pneumatic Tire. Isaac S. Mc-
Giehan, New York, N. Y. Filed May 3, 1897. Serial

No, 634,860. (No model.)

588,018. Pneumatic Tire. John G. Schiller, Wash-
ington, D. C. Filed July 17, 1896. Serial No. 599,547.

(No model.)

588,023. Bicycle-Brake. William D. Smith, Den-
ver, Col. Filed November 19, 1896. Serial No. 612,670.

(No model.)

588.038. Bicycle Pedal. Henry Tudor, Boston,

Mass. Filed October 9, 1896. Serial No. 608,343.

(No model.)

588.039. Saddle for Bicycles or Velocipedes. James
W. Upson and George D. Upson, Cleveland, Ohio;

said James W. Upson, assignor to said George D.

Upson, and said George D. Upson, assignor of one-

half of the entire stock to Wilbur S. Upson, Mans-
field, Ohio. Filed September 15, 1896. Serial No.

605,900. (No model.)

588,050. Transportation Chest or Trunk for Hicy-

clcs, etc. Charles E. Benton, New Bedford, Mass.

Filed April 14, 1897. Serial No. 632,131. (No model.)

588,059. Bicycle Tool-Bag. Daniel D. Frothing-

ham. Salem, Mass. Filed August 15, 1896. Serial No.

602.S45. (No model.)

588,088. Bicyclc-Brako. Edward D. Rockwell.

Bristol. Conn. Filed November 7, 1896. Serial No.

611,321. (No model.)

588,098. Bicycle Lamp with Bracket. .Mfrod G.

Williams and August 11. Meyer, Newark. N. J.

Filed October 24, 1896. Serial No. t!09.SS4. (No
model.)

588.109. Bicycle. Herman W.
Wis. Filed November 26, 1895.

(No model.)

588,115. Bicycle-Lamp. Tsraol

phin, Pa. Filed October 2, 1S96.

(No model.)

Hocft, La Crosse.

Serial No. 570.204.

M. Rose, rhiladcl-

Scri.ll No. 607.(i42.

l'K.M)KM.\KK.

30,496. Bicycles. Iver Johnson Sporting (;ood>

Co., Kitchburg and W'orccslcr. Mass. Filed July 12.

1897. The wtird "Uollstone."
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SPOKE TKXSIOMXG.

Bow, Vndrr Scicniilic InveHticatlOD, It Was
Proven To Be Far From

Perfect.

Ill a recent issue of "Engineering News,"

I). VV. Ilcring, Professor of Physics, New
York University, lias the following exhaus-

tive article on the "Tension of Spokes in Bi-

cycle Wheels:"

In the rapid and extensive evolution which

the bicycle has experienced within a few

>ears, every item in its construction has been

made a subject iti study by experts, and the

result is now generally regarded as a trituiiph

of mechanical skill, ci>mbining safety, beauty

and conifoii. Manufacturers take pains par-

ticularly to remind the public that the sever-

est and most delicate tests are applied to the

• rial usetl, and to the bearings, fastenings,

i-tmeiits, etc.. not hesitating to claim per-

ieciKin with more assurance than accuracy.

Opinions may differ as to just what part of

a bicycle demands the highest perfection in

Its construction, but while conceding the im-

|H>rlancc of a gi>od frame, and the advantages

• if frictionless bearings, it will hardly be de-

nied ih.it the wheels themselves arc entitled

iltention. Notwithstanding the ini-

'.r . .
. ::;. ii(> tliat havc been maile in these,

r\en since the adoption of pneumatic tires,

there is yet a seriuu.s defect in the wheel as

now constructed when considered from the

engineer's point of view.

In bicycle wheels the axle with the weight

which it sustains is suspended from the rim

by the spokes, which are, therefore, in ten-

sion. If rotated im the axle without touch-

ing tile rtt»or. the mechanically correct wheel

will, be round and centred or "true," and all

spoketi will be eipially taut. The utmost ten-

sion in any s|M)ke would be just so much
A hen the wheel was bearing its load, the

' HI its most relaxed position would not
''y tt is customary to connect the— '!i< hub by inserting the spokes, anil

111' II I" i'i.'.iin one spoke or another until

il • .•.'.' fu'i» true. As the rims are of vary-

< trrs, the difTerences sometimes in

.N ..'. mil* ainounling to I inch in a 2H-iiich

^^ • -1. this irueing-up process results in all

in the iiid since

no dell 'lard by
* the whole o|>cration

tension in the least-

r the wheel, in some in-

,.-11 be 111 kI. 111*1 as Inie. and yet

•ke be !• 1 upon. On the
' '' M.iy l»c strung tip to

»r the tiKhlesi »pokcs

(y under a heavy load

iitiM with greater »e-

I llw • I'll. v.. |||(

in

scribed swing or stirrup, and this is further

sustained by _' and .'Ci; then come ') with 4

and (i with il. and thus the system of suspen-

sion is distributed around the wheel, so that

as the wheel travels, the load on the hub is

supported by successive groups of four

spokes. This general plan is modified

somewhat by different makers, the spokes

being sometimes tied together where they

cross. In at least one other instance the

makers claim an advantage in the way of

spokes which cross frequently are interwoven.

To determine just what initial tensions exist

in new wheels, supposed by their makers to be

ready for riders, as well as to compare those

of different companies, an examination was

made of each wheel on five different bicycles,

or ten wheels in all. The bicycles were all

said to be "high grade," four being listed at

$1011 each or more. They were _'f<-inch wheels

with wood rims and with tangent spokes, in-

cluding those bent or hooked at the hub. and

those straight. The number of spokes to the

wheel ranged from "Jt* to 4<i. the rear wheel in

esery case having from -1 to 8 spokes more
than the front one. The spokes ranged in

diameter from .o.V-inch to .07-inch. The
length, diameter and density of the spoke

being determined, the note which it sounded

to rear

III {f>.iii

• ii^iMiiif' inr Iir'ii rir

lllAr.SAH nr MOIiKt K, IKM WIIBEI..

(Full linen rr|irc«cnl llic RiHikm connected to the
rurlil end i>( hub; broken lines ihotc connected to
the led end.)

«m being plucked was observed by compari-
son with a standanl tuning fork or pitch pipe,

and from the corresponding number of vibra-
tions the tension was computed from the
familiar formula of physics,

n' (i r)' I' n d
'* =

, in which I* is the
g

stretching force in pounds, n, the number of
vibrations per second, r the radius and I the
length of the spoke, both in inches, d the den-
.iity in pounds per cubic foot, and g the ac-
•-clrration of gravity in inch-seconds.

'1 that the spokes of a wheel
• lUght to the same tension by

tuning them to the .same pitch has been made,
(lerhap.s. many limes. Such tuning w«>uld
only replace one evil by another, for then
the wheel would not be round. The pur-
pose «»f thi» fiaper is to ^how what irregu-

' met with in the best wheels,

that were examined may be
\. H, C. I) and E. and the
iiig the rear wheel of model

I'., logrlher with the ap|>ended table, will
». rv. „, an illustration for all, although the

• aloes arc diflfereni in the different

T.VULE OF 1NITI.\L TENSION OK SPUKES IN

BICVrLE E.

-I'ront wheel.-^ ^— Hear wheel.—

-

.\clti.il Actual
Spoke Kelativc tension Kelativc tension
No. tension, in lbs. tension, in lli>.

1 1. O) lAU IIS
a 1.4H '.17 2. 52 2«>2

3 1.414 97 1.2C im
4 1.78 123 L.W 127
.1 1.78 123 2.25 isit

6 2. 138 2. U»
7 1.78 123 1.59 127
8 1.78 123 2. ItiO

9 1.26 87 2.2.'". 18(1

10 1.78 123 1.59 127
II 2. 138 2. DM
12 1.59 110 2. 160
13 1.59 110 l.W 127
14 1.59 110 1.41 113
15 1.59 110 2. 160
10 2. 138 2. 1(W
17 1.59 110 1.41 li:i

18 1.26 87 2. 1H(I

19 1.59 110 l.Ts 143
211 l..V.t 110 1.41 113
21 1.26 87 2. ItiU

22 1.7S 12;i 1.41 113
23 1.41 97 1.41 113
24 1.41 97 2. liiO
2.". 2. i:« 2. lt»
26 2. 138 1.22 90
27 1..".9 no 2. ItW
28 1.5.9 no 1.41 113
2!t 1.59 127
TO 2. 160
31 1.26 101
:<2 2.25 180
:B 1.78 143
34 1. SO
'{5 ... 2.25 180
:» 1.41 113

Besides the range and variety of tensions

which the table shows, it is also interesting

for showing the compari.son of tension in

spokes adjacent to one another, and in any
four comprising one suspension group.

Great and unexpected differences are seen

as where No. M. with 80 pounds' pull, is fol-

lowed by No. X>. will) 180 pounds.

r.MILE 1)K C.RE.XTI'l.ST .\Nn SMAl.l.E.ST INITI.M,

STKES.SES.
• Tension. -,

"•cycle. Least, Greatest,
lbs. lbs.

.\ Ir.int wheel 88 1G6
Kcar '•

78 ]S6
It l-ronl • 92 175

K'-ar •• 61 109
t l>"iil " 75 150

,

|<i-'r 62 l.t9
I> I ri.nt •• UK 216

,.
\<<»r ' 65 165

!- Iroiil " 69 138
l<<ar '• w 2tr2

.Model B showed greatest uiiiforinity and
least range of stress, it being the only one of

the live in which there was not a difference

of loo per ce)tt between extremes. Samples
of the spokes uscil in B. C and E were tested

as to their ultimate strength with the follow-

ing results:
.Sectional Max. load before

nre.i. . breakinti.

,, ,.
»<|. in. lbs. I.b-i,. Ml. in

It lirst specimen.... O.OtCXS 5,tfi lKn,»)0
.

Scci.iid 0(I2»( ,Vi«) 191.000
^ ':"'' . " ""laC. ,-.75 201.7BO

Second •• 00285 4fif, 163.300
'•- ':'"• . " 003K8 455 117,900

Second " 00.188 455 117.900

Il thus appears that the stress in the spokes
of the unloaded wheel is not only in many
cases a large fraction .if the ultimate strength,
btit. as will be seen. is. in all instances, con-
siderably larger than any stress due to the
weight of the heaviest rider upon a smooth
ro.nd. The distribution of weight on a bi-

cycle, of course, depends largely upon the
method of the rider, and the effort he is ex-
pending upon the peilals. but if we assume
an apportionment suggested by some experts
of .'o per cent of the weight on the saddle, lio

per cent on the pedals and .'o per cent on the
handle bar. we shall n«>t be excessive in our
eHiiniate of the load on the rear wheel. The
fratne is about eijually supported on the two
wheels ami the above disiribution. for a rider
weighing liin pountis, a<lde<l to the weight of

the frame, wouhi place about l)Hi pounds on
the rear axle. Dividing this equally among
lour Hpokc-s, the initial tension is increased by
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only 25 pounds in each spoke, but this is with

the load quiescent and most favorably placed.

It will be seen, however, that this additional

weight produces a severe trial upon the

spokes when the wheel is ridden over rough

places. If a weight of 25 pounds were

dropped 1 inch and caught and checked sud-

denly by the best spoke in the above tests,

the resilience thereby occasioned in the spoke

would represent a maximum pull of 512

pounds. A sheer drop of the loaded wheel

through a height of one inch upon a solid

surface would develop in the same way, if the

rim and tire were rigid, a pull of 512 pounds

in each spoke in addition to the stress from

the quiescent load and the initial tension.

Few, if any, of the spokes could stand it.

Of course, such an extreme case could

not well arise in fact. This stress could only

result if the spoke were attached to an un-

yielding support. The effect is mitigated

somewhat by an elastic resilience of the rim,

but most especially by the tire. That is the

great merit of the pneumatic tire. Just how
far flexibility is desirable in the rim may be

questionable; undoubtedly it is in the tire

that the qualities of a cushion are looked for,

but if the tire is pumped "hard," a ride over

rough pavements or a car track will surely

give to the spokes an appreciable if indeter-

minate share of additional stress. If the tire

is soft enough to permit the rim to strike an

obstruction, the efifect is worse than with the

hard tire. If flexibility of the rim is desired,

then there should be but few spokes, three

groups or twelve in all being better'than a lar-

ger-number, but if the rim is to be rigid,, a

large number of spokes is better, and this in

turn would secure greater uniformity of initial

tension. Recognizing that the elastic resili-

ence of the rim or the tire, or of both, is the

safeguard of the spoke under a severe jar,

there is still an indeterminate element in rid-

ing that intensifies the strain in the spokes.

That is the possibility of such a succession of

jars as to fall in with the stress in the spoke

periodically, like the rythmic occurrence of

small vibrations, which, aftei a few repeti-

tions, may become serious tven in strong

structures. Any such synchronizing in the

case of the bicycle could continue for a very

short time at most, but a very few jars suc-

ceeding at proper intervals would make the

strain serious. The softness of the wood
must be of further service, although in so far

as the inequality of tension is relieved by the

spoke caps sinking into the wood, in so far

the wheel becomes distorted, and it must
then be trued up again, in which process the

old fault may be renewed and perhaps ag-

gravated.

The initial tensions as tabulated above seem
great, and they are probably needlessly so,

but the last turn of the screw may be re-

sponsible for the most of the excess, for, af-

ter all the spokes are taut, a very little fur-

ther screwing up of any one means a large ad-

ditional strain upon it—how large is scarcely

appreciated by the ordinary repairman, who
is generally not very discriminating. If the

rim were unyielding (and the tighter the

wheel is strung, the more rigid it becomes)

a single turn of the screw having 56 threads

to the inch would mean a pull of 6() pounds

additional upon a spoke of No. 14 wire, 11

inches long.

Whatever may be the best remedy for the

defect, it is not good engineering practice to

operate any machine that is subject to vibra-

tions or shocks, with so small a margin of

safety in any of its members as is seen to exist

in bicycle wheels. Rims more nearly round

to begin with would make so unequal and

therefore so great initial tension unnecessary.

Perhaps wood rims cannot be made as true

as metal ones, but an improvement in quality

can doubtless be made if effort is directed to

it. No matter what kind of rim is used the

mechanic should not evade the responsibility

for excessive tightening of the spokes on the

plea that they are not tuners. A maximum
tension ought to be established, beyond which

they should not be allowed to go, and a rim

which required more than this ought to be re-

jected. That would give to a rider a wheel

that would remain true for a longer time than

is now the case, and would be more satisfac-

tory to him than a guaranty from the makers

to replace a spoke free of charge.

THE MAYOR WAS WITH THEM.

Representatives of the Grand Rapids cycle

trade called on the city's mayor last week to

see if some means could not be devised by

which a business located here and paying

taxes for the support of the city could not be
protected from the competition given by out-

siders who come in with low-grade wheels
and sell them at auction. The mayor stated

to the delegation that outsiders could not get

a license to do business, and there are only

two licensed auctioneers in the city. He also

called attention to the fact that during his

term of office the kind of business to which
tlie cycle men objected had lieen discour-

aged in all lines.

ONE FRAME Jlli FOR ALL SIZES.

The Keller Machinery Co., Erie, Pa., are

marketing this adjustable cycle frame jig, for

which patents are pending.

As it is adaptable to any frame from 14 to

28 inches, the expense of separate jigs for

each size is avoided, and the Keller people

expect a large and ready sale.

The illustration shows the frame placed in

the jig as the table is being reversed, prepara-

tory to drilling the other side of frame. It

shows the means and methods for adjusting

the jig to the size and shape desired. Gauges

are provided, so that when the jig is adjusted

to model every frame must be exactly like

model. To fasten frame in jig requires the

turn of a thumb-screw at four points and the

insertion of a key at the rear.

When one side is drilled the operator re-

leases the table by pressing spring on main

column and reversing it. The main column

is stayed by iron rods fastened to head of

column and the ceiling, and tightened by

means of tnrn-bucklcs. It is so arranged that

by swinging the arm, any point on the frame
can be reached by the drill. It is made with a

folding joint, witli belts attached, so that tiic

drill can 1)e operated at any point on the main
arm, by sliding the head, wliich is constructed
with rollers, to the point desired. The arm
is stayed by means of rods connected witii the

head c>f the main column, making the spindle
as steady and smooth running as in the ordin-
ary stationary drill. The bracket, with idlers.

on rear of main column, is so arranged as to

take up .'^lack in belt.

"Arrow'' Chains

Made by

The ivietallic Mfg. Company,

INDIANAPOLIS. IND., V. S. A.

Kimdiy mention The Wheel.

WILLEY'S ENAMELING OVENS.
Fully Guaranteed in

Every Respect.
Ovens from $111 to $3,"> and 2 to 10 liamos always

in stock,

Estiniafes furnisfwd for all kinds or slicci

mftal, baking anil (•iiaiiic-ling oi>ens. . . .

Write for prices and description.

A. WILLEY,
181 LAKE STREET - - CHICAGO

Kindly mention Tlic \\ lieel.
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EMPI.OYMENX COLUMN.
Aniweri raceireJ in confidence HDd forwarded wfthout cbarfrr.

ax ^iV€>rtli», or»e time, 50 centft : tl>r«re tlinef%, 5i-oo.
50 ^vo^^1•». one time. 9i.O(>; four ttnicM, S3.'>ry.

75 'words, one time, ti.so; four Umee. S5.00.

BITUATION8 WANTED.

(b
tot A !

Irar

' meclunical expert and drauehts-
!rugn&, models and lias some nusli-

H 3U-C

rsale or rr' v a yimng man who is

o( the bi> . . ns; has been proprielor
"I.in. Ilia iir.n..rd Ave., Rrouklyn, N. V.

.1 change and engage with some reliable
'I; hiuh grade bicycles a specialty; also,

liad experience on other parts, such as
, :.c Wheel 8-27 p

HELP WANTED.

Advcni»emcni» in thit column (rcc I.eliers received and forwarded in confi-

dence.

Wan-
of a it.

interest .

.

FRAME BUILDER.
bicycle man who can build frames to order and take charge

I bicycle rsublishment ; the right roan can get a half
led. Addrets S. G., care of The Wheel.

REPAIRMEN.
Wanted— Eipoieoced repairman (or first-clata shop In Hrooklvn

C. S. tt G , 11S8 Bedford Avenue, Brooklyn.

DI«plo:v-e(1 AdvortJuemeiitw:
Ono-h«lf Inch, one tlnie, 51.00: f-mr timet*, 53.00.
One inch, one tinae. X1.50: four times. 55.00.

Wanted—At once, first-class bicycle repairer; only a good workman wanted;
good job for the right man. F. H. Fernald, Haverhill. Mass.

Rei>airroan wanted; must be a fair machinist and underst.tnd repairing single-tube
tires. No •' amateurs" need apply. N V. Sporting Goods Co.,BI Nass.iu St., New York.

Young man wanted who is a good bicycle lathe hand : one who can bend handle-
bars and do bench work ; stale salary and reference. Address Experience, care of

The Wheel.

SALESMEN.
Wanted—Good salesmen in every State in the Union to handle our goods as a side

line; liberal commission to responsible men; exclusive territory; give references. Box
(MS, RiKThester, N. Y.

Wanted— Bicycle Traveler -A first-class bicycle traveling s;ik-sman, experienced,
reliable and successful. Apply, stating age, residence, experience, salary, territory
familiar with, and references. The Thomas Mfg. Co., Springfield, Ohio.

Wanted - Experienced salesman in bicycle supplies and sundries for western
market. Address H., care The Wheel, stating experience and salary.

STRIPER.
Wanted—A first<lass striper on bicycle frames; piece work. Buffalo Cycle Co.,

Buffalo, N. V.

TUBE-DRAWING DIEMAKER AND HARDENER.
Wanted—An experienced tube-drawing diemaker and hardener at the works of

an Eastern maker of seamless tubes. Address replies 10 " Sleeltube," care of this
< Jice, giving experience.

FOR SALE, EXCHANGE, WANTS
TWENTY-FIVE WORDS, 35 CENTS.

f.mrU kddlllon*! word two eeiila.

variably Ib adTaoee.
Ciiah In-

FOR SM.E
and tinrx

1 IfTrr \i\r

Fox Terrier
.n earth.
Smith.

Dog*;
M-n.l f

M,ln^h

(he
.r 1

greatest
lusiraieil

OhlM

rati

circu
rrs

ar

WiJ.N HV n:.\K.

"Then you refuse to ni.irry mc?"
The youRK wnni.in .tddrcsicd turned some-

what falterinKly. and reluctantly fared the

man who had spoken.

"I know what you will say," she replied.

"You will irll me that for months I have

fOvrn you every reason to believe that I

loved you, that I have encouraged you hy

every means known to a wriman, an«l now, in

refusing to run^ider your offer, I am Rtiilty

of Kreat perfidy. All this may he true tf) a

certain extent. But you must reflect also that

I have a perfect right to change my mind.

"Have a care, Mias Clamhopc." internipted

the other, with a dangerous gleam in his eye

"Refuse me if you will, »cr>rn mc if you think

best, hut retliemher." lie continued, a slight

sneer visible in ht« voice, "ihjit I may think

It best to I- ir friends that the wheel
you nde i* . ;• 1 with a 'i»7 name-plate

"

The threat was too much; she changed hrr
iiitti.l Jir Midn't dare refuse him.

WHY AMD WHCRerORe.

When, as i« now almott universally the case
in every community, fild men and men well
along in yrj>r.

I'SlD IW MIOM- ORADe K fc

.PADDED SADDLES

TABER FELT CO
FREDONIA.N.Y.

Looks Are Deceiving,
but when you look into the iiierilsand work-
manship of our ine<lals, fniteniity pins, rin),;s,

etc., you will see that they are l)etter than
they look, and they don't look bad either.

Send fur Cat.tl<>gue.

G. S. Alexander & Co.,"'b';.1cWrL.'''-

'1 Ik- liest Advertising tor tlic

Irisli Trade is

THE
IRISH CYCLIST.

specimen copy and adverti.sing rates on
appliciitioii lo

R. J. MLl.RtDY & CO.. Ltd.. Proprietors,

4J> Middle Abbey St.. DUBLIN.

pur»uii of
J

III

•'•ih younger men in their

*heel, or use the hicych
' -Lilly work. wl.

and degrees ol

nh the •

•1 m <»>

'<! learning, the value o(l
t,

h'

tl.

Ihr

Ihrne (

pf'»tr»| ^ .,.,

and such like jcrcnii ^

(wrin..newy of the wheel anj ,u uw uiul cit

)r')"irnt.

THE FINEST

^
White

Chain

Lubricant
IN THE MARKET.

Will not clt.g. but make* (he
'ijin run loiixxhljr and with

•ns ihr war oo chain
'••ckeU.

MANUFACTURCO AT

William F. Nye's,

Sew lirdtord, Mass,
IMII7 iiMnllafi Tlir «h««|

COX'S TIRE....
Repair Outfit..

Best in the world. Perfectly simple-
« Absolutely sure.

•
. The following Tire Manufacturing Com-

•S i^anies have adopted it:

fi Diamond Rubber Co., New York Tire Co .

ti
Unmc Kubbcr Co.. Canadian Rubber Cir,

3 New Jersey Rubber Co., S|>aulding & Pep-
"^ per Co., IKKt^'man Ruhl>er Co. Revere
2 Rubber Co, Whitehead Bros. Rubber Co.,
- Minrr.Tli/rd Riililxr Co.

I COX & TINGLEV,
ELIZABETH, N. J.

UHIOH TEACHERS' AGENCIES of AMERICA.
Kev. I,. |> It.VSS. I). I).. Mi4li«K«T.

/•itlsltiitjr, /'J .• 7." .>»//... CaiijJa. .\riv Orleant
/-a. Aew )V>r# .V ).. Hashing ton, D. C..-

.iiix /•rancisio. Cal . Ciiicago, Jit ,- St.
lA>uis, Mo- . jita Ofiitfr, ColoraJo.

There arc Ihouunds ol |K.Nitions to be filled within the
next lew months.

Address all applications to I'nion Tkachbu' Kqmmcxks.
S.Tlt>ibur(t, Pa.
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Indiana Chains
iimiuui

O
o

I
Have Stood the Test of Time. I

^ No.1
o

I No.3
o
S No. 5

t No.7

We are ready to con- 6

tract for '98 business. ?

Write for Prices.

O

o

INDIANA CHAIN CO,J

Indianapolis, Ind.
o

Kindly mention i

The Wheel.

An Aluminum Fob mailed for 26c.

^-fO-fOK^fOK5-fG40>^0^0>0^0^0^G>O^0^0>^040-fOfO ^

^5^^5*^w

ABSOLUTELY PERFECT.

UNQUALIFIED SUCCESS.

FULLY GUARANTEED.

Burns 10 to 17 Hours
on One Charge and will

last a lifetime.

Reflected Light, 50 C. P.,

Clear, White. Steady Light

Thoroughly Protected by
Patents.

Can be Rechargfed by any Direct Current or

Primary Battery by the most inexperienced.

NEAT, LIGHT
'7w'-e',^"h\. price, $6.00

TO ALL
ALIKE.

Correspondence witU Englisli and Foreign markets
particularly invited this present season

THE CORNMAN COMPANY,
1139 Hamilton St., Cleveland, Ohio.

THE MORSE

ROLLER JOINT CHAIN

Every Joint is a

Frictionless Rocker Bearing.

rUO FRICTION-NO WEAR.
I NO WEAR-NO STRETCH.

Resnlts: -{ no stretch-no wear-iiiQOuuo. T ^^^ ^pp QP SPROCKETS.
99 1-8 per cent efficiency.I'

Guaranteed not to stretch more than

)4 inch during a season.

B«nd for Oatalog^ae.

MORSE MFG. CO.,

TRUMAN8BURG. N, Y.

< HANDLE BARS^
I FORK SIDES

^^.^PmitlOR REVOLVERS
coRResPOND^sc. PERFECTION PADLOCKS
ML.ccD n AMES SWORD CO. CHICOPEE, MASS,

THE

BEVIN FOOT BRAKE
New J 897 Model.

Weight, 7 Ounces.

Ample Adiustment for All Wheels

Fitted with Special Attachment for OVAL
FORK-CROWNS if desired.

WARRANTED NOT TO RATTLE.
All Parts are Brass, and the Shoe is a Solid

Bronze Casting.

Has Stood the Test of Three Years, and is

the Only Satisfactory Foot Brake Made.

(Clippiiif; froTii Ilitrl/nrd. Coiinuil, May 10, 1WI7.1

Wheelman Fatally Injured.

Middletowu, N. Y., May lo.—Jiiiiie.'* Ken-
nedy, while I)ieyclin}>' down si hill at Goshen
yesterday, placed his fool lielween the fork to

act as a l)rake, and was thrown heavily to the
fvround. His skull was fraetnred and U is ex-

pected that he will die.

DON'T TAKE ANY CHANCES
Price. By Mail. 75c.

FOR S.VLK HY .\LL JOHBERS

BEVIN BROS. MFG. CO.,
Sole Manufacturers,

East Hampton. ... Conn.. U. S. A.

BICYCLE CEMENTS.
Manufactured on Scientific Principles and Chemically

Constructed.

FOR WOOD AND STEEt KIMS.
Liquid Tire Cement

^ MbTRiePINS HERE

quick drying.

Regular Hard Tire, ab-

solute ly water-proof.

Patching Cement lor

Inner Tubes.

Plugging Cement,

Sperm Cycle Oil.

We guarantee our Cements and will return money if

not satisfactory.

CEO. W. REEVES,
Bicycle Cements, Chemicals and Naval Stores,

No. 15 N. Front St., IMiiladolpliiu. I'a.

DIXON'S

BRAZING GRAPHITE.
A pure, flour graphite tliat abso-

lutely prevents the sticking of the brass
lo the tubing. It is not alYecteil by
the greatest heat. It sjwes time and
money, as little if any filing is nec-
essary. Send for sample.

Joseph Dixon Crucible Co.,
JKKSEY CITY, N. J.

»2^
PATENTED

PERFECTION
PEDAL BALANCE.

Fits any Bicycle pedal, keeps
them level. Holds up Toe-clips.
Dealers, write for trade prices.
Sample pair mailed to any ad-
dress on receipt of price, $1.00.

VEKKKCTION
PEDAI. IIALANOB CO.,

Sole Manufacturers,
Daytona, Fla.
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Gives l.iRht That

IS LIGHT.

MlllEE

'9^ intents Applirtl l'"'-

Height, 6 inchc5,

Wfighl, 17 ounce*.

OTHERS IN ITS5L Kl'ASSES ALL
REVKRsiMLi: ri:si:rvoir.
CLEANLINESS: No Leak t)r Sweat.

CONSTRUCTION: Solid Brass Throiicjhout.

CONVENIENCE: Lijrhfs on Either Side.

Glass Protectors to Reflectincr Sui faces.

EDWARD MILLER & COMPANY,
t\cro»ip«; Avo OKNFRAi oFFicr. - - mi:«ii)i:n. conn.
m>re>: 2H.J0 West Bro«dw«y. New Vork. f..» l>c«rl St.. Boston, M«»»

AN HONEST LAMP IN EVERY PART.
Absolutely without a rival. Its Interchangeable Grip Hanger,
readily attached to either fork or head of wheel, enalijcs li<,'tu to be
thrown from any desired anjjle ; and it is impossible to blow or jar it out.

SHOt I.I) YOU DESIRE A CHEAPER LAMP
V/K RECOMMEND THE

BEACON LIGHT.
The Best Lamp Made,

Price Considered.

2A Inch Double Convex Lens.

FULL NICKFL FINISH.
Ilciuti', 5 iS inches. Wright, 14 <.iiiiccs.

Patents
Applied For.

TRANSFER ORNAMENTS
«Dr.CAl.CO,«\ANIAS»

We carry a stock of bicycle

decorations, name plates, strip-

ing, varnishes, etc. Special de-

signs can be delivered in less

than two weeks. Get our cata-

logue.

/Afi£ you

li^D^STRY. ' With us,

THE MEYERCORD CO.
Amrrlcmn M»nuf«rtiir«ni

iT^^r^^-^

GUARANTBCD jl DBCAL.COMANIA jt TRANSFERS
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE. CHICAOO.

Prentiss' New "Up-to-Date" Bike Vise.

(iuickest-Acting Vise

Ever Made.

Holds Frame Securely
in any position without
injury.

Saves time and money
and is cheap.

SOrX LEAD JAWS.
Hoid*H.K. K. t. iM. iKttitM.

PRENTISS VISE CO., Makers,
44 BARCLAY ST., NEW YORK.

Starr Bros/ Bells
AHK KNOWM THE WORLD OVRK.

Do YoD Handle Bicycle Bells'

<lnr I'rlrra i»nd Ml; Ira

UtII Inlfnol Vnu. . .

Rotary, Electric,

Double and Single Stroke.

for ( ••loyn* anfl lllM-nnnI*.

TB£ STARB BROS. BELL CO., East HamplOD, Codd.

Have You Placed That Order Yet?

If not, be sure to get an estimate from iis

Wfore doing so
We tnamifacture Uicycle and all kinds of
Mct.'il SjH-i-iallii'S for tlie trade, and

CAN SAVE YOU MONEY.
We also design and build Special Machinery
and Tools to order.

Write for estimate.

r. R. McMULLIN MFG. COIVIPANY,
70-82 W. Jackson St., Chicago.

Kindly Mention The Wheel.

XkAkAkAkAkAkAkA^MAbX^A^AJTA^j

Race Meet

Plain Blacl[ and White
( I R IN

Three Colors.

Competitors' Nfloiliers

ON LINEN,

Plain, Black Fignres.

CatclitlieEye!!!

ALL SIZES.

Onick Work.

ESTIMATES.

THE WHEEL PRESS,
88 West Broadway, NEW YORK.

W4W'JtvmV4V4VJ(^fl(^^j(^('l^\^j^Vj^\
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213/8" C-C l/s" X £2"

'^/

All the parts to build a High-Grade
^JQyQJg Supplied in complete sets or separately.

SETS OF TUBES CUT TO LENGTH, TAPERED AND SHAPED.

Connections, Sprockets, Cranks, Head parts, Crank-hangers,
'^^ Handle-bars, Brakes, Coasters, Seat Posts, Chain Adjusters,
'"^

Frames, Hubs, Built-up Wheels, Chains, Pedals, Spokes,
Fork Sides, Fork Ends, etc., etc.

'<?*;

&
Quality the Best.
All Parts Interchangeable.

Finish Unsurpassed.
Prices Attractive.

"VkS^..
V,B.A-5S5:-W3»-"'-

43 'A-

Correspondence solicited.

Fully Illustrated Catalogue on application.

THE Moore Cycle Fittings Go.

Manufacturers of High-Grade

Component Parts of Bicycles.

Works : Harrison ( Newark), N. J.

GRANULATED RAW BONE
FOR

Case-Hardening and Coloring.
MANUFACTURED BY

THE ROGERS & HUBBARD CO.,
Muldletown, Conn.

Our pamphlet, "How to Case-Harden," sent free to

any address.

PHOTO
WOOD

lECTROTYPINg
ALL DONE OfiTHE PREMISES

"A.M IJGFORD,hartford;xonn.

PATENTS
Procured in the United
States and Foreign
Countries. Trade-
marks, designs, labels
and copyrights. Send

description, with model, photograph, or sketch, and
I will let you know whether you can obtain a patent.
All information free.

^W. H. AVGHINBAIJGH,
McGiU Bldg., 908-24 "G" St., N. W., Wash'gton, D. C.

THE STANDARD PAVEMENT OF AMERICA.
THE BARBER ASPHALT PAVING CO., No. 1 Broadway, New York.

ENDORSED BY THE L. A. W. EVERYWHERE. Kindly mention The Wheel.

All American Wheelmen who desire to keep them-
selves posted upon matters concerning the Cycle
Trade and Sport of Europe, should subscribe to

THE CYCLIST
AND Bicycling and Tricycling Trades Review.

The only recognized authority of English trade and
manufacture. 84 pages weekly. Sent post free to
any part of America for one year, $2.50. American
subscription agent, F. P. Prial, 88 West Broadway,
New York City.
American manufacturers having new ideas to in-

troduce in machines or sundries should advertise in

THE O^S^OLIST.
Terms on application to ILIFFE & STURMEY,

19 Hertford Street, Coventry, England.

Members of the American Trade visiting Eng-
land are invite«l to call at THE CYCLIST Office

at Coventry.

y^N^^VVVVy^,^r*»^.^,^rVVS*.•N^rVVTVSV^rV'VVVVVVVVV^

SUBSCRIPTION BLANK.
•«^

p. O. BOX, 444. N. Y.

I enclose $2.00 in payment of one year's subscription,

commencing with issue of

Name,

Address, -....

aty,

State*

I
Coasters.

• LIGHTNESS,
FINISH,
STRENGTH

are claimed for our eouMtoro.
Write for prices to . . .

The Smith & Egge Mfg.
BRIDGEPORT. CONN.

Co.,

Kindly Mention the Wheel,
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"Sure Thing" Tire Mender.
We announce to old friends and the general trade that, in ad-

dition to the BI-GKAR, we liave begun the manufacture of a punc-

ture-rcjKiiring device for single-tul>e tires that for simplicity

and practical result is the best yet invented. By the use of a

slotted and jjrooved needle, small rubber bands are forced into the

tire and drawn out through the puncture. The Ijauds are stretched

to their fullest tension and when releaseil from the tool form a rubber head both inside and outside. Their constant tendency to contract length-

wise and expand sideways makes a positive and permanent repair. NO CEMENT REQUIRED. Done in a minute. Carried in neat case for

vest ptKrket. Postpaid, 30 cents. Discount totra.lt-

W£ MAKE THE Bl-GEAR,
and the "Sl'RE THINC " wll sustain our reputation. SainpK- orders solicited. Can fill promptly. Write for illustrated circular.

BROWN-LIPE GEAR CO., Syracuse, N. Y.
Kindly mention The Wheel.

STEEL BALLS • •••

W« are the larereat producers of Steel Balls In existence

Place your contract with ua and be taken care ot. Don't forgret our Trade-Mark.

We also Manulacture.

KOR TUBNINO AND PINI3HIN(i CONE3. CUPS. SCREWS, NafS. NIPPLES. ETC. OUR MACHINES ARE USED EXTENSIVELY BY
NEARLY EVERY PROMINENT CYCLE MANOFACTURBR IN THIS COUNTRY AND EUROPE.

Kindtjr mentinn Tht Wheel.
THO CLEVELANn MACHIHE SCREW CD., ClBYBJand, Ohio.

'•/^-J-* A*.i*......•... '^.>*^.»*<svf(i).f<i;>&-f ^.f^^t 'A>vi-»-J!>-t^S>4<s>><s>^®t€>*®><s>4<s>4<S>>5>4€^

V^

STERLINGS
ARE

GOOD BELLS.

t N. N. HILL BRASS CO., East Hampton, Conn.

-4^
NORTHAMPTON EMERY

raetery: LIC08. MASS.

CMiplete Plating Outfits Always on Hand

* WHBBL WMIM WalTIMO. ...-- .

EMERY AND CORnNDniW WHEELS,

ririDflioi, Polisliiiiii, M Baffini MaciiDery,

- GriDJers', Polishers' M Plalers' Supplies.

20 South Canal Street, CHICAGO, ILL
PCo. a.
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gilley ghains
of the past have been standard. The mere saying so isn^t proof, but any user of them
will tell you the story of their goodness. And certainly the proof of the chain is in the

use thereof. But it is not enough that they have been very good in the past. There
are new kinks in chain-making—our own. New types of chain machinery—our own

—

our own invention, our own handiwork. It all tends to make us confident that the *93

CILLEY Chains will represent a higher type of product than the industry has known.
They will be true to pitch, of the best material obtainable regardless of cost, and their

stretch under wear will be infinitesimal. This is no idle boast.

The CILLEY factory-better equipped than ever--is at NORWICH, CONN.

A HIGH-GRADE CHAIN for a HIGH-GRADE WHEEL
-IS TH[E3-

nEQH/INK/lLLT
/I^CVIR/ITE.

QU/IR/INTEED

5TRENQTH.

eHHNTRELL eHAIN No. 155.
Write for prices. Our line will interest you.

CHANTRELLTOOLCO., JNO. H. GRAHAM & CO., Selling Agents
READING. PA. 113 CHAMBERS STREET, NEW YORK.

Kindly Mention The Wheel.

t t t t t M M M M t M M »;»

THE U. S. STANDARD DRAWN STEEL CO., ::

4- T

CLEVELAND, OHIO.

Cold-drawn SEAM-

LESS STEEL TUB-

ING, from highest-

grade Swede Steel.

THE WORLD'S BEST.

I

SHAPES IN IRON AND STEEL.

This product is made entirely by the hydraulic process,

insuring uniformity of size and accuracy to gauge. By the

process employed, the tube never comes in direct contact

with either fire or acids, and it will be readily appreciated

that under the circumstances an absolutely smooth surface,

free from pit marks and rough spots, can be guaranteed.

This product can be supplied in all the various shapes

at present in demand, as well as special shapes to order, and

in varying degrees of carbon, according to the purpose for

which it may be intended, from .05 to .50, either in bright,

blued or oil finish.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

44»»» M»4f» MMU

American Weldless SteelTubeCc,

TOLEDO, OHIO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

HTBldless SleBl MM
FOR.

CYCLES, MOTOR CARRIAGES,

BOILERS, ETC

rO..
Cranked D Shaped Bultom Tube,

i(ZD<-— H'
Seiii.

Cranked Oval Bottom Tube (No. i Oval).

Crank D Shaped and Oval Bottom Book Stays

FOR CYCLES A SPECIALTY.
Quotations given for special sections upon application.

WE OARRY A OBMPLETE LINE OF BYOLINI TURE IN STORI.

Kindly mtntian Th* WbeeL
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It takes -^ ^ e^

something more

than good material to make a real good

wheel. Anybody can buy good material.

It's knowing how to use it that counts; a

knowledge that is only obtained by years

of careful study. For twentv-six years we

have been m business. That explains

mainly why FEATHERSTONE BICYCLES

are so perfect to-day. There is nothing

better made at anv price. Our Art Cata-

logue, post free, tells more.

A. Featherstone & Co^, Chicago*

;:

11

Kindly mention The W'hrel.
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COOLING DOWN.

After Many Heated Accosatiotis Hamilton-Ken-
wood Affairs Finally Pass on to a

Receiver.

Grand Rapids, Aug. 20.—After the terrific

eruption, in which burning charges of embez-
zlement and conspiracy to wreck the concern
were thrown on the men responsible for its

being, the Hamilton-Kenwood volcano has

quieted down and has passed peacefully into

the hands of a receiver. On the petition of

Trustee Baars, the court appointed F. J.

O'Brien to take charge of the property and
Mr. O'Brien promptly filed the $10,000 bond
required of him.

This action resulted after a conference of

the belligerents, at which water was poured on
the heated lava and ice applied to seething

brains. When things generally had cooled, it

was agreed that all charges and counter-

charges should be withdrawn and tihat the

company be placed in the hands of a receiver.

At the conclusion of the conference, the

proceedings against Charles L. Thayer, alleg-

ing embezzlement, and the counter bill of

complaint filed by Thayer charging the

Hamilton-Kenwood Co., J. Frederic Baars,

trustee; Chas. R. Sligh, J. D. Case and

James A. Droste, with a conspiracy to wreck
the corporation and bid in its assets at one-

half their value, were withdrawn, as was also

the two suits of the State Bank, of Cleveland,

Ohio, to recover from the firm on promissory

notes.

As soon as these proceedings were discon-

tinued. Trustee Baars filed his petition for a

receiver, in which he alleged that the Hamil-

ton-Kenwood people had forfeited the chattel

mortgage they gave him June 19th, because

they had failed to meet obligations secured by

the mortgage, the terms of which provided

that when any of the debts it covered became

due and remained unpaid for ten days all of the

indebtedness should be declared due, notwith-

standing the terms or conditions on which it

was contracted. The mortgaged property,

Mr. Baars alleges, is but a slender and scanty

security for the payment of the firm's in-

debtedness.

The chattel mortgage was given to scciu'c

obligations to the amount of nearly $(i7,0()(),

but this, it is claimed, does not represent the

company's entire indebtedness. The mort-

gaged property includes the cycle factory and

yards, the machinery and tools, as well as the

stock of wheels finished and in course of

manufacture, and all otlier personal proi)erty

of the company, which llie receiver is author-

ized to sell to satisfy the liabilities of the con-

cern.

It is believed that the receivership will af-

ford the creditors a chance to realize on their

claims.

Coincident with the application for a re-

ceiver, the Billings & Spencer Co., of Hart-

ford, Conn., commenced suit against the

Hamilton-Kenwood Co. in the Circuit Court

to recover $784.89 on an unpaid account.

CLOSED BY THE SHERIFF.

Chicago, Aug. 21.—The A. R. March Mfg.

Co., makers of the March and Hare bicycles

at 43 South Canal street, failed yesterday, the

factory being closed by the sheriff on execu-

tions issued by the Circuit Court in favor of

David Kelly.

The company bought steel tubing of Kelly

and gave him three judgment notes for $2,788

each and one for $2,106. When Deputy Lee

reached the factory he found a custodian in

charge, who had been placed there by H.

O. Stone & Co., agents of the building, who
had a distress warrant for $900 for rent due.

The sheriff also placed a custodian in the

place to look after the interests of the judg-

ment creditor.

The company has been in business three

years, and during the present season has

turned out a large number of wheels. The
liabilities are about $20,000, and the assets,

which consist of stock on hand and book ac-

counts, are higher.

MUST FACE THE MUSIC.

Judge Hardy, of the Massachusetts Super-

ior Court, has issued an injunction restraining

Camille Weidenfeld from withdrawing from

the firm of Lawson, Weidenfeld & Co., and

the firm from paying any part of his share.

The injunction is granted in connection with

a suit brought by Lewis V. Hubbard, of

Brooklyn, N. Y., on a note for $8,r)(i0, made
by the Worcester Cycle Co., and indorsed by

Weidenfeld. The plaintiff is the present owner

of the note. The bill also seeks to reach any

property which Weidenfeld or the firm may
have in the possession of Brown, Riley & Co.

BETTS WENT ONE BETTER.

A London cablegram, under date of August

18th, announces that at the Crystal Palace

track, on I'htirsday, J. T'latt-Betts rode a mile

with a llying start in l..'t7 M-5, thus eclipsing

McDuffoe'.s recent I. .'IS I T. by tlireo-liftlis of

a second.

WENT DOWN.

Bankrupt Court Catches a I<ondon Representa-

tive of American Concerns - Tired

of Paris.

London, Aug. 14.—Trade dull and every-

thing is flat, stale and unprofitable. Never

were the agents so idle, never were the stock

markets so low—the bad time is evidently

about to set in early. Already a few of the

smaller factors and agents have sought the

protection 'of the Bankruptcy Court, and the

general impression is that the wings of the B.

C. will be very wide-spread before the winter

is out.

One of the most shocking collapses of the

boom has been the bankruptcy of Bagshawe

Bros., of Upper Thames street, London, who
have gone under for £31,000, and show stock

and cash assets of about £5,500. This firm

were English agents for the Sterling bicycle,

and the Spaulding Machine and Screw Co.

rank as creditors for over $10,000. Almost

every firm doing a general trade here has

been hit, and a considerable amount of inter-

est attaches to the cause of failure, as the con-

cern had been floated (?) only a few weeks

when the crash came. Those in the know here,

had been very dubious for some time, but the

names of the promoters of the floatation were

judiciously used, and carrying a reputation for

success and substantial financial backing, the

creditors held off for the floatation which was

to pay for all. The evidence of tiie debtor at

his public examination is expected to cast a

strong light on the methods of company pro-

motion, as it has obtained in the cycle trade

hero, and whatever satisfaction it may bring

will be about the only crumb of comfort which

the creditors will have, as it is not likely that

the estate will pay much more than the legal

costs of winding up.

I am told that the Stearns people are clear-

ing out of Paris, as is the Syracuse Cycle Co.

MR. SMITH TO BORROW.

The creditors of the Worcester Cycle Mfg.

Co. will not bo called on to advance sutViciont

luiuls to complete the 4,40(1 wheels on hand at

tiio time of the failure. Receiver Smith has

biin authorized by the courts to borrow

$20,000 to finish the wheels, and already has

men at work in the Middlolown factory. The
force will he further augmented and business

bo ciHiducted as if there had been no em-
barrassment. Mr. Smith is even having '9S

models designed, and talks in a hopeful strain,

that, ilospite the blackness of the failure, can-

iKit hut inspire the creditors.
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HOME AGAIN.

Mr. BridKman Studies the Poreiffn Trade

or Other Matters He Talks

Not.

M. L. Hriilgnian, iiiana({cr oi the Mctrupuli-

lan Bioycif Co., who accuinpanicd Col. IVjpc

and A. G. Spalding to Europe, rcturmd on
Saturday last. lie spent most of his tiine in

Paris and London, and saw much of the trade

while in those places.

There is no denying. Mr. Bridgman says,

that the American bicycle has received a

black eye abroad because ot the great (|uantity

<if rubbish that was dumped on the market

and sold at any old price. But with the fakirs

out, he is sanguine that things will change and

the better and older houses build up and main-

tain satisfactory business. Too many of them
have temporized and gone about in a half-

hearted manner. The English wheels, in Mr.

Bridg man's opinion, arc about lour years be-

hinil Hhe .\merican article. But tlie British

public IS sati%ried with them, and the shrewd-

est makers, with an eye to their own profit.

arc content to let well enough alone, and thus

save the expense of alteration.

In London, Mr. Bridgman met \'.
J. Kelly,

the Philadelphia trick rider, who is billed as

"Kitchie, the tramp cyclist," and found him on
the lop wave of music hall popularity. Ile

has luiropean engagements which will keep

him busy until 1!hk». The American bicycle

polo team has also struck it rich and is playing

to crowded houses.

Mr. Bridgman left Messrs. Pope an«l Spald-

ing cm the other side. They had been in com-
pany ever since they left here. .\ske<l if it had
any .significance, Bridgman answered evasive-

ly; he admitted that they "had looked over

patent.*." but when pressed, finally said:

"Really, I can't talk about it."

Sft'lETRBSS OP REVEKGE.

Plainfield, N. J , Aug. 20.—Another compli-

cation han brrn added to the trouble between
A. n. Harnett, the p^oie^sional bicycle rider,

and the Wallham Mfg Co. Knowing that re-

venge IS sweet, Harnett has brought suit

against Jasticc of the Peace William N. Kapp
for |/ii». I>ecause llir dcfi^ndant, being a justice

tif the peace, ai-tcd .i* aifurnry for the Wal-
lham Mfg. Co in th< ! court. There
i» a statute whnh p^ ,.it any ju<itice

who act* as attorney in another's court may
be sued for I^Vi, and that the plaintiff may or

may not be concerned in the case in which the

)u*licr acted a> atlorney. Harnett was the

plaintiff in the suit in which Rapp ap(>rarcd as

Bllornry Jy

and ordcrrd

rait briefs.

FIVE VEAKS FOH A STOLEN WHEEL.

Thrjr do thinar < .A'.flrrrn» in British Coluin

hia j ,>. was ar-

rrtir.I iling a bi-

ry no talk of

r«t(.ciM>'in 'K M <M. "•n. Mr.

Mack was
Tr,

ha^

led Iicforc the Speed

V

Mr lie kciiicn^ctl i<» five years mi ti>

tIC.i

ARRESTED THE PRESIDENT.

Chicago, Aug. 20.—S. M. Biddison, presi-

dent of the United States Wheelmen's Pro-

tective Co., and the Central Mutual Life In-

surance .\sst>ciation, with ofhccs in the Fort

Dearborn building, is under arrest on a charge

of obtaining money under false pretenses and

conspiracy.

The man who makes the complaint is Janu-s

Wildman. of the firm of Wildman Bros , who
had his bicycle insured in Bid<lisoir.>< bicycle

insurance company prior to its being stolen

two weeks ago. Wildman asserts the com-
pany exists only on paper. Biddison says that

he and most of the officers and directors of

the company, who are employees in Biddi-

son's ofVice, resigned last June and sold out

the concern to one .\. J. Jones. Wiidinan's

policy is signed by Biddison, iiowever, and he

and his attorney, Frederick Wildman, are ad-

vertising for other wheelmen who have in-

sured in Biddison's company and who are

wanted to push the prosecuticju.

ELFXTRIC WELDING

SHINES FOR ALL.

Cleveland, Aug. 'J.'l.—The Electric Storage

Battery Search Light is the title of a new bi-

cycle lamp that is being introduced by the

Cornman Co., II.'M-IHO Hamilton street, this

city. It is claimed by the manufacturers to

be the best thing in this line that has

ever been put ujjon the market. Only
one small cell, with two connections, is

employed. The battery is suspended

from the frame, and fastened to the

heail, while the portable refiector is placed

upon the ordinary head bracket. The direc-

tion of the rays c.in be changed at will, as the

socket is ball-bearing. The life of the battery

is absohitily guaranteed; all the conditions

re<iuire<l are that a few simple directions be

lolbnvcil. .\clual tests have shown the lamp
to run fifteen hours without recharging. The
battery is easily recharged by connecting it

with any direct current of electricity. A
charging device goes with each lamp.

GIAKANTEEING GONE DAFT.

It has remained for the Washington man-
ager of the liclipsc to make the star play for

rec«»r<l in the already overworked guarantcc-

something-for nothing features of the cycle

trade. The innovaler states his case thusly:

"After careful consideration, and finding

that they rr(|uirc so little in the way of re-

pairs, we have concluded tf) repair all Eclipse

bicycles absolutely free of charge, punctures,

accidents, etc., included—when brought to our
store. Fourteenth and M streets, by owner. It

means an absolute, unreserved insurance on
• Eclipse wheel bought from us. No
limit is set; the guarantee is good as

long at you own the wheel."

TO IM NNBTT FOR A DOLLAR,

bill of i,de filed
"

ii the Roch
: I S. Y ) county c\< .-. Reuben A

I'unnrtt nr<|iiired po<i*rssifm of a quantity of

bicycle macliinery at IIW State street, belong-

ing to Thomas Dransfield. The consideration

named i« $1, but it is understood that Pun-
nett transferred to Dransfield his intereM in

'urtrudr street for the lalter'*

-* Piinnelt was a mnnber of

I'tiniiett Cycle Mfg. Co.. which failed re-

BrouRht to Perfection in the Making
of Cycle FittinRS and

Parts.

Cleveland. O., .\ug. 2.3.—For a number of

years tiie Standard Tool Co., of this city, have

been experimenting in electric welding, and
to-day they are doing work in that line that

Prof. Thompson, the patentee of the process,

said was an impossibility.

Two years ago this company began apj)ly-

ing the power in the construction of bicycle

parts. For the A. L. Moore Co. they electric-

ally welded, from stamped parts furnished by
them, hangers, luad-lugs. etc., and last year

they also made the continuous bands u.sed in

the Spinaway, King and Grocthc pedals.

Heretofore all the work done in this line has

l)een under contract, but it is now the in-

tention of the company to enter a broader
field, and to accomplish that end they arc now
f)fifering t(» the trade the following line: Rear
forks and braces complete in one piece, fork

sides, seat-posts, mud guard braces and brake

parts.

The forks and braces are maile by tna-

chining drop-forgings of the rear fork end
and boring ends, so that the walls are of an

equal thickness with the tubing, ami welding

the parts together, making virtually a one-

piece construction. Owing to the upset

formed by the melting of the two ends to-

gether, they are twice as strong .it the weld
as at any other part of the tube. Parts arc

furnished complete for any size frame, and as

the forging admits of the complete piece be-

ing thrown to meet any degree, they can be

ordered in jl or L't! inch lengths and changed
for any other size, or the forging and tubing

can be supplied and they can be welded to-

gether by the Standard Co. for less money
than they can be brazed. The fork-sides arc

made from sheet-steel, formed up and the

edges welded together on the under side. It

is claimed that tliese forks are stronger than

any of the brazed or seamless pattern, as the

material is not injured by drawing or taper-

ing-down, but is as strong when finished as in

the original sheet.

The seat-posts arc made from drup-forgings

and tubing, and there are no seams or laps.

These, the company claim, are the only true

Hush -joint seat-posts on the market. Mud-
guard braces are made by welding washers to

oval t»r round wire. The former can be tapped
for guard screwing without flattening the

centre. Any size wire or washer, to suit pur-

chaser, will be used. The Standard Tool Co.
is in a position to contract for welding of any
parts connected with bicycle work, and will

gladly furnish prices upon application.

AT NIMBBR THIRTEEN.

Samuel B Lasvrtiue, rcKiMT for the New
York Bicycle Ecpiiptnent Co., gives notice

that a general meeting of the creditors of the

defunct concern is called, to be held at his

office, No. 1.1 Astor place. New York, on
October I, IK!>7, at I'J o'clock n<ion. at which
time all accounts and demands for and against
said New Yftrk Bicycle E<|uipment Co., and
all its open and subsisting contracts, shall be
ascertained ami adjusted as far as may be, and
the amount of moneys in his hands as receiver

declared.
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HIGH^NOON.

A T this high-noon of the year there are

*» signs of the times that speak hopefully

for the future of the cycle trade. Much of the

wash has been taken out of the trade this sea-

son. This is the third slide the trade has had

within the last decade. After each descent it

has been more cognate, more quartz-like.

Those who breathe an honest atmosphere

have had more elbow-room in the market

place.

It is quite true that a great many firms in

the bicycle business are in a good way, so

far as their stock rooms are concerned. Many

of them have cleaned up their lines nicely,

and if they have not made money in big bulk,

they are at least untrammelcd as regards

completed and partially completed stock and

raw material.

That is a healthy, normal condition; it

augurs well for the future. The maker goes

forward with no back-breaking load. He has

been taught more than ever the value of con-

serving his means. He has Ijeen shown this

season more brightly and more lutninously

than in any past year the absolute folly of

spread-eagleism; of dumping money whole-

sale into sewers—whether it be on the score

of radical inventions, of supcrlluous labor, or

in spendthrift methods and commercial im-

providence generally. Above all, he has been

taught that the keynote ol all success is the

proper handling of credits.

Moving forward with little or no stock on

hand, with general trade now better than ever

before, carrying in his mind's-eye a year rich

in experience, and looking forward upon a

dawning prosperity which promises to be

phenomenal—the man in the bicycle trade

cannot but hope with a strong fiope. There

is no use in prating about wheat and corn,

and crops in general; the daily papers drive

one mad over such patter business. The net

result is that there is certain to be boundless

monej\ The absolute certainty is that, after

a sickly period of four years, there is to be

strength and prosperity and virility about us.

These facts are blazoned across the sky, and

only hooded men may not read.

Then note the marvelous cycle-absorbing

power of the public. With what joy the peo-

ple have taken the forests of bicycles that have

been thrown upon the market this year. Of

course, prices have been reproachfully low,

but that does not alter the observable fact

that the public demand for them multiplies

prodigiously with each season. There are

twenty or thirty million people who may ride,

and there are many millions who have yet to

provide themselves with machines. Every day

makes thousands of new converts. Every

yard of good road and of good pavement

breeds cyclists. Cycle use for all sorts of

things is coming on apace, whirlwind fashion.

Then, another low note in the song. With

cheaper wheels there will be an increased ten-

dency to change and exchange. A man who

can buy a brand-new wheel, just to his fancy,

at an outlay of $30 or $40 and his old machine

to boot, will not stand upon the order of

changing. When machines cost a round $100

it required a stout purse and a stout heart

to change season after season. With ma-

chines on a lower basis there are thousands

of men, some of them fashionables, some of

them cycling enthusiasts, who will have noth-

ing but the latest—nothing but the best.

These men will discard their old machines for

new ones, and the old machines will happily

fall into the hands of those who are lean in

purse but loud in desire.

So let the coming few weeks lie lived out

in hopeful expectancy. There need be no

effervescence, no exuberance; but there should

be a steadfast faith in the future.

The world is not yet one grand Sahara

—

still are there playful fountains, still are there

green oases.

THE NO-CHAIN BICYCLE.

THE important point with the bicycle man-

ufacturers jusl now is to properly size

up llie chainlcss safety, its possibilities and

what figure il may possibly cut during the sea-

son of 18!IS. /Mrea'dy the cycling and other

l)ai)ers are talking about the "ciiainloss

agitation," and are printing a lot of undigesteil

inliirmalion, and are theorizing at great lenglh

upon the whereas and whyfor of the chainless.

Some of the most learned of our contempor-

aries are pooh-poohing the idea, and are

decorating their pages with "ifs" and "ands"

to no end.

One manufacturer is reported to have his

chainless safety in a state of perfection, but

no one has seen it, that is, no one outside of a

few people. Four of the manufacturers have

announced that they are experimenting with

chainless wheels; two other manufacturers an-

nounce that they are preparing chainless

models, and one other manufacturer states

that he will probably build a chainless in or-

der to be "in the swim."

The present status of the chainless safety

bicycle is not easily ascertained. There are

a hundred different forms—some good, some

bad, some worse than bad. There are very

many patterns of it. Many men are as yet in

the dark as to its possibilities, even men

whose business it is to know mechanics. The

commercial possibilities of the chainless safety

are not, however, matters of very much spec-

ulation. The new type will either be good,

bad or indifferent. If it is good the manufac-

turers will quickly ascertain the fact, and will

either license from the man who makes the

best machine, or will produce a chainless on

their own ideas. If it is bad, it will at

once be known and no great harm will result,

If it is indifferent it will be produced and used

in limited quantities by men who may fancy

that type of machine, by men who think it is

better than the chain-driven safety, and it will

have a more or less limited sale, and will be

known in cycling exactly as the Star, the

Eagle, the Springfield Roadster and wheels

of that type were known in the days of the

"ordinary"' bicycle.

Meanwhile, the business of the bicycle

maker is to investigate and experiment.

There is no use in pooh-poohing the chainless

safety. On the score of mechanical economy

it is agreed that the chainless safety is the

logical outgrowth of the chain-driven bicycle.

During the past ten years the Patent Olhce

has freciuently issued chainless patents, and

many chaiidess models have been placed

on file there. Hut, as in all radical depart-

ures, the inventors took the bit in their teeth.

and many of the nuulels arc useless, represent-

ing an expenditure of energy and nuiney. and

notliing else. .\ny sensible man will admit

that nothing is perfect at the start. If such

were the case, it wmUd be ruinous for trade.

If the chainless safely is the "coming" wheel,

il is a positive fact that the trade will benefit

if the first models are crude and iniperfoct, so

that year after year there will be a chance for

improvement, and, theiefore. a chance for a

much better and much iiig.ger business. If

the tirst types o\ the chainless safely are per-
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feet, ihcy will be quickly marketed, and that

will be the end of the business.

Cycle manufacturers must bear in mind that

the trade needs nothing so much as a radical

departure of this kind. Nothing should be

left undone to produce a new type of bicycle,

whether it be chainless or otherwise, if there

is such a thing under the sun. Cycle manu-

facturers must al>o remember that the chain-

less safety must not be put on one side be-

cause it has not more (juickly asserted itself.

The safety bicycle, as wc know it at present,

but, of course, not in its perfect form, was

shelved for twenty years before it came into

the market. When the first safety was brought

to this country, the '"ordinary" bicycle had

been scaled dt>wn to the beautiful racing

weight of nineteen jiounds, and the racing ma-

c'lines of those days were regarded as the

acme of cycle-making perfection. So. when

the liA-pound "Goats," as they were then

called, were brought over to this c«iuntry. the

a\erage manufacturer simply laughed, as he

^liiod the awkward and ungainly m.-ichine

aloni;Mde oi hi> perfect "ordinary." ( )nly

the other day. the business head of one uf the

largest cycle- making concerns in this coun-

try said that it seeme<l only yesterday that lie

first saw the safety bicycle, and langlud at

the idea of such an awkward beast supplant-

ing the graceful ordinary. It must be re-

membered that, in the first types of safety, the

ftteering was so sensitive that the important

thing was to stay on the machine. But

within two years after its debut we found a

man (W. Van Wagoner, by the way) riding

a mile, hands oflF. in "J. M». Within seven years

the Mfcty was reduced from sixty-five pounds

down to away under "Jo, as we all know.

Fancy a rcductirm of 3no per cent in weight,

improvement in a thousand and one details,

and increased strength at the same time, with

out speaking •>f its increased beauty.

Manufarturer* should also remember that

th- tab«>«)ed by soinr of the

biic„ r» in this country, while

the appearance of the pneumatic tire at first

cr- It is a matter of

c>' one of the cycling

papers circularited the trade, when the pneu-

matir wa« first brought over here, saying

what a poor tire it was. how expensive and

the like, and that it would be the utter ruin

of thr .J. All jm.

proven ^: . , . *. 'cr they arc

and the more radical they are. arc met with

o; in the <

%Ai'- ,.
to bear li :

Any manufacturer who allows his interest

and hi* ceal in the chain-driven safety to

abate even an iota, is making a fateful mis-

take Ninety pet cent of his capacity—both

may be judiciously expended on the chainless

safety.

Another important point is that one of the

biggest concerns in the country admits that

it has a line oi chainless safeties which it

considers perfect, and which they will market

during the coming season. This firm also

states that it will license other makers to use

its drawings and its patents. It has also

given out that unless the chainless safety is

perfectly made, the machine is worse than

useless. This may all be vcr>' true. The firm

in question may have a chainless safety which

will sweep cycling before it. .•Kt the same

time this firm, like all other firms, has, during

its career, made some serious mistakes: and

this chainless safety may be one of them, de-

spite their belief that they have a world-beater

in their new machine.

There is no need of any harum-scarum or

madcap policy so far as the chainless safety

is concerned. There is no need for chainless

agitation for or against the new baby. Amer-

icans are quick-minded, and arc equally <|uick

in action, and if the new machine has intrinsic

merit the fact will be quickly known. .\n-

other important point to bear in miiul is

tliat. if the chainless (of course, we mean the

best and most perfect type) is to supplant

the chain-driven safety, no amount of talking

or printers' ink. or anything in that line can

hold it back. If it is intrinsically meritorious,

it is Imuncl to win— if not to-day. then to-

morrow. By all means let us give the new-

comer a chance, and let us keep an eye

upon it.

.\ man was recently inunlered in New ^'ork

and <inly his legs could be found. Identifica

lion of this portion of a human being's anat-

omy was difiicult. and the consecpiencc

was that despite all that reporters

and detectives could do just who the

legs belonged to remained a mystery.

.Such a thing can never happen in the

case (»f either Michael or Starbuck. Any one

can henceforth identify them by their legs who

has never seen their faces. Yellow journal

ism. under the hypnotism of the baseball

prizc-fight-ncws-bureau league, has done noth-

ing but print pictures of Michael's legs. Star-

buck's legs, and again the legs of both

Michael and Starbuck. Such arc some of the

senseless and nauseating methods of booming

a race meet introduced by the triple combina-

tion above named.

abeyance. Everything is in a state <if inde-

cision. The majority of the makers, in fact,

almost all of them, believe in "no guarantee."

but it is doubtful whether the trade will have

the courage to act on its convictions. They

seem to be waiting for a leader, and appear to

have an idea that the Board of Trade should

set the pace. In regard to clianges in designs

of bicycles, there is a general point-blank re-

fusal to talk.

The New York Division's press agents are

at work, and arc creating a halo for Noininee-

for-Chief-Consul Jenkins. But simply as a

matter of fact and record, Mr. Jenkins has

done little more than talk and draw ""allow-

ances" since his connection with the League.

Indeed, there is an e.\-Buffalonian, now a

member of the New York Consulate, who

has often told the story of how Jenkins "didn't

have time" to attend to a road-hog case in

his own town. It was one of the few in-

stances in which he was called on, and at the

time he was drawing pay as the New York

Division's attorney.

W ith the only three men in the California

secessionist racing camp who have any pre-

tentions to being racers knocking at the

reinstatement <loor of the L. .A. \V.. it more

than ever looks as thon>{li the California ven-

ture was like unto a graveyard—those who

are in it can not get out. and those who arc

safely out of it lia\e no desire to get in.

l^veii "Jedge" Kerrigan, the fiercest fire-

eater of the outfit, has read the signs and re-

signed from his important official position as

a goveriifir. X'erily. the way of the seceder

is hard!

The all-intruding "manager" of profes-

sional racing men seems to have taken the

hippopotamus as his model. lie seeks to at-

tract attention by the size of his mouth.

When it comes to the Potter brand of po-

litical pleilges. the maker of them is apt to

tear tip the pawn-ticket.

1 he man who is always borrowing trouble

about his wheel is a fool. lie uses the future

before he gets to it.

{.firls on bicycles are seldom what they

seem, but that docs not bother them. They

don't want to he.

br 'd l>e devoted to the

' Ur r,/trl {ft tft«*r rg*nf

Thk Wiikbl scribe* have just taken a bird'« When man can't work at anything else he

eye view of the New Kngland trade. In almost goes into cycling politics and works the

every factory without exception the peopir I \ \\

are vacationi/ing in the mo<it earnest fashion.

evidently believing that a girding-up of the There is a luck upon the future of cycling

loins, and the breathing of oceans of ozone •'''' *•'" '"" "Pfncd only with a skeleton key.

will be a good starting-in capital for next

year Little or nothing is being done. .Ml When fortune is your open friend, the world

question- -- ''• policy and product arc in is your secret enemy.
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EASY AS ANYTHING.

This Was the Way Michael Won His Match
with Starbttck at Manhattan

Beach.

The boy who had a deadhead ticket for

the circus and who knew the man who owned
the pink lemonade and peanut stand was as

happy as mortals are permitted to be.

"Jimmy" Michael, the auto-midget, was as

happy as that boy on Saturday last, as he

circled around the Manhattan Beach track

behind his triplets, sextuplets and other forms

of multi-cycles. In the twenty-third mile,

doing a 1.59 clip, he imbibed leisurely from

a bottle, chewed a toothpick, talked to the

rear man on the quad, looked at the crowd,

and seemed to be having a regular picnic.

That about expresses how little exertion he

was putting forth in his match race of thirty-

three miles against Starbuck.

To be brief, Michael was a great little man.

He started in the thirty-three mile race against

Starbuck because it was hoped that they

it is even possible that he has in his mar-

velous physique the capacity to record 34

,
miles within the even hour.

The day was very bright, very breezy.

It was full of incident. It looked as if there

were ten thousand people on the grounds

—

and ten thousand is a great lot of people

—

but it is given out that there were nineteen

thousand present. All the stands were filled,

the field was filled, and people fringed the

track around the inside. They clambered on

roofs, hung on to the judges' stand, were

here, there and everywhere. The police were

good-naturedly powerless, but it was not their

fault. The grounds will not stand a ten-

To THE, irlPiaup

might cover the thirty-three miles in the hour

At the end of two miles Starbuck and Michae

parted company, and the further they went

the further were they parted. Occasionally

they would come together again, but when

they did, it would mean that Michael had

gained an additional lap. He finished 9| laps

ahead of the plucky lowan, and rode in one

hour 30 miles, 203 yards, beating the previous

paced record made in competition, which was

27 miles, 169 yards. He could have easily

beaten Lesna's American paced record of 30

miles, 1,080 yards, had he exerted himself,

and had he really given all that was in him

he could have beaten Stocks's world's record

of 32 miles, 488 yards. In fact, away from

a path which is swept by ocean breezes, with

absolutely perfect pacemaking, and on a good

hot day, Michael (inght to surpass 33, and

thousand crowd. They are small and com-

pact, and six thousand is their limit. When
it runs above that, there is more or less ovcr-

llow, more or less friction, and a deal of an-

noyance; Crowds canu' iVnin all sorts of

points—by train, by wheel, by trolley and

by boat, and the people were of all sorts and

conditions. There wore within the enclosure

old-timers, old gray-bearded cyclists, who

came to look upon this Welsh phenomenon.

There were hievele manufacturers, clerks,

workingnieii, and all ie|)reseiUatives of the

entire (.jannU oi linni.ui nature, from the small

boy to the nullioniiire. Teople who are in

terested in the cycle business were amazed
at the picture they saw. Surely is the sport

(and, therefore, the business) great, when this

little chap can draw such an enormous crowd.

The wheel rooms under the grand-stand

were packed, and there was an overflow of

about $400,000 worth of bicycles racked up
on the field behind the grand-stand. Never
before was there such a gathering at a metro-

politan meet.

There was a menu of short races before the

great event came off. It was not started until

5.80 o'clock, and there was a deal of dramatic

and theatrical waiting, and the crowd buzzed

and ebbed and flowed, and there was a lot of

movement and excitement. It was an ex-

ample of that permeating excitement which

has been seen at its best, and which has made
the rafters of Madison Square Garden ring.

The affair took on all the features of a classic

sporting event. There was nothing but en-

thusiasm, huzzas and applause and good na-

ture, and Michael, though he is a foreigner,

cycled himself into the hearts of every one

[iresent.

At about 5.3t) the men came forth, circled

around the track once or twice, and

were given the signal. Michael sailed

ahead. His tlight was smooth. une\entfnl

and continuous. Lap after lap he reeled ofT,

ami it seemed no more trouble for him to

hang on to his pacemakers than it is for

an ordinary persim to take lunch. Cahnly

lie chewed a toothi>ick; he never ducked

his head in extra exertion, never put on an

extra spurt, never lost his pacemakers for

a second, but swirled around, lap after lap,

(inly leaving his men on the last lap, when
he beat iheni home. \i three miles he was

a half mile ahead ol Starbuck, at seven miles

a lap: from se\en to twenty-two he just kept

that lap. At twenty-two, apparently restive,

he moved along and made his load three laps

al twenty-five, four at twenty-six, six at

luenly-nine, anil nine and three-quarter laps

a( the finish, each lap representin.g a third

of a mile.
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Starbuck seemed not in the same class

as Micliarl. even (IiourIi Ik* also did a re-

markable periitrmancc, considering the wind.

He has not the facility of holdinK on to his

pacemakers, and he was followed by that

luck which seems a part of his racing career;

his tire punctured, his machines were

changed unce or twice, and altogether his

performance was a succession of calamities,

and very soon, after the third mile, the crowd

abandoned all hope of there being any con-

test, but simply kept their eyes glued on

the figures Michael was marking up.

Michael is a youth »)f twenty, weighing

In.') pounds, and riding a 1<''J gear. He has a

taciturn face—a face which expresses neither

joy nor punishment. He seemed like a piece

of machinery, and it was this wonderful me-

chanical ability which impressed the crowd.

At times, when he desired, he wt>uld hurry

his pacemakers, and would leave Starbuck as

if the latter were standing still; in fact, a

ihirljr-milc-an-hour pace seemed like a holi-

day jaunt ft>r him. There seems to be no

end of him. and he is, indeed, the cycle

phenomenon of the decade. Even though he
docs not show any exertion, his last three

miles proved that there must be some wear
and tear somewhere. It is suggested that

Michad has a heart many per cent larger

than the ordinary man's heart, and it is this

splendid pumping organ which enables him
tn apparently defy all fatigue.

That such men as John S. Johnson. Sanger,
McDuffee, Titus and Stevens were included
in the horde of pacemakers is worthy of re-

mark.
It is reported that Shafer held Michael back

as soon as he saw that Starbuck was beaten.

While this might have been good policy, con-
sidering the spleiulid crowd that had turned
out. Michael might have been sent after at least

the .'JO-milcl.n.'tn yard record of Lesna. With
a moment or two of extra exertion he could
easily base made the American record 31

inilc^. and it was due to the crowd that he
should have m.i<le this record. As for Stocks's
paced rcc<ird i>f ^- miles. 'ISS yards, the auto-
midget has it within his grasp any time he
may see fit to try for it.

Siiiimiarv of sh«irt races:

DONE BY THE DUMrLING.

X II

race. I, K. W. Richl. Ilrooklyn;
« York; S, Jo«c|ih Caccavajn, K.

I. Krr.l TiliM, W>
S. K. S. Akcr.

.. licckcr. Minnr.

liartrai W hrvlmm. w ynrdm.

irur.-I. V. W. Kiclil.

:<!•: 3. W. U. McGurn.
Timr. 1.(16%.

The Dayton One Fairly Romps Away with

that Thousand Dollars in Straight

Heata.

BufTalo, .Vug. 24.—When four scintillating,

spark-emitting stars come together the siz-

zling illumination that is certain to ensue is as

easy to imagine as to describe.

On the BufTalo Athletic Field this afternoon

there was a star-grouping of the sort. They
were clustered about a j)urse of $1.'>W, and one

of the luminaries being a Buffalo production, it

required no astronomer to discern with whom
the sympathies of the 8,00(1 spectators lay.

Practically every mother's son in the crowd
was "rooting" for Bald. Kiser. Cooper and

Loughead, the other parties to the arrange-

ment, had to content themselves as best they

could. The great Zim was also in the otTing

and did a little shining on his own account.

The race was of one-mile and it was

thought that three heats would be recjuired to

decide it. But only two were necessary. Earl

Riser's voracious appetite for big purses was

responsible for it.

In the first heat. Bald had the pole, and

caught the pacemaker, Loughead, Riser and

Cooper falling in behind in the order named.

For three laps there was no change in the po-

sitions. On the backslrctch of the last lap,

after the pacer had dropped out, Loughead
shot out and started the scramble. Riser's

eyes were wide open, however, and when
Loughead made his bid. the "Dumpling" went

up with him and rounding into the home
straight, jumped the Canuck, and won by a

length. Bald a close third and Cooper a very

bad fourth. Bald claimed that Riser had el-

bowed him. but made no formal protest.

In the second heat. Bald treated the circuit-

fnllowcrs to a genuine surprise. He actually

started the sprint, or rather started to start it.

He usually waits until the crowd is in full cry

before he gets going, and in consequence, in

nearly every instance, he has his work cut out

for him. His change of tactics to-day was

apparently so new to him that he tlid it biing-

liiigly and it failed t<> profit him.

When the heat started the (|uartcttc fought

shy of the pacemaker, and in the fencing,
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Loughead was forced to do the tacking on,

Riser again being in his wake, and Cooper and
Bald in the rear. Turning into the back-

stretch on the bell-lap, Bald ran up the bank
lor a grand swoop to the front, but before he

could perform the swoop the others had be-

gun the sprint, and Bald's manoeuvre availed

him nothing. Turning into the straight,

Loughead ran wide and forced Riser out of

his stride. Bald saw the opening and shot

through it like a flash. Riser was as quick to

recover, and doing his famous couchce-

couchec body wriggle, he collared Bald, and
then passed him and went over the tape

twelve inches to the good, while the grand

stand wailed and gnashed its molars at the

sight of its fallen idol. A blanket would have

covered the four at the tape.

A card of short races and exhibition rides

topped off the more important event.

Zimmcrmann rode a paced mile in 1.51 2-5;

Tom Cooper covered a half in 0.3.")J, and I. A.

Powell went the same distance in 0.52 4-5, the

figures being a new amateur record for the

track. The N. Y. A. C. rider failed to qualify
for the amateur mile, and Goehler and Sliller,

the crack Bisons, who paced him in the exhi-
bition, were similarly unfortunate. Dennis-
ton, a youngster, won this race with Miller,
the Greater New York champion, in fourth
place. Miller, however ran third in the 2.15

class and half-mile handicap.
The summary:
Profesiional.—One-mile match heat race, best two

>iut (>( three:
lUirl Kiser 1 1

I-:. C. Itald 3 2
Kred I.oiiKhead 2 3
Tom fimper 4 4

Time. 2.00: S.I3.

One-mile invitation. 1, I". W. Davii, KufTalo; 2,
.M Wienig, Huflfalo; 3, W. lhi>e. RulTalo. Time.
2.17%.
One mile. 2.1B class.—1, C. C. Dirnberger, Ituffalo;

2. Harry Short, nufTalo; 3, R. A. Miller, New York.
Time. 2.10.

Half-mile handicap.— 1. A. A. Kaliska. Buffalo. 35
yards: 2. I)av Duer, Ituffalo. 25 yards; 3. R. A.
Nlillcr. New York. 10 yards. Time. 1.01%.
One-mile tandem, city championship. 1. A. B.

t'.n»hler and I". J. Miller. Time. 2 15%.
One-mile open, amateur. 1. K. K, Denniston. Buf-

falo; 2. W. K. I)c Temple. Buffalo; 3, K. I). Stevens,
Buffalo. Time, 2.10%.

TUB OLD AND THB NBW.

Springfield. Mass.. .Aug. J'l—Those who at-

tend this year's Springfield tournament,
September 15th and Kith, will see those old an-

tagonists, champions and record-breakers,
Geo. M. Hendee. once Springfield's idol,

and W. \. Rowe. who shattered the idol, ar-

rayed against each other once more, and on
the old high wheels upon which they made
their world-wide repulatiims.

The Springfield B. C. has arranged a match
race between the tw<i for a purse of $.l(Ki, and
the prospect of the race will stir memory to
the quick. The race will be run in mile heats,
the first to be run on the 15th. the others on
tlie following day.
The programme of the tournament has just

been ma<le public. It is up to the standard of
previous years. In addition to the Rowe-
Hen«lec match and the 20-miIe race between
Michael and Lesna. there is the five-mile and
the quarter-mile National amateur champion-
ships, and the one-mile record race, with cash
prizes of $175. |il(»fi. p\.^ and $35. That mis-
nomcr. the "International race." has been
dropped.

SCMABB WAS THE WHOLE THING,

h'rcd Sihatlc. the Virginia doll, had every-
thing his own way at the meet of the Cockade
City Cycling Club at Petersburg. Va.. on
Saturday last. He wi>n five out of the six
events, accounting for the half-mile open in
1.05, the half-mile invitation in 1.04. the mile
open in 2. H'l and the two-mile lap race in
5.0,1. He also doubled up with John Nclnis
and won the tandem event in 2.17.
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WALLER WAS WALLOPED.

Baniaby, Aided by Youtig ^Ikes, Does the

Trick in the Six-Day Open-Air

Race.

Boston, Aug. 21.—^When Frank Waller and

T. A. Barnaby last met in a long-distance

race—the 100-mile dawdle at Manhattan

Beach—Waller finished in front, thanks to the

assistance rendered by an overzealous team

mate. That he was disqualified and the race

awarded to Barnaby is a matter of record.

Barnaby profited by his experience and in

the six-day-eight-hour-per-day race which

occupied Charles River track during all of this

week, and which ended to-night, he used his

experience to advantage.

It was the first out-door race of the sort

ever run in America, and until the very last lap

of the race, and for almost 1,000 miles. Waller

followed Barnaby or Barnaby followed Wal-

ler as faithfully as a shadow. Time and again

they endeavored to part company, but with-

out effect. During the last few hours, Barna-

by redoubled his efforts to gain a lap. He
was assisted by others in the race, and that

the assistance was not spontaneous seemed

proven when, after pacing his quota, one of

the riders dropped back and shouted to an-

other: "It's your turn now. Go and pull him

away from Waller." But Waller was wide-

awake and spoiled the game. Barnaby did

not get away from his most dangerous rival

and at the last lap they were still together.

Once when Waller was presented with a

bouquet Barnaby started to sprint, but Waller

placed the flowers between his teeth and pre-

vented the "steal." Barnaby and the two

Elkes also received floral gifts, and when the

bell rang for the final lap, excitement was on

the -point of boiling over.

At the tap of the bell, young Elkes shot to

the front, and Barnaby tacked on. Waller

was not equal to the task, and with half a lap

still to go, it was all over but the shouting.

He was hopelessly beaten. Elkes was out of

the hunt for first money, but he coveted the

honor of finishing in front on the last day.

He obtained the honor, but Barnaby was go-

ing surprisingly strong and gained hand-

somely on him in the stretch and at the tape

was but an inch behind.

Then came the shouting. The 9,000 Bos-

tonians forgot their reserve and fairly roared

in glad acclaim. They did more than that.

They swarmed out on the track, and laying

hands, not on the winner, but on the younger

Elkes, raised him on their shoulders and car-

ried him in triumph to his dressing quarters.

Elkes was the "boy idol" of the race, and

but for an overdose of stimulant on the first

day might have won. Except on that oc-

casion he was always fresh and strong and

full of fight and repeatedly enlivened things

by sprinting to the great delight of the crowd.

On the last night he created a great uproar

by picking up a lap on the leaders. They

fought hard to prevent it and it reciuircd four

miles, one ridden in 2.21, to do the trick. The

effort roused the crowd to a frenzy of en-

thusiasm. Elkes's father, W. A. Elkes, was

also one of the contestants, and despite his

forty-six years, did well.

Stein, the Frenchman, who won the Bal

d'Or race, fell back eleven miles to the bad on

the first day, held his own on the second, and

quit on the third. He docs not understand

English, and misunderstood something, and

once dismounted could not be induced to get

up again.

Of the sixteen starters, eleven finished; the

totals of those who covered more than 700

miles during the six days being as follows:
1. T. A. Barnaby, Boston 993 1-3

2. Frank Waller, New York 993 1-3

3. H. D. Elkes, Glens Falls, N. Y 985%
4. A. E. Dench, Pittsburg 923
5. Frank Forster, New York 907
6. Rudolph Lauricks, Boston 809
7. W. A. Elkes, Glens Falls 785
8. L. C. Hall, Philadelphia 712

Waller and Barnaby led from the first day,

when they covered 166 miles, which was the

best day's work during the week. On that

day Barnaby established a new American
competition record for 100 miles—4 h. 33m.

52s. He rode a White bicycle with Kangaroo
tires and used an 88-gear.

MIGHTY FAST TIME.

ALBANIANS WERE CRITICAL.

Albany, N. Y., August 21.—The 2,500 peo-

ple who attended the annual meet of the Al-

bany Bicycle Club to-day were in a critical

mood.
They hissed Referee Wait because he

ordered a rider out of a race for riding "hands

off" while leading the field at a snail's pace,

and they hissed a triplet crew for running

away from the riders it was supposed to be

pacing, but they applauded another rider for

his pacemaking, and hailed Guy Graves, the

youngster who won the novice race, with

long and loud huzzas. He was a home boy

and was the only one able to hold the pace-

maker, the race being run in the fast time

of 2.20. Ertz, Reith and Babcock, the New
York cracks, met worthy foemen in La Due,

of Newburgh, and Bovee, of Binghamton,

and thrice succumbed to the "countrymen."

Mochrie, although a member of the L. A.

W., competed in the boys' race, and has been

protested. He either joined the League or

rode in the race illegally.

The summary:
One-mile novice.—1, Guy A. Graves; 2, Claude

Whalen. Time, 2.20.

Half-mile open.—1, W. A. La Due; 2, George Reith;
3, Charles M. Ertz. Time, 1.05.

Two-thirds mile, for boys under 18.—1, A. F.

Mochrie; 2, B. B. Wallace, Jr. Time, 1.33%.

One-third mile, State championship.—1, Earl Bovee;
2, George C. Tunnicliffe; 3, George Reith. Time,
47%.
One-mile, for track record.—1, George Reith. Time,

2.16%.
One-mile open.—1, Earl Bovee; 2, James B. Spey-

ers; 3, W. A. La Due. Time, 2.14%.
Two-thirds mile. State championship.—1, O. V.

Babcock; 2, Charles M. Ertz; 3, George C. Tunni-
cliffe. Time, 1.29y5.

One-mile handicap.—1, Bernard Schmidt, Albany, 70

yards; 2, D. S. Cooper, 110 yards; 3, James B. Spey-
ers, 50 yards. Time, 2.14.

MADE AT A MATINEE.

Louisville, Ky., Aug. 21.—Fountain Ferry

track was to-day the scene of a "cycling-

matinee" at which the one-mile State cham-

pionship was decided. Phil Bornwasscr, of

this city, won that event in 2.19; W. H. Mid-

dendorff,^ Louisville, was second, and W. T.

Oder, Cynthiana, third. Middendorff beat

Bornwasscr in tlic mile open in 2.24, and won

the half-mile handicap from scratch in

1.02 4-5. He gave away 210 yards to H. VV.

Mattmillcr in the mile handicap and canu-

within an ace of catching him; time, 2.12.

Harvey Scaton, paced by a triplet, established

a new mile record (or Kentucky by doing 1.55.

SOME GOODMAN ATTRACTIONS.

Michael will l)e one of the attractions at

the Hartford (Conn.) touinaniont on Labor

Day. Itc is booked to ride an exhibition

mile, paced by a sextette. There is also ;i

possil)i1ity of a trial of a chainloss bicycle,

paced l)y an elcilric carriage.

Everybody at This Meet Gave the Clocks

a Chase When It Came to

Speed.

Buffalo, Aug. 21.—Talk about red-hot

work, but if the record of the meet on the

Buffalo Athletic Field to-day is not as warm
as has 'been seen this season, it is because
watches and figures lie grievously, which
there is no reason to believe is the case in this

instance.

In all, twenty-five heats and finals were de-

cided; the time of the slowest mile was
2.22 1-5, and the slowest half, 1.07 2-5. The
heats of the half-mile novice were run in 1.05,

1.06, 1.07 2-5 and 1.06; the preliminaries of the

mile open were finished in 2.10 1-5, 2.12 4-5,

and 2.15; those of the 2.30 class required

2.13 3-5, 2.12 1-5, 2.17 1-5, 2.17 2-5 and 2.19.

R. A. Miller, of New York, was the only

scratch man to get in front in the half-mile

handicap; he accounted for his heat in

1.01 1-5. A. E. Longnecker and E. E. Den-
nison, both 10-yards, won their heats in 59 3-5

and 1.00 3-5, respectively. The heats and
finals of all the scratch events were paced.

About 3,000 spectators viewed the work.

Nearly all of the performers were Buffalo

men, the most notable exceptions being a trio

of Gothamites, I. A. Powell, R. A, Miller and
Geo. Schofield. They were pitted in a pur-
suit race against a like number of Buffalo's
best amateurs, Goehler, Stevens and C. J.
Miller, and were beaten after a chase of 2^
miles. Of course, this tickled the crowd im-
mensely, but the spectators could not be ac-
cused of offensive partisanship; in the mile
open Powell was badly placed when the sprint
started, btct he came down the straight like

a whirlwind, and seemed to nip Goehler and
Dirnberger on the tape. It was a close de-
cision, and Powell's grand effort so aroused
the sympathy and enthusiasm of the crowd
that when Goehler was announced as the
winner, local pride refused to overcome their

feelings, and the few handclaps were drowned
in a roar of hisses. That the judges them-
selves were in doubt was apparent when it

was announced later that they would reverse
the decision if a photograph of the finish,

which was taken at the tape, showed that they
were in error. The summary:

Half-mile novice.—1, J. M. Sonimer; 2, F. W.
Ansteth; 3, W. J. Garret. Time, 1.05.

One-mile open.—1, A. B. Goehler; 2, C. C. Dirn-
berger; 3. I. A. Powell. Time, 2^07%.
One-mile, 2.30 class.—1, T. M. Schwoob; 2, llarrv

Short; 3, F. W. Julier. Time, 2.10.

One-mile Buffalo championship.—1, A. B. Goehler;
2, C. J. Miller: 3, A. K. Longnecker. Time. 2.22i.<i.

Two and one-half miles, pursuit race.—1, Buflfalo
team; 2, New York team. Pimc. 5.;i0%.

Half-mile liandicap.—1. T. \\ . Schwoob, 35 v.ards;
2. F. W. Tulicr, 25 yards; "3, \V. D. Nowerf. 50 'vards.

Time, 1.11%.

SALEM SWOOPED UPON.

Salem, Ohio, August l!>.—Detroit riilers

swooped down on Salem yesterday and

showed the natives how fast they could iH-dai.

They won every event except the five-mile

handicap, and would unilonbtedly have taken
tli;it iiad not the otVicials forgotten to tap the
last lap bell. The summary:

llnlf-tniU- open, amaliur, in two heats.—The liiial

—

1. !•;. A. Moross, Detroit; 2. W. M. Lockwood, Clevc-
l;iiul; 3, ICd I.ofourc, Dayton. Time, 1.09.

One-mile open, professional. 1, .1. }. Hlouin, De-
troit; 2, .\rohie I.eleal. Krie. and llarrv Seott. tie.

Tinio, 2.t2.

Ilalfniile handicap.- 1, C. S. Porter, Detroit,
scraldi; 2, F. Dreher. Cleveland, scratch: :!, William
l.oekwood, Cleveland, 20 vanls. Time. 1.02.

Two-mile handicap, professional. 1, T. M, Drolcs-
liaufili, 225 yards: 2. 1. Uanna, 120 yards; 3, J, J.
Ulouin, Detroit, serateli. Time, 1.27.

Two-mile lap.- 1, C. S. Porter, Detroit, 10 points;
2, N. Carlinson, Cleveland. 7 points; S, IC. A. Moross,
Detroit, ti points. Time, 4.53.

Ilalfn\ile open, professional.- 1, T. J. Ulouin, De-
troit; 2, v.. D. McKeon, tJrrenville; S. A. I.eleal,

iM-ie. Pa. Time, l.tVS.

Kiveniile handicap. 1, IC. I.cKeure, Davton. 15

vards; 2. t". S. Porter. Detroit, scratch: 3, K. .\.

Moross, Detroit, scratch. I'inie. 12.15.
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IF COOPER HADXT-

Then Maybe He MiKbt Hare Beaten Gardi-

ner, but . Johnson Stars as tbe

Amatenr.

Providence, K. I., .Xugust Jl.—Perhaps if

Cooper had not swung wide turning into the

homestretch Arthur Gardiner might not have

wi»n the nne-niilc invitation race at the Na-

tional Circuit meet to-day.

It happened this way: Kiscr caught the

pacemakers after a chase of Iimi yards, towing

up Bald, Cooper and Gardiner in that order.

On the last lap Kiser jumped and got a lead

of two lengths. Bald was after him in a

twinkling and collared him rounding into the

straight. Cooper swung very wide on the

turn, and Gardiner, seeing the opening, rushed

through, and landed tirst money almost be-

fore the others knew what had happened.

Bald was second and Cooper third.

In the mile open nine men lined up on

the twenty-four fool track. At the pistol the

whole field ran around the pacer, and it was

not until the <|uartcr that they straightened

out. The order «vas then Mertens. Bald. Old-

field. Kiser, Iloyt, Butler. Gardiner, Coleman.

Kimble. .\t the bell .Mertens jumped, and

for a time it looked as if HaUl and Mertens

would run away, but Kiser pulled up the field.

and then Gardiner, from the rear, brought

up the stragglers, sewing Kiser up. On the

straight Bald cut loose and won, with Kiser

on his rear wheel, Mertens third, Gardiner

fourth.

The two-mile handicap was an easy mark
for two riders whf> had just turne<l "pro."

One was a Dorchester High School boy, and

they simply romped away with first and second

prizes Nat Butler made a splendid ride from

scratch, but was beaten in the sprint by Bow-
den.

In fhr amat«-«ir rare* lohn S. Johnson. t>f

'he king pin. Mills

'>nd and third.

ihe summary:
II.., ....ir .,,.,„ ,.»..(,..,...,.1 1 I I n^l(l; 2.
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Stamford. Conn, August l^' I'li.t dja
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IN THE HOME OK THE AMATEUR.

N'orwalk, Conn., .Xugiist Jl.—This vicinity

i> rich ill fast amateurs, and the meet of the

Twin City Wheelmen served to get them to-

gether to-day. Some 'J.iKiu people saw a fair

division of the honors. Collett's performance

in the half-mile handicap was close to .'i.'i sec-

onds and was a feature of the day.

The summary:

Onc-niilc novice— 1. 11 L. \'reencnburgh, Rayonne,
.\. I.; 2. H. f. Ulas. New Haven; 3. K; W.Phelps,
.\cw York. Time. 2.24%.
One-mile lianiticap. 1, W. A. Rutz. New Haven,

TTi yards; 2. 11. L. N'rcencntiurKh. Itayonne, N. J., 13S
varils; 3. S. I). Williams. New Ilaven, 65 yards; i,

1". A. Temple. Stamford. 130 yards. Time. 2.07.

Half-mile open.— 1. E. C". fiausman. New Haven;
2. (;. H. Collett. New Haven; 3. S. D. Williams, New
Ilaven. Time. 1.06.

Two-mile. Norwalk Club, handicap.—1, R. E. Cotter,
scratch; 2, R. E. Curtis, scratch; 3, H. L. Sherwood,
12."i yards. Time, 5.05Vi.
Knemile open.— 1, E. C. Hausman. New Haven;

2. .\. .M. Curtis. .Meriden; 3. K. C. Caldwell. Elm-
wcKid. Time. 2.'£:

Half-mile handicaii. 1. V. .\. Temple. Stamford, 6.1

yards; 2, «. II lolli-tt. New Haven, scratch; 3. II I-

N'reenenhurgh. Itayonne. .\. J., 70 yards. Time. 1.01.

In the fifteen-mile road race in the forenoon

there were !••• starters. It was notable for

a rare dust-up between the scratch men.

William H. Weed. East Norwalk (4j min-

iiirs). finished first in \'2m. 47s.; A. Saunders,

Glinlirook (4J minutesl, was second, and R.

M. Murphy, Shelton ("I minutes), third. The
time pri/c was won by R. M. Alexander,

Hartford (scratch), in IVJm. '.'tis.; F. B. Wheel-

er, of Danbury (scratch), '.\\l'2C> l-^.

OWNED BV Dl'NLOP.

SHIED AT A FREE SHOW.

I'hiladelphians are peculiar. While "jri.tHMt

or ;ln,iHHi of them paid to attend the races at

Willow Grove track during the L. A. W".

meet, only a corporal's guard attended the

first "free show" at the same track on Satur-

day night last. The bright particular star of

the evening was the .Nusiralian crack. J. W.
Parsons, who attacked the mile recor<l and

fell far short of it. Paced by a quad, he did

1.47 4-5. C. W. Krick was the only other

well-known rider present. Me won the mile

open aniateur in 2..'W l-h, and finislied second

from scratch in the five-mile handicap, which
was won by J. P. Rogers. 75-yards. in I'J.'J.I.

In his heat in the mile he scored the best time

of the meet, 'J. lA. The mile professional went
to J. C. Penrose in 2.'i8 .t-.*!, and the novice

event to L. Brunner in '2.'M l-'i. The meet

is the first of a scries promoted by the Traction

Co., which owns the track and the trolley

leading to it. The fare for a round trip—the

course is fifteen miles from the city— is 30

cents, so that while admission to the races is

free, it is easy to understand the seeming
generosity. The veteran, O. S. Bunnell, is the

directing head of the events.

MR. MOTT'S FRIEND.

The L. A. W. Racing Board has blacklisted

the Century Cycle Club and A. J. Hargan, of

irk. N. J., wh«> arc practically one anil the

'liing The club is the same to which a

*anctiim was granted earlier in the

- which considerable hubbub was
< hairman Mott stating that, although

. .....lucd that he had been deceived, he could

not revoke the sanction. Later he denied the

tatemcnt But he made it just the same.

CARRIBO ALONG BY SI.X TANDEMS.

1
• ••>. Cal , .Xiig IT) — l'.i<i(| by six

Kraft. Bay City Wheelmen.
-. -'.< twenty miles on the road in

Tlie time shaves two seconds off the

woriil » record for the distance.

British Racing Interests and Racing Men
Seemingly Trade-Controlled — Record

Work Begins.

London, .^ug. 1').—There is a row in tlie

racing camp here which may have very im-

portant results on both trade and sport, and

which is likely to afford some sport and some
interesting reading.

As I reported some time since, all. or almost

all. riders employed by the Dunlop Tire Co.

here admit in their agreements the right of

the Dunlop Co. to direct them where to ride

on payment of all necessary expenses. The
result oi this has been that the Dunlop Co.

virtually controls the professional racing

path in Britain and can make or unmake any

meeting of this class.

Clubs intending to hold races have in the

first instance to apply to the Dunlop peo-

ple for lists and prices of the various stars

open on their dates, and these men have to

accept the engagements thus made for them.

Latterly the racers have been jibbing at

their lot. and suddenly determined on .\ugust

Bank Holiday to inaugurate a strike. .Ac-

cordingly half a dozen of the fliers, such as

Chinn. Borden. Gascoync and Camp, refused

to proceed to Newcastle-on-Tyne, where they

had been engaged through tlie Dnnlop Tire

Co. to appear. .\s the club lieKl their entry

forms, and as the N. C. U. regulations

stipulate that every professional entering

or accepting for a scratch race must

compete or show reasonable cause, the

Newcastle people reported the recalci-

trants, who were prom|)tly suspended by

the N. C. U. Then the club turned its atten-

tion towards the Tire Co. and have now en-

tered a claim for substantial damages for fail-

ure of their contract, so that skin and hair

will be flying shortly.

It is quite impossible to get to the bottoui

of this matter just at present, as almost all

the racing men are on the Continent, while

the club and the Tire Co., of course, assert

that they stand in unassailable positions, but it

is more than i>ossible that the N. C. U. will

make the cmeutc a ground for stipulations in

granting professional licenses which will make
it impossible for licensed riders to be under
the sole control of the trade; what counter
move the latter will make is ditVicult to ima-
gine, but I have no doubt it will be cfTec

tivc from their point of view.
This is our record-breaking season, and

scarcely a day will pass from now until the
end of October without its record attempt.
-Mrcady we have a new ivdinburgh to London
record to chronicle, that by J. Hunt, a
younger brother of the more famous Geo.
Hunt, of Nottingham—who beat W. J. Nea-
son"s time by almost an hour, and covered the
4<*<i miles in 2<i hours 27 minutes.
Twice during the week has that really mar-

velous little rider, J. Piatt- Belts, beaten the
world's five-mile record at the Crystal Palace,
and unless I am greatly mistaken Tom Lin-
ton will find that in matching himself against
him for .'Ut miles he has bitten off more than
he can chew. Bctts's second figures arc the
better and run up to ten miles, as follows:

I'rrx iotis

Milefc 1. I . • Holder.
1 J. I'. HeU»
1 I .
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POPULAR SADDLE MADE.'98 I*IvE^VSr,

IT FITS. ^ ^ IT DON'T HURT

"ITS NOSE IS SOFT."

Conceded by leading manufacturers and tlie cycling public to be an ideal saddle for either sex, the feature of a pneumatic nosp,
added to its natural shape, adapting it for those who ride for pleasure as Avell as for track or road riding.

THREE COLORS-Oak, Tan and Black.

U. S. PROJECTILE COMPANY'S

TWO MODELS-Ladies' and Gents'.

THE "FLEW"

I SEAMLESS ''PROJECTILE BRAND" STEEL TUBING.
p"^ect post.

SARTIS HUB

*

We are General Western Agents for this tubing, which is the

acknowledged standard for strength, elasticity, gauge and

finish. Made of Highest Grade Swedish Steel.

ALSO

FORK-SIDES, HANDLE-BARS,
REAR STAYS, TAPERED TUBES,

SPECIAL SHAPES, ETC. A NEW FEATUBE.

BALL RETAINER.

We have secured control of the

patent rights on the many vahiable

features embodied in the famous

Surtus Hub, the ball retainer

being .shown herewith.

4.4..I..I.4.4.4.4..^4.4.4..I.4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4..^.^4.4..^.^.I.4.4.4..I.4.4.4.4.4.4..^4..^4.4.4.4..I..I.4.4.4.4.4.4.4..^4'4-'I-<"I"I"I"l"I"h'IH"l'^ H-^>

Our lines are most complete, comprising- steel balls, spokes and nipples, pedals,

wood rims— as well as general supplies and sundries of every description. We are

the largest distributers of cycle supplies in the world.

-, , 10-24 W. WATER ST., f

±^2^^ CHICAGO. ILL
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TEE DARK ST.\K SHINES.

Portland. Mc. Aiig. 'i<».
—"What's tlie mat-

ter with CiKjpcr?" may well be made the i|iies-

tion of the year. In company with a number

of circuit-chasers, who, last season, could not

hold a candle to him, he came hither, looking

ii.r what seemed the easy plucking pr.ivided

.i- a side-issue of the New England Fair, now
m progress. He came, he saw, but he con-

quered not

It was Portland's first view of the big guns,

but there's little need to go into details.

Cooper tried hard enough to prevent it, but he

waA n.ost eflectually snufTed out. a beggarly

fourth prize being the best that he could

secure.

Tom Butler, who last year shared honors

with Cooper, also started, but failed to qualify

in a single heat, and convinced that he is en-

tirely "off his feed." will now go into retire-

ment.

The honors of the day fell to the Boston

"brunette," Major Taylor. The darkey rode

in the three events to which he was eligible

and bagged two firsts and a second. He won
his heat in the mile open in 'J.lO 1-5. and in the

final gave Gardiner, who won, a warm argu-

ment. In the half-mile, Taylor started the

sprint, but Gardiner came from the rear, with

a fine burst, and caught the chocolate-

colored leader, but the effort could not be

maintained, and the Chicagoan fell away and

was buried with the "also rans." In the handi-

cap, the twenty-five starters bunched early.

at hall distance there was an ugly spill in

which nine men were mixed up. Taylor

cleared the ruck, and rounding the last turn

wa.t showing fight to Butler, Cooper and

Newton. He stalled them off in fine style, al-

though they disputed every inch of the way.

The summary:

allii .^UIIlll^.

I. (.. II. l)ick<on,
1; • Mills Jr., I'ruvitlciicc,

I. Kosm. Melrose, 30 yarcli.

"
. lor, ("am-

3. \V. .M.

AI«o r»n:
Mrft<ri>, <fjr<liiirr anil Colc-

.».>1 I M.i I . .I..r

llOM, i.lm

AXOTHEK IVKM A?INE.XATIO.^.

Kvidcnily Mr. Antonio \V. W. Lvan» is not

one nf tho»e plodding »nuls who are content

DC. Now hr lia<*

i'lrkintr ramp.infii.

;> record.

York'* City Hall at

. accompanied by John
i-.ij ....• ^••-.,.,1 ' Liltricl, on a ian<lem, he
arrived at the City Hall in Quaker Town at

M •<-'-» I
' five mm

lirt;an il- -rivini; i'

rf 6i minulca and •!•) tecond* tor the

to the ex I Evan»'» perU

AND THE GKANU-STANI) FELL.

liiitchinstin. Kan., .\ugust 2<K—All the

stores closed and the town was bicycle crazy

on the occasion of yesterday's race meet. The
grand stand and bleachers would not hold the

people, and they swarmed over the track and

into the field. At a critical moment during

the mile open, amateur, the crowd in the

bleachers proved too much for the frail sup-

ports and the seats fell, carrying JtMi people

to the ground, eight feet below. Many were

hurt.

The racing was good, except in the amateur

handicap, in which the scratch men were

never near the leaders. Conover and Maulc
broke even, taking a first and a second each

ill the two opens. The half mile was fought

to the tape. Conover winning by inches. Haw-
kins, of Hutchinson, won second in the mile

open, amateur, but was disqualified for not

showing in front, giving Conover the place.

The summary:

(Incniilc novice.-1, K. C. Hawkins, llulcliinson;
2, J. K. llcrn. Ilulcliinsun. Time. 2.29.

Iwoniilc )<.indica|). professional.-!. F. II. McCall,
(Inialia, fiU yards; 2, Charles Holer, St. Paul, 75
y.-inls; A. .\rchie Woodlicf. Ottawa. 75 yards. Time.
'..12%.

Une-niilc open.—1, ). A. Conover, Kansas City-; 2,

K. 1'. Maulc, Si. Louis; 3. 1. \V. Kelix, Salina. Time.
2.28.

< Ine-niile oycn, professional.- 1, T. H. Cummings.
.MarenKo, la.; 2. F. H. .McCall, Omaha; 3. William
DcCartly. (.'hicaeo. Time, 2.21%.
Iwo-mile handicap.- 1, J. K. Hern. Hutchinson. 225

yards; 2. II. .Micliner, .\ewlon. 275 yards; 3, .Mfred
Kyde, Hutchinson. 225 yards. Time. 5.U2'/S.
Hallmile open.— 1, E. I*. Maule, Si. Louis; 2, John

(.'•inover, Kansas Cily; 3, J. E. Hern, Hutchinson.
Tlll.r. 1.11%.

PLACED ON THE RECORD BOOK.

The L. A. W. Racing H(>;ir(l li;is gazetted

the following records:

Professional.—Twenty-four liours. against
time, unjiaced. 'AS-i miles. — .\ctiial time,
•.'a.S!*..")**. Made by Schreyer G. Meiscell, Den-
ver, Col., July :jn and 31, 18!I7.

Two-thirds mile, against time, unpaced.

—

Time, I.LM 4-5. Made by A. B. Hughes at
Denver, Col., July 31, 1807.

One mile, against time, paced. — Time,
l.'W 1-5. M.ide by K. A. McDuffee at Charles
River park, Cambridge. Mass.. .Vngust 14th.

Amateur.— Half-mile, against time, paced.—
Time, 61 2-5 seconds. Made by H. M. Sidwcll
at Chester Park, VVintnn Place. ().. August 7
IK((7.

Two-thirds mile, against time, unpaced.—
Time. 1.21 1-5. Made by Joseph G. Heil at
Denver. Col., July 31. 18<»7.

Three, four and five-mile tandem against
time, unpaced —Made by C. V. Dascy and
CharlcH (Joramflo at Denver. Col.. Ju'ly ll!

1W>7 Time. r,,24 2-5. 8.36 1-5, 10.4(1 4-5

K al .1

rcn Vrw
Vutk and I'tid^dclpltu with a gear of I**"

GIVEN AN O.K. BY C. R. C.

The following road reccjrds have been ac-
• pte<l and booked by the Century Road CItib:

C. T Karl, Brooklyn. 2n miles. Standard
Course. 5H||]. November 3, IHJMS. New York
Stale record.

H.nry Smith, Rnlgeville. Ellicot Citv
i:iJ2.V May 30. 1H97. Course record.

Henry Smith, HaKcr.Mown Ridgcville
•I'll.. \i.vWi. |g{i7 rour»c record

•ll. Hngrrotown Kllicoi City
'. IH!»7 < - rord

"•*. San o-L«i« .\n.
-•"' June .. ., ,M!i7. Course

record

1 .1. .,,1 p /.I.... I....1., Dunkirk Century
Cour»e recorrf.

• ""ic. 3lfi niilen, 24
IM>7, .^merican and

'k and John D. /Nndrewn, El-
lury Courne, time '•* 'Ml |..k

I andem course record

MERRILL A MISS M.\KER.

There is no secession from the L. A. W. in

Oregon and Washington, as has been re-

ported. Henry Goodman, the well-known
Hartford cyclist, who now resides in Port-

land. Ore., is upholding the L. A. W. and
the Racing Board in that territory, and is up-

holding it well. Goodman is diplomatic and
knows racing like a book, and there has been

no dissatisfaction whatever. (^n the con-

trary, the League membership has been in-

creasing every day, and last week shows an

addition of seven men. The secession story

has been spread by F. P. Merrill, who has

been more or less of a mongrel on the "Slop"

for a decade. Merrill is clever and sinuous,

and he employs a number of men to ride for

him to advertise his F. P. Merrill Co., and it

is Merrill and his merry men who are caus-

ing all the smoke. In Portland there are

twenty-six racing men, and of these twenty-

lour publish their names in print and an-

nounce that they are not dissatisfied and do
not think of leaving the L. A. W. Reports

from the far West on L. A. \V. matters can

be taken with a liberal sprinkling of condi-

ment.

BEFORE SONS OK ST. GEORGE.

In the minor events in the metroptilitan

district on Saturday last about the only per-

formances which rose above mediocrity are

t'l be credited Bert Ripley, of Newark, and

Walter Babb, of Paterson. Each accounted

for a race at the meet of the United Societies

of the Sons of St. George at Paterson, N. J.,

Ripley taking the half-mile handicap from
scratch in !.(»•.) 4-5. and Babb the mile open
ill 2.14 1-5. On the Elizabeth-Rahway course

J. Burd, of Elizabeth (4 min.), won the Frieze

ten-mile road race in 2G.13 1-5, Wm. Spree,

of Brooklyn, capturing the time prize in

25.39 1-5.

DEATH OF W. C. SANGER'S FATHER.

The father of Walter C. Sanger died last

Sunday morning, and the Milwaukee rider

was compelled to leave the circuit for his

home. Sanger will be seen no more this sea-

son in races, but in.iy go for some of the un-

paced records later in the year. According
to a Milwaukee dispatch the elder Sanger,

who was once worth millions, carried life in-

surances to the amount of llWilKK). When
he lost his fortune his son Walter kept the

policies alive from his earnings as a racing

man, and will now inherit most of the money.

HOW UB DOES IT.

It is becoming almost as easy to write

Bald's races before they are run as it once
was ca.sy to write Sanger's. He invariably

falls into third or fourth place and stays there

until the crowd breaks for home. In nearly

every ca.se he gets in the centre of the bunch,
and how he gets out so often is little short

of marvelous. But he does get out. and that

sprint of his does the rest. If he were to

start the .spurt, most race-meet attendants
would refuse to believe their eyes.

MORE MiGARKETT HU.NORS.

W. I.. Krielcnstein. Terre Haute. Ind.. has
resigned the chairmanship of the Century
Road Club's Records Committee. A. O.
Mctiarrett, 8nl Boylston street, Boston,
Mass., has been named as hia successor.
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Palmers at the National Meet.

Haff-Mile Championship, Professional.

Won by Earl Kiser, on a Spalding fitted with Palmer Tires.

Five-Mile Championship, Professional.

Won by A. C. Mertens, on a Spalding fitted with Palmer Tires.

One-Mile Championship, Amateur.

Won by C. M. Ertz, on a Cleveland fitted with Palmer Tires.

Two-Mile Championship, Amateur.
Won by I. A. Powell, on a Spalding fitted with Palmer Tires.

Fastest Mile Ever Ridden in Public—1.39 3-5.

By Arthur Gardiner, on a Dayton fitted with Palmer Tires, paced by two Dayton

quads fitted with Palmer Tires.

World's Competition Record—5 Miles in 10.45.

By A. C. Mertens, on a Spalding fitted with Palmer Tires.

Mile Open, Professional—Largest Purse Offered.

Won by Earl Kiser, on a Spalding fitted with Palmer Tires.

Mile, 2.05 Class, Professional.

Won by A. C. Mertens, on a Spalding fitted with Palmer Tires.

One-Mile Handicap, Amateur.

Won by Ray Murray, on a Dayton fitted with Palmer Tires.

Palmer Tires Won the Honors of the Meett as They

Always Do*

Ei^jybRJ(jg^OCES>^^^ KEAIjE S^ 1\E(j[ty0RtofHCEsV6^;X>O READE SJ^

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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HAVSEEO PEKSECI'TION.

Cincinnati. Aug. 23.—The wheelmen .nrc

justly incliffnant at the action of the authtiri-

ties of St. Bernard, a small village just be-

yond the corporate limits of the city. One
ol the main roads runs through this village

and thousands oi wheelmen pass through the

village. On one side of the road is a well-

beaten path, which the village authorities have

called a sidewalk. Some time ago this village

secretly passed an ordinance imposing a fine

on any wheelman who should ri»le upon it.

.As the path is part of the road, cyclists not

knowing the facts would readily ride upon it,

as wagon tracks can be plainly seen upon the

path, and the middle of the road is abomin*

able. In fact, electric car tracks through the

centre make the road unridable.

The village employs extra constables to

guard the path, who hide among the bushes

and pounce upon the wheelmen. They re-

ceive hall of the fine for their pay. The first

Sunday the ordinance was passed, two clubs

and ovi-r a hundred unattached wheelmen were

arre&ted and fined.

The L. A. W. erected several warning signs,

but they have been torn down. The wheel-

men, of course, blame this upon the con-

stables, and it seems, have good grounds K)r

their opinion.

The Covington wheelmen, after working for

several months for a dry strip, were unmerci-

fully turned down last week by the City Coun-
cil. The Cincinnati wheelmen ctmsiderably

aided them, as Covington is really a part of

Cincinnati. The wheelnien have lutl given up
the fight, but will go to work harder than

ever. They have several plans for getting

even with the politicians, and the coining No-
vember will fiiul the wheelmen fi^'litiiii: .it the

polls.

GINGERY IN SEPTEMBER.

Cleveland, Aug. 23.—The Cleveland Wheel
Club i-* now without road officers. The oM
«»flicers have been neglecting their fluties in

calling runs, when they have been repeatedly

rr<|uested to do so by the members, so at the

last meeting of the board of directors, the

office* i»f captain, first and second lieutenants

and color Nrrgcanl were declared vacant. A
special election will be held early next month
to fill the vacancies While chopping off

heads the board also decapitated one of their

own number who had been absent from six

i-utivc meetings. The retired officers

that runs have been called, that only a

ral'* guard attended and that the fault

rnd IS not yet, and the

. will be full of ginger.
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PHIW! BUT THIS IS FIERCE

has the century-run lever in

' form thai the prices arc rival-

f<ir the local club having
r of survivor* and a IbV)

town club. A diamond
--ntaiii of rite club which

"•urvivora* record,"

IMC person securing the

entries. There arc also

'irst

BURNS FOREVER FOR TE.N CEXTS.

If the Everlasting wick does not interest

every cyclist who uses a lamp it will be sur-

prising. The fact that it will last forever,

ar.d therefore requires no renewing and that

iio soot nor crust is formed arc factors that

concern everyone, and as the price of a sam-

ple wick, ten cents, is so small there are many
who will be glad to pay that amount "just

to see what it's like." J. Hawes & Co., New
Zealand Building, New York, have sole con-

trtil of the wick, and ari- the parties to be

addressed.

A WINNING COMKINATION

When Lesna broke the .American hour

record recently, adding a mile to the previous

figures, he was not pushed at any time, and

could undoubtedly have done better if he had

been called on to do so. His mount was an

Orient, fitted with Chase tires. The pacing

lie received was of a very high character, and,

as pacing is everything at the speed we have in

modern contests, the Frenchman, or Swiss, as

he really is, is a formidable competitor for

any one. With ei|ually good pacing, a match
between him and Michael would be an event

worth going miles to sec.

WOLFF AND THE FLAT WARE CO.

The WolfT patented nipple has been leased

to the Silver Flat Ware Co.. of Unionvillc.

C<mn.. who will market for the 'W trade. The
nipple is designed to save the removal of the

tire when a spoke breaks, and costs but little

more than the ordinary nipple. The spoke
connected with the nipple is threadless, being
made double-headed, which, the makers say,

adds strength to the spoke. The Unionville

people will furnish spokes and nipples com-
bined.

NEW KITTIXOS PLANT.

RufTalo. .August 21.—The foundation of the

Riverside Mfg. Co.'s plant on the Landel
farm, near the river, north of the city, has
been finislied and work begun on the first

story, which will be of stone. The second
and third stories will be of brick. The oflicers

fif the company are: President, R. C. Book-
ser; .secretary, K. D. Landel; treasurer, J. C.

I.imburg. The company will manufacture bi-

cycle fittings.

WA\T THEIR MONEY.

Troubles thicken in the afTairs of C. A.
Cone, a dealer, who recently failed at Jack-
son, Mich. Three additional suits in the Cir-

cuit Court have been brought against Cone
by the Gladiator Bicycle Works for $1,400;

FC. C. Stearns & Co. for |>i,IOO, and the Yost
Manufacturing Co. for |800. In each suit the
Sheriflf wa> garnisheed on contracts taken in

the attacluiient cases.

CAUGHT BY CATCHE.*).

Two men have been nude happy by the
Reading Standard Mfg, Co., of Reading. Pa.
They have been presented with tw<i of the
company's bicycles f«)r sending in the best
"catch" sentences. The lucky men arc .Ar-

thur D. Feruer. South Norwalk. Conn., first

prize, and R M Pleasance, WW Fast Franklin
street, Richmond, Va.. second pn/e

TRADE IN CINCINNATI.

Cincinnati, Aug. 23.—A canvass of the cycle

dealers during the past week discloses the fact

that the local, trade is increasing. All the

dealers report increased sales during the pres-

ent month, and predict a good fall trade.

J. F. Poornian had a large exhibit of his

own product, the Poorman and the Cleveland,

at the Hamilton County Fair. He was the

only cycle dealer exhibiting, and made several

large sales.

The firm of Hulvershon & Fay was dis-

solved last week. Win. Hulvershon, the

senior partner, will carry on the business

under the name of the Hulverslion Bicycle

Co. He will handle the Outing as a leader,

together with several cheaper models. The
new CQinpany also bougljt a job lot of Olives
which they are di.sposing at a rapid rate.

The Howe Scale and Cycle Co. has closed

its factory for the season, and are now en-

gaged upon their '98 models and contracts.

This company will have their traveling men
upon the road in a month.

The Alpine Cycle Co. announces a reduction

in price of their output. This company has
just added a large line of juvenile wheels to its

other four models, and the local manager re-

ports a good season's trade.

Chas. Shaw and Benjamin F. Davics, for-

merly partners in the cycle trade, have been
cited to appear in the In.solvcncy Court and
undergo an examination by the Union Cycle
Mfg. Co. The firm of Shaw & Davies re-

cently made an assignment, and the Union
Co., one of the firm's creditors, is anxious to

know what they did with their assets.

This failure will be a bad one for the gen-
eral creditors, as the assets are not sullicient

to pay preferences.

The .Advance Carriage Co., the new star in

the bicycle field, turned out ten wheels last

week, the first product of their new factory.

They will be kept by the office force and used
as samples. This company has just entered
the field, and is making a strong fight for '9S

business.

BEATS THE DOG TA.\.

St. Louis has already gathered in $14,289

from the placing of a traffic tax of $1 per an-
num upon each bicycle ridden upon the city's

streets. It is estimated that more than $.'i,iMH»

will be added to the above sum before all St.
Louis wheelmen are duly taxed and tin-
tagged.

Oil; MV.

One of, if not the highest gears in existence
is that recently fitted to a Victor by a New
Fngland genius— 18(» inches. When the size
of a 2.'j-tooth spnicket is called to mind, jtne
can faintly picture the appearance of a l.'i-

tooth sprocket.

WILL ACCOMPANY THK BOSTONIANS.

Mrs. Jessie Bartlett Davis, the noted oper-

atic star, has recently procured a Monarch
wheel, and writes that she is using it at her
summer home and that she will carrv the
wheel with her during her season with' The
Hovtoninns

HE SIMPLY SMILES.

W. W Stall, president of the Boston Wood
Rim Co., returned from abroad on .Saturday

last. He brought back a horseless carriage,
and when asked concerning the result of his
mission smiles a smile that cannot be mis-
lllirlersliiiiil
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THE SAME OLD STORY.

"Yes," he said, as they went spinning over

the road in the shadow of the elms, "there's

no doubt about it; you Cycle Girls are a

great improvement over the Summer Girl

that was."

"I am glad," she said, "that you are willing

to admit it."

"Oh," he laughed, "it's a selfish apprecia-

tion, you know. There's ever so much more
fun for a man now. It's ever so much jollier

to put in days, or weeks, or a summer rid-

ing here, there and everywhere with you. It's

a case of goodfellowship. It used to be, you

remember "

"Yes," she interrupted, "it used to be that

in summer all the girls could do was to moon
about, expecting to be made love to."

"Which, as a matter of fact, is a borous

proceeding. It's really a winter employment.

The torrid days are all right for cycling; but

when you're expected to add flirtation
"

He paused to whistle, in expression of the

utter imbecility of combining wheeling and

flirtation.

Presently they came to a deeply wooded
part of the highway. It looked so tempting-

ly cool that they dismounted and sat down on

the green velvet sward at the foot of a h^ige

oak.

"Just think," he began, after they had list-

ened for a while to the whirring of the in-

sects, and the fluttering of the leaves in the

light breeze, "what an awful time it was, in

the old days before cycling came! One was

expected to do all the rowing oneself; the

girl was simply in existence to make eyes at

one, and dangle her hand in the water to

show how shapely it was. It was hammocks,

arid moonlit verandahs, and seashore sands,

and talk—talk—talk—talk, all about the af-

fections, and Bourget, and Swinburne. No
wonder the summer man doesn't exist any

more!"

The sun was gliding down from among the

treetops, and a lazy hum of warmth went over

the knoll.

She closed her eyes for a moment. "And

yet," she said, dreamily, "one seems to have

gone to the other extreme. Something in the

days gone by was pleasant, after all. It is a

wrench "

He put out his hand to pluck a flower.

"Yes," he echoed, "perhaps it is something

of a wrench." Unconsciously, it seemed, his

hand touched hers. "I beg your pardon,"

he smiled, "it was another flower I grasped

for." However, he retained the hand and went

on with, "Think over the old days calmly, and

you will realize how nauseating they became

to us men. On the water, the sands, in the

woods, the fields, everywhere we were re-

quired to say sweet nothings
"

"Consider," she interrupted, lilushing,

rosily, "that one is flesh and blood, after all.

Consider me! All summer I have rowed,

and driven, and played golf, and wheeled

with a number of pleasant people. And they

have talked to me of why Yale didn't win,

and the state of the roads, and the superiority

of the Scotch over the American caddy!

After all, you know, one is human!"

He took her hand up leisurely, and lu-ld it

to the light. "So one is," he said, "so one is."

As if absent-mindedly, he kissed the li.uul.

"The inference is," lie continued, "Ihal onr

should choose a middle way. Athletics and

comradeship arc all very well, but a little, h'ni

—humanity, now and then
"

"I thought," he said, mischievously, after

their compact had been sealed in the manner
approved of the centuries, "that if I only

stated the joys of cycling strongly enough,

you'd miss the dear old days accordingly.

And—so—you—did. But you shan't any

more!"

Then mounting their machines they rode

slowly homeward.

VIEWED BIBLICALLY.

Their round tires like the moon.—Isaiah

iii., 18.

And their wheels like a whirlwind.—Isaiah

v., 28.

A wise king scattereth the wicked and

bringeth the wheel over them.—Proverbs

XX., 26.

And what saddle soever he rideth upon.

—

Leviticus xv., 9.

To cause the lamps to burn continually.

—

Leviticus xxiv., 2.

They that were foolish took their lamps

and took no oil with them.—Matthew xxv., 3.

iv
I

LIKE UNTO A LOCOMOTIVE.

It seems difficult for the novelty-seeking in-

ventor to avoid the locomotive as a model

for his cycle improvements. Here is the

latest British imitation, in the guise of a chain-

less world-beater.

The motion of the crank is transmitted by

means of rods to an internally-toothed wheel,

which serves to rotate an externally-toothed

wheel mounted on tne axle ui Luc rear wheel.

By means of this arrangement it is rendered

possible to enclose the two rings of teeth to

prevent dirt and the like from reaching the

same. In a modification the pedals are

fixed direct to the discs, which are formed

with internal teeth. By this means the rods

are dispensed with, and the saddle is placed

further back and the frame shortened.

READY FOR THE WORST.

An illustration of "the ruling passion" was

afforded the other day, when the walking-

Ijcam of an excursion steamer broke. The pas-

sengers feared they were going to drown.

yVmong them was a young man with a new

l)icyclc. When the crash came, lie made a

dive for the life-preservers, (')no of these he

fastened around himself, and tiie other he tied

to his wheel, then calmly waited \ov the

plunge that never came.

ACCORDING TO VIKGIL.

"And why," in(|nired .\eneas, casually, "did

you emigrate?"
Dido, the Queen of Carthage, ti-ouMed him

for tlie decanter before replying.

"Well," she answered, after liaving ixmred
out about four fingers, "the truth \\;is. oiu-

Tyre was somewlut lumrlnrrd, don't yon
know."

The which, in its way, was thought as rare

;i jest as that to the elTect tliat Tros Tyrius<|ue

mihi nnllo disgimine agetur.

MR. CHARLES PURLOINER SISLEY.

At the top of the title-page of "The Cycle,"

"edited" by Charles P. Sisley, London, appears

these words: "How do you like our Novel

Features? The editor would be glad to hear

your opinion." Accepting this invitation. The
Wheel is pleased to say that having origi-

nated for months all the "novel features" ap-

pearing upon "The Cycle's" initial page, and

a large number of those scattered elsewhere

throughout the paper, it could hardly be ex-

pected not to "like" them.

Still, The Wheel naturally feels that as

much as it "likes" Mr. Sisley's "novel

features" it would like them better if Mr. Sis-

ley was ever honest enough to tell his read-

ers where he got them, and not continue to

play the part of the premier literary thief in

cycle journalism. Private complaint to Mr.

Sisley about his bare-faced and wholesale

thievery having been made by The Wheel
time and time again without any acknowledg-

ment from the honest British "editor," this

public complaint is made to see if shame will

accomplish what probity has failed in.

LONG ISLAND ROUTES.

A booklet on Long Island, describing that

cyclists' paradise, has just been issued through

the special passenger agent of the Long
Island R. R., Mr. Fullerton. It contains a

map of the island, an index to all the towns

on the island, how to reach them, the proper

roads, and general notes throughout. The
book is issued free on application. The
island is divided into South Shore section, in

which there are ten different trips; the Central

section, consisting of three trips; and the

North Shore section, consisting of six trips.

FORTH PROM THE MOUTH OF IGNORANCE.

Mr. and Mrs. Pneu-Green were taking their

first series of road rides, when a smash oc-

curred. After the dust has been cleared away
Pneu-Green examined the remains and re-

ported a broken sprocket-tooth.

"Isn't that a shame!" exclaimed his wife,

sympathetically, without the slightest idea

what the damage really was. "Will you have

to get a false one, dear?"

Mer husband did not trust himself to reply.

BUNGLED BEARING ADJUSTMENTS.

To adjust hall-bearings properly, screw up
tlie cones till there is no perceptible shake,

give the slightest turn back, and ilien see

that the cone has not moved when the iock-

ing-nnt was put on. Nothing is more awk-
ward than to get the job apparently finished,

and then to find that the i)earinu- has been

ti.uhlened by the lock-nnt. so thai a steam en-

gine would be rciiuirod to drive it.

IN I'RIM NEW ENGLAND.

Quite a dilTerenee in costiunes is iiotic-

able between the wheelwomen of New York
.iml \icinity and tliose farther I'last. Around
about the metropolis, skirts iiave been reduced

to a very practical length; leggings generally

disc.irdi'd, and. in n\any cases, chain guards

remoxed. In New Knglanil (owns they still

adhere to a rallier long skirt, tliougli carefully

cut for ridin.g, ai\d, too, largely use tiio liot

anil uncomfortable legging.
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Mr. MANUFACTURER!
W E

SELL THE LEADERS
AND

LEAD THE SELLERS
THE SHELBY STEEL TUBE COMPANY,

MAIN OFFICES AND WORKS SHELBY, OHIO, U. S. A.

EASTERN OFFICE *ND WAREROOMS. WESTERN OFFICE AND WAREROOMS
No ,44 CH.MBtR* »TRICT. N o. 1 3 S LA K C ST.

.

N. V. CITY. U. S A. CHICAGO. ILL. U. S. A

EUROPEAN OFFICE AND WAREROOMS.
No. 20 CONSTITUTIONAL MILL.

BIRMINGHAM, CNG.

KindIx mrnlion Tht Wh*«l.

I
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AN OPEN LETTER TO AGENTS.

Dear Dealer: There are some things

that you ought to consider at once.

The days of high prices and big discounts

are drawing to a close. Competition is keener

than ever before. Another season prices will

be lower and discounts less. Competition will

continue. It will be a difficult task to make
a fair profit, even with the long hours and

laborious work that you are willing to devote

to the business. At lower prices it will be

practically impossible to take old wheels in

exchange. You will be compelled to depend,

more than ever, on new trade. There will be

more wheels sold at low prices than ever be-

fore, and more concessions than ever will be

demanded by the purchaser. If you still go

on in the old rut, keeping repair men busy

making good guarantees on wheels and tires,

for which you get no return, your shop will

pay you no profit.

It is a good time just now to pause and

consider. Agents all over the country are

dropping out of the business, but not nearly

enough will disappear to leave a clear field.

Some of them have done well during the busy

season, but they realize that the dull season

will more than consume their profits, and they

prefer to leave the business to others. The
question is, how to benefit these who remain?

Every retail dealer realizes that he spends

a great deal of time in repairing tires, fixing

up machines, and doing all sorts of things

that the existence of a guarantee gives cus-

tomers a chance to demand. If he keeps close

watch of his shop, and systematic accounts,

he probably finds that the profits on regular

work are consumed by the work for which he

gets nothing, and the shop in reality yields no

profit.

This ought not so to be. It is very im-

portant that it should not continue to be. It

is true that there is much to be desired in the

way in which bicycle stores and repair shops

are conducted. There are improvements in

arrangement, management and methods that

ought to be introduced, but the guarantees

still hang over all as a dark cloud.

The time is nearly ripe for the utter extinc-

tion of the wheel and tire guarantees. Manu-

facturers of bicycles and tires are thoroughly

sick of them, and are generally in favor of re-

ducing them largely or wiping them out; but

they are hesitating, with a fear that the step

may be too radical. If influence is brought to

bear on them immediately, something may
perhaps be accomplished. The makers are

about to decide these questions, and any action

in order to be effective, should be prompt
and energetic. If dealers will write to the

makers, stating their experience and views,

and dwelling on the advantage it would be to

have the guarantees removed, there may be

more chance of getting something done.

To the dealer, the removal of guarantee

means a retention of profit on regular re-

pairs, instead of expending it on free work;
new profit from charges on work now done
free; a chance to sell better goods, as wheels

would soon come to sell more on tlieir nierits.

and the pul)lic would learn to discriminate;

a cleaner business in every way, with more
reliance placed in the dealer who proved trust-

worthy, and a better chance for him to get

and keep trade.

No better time for such a course could well

be had. With lower prices for goods and

smaller margins for makers and dealers, it is

only a matter of simple business common-
sense to do it. Then, too, the bicycle guaran-

tees are anomalies, without suflicient cause

for existence. Their abuse alone would be

ample cause for their extinction if there were

no other. R.xi'kuikncic.

SMITH WAS HOGGISH.

A. R. Smith, a young attorney of Omaha,
is in jail an acknowledged bicycle thief. For
a month dozens of wheels belonging to the

lawyers of the New York Life Building have

been stolen in a mysterious manner.

No one could understand how the room in

which the wheels were kept could be entered.

N'ow it is explained, since Smith had a key.

He became so bold that on Saturday he took

seven high-grade wheels from the room,

pawned two of them in Omaha, and shipped

the others to Chicago auction dealers.

On his person when arrested were found

lists of auction dealers in Chicago, St. Louis

and Kansas City, and notes showing that he

had shipped them 227 wheels since January

1st. These wheels are supposed to have been

stolen here and elsew'here and shipped to

Smith, who was head of a gang of cycle

thieves. Smith confessed all when arrested.

He came here a year ago from Doylestown,

Pa., where he is highly connected.

FIXED FOR FOLDING.

Here comes the everlasting patentee of cycle

improvements with a wheel which certainly

seems, according to the inventor's ideas, to

have some novel and, perhaps, commendable
devialions from the stereotyped rigid diamond

frame. As will be seen by the cut, a double

triangular frame is substituted for the usual

front fork. The head tube may be either ver-

tical or inclined towards the front or back.

The positions of the saddle and handle-bar

may be interchanged to form a front driver.

To prevent the tube from interfering with the

folding of the wheels together about the cen-

tre, the tubes may be connected on one side

of the bolt. The pedal on the side opposite

to that on which the chain is situated, is

turned to lie between two of the spokes. The
machine may be constructed as a woman's

wheel, as a tandem, or as a geared safety of

the Crypto class, in which the crank-axle is

concentric or nearly so with the driving

wheel.

KEEPING A BOOK.

Frequently a manufacturer or otiier inter-

ested person will pick up a trade paper,

glance over it, notice some especial aiticle

that lie thinks he will read wlu-n he gets the

lime, only to forget all .-ibout it in the stress

ol l)usiness.

It would be an excellent plan to have a

little indexed memorandum book, in which
the i)riiicipal articles or liiose which appeal

to him the most shall be jotted down, together

with (late of issue or page.

ll would only lake a miinile or two to do
so wlien liie paper or papeis come in, and
as it is assumed that he ki'cps them piled up
by themselves or in files, il will i)e very easy

,il any monu'iU to refer to llie desired article

without looking over a number of papers to

find it.

THE GIVING OF A NAME.

Cycling nomenclature presents to the

student of etymology the same intricacies,

ambiguities and incongruities that are found
in all departments of the practical American
language as "she is spoke." In this instance,

it is, perhaps, more pardonable than in some
of the others, owing to the rapid development
of the pastime and industry, and the sudden
necessity for new names.

In the terms used for different styles of

wheels may be found illustrations. The name
for a machine to be ridden by one person

refers, through its derivation, to the number
of wheels in it, and not at all to the rider.

The name for one to be ridden by two per-

sons refers to the position of the riders on it,

and not at all to their number, or the number
of wheels in the vehicle. For the larger ma-
chines, which carry from three to seven riders,

the names all refer to the number of riders to

be carried, and not at all to their position on
them, or the number of wheels employed.

All these names, however, can be e.xplained

by the etymologist and the historian of the

sport, and show good classical pedigree.

But there is a new term that may at some
future time puzzle the most learned, if its de-

rivation is not made clear while it is thor-

oughly understood, for, at first blush, t'iere is

nothing in the word Oriten to give a trace of

its origin.

To follow out scholarly methods, howeve:.

it should be inquired who originated it, and

by what people it was first used. Its sound

and appearance have a decidedly Eastern

flavor; and it yields a pleasant, dreamy im-

pression of far-away sunny lands. But re-

search in such direction is rendered unneces-

sary by the readily established fact that it

sprang from the inventive mind of the Wal-
thani Mfg. Co. This, however, is not in it-

self sufficient; but, when it is recalled that the

Oriten is a big bicycle, and that the Waltham
Mfg. Co. build other bicycles called Orients,

a clue is obtained. The first three letters in

the two words correspond. Add to these

three letters the simple English word "ten,"

and the meaning is clear enough. It is an

Orient bicycle built to carry ten riders.

This big machine is rapidly approaching

completion, and is to make its first appearance

on the track at the Rhode Island State Fair

on September (ith. Its massive look is won-
derfully tempered by handsome proportions

and graceful lines. It appears to be the em-
bodiment of strength and power, and will be

worth going far to see when it is ridden.

What it may accomplish is a most interesting

problem, and opens a very wide field for

speculation.

In lines, the Oriten is essentially a tlouble

Orient quint. All the tubing is IJ-inch.

There are two parallel, horizontal lower tubes

about ;i inches apart. The frame is 2'J inches;

the wheels, ."Vt inches, and the tires "it-inch.

The front forks preserve the regular C Orient

individuality, being of precisely the same style

as those in the singles, but on a grand scale.

The machine is 2(1} feet long, and 2;l feet all-

over from front tire io rear. It weighs "Jol^

iiounds.

BEATING OUT TARIFF,

.\ large increase of exports to lierman> o\

cycles, i>arts and suniliies will be recorded
slUutly. Americans are about to make heavy
consignments to the (.lennan market, due
priiu'ipally to the increased customs duties

which the German legislators are abtuit to

enact at ,in e,irly date against cycles.
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PAKTtNG OF THE WAYS.

Chapter I.

"At midnight, darling," murmured Harold,

clasping the sweet Cynthia to his bosom.

"And papa?" .she asked tremblingly, for

her father was a fierce old man who had on

more than one occasion spoken very unkindly

of her lover.

"Fear him not," responded the fearless

youth-

"But he will follow," she insisted.

Harold clasped her once more to his bosom.

"I don't think," he said scornfully.

"I know he will," she cried.

"Not much," Harold assured her; "1 shall

see that the valve is taken from his tire and

his handle-bar dropped in the well."

With an almost impassioned embrace she

flung her arms about his neck and then hur-

ried away.

"At midniglit, dearest," she called, as she

threw him a kiss.

"At midnight, darling," he called in re-

sponse, anil disappeared in the rapidly gather

ing twilight.

Chai'TKR II.

It is scarcely necessary to explain to the

reader that these two young people were plan-

ning an elopement, and that the steeds which

were tn carry tliem beyond the limits i>f pa-

ternal wrath antl revenge were bicycles.

Therefore, let us hurry through the seconil

chapter and get along to the third.

CiiAiTER in.

Harold stood beneath the window gating

heavenward where Cynthia sat waiting fi>r his

call.

"Darling." Hit voice floated upward in a

whl^p«T and fell upon licr entranced ear.

"Waiting, (karcst," she innrinnred, as she

leaned far over the window sill and peered

down in the very mid of the night.

In a moment he had thntwn a ladder against

the wall and in another she was in his arms.

"Nothing on earth shall part us now," he

Mid fiercely, shaking his clenched fist toward

the window behind which the father slept.

"Nothing, dearest: nothing, nothing," and

her white arms ilung about hi> neck passion-

ately.

ClIAPTKN IV.

Harold held her to his throbbing bosom for

an Illy.

fly. darling." he said, as he drew

tw rknc^s. "Mount .h

I > I know the way
"

i'or an instant the trembling girl hesitated.

ihpfi *\\r «io|i|iri| rcMihitely.

ILir-.l'l loked, suspiciously, "what

lii.iKr of »)n<l i» this?"

"Tlir Wigw.iK, of course, darling," replied

Harfild with conAdcncc. for il waa the make
he r'Kje

"riod'l rvniinif. ' 'd

rr.MS "V.. iT.ir, .1, .11-

<• l>c with mc, thank you
"

-id back up Ihr I:i<l<l<r

Tt'RKUf; COKXfcK*.

Ill «. Iff .,(' ,Mini'iir a corner lo*» close :;.

«ir le turn is made at a (air

rate "I •-(.•II I 111 lean-to" which is n^

•ary lo brinit the machine round may

more likely ibmi not to be itic result.

AN ETCHING.

An old brick house, blood-red, with a

ghastly gray roof. A distorted ivy writhes

about it in a strangling embrace. The win-

dows show dark and mysterious in the lurid

light.

.\ii iron dragon on tiie gable shrieks in the

coolish East wind, and tlie brass knocker on
the inhospitable door is wrought like an evil

face. A lilac thicket huddles in one corner of

the weedy yard and seems covering a crime in

its tangled bushes. Poison-bloated toads

sijuat on the neglected walk, and a gaunt

hound howls from the broken doorstep.

A hearse-like carriage, drawn by spectral

horses, pauses at the ruined gate. A tall

figure descends, wrapped in a long cloak. His

haggard face is shadowed by the slouch of

his hat. He carries into the house a package
like unto a magnified pie, which he deposits

carefully upon the table. A woman in a scar-

let gown turns her purple eyes, first upon the

I)ackage, then upon the cloaked bearer of it.

"Agnes," the man exclaims, bitterly; "I

have bec(tine desperate; this is the fifth time

this week I have taken tliat $19.47 wheel of

yours to the city for repairs, and if it doesn't

hold together now, we pack up and go back

to Harlem, where you can attend to getting

it fixed yourself every day—see?"

IT INDIVII)UAI.IZb.s I1I:k.

No sane person can jmssibly dispute the

truth that women have just as much right to

leg freedom as men. For some inscrutable

reason this liberty has been denied them, or

has not been a]>pr<jpriated by them, and not

until the cycling era has there been any really

earnest, concerted attempt to change things in

this respect. If tlie bicycle has been produc-

tive of no other good, it would be entitled to

a front scat with the deliverers of the age.

The woman wlu> ritles a wheel must from
tlie very nature of things have a keen desire to

indivi<luali;!e lurself. If this were not the case

she would refuse to mount this vehicle and
go forth, the observed of all (ibsc^^•ers. for in

no position is a woman in such thorough evi-

•leiice before the world as upon a cycle sad-

ille. On horseback it is mo.stly horse; on
a bicycle it is all woman. So it is a logicnl

se<|uence that every feminine rider is aware
of her conspicuous position, and if she did

not like it she would continue to ride with hei

papa or her beau in the wheeled buggy or

the stowaway cable car.

CO.NI-USIO.N OF VISION.

"I declare il is awfully annoying to be so

near-sighted!" exclaimed a fat and llustered

riti/en on the Riverside Drive the other

night.

"( )h, I don't know," was nil the assistance

his companion would give him.

"Don't know, eh?" snorted the complain-
ing (»ne "Don't know, ch? Well, I like that!

Hut if you had waited, as I have, nearly ten

"f a blamed old iighining bug to get

< you thought it was one of those

ivlierlinrn o>ming down the Drive,

« then, how aimoyiiH- •.ti..risit/lii

c«ln<

TRIED BY A SAILOR.

Tvs'o sailors from the White Squadron had

wandered far from their usual haunts in the

Bowery, and finally landed up on the Boule-

vard. For a time they watched the never-

ending crowd of cyclists, and then one of them

said to his companion:

"I tell 3'e, mate, I could do it. I ani going

to make a try, and then won't I have some-

thing to astonish the boys with when I get

back aboard ship."

"Don't ye do it, Bill, my boy. You might

break all the bones in your body if ye fell

off the thing."

"Break or no break. I'm going to try it.

I never yet saw anything atloat or ashore I

was afraid to tackle."

Next they emerged from one of the numer-

ous basement cycle establishments which line

the Boulevard, accompanied by a dilapidated-

looking bicycle of about the vintage of '90,

and the owner thereof. The trio ad-

journed to the asphalt street, and tlie police-

man on duty was observed to ipiictly stroll

away in the ojiposite direction, evidently not

caring to get mixed up with anything that the

sailors might happen to indulge in. Soon

everything was in readiness for the start, with

Hill ill the saddle. Jack on one side of him and

the owner ot the wheel on the other.

"Cast off that line aft," he sung out in a

hearty titne. "I'm going to pay ofT and get

under way."

The wheel was started, but refused to go

straight.

"I'ort. port your luliii!" yelled Jack at

him.

Hill gave the handle-bars a yank.

"Starboard, starboard!" immediately yelled

his companion.

The rider had by this time nearly over-

turned first one then the other of his helpers.

"Say, matey." said Bill, "this here craft

seems to be top heavy. 1 am carrying too

much sail aloft. Still I think I can navigate

her."

Another start was made. when, at his own
reijuest, he was allowed to go it alone. The
wheel gathered headway on the tlown-grade.

His grip on the bars was like a vise. He
was seen to sway first to one side then the

other, and then, in the twinkling of an eye,

he an«l the wheel were piled in a confused

heap in the grass plot in the centre of the

Boulevard.

When the crowd gathered round him he

had got out «)f the tangle and was on his feet.

"Capsir.ctI, by thunder!" said he. addressing

his companion. "Matey. I've sprung some of

my standing gear. Let's go ;iiu| splice the

mainbrace."

.'Xnd with that parting remark the two

sailors walked away without as much as a

look at the laughing crowd around them.

MILBAGB FlIiND.

'<hing «lirrl.

brfor* h« •sni lo bed

HE HAD TO QUIT MARY.

Mary liml a little lainli;

It* frrt wrrc white a* Rnnw.

Anil rvcTywhcrc that Mary went
The lamli wa* Dure tn ro.

Iltit MMin ri( walking lireil.

Anil •he haa bought a wheel—
A form III Incnmniiiin which
Any lamb iloth much ilialike.

"Ily t'lrorge." *ay> Mary'n, "I can't ulanil thiiil

I'm going home to ma.
I ilnn't minil walkiiig out with girit,

Uul bicyclei I muil boa."
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ELMORE

BICYCLES

are still giving

that satisfaction

for which they

ARE NOTED . . .

Dealers are

Satisfied.

Riders are

Satisfied.

They are made RIGHT.

Drop us a line and

we will give you the

address of our near-

est agent, or such

other information

as you may desire.

••••

Elmore Mfg. Co,

CLYDE, OHIO.

CANADA AND THE CYCLE TOURIST.

That there may be no further misunder-

standing regarding the Canadian customs
authorities' dealings with American cycle

tourists, the full text of the rules now enforced

at all Canadian ports of entry is here given.

Even a daily newspaper man should be able

to see therefrom that the stories he or his

brethren have circulated broadcast through-

out the daily press have no more foundation

in fact than have the beautiful visions he and

they may see when poppy extract is burned

in a pipe-bowl. Free entry into Canada of

wheels belonging to L. A. W. tourists is cer-

tainly assured under these rules:

"In all cases where bicycles, not new, in use by

tourists are brought to Canada, the importer shall

report same at the nearest custom-house, and may be

entitled to delivery thereof upon depositing with the

Collector of Customs an amount equal to the duty

upon the retail price of each such bicycle, and upon
signing a collector's permission. Form C. 6, on the

face of which shall be written a full description of

the wheel, stating the maker's name, or style of the

wheel, the number of the wheel, whether it is a man's,

woman's or boy's, the full name and address of the

tourist bringing same into Canada, the amount of the

deposit made and the date within which, and the

port where the wheel will be re-exported, and upon
due proof of exportation of same within the time

specified the amount deposited shall be refunded to

the party.

"One copy of the Collector's permission shall be

given to the party, so that in case the bicycle is ex-

ported at a port other than the port of entry, such

copy shall be delivered up to the Collector of Cus-

toms at the port of exit, who shall indorse thereon a

certificate that such bicycle has been delivered to him

to be remanifested out of Canada, or that the same
has been actually exported therefrom, and then for-

ward said permission and certificate to the Collector

of Customs at the port where the deposit wa^ made.

"In case such bicycle is not exported within the

specified time, or the evidence of such exportation

not furnished to the Collector of Customs at the port

of entry within fifteen days thereafter, an entry shall

be made for such bicycle and the amount of the de-

posit thereon shall be retained and placed to the

credit of the receiver general on account of custom
duties.

"Tourists, bona fide members of the League of

American Wheelmen, who come into Canada with

their bicycles (not new), may be entitled to delivery

thereof without making the deposit referred to in

iVIemo. No. 812 B., if they will produce and leave

with the collector or other officer of customs at the

place and time of entrance, the certificate or ticket of

membership for the present year, in said League, and

shall fill up and sign in triplicate a collector's per-

mission (Form C. 6), on the face of which shall be

written a full description of the bicycle, stating the

maker's name, the name or style and number of

the bicycle, and whether it is a man's, woman's or

boy's; the retail value of the bicycle, the full name
and address of tourist, with the number of the certifi-

cate or ticket of membership, the date within which

and the port where the bicycle will be re-exported.

"One copy of the collector's permission shall be

given to the tourists or the tourist, so (hat in case tin-

bicycle is exported at a port other than the port of

entry, such copy shall be delivered up to the col-

lector or other officer of customs at the port ol exit,

who shall indorse thereon a certificate (hat such bi-

cycle has been delivered to him to be re-manifes(cd

out of Canada, or iIkiI tlu' same has been actually

expor(ed therefrom, ami lluu forward said permission

and cerlificafe to (he t'olleclor of Cuslonis at Ilit- port

whore (he same was issued.

"In case said bicycle is exported widiiu llu s|u i

liicl lime, and (he evidence (hereof is furnish- i in .i

manner aforesaid lo (he Collccdir of Custom, at tlir

l)ort of entrance, lie shall transmit to llu- i.nuisl's

address, by mail, the certilicate or ticket of iiienilu-r-

ship so lodged with him; but in case such bicycle is

not exported widiin the specilied time or (ho ovideiioo

ol .-.uch exporlation is mit furnishod (o (ho (.'ollootur

of I ustiniis, at tlio purt of oiitranoo within tidoon
(lavs tlureaftir, tlio oil loot or shall forward, without
cleiay, to this dopartmiut, one copy of (ho collector's

pinuissicjM (l'\ii-m C. (.'.). toKothor with tho cortilioato

(ir ticket of nuMiiliorship of tlio tourist, lod^od with

BROTHERHOOD OF DIRT.

The gentleman of leisure who taxes his

brain only with two problems—how to avoid

work and how to secure free drink—has been
quick to seize upon the slouchyness of the

cycle tourist as a sure means to attain his de-

sires. The first thing is for him to secure an
old cycle suit and pose as a touring wheelman. -

In this way he manages to do many things

that others in the profession can not do. One
of these enterprising tramps explained the

working of the scheme in this fashion:

"Say, it's the greatest graft in the world. I

can go anywhere with this suit on. In the

country the best thing you ever heard of. I

used to, when I struck a town broke, hang
around the section house or go through the

alleys. Now when I hit a town I walk right

up the main street and go into the best hotel

and ask if they've got any New York papers.

No matter how tough or dirty I look, it goes,

because people think I'm out on a long ride.

I couldn't look any worse than some of the

regular kind.

"If anybody asks me where my wheel is I

tell 'em I left it at some house out in the edge
of town. But they don't ask you often.

They see you with the suit, and that's

enough. Every crank is after you to

find out how far you've rode and what kind

of a wheel you've got. That's easy enough.

You can tell 'em a hard luck story and you
can get almost anything—never a touch,

understand; just a loan."

HER ADVICE.

He fixed a passionate, yearning gaze upon
her, and his words came slowly and with

painful einphasis.

"I am about to buy a wheel," he said,

"and I have come to you at this crisis in my
life to ask your advice upon a matter that is

more to me than life itself."

For the first time since ^iie became ac-

customed to wearing short skirts and golf

stockings in public a gentle blush suffused her

cheeks, for she realized what was coining.

'Speak!" she said, and her breath caine

in abbreviated knickerbockers.

"Would you or would you not advise me to

get a tandem?" he asked, and it was easy to

see that his whole future was bound up in

the question.

Her eyes rested on the ground as she an-

swered softly, Get one."

"Darling," he cried joyously, and for a min-

ute or two their heads were so close together

that is was impossible to say which was his

Fedora hat and which was hers.

And lints ihey became engaged.

A. D. io.|7.

"1 c;m icim-iubcr." saiil the first old iiihabi-

tatit, iti inpiiig tones, "when they used to

(hive horses rigiit through tho streets,

hilcli(.'d to wagons."

"That's nothing." \iipcd l>ack the second

old inhabitant. "My lather used to own two

lioises, and when 1 w;(s ;i youngster I rode i>ii

the back of theiu for more than a block,"

lie was at once declared the champion li.it.

Sitice woiiuii tool< lo cycling, even the

(.(iiii'se of title love rttiis stnoother.

STRONGEST I'OSSllU.K PROOK.

"Jack is just dead in love with yon."

"S'ou're sure of it. are you?"

"Sure of it? CM course I am. ll;isn"t ho

lent your young brother tliat new wheel of

his?"
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STOKY OF SEZI AND SEZBE.

She was a "saleslady" of the type that chews

gtini and wears fourteen rin^ on unc hand,

the agKrcK-ite value of tfie whofc lot being

about a dollar and seventy-five cents. Tem-
porarily she had been promoted from the tin

goods department to help out a bnrgain-sale

of ;W-cent cyclometers. She had had a "fall-

ing-out" with her "best fellow" and was giv-

ing an account of the tragic event to another

"saleslady," whose own wad of tutti-frutti

was gracefully poised between her half-parted

lips.

"Yes, Mag," said the l)ejewelcd saleslady,

"I've given him the G. B. lor good and all."

"l-a. Manie. you ain't!"

".Ain't 1, though? Well, I guess. 1 let him

know that I don't play second fiddle to no fel-

ler an" that he couldn't go riding up the

Boulevard with Jennie Simpson and take her

to the Claremont one night and take me to

ride round in the park next night an' never

get me as much as a soda. I guess I paralyzed

him."

"What did he say?"

street,' sczi. "for you're no more to me than

the dirt an' grime under my tire,' sezi, 'an'

if you think, Jim Mi.xon, that I'll play second

fiddle to Jen Simpson, you're most beauti-

fully left,' sezi. 'I'tn accustomed to being ac-

companied on my bysicklc rides by gentle-

men, an" I'm sorry I ever lowered myself by

condescending to even look at such a squint-

eyetl. bow-legged, drab-haired chump as you

are.' sezi."

"Oh. Mame, you didn't?"

"Didn't I, though? I tell you my dander

was up an' I let 'im have it right in the solar

complexion."
" The ne.xt time a lady condescends to look

at you.' sezi. 'an' give you her comp'ny out

bysickling. I hope you'll treat her as a lady

expects to be treated," sezi, an' he scz, sczee:

" 'Shucks. Mame!' sczee; 'you know I don't

care the value of one of our 19-cent lamps for

Jen," sezcc, an' I scz, sezi:

'That"s more'n I care for you. Jim Hixon.

an' now you light out.' sczi."

"La. Mame, what did he do?"'

"He got."

PUTTING YOUR FOOT DOWN.

Entirely too few riders are aware that there

is almost as much of an art in back-pedaling

as there is in pedaling forward. Back-ped-

aling does not mean standing upon the rising

pedal, save in cases wiicre a sudden stoppage

is reiiuired. and even then it is a clumsy

method, and a strain upon the machine. To
back-pedal pro))erly. press the inside of the

thigh against the saddle, and, stiffening the

muscles of the legs, use all that force against

the rising pedal. The advantages of this are

manifold.

Firstly, the steering is in no way affected,

the motion being regular, and conducted

solely in the lower part of the body; secondly,
it is purely resistance, and directly the pedal
l)egins to descend, the force is removed,
while in standing upon the pedal the foot is

often carried over the centre before tlie weight
can be taken off. and a fresh impetus thus
given to the machine: ami thirdly, it is not so
tiring and nerve-wearing as the alternate
throwing of the weight from side to side.

The hail-fellow well met is usually a man
it is well to avoid meeting in your cycle trips.

GOINi; Ol'T COMING BACK.

::-»..

/| 'lillK

kill I KR*-I\T rN HVMIINr; LON(. VklMIH, r> WKl I , I OOn't know

"Well, I'll irll yiiu the whole »lory, Mag.
I didn't let out on im till we'd got clean back
In our hnoftc. and then, after wc had dis-

mounted, mzI tri him. »czi:

'You think you're blamed smart, don't

you. Jim Hixon,' »ezi. an' he »cx, sezee:

"W -lo mean, Mame?' sezcc, an'

'ity innocent, now, ain't

y<''!
, »e«cc:

"*l'on honor. Mame. I don't know what
v..ii'r.- drivm' at," an" I up an" »c«. »czi:

u don't know anything about a certain
-• - • - - •

•

,.|.

t.. rl

to tlir ' itight,

n<iw. .', d, like

thai, an' li« |ouk«d it* ti ti« d drop, an' he tez.

«c/ce

" 'So you're onto that, are yuu, Mame," an"

I ,r» M-ji:

s 1 am. my friend, with the wail-

|..i|prr :

1 - ,„• j'^ onto the rc»l <»l

your • >n' I'll thank you to ad-

dr- .^ll•^ Ili>bb» hrreafler," •czi, 'an'

I -t you to even »|>eak to me od the

••Iledid.>'

"You kin just bet he did."

"An' ain't you gr)in' to make it up with

'im?"

"Me? What you take me for. .Mag llig-

gin»? When I go to crawfishin" ynu'll know
It. f«>r— by-tickles? Yes, mam, you'll find them
right i»ver there, back of the suspender
counter."

WilBN THE PEAT IS NEW,

It i<i a!nu<>ing to see the pride and independ-

ence of a girl novice when she has once
learned to cycle. She may be just able t«> keep
her balance and to ride a few yards on the

roaci without help, but «he will turn to yi>u

with a tlushrd fare and a triumphant gleam
in her eyr. a* much lo fiay, "Did you ever .see

anything like it before." at if she was the only
womnfi in fhr worlrl who could rule a bicycle.
W leave* the riding school for the

ro.T >kr» her firil appearance in pub-
' "

' ,: as if she were the
and cannot resist
" ^i'-r a while

Ihr ind slu-

thru '

. ' lor other
wabblrr* that older riders tii her time felt (or
her.

WOES OP THE WABBLER.

Editor of The Wiiekl: "It hurts a man's
dignity somewhat to learn to ride a wheel. It

is humiliating to be wabbling along with
every energy bent on the task of maintaining
an erect attitude, and to have one of the little-

common pieces of humanity come sailing by
in all the pride of superior knowledge. This
is sometimes aggravated by the impudent re-

marks in witich the urchins indulge.

"I can say honestly, however, that 1 have
never, no matter what the character of the

insult, got ofT my wheel for the purpose of

chasiising any of these chaps, although I am
satisfied that the rod is not u.sed often enough
on the rising generation.

"Solomon was a man of great good sense.

I never had a better opinion of him than I

have reached since I began trying to pilot a

perverse wheel along the straight and narrow
way it should go. This is not news; it is

only lo relieve my feelings that 1 have put

upon paper these, my very mildest thoughts

on the subject.

"The Wabbling One,"
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TRADE CHANGES.

CALIFORNIA.
Modesto.—The George Young Cyclery partially de-

stroyed by fire.

ILLINOIS.

Chicago.—T. H. Bedell & Co. gave bill of sale for

$950.

Freeport.—Michael Redlinger recorded chattel mort-

gage for $170.

Joliet.—Young Cycle Co. T. A. Young appointed

assignee.

Springfield.—The Lincoln's Home Cycle Co. incor-

porated by H. W. Rokker, C. E. Saunders, C. \V.

Dines and Charles Ambs to manufacture and sell

bicycles and parts pertaining thereto. Capital, $2,500.

MAINE.
Portland.—Forest City Cycle Emporium attached.

Proprietor left town.

MASSACHUSETTS.
Brockton.—The Springfield Cycle Co., new branch

store under the Metropolitan Hotel.

Lenox Dale.—L. De\\'aine, new store.

Manchester.—J. Turner, new store.

Medway.—Northeastern Cycle Co. reported dis-

solved.

Springfield.—C. Y. Jury, new store at 771 South

Main street.

Worcester.—Casey Bros, removed to 214 Main
street.

Worcester.—Rawson Mfg. Co. Reported recorded

chattel mortgages for $2,600 and $2,483.

MICHIGAN.
Flint.—Flushing Cycle Co. sold out to C. E. Buck-

bee & Co.

Grand Rapids.—Hamilton-Kenwood Cycle Co. suits

discontinued and T. J. O'Brien appointed receiver.

MINNESOTA.
Winona.—The Winona Bicycle Path and Park As-

sociation, incorporated. Capital stock, $10,000.

MISSOURI.

St. Louis.—Davidson Cycle Co. attached by Isa-

bella Walsh and Robert W. Walsh for $180.50.

NEBRASKA.
Hastings.—J. Breckinridge sold out to W. H. and

E. A. Baugh.

NEW BRUNSWICK.
St. John.—Ira Cornwall & Co., Limited. Ira Cor-

nell, deceased.

NEW JERSEY.

Piscataway.—Hollingshcad, Wirtz & Granert Co. in-

corporated by Edgar Granert, Bound Brook; William

E. Hollingshead, Brooklyn; M. F. Wirtz, Arlington;

to manufacture and deal in bicycles. Capital stock,

$10,000.
NEW YORK.

Brooklyn.—Elkus & Hurwitz, manufacturers bicycle

clothing, reported recorded chattel mortgage for $7(10.

BufTalo.—W. C. Boak closing out slock at reduced

prices.

Gloversville.—Boyle & Jones sold out to N. 1).

(jriffin.

Jlion.— F. A. Slubbclbeiu rcixMtud lo liavc given

real estate deed for $1.

Schenectady.— F. 1'. Ryan. New store at .'J C'eulral

Arcade.
OHIO.

Cincinnati.—Hulverson iS: Fay, dissolved. Williani

Ilulverson continues under the style Hulverson I'ioy-

cle Co.

Cleveland.—Likly & McNair, damaged l)y fire, .$150,

Toledo.—The Toledo Brazed Fork and Tube Co.

Receiver appointed.

Toledo.—The Toledo Cycle Su|)ply Co. sold (o .\.

A. Barber.

Toledo.—M. E. White sold out to Burdo & Bell.

Troy.—A. H. Thomas, chattel mortgage for $153.

PENNSYLVANIA.
Scranton.—Chase & Farrar assigned to J. W. Brown-

ing.

RHODE ISLAND.
Providence.—C. A. Phillips & Son reported re-

corded chattel mortgage for $200.

WISCONSIN.
Ashland.— S. E. Muller reported to have given bill

of sale for $200.

Sturgeon Bay.—J. Molle, new store.

THEY WILL LEARN.

American cycle manufacturers have made
remarkable progress in building up an export

trade for their goods the last few years. They
have something to learn yet, however, and

the fact that they have not learned thoroughly

to adapt their goods to the requireinent of

other countries and comply with foreign

trade conditions, is shown by the constantly

reported suggestions to this end made by
our consuls. The latter need not be discour-

aged. Let them wait a little and all things

will come, including American goods, largely

to the exclusion of those of less enterprising

countries and compliance with the practical

suggestions they make, far beyond their fond-

est expectations.

STRUCK THE POPULAR PRICE.

A large manufacturer of high-grade wheels

carried over to '97 a thousand '96 model bi-

cycles, all of one pattern. To make the line

complete, he made up some of the other sizes

and patterns to sell with them. They were

listed at $75, and were splendid value at the

figure. But the price did not move them satis-

factorily. They were given a fair chance at

the price, and then their agents were con-

sulted. It was reported that no drop short of

one to $50 would move anything. They
were reduced to that price; were cleared out

almost immediately, and several thousand
more of the same patterns were made up and
sold at the same figure.

CHANGES IN WEIGHTS.

There is a feeling in the trade that in the

matter of weight it may he possible to make
a slight change for '98, and an acknowledg-
ment that Tiiii WiiKEi.'s recent article on
"Weights for 1898" was correct. The
reaclinn from the dangerously light wlieels

of '9.S caused heavier frames and wheels

ti) he i)uill in '9(1. and still heavier

ones ill '97. Mut some iimieeessary

weight has been added this season, and it will

be taken off for next year. Pro])al)ly, also,

many makers will oiTer machines at two
weights, so that the light, experienced rider

will not be compelled to use :\ machine
adapted to a double centtu'y weight.

ROLLING RIGHT ALONG.

The Cleveland .Screw Ci>mpany made and
marketed 'J.'il.tHlO.OOO sleel balks dMViutJ the ^>as^

year.

EXPORTS FOR A WEEK.
Exports of bicycles from the port of New York

during the week ending August 17th:

Bicycles. Material.
Argentine Republic $279
Abo 425
Amsterdam 78
Antwerp 264 $619
British Honduras 30
Brazil 40
British West Indies 754
British Australia 1,716
Copenhagen 50 700
Cuba 1,036
Dutch East Indies 142
Glasgow 1,790
Hull i,S72
Hayti 20
Havre 1,753 335
Japan 650
Liverpool 1,973
London 2,325
Manchester 55 1

New Zealand 19S
Peru 241
Smyrna 99
Southampton 3,065 98
Stockholm 3S5

DISAGREED AFTER A TRIAL.

A sort- of iinpromptu contest took place

the other day between a new model '98 chain-

less wheel and a regular chain-driven ma-
chine. The two bicycles were taken to a hill

of moderate length and grade, and ridden up
and down it repeatedly at different speeds and
by a number of different persons. They were
likewise tested in the same manner on level

roads. The result was that the experimenters
were compelled to agree to disagree. Part

of them favored each type, and believed thai

it ran easier than the other. When doctors
disagree, who shall decide?

EVEN THE ITALIANS.

What with German and American competi-
tion, the Australian market is not what it used
to be to the English cycle manufacturer, al-

though it still forms one of the largest outlets

for British-made cycles. An item of news,

however, which will be of interest to manu-
facturers is that Italian-made cycles are now
being offered for sale in New South Wales, a

Sydney firm having lately taken up the

agency for I'rinetti. Stncchi i.*v Co., of Milan.

L'niess all signs fail, there will shortly he a

traile slmnp in the very-nuich overworked
.Antipodean market, and bicycles will be hail

there lor the mere asking.

GENERATES ITS OWN GAS.

I'"ariy next month a new bicycle lamp will

be placed on the market, for which great

tilings are promised. The illmninating power
will be acetylene gas. generated from a

sm.dl piece of specially iireiiarod material and

w.iter. h'.xperiments have been going on for

ne.iilv a year to perfect the Iami>, ami the

inanulactmeis now claim that it will revolu-

tiiMii/e ihe lamp tr.ule. The lamp will ho

made by a prominent New iMigland firm, the

siamling and .uumen ol which gnar;uuee a

praeticaide article.
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Are up-to-date, popular, stylish and comfortable.

THEY WILL NOT SAG OR CAUSE
SADDLE SORENESS.

?i DEALERS: It will pay you to handle them.

AGENTS WANTED IN ALL UNOCCUPIED
TERRITORY. BUILT TO SIT ON.

NOT TO STRADDLE.

Uffloe and Factory: 189-191 ^V. Lamed St. Manufactured by THE WHEELER SADDLE CO., Detroit, Mich.

NEW PATENTS.

588 166 VELOCIPEDE HANDLEBAR. ROBERT F. McCoi, Chi- 588,432.
od^, m. FUed May 25, 1896. Serial Na 593.031. (No modeU tour Falls, N. Y.

GUARD FOR TROUSERS. MiLTOH B. HOLMBS, Mon- 5 88,364:. BIC IfCLE-VALVE JoBN A. Steurer, New York, K. T.
FUedJaa25. 1897. Serial No 820,649. («o model) Filed May 14, 1897. Serial No. 636,53 1 (No model)

Claim.—A Teloeip«de handle-bar, comprising a main bar of any

desired form, and an auxiliary bar mounted upon said main bar and

eitendin^ !\bove the same, the ends of said auxiliary bar being se-

cured to said main bar on each side of the stem and equidistant

thereft-om subatantially as described.

5 88.231. QUARD FOR BICYCLE-TIRES. JOHN S DouoBT J, Had

donfleld. and Edward Z. Coliincs, Laurel Springs. N. J Filed Jan. 28

1897. Serial No 621.022. (No model)i

-^^
-i^-- \

f^

C/iiim.— 1. In a trousers-guard, the combination with a spring-

clasp provided with a spring end and with spurs, of a clip adjustably Cliiiiii.— \. lu aii apparatus for scaling hollow valve-stems, the
carried by the clasp and held in frlctional contact with the spHug combination of a cap for engaging the said stem provided with an
end thereof substantially at specified. internal ledge and an aperture, of a valve located in the said cap

27,551. FRAHE FOR BICYCLES Frakois A. KKB8EAW, Kenosha, above the ledge and provided with a stem e.xtendiii;,' throufih the

Wla. FUed May 24, 1897. Serial Ha 637,962. Term of patent 14 aperture, the said valve being freely movable in the said cap and be-

years. ing wholly unsupported therein save by the ledge aforesaid, substan-

tially as described.

5 88,394. GEAR-CASE FOR BICYCLES. HARRY J. BuELL. Fort

Wayne, Ind.. assignor to Louis A. Centlivre. same place Filed Apr. 7,

1897. Serial No 631,084 (No model)

tr=s^

Claim.—A design for a frame for safety-bicycles as herein shown
and described.

5 88,332. BICYCLE-WHEEL OgOROE Hates, New York, B. Y.
FUed Oct 23, 1896. Serial No. 609,842. (No model)

>:<

Claim.— I .\» a new article of manufacture a noii-puncturable

guard for a bicycle-tire con-ii.^ting of two superimposed cot(tinuous

ftnps ol son piiaoie leatber of unilorm thickness such a-s goatsKIfi

each of a len^h corresponding to the circumference of the tire and

fastened together the outer of which strips is considerably wider than

the inner strip whereby it overlaps the side edges of the latter when
in operative position, in combination with short transversely-arranged

retaining-fabric-attaching portions secured to the leather strips and
part of which extend laterally to one side and part to the other side

beyond the lateral edges of the leatber strips for cementing to the

inner surface of the outer tube or shoe of the tire, whereby the guard
is attached at intervals only thro'jghout the circumference of the tire.

6 88,460. BICYCLE-LAMP. WltLIAM & MlLLBB and CUHTOM 0.

Miller, Philadelphia, Pa FUed Apr. 28, 1897. Serial No 833,905.

(Ho model)
Claim.— 1. A wheel for bicycles and other vehicles, having a

Claim.— I. A lantern provided with a frame, means for support- central axle-huh within the hollow of a spoke-nave, the two connected
rosiliently by a set of externally-arranged arc-springs, having their

ends secured to the axle-hub and extending parallel to the longitu-

dinal axis of the hub, secured at a point midway of their length to
the external peripheral face of the spoke-nave, essentially as set forth.

588,291. BICYCLE-STAND HENRY K. PoRTER, Chelsea, Mara.

Filed Doc. 30, 1895. Serial No 573,740. (No model)

ing the same within the lantern, and a ring attached to the body
portion of said fVamc. paid ring being adapted to retain in position

I ho upper fxlrcmity of a wirk -lube and the low or portion of a mantle

088,270. BRAKE FOR BICYCLES OR VEHICLES Fredbrio

BoAUsntT. Brooklyn. H T Filed Feb 3, 1896 Serial No 577.859.

(Ho model)

Cl'ii/i/. 1. .\ dust proofgear-case for cycles comprising two sej)-

arable interlocking sections, each section formed of a single piece ol

sheet metal as shown; an interlocking peripheral clo^;er formed of a

single piece of sheet metal folded upon itself, and adapted to form an

interlocking union with the outer edges of said sections arid to tirmly

clanij) said sections together, as ilcscribcd : and means for detach-

ablv securing said case-sections to the cycle-frame

6 88,538. BICYCLE-B&AU. Ciablet P. aniLB and AiiDRcw

J. Whiti, Sandy Lak^ Pa. FUed Mar, 5, 1897. Serial Na 628,03a

(Ho modeL)

Claim.— 1. A bicycle-brake comprising a brake-lever having

means to pivot it adjacent to one side of the wheel, said lever being

adapted to extend across the wheel-tire and being provided with a

brake-shoe adjustable longitudinally along it, and having means tor

securing it in position on said hrijf, subetantially as set forth.

5 88,37 6. BICYCLE-STAND. Arthur L Baniee and Qeoboe A
Baneeh, Pittsburg, Pa Filed Jan. 2, 1697. Serial No 817,817. (No
model)

C'x'wi.— I. .\ bicycle-laud having standards A and II Iciimcd at

ClniiM I The combination with the cycle-whefl, of a brake- their lop to receive and support the bicycle, and at Ihc bottom ex-

aboc above the whorl • swinging connection from the hrake-ihoc to iiiul.-d to form the lert oi l>ase< //. A. and . r, a pivot rod n inserted Cl'inn I In a bicycle-stand, coiisisliiig of standards, yoke« con-

the frame for holding the brak»-«hor in position, a nearly vertical "i •""i pari- '., /., and .-, -, and a coiled spring /< mounted on said rod '"'''"'K '''o standards inlermodiule their length, means for fanteniig

rod extending from the brake-shoe, a lever pivoted to the vertical anil nl one eiid aiirhorrd al // in part A and at it* opposite end nii-
'*" ''""'* "' ''"= sUndard and the adjusting-bar, and braces dclach-

rod and to the saddle support and rising and prqiecting to the rear rlinicd In pan / .rriired lo part (". so thai the action of said spring ably secured to the yoke and adjusting-bar, swinging brackets sup-

oftU saddle M that the » tight of the rider can be applied directly lend- lo ira. I tolniiig pail- .\. H, nearer together at top when re. P'"''i"K »" automatic a<yu»tablc display-board, substantially as shown
upon the projecting end nl the lever, subsUntially as set forth IrS'ed, for Ihc purjiu-c -perihcd and described.
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3 7 544 CYCLOMETBBrCASa 8B0EGK B. Bassbti, Buiblo, H. Y.

FUed June 28, 1897. Serial Ho. 642,760. Term of patent 14 years.

588,343. ADJUSTABIiB BICYCLE HAKDLE-BAR JOHS J. JlKi- 588,543. BICYCLE-SUPPORT. 6E0MK a WlLLLUB, Hewton,

ROTH, Chicago, ni, assignor to himself and Levi M. Shaw, s»me place. jja^ Ried Apr. 29, 1887. 3enal Ha 634.352. (Ho model)

Filed Feb. 19. 1897. Serial Ho. 824,140. (Ho model)

^^
Claim.—The design for a cyclometer-case substantially as ehowa

and described.

OT r;«S3 VELOCIPBDE-CRAHK. Edwabd L. MoDmTT and Wuiis

^ ^ilS^; Belvidere, a. assignors to the national Sewing "acmne

CompMiy, same place. Filed May 22, 1897. Serial Ho, 637,790. Term

of patent 14 years.
Claim. 1. The combination in adjustable handle-bars for bicy-

cles of two companion interlocking gears or segments, boxes or bear-

ings for such gears or segment? having the bearing on the periphery

of the gears or segments, a housing or box for the gears or segments,

serrated engaging faces between the gears or segments and the box CTaim.-The combmafon with a pair of cemng-hoots, of a

or housing clamping-bolts, and an eccentric for operating the clamp- »<"nging bail or retainer applied in connection with one of the said

ing-bolts and locking and unlocking the handle-bars for adjusting ceiling-hooks and fitting over the tire of the wheel which is appKed

purposes, substaotially as specified. *<> ">« """^ ceiling-hook, the said retainer operating to prevent swing

iog movement of the bicycle, substantially as described.

(»<;•»<.—The new and original design or useful shape for a veloci- 5 88,134. 9EAE<ASE- FOE BICYCLEa Ha«et J. Bdbll, Port

pede-crank substantially as herein shown and described

5 88,198. DRIVIHO MECHAHISM FOR CYCLES. William a
TRSKGSOVg, Christcburch, New Zealand, assignor to the Trengrove

Lever Motion Company, limited, same place. Filed Oct 10, 1896.

Serial Ha 608,511. (Ho model)

Wayne, Ind., assignor to Louis A. CentUvre, same place. Piled Jaa
18, 1897. Serial Ha 619,518. (No model) 588,495. BICYCLE OniDE AND LAHTERH-BRACKET.^ FkKD-

eick'Q. Smith, Cincinnati, Ohio, assignor offive-eighths to Bernard Stock

and Edward Keating, same place. Filed Oct 28, 1896. Senal Ha
610,281. (No model)

Claim.—!. In a gear-case for bicycles, the combination of two C/aim.—l. The combination of the steering-wheel fork, the cam
Claim.— 1. In a iiicycle the combination with the driven axle separable interlocking sections, each formed of a single piece of sheet fixed to turn therevrith, the front frame-bar. a box secured thereto

having a crank-arm thereon, of the main crank-axle, the crank a metal ; an interlocking closer formed of a single piece of metal folded having a torwaidly-projectingperforated bracket toreceivea.-ipring-

theieon, the curved arm carried by said crank, and the phain having upon itself, as described, and iavingits interiocking edges corrugated shaft and an upwirdly-projectiiig arm to form a lamp-bracket, the

one end connected at the angle between the crank and curved arm for the purpose specified
;
and means for detachably securing said spring-shaft fixed in said bracket and a wheel jounialed upon the

and a connection from its other end to the arm on the driven axle, case-sections together and to the bicycle-frame, all substantially as free end of said .shaft to bear upon the cam, sulwuntiallv as 3howB_

substantially as described. described. and described

SUMMARY OF THE WEEK'S PATENTS.

588,124. Clear Case for I'icycles. Harry J. Buell,

Fort Wayne, Ind., assignor to Louis A. Centlivre,

.same place. Filed January 18, 1897. .Serial No.

619,518. (No model.)

588,166. Velocipede Handle-liar. Robert F. Mc-

Coy, Chicago, III. Filed May 25, 1896. Serial No.

593,031. (No model.)

588,190. Fork-Crown Cover-Plate for Bicycles.

Charles S. Smith, Milwaukee, Wis. Filed August 6,

1896. Serial No. 601,861. (No mode!.)

588,198. Driving Mechanism for Cycles. William

II. Trengrove, Christchurch, New Zealand, assignor

to the 'I'rengrove Lever Motion Com])any, Limited,

same place. Filed October 10, 1896. Serial No. 608,-

511. (No model.)

588,221. Guard for Bicycle Tires. John S. Doughty,
Iladdonricld, and Edward Z. Collings, Laurel .Springs,

N. J. Filed January 28, 1897. Serial No. 621,022.

(No model.)

588,242. Adjustable Bicycle 1 landlc-Bar. John J.

Kexroth, Chicago, 111., assignor to himself and Levi

M. Shaw, same place. Filed February 19, 1897. Serial

No. 62'1.I40. (No model.)

588,270. Brake for Bicycles or X'ehioles. iMcd-

crick ICcaubert, Brooklyn, N. Y. Filed I'ebruary

3, 1896. Serial No. 577,859. (No model.)

5X8,271. Attachment for Securing .Saddles of Ve-

locipedes to llieir Sujiports. Clarence L. Coodrieh,

Hartford, t'onn., assignor lo William W. Tucker,

same place. Filed August 22, 1896. Serial No. 603,-

608. (No model.)

.588,274. Bicycle. Charles R. Harris, Williaiusporl,

l"a, iMled January 16, I.S97. Serial No. 6I2,1.5«. (No
model.)

588,291. Hicycle-.Sland. Henry K. Porter, Chelsea,

Mass. JMled December 30, 1895. Serial No. 573,710.

(No model.)

588,332. MieyrleWhirl. Ceorge Hayes, New \i<rU,

N. V. iMled October 23, l,S96. Serial No. (;09,SI2.

(No model.)

588.312. Cushiou-iirr. Thomas J. Lovelt, Chi-

cago, III,, assignor, by din-et .ind mesne assign-

ments, to the liudd Doblr (•ombiiiali..M Uubber Tire

Company, o( New York. hili-il May I, 1,S97. .Serial

No. 625..5I1. (No m.)ilel.)

588.313. Tire. Tliomns J. Lovctl. CliieaKo, III.,

assignor, by direct and mesne nHsignmenl.s, to the

liudd lloble CoMihiii.ilion Uubber Company, New
^•n^U, I'ilrd M.neli I, 181)7, Scrllll No. (12r).r..l5.

(No model.)

588.361. Cycle. Benjamin F. Shurz, Marion, Ohio,

assignor of one-third to Edward Huber, same place.

Filed January 11, 1897. Serial No. C1S,72L- (No
model.)

588.362. Cushion-Tire. George A. Smith, Chicago,

111. Filed March 27, 1897. Serial No. 629,486. (No
model.)

588,364. Bicycle-Valve. John A. Steurer, New York,

N. Y. Filed May 14, 1897. Serial No. 636,531. (No
model.)

588,376. Bicycle-Stand. Arthur L. lianker and

George A. Banker, Pittsburg, Pa. Filed January 2,

1897. Serial No. 617,817. (No model.)

588,-394. Gear-Case for Bicycles. Harry J. Buell,

Fort Wayne, Ind., assignor to Louis A. Centlivre,

same place. Filed April 7, 1897. Serial No. 631,081.

(No model.)

588,460. Bicycle Lamp. William S. Miller and

Clinton 11. Miller, Philadeliihia, Pa. Filed .April 26,

1897. Serial No. 6.33,905. (No model.)

58S,-165. Trolley-Bicycle. Robert T. Oney, Charles-

ton, \V. \'a. Filed September 10, 1S9!>. Serial No.

562,074. (No model.)

588,472. Bicycle. John C. Raymond, lirooklyn. N.

Y. Filed May 23, 1896. Serial .\o. 592.736. tNo
model.)

588,4,85. lee \elocipede. Adolphe Scherrer.

York, N. V. iMled October 10, 1896. Serial No.

504. (No model.)

588,495. Bicycle Guide and l„interii Bracket,

Frederick G. Smith, Cincinnati, (Hiio, assignor of

live-eighths to llernard Stock and Edward Keating,

same place. I'iled October 28. 189ll. Serial No. 610,

281. (No model.)

588,538. Mieyele Hiake. Charles 1-. Steele ami .\n-

drew J. White, Saiuly Lake, Pa. h'iled M.ir.h 5, IS'.iT.

.Serial No. t;2l!.O30. (No model.)

588,512. Mieyele Support. George 11. W ilhamv,

Newton, Mass. I'Me.l .\|.nl 29, I,>i97. Serial No,

634,352. (No mo.hl )

5.88,516. .\pparatus (or Kepniriiig Piieiiiiialic Tires.

John ( ). Me Wolf, Cambridge, Mass., iissiKiuir l<i the

llostoii Woven Hose and Kuliber Cumiiany, llostoii,

Mass. iMled June 10, hS'.u;. Serial No. r.!M„S!KS, (No
model.)

New
60N,-

HBRB TO lUiY.

WHY CRACKS FORM.

The cracking of rubber, not altogether an

unknown annoyance in the case of pneumat-
ics, is believed to be caused by tlie oxidation

of the caoutchin, the essential oil of caout-

chouc. X'ulcanization does not lessen the af-

finity of this substance for o.xygen. The
compounds sometimes used in tire-mak-

ing tend to fill the pores of the rub-

ber aiul thus somewhat reduce the op-

portunity for o.xidatiiin, but the metallic

oxide and other substances which it is

the custom to introduce in vulcanization

and dyeing, including sulphuric acid from an-

timony sulphide, are found to be often injuri-

ous, and attempts to remove the "bloom" left

by an excess of sulphur may also cause in-

jury. The result of a cmnparison of analyses

of the damaged rubber with those of the

sound article is stated to be a «"ery large in-

crease in the i>ercentage of oxygen ami some
loss of carbon and sulphur.

Mt. \\. Junes, chief engineer of Kyinu-h.

Limited, Itirmingham, b'.ngland. is in this

coimtry to buy bicycle and giu) making ma-
chinery.

PATRIOTLSM AM) POl VDS STERLING.

As tnnch as C'anada loves bet "mother
cotiniry" Canucks do not .^eem inclined to al-

Kiw their pockets to sutTer ior their love,

hence when it comes to buying anylhing in

the cycle line, nnich as she ilislikes to tlo so,

C'anada comes to the I'nited States. .\ proof

of this is fouuil in the Can.tdi.iii customs re

port relating lo cycles, parts ,tnd stnulriev im

ported from tireat Urilain at the port ol

Toronto during Jmte last, the vahie thereof

having only amountetl to ^'lo.^l.'t. a.s con»|>nrcil

with $:iO.O!ll in Jime. IS'.Ki.

ADMIT THE SUB OE IT.

1( someliody could discover ihc secret of

perpetual motion and apply it to cycle propul

sion. i( is a sure thing somebody else wintKI

make a furtune out of it.
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FOR FOREIGN TRADE.

Why Belgium Offers an Uneqoalcd VantaKC

Point to Gain a Earopean

Opening.

The Kiiropcan inarkii yet !»as a welcome

(or any meritorious .\iuerican cycle or sun-

dry, and the .\nierican manufacturer of both

has yet a stock of each he would willingly

part with to his foreign customer. The ques-

tion now is, how quickest and cheapest to

bring the two together? Suppose, then, the

advisability of establishing a foreign head-

jjuarters for the .-\merican goods be granted.

Where shall it be? What city stands at the

gateway to the continental market? What

point is the nearest and most easy of access

from the United States, and, at the same time,

while situated in the midst of an industrial re-

gion, the best distributing point for other

countries of the Continent? If you examine

the map of Kurope, three or four names in-

stinctively present themselves—London.

I'aris. Berlin, Brussels. All other cities, how-

ever important they may be, are cither pro-

vincial or off the great highways of com-

merce, and can only be points of secondary

distribution.

Lt)ndon. while the greatest centre of the

w<»rlds conunerce, is, except (or acquiring

(iritish trade, impracticable. To reach con-

tinental purchasers, the exposition of machines

or sundries in Lon<lon means immediate and"

direct competition with English products ^n

their own home market, anti, consequently, at

a natural disadvantage to .\n)erican ones. It

aK" nuaiis that the continental tradesman

must conje to London and cross the linglish

Channel or North Sea, a formidable trip for

many. In the eyes of a Frenchman or a

German, the journey to England is long

—

much longer than from New York to Chicago

to an .\merican. Then, when a sale is made,

a warehouse in London means further trans-

portation, both by sea and rail.

London, as a centre from which to intro-

duce cycles, their parts or equipment to the

Continent, is certainly at a disadvantage.

Paris is better, for it is nearer the centre of

the Continent and at the heart of the French

people—a nation admiring the name ".-\meri-

can," united to this country by the ties of past

history and common republican institutions.

But there are still hindrances. American

makers must introduce goods into Germany;
without the German market, the attempt to

reach European consumers is but half made.

I n Paris the American manufacturer encounters

this dirticulty: German |)urchascrs prefer to

go elsewhere than to the capital of their great

continental rival; consequently, to work
through Paris for other markets than for

those of Latin Europe is a mistake, for not

only is the possible German tra(je cut ofT, but

also the markets of the other great northern

industrial nations of the Continent—Belgium.

Scandmavia and Russia—for which Paris is

tt)0 far southwest to be a good distributing

centre.

To reach the last-mentioned nations. Ber-

lin has advantages, and it is in much nearer

proximity to a great industrial region than

its French rival; but here is encountered the

reversed side of the picture French pur-

chasers .-ind French traders hesitati' to no tn

Berlin. If established there, .\merican niaiui-

facturers must, in a large measure, sacrifice

the possibility of a French market for their

wheels. Natural reasons also make this fact

evident. To transport and pay freight as far

east as Berlin and then be obliged to return

the articles sold to tlie west would be the

height of folly. The increased expense on

bicycles would render such a system impos-

sible, even if other difticulities were not ap-

parent.

There then only remains left (or considera-

tion as to its practicability as headquarters

of American trade— Brussels. Has it advan-

tages over other cities which materially count

in its favor?

First, and above all. its situation. Direct

lines of steamers carry merchandise from all

American ports to Antwerp and Rotterdam

in 12 to 15 days. Brussels is about 20 miles

(rom the (ormer and 70 miles (rom the latter

port. Goods can be easily and ijuickly trans-

ported to this capital, or. if stored at the port

of arrival, be readily distributed by water to

most all the great industrial centres of north-

ern France, northern Germany, Belgium and

the Rhine Valley, even beyond the Swiss

frontier, as well as the more northern coun-

tries (jf Europe. This question of accessibil-

ity to American ports, of proximity to

European seaports, and ready transportation

from the latter to inland points of sale and

consumption is the most important factor in

favor of Brussels.

Second, Belgium is neutral ground. Ger-

man and French manufacturers and agents

come to Brussels in a perfectly friendly spirit,

without the slightest feelini.r that, by increas-••••^̂
THE

EVERLASTING
NA/ICK.

A B00^ TO CYCLISTS.

.•f

ONE WICK LASTS A LIFETIME. ;
Requires no trimming as it will

never burn out ! Nothing but the

oil burns as the wick is " Mineral

Wool" and can't burn. It j^ives

no black smuke or soot to discolor

the glass or lining of your bicycle

lamp.

By mail, prepaid, lo cents each.

To bicycle clubs, 90 cents per doz.

All mail orders promptly filled.

Address all communications to

J. HAWES & C0>1PANY.
NtW /F.AI AM) ItUII DIM..

Broadna* and 37III btfCCt. New York fit*.

Kin>ll)r mrnttnn Thr Whr

***************************************•<

This is the Hammock Saddle
It is as light as ANY road uddlc

.ind besides—

IS A PART OF THE RIDER.

Its construction is such that it ac-

commodates itscll K^nily tu all mo-
tions o( the rider— t>i all of his mus-

clcft. C'halinK and soreness are out

o( possibility. Complete Ijodily

freedom is secured.

All siirs.

R acinic and road detigns.

Different i;rades and prices

All this is merely intended tn in-

terest y»u to the point of KeitlnK

all particulars from

THE H. t. PHILLIPS "^IFC. CO.. Butler, Pa.

SEE AND BUY THE

CYCLERS' COMFORT.
riie Mi.si PractlcaMe New llicycle

Atl.ii limrni

slncli' «;rlp llniiillp untl I.tiK-
ICitK*' (nrrlpr .\1l In <liin.

Attachable to Any Handle-liar.

You will find (he Kreat cumfort

:

Attrr a nrliir. wlipii you
WMiit to •It iiprliclit hkmIii
(»leer your wlicrl tirmly with ,ine
lianil, or wiili iw<>. Iiy pullini; one
i.ri inp o( ihr oilier); when In
pnrxir* (rhirlly (or clubs .ind

> ior|,«|, when rlliiililiiK hllU (Iran-
'1 iind Rrt J lirm boM o( ilir yrip with olie
II <-nrr>lii( MiiiiftliiiiK In oiif unii on

'I: t«lii-ii ><ni uHiit ti> pill iDiir I'liiii or
•Minn pit4'kiiK«) on jrunr t« ••I : nlirn Inriilni: lulu olila- •tm-la lulini y,,ii

ha»e lo r,ii-.r .'ir t.jiiil. jc .
i 'in,: ' " n< 1 wlim iiniiiiil Iiik itncl <ll«iiii>iinllnff

»llli • wlipii pualiliiK your n lifp]
itIotiK. 1

\i I I I.- <ii>i|cii.i " in .my till yili .in<l sundries store
.1 srti'l *1 ' Audits v^anlr, I in rvrry town.

C. OTTO BOtK, 842 Broadway, «'^r New York.
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ing its trade importance, they are giving

strength to a rival. Neutral in war, Belgium

is also neutral in peace. The short distance

of Brussels from the great manufacturing cen-

tres of Northern France and Northern Ger-

many is another decided advantage it pos-

sesses. In my opinion by far the most ad-

vantageous centre for the American cycle

trade to develop European is clearly Bel-

gium, not only on account of its geographi-

cal position, but also by reason of its im-

portance as an industrial and manufacturing

country. The few facts I have noted in favor

of Brussels should, therefore, not be over-

looked by the American manufacturer seek-

ing to expeditiously and economically secure

a European market.

To aid such, at the risk of seeming to

transgress the limits of my jurisdiction, I am
moved to call attention of your readers to the

recent inauguration of an American store or

agency at Brussels.

Col. Charles J. Murphy, formerly special

commissioner of the XJnited States Depart-

ment of Agriculture in Europe, and well

known by his former successful efforts to in-

troduce American products to European con-

sumers, is the prime mover in this enterprise.

He has secured the co-operation of the well-

known firm Sinave-Meguot, of 156 Rue
Neuve, which has the largest and most attrac-

tive store in the city of Brussels, located in

one of the principal thoroughfares of the

city. The storeroom offers a most suitable

and convenient place for the permanent ex-

position of American goods and manufactured

products. It is the intention to handle only

manufactures and machinery of the highest

grade, prime importance being attached to

that branch of American products embraced

in cycles and the allied and kindred trades

^revolving around them. Americans desiring

to feel their way abroad before embarking on

an active campaign for foreign trade, can

scarcely go amiss in making their first in-

quiries regarding their prospects from the

above. Belgian Bostonian.

CYCLES TAXED IN ITALY.

The Italian tax impositors recently voted

for a universal tax on bicycles. This tax is

$2 on bicycles, and $3 on tandems and tri-

cycles. A tax on cycles was previously

adopted by some municipalities, but owing

to a claim made by the Touring Club Ciclis-

tic'O Italiano, showing how absurd it was to

have different rules and taxes for the different

municipalities, the government made up a

general regulation.

INNOVATION IN CYCLE STEALING.

Atlanta has a new kind of wheel thief. This

innovator in cycle stealing first hires a wheel,

then rides it to the nearest jewelry store, and

trades the bicycle for the most valued thing he

can, diamonds, naturally, being preferred.

After the thief has traded and gone the jeweler

and the owner of the cycle fight it out, the

latter, of course, winning.

READY TO BE KNOCKED TO KINGDOM COME.

"What is the charge?" asked the Judge, as

the venerable person with the side- whiskers

was brought forward by the cycle cop.

"Insanity, Your Honor. I found him walk-

ing in the middle of the Boulevard, singing

T want to be an angel.'
"

A LrITTL.E HIGHBR IN PRICE, BIJT-

TUB BBST OII.ER IN THB ^VORI^D.

FULL SIZE.

PRICE, 25c. EACH.
Regulates supply of oil to a drop. Does not leak. Has won every test in competition with other oilers. We make

cheaper oilers. Also Oiler Holders and Pump Holders.

CUSHMAN & DENISON, 172 Ninth Avenue, NEW YORK.
Kindly mention The Wheel.

Forgings of Every Description.

Correspondence Solicited.

THE E. D. CLAPP MFG. CO., Auburn, N. Y.
Kindly mention The Wheel.

44

Arrow" Chains

Made by

THE IMETALLIC MANUFACTURING CO.,
INDIANAPOLIS, IND., U. S. A.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

SADDLE MANUFAeTURERS:

HANSELL SPRING CO.,

Send us your designs

for J 898 and we will

make the sample springs

iT^')) free.

NEWARK, N. J.

Largest MaiiufiictuvorH of Saddle Si>riiij;s iii the Ihilted States.

BIKE MET2\L.
BANGERS. SPROCKETS,

HANDLE-BAR STEMS, BEAD LUGS,

Machined or Plain Castings.

SEAT-POSTS.

Etc.

Our 1S98 Hike Mclal i.s a.s stronj^ as steel. IMalKwIilo iron has hard .siirfaoc; Iho oulcr sut I'aoo

of Bike Metal is as .soil ami as easily inaohiiied as !;ie_v iron. Send for .sample atul eatalojjue

ACME MALLEABLE IRON WORKS,
Kindly mention The Wheel. BUFFALO, N.Y.
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KMPLOYMENI" COLUMN.
Aniwers rcceiveJ In conficlence and forwarded without charge.

Rnte: a5 worilM, one ticite, 5€> oer»t«; three times, Si-oo-
5<» \v<)r<!i«, one time, $i.t>i>; f4itir timen. ;S3.oo.

75 \vi>fil«, one time, 5i.so : four tlmeM, 55.00.

SITUATIONS WANTED.

Wanted—A positiun cither in wholcaalc or reiailliouse by a joung man who is

roughly acmiainti-d with the deiai'

for > number of years. Address Hus
thoroughly acuuaintiM with the details of the bicycle business; has been proprietor

'
usiness Man, lli5 Bedford Ave., Hrooklyn, N. Y.

An .M bo« brarer would like 10 make a change and engage with some reliable

firm- , ' ^ >lcpartment; high-grade bicycles a specialty; also,

wor» '-.t: have had enperience on other parts, such as

frail,

c

a , care The Wheel. 8-27 p

HELP WANTED.

Advertisements in this column free. 1-eltcrs received and forwarded in conli-

dence.

KNAMKI.ER.
Wanteil A practical and thoroughly experienced enameler, capable of doing

Arst-clau work ;
permanent position for the right man. .\ddrcss Knameler, care of

The Wheel, with full information and references.

FRAME BUILDER.
Wanted - .\ thorough bicycle man who can build frames to order and take charge

of a thoroughly equipped bicycle esublishment ; tl>e right man can get a half

interest in business, if desired. *
'"'' / -r.... «ru„.Address S. G., care of The Wheel.

REPAIRMEN.
Wanted — Experienced repairman for first-class shop in Brooklyn. Address

G. S. ft G , 1128 Bedford Avenue, Brooklyn.

tpltsxed AclN'ertltteinentB:
One-half Inch, one time, $1.00; four tlnnes, 43.00.
One inch, one time, 5>.5o: four times, Ss-oty.

Wanted—At once, first-class bicycle repairer; only a good workman wanted; a
good job for the right roan. K. H. hernald, Haverhill. Mass.

tires.

Repairman wanted; must be a fair machinist and understand repairing single-tube
>. No *' amateurs" need apply. N. Y. Sporting Goods Co., Bl Nassau St., New York.

Young man wanted who is a good bicycle lathe hand ; one who can bend handle-
bars and do bench work ; stale salary and reference. Address Experience, care of
The Wheel.

.SALESMEN.
Wanted—Good salesmen in every State in the Union to handle our goods as a side

line; liberal commission to responsible men; exclusive territory; give references. Box
MS, Rochester, N. Y.

Salesmen and agents wanted everywhere. See J. Hawes & Co.'s advertisement on
page 34.

Wanted—Experienced salesman, acquainted with the bicycle jobbing trade, to
sell cyclometers and other sundries ; state experience, age, references and salary ex-
pected. Address Cyclometer, care The Wheel.

STRIPER.
Wanted -A first-class striper on bicycle frames; piece work. Buflalo Cycle Co.,

Buffalo, N. Y.

TUBE-DRAWING DIEMAKER AND HARDENER.
Wanted—An experienced tube-drawing diemaker and hardener at the works of

an Eastern maker of seamless tubes. Address replies to " Steeltube," care of this
oltiic, giving experience.

WHEELMEN'S RESORTS.'

HIifrniHn llfiu»«, BHl>.«l»n, I>. I.

OLD NEW

Out ol Sight "

Trouser
Guards

are all they seem. Perfect
in looks, in action, in com-
fort, atural position, a-

wbeel or afoot. Liberal terms to agents and the trade.
Send as cts. for a pair to

-OUT OF SIGHT" TROUIER GUtRO CO.. Fall River, Malt.

LOKToh:"LJR.ST'

S

TIRE BALM
Cures l'i>ruii> jind Lc,'ik> Tiro, and

Prevents Future Punctures.

>o.. PADDED SADDLES

TABER FELT CO
FREDONIA.M.Y.

Looks Are Deceiving,
but when you look into the merits and work-
luanship of our metlals, fntteriiity pins, rinjjs,

etc., you will see that they are l>etter than
they look, and they don't look bad either.

G. S. Alexander dt Co7"ch1cW7l"l.''-

Doe* not injure the ni

Old tires can be
In c-

; cnsab c to repair shops.
Agents wanted

1 town

JAS. S. I.ON(.HUHM. Jr.. Mnnufncturcr,
72 Nolni Street. Broolii)n. N«« York. U. S. A.

KKIl.llTeXii-l) IMO FINDIXG.

The recently en.ictecl .New Jersey bicycle

baKK-iKc law has been close to the courts.

OwinK lo the lo»s la»l week of a bicycle be-

lotiKwiR lo George HuKhcs, of Paicrson, N.

J., the <|Uestion was to have been rai<sc(l: "Is a

bicycle baKK-igc, and can the railroad be com-
pelled to niake Rood Ms lo«* under the rule

whirb pr-v-iiN r,n the railroad rcKardinK
or.l

>"

y
.

It hi» wheel in the bagKaKc
car >( an I. no Kailroad train, with his name
and destination on a tag attached to it. He
was going to Paicrson. On his arrival in

Paicrson he wrnt to t' ' . nl the

wheel could not l»r ft.' mas-

ter

car. .Mr

oOkials,

and that they disavowed responsibilitjr.

\fr ftii.-n,. >l ..n^r t.,,l I.,. ..,..,. ,.. tl,r

lu

riio Ik'sl Advcrlisiii}^ for the

Irish Trade is

THE
IRISH CYCLIST.

Specimen copy ami a<lvcrti.sing rate.s on
npjilication to

R. J. MECREDY & CO.. Ltd.. Proprietors,

r> Middk- Abhcy St., DUHMN.

THE

LILY

WHITE
BICYCLI:
OIL. . . .

gage or

wii<tii<r .1 lin yc ir i» ij.i^

1 a high-grade oil, put
iiji especially for the

fine trade, and will run

a wheel three limes as

far as the sam« quan-
tity of any otbftr oil in

the market.

Manufactured at

WILLIAM F. NYE'S. Maw Bedford, liu.

Hiadquartcra (or bicycl* labrlcoata.

A BICYCLE
FACTORY

Located in one of the most favorable
])orts of (iermany, wishes to associate
with a reliable Anieriian factory for
llie jniqwse of introducing their ma-
chines.

In ca.se of mutual Kitisfaction the
sale of 5,ono cycles will Ik- guaranteed.
Immediate offer to

RUDOLF IMOSSE,
Sub Cycle .Xiicncv, 19;; t-2,

BKKMEN, GERMANY.

UmOH TEACHERS' AGENCIES of AMERICA.
Kov. I.. 1> . 1I.\SS, I). I)., ManaK^r.

rutsburg, I'a.: Toronto. Canada; Anv Orleans.
La.. Anv VorA. A. )'.. H'ashingron, D. C ;

San l-'rancisco. Cat . Chicago. IH , Si.
Louis, Mo. , ana Drnvtr. Colorado.

There are tbuuxands of positions to be filled within the
next few months.

Address all .ippllcations to I'nion Tkacniks' Acknciiis,
S.illshurE, I'a

THE
NEW

DEPARTURE
BICYCLE
BELLS.

^m
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TO INVADE ENGLAND.

Another Betermiiied Attempt To Be Made To
Introduce Single-Tube Tires

There.

London, Aug. 21.—It is given out that the

Vim tire people are making elaborate arrange-

ments to attack the English trade this winter

in such a manner as will decide whether the

British public is really so deaf to the claims

of a good single tube tire as we on this side

think and say.

Colonel Theo. A. Dodge has been here for

some time, and Mr. Buckelton, the Vim's
European manager, who has a splendid grasp

of the situation here, returned with him last

Wednesday in order to place his views fully

before the directors of the Boston Woven
Hose and Rubber Co.

If there is a single tube tire capable of catch-

ing on here^ the Vim is the tire, as I have
heard nothing but encomiums on it from those

who have used it. Still prejudice is a hard

thing to beat down. It is deaf and blind,

and while I agree that the present is a grand
opportunity to get a good, low-priced tire like

this amongst the English trade, the public is

not concerned much at the prospect of saving

a sovereign in money, especially when past

experiences of single tubes are raked up by
trade opponents to show how short-sighted

the policy really is.

UNDER THE OLD STYLE.

Boston, Aug. 26.—The partnership formerly

existing between Benjamin S. Codman, Asa-

hel M. Shurtleff and Franklin O. Whitney,

has been dissolved by the death of Dr. Cod-
man and the retirement of Mr. Whitney. Mr.
Whitney and the heirs of Dr. Codman have

now no interest or responsibility in the firm.

All liabilities have been assumed by Asahel

M. Shurtleff, who will continue the cycle sun-

dry business under the old style—Codman &
Shurtleff.

WILL NOT MOVE.

Buffalo, Aug. 30.—There have been vari-

ous rumors which have found wide circulation

that the plant of the Spaulding Machine
Screw Company was to be removed from Buf-

falo to Chicopee Falls.

When Manager Candy was approached on
the subject, he stated with as much em-
phasis as the law allows, that the rumors were

devoid of truth, and that the Spaulding people

have no more thought of removing from Buf-

falo than have the stars of coming to earth.

WITH THEIR OWN MEDICINE.

Cincinnati, August 28.—Whether because

they were imbued with The Wheel's ideas

on the department store bargain-counter

question, it is certain that by the very meth-

ods which The Wheel proposed, the Cin-

cinnati dealers got the best of the auction-

room during last week. As is well known,

Ezekiel & Bernheim Co. have long been mak-
ing a specialty of auctioning off bicycles.

They have created ructions on several occa-

sions, but last week the dealers headed them

off by advertising and announcing every-

where sales of bicycles at such bargain-

counter prices as $19.98, etc. The result was
that the bottom was knocked out of the auc-
tion sale, and very few wheels were disposed
of. It was the first test of The Wheel's
suggestion, and worked so satisfactorily that

dealers everywhere should take it to heart.

CHANGE OF NAME.

Toledo, Ohio, Aug. 30.—At the annual

meeting of the Kirk-Young Mfg. Co., of To-

ledo, manufacturers of Yale bicycles, it was

decided to change the name of the firm, so

that in the near future it will be known as the

Kirk Mfg. Co.

In addition to being politic, this can also

probably be interpreted as complimentary to

the manager of the company, Ezra E. Kirk,

a hard-headed business man, in whom the run-

ning of the business has been vested, and who
is largely responsible for the clean business

record the concern has achieved.
The newly elected officers are as follows:

President and general manager, Ezra E. Kirk;
vice-president, F. E. Southard; secretary-

treasurer, A. W. Coulter.

"HOPELESSLY INSOLVENT," SAYS REVERE.

Chicago, Aug. 26.—The Revere Rubber Co.

has asked the courts to appoint a receiver for

the A. R. March Mfg. Co., which was seized

by the Sheriff last week on judgments aggre-

gating $10,000 in favor of William Kelley.

The Revere people's application says the

company owes about $30,000, is hopelessly in-

solvent and wants its affairs wound up. The
principal stockholders are A. R. March and
Lillian March, and the complainant asks that

the liability of the stockholders for the debts
of the company be enforced.

SUPPLIED TO THE TRADE.

It is not generally known that the Overman
Wheel Company not only maiuifactures its

own steel balls, but is supplying them in large

c|uantities to the trade. Indeed, the Victor
people say the (loniand has been so great that
their steel hall plant is kept running day and
night the year round. Victor tires, too, are
now being supplied the trade at large.

FIRST BREAK.

Chicago Speculators Ijease the Battery For a

Free-Space Cycle Show in

November.

Chicago, Sept. 1.—Despite the edict of the

Board of Trade, there will be a cycle show in

Chicago.

The m,ovement has been quietly under way
for some time, and yesterday definite steps

were taken.

Frank Hall and Joseph D. Guinea are be-

hind the scheme, and have gone so far as to

execute a lease for the Battery building.

The show will occur during November, and
space will be free to all exhibitors.

It is understood that the Monarch, Day-
ton and Sieg people will supoort the affair.

BASSWOOD AND BEECH SUIT.

Syracuse, Aug. 27.—An action has been

brought in the Supreme Court by Henry M.
Williamson, a lumber dealer, against E. C.

Stearns & Co. for $996 damages for an alleged

breach of contract. It is alleged in the com-

plaint that in June, 1892, the parties entered

into a contract by which the defendants agreed

to purchase of the plaintiff within a certain

time 100,000 feet of basswood lumber at $18

per 1,000 feet, and 200,000 feet of beech lumber
at $12 per 1,000 feet. Of this amount, it is

claimed by the plaintiff, only 126,155 feet have
been taken by the defendants, for which $12
per 1,000 feet was paid.

ENLARGES HIS SPHERE.

Arthur Sidwell, the well-known Record

pedal man, will enlarge his sphere somewhat
this season. In addition to covering the

country for the Record pedal, he will take
care of all maiuifacturing trade east of Buf-
falo for the Kundtz rim of Cleveland.

IN THE BEST OF HANDS.

Hereafter Frost gear cases will be marketed

by Roger B. McMullen & Co., of New York
and Chicago. By arrangement with the Frost

Gear Case Co. McMullen & Co. have become
their general sales agents in the United States
and CaiKula.

GOOD PLACB TO DINE.

The aiuuiol meeting of the Rubber Tire .\s-

sociation has been set for September Sth. It

will occur in the .\rena, Thirty-first street,

near Hroadway, this city.

GONE TO SYRACUSE.

C. M. Fairchild, formerly manager of the

New York Tire Co.'s Chicago ofiicc, has

been engaged to manage the Olive Wheel
Co., of Syracuse, N. Y.
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WHiniNG DOWN HILL.

TraininK, Experience, Weight and Luck the

WinninK EAsentlals in the A. C. C.

Contest.

People who fancy that coasting contests are

merely tests of wheels should undeceive them-

selves. The man who rides or guides the

wheel is not the insignificant dummy that

imagination and public opinion has pictured.

Anyone whi> viewed the coasting contest

ot the .Associated Cycling Clubs of New York

at Cedar Grove, N. J., on Saturday last will

bear witness to the fact. It was a contest of

experts— of men who have made a study of

the game, who have practiced it and followed

it until they've "got it down fine."

To see these men—big, heas-y fellows, most

of them—whi/zing down hill at the rate of a

nule a minute, their feet perched on the

frames of the wheels an<l their bodies doubled

up exactly like jackknives, their chins practi-

cally resting on their handle-bars—to sec men
crouched in that position going at that fright-

ful pace, and going as straiglil as the pro-

verbial .irrow. was a les..on in coasting that

none but a numbskull cr)uld fail to appreciate.

It retjuires skill, re«|uircs pluck, requires a

cool head and a sure hand, to engage in con-

tests of the sort. There weic just enough

amateurs competing to make this more clearly

apparent.

The roasting game, by tlie way. has taken

a curious turn. It is the development of

little more than a twelvemonth, but several

of the manufacturers are so keenly interested

that (hey have a "star" or a galaxy of "stars,"

that is. expert coasters, who Hock to the more
important contests and give battle as interest-

edly as the racing man whose feet and speed

are the factors on the track. The Victor

pe«)ple. particularly, have interested them-

selves in the sport, and the Victor team—for

it may b« properly so styled—has been so

very successful th.nt most of the others have

latterly given them a clear field. At the

Cedar drove contest, the Victor team was
made up of six or right men, and they had

a man to look after them and their wheels

and spare Hrr» and tools to tunc up to .suit

the I ritnliiKitis They were on the ground
the day before the event and spent several

hours in jir.nrlicp In olhr-r '•ontests other

"' •. and in all

I'" ;''nny. As
the results .-in- tridotn !, and it is

""'* ''^ ^"^ ''"
• ^ ,»ni» that the

re made known, the

• Irr.

•vorkcd

owing to the short

J'ti'tll IS II 1. 1 '.111. !

The conir«i iif 1.1

up in ini l.iyn, and.

noiirc. aiirActcd but twenty entries, and was
< onse<]Ucntbr not of the tame calibre or inter-

est as last year's well-boomed event on the

same hill.

The hill proper is about one mile long; it

has a gentle curve and at the foot there is a

short level stretch and then another abrupt

decline, which shoots one up another hill, if

he ever readies the end of the level road. On
Saturday few iti the contestants did so.

H. A. Woodward, the H umber star, who
won la.st year's event and who has given the

Victor team more trouble than anycjnc else,

was among the starters, and Manager Burris

was there to see him win again. There also

started a gentleman on a '94 CoUuiibia and

another on a wheel Jitted with bearings of his

own invention. His patent was pending, and
he would talk of them only in dark, mysteri-

ous tones, but "he would do the business,"

he aflirmed. There were other starters, of

course, but lluse two were among the "ob-

ject of interest." Both failed to qualify for

tlie second heat, and were heard of no more.
The men were sent off singly at ;<•» seconds

intervals, the best twelve qualifying for the

next heat; of these six (|ualitied for the third

round, and of the six three were leil for the

final, in which the positions decided the award
oi tiie prizes. The farthest point of the

foot where it touched the ground decided

the measurement. It was rather amusing to

see the men try to throw their foot forward
as they toppled over. It is something of a

knack, and not a few lost instead of gained
distance in endeavoring to do it. Firman,
too, created a .smile. He is short and fat

and has a paunch like an alderman, and made
a picturesque figure in black tights. To see

him puff and blow and perspire after dis-

mounting was an object lesson to many who
thought such sport called for no exertion.

Punctures pl.iyed an important part in de-

ciding the affair. Green, a prominent Victor-
ite, liattened early. Whittlesey, another, and
even more promi.sing, after winning the first

heat and finishing third in the second, made
a remarkable run in the third with a half de-

flated rear tire. Firman, who won second
prize, also punctured in the last hundred
yards, but saddest of all. Woodward, after

winning the second and third heats, flattened

while whi/zing down the steepest part of the

grade and was out of it, while nearly l,tMH(

people were anxiously waiting an<l watching
for him. Woodward had previously coasted
the greatest distance of the day. and Shock-
Icy, in his final slide, had come nearest to

him. Expectancy ran high, and when word
came of Woorlward's mishap, there w.vs an
audible buzz of sympathy all down the line.

The (luncturc left Shockley the winner, with
a coast of (i.4«7 feet I inch to his credit, but
he was as disappointed and sympathetic as
any one in the throng. He did not wholly
appreciate his victory. The table gives the
details of the contest.

There was also a contest for tandems, but

it was a hollow affair, but two teams compet-

ing. W. A. Whelpley and Wm. Holt (com-

bined weight 345 pounds), on a Pierce, with

Palmer tires and Lefevre chain and geared

to 84, won with a coast of 5,388 feet. Their

only competitors got frightened and wabbled,

and finished away behind, and, strange to

say, both teams failed to reach the brow of

the second hill at the end of the level stretch,

and finished 1,(.H.I0 feet behind the singles.

Last year, on the same hill, the winning tan-

dem went t),."l.'{t.4, ami the winning single,

Woodward's, (i,237 feet.

It's full oi contraries, this coasting game.

HE LOOKS LIKE MICHAEL.

"Jimmy" Michael should feel proud. Hu-
bert Martin looks like him, and Hubert won
a L'5-inile road race at Providence, R. I., on

Saturday last, in which tliere were forty start-

ers.

This is the way the press reports rea-l:

"Tile winner of the race was Hubert .Martin,

of Providence. He is a little man, 21 years

of age, weighing about 120 pounds, and. stand-

ing in his stocking feet. 5 feet 3 inches. He
looks very mucii like Jimmy' Michael, and

rides in an erect position with a high gear.

He had three minutes' start, and in the first

three miles had closed with the men having

five minutes' start. From that time on he

rode a waiting race. He was caught by the

scratch bunch in the third lap, when Bolting

pulled up a number of the survivors. He
bided his time, and when in the last hundred
yards Scholze shot from the string. Martin
followed, and near the tape jumped him by a

wheel for first. The "Little Wonder' comes
from Wiltshire, just over the border from
Wales. He has been in this country four

years."

The time prize in the race was won by
C. S. Bolting, the Providence crack, in 1.08.

4-3, a State road record.

In Providence, also on Saturday, Monte
Scott rode five miles against a horseman, who
was privileged to change horses at will. Scott
was not equal to the task, however, and was
beaten by 4<M» yards, although he covered the
distance in 12.3.5 4-5. Two amateur events
were decided at the same meeting. John S.

Johnson, of Worcester, winning both, the
mile in 2.l!> 4-5 and the half in 1.04 1.5.

01 T IN TIIK OPEN.

Michael will come out in the open on Labor
Day. He has entered the five-mile open race
at the Hartford tournament, where he will

meet Loughead, Hoyt, Mertens and Newton,
among others It will be the Welshman's
first appearance in an open event in this

country.
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GUARANTEE INJUSTICE.

nn HE likelihood of a reduction of the

* guarantee to a period of thirty

days, and even of its entire re-

moval, is giving the makers food for

thought. They are pretty generally of the

opinion that some step toward it must be

taken, and are waiting for some one to take

the initiative. They feel that any raison d'etre

for it that may once have existed no longer

lives, and that all concerned would be bet-

ter off without it. It can almost be said that

the makers only await the action of the Na-

tional Cycle Board of Trade in order to decide

to abrogate it entirely.

But there are so many interests at variance

-in the trade that concerted action may prove

difficult. Any move in the direction will be

met with objections, and when one is made it

is safe to assume that there will be those who

think it is to their advantage to maintain and

advertise a guarantee, with the idea that it will

bring them trade.

The guarantee is deep-rooted. It will not

be easy to tear it up, but it should be done.

It has grown to be an abuse. The rider, who

imagines that he gained by it, is not helped in

the long run. He may save a little some-

times, but it seems to take away his sense of

responsibility and make him very dependent

and careless.

Instead of endeavoring to look after his

own machine, learn how to care for, adjust

and fix it, he allows it to go anyhow until

something goes wrong with it, and he then

runs to the dealer with complaints of defects.

He learns little of wheel con.struction or care,

and does not become any better fitted to ad-

vise a friend or make a new selection him-

self when he purchases a new wheel.

The guarantee pays a sort of premium to

helplessness, and frequently leads to misrep-

resentation and most unfair demands upon

both maker and dealer.

The dealer knows the expense and loss that

the guarantee forces upon him. All the

profits of his shop are used up in "Thank-you"

work. The maker may supply the part,

but it is the dealer's time usually that replaces

it, and his efforts and ingenuity that keep

the customer from running off to a competi-

tor. While all makes of wheel are guaran-

teed, the public care comparatively little which

they buy; but, the guarantee removed, they

will look for the standing of a manufacturer

and the reputation of his goods. Merit will

tell, and trade will be done in a cleaner and

more straightforward manner.

The maker himself finds the guarantee an

anomaly, a source of imposition, an increas-

ing burden and an expense that cannot be

well carried at the lower prices now de-

manded. The margin of profit in bicycle

making is no greater than it is in similar lines.

Retrenchments are in order all along the

line, if the public are to get good wheels at

anywhere near the prices they are crying for.

The abolition of the guarantee is in order.

Manufacturers of tires are, in some respects,

suffering more from the effects of their guar-

antee. Tires are so readily injured, so often

punctured, so continuously ridden almost on

the rim, and often so poorly cemented on,

that the demands on the makers for free re-

pairs and constant replacement have come

to be something enormous. If bicycles are

neglected and run unlubricated and improp-

erly adjusted, the tires suffer even more from

bad treatment. The burden is too heavy to

be borne.

Like the bicycle makers, the tire manufac-

turers are considering a material reduction

in the length of their guarantee. It may be

reduced to 90, 60 or 30 days, and it may be

removed, although this last is hardly likelj'

this season, owing largely to the action of a

certain prominent maker. There are such

conflicting interests involved that nothing

definite can be known until after the fall

meeting of the Tire Association. The makers

seem to favor decided action, and it is to be

hoped that some will be taken.

The present is a most opportune time for

radical action regarding guarantees. Chang-

ing conditions and lower prices present an ex-

ceptionally good opportunity for the change.

It is worth noting tliat the Humber '97 cat-

alogue contained no guarantee. Hereafter

let a reputable and responsible maker's name

be the only guarantee he gives.

FANATICISM AND FACT.

FANATICS who rail at cycling, oven to

the extent of declaring that in the case

of women it is immoral, should be more just

and more temperate in tiioir deinuu-iations of

the wheel.

There are bad women on iiicyoles as there

are everywhere else. But the bicycle did not

make them bad. Such a proposition is pre-

posterous, and none would laugh at it more

than the fallen women themselves.

Medical men have shown that physically

cycling is beneficial, because it affords gentle

exercise in the open air. The anaemic girl

shakes off her vapors under its genial influ-

ences, and after a few weeks of wheeling is

strong, active and clear-minded—fit to take

her place in the ranks of mothers of a sturdy

race.

Cycling has done more to revolutionize so-

ciety from its condition of indoor supineness

to one of physical and mental robustness

than any other factor in latter-day progress,

and even fanatics should give it credit for

having done so.

BETWEEN THE SEASONS.

THE bicycle trade is awaiting develop-

ments. Its energies are hushed for

the moment; but, while it rests on the

oars with seeming indifference, its real

attitude is one of intense expectancy.

Just now is the calm that follows

prolonged activity. The heavy mails, the full

order books, the driving factory, the stern

competition of spring and early summer are

over. Now, the costs are to be counted, col-

lections made, profits and losses figured, the

future forecast, and the plan of battle outlined

for another year.

It is a difficult task, this forecasting the fu-

ture. After two years of such experience as

the trade has gone through, the makers are

more than ever cautious. They are in no

hurry to decide on their plans, and are reti-

cent regarding such part of them as they may

have formulated. There is yet time for de-

cision and action, and a possibility that some-

thing new and unexpected may transpire, to

bring about important changes. It is their

intention not to commit themselves before it

is necessary to take decisive action.

Of course, in the meantime, work is pro-

gressing on '98 models, but there are many

details that will not be decided for some time

to come, and these will help regulate many

important matters. The <iucstions of guaran-

tee and restriction of options may have no

small bearing on price, when once they are

decided. There is considerable feeling in

favor of radical action regarding them.

On some points, however, there is less hcsi-

tatioi!. hut certainty of a more decided

stand being taken than lias been of

late years. Probably there is not a maker,

however strong, who does not feel tlie neces-

sity for it. It is a general feeling that credits

must be curtailed and collections must be

closer.

Bicycle selling must be done in a more

thoroughly business-like manner. Extrava-

gant methods must be done away with;

a strict account taken, and everything brought
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down to hard-pan. The accounting may not

show the balance on the right side for all

makers, nor will the dealers suffer any less.

The cleansing process may be severe, but the

trade will be the better when it is completed.

To succeed hereafter, the maker nuist figure

his cost with greater exactitude, and make it

as low as the character of his wheel will per-

mit; he must keep down his selling expenses;

cut oflF all extras; see closely to his collec-

tions, and allow only such reasonable discount

as will give the dealer a fair profit, without en-

couraging Inm u> cut prices. In the words of

the representative of one of the largest high-

grade manufacturers, "the makers are doing

a lot of thinking ju^t now, and they are yet

unable to tell anything about the future."

SUNDAYS DINNEU.

WII-XlMVliR else he may gain, the cy-

cll.^t who wanders from his own lire-

side for a Sunday run, generally speaiving,

loses one thing—a good dinner.

The Sunday dinner at home is almost in-

variably more pretentious, if not actually bet-

ter, than that served on the other days of

the week. At the average country hotel or

inn the Sunday meal is also more pretentious,

which, however, is saying very little; it is

seldom, if ever, comparable with the meal

at home, and constitutes about the only draw-

back or unpleasant anticipation of tlie day's

outing.

"Mine host" in the country has not broad-

ened with the times or with the growth of his

Sunday pa(ronage\ He has apparently reck-

oned cyclists "a cheap crowd, " and believes

that a fifty-cent dinner consisting of over-

dime ro.i^t beef, soggy potatoes, stewed toma-

loc», string brans and a cut of pie wili salisiy

all who cumc his way That is the average

price aii<i il k'c meal, and as it is loo

often a lli'> loicc, or a case of going

from bad to worse, the wheelman who would

gladly pay more lor a better meal must put

up with It as l«-st he can.

The Western inn-kccper who actually

<li«pl.iyr<t tlu- sign, "Dinner for gentle-

men. •>• (rut-., (or bicyclists, 40 cents,"

uncuntciouily illustrated the grasp which

tiH> many rural or suburban minds

have uf the situation. In even such

.1 populoiu district as tliat adjacent to Greater

New York, with an unrnding variety of the

best that the market alToids within easy

reach, comparatively few hostclrics have ap-

prrtijiird ihrir Siiiiiliy itpportunities. In

1*1.1 t.tirld there IS one, in Morristown there

ihcr and in Ridgewood still another.

r a (rw more, but Ihey can be

cti-. 1 on the linKcrs of one hand, and

they are known to nearly every clabntan;

«•'• n that brings dollars to

«1. u.hy during the riding

season. They do not attempt to serve the

time-honored fifty-cent roast beef and potato

dinner. They charge twice that amount; they

serve a wholesome and palatable variety, and

serve it so well that they are talked about

and none grudges the price exacted. It is

unfortunate that there are not more like them.

The "cycling appetite" and the ease with

which it relished and digested ten-penny nails

was one of the very first jokes or by-words

originated at the wheelmen's expense. It

was well meant and was intended to convey

an idea of the wondrous effects of bicycle

riding. It is possible that the country hotel-

keeper took and takes the joke too seriously.

At any rate, it is time he undeceived him-

self, and kept in mind that the surer way of

appealing to a man's pocketbook is through

his stomach.

The Boulevard on Sunday evenings pre-

sents a striking contrast to the appearance

on the other nights of the week. At nine

o'clock it is practically deserted, whereas it

is literally alive with wheels at that hour on
other nights. It inspires three suggestions:

That the majority of cyclists go far afield dur-

ing the day; that Sabbath observance or even-

ing services have s<iniething to do with the

case, or that the "Sunday girl" and the "piano

in the parlor" have lost none of their atttac-

fiveness.

Huret's wholesale record-slaiiHliteriiig per-

formance on a chainless bicycle is calculated

l<i induce nervous prostration in more than

one scientific and mathematical theorist. It

is almost sufticient to make their dreadful bo-

gies, "increased friction," "drag of bevel

gears," "side-play" and "loss of power" crawl

into a deep, dark hole and ili.rc mrl up and

die.

With Huret's record of :\\^ miles in twelve

hours, giving abundant promise of 600 miles

within the "J4" and an era of electrical pace-

making in .sight, the dream of a two-minute-

man doing 720 miles from sun to sun may not

prove as nightmareish as it seems.

If there is .-iny cycling sight mon- piiiiul.

more painful or more repul.sive than thai of

a small woman seated behind a big man on
a high-geared tandem and bent away over

to reach the "dropped" handle-bars, will some
one please name it?

The candidate for the League presidency

airs his views before election. .After that he

lets the League view his airs.

.Ve\er argue over a wheel's merits with a

(<»ol, unless you're a fool yourself. It takes a

loot lu vanquish a fool.

IN RE FAKE" PURSES.

While those in the know are well aware

tJiat many of the fat purses offered for match

races depend largely on the gate receipts, the

groat green public accepts them at their face

value. The L. A. W. Racing Board his

ruled, however, that the terms of the "divvy"

must be plainly stated on the score-cards, and

as its rulinii has not been generally respected.

Chairman Mott has given warning that future

lapses will be followed by punishment.

His warning is couched in the following

language:

"Once more the attention of promoters is

called to the rei|uireinent that all purses or

prizes, whether of open races, matches or

exhibitions, must be printed on the score-

card. If the sum is indefinite, depending up-

on a percentage of receipts, it can be printed,

as, for instance, '35 per cent of 50 per cent of

gross receipts to winner and 15 per cent to

second,' as the case may be. After these re-

peated notices, it will be necessary to inflict

the penalty for failure. When it is not so

printed, referees will reiiuire that the terms be

repeated to the spectators by the announcer,

before the event, and report the fact to the

member of the board for the district. The
object is far-reaching, all to the vital interest

of the sport, and especially its popularity.

Nothing connected with a contest in athletics

being won on the nurits of competitor should

be left to conjecture. If promoters will be

frank with the public they will be rewarcled

corespondingly.

"The sport is remarkably clean. Nothing
has been done and undiscovered by the pub-

lic that re<iuires hiding. All that is neces-

sary is to take the public into confide:icc.

The penalties in the weekly bulletin show all

the errors of omission and commission, and

the degree of the oflfensc. In this connec-

tion, it is only just to add that the managers,

trainers and professional racing men have

been frank with the chairman in informing

him of the terms of their contracts with pro-

moters. Most promoters have also kept him
well informed, and the occasional omission
of prizes on score-cards is usually an over-

sight, but of enough importance to hereafter

invite the prescribed penalty. When the

purse is st ited on the score-caril all concerned
know it is not a "fake," liut a contract which
the Kacing Board can enforce."

Patience rides on a single road—an unevent-

ftd way.

SWAIN AM) HIS 'OUTRAGE."

\. V. Swain, president of the California

\ssociated Cycling Clubs, is now persona
lion Krata to the L. A. W. Mr. Swain .icti-d

as an otiicial of an outlaw race meet at Port-

land. Ore., and as a result has been ruled

oflf all L. A. W. tracks for one year from
August 17th.

Mr. Swain should have held his appeal to

the foreign powers until this personal "out-
rage" was perpetrated. It would have
strengthened his case and given him a chance
to pose as a martyr in the cause of Sund ly

racing.

In the same bulletin which records Mr.
Swain's sentence appears proof of the work-
ings of the International Cyclists' Associa-
tion. Five English riders, including C. F.

Harden and F. W. Chinn, the well-known
cracks. Kuspended by the N. C. U., are barred
from American tr.icks. in accordance with
terms of the "treaty."
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DONE ON A CHAINLESS.

Once Again the Distance Records Go with No
Chain on Them-Huret's Grand

Performance.

Intoxicated by enthusiasm, resulting from

the riding a mile in less than three minutes, a

gentle cycling poet of a decade ago bubbled

and paraphrased thus:

O Steam, where is thy victory!

O bird, where is thy wing

!

What the gentle creature would have writ-

ten, had he viewed the performance of Con-

stant Huret on the new Pare de Princes as-

phalted track in Paris, France, on August 14th

last, and on a chainless bicycle, be it under-

stood, only one possessed of a muse can im-

agine.

In twenty-four hours Huret reeled off 564

miles 1,510 yards, an average of slightly more

than 23| miles per hour, and a new world's

record, it is scarcely necessary to add. In

twelve hours he rode 313 miles 820 yards—al-

most a 2.29 pace—when he dismounted for the

first time and rested four minutes.

During the first hour Huret maintained a

two-minute clip, falling but 300 yards short

of 30 miles; at 100 miles, which were covered

in 3.30.48 1-5—some seven minutes inside

the world's record—he was still going great

guns; and at six hours, smashing the old

record by doing 164 miles 550 yards, he was
moving in a manner that promised a look-in

at 600 miles within the twenty-four. With
five hours still to go, however, rain com-
m_enced to fall, and Huret's competitors hav-

ing been disposed of, he took things easier

and dismounted several times, winding up

with 564 miles, 1,510 yards as stated, beating,

the former record (Rivierre's) by nearly 31

miles.

The race was an invitation affair, Con-
stant Huret, Gaston Rivierre and M. Cordang
being the "guests." It was started at 6

o'clock on Saturday evening, August 14th.

Huret caught the pacemaker, and in thirteen

minutes had lapped Rivierre. Seven minutes

later he also gained a lap on Cordang, and

t'lereafter kept right on with the good work,
louring the second hour, when he was four

laps ahead of Cordang, the latter collided with

a quad and sustained a nasty fall, which

badly cut his knee and shoulder. He re-

mounted, however, and kept on for an hour,

when his injuries forced him to quit.

At the end of the fifth hour, Rivierre was
eight miles behind. He then found his legs

again, and for two hours clung to Huret, de-

spite every effort to shake him off, finally dis-

mounting for a rubdown. After that the two

men passed and repassed each other, but for

twelve hours Huret kept at it without a dis-

mount. At the seventeenth hour Rivierre

was off the track for sixty minutes, and about

an hour later quit the race with 443} miles to

his credit. Huret then eased up a trillo, and

when the rain came dismounted several

times, his saddle being a source of worry. He
was still strong, however, and did 20.J miles

in the twenty-third hour. In the last hour
he put on pressure and topped off his magni-

ficent performance by crowding 24 miles into

the last sixty minutes.

Then the frenzied and cheering crowd
swarmed on the track and the 1)and played

the "Marseillaise."

Huret led from the start, his times for the

even distances being:

50 miles in 1.42.16. *400 miles in IS.SS.lSVs.
*100 miles in 3.30.481/5- *450 miles in 18.16.12%.
*200 miles in 7.26.18. *500 miles in 20.54.15y5.

*250 miles in 9.28.27%. *550 miles in 23.21.43%.
*350 miles in 13.41.44ys.

CAPTURED BY CACCAVAJO.

*VVorld's records.

Huret rode an Acatene chainless bicycle, and

is said to have netted some $4,000 from his

performance. For riding the wheel to victory

he secured $1,700, for using Dunlop tires he

was paid $900, and for appearance money and

the records he was given $1,250 by the track

owners. He also won a side bet of $250.

BETTS'S WORK AND THE STRIKERS.

London, Aug. 21.—We are still in the

throes of record-breaking epidemics, and J.

Platt-Betts is still the cause of the excitement.

Apparently not satisfied with the record for

the mile which he put up last week, he

started again on Wednesday afternoon, and,

moving in magnificent style, despite a rather

nasty cross-wind, he succeeded in beating; his

own previous best by two clear seconds, his

time for the ciuarters being in seconds—quar-

ter 23 3-5; half, 57 1-5; three-quarters, 1.12 4-5;

mile, 1.37 2-5, world's records.

Betts's performance is the more remarkable

because of an attempt on Stocks's hour record

the previous evening, which he only failed to

obtain by a matter of about 400 yards. There

is no doubt that this little rider, who only

stands about 5 feet 6 inches and weighs about

150 pounds, is the best exponent of short dis-

tance paced riding on this side of the Atlantic.

He starts for Australia on the 27th in the in-

terests of the Rover cycle and Dunlop tires

and will not return here until the Australian

racing season is ended. It is not likely that

he will ride in any competitions, as exhibition

riding and records are his game.

The "great professional strike" has petered

out, and, on investigation, proves to be merely

one of those coincidents which go to make up

history. The culprits, who include Harden,

Chinn, Camp, Howard and Humboldt, each

thought that his presence would constitute

no particular attraction, and as it was in-

convenient to attend, why they all thought

that they would not be missed if they stayed

away. They were missed, however, and now
Harden is suspended until September 14th,

Chinn until the end of this month, while the

others have yet to appear to get their medi-

cine, being on the Continent racing at present.

"THE MAN OF THE YEAR."

The one-mile "record race" at the Spring-

field tournament will give the sick, ailing and

other disabled ^'ifs" a last chance to prove

themselves "the man of the year." Its his-

tory shows it to have been more consisteiU

than the championships. In 1891 Windle won
this race, together with a $1,000 pi;ino. In

1892 Zimmerman was the chanipuin. ;uul wmi
the $1,000 team. In 1893 Tyler crossed the

lai)e first, while (he two following years Bali!

was the star. Tom Cooper won last year.

OFFICIAL CYCLE CHAMPION.

Irving A. Powell, N. Y. A. C, is the olli

cial cycle champion of the Amateur .Vthletic

Union. Tie won the titU- .iiul the race at (he

A. A. U. ciiampionsliip nioetini; at M:inh;illan

iMeld on Saturday last, an<l wcui it easil\-,

Time, 2.33 3-5. The six other comiu'titors

were nowhere.

Despite His Name, the K. C. W. Crack Is

Now a Champion—Reith Reaps

Wreaths.

Coney Island wasn't the whole show on

Long Island last Saturday.

The Sprocket Club, of Flushing, held its

race meeting on that day, and from that meet-

ing sprang the champion of Long Island.

Joseph Caccavajo is his name, and though

the name may smack of foreign lands, its

possessor was born in South Carolina, is

thoroughly Americanized, is an employee of

the city of Brooklyn, a member of the Kings

County Wheelmen and he knows how to ride

a bicycle. He has proven it in several races

during the last two years, but never more
convincingly than on Saturday last.

Twelve of the fastest men on the Island

started in the final heat of the mile champio:i-

ship. When the men strung out after the

scramble for the pacemaker, Schofieid was

in the coveted berth and Caccavajo was at

his rear wheel. When the pacemakers were

changed Culberson went up and altered the

appearance of the Indian file, Caccavajo being

forced away back in the shake-up. Richt

was in second place when the pacemaker

dropped and at once started the sprint. He
was in front rounding for home, but the

Kings County man was coming like a demon
on the outside. His unexpectedly strong

sprint swept him past Richt, who promptly

gave him battle, but try as he might he could

do no more than hold his own, Caccavajo

winning the title and place by a wheel, Bert

Allen the same distance behind Richt. Time,

2.15 2-5.

In the open events, a New Yorker, Geo.

Reith, Harlem Wheelmen, was invincible,

and showed his heels to Caccavajo, Richt and

the rest of the Long Islanders. He won the

mile open by inches in a driving finish and

the half-mile handicap from scratch in 1.03.

The summary:
One-mile novice—^1, George liegeman, Springtield;

2, C. Ellis, S. C; 3, E. H. Forrest, Brooklyn. Time,
2.40.

One-mile open—1, George Reith, H. W. ; 2, F. W.
Richt, n. B. C; 3, B. T. Allen, S. B. W. Time,
2.17 4-5.

Half-mile handicap—1, George Keith, H. W.
(scratch); 2, T. Caccavajo, K. C. \V. (30 yards); ;!,

K. l)e Martini, S. B. W. (30 yards). Time, 1,03.

One-mile, Chamiiionship of Long Island—First
heat—1, J. P. Ilutchcon, W. T. W.; 2, B. T. Allen,
S. H. W. ; 3, George Scholield, G, W. Time, 2,;i7 1-5.

Second heat—1, Tames Gaccavaio, K, C. \V. ; 2, F,
\V. Richt, n. B.'C. ; 3, F. A. Rlunz, G, \V. Time,
2.:i3 3-5. Third heat—1, E. De M.irtini S. B, \V.;
2, A. G. Terry, P. M.; 3, W. L. Losee, S. B. W.
Time, 2.35 3-5. Fourth heat—1, \V. C. Culbertson,
Conov Island; 2. Albert Kluge. Brooklyn; 3, A, S,
Jungl<ind, Brooklyn. Time, 2,37,

Final heat 1, Joseph Caccavajo, K, C, W,; 2,

iMcd W, Richt, B. B, C; 3, B, 'r, Allen. S, B, \V,
Time, 2,15 2-5.

Five-mile handicap—1, Jack Jasper, N, T, A, C,
(too yardsl; 2, Iv D. White, Frecport (scratch):
3, J, 11. l.aUc, .Statcn Island (40 yard.s). Time, 12.30 1-5,

MILLER JOINS THE MONEYED MEN.

.So far as the metropoiitan district i.s con-

cerned, the surprise in this week's bulletin of

the l\;(cing Bo:ird is the transfer of R, .X,

Miller, the Greater Now York champion, to

tiic professional ranks. Tlie transfer \v;is

in;i(le at Miller's own request and wa.s quite

unexpected. iMiller was one of the antate;ir

developments of the year, and although taw

ami luilf tr;iined li;is i^iven ;t splendid acctniiit

111 himself In good hands he may prove

a factor ;inioiig tiie moneyed men; otherwise

liis light is likely to be dimmed and hidden

inuler a bushel.
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STARBUCK LUCK.

"

Inability to Change Pace Properly and Poor

Handling Is So Termed -Lcsna

Wins.

Boston, .\\ig- 3".—When J. Frank Starbuck

properly acquires the art of changing pace, he

will probably become a really formidable

competitor of any long-distance crack who

may be on the carpet.

In describing his race with Michael some

three weeks since, The Wheel pointed out

his weakness in this respect, but, judged by

his work to-day, Starbuck has apparently not

profited by the criticism. He still persists in

burnmg up energy and speed by darting from

one pacenuker to another before they come

abreast, and in this way sprinting anywhere

from 25 to lOO yards to catch the relieving

crew. If he had waited until the teams

which were pacing him were abreast of the

crews which were to relieve them, and then

jumped from one rear wheel to the other,

there might—mind you, might—be a different

story to tell about his 2o-mile match race

with Lucien Lesna, the long-distance crack

from Switzerland, which occurred on Charles

River track yesterday.

"Starbuck luck." which is ill-luck, pursued

him, and his more enthusiastic admirers will

attribute his defeat to this cause. Three of

his machines went down on account of flat

tires and broken chains, but for all of that,

and if the truth be told, Lesna beat him fairly

and squarely by reason of superior work. He
rode like a piece of well-oiled machinery,

changed from one pacemaker to another

quickly and with splendid judgment, and out-

p<iinted the .\merican both head and foot.

The race was a most interesting event, and

dc»crve«l an attendance of more than the

4,no« people whom it attracted. The rivalry

between the pacemakers accentuated the sport.

The particular accentuation occurretl during

the eighth mile. At that point Lesna and

Starbuck were practically on even terms, al-

though Lesna was blazing the way. He was

following the gait set by the Randall quint,

while Starbuck was being carried along by the

McDiifVic sextet. Turning into the stretch,

Kan<lall turned and laughed at McDuflie and

made some bantering remark. The result was

that McDuflic cut loose, and. crowding on

ail Mrarn, pulled abrea.^t of Randall, and the

two big machines had such a hot race between

themselves that I^sna could not, or would not,

(<." was left to himself. Star-

l> lly and opened a gap of

'J' l^'ua went it alone for all of that

di "re he was picked up again. Over-

confidence then overcame Starbuck, or cUe
his failure to hold his advantage may be at-

tributed to his bungling change of pace. At

any rale he bungl'^d it. and. before his relief

got going. I.r<«ii.i was regaining his lost

ground in »plrndid style. Starbuck. however,

crossed the lApe al H miles l'"* yard* to the

good. This IS the only mile at which he led.

and the only record which is placed to his

credit. Two laps after reaching that point

I
' '

'I', and although Starbuck

r- im off, went to the front

Hr UA=. r.r .r; ''ter.

Al (iftern nil who wa.«, how-

ever, still m the rcckonmg, lost ground by

ib« flattening of hit pacemakcr't tire, and

the relieving crew, in endeavoring to make
up the loss, shook off Starbuck. On the next

mile Starbuck's pacers again came to grief,

and Lesna increased his advantage and began

taking things easy. Despite his misfortunes,

the American stuck pluckily to his work.

Several times he seemed to be overtaking the

flying Swiss, but he almost invariably bun-

gled in changing pace, and tlit gain netted

him nothing.

With five miles to go, Lesna was three-

(|uarters of a lap ahead. Starbuck fought like

a fiend to avoid being lapped, and Lesna

fought as hard to do the trick and gained

slowly. It was a dogged fight, but, with three

laps still to go, Lesna accomplished his object

and tacked onto Starbuck's rear wheel. He
rested there for half a mile, and then cut loose,

winning by one and one-quarter laps. The
crowd went wild and the band played the

"Marseilles."

The times from three miles to twenty-five

replaced the .\merican competition records

made by Michael at Manhattan Beach. The
second mile, ridden in 1.46 3-5, was the fastest

of the day. The times by miles were as fol-

lows:

DONE IN THE D.\RK.

Leader. Time.
. Lesna 1.54
.Lesna 3.40%
.Lesna...
.Lesna. .

.

. Lesna.

•5.30%
. •7.20%
. •9.09%
• •11.02%
.•12.56%
.•15.00%

Mile
1..

2..

3..

4..

5..

6 Lesna.
7 Lesna
8 Starbuck.
9 1.esna •16.589S
10 Lesna •18.49%
11 Lesna •20.43%
12 Lesna •22.42
13 Lesna •24 .36%
14 Lesna •28.27
15 Lesna •28. 24%
16 Lesna •.30.22%
17 Lesna ^32. 20
18 Lesna •34.17
19 Lesna •36.13%
20 Lesna •38. 13%
21 Lesna •40.14

.Lesna •42.08^

.Lesna *44.

.Lesna *4S.E

.I^sna •47.62

22.

23.

24.

2S.

Time of Mile.
1.54
1.46%
1.60
1.50
1.4S%
i.r.-'%

1.54%
2.03%
1.58
1.51

1.5.1%
1.5}(%
1.54%
1.50%
1.57%
i.r*%
1.58
1.57
1.56%
i.r.'.'M,

-0"\
i.r.4%

1.63%
1.56%
1.52%

•American competition records.

The "overture" fit the big event consistert

of a five-mile pursuit race between teams of

five men each from the Massachusetts Bicy-

cle Club and the Tiger Roadsters, the former

winning in 12.3.'). There was also a match

race between motor vehicles, which was in-

teresting only because of its novelty. The
banked track was too much for the carriages,

and the times of both heats, well outside of

three minutes, were nothing like what the

public expected.

WALTERS THE WINNER.

London, Aug. 2X.— The fir>.i luai of the Cat-

ford gold vase race—six hours -was run to-

day, and was won by A. E. Walters, who cov-

ered Ki" miles. J. W. Stocks, the holder of

the vase, was one mile behind The second

heat of three hours will be derided M»mday.

London. Aug. 30.—The second heat of the

Catford vase race was won by Walters in

world's record lime. He rode 33 miles in

1 113.58 2-5, and in two hours covered 60 miles

770 yards, and in three hours 88 miles !»05

yards. He then kept on for the |i>0.mile

record, which he placed at 3.25..V3 3-5. Wal-
ters rode rings around Slocks, the totals for

the two heals inine hours) being: Walters,

-.'ol miles l.(i85 yards; Stocks, 246 milca 220

yards.

The X>a8t Ten Miles of Miller's Record-Break-

ing Century Were Thus

Ridden.

Cleveland, Ohio, Aug. 30.—.\gain has the

Rast End cycle track been the scene of the

breaking of the 100-mile American amateur

record. James C. Miller on Saturday last

succeeded in lowering the record made by

Frank Skinner, only three weeks ago, by

3 minutes and 13 seconds.

The start was not made until after 3 o'clock,

and the last half hour's riding was done in the

dark, which makes the performance the more
praiseworthy, as it was no small task to fol-

low the pace closely without fouling.

Frank Skinner, who held the previous

record, showed true sportsmanship. When it

looked as though Miller would fail in his task,

Skinner jumped upon his wheel, and for the

last ten miles urged him on.

The l<Mi-niilc mark was reached in 4.23.08,

and, doing a little better than Skinner, who
made an extra cjuarter to make up for any

deficiency that might exist in the track meas-

urements, he reeled off two full miles for good
measure. Al the end of ten miles he was

thirty-seven seconds ahead of Skinner's time.

.\t the 'JO-inile mark he was a few seconds to

the bad, and at 30 miles he had lost just a

inimitc. At 40 miles he was still a minute

behind, but at fiO miles he had gained almost

a minute. At (iO miles another minute had
been placed to his credit, and at 70 miles he

had gained fully four minutes. At this point,

curiously, just where Skinner weakened.

Miller did his best riding, and at 80 miles he

was over eight minutes ahead. After that he

lost ground to the end, owing lo the darkness.

It was .stated after the race that the track had
been measured lately by certain mysterious

parties, and found to be 30 feet short to the

lap. or 120 feet to the mile. If this is true,

which is not admitted by the track oflicials.

Miller's 102 miles in 4.2!».2.') would still put

him ahead of Harding's time, as he would
have covered a little over 9f>J miles in time

eight minutes better. He was given the two
extra miles for just such a contingency, and
his record is safe. The track was in such
condition that it could not have been ridden

l^< inches from the pole. This in it.self would
increase his mileage, but, of course, without

credit. At the close of the race Skinner an-

nounced lh.it he intends going to Detroit

within two weeks, and there, upon the (|uar-

tcr-mile board track, attempt to regain his

lost laurels. The summary: In miles. 24 min.;

20. 4!).32: 30, 1.I.V30; 40, 1.40; 50, 2.(»4.17; 60.

2.:iO.»2; 70. 2.55.12; 80, 8.21.26; fW. 3.60.20; 100,

4.23.f»8; 102. 4.2{<.25.

OUT FOR HI.M.SBLP.

A. T. Merrick, for four years The Wheel's
illustrator, has established an office of his

own in the "World" Building, this city, where
he is now prepared lo execute not only cy-

cling but general work. His long experi-

ence in the cycling field—he w.is practically

the first artist to enter upon it—and his recog-

nized ability, which has so long helped to

illuminate and will continue to be seen in

the pages of The Wheel, bespeak for him
the consideration and favor of the trade.
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LOOK OUT, INDIANAPOLIS!

Plans Are Now Being I<aid to Sell You a

Nice, Elegant, New York Gold

Brick.

Out Indianapolisway they are doubtless ac-

quainted with the gobHn chorus, which warns

one from the bogieman, who "will catch you

if you don't watch out."

The Hoosiers are such good-natured, trust-

ing fellows that it is timely to warn them to

watch out for the League goblin. There is

evidence that it is preparing a swoop, and

if Indianapolis is not cautious its best and

well-laid plans to secure the L. A. W. meet

of 1898 may go aglee, or, at least be seriousJy

interfered with. The goblin is, as usual, the

New York Divisioo, the abiding place of

self-aggrandizement, plotting and intrigue.

New York support was promised Indian-

apolis, and Indianapolis doubtless feels secure,

but the Hoosiers must not place too much re-

liance in New York promises and assurances.

It will do well to profit by the experience of

others, and take what has been and may be

given them with a few grains of salt, for cir-

cumstances are accumulating daily which tend

to prove that the insiders of the New York
Division are scheming to secure the '98 meet

for themselves.

The story may be denied, and will be de-

nied, but the denials should lull none to

fancied security. As yet the plans are care-

fully guarded, but as the lines run Buffalo, or

possibly New York city, will, in due time,

make their appearance as bidders for the '98

picnic, and will be included in the official

ballot when it is mailed next February. No
great desire to benefit Buffalo or the League

is behind the plan. It is a money-making

. speculation pure and simple.

As the story first reached The Wheel, the

American Cycle Racing Association is back

of the movement. This organization is a close

corporation, and just who and how many com-

pose it is not generally known. But two

men figure in its affairs, W. A. Brady—the

same who managed that lamented puncher,

"Jim" Corbett, and the "footlight favorite,"

James J. Corbett, and who later conducted

a prize-ring in this city—and Patrick T.

Powers, who has followed baseball, six-day

cycle racing and prize-fighting, and who loves

the sport inot entirely, or even half-way, for

the sport's sake. Amos G. Batchelder, the

L. A. W. handicapper for New York State,

is also credited with more or less silent part-

nership in the "association." There are rea-

sons for belief that there are others who, if

not regular partners, at least divide a "kitty,"

which is provided. The "association" has

given several meets in its own name, and

several in the names of local clubs, which

loaned their titles for a consideration, and

as the members of the firm or "association"

are part of, or are close to the New York
press, and also to the L. A. W. Racing Board,

or a portion of it, it has had and will have

'no trouble in obtaining any official favors that

may be necessary.

As the story goes on, Brady, Powers,

Batchelder & Co. were much enthused by tlie

crowd which attended the races at the Phila-

delphia meet. It made their eyes glisten and

their fingers twitch, and the more they

thought of it the more enthused they became,

Handicapper Batchelder is m f?(-resident

of Buffalo; so is Secretary-Treasurer Bull.

Within the past two weeks both have visited

their home place. The discreet Batchelder

has said nothing, but the easily-used and more
talkative Bull has unbuckled his tongue and

sounded the praises of Buffalo as a city for

League meets, and some of the praise has

found its way into print. Possibly the visits

and subsequent talk are merely coincidences

signifying nothing, but, on the other hand,

they lend color to the whispers that B., P.,

B. & Co. see a rich haul in a League meet

at Btiffalo, and will be the "angels" who will

father, further and back the "invitation" to the

L. A. W., which will be worked up and ex-

tended by underground and recently estab-

lished agents of the firm in question.

As already stated, denials have been made
by those likely to know. They assert that it

is the meet of 1899 that Buffalo has in view;

that during that year the Pan-American Con-
gress will convene at Buffalo and Niagara

Falls, and it is the request or suggestion of

the congress that the L. A. W. meet be held

concurrently. The explanation does not ap-

pear exactly wholesome; it has an odd sound.

But there's nothing to prevent Indianapolis

or any other place or people from accepting

and believing it if they so desire.

THE TWO JOHN S's.

APPEAL ON FOOLSCAP.

They have done it! The California Asso-

ciated Cycling Clubs and the Southern Cy-

clists' Association have joined hands and ap-

pealed to high heaven, or, rather, to the foreign

cycling powers, for "recognition." The ap-

peal takes up four pages of typewritten fools-

cap, nicely bound and ornamented with a gold

seal and peacock blue ribbon. It is signed

by Presidents Swain and Dymond of the dis-

affected associations, and recites the story

of their "wrongs." The story has been trans-

lated in the several languages and copies of

the appeal mailed to all members of the Inter-

national Cyclists' Union. It tells how lib-

eral is Sunday observance in the South and

West, and how "intolerant" is the attitude of

the North and East, but, of course, it does not

say that the "wronged." but "liberal," sec-

tions of the country tried to settle the question

by a political deal, instead of squarely on its

merits, and because the "deal" went awry

they went home, and instead of mustering

for another fight, they sobbingly "seceded."

ANY OLD THING IS "RECORD."

yVt Detroit, on August 28th, Michael rode

an exhibition five miles in 9.12 1-5—away
outside of record, notwithstanding that the

performance is heralded as "world's records

on a quarter-mile track." Michael also rode

an exhibition mile in 1.43 2-.'5. In the races

which supplied the setting for those exhibi-

tions, Fred Loughead unexpectedly received

a stinging defeat in the mile open from C. 1).

Haskins, the Cleveland pro. Time, 2.08'f.

CHURNED OUT SOME RECORDS.

T^enver, Aug. 28.—O. B. TTnchcnherger, the

"Buttermilk Boy," to-day rode to Evans and

return, 100 miles, unpaccd, in T) lionrs and l."i

minutes, establishing a new bicycle ro.ul

record. Tie started from the city at 4.10 a. ni

and arrived at the starting point on his return

at 0.2ft. He wa.s regularly timed, and the

record is olflcial.

The Pure and the Pro Johnson Meet on

the Track at the Former's

Home.

Worcester, Mass., Aug. Bl.—The two John
S. Johnsons were objects of interest at the

National Circuit meet to-day. John S., the

local amateur, and the pride of the town, was,

of course, well known, but John S., the pro.,

was new to the spectators, and the compari-

sons made were many and diverse.

The home Johnnie completely eclipsed the

visiting John, and made the Worcester heart

bulge with pride to the bursting point when
he won the mile open by an electrifying spurt

on the inside of the bunch, when he seemed
hopelessly pocketed, but there was gloom
later, when he finished two lengths behind
Blake, the Keene crack, in the match race.

Bald won the professional mile in a driving

finish with Major Taylor. Arthur Gardiner

qualified in his heat, but failed to get a place

at the finish. Earl Kiser was under the

weather and did not ride. There was appar-

ently an attempt to "do up" Major Taylor,

the colored rider. In the trial heat of the lap

race, in which he was riding in great form,

Wells, of San Francisco, crowded him into the

fence, where he took a bad fall, and in the

final heat Aker, of Lewisburg, Pa., attempted
the same tactics. Taylor was not thrown the

second time, but was crowded out of all

chance of winning. The foul was so apparent
that Aker was disqualified. Frank Butler and
John S. Johnson, of Minneapolis, jumped the

bunch in the lap race, and by doing "donkey"
work for each other secured first and second
money respectively.

The summary:

One-mile open, professional.—1, E. C. Bald; 2,
Major Taylor; 3, Watson Coleman; 4, C. R. Newton.
Time, 2.13.

Two-mile handicap.—1, D. Daly, Taunton, 70 yards;
2, A. F. W'isner, Waltham, 50 yards; 3, M. Monks,
Hartford, 85 yards. Time, 4.54%.
Three-mile lap race, professional.—1. Frank Butler,

13 points; 2, John S. Johnson, 12 points: 3, Nat But-
ler and Fred Titus, a tie at 9 points each. Time.
7.21%.
One-mile open.—], John S. Johnson, Worcester; 2,

R. F. Ludwick, Chicopee; 3, E. M. Blake, Keene,
N. H. Time, 2.30%.
Five-mile handicap, professional.—1. Watson Cole-

man, 1,50 yards; 2, James J. Casey, Worcester, 275
yards; 3, I.ouis J. Arnold. Woonsocket, 250 yards.
Time, 11.491/5.

^

Two-mile race, amateur.— 1, R. E. Ludwick; 2, \'ic-
tor Eborg, Worcester; 3. lames Clark, Dorchester.
Time, 5.13%.
One-mile match race.—Between E. M. Blake, Keene,

N. IT., and John S. Johnson, Worcester; won hv
Blake. Time. 2,0S%.
Five-mile handicap, amateur.—1, A. F. Wisner, ISO

yards; 2, James Clark. 90 yards; 3. D. Daly, 120
yards, and R. .A. I-yon, Leominster, Mass,, 300 yards,
dead heat. Time, 12.52</s.

MICHAEL AND McCARTHY

Toronto, .A.ug. 2l).
—"Jimmy" Michael last

night subdued T. B. MoCartliy, the Canadian
er;ick. 'iluee lu-;its were lun. two of one mile

;ind one of two miles. When McCarthy won
the lirst in 1.53 2-5, it heg;in to iippear that

Michael's first essay at short-distance racing

would turn out badly. Ihit he evened up
things in the secoml Iieat by wiiming it in

1.57 :?-5. McCarthy had the best of the paco-

niaking: Michaers runners-up could lu^t carry

hint fast enough, and in the final heat of two
nnies to .save himself he left his own paoeis

.uul tacked on to McCarthy, and in the sprint

home .sailed ahead and \Y<'>n the f700 purse ii\

li,d5 2-5,
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PICKING PLUMS.

Home Talent Gathered in Most of the Golden

Fruit nt the Boston Circuit

Meet.

Boston, Aiit:ust l'T.—Home talent, that is,

Ni-w Kngland talent, plucked the plums at

the National Circuit meet on Charles River

track yesterday, and there was a galaxy of

Western stars present, too, Arthur Gardiner

Hid John S. Johnson among them.

Fred Ho)t. of Springfield, and Nat Butler,

oi Boston, did the plucking. Hoyt secured

his plum in the mile open. The heats were

run in 2.13.1-5. 2.14 :Vo. 2.11 3-5 and 2.14. In

the final. Jay Katon. by virtue of the fa.stest

heat, had the pole. Gardiner. McFarland and

Hoyt were next; Dr. Brown was on the ex-

treme outside. In the scramble for the pace-

maker. Coleman caught on with Tom Butler

in his wake and the others trailing. At the bell

McFarland moved up, with his side-partner.

Stevens, in attendance. Gardiner, however,

shot his bolt and prevented the brother act.

the "shooting" starting the pack in full cry

at his heels. Gardiner was in front turning

into the stretch and looked a sure thing. But

Hoyt came from the rear with an unexpected

burst and changed the picture, earning a

well-earned victory; Gardiner was second.

Stevens third and Frank Butler fourth; time,

2.07 2-5.

Nat Butler went plum-picking in the .'.<»r)

clas.s. He won his heat easily in 2.12 1-5. and,

under a time liniit of 2.10, accounted for the

final in fine style in 2.<>7 4-5. The time limit

caused the men to ride from the crack of

the pistol. At the bell. Stevens was in front,

and was still leading rounding into Iht

straight .\t that point Butler and Hoyt made

their bi<ls. and the trio had a red-hot argu-

ment to the tape. Butler getting the best of

It and Hoyt the next best.

The mile tandem, handicap, attracted a

warm field. It wa.s run in two heats and a

final. In the final ten team.s competed. Hoyt

and Newton being on the scratch, and Mc-

Duffee and Tom Butler at 15 yards. Craigue

and .Mberts. 125 yards, had the limit. At

the bell Coleman and Moshcr awoke sud-

denly and came with an earth-burning sprint

llut landed them first by few inches, Ham-
mond and mate second. McDufTcc and lorn

Butler third. The time was Im. 55 2-5*.,

while the .scratch team, which finished fourth,

d '

. which ties the world's mile com-
,.. ..rd

In I

'

rt w»in

the OI)' mh. and

l).-ina Hanrhrlt (llo yards) the mile handicap.

Hanchrii mndr good use of his start, and

won by nearly half a lap. The scratch Mien

loair<i aiirr catrhing the field and paid no
attention to the HvinK fiRure away in front.

Ti the

I in

I It.

Casey and IvckberK and the

I'r'iuliart tirolher* vtrre the scratch Iciinis.

I .Ui .rd* and it'->t^ i. . . ii^^ i- .,1 ^j^(\ g| t|„.

id more .ip over the

n I \ir\ ' ' ' ree

•
,

;d Won. TiK

•«"nl '-' the iuutt iKntn,

icr; 2. C. M. BIy, Norlhampton; S, C. II. Urury, Win-
chrndun. Time. 0.41%.
One mile profcssiunal, 2.05 class - 1. Nat Butler;

;, Fred Hoyt; 3. Orlando Stcvcn-i. Timr. 2.07 4-5.

Oncmilc handicap- 1. D.-ina llanchctl. .N'alick. 110

yards; 2. II. B. Mills. I'rovidcnce. scratch; 3. John
is. Johnson, Worcester, scratch; 4. \V. E. Tenzler.
15 yards. Time, 2.10 2 5.

One-mile open, professional—1. F. C Hoyt: 2.

.\rthur Gardiner; 3. Orlando Stevens. Time. 2.07 2-5.

One-mile tandem lianilicip—1. H. Kdwards and
n. C". Sanderson. Boston, 90 yards; 2. James and
Thomas Clark. Dorccstcr, 45 yards; 3. J. E. yuinn.
CambridRe. and J. (I. Jacobs. Wollaston. UO yards.

Time. 1.56 2 5.

One-mile tandem handicap, professional—1, Wat-
son Coleman and H. P. Mosher. SO yards; 2. M.
W. Gray and A. J. Hammond, I.ynn, 105 yards;
3. E. A. McDuffee and Tom Butler. 25 yards. Time.
1.^1 4-5.

LICKY ONCE MORE.

BOVEE IN OWEGO.

Only 250 people attended the Owego, N.

Y., meet on .\ugust 25th. The threatening

weather kept the expected crowd away, but

did not interfere with the quality of the sport.

Karl Bovee. Binghaniton, won the mile open

in 2.233, and later, paced by a triplet, did a

half-mile in 57 4-6. The mile county cham-

pionship was won by F. J. VVealc, Owego, in

2.25, and the h.nlf-mile boys' race, in which
a pacemaker was employed, by Glen Perry,
Binghamton. in l.loj- The tiine of the mile
novice, unpaced. 4.87^. is worthy of note.

In the exhibition rides, which followed the

set programme, Charles R. Dean. Jr.. rode
a paced half in l."l. and J. B. .Anderson, a

professional of N;mticoke, Pa., an unpaced
half in the splendid time of 1.02}.

HORSE TOO SLOW.

For the first time in many years a horse

was used as a pacemaker in a match race

between W. F. Sager, of Denver, and F^. G.

Bariielt, of Lincoln, Neb., which occurred at

Wichita, Kan., on August 25th. .-Ks might

have been expected, the horse was too slow,

and the mile was completed in slow time,

Sager finishing first. He also easily won the
half-mile unpaced race in \JM), likewise the
third of the series, five-mile unpaced, the
men starting from opposite sides of the track.

Barnctt dropped out after the second lap, and
Sager had a virtual walk-over, completing
the -distance in 12.54, a new State record.

SPEEDY WAS SPREE.

Although the Irvington-Millbiirn course is

consi<ierably removed from Trenton, N. J.,

a daily paper of that city which fostered a 25-

milc road race, which occurred on Satur<lay

last, ofTered a $.Vi diamond if the I. M. recf)rd

was beaten. .Anrl it was. A young road

racer from Brooklyn, of the name of William
Spree, journeyed to Trenton and captured it.

He started from the .'{••second mark, caught
the man in frcmt of him. Harvey K. Rodgers.
of Trenton, and the two then did such good
work that they not only captured the time
pri/cs. but first and second places as well.

Time, 1.07.2.1.

KKICK WAS LICKY

Charles W. Krick, the Sinking Springs

amateur, accounted for the one mile Penn-
sylvania championship at the Allcntown meet
on - last. Time, 2.15. There was a

ff ' 'he rnrp. only Krick and one
ng. The ,Sinking
•I the mile open by

' ' <.-M.i.iirr .11111 w A. haul/, in 2.34t,

Ltiutz won the half-mile in 1.12 4-5.

•pen -I. Ji Urqnharl, Dorcb**-

LIKB h% AMATEUR ALEXANDER,
' ' ml .Scliade was once m«>i.

"'•'• at the (ireenwood, S. C.
meet on .\ukum 24ih. He won every event
to U.I<I. I> i>r ,. ... r.|..r.l.',^ •!.„ ....1 .10,<

Ihr

Ihr

Atalanta's Pull with Good Fortune Still Proves

Potent— Ertx the Star of the

Meet.

".\talanta weather," but not an Atalanta

crowd, favored the Atalanta Wheelmen's meet

oil the Waverley, N. J., track on Saturday.

The club's luck has become almost pro-

verbial. They set out to conduct a series

of eight meets during this season. Five of

them have occurred and been favored by the

most glorious weather imaginable and they

have made a profit on each one. The sixth was

fixed for three weeks ago. but receiving a tip

direct from Jupiter Pluvius. they changed it

from an open affair to a meet for club mem-
bers only and had nothing to lose, admission

being complimentary. That afternoon it

rained pitchforks and frying pans, and the

.\talantans shook hands with themselves.

The weather was up to the mark on Satur-

day, but the crowd was below the average,

2,000 being a liberal estimate of the number
present. -

The sport was interesting, and for once

an amateur was a bigger man than the money-
chasers. C. M. Ertz, the one-mile National

champion, was in fine fettle and rode in a

manner that caught the crowd. Ertz scored

in the mile open by his usual tactics, starting

the sprint in the back stretch and leading all

the way. John Ruel was the only rider to

get near him, altlu)ugh Babcock came very

Mrong ill the stiaight. Ertz from scratch

also won his heat in the half-mile handicap

by a brilliant bit of riding, and then almost

ran away with the final.

In the professional mile McFarland and
Stevens i)layed comrades, as usual.

Of the nine men who lined up for the final

Titus, Stevens and Eaton were heat winners;

.McFarland. Taylor and Hamilton had run
second, and Murphy. Lee and LefTerson were
those who (jualitied by pacing. In the jump
for the pacemaker. Murphy and Stevens had
a contention, and the Biooklyniti wrested
the ])lacc from the other. McFarland was
third in the line, and behind him came Tay-
lor. A fresh pacemaker t<ii)k up the running
at the half. Taylor swung (Hii of line and in
an inkling had edged in ahead of Murphy.
Half way up the back.stretch Mcl-arland
moved up. and as he passed Stevens that rider.
Iirobably from force of habit, decided that
lie would take advantage of the opportunity
to get near the he.ul of the procession.

,'\s the bunch turned into the straight Mc-
Farland decided that he could nf>t outsprint
Stevens and the others, and dropped out of
the argument, and Stevens crowded on steam
and won by half a length, Taylor, the "black
star." pushing him hard.

In the professional handicap the back-mark-
ers bunched and loafed, and Hedstrom {14f^
yards) beat out the bunch of long markers
in the run home.

Referee Robert Gentle imposed a time limit
of 2:10 f.n the final of ilu- Essex County
championship, but the time, 2 4<>. necessitated
a run ovei*. F. L Kramer won the first trial,
btit could not repeat in the next attempt. Wm.
Weller being t<»o good for him.

The summary:
One mile open, pri.fes.ionni 1. O. I„ Slcven*; 1M.jnr Taylor; 3. C. M. Murphy; 4. J»y l-jton. Time,

• mile handicap. profeMional.—1, O. Ilcdstrom,

'1 \\ k Sihley. Ifirt y.ir.|.. Time. 2 06%.
handirap 1. ('. M Kri/, scratch: 2. John
fd.; 3. J (,. McCuirc. 30 yards. Time.

unr mile open. am.iteur.-l. C. M, Km; 2. I. Rucl-
» " V,.,I'-'l«ock: 4. W. C. Roome; fi. ^V.^\eliw:

.f!'*"J^
rounty. rhamnionship.-l. W.

V,
. 2 J. Lei.elder. Newark; 8. >. L.

..".-. « W.. .Newark. Time. t»%.
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PEACOCK-CHICAGO

CHAINS.

:i^^l^^W^iiMlJl^im^/^°:i^vM

BEST MATERIALS. FINE FINISH.

->^

Made on new and improved machin-

ery of onr own invention and design.

-M-

ACCURACY ASSURED.
-H-

RECOaNIZED AS THE

Standard of Bicycle Chains.
—f-f-

SEND FOR CATALOG-UE.

-f+-

E. P. PEACOCK,
MAKER,

Established I860. 143 S. Clintoii Street, CHICAGO.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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ACROSS Tlii: SliA.

Rrmnrknbic Mr. Lee A New DiAc-AdjnStlnK

Hub AnnounctnE English Cycle Show
Dates.

Lmidon, Aug. -1.—A coiisidtrable number

of F^nglish factories are now working on rc-

striclecj time, and a few, such as the Klswick,

is shut down. Coventry is a comparatively

uninhabited town now, and Birmingham is

full of idle workmen.

Matters, however, will shortly improve, as

the shows arc coming on apace. The Stan-

ley is fixed for November 2<tth, and the Na-

tional for December 'Ml, so that makers will

soon be starting on the new patterns. There

will be few changes of consequence I fancy.

Some time since I gave The Wheel some

information regarding the manner in which

An>erican machines disposed of at auction

sales were injuring American reputations all

around, because the stuflf so disposed of was

inconceivably bad and simply slung together

for auction purjioses. 1 allude to the matter

now because it has amused me to read that

the very gentleman who was then disposing

of that rubbish to the London public, at a

meeting of his company held on Tuesday last,

let himself go as follows:

"I have been frequently asked about .\mer-

ican competition. Well, if our friends on the

other side do not send better-made machines

than they have been doing wc have nothing

to fear. The patient British public has been

consiflerably bitten by the cheap American

productions, and, as for the cycle agents of

the United Kingdom, they are only prepared

to buy .American machines at scrap prices.

During a bad time, such as is undoubtedly ap-

proaching for the cycle trade, our company
will have, and is now receiving, numbers of

n» for loans upon stock, and in the

' > and 18m thousands of pounds

provided by our company in this

•icf."

The situation is (|uite Gilbertian in its pos-

sibilities, isn't it? As an auctioneer, Mr. Lee
puts the cheap American bicycle on the

ni.'irkrt in tho- ' ,tid then, as a director

oi an Knglisl, Jing concern, chuckles
'y at the i.,i t that the goods he has

sell under the "no warranty" con-

:i^ of his salesroom have "bitten" their

'i.iscr». Here is his explanation of the

pn ••cnt position of the trade:

"There i« no greater mistake than to imag-
ine that the trade ha* fallen off. It has not,

ry, the number »>f riders is

,:, and, so far as our own
rncd.oursalc* month by month

• the present year are almost
le those of last year. The cause of the

!• is that the manufarturers are now ca-

o( prodnrit)K. and have prndiired during
'

. about fi ' lies for every
•"' •

I sell; n. ir other four

rirdy

r of

and that • to

Ml .in iiniiK

IS one of the

h are to be

s It is the

Srimc IK" ,...,. (or r—
mj Ir public, and showr

plicity of judgment, positiveness and ac-

curacy arc so combined with simplicity that I

have no hesitation in asserting that it is easily

the best thing of its kind that I have yet seen.

It is fully protected on your side, so that de-

tails may be given unreservedly.

As will be seen from Fig. 1 the hub is of

the ordinary pattern, and is made in tlwee

variations of line to suit diflFcrcnt widths of

tread. The first peculiarity meets one in the

axle, which is double; that is to say, A is a

solid axle, which runs through a hollow axle

B. The object of this device is simple. The
solid axle A is only screwed at one end, the

IX SOUTH AFRICA.
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other end being hexagonal headed like a bolt;

thus, when the wheel is in position in the

forks the rider's weight falls on A, which is

held in position by the action of the nut on the

loose end of A, jamming the fork lugs be-

tween the ends of the hollow axle and the

fixed and loose nuts on A. By unscrewing

the nut and withdrawing the solid axle the

wheel is allowed to fall clear of the forks.

This enables one to take out a driving wheel

very expeditiously without affecting the bear-

ing chain adjustment in any way, or a front

wheel without si)ringing the forks.

C is the ordinary adjusting disc or cup

which screws into the end of the hub in the

usual manner. It will be noticed that it has

a "Hat" on its outer circumference. The face

of the hub, where the disc screws into it, is

ratcheted to correspond with the indenta-

tions shown on the interior face of the ring-

washer D, which has in its interior circumfer-

ence a fiat corresponding to the fiat on the

disc C. To mount the bearing, all that is

neressary is to place the hollow axle inside

the hub barrel and place the balls in position.

Engage the disc C, and screw it up until the

adjustment is correct, when the flat will be
found to merge inside the hub barrel. Then
slij) the washer 1) over the protruding por-
tion of the disc, with its flat, of course, en-
gaging with the llat on the ailjnsting disc C,
when the teeth on the washer will en-
gage with the teeth on the face of the
hub; then screw on the ring nut K. with finger

and thumb, and the bearing is c<iinplete. The
engagement of the ratchet faces prevents any
circular motion of the adjustment, while the

CtKkihtdic iliK adjiuUHif hub, m which sitn- ringdon itreet. E. C

. t-.

ring nut K keeps the engagement secure, and
also jams the disc securely in the hub barrel.
The ratcheting, wc might remark, is so min-
ute that any practical variation of adjustment
can be vrcured.

Phis may read somewhat complicated, but
it !ty itself in operation So perfectly
d' ICC work lli,it a tool i» ijiiitc mine-
cc

. lock the adjustment, although, of
course, It is the better for being properly
i.itmnrd

J »hows a section of the hub. and.
11 rfinjunclion with Fig 1, is fully cx-

• ry of the mechanism employed. The
iwn i* (or .1 front wheel, and either side

"
' "m 0( ir.iirse. in the

dr 1 wheel bearing is locked

f>'

" ' ' .1 ' • •
" - Ir from the

r Ir Fuf ,, ,n;,y |„.

.jm Mr. 1; ^ ijjc, 44 Par-ol.

What the Trade Is Doine There and Vfhat It

Can Be Made to Do by Push and

Care.

Cape Town, Soutli Africa. July 2C>.—Two
>cars ago there was one firm here struggling

for existence by the sale and repair of bi-

cycles. During the succeeding year four or

five other concerns sprang up to supply the

demand, which has increased, until to-da>

nearly twenty houses are engaged in the trade.

As the white population is largely English,

it is very natural that machines of English

manufacture find the most favor, but Ameri-
can push has crowded in and made itself felt.

We also see quite a number of Canadian
wheels, with now and then a Frenchman, or

one "made in Germany."
Columbias, Crawfords, Heralds, Gendrons.

Racycles, Vikings and WolflF-Americans, with

the New Barnes and Brantford of Canada,
are the most prominent American wheels here.

The English demand a machine which is

strong, regardless of all other points of ex-

cellence. The Yankee must have a wheel
which is light and graceful, besides being

capable of standing the hard usage to which
all bicycles arc subject.

Cape Town boasts of a cycle "factory,"

loo. the only one in South .\frica. and it is

doing quite well on bicycles built to order.

The output is four to six machines per week,

which are made up from English parts, and
are really a very good article. These sell for

£24 (^I'JO) and upward.

The cheaper grades of English and Ameri-
can machines sell for £14 ($70) up. the best

machines being £30 ($l'iu); tandems from £38

($190) to £45 ($225).

Anything in the way of extras, gear-cases,

bells, lamps, brakes, mud-guards, etc., are

not included in these prices and are charged
roundly for.

Repairs here are very costly and are well

done by but few of the shops. This is large-

ly due to lack of proper tools and material.

Many machines come to grief solely on ac-

count of the little knowledge required to keep
the machine properly adjusted. In some cases

the ignorance displaved is almost beyond be-

lief.

The law here requires every vehicle to be
lighted after dark. The lantern trade is good.
Every bicycle must have a bell; when two
vehicles meet they turn out on the left; this

is quite awkward for an .American at first.

Gear-ca.ses are very much u.sed, and are

considered almost indispensable on ladies' ma-
chines.

Wood rims arc not very popular; the belief

that the steel rim is stronger seems the only

reason for it.

.Adjustable handle-bars are almost un-
known, except on some of the Yankee wheels.

The hose-pipe, or single-tube tire, is not in

much favor; the detachable is almost univer-

sal.

Cyclometers are not so much used as in

Americ.T. but nearly all of those in use bear
the mark. "Made in V. S. A."
While the prices quoted may seem tempt-

ing to American makers. I hfipe they will not
all send out a shipload at once. Until July
1st there was 20 per cent duty and 5 per cent
dock dues on bicycles; since then 10 per cent
satisfies the customs officers, and this reduc-
tion in duty is expected to lower the price
of the bicyclei. D, M. R.
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The National Championships were the most hotly

contested races at the National Meet, four of the six

being won by Palmer Tire riders.

The racing board was very liberal with its championships this year,

ten being the number scheduled— six professional and four amateur. The
ten championships were won on four different makes of tires, Palmers

getting five, and five going to the three other makes. Palmer Tires not

only mark the high-grade wheel, but are the Championship Tires.

An interesting "open letter to agents" appears in

The Wheel of August 27. The letter discusses the

guarantee on wheels and tires, and gives very plausi-

ble reasons for absolutely abol-

ishing all guarantees.

"The time is nearly ripe for the utter

extinction of the wheel and tires guarantee.

... To the dealer, the removal of the

guarantee means a retention of profit on
regular repairs, instead of spending it on
free work ; new profit from charges on work
now done free : a chance to sell better goods,

as wheels [and tires] would soon come to

sell more on their merits, and the public

would learn to discriminate."

Two-Mile Amateur Championship.
Won by Irving A. Powell

The Palmer Jiffy Repair

Tool continues to make friends.

It is generally conceded to be
the best tool on the market
with which to repair punctures.

We have recently issued an attractive

little pamphlet illustrating the method of

using the Palmer Jiffy. The pictures are

from photographs, and are so true to life

that the veriest tyro could not fail to grasp

the instruction they are intended to convey.
We shall be glad to send the booklet to any
one wishing it.

Mr. J. C. Tignor, the enter-

prising dealer in sporting goods

at Richmond, Va., sends us

the following

:

" During the past two weeks myself, in

company with a friend, made a trip awheel from Richmond, Va., to Bos-

ton, Mass. We both rode '97 Sterling racers fitted with Palmer Tires,

and covered actually 723 miles on the wheels. 1 thought possibly in view

of the splendid behavior of your tires that this might be of interest to you.

Together, we had three punctures, none of which delayed us more than

five minutes, and outside of this we did not have the least trouble with the

wheels or tires in any way."

There is such a thing as riding a willing horse to

death, and the tire manufacturers have begun to

place restrictions upon free repairs.

Pneumatic tires are now guaranteed for six months from date of pur-

chase from the bicycle agent, during which time no charge is made for re-

pairs. But where tires have outlived their guarantee and their usefulness,

a reasonable charge is made for vulcanizing. Frequently tires two and
three years old, so worn that any attempt to put them in ridable condition
renders them worthless, are presented for free repairs, and when the true

condition of the tires is explained to the owner, he is prone to go away
with the impression that something might have been done. Now he knows
that repairs on old tires must be paid for in any event, and he usually
gives his aged pneumatics a pretty critical examination before taking them
to the maker's repair shop. The new departure is meeting with marked
success, and few objections are heard concerning it. One good result that

is sure to follow is, that the rider will rely more upon his own ingenuity,

and less upon the free repair station. He will make his own repairs.

Tom Heywood, the inventor of the Repair Tool
used by the Palmer Pneumatic Tire Co. for the past

three years, won the 1897 A.

C. C. Delegates' road race, on
Palmer Tires, of course.

National

Championships

Half-Mile Professional Championship
Won by Earl Kiser

Five-Mile Professional Championship
won by A. C. Mertens

Third-Mile Amateur Championship...
Won by Earl Peabody

One-Mile Amateur Championship
Won by C. M. Ertz

Won onPalmer Tires
The Championship Tires

Tom Heywood, Geo. K. Barrett, and
N. H. Van Sicklen. three old-timers in

whose veins still flows a deal of sporting

blood, were on the same mark in the Pull-

man Fourth-of-July race. They made a

pretty three-cornered fight, and Heywood
would have won the event if he had not

been thrown into a wayside ditch. There
can be no doubt of the truth of this assertion,

as no less an authority than Mr. Heywood
himself inspires it.

Earl Kiser has won another

big match race, getting $500
for defeating Bald, Cooper and
Loughead.

The race took place at Buffalo, August
24, for a purse of $1,000, the winner to take

half, the balance to be divided. Two heats

settled the race, Kiser winning both. The
only pair of Palmer Tires in the match
were on Kiser's wheel, the other riders using

double-tube tires.

No Other tire equals the

Palmer for easy riding, and the

fact that they are the fastest

tires made means a great sav-

ing in energy to the rider.

The difference between an easy-running wheel and a hard-running

wheel represents so much wasted energy. Often riders complain of this

apparent incongruity in wheels of the same make. Take two bicycles of

exactly similar construction, fit one with Palmer Tires the other with dif-

ferent tires, let them be ridden by evenly-matched riders, and the Palmer

Tire rider will always ride a greater distance with less fatigue.

From the first introduction of Palmer Tires to

the bicycle world, their unapproachable speed has

never been denied. Friend and foe have alike ac-

knowledged that Palmer Tires are seconds faster

than any other make.

There is no longer any contention as to the superiority of the single-

tube tire as exemplified in Palmer Tires. It is admitted.

^1NECyOR|HJ,EHCESVOfcG8 READE SJk

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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sent from their posts seeking relaxation;

when stuck is being taken, accounts figuretl

and old matters being closed up, the manufac-

turer is not in a frame of mind to decide on

his future policy. He has now an interval in

which he can advantageously digest his sea-

son's experience, and outline in his mind what

course he will pursue. Of course, he has al-

ready designed and begun experiments with

his new models; but, details as to wheels,

prices, discounts, guarantee and kindred sub-

jects await settlement at a later date.

.\ representative of The Wheel who re-

cently called on some of the New Mngland

manufacturers, found them not yet in a posi-

tion to make many definite statements, but

gathered some facts as to probable prices,

w'.ich are as follows:

CoUinibias—We have noi thought about

prices as yet.

Comets—We believe in gyod w'.iecls at

honest prices. Our highest grade will, of

course, have our famous and successful three-

ball bearing, and be not less than $75. We
shall have a cheaper pattern, also, fitted with

ordinary bearings.

Humbers—It is impossible to reduce the

price of a strictly high-grade wheel without

reducing its quality. Old riders can remem-
ber how reductions in price have been fol-

lowed in deterioration in wheels. There is

not a fair return for the maker of the highest

grade bicycles at lower figures, nor at larger

discounts.

I.ovells—A high-grade wheel should bring

from p'A to ?&, and good wheels can be sold

at $/fO

New M.iiN The popular price for '!>8 will

be '»" >>T uniUr. .X good wheel can be sold

for $.V»

( Jriml.i—All our wheels will be Orients

next reason. The highest pos.<iibIe grade and
finish -ind ' -'

-'it i* easily worth $Uift;

a regul.ir I wheel, %lh; and a good.

relLiblr r...i'l •• r. f-Vt. Of course, there will

hav«- t'. (><- i. w<T option* as to equipment on
th.

look now as if high-

gratic^ wMiil(| list at over |i7o. and there will

l.r I., I. ..: ^.„„\ wheels at |6<J.

The price for first-clatt wheel*
' »7S We shall build but one

gr \% always, the br^t
^ >T '\% worth llftO It it

the .rl.l

. ronitrurted bicycle in

r is a wonderful

I' '' ' Such a wheel,

>-«, I* wonh all we ask (or it.

;ir !»t/ri,t« 'irinand « I'W
very hi^- for their trade

" ' IT $7'i We are

irri at |A0. but can*

! decide un thc^c i-x.'iDtt •• jret.

rider* have an idea that a bicycle

!,..tit.l f.r tr..i\L- rtiLiiKh to twut the

hir . v«fe. To meet

the <irni.^f)M •> Tiirsr Krnuniien, the Water-

bury Wrench Co., of Waterbury, Conn., have

decided to make their next season's product of

slightly heavier material. The Waterbury

wrench, it will be remembered, adusts itself

to any sized nut without any screw turning.

The jaws of this wrencli can be closed by the

user of it simply pressing the lower one with

his thumb. Once closed the jaws of the

wrench are as tight as t!ie s'u'IIs nf the pro-

verbial clam.

For many years it was custoniary to regard

drop forgings as absolutely necessary to the

manufacture of high-grade bicycles. There

was nothing that could really compete with

them on their own ground. As connecting

links between the tubular portions of the

frame, they had proved their worth, and the

maker who made any pretense of building a

first-class wheel was obliged to use them.

Their merit was undoubted, and, for a con-

siderable time, was unassailed.

There were naturally some who desired to

cheapen construction, and who substituted

less expensive material, which was admitted

to he inferior, but they were unwilling to ac-

knowledge that they did so. The term

"forgings" was generally used in circulars,

catalogues and advertisements to describe alt

frame connections, no matter what they really

were. Ncj maker was willing t(j admit that

he used anything else.

But times change, and men, including bicy-

cle makers, change with them. The demand
for bicycles increased so rapidly that manu-
facturers of fittings and all component parts

found a good market in the new industry,

and devoted capital, skill and ingenuity to de-

veloping it. As a result, material heretofore

deemed unsiiit.Tble has been adapted t<> bicy-

cle uses, and pruven so serviceable ami satis-

factory that there is now divcigcnce of opin-

ion as to whether it is possible to build a first-

class wheel without the use of forgings.

Whatever the merits of the substitutes for

forgings may be, it is still believed that the

use of forgings in a wheel gives it a distinct

and positive claim to he ranked as high

grade. Many of the best makers refuse to

consider the u»e of any substitutes whatever,

while other makers who do not use forgings

pay homage !' ilieir merit and reputation by

classifying as "forgings" all the connections

in their wheels

On the other side of the "pon<l." and es-
'

.
' ind. where antagonism to

.ind .\merir.Tn ni<'tlio<U of

at last coming to receive the reputation it de-

serves, and orders are being received lor

American goods, tools and presses to go even

to the birthplace of the bicycle industry \

late instance of this is an order receivid !<y

the Billings & Spencer Co., of Hartford, for

a complete line of bicycle forgings—hubs,

cranks, axles, crowns, connections, etc., as

well as the dies and presses, to go to the Cy-
cle Components Mfg. Co., Birmingham,
England. A portion of the order will be
shipped at the end of this month, and the rest

will follow shortly.

The Hillings & Spencer Co. are also turn-

ing out a large lot of pedal barrel forgings,

with arms attached, to go to Germany.
In the home market the Billings & Spencer

Co are well known as having been one of the

first concerns to supply pocket-wrenches to

tlie bicycle trade. Riders of the old high

wheel will probably remember that the
monkey-wrenches in the tool-bag of their first

machines, many years ago, were stamped with

the letters "B. & S." Since those days that

company have brought out many new pat-

terns, and have manufactured immense num-
bers of them. They also make forgings for

all bicycle connections, sprockets and cranks,

to the si)ecification of manufacturers, and
carry, as well, a full line of their own, includ-

ing all the popul:.r patterns. Cranks in vari-

ous lengths, adustable sprockets of all sizes,

one-piece a.vles and cranks, arch crowns and a

full line of connections are among what they

offer.

It is curious and entertaining to sec their

full line of samples, and notice the changes
that have taken place year by year. Bicycle

history has been made so rapidly; changes
have been so numerous and come so fast that

one can hardly realize how short a time it is

since some of the clumsy old patterns that

they show delighted our hearts as parts of

our light roadsters.

These new "B. & S." patterns are. of course,

U|) to date and embody all desirable features.

The three-ball bearing made famous in

Comet wheels by the .Xmerican Waltham Co.
will be used by them in pedals next season.

They ha\c of late been building a g<iod many
sulky wheels fitted with this bearing, and the

results have been very gr.ntifying to them, as

they have been advised of several instances in

which racers have reduced their records im-

mediately on having the new wheels put into

the sulkv.

Talking to Tiir WiiKiil. representative <)f

his pet ifleas concerning windage, which have
caused the Overman Wheel Co. to take sides

against large tubing, large hubs, gear cases

an<l other devices calculated to offer resistance

to the wind. President Overman, after warm-
ing to the subject in his characteristic fashion,

<>aid:

"Your wheel ought to cut tlie air like an
arrow. I have on my wheel, and you should

have on yours, a smaller tire «m the front

wheel than on the rear. I use 1} and 1|; but,

even with this arrangement, the front tire is

relatively larger, considering the work it has
to do, than the rear. This makes the steering
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more pleasant, as well as more sensitive.

If, after using it, a larger and heavier tire is

tried on the front wheel, the sensation is very-

disagreeable.

"Another advantage is found in the use of

long cranks. Seven-inch are to be standard

another year, with 7J-inch not uncommon. I

would give a man 8-inch if he wanted them.

The advantages of ankle action are little under-

stood. When properly employed, a rider can

get all the advantage of using a longer throw
without any discomfort. By properly follow-

ing the pedal, the reach will be easy and ef-

fective."

Speaking of easy running qualities, Mr.
Overman explained how their factory is in-

dependent of any individual's opinion regard-

ing the running of their machines, as their

testing machines show conclusively, not only

the precise resilience of a tire, but the exact

amount of power necessary to propel a bi-

cycle, and the loss by friction with various

chains. The loss on the Victor in this last

direction, with their chain and its perfect

fitting, is less than 1 per cent.

"In bicycles," said Mr. Overman, "the Vic-

tor is the only one where you can hold one

man responsible for the whole machine. With
all others, there are from ten to forty persons

who make the parts assembled in them."

The new buildings for the Trinity Cycle

Mfg. Co., at Keene, N. H., are progressing

so satisfactorily that the company expect to

move into them from their present location

in Worcester early in October. The main
building, is 165 by 105 feet, and will afford

improved facilities for turning out Trinity

wheels.

Though this was the Trinity's first year,

and they were very late in getting started,

every one will remember their handsome dis-

plays at the cycle shows. They have suc-

ceeded in turning out nearly 3,000 "genuine

bicycles," and will do better next season.

They have sold their entire output at their

own figures and do not carry over any stock.

An interesting commentary on the easy

running qualities of the Trinity is found in

the fact that four-fifths of those sold were

fitted with a very high gear, viz., 77 2-3, the

combination of sprockets being 9 by 25. This

combination, together with 9 by 24 and 9 by

28, has given the best results. With the use

of longer cranks, these gears are likely to be-

come increasingly popular. The retention

by the Trinity of D-shape tubing is assured;

the drop of the bottom bracket for road

wheels is entirely satisfactory at 2J inches,

and racers 2|, and these figures they find as

low as can be advantageously used or serve

any practical purpose.

Detachable sprocket-wheels are now nearly

universal, and are a great convenience in

many respects, chiefly, however, to the

dealer, as he is enabled to save much time

through their use in changing gears to suit

his customers. To the rider they are not quite

£fo great a boon, as, when the gear is changed,

the chain usually has to go to the repairer to

be lengthened or shortened. All wheelmen

cannot be mechanics, nor can many maintain

the facilities for doing such jobs as pulling in

or removing chain links.

The only remedy seems to be in a chain

with detachable links, so that any rider can

readily lengthen or shorten his chain at pleas-

ure. The Baldwin Chain Co., lately removed
to 33 Hermon street, Boston, have made a

chain of this character for several years.

They have steadily improved it in construction

and finish until it stands very high in the esti-

mation of those who have used it. They are

now supplying chains for the big machines
used by Michael for pacing purposes. They
have also received orders for some unusually

narrow chains, viz.: ^-inch, and have made a

number of them. They claim their 3-16

chain to be practically as strong as the

i-inch, and sell nearly as many of them.

For the coming season the well-known
Duckworth chains will be marketed by the

maker himself direct from the factory in

Springfield, instead of being controlled by a

selling agent, as was the case this year. Mr.

Duckworth reports the demand for '98 as be-

ginning, and looks forward to a good season

in spite of what may seem to be bright pros-

pects for a chainless pattern. His sales are

nearly equally divided between quarter and
three-sixteenths.

Some months ago an entirely new departure

in chains and sprockets was developed by
Mr. Duckworth, and was referred to at the

time. He has since given it a practical test

on his wheel, and applied for a patent. The
sprockets have two flanges in place of the

usual rim, connected by small rollers. The
chain is of very narrow, but deep plates, easily

and accurately punched out, and has but half

as many rivets as an ordinary chain, and is

much cheaper to make. It runs over the

small rollers and between the sprocket-flanges.

The rollers may be made of fibre, and bushed,

and so insure perfect silence in running.

The rich vermillion color that has been

characteristic of the Warwick has been used

on about one-half of the wheels shipped by

them this season. The other half has been

divided among other colors. The demand for

Model 40 has been greater than for Model 41,

though the latter is their regular road wheel,

but Model 40 is a slightly lighter machine.

There will be no change in weights for '98.

Their racing frames have also stood up per-

fectly, and Hoyt and Newton have been able

to use the same frames throughout the season.

If chainless wheels should prove to be the

popular thing, chainless Warwicks are likely

to be in the field, although the Warwick Co.

will not commit themselves on this point.

It is generally admitted that more attention

will be paid to finish by bicycle manufactur-

ers during the coming season than heretofore.

Having this in mind, the J. J. Warren Co., of

Worcester, are introducing an attractive

leather handle-bar grip, which has already

been adopted by a number of manufacturers.

The grip is made of fine leather, pressed into

shape and stretched together by hand over a

hard wood core. This makes it practically

indestructible, furnishing a most agreeable

surface for the hands and adding to the ap-

pearance of ihe wheel. The Warren Co. make

these grips of russet, orange, olive, black,

brown or maroon-colored leather. Tliey re-

tail for fifty cents per pair.

Albany, which has fitted up all its cars with

the L. A. W. holders and hangers. These
holders are detached from the side of the car

when not m use and have no projection to in-

terfere with the storing of baggage or freight.

By the use of these appliances a sixty-foot

baggage car can be made to accommodate
136 wheels, leaving a passage between the bi-

cycles three feet and a half wide. The L.

A. W. holders are made by F. W. Whitcher
& Co., of 4 High street, Boston, and the firm

is now fitting them to baggage cars for a

number of Eastern and Western railroads.

The now rapidly decreasing element which
thinks that the bicycle has seen its best days
should visit the factory of J. C. Speirs & Co.,

of Worcester, Mass., where they can witness

convincing evidence to the contrary. The
firm has its full force of men at work and is

having its factory building lengthened lOo

feet. The new structure is of brick and runs
back from the railroad track nearly 50 feet.

When completed the buildings of the company
will have a frontage of over 300 feet. Mr.
Speirs is working on a number of new ideas

for 1898 and thinks that the season will be
a prosperous one for manufacturers of high-
class goods. -

The M. D. Stebbins Mfg. Co., of Spring-
field, Mass., has during the past season re-

ceived so much encouragement from its

Chilion wood frame bicycles that it has de-

cided to extend its facilities for 1898. No
effort was made to boom the ChiHon wheels
outside of the New England States this year,

but the successful manner in which they have
withstood the tests given them has encour-
aged the firm to make preparations for the

general trade.

Among other improvements of the M. &
W. lamp for '98 will be a holder which will

allow the lamp to be attached to the heads of

machines fitted with brakes. Matthews &
Willard have had a remarkably satisfactory

season with this lamp, the public's liking for

it being all that its makers could ask. Man-
ager Greggs is at present in Europe making
arrangements for next season's foreign output

of Matthews & Willard.

In addition to making the two-piece crank,

which was one of the successes of the season

just passed, the Southington Crank Co., of

Southington, Conn., will henceforth turn out

a complete line of fittings. The factory of this

company is one of the most complete in the

Nutmeg State, anil products thereof will be

fully described in a catalogue now in the hands

of the printer.

A ringle screw saddle clamp, which will

allow the saddle to be tilted in any direction

and permit of the cross post being adjustcl

to within a quarter of an inch from the frame,

is one of the nuuiy new things which the Hunt
Mfg. Co., of Westboro. Mass.. will introduce

for the '98 trade. The Hunt hygienic saddle,

of course, will be a leailer.

One of the first railroads to adopt a bicycle

holder for its baggage cars is the Boston &

Col. 'riieodoro A. Dodge, who lias luen in

luirope since July, will return on La Touraino,

which i.s expected on So\itenibor Tih. Col.

Dodge will be in Now York in time for the

next meeting of the Tire Association, of whicli

ho is president.
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HAS ALL THE NEEDFILS.

With their line oi cycle components and ac-

cssories largely augmented, the Manufac-

turers and Merchants' Warehouse, of Chicago,

are making very strong bids for '1*8 business,

both with manufacturers and dealers.

The Plew saddle for '!»8. one of their lead-

ers, shows several changes for the better, viz.,

the base being made broader and the nose ex-

tended in the gentlemen's model, the pneumatic

bag being protected by a canvas cover, mak-
ing it practically indestructible. Springs can

be furnished for both ladies' and gentlemen's

models when desired, and a saddle with a di-

rect post being also added to the line.

The M. & M. W. control the well and fa-

vorably known Sartus hub and ball retainer

patents. They also have the Western agency

for the United States Projectile Company's
seamless tubing, fork sides, etc.; also the

steel balls of the Excelsior Machine Company,
whose goods need no introduction. They
likewise have the general agency for the In-

diana Chain Company's popular Indiana

chain, which they claim they can furnish for

an exceedingly low price when quality is con-

sidered.

They have a line of wood rims and pedals of

their own manufacture, for which they claim

great superiority, as well as a large line of fit-

tings, including forgings, castings, stampings,

etc.

They have in preparation a catalogue which,
they believe, for completeness, has never been
surpassed. It will contain every article used
cither in the construction of a bicycle or as

an acccs-sory.

CHANGtS l.% CINCINNATI.

Cincinnati, Aug. ^J".—Sol. Krouse & Son.

bicycle dealers, on Walnut street, quit the

cycle business last week. .Mthough they

passed a prosperous season, their expenses

were very heavy, and they decided to retire.

Emmet P. Grey & Co. has removed from

K.iic to Seventh street. Although the ex-

penses III the new (|uartcrs will be slightly less

for the new firm, the new .store is in a better

location for the cycle trade. The different

modcit of the Orient arc handled by this

firm.

Frank T. Miles, assignee of the Frank T.

my, wound up the affairs

' week. He accepted a bid

tor the bulk ot the assets of the company.
His account has not yet been filed, but there

will be practically nothing for the general
«""'•'• " - made six

irgc amount
-I,- , ,,,lit,,rs

.
II

U I lit

can be Mttled.

PEACOCK COMERS EAST.

riii, ,L., \,in .10.— F. E. Peacock, repre-

Peacock, nunufacturer of the

»rii HI..WI1 i'cac' '
'"' igo Chains," has

left for a tour of t n cities, with the

Tich and

• r«| from
the leading bicycle tnanuiacturers in the East

The Tinkham Cjrcic Co. have issued an ad-

vancr

a wr
ic of their 'H"-

and mri«| irr

It is

vnhimr.

bihtir* oi the three-wheeler. It is well worth
«Vii fnr

PARIS RECOGNIZES MERIT.

Dr. C. S. Stockton, proprietor of the War-
wick & Stockton Co., who has been in Eu-

rope for a few weeks for the purpose oi thor-

ouijhly investigating the Warwick & Stock-

ton foreign interests, is due in .\merica on

Friday, on the Augusta N'ictoria.

.•\dvices precede the doctor's arrival which

show that his trip has not been a fruitless

one. Perhaps the most notable of all the

business he has accomplished in his short

stay abroad has been the sale to a Paris house

of 30,000 pairs of hubs and 3(i,tMHi pairs of

pedals, which is an order entirely indepen-

dent of the company's regular representation

abroad, which i.« in the hands of Markt &
Co., of London, Paris and Hamburg. This

house, which has also the foreign Columbia
agency, handles the Continent for W. & S.

goods.

Dr. Stockton is sanguine of the perma-
nency of the Continciual demand for Ameri-
can goods, particularly as far as the lighter

class of cycle material is concerned.

The company has already started a lively

crusade for orders on this side of the water.

Their general representative. M. J. Doblcr,

is already out with samples.

SA.MPLES FOR THE ASKING.

The Wilmot & Hobbs Mfg. Co., Bridge-

port, Conn., have made several shipments of

their Clincher brazed tubing to Europe, and

arc treating with an important English con-

cern for the manufacture of the tube on the

"other side." Wilmot & Hobbs are gratified

by the reception of their product, and to fur-

ther spread its gospel are sending a "deadly

parallel" to all dealers and makers who apply

for it. It consists of samples of seamless and
of Clincher tube of corresponding sizes,

brazed together parallel, one end of which
has thereafter been pressed together in a

testing machine or vise. The other end is

left for the recipient to squeeze or crush in his

own vise. The Clincher tube bends or crushes

the other out of shape, just as a hickory nut

would crush an almond or acorn.

For especially high-grade work the Clincher

tubing can be "coppcrized" in a manner that

assists in the making of perfect brazed con-

nections or joints, and is also an excellent

anti-rust precaution, greatly lessening the lia-

bility of rust starting under the enamel and
causing it to blister and fall off. or when the
enamel is accidentally chipped oflf, rust is not
liable to attack and weaken or mar the sur-
face of the tube.

lATFN I Am.lhl. f*-K.

The Keller Adjustable

Bicycle-Frame Jig ««^ Drill.

Will save labor and expense of

jigs. Perfectly adjustable to

any frame from 14 to 28 inches.

The accompanying cut shows
frame placed in jig as the table

is hiinji reversed for drilling

other side.

KELLER I>1ACHINERY CO., Erie, Pa.

Kiii.llv 11U1111..11 Du Wheel.

AIMERICAN RIM COIVIPANY
Pawtucket, R. I.,

MANUrACTURBRS OF TMB

HERCULES WOOD RIM.
PATENTED.

THE STRONGEST AND MOST DURABLE RIM MADE.
<'oii>irii<'ir«l of luo plirra of wood. brtM ten \%hi<h In a
Irip of rhcmlrall) prrpiired llbre, very toiiuli ami airong.

Hercules Rims Cannot Split.
We also manufacture the «' A^l.ltlCAlV/' the best two-piece rim made. All

of our work is HIGH 1 rRAI »K. Special attention given to FINISH.

CorreiiJonilence solicited. Samples upon application.

AMERICAN RIIM COMPANY, Pawtucket, R. I.

Kindljr mcnlion The WbccL
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"We've been looking for that/'

Every cycle maker says when he sees it.

And it's only one of many new things made
from sheet steel for the '98 market by

CROSBY & M/WER CO., Buffalo, N. Y.

Weight, 8 oz.

Kindly mention I'lic Wlircl.
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RUSSIA'S CYCLE TRADB.

There are only five bicycle factories in Rus-

sia—two in St. Petersburg, one in Mkscow,

one in Warsaw and one in Riga. TIutc arc

a number of small affairs, which can not really

be called factories, being simply repair or as-

sembly shops. These shops buy from either

England or Germany unfinished parts, which

they finish and then assemble. The two

largest factories in Russia are the Singer Cy-

cle Company, at Warsaw, and the Humber
Works, in Moscow, both branches of English

companies. It can not be denied that the

American wheel would lead in Russia were it

not too expensive for tlic peoi>Ic wlio use the

bicycle most. With them, money is the first

object, and quality a secondary consideration

The Russian bicycle retails at from 80 to 130

rubles (|42 to ^u) ; the German, from 150 to

180 rubles ($77 to |92.50); the English, from

IGO to 250 rubles ($82 to $128.50), and the

American, from 200 to 250 roubles ($103 to

$128.50).

It is true that only high-grade American

wheels have so far been sold in Russia, and

that preference is given them on account of

finish, lightness and running and lasting

qualities, but the difference in price over the

Russian and German wheels is too great.

The total number of bicycles imported into

Russia during \S'M] was 10.t)(i;t. The duty per

bicycle, whether high or low grade, single or

tandem, is 12 rubles in gold ($!>.26) per piece.

For bicycle parts, finished, 8 rubles ($6.18) per

pood (30 pounds); unfinished cost less, being

taxed according to the material. For the rea-

son that the cycle trade in Russia is in its in-

fancy, there are no large jobbers in cycles or

parts; but the dealers keep much the same
stock, and each also handles some parts.

BDT CAN YOU?

If you can convince the man who has

bought a $19.87 wheel, and who thinks he is

a martyr, that he is only a chump, not much
more is necessary to effect a speedy cure.

We Oripated Aluminum

Chain Guards tor Ladies' Wheels.
\\ •* linxt' Itroiiil :intl iiti iiit-rtitis piiti-iits.

\\v lii>\c Ktikrlt'il flaniMKe siilt> HKitiiixt iiifrinirliiK
nutki-m mill <l<-«lrr».

a^^ You can iiTtild niilillit^ l»\ r«*riiHinK I'hain ^iiarfN of
other iiiuke* iiiid unlnK only tliose bearing our
iiHiiir.

.SEND inn CATAI.OC.

THE TURNER BRASS WORKS,
Kindly mctition TTie Wheel. 125 Kinzic St.. CHICAGO.
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Eace Keel

Plaifl Black and White
OR IN

Three Colors.

Competitors' Nuinlers

ON LINEN,

Plain, Black Fibres.

Catch the Eye!!!

ALL SIZES.

Dnick Work.

ESTIMATES.

THE WHEEL PRESS,
88 West Broadway, NEW YORK.

^3•

Bicycle Wood Work...
Wood Rims, Wood Handle-Bars, Mud and
Chain Guards, Saddle Cantels, Etc

TUCKER QUALITY-
• It

®

In introducing ourselves to the trade we wish to say that we are NEW in NAME
ONLY, liavin^ been secretary and sales manager of the late Greencastle Mfg.

Co., which was destroyed by lire last May. The product of the above-named
defunct company had a reputation for "QUALITY " which will be maintained
in the output under the new namn in thn n»-w location. Our f:icilities .ire better

than ever for producing goods that can be sold above the m:irket, which, com-
bined with long experience in making bent wood work, places us in a position to

attract the attention of all buyers who desire to obtain an up-to-date, high-grade
line of wood part^i.

The Tucker Bicycle Wood Work Co.,

ROACMDALt, INDIANA, U.S. A. :

Kin4t|r mtn-

i^
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BLUB OUTLOOK IN AUSTRALIA.

Owing to the large number of cycle agen-

cies established in Sydney during the past

twelve months, the outlook for the next year

is not very reassuring. In Melbourne the

prospects for the future are even more dis-

couraging. In Victoria it is estimated that

there are at present from 10,000 to 12,000 ma-

chines in bond and the same number in stock.

The supply has so far exceeded the demand

that many agents are selling below cost price,

so as to clear out their stocks. Others are

returning consignments to England, without

taking the wheels out of bond.

Some months ago, when the trade was

booming in Melbourne, all kinds of trades-

men, tobacconists, tailors, hardware con-

cerns, music sellers and others undertook the

sale of machines, believing there was a large

margin of profit in the trade. Many of these

had no knowledge of the trade, and they are

now paying the penalty, relinquishing agen-

cies where possible and selling at a loss. In

Sydney the position is, to some extent, the

same.

The prices of low-grade wheels are being re-

duced, and the prospects of, say, 50 per cent

of the retailers are gloomy. The oldest and

best-managed establishments will survive, but

many of the others must gradually retire from

the business.

One of the best-informed and most exten-

sive dealers in Australia views the condition

and outlook in this fashion:

In Sydney the lowest priced English bicy-

cle is £8 ($38.93), and some American ma-

chines are sold at the same price. In Mel-

bourne two separate firms are now advertis-

ing new American bicycles at £8 to £10 ($38.93

to $48.66) which were three months ago sold

at £21 and £22 ($102.20 and $107.06), and this

is the chief reason why the trade is at a stand-

still, as the public are expecting there will be

a corresponding slump in English and Amer-

ican high-grade wheels.

It would be highly injudicious for any

American firm to send a traveler out here in

the hope of placing their machines with local

agents. Should any American firm wish to

trade in New South Wales, it would be abso-

lutely imperative for such firm to open a store

or depot on its own account and be prepared

to enter into the business on the same lines

as established houses and take any trade

that should offer, both for cash and install-

ment payments. Several American represen-

tatives have been here recently and have failed

to satisfactorily negotiate for buying agents.

The proportion of cash sales would be equal

to about 20 per cent of the total output.

TALKING TOO MUCH.

One of the most frequent mistakes of the

cycle salesman is talkativeness. If he is a

fluent talker, and the prospective wheel buyer

is shy, or reserved, or timid, the danger is

that the seller will undertake to make the

customer feel at ease by saving him the ne-

cessity for talking by himself doing all the

talking. Or he may think it necessary to en-

large upon every possible point of merit in the

wheel; to amplify good qualities in superla-

tives of praise; to vary the pitch without

changing the air.

ASKED FOR SPECIFICATIONS.

"I want a can of your best enamel."

"Face or bicycle, madauie?"

SOME SPROCKET ARGUMENTS.

Editor of The Wheel: In your issue of

June 25th we noticed quite a lengthy article

by "Luther," headed "Rear Sprocket the

Vital One." The writer went on to

state that, after considerable study and
experimenting, he has found the nine-

tooth rear sprocket gives the best satis-

faction. He further states that the mechanical

theory shows that a nine-tooth rear sprocket

and a twenty-two tooth front sprocket gives

better satisfaction than a seven-tooth rear

sprocket and a twenty-tooth front sprocket.

This we do not deny, but when "Luther"

states further that a seven-tooth rear sprocket

and a twenty-tooth front sprocket give bet-

ter satisfaction than a twenty-five and ten,

it is in this last statement we do not agree, for

quite a number of reasons, some of which we
will proceed to give.

In the first place we have several thousand
wheels on the road this year with small

sprockets, which were turned out early in the

.spring, and seeing a little later that the large

sprockets were becoming very popular, we
went to work and got out a few of them and

had them tried on some of our wheels. The
result was they proved so satisfactory that

we have now over 1,000 wheels out with front

sprockets ranging from twenty-five to thirty-

tooth, and every day brings in orders for

larger sprockets in exchange for the smaller

ones which had been ordered with the wheel

before buyers had a chance to test the satis-

factory results of these large sprockets.

I have for sprockets on the wheel which
I ride myself a thirty-tooth front and a twelve-

tooth rear, which I think runs easier than

any of the smaller ones which I have tried,

and a good many people who have ridden the

wheel are of the same opinion, and I thor-

oughly believe that many of the manufactur-

ers will be equipping their wheels with

sprockets from twenty-five and ten up to

thirty and eleven for the season of '98.

In the above diagram, in which we have en-

deavored to illustrate the difference in the

strain upon the smaller and larger sprockets.

We will take A as the pedal and H as the

crank. Now, if you place two hundred

pounds pressure at A it will cause a strain

of two hundred pounds at B, or the outer

circle of the large front sprocket, and G, or

the outer circle of the large rear sprocket,

making a pressure of two luuulred pounds

between the points 1^ and E, in- the centre

of the larger sprockets.

Reversely in the case of the small sprockets,

wliich you will notice l)y the above diagram

are half the size of tiu' large ones, if you

place a pressure of two hundred pounds at

A you will have a pressure of four hundred

pounds at C, or the (Uiler circle of tlie smaller

front sprocket, and I'", or the onler circle of

the smaller roar sprocket, and having a four

hundred pound pressure, as you will see is

tlie case with those smaller sprockets, between

the points D and E.

It therefore should tu- plain to the reader

that, with the large sprockets you get one-

half the strain on the chain and a much less

movement of the links around the larger

sprockets, which, of course, means much less

friction and wear; also a less spring strain

upon the frame; (also one-half the strain on

the bearings between D and E. Cobb.

COPENHAGEN'S CHAINLESS.

Nordisk Cyclefabrik, Limited, is a Copen-

hagen company formed in August, 1896, to

develop G. Halberstadt's patent of a chainless

bicycle. The invention (or improvement)

has been patented in the United States. The
company is at work now in temporary quar-

ters, but expect to have their shops in the

free port in operation by the end of this sea-

son. One American machinist, Mr. F. A.

Stanley, of Hartford, Conn., is at present em-

ployed bj' this firm, and the machinery has

been imported from the United States.

Much is claimed for this chainless wheel,

and Mr. Stanley, who has some knowledge

of bicycles and has worked in a bicycle fac-

tory, thinks it the most important step toward

the perfect bicycle yet made. The company
expects to attain a capacity of 6,000 to 8,000

wheels per year with the machinery now being

set up; but if they meet with the success they

expect, the works will, of course, be enlarged.

The capital invested is 350,000 kroner

($93,800), and they will employ at the start

about ten men. The machinery will be driven

by electricity, supplied by the free port com-
pany.

AS TO CRANK LENGTHS.

In the matter of gearing considerable lati-

tude is given the rider by most manufacturers,

but cranks are usually supplied to a standard

size of 6J inches. Whether this is always the

best length seems a very open question, but

so far from increasing the throw, as some
people are recomending, the majority of

riders would do better were they to reduce

it somewhat.

As a matter of fact, crank gearing and lev-

erage are much the same to-day as they were

just prior to the introduction of the pneu-

matic tire, notwithstanding that the circum-

stances have entirel}' altered since that date,

and that in the reduction of weight and in

ease of running, machines have been mar-
velously improved.

Of course gearing, so far as racing ma-
chines are concerned, has greatly altered, and
the gears now used by racing men are very

much higher than those employed in the days

of the solid tires. Road machines have not,

however, been similarly increased, except on
machines especially built for the more speedy

riders.

ALL BROKEN UP.

"Every time that wiuuan next iloor comes
home with that $23.47 bicycle of hers it looks

like Poo's raven."

"\\'hat similarity is there between Poo's

r;ivoii and a bargain-counter bicycle, I'd like

to know?"
"Why, wasn't it forever on the bust?"

HAD A PERSONAL INTEREST.

"This disposition on tho part of the acci-

dent insurance companies to refuse policies to

whoelnien is outrageous; perfectly out-

rageous."

".\ro you a rider?"

"Me? No, I'm a maiuit'acturor of bargain-

counter bicycles, aiul how are you going to

soil thoin when tho riders can't got insured?"
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[Advertisement.]

Chainless Bicycles.

At Catford Hill, Kent, England, in July, ten

uf the thirteen riders who started made the

ascent. This is one of the severest tests that

the bicycler encounters in England. The
course is 11-10 yards, and the rise more than

430 fett. The time of the winner was 4 min-

utes 58 3-5 seconds.

.\fter the contest, H. J. Herbert astonished

the crowd by riding backward up the hill on a

chainless machine—the .\catene. In report-

ing this event one of the papers speaks of

it as "A tremendous feat, CDnsidcriiig the

binding of the gear." To a man up a tree it

would seem that "the binding of the gear"

could not have been a very serious drawback.

Indeed, the average bicycler will be rather in-

clined to believe that there was a marked
unbinding of gear, muscle, or something or

other that permitted this wonderful feat.

It is evident that some of our English cou-

sins arc bound to see mechanical dilViculties in

the way of chainless construction; but so long

as a rider can push a chainless wheel back-

ward up an incline that only ten of thirteen

skilled riders can master with the best chain

wheels, worked forward, the average person

will mistrust that there is something good
about the beveled gears.

Business and Bicycles.

It is one thing to strike luck and accumulate

a fortune, but a radically different matter to

build up a lasting and productive business

enterprise. The close of the nineteenth cen-

tury is a period of intense competition, and

only those business houses can survive and

prosper whose foundations are built with fore-

sight, and whose superstructures arc cemented

with thorough business principles.

At the present time, perhaps, more attention

IS called to the bicycle business than to any of

the other well-known lines of trade because

in it nciny millions of ilollars have recently

been iii\rsicd. and the increased demand for

whccU during the past few years has seemed

to promise a handsome and prompt return to

the capitalist who would jump in and hustle.

This p<ipuiar fallacy has. however, caused

many investors to lose large sums of money,
because having once .ventured so far as to

purchase a plant and machinery, it has be-

come ncfc^*.iry to protect ibe initiative invest-

ment by supplying sufficient funds to manu
(acturc and market the product, a process so

difficult and expensive that it h.is ruined many
undertakiuKs of this kind. There could be no

ni •' the old adage,

"i •< r."

At no tiiiic in (tic liistory of bicycling has

the <,ii<Nf ..(i ..f !r;i(lrr<.hip liccn more riearly
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ulating the price of bicycles. A true analysis

of the situation, however, reveals the masterly
control of one concern whose enterprise and
clean business policy has won and kept the

leadership.

The man or concern whose method is right,

and for whose goods there is any market, if

persistent, is sure of winning success. On the

other hand, a lack of business principles or
the proper e.vpcricnce will lead tu final ruin.

The Value of .50 Carbon Steel.

The most careful tests have demonstrated
that tubing made from "fifty-pt)int" carbon
steel or "fifty-carbon" steel offers untiuestion-

ablc superiority over lower carbon grades,

possessing a ma.ximum of endurance under
vibratory strain and at the same time being
soft enough to resist the shattering effects

of a heavy blow. In the summer of 1893 the
Pope Manufacturing Company decided to use

steel of this grade in the Columbia bicycle,

and they did this in spite of the much greater

cost of this kind of steel and the much greater

ditticulty of working it. The excellence of

their judgment at this time has been since

abundantly proved, and to-day many bicycle-

makers have followed their example, purchas-
ing "fifty-carbon" tubing for their wheels from
the Pope Tube Company, while some makers
who cannot afford to use "fifty-carbon" tubing
ill all parts of their machine buy it for the

more important parts. It is a positive fact

that conclusive tests in the testing department
show that, weight for weight, "tifty-carbon"
steel will last eight times as long as "twenty-
five-carbon" steel. Of two lots tested in the
alternate stress inachine.that made of "twenty-
fivc-carbon" steel endured '200,000 revolutions
before giving way, while that made of "fifty-

carbon" steel endured over 2,000,000 revolu-
tions.

1877

1897 Models,

S75.00

To all

Alike.

Tandems

SI25.00.

1./U11W ^.« t^U

1897

Columbias
Standard of the World.

Are you Thinking

of going into—or are you

already in the bicycle busi-

iness ? Ifyou <zvant to make

money, to give satisfaction

to your customers, to gro<w

more prosperous year after

year and to build up and

maintain a reputable busi-

ness — note the follo'zving

and remember:

^Ve have been mAking bicycles 20 years.

We al'Wiys lead the irade.

Our faciories are the largest in the <world.

Our men are the most skilled bicycle makers.

Our test department is the most complete in

the 'world for its purposes.

Our business methods are the best.

Constant improvements in Columbia bicycles

keep them far in .tdvance of all others.

Our reputation and the reputation of Col-

umbias reflects credit on Columbia
dealers.

1898 'will be a Gala Year for our rep-

resentatives.

Watch this column for the next
few weeks : we will make some
important announcements.

TOPE MFC, CO.,
H\RTFORD. CONN.

It ColiimhiMf itrr not pmpcrh rvprcicntcd In

wH/r \iiint1\. let 1/^ kno\i.

Ai.i. cm I Miiu iiic\ciis KU\ \Hl,^{K\t\^

tin ii'i'in WITH

Hartford Single-Tube Tires.

\Sc kno* no (ires so good as

MAKTIOKDS.

1898

Hartford

Bicycles

better than

any except

Columbias,

$50.00,
$4S.OO,
$40.00.

1898
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BRAKE USE AND ABUSE.

Of the brake it may be truly said that no

fitting of a bicycle is more readily misused

and least readily used. Opinions as to the use

of the brake are divided, many experienced

riders holding to the idea that the brake is

the symbol of the novice, and that to dis-

pense with it is one of the signs of expert-

ness. There is, no doubt, considerable in

this contention; but the trouble is that so

many riders will be vain enough to endeavor

to show their competence by having no brake,

and very often they not only suffer for it

themselves, which would not so much mat-

ter, but by causing others to suffer they cause

a wail of disapproval to arise.

While a rider may have a brake on his

wheel, that is not proof at all that he will have

sufficient presence of mind, or even ability, to

make use of it in an emergency. Then, on the

other hand, it may be argued that emergencies

should not arise—they should be guarded

against by the rider always keeping his ma-
chine under control. To this, however, may
be given the rejoinder that if every rider kept

his wheel well under control at all times he

would never have any use for a brake, be-

cause in order to preserve adequate control

of the machine he would not scorch, and

would walk down hills which were too steep

to allow of them being descended in com-
fort by the mere aid of back-pedaling.

Still, as there are so many new riders al-

ways upon the roads, and as the competent few

are far outnumbered by the incompetent many,

it is certainly best for every road-used cycle

to carry a brake of some kind. With such the

expert might be called upon to pay for the

inexpertness of his many brothers of the wheel,

but the principle of legislation is always to

secure the greatest good of the greatest num-
ber, and somebody usually has to suffer.

In use the brake should always be applied

gently at first and with a gradually increasing

pressure. Too many novices put the brake

on hard whenever desiring to slacken speed;

and had they been riders of the old ordinary

bicycles many would have paid the penalty

for this carelessness by spending days, or even

weeks, in the hospital. But, even with the

much greater freedom from tumbles possessed

by the modern safety, still a very fine brand

of fall can be managed by putting the brake

on hard when going at a good speed. This is

one phase of the misuse of the brake when
unnecessary.

The rider should learn to depend more thor-

oughly upon his or her own powers of back-

pedaling; for by this means the cycle can un-

doubtedly be kept much more completely un-

der control than when the brake is used alone.

It should always be remembered that the

brake is not meant to control the machine,

but only to be used as an aid or accessory to

that end.

It may be all very well to place one's feet

upon the rests and let the machine run down
some slight decline, of which the bottom can

be readily seen; but to act in this way down
a steep or winding hill is nothing less than

foolhardincss, no matter whether the ma-
chine be ever so powerfully brake-fitted. The
feet should never leave the pedals until the

foot of the hill and a clear course arc in sight.

To depend entirely upon the brake is to seri-

ously misuse it.

Many preachers of cycling are fitted with

good talk-starters, but very poor talk-stop-

pers.

WHY HIGH GEARS GO.

Among other things which have to be

borne in mind in deciding on the most suit-

able height of gearing, it must not be for-

gotten that the machines of to-day are con-

siderably faster than those of three or four

years ago, and, being more easy to propel at

a high speed they require to be geared

higher. The rider who is getting a new ma-
chine in place of an old one will probably be

well-advised to 'have the gear of the former a

little higher than the gear he has been ac-

customed to. The improvements in racing

tracks also aid in making higher gears neces-

sary when a machine is to be used for racing.

NATURAL RESULT.

"They say old Skimp never looked at a

trade paper."

"Is that so? Where is he now?"
"Trying to sell enough of the wheels he

built, and never advertised, to pay the interest

on the mortgage upon his plant."

KEEPING EVERLASTINGLY AT IT.

The secret of hill climbing is the continual

application of power. If the rider jumps in

his work, using great force for a time, he

tires himself and does not secure as good
results as when catching the pedal at the very

top of the stroke, with lowered heel, and using

the ankle motion, he follows it almost the

complete revolution. By this method he se-

cures not only the power of the thigh muscles

in the push but the calf muscles as well. This

ankle motion, or "ankling," is the most im-

portant part of a cycHng education, but it is

a mystery to many riders. Even the experi-

enced ones who use it do not all know just

wherein lies its efficacy.

WITH MODERN IMPROVEMENTS.

"Now, Samuel Sprockets," said the teacher,

"give me some account of Atlas."

"He was a mythological god with a

scorcher's hump and the originator of (he

ball-bearing," replied the youthful Sainuol.

who had formed his ideas of Atlas fioin the

pictures thereof.

STAMPS FOR BICYCLES.

Brooklyn is commonly supposed to be a

place where every male resident devotes his

time and talents to purchasing and propelling

well-filled baby carriages. While this is

largely a fact, it is not entirely so. Just at

present, for example, your Brooklynite is a

collector of "trading stamps." The cause of

his collection is this: In several prominent

thoroughfares of the city large and finely

equipped places have been opened, and in the

windows may be seen an attractive display of

lamps, clocks, bicycles, vases, chinaware,

mandolins, guitars, banjos and even pianos,

while over the window, in large gold letters

may be seen the inscription: "The Brooklyn
Trading Stamp Co."

Your stamp collector promptly transfers all

of his trade to stores which in a prominent

place inform all comers that "Trading stamps

will be given." These signs are conspicuous

in Brooklyn shoe stores, dry goods stores,

hardware, butter, china and feather stores.

They sprout out in ice cream saloons and

bakeries. In fact, there does not seem to be

any class of store that has not one of these

signs.

The trading stamp scheme is something that

is warranted to boom business, please the

customers and largely increase the sale of

the just-as-good-as-a-high-grade-bicycle. The
whole stamp scheme is something like

a gigantic and systematic as well as

perfectly legitimate adaptation of the

coupon or premium plan that has

been heretofore used as an advertise-

ment in various branches of business. For
every ten cents' worth the customer of any of

the stores that give these stamps buys a

stamp is presented, and this is supposed to be

stuck in a little trading stamp book that is

furnished to any one requesting it. There is

no advance of price by the merchant, as he is

supposed to clear his profit by the increased

business brought by the stamps.

When a certain quantity of the stamps have

been collected by the patrons of these estab-

lishments then the book may be taken to any

of the stores of the trading stamp company
and exchanged for such an article as he may
desire, which in very many cases is for one

of the just-as-good bicycles.

WHAT ANKLE-ACTION IS.

The object of the much-talked-of anklo-ac-

tlon is to get the pedal past the top dead-cen-

tres. At these two points downward pros-

sure on the pedal exerts no propulsory power.

When the pedal approaches the top dead-cou-

tre the heel should be lowered. Thus the

force applied at the dead-centre is not down-
ward, but forward, so that in reality there is

no dead-centre. When the pedal is at the

lowest point the heel should be raised, and

(hen the pressure exerted backwards.

RESULTS OF TRYING.

Trying to look easy and graceful when rid-

ing a bicycle is very like tryin.i; to go to sloop.

You will not succeed unless you forget that

you are trying.

•PLEBEIAN LUXURY.

\\ li.il iHMiiiltics must Rrcalnoss pny to Riimil a siiupii-

niiniel

Oil, UiRnity. wlint sacrifice in self defense you cliiiui'

I'll lalhcr ride n bicycle n-down the tliorouBhfaro

Thnu be a ruler of tbe rcnlm who really woiiMn't

Unre.
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SAM'L BUCKLE
SOLE SALES AGENTS FOR

The Lavigne & Scott I^lfg. Co/s (^ew Haven, Conn.)

WRENCHES AND PEDALS.
Eive Styles of

PEDALS:

Four Styles of

WRENCHES:

Protection,

Featherweight,

Sandow,

Superior.

I QL II.IBKILM. LA\li,M Kl liliCK.

Power I^anufacturing Co.*s (Newark, N. J.)

POWER NICKEL STEEL CHAINS.
Kvery 3-16 tested to 1.200 pounds, every 1-4 to 1,600 pounds.

3-16 guaranteed not to stretch more than .02 inch, and 1-4 guaranteed not to stretch more thai

.015 under strain of 1,000 pounds.

too WILLIAM STREET, NEW YORK,
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Y & COMPANY.
•

' SOLE SALES AGENTS FOR

The Lavipe & Scott nig. Co/s (New Haven, Conn.)

STAR DISC ADJUSTING HUBS.
Sl_Jj|^

Continuous cone, which secures a

perfect alignment of bearings. Ad-
vantage of taking out stud-pin, which

allows wheel to be removed from

frame without parting chain or chang-

ing adjustment.

Cups and Cones of

Crucible Annealed Steel.

Patent Applied For.

Concealed locking Washer, which is a positive locking arrangement, preventing cone from coming loose

under any circumstances. Closed end axle nut, giving a very pretty appearance.

I^uller ivianufacturing Co.*s.

smddl.es
Made of Best English Leather.

PADDED SADDLES,
jitJtJ* RACING SADDLES,

COIL SPRING SADDLES.

. Y., and BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND.
Kindly im-iition The W'hocl
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ELMORE

BICYCLES

are still giving

that satisfaction

for which they

ARE NOTED . . .

Dealers are

Satisfied.

Riders are

Satisfied.

They are made RIGHT.

Drop us a line and

we will give you the

adflress of our near-

est agent, or such

other information

as you may desire.

••••

Elmore Mfg. Co

CLYDE, OHIO.

CLPID COW-CIRSEP.

The course of true love does not seem to

be running altogetlier as smoothly as it might,

even on the best of bicycles. In an interior

town up the Stale the other day a swain ar-

ranged for an elopement with the maiden

whose parents had denied him to her, chiefly

because they were afraid that he spent so

much time on his wheel that he would not

cam enough to support a wife and family. He,

therefore, arranged for their escape from her

home on the proscribed vehicle, making it.

?o to speak, the vehicle of his revenge, and

proving that it could be useful for business

as well as for pleasure.

In the dead of night, therefore, the two

were mounted on a swift and fiery tandem

vhose mettle was of the very best and to be

thoroughly depended on for wind and speed

—wind in its pneumatics and speed in its

pedalmg. The faithful vehicle soon bore the

devoted lovers beyond any probability of pur-

suit, even in case the young woman's absence

should be discovered, which it accidentally

was by her mother's waking and going with

maternal solicitude into her daughter's room
to see if she had not "kicked the covers off."

Then there was mounting in hot haste, the

father on his four-legged palfry, the brother

on his bicycle. The pursued couple on the

tnndem, however, had not only the advantage

of the start, but that of the increased speed of

a tandem.

Suddenly in the road, right in front of the

scorchini! fugitives, reposed a gigantic form.

In the dim light it was hard to say whether

i' was a heap of dirt thrown up by the road

repairers or some hippopotamus escaped from

the circus. Before they could check their

speed sufficiently to avoid a collision, they

learned the true nature of the obstruction.

The young lady on the frf)nt seat discovered it

first, and, of course, did her whole duty by

shrieking as the tandem mounted the cow.

Startled by the shriek, the cow arose with

the tandem on its back, upon which its im-

petus had sent it.

She, that is, the bride expectant, landed

somewhere on the cow's neck as the wheel

toasted up the animal's spinal column, and

then disappeared, still shrieking, in the ditch

by the side of the road. The young man front

the city not being an adept in the farmyard

vernacular, said "Shoo!" as if the animal were

a chicken, whereas farmers shoe their horses,

not their cows.

The cow resented this .style of addressing

her, even as a locomotive engineer would re-

sent being told to "get a line aft," as if he

were a steamboat hand, or a soldier would

dislike to be tohl to "haw around a nnid-

puddlc," instead of being ordered to march

by twos or fours. The indignant animal

would have expressed her feelings by "horn-

ing" the young man before the time for the

rhnrivari. but her bad intention was thwarted

by the faithful bicycle, which, seeing its mas-

ter in danfrer, thrust itself in the way of the

cow, after the m.inncr of bicycles, tangUcI

the cow's feel in the spokes and threw the

animal down, althnugh with the loss to itself

of several spokes and a punctured tire.

While all these intrretling incidents con-

trived to give to the elopement much of the

«pirc and danger of the old-fashioned sort,

thr i.ithrr and brother of the would-be bride

had time to route up, seize the girl from the

ditch and put her into the buggy, bearing her

away from her bewildered and humiliated and

bereaved lover. He walked back with the

dilapidated tandem at a gait proper under the

circumstances. His little trip cost him the

repair of his trousers and a dislocated knee;

the repair of the tandem and his prospective

bride. He is not, therefore, by any means
convinced that the course of true love runs

any smoother on a pneumatic tire than it used

to before they were invented.

SAND AND SPEED.

Riding through sand is one of the things

that daunt the novice. To be strictly truthful

one should say "attempting to ride through

sand," for no beginner can do it. It is not a

pleasant thing for any one to undertake if

there is much sand and it has more than an

inch or two of thickness. A short Itretdl of
sand, however, can be negotiated successfully,

provided the rider keeps his front wheel

straight and attacks the sand with a reason-

able degree of speed. The principal thing is

to go through it as directly as possible.

It often happens that on a road-edge a bit

of sand will be encountered that the old-

timer will make nothing of, while the novice

may be "floored" by it immediately. Some-
times at the foot of a hill where a quantity of

sand has been washed down there is an ele-

ment of danger if the rider conies down the

hill swiftly and strikes the sand before he

realizes that it is there. A sudden swerve of

the front wheel may follow, causing the

rider to get off in anything but a graceful

fashion. All of which may be avoided or

overcome by due attention to the above idea.

TOLD BY A POET.

Gently breaking the news of a new cycle

restrictive ordinance upon an expectant pub-

lic, a St. Paul reporter puts it thusly:

"Whisper it in dulcet tones to the dicky

birds; whistle it soft and low to the love-lorn

lassies who linger at eventide upon the flower-

bordered boulevard; paste it in the hat of the

golf-stockinged Charley-boy and din it into

the cars of the hump-backed gorilla who
scorches down the corridors of time, (let

your lamps trimmed and burning!"

LIKE TO CURE LIKE.

"There goes another scorcher!"

"Yes, the law ought to make it liot for

those fellows."

THE MOVING WOULD.

Gallitcii from hit retreat

or lilcnce came on noi»ele<i% (eel

One ilay to ritrth and turned hi< eyes,

With keenc»l glancen of *uri>ri»r.

Tn counlless thousands of mankind
Speedinn alonft ai cpeeds the wind:

To maidii and matrona, sirea and sons.

And immaturett little oneii.

All whirlinK on revolving ihinga

Thai bore Ihrm «wi(t as iwifleot winRs;

Thnnigh every lm»y thorouRhfare.

In rural highways, courting where

The prairie reached o'er endlr»« upace,

Where rivem run. wher'er Ine (ace

( If earth revealed an open way.

.\ wheeling, whirling fleet array

1)1 human fnrmi in ceaaele** flight,

Wai ahow n unto hi* wnnd'ring night

;

And standing there a< nne agha«t.

Hit hands before his eyes he pa^^eil.

Then, prnuHlv. lifting up his head.

In half-applatiiling lone he said:

"I knew, by Jiipilerl il moved.
As my researches grandly proved;

But, by my greatgrandfather's hat I

I never thought 'twould move like that!'
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National Board of Trade

of Cycle Manufacturers,

320 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

President,

A. L. GARFORD.

First Vice-President,

GEORGE H. DAY.

Second Vice-President, Treasurer,

C. W. DICKERSON. W. A. REDDING.

Secretary,

ERNEST R. FRANKS.

National Bicycle Wood Rim
Manufacturers' Association.

President, Treasurer,

E. S. MEAD. N. D. DOUGHMAN.
Secretary,

W. W. STALL, Bedford, Mass.

National Cycle Dealers' Association.

President,

GEORGE E. HANNAN.
Second Vice-President,

J. J. MANDERY.

First Vice-President,

F. A. VERY.
Treasurer,

GEORGE COLLISTER.
Secretary,

JOHN McCARGO, St. Louis.

Rubber Tire Association.

President,

THEODORE A. DODGE.

First Vice-President,

L. K. McCLYMONDS.
Second Vice-President,

GEORGE T. PERKINS.

Treasurer,

GEORGE F. HODGMAN.

Secretary,

KIRK BROWN.

504-506 West Fourteenth Street, New York.

TRADE CHANGES.

CONNECTICUT.
Litchfield.—C. R. Duffee, new store in Judd block.

New Haven.—The Dole Bros. Co. assigned.

ILLINOIS.

Chicago.—Hero Cycle Co., incorporated by Harry

D. Irwin, Louis L. Dent and Robert H. Patter; cap-

ital stock, $1,500.

MARYLAND.
Hagerstown.—The Crawford Mfg. Co. elected the

following officers for the coming year: President,

Robert S. Crawford; vice-president, Charles H. Car-

lisle; treasurer, Edward W. Mealey; secretary, Geo.

D. Crawford; directors, Norman McPherson, L. B.

Whymper and J. Van Mater.

MASSACHUSETTS.
Florence.—Hitchcock & Coleman, new store in

Roche's block.

Salem.—C. S. Putnam will move into new quar-

ters in Pingree block.

Springfield.—Hendee & Nelson Mfg. Co. Filed

voluntary' petition in insolvency. No statement of

assets and liabilities filed.

Boston.—Codman & Shurtlefif dissolved; B. S. Cod-

man, deceased, and F. O. Whitney, retired. Busi-

ness continued under old name by A. M. Shurtleff.

MINNESOTA.
St. Paul.—Louis J. Hartman, 159 West Seventh

street, missing since August 16th.

MISSOURL
Kansas City.—Chas.B. Ellis, sued on a note for $54.

Kansas City.—The Columbus Buggy Co., of this

city, has gone out of the bicycle business.

St Louis.—The Cycle Improvement Co. has been

incorporated in this city with a paid up capital of

$2,500.

St. Louis.—^J. Bauman, 6 North Fourth street, de-

stroyed by fire.

NEW YORK.
Binghamton.—Tracy M. Symonds, 98 Chenango

street, closed by sherifi^. Stock sold on August 31st

to satisfy judgments aggregating $3,223.15.

Dansville.—The buildings belonging to the bicycle

factory of W. H. Dick, recently assigned, are being

sold separately. Fowler & Burgess have bought one

for a bicycle store.

Milford.—Charles B. Hawver, succeeded Osborne

& Steere.

Mt. Vernon.—George Hartlett, new store corner

Stevens and Mt. Vernon avenues.

New York.—Henry A. Boiesen, 800 Park avenue,

attached for $674 in favor of Joseph A. Herzberg on

an assigned claim for wheels sold by tlie Defiance

Bicycle Co. The sheriff found only a few second-

hand bicycles there, and Mrs. Boiesen has a bill

of sale for the business.

New York.—Cycle Checking Lock Co. organized

to deal in bicycle devices. Directors: Alrick H. Man,
Thomas H. Ryan, Thomas R. Keator, Edward Barr,

Alexander A. Forman, Samuel D. Page and Clayton

Piatt. Capital, $250,000.

Port Jervis.—Orben's bicycle store destroyed by

fire.

Waterloo.—F. M. Boggenschneider sold out to W.
H. Peck.

OHIO.

Canton.—Canton Cycle Mfg. Go. Receiver ap-

pointed. It is understood that the assets arc more
than dovible the liabilities.

Cincinnati.—J. F. Williams reported gave bill of

sale for $300.

Cleveland.—Cycle Carnival Co. Suit brouglit by

the Enterprise I'rinting Co.

Springfield.—Thomas Mfg. Co, W. S. Thomas con-

templates manufacturing a gasoline motor bicycle.

PENNSYLVANIA.
Philadelphia.—McDaniel & Merrihew Cycle Mfg.

Co., inventory and appraisement filed shows property

valued in the aggregate at $789.53.

Philadelphia.—James H. Murray, damaged by fire;

loss, $2,000.

TEXAS.
El Paso.—William N. Shedd removed entire stock

to Midland, Texas.
UTAH.

Salt Lake City.—Spencer Cycle Manufacturing Co.

will remove to Denver, Col.

VIRGINIA.
Norfolk.—Bonnot & Vanderberg reported assigned.

EXPORTS OP A WEEK.
E.xports of bicycles and cycle material from the

port of New York during the week ending August
24th:

Bicycles. Material.
Antwerp $868 $177
Argentine Republic 100
Arnthein . 776
Abo 300
Amsterdam 825
Bremen 2,808
British East Indies 275
British Australia 1,882 100
British West Indies 851
Cuba 348
Dutch West Indies 50
Dutch Guiana 35
Ecuador 19
Gothenburg 200
Genoa 1,206 526
Hong Kong 180
London 11 6,228
Mexico 90
Marseilles 200
Portsmouth 157
Porto Rico 43 157

SIZE OF TIRE.

For several years it has been reported with
extreme regularity that larger tires vi^ould cer-

tainly come into use for the next season. It

has been related how experienced riders had
adopted 2-inch, or even 2J-inch tires, and had
found them so superior to smaller sizes that

the riding public could be counted on to fol-

low their example. At the close of '94 the

tire makers seemed convinced that such was
the fact, and expected that few tires smaller

than If would be called for m *95.

But '95 proved to be the banner year for

excessively lightweight wheels. This made
small and light tires a necessity, and the

makers were consequently behindhand in fill-

ing orders for them. In '9G and '97, road

wheels have been generally equipped with If

tires; many of the makers reporting that 70

per cent of their sales have been of this size.

Some, however, find that the demand for li-

inch is again increasing, possibly owing to a

<k'sire to decrease the weight of the '98 pat-

tern wheel.

For a couple of seasons there has been a

steadily growing demand for corrugated and

rough-tread tires, but this seems to have

about reached its maximum, and trade in

many cases is drifting back again to smooth

tread. Nevertheless, it is largely a matter

of individual preference, and it is liard to say

that one style is much superior to the other.

WONDERFUL BRITISH WISDOM.

The British "Cycle Trade Journal," whose
fairness, ability and learning can be at once

determined by its estimate of America and

Americans in the following article, has this to

say regarding the chainless:

"In the ordinary acceptance of the term the

chain and the two-chain wheels constitute the

gearing of a bicycle, but for the purposes of

this article the chain will be spoken of as the

chain, while by the term 'gearing' we shall

ask our readers to understand other methods
of conveying power from the cranks to the

driving-wheel, such as bevel wheels, an inter-

mediate tooth wheel and so forth. It has been

reported, upon seemingly good authority, that

at least ten of the most reputable makers in

America will be pushing chainless bicycles as

their main line for next season, and we are

sadly afraid they will come to more or less

grief over the matter.

"The chainless bicycle has been tried over

and over again in this country by dozens of

alleged inventors. There was Battersby's

Loco, the Burton, the Fernhead, the Hem-
mingway, hosts of others, and now, latterly,

the Acatene. All the former have been fail-

ures and are dead, and what real progress has

the Acatene made? Yet America, apparently,

will not be guided by our experience, but

seeks to find success where we have only been

able to extract failure. It would be a plucky

move were there not some more deep design

behind it.

"The design is briefly this: America, with

her slap-dash methods of turning out ma-
chines, has about come to the end of the

tether so far as obtaining $100 for a bicycle is

concerned, and now that the ball has been

started rolling, even the American maker him-

self does not know where it will stop. The
typical American characteristic differs in one

very great feature from that of the English-

man. The average American is a money-
grabber and will not pay for an article a penny
more than he can help. On the other side,

the millionaire will pay out of all proportion

for nonsensical notions—bicycles tricked out

in gold and silver and precious stones, just

so the world may get an inkling of his pos-

session of wealth and of his lack of sense.

"But the Englishman is of a less vol.itile

breed. lie is more of a thinker, and of two
articles he frequently—we may say always

—

exercises his judgment as to which is the bet-

ter. He naturally inclines to think the more
costly is of the better quality, but he follows

his judgment, and if he goes astray, who shall

hhime him? Tie does not m.Tke the same

error twice."

The "way" of the wabblcr is serpentine.
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Are up-todate, popular, stylish and comfortable.

THEY WILL NOT SAG OR CAUSE
SADDLE SORENESS.

DEALERS: It will pay you to handle them.

AGENTS WANTED IN ALL UNOCCUPIED
TEKRITORY. BUILT TO SIT ON.

NOT TO STRADDLE.
Offlo* and Fkcturv : 180-191 W. Lamed St. M.nuf.ctared by THE WHEELER SADDLE CO., Detroit, Mich.

KECEXT PATENTS.

688,704. 0O(T?Ulia POE DRIVKCHAHa Brotn t Motn
I T PUad Peti (, IIK. Sentl Ma U7197 (No

S 88,7 94^. BAVDLE FOR TOOLS AVDBICfCLSHAjrSLK-BASS
Kiu.1 H. OlAKD, SouUi WermouUi Mm PUtd Aug. 11. ISSO.

8«laJ Na 601.408. (lomadeL)

588,612. PKBUKATIC TIRB. Aluaidu SnAOi, Me* Tork,

M. T.,uil^orU>Annlft8tnu<kaam«pUo« Piled JuM 3, 11(7. Serial

M<x «3S,217. (No modtL)

Clutm — 1 The couibmaiiuu with the handiv of the haodle-bar

(br t bicycle or other wheeled vehicle, or the hftodle of* tool, of an

Cbia— 1 It a driT»«lwin coapliax. the combinttioo with a iattuble tHb« wound helicallv about aaid handle, sutxiUDtiall}' a<

aU« bak laaoTable from itj Iraaa^erM pm or bars, of a kej or ahown and described

sbackwlonud al lb* outaide of aaid link and engaging the end* of 0d8.8'3O. BICYCLE - BBIX. WuXUH B. OaID. BrooklfD, H. T..

boU of aid ban for holding uid link in place MBgoor to the Merldeo Brooie Company, Merldea CoiUL Piled Mar

I, Itn. Serul No 623.477 (llo model)

0HH.7a«.
pea (. iw:

CTCtOMBTBR. Lid J BOUHCI. SuirKln MwiL Piled

Sartil Ha (22.712 mo ohM.)

L — I In a cirioaoUT, th* eoatiaalioa ofa •vitabla caa* B.

m^ an ana B". tu luptwri aod aUaeh tka lama . a Hop on lb* bicy

«l».wb««J In actiiala tha «ia».

088,577. SPtOCUT iir^TBAJIi OBAUMO OKtasiB.Boa
mtni Oloa. M T Pu«l Mar II. 1197 Soial Ma et.177 (No

CU.m
akanal
t4|aaa4 lM«b

&iyf««k«^wb«alka>la(*4gaa«poa wkKbtKecbaia-

ttmti or p«»i >d»< wiik pra)«cUo« or cam the laM

batec Irteall; a^artaM* »tlh ralalioa le aMh

mKumii pm tuum ncTCL»<nuiii hab»
t faa^ OarHialOta ilttir u Mat Hint 4 K^

,^f. aaMflMa Pl^ iuM » IM laclal fa ST.IT
(Ml

iWi

•pof

iaf.<a<isc. a

• adaf«»if la aBtae lk« Maak a«4 'laaif ii a«> i»«

«ati>'>a li'« tba <»«Bb<naUo« of an ...lUr pr i<*ri

..pyort wiUia Ika aaaa oom|t..i>ic > <">••

a. a^naa BHallir afilfigMripa •" "ir*.. ro»
... waa.iaf opwalMa. ao Uiai lb*4r adg.*

. » il,*^ a" " ia«M<Ur«a b««««M lb.

. - i.r< prnT>4ad wilk •

' 'Mkly «pva Um n«

^/ni'n, _| The combioatioo with a |>iicuniatic tire ofa prolacl-

ire cover secured in 6xed relation to the tire but normally tt^t (Vol)

attachment to or intimate contact with the tread portion of the aama,

and aAurdiug a turface upon which the tire heart jt the point of con.

tact with the ground, a» act forth

5 8 8,93 1 . 8PBKr>-INDICAT0K. WimAM & SCAlA Breratt

Kaaa, assignor to B T Punieaa, 0. B Mlchell. ud Joaepb Seligmto,

Boatoo. Mao. Piled Jan 22, 1&97 Serial Ha 620,233. (Mo modal)

Clatm ~ 1 A bell haviog a longitudinally-bowed, double-eoded

atriker arranged to rotate concentrically with the gong of the bell and

adapted to impinge upon a atrikinglug formed upon the inner face

thervof the aaid striker being constructed to ha<e longitudinal mure.

laent Id oppo«it« directions imparted to it by the impact of ita enda

apoo the said lug. and on account of ita said bowed form baring rock-

ing'or tilting moreiiieDt imparted to it by the action of grarity

6 88.5 6 7. PHEOMATIC TIRE, wiuxia L DmniiACB, WUiiams-

rut. Pa., taigoor to JaUo B. Baldwin. DeU> S Mahaffey. and Sanh

K. Dr«lsbacb. mme place. PUed July II. ISSC Serial No 3M.S62

(HoOMdcl)

Oaim — 1 A speed - indiotlor. comprising a derica monng

through a predetermined space at a predetarmined rale of spead, and

whose movements are affected by the rotating part the rate of speed

of which is to be indicated, and mechanism for indicating the Taria-

tioiis ill the movements of the «aid device

88,90-Jt. alCTCLB-UMP Wiluak & BiRR. Cblo*««. IIL. M
ilglior to tba Adama h. WaatJake Company, of nUoola. POad Pah 1

IW7 S«1al Mo «21.»a (Mo model)

Ctatm — \ In a pneumatic lir«. an ouUr ca»e provided at one

of ita edgat with a senna of (larallel longitudinal riba arranged on

the ouUrearikca tbareof. and a saries of par»Uel longitadlnal nbe at

the oppoaita adga of aaid caa* arranged upon the inner surface there-

of, the riba apoo the opposiU edges being adapted to interlock, rom-

bioed with a tap* eiundiag circumferentially around one of «aid

rdges for binding th* aam* npoo tb* rim. th* aaid Up« being capa-

ble of yielding sufficiently to permit th* free edge of the out«r rate

to b* removably mwirt^d hvtwren the honnd edge and the nm and

to be inurlockrd with said bound edgv under the Upe. suhsunually

aa descrihrd

588.898. TUB WiLUAJi B SUMKT, WaahlodtM. Di C PIM
Jutj n, tIM BMal Ro •OO.TSS. (lo BoM)

On>m I la a lamp Of UBUm.th* combination of an oul«r caa*
or bod;, a cap Bun«oantiB| lb* aam* .laving two scrica of air-ial«U
a dil(er*ul l.oriionul planas and an outWt abov* th* inleu wind-
cotiea within th* cap. on* b*iag airan(*d in proiimity lo *ack t*n*a
of inleu to poMUvely d*t»ct the Milering air m oppoaiu direcliona
aod a chimney witkin thr body *>t«nding into th* c*|. abov* tb*
•ind-rorMS •obrtantialli a* dnvnbsd

88 ,7 'J 7 . CTCLOMRIB OB BMiamnO-MACHIHB Lw J

ansMK. SUirslik Klob. PIM Pak », \tm Sartal Ho as.OI» (Ho

f\i>m I Tba eombioatioa of a eyliadne*! eaaa A, kaelag a

ll*d baad A*, and ramovahl* b*a<l A', lb* aba(\ B, rivatad to the

Slid bead A*, eoatainiog loagitadiaal groovaa K . corraapoadiag Ic

lb* aambar of iMth or sUpa of tb* mav*m*ot of lb* wheal, oam
bar.wh**k P. supported ib*r«oa, mad* of sb**t m*Ul having inlar

aal g*ar iMtb V. and a projaetiog hah V. IVom which is fumed a

apnag \r
.
having an outwardly projecting toolb I, In engage tbe

gaar 'evih f. of the n.ii higher aod an inwardly prnjsciing toolb

1. to prnjrci inu> lb* dsprwaaiona (r on the shaft K. and paM th* gear
l>*tfc V. aod into daprsaal nra K*. lo eogag* the o«il higher wheal,

an iBlerval gwarwhaal D. eooatatiag of a ring with perforaUooa ravo-

lubU on shaft R ao atur^ gaar wb**l <* mnhing with a hunting
UK.lh g»»/ with •bMl It oa abaft r. r-arrting said wheal C. and as
ariusKng stai-wb**! R. r.valnbia on lb* .haA <" with a ratcbat br
.ngaging tba aama. a spring ssrrouadiag ih» gear I), having an oat-
• atdiv projsrUag looih a projartiag toolb. a pro^actisg tooth (T
.» (var I" to lift lb* (oar.UMlb ap aad wsgag* lb* drat number

• b*el is actaala Ika aaaa a riagla alapall coartiag nbaUntially aa

il«ar.nbad ft>r the parpoa* apaclBad
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588,680. PNEUMATIC TIRE. HffpoLYTE J. La Force, Parte.
France. FUed May 17, 1897. Serial No. 836,894. (No models Pat-
euted iD Canada Dec. 2, 1891, No. 27,890; In England Sept 8, 1892, No.
16,095. and in France Sept 8, 1892, No. 224,227.

'

37,576. CRAHK-BEABIHe BRACKET. Chablb W. Din, Orand 588,873. FOOT-REST FOE BICYCLES. Wilua« W. Nisbh, St,

BapUs, Hicb., assignor to the OFand Saplds Cycle Gompaoy, same Louis, Mo. Filed June 8, 1896. Serial No. 594,680. (No model)
place. FUed June 17. 1897. Serial Na 641,206. Term of patent 7

Cfaim.— 1. In a pneumatic tir6, the combination with an outer

or wearing part of an open tubujar form, of an inner or lining part

also of an open tubular form and having internal sealing-lips, the said

inner or lining part being cemented or otherwise fixed to the interior

of the outer i>r wearing part, substantially as i»et forth.

5 88,65 7. TWO-SPEED DRIVING-GEAR FOR BICYCLES. WlL-

UAH Reiliy, Salford, and Cbaklton Haioe, Manchester, England.

FUed Dec. 29, 1896. Serial No. 617,426. (No model)

CUurri.— 1 . The combination with epicyclic driving-gear for cycles

and other vehicles of a wheel-hub provided with internally-projecting

teeth, a stationai-y axle witli a ii.xed pinion thereon and a sliding sleeve

with both e.xterrial and internal teeth which slides to and fro ou the

axle and alternately locks the central pinion with the fixed pinion to

retard the speed and with the teeth projecting from the interior ol

the hub.

PATENTS GRANTED.

Brod-

Serial

oS8,551. Bicycle Attachment. William P.

beck, Gallatin, Mo. Filed September 23, 1896.

No. 606,730. (No model.)

588,557. Pneumatic Tire. William I. Dreisbach,

Williamsport, Pa., assignor to Jabin B. Baldwin,

Delas S. Mahaffey, and Sarah K. Dreisbach, same

place. Filed July 11, 1896. Serial No. 598,862. (No

model.)

588,573. Bicycle Alarm. Rudolf Hartmann, Alfred

Hartmann and George F. Reinhard, Jersey City,

N. J. Filed July 30, 1896. Serial No. 601,030. (No

model.)

588,577. Sprocket and Chain Gearing. George E.

Humphreys, IHon, N. Y. Filed March 18, 1897.

Serial No. 628,177. (No model.)

588,612. Pneumatic Tire. Alexander Straus, New
York, N. Y., assignor to Annie Straus, same place.

Filed June 3, 1897. Serial No. 639,217. (No model.)

588,628. Bicycle. Henry F. Blank, Quincy, 111.,

assignor of one-third to James T. Prigmore, Alma,

Mo. Filed January 19, 1897. Serial No. 619,788. (No
model.)

588,657. Two-Speed Driving Gear for Bicycles.

William Reilly, Salford and Charlton Haigh, Man-
chester, England. Filed December 29, 1896. Serial

No. 617,426. (No model.)

588,665. Steering Lock for Safety Bicycles. Robert

W. Smith, Astwood Bank, England. Filed Novem-
ber 24, 1896. Serial No. 613,342. (No model.)

588,680. Pneumatic Tire. Hippolyte J. La Force,

Paris, France. Filed May 17, 1897. Serial No. 636,-

894. (No model.)

588,684. Driving-Gear for Velocipedes. Francis E.

MacMahon and Arthur J. Postans, London, Eng-

land. Filed November 16, 1896. Serial No. 612,352.

(No model.) Patented in England February 29, 1896,

No. 4,576, and in I'rance, December 18, 1896, No.

262,293.

588,697. Bicycles or Other Vehicle. John II.

Eickershoff, Cincinnati, O. Filed July 6, 1896.

Serial No. 598,228. (No model.)

,588,698. Bicycle. John H. Eickershoff, Cincinnati,

O. Filed December 26, 1896. Serial No. 617,058. (No
model.)

Handle for Tools and Hicycic Itandle-linr.s.

Granger, South Weymouth, IVIass. Filed

1896. Serial No. 602,406. (No model.)

Meclianism for Making Bicycle Crank-

NelT E. Parish, Cleveland, O., assignor

to the Parish & Bingham Company, same place.

Filed June 29, 1896. Serial No. 597,427. (No model.)

588,820. Bicycle Bell. William E. Gard, Brooklyn,

N. v., assignor to the Meridcn l?ronze . Company,
Mcridcii, Conn. Filed March 1, 1897. Serial No.
625,477. (No model)

588,794.

Karle H.
August 11,

588,804.

Hangers,

C/aim.— 111 a bicycle, a foot^rest attachment secared to the frame
'of the machine in proximity to the front wheel, each arm of said rest
having an inner serrated and an outer smooth side, substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

C2a>n>.—The design for a crank-bearing bracket for bicycles,

sahetantiAlly as herein shown and described.

S 7 , 5 7 7 . SADDLfrSEAT FOE BICYCLBa Hehbt A. Chkbtt,
JackKiii,naob. FaedJuly6,1897. Serial Na 643.664. Term of pat-

ent 7 years.

6 8 8,734. BICYOLE-TIRE. Chakles J. Bailit, Newton, Mass.

FilKl May 10. 1897. Serial Na 635,761. (No model)

Claim.— 1. A pneumatic tire having a tread-sur&ce provided

with a series of relatively soft, separated and distinct resilient teeth,

leaving spaces between them which in the nse of the tire in riding

are momentarily filled by the compression and flattening of the teeth,

substantially as described.

.588,684. DRIVING-GEAR FOR VEL0CIPEDE& Feabcb E
Macmahon and Aethuk J. Postams, London, England. FUed Not. 16,

1896. Serial No. 612,352. (No model) Patented In England Feb. 29,;

1896, Na 4,576. and in France Dea 18. 1896, Na 262,293.

C/ui'm.—The deMgn for a saddle-eeat substantially as herein shown
and described.

588,860. BICYCLE-BELL. James S. Foley and John tt BifiCH,

w4t BrOmwich, England. FUed Apr. 12, 1897. Serial No 631,800.

(No model) Patented in England Mar 22, 1897, Na 7,355.

Claim.— 1. The combination with the handle-bar of a cycle, and

a bell connected therewith, of a rotating handle-section having an

annular gear, a rotatable clapper-arm having a clapper, a spindle

connected with the clapper-arm and having a pinion, and gearing

operatively connecting the annular gear of the handle-section with

the pinion on the spindle ofthe clapper-arm, substantially as described.

Claim. —The combination, with a bicycle-frame X, two cases Y
secured to the said frame and provided with heariugs j- and j' on

one side and bearings x^ on the other side of the said frame, and a

tube G arranged concentric with the bearings J-* and secured to the

said casings; of a .shaft, F passing through the tube G and journaled

in the bearings x', a shafl B operatively connected with the crank,

axle and journaled in the bearing x. a shaft E journaled in the bear

ing x", a bicycle-whee! secured on the shaft E, and flexible shaft

connecting the respective ends of the shaft F with the shafts B aoJ

E, substantially as set fo'rth.

588,823. Tire. William B. Gregory, Washington,

D. C. Filed July 28, 1896. Serial No. 600,793. (No
model.)

588,840. Tire-Inflator in Cycle Framework. Henry
D. Simpson, Derby, England. Filed August 17,

1896. Serial No. 603,020. (No model.)

588,860. Bicycle Bell. James S. Foley and John
H. Birch, West Brunswick, England. Filed April

12, 1897. Serial No. 631,800. (No model.) Patented

in England March 22, 1897. No. 7,355.

588,873. Foot-Rest for Bicycles. William. W. Nis-

bet, St. Louis, Mo. Filed June 8, 1896. Serial No.

594,680. (No model.)

588,881. Shoulder-Brace for Bicycles. Arthur Rob-
erts, Milwaukee, Wis. Filed April 18, 1896. Serial

No. 588,186. (No model.)

588,904. Bicycle Lamp. William S. Hamm, Chi-

cago, 111., assignor to the Adams & Westlake Com-
pany, of Illinois. Filed February 2, 1897. Serial

No. 621,659. (No model.)

588,922. Mud-Guard for Bicycles. Nelson Hoyt,
Philadelphia, Pa.

PROFITS OF WISDOM.

Tho.se American cycle manufacturers who
have taken heed to the urgent advice from

various consular officers in Germany to send

over German-speaking agents, can not com-
plain of failure to secure orders, whenever
they have been represented by able agents.

Tf one can believe the .statements of a number
of lliese agcnl.s who have visited the lluiled

States consular ollicc at Berlin, their iiusi-

ness trips have had brilliant results. .\nd in

part corroboration of their statements, it ap-

pears that American cycles have arri\'ed in

very large (piaiititics in llamburg. .Soiiu- of

these are for immediate distrilnition, hnl ihe

rest for storage at that point until the ilmseu

moment for selling them arrives.

SELLING CYCLES IN N. S. W.

American wheels are sold to the New
South Wales trade at a figure equal to 45 per

cent off the selling price. English machines

are sold to agents at 15 per cent commission

ofif, and to buying agents at from 20 to 25 per

cent ofif. The terms of retailers are: One-

fourth cash, balance in twelve equal monthly

payments, bearing 10 per cent interest. The
security, in case of time payment, is the ma-
chine itself. If a man in New South Wales

sells his wheel before the last payment is

made, he may be convicted on charge of lar-

ceny, as bailee. The losses on machines sold

on the time-payment plan are very light

—

not

more than 2 or 3 per cent.

The class of machines purchased for cash

are mostly of high grade, while those bought

on time payment include both high and low

grade. The cash price in Sydney for liigh-

grade wheels of English make varies be-

tween £26 and £30 ($126.43 and $146): for

American wheels of the same description the

prices range from £20 to £25 ($5)7.33 to

$121.66). In cases of installment selling, the

prices are as above quoted, with interest at 10

per cent added.

PERFECTION
PEDAL BALANCE.

Kits any Blovcic pedal, keeps
them level. Holds up lfi;lit Toe-
clips. Pealcrs, write (or trade
prices. Sample fwiir mailed to
any adilress on receipt o( (VKv

rKIlKKOTION
PKDAI, HAl.ANCK CO.,

Sole Manufacturers,
I>»ylon», Ft*.PATtNTED
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SOME OF ITS VIRTIES.

The bicycle is not a temporary disturbance.

It is not a vagrrant menace to the peace and

Kood order of the community—here to-day

and to be gone to-morrow. With its noise-

less tread it has invaded every clime where

the people are amenable to the ordinary temp-

tations of civilization. Its rubber sandals have

stolen silently into social and economic affairs

and the world could not drive it out if it

would.

It is no longer despised by the old-fash-

ioned nor frowned upon by the conservative

devotee of the "good old" methods of loco-

motion. The plodding pedestrian who yes-

terday jeered at it to-morrow becomes a hope-

less victim of its alluring bcguilemcnts. The

sensational preacher who tried to puncture

it with invective, declaring it to be the day-

light express to perdition, is now lying awake

nights wondering why his congregation

doesn't have sense enough to make up a purse

and present him with a wheel, so that he may
have the mental exhilaration and physical re-

laxation that will enable him to storm with

deadlier efTcct the ramparts of Satan.

Cycling has actually become the great

leveler of humanity, developing new com-

radeships, creating a love for country life,

making our parks the breathing places of the

"plain people" in fact as well as in name, giv-

ing health and strength to the weak, restful

relaxation to tired nerves, quickening en-

feebled circulation and rousing an indolent

liver to action.

RATTLES IN THE TUBES.

Occasionally it liappi-iis that a bit of the

brazing solder used in putting the frame to-

gether gets loose inside one of the tubes and

rattles. Or it may be that a bit of the scale

formed in the operation of brazing breaks

off, and sets up a similar noise. If the tube is

clo.scd at both ends it is im[)f>ssiblc to get the

object out without making a hole that would

materially aflfect the strength of the tube.

But the noise can generally be stopped

by squirting a little rubber solution through

the air-hole anri shaking the object down un-

til it gets stuck. The air-hole is a very small

hole made in tubes which have both ends

closed for the purpose of letting out the gases

generated in the bracing process, and prevent-

ing an explosion. It may be covered over

with enamel, but can usually be found on a

close examination of the tube.

WHY CVCLIiC RESTS.

Few pr..p!r have any idea of the true reason

why riiinparatively the least taxing

of all . . when moderately indulged in.

It is >•< < AU«c the body, when on a bicycle.

i' ' 'rom five diflferenl points—the

li .ind pedal*—and is, as it were,

-tit is evenly dis-

1 it is more tiring

In «il oil .« « luu lli.iii on .i Incyrlr The chief

wa^lc of power in w.ilking roinrs tn itupport-

ing the bo<ly and in friction when the foot

«irikr« the ground. Human muscle it ex-

hAtioird almost, i( not quite a* much, by aup-

l> Jit a* by moving it. and sland-

f the same reason, a more tiring

pcriorcMiuc than cycle riding.

BUY NO CAYUSES.

Cheap bargain-counter bicycles are unsafe

for many reasons: they are dangerous to be-

gin with because they sell at low prices; and

the fact that a stand.ird machine, like a stand-

ard article of any other kind, cannot be made
for less than a fixed standard price is daily

becoming more evident in public opinnion.

Out West you can buy a cayuse for sK), and

you know that you are getting a cayuse

—

that's all. What is a cayuse? A mongrel

horse. He will likely carry you easily for

a mile or ten miles, and you think of the rich

bargain you have secured. The next minute

you get an electric shuck up the spinal col-

umn and come to your senses in the middle

of the road with a broken collar bone or

worse, and "the bargain" is going down the

road stiff-legged, with his back up in the air.

Then is the time you wish you had taken some
friend's advice, paid f^O for a horse and saved

jour neck.

The cayuse is a fair name for the mongrel

bicycles with which the department stores

have flooded the country this year; the only

difference is that you can make a cayuse good
sometimes, but you can't do so with a mon-
grel bicycle.

The initial expense of purchasing a bicycle

can be lessened by a visit to the bargain-

counter, but it is more expensive in the end.

Twice the expense in the beginning is econ-

omy in the end, and those who have their

$29.89 wheels in the repair shop more than

half the time will bear out this statement.

Get a thoroughbred for your riding and you

will be safe and satisfied. Don't buy a cay-

use.

WHY, WHEN AND WHETHER.

There must be some good reason why a

semi athletic exercise like wheeling should

have been so generally adopted by both sexes.

It is no more man's prerogative to ride a bi-

cycle than it is the woman's; each is inde-

pendent of the other, and though they meet

on common ground, and each is in love with

the pastime, it might have been voted for

masculine delectation only, with the eternal

feminine left out in the cold.

It must be that the present generati<m is

wiser than the generations which have pre-

ceded it. The time had come for a popular

amusetnent. There were wheels in about

everything; why not dvelop and utilize them,

and let the world go round on its own hook?
Will it last? Who can tell? Why ask con-

undrums, anyway? This is not a period of

repose, and the craze for change and "some-
thing different" may affect even the steadfast

mountains. Nature herself is inclined to be

in a moving mood, but while the bicycle ap-

peals to the tastes of our humankind it will

retain its hold on public esteem.

Whrther its speed is gambled with or Its

peculiar features are made of sensational in-

terest, or it is used for the benefit of the body
and enjoyed simply because it gives to the

rider the same claii»in of spirits which a bird

niny feel flying through the air. there can

U" no doubt of its bring an invention that

admirably suits the hour. Th.n !- riir.ngh!

HE WAS.

"I am onto you," said the weary wab
bier, to the slippery asphalt, aa he landed.

HIS HALF.

Kven a road-hog it entitled to half the road
when he meets a wheelman; but really he

should not insist on taking his half right out

o( the middle, as he usually doe*.

THE MORSE
ROLLER JOINT CHAIN

Every Joint is a

Frictionless Rocker Bearing.

ri
NO FRICTION-NO WEAR.

_ ,^
,

NO WEAR-NO STRETCH.
Results: i MO STRETCH NO WEAR-

ING OFF OF SPROCKETS.
v^ 99 1-S per eent efflolcaey.

Guaranteed not to stretch more than

ji^ inch during a season.

••ad for OatAloga*.

MORSE MFG. CO.,
TRUMANSBURC. N. Y.

_ \ HANDLE BARS
1 FORK SIDES

,_ ^ PROTECTOR REVOLVERS
c««sP»«.HCE PERFECTION PADLOCKS
Mccto-o AMES SWORD CO CHICOPEE, MASS

AND THE BLOW ALMOST KILLEP FATHF.K.

"These short cycle skirts are certainly a

great leveler," said the man on a Boulevard
car as he looked out at a passing wheel-

woman. "Especially for a somewhat near-

sighted man," he irrelevantly added. Then
he sighed as if at some passing recollection

and presently continued:

"ICarly last evening I was walking here on
the Boulevard, when a wheelwoman just

ahead of me attmcted my attention. She was
trim and neat, and dressed in excellent taste.

Her gray skirt reached somewhat above where
her shoetops would ordinarily have been.

She wore very high and nicely rounded tan

shoes, however, and her feet and ankles looked
decidedly trim and shapely.

"She wasn't riding, but had her wheel on
the sidewalk, pushing it along. The vision

was such a charming one. from the Tani
O'Shanter hat to the very boot heels, that

I lingered a little. Then 1 braced up and
hurried past. Just as I did so a familiar

voice called:

"Why. George, is that you? Didn't you
know me?'

" 'Why. no, I didn't, honestly," I replied,

and felt like rubbing my eyes.
" 'That's awfully good.' ia\<\ the trim

wheelwoman, with a merry laugh. "I was
ju.st going over to show Nellie my new
wheel and my new suit."

"'Say, what do you think?

'"It was my mother-in-law, aged S7!"

LIVED TOO SOON.
AI«.« (f>r poor I^andrrl
Hi« dralh wc mu»t regrel

;

Had he • water cycle

He might be ipoonlng ^t.
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WEEPING LAWYERS.

These Will Greet This Combination All Other

Interests "Will Welcome It,

Ho-wever.

It is more than likely that the lawyers will

weep when they hear it, but it is on the cards

that the Boston Wood Rim Co., Bedford,

Mass., and the Fairbanks Wood Rim Co.,

Bradford, Pa., are about to become one.

The Wheel has it on excellent authority

that the amalgamation of the two companies
is well under way, and that nothing but an

unexpected hitch can prevent its consumma-
tion. The identity of both concerns will prob-

ably be preserved, to a certain extent, and the

consolidated institution be known as the Fair-

banks-Boston Co., or something of the sort.

The contemplated consolidation will cause

regret and tears in the legal ranks, because it

will put an end to seemingly interminable

patent litigation between the two companies,

which promised fat pickings for the attorneys.

On the other hand it is believed that the trade

at large will be the gainer, in that laminated

wood rims at the right prices will be more
plentiful than ever.

UNABLE TO MEET NOTES.

Norwich, Conn., September 2.—As a result

of its inability to meet extension notes, due
yesterday and growing out of last year's em-
barrassment, the Hopkins & Allen Mfg. Co.,

makers of the Majestic bicycle, were forced

to ask the leniency of their creditors. At a

meeting of the latter, held on Tuesday, at

which more than three-fourths of the debt

was represented, it was unanimously decided

to permit the business to continue, provided

rigid economy was practiced in the depart-

ments. It is believed that reductions in ex-

penses can be made which will relieve the

company of its embarrassment and place its

affairs in smooth water.

REPAIRING RUINED THEM.

Cincinnati, Sept. (i.—The firm of Miller &
Blair "shut up shop" Thursday and (juit the

cycle trade for good. This was the largest

strictly repair firm in the city, and their with-

drawal created quite a surprise among the

dealers. The firm was located in Race street,

and had but recently placed new machinery
in their place. Mr. Blair, the junior mem-
ber of the firm, gave the reason for their

withdrawal to be the prevalent throat-cutting

of prices on repair work.

ARRESTED IN BUFFALO.

Buffalo, September 2.—Dai H. Lewis, sec-

retary and treasurer of the D. H. Lewis Cycle

Co., was arrested yesterday afternoon on a

charge of grand larceny. The warrant was

sworn out by Charles H. Miller, of Ar-

nold, Schwinn & Co., of Chicago.

Mr. Lewis states that some time ago his

company turned over to the Chicago firm

a number of leases for wheels in return for

cash. Recently the Lewis Co. was in need of

funds and collected money on the leases as-

signed to the Chicago company.

The Chicago concern were notified of these

collections and Mr. Lewis had made arrange-

ments with Buffalo friends to raise the money
whenever Arnold, Schwinn & Co. demanded
it.

When, a few days ago, the money, $357 in

all, was demanded, Mr. Lewis's friends failed

him, and as the Chicago people would not

wait Lewis was arrested.

SHERIFF SEIZED.

ADDED CYCLES TO SADDLERY.

Berwin & Co., dealers in saddlery and bi-

cycles at 28 Warren street, this city, were

seized by the sheriff on the 1st inst. on an

execution against Nathan A. and Harry G.

Berwin for $1,852, in favor of David M. Sam-
uels on four notes. The business was started

about seven years ago, but the concern never

had any rating at Bradstreet's. A few years

ago the firm claimed to be worth $28,000

net, but the greater part of it was in real es-

tate in Minneapolis, some of which they after-

wards said they disposed of. Hieir principal

business was saddlery, hut their trade was not

large, and in order to improve it they added

a line of bicycles last spring, but this venture

was not looked upon as a good one by au-

thorities in the trade. The Messrs. Berwin

declined to say anything about their affairs.

OWED THE ENGLISH MAKERS.

The schedule of the insolvent Ilendee &
Nelson Mfg. Co., which was filed in Spring-

field, Mass., last week, shows the heaviest

creditor to be the Centaur Cycle Co., Coven-

try, iMigland, of whose wheel Hendee & Nel-

son's Silver King was practicall\' a duplicate,

very many of the parts having been imported.

The Springfield firm owed the Centaitr peo-

ple |21,!)85.12. The other large creditors were

the Springfield Cycle Tool Mfg. Co., ^iM,-

141.71; C. n. Holbrook. Jr., $8,710.;U; Will

Good Co., Worcester, Mass.. .'|;>)!)r..!)2. Tiie

other accounts were all less than ^hOO each.

The Factory of the America Company Now in

His Hands for Judgements

Rendered.

Chicago, Sept. 8.—Yesterday afternoon the

Sheriff seized the factory of the America Cy-

cle Mfg. Co. on judgments for $30,000 in favor

of local banks. Charles L. Eoyd, of the Hay-
market Bank, was afterward made assignee.

Morgan & Wright secured an attachment

for $5,400 before the assignment was made.

Estimated assets, consisting mainly of ma-
chinery, unfinished stock and book accounts,

$190,000; liabilities, $90,000.

F. A. Hastings, secretary and general man-
ager of the company is in Europe.

Evidence of an impending trouble in the

America Company came to the surface in this

city last week, when Adolph Stahl, on an as-

signed claim of the Boston Woven Hose and

Rubber Co., of which he is an employee, ob-

tained judgment for $4,578.

CAME AS A SURPRISE.

Cleveland, September 0.—Likly & McNair,

one of the leading retail cycle houses in the

city, and State agents for the Warner bicycle,

have gone to the wall.

Their failiu'e was something of a surprise,

as the firm were generally supposed to be do-

ing a good business. Too liberal transactions

in trading, in their anxiety to do well with

their leader, is said to be the primary cause

of the difficulty. Mr. Likly has given none
of his time to the busines.s lately, being en-

gaged elsewhere, and this, too, had its bad

intluence.

Likly's father and McNair's lather-in-law

have been the backers of the concern, and, it

is said, will lose $4,0tt0 each by the failure.

The former was instrumental in bringing the
affairs of the concern to a climax. The "busi-
ness has been bought out by the Darling
Cycle Co., small manufacturers, who have
closed their store at 4lti Superior .street and
removed to the new headciuarters, 270 Euclid
avenue. The new company haiuUe the Reni-
in.gton and Reading Standard, besides their
own wheel, the Darling,

AOUILA ASSIGNS.

Louisville, Ky., Sept. 1. -nie .\i|uiia

Wheel Mfg. Co. filed a deed of assignment
yesterday afternoon. J. M. McKown is

named as assignee. William McKown was
president of the company; 11. V.. Polio, vice-
president , and C. 1'". Weber, secretary, Tho
assets and liabilities are small. The concern
coiulucted the only cycle I'actory of any pre-
toiKsions in the South.
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CHEAr TIRES.

What They Are and What They Can Be, With

Some Facts RegardinK Their

Making.

It is quite natural that the clamor for a

cheaper wheel should induce a corresponding

demand for cheaper tires, cheaper fittings,

cheaper everything, and it is equally natural

that the demand should he heeded.

There will be a riot of cheap wares on the

market next season, and only heaven can pre-

serve the unintelligent and indiscriminating

buyer.

Last week the matter was discussed in the

presence of Alexander Straus, than whom few

men are more experienced in the tin- business.

He has been actively engaged in the manufac-

ture and sale of tires for more than a decade,

and in the discussion he threw a deal of light

«m the subject— light which gives a severe jog

to the impression that there's an enormous

profit in tires, and that they can be sold for a

song.

"The clamor for cheap tires does not sur-

prise me in the least," said Mr. Straus to a

UiiKiiL man. "but if bicycle manufacturers

understood the manufacture of tires as well as

tluy <1<> the njanufacture of bicycles, they will

never think of buying the so-called cheap

lires.

"I have been manufacturing tires for about

ten years, and have been through the different

stages of the solid, cushion and pneumatic

tires, and I know that the best tire on the

market tf>-day is not good enough. Bicycle

manufacturers should not forget that the vital

part of a bicycle is the tire, and the majority

of riders, especially those who are not so

very experienced, condemn a wheel if the tire

does not suit them, and, in fact, they have a

right to do so. as in most cases it shows
poor judgment on the part of the manufacturer

to e<|Uip his wheel with a faulty tire.

"A good tire cannot be sold for less than

16; that is, unless rubber manufacturers

choose to lose money by doing .so, and I dare

»ay that the majority of rubber manufactur-

ers who have «iold tires even at pi have made
little or no money. It all depends on how eco-

nomical a manufacturer has been in the sale

of his goods, or how closely he has watched

the replacement accounts and repair expenses.

"In order that you may understand mc
thoroughly, let me give you a few figures:

The average road tire, now selling at $6 per

pair, weighs about 4) pounds complete, and

the tire is constructed of one-half of

it* weight in rubber and the other half

in frictioned canvas, which means that

the canvat is coated before it goes

into the tire. Rubber to-day is worth 00

cents per pound, crutle, and it loses from 10

to I& per cent in the washing. It has to re-

main in the drying loft about two months be-

fore it is thoroughly fit for use Considering

the shrinkage and the interest, one can safely

My that rubber is worth $1 OA per pound.

"Twf> jM^ffmHs in»l n 'P'tIt of rubber at

« ;h1 rott<in is

u ' pounds and

a c|uarter is |I.(H>, which makes a total of $4.05.

Waste in making the tire is generally figured

at 10 per cent, which amounts to 40 cents;

valves at 10 cents per pair; pumps. 10 cents;

rcftair kit. 6 cents, making a grand total of

M 7f' ff>r in.Ttrrial alone The making of a

tire is '2>S cents |>er pair, makmg the total cost

"Now the manufacturer has a margin

of $1.05 for his profits, for the wear and tear

on his machinery, interest on his money in-

vested. Selling expenses, repair account and

replacement account, and if he has the mis-

fortune to lose a few accounts, one can easily

sec that there is nothing in the tire business at

$<j per pair if a manufacturer wishes to fur-

nish a first-class article, made of the best Sea

Island cott«)n and best Para rubber. In addi-

tion to this, it is necessary to add 25 cents roy-

alty on single tubes, which goes to Mr. Dodge
on account of the Tillinghast patent.

"These figures may look exorbitant to the

average bicycle manufacturer, but I refer

them to any rubl)er manufacturer, who will,

no doubt, verify my figures.

"If f>ne wishes a cheaper tire lie can produce

it solely by reducing the quality of the tire,

l)oth in the rubber and in the fabric; the man-
ufacturing expenses and selling expenses re-

main the same. It is possible to make a tire,

which is fairly good, at the following figures:

2\i lbs. rubber compound, at 50 cents |1 12V4
2*4 lbs. frictioned ordinary duck, at :{S cents 85^

Total Jl 97%
Waste »0 20
Making 25
Valves 10
Pump 10
Repair kit 5

Total $2 68

"A tire of this description is unreliable in

many ways. It may become porous, on ac-

count of the foreign ingredients, which must
naturally be mixed in with the rubber in or-

der to cheapen the quality. A great many
people employ zinc or blue lead, which come
in a powdered state. A careful manufacturer
always sifts his compounds with a very close

mesh sieve, but, in spite of all that, in mixing
his compounds in with the rubber on a hot

mill, compounds will cake or become solidi-

fied on account of the heat and the great

pressure used in mixing rubber When this

happens, one of these little particles may he

imbedded in the rubber which makes the in-

ner tube of the tire, and, after such tire is in

use, these little particles loosen and finally

drop out in the tire, leaving minute orifices.

"The air will, of course, go through these

ludes, microscopic though they arc, and fill

the canvas all round until it finds an outlet in

the cover, where the air oozes «)Ut, on acc«)unt

of its use on the road, and it appears as if this

tire was porous. The canvas employed in this

type of tire is generally not suflTiciently strong

to withstand the strain of the internal air pres-

sure, and, in time, owing to the constant use

of the tire, it will be rendered still weaker,

until it bursts. The rubber cover in such a

tire will sometimes wear through in a short

time and expose the canvas to the ground
and the weather, which, of course, makes it

useless in a very short time. Another thing:

A tire made of a cheap compound is invaria-

bly dead and 'draggy,' and the longer it is

used the poorer it becomes, nn account of the

compoun«l becoming harder as time rolls by.

"Tires have been sold in this market at

2.-VI per pair, and I think this is the limit.

No tire can be made cheaper than those that

arc made to sell at that figure, and any one
can readily see that a tire of this description

is practically useless. It is an article which
looks like a tire, but in action is no more like

a tire than a bologna sausage

"If one will consult the price lists of the

rubber people anfl IcKik tip the iirirrs of hose

(the very cheapest hose which is made, and
which is sold at a discount of 7S per cent, and

is of very little use) he will find that fifteen

feet of hose of such description will cost as

much as fifteen feet of tire. Two '2K-inch tires

are about fifteen feet of hose before they are

spliced.

"I have been told that several manufactur-

ers anticipate obtaining a license from the va-

rious owners of patents, and intend to have

their tires made by rubber manufacturers for

them exclusively, thinking that this will

cheapen the tire for them. I cannot help but

say to these manufacturers that if they will

look into this point clearly they will soon find

out that this is not so. It doesn't make any

difference whether the rubber manufacturer

or the bicycle manufacturer pays the

royalty, nor docs it make any difference

whether the rubber manufacturer or the

tire manufacturer replaces tires and repairs

them. The case is exactly alike, and it

doesn't make any difference whether you

pay a tire manufacturer |4 a pair for tires and

the patent owner 25 cents, and the rider for

replacement and repair $1.75, or whether you

pay the lump sum of $(i to the manufacturer.

"In my estimation, a bicycle manufacturer

should aim to obtain even a higher priced

tire than what he has been getting. It is to

his own interests, for too often is a wheel

condemned solely because of the faults of its

tires."

Bearing out Mr. Straus's argument that

higher prices for tires are desirable, it is

worthy of note that it is rumored abroad that

the prices of Dunlop tires will be $1.25 per

pair more in 'i'B than they were in '97.

STRONG AS ITS NAMESAKE.

The fain<>ns IKicules wood rim. which the

manufacturers claim cannot be split, will here-

after be made by the American Rim Co., of

Pawtucket, R. I. This company is a new
comer in the cycle trade, and from present

indications promises to prove a very lusty

infant before the season is over. The com-

pany has a modern up-to-date plant for the

production of high-class goods. The mem-
bers of the concern are men who have been

connected with wood working for many years,

the superintendent of the factory being one

of the first producers of laminated wood rims

in this country. The American company will

manufacture every kind of rim, but intends

to make the Hercules its specialty. This rim

owes its extreme toughness to a chemically-

prepared fibre, which joins the two layers.

This fibre is remarkable in that it can hardly

be cut with a sharp knife, and conseiiuently

is a direct advance in the production of rims.

F. W. Gilmore, the manager of the com
pany, is now calling on bicycle manufactur-

ers, and is said to have closed arrangements

with a number of prominent firms for the

use of the Hercules rim on their 1898 models.

THE GALLED JADE WINCES.

The boycott laid by the editors of German
cycle and sporting papers on advertisements

and notices of .American wheels has proved

entirely ineffectual. On the contrary, ap

pearances support the conclusion that this

boycott has produced an increase of popular

favor for American machines. To all appear-

ances, the upper classes in Germany have ar-

gued that such a boycott proves that the Ger-

man maker does not make aslight, durable and

shapely an article as the American, since the

boycott is in nature of a confession to that

effect on the part of the native maker.
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HM w ^)oolAr How's the bicycle business? Anything in
ITII UCatXSt m

J, J Dij YOU pay too much for high

grades, or too little for GOOD bicycles?

Has your profits gone to "Keep your customers satisfied?"

RM w 13
1 14A ^ ^^'^ your bicycle stand up and stay away from repair

"^ I Vl^l shops ? Did you get what you paid for ? How much
~~ '

" rent " did the maker charge YOU for three montlu
use ? Is your mouut worth MORE than the price you paid ? If not,

DON'T SHED TEARS
ol regret We have been selling Clippers right, for nearly ten years. Clipper

dealers and Clipper riders are satisfied.

IN '98 BUY CLIPPERS
and you'll be happy.

Made by ** THE CLIPPER PEOPLE." Orand Rapids. Mich.

THE

YALE
IS A

PERFECTLY PRACTICAL

PRACTICALLY PERFECT BICYCLE.

Ready for '98 Business Now. Popular List Prices.

'":rrr; kirk-young mfg. co.,I o. Nrw rofk » il»; >rll« Vrhlcl*
.
r..rl.n \ r.ilion, lUliirnorr, Md.;

I**.: llarbiMHi a
Wen Rro*. A Co., Toledo, O.
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COVERING CALVES.

IT is the mission of the bicycle to extirpate

trousers. This has been much overlooked

by other speculators who have considered the

wheel in its relation to the horse, in its rela-

tion to the woman, in its relation to the

omnibus and the street car, in its relation

to everything, in fact, except its natural

enemy. The trouser and the bicycle are na-

tural enemies, and the one must destroy the

other.

It is, as the late William H. Seward justly

observed, "an irrepressible conflict between

opposing and enduring forces," except that

there is no more reason to believe that the

trouser is "enduring" than there was reason

to believe the same thing about slavery. The

-trouser has, in fact, no rational basis. It was

born with the nineteenth century, and it

would be an excellent thing if it should die

with the same. The invention of it is ob-

scure.

Whether it was devised by a leader of fash-

ion who had no calves to his legs, or by one

afflicted with elephantiastic calves, does not

practically matter. One of these two the in-

ventor must have been, or he never would

have obtained his own consent to encumber-

ing his lower limbs and mystifying their out-

lines had he not been acutely conscious of

sural imperfections, whether of defect or ex-

cess.

It is one of the most singular illustrations

of the sheepishness of human nature that for

a whole century men with the calves of whose

legs nothing was the matter should have con-

sented to cloak and dissemble their firm and

rotund curves long after the deficient or exces-

sive calves of the inventor of the trouser had

moldered into dust.

There is, in truth, notliing to be said for the

garment. It is eeiually foolish, unacstlictic

and inconvenient. One draggles the hem of

it in the mire whenever it rains, one bags it

violently at the knees in a week's wear, one

cannot ride the bicycle in it at all, except in

waste places. The rider who is contented to

gird his ankles with bangles and steel bands

in order to tuck his trousers out of the way,

and to exhibit himself in public thus cinctured,

has that insensibility to the opinion of his

fellows with which the ancients thought to

characterize either a wild beast or a god. No
mere man can do it habitually and live.

If Oscar Wilde had done nothing worse

than to cut off his trousers and appear in what

the tailors know by the blood-curdling appel-

lation of "short pants," he would have been

in a small way a public benefactor. His in-

novation came not only from his general de-

sire to arouse and sta.rtle people, but from a

complacency in his own calves which was

unjustified, for as a matter of fact they were

much too exuberant and columnal.

A gentleman of the eighteenth century, in

"small clothes" like the wicked but bold Cap-

tain of Halifax, and equipped with sufficient

boots for riding or walking and proper pumps

for indoor wear, was an attractive subject of

portraiture.

A gentleman of the nineteenth century,

with his two legs encased in shapeless cylin-

ders, is the painter's torment and the sculp-

tor's despair. And yet the trouser was never

brought to a critical and crucial test till the

bicycle came in. Then it became manifestly

impossible for cycling. The spread of the

cycle will render it impossible for any pur-

pose.

The bank presidents and other dignitaries

who now sneak shamefacedly into their clubs

after dark in their cycle breeches and golf

stockings will soon stalk abroad by daylight

in their might and majesty, free men, re-

deemed, regenerated and disenthralled by the

irresistible genius of the wheel, which will

thus have done its perfect work. The bicycle

will go on conquering and to conquer, while

the—
Trouser, wounded, writhes in pain

And dies amid his worshipers.

"CHAINLESS AGITATION."

THERE are papers and people that pre-

tend not to relish the so-called "chain-

less agitation." They believe that it is harm-

ful to the trade and should be discounte-

nanced.

The way the papers discountenance the

"agitation," so-called, is by commenting at

greater or less length on every chainless item

or argument that may appear. The way some

of llie people interested show their feelings is

by employing a press agent, whose duty it

is to regularly write paragraphs derogatory

to the bevel-geared bicycle and by hook or

crook have these paragraphs published as

reading matter in as many papers as possible.

TIk' nu'tliods of both the papers ami the peo-

ple serve only to keep alive (lie "agitation"

of which they complain and In increase the

inip.-itieni'c wilii which the bicycles in (iiios-

tion are awaited.

Because The Wheel does not believe that

the cycle trade has come to a standstill, be-

cause it believes that progress is still possi-

ble, and believing it, has bespoken considera-

tion of and for the bevel gear, threats have

been made by people, and fingers and fists

been shaken by papers.

Most of the arguments are specious and

full of words. They affect knowledge and

foresight which the authors have not nor can

they have. They have never seen the per-

fected bevel gear, and speak only by rule of

thumb and with the lack of breadth worthy

of an English pressman. They purposely

overlook such evidence of the possibilities, if

not positive merits, of bevel gears as are

suggested by the marvelous record-breaking

performances of Constant Huret and the hill-

climbing feats of H. J. Herbert.

They are untrue to themselves and false to

the trade which they doubtless desire to

serve. The trade and the public rightly view

the press with a watchman-tell-us-of-the-night

anticipation; they consider the press a look-

out, which, when it discerns a sail, will not

stand tongue-tied and fear to cry out, "Ship

ahoy!" and the journal that fails to do so is

of a pretty sort.

We know no more about the inner work-
ings of the perfected chainless bicycle than do
some of those who are writing editorials and

press notes designed to "kill it off." They
have not seen it, nor have we. But we are

not content to believe that the principals and

mechanical heads of eight or ten or twelve

of the largest and most prosperous and most

influential concerns in the bicycle business

are such day dreamers, if not downright

fools, that they will expend brains and money
in the interests of chainless bicycles, if those

wheels are devoid of merit. They have seen

them; they know what they are and their ac-

tions speak louder than the words of unin-

formed critics who are tilting at windmills,

and the trades people who close their eyes

to the fact are simply spiting their faces.

There's a deal of talk about what a change

from chains to bevel gears will mean to the

trade, but the self-deluding mortals who prat-

tle loudest and who so proudly point to pre-

historic and undeveloped types of chainless

bicycles to support their present contentions

that they must I'orever he without value, are

undermining themselves. They are placing

themselves in the path of their own and their

tiade's iirogross, and closing; tiio door to ini-

provenient. V.xcvy change, it matters not

what it has been, has meant exjiense to the

trade, liul, lor instance, has the trade been

mined because the wood rim caused tiieni to

abandon their rim rollers? Of course it has

not. The trade was the gainer.

Change is a good thing. It has almost as

nuich to do with the life of trade as competi-

ti(Mi, if not more. There are many industries

which would stagnate and die were it not for
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recurring changes of fashion or style, or

whatever one chooses to term it. The changes

do not niean that old forms are discarded,

but rather that newer forms create a renewed

demand and command better prices. The

chain and the bevel-gear bicycles may be

bracketed in this statement.

If every innovation or possible improve-

ment had been received with a wry face and

cry of "think of the cost of the change." what

a sorry old grandfathery world this would be.

and what a terrific howl would the candle and

taper trade create at the bare suggestion of

gas and electric lighting! And yet would

those dear people who are so anxious to "kill

oflP the chainless" believe that candles are still

sold in immense quantities, and are they

aware that nearly all of those bicycle manu-

facturers who went through the innumerable

changes in high and low wlieel.s. and solid,

cushion and pneumatic tires and other expen-

sive whatnots are still in the land of the living

and are among the most prosperous in the

land?

The efforts that are being made to "kill off"

the new wheel are unworthy of their authors,

and it is strange that it has not occurred to

them that the very notes which they are send-

ing broadcast for publication are the means

of kcepmg alive the very agitation which they

fear so much.

RAIN REQUIREMENTS.

Til K sort of rain needed nowadays is an ac-

'iiplished moisture which will do good

(•) III. Ill .ind beast and plant, pat thccrops on tlie

hcad in an encouraging and a friendly way,

soothe the cracked lips of the earth, and yet

not make the roads too heavy for comfortable

ruling of bicycles.

Ultimately, of course, people will give up

raising crops and will devote themselves ex-

clusively to the cultivation of cycling, and

then rain, with the exccfition of a light sprink-

ling of the roads between 2 and 3 in the

morning, just enough to lay the dust, will not

be needed.

For the moment, however, a more accom-

modating ram, a sort of sliding scale rain,

eqiMl to the emergencies of the farmer and

the wheelman, is required.

liUITISH • F.MK I'UV."

ON K of the happiest auguries for the chain-

lets bicycle it the general damning

which It it receiving from the Kngli^h cycling

press.

Of course, the Hritont haw ii>>i ^nn liir

wheel which they are deriding, but the mere

fact that it i* an American product is auflicient

for the sniveling sycophants, who are »<>

narrow between the eyes that they can see

nothing beyond the tips of their noses. There

are only about two papers on the whole

bloomin' island that arc not in this category.

Judged by their utterances, the others are

conducted by a lot of sneering, sniffling

snobs, who can discern no health, merit or

honesty except in their immediate surround-

ings. Their every mention of any American

article or record is coupled with a sneer or a

foul illusion. They seem unable to refer to

such subjects in a spirit of fairness. They

display such bigotry as is usually found only

in uncivilized religious fanatics.

We admire National pride, but if the anti-

.\merican snarls which arc constantly appear-

ing in the English press are samples of British

l)ride. may the saints preserve us!

ONE EXCUSE.

nn HOSE who deplore the lack of originality

' in the trade usually attribute it entirely

to the cowardice which is afraid of being

thought eccentric, and hastens therefore to

conform to the popular standard. This fear

of criticism and distrust of self are responsible

for the most of the injurious monotony of

life—to say iiotliing of the same thing in

trade.

We have too little heroism amongst us, too

little respect for our own convictions unless

they are confirmed, or for our own tastes un-

less they are shared by others, or for our own

consciences unless they chime in with those of

our neighbors and competitors.

Yet the fault is not wholly on this side.

One chief reason why there is not more honest

and sincere individuality is that it meets with

but small appreciation or encouragement,

either by the trade at large or the public who

liiiy and ride bicycles. Hence it is that even

the vague rumor of a radical departure in cy-

cle constructif)n and propulsion meets with

such a frigid welcome.

MOST WONDEWFIL WISDOM.

"T* HE Central Labor Union oi 1 crre Haute,

' Ind., goes on record with the tleclara-

lion that the surest way to uplift down -trod-

den labor is to promote women's cycle races.

At first sight the logic of this is not plain;

on second sight it is still less understood,

and uiMin any number of subse(|ueni sights

It will slill be beyond the understanding of

any one except the officials of the Central

I^bor Union of Trrrc Haute, Ind

In the mean tunc fhnt grand aggregation of

gigantic intellects i "agin" the L. A. W..

which organization the Central Labor Union

declares "stretched it* influence too far" in

refusing a sanction to a woman's race pro-

moled by the Central Labor Union of Tcrre

Ilautr, Ind.

Local critics of the bicycle influence on

manners should be encouraged by the fact

that Zola, himself a rider, has postponed the

writing of his cycling novel until society

shows the effects of the sport plainly enough

for him to draw certain conclusions as to its

results. The French novelist has decided

that the time has not come for him to deal

with the immoral tendencies of the wheel, and

he has admitted optimistically that he believes

the practice will be for the good of the French

nation. There is certainly ground for en-

couragement in this, for where Zola has

failed to find any evil results they cannot be

aggressively prominent, no matter what Jere-

miahs mav wail to the contrary.

When a young man starts on a cycle trip

with his best girl he ought not to go in a sail-

boat. The latter—as shown by the upset re-

ported in Sunday's papers—has ideas of its

proper sphere in life that are different from

those that might be attributed to a bicycle.

And in a fresh squall the arts that enable a

mrin to manage a bicycle are not immediately

available. He can't backpedal a sailboat or

dismount and take to the sidewalk when the

going does not suit him. The wheelman

should stick to his wheel, if he can, and not

tiiiipt fate by trying to control any more

wind than he can pump into his pneumatic

tire.

ICxtract from a Melht)iirne (.\ustraiia) letter

to TiiK Whkei,: "There is an enormous

<|tiantity of cycles and accessories in bond

—

i|iiile enough to supply the demand during the

whole of the coming season." Perhaps it

would not prove a half-bad plan if the .\incri-

caii trade pasted the item in its hat.

Kegardless of its fiitiiro. the chainless bicy-

cle has already served one good purpose. It

has placed the chainmakers on their mettle,

and the chains of lS!t8 will be better than

ever before. It has also very materially

(|iiickriuMl the interest in gear cases.

L'npleasaiU as the fact is, the trade is now

learning that jirice-cutting may stimulate

business a very little in dull times, only to

make the margin of profit less when the

times improve.

We hear comparatively little now of the

horseless carriage, but the riderless bicycle is

.icen and felt all over by everyone.

No man can be called a hopeless fool in

cycling until he has bought his second har-

Kain-rountcr wheel.

Otherwise salable bicycles become bargain-

counter attractions, if not advertised by thcjr

manufacturers.

What is wanted now is some Cervantes to

Don Quixote the trade's ultra conservatism.
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ASSISTED BY AKER,

Fred Titus Wins the Quill fa,ooo Handicap-

Bald Caught Napping and Then Weakens
in the Stretch.

If Walter Sanger had won the Quill handi-

cap he would have placed the $1,000 in bank

to the credit of Walter C. Sanger, Jr.

Walter C, Jr., came into the world on Fri-

day last.

But Walter C, Sr., did not win the big

purse, and the baby's "start in life" has been

postponed. Sanger failed to qualify in his

heat and did not get even a look in at the

money.

Fred J. Titus is himself a family man, and

likewise had designs on the $1,000. On the

circuit he has the reputation of being an un-

commonly avaricious individual. The glitter

expected that the offer of $2,000 in prizes

for a two-mile handicap would attract an over-

whelming entry list, but the unusual an-

nouncement that the final would be re-handi-

capped and the heat winners pulled back

ruined their anticipations and turned aside the

looked-for avalanche of $10 entry fees. In

fact, the Quills were so discouraged at the

paucity of entries that they seriously contem-

plated abandoning the big race. But some-

thing stiffened their backbones—there are

stories that it was Brady, Powers, Batchelder

& Co.—and it is certain that Mr. Powers was

made custodian of the money when it was

taken off the string on Monday—and the race

was run with 35 nominations.

The affair was well boomed, as stated, and

the club had every license to expect a record-

breaking gate on both days. But the public

is capricious. Ten thousand people gathered

their utmost and overflowed into the infield,

which had been roped off to prevent a repeti-

tion of the scenes and danger at the Michael-

Starbuck match. Col. Stackhouse and his

colleagues were all asmile.

Of course the entire story of the two days

is written around the big race. There were

other events, which, at another time, would

stand out as first-water gems, but they were

all dimmed by the glamor and brilliancy of

the two-mile handicap, in which $2,000 were

parceled as prizes—the richest open event

ever contested in this country.

The heats were decided on Saturday, and

prizes in each of $75, $50, $25, $15 and $10

made the positions of value.

In the first heat Bald was on scratch, and

D. Sutphen, of Newark, N. J., had the limit,

225 yards. Bald can thank Otto Maya (180

yards), Oscar Hedstrom (180 yards) and Joe

1. The flagman. 2. Bald's mascot and the waiters. 3. Attitudes. 4. Geo. Reitli. 5. More attitudes. 6. The Schochs, father and son.

7. Watching a heat while awaiting their call. 8. Tom Eck surveying things from the infield.

and the chink of gold makes his eyes dance

and his fingers twitch, and when the Quill

Club Wheelmen announced that the prize

money would be suspended in bags from a

wire over the tape at least one man who knew

Titus's disposition remarked that the sight

of the money would strengthen his weak heart

and add speed to his strong legs. And it did.

Titus won his heat on Saturday, and, assisted

by E. S. Aker, on Monday, captured the final

and the $1,000, thereby re-establishing him-

self in the good graces of the metropolitan

crowd which had come to believe him a quit-

ter and which had so roundly hissed him but

a few weeks ago.

The Quill CIul) Wheelmen is, for the most

part, an aggregation of New York newspaper

men. They know how to "work the press,"

and for two months they have worked it as-

siduously in the interests of their' meet. They

at the horse races hardly more than a mile

from Manhattan Beach and nearly as many

at the baseball game three or four miles

farther removed. For the Quills there was

only disappointment, that is, on Saturday.

The great grand-stand at the Beach was all

but deserted; scarcely five hundred chairs

were occupied, and even the "bleachers" were

not as crowded as usual. Fifteen hundred

is a liberal estimate of the number present.

Col. Geo. Stackhouse, tiie club's president,

and all the other big and little Quills wore

chilled to the bone by the frost, and naturally

showed their discomfiture in their faces. But

there was another day that had never been

touched, Monday—Labor Day and a holiday.

The final of the big race would then he run,

and this bouyed their liope.s. And Monday

dawned clear and warm and bright, and a

great crowd, some 7,500, filled the stands to

Harrison (200 yards) for the ease with which
he accounted for the heat. The three men
were liberally treated by the handicapper.

They are tip-top riders, but the moment they

got together they slowed, and in two laps the

whole field had bunched, and Bald and Mc-
Farland (25 yards) were taking things easy.

They lay quiet initil the last quarter, when
McFarland and Wells started the sprint, but

Bald was too good for them, and smothered

them in the straight, L. A. Callahan (50 yards)

being pulled into second place by dancing at-

tendance on Bald's rear wheel.

The second heat was noteworthy for the

appearance of father and son in the same race

— .'\lhert Schoch, Sr., and Jr. The old man
had the limit, 300 yards; the youngster had

180. The former plugged through to the end,

finishing last, but his son quit at the end of

the first mile. Arthur Gardiner and Tom
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Cooper wen- on scratcli, and ha<l a Imin stern

chase of it. Led by old Schoch. the lonjj-

markers made the best of the opportunities,

and it was only by hard \v<irk anil by sliar-

ing the pace that the honor men caught the

•ield at the end of the fourth lap. They re-

mained in sliadow for a lap, when Cooper
made a play for position, but at the same in-

stant J. W. Conklin (22^ yards) went out and

shook up things, spoiling Cooper's ganie.

On the last lap Titus (40 yards) shook hini-

srlf free and shot to the front on the outside.

Gardiner, further back, responded and came
fast in the straight, but Titus had opened a

big gap, and the Chicagoan failed to close it

by half a length. Coleman (120 yards), Stccn-

son (SO yards) and Lefferson (18(i yards), the

other placed men. came over the tape abreast,

Steenson making a remarkable jump in the

last ten yards.

Sanger and Kiser had been allotted the

posts of honor in the third heat, but Kiser

was sufTcring from a boil on one of his eyes

and did not start. O. L. Stevens ("Jo yards)

was nearest the big Milwaukecan, but Sanger
seemed loggy, and Stevens pulled further

away from him in the first lap, and it was only

because of a loaf that Sanger ever closed on
those in front of him. It took him four laps

to do it at that. Among those who did not

loaf were H. P. Mosher (100), F. D. White
(1*») and Arthur S. Lee (2<M)). This trio got

together in the first lap and worked with a

will. They shared the pace, and were never

in danger, the loafers behind making it possi-

ble for them to increase their handicaps and
win by half a lap, Mosher showing Lee the

way across the tape by a foot. When the

loafers did break for home for the fourth

and fifth moneys, it was an inspiring sight.

FCaton. from the rear, started the break-u]),

but could not hold the pace, Oldfield (l.'M)

and Becker ( 100) simply wearing him down
in the straight and placing themselves by
inches. The crowd was spread all over the

track. Sanger, as usual, remained at the tail

end of the line too long, and could not get

through. He finished last.

The final f»n Satur<lay was a peculiar l)ut

intensely interesting struggle. With purses

of $1,<«<>0. $-J.V>, |1<»0 and IT.V it is small won-
der that each of the fifteen men who had
c|ualificd were on edge. There was a long
wait previous to the race, and Referee Mott
took advantage of the opportunity to deliver

a sermon to the men gathered at the tape.

Me tohl them that being a great race, any
punishment that might result would be corre-

spondingly great. The 7,^)00 spectators seemed
to realize the momentousness of the occasion,

and while the men were on their marks await

-

mg Starter Peck*» pi«tol, the pin-drop iiilcncc

that prevailed wa» positively impressive.

Kveryone seemed holding their breath.

And it wa« a race from the crack «)f the

Rim. Rnch man went for all that was in

him Hald pared 'i.nrdinrr. and clid such good
work that he rhxrd on all cxrcjit R. A.

Miller (I'J*!) and the four long markers in the

fir«l lap. These four, Mosher, Lee. Leffer.son

and While, gnl together early and sharing the

work, as if by prc-arrangement, went a heart-

breaking pace. Miller was going it alone.

The <|iiartct seemed to inrf r lead fr>r a

momrnt Iml itald took t •, and on
thr ip went to the iroiit of his bunch
wiii <r still at his heels. They were

gaining, but slowly fiardincr shared the

p»ce for a while, but n.ilrl u-.is plainly anx-

ious, and blazed the way most of the lime.

He was clearly the favorite, and the crowd

urged him fm, but the <iuartct still kept yards

of daylight between them and their flying pur-

suers. With two laps to go, they were 60

yards to the good. At the bell they wore

still 3o yards in front, and it seemed as if they

must win. Bald was still loading his bunch,

Gardiner next and McFarland at the latter's

heels. Bald was working like a galley slave.

The clang of the bell (juickened his feet, and,

turning into the backstretch, he was but 15

yards behind the leaders. Then a figure shot

out and closed the gap. The fifteen men were

bunched. But for an instant only. Suddenly,

from near the rear of the bunch, two men
came out as if fired from a cannon. They
were Aker and Titus, and Aker was in front.

It was a mighty cfTort, and carried the two
to the front as if the others were standing

still. The two gained a lead of fully five

yards before the others realized what had

happened. Bald was first to recover and un-

wound that wonderful sprint. McFarland was

at his rear wheel, the othcr.s in full cry be-

hind. Turning into the straight, Titus went

by Aker, who then quit with a suddenness

that was suspicious. Bald and McFarland
flew by hiin, but Titus was fighting with the

desperation of a man who loves money, and
though the others gained on him, he was
able to get over the tape a length to the good.

Bald seemed to weaken in the last ten yards,

and McFarland and Watson Coleman swept

past him. and in another fraction of a second

he would have been buried in the ruck which
had fought grandly every inch of the way.

There seemed not a quitter in the lot. unless

(iardiner may be so termed.

The cheers were all for Titus, but when it

was amuninced later that Bald had e(|ualid

the best two-mile handicap record, 4.1') 1-5,

and obtained a special prize of ^V), the huz-

zahs were, if anything, even heartier. He
had made one of the gamcst efTorts of his life.

After the race all sorts of stories were afloat.

It was alleged that Lee, Mosher, LefTerson

and White had arranged a deal. There was a

yarn that Bald and Gardiner had d<ine the

same thing, while Titus and Aker were
charged with it by McFarland. But nothing

came of the talk, and where smoke arose from

so many different places it is fair to assume
that Titus beat the others at their own game.
Of the other events, the one-third of a mile

professional on Monday was a gilt-edged af-

fair. Kimble winning in a fierce <lrive down
the stretch with Bald. Bald was as mad as a

hornet when he dismounted. Although the

public did not know it. his saddle had worked
loose, and when he returned to the dressing

quarters he engaged in a war of words with

his tr liner which enlivened things consider-

ably.

The amatetir events will not suffer by c<)m-

|iarison with the professional events, Btif-

falo sent down a team of its best pures, and.

by the way. each wears the advertisement of

a Buffalo newspaper on the back of his cos-

tume, and they were factors in every event on
Monday. They smothered New York in the

pursuit race, hut in the open events had to

cf)nteni themselves with seconds and thirds.

C.rorKc Keith and Irwin Powell being too

"trong f<ir them in the final sprints.

In the fivrniil'- Metropolitan championship
im .SaliirfUy, I'owrll showed a clean pair of

heels Id the big field. He came from the rear

in the lost 20<) yards and electrified the crowd

by simply running away from a desperately

s|)rinting crowd and winning by five lengths

in the good time of 11.26.

Bald's diminutive mascot, who holds the

crackajack's wheel and dressing gown, and
who wears one of his sweaters, which fits him
like a night gown, brought the Buffalonian

good luck in the mile open. In this race, for

which the first prize was $15ti. Cooper caught

the pace, but Aker went up and crowded him
off". Bald falling into third place. Gardiner

brought up the rear and started the sprint,

but Cooper saw him coming and stalled him
off, but in the rush down the straight. Bald

came out of the crowd and won as he liked by

a length, Gardiner second. Cooper third: time,

-'.(18 1-5.

The closing event was an exhibition ride

of five miles by Gaston Rivicrre, the French

long-distance crack. He is a rather tall, slen-

der, compact fellow, with clean-cut, sinewy

legs, and although he rode a strange wheel

and had not ridden for three weeks, he fol-

lowed his pace with case, reeling off the five

miles in 10.11 4-5, while the band i)layed the

".Marseillaise." His times for the intermediate

distances were: One mile, 1.53 1-5; two,

3.5!l 2-5; three. fi.04 2-5; four, 8.07.

The summary:

I'IK.ST DAY.

l)ncmile oi.cn. 1, I. .\. Powell, N. Y. A. C; 2,

A. B. Cochlcr, Ituffalo; 3, C. J. Miller, Buffalo.
Time, 2.12.

One-lliird mile, professional.— First heat—1, B. Old-
fii-ld. Toledo; 2. 1-, K. Lefferson, Asbury Park,
lime, 0.41%. Second heat—1, E. C. Bald Buffalo; 2.

(). L. Stevens. San Jose. Time, 0.43. Third heat-
1. ( ). S. Kimble, Louisville; 2. J. A. Newhouse.
I'utTalo. Time. 42%. Fourth heat—1. Tom Cooper,
Detroit; 2. .Arthur Cardincr. Chicago. Time, 0.42%.
Final heat 1. Kimble; 2, Bald; 3, Lefferson; 4,

I'ooper. Time. 0.4:!.

Two-mile ijrofessional. J2,000 handicap.—First heat—
1. K. C. Ilald. Buffalo, scratch; 2, L. A. Callahan,
Ituffalo. M vards; 3. O. S. Kimble. Louisville, 100 yards;
4. F. A. .VicFarland. San Jose^ 2!t yards; 5, E. S.
.\kcr. Philadelphia, SO yards, lime, 4.51%. Second
heat- 1. I'rcd Titus, New York, 40 yards; 2, Arthur
dardincr. Chicago, scratch; 3. Watson Coleman. Bos-
ton, 80 yards; 4. II. Steenson, Uayton. 60 yards; 5,

L. K. Lefferson, Asbury Park. ItJO yards. Time.
4.37%. Third heat—1. H. P. .Mosher. Storm King.
160 yards; 2. A. S. Lee. Cohocs 200 yards; 3, F. I).

White, Lynbrook, 180 yards; 4, \V. E. Becker, Minne-
apolis, m yards; 5, K. A. Miller, New York, 120
yards. Time, 4.31.

Ilnlfmilc handicip.— 1. (icorge Keith, New York,
10 yar.ls; 2. K. I). Stevens, BuiTalo, scratch; 3, A. B.
(iochlcr. Ituffalo, scratch. Time, 1.06%.
Team pursuit race. New York vs. Buffalo

—

New
York team, C. .M. Krtz. R. W.: L A. Powell, N. Y.
A. C. anil (). \'. llabcock, H. W. Buffalo team,
A. B. C.oehler. C. J. Miller and E. D. Stevens. Won
l)v the Ituffalo team. Distance covered, 4V^ miles.
Time, 10.11.

SECOND DAY.
Uunrtcrmile dnsh. 1, L A. Powell; 2. J. P.

Ihucho.m. Brooklyn; 3, F. W. Richi, Brooklyn.
lime, 0.;i.1%.

Halfmile handicap, professional.— First heat—1, O.
I.. .Stevens. Otiumwa. la.. 16 yards; 2. H. R. Slecn-
sen. Davton. ().. 20 yards; .'I. y\. S. Lee, Cohoes, 56
vards. Time, 1.110%. .Second heat 1, F. ). Titus,
New ^'ork. 15 yards; 2. .1. A. Newhou>e. Buffalo, 3b
yards; .1. Watson Coleman. Boston, 30 yard*. Time,
1.00. Thiril heat 1. Jay ICalon. Elizabeth, .'tO yards;
2. K. S. Aker. Philadelphia. 20 vards; 3. E. C. Bald.
Ituffalo, scratch. Time, l.ilO. Fourth heat 1, ( ». S.
Kimble, Lmiisvillc, 25 yanU; 2, Tom I'ooper, De-
troit, xcralch: 3. !•. Jenny. Ulica. 36 yards. Time,
O.nn. Final heat 1. Aker; 2. Jenny; 8. Kimble; 4,
Titus. lime. 1.<K>%.

Onrmilc handicai>.- 1. J. P. Ilutcheon. 16 yards; 2,
A. S. Judkin. Ilrociklyn, BO yards; S. B. L. Hunter,
llrooklyn. 4(1 yards. Time, 2.13.

TWO.MII.K U<'n.l, (12.000) HANDICAP— fINAI. IIKAT.

1. F. J. Titus, New York 40 yards
2. F. A. Mclarland. San Jose... 26 "
3. Watson Colrman, Boston 80 "
4. E. I. Bald. Ituffalo scratch

Time. 4.16%.
One-mile open, professional.— First heat—I, E. C.

Ilald: 2. E. .S. Aker. Time. 2.11. .Second heat—1,lom (i.oprr; 2. Arthur Cardiner. Time, 2.12%.
Ihird brat 1, O. S. Kimble: 2. L. A. Callahan.
Time. 2.12. Final heat- 1, Balif; 2, (;ardincr; 3.
('.".per: 4. Kimble. Time. 2.0KVjv.

Five luilr nielrii|iolitan championship.— 1, Irwin A.
Powell; 2. F. W. Kicht; 3. lack Jasper. New York;
i. Waller C. Koome. Jersey City. Time, 11.26.

Colonel Pope and A. G. Spalding arrived

home abo.-ird the steamer Paris on Saturday
last. They have talked of their trip abroad,

but said nothing.
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FROM THE MARK.

"Jimmy" Michael Shows What He Can Do in

an Open Race—Charter Oak Once

More.

Hartford, Conn., Sept. 6.
—"Jimmy" Michael

came out into the open to-day at the meet of

the Connecticut Athletic Association at Char-

ter Oak Park. It was done under favorable

auspices, fully 10,000 people looking on, Col.

A. A. Pope and A. L. Garford among them,

and the little fellow acquitted himself as well

as if engaged in his favorite work.

Michael has so persistently followed the

match race game, that his ability in open

competition has been rather an unknown
quantity. Indeed, there are those who have

maintained that all that was required to punc-

ture the Michael bubble was competition in a

few events open to all comers. Perhaps the

bubble may be pricked later, but it is intact to-

day. True, Michael did not meet Bald, Kiser

Gardiner, Cooper and other consistent cracka-

jacks, but for all of that, he rode in such con-

vincing style and defeated his men by such a

generous margin, that if he was ever pitted

against the men named, the race should be

worth going a thousand and one miles to see.

Unless Mertens can be considered a first-

flighter, the only man of really heavy calibre

who lined up against Michael to-day was that

brilliant "in-and-outer," Fred Loughead. In

all thirteen men started, Michael having the

pole. It was an unsatisfactory race, however.

The quad pacing was fast, and one after an-

other the men were killed off, until but three

remained. Loughead, who seemed to have

one of his "in" days, and who beat oiif Mer-

tens and won the handicap in fine style, was

the only man left to give serious battle to the

Welshman, and an accident shut him out of it

""on the first quarter of the last mile. Loug-

head claimed that Mertens elbowed and threw

him, but the referee would not allow the pro-

test. With Loughead out Michael simply

walked home a quarter of a mile in front of

the only two who survived the ordeal, A. W.
Porter and G. H. Knight. Later, Michael

rode an exhibition mile, paced by a quad. He
did the half in 56 2-5 seconds and the mile in

1.49 4-5, which does not equal Windle's track

record of 1.47 3-5, made October 3, 1895.

In the mile open Mertens looked a winner

coming down the straight, but Newton came

with a magnificent burst and beat him out in

an exciting finish.

Curtis and Barnard, the Meriden Wheel

Club's tandem team went against the amateur

State record of 1.59, and lowered it to 1.55 4-5.

White and Newton, the Warwick tandem

team, equaled the State half-mile paced record

of 56 3-5. Mertens clipped four seconds off

the half-mile unpaced record, doing 58 2-5.

Open mile handicap.—1, H. Monks, Hartford, 35

yards- 2, F. J. Cadwell, Elmwood, 40 yards; 3, H. (...

Thayer, New Britain, 110 yards. Time, 2.14%. Time
of scratch man, 2.14.

One-mile handicap, professional.—1, F. J. Loug-
head, scratch; 2, John U Decker, Ashley l^alls Mass.,

85 yards; 3, A. T. Crooks, Huffalo, 110 yards; 4. H. 15.

Freeman, Portland, Ore., 70 yards. Time, 2.I8V5.

Ouarter-mile open.— 1, R. J. Van Alsttyne, Housa-
tonic; 2, H. Monks, Hartford; 3, F. J. ( adwell,

Elmwood; 4, F. R. Fuller, Hartford. Time, 0.31%.

Five-mile professional.—1, Jimmic Michael; 2, A. W.
Porter, Newton, Mass.; 3, G. II. KnipUt, Ilou.sa-

tonic. Time, one mile, 2.15%; two miles, 4.24%;

three miles, 6.47%; four miles, 8.58%; five miles,

11.00%.

One-mile open, professional.—1, C. R. Newton; 2,

A. C. Mertens; 3, A. T. Crooks; 4, J. L. Decker.
Time, 2.121/2.

One-mile open.—1, H. Monks; 2, A. M. Curtis,

Meriden; 3, F. J. Cadwell, Elmwood; 4, F. R. Fuller,

Hartford. Time, 2.15.

HALSTEAD GETS A RECORD.

Cincinnati, Sept. 6.—The track races given

to-day under the auspices of the Local Cycle

Board of Trade were the best ever given in

this city. The professional races were espe-

cially interesting and were well received.

Harry Sidwell, the world's amateur, of this

city, was to have ridden to obtain the quarter

and third mile marks, but did not arrive on
time. Griffin Halstead, however, went for

the quarter-mile unpaced amateur record, and
succeeded in breaking the world's record. He
placed the figures at 26 2-5 seconds.

Summary:

Amateur mile open.—1, F. J. Drehr, Cleveland; 2,

N. Carlson, Cleveland; 3, Griffen Halstead, Washing-
ton, D. C. Time, 2.30y5.

Two-mile handicap.—1, F. J. Drehr, Cleveland,
scratch; 2, F. B. Farnsworth, Cincinnati, scratch; 3,

N. Carlson, Cleveland, scratch. Time, d.OlVs.

One and one-half mile professional handicap.—1,

Con Baker, 90 yards; 2, Jack Esperson, Detroit; 3,

George D. Grant, Detroit, 60 yards. Time, 3.54%.

One-mile professional, flying start.—1, Jack Esper-
son; 2, Con Baker; 3, George D. Grant. Time,
2.18%.

NOTHING BUT GLORY.

GASTON GETS HERE.

Gaston Rivierre, the noted French long-

distance crack, arrived in this country on
Saturday last. He was an interested specta-

tor at the Quill Club Wheelmen's meet at

Manhattan Beach, that afternoon, and on
Monday rode an exhibition five miles in

10.11 4-5.

He is nearing forty, and is already being

boomed as the "Grand Old Man of France."

He will make his first appearance in compe-
tition in a six-day race at Bridgeport, Conn.,

on the 22d inst. If his visit proves remunera-

tive, he will remain in America until spring.

Rivierre is a fairly tall, well-knit man of

the typical French type, with olive skin and
paint-brush goatee.

LESNA AS HE LIKED.

Lucien Lesna figured as the whole thing at

the Crescent track, Providence, R. I., on Sat-

urday. There was a five-mile pursuit race

between triplets, representing Boston and

Providence, which the former won in 11.33;

a quarter-mile tandem exhibition in 27 sec.

by C. D. Snow and Frank Houghton, and a

half-mile triplet ride in 56 2-5 sec, by Hansen,

Merritt and Leavitt. Lesna, however, was

the *bright particular star, and gave the little

State a new set of records from one to five

miles as follows: One mile, 1.50; two, 3.39 4-5;

three, 5.34 2-5; four, 7.33 1-5; five, 9.29.

FOUNTAIN FERRY RECORDS.

Louisville, Ky., Sept. 6.—At the Fountain

Ferry meet to-day, Harry M. Sidwell, paced

by a quad, lowered the amateur record for

two-thirds of a mile, flying start, from 1.14 lo

1.10, and H. W. Middendorf brought down
the one-third mile amateur, unpaced, stand-

ing start record from 42 seconds to 41 2-5

seconds.

RACERS NOW REBEL.

Springfield is likely to receive llie cold

shoulder from the big gun.s. They have re-

belled against the smallness of the purses, and

it is known that they have quietly reached an

understanding to scatter to the four winds

next week and give the Springfield tourna-

uuMit the go-by.

This "Was All the New "yorkers Got at

Buffalo—Fast Halves and

Quarters.

Buft'alo, Sept. 6.—The Buffalo amateurs

went to New York on Saturday, and to-day

several of the fleetest New Yorkers returned

the visit and competed at the meet at the Ath-

letic Field. The New Yorkers had their

travel for their pains, although George Reith

had a bad fall and carried home a few pains

which he did not own when he arrived here.

Neither Ertz, Reith nor Babcock were able

to score. Home-talent won ever3rthing.

There was a team pursuit race, of course, and,

as usual, Buffalo won.

In the exhibition work, Dirnberger and

Short, a tandem, did a quarter in 25 seconds,

and Miller and Goehler, a half in 53 seconds,

both of which are records.

The summary:

One-mile open.—1, C. J. Miller; 2, C. C. Dirn-
berger; 3, A. E. Longnecker. Time, 2.07%.

One-mile handicap.—1, J. M. Schwoob, 70 yards; 2,

J. F. Davidson; 3, C. W. Richardson. Time, 2.08%.

One-mile tandem.—1, Dirnberger and Short; 2, Den-
nison and Longnecker; 3, Stevens and Haynes.
Time, 2.17.

Two-mile handicap.—^1, Schwoob, 120 yards; 2,

Cornwell, 80 yards; 3, Huehne, 100 yards; 4, Daul.
170 yards ; 5, Sommer, 190 yards. Time, 4.32.

Pursuit race.—First heat—Buflfalo vs. Rochester.
Buffalo team (C. J. Miller, A. B. Goehler and Earl
D. Stevens), won; Rochester team (Thomas Connolly,
W. H. Fisher and E. M. Gillman), second. Distance,
3 7-16 miles. Time, 7.45.

Second heat—New York vs. Springfield. New
York team (J. F. Davidson, O. V. Babcock and C.
M. Ertz), won; Springfield team (E. C. Farrel, C. F.
Nelson and W. E. Tenzler), second. Distance, 3 1-16

miles. Time, 6.52.

Final—Buffalo vs. New York. Buffalo team
(Miller, Goehler and Stevens), won; New York
team (Davidson, Babcock and Ertz), second. Dis-
tance, 4 1-8 miles. Time, 9.36%.

ANYTHING FOR NOTORIETY.

After all the single centuries and double

centuries it was to have been expected that

a "triple" would figure on the list before

the close of the year, and after the columns

of newspaper "glory," heaped upon the

women who survived the lesser events, it

was natural that a rush of such glory-seek-

ing women should have been attracted by
the three-hundred-mile run which occurred

on Sunday and Monday last under the

auspices of the Rutherford (N. J.) Wheelmen.
Six women were in line when the start was
made at 9 o'clock Saturday morning and two
were in at the death at 7 p. m. on Sunday.

They got what they were seeking, columns

of portrait-embellished newspaper glory, the

next day. Including the women, 29 survived

the run. I''Iovcn others ciMuplotod the double

century run.

" HIS HONOR" WINS.

Mayor Strong has signed the revised rules

of the road which arc to be enfi>rced in this

city. His Honor carried his points, and, as

finally passed, the law prevents trundling of

bicycles on tlu' sidewalks unless ihey "are so

broken as to render them useless for riding."

lie also had stricken out of the ordinance tlie

clause reiiuiriiig trucks to carry lights after

nightfall.

ALL OVER FOR OMAHA.

Omaha's asiiiralions for the '9S meet are

given a pair of black eyes by this week's bul-

letin of the L. A. W. Racing Board, wliicii

blacklists the Omaha '98 meet club for failure

and refusal to award prizes which it had of-

fered at one of its race meets.
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HARD LICK.

Th«t Seemed to Be the Rnllns Slement for

Two Days at Scenic Park—Some New
QnllU.

Cleveland, Ohio, September G.—Two race

meets were held at Scenic F*ark last week. The
first was given by the Marquette Club and

was well attended. Hain, however, interfered

considerably, as some of the events had to

be run in the nuid. This had its advantages,

however, as the usual big spill fur which this

track is beginning to be noted, usually caused

by the cluuds uf dust wJiich arise and obscure

the sight of the riders, was happily omitted.

The sununary:

Oncquartcr mile open.—1, Emerick; 2, Blackmorc.
Time. 0.313v
Onemile <>|>en.—1, Kobishaw ; 2, Blackmorc; 3, Em-

erick. Time. 2.37.

One-half mile o|>en.— 1, Ulackmore; 2, Kobishaw.
Time. I.IT.

One-mile open.—Colored— I, J. M. Powers; 2, Al-
bert Flynn; 3. Joseiih Ueming. Time, 2.22^
Two-mile open.— 1. Sommcrs; 2, Itlackmore. Time,

4.11.

In Saturday's regular park races only two
events upon the advertised programme of five

races resulted in the winning of prizes. In

the nt>vice and one-mile open tiie riders failed

to get under the limit set by the referee and

no prizes were awarded. The other was a

pursuit race, in which two teams of two each

were to start, but one team llunked at

the la.st minute and that race was off. Tin-

regulation spill was not omitted in these

events, as ten men went down in a heap in a

trial heat, and curiously enough in the same
spot where fourteen fell at the last meet.

The summary:

One mile handicap.— 1. I. K. FiUsimmon!i. 90 yards;
2. K. B. Tad, 130 yard*; 3, Sommcrs, SO yards. Time,
2.W.

Five-mile handicap. 1. Fitz»immons, 270 yards; 2.

Tad. 3*1 y»rd»; 3, U. Wanderer. "0 yards. Time.
lI.2SVi.

The recently-organized Quill Club Wheel-
men arc to give a race meet at the Valley

Driving Paik on Saturday. September 'jruh.

The first event upon the programme is a

four-mile $.Vmj amateur road race, the last

mile of which is to be ridden upon the track.

By this scheme the ^I't prize limit can be done
away with. The ofticcrs of the new club, with

one exception, arc sporting editors of local

daily newspapers, the one exccfnion being the

secretary, Cha<». W. Mcars, of the "Cycling
Gazette." The other officers arc as follows:

President. Walter M. Robinson ("Plain Deal-

er"^; firM vice-president, KImcr K. Bates

("Press"); second vice-president, John K.

Tello ("World"); treasurer. N'<irm;in Rnsi

("Leader").

MILLER SHOWS AGAIN.

K. v. .Miller, the Vineland, N. J., rider, who
once cut something of n <wnth in both the

amateur and thr fields and then
dropped out of 1 up in a firc-

milc proie««i«»nal handicap at Bridgcton, N.

J., on the Jd inst.. and although riding from
•cratch, scored an easy victory in H,I5. .^l

the elcctric-lighl meet of the Tacony (Pa.)

.\thlciic .Association on the same dale he
won the mile ' from the I<h» yard
mark in J .TJ I uf R V McCurdy
n't yurd*). and mU). The
milr ..prti urnt I. A. Church,
•c' r. Rower*, third The five-mile

hail ,. .. .** a gift to the Ions-markers. Ben
Peck (!»"<• yard*), winning in Kl 04 2 8. Sims.
Church T.i rr* and Slarbuck were
among the

"

PRO.MOTED BY THE TRADE.

Cincinnati, Sept. 0.—The Local Cycle Board

oi Trade to-day gave one of the largest road

races ever given in this vicinity over the fa-

mous Pourman course. This course is 18

miles, and is over the finest roads in this vi-

cinity. The course was thronged with peo-

ple. The Chillicothe Wheelmen carried off

the honors of the day. They captured both

race itself and the first two time prizes. S.

DuBois. 51.2y, won the first time; W. F.

Janes the second time and A. Fisher, of Cov-

ington, third time.

W. F. Janes was a five-minute man, and in

addition to winning second time also captured

the race itself by taking the first-place prize

from Fisher. First twenty-five men finished

as follows:

Position. Handicap. Time.
1 \V. F. Fanes 5.00 52. IG
2 A. Fisher 5.00 52.17
3 R. Hunk 7.00 54 :!6

4 A. C". Kuril 7.00 64.37
6 K. Wcllman 8.00 56.56
6 1.. K. Hurdgc 8.30 57.27
7 K. .Mathias 6.00 55. 4S
S (.. Pierce 5.30 55.19
9 K. White 5. .30 55.19Mi
10 \V. Rartsche 8.10 58. ;«
11 K. Kucrze 8.00 58.13
12 II. Koestcrs 8. .30 58.50
13 II. Weibel 5.30 SS..'^
14 II. .Stacc 7.:}0 67.57
15 C. .Miller 4.30 54.58
16 S. DuBois 1.00 51.29

"YOU'RE IT.'

T.lE GREAikiiV "tVtK I'LLLED OFF."

What is described as 'the greatest race

meet Western Pennsylvania ever saw pulled

off" occurred at Johnstown, under the aus-

pices of the Johnstown Cycle Club, on Au-
gust .ilst. H. B. Scott, of Pittsburg, won the

half-mile professional race in 1.08 2-5; William
Sims, Washington, D. C, second, and C. C.

.\ughenbaugh, Beaver. Pa., third. The mile
open went to Fred Sims in 2.10, A. Lejeal,

Krie. Pa., and Glen Wiley, Windsor Mills.

Ohio, being the runners-up. Fred Sims (10

yards) also won the twoniile handicaj) in

'>.'>(>. while his brother William, with Tri yards,

accounted for the five miles in I2.;itl. C. A.

Church was the scratch man in both events.

In the exhibition work, H. B. Scott, pace<l by
singles, tandems and triplets, rode five miles

in the capital time of IO.:W. Church did a

liaced half in .V» 1-| ,-jnd Lejeal the same dis-

tance in .V* seconds flat.

TKVI.M: fur TKkVCLE FIGURES.

Kdw.inl .S. lvlw;ir<ls. the wcll-knnwn road

rider, of this city, who held the 24-hour road
record for a while, is now domg considerable

work on a tricycle. On Satunlay and Sun-
day he did a big ride. Starting from F.liza-

beth. he rode through Rahway, Westfield.

Plainfirbl, Meluchcn, New Brunswick; back
to Meluchen, to Plainficld, Scotch Plains,

.Springfield. Klizabeth, Newark. Jersey City;

to New York, to Coney Island, to Jamaica, to

Waiitagli. and then back and forth on the

Merrick road, making 'VVi miles in ."Vi hours.

He intended to do .VK) in .'»0 h<»urs, and would
have undoubtedly done *« had not he punc-
tured his front tire beyond repair at 1 o'clock

Monday morning.

Tricycle records arc common in F.ngland.

but this is the first prrformancr to be made
in this country in a long time. Kdwards rode
a Tinkham tricycle weighing about thirty-two

pounds .ind geared to 70 inches.

The Noble Game of Tag as Exemplified on
the Charles River Track at

Boston.

Boston, Mass., September (j.— If those who
attended to-day's meet at the Charles River

track did not secure a sufficiency of match
races, and "track tag," otherwise termed pur-

suit races, it is not the promoters' fault

The star event was expected to be the five-

mile game of tag between W. W. Hamilton,
of Denver, and E. A. McDuffce, Boston's
own. But it was rather a tame affair, the
Denver crack appearing outclassed despite

his records and reputation as an unpaced
rider. The men started from opposite sides

of the track, and during the first mile, ridden
in 2.02 1-5, Hamilton held his own. After
that McDuffee began cutting down distance,

and at three miles the race was practically

over. McDuffee completed the distance in

11.57 1-5, Hamilton in 12."7 2-5.

Tom Barnaby, of Boston, and Harry D.
Kikes, of Glens Falls. N. V.. who caught the
crowd (luring the recent si.\-day race here,

also pursued each other without limit to dis-

tance. Barnaby kept a cool head and an
even pace, and after Kikes had exhausted
himself in meteoric sprints, which looked
pretty and seemed likely to land the New
York boy a winner. Barnaby warmed to his

w<irk, and after a chase of IM l-;f miles over-
took his rival: time, 3.'J.5!J 4-5.

Nat Butler and John S. J<dinson then had
their inning. They started from the same
mark and Butler won in straight heats: times
2.18 1-5, 2.15 2-5.

Teams from the Massachusetts B. C. and the
Press C. C. chased each other for fwv miles,

the former winning in 12.20.

The open events were of small moment.
A. A. Jackson, Lynn (110 yards), won the
mile professional handicap in 2.00; F. P. Mc-
Kay, Boston (25 yards), took the amateur
handicap in 2.18 3-5. and H. B. Hills. Provi-
dence, the mile ojieii in 2.<'!N-5.

MR. MOTT S PARTICULAR FRIENDS.

While the National championships were
supposed to decide the .\merican champion,
Chairman Motl's particular friends. Brady,
Powers, Batchelder & Co., otherwise the
.\merican Cycle Racing Association, are
booming their next event at Manhattan
Beach (September 18tli) as the championship
of America. In this race Bald. Kiser, Cooper,
Longhead, Gardiner, Mertens. Sanger, John-
son and Stevens will fight it out, two only
being allowed in each heat and semi-final,

making it really a test of the men of the year.
B., P.. B. & Co. and the crackajacks will di-

vide the gross receipts. For the following
.Saturday the syndicate has arranged a .13-

iiiile race "for the championship of the
world" between Michael and Lcsna.

S.

one

li races are like jug-handl

.iirs.

WAS A RIPLEY DAY.
Bert Ripley, the Newark amateur, made a

"killing" at the Asbury Park meet on the
"-'fith ult. He won the one-third mile in

4(5 2-5 seconds, the mile in 2.32 1-5 and the
five-mile handicap from scratch in 12.28. The
V'im triplet team won the event for three-
-eaters in two heats. 'J.o.T i.', and •2.01 1-5, and
Harrison and Leffers«>n disposed of Hcnshaw
and Iledstrom in the match tandem race in

straight heats, 2.25 1-5 :ind 2 2f. 3-5.
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How is tbc Ciitic ^^ '^^'' '^'"'"^ ^'"*'"

l$9$ Columbiaswhen every bicycle manu-

facturer is watching us—you know
it as well as we do* All trying to

guess what J898 Columbias will

be like—and we shall keep them

guessing^

nobody Knows
about t898 Columbias but

ourselves, and nobody will know
until the proper time comes* Then

every good Columbia dealer (and

we mean to have no others) will be

made happy and envied by all*

We are taking good care of

Our m% $ecm$.

They are for your benefit

and will place you in a command-

ing position* If you aim at success,

look back at last yearns failures, look

ahead at those of the coming year

and deal with a house whose repu-

tation is second to none*

Watch this column for the next few weeks; we will make some

important announcements*

Pope manufacturiitfi €o., m\m, conn.

IF COLUMBIAS ARE NOT PROPERLY REPRESENTED IN YOUR VICINITY, LET US KNOW.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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IRdM KVEKVWHHRE.

How the Labor Day RaclnK Men Won Gold

and Glory at Varioas

FolnU.

As usual on holidays there was a wealth of

cycle racing on Labor Day and the preceding

Saturday half holiday in every section of the

country. New York and Podunk alike had their

meets, and the city pothunters and the village

champions were in their element. The fact that

many of them did not ride fast enough to keep

warm is natural. Mediocrity was far more
plentiful than performances worthy of note.

Sifted of the great mass of chaflP, these '2.3i>-or-

better grains stand out prominently as deserv-

ing of being placed in the newspaper mill:

At Bridgeport, Conn., the Rambling
Wheelmen's meet.—Two-mile handicap— E.

C Hausmann, New Haven, scratch; time.

4.31. Exhibition five miles (paced) by Cap.

Sherwood, 10..',7 2-5.

At Jersey City, N. J., Hudson County
Wheelmen's meet.— Half-mile novice—L.

Chanaud, Jersey City; time, 1.10 2-5. One-
mile open. Ray Dawson, Boonton; time,

2.23 2-5. Two-mile tandem handicap—Wal-
ter Babb and A. Crawford, Paterson, scratch;

time, 4.40 1-5. Five-mile State champion-
ship, Ray Dawson; time, 12.40 1-5.

At Paterson, N. J., Tourists' Cycle Club's

meet.—One-mile open—Ray Dawson, Boon-
ton; time, 2.2.'} 1-5.

At Re.l Bank. N J., Red Bank Wheelmen's
meet.—Une-n>ilc open—W. L. Darmer, Jersey

City; lime, 2.2<) 1-4. Two miles for riders

more than forty years of age—J. C. Doughty.

Red Bank; time, 5.56. Five-mile handicap

—

W. L. Darmer, 50 yards; time, 12.51.

At Newburgh, N. Y., Ncwburgh Wheel-
men's meet.— Half-mile handicap—W. A. La-

due, Newburgh, scratch; time, 1.03. Onc-niilc

county championship.—H. K. Bird, New-
burgh; time, 2.28. One-mile open—W. A.

Ladue; lime,^ 2.21. One-mile, 2.30 class—

H. K. Bird; time, 2.21 2-5. One-mile tandem
—Thomas and O'Kcy. Newburgh, defeated

Young and Caccavajo, Brooklyn; time,

3.18 2-5. One-mile triplet— Newburgh Wluel-
mrn, defeated Kings County Wheelmen; time,

2.«>5 3-6,

York. Pa.. York Wheel Club's meet—Half

mile—E. M. Simmons, Lancaster; time,

l.OJ) 2-6. One-mile handicap—P. L. Blasser,

York, scratch; time, 2.17. Five-mile handi-

c«|»—C (t Stewart, Harrisburg, Pa., scratch;

tni>'

'.. "(rt. Pa., Willtamsport Wheel
Club t meet.—Quartcr-mile State champion-

ship— Budd M»K>re, Williamsport; time, M
seconds. One-milc o|»en—C. W. Krirk; time,

2.24. One-mile exhibition— Krick; time, 2.0K.

New Brunswick, N. J.—Twenty-five-mile

road rare— Fred Letson, Slelton (2 minj;
time, 1 n:«2 BeM time, 1 13,00 2-6. by John
C«i- , Perth Amboy.

I Y., Kanaweolo Cycle Club'*

meet — W. E, Pc Temple, Buffalo, won the

haH-mile open, one-mile open and half-mile

handicap. K. I). Mill* rode an exhibition half

in ''
' ' — ''>nd». and George J. Bauer a mile

in

\ • Ilajtel Dell Track -S.
n milr. 2 07 3-5, Stale

• al«o a .State

"n by Minnirk

mile open—C. E. Coleman. Scranton; time.

1.00 3-5. One-mile. 2.15 class—W. H. Crcs-

sey. Philadelphia; time, 2.23 2-5.

Mahonoy City. Pa., Mahonoy City A. A.'s

meet.—One-mile lap race, half-mile open, five-

mile handicap won by W. F. McMichacl, Ber-

wick. Pa. One-mile exhibition by same

rider. 2.18.

Covington, Ky., U»0-mile road race from

Lexington to Covington, won by Lee Lang-

felt. Covington, 17 years old, in 5h. 39m. 3:}s;

John Hardman, second; time, 5.55.05. Lang-

felt disciualificd for accepting pace and race

awarded to Hardman.
Lowell, Mass.. Spindle City Wheelmen's

meet.—One-mile open—John S. Johnson.

Worcester; time. 2.24. Half mile—T. W.
Harris, Lowell; time, 1.07 4-5.

Portsmouth, N. H.—Half-mile handicap,

mile open and two-mile handicap, won by H.

B. Hills. Providence, R. I. One-mile exhibi-

tion, paced by quinl, Ira A. Newick, Ports-

mouth; time, 2.03 1-5, State record. Half

mile by Newick, paced by triplet, 59i seconds.

"NOT ME."

AT A PRICE THAT INTERESTS.

The Warwick & Stockton Co.. Newark. N.

J., have once more made an addition to their

line; this time it is the Leader pedal, shown

herewith. It is designed for use on medium-

grade wheels, and the price is such that few

makers who have seen the poclal and heard

the figures have failed to become interested.

The pedal is formed of cold rolled sheet steel,

is fitted with the Sartus ball retainer and is

handsomely finished.

SNELL REAOY FOR gS.

The Snell Cycle Fittings Co., (tf T<iledo.

which, for the past two years, has devoted

considerable attention to the mamifacture of

complete wheels, particularly for the large

jobbing trade, is now ready to negotiate for

18!»8 business, and promises a '08 model which

will be an eye-opener. The sales department

will be as strong as ever next season. Samuel

Snell will represent the company abroad,

making his oflicc in Birmingham, England,

(icorge E. Curtis will continue as Eastern

representative, with headijuarters in New
York; Lcander Fisher will travel the Central

States and Canada, and M. E. Meader con-

tinue to cover the West and South.

SOLD TO FROST.

Chicago, Scptrntbcr 3.— The Mason &
Mason Co.'s plant was sold yesterday in the

County Court to F. C. Frost & Co, The
sale includes all of the property, excepting the

cash on hand. The amount paid was |36,075.

H
rec«»f«l. Us-'

record. On-

in 2.37 3-5.

Tlsrrltnn n..7rl Park Tr..rk -Half-

ANNEX THE KLONDIKE.

The Natiimal Cycle Mfg Co,, Bay City.

Mirh , have acldrd the Klondike to their line.

anri «ay that it will be a fit rr)inpanion for the

well knnwn National. Sample wheels will be
rr.iilv SriilrfiiKrr l.'th.

Says Mr. Hannan, ReplylnK to the Fowler's

Complaint of Tricky

Dealing.

Denver. Col., Sept. 4.—George E. Hannan,
the well-known local dealer and president of

tile Retail Cycle Dealers' Natioijal Associa-

tion, has been sued by the Fowler Bicycle

Co. for f5o,(K)0 damages.

Mr. Hannan was the agent for the Fowler
Company in 1806, but dropped the agency at

the close of that year. The complaint of the

Fowler Company alleges that the company is

manufacturing a high-grade wheel, which has

an established reputation in the markets.

This wheel, they allege, they sell at wholesale

at $60 to $65 to dealers and e.vpect the latter

to get $00 cash and $100 on time in sales.

The company also puts out lower grades that

retail at $40 to $.')i'. The charge against Han-
nan is that he bought these lower grades, sold

them as high-grade Fowlers at $35, greatly to

the discredit of the makers and to the damage
of their business. The company alleges that

agents have repeatedly endeavored to get sat-

isfaction from Hannan, but he has refused to

grant it. They, therefore, ask $50,<too dam-
ages, and an injunction restraining Hannan
frotn selling the wheels. The court granted

the temporary injunction, provided the com-
pany file an indemnifying bond of $5,00<J to

protect the court in case the company fails

to prove its allegations. The bond has not

yet been filed.

Mr. Hannan claims the company will be un-

able to collect a cent of damages, but will be

held for its full bond if the case is pushed.

"Their charge that I have changed name-
plates." he said, "is absolutely false. If there

is any sharp work in the placing of these ma-
chines on the market it is not by me. I have

bought the machines I have sold from differ-

ent Chicago houses. One lot I bought was

from the West Side auction house of Chicago,

the Fowler's authorized agents. Why. I have

just ordered another carload. I have bought
Fowler wheels from the Bradford and from

the Brown-Lewis Cycle Company, of Chi-

cago," and he showed the bills where he paid

$23..50 for each wheel. "I have been handling

the Fowler low-gra<Ie stufT. and I have been

selling it just as received."

Mr. Hannan showed a wheel with the C. F*
Warner plate on it. The plate has the word-
ing: "Made by the Fowler Company. C. P.

Warner & Co." "Fowler" is in large letters

in the middle of the plate, the words "the" and
"Co." being in smaller letters before and af-

ter "Fowler." The other words arc in small

letters above and below the big "Fowler."

"If there is any 'funny business' in this,

this is (trobably where it is," he said, showing
the name-plate, "but I can prove that the

wheel was received in my store this way and
siild from there just as received. There is too
nuich of this sharp practice among manufac-
turers They have a habit of selling a big

consignment of goods to some poor devil of

a dealer and making him the exclusive agent
for his territory, and then running in a lot of

their wheels at reduced prices. I tlon't want
any agency. I do business for the money I

ran make I «lon't want any agency snap
worked on me. Say, if the Fowler people
file their bond of $.VO(m» to protect the court, I

will be likely to get the whole of it."
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The National Championships were the most hotly-

contested races at the National Meet, four of the six

being won by Palmer Tire riders.

The racing board was very liberal with its championships this year,

ten being the number scheduled - six professional and four amateur. The
ten championships were won on four different makes of tires, Palmers
getting five, and five going to the three other makes. Palmer Tires not

only mark the high-grade wheel, but are the Championship Tires.

An interesting "open letter to agents" appears in

The Wheel of August 27. The letter discusses the

guarantee on wheels and tires, and gives very plausi-

ble reasons for absolutely abol-

ishing all guarantees.

"The time is nearly ripe for the utter

extinction of the wheel and tires guarantee.

... To the dealer, the removal of the

guarantee means a retention of profit on
regular repairs, instead of spending it on
free work ; new profit from charges on work
now done free : a chance to sell better goods,

as wheels [and tiresj would soon come to

sell more on their merits, and the public

would learn to discriminate."

Two-Mile Amateur Championship.
Won by Irving A. Powell

The Palmer Jiffy Repair

Tool continues to make friends.

It is generally conceded to be

the best tool on the market

with which to repair punctures.

We have recently issued an attractive

little pamphlet illustrating the method of

using the Palmer Jiffy. The pictures are

from photographs, and are so true to life

that the veriest tyro could not fail to grasp

the instruction they are intended to convey.

We shall be glad to send the booklet to any
one wishing it.

Mr. J. C. Tignor, the enter-

prising dealer in sporting goods

at Richmond, Va., sends us

the following

:

" During the past two weeks myself, in

company with a friend, made a trip awheel from Richmond, Va., to Bos-

ton, Mass. We both rode '97 Sterling racers fitted with Palmer Tires,

and covered actually 723 miles on the wheels. 1 thought possibly in view

of the splendid behavior of your tires that this might be of interest to you.

Together, we had three punctures, none of which delayed us more than

five minutes, and outside of this we did not have the least trouble with the

wheels or tires in any way."

There is such a thing as riding a willing horse to

death, and the tire manufacturers have begun to

place restrictions upon free repairs.

Pneumatic tires are now guaranteed for six months from date of pur-

chase from the bicycle agent, during which time no charge is made for re-

pairs. But where tires have outlived their guarantee and their usefulness.

a reasonable charge is made for vulcanizing. Frequently tires two and
three years old, so worn that any attempt to put them in ridable condition

renders them worthless, are presented for free repairs, and when the true

condition of the tires is explained to the owner, he is prone to go away
with the impression that something might have been done. Now he knows
that repairs on old tires must be paid for in any event, and he usually

gives his aged pneumatics a pretty critical examination before taking them
to the maker's repair shop. The new departure is meeting with marked
success, and few objections are heard concerning it. One good result that

is sure to follow is, that the rider will rely more upon his own ingenuity,

and less upon the free repair station. He will make his own repairs.

Tom Heywood, the inventor of the Repair Tool

used by the Palmer Pneumatic Tire Co. for the past

three years, won the 1897 A.

C. C. Delegates' road race, on
Palmer Tires, of course.

National

Championships

Half-Mile Professional Championship
Won by Earl Kiser

Five-Mile Professional Championship
won by A. C. Mertens

Third-Mile Amateur Championship...
Won by Earl Peabody

One-Mile Amateur Championship
Won by C. M. Ertz

Won onPalmer Tires
The Championship Tires

Tom Heywood, Geo. K. Barrett, and
N. H. Van Sicklen. three old-timers in

whose veins still flows a deal of sporting

blood, were on the same mark in the Pull-

man Fourth-of-July race. They made a

pretty three-cornered fight, and Heywood
would have won the event if he had not

been thrown into a wayside ditch. There
can be no doubt of the truth of this assertion,

as no less an authority than Mr. Heywood
himself inspires it.

Earl Kiser has won another

big match race, getting $500
for defeating Bald, Cooper and
Loughead.

The race took place at Buffalo, August
24, for a purse of $1,000, the winner to take

half, the balance to be divided. Two heats

settled the race, Kiser winning both. The
only pair of Palmer Tires in the match
were on Kiser's wheel, the other riders using

double-tube tires.

No other tire equals the

Palmer for easy riding, and the

I
fact that they are the fastest

...^ tires made means a great sav-

ing in energy to the rider.

an easy-running wheel and a hard-running
wasted energy. Often riders complain of this

apparent incongruity in wheels of the same make. Take two bicycles of

exactly similar construction, fit one with Palmer Tires the other with dif-

ferent tires, let them be ridden by evenly-matched riders, and the Palmer

Tire rider will always ride a greater distance with less fatigue.

From the first introduction of Palmer Tires to

the bicycle world, their unapproachable speed has

never been denied. Friend and foe have alike ac-

knowledged that Palmer Tires are seconds faster

than any other make.

There is no longer any contention as to the superiority of the single-

tube tire as exemplified in Palmer Tires. It is admitted.

The difference between
wheel represents so much

"Ti^

THMI/IFMNEl
READESJj

_ lain-^^

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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LOAFING STOPS.

Two Kind* of Stopper* Were Tried at WlUow
Grove with VaryluK Degrree* of

Sncce**.

Philadelphia, September 6.—Two widely-

differing plans to prevent loafing were prac-

ticed at the meet at Willow Grove to-day.

which attracted .'t.iXMj spectators.

In the five-mile professional handicap |10

were offered to the leaders at the end of each

mile. It seems calculated to make the

scratch man's task the harder and with no

chance of his obtaining any of the bounty.

It worked well to-day, however, and injected

a deal of ginger into the race, and, as if to

upset calculation, the scratch man, J. Frank

Starbuck, won the event. He came with a

glorious burst in the last 2<H> yards and won
with distance to spare.

In the other instance, the mile professional

handicap, the anti-loaf remedy applied was the

recent ruling of Chairman Mott.

According to this recent ruling, when the

referee of any race meet considers that the

contestants are not riding to win, or arc loaf-

ing, he can stop the race, dismiss the erring

ones from the track and order the event rc-

contcsted. C. A. Church started from scratch

in the final heat of this race with nine men
in front of him. Three hundred yards had

hardly been covered before Church was up

in the bunch, and all pursued loafing tactics.

Referee Powell called the riders back and de-

clared it "no race." For this he was wildly

cheered by the spectators. Church and three

other contestants, however, declined to heed

the order and rode out the full mile. All

were given a rest, and when called out for

the second time Church declined to ride. It

was at this juncture that the crowd showed

its fickleness. Though they had cheered

the referee a few minutes before they

now sided with Church, who is popular in this

vicinity, and ho<jte<l and howled the olficials

and other contestants. The race was decided,

however, and the only reward Church re-

ceived for his sullenncss was the plaudits of

his fickle admirers.

Tii« summary:
< mr ni.U n..%ur 1. It .M. (;allaghcr; 2, H. K,

I. C. II. Ilenirl,
Miller. Vinclaml,
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100 rartiL 1

>[>.-!. J. B. Cliil. Philadelphia. IS
..,,„ l„.L,rf..„„ V I ...,,.rh;
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s,
•1-

It. Andcraon. Naniicoke, i'a.. 40 )rard«.

'

' J. F. ChaUant, Philadelphia.
'>. acralch; 3, Perry Warner.

(c»«ional.-l. J. F. Starbuck,
IX yard*; I, P. B. Airhart,

COMIMG OV HASREeNSIIIP.

According to conservative estimates, a

lupfrrttilioiM ra--"?' ""i of former national

reputation is in i
i of twenty Irft-hind

frrt of rabttili kili<<i during the

dark of the mo<jn, I Jjould cer-

tainly bring r«kk1 lufk, l.u! it may aUo work
^am* harm. The impre^nion la growing,
owing to the racer in r)ue«tion being unable
to win anything but defeats, that it will only

be a short lime before a rabbit's leg will br

the only thing thai racing mao c«n pull suc-

cessfully.

REPRESEKTATIVE RACING NAMES.

Were the diflcrint trades, professions and

businesses called upon to select their repre-

sentatives from am<ing /Xmerican racing men
the selection would result in something like

this, if there is any virtue in names:

Orclustral front row candidate Bald.

Seedman's
"

Gardiner.

Stave-maker's
"

Cooper.

Cierniany's
"

Kiser.

Servant's
"

Butler.

Coal dealer's
" Newton.

Dude's
"

Taylor.

Architect's
" Xewhouse.

Restaurateur's
"

Eaton.

Ice dealer's
" Coleman.

Prohibitionist's
"

Wells.

WHICH ONE?

PAYS WELL TO BE FAST.

Verily, the wheels of life revolve abroad on

rubber tires for successful racing men! Lin-

ton is said to have saved and invested over

$25,000 within the past two years. Jacquelin,

now a private in the French army, rides in

his dog-cart from station to barracks, while

his officers are forced to walk, and Taylor,

the newest of Paris racing wonders, abso-

lutely declines, through his secretary, to con-

sider an offer of less than $500 to appear in

a race.

TAYLOR AND MIS TRAINER.

Crossing the British Channel brings the

following comfortable speed incomes since the

opening of the racing season: J. W. Stocks.

tHi,fH)0; T. Linton, |at.(MKI; Platl-Bctts, .'i,(MKi;

F. W. Chinn, $.'t.5(Mi; C. F. Mard.n. ft,<«)(i, and

Gascoync, $3,0<mi. It was the great Zimmer-
man's misfortune to have been born just five

years too soon, in light of the above.

ALLOWED AS RECORDS.

The following professional records have

been booked and gazetted by the L. A. W.
Racing Board:

Two-mile tandem, competition; time,

4.06 2-6, made by Nat and Frank Butler, at

Charles River Park. June 2. 1897.

Eleven to thirty miles against time, paced,

made by Lucicn Lesna, at Charles River

Park. August 14, 1897; time, 11 miles,

12 miles, 23.27 4 5; 13 miles.U miles. 27.25 3-5; 15 miles, 2!».2I;

Hi miles, 31.25 2-6; 17 miles, ,'W.20 1-S; 18

.n.i.v L'. M I '. II) miles. .'17.212-5; 20 miles,

. 41 10 3 5; 22 miles. 43 14;
1 ,,..U. 47 n 4-5; 25 miles.

i '•: 27 miles,
• ' / 'j; 29 miles,

I time, paced, made
1> l.;i. HI) Ia.siw, AukuM 14, distance, HO
miles, 3,<i91 feet and 7 inches.

Canada Paxxled to Know .Which OrKanlsation

It Will Pay Her Best To Stick

To.

Simcoe, September 6.—The C. W. A. Ex-
ecutive Committee have a knotty problem to

deal with, the same, in fact, that has been

bothering the L. A. W. for months past.

When the California clubs seceded from the

national organization little was thought of

it in Canada, but now the question has been

brought home in no uncertain manner. Brit-

ish Columbia is the cause of all the trouble.

Their race meets depend almost entirely upon
the presence of American riders to make them
successful. Most of these riders are "out-

laws," and being blacklisted by the L. A. W.,

are not eligible to ride at C. W. A. meets.

In consequence of this, several British Co-
lumbia meets have been called off by the pro-

moters and an agitation for C. W. A. recog-

nition of the C. A. C. C. is growing daily.

It has finally come to such a pass that Brit-

ish Columbia has requested the C. W. A.

to either recognize or ignore the coast asso-

ciation. They make no throats, but intimate

that their interests are identical with the C.

A. C. C, and it is quite probable that unless

the present body here sees fit to form an alli-

ance with the C. A. C. C. similar to that with

the L. A. W., that British Columbia will join

the "outlaws."

The executive of the C. W. A. and the Do-
minion Racing Board met in Toronto on
Thursday to jointly consider the question in

all its details. Nothing definite was done, but

Secretary Donly was instructed to confer with

the L. A. W. and learn full particulars of the

secession movement in the West. It is quite

likely he will go direct to Boston for a per-

sonal interview.

The ofticial organ of the association, the

"Canadian Wheelman," will say in its forth-

coming issue that "the C. W. A. exists solely

for the benefit of Canadian wheelmen, and
what is deemed best for their interests will

likely be the cue for action by the executive."

What this may mean is hard to guess. It

savors of the suggestion that if it be shown
that the best interests of cycling in British

Columbia would be served by recognition of

the C. A. C. C. that that course will be fol--

lowed.

MADE SOME HONEY.

Now that the International Cyclists' Asso-
ciation has wound up its affairs in connection
with the recent championships in Scotland,
the profit and loss account thereof becomes
interesting.

With an attendance numbering for the three

days between 40,000 and 50,000, and a shilling

gate, tke receipts for the Saturday alone were
over $6,000, and for the three days tlic income
from alt sources arc expected to total up to

$12,500, out of which a profit of at least one-

half may be anticipated. Of this the Scottish

Cyclists' Union will take half, and the bal-

ance will be divided between the ten nations

competing, so that the receipts of America, as

one of these, should be in the neighborhood
of $.'100.

Riches have wings, but they flap no wel-

come to the second-rate professional.
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TROUBLE BREWING.

Uatch Making Results ia a Certain Shyness

—

Canada's Foreign Representative a

"Worthy One.

Simcoe, Canada, September 6.—Fred Loug-

head and Angus McLeod were matched for a

race at the Island track, Toronto, but the

former seems disinclined to keep the contract.

It is understood that Shafer and Loughead

'will be reported to the L. A. W.
A race between these two men would be

very interesting. They are fellow townsmen,

and both gained notoriety while sporting the

white and blue of the Sarnia Club. McLeod
had a reputation before Loughead was heard

of in the game, but the latter has made some

rapid strides recently. McLeod was in hard

luck last season, but is going great guns to-

day and is the best man on the Canadian

path. He is a more consistent performer than

the American champion, and it would be no

great risk betting on the big curly-headed

Scotchman.

When C. W. Richardson was sent to Scot-

land to represent the C. W. A. at the I. C. A.

championships there was considerable talk

about it, and some of the pures, whose train-

ers can talk faster than the men can ride, had

a lot to say about the "dub."

Last week, following Richardson's return

from across the pond, he trained two days,

entered five events and won five firsts, beating

some of the fastest amateurs in the country.

Not satisfied with this showing, Richardson

signed an agreement to meet Ralph Axton,

the holder of two championships, on the lat-

ter's home track in a series of races. These

will take place to-morrow night, and Axtcm
has no "sure thing, even with all conditions

in his favor.

The C. W. A. will stand by the I. C. A.

for another year, and will be represented at

Vienna in 1898 and will prepare for the na-

tional championships in 1899. The expenses

of sending Richardson to Scotland were $350,

and the C. W. A. share in profits of the Glas-

gow meeting will be about $250.

IT IS JIMMY'S AGAIN.

Detroit, Mich., September 3.—Jimmy
Michael regained his own to-day, the Ameri-
can one-hour record.

That other distinguished foreigner, Lucien

Lesna, "borrowed" it a few weeks ago, when
he rode 30 miles 1,030 yards 10 inches within

the CO minutes, and since then Michael has

not felt just right. Accordingly, he to-day

mounted his trusty Union, and with that ag-

gravating and ununderstandable ease peculiar

to him, reeled off 31 miles 1020 yards within

the allotted time. He had sixteen pacemak-
ers, and they could not make the running

fast enough to suit the wee wonder. His

work, however, was remarkably even. His

fastest mile was the second, 1.48, and his

slowest tfie fourteenth, 2.00. All the others

were in the fifties.

NOT FOR CANADA.

Canada is not to have the International Cy-
clists' Association championships next year,

after all. They are to go to Vienna, where

great public rejoicings will at that time take

place in honor of the fort id li anniversay of

the Emperor's reign. It is understood, how-

ever, that Toronto will get them in '99.

TESTING TIMERS' WATCHES.

While it is part and parcel of the require-

ments of every British cycle paper editor that

he sneer at anything American, and view with

suspicion every record, improvement or at-

tempt thereat emanating from this country, it

must be admitted that he may have grounds

for questioning the accuracy of some of the

tiuiing in this country; not on the score of the

timers' honesty or ability, but upon the hon-

est}' and ability of some of the watches used.

Before a man can become an official timer

in England the watch he uses has to have

earned a "Kew certificate." This means that

the watch must be sent to the Kew Observa-

tory and put through a series of tests like

these:

The watch is tested in every position and

its weight registered, not only per day, but

per hour. It is hung up by its pendant, hung

upside down, hupg on each side, placed dial

down and back down, and finally is baked

in an oven and frozen in an ice pail. When,

therefore, it is considered that it makes 18,000

vibrations an hour, and must not vary a

second a week, while a quarter turn of its two

time screws—meaning a millionth of an inch

—

will make a difference of twenty seconds a day,

the delicacy of its adjustment will be appre-

ciated, as also the fact that records have

been timed here with watches which would

fall just a trifle shy of the Kew require-

ments.

EXETER ENTHUSES.

QUADRUPLET VERSUS QUADRUPED.

Philadelphia, August 29.—The five-mile

race between a relay of running horses and

a quadruplet took place at the Kensington

Driving Park, Holmesburg, near here, yes-

terday afternoon, and resulted in a victory for

the horses. The quad was ridden by E. O.

Manger, R. H. Dippy, A. Boone and R.

Boone. The horses were started at different

distances, Belizarius and Romeo going a mile

each, Effie S. and Aida Kirk running three-

quarters of a mile each, Kirkover making a

mile and Statesman winding up with half a

mile. The quad and Belizarius got off well

together. At the end of the first mile Beli-

zarius led the quad by 100 yards. Romeo
almost lost the advantage in the second mile,

but from that time on the quad was out of

it, for Effie S., Aida Kirk and Kirkover grad-

ually increased the distance until at the last

half Statesman had a start of about 200 yards.

The quad kept up a good gait, and Statesman

did not increase the distance in that relay.

The time lof the horses was 9.54 1-5, and that

of the quad 10.13.

WHAT A LOT OP MONEY!

Brady, Powers, Batchclder & Co., the New
York race promoters, aire said to have estab-

lished direct connection with a Klondike lode.

Mr. Brady was in Boston last Saturday and

witnessed the Lesna-Starbuck race, according

to a press dispatch. He was so nuich im-

pressed that after tapping the Klondike'^ wire

he offered to back Lcsna against Michael for

$10,000, or even to match the Ihrice-dcfeated

Starhuck against the Welsh phenom. for the

same generous smii. It is related that "both

men accepted the olTor." It will bo nniom-

bcrod that Mr. Brady formerly nianagod

Puncher Corbett, whose reputation as a talker

and a stickler for "big money" was as Kieat

as his fame as a fighter.

"Bicycle Day" Just About Filled the Whole
Bill When It Came to a Question of

Thrills.

Exeter, N. H., September 3.—Talk about

"bicycle days!" Exeter had one yesterday—

a

"bicycle day" in fact as well as in name. Th'',

very air was surcharged with bicycle. The
catalogued fun commenced at early morn
and ended only when the sun was well on the

sink. And yet the fun was not wholly unal-

loyed, for in the road race two competitors,

J. Cannon, of Hampton Falls, and S. A.

Woods had a head-on collision with tragic

results. The accident occurred near the turn-

ing point. One man was bound out, the other

headed for home, both men going full tilt

and with heads down. They came together

with frightful force. Cannon was picked up

with a fractured skull and internal injuries,

which, it is thought, will result fatally. Woods,
also, was badly hurt, but will recover.

A coasting contest on Squamscott Hill was
the first event of the day. The course was

crowded with spectators and vehicles and

coasting was dangerous. After being fouled

twice, however, F. F. Martin, of Waltham,

who has styled himself "Coasting King," won
with twenty feet to spare. W. S. Adams,
Haverhill, was second and A. S. Sherwood,

Waltham, third.

The five-mile handicap road race for tan-

dems was a farce. Thirteen teams started,

but the course was worse than a fifteen puzzle.

But one was able to follow it—Sawyer and

Conway, of Haverhill, who went the distance

in 13.47. It was nearly a quarter of an hour

before the next team appeared, and many
minutes later before a third turned up, after

having ridden 22 miles in a vain endeavor to

find their way home.

In the ten-mile handicap road race there

were 150 starters, and no trouble of the sort

was experienced, although accidents were

numerous. The winner turned up in A. L.

Boggs (3 minutes), who did the ten miles

in 27.48. The time prize went to A. L. Mur-
dock (30 seconds), in 25.40. H. B. Hills

and C. S. Bolting, the Rhode Island cracks,

were on scratch, but were too intent on heat-

ing one another to care who won the prizes.

They loafed and were never dangerous, and

in the sprint Hills got the best of it.

The track event.s were decided on the quar-

ter-mile fiat cinder path on the college cam-

pus—a ticklish course, wliicii made fast time

impossible. J. F. Ingraham was able to nego-

tiate the turn best, and won tiio only events

of any importance, the mile open in 2.43 4-5

and the two-mile iKitulicap from tlio UHl-yard

mark in 4.57 4-5.

?0X AND THE SKATER.

They've been trying the bicycle skate

against the bicycle itself down at Bath Beach,

not far from Coney Island. I'.arl Reynolds

used the i)neumatic-tired skates aiul C J.

l'"ox vodc the bicycle. Fox allowed the skater

a handicap of 20 yarils in a iiuarter-mile

straiglitawa\- and was beaten out in the sprint;

time, as announced, 33 4-5s.

ZIM A LONE STAR,

/iinmerman is to be the lone star at the

two days' meet at Norfolk, \'a.. on Septem-
ber 13th and 1 1th. He will ride an exliibiiion

mile each day. The rest of the programn\o
is made up of amateur events.
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COME AT LAST.

It had to happen, and yet it could never have

happened in any place but Kansas. A To-
peka man, rejoicing in the name of Ryder,

has named his son and heir Bike. Think of

that, ye who wear not whiskers, nor liayseed

in your hair, ntir yet have rejoiced in Popu-
lism .-iiul till- tirades of Mary Yellin' I.casi-

N. B.—NO BLOOMbKS.

A San Francisco dentist is being sued for

$250 damages, alleged to have been sustained

by a be-l)loomered wheelwoman who appeared

thus clad to have her teeth examined. It

seems as though the courageous tooth-puller

might be made a martyr to his rightful view

of dental and female propriety.

The Safety Oiler.

RAISED FOR OILINS

NO PARTS TO LOSE. NO OILY CLOTHES.

EVERY PART OF WHEEL ACCESSIBLE. ABSOLUTELY NON-LEAKABLL

When spoat i» in oiUr is CLOSBD. When spout i« drawn out It ii ready for n»e. Made of braaa, heavily
nickeled. Special price to jobbers and manufacturera of bicycles, sewing machines and tyftewritsra. Sam-
ple sent prepaid on receipt of 15 cents.

THE SAFETY OII^ER COMPANY,
65 NASSAU STREET, NEW YORK.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

The "LEADER" for 1898 The popular price,

high-grade Hub, fitted

with " Sartus " ball re-

tainer and made by

Warwick & Stockton Co.

NEWARK, N. J.. U. S. A.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

/

V"

HUccoPoiiArcc

BEDFORD,

Trade

A circle can be made to

pass through any given three
points— not in a straight line.

BmsIoii I.,aniliiHlC4l ^Vood RIniH nr(.-])erfect circles that can pass

lliroufjh any jiuinlK-r of ]>oiiits from Jan'y to Jan'y, under all conditions of

(.liinatc, roadway or rider, and remain in perfect condition of accuracy and

Mark.

Mfcty. la more ex;<ctcd of a rim ? Tiicy will l>c found at the following

drjwtJi

:

Hermann Boker & Co., New York. Geo. A. Clark k Co., Utica, N. Y.

Weed it Co., Buffalo, N. Y. Hunt, Davis & Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

t<cel«ior Supniv Co., C^icaf50, III.

HOSTON WOOD RIM CO.,
BEDFORD, MASS.

»•#»•>•»•»•

WOOD RIM
•CO-

-INCOnPORATtO-

BEOrORD,
MASS-

Kindly mrntlnn The Wheel
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THAT GERMAN PETITION.

The following is the memorial against

American bicycles imported into Germany
sent by the League of Industrials at Bochum
to the German Government. Bochum is an

important manufacturing town in the great

industrial region by the Rhine that includes

Elberfeld, Barmen and Dusseldorf:

According to reliable news, the idea has been dis-

cussed in American capitalistic circles to sell to Ger-

man consumers the products of American bicycle fac-

tories by the establishment of many branch busi-

nesses. Such a movement has already taken place

with the sewing machines of the Singer Company, to

the great detriment of native fabrications.

Our bicycle factories, the number of which is grow-

ing daily, stand in the same danger. The urgency

of the matter can be seen from a report made by an

American consul, in which the formation of a syndi-

cate of American bicycle makers is considered in

connection with a similar proposal on the part of the

French minister in Berlin (sic).

The German bicycle fabrication has a severe battle

to endure, because the high customs duties of foreign

countries strangle exports to a notable degree, while,

on the other hand, the import duty into Germany is

hardly large enough for mention. It is well known that

the United States levies a duty of 35 per cent of the

valuation, which means an average of 60 marks (114.28)

on a wheel; while, in accordance with the German
duty of 24 marks ($5.71) on 100 kilograms, only from
3 to 4 marks (71 to 95 cents) duty fall to the foreign

wheel. The consequence is that Germany is swamped
with cheap (sic) American bicycles, but for her part

can not export wheels to the United States. Ger-

many is forced to leave her own market open to

American and British rivalry and permit the native

manufacturers to be seriously depressed. The Ger-

man manufacturer is forced to send, at great expense,

salesmen to foreign countries that will take his wares,

in order to get amends for the losses in his own land,

which he has to surrender to America and England.
According to the statistics of the United States

treasury in Washington, America sent machines in

1896 for $3,795,022; England exported in January, 1897,

for £152,564 ($742,454), and imported for only £26,744

($130,149).

On the other hand, according to the figures given

by the imperial statistical bureau, the imports and
exports of Germany almost equal one the other. In
the months of January and February, 1897, Germany
imported 1,114 bicycles and 53 tons of parts of bicy-

cles. During the same period, the export consisted

of 1,153 bicycles and 55 tons of parts of bicycles.

These figures give a sufficiently clear showing that

our German industries endeavor, it is true, to find

markets in foreign parts, but have to surrender the

advantages thus won in consequence of the present

condition of affairs in customs duties with regard to

the home market. Another evil is that the prices

of German fabrications are being lowered more and
more by the importation of cheap American wheels.

While a few years ago the price for a good German
wheel was 350 marks ($83.30), it has now sunk to

170 marks (?40.46), or 230 marks ($54.74) for better

sorts of wheels. Only a few of the very best brands
are still sold at retail for 300 marks ($71,40).

On the above grounds, some aid is urgently desired

in the interest of our German bicycle industry. Its

condition will be entirely untenable as soon as the

scheme of an American syndicate of bicycle makers
in Germany becomes an actuality.

Regarding the intensity of feeling shown by
the foregoing, the German correspondent of

the United States Export Association says:

"An exact report, or even an estimate, is

impossible to get, as the animosity of the

Verbundes Deutscher Fahrrad Fabrikanten

und Haendler (Association of German Bicy-

cle Manufacturers and Dealers) is such, that

no manufacturer or dealer belonging to this

association is allowed to give away any infor-

mation or any advertisements to any news-

paper which publishes any advertisement from

American manufacturers. Furthermore, no

manufacturer or dealer of the association is

allowed to handle any American wheels nor to

buy American tools. In case he docs he loses

the representation of the German manufac-

turers.

"It is a boycott on American wheels, and we

are not yet at the end, because there is a very

strong feeling against anything coming from

the United States; the reason for this being

the new American tariff. I will add that

American wheels, which had won a very good

reputation here, have lately lost a great deal

of same. The fault lies with the miserable,

cheap wheels of certain manufacturers, which

becom.e, after a short time of using, defective

and worthless. There will only be a de-

mand here for first-class mbdels. The cheap
' makes will soon disappear from this market

altogether."

THEY WERE "JOBBERS."

The searchlight has been thrown on Theo-

phile G. Dreyfus & Bros., who posed as "job-

bers of cigars and notions" at 20 Lispenard

street, this city, and has brought out exten-

sive transactions in bicycles and numerous

other goods far removed from "cigars and

notions." It seems that the Dreyfus Brothers

planned to offer bicycles as premiums

with their cigars and contracted for

large numbers of wheels of well-known

makes. These were shipped as fast as re-

ceived to William Jacobs & Son, Lancaster,

Pa, and then reshipped to D. G. Kendig,

Philadelphia, and taken to auction rooms at

818 Chestnut street. There they were sold

at cut-throat prices. Clocks, toys and furni-

ture were obtained and disposed of in the

same way in numerous quantities. Dreyfus

gave notes in payment for most of the stuff,

and cannot now be found. He is said to be

traveling in the West, although it is believed

that Kendig and Dreyfus are one and the

same, and proceedings are being taken accord-

ingly.

LETTERHEAD CONCERNS.

In Kansas City, Mo., there is an individual

who apparently scorns a perilous trip to the

Yukon River to search for wealth, believing

that it can be acquired in this country with-

out danger and with little trouble. He is

sending orders for cycle material to manufac-

turers in New England with request to ship

at once. He uses elaborately-printed letter-

heads and makes big promises. To those

who gently hint that a reference as to his

financial standing would be appreciated he

deigns no reply. He recently ordered two

hundred handle-bars from a Springfield con-

cern, and when they wrote asking him what

sizes he wanted he obligingly replied that they

could send any stems they had. This gen-

tleman has an imitator, who gives his ad-

dress as Corning, N. Y., and who, on his

letter-heads, claims to be in the electrical

business. They have both been investigated

and found wanting.

FIFTEEN HUNDRED AT AN ORDER.

The demand in Great Britain for American

machines has not altogether ceased. Mon-

day's "Journal of Commerce" contains ilu'

following proof of this:

"The best bicycle order (hat lias been re-

ceived from London for some lime past was

brought by Saturday's mail to a State street

export firm for 1,500 complete wheels. This,

for an indepciulont order from the British

market, is considered large. Most of the

leading biqycle makers have agents in Eng-
land, to whom heavy consignments are made."

MAKES ONE DIZZY TO THINK.

If eggs are $17 a dozen in the Klondike,

what on earth do you suppose tlu'v would ask

for a high-grade wheel?

TRADE IN THE FOOT-HILLS.

Denver, Col., Sept. 2.—As the season for

bicycle selling draws to a close and results

are counted up by the dealers, it becomes ap-

parent that 1897 was a good year for bicycle

selling to some. The standard makes of

wheels, that is, the uniformly high grade, the

makers of which maintain the make of their

wheel at its highest mark and protect the

guarantees, have done well. Some of the

medium grades that are strong and reliable

have sold well, and the dealers have made
good profits. But the wheels that are cheap

in construction and unreliable in action have

not sold at a profit. They have been sold, of

course, but have gone into the hospital at

once and prevented the sale of others of the

same make. There have been two auctions.

One early in the summer of a wheel claimed

to be high grade, and the other lately of

wheels of an admittedly inferior make. It

was funny to watch the developments of this

last sale. When it commenced the streets

were overrun with the new wheel. They
could be seen on every avenue and on every

principal street. But soon they began to dis-

appear—gone to the hospital, and now have

about all gone from sight. Occasionally one,

stouter than the rest, has survived a couple of

weeks' riding, and can be heard rattling its

way along the streets after dark.

Many of the dealers who started in this year

with bicycle lines will drop them from their

lists next year. There is evidence that the

bicycle business will take its place like any

other business, and then only business men
can handle them.

Of the two firms which make bicycles in this

city, the Denver Company reports a most

successful season. It was the first year for

this company. Though it has made bicycles

for the past five seasons, this is the first that it

has made an effort to put out a large product.

The wheels have sold readily in Denver, the

city contracting with the Denver authorities

for bicycles for the cycle police.

The Kearney Bicycle Works have not had

as profitable a season. Their product has

been marketed, but the proprietors claim the

management has been poor. W. B. Walker,

who was manager during the summer, has

been displaced.

It is freely stated that at least three bicycles

that were represented in this market this year

will not be sold in 18!)8. There are several

reasons assigned for the abandonment of this

market. First, the makes have failed of at-

taining popularity. It is often possible for a

good make to receive a poor start, because of

being wrongly handled. That has resulted

in failure of three good wheels in the Denver

market. Second, some untoward accident has

happened to the wheel which has made the

public suspicious. l'"or instance, a bicycle that

averages high in making and marketing is

practically shut out of the Denver market be-

cause one of the make of wheels went down
under its rider in a hot road race. Those who
have investigated the brand tleetare the wheel

is till' etiual of any. but that one defective

wheel has "iiueercil" it. The third reason

rests with the wheel itself and may not be fur

ther alludeii to.

The dealers in general report no inrt)ads on

their trade because of the rush of inferior and

and ion wheels late in the season. These late

wlieels caught a trade that would not h.ive

gone to the good bicycle sellers anyway.
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CRITICISED BY A BRITON.

Through the British press an Englishman

resident in Australia has been doing some

plain talking to "the old folks at home." He
has pointed out why the American bicycle be-

came popular in the Antipodes, and as he also

points out some of the shortcomings of Amer-

ican wheels, as well as those of others in in-

terest, his contribution may be read with

profit by the manufacturers in this country,

lie says:

"The general public for a long time past

have been heartily sick of the way they have

been treated by English concerns, and dur-

ing the last eighteen months have purchased

hea%y lines from .\merica. During last

year's boom in England the factories did not

trouble about American competition, as they

had more orders than they could complete,

and they probably will remain bjisy till the

end of 181*7, after which probably a larger

number of concerns will feel the competition

keenly, and probably adopt a different tone

to clients.

'The faults we complained of, and for which

no remedy appears, except purchasing else-

where, are: The enamel peels off in flakes,

as evidently the frames arc dipped in acidu-

lated water and not neutralized before put-

ting into the enameling oven, and we, on un-

packing, find some parts nicely enameled,

and underneath the enamel they present the

appearance of rusted hoop-iron. Now I have

not seen one Colonial, nor one American, nor

one German machine with bad enamel.

"The reason Americans sell is because they

are ex<juisitely smooth, and have a very hard

surface and never chip, not even after twelve

months' usage. The next complaint is the

nuts are left soft, and the corners go off

quickly, and the thread is too fine, which

causes them to Strip. In former years they

were aM hardened, and we seldom received

any bad ones. The nickeling peels off, or

mostly the handle-bars and cranks, etc., pre-

sent a terrible rusty appearance, and, after

about six months, want renickcling. Now, I

can show machines from tht same makers,

on which after ten years the nickeling is in

better condition than we receive on their new
lines.

"At first importers blamed the sea voyage,

shipped a sea, sweated, etc., but now they

know it IS due to the process used. Hosts of

breakages occur because the workmen in fil-

ing up a frame after brazing it, file too deep-

ly immediately behind the joints or sockets,

and, • tly, the tubing is so thin there

that I. ji'tc after a few days or months'

ridinK. •<nd on examining the broken parts

one marvels how the frame held together.

The brajting a* a rule is far better than in past

ycart. The chain-wheels do not last one-

eighth the time they did in previous years, as

mo«t are just casehardened the merest trifle.

"The same applies to handle-bars and front

fork*. A frame should have liners at and
about each joint, as when a sudden jar occurs

it I* far better to bend the front forks, or even

break them, than let the frame collapse, which,

o( courtc, i» a far more expensive item. An-
other complaint is, hundreds of importers

have written repeatedlgr for extras and can-

II -^m. nor can they get an • i.iry

< 'I, In mv nwn cn*p. I Men
'> fur chains

a: ic. and can-

not get the goods, the consequence being that

the clients try other makes. All American

machines have had to take off their single

tubes and build to suit Dunlops, as this com-

pany rules the market.

"The good qualities of American makes are:

Enameling exquisite, chain-wheels thor-

oughly hardened and wear like the old style

of Humber, Howe, Starley's Coventry Ma-
chinist, etc. Their faults arc tubing too thin;

machines weigh 19J pounds, witli Dunlops to

24 pounds, yet fewer of these light machines

break than the roadsters from well-known

English houses, probably because they do not

allow the tubes and joints to be filed. The
brackets and parts and handle-bars and

methods of fixing cranks are not liked. I

need not detail those, but they are gradually

rectifying those troubles.

"The German makes, purchased and in-

cluding duty of 27J per cent landing at £10

10s. to £12 10s. here, have given great satis-

faction. The very cheap makes have not

given satisfaction. These would mean £8 10s.

landed. Almost everybody now deals in cy-

cles—drapers, ironmongers, hairdressers, etc.,

and later on the trade will run into the dra-

pers, ironmongers, and legitimate cycle re-

pairers and importers' hands. The two first-

mentioned purchase from the cheapest con-

cerns and all bargains to be procured. The
latter stick to one or two concerns for all

they are worth. The cycle component mak-
ers in England must be very busy, as all Aus-
tralians are tired of importing ready-made
machines, and are importing the components
and building them, with this advantage—they

can supply at £17 as good if not a better ma-
chine than they sell for £2(1 from well-known
firms, and the enamel good.

"In conclusion, let me say if the large firms

do not pay greater attention to properly plat-

ing and enameling their cycles and sending
out properly hardened wearing parts, they

will lose their connection, as in future most
of the orders will be for cycle components.
Even with the latter importers find the lugs

bored at different angles, etc., to which they

ought to be."

CHANCE FOR FOREIGN TRADE.

A. L. Lowe, of Galveston, Texas, is visiting

Eastern trade centres in the interests of an ex-

pedition which it is intended to send to vari-

ous South American States for the purpose
of increasing this country's trade in South
and Central America. It is the intention to

fit out a steamer and start from New York
in December with between seventy and eighty

representatives of manufacturing concerns.

Each representative will be allowed to take

along with him samples of his industry and
the equipments necessary to give a full expo-

sition of their value. The expense of the ex-

pedition will be borne by the firms repre-

sented. The cost to each firm will be abfutt

BY LEAPS AND BOl NDS.

An analysis of the colonial customs reports

shows that the most pronounced gain in New
Zealand imports was in the value of those

to bicycles and material, which rose from
Wa.oTd in \Hm. to |498,32<i last year, while for

the six months ending March .list this year

It reached the sum of |568,I7.'». The average
dcrbrid value of bicycles was about ^ttO.lh,

minus the duty of 20 per cent

AS TO LEVYING.

Sheriff Phillips, of Minneapolis, has been

ordered to show cause why he should not

levy an execution against a bicycle. The
sheriff goes into court to test the State law

of 1897, which is very ambiguous, and the

decision will be watched with interest all over

Minnesota. The law of 1877 exempts from

execution one sewing machine. In 1895 the

section was amended by adding "and one

bicycle." The Legislature of 1897 amended
the section in the statutes of 1877 to read,

"one sewing machine and one typewriting

machine." It makes no reference to a bi-

cycle and says nothing about repealing the

act of 1895. The question is, does the act of

1897 repeal the act of 1895?

COST OF BARGAIN-COUNTER WHEELS.

Is the actual cost of the bargain-counter bi-

cycle $10? It would seem that it must be

something very near that, since it is rumored

that John Wanamaker will, in honor of his

approaching birtliday, present each of his

Philadelphia employees, about 3,000, a brand-

new, bargain-counter bicycle.

In return for this generosity each recipient

of a wheel will be expected to present John

W'anamaker with $10, all of which would seem

to carry out the idea that bargain-counter

bicycles cost bargain-counter sellers about

$1<» for each wheel. Can thoroughly reliable

bicycles be manufactured and sold at a profit

to the manufacturer for a figure as low as

this?

MIGHT HAVE KNOWN HIM SOONER.

"Airship" Pennington's Irish bubble, the

Dublin Motor and Cycle Co., has burst

.Among the causes of the collapse were the

"non-transfer of patent rights and failure to

find capital guaranteed by the promoters."

If the Irishmen had but written to America

the apparently reputable people who were in-

\eigled into the scheme might have learned

nmch concerning Pennington that would have

saved them their present chagrin and disap-

pointment.

ENOUtiH OF GIARANTEEING.

Far from guaranteeing to keep permanently

repaired all the Eclipse wheels sold in Wasli-

ingto«i, Mr. Fulton says he is, and has been

for a long time, decidedly in favor of elim-

inating the guarantee entirely. As early as

IH93 Mr. Fulton says he advocated the cut-

ting down of the tire guarantee to sixty days,

but his efforts were not successful.

IS FILL OF COLOR.

If there is any cycle club or other organiza-

tion which is anxious to obtain a particularly

handsome birdseye view of Chicago they

should apply to the Monarch Cycle Mfg. Co.

That firm has published a framed panorama
of the city, which they are sending on re-

quest. It is lull of color and well worth »

place on the w.tll.

CASE OF PUMPING.

The pneumatic is like the Populist; he

thrives best on wind, but the tire must have
it pumped into him by main force, while the

Populist pumps his own wind.

ALL ARi: E.XPERTS.

The buyer of a bargain-counter wheel soon
learns that the making of mistakes is the one
trade that requires no apprenticeship.
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AGE AND THE ANKLE.

A curious development of the spread of

cycling is its juvenescent effect upon women.
Clad in the abbreviated skirt that convention

has at last declared that she may vi^ear upon

the wheel, the most venerable of them looks

for all the world like a young, kittenish thing

of 16.

From the chronological point of view, the

short skirt levels all ranks. Were it not for

certain physiognomic distinctions it would be

hard to tell the difference between grand-

mother and granddaughter when dismounted.

This isn't altogether because short skirts have

so long been the emblem and insignia of

youth, either.

A little reflection upon the matter soon

convinces you that there is yet another and

even more important cause. Grandmother's

feet and ankles are just as youthful looking

as her granddaughter's, which proves the in-

teresting fact that the extremities are some-

how proof again.st the ravages of time. Hair

m.ay grizzle, eyes may dim and cheeks may
fade; feet and ankles retain their adolescent

grace. But it has been only possible to dis-

cover this since the advent of the bicycle.

The thing has its inconveniences, though.

It is confusing, not to say irritating, when
the supposed "little girl" walking toward

you turns out to be a middle-aged matron

or well-seasoned spinster. It is noticeable,

though, that no such woman ever minds being

told of such a mistake.

WHY EVE WAS LUCKY.

There always have been, and, perhaps

—

though the saints forfend—always will be,

those who aver that it is forward in the ex-

treme for women to attempt anything man
does, for nine cases out of ten these conserv-

atives are women—men, realizing that imita-

tation is the sincerest flattery, are urbanely

indifferent.

These back-pedalers have from time to time

immemorial insisted that women should clothe

their feet in such manner as to entirely pre-

clude the firm, free tread of a man—that their

tender brains were capable of assimilating

only such delicate food as music, drawing and

a little French—and that to breathe from the

abdomen was a highly improper and unlady-

like proceeding, the correct form being a

little gasp emanating about four inches down
the trachea.

Mother Eve was in luck. Dame Fashion

was as yet unborn, and she did not have to

wear her first primitive summer costume one

way because Adam saw fit to wear his the

other. The end of the century and cycling

are to be praised for some things.

UP TO SPECIFICATIONS.

"Come now, Rydall, tell me what your

fiancee is like?"

"Well, she's high-grade, of course, has a '97

expression and is no feather-weight. Her
voice has a tone that is all its own. Her eyes

are as bright as lamps, her disposition is per-

fectly adjustable and her good humor is

puncture-proof. She's the sort that can not

be frightened because the entire journey

through life isn't over smooth asphalt."

ROOM FOR THE BICYCLE.

The incoming of the bicycle has, this

summer, presented a somewhat difficult prob-

lem to railroad managers and to keepers of

summer hotels. The bicycle appears as a part

of the household effects of every well regu-

lated family. Those who have passed the

summer at the seashore or among the moun-
tains, no matter from what part of the country

they have come, have almost invariably

brought their bicycles with them in the same

way that they have brought their trunks.

The great railroad stations have, in many in-

stances, been congested with the number of

these machines that have required temporary

storage, and the transfer companies have

found that they were articles of personal prop-

erty which could not be handled as freely and

recklessly as the ordinary traveling trunk.

At most of the summer hotels it has been

found necessary to provide rooms for the stor-

age of machines, from which and to which

they could be easily wheeled, and the need

of proper space for the storage of 40 or 50

bicycles has perplexed the administrative abil-

ity of not a few landlords. But the bicycle is

here, and its use as time goes on promises to

increase rather than decrease.

Next summer the demand put upon rail-

roads will be more exacting than it has been

during the last season, and must be met by

providing special accommodations. In the

same way the landlords of the summer hotels

have this year had given to them merely an

intimation of what is to be expected of them

in the future.

Already some of them have arranged to

build bicycle shelters near their respective

hotels, an act of foresight, which, we dare

say, in a year or two more, will be generally

adopted. These are a few of the many ways

in which the bicycle promises to revolutionize

our modern life.

IN THE FUTURE, MAYBE.

Ballroom cycling is talked about as a forth-

coming winter diversion. Should this come

to pass, what a revolution it will bring about

in dress! "She wore a wreath of roses that

night when first we met," also a knicker-

bocker suit in white corduroy velvet, trimmed

with jeweled passementerie and golden leather

boots. A joy, indeed, to the mother of sev-

eral daughters will be the cycling ball, as she

can take all her girls, and see them all scorch-

ing round with the fairest and wealthiest ri-

vals they know, and attracting quite as much

notice, maybe. How immensely preferable to

the melancholy dance, with its limited num-

ber of couples and many young wallflowers!

MIGHT HAVE BEEN ARRESTED.

One of London "Wheeling's" staff has

been experimenting in a manner calculated to

make the yellow journals turn red, blue and

green for envy. The English pressman at-

tired himself in skirts and rode for several

days on a lady's bcycle "just to see how it

felt." He concludes that after he got used

to it "it wasn't so dreadful after all, certainly

not nearly so bad as rational dress fanatics

would have one believe."

SURE CURE.

"The doctor tells me I'm all run down."

"Quit walking; get a wheel and run otluT

people down."

CANDID, BUT NOT COMPLIMENTARY.

"Have you read my poem, 'The Wheel is

Round?' ' he inquired of the editor.

"Yos, sir, I have. The wheel may ho rouiul.

but your verses are fiat."

WHERE A SHORTAGE IS COMING.

Cycling, which has given such an im-

petus to the rubber trade, may wax
or it may wane—the former is the more likely

.—but the demand for India-rubber will, in all

probability, go on forever, like Tennyson's

"Brook," only more so. Already every up-

to-date cabby has his rubber-tired hansom,

and in the silent time coming, when Jehu will

manipulate a handle instead of driving a

horse, the motor cars and broughams will all

be tired with rubber—if the supply holds out.

For aught the world knows, the twentieth

century huckster will hawk his vegetables

from a rubber-tired motor cart, and the trains

roll along on rubber wheels. There isn''

much doubt about the demand, but will the

supply be equal to it?

At present the bulk of imported rubber may
be called "wild." It is collected in the forests

and jungles. The cultivated plantations may
almost be counted on one's fingers. In Chon-

tales, Nicaragua, there is a small one.

Mexico can boast of two or three, worked by

American and English companies. A species

of rubber tree (Manihot) has been introduced

into India and Ceylon from its South Ameri-

can home, but it is not being cultivated, ex-

cept on a small scale. In Brazil there are said

to be a few plantations, but the produce of

these is a mere drop in the ocean. But, rub-

ber though it be, you can't stretch this up to

the demand in the very near future, can you,

now?

HIGH GEARING IN FAVOR.

The fact that from time to time certain con-

trivances have been invented with the object

of obtaining both power and speed simul-

taneously, and that these have found a cer-

tain amount of favor with the average rider,

proves that the gear used by the average rider

is too low; for it will be noticed that the new
inventions often find considerable favor with

the public simply on account of the high gear-

ing employed. .

The average rider is afraid to try a high

gear unless it can be arrived at by some com-
plicated method, because he is not sufficiently

mechanical to see that additional mechanism

must mean additional friction. One-half of

the testimonials received by the inventors of

contrivances which are utterly at variance

with all mechanical laws, will be found to

have been given after trials made upon ma-

chines, the gearing of which was much higher

than that of the average machine. It is the

high gearing which has led to the testimonial

usually, and not the special mechanism by

which the gear is obtained.

COMPARISONS ARE ODIOUS.

Gallium is quoted at $3,000 per ounce; ger-

manium, $1,125 per ounce; rhodium, $112 per

ounce; ruthenium, $!'0; iridium, $37; osmium.

$2(i; palladium, $24, and cast iron, $0.lH>0375

per ounce. Builders of bicycles intended for

the bargain-counter trade will, of course, only

be interested in the price of the last-named

metal, but the others are quoted just by way
of comparison.

INFLUENCE OF MIND OVER MATTER.

"They say college professors have an awful

liard time learning to ride."

"Yes; I suppose they are figuring out tlie

laws of gravitation when they ougiit to be

pedaHug (or all they are worth."
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NEVER TOO OLD,

The old man was "xi'tiiiit; on."

In fact, he was almost ninety, and his ad-

vancing years became the subject of good-

humored jest among the younger set. and they

all facetiously declared the old man was "get-

ting on."

A hale old chap, though.

One of those grand old men you read

about.

Erect as a sapling, though I am free to con-

fess that I didn't notice the saplings during

my summer vacation as to whether they were

really erect or not.

Hearty old fellow he was. and as full of fun

as a College boy.

.Mways up to the times, too, like the rest of

the world.

He was wont to declare that what the

youngsters of nineteen could do, so could the

oldster of ninety.

But it could not be disguised that he was

"getting on."

He had been "getting on" for some time,

and secretly it annoyed him.

He thought if he could only manage to stay

on it wouldn't be so bad.

But the bicycle threw him every time, and

at his age such exercise was a trifle tiresome.

However, practice makes perfect.

And he finally manageil to get on.

They .say now that the old man is inclined

to be a bit of a scorcher.

HB KNEW HIS DANGER.

A bright society woman of »isiblc size and

weight was out in the country for several

weeks, and while there decided that she would

Icam to ride a wheel. She made encouraging

prf)gress. but, of course, did not at once ob-

tain that sublime confidence in her powers

which experienced riders possess. One
morning when she was f)Ut on her wheel, mak-
ing good time in rather a wabbly sort of fash-

ion, she saw a man coming toward her in

the middle of the road. Still speeding along,

Mie hailed him:

"Oh, Mister, Mister, won't yi>u please get

out of my way?"
The kind-hearted gentleman jumped nimbly

off on the grats at the side of the roail, and

as she «prd l>y he exclaimed:

"Yc*. indeed. I will, good lady; I wouldn't

«lay in vntir way for a $1'» lull."

KEGAKDING SMART ALICKS.

The ordinary wheelman is a plain person

who IS ju.M as anxious to avoid accidents as

anylKxiy. Very few of them, despite what
rabid anti-cyclists say to the contrary, cut a

nick in the enamel of their machines for every

broken leg 'h^y score. It is the Smart Aliclc

who does the harm and queers cycling in

the eyes of the non-riding populace.

.And in the hands •>! the Smart .-Mick, who
at ulhcr times r'Kks the l>oat to frighten the

girls or drives the grf^rery delivery wagon,

even the peaceful baby carriage becomes an

engine of deslniciion and hard feelinirs. On
the bicycle the Smart Alick is one of the woes
of the century, and his numbers daily mul-

tiply

IVBR IR MOO.
'^" ' ''-^ •'.rmous growth of rulibertired

\<ini:'.r tr.itir over I-ondon'* strerii, it has

l>rcn liuind by analysis that no small part o(

the 1^* different constituent p>r<-^ •' (he city's

street mud was rubber.

AS TO NEGLIGENCE.

Is it negligence to step iiff the pavement in

a street without looking to the right to see if

the way is clear on the near side? Formerly

a pedestrian might, with tolerable safety, have

trusted to his cars to find out if there was any

vehicle close to him, but now that the wheel-

man is ubiquitous, common prudence suggests

that for his own security a foot passenger

should look in both directions before he

crosses the road.

The safety of the cyclist does not count with

the majority of non-riders. He is regarded

as a nuisance where there is much traffic; yet

he is entitled to pursue his way along a thor-

oughfare, and in regard to him the foot pas-

senger has duties as well as rights.

In a case which was before the English

Court of Appeal recently, the facts were that

a butcher's boy, with a knife in his hand,

stepped suddenly off the narrow pavement of

a street without even a glance to the right,

and came at once into collision with a cyclist,

who, as the jury found, was riding along care-

fully and at a reasonable speed.

The result was that one of the unfortunate

rider's hands was struck by the knife and

seriously hurt, and he brought an action to

recover damages for his injuries. The jury

found that the occurrence was a "pure acci-

dent," and the court was unanimous in saying

that they would have come to the same con-

clusion. It seems to ordinary non-legal minds,

however, that the jury would have been justi-

fied in finding that the butcher's boy, who ad-

mitted that if he had looked he would have

seen the cyclist, and waited for him to pass,

was guilty of negligence.

TOE-CLIl'S IN BACK-PEDALING.

The rider who makes of the art of cycle pro-

pulsion a study can easily learn to make use

of his toe-clips for back-pedaling, although

the knack of doing so is not so easy to ac-

<iuire. Toe-clips, however, can be much
more effectively used for back-pedaling if

they arc so made as to enable the rider to i)ull

upwards hard without bending them.

One enthusiast over this back-pedaling idea

always fixes a piece of spoke-wire to his

pedals in the form of a stirrup passing over

the foot, the middle of the arch being secured

to rhe end of the toe-clip. This plan is very

effective, and enables the rider to pull up-

wards as hard as he pleases, whether in back-

pedaling. in hill-climbing, or in sprinting:

but it cannot be entirely recommended, for al-

though the rider has ridden with it for a con-

siderable time without any accident, there is

always a certain amount of risk thrrmgh in-

ability to disengage the foot promptly.

LAMI'-LIGilT LORE.

No lampwick will ever smoke and black tlu-

lamp if proper care is given to the cleanliness

of the wick and burner. The best wick is the

loosely-woven fabric, and not the tightly

plaited. The wick should fit the burner ex-

actly, and should be only just long enough
to touch the bottom of the reservoir.

If longer, it becomes hard and prevents the

oil flowing freely. When trimming a wick,

the charred ptirtion should be rubbed oflf with

a rng. scissors only being use«l tfi clip the

edges. The burner should br k'epi clean, and
it should be occasionally washed in .soda and
water, as dust gets into the wick, clogs the air

passage*, and a g<KHj combustion of the oil is

thereby prevented.

WHIFFS OF WHEEL WISDOM.

A punctured tire is a Hat failure.

A puncture found is half mended.

Experience is the best spoke in your wheel.

The income tax is or are what unlucky

wheelmen dread most.

A little saddle, like a little knowledge, is

often a dangerf)us thing.

.\ ready way to lose your friend is to lend

him money or your machine. Both ways are

expensive, too.

Is a lantern-jawed rider light complex-

ioned enough to be exempt from carrying a

lamp on his wheel?

The rider alone on a strange road with a

broken chain regrets, with Darwin, that he

cannot supply the missing link.

Never ride so far througli the hot sun

some day that you cannot ride at all on the

next day, or the next, or the next.

It is better to sit on the shady side of the

house in the spray of the garden hose than to

run up your mileage out in a dusty road on a

sizzling hot day.

Never mind if the figures on your cyclome-

ter show but little increase on days when it is

so hot that a salamander sighs for a wet

sponge on his brow.

There is a time to ride and a time to sit in

the shade. You do not have to ride all the

while just because you know how any more
than you have to stay in the water all summer
because you own a bathing suit.

IS A MORAL BRACER.

Frank Stockton has written a story, en-

titled "The Discourager of Hesitancy," in

which a certain barbaric king offers a reward

to any wise man in his realm who shall solve

for him the mystery of "The Lady or the Ti-

ger." A sable block, a masked headsman and
a Damascus blade were within easy reach to

stimulate their minds and prevent hesitation

or prevarication.

Now. had that barbaric king been a mod-
ern, and not a barbarian, he would have
dofuned these unfortunates to ride a wheel.

As a "di.scourager of hesitancy" it is an un-

paralleled success.

When you are riding through city traffic on
a busy afternoon, trying to decide whether
being run <lown by a cable car is preferable

to being flattened out by a fire-engine

—

with wheels "to the right" of you,

wheels "to the left" of you, wheels behind
you— there isn't much surplus time to "rea-

son why."

It is odd, and furnishes pabulum for reflec-

tion, to see a delicate, nervous girl, whom a

spider could throw into convulsions, pedaling

her way fearlessly through the close-moving
masses of a city's thoroughfares. To a weak,
vacillating nature, the wheel is a moral br.icer.

To the timid it brings courage, to the reck-

less it brings caution.

CLOSB TO A DRAW.

"I hear that they are having a lot <t( trouble

getting a jury to try that case of a wheelman
being run down by a teamster."

"Trouble! Well, I should say so! The
lawyer for the rider objects to any one who
does not cycle being <ni the jury, while the

teamster's lawyer wftn't have any one there

who docs ride a bicycle."
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HOW SHE SAILED.

"Do I think the bicycle is the proper

thing for a woman to ride?" repeated one

schooner captain of another down at South

Brooklyn the other day.

"B'gosh, I've got to think so, for the old

lady rides one.

"When I went home last voyage she says

to me:
" 'John, come an' see my wheel and watch

me ride.'

"She's a trim-lookin' little craft, my old

lady is, but she didn't know how to ride, so

she must have me to cast off the lines and give

her a tow until she got pretty well under head-

way.

"Away she started, a reef in her sheet on

one side a-showin' too much of her spars, but

a-gitti'n' along pretty good. She struck a

squall and I shouted to her:

" 'Hi, there, put your wheel hard a-port and

shift your ballast to starboard.' That's what

she did, and by the eternal hurricanes the rud-

der turned clean over the bowsprit, and I

shouted:
" 'Woman overboard!'
" 'John,' says she reproachfully, 'you don't

know anything about it. Of course it's all

right on a ship to shift your ballast over to

the opposite way you are careening, but on a

wheel it's different. When your wheel is lean-

ing" to port you lean that way too.'

"And I'll be durned if she didn't learn the

thing on that unnatural principle, and now
she rides the wheel like my old boat rides the

billows."

THE HUMAN MACHINE.

Too many riders pay more attention to the

machine they ride than they do to the human
machine that does the riding. Never was

anything so unwise. Think deliberately of the

' house you live in—your body. Make up your

mind firmly not to abuse it. Eat nothing that

will hurt it. Wear nothing that distorts or

pains it. Do not overload it with victuals or

drink or work. Give yourself regular and

abundant sleep. Keep your body warmly
clad.

Do not take cold; guard yourself against it

when riding or resting. If you feel the first

symptoms, give yourself heroic treatment.

Get into a fine glow of heat by sharp pedaling.

This is the only body you will have in this

world. Study deeply and diligently the struct-

ure of it, the laws that govern it, the pains

and penalty that will surely follow a violation

of every law of life and health.

RATHER INDEFINITE.

"We take occasion to say," wrote the editor

of the Skedunk "Enterprise," "that the

despicable wretch who stole our wife's

knickerbockers off the clothesline in our back

yard the other night is known, and if he or

she does not immediately return the same he

or she will get into trouble. A word to the

wise is sufficient."

YOU CAN NEVER TELL BY THEIR LOOKS.

"The widow hasn't given up her wheel, has

she?"

"Oh, dear, no! You know what a nervous,

trouble-borrowing rider she is; well, that

gives her an expression of concern that

answers admirably for one of lament over the

late departed?"

WHAT HE HAD BEEN.

"Madam," he began, as the lady of the

house opened the door in answer to his ring,

"you ride a bicycle, do you not?"

"I do," she answered proudly.

"I thought as much," said he with a sad,

flickering smile lighting up his features.

"Your bright eyes and ruddy cheeks, the

glow of health that mantles your brow pro-

claimed that fact even before you had spoken.

But what is one person's meat is another's

poison, and the same toy, plaything or ve-

hicle, call it what you will, that has lured the

roses to your cheeks, madam, and sent the

blood bounding through your rejuvenated

veins, has driven them from mine, dried up

my life-juices and sent me forth a broken-

down, hopeless wreck and wanderer on the

face of the earth. Yes, madam, that is unfor-

tunately what bicycle-riding has done for me."

"Why, my poor man!" she gushed, with a

look of tender pity in her blue eyes; "take this

half dollar—sorry I can't give you more, but

it's all the change 1 have. Then sit right

down and rest while I get you something to

eat."

Half an hour later, when he had eaten all

he could hold and was preparing to travel on,

she sympathetically observed:

"Poor fellow! You must have suffered a

great deal. Were you laid up long?"

"When?" he asked with a puzzled look.

"Why, when you were injured by a wheel."

"Injured by a wheel? Why, I never mount-

ed one in my life."

"Never mounted a wheel!" she fairly

shrieked. "I thought you said cycling was

what reduced you to your present state?"

"Correct, madam," he responded, hastily

backing down the steps. "The cycling of

others is what did it. I used to be the pro-

prietor of a livery stable!"

She dived behind a door, but a second later

when she emerged with a broom it was too

late. Her caller had disappeared.

WORK AND PLAY.

"I'll give it up," said the scientist, who

made a specialty of never giving up anything.

"The action of sunlight is too much of a mys-

tery for me to solve."

"Have you been trying to account for some

of the changes that take place in photogra-

phy?"

"No; that's hard enough to understand, but

it's easy compared to the problem that I

have undertaken to solve. I've been trying

to find out why it is that in the forenoon a

man'll sit down under an electric fan with his

shirt collar open and say that the heat won't

let him do a stroke of work, and that very af-

ternoon put on a sweater and ride a bicycle

37 miles between the hours of '2 and 4 and

never say a word about the weather."

HARD TO REACH.

"I think you ought to follow (he oxaiupie

of other preachers and give those Sunday

cycli.sts a raking over," said the good min-

ister's wife as she finished picking the but-

tons out of the morning's contribution.

"What's the use," answered her hushaiul,

"those who ride wouldn't ho any wiicre near

where I was preaching, would they?"

THE ONE THING PA NOTICED.

A pair of vagrant Americans, father and

daughter, were bowling out the Champs
Elysees the other afternoon. It was their

first glimpse of the gay city of which they

had heard and read so much, as they had

driven straight out upon leaving the railway

station. Their hearts thrilled accordingly.

The daughter, indeed, could hardly contain

herself at the actual sight of the Madeleine,

the Place de la Concorde and the long, glitter-

ing highway all alive with holiday-making

humanity, while in the distance dimly curved

the Arc de Triomphe. It was like coming
face to face with old friends that you had

all your life heard about through others, but

never before seen. On the daughter's part,

tlierefore, it was a continual "Oh-ing" and

"Ah-ing," and a bobbing-up like a Jack-in-

the-box.

The father was more self-contained. Though
equally impressed by the scene, he sat silent

and merely tugged at his mustache in emo-
tional moments. At last he, too, found voice.

"Well," he said, in tones tense with excite-

ment, "I haven't seen a single high-grade

1897 wheel during this entire drive. They're

all low-grade, common, foreign, last year's

things that an American wouldn't look at,

much less ride. Anybody that would appear

upon such a wheel upon the Boulevard at

home would be hissed. No, I don't think

much of Paris bicycles. There're plenty of

them, but they're all of no account."

UNCLE EPH'S IDEAS.

De man dat's tricky in League polertics

will be tricky ennywhar else.

Abuse de debil an' dar ah men in bysicklin'

who will t'ink dat yo' mean dem.

De man who rides a bisyckle fur a hobby
t'inks everybody else ought toe trabel his way.

Dah's many a racer what finds out too late

dat a los' oppertunity to win nebah finds hits

way back agin.

When it comes to dem League leaders, dey

couldn't do much ef hit wuzn't fo' de one-

dollar-a-year wheelhorses what does de

pullin'.

One er de great troubles 'bout some cr de

folks dat wants ter refohm bysicklin' is dat dey

doan' wanter do nuliin' but stan' 'roun' an'

boss de job, while udder people does all de

wuhk.

SAMARITANS GET STUCK.

A kind-hearted and philanthropic tly was,

one day, buzzing around a room, when he no-

ticed another fly attached to a piece of sticky

paper. The philanthropist did not know
what ailed his brother and stoiipcd to make

inquiries.

"You are in sore distress." said the kind-

hearted one. "1 will render you all the assist-

ance in my power."

Saying which, the nnsguided Samaritan

alighted, and was soon in as much trouble as

the other ily.

Moral: Look the other way when you see

anotlier rider wrestling with a roadside repair.

Those men who say onlv what they think

of a bicycle arc not great talkers, as a rule.

Whenever you start to tell an elaborate lie

about your cycling experiences you want to

be real sure of your facts.

NOT '• E.\SV " TERMS.

"Didn't yon buy the machine on 'e;»sy

terms?'
"

"Vop."

"Then \vl\y did you give it up?"

"Too liaril to meet the payments."
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SAM'L BUCKLE
SOLE SALES AGENTS FOR

Sales Agents for Pope Tub^

The Lavigne & Scott Mfg. Co/s (New Haven, Conn.)
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WRENCHES AND PEDALS.

Five Styles of

PEDALS:

Scott,

Equilibrium,

L. & S.,

Lavigne Rat-Trap,

Lavigne Rubber.

Four Styles of

WRENCHES: ,

Protection,

Featherweight,

Sandow,

Superior.

L. & S.

Power IManufacturing Co.'s (Newark, N. J.)

POWER NICKEL STEEL CHAINS.

• ••

Ever)' 3-16 tested to 1,200 pounds, every 1-4 to r, 600 pounds.

3-16 guaranteed not to stretch more than .02 inch, and 1-4 j^uaranteed not to stretch more thar

.015 under strain of 1,000 pounds.

100 WILLIAM STREET, NEW YORK,
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Y & COMPANY.
Co.—the Pioneer Brand.

soive; saIvES agents for

The Star Machine Co.'s (Reading^, Pa.)

STAR DISC ADJUSTING HUBS.
A— Removable stud. F—Hub shell.
B—Continuous sleeve cone. G—Inside locking washer.
C—Retaining washer. H— Felt washer.D—Adjusting cup. I—Cone lock nut.
E—Outs'de locking washer.

An Entirely New Hub.
Concealed locking washer, which is a positive
locking arrangement, preventing cone from
coming loose under any circumstances.
Closed end axle nut, giving a very pretty
appearance.

Continuous cone, which secures a perfect

alignment of bearings. Advantage of taking
out stud-pin, which allows wheel to be re-

moved from frame without parting chain or

changing adjustment.

Cups and Cones of

Crucible Annealed Steel.

Patent Applied For.

Muller Manufacturing Co.'s.

SKDDLES
Made of Best English Leather,

PADDED SADDLES,
^^^ RACING SADDLES,

COIL SPRING SADDLES.

STYLE C 3—MEN'S.

I. Y., and BIRfvllNGHAM, ENGLAND.
Kindly nuntion Tlic Wheel
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ELMORE

BICYCLES

givmiare stil

that satisfaction

for which they

ARE NOTED . . .

Dealers are

Satisfied.

Riders are

Satisfied.

They are made RIGHT.

Drop US a hnc and

we will give you the

address of our near-

est agent, or such

other information

as you may desire.

••••

Elmore Mfg. Co

CLYDE, OHIO.

HOW TO TOUR.

A man and liis wile, who had just com-
pleted a long, easy, loafing cycle tour from

.\ash\illc, Tcnn., to their homes in Connecti-

cut, and are, in consequence, objects of con-

siderable interest to their friends and neigh-

bors, give some excellent advice to those

who have thought to follow the example set

them. Says the man:
"No: 1 cannot tell you the average number

oS miles a day we made, as we kept no count

and did not want to know.

"l did intend to keep a record of the trip,

and bought a cyclometer for that purpose, but

did not use it more than a few days.

"My advice to pleasure-seeking cycle tourists

is never to bother witli a cyclometer; it spoils

the pleasure, and turns the holiday into a bus-

iness aiTair of turning off miles. If you have

a cyclometer you have a .silent master whi>"h

keeps you on a trot, whether you want to gc

or no.

"You see a shady spot, with a nice spring,

and it's about lunch time: you glance at your

mile measurer, and are warned that if you stop

you will fall behind where your mileage was

at the same hour yesterday, and on you go,

and when you have treadmilled yourself far

enough ahead to suit the cyclometer, and

against your own feelings, you eat lunch in

some unsuitable place, with the same kind of

feelings and temper. In the blackberry sea-

son especially should a cyclometer be avoided,

as it breaks the berry-loving wheelman's

heart to leave behind the ripe, luscious fruit,

in order to have the cyclometer register just

so many miles when night comes.

"A little farmer boy is wearing my cyclom-

eter for a watch somewhere in the iron hills

of Alabama. He got it for a glass of milk.

"To the prospective cycle tourist I will give

a few hints which might be of service. The

most important is to have, above all things, a

really high-grade wheel, one that can be de-

l)ended upon, for a wheel generally breaks

down when the rider is a long way from a re-

pair shop, and in some part of the machine

which only a competent mechanic can fix, and

often the part has to be ordered from the fac-

tory, thus cutting off what might otherwise

be an enjoyable trip.

"A young gentleman started with tis from

Kirmingham, Ala., intending to accom-

pany us to Chattanooga, Tenn. He was

mounted on a new so-called high-grade

wheel, costing Jj-'i", in one of the lead-

ing dry goods houses in that section of

the cf)untry, and was quite enthusiastic over

his purchase. When about twenty-five miles

• ml, and K'>i"K down a steep hill, he lifted the

li.inrlle bars completely out of the tubing

—

wrenched off. Of course, he had to lake the

train back; an<l I felt sorry for the young fel-

liiw, as he bad only a week's holiday. Both

ihc wheels ridden by n»y wife and myself have

seen rough service, but we have never had a

breakdown or paid out a dollar for repairs.

"Another thing that tourists should do is to

carry sufticient clothing and not be afraid of

the little extra weight, as a few pounds docx

not make the difference people think.

"Another good rule if the cycle touri.sl

would avoid disappointments is never to ask

.my one except wheelmen almiit the road

.ihr.id 'Yes; it's mighty hilly, and not so

hilly nciilirr,' i>r 'a mighty goo<l roa<l,' or

mighty bad road,' when the reverse is the

rase. Take it as it comes, and never ask,

will »ave lots of worry.

"A woman can safely undertake a cycle

journey of any distance by simply stopping

when tired and walking up hills. By observ-

ing those two simple rules, the weakest

woman will find the bicycle a positive ben-

efit.

"My wife and I rode during some of the

hottest days of July and August, and were

never inconvenienced by the heat; in fact, the

cyclist always gets a breeze which the pedes-

trian misses.

"Now is the best time of the year for a trip

South for those who can spend a portion of

the fall and winter in that way, and I would
advise any invalid, whether man or woman,
to buy a wheel and start right out, only taking

care not to overexert themselves, and they

will soon find that they will have both a bi

cle appetite and bicycle muscles."

THE NINTH PART OF A MAN.

It was just the hour when wheels were

thickest and were speeding in two unbroken
lines up and down the Boulevard that a plain,

exeryday tandem appeared, the crew evidently

being man and wife. The wife, mounted in

front, had long since lost that sylph-like, girl-

ish figure and grace that all men love to gaze

upon, and, in deed,' had waxed very stout.

She was short, but thick anyway she might be

looked at, and could not have weighed less

than 175 pounds. Still she could ride a

wheel, and that was no dream, either.

Behind this fairy-like elf the husband sat.

He was a "huge, robust" man, weighing about

as many ounces as his wife did pounds. His
spindle shanks would not keep his golf stock-

ings up, so he wore garters, and his shoulders

showed the perfect development of a guinea

hen.

His absence of weight was more than made
up, however, by a huge fund of good humor,
which he seemed amply able to extend to

everybody else in sight except his wife. As
the tandem struck the bottom of the grade at

Ninety-sixth street the wife bent hard to her

work, and by sheer muscle forced the machine

slowly ahead, while her helpmate, instead of

tloing likewise, deliberately took his feet off

the pedals, and. drawing them up beneath him,

sat like a monkey on the saddle.

Next he released his hold on the handle-

bars and began a series of gesticulations,

pointing out to each person passing the poor

wife, working away like a steam engine, sweat

pouring from her face and her breath coming
in short gasps, while her lord and master

continued his antics and enjoyed his ride with-

out any efTort on his part. First he would
point at his wife, and then, by a series of head

strokes, indicate what an elegant thing it was

t«» ride without working. The sight evoked

peal upon peal of laughter from those who
saw it, and several times the wife lookeil about

her, but she saw nothing to laugh at.

THEY AKE HIGH-ACTIONED.

/\s Mr. Wheelman came into the dining-

room he was .saying: "Tell you, old man, she

was just a Handy! Every line perfect, and a

better knee action I never saw in my life."

"Of whom are you t.ilking?" asked his wife.

"Of whom? I was talking of that trotter

of mine."

"Oh! I thought it was one of those low-

sealed, long-cranked, high handle-barred

women riders up on the Boulevard."
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National Board of Trade

of Cycle Manufacturers.

320 BROADWAY. NEW YORK

President,

A. L. GARFORD.

First Vice-President,

GEORGE H. DAY.

Second Vice-President, Treasurer,

C. W. DICKERSON. W. A. REDDING.

Secretary,

ERNEST R. FRANKS.

National Bicycle Wood Rim
Manufacturers' Association.

President, Treasurer,

E. S. MEAD. N. D. DOUGHMAN.
Secretary,

W. W. STALL, Bedford, Mass.

National Cycle Dealers' Association.

President,

GEORGE E. HANNAN.
Second Vice-President,

J. J. MANDERY.

First Vice-President,

F. A. VERY.
Treasurer,

GEORGE COLLISTER.
Secretary,

JOHN McCARGO, St. Louis.

Rubber Tire Association.

President,

THEODORE A. DODGE.

First Vice-President, Second Vice-President,

L. K. McCLYMONDS. GEORGE T. PERKINS.

Treasurer,

GEORGE F. HODGMAN.

Secretary,

KIRK BROWN.

504-506 West Fourteenth Street, New York.

TRADE CHANGES.

CALIFORNIA.

Pasadena.—California Cycleway Co. incorporated to

construct and operate bicycle roads, etc. Capital

stock, $150,000.

Stockton.—W. B. Waterbury succeeded by Cbarles

A. Eldridge.

CONNECTICUT.
Danbury.—Arthur M. Nutt reported assigned.

Norwich.—Hopkins & Allen Mfg. Co. unable to

meet extension notes. Creditors held meeting and

decided to allow the business to continue, provided

rigid economy was practiced.

Torrington.—Torrington Chain Co. enlarging plant.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.
Washington.—Ross Thompson sold out.

GEORGIA.
Atlanta.—Roy R. West Cycle Co. reported re-

corded chattel mortgage for $509.

ILLINOIS.

Chicago.—J. S. Blount & Co. reported gave bill of

sale for $357.

Chicago.—F. L. Inglis reported gave bill of sale for

$700.

Chicago.^Auburn Cycle Co. Luther M. Tracy ap-

pointed receiver in proceedings for dissolution of

partnership between E. G. Rellihan and G. W. Kelly.

Chicago.—America Cycle Mfg. Co. Attachment

for $4,578, in favor of Adolph Stahl, on an assigned

claim of the Boston Woven Hose and Rubber Co.

KENTUCKY.
Louisville.—The Aquila Wheel Mfg. Co. assigned to

J. M. McKown.

MASSACHUSETTS.
Springfield.—Hendee & Nelson Mfg. Co. filed peti-

tion in bankruptcy.

Springfield.—O. W. Pratt, bicycle repairer, re-

ported recorded chattel mortgage for $525.

MISSOURI.

St. Louis.—H. L. Schaeffer reported gave bill of

sale for $451.

NEW JERSEY.

Asbury Park.—LefFerson Bros, reported recorded

chattel mortgage for $1,000.

Hoboken.—The Electro-Bicycle Lamp Corporation

incorporated by William Cranstoum, of .Summit;

Henry Newberger and Joseph Nicchia, of New
York, and Lewis P. McCullach, of Hoboken, to

manufacture electric lights for bicycles. Capital

stock, $250,000.

NEW YORK.
Buffalo.—D. H. Lewis Cycle Co. entered judgment

for $198.

New York.—Mannesmann Cycle Tube Co. W.
Hoeltgebaum obtained judgment for $90.

New York.—Weaver Cycle Material Co. Judgment

for .$525 obtained by Stanley Cycle Mfg. Co.

New York.—Berwin & Co., 2S Warren street.

Sheriff in charge.

West Brighton, S. I.—LeMctz Umbrella and Bicy-

cle Handle Co. damaged by fire. Loss, between $50,-

000 and $75,000.

OHIO.

Cleveland.—Likly iV McNair bought uul by llie

Darling Cycle Co.

Gallon.—Bicycle Coupler Co. Assignee A. I'".

Lowe sold property and patents lo Auditor ot Slate

Guilbcrt's son for $575.

PENNSYLVANIA.
Columbia.—Keefcr & Heise, reported cnlered judg-

ments for .$1,031.

Montoursville.—Bert Lnndy will open store.

Mount Joy.—A. H. Engle, new store on West Main
street.

Philadelphia.—Frank Derr reported given judgment
for ,$5,708.

WASHINGTON.
Tacoma.—The Swart Carrier and Seat Co. incorpo-

rated by R. B. Swart, F. D. Cooper and O. B. Swart,

to manufacture carriers, seats and all bicycle at-

tachments. Capital stock, $100,000.

WEST VIRGINIA.
Wheeling.—H. M. Riheldorfer reported assigned.

EXPORTS OF A WEEK.
Exports of bicycles and cycle material from port of

New York during the week ending August 31st:

Bicycles. Material.
Argentine Republic $2,037 $594
Alexandria 60
Amsterdam 4,400
Bremen 1,565
British East Indies 471 639
Dutch West Indies 401 23
Genoa 210
Hull 747
Havre 1,055 38
Mexico 210 20
Southampton 2,994
Uruguay 132

NOVEL AND FASHIO.XABLE KINKS.

Merwin, Jochum & Worth, of New York
City, manufacturers' agents for cycle material,

have secured an uncommonly good account

in that of the well-known B. &. W. saddles,

made by Butler & Ward, of Newark, N. J.

They will represent these goods in all terri-

tory except New England and Illinois.

Butler & Ward have always been an ele-

ment in saddle production, and their '98 pat-

terns, not yet ready for description, are not

inferior to their previous years' styles in the

introduction of novel and fashionable kinks.

SHOULD BE DESIRABLE REPREStNTATIVES.

John C. Parkes & Sons, Dublin, Ireland,

who have decided to go extensively into the

cycle trade, are ready to treat with American

houses for the introduction of American

specialties, whether tools, machinery or fin-

ished product. The firm is already extensively

engaged in the iron, hardware, metal and tin-

plate trade, arc well-known merchants, are

big importers of American, P'rench and Ger-

mnn goods, and have a large traveling force.

NOT DIFFICULT TO PRODUCE.

In an editorial dealing with the chainle.ss

bicycle and its college professor critics the

"American Machinist" thus sums up its ideas:

"We also think that when it has been dem-

onstrated that gears afford a better means of

ttansmiltiiig motion from cranks lo rear wheel

than a chain docs, it will nol l)e at ;ill dilVuuU

to produce the gears of a i|ualily fully up lo

llie re(iuirements of the case."

It is an excellent liiiiig lo be able lo bniUI

and sell bicycles, and llie next best thing is

to know you can do neither.

SEND TO SEYMOUR FOR IT.

A catalogue well worth sending for will

shortly be issued by the H. A. Matthews Mfg.
Co., of Seymour, Conn., makers of sheet steel

bicycle fittings. This enterprising firm is in-

troducing a number of novelties which no
progressive manufacturer can afford to pass

by unnoticed.

NOW WITH THE WHITE.

B. F. Blaney, long associated with the New
England trade, has engaged with the White
Sewing Machine Co., and will have charge of

the bicycle branch which they are establish-

ing in Springfield, Mass. He will also travel

New England in their interests.

TOE-CLIPS BY THE HUNDRED THOUSAND.

The Aetna Hardware Co., of Unionville,

Conn., are not doubting Thomases in the

question of European demand for American
sundries. A recent deal of this concern has

been the selling to a European house of

100,000 pairs of toe-clips.

ONE WAS ENOUGH FOR HIM.

"All afflictions have their compensations,"

murmured the man whose leg had been
pulled, as he looked at that elongated member.
"That leg will have more pendulous force with

which to lift the next man who tries to sell

me a $19.47 bicycle."

GONE WITH KUNDTZ.

Manager Sidwell, of the Record Pedal Co.,

of Boston, last week closed arrangements with

the Kundtz Rim Co., of Cleveland. Ohio,

whereby the Record Co. will hereafter act

as sole agents for the Cleveland concern east

of Buffalo.

HAS A MAN ON THE ROAD.

W. F. Dowd, 215 S. Tryon street. Char-

lotte, N. C, has placed a man on the road

jobbing bicycles, sundries and repairers' out-

fits, and desires to communicate with manu-
facturers of the goods mentioned.

HIS ENDORSEMENT VALUELESS.

If there had been a million saddle-makers in

Job's lime, he couUln't have made five cents

from one of them writing testiiuonials. Cause

why—boils.

MIGHT BE EMBARRASSING.
Never become toi> enthusiastic in praise o(

\our rival. It's good Ciiristianity, but poor

business. People might take you at your

word.

If you want to feel kindly toward cycling, do
not give any one a chance to rob you in tiie

sale of a second-hand wheel.
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Are up-to-date, popular, stylish and comfortable.

THEY WILL NOT SAG OR CAUSE
SADDLE SORENESS.

DEALERS: It will pay you to handle them.

AGENTS WAIfTBD IN ALL VNOCCUPIKD
TEHBITORY. BUILT TO SIT ON,

NOT TO STRADDLE.
one* and Factory: 189-lUl W. Lju-ui>d St. Manuf.cured by THE WHEELER SADDLE CO., Detroit, Mich.
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PATENTS GRANTED.

588,950. Sprocket-Gear. Thomas S. Brown, Pough-

keepsie, N. Y. Filed January 20, 1897. Serial No.

619,949. (No model.)

588,955. Propelling Mechanism for Bicycles. Ira

W. Conselyea, Newark, N. J. Filed January 16, 1897.

Serial No. 619,406. (No model.)

588,975. Bicycle Wheel. Charles H. Gary, Chi-

cago, 111. Filed January 18, 1897. Serial No. 619,549.

(No model.)

589,019. Shield for Pneumatic Tires. Maurice
O'Brien, Fresno, Cal. Filed October 27, 1896. Serial

No. 610,227. (No model.)

589,030. Path Delineating, Recording and Measur-

ing Machine. John Riddell, Schenectady, N. Y.

Filed September 23, 1896. Serial No. 606,754. (No
model.)

589,045. Bicycle Handle-Bar. Ansel F. Temple,

Muskegon, Mich. Filed July 24, 1896. Serial No.

600,399. (No model.)

589,137. Adjustable Bearing. Ernst J. Muller,

Butte, Mont. Filed March 29, 1897. Serial No. 629,-

741. (No model.)

589,147. Fork for Bicycles. Lee Sturges, Chicago,

111. Filed January 11, 1897. Serial No. 618,766. (No
model.)

589,149. Brake and Coasting Sprocket-Wheel for

Velocipedes. Nicholas Wallerich, Fort Worth, Tex.

Filed June 16, 1896. Serial No. 595,804. (No model.)

589,163. Bicycle-Tire Armor. Michelle Choquette,

Kankakee, 111. Filed December 19, 1896. Serial No.
616,242. (No model.)

589,185. Pneumatic Tire. William Menzies,

Broughty Ferry, Scotland. Filed October 30, 1896.

Serial No. 610,575. (No model.)

589.203. Chain for Sprocket Wheels. George W.
Bufford, Brooklyn, N. Y. Filed January 6, 1897.

Serial No. 618,144. (No model.)

589.204. Dust-Proof Bali-Bearing for Bicycles. Ly-
man H. Cobb, Portland, Me., assignor to the Lovell

Cycle and Ether Motor Co., same place. Filed De-
cember 9, 1896. Serial No. 615,026. (No model.)

589.205. Bicycle-Frame. Henry Cooper, Bristol,

England. Filed January 8, 1897. Serial No. 618,465.

(No model.)

589,220. Bicycle-Bell. William A. Penfield, Meri-

den. Conn., assignor to the Bradley & Hubbard Mfg.

Co., same place. Filed June 14, 1897. Serial No. 640,-

622. (No model.)

589,240. Bicycle Construction. John F. Black, Mon-
treal, Canada, assignor of one-half to Alfred Martin

Smith, same place. Filed November 30, 1896. Serial

No. 613,881. (No model.)

589,243. Cycle-Saddle. John B. Brooks, Birming-

ham, England, assignor to the J. B. Brooks & Co.,

Limited, same place. Filed December 5, 1896. Serial

No. 614,656. (No model.) Patented in England, Sep-

tember 30, 1896. No. 21,605.

589,249, Unicycle. Jacob W. Dorseif and Obadiah
Y. Moser, Worden, 111. Filed March 29, 1897. Serial

No. 629,768. (No model.)

589,261. Flagstaff-Holder for Bicycles. George E.

Koch, Rutherford, N. J., and Carl Rehm, Brooklyn,

N. Y. Filed June 7, 1897. Serial No. 639,637. (No
model.)

589,266. Bicycle Change-Gear. Bernt T. Nedland
and Christian Fredrickson, Westby, Wis. Filed April

9, 1897. Serial No. 631,341. (No model.)

589,305. Bicycle and Tricycle Attachment. Hippo-
lyte Schneider, Pittsburg, Pa. Filed August 21, 1896.

Serial No. 603,490. (No model.)

589,328. Velocipede. Elliott L'Estrange Barton,

Wellington, New Zealand. Filed October 12, 1896.

Serial No. 608,582. (No model.)

589,336. Bicycle Fastener. Charles F. Carlson,

Honolulu, Hawaii. Filed March 14, 1896. Serial No.
583,186. (No model.)

589,348. Cycle. Thomas Hill, River Falls, Wis.
Filed June 29, 1896. Serial No. 597,337. (No model.)

589,394. Bicycle. George P. Ohlgart, Baltimore,

Md., assignor of two-thirds to Herbert R. Oliver and
Clifton E. Krebs, same place. Filed June 8, 1896.

Serial No. 594,719. (No model.)

DESIGNS.
27,616. Saddle-Seat. Henry A. Rusch, Newark, N.

J., assignor of one-half to Nicholas Shroder, Brooklyn,
N. Y. Filed July 21, 1897. Serial No. 645,472. Term
of patent, 7 years.

27,618. Bicycle Frame. Johan M. Andersen, Bos-
ton, Mass. Filed December 5, 1896. Serial No. 614,-

662. Term of patent, 14 years.

The man who knows the value of a dollar

in a bicycle usually wants a dollar and a half

for it.

Forgings of Every Description.

1864-1897.
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Correspondence Solicited.

THE E. D. CLAPP MFG. CO., Auburn, N. Y.
Kindly mention The Wheel.
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Relay" Bicycles.
NEW PATENTS. fiiYOU SEE THE BALLS.99

RELAY MFG. 6©., Reading, Pa.
Kindly mention The Wheel.
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©IL eUPS! Standard and...
...Special Designs.

f
No. 17. No. fi.

Dtist- Proof.
(Patented.)

No. 43.

(I'ateiitcil.)

No. iru
(Pat. I'endiiin.)

No. .1. No. i. No. -iti.

Orlvo Pultaiu.

ALSO A COMPLETE LINE OF

General Sellint; Af^outM :

CKOSBY & MAVEB CO.,

Itufl'iilo, (llilciigo and Now York.

SPOKES AND NIPPLES.
FRY & B©WEN,

AUBURN, N. Y.

MADE BY

KiTully iiunliim 'I'hc Wheel.
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Bicycle Hubso
Keaily for iiiiiiutlinte di-livcry Coincide sets

with Cast Il.ir.lciKil or Ti»»>l Steel Rearitigs as I

desireil.

The NEW BRITAIN HARDWIRE MFG. GO.,

M \\ HKI IAIN, t DNN.

A.

This is

the

Machine

for

Racing

Men,

Gymnasts

and Men

of

Sedentary

Habits.

Intensel)!

Intereillng.

Robinson

Bicycle

TrainerCo.

MEADVILLE,
PA.

This is a chain that will not stretch, that saves friction, that

does not clog, and that you will investigate if you're open to

argument.

Aetna Hardware Co.,

UNIONVILLE,

CONN., U.S.A.

T i>otj:bi^ih: i^oli^icr.

MTCNTCf

PERFECTION
PEDAL BALANCE

Fill any Bicvcie pedal, keeps
tbcm level, hioldiupli^'hl Toe-
clip*. Dealers, write for trade
prices. Sample pair mailed to

{

any addrcM on receipt of 60c.

PERFECTION
IPEDAL BALANCE CO.,

Sole Manufacturer*,
ItBjrton*. rim.

lATKN I AFPIIEn lolv.

The Keller AdjQstable

Bicycle-Frame Jig >ii Drill.

Will save labor and expense of

jigs. Perfectly adjustable to

any frame from 14 to 2i^ inches.

The accompanying cut .>;hows

frame placed in jig as the table

is being reversed for drilling

other side.

KELLER MACHINERY CO., Erie, Pa.

KinHlv mention The Wheel.

AMERICAN RIM COMPANY
Pawtucket, R. I.,

^^^
Out •! Sight'

Trou»«T
Guards

are all ihey leem. Perfect
in looks. In action. In com-
fort, at ural position, a-

Lit>eril term* to agent* and the trade.
piir to

II" TROUIER eUlRD CO.. Fall Rlrtr. Nms.

brazingTraphite.
A pure, flour graphite tliat abso-

lutely j>r*-vfnt.<t the Hticking of thcbra.ss
lot! It ill not affected by
Uir

.. icat. It saves lime and
monry, .^» little if any filing ia nec-
essary. Send for sample.

Joseph Dixon Crucible Co.,
.Jf USf N ( II > , N. .1

MANl'KACTl'KBR'! OF THH

HERCULES WOOn RIM.
PATENTED.

THE STRONGEST AND MOST DURABLE RIM MADE.
<'<>n<>iriirlod of two pleccN oT wood, lu>t\%t>t'n which I* u
Mirip or rhcmlrally prepared fibre, very loutfli and Hlrong.

Hercules Rims Cannot Split.
We also manufacture t1ie " AItIERICAN,'» the best two-piece rim made. All

of our work is HIGH CrRADi:. Special attention given to FINISH.

CorrcsjKjncleiicc s<>llciti-<l. Sjiiuples up<}n application.

AIMERICAN RIM COMPANY, Pawtucket* R, I.

The Acme Cycle Plate.

John WM^^^

** The Hit of the Season."

.\ l>cnutiful nitiniintiiii pinte with
your full name and addreM thereon
for tw-efitv-fiv»> cput^.

titje aj» cut, arc
<-d and can lie

•Iti-r ulrnp or rivet.

^ witli J.s ccntii in
N'

, - .. ; ... 11..
I >.. Will lllllil

^"ll one. In • iv stale
\%lic thrr ri\rt mkiiI is

dcMfcd.

ICME CYCLE PLATE CO.,

241 W. 30tii St.. Niw rtrk

itwnil fli*r>>unt to the trmlr. Agrnta
iitrd in all SlalcA and Territories.

I he Wheel
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FOWLER FINISHES.

Frank T. of that Name Is No I^onger Bootner

for the Trinity Cycle Manufacturing

Company.

Only a short time ago the Trinity Cycle

Mfg. Co. increased its capital stock from

$100,000 to $140,000, and announced the re-

moval of the company's plant from its present

location in Worcester, Mass., to larger quar-

ters in Keene, N. H.

With all of this evidence of a successful

past and a prosperous future, no one thought

necessary to inquire if boomer-in-chief Frank

T. Fowler would remain with the concern.

This was taken as a matter of course, and

so taken was mistaken, as it is now an as-

sured fact that in the Trinity Co.'s New
Hampshire home Frank T. Fowler will not

be in evidence, that irrepressible gentleman

apparently never having become reconciled

to the slow-moving East, and in his heart

longed for the boundless and boomful West,

where undoubtedly his talents will shortly

shine forth in all their wonted brightness, he

having made all arrangements to sever his

connecdon with the Trinity Cycle Mfg. Co.

OIL ON TROUBLED WATERS.

Chicago, Sept. 11.—The bicycle manufactur-

ing compainy composed of Thos. Fraher and

B. D. Emanuel is in trouble. Last week

B. D. Emanuel & Co., as the firm has been

known since its organization, executed a bill

of sale for $24,000, Mr. Emanuel explaining

that it was simply a legal transfer of the prop-

erty from the old firm to the new corporation.

The Iven-Brandenberg-Burgess Co., however,

took alarm and secured an attachment for

$770. This, it is understood, was settled by

the M. & M. W. Co., which is the largest

creditor, and the company will continue as

heretofore.

HONORS FOR COLONEL LOVELL.

Col. Ben S. Lovell has been elected presi-

dent of the John P. Lovell Arms Co., suc-

ceeding the lamented John R. Lovell. A year

before he died it was his desire that Col. Ben

succeed to the presidency, but the latter in-

duced the head of the house to defer such a

step until a future time.

THE PRESIDENT AND THE OUTLOOK.

A. L. Garford has been down East for a

week looking over the trade. To a Wheel
scribe he expressed himself as very hopeful

for the future. "The bicycle business," says

Mr. Garford, "is all right—never better, in

fact—to men who conduct it on the right

lines." The qualifications as regards the

lines is the kernel of the question. Men who
fight on wrong lines must go down. In the

cycle trade they go down easily.

"The big, successful men in the bi-

cycle trade are convinced that a great

future awaits the business for those who
do business on business principles. Fac-

tories are well cleaned out, material

is being sold reasonably, the cost of

marketing has been reduced, wastage has been

razored off to the minimum point, many cheap

wheels have gone to the bad, the public still

has an enormous absorbing power, and the

general prosperity of the country cannot fail

to help the bicycle business."

OUTLAW SHOW.

FOR MAYORALTY HONORS.

Chas. F. Smith, president of the Indiana

Bicycle Co., is a candidate for Mayor of In-

dianapolis on an independent ticket.

ENDED BY AUCTION.

Grand Rapids, Mich., Sept. 11.—An auction

sale on September Ifith will mark the end of

the Hamilton-Kenwood Cycle Co.

The receiver, T. J. O'Brien, has fixed the

date and announced the conditions: Bids for

the property will first be received separately

as follows: In lot 1, all completed bicycles;

in lot 2, all material and unfinished bicycles;

in lot 3, all the machinery, tools and furni-

ture.

After securing these bids. Receiver O'Brien

will entertain proposals for all the property

in one lot, and if the aggregate of the bids for

the several lots exceed the amount offered

for the property in bulk, it will be so dis-

posed of.

PERFECTING THE AMALGAMATION.

W. W. Stall and W. G. Web1)er, of the Bos-

ton Wood Rim Co., and B. M. Bailey, treas-

urer and general manager of the Fairbanks

Wood Rim Co., were in secret session all day

Tuesday at the offices of the American Cycle

Fittings Co., 320 Broadway, perfecting the

projected amalgamation of the Fairbanks

Wood Rim Co. and the Boston Wood Rim
Co., which was exclusively announced in the

last issue of The Wheel.

HIS VACATION ENDED.

A. Featherstone, of Chicago, has been

rusticating for the past three weeks at Man-

hattan Beach. He now leaves for the West, to

take up the business of his concern for next

season.

Despite the Attempt to Ignore It Chicago's

Cycle Show No'w Announces Its

_ Sates.

Chicago, Sept. 13.—The Hall-Guinea outlaw

cycle show has been set for November 20-27.

The Chicago cycling papers are ignoring

the affair completely, mainly, it is believed,

because The Wheel beat them out in getting

the news; in fact, it is understood that one

of the Chicago newspaper men took the

trouble to write Board of Trade officials that

there was no truth in The Wheel's report;

told them that no show would be held in

this city.

Just what object is to be gained by keep-

ing the trade in the dark or by trying to hide

the light, when turned on, behind deceiving

denials, it is difficult to conceive.

The "Chicago Cycle Racing Association" is

the title under which the Hall-Guinea com-
bination is operating. Their agents are

actually at work seeking to interest the trade

and the daily press, and have used the names
of several prominent firms as proof that they

are not lacking representative support.

STOCKS STAYS ON TOP.

J. W. Stocks, the Briton who has been

doing some punishing long distance work of

late, has evidently not harmed his sprinting

powers.

A cable from London dated September 8th

credits him with a mile, flying start, in 1.35 '2-5

on the Crystal Palace track, knocking 2 1-5

seconds off the previous world's records held

by his countryman, J. Platt-Betts, and better-

ing the running horse's record of l.oSV, estab-

lished by Salvator on a straightaway track,

August 28, 1890.

On the 11th, on the same course. Stocks also

gathered in the standing record, doing 1.44;

also the five-mile record, his figures being

8.50 4-5,

WANTS WHEEL VALUES.

Minneapolis, Sept. 9.—Francis W. Gridloy,

doing business as the Olive Wheel Co.. Syra-

cuse, has commenced an action in the District

Court against H. F. Thomas to recover

$1,132, the alleged value of a consigiuncnt of

wheels said to be still unpaid. The wheels

have been attached. The Oswego Tool Co.

has also sued the same defendant to recover

$831.52, The Hall-Thomas Mfu. Co. has been

garnished in each case.
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JOHN JOINS.

He Comes in Line with a HiKh-Orade

Wheel—Wanamaker and the

Hamber.

John Wanamakcr is now a full-fledged bi-

cycle agent.

Of course, Mr. Wanamaker has been hand-

ling wheels for a year or more; wheels that

were made to his order, or which formed the

product of a bankrupt or sore-pressed cycle

factory which needed ready cash and needed

it quickly; and these wheels have been dis-

posed of at the various fanciful prices charac-

teristic of department stores—$19.97, $30,31.

etc In his two great stores, in Philadelphia

and New York, these wheels have been sold

in large «iuantities. They will still be disposed

of, of course, but in addition. Wanamaker will

have the agency for American Humber bi-

cycles, and will have all the territory from

Baltimore and Washington to New England
and the .\tlantic coast. The Humber branches

in this city and Brooklyn will be continued.

but the othces on Park Row will be aban-

doned.

The announcement was made on Saturday

last. It required nearly a half-page in each of

the principal daily newspapers to chronicle the

"trade revolution," as the Wanamaker peo-

ple termed it

These announcements explain the deal in

thi.s wise: ''The Humber people formerly

sold their goods from their own offices and
salesrooms, and, like all other makers of

wheels or accessories, had to pay twelve

months' rent, salaries, etc., to do a four-

months' season of business, only to find that

the cost of running the depots absorbed all or

more than the profits. They were, there-

fore, brought to the stern necessity of either

keeping up high prices or finding some way
to reduce the selling expenses. The Humber
people solved the problem by getting us to

take their goods, because our business is not

in one thing, but in enough things to keep

us busy the whole year round."

For several months past the Humbers have
' > n disposed of in the auction rooms, but,

:! ircntly, there were a number still f>n hand,

.i'^ .\Ir Wanamakcr has stocked both of his

siort-s with the wheels and obtained Cfintrol

of all of the completed stock on hand; and
"in order to acquaint the people" and "simply

as advertisements" he is selling the wheels at

pa, and $(>7 and $75, which approach the

figures obtained for them at auction sale.

r..r 18W Wanamaker has contracted for

:, i«Ki Humbert, and annoimces that his retail

prices will be as folhjws: Roadsters, $ltHl;

Tourists. IlirJ; Ladies' Humbers, $1'>6, which
are figures which should strengthen the back-

bone of the trade, and which will serve to

convince the genera] public that the "bargain-

counter bicycle*," at the ridiculous prices at

which they have been sold, were, and arc,

somclhinK more than the "derided creations

of bicycle makrr« anxious to maintain high

prices," .( the favorite

string! < : hnrp

As yet the

well defined

they will appoint sub-agenl* or endeavor to

sell their 5,000 Humbert trom •>"•' • -ri

stores.

n the deal will create a revr.iitiion

where, it will be in the department

world. Tlicre is less of the cheap and na»ty

about the Wanamaker establishments than

the majority of stores of that kind. Mr.

Wanamakcr, too, has won the confidence of

the public to a very great extent, and if the

move was to be made, it could not possibly

have fallen into better hands.

Incidentally, it is of interest to know that

the Pope Mfg. Co.'s experiment with depart-

ment stores did not turn out to be the glit-

tering and unqualified success it was thought

it would be. Although three hundred '96

Columbias were sold to one of the big stores

and were widely advertised at $50, it is under-

stood that quite a few of the wheels are still

on hand.

ON LAKE ERIE'S SHORES.

Cleveland, Sept. 13.—As was predicted by

your correspondent, the September meeting

of the Cleveland Wheel Club Co. was full of

ginger.

It will be remembered that a short time

ago Captain Ted Wanstall and his subordinate

officers were removed without warning by the

Board of Directors, because of alleged neglect

of duties, and their offices declared vacant

Since that time Wanstall has been studying

up Ohio law touching upon incorporations,

and with the aid of a professional member
of the club he put his removal into such a

light before the membership that a resolution

was passed that the action of the board in

declaring his office vacant was unauthorized

and unlawful, and that it, therefore, be ex-

punged from the minutes of the board and

declared void.

Although there arc many members who are

not in favor of Wanstall as captain, that was

not the point in question; the board's action

was condemned by an almost unanimous vote,

and Wanstall is still captain.

George Collister, of the firm of Collister &
Sayle, one of the best known bicycle men, per-

haps, in the country and supposed to be a con-

firmed old bachelor, has joined the ranks of

benedicts. The event took place upon the

8th. While not being a relative, the bride.

Miss Mona Collister, bore the same name
as the groom. The wedding was a quiet af-

fair, only relatives of the contracting parties

being present, and the happy couple are now
enjoying a tour to Yellowstone Park.

MONEY TALKS.

The Indiana Bicycle Co. has taken up the

$l'2r>,00() worth of bonds and has released the

mortgage on its plant, held in trust by the

Union Trust Co. The bonds were issued dur-

ing the hard times of February last and had

still eighteen months to run. This substantial

evidence of the prosperity of the Waverley
plant is more telling than an unending string

of adjectives.

POTTER WILL RUN.

A "close personal friend" of President Pot-

ter is credited with the knowledge that Potter

will stand for re-elccticm. According to this

authority, Potter will once more turti his coat,

and instead of decrying racing and urging that

it be abandoned by the L. A. W., he will

come out as the cymbal accompanied cham-
pion of racing, not only on six days of the

week, but on the seventh as well.

NBU' OFFICB AND NEW PSOPLB.

The Crosby & Mayer Co. have opened an

in the Spitzer Building, Toledo, in

. of A. H. Coatcs; they have also added
D. K. Moore to their traveling force.

GUARANTEE GOES.

Goes Just About the Same as Ever with the

Tire People at Their Annual

Meeting.

Despite the general discussion and beatinct

of tom-toms, the "guarantee subject" has

taken a turn contrary to expectations.

The Rubber Tire Association held its an-

nual meeting in this city on Wednesday of last

week and it was then that the turn became ap-

parent.

The matter was discussed, of course, and at

great length, but when the debate was sifted

down, the "good old guarantee" was upper-

most in the sieve and its appearance was not

materially altered. It had been agreed that

free repairs should be entirely tabooed, and

that for the six-months-from-date-of-pur-

chase guarantee there should be substituted a

warranty that will expire with the calendar

year, December 31st Before definitely adopt-

ing the new guarantee, however, the Tire As-

sociation will, as usual, confer with the Cycle

Board of Trade, and agree upon terms that will

place both organizations in consonance.

There will, however, be a plenitude of un-

guaranteed tires, single-lubes, at any rate, on
the market The fact is not a part of the

Association's minutes, but it came out at the

meeting. The single-tube makers have agreed

to continue the agreement to maintain the list

price of $6 per pair on guaranteed tires, but

they will also market tires at a lower price,

say, $4, with which no guarantee will be

given.

The other most important business trans-

acted was the election of officers. All was
harmonious, and the old board of officers was
renominated and re-elected in its entirety, as

follows:

Colonel Theodore A. Dodge, Boston

Woven Hose and Rubber Co., president; I..

K. McClymonds, New York Belting and

Packing Co., vice-president; Colonel George

T. Perkins, B. F. Goodrich Co., second vice-

president; Kirk Brown, American Dunlop

Tire Co., secretary; and G. F. Hodgman,
Hodgman Rubber Co., treasurer. Executive

Committee: George H. Day, Hartford Rub-
ber Works; J. E. Davis, Boston Woven Hose
and Rubber Co.; fl. C. Corson. Goodrich Co.;

John F. Palmer. Palmer Pneumatic Tire Co.;

and H. C. Morse, Revere Rubber Co.

The committee appointed to confer with the

wood rim manufacturers with the object of

having adopted standard sizes of rims, re-

prrted that practically all the leading rim

makers had been won over and were acting on

the Association's suggestion.

GOLD-BRICKING DENIED.

Of course. Tm: Wheel's story about the

gold-brirk which the New York Division was

preparing for Indianapolis was denied by

those most concerned. We knew it would

be, and said as much. But it will do the

Hoosiers no harm to keep their eyes wide

open and to keep their trusting natures well

under control.

AN OPENING IN HUNGARY.

Manufacturers seeking trade in Buda
Pesth, Hungary, may find it to their advant-

age to communimte with Robert Ganz, 286

Pearl street. New York city. Mr. Ganz is

in a position to place an agency there for a

representative American wheel and cycle ac-

cessories.
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"FOR CONSCIENCE'S SAKE."

THE Associated Cycling Clubs of New York

are anxious that Judge Chas. E. Simms

be nominated as an independent candidate for

chief consul of the New York Division as

a rebuke to "machine methods."

The idea is not half bad, and whether or

no Judge Simms is nominated it might be a

good plan for people who admire clean poli-

tics and above-board methods to scratch the

name of the fawning Bufifalo figurehead which

will top the official ballot and substitute the

name of Judge Simms, who is a free and far

abler man.

Of course, the "machine" headed off

talked-of opposition by naming the Judge

for a representativeship, but that was merely

diplomatic subterfuge. It is time, any way,

that a New York man was given the office.

It has been shuttle-cocked between Brooklyn

and Buffalo for so many years that it appears

as if no other cities are ever to have a chance

at it.

With the New York newspaper "ring" form-

ing a very material cog in the State "ma-

chine," Judge Simms, as an independent nom-

inee, has not even a ghost of a show of being

elected chief consul, but those who vote for

him "for conscience's sake" may be certain

that they are voting for no mere puppet or for

a man who is "hard-up and needs the money,"

the sub-rosa reason Chief Consul Potter once

gave when he was seeking to have a Buffalo

friend of his foisted on the division in an "al-

lowanced" berth.

MUCH IN ITS FAVOR.

THE chainless bicycle is impractical. The

EngHshmen say so, and if there were

doubts before there is none now. Johnny Bull

has dispelled them. He has had several chain-

less wheels. He names them—most of them

—

antediluvian creations which were never

heard of. But John should understand that

Uncle Sam likewise has had a few of his own,

and knows a thing or two. Until recently

the trouble has been that no one with suffi-

cient capital to develop and perfect the ma-

chine and with sufficient prominence to make

it command general notice was interested in

it. Mr. Bull may also be interested to learn

that while he was calmly sleeping several

years ago samples of his most promising

chainless bicycles were bought and brought

to this country, and have been of service in

the developing and perfecting of the type.

BURDENS IT BEARS.

'T^HE bicycle still bears many burdens be-

' sides the mere avoirdupois of its riders. It

is the packhorse of innumerable shortcom-

ings of men and women who never pedaled

a yard and know not the difference between

a sprocket and a bevel gear. Custom has made

the wheel the butt-end of all complaints, the

apology for all sins, the excuse for all crimes

against society.

When Mrs. Illmated and her unfortunate

husband begin to talk divorce, the wheel did

it. If Miss Unmated should happen to go

astray, the wheel did it. If Uncle George

should begin to argue that church-going is

not a positive duty on a bright, bracing Sun-

day morning, the wheel did it. If Robby

plays truant and neglects his schooling, the

wheel did it. If Bella's conversation grows

slangy and vulgar, the wheel did it.

When Weary Leery appears in the police

court with a varied assortment of wounds, the

wheel did it. If Etta Soubretta is haled to

the police station drunk, the wheel did it.

When a horse runs away, the wheel did it.

If a dashing young wife is killed, the wheel

did it. If a jewelry firm fails, the wheel did

it. When an extensive coffin factory went

into the hands of a receiver, the wheel did

it. When street car lines failed to pay a 10

per cent dividend, the wheel did it. When Li

Hung Chang first became enthusiastic in

America, the wheel did it. When Mrs. Char-

lotte Smith began to call us hard names and

threaten to reform us, the wheel did it.

Do what you will and charge it up to the

wheel, the universal modern scapegoat.

WINE AND BUSH.

^' W/E are in fav

^ " antee on

'E are in favor of a three-months guar-

whecls and a thirty-days

guarantee on tires," writes a Louisville firm

to The Wheel in a letter published else-

where.

But why three months? Why thirty days?

Why any guarantee at all?

If, after a purchase, a watermelon is found

to be inherently bad—the firm in question

uses the watermelon as an illustration—the

buyer returns it to the dealer, who either sup-

plies a good melon or refunds the purchase

price, .iKhough not even a thirty-.scconds

guarantee was included in the sale.

The same practice attains in all other busi-

ness, and must attain in the bicycle business.

If a wheel or a tire or anything else develops

an inherent defect, its maker will make it

good for the sake of his fair name, guar-

antee or no guarantee. None is asked, de-

sired or required. It is a matter of common

understanding. It always was so, and, we

dare say, always will be so.

Latterly the fixed guarantee has become

little more than a "talking point" or refuge

for the maker of shoddy goods and of the

"little fellow" who is "willing to take the

chances," although investigation of his finan-

cial status would show him to be a very

"doubtful risk," if, indeed, he could obtain a

rating of any sort from a reputable credit

bureau.

Teach the public the true worth, or worth-

lessness of the guarantee and it will expire

without a gasp and with none to weep or

mourn the loss.

Good wine needs no bush. A good bicycle

needs no guarantee.

ANOTHER "TRADE REVOLUTION."

T N theatrical parlance, John Wanamaker
* has "entered the legitimate."

Hereafter he will not limit his big stores

in Philadelphia and New York to bargain-

counter bicycles. He will still appeal to all

pocketbooks by featuring $19.97 and $30.31

bicycles, as all wide-awake dealers must do,

but he will also handle a well-known and

reputable $100 wheel. He has taken the

agency for it and been given considerable

territory, and the bicycle departments of his

establishments will take on the appearance of

a progressive and legitimate bicycle store.

The fact is significant. It implies that the

department stores have felt the force of pub-

lic opinion. The taint and ridicule which

the popular term "bargain-counter bicycle"

conveys has proven more than skin deep, and

has had its efiFect.

Of course, the Wanamaker announcements

have been made in the spread-eagle style pecu-

liar to such establishments. The innovation

is heralded as a "trade revolution." But it is

nothing of the sort. It is merely a business

transaction of considerable public interest, and

one which the trade at large should view with

some pleasure, since it signifies that the de-

partment stores are coining to their sen.scs

and that the trade and public will no longer

he generally deceived and misrepresented by
juggling of figures.

The Wanamaker transaction draws a dis-

tinct line of deniarkation between the

chatT and the wiicat that must have

a bearing and be of value to the future.

It is not to be classed as a "trade re\ohition."

It can no more turn the trade topsy-tun'v

than did the gre.it hardware hou.ses and other

institutions when they addoil bicycles to their

wares.
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FIGURED UPON.

THE calamity howlers who only a short

time ago filled columns of the daily papers

with awe-inspiring statements and wonder-

fully constructed statistics intended to show

that all dullness, in every branch of trade, was

to be solely attributed to the bicycle, seem

to be taking a rest. The pessimists are now

succeeded by the optimists, and the latter

go to the extreme of attributing any and everj-

tendency working toward a higher and purer

moral life and a better general condition of

things to the bicycle. These men also bring

statistics to bear to prove their theories.

For instance, in 18U4, the amount of money

involved in defalcations, embezzlements, for-

geries and similar crimes was $25,000,000, and

in 1895, $10,0OO,0<X). This enormous decrease

is attributed to the influence of the bicycle.

Those who formerly frequented saloons,

gambling houses and race tracks went wheel-

ing, we are informed, and consequently de-

serted the habits and places of dissipation.

The optimistic cycle extremist is at least bet-

ter than the pessimistic extremist and un-

doubtedly has more of truth on his side. May

his tribe increase.

"USING" THE LEAGUE.

THE professional politician has come into

the L. A. VV. in large numbers during

the year, and with the approach of the fall

elections has commenced to "use his League

membership for all it is worth"—to him. Their

campaign circulars make prominent mention

of their cycling connections, and not a few

of the gentry have had themselves "indorsed"

by State officials of the League.

In at least one instance these officials

have been called on to explain that

their "indorsement" was merely a^ per-

sonal compliment, and that their official

titles were used without their consent.

It it an old political trick which titled officers

of the L. A. W. should guard against. They

owe it to the organization, which should be

kept free from politics, if they do not owe it

to themselves.

The Baltimore bicycle police arc putting in-

to practice a suggestion offered by The
WiiECi. a year or more ago. They are eqjiip-

ping their wheels with a bell of distinguish-

ing tone, which, when applied, continues to

ring until "thrown off." It affords a warn-

ing clear thc-track signal when the officers

have occasion to pursue a scorcher or other

fleeing offender on a crowded thoroughfare.

and is as it should be. A green light—the

police color—at night would he anotlicr move

in the right direction.

There is one advantage which the genuine

cycle dealer has in competing with the depart-

ment store, of which the latter is deprived, and

that is the advantage of personal acquaint-

ance. The department store sells bicycles and

sundries through the medium of clerks, too

often illy paid and indifferent. The cycle

dealer has all the weight which personal con-

tact and attention gives. The value of this

can hardly be overestimated. It is a tremen-

dous force either for or against the agent, ac-

cording to the method used.

In view of the enormous and increasing out-

cropping of freak wheels without chains, but

with an amazing multiplicity of levers, spurs,

straps and springs, it might be well if the

possible "wheel of the future" is hereafter

referred to as either the "chainless and lever-

less bicycle" or the "bevel-geared bicycle" in

order that the public mind may not be con-

fused by the complicated and unsightly jiggers

that are making their appearance in print.

An assumed familiarity with Jesus Christ

and His ways is one of the vilest forms of

blasphemy. The latest blasphemer is an al-

leged "healer" who announces in an interview

his belief that "if Christ were on earth to-day

He would ride a bicycle." Cycling has re-

ceived more than its just share of abuse from

the sensational occupants of the pulpit, yet

even this is preferable to such support as the

foregoing.

It may yet rc(]uire a surgical operation to

get the idea into the head of certain editors;

"authorities" and critics that the chain-driven

bicycle, excellent as it is, yet remains far from

perfect, and must be improved, or else suc-

ceeded by one of another design. Whether

this successor be with or without a chain is

merely a matter of detail and not at this time

one capable of proper discussion.

There certainly is something about the bi-

cycle which brings to the surface and accen-

tuates all that is not exactly close-knit in the

make-up of any one who rides it. Still, the

wheel should not be blamed for the eccen-

tricities developed by its riding. As in the

case of the reckless wheelman, it is the man

and not the wheel which is responsible for

the trouble their combining produces.

The New York Police Commissioners have

granted one of the most valiant members of

the cycle squad permission to engage in a

six-days race. Most people thought that

Commissioner Andrews, "the father of the

squad," had a higher idea of the force and of

the welfare and future usefulness of the men.

An "oidinary" bicycle complete, but nu)re

generally the front wheel thereof, is becoming

almost as much of a standard sign of a repair

shop as a striped pole is the mark of a barber

shop. It affords something of a clue to the

question: "What became of the old high

wheels?"

The smaller cares and annoyances of trade

:ire recognized as evils, to be either remedied

or endured; but the weakness which sinks

under them into a languid and useless despair

does not win sympathy, even from the most

compassionate.

Hope springs eternal in the human breast;

but when it gets tired of jumping just read

the wheel paper that backs up your ideas of

the trade's future. It is as grateful and com-

forting as the parson who never mentions hell.

The manufacturer who, under the stress of

competition, parts with his goods for a mere

song learns later on that the song he gets

is one equally composed of discounts and dis-

cords.

If many of those who imagine they are

Boulevard butterflies could only see them-

selves as others see them, they would simply

refuse to believe their eyes.

Among infant industries, despite its recent

severe attack of financial colic from over-

feeding of product, the cycle trade is still the

infant prodigy.

In the lexicon of the prize-winning racing

man there is no such word as "enough." Yet

he is always turning the leaves in hope of

finding it.

Women's bicycle races will never be popu-

lar so long as the promoters insist upon hav-

ing spectators attend them.

When it comes to some of cycling's critics

thcir's is a flow of words that cannot be

damned by faint praise or otherwise.

The topography of the Klondike region is

such as to make it a congenial refuge for

people who are weary of the bicycle.

Most of us are willing to admit that the

good points in the other man's wheel are more

numerous than the faults in our own.

It adds greatly to a rider's comfort not to

realize what an ass he makes of himself in

sonic of his cycling experiences.

The last infirmity of cycling's noble minds

is ignorance of the difference bctwcn talking

much and saying much.

Misfortune is no respecter of persons—and

fortune makes some very injudicious selec-

tions.

The truly proud man would rather wear a

last year's hat than ride a last year's wheel.

The reputation of many riders for truthful-

ness is due to their lack of imagination.

Business "luck" is generally the manufac-

turer's own making.
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SOMETHING NEW.

Straus Adds His I/ong :Experieiice to a Solution

of the Tire Puncture Problem-
Result.

It is a very dull week indeed when Uncle

Sam's patent office fails to throw its protect-

ing arm around less than half-a-dozen "new
and original bicycle tires." As a rule the in-

ventors are unknown and unhonored. When
their number is considered, it is surprising

how very, very few of them create even the

faintest ripple.

A recent exception to the general rule is

Alexander Straus, of this city, to whom
Patent No. 588,612 has been issued. Mr.

Straus had ten years of active experience in

the tire business, and during that time has

been the manufacturing head of three promi-

nent rubber concerns. He knows the ins and

outs of the business thoroughly, and because

of that fact his latest invention deserves more
than passing attention. He terms it the Straus

Protected Tire, although, as a matter of fact,

it is an auxiliary which may be applied to any

single-tube tire and which is designed to ren-

der such tire proof against puncture.

There are no freak preparations or foreign

compounds contained in the Straus invention.

It is merely a sheath, or outer cover, formed

of several plies of fabric and rubber, which is

cemented to the rim and laps over the tire

that is being protected. Its originality lies

in the fact that between the Straus sheath

and the tire which it is protecting there is a

chamber of air.

Mr. Straus himself describes it thus:

"The tire consists of a protective cover

applied thereto, not as a part of the tire proper,

but as a fixed attachment therefor, so as to

aflord a surface on which the tire may roll.

For the tire proper a very light, thin and

highly resilient single-tube tire is used, and

the cover is applied thereto, and surrounds

the tire loosely. Too much space between the

tire proper and the cover is fatal, as it would
make the tire drag. The object of the in-

vention is to produce a single-tube tire which

does not puncture and which is as resilient as

the tire proper, which is used inside. While

this tire may appear like a double-tube tire, it

is not. It is simply a single-tube tire, pro-

tected with an outer cover, which is thickened

on the tread in such a way that it resists punc-

tures and preserves the resiliency of the tire

proper, which it encloses. The difference be-

tween it and a double-tube tire is that the

outer cover is used as a retaining sheath and

the inner flexible tube is forced against the

outer sheath, while this tire is a single-tube

tire, and the cover is simply laid loosely

around it so as to be interposed between it

and the ground. Any tire can be used as the

inner tire. The more resilient tire is the more
preferable. Covers can be used on any light

tire with the same effect."

Mr. Straus is particularly enthusiastic over

his creation, and is sanguine of its future.

Like many other thinkers, he believes that a

practical puncture-proof tire is the tire of the

future, and he believes he has it. He has had

several experimental tires in use for several

months and has had them ridden by a number
of people in and out of the trade, and while

the tires used were necessarily not perfect

add did not wholly suit Mr. Straus, his tests

have convinced him that he has a good tiling.

A Wheel man has on several occasions rid-

den a bicycle fitted with the experimental

tires, and can find little, if any, difference be-

tween them and those with which his own
mount is fitted. They seem to run freely and

without perceptible drag, while on cobbles

or Belgian block the Straus tires have a "vel-

vetness" that is marked and agreeable.

The idea and a.pplication of the idea is so

original that it must command interest where-

ever it is shown or tried, and the very orig-

inality and possibility of the thought should

concern the trade.

IN KENTUCKY.

SAVES BRAZER'S TIME.

"Enamo," the new preparation which Hart-

ley & Graham, of this city, are marketing,

should be of value to repair men who have
"hurry jobs." When brazing is to be done
on any part of the wheel the preparation can

be baked in with the blow-pipe without dim-

ming the lustre or blistering the enamel, thus

affording a saving of time.

LAMP FROM LAIGHT STREET.

If any one should be able to produce a good
bicycle lamp it should be the R. E. Dietz

Co., 60 Laight street, this city. Certainly

their 57 years of experience in the manufac-

ture of tubular lamps, street lamps, driving

lamps and oil stoves should have given them
a fund of knowledge that is not to be gain-

sayed. It is known that they have had a bi-

cycle lamp in view for some two years, and

have bten experimenting considerably during

that time. The finished result has but just

made its formal appearance on the market,

and is shown by the accompanying illustra-

tion. The lamp is made of polished brass,

nickel-plfeted, and is a good-looker. No solder

is used except in the bottom of the oil fount.

It incorporates a number of novel kinks, and

looks splendid value for the price, $2.50.

BRISTOL BELL CO.'S NEW HOME.
The new home of the Bristol Bell Co., at

Bristol, Conn., came to a completion, struc-

turally, about a month ago, and the company
have been ensconced in it for that length of

time.

It's a home to be proud of. In shape it is

long, narrow and rakish, abundantly lighted.

It is a one-floor affair, and in fact, as well as

in theory, the raw material and the finished

product each has its end. The first labor

on the material is done at one end and the

work moves along, always in the same direc-

tion, until, at the other end, it has become
finished product. This, of course, favors ex-

pedition, which in turn moans economy of

production.

Tile claim for the factory is that it is the

only American edifice designed and built for

bell-making purposes.

What Ifouisville Has to Contribute—Death of

G. M. Allison—Creditors' Chances

Are Slim.

The League Wheelmen of Louisville has
gone the way of its numerous predecessors in

Louisville clubdom. Lack of interest on the

part of the members is said to be the cause,

and as the few enthusiasts felt unable or un-
willing to bear the burdens of the entire club,

it was decided to close the club house at 2009

West Chestnut street last week. The organi-

zation will be maintained, however, and it is

probable that another effort will be made to

place the club on a sound footing when pros-

pects appear more favorable.

The death of Mr. G. M. Allison, which oc-

curred on Monday night, has caused more
universal regret than any similar occurrence
in the history of cycling in this city. Mr.
Allison had been ill for nearly a year, much
of which time had been spent in a vain search

for health at different places in the South,

but, while his death was not altogether un-
expected, it comes as a shock to his host of

friends, who are unable to realize that their

big-hearted, generous friend has answered the

final summons. Despite his business cares as

the head of the oldest and probably largest

cycle house in Louisville, Mr. Allison always
had a cheery greeting and a kind word for

every one, and every one who knew him was
his friend. He will be missed, not only by
wheelmen, but in boating and fishing circles,

where he was equally well-known, and his loss

will be keenly felt. No one connected with

the athletic interests of this city was better

known than Mr. Allison, and his friends feel

that liis loss takes something from their lives

for which there can be no compensation.

The condition of the Aquila Wheel Mfg.
Co., which assigned last week, presents no
very flattering prospect to the creditors of the

company. According to the schedule filed

with the court by the assignee, the assets, in-

cluding plant, stock and accounts, aggregate

about $0,000, with liabilities approaching

$17,000. The principal creditors are reported

as follows: Jeffersonville (Ind.) banks, $8,000;

Edward Weber, $3,000; O'Connor & Barret,

$1,200; W. M. McKown, $1,020; Louisville

Banking Co., $1,000. The company began the

manufacture of bicycles last year on Rowan
street, near Twelfth, and only recently re-

moved to its present location, at Ninth and
Jefferson sts, where it occupied the entire

block on Ninth from Jefferson to Green. A
retail house for the sale of the product of the

company was opened in Cycle Row, on
Fourth street, early in the season, but this was
closed several weeks ago, and the retail do-

partmcnt transferred to the factory. The olTi-

cers of the company were W. M. McKown,
president; H. E. Pcllc, vice-president, and C.

Weber, secretary.

BEER-BARREL LAW.

A Newark (N. J.) magistrate last week
rendered a Solomon-like decision. Two
brothers who were scorciiing on a tandem
were chased I>y a cycle copper. When over-

taken, one of thoin ran away. In court, the

next day, the judge fined the brother who had

boon apprehended $<"> and ordered that the

tandem be kept until a fine of $5 was paid for

the offender who escaped. It was paid, too.
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NICE GENTLEMEN!

CoaaplrluK to Injure the Man They Conld Not

Defeat— Spills on a Poor

Track.

If one-hall tlic stories that are in circulation

concerning the treatment of the "Dark Star,"

Major Taylor, are true, it is very evident that

the L. A. W. Racing Board will have occa-

sion to apply some drastic remedy. Ever

since the Boston negro became prominent

—

and, by the by, he is the only one of his race

who has ever shown marked ability—there

have been reports of efforts made to "do"

him. During the last few weeks these have

multiplied, and on at least one occasion it

was openly charged that he was deliberately

thrown and badly bruised. That the white

men who compete against him strain every

ncr\e to "beat the coon," as they term him.

is an admitted fact. The Wheel has heard

them so state.

At the National Circuit meet held on the

Waverly track, under the auspices of the New
Jersey State Fair, on the 10th inst., the un-

pleasant reports were again in circulation.

Taylor won the mile open in splendid style,

and also (|ualified in his heat of the handicap.

When he was called for the final he asked to

l>c excused, and, when pressed, owned that

he was afraid to ride. He said that he had

heard that efforts were to be made to "do"

him, and that he did not care to risk his bones.

Referee Gentle, however, refused to excuse

him, but Taylor rode in an indifferent man-
ner, and cut no figure in the race.

Fred Titus, too, was among the competi-

tors, and. as usual, since he won the Quill

f2,<)*>f> handicap, found it hard to live up to

expectations. He was placed on scratch, hut
failed to qualify, and the newspapers make
special mention of the fact, although two
weeks ago Titus would have been "honored"
with the merest mention in the "also ran"
column.
The weather was swcltcringly warm, and

the grand stand was crowded to its utmost ca-

pacity. The track was in poor shape, having
been previously used for trotting races, and,
as a result, there were several bad spills. In
the two-mile handicap one man fell and was
rarrird to the hospital tinconscious, and in

nd licit of the five-mile professional
Hrd^trom. Hcnshaw. Stecnson and

ill' •• '!>iwn in a heap, and were mf>re
or ': d The final of this race was
the '-.. ting of the dav. McFarland win-
ning irom scratch in a cfriving finish with
Nat Butler.

P^rta: and Rcith were the king-bees in the
amateur hive, the former's victory in the two-
mile handicap being a particularly fine effort.

Th"" •nmmnrv
H. W.. New

rk; 3, Ray Paw

'•l-l. O*.
vardtl; 2,

3, H r.
> ; 4, C. S.

' 1, C. M.
I-f!i. H H4taicli), i, lack Jatprr.
frftf fV S. Ptrron. Chatham flttt

aixivco, 4, l.„ A. Callahan,

UER.NE HILL BLACKLISTED.

London, Sept. 8.—A terrible how d' do has

been caused in London, especially, by the sus-

pension of the London County Cycling and

Athletic Club by the London Centre of the

N. C. U. for serious infractions of the pacing

rules and regulations on the occasion of the

Century Cup race, on June itlth last.

As the racing secretary and the head and

front of the club's offenders is Geo. Lacey

Hillier, it can be imagined what the size of the

row is going to be. I don't suppose that the

offence in itself would have entailed the

month's suspension meted out, but for the

fact that the incident was aggravated by con-

tumacy of a kind which could not be per

mitted to go unpunished, coming as it did

from a man who is so thoroughly au fait in

racing requirements and laws and unmiti-

gated by any subsequent expression of regret.

The severity of the punishment lies in the fact

that the Cuca Cup and Dibble Shield races

—

a 21-hour and a 12-hour race—annually pro-

moted by the London County Club, have been

fixed and advertised to be run concurrently

on September 17th. The suspension of the

Ground Club of the famous Heme Hill track

and which numbers among its members the

leaders of English metropolitan cycling, is a

decisive and a bold act, scarcely likely to be

upheld by public opinion, especially as it robs

the B. r. of two classic races this year.

HOLDS ITS OWN.

' a hall tandrm. handicap, amateur.—

Ul>*«'lna»ii, N*tt ^w<k iM jmtiU/. iima, i.Ul i^

SEATON WAS THE STAR.

Cincinnati, Sept. 11.—The annual bicycle

meet of the Chillicothc Wheelmen was run

upon the half-mile County Fair track. It is

estimated that 8,n00 people were in attend-

ance. The large prizes offered brought to-

gether the best amateur talent in the vicinity,

while professionals with national reputations

were in attendance. The track was good and

the weather was excellent.

The summary:

(Jncniilc novice.--l, A. Ludwig, Chillicothc; 2,

C. E. Fair. Cincinnati; 3, Orley Brown. Time,
2.48 3-5.

Mile amateur.—1, Frank Biirst. CambridRc; 2, John
Trrgii. Chillicothc; 3, Ernest l)ix<in, Richmond; 4,

Hrll Miller. Wilmington. Time. 2.18 1-4.

Oncmilc amateur, heat race.—L Frank Robbin.s.

Middlclnwn; 2. E. L. Le Fevre; 3, C. J. Wagner. Day-
ton. Time, 2.18 1-4.

One-mile open, professional. - 1. W. 11. Sciton.
Louisville ; 2. C. U. Haskins. CUviland ; .1. Con Baker.
Columbus; 4, E. I). McKcon, tirccnvillc. Time,
2.17 1-5.

One-mile amateur.—1, D. R. De Lone. Chillicothc;
2. I). Andre. Chillicoihe; 3, Jessie M. Morrison,
Portsmouth. Time. 2.26 4&.
Five-mile open. 1. E. L. Le Fevre, Dayton; 2, W.

Cummins. Springiicid; 3, C. J. Wagner, Dayton.
Time, 12.r.7 1 ft.

Two-mile lap, professional. 1, W. II. Seaton, Louis-
ville; 2, C. B. Haskins. Cleveland; 3, E. D. McKeon,
Circenvillr. Time, 4.(>8 1-5.

Eight mile amateur.- 1. E, L. I..e Fevre, Dayton; 2,

W. ('ummins. .Springfield; 3, J. D. Brook, Newark.
Time, 21.13 1-5.

f)nc-half mile against time.— E. D. McKcon. Time,
1 niifl

EAKL, RUBE, ALAD AND BASCOM.

Columbus, Ohio, Sept. 12.—The match race

between I-'arl Kiser and Rube Rush's running

tram, .Mad and Hascom. driven to a skeleton

wagon, occurred yesterday afternoon on the

Columbus Driving Park track. Kiser was
paced by a quintet.

In the mile heat the horse went away with

a lead of four lengths, but Kiser came under
the wire in 1.47 3-f», winning by only two
feet. The second heat f>f half a mile was
won bv the horses in ,'i2, a world's record,
the last qii.nrtrr being rfivrred in <i.2.1|. The
hordes r.in away after the half-mile and cov-
ered two and a half miles before they could
br stopped
This prevented the third heat, which will

be run on Wednesday at Dayton, ( )hio.

Kiser 's hunic

Springrfield Uninjured by Malcontent Racing

Men Spirited Racing in the

Weedlng-Onts.

Springfield, Mass., Sept. 14.—Whatever else

Springfield may have lost in the matter of

prestige, prominence and patronage, its pull

with the weather dispensary is as potent as it

ever was in the past. To-day was trying-out

day, the curtain-raiser of the two days' strug-

gle which begins to-morrow. In the pre-

liminary heats there were surprises, notably in

the one-mile open for professionals, when such

riders as Tom Butler, E. C. Bald and a half-

dozen fast ones failed to qualify. F. J. Long-
head, John S. Johnson, T. M. Cooper and
"Major" Taylor qualified by taking their re-

spective heats, and W. E. Becker won a place

by being second in the fastest heat.

In the one-mile professional, 2.10 class, W.
1. Huffstetler, A. G. Akin. F. A. Gateley, C.

R. Davis, W. M. Randall, J. T. Kelleher. L.

A. Calahan and Fred A. Titus won places.

In the L. A. W. championships those who
qualified were: Quarter-mile amateur, E. M.
Biakc, John S. Johnson. E. W. Peabody,

Ray Dawson, E. C. Hausman, R. F. Ludwig;
third of a mile professional championship, E.

C. Bald, O. S. Kimball. "Major" Taylor. Dr.
A. I. Brown, Wattie Coleman. F. J. Long-
head, W. E. Becker, H. R. Steenson, Tom
Cooper, Tom Butler; five-mile amateur cham-
pionship. N. H. Millie. J. S. Johnson. H. B.
HilLs, Jr.. E. C. Hansm.m. E. W. Peabody,
R. F. Ludwig.

The summary:
Half-mile professional.— First heat—1, Major Taylor;

2. E. C. Bald. Time. 1.09 1-5. Becker, Ncwhouse and
Callahan were shut out. Second heat—1, Arthur Car-
diner; 2, F. A. (lately. Time, l.ftS 4-5. Cooper and
Randall were shut out. Third heat—1, E. S. Aker;
2.\\. I. HufTstctlcr. Time, 1.(18 2 5. C. R. Newton. O. S.
Kimble. Stevens, McFarland, Johnson and Loughead
were shut out. Fourth heat 1. Dr. Brown; 2, Nat
Butler. Time. 1.07 IB. Hoyt. Wells, Titus, Tom But-
ler and Cabanna were shut out.
One-mile open, amateur.- First heat—1, J. S. John-

son; 2, George Reith: 3, (J. H. Collett. Time, 2.& 2-5.

Second heal 1. E. M. Blake; 2, \ictor Ekberg: 3,

Rav Dawson. Time, 2.32. Third heat—1, E. W. Pea-
boc^y: 2. R. F. Ludwig; 3. E. S. Ferre. Time. 2.52 2-6.

W. E. Teniler shut out. Fourth heat—1, F. C. Haus-
man; 2, I. A. Towcll; 3. H. B. Hills. Time, 3.00 2-5.

F. J. Morse, of Chicago, shut out.
2.10 clas.s. professional.— First hcaf--l, W. 1. HufT-

stetler; 2. F. A. Gatcly. Time, 2.30 3-5. Jenny. Monte
Scott and Weinig were shut out. Second heat— 1, E.
S. Aker; 2. C. R. Davis. Time. 2.46 4-6. Frank But-
ler. Stecnson, Oldfield and Maya were shut out.
Third heat-1. W. M. Randall: 2. J. T. Kelleher.
Time. 2.61 1-5. Mosher and .Newhouse were shut out.
Fourth heat- 1. L. A. Callahan; 2. Fred Titus. Time,
2.51 IB..
Quarter mile championship, amateur.— First heat

—

1, E. M. Blake; 2. I. S. Johnson. Time. 0.S3. F. J.
Morse and Ceorge ftcith were shut out. Second heat
-1. E. W . I'rabodv; 2. Rav Dawson Time 0.34. Ci.

H. Collett was shut out. Third heat--l, E. C. Haus-
man; 2, R. F. Ludwig. Time, 33 4-5. I. A. Powell
was shut out
One-mile professional.—One to qualify in each heat

—

First heat 1, F. J. Loughead; 2, W. E. Decker.
Time. 2.24. McFarland and Kimble were shut out.
Second heat— 1. lohn S. Johnson; 2. H. B. Freeman.
Time. 2.42 2 B. Stevens, Oldfield. Brown and Frank
Butler were shut out. Third beat- 1. Tom Cooper; 2,

L. D. Cabanne. Time. 2.28 2-B. Nat Butler, Gardiner
and Newton were shut out. Fourth heat—1, "Major"
Taylor; 2. E. C. Bald. Time. 2 3B 3 5. Wells, Tom
Butler and Titus were shut out.

Ilalf-milr handirap, amateur.— First heat—1. C. J.
Nelson (26 yards): 5. F. J. Dreher (30 yards); 8. W.
I". Tenselcr (10 yards): 4, J. .\. Anderson (36 vards).
Second heat—1, E, C. Hausman (scratch); 2. \. Eck-
berg (in vards); .1, K. C Ferre (26 yards); 4. W. H.
Minie (.16 yards). Third heat 1. T. }. Grady (40
yards); 2. II. B Hills (scratch) ; 3. W, C. Roome (30
yards); 4. Rav Dawson (scratch).
One-nv'- ' '-t|>, professinnal. First heat— 1, J.

L. Deri U); 2, Gardinrr (scratch); .1. New-
house ' t. Dr. Brown (4r> vards). Second
heat 1. '.,„;,..,, V ..jeman (flO v.ird»); 2. R A. Miller
(70 yards): 3. C. R. Newlin IX) yards); 4, William
Cameron (»> yards) Third brat - 1, C. S. \\ells (76
yards): 2. O. S. Kimble (45 yards); S. F. A. Butler
(36 yards): 4. J T. Kelleher (l30 yards). Fourth heat
—L Tom Butirr IX> yards); 2. C, M BIy (100 yards)-
3. H. B. Freeman (86 yards); 4, F. J. Jenny (66
yards).
One-mile open, amateur.— First heat— 1. G. H, Col-

lett; 2, W. r Room*; S, C T. Nelson; 4, George
Reith Second heal -1. E. M Blake, 2. C. H Drunr;
3. Ray Dawson; 4. W. E. Tenseler Third he.ii 1 E
t Hausman; 2, E. W Peabody. 3. R. F. Ludwig; i,
Nela Carlson.
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BENEFITED BENNERS.

Fromotlng; a Race Meet Proves Successful—

Starbuck Still the Favorite—Sims
Brothers "Win.

Philadelphia, Sept. 11.—Those child won-
ders, the Benner brothers, ages four to eight

years, are leaving nothing undone to earn an

honest penny. They have raced against each

other, have given exhibition rides, have pro-

moted century runs, and yesterday they held

a race meet at Willow Grove track, which

probably turned in a few pennies to the Ben-
ner coffers, some 25,000 spectators being in

evidence.

Seven races were on the programme. The
novice race was run outside of the time limit

and was declared no race. The other amateur

events were almost as colorless, excepting, of

course, H. G. Gardner's one-mile ride, which

resulted in a new world's record. The pro-

fessional races, however, were of good order,

the Sims brothers showing to best advantage.

Both the mile-open and the mile-handicap

were kept in the family. The five-mile triplet

handicap was an interesting event; but Star-

buck's performance in the ten-mile handicap

was easily the star achievement of the day.

Twenty men started, but in the first mile a

fall placed those nearest Starbuck out of the

running, and left him to make his way un-

aided. He stuck to his work with the dogged

determination which is characteristic of him,

and, at the eighth mile, collared the bunch,

his splendid work being cheered vociferously

by the crowd. He rested at the rear of the

crowd until the last lap, and just as he made a

bid for the lead, Colgan, of Trenton, started

to sprint and scattered the field. Starbuck,

however, was already under way, and, crowd-

ing on full steam, caught the Trentonian, who,

after a brief struggle, slid back, leaving the

Philadelphian a clear lead. He won by a

length, although Henzel came like a flash

from the rear of the bunch on the outside, and

looked dangerous for a moment.

Three of the Benner boys and another

youngster, Ernest Winterbottom, mounted a

quad and paced John Benner a half-mile in

5y seconds. H. G. Gardiner, of the Castle

Wheelmen, Philadelphia, paced by two trip-

lets, also rode a mile exhibition, which re-

sulted in a new w(jrld's paced amateur record

of 1.43 2-5, replacing H. M. Sidwell's record

of 1.46 4-5.

The summary:

One-mile open, professional.—1, Fred Sims; 2, Will-

iam .Sims; 3, C. T. Colgan. Time, 2.16 4-5.

One-third mile.—1, J. P. Rogers; 2, E. C. Schwartz;
Time, 0.45 2-5.

, ,, ^,
Five-mile triplet, handicap.—1. W. Wenzell, Clem

and Charles Turville (100 yards); 2, Manges, Dippy
and Boone (100 yards); 3, Church, Starbuck and Mc-
Curdy (scratch). Time, 9.55.

One-mile handicap, professional.-1, W. Sims (15

yards) ; 2, Fred Sims (scratch) ; 3, Colgan (75 yards)

;

4, C. Henzel (40 yards). Time, 2.16 1-5.

One-mile handicap.—1, J. P. Rogers (55 yards); 2,

J. F. Chalfant (20 yards); 3, J. B. Claft (40 yards).

Time, 2.11 1-5. „ , o . ,

Ten-mile professional handicap.—1, Frank Starbuck
(scratch); 2, .S. H. Henzel (225 yards); 3, J. T. Col-

gan (300 yards); 4, Robert Weir (475 yards). Time,
24.08 1-5.

AFTER RAILROAD RECORD.

"Bert" Repine, of Atlanta, Ga., pro., has de-

signs on E. E. Anderson's locomotive-paced

record. He has completed arrangements with

the Se.iboard Air Line to fill the track two

miles between the rails of their road and to

furnish the necessary engine to make the run-

ning. He has not set a date for the trial, but

believes that he can nde the mile in ";!> sec-

( nds.

MONEY'S WORTH.

Cincinnati, Sept. 10.—One of the largest

race meets ever given in this vicinity occurred
yesterday and to-day upon the half-mile dirt

track of the Highland County Fair Associa-
tion. The races comprised both amateur and
professional events. The prizes ofifered would
have attracted a small army of riders, but the

length of the races scared away a majority of

the professionals. However, all the races

were run with fair-sized fields, and the novices

were given a five-mile event, instead of the

usual mile. The ten-mile handicap was one
of the most interesting events of the first day's

racing.

The professional match race, unpaced, be-

tween Mclntire, of Cleveland, and Maish, of

Columbus, attracted considerable applause,

and Maish won the event after a hard fight to

win two heats.

The crowd for the second day's races were

about double that of the previous day, there

being about 4,000 people present. The small

number of riders were increased by new ar-

rivals, and, if possible, a better day's sport.

The time made in the professional events

was very slow, but the finishes were the most
exciting ever seen in this vicinity. The two-

mile lap had hair-raising finishes, and brought

the audience to their feet at each crossing of

the tape. Con. Baker took everything in the

professional events, which created quite a sur-

prise to those who were looking to form.

The amateurs had two ten-mile grinds and

one five-mile.

The summaries:

FIRST DAY.
Five-mile novice.—1, Hardin Chancy, Hillsboro;

2, Carey Denham, Folsom; 3, W. Vance, Hillsboro.
Time, 15.06 1-5.

One-mile open.—1, B. Hodson, Highland; 2, E.
Knedler, Monroe; 3, R. Vance, Hillsboro. Time,
2.37 4-5.

One-mile match race.—First heat—A. R. Maish, Co-
lumbus. Time, 1.16 1-5. Second heat—P. J. Mclntyre,
Cleveland. Time, 1.16 2-5. Third heat—A. R. Maish,
Columbus. Time, 1.06 1-5.

Ten-mile handicap.—1, Carol Beatty, Columbus (120

yards) ; 2, O. L. Custer (600 yards) ; 3, W. Hill, Hills-

boro (360 yards); 4. T. Barger, Leesburg (480 yards).

Time, .30.04 1-5.

Five-mile professional.—1, P. J. Mclntyre, Cleve-
land; 2, A. R. Maish, Columbus; 3, Starley Trimble,
Columbus. Time, 13.17 1-5.

SECOND DAY.
Ten-mile open.—1, O. L. Custer; 2, W. Hill, Hills-

boro; 3, Paul Cheney, Chillicothe; 4, Oscar Skeen,
Lynchburg. Time, 29.28 1-5.

Two-mile professional, lap.—1, Con Baker, Colum-
bus (10 points); 2, E. D. McKeon (9 points); 3, P. J.
Mclntyre (4 points) ; 4, A. R. Maish. Time, 4.57 1-5.

Ten-mile handicap.—1, C. E. Beatty, Columbus (80

yards) ; 2, Stanley Keplar, Dayton (scratch) ; 3, Will-
iam Hill (360 yards). Time, 29.05 1-5.

Two-mile professional, open.—1, Con Baker; 2, E. D.
McKeon, Greenville; 3, P. J. Mclntyre; 4, A. R.
Maish. Time, 4..58 2-5.

NOT EDDIE'S.

ERTZ THE WHOLE THING.

Middletown, Sept. 14.—Charles M. Ertz,

the pride of New York's Riverside Wheelmen,

carried off the honors in the races held in

conjunction with the Orange County Fair,

winning four diamond prizes, the aggregate

/alue of which was $125. As a result of a col-

lision in the half-mile open, W. R. Brinker-

hofif, of Peekskill, su.stained serious injuries.

The summary:
Two-mile Orange County Championship.—Won by

Clarence I,. Hulz, Middletown. Time, 5.201.4.

Half-mile open.—1, C. M. Ertz, New York; 2, O. V.
Babcock. Time, 1.13.

One-mile open.—1, C. M. Ertz; 2, W. A. Ladue,
Cold Spring, N. Y. ; 3, Walter Babb, Patcrson, N. J.

Time, iMV?.
One-mile handicap.—1, C\ M. F.riz (scratch); 2, Wal

tcr Babb, I'.Ttcrson (15 yards); 3, H. Y. Bedell, River-

side Whcolmcii (50 yards). Time, 2.16.

Onciiiilo liiiulem, open.—Won by C. M. Erts and
H. V. Bedell. Time, 2.2:i'^.

The Mile Still Remains Over the Ocean in

StoQks's Possession—A Creditable

Effort.

Boston, Sept. 11.—Stocks is still high. This

is not a grammatical error, but is intended to

convey the information that J. W. Stocks's

mile record of 1.35 2-5 still stands. To-day, on
the Charles River track, Eddie McDuffee did

his best to replace the figures, but without

success. The effort is none the less meri-

torious. The wind and air were both unfavor-

able, and although McDuffee waited until 6

o'clock for a betterment of the conditions,

they refused to better, and he made the trial

despite his best judgment, so as not to dis-

appoint the crowd. He was paced by sex-

tuplets, and reeled off the mile in 1.40 2-5.

His fractional times were as follows: Quarter,

241-5 seconds; one-third, 331-5; one-half,

48 2-5; two-thirds, 1.061-5; three-quarters,

1.14 2-5.

McDuffee's trial was prefaced by a card

of other events, one of which—a mile profes-

sional race on ordinary bicycles—brought
back memories of the past. Peter Berlo,

Frank Albert, of New York, and Caldwell,

of Manchester, N. H., were the starters.

Berlo appeared on a pneumatic tire-geared

ordinary and created some clamor; but the

other contestants were not afraid of the ma-
chine, and, as results show, with good reason.

Caldwell laid back until the last quarter, when
he came up on the outside and beat out Berlo

for first place. Time, 2.54 2-5.

The other events were of small moment, and

developed nothing noteworthy.

The summary:
One-half mile open, amateur.—1, J. Urquhart, Dor-

chester; 2, B. P. Clark, Dorchester; 3, W. B. Davis,
Cambridge. Time, 1.02 4-5.

One-mile opeiik professional.—1, W. S. Reynolds,
Hyde Park- 2, F. A. B. Pettis, Dorchester; 3, T. P.
Sullivan, Cambridge; 4, F. B. Fowler, Waltham.
Time, 2.15 3-5.

One-mile tandem handicap, professional.—1, A. A.
Jackson, Lynn, and H. E. Caldwell (65 yards) ; 2, F.
Mayo and W. Saunders, Boston (40 yards): 3, J. B.
Fowler and C. Plaintiff, Waltham (scratch). Time,
1.55. Scratch men's time, 1.56 2-5.

One-mile handicap, amateur.^1, C. Hargraves, Bos-
ton (70 yards) ; 2, C. R. Prescott, Hudson (50 yards)

;

3, L. D. F. Marston, Boston (40 yards); 4, J. P.
Clark, Dorchester (40 yards). Time, 2.20 1-5.

One-mile high-wheel, professional.—1, H. E. Cald-
well, Manchester; 2, P. J. Berlo, Boston; 3, Frank
Albert, New York. Time, 2.54 2-5.

One-mile tandem handicap, amateur.—1, H. R. Os-
good and W. J. Connell, Wollaston (115 yards) ; 2, J.
E. Quinn, Cambridge, and J. G. Jacobs, Wollaston
(70 yards) ; 3, T. and R. Urquhart, Dorchester
(scratch). Time, 2.01 1-5. Scratch men's time, 2.01 4-5.

One mile paced against time—McDuffee. Time.
1.40 2-5.

Never air your gricvancM about road or

weather. It is belter far, and ever so nuicli

pk'asantcr for others, to sinoliicr tlicin.

SCHADE SHOWS SPEED.

Norfolk, Sept. 14.—About 1,000 persons saw
the cycle races at League Park to-day. The
track was fast, and the riders, tot>, as was
proven when Schade rode an exhibition mile

only one-fifth of a second slower tlian Zim-
merman was capable of doing.

The summary:
Half-mile novice.— 1, D. D. Dozicr; 2, .Mexaiidcr; 3,

Bashford. Time, 1.13.

One-mile open.—1. A. L. Schade; 2, A. I'. Moiaii;
3, Dozicr. Time, 2.16 2-5.

Half-mile handicap.—1, W. D. Nvc (35 vards); 2.

W. S. FcrKuson (35 yards); 8, L. L. Shumadine (40
yards). Time, 1.03.

Two-mile professional, handicap.—1, W. F. Sim-
mons (sciatcli); 2, T. N. Mudd (25 yards); 3. W. M.
Simmons (50 yards). Time, 5.13.

Half-mile open.— 1, Schade; 2, Smith, 3, Von Beck-
man. Time, 1.06 1-5.

One mile against time.—Arthur Zimmerman. Time,
1.57 2-5.

Three-mile handicap.—1, Nye (175 v.irds) ; 2, Fer-
Ruson (175 yards); 3, .Shumadine (250 yBrd>); 4,

Barnes (325 yards). Time, 7.00 2-5.

One mile ngain.^t lime.— F. A. I- Schade. I imr,
1.57 3-6.

Ouarter-mile tandem against lime,- -Kreiicli and
Nclnis. Time, 0.27 3-5,
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NEWTON'S DAY,

Be«ta All the First FllKhters-Bald and Cooper

Renew Their Former Track Friend-

ships.

Waterbury. Conn.. Sept. 9.—As 'every dog

has his day." it is not so very unnatural that

that superior brute, man, should have his.

Charles R. Newton, the Stafford Springs

crack who two years ago proved a surprise

party in the amateur ranks at the Springfield

tournament, had a "day" at the National Cir-

cuit meet here to-day. He won the two-thirds

ol a mile open and the mile in dashing style,

beating out Bald, Gardiner, Cooper and all

the rest of the first flighters, Kiser alone ex-

cepted. In the mile he wriggled out of a bad

pocket when all seemed over, and went past

Bald and Gardiner like a flash of well-oiled

lightning. In the first-named event—the two-

thirds of a mile—he clipped 2 3-4 seconds off

the State record for the distance. In the final

heat of the mile the judges placed Gardiner

and Callahan ahead of all, although to every

one else it looked as if Bald had beaten them

out. In this event Bald and Cooper came

together and several spokes were ripped out

of the latter's wheel. He claimed that Bald

had elbowed him, but the claim was not al-

lowed.

The one mile against time tandem-paced

race was an agreeable novelty, although but

three men competed. They were started sing-

ly, of course, and F. A. McFarland, the lanky

Californian, surprised the talent by following

the tandem home in 1.47. Nat Butler did

l..V>, and "Major" Taylor did 1.51 3-5. Mc-
Farland's time replaced the State record of

1.47 3-5, made by Willie Windle on the Hart-

ford track in October, '95.

In the amateur tandem race, E. C. Haus-

man and George II. Collett, riding from

scratch, finished in 1.55 2-5, which is also

record.

The summary:
T»o ihirH mile, professional.—1, C. R. Newton; 2,

K C" lt»l<l: X Tom Cooper. Time. 1.212-5.

C»nr third milr opcn.-l. R. F. I.urlwig, Chicopcc,
M 1 ' '• New Haven; 3, George
U 17.

^<iona).—1, Tom Butler
I.''. .. .cn!i (3S yards): 3, E. S.

A> .
;; I* IB.
M make. Kcenc, N. H.; 2.

f «..,«. .. "-.ven; 3, R. F. Ludwig,
Chicoper. 1

Dnrmilr nal.—1, C. R. Newton,
Srr" -' -- _. .,,,,,wi Cardner; 3, L. A. Cal-
U. "^.

iird handicap.—], W. A. Ruti.
.». r«rd«); 2. B. C. Thayer. New Britain

1. F. J. Caldwell. Elmwood (50 yards).

. _ .__ ,.__,.. , ,. .,. .. , ,^,^

I (50

> :.ti.

>

'

tirroury,
»< " yards).
7

(iiiir. (.Tfwirrn paced.--l,
I '. 1.47. Z, Nat Butler,
1

(>
1

IK CLEVELAXD.

Some fa^t timr* ^rrr clocked in the 20-milc

road race id Ward Bicycle

Club on iiicr, R. Hudvm
(5 3^)), doinK the distance in Mil. and Geo.

Volan (4.*»). the »eccind man. in 53 12 F^w.
Sonimcr* (30 »cc.). won the time prize in

110.18. W. C. Emcrick (»cratfh) punctured

Forty-three men started.

.SILENT WITH THEM.

Money talk* in racing as everywhere, bot it

doe«n't wante many word* on the impccunioun

"alto ran."

WITHDRAWS FROM THE CIRCUIT.

Louisville, Sept. 11.—Much to the regret

of lovers of the sport in this .'cction, the

Fountain Ferry Association has aban ioned its

intent ior to hold a National circuit meet this

year, and the date selected, October 14th. is

open. Tliis will leave Paducah as the only

Kt mucky city to offer mduccments t-. the

crai'Ks Ol 1897, unless Owcnsboro decides t)

accept the date intended for Louisville. The
effort to provide a new track at Owensboro is

being energetically pushed, with every pros-

pect of complete success. In fact, the organi-

zation is so nearly completed that plans and

specifications are now being considered. It

is proposed to construct a clay track on the

lines of the one at Fountain Ferry, with the

bank to reach eight feet on the turns. The

grand stand will have a seating capacity of

3,000, with dressing rooms and all conven-

iences for racing men beneath. The organiza-

tion behind the project is called the South

Side Cycle and Athletic Association, and it is

the aim of the promoters to complete the

track in time to hold the initial meet in Octo-

ber.

MERIDENS MID.

TRUNDLE AND PEAR NOT.

Louis Rosenfeld, chairman of the New York

Consulate Committee, which has to do with

the revised rules of the road recently adopted

by the Board of Aldermen, tells The Wheel
that the popular impression that the new

ordinance prohibits trundling of bicycles on

the sidewalks unless they be disabled is an

error. The entire clause relating to trundling,

for which Mayor Strong stickled, was stricken

out entirely, and there is nothing that for-

bids the old order of things. Mr. Rosenfeld

thinks that none but a legal extremist by a

violent twisting of law and reason could or

would make trundling a legal offense. He
has offered himself as a sacrifice but was not

molested, and bids wheelmen "trundle and

fear not."

BARRED BY THE HAND LENDERS.

The "Lend a Hand" Club, of .Mount Wash-

ington, Md., near Baltimore, made certain that

none of the celebrated coasting experts would

win the prizes in the coasting contest which

formed a feature of their Harvest Moon cele-

bration on September 5th. The event was

open only to riders who had never won a

prize in a coasting contest, and was won by

Albert Carroll, on a Keating; W. Weiner. on

a Kimball, second: Robt. Dulaney, on a Keat-

ing, third, and H. Lyndhur.st, fourth. The
"Baltimore American" is authority for the

statement that a sensation was created by a

protest against allowing any wheel fitted with

No 112 Victor tires to compete in the con-

test, which protest was sustained by the ofli-

ciais.

CHAMi'lONS IN CLASSES.

"Choppy" Warburton, the discoverer and

exploiter of champions, declares that racing

men arc divided into two great classes, viz.,

sprinters and stayers. Then continues

"Choppy," "a sprinter in born, but a stayer

\* manufactured; the one is a gift of nature,

the other is acquired by a tcientific handling

of nature." Not a bad way of putting it, is it?

Weather Against the Races-The Finishes

Were Close and Opinions Differed

Regarding.

Meriden, Conn., Sept. 11.—The elements

took a hand in deciding the well-worked-up

National Circuit meet of the Meriden Wheel
Club which occurred to-day. When the pro-

gramme had been about half completed the

clear sky and the broiling sun became over-

cast and the wind began to blow. It increased

in volume every second and almost reached

the proportions of a hurricane before the tor-

rents fell.

The mile handicap was run while the wind

and rain were at their worst. Tlie men came
to a standstill on the backstretch, but round-

ing into the homestretch they came as if fired

from a gun. Titus, Stevens, Newton and
Monte Scott were abreast, and, with a forty-

milc-an-hour zephyr at their backs, and a pelt-

ing rain on their heads, made for home as "if

of fiends possessed. They finished blanketed,

Titus scarcely a foot in front of Stevens, with

Newton and Scott a few inches further back.

The last eighth was timed in 12s. The
"bloomin' rain" then brought the meet to an

abrupt end.

While the sky was still blue. Bald accounted

for the half-mile open. He came from the

outside of the track in the soft dirt when it

seemed as if all was lost; his sprint was of

the cannon-ball variety, and he landed first by

a narrow margin. The other placed men were

so close that their positions, as announced,

gave rise to considerable criticism. "Major"
Taylor was awarded second place and Ca-

banne third, but it was claimed that Dr.

Brown—who, by the way, has been added to

the Warwick team—finished in front of both

of them.

George Rcith, the New York crack, ran

afoul of a very warm lot of New England
pures, and departed empty-handed, the honors

in the amateur races going to E. N. Blake
and George H. Collett, A. M. Curtis, Mcri-

den's own, being unable to get better than a

third prize.

The summary:

One-mile, 2.60 class.—1, W. I„ Roc, New Txindon;
2, Lycett, Hartford: 3, E. J. Wolfe, Ivorytown.
Time. 3.07.

Half-mile, professional.—1, E. C. Bald; 2, Major
Taylor; 3, L. D. Cabanne. Time, 1.01.

tinemile handicap.— 1, George H. Collett, New
Haven (scratch); 2, R. F. Ludwig, Chicopee, Mass.
(scratch); 3, R. M. Alexander, Hartford (30 yards).
Time, 2.20 4-B.

Onc-mile open, professional.—1. Fred Titus (20
yards); 2. Orlando Stevens (30 yards); 3, Charles K.
Newton (30 yards). Time, 3.U 1-5.

lI.iK mile open.—1, E. M. Blake. Keene, N. H.: 2,
G. H. Collett, New Haven; 3, A. M. Curtit, Meriden.
Time. 1.06.

GOOD THING GROWS GREATER.

Eight more men have been added to New
York's bicycle police squad, bringing the total

up to sixty-eight. One of the squad has also

been especially detailed to look after stolen

wheels and tack and glass-throwers. Before

appointment, all of the men were tested for

speed, which is one of the neccs.sary qualifi-

cations.

Friends may ovcrlwjk the faults of your
riding or your wheel, but they sec them just

the tame.

FOR ANOTHER TERM.

The present incumbents of the I'ennsyl-

vania Division, L. A. W., have been renom-
inated for the '98 term, viz.: For chief consul,

Samuel A. Boyle, Philadelphia; vice-consul,

T. J. Kecnan, Jr., Pittsburg; secretary-treas-

urer, P. S. Collioa, Philadelphia.
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4t GET THERE AND GET BACK. 99

On September first the '97 LEAGUE TIRE completedits year's run, and trans-

ferred to the '98 LEAGUE its load of medals and records. There'salot of them
—

'97 was a busy year with us, and Leagues won right and left—on the road—on

the track— everywhere. The '98 League will continue the good work. In its

construction we employ the same fine Para Rubber, the same select Sea Island

Fabric, the same skilled and careful workmanship. This year, as last, the

League will be the best tire that our money can make—that your money can buy.

There was room for just one improvement—a special, fast tire for road use

by experts. The League Special exactly fills the bill. Thread fabric is used,

and gives a bounding life and resiliency that sends the tire forward with the

slightest expenditure of effort.

OUR STORES:

Latest League Victory:

One-mile amateur, paced, fly-

ing start, 1.43 2-5—A World's
Record — H. G. Gardiner,

Philadelphia, September nth.

New York 25 Park Place.

Boston 24 Summer Street.

Philadelphia 308 Chestnut Street.

Chicago 143-145 Lake Street.

St. Louis 210 No. 12th Street.

San Francisco 509-511 Market Street.

Mr. Dealer—League Tires make wheels run and sell fast.

Specify them on your '98's.

NEW YORK BELTING&PACKING COlTD

Kindly mention The Wheel.

5Ssass3g5S8Ssss^ass5S2^S5Ss^&sss5sas8s&sssasas&s^.Y^^
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SCIBNCE AND TRAINING.

Everybody knows that "practice maketli

perfect," i. e., that it is the chief cause of cap-

abihty to perform certain specific kinds of

work. The scientific importance of this fact

has not been sufficiently recognized or inves-

tigated, until, in 1878, Gustav Jaeger, in his

"Problems of Nature," treated of the matter

in the usual thorough fashion of the German
scientist, saying in part:

"K.\ercising and training are \ery compli-

cated processes; we have to deal not only

with their influence on the various tissues and

other parts of the body, but also with the co-

operation of these various parts. We must

first define what e.xercising actually is; we do

not understand by it every kind of activity,

but only the frequent repetition of a certain

amount of work performed in the same way,

without reaching a limit which we call over-

work.

"Exercising strengthens the organism,

which may be ruined by overwork, and I,

therefore, define it as a certain amount of

work, producing particular effects. The first

effect consists in exchange of substance as

regards the chemical and physical composition

of the tissues and other organs, leading to

variations in the corresponding functions. To
mention the more general features—we dis-

tinguish a trained from an untrained organ by
their respective dimensions; the trained organ

is relatively the larger of the two, and pos-

sesses more active tissue parts than the un-

trained one.

"This especially refers to the albuminous sub-

stances; water is inactive, and the stored-up

fatty substances are only indirectly active; the

trained parts of an organism are, therefore,

richer in albuminous substances, and poorer

in fatty substances and water, than the un-

trained. Physically, the trained parts are dis-

tinguished from the untrained by higher spe-

cific gravity. Muscles show the greatest dif-

ference in this respect, as is evident when we
compare corresponding muscles of wild and of

domesticated animals, or muscles which are

often used, with such as are only occasionally

employed. Trained muscles are darker in

color, and their fibre* are coarser and tougher,

compared with untrained muscles, involving,

of necessity, a higher specific gravity.

"As regards the functions of the muscles,

the most striking effect of exercising and
training is an increase of energy and velocity.

In which way this increase of energy and
velocity i<i shared, when we have to deal with

the contractions of a muscle, has not yet been
cxprrimcntally examined: but it is probable
that the contraction takes place in all parts

of the mu.scic at the same time. As regards
the increase of force in muscles under the

influence of training, we have not yet suffi

ci' rimental material in hand to speak

l but the greater hardness of the

mu*t.les, in connection with the ahovcmen-
tionrd increase of the albuminous substances,

appears to be in direct connection with the

larger crois-iections observed in trained

muscles.

"The third functional effect of training con-

sists in a prompter regulation of the activity

and energy of the muscles, i e , the influence

of the will is greater, and acts more promptly
as regards fopce. velocity and quantity. This
empirical fart is principally due to a beMer
developed regulation of the irritability of the

nerves T»i«- (r.iirth ..ff^rt of exercising and

training is an increased consistency of the

muscle-fibre, and it is questionable whether

this is due to a change in the nuisclc-fibre, or

to some other cause. However that may be,

we observe an alteration in the amount of

cncrg>' required for the removal of the fatigue-

products.

"Moreover, the consistency of well-trained

muscle-fibres is likely to be greater, as they

have at their disposal more substances capable

of producing energy (inogenous substances);

and the physical properties of trained muscles,

especially the smaller amount of water which

they contain, point in this direction. The
fifth effect of training consists in the greater

independence of the various muscles. While

untrained muscles easily communicate their

mobility and irritability to other muscles,

whose co-operation is neither voluntary nor

of practical advantage, trained muscles are

much less apt to do so. This is partly due

to the better isolation of the conductivity of

the ner\cs, and partly to the better isolation

of the different muscles themselves."

HIS CONSCIENCE PRICKED HIM.

It is seldom that a racing man's conscience

troubles him, but an instance of the sort

—

the first on record, it is believed—stands to

the credit of Joseph McGuire, of Newark,

N.J.
It will be recalled that, in reporting the dis-

tribution of the Irvington-Millburn prizes in

June last. The Wheel drew attention to this

young man, who boasted of having cut the

course and deceived the oflicials in the Irving-

ton-Millburn of the previous year, 1896. He
gloated over the fact that he had obtained his

prize, a pair of tires, and appeared to think

his dishonesty a creditable achievement.

In the mean time a change evidently came
over the spirit of the young man's dreams,

for last week, quite unexpectedly, he became
conscience-stricken and offered to make resti-

tution. He is ready to sue for pardon, and
will do anything el.se that will wash his sin

away, having offered the Race Committee a

pair of tires to replace the ones which he ob-
tained bv unfair means.

" "LADIES' RACE," SIDE ISSUE.

Because Chairman Mott has revoked the

sanction granted to the Delaware County
Fair, which is in progress at Marcus Hook.
Pa., the fair people are threatening legal pro-
ceedings. It seems that after the sanction
had been granted the race promoters added
an "event for ladies" to the programme, and
immediately after it was called to his attention

Mr. Mott withdrew the League's approval.
The fair people claim that the "ladies' race"
is a side issue, and will take place at night, on
a special track, and will not be run in connec-
tion with the other bicycle races, which will

be held on the regular trotting track. They
have consulted legal advice, and if they have
cause for action propose to bring the matter
into tile courts.

CLOVBR IN CENTURY RIDING.

Philadelphia, that city of gigantic century
runs, has added another big hundred to its

list, that of the Cfftver Wheelmen, who, on
Sunday last, started 1.400 cyclists over a

course of ICA miles The head wind played
havoc with the participants, however, and
only about 900 survived.

MANAGER'S FAULT, MAYBE.

"Jimmy" Michael may be forced to dis-

gorge the prize won in the five-mile open race

at Hartford on Labor Day if his fellow com-
petitors in that event gain their point. They
have joined in a protest to the Racing Board.

It seems that the pacemakers were all

Michael's team mates, and it is charged that

they rode unfairly in endeavoring to assist

Michael. Chas. R. Newton charges that one
of the tandems purposely ran into him as he

tried to pass it and ripped several spokes out

of his front wheel. It is the first protest that

has been lodged against Michael since he

made his debut in this country.

"WHAT'S THE ODDS? "

When the Central Labor L^nion of Tcrre
Haute held women's races on Labor Day in

defiance of the L. .V. W., the track on which
they were held was promptly black-listed by
the Racing Board. Dealing editorially with
this the local paper thus sapiently opines:

'"Of course, no one wants to see the local

track black-listed. Some say that it will not

be, for the girls were very young misses and
the racing here did not interfere with national

racing of records. Others suggest that if they

do black-list the old track, what's the odds?
They are tearing it up now and putting new
clay on it, and it will then be a new course."

WILLI'S SWOLLEN HEAD.

Success has not agreed with Willi Arent,

the German who won the world's champion-
ship at the International meet. His head be-

came so inflated by his honors that he has

been unbearable and obnoxious in his actions

since his return to his home-place in Hanover.
He recently insulted the members of the

Dutch Radfahr Bund at Lcipsic. and as a re-

sult has been suspended until further notice.

Under the terms of the International treaty

his suspension in this country is bulletined

by the L. A. W. Racing Board.

TOP-NOTCH OF ABSURDITY.

Talk about handicaps, but the Lincoln Cy-
cling Club, of Chicago, is fairly entitled to the

bun. In its recent 100-mile road race the
limit man had a handicap of four (4) hours,
and was started at 4 o'clock a. m., hours be-
fore the scratch men were out of bed. The
winner turned up in a 3h. 4!^m. man.

ZIM'S VERY BEST.

Zimmerman is now "doing" the Southern
circuit. At the night meet at Memphis. Tenn..
on Labor Day. he brought his mile record
down to 1.49 4-5, which is the best perform-
ance he has ever done in public

IS HB A WHEEL-HORSE?

Strange though it may seem, "Bicycle
Johnnie" is the name of a pacing horse which,
harnessless and driverless, is doing the coun-
try fair circuit in the West. At Grand Rapids
last week the animal went a mile in 2.12.

HAS BEEN BOOKED.
The L A W, K-inng Board has booked the

one-third mile competition unpaced record
of 40 3-6S. made by Philip J. Bornwasser, of
Louisville, Ky., on September 4th.

OFFICIAL REFEREES
John W. Kelly, Jr., of Woodbury, N. J.,

and J. C. Tatler.sall, of Trenton, have been
appointed official referees for that State.
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A most entertaining description of a bicycle race

is that in last week's " Wheel " describing the fa-

mous $2,000 handicap. The style is in striking con-

trast to the usual manner of depicting such affairs,

and its refreshing air is decidedly welcome.

"Fred J. Titus," says The Wheel, "is a family man, and had de-

signs on the $1,000. On the circuit he has the reputation of being an un-

commonly avaricious individual. The
glitter and the chink of gold makes his eyes

dance and his fingers twitch, and v/hen

the Quill Club Wheelmen announced that

the prize money v^ould be suspended in

bags from a wire over the tape, at least

one man who knew Titus' disposition re-

marked that the sight of the money
would strengthen his weak heart and add
speed to his strong legs. And it did.

Titus won his heat on Saturday, and, as-

sisted by E. S. Aker, on Monday, cap-

tured the final and the $1,000, thereby

re-establishing himself in the good graces

of the metropolitan crowd, which had
come to believe him a quitter."

In figuring each man's total winnings, however, the large number of

meets not National Circuit affairs will be considered by the men themselves.
Kiser ranks fifth in points, with only $756 to his credit, yet he has won a

goodly sum of money in the match races in which he has defeated Bald
and Cooper. Fred Titus, who had practically won nothing until the

Manhattan Beach races, now springs into the foreground with $1,075 to

his credit, the result of his winning the Quill Club's $2,000 Handicap.

The chainless wheel seems to be an accom-

plished fact, and from the reports, one must credit

more than has been claimed.

This year's amateurs are

attracting more attention

than was accorded the ama-

teurs of the previous season,

and quite as much space

in the cycle papers is given

to Peabody, Dawson, Ertz

and Powell as to the leading

professionals.

Thanks to the L. A. W. Racing
Board, the amateur ranks have been

pretty effectively purged of black sheep,

and those riding for love of the sport are,

in the main, a credit to cycling. Peabody
and Powell probably occupy the most
prominent position among the amateur
cyclists, and both of them are college

men. Peabody is a shrewd, clever

young fellow, and has in him the mak-
ing of a good business man. For com-
mercial purposes, his remarkable riding

will, some day, probably prove to be

worth several times the value of his nu-

merous diamonds.

TIRES FOR MILEAGE.

SPLENDID OPPORTUNITY TO
GET A PAIR OF PALMER TIRES

FREE OF CHARGE.

1

.

To the rider making the greatest

mileage on Palmer Tires during Au-

gust, 1897, we will present free one

pair of Palmer Road Tires.

2. To the person first guessing the

name of the wheel ridden by the win-

ner of the first offer, we will also give

one pair of Palmer Road Tires.

CONDITIONS.

1. Affidavits to accompany mileage

statements, with the name of the bi-

cycle used.

2. Give name of paper in which
these offers were seen.

3. Winner of Offer No. 1 and em-
ployees of the Palmer Pneumatic Tire

Co. barred from competing for Offer

No. 2.

4. Contest closes September 31st.

One correspondent, in writing about
Huret's great ride, makes the silly as-

sertion that the Frenchman might have
done much better if he had not been
handicapped with a chainless wheel. The
riding of 564 miles in 24 hours is too re-

markable a feat to permit of any of the

glory being taken from either Huret or

the Acatene (chainless) bicycle. It is

to be presumed that the American bevel-

geared wheels will be equal to the French
production, and that they will have the

usual stamp of high-grade bicycles—

a

pair of Palmer Tires.

The Quill Club Meet, on

Labor Day, was a great

event for the Palmer Army.

Every race but one—the

mile professional—was won
on Palmer Tires.

Two-mile professional handicap,

$2,000 purse, won by Fred Titus on a

Spalding fitted with Palmer Tires.

Half-mile professional handicap, won
by Aker on a Stearns fitted with Palmer
Tires.

Quarter-mile amateur, won by Pow-
ell on a Spalding fitted with Palmer
Tires.

Mile amateur handicap, won by
Hutcheson on a Sterling fitted with

Palmer Tires.

Five-mile Metropolitan Champion-
ship, won by Powell on a Spalding fitted

with Palmer Tires.

Arthur Gardiner, on a Dayton fitted

with Palmer Tires, won second in the

other race, and Richt, on a Dayton with

Palmer Tires, won second in the five-

mile Metropolitan Championship.

The winnings of a National Circuit chaser in this

year of grace are almost as ephemeral as the pot of

gold at the end of the rainbow. According to

" Bearings," the aggregate circuit earnings of the

ten leading professionals does not amount to $8,000,

and only three—Bald, Gardiner and Titus—have

won more than a thousand dollars.

a great day for palmers and the palmer army I

"It is quite natural that the clamor for a cheaper wheel should induce

a corresponding demand for cheaper tires, cheaper fittings, cheaper every-

thing, and it is equally natural that the demand should be heeded," says

"The Wheel," in leading up to an article concerning the price of tires.

"There will be a riot of cheap wares on the market next season, and only

heaven can preserve the unintelligent and indiscriminating buyer."

And then, more than ever before, will the Palmer Tire be the badge of

the high-grade bicycle.

^li4lP>RTO^aCEg^ji3fe^READESJ^^
Kindly mention The Wheel. J
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MOKE TROUBLE.

British Tire Difficulties Multiply-Simpson to

Be Revived Blackmail by a Financial

Paper.

London, ScpL 4.—Quite a rumpus has been

kicked up here by the disclosure of the new

Dunlop Tire agreement with agents.

Last year the big concern permitted Bees-

ton and Woodley as well as Warwick and

Dunlop tires to be sold by dealers who were

pledged to sell Dunlops under an agreement

as to a rebate on the price of all of the latter

disposed of. This year it was expected that

in view of the prominent part taken by the

Dunlop Company in amalgamating the Tur-

ner, Beeston. Scott and Woodley concerns

that the same privilege would be extended

the Amalgamated Tires. This, however, is

not so, as beyond subscribing £100,000 for a

debenture issue the Dunlop Co. is now in

more direct opposition than ever.

The new agreement stipulates that only

Dunlop, .Warwick and Clipper tires may be

sold. A bonus, not a mere rebate, of 2s.

6d. on each machine sold fitted with Dunlop

and 2s. on each sold with Warwick or

Clipper tires is the basis of the new contract,

and people are wondering what the Amalga-

mated Tires have gained by their amalgama-

tion. They are shut off from a portion of the

market at least, and practically owe £100,000

to a trade rival to whose interest it must be

that the new undertaking should collapse be-

cause four valuable licenses would then be

removed from the market

It has caused no surprise on this side to

hear that the Simpson Chain Company is

about to be reconstructed. This has been an

evident necessity for a long time, and I am not

too sanguine that its blending with R. H.

Webb & Co., the parts and chain makers of

Drayton, will have a beneficial effect on the

fortunes of cither. The "Lever" chain will

not be made a standard product, and, plainly

put, the whole affair spells financial failure

and commercial non-success.

A blackmail case which has considerabit

interest for those interested financially in cy

cling is now being tried in the Manchester

law courts, where two brothers Sheridan, di-

rectors of "The Financial Post"—a London
paper—stand charged with demanding money
by menace and threats from W. Bowdcn,
representing "Commerce, Limited," a com-
pany-promoting syndicate which has launched

the Rudge-Whilworth extension, Bagshawe's,

the Anglo-Swedish, and other cycle concerns

on the market. Mr. Bowdcn is well known in

the cycle trade by reason of his connection

with the Scddon Tire Co.

The affair i^ sub judicc as I write, therefore

I may not comment on it; but if the opening

statement of the prosecuting counsel is borne

out by evidence, the priioners will have a

tough time avoiding the ".stone jug." Here is

a choice portion of counsel's statement,

which throws a strong sidelight on English

financial journalism. It is alleged to be a

statement made by the Sheridans to one of

the directors of "Commerce, Limited," when
demanding that the latter should invest £.V»,-

000 in <! 'n "The Financial Post."

"They
,

.1 that with the consent of

the shareholders they were allowed to make
what money they personally could by means
of leaderettes, and that the writing of these

leaderettes or the suppression of information

which came into their possession was a fruit-

ful source of income. In fact, they alleged

that during the past year they had made the

large sum of £36,000 in this way, though that

was probably a false statement. This was

done principal!)', they said, in regard to min-

ing companies. Two articles were written,

and the parties were communicated with.

They were given their choice for a considera-

tion as to which article should appear. Either

one would go in or the other, and it might

be imagined what kind of articles they would

be. These matters did not go into the bal-

ance sheet, but were settled by cash payments

which were divided among themselves. On
one occasion they said they had divided as

much as £3,000, and they instanced persons

whom they had succeeded in getting money
from; amongst others they said they had ob-

tained a considerable sum from Mr. Hooley.

This they said was a certain means of getting

money, and that Mr. Bowden might feel ab-

solutely secure about it."

I am told that the £3.000 mentioned should

be connected by the reader with the name
that follows the assertion of its payment.

The Robinson Bicycle Trainer

is the btsl machine on the market
for frymnasiums. cyclists and people of
spdeniary habits. Built of iron and
steel. Runs c.\acily like a bicycle,
heavy rty-wheel to produce the same
momentum. Handles and saddle ad-
jusuble. Ratchet sprocket on front
axle prevents motion in back wheel
when foothold is lost. Half-mile wall
dial with accurate ^car. Address
Robinson Bicycle Tr.\inbr Co., Ltd.,

Meadville. Pa.

BICYjQblSTS

THE PE.RSPIRATION W^^ '^ "^"- '^nd for

^S RAPIDLY AS- ^s-^--^ WARMTH,
EMITTED SCARRY •:?

'4 ,t COMFORT AND
T TO THE SURFACE.SVJI /i? DURABILITY
OF THE FABRIC- \%V>^.*' Tuf WRIGHTS^,,,
WHEREITIS &! '^"t^TloEP^I*'^
EVAPORATED Ij • " UNSURPASSED

,ASK YOUR REtSi'l DEALER FOR IT.

lKYOUCAfTGEj1-,lT0F HIM-WRITETO

Composition Cork. Made Any Size.

Special tips to match enamel. Paper-lined, wood-

lined or unlined.

BRISTOL, CONN., V. S. A.

FOR EXPORT.'^'^-*

Headquarters for snaps. Thou-

sands at prices that tell. See us

first

Also open to buy whole stocks of

manufacturers. SPOT CASH.

L. C. Jandorf & Company

,

321 BKOADWAY. NEW YORK.
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TRANSFORMATION OF THE SNAIL.

Of all the wonders the bicycle has ever

worked none compares with its transforma-

tion of the district messenger boy. Time was,

and not so very long ago, neither, when in a

speed contest between a snail and a messenger

boy the odds would be at least five to one on

the snail; now, thanks to equipping the mes-

senger with the bicycle, the betting would be

even money and take your pick. See what

an improvement that is!

The cycle messengers are the aristocrats of

messengerdom. While the pedestrian mes-

senger must content himself with a weekly

v/age of from $4 to $7 and what he can "knock

down" or wheedle out of customers, the cycle-

mounted ones get 33 1-8 per cent of the sum
the company receives from their services.

They are preferred for duty to mere "run-

ners." They average close to $10 a week.

In order to get this fat job, aspirants must

come ready-provided with wheels. When the

bicycle service was initiated the companies

bought the machines and sold them to the

boys for installment payments of $1 a week.

Opinions differ as to whether the machine

Mercury has developed greater ultimate speed

than his running-mate. Ofificers of the com-

pany assert that the wheeled messenger is

83 1-8 per cent to 66 2-3 per cent swifter than

the unmounted courier. Subordinates above

the grade of messenger confide in frank mo-
ments that the two are equally rapid. The
cyclist, they say, is beguiled by a sense of his

locomotive power. It renders him an easy

prey to a game he observes being played on

some hospitable sidewalk. He dismounts to

look on for a moment; he stays a minute to

take a hand; he is lost; he may make the

wheel hum, but scorching can't save him.

He meets at the door of his station the "run-

ner" who went out at the same time—with,

perhaps, a longer allowance. There are about

8,000 uniformed messengers in New York.

Perhaps as many as 800 of these use the bi-

cycle. The service is greatly coveted.

SICKENING AND SILLY.

Here is the edifying manner in which one

of New York's long-distance ladies babbled,

or is made toi babble, by the newspaper which

makes a head-turning three-column "heroine"

of her, after she completed one of her recent

"triumphs of endurance": "I just live for my
wheel, and am never so happy as when in

the saddle. I gave up housekeeping so I

could ride more. I had a dear little flat, but

it took too much of my time. Now I'm

boarding."

TOOK SOME OF HIS OWN MEDICINE.

A provision of the Wilkesbarre (Pa.) cycle

ordinance requires a rider to ring his bell at

every street crossing. The other day a wheel-

man, whom Mayor Nichols had fined for some

violation of the ordinance, caught the Mayor
passing a corner without ringing his bell, and

promptly held him up. The Mayor wanted to

. be let off, but the other wheelmen would not

let him depart until the former promised to

go to his office and enter up a fine of $2.50

against himself, which he did.

STORED IN THEIR "UNCLE'S."

The number of bicycles taxed in 1896

reached a total of 829,816 for the whole of

France. In 1894 the number was 203,026, and

in the following year 256,084. These figures,

says the Minister of Finance, will be left far

behind by the end of the present season.

The popularity enjoyed by the bicycle in

France may be estimated from the fact that

last year the tax on them produced no less

than $654,468, of which Paris paid about one-

fifth of the sum, or $125,988.

One curious feature established by these

statistics is the use made of the State pawn-
shops by cyclists as storehouses during the

off season. Of course all the year round large

numbers are left daily at the four branches

of the Mont de Piete authorized to receive

bicycles, but as soon as the actual season

draws to an end there is a regular rush, as

many as forty per diem being taken.

As they are carefully stored, if the precau-

tion be taken of well oiling them before they

are turned over to the State, no harm can

possibly come to them, while as for the cost,

the cyclist is a big gainer, as for from 80 to

50 cents he can store the bicycle for four

months, whereas it would cost him or her $5

at the least to keep it in ordinary storage,

without taking into account the feeling of

security given by the realizatioiU that the State

is responsible for the safe keeping of the cher-

ished wheel.

If any proof were wanted that it is not

necessity that causes this rush at the end of

the season it would be found in the statement

that so far the Mont de Piete has only had

one machine left on its hands.

ALWAYS CYCLING'S FRIEND.

Of course everybody knows that it was

largely due to the position of the B. & O.

in refusing to charge for bicycles that the

entering wedges of many of the baggage bills

were possible. This company has ever been

the most consistent friend of the cyclists from

the very earliest days, and has ever been on

the alert to add to their comfort. Their de-

cision to check bicycles is an innovation de-

signed to operate in that direction. Under

the old system, while the road carried bicycles

free, it waived responsibility for loss or dam-

age, and required the owners of the wheel

to place them in the baggage cars and re-

move them on arrival at destination.

By checking the machines, the work will de-

volve upon railroad employees, and much
trouble will thus be avoided. Checking will

not be necessary if the passenger does not

mean to go beyond the run of the train upon

which he is traveling. He can merely tag the

wheel and handle it if he so desires. It is

on the longer runs, where transfers of bag-

gage are necessary, that the checking system

will prove of the greatest convenience.

A MUSCLE MOLLIFIER.

In stiffness and soreness of muscles, the re-

sult of long and fast riding, great relief will be

experienced by massaging the affected parts

with arnica oil.

ONLY THREE HAD NERVE ENOUGH.

The British supporters of the Rational Dress

Congress had arranged with seven English

women's wheel clubs to make a bloomer dem-

onstration on Saturday last by riding from

London to Oxford, where the dinner of the

congress took place. Prizes were offered

for the best three costumes, and the invitation

said that only one condition would be en-

forced, namely, that the competitors must

wear rational dress, skirts not being tolerated

under any circumstances; the notion that a

rider could carry a skirt and put it on at any

moment would not receive toleration.

At the time of the departure of the riders,

10 o'clock, a large crowd gathered to wit-

ness the display. But only three women put

in an appearance. One of them wore a short,

black jacket with red lapels, a high collar,

white shirt, red necktie, a straw hat, and

voluminous black bloomers. The second

competitor wore a light blouse of sage green,

a bolero hat, and a skirt like an apron. The
third contestant had on a Trilby hat and a

long coat with gaiters.

All three were unmercifully guyed by the

crowd, such cries as "Is that your brother

or the missus?" "How do you find 'em in a

gale?" etc., being heard on all sides. The
wheelwomen could not stand the pressure and

eventually fled amid the jeers of the assembled

people.

A LEGAL "SIDEWALK."

There is a great deal of foolishness over

riding bicycles on sidewalks in some Long
Island and other villages, and the foolish-

ness is carried too far. Many of the commu-
nities, where the greatest fuss is made over

violations of the law have few sidewalks, but

the wheelmen are expected to keep clear of

the trodden path, which is only distinguished

from the road by its smoothness.

A prominent lawyer has declared that many
of the arrests for alleged violations were out-

rages. "A sidewalk," said he, "to be recog-

nized as such, must be separate from the road

and must have some kind of curbing. But

you won't find many in the disincorporated

districts and the outlying country, yet over-

zealous officers make arrests, just the same.

This is probably true. A cowpath fringing

the highway is not a sidewalk, and the edict

of a justice court cannot make it one.'

THERE ARE OTHER PATRIOTS.

League politics may be out of joint, but

many of the pap-suckers, who think they must

be continued in office to set them right, are

suffering needless anxiety.

FIRST IN WAR.

The French used the bicycle in 1871, dur-

ing the siege of Belfort, for carrying dis-

patches. This was the earliest introduction of

the cycle in the army.

FOR SUCH A COMMON OFFENSE.

A young American, Erhard Scluibert, of

St. Louis, Mo., who was caught stealing a

bicycle at Charlottenburg, Germany, com-

mitted suicide there last week by shooting

himself with a revolver while in the presence

of the police.

FOR MOUNTAIN-CLIMBING COPS.

The Swiss are contemplating the establish-

ment of a squad of cycle police. The muni-

cipal authorities of Geneva have written the

New York Police Department for information

on the subject.

AN E.'^TENSIVE UNDERTAKING.

Frank P. \'an \'alkonburgii, chairman of

the Wisconsin Division's Transportation

Committee, is endeavoring to intlato a boom
for Milwaukee as a candidate for the League
meet of '99.

ONLY SEVEN THOUSAND.

The number of wheels registered by the

Russian police in St. Petersburg is a little

over 7,000.
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MERIT HAS TOLD HEKE.

Chicago, Sept. 11.—W. H. Fauber, the

manufacturer of the well-known crank-hanger

which bears his name, is preparing for a large

business for the future.

He has recently leased the first, second and

third floors in the large manufacturing block

known as the Dunn Building, situated at the

corner of Jackson and Clinton streets. This

building occupies about a quarter of the

block, and is well equipped for manufacturing

purposes. Jackson Boulevard, too. is a cycling

thoroughfare and thousands of cychsts pass

the building daily.

Mr. Fauber has equipped the first floor for

offices and stock-room. The interior has

been divided into general and private offices,

finished in quarter-sawed oak. The large

show-windows which make this building so

attractive have been artistically decorated so

that it will only be a short time before every

bicycle rider in Chicago will be familiar with

the home of the Fauber crank-hanger.

As one enters the establishment from Jack-

son street, they find, beyond the reception-

room on the left, the general offices. To the

right are the private offices of Messrs. W. H.

Fauber and F. A. Burgess. In the centre is

the order and shipping department, while the

rear is used for the assembling department.

The second and third floors are used for

manufacturing purposes only. They arc well-

equipped with special machinery for manufac-

turing bangers for single wheels, tandems,

triplets and quads.

This business, which was started by Mr.

Fauber in 1895, has grown to great propor-

tions, and that its future is clear and well de-

fined, the enlargement and increase of facili-

ties appear to leave no room for doubt.

WHERE CHEAPNESS COLNTS.

Good .American wheels retail in Germany
for from J<h> to 45<1 marks ($95.20 to $107.10).

so their quality must be very superior to the

native product if they can make any headway
in the German home market apainst Ger-

man wheels selling at from 170 to 230 marks

(f40.HJ to $54.71), It is not because they are

foreign wheels that they sell rapidly at the

liiijhcst prices, but because when compared to

f)tli<r foreign wheels they are the strongest,

lightest, sotindest 'and most elegant in shape.

The $100 wheel from the United States will

not sell in Germany except on the installment

I'l.in. The best opening there is for wheels
• ^'ing from $50 to $<Vi. It is difficult to .sell

'ing from $".'< upward. One of the

I s to the trade in Germany is the

ca.sc with which .nkillful workmen get part.i

and assemble them. With little rent and few

taxes to pay, these men are able to sell from

6 to 20 per cent cheaper than the targe manu-
faclurrrs

CHANGING ITS COLOR.

The ordinary commercial rubber is gray,

but its coloring, as in the rase of tires, is an

ea»y matter. This ii done by mechanically

mixing with the rubber, after it ii washed
and dried, difTerent kinds of pigments, oxide

' r white, lamp black for black, golden

of antimony for yellow and vermil-

ion fur red.

READS LIKE A GOOD THING.

The veracious news correspondent has cut

himself loose, under a Binghamton date line,

with the following tube yarn:

A. M. Dewey, a former resident of this city

and special agent of the United States Depart-

ment of Labor, has perfected, after some years

of study, a new material that is lighter and

stronger than steel. The material is manufac-

tured from the fibre of Calcutta bamboo, and

the process of manufacture is, of course, a se-

cret, as a patent is pending.

It is claimed for the fibre material that it is

just four times stronger than the best steel

tubing used for the manufacture of bicycle

frames. A sledge-hammer blow will not affect

it in the least, and it will stand much stronger

tests than the steel tubing. It is lighter by a

pound and a half than steel and will save a

pound and a half in weight in the construction

of wheel frames. In addition to this, it is

said that the cost is much less than the best

quality of steel tubing. It is also impervious

to water, and unaffected by heat or cold.

In fact, it has been tested and found entirely

practicable for wheel frames, and already Mr.

Dewey has been offered $25,000 for his dis-

covery. He expects to make a million dollars

or more, as the material will be of use in many
other ways than in the manufacture of bicycle

frames. Mr. Dewey has also had an offer from

an Illinois electric railway company for the

privilege of using the new material for trolley

poles.

If only one-half of what Mr. Dewey's press

agent has claimed above is true, then the

Klondike isn't a circumstance to what Mr.

Dewey is going to make.

IN THE CLEVELAND TRADE.

Cleveland, Sept. 11.—Collister & Sayle have

completed arrangements whereby they will

handle the Tribune against next season. The
Black Co. has decided to answer the popular

demand for a cheaper wheel, and next year

they will add wheels listing at $75 and $50 to

their line. The highest grade will still list at

$100 and the "Robin's Egg Blue" racer at

$110.

A patent has just been obtained by J. F.

Birkcnfcld, of East Cleveland, on a very clever

bicycle holder for use in front of stores. It

is attached either to the front of building or

to a rack on the floor, and it grasps the wheel

of the bicycle automatically, the fingers being

sprung by the weight of the wheel. In re-

leasing the wheel it is necessary to pull a

lever on the inside of the building. For use

at restaurants or stores this device would
prove very handy. Each holder is numbered,

and as the owner passed out his wheel could

l)C released by someone inside. Mr. B. has

not yet decided how he will place his inven-

tion upon the market, but he is willing to sell

it outright.

The Winton retail store and riding academy
ha.s been closed for the season, and the retail

dcp.irtment will now be found at the factory

on Perkins avenue. A. N. Merrills is still in

charge.

It cost* more to keep a bargain-counter bi-

cycle in repair than it does to Wrrfi .-m ..M

girl Inoldnff young.

nOARD OP TRADE MEETING.

A meeting of the board of directors of the

National Board of Trade has been called for

Thursday. September 23. 18f>7. It will be
held, as usual, in headquarters in this city, at

10.S0 a m.

ROUND AMONG THE READINGITES.

Reading, Pa., Sept. 13.—The outlook in

Reading at this writing is brighter than it

has been for years. Last season at this time

the feeling of uncertainty which prevailed had

a bad effect upon the market, and very few of

the local manufacturers could talk of their

plans for '97. Now, however, it is quite dif-

ferent; every factory in the city has about

completed its arrangements for next year's

business. The owners have confidence, and
are going ahead with a feeling of security.

Rodger C. Enwright, who for the past two
years has been connected with the sales de-

partment of the Acme Mfg. Co., makers of

the widely-known "Stormer." has completed

arrangements with the Prince & Fulmcr Mfg.

Co. whereby he will become their general

agent. The P. & F. Mfg. Co., as they arc

familiarly known throughout the bicycle trade,

manufacture a large line ot saddles and leather

specialties. Mr. Enwright, prior to his com-
ing to this city, resided in Cleveland, Ohio,

where he was connected with the Mcintosh-

Huntingdon Co.

J. George Ziegler, formerly connected with

the Relay Mfg. Co., of this city, has pur-

chased a large four-story brick building, and
will at once begin the manufacture of bicycle

material on a large scale.

Harry W. Wilhelm. formerly of W. H. Wil-

helm & Co., of Hamburg. Pa., and who is at

present manufacturing wheels here, has ar-

ranged to increase his business next year.

He will make a leader of the Hudson, which
will retail at $75.

Rhode Bros, have purchjsed the good will

and fixtures of the Pcnn Cycle Co., agents

for the Stearns bicycles, and have transferred

the large stock to their place of business.

Seventh and Cherry streets.

Knoll & Althouse have taken the agency

for the Patee bicycle, manufactured by the

Peoria Rubber Co., Peoria, III.

Peter J. Moyer. inventor and patentee of

the Keystone chainless bicycle, has tendered

his resignation as manager of the Keystone
Cycle Co., West Reading, which position he

held since the organization of the company, to

accept a similar position with the Relav Mfg.

Co.

MAYBE A CHAINLESS MOVE.

Geo. H. Day, vice-president of the Pope
Mfg. Co., will sail for Europe September

16th on business and pleasure. Mr. Day's

European trip has become an annual event,

and, in his case, a necessary event, as he is a

hard, multifarious worker. In his hands are

gathered many of the strings which control

the Columbia factory, the Hartford factory

and the tube and tire and motor vehicle

works.

COSTLV PATENT DEFENCE.

Last year it cost the Dunlop Tire Co. $275.-

000 to defend the validity of patents which

cost the company $1,840,000. For the expen-

diture of this more tlian one-quarter of a mil-

lion dollars, the Dunlop Co. recovered in

damages just $11,935. Altogether a rather un-

remuncrative performance.

A DENVERIAN SPECIALTV.

Mrs. J. McK. East, of Denver, Col., as-

pires to fill the niche occupied by her towns-

woman, Mrs. Rinehart. Mrs. East has set

herself to ride a century daily, and was doing
it at last accounts.
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FOR REPAIR-SHOP EXCLUSIVENESS.

"No admittance," is a familiar sign on re-

pair shop doors, but dealers have found to

their annoyance that it is a warning which is

heeded by few, says H. A. Lozier & Co.'s

"On the Square." A customer who has a

wheel which he wishes repaired wheels it past

the repair shop door and into the repair man's

domains, regardless of rules and signs. No
matter bow busy the latter may be, the owner
of the wheel requires attention and takes up

the repair man's time in explaining his

troubles, and in many cases insists upon wait-

ing until his wheel is finished. If the repairer

chances to be busy and the trouble be a minor

one, the man offers to fix the wheel himself,

and without waiting for permission helps him-

self to the tools of the shop. Of course, he

never replaces them, and has no hesitancy in

using any article which the busy repairer may
for a moment have laid down. Having re-

paired his wheel, he goes away, and the es-

tablishment not only loses the price of the re-

pair, but frequently suffers through the de-

struction and damage to tools through the

misuse of the inexperienced cyclist.

The above reasons are only a few of the

many why it is undesirable and unwise to

allow the indiscriminate freedom of the re-

pair shop to the public, and the following

remedy has been used by one of our large

agents with much success:

The entrance to the shop is protected by

a latticed or frame work gate, swinging into the

shop. On the shop side is a covered spring

lock operated by a concealed string running

on small iron pulley wheels to a lever under

the repairers' bench, which lever is operated

by a pressure of the repair man's foot. The
wheelman with a broken wheel who wheels it

through the store and up to the repair shop

gate is met by the locked door and is forced

to heed the sign, "No Admittance." He is

obliged to appeal to the salesman or proprie-

tor of the establishment, who politely ascer-

tains the difficulty and places a tag upon the

wheel, giving all the necessary data for the

guidance of the repair man, such as "number,

name, when wanted, repairs to be made, etc.,

etc.," and the salesman or proprietor takes

charge of the wheel, giving the owner a

coupon therefor. When the proprietor or

employee of the firm appears with the wheel

at the repair shop gate, the repair man at the

bench quietly operates the lever underneath

with his foot and the gate can be pushed

open, the spring on the gate closing it as

soon as he has passed through with the wheel,

leaving the owner, of course, on the outside.

If the customer shows evidence of any desire

to closely follow his wheel into the repair

shop, simply set it to one side with the assur-

ance that it will receive prompt attention, and

after the owner has left, the wheel can be run

into the shop for repairs.

NO CHANGE IN THEIR LINE.

The Iven-Brandenberg-Burgess Co. will

continue to handle the same lines next sea-

son as they handled during the past year, as

follows: Sager saddles, Brandenberg pedals,

LeFebre chains, Morse-Kccfer spokes and

nipples, Lobdell rims, H. P. Smith & Co.'s

forgings, and the output of the Aurora Auto-

matic Machinery Co.

DANGER OF PROPHESYING.

The present fight against any other form of

bicycle than the chain-driven one now in

vogue, brings to mind a famous prediction

Joe Pennell, one of America's first wheelmen,

made regarding the safety. In 1886 a close

friend wrote Joe in England, asking him if

there was anything in the safety, then being

vaguely talked of very much as the chainless

is now, and promptly back came Joseph's re-

ply in this fashion:

"Dwarf, or so-called safety, bicycles are,

with due respect to their riders and their ap-

parent popularity, a delusion and a snare.

Rudge produces a geared-up, chain-driven

steel bone-shaker. Facts like these prove, as

the makers themselves will tell you, that the

so-called 'safeties' are only a fashion. Rudge's

bicyclette is a curious example of fads in cy-

cling. As I have said, it is nothing more than

a bone-shaker with a gearing applied to the

back wheel. Its makers announce that it was
invented in 1879."

The danger of prophesying unless you know
was not more clearly proven in the foregoing

than it will eventually be in regard to the

chainless, now so much derided by critics who
never saw one.

WHY THEY ARE MAD.

The reason for the large quantity of Amer-
ican machines just now at Hamburg is not

far to seek. It springs from the same reason

as the boycott against advertisements in Ger-

man papers. The German manufacturers have

reached a stage of exasperation at which their

representations to Government will more
than likely result in customs regulations to

the detriment of American wheels.

German cycle manufacturers say, with truth,

that their wheels are subject to a very high

duty on entering the United States, while

American wheels pay a very small rate, vary-

ing from 3 to 7 marks (71 cents to $1.67), ac-

cording to the materials and v^eight of the

machine. The least German manufacturers

say they will be content with is the duty of 50

marks ($11.90) on each American wheel. It

is in order to forestall this rise in duty that

American machines have been accumulated at

Hamburg, just as vast quantities of German
goods of all sorts were accumulated in New
York against the passage of the Dingley bill.

WEIGHT OF BALLS PER THOUSAND.

In a decision rendered by the Treasury De-

partment in the case of the drawback on steel

balls manufactured from imported steel by the

Excelsior Machine Co., of Buffalo, N. Y., the

following figures were determined upon as

the net weight per 1,000: i-inch balls, 4.34

ounces; 3-lG-inch balls, 14.75 ounces; i-inch

balls, 36.45 ounces. The quantity of imported

steel which may be taken as the basis of al-

lowance of drawback may be determined by

adding to the net weight of the exported balls,

of each size, to compensate for loss incurred

in the process of manufacture, percentages as

follows: To net weight of ^-inch balls add

96.8 per cent; to net weight of 3-16-inch balls

add 109 per cent; to net weight of J-inch balls

add 100 per cent.

YOU CANNOT ATTACH BICYCLES.

The recent order of Judge Ellsworth, of

California, in declaring a bicycle as per-

sonal property exempt from execution, in the

case of M. G. Bugbee, an insolvent architect,

will set aside a number of recent rulings of

the local justices of the peace in attachment

suits and establish a new one. Heretofore

some justices have allowed attachments on

bicycles and ordered sales made. *

Bugbee, when he filed his inventory of as-

sets, listed every article he possessed, includ-

ing his wheel and household furniture. He
was advised that, as a married man, under

California laws, he was allowed his house-

hold furniture and the implements of the

trade with which he made his living. He
immediately filed a petition to have set aside

the furniture, tools and his bicycle, claiming

that the latter was necessary in getting to

and from his regular labor. It was this peti-

tion which was granted by the court.

The argument was that it was necessary to

travel a considerable distance from his home
to his place of business and necessitated a

mode of travel other than walking. If the

petitioner was compelled to take a car it

meant from 10 to 20 cents a day, while if al-

lowed to keep his wheel it would cost only

the wear and tear of that machine. The

court considered the point well taken and al-

lowed the wheel to be set aside as exempt

property along with the household goods.

This ruling will be of interest to cyclists, as

it involves a somewhat new point. It is a

question whether it would apply in all cases,

as when a bicycle is a mere means of amuse-

ment or pleasure. A horse used by a truck-

man might be a necessary part of his means

of getting a subsistence, but a carriage horse,

kept for pleasure, might not be exempt, com-

ing within the limits of luxuries.

CYCLES ARE EXEMPT.

A provision of the New York statute regu-

lating bills of sale of personal property, and

declaring that secret conditions in such sales

shall be void unless the written contract is filed

in the office of the Register, or County Clerk,

as the case may be, has been so amended as

to except from its operation conditional sales

of bicycles.

The same act prohibits the foreclosure of"

any such conditional contract until thirty days

after the seizure of the wheel for default, and

requires service of printed notice on the pur-

chaser personally or by publication in the

manner prescribed in the act regulating con-

ditional sales of railroad equipment stock. The
act is obviously intended to protect purchasers

of bicycles on the installment plan.

STILL A BUYER.

While it pleases Americans to "point with

pride" to the weekly list of cycle exports, it

would, no doubt, come as a shock to most

of the pointers aforesaid if they were iiifonued

that even last year America was the third

largest buyer of British cycles and materials.

In 1895 America took from Great Britain

goods in this line to the value of $8o0.630.

while in 1896. instead of decreasing, the figures

were increased to $895,590.

Motto for the rider of a bargain-counter

bicycle: "Accidents will happen."

INCREASING THEIR CAPACITY.

The Torrington (Conn.) Chain Co. has

added another building to its plant, and now
has a capacity of between 400 and 500 chains

daily.

Th6 successful cycle agent buys wheels cal-

culated to sell tlu-inselves from their merit

and their makers' advertising, then he employs

the best clerks he can get to complete the

job.
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PROFITS OF POLITENESS.

"Hello, old gentleman! Are we on the

right road to Newburgh, and what'e tlie name

of this place?" called out one of two wheel-

men who. while touring along a countr>'

road, had halted beside a cornfield in which

an old man was ploughing. The old man thus

addressed "whoad" his mule, wrapped the

reins about the plough-handle and began fair-

ly tumbling down the liill between the rows

of corn.

"Don't bother to come; we can hear." ex-

postulated the cyclist, but the elderly plough-

man only increased his speed, and imally

struck the road.

"I wanted to take a look at you," he panted,

leaning against the stone wall; "you're, the

most respectable soundin' fellers I've seen

since sunrise; been tryin' to plough this here

corn-patch pretty nigh all day, and ain't done

much mor'n tell a lot o' chaps on ihcm wheel-

machines how to git to places. Kind o'

thought might as well make a sign-post o'

myself and stand round here som'ers pintin'

up the road. Wouldn't mind so much." he

continued, balancing his hat on his left ear

while he mopped his countenance, "if some

o' them city house-plants didn't think them-

selves so tarnation smart! You spoke civil

like and called me 'gentleman' jist now, and

I'm willin' to tell you all I kin, but wiion a

passel of upstarts comes whizzin' along a-ring-

in' their bells at nothin' but rabbit-tracks,

with legs on 'em that looks as if they'd been

fired at by that new-fangled X-Y-Z sharp-

shooter, and calls me Deacon Hayseed, Poppy

Green Grass and Daddy Corn Cob, it's not

agreein' with me and they finds out it ain't.

"I asks a feller this mornin' who he thoui^'ht

he was talkin' to and he said a 'modern Cin-

cinnatus,' and then winked at another feller.

Now, I likes to be winked about jist as much

as anybody, and I told that feller that p'raps

he wus a modern New Yorkus and owned

the earth and wus ridin' round it to boss the

job, but I'd be blamed if he didn't look like

jist the greenest, durnedest grasshopper I'd

ever seen a-straddle one o' them patent go-

arounds.
" 'We're scorchin',' says one. 'Glad of it,'

says I, 'for maybe you'll be ncedin' the practice

a little later on.' I talks respectable to them as

talks respectable to mc, and Ncwburgh's

straight ahead, then to the right every time,

and the name o' this place is Claudius Smith's

Turnpike. If you'll stop at the house round

the curve yonder, the folks 'II give you some
butermilk, fresh churned—city livers likes but

tcrmilk."

And the old man climbed back to the

plough, where a lot of horse flics were laugh-

ing at the way the mute was trying to kick

them and couldn't.

SHE WAS FILL MEASl RE.

"Oh, Miss Addic-I'osc! Mr. Chaffer quoted

Latin about you when he taw you rid-

ing up the Boulevard in that new, short-

dkirtrd costume of yours."

' rd! What did he say?"

. you were just too 'multum in parvo'

fur anything."

HE AGREED WITH THF. IDEA.

"Thi» coufitrv n'-'-'!' Itottcr roa!«t defenses!"

•houtcd the

"Thai's n, i voice. "Never a

man oughl to be allowed to ride a bicycle

without a brake."

BROOKLYN ROAD WISDOM.

Over in Brooklyn a wlKclwoman is suing

the city for |10,0UO. This amount the plaintifl

claims she was damaged by being thrown
from her wheel through riding into a hole in

the public street. Commenting on the suit, a

Brooklyn paper takes this very peculiar edi-

torial view of the rights and wrongs of a cy-

clist upon the public highway:

"It cannot be denied that it is far more haz-

ardous to the rider to travel on a bicycle than

in an ordinary vehicle, and a degree of care

should be required of the rider commensurate
with this extra hazard, in determining whether

he is negligent in case of injury; but it would

be an enormous and utterly unjustifiable bur-

den upon the taxpayers to require that the

streets and avenues of the city be kept ab-

solutely free from all irregularities dangerous

to persons riding wheels; for even the slight-

est irregularities are at times dangerous to

them, and most irregularities which are in-

significant to persons using ordinary vehicles

are always dangerous to the person riding a

wheel, unless avoided altogether or ap-

proached with great care."

SOME SHORT ONES.

Never scorch while the sun is at it. One
at a time will last longer.

It is bad form, and reckless, too, to wear

much jewelry when riding.

The wheel that can be bought for almost

nothing is almost worth it.

He that scoffs at the scorcher should be

himself upright and circumspect.

A good wheel is a splendid servant, a kind

friend and a pleasant companion.

Those who know a bicycle best like it best.

Get acquainted with the one you ride.

Quack bicycles are more dangerous than

quack medicines, as well as twice as numer-

ous.

It takes all of two seasons' riding to teach

thorough wncclmanship to the ordinary cy-

clist.

There is no more ridiculous animal on earth

than the over-drcsscd, smirking, self-con-

scious masher on a wheel.

.

WITH THE STOVE BRUSH.

There is no greater drawback to fast rid-

ing, and, consequently, nothing which in-

creases the labor of cycling more than an

unsatisfactory chain; and, in these days, when
there arc still many riders who do not be-

lieve in gear-cases, the grating of a dry chain

may add much to the work of the ride.

In such a case, the old-fashioned, but still

effective black lead may be recommended.
Kub the black lead well into the chain-links

with a cloth, and then apply the brush which

the family domestic uses for the stove, and

polish up the whole. In dry weather this

will be found most efTcctive. and will provide

an casyruiming chain.

AFTER A VISIT TO THE BOULEVARD.

"The bicycle is still supplanting llic horse."

"Yes, and the ballet, too."

AUTUMN.
What wraith of blnom. what flanh n( wing*.

Each (air and radiant morning hringil

TIow lull of rrtt and drowijr thrall

Whrn nonnrays on the dial (all

I

U hat hrauljr round the tuniet wreathe*
Whrn her lait breath the daylight breathes I

Oh, like a miracle ol drramt
A ride In early autumn arcmil

SOLOMON S UNDERSTUDY.

It has frequently been remarked in these

columns before that in their decisions for

and against cyclists, especially against them,

Philadelphia's judiciary is without an equal,

backwoods towns and wild Western hamlets

not excepted. Here is another sample of a

Philadelphia magistrate's idea of law and

equity when dealing with a cyclist:

A young woman was brought before this

modern Solomon charged with riding a bi-

cycle without a light. From the reported tes-

timony it appears the young lady found while

out riding that the lamp on her wheel would

not remain lighted and she replaced it by a

large Chinese lantern, fastened in a conspicu-

ous place. The policeman admitted in his testi-

mony that the young lady did have a lighted

Chinese lantern, as claimed.

Then, why was she arrested? Under what

warrant of law did the policeman presume to

subject her to such an indignity? These a'^e

the first questions, it is natural to suppose,

would be asked of the policeman by any other

than a Philadelphia magistrate, but it seems

instead he inquired into her circumstances,

and ascertaining that a fine would make a big

inroad into her finances, took a lenient view

of the case and discharged her.

It will strike even the average mind that in

this case leniency was extended to the police-

man and not to the wheelwoman. In fact, the

latter was outraged, both in the fact of her

arrest and the manner of her discharge. For

the protection of the public, and to give pedes-

trians warning, the law plainly states that

lights must be fixed to bicycles at night, and

the young woman appears to have exercised

due diligence in obeying the behest. There

is no declaration that only cycle lamps must

be used; therefore, she was guilty of no viola-

tion in making use of a lighted Chinese lan-

tern in her emergency. This is a case where

any other than a Philadelphia magistrate

would have reprimanded the policeman and

dismissed the young woman with praise for

her efforts to observe the law.

TBEY HAVE LITTLE OF THE LATTER.

"It always depresses me dreadfully when
I sec one of those mile-making riders grind-

ing away on a hot day as though his life de-

pended upon the number of miles he rode."

"Why so?"

"I hate to see a man's legs work so much
better than his brains."

GERMANY'S FREE CYCLE TRANSPORTATION.

German railroads supply cars for the free

transportation of passengers' bicycles. The
wheelman must place his wheel in the car

and remove it. .is the railroad company neither

handles nor in any way becomes responsible

for the machine's safety.

THE REAL THING.

"Is this hash warranted?" asked the gentle-

man with the rattlesnake hosen of the waiter

in the cycle-path caravansary.

"Yessir," answered the waiter, confidently.

"You could ride through a mile of it and

never puncture a tire."

THEY HAVE THEIR OWN.

If you wish to be considered original tell

your cycle experiences to people who never

had any of their own.
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AN ENGLISH NOVEL-KILLER.

One of those delvers into literature puts

the case thusly:

Speaking as a reviewer, I am not ungrate-

ful to the bicycle. The more cycling the less

novel reading, and therefore the smaller in-

come for the scribe vifho has to explain the

merits of novelists to an indolent public.

This merely commercial point does not

excite any misgiving in my mind as to the

civilizing influence of the cycle manufacturer.

Windows in which bicycles are exhibited

for sale have for me the fascination I used

to find at the bookseller's. Staring in at a

window the other day, I was accosted by a

friend, who said:

"So you're going to start cycling at last!

The very thing for a torpid liver!"

He descanted on my liver for several min-
utes, and then urged me on no account to

buy the particular make of bicycle I was
gazing at. It had secret vices; it was pos-

sessed with a devil; whereas he knew a wheel

which might make angels' wings moult in

envy.

I explained that I had no desire to ride a

bicycle, and he said, in amazement:
"Then, why glue your nose to the win-

dow?"
"Because I rejoice to read there the doom

of the English novel."

He shook his head and went off to spread

the rumor among my friends that I was suf-

fering from mental derangement.

Publishers are said to be complaining about

the effects of cycling on the book market.

There is a sad decline in novel reading. In-

stead of buying books, the young and mid-
dle-aged of both sexes spend their money on
bicycles.

Beauty does not languish a whole afternoon

in a hammock with a romance; she scorches

amid the heat and dust of a highway.
By his unsold copies the publisher sits down

and weeps when he remembers the copious

editions of other years. Surely there is a bet-

ter plan than that. Why doesn't he become
an expert cyclist, and lie in wait on the high

road for novices who have deserted his books?
There is an apt story of Wesley, which Mr.
Birrell told the other day.

The evangelist was riding and overtook a

stranger, who was also mounted. They fell

to discussing religion, and when the stranger

learned that his mentor was Wesley he turned

to flee.

'T had the better horse," remarks Wesley
in his journal, "so I showed him his heart

all the way to Northampton."

Why should not the publisher show the

beauties of his new novel to the less experi-

enced cyclist? Should his companion have a

bad accident, how delightful to thrust a prec-

ious volume into the hand of the prostrate

man and ride away with the righteous glow
of a good Samaritan!

UGLIER NOTHING CAN BE.

Speaking by the book, nothing in this world

is uglier than the knee action of a stoutish

woman, in short skirts, on a bicycle, chewing
gum and riding flat-footed on pedals attached

to six-inch cranks.

CHILDREN ON CYCLES.

One great fault in juvenile cycling is that

the children's parents or friends are apt to let

them get up on machines which are much too

large for them, and even where the frame is

not too high, they never appear to think of

dropping the saddle-post to its lowest point;

nearly every youngster one meets on the road

is over-reached. It is imperative to impress

upon parents or guardians that this over-

reaching is dangerous, whereas in a short

reach, though the rider may feel the tiring

effects in the leg muscles, there is no danger

of overstrain.

Even old riders are apt to get wrong in

length of reach when they take to a new
mount, unless they are of a methodical turn

and keep a record in inches of the reach that

they have found to suit them best. There used

to be a saying among old long-distance men
"that the further you rode the further the

pedals seemed to get away from the saddle."

Let this be a hint to such as would ride far

and fast without hurting themselves or suffer-

ing from perineal pressure.

HARMLESS THIRST-KILLING.

Overheated wheelmen too often let their

thirst run away with their good sense, sim-

ply because they want a drink of something
cool. A doctor suggests that the riders first

go to a puijip, or a faucet, or to any place

where they can get cool water, and immerse
the wrists. This method will really give re-

lief from the torture of thirst, and at the same
time it cools the blood swiftly, but safely, and
renders it possible for the overheated rider

to drink without experiencing "creeping

paralysis" immediately after, and possibly

something that it may take weeks from which
to recover.

FEIMININE HILL CLIMBING.

"Which is the best way to ride up a stiff

hill?" asked a wheelwoman of another re-

cently, adding, "If I don't go fast all the way
the machine stops, and I have to dismount
before getting to the top." She was advised

to practice starting uphill steadily at a pace

she would be able to increase if necessary,

quickening slightly as she got toward the top

rather than slowing. Instead of keeping up
the pressure on the pedals many riders, both
masculine and feminine, begin to easy on the

last portion of a hill, and then have to get up
steam again to struggle over the top of the

incline.

NOT MASCULINE ENOUGH FOR THAT.

"My daughter, I positively cannot permit

you to appear on the public streets in that

masculine attire."

"Masculine, is it? All right, popper. I'll

agree to go without that new wheel you prom-
ised me, if you will just put this siu't on and
ride around the block in it."

IN THE SCHOOL 01' THE FUTURE.

"It is an uncivilized region, is it not?"

"Very. Ten per cent of the population arc

unable to read or write, and more than six

per cent do not cycle."

THESE THE CAUSERS OF TROUBLE.

Your callow youth, who has been ill-bred,

who has heard a lot about the unconvention-

ality of cycling, and the friendly feeling ex-

isting among its devotees, as well as the many
battles which the League has fought and how
firmly it has succeeded in establishing the

legal rights of riders of the bicycle, some-

times gets an idea that the ownership of a

wheel gives him a sort of freedom of the city

and a permit to do exactly as he pleases, either

at home or when he gets out into the open

country.

Add to this a confidence in his ability to

get away from the ordinary police officer by

reason of his being mounted, and your fresh

youngster or your tough young man goes

forth in a manner which leads others to get

the impression that he considers himself ruler

of the earth or such portions of it as he has

immediate use for.

He seems to care nothing for the rights of

others, nothing at all for their safety, and he

has no regard for the odium which he brings

upon the great body of wheelmen as a class.

He is apparently impressed with the idea that

he is the observed of all observers and that

his dangerous bursts of speed on crowded
streets or his clownish actions on country

roads or at suburban hotels stamp him as a

man to be admired by all.

It is this class which gives so much trouble

to the authorities and which brings forth so

many suggestions of new legislation restrict-

ing the privileges which wheelmen now en-

joy, and which would undoubtedly be further

increased were it not for the ill-advised actions

and antics of these inconsiderate ones.

SHE LOOKS BACKWARD.

Cycling fosters the spirit of independence
so dear to every true American. What can

typify liberty and self-reliance like an
American wheelwoman in these glori-

ous autumn days? Her cheeks flush under
the wind's soft kisses, her eyes glow, her

whole personality radiates health and strength.

She is a veritable electric current to the jaded

sisterhood on foot. One waxes enthusiastic

over the picture thus conjured up.

But this is after she learns to ride. Before

this—well, all can fancy a braver and more im-

posing spectacle than a girl learning to ride.

Few fail to remember the time. It looks so

easy that you climb on the saddle—feel-

ing, oh, so brave! And then, some way you
begin to wish you had put it oft' for a day or

so. You are not feeling quite well to-day,

and you grasp the unlucky man who is trotting

valiantly around with you and you sit up very

rigid and very crooked and you squeal, oh,

how you squeal. How it all comes back to

one.

MINUS MODERN NECESSITIES.

"Den: frcn's ob yourn didn't stay very long

wid yer, Uncle Mosc?"
"'Oocd doy didn't. Uoy went back mad

'case we didn't hab no bysicklo-paths an' 'lec-

tric lighls in do blackberry patch."

EASILY ANSWERED.

If a scorcher meet a scorcher

Coming on the fly,

And each one shall kill the other,

Need good wheelmen cry?

BOTH SIDES OF THE QUESTION.

The wheelman is the one who has a straight

course before him, although his whole move-
ment is a continual straddle. He is, there-

fore, envied by politicians.

SUFFERING FROM STUPIDITY.

LTndcr a sproadiiiR clioslmit tree

The villago smithy st.inds;

The smith n lonely man is he,

With large but useless hands.

Ilis trade was good in former years

At shocino: horses' heels

;

lie has not learned, it now appears,

The repairing of broken wheels.
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SHE AND CAESAR.

Great Caesar Augustus was angered, and

for nuiclj cause. His Majesty would fain have

ridden a few miles into the country, away from

the maddening whirl of the Eternal City,

upon his wheel, but his golf stockings, the

very pride of his patrician soul, had strangely

disappeared.

'Where is the Empress?"

The Imperial Cup Bearer bowed low before

the throne.

"May the Emperor live forever, 'twas but a

short half hour ago I did see Her Majesty as

she did pass the palace gates, and behold there

was a great and mighty rent torn in her—er

—um "

The Emperor looked daggers, which were

straightway gathered up by slaves and taken

to the imperial armory. Great Caesar A. sup-

plied his legions with daggers by simply look-

ing them.

"In her what? base slave!"

The Cup Bearer cringed and dropped his

eyes upon the floor, but straightway picked

them up again, as they were the only pair

he had.

"Sparc my life, most gracious sire; the rent

was in her hosiery. She hath removed them,

and even now she doth appear upon her wheel

in scorching mood with thine own latest and

most wallpapery-patterncd hose upon the Ap-
pian Way, and, may it please your Majesty,

the people do ercatly laugh and have a

mighty 'horse' upon thee because thy wife

in point of rotundity and stature doth greatly

exceed thee, and thy golfing stockings do but

show it"

Great Caesar ground his teeth, he having

a large grindstone in the throne room which

he always used.

"By the mighty Hercules! Revenge shall

be mine!"

Hastening from the room he from the royal

pantry brought a box of tax, wrung from the

peasantry by his tyranny. Scattering them
with lavish hand beneath the port cochere, he

retired to the imperial bedchamber to dream
of punctured tires and of the tearful face of his

spouse.

With sparkling eyes and a beautiful royal

flush of pleasure upon her proud face, the Em-
press entered.

"Oh, Gussie! Some mean thing has scat-

tered a box of tax down by the front door, and
do jrou know I rode right over them with

those new puncturclcss tires I bought of

Straus the other day and had charged to you,

and I didn't get a puncture, and I want
you "

"Air! air! give me air!" howled the baffled

monarch, clutching madly at his celluloid col-

lar-button, and his spouse, now thoroughly
alarmed, ru»hed to the speaking-tube and
shouted, "Pure air for the Emperor! Let it

be fresh!"

But Caesar Augustus had fainted

HOW TO KECOME fOPlLAR.

Experience soon teaches the argument-
avoiding rider that when another wheelman
asks what he considers the best make of wheel
to say "Yours" promptly, with a smile.

MERELY A WOMAN'S ARGUMENT.

They were proceeding soberly and sedately

along the Boulevard when a scorcher

banged into Mrs. Flutter's wheel and threw

her to the ground.

The criminal also frightened a horse that

was drawing a grocery wagon and was being

driven by a typical "grocery boy."

The horse ran away, stepping over Mrs.

Flutter's head as she lay, and the wheel of

the wagon grazed her shoulder.

The boy, as might have been expected, kept

his seat and hung on to the reins.

A cycle policeman followed and caught the

runaway, and another policeman overtook the

miscreant scorcher and brought him back to

the scene of his misdeeds.

Meanwhile a crowd had gathered around

Mr. and Mrs. Flutter. Mrs. Flutter was not

seriously hurt; but, as was afterwards proven,

was badly shaken and contused.

The policeman, with an expression of ill-

concealed ferocity in his face, brought the

scorcher before his victim.

"Kill him!" yelled the crowd.

"Let me get at him oncetl" said the gro-

cery boy.

"Change his wheel for another make," sug-

gested a humorist.

Mrs. Flutter identified the scorcher, and

then fainted. When she was restored by

the brandy and ice-water that was produced,

as is usual in crowds, from nobody knows or

cares where, she positively refused to enter

any complaint against the scorcher, to ap-

pear against him, or to give her name and

address.

"But, my dear—," remonstrated her hus-

band.

"But nothing, Columbus!" gasped Alicia,

decisively. "D-D-Don't you see he's noth-

ing but a b-boy? And (whispering) we may
have a b-boy of our own some day."

After this stupendous piece of feminine rea-

soning there was nothing left for Mr. Flutter

to do but to lift his wife from the pile of

stones on which she had been reclining with

her head on his shoulder, and place her in

the carriage. (The ambulance had come and

gone.)

WHERE IGNORANCE IS NOT BLISS.

When a woman buys a sewing machine she

naturally desires to know all about it, what

its special features consist of, and how to man-
age the article. But she does not exhibit

that earnestness about the wheel she is to risk

her life upon. Possibly it is because she can

usually command the services of soine man
friend to help her out of difficulties, so that

she docs not trouble to inquire into the

wheel's construction.

Experience in riding, however, will sooner
or later compel her to do so. She cannot

expect to have a friend always at her call,

and the time will come when her lack of

knowledge will spoil her pleasure. Everyone
who rides should know how to adjust all the

parts of a machine, and instruction in this

department should be given to ladies in the

course of their tuition.

SAVED HIM THE JOB.

The baggage-smasher's ghoulish face was

illumed with a smile of glee, for his car was

filled with wheels and trunks nil it was a sight

to see. As the train sped on through the

September morn, and the car rocked to and

fro, said he to himself: "What a cinch I'll

have when these trunks get on the go.

"That big one there I'll give a shove that

will send it through that wheel kersmash, and

that smaller one on the other side I'll 'bust'

like a lightning's flash."

On his biceps huge he laid his hand, and

his mighty arm did bend, as he softly laughed

o'er the wheels he'd smash before he reached

the other end

Then, with whistle's shriek and the brakes

down hard, in a vain attempt to slack his aw-

ful speed, the engineer saw a boulder upon
the track. Like a thunderbolt that fast

express went into this mighty rock, and the

cars piled up and telescoped by the force of

that awful shock.

The baggage-car was a total wreck, with

the trunks split open wide, and their contents

dotted the landscape o'er and were. scattered

on every side.

The baggageman was pulled from the

wreck, and a sorry sight was he, with his ribs

pushed in and a broken arm; but withal that

smile of glee hung o'er his features as he

viewed the "used-up" bicycles there, and it

seemed as if for his battered form he had

never a thought of care.

What mattered pain to this mighty man

—

this smasher of wheels so grim—when he saw
at a glance that the railway wreck had com-
pleted the job for him?

TROUBLE FOR A DRIVER.

"And where is Katie this evening?" queried

Mrs. Mulcahy, as she came sauntering along

and sat down on the steps.

'Katie's out on her bysickle, thank ye," re-

plied Mrs. McDale.

"Indade! But I thought she was a new
rider?"

"Vcs, she is."

"And isn't it dangerous, Mrs. McDale?"
"It would be if she went out trusting in the

Lord alone, Mrs. Mulcahey, but her brother

Tom is on one side, her feller on the other

and her father close behind, and the driver that

runs agin Katie McDale this night will have

sich a riot wid that crowd that the shindy will

be heard way up to Harlem and down to

Staten Island!"

WHF.H IT STRIKE.S HIM

An' time very weary of read-

ing the joke. Then he rides over

one, and begins enjoying it all OTcr again.

SO CAN OTHERS, LNFORTUNATBLY.

No man can hear himself snore, so he is,

perhaps, to be forgiven, but there is no ex-

cuse for the cycle chatterer; he can hear him-
•eU.

WHY. NOBODY KNOWS.

One of the things which, as Lord Dun-
dreary would say, "is something which no

fellow can understand" is why a young man,
or an equally young woman, who is apparent-

ly sane on all other subjects, and generally

considered to be in a healthy state of mind,

should insist on doing so many strange and
freakish things the minute ihey take to cy-

cling, and that they should make herculean

cfTorts to attract attention to themselves at

ever)' opportunity when riding a bicycle, al-

though ordinarily of a modest and retiring

disposition.

WHEN- OUTNUMBERED.

When tried for ninning down a pedestrian

and the scorcher finds the judge and jury

against him, he can't be blamed for thinking

thirteen an unlucky number.
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WOMAN AND WHEEL CONTROL.

It is a noticeable fact that whenever a col-

lision occurs between a wagon, or any other

object, and a woman on a bicycle, certain

persons invariably ascribe the accident to the

woman's incompetence and lightheadedness.

Without taking pains to investigate the mat-

ter, they immediately conclude that she lost

her head. And it is true that this assumption

is sometimes warranted by the facts.

Accidents have happened to wheelwomen,

which, if the circumstances were correctly de-

scribed, could easily have been avoided had

the rider exercised better judgment and a

little presence of mind. There have also been

cases where women have appeared on the ave-

nues before they had mastered the art of out-

door cycling, and these have helped to swell

the list of wabblers, dodgers and first-class

nuisances.

It is unfair, however, to regard women gen-

erally as unskillful and unsteady riders of the

bicycle. Instructors in cycle schools have re-

marked that the task of teaching women to

ride a wheel is easier than that of teaching the

men, because the former possess greater con-

fidence and composure. They are not easily

distracted by the scenes and influences about

them. A woman may even fall from her

wheel, blush and wound her feelings, but the

next minute she is mounted again and off post

haste. Under similar circumstances a man
would be apt to defer his practice until he

could manoeuvre all by himself.

Composure likewise characterizes the wheel-

women on the boulevards. Plenty of drivers

can vouch for the accuracy which the fair

riders display in controlling their wheels in

times of danger. An evidence of this is the

small percentage of accidents which occur

among the wheelwomen. When one consid-

ers that the experience of the majority of

wheelwomen has been confined to the last

couple of years, and that they have had to

withstand the unamiable criticism of every

cynic and donkey in the land, it is surprising

that they have evoluted into even such riders

as they are. Not only has all this been so,

but besides they have been the butt of a class

of highway ruffians, in the guise of cab and

truck drivers, who delight in worrying wheel-

women.
Considering all the annoyances they suffer

and the morbid curiosity that is bestowed

upon them, the girls deserve to be congratu-

lated for keeping so wisely and so well abreast

of their brothers.

THE GOOD AND THE BAD.

The universality of the wheel will ultimately

result in a natural division of those who use

it. Those who delight in boisterousness, in

toughness, and in a general free-and-easy way
of doing things, will probably find places

where their wants will be catered to. The
great majority, who enjoy the pleasures of

cycling just as they do anything else, will

patronize resorts where everything does not

"go." They will do this as naturally as they

select the place to get their noonday lunch

or their after-the-theatre supper, and the

places which cater to this class of trade will

profit accordingly.

FREQUENTLY FRACTURED.

"Gosh! you ought to see the fall I got ye.s-

terday."

"Break anjd;hing?"

"One of the commandments."

THE PALL OF BRISCOE.

CHAPTER I.

Thus far Briscoe had escaped the fever of

cycling. His familiars had warned him that

he would succumb sooner or later, but Bris-

coe was sure of his own strength.

CHAPTER II.

Besides, Briscoe was on the verge of an-

other fever.

CHAPTER III.

A charming girl was visiting his friends,

the Travers, and Briscoe had permitted him-

self to become most uncomfortably interested

in her. He found himself threatened—indeed,

all the symptoms were there—but, neverthe-

less, he thought ruefully of the roses, the

theatre tickets, the hundred and one things

he would be obliged to offer at the shrine of

his reluctant worship. Truth to tell, Briscoe

was unmistakably close-fisted.

CHAPTER IV.

When money talked Briscoe listened atten-

tively.

CHAPTER V.

One night he forgot himself just long

enough to tell the girl he loved her. Reck-

lessly he even asked her to marry him, and

still more recklessly the girl consented.

CHAPTER VI.

The next day Briscoe purchased a ring

—

the conventional solitaire of just sufficient di-

mensions to be termed "respectable" by any

girl unprejudiced and disinterested.

CHAPTER VII.

Carefully forgetting to have it fittingly in-

scribed and anxious to seal his bondage, not

because he loved his chains, but because he

felt himself visibly weakening, Briscoe started

at once for the Travers residence to present

his Maude with his votive offering.

CHAPTER VIII.

On the car Briscoe met Skipley. And, oh,

the wiliness, the persuasive oiliness of Skipley!

CHAPTER IX.

Skipley sold bicycles, and here beginneth

woe.
CHAPTER X.

Without further detail let it suffice that at

the tenth block Briscoe was a disciple of Skip-

ley and a devotee of cycling. At the fifteenth

block Briscoe was devising ways and means,

and when he left the car Briscoe was in pos-

session of four catalogues, two price-lists,

Skiplcy's address and a firm determination' to

buy a wheel.

CHAPTER XL
Briscoe planned his campaign as he went

up the walk. He rang the bell and presently

the door closed behind him.

CHAPTER XII.

Loiterers in the immediate neighborhood

of the Travers's suburban home might have

heard immediately after the closing of the

door, a musical murmur issuing from the open

window—a murmur suggestive of free and un-

limited billing and cooing.

CHAPTER XIII.
Briscoe was a diplomat and he was making

the most of a last chance.

CHAPTER XIV.
A few moments later that musical murmur

developed into a fierce crescendo.

CHAPTER XV.
Plainly and palpably Briscoe was quarreling

with his Maude.
CHAPTER XVI.

That night the ring went back to the jeweler

and the next day Skipley sold another wheel.

THE END.

A FABLE.

A philanthropist who lived in a large ci<y

once decided th.it all wheelmen were enemies

of the public good. His animosity was par-

ticularly directed against the hot scccher
variety thereof. He righteously conclided

that if he could injure them or their machines

he would be doing a commendable act.

Following out this suggestion, he began

eating at a beanery conducted by a prayerful

reformer, and he ate nothing but sinkers.

"If one of those scorcherinos strikes nie

when I am filled with sinkers," he said, "he

will have to buy a new wheel, and will thus

learn a needed lesson."

With the sinkers firmly anchored under Lis

waistcoat the philanthropist walked fearlessly

in the middle of the cycle path with no feel-

ing of fear. • Unfortunately he one day rode

across a river on a ferry-boat. One of the

other passengers began talking about the re-

form element in politics, and in the stampede

which followed the philanthropist was pushed

into the drink. Being loaded with sinkers he

sank, like a bride's biscuits, to rise no more.

The daily papers said that he was hoist by his

own petard, or words to that effect.

Moral—Be a red-hot scorcher yourself.

IT JINGLED ALL RIGHT.

It is well for a poet to have a slight techni-

cal knowledge of the subject he rhymes upon.

If he hasn't the requisite knowledge himself

he would find it to his advantage to look up

a friend who cap supply the deficiency. Eter-

nal vigilance is the price of good poetry.

Now, here is a poet in a daily paper who
tunefully sings a song of the cycle. It jingles

and hath a pleasant rhythm, but when it stum-

bles on such lines as the following it con-

clusively shows that the singer could never

have mounted his own Pegasus:

"Oh, that was the place," and she tos.<!cit her head.

"Where my saddle was out of gear."

You catch the blunder, don't you? Even a

velocipede rider knows that no self-respect-

ing firm of cycle makers would over droaiu of

putting the gear into the saddle. But. per-

haps the young girl didn't know, you know.

EACH IS A VARIETY.

Common sense is not in the same class as

genius, but it generally gets more solid com-
fort out of cycling just the same.
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Are up-to-date, popular, stylish and comfortable.

THEY WI LL NOT SAG OR CAUSE
SADDLE SORENESS.

DEALERS: It will pay you to handle them.

AGENTS WANTED IN ALL UNOCCUPIED
TKKRITORT. BUILT TO SIT ON.

NOT TO STRADDLE.
Offlo* kod Factory : 189-191 W. Lamed St. M..uf.ctar.d by THE WHEELER SADDLE CO., Detroit, Mich.

RECENT PATENTS.
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HniiOT a PuLuu*. Wtiertury. .5 « 9,4 9 8. VKLOCIPEDfrFITONO. William Dicn. BuflUo S«Q a.'SQ sirvrrtr awi. u. wv

Chim —1 Id a bicjele-bcil, the combiamtion with Ibe b«M aod
lh« goBg tbtreof. of k 6Dgcr-leTcr piroullj mounted id the but oe«t
lh« edp Ihf nrof. tod hiring * finger-piece projecting outward be-
yond the uid edge, t ipring cooDected with the fioger-le.er for op-
eralisg the ume iD ooe direction, id OKillitmg striker located near
Ik* *dg« of the baae and adapted to itrike the gong, aod a spring
eoBtrolled. plate-like rtriker-lcr connected with the uid striker for
OKillatmg the lane aod piroull^ mounted upon the uid finger-Ierer
with lU pifot out of alinement with the center upon which the striker
OKiUato

5 89,7 ."50. BICTCLt WiL»f» J PWE. 0»hkoeh. Wia., avigiior of
OM-haJf to R E Bayea. ame place, a V. B. Hayea. MUwiukee. and
Arthur r Ploe. Omro. Wla nied Apr. 26. 1897 S«ml Ra 633 »29
(RoBoM.)

r V4J

•-« -.'.A

\ \
Chun, — A connection or bunhing for uniting a cycle-fitting with

a tubular member of a cycle-frame, coraiating of similar haire* or
.sections of approximately semicylindrical form adapted to bear with

their opposing flat edge* against opposite side* of the cycle-htting,

each of uid sactions baring closed rounded end portions, one of
which end portions i« enlarged, forming a semicircular shoulder on

•he outer surface of each section which extends transvenely from

edge to edge of the section and against which the end of a tubular

cycle member is adapted (o abut, substantially as set forth

5 89,670. COMBINED SPBBD-IKDICATOR AND CYCLOMCTBB.
Willis a Obturdu, Boston. Man., ualgDor to hlmaelA and Aolonio
RMlneB aod Loula a Newton, New York. N Y. FUed Aug. 2«, 189«

aerial No 604.159 (No model)

r/n.m.—
1 A bicycle-Ump having therein a mantle, aod meaor

for supporting the latter fVom in base, uid supporting maana form-
ing a guide for the wick-tube of the lamp.

5 8 9.683. DRIVE-CHAIN TOR CYCLES ALTRto ArPLUT.
BtnnlnghMD. England. Med June 10, 1897 Serul No 640184 (Ho
model)

C%iim —\ la a bicycle, the combination with a suiuble tna*
of aa ail« carrying a matter g«ar a .mailer gear-wheel rigidly at
lached to the hub .iMt*. *c<ir»d to th» frame of the bicvclr on each
tide, int«nororth. hub. one of uid il»e»et ha>iag a projecting arm
pon which int»rm«l,aug»ar wheel. ar» pi.oully mounted k> a. to
COfna.ni.'au motion from uid master gear wheel to the hub-gear
th.*ppMil..i,.t«rarTTingafnrk to engage and dide on the proiert
lag arm and uphold the iniermrdi.u g,.r. .ub.t«ntially u .ho.n
CiO.OHl. IICYCU SADDLK WlLLUl W Slot. WalUnglbnl,H PIM July t im total aa S«7,lll (Ro model)

< n r:

amm-l In a drive-chain, the combination with end links ha»-
ing croM hole, or piercing, adapted u, register with one another of
• Iwkiiig.plate alUched to one end of one of the uid link, and the
other end of which is formed into two spring grippiiig.jaws, and a
pirot-pin arranged to fit registering hole, in the end link.' and pro-
vided with a rounded end and a contracted neck into which latter
the edge* of the spring-jaw. uke to normally hold the rro«.-pin in
Its jnining-iip position. subsUniixlly a. described

689.770. INFUTABLE TIRE OtotCK W Writi, BuntnlU^
AU PUed Jta. t. 1897. Serlil No 618,488. <Ho model.)

CltiiM -I .\n iiiHaUl.le tire jlitided IraiHveniely into tread and
rim M-cliun. and joined togelher hy mihenl mean, whkh afford air-

I In a apeed-indicalnr, the ciMnhination of a diTk bar- Pf'-u' joints ^iid peiniil radial eipanMon of the tread^ection b«yoa4
ing a coniral upper surface, and pivoted rerolving weighu actuated ""' ""rinal inflating rapacity of iht tire, anlxtantially a. and for iJll

from the vrhirle wheel and controlling the vertical position of uid ['"rpo*" di'scnl.rd

CYd

'.'<!« I Inablircle lirr. the riimbln.linniifaronratr wheel.

riw an •vi'rnal rwivering-liibe fflnting therein provided nilhtelewop.
'' .'.itlp air lube provided with lapping end* at the tele

tirres .t the .nd. of the ( ov.nng lube provided

K out laterally ihrmigh hole* in the covering tul>e.

and means (nr connecting the coupling piM-ea on opfiosite aidaa, for

tigbuning and cUning th. telew^pir joint, a. herein shown and de-
wribed

589.-1 .'^-i. IICYCUTIRl Ci««LB Hoorem. Port Nortbtt Vk
Wed Aug li IIM SerM No eiBJll (No

C*nei-I Aauli

^>ale«i la i l; a* aU let Um nTUi *ii c r>tii

am««* of uuiatartare, a-non-paac-
"poMd of elouly woten wire
i.hded beyond the loa|iindi-

Oaim A spring fVanie for » Bicycle-uddle, the use beinf
formed of a rod l>eni !< conform lo the ihigh-curvee of the uddle,
then curT»d inwardly toward Ihe center of the saddle !> conform t*j

the rear poHion thence e.lending to Ihr front of the uddir and
curved downwardly away (Vom the under surface of the uddle; then
retiirtied alonr the under •nrr.e* nt the ^ddle at the edge til the
perineal .1 .long the rear portiuh of lh«
"•''J''. "

.( Ihr ^.l.lle.itth-edgeofthe
perioral r., ,,,„„ ic- the .ha|ie of Ihe uid
ravity. than Uni in the onler whic* i. the revene of that ju»t de-
Knbed, fanning ihe remAining half of the .priiigfVane •ub.lanlially
u tpwiled
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5 89,413. HANDLE-BAR FOR BICYCLES. Charles C Candy,
.Chicopee,-Mass., assignor to ,the Lamb Manufacturing Company, of
New Jersey. Filed July 16, 1896. Senal No. 599.413. (No model)

C/aiin.— ]. The combination with a steeving-post having at its

upper end a transverse sleeve serrated at one end and internally con-
ical at both ends, of a handle-bar lying in said sleeve a loose halved
ferrule having one end conically enlarged and provided with teeth to

engage the serrations ni the end of the sleVve, a conical ring surround-
ing the other pi'ojecting end of the ferrule, and a nut working upon
the ferrule to force the ring into the conical end of the sleeve, sub-

stantially as set forth.

5 89,5 88. LANTERN. Frank T. Williams, Merlden, Conn., as-

signor to the Edward Miller A. Company, same place. Filed Deo. 26,

1896. Serial No. 616,977. (No model)

589,671. BICYCLE HANDLE-BAR. SAMUEL PALftlTER, James-
town, N. Y., assignor to Robert M. Keating, Springfield, Mass. Filed

Oct 10, 1894. Serial No. 525,534. (No model >

5 89.779. VEHICLE-BRAKE. EDWARD S. Hall, New York, N. Y.

Filed Mar. 18. 1896.
[
Serial No. 583,751. (No model)

Claim.— I. In bicycle handle-bars "tBe"'main bar provided with a
worm-gear around said bar, said bar being inserted in a head and
held in position by a worm on a bolt engaging the gear of the bar
as shown and for the purpose set forth.

5 89,403. BICYCLE T00L-BA8. NoEMAN E. Badolkt, Lookport,

N. Y. FUed Mar. 29, 1897. Serial No 629,671. Wo modeL)

1*\ ^^^ r

r
Sym^T^ -.

13 \ ^
<

'

^ il'^^^^Ol="T| s

LJ e 1 .1

C'/<tim.— ], The combination, with a vehicle-axle having a uni-
formly hard circumferential surface, of a friction brake-coil surround
ing the n\\e and adapted to clamp the same, said axle-surface being
enougt softer than the brake-coil to a,ssure sufficient degree of noise-

less frictional contact between the axle and coil when the brake is

applied while preventing tearing up of the axle-suiface by the coil;

and means in reach of the vehicle-rider tightening the coil on the.

•axlCj substantially as described.

5 8 9 , 4 S 6 . TIRE-COVER FOR'VEffiCLE-WHEELS. JoHH C.

Grant, London, England. Filed Jan. 26, 1897. Serial No. 620,78L|
(No model)

Claim.—In a tool-bag, the coinbination of a body portion formed

.=^.- _
- - . . at the upper end with a semicircular receiving portion and having

"^"
~ „ , ... -J »u one of its side edges inclining inwardly from the said receiving por-

Cla.m.-l. A lantern the lamp of wh.ch has upon one side the
^.^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^ cVlindrical pump-inclosing case

fixed holding-lug 13 and vertical wmg 14 and on its opposite side a
^ ^^^ ^^^^^^ of the body and nf less length than the said body por-

spring-pressed latch and the body of which lantern 18 provided at
^ ^^^.^ of spring-clips attached to the bodj and adapted to re-

its lower end with the inwardly-turned flange 10 havinga radial slit _^^ ^^^^^ ^^^
r.^

^^^^ ^^^.^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^p^^^ ^^ j,^ ^^„^^ ^p f^„^

11, the said lug 13 and latch engaging said flange over it« top face
^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^-^^ .^^,^^^^ ^.j^,_, ^^^ ^^.^ receiving portion,

while the said wing 14 enters the said slit in said flange substantially
^^^^^^^^5^,,^ ^^ described

as described.
'

Claim.— 1. A pneumatic tire or tire-cover consisting of a woven
fabric having longitudinal ribs therein and an outer coating filling the
spaces between the ribs and covering the same : substantially as de-
scribed.

PATENTS GRANTED.

589,402.—Bicycle Tool-Bag. Norman E. Badgley,

Lockport, N. Y. Filed March 29, 1897. Serial No.

629,671. (No model.)

589,408. Circle-Cycle. Edward I. Brannan, Rich-

mond, Va. Filed June 3, 1896. Serial No. 594,138.

(No model.)

589,413. Handle-Bar for Bicycles. Charles C. Can-

dy, Chicopee, Mass., assignor to the Lamb Manufac-

turing Company, of New Jersey. Filed July 16, 1896.

Serial No. 599,413. (No model.)

589,431. Bicycle Tire. Charles Hooper, Port Nor-
folk, Va. Filed August 14, 1896. Serial No. 602,712.

(No model.)

589,440. Bicycle Lock. William Melvin, Philadel-

phia, Pa. Filed October 22, 1896. Serial No. 609,740.

(No model.)

589,443. Rider's Shoe. James B. Rathbun, Trenton,

N. Y. Filed November 14, 1896. Serial No. 612,123.

(No model.)

Marion
5, 1897.

M. Young, Phila-

Serial No. 630,674.

589,459. Bicycle Lamp,
delphia. Pa. Filed April

(No model.)

589,464. Bicycle Rest.

Wash., assignor to the

pany, same place. Filed

No. 613,721. (No model.)

589,474. Bail-Bearing. Herman Leitelt, Grand
Rapids, Mich. Filed September 14, 1896. Serial No.
605,835. (No model.)

Eugene Church, Tacoma,
Intenational Novelty Corn-

November 28, 1896. Serial

589,491. Bicycle Lock. Edward J. Baker, Hacken-

sack, N. J. Filed June 18, 1896. Serial No. 596,017.

(No model.)

589,496. Crank-Hanger for Bicycles. Franklin P.

Burnham & Jefferson D. Alsup, Chicago, 111. Filed

December 13, 1895. Serial No. 572,007. (No model.)

589,498. Velocipede Fitting. William Dicks, Buf-

falo, N. Y., assignor to the Spaulding Machine Screw
Company, same place. Filed September 16, 1896. Se-

rial No. 606,001. (No model.)

589,521. Bicycle Saddle. Charles H. Young, New
York, N. Y. Filed December 30, 1895. Serial No.
573,782. (No model.)

589,531. Velocipede. Hermann G. Meumann, Bes-

semer, Ala. Filed January 21, 1897. Serial No. 620,-

097. (No model.)

589,581. Bicycle Saddle. William H. Shoe, Walling-

ford, Pa. Filed July 2, 1896. Serial No. 597,813. (No
model.)

589,643. Bicycle Stand or Rack. Armand J. De
Mers, Batavia, N. Y. Filed September 17, 1896. Se-

rial No. 606,099. (No model.)

589,661. Bicycle Saddle. Harry A. Lerch, Balti-

more, Md. Filed December 10, 1896. Serial No.

615,087. (No model.)

589.670. Combined Speed Indicator and Cyclometer.

Willis H. Ostrander, Boston, Mass., assignor to him-

self and Antonio Rasins and Louis H. Newton, N. Y.

Filed August 28, 1896. Serial No. 604,159. (No
model.)

589.671. Bicycle Handle-Bar. Samuel Palmiler,

Jamestown, N. Y., assignor to Robert M. Keating,

Springfield, Mass. Filed October 10, 1894. Serial No.
525,534. (No model.)

589,683. Drive-Chain for Cycles. Alfred Appleby,
Birmingham, England. Filed June 10, 1897. Serial

No. 640,185. (No model.)

589,705. Bicycle Training Machine. Michael J.

Dwyer, Cambridge, Mass. Filed July 8, 1S96. Serial

No. 598,378. (No model.)

589,709. Bicycle Crank Shaft. Herbert L. Flint,

Cambridge, and George W. Gregory, Boston, Mass.
Filed March 1, 1897. Serial No. 625,485. (No model.)

589,733. Bicycle Tire. John C. Lighthouse, Roches-
ter, N. Y. Filed May 19, 1896. Serial No. 592,231.

(No model.)

589,743. Bicycle. John J. Naregang, Leesport, Pa.
Filed July 30, 1896. Serial No. 601,010. (No model.)

589,750. Bicycle. Wilber J. Pine, Oshkosh, Wis.,
assignor of one-half to E. B. Hayes, same place; S. V.
R. Hayes, Milwaukee, and Arthur F. Pine, Oraro,
Wis. Filed April 26, 1897. Serial No. 633,929. (No
model.)

589,752. Bicycle Bell. Herbert S. Pullman, Water-
bury, Conn., assignor to the Scovill Manufacturing
Company, same place. Filed March 1, 1897. Serial

No. 625,530. (No model.)

DESIGNS.
27.631. Pedal for Bicycles, etc. Benjamin Henry

Davies, Cincinnati, Ohio. Filed January 30, 1S96.

Serial No. 577,467. Term of patent seven years.

27.632. Bicycle Support. Frank B. Felton, Bridge-
port, Conn. Filed June 15, 1896. Serial No. 595,692.

Term of patent three and one-half years.

I Look 0ut for '98 . .

.

I

4ft

Relay" Bicycles.
NEW PATENTS. "YOU SEE THE BALLS."

I RELHY MFG. e©.. Reading, Pa.
•I' Kindly mention The Wheel. .{,
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ELMORE

BICYCLES

are still giving

that satisfaction

for which they

ARE NOTED . . .

Dealers are

Satisfied.

Riders are

Satisfied.

They are made RIGHT.

Drop us a line and

we will give you the

address of our near-

est agent, or such

other information

as you may desire.

••••

Elmore Mfg. Co

CLYDE, OHIO.

ONE WIDOWS WHEEL WOES.

She is a young widow, and until her be-

reavement never had been required to attend

to business. Now, however, she finds herself

with a quantity of personal property of her

dead husband's that she is compelled to dis-

pose of, partly because she has use for the

money that should accrue, and partly because

the property is of a sort that she cannot keep

with convenience.

Among other tilings she has a new bicycle

that her iuisband bought in the summer, a few

weeks before he died. He paid $l(.lO cash for

it, and it is a good machine, with all improve-

ments. The widow advertised that this bi-

cycle was for sale, and, lo prevent miscon-

ceptions, was particular to state that it would

be sold for $40 cash, and no less.

"Now, what do you think some of the peo-

ple offer?" she asked a friend recently, with

tears of vexation, and yet smiling in spite

of herself, as she thought of her experiences.

"Here is one letter, in which the writer tells

me that he is an artist, and that he will paint

my portrait in exchange lor the wheel. He
tells me that he is well known, although I

confess I never heard of him, notwithstand-

ing that I am much interested in art and all

that pertains to it."

She put the letter aside and took up an-

other, addressed in typewriting, and most

businesslike in appearance.

"Here is one from a man in business in

lower itroadway. He would like my wheel,

and in exchange he would allow his tyi)cwriter

to copy my correspondence, or anything else

that I may desire to see in neat writing, like

that in the letter, as he says. Here is another

letter, from a lawyer. He wants to give me
advice for my wheel. All the advice I need

now is how to dispose of this bicycle for a

little more than half its cost price.

"Here is a funny one," she added, as she

picked out a square envelope, with the name
of a well-known New York club on it. It

was from a man who wanted to give part of

his wardrobe for the wheel. He had a quan-

tity of cast-ofT clothing that might be useful

to the advertiser, he said, and he enumerated

some of it. All of it was as good as new, he

assured the advertiser. There were two even-

ing suits, a sw.-illow-tail and Tuxedo, a golf

suit, several business suits, and an assort-

ment of canes and pipes to go with the various

sorts of clothes.

"Now, isn't that encouraging?" observed

the pretty widow. "What should I do with

golf suits, canes and pipes! Of course, the

man did not know the sex of the advertiser.

Hut just think of a man making such an ofTcr

to a stranger."

The widow had received nearly a score of

letters, and out of the whole number there

was not one that looked hopeful. One thrifty

individual ofTcred $2.') for the bicycle, in week-

ly paymrnts of twenty-five cents.

"I am afraid that bicycles are too plenti-

ful, or too cheap, or something." she said.

"If I manage to get anything like a decent

ofTcr for it, I suppose I shall have to accept

it. If I do not. I will try to have it converted

into a lady's wheel, or else don knickerbockers

and ride it myself"

WHAT RIDERS SHOULD KNOW.

A youth in a country school one time, upon

being asked to describe a horse, replied that

it was an animal with four legs, one at each

corner. This description is about as accurate

as the average rider could give of his wheel.

Tell the average man that a modem bicycle

has 952 parts and he is dumbfounded. In

most high-grade wheels there are 100 main

parts. But with the duplicates and the small

auxiliary parts included, there arc actually, all

told, i)!j'2 separate pieces.

It is universally admitted that the construc-

tion of a bicycle is one of the most delicate

and intricate problems in mechanics, not less

difficult than the building of a bridge, a loco-

motive, or a sky-scraping office building.

A locomotive is composed of 24ii main parts,

a watch of 230 and the human body of 208

parts—that is bone. These three constitute

a trinity of power, delicacy and elasticity, and

each of these qualities are represented in the

100 steel parts of a bicycle.

Every rider should know the name and

purpose of every part of his wheel. He would
then derive more pleasure from it and would

have less annovance in case of an accident.

DEMOCRACY'S SUPPORTER.

The social tendency of cycling is plainly

democratic. The man on a fifty-dollar wheel

glides triumphantly past the stately equipage

with its high-priced steeds, in which Dives,

once lord of the road, now struggles pain-

fully and almost hopelessly with trolleys and

impediments of every kind. The horse, which

the cycle supplants, is. in its higher grades

at least, an aristocratic animal, and has al-

ways been rather the symbol of social rank.

The names for a gentleman, "cavalier,"

"chevalier," "cabalero," and their equivalents

in the ancient languages, are records of the

fact. The cavalry was the aristocratic arm.

and aristocracy declined when the horseman

was supplanted by the bowman or the mus-

keteer. A small hand came to be considered

aristocratic because it showed ancestral im-

munity from manual labor. With the Arabs

an instep under which water can run is said

to be regarded as a proof of good blood, and
this, perhaps, had its origin from the pressure

of the ancestral foot upon the stirrup.

JAMIE WAS HUFFY.

A Pennsylvania rural paper has the follow-

ing local: "Jamie Baker worked his pa for

the new bicycle which he won at Saturday

night's raffle. He was proudly riding it home
this noon with a package of beefsteak under

his left wing, when the street appeared to

hump its i)ack and throw Jamie. When he

stopped falling the frame of the wheel was

around his neck, his face wreathed in beef-

steak and his right hind foot was thrust

through the rear wheel, the tire of which
rolled half way to the Carman bridge. Jamie
acted real huffy."

AS ALSO RAN.

Mary had a little bicycle, its frame was gold

aod tan, and everywhere that Mary went her

ufety always ran.

TRULY, A VERY PRETTY MAID.

"Whert »re you going, my pretty maid?"

'I'm out for • ride, kind tir," «hf taid.

'May I go, loo. my pretty maid?"

"Why, fure, if you like, kind air." the .aid.

By verdant field*, through iiylvan ihade,

I rode by (he tide of thi. pretty maid;

We patted »ome cowa—the .eemed afraid

—

So timid wat thit pretty maid.

"Pray lei u« be going," uid the pretty maid.

A> the noted the hour—nor could I diiiuade.

"I really mutt grv—(here, now, don't upbraid.

For my hutbuid may want bit wheel," abe taid.
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National Board of Trade

of Cycle Manufacturers.

320 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

President,

A. L. GARFORD.

First Vice-President,

GEORGE H. DAY.

Second Vice-President, Treasurer,

C. W. DICKERSON. W. A. REDDING.

Secretary,

ERNEST R. FRANKS.

National Bicycle Wood Rim
Manufacturers' Association.

President,

E. S. MEAD.
Treasurer,

N. D. DOUGHMAN.
Secretary,

W. W. STALL, Bedford, Mass.

National Cycle Dealers' Association.

President,

GEORGE E. HANNAN.
Second Vice-President,

J. J. MANDERY.

First Vice-President,

F. A. VERY.
Treasurer,

GEORGE COLLISTER.
Secretary,

JOHN McCARGO, St. Louis.

Rubber Tire Association.

President,

THEODORE A. DODGE.

First Vice-President,

L. K. McCLYMONDS.
Second Vice-President,

GEORGE T. PERKINS.

Treasurer,

GEORGE F. HODGMAN.

Secretary,

KIRK BROWN.

504-506 West Fourteenth Street, New York.

TRADE CHANGES.

CALIFORNIA.
Los Angeles.—George W. Tower, judgment for $35.

San Francisco.—The Indiana Bicycle Co. reported

attached for $927.

COLORADO.
Colorado Springs.—L. J. Parker, reported recorded

chattel mortgage for $506.

CONNECTICUT.
Milford.—C. A. Lyman, new store.

Milford.—William Horton, new store.

FLORIDA.
Tampa.^Noff & Graham, of Gainesville, opened

branch store here.

GEORGIA.
Quitman.—^Jelke & Co., reported sold out to Fred

J. Davis.

IDAHO.
Boise City.—C. H. Hildebrande has paid off chattel

mortgage for $200.

ILLINOIS.

Chicago.—American Wheelmen's Protective Associa-

tion. Offices in Marquette Building closed. Secre-

tary-treasurer cannot be found.

INDIANA.
Green Hill.^J. Hock sold out to J. Redman.

KENTUCKY.
Louisville.—Brewer & Gross, reported succeeded by

William F. Brewer.

LOUISIANA.
New Orleans.—Aug. Kerth, repairer, destroyed by

fire.

MASSACHUSETTS.
Boston.—John P. Lovell Arms Co., Col. Benjamin

S. Lovell, formerly treasurer, elected president to fill

the vacancy caused by the death of Col. John P.

Lovell. Henry L. Lovell was elected treasurer and a

member of the Board of Directors.

Brookline.—W. E. Ward,, filed voluntary petition in

insolvency. No schedules filed.

Medfield.—Messrs. LeBaron and H. R. Behrens,

new store.

MICHIGAN.
Coldwater.—Michigan Cycle Co. organized with a

capita! of $12,000 to manufacture bicycle specialties,

etc. President and general manager, B. S. Tibbits.

Durand.—A. A. Stehle, new store.

Durand.—R. E. Davis, new store.

Grand Rapids.—Hamilton-Kenwood Cycle Co., re-

ceiver's sale fixed to occur September 18th.

MISSOURL
St Louis.—Coburn Bros., sued on account for $55.

St. Louis.—John C. Meyers, sued on account for .1>58.

NEW HAMPSHIRE.
Epping.—E. A. Prescott, repair store on I^Ieas.Tnt

street.

NEW JERSEY.

Camden.—National Cycle Armor Co., incorporated

by Robert B. Esler and Robert B. Esler, Jr., of Phil-

adelphia, and Jehu Wood, of Haddonfield, to manu-
facture and sell bicycles, tricycles and velocipedes

and carriages. Capital stock, $500,000; amount paid in,

$1,000.

NEW YORK.
Cortland.—Cortland Carriage Goods Co., organized

to manufacture carriage and bicycle goods, carriage

and saddlery, hardware, stamped ware and forgings.

Capital stock, $100,000. Directors—E. II. Brewer. K.

A. Brewer, D. H. Brown, M. W. Brown and Andrew

Ainslie.

New York.—-Olympic Cycle To, judgmcnl %^''^2 in

favor D. E. Austin, receiver.

New York.—Porter & Gilmour, judgment $394, in

favor D. E. Austin, receiver.

New York.—The Bayvelgere Cycle Co., reported at-

tached for $460.

New York.—Weaver Cycle Material Co., 956 Eighth

avenue, John W. Queen and Thomas F. Donnelly ap-

pointed receivers.

Oneida.—W. H. Plato and J. D. Gitman, new store

on Main street.

OHIO.

Toledo.—Roy T. Sanberg, reported recorded chat-

tel mortgage for $257.

Toledo.—M. White sold out to W. C. Burdo.

PENNSYLVANIA.
Columbia.—Keefer & Heise, recently closed by the

Sheriflt; business purchased by B. F. Heise.

UTAH.
Salt Lake City.—Salt Lake City Cycle Co.'s entire

stock sold to W. S. McCormich for $6,500.

WISCONSIN.
Milwaukee.—The Claus Handle-Bar Mfg. Co., in-

corporated by E. L. Claus, H. G. Winther and J. O.

Carbys. Capital stock, $16,000.

Mukwonago.—Mystic Cycle Works' plant sold at

public auction on September 15th.

EXPORTS FOR A WEEK.

Exports of bicycles and cycle material from

the port of New York during the week end-

ing September 7th:

Bicycles. Material.

Antwerp $270 $35

Africa 2,378

British Possessions in Africa 2,670

Bremen 240

Brazil 942 20

British East Indies 22,324 90

Copenhagen 32

Dutch West Indies 12

Genoa 828 60

London 1,200 50

Mexico 184

Southampton 1,990

TWO HUNDRED THOUSAND DAILY.

The American Specialty Co., of Hartford,

Conn., who practically made their debut this

year as swaged spoke manufacturers, are do-

ing business. There i.s more proof to be had

by doubters of this than their word for the

fact.

The new patented machinery, which, they

claim, gives them a capacity far exceeding

anything yet invented, is on the hum con-

stantly and every day sees well over a hun-

dred thousand spokes started and completed.

Before this season is complete their capacity

will, they calculate, be two hundred thousand

spokes daily. Nine thousand square feet of

additional lloor space has been secured, and

machinery for a consi(lcra1)Ic part of it will

l)c placed and in operation by October 1st.

In November machinery for the remaining

space will liax'i' been placed.

FOR THE COPENHAGEN MARKET.

Copenhagen, Aug. '2'2.—Chr. Achcn, chief

of the greatest firm in the Scandinavian

countries dealing in cycles and accessories, is

en route It) America. He is seeking '98 nov-

elties. Mere statement of this fact should

he hint enousli to the American trade.

GAUGED TO THE THOUSANDTHS OF AN INCH.

F. E. Peacock, representing the E. P. Pea-

cock-Chicago chains, was in New York dur-

ing last week, and while here completed ar-

rangements that will insure proper represen-

tation of the chains in the East. He is not

quite ready to make the particulars public,

but they will see the light in due season.

Until the present, Mr. Peacock has not

made a specially strong effort to obtain a foot-

hold in the Eastern field, but now that he has

undertaken it the cultivation will be thorough,

and the Peacock goods are such that results

should be certain.

Mr. Peacock not only aimed at a very high

standard when he began the manufacture of

chains, but believes that he struck the bull's-

eye and made the target ring. He graduated

from the watch-making trade and for thirty

odd years has been engaged in Chicago with

work that required the utmost skill and care

—

the manufacture of special machinery. This

knowledge was put to use when he became
interested in cycle chains. He looked over all

the chain-making machinery on the market,

and becoming convinced that it was not up

to the mark set his wits to work. The re-

sult was an equipment of chain machines of

his own design and manufacture that have no

duplicates in any other factory. They incor-

porate improvements and processes all his

own and which are as jealously guarded as a

hen guards her brood. No visitor has been

permitted in the Peacock factory, although

they are always cordially received in the olfice.

"Our chains are wrought with the same
care that high-class watches are made," said

Mr. Peacock, "and when you realize that a

bicycle chain contains some 250 separate parts

you will appreciate the necessity and value of

such machinery and workmanship. We work
by the thousandths of an inch."

The Peacock line is very complete, and in-

cludes the various sizes and finishes of the

letter B and figure 8 patterns. The centre

blocks are made of a thoroughly hardened

crucible steel made to specifications; the side

plates are also of high carbon crucible steel,

with a tensile strength of t»0,000 pounds per

square inch; the rivets are of the best steel

obtainable and thoroughly hardened, and pitch,

material and workmanship are warranted as

represented.

"Nothing is too good to go in the Peacock

chain," is the way Mr. Peacock expressed it.

"There is a demand for cheap jewelry," he
added, "but diamonds still have the call and
command their value. The same is true of our
chains."

SUFFICIENT TO SOUR.

The uses of adversity are all sweet enough;
but the abuses resulting therefrom, in com-
bination with a bargain-counter bicyele u,-

what makes the rider thereof sour.
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BICYCLE CEMENTS.
M&na(actured on Scientific Principles and Chemically

Constnicied.

FOB WOOD AND 8TKEL KIMS.
Liquid Tire Cement,

quick drying.

Regular Hard Tire, ab-

solutely water-proof.

Patching Cement lor

Inner Tubes.

Plugging Cement,

Sperm Cycle Oil.

We guarantee our Cements and will return money if

not satisfactory.

CEO. W. REEVES,
BicjclB Cements, Chemicals and Naval Stores,

No. !."> N. Front M.. I'hiluiU'lpliiit, I'«.

ABSOLUTELY ESSENTIAL.

Cycle, and the world cycles with you;
Walk, and you walk alone.

And you can't get into society

If you have no wheel of your own.

COX'S TIRE....
Repair Outfit..

Best in the workl. Perfectly simple-
Absolutely sure.

The foUowinfT Tire Manufacturing Com-
panies have adopted it:

Diamond Rubber Co., New York Tire Co..
Home Rubber Co., Canadian Rubber Co.,
New Jersey Rubber Co., Spaulding & Pep-
per Co., lli.Kli:man Rubber Co , Revere
Rubber Co., whitehead Bros. Rubber Co.,
Mineralized Rubber Co.

COX & TINGLEY,
ELIZABETH. N. J.

THERE WERE OTHERS.

"If you loved me, you would buy me a tan-

dem," said his wife.

"But you know I don't ride a bicycle,

and never will," testily answered the husband,

who was considerably older than she.

"What difference does that make?" she

asked.

WHEN HE FULL-STOPPED.

"Yes." said the brakeless wabbler, as he

sailed rapidly through the air at the foot of

the hill, "I know I am an ungraceful rider,

but"—and he disengaged himself from the

blackberry bushes, where he had landed
—

"I

don't need any points on alighting."

^NAM0!&'
'1

I

. Umrl] hair bra*"- .>

f%\Ct 25 CC'

i i NM7VIO"
Quick as a Wink Makes old wheels new, and

does not deaden.

PRICE, TWENTY-FIVE CENTS.
CORRESPOND WITH

HARTLEY & GRAHAM,
Kindly mention The Wheel. P. O. Box 1 768, New York City.

Screw-Cutting Die Head
Self-Opening and Adjustable. - - -

Releases the Thread Automatically.

Especially Designed for Threading

BICYCLE HUBS, TUBING and FITTINGS.

Any kind or style of thread, sizes from bicycle spokes to six inches diameter.

We are also fittetl up for drilling irregular shaped holes, such as square,

D shape, hexagon, etc., either straight or tapered, for bicycle crank fitting.

Geometric Drill Co.,
P»l*nt««« »n<l Nfiie .Manularturrr* Westerville, Conn.

NUTS. SCREWS. BOLTS. RIVETS, BLOCKS,
WASHERS, ETC., FOR

PEDALS.
SADDLES.

^ CHAINS.

Springfield Machine Screw Company^
54 HILLMAN STREET, SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

THE SAFETY OILER
^0"V -TV « w

The Best Selling Oiler Made.

The only oiler tliat readies every i)art

of the wheel with case. No parts to

lose. No oily clothes. Made of bra.ss,

heavily nickeled. New priceH for

1898.
15 Cents.

THE SAFETY OILER CO.,
65 Nassau Street, New York.
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COL. POPE'S PUNS.

Chainless to Be Shown Simtiltatieotisly Every-

where—No Doubt of Its Success-

Prices.

Boston, Sept. 19.—While Colonel Pope
steadfastly refuses to heed the blandishments

of the cycling writers, and grant them a peep
at the much-discussed chainless Columbia, he

nevertheless talked freely to a representative

of The Wheel on every subject but the one
in which the latter was particularly interested.

It was at the Charles River Park track. The
Colonel and Mrs. Pope occupied one box,

while in another were E. W. Pope, Kirk
Corey and a party of friends.

"No," said the Colonel, "I'm letting the

other fellows and the newspapers do the talk-

ing just now. I'm keeping them guessing.

"When the chainless Columbia is ready, a

million people will see it on the same day;

for it will be shown simultaneously all over
this country. We will show models and an-

nounce prices at the same time."

It was intimated by the Colonel that these

same announcements would prove exceeding-
ly interesting.

"Now, do you suppose," he continued, "that

we have been spending hundreds of thousands
of dollars—yes, sir; hundreds of thousands!

—

on something that won't go? They all hope
it won't, but wait till you see it!"

The Wheel man intimated, once more,
that he should be glad of the chance, but the

Colonel simply smiled, and went on:

"When the chainless Columbia appears,

some of the wiseacres, including professional

experts who go experimenting with antiquated

models of geared bicycles, will be more than
surprised. The chain bicycle is a good ma-
chine at its best when the chain and sprockets

are new and perfectly free from mud, dust

and grit; but, as a vehicle, it is not in it with
our chainless. Think of a propelling mechan-
ism running in a bath of oil and air and
dust-proof!"

Colonel Pope declared that both tlie much-
commcntcd-on reduction in price of '97

Columbias, and also the Siegel-Cooper deal,

were in furtherance of a definitely fixed policy,

the results of which would ere long be ap-
parent.
As to '98 prices, he would not commit him-

self beyond stating, very positively, that the
chainless would not be a cheap machine.
Ten of the. leading manufacturers have already
taken licenses from the Pope Mfg. Co. for
its manufacture.

LOZIER'S FOUNDATION PATENT.

If President H. A. Lozier, of the Lozier

Mfg. Co., carries out present intentions there

may be a warm time in store for the trade.

Mr. Lozier says that his company owns a

patent on a safety bicycle, taken out several

years ago, one of the claims of which covers,

broadly, so simple and unpretentious a detail

as the present step on the bicycle. Joseph

L. Yost was originally associated with Mr.

Lozier in the ownership of the patent, but the

latter long since acquired sole title, and now
says that he is going to see what there is in it.

There would be more than a bagatelle to a

claim of this nature if it can be successfully

maintained, since every bicycle maker in the

country would have to pay tribute in the

shape of royalty.

If the claim is pushed, an instantaneous and

enormous increase in the advocates of the

pedal-mount will doubtless result.

HALL SAYS "POOH!"

WILLING TO SELL.

Chicago, Sept. 18.—Yesterday morning the

following sign was tacked on the office door

of the Davidson Cycle Co.: "This property

in possession of S. A. Tolman, mortgagee."

When seen, Mr. Tolman stated that he had

closed the concern on five notes which he

held, aggregating $21,000. He has been

threatening to take possession for some time,

but yielded to promises which were not ful-

filled.

Mr. Stedman, the former manager of the

Davidson Cycle Co., said that he had done

everything in his power to avert the trouble,

but bad debts and inability to dispose of their

product at a profit made it impossible to meet

their obligations.

Mr. Tolman says the plant will remain idle

until he can find a purchaser, as he will not

run it himself. He is willing to make big

concessions to prospective purchasers.

GONE TO THE RECEIVER.

Newark, N. J., Sept. 20.—E. I'. Beck & Son.

liarncss manufacturers and makers of the well-

known Beck bicycle saddles, arc in the hands

of a receiver.

Lawyer Oscar Keen has been apiioialed

to take charge of tiieir affairs. It is said tlie

liabilities will reach sfinO.OOO, with nominal

assets about the same. The linn has been in

difliculty for some linie. lis hieyele business

has been conducted under llie style of Beck
Bicycle Saddle Co.

At the Cycle Board of Trade He Twiddles the

Fingers of Derision and Gives His

Bxhibitors' Xames.

Chicago, Sept. 20.—Frank Hall, who signs

himself "Manager Chicago Cycle Racing As-

sociation"—the same which is behind the out-

law cycle show—has been "stirred up" by a

resolution of the Chicago Cycle Board of

Trade, which reaffirms that they will not ex-

hibit at any unsanctioned exhibition.

The dear Mr. Hall, dear to the memories

of the roller-skating craze, of barn-storming

theatricals, of six-day cycle races, and the

Lord only knows what else, snaps his finger

at the Board and exclaims "Pooh!" He says

his show is for the smaller makers, those who
have "bucked"— that's the pretty word he

uses—the National Cycle Board of Trade, and

these smaller makers in Hall's magnificent

estimation "have bicycles and cycle accessor-

ies possessing greater points of merit than

those made by any manufacturer who rejoices

in a membership in the national organiza-

tion."

To prove that his proposed cycle show "has

met with tlie approbation of representative

dealers in Chicago and vicinity," Manager
Hall just to show how strong he is pub-

lishes this list of those whom he says have

been allotted space, and who will most as-

suredly exhibit, Cycle Board of Trade to the

contrary, notwithstanding:

Ralph Temple Co., A. Willey, Invictus Cy-

cle Fittings Co., Chicago Handle-bar Co.,

Dobbins & Co., Brooks Spring Seat Post Co.,

Kastlcr Cycle Co., Excelsior Supply Co.,

Sieg & Walpole Mfg. Co., .\niericus Cycle

Co., C. H. Sterner & Co., Armstrong Bros.'

Tool Co., Rex Cycle Co., Yale & Towno Mfg.

Co., Sherman Cycle Co., A. L. Singer & Co.,

Park City Mfg. Co., K. Franklin Peterson,

Hotelling Bros., Kelly Handle-bar Co., Dod-
son Mfg. Co., H. L. Dodson, H. J. Hartley,

F. F. Idc Mfg. Co., Anderson & Flinn, Acme
Electric Lamp Co., A. G. Baglcy. Donnelly

& Deward, Beckley & Ralston Mfg. Co.. Cut-

ling & Kacstner Co., A. B. Ellis, Parsons

Mfg. Co., Perfection Saddle Co.. Warman &
Scliui) Cvcle Mfg. Co., Ncwboro Arms Co.,

Dudley Bicycle Works, Barnes Cycle Fittings

Co., Pneumatic Saddle Co., C. M. Rosengren

& Co., Celluloid Grip Co., Eastern Enameling

Works, G. H. Pratt Cycle Co., J. P. Andrews

& Co., J. D. Reilley Bicycle Co.
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TWO VICTORS.

One Hlgh-Prlced, the Other at Popular Fig-

tires Some Antl-Chalnless

ArgutacatBx

Two lines will be built and marketed by tbc

( )vcrn>an Wheel Co. in 1898, announced

President .\. N Overman in an inter-

view with The Wiieki.. One will be the

regular Victor—a top-notcher—which will list,

as heretofore, at $UX», embodying all up-to-

date improvements and magnificent appoint-

ments. It will be a refined Victor. The other

—the |^> wheel— will be a Victor also, so

(ar as name and ijuality are concerned, but it

will be devoid of the expensive construction

diaracteristicofthe$UH» Victor lines, and which

Mr. Overman declares are unctjualed any-

where. Its details are not yet ready for publi-

cation, but the mere fact that it will be a Vic-

tor is sufficient to indicate a large sale for it,

and extensive preparations are being made to

meet the demand.

Mr. Overman did not hesitate to express

himself characteristically and emphatically on

the subject of the chainless.

Said he: "Naturally we have been experi-

menting with it for some time, but we have

not yet gotten beyond the experimental stage.

.•\t least not beyond the point where it has

been demonstrated that not yet has it devel-

oped such ipialities as will prove it to be cap-

able of supplanting its chain-driven rival.

Neither do 1 believe any one else has.

"Chain-transmission is the most perfect

driving mechanism that has up to this time

been devised for the bicycle, weight for

weight. Under the numerous and varied

stresses to which a bicycle frame is subjected, it

has, hitherto, been impossible to build a chain-

less which will preserve that perfect alignment

that gears demand, except with an increase of

weight that is self-condemnatory. I do not

say it cannot be done, but it has not been

done up to this point. But we are experi-

menting. We always are.

"It is the Victor principle to spare no
lime, nf»r labor, nor expense to get the

l>cst; and w^ien a practicable chainless

has been evolved, we will have it. Until

that time we shall be satisfied with the

ea^y running qualities of our chain-wheels,

which have become generally recognized.

The success i)f the Victors in the many coast-

ing matches throughout the country is proof

of this. Riders rrcogni/e that success in

coasting indicate* superiority in running quali-

tiu. And our coasters arc standard models.

Any one can buy them. They arc merely our

light model*, fitted with light tires, but in all

reitpccti are regular goods."

President Overman is pl.mning an active

campaign, and was alert and vigorous as

ever. As is well-known, he practices what he

preache%, and it a hard rider cither awheel
or on hor-rltnck. His usual costume, when at

the factory, is either cycling or equestrian, as

he rides to and from his Springfield home
daily when the weather \>'

WILL STUDY MoioKN.

I R Tinkh.nm. ;irr.rr|rtit .,( t'l,- Tinkhnrn

O.N THE BANKS OF THE OHIO.

Cincinnati, Sept. 20.—Tiie linn ui Wm. Hul-

vershon retired from the cycle trade last week
This firm were the local agents of the Outing,

and were located on Race street. They made
a specialty of repair work, and carried an ex-

tensive line of sundries. The firm was for-

merly that of Hulvershon & Fay, but several

months ago Mr. Hulvershon purchased the

interest of the junior partner.

The Chas. Hananer Cycle Co. has just is-

sued an edition uf their road book, which is

the most pretentious ever publislicd. It was
compiled by W'm. D. Kenipttui, the present

Chief Consul of the Ohio Division, and who
lias personally measured all the distances, de-

voting two years to the work. The book con-

tains 271) pages of strictly condensed road in-

formation, and comprises every conceivable

route in the vicinity of Cincinnati. It also

contains routes to all the principal cities.

These routes have been furnished by wheel-

men who made the trips and have been meas-

ured by a cyclometer.

Chas. A. Ackerman, the junior member of

the firm of Conklyn & Ackernian, will act as

tra\eling representative of the Davis Sewing
Machine Co. during the winter months. Con-
klyn & .\ckerman will handle the Dayton dur-

ing ne.xt season.

AXOTHKR ONE.

I'KICE OF TWO CHAINLESS WHEELS.

One hundred and twenty-five dollars will

probably be the price for chainless Spaldings

and Warsvicks for '98, on the authority of

Messrs. Barkman and \'^ery respectively.

The Warwick Co. has taken a license from

the Pope Mfg. Co. for the manufacture of the

chainless, but has not yet determined wliether

to use bevel or spur gears. A '98 model,

shown at the Springfield meet, was of the

bevel-gear style, with tUish joints throughout,

oval fork-crown, forks full nickeled, internal

handle-bar and seat-post fastenings, and hand-

some lines and equipment generally.

Mr. Very coincides with t)ther makers, in

hesitating to express a positive opinion as

to the merits, practicability and probable de-

mand for the new mount.

FOWLER FAVORS TROTTING.

Chicago, .Sept. 20.—The fact that Frank T.

Fowler is about to sever his connection with

the Trinity Cycle Mfg. Co., of which he was
the founder and president, as was reported ex-

clusively in last week's Wiikei., is not al-

together a surprise to those who have watched

the trend of events.

Mr. Fowler has been in this city for some
time, and it was thought rather odd that he

seldmn. if ever, visited the Trinity's store here.

Of late he has been apparently more interested

in horses than bicycles, having acquired sev

rral blooded trotters, and organized the West-
.side Trotting Association, of which he was

made president.

all<
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ALL SORTS OF CORK GRIPS.

The L. M. Jones Co., of West Winsied.

Conn., who make grips, all kinds, cork and
composition, lined and unlined, plain anri

tips, will in future devote their energies

. to the maniilartiiring of their gotids.

have turned over the selling agency to

'.in. Jnrhum & Wurth, of II Itrnad

who will patrol the country in their in-

.11. 1 111 iiiii ..i' iiifir r>iiirr clients.

steams Announce the Methods They Will

Use to Produce Their

Chainless.

Syracuse, N. Y., Sept. 18.—E. C. Stearns &
Co. have made semi-formal announcement of

the bevel-geared bicycle on which it was

known tliey were working, and which will

be inchided in the "ilS line.

To best understand the new wheel it must

be mentally dissected and to do this one has

but to divide the driving mechanism into three

parts, the crank-hanger and its auxiliaries;

the shaft which transmits the power from one

set of gears to the other, and the rear hub

and its attachmenls. In the chain-driven bi-

cycle there are but two sets of bearings in this

part of the machine, those in the crank-hanger

and the rear-hubs. In addition to these in

the new Stearns chainless there are two more

sets upon which the bevel-gears revolve.

Beginning at the crank-hanger, the power

is applied to the cranks, the right-hand crank

being made integral with the one side of for-

ward ge.ir which corresponds to the sprocket

on the chain-driven bicycle. The gear of the

bicycle is determined by the size of the side

above referred to, and in the Stearns model a

variation of from t)8 to 80 is possible.

The shaft which transmits tlie power to the

rear wheel is not unlike an elongated rear-

axle. It has a bevel-gear at either end, run-

ning on frictionlcss bearings, which may be

adjusted to any degree of tightness or loose-

ness or opened for inspection by simply un-

screwing and sliding back two nickeled caps.

The shaft proper runs through the right-hand

lower re-ir-fork, thus keeping the tread of

the bicycle substantially as narrow as in the

cliain-driveii type. The fourth bevel is in-

tegral with the rear-hub, and here is an ad-

justment effected from the outside, so simple

in its workings that the rear wheel may be re-

moved quickly and readily.

All the bearing parts are incased so as to be

as near dust-jiroof as possible, and it is

claimed that the variation caused by wear will

be so slight that it will not be necessary to

adjust the wheel more than once a year. One
of the several experimental machines has been

run in the factory for three months with dry

bearings on a line shaft with 36-tons pressure.

That it stood up through such a test the firm

considers good evidence of its practicability.

The adjustment of the bevel-gears allows of

a wide variation in the angles of contact.

Normally the gears are J-inch f.ice and 10-

inch pitch and operate noiselessly. One-quar-

Icr-inch balls arc used in the gear-bearings and

in the rear-hub. and .')-ir»-inch in the crank-
hanger. The tread is slightly under 5 inches,

and the weight ol the machine is twenty-five
|ii iiiiiiK

MOKE BACKHONE NEEDED.

Charles L. Pepper, of the Spaulding & Pep-

per Co.. does not hesitate to express his belief

in no uncertain tones that the Tire Associa-

tion should get from under the guarantee at

once and for good.

"Let the outsiders guarantee all they

please," says he. "There'll be less of it before

there's more, and if we stand together they

will gain but little. More backbone is what

is needed."

Money is the root of all evil; but everyone

in cycling roots for it.
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^be jFauber Crank Eile

C^cle dFittfngs

y'S^ tTCITItS * Unless satisfactorily rated, Orders nuisi
*

be accompanied with Draft, Express,

&9dD P. O. Money Order or Registered Letter.

CO3

^^''

4^^
*

^<\t PioNfe^

%
Crank Axle* ot Bvei-y '
Practical Construction, o

'^

M. 1b. yauber
flDanufacturer

70 to 74 West Jackson, Corner Clinton Street

*.

Patented in U. S. and
Foreign Countries.
Patents Pending.

^ 'ft

TELEPHONE
EXPRESS 437. ept.7, 1897.

To the Trade :-

In order that ray position may be clearly understood by
every one, and as a warning to any who may be inclined to infringe
my rights, 1 wish to make the following statement regarding the
Fauber Crank Axle Patents,

By referring to the United States Patent Office, it will
be found that these patents are pioneer, and cover one-piece crank
axles of every practical construction.

Immediately following the issue of the original patents,
in 1893, advertising was begun in the leading trade papers, in or-
der that the public should become familiar with the construction
of these axles.

The cycle public gener»ally, at once endorsed this axle
as a marked improvement in bicycle construction, and believing
that at an early date it would be brought into general use, 1 at

once secured foreign and other United States patents.
In view of these facts, -and, further, that the foreign

patents have been kept alive, and the development and manufacture
of these cranks p ersi stently followed, 1 believe that 1 am justly
entitled to all rights under these patents. This is further evi-
denced by the large number of licenses which have been issued to
many of the largest manufactiarers in the cotmtry.

All manufacturers will appreciate the fact that these pa-
tents have been generally recognized as- covering the one-piece crank
axle. For this reason 1 believe it will be a profitable specialty
to those who will use it legitimately.

1 intend to protect my rights in this matter, and there-
fore warn all infringers that 1 shall hold them liable.

After carefully considering all the facts and ci re or. stanc-
es in connection with the original patents and other patents on
crank axles and hanger parts, still pending, it is the opinion of
experts, that the Fauber patents righttUlly control all one-piece
crank axles.

Yours -^Qvy truly.

Kindly nicnlioii 'I'lic Wlieel.
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TURN ON THE LIGHT! Compare the maker's
COST of equipment on a

high grade Clipper Special with the cheapest possible to use.

Cost of Special Clipper Equipment against CHEAP WHEEL.
Saddles "-

Chains "

Tires
Rims "

Tool Bags "

Pedals •*

Steel Bars '*

Crips

from S 1.75 to S 2.00 S .55 to $ .85
I.20
6.00
.70
.25

I.SO
I.50
.18

I.60
10.00

.90
.40
1.75
2.00
.28

.40
1.75
.28
.07
.45

Wood .30
.09

.48
4.50
.40
.12
.65
.60
. I I

Sl3.08 to $18.93 against $3.89 to $7.71

Here's figures. They arc facts. Wc can prove them, so can you. Be your own judge.

But please DON'T compare a high grade Clipper with a bicycle that costs from S^'.OO to

S15.00 less for equipment only, and all other cost in proportion. The WORTH of a bicycle

depends upon the cost of material and the care with wtiich it is made.

Clipper Specials ARE expensive to make and equip. They are WORTH the price

you pay.

Made by " THE CUPPER PEOPLE," Grand Rapids. Mich.

Kindly nicntiun The W lii-cl.

WANTED, FOR CASH.

Bicycles,

Bicycle Sundries ^

Novelties

FOR EUROPEAN TRADE.

W'c are not looking for

free samples on which to

take orders, but are ready

to place lar^e contracts

for right goods at light

prices, and lo pay spot
cash for Ihcm. If you

have anything to offer,

address

H. R. & CO.,^ Poe^3°^ NEW YORK.

eOOLING GRIP.

>
Composition cork. Made any size. Special

tips to match enamel. Paper-lined, wood-
liiied or tinlined.

The Codling Mfg. Co.,
BRISTOL, CONN., U. S. A.

Kindly niciilii'n The Whrrl.

IN THE

German^
Spanish,
French.

[ANY t.ANGVAOK.)

American Catalog^ues Translated, Con-

densed and Printed in any Lang^uag^c

THE WHEEL PRESS,
8S West Broadway. New York.
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Copyright by F. P. Prlal Co.

PUBLISHED EVERY FRIDAY.

ADDRESSES—88 West Broadway.New York ; Telephone, 3775

Cortlandt ; Post Office Address, Box 444, New York ; Western
Office, 934 Monadnock Block, Chicago; The Wheel
Press, 88 West Broadway, New York; Cable Address,
" Prlal,*' New York.

SUBSCRIPTIONS—$2.00 a year; single copies, 10c. ; foreign
subscription, 203. a year. Orders filled by all newsdealers.

ADVERTISING

—

The Wheel, the pioneer of cycling trade
journals, has the largest and the broadest general circula-
tion among cycle riders, the cycle trade and kindred trades.
Advertising rates on application. Advertisers are notified
that change of advertisements is not guaranteed unless
copy Is received by SATURDAY morning.

THAT COMBINE.

WHEN ropes can be made from sand and

bicycles from cucumbers and moon-

shine, then will it be possible to form price-

raising, price-making and price-controlling

combinations among cycle manufacturers.

Until then, however, space-fillers on the

daily papers are more than usually ignorant

of what they write when they day in and day

out revamp the "bicycle trust" yarn.

When it comes to forming such a combina-

tion in the cycle trade, old human nature

needs more disciplining than it is liable to re-

ceive. The more a man has been accustomed

to act upon his own initiative, the less easily

does he surrender to discipline. The ten-

dency of a cycle manufacturing career is to

unfit a man for federation. He has lived in an

atmosphere of competition, and it is only by

keeping ahead of his rivals that he can suc-

ceed. The surrender of this attitude and the

acceptance of the passive role of obedience

to a council is a difficult thing to do, and one

not likely to come to pass so long as the

people now at the head of the cycle industry

remain in control.

MACHINE PRODUCTS.

EVEN Mr. Sturmey, among British cycle

editors the fairest, the most far-seeing

and the greatest lover of everything American,

can not close his eyes or his mouth to the

importance of the American bicycle when its

exportation rises from less than $2,000,000 in

1895 to over $7,000,000 in 1896, more

than one-third of the total going to the United

Kingdom. This is all chiefly attributable to

the use of automatic machinery and special

tools, and while many of tliese tools have now

been imported into England, they are still

worked there at a very much less output.

This fact is a fundamental one which is al-

ways carefully neglected in the "popular" dis-

cussion of these subjects by Mr. Sturmey and

other eminent editors and economists of the

same type.

The article, whether it be a bicycle or a

locomotive, which is produced at least cost

takes the market. Given equal conditions as

to machinery, that which produces the most

units of goods per unit of wages is the one

that undersells. The American cycle products

that are making their way are those of which

this rule holds true. Conditions as to ma-

chinery, though fast equalizing, are still more

or less unequal, and in that inequality Amer-

icans possess a general advantage. Part of

this advantage is reflected in higher wages,

as is also part of the advantage due to the

higher rate of output with identical machines.

When fewer hands are employed to produce

a given article, they get more money indi-

vidually. Finally the scale of industry that

enables an order to be promptly filled is itself

an element in commanding the market. That

this scale is larger in America in certain

branches, like the cycle and automatic ma-

chine trades, is a statement no amount of bluff

or bluster can controvert.

THE BOARD'S OPPORTUNITIES.

T^ HE Executive Committee of the Board

* of Trade will meet on Thursday of this

week. Action will undoubtedly be taken on

the question of guarantees as regards bicycles,

and it will also take some action in connec-

tion with the Bicycle Tire Association on tire

guarantees.

As has been pointed out in the columns of

The Wheel, the guarantee has been much

in abuse, and has been an extraordinary draw-

back to sound trade. It has been one of the

most expensive items in the marketing ac-

count, and has been carried to the point of

the ludicrous. A man can guarantee a jewel,

or can guarantee the fineness of any article

which cannot be destroyed by use, and which

does not invite abuse, but both the bicycle

and its tire are very easily and sometimes

joyously ruined in the hands of inexpert, care-

less and thievish wheelmen. A guarantee of

either the bicycle or the tire is of little value.

No matter how good the material, and no

matter how careful the workmanship, a man

who handles his wheel carelessly, or who is

inexpert, or mischievous, can very readily

damage the machine. The guarantee, both on

tire and bicycle, should be wiped out. The

trade can no longer afford the luxury of the

guarantee.

But outside of these specific matters, upon

which there should be very little division of

opinion, the Executive of the Board of Trade

sliould devote its consideration to some plan

or plans to strengthen and l)roa(Ion the Board.

The Board of Trade is with ni.iny people

merely a name, and with some it is a by-word.

What plans the Board can adopt to secure

the strength and recognition whicli the organ-

ization should have cannot be readily stated.

but that there is work and scope for the or-

ganization is certain. The Board should have

a Western, as well as an Eastern office. It

should exercise a careful espionage over

fraudulent concerns. In the first hey-dey of

its credit bureau, the practice of pointing out

flaws in the bicycle trade was perhaps carried

to a too enthusiastic point, and this caused a

reaction, which eventually wiped out that

bureau.

In wiping out the bureau, the Board

has gone too far. There are in the trade many
abuses, and many concerns who are bare-

facedly fraudulent, and these matters should

receive some attention from the Board.

Above all things, at this particular time, the

Executive should immediately set to work to

get the trade in line on bicycle shows. They
should have the entire trade pledged on this

show question, so that show promoters will

not be able to disturb the trade later on in the

season by working up show scares.

BROADENING THE VIEW.

/'"^ YCLING has taught its thousands not
^—

' not only how large a city, but how
varied and how beautiful a city, is this in

which they live. It is constantly astonishing

with its revelations of how little they knew
about it before, or how nearly was their

knowledge confined to a few small neighbor-

hoods and then a few main thoroughfares.

It has made evident, too, the beauties of

nature; it has brought them out among the

sunsets, the nodding flowers, the waving

grain, the stately trees; it has led them

through the twilight, it has shown them the

midday glow upon the hills, the long afternoon

shadows, the scudding and the piling clouds,

the mighty reach of stars at night, and the

mirroring water's beauty; it has shown the

season's delicate effect on vegetation.

Cycling has done more than give to riders

health and speed. It has imparted knowledge

and has refined those of them who would read

the picture-poems which it brought them to.

MERIT MUST WIN.

HP HE "Bicycling World" very rightly

* points out that the operation of "sur-

vival of the fittest," which has been undergone

by the trade during the past two years, and

especially this year, has also operated in the

field of cycling publications. The "World"

points out that a distinct readjustment has

been accomplished. The cycling trade,

among other nialtors, whicli it now keenly

realizes, has determined to give its patronage

to such papers as are worthy of it. The "Bi-

cycling World" points out that the field has

been overstocked with cycle papers, tivat tlierc

were thirty at one time, but that the number

of trade papers which can be considered as
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permanent" may be counted on the fingers

of one hand.

This question oi nudmrn si-iection is one

which cannot be decided by legishition or by

formal organized action, a plan which the

Board of Trade has contemplated for some

time. The status of a bicycle paper, or the

dispensation of his advertising patronage, are

matters about which the trade man will have

his own opinion. In buying space, as in buy-

ing tubing or saddles or other material, a man

wants to use his individual judgment.

In the past, many new firms have patron-

ized papers which were unworthy of their

support, have patronized some of tlicin, in

fact, through fear of blackmail. But these

new firms have become old firms by this time.

and they are able to determine which papers

have solidity and character and proper scope.

In these days the selection of the best

mediums is not a difficult matter. The .solid

busmess bicycle papers are known, and those

which are not worthy of patronage are plainly

car-marked. The day of padded advertising

pages has passed. Bluff of that sort has

ceased to be an argument.

WOMAN'S DLTV.

WH EN women began to ride bicycles old-

fashioned or over-conventional per-

sons took alarm. There was much f.nlk of the

unwomanliness of the procedure. Jaundiced

minds foroaw an era of bloomers when it

woulil be a wise child that knew its father

from its mother.

The blessings of domesticity would disap-

pear with petticoats. The wife would wheel

away from her husband; the mother from her

children: the maiden from her lover. This

was before the days of tandems.

When the alarm subsided, the most preju-

diced were obliged to acknowledge that the

wheel was mafic ff>r women, as well as for

men. It n<iw devolves upon women to keep

the good opinion of the public in this matter.

COMING OK A CHANr.K.

IT is becoming more and more clear that all

social customs will in time be modified by

the new element cycling has injected into

everyday life. Think, lor example, how the

railway and steamship changed the condi

lions of existence! We live in a world al

together different from that in which our an-

cestors lived. We are in rlo«er relation* with

our neighbors.

We make no more ... i...».Mi.K •• ii.'-u-

and miles than they made of traveling

a irorr .Ml kind% of undertakings are

now matters of daily occurrence that fifty or

a hundred years ago were not regarded a.*

among the possibilities. Wc are just at the

threshold of the cycling era, and who shall

say what is to come? Wc sec now only the

faint beginnings of change.

Wc cannot e.xpect the chainless safety to

give us a mile in a minute, or fifty miles in the

hour. We don't want minute-miles or ex-

press train speed. For its chief purposes,

recreation and business, the present safety is

quite fast enough. What is wanted is ease of

propulsion, and even in this respect we can-

not expect a very great increase. The chain-

less will be clean and rakish and novel, but it

is doubtful if it will be 10 per cent faster or

10 per cent easier than the chain-driven wheel.

CORDANG A WONDER.

I'rinccs fight for more territory, not be-

cause they want more territory, but because

they want more people to call them "Prince."

In the same way many journals and public

recorders take positions, not because of in-

trinsic belief, but because they want to be

right, so that they can be numbered among

the "l-told-you-so's." Such is the position of

some of the cycling papers on the chainless

safety.

The chainless will be expensive; can only

be made in limited numbers, and it will be an

experiment. These three very important fac-

tors will incline and compel 90 per cent of the

owners of chain-driven bicycles to stick to

their machines for at least one season, and

perhaps for two or three.

In the selling of a bargain-counter bicycle

the salesman soon learns that it is easier to lie

discreetly liian it is to tell the truth with dis-

cretion.

Wheciinen are su constituted that they

would rather be annoyed by a novelty in a

wheel or sundry tli.iii ride content with

monotony.

There are still lortunes to be made in the

cycle trade by those who arc willing to pay

the price in intelligent labor and closeness of

pursuit.

One of the satldest features ot the discus-

sion regarding the chainless is the rapid in-

rre.ise in tin- number of i)eople wh<i know it

.dl,

The "mental poise" that women talk about

at their clubs is that feeling which enables

them to wheel past a cow in the road.

It is easier for a whcelwoman to be vain

without being pretty than it is for her to be

pretty without being vain.

It seems impossible for some riders to do

>ou a favor without entering it upon their ac-

count books.

Though sweet arc the uses of adversity, it

excites the envy of no rider of a cheap wheel.

Men who preach cycling etiquette l>v ilir

yard usually practice it by the inch.

Men and cyclometers are judged by their

works; both have wheels.

The Twenty-four-Hottr Record Hoisted by

Him to Figures of Unexpected

Height.

The dream of a two-minute man wh<i will

ride a bicycle 720 miles in twenty-four hours is

a trifle less of a nightmare than it seemed

when first suggested two or three weeks

since.

A Dutchman, Maurice Cordang, has made
this statement possible, and incidentally given

the popular notion that the Dutch are a slow,

sluggish people an awful jab.

Cordanji. did not. however, accomplish the

feat on his native heath. He went to Eng-

land to do it, and, according to a London cable

dated September IGth, simply demolished all

long-distance records on the Crystal Palace

track, which is not an indoor track as its name
seems to imply.

According to the cable, Cordang got inside

record at the fourth hour. He rode .100 miles

in l!Mi. 17ni. 'J^ l-.5s., and in the -I hours, com-
pleted (il6 miles 340 yards—nearly .Vt miles

better than the previous record, made by

Huret in Paris in the triangular match with

Rivierre and Cordang, and in which the latter

fell and was injured.

AN IMPORTANT DEAL.

Barely a month since and the A. L. Moore
Co,. Cleveland. O.. were announced as the

selling agents of the Cleveland Machine Screw

Co. The reason for that annt>unccnient is now
made plain.

The .\, L. Moore Co.'s staniping plant has

been consolidated with the automatic screw

machine and ball plant of the Cleveland Ma-
chine Screw Co.. in whose name the business

will be conducted hereafter, and who will fill

all orders for stampings now placed with them.

This consolidation creates a plant with an

unlimited capacity for the production of

automatic screw machines, "New Process"

hardened steel halls and other bicycle parts.

Mr. A. I.. Moore becomes a member of the

Cleveland Machine Screw Co. by the new con-

solidatiiMi. which, however, will not affect the

business of the A. L. Moore Co.. which will

continue to represent, as sales agents, the

firms the company has heretofore represented.

GOOD PEOI'LB IN THE MAKKET.

There should be a rush of cycle travelers

toward Newark, N. J., within the next few

days.

The Eldrirlge Bicycle Co,, of that city,

which is one of the best known and most de-

sirable agents in the State, and which main-

tains branch stores in six of the principal

near-by towns, has announced itself ready to

negotiate at once for entirely new lines for

18f»8.

The Eldridgc people have been the Pope

agents for seven years, and the fact that they

have decided to relinquish the Columbia will

prove in the nature of a trade surprise.

SELLING OP THE MYSTIC.

Milwaukee, Sept. 17.— The .Myotic Bicycle

Works, at Mukwonago, were sold yesterday

.It an assignee's sale. They brought |1,380,

very mtich under the real value of the prop-

erty.
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SPRINGFIELD ONCE MORE!

OLD IDOLS BROUGHT TO LIFE FOR THE OCCASION, BUT THE PUBLIC

VIEWS THEM APATHETICALLY AND TITTERS AT RACES

WHICH ONCE ROUSED THEM TO FRENZY.

Plaudits Are All For Michael, the Man of the Present—Bald Towers

Above the Other Pros and Hattsman Above the Amateurs—Boy

Wonders and Girl Babies as Attractions.

George M. Hendee.

To remove the statue of a public idol from

its pedestal; to breathe life into it that it might

live over again the glorious and glorifying

deeds of the past is a far cry, but a pretty

fancy.

If it could be done, Christopher Columbus

and George Washington—but pshavi'! The
idea's too imaginative to carry further.

Probably the nearest approach to anything

of the sort was designed as a feature of the

Springfield tournament of 1897. Geo. M.

Hendee and W. A. Rowe, two cycling idols,

two men who had made cycling history, who

*^ «^ t^

and soul of cycling interest were little more
than tots and schoolboys when Rowe and

Hendee were at their zenith and carrying all

before them. They knew nothing of them
and cared less.

It was the first race on high wheels that

very many of them had ever seen.

Bald, Cooper and Kiser are uppermost in

their minds, and the idols which they have

worshiped. There were as many older folk

whose knowledge extended no further back.

They undoubtedly read the public prints in

the Rowe-Hendee times, but those were times

W. A. Rowe.

peared on Wednesday, they were warmly re-

ceived. There was no fine frenzy, and it was
the old guard of cycling that led the reception.

They know best how closely woven around

the two men is the fame of the Springfield

tournament, and they applauded with hearts

that were warmed by the recollections of the

"good old days."

There was another man on the track, too,

whose presence called up the past. He was
officiating as a judge, but there were no hand-

claps to greet him, no voices raised in glad ac-

claim. He moved about as if a stranger in a

r.KSNA AND MICHAEL ON THE MARK.

had bathed deep and often in glory, who had

done much to make cycling Springfield

what it is, and who, having accomplished all

this, had been placed on fancy-created pedes-

tals, there to remain and be pointed at as ob-

jects of interest and for admiration, if not

awe, and for worshipful observance.

Rowe and Hendee were removed from their

niches last week. On Wednesday and Thurs-

day they strove to live over llicir deeds of

daring and of do.

But times have changed, and men have

come and men have gone, and women, too.

Very many of those who help from the heart

when the average newspaper reader tilted his

nose scornfully and contemptuously in the air

at the mention of bicycles and who passed re-

ports of bicycle records and races as unworthy
of heed.

Springfield, of course, is TTcndco's homo,

and, as it is a popular and e.ircfully nursed

impression that women wciil aiul men swore

when Rowe defeated the Springfield pet on his

own heath, the Springfield public lias not

wholly forgotten their one-time idol. They
have worshiped others in the meantime, and,

perhaps, it has lessened their affection, but

for all of that when Hendee and Rowe ap-

strangc town. The man was Henry E.

Ducker, and ho it was who conceived and

planned and carried out the first Springfield

tournament, and the succeoding ones, which

loft a halo aroiuul the name that time has not

tarnished materially. He was president of the

Springfield Bicycle Club in those days, and

undisputedly the cock of the racing walk. He,

too, has come to life again, but the lapse of

time has woven cobwebs in even the Spring-

field recollection, and the Ducker of to-day

is not the Ducker of old.

When Rowe and Hendee appeared on the

second day for the deciding heats, they were
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greeted with a mere pattering of handclaps,

and when they got under way the amused tit-

tering of tlic crowd at a sight wliich would

once have held them thrilled was audible. It

required four heats to decide the race. Hen-

dee won the first by three lengths; the second

was the prettiest sort of a dead heat, both

men spurting in little jerks, and making a

Jinish that would have once set the grandstand

wild, but which was but mildly applauded,

even the applause being punctuated by laugh-

ter. Rowe took the third heat, after trailing

Hendee to the head of the stretch, and after

a sprint which an old-timer described as

"quite decent." Hendee won the final heat

and the race in the fastest of the series, but

away outside the ordinary record of 2.25 3-5,

which will doubtless stand for aye.

• • •

Very naturally the people are living in the

present and the man who drew 15,000 specta-

tors to the track on Wednesday was neither

Rowe nor Hendee, but Michael, the man of

the day. He was easily the popular idol.

When he was running his twenty-mile race

with Lesna, they were in a frenzy of enthusi-

asm; when he had won it, they left their seats

and as one person swarmed on the track.

It was a grand race, too. Lesna proved a

worthy opponent of the great little man. Both

were well received, but Michael's reception

was the heartiest, and showed where the sym-

pathy lie. For Lesna the band played the

"Marseillaise," for Michael "God Save the

Queen." A bouquet of flowers was then

handed each man, and they posed for their

photographs. There were others who posed

on their own account for the same picture.

John S. Johnson, who has raced abroad

and knows how it feels, remarked in the hear-

ing of a Wheel man, as the band played those

National airs:

"Maybe you don't think 'Yankee Doodle'

and 'Hail Columbia' sounds good when you're

in a foreign country. The bare glimpse of

an American flag makes you want to buy it."

After the camera had clicked, bouquets were

thrown aside, and the men made ready. The
pistol cracked, two quads rushed from be-

hind, the men tacked on and the fight was on.

Michacl'.s pacing complement consisted of

two triplet.*, four rpiads, one quint and one sex-

tette; he himself rode a 106-gear. Lesna had as

helpers three sextctts and two r|uints and
pushed a gear of 100-inchcs. The foreigner

was clad in .scarlet, and all of his pacers were
costumed to match. They made an impres-

sive picture, in striking contrast to Michael's

assistants, who were clothed in "any old suit"

and looked the rag-tag and bobtail of the

track. But they were not.

When the two mm straightened out

Michael was in front and led at the first mile.

I^sna then went ahead and bla/ed the way
for more than two miles, when Michael,

without any warning, darted past like

a flash, and before Lesna awoke, had
Rained a lead of fifty yards; he in-

creased it to 100 in the next lap and opened
the gap still wider in the next. At five miles

I^sna was crawling up, and during the next

two miles was carried along at a clip that

simply wore down Michael's lead. At eight

miles, the man in scarlet went past the little

fellow, and the crowd howled lor joy. A sec-

ond later the howl was redoubled Michael

had left his pacers and lacked onto Lesna.

He remained there for 200 yards before his

own men took him in tow; then he tried to

pass his rival and failed. But he got by in the

next lap, and at eleven miles began drawing

away. Lesna, twenty-five yards behind, was

jabbering in French, apparently calling for

better pace. He got it and collared and

passed Michael, but the latter came again,

and led until near the seventeenth mile,

when his pacers went wrong. But as

soon as Lesna overhauled him, he re-

peated his tactics and jumped to the

Frenchman's rear wheel and remained there

for nearly a lap, while the crowd once more
howled like mad. A triplet came out and

pulled him away at a terrific pace. Lesna

never got near to him again. The latter's

pacemakers seemed weary and were unable to

go fast enough for their man. He repeatedly

passed the tape with a look of anger on his

dark face and gesticulating wildly to his

trainer. He was plainly disgusted at his

pacers and pointed to them in a manner that

seemed to say, "What duflfers!" This is near-

ly the whole story. After the seventeenth

mile, Michael simply held his man at a safe

distance, and, in the last lap, cut loose and

won by 200 yards in the record-breaking time

of 38.11. Lesna's men tried hard to sprint

down the stretch, but it was a lame effort, and

the defeated rider crossed the tape motioning

di.sgust and as mad as a wet hen.

The fastest mile was the fifth, 1.48 1-5; the

slowest, the eighteenth, 2.04 2-5.

The summary:

First mile Michael 1.55

Second mile Lesna 3.45%
Third mile Lesna 5.44%
Fourth mile Michael 7.34V4
Fifth mile Michael 9.23H
.Sixth mile Michael 11.19

Seventh mile Michael 13.16

Eighth mile Lesna 15.10%
Ninth mile Michael 17.05%
Tenth mile Lesna 1902
Klcvcnlh mile Michael 20.56%
Twelfth mile Michael 22.50%
Thirteenth mile Michael 24.48%
I'ourtcenth mile M ichael 26.42

Fifteenth mile Michael 28.35

Sixteenth mile Michael 30.30%
Seventeenth mile Lesna .32.29%

Einhtecnlh mile Michael .34.27

Nineteenth mile Michael .36.22

Twentieth mile Michael 38.11

Besides breaking the twenty-mile record,

Michael broke the sixteen-mile record, which

was formerly 3<>.32 4-5, and held by Lesna.

The twenty-mile record was formerly held by

Lesna.
• • •

During the race it was announced that the

winner, whoever he might prove to be, would
give a ten-mile exhibition on the following

day.

Michael, of course, was the man. When he

appeared for the exhibition on Thursday,

there were 8,000 people present, and instead

of flowers an American flag was made to serve

as the grandstand play. It was pinned around

his waist with a deal of mock ceremony, and
after his picture had been taken, the an-

nouncer bawled out:

"Mr. Michael is not only the world's cham-
pion, but the American champion, and an

American citizen, as well."

And then the hand broke out with "God
Save the Queen!"

Michael went through the ordeal like a little

lamb being offered as a sacrifice, and when it

w.iH all over, sailed away, and in that uncon-

cerned manner which is all his own, followed

his pacemakers ten miles in 18.27 4-5, estab-

lishing eight other American records en route.

His time by mile.*—from two to ten inclusive

arc .American records—was as follows:

First mile, 1.44 3-6; 2d, 3.38; 8d, 6.20 3-6;

4th, 7.12 2-5; 5th, (1.06 2-5; tJth. 10.56 1-5; 7th.

l.'.r^l; 8th, 14.45 2-5; 9th, 16.35 1-5; 10th.

18.27 4-5.
• * *

Both days were of the made-to-order kind

—

clear, not too warm, and with mild Indian

summer zephyrs coming in lazy puffs which

scarcely stirred the flags suspended over the

tape. Most of the time they hung limp and

dead.
• * *

The story of last year's tournament was es-

sentially a tale of two Toms, Tom Butler and

Tom Cooper. They were well-nigh irresisti-

ble; nothing could stop their flights and the

laurels and plaudits were all theirs.

Both Toms were on hand to do battle this

year, but they were there as evidence that

"times change and men change with them."

Twelve months have changed the Toms from

dashing and repeated victors to laboring

strugglers, to whom first honors are as rare

as women who can repair their own tires.

Both gave brief flashes of their former prow-

ess on this occasion, but neither stood out

clean-cut and distinct against the sky. Cooper
won the mile open on Wednesday—his first

victory since July 5th—and Butler the mile

handicap on the same day, but Butler had a

start of 35 yards—a start which he would have

scorned last season.

After Michael. Bald was distinctly the man
of the meet, and after Bald, Kimble; that is

in the professional ranks. Of the amateurs. E.

C. Hausman, of New Haven, was the king

bee, although there were others who might

have reason to dispute the statement.

• • •

Bald's work placed him high above all the

others. He had failed to (lualify for but one

important race, the mile open. The Boston
negro, Major Taylor, had une.xpectedly

beaten him in his heat in the preliminaries on

Tuesday, as reported in last week's Whkki..

For all else Bald had qualified, and firsts fell

to his vigorous shaking as leaves fall before

the autumn winds.

On Wednesday he won the half-mile open
by six inches in 1.01 2-5. He came out of the

bunch when the crowd closed up for the rush

home and the pacemaker had dropped, and
was in the front entering the straight. He
held the honor safe, although Dr. Brown gave

him a scare and a battle by coming with a

great bur.st in the last hundred yards.

On Thursday Bald captured the race of the

meet, the one-mile record race, in 2.05 1-5,

defeating Cooper, Longhead, Kimble. Butler

and Taylor. Butler caught the pacemaker
and Taylor fell in behind him; Cooper was
behind the negro, but Bald rode alongside

and crowded him out. Kimble brought up the

rear. There was no change in the positions

at the half-mile, nor until Loughead started

the sprint at the last quarter. They were in

full cry, rounding into the homestretch, and
going such a tremendous pace that all except
Hald swung wide. He held himself close

to the pole, and the moment the opening was
made shot through and won by a length.

Kimble digging for dear life and second
money in his wake.

On Thursday Bald also accounted for the

half-mile open and one-third mile National
championship, and in a glorious manner. In
the first mentioned event. Bald, Loughead.
Butler. Randall. Johnson, Brown, Oldfield,

Kimble and Gardiner »Urted, and Butler, as
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usual, won out in the fight for the pacemaker.

Bald, as is his wont, fell into third place.

Rounding for home, Randall came from the

rear at a terrific bat and started the break-up.

Bald, as is too often the case, was not watch-

ful enough, and when the bunch made the

turn, he was in the very centre of it, and ap-

parently hopelessly pocketed. From the press

stand, he seemed to suddenly "buck the cen-

tre," to use a football term, and almost force

an opening. He came through, body gallop-

ing, and still using his body and coming with

all sails set, he almost cleared the crowd at

one bound and victory was his by a length.

It was a plucky, desperate effort, which de

served the applause which it earned.

In the championship. Bald prevented a

negro from becoming one of America's hall-

marked champions. But it required a mighty
effort to do it.

The racing men don't like the "coon,"

Major Taylor, and defeat at his hands is gall

spiring sight, but Bald's dogged determina-

tion told. Just as it seemed as if he could

not win, and that the L. A. W., which' bars

negroes from membership, would be in the

curious position of having a black man wear-

ing one of its proudest titles. Bald poked his

tire in front, and at the tape was some four

inches to the good. It was a gallant struggle.

In the mile open on Wednesday Cooper had

the half-mile he jumped Randall at the tape.

and in the two-mile almost made a runaway
of it, winning by three lengths. Freeman,
the Pacific Coast wonder, who is credited with

a straightaway mile in 1.28 1-5, ran second in

this event.

In the amateur events New England showed
to advantage. The Yankee "pures" are a

speedy lot, and came near making a clean

sweep. In the mile on Wednesday I. A.

Powell, of New York, caught and beat out

Collett, of New Haven, by a length, after the

latter had stolen a lead and looked a likely

winner; excepting this, everything was carried

off by the New Englanders, Peabody, the

Chicago crack, being among those whom they

smothered with regularity and dispatch.

Hausman, of New Haven, accounted for

both championships. He won the quarter on
Wednesday in a driving finish, and on Thurs-

day gathered in the five miles after a punish-

ing race. In the last event Powell, Hills,

Coming through the stiles.

Some of the railbirds.

Hendee and Rowe on the Mark.

Henry E. Ducker, Referee Robinson. "Dave" Shafer. A trim-looking team.

"It happened this way." Bird's-eye view near the tape.

and wormwood to them. They think he should

flock with his own people, and their own
poet has typewritten and manifolded seven or

eight verses of very faulty doggerel, express-

ing not only this sentiment, but reciting what

a hot time there will be if the Major ever goes

South to race. This is merely en passant.

Bald had tasted the wormwood in the heats

on Tuesday, as already stated, and when in

the championship he cleared the crowd and

saw the dark streak, going like mad, three

lengths ahead of the bunch and the tape less

than 200 yards away, it is possible to imagine

his feelings. Whatever they were, he simply

doubled himself up and went after the darkey.

But is was heart-breaking work. Taylor was
going all out, and though Bald gained, it was

a creeping gain. The two drew further away
from the others, and had a clear field for their

battle. Once, twice Bald raised his head to

see what gain he had made, and each time

ducked it again, wriggled his body like an eel

and dug at his pedals viciously. It was an in-

an up-hill fight to win. Loughead had started

the sprint and gained a length. Cooper had

followed him up and simply wore down Long-

head's lead inch by inch, finally winning by

half a wheel in the fast time of 2.05 4-5. The
other Tom's (Butler) solitary victory, the

mile handicap, was earned also by hard work.

The crowd bunched in the first lap and rushed

for home like a flock of birds. Butler was in

front, and the men were spread all over the

track. He held his advantage, but in the last

twenty yards Gardiner (scratch) thought he

saw an opening near the pole and jumped for

it. It was not wide enough for him to squeeze

through, however, and he had to ease up to

prevent fouling Butler. Gardiner's time,

2.04 2-5, however, is a record for a handicap

event.

In the scratch events, in which he placed

himself, Kimble danced studious attention on

Bald's roar wheel and got throngli in that wise.

In the two handicaps, which he won, however,

his victories were earned on Thursday. In

Ludwig, Hausman, Johnson, Minie, Peabody
and Dawson started. Peabody's tire came oft'

on the third lap and threw him. The pace-

making was so warm that at four miles but

the first four remained. At the bell Powell

was leading, Ludwig next, Hills next and

Hausman last.

Rounding for home, Powell was still in

front, but when the sprint started, to the

amazement of all, he sat up and made no
effort. The other three had a ding-dong fin-

ish, Hausman getting twelve inches the best

of Ludwig. Powell afterwards explained that

he had been run to a standstill, and had not

an ounce left in him. The pace had baked

him. The time of the race, 10.33 3-5, is a com-
petition record, and is better than the profes-

sional figure for the distance.

The mile open, on Wednesday, was another

hard fought race. Ludwig, Hausman and

Peabody came over the tape abreast, and it

looked like a dead heat, but the judges gave

the verdict to Ludwig.
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There were three painful features connected

with the meet: The trick riding was done by

a slip of a boy weighing less than fifty

pounds, and who was so thin that the light al-

most shone through him. He had but one

clover trick and wholly lacked grace and style.

One of his feats was the removal of his shoes

and trousers while in motion. The second

"icature" was a half-mile "exhibition" by two

tiny little tots in red. sisters, on what was an-

nounced as "the smallest tandem in the

world." The third was the announcer's horse-

play. He doubtless fancies himself a wit. but

most of his funny announcements through the

megaphone were as much out oi place at a

high-cla^s meet as were the antics of the

WKI>NESDAY. SEPTEMBER 15TH.
Onf V'nU TTi'V npen. profcssion-il.—1, E. C. Raid; 2,

A Arthur llardincr. Time, l.Ul%.
-First semifinal heat— 1, E. M.

I H.; 2. C. U. Collett, New Haven;
.1, II K II;-. Jr. Providence, K. I. Time. 2.32M;-
Second scmitin.il heat— 1. I. A. Powell. New York;
2, i: C Iliii^niin Nov Haven; 3. HcorRe Keith.

N rial heat—1, Powell ; 2, Col-
I.

class.—1, F. T. Titus; 2,

I W. M. K.indall. Time. Zm^^.
'i race, ordinaries.— First heat—1.

(, ,.-; 2, U. A. Kowe. Time, S.OlMsI

lai.1 half, l.^j'-i.

OM-gi'AITE« UIIF, I A W. NATIOMAI. CHAMPIONSBIP.

1, E. ' >v H.ivi-n.

2, K. 1 pee, Mass.
X K. " N. H.

1 ;nii:, U.M%.

rivr Vlt.E OPEN, P«OrESSIOSAl_

1, Ton 4, John S. Johnson,
2, F. 1 I. 5. \V. E. Becker.
3, Ma.

I Last half, 1.00%.

Onr-hsW i ip.-l. F. J. Ureher (20): 2, E.
( . 3. C. Keith (10); 4, U. H.

»».

professional.— 1, Torn Butler
(.- 1 ; -. .\rirnir i ..inlincr (scratch); 3, W. Coleman

child trick rider and the two little girl babies.

There were several exhibition riders. Bald

was aifiong those who had decided to remain

away from the meet because of the smallncss

of the purses. (The "walking delegate" of

the circuit-chasers who was responsible for

it, described this decision as an "unconscious

combination.") He was induced to change his

mind by the offer of a lump sum for an exhi-

bition ride, and earned the money on

Wednesday by doing a paced half in 0.53 S-S.

On the same day Nels Carlson, a white-

haired Swede, from Cleveland, tried for the

amateur unpaced mile record of 2.04 2-5. He
did 2.n8 4-5; first half. 1.01 4-5.

The best exhibition was the attack of Casey

THE SUMMARY:

(60) ; 4. H. B. Freeman (85). Time. 2.04%. Gardiner's
time, 2.01%.

THURSDAY. SEPTEMBER IGTH.
One-mile open.—First semi-final heat—1, E. \V. Pea-

body. Chicigo; 2, Ludwig; 3, Collett. Time. 2.11.

Second semi-final—1. Hausman; 2. Rav Dawson,
Boonton, N. J.; 3. Blake. Time; 2.10%. t'inal heat—
1. I.udwig; 2, Hausman; 3. Peabody; 4, Dawson.
Time, 2.(M%.
One-mile record race.—First semi-final—1, Loug-

htad; 2. Cooper; 3. R. A. Miller. Time, 2.10%.
Second semi-final—1, T. Butler; 2. Bald; 3. Kimble.
Time, 2.12%.

FINAL BEAT.

1, Bald. 4, Loughead.
2, Kimble. 5. Cooper.
3, Butler.

Time, 2.05%.

One-half mile tandem, flying trial, unpaced. by
Casey and Ekberg.—Quarter, 0.24%; third. 0.35; half,

0.51%. World's records.
One-mile match race, ordinaries.—Second heat

—

Rowe and Hendee finished in dead heat in 2.56. Third
heat-1, Rowe: 2. Hendee. Time, 3.05%. Fourth
heat—1. Rowe; 2. Hendee.
One-third mile. National Championship, profes-

sional.— First semi-final heat—1, Bald; 2. Kimr)le; 3.

Randall: 4. Hiiller. Time, 0.45%. Second semi-final

—

1, 1,'iughcad; 2, Tavlor; 3. Cooper; 4. Dr. Brown.
Time. 0.44%.

and Ekberg, of Worcester, on the unpaced

flying-start tandem half-mile record. They
rode the quarter in 0.24 4-5, the third in 0.35

and the half in 0.51 3-5, all new figures. Fif-

teen minutes later Ekberg catJic out and won
the 2.15 class in 2.04 3-5.

The officers of the meet were: Referee

—

Henry W. Robinson, Boston, Mass. Judges

—

Will R. Pitman, New York; J. Emory Tip-

pctt, Boston; L. M. Rich. Bridgeport. Conn.,

and Henry E. Ducker. Boston. Timers—O.

N. Whipple, Springfield; C. E. Whipple.

Springfield: W. H. Jordan, Springfield, and

C. T. Shean. Springfield. Starter—A. D.

Peck, Boston. Clerk of course—F. L. Buck-

bee, Springfield.

1. Bald.
2. Taylor.

PINAI. HEAT.

3. Loughead.
4. Cooper.

Time. 0.45%.

One-mile amateur, 2.15 class.—1, \'ictor Ekberg; 2,

Collett; 3, E. C. Ferre. Time, 2.04%. I^st half,

1.02%.
One-half mile, professional.—1, Bald; 2, Randall; 3,

Johnson; 4. Brown. Time. 1.02%.
Michael's ten-mile exhibition.—First mile. 1.44%;

second mile, 3.33: third mile, 5.20-%: fourth mile,

7.12%; fifth mile. 9.0f.%; sixth mile. 10.5«%; seventh
mile. 12.53: eighth mile, 14.45%; ninth mile, 16.35%;
tenth mile. IS.27%. American records.
One-half mile amateur.—1. Johnson; 2. Ludwig; 3,

Peabody; 4. Dawson; 5, Hausman. Time, 1.01%.
One-half mile handicap.--!. Kimble ("25); 2, Randall

(30); 3. Brown (25); 4. T. Butler (20). Time. 0.59.

One-half mile pursuit race.—1, John S. Johnson; 2,

\V. \V. Hamilton. Time, 1.03%.

PIVE-MILE AUATEVR CHAMPIO.VSIlir.

1, Hausman.
2, Ludwig.

3. Hills.

4. Powell.
Time. 10.33% (record).

By miles.— First mile, 2.09%; second mile. 4.14%;
third mile, fi.2.3%: fourth mile. S.2S%.
Two-mile hanclicip. professional.-1. Kimble (90); 2.

Freeman (140); 3. I,. A. Callahan (40); 4. C. R. New-
li.n (50). Time, 4.22.

STARBl'CK SMOTHERS ROMEO.

Philadelphia, Sept. 18.—Romeo came to life

again to-day.

Not the Romeo who looked lovingly into

the liquid depths of Juliet's eyes and inquired

ugly: "What would Julie do if Romey
.

" (^W no; ii was not tliat Romeo. The
Rum 'fl to-day was a brute—a beast.

He w ! as young nor as handsome as

he once was; his eyes blinked uncertainly and

his teeth bore witness that he was more than

fiQven weeks old. In fact, this Komco is a

horse. He is still sturdy and can run fast

enough to keep warm, but he has seen better

days.

To-day he was pitied against J. Frank Star-

buck at the Pcnit Wheelmen's meet at the

\\ illow Grove track, and 10,<m»0 Quakers were

there to (ce the fun. It was a very poor ar-

ticle, however. Starbuck. paced by a triplet,

simply ran away from Romeo and finished
' !.4G4-r,; Rom 1.5«.

lick rodr a pursuit

r ! one ot
. W. W.

1

1

the T>r: < reputa-

tion V mottled nincc he came
Ea^t. Liner provi.I n<it ii. lii« a

worthy competitor, Starbit of

htm with a< much rase as !>< -motni i< >! the

horsr Ilr K<iincd from the crack of the pittol

•• ' «>vrrhaaled

!

i that CACilid vohsidrrnble in

! trifiirt race brlwcen trams

r 1.1 the West. Wcntel
ai » formed the Eastern

crew, while Johnny Jolmson, W. E Becker

and H. R. Steenson represented the West.

The Western teim outclassed their oppon-

ents, and won handily; incidentally they

established a triplet record by doing the five

miles in 10.04 2-5.

The summary:

One-mile novice.—1, D. FcrnelmonI; 2. William
Cooper. Time. 2.38%.
One-mile open, professional.-1. J. Vernier: 2, J. S.

Johnson: 3. H. K. Steenson. Time. 2.08%. Fred
Sims finished first, but was disqualified.
One mile open.- 1. W. A. I„inli; 2. J. B. Clift; 3.

C. \\ Kriek. Time. 2.12%.
C>" - ' 1 .. 1 _-,|, professional.- 1, J. A. Vernier;

2, ' .!. Clem Turville. Time. 2.06%.
<

' iidicap. amateur. -1, J.
\'. Daniels;

2. A «. i..un. i~. .;. J. A. .Shnmo; 4, J. B. Clift. Time,
0.«)%.

Five-mile handicap, professional.- 1. W. E. Dicker-
son f300 yards) ; 2. H. W. p:ckhardt (t25 yards) ; 3,

F. M. Dampman (375 yards); 4, W. S. Ray (300 yards).
Time. 11.23%.

ZIM AT TOLEDO.

Toledo, Sept. 18,—Zimmerman was a feature

at the Toledo Race Meet Association's tour-

nament held to-day. He was well received,

and, paced by a tandem and triplet, rode an

exhibition mile in 1.5.'<. E. A. Moross, of De-

troit, paced by a tandem, established a new
hall-mile State record by doing .55 flat. Fred

Schrcin defeated Barney Ohifield in a tnatcli

r.icc. Oldfield won the first heat, and Schrein

the other two, the fastest heat being ridden in

'2.19. S. A. Kepler, of Dayton, was the best

amateur present. He won the half-mile in

1.07, and the mile in 2.'2G 1-5. J. Fisher, of

CliicTgn. won the one-mile professional in

MICHAEL AND COOPER HAVE CLAIMS.

Cycle r-ifinK in Detroit has not been wholly

a profitable investment. The Detroit Cycle

Cliib has filed a chattel mortgage to secure

clainx amounting to $2,403. Among the more
ini' 1^ is one of Jimmy Michael for

-'I r of ToiTi Cooper for |i50.

SPEED-MAKING POSSIBILITIES.

"ZimiTiy" shook himself out on the Coli-

seum track, at Memphis, and rode a mile in

1.49 4-5. It is true of Zimmerman, as

of all great riders, that nobody ever knew
how fast he could go. Nobody ever knew
how fast Myers could run, or how fast Ilutch-

ins. the professional champion of I'ligland for

many years, could run. Percy Furnival, the

great London crack, never gave the world a

taste of his greatest speed. The greatest race

horses have been retired without ever having

been extended. True it is that these great per-

formers have been beaten, but it has been be-
cause of handicap or weather, or because they
were not up to concert i)ilch. .\II great per-
formers work on nervous force, and when this
force has been stored up an<l is at the highest
point they arc capable of their greatest per-
formances. Rut, when they arc at this point,
it has never been known how fast they could
have gone, or how well they could have done
hatl they tried.

The other day a man ran a quarter-mile in
.4** 4-5; yet. twelve years ago. Myers ran a
<|uarter-niile in .1H 3-5. and ran his quarter on
an old quarUTmile clay track. People won-
der whether Myers could beat the present-day
men. If lime had stood still with Myers, he
undoubtedly could, because tracks for a quar-
ter-mile are fifteen to eighteen yards faster
than in his day.

In the same way. no one ever knew exactly
how fast Zimmerman could ride. If Zimmer-
man were in the condition he was at .Spring-
field four years ago. he could, with the modern
pacemaking science, undotibtedly have ridden
a mile in 1.30. Even to-day it would not be
surprising if this great rider should get near
the 1.35 mark. It wntild be an interesting
event if Zimmerman could give an exhibition.
paced by quads and under the most favorable
circumstances. Me might prove that, not-
withstanding his long career on the track, he
is still up with the best of them.
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[Advertisement. ]

TESTING COLUMBIAS.

One Reason Why Every Machine Is So

Closely Inspected.

There are special reasons which render im-

perative the work of bicycle inspection, one of

the chief of these growing out of the fact that

what scientists call the "factor of safety" is

lower in the bicycle than in almost any other

mechanical product, and has been growing

still lower every year as the machines have

been made lighter. In high-pressure guns the

"factor of safety" is often as great as twenty,

which means that the guns are made twenty

times as strong as is theoretically necessary for

the strain they must bear; in ordinary guns

the "factor of safety" is twelve; in boilers it

is about six; in bridges it is usually

five, and in almost every construction or ma-
chine it is at least four; in the perfected bi-

cycle of to-day it is estimated that the "factor

of safety" has been reduced to 1.25. This
means that if any joint or screw or bolt or

bit of wire in a machine fails in strength or
perfection in fitting by only so much as 25

per cent of what is expected of it, the bicycle
may be crippled, the rider's pleasure de-
stroyed, perhaps his safety threatened. In
these days, when bicycles are being driven at

the speed of railroad trains, it behooves a

wheelman to see to it that he is not riding a

machine where lightness has been obtained at

the expense of strength and rigidity.

Reality.

Away in the woodland's calm content,
After the weary day is spent

—

Past cool, green swards, o'er splashing
'Neath canopies of shaded nooks;
Thro' fields of new sweet scented hay,
In the mellow light of the dying day

—

All this I owe COLUMBIA.

brooks.

ABOUT CHAIINLESS WHEELS.

Bevel Gears Likely to Supersede All Other
Forms of Chainless iMtchanism.

Riders who watch the progress of bicycle

construction are greatly interested in the pro-

posed change in gears, and considerable cur-

iosity is felt as to the demand that will be

made for chainless wheels. When the safety

wheel was first introduced, riders claimed that

it was merely a passing fancy, and that it

could not supplant the old high bicycle. The
Chainless Bicycle may possibly be received

with the same spirit, but like the first safety,

with growing popularity may force the chain-

gear out of existence in the same manner that

the old high wheel was retired. Some wheel-

men are skeptical as to the success of the

chainless wheel, but, at the same time, are

keeping an observing eye on the new form of

machine and its success.

Riders of experience realize that the chain-

gear at times causes an endless amount of an-

noyance from stretching, rusting and its

adaptability to pick up dirt, although it is

made to answer its purpose, being the best
thing on the market to-day. Of all the new
devices patented for gear-attachments the
bevel-gear gives the best satisfaction. With
properly cut bevel-gears the friction is much
less than with chains as there is no sliding
friction between the teeth of the gears. Also
owing to its accuracy of form it will run to-
gether with perfect ease under the heaviest
pressure, even when dry, and will insure (|uict

and smooth action.
In his marvelous performance of August

15th Constant liurct, the famous French rider,
rode an Acatenc (chainless) bevel-gear ma-
chine, breaking the twenty-four hoiu- paced
record and covering the extraordinary dis-
tance of 5()8 miles 1570 yards.

PRESIDENT McKINLEY
SETTLED THE BICYCLE QUESTION.

Extract from Eli Perkins' Syndicate Letter.

The Northwestern College Athletic Asso-
ciation was a long time settling the question
as to what bicycle they would use. They were
rich young fellows and wanted the best. They
found that there were about four good bicycles

and about 5(50 cheap machines, which claimed
to be first-class, high-grade wheels in the
market. How could the boys decide? At
one of their meetings, the venerable Presi-

dent of the University told the boys that he
thought he could help them out. He said:

"Young gentlemen, when I was a boy I

used to ride a wheel. (Cheers.) It was a
high fellow, and I was away up in the air or
down on the ground— (cheers)—but it was a

good wheel, and about the only one that was
made. It was made over in Hartford, Conn.,
before you boys were born. That company

has been inaking and re-making that bicycle
for years and years. They have always been
rich and could buy any new improvement.
They have always been at the top. They
made a million wheels. That company—the
Columbia—I hear has forty of its own men
riding its wheels all the time. They ride a

wheel 40,000 miles, then take it apart and see

if there is a weak part. Then they make an
improvement. It seems to me that that
Columbia wheel is the survival of the fittest. It

is the sumnmm boniim. It grew up like the Hoe
printing press, the Steinvvay and Sohmer
pianos, the Singer sewing machine, and Pull-

man car. It is the oldest bicycle. It is the
Methuselah of wheels. That company is to
the bicycle what Edison is to electricity,

Krupp to steel cannons, Koch to bacteria,

Meissonnier to painting, Phidias to art, and
McKinley to the tariff, and "

"Hip, hip, hurrah—three cheers for Mc-
Kinley!" interrupted the class, while the sec-
retary went on and ordered the "survival of

the fittest" wheel.

A shall increase our lead in yo* Columbia A
^ dealers will have the advantage of selling in Y

^98 what others will probably not have for

several years.

It wilt pay you to ivatch this page for the next feiv iveeks.

i

POPE MANUFACTURING CO.,
HARTFORD, CONN.

If CoIumtJas arc not properly represented in your vicinity, let us know.
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KISER WAS KING.

He Demonatrated Thla to the Satisfaction of

the "All-Star" AKfegatlon at the

Beach.

Picture in your mind's eye the effect of a

concentration of Mars, Jupiter. Saturn and ten

or twelve more of the brightest and best

known of those heavenly orbs that hang in

space.

Doesn't it seem that the illumination that

must result would be so remarkable, so daz-

zling, so intense, that the attention of the uni-

verse would be attracted?

Of course, it does.

Now, picture, also in your minds eye, a con-

centration of the Marscs, Jupiters, and Sa-

turns of the cycling firmament. Of course,

they are not hung in space, but when some of

the greatest newspapers on earth have been

for days, and without stint, pointing out how
unusual, and how uncommonly brilliant would

be such a star-clustering, doesn't it seem that

the country For miles around the particular

point of the concentration would be inter-

ested enough and curious enough to "come
out and sec what it is like?"

Of course, it does.

Undoubtedly the American Cycle Racing

Association argued in this wise when the idea

of the "All-Star Tournament," as it was

billed, which occurred at Manhattan Beach, on

Saturday last, was under consideration. The
logic seemed sound, and with the programme
that was mapped out—si.xtcen riders, and

every one a star

—

tliiiik of it!—it did not

seem as if a battery of artillery would be able

to keep back the hordes that would apply for

admission.

When the scheme was unfolded to the

"stars" themselves, they very quickly pictured

the millions that were in it, and gave their

hearty assent. The tournament was, therefore,

run on a co-operative basis, the first of the

sort, it is believed, so conducted in this coun-

try The promoting association gave no guar-

antee, but as its .share took 50 per cent of the

gross receipts, the remaining 50 per cent be-

ing apportioned to the professional stars.

the money being divided thus:

Per cent.
Four winner* in trial heatt (o receive 6 per cent
each 20

Four luaert in trial heal* 'to receive X\i per cent
ri. 1. 6

T • LiU to receive 10 per cent
20

T» to receive 6 per cent each 10
VVinnrr in hnal to rcrrive 30 per cent SO
I»»er in final to receive 16 per cent 16

100

The stars of the fir.tt magnitude who en-

tered into the scheme were Kiscr, Bald,

Cofipcr, Gardiner, Loughcad, Mcricns. Titus

and Stevens. Those of the second magnitude
(the amateur clas.s) were C. M. Ertz, of New
York; I. A Powell, of New York; R. W. Pca-
iKKly. .o; R. M. Blake, of Kcene, N.
H ; 1. ' ith, of New York; John S.

John»on, ui WorccMrr. Ma*s., and F. J.

Mor«e, of Chicago.

The plan of action provided that two riders

should start in each hrat, the winners to meet
in scmi-finaU and the fir»t men in the latter to

content the final. It scemr<l a most attrac-

tive arranKcmeni, but alas (or htimAn antici-

patinn. thr , u-

ous by thi . ro-

poliian pubiir rnu»rd to be da77ir(l by the

illumination, and not more than 3,<)0f) people

were in attendance, although the sky was blue

and cloudless; the ocean breezes, however,

breathed a bare suspicion of winter. li the pro-

fessional stars divided $1,000 between them-

selves they were in luck.

As it was the first affair of the sort, it was

expected that some strikingly new tactics

would be developed. The promoters laid great

stress on the fact that two-men heats would

wholly avoid all semblance to jockeying, and

a series of exceptionally clean and dashing

races result. But once more, alas, for human
anticipation! The races were clean enough,

but never in the history of the sport was there

less dash and such an abundance of jockey

tactics. Every heat was full of it. The heats

were all single-paced, with the semi-finals

double-paced, and the finals tandem-paced.

After the various preliminaries had been

decided, there were left to wrestle for the in-

visible crown Bald and Kiser. At the pistol-

fire neither man made a maddening rush to

secure the co\cted berth behind the pace-

making tandem. Kiser, however, took it at

a slow pace, and Bald fell in behind his rival.

For two laps and a half they rode in this po-

sition. When the tandem dropped, Kiser ran

up the bank at the far turn. Bald was at his

rear wheel, and the two almost balanced

themselves on the very edge of the bank for

a moment. Then, with sky-rocket sudden-

ness, Bald jumped from behind Kiser and shot

down the bank at hurricane speed. He gained

a lead of two lengths before the "Dumpling"
was under way; but once the latter "got go-

ing," words almost fail to do him justice.

Bald's "cannon-ball sprint" is famed in song

and story, and his sprint on Saturday was up

to the standard. Understanding this, the in-

dividual fancy can provide some fitting term

for a sprint which far surpasses the cannon-

ball variety. The sprint was Kiser's. It was
ferocious, terrific, almost superhuman. He
caught Bald within seventy-five yards, and for

a brief spell both men battled like fiends.

Arms, legs, heads, and bodies were brought

into play. Both men swayed frightfully, and

Kiser's face was fairly screwed into a knot.

Bald simply couldn't withstand him. In fifty

yards Kiser was nearly a length ahead;

with the goal less than twenty yards

away, he was two lengths ahead. Bald

had enough. He sat up and gave a wcll-I'll-

be-hangcd-what-thc-dcuce-was-that - anyway
look at his rival, and all was over. No, not

quite all, because the men rode around to the

judges, and Bald entered a protest. He en-
deavored to show that Kiser's pedal had
nicked his shoe. The crowd caught on and
hissed. The protest was not allowed.
When Kiser won, a solitary straw hat was

thrown up in the air in the infield. In de-
scending it struck a waiter on the head, but
the owner cared not. Again and again he
threw the poor old straw into the air, ac-
companying his antics with a war-whoop or
two. and l>y cl.incing a Highland fling. The
owner <>f the hat was Tom lick, Kiser's
trainer. He was almost delirious with joy,

and Cfiuld not contain himself.

With scarcely an exception, the several
heats were alike. There was no fight to catch
the pacemaker, as is usual where big fields arc
the rule. The men fenced for last position,

and when they finally got going, they rode
witluiiit change of position until the back-
stretch rif the last lap, when the leader in-

varj.ilily ran up to tin- tup nf the banking,
where th'- two men toyed and dilly-dallial for

a moment or two or until one or the other
popped out suddenly and startc<l the rush for
home. In almost every instance the last man
sat up five or ten yards from the tape, and left

the leader to romp home as he pleased.
In the Titus-Bald round, Titus seemed to

think his being paired with Bald a rich
juke, and came over the tape ten yards to
the bad, laughing heartily. In the Kiser-
Loughead heat, Longhead picked dirt out of

his eyes twice in the last lap and Kiscr simply
cut loose and ran away at will, after trailing

Loughead all the way. When the pistol fired

to start Cooper and Stevens in their round,
the pushers-off held both of the men on the
tape. They sat for a moment looking at each
other, and the pacemaker turned and came
back. The crowd hissed the tactics, and the
men then tossed to decide who should take the
pace. Cooper lost the toss. He led all the
way until the usual crawl up the bank on the
last lap, when he rushed away and opened a

big gap, which Stevens fought to close all the
way home; he gained slightly, but to no
purpose. Mertcns took the pace in his bout
with Gardiner, and introduced a new wrinkle.
He laid away over his handle-bars until his

nose almost touched the tire, in an endeavor
to prevent shielding Gardiner. He ran up the
bank on the last lap. as did all the others, but
Gardiner was too quick, and popped out first,

while Mertens was still back-pedaling.
In the Bald-Gardiner semi-final. Gardiner

showed the way. When the men balanced
themselves on the edge of the banking in the
last lap, Gardiner shot down and gained two
yards, but Bald collared him in less than
a hundred yards, and won easily. Cooper
took the pace in his heat with Kiser, and
when he crawled up to the top of the bank-
ing, Kiser shot from the rear, and gained two
lengths. Cooper, however, came with a re-

markably strong sprint, and Kiser had to do
his prettiest to get home in front by three-
quarters of a length.

In the amateur series. Blake beat Morse
easily, and Peabody beat Ertz in the last

quarter, although Ertz tried hard to prevent
it. Powell and Miller had a fencing match
at the start of their heat. Their pushers-off
held them, and both crawled for 200 y.-irds be-
fore Miller tacked onto the pacemaker.
Powell romped home in the last 200 yards,
after allowing the pacemaker to run away.
Miller died hard, but he died just the same.
Powell's wheel and racing costume failed to
reach the track, and he was forced to ride a

strange mount and to wear strange clothes.

He asked to be excused from riding, but the
referee refused to grant the favor.

Jfihnson disposed of Reith in the easiest
possible manner, after taking the pace and
leading all the way. He looked around at his
I'val all the way down tlie stretch.

In the first semi-final. Blake took pace, but
Johnson sailed ahead in the stretch, and won
by two lengths. Despite his strange mount.
Powell gave Peabody a warm argument in

their semi-final. The Chicagoan. however,
was a length too good for the New Yorker,
handicapped as was the latter.

The two losers in the semi-finals. Blake and
Powell, were to ride another he.it to decide
the award of the third prize, but Powell offered
to forfeit the place to Blake. Blake refused
to accept, however, and they tossed for the
prize. Powell winning.

In the final between Peabody and Johnson.
Peabody displayed poor judgment. He
forced Johnson to t.ike pace, but at the bell

l)i>th eased up, and Peabody fell asleep. John-
son jumping away and winning by a length.

The summary:
One-mile invit.ilinn. amateur.-- Fir«l heal- Ill.iVe

lical Mnr«e; time. 2.14%. SecnnH heal Pealmilv Iieat

Krlr; linir. 216%. Third heat -Powell lic.il Miller;
lime. 2.6.1%. Fourth heat -Johnson heat Rcilh; time,
22S%.

Fir«t «emi-final heal Johnson heat Itlake: time,
212%. Second final heat-Peat>ody beat Powell; time.
2 24%,

Final heat—Johnson beat Peabody: time. 2.19%.
' ' I'f-' heal -ftald.<rOne-mile invitation

heat Till!'": lime, ? Ki«rr beat
I.ouRhr,-id; time. 2.^' hr.il Ste-
vens; lime " 'M. I ; ijcat Mer-
lrii«: timr

Fir»l «. lid beat r.ardiner: time, 2.22%.
Second sn. -' • • (".......-• >.nir, 2.24%.
Final heat. K
Two mile nm 1. South

Itrooklyn Wherli , .: 1 1 . ,,.|rirk«nn, K.
DrMartini and I. A. I'owelli, <aft yards; 2, New York
("Kunlv Wheelmen's quad C\V. T. lleaney, F. Hilde-
' '• '- " ' " ' "H T. N.dan), scratch;

2* y.ird.; 4. Harlem
rk and J. U. Tjikel,

1.-- • '. !>.... -...,< ,'• IK < linen's triplet (C. M.
Kri>. II. Y, iiedcll and W. K. Mother). 40 yud»i
time, i.<tt%.
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Wanamaker has entered the high-grade field—not

as maker and sponsor, but as agent with extensive

territory—and will hereafter ^_^^_^_^^^^_
handle Humbers from his New
York and Philadelphia stores and

control the nearby territory. His

flamboyant announcement has the

characteristic Wanamaker ring

:

" The cost of selling becomes a part of the

cost of merchandise, and consumers must pay-

it. Bicycle makers and dealers who support

distinct stores and numerous branches have to

pay the cost of twelve months' organization for

practically four months' business. The result

—heavy loss. . . . The intelligent public is

finding out this fact, and the Humber Company
is the latest and greatest convert to our modern
merchandise methods. They have discovered

that their costly systems are simply taxation of

their customers. The result is, that contracts

with us for distribution will reduce the retail

price of Humbers to the public, and leave better

net returns to the company." Wanamaker an-

nounces that 1898 Humbers will sell for one

hundred dollars.

It is with pleasure that we this

week present another Palmer dia-

mond in the person of Charles M.
Ertz, the national mile amateur

champion.

Ertz, in winning the championship most
highly prized by the amateurs, did something

he was not expected

to do.

The knowing ones
had picked Peabody
or Powell for that

honor, but Ertz had
planned otherwise.

He entered the event

confident of winnmg.
and the result justi-

fied his confidence.

The picture shows
him to be a pretty

determined looking fellow, and he needed all

his determination and confidence to win against

such an aggregation of stars as were gathered

at Philadelphia. He, like his illustrious fellow

diamonds, rides Palmer Tires.

James Brown, says the Wash-
ington "Star," threw a broken

bottle on the street, remarking at

the time

:

Imperfection
vs.

Perfection

Cycling Life gives, in its last week's issue, a prac-

tical illustration of the utter worthlessness of the

department store bicycle. The
article and its drawings ought to

be reprinted on a large card, in

colors, and hung upon every deal-

er's wall.

"There goes a puncture for somebody."
He did not deny the charge when brought

before Judge Mills, which led the latter to say :

" In view of the testimony in the case, 1 think

pocket-book to the extent of $20. and if you do not

workhouse for sixty days."

A tire that gives no trouble should

be preferred to one that does.

A lively and resilient tire should

be preferred to a dead tire.

A fast tire should be preferred to

a slow tire.

A durable tire, if it is fast and re-

silient, should be preferred to a

short-lived tire.

A troublesome tire is an expen-

sive investment, no matter how
cheap in price. The Palmer Tire

gives no trouble.

A dead tire reacts upon the wheel
maker, for it causes the bicycle to

run hard. A Palmer rider rides con-

scious that the Palmer Tire is the

liveliest tire made.
A slow tire wastes the energy

and robs the rider of half the pleas-

ure of cycling. The Palmer Tire is

unequaled for speed.

No other tire is the equal of the

Palmer in wearing qualities, al-

though the life of any tire depends

much upon the rider.

A critical analysis of all tires

shows so many points of superiority

in the Palmer that no maker or

dealer can afford to discriminate

against the Palmer simply because

its price is higher.

A rider is represented as purchasing a
wheel for $28.57.

The first day the mounting step was broken,

and within a very short time breaks and defects

had appeared in every vital part of the bicycle,

ending in its total collapse.

Unfortunately, we are left in the dark re-

garding the tires with which the wheel was
fitted. Possibly out of deference to, or charity

for, those tire makers who cultivate the d. s.

trade. Cycling Life abstained from any mention
of tires.

The Palmer Tire is the only tire not found
on department store bicycles.

The road is the place to test a

tire's durability, as the following

letter from Louis M. Mier, cap-

tain of the Rutherford (N. J.)

Cyclers, will show

:

" I rode Palmer Tires fitted to my Peerless

Blue Bird on the triple century run of the

Rutherford Cyclers, Sept. 5th and 6th, of which
1 had charge, and paced the whole distance,

thus picking out the road for the 92 riders.

"The roads were in a very bad condition,

very dusty, stony and rocky
;

yet 1 came
through without a puncture — a marvelous thing.

" The punctures that occurred on the run

were greater than 1 ever saw on a century run.

the roads being so bad.

"To look at my tires you would scarcely

credit that I had ridden the distance, for the

tires are in very good condition after such usage.
"

1 have never used faster or easier riding

tires than the Palmer during my whole bicycle

experience, and 1 have ridden the wheel for

over 26 years, and have tried, 1 think, all the

various makes of tires ; but to my mind Palmers
are the best for not only road riding, but racing.

"
1 shall continue to use them."

Edward 0. Kragness, of the

Olympic Club, San Francisco, is

one of California's star road riders.

pay
will puncture your
you can go to the

On Sunday, September 12th, Kragness (on
a White fitted with Palmer Tires) lowered the

Oakland-San Jose record eight miles, covering
the 43 miles in 2.05.40. Kragness picked up a

nail en route, but, as is usually the case with

I
Palmer Tires, mended the puncture without un-

1 necessary delay.

Kroetz and Kingsley, on a Rambler fitted

started and finished with Kragness, getting the tandem
records are much prized by California cyclists, and

with Palmer Tires

record. Both these

Kragness, Kroetz and Kingsley are to be congratulated.
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HE ACTIALLV WON.

Mr. Cooper at Last Lands One of Those Now
Popular Thousand Match

Races.

Albany. N. Y., Sept. 21.— It's hard to be-

lieve, of course, but it's true; Tom Cooper

has won one of tlie now popular $1.<mio niatcli

racei.

He did it to-day on the Ridgefield three-lap

track, and in the presence of a large crowd.

and did it in a manner that gives evidence that

his wits as well as his speed are being re-

stored to their former shape. Bald and Gar-

diner were his opponents, and he out-geii-

craled them in a truly masterly manner.

The first heat was won by Bald easily,

all three men crossing the tape within six feet

of each other. In the second heat, Cooper

took the lead, with Gardiner ne.\t and Bald

third. This order was continued for two r.nd

a half laps, when the pacemahir dropped out
and the three cracks maneuvered fcr posi-

tion, neither of them caring to take the lead.

So cautious were they that the pace was re-

duced to not over four miles an hour, walk-
ing-gait, for about 150 feet, with Cooper ten

feet in the lead. He slowed up until he al-

most came to a standstill and then, jumping
suddenly, while the others were barely mov-
ing, he got such a lead before Bald and
Gardiner realized what was up. that he won
the heat with ease. It was a very pretty piece
of headwork and calleil forth cheers from the
crowd, even the ladies joining in.

In the third, and final heat. Cooper took the
lead, with Bald and Gardiner trailing till

the end of the backstrctch of the third lap,

when Gardiner made a splendid spurt, passing
Bald and Cooper, and he held this position till

within forty yards of the tape, when Cooper
forged ahead with Gardiner's pedal but six

inches behind, and Bald three yards behind
him. Although this is a red-hot Bald town.
Cooper was cheered till nearly every one was
hoarse.

After the race, when Bald was asked what
was the matter, he replied that Cooper was
too smart for him.

In the pursuit race J. B. Speyers, J. B.
Schuyler, Jr., and B. Schmidt. Jd, composed
the Albany team; \V. O. Carpenter, G. VV.
Ewing and G. E. Colt the Troy team. The
limit was five miles, and the one Trojan, Ew-
ing. left, the two others had fallen from ex-
haustion, was overtaken on the fourteenth lap.

They all continued another lap to make the
five mil'-*, which were covered in 13.11.

'I are as follows:

I. P. Gardiner; 2, J. D. Nichol;

• hc»l- I. A. J. TI. Swetl : 2,

\, Second heal—1. I^ihnm;
Ihird heal- 1, Latham; 2,

Fir<i lirat 1. n.ild; 2, Gar-
^

"'
' I, f'oopcr;
rd heat -1,

3, I

I >

.\. I

2,

.S».
( '

din

PLAIK AND UNADORNED.

There were few trimmings attached to the

annual State meet of the New Jersey Division.

L. A. W., which occurred in Newark on

Saturday last.

The Atalanta Wheelmen had cliarge of the

function, but a race meet on the W'averly

track in the afternoon and a smoker and lawn

fete near Millburn in the evening was all that

m.'ide up the occasion.

The race meet, too, was a sore disapi)oint-

ment. With the principal State championships
to be decided, it was thought that a big crowd
of Jerseymen would turn out. Hut they did
not turn out worth a cent. Not more than
1,000 were in attendance.

It was a Ripley day. Bert, of that ilk, and
hailing from Newark, carried all except one
event—the two-mile—before him, the quarter,
hall and one-mile championship falling to his

lot. Not even such good men as Dawson,
Roome and Ruel could live with him. He
was almost irresistible.

The professional events did not rise above
mediocrity, and the money was well dis-

tributed. Callahan won the mile in a driving
finish, but the failure of F. A. McFarland to

score at all was a feature. He made a good
ride in the two-mile handicap, but could not
get through when the rush and break for

home commenced.
The summary:
Half-mile State championsliip.—1. Bert Ripley, T. C.

C, New.-irk; 2. William Wellcr, A. \V., Ncw.-»rk; 3,

W. C. Roome, \. J. A. C. Jersey City. Time, 1.10.

ILnU-niile handicap. 1. H. C". lUdeman. U. C. R.,
Kahwav (.V) yards); 2, John Ruel, A. W., Ncw.irk
(scratcli); 3. I'harlcs Sclilcc, N. T. \'., Newark
(scratch). Time. 1.03Mi.
One-mile open, professional.— 1, L. A. Callahan,

Buffalo; 2, Dr. A. 1. Brown, Cleveland; 3. F. F. Good-
man, New York; 4, 1". A. McFarland, San Jose, Cal.
Time, 2.14.

One-mile State championship.—1, Bert Ripley, T. C.
C, Newark; 2. Ray Dawson, N. Y. A. C. ; 3, W. C.
Roome, N. J. A. C. Time, 2.10Vfc.

Half-mile professional handicap.—1, C. M. Murphy,
Brooklyn (50 vards): 2, Joe Harrison, Asbury Park
(.'>0 vards) ; 3, A. S. Lee, Cohoes, N. V. ((» yards) ; 4,

K. r. (ioodman. New York City (30 yards). Time,
1.02.

Quarter-mile State championship.—1, Bert Ripley. T.
C. C, Ncw.-irk; 2, Ray Dawson, N. Y. A. C; 3, Wal-
ter Babb, I'aterson. Time, 0..33^i.
One-mile open.—1, Charles Sclilee. N. T. V., New-

ark; 2. Bert Ripley, T. C. C, Newark; 3, W. A. La
Due, Cold Spring, N. Y. Time. 2.17%.
Two-mile professional, handicap.—1, C. S. Wells.

.San Francisco (120 yards); 2. C. Hadficld. Newark
(150 yards) ; 3. A. S. Lee, Cohoes. N. Y. (ISO yards)

;

4. Joe Harrison. Asbury Park (150 yards). Time,
4.26%. Won by three-quarters of a length; one-half
length between second and third.
Two-mile State championship.— 1, Ray Dawson; N.

Y. A. C; 2, W. C. Roome. N. J. A. C; 3, William
Wellcr, A. \V.. Newark. Time, 4. .'(2%. Won by a
length; one-half length between srcoml and third.

THE "DUMPLING" DONE.

.I

trh

HAUSMAN STILL WINS.

E. C. Hausman, the New Haven amateur,
continues his victorious career. At the New
Haven meet on Saturday he won both of the
principal events, the mile open in 2.17 .3-5. and
the half-mile in 1.08 .1-.V A. M. Curtis, of

Mcriden (10-yards). won the half-mile handi-
cap in 1.02 1-5, and George H. Col lei t, New
Haven, rode an exhibition pared milt- in

2.00 4-5.

A Couple of Horses, Aided by His Own Poor
Riding, Accomplish Kiser's

Defeat.

Uaylon. O., Sept. 17.— Earl Kiser, whose
riiuiid, roly-polyness earned for him the
sobriquet, the "Dayton Dumpling," will start

in for the all-star tournament at Manhattan
Beach on Saturday with the dust of defeat in

his eyes, and dust from horses' hoofs, at that.

The victorious animals were Alad and Ros-
comb, the same who ran away in the second
heat of the race with Kiser at Columbus last

week, after the latter had won one heat. They
were hitched to a |»neumatic-tired skeleton
wagon, .\fter the runawiiy at Columbus, it

was decided that the deciding heats should
be contested in this city, Kiser's homeplace.
They were run yesterday, and proved very un-
satisfactory in the extreme; in fact, hoots and
hisses greeted the outcome. Kiser lost both
heats. He was to have been paced by a sex-
tuplet. but this failed him, and a (juad was the
best that could be obtained.

Flying starts were, of course, the rule, and
it had been previously agreed that if either
side was not more than a length ahead in

crossing the tape, the start should be con-
sidered a good start. In the first heat Kiser
gained a length by this arrangement. Once
under way, the sight was awe-inspiring

—

"more glorious, even, than the chariot races
of old," is the way one writer expressed it.

Both horses and men were exerting them-
selves to their utmost, but neither could gain
an inch. The men had the inside and rounded
into the straight slightly ahead—that is to say,
the quad rounded the turn: Kiser himself
could not hold the turn, so furious was the
pace, and ran wide. It was useless for him to
continue, so he sat up and tjuit. The horses and
the quad, however, were unaware of Kiser's
misfortune and made a mad rush to the tape.
It was a desperate finish, but the horses were
unable to close the gap, and the big machine
led the way over by a length. Time, 53 4-5
seconds. Both the horses and Kiser were
heartily applauded as they rode down the
stretch.

The second heat was likewise unsatisfactory.
This time the horses had slightly the best of
the start, and they maintained their advantage
into the backstrctch. At that point the men
on the quad were creeping up, when suddenly,
and without any apparent reason, Kiser fell

and the quad promptly stopped, the horses
continuing, of course, and covered the half-
mile in .5.3 1-5 seconds.

Previous to the big event several minor
races were run ofT. and resulted as follows:
Half-mile open.—1. Frank Robbins, Middletown; 2,

Roy Le Fevre. Dayton; 3. C. J. Wagner. Dayton.
Time. 1.13 1-6

Horses vs. Earl Kiser. Half-mile.—First heat-
Horses Alad and Roscomb. of Harrlsburg. Pa., won.
Time, 53 4-6s. Second heat—Horses won. Time.
53 1-Ss.

One-mile open.—1. C. J. Wagner, Dayton: 2, Roy
Le Fevre. Dayton; 3, Fi-ank Robbins, Middletown.
Time, 2.17 4-5.

One-mile open, professional.—1. C. B. Haskini,
Cleveland; 2. Conn Baker, Columbus; 3, E. D. Me-
Kron. Greenville; 4, J. Hansen, Indianapolis. Time,
2.1*> 4T».

........•<.t»ll<(MIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII|llllilllll||l""'To Manufacturers

The FJclridge Bicycle Co., of Newark, N. J.,

with branch vSiorcs al Jersey City, I'aterson, Kast ( )ranj>ie,

Flainlield and Elizabeth, wish to contract witli leading

manufacturers for their 1898 su|)i)ly of bi;..ih an<l

inediiim <rrade liicvcles for cash . .

Kindlr mcalian The WbceL This advertisement will appear but once.
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MICHAEL'S MONEY.

He I/ands that, with a Batch of Records and

the Triangrtilar Race at Charles River

Track.

Boston, Sept. 20.—^Really, it is becoming

very hard, if not positively tiresome, to chron-

icle the doings of that wonderful bit of hu-

manity, Jimmy Michael.

The reporting of his phenomenal work and

the frequency of it has necessarily entailed the

use of so many adjectives that the poor old

dictionaries are looking careworn and sick. The
stock of fitting expressions has been well-nigh

squeezed dry, so what is a poor fellow to do

in endeavoring to do full justice to the

youngster's latest achievement, that of gath-

ering in with consummate ease the largest

purse, $5,000, ever ofifered for a cycle event

in this or any other country, and the estab-

lishment of twenty-one new world's records?

There's no use trying to do it.

Take it for granted that Michael ac-

complished the performance in what may be

best termed, "his own inimitable style," and

let it go at that.

He gathered the purse and records—from

four to twenty-five miles—unto himself at the

three-cornered twenty-five mile race on the

Charles River track on Saturday. Lucien

Lesna, sometimes of France, sometimes of

Switzerland, and Edward A. McDuffee, al-

ways of Maiden, Mass., which is really one of

Boston's many hoopskirts, were those who en-

deavored to stay his hands, or legs, or speed,

as the individual fancy chooses to express it.

McDuffee had laid his plot beforehand.

Five thousand dollars is a large sum of

money to any man, and to one who is in a

modest walk in life, it is easily magnified, and

under the McDuffee glass it appeared a verit-

able Klondike. Aided and abetted by his

trainer, W. B. Young, he set his heart on se-

curing it. Perhaps it might be well to add

that Mrs. McDuffee was also materially in-

terested. As the story goes, she emulated

Queen Isabella and pledged her jewels to

raise the money which was needed to effect

the "corner" in pacemaking, which was part

of the "plot."

The bidding was lively.

Those who are not acquainted with the

situation cannot appreciate the full force of

the statement, but, as a matter of fact, the

trainers of the various middle-distance and

long-distance cracks, as they are nowadays
generally referred to, have been resorting to

all manner of means to obtain the pick of

the pacing talent, and the pacing talent has

not been averse to the condition of things, as

it has meant money in their purses. Mc-
Duffee bid highest for Saturday's race, and

secured the cream of the speed which had

blazed the way for Michael and Lesna in the

race at Springfield. Because of this, and of

his familiarity with the track, the racing men,

trainers, touts and hangers-on generally had

picked the Maiden man to win. Not a few

of them asserted that he would have a walk-

over, and backed their opinions with their

money. As a result, more tnan one speed-

merchant and tout is to-day pecuniarily em-
barrassed; McDuffee did not win. He fin-

ished third, and, remember, please, that there

were but tiiree men in the race.

His adherents will tell you that hard luck

contributed to his defeat, and while it is true

that on two occasions chains on his sextuplets

broke, and the tire of another punctured, if

was apparent to all who were not blinded by

partisanship, that McDuffee was clearly out-

classed. Ten miles is nearer his limit than

twenty-five.

As may well be imagined, the race was a

picturesque affair. With half a score of great

multicycles either swirling or dawdling

around the track, and with three contestants in

the wake of their particular machines, the

effect is as easily imagined as described. At
times it almost bewildered the excited brain.

The arrangements were admirable, and most

fortunately no accidents occurred beyond
those to McDuffee's machine. Upwards of

fifteen thousand people were present, less than

the management anticipated, but the general

admission was $1 per head, and this kept a

number away. Weather was perfect, but a bit

cool, yet despite this, and the fact that the

race was not started till after 5 o'clock, when
the air had grown decidedly chilly, world's

records began to go at four miles, and con-

tinued to fall to the end.

When the men came out they each received

an ovation, the band playing "Star Spangled

Banner," "God Save the Queen" and the

"Marseillaise."

At the pistol, Michael led, Lesna next and

the Maiden lad third. McDuffee speedily

got down to work and went away at a terrific

clip for a lap, with Lesna in hot pursuit.

Michael hit it up on the third lap. Lesna

captured the first mile, McDuffee the second,

and thereafter Michael was in the lead and

was never headed.

On the second mile McDuffee's sextet broke

its chain, and it was nearly a complete lap

before he was again in tow. Both Michael

and Lesna immediately took advantage of the

accident and rushed away, the little Welshman
getting a lead of one-half a lap. The super-

iority of the triplets and quads over the

larger machines was again manifested when
a sharp sprint was needed. Time after time

Michael's triplet carried him past the French-

man's heavier teams. Lap after lap, and mile

after mile, Lesna gamely struggled to cut

down Michael's lead, and though he frequent-

ly drew level in the earlier part of the race,

and once or twice showed in front for a brief

spell, the Welshman's pacing machines,

once they got down to steady work, never let

him get into danger again. On the seven-

teenth mile, McDuffee's sex again broke a

chain, and thereafter he rode without

heart, his pacemakers sitting up and shield-

ing him as much as possible by having the

last man on the machine extend his coat at

arm's length to break the wind.

The finish was magnificent. Michael had

lapped Lesna on the twenty-third mile, and

at one time was drawn away fully one

hundred yards. The Frenchman put up a

magnificent fight, however, and, although

Michael's teams were too much for him to

regain tlie hip, yet when the bell rang he was
not more than ten yards to the had, exclusive,

of course, of the lap Michael had gained.

In hot pursuit went Lesna and his scarlet-

suited pacers down the backstretch, and, al-

though they were on the outside on the last

turn, and had to run wide on the banking, yet

they gained at every stride. Into the straight

they rushed, both teams doing all they knew
and Lesna coming strongly. Yard by yard

he gained, until, as the i)istol cracked, the two

teams—pacers and paced—shot across the tape

like a streak of light, Michael ahead by a foot.

McDuffee finished two laps and a half in the

rear.

Here's a summary of the fight by rounds,

or, rather, by miles:

1. Lesna led, drawn away by a fast "sex."
2. McDuffee sprinted, paced hotly by a "sex," with

the Butler brothers up, capturing second mile.

3. McDuffee's "sex" chain broke losing him nearly
a lap, while Michael and Lesna drew rapidly ahead.

4. Michael, still gaining, one-third lap ahead. Lesna
losing gradually, but steadily.

5. Ditto.
6. Lesna picked up a bit. McDuffee losing.

7. Michael one-half lap ahead.
8. McDviffee caught Lesna.
9. Lesna passed McDuffee, Michael losing slight-

ly—one-third lap ahead.
10. Michael again picked up. One-half lap in front

of Lesna and McDuffee, who were together.
11. Lesna gaining. 100-yards ahead of McDuffee.

One-half lap behind Michael.
12. Michael gaining strongly. McDuffee in evident

distress.
13. Shafer was sending out one machine after another

like clockwork, and the result was shown by
Michael's gains.

14. Michael lapped McDuffee, and a battle royal
took place on the backstretch. McDuffee's "sex,"
going like the wind, pulled him one-hundred yards
ahead.

15. McDuffee could not maintain the pace, and once
more Michael lapped him, going out after Lesna, who
was nearly two-thirds of a yard behind him.

16. Michael was within one-third lap of Lesna, Mc-
Duffee hanging on one-hundred yards behind Michael.

17. McDuffee's "sex's" chain again broke. Michael
within one-hundred yards of Lesna.

18. Michael missed pick-up. One team on a "sex"
carried him two laps, and Lesna gained one-hundred
yards.

19. Michael within two-hundred yards of Lesna, who
was one-half lap ahead of McDuffee, the latter labor-
ing.

20. Lesna pulling away from Michael again, and
within one-third lap of McDuffee.

21. Lesna laps McDuffee, but losing ground to
Michael.

22. Now, for the first time, Lesna gets magnificent
pacemaking. Rivierre comes out on the rear seat of a
"sex," and for nearly a mile the Frenchman is

pulled ahead at a pace, which, could it have been du-
plicated by two or three other teams, would have
won him the race.

23. Michael again laps McDuffee, the second time.
24. Lesna's teams were not equal to the occasion,

and Michael lapped him entering on the twenty-fourth
mile. Thereafter Lesna's endeavors were to prevent
the midget from drawing any further ahead.

The summary:
Time

Miles. Leader. Time, by miles
1—Lesna 1.58 1.58

2—McDuffee 3.40 1.42

3—Michael 5.29% 1.49^i
4—Michael 7.18%* 1.49%
5—Michael 9.05%* 1.47

6—Michael 10.50%* 1.45%
7^Michael 12.42%* 1.51%
8—Michael 14.32%* 1.49%
9—Michael 16.19%* 1.47%
10—Michael 18.08%* 1.48%
11—Michael 19.56%* 1.48%
12—Michael 21.46%* 1.50%
13—Michael 23.35* 1.48%
14—Michael 25.27%* 1.62%
15—Michael 27.14%* 1.47%
16—Michael 29.<)5%* 1.50%
17—Michael 31.01%* 1.55%
18—Michael 32.53%* 1.52%
19—Michael 34.48* 1.54%
20-Michael 36.41%* 1.53%
21—Michael 38.80%* 1.49%
22—Michael 40.25%* 1.65%
23—Michael 42.14%* 1.48%
24—Michael 44.08%* 1.54%
25—Michael 45.58%* 1.50%

*World's competition records.
Lesna's time, 46.41%; McDuffee's time, 47.32.

The short races which preceded the $5,000
event resulted as follows:

One-mile open, professional.- 1, Nat Butler ; 2, Tom
liutler; 3, Watson Coleman. Time, 2.07 2-6.

One-mile handicap.— 1, N. Carlson, scratch; 2, T. C.
Lewis, 90; :!, V. P. Kent, SO. Time, 2.10.

One-mile handicap, professional.

—

1, T. A. Newhouse,
110; 2, U. P. Mosher, i:?0; :!, Monte ScotI, 130; 4, T.
A. Barnabv, 100. Time, 2.02 1-5.

Onethinl mile. 1, J. frquhart ; 2, Tames Clark; 3,

N. Carlson. Time, 43 4-5s.

WISE IS JOSEPH.

Joseph and Mrs. Joseph Penncl make a

ten-striko wiien they say: "We would prefer

to explore countries whore our machines

would carry us—not where wo would h;ivo to

carry thorn."

REVISED RENDITION.

The boy stood on the burning deck

Not ; he fled instcnd.

Tl\e cycle cop was there and l\e didn't dare

To scorch, so people .sold.
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SOLE SALKS AGENTS FOR

The Lavigne & Scott I^fg. Co/s (New Haven, Conn.)

WRENCHES AND PEDALS.

Sales Agents for

Four Styles of

PEDALS:

Scott,

Equilibrium,

L. & S.,

Lavigne.

Four Styles of

WRENCHES:

Protection,

Featherweight.l

Sandow,

L. & S.

L. & S.

Power IManufacturing Co.*s (Newark, N. J.)

POWER NICKEL STEEL CHAINS,

Yy^yy ,.,ri tested to i.2(T(-) pounds, every 1-4 to 1.600 pounds.

3.,6 gnarantec-M n.., ,„ sirclcl, n,..,c .l,an .o. inch, and ,M g.K.ranUo.l not to str.tch more tl.an ...,

under strain ot 1,000 pounds.

100 WILLIAM STREET, NEW YORK
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V SI C07VYPKNV,
Pioneer Brand Tubing.

SOLB SAIvES AGENTS FOR

Star Machine Screw Co.'s (Reading, Pa.)

STAR DISC ADJUSTING HUBS.
'±J1 =

A— Removable stud. F—Hub shell.

B—Continuous sleeve cone. G—Inside locking washer.
C—Retaining washer. H—Felt washer.
D—Adjusting cup. I—Cone lock nut.
E—Outside locking washer.

An Entirely New Hub.

Concealed locking washer, which is a positive

locking arrangement, preventing cone from
coming loose under any circumstances.
Closed end axle nut, giving a very pretty
appearance

.

Continuoiis cone, which secures a perfect
alignment of bearings. Advantage of taking
out stud-pin, which allows wheel to be re-

moved from frame without parting chain or
changing adjustment.

Cups and Cones of

Crucible Annealed Steel.

Patent Applied For.

Muller I^anufacturing Co.'s.

Made of Best English Leather.

PADDED SADDLES,

.^^«< RACING SADDLES.

COIL SPRING SADDLES.

STYLE C 3—MEN'S.

N. Y, AND BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND.
Kindly mention The Wheel
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NOT WITH THE OUTLAWS.

Simcoe, Sept. 20.—The British Columbia

members of the Canadian Whceliiun's .Asso-

ciation have not deserted the parent organi-

zation: the C. W. A. has not recognized the

Pacific Coast "outlaws," nor has it severed its

relations with the L. A. W.
The foregoing expresses the situation in a

nutshell, and it is given on the authority of H.

B. Donly, secretary of the C. W. A.

Mr. Donly showed nie a letter which he

had just received from British Columbia. It

stated that the \'ancouver Wheelmen, the

largest club on the coast, had held a meeting

to discuss the question and had decided to

await the outcome of the conference between

the C. \V. A. and the L. A. \V. Mr. Donly

will likely go to New York to interview

President Potter, of the L. A. \\'., in a short

time.

It is quite likely that the .\merican body

will be asked to make certain concessions to

the C. \V. A., so that the latter can do like-

wise for British Columbia.

There is a strong feeling in Canada to stick

by the British Columbia District, and, if needs

be, sever relations with the L. A. W. This

would also mean severance of International

Cyclists' Association relations, and good-bye

to the World's championships in '99.

President Orr is going West soon, and will

investigate the British Columbia end of the

situation.

However, up to the time (if writing there

has been no truth in the many dispatches and

statements appearing in the daily and cycling

papers, as to C. W. .\. recognition of the

California Associated Cycling Club, as the

outlaws are known. As proof of this, the

Victoria track on which C. A. C. C. riders

competed during this month has been sus-

pended, as well as the C. W. A. riders who
rode in the races.

Whatever action may be taken by the C. W.
A., one thing is certain: Sunday racing will

not be tolerated.

WHERE WOULD ZIM BE?

What chance would Arthur Augustus have

with the present racing contingent? is a

much-debated question. Asa Windle—and he

is pretty good authority—does not hesitate to

say that the old-time fliers, if they came up
against the game to-day, would find different

conditions prevailing. The days when one man
loomed head and shoulders above all others

are gf»ne. No nuirc are the distancing finishes

seen with yard* opening up between first and
second man and the field. Of the earlier

giants of the path—of whom the first was
Hendce. followed in order by Rowe, Windle
and Zimmerman—not one but would find it a

superhuman task to romp home a hundred
yards ahead of the nearrM competitor. So
arduous IS the effort ronuired. and no keen the

comprtDion. that the olip of a frwit on the

pedal to ihr extent of an eighth of an inch,

mcsns a gain of yards on the part of the rest

In the SprniRfield races, time after time, a

doxm mm finished within two lengths of each

other.

Nevertheless, a good many people would
like to see Zimmerman in competition with

Bald, Cooper. Ki»cr. et al

PXEUMATIC WAGERM.

' ilow IS Mugter betting on the match
race?"

"With his moulh."

AFRAID TO LEAN OVER.

In the match race, at Springfield, between

Rowe and Hendee, the wheels ridden—55-inch

Columbia racers, with shoe-string tires—were

from the Hartford factory's storehouse of an-

tiquities. There are a number of these relics

of the cycle maker's art still retained as

reminiscences, but it has been years since they

were last called for.

Curiously enough, Rowe said, in speaking

of the race, that not only did he find it ex-

ceedingly difficult to become accustomed to

the wide ten or twelve-inch tread, and the

very different pedaling, but, in addition, and

worst of all, he was so apprehensive of a fall

when sprinting, that he found it almost im-

possible to lean over the handle-bars. He
trained on the old Lynn track, and rode not

more than a dozen times on the machine be-

fore the race. And when all was over, after

the race, but the shouting, it was recalled how
it was just eleven years before, at the Spring-

field meet of '80. that Rowe had vanquished

Hendee in the celehrateci match race of that

year.

MUST PAY UP.

Cincinnati, Sept. 20.—The Cincinnati Bi-

cycle Club, the Brighton Bicycle Club, Pork-

opolis Wheelmen, Athletic Cycle Club and

the Century Cycling Club, five of the most

prominent cycling clubs of the season, and

under whose auspices the State meet of '94

was given, were sued last week by two print-

ing companies. The clubs were compelled to

pay larger prices to have crackajacks ap-

pear at the races, and the poor attendance

caused them to lose over a thousand dollars.

The guarantee fund was called upon, but it

was insuflicient to meet all the bills in full.

WHY PACING HELPS.

Professor C. V. Boys puts the figures relat-

ing to air resistance in a very interesting

form: "It is seen that a man who can drive

his machine under existing conditions through

the air at. say, thirty miles an hour, would, if

road and machine resistance only had to be

met, be able lo drive at 330 miles an hour;

or, if he can actually go twenty miles an hour,

he would be able to drive his machine 100

ACCORDING TO THE POINT OF VIEW.

How those half-and-)ia1( racing suits deceive.

SHORTER WIND-BREAKS.

A feature of the new machines used for pac-

ing abroad is the extension of the back of the

frame, so that the rear rider sits directly over

the rear hub. This is, of course, much better

for the man being paced, as he is enabled to

be more sheltered from the wind. Both

Stocks and Walters prefer this sort of ma-

chine to the other, its shorter length, of

course, rendering it steadier at the turns than

the old style.

NO KLONDIKE.

"How are money matters down on the

Southern circuit?" asked an I^astern racer of

a Western one who had been trying to pot-

hunt a bit in the South and Southwest.

"How's what?" answered he of the South-

ern experience. "Why, say, money's so

blamed scarce down there that when two
five-dollar bills meet on a race track they have

to be introduced tfi each other."

miles an hour. This shows the very essential

part that paccmaking plays in the cycle races."

SO SIDWELL SAYS.

Michael swears by Arthur Sidwcll. After

the midget dismounted at the finish of his

victory over Lesna at Charles River Park he

hunted up tlie Record pedal man and fell upon
his neck f remember, that Sidwcll himself tells

the story) saying:

"Sidwcll. God bless you for inventing the

Record pedals!"

EVERYTHING IN KEEPING.

"I understand that Ryder is fairly crazy over

cycling and scorching."

"That's right. He's so enthusiastic over

them that he has gone and married a hump-
backed woman."

ON THEIR HEADS.

TO LINTON'S MEMORY.

The fund which is being raised to pay for a

memorial to the late .\rthur Linton, the

famous racing man. is likely to prove a com-
plete success. Subscriptions are coming in

from all parts of Lurope. It is expcctc*! that

the money realized will be expended in en-

dowing the hical hospital in tli<- ilr.nl r.ni-r'-.

birthplace.

Many a young fellow fails in his attempts
to pedal fast around to make a living, who
might earn decent wages peddling clams.

"They're off!" llic Ntarirr cried,

A* down the roaii lliry flrw;

And every racer tried

Hii very (>«•( to do.

A coal'can loomed ahead.

Pulled acro»> the road dead iquare.

"They're off!" the driver ot it uid;
••Tlirv'rr ..A'" .\n.l ^^ llirv u, ,.

DANIEL L. TOWER,
Wholesale ,^Be^t. Ilicyclet, Filtinga and Sundries.

^.iit (or Thieni ilc C'o.'s AdjiKlalilr Tor Clip, I^imp
• --ti. etc.; North Star Tor ( li|>« ami W'elier l.ug-

. . I arrier*. etc.; Kn»l llam|>lnn llrll Co., liella;
Srwark Nicltcl-Platinii Co.'« Ilicvcic l^mp*; S. Ma«f
ft Co.. C'orkenr (irip»- Hein« A .Munichaucr, Bicy-
clri; Corkwoo<l Mfg Co., Cirifx.

Write for Prices. 95 CHAMBERS STREET, NEW YORK.
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DONE BY DUNLOP.

How the British Cycle Trade Is Held by the

Tire Monopoly—Americans Frozen

Out.

London, Sept. 11.—^The battle over the

Dunlop circular to the retail traders has

continued with unabated vigor throughout

the past week, principally in the col-

umns of the financial press and the fi-

nancial columns of the open press, thereby

clearly showing that it is a matter of financial

rather than purely trading interest. However,

there is no doubt that the opposition has suc-

ceeded to an extent which must be appreciated

by the trade, in so far as the Dunlop Co. has

practically receded from its previous agree-

ment, and now permits the inclusion of the

"Turner," "Beeston" and "Scott" tires.

This, of course, somewhat widens the situa-

tion, but, at the same time, it does not alter

it one jot in its trade significance. It will,

however, be much more injurious to the num-
ber of independent tire firms which are seek-

ing to obtain an existence.

The "Dunlop circular," by the way, is re-

markable in its entirety and can scarcely fail

to be of interest to the American trade. It

is as follows:

It is hereby agreed as follows: 1. That during the

term of three years from the date hereof the agent

will as regards tires deal exclusively in the following,

namely, Dunlop, Warwick and Clipper Double tube

tires, made respectively by the Dunlop Pneumatic
Tire Company, Limited, the Cycle Components Man-
ufacturing Company, Limited, and the Clipper Pneu-

matic Company, Limited, and will not directly or in-

directly purchase, obtain or sell tires of any other

make, whether affixed to cycles or otherwise.

2. In consideration of the above the Dunlop Com-
pany will credit or give to the agent an allowance of

two shillings and sixpence per cycle sold by him and
fitted with Dunlop tires, and an allowance of two

shillings per cycle sold by him and fitted with War-
wick and Clipper tires as aforesaid; such cycle must
be new and sold retail by the agent to the general

public and not to members of the trade. The Dun-
lop Company will credit or pay these allowances to

the agent quarterly immediately after the thirtieth of

June, the thirtieth of September, the thirty-first of De-

cember and the thirty-first day of March in each year.

3. For this purpose the agent shall immediately

after each quarter-day deliver to the Dunlop Com-
pany a statement in writing of Dunlop, Warwick and
Clipper tires sold to him as aforesaid; such statement

shall include:

(a). The date, make, name and type of machine
sold, together with make of tire, afiixed.

(b). The registered number of machine sold, or,

in cases where machine bears no number,
the name and address of buyer.

4. The Dunlop Company shall have the right, if

they deem fit, of inspecting the books and documents
of the agent in order to check such statement, and if

required the agent shall authorize the manufacturer

in writing to further satisfy the Dunlop Company
upon this point.

5. If the agent owes money to the Dunlop Company
then any allowance due to him shall be credited to his

account.

6. The parties hereto agree that if the agent does
not duly observe all the terms of this agreement or

commits any breach thereof, then any allowances

which may have accrued shall not be payable and the

Dunlop Company shall further have the right to

claim the return of any amounts previously paid to

the agent hereunder and to terminate this agreement.

7. If the agent parts with his business the Dunlop
Company retains the right of continuing or terminat-

ing this agreement.

Secretary Lamb, of the Stanley Show, states

that the defections from the National ranks

continue. For instance, the Gormully & Jet-

fcry Co., who were last year relegated to one

of the side courts of the Crystal Palace, have

this year been refused even that concession,

and have been offered a position in an out of

the way corner, where probably they would

never be found by sight-seers. Under the cir-

cumstances they have thrown in their lot with

the Stanley and secured a good place. The

Lozier Mfg. Co., is another firm which has.

because of similar treatment, determined to go

to the Agricultural Hall. These are the only

American firms up to date concerning

which definite information can be obtained,

but when it is stated that the Osmond, Star-

ley-Westwood, Humber & Goddard, and the

Loughborough Cycle Co. have also deserted

the National show, it seems that the threat-

ened extinction of the Stanley exhibition is

much further ofif than ever. I have no sym-

pathy with the methods of the National Show
promoters. They adopt a high-sounding and

magnificent name, and call themselves a

"trade protection association." But appar-

ently their only idea of trade protection is

embodied in a combination for mutual finan-

cial advantage in holding a cycle show; be-

yond that nothing is ever heard of their exist-

ence.

tion, upon giving the vendee fifteen days'

written notice, demanding payment of the un-

paid balance due, and of the time and place of

sale, if such payment be not made, are for the

benefit of the purchaser, and may be waived by
him.

A contract which provides that the vendor,

upon a retaking, may sell the bicycle at pub-
lic or private sale, and may hold the original

vendee liable for any deficiency on the sale

was held to be valid, and it was sufficient that

the bicycle be sold after the commencement,
if before the trial, of an action brought to re-

cover under the contract.

CONDITIONAL CYCLE SALE.

A suit brought in the City Court of Albany

by Luther C. Warner, as receiver of the prop-

erty of Eugene Sanders, to recover $33.75,

balance due from John Zuechel upon a con-

tract for the sale of a bicycle, and $15.35 for

lamps, bells, cyclometers, etc., was dismissed

on the trial and this judgment was affirmed

by the County Court.

It appeared that Zuechel was to pay $75 in

installments for the bicycle; that he paid

$41.25, and defaulted in further payments. The
plaintiflf then took possession of the wheel,

and after this suit was commenced and before

trial, sold it at private sale for $10. The con-

tract for the sale of the bicycle was executed

in duplicate, and the title was to remain in the

vendor until the [laymcnt of tho purchase

price.

The Third Appellate Division has directed

a reversal, holding, by Justice Landon, that

the provisions of Chapter 523 of the laws of

1895 to the effect thai, in case the vendor of

a bicycle retakes il and the purchaser does

not pay the amount duo therct)ti in thirty days

tiuneafter, the vendor may sell it at public auc-

BUILT LIKE A BRIDGE.

When Mr. Pedersen, of Denmark, found

time from designing and constructing bridges

to turn his talents to designing bicycles, he
cast aside all of the accepted ideas of what
the frame of a bicycle should be, and to an
astonished world presented the following

Pedersenian idea.

It will be seen that Mr. Pedefsen's

bridge-building experiences have had their

effect upon his
cycle construction,

and as a consequence

thereof, the bridge-

truss principle is

prominent.

The Pedersen frame

consists of twenty-one

perfect triangles, and

the total weight there-

of, with that of the

seat, which, by the

by, it will be noticed

is a true hammock
one, and handle-bars

is barely four pounds,

while that of the com-

pleted machine, ready

to ride, is to be but

eleven pounds.

That this may not

be considered one of

the tribe of freaks, it

\ — '^^
'' may be necessary to

state that Ernest Terah

Hooley is back of the

inventor, that the machine has been ridden

over thousands of miles of road for more

than a year, and that the Humber people are

said to have accepted the frame for a line of

their machines to be put upon the market

next season. At first glance the frame appears

very similar to what Duryea has time and time

again predicted was the form of frame con-

struction to which the trade in time would

have to come. It may be that the two H's

—

Hooley and Humber—may bring the Duryoa

prophesy true in the very near liUin-e.

WILL TAKE TIME.

The cushion lire, good thing that it was,

did not at once retire the solid tire, nor did

the pneumatic at once retire the cushion.

Radical reforms are not accomplished between

sunrise and sunset. It will take a long time

for the chainlcss safety to have any effect on

the present chain-driven bicycle. The ciiain-

driven safety represents ten years of experi-

mentation; it represents a mile in 1.85, and

thirty-two miles in the hour. Such a machine

must needs be a fine instrument; it will not be

easy to improve upon it.
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PROMINENT roiNTS.

Wbat They Will Be on tUe Chain Driven

Safety for the Enanlng

Season.

Certain salient points, which it is likely will

stand out as '98 "features" are prominent in

those of the '08 models already submitted to

the inspection of the trade journalist.

Not that everywhere are the new models on

view. Jealously guarded from intrusive visi-

tors, a majority of the new wheels have as

yet not seen the light of day, except upon

lonely country roads, whose seclusion has

been sought for the purpose of testing them

far from prying eyes.

And yet the probabilities are that a few par-

ticular points will be prominent in the gen-

eral line of '98 bicycles.

Flush-joints, for instance, will almost uni-

versally mark the high-grade wheel—and the

medium-grade, as well, for th;it matter. The

tide that set so steadily in favor of flush-joint

construction in 'i'a and 'iH!. is running too

strongly to be ignored by the maker. And
while this method of construction is more ex-

pensive than outside fittings, it seems certain

that whether stampings, forgings or castings

(on the cheap lines) arc used, a large pro-

portion of the new bicycles will be built with

inside-joints. Inch and one-eighth tubing will

lead.

Large sprockets—both front and rear—will

be a year-mark. Sound mechanical reasons

arc at the bottom of this trend; but in this, as

in other innovations, there will be found a

tendency to run to extremes. Apart from the

easier running and lessened friction of larger

gear-wheels, now universally demonstrated

and admitted, there is the very important

point of the changes in frame construction to

be considered if sprockets go beyond a cer-

tain limit. The tread cannot* be widened.

Therefore, the lower rear-forks must be

lengthened, and the hanger carried further for-

ward for a front-sprocket larger than on an

average of twenty-six to twenty-eight teeth.

This necessitates an increased wheel-base, en-

tirely correct so far as case of riding and steer-

ing are concerned, but at once affecting the

strength of frame. Therefore, the front-

sprocket will be averaging from almiit twenty-

two to twenty-six. Rear ones will run from

eight to ten. Many will nf)t go beyond nine;

and with these sizes any reasonable r.iinl)lii,i

lion of gears can be had.

Of the utmost importance is it that no
maker fall into the fatal mistake of providing

a large front-sprocket at the expense of the

rear Better, far, a relatively smaller front

and larger rear; (or it is, in the smaller

diameter, and proportionately increased rcvo-

lutinnt, of the latter, that the increased fric-

tion and rhain-pull it evolved. Nothing
smaller than eight, and, preferably, nine.

should he the rule. A case in point is that of

one maker who had planned and ' I

his '97 wheel* with «ix»rr-n and

tooth ff' II rear. The
season » ! ere an entire

alteration in mo<leU was nrediiil in order tr>

provide the larger sprocket* demanded by the

trade before they would look at the wheel*.

Higher gears are indicated, but the Inngrr

cranks—not leu than 0| to 7 inches, with

some as long as 7J—will yield even easier run-

ning that at present.

Dominated by the demand re-echoed from

the racing path, crank-hangers are going

nearer the ground. .\s much as a 3i-inch

drop is talked of in some instances. And this

on a road machine!

There is neither rhyme nor reason in the

call for droppcd-hangers on road wheels. On
rough roads, particularly those where ruts

and rocks abound, there is constant danger

of striking the pedals with hangers dropped

too low, and even where this is not the case,

the pedals frequently strike in making sharp

turns. Not only is the frame weakened by

this method of construction, but the steering

is aflfected. The higher the hanger, the stead-

ier the steering.

Primarily, the reason for the dropped-

hanger is the requirement of the racing man.

The only earthly excuse for its construction

lies in the fact that the lowered position of the

rider decreases the wind resistance, and there-

by enables pace to be followed better. It is

but another exemplification of how the path

flier sets the fashion.

To and fro swings the pendulum, ever bear-

ing back into favor some earlier idea. This

time it is the lower frame. This was once

with us in the early days of the safety. It is

now compelled, to a certain extent, by the

crank-hanger drop. Not altogether, however.

Hai)pily it is a return of the common-sense
which marked the last years of the ordinary.

Whence grew the insane desire to bestride

the highest wheel which could be reached by

stretching the rider' s toes to their full

length, is one of those things past finding out;

and wise was the man who discovered the

greater case of riding and superior control

induced by a bicycle well within reach. Dur-

ing the past two or three years there has

been an increasing tendency to ride the high-

est framed safety possible, and the reaction

has at length come. Ninety-seven has wit-

nessed an increased demand for 22 and 24-inch

frames, as against 24 and 20 last year; and this

fashion will compensate for the weakening

of the dropped-hangcr frame. For it the racer

must be thanked.

Shortened heads are, of course, also neces-

sitated by the lowered hanger, and, provided

they are not carried to an extreme, are a good
thing.

Frame rake no longer varies as greatly as

of yore. Strike a general average, and it

would probably be found that from twenty to

twenty-two degrees inclination from the pcr-

[lendicular, for the head, and nineteen or

twenty for the scat-mast characterize a ma-
jority of makes. A rake of twenty-two de-

grees for the head affords a steady steering,

provided the forks themselves have the proper

"lead."

The same degree of rake for both head and
scat-mast is a mistake. A twenty-two degree

scat-slay throws the saddle too far back and

puts the rider further from his work than has

been found desirable. Moreover, parallel

angles destroy that appearance of symmetry
which is all-important in these days when
wheels are bought so largely on appearance.

An optical illusion is induced by the short

head and curving forks, and consequently a

front with the exact angle of the rear appears

to rake away to a much greater degree. The
scat-mast should be the straighter.

Both grace and strength can be claimed for

the arched fork-crown which is so much in

evidence. It will be used to a much greater

extent in '98 than ever before. High,

medium and low-grade wheels will all use it.

Every forgings and stampings maker is en-

deavoring to devise new methods of construc-

tion for its application. It is already upon
the market in forged shape, with hollow spaces

for lightness. The stamping men are showing
remarkable ingenuity in meeting the require-

ments and overcoming the difficulties attend-

ant upon the manipulation of sheet metal in

the manner necessary to form it up. Separ-

ate fork-crowns with each fork-side brazed in-

dividually are in the large majority. The one-

piece fork-side, bent hair-pin shape, and, with

an outside reinforcing piece of tubing, forming

its own fork-crown, and used by two or three

concerns, is by far the strongest and most per-

fect method of construction, but it is, unfortu-

nately, very much more expensive.

But one radical change appears to be indi-

cated in the chain-driven safety. For two
years past two or three crank-hangers have

appeared in which a single member, or one-

piece lug, of large diameter, projecting rear-

wardly from the hanger, has been substitutetl

for the double tubes of the lower rear-stays

generally used. This plan has been extended

to the top rear-stays, which, in common with

the lower-forks, are constructed of one piece

of tubing, bent hair-pin shape like the front-

f(jrks, and connected with the seat-post cluster

by a single-piece lug brazed firmly thereto.

Two models of this style have this season

been upon the market—the Ben-Hur and the

Duquesne; but in '98 at least half a dozen

new models, built upon these lines, will be

seen.

Saddles of what is generally known as the

hygienic type will be more popular than ever,

and they will be furnished with springs to a

greater extent than heretofore, for the benefit

of that increasing army who desire comfort.

Pedals run to the extension plate style;

while crank-shafts embody either the one-

piece style, the L-crank and separate ordinary

crank attached liy inside nut. or else the di-

vided shaft and two-piece crank. Cotter-pins

mark, in nearly every case, the medium
wheels. Finally, internal seat-post and

haiulle-bar clamps have almost entirely super-

seded the old clamp and bolt. Many varieties

are used, nearly every one being the subject

of some special patent. There are good and

bad of these. A difficulty attendant uptin sev-

eral is the impossibility of clamping thetn

firmly en<iugh to absolutely prevent the bars

or saddle from turning. This, of course, is

fatal.

.Mtogether, the high-grade mount of 1898

will have no cause to feel ashamed of its ap-

pearance when compared with its predeces-

sors.

Kir.llT IP TO THE TIMES.

"Still taking up collections to send over-

shoes to Hottentots?" asked the sarcastic

"Oh, dear me, no," in all seriousness re-

plied the earnest woman. "The heathens now
all insist on getting bicycles before they will

even think of becoming converted."
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VIEWED THEORETICALLY.

Ho-w an Authority Deals with the Question

of Chaiuless Versus Chain Driven

"Wheels.

That always conservative, and usually very

correct mechanical authority, the "Scientific

American," discusses the chainless in this

fashion:

It is freely stated that the mechanical diffi-

culties, which have been made the subject of

considerable and costly experiment during the

past two or three years, have been thoroughly

mastered, and that the chainless wheel has

been brought to a pitch of perfection which

warrants the launching of a few of these ma-

chines upon the market.

The idea of a chainless bicycle, as many of

our readers well know, is not by any means

new. As far back as 1893, a firm had put on

the market a bevel-geared wheel, and not a

few of these machirj^s may still be seen upon
the road, and are apparently giving satisfac-

tion; although, for some reason, there has

never been any great demand for this type.

To judge from the sentiments of the press, the

manufacturers and the wheelmen who take

any interest in the subject, there is no question

that, if it can be mechanically perfected, the

chainless wheel will be incontestably superior

to the chain and sprocket type.

It will be an interesting study to consider

the two systems on a few leading points of

comparison, such as simplicity of parts, ease

of running and durability. As regards the

first, it must be admitted that the chain-gear

has everything in its favor, provided, of

course, that the chain is regarded as one

piece^which, for the purpose of the present

comparison, it fairly may be. A chain that is

properly made, with links of equal pitch and

uniform hardness throughout, will show an

even wear, and may be considered as a single

link in the driving mechanism.

Assuming the future chainless wheel to be

a beveled-gear machine, in place of the chain

we shall have the shaft, two bevel wheels, and
two sets of adjustable ball-bearings to trans-

mit the motion from the crank-axle to the

rear wheel. While a slight variation in the

chain line will not seriously affect the run-

ning of the chain and sprocket-gear, a similar

variation in the bevel-gear will produce a

binding action that will result in hard run-

ning and rapid wear. Hence the gears must
be cut and the shafting lined up with the

nicest care and accuracy. This, of course, is

a mere matter of good workmanship, and the

firms that contemplate building these ma-
chines will doubtless turn out a smooth-run-
ning and perfectly aligned gear.

A comparison on the score of friction and
ease of running under everyday conditions

will probably show results in favor of the

bevel-gear; whereas a comparison under ideal

conditions on the testing machine will show,
and, if we remember rightly, has shown, re-

sults in favor of the chain. The dififcrence is

due to the fact that the bevel-gear is always

inclosed in a gear-case and running in clean

oil, whereas on the road the chain is not

merely transmitting the power from the

cranks, but is using up a certain amount of

that power in grinding up the grit and dust

of the road into a pasty mess with which the

average chain is encumbered.

As a matter of fact, the chain has never

been given a chance to demonstrate what it

can do. In the first place, it is not improbable

that, except in the case of the best makes, it

receives less care in the selection of its ma-
terial and the machining of its pins and links

than any of the other wearing parts of the

wheel. Certainly it does not compare in this

respect with the bearings. And whereas the

bearings are carefully encased, and various

precautions in the way of dust-caps and felt

washers to protect it from dust and mud, the

chain, for some inscrutable reason, is left to

gather up all the friction-producing matter it

may. Except on the ground of appearance,

there is absolutely no defence to be offered for

a custom which does violence to the first prin-

ciples of good mechanical practice.

Before the chain is pronounced inferior to

the bevel-gear, it should at least be given an

opportunity to prove its efficiency under the

protection of a satisfactory gear-case.

What has already been said on the question

of friction applies with equal force to the

question of durability. A protected bevel-gear

will undoubtedly outlast an unprotected chain-

gear; though, we think, that, under equal

conditions, the results might be reversed, par-

ticularly if the same high-class material and

workmanship were put into the chain and

sprockets as will be sure to characterize the

chainless-gear. In such a case the chain-gear

would have a great advantage in the fact that

it is adjustable, whereas the other is not—an

advantage which will increase in proportion

to the distance the wheel is ridden.

There is one respect, however, in which the

chainless wheel will possess an undoubted

superiority to the present type, and this is in

its compact and shipshape appearance, and the

ease with which it can be cleaned and kept in

presentable shape. It is likely that this will

prove to be one of the most important factors

in establishing the new type in the public

favor; but how far the chainless type will suc-

ceed in demonstrating its mechanical super-

iority to the present popular machine, time

and the test of hard usage alone can tell.

"UPSETTING" WOOD.

A process is in vogue by which it is claimed

that whitewood can be made so tough as to re-

quire a cold-chisel to split it. This result is ob-

tained by steaming the timber and submitting

it to end pressure, technically "upsetting" it,

thus compressing the cells and fibres into one
compact mass. It is the opinion of those who
have had experience with the process that

wood can be compressed 75 per cent, and that

some timber which is now considered unfit

for use in such work as rim and handle-bar

construction, could be made valuable by this

means.

SIXTEEN DOLLARS LOST.

While the Cycle Components Co., of Rock-
away, N. J., has not made much of a splurge,

Supt. Perkins states that during the past sea-

son, they made, among other fittings, exactly

177,000 pairs of pedals, nearly one-half of

wiiich were sent abroad. For 1898 Mr. Per-

kins is figuring on an output of 250,000 pairs

of the pedals, on which their prices are of

the fetching variety. The Components people
iiavc been selling strictly on ten days' time,

and by rigorously and impartially enforcing

the terms, closed their year with a loss of

but $16.

A cycling education, like enamel, if put on
too thickly is apt to crack.

AGAIN THE GUARANTEE.

Discussing the matter of guarantees, G. M.
Allison & Co., the well-known Louisville

dealers, write:

"We see no reason why bicycles should be
sold under a guarantee differing from that of

any other article of merchandise. People
never take old clothes to the tailor to be ex-

changed for new suits, nor do they take old

watermelon rinds to the fruit dealer as a

credit on their monthly account. Hats, when
old, are thrown away or given to the office

porter.

"It is true that bicycles are generally of

greater value in the beginning than articles of

merchandise mentioned, but as they are never
discarded until the rider is dissatisfied with
them and finds it economy to change, we see
no reason why the dealer should be compelled
either by competition or guarantee, to take the
old goods and run a second-hand depart-
ment for disposing of the trash.

"Our policy has been to run our bicycle

business on a business basis, and we
believe that the 'time' guarantee will

eventually be done away with (we hope
soon). Of course, the guarantee of

honesty and integrity and sound business
judgment must be given to each customer.
The sooner the bicycle business is conducted
on this basis, the sooner will we have honest
list prices, honest net prices and honestly
made goods.

"The bicycle business is not one in which
large profits or phenomenal fortunes are to
be made, but for the honest dealer a good liv-

ing can be obtained.

"For 1898 we are in favor of a three-months
guarantee on wheels with a thirty-day guaran-
tee on tires. What say other dealers?"

IN NINE HUNDRED LOTS.

The "Journal of Commerce" says: "Heavy
purchases in the bicycle line are not being
made with the frequency that they were six or
eight weeks ago. The largest order that has
been taken by one of the high-grade makers
lately was that entered Wednesday for 900
wheels to be shipped to London. The price
at which these wheels were sold is said to be
$22.50 each without tires. The shipments of
bicycles to London last week were the larg-
est that have taken place in some weeks; they
reached in value $7,290."

MONGREL-MADE MACHINES.
The mongrel bargain-counter bicycle with-

out a pedigree is full of congenital imperfec-
tions, the weakness of the poor material of
which such a wheel has been built having
been further intensified in the process of man-
ufacture. It comes of poor material, poorly
handled, and you may paint it, and stripe it

and polish it as ymi will, but you can't cover
its cheapness any more than you can hide
bad blood in the human species. So much
for appearances and just-as-goods.

WHERE IT IS ALL PROFIT.

"How do you got 70 per cent of the profits

of a business—multiply by seventy and point
off two figures?"

"Blamed if I know. I have never boon able

to get 70 per cent ol profits in any business I

was ever in, but here comes a man who can
tell you."

"Wiio is ho?"

"He runs tiie cycle dopartniont in Tape &
Stays, the big department store."
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FOR PATENT PROTECTION.

American inventors and manufacturers for

their own protection should do all that they

can to assist Commissioner Butterworth and

Assistant Commissioner Greeley, of the

Patent Office, Washington, who are engaged

in putting in shape amendments to be offered

to the treaty existing among the leading na-

tions of the world "for the protection of in-

dustrial property." A meeting of the repre-

sentatives of these nations has been called to

convene in Brussels next December, and it is

the purpose of this country to secure, if pos-

sible, certain modifications of the present

agreement. The convention was entered

upon for the purpose of protecting patents,

trade-marks and similar interests.

Article 2 of the treaty is one which this

country will seek to have changed. As the

article stands, it provides that the citizens of

each of the contracting States shall enjoy in

all other States the same advantages that are

given to the citizens of those States. It has

been found that this provision works a hard-

ship upon American citizens taking out

patents abroad, entirely out of proportion to

the tax upon foreigners taking out patents

in this country.

The intention is to ask for a reciprocal ar-

rangement, which will provide that while

American patents may be issued to citizens of

other countries on the same conditions in

other respects as they are issued to American
citizens, the United States may require the

outsiders to pay the same fees which their

countries require from American inventors.

In some countries to become the owner of a

patent right costs an American from $3iiO to

|7yO, while the uniform rate in this country

is $35.

There will also be an effort to restrict the

articles which are patentable in this country

so that the subject of another country cannot

patent an article in the United States upon
which he cannot secure a patent in his own
country. This modification has been sug-

gested by the attitude of Germany. An
amendment will also be suggested on behalf

of this country to Article I. ao as to define

more clearly the right of priority and put in-

ventors of this count "y on the same fouling

as those of other lands where patents are

granted, without the preliminary examinations
which our laws require.

BITTEN nOGS BARK THE LOUDEST.

"A paper which constantly abuses its local

contemporaries," says the "ICaton Kapids
Herald," "is a weakling without influence.

The fact that it constantly assails a rival is

|)roof of jealousy, which is generally caused by
the success of the assailed. If any one seeks

• lie standmg of a newspaper he has only to sec

if it is in the category of assailant or assailed,

li in the former it has few readers and seeks

by constant barking at its successful rival to

get itself into notice. The newspaper—the
paper that people like to read—has very little

space to devote to the abuse of rival concerns.

It uses its columns for news; all there is that

is worth printing."

The same rule as the one above holds good
in p.-i^<>ing judgment upon the mrrit and in-

rturnre of a trade paper, a fact those who de-

cide upon the claimed superiority of cer-

tain cycle papers should remember.

INVENTOR OF THE PEDAL.

As with the bicycle itself, the early history

of the pedal is swathed in mystery, and there

are as many claimants to the title of inventor

as there were cities to claim Homer. Careful

research, however, has considerably strength-

ened the claim of one Henry Gourdoux, a

citizen of France, who submitted drawings to

the French patent oflice as far back as 1821.

The pedals were originally fitted to a me-
chanical horse, a model of which was de-

posited in the Conservatoire des Arts et

Metiers, but which has since been lost. The
drawings and specifications, however, are still

in existence, and may be seen at the French

patent office. One of these clearly shows the

pedals, which are attached to the front wheel.

The first to apply pedals to a two-wheeled ma-

chine was Macmillan, a Scotchman, and his

example was followed soon after by Gavin

Dalzell and Pierre Micheaux.

MOST ALL SPROCKET.

"Give us this day a bigger sprocket," is

the prayer of the cycle extremist. In an en-

deavor to do this in the biggest possible fash-

ion, a British inventor presents this confec-

tion.

The inventor briefly describes his wonder-

worker in this fashion: The chain-rim wheel

is carried in a circular frame which is part of

the bicycle frame by roller-bearings. The
rollers work in ball-bearings. The pedal-pins

may be fixed directly to the wheel. The
rollers are angular, and fit into a V-gfroove

on the wheel.

IMITATING AMERICAN MACHINES.

Writing of the outlook for American ma-
chines in Germany, Consul General Frank H.
Mason, under a Frankfort date line, says:

"German cycle manufacturers, of whom
there are about fifty established firms, em-
ploying in all over 25,0UU workmen, have gone
on studying and copying many of the super-

ior features of high-grade American bicycles,

and have thus rapidly improved their standard

of excellence, though it is conceded that the

peculiar grace of model, easy-running quali-

ties and rigidity of structure combined with

extreme lightness that characterizes the best

grade of American wheels have not yet been
attained in this country.

"Wood-rims and handle-bars, single-tube

tires, and American lamps, cyclometers and
other materials and fixtures are now more ex-

tensively used in this country than ever be-

fore, as the German-made bicycle approaches
more nearly to the best American type.

"There will continue to be here, at least for

years to come, a market for the highest-grade
of American made bicycles, but only so if

their quality is kept up to the highest at-

tainable standard, and their price gradually
reduced to meet upon equal terms the best
product of the native manufacturers."

ON EXCLUSIVE AGENCIES.

Are exclusive agencies of advantage to cycle

agents? This is a question which an agent

often asks himself, says H. A. Lozier & Co.s
"On the Square."

Lozier & Co. then answer and discuss the

subject in this wise: Up to 1897 we should

say. No. Next year. Yes. The reasons are

apparent. Up to 1897 no one factory covered

the entire cycle field. To represent the best

meant that a second, third or fourth grade

machine must be purchased elsewhere. Trade
conditions have forced the standard makers
to meet all demands of the trade, from the

cheapest to the highest grade. In 1898 the

agent will be able to get a complete line from
most any high-grade factory.

It certainly is of great advantage to an agent

to concentrate his efforts on one machine.

When he advertises a half-dozen or so makes
he is dividing the attention of prospective

buyers in as many parts as he has different

cycles. To devote his efforts to one machine
implies a faith and confidence in that machine
that carries weight with any purchaser. To
say this is the best that can be had for the

money, and to be able to supply any grade

of cycle that the trade requires places an agent

in an enviable position. To buy from one
firm only is certainly of advantage in that your
volume of business is large and demands at-

tention. An agent representing six makes
may buy five cycles from each maker, or a

total of 30 for the season. The proposition

is a simple one. Will the man who buys five

machines or the one who buys 30 have the

best standing with the source of his supply?

There arc certainly many arguments in favor

of dealing with one house only, especially

when that house can supply any demand made
upon it

PLAIN CORK GRIPS TO RULE.

Probably no one is belter able to forecast

styles and fashion in bicycle grips than

the Codling Mfg. Co., of Bristol, Conn. As
every one knows, there were all kinds of grips

this past season, with a wide range as to qual-

ity and strength and fanciness and freakish-

ness of finish.

One of the features which has had its trial

has been that of a bushing inside the cork

handle, sometimes of wood, or cork itself, or

paper, in each case, by extending clear to the

end of the metallic tip, intended to give

strength to the end of the grip. It is about

this feature of cork grips that the Codling
Mfg. Co. express an emphatic opinion. They
believe that the unlincd grip—just the straight

ordinary cork article—will be most in favor.

This style of grip has demonstrated, they state,

that when properly made ami of good ma-
terial, it stands all the wear and tear. Their
own !I7 product, they state, is proof of this.

While the Codling Co. recommend the plain

article, they arc quite at the service of the

trade as to lined grips as well. They are also

accommodating in the matter of furnishing

fancy tips to their grips. Their factory, which
is devoted exclusively to this line, is still, de-

spile the lateness of the season, running full.

A man will believe his wife is an angel until

the asks him to buy her a bicycle.

A medium-grade wheel should be the one
selected by a spiritualist for riding.

WHY SHE DOUBTED HIM.

"Have you any reason (or duiihting what I

.say about this being a high-grade wheel we
are selling for $13.43, madam?"
"Yea, I have."

"What is it?"

"I don't believe you."
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WHEN SHE STOOPS TO CONQUER.

"I had rather have a dozen men thieves to

deal with than one woman thief," said the

manager of a renting establishment. "When
a man calls to hire a wheel and we are at all in

doubt as to his honesty, we simply tell him

he can't have it, and that settles the matter.

He is told that our rule is to refuse to let

wheels to persons we do not know, and he

goes away peaceably.

"With a woman it is different. She comes

in all togged out for riding, and her face cov-

ered with smiles. She wishes to take a

wheel, she says, just for a little spin in the

park, and will surely be back inside of two

hours. Her friends have told her that we
have such lovely wheels, and she has wanted

for ever so long to try one of them. If a man
in the shop is brave enough to ask her for

her address, she tosses her head and snaps

her eyes and says she lives at such and such a

place and has always lived there, and her

father is Mr. So-and-So, a prominent poli-

tician, it may be, and she is surprised that we
should think of asking her such a question.

"We assure her we don't doubt her word,

but that our rules forbid our renting her a

wheel. We explain to her that under no cir-

cumstances do we let wheels to any one

whose standing we have not previously in-

vestigated. Then she declares that the whole

thing is absurd, and that she is going to be

done out of an afternoon's pleasure, simply

because none of us happen to know her.

When an argument like that comes from a

young woman with a pretty face it's an al-

mighty hard job to stand out against it. We
have had dozens of women call here whom we

were afraid to trust with wheels and have had

to deny their requests."

A REPAIRING KINK.

When a rider manages to strip a thread at

the end of a bolt, axle or pedal pin, it is not

always a necessity that he should go to the

expense and delay of getting a new part to

correspond, provided there is a skilled re-

pairer at hand. A repairer can bore a tapered

hole in the end of the part, heat it, and drive

in a tapered pin, which will expand the

threaded portion, and enable the thread to be

recut.

CAUSES A RUNAWAY.

"Layzee is an ingenious chap."

"In what way?"

"In that new game of his to get more speed

out of the machine he rides."

"What is it; a patent gear?"

"No, indeed. He uses the worst smelling

oil he can find for lubricating the rear wheel

—and then the front one does its level best

to run away from it."

THE PROOF AT HAND.

"It is simply astonishing the way the bi-

cycle is displacing the horse," remarked the

bar-room genial to his friend the free-lunch

philosopher, as they adjourned to the free

foodery.

"It is, indeed," said the latter, as he re-

moved a piece of tire from the hunk of

sausage he was at the moment surrounding.

DEADWOOD.

SOME PUMP POINTS.

There has been a great deal of complaint

about the ordinary hand-pump of commerce,
such as is found in the average bicycle tool-

bag. The trouble seems to be that the pump
gets out of order, goes to pieces, and, when
needed, fails to do service. While, of course,

the foot-pump is much more powerful and

easier to manage, there is no dilTicuIty what-

ever in the novice's working the ordinary

hand-pump, provided he goes at it in the

right way.

First of all,' understand how the pump is

made. Most of the troubles come from un-

screwing the plunger when detaching the

pump from the tire. Instead of turning the

pump and the tube together, the pump alone

gets more turns and the bucket portion is de-

tached. When next the pump is wanted, the

novice at once declares it is broken and

worthless. Thirty seconds' work with a

screw-driver puts it in order, and if a little

water is drawn into it, it soon works like a

charm.

In deflating tires it is important, when tak-

ing ofl the cap from the valve, to push it up

and down a few times to see that the plunger

works perfectly free. Press it back and forth

until it hisses sharply, then attach the pump,
fill the tire, put on the cap, and all is ready.

WHAT IT IS COMING TO.

The following extracts are from the adver-

tising columns of the newspapers of 1899:

"You will make a mistake unless you buy
your shoes of Trotter, 23 Union street. A
high-grade bicycle given with' every pair."

"Take your prescriptions to Mortar &
Pestle's to be filled. A pneumatic safety pre-

sented gratis with every order."

"Kammerer is taking cabinet photographs

for $5 per dozen, and presents each customer

with a Riproarer wheel. Take the elevator at

2335 Broadway."

"Buy the Star Spangled Baking Powder.

A lady's safety with each one-pound can."

"Keep your account with the Steenth Na-

tional Bank. A first-class bicycle given to

every depositor."

"For that tired feeling take Spriggin's Sar-

saparilla. Return the bottles after taking half

a dozen and get a fine wheel, lady's or gentle-

man's. For sale by all druggists."

"Buy your false teeth at Tusk & Molar's, 84

Madison Square. They give an elegant Bail-

Bearing Wheel with every set."

UP-GRADE WORK.

Never dismount as soon as you come to a

hill if you wish to become a good hill-climber.

Many hills look much steeper than they really

are, and you can easily get off later on if the

hill, after a trial, really is too much for you. In

a very short time you will be able to get to

the top, where formerly you had to stop half

way; and once conquered, it will be less

trouble to ride a hill tlian to walk it. The
great secret in hill-climbing is to keep tiic

machine from dragging, so it is necessary to

keep going steadily. It is impossible to

climb a hill l)y alternate rushes and rests.

HE WAS NOT TO BLAME.

His rich father had given him the bicycle

—

turned it over to him as a gift, pure and

simple, and it had consequently not cost him

a cent.'

It was not that the young fellow was poor.

His father was a millionaire, and it de-

lighted the old man to equip the boy with all

the luxuries and costly accessories of modern

life.

And he had made his son an allowance of

$25,000 a year.

A princely income, truly.

A good deal more than I make.

At last he had given the young man a bi-

cycle and told him to go ahead.

And the young man did.

But something happened.

The father going to the office one morn-

ing was informed by his white-faced confi-

dential clerk that he was ruined.

The old man was astounded. Indeed, he

was surprised.

He was told that his son had drawn on him

for the whole assets of his father's entire

wealth.

Choked with emotion, he summoned his

child to him and asked why thus, or words to

that effect.

The boy replied:

"Father, I cannot tell a lie! You gave me
a bicycle!"

"I did, my son, but why—why have you

ruined me?"
"Father, I tried to keep it in repair."

'Twas even so.

And they both cursed the days wherein they

were born and bicycles were sold on bargain-

counters for $19.87.

GOOD CROW-SCARERS.

"Maria," he said, as he jumped down from

the wagon on his return from a trip to town,

"I've bought some o' them there bloomers

fer you an' the gals."

"Thought you said we couldn't wear 'em,"

returned Maria, in surprise.

"I did," he admitted, "but I changed my
mind. Since I've been to town and saw 'em

marked down from $15 to $1.27, I thought

I'd just risk it. They ain't a bit like the pic-

tures that used to be printed of 'em, nuther.

I was afeered from the pictures that you'd

all look so durned attractive that you'd have

all the men in the country chasin' after you,

but I ain't afraid now. Besides, I'm gittin'

desp'rit 'bout that corn."

"What's the matter with the corn, Hiram?"
"Nothin' jest now; but there will be if we

don't do somethin' to keep the crows out o' it.

1 was thinkin' o' that when I see them bloom-

ers in town, an' it sort o' decided me as much
as anythin' else to let you an' the girls wear

'em."

NO FULL STOP.

"Viunig man," said the professor in Eng-

lish, "how would you punctuate the follow-

ing sentence: 'The beautiful girl, for such she

was, was riding down the Boulevard.'
"

"I think," said the student, as he rearranged

his necktie, "I would make a dash after the

beautiful girl."

Misnomers everywhere al)OuiKl,

Our speech is full of tricks;

Thus oft what's called a cycle club

Is naught but a lot of sticks.

WHEN IT CHANGES HANDS.

The thieving man who takes as his

Some other rider's wheel,

Is one of those who proves it is,

At times a steed of steal.

MARY ONCE MORE.

Mary bought a bargain wheel,

But wabbled so at random
She gave it up and coaxed a man
To carry her on a tandem.
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Are up-to-date, popular, stylish and comfortable.

THEY WILL NOT SAG OR CAUSE
SADDLE^ SORENESS.

DEALERS: It will pay you to handle them.

AGENTS WANTED IN Al-t UNOCCUPIED
TKKUITORY. BUILT TO SIT ON.

NOT TO STRADDLE.
Offlea snil Factory: 180-191 W. Ijimed St. Manufctared by THE WHEELER SADDLE CO., Detroit, Mich.

RECENT PATENTS.

6 90.126. CaAMOB-OBARIKO FOR BICTCLE& VicTOk blLAMU.

BoM«i.llMi.MMSDortoWUllamD HuaVniDf plaoe. PUad 8e|)L21.

188& Setul No VXMi. (No model.) tat«al«d m Eogluid Apr 18.

\t». Ha 7.80«.,

•5d9.0<'53. lAME Cbirlcs L Btm Brooklyn. M. Y.uagon
to The R. B. Di«U Company. New York. N T Piled tth. 6. 1897

S«rul No 632.338 (Mo model)

5 8V».950. BICYCLE FRAME AMSEi F TEMPLE. Muikegon. Mich.
Filed Julv 24. 1896 Serial No 600.396 (No mod«i)

Claim.— I. In chMiKB-gearinK, the combination of a driTing-

pinioo. an iotemal cear io aie^h therewith, a support for ttaid internal

gear loowU mounted ronceotricaUy with the aaid driTing-pininn and

holding the interna! geAr eccentric thereto, a driven wheel concentric

with the drif ing-pinioo. permanently interlocked partJ rotatiiflv con-

necting the internal gear and the driven wheel with provixiomi for

relative radial movemeat, and mean, for holding the internal-gear

•uppiirt itatjonary.

5 U O.O 4 'I- BICYCLE^LAMP Ceaua MaKiaiTii, MatUsn.

Coon.. uUfuur to the Edward Miller & Company, nme place. Piled

Mar 1 18M Serial No 590.091 (No model)

rV/iim.—
1 The I'ombinaiion with a lamp-ca» having at it« lower

end a finelv-perforated collar, of an oil-pot secured io said collar below
the perforations thereof, a burner mounted on said oi|.|iot and pro-

jecting into said lamp-ca.se and having it* lower portion arranged
oppneite aaid perforntion«. and air-iojectore which are arranged on
both lides of >aid collar ouuide of wid perforations and deflect the

air inwardly through said perforations against the lower portion of
the burner. subsUntlallT as set forth.

689,941. BICYCLE. AktbukDuret and Louis ScBEElKEE. Paris.

Pnnce, isHgDors to themaelves and Albert Elkan. same place Filed

Jan. 22. 1896 Senal Ho. 576,621. (Mo nodeL)

rp in

Ctmim - Tk« conbiaation'wiih a lamp-body, of a stem hg(dly t-
e»r»d tbaiTto, eiteodiog rearwardly therefrom in line with the bori-

•oolal aiia ihrrvnf and i»nnin.r.ng at iu rear end io a ball . a clip

adapud '
'

,
• frame , a forwardly-opening. in-

*•"""' nnerifd with the clip, eitendiog
NoninM .

I 4dapt,d to receive the said ball

,

and a clamp cunn.tmg ol nng looMly mounted upon the said item
and rMained thervon hy th. wd ball, an eitemally threaded hub ei-
teoding r»ar« . ' . md nng with which it i> concentric,
ad.ptj'dtnU.

I rer,i.«lb7lhesaidso<-ketaodrece»ed
at lU Md to . , , |,»|| which it forces into the bottom of
Ik. Mckel. and a laUraJiy-*iUiiding handle conn*p|«d with the ring
for operating it. .nbataolially as devnhed

6HJ».HtJM. WCTCLS-FRAME. Jt» SrtlKI tod ClAkLB RInmMAn Ker«ha. Wla FUad May 25. 1194 Smial No 593,088

C'/utm. — \ In a bicyclr-fVatne. the combination with a metallic

joint, of a wi>oden frame-rod, a rigid sleeve within said rod, and a
split bolt connected to the sleeve by being introduced into the ^me
and automatically interlocking with the inner extremity thereof and
also to the metallic joint by means of a plate or partition, siibolMi-

tially as described.

5 8 0.8.5 2. REARDRIVIHO SAPBTY BICYCL& PuoEUCt D
OwEli. Wllhington. D C Filed July 3, 1896 SerlAl No 554.911

(Ho model)

Claim.— 1. In* a reaiMlriving safety-bicycle having a fiied crank-

shaft, adjustable rear axle, and operative connecting devicea. the com-
bination of the rear forks, brace-rods provided at their lower nds

with open-ended sloU to receive the axle and with projections con-

stituting a permanent bul nnrmslly free-sliding connection with the

rear forks, and a single mit to clamp the rear fork* and brace-rod

rigidly to each other and U) (he rear axle, suhctantially as described,

6 89.988. TOE^LIP HnkT LToinra. BUthait Ind.aiilpiorta

Um Buenber Muiiiluturlng Campany. mat place. Piled Mar S3,

IW7. SenU Ha 628,807. (Mo model)

f^maw eomi' , , ,„,„
•UJpart**^ „,nd
<l"g margi'.s

- „ ird to

.- or junrUon pier» provided with
' Ui. end. of the frame members,

">"j la tha aookMa by mMn. of inUr-« M the a^ wrfioal llaagc. and
locking prgjedioas ami n
socket*

OnO.OaO. PfBOMAncnu Wiuua W Wim, BrwUya.
IT Paatttatiai tartal la (14t2S (to mom.)

I'ltim The combiDatioo with a bicycle provided with n.tar)
pedal driving mechanism, of an ei ifnsionbar n of the frame having
a socket h at iu (V..nt and Mirkelvd and supported in the ft-oni-aeat

pillar of the bicycle, an extra fork rf Axed at itn lower end on the
rear wheel spindle r, snd pivoted to and supporting the rear end of
the eiUnaiunhar u, and of up and down oiu-illating pedal crank • a,

the Mid cranks not performing a fljll roution and levrr arms^ car-
ried uponnnla upoa thaaitenaiona eof the rMr wheel spindle, and
a4)aatable links r pivoted u. and conoecUog the lev.r arm. ;> in the
rotary pedalaof th* Urytie, whereby th. ap-and-dnwn muv.mentof
the oM-ilUtini p*4eb will beaSecUve loc«rryth. roUry crank, over
their d.ad-poiate

6 8 9.9 It;. CTCLOMRBI. Wmu. L Sivau. Watarburr
Cqpn PIM Mar II. IK7. HWHaa7.1Ml (Veaodel)

f7aim — I A toe-clip provided with rearwardly-proje^ttagboraa

to engage the upper edge of the pedal adapted to serve as bereie
speciBed

690.106. COMBUID BICTCLI anr AID BRAU Jaa«
Km. Dl««r. Cuuda Piled Dk 8. 1896 SarMl Ha llUli (l«
OMdel)

Us.ss -ApM«aMttettr«ter»ediet>owrUaaM«klckareuB)t«d
•pva • Mm raMtef eertlmlly IhrMgb th* Ure th. ieurtor of Mtd
lire Iniac hetlew aed cirr.lar, th* eiterior being .••trirrolar, th*
rirveler »«rthi a AiliKg mii u. iK. nm sad th* tat porlioa fnrmiag
Ih* tfw*4 ef Ih* tir.. a tai p«e. of lu.gk Sbrow asaUrial placed
arnaad ia a (roev* torw4 le the t»ed .arfkee. m that Mid mai<nal
In. •w.k with th* oalad* poeiiaa ef th. treee. .ehalAaiteJIy. a* aed
tor the p«r|M dearrtbed

f 'AiiM — 1 In a bicyele, the combinalioo with the atl*. the
ratchet wheel and collar, of lb* Mep pivotally connertrd with th*
rear axle_and provided ifith a curved arm. the pawl pivoted Iherelu.
the .pnag-arm pivolally rnnnteted w,ih s*id pawl and with th* rear
fork of the bicyclr frame and the cuncd brak»-*h»e ses-urvd to said
spring arm suUuntlally as drocnbrd

689.939. ticrcurnik. oioutW Dou. Chloa<«. m. PiM
Mun.1197 tarttl Ho 628.559 (NoBMdel)
f.leim. — I A tir« for bicvcl* ur other wheels prxMrided with legs.

rT*i« - I A ryeloaeur romprtsiag a seriee of aumbering diak*.
"a.her. belw.Mi Ui. dtak.. s single piolnn c.Vn.d bv earh washer of
width .uAri.nl to U .egagwj and s.tu.t.d h, th. prrr.ding di.k
aad to .ng.g. and arluau ihr .uc. ..d.nr t-t ..,i»(*«i„||, „ de
•crihed

ridg*. ur projactiooa aroead lU .sternal peripb.rr divided hy a lun-

gilediaal rircumf*r*atial groo"
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National Board of Trade

of Cycle Manufacturers.

320 BROADWAY. NEW YORK.

President,

A. L. GARFORD.

Second Vice-President,

C. W. DICKERSON.

First Vice-President,

GEORGE H. DAY.

Treasurer,

W. A. REDDING.

Secretary,

ERNEST R. FRANKS.

National Bicycle Wood Rim
Manufacturers' Association.

President, Treasurer,

E. S. MEAD. N. D. DOUGHMAN.
Secretary,

W. W. STALL, Bedford, Mass.

National Cycle Dealers' Association.

President,

GEORGE E. HANNAN.
Second Vice-President,

J. J. MANDERY.

First Vice-President,

F. A. VERY.
Treasurer,

GEORGE COLLISTER.
Secretary,

JOHN McCARGO, St. Louis.

Rubber Tire Association.

President,

THEODORE A. DODGE.

First Vice-President,

L. K. McCLYMONDS.
Second Vice-President,

GEORGE T. PERKINS.

Treasurer,

GEORGE F. HODGMAN.

Secretary,

KIRK BROWN.

504-506 West Fourteenth Street, New York.

TRADE CHANGES.

CONNECTICUT.

Bridgeport.—Ellison & Middlebrook will close up

store in Fairfield avenue.

Bridgeport.—A. J. Cable and J. Beattie, trustees of

the Liberty Cycle Co., advertised sale of stock, etc.,

to take place September 21st.

Hartford.—Alexander & Elmer will remove to 7

Haynes street.

Norwich.—James McKee & Co., reported succeeded

by the McKee Chain & Stamping Co.

Yalesville.—W. J. Cottrill will open repair store.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.

Washington.—Thomas J. Sweeney has filed a bill in

equity asking that a receiver be appointed to take

charge and administer the effects in the hands of the

assignee.

Washington.—Crown Cycle Co., 415 Eighth street,

S. W., fire; loss about $900.

GEORGIA.

Augusta.—Victor Foucher, reported gave judgment

for $51.

ILLINOIS.

Chicago.—Davidson Cycle Co., factory closed by

mortgagee.

Chicago.—The Illinois Handle-bar Co., reported con-

fessed judgment for $1,713.

Chicago.—The Bicycle Mfg. Co. and Benjamin D.

Emanuel and Thomas E. Fraher, reported confessed

judgment for $1,768.

Chicago.—The Auxiliary Tire Co., incorporated by

Z. Foster, S. A. Foster and M. A Grays. Capital

stock, $50,000.

Chicago.—The America Cycle Mfg. Co., reported

confessed judgment for $25,816.

Mattoon.—J. S. Starr, of Decatur, will establish a

branch store here.

IOWA.

Cedar Rapids.—Bray Brothers, reported recorded

chattel mortgage for $700.

Davenport.—H. A. Zimmerman, new hardware and

cycle store at 124 East Third street.

MAINE.

Portland.—The Canadian Cable Bicycle Co., organ-

ized to manufacture and deal in bicycles and all kinds

of bicycle sundries. Officers: President, Ed. Saw-

telle, of Brockton; treasurer, L. M. G. Foster, of

Boston. Capital stock, $500,000.

MASSACHUSETT.S.

Boston.—Julian L. Frank, reported recorded chat-

tel mortgage for $1,800.

Salem.—Smart & Spencer, new store at 6 and 8

Front street.

Springfield.—Hendee & Nelson Mfg. Co., Wm. C.

Brown, vice-president of the Cycle and Tool Mfg.

Co., of this city, appointed assignee and ordered to

furnish bonds for $7,000.

Worcester.—The Trinity Cycle Co. will remove to

Keene, N. H., early in October.

MICHIGAN.

Detroit.—Grinncll Bros., 219-223 Woodward ;ive-

nue, pianos and bicycles, closing out bicyclr Inisi-

ness.

NEW HAMPSHIRE.
Derry.—F. S. Pillsbury has bought J. N. Bailey's

stock of bicycle sundries.

NEW JERSEY.

Stockton.—E. W. Roth and C. H. Jones, new store

on Westfield avenue.

NEW YORK.

Albany.—E. A. Norris, damaged by fire; loss $500.

Auburn.—Auburn Cycle Co., L. M. Tracy appointed

receiver in proceedings for dissolution of the partner-

ship between E. G. Rellihan and G. W. Kelly.

Brooklyn.—Eureka Carriage and Cycle Co., reported

gave judgment for $274.

Buffalo.—The D. H. Lewis Cycle Co., reported gave

judgment for $118.

Buffalo.—Buffalo Cycle Works., organized with cap-

ital stock of $25,000. Directors: Edward J. Rodgers,

Charles B. Walters, and Henry C. Springer, of Buf-

falo.

Buffalo.—The Cycle Skate and Novelty Co., incor-

porated by A. D. S. Bell, of Boston; George W.
Crofert and Benjamin L. Love, of Buffalo, and others.

Capital stock, $10,000.

Dansville.—S. Allan, the inventor of the Allan Ro-

tary Bicycle Bell, has sold his interest to the George

Sweet Mfg. Co., who will manufacture it on a larger

scale.

New York.—Henry S. Gates, reported gave judg-

ment for $431.

New York.—H. A. Lozier & Co.'s store in Warren
street will be closed out, and the eastern branch re-

moved to Westfield, Mass., on October 1st.

New York.—The Universal Trading Co., incorpor-

ated by G. W. Monro, J. E. Fuller and S. S. Sugar,

to manufacture bicycle devices, mechanical and elec-

trical apparatus, etc. Capital stock, $30,000.

New York.—A. Edmund Hildick Co., organized to

deal in leather, cutlery and optical goods and bicy-

cles; Capital stock, $45,000. Directors: A. Edmund
Hildick, Lloyd Arlington Drumm, J. Taylor Wood,

J. Williams Macy and William G. Chittick, Jr., of

New York City.

New York.—Weaver Cycle Material Co., II. C.

Hunger obtained judgment for $594.

Niagara Falls.—W. H. Davy, succeeded by Cain

Bros.

Oneida.—W. H. Plato & Co., succeeded by Chapin

& Van Horn.

OHIO.

Cincinnati.—William Hulverston, retired from bus-

iness.

Elyria.—H. M. Abdress is selling off his bicycle

stock at public auction.

PENNSYLVANIA.

Chester.—Thomas L. Briggs is building a bicycle

factory in Welsh street.

Chester.—Church & Rumford, Fifth street and Edge-
mont avenue, in the hands of sheriff and will be
closed out.

Pittsburg.—Exceptions have been filed by J. C.

Thompson, assignee of J. W. Holmes, to the account
of H. G. Wasson, assignee of J. W. Holmes & Co.,

Limited. The firm was in the !)icycle business and
Holmes was one of the creditors.

TEXAS.

Midldlhian.—K. Harmon, new store.

WISCONSIN.

Mcnasha.—O. C. Little sold oul lo C. II. Hoelim.

Oshkosh.—John P. Durler, repoiud ^;:lvl• ju<lgnuM\t

for $57.

.Sheboygan.- A. O. liakcr has formed a partnership
witli J. D. Warden in the bicycle business.

COLONEL DODGE'S IDEAS.

"At present prices," said Col. Theo. A.
Dodge, president of the Rubber Tire Associa-

tion, in a talk with a Wheel man last week,
"no tire factory can hope to make money
unless its production reaches the 200,000 mark.
At 100,000 it might barely break even. It is

purely a matter of capacity. The items of

general expense are almost as great for 50,-

000 as for 100,000; and for the latter practically

the same as for 200,000.

"With Para rubber at 90 cents a pound, the

compound will come pretty close to $1 or

$1.10 per pound, and when tires scale 3J
pounds to the pair—or 4 pounds, as is indi-

cated for next season—the margin of profit, to

include general expenses, as well as the guar-
tee, can be readily calculated. It becomes
microscopical.

"The guarantee should be eliminated. It

is robbery, pure and simple. Nor would it

have lasted as long as it has had it not been
for a somewhat natural hesitancy on the part

of the Tire Association. One or two large

tire manufacturers are not numbered in the

association, and it was feared that a repudia-
tion ot the guarantee on the part of the as-

sociated makers would cause a large loss of

trade to them in favor of the outsiders, in

case these last should announce a broad guar-
antee on their wares.

"Yes, the question was discussed at the last

meeting of the Tire Association, and a num-
ber of makers were strongly in favor of wiping
out the guarantee. The majority prevailed,

however, for reasons previously stated, and
it was finally decided to confer with the Na-
tional Cycle Board of Trade,- at their next
ineeting. Sixty days was the guarantee limit
most generally favored, some thinking that
even a thirty-day guarantee was too radical.
"During the last two years I have had sev-

eral personal interviews with one of the prin-
cipal outsiders in an effort to induce co-opera-
tion, but thus far without success. This much
is certain: Some change has got to come.
My own company is making more mouev
out of some of its departments whose vohun'o
of business does not equal, by many times,
that of our tire department. Our production
was one of the largest—if not the largest—of
any smgle-tube tire factory, and our books
show where we stand on tires."

E.\ PORTS FOR THE WEEK.

Exports of bicycles and material from port
oi New Vdik during week ending September
11th:

. . Bicycles, Material.
;V"'V,«''P WO »200
lirazil 70
Hritish East Indies 2,742
British Possessions in Africa 31B
Hritish West Indies 1,429
lirilish Australia 27'R)6 "27
llorlin 225 555
t ;iu:irv Islands .. ^,1
^iib:i is ,.".
ntiblin 850
j''i'an 1S5 ;.;.
London ..,, 7148
U. S. of Columbia 172 .'...
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ELMORE

BICYCLES

are still giving

that satisfaction

for which they

ARE NOTED . . .

Dealers are

Satisfied.

Riders are

Satisfied.

They are made RIGHT.

Drop US a line and

we will give you the

address of our near-

est agent, or such

other information

as you may desire.

••••

Elmore Mfg. Co.

CLYDE, OHIO.

TOLD IN A TOUGH FASHION.

"Don't grab them handles as if you wanted

to break 'em off," growled a tough instructor

to a timid young girl who was wabbling fear-

fully over the asphalt in a side street near

Central Park.

"I am not. But I've got to hold tight, or

I should fall oil," protested the girl.

"Naw, you wouldn't. That's the trouble

with you women. You want ter do every-

thing by main strength. You can hold them

handles with your little finger and they won't

run away from yer. But you sit up there, an'

you take a giip on them that's enough to

make them squeal. The next thing you know
yi)U gets the bicycle hand."

"The what?" timidly asked the pupil, near-

ly falling off the wheel as she turned her head.

"Look out, now. That's another thing

you've got to learn—to talk without looking

away from the front of yer wheel. I don't

know what's going ter be the end of me if I

stay in this business much longer. This here

teaching women to ride wheels ought to

be paid for a hundred dollars an hour.

What was I talking about? Durncd if I ain't

forgot."

The girl, with her eyes straight ahead,

placed her discursive teacher on the conver-

sational track again by reminding him that

he was about to tell her something aftout the

bicycle hand.

"Oh, yes. That's so. Why, it's just a kind

of paralyzed feeling as you gits by grabbing

the handle-bars. If you keep on it gits worse

and worse, and at last they has to cut off yer

liand, and—where the—that is, I mean, where

are you going? You nearly ran into the curb-

stone. If you had there'd be a hundred-dollar

wheel to pay for, right quick. Take the

handle-bar lightly in your hand and let the

wheel guide itself.
"

"But it won't guide itself," bleated the girl.

ABOUT PEDESTRIAN SPEED.

"The ease and rapidity with which a wheel-

man can get over the ground has filled the

world with people," said a man who walks a

great deal himself, "who think they could

walk four miles an hour, and maybe they

could, but they would have to move along

very briskly to do it. As a matter of fact,

very few people, indeed, do walk four miles

an hour; three miles is a very fair gait, and

when one exceeds that he is beginning to

walk fast.

"If my recollection serves, the old 'common'

lime in the army carried a man two and five-

eighths miles an hour, and 'cjuick' time two

and seven-eighths miles an hour. The dis-

tances which a soldier covers in an hour have

now been increased somewhat by slightly in-

creasing the length of his steps, but my im-

pression is that the 'common' time remains

under three miles an hour. Certainly three

miles would be good, fair walking, and fully

up U) men's average speed."

HAS ITS FAULTS.

Two Boston juveniles, who had been discus-

sing riato and Emerson, change the subject

to grosser matter.s and the following dialogue

eiiMics:

"Yes, the wheel is very fascinating, but it

has one great drawback."

"Indeed? What is that?"

"One coul'l v-'sh that he who ride* may
read."

HE FAVORS CHARIOTS ONLY.

Because he wrote a book, the hero of which

was a circus chariot driver named Ben Hur,

and, again, because a bicycle named after this

same circus driver is now the chief asset of

its bankrupt maker, Gen. Wallace has soured

against bicycles, and has openly announced

the souring aforesaid, declaring in a recent

address "that the soldier stood for patriotism

while the bicycle stood for anarchy. The
soldier stood erect, while the bicyclist stooped

like a monkey." In connection with all this

the following editorial note in "The Sun" is

worth reading and remembering:

Gen. Lew Wallace, one of the most dis-

tinguished authorities on chariot racing, is a

catididate for the Republican nomination for

Senator in Congress from Indiana. It is

understood that the numerous Hoosier so-

cieties of poets and other writers are anxious

for the success of Gen. Wallace, because they

believe that literature, pure or somewhat

mixed, has too few representatives in Con-

gress. Gen. Wallace's own political ambition,

however, is of a more practical character.

For some reason, or want of reason, he looks

with an unfriendly eye upon bicycles. Per-

haps he has been knocked down by one of

them. Perhaps he regards them as base and

unworthy plebeian successors of chariots. At

any rate he cannot abide them, and. if he is

sent to the Senate, he will try to have them

declared contraband of interstate commerce
and forbidden in the District of Columbia.

SHE HAD NO BRAKE.

It was at the bottom of a hill tliat the po-

liceman overtook her.

"Madame," he said, politely, but with some

firmness, "I regret to inform you that you

have been violating the law, and I am under

instructions to see that it is strictly enforced."

"What have I been doing?" she asked.

"Coasting .ind scorching," he replied.

"You came down that hill much faster than

the law allows."

"Well." she replied, with a sigh, as she

pushed her bicycle in his direction, "if you

must do something to vindicate the law, arrest

that. It wasn't my fault that I was going so

fast, and I guess I wanted to stop just as much

as you wanted me to."

TRYING IT ON THE DOG.

Such is the intelligence of the dog that it

almost seems to understand when it is being

sworn at. At all events, when a dog flies

out and barks and snaps at you, it is bad

policy to use abusive language and threats,

for if the words themselves are not under-

stood, the tone and gesture certainly are. A
far better plan is to whistle, and speak kindly

to the excited animal, and very often its angry

feelings will immediately subside.

ASKED AND ANSWERED.
Where i' llir sunimcr uirl today.

Who in the hammock •wajrrd?

Where it the »pin»lcr, who, Ihey My,
III charm* bcRan to fade?

Where in the matron who reposed

In the great eaay chair?

Where ii the college girl who doled

O'er book, of learning rare?

The empty hammock idly iwingt;

The »piniiter'« young once more;

The ea«y chair with unprcued tpringl

Stands lonely on the floor;

The college girl, far from sedate.

Joins in the season's leal.

And each from early mom till late

Is out upon her wheel.
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AZOR JUST HAD TO.

They have correct ideas of things in Paris

—even the dogs apparently understanding the

proprieties. In a Parisian police court, re-

cently, a man and wrife, both cyclists, were ac-

cused of insulting and assaulting a citizen,

who owned a dog, said dog causing all the

trouble. The dog's name was Azor.

The citizen stated his case: "It was Mon-
sieur's alarm signal that excited Azor," said

he; "but that was not all. My dog saw

Madam, who had not a costume."

The judge was horrified. "What, no cos-

tume!" The lady, too, uttered an indignant

protest, and the polite complainant explained:

"I mean that she had not a cycling dress.

My dog barked."

"Barked, indeed!" said the lady, with fine

scorn. "Why, he tried to bite my legs."

To which Azor's owner replied: "That was

your fault. You should not have shown

them."

It seems that when the dog assailed the

lady's propellers she got off. The oblique

charge of the dog was too much for her. The
husband also climbed down, and, after calling

the dog-owner unpleasant names, blacked his

eye artistically.

"If Madam had only had a costume," cried

the injured, but still polite complainant,

"Azor would not have barked, as he is such

a mild creature that he would not even injure

a policeman."

That settled it, and each of the accused was

fined $3.20—or 16 francs.

This should be a lesson to those misguided

women who insist on making themselves ob-

jects of attention and ridicule on the part of

mankind, and invite attacks even from well-

bred dogs, by wearing outlandish garments,

simply because they are on bicycles—gar-

ments in which they would not think of ap-

pearing at any other time.

IN THE FALL TIME.

As autumn wears on wheels will want more

attention, and should be rubbed down after

every ride, particularly if the ride has been

a wet one. While the mud is fresh, a few

minutes will suffice to wipe it off, when a rub

over and a polish off with an oily rag

will make your machine look like new. After

cleaning as described, spin both wheels and

let them run for some time; this helps to work

out any grit which may have washed into the

bearings.

THE GREEN-EYED MONSTER.

Why does the old man look so cross and

grumpy?
Stocks up? No. Stocks down? No.

Cuban war? No.

Then what cause has he for looking out of

sorts?

Well, between you and me, he sprained his

ankle a week ago, and in consequence his

typewriter had to go cycling with another

fellow.

IT WAS NO SHIPWRECK.

The man with the been-around-the-world-

on-a-sailing-ship look was telling the story.

He said:

"We worked the pumps for an hour, till fin-

ally, by dint of desperate work, we "

"Saved the ship?" interrupted an interested

listener, who had just joined the audience.

"No. Got oUr tires pumped up good and

hard."

WIRED AND FIRED.

"It's funny," said the man who was filling

two seats in a Jersey trolley car, while a wo-

man with a baby in her arms stood, "but I

have noticed that people who set out to do a

disagreeable thing usually get their come-

uppance in the same way. Now, there's my
neighbor Jorkins; his lawn has a corner that

has been worn smooth by the public for years,

and what did Jorkins go and do but cut it

off without a moment's warning."

"Well, who had a better right?"

"I know that, but it was the way he did it.

He just put up an invisible wire fence and a

man who was running for a car and had

taken that corner all his life would be

knocked silly. Children and dogs were piled

up promiscuously, and the wire fence was

never fazed.

"But the biggest fun was with bicycle

riders. They had been in the habit of riding

on the sidewalk of this particular street,

and as they couldn't see that measly fence

they went full tilt across the corner and just

lay over the grass as if a cyclone had struck

'em. But they had their revenge. Jorkins is

laid up in arnica and mustard and won't be

out for a month."

"What happened to him?"

"Retribution. He came home late one night

on his wheel, forgot all about that wire fence,

and cut across the corner in a hurry. They

saved pieces of him, but the bicycle is a total

wreck."

At that moment the woman and baby sat

down suddenly on the man who was talking,

and his eloquence was totally extinguished by

the boomerang of fate.

TURNING A WICK,

How many an unpleasant experience and

ruffled temper would be saved if every rider

knew how easy it often is to make a lamp

which goes out burn! There are several rea-

sons why lamps give trouble, but the most

common is that the wick gets clogged with

half-dried oil. It is not that part of the wick

which is below the surface of the oil that gets

into this state, but that part which is out of

the oil. What is to be done, then, if the lamp

persists in going out, and the rider has no

fresh wick to put in? Simply turn the wick

upside down, and at once the defect is reme-

died.

NEW THIRST-KILLER.

The great desideratum of the cycling world

is an effective thirst-quencher. Now a medi-

cal man comes into the field with what he

says is an excellent remedy, one which he

says should prove useful to those who have to

endure much physical fatigue, as, for example,

in long races, century runs and the like, where

avoidance of all alcoholic beverages is ad-

visable. The recipe is simple: Mix a tea-

spoonful of finely powdered gum arabic with

two teaspoonfuls of glycerine, stir in tumbler

of water and add a little lemon juice.

NUTS WHICH SLIP.

It sometimes happens that one or two nuts

on a new machine have a knack of working

loose on a ride. Such nuts should be taken

off, carefully cleaned, and a drop of oil put

in the thread, and then screwed well up. If

the nut still be obstreperous, it had better be

replaced, as it is evidently an ill-fitting one.

HE GOT OFF.

He was a novice. A blind man could have

told that. He was nervous; he sincerely

wished he was safe at home; he wanted to

dismount, but to save his life he didn't dare

to try it. Temporarily he had absolutely for-

gotten how to dismount. He did not want to

ride into a ditch, and every time he tried to

slow down he felt he should go off the road

and scratch or break his new machine. By
and by he saw a tree ahead. Painfully and

carefully, as a child learns to walk, he wabbled

his way to the tree. As he passed it he threw

one arm around it and clung desperately to it.

Then ensued a fierce fight for supremacy over

the bicycle. Whenever he moved, the wheel

moved also.

It went ahead with a gentle, undulating mo-
tion; went backward precipitately, swerved

sideways with grace and dexterity, and now
and then threatened to climb the tree. At
last, in sheer desperation, he pushed the bi-

cycle away from him, clinging with both arms

to the tree. Stubborn mechanism that it was,

it refused to go more than a few inches, and

the beginner came down with both his feet in

the rear wheel. "Strange, isn't it," he said

to one who rode up to give him assistance;

"it's the easiest thing in the world to fall off a

bicycle, but I couldn't get off that wheel when
I wanted to, were it to save my life."

THE FARMERS' "GOOD THING."

In the beginning wheelmen were looked

upon and imposed upon by the farmers in the

vicinity of New York as a nuisance and a

menace to their interests. Now, however,

they are recognized as something from which

the farmers may derive a good income. Sun-

day, which used to be a day of rest to the

rural dwellers, has become one of bustling

activity. Each Saturday night many of them
drive to town and lay in a supply of lemons,

"soft stuff," cigars and ice, then early Sunday
morning finds them behind their kitchen

tables, taken out in the front yard, and ready

for the thirsty wheelmen coming their way.

The more enterprising have benches spread

around on the shady lawn and they pick up
many a dollar from the j'oung men and wo-
men to whom such accommodations are most
welcome after a ride on the hot, dusty road.

WHERE HE WAS BOUND FOR.

"If you swear at the road like that, my
good man, you'll never go to heaven," said

a clerical-looking gentleman seated in a buggy
to a perspiring wheelman he overtook on a

particularly bad road.

"Be jee! I know it; but if I don't, I'll never

get to Scraptown where I'm bound for," re-

plied the rider, as he once more prepared to

mount.

DOWN AS A DEADLY WEAPON.

A learned judge in Kokomo, Ind., has

placed the wheel in the same category with

the sandbag and the stuffed, club and the

slungshot. A Kokomo man who was run

over by a wheelman claimed he was assaulted

and named the bicycle as the weapon. The
judge sustained this view of the matter, and

thereby opened a wide field for legal contro-

versy.

USUAL LUCK.

Small tack;
Miles out:

Walk back.
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"ANOTHER PEDESTRIAN OITRAGE."

"What is the charge?" asked the judge.

"The prisoner is charged," answered the

clerk, "with violating the Pedestrian Law and

with criminal negligence resulting in injuries

to one Thomas Wheeler." The ofticcr who

made the arrest was sworn.

"What is your name?"

"Patrick McSpoke, lieutenant."

"Vou belong to the cycle squad?"

"Yes, your honor."

"Relate the particulars of the arrest."

"At half past six yesterday afternoon,"

stated the lieutenant, "while on duty near the

34th Cycle Relief House, my attention was

attracted by cries of dismay and terror from

ncarhy. Quickly pedaling my way through

the throng, I found that the prisoner had

climbed the fence dividing the street from the

sidewalk and was attempting to cross the

Boulevard. He had reached the middle and

had already collided with several cyclers when

I saw him. I blew my whistle for assistance,

and OHicers O'Pedal and McRim rode quick-

ly to the scene. The prisoner had paused di-

rectly in the middle of the street, and he stood

there motionless, striking terror to the hearts

of approaching cyclers.

"One, Thomas Wheeler, who was coming

down the street, did not see the prisoner until

about twelve feet distant. He immediately

attempted to avoid the prisoner by turning to

the left; at the same moment the prisoner

stepped backward. Wheeler then turned

sharply to the right and the prisoner stepped

forward again. At that moment the two

came together and Wheeler was thrown vio-

lently from his wheel, receiving severe injur-

ies about the face and upper part of the body.

"The prisoner was knocked down by the

collision under the wheels of several riders

who were also thrown from their machines and

more or less severely bruised. The cycle am-

bulance was quickly summoned, and Wheeler

was conveyed to the 3d District Cycle Hos-

pital. The prisoner was immediately taken

into custody."

Lieutenant McSpoke stepped down and the

prisoner took the stand. He was a slight,

middle-aged man. and bore terrible evidences

of his crime. His face was bandaged so that

only one eye and a bit of his nose were visi-

ble as he hobbled painfully to the stand on

crutches.

"Your name?" asked the judge.

"Henry Foote."

"You have heard the evidence of Officer

McSpoke?"
"Yes, your Honor."
"Have you anything to say m < xicnuation

of your crime?"

"Well, your Honor, it was like this: I was
due at half past six at a friend's house to take

dinner with him. I was unavoidably delayed

and it was twenty-five minutes after five when
I left the hou»e. 1 live almost opposite the

.•Mlh Rest Hou»e. and there is no Pedestrian

BridRc nearer than tix blocks in either di-

rection. My friend's house was almost oppo-
•itc and I was late, and to I—I thought I

could cross the Boulevard all right, as there

were few cyclists in sight at the moment. I

got over the fence and had rearhed the middle

of the street, when the sound of a bell being

loudly rung a short distance away confused

me and I stopped The wheelman continued

to ring and I stepped backward to get out

of his way. At the same time he swung to the

left and I stepped forward again. He then

turned to the right and—and that's all I re-

member until I found myself in the Cycle

Patrol."

"You knew, I prciume, that it is against the

law to walk upon the streets set aside for the

exclusive use of cyclers?" asked the judge.

"Yes, your Honor; but there were so few

of them in sight and I was in a hurry, and the

nearest bridge was six blocks uptown "

"That will do; your excuse is extremely

weak. This city has been terrorized long

enough by pedestrians of your stamp, who en-

tertain neither regard for the law nor pity for

their victims. I shall sentence you to the full-

est extent in the hope that your case may
prove an example to others. You are, there-

fore, sentenced to six months in jail, and to

pay a fine of $300. I only regret that the law

does not provide a severer penalty. Call the

next case."

And the evening papers headed it: "An-
other Pedestrian Outrage."

AX ARTIST'S ACCIDENT.

The profession that cycling hasn't in some
way affected or influenced, if not completely

pervaded, is yet to be heard from. A Brook-
lyn housewife not long ago engaged a negro

to "do her fall whitewashing," as the saying

is, upon a certain day.

The day came, but not the negro. The
Brooklyn housewife, probably with Mahomet-
mountain philosophy in mind, accordingly

went to him. She found him nursing a

wounded finger.

"Yas'm; had ter give up me whitewashin'

fer ter day, ma'm," he expatiated. "Ye see.

I'se out ridin' on me bicycle yistiddy, an' I

fell an' cut me finger, an' I'se 'fraid of de quick

lime gettin' inter it."

WARNING FROM THE BENCH.

Judge Henry Kicker, of Jersey City, him-

self an enthusiastic rider, in sentencing a cycle

thief to one year and a half in State prison,

said:

"I wish to impress upon your mind and

upon the minds of other cycle thieves that the

Court proposes to punish this kind of larceny

very severely. This kind of property is very

easily stolen and seems to be as easily dis-

posed of."

LAMPS FOR GIFTS.

Fast approaching is the day when the bi-

cycle will be given away with the proverbial

pound of tea. In the interim, the cycle acces-

sory will be pushed in that direction. At a

Broadway theatre on Saturday night, sou-

venirs consisting of bicycle lamps were given

to such of the audience as cared to accept

them.

A GRAVEL BEE.

Peoria. III., Sept. 18.—Some of the farmers

living in Fulton County, Illinois, have got

a new scheme to take the place of the old-

fashioned corn-husking bees.

In that part of the county lying east of

the \illage of London Mills there is a road

which without just cause or provocation pre-

empted the name which belongs rightly to

thousands of other roads. At one time this

mud lane was graveled, but it has got out

of repair, and now the farmers have announced

a gravel bee. The committee in charge has

made a call for fifty teams to haul gravel and

enough men from the villages interested to

do the loading, etc. The whole affair has a

delightfully rustic flavor, the farmers with their

teams, drivers -ind gravel wagons, the town

people with their shovelers and other extra

hands needed will have a picnic, and any one

who knows the appetite of the Illinois farmer

can make an estimate of the size of the dinner

baskets necessary. One would think that the

occasion would bring out the whole neighbor-

hood and that the task would be made light

by the general pleasantry.

PLENTY OF SPEEDWAYS.

Wheelmen of the Metropolitan District do

not have to go abroad for their good roads.

Taking the old New York and the new
borough of Brooklyn togethi^r there arc in

the united city nearly 150 miles of asphalt pave-

ment—over eighty miles in New York and

over sixty in Brooklyn. The work of laying

asphalt is still being pushed so rapidly that it

is difficult to keep pace with it, and a map
which to-day would accurately represent the

streets of the city which are asphalt-paved, in

a very few weeks' time would be found wholly

inadequate.

HE WANTED THE WINNINGS.

Out in Iowa, the other day, a young man
took a young woman to the theatre. Her
ticket won a bicycle, which he appropriated

on the ground that he had paid for the ticket

and was entitled to the usufruct. There is a

nice question of vested rights here, for which

the system of gift distribution of bicycles

seems to be responsible. If that scheme con-

tinues, theatre engagements will have to be

preceded l)y written contracts stating exactly

how the personal property obtained as a result

of the diversion shall be divided.

NO CITY CYCLING.

The Roman Catholic Archbishop of Mon-
treal last week forbade priests to ride bicycles

within the city limits on the ground that it

i« unilipiiified

What Others Say.
W« vote ll a «ur. r-. Por* Mpc. Co.. Boston. Mast.

They gave the beat ulUlaction ol any oilers we old for the paal four years. Killer A WAi.kKi, Moline. III.

We are murh pleased with them. Wahwick Crcui Mrr,. Co.. SprinKlield. Maw
We are highly delighted with your " Perfect " Pocket Oiler. C«\mi)all Tvmwdnsn Co.. Groton. N. Y
I hare one of your oilers and find it the only onr which can l>c carried in the pocket without leaking.

Rur.KNK A. FiKLtM, 340 I) St . Washington. D. C.

Please send another It far rxreti anything of the kind that I have ever seen. C. A. Walks*. Carlinvllle. III.

It Is Just the thing I have wanted for eight years. K. E. Wuktii. IndiannIa, Iowa.

Ilandlrsl on earth Please send dealers' discounts. J. A. KtrUNi.SM. Roanoke. Ind.

Send diacotint. I have t>een carrying an oiler not nearly so satisfactory. Having used one of yours for some lime
on my |>er*'inal machine. I wish to carry a slock. P II. Knasas. Topeka, Kansas.

CoulJ wc (lumclvcs say more ?

Cushman & Dcnison,
Manufacturers, 174 Ninth Ave., New York.

"pfnrtcT"-*
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YES AND NO.

The Board Says the Former as to Guarantees,

and the I^atter to Show
Promoting.

Despite the great wear and tear on vocal

organs and on pens and typewriters, and
despite the expenditure for printers' ink, there

will be a guarantee on the bicycles made dur-

ing the year of our Lord 1898.

The National Cycle Board of Trade has so

decreed. The matter was discussed earnestly

and at great length at the meetings on Thurs-

day of last week, and when all had been said

and done, four months had been lopped ofif

the bugaboo and bete noir, the guarantee.

The six months' guarantee had been reduced

to one of sixty days, this being the form
adopted:

We agree with the purchaser of each

bicycle to make good, by repair or replacement when
delivered at our factory, transportation prepaid, any
imperfection or defect in material or manufacture of

such bicycle, provided that the factory serial number
shall be on such bicycle at the time the claim is

made, and that all imperfect or defective parts shall

be referred to us before any claim for repair or re-

placement shall be allowed.

This guarantee does not cover the cost of repairing

said bicycle when damaged by accident, misuse or
neglect.

This guarantee continues for sixty days from the
date of the sale by the agent.

All the directors present at the meeting,
Messrs. A. L. Garford, Kirk Brown, R. L.

Coleman, R. S. Crawford, C. W. Dickerson,
C. H. Funnell, Walter Measure, A. R. Peck,
A. G. Spalding and L. M. Wainwright, stated

their intention to publish this guarantee in

their catalogues for 1898.

As soon as the decision was made. Presi-

dent Dodge, of the Rubber Tire Association,

which had conditionally adopted an expire-

with-the-calendar-year guarantee, communi-
cated with the members of the association,

and asked their pleasure in the matter. In
the light of last year, it seems likely that the

sixty days' guarantee will also be made to

apply on tires, as the two organizations arc

working in harmony and to the same end.

While the guarantee question was a hard
nut to crack, it was no harder than the show
question, which has refused to down despite

the tabooing resolution passed by the Board
of Trade several months since.

Representatives of the Long Island and the

Philadelphia Cycle Boards of Trade ap-
peared and urged a reversal of the decision,

or, at least, the granting of special dispensa-

tions to cover their cases. The assembled

manufacturers listened attentively to the ar-

guments presented, but, after a general and

thorough discussion, decided not to undo their

previous action. They reaffirmed that

neither National nor local shows will be sanc-

tioned. They had polled the trade, and a

large majority had voted "no show," and

pledged themselves to abstain from exhibiting

at any function that might be promoted.

Secure in this strength and believing that the

trade would adhere to its pledges, the direc-

tors of the Board of Trade simply took a

firmer stand, and will live up to the policy.

There will be no sanctioned cycle shows.

The Board also decided to engage attor-

neys in foreign countries, who will, for a small

cost, attend to the protection of American

trade-marks and other interests.

SHOW SCHEMES.

NOT ENOUGH FUNDS.

Chicago, Sept. 26.—At the second creditors'

meeting of the Jenkins Cycle Co., held

yesterday, the creditors, after carefully going

over their books and hearing the report of

the expert accountant, found the assets in-

adequate for the payment of 75 per cent of

their old indebtedness, which would fall due

on October 15th. It was further found that

if the concern should be forced to make an-

other assignment on that date, that the credi-

tors would not realize more than 5 per cent.

With these facts and figures staring them in

the face, the creditors decided to accept their

offer of 25 per cent of the present indebted-

ness, secured by endorsement of Shea Smith,

these notes to be paid on or betore June 1,

1898.

Of the $60,000 represented by creditors at

this meeting, over $55,000 agreed to this set-

tlement. This will enable the Jenkins Cycle

Co. to continue business as before and the

Napoleon and Josephine bicycles will, in

consequence, remain before the cycling public.

ATTACHMENTS AND JUDGMENTS.
Kankakee, 111., Sept. 25.—The Kankakee

Mfg. Co., makers of the Kankakee bicycles,

have confessed judgments for $39,000, and
been attached for $15,000.

The sheriff of New York county has levied

upon 263 wheels in the hands of an express
and railroad company which are supposed to

belong to the Kankakee Co. The wheels arc

consigned lo several persons here, and tliey

were seized by virtue of attachments in favor
of Andrew Echcnfeld for $71 and Fannie
Kirschbanm for $810.

Sportsmen "Resolve" That They "Will Run
Sho-ws Whether Sanctioned

or Not.

Hardly had the National Board of Trade of

Cycle Manufacturers adjourned after re-

affirming its no-show decree than a kindred

organization, the Sportsmen's Association,

Incorporated, convened at its office, 377-

379 Broadway, and unanimously passed this

resolution:

'"That the fourth annual Sportsmen's Ex-
position be held at the Madison Square

Garden, New York city, from January 18 to

January 22, 1898, both days inclusive, the ex-

position to be known as the Sportsmen's Ex-
position and Bicycle Show, thereby making
a special feature of bicycles, bicycle sundries,

machinery, etc."

As near as can be learned, the action of the

Sportsmen was unexpected by the cycle

makers, although it is scarcely probable that

it would have altered the latter's decision in

the face of the signed agreement not to ex-

hibit at unsanctioned shows.

Nearly all of the prominent firearms and
sporting goods manufacturers are included in

the Sportsmen's Association, of which Chas.

Tathum, of the Union Metallic Cartridge Co.,

is president, and John Dressier, of the Rem-
ington Arms Co., is secretary-treasurer. Of
course, very many of their members make
bicycles, but last year, by agreement with the

Cycle Board of Trade, these members were
limited to exhibits of not more than four bi-

cycles. No effort was made to make the bi-

cycle feature prominent, but this season "Bi-

cycle Show" will figure as prominently as

"Sportsmen's Exhibition." L. C. Boardman,
one of the many "cycle editors" in this city,

has been employed to keep the cycling pot

boiling.

It is also understood that one of Board-
man's agitations is the formation of local

Sportsmen's Associations and a circuit of

"Sportsmen's Exhibitions and Bicycle

Shows" in the principal cities. Whether any-
thing comes of it remains to be seen. That
other friend of cycling, Frank W. Sanger, is

also mixed up in the agitation.

The Madison S(iuaro Garden exhibition will

have about 160 spaces, varying in price iVoni

$10 to $150.

It is also in the air that scenting fat pick-

ings, certain speculators, who look upon the

cycle trade as easy prey, have an out-and-out

"wild-cat" show brewing for this city.
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BEGINNING EARLY.

I,aw QnlbblinK Over the Transfer of Chalnless

Patents Puts in an Early

Appearance.

If the chainless bicycle becomes profitably

prominent, it is reasonably certain that the

legal fraternity will have cause for congratu-

lation. It will probably afford them oppor-

tunities for making an odd dollar or two.

The first gun, or rather percussion cap, has

already been heard. It went off in the Patent

Office at Washington, and resulted in a bull's-

eye for the Pope Mfg. Co. The decision is

bulletined in the official gazette of last week,

and as it incorporates several items of mo-

ment, it will doubtless prove of interest to the

trade. It is as follows:

Applications of Marion L. Nichols filed,

respectively, September 17, 1895, No. 50J,749;

February 24, 1890, No. 580,38G; (renewed)

April 15, 1897, No. 632,339, and April 15, 1897,

No. G32.340.

Mr. Marion L. Nichols pro se.

Messrs. Redding, Kiddle & Greeley and Mr.

C. S. Sturtcvant for the Pope Mfg. Co., as-

signee.

Greeley, Acting Commissioner:

This is a protest by the applicant against

the issue of patents on the above-entitled ap-

plications to the Pope Mfg. Co. as assignees.

and a request that they be issued to him, M.

L. Nichols, as inventor.

There are on record in the Office assign-

ments of the above applications from Nichols

to the Howard & Nichols Cycle Mfg. Co.

and from that company to the Pope Mfg. Co.

Each <»f these assignments contains a request

that the patent issue to the assignee.

In regard to the first assignment, it is

stated in the brief for applicant that assign-

ments of the above-entitled applications were

made

—

tran«(rrring all rights to the Howard & Nichols Cycle
Maniif.icturtn? Tompany, (or one dollar and other val-

Uii!
'

:>•>, such other considerations being
an <ie tn the petitioner a large amount
of ' portion of said stock was issued,
an •nsideralions (or the transfer were
n>

'

I the title could not be held to have
fm .:nrc.

This Office has no means to determine

whether any agreements in regard toan assign-

ment have been fulfilled, and, therefore, an as-

signment regular on its face and regularly re-

corded in the Office must be considered an

absolute a.nsignment until canceled by the

written consent of both parties or by the de-

cree of a competent court. The Office must

follow the record, since it has no means io de-

termine disputed questions of title, and iti the

present case the assignment to the Howard &
Nichols Cycle Mfg. Co. must be held valid

for the purpose under consideration.

Aside from alleging the failure of the How-
ard & Nichols Co. to comply with the aifree-

ments, it is alleged that for the purpose of de-

fraudmg applicant of his rights, presumably

as a s' r and creditor of that company,
an a.^ . w.i» made by the president of

the company transferring all rights in said in-

ventions to the Pope Mfg Co. on certain con-

ditions specified. It is alleged that a license

giren the Howard & Nichols Co. as one of

the conditions of the assignment specifying

that no machine* shall be sold for ]c%n than

|1&^I, practically makes it impossible to manu-
facture and sell any machines and clearly

shows fraud.

In regard to these allegations bearing on

the question of fraud, the applicant says:

As these (acts can only l>e presented and proven in

a court o( equity, they can only now be presented in

the nature ol ex parte affidavits, but these should be
considered sufficient for the Commissioner to exer-
cise the powers vested in him and issue the patent to
the inventor.

The assignments are regular in form and

show that the legal title is in the Pope Mfg.

Co., whatever equitable rights the petitioner

may have which could be presented and

proven in a court of equity. In a similar case

it was held by Commissioner Thatcher (see

ex parte Edison, C. D., 1875, 42) that the only

question that can be decided by the Commis-
sioner is, who on the record possesses the

legal title to these inventions, and that he

must issue the patent accordingly, if the re-

quirements of the Oftice in such cases pro-

vided have been complied with, and in ex

parte Pain (13 O. G., 4U8) it was held by Act-

ing Commissioner Doolittle that

—

it would appear to be simply the duty of the Office

in issuing patents, in view o{ certain assignments and
requests made therein, to consider the language o( the
assignments, and if an intelligible direction can be de-

rived therefrom to give it (orce. It is neither the duty
nor within the power o( the Office to reform or cancel
assignments, or make decrees on the equitable rights

o( parties based upon extraneous or ex parte proof.

I am clearly of the opinion that in the pres-

ent case the record showing the legal title

should be followed.

The protest is dismissed.

RICHMOND TROUBLES.

BRAKING KINGS BELL.

The Universal Trading Co., 23 Centre

street, New York, has placed upon the mar-

ket a bell brake, which can be attached to any

wheel. The brake is applied in the usual way,

and is fitted with a bell which rings as long

as the brake is on, in the belief that, as a lule,

in large cities particularly, it is well that a

speed check and an alarm be applied simul-

taneously. If desired, however, the bell can

be detached and the brake only be applied.

The contrivance is neat and weighs but a

trifle more than a pound. It is the intention

of the manufacturers to market it in large

{juantities.

IN LEAGUE INTERESTS.

E. W. Balding, of the League Tire family,

is doing Pennsylvania, Ohio and Indiana in

the interest of the League. W. H. Becannon

is doing the same work in New York State,

and both gentlemen report active intjuiry and

plenty of business. The League chief, F. A.

Leland, is at the New York city headquarters,

consutnmating several large deals and giving

a general oversight to the territory from Bos-

ton to Chicago. The western end of the

League business is being energetically han-

dled by Assistant Manager rtenrge at the Chi-

cago store.

IN GOOD HANDS.

According ti> Studlcy & Jarvis, Grand

Rapids. Mich., leather grips will figure prom-

inently next season. They report that during

the past week contracts were closed with sev-

eral representative houses. H. A. Lozicr & Co.

will, Hiey say, use S. & J. leather grips on all

wheels listing at t-V) and upwards. The Black

Mfg. Co.. Keating Wheel Co.. Winton Bicy-

cle Co., Kirk-Young Co. and Snell Cycle Fit-

tings Co. also made large purchases

Trouble Among the Stockholders Forces the

Company into the Hands of a

Receiver.

Richmond, Ind., Sept. 27.—Internal dissen-

sions have disrupted the Richmond Bicycle

Co., and resulted in the appointment of a re-

ceiver.

The liabilities of the concern arc about

$.37,000, and the estimated assets, $89,000. The

company has filed two mortgages, covering

both real and personal property, to protect

the majority of its creditors. Of these the

Second National Bank, with a claim of $13,-

000, and the holders of notes aggregating

about $2o,000. are fully protected.

The trouble culminated last week, when

Howard A. Dill resigned as treasurer, and

Milton H. Dill as vice-president. Concern-

ing the matter ex-Treasurer Dill says:

"The appointment of a receiver was un-

fortunate and rather precipitous, in my opin-

ion. The cause of the present condition is

about as follows: Persons owning stock to

the extent of $17,500 considered the manage-

ment of President W. N. Wilson as unsatis-

factory. This minority stock was held prin-

cipally by M. H. Dill, former vice-president,

and H. A. Dill, former treasurer, of the com-

pany, and by several others reoresented by M.

H. Dill. The other stockholders are W. N.

Wilson and persons interested in the Second

National Bank. In the opinion of the minor-

ity stockholders, the losses of the past year,

while not sufficient to endanger the company,

indicated incapacity on the part of the man-

agement. At the annual meeting, on Septem-

ber 21st, dissatisfaction was expressed on the

part of the minority stockholders. W. N.

Wilson claimed that he had purchased suffi-

cient stock to obtain control. While he held

the stock in his own name, some doubt ex-

ists whether such transfer was bona-fidc, or

made only to avoid the responsibility of vot-

ing for the new directors. The meeting was

adjourned for one day, at which meeting M.

H. Dill and H. A. Dill declined re-election.

".\t this meeting Mr. Wilson voted sufficient

proxies to elect a new board of directors.

These proxies included the stock alleged to

have been sold and transferred to W. N. Wil-

son, thus tending to confirm the supposition

stated above, that the transfer was not a

bona-fide one, or, at least, was only made to

W. N. Wilson as trustee. No holder of the

$17,500 of stock is a member of the board of

directors. The minority holders, though not

represented, had no disposition to antagonize

the new management, and the appointment

of a receiver was as much of a surprise to

them as to non-interested persons. It is re-

ported that a reorganization will soon be

effected. No doubt this will be successful.

and the business continued on a substantial

basis."

e.XAMPLBS ARK RARE.

"Papa, what is moral courage?"

"Moral courage? Well, ii any of those who

are writing and talking about the chainless

should confess that they don't know all about

it. that would be moral courage, my son."

WEARY AND WORRYING.
There'* many a new ncnaatinn (ound.

In the gloriniit tport o( wheeling,

niil the i|tirrrr«i n( all. when (ar from home,

la that punctured-tired feeling.

WANTS MORE OF IT.

It is when the rider of a bargain-counter

wheel has plenty of worries of his own that he

is most inclined to borrow trouble.
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Zhc jFauber Cranio Bile

Circle ^fittings

tr^nttS * Unless satisfactorily rated, Orders nnis:

I-.
''* accompanied with Draft, Express,

Q>99D P. O. Money Order or Registered Letter.

^^'^ ''^^

5f Crank Axles ot Evecy •»

£q Practical Construction, o
3 Patented in U. S. and ^
** Foreign Countries.

Patents Pending. ,5

\ * #

M- 1b. yauber
flDanufacturer

70 to 74 West Jackson, Corner Clinton Street

TELEPHONE
EXPRESS 437. ept.7, 1897.

To the Trade :-

In order that ray position may be clearly understood by
every one, and as a warning to any who may be inclined to infringe
ray rights, I wish to make the following statement regarding the
Fauber Crank Axle Patents,

By referring to the United States Patent Office, it will
be found that these patents are pioneer, and cover one-piece crank
axles of every practical construction.

Immediately following the issue'of the original patents,
in 1893, advertising was begun in the leading trade papers, in or-
der that the public should become familiar with the construction
of these axles.

The cycle public gener»ally, at once endorsed this axle
as a marked improvement in bicycle construction, and believing
that at an early date it* would be brought into general use, 1 at

once secured foreign and other United States patents.
In view of .these facts, -and, further, that the foreign

patents have been kept alive, and the development and manufacture
of these cranks persistently followed, 1 believe that 1 am justly
entitled to all rights under these patents. This is further evi-
denced by the large number of licenses which have been issued to
many of the largest manufacturers in the cotmtry.

All manufacturers will appreciate the fact that these pa-
tents have been generally recognized as covering the one-piece crank
axle. For this reason 1 believe it will be a profitable specialty
to those who will use it legitimately,

1 intend to protect my rights in this matter, and there-
fore warn all infringers that 1 shall hold them liable.

After carefully considering all the facts and ci re instanc-
es in connection with the original patents and other patents on
crank axles and hanger parts, still pending, it is the opinion of
experts, that the Pauber patents righttUlly control all one-piece
crank &.xles.

Yours very truly.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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A kiiKsiaii rustKiiiiT writes :

"Your LEAGUE TIRE hai«ninr1e

a ffTcal reputation nnionf; cyctista

here, becauac of iu fineiippcnnincc

and excellent service. With many

of your tires riders luve ridden from

4,000 to 5,000 kilntnetem, and the

tirm are stilt in the best of condi-

tion. Lanok Bros.,

"Lodz, Russia, Sept. 6th."

«Jfr ^ t^

The League Special

Built for road use by experts. It has all the

old "get there and get back " quality, but is

easier riding and faster than anything we have

yet turned out. The thread fabric raises the

resiliency to the highest pitch, and makes the

tire fairly bound with life.

OUR STORES:

New York 35 ^»r^ Place.

Iloslon 34 Summer Street.

Philadelphia .^oS Chestnut Street.

ChicaKO I43 M5 !-«!(<• Street.

St. I^uis 210 No. iJth Street.

San I'rnncisco 509-51 1 Market Street.

NEWY0RKBELTIN6&PACKING CO.LTD
i
I Kinilly mention Tlir Wheel.
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ADVERTISING—The Wheel, the pioneer of cycling trade
journals, has the largest and the broadest general circula-
tion among cycle riders, the cycle trade and kindred trades.
Advertising rates on application. Advertisers are notified
that change of advertisements Is not guaranteed unless
copy is received by SATURDAY morning.

DID YOU?

1~\ID you ever go to a hotel register for in-

^—^ formation about bicycles, tires, saddles,

etc.? No; of course not. Were you ever in-

fluenced by a glass sign over a desk in a hotel

reading-room? Did you ever have a "dodger"

stuck in the crook of your elbow and, after

reading it, go and investigate the merchandise

that the "dodger" advertised?

Did you ever note a big transparency on an

express wagon, at the tail end of a circus par-

ade, with a drum corps in it, and acknowledge

to yourself that it was good advertising. Did

you ever—^but what's the use?

We might go on enumerating schemes that

are sprung on the unwary cycle advertisers

until our space ran out, and then give you

only a faint idea of the "wonderful" chances

that they miss if they don't invest in them.

Kindly rememiber that all this is meant for

"the other fellow," it being an understood fact

that you never spend any advertising money

except you feel reasonably sure of getting re-

sults.

You are too wide-awake and progressive

to spend your good money on any of the

"fake schemes" that capture so many thous-

ands of dollars from those in the cycle trade

who don't think.

ON TRAINING.

"T^ EW there are in cycling who seem to ap-

*• preciate how contrary the actual rules

of training are to the laws of hygiene. This

contrarity is due entirely to the views of the

manager. What a mistake, for instance, to

make young men eat rare meat, such as cut-

lets, beefsteak, mutton, etc., for the purpose of

increasing their strength.

There is nothing more opposed to the teach-

ings of physiology. Notice the beasts of

draught and burden, the horse and the ox, for

example; they do the most exhausting mus-

cular work, and have no need of flesh. Vege-

tables are much better than meat for the rac-

ing men.

Again, even in observing the strictest rules

of hygiene, training ought to be moderate.

That is the way to remain a long time in the

field and escape the fate of the champions of

the past. The body of a rider is like the

boiler of a locomotive, but an infinitely more

sensitive one. If you heat it too much, if you

burn too mudh coal, it explodes.

THE SHOW QUESTION.

THE "cycle show" reached its climax m
1895, at Chicago. That was a great

boom year. The Chicago show opened up,

and the building was packed all week long

with agents from the metropolis and from the

cross roads—particularly, from the cross

roads. In a large degree he was a new agent,

and he wanted stock, and the show v^as a

howling success.

Since that day, shows have been colossal

frosts and unadulterated fizzles. They have

cost the trade each year a quarter of a million

dollars in hard cash for frills, and illumina-

tion, and furbelows.

They have cost the trade each year three

months of the best time of its best em-

ployees.

They have dammed the entire trade for

three months, not only the cycle-making part,

but all other branches and divisions of the

trade.

A show is a big bear market. There are

too many sellers and too few buyers, and

the buyers play tag with the sellers.

That is an uncommercial condition. A mer-

chant must always be a bull, and he must

never be a factor in a bear market if he can

avoid it—at all events, he should never help

create that bear market.

A show of bicycles held in February or

March is positively ridiculous. To show cy-

cles at that time is folly; but there is no word

in the language which can express the abso-

lute assininity of showing bicycle-making

machinery and the products of the raw

branches of the trade at so late a date.

It would be a good idea if a show of cycle-

making machinery and the like were held in

August; but such concerns have a strong

force of traveling men and have no need for

shows. A show of tires, saddles, and the

things necessary in manufacturing would be

logical if held in October, but is folly, and

nothing short of folly, when held in late Feb-

ruary or March.

There is a big contraction in margin in the

cycle tirade, and economics must be studied.

One of the greatest savings in cash expendi-

ture is the lopping of? of the shows. Besides

saving cash, the merchant can market his

product as least three months earlier if there

are no shows.

Shows hold up the agent, hold up the pub-

lic, and dam the trade.

No other trade has a show. Other trades

have had shows, but they have long since

been abandoned.

The food show in New York is not a trade

show; it is simply an amusement project.

People inspect the cereals and the health

foods, and sip cofifee, and taste tea, and listen

to the band, and look at the flowers, and look

at each other, and drink beer in the adjoin-

ing tented beer gardens, and get themselves

weighed, and buy peanuts, and go through

all the rest of it.

A food show, or a doll show, or a baby

show, or any other kind of a big show, is

nothing more or less than a city fair or a

village fair. The object of the exhibit—such

as, food, or babies, or any other old thing

—

merely furnishes an advertising head-line for

the show projectors.

The furniture show, held in New York, is

not a show. It is a private wholesale market,

and the retail purchaser is not allowed to

enter the building at any price.

The Wheel remembers the howl after the

1896 shows. There was loss, disgruntlement

and dejection everywhere.

The Wheel remembers the howl after the

1897 shows. There was ditto everywhere. The

dejection was deeper, the protests louder, and

the howl and growl more universal.

At a formal meeting of the Board of Trade,

held last winter, the show question was

opened up for discussion. The majority of

the trade was heartily, yes boisterously in

favor of no shows, but the matter was left to

the Executive Committee of the Board of

Trade.

This committee and the assembled mem-
bers of the Board of Managers were in session

in New York last week, and they ascertained

and have reported that the "no show" feeling

is more deep-seated than ever.

The show question was discussed out to the

last link, and it was unanimously decided that

the trade should be relieved of this incubus

this season, and that the Board of Trade, with

every atom of strength in its organization,

would fight for this "no show" principle.

A showman in Chicago has projected a

show in the Windy City. Every Chicago

newspaper, bar one, has protested against the

holding of thi.s show. A list of prominent ex-

hibitors is being dangled as bait. In New
York, the Sportsmen's Exhibition will hold

a show at Madison Square Garden. Philadel-

phia is also protesting, as is Brooklyn.

But the Board of Trade will stick firmly to

its colors, and will not sanction any of these

shows. Long have the amusement specula-

tors preyed upon the cycle trade, but will

prey no more.

People do not seem to readily grasp why

the Board does not and cannot sanction loc.il

shows, since there appears to be a dem.ind (oi

them.

The Beard ciuinul sanciion local shows, be-
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cause the sanction of a local show in Chicago.

Philadelphia, New York or Boston, would

practically work as much harm to the trade

as it such show were a national show. It

would practically become a national show,

and the makers would again strive to outdo

each other, and the public would be held

back many weeks in their selection, and the

agency trade would also be held back. The

local show would work as much harm, com-

paratively speaking, as the national show.

Hence the stand of the Board.

. The Board of Trade has, practically, signed

its entire membership under a "no show"

contract, and, before many days, it should

have -all of the important firms in the bicycle

trade committed to the "no show" move-

ment.

The Wheel believes in the "no show" e.\-

perimcnt; it believes that the trade should be

left unhampered; it believes in the Board's

policy of resistance.

No bicycle show can possibly aid any

maker of decent reputation. It is a positive

and distinct harm to him. History proves

that. It is a greater harm to him at this time

than it would be at any other time.

What the trade wants is a long period of

hibernation and regeneration, the way thus

being paved for a new and a stronger growth

than ever.

Let the midwinter cry be "No Show," and

let the Board teach the public tiirough its

manufacturers, through the manufacturers'

agents, and through the press that there will

be no bicycle shows this year and that all

shows of that kind which may be held will

be a mere pretence, will be an imposition on

the public.

Let the Board get its members in line at

once, and let the manufacturers get their

agents in line. Let the "No Show" cry per-

meate, and the victory is won.

KEEP FIGHTING.

AMERICAN cycle manufacturers are ap-

proaching a critical period. They must

not allow temporary temptations to lead them

to abandon what ground they have conquered

in foreign markets, nor ccair from fighting

for frcih victories there.

There in danger that many manufacturers

who have been devoting much of their atten-

tion during the past two years to the cultiva-

tion oi their export trade will feel that, with

the increase in the home demand, they need

give no further thought to their foreign trade

until the appearance of another period of stag-

nation in this country. No one would for

a moment counsel any neglect of the home

market, (or the world's best trade lies within

the borders of our own country. Nevertheless,

it is a great mistake for any manufacturer to

think that he can neglect his foreign custom-

ers when buyers at home are taking his goods

with the expectation that he can pick up his

export trade whenever there may be a slack-

ening of orders from nearer customers.

Successful development of export trade re-

quires steady, continuous and persistent work.

Business of this character cannot be built up

in a few weeks, nor can it be dropped at will

and picked up again when desired. The

growth in the cycle export trade of the United

States during the past two years has been

amazing, surpassing all previous records. To

a very large extent this increase in our for-

eign trade has been due to the extreme busi-

ness depression in the United States, which

has in many instances forced manufac-

turers to look abroad for orders or else close

their factories. The period of dullness which

has just passed has proved a valuable experi-

ence to American manufacturers, in that it has

shown to tlu-m the possibility of selling

American cycle.*, machinery, sundries and

parts in other countries.

It is gratifying to note that those manufac-

turers who have had the largest success in

their foreign trade are not in any manner di-

minishing their efforts to sell their machines

abroad, now that there is more business at

home. They recognize that if they now neg-

lect their foreign trade they will lose much

that they have gained, and they will have to

develop it anew whenever home orders may

become scarce again. It is to be

feared, however, that many others will

now turn all their attention to the

home market and sacrifice the foreign con-

nections which they have established and

which would be of great value in the future if

given considerate attention.

COLOR VS. PRICE.

ACCORDING fn the Racing Board's tarifl

the fine for punching negroes is $50,

for punching white men, grandfatherly ad-

vice; that is to say, this is the tariff which

has been apparently adopted by a chairman

who dearly loves to play to the gallery.

As soon as the newspapers printed the ex-

aggerated story of the assault on Major Tay-

lor at the Taimton race meet, and began de-

manding the punishment of his assailant, it

was as certain as could be that the League's

jewel of consistency in Baltimore would

hearken to the cry. And he has. Taylor's

.issailant has been fined $.')0. which the of-

fender's sympathetic comra<lc^ have paid.

With the punishment no fault is to be found.

It is the inconsistency of the ruling.

It is but little more than a month or two

since that one white racing man assaulted an-

other of his own color on the Waverlcy, N.

J., track. The offender was taken in hand by

the police, but the race officials secured his

release by promising that he would be pun-

i.shed by the L. A. W. Racing Board. The

matter was duly reported to Chairman Mott,

and that gentleman announced the offender's

suspension on a Tuesday. Immediately it

was made known, the culprit journeyed to Bal-

timore and saw the Chairman, and as prompt-

ly was the ban lifted. The man did not miss

a single race meet and raced on the Saturday

following the fracas. His punishment was

a farce, was little better than a general punch-

and-you-will-be-forgivcn license.

Possibly, Mr. Becker, who assaulted Mr.

Taylor, failed to "see the Chairman," else he,

too, might have escaped scot free, although

this is hardly possible, since some of the

Chairman's chosen newspapers were among

those crying for vengeance and Mr. Mott is

cautious never to do anything calculated to

ofTetid the "boys" who support him through

thick and thin, whether he be wrong or right

In the light of the Waverley case, Becker's

friends should protest the fine, if for no other

reason that to secure for preservation one of

those beautiful letters for which the Balti-

more bureau is famed. It would undoubtedly

be worth keeping.

Undoubtedly tlic Board of Trade's adoption

of a sixty days' guarantee was proven wise by

the thorough discussion which led up to it,

but there is small doubt but that the Board's

action will prove something of a disappoint-

ment to the trade at large, which seemed ripe

for the total and immediate extinction of

guarantees rather than its death by slow pro-

cesses. It is certain, notwithstanding, that

.several shrewd manufacturers will omit the

guarantee from their '08 catalogues, and say

notiiing of it, while it is equally cer-

tain tiiat others will adhere to the

twelve months' warranty, and it is our opin-

ion (hat the former will sell as many bicycles

as the latter.

Has Mr. Mott seen that statement at-

tributed to Gardiner which is going tho

roiHids: "I have split with my best friend,

n.ild. He got mad because I would not

.igree to help him beat Cooper in the match

race at Albany." There will yet be a big

scandal resulting from some of the many

match races and a bit of grandfatherly advice

in lime may save nine or ten.

It is not generally known that Michael's

mount has a 26-inch front wheel and a 28-

inch rear wheel. A few years ago, when the

size of the steering wheel was a moot point,

the fact would have created little short of a

sensation.

Much to the regret of the publishers, the

cycle advertisements in the magazines have

kindly compromised with the reading matter

recently, and allowed a story or two to creep

in.
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MAKES IT THREE.

Michael for the Third Time Defeats I/esua

Basily—Incidentally He Recordi^es

Some.

A yel'low pug dog.

A whee'lwoman in brown.

James Michael in white.

Lucien Lesna in scarlet.

These furnished the fun and the excite-

ment at Manhattan Beach on Saturday last.

The pug was first on the scene. He trotted

out from somewhere or other while one of the

amateur races was in progress. He sniffed the

apshalt track for a moment, and then started

for the tape. A couple of stalwart policemen

and a couple of less stalwart, but more active

track officials started for the dog. They made
several grabs at the purp, but the purp was

wary and dodged them. The chase was still

on as ha'lf a dozen madly sprinting men
rounded into the homestretch. Some 9,000

people were on edge with excitement; at least

3,000 of these were shouting advice and en-

couragement to the would-be dog-catchers,

and just as it seemed as if a cat—no, a dogas-

trophe might happen, the pug ran over the

top of the bank and disappeared.

The wheelwoman "occurred" fifteen or

twenty minutes later. She wore brown stock-

ings, a shirt-waist and a brown skirt, and so

abbreviated was the latter and so well-de-

veloped were the legs that it looked as if a

member of some ballet had escaped. She

started to walk across the track to reach the

infield. The bleachers saw her first, and im-

mediately there was a roar of delight. Sec-

tions of the grandstand took up the greeting

and those who did not roar, shook with

laughter. It was a "welcome" such as is ac-

corded conquering heroes. But it was too

much for the young woman. She broke and

ran, ducking under the ropes and was

swallowed by the crowd in the field.

Michael and Lesna came later—shortly after

5 o'clock. They were the features of the day.

The girl and the dog were untoward inci-

dentals.

Michael and Lesna had met twice before in

races of twenty and twenty-five miles, respec-

tively, and Lesna had finished second best on

both occasions. For Saturday's race, thirty-

three miles had been fixed as the distance, and

it was hoped that a new hour record of thirty-

three miles and some yards would mark the

closing of the season at the Beach. A new
competition record for the hour was made,

but thirty-three miles in sixty minutes is

still a consummation to be hoped for and

aimed at.

The prospects of a great race had drawn an

overflowing crowd to the grounds. Every
seat was occupied, and at least 2,000 people

stood in the field, and fifty policemen were
stationed to see that they remained there be-

hind the ropes. In the truest sense of the

word, however, they did not witness much of

a race. Lesna was clearly off-color, and from

the very crack of the gun was never a factor.

Michael simply won as he liked; he was nearly

two miles to the good at the close.

Lesna has never ridden so poorly since he

appeared in this country, and after his si>len-

did showing in Springfield, where he was full

of running and constantly calling for faster

pace and motioning disgust at his pacemak-

ers, his exhibition was quite yellow.

Can it be that his repeated defeats have dis-

heartened him, and that he now considers

himself as a lamb for slaughter?

He can find little fault with his pacemakers.

They gave him all he wanted, and a little

more. He simply could not hang on.

Michael got ten yards the best of the start,

tacking onto his quad nicely, while Lesna
bungled the job. The wee one was twenty

yards ahead at the end of the first mile. In the

next mile, Lesna missed his pickup and rode

alone for twenty-five or thirty yards. When
the damage had been repaired, Michael had
opened the gap to 100 yards, and was going

great guns. At three miles, he was 200 yards

in front, and thereafter he simply opened the

gap wider and wider. Lesna was laboring

with his body, and the men on the rear seats

of his pacing machines sat up straight to

shield him from the wind. At six miles

Michael was almost a lap ahead, and the

crowd began to enthuse. Lesna fought him
for a mile, but he could not stand the going,

and at seven and one-half Michael went past

him, while the spectators cheered like mad.

From this point on it was merely a matter

of how badly Michael would defeat his rival.

At every mile his four quads, one quintuplet

and one sextuplet drew him further and fur-

ther away. He rode without effort, was never

in trouble, and made but one poor pickup

during the entire race. He gained another lap

on the twelfth mile; gained the third, a full

mile, on the eighteenth; the fourth on the

twenty-seventh, and the fifth on the twenty-

eighth, and was within 100 yards of making
it an even two miles when the thirty-third

mile was up and the race ended. And every

time the little fellow passed Lesna, the great

crowd was roused to a perfect frenzy and
emitted a roar that would do credit to a

jungile of lions.

Once, and once only, Lesna's pacers—he

depended entirely on one quad, and si>c sex-

tuplets—tried to draw him past Michael, but

the dark-skinned foreigner would not have it

and let his helpers get away from him. On
the thirtieth mile, Lesna's tire flattened, and

he dismounted. Instantly the cry went up,

"He's quit," but he secured another wheel and
pressed on, the crowd giving him a hearty

cheer when he passed the stand.

The sky was clear and blue, and when the

race started there was a brisk breeze blowing-

up the stretch. It increased in strength as the

day wore on, and at twilight, when the con-

test ended, it was quite chilling. Despite the

wind, however, Michael got inside the world's

competition record (his own) at three miles

and made new figures for three and four

miles, after which he flew wide of the marks.

He was aiming to better Stocks's world's

hour record against time of 32 miles

448 yards, and at fourteen and fifteen

miles was within a second and four-

fifths of Stocks's figures, but his pacers could

not stand the strain, and he fell away. Michael

himself was fresh and strong and wanted
faster pace, but his men were becoming so

weary that Trainer Shafer would not permit

them to punish themselves further. In con-

se(iucncc, Stocks's unconditional world's

rccf)rd still stands, hut his one-hour competi-

tion record, 30 miles GOO yards, was wiped out

by Michael, who accomplished 31 miles 1450

Mis. Leader. Time.
1-4 Michael 0.33%
1-3 Michael 0.42%
1-2 Michael 1.04%
2-3 Michael 1.18%
3-4 Michael 1.25%
1 Michael 1.53%
2 Michael 3.38%
3 Michael *5.28

4 Michael *7.16%
5 Michael 9.08

6 Michael lO.STVs
7 Michael 12.48

8 Michael 14.41

9 Michael 16.30%
10 Michael 18.23

11 Michael 20.13%
12 Michael 22.05
13 Michael 23.57%
14 Michael 25.50%

yards in the sixty minutes, his times by miles

being as follows:

Mis. Leader. Time.
15 Michael 27.43

16 Michael 29.35%
17 Michael 31.30^4
18 Michael 33.25

19 Michael 35.24%
20 Michael 37.19%
21 Michael 39.08%
22 Michael 41.10%
23 Michael 43.11

24 Michael 45.09

25 Michael 47.04

26 Michael *48.56%
27 Michael *50.51

28 Michael *52.43

29 Michael *54.38%
30 Michael *56.33

31 Michael *58.30%
32 Michael *60.233/3

33 Michael *62.17%

*World competition records.

Previous to the big race, three short events

were run, with these results:

One-mile, open—1, George Schofield, Richmond
Hill, L. I., 2, Ray Dawson, New York Athletic Club;
3, F. W, Richt, Brooklyn. Time, 2.23%.
One-mile handicap for Michael-Lesna pacemakers

—

1, W. J. Huffstetler, Jacksonville, 80 yards; 2,

A. T. Crooks, Buffalo, 100 yards; 3, C. W. Price,
Waltham, 90 yards; 4, Monte Scott, Providence, R.
I., 60 yards. Time, 2.05ys.
Half-mile handicap—1, Ray Dawson, scratch ; 2, F.

W. Richt, 15 yards; 3, O. V. Babcock, Harlem Wheel-
men, 10 yards. Time, 1.01%.

The race was for 50 per cent of the gate

receipts, 70 per cent of which went to the

winner and 30 per cent to the loser. These
terms were announced through the mega-
phone, their omission from the programme
having rendered the race promoters, the

American Cycle Racing Association, liable to

punishment by the Racing Board.

FOR DISINFECTING PURPOSES. ^

In the judges' stand at the Springfield tour-

nament reminiscences were much in evidence

among a group of old-timers, among whom
were Billy Rowe, George Hendee, Asa
Windle, W. J. Corcoran (now known as the

"Duke of Cambridge"), Arthur Sidwell,

Trainer Dumbleton ("Bundles") and others.

Walter Measure (who has in his time paid

for a goodly share of the racing expense
setting aside the present Michael game), re-

called an incident on one of the old expense
bills, wherein appeared, with unfailing regu-

larity, a diurnal item of "One Gallon

Whisky." Requesting from the trainer, with

some doubt and misgiving, an explanation of

the why and wherefore for what appeared to

be a somewhat unusual per capita allowance

of so highly necessary a stimulant, he was
gravely informed that owing to the delicate

sensibilities of the racing men it was needful

that the training quarters be kept perfectly

sweet and clean, purged from all odors which
might affect their olfactories, and hence it had
been necessary to utilize the whisky for

sprinkling and disinfecting.

Nothing was said as to the regret of the

men at witnessing the waste of so much good
material.

IF HE COULD.

A Brooklyn ncwspaiier man has figured

out ti\at if Michael could maintain the pace he

followed in the 33-milo race on Saturday last,

an average of 1.53.^ per mile, ho could ride from
Now York to Washington in eight hours,

but two hours slower than an express train;

could cross the continent in less than 100

hours, and circle the globe in TSt! hours, just

one month. It sounds nice.

AND PAPA SAID 7

"Papa, is one singular?"

"Yes, my son."

"Then how can races ever be won?"
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CdRDAXG. THE MARVEL

How the Vanloo Dntchman Put Up the Most

Wonderfnl Long-Distance Performance

on Record.

London, Sept. 18.—Only those who wit-

nessed the manelous 24-hour performance of

Maurice Cordang can fully and properly ap-

preciate the almost stupefying prodigiousness

of the man and his feat. The more the per-

formance is analyzed, the greater it will seem

and the more its stupendity will be made
clear.

Huret's record of 564 miles l'*60 yards

—

which still stands as the competition record

—

made us gasp and raise our lids, but Cor-

dang's ride has made us open our eyes and

our mouths so wide that they cannot well be

closed for a while.

Of course, the cable has advised America

of the bare fact that on Wednesday-Thursday

last, September loth- Kith, on the Crystal

Palace three-lap track, Cordang rode 616 miles

;i40 yards within the twenty-four hours, but

bare facts are seldom satisfying. They re-

quire the clothing of details to make them of

absorbing interest.

Fancy, if you will, a man—and will the

wise men of the East and of the West please

take note that he is an inveterate cigar-smoker

—riding faster during the twenty-fourth hour

than during the first; fancy him reeling oflf

thirds in 38 seconds and miles in 1.56 and 1.57

after having ridden nearly 600 miles; {.incy

him maintaining a pace of 2.20 per mile and

crying for faster pace during the twenty-four

hours, and simply wearing out the best pace-

makers that all England affords—fancy 'ill this

and some idea of Cordang's prowess may be

obtained.

As an example of perfect distance riding,

Cordang's feat has never been approached.

From start to finish, the Dutchman never had

a semblance of what is known as a bad time;

his pacers never could go fast enough for

him— in fact, he had to bribe them with an

oflFcr of $_'5 per team to take him twenty eight

miles in the last hour—and when he finished

he was simply full of running. Think of it.

After 23 hours 41 minutes in the saddle and

traveling all the time at a gait ranging from

22 to 28 miles an hour, he steps off a fresh

man.

The night was simply perfect for such a

late period of the year, little or no wind,

slight rain, and every arrangement worked to

perfection; no punctures, and only one pac-

ing break-down, and that inconsequential; at

five hours his left wrist gave out. but it m.idc

little difference apparently, for he remained in

his saddle for the first twelve hours without a

dismount. He then rested eight minutes;

later he had five minutes, and towards the fin-

ish six more. He mmplainrd often of lack of

pace, but the pacers in turn complained that

the canvas and iron wind-shields that they

wore (or the first time, carrying over the rear

seal, were handicapping them severely. But
they had to hear up

Shortly after starting Cordang offered his

pacers f2-S per man—and there were .ibout

forty mm— if he covered the l.ftOO kilometers

f«23 miles I.4«0 yards) inside of twenty-four
hours, and when this was seen to be impos-
sible, he made the amended offer of t2^ per

team for twenty-eight iniici in the last hour.
as stated.

Here are his figures

Miles. H. M. S.
1 2 14Vi
2 4 22Vi
3 U 6 22^
4 8 34%
5 10 52%
6 13 3%
7 015 5Vi
8 17 10%
9 13 25^i
10 21 3G%
11 23 49Vfc

12 ^ 53%
13 27 52
14 29 54
15 32 0%
16 34 5%
17 36 8%
18 38 12%
19 40 20
20 042 21%
21 44 23
22 46 28%
23 48 38%
24 50 39%
25 52 39%
26 054 44%
27 56 56%
28 59 13
29
30
35
40
45

1 114%
1 3 20%
1 13 51%
1 24 33%
1 35 9%

50 1 45 60%
55 156 19%
60 2 6 67%
65 2 17 44%
70 2 28 26%
76 2 38 51%
80 2 49 35%
85 3 U%
90 3 10 59%
96 321 55%

100 3 32 41%
105 3 43 4%
110 3 63 42%
115» 4 4 38%
120 4 15 45%
130 4 37 50%

'World's records from this point.

Cordang did this at the end of each 60 m.:

Miles.
140 ..

150 ..

160 ..

170 ..

180 ..

190 ..

200 ..

210 ..

220 ..

230 ..

240 ..

250 ..

260 ..

270 ..

280 ..

290 ..

300 ..

310 ..

320 ..

330 ..

340 ..

350 ..

360 ..

370 ..

380 ..

390 ..

400 ..

410 ..

420 ..

430 ..

440 ..

4.10 ..,

460 ..

470 ...

480 ..

490 ..

500 ..

510 ...

520 ..

5.'J0 ..

540 ..

!V50 ..

.160 ...

570 ..,

580 ...

590 ...

600 ...

610 ..

H. M. S.

6 9 11%
6 23 1

5 45 10%
6 9 57
6 33 5%
6 56 45
7 20 27
7 44 48%
8 8 53%
8 31 51

8 57 9%
9 21 5%
9 44 32%
10 8 24

10 32 58%
10 56 35%
11 20 25%
11 43 27%
12 13 36%
Vi 36 17%
12 59 16%
13 22 1%
13 45 46%
14 7 59%
14 31 19%
14 54 45%
15 IS 47

15 41 0%
16 4 21%
16 26 13%
16 55 35
17 18 10%
17 40 58%
18 3 38%
18 27 46%
18 52 26%
19 17 28%
19 42 22%
20 6 15%
20 30 36%
21 51

21 25 36
21 51 37
22 17 40%
22 43 27
23 5 56%
22 26 34%
23 46 57

Hours.
1

2
3
4*

5

6
7

8
9
10
11

12

Mis. Yds. Hours
28 695 13

56 1240 14
84 1600 15

112 1450 16
i:ct 1600 17
165 1300 18

191 720 19

216 760 20

241 280 21

266 790 22
291 287 23

317 600 24

Mis. Yds.
340 575
3f.fi 845
392 125
417 1750
442 25
468 590
493 1.TO

517 660
539 1155
563 775
587 660
616 340

*From the fourth hour, Cordang holds
world's records, beating Huret's record by 51

miles 1,040 yards.

The annexed time tabic shows Cord.ing's

time by kilometers, one kilometer being equal

to 1,093 2-3 yards:

KiU. H. M. -S.

10 13 29%
20 26 45%
30 30 34%
40 52 22%
50 1 6 39%
fiO 1 18 40%
70 1 31 66%
»n 1 45 10%
90 1 67 87%
100 2 U 27%
110 2 24 9%
120 2 37 57%
130
140

160
170
180*

190
200
210
220
230

2 51 17%
3 4 .32%
3 IS 5%
3 31 28%
3 44 22%
3 67 60%
4 11 23%
4 25 10%
4 38 62%
4 52 47%
6 6 53

240 5 21 10V
280
Tftn

270
280
390
300
310
3»
230
S40
3B0

fi 4 42%
fi 19 4%
fi .33 .^1%
fi 48 8%
7 2 69%
7 17 40%
7 32 20%
7 47 67%
S 2 31%

.*» S 17 19%
370 8 32 40%
.ISO S 47 42%
3M 9 3 61%
400 9 nswi
410 9 32 M4i
430 9 4667
430 10 1 38%
«40 10 14 6.1%
460 10 33 -
4*0 10 47
470 II 1

4« 11 Ifi 34
430 11 30 .14%
600 11 46 1%

Kils. H. M. S.
610 11 59 2%
620 12 20 69^
530 12 34 48^
640
660
560
670
680
690
600
610
620
630 14 58 32%
640 15 13 46%
660 1.1 27 2S%
660 15 41 21%
670 15 56 26
680 16 10 6%
690 16 23 .•«!%

700 16 37 34%
710 Ifi 58 16%
720 17 12 19%
730 17 26 44%
740 17 40 38%
760 17 66 4V
7B0 18 8 64^
770 18 24 11

«

780 18 .» IS*
790 18 64 38V
800 19 10 161
810 19 25 31%
820 19 41 16%
830 19 66 20%
840 20 10 57%
880 20 26 7%
8<» 20 47 14%
870 21 2 21%
880 21 17 43%
890 21 33 49%
BOO 21 49 6%
910 22 6 23%
980 22 23 2S%
980 22 38 4%
940 23 63 67%
960 8S 08944
900 BUBS
9*10 23 947H
tm 23 46 37%
990 ....2S68 32%
1000 84 12 21%

'World's records from this point

Cordang is clearly the greatest exponent of

distance riding that we have ever seen. His

vitality was so great that, as the tables show,

his distance in the twenty-fourth hour was
greater than that covered in the first, and

while approaching the 600th mile mark he

slipped in laps (1-3 mile) in 38 seconds, and

miles in 1.56 and 1.57. What the man would

have accomplished had he been able to get all

the pace he craved, is for the imagination to

work out.

He rode a chain-geared Gladiator bicycle

with Dunlop tires, the makers of which shared

all expenses. It is understood that the ride

netted Cordang about $4,000, and he de-

serves every cent of it.

All cycledom is now wondering what Huret
will say. Whcti the pair met in the recent 24-

hour race in Paris, and Cordang had the mis-

fortune to fall after Huret had lapped him,

Huret refused to meet the Dutchman in a

match race over the distance, contemptuously

advising him to go and beat his (Huret's)

record before making such a proposition.

Now that he has done so, the French baker

will have to stand some chaffing, especially as

Cordang means to give tit for tat, having
stated that he in turn will not now meet Huret
until Huret has ridden 600 miles in twenty-

four hours. The situation is quite prizc-fight-

ery, to coin a word.

Cordang is a rather unfortunate rider. He
fell in the Paris race and twice cropped at

Crystal Palace in previous attacks on the 24-

hour record, after getting inside record.

He was born in Vaaloo, Holland, twenty-

seven years ago, and was a ship's clerk for a

time. About twelve years ago he went in for

cycle racing as an amateur, winning most of

the events against Witteween, who was then

considered a bit above the ordinary. He
scored twice in succession in the road race

("JoO kilos.) between Nimague and Macst-

richt, and wound up 1805 by winning the 100-

kilos. world's championship at Cologne. This

year he was classed a good second in the

Bordeaux-Paris race, won by Rivierre, Cor-
dang having kept the lead over 500 kilos,

from the start.

He is rarely, if ever, seen when he is not

puffing a big. black cigar.

WILL HE NEVER QlIT?

Michael will now have to ride faster and

further to get the hour record. J. W. Stocks,

the Englishman who has been cutting up all

sorts of didoes among the records, has made
the task harder. According to a cable. Stocks

last Saturday rode 32 miles 662 yards inside

the hour, and going on. covered 33 miles in

1 hour. 1 minute 32 1-5 seconds, shattering

all records from six to thirty-three miles.

The previous hour record, Stocks's own, was

.12 miles JOO yards.

JUDCEn BY APPE \RANCE.S.

Geo. W. Dorntce, the red -faced Boston

undertaker, has been nominated by the "regu-

lars" for Chief Consul of the Massachusetts

Division, I,. A. W. H appearances and re-

ports count for anything, he is a good man
to elect to stay at home. A. C. Frothingham

is the nominee for vice-consul and A. D.

Peck for secretary-treasurer.

PARTS OP SPEECH.

"Were you knocked speechless when you

ran info that ice wagon?"

"No; but my wheel was knocked spoke'

less."
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COUNTED OUT.

Baruaby Gets a Dose of Disqualification and

Then Goes to Court for a

Remedy.

Bridgeport, Conn., Sept. 24.—Tom Bam-
aby now knows how it feels to be disqualified

after finishing first in a long, hard-fought

race. Of course, he does not like it. The
feeling is not divine. Rather it is the reverse;

and when the young man from Boston heard

the decision, he grew so devilish mad that he

rushed to court and sued out an injunction re-

straining the race promoters from paying out

the prize money, of which his share, as the

winner, was $350.

Barnaby's experience in the present in-

stance enables him to compare the feeling of

being disqualified with that of profiting by an-

other's disqualification, as it is but two
months since he fell heir to a fat purse after

Frank Waller had been ruled out for good
and sufificient cause.

The race over which the rumpus is being

created was the six-hour affair decided at the

Pleasure Beach track on Wednesday. The
event had been well advertised, but the cold,

raw weather kept away the expected crowd,

and scarcely a firing squad was present. The
ten men who competed, however, soon

warmed to their work and despite the vacant

seats fought hard for the money.

These were the men who started: Tom
Barnaby, Frank Waller, Harry Elkes, Albert

Leslie, Monte Scott, Al. Weinig, George Van
Emburgh, Fred. Forster, John Blakeslee and

Eddie McDufifee—yes, McDuffee, the one-

mile record cracker and the whilom compeer
of Michael, Lesna, et al. And it was Mc-
Dufifee who caused all the trouble and

brought about Barnaby's undoing.

The race started at 11 a. m., and during the

entire six hours Barnaby, Scott and Elkes

clung to each other like leeches, and in the

final dust-up Barnaby jumped first and won
by a foot, having covered 117 1-3 miles, Scott

having come very fast after he unwound his

sprint. Waller was fourth, a lap behind,

Weinig fifth and McDuffee sixth, still further

behind. Of the others, Van Emburgh and

Forster quit early in the game; Leslie had

been disabled by a broken chain, and Blakes-

lee had been mixed-up and knocked out in a

spill with Weinig.

Waller lost his lap because he was not fast

enough, Weinig had a puncture and a fall,

and tire trouble was the matter with Mc-
Duffee. Although the latter had no chance

for the big purses, he sprinted with the lead-

ers at the finish and in the rush beat out

Elkes. No complaint was made when the

men dismounted, but later in the day a pro-

test against Barnaby and McDuffee, charging

them with team work, was presented to the

referee, A. W. Knapp, and he sustained the

charges, and awarded the race to Scott.

Barnaby's injunction followed.

It is claimed that McDuffee paced his

townsman, and during the race, after he had

lost several laps, that he had been heard try-

ing to make a pacing deal with Scott

;

Referee Knapp further stated that he had

seen a letter to Barnaby from his employers

concerning two sets of tires which he w;i<. In

give certain men in the rare i( thry helped liiiti

out. Barnaby, o( course, enters a general di.

nial, and claims that the rumpus was \Yorkc(l

up by Waller, who is anxious to "get even"

for his old disqualification, by which Barnaby

benefited.

The time taken at the expiration of every

five miles is as follows: Five miles, 18.36 1-5;

10 miles, 27.59 1-5; 15 miles, 40.25; 20 miles,

53.46; 25 miles, 1.07.43 4-5; 30 miles,

1.22.12 1-5; 35 miles, 1.36.57 3-5; 40 miles,

1.52.20 4-5; 45 miles, 2.06.33 1-5; 50 miles,

2.22.06; 55 miles, 2.37.39 1-5; 60 miles,

2.48.29 1-5; 65 miles, 3.07.19; 70 miles,

3.23.19 4-5; 75 miles, 3.36.46 3-5; 80 miles,

3.53.45 3-5; 85 miles, 4.11.12 2-5; 90 miles,

4.28.02 1-5; 95 miles, 4.45.28 2-5; 100 miles,

5.03.03 2-5; 105 miles, 5.18.09 3-5; 110 miles,

5.34.46 2-5; 115 miles, 5.53.23 2-5; 117 1-3 miles,

5.59.23 2-5. By hours: First hour, 22 1-3

miles; second, 42; third, 61; fourth, 81 2-3;

fifth, 99 miles; sixth, 117 1-3 miles.

After the six-hour grind, a best two-in-three

heats race between the Warwick and Newark
triplet teams proved refreshing. The former

won in straight heats; times, 2.04; 2.10 2-5.

Hoyt, Newton and Brown composed the

Warwick crew, and Hess, Wirtz and Glorieux

the New Jersey trio.

ZIM, ERTZ ET AL.

It is not strange that there should be a Zim-

merman Cycle Club in Freehold, N. J.

Freehold is not far from Manasquan,

Zim's abiding place, and was the scene of

"the Only's" business exploits. Every man,

woman and child knows him, and the naming

of the club was a deserved compliment to a

deserving fellow. Zim himself returned the

compliment on Saturday last when the club

held its annual race meet. He trailed a mile

behind a triplet in 2.02, and some 2,000 of

his admiring townspeople saw him do it.

After Zim, Chas. M. Ertz, the one-mile

amateur champion, cleaned up things in

thoroughly Zimmermanesque fashion. He
was invincible, and won the four open events

in stirring style. He gathered in the mile in

2.24J; the half in 1.11 1-5; the mile handicap

from scratch in 2.21, and the two-mile handi-

cap in 5.15^-. W. A. LaDue, of Newburg, J.

H. Lake, New York and W. C. Roome, Jer-

sey City, divided the seconds and thirds.

SETTLED OUT OF COURT.

Cincinnati, Sept. 27.—The suit against the

Cincinnati Bicycle Club, Athletic Cycle Club,

Porkopolis Wheelmen, Cincinnati Century

Cycle Club and the Brighton Bicycle Club,

five of the largest bicycle clubs in the city,

was settled last week. These clubs had

charge of the State meet which was held in

this city in 1894, which lost over a thousand

dollars. The guarantee fund was insul'ticient

to meet all bills in full, and the suit in ques-

tion was for the balance due in printing the

programmes. All parties concerned came to

an ainicable settlement last week.

FACED DEATH.

BEATS KLONDICITIS ALL HOLLOW.

During the two weeks ending Sepleniher

?r)th, it is estimated that Micliael carnoci

something like |(!,r)00, and this without refer-

ence to his generous salary. In the 20-mile

race at Springfield lie won $1,000. for his ex-

hibition ride he obtained $400; as the \iclor in

tlie three-cornered race at Boston, his share of

the $.'>,000 wa.t $!V<>00, and at Manhattan Reach
l;ist S.iturday he pvoh.ihly added about $2.l>00

111 his inriMnr. Ml (oiiisr. his expenses were

heavy, but therein no doubt that the liltje fel-

low lin:i fstablislicd a Klondike of his own.

;5ini Rode on a Trolley Car with, the Circuiters

—Zita, Bald and Schrade

Star.

Washington, D. C, Sept. 24.—For a few

moments to-day it looked as if such promi-

nent names as Zimmerman, Bald, Gardiner,

Cooper, Mertens and Eck, among others,

would be found in company in the obituary

columns, and that there would be crape and

mourning throughout all cycledom.

An electric car, and not bicycles, was the

cause in the case. The men were ali en

route to the National Circuit meet at the

Washington Athletic Park. The car was

packed, and while going at full speed down
hill it got away from the motorman and at a

turn in the road jumped the track, rolled over

on its side and spilled out the crowd, that is,

those who had not taken the chances and

jumped off. It was an exciting ride, and, ac-

customed as they are to close calls, the rac-

ing men for once found this call a bit too

close, and when the mass of humanity was

untangled they were a badly-scared lot. Bald

and Gardiner sustained a few scratches, but

the others escaped unhurt, and all turned to

and helped their fellow passengers, many of

whom were badly cut.

As far as Bald was concerned, however, the

accident had no effect on his riding. He rode

with his usual dash, and accounted for two

events, the two-thirds mile and the mile open,

by electrifying sprints in the stretch, after he

seemed buried in the ruck. In the mile, Fred

Sims, the Washingtonian, who has been lim-

iting himself to near-by meets, proved a hard

nut for the circuit chasers, and showed that he

knows a thing or two. Bald also beat out

the bunch in the two-mile handicap after a

little loaf. The two limit men made good use

of the handicaps, however, and, thanks to the

back-markers' loaf, were never in danger.

The track was in poor shape, and, as no

pacemakers were employed, the times were

no better than those of the solid-tire days.

Zimmerman, paced by a triplet, rode an ex-

hibition mile in 2.10 4-5, but, despite the

wealth of attractions, only 1,000 spectators

were present.

In the amateur events Fred Schrade easily

disposed of the local pride, A. C. Moran,

sometimes styled "Zimmy" Moran.

The summary:
Mile invitation, amateur—1. Fred Schade; 2, Dan

Miller; 3, A. C. Moran. Time. 2.56%.
Two-tliirds mile, open, professional—1. E. C. Bald;

2, .^rtllllr (lardiner; :'. A. C. Mertens. Time. 1.5."?%.

Two-thirds mile, handicap--!. C. J. ^Iueller, 86
yards; 2, 1,. CounselnLin. 3o yards; 3, William Brear-
iy, 60 yards. Time, 1.32%.
Five-mile handicap.-!. F. Schrade, scratch; 2, E.

L. Wilson, :!0 vards; 3, F,. L. A. Todd. 400 yards.
Time, !4.2<l.

Ono-niile. oiHii. professional—1, E. C. Bald; 2,
•"red Sims; H, .\. C. Mertens. Time. 2.56.

rvvo-mile handicap, professional--!. George S. Ball.
200 yards; 2, W, F. Troop. ISO yards; 3, E. C. Bald,
scralcli. Time, ri.OO^fc

SECESSIONISTIC PREMIUMS.
Tlu- Soiuhorn Cyclists' Association, which

is posing as a formidable coinpetitor of the

L. A. W., and which is composed of Sunday
racing advocates, makes the magnificent offer

of a bicycle whistle to any one securing two
new nienibers. For five members a pair of

celluloid grips will be given; and for six. 3

pair of bicycle stockings, It i.<; reported that
nothing but the yellow fc\cr scire lias pre-
\eiited a Ihorouvih c;in\ass of New, Cli levins to
i<lil;iin an enlargement ol the .Xssociation's
membership list, and deplete its treasury in

ilic imicliasc of these splendid prcmiunis,
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"ALL STARS."

PhUadelphlaos Take to Them Romp-Homes

the Rule Injured by the Ten-

Seater.

Philadelphia, Sept. 25.—The Quakers took

more kindly to the "All Star" aggregation

than did the New Yorkers, «ix thousand of

them turning out to witness the "stars' per-

form to-day at the Quaker City Wheelmen's

meet on the Tioga track. The "stars," on

their part, performed less and raced more

than they did at Manhattan Beach last Sat-

urday. They loafed and jockeyed less, and,

as the summary shows, the times ruled fairly

fast.

In all except the Bald-Church heat, the re-

sults were never in doubt; the first man sim-

ply popping out and romping away in the

stretch, as usual. In his heat. Bald held

Church too cheaply, and, as a result, was al-

most nipped on the tape, the judges, however,

giving a dead heat as their decision. Accord-

ingly. Church was privileged to ride in the

second semi-final, which made three men in

that heat, Gardiner being the third.

Riser was not present to give Bald battle,

but in the final the rejuvenated Tom Cooper

gave him all he wanted. The heat was paced

by a tandem. Cooper tacking on. The men
rode without change of position until the tan-

dem dropped, when Bald got the pole and

poked his nose in front. Cooper was full

of running, however, and fought hard. Turn-

ing into the homestretch. Bald ran wide, forc-

ing Cooper out of his stride. The latter came

again, however, and, riding with dogged de-

termination, forced Bald to ride all out, the

BufTalonian winning by inches only in

2.0(5 1-1. Cooper claimed a foul, but it was

not allowed.

Second only in point of interest to the

starry aggregation was the exhibition of the

Oriten. The ten-seatcr had been much writ-

ten of and much-pictured in the daily press

previous to the race meet, and considerable

curiosity had been aroused concerning it, par-

ticularly as it had been stated that it would

give an exhibition of speed. The result, how-

ever, was disastrous, but not surprising to

those who had heard the stories of the big

machine. .Xccording to gossip, the only time

the Oriten was speeded the mile was nego-

tiated in -.TJ, but when the riders dismounted

they were white as sheets, and their hair was

standing on end, and nrtthing could induce

them to do more than dawdle around the track

thcrcahcr. They were almost frightened out

of their wits. It is quite probable that some
of the men who were to man the machine to-

day had heard the stories and been frightened

off. At any rate, it re<mircd some persua-

sion to get ten men to man the m.ichine.

When they got going they circled the track

at a stow pace, and, while the crowd was ex-

pressing Its disappointment at their lack of

speed, the ten men suddenly went down in a

heap The crowds prr>mptly rushed across

the track, despite the cfTorts of the police and

officials to keep them back. There wa^ a deal

of excitement, and it required a great effort

to clear the course. When it was done, it

was found that but one of the ridcn, Arthur

Wisner, of Nalick, Mass., who was steering

the machine h.id heen injured. He fell on

hit head and was carried off unconscious.

Of the minor events, the mile open was

noteworthy. Fred Sims ran second to But-

ler, after a great race, but he fouled Mcrtcns

badly at the tape and was disqualified. In the

fivc-inilc-handicap. McFarland, frtjin .^cratch,

gave another exhibition of his cxpcrtncss in

his favorite game. The field bunched early,

and in the rush for home McFarland beat

out "Nat" Butler, his fellow scratch man in

splendid style.

The summary:
Half mile open.-l, C. W. Krick; 2, J. B. Cliff,

.}. John Zimmrrman. Time, 1.10^^.

(inc-mile open, professional.—1, Nat Butler; 2,

Fred Sims; 3, A. C. Mcrtcns. Time, 2. 10. Sims was
disqualified and Mcrtcns given second money and
John S. Johnson third.
Onc-milc invitation match race. -First heat—.Arthur

dardiner beat Orlando Stevens. Time, 2.45. Second
heat—Tom Cooper beat Nat Butler. Time, 2.15. Third
heat— F. J. Loughead beat John S. Johnson. Time
2.27%. Fourth heat—E. C. Bald and C. A. Church,
dead heat. Time, 2.24%.

First semi-final—Tom Cooper beat F. J. Loughead.
Time. 2.16. Second semi-hnal-1, E. C. Bald; 2,

Arthur Gardiner; 3, C. A. Church. Time, 2.14%.
Final heat—E. C. Bald beat Tom Cooper. Time,

2.06Mi.
One-mile handicap, professional.—1, Charles II.

Ilensel, 40 yards; 2. C. A. Wells. 50 yards; 3, Charles
Iladlield, 75 yards; 4, Fred Sims, 20 yards. Time,
2.06 Vfe.

One-mile handicap.—1, Joseph P. Rogers, scratch;
2, C. W. Krick. scratch; 3, M. L. Vanderslice, 140
yards; 4, J. A. Shomo, scratch. Time, 2.16.

Five-mile handicap, professional.—1, F. II. McFar-
land, scratch; 2, Nat Butler, scratch; 3, C. A. Wells;
4, Fred Sims, 50 yards. Time, 11.31%.

"EVERYDAY CHAMPION."

A TRULY HONORABLE MAN.

Here is the fine-scrupkd manner in which
one of the riders in the six-hour race at

Bridgeport explained why he joined in the

protest against Barnaby: "What did I care

about the protest? If she goes through I'm

$25 ahead of the game, and if she don't, then

I get my money anyway. Don't you suppose
I would sign a protest when I saw a chance

for $25? Well, I should say yes."

RAY WAS SUITED.

Ray Dawson found things to his liking at

the Allentown, Pa., meet on September 21st.

He won both of the amateur scratch events,

the mile in 2.22 and the half in 1.14 4-5. Chas.

W. Krick, the Pennsylvania crack, was there,

too. John S. Johnson captured the profes-

sional mile in 2.20 3-5, and Geo. H. Danner,
a local "pure," rode an exhibition half-mile in

1.00 3-5.

WITH "CHOICEST TALENT."

The six days' grind at Madison .Scjuare

Garden has been set for the week of December
0-1 1. Tlic American Cycle Kacing As.socia-

tion, under whose auspices the affair will be

conducted, announces that several other dates

have been booked in the Ciarden, and that

"The choicest home and foreign talent will be
engaged."

ONB ON THB BUNGLER.

"I don't know anything inore di.sagreeable

when an accident happens to you than a rider

who will not do what he can."

"Oh, he is not in it with the one who in

sists on doing what lie can't"

SUCH IS FAME NOWAOAY.S.

"I can't see what ever possessed her t<>

fall in love with him; he can't sing, isn't hand-
some, hasn't any money, lacks

"

"What difference does all that make? He
rode a century with only one pctlal."

Bald, Burdened by This Title. Still Manages

to Win Supplanting Pacemakers

by " Qulckeners."

Trenton. N. J.. Sept. 27.—The "Everyday

Champion," as his most zealous newspaper

admirer loves to style Bald, evened up things

with Kiscr to-day, and exhibited his most

pronounced everydayship in a rattling finish.

The occasion was the National Circuit meet

held in conjunction with the Inter-State Fair,

and the "evcning-up" occurred in the race of

the day, the mile open. Instead of pace-

makers, prizes of $10 were employed to

quicken the running—$10 to the leader at

each quarter. Kimble, Johnson, Mertens,

Iloyt and Stevens had failed to qualify, leav-

ing to fight it out Bald, Cooper, Kiser.

Brown, Loughead, Gardiner, McFarland and

Freeman. Gardiner came out of the crowd

and made a bid (or tlie speed-quickeners. He
gathered in $20, leading at the quarter and

the half; then McFarland shot out and took

the three-quarter "quickener," and incidentally

started the break for home. Turning into the

stretch Bald saw an opening at the pole and

went through like a flash. Loughead tacked

onto his rear wheel. Kiser on the outside saw

the move and set sail after the "Everyday

Champion." He sailed pretty fast, but not fast

enough. Bald was moving as if the devil was

after him, and though Kiser collared

Loughead, he could not head Bald: he fal-

tered near the tape, too, and Loughead

slipped into second place again.

In the amateur events, those red-hot Nut-

megs, Hauseman and Collett. were untouch-

able and carried off the honors, although Ray

Dawson and H. (i. Gardiner, the latter the

Philadelphia mile record holder, were

among those who tried to stem their (lights.

Jimmy Michael and the Benner brothers

were also on hand. The former was paced five

miles in 0.^2 1-5, and the Benners. who are

almost as big as Michael, rode a tandem half-

mile in slow time.

The summary:
One-mile novice, amateur.— 1. K. C. Cunningham,

Trenton; 2, Joseph Edgar, Jr.. Kcd Bank. N. J.;

3. Oliver Houghton, Trenton. Time, 2.40.

One-mile open, professional.—Purses. 1150. $100. $76,

$..0-1. E. C. Bald; 2, F. J. Ix>ughead; 3, Earl Kiser;

4. Thomas Cooper. Time, 2.27Mi-

tinemilc open, amateur.—l.Cieorge H. Collett. New
Haven, lonii.; 2. E. C. Hauseman, New Haven; S,

Uav Daw-iin, lloontim, N. Y. Time. 2.20%.

(Jnrmilc open, amateur. 1. tieorge H. Collett, New
.TUil Cicorgc II. Collett: Waller I". Roomc and John
lasper; 3, Frank A. Munz and mate. Time. 3.I3Mi.

Twcimiic handicap, professional.— Purses, $100, $75.

$.'>0. $2^ 1, Nat Butler, 30 yards; 2. Dr. A. 1. Brown,
!tO yards; 3, Tom Cooper, scratch; 4, J. E. Walsh,
150 yards. Time 4.35.

One-mile handicap, amateur.—1, E. C. Hauseman,
scratch; 2, H. G. (lardiner, rhiladelphia, 20 yards;

3, Kay Dawson, scratch. Time, 2.90.

PAST TIME BY A TIMER.

J. C. Cotilsfon, a member of the T\m<
Wheelmen, Philadelphia, claims to have

ridden a century in 5 hours 8 minutes—and on
a bicycle geared to 188 inches, too.

IN YE OLD WORDS.
Vl was a mayde; yl wa> a youth,

Ye mayde was (ayre to see.

And she HiiIHe Inve the youth soc well.

And swore such constnncici

Butte, •hi alack, for thai fayre mayde.

She wynhed thai she were dead.

For hys slerne father promptly saydc

They never should be weddel

Soe he, thai youth of high degree,

Tookc courage la hys heart,

And swore that Ihey would surely flee

Ere they were Inrne apart I

Soe they eloped with earnest tperdr.

Were wedded hy n priest.

Ye paryent ffillowrd unne hys sleede,

A very sluggish heaslet

\nd he didde come too late, of course.

To sloppe the marryage scale.

For he was rydyngc onnc a horse.

Why lei they were onne a whcelcl
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Our grandmothers, in their sedentary youth, spun
on picturesque whirring wheels beside the open fire

;

but the fin de siecle maid takes

her spins upon the merry modern
wheel with Palmer Tires.

The match races at Manhattan Beach
Septennber 18 were as remarkable for the re-

sults as the quality

of the racing. Ed
Spooner styled the

event "the cham-
pionship coVitest of

the season." Eight

leading professionals

were entered, in-

cluding Cooper, Gar-
diner, Bald and
Kiser, resulting in a

great victory for
Kiser and Palmer

Tires, as the table plainly sets forth.

Kiser

Loughead

Cooper
Stevens

Gardiner
Mertens

Titus

Bald

Kiser

j- Cooper

Gardiner

Bald

Kiser

^ Kiser

Bald

One writer, in reporting the event, said

that Bald, whose cannon-ball sprint is famed in

song and story — and fully up to standard then

—

was surpassed by Kiser with a sprint which was
" ferocious, terrific, almost superhuman." Kiser

is the finest diamond in the Palmer collection,

and the champion of the champions.

Luxuriance of imagination is

one of the greatest gifts of which
a poet can boast. Luxuriance in

cycling becomes the gift of any
rider who rides Palmer Tires.

A. M. Clark, of Mclver & Clark, Nash-
ville, Tenn., writes :

" At the meet in this city September 10,

Palmers came near making a clean sweep, al-

though there was only one wheel equipped with

them against thirty odd with other makes.
" My wheel, a Fenton, turned the trick.

" Match between Kennedy of Chattanooga
and Lowe of Nashville, Lowe won on my wheel.

"^^^"^"^

This was for State amateur championship. Lowe
rides a Fenton with — & —

. In the first heat he was beaten
mine and won other two heats. He said the tires aided him."

Mr. Clark won the mile and two-mile amateur events — on Palmers.

Perfect

Bicycles.

It requires many good things

to make perfect bicycles. Some
makers who are very particular

about steel quality are quite in-

different to tire quality.

They disclaim responsibility

on the ground that they do not

make the tires.

And it is well that the tire-

maker should be responsible

for his product.

But the bicycle maker is

certainly accountable to his

customers when he recom

mends a tire whose chief merit

(in his eyes) is, that it saves a

few dollars per pair.

Of what benefit is good steel

toward the making of any easy

running wheel if Palmer Tires

"Flush joints," sententiously remarks a cycle

paper, "will almost universally mark the high-grade
wheel"—hastening to add, "and
the medium grade as well." The
only sure mark of a high-grade

bicycle is—a pair of Palmer Tires.

are not used?

Those who know will an-

swer, NONE.

Gassner F. Fraley, of Chicago, sends us the
following affidavit

:

" Between June, '95, and July, '96, I rode
a pair of your 26xl3/^-inch, lightest weight,
racing tires, on the track and on city and
country roads, 5,200 miles, without accident or
punctures, except one small puncture.

' Most of the mileage was made on country
roads, and a considerable of it when the roads
were frozen and icy."

Send in your guesses for the

mileage competition contest. Let-

ters dated and mailed September
30 stand an equal chance with

the first replies to win a pair of

Palmer Tires for the successful

prophet.

touring the
' writes us

N. N. Spear, a correspondent
West awheel for "Sports Afield,

from Tacoma

:

"Arnvery glad to say that my Palmer
Quad Tires are holding up in the best possible
manner. The work 1 put them to is severe in

the extreme and demands strength in combina-
tion with ease and speed.

"The Palmer Tire is the best made as sure
as the sun rises in the East, and it is the tire

that gives the most satisfaction to those who
wish a tire both speedy and easy to repair."

Palmer riders who have kept

an account of their August mile-

age can send us reports as late

as September 30. The conditions

were published in the cycle pa-

pers of September 16, and must
be adhered to.

Daisy, Daisy, gave him her answer true,

And now he's crazy, riding the avenue
;

It's proved a happy marriage, and instead of a
baby carriage,

The third small seat looks trim and neat

On a bicycle built for two.

—L. A. W. Bulletin.

-borrowed

THrmi/iEWEi
CMICylCiOs;^

RE CO.

UEADE

S

zi

" Has Wheeler's estate been settled ?
"

" No. The money has been divided, but the heirs are fighting for

his bicycle."

THMPKeO^^WI
Kindly mention The Wheel.
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TIRE TlRMlUL.

It still Prerails In England American Ex-

hibitors at the Stanley Cycle

Show.

London, Sept. 18.—The turmoil of the tires

still continues, for despite the facts detailed in

my last letter, according to which the Dunlop

Co. had agreed to permit the tires manufac-

tured by the .\nialgamated Tire Co. to rank

with the Clipper and Warwick in all their

agreements, the Dunlop Co. has been pushing

busily to obtain acceptance of the objection-

able circular.

I am told by a man who should know what

he is talking about, that the Amalgam.ited

Tires are now desirous of dissolving partner-

ship because it is now quite clear to them that

if they live up to their agreements and con-

tracts their chances of doing a remunerative

trade on their capital is not very rosy. Harvey

du Cros has been interviewed, but the process

has thrown no comforting light on the mat-

ter, and. although the financial press has pro-

claimed a "collapse nf the Dunlop," a "climb-

down" and similar feats of weakness, none are

visible to my perception.

I was muchly amused to hear from Coven-

try last week that a meeting of the Cycle

Manufacturers' Trade Protection Association

would be called to consider the Dunlop circu-

lar.

It was a trifle belated, especially when it is

recalled that no such meeting was called when
the Dunlop Co. last year approached—in

most cases successfully—the leading makers

to sign agreements identical in character to

those now being put before the retailers,

That was a much more important move than

this, and had much more far-reaching conse-

quences. Why was the C. M. T. P. A.

then supine and now so indignant, for it

should be understood that the meeting strong-

ly condemned the circular? Simply because,

I suppose, last year's agreement was a per-

.^onal benefit and this is not; besides, some of

the leading makers are deeply involved in the

welfare of rival tire companies, so deeply, in-

deed, that the C. M. T. P. A. at its meeting on
Wednesday last agreed to ff)rm a "Free Tire

Traders' Association" for the purpose of ob-

taining the withdrawal of monopoly agree-

ments.

The Drril «rat ill—the Drvil .1 monk would be;

The Dcril wat well—the Devil • monk wai he.

Through the courtesy of Secretary Lamb it

if possible to give a full list of American ex-

hibitors at the Stanley Show. They are:

"American Referee"; Boston Woven Mose &
Rubber Cn

; Mr. Brighan (showing Cleve-

land ryclcs); Gendron Mfg. Co. (E. A. Har-
ri»on, M Hishr,p,?,itc street): Gormully &
Jeffery; Gcddcs Mfg. Co.; Phoenix cycles;

Markl & Co.; Morgan & Wright; Plympton
& Crt. (Waverleys principally); Western
Wheel Works; Waltham Mfg. Co. and Hall

9t Downing.

AM AnnRESS WANTFD

Any firm tnanufariuring fibre rod. which
can be ti»ed for «poke-Muds in plarr of rub-

ber, will find it to their advantage to rom-
munirate with "Fibrp." rnrr Thf Whrp.i,.

Box 444. New 'S Irs can tup-

ply the abo\'e ir be appreci-

ated.

MADB TO FIT.

Few tilings there are which cannot find ref-

erence to themselves in either the Bible or

Shakespeare's works. Both of these volumes

have been raked for quotation.^ which miglu

be given a cycling twist. The most complete

list of these taken from the Bible is as fol-

lows:

The burden of Tyre.—Isaiah, xxiii., 1.

The Lord will fake away their round tires.—Isaiah,

iii., 16.

When they went out. the wheels also were beside

them.—Ezckiel. x.. 19.

I'ower was given him to scorch.—Revelation, xvi., 8.

They that were foolish took their lamps and took

no oil with them, but the wise took oil in their vessels

with their lamps.—Matthew, xxv., 3.

Two are better than one • • • for, if they fall,

the one will lift up his fellow; but woe to him that

is alone when he falleth.—Ecclesiastcs, iv., 9, 10.

My record is on high.—Job. xvi., 9.

Lol this I have found, that God hath madr man up-

right ; but they have sought out many inventions.

—

Ecclesiastcs, vii., 28.

And when the living creatures went, the wheels

went by them; and when the living creatures were

lifted up from the earth, the wheels were lifted up.

—

Ezekiel, i., 19.

We will not ride upon horses.—Hosea, xiv., 3.

Know ye not that they which run in a race run

all, but one receiveth the prize?—Corinthians, ix.. 24.

There met him two possessed with devils • • •

exceedingly fierce, so that no man might pass by
that way.— St. Matthew, viii., 28.

And strong men shall bow themselves.—Ecclesias-

tcs, xii., 3.

And they shall be as mighty men • • • and the

riders of horses shall be confounded (i. e., they shall

make the riders on horses ashamed).—Zachariah, x., 5.

He wrought a work on the wheels.—Jeremiah,
xviii., 3.

I am escaped with the skin of my teeth.—Job, xix.,

20.

T.ike herd, therefore, th.it the light which is in them
be not darkness.—Luke, xi.. 86.

Put forth all your strength, and be ye not weary,

for yc can never go far enough.

In that day the Lord will take away their tinkling

rirnaments and their round tires like the moon.—
Ts,iiah, iii., 18.

For a just man falleth seven times and riscth up
.-igain, but the wicked shall fall into mischief. Re-

joice not when thine enemy falleth, and let not thine

heart be gind when he stumbleth.—Proverbs, xxiv.,

KhI?.

.Some fell by the wayside.—St. Luke, viii., 6.

A false balance is not good.—Proverbs, xx., 23.

Cast up, cast up the highway, gather out the stones.
— Isaiah, Ixii.. 10.

Give us of your oil, for our lamps are going out.—
.St. M.'itthew, xxv., 8.

I will instruct thre and teach thee in the way
which thou shalt go; I will guide thee with mine eye.
— psalms, xxxii., 8.

Thy word is a lamp unto my feet, and a light unto
my path.—Psalms, cxix., 106.

And the noise of the rattling of the wheels.

—

Nahum, iii., 2.

Whither have ye made a road today.—I. Samuel,
xxvii., 10.

When they went, they went upon their four sides;

they turned not as they went, but to the place whither
the hr.id looked they followed it; they turned not ai

they went. - Krekiel, x., 11.

I heard • • • the noise of the wheels over
against them, and a noise of great rushing.—Eiekiel,
iii.. 13.

She remembered not her last end; therefore, she
rame down wonderfully. I^mrnlations, i., 9.

HERE TO BUY.

HEADY FOR BUSINESS.

Alexander Straus, whose distinctly original

but not freakish tire, was described in Thk
WiiKEi. two weeks ago, has formed the Straus

Tire Co., and established an offtce in room I04

Graham Building, corner Dtiane and Church
streets, this city. He already has tires on the

market Mr. Straus last week visited several

trade centres, and interested a number of

well-known makers in Itis protrctrd tire as he

calls it

One of Bngland's Leading Tradesmen Here

for That Purpose—Outlook and

Opinions.

.Mbert H. Brown, representing Brown
Bros., London, is in America for a brief trip,

combining, as the Englishman usually does,

business with pleasure. Ten years of nose-

grinding work in his London house has put

him in fine fettle for a vacation, and his trip

across the Atlantic has bronzed him up and
put him in good shape.

For years past Brown Bros., who are lo-

cated on Great Eastern street, have been the

largest house in England—probably in the

world—in their particular line, the handling

of carriage lamps, lanterns, cycle fittings and
accessories. Their specialty is the pushing of

cycle novelties, and they have made a par-

ticular drive on American novelties. Out-
side their cycle business they run a large hard-

ware store, on about the same style as J. H.
Graham & Co.. of New York.

Mr. Brown has some chainless safely pat-

ents with him, and has also for sale in Amer-
ica a saddle of world-wide reputation. He is

also open to buy or handle American cycle

novelties of any kind whatever. Mr. Brown
states that the cycle trade in England is very

much as he seems to find it in America: -that

is. rather flat from overproduction. People
have gone into the business with the expecta-

tion of making a fortune in a twelvemonth,

and have retired with loss and in disgust.

The warehouses on the other side are crowded
with bicycles. He thinks it will take some
time for England to work off its jjresent sur-

plus product. Mr. Brown thinks that the

chainless safety will not make much headway
on his side of the water, for the reason that

those who have stocks of chain safeties will

hold back the new type of machine. He him-
self has ridden a chainless safety, geared to 70,

and has found it of no special advantage over
the chain-driven machine. It has a slight

rattle, which can be overcome, and he believes

that in time, the chainless safety can be made
cheap enough and well enough to find a mar-
ket. He believes it will take two or three

years to accomplish this. During his stay,

Mr. Brown will visit Hartford, Boston, Buf-

falo, Chicago, and all the principal trade

centres.

KEY TO WEATHER PREDICTIONS.

After a careful and serious study of the

cipher system used by the weather department

in its forecasts for this vicinity, the following

key is believed to afTord an easy solution of

the puzzle for wheelmen not having the time

to work the enigma themselves. The first

column contains the cipher announcements
and the second their meaning:

Fair and warmer. Northeast gale; dust
southwesterly wind*. storm and fall of twenty

degrees in temperature.
Showers: cooler, fol- Hrilliani sunshine;

lowed by high winds. Italian blue sky, not a
breeire stirring.

Sudden drop in leni- Sudden hot wave,
perature; snow likely.

Warmer; pleasant; Sleet storm; three loot
south winds. fall of snow.

Slight frost probable. Everythini^ froien up
•olid a* a hnrk.

End of warm spell; rr- Thermometer goes up
lie* in sight. ten degrees.

Fair. Tremen d o u gale,
wind eighty-four miirs
an hour and wheelmen
knocked . fT their ma-
chines hv its force and
blown fist against any
old thing that will bold
them,
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Favors the ChainleSS^ Loss of Power in Chain Bicycles.

Baron Dc Stampcnbourg Believes the Bevel Gear

to Be the Coming Wheel.

In an interview with Baron de Stampcn-

bourg yesterday, the writer asked the Baron,

who has made a study of the bicycle, what he

thought of the discussion now going on re-

garding the chain and chainless bicycles. De
Stampcnbourg has been identified with the ex-

portation of American bicycles to the old

country for several years. Said he: "Ever

since the thought of constructing chainless

bicycles occurred to the expert mechanic,

doubts have arisen as to whether the prob-

lem could be satisfactorily and practically

solved. Patents have been taken out from

time to time which were found available and

useful on the track, but which in no way ful-

filled the wants of the practical cyclist who
propelled his machine on the road. Then,

again, other models have been invented which

would prove serviceable for a certain time,

until the machinery of which they were made
began to get worn, when certain shortcom-

ings asserted themselves, which made their

further use impracticable. The ordinary bi-

cycle customer of to-day has somehow an

idea that in the solution of the chainless prob-

lem lies the evolution which will cause a radi-

cal change in the machine pattern of our day.
But as yet few people have shown any practi-

cal confidence in any of the chainless patterns
which have been brought upon the market
here or elsewhere. There are about three
distinct chainless makes on the market in

Europe, which are meeting some success.

One of these patents is well adapted for track
work for racing men, and was the machine on
which the famous rider, Huret, rode his pres-
ent record of 565 miles in twenty-four hours.
This machine has been extensively advertised,
particularly on account of Huret's recent per-
formance, and persons who are not well
versed in bicycle mechanics seem disposed to
favor this type of machine for road work, al-

though no practical demonstration is at hand
proving that the machine is at all superior on
the road. I only say this to illustrate the case.

We have in this country an establishment

—

one of the largest of its kind in the world

—

which has devoted several years to experi-
menting with chainless patents secured from
all parts of the world. This company is the
Pope Mfg. Co., whose vice-president, in a
recent interview, informed me that his firm
had already spent upward of $500,000 in chain-
less bicycle patents, and felt quite satisfied

that it had secured the ideal chainless bicycle
gear which will prove practical and service-
able. The peculiar construction of this gear is

not known to anybody except to the Columbia
experts, and will not be publicly disclosed be-
fore late in the season. Every bicycle expert
looks toward this disclosure with professional
curiosity, as these people are noted for putting
on the market only what they have found to
be the right thing after careful study and con-
siderable expenditure. I really expect to see
in this wheel the closest approximate solution
of the chainless principle, in spite of every-
thing that may he said to the contrary re-
garding its fallibility."

—"New York Tribune,"
Sept. 12, 1897.

Prominent Columbia Riders Abroad.

Among the foreign nf)tal)les who are riders
of Cohimhia bicycles the following mentioned
personages arc prominent: Grand Duke
Michael of Russia, Prince Valdcmar of Den-
mark, the Infanta luilalia of Spain, Right
Hon. A. J. Balfour, M. P.; Countess of Dud-
ley, Lady Burrel, the Countess Cairns, the
Marquis of Winchester, Lady Soutliampton,
the Earl of Dunraven, Sir II. Meredith, Lady
Hay and Count ZbOrowski.

Recent Tests at Cornell University Show That
Lengthening Caused by Wear Rapidly

Increases Friction.

Tests which have lately been made at Cor-

nell University relative to the friction in bi-

cycle-chains reveal the fact that with the

lengthening of chains, caused by wear, fric-

tion increases very rapidly. A new chain of

the most approved pattern showed about a
half of 1 per cent friction, while a chain which
had lengthened so that it was necessary to
move a link had an efficiency of about 60 per
cent, showing a loss of power of about 40
per cent.

This is one of the disadvantages with which
riders of the very cheap, poorly constructed
wheels have to contend. The tempered

blocks and sides are constructed of soft, poor-
ly tempered steel. They not only stretch to

a great extent, but stretch unevenly, making
the chain out of pitch, and causing a vast
amount of friction, which is generally at-

tributed to the bearings, when, in fact, the
latter may be working properly.

Happy WiUie Jones.

Young William Jones was long and thin,

His legs were mostly bone and skin;
Misfortune thus to him it came,
But Willie—he was not to blame,
For though he prayed from day to day
To be forever not that way,
His bones they hankered not for flesh,

Which brought on Willie's grief afresh.

Then happy thought did Willie think,
And straightway to a cycle rink
He went, and bought the standard wheel.
And soon the good effects did feel.

Some months have passed and Willie's hose
Are tighter than you would suppose.
For he has gained a pound a day
Since first he rode "Co-lum-bi-a."

k;now Ve

Columbia Dealm
In 1898 Columbia Bicycles will have

reached such perfection that competition

will be further behind than ever. Annual
^improvements since 1877 have kept Col-

umbias far in the lead^ but 1898 will put

all other years in the shade.

Joyfulmm
for every Columbia dealer in good stand-

ing. The time is near when you shall

be the first to know our 1898 secrets

which are now being closely guarded for

your benefit.

Our J\my
of traveling men will soon start on their

annual pilgrimage. One will visit and

explain to you the new and secret im-

provements. Watch for him—and watch

this page for the next few weeks—it will

pay you.

Pope IHfg, €0., I^artford, Conn.

It Columbias are not properly represented in your vicinity,

let us know.

lH<?T3/i«(CiM*.

<^
^'

i

^A
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SABLE STAK.

Such Was Taylor at the QalU Meet - Road

Race Prelade Proves

Satisfactory.

Cleveland, O., Sept. 25.—Certainly Major

Taylor, the Boston negro, and his most de-

voted admirers and upholders could not com-

plain of the darkey's reception at the Quill

Club Wheelmen's meet to-day.

There were not fifty colored people pres-

ent, but the large crowd of white folk ap-

plauded Taylor's good work enthusiastically

and without stint. He was easily the star of

the day. He accounted for the mile open and

the lap race handily, and would have been a

factor in the five-mile handicap had he not

been left on his mark when the pistol cracked.

The race was started in the dark, and Tay-

lor and the other back-markers were not

ready when the pistol was fired. They lost

at least ten seconds.

The meet was held at the Valley Driving

Park, and resulted in a new unpaccd standing

start record for the mile. Nils Carlson doing

2.14 3-5 against the previous record of 2.1(j 4-5.

Jack Crawford, a thirteen-year-old boy, and

small for his age, was paced a half mile \n

1.03 4-5, which some people are terming

"boys' record."

The $500 handicap road-race, with five high-

grade bicycles as prizes, was the first event.

The course was over South Side streets for one

and one-half miles, and then a like distance on

the track. The handicaps were in distances

instead of minutes, the limit being 550 yards.

The course, just before reaching the track, led

down a long, steep hill, and the way riders

flew down this incline was something hair-

raising, but there was only one fall among

the thirty-two starters, and he, fortunately,

was the last man.

G. O. Hamilton, of Toledo, won the race

by jumping E. J. Merkel right at the tape.

Nine men qualified in the trial heats of the

half-mile amateur unpaccd. In the final each

rode a half alone, unpaced. Carlson, the speedy

Swede, made his half in l.<>3 4-5, which won

the contest. Major Taylor won his trial heat

in the one-mile open by a wonderful spurt in

the stretch, amid great applause, and won the

final in a close finish with Haskins. The two-

mile lap-race was the event of the afternoon.

Augcnbaugh and Haskins did some good

work riding, but Taylor had the speed to win

the most laps. The final of the one- mile ama-

teur invitation was finished in the dark, the

judges hardly being able to sec the numbers

of the riders. Jas. Filzsimnums saw well

enough, however, to win out. In the two-

mile handicap, amateur, there were thirty-five

starters, and, after the first circuit of the track

they were ma.ssed solidly, but the race was

finished without an accident and furnished a

rare sight.

The summary:

I
"••

• 1 J.

Mr: lU,

atvc.ul. Za yaiili. 4. Iljrrx I ' "r^ I'l-fiU 20O

yard*; 6, K. L. Croticr, Nollingtuim. 100 jrardt. Time.

< rice— 1. Otio Sumpf; t, G. A. VoUa;
t, I Time, la.
Hall miir, unpacrd- 1, Nlli Carlton, I.OSH: S, Cha*.

S. Porter, I>rit<>ii. I.OB; I, S. A. Krplrr. Dajrion,

1.06H.

• ' Tajrlor; 1. C.
B :: <»%.

I .
Major Taylor.

I poiiiit. 2, ' ' (x>inl«; 1, C B.
Haakin*. 4 y
Ooe-mit'' 11 -iinmon*; 5, K, O.

Morass, Detroit; 3, F. R. Blackmore (for pacing).
Time. IZS^j-
Two-mile handicap—1. F. J. Dreher. Clevelandj 10

yards; 2. S. A. Kepler, Dayton, scratch; 3, Nils Carl-
son, Cleveland, scratch. Time, 4.24%.
Five-mile handicap, professional— 1, Chas. Hofer. St.

Paul, 125 yards; 2, J. J. Blouin. Detroit, 76 yards;
3, W. H. Seaton, Louisville. Ky.. 100 yards. Time,
U.16.

COST FIFTY.

BORROWING TKOLBLE.

One very important phase of all this chain-

less bicycle discussion must not be over-

looked. Let a demand once become appar-

ent for a geared bicycle, and the ability

to produce gears on milling machines

in shops of all kinds will at once precipitate

upon the market bicycles that will prove any-

thing but a credit to their makers.

As the trade now has the gas-pipe, thrown-

together chain-driven wheel, so would

the influx of a similar type of the chain-

less species be speedily witnessed. In applied

mechanics there is no deeper subject, or one

of greater importance, than this same matter

of gears. It is not only a question of machin-

ery and processes for making the gears; it is

one of the gears themselves.

WH.\T PROFITS IT?

Mrs. Chang is believed to be the richest

woman in the world. She has a thousand

servants and the smallest feet in China; her

wardrobe includes two thousand coats and

other articles almost beyond computation,

and she has her hair dressed in fifty different

ways. We do not give these facts to create

envy; and indeed the lady is even to be pitied,

for she cannot don short skirts, talkative hos-

iery and a Tam-o'-Shanter hat and go sailing

up the Boulevard. And what shall it profit

a woman if she have half the world and can-

not do these things?

MAY BE WRONGLY USED.

The bicycle has abundantly demonstrated

its adaptability, both to purposes of pleasure

and of business. If it does not meet a long-

felt want it certainly satisfies one that has

been newly created and seems to work in a

wonderfully facile way into all the economies
and newly-developed necessities of society.

But our most useful and commendable insti-

tutions are always liable to perversion. Any
new force is as susceptible to wrong as to

right direction, and the measure of its poten-

cy for good is also usually the measure of its

power for evil. The bicycle is no exception.

CLEAN GONE.

"W'ere you delirious when you had heat

prostration this summer?"
"Delirious? Why, say, I didn't even recog-

nize my wheel when they brought it to my
bedside."

SHORT OF THAT.

"There is one thing you must .ndmit about

these knickerbockers of mine; they won't bag
at the knee."

"No; I notice that they scrm to be

above it."

SOME HAVE IT TO .SPARK.

It is cxtravaK.inrc to give away good advice

regarding cycling. You need more than all

your wheeling wisdom for yourself.

Becker's "Reproof" of the "Majah" Was
Thon^ht Cheap at the Price by Those

Paying.

Taunton, Mass., Sept. 25.—Incensed by

Major Taylor's jumping-jack tactics in the

mile open at the Bristol County Fair on

Wednesday, W. E. Becker, of Minneapolis,

the five-mile national champion in 1896, gave

Taylor a "reproof" that has been grossly mag-
nified by the newspapers.

Becker was so mad that he could not con-

tain himself until he left the track. As soon

as he crossed the tape he rode up to Taylor

and pulled him off his wheel, but did not

choke the negro into insensibility, as sensa-

tional reports have stated: it was all over al-

most as quickly as it started.

While the affair was deplorable, there are

those who believe there was reason for Beck-

er's wrath, although none defend the public

assault. Taylor flopped about during the race

like a freshly decapitated hen, fouling and

ruining Becker's chances, and coming within

an ace of causing a bad spill.

The assault was led up to in this way: Tom
Butler caught the pacemaker. Hufstetler was
second in line and Becker third. Taylor

tried to go up along the line in the soft going

and failed. He then shot across in front of

Becker and inside of Hufstetler to the pole.

The latter was elbowed out of his position by

the colored rider. Taylor then had Butler's

rear wheel, and started out of the second po-

sition to go past the pacemaker. Becker

moved up to second place, vacated by Taylor,

who failed in his quest and dropped back.

He repeatedly cut into Becker, trying to force

him back, and on two occasions tried to cut

spokes out of Becker's front wheel. Becker

wabbled and ruined the chances of others,

and Taylor finished second to Tom Butler,

with Becker third. Becker, as soon as he

crossed the tape, rode over and pulled Taylor

oflf his wheel as stated.

Becker was disqualified. The race was run

over, and again Tom Butler won; Frank But-

ler, second: Watson Coleman, third. Time,

2.27 2-5.

The other professional event, a two-mile

handicap, was gathered in by A. T. Caldwell,

Manchester, N. H., in 5.0fi 1.5.

Becker's much-magnified assault on Tay-

lor has given certain newspaper writers a rich

opijoriuiiity to shout "Lo! the poor perse-

cuted negro," and to call for the direst ven-

geance—for even permanent suspension—on
his "persecutor." The matter was, of course,

reported to the Racing Board, and Chairman
Mott promptly inflicted a fine of .v50 on

Becker. The circuit chasers "chipped in" and

paid the amount.

SINNING SIMS SUSPENDED.

Fred Sims, the Washington crack, has

been suspended from road and track until

August 1, 1898, for foul and unfair riding. He
had been warned repeatedly, but to no pur-

pose.

LET THEM LAIGH. TOO.

Don't try to be too amusing when you go
out with your fellow-wheelmen; let other peo-

ple have .^omc fun, as well as yourself.

TAKEN LITERALLY.

"Yes, sir, this bicycling for women is on its

last legs."

"Well, it seems to be making the most of

them."
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NO PESSIMISM HBRE.

"We know what's what and that's as high

as a metaphysic wit can fly," is tlie motto

which flics at the masthead of the "Oriental

News," which is not a regular publication

from the eastern heniisplicrc. but simply the

published-when-we-fecl-like-it "oflicial organ"

of the Waltham Mfg. Co. It is rather an un-

pretentious sheet, printed on paper of a color

that rivals a maiden's blush.

It "hits off" the spirit of the times with a

bubbling effervescence that makes the droop-

ing heart feci good; thus:

"These are stirring times. Gold is being

shoveled up by tubfuls in the Klondike re-

gion; millionaires and tramps alike are rush-

ing neck and neck to the seat of the discov-

ery; our coal miners are striking for sufficient

to buy the bare necessities of life, and the

prospects look black indeed for them; the

lively Japs are skirmishing around Hawaii

and eagerly awaiting a chance to swallow the

Sandwiches; the air is full of disturbance and

tariflf talk; the wheat crop is too big for the

railroads to handle, and farmers who last year

could only afford to chew tobacco on Sun-

days will soon be wallowing in the luxuries

of Saratoga and Coney Island.

"The bicycle side of the question is in an

equally chaotic state. After an unprecedented

rush for a few weeks, an air of uncertainty

suddenly develops; failure follows failure;

prices tumble from the sublime to the ridi-

culous; auction sales harass the agent, knock
his calculations sky-high, kill his installment

business and leave him a stranded wreck on
the sands of insolvency; but in the midst of

this infernal tumult and confusion there arises

supreme one splendid light. It towers over

the field of ruin in majestic eloquence; it com-
mands the attention of everyone everywhere;

it breathes confidence, security and sincerity

to all who have confided in its promises

—

it is the unswerving, unalterable, cold-rolled-

steel fact that Orients are lloo!

"Prices may rise and fall, combinations

combine and calamity-howlers croak; but

like the best that it ever was, is and will be,

the Orient holds "the even tenor of its way'

in the midst of confusion worse confounded.

Here then is the secret of satisfaction to the

agent and rider alike. No fears need be en-

tertained of a fall in value; no dread of a

cheapening of quality. No doubts need be

felt that, should any innovation sweep the

land, the Waltham Mfg. Co. will be able to

meet any and every mechanical emergency
which may arise, and lead the innovators a

dance of despair that will chill them to the

marrow."

TO BE DYNAMOMETERED.

There is nothing more difficult than the fix-

ing of a definite and relative value of the

merits of two different types.

In cycling this is particularly the case when
it is attempted to weigh the value of the chain

and chainless machines as against each other,

so far as ordinary riding tests go. The mind
becomes unconsciously influenced by preju-

dices for and against, and when the actual

running performances are so nearly balanced

as they are in these two types of bicycles it

is impossible to arrive at any fixed conclu-

sions that may serve as a basis for the deter-

mination of the superiority of one machine

over the other.

For some time past experimenting manu-

facturers in various sections of the country

have been making a series of riding tests for

the purpose oi establishing the superiority of

the one over the other. Practical riders have

been sent out upon the roads day in and day

out. One large maker has been in the habit

oi having both chainless and chain machines

sent out with the same party, who have alter-

nated in riding first one wheel and then the

other, over all sorts and conditions of roads.

The results have afforded but little practical

information. At one time one man would

think the chainless ran the easier, and the

very next day his opinion would be in favor

of the chain. Another man would incline to

the opposite idea. Even on the same hills

there would be a diversity of opinion that

would be difficult to reconcile. Much of tliis,

doubtless, is due to the physical condition of

the men themselves. Given a particularly sun-

shiny day, and the chainless wheel appar-

ently drove with less effort than the other.

Reverse the conditions and the result was the

opposite.

In order to establish the merits of the two
machines bej'ond the question of mere person-

al opinion, the Overman Wheel Co. is consid-

ering the practicability of having a dynamo-
meter attached to the bicycles for testing. Of
course, many dynamometric tests have been
made in factory and laboratory, for the pur-
pose of establishing the friction and running
qualities of bicycles, but the appearance of a
dynamometer for road tests will be a de-
cided novelty, and its results be of keen inter-
est.

eODLING GRIP.

Composition cork. Made any size. Special
tips to match enamel. Paper-lined, wood-
lined or unlinecl.

The Codling Mfg. Co.,
HRISTOL. CONX., V. S. A.

Kindly mention Thr Wheel.

" Secure that delightful feeling*
Of Confidence and Safety.

Ask your Dealer for the

Bell-Brake"
Foundation Pmtenu in all Principal Countries.

IN THE

German^
Spanish,
French.

(AJtr i.AnavAOKA

American Gitalofucs Translated, Con-

densed and Printed in any Lang^uag'e.

THE WHEEL PRESS,
nn WeMt Broadway, New York.

A STRONG. LIGHT.

AND DAINTY

COMBINED

Bicycle Brake. Bell

Puncture Guard

And Lamp Bracket.
.--IP-

Every Ricycle Rider

to be

UP-TO-DATE
linist liavi tile

"BELL- BRAKE."
A beautiful jircscnt.

Price, only f3.00.
I.IIktjI niscciiinis lo )iit>-

If possible, visit the American Institute Fair, at Madison Square

Garden, New York, J-ept. 2f.th lo Nov. 3d. BOOTH No. 67. Have
a free bicycle ride and Rct a ii.scful Souvenir.

Tile "BELL-BRAKE" will be sent, postpaid, upon mail orders

for |>3.<Ki.

.\ddrc.v.,

UNIVERSAL TRADING COMPANY,
23 tLNTRt ST.. NEW VORK. D. S. A.

Kindljr mention Tlie Wheel.
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HOUSING SMALL CLUBS.

How the Problem of Doing: This Has

Operative Idea

Only those who have had experience in

club management can fully appreciate the

vicissitudes of club-life—its ups and downs;

its joys and sorrows; only those men know
how often it is necessary to "scratch gravel"

to keep the wolf and the dispossess officer

from the door.

Particularly is this true of a club of, say,

less than seventy-five members in the larger

cities where rents are high. The possession

of a clubhouse is of vital importance, but the

struggle to maintain it is too often little short

of heart-rending. The organizations lead little

better than a hand-to-mouth existence.

Co-operation and co-operative clubhouses

have been frequently mooted as kindly lights

to "show the way out," but so far as is known
the mooting has come to a head in but one

place, Cincinnati, Ohio.

The modus operandi and the result, after

four years' experience, cannot fail to be of in-

terest and profit.

The Associated Cyclers' Club House Co.,

as the Cincinnati project is titled, was organ-

ized July 4, 1893, by several philanthropic

wheelmen, and it was incorporated at the same

time under the laws of Kentucky for $15,000.

The object of incorporating in Kentucky was

to prevent stockholders from double liability,

which would have been the case if the com-

pany had been organized under the laws of

Ohio. This foresight of the incorporators

proved very beneficial in disposing of the

stock, as at the present time nearly all the

shares have been taken.

While the financial affairs of the clubhouse

have always been in a prosperous condition,

no dividend has ever been paid on the stock,

the surplus being devoted to improvements

upon the clubhouse. The subscribers to the

stock have, therefore, really donated the

amounts to this worthy purpose. The stock

is worth $10 per share.

Immediately after incorporation, the club-

house company leased the handsome three

-

story stone building at 120 East Ninth street.

This location, while in the very heart of the

city, is very quiet and is an ideal place for a

clubhouse. The house itself is admirably

built, and with the few alterations that were

made, is as good as if originally constructed

for a bicycle clubhouse. On the first floor are

two large and handsomely furnished double

parlors, a meeting room, dining-room and

kitchen. These two latter rooms are exten-

sively used, and a jolly crowd enjoy a little

spread nearly every evening.

The second floor contains the large billiard

hall, card-room, locker-room, where the bi-

cycle clothes may be kept, the bath-rooms,

containing shower, sponge and tub baths,

and the toilet-rooms.

The upper floor contains three large fur-

nished rooms, and the rooms in the rear of

this floor are used as a residence of the jani-

tor. In the rear of the clubhouse is a large

two-story brick building and a capacious yard.

The building is used as a storeroom for the

wheels, and as there is an entrance to this

yard and building from an alley, the wheels

can be taken into the yard and building with-

out any dirt reaching the clubhouse proper.

Been Successfully Solved by the Co-

in Cincinnati.

The Associated Cyclers' Club House is at

present the home of the Porkopolis Wheel-

men, Athletic Cycle Club, America Bicycle

Club, Crescent Wheelmen, Monroe Bicycle

Club and a large number of unattached wheel-

men.

The clubhouse proper is managed by twelve

directors, who are elected annually. They
have the entire charge and manage the club-

house by selecting sub-committees from the

board. At present the following well-known

wheelmen and bicycle manufacturers are in

office and have been for several years: Presi-

dent, Geo. T. O'Brien; vice-president, H.

Gage Hook; treasurer, I. M. Krohn; secre-

tary, Chas. F. Williams. The remaining di-

rectors are: J. E. Poorman, Chas. Hanauer,

David Spritz, Wm. Greenfielder, S. C. Little-

page, J. C. Workum, E. J. Tully and A. O.

Kaplun.

The dues in the clubhouse are payable quar-

terly, in advance, and are $2.25 for the quarter.

for

the

that

that

;2.25

this

Each club pays $2.25 each quarter

each member upon the books of

club, while the unattached members,

is, the members of the clubhouse

do not belong to any club, pay

into the clubhouse treasury. By
means a club pays merely in proportion to its

membership. A club with only forty mem-
bers can by this method secure quarters in

this, the best equipped bicycle clubhouse in

the State, for only $80 per month, which is

less than they could rent the bare halls of

any house.

The several clubs are practically as inde-

pendent in the clubhouse as if they were in

their own quarters. They can arrange their

own dues, make rules and regulations for their

own government, meet wiienevcr they desire,

and their officers have little ov nothing to

do except preside at meetings or on club

runs. A club of five or ten members can be as

independent as a club of several hundred.

There arc practically no rnlis rcgulaling the

members of the clubhouse except "Bo ;\

gentleman" and "No gambling permitted."

All rooms in the clubhouse are open at all

times and to all members, except when a

meeting is being held by one of the clubs in

the meeting room, that room is then private to

the members of that club until the meeting is

ended. As there are four rooms in addition

to the meeting-room that can be used as

meeting-rooms, four or five clubs can

have meetings at the same time without con-

flict. The plan adopted aims and gives to

each club the privacy and independence which

they would have if they were in their own
clubhouse.

Outside of the meetings, the members of the

different clubs commingle and are on as inti-

mate terms as if they were members of the

same club.

Should any club desire to have a reception,

"ladies' night" or other similar affair, the gen-

eral secretary of the Associated Cyclers' Club

house is notified, and he posts the notice upon
the bulletin board. The entire clubhouse is

given to that club for the evening. If, how-
ever, a member of a different club should hap-

pen in during the festivities he is assured a

cordial welcome. There is no restriction upon
the members that they shall not be present

upon such occasions of the different clubs, but

it is understood that the clubhouse is given

over entirely to the club having the festivities

and the other members are gentlemen enough
to remain away.

This plan has been in operation for nearly

five years and there has never yet been a clash.

The secretaries of the different clubs have

each a private closet where the books, records,

etc., of his particular club are kept.

Club-life in Cincinnati is, perhaps, different

from club-life in any other large city. In most
other places they have, one or two very large

clubs that are able to maintain commodious
houses. In this city, however, things are

much different, and previous to the organiza-

tion of the Associated Cyclers, although there

were many clubs, there was not a clubhouse

worthy of the name. Since the organization

of the Associated Cyclers, however, things

have changed and the organization has been

the means of creating several large clubs.

There is not, of course, much profit in the

management of the clubhouse, and the wheel-

men are indebted to the Lozier Mfg. Co.,

makers of the Cleveland, and the Union Cycle

Mfg. Co., of Boston, makers of the Union,
who contributed liberally to the maintenance

of the clubhouse. Chas. Hanauer and J. E.

Poorman, two of the largest and oldest cycle

dealers in the city, also are among the most
liberal of the donors.

The members of the clubhouse, or the

clubs themselves, have never been called upon
for assessments, donations or to purchase

tickets, which is the same as an assessment.

In the National circuit meet of 1893, and the

State meet of 1894, when nearly $1,400 was
lost, merely the guarantors were called upon
to assist in paying the deficiency.

WHEKE WHISKERS KEIGN.

The great beauty of always expecting Kan-
sas to retain first position in the list of idiotic

law-makers is the absolute certainty that you
will never be disappointed. How Kansas
rises to the occasion is shown in the recent

passing of a cycle ordinance by the City Coun-
cil of Wichita, where one sagacious Kansas
l.iw-maker sought to incorporate a clause in

the ordinance compelling all riders to bathe
daily. It was only because some of the city

fathers were themselves riders that the amend-
niont failed to become a law.
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WHERE THE MONEY GOES.

The Leaks, Elxtravagancics, Neglect and Incompetence Which Cause the Profits

of Cycle-Making to Be Turned into Losses.

Experience is a wise teacher and the les-

sons which it has taught tlie cycle trade during

recent years are interesting and chockful of

morals.

The teacher came my way during the

past two seasons, not in angelic visitations,

but early and quite often. To speak more
plainly, the writer held a responsible position

in a cycle manufacturing concern which be-

came "embarrassed," as they say when they

desire to let the unfortunate down easily.

The causes leading up to the embarrass-

ment, or some of them at any rate, are within

my knowledge. He who runs may read, and

li in the trade there is anyone who cares to

profit by another's experience and observa-

tion, he is welcome to mine.

The factory with which I was connected

was at least fairly well-known and produced

something like 15,000 bicycles annually.

Of course, every man who establishes him-

self in the cycle trade believes that it requires

only the application of common business

sense to command success, but few of those

who came into the trade within the last lour

or five years knew the needs of the public or

fully realized how long and how ceaseless had

been the labor evolving the mcthotis

and systems which enabled the old concerns

to stop the "factory leaks" and to place them-

selves in their commanding positions.

This lack of knowledge or experience is

felt in every department. -The average man
who is shown through a factory sees but an

arnjy of busy workmen and at every turn he

hears the hum and buzz and whir of industry;

he sees great quantities of tubing and forgings

and parts, sees long rows of completed or

partly completed wheels, and leaves im-

pressed with the size, prosperity and facilities

of the plant.

The practiced eye would, however, be quick

to discern .shortcrjuiings and a few days' in-

vestigation would soon convice the expert that

some of the shortcomings were very long.

It is quite possible that a talk with the so-

called superintendent would convince him that

that worthy was little more than an ordinary

machine hand with a good (low of language

and an exalted opinion of his ability and

positif»n in the trade.

It is this superintendent that used the pencil

and paper that convinced the head of the

house that there were "millions in it"
—

"il" be-

ing the manufacture of bicycles as constructed

by himself. His figures show exactly !iow

much it will cost to turn out each and every

cone, and hub, and screw; how much to build

and file a frame, and when he has gone down
the lilt and completed his cttimate of the cost

oi labor, he has shown his employer that the

labor necessary tf> prrxlucc a perfect bicycle

IS, say, %^t't» He then adds the cost of ma-
terial, and the manufacturer tacks on rent, in-

surance, interest, advertising and incidentals,

and basing the estimate on l^.^OO wheels, an

average profit of $10 per bicycle it shown
f)n an investment of $2U(l,<NKl or J.V»,(X>0, the

of $|.'»'».tKH» per annum
I man to shake hands with

himself.

But once the theory and estimates are re

duced to actual practice, how sadly do they

go askew! .\fter great brain-racking and

consultation, the design of the bicycle is

agreed on and the skilled help, the tool

makers, are set at work, and after weeks of

expensive hand labor, a completed model is

submitted to the manufacturer and is ap-

proved. Then all hands are run under forced

pressure to get out samples for the traveling

men. and the tools to make the goods in the

regular manner.

.As the traveler departs the last assurance he

receives is that in one month all tools will be

completed and wheels be ready for shipment.

.\iul the manufacturer lolls in his chair and

calls up visions of the nearing influx of gold.

He imagines his troubles are over. But, in

reality, they have scarcely begun.

The tool-making is rushed, and in a few

days the jigs and templates are well under

way, when word is received from Traveler

Sellemquick that Mr. Kiker does not like

the design of the si)rocket or the drop of the

crank-hanger. They must be altered on the

wheels which he may order or he will pur-

chase elsewhere.

Mr. Kiker is a good agent, sells a large

number of wheels, and as it is the manufac-

turer's desire to please his trade, the altera-

tions are made, although new jigs and pat-

terns are required. They cost a few hundred

dollars, of course, but as they will enable Mr
Kiker to increase his sales, it is money well

spent! The loss of time far exceeds the cost

of the work done and of the tools, and here

enters the first item that did not appear in

the superintendent's estimate.

,\nd here, let me state, that this "desire to

please the trade" cost the concern which I

h.Tve in mind a pretty penny. Before a year

closed these alterations meant that the firm

was making what were virtually one hundred
and odd difTerent patterns of wheels and thirty

odd designs in sprockets. I was in position to

know and can vouch for the truth of this as-

sertion.

The factory is now humming, but the super-

intendent reports that work is not coming
through as rapidly as he anticipated. In order

to turn out (|uantities sufficient to meet the

estimate of l.'i.OiMi wheels, the foreman says

he must have other tools and another milling

machine and another screw machine, and

the old tools are discarded and new ones

made and the required machinery is pur-

chased—and here enters delay, and item No.

2, that did not appear in the estimate. This

casting aside old tools and making new ones

goes on cAnlinually until the cost foots well

into the thousands, but it is done so grad-

ually that cost is mil considererl. cir. at

any rate, is thought of small importance,

and the superintendent maintains that money
so invested docs not materially enter into the

cost of the wheel!

•After the season has fairly advanced the

manufacturer begins to look for his returns

and finds that they have not arrived in the

ftt>ms anticipated, or have been put to immed-
iate use when received. With no material

increase in his bank account he decides l.i find

the cause. Of course, he makes a tour of the

factory, but he sees nothing unusual. Let it

be assumed that he engages a competent ex-

pert to investigate the matter, and what a

number of "leaks"—and every leak is a drib-

ble of money— is found?

Your expert finds, for instance, that large

belts are working with an over pull, getting

less belt surface on the pulley, which means

more horse power and more coal.

In the tool and experimental department

he finds a large variety of component parts

in various stages of completion upon which

some would-be inventor has been experiment-

ing at the expense of the manufacturer. Tools

in all manner of condition are scattered about

the factory, some completed and never used,

others partially completed and then thrown

aside, while even more are found broken.

Inquiry reveals that the new tools, while

they are all right, are thrown aside because,

after being finished, a better way of doing the

work for which they were intended was

thought of, consequently others were made.

The partially-completed tools were not fin-

ished because it was found that the draughts-

man, tool-maker or someone, not now em-

ployed, had made a mistake. It is odd that

in every instance where a costly mistake has

been made it is found that the guilty party

has long-since been dismissed.

The expert, going further in the investiga-

tion, finds jigs that are not in use because the

angles on some of the pieces were changed

from the original design, and before he gets

through with the tool department, he finds an

unnecessary cost of thousands of dollars lay-

ing around, out of which not one cent has

ever been or ever will be realized. The ex-

pert next visits the machine shop and finds

broken jiarts of all descriptions in nearly

every nook and corner. Crank-hangers,

countersunk too deeply or threaded wrongly,

sprockets milled wrongly, cones and cups

with heavy tool marks in them so deep that

the grinder could not possibly get them out

without having them under or over size, con-

nections of all kinds machined at wrong
angles. In fact, large quantities of almost

every part are found in some cranny, and no

one knows just how much of this wasted ma-

terial has gone out in the scrap and boring

pile. The foreman tells the factory man that

the men, who are piece-workers, were not

paid for the damaged parts, but does not say

how the firm will get even on the loss of time

and material. .All this defective work lessens

the capacity, and must necessarily increase the

cost of the parts that are turned out in good
condition.

An inspection of the frame room discloses

the same state of affairs. Pieces of tubing arc

lying here, there and everywhere, and the

foreman explains that he had a man cutting

tube who was careless, and cut "some" too

short. Tubes are seen with heavy dents in

them, caused, the foreman says, by a careless

boy, and when he gets time he will fill the

dents with soft solder and round them up and

they will never be noticed when in the frame.

But how about the increased cost, to say noth-

ing of the agent's ire if he has occasion tr) re-

pair this particular frame? In another cor-

ner is found a pile of tubes that have been

burned in brazing, during a time when a fore-
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man addicted to drink was in charge! It is

only after su'ch an inspection that one can ap-

preciate the number of corners there are in a

bicycle factory, and more surprising it is to

find that every corner contains damaged ma-
terial of some description.

In turn the expert visits each department

and finds the same lax methods prevalent

everywhere. The polishing room produces

nuts with the corners polished round and a

great number of parts polished too much.

The nickel room shows parts that have been

nickeled too heavily on threaded parts and

which will have to have the top run through

or the die run over them. The wheel room
has lots of rims with the holes for nipple-

washers countersunk too deeply, thereby mak-

ing it necessary to buy shorter spokes or dis

-

gard the rims; broken spokes are there by the

barrel, and nipples by the box, all because

the spokes had been threaded wrongly or

nickeled too heavily and would not work fast

enough in the hands of the piece-workers.

The assembly room has boxes of parts scat-

tered here and there in various stages of di-

lapidation—hubs, cones, cranks, etc., that

would not fit readily and were tossed aside for

a part that would enable the worker to turn

out more work and thereby earn more money.

Perhaps the expert finds such a state of affairs

that he carries his investigation further and

asks to look at the accounts, and,

seeing them, wonders what could have

been done with so many drills; he finds

that the boys who run the drill presses,

and who are piece-workers, have had

no regard for the cost of drills, and in their

anxiety to get out work have broken hundreds

of drills unnecessarily. He next finds the

bills for files, emery cloth and hack saws un-

usually heavy and starts for the frame room
again.

The foreman is either using a flu.x; that

he says causes no scale or a glassy de-

posit during the brazing process, or does not

pay proper attention to his pickling vat, and

allows the solution to become weak from con-

tinued use without renewal, and, in conse-

quence, it does not remove the borax scale;

and the bills for files run up and up until

even the men themselves are astonished. But

the crowning point is reached when the pay

roll shows a total- of $64,000 for a period of

seventeen weeks, and an average of 350 men
employed, a daily average per man of less than

$2.00, which looks very nice until it is fig-

ured that the entire amount of work done will

not net more than 8,000 bicycles, an expendi-

ture of $8.00 per machine for labor alone, as

against $5.50, which had been originally fig-

ured.

Then it is easy to see how defective work,

delay in getting tools and the changes in

method of working a part, run up the cost,

and if this same percentage of increase is

added to the cost of material, etc., it will come

nearer representing the actual cost of a bicy-

cle than all the figures the so-called superin-

tendent can give you early in the season.

The great trouble is that most men give a

correct estimate of the capacity of the fac-

tory, but do not estimate the capacity of the

brains which operate this factory. For

instance, the foreman will place new

tools in the turret of a machine and

turn out 200 cones in Uii liours, and fig-

uring at this rate, says he can make the

cones for the 15,000 bicycles in twenty-five

weeks, and starting December 1st, this will

finish the machine work the latter part of May.
But when June 1st arrives, he finds that his

average per day for that particular machine

was only 150. He then discovers that he

should have allowed for the varying condi-

tion of stock used, the changeable moods of

men doing the work, and a thousand and one

little annoyances that continually occur to

men and machines throughout the season.

The subject is well-nigh endless, and other

instances without number could be cited, but

enough has been told that may cause some
people in the trade to think and to investi-

gate, and perhaps will give the general pub-

lic a bare idea of some of the items that pre-

vent cycles from being sold for a song. Eter-

nal vigilance is required in a factory, and it

comes high.

This article, of course, does not deal with

the effect other branches of the business

might have on the factory work, for it is pos-

sible that the ready-tongued superintendent

might show how the buying of material and
selling of the product caused all the trouble

and brought about embarrassment. That
phase of the matter is for others to discuss.

x.x.x.

BALLS NOW A FORGE PRODUCT.

In this age of forgings it is not surprising

that even balls should be forged, nor is it sur-

prising that the Fitchburg Steel Ball Co., of

Fitchburg, Mass., should inaugurate the new
process. The members of the Fitchburg con-

cern have grown up with the industry and

know its every point. It is claimed by them
that balls made by forging are greatly super-

ior, as regards crushing strength and wear-

ing qualities, and, therefore, that method of

construction is utilized.

They are hammer-forged from bars of

105 and 110 carbon steel, each ham-
mer being capable of forging several

nests of balls, as shown. They are then

cut apart and go through the usual anneal-

ing, hardening and hammering process, the

latter being a special process of the Fitch-

burg Co. Afterward they are ground with

new and improved grinding machinery, the

result being, it is claimed, as nearly perfect

sphere as it is possible to produce.

They guarantee an accuracy of 1-10,000 of

an inch, it being their purpose to confine

themselves to supplying purchasers who de-

sire nothing but the best.

The rapidity with which the company got its

plant into running order is worthy of remark.

The buildings were occupied on July 1st, and
six weeks later the first balls were ground,

the machines all having been designed and

built within that time.

FULL OF TROUBLE.

"It is hard enough to be 'sat upon' by every-

body, goodness knows," groaned the piuni-

matic saddle, "without having to be blown up

besides."

HELPS TO SUCCESS.

It will net injure the cycle dealer's chances

of success if he take to heart some of these

ideas, which have been born of experience:

Pay your bills promptly.

No man's note is as good as his cash.

An appeal to the eye often reaches the

purse.

The commercial value of a smile has never

been fully estimated.

Don't take down your sign until yo>i are

ready to quit business.

The shabbiest knickerbockers often hide

the fattest pocket-book.

Hear troubles patiently, even if yon have

heard them a thousand times before.

Dead stock on the shelves and in the wheel

racks means a hole in the cash drawer.

Never abuse your conscience by claiming

that a poor account is better than none.

Selling out at cost is very poor bait with

which to catch first-class customers in the

cycle trade.

The longings of unrequited love are only

equaled by woman's desire to appear graceful

on a bicycle.

When you promise a wheel or a repair job

see that the promise is kept, or, if not, that

an apology and explanation for its not being

so is promptly forthcoming.

The boy with the juvenile wheel only wants

a trifling repair done, but he may in time be-

come a cash customer for a high-grade ma-
chine; so, in fact, may his parents.

Some customers are entitled to an opinion

of their own regarding a wheel or its equip-

ment, and may desire to express it; and if they

do, prove yourself a good listener.

SPROCKET TE^TI.\G.

Some experiments were recently conducted

to determine the comparative efficiency of

sprockets of different sizes. To carry out the

experiment the bicycle was inverted, and
the frame securely attached to the floor.

A thin steel band had one end at-

tached to the tire, and the other end
carrying a weight which was raised by the

band being wound upon the tire, a second
weight being hung from a scale pan attached

to the pedal, whence the efticiency of the por-

tion of the mechanism transmitting the power
could be calculated.

A long series of readings were taken with

the same large sprocket with seven, eight

and nine-toothed sprockets on the rear, and
with pedal weights varying from two pounds
to fifty pounds. The average efficiencies in

each case were as follows: Seven-tooth,

89.9; eight-tooth. 91.5; nine-tooth, 98.4.

This shows the eight-tooth to have 98.9 per
cent of the efliciency of the nine-tooth

sprocket, and the se\en liKUh to have !Hi per
cent of the efliciency of the nine-tooth

sprocket, other conditions being equal. The
result proves that there is less chain pressure

upon the teeth of tlie larger wheels, and hence
less wear.

HALF AND HALF.

Woman is always lady-like on a bicycle,

until she tries to dress and look like a man,

then she succeeds in being neither.

APPLY FOR SPACE NOW.

Kacli year Hartley v'v tirahain, the well-

known sundry house in this city, issue a very
complete catalogue of cycle accessories. Tlie
'98 volume is already under way, and as the

firm olTers a very wide range, any mauufac
turev with an article of any merit is usually

given space. Vo all manufacturers who de-

sire space, Hartley & Ciraham give notice that

word must be received at once.
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GETTING GEARS CUT.

How Ihe Rnmor-Moniferi* Are Making a Scare

Regarding This VTben None Should

Exist.

Will there be any difliculty in obtaining all

the gears necessary to build chainless bi-yclcs

next season?

The prediction has been freely made by

some that chainless bicycles would be con-

spicuous only by their absence in '98, so far

as a general supply goes; but this is ques-

tioned by some manufacturers, as well as by

others who claim to be in position to know.

The Pratt & Whitney Co., of Hartford, are

among these.

Mr. Whitney, who is in position, through his

wide acquaintance with manufacturers of bi-

cycles and suppliers of machinery generally,

throughout the country, to retlect the progress

of events mechanical, gives it as his opinion

that the number of chainless bicycles placed

upon the market next year will surprise those

who have not kept pace with the movement.

Unquestionably, there is more preparation be-

ing quietly made in shops throughout the

country than the public has any idea of. It

is evident to those in the know that few—very

few—of the big makers will be caught entirely

napping should there be a sudden and unex-

pected popularity developed by the chainless.

But should the chainless score a distinct

success, inducing a heavy demand, there

would be a rush to cover from many makers

who have hitherto looked askance at the

geared maciiinc, and hence made no prepar-

ations for its production. Should this be the

case, there would be trouble. The gear-cut-

ting capacity of the country is comparatucly

limited. That is to say, of the kind necessary

to produce gears of the accuracy and durabil-

ity requisite for successful bicycle application.

As is well-known, the supply of chainless

bicycles is dependent entirely upon the gear-

making machinery of the country, and this,

at the present time, is not to be had at a mo-
ment's notice.

The Pope Mfg. Co. has spent large sums in

purchasing and perfecting the special ma-

chinery needful for the cutting of the gears

which will drive the chainless Columbias, and

they expect to be in a position to supply a

portion of the demand for years from bicycle

manufacturers working under their patents.

There arc, of course, any number of shops

m the country capable »f turning nut gears,

but it is claimed by experts that the majority

of these would not embody the absolute ex-

actness and quality which arc pre-rr(|uisites

in bicycle gears, where the slightest variation

in pitch or alignment would impair that

smoothness of running which is one of the

essentials of a geared bicycle, and without

which It cannot hope to live (or a moment
against its chain-driven brother. Therefore,

titc first season of the chainless—assuming
that It scores heavily on its debut— will prob-

ably witness a rush for gears only equalcrl by
llie demand (or parts and supplies during the

winter of '!>.•"> 6. Popr will take care oi his

licensees—as far as may l>e practicable Other
concerns arc also in position to .supply gears

to bicycle manufacturers; and some of inc

latter, a* already stated, are quietly prr>viding

ways and means in their own shops.

Nothing is causing more quirt amusement
among kuprrintrndcnts and mechanics gen-

erally than the statement which has been

given space in so many papers to the eficct

that it would be impossible to make bevel

gears except upon specially devised gear-cut-

ting machines, and, therefore, bicycle manu-

facturers would find it out of the question to

build chainless bicycles, even if they wanted

to, owing to their inability to procure the

gears; and this opinion has not only been

given utterance in the daily press, but even

cycling journals, which are supposed to be

sufficiently cognizant of the ordinary methods

of manufacture to avoid such a blunder, have

not hesitated to boldly make the same state-

ment.

As a matter of fact—and to repeal once

more—there is undoubtedly a scarcity at the

present of the special gear-cutting machines,

such as have been installed by the Pope Mfg.

Co., and which, or types of which, will event-

ually have to be used by every large maker

who may propose to make geared bicycles in

large quantities and of the greatest exactitude.

These particular machines are not only ex-

pensive—running up into the thousands of

dollars—but require considerable time to

build. The Columbia factory has cornered

the factory on these, having corralled all that

are in immediate sight. But there are a r.um-

ber of large machinery manufacturers in busi-

ness to-day who will undertake specific orders

for any reasonable number of special machines

for gear-cutting purposes, and what is of

equal importance, guarantee deliveries—and

prompt deliveries at that. One of the largest

machine houses in New York, when inter-

viewed by The Wheel, laughed at the idea

of the large machine builders of the country

finding themselves, with all their immense re-

sourceful capacity and fertility of inven-

tion, unequal to the task of supplying

the demand for such machinery as might

be demanded for gear-cutting. All with-

in a reasonable time, of course. It

would be manifestly impossible to furnish

machines at a days notice; but he was wil-

ling to engage to supply machines to do the

work within thirty days. Not that they would

e(jual in capacity or size those of Pope; but

they would do the work. There was the im-

portant point.

Moreover, the small maker need not he en-

tirely dependent upon special machinery.

There is not a competent and experienced

superintendent f)r foreman in the country who
will not engage to cut the comparatively

small supply of gears that might be demanded
of him upon his milling machines. It is not

maintained, of course, that gears cut by this

method would be equal in accuracy to those

cut on specially-devised machines. Except

with the very greatest care they would not

possess that rigid exactitude demanded by a

chainless bicycle that is to stand the test of

lessened friction and greater durability when
placed in competition with the high grade

chain wheel of to-day. But they would serve,

and what is more, the difference would he in

ap|)rrciablc by the average man.

This, of Course, applies to gears m.ide on
milling machines with all the care that n piece

'>f work (or which the requirements are so ex-

acting demands. Nay, it is an open question

as to the extent to which special fixtures, in

tended (or that particular purpose, and applied

to the ordinary miller would enahle this in-

accuracy to be decreased; as to whether this

could not be reduced to such a degree that

the gears, so cut, might well bear comparison

with those cut on the special automatic ma-
chinery. The most serious drawback in such

a method, as compared with the other, would

be its slowness. This, if the production were

to be greatly increased, would seriously en-

hance the cost. Indeed, it would not take

long to reach such a figure as to become a

momentous question. But for a small pro-

duction, and present purposes, this need only

receive passing consideration. It could, and

doubtless would, be speedily overcome.

Primarily, it may be safely assumed that a

large majority of next year's chainless wheels

will be of the ordinary bevel-gear variety.

This being the case, the question is resolved

into one of the shape of the tooth; the pitch;

the exactness of construction, and the method
employed for the transmission of power from

the crank-shaft to the rear wheel. Taking the

last first, there is but small doubt that the pre-

vailing type will be one with a bevel gear at

both crank-hanger and rear wheel, the power
being transmitted by a long shaft running

through the lower right hand rear fork tube,

thus preventing any appreciable increase in

the width of tread. One bevel will be integral

with the crank-shaft, two others with the

transmitting or fore-and-aft shaft, and the

fourth with the rear hub; all running upon
ball bearings, and with means of opening for

inspection and adjustment provided. Flex-

ible shaft transmission methods have been the

subject of much experiment, but, unless some
maker has something up his sleeve as yet un-

known or unannounced, there will be but few

of these in practical use next spring, what-

ever may be the case later on.

Shape of tooth and pitch are by no means
definitely decided.

The involute tooth will predominate—will

be almost universal; but pitch will vary great-

ly, ranging all the way from eight to fourteen.

One prominent manufacturer will use five-

eighth-inch face and ten-inch pitch. Quarter-
inch balls are used in the gear-bearings and
rear hub, and five-sixteenth in the crank-
hanger. The tread is just under five inches,

and the machine scales in the neighborhood
iti twenty-five pounds.

Considerable variation in the angles of con-
tact is allowed by the bevel gear, but a con-
siderably greater degree of rigidity in the

rear frame is necessary. The alignment must
be accurate. A variation in the frame that

would be unnoticcable in the chain bicycle

would seriously afTect the running qualities of

the other. Therefore a rigid frame and accu-

rately made gears are two essentials. To pro-

vi<lc ilie former is not so diHicult; it is in the

latter that cheap makers are going to fall

down. ICxperiment and continued use will

soon determine the best pitch and shape of

tooth, but errors in its methods of manufac-

ture are not so easily guarded against. In-

creasc<l production, at the expense of accu-

racy and care, is bound to be in evidence,

t iears will be erroneously designed, im-

properly or carelessly machined, and, ten to

line, not hardened at all; for hardening means
not only the delay and expense of the process,

but also the added cost of grinding, in itself

no inconsiderable item. It may well be ques-

liiined whether some of the more pretentious

machines, also, will not be found without har-

dened gears. Let this but come to pass and
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the chainless wheel will be seriously handi-

capped at the outset of the contest for suprem-
acy, which will ere long be waging between it

and the chain bicycle. But a small percent-

age of the gearless mounts going wrong in a

community will be enough for many-tongued
rumor to magnify the evil out of all propor-
tion to its actual value, with what efifect is

easily foreseen.

It is only, however, on the illy-planned,

cheaply-constructed chainless wheels that

these evils need be apparent. A carefully-de-

signed gear, with shape of tooth, points of

contact, and other details scientifically ar-

ranged for, will be in position to hold its own
so far as constructive merit goes. As to the

type itself, that is purely a matter of the sur-

vival of the fittest. The battle cannot be

fought out on paper. The tests of the road

and the path will tell their owri story.

The Pratt & Whitney Company is already

making gears for several of the bicycle manu-
facturers who are contemplating the market-

ing of a chainless bicycle in 1898, and Mr.

Whitney states that they expect to turn out a

considerable number of these. If the demand
increases it will serve to revivify many now
quiet shops, and will, on that score alone,

prove a blessing.

Mr. Whitney declined to commit himself

when asked for an expert opinion as to the

merits and demerits of the gears being turned

out by them for bicycle propulsion. He re-

gards the question as one which is of too

great importance to venture a premature

opinion on. It will have to work out its own
salvation, and stand or fall by the practical

test of all-around and continued usage.

CHANGES AT GREENVILLE.

H. A. Lozier is now president of the

Greenville (Pa.) Tube Co. Fred. W. Ens-

worth resigned the office and Mr. Lozier was

unanimously chosen to succeed him. The me-

chanical department of the mill has been

placed in charge of R. C. Stiefel, inventor of

the well-known tube-making process which

bears his name.

WORTHY OF EXAMINATION.

Among the pedals being offered the

trade is the Alvin, shown herewith, manu-

factured by the Cycle Components Co., of 18

Maiden Lane, New York. The improved

' y ".

Alvin is light and strong, and special

attention has been paid to rendering

the adjustment simple and effective, while

the price is decidedly interesting. The com-
pany will this year add a lady's pedal to its

regular line.

TOWER FOR THIEM.

Daniel L. Tower, of 95 Chambers street,

New York, has closed arrangements to repre-

sent Thiem & Co., of St. Paul, Minn., in the

East. Thiem & Co. manufacture a line of

cycle specialties, of which their wire toe-clips

are, perhaps, the best known.

ON A SANDY ROAD.

The Dreadnaught Tire Co. has been or-

ganized, and has established an office at 253

Broadway, New York. F. W. Barker is the

manager of the concern, and the tire is his in-

vention. It is of the puncture-proof variety,

and has a flat tread in which is imbedded a

strip of wood, having concave sides and pivots

between them, allowing the wood to yield with

the motion of the tire. The Dreadnaught is

claimed to be "the speediest tire upon a loose

or sandy road, because the broad, flat surface

peculiar to it moves upon the top of the sand,

and does not drag through it like the ordinary

round tire."

HANDY AS A TRAMP DISCOURAGER.

As its title implies, the Iver Johnson's Arms
and Cycle Works, Fitchburg, Mass., manu-

facture fire arms as well as bicycles, and it

seems the most natural thing in the world

that they should produce a shooting-iron de-

signed for cyclists. This they have done, the

"gun" having been just placed on the market.

It is a small five-shot revolver of the auto-

matic style, with a short second barrel, and on

account of its small size it may be easily car-

ried in the pocket, and affords a means of

protection against vicious dogs and the high-

wayman and other enemies of cycling.

DUE TO DIAMOND FRAMES.

"I see that some of the society papers say

that it is unladylike for women to ride the bi-

cycle."

"That depends. I suppose this claim was
made because so many of them are now riding

gentlemanlike."

WE ARE HEADQUARTERS FOR

CHAINS, SADDLES,

STEEL BALLS, PEDALS,

NICKEL-PLATED CRANKS, HUBS,

SPOKES, NIPPLES, ETC.

Special Drives in Some of the Above.

^ International

Cycle nttinp

^ Company,(§)

74 READE ST..

NEW YORK.

So".

WRITE TO US BEFORE PLACING AN ORDER.

Kiiully iiu'iilioii 'riu' Wheel.
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Arc up-to-date, popular, stylish and comfortable.

THEY WILL NOT SAG OR CAUSE
SADDLE SORENESS.

DEALERS: It will pay you to handle them.

AGENTS WANTBD IN ALL VMOCCVPICD
TKBBITOBT. BUILT TO SIT ON.

NOT TO STRADDLE.
0<Be« aad Factory: 189-101 W. Lamed Bt. H..nr..tor.d b, THE WHEELER SADDLE CO., Detroit, Mich.

RECENT PATENTS.

•5fiC>,4:30. CTUNKSHAH AND SPROCKET WHEEL COHRBC-
TION TUBREPOR. Wiluii Cbaktiu. SprlD««eld. Mui. PUed
Pebll. 1S9T 3*n»l No 822.901 (Ho model)

690.4:74. VALVE FOR IMFLATIMO PNEUMATIC TIRBa WaI
wici Bkoocu, Muicbectcr, Bngland. Filed Aug. 7. 1896. 8«rt*] No
602 DM (No model.)

6 90,4:3 9. BICYCLfrSEAT Ciailb B McDoxalo. CtUc*^ ta
raed Ai«. M, 1«96. Seiltl Ma «03,7SL (Mo model)

=£=QQ =^.

flaim- 1 The combination with the criiodrical bracket or lup-

port haring ball-ca>e9, or the cone-prorided crank-ehaft, equipped at

one end with a rrank. and haTing it< other end foraed with the cup-

flange, and Iheiecond crank prorided at ita inner intumed end with the

cirrular flange, ^et in »«iil .up-flange of the cr»nk-»h»ft, the iprockeU

wheel ba'inr ita aperlured middle portion fitted about tbe crank-

ahafl eup-IUnge and having the iowardlj-projectjng portiona which

oeriie the face of taid cirrular crank-flange, the Krewn which paa
tbroufh «aid inwardl^r-projerting portionsof the sprocket-wheel, and

both the crank and crank-abaft flangen. and the balU, •ubnUntiallv

aa deacnbed

G9U.H07. PRAMfrJOINT Edwin J FiiLtr. Smcuae. M t

.

HMgaor to Um B C SUvna * Coinptiijr, ame place. FlM Jul 9,

1W7 flvlal Ho 618.633 (Mo model)

C/iilm.—l A ralve lor pneumatic tire« lor wheel* made ofelaa-
tic malerial » ith one end flattened, and if preferred, twisted also, and
the other end tubular and prorided with a suiubly-broad flange br
which it i> fixed to the inflauble part qf the lire, the flattened end
of the ralve, as well a« part of the open end being inside the inflat-

able part of the tire, with a spigot held in place in and closing the
outer end of the ralie. substantially as and for the purpose set forth

37.660. HANDLE-BAR FDR CYCLEa RuDOLPB A AJiBcauiTi,

Menden. Conn. Filed Aug 4. 1897. SertaJ Mo 647,130 Term of

pttent 7 jrevs.

Cln.m—] In 'onilMnAtmn "iih arrank haiigrr tube |MT)orated

to receive Ih' main fram^ member*, an intenor tube having flattened

Mm opposite «aid (M-rforations and rorreaponding «inaller perforit-

lion, in said flattened sidea to rrceir* the reioforccreeota of said main

frajae mefflberv

9O.4O2. DRACHABLBAHDAIUUnABLBBAIDLB-BAR
FOR BICYCLSa Onui W Moun. PhUaMphh. Pi. FlM Dec 3.

IW Vnal Ho STOitU (loBOdtl.)

1><a I. Til* raabisalion of a sloU«d slMnnghar hating at

Ike (op • seal or •ad'llr • handle bar adapted to said .addle but
vartlcaJljr rMioeab!^ * tl^prnding «t«m rnnnerled to said

UadW-bv aad pr.. v. th, .liwrinj bar and having a
'•* P»"J***'»t thf.

:. : ih<- «mr, and a nut on said .leer-

•II bar for e*(a|i«| »iih laid >ia(i. tubuantjallr •• sptviAed

r> OU.4 C r, . atAT rusT por uacLU aidmw c owdiwmmi.
kMM*. T tMgvv U Plamm B Ooiiteioii(b. MM MlM
PlidBlVilllM lanaj Ma «M.«« (VeaoM)

'si

Clamm. 1. In a bicycle, the seat A, approiimaleiv semicircular in

outline and comprising the bottom portion A'. h.iving the forwardly-

projecting pommel .\'. and the upwardly-extending; flange A' ar-

ranged around the rear and sides of the seat and ta)tcniig downward
toward the body of the seat as it approaches the front, said flangea

terminating some distance in rear of the pommel portion, a spring-

bracket mounted transversely of the bicycle and consisting of out-

wardly-extending arm.s having their outer ends bentupnard near the

aide edge* of the seat, and a pivotal connection between the bent endi

of the bracket-arms and sidle flanges of the seal, the said bent por-

tions of the bracket-arms lyinc close to the under side of the seat

2 7 , 6 4- . BICTCLtCOTER. Htuili MiOL ChtaMo 01 P1M

.

June n 1W7 Serttl No 642.759 Tsrrfl of pOnH 7 jmn

CWsa — The datiga for a bicycle-cover subataotially aa karaia

akown aod daacnbed

•5 H .S . -^ 7 4 . bicycle Ciatus R Hiut« WlUiuna»orL H,
PtM Jia 16 1(97 8«rwl No 6I94M (Mo model)

Cta'tm —The design for a handle-bar as herein shown and de

•cribwl

090,489. BICTCU-BRAKE Ciailm J. Sranu ud Cati J

Pin. Brxnklra H T Piled Aug It. 1896 8«i1el Mo 6(B.099 (No

' laim I III liif-<irU a frame roniposed •! in.. -i>mlcylill-

dncal tube* having iheir Hal fari- seeurrd together al oni- rnd and
spread apart lateralis at other poinbi. these lube, bent around in a
ronliniio.i. rurvf or sweep and Anally do«n again whera ihey l»r-

minatf and ar* Joined together al or near thr point where the ubea
ftrsi spread lalerally

690,008. PntWATIC TUB OlOMlC TiTLOt. BeW>T. Bi>(-

Uod. PDed lUjr ». 18r Swiil Mo 638.766 (Ho noM)

•fMl«*d.

t'trtim - I In a birycle-braka. the combination of a brake, a

tootkad ring mnaatad to n^illat* ahnat the crank-avlr. and a llek

ronoeriing utd ring and brake with a dn( monoted to rotate »ith
the crank and sdapied lo engage ih» leelh on said ring a .priag nor

mally holdm( .a d do( out nf .ngagement with the nog. aod a spnng

^
of Imm force adapted to ihrvtw the same into engagement therewith

_ and means for dtaengagiog the crank (Vom the driving gear ted for

St far M.d ipr.sa l;e.4 if Mid drsait laUUKliAi.y u "•"'"'"'f "•>• »«tioi> of Ibe ilrongar of Mid iprlnga t«lii»M4 bt

b*ck'ped»liu| suUuiilitU; at deierlbed

CtB)m ~ An amonng for poeumaUc iiree ronusiing of a shaet of
this tle«l or other .uilably elaattr and osn-punciurable maul folded

or heal baek upon itaelf in a ligsag manner t, as la (bnn a fbldad

•trip with overlapping edges which permit to stretch Ibe said meUl
•heel being eHbM-^uentlj' curved lo li ih* tire and applied iberM*
In »i; of Ike ist;! herein deeeHbe4
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National Board of Trade

of Cycle Manufacturers.

320 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

President,

A. L. GARFORD.

Second Vice-President,

C. W. DICKERSON.

First Vice-President,

GEORGE H. DAY.

Treasurer,

W. A. REDDING.

Secretary,

ERNEST R. FRANKS.

National Bicycle Wood Rim
Manufacturers' Association.

President, Treasurer,

E. S. MEAD. N. D. DOUGHMAN.
Secretary,

W. W. STALL, Bedford, Mass.

National Cycle Dealers' Association.

President, First Vice-President,

GEORGE E. HANNAN. F. A. VERY.
Second Vice-President, Treasurer,

J. J. MANDERY. GEORGE COLLISTER.
Secretary,

JOHN McCARGO, St. Louis.

Rubber Tire Association.

President,

THEODORE A. DODGE.

First Vice-President, Second Vice-President,

L. K. McCLYMONDS. GEORGE T. PERKINS.

Treasurer,

GEORGE F. HODGMAN.

Secretary,

KIRK BROWN.

504-506 West Fourteenth Street, New York.

TRADE CHANGES.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.
Washington.—Thomas J. Sweeney's request, Re-

ceiver Albert Sillers, to whom he assigned, be re-

moved, refused by courts.

FLORIDA.
Jacksonville.—Florida Cycle Co., new store at 210-

212 Main street.

ILLINOIS.

Chicago.—Western Cycle Fittings Co., reported suc-

ceeded by G. F. Fraley.

Kankakee.—The Kankakee Bicycle and Refrigerator

Co., closed by the First National Bank of Kankakee.

Liabilities, $40,000; estimates assets, $35,000.

INDIANA.
Fort Wayne.—Meyers & Gofif, East Berry street, dis-

solved partnership, Mr. GoiT selling out his interest

to his partner.

Fort Wayne.—Black & Katt, dissolved. Mr. Katt

will continue the business.

Richmond.—The Richmond Bicycle Co., to be placed

in the hands of a receiver. Liabilities, about $37,000;

estimated assets, $89,000.

IOWA.

Leon.— S. Alexander, new store.

MAINE.
Dover.—C. M. Hoxie, of this place, and G. H.

Hoxie, of Boston, have formed co-partnership, and

will open store.

Portland.—Middlesex Bicycle Co., incorporated with

capital stock $100,000, $400 paid in. Officers, President,

Josiah Thompson, of Minneapolis, Minn.; treasurer,

Jas. Leach, of Boston, Mass.

MARYLAND.
Belair.—IT. E. Hoblitzell, new store.

MASSACHUSETTS.
Amesbury.—S. L. Bartlett, store burglarized; loss

about $25.

Boston.—Chas. B. Hanson failed.

Brookline.—The Brookline Cycle Co., successors to

W. E. Ward & Co., re-opened Harvard street store.

Gardner.—L. G. McKnight & Co., new store.

Haverhill.—Wm. E. Burke, reported assigned.

Lynn.—Wiswell Bros. & Lemay, 337 Essex street,

damaged by fire.

Northboro.—Chas. C. Murray is organizing the

Murray Bicycle Speed Attachment Co., to locate here,

with a capital stock of $50,000.

Sharon.—Fred. Bowers, new store.

Stoughton.—G. T. Chapman will manufacture bi-

cycles.

MICHIGAN.
Detroit.—Alexander E. Sprung, reported recorded

chattel mortgage for $1,200.

Grand Rapids.—Hamilton-Kenwood Cycle plant sold

to Francis Letellier for $15,000.

MINNESOTA.
Minneapolis.—P. A. Myers & Co., reported gave

judgment for $683.

Minneapolis.—Gardner & Davis and F. R. Warner
have been consolidated and incorporated as the Gard-

ner-Warner Hardware Co. The business will be re-

tail and wholesale; specialties being builders' hard-

ware, mechanics' tools, bicycles and bicycle sundries,

cutlery, etc. Their store is at 304-30B Hennepin ave-

nue. Officers: President, H. B. Gardner; vice-presi-

dent, S. M. Davis; secretary and treasurer, F. R.

Warner. Capital stock, $50,000.

St. Paul.— F. M. Smith & Bro. sued by the March-

Davis Cycle Mtg. Co. for $1,998.15.

Winona.—The Winona Wooden Rim Co., whose fac-

tory was burned twn niontha ago, lias cffoided to re-

(JUDU: business,

NEW HAMPSHIRE.
Peterboro.—F. B. Naramore sold out to J. Live-

sey.

NEW JERSEY.
Atlantic City.—The Smith Mercantile Co., incorpo-

rated by E. M. Sweeney, W. T. Smith and John C.

Reed; capital stock, $10,000. They will conduct a bi-

cycle business on a large scale.

NEW YORK.
Bath Beach.—E. F. Fisher disappeared. Stock re-

moved by mortgagee.

Buffalo.—Buffalo Cycle Mfg. Co., incorporated with

capital stock of $125,000. Directors: Fisher C. Ather-

ton, Chas. H. Funnell, Chas. W. Roe, Willis Brown,
Wm. Rooke.
New Berlin.—The Sun Cycle Co. are about to re-

move from Columbus, N. Y., to this place.

New York.—Straus Tire Co. organized, and offices

established at 104 Graham Building.

New York.—Jas. J. Wickwar examined in supple-

mentary proceedings in the City Court, on an as-

signed claim of the Leo Von Raven Publishing Co.,

who obtained a judgment in May last for $163.91

against the Wickwar Cycle Co.

New York.—Lenox Mfg. Co. organized to manufac-
ture bicycles and bicycle sundries. Capital, $50,000,

Directors : Jacob Levy, Annie Levy, Nathan Levy.
New York.—Lincoln Mfg. Co., incorporated by A.

C. Jopling, 32 Liberty street; Jas. H. Marsh and
Julius H. Cohen, of New York; to manufacture
cyclometers and bicycle equipments. Capital stock,

$30,000.

New York.—The Mesinger Mfg. Co., incorporated

by Frederick Mesinger, 1801 First avenue, Henry
Mesinger and Alexander J. Limburg, of New York,

to manufacture bicycles and bicycle sundries. Capi-

tal, $10,000.

Niagara Falls.—The New Electric Cycle Co., re-

ported gave judgments for $129 and $271.

Poughkeepsie.—H. H. Abeel, reported attached for

$1,050.

Rochester.—The Chainless Cycle Co., incorporated

by Thomas Searle, Ella R. Searle and Geo. Wagner,
Jr., of Rochester. Capital stock, $30,000.

OHIO.

Cincinnati.—Avondale Cycle Co., gone out of busi-

ness.

Toledo.—LaFave Clip and Handle-bar Co., sold out

to H. D. Wood, who will conduct it as the Wood
Mfg. Co.

Toledo.—Charles R. Bowman has disposed of his in-

terest in the Columbia bicycle agency.

Toledo.—Oak Cycle plant (W. N. Boyle, propr.)

sold to the Co-operative Cycle Co. The new owners
are W. L. Dilding, B. C. Gray and Henry Conselyea.

PENNSYLVANIA.
Philadelphia.—Thos. J. Witaker, 250 Diamond street,

burglarized; loss, $530.

RHODE ISLAND.

Providence.—Peace Bros. & Co., reporter rccoriUil

chattel mortgage for $89.

Woonsockel.—Edmund R. Darling, damaged by fire.

TEXAS.

Wharton.—Baker & Tiitwliiler, West Mil.in street,

loss of $1,200 by fire.

SUMMARY OF PATENTS.

590,203. Bali-Bearing. George M. Beard, Angola,

Ind. Filed March 29, 1897. Serial No. 629,751. (No
model.)

590,256. Seat-Clamp for Bicycles. Edward P. Chal-

fant, Kenosha, Wis. Filed November 16, 1896. Serial

No. 612,377. (No model.)

590,270. Shade for Bicycles. Jaroslav Masek and

I.adislav Capek, Cleveland, Ohio. Filed September

21, 1896. Serial No. 606,46L (No model.)

590,351. Ice-Velocipede. Franz Wuggenig, Feld-

kirch, Austria-Hungary. Filed May 8, 1897. Serial

No. 635,649. (No model.)

590,402. Detachable and Adjustable Handle-Bar for

Bicycles. George W. Hosier, Philadelphia, Pa. Filed

December 3, 1895. Serial No. 570,952. (No model.)

590,413. Propelling Mechanism for Bicycles. Wil-

helm Hammacher, Wiesbaden, Germany. Filed

January 28, 1897. Serial No. 621,060. (No model.)

590,433. Bicycle-Bell. James G. Dunton and
Thomas V. Lilly, Philadelphia, Pa. Filed January 11,

1897. Serial No. 618,686. (No model.)

590,439. Bicycle-Seat. Charles B. McDonald, Chi-

cago, 111. Filed August 24, 1896. Serial No. 603,751.

(No model.)

590,443. Folding Bicycle-Rack. Ansel F. Temple,

Muskegon, Mich. Filed July 31, 1896. Serial No,
601,222, (No model,)

590,455, Seat-Post for Bicycles, Andrew C. Good-
enough, Rochester, N, Y,, assignor to Florence E,

Goodenough, same place. Filed September 2, 1896,

Serial No, 604,642, (No model,)

590,489, Bicycle-Brake, Charles J, Staberg and Carl

J, Pihl, Brooklyn, N, Y, Filed August 18, 1896.

Serial No, 603,099. (No model,)

590,492, Propelling Device for Bicycles, Willis G.
Calderwood, Minneapolis, Minn,, and David W, Ed-
wards, Los Angeles, Cal. Filed January 30, 1896,

Serial No, 577,363, (No model,)

590,557, Bicycle-Crank Pedal, John F, Wilkinson,
Pepperell, Mass,, assignor by direct and mesne assign-

ments, of five-eighths to Ruth Brown, New Ipswich,
N, H,, and R, G, Davis. Boston, Mass. Filed June
1, 1896, Serial No, 593,710, (No model,)

REISSUES.
11,630, Bearing, John W, Sheard and Jone Done,

Blackpool, England, assignors of seventy-seventh to

William Bowker, Waltham, Mass, Filed May 20.

1897, Serial No, 637.445, Original No, fi75,S.55, dated
January 26, 1S97, Patented in England .\ugust 24.

1S94, No. 16,114, and in C.-mada .\pril 27. 1896, No,
52,109,

DESIGNS,

27,659, Bicycle-Tool, Joseph Fisher, Brooklyn, N.
Y,, assignor, by direct and mesne assignments, to

Thomas W. Thompson and Charles H, W'ocltje, same
place. Filed March 30, 1897, Serial No, 629.9S4,

Term of patent, 3% years.

BROKE HIM ALL UP.

Mr, J, Anthony Dr.ike

Invented a wonderful brake;

But, alas I it's no joke,

The brake really broke

—

And now Mr. J. Anthony generuUy walki.

EXPORTS OF A WEEK.

E.\ports of bicycles and cycle material from
the port of New York during the week end-

ing Sept, 21st.

Bicycles, .Material.
nrilish India Jl.OOt) • —
l!i:i/il 1,615 $91.-i

Uritish Austr.'vlia !t5.< 2,601
liremeii 20S
r.ritish West Indies 1,158
(,'openliagcn 16
China '..SJS

Canary Islands !V|

Danisii West Indies ,<!,S 13
I'lorence

—

192
Gibraltar 120
Genoa l.l.'iO

Hull 60 M
Havre 261 40S
Hamburg l),839 479
Liverpool .. —— 670
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ELMORE

BICYCLES

are still giving

that satisfaction

for which they

ARE NOTED . . .

Dealers are

Satisfied.

Riders are

Satisfied.

They are made RIGHT.

Drop us a line and

we will <^nvc you the

address of our near-

est agent, or such

other inforination

as you may desire.

••••

Elmore Mfg. Co

CLYDE, OHIO

IN THE PARIS OF AMERICA.

Cincinnati, Sept. 27.—There have been sev-

eral changes in ihe retail trade during the past

week, but a rouiid-up of the dealers di.scloses

an excellent fall trade.

The factories, with the exception of the Al-

pine Safe and Cycle Co., are closed. The Al-

pine Co. has quite a number of small cotitracts

on hand, which must be immediately filled. The
company has lately been doing a good South-

iTn trade, and last week received an addi-

tional order for thirty-five wheels irem a

(ieorgia firm.

The Howe Co. has leased the large six-

story stone building on Government square,

just opposite the Custom House, and will

move into their new quarters during Octo-

ber. They report a most successful se.ison

with their own wheel, the Howe.

J. E. Poorman has added a large dejiart-

nient of sporting goods, which will "help

out" during the dull season.

Ernest E. Abrams, manager and owner of

the Queen City Livery Co., has a splendid ad-

vertising agent in his daughter, Pauline. Mr.

Abrams is manufacturer of the "Evans," a

wheel made almost completely by hand and to

order only. He recently made a small bicycle

for his daughter, who is only three years

old, and she has created far more interest in

the Evans than a racing team would have.

VV'm. Henley, formerly in business in Wal-

nut Hills, last week retired fmm the trade, be-

ing anxious to escape the dull season. He
had no agencies, but depended entirely upon

repair work.

The Marqua Toy and Carriage Co. placed a

large order for juvenile bicycles and tricycles

for the holiday trade. This company sold

(|uite a number of the larger bicycles during

the past season, but did not carry a very large

stock.

The Avondale Cycle Co. left the trade last

week. This company had quarters on the

Reading Pike and handled the Outing and

several cheaper grades. They also made a

specialty of difficult repair work and carried a

large stock of sundries.

The auction houses received another set-

back last week. They advertised two auction

sales, and, although c|uite a crowd was in at-

tendance, few wheels were sold. The specta-

tors observed that they could purchase the

same wheels from the regular dealers at a

lower price, and, in addition to the satisfaction

of dealing with a regtilar agent, they could

have their choice ol tires and other acces-

sories.

Kindly mcmioi) Tfe« Wbc«l.

SAGER SADDLE.s ABROAD.

It has become axiomatic that for the build-

ing of a permanent European trade on any

particular kind of American cycle goods it is

a prime necessity that there should h? no

jugglery in the rjuality of the goods. It is

merely common-sense that inferiority means

eventually shrinkage and collapse of biMJncss.

One of the good American concerns whose

slogan on the European question ha.<i been

"the best wc can possibly make" is the Sager

Mfg. Co,, of Rochester, N. Y. They some-

time ago had some gratifying Euri>|>ean

nibbles, and by proper commercial aiiglinK.

which included sending over the best product

makable, have landed a wholesome foreign

trade. This is attested by the receipt la^l

week of an order for foreign distribution of

2.000 Sager saddles.

WHEN GOING ABROAD.

The marrow of the whole matter of getting

an opening in the foreign market, whatever

the article to be sold, is that it is useless for

American manufacturers to expect, as so many
of them obviously do, that foreign retailers

and jobbers will order direct supplies of

.\merican goods from catalogues and circu-

lars printed in English in dollar prices and

pounds avoirdupois, pay for them free on
board at the factory or New York, and take

all the chances and risks of importation in

small quantities on their own account. Gen-
erally speaking, American machines and
sundries, to be introduced in Germany, must
be offered there as German and English ones

are offered in the United States and other im-

porting countries, either by established

agents or bv salesmen who can show and ex-

plain samples and make prices and conditions

ill currency, weights and measures that the

I-urchaser can readily understand.

And, in all cases, whatever the article

i'ffered or price demanded be. absolute good
faith is requisite; fair, honest dealing—the

honesty that scorns to send abroad a wheel,

.1 sundry or a part inferior in quality to the

sample from which it was sold. For the lack

of this sort of integrity, no mere cheapness in

price will atone. Whatever market there may
be abroad for American manufactured ma-
chines or sundries can be conquered only by
the best that America can produce and re-

tained only by a strict fulfillment of every con-

tract and obligation.

IMPROVEMENT IN SADDLE CLIPS.

Although the tendency is now toward
higher frames in bicycle construction, and,

therefore, the same attention is not being

given to close saddle-clips as was formerly

the case, it is yet of importance that a riding

seat be elevated as little as possible, particu-

larly for scorching and racing purposes.

Many devices have been placed upon the

market to accomplish this result, but one of

the most meritorious appears to he the new-

Diamond clip of the Hunt Mfg. Co., West-
boro, Mass. It embodies a side-bolt adjust-

ment, which enables the saddle-springs to be

brought down level with the seat-post T. and
in adjustment is extremely simple and posi-

tive. The Hunt Co. have bought up several

other patents of a similar nature with which
they came into interference, and it is their in-

tention to grant manufacturers permission to

use this device, on a small royalty.

ROUNDING THEM UP.

They are literally getting things down fine

at the Simonds Rolling Machine Co., Fitch-

burg, Mass. They have secured a patented

gauging machine, which enables them to

guarantee that the Simonds steel balls will

not vary more than one one-thousandth of an
inch from a given size; or to be out of round
more than that infinitesimal.

PATENT OFFICE PRAYER.

It is said at the Patent f)nioe that a certain

!".xamincr-in-Cliief is getting into the habit of

ejaculating, "Give us this day our daily cycle

stand." Inventors apparently have gone mad
over <he idea of supplying things to hold up
a bicycle.
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BY GRACE OF GRAVE-YARDERS.

Why there should ever have been any objec-

tion to the admission of cyclists to cemeteries

is not clear, but it is nevertheless gratifying

to learn that at the convention of the

American cemetery superintendents a resolu-

tion removing the bar was adopted by a vote

of twenty-six to sixteen. The arguments pro

and con. on the question are not given or

even outlined, but the public is informed

that the discussion was lively, a sort of

oratorical scorcher, probably. No doubt

the grave gentlemen who favored the exclu-

sion still regard the bicycle as a sort of toy

and the riding thereof a joke, hence the in-

appropriateness of either in a cemetery.

But, however this may be, there is no

sense in excluding bicycles and their riders

from the cemeteries. No sane rider would go

to a cemetery to race any more than any

healthy-minded men and women would go

there to hold a picnic or a dance. Therefore,

the bicycle can do no harm in the cemetery,

and the exclusion of it is without reason,

while it might entail a great deal of inconven-

ience to persons called to the silent city on

useful errands.

Besides, however those grave gentlemen

who manage cemeteries regard the matter,

cycling has long since ceased to be an amuse-

ment, and the wheel a toy. In fact, the bicy-

cle has developed into an important and an

essential agency of locomotion, to an ex-

tent that a prosperous and progressive people

might as well try to get along without the

telephone in this period of grace as to do

without the wheel. The truth to tell, about

the only people who are not now interested

in cycling are those upon whose chests rest

the tons of tombstones guarded over by the

cemetery superintendents above mentioned.

IMPROVING HER LOOKS.

Women who are awkward off a wheel are

apt to look much worse on a wheel than they

do off of it. But there is no reason why a

woman dressed correctly for cycling and rid-

ing a properly adjusted wheel shouldn't look

"out of sight," to use a popular expression,

and not be a conspicuous figure. Most all

women have their saddles too far back from

the pedals; many of them apparently adjusting

their wheels to suit themselves, without any

consideration whether they are right or not,

with the result that they look like unto al-

most anything but a charming and graceful

woman.

FLUSHING BEARINGS.

Every rider is acquainted with the conven-

tional method of cleaning bearings by means

of kerosene flushing. The injection of the

fluid is generally from the nozzle of an oil

can, but greater effiiciency can be secured by

using a syringe to force the cleansing fluid

well in. Benzoline is preferable, also, to kero-

sene; but whatever the cleansing fluid may be,

great care should be exerted to keep it from

coming in contact with the tires.

HE IS AN IMPROVEMENT.

There is the dog liar, the smart baby liar,

tlic horse liar, the fish liar and the all-around

ready for anything liar, but none of them is a

circumstance to the century-riding liar who
goes out on an unfrequented road and paws
the mud up his back.

^ NOW THE FUR WILL FLY.

They're having a warm time, politically, in

the Illinois Division, L. A. W. Chief Consul

Patee seeks renomination, but Vice-Consul

Arthur is evidently not one of his enthusias-

tic supporters. He has written a letter to

Patee and given a copy to the press. It is full

of tabasco. It says in part:

"Your official record this year has been one
of shameful extravagance and waste; you
have looted the treasury of this division and
run up an expense account for traveling and
hotel bills which would entitle you to the pres-

idency of a drummer's organization. The
money of the division has been thrown away
on visionary schemes and plans, adopted by
you without consulting with your fellow-offi-

cers, and evidently without consideration by
yourself. You have been unstable and vacil-

lating, and have failed to adopt and follow out

thoroughly any one plan, good or bad. You
took the office of Chief Consul with this di-

vision less than $300 in debt, and it is now
$2,583 in debt, and I defy you to show a single

good result secured as a return for this large

expenditure."

As Patee knows a thing or two and knows
also how to wield a pen, it is safe to assume
that the fun has just commenced.

DEAR, DEAR, HOW ALARMING!

"The amazement of amazements to me,"

said the Rev. Dr. Talmage in a recent pul-

pitorial tirade, "is how some of our so-called

best ministers seem to be utterly blinded to

the awful condition of things. They say it

does not take nearly as much Sabbath dese-

cration for a man to ride quietly to church

upon a bicycle as for him to ride in the cars

or a carriage and make the motorman and the

conductor or the horses and coachman break

their day of rest. Ninety-nine hundredths of

all men and women who go bicycle riding

never have and never will show their faces

inside a church, and I no more expect to see

them inside my own church than I would ex-

pect to see the devil leading one of our week-
night prayer meetings and trying to sing a
psalm tune. Any minister who is advocating
Sunday riding is either an arrant fool or
else he is intentionally sending thousands
upon thousands of his young people straight
down into an everlasting smash-up."

REFINEMENT OF MODESTY.

A Boston girl rode in hot haste to fetch a

doctor for her sister, who, she said, had a

broken limb.

"Which limb is it?" says the doctor.

"Oh, I can't tell you which limb," says the

girl.

"But you must," replied the doctor. "Is
it the limb she threads her needle with?"
"No, sir," says the girl. "It's the limb she

pushes the pedal with."

RUNNING A WHEEL BACKWARD.
How few riders can wliecl a bicycle back-

ward in a straight line for any distance! It

certainly is not easy, and the least swerve of

tiic steering wheel will turn tlu- machine right
around, and probably make its custodian cut
a sorry figure.

WOODEN WIT.

"That's the third wabbler wlio has barked

himself against me this morning," mused the

Boulevard Elm, "witliout hurting nic a little

bit. Take it all in all, 1 am more skinned
against than skinning."

PRAISE FOR THE WHEEL.

Time works wonders, but the greatest it

ever worked can not be compared with the

wonderful change that has come over the

Long Island Railroad within one short year.

Under the former management of this com-
pany, a wheelman was in all ways and at all

times, treated as an outcast, an interloper and
a thing especially intended for employees to

practice their incivility upon.

Note the change. To-day President Bald-

win, in his annual report, says that "the in-

fluence of the bicycle in building up suburban
resorts and encouraging the building of good
roads has been very marked during the past

year. Many towns are building macadam
roads, and in the near future Long Island will

have an almost perfect system of highways.

The results are seen in the great popularity

of Long Island for bicycle tours, and in the

large number of wheels handled on the trains.

The railroad invites this business and has or-

ganized a special department to supervise

generally the needs of cyclists and encourage
the building of good roads and cycle paths."

THE GOOD FELLOWS OF CYCLING.

The "Wheel About the Hub" has come to be

a classic event. The run, which was inaugu-

rated in 1879, is only possible to those who
were pioneers in cycling. The men who take

part in it stand for all that was good in cy-

cling in the first baby days of the sport. They
stand for good work as regards legislation

and highway improvement. The first glim-

merings of rights and privileges for cyclists

were fought for by many of these men. It is a

happy thought that they should meet each

year. They were, and are, the good fellows

of cycling. To new-comers their annual out-

ing means very little; to the back-numbers
their affair recalls days awheel which can
never be repeated, wheel days which had
smelling of danger, of pioneership, days
which time and the sport, as it is to-day, have
tinged with romance.

A MOST DESPERATE CASE.

She rose agitatedly, and hastening to the

whistle tooted down it shrilly for the janitor.

When it suited his lordship he answered,
and then she said:

"John, we really must have some fresh air.

I want to inflate the tires of my bicycle."

He growled, and grudgingly allowed a bit

of the precious fluid to upward percolate.

Such are the advantages of life in a flat.

HELD SIX HUNDRED SIX YEARS.

The long-standing trouble between the

Michigan Division, L. A. W., and ex-Chief
Consul J. M. Bresler, which resulted in the

expulsion of the latter from the League, has at

last been settled. All disputes were smoothed
out, and he paid the division $(519, which he
has been holding during the six years that

the trouble has been pemling.

ANOTHER CYCLE INNOVATION.

An enterprising Italian musician lias his

small hand-organ mounted on the front scat oi

a tandem tricycle. Tlie monkey occupies tiic

usual place on the top of the organ, and the

combination not only affords unusual facility

in passing from place to place, hut furnishes

the operator with a seat while grinding out his

melodies.
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HKHINI) THE BONSIE BRIAR PIPE.

Hire is a ttmching story of a hraw Hieland

laddie as a Uriimtochty iu»vcl would icll it.

Take special lu.tiic ui the hot Scotchncss of

the accent and flavor of heather in every hne:

Jennie McGash was slowly pedaling her way

down the wynn looking a bit thraw. She and

Sandy McTavit had had a fallin' oot on the

bank and braes of the Bonnie Doon, and her

heart was unco sjiir.

Snndy struck an auld licht on the board of

his bretks, applicil it to his pipe and began to

smoke like seven bawbees in a gale.

He was feeling soni'at Frith-o-Forthy, but

didn't care for anybody to spier it.

Dominie McAn^'tis was standing in the

kirk door ayant the Twal.

"Hoot, nion! "
lie said as Sandy draggit his

sporrans along the burnic.

But Sandy wouldna hoot.

Neither could the Dominie gar him greet.

So he gaed fashly down the road whistling

the pibroch.
« • •

A twel'month later Jenny was back again

on the heather to see her mither.

She had a Lunnon laird—a cutty stump of

a chap—with her that she clattered about as

her husband.

Sandy saw her frae the <|ualt rink as she

and his Lunnonship on a tandem whinnied by,

and a wee drop of moisture put a mist on his

e'e. He shookit his head sairly.

"Oh. Rod'rick, hadna she bin sac ([uick an

th' uptake!"

Mr. Dhu, kenning Sandy was a micklc

muckle, simply bobbed his bonnet in att'irma-

tion.

"Aye! Aye!" he murmured softly.

He passed the can of foaming haggis to

Sandy, who brawly hid the landscape from

view with the bottom of it.

An' for a' that it micht be waur'.

Hf>ot awa'

SOME HELPFUL HINTS.

Novices will find these hints helpful in en-

abling them to quickly reach the old stager-

dom of cycling.

Never try to see if the rear wheel is fol-

lowing. If it isn't, yoti'll know it soon

enough.

If the front wheel evinces an inclination to

turn into the curb and lie down for .i rest,

why let it do it; you can't stop it.

Always fall on your right shoulder, and

do not let your car strike the ground till a few

U later.

II you lose a pedal don't get ofT and go

ba«.W to look for it. It's right there on the

machine, and if you'll feel around long enough
you'll find it again.

Shoulcl y>'" .lisrovcr a runaway hoi^e on
your tmil to the curb until he ha»

paii^rd. 1 n'-ii iii.ike a «purt, seize him by

the tail and put on the brake

Never kill a i or another novice

when It can be i-ut when you do kill

either dismount and »«y y«»u're sorry.

IN THE XEAK FtTlKB

It's all right," ' horse,

lookinc through •' r prize

pig. 'you're »<•• 'Or n[ these

day* nomr one • ,ig( (hat ran

he made of second -hand bicycle tiref, and your

name will be Dennis, too."

BE.VEFITISG THE MANY.

The etTect of invention in equalizing the

condition of all classes of people was never

more strikingly illustrated than in the grow-

ing use of the bicycle by workingmen and me-

chanics.

Every morning in the city, especially in the

suburbs, it is possible to see carpenters,

masons, linemen, electric-light workers and

mechanics in many other branches of employ-

ment going about their work on bicycles,

which carry them faster than they could be

carried by a horse and costs nothing at all for

keeping, while a horse would cost almost as

much as a family.

There is only one instance out of many. In

books and newspapers, in reproductio;is of

works of art, in clothing, furniture and many
articles of food, science and invention have

made such an increase of the supply and such

improvements in quality that the workingmen
of to-day can have more of most things which
make life enjoyable than the kings of the Mid-
dle Ages.

It is true that a strenuous attempt is made
by a few highly intelligent and unscrupulous

men to monopolize for themselves the greater

part of the benefits of science and invention,

but where they succeed their success can be

nothing more than temporary. The world's

whole movement is against them. It is a

movement which is abolishing class privileges,

not by taking them away, but by giving some-
thing far better to the masses. And it is a

movement which nothing can stop.

WHAT HE WENT ABROAD FOR.

Mr. Potter did not k'o to Europe as an ad-

vertising yellow kid: Mr. Potter did not go
to Europe for the sake of having all of his ex-

penses paid for a three months' foreign trip,

nor yet .lid he go for an accompatiying cash

rake-oflF.

No. indeed. Mr. I'olfer went abroad for

none of these sordid motives; he went purely

on League business, iust as TiiK Wiikf.i.. in an

editorial entitled "Wait and See." predicted

two months ago would eventually be an-

nounced.

That this is all true, that Mr. Potter is a

pure patriot and no perambulating advertise-

ment or cheap courier, the following, just is-

sued by the Potter press bureau, plainly

shows:

"One of the avowed objects of President

Isaac 11. Potter, of the League of American
Wheelmen, in making the European trip on
which he is still absent, was to secure partial

affiliation of the League with the great Euro-
pean cycling organizations, with a view of

exchanging privileges. Letters received from
the President say he is meeting with a fair

flrgree of success."

TO MAKE A CHAIN DUST-PROOF.

This is said to be an excellent method for

prolonging the life of a new chain: Coil it up.

and place it in a small tin box. On the top put

pieces of any good candle, and place before .t

hot fire. The candle will melt and run all

over the chain, and find its way into the link-.

.»nd blocks When this has been accomp-
lished, put aside the box and content.* to cool,

and. when the melted candle has solidifird.

wipe off any superfluity. .After this treatment
It will be found that grit and dirt can onl;-

with difficulty get into the blocks.

A FABLE.

Two men who were walking along a

suburban road one day. found a bicycle lean-

ing against a tree at the edge of the sidepath.

The name-plate had been removed, and there

was nothing about the machine to determine

its name or make. The owner of the wheel,

certain that no one would steal a $14.87 bi-

cycle, was asleep nearby in the shade of a

kindly telegraph wire.

"What a handsome machine!" said one of

the discoverers. "Is it a Star Gazelle or a

Poland China, do you think?"

"Neither." said the other, posing as an ex-

pert. "It is either a Hypochondriac Special

or a Wurzburgcr Model B. I know by the

peculiar shape of the sprocket-teeth."

"Go on! Your tire's punctured. " said the

first with some asperity. "I haven't worked

in a ship-chandler's all my life to know noth-

ing about bicycles."

"As if I were not better posted than you."

retorted his companion. "Haven't I worked

in a cigar store for two years?"

While thus they disputed, they lost their

tempers, and finally awoke the slumbering

owner of the wheel to have him determine

which was right.

To their surprise and annoyance the wheel-

man proved to be a Christian Scientist, and he

calmly asserted that there was no wheel there

and that the men had been arguing over

something that existed only in their imagina-

tions. "Besides," quoth the man. as he

mounted the imaginary wheel and rode away.

"I bought this wheel at a Tape & Stay mark-

down sale, and, therefore, no one knows who
did make it, or what its name is or was."

Moral: The value of name-plates is an un-

known (juantity—on bargain-counter bicycles.

WHAT THE WINNER WORE.

Timothy L. Woodruff, the Lieutenant-Gov-

ernor of New York State, was awarded the

prize, a *;<% suit of clothes, as the best appear-

ing rider in the recent Brooklyn cycle

parade.

Mr. WoodrutT is something of a glass of

fashion, his waistcoats and neckties particular-

ly being newspaper writers' delights. One of

thes«- "experts" gives this description of the

Woodruff prize-winning habiliments in Satur-

day's iiarade: .\ blue, box-cut jacket, deco-

rated with braid, and close fitting at the neck.

Immaculate white duck knickerbockers, black

stockings and well i>olished black shoes were

a part of his costume. A string-tic was

knotted beneath a turn-down white linen col-

lar in a very conservative and prim bow. and

he wore a dark cloth cap—except when he

doffed it tf» greet the congratulatory remarks

of his frienils, .\round one shoulder was

slung a purple satin sash covered with a great

deal of gold, his insignia of office.

Mr. Woodruff was grand marshal of the

parade, which some people say was a care-

fully plotted political arrangement.

INFORTt'NATELY NOT.

I'.xperience teaches everything, but it does

not include in its curririiliim the necessity of

studying tire repairing before the puncture is

g.iinrd

CLEARLY OUT OF DATE.

"I don't think much of that comedian."

"Nor I—he didn't ride in on a bicycle."
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BUNCOED BY BEAUTY.

In years gone by he had played baseball,

rowed and gained more than local distinction

as an all-round athlete. He has heavy should-

ers, big, strong hands and elasticity of move-

ment that can only be had on the shady side of

life when a man has not neglected his physi-

cal education. In addition to this, he is a man
of the world who would laugh at the smooth

confidence worker and make quick work of

the wily bunco steerer. But who can predict

when there is a woman in the case?

He went up the Hudson to the house of his

old friend, and met the pretty sister-in-law.

She was exuberant with animal spirits, and

wanted to learn to ride a wheel. He was not

only willing, but anxious, to coach her. For

an hour on one of the hottest August nights

that has ibeen in a century, he ran up and

down steadying the bicycle and trying to en-

courage the handsome amateur. Her sister

was urging caution, and pleading with the

rider not to take such dangerous chances.

With perspiration and exertion came male-

dictions.

He thought the wheel possessed because it

rushed at every post and tree. He mentally

condemned her as one of the most awkward
women now on the footstool. There was a

profanity in his mutterings and an ugly glint

in his eye. But what can lay the spirit of an

old war-horse or a one-time athlete?

He might fall in a fit or compromise on a

stroke of apoplexy, but surrender, never!

After his blood had reached blast-furnace

heat, and his face looked as does the sun in

the luring atmosphere of Indian summer, she

seemed to pull herself together, and while he

gritted his teeth, wondering angrily whether

there was a God in Israel, she said:

"Now balance me for a start, and I will try

it alone." Away she went like a flash.

For a moment he stood stupefied, and then

he thought: "That fool girl will run straight

into the river, for she can't stop." He chased

her. He was in a lather of heat and self-sup-

plied deluge of perspiration. Finally, when
he was a fit subject for the fire department,

she drew gracefully up to the roadside, sprang

from her wheel and saluted him with a mock-
ing laugh. She is one of the cleverest riders

that ever sat in a saddle. But what could the

old athlete do? She's a woman.

BRAKES AND BREAKS.

An almost frenzied mother rushed into a

cycle store near the park and said to the sales-

man that greeted her, "I understand, sir, that

you allowed my daughter to go out with a

wheel hired from here that had no brake."

The man addressed turned to another clerk.

"Tompkins," he said, "did you let this lady's

daughter go out without a brake?" "Was
she a tall lady, blond and very pretty?" asked

the second chap.

"Yes," said the mother, almost breathless;

"tell me, was she allowed to go without a

brake?" As she spoke the clerk consulted his

book and read the entry. "No. 4032, no
brake."

^s the woman appeared frightened, the first

clerk sought to relieve her distress. "Never
mind, madam," said he. "Do not be alarmed,

plenty of people leave the establishment with-

out a break, but they are sure to have several

when they return!"

And the mother, not appreciating the true

meaning of the information which had been

given, went away comforted.

CHENILLING BEARINGS.

There are "dustproof" bearings in quality,

quantity and variety to suit the most critical

taste, and yet, despite all of them, dirt will get

into the best-made bearings. This seems to

be especially the case with those on the rear

wheel. An old-fashioned remedy, handed

down from pre-safety days, is to get some
chenille, and cut off about six inches. Wind it

round the crack which is visible between the

edge of the hub and the adjusting or fast cone.

Finish off by bringing the two ends together,

and twisting round a few times with the

thumb and forefinger. Repeat the operation on

the other side. A bearing thus protected will

run from one to three months without need-

ing a wash-out with lienzine.

OR ELSE PAW-NEE.
"They say that the Indian is so stuck on

cycling that he is even trading his s(|uaws for

bicycles."

"Is that so? Well, we might just as well

prtp-ii-c ourselves, then, for a lot of pUlis

about his ,'i!)nri,c;i-K-iief> nctioii,"

OCTOBER.

Hail, Autumn Queen! Hail, mornings clear, yet chill

!

Hail, argent beams, diffused o'er breezy hill!

In lazy languor lapping lane and lea,

To kiss the salty billows of the sea,

Whose spray, pellucid, plashing in the light.

Like dancing diamonds, disappears from sight.

Hail, month of mellow tints and mellow ale!

Of bright maroons that into yellow pale!

Now glows the sumach's fire with baleful heat:

Now blush the leaves its ardent gaze to meet.

Across the field the ruffled partridge whirrs;

The saucy nuts are laughing in their burrs;

Soon will their rural fastnesses be sacked.

And many a joke at their expense be cracked.

Thro' mead and brake the hunter beats his way.

To bring to earth his unsuspecting prey.

And while his skill the bulging bags report,

The world applauding, calls the slaughter sport.

Again I greet thee—fair October, hail

!

I pledge thee in a tankard of thine ale.

Thou art a maiden, prodigal of charms;

Unveiled thy face, all bare thy bonny arms;
Begirded is thy form in motley gown
Of scarlet, yellow, green and russet brown:
But time, the ravisher, that hoary thief.

Will soon despoil thy raiment leaf by leaf;

So let us all be riding while we may.
Since we, like leaves, must fade and flit away.

NO SMILING MATTER.

"What is the prisoner charged with?" said

the judge.

"Scorching, your honor."

"Guilty or not guilty?" asked the judge,

"My client pleads guilty, and begs some
immunity on account of his years."

"I shall give you the full extent of the law,"

said the judge sternly, "The prisoner is

sentenced to ride for sixty days up the Bou-

levard behind beginners."

With a shriek of maniacal laughter the pris-

oner threw up his hands and fell to the floor

senseless. He never smiled again.

WAYS OF THE THIEF,

"Cycle stealing is as much of a craze now
among the crooks as the desire for owning

and riding a wheel," said an old-time crook,

as he stood on the Boulevard looking at the

cycling army as it passed. "You seldom hear

of watches being stolen any more; there is

too much risk about taking a watch from a

man's person, A wheel is just as valuable as

a watch, and so much easier to get hold of

and get rid of. I know one fellow who made
off with $1,100 worth of wheels in three weeks,

all right here in the city."

"What did he do with them?"

"Sold them to shady dealers on the East

Side for $r2 and $15 apiece. He got them
from a number of uptown dealers; went in

and hired them; paid a small deposit, and then

never showed up again. He kept a little var-

iety shop on the Bowery, but he had an inno-

cent-looking face, and appeared to be so re-

spectable that nobody dreamed of his being

a thief. He always hired a lady's wheel along

with one for himself, and somehow the deal-

ers never think that a man is going to rob

them who professes to be going to take a lady

out with him. In some cases he got off with-

out paying a deposit. Yes, things have

changed considerably since my day."

And the aged one sighed to think that his

• years prevented him from getting his share

of the "soft graft" the bicycle had brought to

the lifting confraternity.

HE KNEW IT ALL.

"There's just one thing about this chaitiless

question," said the confident man. "that 1

don't understand."

The Colonel gazed nl him, Ihcn said:

"There's no use. my dear sir, of your com-

ing to nie for information. If you've gotten

llir subject mastered to sucli a dogroe th;it

lluie's only one thing yon don't understand,

it isn't my place to say a word. The thing

for nic to do is to drag up a footstool, sil

down on it, look up iiUo your eyes and dritilc

in wisdom,"

SIGNS OF HEALTH.
Americans have more or less justly been

credited with being a nation of noise-makers

and noise worshipers; true or false as this

allegation may be, few Americans can abide a

squeaking wheel. Yet, annoying as this com-
plaining is, the power of the machine to

squeak when in pain is very valuable; for

otherwise the rider would often not be aware

that there was anything wrong.

Almost every noise, except a faint hum and

a slight "purring" of the chain, is an intima-

tion that the machine is not in perfect health,

and is asking to have something done for it.

Noises are often difficult to locate, but it will

be some assistance if the rider notes whether

they occur with every revolution of the

wheels, or with every revolution of the cranks,

or with every revolution of the chain, or

whether they are only heard when the ma-
chine passes over rough bits of road.

IN THE EARLY HONEYMOON.
"And if children should come to us, ' she

said,

"Well?"

"We differ in religion."

"They shall belong to your church."

Still she hesitated,

"Wo differ as to the best make of wheels,

too," she faltered.

"They shall ride any make you say,
"

Of course it was likely he would later on

forget he ever made sueli ;in extravagant

Iironiiso, but for the nonce k)ve had tri-

umphed.

WHAT HE KNEW.

"Now. Mr, Pedalniorc," said the professor,

"toll us what you know about tiie Ptolemaic

epicycles,"

"They were iincnted in ISTO," said the con-

fused student, "but have been succeeded by

the modern safety."
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TOLD IN A CABLE CAR.

She had learned to ride only this summer

up at the country place her family had taken

for the season. She had evidently told of her

experiences to the girl with the Russian

blouse, who was in turn narrating it to the

girl with the solferino flowers on her hat, as

they sat in a cable car bound matineeward.

The story ran something like this:

"One of the bicycle's favorite tricks was to

run away with her. It would begin with

great gentleness, to kill her fears, and would

permit her to mount and dismount as easily

as she would get off or on a chair. When it

had won her confidence completely it would

start gently toward the gate. Once outside

the gate, where the young men stopping at

the house could not catch it, it would start off

at full speed. Taking the bit between its

teeth, it would refuse to be turned, and it

would rush along so fast that she did not dare

to jump off.

"Once she fancied in her despair that she

would have to circle the globe to reach home
again. She understood John Gilpin's feelings

exactly. Passers-by would try to shoo the

bicycle into sand heaps and hay mows, where

she might fall softly, but it was a very biave

bicycle and refused to swerve or slacken its

speed till it had had its fun.

"Its most dreadful exploit of this kind was

once when it offered her the choice of running

off a bridge or running into the young man
who usually stood in the background, but

happened this time to be walking with his

back toward her, deeply absorbed in medita-

tion. She chose the alternative of butting

the young man, and immediately after re-

gretted that she had not piloted the bicycle

off the bridge into the stream. Not that the

young man reproached her. Indeed, he did

not utter a word as he walked home beside

her, and his silence was far more awful to

her than his reproaches would have been.

"To her downcast eyes the hem of her short

skirt seemed to be continually rising, rising,

rising toward her knees; her shoes seemed to

grow bigger and bigger, and her golf stock-

ings assumed terrifying proportions of un-

couthncss. Then the piece of gum, which she

did not dare chew, threatened to harden and

cement her jaws together forever, to say

nothing of the fact that it stuck out in a lump
in the cheek toward the young man.

"The bicycle must have stayed awake nights

inventing new forms of tyrannous behavior.

It struck the notion of running into people

and things, and in this way struck a chill into

her soul. She did not fear for herself—it is

due to the bicycle to say that it managed so

that the other people should be injured—but

she did not like hurting friends and strangers

and their property indiscriminately. The bi-

cycle was prompt to discover that it had found

a weak spot in her armor of courage, and
kept tackling more and more formidable ob-

ject*. But she was determined to conquer it,

and
"

"Fortieth street! all out for the Knicker-

bocker," shouted the conductor, and they

flounced out.

IN GLORIOUS AUTUMN.

There is no pleasure to come up to a lazy

day's cycling occasionally. Two things are

necessary: Fine weather and no programme
to carry out, for the cream is skimmed off the

day's enjoyment if there is any settled plan

to carry out. To go when and where the

fancy takes you, halting for lunch when you

feel hungry, and lounging under a tree to aid

digestion is to live in Arcadia for a day.

Every rider should be a lover of nature. Ho
has unique facilities, and it is a pity if he does

not avail of them. Scorching and fast club

runs are all very well. But an occasional

solitary crawl by unfrequented ways, with an

eye for every object, will open up a man'i

very soul, and stir feelings that have lain dead

for years.

There can be no finer time for these pur-

poseless rides than in the still autumn days.

There is just the restful feeling in the air that

puts you in the mood for a lazy holiday, and

there is all the rest of the year for steady

work. God made the country for more than

crop-raising; and put more feelings into man
than are needed in his narrow daily life. There

are sermons in stones; a Bible in nature.

COST OF " MOST POPULAR."

To become "the most popular wheelman in

New York" is an expensive thing, when the

honor is the result of "the most popular

wheelman's" ability to buy more newspapers

than any other "most popular wheelman."

For example, " the most popular popular

wiicelnian," now with Potter's aggregation of

yellow kid advertisements who are rushing

through Italy under the tender mercies and

exclusive management of the famous expon-

ent of cheap tours abroad, Cook, is said to

have spent $4,600 to elect himself "the

most popular wheelman in New York," and

to become one of ten other "most popu-

lars" in a cheap Cook tourist raid on Europe.

The whole expense of the entire party was

much less than the $4,GOO one wise man spent

to be a member thereof. The same Cook, for

less than one-half of this $4,600 would have

taken the same "most popular" gent on a

tour around the world, occupying a full eight

months; but then the gent would not have

been "the most popular wheelman in New
York," sec?

REGARDING LAMP CARB.

If the lamp is small in size, as too many of

them are, it should be kept nearly full, as the

reservoir does not hold much oil. and insuf-

ficient supply causes the lamp to burn badly.

Too wide a wick will never burn well, and a

new wick should always be lit, and allowed

to burn for a short time before the lamp is

put on the machine. A few drops of paraflin

on the wick will niakt- it light up quickly. The
wick should be turned up gradually; the air-

holes kept clear and all charred wick wiped

carefully off. When the wick gets short it is

poor economy to keep it, and a new one

should be fitted. Never let the charred pieces

of wick fall into the reservoir; turn out the

oil and refill the lamp if it has not been used

for some time.

WOES OF A WHEEL HATER.

In a Jersey town not more than a million

and a half miles from New York City, by cut-

ting across meadows, lives a policeman who
has a most unhappy lot, seeing that he fre-

quently gets into trouble with the wheelmen

oi his bailiwick, against whom he has a pet

aversion, and in which dislike the town au-

thorities do not sustain him.

Recently he arrested a rider more for spite

than for any actual violation of the village

anti-scorching ordinance, but before the arrest

was accomplished the rider had pounded the

face of the olVicer until it looked like one of

the very latest designs in poster work. There

were all colors on a background of crimson,

and the officer wasn't nearly as proud of it as

the offender was. Then, to make matters

worse, the judge dismissed the wheelman and

scored the officer for making the arrest. This

was more than the guardian of the peace

could stand and he consulted a lawyer.

"By cripes!" he said, in his plaintive New
Jersey dialect, "I ain't a goin' to stand this no

longer, I ain't."

"I'm sorry," replied the lawyer, "but I don't

quite see how I can do anything for you."

"Have that bysickler arrested, that's what."

"You arrested him once, didn't you?"

"Yes, but I had the wrong charge ag'in'

him."

"I'm sure I know of no new charge to

bring."

The officer turned on the attorney.

"Look at that face," he exclaimed.

"Well," said the startled attorney, "what's

that got to do with it?"

"Why," explained the oflicer, "git out yer

warrant chargin' him with defacin' of public

property, of course. I ain't no private citi-

zen, am I?"

But even a Jersey lawyer didn't dare to go

into court with that complaint.

PROMISED TO CALL AGAIN.

During the summer a gentlemanly swindler

passed a delightful vacation through Connec-

ticut and New York by means of his wheel.

He was affable and insinuating, and he was

anxious to purchase a farm.

In every community there was some man
who wanted to sell one. He would open ne-

gotiations and remain for two or three days

the guest of the farmer, eating and drinking

of his best, and being shown the most attrac-

tive spots in the neighborhood.

He always told his host that his particular

farm was the very piece of property that he

had been looking for, and that he would hear

from him definitely in about a week. I'hen

he would ride on and repeat the operation.

This cost him no more than the life of a hobo,

yet he lived like a nabob.

NOTHING MORE AMUSING.

"Shall we lake in the burlesque this after-

noon?"

"No. Let's gf) up on the Boulevard and

watch the fat women ride."

"That's what I meant."

WHY PARTICULARIZE?

"What did the crowd gather at the corner
for a few moments agf»?"

"A woman's wheel collapsed under her."
"Wanted to %cr if she was hurt, eh'"
"No; they wanted to see which brand of

bargain-counter machine it was."

THEMSELVES TO BLAME.
Reckless riding on the wheelman's part,

coupled with anti-cycling prejudice on the

Irgislator's part, will srmnrr or Inter gisc birth

to a law providing that wheelmen shall ride

a brake with a bicycle attached.

ALL OK THIS.

By putting mankind ami womankind on

wheels and converting the labor of locomotion

into enjoyment, cycling has materially altered

the habits, occupations, diversions and bus-

iness relation of millions of people.
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UNAPPRECIATED TRUTHFULNESS.

It was in the good old days, along in '95,

when the boom was on, and everyone and

their relatives had jumped into the cycle trade,

that a young man lacking experience in the

trade was sent upon the road to sell the bicy-

cles which one of the new concerns was turn-

ing out by the thousand.

Picture a pleasant-faced young man, well-

built, neatly dressed, quiet and unassuming,

whose general appearance attracted no atten-

tion. That usual 'blase air of an old traveler,

so noticeable in a man young "on the road,"

was wanting. In fact, he was just the oppo-

site of your idea of what constitutes the cycle

salesman.

He attended to his duty in calling upon the

trade, and devoted his evenings in the hotel

writing-rooms sending letters to the people

who hired him. This young man had com-

menced his cycling career with the determin-

ation always to stick to the truth. You know
the trouble that was in store for him. In dis-

playing his machines, he always answered

questions with perfect candor regarding their

strong as well as their weak points. After the

fatigue of each day he felt that he had accom-

plished something. Day by day his courage

strengthened, and his letters home were long

and explanatory.

It was so easy to combine truth with affabil-

ity, and his conscience was as clear as his or-

der-book. As this was his initial trip, and

those wheels were being made faster than they

were being sold, the firm was naturally solic-

itous, and many letters of advice followed him

from the concern, and many hints and points

regarding the peculiarities of cycle selling

were given to help him smooth the way.

Many of these suggestions the new salesman

deemed unworthy his text, and for some time

he debated whether it was not best to state his

ideas to the factory. He hastened to do so,

as the thought rushed to him that he might

be deceiving them by an apparent acquies-

cence in their views. But, strange to state,

they of the factory failed to see the applica-

tion, and wrote rather a sharp letter, to his

astonishment.

He resolved that in spite of apparent short-

sightedness he would continue in the way he

knew to be right. He concluded they were

rather obdurate, and were standing in their

own light. They knew not the value of a rep-

resentative that added dignity to cycling in

general, and to their especial wheel in par-

ticular. These thorns in his path added to

his determination and eloquence, which was
embodied in a second epistle to the factory.

Full of renewed hope and vigor, one bright

morning he came down to the hotel office

and asked for his mail. A telegram had just

arrived. Could it be possible? Such ingrat-

itude!

"Come home darned quick! Are you out to

sell bicycles, or on a lecture tour?"

SUREST KIND OF PROOF.

"Jingles is in love."

"How do you know?"
"I've seen him riding up the Boulevard a

dozen times with the same girl."

"But that is no proof that he is in love with

her."

"Oh, yes it is in this case. They were on
a tandem, and she weighs 180 pounds if she

does an ounce."

THAT HORRIBLE BICYCLE.

"Durn these hyar bysickles!" said the man
with a wheat-straw in the corner of his mouth,
"I guess I've gone a-runnin' up to no less'n

twenty crowds since I come to town, 'spectin'

to see a fight, and every blamed time 'twa'n't

nothin' but some blamed fool tinkerin' with

a bysickle."

FIRST ON RECORD.

Congressman Sprague, of Massachusetts,

who wore his bicycle suit into the Senate

Chamber just before the recent adjournment,

is said to be the first member of Congress to

appear in such dress.

EXPORT TO GERWANT.
First-class import house of American articles, vpishes to

represent, in Germany, American Bicycle concern of repu-
tation. Presumptive sales : at least 1,000 to 2,000 wheels p. a.
Catalogueti and full information {terms: net cash, through
New York banker), to be addressed to H. H. Kahl & Son,
Remscheid, Germany.

.WRl^-TS

BICYililSTS

THE PERSPIRATION l^S^^ IS USED, and for

AS RAPIDLY AS- ^^>-4% WARMTH ,

EMITTED aCARRY/f?;!: J ^jg COMFORT AND
ITTOTHESURFViCE\a\! g" DURABILITY
OF THE FABRIC - AV^^v^ Tuf IA/RIGHT'S
WHERE IT IS fej.-.-

i

The WR|^?BW|Afl

EVAPQR/VTED | j"^
j UNSURPASSED

ASK YOUR ret" L dealer FOR IT
IP YO'U CANT Gpf'lT OF 'HIM -WRITE TO

-TI^*" 75 franklin STN.T. CITY. "'-(/-

Daily Trains to Colorado, Utab and California.

At 10 o'clock every night the Chicago, Milwaukee &
St. Paul Railway train leaves the Union Passenger
Station (Canal and Adams street, Chicago) with ele-

gantly equipped Palace Sleeping Cars for Denver and
other Colorado points, with through connections at

Denver for Salt Lake City, Ogden, San Francisco and
points in Southern California. The route to Denver
is via Omaha and Lincoln, Neb., and is first-class in

every respect. All the modern facilities of travel are
included in this direct route to Colorado—the Eldo-
rado of the West. The allied lines, composing the
route, viz., the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Rail-

way—Chicago to Omaha—and the Rock Island and
Pacific—Omaha to Denver and Colorado Springs-
have united to make this the most popular route
to all points west of the Missouri River. For further
details, time tables, etc., address Geo. H. Heafford,
General Passenger and Ticket Agent, C, M. & St.

P. Ry., 410 Old Colony Building, Chicago, 111. ***

Dr. Jaeger's
Sanitary Underwear

Fits Perfectly
Made in all sizes, all weights, with finest

possiblefinish.

\]^f\tX\C^t\ This means for you the greatest com-
ww VIllICll fort you have ever experienced, per-

• feet freedom of limb, and the best fit
possible for your dresses.

\/\ c%.t^ Th's means for you Warmth, Comfort,
I'^ICn Health.

For you it means the
delicious enjoyment
of outdoor sports

Boys and Girls
without the fear of taking cold.

OnWjz^C This means for them freedom from colicUdUICd and cold, and assures happiness to the
mother.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

Main Retail Store:

16 W. 23d St.

New York.

Branches:

166 Broadway.

248 W. 125th St.

Crawford
No one sugrgests a reduction of

Crawford price. It was rig-ht at the

beginning of the season, is right

now, and will be right next year. Bicycle
Right Price for Reliable Quality

THE CRAWFORD MFG. CO., Hagerstown, Md.

CTS.

HIGHEST GRADE OILER.

DOBS NOT IvEAK.
Regulates supply of oil to a droj). A necessity for tirst-

class wheels.

Second to none but the " I'crfcot." The best of cheap
oilers. Is very well made. Kxtra sirong sprlnirs. Washers
of selected leather. Soldering tested under hydraulic
pressure, etc

CUSHMAN & DENISON, 174 Ninth Ave., NEW YORK.
Kindly mention The Wheel.
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EMPLOYMENT COLUMN.
Aniwcra rcaelred In cenfldence and forwarded without charge.

Rute: a5 word*, one time, 50 centa ; tlireo Hme«, St.oo.
50 worcia, one tln^e, Si.oo; four tlmea, 53.00.
75 '^Mrords, one time. 51.50 ; four time*. ^5.00.

One-half Inch, one time, Si-oo; four timee, 53.00.
One inch, one time, 51.50; four times, 55.00.

SITUATIONS WANTED. HKLP WANTED.

A man who has a noteworthy acquaintance in the trade and whose record is of the
highest clas-v, is, owing tn some changes in the policy of his firm, open for a position
tu travel and taice care of Eiislern territory; is not a rolling stone, has been lor sev-
eral years with present house; is thoroughly posted on the bicycle business; is a live,

active man, and would make only a first-class connection. Address Y. A., care The
Wheel. l()-23-p.

Advertisements In this column free. Letters received and forwarded In confi-

dence.

ENAMELER.
Wanted—A practical and thoroughly experienced enameler. capable of doing

first-class work
;
permanent position (or the right man. .Address Enameler, care of

The Wheel, with full information and references.An exceptionally good man who is familiar as a bicycle salesman with Southern
territory (North Carohna, South Carolina, (leorgja. Tennessee, Alabama ami Louis-
iana) is open for a position; he is a man of the first class, and The Wheel will forward
his name on application, or will forward applications to him. .Address Transpire,
care The Wheel

FRAME BUILDER.

Wanted—A thorough bicycle man who can build frames to order and take charge
of a thoroughly eauipped bicycle establishment ; the right man can get a half
interest in business, if desired. Address S. G., care of The Wheel.Wanted -Position as superintendent of bicycle factory. A man who has a suc-

cessful record and understands all branches, at present holds a position as super-
intendent, ilcsires to change for the season '97.8, and locate with parties building
from 5,O0U to M.OOO wheels. References. Address P. O. Box i*, Buffalo, N. V.

10-1 p.

FOREMAN.
Wanted—Foreman for saddle department of a large bicycle factory; must under-

stand thoroughly leather and manipulation of same; slate qualifications, references,
etc. Address E. A. G., care of The Wheel.

Position wanted by an experienced and strictly reliable sa'esman who has covered
New England, New S'ork Slate, Southern Sutes and Canada; good references. Ad-
dress E. A. R.. care of The Wheel. 10-1-p.

H . 'in has an opportunity to get a high-class man as superintendent of
factfi .inical engineer, who has had several years' experience with one of
the hi. - > in the trade; is an exceptional man in his particular line. Address
S. v., c.irr .il Till? Wheel.

SALESMAN.

Wanted -Experienced salesman, acquainted with the bicvcle jobbing trade, to
sell cyclometers and other sundries ; state experience, age, reiercnces and salary ex-
pected. Address Cyclometer, care The Wheel.

MAKING NUTS HOLU.

One of those nuts wliicli seems to have per-

versely lost tijc thread of its usefulness, and.

as a conse<|Ucnce, absolutely refuses to stay

tightened up, can be made to perform its

lawful duty by removing it, then winding tiio

thread on the bolt with coarse thread or darn-

ing wool, and coat with ordinary mucilage.

Then screw on the nut as firmly as possible,

and it will be generally found to hold secure-

ly. If it does not, a small drop of liquid

plaster of Paris will keep the nut in its proper

place, although it is subsequently far more
diffictilt to remove than the gum.

OVER THB PEDALS.

To ride gracefully a woman wants her sad-

dle as f;ir forward and as nearly over the ped-

als as she can conveniently have it, and she

wants the saddle just high enough to avoid

ungraceful knee motion. The leg never

wants to be absolutely straightened. It is

preferable to have the saddle adjusted sf>

that the ungraceful pumping mr>tion of the

knees is reduced to a minimum.

GOOD PREVENTIVE.

Riders of langeiit-spokcd wheels will find

that rust is fond <jf attacking the parts plated

near the hub. It is advisable, in the autumn,

to enamel right down to the hub flanges. On
the advent oi spring, the enamel may easily

b«- ri-ninvrd by rubbing with methylated •-pirii

CLOSE AT HAND.

"Do you ride a bicycle?"

"No, sir."

' Very »orry, but we can't insure pedestrians.

You will find an cx'cllenl home for the (ccblc-

tiim.li rl riiritt ari>un<l the corner."

WHEN SHE WILL, SHE WILL.

When a woman wants to argue about the

wheel she rides, or about the wheel somco u-

else rides, she will argue. If she cannot find

any one to contradict her, ihc will contradict

herself.

DIFPEREXCE IN METHODS.

If fortune's wheel does not turn to suit you,

put your (houlder to it; if the mhic thing

happens in cycling, put your foot to it

FOR SALE, EXCHANGE, WANTS.

TWENTY-FIVE WORDS, 35 CENTS.

Emch •ddltlonal word two cants. Caah Id-

varlkbly In advanoe.

Vj ACHINERY WANTED-Four automatic screw ma-
^'•'- chines, and two automatic sprocket-wheel cutters.
Address Manufacturer, care of The Wheel. t f c

A FINE nickeling outfit, Zucker & I.evett,
^^ v,r„ li,,!,. ,t iX'ill Dick Cycle Works; about 1.800 (eel

No. 2. used
very little at Will Dick Cycle Works; about 1.800 (eel

best seamless tubing; enamel, etc ; all very cheap. Conrad
Dick. Assignee, Dansville, N. Y. 10-15-c.

ANTED— Man's cushion-iired tricycle; " Marltwr-
ough " English-make preferred. Address W. D.

Simpson ft Co., Anderson, S. C. 10-1 p.

w
UICVCLE PLANT FOR SALE-Situated in New
•'-' York City, and fully e<|uipped with Ihe newest and
best machinery for the making of all parts; complete in all

respects, including nickeling and enameling plant for
the construction of finished bicycles; the product of this
plant is well and favorably known both here and abroad;
will he disposed of at a very low figure. Address Oppor-
tunity, care The Wheel. lO-l-c.

<( WHEELMEN'S RESORTS.'

.Sliernian Hoase, Babylon, L.. I.

Thn Afliinllr Inn, Grunt Clly, S. I

DANIEL L. TOWER,
\\ h>>lr<3lr ,\gcnl, llicyclcs, Fillings and .Sundries.

Agent lor Thiem & Co.'s Adjustable Toe Clip, Lamp
Itrackrl*. etc.; North Star Toe Cliiis and Weber Lug
gage Carrier*, etc.; Fast ll.-implon Hell Co., llelU;
.S'ewark Nickel Plating Co."» Hicycic I.amps; S. .Maas
& Co., Cnrkcne (trips; ileinx &. .Munschauer, Iticy-
cles; Corkwood Mfg. Co., (irips.

Write for prU rs. 96 CHAMBERS STREET. NEW YORK.

The Robinson Bicycle Trainer

is the brm machine on the market
for gymnaniums cyclists and rxople of
sedentary habits. Hullt of iron and
slrel. Riinn riacily like a bicycle,
heavy fly wheel lo produce the ume
momrniiim llandirn and saddle ad-
limable Kaldiel tprorkri on front
.ule tirevrnlH motion in back wheel
when foothold i< lo<t. Ilalf-mllc wall
dial with acrurate gear. AddrCM
H'.niNvov fli) v> I K Tkaiskk Co., Ltd.,

Mr...IvlIIr, I'a.

CHOKE OK LOCOMOTIVE METHODS.

"Gramlma. wlicn I'm .in .inm-l will I have

wings?"

"I hope so, dearie. Why do you ask?"

"'Cause I think I'd rather have a bicycle."

THE
I

NEW
DEPARTURE
BICYCLE
BELLS.

f>^''/>'f1AVEAT0»«J-\

L^t-^

THE MORSE

Roller Joint Chain.

lesaits

:

WAY

Every Joint is a

Frictionless Rocker Dearing.

. NO FRICTION NO WEAR.
\ NO WEAR NO STRETCH.

I

NO STRETCH NO WEAR-
'

INC OFF OF SPROCKETS.
00 I-.l p««r cpnt rnicU'iiry.

Guaranteed not to stretch more than

V inch during n sea.son.

H<>n<1 rnr ratalogiir.

MORSE MFG. CO.,
TRUMANSBURQ. N. Y.
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GONE TO WALTHAM. ANOTHER POPE DEPARTURE.

Hereafter tte Cycle Itnprovenietit Company
and the "Watch Tool Company Will

Be One.

Waltham, Mass., has added another to its

many industries, but Waltham's gain means
losses to Westboro and Leicester.

Quite unexpectedly the Cycle Improvement
Co., of Westboro, makers of the Janney pedal,

and the Perry Cycle Seat Co., of Leicester,

Mass., have been merged into the American
Watch Tool Co., of Waltham, w^hich will here-

after make not only the' pedals and saddles,

but other cycle sundries as well. The manu-
facture of watch tools and special machinery

will also be continued, and the capital of the

company be increased to $100,000.

S. A. Barton, for eleven years the general

manager of the Thomson-Houston Electric

Co., will be the general manager of the con-

cern.

The pedal factory will remain for the pres-

ent at Westboro, and will be under the man-
agement of F. P. Clement, who has con-

ducted the affairs of the Cycle Improvement
Co. up to the present time. W. A. Gray, who
was the secretary of the Cycle Improvement
Co., remains as the traveling representative.

R. W. Perry, of the Cycle Seat Co., will also

be retained as the superintendent of the Watch
Tool Co.'s saddle department.

For 1898 the Waltham concern will make
three pedals, the Janney, the Standard-Ad-

justable and another to meet the demand for

a lower-priced article. In saddles, a new one,

adjustable to any width, a new pommel, and a

new clip are among the novelties that will be

introduced.

.The American Watch Tool Co. owns and

controls the Metz patent on pedals, and the

combination with the Cycle Improvement Co.

will mean the abandonment of legal proceed-

ings.

MR. SPENCER'S PURCHASE.

Chicago, Oct. 2.—George G. Spencer has

purchased and will operate the entire plant of

the Illinois Handle-Bar Co. In addition to

bars, hubs, pedals, forksides, frames, etc., will

be made.

BOUGHT BY LAWYERS.

Lawyers Paige and Carroll, of Bridgeport,

have bought the Liberty Cycle Co. for $700

in equity. Incumbrances aggregate $15,450.

MEN OF EXPERIENCE.

People who have followed the Pope Mfg.

Co.'s advertising will be prepared for sur-

prises. They have already been given notice

that the chainless Columbia is but one of sev-

eral. The others have been carefully guarded
and no outsider knows just what the big

Hartford factory has in store.

Whether it is one of the '98 surprises or is

still further in the background, it has leaked

out that the Pope people are dealing with

something new in frame construction, a

frame devoid of brazing, and which may be

taken apart at will.

As near as can be learned, the several tubes

which form the frame have threaded ends and

screw one to the other, the joints being then

enclosed in nickeled lugs, or connections,

which give the wheel a special or made-to-or-

der appearance, which imparts an undeniable

attractiveness.

The wheel is reputed a good-looker, but

just what part it is to play in the future is for

the future to decide.

TRYING TO RAISE AN ASSIGNMENT.

Cincinnati, Oct. 4.—Efforts are being made
to raise the assignment of the Fred J. Meyers

Mfg. Co., makers of the Blue Grass line of

bicycles. Negotiations have been in pro-

gress between the stockholders and the cred-

itors erf the company and "several other par-

ties." It is expected that the negotiations

will be completed and the company reorgan-

ized. In order to give time to the carrying-

out of these negotiations. Judge Taft, of the

United States Circuit Court, authorized the

Union Savings Bank and Trust Company to

continue the business for a further period of

sixty days.

ONE POPE SUCCEEDS ANOTHER.

Albert L. Pope, Colonel Albert A.'s son,

has finally been added to the titled staff of the

Pope Mfg. Co. He last week succeeded E.

W. Pope as secretary of the company. The
latter was formerly treasurer, but retired some
two years since, and lias merely acted as sec-

rotary during a contingency.

PRESIDENT BATCH ELDER NOW.
Frank T. Fowler will bo .succeeded as

president of the Trinity Cycle Mfg. Co. by A.

T. Batchclder, one of the owners of the com-
pany.

Chicago's New Cycle Concern Is Composed of

Men Who Know the Cycle Trade

Thoroughly.

Chicago, Oct. 2.—The latest addition to the

cycle trade in this city is Hughes & Browne,

occupying the building No. 29 to 39 Erie

street, the firm being composed of Mr. I.

B. Hughes and W. J. Browne, both of whom
have had several years' experience in the man-
ufacture of bicycles and in the management of

bicycle works.

For several seasons Mr. Hughes has been

superintendent of the Ames & Frost plant, of

Chicago, while Mr. Browne held a position

as assistant superintendent of the same con-

cern. Previously both were connected with

the Snell Cycle Fittings Co., of Toledo, in the

same relative positions.

With this experience it is needless to say

that they understand the bicycle business, and

that their product will be worthy of attention.

They have a complete plant, which is being

equipped with the latest improved tools and

machinery, and, besides making a high- grade

bicycle under their own name, they will also

have a hne for the jobbing trade, and also a

full complement of cycle fittings.

WENT AROUND THE WORLD.
W. C. Marion, who went almost around the

world in Morgan & Wright's interest, is

home again. He was in New York last week,

and will hereafter till the Eastern field for

the good tire people. Marion, who was de-

scribed by an Australian paper as having an

eye like a lighthouse, kept his eye open and

has some very pronounced opinions of the

countries he visited. It is all up-hill for the

American tradesman abroad, he says.

THEY HAVE CHANGED.

Chicago, Oct. 2.—^Ncw York will, uoxt

week, profit by Chicago's loss. K. W.
Slusser, one of the best all-aroimd men in iho

business, goes East to locate there. Ho will

have charge of Amos & Frost's Eastern in-

terests. D. J. Canary is also reported to have

ceased to be of the Spalding forces.

FROM EAST TO WEST.

Eugene Walsh, formerly with the Boston

Woven Hose and Rubber Co., has engaged

with the Monarch Rubber Co.. and will sell

Monarch tiros in Ohio, Illinois, and part of

Michigan.
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CYCLE ACCIDENTS.

Pacts Which Show That the Percentage

Thereof Itt Smaller Than News-

papers Allege.

To-day it is almost safe to say everybody

rides a bicycle, or to put it more correctly

still, everybody tries to ride a bicycle, and

many succeed in doing so. The remainder,

and a very numerous remainder they arc,

too, think they know how to ride, while in

fact they know so little about practical cy-

cling that they should be forbidden to appear

upon the public streets; this for their own
safety quite as much as for that of all other

users of highways.

The natural result of the old and young,

the well and the sick, the weak and the strong,

and the lame, halt and partly blind taking to

cycling, has naturally resulted in numerous ac-

cidents, some of them fatal, and some entire-

ly unpreventable, but the majority of them

trifling in their effect and easily preventable

by the use of caution and care on the part of

the sufferers.

These are facts, but the sensational news-

paper does not worry about facts when it

comes to dealing with anything, cycling less

than most things; hence it is deemed the

pioper thing for every cycle mishap to be

headed "Another Bicyclist Injured!" with an

implied accent on "another," and the using of

the largest possible type to call the public's at-

tention to the dangers and deadliness of the

bicycle. If anyone goes to the editor with

the facts in the case, the only result is—noth-

ing. Tell the editor that more people are in-

jured by falling down stairs, on pavements

and such, than are hurt by falling off of bicy-

cles, and he'll probably only laugh at your ig-

norance. Go even further, and inform him

that even to-day more people suffer from car-

riage and wagon accidents than from cycle

ones, and he'll ring for the office boy to show

the lunatic out of his office.

Strange as these statements may seem to

the fiction-loving, cycle-abhorring, sensational

newspaper editor, they are still facts, and

facts, too, that even he cannot attempt to

controvert or explain away. Dealing with

facts shows that the rider of a bicycle has

nearly nine chances to be injured in some

cither manner to the single one he has to be

injured by cycling, a ratio in favor of cycling,

which, considering the bicycle's almost uni-

versal adoption, is highly creditable to the

machine's safety.

While the sensational writer has been con-

tent to base his assertions regarding the dan-

gerous and deadly qualities of cycling upon

his own valueless and prejudiced ideas thereof,

the accident insurance companies have had

the convincing argument of the payment of

cold hard cash to deal with, and the result of

4,000 policy payments by one of the largest of

them, the Aetna, is as follows:

Pall* nn |>«vroienl. 681 : un or down iMalni, 143 ;

mitcrlUncoui, 1E7— 981

Carriage and wagon accident* 421

Bicycle accidenla 413

Cull with cdgrd Inolt or glass M
Pallins of heavy ohjrcti 106

tliii- '<ti 18R

Kr > of horMS U4
lit -'-"-otu ... ISO

Af. lent* ... Ut
Sir- < ... 108

Cull nr l>rui>e« from machinrry 107

Horteback riding arriilrnlt . . . 7fl

Accidrnta to tytt 72

Fiogrrt crrualicd . SB

Gunshot wounds 61

Stepped on nails, feet punctured 55

Slipped while lifting heavy weights SO

Hands lacerated on books or nails 46

Railroad accidents 43

Bathing accidents 34

Bites by dogs or insects 29

Blood poisoning from scratches 29

Slivers 25

Slipped on rolling stones 23

Miscellaneous 370

Accidents will happen anywhere and to all

people, as the above amply proves, but when
the foregoing has been studied it will afford

little support of the sensational space-filler's

manifest desire to prove that the greatest of

all accident sufferers is the rider of the bicy-

cle. Such is not the case, and the fact that

out of 4,000 accidents only about 10 per cent

thereof were in any wise attributed to cycling

is the very best evidence of the falsity of the

space-filler's sensational statements to the con-

trary.

RETUUN OF A CANCELED AD.

When Isaac B. Potter, standing upon the

deck of an incoming steamer, his yellow

gabardine, covered with the hotel labels be-

tokening his recent advertising couricrship

abroad, flying in the wind, gazed ruefully at

the land of his birth and of his presidency,

he saw no wild, tumultuous gathering, with

bands and banners, awaiting at the pier to

welcome him home.

Frost was a foot deep, silence still deeper,

and welcomcrs fewer than the hairs upon the

head of the returning courier. Not even the

Press Bureau was on hand to give the faint

semblance to a public interest in either Mr.

Potter or the advertisement he was. Verily,

the mess of pottage the President of the

League of American Wheelmen had bartered

his oflicial honor for was never proven less

palatable than upon the barterer's return to his

native land.

Stranger still, only a single one of the daily

papers controlled by the Press Bureau made
the slightest allusion to Mr. Potter's home-
coming. Silence most profound was the or-

der of the day. One paper, not in the Bureau

combine, bit at the Potter bait, and was land-

ed as follows:

"Mr. Potter said that while abroad he had

begun negotiations with the Touring Club

of France and the Cyclists' Touring Club of

England, by which L. A. W. members may
become members of those organizations be-

fore starting abroad, and thus receive all the

special privileges that the members of those

organizations enjoy in the way of special

rates at hotels, etc. He has also, through

our government representatives, endeavored to

secure for L. A. W. members immunity from

tariff duties on their wheels, while touring,

from Italy, France, Germany, and Belgium."

When Mr. Potter first accepted his foreign

couriership, and leased the advertising

possibilities of the League presidency to yel-

low journalism. The Wheel predicted that

something like the foregoing would be used

as a cloak for Mr. Potter to cover his yellow

gabardine with upon his return from abroad,

but The Wheel is free to confess that it

had expected the Press Bureau would have

given the cloak considerable more publicity

than it has seen fit to do. Vrrily, what is

there for a League President when his Press

Bureau forsakes him? What arc the possi-

bilities of a League official whose greatest

l>encficiaries dare not, or do not, keep him
properly exploited and explained?

DUNLOP DEFIANCE.

The Tire Monopoly Virtually Tells the British

Cycle Trade to Mind Its Own
Bnsiness.

London, Sept. 25.—The tire agitation is

almost passed, the financial press being con-

tent to let the matter slide under the saving

grace of concession, which it is now known
was practically offered to the Amalgamated
Tires Co. prior to the issue of the famous

circular. So far as the trade and the general

situation goes we are practically where we
were. A considerable lot of mud has been

stirred up by the press outcry under cover of

which heavy underwriters of Amalgamated
stock hoped to get out to some extent, but

the market has remained flat, stale, and un-

profitable, and they have, no doubt, become
resigned to their fate—whatever that may be.

The Cycle Manufacturers' Trade Protection

Association is, however, endeavoring to im-

prove the shining hour by combining to (in

reality) obtain better terms for themselves,

though they put it in a more engaging light

in their press notices.

At the meeting which brought to life the

Free Tire Traders' Association, and which I

referred to last week, Arthur Ducros, Sr.,

appeared, and the following conversation was

held:

The Chairman—Are you prepared to with-

draw the objectionable circular to agents?

Mr. Ducros—Certainly not, except as regards

Clause 4, which refers to the examination of

the names and addresses in the agents' book.

The Chairman—Do you control Dunlop
cycles? Mr. Ducros—Dunlop cycles are the

property of the John Grifliths Cycle Corpora-

tion. We have nothing to with them, except

that the same money was invested in both

companies.

The Chairman—^Will you return to last

year's price for Dunlop tires? Mr. Ducros

—

Certainly not.

The Chairman—Will you sell tires without

rims? Mr. Ducros—Yes, but we shall charge

the same prices as if rims were taken.

The Chairman—Will you not undertake to

sell tires with solid rims for less than the

price charged for Westwood rims? Mr. Du-
cros—Decidedly not.

To those who understand the personality

of the conversationalists there is much quiet

amusement to be read in between the lines, but

I only quote it to show that the reported

capitulation of the Dunlop Company is a case

of the wish being father to the thought. There

is no doubt, however, that the trade is very

sore at the connection between the Dunlop
Tire Co. and the John Grifliths Corporation,

the Dunlop Cycle Co. and the Cycle Com-
ponents Co., several cycle dealers, cycle

makers and parts manufacturers. Even so,

however, there is a vast difference between be-

ing sore and coming forward with a satisfac-

tory remedy therefor.

It is now definitely stated that the new Bees-

ton Cycle Co., which Mr. N. J. Lawson con-

verted into a cycle and motor car firm, out of

S. & B. Gorton's, with a nominal capital of

£1,000,000, is to he reconstructed, with a view

to separating the cycle and motor car busi-

nesses. It has been current gossip here for

some time that the concern was not doing

too well, and I fear that no possible recon-

struction can save it imless the capital is cut

down a dozen-fold.
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ALMIGHTY DUNLOP.

T F the Free Tire Traders' Association can

* prove that the English cycle trade is com-

posed of men and not manikins that dance

when Dunlop pulls the string, the Association

will perform a service to themselves, and in-

cidentally shake some pronounced and deep-

rooted opinions that have found lodgment

elsewhere, in America, for instance.

Viewed from this distance, the manner in

which the Dunlop interests have apparently

held the English cycle trade in the hollow

of its hands 'has been a ninth wonder of the

world. Over here, we are accustomed to

gigantic "trusts," so called, of all sorts, but

they comprise a combination of manufactur-

ers which operate singly and yet in conjunc-

tion, and are thus able to browbeat, bully-

rag and thumb-screw the retailer to the limit

of the law and at their pleasure. But there

is no instance in which one manufacturer can

sit back, and, snapping his fingers, order all

other manufacturers on whom he is depend-

ent to do as he commands. Yet in pug-

nacious England this appears to be the at-

titude of the Dunlop people.

Primarily they make the tire which is in

general use, and the steel rim to which the

tire is fitted. Likewise, they make tubing

and parts and completed bicycles, thus com-

peting with the very people, the cycle manu-

facturers, who are supposed to be their

patrons, but who appear more like servile

slaves.

None can blame the Dunlop organization,

however. They are in a happy position—an

enviable position—and if they have been able

to corral the entire trade, and are able to dic-

tate terms, they deserve credit, not censure.

It is the—shall we say?—hapless wretches, the

manikins, who have made it possible who are

in fault. Their recent rebellion and organi-

zation of the Free Tire Traders' Association

has been so long coining that it is hard to

realize that it will amount to anything, and

tfhe fact that the Dunlop chief has snapped

his fingei-s in their assembled faces is proof

ihnt ho, too, holds the rebellion quite cheaply.

Imagine, if you will, a seller of tires being

invited to attend a meeting of his customers,

and telling them defiantly that he means to

not only increase the price of his already high

product, and that whether they buy the tires

with or without the rims which his rim fac-

tory produces, the price of the tires will be

the same.

This is what the Dunlop chieftain has done.

Aside from its arrogance and illogic, and the

insight into English affairs that it afifords, it

is o'f interest to Americans, because it seems

to show one cause why the wood rim has

made no substantial progress in England.

The Dunlop people actually force all who

l)uy their tires to use their rims. The word

"free" was very properly included in the title

of the rebellious organization.

Of course the prestige that the Dunlop has

attained means that much is to be overcome,

but with a wealth of other and equally good

tires to select from, and with the price so very

much lower than that of the Dunlop product,

and concessions to agents, therefore, possible,

it does seem that the combination of bicycle

manufacturers could and would swing their

influence and patronage to other tires, even

though they were of a different type. The

campaign of education might cost a pretty

penny, but the dif?erence in the cost of the

Dunlop and the other tires should afford a

working margin.

The temper of the English trade, as im-

plied by the cycle-makers' rebellion, would

seem to suggest an opportunity for an Ameri-

can concern, but the hide-bound disposition

of the Britons, which has made them cling

tenaciously to steel rims, although they are

heavier, costlier, and less presentable and

less efficient than the wood rim, even as

proven by English tests, rather casts a damper

on the suggestion.

Wood rims and other than the Dunlop type

of tire would mean a considerable saving in

cost of cycle construction, and consequently

a healthy addition to the English C3clc-

makers' income, but will the rebels, the self-

styled "Free Traders," make the move?

To believe it is to laugh—to laugh dei-isive-

ly. The pugnacious Britons have neither

strength, nerve nor backbone enough to re-

move the Dunlop collar from their necks.

ADVANCING A STEP.

TO-DAY Great Britain and America are

the two countries which still refrain

from adopting the metric system of weights

and measures, such as is used by all the other

great nations of the world. To act as a clog

upon the wheels of progress is certainly a new

role for America to play, and the quicker she

ceases her discreditable partnership with

Great Britain in this direction, the wiser it

will be.

Cycling has done much to change ultra-

conservatism, otherwise, old-fogyism, in other

directions into progress, and it can now do

its share to hasten the inevitable day when

America, for her own protection and con-

venience, must swing into line with the other

enlightened nations and adopt the metrical

system.

By the simple passing of a law that upon all

race meet programmes, following the distance

of each event in miles, should appear the

equivalent thereof in meters and kilometers,

and that at least one event upon each pro-

gramme should be at a metrically stated dis-

tance, the League of American Wheelmen
could do much to familiarize the people of

the United States with the system of meas-

urement which they must ultimately adopt.

A step further might be made by following-

out the same idea upon the road wherever

League signboards were erected, while the

ease of establishing American records at met-

rical distances, were same accorded recogni-

tion upon the books of the League, would at-

tract much attention and competition, there-

by aiding materially the end desired.

It may be said that the amount of educa-

tion these suggestions would accomplish is

minute. Even so, the spirit of progress actu-

ating the effort counts for much, and the

consequent publicity and favorable comment
resulting would prove of incalculable value

to an organization which is too often ac-

cused of being simply a race-promoting one.

ENFORCE THE LAW.

I F the L. A. W. Consulate and the Asso-

* ciated Cycling Clubs of New York are

worth a red cent, or a yellow one, for that mat
ter, they will see to it that the provision of the

revised rules of the road, requiring vehicles

to display lights after nightfall, does not be-

come a dead letter, as is proposed by cer-

tain Aldermen, who obtained their legisla-

ti\-e knowledge in the "professions" of truck

driving and rum selling. There is no just

reason why such vehicles should be excepted

or winked at. As well exempt carrier tricy-

cles—they are business vehicles—from the laws

atTecting cycles in general.

This matter of universal lights is bound to

grow and must prevail in time, and it de-

volves upon such organizations as those re-

ferred to to see that it does prevail.

If any attempt is made to dodge the ordi-

nance, arrests should he instigated and made.

If the law is fair for one it is fair for all, and

there should be no discrimination. The plea

that the "business vehicles" are not in gen-

eral use after nightfall cuts no figure. There

arc not a few cyclists who seldom, if ever, use

their wheels after dark, but no exemption is

made or is possible in their case and none

should he or will ho ninde. They are re-
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quired to purchase lamps and obey the law,

and they do so. And the same should be re-

quired of every other vehicle owner.

It is something of a maxim that "As goes

New York so goes the rest of the country,"

and for that reason the enforcement of the ordi-

dance will prove of more than merely local

effect. Since its adoption here it has been

taken up in other cities, and the gospel of uni-

versal lights is still spreading. No bullet-

headed Alderman should be permitted to

check it. It should rather be forced to grow

and grow and grow, until the whole land, coun-

try as well as city, is covered by the la.w.

If it is good for the paved and liglited city

streets, it is as good or belter for the soft and

darkened country roads. Countries which arc

centuries older than America have recognized

the fact, and are governing iheir traffic, from

the farm wagon to the bicycle, accordingly.

MUDDLED BY MOTT.

WHILE some of the Eastern papers are

still leading the public to believe that

the secession movement on the Pacific Coast

has petered out, and does not amount to a

row of pins. The Wheel has it on indis-

putable authority that so far as racing

is concerned it is the L. A. W. that is practi-

cally the dead letter. The "secesh" arc in full

control.

The cause? Largely Albert Mott, chair-

man of the L. A. VV. Racing Board, and his

now-boys-plcasc-be-good policy.

When the movement was inaugurated the

loyal League people on the ground desired

to combat it as their judgment deemed

proper, but Mr. Mott had several barrels of

his famous troubled-water oil in his cellar,

with which he desired to inundate the Coast.

He u.sed it, but it went to waste, and, finding

that his exi|uisitc "diplomacy" had failed, the

great adviser sorrowfully gave the wo^d to

go ahead to the League workers. Hut the

road was then blocked, and they Cf)uld not

go far. They are now at a standstill, with

hearts bowed down with grief and w«»e and

admiration for the greatest unlassoed diplo-

in.it ont^idi- ihc halls «if Congress.

HOI'ELKSSLY HIDEBOIXD.

\ 1 / MILE the average Englishman is a

^ hidebound individual, as a returned

.Xnicrican recently described him, it is a popu-

lar notion that he loves to jingle his pounds

and hilt pence, and for this reason certain

things are difficult to comprehend.

There was never better proof of his hide-

bound inherency, hit living within himself,

his closing his ear* to reason and hi>i ryes to

existing facts than the Englishman's attitude

toward the wood rim. During the last few

weeks the (act has been considerably accen-

tuated by a revival of the discussion of the

subject in the public prints. Mr. O. W. An-

drews, the representative of an American wood

rim, and himself an American, has made the

most of the opportunity, and has given the

Britons broadsides of fact which would aflfect

anyone but a hidebound individual; facts

which have been verified by tests made in the

presence of that Prince of the Hidebounds,

Mr. Henry Sturmey. In these tests the wood

rim outclassed the steel article at every point,

and Mr. Sturmey must have fairly writhed

when the results were recorded in his paper,

but the only comment he makes is to strain

at a gnat to favor the dearly-beloved but

moss-grown creation of steel.

In face of such tests, in face of an appalling

array of facts and figures, in face of the fact that

the wood rim is lighter and cheaper than the

steel rim, in face of the fact that millions of

the wood fellies have been used for years in

this country in every clime, hot and cold, wet

and dry, and used with all sorts and condi-

tions of tires, detachable and otherwise, the

hidebound Briton closes his eyes, stops up his

ears, and apparently forces his reasoning facul-

ties into his stomach. He simply will not see

or hear or be convinced, no matter what has

come or has gone or may come or may go.

He stands erect and immovable, a sightles'^

statue of egotism on a pedestal of bigotry. It

is only to the Dunlop interest that the statue

bows, and tlien it hows low and servilely.

Record breaking is not sport. Sport is

competition, is high hope, is man against man,

Greek against Greek—a tug-o'-war. But in

these degenerate days the basic element of

sport has been minimized. It is no longer

Greek against Greek, but Greek against the

clock; GrecJc tied onto the tail of a running

horse, or a locomotive, or a multiple machine,

or any other agent, human, mechanical, divine,

or diabolical, which will enable him to cut the

faintest of infinitesimal fractions oflf the record.

The rn.i<lin.ikcr is the pioneer of civiliza-

tion; he literally prepares the way for the

wheels of progress. The wheels of progress

to-day have rubber tires, are set tandem, and

arc driven by the wheelman. Accordingly

we should find the roadmaker applying his in-

genuity and bending his energies to devis-

ing and constructing roads suitable to the de-

mands of the new mode of locomotion. Is he

doing so?

Cycle making in the future will be con-

ducted on a small-profit basis, but publicity

will be just as necessary, if not more so, than

heretofore. Less money will be available for

that purpose, however, and increased care and

attention must therefore be given, that the

greatest amount of good be derived from the

decreased expenditure.

Progress in cycle construction is not an ex-

ternal law working independently of individ-

uals, like the law of gravitation; it is a series

of steps which must be consciously and in-

tentionally taken by those who make them,

and who by influence and example induce

others to follow.

Gall isn't so very bitter when the use of it

enables a man to get the free use of a wheel,

on the ground that his riding it enables the

manufacturers to sell more machines of that

particular make.

The paper which last week asserted that

The Wheel was carrying unauthorized ad-

vertisements uttered an unmitigated untruth

and has been given an opportunity to make

retraction.

"If" and "but arc the sons of hesitation,

and between them they have done much to

fill the long list of those who might have suc-

ceeded in the cycle trade, but did not.

If there are several good chainless safeties

produced, they will be retarded by the several

dozen freak chainless safeties which will be

placed on the market ne.xt season.

A great many League patriots' love for cy-

cyling and the grand old organization they

are officeholders in is like a greased pole—you

can't get a good grip on it.

It is useless for people, pedestrians in par-

ticular, to try to "run down" the bicycle. All

newspaper reports agree that they invariably

get the worst of it.

Money makes the mare go; it also fre-

quently makes the horse-sense go, when it

comes to buying, riding, building or selling

bicycles.

The science of stopping in time has never

received the attention it might at the hands of

those who control the destinies of the cycle

trade.

Some nun make a guess, think they've

thought, and then give an opinion. There

arc just such men as these acting as cycle

critics.

The rider who lets his troubles control his

mouth is a heavy addition to the troubles of

other riders.

It must be admitted that in cycle designing

and Cfjnstruction the genius business doesn't

always work

In making up their minds about cycling too

many people are careless about the material

they use.

With the noble red man a wheelman, the

scorching plains will have an added right to

the title.
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IN A CELERY TOWN.

Crowds Greet the Palace Car Racers, and the

I<atter Prove Themselves "Worthy

the Greeting.

Kalamazoo, Mich., Oct. 4.—Glorious

weather and two carloads of cycling stars

brought an overflowing crowd to the new

three-lap board track to-day.

The mile open stood out clear and distinct

as the race of the day. It was Kiser weather

—you know he can't stand a wintry atmos-

phere—but for all of that, Kiser did not get

a place. Nor did Cooper.

It was a grand struggle, and, despite his

fearful fall at Detroit two days ago, Mertens

won in a neck-and-neck iight with Nat Butler

and Kimble.

Three heats, two semi-finals and a final set-

tled the race, John S. Johnson and Fred. Hoyt
being among those shut out in the semi-finals.

Kiser, Mertens, Stevens, Cooper, Butler and

Kimble were the starters in the final, Wells

and Saunders, pacing. Butler gained the

pacemakers, Mertens closing Cooper out for

the second position. Kiser, Stevens and

Kimble followed.

An eighth of a mile from the tape Stevens

jumped up the line and Kiser just headed him

off. Butler took the pace from Wells and

started a spurt, Mertens following him closely.

Kimble lost the back of the line and shot up

along the pole at the turn, entering the stretch

well back, but gaining fast. Mertens shot to

the outside of Butler, and Kimble came up

along the pole and gave battle. These three

men fought the contest to a finish, and Mer-
tens, Butler, Kimble was the order of the first

three, inches apart and locking bars. Cooper
gained rapidly in the last twenty yards and de-

feated Kiser for the fourth position by barely

a foot.

In the mile handicap, the men bunched
early, and in the rush for home Nat Butler

out-sprinted Cooper.

E. W. Peabody, the Chicago amateur crack,

scored his seventy-second victory in the half-

mile handicap, and established a new record,

but was beaten in the mile match race by both

Hart, of Grand Rapids, and Swim, of Kala-

mazoo. It was run in three heats, 2.13 1-5,

2.144-5, 2.131-5. Swim won the first; Hart
the other two.

At the close of the great day, Mertens,

John S. Johnson and Kiser broke the world's

mile unpaced triplet record, doing 1.46 4-5 in

the darkness fast gathering at the time. The
first half was made in .50 flat, and is also a

record.

The summary:
One mile open, professional.—1, Mertens; 2, Butler;

3, Kimble; 4, Cooper; 5, Kiser. Time, 2.05.

Half-mile handicap.—1, Peabody, scratch; 2, Otto
Kreuger, Kalamazoo; 3, Max Cahn, Kalamazoo. Time,
1.001/5.

One-mile handicap, professional.—1, Nat Butler, 10
yards; 2, Cooper, scratch; 3, Freeman, 80 yards; 4,
Kimble, 15 yards.

DISEASE AND CURE.

The family physician, who had kept abreast

of the times, after giving one glance at his

patient, said: "Yes, sir; the diagnosis of your
case is perfectly plain. You have acute sad-

dlesetis and pcdaldria, complicated with iian-

baragia, all in their initial stages. To cure

the complaint take concentrated hygradia ad
lib. Three dollars, please."

HALL MARKED PERFORMANCES.

The L. A. W. Racing Board has hall-

marked the following amateur records:

One mile, against time, paced, made by H.

G. Gardiner, Philadelphia, Pa., at Willow

Grove, Pa., Sept. 11, 1897; time, 1.48 2-5.

Four, five, six, seven, eight and ten miles,

against time, paced, made by Fred. Nelson,

Chicago, III, Aug. 14, 1897; time, 8.36 2-5,

10.48 1-5, 13.02, 15.20 4-5, 17.37 1-5, 22.03 4-5.

One-mile tandem competition, made by E.

C. Hausman and Geo. H. Collett, at Water-

bury, Conn., Sept. 9, 1897; time, 1.55 3-5.

LIKE MRS. LOT.

BAY STATE CHAMPIONS.

Lynn, Mass., Oct. 5.—On the old Glen-

more track the principal State championships

were decided to-day.

J. PLATT-BETTS,
England's famous record holder.

James Urquhart, of Dorchester, proved

something of a surprise party, taking John S.

Johnson into camp quite handily. In the five

miles an ugly spill robbed the event of inter-

est, but two men being able to rniish.

The summary:

One-third mile, handicap.—Won by M. I'. Johnson,
Worcester (25 yards). Time, 45 seconds.
Onc-lhird mile, L. A, VV. State Championship. 1.

J;imos llr(|uhart, Dorchester; 2, J. S. Johnson, \\ or
coster. Time, 0.45.

t)no-mile JKiiidicap.—1, H. B. Hills, Providence,
scratch. 'I'inie, 2.20%.
One mile, L. A. W. State championship.—], Jame.s

tininli.-irl, Dorchester. Time, 2.19%.
'i"wo-iiiiIe handicap. -1, Robert Urquliarl, Dovchcs-

liT, 40 y.u-ds. Time, 4.47%.
h'ive-niile L. A. W. Stale chani|)ionsliip. -1, \'. l'".cU-

Iierg. Worcester; 2. James Uniuliart. Doreliester.
Time, 11. .TO^. track record. All luit these two men were
tlirown in tlie race, and none linislud lo lake lliird
prize.

Cooper's Curiosity Caused Heaps of Trouble in

His Home Town ; Meet Otherwise a

Success.

Detroit, Mich., Oct. 2.—When Lot's wile's

curiosity overcame her and caused her to look

around, she was the only sufferer.

To-day Tom Cooper emulated Mrs. Lot,

and, as a result, A. C. Mertens was carried

ofif the track unconscious, while Bald and

Cooper himself went to earth violently, and
were considerably shaken up. It was in the

dust-up of the two-mile open, and Cooper was
leading the crowd home. He looked all over

the winner when he looked back, and in a

twinkling fell and slid all over himself. Mer-
tens was gaining on Cooper at the time, and

was too close to avert disaster; Bald was at

his heels, and the two crashed into Cooper's

wheel, and over they went. Bald was able to

pick himself up, but Mertens lay as if dead.

Fle was carried off insensible, and it is feared

may have sustained internal injuries, the

handle-bar of Cooper's wheel having caught

him near the solar plexus. Loughead was

able to clear the wreck and win handil}^ from

Kimble.

It was an unfortunate wind-up of two days

of excellent sport, and to make matters worse,

tills is Cooper's home. He was anxious to

make a killing, and, after scoring a dismal

failure yesterday, it was "hard lines," as they

say, to topple over and injure a fellow com-

petitor just as victory was within his grasp.

On the first day the Mayor of the city was

in attendance, and, as a compliment to

Cooper, came on the track and acted as start-

er of the mile open, which Loughead won
by a foot, after a battle royal with Kiser,

Bald and Cooper. In this race three unus-

ually big men—Loughead, Kiser and Major
Taylor—qualified for pacing, the Loughead
heat being ridden in 2.04, the fastest single-

paced heat of the year. In the final, Taylor,

the negro, performed some of his jumping-

jack tactics, boring Kiser out of line. In the

two-mile handicap, the backmarkers loafed,

and Hadfield (180 yards), and Price (230

yards), made a runaway of it.

In the exhibition work, Wood and Carlson

did a mile pn a tandem in 1.54, beating the

world's amateur record and equaling the pro-

fessional tandem record, and W. H. Steven-

son, a one-armed rider, rode a mile in 1.54,

paced l)y a "sex."

The summary:
FlRSl' DAY.

One-mile open, professional.- 1, F. T. Loughead; 2,

Karl Kiser; I!. IC. C. Bald. Time. 2.07!

Two-mile handicap, professional. 1, Charles Had-
IrUI, Newark. N. J. (ISO yards); 2. Charles Price. Bos-
ton (2110 vards); 3, A. C. ftlertons, St. Paul (.20 yards').
Time, 4.21%.

One-mile open.—1. P. A. .Toseph; 2, Nelson Carlson:
:>, Jerry Woodward. Time, 2.08%.

Sl'.COND n.w.

One uule, 2,05 class, professional. 1, Dr. .\. I".

Urown; 2, Nat Butler; :!, Watson Coleman. Tinie.
2M%.
One and a half-mile handicap, amateur.- 1. M. 1,

Koth, Detroit (,90 yardsl ; 2. Osear Wanderer. Detro"!!
(70 yards); ;!, Jerrv Woodward. Detroit (SO yards).
I'ime, :!,41.

l"womile open, professional. -1, K. J. T.oviRhend; 2.
Owen Kimble; S, J. F. Kspersou, l'»etfoil. Time. 4.17.

ONE LESSON SHOULD HE ENOUCH.

The tider of the b;irg;iin-coimlor bicyolo

who lias lo hi- (wico l;iught by cxpcriouco

the lesson of tlie tii;ieliitie's worthlessncss will

never t;ike m;in\' of life's prizes.
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DONE AT LAST

Starbuck Lowers the Colors of the Ever-Victor-

ious Michael A Battle from Start to

Finish.

Philadcliiliia. Oct. 'J.—Will you believe it?

'•Jimmy" Michael lias been "done up," as the

boys express it, by Frank Starbuck—and. say,

whisper it softly, Starbuck rode a chainlcss

bicycle.

Of course you will believe it, because the

occurrence will be heralded the length and

breadth of the land, but for all of that thous-

ands will surely exclaim doubtingly, "Is it pos-

sible?" Michael's ama/ing record has made

him appear so invincible that few. if any, were

prepared for news of his defeat.

Starbuck. however, lowered the wonder's

colors in grand style after a lace of twenty-

five miles, every mile, yea, nearly every lap of

which was a soul stirrer. Ye gentle Quakers,

C.fMK) of whom witnessed the "conllict," forgot

their thees and thous, and went daft through-

out the race. Excitement and enthusiasm was

tumultuous, tremendous, terrific, and when

the two men swept down the stretch, Starbuck

two lengths ahead and Michael tugging with

might and main to catch him. the din that

arose was deafening, was thunderous, and tore

great gaps in the damp, chilly, windy atmos-

phere.

It all happened at the Willow Grove board

track this afternoon, $_',tiw being the purse

at stake. Twice before had Starbuck been

defeated by Michael, and few thought but that

he was being led to slaughter for the thinl

time. One of the few who did not think so

was (). S. Bunnell—"Bunny." as he very gen-

erally is termed. He has ever had abiding

faith in Starbuck, even before the latter loca-

ted in Philadelphia, and became somewhat of

a Philadelphia idol. Bunnell has a head that

fairly bulges with brain matter, and while

Starbuck is far from being a muflf, it is well-

known that he has more speed than head.

Bunnell took charge of him to-day, and let

none underrate the part he played. He not

only organized the Starbuck pacing corps, but

he directed it as well. He did not depend en-

tirely on quints and sextuplets, as did Lesna

and McDufTec in their several races with the

little Welshman. He did what others thought

should have been done long ago by anti-

Michael forces: called into service f|uads and

triplets, the same machines which had so often

pulled Michael out of danger and helped him

tear open great gaps of daylight. Bunnell

also evolved itomcthing new in windshields.

When the rear rider.s on the racing machines

donned their coats they fastened a wooden

brace around their waists and over their shoul-

dern in »uch a way that its extended ends car-

ried out the coat-tails as widely as possible,

thereby pre»cnting a much larger area to the

wind and sheltering the racer to a greater ex-

tent.

to hold the lead and the pole—and usually

they held it. Time and again Michaels fav-

orite triplet came out and tried to pull him

away, but Starbuck's men fought it otT on

every occasion.

Michael was unable to make any of the trip-

let-assisted "steals" which were features of

his previous races; in fact, "General" Bunnell

used the Welshman's favorite tactics to defeat

him. On the twenty-fourth mile Bunnell sent

out a three-seater to Starbucks aid. The re-

sult was electrifying. The triplet came abreast

of him with a hurricane rush and the Phila-

delphian tacked on nicely, and before Michael

knew what had happened Starbuck had whizzed

past him and was twenty yards away and next

the coveted pole. The move won the race,

for, though Michael closed the gap, he could

never get in front, for not only did Starbuck

maintain a terrific bat, but every time Michael

tried to pass him his big machines were forced

to run wide on the turns and lose any advan-

tage they had gained.

From start to finish the contest was a series

of fast and furious spurts, first one man and

then the other taking the lead. The Welsh-

man's pacing, however, was superior to Star-

buck's in general, although once Mich-

ael jumped from behind a flagging team and

tacked onto Starbuck's rear wheel for a full

mile. But Starbuck usually swung wide on

the turns, running up to the extreme edge of

the h.'inking; and iiis pick-ups were not as

good as the Welshman's. Not once, though,

did he falter. Again and again as Michael

went by him he simply spurred on his pace-

makers and drew even or took the lead. And
his was all the hard luck. Twice was he ser-

iously hindered by breakdowns of his pacing

machines, and several times did Michael open

up space between them owing to this cause.

But he never was permitted to get away very

far. Starbuck's teams were vastly superior

to those used by Lesna in the two races with

Michael, and the big machines, once they got

going, cut down the little fellow's lead won-

derfully. Tile Welshman never attained a

greater lead than t>iie huiulred yards. Mich-

ael, biave little chap, rode a grand race. From
the twentieth mile, when it began to be seen

by the knowing ones that the race was to be

won by the man whom opportunity would

favor by having the lead in the last mile, on

to the end he well upheld his high reputation.

Though vaiKjuislied. it was by inches only,

and any iiucstion as to the superiority of either

man may well give pause. It is, however, due

him, to say that he never let Starbuck get as

great a lead as he had at times.

Michael's "artillery" consisted of two sextu-

pleU, two quads and one triplet, while Star-

buck had four "sexes," one quint, one quad

and one triplet. Kddir McnufTee steered one

of Starbuck'* "scxei." and Frank Waller, who
had dr*crtc<l the Michael camp, another.

Tl«e»c two men appeared to have it in lor the

little (rUitw and worked like Trojans to defeat

him. Time and again they stalled ofT Mich-

ael's men, fighting as if for their very lives

It was on the twenty-fourth mile that the

race was won. A fast quad had pulled Mich-

ael ahead, when the J'hiladelphia team, Went-

zel. Vernier and l*",ckliardt. came out on a trip-

let to pace the Pliiladelpliian. Once they

picked him up, a irenuiulous jjacc was set

—

so hot that Michael ami his men were rapidly

overhauled and passed. Then, having done

its work, the triplet quit, and never thereafter

was Starbuck headed. Time alter time Mich-

ael challenged, drawing level on the straights:

time after time he fell behind on the turns, as

his team swimg up, Starbuck hanging onto

the pole like grim cleatli. It was now a (|ues-

tion of lead entirely, and, although Michael's

men did all that mortal men could do, the op-

posing riders were ei|ually determined, and

not once was that lead relinquished, not

even when, as the bell sounded faintly (scarce-

ly heard 'midst the deafening uproar from

the assembled thousands) for the final lap.

tlie last heart-breaking finish was on.

The front wheel of Michael s pacing quad

rushed up level, on the outside, with Star-

buck's figure. Once, and once again, they

drew even. And even as they aid so the turn

threw them out.

Down the back straight they cariie, both

teams and racers doing all they knew, ^lichael

slowly, steadily creeping up. Into the turn

they swung, Starbuck hugging that pole with

not a swerve from the curving line. Round
they flew and into the straight, headed Tor

that white goal, now but a hundred yards

away. And meanwhile the roar was awful.

But it was finished. Even as the teams

flashed into the straight, and sprinted for the

tape, the Welsh lad made his sui>rcme, his

last, cfl'ort. With a magnificent, despairing

spurt, he shot from behind his quad, and drove

his wheel slowly up, up, up, until it was level

with the third man. So superb was the action

that for a moment the startled crowd believed

it might yet be done. But the riding of the

teams was so superb—the pace was so terrific

—that no single rider couUI have accomplished

the feat. Starbuck clung to his pacemakers,

and made his finish behind them. The Mich-

ael quad could not gain an inch, and so they

flashed across the tape right on Starbuck's

wheel, in the finish of one of the most splen-

didly contested and closely ended contests

ever seen upon the path since cycle racing be-

gan.

Starbuck averaged 1.52 4-5 per mile. The
fastest mile was the eighth. 1.1!1 1-5, the slow-

est, the twelfth, 2.0:^ '2-5.

The summary:
Miles. Leader. Time.
l-Michacl 1.52

2—Michael 3.41%
3-MicIiacl B.aWis
4-Michacl 7.17%
5-Micliacl 9.06
6-Michacl 10.52%
7—Michael 12.50%
R-MichacI 14.44

9 Michael I6.3514
10-- Michael 1S..TO%

n-Slarl.uck 20.21%
12-Starbuclt 22.22

13-Michael 24.16%

.Miles, l.eaiicr. Time.
14- Starbuck 26.07

15—Sl.irbuck 28.03%
1$-Starbuck 28.!i2%
17—Starbuck 31.47%
18-- Starbuck n.46%
19 -Starbuck 36.37H
20-Slarbuck 37.JB
21-Micliael ...39.32
22—Mich.iel 41.26%
2:t-Mich.iel 48.17%
24—Starbuck 45.10%
25—Slarl.ucV 47.02%

les.

STORV BV MILES.

11.

12

i.r

.\t the crack of the piNtol Michael flew away, and
at the first lap was 100 j-ardN ahead, .'starbuck
Kradually gained, and at the niilr was not 50
yards I" the bad.

.\» Ihry finished this mile Starbuck wav not 20
yard* to the bad. I'acing of both teami w»<
ahnve par so far.

(Jn the finish of the third mile Starbuck pustied
his pacers hard, and on the finish was only 10
yards back.

EnlerinK the first lap of the fourth mile Starbuck
causht and passed Michael. Then came a fi^ht.

Michael's pacers rushed out and passed htar-
buck at the finish n{ the fourth.

.Starbuck on Michael's heels, b sex. pacing each
man.

Both men level on the first lap. Michael paced
by a quad and Stnrhnck by a sex.; every foot
brum dc«|" luht (or. Finished this
mile only .t

(In sccund Ia|

ilrcw him L"" >.uM«
bis lead to BO yards.

Starbuck's sex. regained the loss, and a new team
pacrd him level on the second lap. A length
ap.irt on the finish.

Sl.irliiick loses sli^hllv

lap. Second lap

an<l ilraws 20 y.r

l)tick ri(thl on hi'-

.Starliuck is not picking uii pace at well as Mi-
chael, lie runs wil<t on the turn, but is riding
fiiiily On tli<- I.i.l I.i|. Si:irt.iMU took the lead.

Ml- til krep level,
•11 HI this mile.

Ml' U this first lap
am! lulr'. »>lli liiiii fi<i tlirir l.i|is.

On the first lap Michael's fast quad again came
out and drew him into the lead oocc more; but
Starbuck got a sex. that took him to the front
by 50 yards.

Once more Michael «ras pulled up to Starbuck,
and again ihey rmle level. Then the triplet was
let liMtse and tried to gel him by, but could not.

fast quad came out and
tay; gradually increased

the pick-up on first

Is fast qua
>nly to ha
Is fast quad again

ve Star-
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15.—Lap after lap is being reeled off, the, two men on
each other's heels. Starbuck leads on the fif-

teenth.
16.—Still they fly together. Starbuck first at the six-

, teenth mile.
17.—On the first lap the triplet was sent out to bring

Michael front, but could not. Starbuck lost
pace for a moment and rode two laps with one
team, but he held the lead.

IS.—Michael again challenged, but the McDuffee sex.
was pacing Starbtick, and held the lead.

19.—^Michael's triplet once more brought out to make
the effort. No use. Starbuck still leads.

20.^Starbuck showed splendid work on this mile. His
sex. broke its chain, and Michael took advan-
tage of the mishap like a flash. But Starbuck
rode gamely and did not lose 20 yards in regain-
ing his next pacers.

21.—McDuffee's sex. held Starbuck up to Michael, and
the latter could not open up pace.

22.—Again Michael was drawn ahead, and Starbuck
was losing steadily; 20 yards behind. He was
handicapped by losing pace twice.

23.—Another sex. of Starbuck's broke the chain, and
one team (Waller's) was compelled to pace him

'
' four laps. The Dutchman was game and stuck

.. tO' his work bravely, refusing relief from a
slower team.

24.'-^Michael was drawn away by his new quad, but on
the second lap Starbuck's manager made a
change, and sent a triplet out for him, and there

. was where the race was won. For, with Wenzel,
\'efnier and Eckhardt up, the machine hit up a
tremetidous bat, and, sweeping around the out-
side of, the little Welshman and his pacemakers,
liad 20 yards before the latter knew it, and were
never headed again.; . ,

25.—From this on to the finish it was a desperately
fought battle. Time after time Michael chal-
lenged, but it was no use. On the last lap

Sliafer sent out his crack quad, L. C. Johnson.
Pierce, Leonert and Walsh up, but try as they
would they could not get around the flying
American, who was paced by the Blauvelt sex.

The short races which preceded the big

event resulted as follows:

.C>ne-mile' open, professional.—^1, A. Newhouse; 2, C.
A.' Church; 3, J. Vernier. Time, 2.12.,

(One-mile open.—1, J. F. Chalfant; 2, J. G. Shumate;
3, J. H. Minnock. Time, 2.37.

One-mile handicap, professional.—1, R. A. Miller,
40, yards;' 2, H. E. Caldwell, 75 yards; .3, H. W. Eck-
hardt, 90 yards; 4, A. E. Weinig, GO yards. Time,
2.14%. .

.

One-mile handicap.^1, L. D. Fernelmont, 55 yards;
2, T. A. Shonio, scra,"tch ; 3, A. L. Worthington, 55

yhrds. Time, 2:22.

WHO ARE THE "ASSOCIATED" OFFICERS?

It has been said that this paper has gone

out of its way and out of its province in ob-

jecting to the injection of a new element in

cycle racing. If this be true, what then will

be said against the "Spirit of the Times" for

printing this editorially in its last issue?

"Cycle racing is degenerating. Many may
choose to dispute that point, but the game is

getting less and less interesting, and has far

more of a hippodrome air about the events.

This is caused, most likely, by the influence

of money-getting that pervades every foot of

the track around which the riders scurrv, not

for sport, not for the good of athletics, but for

the purse of gold or greenbacks that always

is in front of thein, and not always figuratively

either.

"The absence of the club enthusiasm is

noticeable at recent tournaments. Such a

condition betokens a rapid finish to the racing-

game of cycling. Speculators are rapidly

finding an opportunity to invest their money,

and in order to better control the sport, have

associ'ated themselves with the officials of the

controlling body. Every story has its moral,

and the L. A. W. will find the one to racing."

AN INTER-CITY.

THE FAST-FLYING VIRGINIAN.

Fred. Schade, the pink-checked Virginian,

added three more firsts to his already long list

at the Roanoke meet on Saturday last. He-

gathered in the quarter in .33 1-5; tlic half

in 1.02 and the mile ppen in 2.23 4-5; John

Nelms, of Petersburg, Va., rode second to

him in. each instance. Schade also finished

third in the half-mile handicap, being beaten

out by Henry Pattie, 55 yards, and Nclms, 25

yards, in 1.01 2-5.

LESNA LEAVES US.

Lucien T-esna sailed for his home, in

France, on Saturday last.

Welcomed by Bootnitig Caauou, the Pittsburg-

ers Pull in Ahead of the

Clevelanders.

What is probably the most genuine road

race contested annually in this country is the

Cleveland-Pittsburg event, promoted by the

Pittsburg "Press," the fourth installment of

which occurred on Saturday last, and v/hich

was won by W. C. Emerick, of Cleveland,

who finished afoot and without a wheel.

The course runs through Chagrin Falls,

Warren, Niles, Youngstown, Beaver Falls,

and Sewickley, and is made up of take-'em-

as-you-find-'em roads, of lung-cracking up-

grades and hair-curling descents. There are

130-} miles of such country, and the men who
win earn and deserve all that is due them.

Seventy-three men started in Saturday's

race, the word being given in Cleveland at

8.35 a. m. by Vice-Consul Keenan, of the

Pennsylvania Division, L. A. W., who is also

one of the owners of the "Press." Chief

Consul Boyle was also present, as referee,

and the Mayors of Pittsburg and of Cleveland

had personal attaches on hand to represent

their commonwealths.

The race was open to all, but there was a

|'250 trophy offered for the team scoring the

greatest number of points. For this prize,

teams of three, representing Buffalo and Ton-
awanda, N. Y., Akron, Cleveland, Colling-

wood, and Oran, Ohio, and Pittsburg, Alle-

gheny, Homestead, Wilkinsburg and Irwin,

Pa., competed. The first individual prize was

a |450 piano; the second, an Andrae bicycle;

the third, a Victor, and the fourth, -i Du-
quesne.

The race had been well advertised, and the

entire country along the route was interested.

When it was fairly under way the Cleveland

team had forged to the front, while some
fifteen or twenty of their rivals had been dis-

abled by punctures, some scoundrel having

sprinkled tacks on the road a few miles from

Cleveland.

At Chagrin Falls, the first checking point,

J. A. Fitzsimmons and E. L. Merkle, of

Cleveland, and W. C. Emerick, of Colling-

wood, which is a suburb of Cleveland, were

leading the fourth man, E. D. Stevens, Buf-

falo, by two minutes. J. A. Crawford, the

third Clevelander, had fallen and dislo;ated

his hip. Emerick had tire trouble near War-
ren, and had to stop to put in place a spare

tire, which he carried. The other two pressed

on, and at Niles were ten minutes ahead;

Emerick was then eighth. At Youngstown,
Merkle and Fitzsimmons were still away in

front, and riding together. Emerick was
making up lost ground, when his tire again

went flat. He then rode on his rim until he

met a tandem team, which was waiting to

pace him. They found him a new wheel, and

he pressed on, following the tandem's pace.

At Beaver Falls, the next checking point,

l''it/.simni()ns had commenced to draw away

from Merkel, and was 300 yards ahead. Mer-

kle was still second and J. C. Aber, of Pitts-

burg, who ihad slipped into third pTace at

\'()iuigstown, was third. Emerick was eighth.

A( Sewickley,the last check, Fitzsimmons was

four minutes ahead; Merkle was second, but

thirty seconds ahead of John Snyder, of Pitts-

burg, who had passed Aber, wlm had f.nllen

l)ack to fifth place. Emerick was j;(^in,U

strong less than a quarter of a mile behind

Aber; he was then but seven and a half miles

behind the leader.

Between Sewickley and Pittsburg, both
Fitzsimmons and Merkel punctured, and when
the damage had been repaired they had lost

the lead. Aber had crept to the front, and
Emerick was in second place, and dogging
him. They came into Pittsburg together.

Their coming had been announced by seven
cannon shots, and brought a great ciowd
into the streets. The nearer they got to the

tape the greater became the crowd. It soon
blocked all progress, and caused the two men
to fall heavily. When they arose they had to
fairly fight their way through the throng.

They could not ride, and finally Emerick
abandoned his wheel, and ran to the finish

afoot, crossing the line fifty seconds in front

of Aber, completing the 130}- miles in 9 h..

5 m., 10 s. Later he was protested for fin-

ishing without Ills wheel. The order of the

finish was as follows:
Riding

Name. Time.
1.—William C. Emerick, Collingwood 9.05.10

2.—J. C. Aber, Pittsburg 9.06
3.—E. J. Merkle, Cleveland 9.09.15
4.—George R. Stein, Pittsburg 9.10
5.—Charles G. Keenan, Pittsburg 9.14.05
6.—John Snider, Pittsburg 9.15.10
7.—James R. Fitzsimmons, Cleveland 9.18.30
8.—H. E. King, Wilkinsburgh 9.29.10

9.—Jacob Mazer. Pittsburg 9.34.45
10.—E. D. Stevens, Tonawanda 9.38.58

A. W. Luce, 9.39.10; J. J. Callow. 9.47.36; J. C.
Plever, 9..53; H. V. Johnson, 9.54; William H. Faulk-
ner, 9.54.10; L. W. Kearns, 9.54.40; II. (.len Shepard,
10.02.10; E. H. Gill, 10.02.14; James Rankin, Jr.,
10.04.30; John S. Ruth, 10.07.45; Jacob Dech, II) 09 "45-
William Lender, 10.15.30; W. R. Blake, 10.15.31; Henry
nech, 10.19.45; O. W. Nisewonger, 10.20.32; John Had-
dow, 10.38.45; Harry Roney, 10.38.50; Homer E. Les-
lie, 10.40; A. J. Long, 10.41; George II. Clowes, 10.42;
W. E. Rex, 10.46.45; D. D. Reese, 10.53.

The team trophy was won by Pittsburg,

with 88 points; Cleveland, second, 61 points;

Collingwood, 57 points; Wilkinsburg, 4!)

points; Buffalo, 45 points; Tonawand.n. 43

points.

UNDER MODERN CONDITIONS.

Dick Turpentine—Hands up, or I'll blow
your head off!

Rob Record—Is it possible, old fellow, that

being a rider yourself you do not know there

is a township ordinance against riding hands
off? Under the conditions I really must de-

cline, don't you know, to comply with your
request, since compliance would subject me to

fine and imprisonment.

Scorches away, while Turpentine has a fit.

UNPACED CENTURY RECORD.

Chicago, Oct. 2.—On the Garfield Park
half-mile track to-day Charles \\'. Miller es-

tablished an American record for 100 miles,

unpaced, riding the distance in 4.59.27 4-5.

Miller already holds the American 100-mile

paced record of 4.07.01.

FROM THIRTY-FOUR TO SI.\TV FOUR.

London, Sept. 29.—At the Crystal Palace

to-day, .\. E. Walters broke all records from
thirty-four to sixty-four miles. He covered

the thirty-four miles in 1 h. 5 m. 10 1-5 s., and

the sixty-four miles in 2 h. 7 m, t 4-5 s.

TWO BIG UNDERTAKINGS.

Michael has set himself to accomplish a big

task on Saturday. He will attack two
world's records—the mile and the hour—at

the Willow Grove track, Philadelphia.

CLOSED FOR THE YEAR.

Tlie Maniiattan Beach and Charles Kivor

tracks have been closed for the season.
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FORCED TO HI N.

Kr. Potter's Critics and His Fighting Blood

Ha%-e Again " Forced Him to Run for

Office."

Throw out tlie flags, toot the 1)U«K. ..nd

sound the fire alarm!

Isaac B. Potter's fightiiiR blood is up. and

he means to stand for re-election as Presi-

dent of the L. A. \V. He has discovered

that some one or other wants fight, and he

means to give it to them. His press agents

announce the glad tidings on the authority

of Mr. Potter himself, and are soundini^ the

call to arms.

Potter has doflfed his yellow garb, and is

taking Turkish baths daily in order to eiTace

the yellow stains. When they are removed,

if they ever are, he will clothe himself in pur-

ple, and mount his platform, the noblest

patriot for revenue only the League has ever

known. His platform, he says, is not c;uite

ready, but it is safe to say that hypocrisy will

be, as ever, the most prominent plank.

"A friend of -Mr. Potter says: 'Potter is always

ready fur a fight, lie was the happiest man 1 ever saw

during that s<iiiahli1e he had with the railroads over

the carrying of liicycles on the roads as baKgagc.' "—

New Vork Tribune.

There, that's just it. Mr. Potter s inend

hits the nail on the head. He is always ready

for a fight. He is never happy unless he is

in a fight. For ten years he has been in a

fight, fighting with everybody with whom he

has ever come in contact, fighting with every

president of the League, fighting over any-

thing, fighting over everything. H there is

no candidate cjpposed to him, he will not run

for re-election, but if Sterling Elliott is to run

against him, he %vill run. That's philosophy

with a vengeance. He won't run for re-elec-

tion because he thinks he is the right man for

the place, or bccau.se he has a real live, vital

interest in the League. No. he will run

simply because he is opposed. Believers in

the transmigration of soul theory would .state

that Mr. Potter's tenement of clay is in-

habited and inspired by the soul of some de-

i.nri.d lapanese gamecock.

SHAKESPEAHE CYCLEIZED.

"Tyceiunt h.is gut ;i money m.iker in his

new version of Romeo and Juliet."

"What is his version?"

"Juliet dives off the fire escape clad in cy-

cling costume, and she and Romey elope on a

tandem."

ANOTHEK MOTTISM.

It is given out that the L. A. W. Racing

Board will refuse to recognize J. W. Stocks'

mile record of 1.38 2-5. Chairman Mott's dis-

belief in the rightfulnc- ••• •"••or pacing is

the cause of the rejecti-

TELLS vol HOW TO TKAIN.

J. W. Stocks, the Engliih record wrecker,

has written a book on training which is now
in prc»s. In it he is said to have given the old

•chool of training some hard knocks.

IHCARJIATIOJI OF ISCOMSISTEMV.

InconM^t^ncy is when a girl wc.iring a cen-

tury club badge with a dozen bar* attached

wails on the comer a half hour for a horse

car to carry her mx block*.

A.N LNLLIKV DATE.

Bald has left the National Circuit and is

preparing to sail for France on the I.'hh inst.

He will race while there and will be accom-

panied by his bosom friend and boomer, A.

G. Batchelder. frequently termed the "Bald

press bureau." Batchelder goes abroad to se-

cure attractions for the .'\merican Cycle Rac-

ing Association's indoor winter meetings.

Meanwhile he is declaiming at great length

in his newspaper writings about the injustice

of removing Bald from the so-called percent-

age table, that bit of buncombe which enables

a clever young man to draw space rates from
several papers and which deceives the un-

knowing.

Le Fevre is an Ohio production, and has

been filling the shoes left by Earl Kiser in

the amateur ranks; in fact, scored by points,

he has stood at the head of the class, and be-

came so prominent that the attention of the

L. A. W. Racing Board was attracted. The
result is that he has gone to join the p'os.,

the formal transfer being made this week. Le
Fevre has a marvelous sprint, and his doings

EVEN IN COASTING.

iti the wider si)here will be of interest. At

his home in Dayton he is known as "The
Tiger," not that he is ferocious, but because

lie rides a Tiger wheel, which is also a Day-

ton production.

AS FAR AS HE HAD GOT.

lie IS one of those men wlm refuse to i)e-

comc enthusiastic over anything.

"Have you learned to brake your wheel with

your foot yet?" asked a friend.

"No," was the reply, "I haven't gotten any

further than learning to break my foot with

my wheel."

A HOKKIRLB KEVENGB.

"You My that you got even with that stingy

relative of yours by giving his boy a bicycle?

How do yf)U make that out?"

"Pl.iin .15 can be. It w.is a b.-irgain counter

one and it will break the old m.in to keep it in

repair, see?"

Tralninir Tells Even Wlien It Comes to Slid-

ing Down Hill on a

Bicycle.

One more coasting contest has been held,

and once more has it been demonstrated that

training counts as greatly in the game as docs

training count in a hard-fought speed contest

on road or track. The trained experts sim-

ply smothered the novices, who thought coast-

ing a mere matter of put-up-your-feet nnd-

Ict-her-go.

This last contest occurred on Saturday

last in Brooklyn, N. Y., under the auspices of

the Brooklyn Bicycle Club. It attracted thirty

entries, of whom nineteen started, and, al-

though all were entitled to three coasts, nine

of the nineteen decided they had enough after

the first trial, the performances of the Victor

constellation convincing them in short order

that they were outclassed.

The conditions of the contest differed some-

what from the usual. All competitors were

privileged to weight theinselves up to 2'X1

pounds, and were entitled to three coasts, the

best average, and not the best single coast,

to decide the award of prizes, but, as it f'lrned

out, J. E. Whittlesey, of the promoting club,

made both the b<-st average and the farthest

coast— ;^,41.'"> feet.

The Seventy-ninth street hill, which was the

scene of the struggle, was rather heavy, from

recent rains, and required the crossing of car-

tracks, which, while objectionable, resulted

in no accidents.

The experts appeared prepared for btisi-

ness and weighted to the "JOO-pound limit, the

weights being contained in leather pouches

shaped to fit the body and strapped to the

hips, .^s stated, they simply tlew away from
the unthinking novices. Victors carrying oflf

all three of the prizes offered.

The summary:
First .Second Third

Hider. trial. trial. trial Av'e.
I. ]•:. Whittlesey .TSfi? 3.3% 3.415 3.392
\V. A. Shocklev XXA 3.409 .^.TSO 3.381
U. A. C.reene ."J.X'".! 3.317 3,374 S.-'MS

I". I.. Howard 3.:!.'il 3.:C7 3.327 3,335
I.. l)c Kango S.SW 3,297 3.327 .3..W7

II. I,. Ilinvar.l 3.K>:i .S.29fi 3.,-H5 .1.298

I. I.. I unninghaitJ 3..11.1) 3,2."« 3.263 3,269
.-<. I). French 3.326 3.200 .3.224 3.2S0

I" It. Midgclcy 3.170 .3.215 3,1S9 3.191
II. I!. Uaugh 3.2W .3,241 2.350 2.943

DONE AT DANBLRY.

Danbury, Conn., Oct. 5.—The Danbury
fair opened to-day under the most favorable

circumstances, and, as usual, the chief feature

of the day's programme was the cycle racing,

which was of high order, although Tom But-

ler, in the professional ranks, and E. C. Haus-
tnan. in the amateur, skimmed the cream.

Cieorge H. Collett, of New Haven, won a
special prize for making a Slate record by
covering a mile in l..^!(. while I"'. C. Ha'isnian.
also of New Haven, established a Slate record
for a half-mile competition, making it in l.O'i.

The summary:
Half mile open. I. Tom Mutter, Cimhridgcport.

Mass.; i, }. 1.. Decker. Ashlrv I'alU. Mas*. ; 3. ll. P.
Mosher, Camliridge. Mass. Time, 1.5%.
fine mile. 2 40 class. 1, K. F. Kiucoe, Piitsfield,

M.1SS.; 2. II. F.. Fay, South Manchester; 3, Otto Heim,
D.inluiry. Time, 2.17W.

I ineniilc open. I. v.. C. Ilauitnan, New Ilnven; 2
II. (. K.srlton. Khinchrck, N. V.; 8, G. II. Collett,
New Haven. Time, 2.16%.

Ilall-milr handicap. -1, K. C. Hausman. New
Haven, scratch; 2, H. C. F.ssellon. 20 yards; .3, F !.•

( bUIwcII, Klniwo.>d, 20 yards. Time. 1.02.

One-mile handicap, profrsainnal.— 1, Tom Itutler, 20
yards; 2, II. P. Mosher, 75 yards; S, J. L. Decker, 65
yards. Time. 2.07.

One mile handicap 1. f.. II. Collett, New Haven,
•cratch: 2 W. A. Rul», New Haven, 35 vards; 3, F.
J. Caldwell. F.lmwood. SO yards. Time, 2.26%.
One mile open, prnlessional.— 1, Tom Uuller; 2, H.

P. Mosher; 8, J. I„ Decker. Time, 2.16.
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In cMablishing his 21-hour record of 61<1 tirular. After he finished he indulged in for breakfast. He docs not believe in eating

miles, 340 yards, Cordang rode a wheel with champagne and a warm hath. Although an in tl\e iiKirning. CnrdanK, wIkisc given name

6^-inch cranks and geared to 8S, During tlic inveterate cigar stmiker, the Dutchman does is klathicu. not Maurice, as was generally sup-

ride he ate little if any solid food, depending not drink coffee. Tea and ale arc his stand- imscd. is a man of medium height, and stocky

ilmott entirely on liquids, bouillon iq par- bys. A cup of the former is all he ever takes httild.
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Next Year s Business

THIS is the time when the wise dealer looks back over

the fights, the worries, the troubles of the past year

—looks ahead at the opportunities of the coming year

—and calculates accordingly. Has some competitor outstripped

you this year in point of sales? K so, he probably sold

ColumbiasI Are you the best and smartest bicycle dealer in

your town? Supposing you are—did you do the majority

of this yearns business ? Not unless you sold Columbias

—

and if you sell Columbias this year you^U come nearer to

making a clean sweep than ever before.

Don't make a contract with a salesman just because he

is the first to call upon you. It is unwise to overstock until

you have seen the best on the market. Don't buy bicycles

that are not made of the best materials—if you want the best

obtainable material you must have "Pioneer" 50 per cent

Carbon Steel Tubing—that's the foundation of the whole

bicycle, and the best known to the art except the very ex-

pensive 5 per cent Nickel Steel Tubing. Wait until the

Columbia representative comes to see you, then sign for a

wheel that will command a sale winter or summer.

«^

IT WILL PAY YOU TO WATCH THIS
PAGE FOR THE NEXT FEW WEEKS.

POPE MFG. CO., Hartford, Conn.

If Columbias ate not properly represented in your vicinity, let us know.

Kindly mention The VVliccl.
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AT ALL TRICES.

How One Concern Has Planned to Meet the

Foil Demands of Various Cycle

Purchasers.

Among the strangers who were within the

gates of New York during last week was Ed-

win W. Hawks.

Mr. Hawks has been here before, but this

was his first visit as general manager of the

Ariel Cycle Mfg. Co.. of Goshen. Ind. He is

mapping out his 'J»8 policy, and to further it

came in person to look over the Eastern field.

Although he has been with the Ariel Co. for

tw.^ years. Mr Hawks has not moved about

very inuoh. He laughingly says that when

he came into the game, he was told that the

cycle trade was a perfect Klondike and that

gold could be had by merely reaching for it.

He knows the difference now, and guided by

years of experience in the furniture and hard-

ware trades, he will apply the methods which

contributed to the success of those industries.

Mr. Hawks takes no stock in cycle shows.

and come what may. will not exhibit any-

where. The guarantee, too, causes him no

concern. He added a guarantee account to his

books last year, and at the close of the sea-

son found that Ariels had stood up so

splendidly that the making-good process cost

the trifling sum of $117.

Mr. Hawks believes in agents confining

themselves to one line of wheels, and thinks

the wiser ones will do so hereafter. With this

in view, the .\riei line for 1898 will comprise

wheels at all prices, |40, ^W, $00 and $7o. For

the first time there will also be an Ariel for

juveniles, a very superior article, listing at

$4(». The double diamond tandetn will list at

$10n. and the combination at $llo. L nlike the

general run, both will be single-steerers, and

the combination will have the drop frame in

the rear. The latter has been in use in the

rental department in Goshen for some two

months, and has not only stood up grandly.

but lui.s been in greater demand than any otiicr

wheel in stock.

CHANCE FOR ITALIAN THADfc.

There is a chance to get into Italy with

American bicycles and American novel-

ties through Carlo Glockner, V.) Via

Solfcrino, Milan. Mr. Glockner writes

The WiiEF.t, that he is anxious to han-

dle .\merican goods in his country. His let-

ter-head looks like that of a house of the first

-

class—how mtj^h firm"* are judged by their

letter-head! NIr. (jlockner also remits five

good .'Ntncrican dollar.s for a year's subscrip-

tion to TiiK Wheel. Correspondence with

him may lead to an opening in the sunny-

skied ciiuntry.

NOW WITH THE ECLIPSE.
#

•S A Campbell, who has been witli the

Wheel Co. for the past two years,

after their interests in New York,

Pennsylvania and New Jersey, has been en-

gaged to cover the same territory for tbr

Eclipse Bicycle Co., of Elmira, N. Y.

UEALLY A LONG-FELT WANT.

One of the little things that has added much
to the facility and comfort of the trade and

cyclists generally is the 'Swivel K" pump
connection of the Davis & Stevens Manu-
facturing Co., Seneca Falls, N. Y., which was

brought out late last fall. Fitting all valves,

it really supplied a long-felt want, and was

much in demand.

Like many other good things, it was imi-

tated as soon as its merits became known.

The patent had not yet been issued, but the

inventor, F. N. Stevens, was biding his

time, and that time has now arrived. His

patent was allowed on Sept. •21st last, and he

is about to play trumps.

He is ready to sell the "K" swivels to com-

peting pump-makers at nominal figures and

proceed peaceably, but those who continue to

infringe his rights will be brought up with a

round turn. A number of prominent firms

have already been notified.

THREE GOOD ONES.

This picture was snapped near the training

quarters during the Springfield meet. Charles

Measure, president of the Ihiion Cycle Mfg.

Co., is joking with George Hendee, while Ar-

thur Sidwell. of the Record Pedal Co., is more

NOW THEY DIFFER.

interested in something in the far distance.

Mr. Measure is the gentleman who pays

"Jimmy" Michael's salary, and though he had

been doing so for nearly a year, he never saw
the little fellow ride until he reached Spring-

field.

GOING TO EUROPE.

L. B. Whymi)er. of the Crawford Mfg. Co.,

sailed on Saturday last for his annual vaca-

tion, which, as usual, will be spent abroad.

There is no man in the trade who applies him-

self more assiduously than .\lr. Whymper:
his nose is kept to the griiulstone throughout

the greater portion of the year, and he is

conspicuously successful as a result. Among
lhr)se who know him. he is reganled as one

of the strong young men of the trade

PHUEM.X FKOM PHOENI.WILLE.

The Phoenix is the title of a new luggaKe-

carricr just brought out by N. H. Benjamin

& Co., Phocnixville, Pa.

INFANTILE PROIHOIES' ONE MISFORTUNE.

"I wonder why those two children riding

there never cjuarrel over which is the best

make of wheel, tire or saddle?"

"They are not old enough to talk yet; that

is the cmly possible reason."

Tire Guarantees Expire with the Year- Cycle

Ones, However, Good Only for Sixty

Days.

The Rubber Tire Association has finally set-

tled the guarantee (|uestion for the year 18.08.

Before definitely adopting the form which
had been outlined at their recent meeting in

this city, the tire-makers deferred to the Cycle

Board of Trade. Immediately the latter

adopted their sixty-days warrant, the mem-
bers of the Tire Association were advised, and
a mail vote was practically taken. It resulted

in the final adoption of the expire-with-the-

year guarantee, which had been outlined, and
which has this week been officially promul-
gated by Secretary Brown:

\\ c agree with the purchaser of each tire to make
good, \>y repair or replacement, at our option, when
delivered to us, transportation prepaid, any imperfec-
tion or defect in material or manufacture of such tire,

provided that all such imperfect or defective fires

shall be referred to us before any claim for repair or
replacement shall be allowed.

This guarantee does not include the free repair of
punctures or other injuries.

This guarantee expires on December 31, 1S98.

This agreement does not apply to tires into which
any so-called anti-leak preparation has been introduced.

During the current year, both the tire and
bicycle guarantees were in harmony; in fact,

1S!I8 will be the first year that they have dif-

fered materially.

GETS CLOSE TO HIS TRADE.

George Garvin, of the Garvin Machine Co..

lias just returned from a looking-over trip

throughout the trade. Mr. Garvin is the rare

combination of the business-mechanical man,
and is equally at home in his ofiice or in his

factory. It is this double knowledge which
has enabled him to build up the Garvin Ma-
cliine Co. to its present colossal proportions.

His energy is immeasurable, and he is always
ready to plunge on good ideas. For instance,

if a man brings him ideas or an order for a

new machine, which will cheapen processes, or
produce better results, he makes up not only
one. but half a dozen, and carries them in

stock. Very few manufacturers know ih.-it in

the Garvin stock-room there is a sufficient

variety of machinery to equip an entire bicy-

cle plant, or a hub plant, or a plant in any of

the allied lines.

Mr. Garvin finds these trips throughout the

Country very valuable. He gets at the head
men. runs over their factories, and is thus en-

abled to make suggestions of untold value to

the concerns. His object in this connec-
tion is not altogether unselfish, but

(Uitside mere salesmanship he is able

to suggest the introduction of new ma-
chinery to men who have not had the op-
portunity or the time to keep current with

new patterns, and in no line has progressive

evfdtition been faster.

FiiK JonillNG TRADE.

In addition til the United States bicycle, the

Chicago Stamping Co. have begtm the manu-
L-icture of a wheel for the jobbing trade, which
will be fitted with the jobber's name-plate.

Considerable new machinery has been added
to the Stamping Co.'s plant, which will in-

crease their facilities very materially.
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WOES (IF WARRANTY.

Just How Rider, Dealer and Cycle-Maker All

Take It Out of the Tire-

Maker.

Comparatively lew fully appreciate what a

guarantee i>n tires means to a manufaeturer.

A tire cannot be guaranteed witlunit loss

to the manufacturer of it. A pair of shoes

or almost any other article can be guaranteed,

as the conditions of wear are quite different.

.\ pair of shoes may rip in the course of a

few week.s. which would imlicate a defect in

the making of that shoe. .\ tire may rip or

burst, but usually it is because it has been

"bruised" or otherwise injured on the road

by coming in contact with a sharp substance,

which weakened the fabric to such an extent as

to cause a rupture. To my mind, the proper

guarantee for a tire, therefore, would be one

that merely covered the workmanship and ma-

terial. .Xfter the rider is in possession of the

tire, the rider alone controls it. and should be

responsible for its wear.

The guarantee which the Tire .\ssociation

is about to adopt simply means to guarantee

a tire as far as Workmanship and material is

c<'ncerned for a period of time. This would
be good enough as far as it goes, but one

niust not forget that the word "guarantee" in

a rider's mind means much more than what

the tire manufacturer means to convey.

Tires have been guaranteed, as far back as

'!•! and ''J2, against everything, even against

punctures. Later the guarantee was modified

to a small extent, but the rider, being accus-

tomed to a more than liberal interpretation,

expected a tire to be replaced, even if his

wheel had been run over by a locomotive. It

is, therefore, hard to convince the rider that

the word "giiarantee" does not mean that he

will have his tire replaced, no matter what
may happen to it, and to change this belief

there should either be no guarantee, or one
explicitly stating in plain and exact language

what it is intended to convey.

Heretofore the guarantee on tires has

worked about as follows: A bicycle manu-
facturer has adoptvd a certain tire, which was
guarantec<l by its maker. The rider, after

niisusing the tire in various ways for a short

time, returns to the bicycle maker and com-
plains that his lire is "no pood," which is

generally the language he uses. In order to

retain the good will of this rider, the manu
facturcr .simply says> "Thi.s tire is made by
)»uch and such a rubber company. Now, if

you go to them and tell them that you are

M-nt by us, they will make the tire good."
The rider at once presents the tire to the

rubber company, and is told very promptly
that the tirr h.id been, misused and could not

be repaired, or they would repair it if it could
be done. Of course, this does not satisfy the

wheelman, as he has been told the rubber
company would give him a new tire, and he
goes accordingly back to the bicycle manu-
facturer, and state*, with great indignation,

the result of his visit to the tire people, and
is told that the latter must make good the

tire, which is left wiri> the bicycle maker, who
promises to attend to the making-good opera-

tion. The bicycle manufacturer then takes

up the matter with the rubber company, and
they cither part on bad terms, or the tire

manufacturer replace* the tire, and lo»e« its

cost, of conrve.

This, of course, is not fair for the tire manu-

facturer, an<l unless he will impress upon the

public just what the guarantee means, such

occurrences will continue to be what they

have been, everyday occurrences.

I have known cases in which the bicycle

manufacturer would simply tell the rider that

he must look to the tire manufacturer, and

have known of other cases in which the rider's

mother or sister appeared to argue the merits

of the so-called "no good" tire, kniMviug

that a woman is much harder to repress than

the son or brother who spoiled the tire. The
arguments generally last from one to three

hours, and it was my experience that it is

cheaper to replace a tire rather than to waste

time with the women. They generally know-

more about it than all the combined brain of

all the rubber tire manufacturers, and nothing

will subdue them except a new tire!

I have known of other cases in which a

rider who has misused his tire presented it

to the rubber in;mufacturer for replacement,

and on being told that the tire was spoiled by

misuse, etc., etc.. sputtered: "Oh, I thought

you would say so. You don't mean to do
what is right and fair. I've heard so before,"

etc.

Quite often the reason is that a young man
who is the proud possessor of a bicycle which

perhaps came out of an earning of six, eight

or ten dollars per week, had all he could do

to save money enough to buy the wheel and

left no margin for any repairs or replacement

of tires. He knows well that the price of his

tire is the amount of his salary per week,

and as he cannot afford to part with this

large amount, he, as soon as the tire becomes
disabled, begins scheming to obtain a new
f)nc for nothing, and from the minute the

tire is made unfit for use, until he sees the

tire manufacturer, he is ready for him with all

sorts of abuse, fooli.sh arguments, etc.. to

gain his [)oint, a new tire.

I have known of instances in which tires

h;ive been ruined purposely by the rider by
simply inserting into a puncture a piece of

wire which had a hook on the end, and rup-

turing the inner-ttibc of the tire about two
inches away from the puncture. If this is

dcme. hardly anyone can repair a tire, as he
does not know where to locate the source of

trouble on the inside. Such a hole cannot be

detected with the eye from the outside, and
while the fir.st puncture can be fixed, the

•scratch which he has made with his crooked

piece of steel cannot he repaired unless the

tire is cut open, which, in most cases, would
spoil it.

Another dodge which is used is to make a

hole in the tire with a heavy nail; then insert

a pair of round-nosed pliers and rip the can-

vas, while the points of the pliers are forced

open. In most cases no manufacturer can

tell whether this rip ha.s been made with the

pliers, or in pro|)er use of the tire while per

forming its functions.

H the guarantee is removed it will make
matters much plainer ami more profitable to

the tire maker, the bicycle maker, and the

agent. .\nd the rider will take more pains in

selecting his tiro. He will look up the repu

tation and standing of the manufacturer, as

well as look very closely into the fjuality of

tires, which, of course, would insure a healthy

competition in the direction of good tires, and
would result in making tires better, or as good
as they Cf)uld be made for the money. Th**

tire manufacturer will not be imposed upon
so much, the bicycle manufacturer will have

no trouiile whatever witli tires, and the re-

pairer will be paid for repairs, or if they are

beyond repair, he will have a ciiance of sell-

ing a new pair of tires, which is now a very

rare occurrence.

One would be surprised to know how very

few tires are sold, taking into consi<lcration

the millions of wheels in every-day use

throughout the country. The retail business

for the sale of tires is almost jK)thiiig. and this

should bc_a sure jjropf of ni> argument, for

while the rider can have tires for nothing, of

course 'he will have thcni, and the loss comes
out of somebody's pocket, and generally the

pocket is that of the tire manufsjcturer.

The greatest trouble in tires is carelessness

and viciousness of the rider. I dare say •')<• per

cent of all the repairs come under this class;

adding 10 per ccut for injured valve-stems,

which should also be included under the same
heading; 2-'> per cent for punctured tires, au'l

l-"i per cent for tires cut by the rhns, make up
the "defects"' which the poor tire man is ex-

l)ected to make good.

.\ tire is often cut by the rim on account of

the rim being either too sharp or too wide for

the tire; also when a tire has not been proper-

ly cemented to the rim. or wheri the tire is

larger than the rim before it has been inflated.

Such a tire shrinks to the rim when inflated,

as the fabric is, in all cases, more or less con-

strictive; therefore, if by any chance it loses

air, it will become larger thau when fully in-

flated, and consequently will cut loose from the

rim, no matter how firmly it may be cemented.

When this action occurs, the tire, if in use.

will be cut by the rim while riding, and the

tire maker, although he did not make or .se-

lect the rim or cement the tire to the rim, is

asked to make good the damage because of

the guarantee.

The policemaiis lot is .Munetinies a happy
one when compared with that of the tire man-
ufacturer. K\-(ilAR.\NTOR.

• • I
TRADE-MARKS IN GERMANY.

Consul General dc Kay. writing from Ber-

lin to the State Department in regard tiS the

protection in Germany of trade-marks on
American bicycles, says very fesy cases

of trade-marks taken out by Germans with

intent to interfere with American sales of the

bicycle thus marked have been brought to his

attention. But the entire status of trade-

marks and patents is at present in a peculiar

condition, remarks the Consul General.

According to the lately-issued law, the Ger-
man Chancellor has the power to give or
withhold a protection in Germany on trade-

marks of foreign origin. He has the power
of reciprocity toward foreign countries. If

he publishes in the official organ a decree that

the trade-marks of a given countrj- are to be
held inviolable, then, and not until then, can
.1 Gerni.in who uses a foreign traclc-ni^irk be
held to answer before the court. When we
consider the reason for the granting of this

power, we see at once that it was given in

order tirat the Chancellor should be able to

demand some substantial return for the

jirivilege. Wc may be certain. there-

fore, declares Mr. dc Kay, that it will

not be extended to Uie United States

without a privilege granted in return.

ENOUGH SAID.

"I .see Lamb is riding a $13.97 Jim Dandy."
"Yes; his wife thinks that the Jim Dandy is

the best wheel made."
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IN RECORD-KEEPING'S REALM.

In no branch of the bkycle trade has there

been a more marked degree of progress than

in the manufacture and market of cyclometers.

Ten years ago the cyclometer was a pre-

tentious thing, and looked as big as a town
clock. In those days the best cyclometer

was manufactured by the Butcher Cyclom-

eter Co. and marketed at flO, and it was a

very accurate cyclometer, but big and ex-

pensive. But now the cyclometer is a thing

of beauty, and is admirably neat, and of

course as exact as a fine watch—that is, the

best of them are, as the Veeder and cyclom-

eters of that class. Of course there are some
fin ,de siecle riders who make a weak pretense

of not caring how far they have ridden, and

who pretend an utter indifference to the dis-

tance between Podunk and Squedunk.

But there is hardly a rider who at heart

does not take an interest in the miles which

have, been put behind and who is not inter-

ested also in the miles which are "in front."

On a tour through the country, how often is

the. question put by riders without cyclom-

eters ' to; the happy possessor of one as to

thci, distance covered, or the distance to be

covered, And how proud the owner of the

cyclometer is, and what a sense of superiority

he has. The cyclometer should, in fact, be

part of the outfit of every wheel, as much so

as the saddle or the kit of tools. Borrowingin-

formation is bad business, and in the case of cy-

clometers—so cheaply and well are they made
—there is no excuse ior trespassing on friend-

ship in that way. Riders who have fitted

their wheels with cyclometers once are never

happy without one. The cyclometer un-

doubtedly adds a great deal of pleasure to a

season's riding or to a long tour. It gives

brie a certain pride over the miles that have

been covered, and very often the cyclometer

performs the friendly office of telling a tired

rider how little further he has to go to reach

a certain point.

THESE WERE EPOCH MAKERS.

While there are a few who might dispute it,

the- average person is broad and fair enough

to see and admit that certain things have set

fashions and caused alterations and demands

so general that they cannot well be denied.

For instance, who will deny that the Record

pedal set the fashion for the pedal-making

World or that the Christy saddle started the

fashion and call for hygienic or anatomi-

cal saddles? Not very many, it is safe to

assert.

The fact is called to mind at this time by the

recent big deal in Christy saddles, which still

further emphasizes its success. The Pope

Mfg. Co. has "plumped" for the Christy and

placed an order for 25,000 of the saddles.

They will be furnished on '98 Columbias with-

out bxtra charge, a fact not without signifi-

cance.

A. G. Spalding & Bros., who market the

Saddle arid who closed the contract, have

Other big irons in the fire, and say that they

expect to market fully 500,000 Christys dur-

ing the approaching season. During tiu- '!•(!-

'97 year, they say 2(IO,()(tO of them were sold.

ADDING TO THEIR LIST.

Kdw. Miller & Co., Ihe well-known i;mip

makers, of Meriden, Conn., \\-d\v .uldcd .i

cyclometer to their produclions. It is of tlir

barrel variety, and sells al a pcjpular price.

KILLS THE RIGID-FRAME BOGIE.

Asked what has hitherto constituted the

geatest difficulty in the building of a geared

bicycle, and the well-posted mechanic's an-

swer would be: "ImpossibiHty of preserv-

ing absolute alignment without a great in-

crease in weight."

There you are, in a nutshell!

Grasp the chain of a bicycle of the usual

style just back of the front sprocket and firm-

ly compress the top and bottom with the hand,

drawing them strongly together. Even in the

best-made bicycle the crank-hanger will be

deflected, while the cheap makes can be bent

out of line to a most alarming extent. In

hill-climbing or sprinting this deflection, under

the propelling strokes of the powerful leg

muscles, is constant and considerable. It is

a serious loss of energy. But the flexibility

of the chain permits considerable distortion of

the frame without any. outwardly appreciable

loss of driving transmission. In a geared

driver this is not the case. The frame align-

ment must be perfect, or the gears bind to

such a degree that the veriest tyro would no-

tice the increased power required. Hence

the necessity for heavier rear frame structure

on geared bicycles. Hence, also, the question

that many makers are asking: Can the rear

frame be built sufficiently rigid to resist shock

and propelling stress without being prohib-

itively heavy?

One manufacturer claims to have solved

this perplexing problem.

The Demorest Mfg. Co., of Williamsport,

Pa., have in process of construction a chain-

less safety which does away with that absolute

rigidity and alignment required by the ordin-

ary bevel gear. It is made under the patents

allowed Francis H. Richards, for a non-rigid

shaft, and the peculiar method of construc-

tion permits the transmission of power through

the shaft, even tlrough the rear wlieol be

twisted at an angle of 45 degrees. Manager
McDonald, of the Demorest Co., claims that

the wheel can be driven almost witliout re-

gard to position, providing Ihe points of ron

tact are maintained.

As will be seen from the cut, a speciallyde-

vised "non-rigid" shaft transmits the power.

It is a straight tubular shaft, contained in the

right-hand lower rear fork-ltibe, and its pecn-

li.irity of construction lies in the means adopt-

ed to secure an absolute contact that will

transmit the power from crank-shaft to rear

wheel, no matter what the position. These
may be termed a four-point knuckle-joint.

They consist of four studs projecting longi-

tudinally from each end of the shaft, central-

ly located, and each terminating in a round
ball, which engages in the corresponding de-

pression, or round hole, in the opposing ends

of the axles of the gears, which transmit the

power from the crank-shaft gear, and to the

rear hub gear, respectively. These two gears,

as will be noted, dififer from the usual bevel

gear device, in not being integral with the

transmitting shaft. Instead, they are each

separate, the gear wheel being in one with

a short axle or shaft about two inches in

length, and containing the recessed holes

which articulate with the ball-ended studs,

forming the ends of the main shaft. Thus,

the shaft is revolved by the action of the sep-

arate gear wheel axles, no matter in what posi-

tion or angle it is turned.

That this is hot merely an unproved theory

is demonstrated by the practical -tests which

have been making for some months past, dur-

ing which several models have been subjected

to the most severe usage upon the road.

TO SUIT ALL TASTES.

Ralph Temple, the Chicago Temple, sailed

for Europe on the St. Paul on Wednesday, for

a two months' trip, locating at the First Ave-
nue Hotel, in London. During the past two or

three years Mr. Temple has worked up' qvtite

a foreign trade in various European coun-

tries, and it is this trade that he goes to visit.

He carries with him a line of wheels of all

qualities, from the highest to the lowest. In

Chicago, in his retail store, and throughout

the country in his regular business Temple
has been a conspicuous success. During the

coming season he will carry a list of the high-

est grade wheels obtainable, and will also have

lines of wheels at the lowest price, .\mong
his customers are many who would have pre-

ferred to patronize him instead of the depart-

ment stores. Last season he was unable to

supply them at the right price, but this year

he will enter the lists with a wheel at the high-

est price and one at the lowest price, and all

that goes between.

SHOWS WHAT ENERGY WILL DO.

Cleveland, Oct. 2.—The Grant Ball Co., the

new Cleveland concern which has succeeded

in getting itself well talked about in the cycle

trade, is actually in operation.

Its record in getting into producing shape
is really surprising. In a trifle less than three

months its factory has sprung from nothing-

ness into full being, and now lacks but the few

finishing touches that arc ornamental rather

than necessitous. A considerable portion of

their machinery is already placed and in act-

ual operation, and shipments of balls are be-

ing made daily. This is no idle claim on the

company's part, but is an absolute and prov-

able fact.

In addition to Ivills, cups and cones willbt- a

p;ut of the GratU product.
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JOYS OF GERMAN CYCLE TRADING.

The desire of German cycle manufacturers

to stop the importation of American wheels

has been responsible for the following

from Consul General Charles de Kay: At

present bicycles are met with the same duty

as other articles of "fine ironware," that is to

say, they are classed as such, and pay 24 maiks

on ' the 100 kilograms (^'i.Tl per 220.46

pounds), which produces a duty of from 3 to

4 marks (71 to 95 cents) on the wheel of av-

erage weight. On a valuation of an average

wheel at $50, this duty is only from IJ to 2

per cent.

The suggestion has now been made that the

customs authorities have merely to decree

that bicycles come under the head of "vehi-

cles," when the duty would be from 6 to 10

per cent, of the \alue. Other authorities re-

gard such action as impossible, because of the

wording of the law, which makes only four

exceptions to the rule of 24 marks per 100

kilograms on articles of "fine ironware," these

four being guns, works of clocks and watches,

sewing needles, and pens. It is held by them

that a change of bicycles to the category of

vehicles would be a violation of treaty. Their

suggestion is a higher rate of duty on the

materials of which bicycles are composed,

especially iron and india-rubber tubing.

There can be no reasonable doubt that our

wheels have attained, and still hold, a position

of advantage in the minds of buyers in Ger-

many. Whether this superiority is to be pre-

served, is a question that concerns American

makers. If they can guard against the ship-

ping to Germany of any inferior wheels, they

arc sure to hold this market.

NEW F0.\ OFFERINGS.

The Fox Machine Co., Grand Rapids.

Mich., who have contributed some of the best

brains to the cycle trade in the form of labor-

saving machinery, have several new produc-

tions nearly ready for the market. Their new

automatic rim drill, which has already been

launched, is a notable example and will be fol-

lowed shortly liy others e(|ually good, a mul-

tiple tube cutter and an automatic hub drill

among them.

TO MORE CONVENIENT QUARTERS.

The Wheeler Saddle Co.. Detroit, will re-

move October l<>th from its present <|uarters,

1H9-191 Lamed street. West, to the new Case

Building, Cfmgrcss street. West. The new

(|uarters will give them much mof r.-mn .ind

arc more conveniently situated.

MANY MORE ARROWS.

Akron, Ohio, Oct. 2.—Manager Silheding.

of the India Rubber Co., makers of the well-

advertised Arrow Tread tire, is just returned

from a business trip to the Pacific Coast and

extreme West, where he has been negotiating

representation for his company's product. The

result should be a largely increased demand

next season. This seems so probable an ele-

ment in the Arrow tire schedule tliat the com-

pany is making changes in its factory, which

will increase its producing capacity by 25 or

30 per cent.

CHEAI' ENOUGH FOR ALL.

Something new in single-tube repair tools

is being brought out by the Glidden Special-

ty Supply Co.. Cleveland. O. They naturally

think it "the best yet," and offer to mail a

sample to any one on receipt of \!) cents.

FOR CATALOGUB PUBLICATION.

The H. F") Miar>iey Cycle Co., of Indian-

apolis, «lc*ire» manufacturer* of parts, fittings

and sundries to send them a complete list of

their line for publication in their catalogue,

whirli tliry will is.suc for the season 111 18!t8

^ .< The Wheel ^^\

American Trade

Directory, not in-

cluding bicycle

agents. Compiled ^up to March Jst.

A necessary refer-

ence book for all

makers and sell-

ers.w< Price, $2.00

J*Catalogues in the

German, Spanish,

French,or any Lan-

guage. -."^ American

^ catalogues transla-

ted and condensed.

The Wheel Press,

88 "West Broadway,

New York jt jt jt

u»tTwenty-five

thousand bicycle

agents, in type.

e^sold by State or

the entire list <J*

Quotations upon

application J* J*

88 West Broadway |

SORE ON THE WHOLE THING.

"I see here in the paper that they have bi-

cycle ambulances now," observed Mrs. Mc Fal-

len at the dinner table.

"'Bout time," muttered her husband, who
had not recovered from his first lesson in

whcelmansliip. "There ought to be a law rc-

<|uiring an ambulance to go with every wheel."

WANTED NO OTHER COMPLICATIONS.

"Can you use a poem on the bicycle?"

(Hicried the long-hairctl writer of the no-

haired editor.

"No, I cant." answereil the bluepencilitc,

with some asperity, "till I learn to ride a darn

sight better than I do now; it's as much as I

r.in (l<i to u^e my feet and hands there."

1 he TiKiTi who can learn from hi> own nns-

takcs, will always he learning something from

his purchase of a bargain -counter bicycle.

UNSTABLE AND UNCERTAIN.

The grc't thrubbic that Oi find wid boysic-

klin," said Mr. Dolan, after his first trial of

the machine, "is that yez kape fallin" olT be-

fore ytt git an."

BEST OF GUARANTEES.

The greatest guarantee in the world on

the part of a business house is a good, broad

treatment, is the proper handling of custom-

ers. But such treatment is lost, and such

proper handling is wasted, if these same cus-

tomers arc led to believe that it is their right.

The chief harm worked by the guarantee was
that no matter what the agent did for the

customer, was taken as a boundcn duty be-

cause of the written law. In that way the

efforts of the agents in looking after their

customers were largely wasted.

The best kind of an advertisement is a

satisfied customer; he must feel satisfied; he

must believe that something has been done
for him which he is not entitled to, that he

had enjoyed a privilege, has been the victim

of a special favor. It is well known that when
a man purchases a wheel from an agent, he

looks to that agent to give him all sorts of

attention, and unless he repays the agent by

talking up the agent and the agent's product,

the agent's time is wasted.

If the customer thinks all this attention is

due him, he will make no return. If he be-

lieves that he has been favored, he will make
return. The guarantee of the past made him
believe that he had not been favored, that he

had been simply enjoying his rights: that the

agent was in duty bound to talk, to nurse, to

cajole and comfort him.

CINCINNATI TRADE MEMS.

The Queen City Forging Co. will next sea-

son niarket a crank-hanger, which is just be-

ing patented.

Innes & Co., bicycle dealers, on Main
street, shut up shop and quit the business last

week.

The factory of the Alms & Docpke Co. arc

engaged filling several local orders, among
tlum one for 500 wheels, received from the

Thomas Co., of this city. The company
manufactures the Cable. The wheel is built

similar to other wheels, except that a strong

steel cable is stretched inside of the fratue,

which gives it additional strength. All wheels

of their high grade pattern are fitted with rol-

ler-sprockets and chains, as manufactured by
the Ilall-Moore Co.

Palm Bros. & Co., of this city, importers

and manufacturers of transfer ornaments,

name-plates, etc., report having done a large

business this season in the bicycle trade.

AND THEV FELL.

The girl with her ears Meroded out of sight

had been relating some of her summer resort

c.rpcrienccs.

"1 understand that you and Georgie Golf-

stocking were thrown together a good deal

at Seabright," said one of her listeners.

"Not so! Not so at all!" the Merodeite

answered with spirit. "The only time we were

thrown together was when the front forks of

the tandem broke."

THEY'D BE RICH.

If the buyers of bargain-counter bicycles

had all the moncv they have lost through at-

tempts at economical cycling, they would

not have to economize in their cycling cx-

jienditurcs.
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TO SUE INFRINGERS.

H. A. Christy, of Chicago, inventor and

manufacturer of the Christy Saddle, was in

New York last week in conference with his

patent attorneys relative to the prosecution of

a number of infringements of the Christy

Saddle that are appearing on the market.

Mr. Christy said that he is the originator

and inventor of the now celebrated Christy

Saddle and has spent a large sum of money
in protecting his rights, not only in the Uni-

ted States, and Canada, but in all the leading

countries of the world, and he now purposes

to maintain the rights that he is entitled to,

and has instructed his attorneys to vigorously

prosecute any saddle manufacturers who at-

tempt to infringe his rights. He has several

suits now pending against infringers, which

are being aggressively prosecuted to a final

hearing in court. He now purposes to hold

bicycle manufacturers and merchants respon-

sible for selling saddles that infringe his pat-

ents.

He believes he htas an invention in the

Christy saddle that is valuable to himself and

the trade generally, and also appreciated by
many 'bicycle riders who would have been

obliged to give up riding if a correct anatom-
ical sa:ddle, such as the improved Christy Sad-

dle, had not been brought out. He says the

Christy Saddle has been universally approved
and recommended by the medical profession

of this and other countries, and this fact, to-

gether with the popularity of the saddle and

the liberal way it has been 'advertised, has

created a business that he is bound to protect.

MOST TERRIBLE.

"My, I did feel tired when I woke up this

morning."
"Went to bed late?"

"Went to bed early enough, but I dreamt I

rode a $14.87 roadster on a century run."

EVEN BRITONS RECOGNIZE ITS MERITS.

It will be a feather in the cap of the Morse
Roller Chain Company, no doubt, when the

'98 pattern Triumph (built by the Triumph
Cycle Co., of Coventry, England) appears at

the National show with the Morse chain fitted

to the high-grade models. This move has been

decided on after considerable cogitation and

experiment—a case of habit asserting itself.

PATENTS
Are not as expensive as you
may think. Write to
GEO. R. HAMLIN, PatentAtty.,
606 F St., Washington, D C.

ROYAL PURPLE f^^^^^^d^Zf^^"^
GOI/D ; guaranteed not to tarnish. Suitable for handle-
bar, hat, coat, sweater, etc. Price to L. A. W. members
15 cents, in coin or postal order—not stamps. Initial or
private device or L. A. W. number if desired, extra.
Agents wanted. Special rates to clubs.

RHINE & CO. (L. A. W. 123,275),

Mention The Wheel. 775 Broadway, New York City.

Mr* Manufacturer

!

KEL-L-Y HKNDL-E-BKR CO..

Yes, we know there are cheaper handle-bars
than the "Kelly," but the question is, are
there any as GOOD ?

But, is it business for you to use the cheap
bar at any price, thus losing for your wheel
that prestige which the " Kelly " bar confers
on any bicycle?

No one will believe that a high-grade wheel is

really high-grade unless it has the "Kelly" bar.

And to the medium-grade wheel it is a nec-
essary adjunct, to give tone and character.

Further information cheerfully dispensed by

Ci-e^Ei-MND, Ohio.

''^ ri^ 'jh*^*^'^'^'^ '^ '^ *{? *x* *{? 'x* *l!*
"^'^'^'^'^'^ "Jl^ '^*^'^'^ *jt^
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.#>-^

aife

Light and

Resilient.

WGrefiiiD Prac-

tically

Puncture

Proof.

LESNA
ON CHASE TOUCH TREADJIP^ES t

Has Broken All American Records 3 to 30 miles.

All World's Competition Records 3 to 25 miles.

Made L. C. CHASE & CO., BOSTON.

Branches NEW YORK, CHICAGO, PHILADELPHIA, BUFFALO, SAN FRANCISCO. LONDON
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A. L. GAR FORD.

First Vice-President.

GEORGE H. DAY.

Second Vice-President, Treasurer,

C W. DICKERSON. W. A. REDDING.

Secretary,

ERNEST R. FRANKS.

National Bicycle Wood Rim

Manufacturers' Association.

President, Treasurer,

E. S. MEAD. N. D. DOUGHMAN.
Secretary,

W. W. STALL, Bedford, Mass.

National Cycle Dealers' Association.

President,

GEORGE E. HANNAN.
Second Vice-President,

J. J. MANDERY.

First Vice-President,

F. A. VERY.
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GEORGE COLLISTER.
Secretary,

JOHN McCARGO, St. Louis.

Rubber Tire Association.

President,

THEODORE A. DODGE.
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L. K. McCLYMONDS. GEORGE T. PERKINS.
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TR.\()E CHANGES.

CALIFORNIA.

San Jose.— R. G. B.iiley, ch.ittcl mortgage for $180.

S«n Francisco.—jMonzo Pliilbrot>k has filed a volun

tary petition in insolvency.

COLORADO.
Denver.—The Motor Vehicle and Wheel Co., in-

corporated; capital stock of $5,000.

CONNECTICUT.
Ansonia.—Royal E. Holbrook, reported attached and

assigned.

Torrington.—The Eagle Bicycle Mfg. Co. will .-id

J

motor cycles, horseless carriages, etc.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.

Washington.—Arlington Cycle Co. sold out.

Washington.—W. Roy Mitchell succeeded by the

Carpenter Cycle Co., New York avenue and

Fourteenth streeL

FLORIDA.

Tampa.—E, L. Perkins sold out to C. E. and W. J.

Twitt, and H. W. Hovey, who will continue the busi-

ness, at 108 Lafayette street, under the name Tropical

Wheel Co.

Tampa.—Knight &. Wall Co. incorporated by M. L.

Knight, C. L. Knight, Percy G. Wall, Jr., E. Edgar

Wall and S. I. Craft.

GEORGIA.

Wathington.— V. Richards, new store.

Winder.-Dabney Hardware Co. will add bicycles.

IDAHO.

Boise City.—Frank Manvillc has opened up a new

store.

ILLINOIS.

Aurora.—Smith & Keen sold out.

Bellflower.—Johnson & Price (J- U- Pf'ce and

Samuel Johnson), commenced business.

Chicago.-The Clover Cycling Co. certified to change

of object of incorporation.

Kankakee.— L. Robinson and F. Cunningham have

liern made cu.vtodians nf the Kankakee Mfg. Co.'s fac-

tory unilcr attachments of the First National Bank. An
inventory is now bemg tkken.

^uincy.- The Electric Wheel Co. increased capital

•tbck to tSO,000.

Tu«cola.—Bagley Bros., hardware, moved into larger

quarters, and will add bicycles.

INDIANA.

Elkhart.-H. Brown, new ttorc, corner Main and

Jack»on streets.

Indianapolis.—\V'illiam Bird, Jr., aaaigned to J. C.

Enel. Liabilitiea, $1,600; asseU, $1,000.

IOWA.

Orange City.— M. E. Lewis, hardware, succeeded by

n. S. Marvin, who will add bicycles.

KANSAS.

Emporia.— B. \S . Jay, dealer, gave deed lo hi< wife

for a c<>n«idcratlon of fl. Alto sold really for tl.'XiO.

KK.NTUCKV.

LooiariUc—G. M. Allison & Co., succeeded by V. F„

Alhtodk who will Mtain the firm name.

LOUI.SIANA.

Alexandria. Roberts Bros. (C. E. and <;. A. Mob
rrls), hardware, bicycles, etc, new firm.

M A.S.SAC II USETTS.

K«*t Brookiictd. Brookficid Cycle ( .. i.r,,<K .,!,]

ooL
Foxbaro .—H. B. Kioc, new aiorr

I^lce«lrr.—Perry Cycle Scat Co. oold to the Ameri-
can Watch Tool Co. of Wollhom.

I.ynn.—E. F. Owen filed voluntary petition in in-

solvency.

MICHIGAN.
Alpena.—Lewis & Broad, new store.

Union City.- Boll & Springs sold out to F. C.

Boise.

MINNESOTA.
I'airbault.—J. C. N. Cottrell, hardware, has sold

half interest to E. A. Fradenburg, and they will add

bicycles. The new firm is Cottrell & Fradenburg.

St. Paul.—The F. J. Olmstead Cycle Co., action in

ejectment.
MISSOURL

Carthage.—Harry Druing, new store.

Kansas City.—Charles B. Ellis, of the Kansas City

Bicycle Co., sued for J27.

Lockwood.—Bird, Thumser & Co., succeeded by

McDermid & Thumser.
Stoutl&nd.—G. C. Fuller, sold out to L. S. Palmer.

NEBRASKA.
Norfolk.—Arthur B. Ellis, chattel mortgage fore-

closed.
NEW JERSEY.

Camden.—George Bencke, bicycle cements, 1236

.South Front .street, destroyed by fire; loss, about

$1,000.

Newark.—The Blauvelt Cycle Co., reported gave

judgment for $690.

Trenton.—J. Danvcr Davies, reported assigned.

Trenton.- Mains & Cleary, damaged by fire. Loss,

$i,ooa
NEW YORK

Brooklyn.- -McManus Sc Henry, reported gave bill

of sale for $260.

BuflTalo.—E. S. Moore, reported gave judgment for

$179.

Catskill.—Day & Holt arc building three-story ex-

tension to their store.

Florida.—Crawford Bros., hardware, will add bicycles.

New York.- -Cameron Wagon and Carriage Co.,

de.-ilcrs in wagons and bicycles, 37 Warren street

(Cameron Spear .ind Siegfried Golde)j David J. Lees
a|i|>ointeil receiver in a suit brought by Mr. Goldc
against Mr. Spear, for the dissolution of the firm.

Syracuse.—F. W. Gridley, sued for $45(1 by Morgan
& Wright.

New York.— Dean Tire t!o., R. II. I'mlerhill ap-

pointed referee.

OHIO.
Massillon.—John Gow & Co., new store, at 81 Main

street.

Toledo.—Standard Tube Co., reorganized as Stand-

ard Tube and Korkside Co. C. M. Fairchild, presi-

dent; C. .S. Bigelow, secretary.

TENNESSEE.
Covington.—H. M. Moore, succeeded by 1. H. Low-

enhaupt.
TEXAS.

I )rni»on.—Luther Andrus, realty mortgage for $1,200.

Fort Worth.—J. B. Bragossa, sued for $169.

U barton.—Baker & Tutwiler, damaged by fire. Loss,

$1,200.
UTAH.

f)|irdcn. -Browning Bros., succeeded by the Brown-

ing nms. Co., with a capital stock of $100,000.

.Salt I.,ake City.—Salt I-akc Cycle Co. sued by Mor-
gan & Wright for $861,088, and by Western Wheel
Works for $1,031.W.

Sak l.ake City.— Mangum A Barter, of the Western
('yclr Co., have given a chattel mortgage for $3,000.

°|)ii> i« ilir Kivle of the new firm.

VIRGINIA.

,Nr»i>..ri .Srw».-Holt & Watkins, succeeded by W.
II. K. Holt.

WISCONSIN.
North Milwaukee.—T. Iloyt has commenced lo man-

ufacture bicycles.

Milwaukee.—George W. Clark sued by Mercury
Cycle Works lor tl.OOO, assumpsit damagei.

E.XPORTS OF THE WEEK.

Exports of bicycles and cycle ni.itcrial from
the port of New York for week ending Sep-
tember 28, 1897:

Bicycles. Material.
Amsterdam $20,862 $409
Antwerp 25
Berlin jg- .

British East Indies 317
British West Indies 960 170
Brazil 402
Bremen 2,447 906
Cuba 263
Ecuador 52
Frankfort !!!.!!! 100
Hamburg 4 102
Hull :::;:

'• m
Liverpool 285
London ..:....!!!!!! 5,062 288

SUMMARY OF PATENTS.

690,568. Self- Balancing Bicycle Attachment. James
R. Erwin. Milwaukee, Wi.s. Filed April 16, 1896. Se-
rial No. 587,647. (No model.)

590,593. Bicycle Bell. William G. Rankin, Provi-
dence, R. I., assignor to Zenas W. Bliss, Cranston,
R. I. Filed January 25, 1897. Serial No. 620,504. (No
model.)

590,607. Cement Injector for Pneumatic Tires. Er-
nest W. Young, Austin, 111., assignor to the Morgan
& Wright. Chicago, 111. Filed ^larch 9, 1897. Serial
.\o. 626,625. (No model.)

590,609. Bicycle Support and Lock. George L.
Campbell, Kinsman, Ohio. Filed August 14. ISSi, Se-
rial No. 602,780. (No model.)

^^

'

690,613. Automatic Telescope Grip or Bicycle Lock.
Wilbur F. Garrett, Centreville, Iowa. Filed Novem-
ber 21, 1896. Serial No. 613,035. (No model.)

590,687. Connection for Bicycles. Maurice B. Peug-
net, Cambridge, Mass. Filed April 26, 1897. Serial
No. 630,808. (No model.)

690,696. Bicycle Crank Shaft. John S. Alcorn. Wal-
tliam, Mass., assignor of one-half to B. A. Goodell,
same place. Filed November 24, 1896. Serial TMo.
612,245. (No model.)

590,700. Bicycle Brake. Emerson Davis and Clar-
ence K. Davis, Indianapolis, Ind., said Emerson Da-
vis assignor to said Clarence K. Davis. Filed Octbber
17, 1896. Serial No. 608,519. (No model.)

590,713. Ball-Bearing. George T. Warwick, Newhrk,
N. I. Filed October 10, 1896. Serial No. 608,619. (No
model.)

590,715. Pneumatic Tire. Charles K. V\ eick, Coven-
try, England. Filed January 27, 1897. Serial No.
l!20,881. (No model.)

590 732. Bicycle. William Turner, Providence, R. I.
Filed April 21, 1897. Serial No. 633,180. (No model.)
590,769. Bicycle Stand. Filmore A. Pearsons, JJut-

land, Vt. Filed January 21, 1897. Serial No. 620,041.
(No model.)

590,773. Bicycle Hanger. Abraham B. Pruden,
Brooklyn, N. Y., assignor to Benjamin Blum. New
York. N. Y. Filed April 14, 1S96. .Serial No. 587,640.
(No model.)

590,803. Bicycle Lock. Frederick A. Clarry, To-
ronto, Canada. Filed Febriiarv 15, 1S97. Serial No.
623.583. (No model.) Patented in Canada Febrilary
12, 1897. No. 64,969.

690,814. Bicvcle Bell. Irvin II. Abel and George W.
Gnfl, East Hampton, Conn., assignors to the Ea.<it

Hampton Bell Co., same place. Filed April 13, W97.
Serial No. 631,901. (No model.)

590,826. Fitting for Cycles. Robert G. Cornf.irth, Sey-
mour, Coiin., assignor o( one-half lo Frank ' H.
Bcecher, same place. Filed April 3, 1897. Serial No.
630,561. (No model.)

5.'K),854. Bicycle Bell. William A. Penfield, Meri-
ilen. Conn., assignor to the Bradley & Hubbard Mfg.
Co., •ame place. Filed June 28, 1897. Serial No.
042.584. (No model.)

590,894. Bicycle Handle- Bar. losepli H. I^ l-°ave,

Toledo. Ohio. Filed March 1, 1897. Serial No. «2r.,.

642. (No model.)

r>!W).9ll. Igniting Device (or Bicycle I.,.lmf>t. Will
Rafel and Charles G. Knoerier. New York, N. Y.
filed June 2, 1K97 .Serial No. 639.153. (No model.)

5<I0,936. Bicycle Tool Bag. Frank C. Perkins, Chi-
cago, III., assignor to the Chicago Razor.Slrop Co.,
Mine place. Filed August 23, UK. Serial No. 660,199.

(No model.)
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Y Sl G07VYPMNV,
Pioneer Brand Tubing.

SOLE SALES AGENTS FOR

Star I^lachine Screw Co.'s (Reading, Pa.)

STAR DISC ADJUSTING HUBS.
A- Removable stud. F-Hub shell.

B— Continuous sleeve cone. G—Inside locking washer.
C—Retaining washer.
D—Adjusting cup.
E- Outside locking washer.

H— Felt washer.
I— Cone lock nut.

An Entirely New Hub.
Concealed locking washer, which is a positive locking
arrangement, preventing cone from coming loose un-
der any circumstances. Closed end axle nut, giving
a very pretty appearance

.

Continuous cone, which secures a perfect alignment
of bearings. Advantage of taking out stud-pin, which
allows wheel to be removed from frame without part-

ing chain or changing adjustment.

Patent applied for.

Cups and Cones of

Crucible Annealed Steel.

ALSO.

PLANET HUBS
turned from the solid bar and fitted with ball retainers and oil

tubes extending from cup to cup.

Muller ivianufacturing Co.'s.

Made of Best English Leather.

PADDED SADDLES.

^^^ RACING SADDLES.

COIL SPRING SADDLES.

STYLE C 3—MEN'S.

R Y., AND BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND.
Kindly mention Tl>. Wheel
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Are up-to-date, popular, stylish and comfortable.

THEY WILL NOT SAG OR CAUSE
SADDLE SORENESS.

DEALERS: It will pay you to handle them.

AGENTS WANTED IN ALL UNOCCUPIKD
TKUBITORY. BUILT TO SIT ON.

NOT TO STRADDLE.
ORIe* anil Factory: 180-101 W. Lariietl St. Manufactured by THE WHEELER SADDLE CO., Detroit, Mich.

RECENT PATENTS.

5!H).(jK0. COMBIIIEnsPUNa PEDAL AND TOe^Ur Mttat
ocii Mattiiwi Bneoodala. Cuudi. iMttgaot of oMtuOf u kgnm
JinUne. tuat yUn PlM Ocl 21. il«6 Serial Ho i«6.40« (No

nxidcl) l^'.tr'M :i' England Oct U 1899 No J0.2»»

! 10,7 10. PNEUMATIC TIRR Cbablb K WuxH, Covantry

Bnglai.(l PUed Jan. 27. 1897 Serial Ha 620.881 (No model)
5 90.t>(>7. CSMBHT INJECTOR POftPREDIlAnCTIU& luim

W YovKO ituMin. III. utigDor u> the ttoiKao & Wrictat. Chlolfco,

Dl PUed Mar 9. 1897 Sonal No (26.t2i (No iDodel)

Okrtm \ In A prdaland in combiiialioii wilh ihetpiodU thereof,

two plsl«a. earh hatinit a flani^e on on« end and a gripping piece on

lU forward eiMl compruiiie ah upturned portion bent to face the said

tMMf*. the Mid plate, being eertjred one ttn each «i<lf fit the naid

piodle. tubalanliallT aa dcacribed

rif«O,804. BICYCLE BANDIXBAR JodTB R La Pavi. Toledo.

OUa PUed Mar I, 1897 Serial Ha 623.»e (No model)

-m
*Ma

t'tnitH --
1 A cement lajt-rtor fur pneumatic tircA. cootpriaiBg ao

intemallir-threaded cup ha\ing a diKcharge-noule, and a r«»enibU

plunger which in threaded for a portion of it* length alung one of ila

end portions, and unthreaded along it* remaining end portion, the

latter being pmnded with a needle which formn a point for the noi-

r.le ithen ihe plunger m screwed inUi the cup to ao riUnt to caoae

the end of it« unthreaded portioo to abut againat the bottom end of

the cup. lubiitantiall}' a> and for thejiurpoee deacribed.

5 90,7 1 .3 . BALL-BEARINO OroMK T WaEwict. Newark, N J.

Piled Oct 10. 18»«. Serial No 808.519. (No model)

fintm — I In an adjustable handle bar for bic^^cle^ and other

eelocipedaa, the combioatjon of a «t«m having a tubular head pro-

tided with indentationt at one end a handle-bar proper eitcnding

throuGjh the tubular head of the Uem. a alreve arranged uo the han-

dle-bar proper and aUn extending through (he ttem-head and havinf;

rttarior thread* and alec having ao enlargement, uid enlargement

being provided in ita inner tide with an annular receaa to receive the

lodanted end of the at^m4iead, a pin connecting the tleeve to the

haAdU-l-ar prf>per an<l eii«>nding into the rece.« in the enlargement

of t^ ileave and adapted to engage the indcatationa of the ttem-

head. and a nul mounted on the threaded portioisof the tlaeve. eab-

•tanliallj a* .{ieciAed-

OUO.eSG. nrnM rOR CYCLES RowkO Co«lfOtTl,-8ey

near. Caaa i1|in» of om-haU to Praak H Beccher. ame plata

PIW Apr y \Pn SetU Ho taO.UI (Ho model)

C^m The h.r»iBde«rnbe<l fillliir tor rjclee. roaai.ting of t

plale. labvlar wrew-bearmg And tuh'ilir frame .upporu formed from

Claim- I In a ivheel the combination with concentric rigid rings

the inner lieing ezieriorl.v and the outer interiorl.v grooved ur pro-

vided with .ide flaiige<, ol an air tube or chamber interposed between

the two riits?. and side rings of flexible non-expansible material hav-

ing inner and outer edge« reinforced in the manner deacribed. and

contained in the groove* of the rigid ringa and held in engagemeot

with the flange or kidr. ihcrcof by the action of air-preiaure in the

tube confined by ^aid flexible rings, a. !.et forth

09(J.U87. CON NECTION POR BICYCLES MaUBlci B PitWIR
Cambridge. Maaa Piled Apr 5 1 897 Serial No 830.808 (Noa(adell

Claim- l.T'he combination with a hub or barrel, of ball-caaeo

rtmotably provided in the ends thereof, a catch device operating be-

tween the huh and one of the ball-catcK for delacbably confining the

iiaid ball-caae» againat rotation in the hub, and a Cube connected to

one of the ball caaea and having a tcrew engagement with Ihe other

ball<a.<e, aulKtantiaUr a« dcM'nbed

5yO,r>19. BICTCLE-UMP BaR«i W Stueoh Bmokljii. H. T.

Piled Feb 1 1. 1897. Serial Na 622.896 (Ho modal)

fr...» - 1 A bicycle-lamp, compriung a fount having a burner,

and a recea. in the back of the fount, and a folding eaaing hinged U>

the «aid fount and adapted to be folded into the laid receaa. (ttbaUa-

tially ai nhv^vo and di-M.ribed

3 7 . O O 1 . COVBRINOPUTR Uvi M DivoRg, Preeport. 01

PlM Aug 6, 1897 Serial No M7 380 TenD of patent 7 jmn

ittrtpef

poatla eade <•< «i

4«KrtUd

51

•itee* aMlal. MctioiM at each member formed at op-

ild atrip whiek U doablad together, aalHUnUally ai

riEVtCBPORnCT(a»UMPS Wiu.
un. New York. H T Piled Juoe S,

Ct*nm t Mean, for rnimecliiig thr heads of two partially-dt»

membered bicycle«. consisting of a connecting-head, means at Ihe op-

petite end of said ronnecting-heail for securing the same to Ihe head*

of the Iwo bi'-vclei. respectively, a fV-oiil fork bating liearing* in Ihr

connrf-tiiig-head and '•arrt log a front »» hrel. i4iid connerlioiis for trans

milting motion from the handlebar. Ui Ibr Irnnl wlieet lor steeiinc

ahe raarhine. siitMljintialti a. de.* i ili^-d

'^90.700. BICYCLTBRAIE BatliU Dam and Cuianx t
Darn. lodianapoU^ Ind. laM InMnoii DanaaaMgDor tsaid Cknaea
I Darta PUad Oct n I89« Sertel Ho (Ot 173 (HoaoM.)

\
-*/,

^
i:^

ri. . . _.. K .... A 1 - . J

In'-

1 the 'Oil

K>ve4 U a<M
•-s

' < heiag la a'

akarab; a »*- -. -•;- •« .,

••1 of tlta j*v^ kafera rwaweaJ IVoa ike eaai

Ctium — The deaign for an ornamental covering-plate for the

fork enda of bicycles herein tbown and deecribed.

n<l(>.f;-19. SPROCKET WHUL AND CRAIH MamaaJ RiiTI.

Jr. Keokuk. Iowa PU~1 Mar 22. 1897. Serial No 828.7U (Ho

)

C^tm ~ Tlif cnmbtnation wilh « bir^rU fVftv* ftnrf ih* ah**
ft' » hirytif nf r«*inf Mfur^d lo Mid fk^air- Mill r»«ins K«tng ej

....I kaa...,- ...I.^^.^ ,...4. m.m.A . ^I~.^J ...>,.... .w.^.,^.• nil hating rln«»<f •nds and m r\n»»4 upp^r portion,

'H in iK* ««rHt* of vAid rnnng. and • ri>llrr nf •la*l*r

* ' '•«r having an annular rrrm^ wiib nuivardlv ianag
t't upvffkhg -*a»« foUowinc Iharonlovr of llir h%ryrl^ Urt m Mrtion.

and l^^df mttunUd nn «aid apindlr «nuglv h*t«*«n ihr rnd* of Iha

ra«inff and m rli.«# prutimilf lu ihr b*c;rU lirr t«td rolUr alto At

Uftf • il* t#riiiin(i' tipprf portion* •nii|[lf' afain«( lh» upprr pnrlimi

•r tk* r^Mttt, •vUUnltallt a« drM-r1b*d

0atm A aprookti-ftarinxrompruinica whMlbftVhigcjcloidal

Urlh and a arfwrnUl lran«v*r<k« grtMi«r m\ carh iida of rtrry looth

anil aUo havlnit ihr tnlirr p^nphrrv of the wharl. thr frtHtfr*. and

lh# Ualh Up#r*d oulwardlr alonn a rantral hna. and a rolirr rhaio

haviM|; iwn mlirr* to •nUr r.irh nf inUrdrntal apacra of thr aprorkvi-

mhft\ and aU* hatiii|c rarh rolirr eonesw^d ttt acruralrlv '^l the

urfarv of thr •pr<M-krt wh*^. aaid rollrr« hrtnn arranj^d lu tf^ m
(h*> argmfnUl tran^vfrM |f1onv^«. all arranged and cotntuntd luh-

•Unliallt in (hr mannff atl forth and for ihr pnrpOMT lUted
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590,593. BICYCLEBBLL WILLIAM G. lUlnm. ProvWanoe, R. I., 589,954. CYCLE-HUB. Willum a Bums, Chicago, III PUed 590,814. BICYCLE-BELL. IrvinH, Abell and George W.Goff.

assigBor to Zenas W. Bliss, Cranston. E. I. Filed Jaa 25, 1897. Serial Feb. 10, 1896. Serial No. 578,754 (No model) East Hampton, Conn, assignors to the East Hampton Bell Company,

No. 620,504. (No model) __ ^,-^ same place. Filed Apr. 13, 1897. Serial No 631,901. (No modeL)

C'iiim.- 1. In a bicycle-bell, the rombination ot a fiied support

lia^iiig a journal or bearing, a shaft rotatably mounted inisaid jour-

nal or bearin" and having a gonjr fastened at one end thereof and a

friction-roller fa.stened at the other end thereof, which roller is ro-

tatable while in contact with the tire of a bicycle-wheel, when in

motion, together with a striking device, mounted on a fixed support

and adapted to strike at intervals upon said gong, snbstantially a*,

described.

6 90,695. BICYCLE CRANK-SHAFT. John S. Alcorn, Walthatn.

Mass., assignor of one-half to B. A. Qoodell, same place. Filed Nov.

24. 1896. Serial No. 613,245. (No modelT

Clii'nn.— In a bicycle-bell, the combination with tlie base, gong,

and gong-stud thereof, of a carrier-plate mounted upon the gong-stud

so as to rotate thereupon as upon a center, means for rotating the

said carrier, pins rigidly mounted in the carrier and extending up-

ward therefrom, pear-shaped sti-ikers having pear-shaped openings

5 90,67 3. ADJUSTABLE HANDLE-BAR. Al EUET SIMONS, Buf-

falo', N. Y. Filed May 18, 1897. Serial No. 637,052. (No model)

^^
Claim — 1. The herein-described hub for cycle and other wheels,

the same comprising a tubular shell having circumferential beads

near its ends, forming the outward and inward abutting shoulders 2

same with an annular groove or recess, a looting plate or cap ar- Claim.— 1. The combination with a supporting lug or barrel, of

ranged on the upper side of the lug and bearing agauist the handle- a handle-bar adjustably seated^ ia.said lug and provided within the

Claim.— &. bicycle crank-shaft comprising a body portion hav- bar. and a clamping-bolt confined or anchored at its lower end and pet-lug, a spring for moving the bar forward, and an aetuating-jever

ongitudinal clutch members projecting from its ends, and bolt- extending upwardiv through the groove or recess of the handle-bar for moving it back, said bar being detached from its actuating-lever
ing I

receiving cavities extending inwardly therefrom, said cavities having

internal screw-threads at their inner ends; separable cranks having

clutch members formed tc engage the clutch members of the body

portion, and bolt^orifices arranged to coincide with the cavities of

the body portion ; and independent bolts having screw-threads at

their inner ends engaging the internal threads of the cavities, and

enlargements at their outer end's engaging the cranks, the hubs of

the cranks being in alinement with the ends of the body portion so

as to form a substantially flush external surface.

5 9 0,854. BICYCLE-BELL WILLIAM A. Penfield, Meriden,

Conn., assignor to the Bradley & Hubbard Mfg. Co., same place. Filed

June 28, 1897 Serial No. 642,584. (No model)

5©0,65 9. BICYCLE-BELL. PadL FlUOKS and aBOBOE P. McDoN- and operated thereby with a tappet action sul

NELL, St LoulB, Mo. FUed Jan. 15, 1897 Serial No. 619,365. (Naa"d-d escrihed .

bstantially as shown

modeU 590,936. BICYCLE TOOL-BAG. Frank C. PERKINS, Chicago, HI,

aajgnoc to the Chicago Razor Strop Company, same place. Filed Aug

23, 1895 Serial No. 560, 199. (No model)

1 lo a bicycle-bell, the combination with the oase, gong
pring for returning gagement with the tire of the wheel, and the hammer normally in

siime to its normal position .xfter its initial operation which is . contact with the bell, a pin projecting from the side of the roller and
against the tension of the spring, a pivotal dog carried by the said adapted during the travel of the machine to intermittently trip the
lever and coacting with the gong-po-f "liich forms a point of pur- hammer-lever, whereby the spring controlling the same successively

chase for its operation, a spriug-actu.iteJ librating lever with which brings the hammer forcibly against the bell, thus sounding an alarm,
the said dog coacts, and a striker yieldingly carried by the said vi- substantially as set forth.

Claim — 1 In a bicycle alarm-bell, a suitable bell, means for se-

curing the same to the frame of the machine, a roller-carrying arm,

a frame to which said arm is pivoted, a hammer-lever carried by the

frame, a spring for simultaneously keeping the roller normally in eO'

Vlii^m —1 A bicycle tool-bag cousi.^ting of two shells of substan-

tiallv equal dimensions, diminishing in depth toward their lower end*

and each having an open inner side, one of said shelK being hinged at

its low er end to the low er open portion of the adjacent shell, .so as to

have a telescopic connection therewith, and means for attaching one

of said shells to the frame of a bicycle, snbstantially as described

SUMMARY OF PATENTS.

27,660. Ilandle-Bar for Cycles. Rudolph A. An-

schuetz, Meriden, Conn. Filed August 4, 181)7. Serial

No. 647,130. Term of patent 7 years.

27,662. Bicycle-Rack. Adelbert O. Blethen and Wil-

liam J. Evans, Minneapolis, Minn. Filed August 14,

1897. Serial No. 648,329. Term of patent 31/2 years.

TRADE-MARKS.

.30,574. Bicycle Saddles. The Bunker Saddle Co.,

Chicago, III. Filed August 23, 1897. Essential fea-

ture—The words "Rubber Neck." Used since Feb-

ruary 15, 1897.

.30,575. Bicycles, tandems and Articles Accessory

Thereto. Geo. H. Colkct & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Filed August 3, 1897. Essential feature—The words
"Robin Hood." Used since January 1, 1897.

30.576. Bicycles, Tandems, and Articles Accessory
Thereto. Ceorge IT. Colket & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Filed August 3, 1897. Essential feature^The words
"Maid Marian." Used since January 1, 1897.

30.577. Bicycles, Tandems, and Articles Accessory
Thereto. (leo. II. Colket & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Filed August 3, 1897. J^^ssenlial feature—The word
"Centaur." Used since January 1, 1896.

30.578. Bicycles, Velocipedes, and Articles Acces-

sory Thereto. The Lozier Mfg. Co., Toledo, Ohio.

Filed July 16, 1897. Essential feature—A representa-

tion of two shield-like figures, the connecting-bar, and
the fanciful letter "VV." Used since October 21, 1896.

30.579. Bicycles. Charles E. Walbridge and Harry
Walbridgc, lUiffalo, N. Y. Filed August 17, 1897.

Essential feature—The word "Sentinel." Used since

January 15, 1897.

WHEEL VALUE AN UNKNOWN QUANTITY.

Judge Aspinall in the County Court, Brook-

lyn, on Friday, refused to allow the owner of

a stolen bicycle to testify to the value of his

wheel because it had not been shown that he

was competent to do so. He said that such

testimony, if admitted, would not stand be-

fore the Appellate Division. Assistant Dis-

trict Attorney Miles, therefore, had to with-

draw a juror in order to introduce expert

testimony. In another prosecution against

the same defendant the owner of a stolen

bicycle refused to testify to the value of his

wheel and the indictment was dismissed.

The defendant was Charles Gallagher, who
was placed on trial before Judge Aspinall on

an indi.ctment alleging grand larceny in the

second degree. Frederick O. Porter, the

complaining witness, testified ihat (iallagher

stole a bicycle belonging to him on June "Ji^,

In the indictment it was allogeil thai the

wheel was worth |r)0. On the witness sl.ind

Mr. Porter swore that in June, ISDti, he had

paid $75 for the wheel, but he couid not give

its present value. Mr. Miles tried in various

ways to get the witness to fix a value, hui was

unsuccessful. George 11. .Mexaiider, counsel

for defendant, moved for the dismissal of the

indictment, and the assistant district attorney

consented.

AN OFFICIAL POLICE RECORD.

All over Great Britain, the "bobbies" seem

to be devoting their best attention to scorch-

ers. In and around London their crusade

has been so unrelenting that the cyclists have

held a mass meeting and taken steps to raise

a fund to strike back at the police, who are

plainly doing some tall lying.

The cycle cop is too .\merican for the Eng-
lishmen and they depend on the "bobby"' afoot,

who, without a twinge of conscience, are swear-

ing to the overtaking and apprehension of

wheelmen moving at the rate of eighteen

and twenty miles per hour. The record, how-
ever, is held by a Ruddington otiicer who
arrested a thirteen-year-old school-boy for

riding furiously at the rate of twenty-five miles

per hour.

Tlu' father of the lad is a small maker and

evidently more i|uick-witted than the aver-

age Englishman, as the tlay after his son's ar-

rest he turned it to adxantagc by inserting

this cle\er advertisement in the local pai>er:

"SouPH Nori"s RtiAn record.
" Twoiity-fiYC miles an hour by a boy of 1.3. made on

a ' Kinldington' road racer, fitted with Dunlop tires.

.\lf. Cooke, maker.— See police evidence."

"(In .Vugust 20th, .\. W. Cooke, of Ruddington,
atfod 13 years, made the above record tunpaeedV Of-
ficial Timekeeper, Police Constable Slarkoy. Cot-
rave. Record entered on books. Bingham Centre,grave. Kecora

September Olh."
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ELMORE

BICYCLES

are still giving

that satisfaction

for which they

ARE NOTED . . .

Dealers are

Satisfied.

Riders are

Satisfied.

They are made RIGHT.

I )rop us a line and

we will give you the

address of our near-

est agent, or such

other information

as you may desire.

••••

Elmore Mfg. Co

CLYDE, OHIO.

JOYS OF A JUVENILE ENTHUSIAST.

The residents of a certain uptown side street

wlio liappcn to be at tlicir front windows find

niucli amusement in watchiiiR a six-year-old

tricyclist. Heing asphalted, the street is a fa-

vorite resort of cyclists on their way to and

from a nearby more spacious highway, but

there's not- a rider of them all whose enjoy-

ment is keener than the six-year-old tricyclist

In the first place, he can ride upon the side-

walk and the cyclist can't. Then he can

make lots more racket with his rattledv ma-

chine than they can with their noiseless pneu-

matic tires, and lastly, as the possessor of the

only juvenile tricycle in the neighborhood,

he is the envy of all the other six-year-olds,

while the cyclist is hut f>ne of many.

Beyond his tricycle the six-year-old doesn't

appear to he blessed with this world's goods

to any extraordinary extent. Thanks to the

big holes in his stockings, his knees are gen-

erally "able to be out." his shoes are stubbed

and shabby and the sailor hat has a gnawed
look to its edge. About the six-year-old's

mouth' there is usually a hint of the last menu
he has indulged in. But the tricycle gives

him a position and prestige that mere cleanli-

ness and mended clothes could never hope

to obtain.

At the corner of the side street and the big-

ger highway severing it stands a bicvcle

store. This is much patronized by the tri-

cyclist—not to the financial profit of the sup-

ply shop, it is true, but much to the satisfac-

tion of the tricyclist. No full-fledged wheel-

man "hangs round" more devotedly than the

six-year-old.

The shop people have been very kind to

him They apparently take much interest in

lii<. cycling, and as a result that juvenile tri-

cycle is rigged out with a cyclometer which

has seen days of better efficiency, a broken

brake, and various other wheeling sundries

that the shop would otherwise have thrown

away. Not long since the juvenile watched

the repair man perform a puncture cure, and

the excitement of the tricycling six-year-old

knew no bounds. ITntil then he had never

seen a puncture repaired, and. at the closest

possible range, he watched every detail of ttit

process.

I*"or the first time he evidently felt that his

iu)isy little iron machine was not quite as nice

as a bicycle, after all— it couldn't have its tire

punctured. But the supply-shop man was

sympathetic in this instance, as in others, and

kindly presented the six-year-old with a bit

of tire tape, so that he could at lea.st "play"

at puncturing and mending his flat metal

tire.

This tire is now punctured and repaired

five and six times a day at least. The process

has become as much a part of the six -year-

old's happiness as riding itself. Tlie tricycle

is never without at least two carefully-wrapped

up. suppository punctures on each wheel.

"I-ofs of fun" in nowise describes the pleas-

ure of the six-year-old since he has learned

how to "play" at puncturing his tire.

ONCE WAS ENOUGH FOR THEM.

It was with the air of one who considers

herself an authority, that the girl with the

Merode-drcssed hair said to her friend, the

llufTy girl:

"There's more fun flirting an hour on your

bicycle than in a whole summer at the sea-

shore. I started out last evening alone, and

hadn't ridden two blocks up the Boulevard

when I saw a good-looking young fellow

coming toward me at a lively clip. He passed

within a few feet of me, and I smiled pleas-

antly as I looked up at him innocently. He
must have looked back at me over his

shoulder, for as I turned to come down on

the other side of the Boulevard I saw that he

had collided with another rider, and both were

standing in the street jawing each other.

"I did not care to get any nearer, so turned

and rode a few blocks further, when I met

another young man with an air about him
that showed he was well satisfied with him-

self. I gazed at him admiringly, smiled and

half bowed. He lifted his cap, and riding

half a block, turned and rode after me. I

pedaled along easily, not looking to the right

or left. The young man rode very boldly

alongside, suited his pace to mine, and lift-

ing his cap again, said: 'Pleasant evening, isn't

it?' I gave him the icy stare. It must have

frozen his blood, for I'm sure I heard him
shiver.

"Just then we reached a corner. 1 turned

into a side street to the Riverside and left him
moving slowly down the Boulevard, as if un-

certain which way to go. Twenty minutes

later I was riding near Claremont,when whom
should I see but both the young men I liad

beamed upon, riding side by side. I smiled

at them again as I passed, but they froze me.

1 knew, however, that they were talking about

me, and there was a deal of satisfaction in

that. That's part of the sport"

CHANGING IT AROUND.

The statement is still not infrequently made

by reformers that cycling leads to immorality

among women. An investigation of the case

of a gentleman who killed his wife with a

brick shows that he walked across the street

to get the brick. Some people declare that

this is an infallible argument against pedes-

trianism, because if the man hadn't walked he

wouldn't have obtained the brick and couldn't

have killed the lady. Would the anti-cyclists

argue that way?

PROFESSIONAL JEALOUSY.

"Bicycle hurts your business, too, I sup-

pose?" said the visitor to the dime museum,

who wanted to be real funny.

"Not the bicycle itself," answered the living

skeleton; "but some of the women in short

skirts, who ride it up on the Boulevard, arc

putting up exhibitif>ns that have (ipened the

public's eye to the fact that I ain't such a

freak, after all."

K.r..! / rnrni; n I ht Wbacl.

APPROACHING MANHOOD.

"My?" said the visitor; "what a big boy

Willie is getting to be!"

"Yes, indeed!" said the fond mother. "He
is riding his third wheel now, and using toe-

clips, too."

CUPID'S VEHICLE.

"Come fly with mr," the lurr >aid,

"To *ninc (ar.<)i«lan( clime.

Where tender romance U not dead.

And wealth ii not auhlime."

"Go 'fly' away with you?" aaid ahr,

"You're lalking imw at random.

If you would travel hence with me
You'll have lu p\i«h a tandem."
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The Christy
An Important Factor

The Pope Manufacturing Co*, the largest manufac-

turers of bicycles in the world, after one yearns

experience with the ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^

CHRISTY ANATOMICAL SADDLE
endorse its claim to superiority and admit that it is

an important factor in the sale of bicycles* A wise

agent will insist that his bicycles come fitted with

Christy Anatomical Saddles—they help sales* ^ ^

l^^^f.m'^z/^ (L^ffcced^

Ji

%^/^^y^^^^/?^^ Septo 29tli, 1897.

Messrs. A. G. Spalding & Bros.,

How YorK, N. Y.

Jrentleraen:-
you may enter our order for twenty-five thousand

(25,000) 1898 pattern Christy saddles, in accordance with agreement k.

signed "by you and ourselves on the 24th inst . Speoifioations will

"be given on this order after T7e have tested and determined the pro-

portion of the different styles of 1898 which we shall want.

Very truly 3/purs,

a. G. SPALDING & BROS.
New York. Philadelphia. Chicago. Washington.
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CYCLINGS OWX SEASON.

The golden rod is the chief outward sign

of autumn that now greets the suburban rider,

and he that would find other evidence of the

year's mellowing and waning must seek it

rather in subtle suggestion than in the broad

phases of nature. The meadows are still green,

and only a few trees show signs of changing

the color of their leaves.

Mornings and evenings are autumnlike.

The sun shines warm upon the suburban

roads, but warm coats and woolens arc wel-

come to the riders when they halt by the way-

side. Last winter's shrunken wood pile be-

gins again to be a subject of interest. Va-

grant boys are already poling down the hick-

ory nuts. The still, dreamy weather, fore-

runner of Indian summer, has already come.

Brooks that defied the heat of July and Au-

gust are now merely damp pathways through

the woods.

The long, slender grasses that had over-

laid the woodland carpet have themselves been

trampled into almost indistinguishable ruin

by the cattle. Clematis, purple aster, and the

wild carrot are all abloom. Wild grapes are

ripe, save the tight little bunches of chicken

grapes that still wait the frost to give them

their final piquant tang.

These are great days for cycling. .X man
with a holiday at his disposal may take joy of

the golden hours in the suburbs of New York.

There is no cheaper vacation to be had than

to lodge at home and take daily rides abroad

through the suburbs. The thing may be done.

.\nyone, acquainted or not with the region

within a radius of twenty miles about the City

Hall, can easily lay out for himself daily

rides for a fortnight.

A few (lays of the rainy season left out

the pleasures of such a vacation are likely

to be little interrupted by bad weather for the

next five weeks. Indeed, anyone who has

carefully studied the autumns hereabouts knows

that most of December, even, may, with fair

certainty, be counted upon for cycling. The
man that devotes a two weeks' vacation to ex-

ploration on a wheel about f^e New York

suburbs will have purchased for himself the

easy possibility of pleasant Sunday outings

for months to come. A fortnight's riding of this

kind will only open up to him the main lines,

and indicate the almost indefinite possibilities

of further exploration. It is almost impossible

to go astray in the suburbs, once one has

cleared the region of thickly-clustered cheap

houses that mark the track of the land boom-

er.

WHAT TO ADVERTISE FOR.

Thr bi«-y<-l^ j* »o well known, and so uni-

vc • d a$ a revolution in vehi-

cb : it is no longer necessary

for the m.-inuiarturcr to do missionary work
for the purpose of making convm.. i.^ iii.-

shimmering ttecd of steel.

T \t\t who arc now un

a< •• of \hf biryric as a

inr.m . busi-

nc^^ I be a

ruthlc»« waste to advertise especially to at-

tr.-irt ihi* "backwoods" element.

More wite by far it it to endeavor to catch

the ey own bicycle*, are able to

own t. 1 to own bicycles, or, bet-

ter than all. who buy and tell bicycle*.

DWELLING ON E.\CELLING POINTS.

Dealing with cycle advertising, a writer in

"Printers' Ink" says: The most grievous mis-

take made by cycle advertisers is that after

they succeed in attracting attention to their

wheels they lay on their oars, figuratively

speaking, in their advertisements, instead of

attaining the end lor which they set out. .\11

wheels look alike to the uninitiated, and only

constant driving will awaken them to the fact

that in bicycles, as well as watches, there are

grades and difTercnccs.

Only the rider appreciates the little things

on a bicycle, and it is in the little things that

the differences which distinguish the various

makes are found. Details are more important

than they seem, and advertisers should seek

to impress that fact. .\ purchaser of a cheap

wheel will think his mount a satisfactory one

until he has occasion to tinker with it, which,

by the way, will be frequently. If his chain

adjustment is a difficult one the knowledge

that the "Perfecto" has a simple adjustment

will have a considerable influence with him

when he chooses a new machine.

And it is the certainty that one who buys the

cheap "clap trap" machines at ridiculously

low figures will eventually become the pos-

sessor of a reputable make, guaranteed by a

reliable concern, which inspires with confi-

dence those manufacturers who make really

first-class wheels, worth the price askctl.

Instead of "ease of running." "strength and

beauty," and such like vague phrases—now the

vogue in cycle advertising— it would be far

better to employ less flowery verbiage and

elucidate succinctly but clearly the particular

point in which a bicycle excels, and why that

feature is a specially desirable one.

WHERE THE BELL SHOULD BE.

Many riders belonging to the scorcher per

suasion fix their bells almost in the centre of

the handle-bar, and as this class of rider us-

ually grasps the handle-bar close to the head

of the machine, that is doubtless the best po-

sition for the bell as far as they arc concerned.

Novices and riders who use the handles in

the orthodox fashion must not allow them-

selves to be led away by this eccentricity on

the part of the scorcher, however; the best

place for the bell in the sensible rider's case

being close to the left handle, where it can be

rung without removing the hand from the

handle-bar.

ART OF LA.MP REMOVING.

To remove a lamp is sometimes a diflicult

proceeding, o^ing to the lamp bracket being

too wide, for while it may be comparatively

ca<>y to fix a lamp in position on such a

bracket, it more often requires considerable

force to remove it. To attempt to detach the

lamp by pulling or pushing at one side only

throws a strain on the lamp, in addition to cn-

t.'iiling considerable muscular effort, yet by

placing the fingers of both hands under and

on cither side of that part of the lamp fast to

the bracket, it will be found that quite a gen

tic pull will remove it.

GREATER DEVOTION THERE COULD NOT RE.

"Do you think he is really fond of her?"

"Is he! He cleaned her wheel for her yes-

terday."

TRAVELS VERY FAST

.\ reputation for being an expert at amateur

repairing is the one thing that rivals in speed-

making qualities the fleetncss of evil report.

WHY HE HIGH-GRADED.

"I am glad now that I did it. but do you

know I forsook a cheap wheel for a high

grade for no other reason than because I was

thin-skinned." The rider who made this un-

usual confession then went on to explain.

"When I first took to riding I knew a man in

the same line of business as I am. dry goods,

who was selling what he said was the best

bicycle in the world for $34.43. For the sake

of knowing me he knocked off $4.43. and I

bought the wheel for $30. All bicycles looked

alike to me in those days. I was content

enough until I learned to ride and went out

on the road. Then my thin-skinnedncss

told.

"Whenever I left that wheel anywhere for a

moment or two somebody was sure to step

up and look at the name-plate, and shake his

head sadly, and stare at me as if I didn't know
enough to come in when it rains. And I

could guess they were mumbling over to

themselves, 'Good heavens, that idiot has been

spending good money for a (Duke of Well-

ington)—never mind what the real nanie was.

XnA they'd look at me as I rode away as if

they expected to sec the whole thing collapse

like the one-hoss shay. I presume 500 peo-

ple gave me to understand that they were on

to my petty economy in buying a cheap wheel.

By George! it really seemed as if there were

a boycott on riders of bargain-counter wheels.

Well, I got tired of it, and bought a high-

grade machine, and for the first time I knew
what a fool I'd been in not iiaving done so

in the first instance."

COMFORTING CLEANLINESS.

There arc riders aplenty who, although very

particular about the general appearance of

tlicir machines, entirely forget the handles,

which, especially if made of cork, become
black and greasy-looking with use. An excel-

lent way of cleaning handles is to scrub gent

ly with a soft nail brush and a little soap, after-

wards wiping off the lather with a clean cloth

Hipped in cold water. It is astonishing what

a differeiue clean handles make both in the

comfort of the rider and in the appearance oi

the wheel.

YOU CAN NKVtR TELL.

The «inly lesson that every cyclist learns

sooner or later is that the rider who, while on

his wheel, gives anybody else on the road

credit for any intelligence whatever runs the

risk of an accident every time he does it. The
only safe rule is for the rider to regard all

persons except himself, other riders especially

included, as being absolutely incapable of tak-

ing care of themselves, and to look out for

tliem accordingly, even they will do him.

TOOK IT LITERALLY.

"I tell you, Tom. this is a hard, hard

world!" gloftmily remarked a pessimistic indi-

vidual to hi» friend.

"So you've tried coasting without a brake,

too, have you?" answered the friend who was

yet enjoying his cycling novitiate.

ESCAPING WIND.

Straws arc supposed to show which way
the wind blows, but in these pro-cycling days

a few tacks sprinkled by the wayside will

answer the same purpose.
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None blames the trade and public for having fought shy of so-called puncture-

proof tires. They were ** dead " when created, and their burial in oblivion

was certain.

BUT HERE IS THE

Straus ProtectedT Tire.

FULL SIZE.
a Rim.
b Protector or cover.
c Space between tire proper and cover when

fully inflated which gives the tire its life.

d Tire proper with rubber tread.

e Air space in tire.

/ Joint in protector, where it is removable,
when necessary, which exposes the tire

proper.

Neither the steel foundry,

the lumber yard, the drug

store nor the cork factory

have been called on in its

construction.

Shows tire when ridden. Protector (c) comes
in contact with tire (d) on its tread only.

It is the invention of a pioneer in tire manufacture, and is all rubber and

fabric—absolutely nothing else. It contains no foreign ingredients nor chemi-

cal compounds, and it is puncture-proof—^not against cannon balls and pitch-

forks, but against anything usually met on the road. AND ITS PUNC-
TURE-PROOFNESS DOES NOT AFFECT THE LIFE AND RE-

SILIENCY OF THE TIRE.

IT IS LIVELY AS A CRICKET, AND ON COBBLES AND
ROUGH ROADS IT IS AS VELVET. There's nothing like it. It's a

wonder. Don't take our word for it. Try it.

It's the novel application and distribution of the material that does the

business. Send for catalogue.

DISTRIBUTING AGENTS DESIRED IN EVERY CITY.

STRAUS TIRE COMPANY,
GRAHAM BLDG., 127 DUANE ST., NEW YORK CITY,

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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VIEWED PROFESSIONALLY.

"The more I come up here and watch this

bicycle game, the more I know I'm not in it

with the young fellows of my profession."

said the retired crook regretfully. "I used to

think I was pretty good, too, in my time, but

Lord love you, I never was in any part of it

alongside these bicycle lifters.

"Take these 'snatchers" for an example; bless

my soul, but they do their work so smoothly

and cleverly that it is amusing," he added. "I

watched some working here on the Boulevard

the other night, and say, they were out of

sight! There was a young man practicing on

his wheel right under an electric light, and

over on the grass plot in the middle of the

street was a professional whotn I recognized

at once. The professional had dismounted

and his machine was leaning against a tree.

He watched the young man wabbling about

for some time, and then he mounted and rode

quickly down the street.

"Presently he came riding back toward his

victim, and when he came opposite to him

engaged him in conversation, apparently

about cycling. He seemed to be giving the

beginner points. 'Your saddle is not properly

adjusted,' he told him. 'It ought to he this

way. I'll fix it for you.' And the young fel-

low was off, and the crook leaned his ma-

chine against the sidewalk curbstone and went

to work tinkering at the bicycle.

" 'I'll get on it and try it for you, and see

if it's all right,' he said. 'Watch my wheel

there by the tree,' and off he rode, while the

young man stood near the wheel as directed.

"It's all right now,' called the snatcher, as he

came spinning back, smiling broadly. He
rode on a couple of yards past the young fel-

low, then made a quick turn, spurted back,

and, catching iiis own wheel with one hand

as he passed it, rode off with it in tow. You
should have seen the blank look on the vic-

tim's face. Later on I met the young fellow

what done the trick, and asked him how
much in cash he made out of the job. Said it

was worth '2fi, and iu> risk. Come to think

of it, 'twasn't bad pay for fen minutes' work,

was it?"

RIGHT AND WRONG RIDI.NG.

The girl who has been well brought up and

is innately modest can be tru<;tcd on the wheel

as ill the parlor of her own home. The girl

who is flippant and bold in manner would be

so in church. She would infect, moreover.

the most innocent kind of amusements with

her own vulgarity. No human being can be

ruined by exterior causes unless his or her

own volition is party to the matter.

There is no more reason in crusades against

wherlwomcn on the ground of immorality

than in like rrusadrs against the women who
play tennis or golf, or who pull an oar or ride

hor»eback.

On the other hand, it is well for mothers

to know where their daughters ride and with

whom they ride. The right kind of mother
di)CB not let her daughter go to the theatre or

to an evening party without knowing what
prr»ons she will meet or thr nature of tlir

play she will Aee The same oxirsi^ht nhoulil

l>c extended to her outing* on the wheel

LOOKS KLEPTOMAXI.\CAL.

"It may seem a funny thing to say," re-

marked the detective who has the record of

the city for hunting down cycle thieves and

getting back machines, "but I really believe

there is such a thing as cycle kleptomania.

I've had too many (jueer cases this past spring

and summer not to think so. Of course, the

most of them were pure thievery, where young
fellows and girls "swiped' the wheels to take

'em to pieces and sell the parts, or else trade

off the whole machine for a ten-dollar note.

But I've come across other cases, cases of

young chaps, and girls, too, who had no
need to steal, all the money they wanted and

coinfortabJo homes, and yet who'd take wheels

right along, whenever they could get the

chance, just for the pure excitement, or be-

cause they couldn't help it.

"There was a woman I ran down after some
trouble who had stolen two wheels in the

boldest way. In both instances she simply

walked into a place where they rented ma-
chines up near the Circle—two different places

on two separate afternoons—all 'rigged out'

in her cycle togs, and taken out a wheel

'for an hour or two.' She looked so ladylike

that both concerns trusted her—and she never

came back. When she was caught we found

out that she'd never tried to sell either of the

wheels, and we were able to return 'em in per-

fectly good condition. She was well able to

buy a bicycle if she wanted to own one.

When we asked her why she'd stolen those

two, she said she didn't know, and I'm blessed

if I think she did. It seemed as if she just

had to take them."

BRING THBIR OWN PUNISHMENT.

When well dressed, a wheclwoinan rarely

provokes other than favorable comment and

criticism. It is the loud-talking, gaudily

dressed, manly-looking woman who '.neets

with the derision and disrespect she has court-

ed by her own acts or apparel.

PUMPING IT UP.

"Where's papa?"

"He's down stairs."

"What's he doing?"

"His bicycle is all out of breff, an' he's giv-

in' it some more."

PREVENTING RAZOR ARGUMENTS.
"Dat Possum Club am a strictly soshul club,

am it not?"

"Deed 'tis. No discussions am permitted

'bout politicks, 'ligion or de diff'rcnt ni.ikcs ob
bysickles."

NEEDED BY ALL.

Presence of mind is a cycling quality much
talked of, much honored, and little cultivated;

yet, like most other good things in the world,

it requires cultivation to bring it to any de-

gree of perfection, for in very few cases is it

a natural gift. Some people there arc, doubt-

less, to whom it comes naturally and by in-

stinct to do the right thing at the right time

and place: but they are few in number

Then, again, some people are by nature

cooler-headed than their neighbors, and do

not become helpless just when composure

means the difference between an accident and

an escape therefrom. But this quiet com-

posure, though often very valuable to the

rider, is not quite the same thing as presence

of mind. The latter consists not only in

having your wits ready for use. but in know-

ing how to use thein, and being sufficiently

calm and steady in mind to remember and

turn to account that knowledge.

From their very first lessons in cycling,

riders, women in particular, should be taught

self-control and the instinct of trying to reme-

dy any mistake or accident they may en-

counter when mounted upon a bicycle.

NOTHING VERY SERIOUS.

"Did you hear about Speeder? He ran over

a couple of children while scorching. Wasn't

it awful?"

"Oh, I don't know. I saw him right after-

wards, and he said his wheel wasn't injured a

little bit."

SOME CYCLE CONCEIT.

One might think that because he knows how
to ride a bicycle that the whole world is inter-

ested therein and that he owns the earth. At

least, this is the opinion which might be

gained by watching the antics of some of the

most persistent frequenters of the Boulevard.

SLANT IT BACKWARD.

When the novice finds un his or her part

a constant inclination to slip forward, and to

ride against extended arms and aching wrists,

an alteration in the tilt of the saddle to a more

backward incline will bring prompt relief.

UNIVERSAL IMPROVER.

"Phat's an invintor. anyways?"

"A man phat belaves that 'Phativir is, ain't

right.' bedad!"

WITH BARE LIMBS.

The world*! twheell There may be leen
SiRiis of the ur>iver».i1 yearning.

When poets say in lines serene
"That e'en the autumn leaves are turning.

SMALL BOV VERSION.
Li«(« 'if irrai men all remind ui

Thai »c l>oya h«tr« got • chance

Il't • cinch lh«l Willic'a knickrra

WIU b« mad* Iron papa'* panta. WRSTON.MOTT S NRW I'ARTS FACTORY. UTICA. N. V.
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SWAPPING ORANGES FOR RUBBER.

Without its rubber tire the bicycle would

have remained an uncomfortable toy of no

general utility. With it, it has taken swift

possession of the whole world, and will be

multiplied in increasing millions so long as

any of the instruments of civilization are

preserved. It is obvious that cycle and other

vehicle tires alone will require an immensely

increased production of rubber as the years

go on, and every new source of supply be-

comes of vast commercial importance.

It is thought that the trees can be grown

to advantage in Florida, and experiments in

that direction are being made, with fair pros-

pects of success. The annual consumption of

the crude gum is now between sixty and sev-

enty million pounds, of which Brazil supplies

about two-thirds, the rest coming from other

parts of the tropical and sut-tropical world.

Formerly India was the main source of sup-

ply, and England is now endeavoring to re-

store the wasted forests there and make them

again productive. Africa presents unlimited

resources in this direction as soon as com-

merce can find a way to penetrate its equator-

ial jungles, and in time will, no doubt, exceed

Brazil in the amount of its production, af-

fording a supply equal to all needs for cen-

turies. But it is not opened yet, or only in a

limited degree.

Wherever the rubber tree will grow to ad-

vantage it invites cultivation, and if Florida

be found a reg'ion favorable to it it is likely in

time to exceed all the other productions of

her soil put together. The increase in the

production of this commodity is enormous.

In fifty years it has mounted up from 5,000,-

000 to 70,000,000 pounds, and new uses are

constantly being found for it on every hand.

Tires will, no doubt, consume a much
larger quantity of this substance than any sin-

gle rubber article manufactured, but rubber's

utilities are manifold, and the world is ready to

consume all that can be obtained from every

available source.

Only a limited section of American terri-

tory is adapted to its production, and it is

not quite certain that any is, but the Floridian

experiment will test the question, and if

it turns out successful the State's forests of

caoutchouc trees may become of greater value

to it than its orange groves, or any other pro-

duction of its soil.

AFTER STEPHEN CRANE.

I saw a sensational preacher pursuing the

cycling-for-women habit;

Round and round the wheels sped;

Round and round his wheels went.

Making a buzzing sound.

I was amused at this;

"Rot!" I remarked,

"You can never
"

"You don't know me," he cried.

And the wheels still go round

—

Those in his head

And those on the road.

NOT WHAT THEY WERE.

"They say that human nature is always the

same," said the middle-aged woman, "but I

don't think so."

"Why not?" queried her niece.

"Twenty years ago girls read magazines
and did needlework. Now they study road

books, and learn to repair a tire."

EASILY EXPLAINED.

They were trying the case of the wheelman

who was charged with having deliberately and

maliciously run down a fat lady.

Three times had the jury disagreed, and

neither judge nor counsel believed that the

present occupants of the box would come to

any understanding. The jury filed out, and

the parties interested in the case prepared

themselves for a long wait. What was their

surprise when ten minutes after retiring the

jury signified their readiness to announce a

verdict. When the verdict had been given

and the excitement somewhat quieted down,

the judge turned to the jury.

"Gentlemen," he remarked, "this may be

an unprecedented act on my part, but I want

to express to you my appreciation of the wil-

lingness with which you came to an agree-

ment. When I remember that three previous

juries spent at least six days in determining

that they couldn't harmonize, the promptness

with which you agreed stands out in most

agreeable contrast."

"We didn't have any trouble about agree-

ing," said the smiling foreman, and his eleven

confreres smiled with him, "as soon as we es-

tablished one point. Your Honor."

"And what point was that?" inquired the

judge.

"A very simple one, Your Honor. It didn't

take us five minutes to find out that every

man of the twelve rode the same wheel as the

prisoner."

SHE HAD THE BEST OF IT.

"Aw," he drawled, gazing at her costume
through his monocle, "since cycling came one

can't be sure, don't you know, that a person

is a man just because that—aw—person

—

wears trousers."

"No," she answered tersely, looking him
over the while; "one can not."

Bicycle Hubs^:^
Ready for immediate delivery. Complete sets
with Case-Hardened or Tool-Steel Bearings as
desired.

The NEW BRITAIN HARDWARE MFG. CO.,

NEW BRITAIN. CONN.

HOW THE TROUBLE BEGAN.

"That's a great surprise aJbout the Rydevers.

I understand she's suing for a divorce. What
was the trouble?"

"Oh, he accused her of doctoring her mile-

age records, and she said he made his office

boy run up his cyclometer during business

hours. One word brought on another until

he got so mad that he slashed the tires on her

wheel. That did settle it. She went back to

mommer's. The suit followed."

PROM THE MOUTH OF BABES.

It is really funny how many riders preface

their remarks by saying: "I don't know any-

thing about mechanics," and then talk as long

as anybody will listen on how a bicycle should

be built, ridden and cared for.

A BIASED OPINION.

"Pop, what do all these bisickle riders ring

the bells so much for?"

"Because, my boy, it helps to confuse the

pedestrian, and makes running him down
easier."

Dr. Jaeger's
Sanitary Underwear

Fits Perfectly
Made in all sizes, all weights, with finest

possiblefinish

.

\]^r\tY\t^t\ This means for you the greatest com-
VV Clllldl fort you have ever experienced, per-

feet freedom of limb, and the best fit

possible for your dresses.

I\^ -..*-. Th's means for you Warmth, Comfort,
1^1en Health.

BoySnt\t\ r^S#-(c» ^o"" y°" ' means the
dllVJ V9II 19 delicious enjoyment

of out-door sports
without the fear of taking cold.

r? ^ 1% Ji(ic
'^^'^^ means for them freedom from colic

LJCtOlt^O and cold, and assures happiness to the
mother.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

Main Retail Store:

16 W. 23d St.

New York.

Branches:

166 Broadway.

248 W. 125th St.

J\.
This is a chain that will not stretch, that saves friction, that APTNA HARDWARE GO
does not clog, and that you will investigate if you're open to

''

argument.
UNIONVILLE,

CONN., - - -U.S.A.

NEATEST, TIGHTEST and CLEANEST
OILER IN THE MARKET.

25C.

DOES NOT LEAK.Regulates the supply of oil to a drop.

The "I'KUKKCX" luis won every test in competition with other oilers Althou^;l\ hij^lior in price it h.is been
adopted by the maimers of higli-grade bicycles as more than worth the extra cost.

CUSHMAN & DENISON, Mfrs., 174 Ninth Avenue, NEW YORK.
Kindly mention The Wheel.
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EMPLOYMENT COI^UMN.
Anawar* racelTed Id confidence and forwarded wUhoot charge.

Rate: as w€>rilt«. one time, 50 cents ; three times, 5>.ck>.
5<) ^v<>rtl», one tifiie, 5i.o<>; four tinneo, 5j.oo.
75 >%-orLlB, one time, St.so : four tln:iea, 55.00.

SITUATIONS WANTED.

A man who ha* a noteworthy acquaintance in the trade and whose record is of the

highest class, is, owinK to uxne changes in the policy of his firm, open for a [>osltion

to travel and take cire of Eastern territorv; is not a rolling stone, has l>een loc sev-

eral years with present house; is thoroughly posted on the bicycle business; is a live,

active man, and would make only a lirst-class connection. Address Y A., care The
Wheel. 10-2S-P.

An exceptionally good man who is familiar as a bicycle salesman with Southern
territory (North Carolina, South Carolina. Georgia, Tennessee, Alabama and Louis-

Una) is open fur a position; he is a man of the hrst class, and The Wheel will forward
his name on application, or will forward applications tu him. Address Transpire,

care The Wheel

High-class firm has an opportunity to get a high-class man as superintendent of

factory and mechanical engineer, who has had several years' experience with one of

the biKk'est houses in the trade; is an exceptional man in his particular line

S. Y., care of The Wheel.
Address

Man of experience desires position as office manager, superintendent of agencies,

correspondent, manager of branch house or of sales department; exceptional refer-

ences. Address X Y Z, care of The Wheel. ll>-:»-p

Wanted— Position as manager of store or traveling representative bv married
man of 35 with over twelve years' experience in bicycli- business in all its branches;

Al references. Address ABC, care of The Wheel, Box 444, N. V 10 :i9-p

Dlsplaxod A-d-vertisements:
One-tialf Inch, one tinae, ji.oo; four times, 53,00.
One Inch, one tlnae, 51.50; four times, 55.00.

BELJ> 'WANTED.

Advertis^menu in this column free,

dence.
Letters received and forwarded in confi-

ENAMELER.
Wanted—A practical and thoroughly experienced enameler, capable of doing

first-class work ; permanent position for the right man. Address Enameler, care of
The Wheel, with full information and references,

FRAME BUILDER.
Wanted—A thorough bicycle man who can build frames to order and take charge

of a thoroughly eauipped bicycle esublishment ; the right man can get a half
interest in business, if desired. Address S. G., care of The Wheel.

FOREMAN.
Wanted — Foreman for saddle department of a large bicycle factory; must under-

stand thoroughly leather and manipulation of same; state qualifications, references,
etc. Address E. A. G., care of The Wheel.

SALESMAN.
~

Wanted—Experienced salesman, acquainted with the bicycle jobbing trade, to
sell cyclometers and other sundries; slate experience, age, references and salary ex-
pected. Address Cyclometer, care "The Wheel.

HELPER.
Wanted- A young man who has had some experience in bicycle store, to clean

wheels and make himself generally useful. .Apply to I. S. Ventres, care of l^nion Nut
and Bolt Co., 107 Chambers St., N Y

EVEN CANNIBALS SCORN SCORCHERS.

Kach individual list of necessaries to be

carried by a party of missionaries about to

set out for .Africa a few weeks ago was he.tded

with the words "a bicycle."

"Really," cried the benevolent woman who

had taken it upon herself to supply the wants

of the party, "this is too much. Bicycles are

not only expensive, but they cannot be ab-

solutely necessary in such a place and under

such conditions." Inquiry, however, proved

that the missionaries knew what they were

about.

"Why, the wheel is our chief safeguard,"

one of them explained. "'It makes us so can-

nibal proof, you know. The savages never

think of tackling a bicycle rider; he makes
such tough eating."

MUTUAL CONFESSIONS.

"I fell in love with you the very first time

I ever saw you. What did you think of me?"
"I thought it was a pity you were so thin

that you'd never look well in knickerbockers."

Then he wandered into the moonlight, and,

coming across her $1!).47 wheel, kicked seven

spokes out of it, just for roots.

HE WAS MOKTARFIED.

"Didn't you hear about it? Well I was do-
ing better than two minutes up the Boulevard
last night, when the first thing I knew I was
landed slap into a bed of mortar some idiot

had left without a lamp to mark it."

"I never saw such a man. No matter where
it is, you always fall into a soft thing."

HUNTING FOR CONSOLATION.

Alter all, may it not be that the horse has
not depreciated in value, and that it is the bi-

cycle that has appreciated? remarks an Iowa
paper, looking for comforting f.tcts for its( '-.ider.*. That is JH.st as probable at
<• has not depreciated and thai it is

gold thiit has appreciated.

GLARING COLOR COMBINATION

"What shockingly b.id taste! '

"How? Where?"
"That girl on a bicycle She has red li.ur,

•od is riding a yellow wheel."
"H'mphI Green rider, too, isn't the?

"

FOR SALE, EXCHANGE, WAHTS.

TWENTY-FIVE WORDS, 35 CENTS.

Each additional word two eonta.

Tarlabljr Id kdvanoe.
0«ah tn-

MACHINERY WANTED—Four automatic screw ma-
chines, and two automatic sprocket-wheel cutters.

Address Manufacturer, care of The Wheel. t f c

A FINE nickeling outfit, ZuckerA Levetl, No. 2, used^ very little at Will Dick Cycle Works; about 1.600 feet

best seamless tubing; enamel, etc.; all very cheap. Conrad
Dick, Assignee, Uansville, N. Y. 10-15-p.

pCBBBR SOLUTION RECIPES-Wanted to pur-
•^ chase recipes for making wood rim and rubber
cement^. Address Box 9*28, Providence, R. I.

BICYCLE PLANT FOR SALE-Situated in New
York City, and fully equipped with the newest and

best machinery for the making of all parts; complete in all

respects, including nirkeling and enameling plant for

the construction oi finished bicycles; the product of this

plant is well and favorably known both here and abroad;
will be disposed of at a very low figure. Address Oppor-
tunity, care The Wheel.

tjppo
Oi-c.

it WHEELMEN'S RESORTS.'

Rherninn IIonRc, Bafiylon, I.. I.

Tb« Atlantic Inn, Crunt City, R, I.

This is

the

Machine

for

Racing

Man,

Gymnasts

and Men

of

Sedentary

Habits.

Inlenstir

lnl«rt(lln|,

Robinson

Bicycle

TrainerCo.

MEAOVILLt,

n.

THE MORSE

Roller Joint Chain.

RUNS THIS >WAY

Results

:

I'lvcry Joint is a

I'rictionlcss Rocker Bearing.

^ NO FRICTION-NO WEAR.
\ NO WEAR NO STRETCH.
1 NO STRETCH NO WEAR-
' INC OFF OF SPROCKETS.

Itll l-.l |i.T r.-lit •lllrh'iK % .

Guamiitced not to stri-tili inon- tliaii

'4 inch during a se;uson.

8«nd for CBtalortie.

MORSE MFC. CO.,
TRUMANSBURQ. N. Y.
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PATENTEI

PERFECTION
PEDAL BALANCE.

Fits any Bicycle pedal, keeps
them level. Holds up light Toe-
clips. Dealers, write for trade
prices. Sample pair mailed to
any address on receipt of 60c
PERKiiCTlON
P£DAIi BALANCE CO.,

Sole Manufacturers,
naytona Fla.

^PADDED) SADDLES

TABER FELT CO
FREDONIA.N.Y.

Looks Are Deceiving,
but when you look into the merits and work-
manship of our meflals, fraternity pins, rings,
etc., you will see that they are better than
they look, and they don't look bad either.

Send for Catalogue.

6. S. Alexander k Co.r^^&T^'
The Best Advertising for the

Irish Trade is

THE
IRISH CYCLIST.

specimen copy and advertising rates on
application to

R. J. IMECREDY & CO., Ltd., Proprietors,

49 Middle Abbey St., DUBLIN.

|t HANDLE BARS
^^il FORK SIDES
^^ssi^PROTECTOR REVOLVERS

coRp.sPCND.NCE PERFECTION PADLOCKS
iOL.cTCD^ AMES SWORD CO. CHICOPEE, MASS

THE FINEST

^
White

Chain

Labricant
IN THE MARKET.

Will not clog, but makes the
chain run smoothly and with
ease.
Lessens the wear on chain

and sprockets.

MANUFACTURED AT

William F. Nye's,
Headquarters for
Bicycle Lubricants,

New Bedford, Mass.
Kindly mention The Wheel.

DIXON'S

BRAZING GRAPHITE.
A pure, flour graphite that abso-

lutely prevents the sticking of the brass
to the tubing. It is not affected by
the greatest heat. It saves time and
money, as little if any filing is nec-
essary. Send for sample.

Joseph Dixon Crucible Co.,
JERSEY CITY, N. J.

TEACHERS.
Union Teachers' Ag^encies of America Rev. L. D. Bass,
D. D., Manager. Pittsburg, Pa., Toronto, Can., New Orleans, La.,
New York, N. ¥., Washington,!). C, San Francisco, Cat., Chicago,
III., St. Louis, Mo., Denver, Colo. There are thousands of positions

to be filled during the school term, caused by resignations, deaths, etc. We had over 8,ooo va-
cancies last season. Unsurpassed facilities for placing teachers in any part of the U. S. or Can-
ada. One fee registers in 9 ofiices. Over 95 per cent of those who registered before August
secured positions. Address Ail Applications to Pittsburgh, ft*a.

Crawford
Bicycle

Right Price for Reliable Quality

No one sug'§:ests a reduction of

Crawford price. It was right at the

be§:innin§: of the season, is rig^ht

now, and will be right next year.

THE CRAWFORD MFG. CO.. Hagerstown, Md.

«=^«^'-^c<

^ .ps 6i7-62\ Austin"AVE,. CHICAGO.

I

BLUE
i

I BBst LinB I

TO
jWASHINBTDNj

BIKE METftL.
HANGERS, SPROCKBTS,
HANDLE-BAR STEMS, HEAD LUGS,

Machined or Plain Castings.

SEAT-POSTS,

Etc.

Our 1898 Bike Metal is as strong as steel. Malleable iron has hard surface; the outer surface

of Bike Melal is as soft and as easily machined as grey iron. Send for sami>le and catalogue.

ACME MALLEABLE IRON WORKS,
Kindly mention The Wheel. BUFFALO| N. Ya
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44Arrow" Chains.

The Hammock Saddle.
Why didn'l some oiit- thiiiV

of it long ago? A saddle

that is equally a p>art of the

rider and bicycle ; that does

not fit like a pinching shoe
;

that is made taut without an

adjusting bolt, and other new-

features. Circulars explain.

Patent.s pending in* the

I'nited States, Canada, Eng-

land, France and Germany.

THE H. C. PHILLIPS .^FC. CO., Butler, Pa.

GRIPS-PERFECTION GRIPS.

Made by

THE METALLIC MANUFACTURING CO,,

Indianapolis, Ind., U. S. A.

Kindly mention The Wheel

I'.itent Pending.

LARGEST ASSORTMENT
HIGHEST QUALITY,
FINEST FINISH.

Prompt attention to orders and quick deliveries. Do not forget these facts when
ready to place orders for "98.

Try our O. K. Spotless Lubricant for Chains—it gives best results.

MERWIN. JOCHUM & WORTH. TflC L. I^. JONES CO.,
U. S. Sales Agi'nts, Manufacturers,

1 1 Broadway, New York. West Winsted. Conn.
Kindly mention The Wheel.

GRANULATED RAW BONE
Casc-Hardcning and Coloring.

MANKfACTlIKKb UV

THE ROGERS & HIBB/VRD CO.,
MlilillrtoHTii, <'t>nn I'. O. Itox No. 1 lOO.

Our pamphlet, "How to Case-Harden," sent free to
any address.

V^TONf
PHOTO
WOOD

eLECTROTYPiNG
ALL OOM£ OMTMC PnCMISES

A .NUGFORD, hartforojconn.

PATENTS
Procured in the United

s and Foreign
Countries. Trade-
marks, designs, labels
and copyrights. Send

with model, photograph, or sketch, and
1 will let yeu know whether you can obtain a patent.
All iaformatiaa frc*.

description,
ill le

^K. E. AVCHINBArCH,
McGill Bldg., 908-24 "G" St., N. W., Wash'gton, D. C

THE STANDARD PAVEMENT OF AMERICA.
THE BARBER ASPHALT PAVING CO., No. 1 Broadway, New York,

ENDORSED BY THE L. A. W. EVERYWHERE. Kindly mention The Wheel.

All American Wheelmen who desire to keep them-
.cItcs potted uiH,n matters concerning the Cycle
Trade and .Sport of Kiirope. should tiibucribe to

THE CYCLIST
AND BiCTCLINO AND TRICTCLIMQ TRADES REVIEW.

The only recognised authoritr ol English trade and 1
roanvifjrUiK- M page. wccKly. Sent post free to \'

a' America for one year, t2-&0. American
•gent, F. P. Pnaf, U \S cat Broadway,

I ily.

Aniciu^a aaaolactnrtrs having new ideas t* in-

troduca in B*elila«a or sundries should advertise in

Termi nn spplicatioo to II.IFFK ft STUKMF.Y,
It MiirroiD Sxiirr. ( nvtaraT, K«at.AHD.

M*R>b*ra nf Ihv Amrrtritn Tr«<l* Tl.llltig l':ng-

XmmA ar* lnTll»l to rail nt TIIK C'VI I.IHT ontro
M Oasrentry.

SUBSCRIPTION BLANK.

P O. iOX, 444 N. Y.

I enclose $2.00 in payment of one year's subscription,

commencing with issue of

Name, , ..

Address,

Gty,

State,-.

.*^»».»««»«»«»«»S«»«.«.«»>v«»«»«»«.*»«»'»*»WV«vW »«>WWWVS.*»*»*»V*»*»*.N*.'
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OFFICIAL FIGURES.

Chaiuless Wheels Will Bring; One Hundred and

Twenty-five Dollars Bach Next

Season.

All doubts concerning the price of the

chainless Columbia can now be set at rest.

Beyond shadow of doubt the wheel will list

at $125, and as, under the terms of the license,

the price of all bevel-geared bicycles made un-

der the Pope patents is to be uniform, it may
be accepted without reserve that $125 will be

the price of all.

The annual gathering of the Pope Manu-
facturing Company's principal managers and

agents is occurring this week at headquarters

in Hartford, and there is small doubt but the

price of $125 will shortly be formally an-

nounced, and all other particulars of the wheel

follow soon after. It is even stated that the

chainless itself will be on view soon after the

gathering adjourns, or, at any rate, before No-
vember 1st.

COMBINATION CONFIRMED.

Official confirmation of the amalgamation

of the Fairbanks and the Boston wood rim

companies is this week given by the parties

to the transaction, of which The Wheel first

informed the public.

The concern will hereafter be known as the

Fairbanks-Boston Wood Rim Co., and prom-

ises that the savings that will result from the

combination will accrue to the advantage of

their patrons and mean a further spread of the

laminated doctrine.

CHANGED BY THE COURT.

Toledo, Oct. 11.—As The Wheel several

weeks since exclusively announced would be

the case, the corporate name of the Kirk-

Young Mfg. Co. has been changed by decree

of court to the Kirk Mfg. Co., Mr. Young
being no longer connected with the business.

SOLD TO TOLMAN.

Chicago, Oct. 9.—The plant of the Davidson

:. Cycle Co. was bought in by S. A. Tolman, the

'mortgagee, for $10,000, at the sale on Tliurs-

'•day.

WILL USB MESINGERS, TOO.

The Pope Manufacturing Company will use

Mesinger saddles extensively during 1898.

The Mesinger people report the closing of a

contract with them for 25,000 saddles.

INFRINGED ALADDIN'S RIGHTS.

The Aladdin Lamp Co., having been success-

ful in securing an award of priority of inven-

tion in its contest with the Havell Mfg. Co.,

before the Examiner of Interferences in the

U. S. Patent Office, has instituted suit in the

United States Circuit Court against the Havell

Mfg. Co., claiming heavy damages by reason

of its manufacture of bicycle lamps charged

to infringe the well-known Aladdin Lamp,
protected in U. S. Letters Patent granted to

the Aladdin Lamp Co., Newark, N. J. The
Havell Mfg. Co. has made large numbers of

lamps, sold by various persons under different

trade names, such as "Yankee," "Star," "Ex-
celsior," "Magic," "Perfection," "Havell," all

of which are alleged to infringe the Aladdin

lamp.

ENGLISH UNDERSTANDINGS.

London, Oct. 2.—It is understood here that

Gormully & Jeflfery will introduce a new de-

tachable tire, called the Ideal, at the Stanley

show. It is believed to be distinctly new. The
patent is valid, and no possible infringement

of the clincher.

It is also understood that the Union Manu-
facturing Co. will establish a London branch

to care for next season's business.

ANTI-CARMINE.

TERRITORY EXTENDED.

R. H. Griffin, who during the last year has

been acting as selling agent for the New
Brunswick Rubber Co., in the city of New
York, has had his field considerably enlarged

for the coming year. He will act as selling

agent for the New Brunswick people, not only

in the city and State of New York, but in

Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Maryland, and all

the States further south.

HAVE NOT SOLD IT.

The L. M. Jones Co., West Winsted, Conn.,

state that any reports which aver that they

have disposed of their grip business is with-

out foundation. They are still doing business

at the old stand, and are in better shape to

give better satisfaction than ever before.

HIS STAY WAS SHORT.

C. M. Fairchild is no longer general man-

ager of the Olive Wheel Co., Syracuse. His

tenure of office was short. He was placed in

this position but fivp or six weeks since.

On This Ticket Sterling Blliott Will Oppose

Borntee's flection as Chief

Consul.

Boston, Oct. 11.—Sterling Elliott will oppose
the red-nosed Dorntee for chief consul of the

Massachusetts Division. He accepted the inde-

pendent nomination, and the papers were filed

on the last day that the law allows.

The independents will not oppose the regu-

lar candidates for vice-consul and secretary-

treasurer, A. G. Frothingham and Arthur K.
Peck, respectively. They have, however,

nominated a number of well-known men as

representatives, most of whom have served

before and been dropped "for cause." Among
the number are Charles E. Fay, J. M. Bassett,

H. E. Ducker, A. O. Knight, E. C. Hodges,
C. W. Fourdrinier, H. W. Hayes, and E. P.

Burnham.

AND STILL IT GROWS.

The Iver Johnson Arms and Cycle Works,
of Fitchburg, Mass., are building a two-story

addition 250x100 feet to their already large

plant in Fitchburg, Mass. About 800 hands

are employed at the present time, and more
will be added upon the completion of the new
building, which will be equipped with new and
modern machinery. The Iver Johnson will

market a line of low-priced wheels next sea-

son, and thus place a complete line of

their own make in the hands of their agents.

MUST PAY THEIR PACERS.

Until accounts for pace-making are settled

J. Frank Starbuck, of Philadelphia, is sus-

pended from track and road racing, and

Dixie Hines, who "managed" him for a brief,

a very brief, period, is ruled off all tracks.

Chairman Mott made the announcement in a

special bulletin dated Oct. r2th. Hines is

also supposed to be "managing" Gaston Ri-

vierre, the Frenchman, who is here doing

nothing, and has announced that he will man-
age Zinimcrman when the latter goes abroad.

LOCATED IN LONDON.

The Chicago Stamping Co. liave placed the

London agency for their United States

wheels in the hands of the Anglo-American

Carriage & Cycle Co.. (54 Mark Lane, of

which S. Howes & Co. are tl\e proprietors.
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LIKE EGGS

Are Records in Their Case of Breaking When
Michael Sets Ont to

Do It.

Philadelphia, Oct. lu.—Every one knows

that Jimmie Michael is a most extraordinary

young man, but when, as was the case at the

Willow Grove track to-day, he is sent for the

mile record of 1.33 1-5, after reeling oti 32

miles, G52 yards in sixty minutes, it is evi-

dent that some one quite close to him has a

wabbly head, or else never intended the trial

for the mile in good faith.

As might have been expected, Michael did

not come within hailing distance of the mile

record, nor did he quite get what he was

after, the world's hour record. He estab-

lished a new American CO-minutes record of

32 miles lio2 yards, but fell outside of Stocks's

world-beating performance of 32 miles 1,080

yards.

Quads, quints and sextettes performed the

pacing for the little fellow, and he followed

them throughout with never a sign of distress,

unless the spilling of a glass of liquid over

him by No. 6 on one of the sextuplets can be

so termed. Every one supposed Michael in-

tended taking a drink while moving at express-

train speed, and were flabbergasted when the

man on the "sex" threw the stuff in Michael's

face.

The day was nearly perfect, a gentle breeze

being the only evidence of atmospheric life.

Michael reeled ofi mile after mile under 1.50.

The fastest waS the first, ridden in 1.42 1-5;

the slowest the last, 1.58. Four thousand peo-

ple were present, but they did not begin to

enthuse until about the twenty-ninth mile.

After that every lap was turned ofl to an ac-

companiment of cheers and huzzahs, and

when the wee wonder topped off the record

and dismounted he was given an ovation.

Half an hour later he came out for an "at-

tack" on the mile record, and did 1.43 2-5

—

away outside the best on the books.

Between Michael's two performances, H. G.

Gardiner, the young Philadelphian, who holds

the one-mile amateur record, tackled the five-

mile paced record, and brought it down from

10.56 to 10..'J3 1-5. He was paced by tandems,

and their work was ragged, or Gardiner might

easily have placed the record at even time or

better.

Previous to the big event two short races

were decided. The five-mile amateur, which

was won by C. Upton, scratch, in 12.50 4-5;

J. P. Rogers, scratch, second; L. De Fermel-

mont, 50 yard*, third. In this race a bicycle

suit was uflfcrcd the leaders at each mile. The
five-mile professional handicap went to

Charlrt Church, Philadelphia, scratch; sec-

ond, W. J. HufTstetler, Orlando. Fla., 130

yards: third, Charles Turvillc. 200 yards;

fourth, Josh Lidtey, 150 yards. Time,

12.03 »-5.

Michael'* intermediate time* in hio tiour

performance were as follows:
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33 56.33
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WORLDS BEST

SIDWELL GETS TWO MORE.

Cincinnati. Oct. 0.— During la.^^t week Har-

ry M. Sidwell, of this city, gatiiered unto him-
self several more world's records. Chester

Park track being the venue. Sidwell had re-

ceived a sanction from Chairman Mott to go
for records, so the performances were all offi-

cial. He was paced by triplets and quads,

and rode a Wolff-American, fitted with the

Hall-Moore roller-sprockets.

Tuesday was a perfect day for record work,
and Sidwell went after the two-thirds mile

and three-quarters mile, and secured them
both.

A great gash was cut in the two-thirds

mark of 1.14 1-5. Sidwell lowering it to 1.10

2-6. The old figures had remained since Amos
B. Hughes, of Denver, placed them on the

books May 23. 1896.

He next attacked the figures of 1.22 4-5 for

the three-quarters of a mile, and cut an even
bigger gash, reducing the record to 1.18 flat.

On Thursday Sidwell attempted to regain

the mile record, but the pick-ups were so poor
that he was unable to do so. He. however,
again went for the two-thirds mile, and
brought down his own record of 1.10 2-5 to

l.Of) 2-5.

The weather during the remainder of the

week was such that record work was im-

possible. Sidwell, however, will go for the

one, three, four and five-mile records next

week. These are the only records Sidwell

has not captured.

TAYLOR CHANGES HIS MIND.

Louisville, Ky., Oct. 12.—Major Taylor, the

Boston negro, has suddenly reconsidered his

determination to brave everything to keep a

place in that "percentage table." and will not

follow the Southern circuit, after all. He was
invited to compete at the circuit meet here

this evening, but chose to ride at New Albany.

Ind., which is just across tin- rlxcr from

Loui.sville.

But he was not a welcfinu >i>ii..i The
white men refused to ride against him and
sputtered so threateningly that the referee

deemed it wise to call oflF the races. Taylor

was. however, permitted to ride against a

horse, and the horse beat him.

Taylor says he has had enough, and talks of

L'f.int' ti. France to race.

21 41%
23 K

NOT JUST YET.

While the Pacific Coast secessioni.sts, who
recently appUcd to the N. C... V-. ior recogni-

tion in a long and adinirahly-reasoned article,

undoubtedly have the sympathy of the N. C.

U., they have liecn given to understand that

the Intcrnationial Cyclists' Association would
f\Tf.\ have to deal with th<f matter as between
them and the I,. A. W.

Will Be This Mile of Michael's if the

World Agrees With

Mr. Mott.

Philadelphia. Oct. 7.—Quite unexpectedly,

Jimmie Michael made a rush for the mile

record to-day, and got it; that is, got the

American record, at least, and without the

slightest distress, too. Perhaps, he is also en-

titled to the world's record, but that's another

story.

It was generally supposed that Michael's

effort would be made on Saturday, and to-

day's performance on the Willow Grove
three-lap board track was witnessed only by

the requisite number of officials and a few in-

vited guests. The weather conditions were

favorable, there being scarcely a breath of

wind stirring.

Michael made two attempts. On the first,

made about 3.30 p. m., he was paced by a sex-

tette manned by A. Weinig, Clint Davis, Otto

Mayo, R. A. Miller, Monte Scott, and A. J.

Newhouse. A quad was to take up the pace

at the half mile, but a chain broke while it

was making ready, and the "sex" was forced

to carry him the full distance, which it did in

1.38 4-5—3 3-5 seconds outside J. W. Stocks's

world's record.

When the damage had been repaired, the

little fellow tacked onto the quad manned by L.

C. Johnson. E. O. Leonart, B. W. Pierce and

Edw. Walsh, and came over the tape like a

rocket. He reached the first quarter in

23 3-5 seconds, the one-third in 31 1-5 seconds,

and the half in 47 3-5 seconds. At this point

the "sex" took him in tow, and carried him

to the two-thirds mark in l.(>4 2-5; to the

three-quarters in 1.12 1-5, and the full mile in

1.3(3 flat, betterthan Eddie McDuflee's American

record of 1.38 1-5. but behind Stocks's 1.361-6;

but, as Chairman Mott's information tells him

that the Englishman was assisted by motor-

pacing, and as he has, therefore, refused to

recognize Stocks's performance, Michael's

record will stand as the world's best if the

rest of the world agrees with Mr. Mott
The men who officiated were as follows:

Timers. H. D. Simmons, Louis A. Heil and

J. B. Fontaine; judges, James Dorsett, W. H.

Webster and Harry D. Lecato. A. B. Powell

officially represented the L. A. W.

THEV OWN IT NOW.

Buffalo. Oct. 9.—To-day the Ramblers'

Bicycle Club became the permanent possess-

ors of the Rose trophy. They have won it

twice before.

Five teams tried to stay them, and the Press

Cycling Club came near doing it, the Ram-
blers having but three points to spare. Six

men constituted each team. The Ramblers

secured first, second, eighth, eleventh, six-

teenth and twenty-fourth places, making 160

points, while the Press Club secured fourth,

sixth, seventh, ninth, thirteenth and twenty-

sixth, c<|ual to 157 points. The Parkside

Wheeling Club was third, with 10,3 points.

A. B. Goehlcr, R. B. C. finished away ahead,

covering the forty-six miles of road in 1.68.48.

C. J. Miller, R. B. C, ^yas second/ and Ray
Duer. P. W. C . third.

THREE FRENCH ONES.

Not satisfied with the good old "consola-

tion" race, Paris has added "hope," "encour-

.ipemcnt" and "revenge" races.
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Uhc ifauber Crank Hile

C^cle ifittings

v'^^ tt^fWlS * Unless SHtisfactorily rated, Orders nuis:

be accompanied with Draft, Express,

SflSD P. O. Money Order or Registered Letter.

/" ^^^

^ %
£ Crank Axle* of Bve^y «
£ Practical Construction, o
3 Patented in U. S. and f^** Foreign Countries.

Patents Pending. ^
% * #

M, 1B. yauber
flOanufacturer

70 to 74 West Jackson, Corner Clinton Street

^ELtPHONE
{XPRESS 4.37. ept.7, 1897.

To the Trade :-

In order that ray position may be clearly understood by
every one, and as a warning to any who may be inclined to infringe
ray rights, 1 wish to raak e the following statement regarding the
Fauber Crank Axle Patents,

By referring to the United States Patent Office, it will
be found that these patents are pioneer, and cover one-piece crank
axles of every practical construction.

Immediately following the issue of the original patents,
in 1893, advertising was begun in the leading trade papers, in or-
der that the public should become familiar with the construction
of these ajtles.

The cycle public gener^ally, at once endorsed this axle
as a marked improvement in bicycle construction, and believing
that at an early date it would be brou^t into general use, 1 at

once secured foreign and other United States patents.
In view of , these facts, -and, further, that the foreign

patents have been kept alive, and the development and manufacture
of these cranks persistently followed, 1 believe that 1 am justly
entitled to all rights under these patents, Thiis is further evi-
denced by the large number of licenses which have been issued to
many of the largest manufacturers in the cotmtry.

All manufacturers will appreciate the fact that these pa-
tents have been generally recognized as. covering the one-piece crank
axle. For this reason 1 believe it will be a profitable specialty
to those who will use it legitimately.

1 intend to protect my rights in this matter, and there-
fore warn all infringers that 1 shall hold them liable.

After carefully considering all the facts and circumstanc-
es in connection with the original patents and other patents on
crank axles and hanger parts, still pending, it is the opinion of
experts, that the Fauber p6,tents righttUlly control all one-piece
crank axles.

Yours very truly.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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EVERY YEAR
since we began making " safety " bicycles we have

grown a little larger, made a few more Clippers,

made them better and cheaper in price than the

preceding year.

SINCE 1889

N. 45-'>S.

we have made Clipper bicycles exclusively. We
made them well at first, with two years experience

wc made them better, and now with ten years ex'

pcriencc we make the BEST only. 18'58 will be

A CLIPPER YEAR.
The Special Clipper is sure to make its mark

among the best and highest grades.

THE CLIPPER PEOPLE, Grand Rapids. Mich.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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AN ACCURATE CYCLE CHAIN.

;:; The "Peacock-Chicago/^

Jr> PEACOCK^ I ^ CHICAGO^

The **Peacock-Chicago/^

THEY ARE MADE RY NEW SPECIAL MACHINERY OF OUR OWN INVENTION
AND DESK;N. only THE FiEST MATERIALS USED.

" The Recollection of Quality Remains

Long after Price has been Forgotten."

Wc wish to announce lliat wc have arranged willi Schovkki.inc;, I)ai.v & Gai.es, 302 Broadw.iy,

Now York, for the sale of our ch.iin in the East. Kindly a])i)ly to them direct for samples and prices.

E. P. PEACOCK, Maker.
::: (Established 1860.) J43 SOUTH CLINTON STREET, CHICAGO, ILLS.

Kindly mrntlon The Wheel.
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OVER-PRODUCTION.

\\7 ITHIN the past fortnight the cycle

" " trade has received a decided fillip.

This is particularly the case with cheap

wheels. The factories turning out this class

of goods report inquiries exceeding by many

times those for the same period last year.

Under the stimulus of a reviving and unex-

pected demand, signs are not wanting which

would indicate that production will be great-

ly increased. Already are there indications of

a rush to cover for parts. Trade has been

lagging during the past two or three months.

Inquiries have been plentiful, but positive or-

ders have been conspicuous by their ab-

sence; and, in consequence, the makers of

parts and fittings will probably find their ca-

pacities taxed to the utmost when the rush ma-

terializes. This is the saving hope in the situ-

ation. Were it possible for every factory, which

is laying its plans to manufacture medium-

grade goods, to be supplied immediately and

in quantities with the necessary parts, there

would be an over-production, the baneful

effects of which would become instantly

noticeable. It is not too much to say that the

market might become seriously disorganized

even before the season fairly opened.

With a short-sightedness that seemed in-

credible to all the trade who have correctly

forecast the present situation, many of the

manufacturers who have endeavored during

the past two years to maintain the price

against a falling market, are now going to the

other extreme. Now that the reduction has

come, like a flock of sheep, far too many are

turning to the cheaper wheel as a means

whereby it is hoped their losses can be re-

trieved. A staunch medium-grade bicycle is

a good thing. The demand for it is here, and

in quantities. There is no reason why a rea-

sonable production on the part of all the re-

liable factories now engaged in the business

would not be absorbed by the buying public.

But it is to be feared that in the cfifort to reap

the harvest which is prospectively in evidence,

too many bicycles will be built, and the his-

tory of the past be once more repeated.

Careful conservatism should govern the

manufacturer at the present stage of the busi-

ness. The fact should not be lost sight of

that, with all the demand for cheap bicycles

(assuming the latter to be good ones) there

will be a large class of buyers which will next

year, as heretofore, prefer investing in the

high-class machines; and the maker who is

building not only for the present, but the fu-

ture, can weld afford to be content with a

smaller production of a higher class than the

general ruck. During the past season the

public has become fairly well educated as to

the difference between the cheap and the high-

grade wheel. There is bound to be a decided

reaction from the $19.99 thrown-together bi-

cycle, and he is a wise man that will heed

aright the signs of the times.

Beware of over-production, and build a

good wheel!

THEMES OF FAILURE.

A FIRM not far from Gotham will shortly

go out of the bicycle business with a

loss, during iu two years of experiment, of

$100,UOO, clean capital. The concern was

financed by a merchant among merchants,

and has been managed by a way-back business

man, a man who on first view is always sized

up as alert, energetic, active and capable.

The capitalist is now demoralized, and any

reference to cycling gives him a spasm. The

manager—the capable, alert, up-to-date mer-

chant—is, commercially speaking, a rag. He

got out of his own line, and got into the bi-

cycle business. He has been all at sea for

two years; he is demoralized mentally and

physically, a poor sort of thing to look at

—

the wrong man in the wrong place. His only

hope, hour after hour, is that someone will

come along and offer him any kind of a price

for his plant.

The story of the loss of this hundred thous-

and dollars is not a complex one. This firm is

only one of the many who have come into the

bicycle business, and who, after a brief season

of loss, have quietly folded their tents and

ambled away. Unfortunately, the majority of

firms who fall upon such hard luck keep at it

until they fail ingloriously, with a long string

of creditors; though the firm The Wheel re-

fers to will not do this, but will pay dollar for

dollar and quit business like a gentleman.

The cause of this firm's failure was not lack

of capital, but a dearth of mechanical knowl-

edge and factory experience on the part of the

business head; and it is one of the chief defects

of the bicycle trade that, too often, the men

who finance the business and run it are at the

mercy of every crank inventor and every

smooth-tongued mechanic who happens their

way.

There are certain fundanuMital causes of fail-

ure which have played a large part in the bi-

cycle trade. One, and the commonest, is lack

of capital; another is starting off on the

wrong tack; another is trying to educate the

public up to some highly mechanical improb-

ability, or up to some highly impossible freak.

There is nothing so pitiable as a man in a

business who does not know that business.

Any such man is at the mercy of his superin-

tendent, and usually he has a procession of

them. He engages what he thinks is the best

talent in the way of inventors, designers and

mechanical men, and after they are through

with him, he is so riddled with fact and theory

as to be entirely without mental or executive

capacity. As a business man, his past experi-

ence and his present intuition tell him that

certain things do not look right, do not figure

out well and ought not to be, but how to

change the bad into good, how to stop leaks,

is something which is entirely beyond his ex-

perience, and he gives up in disgust.

He starts off with a superintendent. Before

long he runs across some friend who puts a

flea into his ear, over a friendly cigar, or

starts the bee of suspicion, and from that

hour the superintendent's life is miserable, as

is also the life of the managing man. Sus-

picion feeds upon the head man, who appears

here, there and everywhere, investigating

where no investigation is necessary, and

blindly passing over the worst kind of de-

fects and mistakes. Soon the superintendent

is replaced by another, and this superinten-

dent, in order to prove what a clever chap he

is, sweeps out the factory clean and files with

the head of the business a list of the necessary

new machinery, new material and new meth-

ods. The chief object of many new superin-

tendents ordinarily is to make as many
changes as possible. Such a man, that kind of

man thinks his employer will gauge his capa-

city by the number of innovations which he

introduces, therefore he piles on the agony,

and buries the old superintendent under a

mass of sweeping revolutions. In time he

wears out his welcome and exhausts his stock

in trade. Suspicion is again upon him, or the

spy system has been introduced, and he makes

way for yet another new superintendent, and

the game is repeated. It is an indisputable

fact that the finest business in the world can

be ruined il there are only superintendents

enough to go round. It is equally indisput-

able that any fortune in the world, no matter

how colossal, can he ruined if the nuuiage-

nu-ni of that lorUuic is ohangiHl oltcii enough.

The only logical and honest thing for a new
superiiitciukMU to do is to take what is, and

bring it up to what it ought to be, so far as

can be done with the material and conditions

as they exist. An honest and capable superin-

tendent will not depend upon his broom to

convert a failure into a success. He will take

the men and material he has and slowly evo-

lute, and the slower the better.
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A superintendent should be as familiar with

the factory as he is with his everj-day suit of

clothes. He should be able to close his eyes

and locate evcr>'thing in the factory, and de-

scribe exactly in what condition it is. An

exact comprehension of this character cannot

be gained in a month, and sometimes not in a

season. .\ny man who attempts to make a

change before he is conversant with every-

thing in the factory, with the tendencies and

capacities of the men and a knowledge of the

material he has on hand, is making for cer-

tain failure. Tiiis question of superintendents

is an important item in the bicycle trade. The

capitalist in the past has been too easily

pleased. He has been satisfied with too short

a pedigree, with too superficial an investiga-

tion.

Another cause of failure in the cycle trade

is non-adaptability of the plant to the thing

which it produces. For instance, there are

some plants which are of such high-grade in

their equipment that they could not possibly

produce cheap stuff, or could only produce it

at a loss. On the other hand, there are some

plants which are so cheaply equipped that no

amount of skill could produce anything but

cheap stuff. We find factories of some pre-

tensions turning out parts by processes that

have been discarded by all except the small-

est repair shops. The business head has been

so involved in salesmanship and accounts, that

he is not aware that his competitor is turning

out fifty parts to his one, and that he is tam-

ing them out at half the price which the same

thing costs him. Usually the superintendent

is so buried under his work th.at he has no

time to study up the finer points of tiic trade,

and it is the finer points which count. The

common, raw processes are known to each

and every man. It is only the application of

new and up-to-date processes which makes

the diflfcrence between profit and loss.

Another cause of failure and an illy-balanced

ledger is over-elaboration. The Wheel docs

not a<lvocatc the introduction of cheap meth-

ods and lotisc workmanship, but it is a notor-

ious fact that in some factories a great deal of

labor is applied in the wrong place. In many

processes there is ludicrous over-claborati(jn,

«nd wc find in the preparation of some of the

commonest parts of a wheel workmanship

which should only be expended on the finest

kind of mechanical work. A thing can be too

good. A thing is too good when the public

cannot be made pay for it Along certain

line* of cycle-making, the public certainly has

not shown a di^'oi^ition to pay for super- fine-

ness, that i«, to pay in large enough propor-

tion to make this over-elaboration and nicety

a commercial success.

The manufacturer start* out right who fixes

upon a certain policy and equips and operates

his factory along that line. If his policy is to

make nothing but the highest grade, he must

have the latest and fastest machinery, the best

material and the most skillful workmanship,

and his product must bring the highest price

in the market. lie must decide upon a high,

or medium or low grade, but upon whatever

grade he decides, he must equip and manage

his entire establishment along that line. He

must be slow to make changes, should beware

of world-beating wrinkles and should be slow

in disturbing the practical working manage-

ment. Above all he should manufacture at a

profit, be the goods sold at the highest or at

the lowest price.

A DISTURBING ELEMENT.

FOR FAIR PLAY.

THIS paper has been accused of forget-

ting that its cause for being, its source

of income, and its readers are all purely cy-

cling. The proof of the accusation's truth is

supposed to have been found in The

Wheel's holding up to ridicule certain un-

pleasant and unfortunate cycling extremists.

Because we have objected to scorching, be-

cause we have insisted that pedestrians have

some rights which even cyclists are bound and

should be made to respect; because wc have

pointed out that cycling, like any other habit

or indulgence, may be carried too far, it does

not follow that we are not, from those very

facts, cycling's best friend.

We admit that the spectacle of a gentleman

hurtling down the Boulevard in a tall silk

hat and a Prince Albert coat, with tails flap-

ping in the air, is not greatly to our taste.

We confess that we shrink from the vision of

elderly ladies of globular form, wearing dress

bonnets and street gowns, lumbering along

on bicycles. These sights offend our artistic

tastes and fill us with a sort of anguish.

But the bicycle, under harmonious circum-

stances of apparel and appearance on the part

of the rider, is an institution for which we

have, and hope always to have, the deepest and

most sincere respect.

Having now made our position clear upon

this issue of thrilling contemporaneous inter-

est, wc trust that The Wheel may no longer

suffer under mistaken condemnation and re-

sentment of those choice souls who think that

because this is a cycle paper that it must

therefore never criticise cycks, cyclists or cy-

cling.

We are for the bicycle under the most

liberal and elastic conditions, first, last, and

all the time. All wc ask is that riders shall

not run down, mutilate, and extinguish the

common people, and that persons who look

absurd upon the wheel, because of cither their

costume or their style of architecture, may be

kept hidden from the g.ize of a sensitive and

aesthetic public. That is not too much for

even a friend of cycling to ask.

THE much-magnified assault on Major

T.iylor was responsible for such a gush-

ing of mawkish sentimentality that the negro

has been made to appear little short of a

glorified martyr. He apparently likes the

role, and means to bid for additional notoriety

by racing in the South, where he is not

wanted, and where he is likely to receive a

dubious welcome.

The world admires courage, but abhors the

fooihardiness of which Taylor's decision par-

takes. The Racing Board should use its best

endeavors to secure for him a fair field and no

favor, but when his appearance is calculated

to create scenes that will reflect and react up-

on cycling interests, it seems an occasion for

official judgment and advice.

Of course, men writing for public prints,

or speaking from public platforms, must needs

deal in sentimental and patriotic flights, where

the rights of negroes are concerned, but, say

what they will, the fact remains that there are

few normally constituted white men who
would race, or otherwise publicly rub elbows,

with black ones, when it is possible to avoid

it. And the men on the circuit are normally

constituted.

In casting their ballots in the pending elec-

tion for State officials. New York clubmen

who are also League members, might bear in

mind that the head of the ticket failed to meet

his club obligations and "retired" from cy-

cling club life in bad odor. Not a few who

have no admiration for men of that stamp

will scratch the name Jenkins and tender a

complimentary vote to Judge Charles E.

.Simms, Jr.

Any pacing machine that can be used on

a cycle track, be it man-moved or motor,

should entitle a record made with its assist-

ance to acceptance as a paced record. It is

folly to further encumber the record tables

by designations of the manner of pace em-

ployed. If the International Cyclists' Union

is of any value it should prove it by disposing

of just such <iuestions.

To hear some men talk you would think

Mr. Potter was ready to take the job of re-

constructing the L. A. W. cycling and the

universe all under a contract, with a lime limit

and a forfeit

Physicians, it is now stated, recommend

the employment of the bicycle for insanity.

This explains why so many people have gone

crazy over century runs.

Is the "percentage tabic" mightier than the

Racing Board?
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THAT TABLE.

How the Fearsome Thing: Made Bald Weaken
on His Proposed ll^uropean

Trip.

Bald expected to be on the bounding bil-

lows en route to France, but his expecta-

tations were dashed to earth, and, natur-

ally, he is not wholly happy. He would have

gone long ago, but for the cause of his present

unhappiness, the percentage table, so-called.

Brave as a lion and strong as an ox, ordin-

arily. Bald quivered every time he thought of

it. It haunted him by day; it caused frightful

dreams at night; in fact, none but Bald and

the percentage table will ever fully appreciate

the agony which Bald's decision entailed, that

is, if the originator and custodian of the table

is to be believed.

The originator and custodian in question is

a clever fellow, an energetic and indefatigable

worker, who has performed much good in

his sphere, and, as a rule, been well paid for

it. But concerning his percentage table, he is

laying it on a bit too thick.

The table is buncombe pure and simple.

The inventor of it is writing the "cycling stuff"

for some twenty-five or thirty daily papers, and

is thus able to hoodwink the reading public

and bolster up the table to his heart's content.

It enables him to use and obtain pay for a deal

of space in the course of a year, and he surely

must laugh softly in his sleeve at the ease

with which he has induced so many "bright

journalists" to take shares in a gold-brick, and

at the ludicrous importance he has made his

percentages appear to very many racing men.

It is all right to make the more deluded be-

lieve that their salaries and situations depend

on their standings in the table—as has been

done—but when, with never a suspicion of a

smirk, it is asserted that Bald feared and

hesitated agonizingly to go abroad because he

might lose the premier position, and that

Kiser is all a-weep because he was dropped

from the list, it is time to cry enough.

As a matter of fact, the table is not worth a

copper, and it deceives only the unthinking,

who are, unfortunately, in the majority. It

is based on an impossibility. To be accurate

and reliable it is necessary that the positions

of every man in every race on the National

Circuit be taken, and the man is not of this

earth who can do it at this stage of the game,

when it is not unusual for closely-wedged

fields of ten, fifteen and twenty men to flash

across the tape in the fraction of a second

whilst moving at a 1.30 pace. The human eye

is not equal to the task, and no living man can

perform it with conscientious regard for the

truth. This should be enough, but the table

is inconsistent, untrue and impossible in an-

other respect.

Based on the number of men whom the in-

dividual rider defeats and is defeated by, the

table shows, we will say, that in forty starts

Bald has beaten 360 men and been beaten by

forty, an average of ten competitors in each

race. As a matter of fact, in the forty events

there were nearer 1,000 starters, but Bald is

apparently credited with defeating and being

beaten by only those who competed in the

final heats; if he failed to qualify for a final, he

cuts no more figure than if he had never

started. Could anything better serve to illus-

trate the complex absurdity of the whole

thing? If more is needed, the disputes which

periodically occurred between the percentage

keeper and his aids will help heighten the

efifect of the farce. It was not an unusual

thing, when a spill occurred, for these men to

argue among themselves over the order in

which the riders went down, the man who fell

first actually being credited with beating tne

man or men who were behind and who fell

over him. It was only recently that this ridicu-

lous feature was eliminated from the "sys-

tem."

Too much has been made of it. It is a farce

and a fraud, and has already existed too long.

There is but one fair and truthful method of

keeping a table of the circuit events—^that of

scoring by points based on the positions of

the prize-winners as decided by the official

judges, the same which The Wheel inaugu-

rated and followed for several seasons. Any
other system is a delusion and a snare, and is

based on guess-work, and unofficial and color-

able guess-work, at that.

The L, A. W. Racing Board might, with

reason, and justice to racing men and to the

public, step in and by one move checkmate the

fraud. Bald's travail makes the present an op-

portune occasion for the interference. The

keeping of the table of points and an award

from the League itself to the leader at the close

of the circuit may also be worth the considera-

tion of the Board. The table would add value

and interest to the Board's weekly bulletin and

to the circuit, as well, while the medal or other

trophy would easily be the prize of the year.

All this aside, Bald should rest content. He
can afford to go where he will and laugh at

the over-valued percentage table. All America

knows what he has accomplished this season

—knows that he has done the best work of the

year and will give him full credit for it,

whether his name never appears or never had

appeared in a mercenarily-concocted table of

percentages, so-called.

QUAD AGAINST QUAD.

Philadelphia, Oct. 8.—Philadelphia has wit-

nessed its second quadruped versus quadruplet

race, and, as on the first occasion, the "rupeds"

won, and notwithstanding that the "ruplet"

was this time ridden by much better men.

The quad was manned by J. Frank Star-

buck, Robert 'McCurdy, C. A. Church, and B.

B. Stevens; the horses were the thorough-

breds Romeo, Efhe S., Statesman, Alda Kirk,

Tamaqua, and Helen T., all owned by Magis-

trate Smith. The distance was five miles on

the Tioga track, and the conditions of the race

were that the wheelmen should ride on the

outside of the track, the horses being given

the pole, the latter to be arranged in relays,

and to take up the running on the straight-

away part of the track. A scratch-harrow was

drawn around the circuit several times near

the pole, so that the horses could get proper

footing.

For a mile, the quad kept at the horses'

flanks, but in changing relays, the second

horse forced the quad to run very wide, and
before the men regained their stride they had
lost fifty yards. They picked up gradually,

and, with a mile and a half to go, were but

twenty yards behind, and riding easily, ap-

parently expecting to win out in the sprint.

The last horse, however, t(Kik up the running
at a furious gait, and, though tlio men made
a game effort and closed up all but five yards,

the horse won under pull, and witii his jockey
looking around. Time, 9.52.

The spectators took to the sport kindly, and
bubbled over with enthusiasm.

RAN SECOND.

In That Position Finished the Once Famous
Winners, the Kings County

Wheelmen.

In days of old, when wheels were high and
team road racing was the vogue, and for quite

a while after the lowly safety came in, they

couldn't beat the Kings County Wheelmen.
The men from Brooklyn invariably swept all

before them.

But it's different now. Team races on the

road are not so frequent, and the K. C. W.
is no longer invincible. Their team tasted de-

feat in the inter-club team race of the Asso-
ciated Cycling Clubs of Long Island last

year, and on Saturday last the dose was re-

peated.

The scene of the "dosing" was the Merrick
road, between Valley Stream and Lynbrook,
L. I. The race was ten miles, and but three

teams competed—the Kings County Wheel-
men, South Brooklyn Wheelmen and Orient

Wheelmen, and the last-mentioned was known
to be out-classed.

Four men constituted each team, and after

Richt and Hendrickson, of the South Brook-
lyns, had been protested, under the three-

months' membership clause, the race was
started. The course was five miles out and
back, and the men took things easy going
out, no one being inclined to set pace. The
twelve men were close together at the turning

point, and when the leaders in front swung
wide they crowded those behind, and, as a

result, De Martini, S. B. W.; Caccavajo, K.
C. W., and Smith, O. W., fell. They were
able to remount, however, and Smith made a

remarkably fine run home.

The South Brooklyns pinned their faith to

Fred. Richt, while A. G. Relyea was the K.

C. W. faith carrier. It was expected that

there would be a rare dust-up between the

two. Richt has been doing good work on
the track, while Relyea, in his club race the

week previous, had been reeling off ten miles

close to 24 minutes, and without being forced

to extend himself De Martini and Allen had
been instructed to sacrifice themselves to help

Richt. They were to take turns at pacing

him home, but De Martini's fall prevented him
from carrying out his share of the work.

Allen, however, did his part well. When he
moved up, half a mile from the finish, Relyea
went with him. Richt did not expect to find

any one disputing his right to Allen's rear
wheel, and when he found Relyea there. Rel-
yea claims that he elbowed him out of place
and into a ditch at the roadside. With Relyea
out of the way, Richt fell in behind .A.llen, and
flew for the tape. Two hundred yards from
the line he jumped Allen, and, coming all out,
won by a length, Allen second, Relyea ten
yards further back, and coming fast. The
next six men were closely bunched, and fair-

ly burned the earth in placing themselves.
The South Brooklyns won the trophy, which
was last year secured by the Patchogue
Wheelmen, with points in plenty to spare,
the order of finish being as follows:

Kiders. C'lul). roiut,<.
1 Kicht S. B. W 12
2 Allen S. B. W 11
;! Rclvca K. C. W 10
4 Smith O. W 9
.''i lUiulrick.son S. B. W 8
(i 1)0 Martini S. B. W 7
7 Alpcrs O. \V 6
8 Doup K. C. W 5
!) l^nu K. C. W 4

111 Caccavajo K. C. W S
11 Moller O. VV 2
12 Saxlon O. W I

'Pinu-, 29.33%.
Smith Brooklyn Wheelmen, 3S polnt.s; Kinss Coun-

ty \\ hoclmon, 22 point.s; Orient \\'hoclnion, IS points.
1'. Anthony Brock refcrccd.
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GOT THE DOG.

Gardiner Captured the Canine, While Peabody

Passed Everybody In His

CUM.

Peoria, III., Oct. 7.— Back in 188!». IH) and

'91, the words "Peoria tournament" consti-

tuted a talisman that excited interest every-

where and attracted an overflowing and en-

thusiastic crowd to town. Peoria was the

Springfield of the VV'est, and no racing man
who valued his reputation dared absent him-

self. It was at Peoria, too. that the great

Zim developed into a champion— it was here

that he twice drove that famous old "coffee

mill" of his across the tape in front of the

peerless Windle, and thereafter and unlike a

rolling stone went round the world gathering

gold and glory at every turn.

Those were great days for Peoria, but alas!

they are no more.

There was a Peoria tournament last season

and this year's has but just closed, but both

were mere shadows of their glorious and glori-

fying predecessors. The racing was good

enough, and the promoters did all they knew,

but for all of that, it was far from the same

oW Peoria! It had lost its importance and its

surging, town-carmining crowd, and is now
simply an ordinary everyday circuit meet.

Neither Bald nor Kiser were on hand, and

it is a question whether Earl Peabody, the

Chicago "pure," did not quite eclipse the

gentlemen who ride for money and figure in

percentage tables. Peabody had the best inen

of the West against him, and on the first day,

yesterday, found them a hard proposition. He
scored but once. But to-day Peabody took

their measure, and found them only knee-high.

He simply swept the boards. He rode in five

races and won four and was making a bid for

the fifth, when he found himself in a pocket

from which he could not find a way out. Pea-

body has won 78 firsts this season, and, as

everyone knows, is after Zimmermans one-

year record of 1<>3 firsts.

Of the professional events. Cooper won the

mile open yesterday by a great steal in the

last quarter. C«>lcman was making a bid for

the three-quarters prize, and Cooper followed

him up, and when Coleman slackened, as is

usual after si)rints for intermediate prizes.

Cooper simply rut Inose and rushed for home.

He caught the other> napping. Butler was

first after him and got near enough to be

dangerous, and .\rthur Gardiner also made a

brilliant charge down the stretch, but Cooper

was able to bag the gold

In the quartcr-mile, a liloodcd bulldog was

the prize, and the circuit followers were par-

ticularly anxious to obtain it, as they arc in

need of a mascot. The want was not filled,

however. Gardiner got the dog and he is

going to Chicago and camp out for the mile

record. He won the purp by a great sprint in

the stretch, winning with two oprn lengths to

*pare.

To-day Gardiner won the race of the day,

the half-mile open, and a rank outsider, Cuni-

minR«, of Kanxa%, gave him a warm argument

while he was doing it. Cooper's tire went

flat in his heat and he did not ride in the

final. Or Brown is himself again, and showed

in front in the mile handicap.

The summary:
FtRST r)AV.

On* mile nprn. pfoffMional. 1. Cooprr: J, N«l
Butler: I. •".•rHirx-r i Mmi-n. I ,mr 2au%.

HaK-milc open, amateur.—1, Hatte^^lce, St. Louis;
2. Benjamin, Peoria; 3, Porter, Detroit. Time, 1.21.

One-mile open, amateur.— I. Morse, Chicago: 2.

I'orler, Detroit; 3, N'andesande, Chicago; 4, Pea-
body, Chicago. Time, 2.21%.
Two-mile lap race, amateur.—1, Peabody (Chicago),

lU points: 2, Porter (Detroit), 6 points; 3, Halterslec
iSt. Louis), 5 points. Time, 6.06%.
yuarter-mile open, professional.—1, Gardiner; 2,

Marsh, Dowagiac; 3, Cooper; 4, Mertens. Time,
0.33%.
One-mile handicap, amateur.— 1, Benjamin (Peoria),

IK yards; 2, Baker (I'eoria), 125 yards; 3, Peabody.
scratch. Time, 2.12%.
Two-mile handicap, professional.- 1, Dr. Brown, 90

yards: 2, Stccnson, 120 yards; 3, Nat Butler, scratch;
4, Coleman, 50 yards. Time. 4.34%.

SECOND DAY.
Three.milc handicap.—1, Peabody, scratch; 2, llruis,

200 yards; 3, I^ing, 100 yards. Time, 7.07%.
One-mile handicap.—1, Gruis, 110 yards; 2, Costello,

70 yards; 3, Benjamin, 50 yards. Time, 2.09%.
Two-mile handicap.—1, Peabody; 2, Porter (De-

troit), 35 yards; 3, McCarthy, scratch. Time, 4.40%.
One-mile handicap, professional.—1, Brown (Cleve-

land). 20 yards; 2, bisher (Chicago), 60 yards; 3, Kim-
ble, 20 yards; 4, Alter, 75 yards. Time, 2.07%.
One-mile, 2.18 class, amateur.—1, C. (jruis; 2. H. R.

Davis; 3, Morse. Time, 2.17%.
One-mile open, amateur.—1, Peabody; 2, .McCarthy;

3, Porter. Time, 2.19%
Half-mile open, professional.—1, Gardiner; 2, Cum-

mings; 3, Marsh. Time, 1.05%.
Two-mile State championship.—1, Peabody; 2,

Morse; 3, Davis. Time, 5.23.

One-mile handicap.—1, J. L. Breese, 110 yards; 2,

Costello, 70 yards; 3, Benjamin, 50 yards. Time.
2.09%.

BALD OX DECK.

DOING ONE'NIGUT STANDS.

Louisville, Ky., Oct. 12.—The circuit chasers

have reached the first of the small tracks, the

meeting to-night occurring under electric

lights and on a six-lap track.

Cooper was able to land the mile open, but

Walthour, of Atlanta, and Con Baker, of

Columbus, who have been going the rounds

of "Jack" Prince's "Veledromes," and arc on-,

to all the curves of the small tracks, turned up,

and supplied the circuitecr with a surprise or

two. The event of the evening, however, was

Scaton's victory in the 2.05 class. Seaton is

a Louisville man, and the manner in which

he disposed of the imported talent roused the

crowd to a high pitch.

Peabody won the two-mile liandicap, and

placed the eighty-second notcli in his stick.

The summary:
One mile, 2.0R class. 1 W. H. .Seaton, I,<)uisville;

2. Robert Walthour. Atlanta; 3, C. S. Wells, San
l-'rancisco. Time, 2.10.

Hall mite handicap, professional. 1, Con Baker
(Columbus), 30 yards; 2. Wells, 35 yards; 3, W. Cole-
man, 25 vards. Time. 1.00%.
Onemilr open, professional. ], Cooper; 2, Walt.

hour; .3, Butler. Time. 2.07.

Two-mile h.-indicap.- 1, K. W. Peabody (Philadel.
phia), scratch; 2, Bornwasser, scratch; 3, Ryan (Mem
phis), scratch. Time, 4.42%.

DOWN IN ATHOL.

I'". C. Hausman, the New Haven crack, had

an ofT day at the Athol, Mass., races on the

8th, and, except in the tandem event, failed

to get in front. Horace B. Hills, the Provi-

dence amateur, showed him the way home in

the half-mile open and the two-mile handicap,

nm in l.f»f) 2-.'> and 4.59 3-5, respectively. Tom
Butler won the professional mile in 2.25, and

would have won the two-mile handicap had

he not waited too long. Baron Stow won it

in .107 1-5, Butler second. II. F. Burdick, of

.\thol. won the half-mile handicap in 1.01. ,-jlso

the local and county championships.

NOT VERY SWIFT.

A I I lie races held in conjunction with the

Brixklon, Mass., Fair, on October 8th. Haus-
man won the half mile open in l.i*<>,

beating Hills and Janjcs Clark. He was
last in the mile open, however, James Urcju-

hart, Boston, Hills and Clark coming in in

llir order iininrd in 2 17

He Retams to Circnlt Chasing and I,anda a

Winner - Peabody by Grace of

Referee.

Racine, Wis., Oct. 9.—Instead of sailing

across the briny to test speed with the Euro-

pean cracks. Bald is on the circuit once more.

He made his re-appearance this afternoon, and

despite the disappointment caused by the

going aglec of his best-laid plans, he

rode as if he had never a care or sorrow in

the world, winning the mile open by half a

length from Nat Butler. Cooper and Gar-

diner did not ride in the final. They won their

heats, but both were outside the time limit of

2.2<i. Later in the day Bald rode an exhibi-

tion mile in 1.49 4-5, good going, considering

the almost freezing weather.

The meet began last night, being run under

forty electric lights, and despite the cold wind,

drew a big crowd. t

Bald had not yet arrived, making the milp

open easier picking for the others. It proveH

rather disastrous, however. Just after the bell

tapped, the men bunched, with Dr. Brown in

front. Aker suddenly swerved, and in an in-

stant he and Watson Coleman and Randall

came together and fell. Freeman, the Cali-

fornian, pitched over them, and only Brown
and Hadfield finished.

Freeman had previously won the 2.10 class

in a sensational manner. He was at the rear

of the bunch when the sprint began and seem-

ed hoplessly placed, when he suddenly jumped

out, and, going around the crowd on the ex-

treme outside, came like an arrow down the

straight, opening gaps of daylight at every

revolution. He won by four lengths ni

2.10 4-5.

In the amateur class Peabody accounted for

a first on each day. His victory yesterday

was won by grace of the referee. He had

been pocketed and shut out in his heat of the

mile open, but he claimed a foul and was per-

mitted in the final, which he won.

The summary:
FIRST DAY.

2.10 class, professional.— 1, JL B. I-'reeman ; 2, J.
Fisher; 3. Watson Coleman. Time. 2.10%.
One mile.—1, K. W. Peabody; 2. I. L. II.irt; .3.

Nat McDougal. Time, 2.30.

One-mile professional. 1, A. L Brown; 2, Charles
Hadfield.

SECOND DAY.
One-mile open, professional.- 1. E. C. Bald; 2, Nat

Butler; 3, E. S. Aker. Time, 2.17%.
One mile.— 1, E. W. Peabody; 2. F. J. Morse; ».

(". H. Gruis. Time. 2..33%.

Two mile handicap.- I, J. Dollister, 135 vards; 2,

A. H. Barnickel, 15() yards; 3, C. H. (Jruis, 100 yard*.
Time. 4.42%.
Two-mile handicap, professional.—1, Fred C. Hoyt,

X, yards; 2, C. S. Wells, 60 yards; 3, A. J. Weilip, 165
yards. Time. 4.44%.

CLEVELAND IN FRONT.

Cleveland, Ohio, Oct. 11.—The annual fall

races of the Elyria Bicycle Club occurred Sat-

urday afternoon, and, as usual, Cleveland

riders played an important part in the pro-

gramme, carrying away almost everything

in sight. The attendance was not large,

owing, no doubt, to the unfavorable weather,

but the races were interesting and hotly con-

tested.

The summaries:
( )ne mile novice. 1. K. Krughman; 2. O. B. Chap

man; 3. F. W. Coffee. Cleveland. Time, 2.49%
One-mile open.- 1. NiU Carlson. Cleveland: 2, F. ).

Dreher, Cleveland; 8, Roman Wasco, Glenvllle. Time.
2.34%
Two mile lap race. 1, E. A, Morass. Detroit; 2,

Dreher; .3. F. A. Rohishaw, Cleveland. Time, S.fiR.

( >nr half mile open.- 1, Frank Rohbins, Cleveland:
2. Carliton; 8, J. R. Fitisimmons, Cleveland. Time,
1 08%.
Three-mile handicap.-l, Carlton, 2S yards; Z,

Mora», scratch; 8, Dreher, scratch. Time, 7.18.
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RECORDS.
Palmer Tires Secure a Few Choice Records.

WORLD'S TRIPLET RECORD, 1.46 4-5.

Made at Kalamazoo, Oct. 4, by Kiser, Mertens and Johnny Johnson on a Spalding fitted

with Palmer Tires.

Last year, during the National Circuit meet at Kalamazoo, Clark, Bainbridge and O'Connor, while

members of a double-tube tire team, secured the world's triplet record for Palmer Tires, much to

the disgust of their employers. The same riders, on & tires, made attempt after attempt

to lower their Kalamazoo record, and had to give it up. It was finally lowered at New Orleans by
another team on a Franklin triplet fitted with & tires. The record will probably remain

where it is for some time.

ILLINOIS STATE RECORD, 1.5 1 4-5.

Made at Garfield Park. Chicago, Oct. 2, by Earl Peabody, on an Adlake fitted with Palmer

Tires.

WORLD'S TANDEM RECORD, 1.54.

Made at Detroit, Oct. 2, by Hood and Carlson (amateurs) on a Spalding tandem fitted with

Palmer Tires.

BUFFALO-NEW YORK RECORD, 51.33.00.

Made by H. Reese, Brooklyn, Sept. 18, on a Spalding fitted with Palmer Tires,

breaking previous record over three hours.

CALIFORNIA EVENTS.

Every rider of Palmer Tires qualified and won a prize in the Sacramento races, Sep-

tember 26. Allan Jones on a World, Hardy Downing on a White, W. B. Vaughn on a

Hoffman, W. H. Palmer, Geo. Fuller and Joseph Hirsch did great work on Palmer Tires.

>AI|IEI«NEyWli|R|CO
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Kindly mention The Wheel.
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JUST HOW IT IS.

The Situation in England as Viewed by a

Disinterested American

Resident.

London, Oct. 3.—Although I have spent

the last two years in England I am as much
of an American as before. There are certain

ways in which I feel diflferently toward the

people and their customs, for I do not mean
to be blind to the points in which England is

superior to our country, but I am still as

proud to be an American as ever. There is

certainly enough Yank left in me to make me
feel provoked every time I take up a London
cycle paper and read belittlements of Ameri-

can machines and wood-rims and single-tube

tires. In nine cases oat of ten these articles

are misleading and often untruthful, but

what hurts me more than this is to see an

article, which appeared in a Chicago cycle

paper, and which was eagerly taken up here.

The article lays great stress on the fear-

ful mistakes .\merican makers have made in

the way they have put their machines on the

English market, and the amount of .\merican

trash that has been dumped into England to

sell, because of the over-production at home.

The article also enlarges upon the bungling

way in which the American concerns have es-

tablished themselves over here, by not finding

out what the public wanted, but by trying to

force them into buying machines without proper

mud-guards, or not enough clearance for

gear-cases, or with insufficiently strong

brakes, and with wood-rims and single-tube

tires.

It would appear from the article that the

bulk of .American machines sent over here

had been of inferior grade, and that the

American concerns represented were about

ready to shut up shop. Now, as to the truth

of these assertions, I must take exceptions to

all of them. In the fir.st place, the Columbia,

Dayton, and Cleveland, and all the machines

that arc well represented here, lunr ample
clearance for gear-cases, e.xtra-long tnud-

guards, and strong brakes. On this matter

of gcar-ca.ses alone: if the writer could but

ride any Sunday down the Brighton road, or

the Ripley road, I would show him that an

average of only one machine in ten (of the

men's mounts) that pass us arc fitted with

gear-cases, and a very large proportion of

those which have the gear-cases arc rattling.

The article further states that the buying
public of Great Britain is more discriminating

than our own people, but in this it is mis-

taken. Over here the riders have no part in

telling the manufacturers what they want, as

the case is at home. The manufacturer makes
the machine according to his own ideas, and
the rider lakes it and says nothing. Judging
from what I hear from lime to time from peo-

ple who ride, their knowledge of cycle con-
•iruction, or even on matters of the gear of

their machines, or the adjustment of it, the

average Briton knows less than the average
American rider.

The article a' that cycling over

here has had a m Ath into popniarity.

while at home it is something between a f.id

for pleasure and a practical vehicle. I should

like to say to the writer that previous to the

time that Royalty took up cycling in England
its growth was very slow indeed, compared
with the progress America was making, but

when Royalty took it up it jumped into favor

at once. Regarding the future: If the Royal-

ty should gi\e up cycling, and it is not at all

impossible that they will, it would be the

biggest black-eye to the manufacturers of any-

thing that could happen.

At the present time there is a growing feel-

ing against cycling for women on account of

the enormous number of accidents that are

being recorded every week. The papers are

taking the matter up, and if the agitation

continues it will keep a great many from buy-
ing who otherwise would do so, and many
who arc riding will give it up on the pressure

that is brought to bear upon tlicm by parents

and friends. One of the principal causes for

so many accidents is that there is little if any
system of teaching people how to ride. Very
few places are to be found with competent in-

structors, and a large majority of the persons

who do learn to ride are taught by some
friend, who, more than likely, knows but lit-

tle about it himself.

As to the "cycling rubbish" that is being

sent over, one would think that .\mcrica

made nothing else but rubbish, and that Eng-
land built nothing but high-grade machines.

Undoubtedly there has been a large volume
of cheap stuff on the market, but the reputable

and well-represented concerns have done a

good business, and have maintained their

prices from £16 to £22, according to the ma-
chine. The English high-grade costs on an

average a little more, and it seems to me if

the "discriminating British public" does not

know that it is folly to expect to buy a thor-

oughly reli<iblc machine for £10, or under,

then they ought to be fooled.

If the writer in the Chicago paper in ([ucs-

tion was a wheelman from 1887 to 18!t| he

will remember that the English concerns rep-

resented in America did a thriving business.

For three or four seasons a large number of

the more experienced riders were mounted on
linglish machines, simply because they were
better than ours, and nothing but praise could

be heard for them from riders and the press.

The .American makers did not attem|)t to run

them down, but went tjuietly to work to im-

prove their own machines, and by 1891 were
turning them out equal in every respect to the

best linglish makes, and since that time they

have been better. Compare that period in

.America with the present state of affairs here!

The contrast is marked. Not a word of praise

is to be found for .American machines, or

wood-rims, or single-tube tires.

.As an example of this last item: One of

the papers, the "Cycle," offered a prize for the

best answer to the question, "What are the

arguments against single-tube tires?" The
prize answer was as follows:

"Their porosity, which is bound sooner or

later to appear. This, of course, means that

the tire keeps getting deflated every now and
again, and keeps the rider in a constant state

of anxiety. Their difliculty of repair is an-

other serious drawback, a thoroughly cfTect-

ual repair in the case of a large cut or burst

being a practical impossibility."

The Chicago writer docs nf)t place the mat-

ter in its true light. It is not that the Eng-
lish manufacturers do not realize that Ameri-
can machines arc just as good, if not better,

than their own; if they did, why was it that

after the Humher's Coventry factory was
burned it was entirely refitted with American
machinery? and why is it that this example

has been followed in a number of instances

by other concerns?

The secret of the whole matter of the cry

against American machines lies in the fact

that England is making desperate efforts to

hold her own trade. It is hard enough for

her to swallow the f,ict that her export trade

has diminished considerably, but it is even
worse for her to have American competition

staring her face to face, and taking away any

part of the home trade. This, I am sure, is

the secret of the whole animus, and to real-

ize it one has only to walk about London and
observe the advertisements on the omnibuses
and trams, posters on the walls, or the ad-

vertising in almost any English publication.

They all appeal to the people to buy British-

made goods and support home industries.

Not bicycles particularly, but in nearly all

lines, especially in those articles in which Gerr

many and America compete. To an Ameri-
can this seems child's play, to appeal to the

people to buy their goods. We let our goods
stand on their own merits. The Britons play

on the public's feelings.

If the Chicago writer had spent a little

time in England the article never would have

been written. It was unfair and exaggerated,

and there is enough unjust criticism and pre-

judice against .American machines without an

.American publication adding to it statements

that cannot be borne out. Geo. H.

HOULEY NOT WHOLLY HAPPY.

London, Oct. 2.—The annual general meeti

ing of the shareholders of the Cycle Manu-
facturers' Tube Co., one of Mr. llooley's

earlier etlorts in cycle finance, was held on

Thursday last, and, as the Earl of Wichelsea

and Nottingham had resigned the chairman-

ship of the concern some time ago, E. T.

Ilooley had joined the Board, and was put in

the chair to face the shareholders. The latter

were asked to pass the accounts showing a

loss ol about £lJ,'KKi, and this, too. after Mr.

Mt>olcy had refunded no less than £2(i,000 a$

damages for the loss of contracts by reason

of the tube machinery being incomplete, acj-

cording to statements in the prospectus. A$
a beneficial donor of £2<»,(H«i he, no doubt, ex-

l)ecled to be leniently dealt with, but he was

not. A few legal and stock-broking gentle-

men gave him as hot an hour as ever he had

in his life, and in the end a committee of in-

cjuiry, composed of shareholders, was ap-

pointed to investigate the whole business, and

report to the meeting, which adjourned to

October IGth. When that time arrives we
shall expect some more music.

More healthy gatherings were those of

Middlcmore & Lamplughs, who had to cut

up a profit of over £25,000 and declared (i per

cent with a good reserve, and of the Raglan

Cycle Co., who made £.'ir),0(M) and declared 15

per cent, with a £20,(K»0 reserve. There are

lots more of this sort coming along, and the

cycle slump is beginning to disappear.

I saw a very simple method of repairing

a double or single tube tire of ttic Morgan &
Wright type the other day, a loose lining of

cotton wool (three-quarters of an ounce to

each tire) taking the place of the suspended

flap of rubber. It works perfectly, and is, of

cour.se, ei|ually applicable to single-tube tires

if some method of inserting after vulcaniza-

tion is adopted.
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I
Have You Been Watching This Page?

I ?
4t

i*

Are You

Getting

Very

Impatient?

The time is drawing near when
our representative will call upon you

with the finest line of wheels ever pro-

duced—a line that will make other

manufacturers green with envy* The
best dealer in every town will be very

glad that he waited for the Columbia

representative*

You won^t have to wait for the

cycle show this year, you won^t have

to wait until spring to sell wheels

—

you can take our line and make
money on it all winter*

Remember Mr, Dealer—
There is only a 60-day guarantee this

year! The material of which the

bicycles you sell are made, means a

great deal to you! Columbias are

made of the very expensive 5%
Nickel Steel Tubing, and high-grade

Hartfords of the well-known ^^ Pion-

eer ^^ *50% Carbon Steel Tubing*

The Columbia name-plate means

more to the rider this year than ever

before*

IT WILL INTEREST YOU MORE
THAN EVER TO WATCH THIS
PAGE FROM NOW ON.

Not

Much

Longer to

Wait!

If Columbias are not prop-
erly represented In your
vicinity, let us know. POPE MFG. CO., Hartford, Conn

Kindly mention The Wheel.

4,^^^»j.^.|,^.|.^.|..{..|..|..j,.|..|,.f.|..|..|.^.f^^.|.^.|..f.^->f>f>|->f''|''fJ^J^'f'^'f>l'i'H>'^
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TIKE PIONEERS.

What the First Pneumatic Tires Were and

Who Were Responsible for

Them.

When prR'uniatic lircs were introduced at

first most of the rubber companies viewed

them with suspicion, especially those which

had been accustomed to the manufacture of

"air goods." It had always been a very difficult

task to produce any kind of rubber air goods,

and when it came to a tire which was sup-

posed to withstand an internal pressure of from

fifty to one hundred pounds to the square

inch, some of the rubber manufacturers threw

up their hands in despair.

The progress which has been made and the

tires which are now being turned out arc very

creditable to the rubber industry, to say the

least. There is a great deal of room for in-

vention in this line; the puncture-proof tire

which will ride easily and yet be resilient, is

what is wanted, and what all are looking for-

ward to.

So very many people have been attracted

to cycling during the past three years that it

is not strange that many of them think the

pneumatic tire is of recent invention, and are

unaware that patents were applied for as far

back as 1844 and 1848, by one Thompson, of

England. The Thompson tire was a leather-

covered tire with a rubber tube, designed for

railway carriages. Of course, it was of no

practical use, consequently it slumbered until

the year 18!X». In 18i<t) Thomas, of Phila-

delphia, who, I believe, was in the saddlery

business or some leather industry, applied for

letters patent on various styles of pneumatic

tires. His applications to the Patent OfTice,

if they had been allowed, would have created

a perfect monopoly in the tire business, but

they were rejected because of tiie old pat-

ents of Thompson; he was only allowed lim-

ited claims, which left the field open for

others.

In IWK) James B. Dunlnp. of Ireland, a

veterinary surgeon, invented the Dunlf)p tire,

commonly called the rag tire, as it was c«)m-

posed of fabric to a great extent. A little

later, I. W. Boothroyd, also an Englishman,

brought out the tire called the "Boothroyd,"

which was the single tube tire of the present

day. In 1801, Alexander Straus, then of the

New York Belting & Packing Co., invented

the Straus protection strip tire, which was

also a single tube tire, reinforced on the

tread to make it more or less puncture proof.

About the same time Morgan & Wright

brought out their tire, which is now well

known, and also about the same time Mr.

Grey, of the Hartford Rubber Works,
brought out a ningletube tire. Next came the

Thomas- Bidwell tire in this country, wliirh

wa* an exact ropy ff the Dunlop fire. Then
came ihf '1 (>r>rniully & JcfTcry

brought oul • uhablc tire, and in 'CJ

the Ideal tire was introduced by Phelps &
Dmgle. Soon after came the Palmer tire.

and the Dunlop tire in its present shape, and
the various tire* of more recent date, with

which all arc familiar.

Of the tire* n.tmcd, but few are on the m.ir-

kct at this prrncnt day in their original forms,

and this for various reason*. The old Dun-
lop lire wa4 too complicated, and it was next

to impossible for the average man to repair it.

The Boothroyd tire wu frowned down on ac-

count of its construction. In those days rid-

i rs knew nothing of single-tube tires, and

were not educated to the use of them, which

also applies to the New York Belting and

Packing Co.'s product of those days.

W'hen Morgan & Wright brought out a

tire from which the inner-tube could be re-

moved and repaired, and which was more eas-

ily understood, as far as repairs were con-

cerned, it was natural that the tire should

have a very large sale, as it was the first prac-

tical tire in the mind of the rider and the gen-

eral public. Tiie Grey tire of '!U was adopted

by the Pope Mfg. Co., and, owing to their

perseverance and generous advertising, came
to the front, and is now the so-called single-

lube tire of the day, which needs no further

description at our hands.

The Thomas-Bidwell tire had a short life,

being identical witli the old Dunlop tire,

and with the same drawbacks. Tillinghast's

tire of 1891 weighed nearly 15 pounds per pair.

It had been used, to a very limited extent, and

dropped out of sight on account of its weight.

W. W. STALL,
President Boston Wood Rim Co.

Tillinghast kept experimenting, and in '93 a

patent was granted to him, which he swore

he invented as far back as '91, and which con-

stitutes to-day the so-called Tillinghast pat-

ent, controlled by Colonel Theodore A.

Dodge. This patent is now in litigation, and

the courts will decide whether he was the

rightful patentee, or if his method

was an invention. The parties who have been

sued claim that the Tillinghast tire was not

new, having been produced in the rubber line

in various articles in common, everyday use.

The Gormully & JefTery tire came to light

about '91 or '92. The Dunlop tire of the pres-

ent day was the invcntidn in this country of

Messrs. Slillman and Brown and C. H. Metz.

The Dunlop people of England purchased this

patent and paid $100,000 for it, and in Eng-

land they purchased the Welch patent. The
Dunlop patent of the United States was an

invention in this country prior to that of

Welch's, crtnseqtiently the Welch applirati<in

was rejected here and allowed in England,

and the reverse was the case with the Still-

man & Brown and Metz patent, which was
patented in this country and rejected in Eng-
land.

The Ideal tire, made by Phelps & Dingle,

disappeared from the field. The Palmer tire

is well to the fore, although H. A. Lozier, of

Cleveland, is making a similar tire, claiming

to be the rightful owner of the so-called Pal-

mer patents, which Lozier claims was invent-

ed by Huss, and which invention Lozier con-

trols. These patents are also in litigation,

and have been appealed to a higher court, the

Palmer patents having b?tn defeated in a

lower court.

The various recent tires, such as made
by the Boston Woven Hose Co.. the India

Rubber Co., the New Brunswick Rubber Co.,

New York Belting and Packing Co., Kokomo
Rubber Co., Indiana Bicycle Co., L. C. Chase

& Co., National India Rubber Co., and others,

are nearly all of the single-tube type, and have

their own merits, although they cut no figure

in early history.

Belamy II.

RATHER VAGUELY WORDED.

A prominent English daily the other day

printed an advertisement as follows:

"Would some pneumatically-minded lover

of Church Work GIVE Curate's Wife Cush-

ion-tired LADY'S BICYCLE?—For details

apply Cycle. 4,973, 34G, Strand, W. C."

There is much in this advertisement that

is obscure. WHiat is a "pneumatically-

minded lover of church work?" Is

it another way of saying "spiritually-

minded," "pncuma" being the Greek
word for spirit? Or does it have some
reference to the pneumatic tire? And, if so,

what has it got to do with church work?
Or, to pursue the point further, how would

the possession of a "cushion-tired ladies' bi-

cycle" help a curate's wife to do church work,

inasmuch as the chief work of most English

curates' wives is to take care of a growing
family?

Why—but what is the use of asking any

more questions? The "ad" is fascinating, but

full of insoluble mysteries. One thing stands

out in clear light in reading it—that is. that

everybody nowadays wants a bicycle.

THE CASE AS IT IS.

Careless riding is no more characteristic of

the bicycle than is careless driving of the man
who holds the reins over a team. While some
wheelmen are careless and deserve the acci-

dents with which they meet, yet others arc

the direct victims of the carelessness, and, we
fear in a few cases, the maliciousness, of the

drivers.

The bicycle, unlike other vehicles, cannot

come to a full stop without the rider dis-

mounting, and it is very difTicult to mount
again in a crowded thoroughfare. Some con-

sideration in view of the fact is due cyclists,

and they should not be forced off their ma-
chines. Drivers seldom turn out for bicycles,

and this is the cause of the majority of cycle

mishaps.

OFTEN THEY ARE WORSE.

"Self-maile" fools on bicycles are no better

than the ones who inheritc<l the money they

used to purchase the machines they ride.

HE IS DANGEROUS.

Keep your eye on the man who selects his

friends in cycling before he forms their per-

sonal acquaintance.
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HOW KANGAROOS ARE MADE.

Some one or other once remarked that the

kangaroo was a very resilient animal; that

its ability to bound—to bound forward—to

say nothing of its strength, was simply im-

mense.

It is possible that the people responsible for

the naming of the Kangaroo tire heard the

remark and were thereby influenced in their

selection of a title. At any rate, the bound-

ing-forward qualities of the Kangaroo are un-

doubted. Ample proof has been given in a

great number of important races, particularly

in New England—^the Kangaroo factory, that

of the National Indiana Rubber Co., is located

at Bristol, R. I—^and by the number of records,

some 230, which have been placed to its credit

this season.

The tire itself is constructed on the bound-

ing-forward plan.

Single threads are wound spirally around

the inner tube back and forth, with an inter-

mediate inner tube between that practically

prevents porosity and adds greatly to the

strength of the tire. After a narrow tread

strip is put on, the tire, if for track use, is

complete, except for the splicing of the ends.

For the road-tire, a cover of pure rubber is

used, and that is the only difference between

the two.

This fact appeals strongly to the road rider

who sees and hears much of the speed of cer-

tain tires on the track. The machines already

installed at the Bristol factory daily give birth

to, that is, produce, 1,000 pairs of Kangaroos,

which gives a fair idea of the immense busi-

ness the company is doing.

IS A CORPORATION NOW.

Bufifalo, Oct. 9.—The recent incorporation

of the Buffalo Cycle Mfg. Co., in which the

names of C. H. Funnell and F. C. Atherton

are prominent, means simply that the partner-

ship existing between Messrs. Atherton and

Funnell, trading as the Buffalo Cycle Co.,

has been dissolved, and the entire plant and

property of said Bufifalo Cycle Co. has been

purchased by and merged into the Buffalo

Cycle Mfg. Co., incorporated for the purpose

of continuing the business heretofore con-

ducted by the partnership referred to. All

liabilities are assumed by the Bufifalo Cycle

Mfg. Co., and all debts due the late partner-

ship are payable to the company.

The officers of the corporation are: Pres-

ident and treasurer, F. C. Atherton; vice-

president, C. H. Funnell; secretary, W.
Rooke.

A LUCKY THIEF.

Cincinnati, Oct. 11.—John R. Cook is a lucky

thief. In the police court last Tuesday he

confessed that he had stolen five bicycles dur-

ing the past season, and a long term in jail

stared him in the face. Cook, however, has

a wife and year-old child, and these ex-

cited so much sympathy that the prosecutors

failed to appear, and the culprit was allowed

to go under a suspended sentence.

One of the wheels which Cook stole he

found to be useless, and he accordingly threw

it from the Suspension Bridge into the Ohio
River.

HAS AN ARTICULATED WOOD BAND.

The Dreadnought puncture-poof tire, to

which The Whef.l has previously referred, is

now ready for the market and is being shown

by the makers, the Dreadnought Tire Co., 253

Broadway, New York. The essential feature

of the tire is the flat-grooved tread, in which

is enclosed an articulated wood band.

STANDS THE STRAIN.

Attached to a lathe in the factory of the

Haney Mfg. Co., 286 Graham street, Brook-
lyn, is one of the im-

proved "Leader" cy-

clometers which this

firm has placed on the

market for the coming

season. This cyclome-

ter has been running at

the rate of a mile every

three minutes for the

past two weeks, and does

not show the slightest

wear or variation. The
Leader weighs but 1^

ounces, contains no

springs, is dust and

water proof, and has

brass wheels with enam-

el numbers. The bracket with which the cy-

clometer is attached to the wheel is entirely

new, and permits of any adjustment. The

firm intends to make this cyclometer for 26,

28 and 30 inch wheels, registering miles, kilo-

meters and Russian versts.

LEVELER AND BENEFACTOR.

This is essentially the age of machinery.

Ingenious mechanical contrivance, aided by

scientific discovery in the realm of physical

forces, has revolutionized the world.

The forces of steam and electricity have

been harnessed to machines which have mul-

tiplied a thousand-fold the power of man, and

have almost eliminated from much of the bus-

iness of life the once obtrusive factors of time

and space. The boast of the fanciful Puck that

he would put a girdle 'round the earth in forty

minutes has been fully realized in the ocean

cables and the land wires, while the pictorial

representation of the swift-moving Mercury

with wings on his feet has only to be painted

with pneumatic-tired wheels in the place of

the wings and it illustrates an every-day pal-

pable fact.

That fact is the bicycle. This mechanical

appliance, with which the people of every

country of the world are to-day familiar, was

declared but a few years ago to be only a toy,

a plaything. To-day it has come into such

general use that it may be classed with the

sewing machine as one of the necessaries of

life as influenced by modern civilization.

The invention of gunpowder and firearms

robbed the soldier of all the advantage which

the possession of a metallic breastplate and

unusual physical strength once gave him, and

placed the small and physically weak man on

a level in combat with the giant. Not only

does science bring to the aid of man the most

potential forces of nature, but it has exerted

its magic to increase and multiply the phys-

ical energies of human muscle.

Perhaps there is no more signal example

of success in this direction than is realized in

the bicycle. By means of this simple machine

a man with the same muscular exertion that

would enable him to walk at the rate of one

or two miles an hour for a very few hours

can propel himself at a speed of ten or fifteen

miles for a longer period than he can walk,

and the ability to use the machine is in the

reach of any person of either sex who is able

to walk in the ordinary manner.

If some trade papers would devote as much
time to enlarging their own successes as they

do to belittling those of others, there would

be a great shrinkage in the output of envy.

Those few remaining unfortunates who still

continue to refer to it as "the bicycle craze"

are themselves the crazy ones. The wheel-

men are sane.

PHOENIX BICYCLE LUGGAGE-CARRIER.

Nickel springs and buckles, russet leather straps >^ x 26 inches.

May be adjusted to or removed from any handle-bar in an instant (see

5). Excellent hand-hold when not in use as a carrier. If dealer can-

not furnish, we will mail postpaid on receipt of Price, 25 ceiilN

per pair. If not satisfactory, return at once, and we will refund

money. We want every rider to see them ; a coat or wrap at this

season may save your life.

N. H. BENJAMIN & CO.,
Kindly mention The Wheel. PlIOENlXVILliE, PA.

BUT QOOD PELLS CHtflF

DON'T BMT "CHE/IF" BELLJ.
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FORMING A FLUSH JOINT.

Flush joints, thougli to-day referred to as an

car-mark of the up-to-date wheel, and, by in-

ference, a new idea, are, in fact, old in the art.

The earliest safeties were built with the flush

joint, it being a continuance of that method
of construction which had long been utilized

in the old ordinary.

The most familiar example of this, which

will at once be recogmized by all old riders

and manufacturers, is probably the front fork-

crown of the ordinary, as illustrated in the

following cut:

In high-grade American bicycles this head

and fork-crown were, of course, drop forged.

The hea<l was hollowed to receive the steer-

ing-spindle, which was integral with the back-

bone; and the lower side-lugs—oval or square,

as the case might be—were machined with a

shoulder, the fork sides fitting over the lower

hig end, and abutting against the shoulder.

In fact, (lush joints were employed thr»)Ugh-

out on the high wheel, and naturally were

continued on the first safeties, the result be-

ing a machine weighing sixty pounds. This

waa one of the greatest objectitms urged
against the low wheel by its opponents, and
it soon became evident that weights had to

come down. Hollow frame crmnections crc

long unurped the solid lugs at first employed,

and with the advent of drilled lugs and stamp-

ings came in the outside joint, which is so fa-

miliar to the cycling world of to-day as to be
unnccr'.<..iry to reproduce here.

In 1>*'X, began the renaissance of the flush

joint The safety had. apparently, reached a

stage of what has long been ill-.idviscdly

termed "finality of design," and in the en-
deavor to provide a "talking point" or a "sell-

ing feature." the flu«h jomt wa<i revived. Its

success was instantaneous.

The Barnes joints, which were among the

first, as originally used, were complicated

foldings and turnings of rolled sheet steel, and
did not afford as much brazing surface and
contact as arc now employed. They never

came into general use, and arc not illustrated

here, that company now employing a much
improved method.

That which speedily came into use by the

average maker embodies the simple prin-

ciple shown here.

This method, as indicated, merely provided

for the slipping of the frame-tubes oyer the

connecting joints. These joints, or lugs,

were at first cither cartridges of drawn sheet

steel, or else the ordinary sheet metal stamp-

ing, fitted inside the head-tube and crank-

hanger, instead of outside. The cartridges,

as used by the Peerless Manufacturing Com-
pany in 189G, were firmly riveted to the head

and crank-hanger, and afterwards properly

brazed; while the Pope Manufacturing Com-
pany, in using cartridges this year, united

them with the head and crank-hanger by

means of thimbles under hydraulic pressure,

and afterwards brazed. The frame-tubes, where

they butted against the head, hanger and scat-

mast, were milled semi-circularly to fit the

rounded surfaces, and while this method yield-

ed a strong frame, which withstood the

riding strains admirably, the repeated vi-

bratory shocks sometimes caused the enamel
in the filleted comers where the tubes joined

to crack. This was particularly the case if the

enamel was baked too hard or too quickly,

thereby inducing a tendency to easily crack

and chip; and the inevitable result was to

cause the customer to become uneasy and
claim a break in the joint, when, as a matter

of fact, the latter was perfectly sound. But it

looked as though it were breaking, and from

the owner's standpoint, might as well have

actually given way. However, the cases in

which this was noticed were few and far be-

tween, and need never occur if proper atten-

tion is given to the fitting of the joints and
the enameling.

It appears for 1898 in several forms. One
is with the regularly shaped stamped head-lug,

fitted inside the head, which is bored to re-

ceive the horizontal end, and split vertically

from flu- top to the bored hole, a distance of

perhaps three-quarters of an inch; the flaps

then being laid over to admit the lug, after-

wards being folded back and brazed when the

frame is being brazed.

Another is a horizontal tube for the lug.

fitted into a hole bored in the head (which is

not split above, as in the previous instance),

and then expanded by flanging the end of the

tube inside the head, so as to form a flaring

shoulder, or wide flange; also secured by
later brazing. The third form is that of a

stamped head, in which the head and lugs arc

struck in one piece, opened vertically, and
afterwards formed into the cylindrical head-

shape, and cither brazed or electrically weld-

ed along the continuous vertical joint. This

electrically-welded head is being extensively

used. It reduces the number of joints, there-

by increasing the strength of the frame.

To obviate the possibility of the joints

showing cracks in the Cfwncrs, referred to

above, the frame connection herewith shown
has been devised. The shoulder on the hori-

zontal end of the lug affords a snug fit for the

frame-tube to butt against, the latter being cut

off s<|uare. and thus avoiding the more ex-

pensive method of nulling or filing the semi-

circular end re(iuire(l by the previous pro-

cess. It is thus preferable on the score of

both economy and durability, and will be

largely used for 1898 construction.

Both the methods described above are

somewhat expensive in that they require great

exactitude in the lengths of the frame-tubes,

which must be cut to proper fits for frame-

building purposes. Any variations leave a

gap, or opening, at the joints, which must be

filled by brazing or soldering.

But the last illustration shows the latest

idea in flush-joint construction, which obvi-

ates this drawback entirely. In it the tubing

need only approximate the lengths recjuired

to no greater degree than was the case with

the old outside lugs. Moreover, it presents

a construction that is unquestionably stronger

than either of the others, for the end of the

tube, being swaged down to a shoulder (which

latter fits against the lug), slips inside the lug

itself, instead of over the outside, thereby re-

ceiving a reinforcing strength from the sup-

port of the walls of the lug. These being of

much greater thickness than the tubing, add

in no inconsiderable degree to its rigidity and
resistance to torsional stress. It has just been

introduced to the trade, and bids fair to be-

come the most popular of the flush-joint types.

Not the least of the difticulties attendant

upon flush-joint building is the brazing.

With the old outside frame connections, not

only did the tubes receive a reinforcing

strength when slipped inside the lugs, but, in

addition, the brazing was more easily done,

and did not require as close and firm a union.

Only a portion of the spelter running into the

joint provided a connection that was much
stronger than the same brazing surface with

the inside or flush joint, and the early ex-

perimenters in the new field very soon found

that an increased vigilance in the brazing de-

partment was demanded. Now, the many im-

provements in brazing warrant the assertion

that but little, if any, clifTerence exists to-day.

Whether outside or flush, a good joint re-

quires as perfect a flow of the spelter as

possible; a clean surface, a good fire, a per-

fect fit, and last, but not least, the highest skill

and experience. It is safe to say that upon no
other construction detail of the bicycle is there

so much dependent as the union of the joints.

But when all is summed up, there still re-

mains to add that the price of success and
reputation with the flush joint is eternal vig-

ilance.
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READY WITH THE RELAY.

About the very first of the " '98 features"

to be formally announced are those of the

Relay, made by the Relay Manufacturing Co.,

Reading, Pa.

"Visible bearings" has ever been a pet point

of the Relay people, and in their '98 wheels

they have not only improved on their former

method of rendering it easy to see the balls

go 'round and, incidentally, easy to clean or

to remove them, but they have carried the

idea further. Both hubs are fitted with re-

movable dust-caps, while the crank-axle has

caps of celluloid, through which the balls

may be seen, and which may be removed

with the fingers.

The bracket is of large size, with ground,

polished and hardened steel cups, pressed in.

The continuous spider-crank and axle has

on the left side, where the crank is attached,

a tapered D-shaped end. The crank has a

corresponding D-shaped tapered hole, and is

held in place by a hexag'on head-screw, fit-

ting the hole in the end of the crank-shaft. This

does away with cotter-pins and makes a very

neat and secure fastening.

Inside the crank-bracket, extending from

left to right-hand cup, they have a thin tube,

swaged at both ends, into which, from the top

of the bracket, is screwed the oil-cup, carrying

oil directly to the balls, serving as a ball re-

tainer without interfering with the cups or

balls. The lock of the adjusting-cone is close-

ly serrated and held in place after adjustment

by a washer and jam-nut.

The hubs have the same oiling device and

metal ball-retainers, with outside metal caps,

which may be removed with the fingers.

Blind axle-nuts are employed. Both the

crank-bracket and hubs are protected by pat-

ents.

Another new and patented Relay feature is

the brake, which is located inside the head,

only the lever and shoe, which fits close to the

fork-crown, being visible.

The Relay heads are all made in one piece,

lugs included, by an electrically-welded and

patented process.

Arched fork-crowns, nickeled, will be the

rule; and these will be the frame dimensions of

their $60 Flyer, which will be made in 22, 23,

24, 25 and 26 inch heights. Head, 1| inch;

front-tubes, IJ inch; rear-braces, f inch round;

rear-forks, ^ inch round; D-shaped, tapered

to f inch round.

The Relay prices have, of course, been re-

duced, the 1898 scale being as follows: Racer,

$70; Flyer, $60; Special, $50; Ladies' Flyer,

$60; Ladies' Special, $50; Tandem, $100.

Black, carmine, pink and pea-green will be

the prevailing finishes.

THE IROQUOIS FOR '98.

Chicago, Oct. 11.—One of the very first of

the '98 productions of the Chicago cycle trade

is the '98 Iroquois, which is so far advanced

as to be posed for the camera.

There are clever people in the Iroquois

Cycle Works, and their new wheel, which is

undeniably a handsome and attractive crea-

tion, embodies features v^nhich cannot but

prove of general interest.

It will be made in 21J, 23 and 24J-inch

frames, hanger dropped 2J to 3 inches; rear-

forks of the arch-crown construction, allow-

ing ample room for large front sprockets, and
with all joints nickeled. The principal '98

feature is the method of adjusting the chain,

which is done by means of an eccentric hang-

er three inches in diameter. The rear-hub is

provided with two sprockets, one on either side,

and is of the lock-adjustment style, and when
put into the frame is perfectly centered in the

rear-forks, thus doing away with the great

annoyance of the old-style adjustment. By
removing the rear wheel from the frame and

reversing it, the gear can be changed in a

minute, the sprocket on each side permitting

it. A new style of seat-post and handle-bar-

stem are also new features. They are made
D-shaped, or two D-shaped tubes telescoping

into each other, and tightened by a contract-

ing nut on fork-stem and seat-post tube. This

overcomes the annoyance of crooked handle-

bars and saddle-posts.

TWO TIRESOME TOPICS.

"What is this story that has come to my
ears about you and Brother Flease shaking

dice for alcoholic drinks?" said the minister

as he met one of his congregation.

"We didn't shake for the drinks," was the

reply. "He wanted to talk about his dog, and

I wanted to talk about cycling; so we cast

lots to see who should have the lloor."

NOT MUCH NEEDED.

In vaselining a machine to preserve it

against moisture it is not necessary to smear

it an inch thick. Merely rubbing with a

cloth dipped in vaseline is amply suflicicnt to

preserve the plating against even an average

rainstorm.

SOME NEW SHIRK IDEAS.

In making up their line of fittings for the

year 1898, the Shirk Co., Chicago, proclaim

that they have wandered from the beaten

path in several particulars, effecting results

which they believe will meet with the favor

of the trade.

The Shirkhub and the Shirk crank-hanger

are pointed to as notable examples.

In the hubs, both front and rear, large balls,

5-16ths, are used, and all balls, cups, cones,

nuts, ball-retainers, and washers are inter-

changeable. The bearings are inverted, the

cones being practically part of axle and face

outward. The cups are screwed in hub and

face inward. The cones are ground and pol-

ished after being pressed on the axle, and are

claimed to be absolutely true. What is

asserted to be an important and signal ad-

vantage, which will be found in no other hub.

is that the cones are reversible, or so con-

structed that each hub has two reserve cones

—when one in use becomes worn, by simply

reversing the cone on the axle a perfect one is

available. Again, the cups being reversed

and screwed into the shell, gives the great

width between bearings. The adjusting-cups

have left-hand thread, so turn to right to

loosen lock-nut and bearings. Stationary

cups have right-hand thread. The adjustment

of the bearings is accomplished without the

use of tools, the lock-washer being drawn
out and inserted in position with the fingers.

Turn the lock-ring to the right sufficient to

permit lock-washer to be manipulated. Turn
washer to right to loosen, or to left to tighten
the bearings.
The Shirk crank-bracket is of the two-

piece variety; the axle is divided in the centre
—each half constituting one piece with its

crank. The divided-axle fits together in the
. 5x centre of the

crank hanger,
and is hold to-

gether by a

sleeve of tool-

steel screwed
on with a
right and left

thread. The
union of the

two cranks is

claimed to be
m e c h a n i cally

period; yot huth cranks and sprockets can be
instantly roniovod fi'oin the machine without
(lisoonnocting the chain or disturbing the ad-
justment of the hearings. Sprockets are dc-
taohahlo (or change of .u'oar. Sprockets screw
against the shouUlor on crank-tlango, and are
hold in place by lock-nut of opposite thread.
The cones are a part of the sloovo, whicii is

made of one piece of the finest tool-steel. The
tread is five inches, and the distance be-
tween crank and hall-cup is but one-sixteenth
of an inch. Tn the '98 "Shirk," the crank is

so construcfod and arranged that the hall-

hearing at the sprocket end is outside the
chain line, the chain thus ilrawing between
Iho two rows of balls.
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Arc up-to-date, popular, stylish and comfortable.

THEY WILL NOT SAG OR CAUSE
SADD LE SORENESS.

DEALERS: It will pay you to handle them.

AGENTS WANTED IN AJLl. UNOCCUPIED
TKRBITORT. BUILT TO SIT ON.

NOT TO STRADDLE.
OOIo* And F»«turT : 180-101 W. Lamed St. Miu>ar.ctured by THE WHEELER SADDLE CO., Detroit, Mich.

RECENT PATENTS.

590.99"2 P«DltiTICTni& amtlktA.lUim%ou.ltneja\.y, 690,980. MUI«>UAKDPOBBICYCLEa H«»BMTLHAU,Roch- •'") 9 1 , .T .3 O. SEAT OR SADDLE FOR BICYCLBS A»OMWJ

.J PUal A»r a«. 18S7. Scrul Ha 631292. (Ho model) wt«r, K. Y, «artgnor to Uie H»U-ahon« Company, same plice. FUed DowiB. PhiUdelphu. Pa. PUed July 24.- 1M6 Seial Ko aOftSTS

Mar. 28. 1897. Serial »a 82W76. (Bo model.) (No model)

Claim.— I. The cohibiaation with the frame of a bicycle, of the

•priag-roller K, the oiteiuible mud-guard .trip H, the slatted iwiogiDg

and lengthwise. movable fVame E, provided with notchee n, the clips
- r The combtnauon with a pneamatic lire, of rettlieet „ „ ih, pivou, y ia«rl«d in the dip. on one side of the upright and

couet arrmagvd at iDlerrab therein and united lu the inner —' -

.of the lire, and check-TalTea located adjacent u> uid cuuea

^91.082. coAsnie sreocur WHESL oioiat h moun.

limn

ttm Tort. I T PIM lor 11. ISM. Senal Ha ei2,«l (No

>

nner surface engaging iu the slots in the swinging framf, and the hooks /attached
to the clips on the other side of the uprights and adapted to engage
in the notches in the swinging fi-ame, whereby the fHtme is adapted

to be disengaged from the clip, to fold it up by a lengthwise move-
ment on the pivots in the slots, iubstaotially as deecribed.

5 91,108. BICYCLK-LAMP CBigus L B«TTS. He» Yort, B Y.,

aalgnorto the R. E Dletz Ojmpany. same place. Filed July 31. 1896.

Serial Ha 601,125. (Ho model)

<^!7^^

flaim^\ A seat or saddle for bicycle*. *< ,
having upposiU

supporting portioiu or saaU subalantially rigid against vertical pre^

sure at poinU corrMpuuding »ith the tuberosiuee of ihe isrhia of a

normal adult and in which said tuberoaitiea individually rest, said

seal* having elastic portions beginning immediauly beyond the .ub-

<tanlially rigid portiuns. suhsUnUally m.' specified

9 1,132. ACBTYLENtOAS LAMP HnilT It Ha»nuT. (au

ago. Dl.aaalgDor to Cheater J. McPberaoo. Mine piioa FUed Dec 10,

1896 Serial Ha 816,097 (Ho model)

<fcia> The berein-described sprocket-wheel comprising a cen-

tral circular portion consisting of two disks 5. secured together by
bolu f>, sad provided with s central circular opening H. a revulu-

bl« ria 10. mounted onsaif) duks. having a flange II. being provided
with botches 13, aod a eorreapondiag number of projections 14, a
HippieasBtal disk 15. mounted between the disk< % and rigidly se-

'orad tb.reio Mid supplrmenLsl disk being provided with notches
17, Mid dnk 1 being provided will, a rorrcaponding number of open-
la^ ix. said suppl.menul disk being ako provided with a plurality
of dogs pivuially roan«ct*d therewith, and adkpud to occupy notches
17, and to be thrown into engagement with the said nolrhes 1.1, said
dogs bmag provided "ilh spnog. 20 for actuating the same all sub-
-Maaliallr as shown and for ibe purpowMt forth

ri9 1.'.^M<i. YOU FOR RIAt P0U8 OF HCYCLia Bmi Mo-
Doaaui Wl llliB^ in. H. PIM Mir 13. IST BarlaJ Ha aS7J14.
Ub>Be«ei)

f 'tititn The t-ombinalion with a lamp-body pr^ividrd si ii. lower

end with a bead having lU rercMcd side arranged inwardly and hav-

ing notchea ia its lower edge, one of said notches being tif •uiLablr

height to receive the wirk rai.er shaf\. of an oil-|M}t adapted to enter

uid lieaded collar and provided with outwardly projecting lugs

adaptad to be paaaed upwardly through sjrid notches siid to enter the

reo«M of said baad by a turning movenianl. and a screw -buriiei sosied

ia said oil-pot aod provided with a wirk raiser shaft sdapted to enter

one of said notehes, whereby the burner is prevented fVom turning

with the oil-pot and ran lie Mirewed dnwii lightly by turning the oil

p«>t with lis logs in the receMed besd of the lamp-body, substantistly

as sal forth

G 9 1 .'2 7(). 8PR0CIIT WBIBL lUBT V Gat/riin. Watbor
guch, MA» PIM Aug 1, 1897 hflal Ho 846.783 (Ho noM)

^VtifiH.— I. A lamp for bicyclee, Ac . Iiaviug a generator torn-

prising a water-chamlKr, a gas<hamber scfiarated therefrom by a

flexible diaphragm, a charoiier containing carbid of calcium con.

nected with the two other chambers, sod a valve controlling the

Connection between the water aod carbid chambers aod operated

by the pressure of Ihe gas in the gaa-chamber upon the fleiibte dia-

phragm, substantially as set forth.

6 9 1 .0 1 S . TnX-VALVK Oiotai E P SciEaDn. He« Tort.

H Y FUed June V l>96 Serial Ho }9i2«4 (Ho i

f^,m I A yuke for the rear fork of > bvcyrla formod of a
'*»0» t*—* of sheel awul protided with s slot to r«««lve the aile,

' " ' ' ' '
'' ' ---. t.ng

>ded

dnkesl

F-

ft 9 1

.1

1 4 r> . UCTCLI^AODLt laajsau S Saaaaa
Pttit Htj !7. I8M artal Rn M«.47« (H« Bodai)

'^4
U a btryie aaddle aad ia rombiaaltoa fvhb p>al K. aad

sfriag ('. of U« ( kerfed pvonfs « la «kkh are ptacod

rtasap Uu r ss .dapled la .iifsc. tke post lbs laUsr

ia csojaattM* a.. ^ ; «i lo aacage iIm apnng I' aad thslifit

eainf aal M, sahalaaUaOy m sol laftk

Cfain - I In tiro-ealraa, a casing having a valve<hanber and

an aooularseat at the end thereof in combination with s thin washer

of packing malarial ronsiituting a valve proper, nilhin said • hsmber,

engaging said seat sud disconnected from the other parlaof the valve,

and a plunger heaniig against ssid washer, holding it toward said

seat aod diecorooctod fVom said washer

r>;il.()<Ki. BICYCLB LOCt BTioa H Waun. Oour d'Atiat,

Idaho FUmI SqA 16. 1896 SiQtl Ho 606.O47 (HoiDOtfil)

f^<« -I Asaa arttda of owaafketar*. a speockotwbeel hav-
ing supporting .arfkcsa for 'ogafing the blocks of a sprorketohaio
*»•€•• for aogagiog thi ads links of the ekala, and eiUnding Wei
und.rcai at their baaas. eahaUnlUily as daaeribsMi

f%»i« -I In a bieyrle lock, the ruiDliinslioii a ilh s handlebar

having a holluw pandenl stem rolataldy cnnnerlad to Ihe head, of a

M|aare sliding boll mounted in .aid holloa stem and sdapted to enlei

s w|iiare rece*. tornird in the hesil to Iim k the |isrU together, and
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National Board of Trade

of Cycle Manufacturers.

320 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

President,

A. L. GARFORD.

First Vice-President,

GEORGE H. DAY.

Second Vice-President, Treasurer,

C. W. DICKERSON. W. A. REDDING.

Secretary,

ERNEST R. FRANKS.

National Bicycle Wood Rim
Manufacturers^ Association.

President, Treasurer,

E. S. MEAD. N. D. DOUGHMAN.
Secretary,

W. W. STALL, Bedford, Mass.

National Cycle Dealers* Association.

President, First Vice-President,

GEORGE E. HANNAN. F. A. VERY.
Second Vice-President, Treasurer,

J. J. MANDERY. GEORGE COLLISTER.
Secretary,

JOHN McCARGO, St. Louis.

Rubber Tire Association.

President,

THEODORE A. DODGE.

First Vice-President, Second Vice-President,

L. K. McCLYMONDS. GEORGE T. PERKINS.

Treasurer,

GEORGE F. HODGMAN.

Secretary,

KIRK BROWN.

504-506 West Fourteenth Street, New York.

I

TRADE CHANGES.

CANADA.
Montreal.—The Thomas E. Howard Co., insolvent.

CONNECTICUT.
Norwich.—Hopkins & Allen, damaged by fire; loss,

$4,000.

ILLINOIS.

Chicago.—Hamilton-Kenwood Cycle Co. Sheriff

secured forty-eight bicycles on an attachment for

$1,605, taken out by the Gilliam Mfg. Co.

Chicago.—The Mechanical World Co. certified to

change of name to Decker Cycle & Motor Co. ; also

to change of object of incorporation.

Kankakee.—Kankakee Mfg. Co. H. Borchert, judg-

ment for $1,755.

INDIANA.
Evansville.—F. McKinney and B. Damm. New

store.

Indianapolis.—Central Cycle & Mfg. Co. Reported

gave judgments for $15,607.

Roachdale.—Stock of Tucker bicycle plant sold to

Dr. Colliver.

MASSACHUSETTS.
Boston.—B. B. Emery & Co. Creditors have com-

menced bankruptcy proceedings.

Groton.—E. Irving. New store.

Lowell.—D. Sigsbee. Will manufacture bicycle

saddles.

South Boston.—J. A. Hitchings. New store at 724

Broadway.

Springfield.—Ford & Ross. Succeeded by Ross,

Burgin & Hartzell.

Worcester.—Lincoln Holland. Reported filed peti-

tion in bankruptcy.

MICHIGAN.
Benton Harbor.—Benton Harbor Bicycle Works,

ovsned and operated by H. A. Foeltzer, sold to A. F.

Shoetz.

Detroit.-—Davidson Cycle Co., 231 Woodward ave-

nue. Filed chattel mortgage for $2,111, covering fix-

tures and stock.

MINNESOTA.
Dennison.—Steile & Austinson have added bicycle

repair department.

St. Paul.—M. E. Hughson, Twin City Cycle Co.

Reported recorded chattel mortgage for $1,000.

Waterville, P. H. Martin, C. C. Bank.; and A. J.

Kanne. New partnership.

NEW JERSEY.
Camden.—The Hardware Mfg. & Exporting Co.

Incorporated to manufacture hardware and bicycles.

Hoboken.—Hiram V. Kipp, Kipp Cycle Co. Re-
ported gave bill of sale for $1.

Long Branch.—I. H. Cranmer. Sold out to Gran-
ville Herbert.

NEW YORK.
Kingston.—C. F. Winkler. New store, corner

Broadway and Liberty street.

New York.—Joseph A. Weaver, New Brunswick
Rubber Co. Judgment for $2,030.

New York.—Worcester Cycle Mfg. Co., Whitney
Mfg. Co. Judgment for $2,227.

New York.—The Iron Specialty Co. Organized to

manufacture vehicles, bicycles, engines and motors.
Capital stock, $100,000. Directors, Thomas W. Horn,
of Toronto, Canada; David S. Ferris, of New Or-
leans; D. M. C. Burke, of Brooklyn; Edward H.
I'ower and Edwin J. Johnson, of New York.
New York.—Anglo-American Cycle Fittings Co.,

now doing business in Connecticut. Dissolved as a

New York corporation.

Niagara Falls.—Electric Cycle Co., W. B. Smith
and H. W. Sherwood. Dissolved partnership, Mr.
Smith continuing, al 344 Third street.

Port Jervis.—Norris Bros. Removed to larger quar-

ters corner Ball and Sussex streets.

Utica.—R. Mortimer. Stock and fixtures sold at

sheriff's sale to L. C. Chase & Co.

PENNSYLVANIA.
Philadelphia.—The Columbia Tube Co. Assigned.

SOUTH CAROLINA.
Columbia.—Preston L. Melton & Co. Reported

recorded chattel mortgage for $640.

Charleston.—Baird Bros., 422 King street. Closing

out.

TEXAS.
Austin.—Corner's book store. Has added bicycles.

VERMONT.
Burlington.—Burlington Repair Co. Succeeded by

the Burlington Machine & Repair Co.

WISCONSIN.
Eau Claire.—A. L. Ide. Died suddenly.

La Crosse.—J. C. Holte, 227 N. Third street. Suc-

ceeded by S. P. Bjorkland. The La Crosse Bicycle

Mfg. & Plating Co. is being organized, with S. P.

Bjorkland as president, and a capital stock of $6,000.

WYOMING.
Cheyenne.—Peter Bergeson. Reported recorded

chattel mortgage for $2,234.

SUMMARY OF PATENTS.

590,980. Mud-Guard for Bicycles. Herbert L. Hall,

Rochester, N. Y., assignor to the Hall-Stone Co.,

same place. Filed March 22, 1897. Serial No. 628,576.

(No model.)

591,025. Unicycle. Thomas Tolson, Boston, Mass.

Filed December 29, 1896. Serial No. 617,417. (No
model.)

591,066. Bicycle-Lock. Byron H. Walker, Coeur

d'Alene, Idaho. Filed September 16, 1896. Serial

No. 606,047. (No model.)

591,078. Bicycle-Holder. Charles E. Jewell and

Major E. Jewell, Seneca Falls, N. Y. Filed July 11,

1896. Serial No. 598,827. (No model.)

591,108. Bicycle-Lamp. Charles L. Betts, New
York, N. Y., assignor to the R. E. Dietz Co., same
place. Filed July 31, 1896. Serial No. 601,125. (No
model.)

591,145. Bicycle-Saddle. Benjamin S. Seaman, Can-

ton, Ohio. Filed July 17, 1896. Serial No. 599,076,

(No model.)

591,227. Bicycle. Carl Eickemeyer, Yonkers, N.

Y. Filed November 12, 1896. Serial No. 611,821.

(No model.)

591,277. Trueing and Straightening Gauge for Bicy-

cle-Forks. Robert Johnston, Wilkes-Barre, Pa. Filed

June 5, 1897. Serial No. 639,527. (No model.)

591,286. Yoke for Rear Forks of Bicycles. Hugh
McDonald, Williamsport, Pa. Filed March 13, 1897.

Serial No. 627,314. (No model.)

591,306. Bicycle Frame. Thomas Tolson, Boston,

Mass. Filed Nov. 30, 1896. Serial No. 613.862. (No
model.)

591,330. Seat or Saddle for Bicycles. Andrew J.

Downcs, Philadelphia, Pa. Filed July 24, 1896. Serial

No. 600,,S72. (No model.)

591,360. Bicycle. William Quinn, Philadelphia, Pa.,

assignor of one-half to Lewis H. French, same place.

Filed October 20, 1S96. Serial No. 610.017. (No
model.)

TRADE-MARKS.
30.657. Pedals. Union Cycle Mfg. Co., llighland-

ville, Mass. Filed August 11, 1897. The word "Rec-
ord."

30.658. I'neuinalic Uubbcr I'ires. I'ara Uubbor
Tire & Mfg. Co., Williamsport, Pa. Filed August 30,

1897. The words "See the Point," and the representa-

tion of a portion of a wheel rim ami |)neumatic tire

in cross-sectional perspective, with a nail or tack

piercing an outer part of the tire-tread and pushing

back an inner part.

EXPORTS OF THE WEEK.
Exports of bicycles and cycle material from

the port of New York for week ending Oc-

tober 5th:
Bicycles. Material.

Antwerp $276
Amsterdam $82
Africa 110
Argentine Republic .... 70
British East Indies 1,306 138
Brazil 73 3,422
British Australia 3,832 350
Bremen 3,202 980
British West Indies 724 53
Cuba 595
Christiania 75
China 68
Dutch Guiana 20
Ecuador 97
French Possessions in Africa 156
London 3,284
Liverpool 241

ALL THIS AND MORE.
Have you never felt the fever of the twirling, whirl-

ing wheel,

Of the guiding and resisting of the shining cranks of

steel?

Never felt your senses reel

In the glamour and the gladness of the misty morn-
ing sky.

As the white road rushes toward you, as the dew-
bathed banks slip by.

And the larks are soaring high?

Never known the boundless buoyance of the billowy,

breezy hills.

Of the pine scents all. around you, and running, rip-

pling rills,

Chasing memory of life's ills^

Dashing, flashing through the sunshine, by the windy
wold and plain.

The distant blue heights luring, onward, upward, to

the strain

Of the whirling wheels' refrain?

Fled from prison, like a prisoner, sped the turning,
spurning wheel,

Changed the city's stir and struggling jar and vexing
none can heal,

For the peace the fields reveal.

And with spirit separate, straining above the town's
low reach,

Found a tender satisfaction, which the steadfast sum-
mits teach?

In their silence—fullest speech.

Never known the wistful wand'ring back, in pleasura-
ble pain?

Met the kine. from milking sauntering to pastures
sweet again.

Straggling up the wide-marged lane?
You have never felt the gladness, nor the glory of

the dream
That exalts, and tired eyes linger still on sunset,

mead and stream?

Haste, then I Taste that bliss supreme.

FOR TIME TELLING.

One of those cheap watches v.>rii bracelet-

wise in a leather wrist strap is the best way
for the wheelwoinan when site is riding to

keep a record of time's lliglit.

SORROWS OF MISTAKES.
Remorse is tiic mistimed consideration of

tiie consciiuences of having paid $i:V87 for a

bargjiin-counter bicycle, believing it to be
just as good as a high-grade one.
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FROM TIIK INSIDE.

Facts and Flgrures Bearing Upon the Sltaatlon

Aa It Is in the Tire

Trade.

Writing to the "India Rubber World" un-

diT the caption of "Work of the Rubber Tire

.\ssoci3tion," "A Member" gives the follow-

ing interesting figures bearing upon tires,

their prices, guarantee, cost, etc.:

"There probably has been no patented arti-

cle in general use in the United States manu-

factured at so meager a profit as pneumatic

tires. The high-grade tires which have been

on the market in 1800 and 1897 have cost, be-

fore they left the factory, a round $4 a pair.

There iiave, no doubt, been many so-called

first-grade tires, which have been manufact-

ured as low as $2.75 or $3 a pair; but it is

only by replacements, which amount to some-

thing like an extra tire for every pair sold,

that tires of this kind can be kept going. A
strictly first-class tire ought to iiave not much
under IM) per cent of Para rubber in its com-

pound, and with rubber at 8(J or 88 cents a

pound, and the weight of the tire at 3i or

4 pounds, it is very easy to see that no tire

could be made at much less than the price

first stated.

"For the past two seasons—that is, 18% and

1897—there has been a feeling among manu-

facturers that no satisfactory profit could be

made unless all large tire manufacturers could

agree upon some definite plan as to guarantee

and price, and act intelligently and earnestly

together. This was in part accomplished by

the Rubber Tire .Association, which contains

in its membership the manufacturers of at

least two-thirds of all the tires made and sold

in this country during the season just closed.

But some manufacturers chose to ignore the

association, from lack of faith in its future,

and others because they were doing an in-

fringing business, and did not choose to be

governed by its votes. For all that, there is

no (|uestion that the Rubber Tire Association

has done good work, though it has fallen

short of accomplishing what might have been

done if its membership could have embraced

all the tire manufacturers.

"With the manufacturers of one-third of the

tires outside the association, it was inevitable

that prices would gradually be cut, and that

the absurd system of guarantee would con-

tinue to prevail. Guarantee means repairs

and replacements; these mean repair shops;

the keen competition necessitated much ad-

vertising and larger forces of salesmen, and

the profit between |4 and $6, which is an

ample, but not extravagant profit on a patent-

ed article, proved in 189<], and still more in

I8J>7, to be almost wholly eaten up by these

illegitimate expenditures.

"There is. perhaps, nothing in trade to-day

more foolish than the gu.irantec of bicycles

and tires. It is now beginning to disappear,

and with it will disappear some of the illegiti-

mate expenses; but. on the other hand, the

competition of manuf.icturcrs outside of the

Rubber Tire Association has so crowded
down the price that, to meet trade conditions

lor I8W, gijitd 28 inch tires will be sold at $-1.

'seconds' at alnuist any price, and the standard

2K inch |<» tire will be bought only by those

who can afTord the very best article.

"Now, a l-J tire is not necessarily a bad

lire, Itut it is by no means a Id tire, and the

season of 1H!I8 will probably be devoted to

prove whether the public wants a merely

good tire at $4 or a first-grade tire at $t>.

Meanwhile, there is practically no profit left

for the manufacturers, unless they are m.iking

tires in great quantities. No manufacturer

can expect to get his money back if he ad-

vertises and has repair shops, unless he sells

above 100,000 pairs; and it looks as if many
people would drop out, and the business be

done by fewer people in 181)8 than it was in

1897. No man can predict what will be called

for in 1899; and in view of this uncertainty

it demands considerable capital and a goodly

supply of boldness to get together the means
of producing tires in large quantities.

"Single-tube tires have come to stay, if any

pneumatic tire does. An ingenious statistician

has figured out that in 1892 there were about

800 single-tube tires made in .\mcrica. There

were 57,000 such tires made in 1893, 158,000

in 1894, 485,000 in 1895, 1,250,000 in 1890, and

1,400.000 in 1807. This quite abnormal
growth shows that the tire which was once

dubbed, as a term of reproach, 'hose-pipe

tire,' is now the one which controls the mar-

ket, and it is altogether probable that it will

continue to make its way. The new methods
of quick repair liave made the single-tube tire

much easier to repair than any other.

"The guarantee for the season of 1898 is

going to be less onerous to the manufacturer.

Any honest manufacturer wishes to stand back

of material and workmanship, and this is all

that he ought to be held to stand back of.

The guarantee for 1898 will not be much
broader than this, and buyers of tires will have

to rely upon the reputation of the several

manufacturers for the durability of the article

they buy.

"Had the manufacturers of the country

been willing to join hands during the past

two seasons, there would have been a good,

healthy, money-making business, which would

have put a fair profit into the pockets of all

manufacturers; but, as was predicted early in

the season of 1S90, a failure to agree upon

some common action has left the tire manu-
facturer with no greater profit on his output

than if that output had been garden-hose.

Nor is the prospect for 1898 any better

'After 1808. the deluge!'
"

MIGHT GO NOW.

LOOKING FOR A LIAR.

"Here is a cyclometer I can recommend.

'

said the dealer. "It is absolutely accurate,

anrl not at all like those bargain-counter ones,

which register two miles, perhaps, when you

have ridden only one."

"You haven't any of the bargain-counter

kind, have you?" said the customer.

A I.lbernI Kallroad.

Tilt following from Ihf "I-akc Shore Wlirclm.in,"

of Kric. Va., i< illintr.itivc of Ihc inlrrcsl tnkrn in

llic wants of whcrlmcn liy Ihc well-known Nickel

I'lulc Knilriiacl. and *how« how Ihii policy i« apprr-

rialol hy Ihr ihinking claat of ridrm:

"The manaRrmrnt of the Nickel I'lalc road ha«

adopted n very fair and liberal policy toward bicycle

rider*, and takea care of thii clam of people in an
exemplary manner. The action on Ihcir part ii in

Mi.irked Cf>nlra»t with «ome of the other linen, and i»

meeting with univer«al apprubation. Thi« road wan
one <if the fir«f to recognice in the bicycle a neccn-

«<>' and carry it an bagaage for pa««engerii without
charge to the owner. Many wheelmen prefer to ride

over thi* road on account of their liberal treatment
in thin rcupecl, in addition to the excellent pa'^rnger
ervlce fumithed."—Cycling (•axette. •••

Rccallint; a Modified Elliptical Sprocket Which
Worked Well and Is Not an Impossi-

bility To-day.

"With the high gears now in use, I

really think the discarded elliptical sprocket

would be of some advantage," said L. D.

("Birdie") Munger a few days since in dis-

cussing the subject.

"In the old days when it was creating a

furore, too much was claimed for it and too

much was therefore expected of it," went on

Munger, " and when a man found that he

could not ride twice as fast with an elliptical

as with a round sprocket, he soon voted it

no good, the backlash of the chain also serv-

ing to disgust him. Even the people who
owned the patent did not experiment enough

with it, for let me tell you that aside from

getting over the dead centre more quickly,

an elliptical sprocket enables a rider to apply

his power more continuously than with the

round sprocket, especially on the higher gears.

"You know how it is: Not one rider in ten

thousand follows the pedals around; he ap-

plies the power just after the cranks pass the

dead centre and until the downward stroke is

almost completed; he coasts, so to speak,

while the cranks describe the remainder of

the circle. With an elliptical sprocket, he will

coast less and be able to apply power during

a much greater period of the revolution.

"I don't know whether I should say the el-

liptical sprocket will permit this, because the

perfect ellipse or oval will not do so. I found

that out in the old days when the elliptical

excitement was at its height, and experi-

mented a great deal to find the proper shape,

and I think I found it. I don't know just

what term would fit it. It was an ellipse

with the corners squared, to use a figure of

speech. It ran smoothly, permitted long ap-

plication of power, and there was no back-

lash whatever. The sprocket was hand made;
it would re<|uire a special machine to mill it.

"I used one of the sprockets in the race for

the $500 piano at Peoria, when I beat John S.

Johnson. The owners of the elliptical patent

knew of it, and then and there wanted me to

indorse their invention, but I was working for

others, and not only refused to give the in-

dorsement, but went and put a round sprocket

on my wheel and beat Johnson again."

Munger was a good man on the track in his

racing days, and since his retirement and ap-

plication to the mechanical end of the bicycle

business has amassed a reputation as a de-

signer and mechanical genius generally that

entitles him to consideration anywhere.

When he beat Johnson in the "piano race"

at Peoria it created a sensation. Johnson was
then in high feather, being enshrined in the

glory achieved by riding the first mile under

two minutes ever accomplished on a bicycle,

as many of the present generation do not

know, anil was looked on as a miracle. He
used an elli[>tical sprocket when he performed

the feat, and did it on a kite-shaped track,

and. as a result, cycling America for a .sea-

son went daft on sprockets and tracks of

those shapes.

The Suburban Supplv Co.. 'M Warren street.

New York City, are ofrering a special bargain
in pedals. This concern has purchased over
r,»JH)() pedals of standard make, and are pre-
pared to sell them at prices which are inter-
esting.
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THE SIMONDS ROLLING-MACHINE CO.,

FITCHBURG, MASS.,
THE OLDEST AND LARGEST mAlKUFACTlIRERS OF

STEEL ftNTI-FRieXlON BALLS.
AND ALL KINDS OF ROLLED FORCINGS,

have increased and improved their plant, and under new and more efficient departmental management have been able to

still further improve the qua'ity of their product which has always stood at the head of the list for wearing qualities and
accuracy of gauge. All inquiries will receive prompt attention.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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Relay" Bicycles.
NEW PATENTS. aYOU SEE THE BALLS."

RELAY MFG. e©.. - Reading, Pa.
Kindly mention The Wheel.
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WE ARE HEADQUARTERS FOR

t <

-Tvii^

CHAINS,

STEEL BALLS,

SADDLES,

PEDALS,

^ International

Cycle Fittings

NICKEL-PLATED CRANKS, HUBS,® ComOanV
P. FORG'S FANCY SPROCKETS,

SPOKES. NIPPLES, ETC.

Special Drives in Some of the Above.

74 READE ST.,

NEW YORK.

WRITE TO US BEFORE PLACING AN ORDER.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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NOW THE FRENCH MAKER KICKS.

A demand has bct-n made upon the French

Governnient for an increase in the duties on

bicycles and automobiles—on the former,

GOO francs per lOO kilograms (115.58 per

220. 4«j pounds) on wheels and parts in the gen-

eial tariflr and 5(.K> francs ($!)G.50) per 100 kilo-

grams in the minimum tariff; on the automo-

biles or their parts, 250 francs ($48.25) in the

general tariff and 210 francs (fKt.5.{) in the

minimum for vehicles under 20(1 kilograms,

150 to 180 francs ($28,115 to $34.74) for vehi-

cles between 200 and 500 kilograms (440 to

1,102 pounds), 100 to 120 francs ($iy.30 to

$23.16) for vehicles weighing 500 to 2,000 kilo-

grams (4,409 pounds), and 50 to GO francs

($!».ti5 to $11.58) for those weighing upwards

of 2,1100 kilograms.

The motive for this is found in the fact that

the rapid and successful development in

France of this industry, its permanence, its

needs, etc., have revealed certain delects in

the present tariff system. American .wheels

are lighter, stronger, neater, and better than

the French products, and efforts to decry

them in the press having failed, something

must be done by the French maker to keep

them out. The claim is then made that the

rates when made were based on the average

weight of wheels much greater than those

that prevail now. They were 10 francs ($l.!>3)

per kilogram (2.J"4iJ pounds), and wheels

weighed Jn to 25 kilograms. This put a tax

of 2I.M) to 250 francs ($38 to $48) on each

wheel.

Mechanical skill has reduced the weight of

wheels to 10 and 12 kilograms, hence the

duties per bicycle are from loO to 120 francs.

High as are these rates, they are far from ren-

dering French manufacturers secure against

American wheels; hence the move to increase

the duties.

One of the arguments used is that it is only

fair to gauge the rates by the progress in con-

struction so as to make it harmonize with the

basic principles of the whole tariff system. By
adding the proposed rates, the duties on a

10 and 12 kilogram (23 and 26.4 pound) wheel

will be 150 to ICO francs ($28 to $30) and

180 to 190 francs ($34 to $36), respectively.

Of course, this means, practically, prohibition,

evidently the only safe thing for the French
maker to advocate against the American bicy-

cle.

OUT OF ITS PROVINCE.

No one can question the versatility, vitu-

perativcness or vindictivcncss of the cd

itorials of the New York "Sun." How-
ever great these may be, though, th.-

r<litorial ulterancrs of the paper, wIkii

ihry deal with cycle construction, a>

they frcipuntly d<», arc ludicrous in their

lack of knowledge. As a sample of the den

*uy of this ijfnorance. take the following from
a recent "Sun" cditurial:

"Properly a handle-bar ought to be so flex

ihir a» not to prnnit the rider to bear on it any
nuirr than the h<irsc rider ran bear on the

rrnsliing Spanish liit, whose rein must needs

lie loose in his hand."

Iniaitine a K<''*tl('ntnn riding a bicycle with

a flexible handle-bar such n.s is above advo-

raled trying to rlimli a hill or ride Ihroitgh

sand!

SEEKING NEW LINES OF TRADE.

tieo. W. Cole & Co., of this city, whose

Threo-in-f )ne oil has made them well known
throughout tin- whole trade, and who, from

time to time, have added other cycle special-

ties to their line, have just made their biggest

move, by bowing themselves in as saddle

makers.

They will continue to market their other

goods, of course, but saddles and tool-bags

will hereafter form a considerable part of their

Inisiness. They are already in i)ossession of

a factory, and expect to have samples ready

during the present week. They will market

ten different models, padded, hard, etc.,

which, made up in different styles, for men and

women, will furnish thirty varieties. Their

tool-bags will comprise fourteen different

patterns, and while the full line shall be

known as Cole saddles and Cole tool-bags,

they will manufacture to order for any cycle

maker, and stamp them with any name de-

sired.

SIMPLE, SIGHTLY AND SECURE.

When a hard-headed and long-established

hardware firm like N. H. Benjamin & Co.,

of Phoenixville, Pa., undertakes to market a

novelty, it is a i)retty sure sign that there's

merit in it,

w h i c h re-

mark, there-

fore, fits the

P h o e n i X

luggage car-

rier, shown

here with,

which Benjamin & Co. are introducing to the

trade and public.

.\s may be seen, the carrier, on which pat-

ents are pending, has the charm of being sim-

plicity itself. It

consists of two
straps, each
strap 20 inches

in length, and
fitted with a fine

nickel- plated

spring and buck-

le, as shown in l-ig. 3, which is full size ex-

cept as to length of strap.

The si)ring fits any size of bar, and holds

strap rigid at any desired point, or in any de-

sired position on handle-bar, so that package

may be adjusted either in front, on top, or

back of handle-bar.

It w('i^;hs .'iboul 1} ounces.

When not in use as carriers they can be

wound .'iround bar, as shown at A, F-'ig. 1;

making an excellent grip on bar at any de-

sired point.

The carrier retails at a pir]>nl.ir price, 25

cents.

It i<t a tfood wind that blowi dust in the

eye of no wheelman.

REORGANIZED A BRANCH.
The Itxli.'inapolis branch of the Peoria

Kubbcr Hi Manufacturing Co. has been re<ir-

gani/ed as the Indianapolis Cycle Co., and
will be continued under the management of

J. L. Grcenle;if. lie will have exclusive
charge of Patee bicycles and Peoria tires in

Indiana and Kentucky, and will also carry a

specially made wheel, ihe Ked Cross.

HARDENING STEEL IN PETROLEUM.

Among the numerous methods of temper-

ing steel, all know of the practice of harden-

ing in oil. Now conies a process which differs

a little from the well-known one, whereby steel

is hardened in petroleum. The articles to be

treated are first treated in a charcoal fire, and

after thoroughly rubbing with ordinary wash-

ing soap, are heated to a cherry red. In this

state they are (juickly plunged into petrol-

eiiMi. Ignition of the petroleum need not

be feared, but, of course, a naked flame must

not be too near. It is said that parts har-

dened by this method show no cracks, do

not warp at all, and after hardening remain

nearly white, so that they can be finished

without any cleaning or grinding.

MAKING A SPECIALTY OF SUCCESS.

Although young in the business, there is no

shadow of doubt but that the American Spe-

cialty Co., of Hartford, Conn., have made their

mark and caused the older manufacturers of

spokes to look alive and cease to imagine

that the spoke patronage of the cycle

trade belongs exclusively to them by

virtue of divine right. The .American

Specialty people have booked the tirders of

several of the biggest concerns in the bicycle

business, and with their new processes and

energetic methods are able to produce spokes

and quote prices that command attention

everywhere.

LOWER-PRICED STEF.L COMING.

The enormous use of steel tubes for cycles

''as caused a great demand for Swedish steel,

on account of its great suitability for this pur-

pose. This increased demand has caused in-

creased production, and fortunately there

are already apparent signs that strongly point

towards the probability that at no distant date

the foreign market will be found insuflicicnt to

consume the large increase in the output of

1897 and thereafter which necessarily must
come into the market, so that the price of this

expensive crude essential of cycle construc-

tion is bound to be lower.

IN GOOD HANDS.

At the recent annual meeting of the Peoria

Rubber and Manufacturing Co., Peoria, III.,

the directors and oflicers were all re-elected,

as follows: Monroe Seiberling, president and

general manager; J. H. Seiberling, vice-presi-

dent; C. J. Butler, secretary; A. G. Seiber-

ling, treasurer; F. L. Kryder, assistant treas-

urer; F. H. Bolte, superintendent. It was

also reported that there are enough orders

in sight to keep the factory running all

winter.

AN E.VTEVSIVB SHIPMENT.

On the steamer Futiiria Saturday, boun«l

for Liverpool, was one consignment of 5tlo

wheels and upwards t)f $.5.(MHi worth of parts.

This is one of the largest bicycle shipments

recently maile. the Brilish lra<le having been

noticeably dull for the past six weeks. The
parties making the shipment believe that

these wheels, which were sold by their London
agent, are for reshipment from Liverpool to

Some Continental country.

NOW THE HUMBERS.

The .\merican liumber Co. is the latest to

adopt the Christy anatomical saddle. They
will use ihein as a regular e(|uipment.
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HUBS MADE OP TUBING.

According to "Wheeling," W. &. A. Pilk-

ington, of Birmingham, England, have pat-

ented a method of forming hubs out of steel

tube. The barrel or body of the hub is made
from a piece of seamless or other steel tube.

The flanges to which the spokes are attached

are formed from the metal of the tube itself.

To efifect this a piece of tube of the requisite

diameter, length and gauge is placed in ap-

propriate dies, and pressure is brought to

bear in such a manner as to force the metal

of the tube outward into recesses in the dies,

so as to form the flange or flanges.

HE KNEW A GOOD THING.

"That's a good tire."

This was the comment of a veteran tire

maker, who happened in The Wheel office

and who picked up a sample section of theKo-

komo (Ind.) Rubber Co.'s Defender Special

tire, which was lying on a Wheel desk.

The sample was unmarked, and the veteran

did not know whose tire he was praising. His

spontaneous testimonial was therefore of more

value.

And the tire seems to merit the remark.

It is light, sightly and well made, the inner

surface being perfectly smooth and seamless

and free from soapstone. In general con-

struction it does not differ materially from the

standard Defender tire, its most distinguish-

ing feature being the distinctive corrugated

tread, which, it is claimed, adds to the tire's

resiliency.

CHANGE IN PATENT LAWS.

On January 1, 1898, important changes in

the patent laws of the United States will take

effect. These changes will bear principally

upon the relation of applications for United

States patents and grants made upon such ap-

plications for foreign patents for the same in-

vention. The new law is of especial interest

to inventors residing abroad and holding for-

eign patents for inventions not protected in

this country, and their attention should be

given to the necessity of filing United States

applications covering such inventions before

January 1, 1898.

After that date, applications for United

States patents may be rejected if filed more

than seven months after the date of filing the

earliest foreign application. Under the pres-

ent law, however, valid United States patents

may be obtained for inventions patented

abroad several years ago, provided the for-

eign patent is in force at the time the applica-

tion for the United States patent is filed.

This provision is of interest and advantage,

not only to the holder of the foreign patent,

but to the American manufacturer or capital-

ist who desires to secure in this country the

monopoly for an invention patented abroad

and not so protected here.

WHO WANTS A WINNER?

In these days of "chainless talk" it is some-
thing to be able to point to a no-chain bicycle

and exclaim: "That has accomplished some-
thing—something which no other American
bicycle has achieved, the defeat of that mar-
vel—Jimmie Michael."

The Carroll Chainless Bicycle Co., of Phil-

adelphia, are in this position. When Star-

buck defeated the wee Welshman he rode one
of their wheels; in fact, whenever the Phila-

delphiau has ridden a Carroll in a long-dis-

tance race he has scored decisively, as in his

race with Tom Linton, in Madison Square
Garden last winter, and his "combat" with

Al. Weinig in New Orleans.

The Carroll people, however, are all busy

Philadelphia merchants, with large interests

at stake in other businesses. For this reason

they cannot apply themselves to the manu-
facture of their bicycle as they believe it de-

serves, and accordingly they wish to dispose

of their holdings. They will sell not only

their patent rights, but the tools and ma-
chinery for making the wheel, and to that end

invite offers; they make no reserve that they

will sell to the highest bidder. Failing in

this, they will sell shop rights, or the right to

make the wheel on royalty.

The man who is always ready to make

friends in cycling generally expect.s these

friends to make him.

COUNTING THE COST.

The exports of American cycles and parts

during the past two months have been the

smallest on record this year. As the British

market has been the principal export field for

American wheels, it is interesting to note the

returns which have just been published by the

British Board of Trade: "The exports from

Great Britain of cycles and cycle parts dur-

ing August are of a very disappointing char-

acter, the total having only amounted to a

value of £9G,633, as compared with £113,370 in

July last, and no less than £130,028 in August

last year. In fact, it is not since 1894 that

such a small shipment was recorded for the

month of August.

"Another point to which attention may be

drawn is that for the first time this year the

monthly total only extends to five figures in-

stead of six. Each month of 189C has a six-

figure total, the result being that the exports

for August are the lowest during the whole

of the last twenty months. There was a very

decided decline in the exports of foreign-

made cycles and parts into Great Britain dur-

ing August, the value being returned at only

£19,992, as compared with £43,6()4 in July last.

"In fact, the August imports arc the lowest

for any month so far this year. The quantity

re-exported remained at about the same pro-

portion as in the preceding month—being

iEr),812, leaving the net imports for August to

be disposed of in tliis country, at £14,180.

For the eight monllis ending with August the

value of the imports of foreign-made inacliines

has attained an aggregate value, in the gross,

of £4-14,82.'), hut deducting the re-cxi)orls dur-

ing that period- £(19,980—there was a net im-

portation for the year to date of £374,845."

FOR TOWING OR LUGGAGE.

"Ye gentle art of towing," as it has been

referred to abroad, is not as simple as it

sounds. It is easy enough to attach a cord

from one bicycle to another, but to keep the

cord taut is another question, and failure to

do so has damaged not a few wheels, and

brought not a few towers and towees to

earth.

W. B. Savell, 297 Washington street, New-
ark, N. J., and J. D. Pierce, Pennsylvania

Academy of Fine Arts, Philadelphia, had

towed a bit, and, quickly finding that some-

thing was wanting, proceeded to fill the want.

The "something" is shown by the accom-
panying illustration, and has been in frequent

use in the City of Brotherly Love. It con-

sists of a cord and an automatic reel attached

to the bicycle, as shown.

When it is desired to tow any one the

cord, on the end of which is a hook, is passed

to the party to be towed, and hooked to the

handle-bar. There is no danger of the cord

slacking, as the spring reel takes up any slack

and keeps the cord taut at all times and

"eats it up" when it is detached from the

towed bicycle.

One of the merits of the contrivance is,

however, that it is a useful and a handy lug-

gage-carrier as well as a tow-line. Mr.

Pierce, who has the matter in charge, is anx-

ious to connect with some responsible cj'cle

sundry-house, and the invention seems to

justify investigation.

SIX DOLLARS FOR TWO FIFTY.

Few, if any, people have devoted more
earnest attention to the perfection of an elec-

tric lamp for bicycles than the Ohio Electric

Works, of Cleveland, and few, if any, have

met with a greater measure of success. They
are not quite satisfied, however.

They know full well that the average wheel-

man wants nothing better than a good, strong

light that will neither smoke nor jolt out, and
to prove their claims they mean to give the

cycling public an opportunity to obtain such

a lamp at a price that makes it possible to

all. To that end, they will, during the months
of October and November, sell their higliest

grade Ohio electric lamp, 1898 model, for

$2.50, although the regular list is iftJ.

Aside from the allurement to the individual

rider, the olTer alTorils the wide-awake dealer

a chance to tiuicken fall traile and gel people

into his store. It is jumping at such bargains

.iiul n\aking "drives" on such goods that pop-

ularize the big de[)artnient stores.

ADDED TO THE OVERMAN LINE.

The Overman Wheel Co. has added cork-

grips and cork composition-grips to its n\anu-

factures. The Overman Company are making
these grips in a variety of styles, several of

ihi'm original.
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HAS TROUBLES OF HIS OWN.

Who hath woe? Who hath contentions?

Who hath babblings? Who hath corns on

the bosom of his knickers? Verily he who

goeth upon the road with a cycle to tour.

He starteth in the morning with a light

heart and a variegated costume and equip-

ment, and rcsteth at eventide with a soiled

raiment and blisters on his heel.

He goeth forth upon the highway like a

roaring lion seeking whom he may devour,

but lo, every man he meets smiteth him. He
goeth to the place where they do entertain

strangers, and what he ordereth of the ser-

vant she bringcth not. and that which he

doth not order is set before him.

And when the eventide has fallen he say-

eth unto the keeper of the house:

"Behold I would be wakened at the fifth

hour of the morning, that I may early get

upon my way as per schedule and road book."

And lo, before it is yet light he knocketh

loudly at the door in a loud voice: "Arise

that thou mayest depart."

And he that would arise awaketh in haste

and putteth his right loot into his left shoe

and girdeth himself quickly. And, behold,

he weareth his clothes hindside before so

great is his haste thereof.

And when he arrivctli at the place wherein

his wheel is stored he finds it only the third

hour of the morning, and he leaneth against

a telegraph pole, and in his heart he revilcth

the keeper of the house wherein he slept.

Or perchance he asketh to be awakened at

the sixth hour of the morning, and, lo, the

servant man knocketh not until the eighth

hour, and when he raileth tlie hired man look-

eth at him with a look of scorn.

Disgusted with the cycle as tourist convey-

ancer, he returneth home upon the railway.

Then cometh in a beautiful maiden arrayed

like the lilies, and, behold, she taketh a seat

afar >>f(. but the dowdy wf)man with five chil-

dren and a wart on her nose takctii the seat

nearest him.

Verily, man that is born of a woman and

grx-th cycling upon the road to tour is of few

days and variegated rations. To-day he hath

much that is good, and to-morrow the food

is the withered grass, yet not so cleanly.

Where he slecpcth, if there be much water he

liath no towel, but if the water be gone he

hath (if towels five in number and a piece of

. i.ip.

Verily, he that tours hath c.ium- to nnirniur

an exceeding great murmur.

ON BEING PROPERLY SHOD.

When purchasing shoes, cyclists, touring

ones especially, will find that it pays best to

get a really good article, for not only is a

well-made .ihoc more conifortablc to ride in,

but it will keep its shape and lo'jk well until

nearly worn out Cheap shoes soon lose

their <khape, and if used on a lengthy tour,

when hills will have to be walked and wct-

wealhcr fared, they are apt to coll.ipse alto-

gether

HER SHARE WIS ONEROUS.

"Me and L'nclc Jim have been teaching

mamma to ride a bicycle," said a seven-year-

old to the friend of the family.

"Wasn't thai rather an umicrtaking for

a little girl of your si/e?" cjuericd the visitor.

"Oh, no; Uncle Jim held her on. and I just

stood around and sympathized."

STICK TO THE RIGHT.

It is such an awful easy thing to do to keep

on your own side of the road, and yet it is

a daily occurrence to meet people who pay

not the slightest attention to where they are

riding, whether they are a nuisance to every-

one in general, or whether they are directly

disobeying one of the most common cour-

tesies of the public at large. As some wise

person once said: "Of course every man has

a right to half the road, but he hasn't the

right to pick his half out of the middle of the

street." But that is exactly what a g^reat

many people insist on doing, and for which

reason occur a great many unfortunate and

serious collisions that could have been easily

avoided.

Cycle collisions are a species of accident it

is wise to avoid, not only on account of the

danger to life and limb, but because a bicycle,

though built to withstand rough use, is not

bound to be accident proof against the force

of a collision. Stop and think for a moment
of the damage that may ensue from the col-

liding of two riders in rapid motion. A man
weighing IS" pounds and moving at the rate

of twelve feet a second (which is but a trifle

over eight miles an hour), has a momentum
of 1,800 pounds, and this leaves out of ac-

count altogether the weight of the wheel.

A collision between two wheels, each carry-

ing 180 pounds, running along at the moder-

ate speed of eight miles an hour, would result

in a smashup with a force of nearly 4,000

pounds.

It has been thought by novices and news-

paper writers that the pneumatic tire forms

a sort of safeguard in case of a collision. Per-

haps it may have a slight modifying effect, so

slight that colliders would never know of its

existence. Taking these facts into consider-

ation, it is evident that a cycle collision is not

the most pleasant thing in the world, and

every wise wheelman should avoid chances

for same by keeping on his own side of the

road.

FROM BAD TO WORSE.

The nearsighted man was standing on the

curb watching the Boulevard riders. Think-

ing he saw a smile of recognition on the part

of a passing whcclwoman. he turned to his

fricnrl, who wasn't nearsighted, and said:

"Who's that dumpy fright that just

passed?"

"That's my wife."

"No-o. I don't mean that one there. I

mean the one near the car track, that gay old

guy, who looks like a clothes-pin."

"That's your wife."

MONKEYING WITH A WRENCH.

A monkey-wrench, although a most ser-

viceable article in itself, is a veritable in-

strument of destruction in the hands of a nov-

ice. A wrench should be used to occasion-

ally run over the various nuts and see if all

is right and trim, but to be everlastingly tin-

kering with a bicycle, as some riders arc, is

ruination to the nuts, threads and wrench,

and means that when it is absolutely neces-

sary to tighten a bolt the wear on the sides

of the nut make it quite impossible.

RECOGNIZING THE INEVITABLE.

"It gives one a hopelessly antiquated feeling

to be obliged to confess that one has not yet

mounted on a wheel," sighed a woman whose

girlhood training had been of the old-fashion-

ed kind that made her the gentlewoman that

she is, as she observed a party of her friends in

cycling attire. "I feel that in sheer despera-

tion and in order to keep up my self-respect

I shall be forced to ride, willy nilly. Every-

where I go I hear nothing but cycles and cy-

cling.

"At luncheons my hostess and her guests

fall into animated discussions as to the best

make—whatever that may mean—and blandly

compare notes as to the fit of knickerbock-

ers and golf stockings with no more compunc-

tions than if they were discussing silk waists.

At teas I am saluted on every side with queries

as to whether I have yet bought a wheel, and

when I respond in the negative my acquaint-

ances lose all interest in me and I pose as a

wall flower, while I listen to the scraps of the

conversation that I catch, and which all re-

late to cycling.

"My minister's wife, gray-haired and moth-

erly as she is, calmly told me the other day

of the horrible bruise she had from a fall from

her wheel, and she mistook my look of con-

sternation that she should have deserted me
for one of sympathy for her misfortune, and

forthwith launched off into a full recital of the

falls she had while learning to ride.

"The people who agreed with me formerly

that cycling was not exactly in accordance

with our old-time ideas of womanhood, have

changed their minds and are gayly riding:

and I realize that it will not be many months

before I, too, shall give in to the pressure of

public opinion;" and she took her departure

with a most woe-begone countenance.

BETTER THAN A GLIDE BOOK.

An .American wheelman returning from a

European cycle tour tells this as a sample

of the information you can get from the rus-

tic in Great Britain. While riding in the

upper part of Perthshire he met an old man
whom he asked which road he would take in

order to reach the village he wanted.

"Are you gaun there?" asked the old man.

"Yes."

"An' d ye ken folk there?"

"Yes."
'

"Hac ye ony frien's there?"

"Yes."

""Hae ye ever been here afore?"

•"No."

"An' ye want to ken the way?"

"Yes."

"Then d'ye ken what you'll dae?"

"No."

"You'll just keep the road."

And without another word, he trudged on

his way, leaving the astonished wheelman to

digest the information he had received.

CAUSE FOR DISAGREEMENT.

"I hear that Bessie and Billy are quarrel-

ing already."

"Well, that don't astonish me. There were

sixteen cycles given them as wedding pres-

ents, and each was a different make."

IF HE IS SMALLER THAN YOURSELF.

Don't lose your temper when you fall. Keep
it till you get up, and can kick the fellow on
the sidewalk who laughed at you.

GROUNDS ENOUGH.

"Why di<l you get a divorce from your
husband?"

"Incompatibility. He wouldn't ride a
whfd."
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AS A TEACHER OF GEOGRAPHY.

People who do not cycle are most wonder-

fully ignorant on the subject of local geogra-

phy. They may have learned at school the

names of all the capes around the coast of

South Africa, or they could give you a list of

the chief towns in Japan, but they could not

for the life of them tell you how to get to scores

of pretty little towns or villages lying within

thirty miles of their own homes. Cycling is

absolutely unequaled as a teacher of geogra-

phy, and it also has the great advantage of

converting what is often considered a "dry"

subject into a most pleasing and fascinating

one.

A cyclist acquires a knowledge of the coun-

try through which he rides more complete

than that obtainable by any other means.

Of course, it is possible to cycle very much
and learn very little. A man who simply

scorches up the main roads as hard as he can,

and then scorches back again, will not pick

up very much information during his rides;

and there are numbers of wheelmen who do

take their cycling exactly like this. They

find out what they consider the "fastest" main

road which is convenient to them, and they

stick to that road through thick and thin.

The pretty lanes which lead out of it are

passed by unheeded (you cannot very well

scorch down a winding lane), and so he goes

week after week, up and down, up and down,

the same main road, with no other idea in his

head beyond speed. Such a rider as this does

not learn much geography. He hardly knows

whether his particular road leads north or

south. It is "fast," and that is sufficient, and

perhaps, too, that is about all the learning

those of his mental calibre are capable of.

WOMAN'S BENEFACTOR.

Cycling as a means of physical develop-

ment is as well suited to one sex as the other.

If there is any difiference, the advantage is

in favor of the woman. She needs all-around

physical development. A certain set of mus-

cles are exercised continually in the dispatch

of the home duties, and the wheel seems to

have come just in time to save the others

from atrophy, for there is not a muscle which

is not called into action when cycling.

Balance must be maintained. This cannot

be accomplished without the complementary

action of the muscles of the trunk. The han-

dles, while they should never be held tightly,

bring into play the muscles of the chest and

arms. Over-exercise on a wheel is no worse

for a woman than over-exercise at sweeping,

washing and ironing or shopping.

QUITE A DIFFERENCE.

"Did yez see me in the p'rade?" said Mr.

Dolan to his wife.

"Oi did."

"Wasn't Oi a foine soight, thin?"

"Yez wor indade. Oi had ty look twoice

ty re'lize thot the mon thot was ridin' thot

boysickle, wid the jew-jaws an' fixin's all over

himself wor me own husband that wasn't able

to walk around the corner ty the grocery lasht

noight because av the rhumatism."

TIMES ARE CYCLE CHANGED.

You would think that Venice, with its

canals as streets; Venice, the bride of the

Adriatic, with its literature of song and

story inspired by the gondola, would be safe

from the intrusion of the bicycle. But it is

not. Recent dispatches say that the city is

given over to the bicycle, and citizens who
used to regard the canals as sacred and invio-

late institutions now call them swampy old

ditches, and want to know why they can't

be filled up and turned into cycle paths.

Pretty soon the bicycle, like Alexander,

having conquered the whole world will have

all lands for its own. Then what?

Already, indeed, it has reached "the purple

East." The Chinese shudder at it as a new
form of "foreign devil." Scorchers in parti-

colored sweaters are startling the camel of the

Egyptian desert with visions of a camel-less

age, and the high-spirited steeds of Arabia

distend their nostrils at the spectacle of wheel-

men pedaling at the foot of Mount Sinai.

There are bicycles aplenty in the Holy Land,
and were Ezekiel alive to-day he might find in

them a new suggestion for his famous chap-

ter on wheels.

HER EXCUSE WAS SUFFICIENT.

"I'm sorry dinner is late, John," she said,

apologetically. "The fact is, I went to the

club this afternoon, and there was such an im-

portant subject up for discussion that I could

not leave until late."

"I suppose you were settling the Mayor-

alty of Greater New York," he suggested,

sarcastically.

"Oh, dear, no," she answered solemnly.

"It was a matter of vastly more importance

than that."

"The financial question, perhaps," he

sneered, for it always put him in ill-humor to

have dinner late.

"No," she replied, calmly. "Nothing of that

sort could have detained me, but when the

discussion turned on chainless bicycles I

really could not tear myself away."

With that explanation John hadn't a word

to say; he knew it would be useless.

DON'T FORGET THIS.

Most of the power that is put on the down
pedal comes from the quadriceps extensor,

which is therefore well developed in all cy-

clists. It is situated on the front of the thigh,

and consists of four long muscles. It is the

muscle that straightens the leg. The mus-

cles that do the lifting on the up pedal are

found on the back part of the leg. Their

scientific names are the semitendinosis, and

the semi-membranosus. They are the cyclers

of the leg. While the real burden of propel-

ling a bicycle falls upon the muscles of the

upper leg, those below the knee must be

strongly developed. They are the mu.scles

that really do the fine work in transmitting

the force to the pedals.

SERVES HER RIGHT.

She droops like a withered rose,

Her bangs are out of curl

;

She's ready to die, she's so tired

—

The end oJ the century (run) girl,

FOLLY OF FOOLS.

Two fools on a tour. Firsl fool, stopping

at a milestone, saying: "Now if these lig-

ures were only '1 mile to Noodlcville,' instead

of 'U,' we'd be almost home."

Second fool is thereupon stricken with a

brilliant thought. "Then consider us nearly

horpe at once. I'll scratch ofT one of the fig-

ures." ',_

WHAT OCTOBER WAS MADE FOR.

October is preeminently the month for

cycling. Except on rainy days, which are us-

ually not excessive in number, October fur-

nishes superb weather for rolling through the

city or country.

The frosty mornings, when the sun sparkles

upon twig and blade, when the browned
leaves rustle as they sway in the stirring but

crisp atmosphere, are the times when a spin

upon a bicycle reddens the cheek, hardens

the muscle, and lubricates the liver. Five

miles, ten miles, twenty miles, according to

the strength of the rider, will add tartness to

the fruit, nutriment to the oatmeal and sweet-

ness to the bacon of the second breakfast that

follows an early morning ride.

And then when the sun gets above the

smoke and mists of the city, when it is

streaming down at midday, the cyclist has

an opportunity that has been waited for with

some longing.

The October sun is kind; it warms the

bosom of Mother Earth, but does not unduly

heat the lowest stratum of the atmosphere.

The mid-day ride in October has a charm that

is not easily found at other times during the

year.

When night comes quickly on, as it does in

October, the rider has but to light his lamp
earlier, dress a little warmer, and enjoy his

ride as if it were a night in June.

October is the month of cycling. The air

is crisper, the sun is kinder, the breeze more
tender. The wheel was made for October,

and now that the world has the wheel, the

world has learned what October was made
for.

A FABLE.

A man who owned a horse which he was
wont to ride concluded that the animal was
eating its head ofT. It being in the earlier

days of cycling, and therefore prior to the

price of horseflesh declining to naught, the

man was able to trade the equine for a high-

grade wheel, with lamp, bell, cyclometer and
all other necessary paraphernalia. Mounted
upon his new acquisition, he went scorching

around the neighborhood, to the terror of

other citizens.

Coming home at a late hour one night,

after partaking of several meals at a Raines

law hotel, the man espied a stone fence in

front of him. Forgetting that he was not

mounted on hi.s horse, which was a famous
jumper, the man rode at the wall with a rush

and a wild hurrah.

Aloral: Don't try old tricks on now friends.

SHE KNEW HER BUSINESS.

"Your money or your life!" he hissed.

The girl, who was taking advantage of the

gloaming and a quiet street to mount a bi-

cycle, frowned.

"Sir," she answered, with more than a

trace of irritation in Ucv voice and manner,
"if 1 felt it necessary for nic to be held up, I

siunild go to a cycle school and employ a

regular teacher, tiood evening."

Hut she was talking to the wind, the robber

had fled; he knew how useless it was to aigue

with a woman.

A GREATER TEST THERE COULD NOT BE.

"Do you love me?"
"TTa\en't I told you your leggings arc be-

coming?"
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ELMORE

BICYCLES

are still giving

that satisfaction

for which they

ARE NOTED . . .

Dealers are

Satisfied.

Riders are

Satisfied.

They are made RIGHT.

Dro[) US a line and

we will give you the

address of our near-

est agent, or such

other information

as you may desire.

••••

Elmore Mfg. Co.

CLYDE, OHIO.

MORE OF THE NEOPHYTE.

"1 have been deputized a cominittcc of one

to make arrangements for a night's weather."

declared a cyclist, attired in an audible and

much-braided cycling costume, the sleeves of

which bore the doughnuttcd badge of his

club ofhce, to the Weather Bureau man.

"We are going to have a cycle parade this

evening, and we wanted to see if you would

kindly rake in a lot of gloom, build a fire in

your big furnace, tell the moon to come out

in a bright yellow make-up to do a three or

four hour turn for the benefit of its earthly

audience. That is all we ask. Miss Spoon-

verse, our club poetess, wished me to re-

quest an evening in which the moon should

come majestically floating from behind the

clouds like a bright-hucd angel, looking down
upon the world in silent benediction. Not

a leaf should quiver save when the soft autum-

nal breath of the fragrant southern zephyr

bore a message of love from the home of

flowers. We told her she asked too much."

"She did," answered the weather dispenser.

"You just tell Miss What's-Her-Name that

I don't propose to go to work and jam a lot

<»f June weather into a season that is a cross

between September and the Christmas holi-

days; and, furthermore, inform that gifted

damsel that winds in this part of October don't

come from the flower-laden South with words
of love in their fragrant breath; they come
from the northwest, and yell about ice and

snow, and advise a man to begin saving for

a winter overcoat. I am mighty sorry for you
and your club, young man, but I can't prom-
ise anything better than we've been getting

right along. It looks a little like rain, but

I'll hold it off if possible; that's all I can prom-
ise. As to the breezes—you might go out and
talk to the wind, but there is little chance of

your being able to change his mind; he seems
to have grown attached to his present route."

TESTING A CYCLOMETER.

Here are a few points on cyclometer vari-

ation: A 2f-inch wheel with an absolutely

iiuompressiblc tire will revolve 720 times per

mile. If the tire compresses a quarter of an

inch—that is, if the diameter is equivalent to

27J inches— it will revolve 7^.1 times per mile.

The wheel will then move ahead R7 inches for

each revolution. To test machines, place the

bicycle on a smooth floor with a rider in the

saddle, mark the tire and the floor under the

centre of the wheel, then carefully push the

machine ahead in a straight line until the

mark on the tire again comes under the cen

tre of the wheel. Then mark the floor again

where the mark on the tire touches. If the

distance between the two marks on tlie floor

is S7 inches, the ryclomctcr will register cor-

rectly.

Kindly mcation Tb« WbML

THE E.XPECTF.n HAPPENED.

"Only to think of such a thing happen-

ing to dear John," s.iid the newly-made
widf>w, "when he always prayed he might die

a naliiral death."

"Well, my dear Mrs. Weeds, that is the way
lir panscfl away."

"What »lo you mean? Yon know thai the

\rry first time he went out riding on that

IU.S7 bicycle I bought for him it broke down
under him and killed him. Was that nat-

ural?"

"Ycs'm. it was a natural result of riding .i

wheel of that kind."

RULE OF THE MAJORITY.

One of those poor, unconverted souls, who
always think the world is wrong and they

arc right, was holding forth in a cable car

with woman's cycling as the theme of her

holding. She told twenty reasons why she

would not be seen upon a bicycle, and why
those misguided women who were so

often seen there would in the near future

become aware of the error of their ways and
give up the bicycle with its delusions.

During all this discourse an interested

listener was a handsome young woman on the

opposite side of the car. When the female

objector to the bicycle had left the car the

young woman, who had listened, turned to

her escort and said:

"Just wait until she rides herself. I've seen

that kind of a person before, and heard the

same tale, and have noticed that when the

end of their struggle comes, they are crazier

than any one else. For my part, it seems to

nie to be much more rational to aecept what-

ever changes come about in public opinion,

and make the best of them. Generally, the

majority knows what it is talking about. It

docs about cycling, anyway."

AS TOLD BY THE REPORTER.

Newspapers never color their accounts of

accidents in which cyclists are concerned.

No, indeed, never! Here is a fair sample of

how they write up such an accident:

James Pedalshaft, a wheelman, who was

traveling at his customary speed along the

Boulevard yesterday, ran into a horse and

carriage. Both animal and vehicle were

thrown into the air and came down wrong
side up, and so intimately commingled that

it took their exasperated owner from 2 o'clock

in the afternoon until long after his usual bed

time to prepare the one for burial and the

other for kindling wood. Ten minutes after

this awful collision the wheelman had plugged

a slight puncture in his front tire and was

again traveling at his customary speed.

HE DIDNT MEAN THAT.

He was the lone male boarder. He felt the

weighty honor of being such, and cndcavore<l

to be entertaining. He was telling of a

friendly trial of cycle speed between two of

the youngest and most giddy of the boarders.

"You should have seen it," he said. "Miss

Muscle led for the first couple of blocks, but

at Eighty-sixth street Miss Flash overtook

her, and then she showed the cleanest pair of

heels
"

Chorus of uncertain-aged female voices:

"Sir-r!"

IN MODERN DRESS.

"What was liic sermon about?"

",\bi>ut the fellow who always carries a

complete repair outfit. At least he said some-

thing about a Good Samaritan and an exper-

ience he had upon the road."

SO MUCH EASIER.

"Baggage men arc getting so that they

handle trunks very carefully, nowadays."

"Yes; they say they have more fun banging
bicycles around."

VERY SEVERS.

"Hc'.s a despicable hypocrite I"

"So?"

"Yes, he i.^. Why I wouldn't pump the

same air he breathes into my tircsl"
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HE KNEW ENOUGH TO GO.

She hadn't left wabblehood yet, still she

knew it was against the law to ride without

a light, but on the quiet street she was riding

in, there were no cycle cops, so she felt safe

fi'om police interference.

But you never know what to expect from

the police; therefore when the unexpected

happened, and one of the plain, everyday,

non-cycling members of the force hove in

sight, and called to her, she became somewhat

frightened. Fearing arrest, but recovering

her composure, she called to the officer in a

hysterical tone of voice:

"Go 'way from me or I'll fall ofif."

The officer, realizing that there was virtue

in the adage "Let well enough alone," turned

on his heel and walked away.

FOR APPEARANCES' SAKE.

Why do so many women allow themselves

to appear awkward and slouchy upon the

wheel? It takes so little efifort on a

woman's part to appear bright and attrac-

tive when she is riding. Ruskin says,

"We ought to consider every ill-dressed

woman or child we see as a personal dis-

grace." It cannot be denied that it requires

some care and study to decide exactly what

color and costume the wheelwoman should

select, but even these momentous questions

are made easy of solution now. Every one

of the great department stores has a line of

wheelwomen's costumes and outfittings.

THERE COMES A TIME.

How many hundred times has the warning

about looking over nuts, etc., before starting

out on a ride, been given in print? and how
many cyclists in a thousand ever follow it?

Of course the thing ought to be done, but it

practically never is. One is generally in a

hurry when starting out, and the machine is

running all right, and, really, high-grade bi-

cycles are too well finished to need such care.

And so the rider starts out, and leaves the

nuts to take care of themselves, as he has

done before times without number. Only

this turns out to be the one occasion on which

they should not have been left uninspected.

The nuts that hold the handle-bar in the

socket, or the nut on the front axle, has loos-

ened, and passes unnoticed—till, in the middle

of a jolting ride down hill it gives out alto-

gether, and then there are pieces of a machine

to be collected and put in a wagon, and pieces

of a rider to be taken to the nearest hospital.

A Sunday paper has a scare-head: "Bicy-

cles of Politics." It must mean machine poli-

tics, of course.

SHE GOT WHAT SHE ASKED FOR.

Palid, yet firm, with the light of the new
era shining in her eyes, the fourteenth wife

of the Pasha of Boomtarara stood before her

lord.

"I will ride in a palanquin no longer," she

said, "I will have a bicycle or demand a sep-

aration!"

The Pasha smiled.

"Yusef," he said to the functionary with

the snickersnee, "will you kindly separate the

lady? Just above the shoulders."

And thus seraglio cycling was quenched in

its incipiency.

MODESTY BORN OF SHAPELESSNESS.

A Boston newspaper, editorializing on the

wheelwoman, declares that "neither bloomers,

knickerbockers nor other conspicuous cos-

tumes have been seen here," and adds that

this accounts for the favor in which the wheel

is held in the home of the blue-stocking.

Boston is justified in arrogating to itself

a certain feminine superiority of mind, but

its women never 'have been noted for more
than their share of feminine beauty. The al-

leged rational costume is remarkable for its

depressing effect on woman's loveliness, and

even the fairest of her sex imperils her charms

when she deserts the friendly skirt for an ex-

position of what are sometimes regarded er-

roneously the curves of beauty.

Even Chicago, the land of more or less

beautiful women, has sacrificed not a little of

its reputation for fascinating loveliness to the

blandishments of skirtlessness, but the exper-

iment in Boston would make a bad matter

irretrievable. The resolution, therefore, to

stick to the encircling and protecting skirt

may be justly considered a distinct triumph

of mind over matter.

SEVEREST OF TESTS.

"So you do not think a minister ought to

ride a bicycle?"

"No; I didn't say that at all. But I do

think he ought not to tackle a bargain-

counter bicycle unless he is sure his religion

can stand the strain of the resulting break-

downs."

The man who rides a hobby is not like other

riders. His only safety lies in bridling him-

self.

iGilliani Saddles
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FOR 1898

ARE STANDARD.

Gilliam Mfg. Co., canton, ohio.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

..%.J>.%.?..VJ».1».J»»1«»M.T..>»>»r..>«T.

Announcement . •

.

The '

' Reading Standard' ' is the name
We're going to call our '98;

Ask "Reading" riders everywhere,
Assured you'll be it's up-to-date.

Its workmanship is unsurpassed,

'Twill stand the critics' te.st,

And e'er the season opens

You'll find we've got the be.st.

At Sixty Dollars, ai^i, may own
Who otherwise could not have bought

This " Reading Standard " IMatchless wheel

All cycledom so long has sought.

So order early, don't delay,

Biit sell this Cycle, the wheel of fame

That ALWAYS has and FOREVER will

Honor both its Agents and its name.

The Reading Standard Mtg. Co.,

MAKERS.

RBADING, F»A.

Kitully inoiilioM 'l"ho Whool.
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EMPLOYMENT COLUMN.
Aniwari r««elT*4 In canfidence and forwarded wJtbont charge.

Rate: ag -worcla, one time, 50 cent* ; three tlmen, fi.oo.
50 -vvortla, one time, 5i,oo; four tlnae*. 53.00.
75 'words, one tizne, St-so • four time*. Sg.oo.

Hlmplayod A.d'vertlttennenta:
One-hBlf Inch, one time, fi.oo; four limes, 53.00.
One Inch, one tlrxie, 51.50; four times, 55.00.

SITUATIONS WANTED Wanted— Position by a competent and thoroughly reliable young man (21)): over
eight years' experience in the wholesale and retail bicycle, sundry, jobbing and tire

business; has held positions of trust and is qualified to represent manufacturing in-

terests in New York and vicinity, or take charge of a branch house; best of refer-

ences. Address"Worker,"careof The Wheel. lft-28-p.

Wanted— Position as superintendent of bicycle factory. A man who has a »uc-
cessful record and understands all branches; at present holds a position as super-
intendent, desires to change for the season '97-8, and locate with parties building
from 5,000 to 20,000 wheels. References. Address P. O. Box 98, Buffalo, N. Y

10-15-p.

A man who has a noteworthy acquainunce in the trade and whose record is of the

hichesi class ii, owing to some changes in the policy of his firm, open for a position

to iravcl and take care 01 Eastern territory; is not a rolling stone, has been lor sev-

eral years with present house; is thorouBhIy posted on the bicycle business; is a live,

active man, ana would make only a first-class connection. Address Y. A., care The
Wheel. 10-28-p.

Man of experience desires position as ofhce manager, sui>erintendent of agencies,

correspontlcnt, manager of branch house or of sales department; exceptional refer-

ences. Address X Y Z, care of The Wheel. 10-:.'9-p

Wanted — Position as manager of store or traveling rcpresenuiive by married
man of 35 with over twelve years' experience in bicycle business in all its branches;
Al references. Address ABC. care of The Wheel, Box 4*4, N. Y. 10 ::j-p

Wanted—A position as superintendent or large foremansbip; have held similar
position in one of the largest bicycle plants of the New England Sutes; best of refer-

ences. Address J. T. .M., care of The Wheel. 10-15-p.

Wanted—Position as frame builder, wheel maker or repairer; ten years' exper*
ience on high-grade wheels: distance no object. Address S. L., i32 W. 57th Street-
New York City. 10-2!tp.

HELP WANTED.

Advertisements in this column free. Letters received and forwarded in confi-

dence.

ENAMELER.
Wanted—A practical and thoroughly experienced enameler, capable of doing

first-class work ; permanent position for the right man. Address Enameler, care of

The Wheel, with full information and references.

THESE ARE TIRE DESTROYERS.

When riding through streets where new
houses are in course of erection be careful

where you are going, as there arc often pieces

of broken bricks, which will work havoc with

a tire should it come in contact with them.

HER CHOICE MADE.

"Yes," said the woman with the L. .V. W.
fJadge for a brooch, "I'd rather have a bicycle

to ride when I am alive than to be buried in

a mahogany coffin with silver handles."

IS BLACKBERRY SOCIETY.

"Good mawnin'. Where yo gwin' on yo'

bysickic, Mis.s Sablcfacc?"

"I ain't pwinc nowh.Tr; I'sc dnnc rode whar

I'm gwi:i

Dr. Jaeger's M SALE, EXCHANGE, WANTS.

SANATORY UNDERWEAR
AS USED DY

Dr. Nansen
on Ma famous Arctic sleJge journey.

"The result of all this experlmentliiR wan that I

made up my mind to keep to my woollen clotbei,

which would give free outlet to the perspiration. Jo-

hansen followed my example, and on the upper part of

our iMdIes we each had two Jaeger CndershlrU next
the skin, etc.. etc."—" Farthest North," Vol. II., p. 113

This Applies to You.
Jaeger Undtrwear allows the skin to breathe
freely, at the .same lime absorbing its exhala-

tions, leaving the body dry and warm. Qlvea the
greatest warmth witb tta* least weight.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue,

Main Retail -Store: I Branches:

16 WEST23DST.,! 166 Broadway.
New Yoik. 248 W. 125th St

THE BEST OILER IN THE WORLb
15 THE PERFECT POCKET OILER.

PRICK.

Tliis oik-r does not leak. Rf.uuhitcs tlie

supply of oil. It li.ts won every test in coni-

a SIZE, petition with other oilers. Used by the lead-
inj( makers of hij;h-jfrade wheels.

»% CentM KACH.

Pi^ ^«ii^b;
a SIZE.

STAR OILER.
Second to none but the "Perfect.**

PRICE, lo Cent* EACH.

OILKH IIOLDEKS. PUMP HOLDKRS, 26 Cents Bach.

CUSHMAN & DENISON, 174 Ninth Avenue, New York

The Safety ©iler. /

ON OILINO

NO PARTS TO LOSE. NO OILY CLOTHES.
EVERY PART OF WHEEL ACCESSIBLE. ABSOLUTELY NON LEAKABLE,

Wbaaapoot It In nllar (•rLr)SK[>. When apoat la drawn oat It la ready 'or ua« Made of braaa. haai
sickalad Hpvdal prlca In )ohb«ra and maoalactiirvrt ot bicycica, aawing machloaa and trp'wrltera. Pi
pit atnt prapald on ractlpt •( « canta.

HTHK SAFETY OIMCR COMPANY,

iU

Kindly mcuioB Tbt WImcL
t>5 NAbbAU STREtT. NtW YORK-

TWENTY-FIVE WORDS, 35 CENTS.

Each •ddltlonal word two etnta. Caah In-

variably In advance.

•...7 .......... • .-" .-J....- ..w,„.., .. .,..„. ».

best seamless tubing; enamel, etc.; alt very cheap. Conrad
Dick, Assignee, Daniville, N. Y. 10-UH>.

FINE nickeling outfit, Zucker & l.evett. No. 2. used
very little at Will Dick Cycle Works; about 1.800 leet

A THOROUGH mechanic, able to design ball machine.
'' wishes to interest c.ipital In the manufacture of balls.

Address J. T. M., care of The Wheel. 10-15-p.

WHEELMEN'S RESORTS.'

Sherman HuUKe, BabyloD, L. I.

The Atlantic Inn, Ontnt City, S. I.

2,000 Bicycles
FOR THE JOBBING TRADE.

We are prepared to build to order 2,aoo
l)icyck-s for jobbers to be delivered within the
next four months. We will furnish complete
specifications on application, and we will quote
you

LOWEST PRICES.

At Dt Ct LOt, Care The W'heel.
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VOTE WAS A TIE.

Then President Bridgman's Ballot Settled

the Question of the Cycle Show's

Indorsement.

Eighteen of its fifty members were present

when the New York Cycle Board of Trade

held its annual meeting on Tuesday evening

last, and which was flavored with tabasco.

It was not the election of officers that

created the warmth, but a discussion of the

show .question. The show and no-show ele-

ments were arrayed against each other, and

no-show won after an animated debate.

The Sportsmen's Association were anxious

to secure the local Board of Trade's indorse-

ment of their show at Madison Square Garden

in January, and to that end had offered the

Board 25 per cent of the receipts of the show.

Manager Dressel was in attendance to state

his case, and laid the matter before the meet-

ing intelligently and well. His statement that

the Pope Mfg. Co. had contracted for four

spaces proved somewhat of a sensation, and

aroused President Bridgman, who is chief of

the Pope Co.'s uptown establishment. Mr.

Bridgman said that there was a misunder-

standing somewhere; that if the Pope people

intended exhibiting bicycles he would have

been informed; he believed they might show
other goods, horseless carriages, for instance,

but not bicycles.

When the vote was taken, five members ex-

cused themselves, and the ballot stood 6 to 6.

It was necessary that the presiding officer cast

the deciding vote, and in view of his utter-

ances, it was a foregone conclusion that the

no-shows would win. Mr. Bridgman cast his

vote and settled the matter.

The election was then proceeded with, M.
L. Bridgman being chosen to succeed himself

and Frank S. Ray being retained as secretary-

treasurer. The vice-presidency went to S. J.

Thompson.

Hartford, Oct. 20.—The Pope people say

that under no circumstances or conditions will

they exhibit a bicycle at the show. They ad-

mit that they may exhibit a motor carriage.

HILSENDEGEN WINS.

Detroit, Oct. 1(1.—The suit brought against

Geo. Hilsendegen by the Kalamazoo Cycle

Co., Kalamazoo, Mich., for infringement on
their baby-scat palonls was yesterday de-

cided by Judge Swan in favor of TTilsendc-

gen. The case has been pending for moie than

a year.

OLD HEADS, NEW FIRM.

Jamesville, N. Y., Oct. 15.—Jamesville's

newest industry, the Jamesville Mfg. Co.,

which has just embarked in the cycle fittings

business, is composed of Herbert Hotaling,

Frank E. Cable and James H. Olcott. Each
of the trio has had long experience with I.

A. Weston & Co. and the Weston-Mott Co.,

Messrs. Hotaling and Olcott's association dat-

ing from 1884. The former was the office-

man, while the latter was in charge of the

polishing and plating department. Mr. Cable

is a practical machinist and tool-maker, and

for the past year has been superintendent of

the Weston-Mott works.

The company will make built-up wheels

and other fittings, and will make a special

effort on spokes and nipples. They are also

ready to negotiate for any novelty or specialty

of merit.

UNDER THE HAMMER.

WHAT WORCESTER OWES.

Worcester, Oct. 15.—The following sched-

ules of property of the insolvent Worcester

Cycle Mfg. Co. has been filed at the Registry

of Insolvency at the stone courthouse: Land
and buildings, $174,630.35; machinery in bi-

cycle building, $10,355.68; machinery outside

bicycle building, $9,435; stock in process,

$3,885.99; finished stock, $6,078.03; raw mate-

rial, $1,383.09; merchandise, $2,904.89; sup-

plies, $404.27; cash, $35.85; accounts receiva-

ble, $31,942.76; total $241,035.91. The liabili-

ties are in excess of half a million.

Deputy Sheriff David H. Hayter is in

possession of the property of the company in

Worcester, as messenger of the Court of In-

solvency.

ONLY BIDDER WAS THE BUYER.

The receiver's sale of the assets of the Terre

Haute (Ind.) Mfg. Co. attracted but one bid-

der, Geo. H. Prescott, who paid $300 more
than the appraised value of the property pur-

chased.

Mr. Prescott made tlnec bids for the plant;

one for the bicycle machinery, one for the

sewing machine stock and machinery, and the

third for the tools and office fixtures of the bi-

cycle factory. They were, in order, $8,171,

$7,120 and $3,000. Tiu' hicyclcs already ni.iii-

ufactured and (he sundries and lixtures for

others were not hid upon and will bo solil

separately. No i)i(l was made I'oi' the real

estate.

Final Passing Away of a Tire Plant Which Has
Been Fought Over in Court Many

Times.

Trenton, N. J., Oct. 18.—The curtain is

about to be rung down on the Eastern Rubber

Mfg. Co., which had such a meteoric career

in the cycle trade.

The end will come on November 11th next,

when the receiver will offer the lock, stock and

barrel for sale at public auction.

The property will be exposed for sale in the

following order: First, the real estate, build-

ings and fixed machinery, as one parcel;

second, the portable machinery, tools and

fixtures, which are personal property, as

another parcel; and, third, the remain-

ing personal property of the defendant

company in convenient parcels. An in-

ventory and schedule of the various par-

cels will be exhibited at the time and place of

sale.

Immediately after the exposition for

sale in parcels the whole premises, real and

personal, of every description, will be put up

for sale in whole and as an entirety, and in

whichever way the property will bring the

highest and best price, whether as an entirety

or in parcels as aforesaid, the same will be

struck off to the highest bidder or bidders

therefor, as the case may be.

STARTED ON '98 MODELS.

Allen W. Paige and George P. Carroll, the

lawyers who have controlled the plant of the

Liberty Cycle Co., at Bridgeport, Conn., since

its sale by order of the court, last Thursday

transferred the property to Stnrgess Allen, of

New York. The transaction places the

Bridgeport factory in the hands of men who
originally owned it, but does not affect the

factory at Rockaway, N. J., or the affairs of

the company in New York. Mr. .\llon has

started to manufacture wheels for the '98 trailo

and will make an announcement to the trade

in about two weeks, lie will probably secure

coiUrol of tiie Now York ostablishmont. wtiich

has been kept running since the rocoi\or was
appointed.

OLIVE WHEEL COMPANY 1NC0RP0R.\TES.

Syracuse. N. Y., Oct. 17.—The Olive Wheel

Co. has boon incorporated to manufacture bi-

cycles, boilers, vehicles and tools; capital

slock, $300,000; directors, Francis W. Gridley.

Thomas Wheatley, Charles F. Bennett. Daniel

W. (^ridlev and Frank O. Alsot, of Syracuse.
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CYCLE TUBE TRUST.

It Haa Been Formed by British Tube Draw-

era and Looks Like It Would

Go.

London. Oct. 9.—The Cyck- Tube Trust,

or Cycle Tube Agency, Limited, as it is

styled, is now in full being. The Wheel
correspondent has been favored with a perusal

of the agreement under which it will operate,

and as it is understood that efforts have been

made to secure the co-operation of the Anjcr-

ican tube mills, its terms will doubtless prove

of general interest.

The agreement comprises twenty-five

clauses.

No. 1 is a preamble, and No. 2 fixes the

capital of the syndicate at £100,000, divided

into 5,000 shares of £20 each, providing also

for various matters of procedure and govern-

ment. Then follows:

For the purposes of this agreement all steel weld-

less tube, which does not exceed 1% in. in external

diameter, and is not stronger than 10 U.W.G., and is

not both tested by hydraulic pressure and sold to

stand a fluid pressure, shall be considered and deemed
to be "cycle lube."

The company may at any time, acting by its direct-

ors, issu'; and allot to any person, firm, or company
carrying on business as manufacturers of cycle tube,

or having plants for producing cycle tube, who shall

agree to be bound by the provisions of this agree-

ment, and shall enter into an agreement with the

company and the existing members of the company
to that effect, any number of shares in the company
at their discretion, not exceeding the number o(

shares which such person, firm, or company would

have been entitled to, under the provisions aforesaid

if he or they had been an original member and party

to this agreement.

Any member who has had during the year ending

August 25, 1897, tube drawing chain lying idle shall

not be entitled to stand in on this plant in the benefits

of the agreement, but shall be specially dealt with.

The company, acting by its directors, shall be en-

titled from time to time to fix the amount of cycle

lube (including cycle-tube forming p>irt of cycle-fit-

lings or other articles or apparatus) which each mem-
ber shall be entitled either to maniif.icture or to sell

during each month, and no member shall he at any

lime entitled to manufacture or purchase or otherwise

obtain any cycle-tube (including as aforesaid) in any

month, or to sell any cycle-tube (including as afore-

said in any month) in excess of the amount for the

time being %n fixed by the company acting by its di-

rectors.

In case any member both shall be authorized to

make, and shall, in fact, make, in any month, a quan-

tity of cycle-lube in excess of the amount which he

shall be able to sell under the last provision in that

month, the company shall be bound, if required, to

purchase from htm, and he (hall be entitled to sell

to the company the excess from him at a price equal

to the price a« fixed by the Irade-litit (marked "B." by

way of idenlificalinn) less eighty per cent, discount,

and the company shall pay for any tube so purchased

by the company during the month following the

month in which the tame shall have been supplied

by the member.

In case any member, in any month, shall not make
(eilhrr separately, or as forming cycle parts, or other

articles) the amount of cycle-lube which he is

authorifcd to make during that month, he shall be

rnii'' ' ive from <'
i v a turn equal to

onr foot on r
: tlir lube he has

not lii-i- -,...li he *a« a;-. :<> make under the

provisions aforesaid, and xich penny per foot shall,

if claimed. I>e paid to him within two months after

the end of the month in respect of which il shall be

payable. I'rovidcd that such sum shall be subject to

variation as hereinafter provided.

Each member shall pay to the company within two

months from Ihe expiration of each month a sum

equal to 2<l. per fool in retpcct ot every fool of

cycle-tube wlii-'- '- -'-^'1 be authoriied to sell, and

shall sell (eii! ''ly "f "» made into cycle

parts or other u. :ring such munlh. other than

to Ihe company itself, under the pmvl.ions aforr>aid.

and such sum shall be treated as part of Ihe receipts

of the company, provided that such sum t>a liable to

b< varied a* bcreinaflcr provided.

The sums of the Id. per foot in clause 12, and 2d.

per foot mentioned in clause 13, are based upon
the fad that the discount to be allowed of{ straight

aiul unworked cycle-tubes is (S per cent, and the

sum of Ihe 2d. per foot has been fixed as approxi-

mately the difTerence between 65 per cent and 80

per cent discount, and the Id. per foot as approxi-

mately half that dilTcrencc.

The company reserves the right to require

members to supply it with tube at the regular

tariff as fi.xed less 80 per cent discount, their

demands being proportionate to the amount of

shares held by each member.
The other clauses deal principally with the

situations which may arise from breaches of

the agreement or alleged breaches, the proper

determination of the quantity and quality of

tube drawn, auditing of the books, the settle-

ment of disputes by arbitration, transfer of

shares, liquidation or bankruptcy of members,

etc.

But one mill, the Metallic Seamless Tube
Co.. has refused to enter the combination.

ENVOY EXTRAORDINARY.

Reconstructions are going very strongly

now as being in almost every case an alterna-

tive for liquidation of a kind which affords no

comfort to creditor or debtor. Thus the

Simpson Chain Company shareholders agreed

on Friday to re-sell themselves to E.

T. Hooley at half price paid in paper.

The scheme is to reconstruct on a

basis of £200,000 nominal capital—£25,000

working capital (to be supplied by Mr.

Hooley). The result of this will be to give

Mr. Hooley £75,000 in fresh scrips for his

trouble and work. There was some grum-
bling, but the voting was solid in favor. Others

on the stocks are the British Motor Syndi-

cate, Great Horseless Carriage Co., and New
Beeston Cycle Co., all of which have gigantic

capitals and shares, which stand at woefully

depreciated prices. H. J. Lawson was snon-

sor for all three.

The issue of pood balance sheets continues.

The New Enfield's shows a profit for the past

year of over £20,0(MI; the Jointkss Rim Co.'s

of over £18,000 and the New Centaur & Rover

Co.'s are daily expected of a similar character.

BACK AT THE OLD STAND.

Chicago, Oct. 16.—Parkhurst & Wilkinson

are again on their feet; this time as the Park-

burst & Wilkinson Co. The receiver of the

old firm was discharged on the 1st inst., and

business is now being conducted as formerly

at 148 Kinzic street.

The capital stock of the new company is

:Ji:3">0,(iO(», consisting of <!loH,(»UI) preferred ami

fil42,0OO common. The inventory will show a

surplus of $50,000 to $70,000. The directors

are: C. H.Pond, Scranton Forging Co., Scran-

ton, Pa.; J. H. Smith, wagon material, Mun-

cie, Ind.; Lsaac Bbick, Block-Pollak Iron Co.,

Chicago; R. T. Whelplcy, Columbia Rubber

Works Co., Chicago; and J. J. I^arkhurst,

John Wilkin.son and I). P. Wilkinson, Chic-

ago. The officers are: President, J. J. Park-

hurst; first vice-president, John Wilkinson;

second vice-president, I). P. Wilkinson; sec-

retary, S. Mandeville; treasurer, L. F.

Weaver.

RACYCLE-HANGER.

The Miami Cycle and Mfg. Co., Middle-

town, ()., have placed their Racyclc crank-

hnnger, which is familiar to the trade, on the

open market, and are prepared to supply il to

the trade generally.

Such win Be the Important Position Ned

Oliver Will Fill in the

Fnttxre.

Edwin Oliver is back with an early love.

In future he will be associated with R. B. Mc-
Mulkn & Co. in the sale of Garford, Hunt
and Brown saddles, with headquarters at

Elyria. His work will be of a particularly im-

portant character. He will call in the large

and the specially pressing trade; he will, in

fact, be envoy extraordinary for the allied

saddle interest.

Oliver is better known as Ned Oliver. He
is one of the oldest hands in the game. His
connections in the cycle trade have always
been important ones, as for instance, sales

manager for the Lozier and G. & J. concerns
in the old days.

He has a range of personal ac(juaintances,

and a knowledge of the history and the ins-

and-outs of the cycle trade that are formida-
ble. .\dd to this a i)ersoiial i(|uipmcnt that

includes foresight, tact and likeal)lene>s, and
you have in Ned Oliver a personality

that cannot escape being a factor in the cycle

situation.

SHOULD BE SLCCESSFUL.

Toledo. Oct. Ifi.—The High-Pressure Mfg.
Co., which tilled the void left by the sale and
removal of the Red Cross specialty interests

to Rochester, has been incorporated with a

capital stock of $25,000, and these incorpora-
tors: D. V. R. Manley, E. P. Hubbell, John
R. Kumler, J. E. Bancroft and Albert Rosen-
feld. The company will market a complete
line of vulcanizers, brazers, rubber cements,
etc., and the fact that Mr. Bancroft was for

years at the head of the manufacturing depart-

ment of the A. U. Belts Co. gives them a noo«l

start.

SUPPLY CO.M PA NY SOLD.

Toledo, O., Oct. Iti.—The business of the

Toledo Cycle Supply Co. has been purchased
by Latimer Thompson and Jesse S. Draper,

who will retain A. A. Barber as manager.
Mr. Thompson is a business man well-known
in Toledo, and of the highest reputation,

while J. S. Draper was formerly with A. U.
Belts & Co., of this city, and afterwards with

the Red Cross Rubber and Cement Co.. of

Rochester, N. Y. It will be their purpose to

(nish the fittings and sundry trades in ilii- iir

ritorv.

PURCHASED AND CONSOLIDATED.

St. Paul, Oct. 16.—Thiem & Co. have pur-

chased the entire plant of the Standard Brass

a'nd Electric Co., of this city, and will con-

si ilulate it with their present factJiry. The re-

sult will naturally greatly increase their facili-

ties for the manufacture of the Thiem toe-clips

and other cycle specialties of the Thiem
brand.

WITH THIRTY THOUSAND CAPITAL.

The Hayvelgcre Bicycle Co., of New York

city, which has been in existence for some lime,

manulacluring a bevel gear bicycle, has been

incorporated with a capital stock of $30,00(1;

directors, Robert Taylor, of Greenwich,

Conn.; Thcron Baldwin and George William

Burleigh, of New York city.
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PLEASING THE PUBLIC.

ALTHOUGH few have thought so, it is

undeniable that the traveling salesman has

contributed materially to the failures and

embarrassments that have occurred in the

cycle trade during the last year or two.

Previously his path had been strewn with

roses, comparatively speaking. He was given

great latitude, and, inculcated with the idea

that his employers' one aim was to please the

public, he has had little trouble in placing his

wares, and in doing so has done much to

spread and give root to the impression that

possessed him.

The successful and most valuable traveler of

the future will eradicate the idea from his

system.

This "pleasing the public" has cost the

trade a pretty penny; it has caused the bank-

ruptcy of more than one concern and has

been so gentle and so subtle in its workings

that few have felt its baneful effects until too

late. It has meant the catering to whims

and foibles of innumerable neighborhoods.

Because an agent did not like the design of a

sprocket or the drop of the crank-hanger, or

affirmed that "his trade" preferred the arched

crown used on the Yellow Bird or the crank-

shaft on the Dashaway, or a particular make

of rim, tire or saddle, or a peculiar twist of

handle-bar, the too eager traveler has prom-

ised that the necessary changes will be made.

Two or three reports of this nature will con-

vince the maker that a demand actually exists

for the alterations, and accordingly they are

ordered and efifected at a considerable cost.

This sort of thing goes on during the busy

months, and when the balance is struck at the

close of the season it is found that the ex-

penditure it has entailed is amazing.

The newer concerns have been the greatest

sufTerers. Their desire to obtain a foothold

in a particular neighborhood has made them

most susceptible to the wiles of the tempters

and there is evidence that their pleasing-thc-

public policy has, as stated, helped to ruin

several and brought othcr.s to the verge of ruin.

There will be less of it in the future, however.

The reduction in the selling prices of bicy-

cles and the consequent shrinkage of profits

will not permit it, and in the general curtail-

ment and practice of economy, the pleasing-

the-public account, as it has been understood

in the past, will be one of the first that will

be lopped ofif. And the traveling salesman

must bring himself to understand it.

The salesman will have to understand that

he is employed to sell the goods as they are

given him. That is the true test of his ability,

as the veriest novice can sell wares that are

made to order or altered to suit. He must

believe in the goods that he represents—must

believe that the world holds no better and

must make others believe it. That is the sum

total of a salesman's mission and worth. Ex-

cept for his own information he must not con-

cern himself concerning the features of the

Yellow Birds or the Dashaways. He must

sell his goods on their merits and the merits

of the particular features which they possess.

If he cannot combat the magnified and whim-

sical arguments of agents or make sales with-

out requiring alterations or additions, he is

a doubtful quantity. To excuse his failure

to do business by dilating on supposed selling

points contained in competing wheels—the

weaker salesmen of which are probably point-

ing out some feature of the apologist's own

wares—is a confession of weakness which the

wise merchant will not be slow to realize.

Salesmen of this type have had their innings

—

have caused sufficient losses in the past—and

it is time they were accepted at their real

value and given their proper rating.

With equal force what has been said of the

traveling salesman applies in a large measure

to the agent as well. He, too, should sell

what he has—not cater to and encourage the

whims of possible patrons. The average bicy-

cle agent and salesman has been too im-

pressionable.

LOGICALLY CONSIDERED.

T^HE inevitable in nature is that demand

' never ceases and there is a constant

struggle to supply that which is needed. It

matters not how plentiful the world may be

blessed in supplies, the demand will exist. If

there are human beings who have more than

an abundance it is simply a question of when

they will find their riches melt away and their

demands increase. It is the demand that en-

courages the creation of wealth, and it is the

endeavor to supply the demand that makes

what we denominate as business. The de-

mand may be small at some periods but con-

sumption never ceases, and there cannot pos-

sibly arise such a contingency as perpetual

dullness.

There may be a cessation of all business un-

til the superabundance is reduced, which must

happen from consumption or the natural pro-

cesses of decay, but the world's supply is

sooner or later sure to reach that stage of de-

crease when the demand will be greater than

the supply and the distribution of the pro-

ducts of all countries becomes an absolute

necessity. Without trade between nations

civilization would not advance and progress

would cease in every branch of industry.

There has never been a lull in any business

that was not followed by corresponding pros-

perity, and the greater the stagnation to the

business the longer the interval from pros-

perity to depression. It is the demand that

is the security against prolonged stagnation,

and it is the demand which distributes the

wealth created among the many instead of the

few.

The prosperity of a country depends upon

the employment of its people. When there

are no idlers among the workers business is

brisk in every line of industry. When wages

are high every class of producers are pros-

perous, for then the excess of supply is sooner

reduced.

There is, however, no stagnation in busi-

ness when trade is legitimately conducted.

It is speculation, credit and mismanagement
which leads to reverses. There can be no

over-production but for a short time. The
surplus always quickly vanishes and the de-

mand again becomes greater than the supply.

Apply these facts to the cycle trade and see

if you can make them serve as arguments for

any other than a rosy outlook for next sea-

son's sale of bicycles.

PURBLINDED PREJUDICE.

JU\R. HENRY STURMEY, the English

^ ^ • editor, who, whilst claiming to be fair

and impartial, is studiously endeavoring

to protect home industries by poisoning the

English mind against American goods by
constantly publishing such nasty little items as

this: "Novices should be careful of some of the

cheaper and gaudier American lamps: we
saw one rider the other day with such a lamp

the top of which had niched off," has been

invited to become a member of a committee

to witness public tests of wood and steel

rims. He is willing to serve, although he fails

to see the necessity of such tests.

"It is universally adiiiiftod that stool rims

arc strong, light and roliahlo," ho says in an-

nouncing this wiliingnoss, "but for all that

sonio ritlors liko wmul rims, .-md wo have

published the results of the roooiU oxporinionts

at which wo wore present, so that those who
fancy wood may know wliat tho rims of their

olioioo will st:nul. Tho quostion ;it issue is

not, 'Are wood rims strougor tliaii stool?' Kui

.\ro wood rims strong enough to stand logu-

l:ir riding with wirod-on detachable tiros in our

(lanqi and \ari.il)lo olimato?' Tliis cannot he

really settled by arbilraiy tests, however satis-

factory Ihoy may appear, the only reliable
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trials being, as wc have so often said before,

continuous riding on tlic road in all

weathers."

It is quite plain that nothing short of provi-

dential inspiration will enable Mr. Sturmey to

see the light, but if, in all Great Britain, there

are any people (air enough to be convinced

by the logic of events—by the results of "con-

tinuous riding on tlie road in all weatlicrs,"

it is possible to inform them that the Ameri-

can Dunlop Tire Co. makes no secret of the

fact that nitu-ty-ninc (99) per cait of their

xcircd-on detochMc tires are applied to "tvood

rims, and that the riws hare given them less

trouble than did the steel tellies formerly em

ployed.

To this authoritative statement we can add

personal experience, that of a member of the

WiiEKi.'s staff, who has, for two years, used

wircd-on detachable tires and wood rims on

a tandem and with nothing but the best re-

sults.

This is a big country, something like 4,500

miles from ocean to ocean, and in that vast

expanse we have "all weathers," hot and cold,

wet and dry. Great Britain docs not enjoy a

greater variety.

It was largely due to the increased stiffness

of the wood rim, too, that one of the substantial

improvements in bicycle construction—the

narrow tread—was rendered possible, but, of

course, this will have no effect on Sturmeyized

minds. They will continue to uphold and con-

tent themselves with hubs and axles of duck-

waddling widths.

We do not believe that Mr. Sturmey cor-

rectly or (airly states the situation. It is not

"Arc wood rims stronger than steel?" or "Are

wood rims strong enough to stand regular rid-

ing with wired-on detachable tires in our damp

and variable climate?" Rather docs it appear

that the Dunlop people, dictators to the Eng-

lish cycle trade, make not only the wircd-on

detachable tires in general use, but under an

other title manufacture the steel rims to

which ihey arc applied and force the trade to

buy both at grossly inflated figures. They

give them a Hobson's choice, there being no

difference in the price of the tires with and

without the rims. It is a situation that is a

ninth wonder o( the world. As (or the British

prcM, stories have reached thi.i country that

the six or eight pages of advertising that the

Dunlop interests place have a wonderfully

potent influence in coloring editorial "opin

ion«."

roTTF.KISTIC IMCKWICKIWIS.MS.

Now that he ha» commenced to Jay wires

(or rc-elcciion, il will be well (or alt

with whom he may deal to paste in the hat

the language which President Potter used to

apolftgizc and explain the deceit, insincerity

and doublc-dciling which he practiced to ob-

tain the office.

Mounting the platform at Albany, in re-

sponse to cries o( "speech," he said among

other things:

"In a campaign many things are said which

are not meant—they are meant in a Pickwick-

ian sense."

The remark fittingly characterizes his entire

cycling career. He is a glib talker, so glib

that none can tell when his meanings arc not

"Pickwickian." Those who know him best

take no chances.

FOR SAFETY'S SAKE.

\ I 7 HILI£ pursuing a scorcher one day last

* week one of this city's cycle policemen

ran violently into a woman, and is now in the

hospital with a broken arm and other serious

injuries.

As a result, it is possible the authorities

may begin to realize the force of the

Wheel's suggestion, that the bicycles used

by the cycle squad be fitted with an automatic

bell or gong, or other alarm, which may be

instantly applied and kept sounding while the

officer is in pursuit of a fleeing offender.

On such occasions, the police ride with a reck-

less disregard of consequences to themselves

and everyone else that invites such disasters as

occurred last week, and as had occurred in

several previous instances in a minor degree.

A clear-the-way signal is as necessary and

will prove as useful on the police wheels as

it is and does on ambulances and fire engines.

The display of a green or other distinguishing

lamp after nightfall would also be of value

and is worthy of consideration.

LAW UNTO HIMSELF.

I F the Racing Board docs not know how
* tilt inventor of the percentage table, so-

called, is encroaching on their preserves and

making himself the law, the following sam-

ple of his writings in the syndicate of papers

to which he contributes—at a stated sum per

contribution—will inform them, and show

why a checkmate of some sort is needed:

"When Bald will be oflf the circuit for one

month he will be dropped from the tables, the

same as Earl Kiser. Kiser was at all times

in America, but failed to compete on the Na-

tional circuit, and the rules require that those

who fight for the championship of America

must be follower'; of the rirruit fri>ni st.irt

to finish."

Whose "rules, wiun .ind when- wfrr llicy

adopted? and by whom was this "champion-

ship o( Atnerica" plotted and allotted, and

why?

NO TKICKLING TO TRl'lKS.

ALTHOUtjH France is a republic, there

is no shilly-shallying or truckling to

cyclists or truckmen when the public sa(ely

is at stake.

There the universal liglits l.iw applies to the

country as well as the city. There all bicycles

carry bells, and recently the authorities settled

the so-called "brake <iUfstion" in short order,

the Chic( of Police of Paris ordering that all

vi-liicles. including bicycles, be provided with

brakes, which shall be ([uick acting and effec-

tive. The law gives the owners of vehicles

which were in use when it was promulgated

three years in which to provide brakes. All

others must be fitted with the safety appliance

forthwith.

Knowledge of this sort should stifTiii certain

.\merican backbones.

During tlio recent heated municipal cam-

paign in Indianapolis. W. M. Perrett. of Chic-

ago, visited the city and "on behalf of the

League of American Wheelmen" appealed "in

all sincerity and from the bottom of my heart"

to the wheelmen of Indianapolis to vote for a

certain candidate. It is to be hoped that the

League of American Wheelmen will give Mr.

Perrett a taste of discipline. It is time that

something was done to prevent the indis-

criminate use of the organization Uv mian-

thorizcd individuals.

Perhaps if their employers would "call off"

or "call down" the managers of branch stores,

who are among the loudest shouters for local

shows under the auspices of local boards of

trade, there would be a material lessening of

tlie "public demand" for those functions. The

agitation is being kept alive largely by such

men, assisted by local newspaper reporters,

who have fingers in the pies and are "work-

ing the thing for all it is worth"—to them.

The past season in the cycle trade has been

a year of ceaseless competition. The manu-

facturer who refused to recognize popular

demands, whether they conformed to his ideas

or not, could find no foothold, and was quick-

ly put aside for those who gave the public

what it wanted, or what it thought it wanted,

which is often the same thing in the public's

mind.

IC.-ich and every advertisement published in

TiiK Wmeki. is authorized and is paid for.

.•\ny statement 1<> the contrary is untrue. A

cycling paper recently stated that The Wheel

was carrying unauthorized advertisements. It

cannot prove its statement; it refused to

prove it. The statement was a malicious lie.

Have a care, Mr. Potter! Even a press

agent will sometimes turn when trod upon.

Denials that you announced yourself a candi-

date for re election are equivalent to charges

that the "newspaper boys" arc guilty of lying.

Or is it possible that they understand that you

are talking I'ickwickian language?

It takes all kind of cyclists to make a world.
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THE WHEEL'S SHARE OF IT.

In acquiring the habit of graceful riding,

much depends upon the bicycle. The most

graceful riders ride the most graceful wheels.

The rider of a machine with lines out of har-

mony with his or her anatomical construction

must soon realize that a graceful carriage and

harmonious pedal action is a physical im-

possibility.

The natural grace a beginner is endowed

with is often totally nullified by the wheel rid-

den, and the discriminating observer can tell

at a glance that something is wrong. Too
much care cannot, therefore, be exercised in

the selection of a mount, as there is but one

standard of excellence; the cyclist who has

any desire to present an attractive personal

appearance must make a choice from the

best.

This argument will admit of but one logical

conclusion. Experience has been repeatedly de-

m.ons'trated to be the best instructor of the

art of bicycle construction, and the oldest

manufacturers who have persevered continu-

ously in the trade naturally are the producers

of the best as well as the most artistic wheels.

The study of cycle construction opens up

one of the most attractive fields in the range

of mechanical art, and as the wheel is so

closely allied to the human family by virtue

of its use as a means of personal locomotion,

its designer must of necessity be a student of

physiology as well as a mechanical engineer

of the first grade.

The practical experience of years, in com-

bination with the above-mentioned requisites,

are tlie only sure basis on which the pur-

chaser can rely with any degree of accuracy,

and they furnish a safe and sure guide. Grace

of position while riding goes with easy-run-

ning qualities. The two are inseparable.

Ride the wheel that is built with some idea

as to what your needs are, and you cannot fail

to appear to advantage in the eyes of an ob-

serving public. The wheel built only to sell,

whose makers even disown it, and sell it only
on bargain counters under high sounding
names, other than the makers' own, can
never accomplish anything but awkwardness
and discomfort for those who ride it.

GEAR CASE ARGUMENT.

In answer to a query as to what were the

greatest arguments in favor of gear cases,

"The Cycle" says: "A good make of gear-

case is a necessity for road riding, for it ex-

cludes dirt and dust from the chain and chain

wheels, these being the most important bear-

ings of a machine. In fixed gear-cases, so

made as to contain oil for the lubrication of

the chain, the freedom from dirt and the con-

stant lubrication will, to a certain extent, pi'e-

vcnt stretch in the chain, the motion of the

chain also causing the oil to circulate into the

back hub and crank-axle bearings; therefore,

the parts of the machine which receive the

most wear by friction suffer very little from
the effects of it. Gear-cases save much clean-

ing, and add 50 per cent to the life and run-

ning of a machine."

SHOWS ARE ONLY ADVERTISEMENTS.

After all is said and done, a cycle show is

an advertisement, nothing else. It's so art-

fully arranged, so tellingly displayed and so

pleasantly presented, that people don't think

of it as such, but call it an entertainment, and
they feel all the more interested if they travel

many miles to see it. It's just a plain adver-

tisement, nevertheless, or, rather, an original

advertisement, illustrated, illuminated and
heeded by all classes and creeds.

BICYCLES FOR BAIL.

Out in Milwaukee, where the beer comes
from, there is pending a local ordinance,

which, if passed, will require the police to ar-

rest the bicycle ridden by a cycling offender

and not the offender himself. Its provisions

are as follows:

Section 1. Any person who, while riding a bicycle
in the city of Milwaukee, shall be arrested by any
officer of said city for violating any ordinance of
said city governing bicycle riding shall not be con-
veyed from the place of arrest by such officer in
any patrol wagon of said city to any police station
in said city, but the bicycle of said person so ar-

rested shall be taken to such police station by such

.

officer, who shall inform the person so arrested when
and where he must appear to answer the charge to
be made against him.

Sec. 2. The bicycle so taken to any police station
shall be deemed a sufficient bail for the person so
arrested.

Sec. 3. If the person so arrested shall fail to ap-
pear in the police court of said city to answer the
charge in such case, and if a fine shall be imposed in
such case and the person so arrested and affected by
this ordinance shall neglect or refuse to pay said fine
so imposed, then and in such case the chief of police
of said city shall have authority and be empowered
to dispose of for money said bicycle so detained.

Sec. 4. In all such cases the said chief of police,
before disposing of said bicycle^ so detained shall first

give five days' notice to the said person so failing to
appear or neglecting or refusing to pay said f^ne.

Sec. 5. Out of the money arising from the disposal
of any bicycles aforesaid shall first be deducted the
amount of the fine and costs assessed against the
person arrested, and the residue, if any, shall be re-

turned to the person against whom said fine shall
have been assessed, upon his demanding the same.

CLEARANCES FOR GEAR CASES.

The Frost Gear Case Co. gives these details

of the clearances necessary for the application

of their '98 cases, for which particulars, they

say, many inquiries have been received:

At the crank-hanger, the distance from cen-

tre of sprocket to the pedal-crank should be

I inch. All sprocket-nuts, sprocket-rim and

other revolving parts attached to the sprocket

should clear the frame about one-eighth inch.

At the rear, there should be a distance of i
inch from centre of rear-sprocket to nearest

point of frame.
This clearance should obtain a full two

inches above centre of rear-axle and two
inches in front of centre of rear-axle.

From centre of rear-sprocket to spoke-flange

should measure one-half inch.

IS THIS RECORD?

It is eleven months ago to-day that Charles

T. Nehf had the rear tire of his bicycle in-

flated. The tube is still as full of air as it pos-

sibly could be. The tire is of the Palmer

make and was purchased by Mr. Nehf about

three years ago. When it was two years old

he sent it back to the factory for some re-

pairs. Then it was returned, and since then a

pump has not been used on it. This is surely

a record-breaker.—Terre Haute (Ind.) "Ga-
zette," October 2d.

IN FAR-OFF CHINA.

The Shantung Peninsula, on which were the

fortifications of Wei4iai-wei, and which was

overrun by the Japanese in the late war, is the

last place one would look for evidences of for-

eign improvements or inventions. Yet a letter

from Wei-hai-'wei says that in the interior of the

province the desire to cycle rages among the

wealthy natives, and no fewer than 200 Ameri-

can wheels have been imported. With great

ingenuity some native gunsmiths and black-

smiths have turned out imitations of the for-

eign wheels. In place of pneumatic tires

these Chinese wheels have solid tires of plaited

hemp covered with rawhide.

POPULAR.PRICED CHAINLESS.

A. Feathcrstonc & Co. are reported to have

a "trade sensation" which will be developed

witliiii the next two weeks. The winds have
whispered that it is something radically new
in chainlcss bicycles and at a popular price.

CITY ADVANTAGES.
A big manufacturer, who pays $20,000 a

year rental for a New York plant, strongly

believes in operating in large cities, and he

holds some unique views on labor. He claims

that the stress of city life, its attractions, its

dissipations, the social cliques and all the

rest of it tend to crowd a man up to his

best work. He claims that the friction of

such a life is healthful. He does not see the

benefit of the "early to bed, early to rise"

principle. His experience teaches him that

the labor in small towns is liable to be of a

drone-like quality, the tendency being to

hibernate, to vegetize.

There is neither spark or fire in them. His

opinion of Western mechanics is that they

are too fast and slipshod, and of Eastern me-
chanics, that is the high-class mechanics, that

they are too painstaking and too fanciful. The
Western man produces stuff below par, while
the Eastern man produces splendid mechani-
cal results, but of too high-class for the line

of work upon which he is engaged. It is in
the happy medium that he finds profitable em-
ployees, a certain average amount of thor-
oughness and of speed.

OH, SO EASY

"Yes," sorrowfully observed the retired

crook, "wheel-snatching is an easy game if

one has assurance and confidence. A woman
dismounted in front of a drug store here on
the Boulevard last night and walked in to get

some soda water, leaving her wheel un-

guarded on the curb. No one would dream of

leaving a fine watch out on the curb, yet so

•many women riders, even if in one party, will

all enter a store together, instead of one or

two waiting outside to watch the wheels.

"Last night a snatcher saw the chance, rode
up on his wheel, dismounting right behind the

woman's, and entering the shop by a side

entrance on the other street (it was on a
corner). He walked through the store with-
out stopping to buy anything, came out of the
main entrance, mounted one of the wheels and
rode off with the other, and there you are.
Easiest graft in the world, me boy. and it's me
that's telling you so."

MAKING GEAR-CHANGING EASIER.

It begins to look as if the fitting of wheels
with two rear sprockets, one on each side of

the hub, will amount to a '98 feature. Quite a

few of the forthcoming models will be so
made. The object is of course to provide a

change of gear, the sprockets having different
numbers of teeth, and the change being made
by simply removing the rear wheel from the
frame and reversing it.

CLAIMS TO ANTEDATE.

At this time, when so much attention is be-

ing attracted to the various automatic brakes

which will be used on 'S)8 machines, it may be
of interest to note that the "Gardner" auto-

matic brake is claimed by the English manu-
facturers to be the first of its kind, ante-dating
the Doolittlc. It is claimed to have been in

constant, tliough limited, use since Docombor
13, 1893.

ADDITION AND NOVELTIES.

A two-story and basement addition, 12 x LW
feet, is being made to the already large plant

of the Gilliam Mfg. Co.. at Canton. Ohio.

In addition to their Standard 1897 saddles

and tool-bags, the Gilliam Co. have several

new shapes and styles for the coming sca,"5on.

which are now in the hands of tlu-ir traveling

representatives and being shown to the trade.
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BEHOLD I THE CHAINLESS.

After Months of Talk, Argument and Writing the Columbia Chainless Appears in the Role of

an Epoch-Maker—" the Latest and Highest Form of Bicycle Development."

FIiTc it is— tlif iiiucli-writtoii of chainless

Colunihia. the most wiiicly heralded bicycle

tliat tile country, if not the world, has ever

known.

Despite the profound essays of learned col-

lege professors and the head- shakings of many
of their contemporaries, its makers, the Pope
Mig. Co., present it without a tremor o'

doubt and without equivocation of any sort,

as 'the latest and higiiest form of bicycle de-

velopment—the utmost possibility of excel-

lence and completeness under present condi-

tions, or under any conditions that are likely

to arise."

The weight of the wheel, with regular eijuip-

ment. is 26^ pounds, and the price, as Tin:

Wheel foretold last week, is $125.

and e.xperinKnt joined hands to make the

adopted proportion exactly right. Wherever
ball-bearings could be introduced to advantage

they have been placed. The side-shaft is sup-

plied with such bearings near each end, the

strength and firnmess of the nickel steel tub-

ing permitting the utmost precision in plac-

ing them and insuring perfect work under any

strain. The wonder is that all this excellence

has been attained with such a complete ab-

sence of complicated devices.

The Pope people have devoted a special

catalogue of thirty-two pages to their chain-

less wheels. Models 50, for men, and 51, for

women, as they are styled. Nothing else is

referred to in the book, and the arguments

that are presented are so clear, lucid and logi-

under the most fav<.)rablc conditions a chain,

theoretically, as well as actually, grows worse

from the first moment of use. • • fo
get away from the chain with its provoking

limitations and its annoying weaknesses has

been the hope of bicycle builders." Sixteen

different devices that have been employed to

attain that end are specified. They range from

leather-belts to bevel-gears—the first patent

on bevel-gears as applied to bicycles having

been taken out in April, 1885. More than 100

have since been issued.

"All of these have been tried," continues

the Columbia catalogue. "Some of them have

been exi)erimented with at great cost of time

and money. But let the investigator begin

where he will, he is almost sure, in time, to

come around to the belief that if bevel-gearing

could only be made accurately, set properly

and then held rigidly in place it would be the

best possible system for use in a bicycle.

"One of the very latest and best authorities

on the mechanics of the bicycle ('Bicycles

The wheel is a high-grade Columbia
throughout. The same wheels, including the

Flartford single-tube tires, the same forks and
handle bar, the same seat-post and choice of

saddle, the same frame of nickel steel, the

same pedals an«l rrankn arc used.

The dlflTorrncc is entirely confined to the

driving nnrhani*m, to three sides of a paral-

Irlograni having the rear-axle and the crank-

axle at its ends, and the shaft as f)ne side.

On this driving mechanism the very best

thought, the very be^t work and every rc-

oource of the Pope establishment was centred.

There was long, careful anri costly experi-

menting before the exact relative proportion

of the two members of the front gear was ilc-

lerniined. This proportion is invariable—f>ne

turn of the axle giving 2 l-'i turns to the shaft.

The relative size of the rear members is varied

to produce the required "gear." Friction in

bevel-gears i* dependent upon the harmonic

mean of the teeth in both wheels. Theory

cal that none but the most hide-boiiml indi

vidual, regardless of his beliefs, will fail to

admit their forccfuliicss.

"In nearly every respect," says the cata-

logue, "wheel construction had approachc<l

ideal |)crfection by the beginning of 1807.

• • * And yet there was one unsatisfactory

feature. .Ml bicycle makers had met and are

still meeting the same <li(Ticulty. Fortunes had

been spent in efTorls to get around it. With
progress everywhere, with improvement every-

where, the driving mechanism remained |)rac-

tically the same as when Lawson invented it

eighteen years before—a single driving chain

trnnsmilting motion to the ilriving-wheel.

"Thef>retically the chain-drive is an attrac-

tive mechanical device, practically it is one

of the most unsatisfactory and unreliable.

And the greater the stress to which it is sub-

jected, the worse the result. To be at its

best a chain-drive must be confined to light

work and given very careful treatment. Even

and Tricycles." by .\rcliibald Sharp. IJ. Sc
1806), says: 'If bevel-gears could be accurate-

ly and cheaply cut by machinery, it is pos-

sible that gears of this description might sup-

plant to a considerable extent the chain dri-

ing-gear; but the fact that the teeth of bevel

wheels cannot be accur.itely milled is a seri-

ous obstacle to their practical success.'

"He thought the problem bey«>nd solution.

Others thought so.

"Could it be that a form of power trans-

mission so ideally good was to remain un-

available, largely because bevel-gears could

be accurately cut only with difhcully? • • •

simply because all that was needed was a little

more mechanical wit on the part of somebody
to put slanting, tapering teeth with pre

cision on the face of a little wheel?"

Was the inventive genius that brought about

ball bearings, pneumatic tires, diamond frames

and spider-like wheels incapable of further

progress—had it come to a standstill? These
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and similar logical arguments pervade the

pages of the book. It is reasoning that appeals

to the average man, and which will give the

wheel a good start.

The Pope people tell of their investigations

—tell how they became impressed with the

bevel-gear by some of the old League bicycles

which had been brought to them for repair.

They found that whatever else was the matter

with the wheel, the bevel-gears were invariably

good, and, if anything, better for the use to

which they had been put. Further investiga-

tion served only to bear out the belief that use

and wear simply harmonize bevel-gears more
perfectly, and "every important patent bear-

ing on this line of work " was secured, and

knowledge obtained of "every fault, every

weakness that every other user of bevel-gears

had met with."

When the Pope ideas took definite shape,

they found that in all the land there was no

proper machinery for cutting such gears. The

in the number of parts, as represented by
chain-links, etc., the advantages of the bevel-

geared wheel over the chain-driven are thus

summarized:

It will go faster with less effort; it is much
easier to keep clean; every motion is positive

—no back lash; it has no links or teeth to

"catch things"; its driving mechanism is al-

machinists, as a rule, said there could be none,

and, as the Columbia catalogue tritely states,

it was not only necessary to make the ma-
chines, but worse, it was first necessary to de-

velop the bevel-gear wit of the men who made
the machinery.

In time this was all accomplished, and al-

though nothing is said of it, it is known, that

the process—that before one of the chainless

bicycles has been offered for sale, it has en-

tailed an expenditure that has reached into

six figures.

For bicycle-use, it is necessary to more
than cut the gears out of soft or untempered

metal, and the methods recj.uired to obtain this

proper temper are costly and elaborate.

The Pope Mfg. Co. are satisfied with their

work, and certain of the future of the wheel,

closing their catalogue with the capitalized as-

sertion that "bevel-gears are the simplest,

safest, cleanest and most durable form of

power transmitters that have yet been put

upon a bicycle; that for come-as-it-may riding

they give a maximum of speed for a minimum
of effort and that in the Columbia chainless

the Pope Mfg. Co. have produced a practically

perfect bicycle."

In addition to the reduction by nearly 200

ways thoroughly lubricated; its motive parts

are not affected by the weather—by rain, mud
or dust; its bevel-gears actually improve with

use, while a chain deteriorates from the first;

it saves repair-money, work and worry, and
increases the safety and delight oi cycling; it

removes the one serious source of danger that

every bicycler realizes, and substitutes confi-

dence for dread; the weak part of a chain-and-

sprocket bicycle is the chain. The ]:>evel-

gears of a Columbia chainless will out-last any

other important part of the machine.

Its action is described as "quickly respon-

sive," and its running as "bird-like."

An illustration of the great simplicity of

the Columbia bevel-gear construction is the

fact that if a League wheel is entirely dis-

membered as to its driving portion, only a

skilled mechanic can reassemble the parts

satisfactorily, and that after hours o^ho most

careful work, while, it is asserted, a Columbia

chainless can be taken apart and put together

by any person of ordinary intelligence in 'id

minutes.

The specifications of the two wheels are as

follows:

Model 50, for Men.—Regular Equipment.—24-inch
frame, of Columbia 5 per cent nickel steel tubing; 9-

inch steering head; 28-inch wheels; 28 spokes front,
.36 rear; 1% inch No. 80 Hartford single-tube tires;
7-inch round cranks; width of tread, 5^ inches; 3%-
inch Columbia rubber pedals; 17-inch reversible steel
handle-bars; Columbia saddle No. 17; gear '72.

Weight, regular equipment, 26% pounds.

Options.—22 or 26-inch frame; gear 66; 4-inch Co-
lumbia rubber pedals; 3% or 4-inch Columbia rat-
tra[> pedals; 6%-inch cranks; 1%-inch rear tire;
1%-inch Dunlop double-tube tires; Columbia saddles
Nos. 17-A, 21, 22, 24, 25 and 26, or Christy; reversible
wood or 19-inch steel handle-bars; foot rests and
brake.

Trice, $125.
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VERY FAST.

Thus Traveled Nat Butler When the Clr-

cuiteers Tried to Catch Him at

Louisville.

Louisville, Ky., Oct. 13.—Last night's ex-

perience on the six-lap cement track at the

Auditorium convinced most of the circuiteers

that they had something to learn, and they ac-

cordingly improved the shining hours of the

forenoon by doing some earnest practice for

the meet, which occurred by electric light, al-

though the heats were run in the afternoon.

The result of the practice was clearly ap-

parent; bald-headed Nat Butler profiting most.

He rode like the wind and could not be

touched with a persimmon pole. His work
was gilt-edged throughout, but his ride in the

mile handicap was positively electrical, and

resulted in a new handicap record of 2.01.

Johnson, Steenson, Kimble and Wells were

among those who had failed to qualify, the

starters in the final being Davisworth, Dupre.

Hadfield, Baker, Aker, Coleman, Seaton,

Hoyt and Butler. Cooper and Butler were

the scratch men.

The long-markers tried to make a runaway

race of it and set a terrific clip. But Butler

was going faster, and caught the leaders on

the fourth lap. He did not tag on, but went

straight to the front, with Hoyt on his

wheel, and kept up the pace. Hoyt
tried to give him battle on the stretch,

but Butler was too good for him and

won by half a length in 2.01, a grand per-

formance under any conditions, but marvelous

on a six-lap track under artificial light and

by a man who rode practically unpaced all

the way. The time supplants the previous

record of 2.04 made by Fred Titus on July 4th

last.

Butler also won the two-mile open, run-

ning away from Cooper on the last lap. Cooper

also being beaten near the tape by Coleman.

The event was paced by a tandem. The first

mile being ridden in 2.03. In the half-mile,

Butler came through on tke inside and was

beaten by inches only by McFarland.

The meet was poorly attended, and aside

from Butler's work, was notable because of

Pcabody's failure to add a first to his list.

The summary:
Half tnilr, lor rider* who had never won a race

Frank Frain, Memphi.*, Tenn.

;

T.ouisvillc; 3, P. S. Callahan,
£rrvioin lo isS7—1. Frank Frain, Memphi.*, Tenn.;

E. L. Th . - - - - .

Louiiviltc. I

Half mile,
i

. 1.06 c1a«»—1, Floyd McFar-
Und; 2. Nat I.mt rr; .,. C. S. WelU. Time. 1.12%.

• Jncmile hanMicap— 1, K. L. Thompson, (Hi vardi.

Ixiuitville; 2, r. .'^c Tallnhnn, 90 yards, Louisviflc; S,

W. R. I'iatt. 90 vaH*. I Time, 2.11%.
One mile hanrlicaii. 1-1, Nat Butler

•cralch. 2. Fred « . 11... , 3, W. H. Sralmi,
X yard*; 4, Con. iiakcr, jt >ar<u Time, 2.01 (world'i
record.)
One-milr rvprn -1, H. \V. MiddendorfT, Louisville;

2, P. J. r t, Louisville; 3. Earl Peabody, Chi-
ca>o. I

Two-ni i.ro(e««ional- 1, Nat Ilulirr; 2, Wal-
»«n Colrnian, ; I ^im Cooper. Time, 4.11%.

PALMERS HUNnREIi.

London, Oct. l.V At Crystal I'alace yester-

day, R. Palmer broke the 100 mile record, do-

ing the di.<ttancc in 3 h. 2fi m. 21 4-5 %. Pal-

mer formerly held tlir record until it wa.s

broken by the Frenchman, Hurct, during the

Inttcr's 24 hour performance.

HAD PLBKTY.

Til have to kill the nerve," said the den-

tist.

"Go ahead! I can spare it," confidently

replied the crack racing man.

EATON DOWNS BALD.

Atlanta, Ga., Oct. 14.—The percentage-

keeper must be tearing his hair. Despite his

"rules," nearly all of the big men have left

the circuit and are paying no more attention

to his "table" than if it were a fly-speck.

Even Bald, whom he said had postponed

his European trip in order to hunt "per

cents," has jumped the "table," and to-night

rode a match race with Jay Eaton, whom the

Southern people hail as the "indoor king."

The race was run in heats and Eaton won

two out of three heats. The first heat, one

mile, won by Eaton, was run in 2.03 1-5; the

second heat, two miles, went to Bald, in

1.18 3-5, and the third, one mile, to Eaton, in

2.06.

Eaton is onto all the curves of these small

tracks, and Bald apparently underestimated his

oppon'.nt's ability. Althoitgh he was in front

in the first heat, Bald was passed and beaten

by Eaton rather easily. In the second, Bald

led all the way, and won by half a length. In

the third, Eaton jumped from behind the

pacers and made for the tape at a terrific bat.

Bald was napping and could not get ncar.him.

It was Eaton's first race on a Barnes White

Flyer.

WHILE HIS CHUMS LOOKED ON.

In the presence of all his college chums,

Fred Schade added four more firsts to his long

and lengthening list at the Georgetown Uni-

versity meet, Washington, D. C, on October

17th. He won the mile open in 2.50 3-5, two-

mile handicap in 4.57 and the invitation mile

in 2.30 3-5. His fourth first may not stand

in the cycle records, as it was in a match race

with a sprinter afoot. Schade was on the

cards to race B. J. Wefers, the champion

sprinter, but Wefers was ill. and though he

was on the track, was in no shape to do him-

self justice. His place was taken by William

Cody, a .sprinter, who has pushed Wefers on

several occasions. In a run of 150 yards,

Cody on foot and Schade on a wheel, the

former was allowed a handicap of ten yards

and the inside of the track. Cody led at the

start, but was beaten out by five yards, Schade

winning in 0.14 1-5^

HE WOULD NOT BE DENIED.

Joplin, Mo., Oct. 18.—The fuzzy-haired Dr.

Brown continued his front-row career at the

National circuit meet to-day. which was at-

tended by a big crowd. They simply couldn't

stop him. He won not only the scratch

event, but landed the handicap, defeating

even that peerless handicap rider, Floyd Mc-

Farland, in a warm sprint.

Earl Peabody, as usual, scorrd once more in

the amateur events.

The summary:
One-mile open, proJeasionnl— 1. Urown; 2, -Stevens;

3, Steenson; 4. Kimble. Time 2,lfi.

One milr, 2.10 class, nrofo^-.ional 1, Steenson; 2.

M.Leod: .1, loleman. 'lime 2.19ik

One mile open.- 1, Peabody; 2, W. H. Ineman; 3,

While. Time, 2.27.
. . , , „ ,, ,

Two-mile handicap, professional— 1, Brown, 36 yards;

2. MrFarlnnd, 30 yards; 3, Moyl, 46 yards; 4, Butler,

srralch. lime, 4.37.
• , m« •>

Five mile hnn<li<a|>—1, Percy W enrirh, X*tS yards; 2,

f;. S. Every, W*> yards. Time 121.1

PDRBLY A BUSINESS AFFAIR.

"My boy," said the old-time college athlete

to his son. "I'm sorry to see you devoting so

much time to sport."

"What do you mean, father?"

"I mean your racing."

"Why, Great Caesar, father, what a bark

number you arc! You don't call racing sport,

do you?"

SLAUGHTER FE\.

This Kentucky Track Proved Very Mucb
That Way- Some Shifty Amateurs

Turn Up.

Paducah, Ky., Oct. 15.—Before the circuit-
chasers reached this place for to-day's meet-
ing, they had heard of the vileness of the
track, and were, therefore, prepared for tick-

lish work. The found the course as black as it

had been painted, and the work even more
ticklish than they anticipated.

The hanking was farcical and the turns-
well, it required some trick-riding to negotiate
them properly. As most of the men arc
sprinters and not fancy riders, the results may
be imagined. The track proved a slaughter
house, and the day's proceedings were punc-
tuated by numerous dull thuds and slides
along one's keel.

In the Inst race, the two-mile handicap, in

whicii McLeod, the Canadian, made his first

killing, there was a frightful spill, all except
McLeod and Seaton going down. Steenson
pulled himself out of the wreck and rode in

for third money with blood flowing from his
left leg.

In the mile open, Cooper and Butler were
the sufferers. Cooper fell first, and Butler
pitched over him. sustaining some bad
bruises.

While the racing was of a catcli-as-catch-can

variety, some of the finishes were inspiring.

Brown and Stevens had a great scrap in the
half-mile, and John S. Johnson gave McFar-
land ail he wanted in the mile handicap.
Charles Price, Boston, and II. R. Steenson,

Minneapolis, rode a match mile race for $100
a side, Steenson winning. Time, 3.28.

In the amateur events, Peabody was
handicapped by the track and also caught a

couple of Tartars in Frank Frain, of Mem-
phis, Tenn., and MiddendorfT, of Louisville,

who rode from scratch witli the Chicagoan
and kept down his score.
The summary:
Half-mile dash-1. Dr. A. \. Brown: 2, Orlando

Stevens; 3, Angus McLeod. Time, 1.131.3.
Oncniilc handicap—1. K. L. Thompson, Louisville,

40 yards; 2. Fr.ink Frain. .Memphis, scratch; 3, E. w!
I'tabody, Lhicaso. Time, 2.1ti'..s.

One-mile linndicap, professional—1, F. A. McFarland.
10 yards; 2. John S. Johnson, 15 yards; 3, W'at&on
Coleman. Time, 2. IS.

One-mile, open— 1, H. \V. .MiddendorfT, Louisville;
2, E. W. Peabody; .3. Frank Frain. Time, 2.15.
Oncniile open, professional— Orlando Stevens; 2, C.

S. Wells; 3, H. B. Marsh. Kalamazoo. Time, 2.15.
Two mile linndica)), amateur—1, E. W. I'eabody

2. H. \V. Middendorfl, Louisville, scratch; 3, A W'
Clark, Nashville, 70 yards. Time, 4.46.

l«.iiniic li.'indicnp, professional- 1, McLeod, 35
yards; 2, W. H. Seaton, I^ouisville, 61) yards; 3, H.
K. Steenson, 80 yards. Time, 4.41.

LOOKING FOR NAME AND NICKELS.

The Pacific .Slopcrs, the California Asso-
ciated Cycling Clubs, who are paddling their

own canoe, have considered the advisability

of changing the title of their organization,

and decided to hold fast to that which is

theirs. They advocated, however, that each

State form a separate division of its own and
operate under its own laws, and that then a

union of all the divisions on the Pacific Coast,

under the name Western American Cyclists'

Union, be formed. At the same meeting they

urged the clubs of California to increase

their dues 5 cents per month per member, and
to turn over the revenue thus derived to the

Good Roads' Association of the State.

WOULD KILL IT IF THEY COULD.

No one can arrest the flight of Time, but

the record-breaker has often wished, in more
senses than one, that he could stop a minute.
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HAS HE FOUXl) IT

Dr. Brown Seems to Have Discovered the Elixir

of ReJQvenation Pures Make
Complaint.

St. Louis, Oct. Itj.— It must be that Dr.

Bruwn has found a new elixir of life. He has

rounded into magnificent form, and now tliat

the cats. Bald, Kiser, Cooper, et al., are away,

the Cleveland physician is easily the biggest

mouse in the nest, and is simply playing tag

with the other circuit-chasing niice.

He encountered a pretty hard proposition

to-day. however, in the mile open. McFarland

and Stevens doubled up in one of their cus-

tomary "brother acts." McFarland carried his

mate to the head of the stretch, and it seemed

all over but the shouting. Brown was well

back, and did not look dangerous. He gave

a sudden bound, however, and in five seconds

Mr. Stevens was fighting like a Turk to hold

his own, and he couldn't hold it. He fought

hard, but Brown was too much for him, and

jumped him almost at the tape. It was a

splendid struggle in the face of a cruel wind,

and the time, 2.11, gives evidence of its

warmth.

In the half-mile, Stevens got a taste of his

own medicine, although he bolted it and won.

The Coburn brothers "teamed it" and Willie,

of that name, just missed first place.

The St. Louis "pures" were dissatisfied with

the prizes offered them, and sulked in their

imaginary tents. As a result, Peabody, of

Chicago, had less trouble in making the usual

notches in his stick, the eighty-fifth and

eighty-sixth notches, by the way.

The summary:
(»ne-mile open, professional—1, Brown; 2, Stevens;

3, Willie Coburn. Time. 2.11.

Ilalfmile open, professional -1, Stevens; 2, Willie
Coburn; 3. McFarland. Time, 1.02Vk.

Onemilc invitation 1, I'eabotly; 2, Maule; 3,

Bruder. Time. 2.13%.
Three-mile handicap— 1, I'eal>t>dy, scratch ; 2, II. A.

Canfield, 100 yards; 3, E. I'. Maule, 55 yards. Time,
7.22.

1 hrec-mile hamiicap, profcssional—l, Iladlield, 190

vardii; 2, Ga^t, 300 yards; 3, Coleman, 80 yards. Time,

WILL BB RUN OVER.

Because of protests against two members of

their team, the South Brooklyn Wheelmen,

who won the Associated Cycling Clubs of

Long Island's team race on October Oth, have

been dis(|ualificd. The Kings County Wheel-

men, who finished second, refused to accept

the trophy by such forfeiture, and the race will

be run over again.

WISE WAS SWIFT.

Lient. W. A. Wise, of the United States

army, on October l.'iih-ltJth, rode from Wash-

ington (o New York in 27 hours 3!) minutes,

rst.ihli^hing a record li<'iwei-n the two cities.

THOSE THEY PROTECT.

With just a little more revision the League

racing rules will be perfect, from the stand

point of the unsavory hangerson they pro-

tect.

SBEM9 SORT OP MIRACULOUS.

Whenever a man achieves marked success

in racing all of his intimate acquaintances

wonder how in the world he did it

WHAT CAESAR FEEDS ON.

"Jimmie" Michael is a firm believer in ad-

herence to the style of food a man has al-

ways been accustomed to using, provided, of

course, that it is wholesome. He trains prin-

cipally on beef and mutton, because he was

for a number of years in a butcher shop,

where his regular diet consisted of meat, and

he says he felt it wisest not to attempt any

experiments when he began racing. He
never diets on meat alone, however, but uses

a few vegetables occasionally, being careful

to select them judiciously. Since coming to

America, he told a Wheel man at Philadel-

phia, he has eschewed vegetables, finding it

diflicult, he says, to get vegetables of the same

kind as at home, or cooked according to his

tastes. Tomatoes, corn, string beans and

similar vegetables are almost unknown by the

average man in England, and he has let them

religiously alone since reaching this country.

Cabbage, too. he complains, is different, or

differently cooked, and therefore meat has

been his staple diet this past year. A general

vegetable diet has a tendency to slow a man,

he thinks, but the little chap is by no means
hidebound, and admits that no hard and fast

rules can be laid down. What answers for

one man will not do for another.

English ale, tea and water in small quanti-

ties constitute his drink. He does not be-

lieve in the old training theory of abstention

from liquors.

Michael has always attained the best re-

sults in racing with high gears. Beginning

with a 65 gear, four years ago, he gradually

increased to 70, thence to 77, 80, 88, 95, and

finally rose to 112. His gears have always

been from 5 to 10 inches higher than those

of his English competitors, and very much in

excess of the American racing men, who ride

much lower gears than the foreign fliers.

Some marvelous interviews have been
credited to Michael since he reached these
shores, hut (hey mu.st be accepted with a lib-

eral dash of salt, as it is like drawing eye-
teeth to get him to talk at all.

MERELY A FARCE.

BOOKED BY THE BOARD.

The following records have been booked by

the L. A. W. Racing Board:

Amateur.—Thrccnuartcr mile, against time, paced
II. M. Sidwell, Wintnn Place. C)., time, 1.18; two-
thirds mile, against time, paced, time 1.10.

Three miles against time, paced, by C. V. Dasey,
Denver, Col., time, 6.67; four miles, time. 7.66; five
miles, time. 9.64V^.

Professional.—Competition, paced, by James Mich-
ael, at Charles River Park. Cambridge. Mass., Sept-
ember 18, 1897; three miles, 5.29V<i; four miles. 7.18%;
five miles. S.OS-Tfe; six miles. 10.50^4; seven miles.
12.42%; eight miles, 14.32%; nine miles, lfi.19%; ten
miles, 18.08',i; eleven miles, 19.56%; twelve miles,
21.46-%; thirteen miles, 2.T35; fourteen miles, 25.27%;
fifteen miles, 27.14%; sixteen miles, 29.06-%; seventeen
miles, 31.01%; eighteen miles, 32.63%; nineteen miles,
34.48; twenty miles, .'Jfi.41%; twenty-one miles. 38.30%;
twenty-two miles. 40.25%; twenty-three miles, 42.14;
twenty-four miles, 44.ftS%; twenty-tive miles, 46.68%.

WANTED FASTEK PACE.

Cincinnati, Oct. 18.—Harry M. Sidwell con-

tinued his campaign against the amateur
records during all of last week, but was unable

to make any further impression. He is paced

by two quads and a triplet, and although

they are manned by the best riders in this vi-

cinity they are unable to give him the required
pace. Sidwell made attacks on all rccord.s up
to five miles, and although he tied three
r.

, .,r'l« he was unable to get inside the marks.

This iB All that Can Be Said of Michael's

I,atest Attempt at Record

Breaking.

Jimmy Michael lia.s ridden many races and
tried for many records, but it is doubtfid if

any of his efforts were made under such con-
ditions as his ten-mile trial on the board track

at \'ail.sburg, N. J., on the l.Sth inst.

Like all other meets held there, this one
was long-drawn-out and badly managed.
When Michael was called, the curtain of night

was falling, and before he finished it was all

the way down, and the little fellow was taking

great chances following pace, while the timers

could only read their watches by the aid of

lamps. It is hardly necessary to add that

Michael did not touch the record. He cov-

ered the distance in l!).2o 2-5—away outside the

"world's best." His fastest mile, the fifth,

was ridden in 1.54 2-5.

Of the short events, two were not completed
owing to the darkness.

The summary:
Half-mile, professional, semi-final lit-at— 1. Al \\ einig,

Buffalo; 2. J. A. Newhouse, Buflalo; 3 L. E. LefJer-
son. Asbury Park; 4. C. H. Davis. Buffalo. Time,
1..04%. Darkness prevented the final, and the purse
was divided.
One-mile open—1. O. V. Babcock. Harlem Wheel-

men; 2, F. L. Kramer. Newark; 3. John Fuel. New-
ark. Time. 2.17%.

Five-mile open, professional, first heat—1, Al
W einig. Buflfalo; 2. C. A. Church. Philadelphia; 3. C.
.S. Hcnshaw. Brooklyn. Time, 12.47%. Second lieat

—1. J. A. Newhouse. BulTalo; 2. M. Apgar. Madison;
3( K. A. Miller. New York; 4. J. Skcfton. Chicago,
'lime, 12.17%. Darkness prevented the running of
the final heat, and the purse was divided.

ACCORDING TO THE CIRCUIT CHASEK

C'lunl that day ln«i

Whoac low dctccnding sun

Sees no iddition made
Unto thy wad oi mon

FOR THE HOUR AMATEUR.
Buffalo, N. v., Oct. Iti—Ray Duer, of the

I'arksidc Wheeling Club, to-day established a

new amateur record for the hf>ur, covering 2H
miles L't'iO yards in the sixty minutes.

IN THE LAND OF WEYLER.
"Carajo!"

"Carambo!!"

"Diablo!!!"

"Sacramento!!!!"

"Madre de Dios!!!!!"

The Castilian trainer was enjoining his hi-

dalgoish crackajack to accelerate his speed.

To do this required pretty strong lan-

guage.

For which reason it may be said that he wis
making the Spanish fly.

TAKING DESPERATE CHANCES.

"I don't like to play poker with those cir-

cuit chasers—they are altogether too blamed
reckless."

"How so?"

"Well, they invited me into their special

Pullman last night to play in a little game.
There came a jack-pot, and Smuthpate, after

betting all his money on four aces, actually

wanted to put up his racing wheels. Just

suppose a straiglit flush had been out."

BUYING FOR SWEDEN.
A splendid opportunity is offered for Scan-

dinavian trade. Mr. Paultis A. Persson. a mer-
chant who has agents in Norway. .Sweden and
Denmark, is in this country looking for I'K)

bicycles for cash; Hki pairs of tires; a thousand
wood rims, and other material. He may be
immediately addressetl at li-'W Warren street,

Mruoklyii. N. V. His advertisement, pub-
lished elsewhere in TiiK Wiif.ki., gives further
particulars.

GONE TO HONOLULU.

,Mlcii Junes. Il:irdy Downing and (leorgc

.Sharrick. the three California crackaj;icks,

who arc going to the Sandwich Islands, to par-

ticipate in the big racing carnival which is be-
ing prt)moted by a Mr. Deskey, tif Honolulu,
will nut Diily ride IVilmer tires, but incidentally

l.ilk the merits of Palmer fabrics.
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RACING AS A CONVERT MAKER.

Racing is the showy side of cycling. It is the

side which, in one form and another, has done

more to advertise cycling than any other phase

of the pursuit. The tourist may carry out his

journeys, and may even write at length upon

them without interesting any very large sec-

tion of the public; but the racing man not

only excites the interest and attention of the

crowd round the track, when he is racing, but

the times he accomplishes are quoted and dis-

cussed by people who have never previously

given any attention to the matter.

The fact, for example, that a midget like

Michael has been capable of covering a mile

in 1.36, excites remark and conversation, and,

in due season, interest in the machine which

made such a feat possible; and then the persons

talking on the subject, if they are non-riders,

begin to mentally commune with themselves

upon the possibility of riding themselves.

When this point has been reached, the good

work of cycle racing in this direction has been

accomplished, and there can be no doubt at

all that thousands of persons who are now ac-

tive and enthusiastic riders first had the idea

put into their heads by one or other of the

big performances upon the racing path since

the days of Cortis and Keith-Falconer down
to the present time. And it cannot be denied

that for convincing purposes with the unini-

tiated quoting track times and records are of

greater service than the best road perform-

ance.

The expert can estimate the value of a given

performance accomplished under disadvanta-

geous circumstances, but the outsider and the

novice are only impressed by the best on

record made on a track with all conditions fa-

vorable, and this remark incidentally shows
one of the uses for "going for record," the

utility of which has so often been questioned.

REFLECTIONS OF A CYNIC.

The bicycle is a great invention. It has

broken more necks than any other invention,

excepting, of course, the gallows.

A man I knew once rode a bicycle he

bought at a bargain-counter for $14.78. He
afterwards rode in a four-wheeled hearse.

There are many different sorts of bicycles;

each kind is better than the other kind. They
have one common peculiarity. They all have

two wheels.

Bicycles are made of steel. It is easier to

make them of steal. At least, a dear friend of

mine once told me so, and he had stolen more
bicycles than any other friend of mine.

A bicycle has two wheels, one in front, and

one behind. The principle of the bicycle is

that the back wheel shall try to overtake the

front wheel, and that the front wheel shall try

to get away from the back wheel.

It is a sort of mechanical tag-playing, and

when the back wheel overtakes the front wheel

the rider kisses the ground. He bites the dust.

He salutes the earth. He is interested in land.

He generally lands on his head.

UPS AND DOWNS OP GEARS.

Gears in handicap racing abroad this year

have shown a marked lower tendency, most of

the crack foreign riders having reduced the

gears of their racing machines to their great

advantage. On the other hand, riders in paced

races have used far higlier gears than they

used last season.

REFINED, IMPROVED AND PERFECTED.

While the average eye may not find any

radical change in the Mesinger saddle of 1898,

there are refinements and improvements in

plenty to be found.

The '98 model is softer both in the back

and the pommel than any previous pattern,

and softer on the pommel than any saddle on

the market, the Mesinger Saddle Co. claims.

On this springy, but non-stretchable base, is a

cover of the finest, softest felt obtainable,

over which is leather to waterproof it and give

it a finished appearance. A V-shaped opening

(design patented) is cut in the centre of the

cover, anatomically formed to relieve all in-

jurious pressure, ventilate, prevent numbness

or any possible injury to the delicate parts of

the body.

The general shape of the saddle is made to

conform to the anatomical requirements of the

body—the ends of the pelvis bones being

supported on the felt on each side of the ana-

tomically-shaped opening, and the curves of

the outer sides of the saddle conforming to the

folds of the flesh naturally formed in pedaling.

By the mere turning of a set-screw in the

front, the seat can be made as hard or as soft

as desired. The best of forged steel clips are

used, and the whole saddle thoroughly tested

and guaranteed.

The spring attacliment can he furnished on

any of the sizes, and has a movement in every

direction. It overcomes all jar and vibration

from unforeseen elevations or depressions.

Thai nearly lialf a inillion Mesingers have
already het'ii in.'ulc is piool cncuigh of its

nu'rits.

It is made in the lolKuving sizes: 9 iueli

I)ack, lO-inch !)ack- — 19 inches long, men's size;

9-inch hack, 19-inch back—9 inches long, wo-
men's size; and these colors: chocolate, rus

set and black.

ASKED AND ANSWERED.

Here is one editor of a daily paper who wil-

lingly confesses he does not know everything

about cycling. The seeker after knowledge is

the editor of the New York "Times," and

what he wishes to know in his own words is

this:

"Those of us whose knowledge of athletic

sports is chiefly theoretical view with some
mystification the prominence of the pace-

maker in bicycle racing, and we are inclined

to doubt both his logic and his utility. The
pacemakers serve one or both of two pur-

poses—they spur the racer to increased ex-

ertions by lending the semblance of struggle

with competitors to his task, or they

part the air in front of him, and so

render his task to some extent an easier

one. But he knows all the while that

there really is no competition, and if a thing

so unsubstantial helps him, he must be as un-

intelligent as the trotting horse that will not

do its best unless it hears the thunder of a

rival's hoof. Professional athletes, or ama-
teur athletes, for that matter, are rarely intel-

lectual giants, but surely they know more than

horses. On the other hand, if the mission of

pacemakers is to lend direct physical assist-

ance, and if speed thus attained gives the rider

glory, why not provide the tracks with rapid-

ly moving cables, and, fastening the rider to

them, drag him around and around at the

rate of a lap a second?"

An humble seeker after knowledge is de-

serving of naught but kindly assistance;

therefore, for the editor's benefit be it known
that it was supposed until recently that the re-

sistance of the air to a moving body, e. g.,

a racing cyclist, varied as the square of the

velocity; i. e., if the resistance on a calm day

to a cyclist traveling 15 miles an hour, was
represented by 225. at '2ft miles an hour it

would be 400, and at 30 miles an hour 900.

Although the latest experiments have

proved that the air resistance is not as great

as this, still it is fair to say that it is the great

impediment to speed. The pacemakers
assist the racer by relieving him of al-

most all this resistance, and by enabling

him to breathe with freedom; indeed,

they create a temporary vacuum, which,

in the opinion of many, sucks him along faster

than he would otherwise be able to go.

Hence, nowadays, given a cyclist in good con-

dition, the beating of records depends chiefly

on the ability of the pacemakers to relieve

eadh other at the right moment without any

slackening of speed.

ET TU, BRUTE!

Now let the heavens fall! Henry Sturmey
has actually called the glorious cycle trade of

old England "the British gander, poor thing!"

And Mr. Sturmey is the gander's most famous
worshiper, too.

REVERSING THE PROPOSITION.

She was evidently a student of the subject,

which gave added weight to words when she

said: "Yes, it is dilTerent in courting on the

wheel; the lamps have to be turned up, not

down."

MILK IN THE COCOANUT.

Creat Britain has ISO.OOd miles of roads,

which cost $450,000,900, and (5.000 miles ol

streets, which cost $.'UV),000,000. Do yon won
der at cycling flourishing there?
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SOME FALCON CHANGES.

Toledo, O., Oct 16.—Hereafter it will be

the "J. L. Yost Falcon" and not the "Gold

Crank Falcon," the distinguishing golden

cranks having given way on the '98 models to

nickel-plated ones.

The new wheel embodies a number of

special features, prominent among which is

the use of two sprockets on the rear wheel,

one on either side of the hub, which permits

of a ready change of gear. The sprockets are

not only interchangeable, but reversible as

well.

The crank-shaft is of the two-piece variety,

with square and hollow cranks, the right-hand

crank and spider being one piece and the left

secured by a split and pinch-bind arrange-

ment.

The hubs are of the corrugated pattern,

and direct tangent spokes will be used, thus

obviating, so it is claimed, weakening the

spokes by bending. The frame of the '98

Falcon is flush throughout, the connections

all forgings, and the makers lay special stress

on the fact that it is practically on^ piece, no

joint or bolt being visible anywhere. The gen-

eral points of the frame are a 2i-inch drop, li-

inch head and 1-inch forks, D lower rear-forks

and tapered rear-braces.

The Falcon pedal is worthy of more tlian

passing notice. It consists of five pieces only.

The cones are both on the orb, the outside

cup being forced inside the barrel, the cup

on the adjusting end threaded and screwed

onto the end of the barrel. This construction

does away with the familiar dust-cap, and

makes a neat and dust-proof pedal.

Other changes include an internal handle-

bar fastening, that regulates at once the height

and adjustability of the bar, and the same ex-

pander in a seat-post fastening which clamps

the upright, and permits of reversing the rear

seat-post to get saddle back or forward of

upright as desired. A distinctive fork-crown

that is a compromise between the straight and

arched-crown is another original Falcon fea-

ture, as are the arched braces on back and

lower-forks, which conform to the periphery

of the tire.

THEY HAD TO COME TO THEM.

Among the American devices at which the

English cycle manufacturers turned up their

noses was the Stow flexible drill and jig. but

its makers, the Stow Mfg. Co., Binghamton,
N, Y.. persisted, and when the tide turned it

came in strong. W. C. Hawes, secretary-treas-

urer of the Stow Company, has a big batch of

British ordrrs in proof of it.

.NEEDS NO I.MI'KOVEMENT.

The Brown-Lipe Gear Co., of Syracuse, N.

Y., announces that not the slightest change will

be made in the Bi-Gear for 1898. The '97

model has proven very satisfactory, so much
so, in fact, that after four years' experience in

the manufacture and sale of this changeable

gear, the company considers it as near perfec-

tion as possible. There is no reason, there-

fore, for altering its construction, and pur-

chasers of the '97 model can ride the Bi-Gear

at least another entire year and be right up to

date. The Brown-Lipe people say this early

announcement will undoubtedly be the means

of selling many Bi-Gears this fall to persons

who would otherwise have waited until next

spring in anticipation of "the new model,"

which bicycle manufacturers have educated

them to look forward to each year.

HAS PHOTOGRAPHIC LENSES.

One of the lamps, for which a member of

the Wheel staff vouches unqualifiedly, is the

Diamond Tubular lamp, made by the C. T.

Ham Mfg. Co., Rochester, N. Y. One ol

them has been kept in use during the year

and its behavior has merited nothing but

praise, consequently the report of the Ham
people that the Diamond has enjoyed a large

sale and will be altered for '98 only in ap-

pearance, is not surprising. It has not been

the handsomest lamp in existence, but the al-

terations that will be made will heighten its

appearance and leave little if anything to be

desired. The lenses used on the Ham lamps,

as is not generally known, are made by Bausch

& Lomb, the celebrated photographic lense

makers, of Rochester.

CAFFREY STANDARD GEARS AND PRICES.

Fighty-one and iiincl}'-fiiur inches will be

the standard gears used on the '98 Caffrey bi-

cycles. Its makers, Charles S. Caffrey Co.,

Camden, N. J., say these big gears are ren-

dered ])ossil)le by the Lake anti-friction bear-

ings. It will list at $100, too.

..iiiroln Park, Chicago.

One of the beauty spots of Chicago is described
in a most beautifully illustrated book of 96 paarcs,

now boing distributed by the Chicago, Milwaukee
It is fvill of the finest

half tone pictures of one of Creation's most charm
ing places of resort for citizens of the Great Re
I>ublic. Kxcryone who has ever visited the nark will

appreciate the souvenir, and for those who have not
it will be a revelation of what is to be seen in Chi
cago. If can only be procured by enclosing twenty-
five (ffi) cents in coin or postage stamps, to Geo.
II. IleafTord, general passenger agent, 4l0 Old Col-
iiny Iluilding. Chicago, III. •••

HIGH-GRADES FOR FIVE DOLLARS EACH.

A. L. Van Buskirk. of Danville. Ill , has

been jailed by the Federal authorities on the

charge of illegal use of the mails. It is

charged that Van Buskirk, under the name of

the Syndicate Cycling Club, sent circulars

broadcast over the United States offering the

recipients a high-grade bicycle for %o. The
price, he claimed, was for the purpose of in-

troducing the bicycle in new neighborhoods.
It is charged that not a single bicycle was

sent out in return for the many ^^} bills sent

in. Van Buskirk for several years had been
principal of the Van Buskirk Business Col-
lege.

ADDED TUBING TO THEIR LIST.

Tubing has been added to the accounts of

the Iven-Brandenburg Co., the output of the

.\uburn (Pa.) Bolt and Nut Works having
been placed with the concern. The Auburn
people are old in the steel business, and also

know what's what in steel tubing, the president

of the company, D. J. Driscoll, being one of

the big men in the steel producing belt of

Pennsylvania. Their product is formed en-

tirely of Swedish stock, 2S per cent carbon,

and has given splendid service wherever used.

WHILE THE RIDERS APPLAUD.

In Haverhill, Mass., the bicycle repairers

are at war and are slashing prices like cut-

throats. The cost of replacing a spoke, for in-

stance, has been cut from 25 cents to 5 cents.

and all other work reduced proportionately.

FOR SCANDINAVIA.
Wanted Immediately, for Cash, 100

Bicycles, Including Some Racers

and Tandems.

Frames; 100 Pairs of Tires;
1,000 Wood Rims.

Would contract for three or four hun-
dred or more cycles or for the sole

agency for a few American novelties

for sale in Norway, Sweden and Den-
mark. Have agents.

Addre.>is immediately,

PAIXIS A. PFIlSSO\,

ii'Jit Warren St., Urookl} ii, K. Y.

Sold this year 300 .\merican bicycles.

QUALITY nmQUANTITY.
10,000 CRANK-HANGERS,

50,000 HANDLE-BARS,
50,000 PEDALS,

50,000 HUBS.

OTHER PARTS IN LIKE QUANTITIES.

ROBT. H. INCERSOLL & BRO.,

Wc h.iNC the Kood!'.

You need Ihcin.

Kindir nirntioo The U heel. (>.S and (S7 CORTLANDT ST.. NEW ^ ORK CITY.

-^/y
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Manufacturers Will Furnish

Almost any sort of a tire, but it is to their advantage to

fit a tire which has been thoroughly tested and not found

wanting. Cheap tires are bad investments for both maker

and rider. They do not last and the customer soon notices

that his wheel pushes hard. Usually it is not the wheel

which is at fault but the tire.

Experienced Riders Specify

a first-class tire like the Hartford. They have learned that

a wheel fitted with them gives the best satisfaction. Many
do not appreciate, perhaps, some of the numerous fine points

in tire making, but they grasp the result. They know such

tires are resilient and wear well.

Hartford Single-Tube Tires

are hard to improve upon. No better combination of rubber

and fabric for durability and resiliency has ever been brought

forward. They are the best tires the makers can produce,

in a word. Honest tires. They are well worth the slightly

added cost to the rider.

Oo

The Hartford Rubber Works Co*

Hartford. New York. Philadelphia.

Boston. Minneapolis. Buffalo.

Chicago.

Baltimore.

Kindly nicnliiiii 'Iho W lu-i'l.

5>Wo
{55x9
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A SIGHT WORTH SEEING.

Elinira, N. Y., Oct. 15.—If an impression-

ist, wlictlicr of the brush or the pen, seeks a

picture for canvas or for words, he should sec

the factory of the Eclipse Bicycle Company
ns the Wheel man saw it last nigiit, long

after the sun had sunk to rest and the even-

ing meal was disposed of.

It was a siglit that really left an impress on

one not schooled in or particularly sus-

ceptible to impressions. Neither white steam

nor belching smoke was to be seen, but

streaming from myriads of windows in

every angle of the !)ig building was the

glare of hundreds of electric lights which here

and there was darkened by the shifting shad-

ows of workmen within as they moved about,

while only the hum and thud of rapidly-mov-

ing machinery punctuated the stillness of the

night. The Eclipse plant is not hemmed in

by other buildings, but stands alone at the

base of a long range oi high hills and the con-

trast of darkness and light as seen when ap-

proaching the structure forms a picture.

From a comnurcial standpoint, it told a

story of bustle and industry, and they do say

that for several weeks the Eclipse factory has

been in operation well into each night, that is

until 10 o'clock, and with a full force of work-
men, turning out between fifty and sixty bicy-

cles each working day.

The '!'8 Eclipse, which will be made in

seven models, varying in price from $7o to

f5'i, is about ready for the trade and public,

and despite the reduction in price, it will be

the swellest and in every way the finest wheel
which the Eclipse people have ever produced.

It will embody a nuitibcr of improvements,
among them, a new two-piece crank-hanger,

and a new hub. permitting of direct spokes,

but over and above everything the Farrow
combined brake and coaster will be a feature

that will stand out clear cut and distinct.

President Fulton, Frank Weston and all of

the Eclipse staff grow enthusiastic in referring

to it, and believe it will be a .selling point, and
a useful one, which none can deny.

In addition to the regular line there will

be an Eclipse at $H«», a special road racer

with a short head, three-inch drops and seven-

inch cranks—a wheel of the highest type of

bicycle refinement.

TALKING AND GETTING THERE.

As it is well-known that it is not alway.t

the hen who does the loudest cackling who
lays the biggct egg, s<i the cycle agent who
chatters the loudest about the "sharp dodges"
he practices is by no means the one who gets

there quickest.

Uncle Jeremiah, from Cross Roads Corner,
can often show a larger surplus to his credit

at hank than can his talkative competitor
Still, many just entering the retail cycle trade

are <!cccived by the b»)asling r)f this class of

agents and think that by following in their

footsteps they will make a better time on the

road to success, a mistake which costs them
much in the end.

DECLARED STEALABLE.

There is no properly right, it seems, in an

advertisement. This is surprising, for the

money value of an original idea in the writing

or illustrating of advertisements is often much
greater than the money value of a poem or a

story in whose defense the law would set all

its ponderous machinery in active motion.

A decision just handed down in the United

States Court of Appeals at Chicago, holds that

a New York iron firm can get no redress for

the copying of its catalogue by an Illinois

manufacturer.

"To be entitled to copyright," the judge

held, "the article must have by and of itself

some value as a composition, at least to the ex-

tent of serving some purpose other than as a

mere advertisement. The object of the pro-

vision was to promote the dissemination of

learning by inducing intellectual labor in

works which would promote the general

knowledge in science and useful arts. It is

not designed as a protection to tradesmen in

the particular manner in which they might
shout their wares."

This is an easily comprehensible position,

but one cannot help remembering that many
advertisements do quite as much, and possibly

more, "to promote the dissemination of knowl-
edge" than do many compositions to which
copyright protection is accorded as a matter
of course. However, the decision will excite

no criticism—from commercial plagiarists.

Such, for example, as those British ones, who
find it far easier to appropriate American cycle

advertising features than it is for them to or-

iginate features of their own.

CHANGE FOR THE BETTER.
Commenting on the changed condition of

county fair entertainments, the Pough-
keepsie "News" editorializes in cycling's fa-

vor in this fashion:

"The substitution of cycling matches for

horse racing at the fair was a sign of the

times that means a great deal. If the 'agri-

cultural horse race" is to be no longer the

leading feature of the county fair, that gath-

ering will, perhaps, be more reputable in

future; for, though the horse is the noblest

and most useful animal given to man, its

associations on the country race track are

almost always of a bad character. .Ml the

swindling games and disreputable characters

that infest the farmers' annual gatherings

seem to be attracted to the race course

and their presence and influence have always

attached an evil reputation to what should be

an enjoyable and useful trial of speed and
strength. The introduction of cycle in place

of horse races will clear away much of this

bad element."

PAVORARLB FOREIGN OITLOOK.

Chas. Newman, who has spent six months
.-thread in the interest* of R. II. Wolflf & Co..

returned f>n Saturflay last He vvsiied I'.ng-

lan«l. France. (icrm.Tny, Italy. Switzerland.

Holland, Austria and Russia, and so far as the

Wolff- American is concerned see* nothing but

good business ahead.

WITH THE WOLFF-AMERICAN.
,\. II. Parker, who was at one lime Presi-

dent of the company making the League
chaiiiless bicycle, and until recently asst)-

ciated with the Rayvelgere Cfincern. has been

added to the traveling slafT of K. H. WolfT &
Co. Ijmile<l. makers of WollT-.Ainerican

High Art Cycles.

WASTING HIS TIME.

.\ pcr.sistent ambition to do the things he

can't keeps many a young man a hanger on of

racing when he might he earning a legitimate

livelihood as a clerk or salesman.

ADVERTISING IN AFRICA.

Away over in Johannesburg, South .Africa,

an .\merican bicycle has been responsible for

an advertising war which interested and
amused almost the entire community.

It seems the representative of an English

wheel, the James, bought space on a dead wall

and had painted a picture in which a racing

man was represented as leaving an American
Indian far in the rear. "The James Leads"
was the legend and the Indian was a counter-

feit of that employed by II. A. Lozier & Co.

on their posters, which were sulViciently prom-
inent in Johannesburg to make the English-

men's point plain.

When the Lozier agents saw it, they imme-
diately purchased all of the space on the wall

adjoining and in front of the James adver-

tisement, and carrying out the same back-
ground, painted the Indian in front of the

James rider and with his head turned and his

fingers in wigwagging position at his nose.

In the .same lettering and on the same line

with the James legend, they printed "We
don't think, " which made the sign read, "We
don't think the James leads." The English-

men promptly rushed their paint pots to

the spot and altered their half of the property

to make the sign read, "We don't think the

James can be beaten." America's representa-

tives were alert and by eliminating the two
last letters of the word 'don't' made the adver-

tisement read, "We do think the James can be
beaten."

The painters remained on the spot for sev-

eral hours and the news of the "war" spread
until half the town was attracted to the scene.

The Englishmen next changed the "can" to

"can't" and the Lozier people promptly made
alterations that made the sign read, "We don't

think the James can't be beaten." The next

day the struggle was resumed and at last ac-

counts the Americans had the best of it, the

advertisement reading. "First Place. Position

Counts. The James Can Be Beaten."

AN AllHORITYS OPINION.

Several English manufacturers of bicycles

are stealing bodily the advertising illustrations

of American manufacturers, at which the latter

are waxing wroth. But, after all, philosophi-

cally remarks "Printers' Ink." it is not worth
worrying about. Our English cousins can
not steal the business instinct and the mechan-
ical ingenuity that make the American bicy-

cle the leader wherever it is introduced.

TO FORT AND TWENTIETH.
The .\nderson Cycle & Manufacturing Co.,

of Detroit. Mich., are removing their factory

from 4i>-4(i Champlain street to the corner of

Fort and Twentieth streets, where they will

have larger and more convenient quarters.

In connection with their factory they will open
a salesroom and repair shop for the benefit

of their trade in the western part of the city.

ADDED TO THE SCHEFFEV LINE.

Parts and fittings have been added tt> the

stock of A. M. SchefTey & Co.. New York.
I'ormerly they confined themselves to cycles

and sundries. Schcflfey & Co. handle .seven-

teen States for the Geneva Cycle Co., and will

have ten men covering the territory.

NO e.XAGGERATION.

"Now, no fooling, what is the average life

of a bargain-counter bicycle?"

"Well, really, some of them last until you

have ridden them home."
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"PARTICULAR" TRADE.

One Concern Which. Believes Therein and Has
Planned Its Output to Please the

Fastidious.

Cleveland, O., Oct. 16.—The Peerless Mfg.

Co. have always maintained that the quality

of their Peerless wheel was exactly described

by its name. The entire wisdom of this, one

way or the other, is rather a delicate question

for a newspaper man to pass on. It is gener-

ally easier to shelve than to decide, anyway.

But passing that question, and coming to is-

sues which permit of no argument, it is a fact

that the '98 Peerless line is one that looks, all

over, a factor in the situation.

The line is marked by extreme sanity of

construction, a remarkable finish and popular

prices.

The main members of the line are the

models at $50 and $75, respectively termed

the Peerless and the Peerless Special, in both

men's and women's models. In this connec-

tion it might be noted that the entire output

of the Peerless Co. will bear the Peerless

name.

L. Fewsmith, who is the manager of the

company, and is responsible for the policy

and models for '98, made the point to the

Wheel man that the $50 Peerless will be in

every respect as excellent in material, work-

manship and running qualities as the $100

model of this passing season. It will, indeed,

have improved mechanical features. Its lines

will approach those of the Peerless '97 racer,

which proved most acceptable to the com-

pany's trade.

Mr. Fewsmith has a firm belief in the large-

ness of what he calls the "particular" trade

—

the demand of the purchaser who realizes that

a bicycle is the most costly single thing he

buys in the course of a whole year, and who is

quite willing to pay the limit to make sure

he's getting the best that money can produce.

It is to meet this demand that the Peerless

Special exists. In Mr. Fewsmith's own lan-

guage, the difference of $25 between the two

models will not be found in quality of mater-

ial, in strength or in lastingness, but in an

increased refinement of workmanship, in

an elaborate finish and equipment, in some
new features of crank-axle group con-

struction, in some new adjustments and

in several mechanical features which are

as yet entre nous.

The Peerless Blue Bird Racer is a conspic-

uous member of the family. This model did

much to advertise the Peerless line last sea-

son. It will be changed only in such few

points as will surely result in improvements.

Its price has not been fixed. Nor have the

tandem prices—diamond and combination

—

yet been set.

The company has some really startling nov-

elties in finish and decoration for next year.

The Peerless Co., under Mr. Fewsmith's man-

agement, has perhaps been a more consider-

able factor in the trade than at any time since

its inception. He brought to the manage-

ment a practical experience as general man
in one of the largest factories and has con-

ducted the Peerless business on safe and in-

Iclligent lines.

W. A. Neff will, of course, continue as sales

agent for the Peerless product for the ICast-

crn section of the country, with heatUiuarters

in New York.

STRAIGHTFORWARDNESS IS BEST.

Either in rendering or collecting bills, when
a party owing puts in an appearance with the

remark: "I thought I would just step in and

pay you that little bill I owe," don't say, "Oh,
that's all right. If everybody was as good
pay as you I would lose but little," when in

the inmost recesses of your mind you have

been wishing for six months that you had the

amount due. How much better to reply:

"Yes, I am pleased to have it."

The too obliging cycle agent, by giving

what he considers an affable and conciliatory

reply on such occasions, instead of leaving the

debtor in a gratified frame of mind, often

sends him ofif in just the opposite direction,

and his reflection is apt to cause him to con-

sole himself with the thought that he might
just as well have staved that bill off a while

longer. Straightforwardness is far the best

policy to pursue in all business transactions,

retail cycle ones in particular.

THE POLYGONAL TWO-PIECE.

Chicago, Oct. 16.—Something new in di-

vided crank-shafts is being shown by the

B
Chicago Bicycle Specialty Co.,

a recent institution at 345 South
Canal street. It is styled the

"Avery Polygonal Two-Piece
Crank"; the illustration gives a

good idea of its construction.

THE SMALL BUYER.

Its simplicity is one of its

charms. Its makers assert

that it has been thoroughly

tested and fulfilled every re-

C[uirement. The price at

which it is sold is attractive

and the Specialty people are

much elated by the reception given their de-

vice by most of those to whom it has been

shown.

TAKING CARE OF THEIR TRADE.

In addition to making a substantial addition

to their factory, the Iver Johnson's Arms and

Cycle Works will shortly establish a depot

of their own in this city. The big firm has

about completed a lease of a large warehouse

and offices in the hardware section, where

they will carry a stock of both bicycles and

fire-arms.

DRESSES WINDOWS NOW.

C. W. Richardson, who represented Canada

in the International championships at Glas-

gow, is to become a resident of this city. He
has found a lucrative berth as window-dresser

for a big dopartnu-nt store.

HURT HIS FEELINGS.

"Vot vos you quvarreling mit Isaacs apoul?

Did he say your vcel vos no s'oo'l. eh?"

"No; but he say he could piiy ilc vool life

tollers less dan 1 paid for il."

The Smart Man Who Was Wise Enough to

Appreciate the Number and the Needs

Thereof.

Buffalo, N. Y., Oct. 16.—The bicycle busi-

ness has been pre-eminently one of rapid rises

and startling business achievements. It is

an old saw that all a good man needs of fate

is an opportunity, and opportunities in this

bicycle business, with aU its bigness the re-

sult of a few years, have been good and plenti-

ful. Perhaps, in its own way, there is no more
interesting example of what a capable, honest

and willing-to-work man can do when there

is an opening, than the business of W. C.

Boak, the component-parts jobber of this city.

Mr. Boak is a man of thirty-four or so who
has been associated with the cycle business

in some capacity or other for years and years.

About four years ago he was impressed with

the idea that a good opening existed for the

establishment of a business which should have

as its basis the supply and accommodation of

the small trade buyer of cycle material—the

repairman who would want half a dozen sets of

rims, grips, spokes, etcetera, and the agent

who would buy small cycle sundries, cement,

and the like, as he wanted it.

Mr. Boak was burdened with more belief

than capital and his start was indeed of a

very primitive sort. He was forced to do a

very limited business and his entire establish-

ment was hardly as large as his present ship-

ping room.

Without entering into a full story of the

years intervening between then and now, it is

sufficient to state that the success of his busi-

ness has been the result of opportunity, ability

and a proper conception of the value and sen-

sitiveness of that greatest of all commercial

factors, credit.

The most important step in Mr. Boak's

business is his most recent one, his removal

to larger and almost ideal quarters at 210 and

212 Terrace, Buffalo. The new quarters are

but a few squares from the city's business

centre and consist of three floors and a base-

ment, each 31x120, and totaling 15,000 square

feet of space. The removal has already been

made to the new home, which had been elab-

orately altered in preparation for the sort of

business that will be carried on. There is, of

course, a completeness of room for carrying

a stock from which the wants of the trade can

be supplied at a breath's notice. Offices, gen-

eral and private, are provided for and an air

of businesslike accommodation, which is no

mean factor in any commercial cstalilishnuMit,

prevades the new headquarters.

A unique part of Mr. Boak's business is

what he terms his advertising department.

This is where his stenographers, typewriters

and copyists assemble and mail to iiis trade

the price lists and catalogues he is constantly

distributing'. The tn;un feature of this de-

partment is tiie monthly catalogue, being a

complete and revised price list, whicii is

mailed on tiie 15th of each month.

Mr. Boak sells only to the dealer, llie re-

pairman and the small manufacturer or as-

sembler. To these he can sui>ply .mything

and evorytliinj; in the cycle fitting or cycle

sundry lino. In place of his having to go to

a ilozen ditVerent concerns for a dozen ditVor-

ent things, the sn\all dealer has now only to

write to one and the deed is done.
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IX A CENTRE.

Where the Mid-West Finds a Distributing

Point for the Cycle Trade—Changes

Made.

Cincinnati, O., Oct. 18—Charles O. Hall,

president of the Hall-Moore Manufacturing

Company, has just returned from a business

trip thri)iighout the East.

While there Mr. Hall closed contracts with

the Spalding people and the Tinkham Cy-

cle Company to furnish roller sprockets and

chains f»)r their wheels. The Alms & Doephe

Company, of this city, also recently purchased

two thousand of the sprockets and chains.

The Local Cycle Board of Trade held a

meeting last week and decided to hold a cycle

show at the Music Hall ne.\t spring. A com-

mittee, consisting of five of the largest deal-

ers and manufacturers, was appointed to com-

plete arrangements.

The Cycle Board of Trade has been very

active during the summer, having held a race

meet at the Chester Park track almost every

Saturday afternoon, and while these meets

were, as a rule, successful, little money was

made, but the advertising obtained undoubt-

edly considerably quickened the interest in

cycling and thus brought return to the deal-

ers.

A Ma.\ Krone, a bicycle dealer and repair

man on John street, left the trade last week.

Cause given, unwilling to maintain large ex-

pense throughout the winter season.

William Hulvershon & Co., successors to

the firm of Hulvershon & Fay, left the trade

last week, having disposed of his entire stock.

Their firm had the Outing agency exclusively.

The Howe Scale and Cycle Company.

of this city, has moved into new quar-

ters on Fifth street, and, commencing

November 1st, will be one of the most

powerful factors in the bicycle trade. George

S. See has been engaged to manage the local

branch. Mr. See is at present in business for

himself, and is well and widely known. Mr.

See was formerly manager of the Frank T.

Miles Cycle Company. The Howe Company
has been experimenting with a chainless, but

will not place one upon the market for next

season.

Traveling Representative McMillen, of E.

C. Stearns & Co., was in the city during the

past week with the regular '98 model of the

Stearns .Special. He made his headquarters

with the George S. See Company, the local

agents of the Stearns, and has the distinction

of being the first traveling salesman to arrive

in the city with an 1808 wheel.

W. B. Crouch and his eldest son, of tin-

firm of W. B. Crouch & Sons, who arc at

present agents for many bicycles, their leader

being the Gendron, left lor Columbus, (Jhif).

last week, where they will open a large hard-

ware store and become large jobbers of bi-

cycles.

J. Walker, formerly of the firm of Walker
& Co., local agentfl for the Tribune, has se-

cured qtiarler* with Conklyn & Ackerman,
where lie is collecting oiitsL-inding arcnunt<i

of the late firm. Mr. Walker lias not decided

whether or iiot he will re-embark in tlir

bicycle bii^inr^s in the spring.

Conklyn & Ackerman are at present agents

for the Daylon, Fenton. Patce. and several

cheaper grades. Although nothing definite

has been decided upon, unless something im-

fureseen should occur, the firm will handle

these same agencies in '118. Charles A. Ack-

erman, the junior member of the firm, will

travel for the Dayton manufacturers during

the dull season in the retail trade.

The firm now doing business as George S.

See, Agent, local agents for the Stearns and

other wheels, will be dissolved on the first of

the month, when George S. See leaves the

firm to take charge of the Howe Scale &
Cycle Company. The old firm of George S.

See, .Xgent, will be carried on under a diflfer-

ent name.

Innes & Co., who are reported as having

quit the bicycle business, say the statement is

incorrect. They have sold all of their wheels,

but .lay they will stock up again in the spring.

Their main business is tiles, mantels, etc.

TWO IN A TOWN.

JOHN BULL'S BEVEL GEAR.

That the interest in chainless bicycles is not

confined entirely to America, is attested by

this "distinctively original" beauty in bevel

gears which an English skull has contributed

to the world of wheels:

The saddle and the wheel A are movably
cf)nnccted to the main frame. The wheel A
may have an inflated or other tire, and bears

on the periphery of the road wheel C or a

concentric flange thereon. The wheel A (and

hence the machine) is driven through the

bc\cl gearing illustrated or otherwise.

SENT THEM A CROWN TO LOOK AT.

Cortland, N. Y.. Oct. 15.— Despite what

English papers may say, some of the English

makers are looking this way for ideas and

patterns.

The Carriage Goods Co., of this city, recent-

ly received substantial proof of this assertion

in the form of a bicycle hub made by an Eng-
lish concern which desired cjuotations on an

.American production of similar pattern. The
hub was a curiosity. It weighed about twice

as much as the new Crown hub, which the

Cortland people are introducing for the '98

trade, and had about four times as many
parts, including flanges, which were brazed to

the barrel. It resembled some of the hubs

m;idc in this country six or seven years ago.

The Carriage Goods Co. sent over one of

tlnir new hubs and the Britons' reply will

doubtless be interesting. The Crown hub which

the firm is now producing is made of 35 per

cent carbon steel; the diameter of the rear

shell is 1) inch and the front shell 1 inch; the

bearings are made from a special steel, the

cups .ind Cfiiics being carefully tempered,

groimd and polished by special machinery.

The bearings ;ire fitted with the well knf>wn

Sarins ball retainers. ,ind the rx)mpany claims

that the Crown luib will run with less friction

than any hub on the market. The sprockets

are inferchangealde, being screwed on with a

right-hand thread and held fast by a nut lock

with a transverse thread.

Two Cleveland Concerns That Are Up and

Doing, One with Rims the Other with

Brakes.

Cleveland, O., Oct. 18.—Among the success-

ful firms engaged in the manufacture of wood
rims is the Cleveland Bending Works, with

oflices at 11)0 Superior street, and works at

Olmstead Falls, Ohio.

The first rims were turned out by this com-
pany in 1895 and during that year they sup-

plied, on contract, but two bicycle factories.

The following year the business increased; im-

proved still further another year, and to-day

enough contracts have been already closed for

'98 business to totally eclipse all former years

put together. The company make a one-piece

rim joined together with a tongue groove

with a lap, which they claim is the strongest

and simpliest form of construction. As to

material, they have experimented with rock-

elm, ash, maple and hickory and have settled

upon the latter named wood to be used ex-

clusively in their output for next year. They
also make a point of the fine finish given their

work, turning out rims in handsome imita-

tions of hard woods and also enamels of va-

rious colors.

The Crown Manufacturing Company, capi-

talized at ^50,000, and recently incorporated

under the laws of Ohio, by B. \. Stewart,

Martin W. Sanders, A. H. Leece, P. R. Craw-
ford, A. L. Austin and J. B. Gillespie, well

known business men of this city, to manufac-

ture bicycle specialties and supplies, will lo-

cate their plant at 1 to 9 Cooper street, and
their offices at 531 Society for Savings Build-

ing. The leading product of the firm for the

present will be a new automatic brake, acting

upon the front sprocket, and which is easily

applied to any style of wheel without altera-

tions. Mr. Gillespie is the inventor of the

brake and is also superintendent of the fac-

tory. The oflicers of the new company arc

as follows: B. A. Crawford, president; Mar-
tin W. Sanders, vice president; A, H. Leece,

secretarv: P. R. Crawford, treasurer.

LOOKING HIS FENCES OVER.

Charles H. Sieg, president of the C. H.

Sieg Mfg. Co., Kenosha, Wis., was among
the visitors in New York during last week.

Mr. Sieg has a good grip on some of the

largest and most desirable jobbing trade in the

East, and the object of his visit was not hard

to guess, the Sieg people having emulated the

early bird, and had their '98 models in evi-

dence for several weeks.

FROM BRANCH TO ROAD.

George I*". Kehcw, for several years one of

the Pope Mfg. Co.'s best-known travelers,

will assume the management of that com-
pany's Providence (F^. I.) branch store. Mr.
Rankin, the former manager, goes upon the

road, having been added to the Columbia
traveling force.

COLLECIATH CRITICISM.

"The chainless bicycle is a failure," observed

the college professor, who had been paid for

an adverse report on a machine he had never

seen, "for two reasons. One reason is that I

know it is, and the other is that I know 1

know it is."
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SUNDAY CYCLING FAIRLY TREATED.

All broad-minded people may say, without

hesitancy, to ride a bicycle on Sunday is not

in itself wicked. There' is intrinsically no
more sin in riding a wheel on Sunday than in

walking or driving. This pastime has the

advantage over horseback and carriage rid-

ing, in that it does not require the work of

so many attendants, who would themselves be

deprived of a rest day. If the bicycle can be

used on Sunday in such a manner as not to

interfere with the realization of the ends for

which the day was instituted, then such use

is not to be condemned. This is entirely pos-

sible.

Give the morning hours to worship and the

cultivation of the moral and religious life.

Clothed in appropriate, but simple garments,

attend the services or lecture of your church

or ethical society. In the afternoon take your

wheel and ride into the country, where, pre-

pared by the reflection and worship of the

morning, you shall find in the canopy of

heaven the dome of a vaster temple, and in

songs of birds and fragrance of flowers wit-

nesses to God and incentives to duty. Cer-

tain conclusions follow from the general posi-

tion taken:

First—Century runs and events of any kind

that make it impossible for us to recognize

and satisfy the needs of the entire man, the sac-

rifice of the mental and moral nature to mere

physical pleasure and worship, to bodily ex-

hilaration, must be condemned, not simply

upon religious, but upon humanitarian and

political grounds. There are exceptions to all

rules. Now and then there are people upon

whom so great a mental strain has come dur-

ing the week that the entire day spent far from

the city on a bicycle will be more valuable

than any sermon, prayer or song in the

church. But the rule remains fast. Those

who have no faith in the function of the church

in social and political life are justified in neg-

lecting the services of religion. They who
affirm the reality and worth of its mission in

the world should subordinate bicycle riding

and every form of pleasure to it

Second—The church loses its hold upon the

thoughtfiJ of all classes when it Indulges in

claptrap of any kind. Bicycle sermons, stor-

age of bicycles, meetings for cyclists, give no-

toriety; th'jy add no permanent clientage to

the church and fill no empty pews after the

edge of curios'iy has been dulled. The church

exists for a specifi'; purpose. Those who are

interested in her work and methods will rally

around her. She has no need to go out into

the world ana beg men to come to her altars.

If she s'^and for intellectual oreath and spiritu-

ality, for comfort and inspiration, so long as

men need these elements of life, the world will

come to her.

When she has no message, when she cannot

help or console the world, the sooner she dies

the better. I see no reason why the managers

of the Italian opera or of the Symphony or

Philharmonic concerts should provide men to

check bicycles. It is entirely proper when
necessary to ride to church on a wheel. But

there seems to be no reason why the wheel-

man, like the horseman, or the one who uses

a carriage, should not make provision for the

care of his conveyance. The church has noth-

ing to fear for the future but her own indiffer-

ence and want of devotion.

The thousands of wheelmen who devote

Sunday entirely to bicycle riding should ask

themselves are the civil and religious insti-

tutions of our country likely to suffer by the

non-observance of the day and the neglect of

religious duties? The obligations of citizen-

ship rests upon all. Are we willing to en-

courage a tendency which leads to the weak-

ening of religion and the removal of the ce-

ment which unites the various classes in the

body politic?

I believe in the integrity of purpose and

the patriotism of the rank and file of the com-
munity. I am confident that when young men
and women are convinced that their action in

regard to Sunday affects not only themselves,

but society and government, they will keep

the recreations of Sunday, of whatever nature,

within the limits suggested by reason and con-

science. By raising it to its rightful, but not

exaggerated place, they will aid in the reali-

zation of the ideal Sunday, in which all parts

of nature, physical, mental, moral and re-

ligious, will receive their due attention and

development.—A Minister and a Cyclist.

HE PRESUMED AND HE PILFERED.

"I presume upon the fraternity that exists

among wheelmen," said the nattily dressed

young man as he lifted his hat on approaching

a group of riders at the side of the Boulevard.

"I never feel alone since nearly all the good

people of the world are awheel."

After a gracious welcome he proceeded: "I

have just returned from abroad, and am con-

vinced that the bicycle is doing more to level

the social barriers now existing in Europe

than is any other single influence. In Venice

it is quite the proper thing for a man on a

wheel to greet a ladiy similarly mounted,

whether she be attended or alone. It's a radi-

cal departure, but the influence is good. I

made as many desirable acquaintances as

though armed with the highest social creden-

tials.

"But I want to tell you that the bicycle con-

tagion has a stronger hold in my native city

of Denver than anywhere else in the world.

People so old that they can scarcely walk,

children that have just learned to walk, stately

matrons, smartly dressed servant girls, min-

isters, dignified business men, judges, law-

yers, toilers and gamblers, all pedal through

the maze of riders that crowd the thorough-

fares.

"That's a new one to me," he said, inter-

rupting himself to examine the finest wheel in

the collection. "It's a beauty. Do you mind
my trying it?"

All that the police have found out about the

affair is the number of the wheel.

THE CAUSE THEREOF.

"So you have named the boy 'Flypast,' you

say. Very peculiar name that! Family one,

I presume?"

"Dear me, no! That was the name of the

tandem wc did our courting on."

RELIABLE SPRAIN CURER.

Wcsruuvood boiled in vinoRar and applied

as hot us can be borne on a sprain or bruise

is an invaluable remedy. The alToctod luem-

])er should afterward he rolii'il in llauni-i lo

retain the heat.

YOU SHOULD HAVE SEEN HER.

You should have seen the woman to ap-

preciate the story. She was phenomenally

large and phenomenally stout. Her costume

told she was a wheelwoman; her face that she

was a rider, not from any merely sport-loving

cause, but from a grim determination to

remove some of that superfluous flesh or

know the reason why. A number of wheel-

women had come together to listen to a cele-

brated physical culturist lecture upon the

proper dress, etc., for cycling.

At the teacher's very first word the face of

the stout woman fell, for the teacher began
by denouncing the corset. She called it all

sorts of hard names, and was altogether so

eloquent against it that she hadn't near finished

before more than half of her listeners were
converted.

In the enthusiasm of the moment this half

declared that they would renounce the hateful

thing forever, and then all the others went
down like a row of bricks and said they would
too. All the others but one, that is to say.

This one was the stout woman, who had
been lured thither with some vague notion

that this physical culture lecturer was going
to speak on some scientific form of riding and
dressing which would result in more reducing
flesh, but who had little use for either the

teacher or her teachings if one or both meant
discarding the corset. Her head wasn't
turned a bit, either, by the teacher's rhetoric

or the enthusiasm of the audience.

And when the excitement had somewhat
subsided she simply crossed her hands, pla-

cidly but impressively, and observed: "Well,
all I can say is that no true friend of mine
would ever advise me to be seen without cor-
sets on a bicycle." But you should have seen
the woman to appreciate it.

AUTUMN.
How beautiful is autumn!
See the leaves, redder than blushing cheeks.

See them fall.

See them lost for aye.

Ah, the clouds!

The clouds, the flying clouds!

The clouds with silver linings!

Observe! They float in the ethereal blue.

Ah, the young girl!

She watches the flying clouds.

Her heart is as light as the clouds.

Her little feet pedal lightly o'er the pave-
ment made clean by Col. Waring.

Still she watches the clouds.

Ah, she falls like the red, red leaves!

She has ridden over a slippery asphaltic

spot

—

While her soul was lost with the flying-

clouds in the ethereal blue.

Hear her cuss!

It is autumn.

—From the French of Francis de Nage.

WANTED NO yUADRUPEDIC IDIOT.

"Can you warrant (hat horse to be per-

fectly gentle?"

"Can I? Why, say, he wouldn't hat his eye

if he met a dozen fat women on bicycles."

"He wouldn't, oh. Well, then I wouldn't
take him as a gift. I like to see even a horse

have sonic sense."

GETTING UP AND SLIDING DOWN.

If hill-climbing is the hardest part of cy-

cling to the novice, so descending hills is to

them the most dangerous part of cycling.

TRY A NEW WICK.

Very often a refractory lamp will bo found

to need nolliing beyond a now wick, tiic old

one having become dogged with guniiuy oil.
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SOMB NEW ROAD RULES.

Thfse rules of the road arc arranKcd by a

practical cycle rider, who has never ridden a

bicycle, but who still submits these rules with

the hope that they will be speedily adopted by

all wheelmen, and that the non-rotary public

at large upon the streets will observe them

cheerfully:

Rule No. 1—One sharp stroke of the bell

means that business men, messenger bovs and

other persons in a hurry must postpone in-

definitely their contemplated journey across

the street. Crossing the street in front of a

wheelman who has given the above signal is

very bad form, and is productive of spinal

meningitis and doctors' bills.

Rule No. 2—Two sharp strokes of the bell is

a signal to the riders ahead that they must

dismount at once, bow politely and say "Ges-

undheit" to the strokee as he passes. Wheel-

men who refuse to obey this signal should be

run into and injured severely.

Rule No. 3—Three sharp strokes of the bell

mean that the policeman on the corner must

come to parade rest, doflf his helmet and com-

ment enthusiastically on the grace and gen-

eral elegance of the strokee until the latter

has disappeared in the distance. Policemen

who fail to follow this rule should be treated

with contempt and a glass of beer when the

roundsman is looking.

Rule No. J—Four sharp strokes of the bell

is a signal for Colonel Waring's White Robed

Sons of Purity to assemble immediately and

sweep the statues and things out of the way

so that a short cut may be taken through

any one of the parks. Failure on the part of

the W. R. S. of P. to observe this rule will

justify the rider in throwing mud at the afore-

mentioned whitecaps and ruining their duck

panties.

Rule No. 5—Five sharp strokes of the bell

mean that the drivers of all brewery wagons,

ice wagons and pile drivers in the vicinage

must descend at once from their various

pedestals and lead their juggernautian cara-

vans into dry goods stores out of harms way.

If there are no dry goods stores thereabouts

a candy shop will do. No driver of a brewery

wagon, ice wagon or pile driver will be ex-

cused for breaking this rule simply because he

doesn't know the meaning of vicinage.

Rule No. —Six sharp strokes of the bell

is a signal ti> conductors and gripmen that

they must without any unnecessary delay lilt

their cars from the rails and place them on tiic

sidewalk. If the passengers in the cars so

signaled offer any objections the policeman

on that beat will take the offenders to the

nearest cycle store and compel them to buy

wheels.

Rule No. 7—One long and one short stroke

of the bell means that everybody in the neigh-

borhood not awheel must start promptly for

the woods. Failure to observe this rule will

justify any rider in chasing the offender sev-

rniy -six consecutive miles in a southeasterly

direction.

Rule No. S^Long and continued apjilause

from the bell on any wheel means that the

new ridrr has lost the combination of his

brain cells, and is suffering severely from

stage (right, superinduced by the sudden ap-

pearance of a coal cart directly in his pathway.

In a predicament of this kind strict guiding

rules cannot be laid down, but no blame can

be attached to the novice if he climbs over

the lailbo.trd of the vehicle and add* a new

series of phrenological suburbs to the head

of the offending coal cart director.

Rule No. II— If the foregoing rules are care-

fully observed there is no occasion for fur-

ther instructions, and cycling will become a

thing of pleasure and a joy forever.

PUMPING UP TIKES.

Half the people who ride a bicycle do not

keep the tires thereof properly inflated. The

rear one suffers most, because it has to carry

most weight; in fact, the rear tire of almost

every other rider you meet is all but on the

rim, and it surprises the observer that the

riders never seem to feel any jolt, but jog along

in the same sweet way. A properly inflated tire

should show scarcely any side bulge with the

rider's weight in the saddle. The rear tire

has most of the burden, and, therefore, re-

quires to be pumped harder; and don't forget

that, with regard to pneumatic tires, the

harder you pump them the longer they will

last.

ATTACKED.

Lie there, thou bit of steel.

That hath checked the speeding of my wheel;

Lie there, concealed, unseen.

Lurking like a tiger, with thy point so keen;

Lie there, thinking of thy prey,

(iloating o'er the tires that soon shall roll thy way;

Lie there, assassin, knave.

Thou hast it in thee to make a sane man rave.

Thou may'sl have been a carpet-tack, who knows?

And sylph-like dancers may have trod thee with their

dainty toes.

Or a victim to the craze for poster art

On some dead wall hast thou bravely played thy part.

Costly brocades may have been thy lot to pierce.

While above thee ardent lover told his passion fierce;

( )r just a common tack in some one's nappy home
Hast thou from midnight prowler brought an an-

guished groan?

In the frame of some laughing urchin's kite.

Thou may'st have joined the eagle in his flight;

Or, caught to earth by lowlier fate,

llast thou merely been an annex to a berry crate?

Stay there, thou bit of steel,

Would I could crush thee with my heel

;

Stay there, despised, forlorn.

Thousands spurning thee with scorn j

Slay there, and bear thy wanton fame.

Doing pen.tnce. if thou hast nught of shame;

Stop there, and stay fortveriiiorc;

Madst thou blood, cyclists would have had thy gore.

FOUR FOR THE FAIR ONES.

Bad riding form, once it becomes a habit, is

very ditVicult to get rid of, and it is better for

a woman not to ride at all than to ride in a

fashion which is at once homely, fatiguing and

injurious.

Skill and experience arc more than a match

for mere muscle, and the strong woman will

find that her delicate sister, who is learned in

the art of proper cycle propulsion, will beat

her if she does not acquire the same knowl-

edge herself.

When riding over greasy asphalt or cobbles,

hold the handles firmly and steadily, steer in a

straight course, don't try to turn suddenly;

but above all, keep cool and collected, and
don't let your nerves get the belter of you.

Now that autumn is here, wheelwomen
should remember that their ordinary costume
is not warm enough these chilly evenings

without some additirm. A short coat or

shoulder wrap, nr>t long enough to encumber
the rider, should form an iiciii in evcrv i.u'r

rider's wardrobe.

CYCLE KLEPTOMANIA.

"Have I had any queer experiences since

I went into looking up stolen bicycles for a

li\ing?' said the ex-ward man, as, well-dressed

and prosperous looking, he lounged in a sunny

doorway up the Boulevard and kept a well-

trained eye upon the thousands of wheels that

were passing. "Have I? Why, say, my boy,

I could tell you more of them than you'd ever

believe, but the strangest of them all was that

of a boy 17 or 18 years old who lived right

around the corner from here in one of those

swell houses fronting on Central Park. His
father was well off, owned three or four houses

on the block, and had a good business and a

first-rate bank account. When the boy wanted
money all he had to do was to go to the 'old

man.' I found out the father never refused

him, never stinted him a bit. The boy could

have had a bicycle if he'd asked for it, but he

never did. He was the last boy in the city

to have any reason to steal.

"But he was a cycle thief for fair! Not many
of the professionals could beat him for slick-

ness. He tried the easiest game of all—sim-

ply hiring a wheel and never coming back
with it. Nowadays the bicycle renting people

are careful, but in those boom days they

weren't. Before I got on his track he'd made
away with four machines. It was past mid-

night the night I found my man, and I routed

up his household to arrest him. The old gen-

tleman came downstairs, and I had to tell him
the story.

"He was heartbroken and amazed. Why
the boy should do such a thing he couldn't

for the life of him understand. There must
be some awful mistake. But when the boy
was asked he jiromptly said yes. he took them

;

he thought he'd like to have them. Not a bit

of sorrow or fright did he show. When
asked where they were he showed us

where to find every one—some in the garret,

the others in the cellar.

"The old gentleman, in tears, asked if the

matter couldn't be 'fixed up.' He found that

it could by returning all tlie machines to their

owners and paying them the rent of each

wheel for the time it had been away. I guess

those ixntal charges were pretty high. At
any rate, the bicycle people agreed to drop the

charges and the boy was not prosecuted.

"Now you see where my pet theory of cycle

kleptomania comes in strong. It wasn't a

week before two more missing bicycles were
traced to that young feller. He had hardly

been let go on the other charges before he
walked out and stole these. For no reason

under creation! And he stoic thent in such

.1 clumsy, bungling way, too. He acknowl-

edged the theft right away, too. Nothing
could save him then, of cotirse. He had done
it once too often. His folks finally sent him
up State as a hopeless case."

ALL PREPARED.

"And now, Bridget, is there anything more
that you require before you come to cook for

me?"
"Ves, mum. There's one thing I clean for-

got, mum. I'll expect the use of yer boysickle

on me afllu-rnoons out. I have me own cos-

liiinc and aligaty stockings."

The rider who broods over imaginary dan-
gers in riding or defects in the ridden is apt

to hatch some not imaginary.

NO FURTHER PROOF NEEDED.

When a maiden lady advertises to give up a

collection of /Vngoracals for a second-han<l bi-

cycle, you may know that this is really the

cycle cycle.
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National Board of Trade

of Cycle Manufacturers.

320 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

President,

A. L. GARFORD.

First Vice-President,

GEORGE H. DAY.

Second Vice-President, Treasurer,

C. W. DICKERSON. W. A. REDDING.

Secretary,

ERNEST R. FRANKS.

National Bicycle Wood Rim •

Manufacturers' Association.

President, Treasurer,

E. S. MEAD. N. D. DOUGHMAN.
Secretary,

W. W. STALL, Bedford, Mass.

National Cycle Dealers* Association.

President,

GEORGE E. HANNAN.
Second Vice-President,

J. J. MANDERY.

First Vice-President,

F. A. VERY.
Treasurer,

GEORGE COLLISTER.
Secretary,

JOHN McCARGO, St. Louis.

Rubber Tire Association.

President,

THEODORE A. DODGE.

First Vice-President, Second Vice-President,

L. K. McCLYMONDS. GEORGE T. PERKINS.

Treasurer,

GEORGE F. HODGMAN.

Secretary,

KIRK BROWN.

504-506 West Fourteenth Street, New York.

TRADE CHANGES.

CONNECTICUT.
Bridgeport.—Wherie & Burger left town.

Bridgeport.—Liberty Cycle Co.; plant sold to S.

Allen, of New York.

Norwich.—Hopkins & Allen Mfg. Co., creditors

decide to continue the business.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.
Washington.—Lee & \N'oods, 467 Florida avenue, N.

W., damaged by fire.

ILLINOIS.

Chicago.—Boyce Cycle Pump Co. incorporated by

B. Boyce, R. D. Davis and C. H. Magoon. Capital

stock, $10,000.

Harvard.—Rollins & Dobyne have re-started their

factory.

INDIANA.
Mishawaka.—Starr & Cart, Mish building, dissolved

partnership, F. Cart continuing.

Richmond.—Richmond Bicycle Co. Finley Newlin

appointed receiver.

Terre Haute.—Terre Haute Mfg. Co. ;
plant pur-

chased by Geo. H. Prescott at receiver's sale, paying

$18,291 for bicycle and sewing machine stock and ma-

chinery, tools and office fixtures.

Wabash.—Bennett, Grover & Co. W. J. Sommers
withdraws; new style, Bennett & Grover.

KENTUCKY.
Louisville.—Morgan & Wright, Chicago, have sued

out an attachment against the Allen Mfg. Co., of

Indiana, for 140 bicycles, said to be in the possession

of the L. & N. Railroad Co. The Chicago firm holds

a note for $2,408, executed by the defendant company.

Owensboro.—The Delker Co. is to be sold to a new
company with .$50,000 capital, which will commence
operations about December 1st. Mr. Albert Hare is

interested in the new concern.

MAINE.
Belfast.—John W. Jones has succeeded J. H.

& J. W. Jones, hardware, and added bicycles.

MASSACHUSETTS.
Salem.—Newton & O'Connell, new store in Me-

chanic Hall building.

Springfield.—Perkins & Conlin, new store at 58

Taylor street.

Springfield.—The Waltham Mfg. Co., Springfield

branch at 126 W'orthington street, closed.

MICHIGAN.
Detroit.—Alexander Davidson, reported recorded

cliattel mortgage for $510.

Grand Rapids.—The Hamilton-Kenwood Wheel Co.,

incorporated by Francis Letellier, J. D. Crane, N. L.

Avery, R. C. Luce and Charles R. Sligh. This is the

re-organized Hamilton-Kenwood Cycle Co. Capital

stock, $15,000.

Grand Rapids.—Grand Rapids Bicycle Grip Co.,

damaged by fire; loss, $150.

NEBRASKA.
Omaha.—Alva J. Grover, reported gave real estate

mortgage for $600.

NEW HAMPSHIRE.
Keene.—The Trinity Cycle Co., voted to issue $40,-

000 worth of preferred stock.

NEW JERSEY.
Atlantic City.—E. P. Harris, new store at 904 At-

lantic avenue.

Newark.—Beck Bicycle Saddle Co., Oscar Keen ap-

pointed receiver. Assets, $36,000; liabilities, $34,000.

East Orange.—Harry C. Wheeler, manager of Ward
& Roche's bicycle store, arrested on charge of em-
bezzlement.

NEW YORK.
Buffalo.—Finn & Sullivan, advertised to be sold out

by sheriff.

Gloversville.—W. J. Dodge sold out.

New York.—Eureka Cycle Co., Sarah Tradelius, re-

ported gave judgment for $51.

Rochester.—Iven-Brandenburg-Burgess Co., name
changed to Iven-Brandenburg Co.

OHIO.
Cleveland.—The Crown Mfg. Co. incorporated by

J. L. Athey, A. L. Austin, J. B. H. Gillespie and
others; to manufacture and sell bicycles. Capital

stock, $50,000.

Cleveland.—The Lambeth Bicycle Saddle Mfg. Co.,

incorporated by M. M. Hobart, A. B. Footer, J. O.

Lowe, W. D. McCrery and A. A. Clay; to manufac-

ture and deal in bicycle supplies. Capital stock,

$5,000.

Springfield.—Springfield Rubber Tire Co., reported

sold out.

Toledo.—Kirk-Young Mfg. Co. changed name to

Kirk Manufacturing Co.

Toledo.^LaFave Clip and Handle-bar Co. succeeded

by the Wood Mfg. Co.

PENNSYLVANIA.
Lancaster.—M. Lebzelter, manufacturer of handle-

bars, damaged by fire; loss, $900.

Middletown.—\\'illiams & Ives, succeeded by Will-

iams & Frisbie.

Ridgeway.—J. M. Hanscom, added repair shop.

Towanda.—Marshall Bros., closed by sheriff.

RHODE ISLAND.
Newport.^B. J. Foy, new store at 362 Thames street.

TEXAS.
Abilene.—The Abilene Cyclery (M. M. Thomson,

proprietor), new store on Second street, near Pine.

VERMONT.
Middlebury.—C. Dexter, new store.

WISCONSIN.
Jefferson.—W. J. Robinson, new store.

EXPORTS OF THE WEEK.
Exports of bicycles and cycle material from

the port of New York for week ending Octo-
ber 12th:

Bicycles. Material.
Antwerp $ 100 $178
Amsterdam 370
British Australia 853 370
British West Indies 1,508 179
British Guiana 180
Berlin 980
Chili 346
Central America 22
Cuba 30
Hamburg 9,033
Havre 1,166
New Zealand 57

HIGH-GRADE CORK AND CORKINE GRIPS.
Lined and Unlined. All Colors and Styles of Tips, Etc.

Merwin, Jochum & Worth, ThC L. M. JONES CO.,
Sales Agents, Manufacturers,

11 Broadway, New York. West Winsted, Conn.

The

Butler,

Finest Finished

Clip on tlie

Marlcet.

Exporters, Jobbers and Dealers': Before placinji; yonr orders for 1898,

send for illustrated circular.*-^ Samples and electros .sent to parties

i.ssninji; catalogues freeof charge upon receipt of last year's catalogue.

1*1. BUTLER, Manufacturer of Bicycle Sundries, Rochester, N. Y.

U.S..i^
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Light and t

Resilient. ±
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Puncture J
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+ME Proof.

LESNA
«N CHASE TOUCH TREADJIRES
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+
+
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+
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+

+ Branches: NEW YORK. CHICAGO. PHILADELPHIA, BUFFALO. SAN FRANCISCO. LONDON. t

Has Broken All American Records 3 to 30 miles.

All World's Competition Records 3 to 25 miles. +

Made by L. C. CHASE & CO., BOSTON.
|
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New Factory,

New Machiner)'

and New Ideas

are represented in our

l^eautiful and ()riii;inal 9

Two-Piece

Crank-Hanger. I

We are always Head(|iiarters for Spokes, j»

Nipples and Steel Rims.

Wcston-IMott Co., Itica, N.Y.
formerly Jamcsvillc, N.Y.

i
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Wortti Its Weight in Cold.

«^^«t

While you hear so imich of Klondike

By both press and public told.

GoodKiiildiug are we here at Readiiij;

A wheel that's worth its weight in k"'*!-

Peerless defines its construction,
TliDis

Wrought by masters of the .irl
;

RKijch and every point so SIMPLE
That a chilrl can take ajiart.

Never

Bafl'

" Reading " cycles know their bearings,

For they spin with noiseless tread.

Wheelmen recogni/.e TRUK V.\LUK
In these wheels that .stand ahea«l.

•JIt"

Agents, if you would sell a recnjjni/.cd LKADER
in '98, handle the '98 •» Reading Standard.**

The Reading Standard I>lfg. Co.,

MAKERS.

UlCAUlxNG, I»A.

I'. S. -Watch this 9]Mice next week.

Kimlly mrtilimi Thr Wheel.
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ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Note—All correspondents desiring informa-

tion and advice upon cycling subjects must

give their height, age, complexion when not

riding, color of hair, number of the wheel

they ride, the name of the party from whom
the wheel is borrowed if it is not their own,

otherwise all advice, suggestion and consola-

tion will be withheld. This information is re-

quired, not necessarily for publication, but as

a guarantee that the writer is really a cyclist,

and does not seek information out of mere

curiosity.

Grace Von Wobble— (1) If you have not perfect

control over your wheel do not attempt to shake

hands when you meet a friend on the highway. The
better plan is to nod your head vigorously, cling

tightly to both handle-bars and pedal away for dear

life. This will give your friend an opportunity to

think you proud and haughty, but anything is

preferable to having the earth rise up and add an

assortment of stone bruises to your facial expres-

sion. (2) Rub vigorously with witch hazel until the

swelling disappears.

Willie Greenum— (1) Use the word "graveyard" in-

stead of "volume," Willie, and the quotation is cor-

rect. Thus:—"What he don't know about riding a

bicycle would fill a good-sized graveyard." (2) I

suppose the reason the bicycle is called an autumn
product in cases like your own is because it is es-

sentially a fall inachine. See Farmers' Almanac,
vintage of '43.

Bessie Britelamp—The reason that knickerbockers

never fit is simply and solely because they are

knickerbockers. The moment they begin to fit they

cease to be knickerbockers, and—well, a ballet girl

on a wheel is not an imposing spectacle, except to

the police magistrate, who imposes to the extent of

anywhere from $10 to $25, according to the tightness

of the fit. Perhaps, Bessie, you may find the fore-

going somewhat obtuse, but while you continue to

wear a skirtless costume with knickerbockers whose
outlines have all the grace and compactness peculiar

to the mainsail of a canal boat you may pedal along

secure in the knowledge that the cycle cop will never

confuse you with a living picture.

B. Ginner— (1) You are wrong. How to mount
properly is not the first thing to learn about a bicycle.

The first thing to learn is how to fall so that your

injuries will be at least one degree removed from a

coroner's inquest. (2) When talking shop always

use technical terms with moderation and a due re-

gard for the ignorance of your fellow creatures. Of

course, you, yourself, fully understand what you are

saying when you ejaculate:
—"Those cold swaged

nickeled tangent spokes," but the unenlightened,

every-day mortal will be better able to appreciate

your meaning if you say, simply, "Them there

spokes." When referring to your tire never speak

of it as a "pneumatological ne plus ultra." Such a

collection of syllables sounds elegant and learned, of

course, but some non-collegiate bystander may take

it into his head that you are calling him a pink-

eyed nonenity, and spike you before you can slide

in home.

ITerr Scorche—No, when your friend, Ilerr Puf-

fenlotsenheimer, told you he could trace his German
descent back for a century he did not mean that he

was doing a continuous performance tumble act dur-

ing a hundred-mile run. What he meant was—by
the way, Herr Scorche, let me suggest that you

stop riding for half a day and give your brain an

opportunity to think out for itself just what your

friend did mean.

Cholly Golfsox— (1) Surely, Cholly, surely some-

one attempted to get gay with your feelings when
they sent you a can of condensed milk with in-

structions to vise it as a "calf developer." It was,

indeed, a cruel joke to play upon you. (2) I am
sure you would be justified in "dashing your tool

box real hard" at the perpetrator of the unkind

hoax—when you locate him. (3) No doubt parting

your hair carefully in the middle has much to do

with your ability to retain a graceful equilibrium

upon all occasions and upon your wheel.

Jaura Lean Sprockelt— (1) I am very sure that the

cycling public will hail with delight the appearance

of your novel having a short-skirled girl heroine, a

golf-stockinged hero and a villain who gocth about

tirelessly, seeking whom he may puncture. (2) No,

I don't believe it would be proper to c;ill a

manufacturer of bicycle romances a "wheil

wrighter." (3) Yes, you should always exercise great

care in selecting a name for your books. I am al-

ways glad to offer suggestions to those struggling

up the thorny path of literature. Here are a few titles

suitable for bicycle romances. Help yourself freely.

" 'Twixt Scylla and Charybdis; or, Who Hit Him
With a Brewery Wagon?" "The Light that Failed;

or, The Flinty-Hearted Cyclecop," "The Earth

Trembled; or, He Woke Up in a Hospital." "Lovers

Once, But She Rides Centuries Now." "Fragments;

or, The Ice Wagon's Revenge." "A Romance of

Two Wheels; or. They Turned a Corner Unexpect-

edly." "A Marked Man; or. What the Cobblestones

Did to His Face Was a Plenty." "The Downward
Path to Darkness; or. He Coasted Not Wisely, But

Too Fast." "Thrown Upon the World; or, Why
He Didn't Ride for Seven Weeks." When you have

exhausted the foregoing list, Jaura Lean, I shall be

only too glad to furnish you with another assort-

ment.

(Several other 'communications remain over,

to be answered later on.)

AN ENIGMA.

And the man stood before me talking:

"Verily, verily," were his words,

"I have been by the smooth road.

The great road

Where the wheels are whirling hither and yon;

Where the flowers bloom not,

Yet there are rare bloomers;

Where there are no trees.

Yet limbs are everywhere;

Where no cattle come,

Yet calves are many;
Lean calves and fat,

Pretty calves and homely,

Old calves and young;

And stranger than the other strange things

Was this:

That no calf of all those calves

Had more than one leg!"

Then the man ceased speaking.

And I communed with myself, saying:

"Verily, the wheels this man thought he saw
Are in his own head."

And I plumed myself upon my superior

wisdom.

FRIGHTENED HIM AT FIRST.

One of those around-the-world-without-a-

cent-cycle tourists, who was sleeping on the

southern edge of a straw stack, after a hearty

meal of cold victuals, was suddenly awakened
by a voice calling in his ear, and he sprang up

to be confronted by a constable, who ex-

claimed:

"Prithee, sir, but this is against the town or-

dinance, and you must explain your conduct!"

"Lands! but it is only a constable!" gasped

the tourist as the look of terror fled from his

face and was replaced by a sweet, sad smile.

"Only a constable! But, sir, I represent the

law, and I can restrain thee for thirty days!"

"Go ahead with your performance, old

man!" replied the tourist. "For a moment my
heart ceased to beat. I tiiought you were a

bucksaw, come to lead me to a cord of hick-

ory wood!"
Moral: Even a tramp cycle tourist lias some

things to 1)C thankful for.

THE GIRL OF GIRLS.

There's the Broadway girl,

And the Bowery girl.

And the girl who wants to vote;

The nobby girl.

And the snobby girl.

And the girl who s;\ils her boat;

There's the walking girl,

And the talking girl,

And the girl on skates of steel;

But the pearl of girls.

And the girl of girls.

Is the girl that rides a wlu'cl.

NOT GUILTY.

An excited crowd had gathered around the

young man, and there were cries of "Lynch
him!" "String him up!" etc.

"What s the matter?" asked the tenderfoot

on the outskirts of the crowd anxiously.

"Goin' to be a lynching, I reckon," replied

the old gray-whiskered man, who was intently

watching the proceedings over the heads of

the crowd. "Yes, that's the game." he added
after a minute or two. "Some of the boys
has got hold of a young fellow that has

strayed from the straight an' narrow path, an'

he's jest about to see the error of his ways."

The tenderfoot stood on tiptoe and his eyes

seemed to stick out even with the tip of his

nose, but he could see nothing but a deter-

mined-looking youth standing against a tree

with his arms tied behind him and his feet

tied together.

"Has he killed some one?" asked the tender-

foot at last.

"I reckon he has," replied the old man. "It

looks like Prairie Pete from here, an' if it is

he's got not less'n five notches on the handle

of his gun."

"And in consequence I suppose he's been
condemned to death," said the tenderfoot.

"What's that?" demanded the old man.
"D'ye think he's goin' to be jerked up for

killin' a few men?"
"Why, of course. Isn't he "

"Not on your bowie! We don't hang men
for that out here. We've got too much re-

spect for a live man to shove him after a dead
one."

"Then, what has the fellow done?" asked the

tenderfoot.

"He stole a bicycle," replied the old man
slowly and impressively.

Just then there was a movement near the

centre of the crowd, and the next minute the

man had been released, and some one in the

crowd was calling three cheers for Prairie

Pete.

The tenderfoot looked at the old man in-

quiringly.

"All a mistake," explained the latter, as he
caught a few words coming from the centre of

the crowd. "Prairie Pete has squared himself

an' proved it wasn't no bicycle that he stole,

after all; nor even a motorcycle. It wasn't
nothin' but a boss."

A SPEEDY COMBINATION.

"It's a good thing that men don't woali

seven league boots now as they did in the

days of fairhy stories, Chappie."

"Yaas, Cholly, but why?"
"Just think of them pushing arcMiiul a wliool

geared up to about a hundred!"

ONE KIND OF MUSIC.

When you hear the gentle truckman close

behind you gently ob.serve, "G'lang out doro.

youse bysickle feller," always remember thoro

is no sound so entrancing as the bray of an

ass—to the ass.

HAD A CINCH.

"Well, cully, how's de gatiic goin"?"

"Greatest you ever see. T finds out what

make o' wheel de cook rides, an' den I jus'

tell her it's de best what ever hnpi^cnod. Den
it's all over but de shoutin'."
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SMTVY'L^ BUGKL^E
SOLE SALES AGENTS FOR

The Lavigne & Scott Mfg. Co/s (New Haven, Conn.)
Sales Agents fo

WRENCHES AND PEDALS.

Four Styles of

PEDALS:

Scott,

Equilibrium,

L. & S.,

Lavigne.

Four Styles of

WRENCHES:

Protection,

Featherweight

Sandow,

L. & S.

L. & S.

Power Manufacturing Co.'s (Newark, N. J.)

POWER NICKEL STEEL CHAINS.

^______ 1«
iL

Every 3-16 tested to 1,200 pounds, every 1-4 to 1,600 pounds.

3-16 guaranteed not lo stretch more than .02 incli. and 1-4 guaranteed not to stretch more than .0

under strain of 1,000 pounds.

1 00 WILLIAM STREET, NEW YORK
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^ 5t G07VIPKNV,
Pioneer Brand Tubing.

SOI,E SALES AGENTS FOR

Star Machine Screw Co.'s (Reading, Pa.)

STAR DISC ADJUSTING HUBS.
A— Removable stud. F—Hub shell.

B—Continuous sleeve cone. G—Inside locking washer.
C—Retaining washer. H—Felt washer.
D—Adjusting cup. I—Cone lock nut.
E— Outside locking washer.

An Entirely New Hub.
Concealed locking washer, which is a positive locking
arrangement, preventing cone from coming loose un-
der any circumstances. Closed end axle nut, giving
a very pretty appearance

.

Continuous cone, which secures a perfect alignment
of bearings. Advantage of taking out stud-pin, which
allows wheel to be removed from frame without part-

ing chain or changing adjustment.

Patent applied for.

Cups and Cones of

Crucible Annealed Steel.

ALSO ,

PLANET HUBS
turned from the solid bar and fitted with ball retainers and oil

tubes extending from cup to cup.

Muller Manufacturing Co.'s.

Made of Best English Leather,

PADDED SADDLES.

^^v4 RACING SADDLES,

COIL SPRING SADDLES.

STYLE C3-MEN'S.

I Y., AND BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND.
Kindly mention The Wheel
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ELMORE

BICYCLES

are still giving

that satisfaction

for which they

ARE NOTED . . .

Dealers are

Satisfied.

Riders are

Satisfied.

They are made RIGHT.

Drop US a line and

we will give you the

address of our near-

est agent, or such

other inform a lion

as you may desire.

••••

Elmore Mfg. Co.

CLYDE, OHIO.

JOYS OP A RAINY SUNDAY.

The rain fell. The wheelmen wept. Soli-

tude reigned on tlic Boulevard, and there was

mud on Riverside Drive. North and south

tlic whirr of the wheel was silenced, and the

pepsin-gum man went broke. For once the

scorcher was a-chill and the cycle cop niash-

Icss. A silent sadness held the roads and the

rain came down.

His name was legion. He looked from his

window at dawn and his spirits fell with the

downpour. Dust settled on his wheel, and

weariness on his heart. While the hours

l>;issed away he watched the shifting skies.

But the rain fell and the clouds hid the sun,

and there was a running brook where erst-

while his airy tires had stirred the dust. Some
of him went to church: many of him didn't.

Most of him clung to the window and hoped

and waited and prayed that the sun would

shine and let him at least scorch a few on the

asphalt. But it didn't.

Like Richmond unhorsed, the wheelman

looked at his wheel, wondered a while at its

beauty, and then said things softly because

he could not ride in the rain.

How many tore his hair and shook his fist

at Jupiter Pluvius and threw himself about

the house until the pet dog and hired girl

hid in terror in the cellar! It was a sad day

for the wheelman. If it had snowed he might

have shoveled ofT the walk or poked the fire

or sworn at the small boy who threw snow

balls. But it didn't. So all he could do was

to sit and stare at his machine.

Every able-bodied man must have some

exercise. Take a man who is accustomed to

doing his fifty miles or less each Sun-

day and coop him up in the house, and

naturally he feels it. A great many men can

get all the exercise they require by chewing

gum or sitting around and wondering how
they can do less work. But the man who
rides a wheel must have exercise or nothing.

The wheelman gets no exercise out of

twirling his thumbs at a rainstorm. Profan-

ity exercises some and a tough beefsteak

others. But it doesn't do for the wheelman.

Mostly he has a calm temperament, and he

must ride or nothing. Next to the wheel is

the sewing machine. Both are often made
by the same concern, just as cigarettes and

coffins will be made in the same factories by

and by. Maybe some wheelmen used a sew-

ing machine? Who knows? Maybe some

rode a century run on the bobbin or took a

short spin on the shuttle. Then maybe he

didn't.

AT THB FAMILY KKEAKFAST TABLE.

"Now, Charlie, dear, wciiildii'l you like an-

other i)o;iched egg, or nmrc cream in your

(•..fTec?"

"No, thank>; but wh.il d«) you want? Out
with it. I knr»w that this elaborate memi
means .something."

"You horrid thing. I don't want anything

-but—but I df) need a new wheel, and would

prefer it to be a chainlcss one."

Vindly mrnllon Thr Wbc«l.

HEARD IN A lll'B PARLOR

'I closely approximate the vclvcly-foatcd

spheroid of luHriotis tla\or that usually pro-

LiivM-H to its destination poised upon a dual-

i.'d steel vehicle." (For the benefit of

M .iiiinitiatcd it may be ncccss.iry to state that

'ic foregoing was the way Miss Roslon im-

parled the information that she was a peach
on a biryrle.)

October 22,

TO WHAT BASE USES!

No one can deny that the bicycle is an in-

centive to out-of-door exercise, which results

in a vigorous, not to say ravenous, appetite;

or that it so strengthens the body that gout,

rheumatism, sick headache and kindred mal-

adies h.ive hard work to keep their grip, while

it leads the rider to contemplate so much of

"the true, the beautiful and the good" as can

be found on a smooth country road or the

smoother asphalt of the Boulevard. For all

these blessings, and others too numerous to

mention, the world ought to be grateful.

Hut as a convenient means of elopement

—

well, that is rather a different matter. Two
little iiuidents that have recently occurred go
to show that the bicycle is willing to lend it-

self to the projects of lovers, whether they are

in the romantic days of youth or whether
Cupid tries to blow up their hearts with dyna-

mite at the ripe age of three score and ten.

It is very natural that a woman, even
though she is the mother of a grow-
ing family, should desire to ride a bi-

cycle. It is certainly very generous in

her husband to present her with a

wheel of the best make. It is rather danger-
ous for her to take lessons of a blond young
man, whose manners are charming, and it is

positively frightful for the generous husband
to look into the faces of her growing family

some morning and announce that the old lady

had gone off on a bicycle with the blond tea-

cher, and that after the courts have given him
redress he will be forced to provide a substi-

tute for the truant.

All this is very sad, but the carping critics

should not blame the machine, which, after

all, simply does what it is pedaled to do.

"BRITON'S NEVER WILL BE SLAVES," BH ?

At a recent meeting of the Court of Com-
mon Council of London City the question,

"What are we to do with the cyclists?" was
discussed. So many citizens now go to and
from their work on the wheel that they have
become a serious element in the already enor-
mous traffic of London's streets.

With a view to diminishing the labor of the

police, and to preventing the many accidents

to wheelmen, it was proposed at the meeting
that no cycle rider be permitted within the

limits of the city between the hours of 10 a. m.
and « p.m. Sir H. Smith, the Chief Commis-
sioner of Police, said that some such meas-
ure was necessary to the general safety.

Despite all of this one still reads in English
papers repeated boasts of the personal liberty

accorded British citizens. Sir Smith's tenure
of ofhce would be exceedingly short in this

country if he advocated any such idiotic po-

lice measure as the above.

THEY ARE ALL IN IT.

An old-time Tory English parson has writ-

ten a letter to his country paper proving that

the revolutions which the Bible says shall im-
mediately precede the end of the world are

the revolutions of the bicycle wheels.

Hut no one listens. Europe, like America,
is bicycle mad. Sovereigns exchange their

CI own for a cycle cap, and mount the wheel
instead of the throne. Princesses who used
to murmur to their serving maids, "Is my
diadem on straight?" now foolishly ride ten

or fifteen miles before breakfast. And so the

world whirls on.
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THE SIMONDS ROLLING-IVIACHINE CO.,

FITCHBURG, MASS.,
THE OLDEST AWD EARNEST IHANVFACTURERS OF

STEEL HNTI-FRieXION BALLS.
AND ALL KINDS OF ROLLED FORCINGS,

have increased and improved their plant, and tinder new and more efficient departmental management have been able to

still further improve the qua'ity of their product which has always stood at the head of the list for wearing qualities and

accuracy of gauge. All inquiries will receive prompt attention.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

Look 0ut for '98 . .

.
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Relay" Bicycles.
YOU SEE THE BALLS.??

Reading, Pa.
Kindly mention The Wheel.

WE ARE HEADQUARTERS FOR

CHAINS,

STEEL BALLS,

SADDLES,

PEDALS,

^ International

Cycle Fittings

NICKEL-PLATED CRANKS, HUBS, ® ComOanV
P. FORG'S FANCY SPROCKETS,

SPOKES. NIPPLES, ETC.
f

74 READE ST.,

NEW YORK.

^

special Drives in Some of the Above.

WRITE TO US BEFORE PLACING AN ORDER.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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Arc up-to-date, popular, stylish and comfortable.

THEY WI LL NOT SAG OR CAUSE
SADDLE SORENESS.

DEALERS: It will pay you to handle them.

AGKNTS WANTED IN AI.L DNOCCUPIKD
TEKBITORT. BUILT TO SIT ON.

NOT TO STRADDLE.
Ofllo* aad Faotory: 180-101 W. L»rued St. Miu.uf.ctured by THE WHEELER SADDLE CO., Detroit, Mich.

RECENT PATENTS.

> 9 1 ,5 7 3. BICYCLB SADDLE FRAME AND HOLDKH. Bkiuaiiin 5 9 1,456. WOVKN TIRE, RobKKT CowM, Cambridge, Mts.
& StAMAH. CiDlon. Ohio fttod Ott 12. ISM. Serial No 608.567. a.'Blgiior to th» BOStorf Woven Hose and Rubber Company. Bo6ton.
(KoiBod«'l) ^gfiS—--C~fea=~_ Mats. Filed Jaa 16.1897 Serial No 619.418. (No model)

l.'I'iiiii I All cnctlo«s soanirtv »"vcn tubular lire runUinin/;

an rndlrsji India riiblxr tnhr, «itb«lan(iHlly a*- described

2. An eiidlewi Neamlev> noven liibitlar tire conlaininf; an endlew

india-rubber tube, and covered externall) with a Tii1cani7.ed outer

coverin;^, Rub«lanit:illy a^ Hewribed,

^7,717. LANTERN. PaaMl Treodou WlLLiiH. Merldto. Coon.,

assignor to the Edward Miller & Company, same plar>> Piled Aug.

18, 1897. Serwl No 648,724. Term of oalent 7 yeanI'ltt'tm — I In a bicycle-frame, the comliinatiun with llie ^addlc-

poiit having a M-re« -threaded T-«haped (H>rtton formed niili lon^n

lodinal slob), of the uddle-npring located in said slolfl, the cl.'\nipH

•eatcd in laid tloL. and bearing against the •pring, and the aecuring-

nata, <ab«tantialljr an demcribed.

59 1 .4 5 8. TIRfrTCBR Josepb B Davis, Lynn. Maas
.
assignor

U) the BostoD Wo»en Ho«e and Rubber Company. Boston, Mass. Filed

Sepl 12. 189« Serial Na 605,582 (No model)

Claim— I A hollow or pneamatir tire-tnbe containing an an-

nular elanir patching-pilr nnrmallr under ten-ton and thereby he'd

in eonljrt aiih the rini "ide of the tube thrnughoni il» etteni and

haTinj; free Inn^tiidinal edge*, •ub^tantiallr a« devribed

59|.7(ia. CYCLOMETER Edwis Harr. Walerbury, Conn., a»-

•tgvor In the Waterbiiry Witrh fJrm\Kay. same place P)M Oct 30.

I»9« Serial No 61" f:':, .(N- n.ndel

)

'^•"» la a eyclnroeler^the romhinatian of a frame nimprining

' h«.e plate and ead pieee.. a rod nr ibaft mnunted in the latter, a

atrirt nf Indei-wheeU jnitmaled aide by atde on the Nhafl, l>etireeo

•aid end piere*. a toothed wheel attarhed to the nide of each indes-

»*"•' ' ' i ' lacent to the I^M>lhed M heel, leaving a iiotrh and teeth

«• of the not^h. rrie« of pinion, ha'ing each alter-

nar ' narrow leeth to roO|ierale with .aid t/»othed wheel*

and duk-. a r<Ml or ahafl oit which the pininti* are placed, mounted in

the .od pieec. of |ht ba.e plate a notched wheel attached to an end

of'Mienf*'- ' -' ' -iving it« periphrrT lictweeti ibe niitche«

09 1 .• 'LL Saauii OouLoni. Newark. N J.at-

Mgn^.r ,ri) ZuA ame pUce Filed June 7, lt»7.

ItrW «>.»» :U (Nvowdal)

5 9J,7G1. CYCLOMtlt-t Edwi;c Hart Wilerburj, tonn., a»-

signer to the Walerbjry Watch Comfiuiy, same place PUad Maj
29,1896. Serai. Ho 5tn !>< (NAir„yieL)

^Maa^iBu '

bas

Cliitm - 1 In a regit^terin^' hiechaiiiHOi. tlie combination of a
-piece having arm*, a rod or >ha(t supported bv aaid arin*, a ae-

ries of uheeb journaled on uid rod or sbatl. .i nbnlt carrving adrie-

ing-nlicel, Rupporled by one of iiaid arin<», a casing Kide attached to
aaid arm. and a casing within which all of the mecbani>m mounted
on the ba«e, esccpt aaid dririnc-nhecl, i< inclosed, such mechaiiium
being removable from the caning through an opening that i« cloned
by the casing side attached to the base-piece arm, nubaUinlially aa
nud for the purpose specified

5 9 1 ,G 7 3 . BICYCLE Feaih D -MaLTiT. Brooklyn, N Y Filed

Dec 7, 1195. Serai No 571,435. (No model)

Cfoi™ — I A bicycle frame adapted to be eonverted at will into

a "drop- frame" or •• diamond'' frame and provided with a .trut span-

ning the angle between the lower front reach and the .eat-poat. a

brace-rodiconuccted at one end to the upper portion of the ileering-

poal and uieanafor removably connecting the other end of tha brso*-

rod either to the said strut or to the upp»r portion of the aaat-posl.

subftlanlially an set forth

Oft 1,477. MEANS FOR REPAIRING PNBOMATICTIRKS Utt.

1 Joiioog, Chicago. IL . aajigiioi.»f one half lo Oeorge L Schoeoabws

gw.Mmeiitaoe FUsdOtS. 31. 1696 tenal Ho 610.692. (Ho OMdll.)

11; The Irsigfi fur a laiiiern a- herein •hown and described

27.730. BICYCLBSADDLE CBAIU.B E 9raiiLlT. Cblosgt). Dl

Filed Mar 5. 1896 SenaJ No 581.8801 Term o( patent 7 yean

f lU.ai The romUaalion in a bell of lb* bav I, having •lotted

tang* t. Ik* paakar N working Ihroagh Mid flange, the arm 1 1 pie-

oUrf to tka hf* and to .aid puaher the U 'hap^d 'prinK 1.1 having

oa* ewd cowMCled to tha arwi 1 1 and Ita other end •lolled, and lb.

kaamer \t having an am 15 working In Ika alol in the spring, all

•abaUntlalli aa ^fKrihed aad •kowa

Cln-m - In a means lor repairing pneumatic tir«« with vheJd

cement, a cylinder, a pi«ton within the cylinder having a projection at

one .ide adipted to Jide in a longitudinal groove in the cylinder, a

«-re» threaded revoluhle rod dit|K)vd anally through the ryliodar,

and aviallv through andiu angmgment with a K-r«w-threaded hole In

the pi.ton. a cover at the lower end of the cylinder between which

And the piaton n a perforated diaphragm and farming a compraaaion-

chamber, the diaphragm forming a M-cond rhamlier Iwt ween itselfand

the lower cover, the inner end of the threaded rod mounted in the

diaphragm. a hollow needle leading outwardly alUched to tha lower

cover and in communication with the tecond chamber, the whole

69 1 .7-1 1 S^OI^ CUMP FOR VELOCIPEDES Miiutl H

DiU. Reading. Pa., aatgnor of one half to P A F ManulacUinng Co

.

MBaalaca FlM June 23 1197 Vnal No 641 935 lHom«le1)

Mfertk

ffciM I A bieyele Mddle clamp conwvting of a lower yoke-

piece having .lotted end" the lower nurface. of which are upwardly

Inclined, an upper yoke piece having downwardly inehned threaded

arm* paaaing through the iloU in the ends. not> upon aaid threaded

tiiim Tfc. dMign for a bicycl* saddli aa harsio dewcribed aad arm., and plate. Intermediate the nut« and ll.e lower voke piece, lub

stantially a. dewribed
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591,701. BICYCLE-TIKE. WILLIAM H. STEVENS, Buffalo, N. Y., 3 7 7 3 1 . TIRE. Edwin G. Van Zandt, St Louis, Mo., assignor to 59 1,5 68. RIM FOE PNEUMATIC-TIRED WHEELS. JohnPear-

assignor of one-haJf to Edward T. Stevens, same place. Filed Sept 12,

1896. Serial No. 605,558. (No model)

Cltiim.—A bicycle-tire consisting of an outer ca.sing or tube, an
inner inflatable tube, a metallic armor, lying between the outer and
inner tubes, consisting of a wire helix or spiral, extending transversely

around the inner tube either helically or in separate rings, forming a

continuous yielding or elastic metallic envelop around the inner tube

and within the outer tube and a flat strip of metal which occupies a
diametric position within the helix or spiral parallel with the tread

of the tire.

5 91,7 87. BICYCLE-TIRE. John D. Parkbr, San Diego, Cal Filed

June 22, 1895. Serial No. 553.684; rNo model)

F. E. Niesen, trustee, same place. Filed Aug. 16, 1897.

648,474. Term of patent 14 years.

Serial No. SON, Levenshulme. England, assignor of two-thirds to John Bennett

Price, Chorlton-cum-Hardy, and Edward Turner Whitelow. Manchester.

England. Filed Mar. 24, 18^ Serial No. 629.007. (No model)

Cln'nii.—In combination with a wheel-rim adapted to receive a

pneumatic tire and provided with a gap in its periphery, a sliding fill-

ing-piece adapted to close the said gap and provided with short trans-

vei-se slots and headed stud? extending o*ut through the said slots sub-

stantially as set forth,

5 91,599. BICYCLE-BELL. SAMUEL GOULDEN. Newark, N. J., as-

signor of one-half to Edward Zusi, same place. Filed June 7, 1897.

Serial No. 639,727. (No model)

Claim.—The design for tires substantially as herein shown and

described.

5 9 1,551. PNEUMATIC TIRE. Olivee S. Hammond, Toronto,

Canada Filed Feb. 1, 1897. Serial No. 621,458. (No model)

C/iiim.— 1. A protector for wheel-tires, consisting of a band
adapted to be applied to the outside of the tire and provided with

longitudinal flanges having at their euds notches which remain opea
when the protector is in position on the tire, the tread-surface of the

protector being corrugated transversely, substantially as described.

2. A protector for wheel-tires, the protector consisting of a flexi-

ble integral band curved to embrace the tire and corrugated trans-

versely and provided with notches in its edges whereby it may freely

bend, the band having means for slidably connecting its ends whereby
the ends may move freely on each other and accommodate the band
to the varying positions of the tire, substantially as described.

CIniin.— 1. In a bell, the combioatioa of a slotted base, a pusher,

a gong, and a hammer-carrier with a segmental rack-plate provided

with a pin passing through said pusher and into the slot in the base,

5 91,5 66. BICYCLE. Lewis F. Pakks, Cincinnati, Ohio. Filed

~

July 24, 1896. Serial No. 600,450. (No model)

Claim.—The combination with the pneumatic tire B, having an
elastic collar 7 at one end and cut away in rear thereof, the button
9 secured to said tube, and the tongue 8 secured to the tube and pass-

ing through the said collar and engaging with the button 9, of the
elastic tire A having the edges turned inwardly, the wires to which
said turned-in edges are secured, the layer 5, of textile material, and Claim.— \. A bicycle having a saddle located over the rear wheel,

the crescent-shaped strip 4 of leather and the lining 2 of textile raa-
''"'' facing forward, a saddle located over the forward wheel and fa-

tcrial, substantially as described. eing rearward, a common crank-shaft located between said saddles

and provided with pedals adajited to receive the feet of both ridci-s,

SUMMARY OF PATENTS.

591,390. Flower-Holder for Bicycles. James F.

Dunnigan, Greenfield, Mass. Filed Dec. 5, 1896.

Serial No. 614,633. (No model.)

591,443. Needle for Repairing Punctures in Bicycle

Tires. Charles F. White, Denver, Colo. Filed Jan.

26, 1897. Serial No. 620,806. (No model.)

591,458. Tire-Tube. Joseph E. Davis, Lynn, Mass.,

assignor to the Boston Woven Hose and Rubber
Company, Boston, Mass. Filed Sept. 12, 1896. Serial

No. 605,582. (No model.)

o91,477. Means for Repairing Pneumatic Tires.

Chas. J. Johnson, Chicago, 111., assignor of one-half

to George L. Schoenberger, same place. Filed Oct.

31, 1896. Serial No. 610,692. (No model.)

591,488. Bicycle Gearing. Samuel McMullin, Phila-

delphia, Pa. Filed Sept. 14, 1896. Serial No. 604,753.

(No model.)

591,501. Means for Mending Inner-Tubes of Bi-

cycle-Tires. Arthur V. Schonborn, Denver, Colo.,

assignor of one-half to Wm. R. Wilcox, Steamboat

Springs, Colo. Filed Oct. 8, 1896. Serial No. 608,315.

(No model.)

591,551. Peumatic-Tire. Oliver S. Hammond, To-

ronto, Canada. Filed Feb. 1, 1S97. Senal No. 621,458.

(No model.)

591.566. Bicycle. Lewis F. Parks, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Filed July 24, 1896. Serial No. 600,450. (No model.)

591,573. Bicycle-Saddle Frame and Holder. Benja-

min S. Seaman, Canton, Ohio. Filed Oct. 12, 1896.

Serial No. 608,567. (No model.)

591,568. Rim for Pneumatic-Tired Wheels. John
Pearson, Levenshuim, England, assignor of two-

thirds to John Bennett, Price, Choriloncum-Hardy,

and Edward Turner Whitelow, Manchester, England.

Filed March 24, 1897. Serial No. 629,007. (No model.)

591.599. Bicycle- Hell. Samuel Gouldcn, Newark,

N. J., assignor of one-half to Edward Zusi, same
place. Flied June 7, 1897. Serial No. 639,727. (No
model.)

591.600. Bicyclc-Bcll. Samuel Gouldcn, Newark,

N. J., assignor of one-half to Edward Zusi, same
place. Filed June 7, 1897. Serial No. 639,728. (No
model.)

591,602. Bicycle-Support. James Harper, (^.iniions-

burg, Pa. Filed Nov. 7, 1890. Serial No. 611,391.

(No model.)

591,607. Device for Inserting Tubes in Pneumatic
Tires. Charles McClure, U. S. Army. Filed Feb.

20, 1897. Serial No. 624,400. (No model.)

591,636. Bicycle-Attachment. Harry J. Richter,

Chicago, 111. Filed Oct. 5, 1896. Serial No. 607,910.

(No model.)

591,673. Bicycle. Frank D. Maltby, Brooklyn, N.

Y. Filed Dec. 7, 1895. Serial No. 571,435. (No
model.)

591,685. Toe-Clip for Pedals. Frederick J. Os-

mond and Robert H. Housman, Moseley, England.

Filed Dec. 1, 1896. Serial No. 614,126. (No model.)

591,741. Saddle-Clamp for Velocipedes. Miller M.
Deem, Reading, Pa., assignor of one-half to P. & F.

Manufacturing Co., same place. Filed June 23, 1897.

Serial No. 641,935. (No model.)

591,787. Bicycle-Tire. John D. Parker, San Diego,

Cal. Filed June 22, 1895. Serial No. 553,684. (No
model.)

591,791. Bicycle-Tire. William H. Stevens, Buf-

falo, N. Y., assignor of one-half to Edward E. Ste-

vens, same place. Filed Sept. 12, 1896. Serial No.

605,558. (No model.)

TRADE-MARKS.
30,683. Bicycle-Pedals. White Sewing Machine

Company, Cleveland, Ohio. Filed Sept. 17, 1897.

The word "Spinaway." Used since June 1, 1S96.

WHY WILLIE BROKE AN ENGAGEMENT.

Here is a simple story told by a couple of

postal-cards:

Dear Tom:—Your invitation received. I have just

bought me a $14.87 bicycle—greatest bargain you
ever saw—and may ride it out to your place on Sat-

urday instead of going oil the stulTy old train.

Yours truly, Willie.

P. S.—Look out for me about 4 p. m. I'll ride out.

* * it

Mr. Thomas D. Chum:^William has requested mc
to advise you that it will be impossible for him
to accept your kind invitation to-morrow, as he is

under medical treatment. His injuries are painful,

but not dangerous; those of the machine arc beyond

repair. W. R. Parent.

EXACTLY AS IT IS.

All the world's a roadway.

And men and women merely riders;

All have llu'ir tumbles.

And their piinctiires.

And each in their time

Docs many a scorch.

GAUGING CHAIN TAUTNESS.

It is curious to know how ignorant the

average rider is concerning the various por-

tions of the anatomy of his machine. For in-

stance, if a rider watches others who pass him
during, say, half an hour, it will be found that

on many machines the chain is strained to al-

most snapping point, or else sagging badly.

Then they wonder how it is their wheels get

out of line. A rider should be able to judge
for himself how the chain ought to run.

The following method of judging the exact

adjustment of a chain is, perhaps, not gener-

ally known. Hold the machine upright and
in such position that the front and back
wheels cannot move. Take hold of the crank
and work it backward and forward. It should
not move more than half or three-quarters of

an inch, or less than the former distance. If

the latter, there is the danger of the chain

snapping; if the former, it may run of? the

teeth.

DO YOU CATCH ON?
"Why do you wear such a short-skirted cy-

cle costume?"

"Well, you see, it's just this way: if I wear
long ones they catch onto everything, but if

I wear short ones I catch onto everything.

See?"

RUSH INTO DANGER.
Too many whcclwomen fail to slow up at

a crossing. They merely ring the bell and
dash ahead, expecting every one to get out

of their way. This is, perhaps, one of the

worst forms of reckless riding, and may at

any time result in a serious accident.

It is all right to strike at the root of cy-
cling evils, but wisdom cautious you against
allowing the falling tree to crush you.
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Rate: as '»vor<i»», one time, 50 centa ; tliree timew, 4i-oo.
50 -wtirjlw, one time. 5i.oo; four timen, 53.00.
75 -word*, one time, 51.50 ; four tinaeft, 55-oo.

EMPLOYMENT COLUMN.
Answers rtseired in confldence and forwarded wfthout cbarfre.

SITUATIONS WANTBD.

A thoroughly practical cycle »u[>crintcndcnt desires to engage with .i pood man-
ufacluriiig cuniany; ft'i years' experience supervisinR help and manufacture; can
show K^od success in the past; several years in one place; was never discharged; can
give best of references. Address N. I. Asumed.iili .'itiih St., Chicago, III. lU £i-p

A man who has a noteworthy acquaintance in the trade and whose record is of the

highest clas-., is, owing to some changes in the policy of his lirm, open for a position

to travel and take lare of Eastern territory; is not a rolling slone, has been lor sev-

eral years with present house; is thoroughly posted on the bicycle business; is a live,

active man, and would make only a first-class connection. Address Y. A, care The
Wheel. ,10-23-p.

Man of experience desires position as office manager, superintendent of agencies,
correspondent, manager of branch house orof sales department: exceptional refer-

encer.. Address X Y Z, care of The Wheel. 10-29-p

Wanted— Position as manager of store or traveling representative by married
man of 15 with over twelve years' experience in bicycle business in all its branches;
Al references Address A B C. care of The Wheel, Box 4«, N. Y. 10 »-p

Displa^'ecl A.d'vertlnennentn:
One-half Inch, one time, 5i.oo; four tImen, 53.00.
One Inch, one time, 51.50; four ttmea, 55.00.

Wanted—Position as frame builder, wheel maker or repairer; ten years' ciper-
ience on high-grade wheels; distance no object. Address S. L., 433 W. 57th Street,
New York City. 10-21p

Wanted— Position by a competent and thoroughly reliable young man (28); over
eight years' experience in the wholesale and ictail bicycle, sundry, jobbing and tire
business; has held positions of trust and is ((ualilied to represeul manufacturing in-

terests in New York and vicinity, or take charge of a branch house; best of refer-
ences. .\ddress "Worker," care of The Wheel. l(KB9-p.

HELP WANTED.

Advertisements in this column free. Letters received and forwarded in confi-

dence.

KNAMRLER.
Wanted—A practical and thoroughly experienced enameler, capable of doing

first-class work ;
permanent position for the right man. Address Enameler, care of

The Wheel, with full information and references.

HOW WILLIE WON HER.

.\Katlia," .said the youtli as he aiul the

girl whom he loved were riding along side by

side through the leafy dell, a dark frown mak-

ing more hitter the sinister look in his eye,

".\gatha, you refuse me. Is this fin;il?"

"Absolutely!" The thunders of the heaven-

could be no more emphatic than that low-

spoken whisper.

"Then, my fair and lost treasure," he re-

sponded brokenly, "since I cannot have you.

I register this oath on the moonlit heavens

above us. none other shall!"

"Indeed!" was the scornful rettjrt; "vitriol

i>( bullets?"

"Neither," replieil the crafty Lothario. A
deadlier potion that that will I concoct for

your downfall, and send you forth into the

worlrl, whose scorn you will no longer dare

to face."

"Name it!" cried the fair cyclist.

The dark eyes glowered. "I will circulate

the rumor, which, of late, I have discovered

to be the truth; namely, that you ride a

$N.87 bargain-counter bicycle!"

Suddenly there came a crash, for the beau-

tiful listener had fainted with the shock antl

fallen from her faithful steel steed.

.\fter a little time she came to, and, gazing

up to the clear heavens, said: "Willie, of two
evils, Goil witnesses that I hereby choose the

lisNcr. I accept you!"

A FALLEN ONE.

The man who said he took to cycling be-

cause it wa.s .so elevating certainly had never

tried riding carelessly over a greasy bit of

PHOENIX BICYCLE LUGGAGE CARRIER.
Nickel springs and buckles,

russet leatlier straps J4 x ati in.

/^ M g ^^^v May be adjusted to or removed^^ from any handle-bar in an in-

stant (see .'1). Excellent hand-
^vw v^ hold when not in use as a car-

^ '^*'^ ^ rier (see A). If dealer cannot
PAT. APL'D FOR furnish, we will mail postpaid

on receipt of Price, 'i.5c. per pair. If not satisfactory,

return at once, and we will refund money. We want every
rider to see them ; a coat or wrap at this season may save
your life. N. H. BENJAMIN & CO., Phoenixville. Pa.

Mayer Plating Dynamos
Are Unexcelled.
Net Prlres.

VT_ (ials. of „ .

^°- Nickel.
I^^'"

L' 350 $ TO
3 7(XI 100
4 1.400 IfiO

V I^HI^^^^^HI^^K^^^ ' Complete

-^ Maxwell M. Mayer,
'

" 2dAv. 122dSf..N.Y.

Dr. Jaeger's
SANATORY UNDERWEAR

AS USED BY

Dr. Nansen
on his famous Arctic ^IciIkc journey.

"Tho remill of all thiB i-xprrlmpntliiR wan that 1

made up n.y mind to kcvp to niy woolli-n clothe",

wbli'h would give free outlet to the piTHplrallon. Jo-

banRrn follownl my exiim|>lp. and on the uppiT port of

our l)odle« we each hart two.Ia<'K<'r Indi-mblrtt next
the «kln, etc., etc."—" Fartheiit North," Vol. II., p. 119

This Applies to You.
Jaejier Underwear allnw.s the skin to breathe
(rcrly, at the .same lime ab.sorbInK lt.s exhala-

tion*, leavlnjt the body dry and warm. Qlvei the

greatest warmth with tha lea.st weight.

Send for lllunlrated Catnlofiuo,

Main Retail .^torc: I Branchei:

16 WEST 231) ST J 166 Broadway.
New York. 2<.S W. I.'5th St

FOR SALE, EXCHANGE, WANTS.

TWENTY-FIVE WORDS, 35 CENTS.
Each additional word two eanta. Ca

Tarlably In advance.
ih in-

T HAVE just arrived from Germany and am looking for
^ manufacturersof cheap bicycles and bicycle sundries
for European trade. If pricesare satisfactory large con-
tracts wi;i be placed. Spot cash. Address, Otto (lold-
schmidt, care of R & G. Corset Co., 361 Broadway, New
York City. lO-23-p

TT,rANTED—New York rcpresenutive by Philadelphia
' ' concern to sell patent bicycle lamp on commission
Must be experienced and furnish references and be ac-
quainted with buyers, (lood opportunity for rinht party.
Box MS. Philadelphia. tf c

What Others Say,
W« vote it a «ucce»% p,„., Mm;. C... Boiton, Maw.
They gave the be« tatitfactinn of any oiler* we lold for the past four year*. Kai.i «h A Wai kkr, Moline, 111.

We are much plcaaed with them. Warwick Cvci.ii Mrr.. Co , SprinKfield, Mau
We are highly delighted with your " Perfect " Pocket Oiler Crandai u Tvrawmiaa Co.. Grolon, N. Y.
I ba»e one of your olleri and find It the only one which can be carried in the pocket without leaking.

Et;r.RHB A. FiiiLi>s,.'Mn D St., Wanhlnglon, I). C.
Ptaaic tend another. It far excctt anything of the kind that I have ever necn. C A. Wai.kbii, Carlinville, III.

t( I* iuM the thing I hare wanted for eight year*. p. E. Wohtii, Indianola, Iowa.
llaodlcM on earth Plea»e .end dealer*' discount..

J. A. KapLlNcaii, Roanoke, Ind.
Send diacount. I have l>ccn carrying an oiler not nearly to tatlafactory. Having uted one of youm lor nome time

on my pcnooal machine, I wUh to carry a Mock. P. h. Ko»i.m, Topeka, Karnun

CoulJ wc ourselves sny more ?

Cushman & Dcnison,
Manufacturer*. 171 Ninth Ave. New York.

"WHEELMEN'S RESORTS."

Sherman House, Biibylon, L,. I.

Tha Atlantic Inn, Grant City, S. I.

2,000 Bicycles
rOR THE JOBBING TRADE.

We an* i)re])are(l to 1)uil(l to oriler 2,rioo

bicycles for jolihcrs to he delivered within the
next four niontlis. We will furnish complete
specification.^ on appHcalion, and we will quote
you

LOWEST PRICES.

A. i5« L» LO»f Care The Wheel.

g^.BS
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FOWLER COMPANY FAILS.

The Big- Chicago Concern Turns Over Its

Affairs to a Trust Company-

Assignee.

Chicago, Oct. 23.—After pluckily fighting

against fate for nearly a year, the Fowler

Cycle Mfg. Co. succumbed to the inevitable,

yesterday afternoon.

None who watched the trend of events will

be surprised. It was known that the com-
pany would be unable to meet the extension

notes granted by their creditors, when the em-
barrassments first became pressing, some two
months ago, President Sproehnle, accompan-
ied by his lawyer, having been making a tour

of the creditors in an endeavor to effect a

compromise of some sort. It is evident that

he has failed in his efforts. The downfall,

however, was precipitated directly by the con-

cern's inability to meet its payroll. The men
had been held off from week to week, and yes-

terday a delegation waited on the heads of the

house and made peremptory demands. The
directors were hastily convened, and an as-

signment without preferences decided on, the

following notice, posted at the entrance to the

factory, giving the first publicity to tha fact:

"This property is now in the possession of

the Chicago Title and Trust Co., Assignee,

No. 100 Washington street. All employees
desiring their salaries may call at No. 100

Washington street, October 28th."

It is estimated that the liabilities of the com-
pany are $215,000. The assets are placed at

$350,000, but the assignee states that, until the

inventory is completed, nothing definite can

be stated, and no idea given as to whether re-

sumption will be possible.

Hermann Boker & Co., Morgan & Wright
and the Anglo-American Cycle Fittings Co.
are the heaviest creditors, Boker & Co.'s claim

amounting to $50,000.

The causes leading to the Fowler Mfg. Co.'s

trouble are many and varied. Originally it

was organized by Frank T. Fowler and hi5

father-in-law, Mr. Hill, and operated as the
Hill Cycle Mfg. Co. After the death of Mr.
Hill, the style of the concern was changed to

the Fowler Cycle Mfg. Co., and about eigh-

teen months ago, the business disposed of to

F. M. Sproehnle, a jeweler, L. E. Crandal, a

hotel man, and others. Shortly thereafter,

unfounded reports of embarrassment caused a

run on the company's treasury, but every call

was met, and the Fowler reputation maintain-

ed in a manner that reflected credit on the cor-

poration. Little, if any, money was made last

year, however, and a needed infusion of $100,-

000 from J. D. Warfield, a Quincy banker, who
was then elected vice-president, placed the

company on its feet, and gave them a fresh

start.

While various causes have been, and may
be, assigned as the root of the evil, it is unde-

niable that a deal of well-meant extravagance,

considerable bad management and waste,

resulting largely from the inexperience of the

principals of the company, and too liberal and

indiscriminate credit brought about the un-

happy state of affairs. Three months ago,

when the first note of distress was sounded,

and several attachments filed and satisfied, it

was known that on the Fowler books were
outstanding accounts amounting to $350,000.

BOUGHT BY BRITONS.

FINALLY DECLARD INSOLVENT.

The Connecticut Probate Court has granted

the application of John Byrnes, of New York,

a stockholder of the Worcester Cycle Manu-
facturing Company, asking that the company
be declared insolvent.

The application was opposed by other stock-

holders, but Judge Davis found that the com-
pany was insolvent and granted the petition.

A petition for the appointment of a trustee by
the State Court was then presented and No-
vember 4th was the date fixed for the hearing.

Since the company went into the hands of a

receiver Frank Sullivan Smith, who was ap-

pointed receiver by the United States Court,

lias been so hampered by legal entanglements

that it was impossible to make any progress

ill adjusting the affairs. It is thought, how-
ever, that matters will be soon straightened

out.

LIBERTY REORGANIZED.

The Liberty Cycle Co., as Tiif, Wheel
stated last week, has passed from the hands of

tlie lawyers, who bid in the property, into the

possession of the gentlemen who controlled it

before the assignment and another reorgani-

zation effected.--

The reorganized Liberty Cycle Co. was in-

corporated this week in New York State, with

a capital stock of $100,000, and these direc-

tors: Willard I. Allen, Bridgeport, Conn.; Wil-
liam F. Wilson and John II. HoUlon, Now
York city.

The factory at Bridgeport is already mak-
ing up '08 stock.

The Big Dunlop Offshoot Purchases the

Right to Make Clincher-Joint Tubing

Abroad.

Bridgeport, Conn., Oct. 25.—Frank A. Wil-

mot, of the Wilmot & Hobbs Mfg. Co.. is

back from Europe, and there's a great big

feather in his cap; a feather which will draw

renewed attention to the Clincher-joint tubing.

When Chas. Sangster, of the Components
Tube Co., Birmingham, England, was in this

country last summer, he had several confer-

ences with Wilmot & Hobbs, and Mr. Wil-

mot's trip across the ocean was the direct re-

sult. It panned out to his satisfaction, the

sole rights of manufacturing the Clincher tube

in Europe having been disposed of to the

Components Co., who will push the product.

As the concern is but one spoke in the gigan-

tic Dunlop-DuCros wheel, the import of the

deal is apparent.

PURCHASED THE CROWN.

LaPorte, Ind., Oct. 21.—John Lonn & Sons

Company have purchased the entire plant,

factory, machinery, trade-mark and good will

of the Crown Cycle Co., and will operate and

manufacture bicycles under the Crown trade-

mark.

The Lonns have long been identified with

the retail cycle trade in LaPorte, the present

manager, E. Julius Lonn, having also served

two yeai'S as vice-president, and for the past

four months as secretary of the old Crown
Cycle Company.

In addition to retailing bicj'cles, John
Lonn & Sons have an established wholesale

saddlery and harness business which covers

the entire States, and the bicycle end of the

business will be simply an added feature which
will dovetail nicely with their other interests.

NEAR UNTO THE RHINE.

Cincinnati, Oct. 25.—The Fred. J. Meyers
Mfg. Co. has passed from the hands of the

assignee into the hands of the stocklioklors.

The stockholders recently held a meeting and

decided to continue the business for whicli

the company was originally incorporated,

namely, the manufacture of bicycles and wire

goods. This conip:uiy has the largest phuits

in the vicinity and has p:issod its financial

straits.
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POPE'S PRICES.

Here Are the FigTires for Next Season

for the Complete Columbia

Line.

It is now possible to give the full scale of the

'!>8 Columbia prices.

They are contained in an advance catalogue

just issued by the Pope Mfg. Co., but the $75

figure has been so plainly foreshadowed that its

confirmation at this time will cause scarcely a

tremor.

The prices are as follows: Columbias:

Men's chainless, model 50, $125; women's

chainless, model 51, $125; models 45, 46 and
4fi, $75; tandems, models 47 and 48, $125.

Hartfords: Patterns 7 and 8, 28-inch wheels,

$riO; patterns 15 and 16, 28-inch wheels, $40;

patterns 17 and 18, 26-inch wheels, $35.

The Columbia chain wheels show no ma-
terial changes from the patterns of 1897; all are

made with flush-joints and have simply under-

gone general refinement, although the use of

Garford padded saddles as the regular equip-

ment is prominent.

The advance catalogue contains no letter-

press, being devoted entirely to illustrations

and specifications.

Of model 45, the representative men's Col-

umbia, these details are given:

Regular Equipment.—2'i-inch frame; 10-inch steer-

ing head; 2S-inch wheels; 28 spokes front, 36 rear;

wood rims; IH-inch No. 80 Hartford single-tube tires;

7'inch cranks; 3%-inch Columbia rubber pedals; 17-

inch reversible steel handle-bar; men's Garford cav-

alry saddle; gear 70; weight, 24 pounds.

Options.—22inch or 26'inch frame; gear 66 or 77; 4-

inch Columbia rubber pedals; 3%-inch or 4-inch Co-

lumbia rat-trap pedals; 6V^inch cranks; 1%'inch

Ounlop double-tube tires; Christy or Mcsingcr sad-

dles; fool-rests and brake.

These are the specifications of model 46, the

women's wheel:

Kegular Equipment.—22-inch frame; 10-inch steer-

ing-head; 28-inch wheels; 28 spokes front, 36 rear;

wood rims and guards; 1%-inch Hartford single-tube

tires; 6'/^inch cranks; 3%-inch Columbia rubber ped-

al*; 17-inch reversible steel handle-bar; women's Gar-

ford cavalry saddle; gear 66; foot-rests and brake.

Weight, regular equipment, 26^ pounds; less brake

and guards, 23 pounds.

Options.— 20.inch or 24-inch frame; gear 63 to 70;

3%-inch Columbia rubber pedals; 7-inch cranks; 1%-

inch Dunlop double-tube tires; Christy or Mesinger

(addles.

Model 41) is new and may be properly term-

ed the light roadster or road racer. It is the

"low built" wheel for which a demand arose

during the present year and has the dropped

crank-hanger and short head which gives the

rakish appearance. These are the details, and

it is worthy of note that the racing tires are

not guaranteed:
Kegular Equipment.— 24-inch frame; flinch steering-

head; 28-inch wheeU; 28 spokct front, 36 rear; wood
rim«; I'li-mch No. 80 Hartford singlr-lube tires; 6V4-

inch crank<; S^lnch Irrad; 3% inch Columbia rat-trap

pedaN; ailjuttable ram's-horn steel handlebar; racing

oaddle; direct sral pool
; gear 77.

Options.- 22 inch or Sfrinch frame; higher or lower

gear; 7-inch cranks; l^inch or 1%'inch Nn. 75 racing

tires (not guaranteed); 1%-inch Dunlop double-tube

tire*. Weight with 1%-inch No. 7G racing tires, 20

pounils.

The specifications of Hartfords, none of

which arc flush-jointed, patterns 7 (men's) and

8 (women's) arc:

Regular Kquipmrnl.~~24-inch frame; 10-inch steer-

ing-head; 2f^inch wheels; 2N spokes front. SH rear; 1%-

inch .So. 77 Hartford single-tube tires; 7 inch cranks;

1% inch rubber pedals; 17-inch reversible steel handle-

bar; men's Mesinger Mddic; gear 70. Weight, S4

pounds-

Options.—S-inch Of M-inch frame; gear M or 77;

3%-inch rat-trap pedals; 1%-inch Dunlop double-tube

tires; Garford No. 17 saddle; foot-rcsis and brake;;

17'inch wood handle-bar.

Regular Equipment.—22-inch frame; 10-inch steering-

head; 28 inch wheels; 28 spokes front, 36 rear; 1%-

inch No. 77 Hartford single-tube tires; 6%-inch

cranks; 3\4-inch rubber pedals; 17-inch reversible steel

handle-bar; women's Mesinger saddle; gear 66; wood
rear wheel and chain-guard; foot-rests and brake.

Weight, 27 pounds; less brake and guards, 24 pounds.

Options.—20-inch or 24-inch frame; gear 63 or 70;

3%-inch rubber pedals; 1%-inch Dunlop double-tube

tires; Garford No. 17 saddle; 17-inch wood handle-

bar.

Patterns 15 and 16 diflfer from Nos. 7 and 8
only in design of sprockets and in the eciuip-

nient and range of options. Patterns 17 and
18 have 26-inch wheels, 8-inch heads, and 6^-

inch cranks, and a still narrower range of

options.

"STEP UP AND SEE THE COLONEL."

Col. Theo. A. Dodge, the "autocrat of the

single tube," as he has been styled, who
bought from H. A. Lozier the Torkelson bi-

cycle step patent, the importance of which was
first noted in The Wheel of September 24th

last, is now circularizing the trade.

The Dodge circular is smoothly worded, as

are all of the Colonel's productions, and says:

"Permit me to call your attention to letters

patent issued April 22, 189U, to Reinhard T.

Torkelson, No. 426,402, which, among other

devices, covers the well-known and universally

used bicycle step. This step, I believe, you
have been manufacturing and selling to the

trade for some time past. I desire to notify

you that I am the owner of this patent, and as

such owner, have the sole right to manu-
facture and sell such steps.

"I have no desire to interrupt your trade,

but I think you will agree with me that it is

fair and proper that I should control the

manufacture of the step, and if you desire to

continue to manufacture the same, I will ask

you to take out a license under the patent. If

you desire to buy steps from me instead of

manufacturing them, I shall be glad to sell

you the best article at a thoroughly reasonable

price.

"Knowing your reputation for fair dealing.
I ask you to let me hear from you stating what
it will be most agreeable for you to do in the
premises."

HONORS FOR AMERICAN GOODS.

Official announcement has just been given

of the awards made to American exhibitors

at the Brussels Exposition.

"Grand prizes" were bestowed on the Ster-

ling bicydes and Pratt & Whitney and

Brown & Sharpe machinery.

Gold medals were awarded Victor and Day-

ton bicycles and Cincinnati Milling Machine
Co.'s machine tools.

Morgan & Wright tires, Kensington and

Tiger bicycles, Searchlight lamps and the W.
F. & John Barnes Co.'s machine tools were

honored with silver medals.

Veedcr cyclometers and A. G. Spalding &
Bros.'s saddles were allotted bronze medals,
and honorable mention made of the Whitney
Mfg. Co.'s chains, Paul Heikisch bicycle sup-

ports and Schaum & Uhlinger's guides and
brakes.

tiUAKBRS FINGER THE BUZZ-SAW.

Philadelphia has refused to "boil within."

The local Board of Trade has slipped the

bounds and formally decided to inaugurate a

cycle show on January 8lh, which will con-
tinue for one week. It will be held in the

Second Regiment Armory, Broad and Dia-
mond streets.

DUNLOP BRIBES.

How They Pay for Show Representation and

How Some Cute Britons Work The
Thing.

London, Oct. 2o.—Just how show mailers on

your side are managed is not generally known,
but here competition is very, very keen

amongst tire makers, chain makers, gear case

makers and such, to obtain as great a repre-

sentation at our shows, big and little, as pos-

sible. For instance, last year the Dunlop
Company allowed 30s. per machine on all

bicycles exhibited at either the Stanley or Na-
tional show on any one stand, provided that

that stand contained none but Dunlop-tired

cycles. The consideration was proportion-

ately reduced if other makes of tires were on

cxhibtion, but in any case a very substantial

amount was allowed.

This course was forced on them by the ex-

ertions of other tire companies, who, unable

to get their wares placed on machines on view

because of the undoubtedly better selling

qualities of the Dunlop tire, took to offering

bonuses of this kind. With its usual policy

of pushing matters to a head the Dunlop Co.

went their rivals one better and fairly forced

them to almost give away their tires for show
purposes.

This season it seems as if competition will

be even keener than ever. For instance, the

Cycle Components Company makers of the

Warwick tire have issued a circular which

offers £1 per machine if Warwick tires are

exhibited exclusively, 15s. per machine if

three-quarters are exhibited, 10s. if one-half

are, and 5s. if one-fourth of the bicycles shown
are fitted with their tire. This, to some ex-

tent, explains why bicycle makers are anxious

to have as many machines as possible on their

stands, to the obvious detriment of the ex-

hibition as a whole. It is not uncommon to

see small stands crowded with a dozen ma-

chines, which are admirably adapted to dis-

play but four, and I may say that a great many
stands on which you find a dozen bicycles on

view on the opening day will probably be

robbed of half their number before the show

is a couple of days old, the rebate in prices

being thus secured without any great damage

to the exhibit.

By the way, during the late tire trouble,

brought on by the famous Dunlop circular to

agents, it was freely stated by the opposition

makers that the Dunlop tires had been in-

creased in price this year, but this increase is

more apparent than real, as has been pointed

out to me. For instance, the price of a single

pair of Dunlop tires to one in the trade last

year came out at about 70s. 4d. per pair, when

fitted with Westwood rims, solid rims, I may
say, were given free, and although there was

no allowance made on these rims if they

were not accepted, Westwood rims were put

in at the low price of 6s. per pair. This year

(the terms having started from October 1st)

the price comes out at £3 7s. 5Jd. per pair, be-

cause the tires are sold at 70s. per pair less 3J

per cent, and the purchaser has the option of

taking either solid or Westwood rims as pre-

ferred. As the sale of Westwood rims to

Solids has been about 10 to 1 during the past

year, it is obvious that there has been no loss

to the customer anyhow by the change. This

reduction holds good in ratio for all contracts

no ma'tter whether they be large or small.
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"THE BICYCLE VOTE."

I N New York, and in very many other

^ municipalities in this country, the pro-

fessional politician, of whatever party, is seek-

ing to ensnare a supposed quantity known as

the "bisickle vote."

He has inserted a bicycle path and good

roads plank in his platform, has drawn atten-

tion to the fact that he himself is a wheelman,

has stood on a raised stand on a street corner

and reviewed bicycle parades promoted in his

interests, and has in every way sought to show

his great love and bounteous regard for the

"bicycle vote."

The Wheel hopes that none will be de-

ceived by pretensions of this sort wherever

they may be made. The very nature of his

calling makes the professional politician a

hypocrite and sycophant; his speeches and

platforms are designed to bait the weak and

unwary, and seldom mean what they say.

The time has come in municipal affairs when

the thinkers and best citizens realize that the

calibre, the mental and moral stamina of the

candidate is more potent than all the profes-

sions and promises that may be written or

spouted during a campaign.

The effort to inflate a "bicycle vote" and

inject a cycling flavor into a political struggle

by means of meetings and parades and planks

is merely a campaign trick. On occasions, as

when unfair and unjust discriminations have

been practiced, causes may arise why wheel-

men should vote as wheelmen, but these oc-

casions are, happily, very rare nowadays, par-

ticularly in the more populous coinnumitics.

Generally speaking, the "bicycle vote" is,

•tficrefoVe, a delusion. It should not exist and

docs not exist, save in a milk-and-water state,

citizenship being founded and resting on sonic-

tliing higher and more substantial than one's

pleasure or means of locomotion.

Men ride horses and drive horses and pilot

cable cars, but tliere are no appeals made to

them as riders or drivers or gripmen; llici-i'

are no parades or meetings or reviews of these

classes, and there sliould be none. It is be-

cause he realizes thai there is a weak, [Utlty-

brained and impressionably enthusiastic ele-

ment in cycling, that the professional poli-

tician seeks to hurrah a "bicycle vote" into

being, a realization which the cycling leaders

should do their utmost to counteract and dis-

sipate. The best interests of a city are, in com-

mon with all other good citizens, the interests

of the men who ride bicycles.

There is no necessity for a bicycle plank in

the platform of any party. Good streets are

for the benefit of the entire community, and

no political faith dare say, or declare, to the

contrary. To bracket bicycles in a profession

of the sort is merely a bid for votes as cheap

as it is meaningless. We know beyond doubt

that the very party in this city which inserted

a "bicycle plank" in its platform and professes

unbounded love for bicycles and bicyclists

quietly "called off" its heelers in the Board of

Aldermen, who, after favoring the universal

lights law, turned face and opposed it in order

to curry favor with the "truck-driving vote."

This is but a fair illustration of the rottenness

of such "planks."

The wheelmen of New York have small rea-

son to vote as wheelmen in the impending

election. They should beware of the tempters

and exercise the suffrage in favor of the man of

character who stands for good government

and who, in their judgment, is best fitted

to administer equal and exact justice to all

and in a manner that will accrue to the advan-

tage of the whole people, not of any man or

set of men.

THE CHEAPEST BICYCLE.

SOME time since, The Wheel referred to

the amount of Gingerbreadery which

has crept into the cycle trade. Gingerbread-

ery, or softness, or rottenness, or lack of ten-

sility, means the falling to pieces of things.

When your wheel goes dov/n on the level, as

wheels do,—when the strap of your tool-bag

tears off,—when the saddle-spring breaks

—

or when this, that or other things of the kind

occur—tlrat means Gingerbreadery, or lack

of stamina or lasting power.

Buyers of bicycles should beware of Gin-

gcr1)rcadery from now on. Too many ex-

pectant buyers have the idea firmly fixed in

their minds that they can buy good wheels

at pf)or prices. Nothing is further froni I he

truth. The public are ready to plunge on

low-priced bicycles, and the position they take

will entail disappointnu-nt. 'L'here will .be

l)lenty of good, cheap wheels on the market,

and plenty of good, fair-priced wheels —

scores of ridable, sensible, satisfactory ^i'lO

wheels and $1)0 wheels and ^Tf) wheels. The

buyer must remember that he will only gel a

f;iir volurn for his inveslnu'iil, he will only

get the best vt'linn that is i)ossil)le, considering

Ihe ])rice. If lie can afford to buy the highest

l)rice(l wheel, thai is the only wheel he should

contract for. A salvage of ten or fifteen dol-

lars in price, providing it is not a matter of

necessity, is the poorest kind of salvage-in-

vestment.

The recent sag in prices, which has per-

meated all branches of the cycling trade, in-

vites a general increase of Gingerbreadery.

There will be shaving, economy, cheapness

and weakness. The cyclist should take care,

more than ever before, that he gets his

money's worth. A high class firm offering a

hi,gh class wheel at the highest price is giving

the rider better value than was ever offered

before. A high class firm offering a good

wheel at a mcdiuin price is giving the buyer

something that he cannot buy for $29. 99.

In brief, the law which affects all merchan-

dise must affect bicycles. The best price usu-

ally brings the best goods. Any ridci" who
thinks he can buy twenty dollars' worth of bi-

cycle for ten dollars is making a big mistake,

and is only laying up money for the i-epair

men.

SHOW VERDICTS.

'T^HE National Boai'd of Trade has won a

* signal victory on the show question,

through the decision of the New York Local

Board of Trade, not to endorse the Sports-

men's Exhibition, which is to be held at Madi-

son Square Garden early in January. The
New York Board is composed of some mem-
bers who directly represent manufacturers,

and of others who do not. The action of the

Board conclusively proves that the National

Board of Trade dominates the situation in

New York city, and, it may be safely con-

cluded, in other important cities. The en-

dorsement of the Board would have had much

of official value, and, in view of the alluring

proposition held out to them, they are to be

congratulated on their allegiance and on their

unanimity of purpose.

No doubt there will be bicycles exhibited at

the Sportsmen's Show, because individuals are

not bound; but that it will fail to have, in any

sense, the features of a national cycle show% is

certain. It will not have the big people, it will

not have the best lines of machines, and the

cycle feature oi the Siiortsnien's l'".\hihition

cannot he other than a side issue.

While we arc congratuhiting the Local

Hoard ofTr;ule, the .Sportsmen's Association it-

self is not to he o\ crlookod in this connection.

.\s we understand it. the organization of sports-

men are iiol holding their show merely as

nioucy nudving show nien-as projecti>rs oi an

aniusenient e\eut. They .ire holding their

show priniaril)' lo interest the iMiblic generally

ill spoitsnun's oultittings, and in that way

heiu'lit the sporting goods trade. The refusal

of the New ^drk Board to endorse their show

,is a e\cle show will leave it a sportsmen's cx-

hihitioa pure and simple, aiul many sporting
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goods men will be very greatly rejoiced over

this result.

And, by the by, why should the Sportsmen's

Association, which is one of the allied interests

of the cycling trade, and which is more or less

directly connected with the cycling trade, en-

deavor to weaken the Board of Cycling

Trade's position on the show question? Both

of these organizations are aiming for one ob-

ject. Each, in its way, is working for the ad-

vancement and conservation of its particular

trade. We feel certain the National Board of

Cycle Manufacturers' would take no step

which would adversely affect the interests of

the other organization, and would, in fact,

work in harmony with it if occasion de-

manded. It is quite proper, and right, and

neighborly that the Sportsmen's E.xhibition

should support the National Board of Trade

of Cycle Manufacturers, and it is to be hoped

that no further attempts will be made to give

their exhibition the character of a cvcle show.

DISSEMIXATIXG COURTESY.

\ 1 / E cannot think with gentlemen who seem

' * uncertain of their title in declaring that

to mount a wheel is to announce one's self a

"gent," that cycling is democracy on the

road. It is rather gentlemanliness wheeling

where it will, not being dependent on situa-

tion, custom or snobbishness, but carrying

good breeding as a quality and not as a mask,

dependent for its acceptance only on itself,

and weak only in not being under all circum-

stances sure of itself.

If we observe correctly, cycling will more

and more disseminate courtesy and carry

good breeding where it needs to be generated,

and therefore the rudeness and vulgarity that

are first noticed among travelers, by users of

the highway, meet their antidote in the forces

of culture which in the minority numerically,

but in the majority dynamically, are as surely

on the road; and wc have in this a by-product

of cycling whose returns can hardly be over-

valued and should be more carefully hus-

banded.

PROTECT THE LEAGUE.

IT becomes more evident each day that some-

thing will have to be done—that some one

will have to be disciplined and brought to

book for misuse of the L. A. W. by unauthor-

ized individuals.

The recent municipal campaign in Indian-

apolis is a case in point.

Not only did W. M. Pcrrett ivsm- .i r.ill "du

behalf of the League of American Wheelmen"

and "from the bottom of his heart" beg wheel-

men to vote for one of the nominees, but it

transpires that a perfect factory f>f forgery was

operated by some one in the interests of the

''.line candidate.

Letters and telegrams of indorsement from

nearly every prominent League official in the

country were manufactured and published

under great scare heads, and a great hurrah

thus created.

President Potter, Secretary Bassett and

everyone else with a title were represented as

telegraphing their indorsement of the man in

question, and in nearly, if not every instance,

the indorsement was a fraud and the signature

necessarily a forgery. President Potter has

repudiated the "telegram" attributed to him;

he states that neither directly nor indirectly

did he have to do with the matter; that th-:

whole thing was a fake.

But the matter should not be permitted to

rest there. The gross and unprincipled fraud

should be punished. The League must be

protected from such people and a protective

start made at some time. And there is no

time like the present.

There is work cut out for the L. A. W.

Membership Committee and for the courts.

The New York L. A. W. Consulate is about

to take a street-examining tour around the

city and make note of needed improvements.

While they are about it they might try to find

out why the Metropolitan Traction Company

—sometimes styled the ruler of New York— is

permitted to maintain the only lamp-extin-

guishing Belgian-block crossing on the as-

phalted Boulevard, and why a car-congesting

"transfer" station is maintained at the same

frequented point, Sixty-fifth street. During

recent repairs, the "transfers" were issued at

Fifty-fourth street and the Boulevard cross-

ing was the safer for it.

During the last three weeks reports have

come out of the West concerning repeated

fractures of what is termed the "triple cen-

tury records." The latest "record breaker"

covered the 3()0 miles in something like 30

hours and the news has been heralded by wire

throughout the country. It appears not to

have occurred to the gentlemen publishing the

"news" that the "triple century record" is in-

cluded in the 24-hour record, which is some

<i" miles better than the Westerner's 30-hour

performance.

President Potter is reported to have C(>?ne

out against Sunday racing, but reports must

be salted before taking, as until he has returned

from the tour of the Western States, which he

has undertaken, it is .safe to say that he will

express few decided opinions or have few de-

cided views. His views and "opinions" will

be vote-winners. He has such a nice little

way with him, don't you know—such a nice

choice flow of Pickwickian language.

Wlu) will be the first racing nian and track

<»wner to give America a kilometer recor<l?

The opportunity fairly yearns for some one to

make himself a pioneer and to gain some glory

at less than catalogue rates by giving the metric

system a start in this country and setting up

a table of records which Continental Europe

may compare with its own. Where's Tom
Eck, who originated so many racing inno-

vations?

The effort to show that the bicycle is im-

moral revives the proposition that immoral-

ity is the result of bad persons rather than

bad vehicles or a bad anything else. There

are bad churchmembers; wherefore shall wc

abolish the church? There is immorality in

some schools; must we therefore abolish edu-

cation? And there are preachers who ache

for notoriety; wc must therefore abolish

preachers?

A new meaning is added to the words, "the

human race" since cycling came. Not that

everybody races—sensible riders don't. But

comparing the ante-cycle period with the

present, it may be truthfully said that there

has been a general acceleration of the modern

pulse and the modern gait due to the wheel.

The average supporter of Mr. Potter be-

lieves that League harmony consists in get-

ting everybody else to agree with him. The

idea never seems to occur to him that he can

attain it by agreeing with the others who do

not see in Mr. Potter the only man in the

League.

Those who are prone to discuss the impos-

sibility of bevel-gears should go to the pneu-

matic tire. When John Boyd Dunlop sought

to have that priceless boon made for him, the

experienced rubber-goods makers to whom he

appealed told him he was crazy—that it was

an impossibility.

Every town has plenty of people who think

the whole of every street is their individual

property, and the bicyclers are not the only

representatives of the class, by a long shot.

When, in the course of time. League politics

has been raised out of the hole into which it

has been dropped, the laborers who have

worked the lever will tumble into the vacuum.

Cycling will not be able to call its public

work complete until a street paved with cob-

blestones in an important city becomes a

curiosity.

It would be a great deal easier to keep in

the straight and narrow path if other occu-

pants thereof did not force you to turn out so

often.

Some people in the trade are so engrossed

in thoughts of a possible rainy day that they

never appreciate the sunshine of the present.

A man should have the courage of his chain-

less cycle opinions even when they conflict

with his past opinions.
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NOT THIS TIME.

Such Is the Declination of Fromlneut Trade

People to an Invitation to

Exhibit.

Such free use of sucli names as Pope, Spald-

ing and Remington has been made by the

canvassers for the Sportsmen's show and er-

roneous impressions thereby created, that the

National Cycle Board of Trade has felt called

on to show its hand.

It is a hand full of aces, too, and will ef-

fectually set at rest the stories that have been

in circulation and that may be circulated. The
stories, in fact, have acted as boomerangs on
the show promoters, the Pope people having

decided to not now exhibit even the motor
carriage, as was their original intention, and

the Remington Arms Co., with which J. H.
Dressel, the secretary of the Sportsmen's As-

sociation, and the manager of the show, is al-

lied, having come out with a flatfooted reitera-

tion of their no-show beliefs, and an announce-

ment that they mean to adhere to the no-show
agreement which they signed.

The three firms whose names have been

bandied about declare themselves as follows:

Col. Albert A. Pope states that under cer-

tain conditions he had agreed to exhibit motor
carriages and adds: "Under no conditions to

exhibit bicycles and shall now exhibit noth-

ing."

The Remington Arms Co. write: "No one
has been authorized to say that we intend ex-

hibiting bicycles at the Sportsmen's Associa-

tion. We are opposed to bicycle shows, and,

as you know, have signed an agreement with

other members of the Cycle Board of Trade
that we will not exhibit, and we will not do
so."

J. W. Spalding writes: "We have not made
application for space in the Sportsmen's Ex-
position, and have no intention whatever of

exhibiting bicycles at that time. We have en-

tered into an agreement with other bicycle

manufacturers not to exhibit in any show not
sanctioned by National Board of Trade of

Cycle Manufacturers, and we intend to live

up to that agreement to the letter."

The full list of those who signed the no-
show agreement is also made public by the
Board of Trade, as follows:

ACTIVE MEMBERS.
Julius Andrae & Sons Co., Straight Mfg. Co., Spald-

ing-Bidwell Co., Mechanical Rubber Co., Bridgeport
Brass Co., The Mcintosh-Huntington Co., The Bill-

ings & Spencer Co., Black Mfg. Co., Empire Cycle
Co., American Dunlop Tire Co., Remington Arms
Co., Elmore Mfg. Co., Reed & Curtis Machine Screw
Co., Duquesne Mfg. Co., The Bridgeport Gun Im-
plement Co., The Geneva Cycle Co., Cushman & Den-
ison, Colton Cycle Works, The Cleveland Machine
Screw Co., Western Wheel Works, G. W. Cole &
Co., Crawford Mfg. Co., Boston W. H. & R. Co., Pope
Mfg. Co., Hartford Rubber Works, Hartford Cycle
Co., Sterling Cycle Works, Eagle Bicycle Co., March-
Davis Cycle Co., Dodge Cycle Co., National Sewing
Mach. Co., Eclipse Bicycle Co., A. Featherstone &
Co., Gendron Wheel Co., League Cycle Mfg.
Co., Trinity Cycle Mfg. Co., Faxon Mfg.
Co. Queen City Cycle Co., Peerless Mfg. Co.,

American Cycle Fittings Co., Buffalo Cycle Co.,

Albany Mfg. Co., Gormully and JefTery Mfg. Co.,

New Departure Bell Co., Geo. Barnard & Co.,Garford
Mfg. Co., L. C. Chase & Co., Hoffman Bicycle Co.,

Hay & Willits Mfg. Co., Hunter Arms Co., Marion
Cycle Co.,Hulbert Bros. & Co., Mesingcr Bicycle Sad-

dle Co., N. Y. Standard Watch Co., Hodgman Rub-
ber Co., Ariel Cycle Mfg. Co., Henley Bicycle Works,
Premier Cycle Mfg. Co., Tver Johnson's Arms and
Cycle Works, Monarch Cycle Mfg. Co.,KealinK Wheel
Co., H. A. Lozier & Co., Jno. P. Lovcll Arms Co.,

Brighton Mills, American B. H. O. & Mach. Co., Mc-

Kee & Harrington, N. Y. Belting and Packing Co.,

The Shelby Steel Tube Co., Waltham Mfg. Co., Relay

Mfg. Co., Revere Rubber Co., The A. L. Moore Co.,

Union Cycle Mfg. Co., Tourist Cycle Co., C. H.

Hanson Co., Elastic Tip Co., Spaulding-Pepper Co.,

Columbia Rubber Co.,F. P. Prial Co., Lamb Mfg. Co.,

Geo. N. Pierce Co., Palmer Pneumatic Tire Co.,

Barnes Cycle Co., National India Rubber Co., Strieby

& Foote, Reading Standard Mfg. Co., Rouse, Hazard

& Co., A. Schrader's Sons, A. M. Scheffey & Co.,

Stanley Cycle Mfg. Co., India Rubber Co., In-

diana Bicycle Co., A. G. Spalding & Bros., E. C.

Stearns & Co., Boston Wood Rim Co., Hamilton-Ken-

wood Co., Indiana Novelty Co., H. B. Snyder Bicycle

Works, The Tinkham Cycle Co., The Phillips Mfg.

Co., Geo. L. Thompson & Co., Central Cycle Mfg.

Co., The Butler & Ward Co., Boston Wood Rim Co.,

White Sewing Machine Co., N.Y. Tire Co., Richmond
Bicycle Co., Grand Rapids Cycle Co., R. H. Wolff &
Co., Ltd., Warwick Cycle Mfg. Co., Yost Mfg. Co.

ASSOCIATE MEMBERS.
The Adams & Westlake Co., Ames & Frost Co.

Arnold, Schwinn & Co., Acme Cycle Co., Bicycling

World, Buffalo Wheel Co., Baldwin Adjustable

Cycle Chain Co., Stephen Ballard Rubber Co., W. S.

Burtis (successor to Burtis & Zimmerman), The But-

ler Co., The Bearing Pub. Co., John Caldwell & Co.,

S. D. Childs & Co., Curtis Machine Works, Cycling

Gazette, Cycling Trade Pub. Co., The Davis Sewing
Machine Co., The Davis & Stevens Mfg. Co., The Dia-

mond Rubber Co., Elastic Tip Co., Excelsior Supply

Co., Fowler Cycle Mfg. Co., Fox Machine Co., Gong Bell

Mfg. Co., John H. Graham & Co., Hercules Seamless

Drawn Tube Co., E. I. Horsman, Indiana Chain Co.,

Iven, Brandenburg, Burgess Co., William Jessop &
Sons, Ltd., J. A. Johnston, J. B. Kearcher, H. H.

Kiffe, Wm. Krafve, Keystone Match gc Mach. Co.,

Light Cycle Co., E. D. Loane, Jr., & Co., L. A. W.
Bulletin, E. C. Meacham Arms Co., Mechanical Fab-

ric Co., W. W. Mooney & Sons, F. F. Moore, R. B.

McMullen & Co., Newton Rubber Works, Parkhurst

& Wilkinson, E. P. Peacock, Referee Publishing Co.,

The Rockford Tool & Sundry Mfg. Co., Chas. H.

Sieg Mfg. Co., Shapleigh Hardware Co., Schoverling

Daly & Gales, Supplee Hardware Co., The Shirk Co.,

Standard Bicycle Mfg. Co., Studley & Jarvis, Ralph

Temple Cycle Co., Tonk Mfg. Co., Warwick & Stock-

ton Co., I. A. Weston Co., Wesson Mfg. Co., J. H.

Williams & Co., The Winton Bicycle Co., Zenith

Cycle Co.

MILLIONAIRE LEAVES MONEY.

Considerable British gold will find its way

to this country as a result of the visit of the

millionaire, Thomas Smith, who is, perhaps,

Great Britain's largest and most prominent

stamper and drop-forger.

Mr. Smith left for home on Saturday last

after a round of the principal cycling centres.

Among others, he left in Toledo a $10,000

order for presses with the Toledo Machine
and Tool Co., and in Hartford a much larger

commission for Billings & Spencer hammers.

CAUGHT BY CHAINLESS.

CLOUDS IN CHAINLESS SKY.

Already legal war clouds are gathering in

the chainless sky. From Toledo comes a re-

port of a combination being formed to fight

the Pope patents, and it is possible that there

may be some fire smouldering. It is known
that five big makers have considered the for-

mation of a pool into which each shall pay

$10,000 and manufacture a few bevel-geared
bicycles and tlius bait the Columbia people to
bring suit.

DID NOT DISCUSS BICYCLES, THEY SAY.

The Hardware Buyers' Association was in

session in this city last week, and although it

is denied that bicycles were discussed, the fact

that Presidents Crawford, of the Crawford

Mfg. Co., and Meisclbacli. of the Mcisclbach
Co., were "in the ofling" appeared to have
significance.

Dr. Maqucl, the vice-president of the Ger-
man Council of Ministers, announces that the

duty on American bicycles will be increased to

fifty marks each until the spring.

Crowds of the Curious Seek a Glimpse of the

New Wheel—All Interested—Many
Buyers.

It would be folly to contend that the centre

of cycling gravity during the past week has

not been located in the Columbia establish-

ments throughout the country. The chainless

Columbia swung it in that direction.

Simultaneously on Wednesday afternoon

last illustrations and details of the new wheel

were given to the press in all of the larger

cities and announcement made that the ma-
chine itself would be on exhibition the fol-

lowing day. The morning papers of Thurs-

day contained great write-ups and immense
advertisements, and for twenty-four hours the

"chainless bicycle" was the talk of the towns

and overshadowed even impending elections.

Never has there been anything like it. It

takes something to stir up a big city like New
York, but New York was certainly stirred last

week.

Before the Pope Mfg. Co.'s downtown
branch, on Warren street, was opened at 8

o'clock there were fully 100 people waiting to

get a glimpse of the wheel. At 9 o'clock, when
the workers were fairly teeming to their places

of business, the store was packed, and

throughout the livelong day and almost con-

tinually since, the wheel has been surrounded

by curious crowds. As late as 2 o'clock

Tuesday afternoon there were forty people in-

specting it, and as fast as one left another

took his place.

On Thursday, the "opening day," more than

10,000 people visited the store. The supply

of 3,000 catalogues was exhausted before 11

o'clock. Zimmerman came around during

the day and rode the wheel up and down an

aisle, and on Sunday the sensational paper

which pays Zim for the use of his name pub-

lished an extensive report of his "test."

The same scenes were enacted at the Pope

Co.'s uptown store and, all reports agree, at all

of their branches in the country. There was

never anything like it; the interest was enorm-

ous. There is naturally a diversity of opinion,

but from expressions of the visiting thousands

there seems no doubt but that the public was

ready for the change and that the future of the

chainless is beyond question.

The price, $125, was the cause of much head-

shaking, but as the product will be limited,

there is little doubt but that it will be quickly

absorbed, orders for fourteen of the wheels

being booked at the Warren street store on the

first day.

WINDING UP THE PREMIER.

Bridgeport, Conn., Oct. 23.—Apparently

there will be but little saved from the wreck-

age of the defunct Premier Cycle Co.

A more hopeless case it would be impos-

sible to find. The recent sale netted but a

small sum, and at present E. P. Hincks, the

receiver, is endeavoring to realize enough
cash to discharge current expenses.

An effort is being made to have the mort-

gage executed by the former receiver on the

machinery (which was made to secure certain

preferred claims) set aside in favor of tiie

general creditors. If this can be done, it will

be sold for their benefit and the proceeds di-

vided. At present the machinery is stored

pending the court's decision.
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SHOW WITHDRAWAL.

For Good and Sufficient Reasons French Dunlop

Tire People Stay Out of the

Stanley.

Loudon. Oct. 16.—The sensation of the wctk

is the withilrawal of the French Dunlop Com-

pany from the Stanley show, in conse<iuence

of pressure brought to bear on the parent com-

pany.

It is stated^ but of its truth I am at the mo-

nunt unable to judge, that the pressure con-

si-itcd of an ultimatum from the Committee of

Management of the National Show to the

Dunlop Company, stating plainly that if the

French branch ofl'icially exhibited at the Agri-

cultural Hall, no cycle fitted with Dunlop tires

would be permitted inside the Crystal Palace

while the National Show was in progress.

As a result of this and of the signature of

Mr. Herbert, on behalf of the Premier Cycle

Co. to the Dunlop agreement with cycle

makers (te.\t of which is appended) the French

Company withdrew from its space contract

with the Stanley people yesterday, and the

trade is buzzing with excitement in conse-

quence.

It is regarded as an indication that the Dun-

liip Company perceives that it cannot stand

t>ut against a combined eflfort of the larger

makers, and I am told that it has even been

decided to drop the Dunlop Cycle Co. and the

John GritTiths Cycle Corporation, because the

cycle trade resents the combination of inter-

ests. As both of these concerns were primar-

ily bMstcrcd up by the Dunlop Tire Company

simply to beat back the opposition of the cycle

makers to the Tire Company, some comprom-

ise may have been effected, but 1 am loth to

think that they will be dropped— it would be

much too great a sacrifice to make even for

the good will of the cycle manufacturers.

Here is the text of the makers' agreement

mentioned above:
.\ii agreement made the day of out

Ihouiand eight hundred and ninety-seven, between

of (hereinafter called "the firm")

of the one part, and the Dunlop Tncumatic Tyre

Company. Limited, of H Regent street. I^ndon

(Tiercinafier called "the Dunlop Company"), ot the

other part.

Now it i* hereby Agreed as follow*:

1. That during the term of five ycar^ from the

dair ''• firm will deal exclusively with the

Dn- ny direct for Dunlop tires, and with

ihr ' 'tnnufacturing Company, I.im-

itf' tires, and will not directly

ur .:. <>bttin tires from any other

»ource. rir s:l! other mako, whether affixed

lo cycles nr

3. Ttie firm agree not to sell Dunlnp tires at less

than the diding scale of prir-^ lt«trd by the Dunlop
« Ompany (frim lini« to i'

rt The firm agree to : i-nnimendalicin of

D'l- I' /fms and no nihers

in "ts, price lists and nn-

lieo •!

. Til' • "1 n"l less Ih.in

' inlnp eumpany in

r«' •( this agreement.
tir I>tin!.ip Com-

|.jn> *i,',, tlui.iig ' "emenl.
a||,,w In ihr <Srm lirn by

Ihr- [""r I'"' "I tires in

ail relMtcs allowed by the I)un-

lo|' '' ' '" - '• time.

bii' ''St the

.,.. I of the

«u) '<es will be credited to

Ihr > alter the 3Dth ol Sep-

Icmlier in each yc«f.

6. The l>un'"t> < .miM»n» agrrc m supply Dunlnp

lirr« ol •'" "pon

the Im ">«. "nd

ttlbiect Im null tni.lt.iinrr .1. r<ICJf'i-. muiMj.

7. In cveol ol the Uuolop Company advancing

their prices beyond those current on October first, one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, the firm
shall be at liberty to terminate this agreement by
Kiving three months' notice in writing, such notice
to expire on September 30th in any year of the said

term.

8. The parties hereto agree that if the firm do not

duly observe all the terms of this agreement, or
commits any breach thereof, then any rebates which
may have accrued shall not be payable, but nothing
lit-rein contained shall prejudice the Dunlop Com-
pany in respect to any other remedy which they may
have for any such breach.

9. The parties hereto agree that if the Dunlop
company do not duly observe all the terms of this

agreement, or commits any breach thereof, then they
will pay to the firm as liquidated damages an amount
cc|u;il to the sum standing to the credit of the firm
for rebates at the time of such brcacn.

10. If the firm sell or assign their business or any
part thereof they agree to bind the purchaser or as-

signee to fulfill all the conditions of this agreement.

BLACKS BLUE STREAKS.
\\ liilc they will have 'i)i< Tribunes at ^75

and ^50, the Black Mfg. Co., Erie, Pa., will

have something extraordinarily fine, the

Tribune Blue Streak, at $100, and the Blue
Streak Track racer, at $115. The track tan-

dem will list at $150, and the convertible road

tandem at $125.

PARK ORDINANCES.

The specifications of the iJ-'JO Tribune are as

follows: Frame—'J3 or 25-inch diamond
frame, made of best quality weldless drawn
steel tubing. Fork-crown—.\rched, drop-

forging, nickel-plated. Hubs—Large diam-

eter and turned from bar steel. Spokes

—

Cold swaged piano wire tangent spokes, 32

to front and 3G to rear wheel. Rims—Kundtz

locked joint, handsonicly finished in mahog-
any. Bcarings^Finc tool steel cut from the

bar, fitted with felt washers and ball retainers,

absolutely dust-proof. Sprockets— Dctadiabl'

pres.scd steel, 23-tooth front and 9-tooth rear.

72 gear. Chain—Onc-quarter-inch extra qual-

ity blued side plates and polished straw color

centres. Handle-bars—Steel 'tubular, hand-

somely nickeled, adjustable. Cranks— l^c-

tachablc square toughened cranks, standard

pattern, 7-inch throw. Tread, 'Ij inches.

Pedals— Rat-trap new pattern, with tool steel

bearings. Saddle—Special Tribune. Option

on four varieties, including a hygienic anrl

anatomical. Tires—Special Tribune, single-

tube road tires, IR inches. Finish—Black en-

amel, gold striped, with nickel trimmings and

spokes. Tool b.ig—Monkey wrench, oil-can.

air-pump and spanners. Weight—Twenty-

three and one-half pfittnds. Option—f*. and

10, 21, 25-toolh sprockets. Rtibber pedals;

G|-inch cranks.

An OrlKlnal Philadelphia Law Against I>ed

Cycles to Be Tested in the

Courts.

In Philadelphia, that city of i|ueer legal de-

cisions, another pretty knfit is to be un-

raveled, the suit having been filed in the Com-
mon Pleas Court by Harry C. Redfield against

Magistrate Hampton S. Thomas and Park

Guard Bryan Brierly to recover $5,00<» dam-

ages for alleged false arrest, prosecution and

detention.

The principal point in tlie suit aside from

the damages Redfield alleges he sustained is to

secure from the judicial bench a decision as

to whether or not a person riding one bicy-

cle and leading another can use the roads of

Fairmount Park. It is a novel question, and

one which has never yet appeared in litigation

concerning bicycle riders, hence the attitude

of the court will be awaited anxiously by the

thousands who use the silent steed for pleas-

ure or business.

Attorney Christopher L. Flood, who filed

the statement of claim on behalf of Redfield.

gave a reporter a brief account of the facts in

the case.

It appears that Redfield, who is employed

by a Germantown avenue bicycle dealer, was

instructed to deliver-a bicycle in the city. He
rode one wheel and grasping hold of the other

started away from the store.

He entered the Park and was not molested

until Park Guard Brierly espied him. Even

then he was not arrested, but several days

afterward the guard called at the bicycle store,

informed Redfield, as is alleged, that he held

a warrant for his arrest, it having been issued

by Magistrate Thomas.

Redfield states that he was forced to go to

the magistrate's office, where he was detained

in custody for two hours or more and was

compelled to give bail for his further appear-

ance. When this hearing occurred the guard

charged the plaintiff with having violated the

rules and regulations by "leading a bicycle

through the Park." Redfield was thereupon

held in bail to apnear at court, but when the

case was returned by the magistrate it was

dismissed and the plaintiflf was relieved of the

charge.

Counsel for Redfield also stated that after a

careful examination of the rules and regula-

tions of the Park nothing could be found pro-

hibiting any one from leading a bicycle

through it and therefore his client proposed to

have the court pass upon the merits of the

HAVE HAD ENOUGH.

Cleveland. Oct. 25.—The National Specialty

Company has gone out of business.

Their leading product was "Plugine,"

a puncture-proof compound. Since the

action t.iken by the Rubber Tire Associa-

tion, when it announced that it would not

guarantee tires which had been treated with

any of the numerous .-mti-leak preparations

tipoii the market, the trade in that class of

Koods has decreased. The National Com-
pany has thus simply died a natural death. In
adililion to the compound they mantifactureil

the National ball-bearing saddle and were sell-

ing agents for the "I. C." valve, made by H.
y. Itright. at ffi Seneca street. This valve,

which is the invention and properly of J. F.

Tves. who represents the K.'iiiv;aroo tire in this

locality, will ii"v ''• I'nti.H. .1 direct by the
manufacturer.
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NO LIST PRICE

And No Catalogued Guarantee the Radical In-

novations Made by the I/ong-Headed

Clipper People.

By reason of shrewd, safe and business-like

methods which have, within a period of five

years, brought them from obscurity to the

front rank, and which have made them a gilt-

edged credit, and, therefore, made very many
of their processes worthy of emulation by

those who can delve beneath the surface and

thus learn the secret of success, the Grand
Rapids Cycle Co. has earned the right to be

considered a very material factor in the trade.

In fact, the more one knows and learns about

the Clipper people's methods, the more does

he admire them.

They know what they are doing every time,

and when it is stated that their 1898 catalogue

will not only not include a guarantee, but will

contain no reference to price, as will be the

case, it bespeaks a departure or innovation

that will interest and bear investigation by

those who have their wits about them and

who desire to profit by experiences which

lead, and have led, to undoubted success.

While the Clipper folks have but just an-

nounced their intention, the no-catalogue-

price policy is not wholly new with them.

During the past summer they issued a special

catalogue of that nature, and the test simply

confirmed preconceived ideas, and led to the

formal adoption of the policy.

J. Elmer Pratt, that long-headed commer-
cial fox, who has done so much to bring the

Grand Rapids Co. to its present prosperous

condition, states the case in this wise:

"We shall not name a list price in our cata-

logue. The list price on chain-wheels is a

farce, and has been one for the past four or

five years. All dealers admit that a list 'cuts

no figure.' Bicycle-merit is not judged by

construction, but rather by list price. A man-
ufacturer of a $25 wheel can list it at $100, and

sell part of his trade at $50 early in the sea-

son, and then cut it down to $40 a little later

on, and in the summer time sell it at $25, the

price it is worth. The list price has been a

damage to the dealer, as well as to the manu-

facturer, and we have come to the conclusion

that the time has arrived when there is no

necessity for a list price, ^n 1 shall, therefore,

market our entire output of Clipper chain

v.-heels without a list price. Wc vmII <|note a net

price to our agents, and that price will be

maintained through the entire season.

"Agents will be advised to sell at a fair

margin of profit, and, if we find them selling

at less than we think they can afford to sell

on a cash basis, we shall refuse to give them
the wheels. We shall sell an agent in Michi-

gan at the same price as we sell an agent in

California. The California agent would

necessarily 'be obliged to ask more for a Clip-

per bicycle in California than the Michigan

agent would be obliged to ask in Michigan.

We shall sell our export trade at exactly the

same net price we sell our home trade, ex-

pecting, of course, that they will sell at such

prices as it will be necessary to sell for with

a profit added.

"At present we expect to drop the guaran-

tee out of our catalogue entirely, but, in our

contract with agents, we shall give them the

regular Board of Trade guarantee, sixty days,

but we do not propose to handicap them in

conducting their business in the manner in

which they think it is advisable to conduct it,

and we shall aid them all we can in bringing

about a better condition of the wheel market.

If they attempt to demoralize our trade by

cutting prices below a reasonable profit,

we will withdraw our agency from them. If

they are unreasonable in their demands, and

our profits will not permit us to grant the

demands they make without a loss, we will

lose their business rather than to lose money
on it.

"We shall make but one grade of chain

wheel; that grade will be the highest. There

will be but two prices on these wheels, and
these prices will be a profit on the cost to

produce. The net prices which we quote our

agents will be maintained until we are ready

to announce our 1899 prices. Our lowest

priced wheel will be a reproduction of our

1897 high-grade Clipper. By reproducing this

wheel, with only such changes as we have

found it necessary to make, and which do not

add to the cost of production, it will enable

us to place before our agents and customers a

bicycle of a much higher grade and a much
better quality at a much lower price than we
could possibly do under any other plan. Be-

sides, we shall not be obliged to manufacture

any more of them than we need to supply our

trade. We have already a complete line of

these wheels ready for the '98 market, and

are just beginning to deliver '98 models.

"Our highest-priced wheel will be the

Special Clipper, which has met with such uni-

versal favor wherever introduced this year.

This wheel we have sold at a high price dur-

ing the past season, and have not been obliged

to lower the price of it to meet even the com-
petition of the largest makers in America.

This wheel we will be able to make at a very

much lower price in '98 than we have offered

it in '97, for the reason that we sold enough

of them in '97 to pay for all the tools and dies

necessary to produce the wheel, anjd we are

now ready to place upon the market the '98

Special at a price which cannot be competed

with by any manufacturer who makes new
tools and new dies for this class of work, and

who will give his customers the same grade of

goods.

"We anticipate that our goods will be

judged by their merits, and are quite sure that

without a list price it will be absolutely neces-

sary for the dealer to compare the wheels

which we show him, and the prices which we
make him, with other wheels in their every

detail of construction before he can intelli-

gently judge whether he is getting the worth

of his money or not. The same will apply

to the retail buyer. He will know, when he

has examined a Clipper bicycle, and has been

quoted a price upon it by the dealer, whether

the wheel is worth what he is paying for it

or not, as compared with other wheels that

he has seen."

Within the next week or two, some fifteen

travelers will be showing the Clipper wheels

and spreading the Clipper doctrines.

TWO IN A TOWN.

SADDLE SQUEAKS.

Sometimes you will be irritated by a squeak

in your machine which, try as you will, you

will not be able to locate. It will often be

found to come from tiic saddle-springs, and

a little oil in that direction will work wonders.

Cleveland Conies Forward with a Couple of

Promising New^ Comers in the Cycle

Trade.

Cleveland, O., Oct. 25.—Twice during the

past week has the Secretary of State at Colum-

bus been called upon to announce the incor-

poration of Cleveland concerns, organized for

the purpose of carrying on a sales agency or

manufacturing business in bicycles and bi-

cycle parts.

The first is the Lambeth Bicycle Saddle

Manufacturing Co., and it was organized for the

purpose of handling the output of a concern

of the same name at Denver, Col. The com-
pany will also manufacture several specialties

that have formerly been made by other con-

cerns. Chief among these are a bicycle stand

and a wrench used for unscrewing sprockets,

formerly made by the Aetna Company, and the

Acme ventilated spring grip, made by A. B.

Foster & Co., both of this city. In fact, the

Lambeth Company is the successor of the two

herein mentioned. The Lambeth Company
have been in business in Denver for a number
of years, but until a year or two ago their

output has been equestrian saddles only.

It is also of interest to know that the com-
pany claims that two-thirds of the bicycle sad-

dles made in the country are infringements on

a patent held by them for fully eleven years.

The alleged infringement lies in the fact that

very many saddles manufactured are made
with a stamped or pressed sheet steel founda-

tion, or tree, and that eleven years ago this

company was granted a patent upon a horse

saddle made in this way, and that it fully cov-

er.- any saddle of like description. The patent

is No. 342,111, dated May 18th, 1886, and the

point upon which the claim hinges is as fol-

lows: "A saddle deck, consisting of a single

sheet of steel, stamped or pressed into the

configuration of a saddle seat and adapted for

attachment." The strongest point in the whole

claim is in the last three words, "adapted for

attachment."

President Foster, of the local company, is

authority for the statement that they intend

pushing their claims to the utmost and that a

number of prominent saddle makers have al-

ready been notified that they are responsible

for goods manufactured under this grant.

Some interesting litigations will probably soon

be the result. The incorporators of the com-
pany are M. M. Hobart, A. B. Foster, L. C.

Lowe and A. A. Clay, all of this city, and the

recently elected officers are as follows: A. B.

Foster, president; W. E. McGorray, vice-

president; M. M. Hobart, secretary; John C.

Lowe, treasurer, and D. M. Osborn, sales

manager.

The title of the second concern is the Cleve-

land Cycle Supply Company, which is or-

ganized with a capital stock of $10,000, for the

purpose of carrying on a manufacturing or

sales agency business. The incorporators are

J. W. McNair. E. A. Bondfield. G. M. Bond-

field, J. M. McNair and W. W. Beacom. J.

W. McNair is well known in local trade circles,

as he was for two years back a mem-
ber of the firm who were recently

succeeded by the Darling Cycle Company. E.

A. Bondfield is also well known as a bicycle

salesman in this city. The company intend

doing a jobbing business, principally in this

city and vicinity. Their headquarters will be

at -J^S Euclid avenue.
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AFTER HIM.

Father Time Has an Unnsnal AgKregatlon

of Talent CampiuK on His

Trail.

Peoria. III., Oct. 23.—If Father Time and

his unlimited legions of Records are not laid

low before snow flics it will be rather surpris-

ing. The old gentleman and his cohorts have

been kept on the run and given some pretty

hard knocks this season, but it has remained

for Peorians, or, to be specific, the Peoria

Rubber & Mfg. Co., to go gunning him with

an entire corps of artillery.

Learning that the Willow Grove board track

at Philadelphia is one of the elusive old chap's

favorite haunts, they ordered their army con-

centrated at that point and advices state that

they are already in a favorable position on the

ground with their guns unlimbered and train-

ed at the proper angle, and all ears should be

kept open for the banging and booming which

will announce the expected slaughter and rout

of Time and his cohorts.

Eddie McDufTee is the man chosen to lead

the assault and he is maneuvering to capture

the bewhiskered fellow's leading Records,

those included in the legion from one to

thirty-three miles. Given a good day and a

fair start he thinks he can encompass the latter

within 60 minutes.

It is the first time that the Peoria Rubber
& Mfg. Co. has engaged in a "war" of this

nature. Heretofore they have been content to

storm purely commercial citadels and with

marked success, their Peoria single tube tire

having been placed in numerous proud posi-

tions, but when they decided to invade the

domain of Father Time they elected to do so

in no mincing or half-way fashion.

As stated, they engaged McDuffec to lead

the attack and gathered to his support the

most effective artillery that the country af-

fords. It includes "guns" of every calibre, the

arsenal of the Waltham Mfg. Co. being reck-

oned the best and being drawn on to its full

capacity. As a result, the Peoria army now
encamped at Willow Grove consists of the

most formidable array of cycling artillery ever

concentrated at one point.

There are six rapid-flying Orient singles

fitted with Peoria single tubes, six tandems,
eight triplets, six quads, eight quints, eight

sextets and the famous 10-seated "Oriten."

To man these 43 machines 1.S8 pacemakers
are required, to say nothing of a small army
of trainers and attendants, who bring the total

to a figure hitherto unheard of.

It is not believed that the Records can es-

cape, but if by any chance they shall elude cap-
ture and endeavor to find a winter refuge in

the South, McDufTee and the Peoria artillery

have orders to follow and pursue them unre-
Irntlcssly and to keep banging away until they
arc taken into camp and the Peoria .single tube
standard waves on the captured ramparts.

Philadelphia, Oct. 27.—McDufTee is going
jjrcat guns in practice at Willow Grove. He
ha« been limed thirds in .31 seconds and halves
in 46—a 1.32 pace. He hopes to make his

formal trial on Saturday, and expects to touch
1.34, at Iratt.

The first record fell yesterday. McDufTee.
Ouirch and Fowler lowered the flying .start

unpaced triplet record to 1.41. The previous

record, 1.44 4-6, was held by Kiscr, Johnson
and Mertens.

FBVER SCARED.

Memphis, Tcnn., Oct. 25.—While there is

not a yellow streak in the circuit-following

party, the fear of yellow fever has filled them
with skittish feelings, and any reversals of

form can be easily accounted for.

The thirty circuit-chasers arrived here last

Wednesday morning, and have had a needed

rest.

Yellow fever broke out after the arrival of

the party, and three deaths to-day have filled

the men with forebodings. The efTect of the

fever scare was shown in the attendance, not

more than 1,000 people being present to-night.

In the final heat of the one-mile handicap

Cooper was alone on scratch. Nat Butler and

Mertens failed to qualify and Gardiner did not

start in his heat. Brown, Hoyt and McFar-
land were at 15-yards and Coleman had 40.

Yeates, 150, Saunders, 125, and Hadfield, 80,

formed a bunch in the lead and made a run-

away race of it. Hadfield outsprinted Saund-

ers for first money, the back men forming a

funeral procession in the rear.

Peabody failed to add to his ninety-two vic-

tories to-night in the mile handicap, through

the loafing of the back-markers. Peabody
gained second place, close up to the limit

man, who had 175 yards.

The summary:
One-mile handicap, professional.—1, Hadfield, New-

ark, 80 yards; 2, Saunders, 25 yards; 3, Yates, Mem-
phis, 150 yards; 4, Coleman, Boston, 40 yards. Time,
2.06%.
One-mile open, professional.—1, Nat Butler; 2,

Mertens; 3, Seaton. Time 2.16^4. Cooper fell.

VERY WARM.

BALD IS ON.

Memphis, Tenn., Oct. 21.—Eddie Bald is

getting onto the curves of these small indoor

tracks and has given Fred Longhead two large

doses of defeat.

He administered the second dose last night

and the first the night before, tlie race being

one of two heats, one heat per night.

The first heat of three miles was unsatisfac-

tory. A tandem paced for seventeen laps, then

pulled out of the way and the sprint to the

tape began. Bald was wabbling, and for a

time it was thought he would collide with

Loughend, but he riglitcd himself and went
after his rival like a whirlwind. He was gain-

ing fast when he ran ofT the track. He pulled

up on the track again, but Longhead had a

safe lead, but as he turned the last curve one
of his pedals touched the track. To avoid a

fall he flew high on the bank and Bald shot

past him and won easily in 6.57 3-5.

The second heat of one mile was paced by a

triplet, which Longhead caught. He was still

in front at the bell, hut in the sprint was fairly

smothered. Bald winning by two lengths in

2.08 3-5.

On the first night, Tom Cooper rode a

paced half in 54} sec, and on the second an
unpaced half in 59 sec.

Frank Frain, the local pure, won the final

heat (half mile) of the amateur invitation race

in 1.05 and also took the two-mile handicap
from scratch in 5.07 4-5.

YELLOW JACKED.

Chattanooga. Tenn.. Oct. 26.—"Yellow
Jack" snapped the thread of the National cir-

cuit at this point, as the men had raced in

Memphis, where yellow fever exists and
against which ph»ce Chattanooga has quaran-
tined; the party was ordered to move on.

And they moved. The meet was necessarily

declared off.

Snch Was the Racing that the Quartette of

Cracks Put Up for Onlookers at

Atlanta.

Atlanta, Ga., Oct. 22.—There was a very

large "hot time" in .Atlanta last night. The
Coliseum fairly bulged with excited humanity;
in fact, room was at such a premium that there

were a number of white and colored men and
boys perched on the rafters to witness the first

four-cornered race ever contested in this city,

which was the attracting magnet.

Bald, Longhead, Jay Eaton and Robert
Walthour—the latter the pride of Atlanta

—

were the participants in the affair.

The men were pitted against each other in

separate heats. In the first, Eaton disposed of

Walthour, after the fiercest sort of a struggle,

in 2.02 4-5. In the Bald-Loughcad round, the

former won easily in 2.05 3-5. In the next

heat, between Bald and Eaton, the latter, be-

cause of his familiarity with small tracks, was
the favorite, and he gave his backers a great

run for their money. Eaton won the toss

and took the pole, and caught the position be-

hind the pacemaking tandem. There was no
change in the positions at the bell, when the

sprint started. But the last lap was a hair-

raiser. Eaton was doing his best and held his

own. Swinging into the short homestretch,

he was still in front, but ran slightly wide in

making the turn. The opening was narrow,

and it was a desperate undertaking, but Bald

took it. He shot through on the inside and
won by five yards. Time, 2.07 3-5.

In the Walthour-Loughead bout. Longhead
won easily. The surprise of the evening, how-
ever, came when Bald and Walthour met. It

was looked upon as a gift for the former, but

Walthour came away with a sudden burst on
the last lap, and beat out the "White Flyer"

in 2.07 3-5. The crowd went crazy, it is need-

less to say. Had Bald won this heat, it would

have ended the contest, but as he and Eaton

had each won two and lost one, and Loughead
and Walthour had each won one and lost two.

it was necessary that Eaton and Bald should

ride for first and second money, and Walthour

and Loughead for the third purse.

The division of the purses was decided by

half-mile heats. Bald winning the round with

Eaton in 1.06 1-5, and Loughead defeating

Walthour in 1.01 4-5, the race standing: 1,

Bald; 2, Eaton; 3, Loughead; 4, Walthour.

MURPHYS ONE-THIRTV HOPE.

On l-'riday last on the Merrick road, between

Hempstead and Baldwins, L. I., Chas. M.
Murphy, the well-known Brooklyn pro., rode

a straightaway mile in 1.51J. breaking the

record of 1.55 1-5, made by A. Ferguson, of

Terre Haute, which stands on the books of

the Century Road Club as the accepted

straightaway record.

Murphy was paced to the tape by a quad and

then picked up by a sex, which he outsprinted

and beat to the tape, the big machine's tire

having gone flat at the three-quarters point.

The trial was timed by an electrical timing

apparatus.
Slurphy will make another trial and hopes

to get close tn 1..30.

WHO WANTS TO BUY A TRACK?

The Detroit cycle track has proven a failure

and is to be sold to the highest bidder to sat-

isfy debts of |2,000. The track represents an
investment of $8,000.
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fPALMER TIRESff
%ll MARK THE HIGH GRADE WHEEL ^f^

The best that money can buy,"

is what one dealer said of Palmer
Tires. The '98 Palmer will be

better than ever and those makers
who are looking for distinguishing

features can not do better than to

equip with Palmers.

FAMOUS RIDERS AND FOR WHAT THEY ARE FAMOUS.

Earl Kiser, national quarter-mile champion and undisputed match race champion.

Earl Peabody, national one-third mile champion and the greatest amateur rider since the days

of Zimmerman.

Irving Powell, national two-mile and intercollegiate half and mile tandem champion and the

best of the eastern riders.

Charles Ertz, national mile champion and one of New York's winning amateurs.

Arthur Gardiner, the hero of the 1897 national meet, riding a paced mile in 1:39 2-5.

August Mertens, national five-mile champion, and a successful handicap rider.

Fred Schade, holder of the one-third mile world's record, paced—32 4-5.

Peter Becker, Colorado one-half, one, two, and five mile champion, and the king-pin amateur
of the Rockies.

Ray Dawson, intercollegiate mile, five mile and mile tandem champion and New Jersey's pride.

Charles Heimstreet, winner of time and place in the great Denver mud road race of 1895,
and champion of the Colorado professionals ever since.

THE PALMER PNEIMATICTIRECO.
CHICAGO

NEW YORK offices: e6~6S READEST.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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DORNTBBS ylESTIONS OF THE DAY. HUW itUBK bli) IT.

C.i<irgc \V. Uorntcc, the Boston undertaker Hay Ducr.s hour record of 28 miles 1,585

»ho hopes to be Chief Consul of the Massa- yards, on the Buffalo Athletic Field, on Octo-

ciuisetts Division, L. A. \V.. has been <n- bcr 19th, proves to have been a most meritor-

deavoring to create campaign thunder for him- ious piece of work, considering that the pacing

self by sounding 50i" leading members of the quads, triplets and tandems were manned l>y

Division on supposed questions of the day. amateurs.

The answers to his inquiries have just been Duer's time by miles and total was as iol-

received and the result tabulated. They arc lows:

of interest, and arc as follows: Miles. Time:, by miles. Total li^ni-.

1. Siiould bicycles be carried free on the 2
'.!!'.'.*.!'.!".'.'.".'.'.'.'.'."'."'.'.!'.'.'.'.!'.'.'. l.» '.Cm

railroads as personal baggage? Yes, 234;
J

;;:::::.".::: f'^ IM
yes. qualified, 8; no, 18. 5 /^'^\\\\'^[\'^\\'^'.V.'.'.'.'.'^'.'.'.'.'.'. i'tc% iu.00%

2. Should wheelmen vote only for those who ^ '.'".'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'. 201% U.w,%

jav».r good • '
-- Yes, 229; yes, qualified. 8 ::::::::::::::::::;;:::::::::::::: a:."?^ ^^^.^^

y J.'"t :, i^.n
l.t; no, Iti , 111 -. 2M^i^. "iii.l'.'^,

:{. Should ti.c L. A. W. prohibit road-rac- jl

][y
[— [][" ]\[[\\\]\\[\\\-[\- ]\ .^^ flj^^l

iiig? Yis, 12(1; no. 111; undecided, lt». i"i ".'.'...............'................ 5.iti«^, 26:.^"

1. Should the L. A. W. continue lo control ]^
['.'.[['.['.['.'.['.['.'.["'.'.['."'.WW'.W'. Im\'' -mmtI

and regulate track racing? Yes, 213; yes, Itf ll^llZ^l^^'.^^lll'.'.^'.y.'.^'.'.'.'."'. 2.01% :|2.52^

qualified, 1; no. .W, is '^'.''.'^V^'^]" ]'.]'....'..'.'..'.'.'.
.".V. 2'i">% :ri!i2

.V Should wheelmen who race be registered ijj

^jJJ
^^-;'^

with the Racing Board? Yes, 2111; yes, quali- 21
[[]['.'.'.['.'.'.'.'.'.'.['.'.'.'.['.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.[.[['.

zios 1 ;

":

,, , , OP 22 2.07 I.'.:;;'

ned, 1; no, Jo.
2.1 -. 2.10 17.49

G. Should professionals' be permitted mem- 24 2.<MVfe 49.53%

bership in the L. A. W.? Yes. 21 G; no, 13; -^j' '/^'.'.['.['//^y.'.'.'.]'.'.'.'.'.'.['.'.'.['.\'.'.'. voi'r, U'o\%

hso had opinions of their own.
%y^V^V^\V^'.'^'.'.'^V.'^'.'^\'.\V.'.'^ II>r,% rlii^

Five hundred racing men were also invited nisi.Tncc fur liour—28 miles, 1,585 yards.

to express their views on mattQrs afTecting Disianco fur hour—2S miles l.-V.^ yards,

their interests. Postal cards were sent to as

many amateurs, about one-third of whom are "WORLD'S RECOUDS FOR BOYS."

members of the L. A. W., and 388 replied. Of
r~ . r^ . o^ u nf c 1 n

.... r J 1 • . . „; -^..:„-v Cincinnati, Oct. 2-5.—Harry M. Sidwel ,

these 21MJ favored the registration of racing '
, , ,j •

,

, _ . A r\ *u« „„.-.; ., ^i who has supplied the world with several new
men and < 2 were opposed. On the question of

. in a ,-i-
, ,. , . , TO „,^ :„ f-..,^,. ^f records, has a rival in Harry A. Gibson,

abolishing road racing, 78 were m lavor of '.
r < • -. j 1

. . ., . 1 .„,. „^ J f , :,,. „^„ Gibson is also an amateur ol this city, and. al-
doing away with it, and 2'.M voted for its con-

, , ^. r , • .

• T u J 1 „,i „;.,..»., „;.ri,i though but fifteen vears of age, has gained an
tinuance. Two hundred and ninety-eight '^

. •
, . ,

, J ., 1 • .- , .•..-:„„..i , .1,. enviab c reputation durmg the past season.
favored the admission ni prolo.sionals t.. tin-

, , c--. „ • , j t,
•

, , ^, . 1 .1 .„ u„. , , .., He watched Sidwell m practice, and. being
League and (4 wanted them kept out. - , , ... ,• j r . 1

hitd by ambition, applied for, and received a

record-trial permit from the Racing Board.

Last week, paced by two quads, he rode a

half in 53 2-5 and a mile in 1.49 4-5, both

"world's records for boys," if any one is keep-

ing records of that sort. Gibson rides a Day-

ton built to order, on account of his small

stature. Competent judges look upon him as

a wonder, and predict for liim a career simi-

lar to Michael.

Harry M. Sidwell continued his campaign

against time, and will continue to do so until

the end of October, as his permit has been

extended. Owing to bad weather and poor

pacemaking, he was unable to lower any of

the existing records, although he equaled sev-

RACING ME.V AND CHAINS.
'

If there is anything in the essay, "Influence

of the Racing Man on Cycle Construction," it

should accrue to the advantage of the Baldwin

Cycle Chain Co., as that company, in their

'98 announcements, point to a list of men who

arc using the Baldwin chain that will com-

mand notice wherever it may be seen, the list

including such names as Bald, Cooper, Kiser,

Butler and Michael. The chain, the Baldwin

people say, has undergone a deal of refine-

ment, and the fact that the rivet is made of

crucible steel hardened file proof is italicised.

The chains are being made in these sizes: i,

3-16, \. h-XCy and i inches. •ral

NEW TRACK IN PROVIDENCE.

Providence, R. I., is to have a new cycle

track. It will be a three lap, banked on the

curves according to the most approved meth-

ods, and from iwonfy-five lo thirty feet wide.

Loiaird rk, it will prob-

ably be C' 'iciation, and the

.\sM). latcd Cycle Clubs 01 Providence will

be asked to take charge of the race meets.

The survey* have all been completed, and the

plan includes a grand- stand with seating

capacity for 1»>,«m»o people, having all con-

V ' Sling-rooms,

UECOUDS BY ELECTRICITY.

In his recent successful attack on the 100

mile kilometer record, Bonhours was pared by

(wo electric triplets, which went through with-

out a hitch. Bonhours did the hundred ((»2

miles 24f> 2-3 yards) in 2 hrs. 'd't sec. and by

miles estnbli.shcfl new world's records as fol-

lows: Forty miles. 1.17..'); .V», 1.36.23%: fi».

l..V>.14%, and a new two hours' record <if 01

miles 1.511 yards.

UAYSEED HORSE ^ENSE.

"Ole Tom Perkins tayt he'd sooner tee

hi» son in hell than in this bysickir racin'

game."

"Tom's a durn fool; that's wot he is! Yer
kin git a son out of racin', b'gosh."

EVEN SMALLER THAN 'JIMMIE.'

"Jimmie" Michael has a younger brother of

ilie name William, who has just made his

drliut as a racing >nan in a two-mile race in

Wales. He finished second, one hundred

y-irds behind the winner. William is describ-

ed as even smaller than his brother, otherwise

he is the exact counierpart in appearance. His

ambition is to become as celebrated as his

l.riillirr litlimv.

WINDWHIZ/ED KESSLER WON.

There was another coasting eontest on the

Seventy-ninth street hill, in Brooklyn, on Sat-

urday last •

It was iiromoled by tl>e Crescent .\thletic

Club, and was limited entirely to club mem-
bers, who were obliged to ride wheels which

had been in use upon the road for at least one

iiioiuli, and to wear their ordin;iry cycling cos-

tumes. No extraneous weights or other aids

were permitted, and all members oi the trade

were barred, to avoid any semblance of the

professionalism which has of late crept into

the coasting game.

While the promoters sought to hedge the

contest witli every possible safegu;ird, they

failed to make ;irrangi-ments with the we;ither

clerk, and that individual sent a mighty pulT

of wind from the rear toward the close of the

contest tiiat decided the award of the prizes.

Twenty odd men started, nine qualifying for

the second heat, which would decide the con-

test. The hill had been well rolled, but a stiff

wind l)lew directly up the grade, in the faces.

of the riders, and bronglil iliem up short, as

a rule. Those who (lualilied for tiie secontl

and final rouiid were as follows:

W.' T. Wintringham, 1G2 pounds; J. T. Mc-
Mahon, 186; C. K. Sanborn. 163; K. U. Whit
in.g, 103; E. H. Walker, 171; F. Dunderdale.
1!'3; H. B. FullerL.n, 165; W. F. Ke,sler. 2(t3;

S. W. Lewis, l<i8.

During the final, the wind shifted from front

to rear, as stated, and Kessler, Sanborn and
Wintringham were blown aw.iy i)ast all the

Iirevious marks, winning the three prizes with
unlimited distance to spare, the scores being;
Kessler, 3,278 feet; Sanborn. 3,200; Wintring-
ham, 3,215.

MAY HAVE TO FIGHT FOR IT.

Indianapolis may not obtain the '!»8 League
meet without a struggle. The Ohio division

has recalled the fact that Indiana played false

when Toledo was an unsuccessful aspirant for

the meet of two years ago. and is reported to

have a knife up its sleeve and a desire to use

it to even up the old score. The gross mis-

use of the L. A. W. during the recent munici-

p.il campaign in Indianapolis may also cut a
figure.

MODERNIZED MESSENGER OF THE GODS.

Hermes, should a new mythology ever

come to be written and illustrated, will no

doubt be depicted astride a racing wheel rather

than with the winged heel with which the

world is now familiar, and this idea is borne.

out by the ever increasing use of the wheel

for "messengers."

MOWED DOWN MILLER.

I'red Titus and K. .\. Miller, ex-amateur

champion of Greater New York, met in a

match pursuit r.nce at the indoor games of the-

Twelfth Regiment, this city, on .Monday night

and Titus mowi-d duwn Miller in iwn mil. s

Time, 5.*27.

HERES THE RECORD GEAR.

F.lkhart, Ind.. Oct. IG.—Harry Lyons, of

this city, has jnst received from the Ariel Cy-

cle Mfg. Co.. of Goshen, a built-to-ordcr-Ariel

geared to 260 inches. The sprocket is twenty-

two inches in diameter.
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BUCKEYE BUDGET.

Cincinnati, Oct. 25.—The Columbia chain-

less was received last Thursday by the Pick-

ering Hardware Co., of this city. It has

created considerable interest among the local

wheelmen, and large crowds visit it daily.

Herman Bumiller, the manager of the com-
pany, distributed his entire stock of cata-

logues the first day, and at once tdegraphed

for more. By Saturday evening, although the

sample had only been on the floor two and

one-half days, Manager Bumiller disposed of

four chainless wheels.

The Pickering Co. has had the local agency

of the Columbia and Hartford for three years

and has renewed for 1898. The '97 season has

been especially profitable to this company
and more wheels have been sold than- during

any previous year.

Geo. E. Kistner & Co., local agents of the

Napoleon, left the bicycle trade last week.

This firm handled bicycles in connection

with hardware, but it proved unprofitable.

Wm. Crawford, manager of the Bandle

Arms Co., left for Middletown to arrange for

the '98 agency of the Racycle. The Bandle

Co. handle a large number of agencies, but

have been making leaders of the Racycle and

Hunter.

Emmett P. Gray will handle the Orient

next season, having made the necessary ar-

rangements with the Waltham Mfg. Co. Mr.

Gray was formerly manager of the local

branch of the Orient, but purchased it several

months ago.

Geo. S. See takes charge of the Howe Scale

and Cycle Co. next Monday. He is at pres-

ent in business for himself, and among his

many agencies the Stearns is his leader. Mr.

See will have entire charge of the local Howe
branch.

The Lodge & Shipley Tool Works, at Har-

rison and Culvert streets, were shut down
last Tuesday, pending an investigation of the

building. Although this company is now in

its busiest season, it was necessary for the

entire force of workmen to be laid off until

the building inspector made the examination.

Work was resumed on Thursday; a little

work on nights will enable the company to

make up for lost time. The Lodge & Shipley

Company manufacture considerable bicycle

machinery.

J.

HOW IT IS DONE DOWN EAST.

A Lewiston (Me.) cycle concern which lost

four wheels recently, found the last one in a

boy's hands, but when it came to showing

that the boy had been crooked in the matter,

the concern struck a snag right away. He
said that he found the wheel in the woods,

and produced witnesses to prove it.

When asked why he had not advertised the

wheel, he said: "'Cause I didn't have no

money." Again asked why he hadn't in-

formed the police, he brought witnesses to

prove that he had. One night he rode up

to a policeman and said: "Say, Coppy, I

found dis wheel in de woods—if you see

anybody who bees lookin' for it, send 'im ter

me." The policeman replied: "You keep

off the sidewalk or I'll pull you in."

IMPROVED AND REDUCED, rf^
'

With a material reduction in price and con-

siderable improvement in the bars themselves,

the Ideal Plating Co., Boston, whose Ideal^ad^

instable handle-bars were introduced and well

received last season, believe that few in the

trade will be able to withstand the inducements

they are offering.

Tr -,.
.'f

TJieir newest bar has an expansive plug

stem which docs away with the head-clip, and

gives a clean, trim appearance to the head of

the wheel. It is made in both stationary and

adjustable styles and has taken well.

MADE BY WATCHMAKERS.

The "New Era" is the name of the cyclo-'

meter which the New York
Standard Watch Company is

making for the 1898 trade.

The cut shows its exact size.

The "New Era" weighs less

than one ounce, has no

springs, and the wheels are

of solid brass with sunken

enamel figures. There are

no complicated parts to get

out of order and the com-

pany guarantees it in every

particular. It will register

to 10,000 miles and will re-

tail at one dollar.

WAITING FOR CHAINLESS BOOM.

Though the total value of exports of cy-

cles and parts thereof for the eight months

ending with August last show a decidedly

marked increase when compared with the same

period last year, the month of August shows a

falling off of $27,006 from the exports of the

same month last year.

The total value for the eight months ending

August reached to $5,646,001, while in 1896 it

was only $2,449,260. The United Kingdom
took this year upwards of 25 per cent of the

total e^cports. Germany, .the next best bicy-

cle market, had $1,070,351 this year, against

$187,556 last year. Australia shows a remark-

able increase, being from $179,568 to $347,520

for the eight months. In every case the Aug-
ust shipments of this year show a considerable

decline over those of last.

Judging from the present condition of the

cycle export trade in general, there is not

much prospect of immediate improvement

—

not at least until '98 models are ready for ship-

ment and the foreigners become aware of the

boom it now seems certain the chainless is to

have.

F. A. Leland, chief of the League tire staff,

has been visiting western New York and
Ohio during the past week, closing up several

large deals with prominent manufacturers.

BOTH GOOD.

ricr cycling dress just reached Iier I<iiee;

She was an ardent centuryltc.
"I mean to wear them short," .said slie.

"VN'liy sliotildn't T? I have, you see,
A i>crfect riglit."

He glanced upon her golfies tight,

Observed each graceful curve and swell;
TTe nuirnuired "Yes," as well he might

—

"I see vou have a perfect right,
And left as welll"
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SPRINGFIELD NEEDS ST/MULANT.

Springfield, Mass., Oct. 25.—The Springfield

retail trade is not rose tinted. Most of the

agencies are offering 1897 wheels at sacrifice

prices, and second-hand wheels can be bought
at the purchaser's own price and terms. It

is understood that a number of agencies will

close for the winter, at least, in order to save

rent. The Chicopee Falls Wheel Company
has abandoned its agency in this city, and the

Waltham Manufacturing Company will not

maintain its branch another season, although

the company is reported to have done a busi-

ness which has been exceeded by only one or

two houses in the city.

There is undeniably a feehng among the

agents that it will be harder work than ever to

compete with the department stores next sea-

son. This feeling is strengthened by the well-

defined rumor that one of the department,

stores has under consideration a number of

propositions from makers of high-grade,

wheels in regard to next season's trade. That

the department stores will maintain list prices

is not for a moment expected. It is generally

believed among members of the trade that

whatever high-grade wheels are handled by

the department stores will be sold at or below

cost in order to convey to the public the im-

pression that the cheap wheels of which

the department stores in this city make
a. specialty are proportionately good bargains.

The present dubious state of the Springfield

retail trade is due to unbusiness-like competi-

tion and a glut of all grades of wheels.

BALLS AND CHAIN RIVETS.

Comparatively few who talk, of ball-bear-

ings appreciate to what a fine art has the

making of the balls been brought. If, how-

ever, they could but see the exhibit which

President McKee, of the Hoffman Machine

Co., showed a Wheel man last week, their

appreciation would speedily be devolved

The exhibit consisted of a set of Standard

steel balls ranging from half an inch to a size

so small that it could not be seen by the

naked eye. It was visible only under a strong

magnifying glass, and was yet as complete a

sphere as human ingenuity could manufacture,

and as perfect in hardness and finish as the

largest balls made by the firm.

The exhibit serves as a splendid illustration

of the compass of the Hoffman factory, which

is located in this city at One Hundred and

Forty-third street and Amsterdam avenue, and

c;inn<)t fail to create an impression. The
balls are made by a special process controlled

exclusively by the Hoffman people.

Amon.u' other goods which the HotTman Co.
is manufacturing for the cycle trade, chain

rivets are prominent and are being supplied to

a number of important chain makers. The
rivets are produced in such quantities that the

cost is so greatly minimized that few, if any,

of the chain makers can do the work them-
selves ami save any money.

WANT A NUMBER OF NEW LINES.

A. F. SIiaplei,L;li Hardware Co., St. Louis.

Mo., the well-known jobbing house, will

largely extend their cycle interests and tiesire

manufacturers of sundries, supplies ami ma-
terial to correspond with them.

Ueiss & Co.. Oberwallstrasse, Ilia, Berlin.

W., Germany, aro in the market for an Ameri-

can pedal. Manufacturers should submit sam-

ples without delay.
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PLBA FOR UNIVERSAL TEMPLATES.

I beg to announce, says "Wheeling's" trade

correspondent, that I have hoisted a banner

bearing the strange device, "The Universal

Template," and I am going to fight for it till

I get it—or something to that eflfect.

Let me explain myself. 1 have, during the

past week, been in individual conference with

the leading chain and chain-wheel manufac-

turers, and I find a state of affairs existing be-

tween them which calls for immediate remedy.

I have, I believe, discovered the chief reason

for the large proportion of chain breakages

that occur, and the great number of ill-fitting

chains that abound. The entire blame for

these has hitherto been laid on the shoulders

of the unfortunate chain manufacturer, when,

as a matter of fact, the chain may have been

a perfect piece of workmanship, and as in-

nocent of flaw as a new born babe. The

trouble has been due to variations in chain-

wheel manufacture as well as in chain manu-

facture, with the result that there is no uni-

formity of 'pitch," and chains are freely fitted

to chain-wheels for which they were never in-

tended.

Every chain manufacturer has his own
ideas of pitch and the correct formation

of chain-wheel teeth. They make "templates,"

or patterns, of hub and sprocket wheels, and it

may be taken for granted that their chains fit

all chain-wheels made to these templates with

the necessary accuracy. If cycle manufac-

turers made chain-wheels to the templates for

which the particular chain to be used is in-

tended, the trouble would be greatly reduced,

and if fittings makers manufactured chain-

wheels to fit ajl the chains on the market it

would be nullified. But the latter would be

impossible, and the former has been equally

unattainable. In most cycle factories a va-

riety of makes of chain are used, according to

the demand experienced, and in order to sim-

plify matters they cut their wheels to one stan-

dard as suitable as possible for all the chains

they use, the result being disastrous to the

reputation of the chain-makers.

I have had the position explained to me by

one of the most notable experts in the chain

trade, and, as he puts the case very clearly and

succinctly from the technical point of view, I

cannot do better than quote his interesting

letter in full. I regret I am not at liberty to

give my correspondent's name, but his letter

will sufficiently prove that he is an authority

on the subject. My friend says:

"I will try to explain some of the difficulties

of chain manufacturers, which I hope will

lead up to .something, such as creating a stan-

dard for all chain-makers to adopt. There are

a great many makes of chain on the market
now, and I do not think you will find two of

them alike, there being a considerable difTcr-

cnce in the siies of the blocks, the smallest I

have measured being .3Kt in diameter, and the

largest about .31.1, and all sizes between; also

there is a great variation in the length of the

blocks, some being .T'i'l and all sizes up to .71.5,

although this is not so important as the dia-

meter.

"Generally, the chains are made fairly

good to pitch, that is 48 links measure 48

inches or thereabouts, none of them being suf-

ficently out to prevent their running well on
the wheels if they are cut to suit the chain that

i« to run on them; but this is not the case, as

plenty of shops have four to five different

chains to fit. according to their customers'

orders, but cut their wheels to one standard,

and with cutters made to that standard, and

expect all one-inch pitch chains to fit. This is

one of the principal reasons that chains crack,

stretch, and wear (otherwise, chop the blocks

to pieces).

"Take, for instance, a chain wheel cut

to suit a chain which has blocks of .310 dia-

meter, and then fit on one with blocks .330,

which is .02(3 larger; how is it possible for the

one-inch pitch chain to run on it properly with

the one-inch pitch circle increased this

amount? It is impossible for it to do so, and

the wheel being nearly 1-32 inch too large

in diameter, the chain has naturally to adapt

itself to the wheel, and stretch and chop. I

am referring more particularly to the hub

wheel, say eight teeth.

"I will give you an example of the result

when wheels are made too large. As in the

above case of eight teeth the diameter is 1-32

inch too large, the circumference is 3-32

inch. Suppose we cut a 48-tooth chain-wheel,

and allow the same 1-32 inch extra in diameter

for every eight teeth, and then try to fit a

chain of 48 inches onto it. I suppose it would
not go on properly a quarter of the way. Or
reverse this arrangement, and make the chain

48 9-lC inches, and then put it on the wheel.

Cut accurately it will then lift off. How many
small manufacturers who do not make their

own cutters and have to buy, use other makes
of chain than those which the cutters are made
to suit?

"And how many workmen in the large

finishing shops know or care what they arc

fitting to the machine so long as tliey get the

right sizes of wheels and the chain that is or-

dered, no matter whether the wheels are cut

to suit that particular make of chain or not?

Also, how is it possible in a large works to

keep the wheels made for the different chains

(if they do make them) separate. It is

practically impossible. They may get through

the machine shops all right, but they go
through so many hands after that, that by the

time the machine is finished it is not probable

the proper ones have been- used; then it is

'bad chains' etc., etc.

"I am giving you these points to show how
very necessary it is for all chain-makers to

adopt a standard size of block, so that if the
makers of wheels cut their wheels to the cor-
rect diameters any make of chain could be
used without the numerous complaints hav-
ing to be made. This in my opinion is one
of the most important things in the cycle trade
at present. Then there is the cutting of the
wheels, and although this question should be
dealt with by someone else, I cannot help say-
ing that hardly two makers cut their wheels
alike, and this requires going into quite as
much as the chain-block sizes.

WORTHY OF ITS TRADE AND SELF.

Iver Johnson's Arms & Cycle Works now
has a New York address—No. H!* Chambers
street—in the very heart of the down-town
si)orting goods and cycling district.

The first and second floors of the premises

have been leased and the first floor will be

equipped in Ivcr Johnson style—which is high-

class style—as offices and salesrooms, while

the second story will be kept slocked with bi-

cycles and firearms. The New York, New
Jersey and Pennsylvania trade will be sup-
plied from the New York depot and thus be
assured of quick shipments.
The branch will, of course, be conducted in

a manner befitting the big concern, whose fac-
tory in Fitchburg, Mass., is a city in itself and
a model one.

ACCRUES TO A.MERICAS ADVANTAGE.

The engineers' strike is utterly paralyzing

the cycle trade in and around Nottingham,
says the English "Cycle Trader." The few

factories working at all are doing as little as

possible; many places are entirely closed, and
some firms have shut up never to re-open

under the same constitution. Trade is at a

standstill. Those who have orders to exe-

cute are hanging fire; those who have none
are simply paying rates and taxes. All are

anxiously waiting events; looking for the set-

tlement that Cometh not.

But while the men are nursing their griev-

ances and the masters obdurate, the Americans
are making hay, or more correctly, ma-
chines and the numerous parts appertaining

thereto. Their agents are flitting about hither

and thither, picking up the unconsid-

ered trifles, flooding the market with goods
cheaper than can be produced in this country,

pocketing the proceeds of their labor, and
laughing at the cuteness of the British me-
chanic.

The utlook is indeed serious, and it is feared

that the effect of this strike will be felt in the

cycle world alone for many years to come.
There are rumors of a speedy settlement, but
even should the men resume in the course of a

week, the prospect for 1898 is gloomy in the

extreme.

Advices to the National Cycle Board of

Trade fully confirm these statements.

THEY LIVE TO MAKE DIES.

Butterfield & Co., of Derbyline, Vt., manu-
facturers of bicycle screw plates and taps and
dies for bicycle manufacturers and repairers,

are among the old standard makers of taps

and dies for general purposes, and although it

is but within the last few years that they under-
took the manufacture of taps and dies for the
cycle trade, they have made a study of the

question, and have succeeded in producing one
of the best lines of these goods to be found in

the market. Anything, to cut a thread of any
style or size, can be procured of them, and
guaranteed to be of perfect quality and make.
They have complete plants both in the

United States and Canada, and they do a large
and successful business in both countries, and
have a steadily increasing export trade—their

tools standing high in the markets of the
world.

HIS ABILITY PROVEN.

"Young man, before you think of marrying
my daughter, just think what it costs to keep
a wife in style."

"Oh, that's all right. I've done something
more difficult than that."

"What, may I ask?"

"Kept four of my sisters' bargain-counter

bicycles in repair."

"That will do, my son. If you can make
money enough to pay those bills, it's all right.

Take her, and be happy. She's extravagant,

but
"

OUT FOR TRINITY TRADE

Five traveling men were started out last

week by the Trinity Cycle Mfg. Co., taking
with them their new enclosed chain model for

18fJ8, which embodies many improvements in

details. The entire Trinity line has been
adapted for the Frost case, which has
been adopted, and the wheels will be cata-
logued as a part of the rigular e((nipment.
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IT'S

PUNCTURE PROOF

Is the Straus Protected Tire,

BUT
it is

NOT A FREAK.
It is

ALL RUBBER '>'"> FABRIC
IT CONTAINS

NO WOOD,

NO IRON,

NO STEEL,

NO CORK,

NO CHEMICALS.

" No Nothing" that injures the LIFE or

RESILIENCY of the tire. It's all in the

application and distribution of the rubber

and fabric.

The Catalogue is Short, Interestmgf and Worth
Readings and Asking; for.

Strhus Tire 6o..
127 DUANE ST., NEW YORK.
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WITHOUT TOOLS OR DISMOUNTS.

Tl)c James H. Burt Mfg. Co., Springfield.

Mass., has assumed control of and will market

the Ridgeway adjustable handle-bar, shown
herewith, and which appears to possess de-

sirable features.

In principle the device is two barrels or

cylinders, one revolved within the other. The
inner barrel is made fast to the wood or metal

handle-bar, and is provided with longitudinal

slots, Fig. 3. The outer barrel is made last to

or is rather a part of the stem of the bicycle.

and on this barrel is a small boss in which is a

bolt, Figs. 2 and 4. The boll engages in any

one of the slots on the inner barrel, and by

being withdrawn liberates the barrel and al-

lows the handles to be raised or lowered to

TUB KEI'AIKERS FUIEND. \-

Fig 4

the desired position. As soon as the bolt is

released, by means of a spring it again en-

gages in one of the slots on the inner barrel,

•irmly locking the handle-bar.

The point is made that the rider is enaiiUd

to raise or lower the handle-bar at will, and
without dismounting and without the use of

rny sort of tools. The neat appearance of the

handle-bar, and the fact that there arc no
screws or nuts to loosen, are features to which
attention is directed.

WILL STAY IN PROVIDENCE.

W. G. Rankin, until recently manager of the

Pope Mfg. Co., has decided not to accept

that company's offer to go on the road as one
of its traveling force. He has severed his

connection with the Pope Co. entirely, and
will probably remain in Providence and be

identified with the cycle trade in that city, as

heretofore.

In the somewhat extensive list of ingenious

devices which the New England Cycle Supply

Co., Kecne, N. H., have contributed for les-

sening the labor and adding to the profits of

the bicycle repairer, the Kcene lacing and tru-

ingjrhuck has been prominent, the improved '9S

model of which has but just made its appear-

ance and is being marketed at a price that

should attract the progressive worker.

The bed and jaws of the chuck arc rigidly

constructed to resist the severe warping and
diametral strains. All working parts are ac-

curately machined and are interchangeable.

The device for operating the jaws is quick

acting and positive. When the rim is locked

in position the maximum planimetric or radial

inaccuracy of the machine is guaranteed not

to exceed 1-04 of an inch. The chuck will

admit wheels with any number of spokes.

No rider expects too little of his friends or

too miirh of i.imself.

FROM BECK TO GILLIAM.

R. M. Stewart, who last year did good
work for the Beck saddle, has severed his

connection with the Beck establishment and

has connected himself with the well-known

Gilliam Mfg. Co., Canton, Ohio. His head-

(juarters will be in Chicago.

OFFERED TO ALL.

-Mthough quietly made, the progress of the

direct tangent spoke has been marked and un-

doubtedly will be more than ever in evi-

dence during IHW, a statement that leads di-

rectly to the Excelsior hub, which has done
much to bring about the result.

The hub lias heretofore been used exclusive-

ly on the Sterling bicycle, but Charles F.

Stokes & Sons, 50 Fifth avenue, Chicago, who
control the patent, are now offering it to the

trade at large. They will supply the hubs or

license manufacturers, as may be desired, and
as it has been long tested and found true, the

Messrs. Stokes have a talking point and an ad-

vantage that is not to be gainsaid. The pro-

jecting flange of the Excelsior provides a

somewhat clastic connection for the spoke
head that avoids all danger of spoke breakage,

a quality which, it is claimed, cannot be ob-

tained with a rigid connection.

READY TO TALK TURKEY.

If any one has a desirable cycle sundry
which he would have made and marketed on
royalty, the Higgins Mfg. Co.. Winchester,

Mass., say they are ready to "talk turkey."

The concern is not a novice in the business,

having marketed a number of cycle saddles,

toe clips, repair tools, etc., during the past

year. .Kmong the new tilings which tiiey will add
to their own line is an aluminum racing saddle.

They maintain that leather or other covering
adds nothing to the hard saddles required for

fast work and will therefore make their light

and non-rustable aluminum scat without cov-

ering of any sort.

DEMA.ND FOR HAMMOCKS.

So well has the hammock saddle been re-

ceived that its makers, the H. C. Phillips Mfg.

Co., Butler, Pa., report that an enlargement

of plant has been found necessary.

The rider wh<i is slow, but sure, is rarely

sure of anytiiing but of being slow.

E. REED BURNS,
MANUFACTURER

Nickel-Platers' Supplies

BEST QUALITY GOODS AT LOWEST PRICES.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

4042 Withers Street. Borough of Brookl/n, N. Y.

We make a'.specialty of

HOT-BLASTii
KEROSENE AND GASOLENE

BRAZING MACHINES

BLOW TORCHES,

ENAMELING OVENS,

BRAZING compound.

•JH Dlfferrnt ArtlrUs.

WHITE >1FC. CO.,

S BakcrAv..Syracuse. N.Y.

40 State St.. Chica«:o. III.

H. ROMEYN SMITH,
Manager.
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HE FAILED TO LET WELL ENOUGH ALONE.

"Say," said one Johnny—new rider to an-

other of the same ilk, as they rested moment-

arily on the curb up on the Boulevard, "What
wheel are you riding?"

"Oh, a Jumper," responded the other, "and

it is a hummer, too. I tell you, I like it about

the best of any wheel I ever saw. It is too

slick to take out on the roads and get dusty;

that is all there is to it."

The one who had made the first remark

carefully stood his wheel up against a tree and

began an examination of the other's treasure.

"Your front wheel is too loose," said he.

"That chain ought not to be so slack as that.

Got your pump with you? You ought to pump
those tires up; instead of having your saddle

on the back of that T-post you ought to have

it forward. You ride in a horrible position.

Tell you what I would do if I were you. I

would take that chain of yours off and soak it

in kerosene. It is getting dusty."

"Say, come to think of it, that chain does

look a little dirty; guess I'll do it," responded

the other.

So that very night the owner of the wheel

with which he had heretofore been perfectly

contented began operations. He got the chain

off easily enough and then discovered that the

wheel was running a little off on one side.

"Guess I'll true it up," said he. So he ham-
mered and pounded away till he got the rear

wheel out. Meanwhile he had loosened the

pedal and stepped in the middle of the rear

wheel and broken out two spokes. He began

to get a little bit rattled; but he persevered,

and taking a 10-gallon oil can he let his chain

down into it holding on to one end and then

began swirling it around in the can.

All at once the chain got away from him and

dropped into the can. What could the poor
boy do? He took a wire, bent it, stuck it

down in the can and tried to haul the chain out.

But the chain got coiled and kinked and
twisted into 46 knots and he could not get it

out. The result was that he finally grabbed
an axe and split the can from top to bottom.

Then he got his chain.

After carefully rubbing the chain dry accord-

ing to instructions he attempted to put it back
on the wheel, but luck was against him. He
was positive that when he took the chain off

the burr was on the inside, but for the life of

him he couldn't get the bolt through from the

outside. He tried and tried again and in do-

ing so ran his tire squarely over the point of

his knife, which he had used as screw driver,

and punctured the tire. That proved the

climax.

"Gee whiz!" said he. Those are not ex-

actly his words, but they are reduced to proper
English for the benefit of the average reader

—

"This cursed thing will drive me crazy."

So this morning pedestrians were surprised

to see an athletic young man with the frame
of a machine thrown over his shoulder, the

chain tied in a knot around the handle bar and
with a rear wheel plus a punctured tire and
minus three spokes, in his hand, trudging to-

ward the cycle establishment where he had but
a short time before purchased his 1897 model
at a bargain.

"What is the matter?" inquired an acquaint-
ance as he trudged along.

"Oh, nothing, only I am like the man in the

fable who first carried his ass and then rode
his ass and finally made an ass of himself in

trying to please everybody. All there is to it

is, I took a friend's advice."

And with an expression on his face which

made all the little dogs along the street howl
in anguish, he trudged on his way. Later on a

new convert to the chainless wheel had been

made, and the dealer had his order for one.

FOR SHINING-UP PURPOSES.

Nothing looks worse than a fine machine

on which the nickel has been allowed either

to rust or to become dull. An excellent

recipe for restoring the brilliancy to tarnished

nickel and to prevent rust is the following:

Take a thimbleful of the best jeweler's rouge,

and mix this with double the quantity of

whitening, then make a thin paste of these

by mixing with a little best olive oil. When
this is applied to nickel and well rubbed off

with a chamois afterwards, a splendid polish

will be obtained. This mixture should not

be used more frequently than once in six

weeks, however, nor should it be applied near

any joint or bearing, which it might injure if

it got in.

SHE RID AWAY FROM ME.

I wuz a-lovin' Molly
As faithful as could be;

But Moll—she got a bicykile

And rid away from mel
When that 'ere city chap come down,
He turned her head, you see;

An' Moll—she took her bicykile

An' rid away from me!

.She rid away from me,
As heartless as could be;

That bicykile

It made her smile

—

She rid away from mel

An' so I took two wagon wheels.

An' fixed 'em up in style;

An' then I tried to follow

On that home-made bicykile.

An' up an' down the laughin' town
I rid an' rid! but she

Jest waved her hand an' crost the land

—

She rid away from me!

She rid away from me.

As keerless as could be;

Wuz greased with ile

—

That bicykile

—

She rid away from me,

The course o' true love's mighty rough,

An' full o' grief an' loss;

Fer I'd have married Molly

If she'd only seen a boss!

But when that city chap come down
She changed her mind, you sec;

That bicykile—it made her smile

—

She rid away from mel

She rid away from me!
As keerless as could be;

Wuz greased with ile

—

That bicykile—

She rid away from me!

SHE SURPRISED THEM AND HERSELF, TOO.

A Missouri girl recently donned a cycle

costume consisting largely of an abbreviated

skirt and aggressive golf hosiery, and went

to surprise her grandparents. It was a com-
plete success. Her grandma immediately pro-

ceeded to destroy the costume, while grandpa

demolished the bicycle with the family ax.

They then equipped the young lady with a

dress and sent her home.

REVERSING THE OLD SAW.

"It strikes me that invention is the mother
of necessity."

"How do you make that out?"

"Take the bicycle. Nobody needed it be-

fore it was invented, and now the world
couldn't get along without it."

HE LIVES OFF OF VANITY.

"Here y'are! Get yer photo took, jist as

y'are! Right around the corner! Take yer

in half a minute! A perfect likeness! You
two will make a splendid picter. Have one?"

All this comes glibly from a man in a mud-
colored suit of clothes and his derby on the

back of his head. He is walking up and

down the edge of the sidewalk, pointing to-

ward a camera on its tripod that stands in the

gutter, while a serious-looking, thin-faced

man keeps on peeping under the black cloth

as if it had some curiosity underneath.

"You an' yer lady would make a lovely

group," continues the man in the mud-colored

clothes, as the wheelman, having finished a

trifling repair to the tandem, prepares to

mount. "Jist around the corner. The pro-

fessor here takes yer by a new process pat-

ented in London and only jist introdooced on

this side. Take the two o' yer fer a quarter."

The mud-colored man keeps this up all day.

He does not catch the tandem couple, but he

gets a great many others. Wheelmen of the

Boulevard stripe have a penchant for photo-

graphs, and the weary professor must be sick

to death of squinting at golf stockings on

men and brown-leather high shoes on women.

This photographing is a great industry on

upper Seventh avenue on a fine Sunday.

HOW IT CAME TO PASS.

After putting their wheels in the stand of a

roadside hostelry, at Mr. Wheeler's sugges-

tion, he and his companion had a cooling

draught, and Mr. W. put his hand down into

his pocket for his purse.

He first drew forth a variegated number of

small triangular bits of cloth, each with an odd

little clip made in its centre, which he re-

garded with mild surprise.

Next a celluloid disk resembling a poker

chip, but bearing the lettering: "1 Cream
Soda—10 Cts." Then a mysterious piece of

whitish substance resembling chalk, followed

by a small piece of chamois. To his un-

speakable horror he began to realize that he

was wearing an important portion of his wife's

cycle costume, which its similarity to an

equally important portion of his own costume

had caused him to don in his hurry to be off

from home before his wife returned and re-

quested him to act as her escort.

DOUBLED UPON THEM.

"I understand he polled the whole bicycle

vote."

"He did."

"And yet," said the man who wasn't posted,

"he never rode a wheel in his life."

"Quite right. He couldn't keep on a wheel

if he tried. But when he made up his mind
that the bicycle vote was a necessity he had

his picture taken while suffering from tho

cramps and then had copies of it put up all

along the cycle path and the Boulevard. Of
course, he was taken for a scorcher, and the

scorching contingent voted for him to a man."

MOVED RAPIDLY.

"So you like coasting?" said the escort of

the fair novice. "Well, now we arc safely at

the bottom of the hill, tell me how fast you
thought you came down it."

"Gracious!" she said, "I went so fast that I

c;uight my breath."
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SHE WAS TOO ADVANCED.

Uncle Eph was at the white heat of rage.

He stood on the corner and it was something

nu>rc than impatience tliat caused him to toss

his hoary head petulantly, and snort like a por-

l"i>isc in a choppy sea. It was not ditVicult to

ohserve that there was something of more

than usual import weighing upon his mind, as

he was inclined to disregard any questions put

to him by several white friends who gathered

about; but his plaint was heavy, and the spirit

of the old man sorely grieved.

"I ain't gwine do it,"" he said, wagging his

head from side to side. "I ain"t gwine do it,

an' dat aint all, I "low she"il git dcm kernip-

shus noshuns outi-n dat big head er hern 'fo I

gits dun wid her. Dats what."

"What's the trouble, Ephram?"' asked some

one who had just stepped up.

"Dat gal er mine; dat's what it am, dat same

new-fangled, butt-headed, outdacious gal er

mine, dat's what it am."

"What's the matter with her, Ephram?"
"Dat's what I say, an' dat's what I wants to

know—what's de matter wid her, an' ef yo kin

sot yer head to fin" dat out I won't ax no mo.
"

The old man stopped, gave a sudden snort,

and looked indifferently across the street.

All at once he broke out again:

"I ax dis question," he said, "what am de

gals er dis day comin" to, kase I don't know,

an" it takes a heap er study in' in de dicshun-

ary to keep up wid dese women folks.

"I ain't got much book sense, kase dey

didn't hab none er dese here nigger colliges

an' sich lac in my day; but I low dis, dat skule

larnin' ain't gwine do fer gals, kase it makes
'em worsen er mule colt in de green pastur.

"Dar's dat gal er mine what Jedge Mott tuk

an' sent to de islan' an' den she up an' ax

me if I ain't gwine pay dat fin'. No, sah, I

ain't gwine do it, 'twill she take out some er

dcm monkey noshuns what she got out dar at

de skulc and endurin' cr de exposishun. She
gits out dar, she did, wid all dem big-headed

niggers what talk erbout dis, an' talk erbout

dat, 'twill dey don't know what side dey

'sputin' on. I ax her what de matter, an'

why de name er Gord she come prancin' 'roun'

wid her head histcd lac she got one er dese

here race horse bits under her chin.

"Den she switch round sam' ez er cow what

got a wolf on her back, an' she say:
" 'Pa, I'se er member er de Sassiety fer de

Elervashun cr de Kulud Ginerashun.'

"Dat's what she say, an' I "low I elevate you
wider light'ood knot ef you sling sich stuff as

dat outcn dat big mouf er yourn. An' dat

ain't all; here she come er trottin' an' er

switchin', an' she say, she do:

" 'Pa, I'se gwine tcr ride er wheel.'

"Whar dat gal cbcr knows enything 'bout

gittin' on <inc cr dese tandrums, or what-you-
callcm, 1 ain't hearn tell, but, boss, dar she

wHz. Yassir, sah. she wuz all done rigged up
worsen cr rope walker on cirkus day, an' I'll

be gol darned cl she didn't come out wid pants

lac de men hab, 'ceptin' dey wuz big at der

bottom lac er balloon.

"I say: 'Name cr Gord, nigger gal. what
dat?'

"Den she cackle same « cr scttin' hen:
" 'I-ordy, pa.' she say, 'd^^c am knickers wh.it

ladies wear ridin'. All dc uAlu uli.it 1<< .p up
wid de times has 'em.'

"Dat's all I wants. I Kr.ib >i"i tcr ilc scat

cr dcm pants an' I fotch di« here hic'ry stick

down lac cr baltcrin' ram.

"But it wuz jes lac kcepin' de sow in de pen

ez to hoi' dat gal when she gits dcm pants.

"It wuz yistiddy when dey kotched her. I

hearn de perlice jist now tell all 'bout how
come it. Dey say she kum er skeedaddlin'

down jcs' lac dc 'lectric car. Dey tells de

Ji-dge how 'twuz she wuz er scorchin'.

" 'Jedge,' sez I, 'I ain't ax you ter turn dat

gal loose, but what I ax is, jes' turn me loose

in de sam' room wid her, an' ef I don't mek
her scorch den you kin pass de jedgmen' on

me. too.

'"Dat's what I say 'bout dese here newfangl-

ed women folks." he said, "dey's worsen mule

colts in cr green pastur."

PLOT FOR A CYCLE NOVEL.

(All rights reserved.)

Girl on wlicel.

Eyes of blue.

Brown hair, shoes

Number two;

Meets a cow.

Turns to flee.

Wheel upsets

—

A casualty.

Boy on wheel.

Eyes of slate.

Blonde hair, shoes

Number eight;

Rescues girl.

Loses heart.

They're to wed
And never part.

Knave on wheel.

Eyes of green.

Black hair, shoes

Seventeen;

Swears to have

Slate-eyes' life,

'Fore blue-eyes

Shall be his wife.

Years go by.

Slate-eyes now
Very rich

(Don't know how)
All mistake.

Plot is spoiled,

M.iid said "Yes."
The villain foiled.

WHAT A MILE IS.

When a man looks down at his cyclom-

eter, and tells you he has ridden so many
miles, how often would he be able to tell you
anything about what a "mile" was, save that

it was but another name for 5.280 feet or 1.760

yards. Here is some data regarding the sub-

ject which will be news to many, and interest-

ing to ail:

The statute mile is 5.280 feet long. It is the

American standard of itinerary measure

adopted from the English, who in turn

adopted it from the Romans. A Roman mili-

tary pace by which distances were measured

was the length of the step taken by the Ro-

man soldier: a thousand of these paces were

called in Latin a mile. The English mile is.

therefore, a purely arbitrary measure, en-

acted into a legal measure by a statute passed

during the reign of Queen Elizabeth; it has

no connection with any scale in nature, and

that is all a "mile" is.

ESSENTIALS FOR STREET RIDING.

Now that the newer order of wheelmen take

a rU-light in biaviiig the vicissitudes of crowded

thoroughfares, they should practice thoroughly

the art of dismounting (juickly from both the

left and the right side of their machines, and

also acquire the knack of getting off "from

behind," j. c, dismounting over and astride

the rear wheel.

BANISHING THE COMMONPLACE.

What by-product of more complex brain

convolution in the rustic might be discovered

cannot be said, but it is sure that his world is

bigger and more iiUcn-sting because there has

touched him the spirit of the living creature

within the wheels. Nor can anyone charge

cycle lovers with idealizing what has become
commonplace and even middle class to many
people, if they note among the by-products of

cycling a similar diffusion of courtesy and

humanity.

This doctrine may be difficult of belief in

suburban communities where the city

scorcher flies in the face of every rule of good

breeding. But the farther one gets frojii the

city the rarer this vulture becomes, and the

more is the wheelman a messenger of peace

and good will.

The tourist is, by increasing chances, likely

to be a gentleman. The cheapness of cycling

and the quality of its recreations make it spe-

cially available to those who must compress

their vacation into small time and expense.

For the same expenditure in these regards

nothing offers such rich returns as cycling ex-

cursions.

Thus it is that the student or teacher, the

scholar or author, comes into communication

with his brothers by the highway, and under

the unclerical garb of the bicycler is masked

many a preacher who asks of men the way and

gets answered back as he likes. The teams-

ters who are accosted by such men are rarely

able to reply otherwise than courteously; and

when for their kindness the invariable "Thank

you" follows, the aroma of courtesy stays with

them.

The barroom loafer in country inns gets

lessons from the gentleman in golfish oat-

terned stockings, which he would never notice

if the visitor passed into the company of the

immaculate; and the pseudo-gentleman who
thinks profanity and vulgarity an open sesame

to the good will of other country hotel loung-

ers may have a useful shock wiien he learns

that among his auditors the man with a wheel,

who took notes unnoticed, was a doctor in

divinity.

AN AWFIL UNDERTAKING.

They saw him when he began his task—saw

him and pitied him.

Years passed. He was a man of middle-age,

with stern lips and wrinkled brow. His

friends came to him and said, it is useless.

But he only smiled.

More years went by. He was old and bent,

and his hair was white as snow. Those who
had been his friends mocked him. But he

worked on.

.\nd one morning they came and found him

dead. And the repairs he had sworn to make
on a bargain-counter bicycle were still unlin

ished.

THE B.\ACT DIFFERENCE.

"Mamma," he said, as he looked up from

his book, "there's a difference between knick-

erbockers and bloomers, ain't there?"

"Of course there is." she replied.

"What is it?" he asked.

"Urn. well. Willie
"

"My boy." interrupted his father, "when
they're cut so that you can't tell whether the

wearer is coming toward you or going away,

they are bloomers."
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THE PRAIRIE PEACH

;

OR,

SAVED BY CYCLING.

By the Author of " Sprocketty Sam, the Sly

Serpent of the Siwash "; "TheI,astof
the l^ongf Skirts, or She Scorned to

Shorten "; Stc, Btc, Etc.

CHAPTER I.

The rising sun was circulating its golden

shafts like so many spokes, while the dew-

gemmed lilies lifted their silver chalices to

the persuasive zephyr that drifted about in

quest of the cocktail mixed by the rosy fingers

of the dawn.

"Ah, there!" The Prairie Peach looked up

from the buckskin knickerbockers upon whose

supplementary seat she was embroidering

quaint conceits, and saw her lord, her ownest

own, returning from the chase upon his wheel

—the faithful, rubber-tired one, that never

flagged, flinched or fumbled.

Having embraced the Prairie Peach in salu-

tation, without disarranging her back hair, the

nervy Nimrod proceeded to clip a few veal cut-

lets and mutton chops from the deer which he

had slain in the fastness of the forest hard by.

CHAPTER n.

As suddenly as a matrimonial proposal came

the extemporaneous xylophone solo of an

army of old-fashioned ordinaries, mounted

by Indians.

Zip! zip!

And a shower of bullets hurtled through the

malarious air with the sharp, familiar rat-tat-

tat of the dry goods clerk swiftly tearing off a

yard of Irish linen.

The redskins swept on with the fury of a

prairie afire in a high wind, unprotected by

insurance.

"To the wheels, to the wheels!" shouted

Arizona Alfred, for he well knew they could

not hold the cabin against Setting Hen and

his howling horde of hand-painted aborigines,

yelling like so many Yale students.

"All is well!" shouted Arizona Alfred in a

superfine frenzy to his fair young bride; "the

mortgage interest is paid and the insurance

policies are in the hands of the mortgagee,

who is secured against loss."

"Thank heavens!" she exclaimed, as they

mounted their machines and went skimming

gracefully along like two women with 27

cents apiece heading for a bargain-counter.

CHAPTER III.

Madly athwart the rim of the horizon came

Setting Hen et al., in such red-hot pursuit

of Arizona Alfred that their war-paint ran

all over them and made them look like a flock

of posters tangled up in a cyclone.

Zip! bang!

Bang, zip!

Before Arizona Alfred had time even to

frame his last words an arrow went whizzing

through his tire, and he came down ofif his

perch like an incarnadined Shanghai in the

ambrosial a. m. Before he could regain his

feet he was seized by a stalwart brave, whose

ecru and yellow omelette face fairly dripped

with mellifluous joy.

Then, with nimble fingers and faces over-

flowing with rippling paint, they tied him to

the stake in a hard knot and lighted their

pipes.

CHAPTER IV.

Her heart surcharged with woe, and a

lamentation on her lips, the beautiful Prairie

Peach, now more beautiful than ever in her

fright, ceased to be the fashion-plate of the do-

mestic circle.

"I will save him," she cried, bravely, with

gnashing knuckles and clinched teeth.

And, putting all her strength into the effort,

she scorched along and never cared a con-

tinental whether her hat was on straight or

not.

"The nearest settlement is not far," she

wailed, "and I will go to the nearest one to

save time. I will also save Arizona Alfred,

the erstwhile croquet champion of Joralemon

street, Brooklyn. 'Tis a consummation de-

voutly to be annexed, the more so because

upon his sweet, young life there is not a cent

of fire insurance.

CHAPTER V.

In less time than is consumed in procur-

ing one's change in a large department store

Arizona Alfred's wife soon came bowling

along at the head of the excited cowboys, each

of whom was mounted upon a certain bicycle,

whose name is not mentioned, because it does

not advertise.

Soon they came howling upon the scene,

whereat Arizona Alfred was still lashed to

the stake with leathern thongs. Just as Set-

ting Hen held up his last parlor-match to look

at it before drawing it along his leg to kindle

the fagots, the head villager pulled his trigger,

and the bullet lighted the match.

With a cry of baffled rage, Setting Hen
turned, and, in doing so, caught the next bul-

let on the fly in such a way that it drove his

collar button down his throat.

"Bang, bang, bang, zippetty, bang, bang.

Bang, bang, bang, zippetty, bang, bang," went

the pistols of the excited cowboys, and the

Indians, what was left of them, fied in dismay

and confusion, while the Prairie Peach leaped

to the centre of the stage, cut the cruel thongs

and set her lover free.

CHAPTER VI.

"Saved!" shouted Arizona Alfred, in an

ecstacy of gratitude as the Prairie Peach fell

swooning into his arms and upon his bella-

donna plaster at an angle of forty-five degrees

in the shade.

The villagers circled in the background,

shed tears of delight, and the curtain fell with

a dull sickening thud.

CHAPTER VII.

After a handful of years had flown Arizona

Alfred was a handful of years older. But he

was happy sitting up in his piazza, thrum-

ming the mandolin, and the Prairie Peach of

the Garden of his heart sat beside him in the

gloaming. On the floor lay a beautiful rug

—

an American rug—the skin of Setting Hen,

spread out like a tiger-rug, his feathers stick-

ing out of his skull, and his glass eyes gleam-

ing in tlie dancing sunshine.

Arizona Alfred's little boys were trying to

shoot marbles into a hole in the rug—the hole

made in the blooming savage by the bullet of

the Prairie Peach—the dearest souvenir of the

thrilling rescue.

When they were not projecting marbles at

the fatal aperture they were gliding to and fro

on a couple of juvenile cycles captured from

the tooting, but untutored savage. The white

dove of peace sang in the doughiuit tree at the

portal, and all went merry as a factory bell

which is the signal to stop work for the day.

SHORT-SKIRTED FREEDOM.

Every woman who rides a bicycle and wears

a short skirt in doing so, has been serving

the goddess Hygeia in a way she wot not of

when she first put her uniform on.

A couple of years ago a woman who had

dared to appear on the streets dressed in the

costume of any athletic exercise would have

been followed by wondering boys, would have

found her ears assaulted by silly and impudent

comments. But now not one of these Oc-

tober days goes by that one may not encounter

ladies going gayly about in their cycle clothes,

enjoying the freedom thereof, stopping to chat

with an acquaintance before starting for a ride

in the park, and otherwise enjoying the eman-

cipation which fashion has won for them from

the stern daughter of Esculapius.

The truth is, this same capiicious dame, since

she became a worshiper of the bicycle, is

doing more for the Advancement of Woman
(with large A and W) in regard to freedom of

dress than the dress-reformers have been ena-

bled to achieve, with all their noble resolution.

Perhaps the reason is that Hygeia is bound by

tradition to wear long drapery always as in

ancient story, and being thus fettered the god-

dess of health has not been able to lead in the

matter of an out-door exercise such as cycling.

Fashion, on the contrary, may do as she

likes. She waves her hand, and, lo! any

mother's daughter of them all shall now trot

about with her gown skirt at her boot-tops

from dawn until dark. Anybody who beholds

her will only think that she had been a-wheel,

even if she is in the thick of the crowd in a

city street. Now, all this is but fair-weather

work. Yet try it on a rainy day, and you will

find, O ladies of the abbreviated skirts, that

no looks except those of envy and approbation

are cast upon you.

And all this leads up gradually towards a

safe prophecy that fashion, since she has flirted

so desperately with cycling, will at least blink

most graciously on any woman who dares

wear on a stormy day a gown that clears the

ground by three or four inches. Pleading and

invective have not availed against the gown
skirt which trails the streets, the fatal dip, dip

of the gown skirt of the masses of the ill-

dressed into the dust or the mud or the slush

or the snow of the streets and roads and lanes

and fields and parks wheie winter walkers

tramp for the good of their health.

If henceforth any woman goes about in win-

ter with a superabundance of dress skirt and

petticoat it is her own fault and not fashion's.

That gentle dame is gentler than ever in the

evening, more subtly and insistently ladylike;

she exacts laces and silks and chiffons, the

frou-frou of the train, the simplicity or the ele-

gance of all gowns feminine. But in daytime

siie no longer enslaves; if woman will be free

whene'er she takes her walks or rides abroail.

none of her friends nor her intimate oneniios

will cut her for cause of a short skirt.

ONLY WAY.

"Coin' a-hunting?"

"Me? No."

"What are you carrying those knee-high

boots for?"

"Those arc my wife's bicycle boots. I take

'cm down to the oflice, and slio rides down and

puts 'em on."

"Why doesn't she wear 'em both ways?"
" 'Cause there ain't but one way to wear

'cm."
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National Board of Trade

of Cycle Manufacturers.

320 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

President,

A. L. GAR FORD.

Firrt Vice-President,

GEORGE H. DAY.

Second \'icePresident, Treasurer,

C W. DICKERSON. W. A. REDDING.

Secretary,

ERNEST R. FRANKS.

National Bicycle Wood Rim

Manufacturers' Association.

President, Treasurer,

E. S. MEAD. N. D. DOUGHMAN.
Secretary,

W. \V. STALL. Bedford. Mass.

National Cycle Dealers' Association.

President,

GEORGE E. HANNAN.
Second X'ice-President,

J. J. MANDERY.

First Vice-President,

F. A. VERY.
Treasurer,

GEORGE COLLISTER.
Secretary,

JOHN McCARGO. St. Louis.

Rubber Tire Association.

President,

THEODORE A. DODGE-

First Vice-President,

L. K. McCLYMONDS.
Second Vice-President,

GEORGE T. PERKINS.

Treasurer,

GEORGE F. HODGMAN.

Secretary,

KIRK BROWN.

504^506 West Fourteenth Street, New York.

SIMM.\KY OF PATENTS.

5i)1.81ii. Cycle or other Drive-Chain. Lucien S.

Crandall. Birmingham. England. Filed Dec. 29, 1S96.

Serial No. 617,321. (No model.)

519,820. Bicycle-Support. John G. Cronbach, New
Orleans. La. Filed Dec. 4. 1S96. Serial No. 614,471.

(No model.)

519.S23. Lock for Cycles. Arthur H. Dickinson.

Brockley, and Henry J. Fisher, London, England.

Filed Feb. 3, 1S97. Serial No. 621,812. (No model.)

S91,841. Inflatcr for Pneumatic Tires. Charles G.

Heaven, Birmingham, England. Filed Jan. 6, 1897.

.•^crial No. S1S.20I.I. (.\o model.) Patented in England,

Dec. 10. 1S96, No. 2S.239.

691,864. Attachment for Bicycles. Joseph H. Mey-

er, Brooklyn, N. Y. Filed Feb. 4, 1S97. Serial No.

622.(H4. (No model.)

591.9(M. Combination Bracket and Luggage Carrier

for Bicycles. George W. Weber, St. Paul, Minn.

Filed May 25, 1896. Serial No. 593,081. (No model.)

591.907. .Manufacture of Pneumatic Tires. Er-

nest W. Young. .-Sustin, III., assignor to the Mor-

gan & Wright, Chicago, III. Filed June 28, 1897.

Serial No. 642.689. (No model.)

591.922. Bicycle-Wheel. William H. Kadel, Rock

Falls, III., assignor of one-third to Harry L. Kadel,

same place. Filed Dec. 11, 1896. Serial No. 615,262.

(No model.)

591,930. Automatic Guiding Attachment for Bi-

cycles Horace <J. Plummcr, Maplcwood, Ind. Filed

Oct. 30. 1896. Serial No. 610.563. (No model.)

591,969. Bicycle-Stand. Paul Hinkisch, Decatur.

III. Filed May 4, 1896. Serial No. 590,064. (No

model.)

591,974. Bicycle- Brake. George A. John.son, Trav-

erse City. Mich. Filed Aug. 24, 1896. Serial No. 603,-

750. (No model.)

691,990. Ice-Cycle. Rosa Von Nagy de Markoviti,

Buda Pesth, AustriaHungary. Filed Jan. 21, 1897.

.Serial No. 620.154. (No model.)

591.994. Bicycle- Brake. John B. Warren and

Charles W. Jones. Kansas City, Mo. Filed April 6.

1896. Serial No. 584.438. (No model.)

r>!C014. Inllating Device for Bicycle-Tires. George

W. Mowry. Rochester, N. Y., assignor of one-half to

liuracc .M. Crawford and (ienrge E. Reynolds, same

;

•

.

Filed May 26. 1896. Serial No. 593,165. (No
•1.)

...C.II18. Bicycle Handle- Bar Clip. Eugene H. Olds,

K.rt Wayne. Ind. Filed .March 1, 1897. Serial No.

t;2i,623. (No model.)

rtfZ.fW. Bicycle Support or Rack. Henry S.

Frarobcs, East Saginaw, Mich. Filed Aug. 17, 1896.

Serial No, 603,010. (No model.)

Mtt.OBS. Bicycle-Trainer. Samuel H. I^w. Brook-

lyn, N. Y., atiigoor to himself, James William Wells,

and Harrinon < >. I^w. luinie place. Filed April 17,

ItM. S<Tial No. 587,M9. (No model.)

GK.dM. Clamp fur Bicycle Bells. Herbert S. Pull-

man, Waterbury, Conn., aotignor to the Scovill Manu-
facturing Company, »amc place. Filed June 14, 1887.

Serial No. «40,«10. (No model.)

S0Z.I22. Bicycle. Spencer H. Phelps, Janesville,

Wis. Filed June 4, 1896. Serial No, 694,323. (No
model.)

Sn.lS. Tire lor Velocipedes or Other Vehicles.

John B. Rogers and William H. Hall. San Francisco.

Cal. Filed June 2S. 18M. Serial No. 6M,M0. (No

model.)

EU.1M. Bicycle Driving Gear. James E. Martin.

Nkbolson. N. D Filed April SO. 1886. Serial No.

fUJUX (No model.)

tm,im. Bicycle. John C. Raymond, New York, N.

.V. Filed Oct. 9, U«« Serial No. 610,434. (No moilrl )

Cn.174. BicycleCrank Mechanism. \lrtMy I.

grhf^-ir HolrodcU N. J. Filed June 17, UBt. Serial

Nf>. M6.M7. (No model.)

TR.\l)E CHANGES.

ALABAMA.
Luvcrne.— R. F. Folmer Hardware Co. will add

bicycles.

Springville.—J. W. .\sh & Co., drugs, will add bi-

cycles.

ARKANSAS.
Arkansas City.—J. W. Davis, newspiper publisher,

will embark in bicycle business.

Black Rock.—Chas. G. Blakesk-e, hardware .-.nd ma-
chinery, will add bicycles.

CANADA.
Clinton. Ont.—H. L. Brown, reported assigned.

Windsor, N. S.—N. E. Davidson & Son, destroyed

by fire.

CALIFORNIA.
San Francisco.—The Pacific Coast Bicycle Skate

Co., incorporated by S. J. Robertson, A. J. \an
Drake, C. J. Armbruster and T. R. Evans. Capital

stock, }100,000.

COLORADO.
Alamosa.—J. D. Smith, deceased.

CONNECTICUT.
Derby.—P. F. Francis, harness and bicycles, re-

ported assigned.

Middletown.—Worcester Cycle Mfg. Co. Applica-

tion asking that the company be declared insolvent

granted.

South Norwalk.— Geo. F. Bcarsc, .luccctdcd by
Frederick W. Rogers.

Stamford.—John C. Robinson, reported sold out.

Wcstvillc.—A. C. Nisbet, assigned to Geo. H. Tay-

lor.

FLORIDA.
Jacksonville.—Sabel Bros., closing out stock.

Jacksonville. L, Nathan and I). Williams will open
store in Park Opera House block.

I^ike City,—W. F. Watts, new store.

lakeland.— L. W. Cowdry, hardware, will add bi-

cycles.

Plant City.- (). A. Strickland, li.irdware. will ail<l

bicycles.

GEORGIA.
Columbus.—J. F. \\'eathers & Bro., furniture, will

add bicycle.s.

ILLINOIS.

Assumption.—J. .\. Turgeon, musical merchandise,

will add bicycles.

Chicago.—The Northwestern Bicycle Protective As-

sociation, certified to change of name to Columbian
Guaranty Co.; also to change of object of incorpora-

tion.

Chicago.— The Fowler Cycle Mfg. Co., failed. Chi-

cago Title & Trust Co. named as assignee. A»sets, es-

timated at |23U,000 to $375,000; liabilities. $215,000.

Downers Grove.- Brode Hardware Co. will adil

bicycles.

Franklin Grove.—A. F. DisddorflT & Co., hardware,

will add bicycles.

Harvey. Ilibler Bros., furniture, will add bicycles.

Keilhsburg.—Perry F. Humbert, will commence
buviness.

INDIANA.

Michigan City.—Allen Mf^- Co. A. S. Nichols ap-

pointed receiver,

IOWA.

Cellar Falls.—Ebb Brilton, erecting new More.

Waterloo.—The Waterloo .Mfg. Co. is adding about

4,500 iMjuarc feet to its present factory.

MARYLAND.

Baltimore.—George H. Snowdeal & Co. Eliat E.

Heller, one of the firm, asked for the appolmmmi •(

a receiver.

.MASSACHUSETTS.
I.cnox. L. H. Kcynicr. sold out to C. Curtis.

MICHIGAN.
Alpena.—Steele & Weber, succeeded by Steele &

Collins.

Traverse City.—H. E. Gibbs, new store in Cutler
building, on Union street.

MINNESOTA.

Moorhcad.—J. E. Johnson, destroyed by fire.

NEW JERSEY.

Lambertville.— -New Jersey Rubber Co.'s plant de-

stroyed by fire.

NEW YORK.

Brooklyn.—Kd. Jones Tubing Co., incorporated by
M. Salzman, 231 Franklin street, S. Siegelman and
Ed. Jones, of Brooklyn. Capital stock, 11.800.

New York.—The Jolley Bicycle Novelty Co., or-

ganized to deal in bicycle supplies. Capital slock

$1,200. Directors: Ira C. Hutchinson and Geo. A.
X'aughn, of New York, and Benjamin C. Jolley, of

Chicago.

New York.—The Consolidated Pneumatic Tool Co.,

incorporated by J. Evans, Geo. T. Hartford, H. B.

Terrey, G. Cohen and others, to manufacture pneu-

matic tools, etc. Capital stock, $150,000.

OHIO.
Cleveland.—1 he Cleveland Cycle Supply Co., incor-

porated by E. A. Bonlield, G. H. Bonfield, J. H. Mc-
Nair, J. W. McNair and M. W. Beacom, to sell bi-

cycles, supplies and fittings. Capital stock, $10,000.

Monroeville.— R. H. Ramsay, new store.

Toledo.—H. J. Young, formerly of the Kirk-Young
Co.. is organizing a slock company to manufacture

bicycles.

Toledo.—The Toledo Brazed Fork and Tube Co.,

receiver's sale advertised.

TEXAS.

Troy.— M. F. Tiiggle, deceased.

UTAH.

Salt I.ake City. - Western Cycle Co. purchased the

slock of the Salt Lake Cycle Co.

WASHINGTON.

Evercll.—A. Fritz will add bicycles.

WISCONSIN.

Sheboygan.- S. A. TifTt Co. will add bicycles.

EXPORTS OF THE WEEK.

Exports of bicycles and cycle m.itcri.tl

the poii of New York during the week e

October 226:
Bicycles. M

Antwerp Jl'.*"

.Miona 12«i

Brazil 3,436

llreincn 1.2<i*l

llremerhavcn
British Australia
British ICast Indies 3,078

British (iutana 433
British possessions in Africa .... 749
British West Indies 1,827

Central America
China 676
Copenhagen 1,686

Havre .". 12.600

Japan 8S7
l^ith
Lisbon
Liverpool
.New Zealand 1,767

Stockholm 117

Turin 1.U0

fnini

tiding

ateriaL

.12

661

$768
531
40

joi
425

"25
25

1,686

25
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RECENT PATENTS.

591 969. BICYCLE-STAND. Paul HiEKlscH, Deratil 111

May 4, 1806. Serial No, 590,064. (Ho modeU
Piled S 7,7 66. BICYCLE AMMONIA-aCN HOLDER. JAMES W. FUUER, 5 91,92 3- BICYCLE-WHEEL

Catasauqua, Pa. Filed Sept. 2, 1897. Serial No. 650,403. Term of „,J,^„r „f

( patent 14 years

^ William H.KADEL, Rock Falls, 111-,

assignoTof one-thiYd to Harry L. Kadel. same place. Filed Dec, U,

Serial No. 615,262. (No model)

C/„„„.-_The herein-described adjustable and foldable bicycle-

stand comprising es,ientially the legs 3, adjustably connected together

80 as to permitof them being moved toward or from each, other, and

having the lateral studs 10, at aji intermediate point of their length

and also having the upper portions 12, disposed at an angle to their

lower i>ortion8 and provided in their upper ends with seats, the legs 7,

connected in a hinged manner with the legs 3, at the lower ends of

the portions 12, thereof, and also adjustably connected togel;her so'

as to permit of- them being »noved toward or fi-om each other, the

bars pivotally connected with the legs 7, and having notches to en-

gage the lateral studs of the legs 3, the slotted keepers having hooks

at their upper ends, and the threaded studs and nuts thereon adjust-

ably connecting the keepers and the portions 12, of the legs 3, sub-

stantially as specified-

591,833. LOCKFOR CYCLES. Arthur H. Dickihscn, Brockley,

and Henry J. Fiseee, London, England. Filed Feb. 3, 1897. Serial

No. 621,812, (SO model)

Claim.—The design for a bicycle amnaonia-gun holder, substan-

tially as shown and described.

37,768. BICYCLE-STAND. William Olivee, Lockport, N. Y.,

assignor to Oliver Brothers, same place. Filed July 6, 1897. Serial No.

643,661. Term of patent 7 years.

Clahii.—l. The improved clips for fixing a cycle-lock casing to

the lower stay-tubes consisting of the combination with a cycle-lock

and its casing of a flexible metal strap bent to the form shown at M
so as to partly encircle the tubes T T and fixed to the lock-casing by

a screw-bolt K passing through same and having an opening m in

each end adapted to be sprung over and firmly grip projecting ledges

a formed on either end of the lock-casing A, substantially as de-

scribed.

593,018. BICYCLE HANDLE-BAR CLIP. EuoHiE H. OlDS, Fort

Wayne, Ind. Filed Mar. 1, 1897. Serial No. 625,623. (No model)

Claim.—The design for a bicycle-frame, as heroin shown

5 9 1 ,886. VALVE PROPER FOR TIRE OR OTHER VALVES
George H. F. Schradee, New York, N. Y Filed Nov, 28, 1896. Serial

No. 613,762. (No model.)

Cl'iim.-l. A valve proper for tiro and other valves consisting
of»i) »ndepcndoiit body of packing material and a separate pointed

"tcm puncturing and entering said body, frictionally held therein,

and projecting therefrom

iMfTTflfTlflhi

rtaim.— In a wheel, the combiiiation, with a rim, of a series of

springs rigidly secured to the inner surface thereof at one end, a hub

and a series of .spokes secured thereto, the outer end of each spoke

being screw-threaded, a swivel-nut upon the end of each spoke, and

a.turubuckle secured to the nut and provided with a loop through

which is passed the free end of the spring, substantially as set forth.

^Q1 ««4- ATTACHMENT FOR BICYCLES Joseph tt Meyeb.

BrwU^,N.'Y. Filed Feb. 4. 1897. Serial No. 622,044. (No model)

Claim. The design for a bicycle-stand, substantially as herein

3 7,769. BICYCLE-STAND. WiuuM K. PiHE, Lockport, N. Y.,

assignor to Oliver Brothers, same placa Filed July 6, 1897. Serial

Ho. 643,663. Term of patent 7 yeaiB.

CIk'hii.— 1. In a clip for bicycle handle-bars the combination of

the spring-metal clip, having its lower end screw-threaded and rigidly

secured upon a tubular supporting-stem and having the head thereof

extended as described, a clamping-collar 6 having the piCrallel flanges

8 the serrations 7 and the inclined gripping-faces for the purposes

specified and a securing-nut 9 adapted lo force said collar toward

the handle-bar for clamping the same, all substantially as described

and shown.

5 93,010. AIR-VALVE FOR PNEUMATIC TIRES Samuel Lam-

BORS, Herbert Harker, and Frederick Harkeh, Philadelphia, Pa.

Filed Nov. 18, 1896. Serial No. 612,568. (No model)

Cl'iiin.— l. The combination with a bicycle of a sliding sleeve

secured to the tubular post of the handle and adapted to slide there-

with, i: plate pi-"tally couL'ccted with one side of said sleeve and

adapted to engage a slot or groove formed in a head which is in-

serted in the end of the horizontal tube of the frame, said plate Ijeing

adapted to be disengaged from said groove by pressing down the

handle-bar. substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

5 93,Ol4. INFLATING DEVICE FOR BICYCLE-TIRES. GEORGE

W. Mowry, Rochester. N. Y., assignor of one-half to Horace M, Crawford

and George E. Reynolds, same place Filed May 26, 1896. Serial No,

593,165. (No model)

Claim. The design for a Licycle-stand, substantially as herein

37,770. BICYCLE-STAND. WILLIAM K PwE, Lookport, N. T.,

assignor to Oliver Brothers, same place. Filed. July 19, 1897. Serial

No. 645,179. Term of patent 7 years.

Claim.— 1. In an air-valve for pneumatic tires the combination

with the tubular valve-body haviug oppositely-tapering valve-seats

therein, of separate conical valves entering said body from the oppo-

site ends, one of said valves carrying on its outer end a cap for the

end of the valve-body said cap being adapted to move longitudinally

with the valve, substantially as set forth.

37,767. BICYCLE-FRAME. Aethue tt Andesws, Wllllamspoit,

Pa. Piled Aug. 4, 1897. Serial No. 647.128. Term of patent 14 years.

Vltiiiii.— \ In I'linibinntion tlio rim, the lire, a conipres.sible bulb,

a plate 13 lixcd to a ro;;ulablc tube S and an elastic cover l-t for such
plate, said tube having an air-passage 12 at it«foot adjacent the plate,

substantially as described.

5 91,9V)0. ICE-CYCLE Rosa VON Naoy DK Markovitz. Buiia

Pesth, Auslria-Hungai7. Filed Jan. 21, 1897. Serial Nu 6l\).154.

(No model)

CU-iim.—The design for a bicyclo-stand, substantially as herein

5 03,09-4. OIL-CAN. John Lines. Waterbiiry, Conn., assignor to

The Soovill Manufacturing Company, same place Filed Mar. 1, 1897.

Serial No. 625,536. (No model)

Clnim.- I. Ill an i)il-(iiti. the combination with the fount thereof,
of a longitudinally-movalile ,,|Hj;it, a guide-pin littiufj clo.sely -within
the spout and forniiiif; a guide and a plug thoretbr, a button located detnchnlily secured
at the lower cnil of the said pin with which it is rigidly connected,
and a button-housing applie.l 1,0 the inner face of the bottom of the
fount, and adapte<l to receive tlio said liutton and to permit it« lat-
eral movement therein for the aeconmiodation of the pin to any de-
flections of the spout in tho inward aud vi^tward tuor«TOcnt therco:

Cliiiiii.-\\\ a bicycle, the combination with the thmt wheel of a

ruuner secured lo the axle by menus of rods or supports which ;iie

•same and with llie rear wheel of aflu'ed rollci

aihiplod to be rotated by means of a chain r\inuiug horn a ehain-

wlieelotthe crank asle.sueh roller being supported by a pair of rods

also doljiehalily eouneeled with Ihc crank unIc and spiuille of ihe

driving wheel lespeclively for the purpose of enabling the bicycle to

be safely ridden on the ice. sulvslnutially a^ described and shown.
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691 907. A»UrACTURBOfPHKmAT!CTIE«a BW-TW 692.106. BlCTCLEDRIVniO-ORAl i^»«^***^*'^^<>^- '^^^jPm^jJ^T^^^S'j^^L^^^JL

Clmim.~\. Tbf procMB of manufactunng poenmatic tirea cod-

itttiu in Mparmtelr fortning and v ulcanizing &o annular tubular poeu-

fflalk-lir* caaing and an inn«r air-tub« therefor, coating with cement

one or both of the two areai of surface which will be oppoaed the

oo« to the other, and resp«tively formed by the inner tube and in-

ner >urfice of the caaing when the inner tube is in place within the

latter, drying such cement preparatory to placing the inner tube

within the caiing; drawing the inner tube within the caaing; sub-

jecting the surface thu> coated with cement to the action of a sol-

teat to again render it adhesire : and inflating the inner tube to effect

a cemented union between the inner tube and casing, substantially as

set forth

591 99-i. BICYCLB-BRAKR Jomi B. WaB«i» and CHaujs W
"
loin, Kanau City Mo Piled Apr 6. 1896 Serial »a 5M.4S8. Qlo

model)

Claim — \. In a driving-gear for bicycles and the like, the com-

bination of a fVame, a crank-ahafl joumaled therein, ratchct-disks

on the ends of the crank-shaft, lugs on the ratchet-disks pedal-lever?

having opposiuly-acting dogs engaging respectively the teeth and

lup of the ratchel-wheeU. one dog of each lever being arranged to

lock the lever against back ward movement with respect to it.« ratchrt-

disk, a connection between the levers, whereby when one in prcs»e<i

dow'iward,the other will move upward, and means to disengac* said

dog when the crank reaches the end of ita stroke, subsUntially as set

forth.

692,122. BICYCLE. SPMCW a Phelps. JaneerUle, WlA Filed

June < 1896* Senal No. 3R323. (No model)

Claim.- 1 The combination with a bicycle-frame, of a steering-

wheel, a steering-bar, oscillating vertical arms mounted on said frame

and connected with said steering-bar, and vertically-oaciUating han-

dle-bara extending lengthwise of said frame and conuected with said

oacillating arms, substantially as shown and described

Claim.— I. An acetylene-gas generator cofflprising a generating-

chamber provided with a water-inlet opening, a source or meaos of

water-supply and a layer of porous or tb*orbent material fanning a

lining in contact with the bottom and sides of said gcuerating-cham-

ber, said layer being interpoeed betwe«n the calcium carbid con-

tained within the chamber and the said water-inlet opening

59vi,08-i. ACBTYLBHB^IAS GENERATOR, JoBitC.Dufll.Cljl-

ca^ ni, aalgDor of ooe-baU to Ripley J. Wiiiu, nme pirn. FIM
Dec 21, 1896. Serial Ha 616,392. (No model)

Chim — \ A bicyole-brakr, comprising an arcsh.iped tube pro-

jecting at ita ends into the steering-head bar and the handle-bar of a

bicycle, a brake-carrying rod eitending longitudinally within the

stoaringhead bar. a stiff cable eitending through and closely em-

braced by said arc shaped lube, and connected at iu lower end to the

brakr-carrying rod, and a rouuhle handle mounted at one end of the

handle-bar and geared to said cable so that the latter, by cotnprr*-

flion. may caoae the brake to be applied.

692,18m. PREUVATIC nu Wiuua a. D. Oraiai. Owen

Sound, Canada. PIM Mar U. IIW Serial laUS^T {No mcdel)

flmim - A pMumati^ >.(( of an air-tab*, a detachable

oovor eooasMiof of a flcxibU at^UnAl, uid cover having at each edge

aa4 « oorck aide of the edg* an enlargeoanl. the rear edge* of tli<-

«alw||«a*«ta faming plane •urfarna and eitending at an abrupt an-

gla la lk« tmrl^rrt of thr body portion of the cover, the forward p^r-

Uoaa of lh» enlargeneou being beveled aad mMtiag al a common
edge, a Aeiible Mnp haviog at both ila edgn* protraaioaa the inner

r<lr« of «aid protraiinns forming plane lurfaree and eitending at an
abnpleagte |« the body portion of said ttnp, said Aeiible strip be-

( eaeared al aa ioUraodiaU point to the inlemediau point of the

aM«iid rtrip «»t<) «»c»Bd strip being sacared lo the panphery of tha
wK#» .lion* ftapported by the rim said prolruvlons

Wat' 'f*-« I'lan* vurfacm *i lending at an abrupt
aagl' "I'.r luppona. the last aaid gripping protm-
•iamt adapted to art in coajanction with the gripping protrunoo* on
U« »««« Mid *rip inuriocklat with Hi* •ogaxemenu on the oaUr
e«»e»

O n 1 ,840. TIHKU-StAT Bitemi W HaiB. MIDbua. MMa
A U. UM S*rW Ra iTiXn (Ro onM.)

OWiB.— I la- - , ... • i.r ..( , ..rhiel*. .

I«W «a«ta>aiag a vpving. *rv .m^r ighe a^a^.i*-'! Uf rr«f itjton said

i^ag, waai for pnveatiac th* iai»*r tub* from turning within th*

o«lar l«b*. a Uisosb-aai wliieh eottiMCIa the outer and itioer tub**

aat rac*Ul*a tk* uaaioa «pe« Ik* sfflag. a Mai-pnat within lb* in-

mmr lab*, aa adjaatabl* ttraf aaeireUag Ik* inner lab*, aheraby th*

mat-fa* say be bald al aay dealrvd baighi wlllila Ibr .nnsr lube

nimaauallv a< alioa* a«<< de«erib*d

2. The combination with a bicycle-fVame, of a sleering-wheel, a

steering-bar, oscillating vertical arms mounted on said frame and con-

nected with said steering-bar, and vertically-oscillating handle-bar*

adjusUble vertically on said oscillating arms and extending length-

wia* of said fVame, subsUntially an .Imwn aod described.

5 O 1.841. rNFLATBR FOR PNEUMATIC TIRBa ChaALB 0.

HlAVn, Blrmtngham. England Filed Jan. 6, 1897. Serial No 618.20a

(No model) PaUJiled in England Dec 10, 1896, No 28.239.

Ctilm - In combination, ihe cylinder, th* platon, th* hnllow pta-

Ujn rod having the sinu therein with righl^angnlar eiUn.ions. the

pring within Ihr (iialnn rod and Ihr pin pasaing through the slou of
the r<Ml and held in the cylinder In form Imth a supjKirt for ihc spring
and also a means of locking the piston and rod In rloMid piMitton by
engaging the angulai r« tension of Ihe •lot. •uhauntiallv asdsacribad

0H2.12n. nUPORVILOCIPKUBSUKt/rHttVBBiCLIa Jon
B Roena and WiLuaa E Bam San Pnootao^ Oil FUedJua* K.
I8t« .Serial Ro S9«.96a (Ro modal)

Cbii* -I A euaiiioD-tlr* conaisling of a •pnng metallic tab* at-
K-mauly slotted (h>a lU inner and ooUr pariphariaa. aabataptiallT
a« dearhbed

Claim.— I. An acetylene-ga.. generator comprising a gaa-gener-

ating chamber provided with a * ater-inlet opening in iu bottom wall,

a source or meaus of watar^upply connected with said opening, a

perforated tub* located in the »a.J chamber above said opening and

a mass or tilling of porous material within said lube for conveying tha

water bv capiP.arv action into contact with the calcium carbid which

surround^ said tube.

5 92.09:i. BICYCLE TRAINER Saruh R Uw, Brootiyn. H Y.,

ualgnor to hlmaeU. Jamec WilUam Weill, and HarTtioo 0. Uw. nme
place. FUed Apr. 17, 1896. Serial No sr7.94t. (Ro iDOdeL)

Claim - I . A bicycle-atand coispnsing a baa*, a poat on the base,

a clamp mounted on tJ(* poat and containing a rece*s conforming to

the top lobe of a biryde-fVaffle. th* raceoa being IcH-ated on one side

of the aiis of the poat. a device oa the post adapted to engage the

lower forward tub* of a bicycle-fHme and meao» for varying the rela-

tive positions 6f said device aod said clamp, subalaotially aa shown

and d«*crib*d

I'^iU.WOH. oa CAR OR aiCBPTACU CI1U.B R ZaciatlAl.

Aaburr Park R J PUad Sept «. 1896 6aAti Ho Wft.Jlt (Ho

flnim - I A d*Tlr* of th* daaa daaoribad rompnsing a com
|ir«a*ibl* raraplaele provided wllh a n*ck, said neck having a upar
ing opening, a pixon within Ihe recrpUrle. a brush earned by th*
|itn«n and a parage eitending through Ihe piston and leading lu Ih*'

beath.
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ON HIS FEET AGAIN.

Manufacturer Zitntaettaaa Once More Ready
to Meet the Demand for

Bicycles.

Freehold, N. J., Oct. 30.—Zimmerman is

getting on his feet again; that is, in a com-
mercial way.

The "plant that failed," that of the A. A.

Zimmerman Mfg. Co., has been purchased by

a new organization, the A. A. Zimmerman
Cycle Co., which has been incorporated with

a capital stock of $50,000, of which $5,000 has

been paid in. Messrs. Zimmerman, Burtis and

McDermott, who were interested in the ven-

ture which failed, are prominent in the re-

organization, the stockholders being A. A.

Zimmerman, Thomas A. Ward, William S.

Burtis, Albert A. Johnson, William McDer-
mott, Michael Ford, D. A. Statesir, Frank C.

DuBois and John H. Stokes.

The objects for which the corporation is

formed, as stated in the certificate, are broader

than those of the old company and embrace,

besides the manufacture and sale of bicycles

and parts, the construction and operation of

works for the supply and distribution of elec-

tricity for electric lights, heat and power.

As yet no plans of the electric lighting

scheme have been made public.

They will commence on Monday to make up

fifteen wheels to be shipped to Calcutta, India.

John Stokes, who is also one of the mem-

bers of the Stokes Brothers Mfg. Co., is to be

manager, and Albert Johnson is to be super-

intendent of the factory.

CONFUSING SIMILARITY IN NAMES.

The Bayvelgere Bicycle Company will

shortly place on the market a bicycle made

under the patents of F. H. Richards. This

concern, which has recently been recapitalized

and reincorporated under the laws of the

State of New Jersey, desires it widely known

that it has no connection with the Bayvelgere

Cycle Company of New Jersey.

STOCKTON ONLY, IN FUTURE.

The "Warwick & Stockton Co." has given

way to Charles S. Stockton, who will here-

after conduct the business entirely under his

own name. Mr. Warwick is no longer con-

nected with the concern.

SIDWELL AND RECORD PART.

Arthur Sidwell is no longer with the Record
Pedal Company.

Sidwell and the Record pedal have been so

intimately connected that the fact noted will

prove a genuine surprise to the entire trade,

in which few men are better known.

Sidwell, however, has an iron in the fire and

will continue in the pedal-making business.

Arrangements have progressed almost to com-

pletion and an important development may be

expected.

It was the Record pedal which set the fash-

ion to the world and the fact that Sidwell was

its inventor will carry a deal of interest to any

transaction in which he may engage. Aside

from this, his wide acquaintance and unfailing

good nature have given him a status that is

not to be denied.

AN UNTRUE STATEMENT.

CYCLES AND SPICES MIXED.

Cincinnati, O., Nov. 2.—^This city will have

another large bicycle factory by the time

spring opens. W. W. Thomas, the millionaire

spice dealer of this city, will back the con-

cern, and, in fact, will use the majority of the

bicycles made in his own business. During

the past season he has purchased several

thousand bicycles, which he has given away as

prizes to the users of his product.

Mr. Thomas is of the opinion that he can

manufacture the bicycles much cheaper than

he can buy them ready-made, and incidentally

he can sell a few of them to the cycle trade.

No definite arrangements have as yet been

made regarding the price, models, etc., of the

new wheel, except that it will be of medium

grade and made to sell.

ADDED TO AND IMPROVED.

Buffalo, Oct. 30.—The Empire State 99!)

Cycle Works have recently sold a third in-

terest in their concern to George T. Davis,

who is reputed to exchange ca.sh for his in-

terest. His co-workers are F. X. Muller and

P. Lang.

The addition of Mr. Davis has given the

business an impetus and an increased output

is planned. Some new machinery has al-

ready been added and the company is in much

better shape for the smooth carrying on of

its business.

At I/east This Is the Claim that Is

Made by One of the

Creditors.

The Ideal Rubber Company, manufacturer

of Ideal bicycle tires and druggists' sundries

at 28 and 30 Rodney street and 631 to 637

Kent avenue, Brooklyn, is embarrassed and is

oftering to compromise with its creditors at

25 cents on the dollar.

The trouble is attributed to losses in the

manufacture of bicycle tires, which the com-
pany added to its business about two years ago.

J. H. Lane & Co. have obtained an attach-

ment for $1,215 for balance due for merchan-

dise. The attachment was obtained on the

ground that a statement made by the company
on August 10th to procure an extension of

credit was untrue. The statement showed as-

sets $57,311, and liabilities $26,984. Included

in the assets were machinery, $14,392, and

patents, $14,762, which, it is alleged, the com-

pany did not own at the time the statement

was made. Bills of sale dated April 10, 1896,

and October 17, 1895, for $5,000 each on the

machinery were withheld from filing until

October 12, 1897, and it was also learned that

the patents were transferred two years ago to

the same persons who hold the bills of sale.

The business was started in December, 1807,

by Anton C. Eggers to manufacture druggists'

sundries; he incorporated it in October, 1890,

with a capital stock of $30,000, which was after-

wards increased to $50,000, and he continued

as president, with A. Van Praag as treasurer.

CITED TO APPEAR.

Chicago, Oct. 28.—Officers of the Fowler

Cycle Manufacturing Company are cited to

appear in the County Court for examination

by the creditors of the firm. Two petitions

a.^king for a citation have been filed; one, by

Herman Boker & Co., of New York, and the

Union Drawn Steel Company, of Beaver

Falls, Pa., alleges that the cycle company is

indebted to the New York firm to the amount

of $50,000 and to the steel company on notes

aggregating $1,300. The other petition is by

C. J. Smith & Sons Co., of Milwaukee, which

is creditor for $4,000. This petition alleges

that the Fowler Company has valuable assets

which have not been turned over to the as-

signee, tlie Chicago Title and Trust Company.
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GET YOUR MONEY BACK.

That Is What This Concern Gives You If Their

Blnff AdTcrtlseiiient Is

CaUed.

One of the cheap and nasty methods which

have done so much to bring the department

stores into bad odor among reputable business

men is being practiced by a large but cheap-

John establishment on Kighth avenue, thi^i

city.

The concern is conducting the "most start-

ling clothing sale known in years," and in t!ic

hope of drawing attention to such bargains as

"Men's $6.50 suits, reduced to $3" is advertis-

ing 1808 Columbia chainless bicycles for $50.

The advertisements state that the wheel

oflFtrcd is the new 1808 model Columbia cliain-

less bicycle, and that "jiositively no orders will

be taken C. O. D."

The store contains just two chainless

Columbias, one in the window and the other

in a corner of the shoe department. A Wheki.
man who called there yesterday offered $100

for the two wheels, but his offer was refused.

.\ nervous salesman who has charge of the bi-

cycle tried to explain that the wheels could not

be delivered at once, but that the money
would be taken and a receipt given on the

prospective purchaser signing an agreement

that if the firm could not deliver the wheels

inside of thirty days, the money was t<» be re-

funded.

"Will you guarantee to deliver the wheels?"

asked the reporter.

"Oh, no," was the reply, "if we could do

that we could get thousands of orders."

"Are you sure you can supply the wheel at

that price?"

"No; but you can get your money back."

"In other words, I lend you the money for

thirty days without interest?"

"But you get it back," was the stereotyped

answer.

Inquiry at the Pope Manufacturing Com-
pany's branch showed that the dry goods peo-

ple had purchased the two wheels at the regu-

lar price, $125.

ASSETS SUKINK.

Finlcy Newlin, the receiver appointed by the

court for the Richmond Bicycle Company, h.ts

made his first report to the court.

The report shows that the appraisement

made by the appraisers appointed by the

I ourt places the assets of the conj-

pany at $51,330.31. and the total liabilities

arc $40,907.5(1, of which $30,280.00 arc secured

judgments, all claims against the company
having been converted into judgments for the

purposes of law before the appointment of th'-

receiver.

The receiver reports that after going care-

fully over the books of the company in con-

nection with the appraisement of the ap-

praisers, he finds that there will in all prob-

ability be a considerable shrinkage in the

Bmotmt of the assets as reported by the ap-

1 : • <r!t. especially in the accounts an<l bills

I' • ivable, and the receiver further states that
t:i' < .Tsh value at present ff>r which he feels it

•-.i <• to become personally responsible is

f -7, 'VIS. 2*'., including real estate, which was ap-
pr.Mscd at $0,000.

riic receiver also reported thai there is

enough cash and material on hand to inanufac
Mir.- IXH) bicycles, and was directed by the court

perate the plant and t(^ complete the bi

AN AUTHORITY 0\ ATHLETIC LAW.

John W. Kelly, Jr., treasurer of the Ama-
teur Athletic Union, has been selected as the

A. A. U. delegate to the L. A. W. and in that

capacity will attend tiie National Assembly to

be held in St. Louis in February next.

According to the terms of the alliance be-

tween the A. A. U. and the L. A. W., all mat-

ters pertaining to A. A. U. cyclists must be re-

ferred to Mr. Kelly before action is taken by

the Racing Board.

Just prior to the conference of athletic au-

thorities held in New York City last spting.

when the Amateur Athletic Union appointed

a Committee on Legislation, Mr. Kelly, who

is one of the best posted men in America on

athletic law, was selected as the chairman of

this most important committee.

Mr. Kelly is a member of the State Board

of Officers of the New Jersey Division L. A.

W., president of the Colonial League Wheel-

men, secretary-treasurer of the Atlantic As-

sociation A. A. U., as well as a member of the

National Swimming Association, and the

Woodbury Country Club. He is a native of

Philadelphia, but has been for some time a

resident of the quiet suburban town of Wood-

bury, New Jersey.

MR. POTTERS PICKWICKIANISMS.

NOT POTTER ENTHUSIASTS.

A "Wheelmen's mass-meeting" was an-

nounced as one of the features of President

Potter's recent visit to Chicago. The Presi-

dent was to mount the platform and tell the

Chicagoese how things are run in New York.

The hall was engaged and lighted, and in

due time Mr. Potter appeared. He waited and

waited and waited. But the great man's fame

had been shriveled by the Western winds, and

he waited in vain. The wheelmen refused to

mass. After lingering for 1 hour, 17 minutes

and 33 seconds, he bit his mustache and an-

nounced that seventeen wheelmen and five re-

porters did not constitute a mass-meeting and

were not worthy of a formal address. The

lights were, therefore, extinguished, and Mr.

Potter took the little tea-party into a side-

room and said a few things in an off-hand way.

1 hen he hurried back to New York and

reached here in time to write and have pub-

lished an eleventh-hour interview with the

President of the L. A. W. favoring the doomed

candidate of a political machine in which he

is interested. He has since heard and read a

few things that are not wliolly pleasing.

r.EORGB CURTIS MARRIED.

In Piiiladelphia last week Mr. George E.

Curtis, the well-known Eastern representa-

tive of the Snell Cycle Fitting Co., of Toledo,

was married in the Quaker City to one of

Philadelphia's fair daughters. It was a morn-

ing wedding, attended by a large number of

relatives and friends, and after the wedding

breakfast and its attendant reception, the

happy couple left for a short tour. They will

take up their residence in Philadelphia for the

present.

WAIL OP THE WAITING ONES.

Now the chainless bicycle is an assured fact,

three millif)n men will look over the bevel

gear and declare that they could have been

enormously rich had they only thought of

adopting the device first.

He Stands Gracefully Upon the Fence and
Talks Two Ways on Sunday

Racing.

When it was given out last week that Presi-

dent Potter had declared against Sunday rac-

ing, The Wheel, knowing the Pickwickian
methods of the gentleman, advised that the re-

port be well salted before taking.

At that time Mr. Potter was about starting

on a wire-laying tour of the West and it was
certain that his views and opinions, always
elastic, were likely to be changed without
notice.

Of course, he was interviewed when he
re.-iched Chicago, and it is evident that he had
a most uncomfortable time dodging the issue

and trying to ride two horses. Before Mr.
Potter left New York the interviewer stated

that "Mr. Potter put himself on record as

strongly disapproving of bicycle racing on
Sunday, either throughout the Union or in

any particular State. Personally, he said, he

might not object to racing being held on Sun-
day in California, but the sentiment of wheel-

men and wheelwomen in the League must be

respected, and that sentiment he knew to be

overwhelming against Sunday racing.

He had considered suggestions and pro-

posals to grant local option in the matter, but

was convinced that such a plan was not

feasible. The only way out of the difficulty

to his mind is for wheelmen in all States to

fight for the Saturday half-holiday in order

that ail important cycling events be run off on
that day.

When he reached Chicago, Mr. Potter said

to the newspaper men:
"Personally, 1 think a State ought to have

the right to race on Sunday if it wants to, and
I don't see how anybody elsewhere should as-

sume to forbid that right; but I also concur

in the opinion of the majority of the mem-
bers that a general sanction of Sunday racing

would do the organization irretrievable in-

jury."

"You are, then, opposed to Sunday racing?"

was asked.

"I don't know that I can say that, yet I see

it will not do to sanction it nationally."

REWARDING SECESSION.

On top of President Potter's statement (the

New York one) that the L. A. W. would
never countenance Sunday racing, comes a

special bulletin from the L. A. W. Racing

Board announcing the reinstatement of Otto
Ziegler and C. R. Coulter, the California "out-

laws." who were first to jum[) the L. A. W.
traces, and who have repeatedly raced on Sun-

day and at unsanctioned races. They have

skimmed the cream on the coast, and this

whitewashing enables them to come right

back and encroach on the preserves of the

law-abiding men who have been unswerving

in their devotion and loyalty to the League.

It will be recalled that several months ago

Coulter slated he had a letter from Chairman

Mott telling him that he would be reinstated

whenever he applied for it.

The same special bulletin also announces

the reinstatement of J. Frank Starbuck. P.

T. Powers, of the American Cycle Racing As-

sociation, acted as Stnrbuck's "angel" and

paid ihr bill which caused his suspension.
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DEMAND AND SUPPLY.

CONSERVATISM is commendable. It is

well to err on the side of safety. Never-

theless conservatism can be carried to an ex-

treme that at times may prove exceedingly

costly.

This is the case with the bicycle manufac-

turing business of to-day. With the disasters

of the past year in mind the makers have al-

most unanimously deferred placing their or-

ders for the coming season's materials, until

to-day the tube, saddle and tire makers, the

suppliers of parts and fittings, the drop forger,

and the rest of the men who cater to the cycle

builder, are asking themselves how they shall

take care of their customers when the rush of

orders comes—as it is bound to ere long.

Everywhere the same condition exists.

Everywhere is to be found a paucity of orders

for material supplies. Apparently, each man

is waiting for his neighbor to take the initia-

tive. The result is not difficult to foresee.

When trade quickens and the inevitable de-

mand materializes, there is going to be, of

necessity, a clamor for materials that the mak-

ers are going to find themselves utterly un-

able to supply, and the laggards will find

themselves left. It has got to be a case of first

come, first served. Customers whose orders

have been placed early must be taken care of

to the exclusion of him who has mistakenly de-

ferred buying until the last moment.

Makers of parts and fittings complain

that the average bicycle manufacturer ex-

pects them to take all the chances

which he himself declines, and as-

sume the risk of stocking up heavily with

wares which require the employment of a

large amount of capital; and this policy is the

more criticised because in many instances the

bicycle manufacturer has already reached a

positive decision as to what he is going to do,

how many machines he will start to build, and

just what materials will be required.

No surer means exist for disturbing trade

and unsettling values than the withholding of

legitimate orders at the time when they are

not only due, but also absolutely necessary to

the supplier in order to protect himself and his

customers, who expect to be taken care of

without regard to any laws of supply and de-

mand, or—as it may well be paraphrased to fit

the occasion—demand and supply.

Let the trade learn by the exrperience of '9-5

and '96 not to again place themselves in a pos-

ition where they may be brought up short by

the delay in securing supplies when they are

most needed. It is, of course, true that to-

day there are in existence many more sources

of supply than was the case in the two seasons

referred to; but, nevertheless, with all this

taken into account, it will be impossible to se-

cure all of the standard parts and fittings de-

sired, in the quantities and at the times needed,

unless orders are no longer deferred.

The early bird catches the worm. The bi-

cycle manufacturer may well profit by the

example.

RIP IT WIDE OPEN.

IT
was a mistake to urge that the League of

American Wheelmen be protected from

the professional politicians within its ranks.

It was a mistake to condemn the forgeries

and fakes and unscrupulous misuse of the or-

ganization by the Indianapolis tricksters.

It is a mistake to suppose that it is non-

political, tliat a "hands-ofif" policy prevails or

that it stands for good government or for non-

partizanship.

If you have a title, use it. Write letters

favoring your candidate; have yourself inter-

viewed, or interview yourself. Get on a house

top, run up the flag of the political freebooters

and shout yourself hoarse for your man and

your party, and don't forget to use your L.

A. W. title and say something about good

roads. It will be all right. There is none to

say you nay, none to call you to account:

none to mete out punishment. You are safe

—

absolutely safe.

LTse the "good old League" for what you

will. Use it as a dish-rag. Use it as a floor-

mat. Wipe up the floor with it. Toss it up

against the ceiling. Walk on it. Jump on it.

Spit on it. Jab it in the ribs. Rip it up the

back, and then toss the poor old thing to

the snakes and leeches, who, in the guise of

politics, wind themselves around and fasten

themselves on the people and wax fat at their

expense.

It must be the proper thing. Isaac R. Pot-

ter, president of the organization, lias set the

example. A decrepit, discredited and malo-

dorous political machine in which he is a cog,

and which he hopes will some day hoist him

into a snug and well-lined nest, has received

his endorsement.

He himself could not vote for the machine.

He was not registered. He was in Europe

acting as advance agent and billposter for a

saflron-hued publication, to which he had

leased his title; but the same yellow-tinted title

was loaned to the machine and used for all it

was worth to bolster up and to influence

cycling votes for a tottering, fore-doomed and

unworthy cause. It was dirty business.

But what does Potter care? Has he not

builded a machine of his own in the League?

Has he not a following who will pat him on

the back and shout "me too" regardless of the

issues at stake? Has he not juggled words

before, and used the organization and some of

the men in it for his own purposes? What

does he care for condemnation? He has been

condemned before, and then, by merely turn-

ing his coat and changing his tune, won over

those who condemned him? Alas! that a man

so able should be so fickle, so false, so many-

sided. Alas! that men should be so weak, so

blind, so deaf.

But never mind the alases. If you can use

the League and your League title, use them.

The president has shown the way. Trail the

grand old thing in the dirt, if you will. Use

it as a prop, a hitching-post, as "any old

thing," and be assured that you have a prece-

dent, and that no harm can come to you.

DOWN TO HARD'PAN.

IT
would be hard to find a business that has

undergone more changes and witnessed

more vicissitudes during a dozen years than

the bicycle business.

To avoid seeing the changes one must be

blind, deaf and dumb, and even then there

would be danger that they would make them-

selves apparent in some manner. The re-

trenchment that has been going on every-

where for several years has now over-stepped

all the old boundary lines, and the ax has laid

low many who considered themselves safe

from the ravages of any economic tidal-wave

that might come along. The withdrawal of

many manufacturing firms has left stranded

their trusted employees, who have, for the

first time, and without reference to their real

value, found it impossible to form new con-

nections.

Worse than this, however, and dire fore-

cast of the future, has been the laying-oflf

of men on the traveling and office force who

have been apt to consider themselves in-

valuable. This dispensing with their services

has in some cases been only temporary, await-

ing the time when there would be work for

them to do and some prospect of money

coming in to pay them.

That such a state of affairs should exist in

the face of the enormous sales of bicycles that

have been made during the past season may

seem strange to the superficial observer,

among the foremost of whom may be num-

bered the average daily newspaper writers.

.\ look beneath tlic surface is sulViciont to ac-

count for it. In this case one must look not
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only to the fact that plenty of wheels were

made and sold, but must ask who made them,

who sold them and what kind of prices did

they bring? The answers to the questions are

too well-known, almost, to need answer. It

has come about that almost anybody can

build wheels of some kind. They may be

made of the cheapest materials—parts that

have been left over because they were not

fit to use, or parts that have been made for

just such a purpose, to enter into the make-

up of the cheapest machines that unscrupulous

ingenuity can put together. With a public

clamoring for cycles, and with but little money

to pay for them, it did not take much talk to

induce them to buy these make-believes.

Thus desired and absolutely necessary trade

was taken away from the two classes of legiti-

mate makers; resulting in the forcing on the

market of the product of makers with whom

it was a case of sell or die, and finally, of that

of the makers with reputations which they

prized highly, but who, when faced with a

situation where sales at list prices were quite

out of the question, either cut openly or

passed the word quietly and worked sub rosa.

The result of the season's business has been

a general unloading of stock, with little profit

for any one and great loss for many. It is

little wonder, then, that expenses have been

reduced wherever possible, and that in place

of there being a vast excess of holes (and

goodly proportioned holes, too, with fat

salaries attached to them) over pegs, as was

the case a few years ago, there has been an

alarming shrinkage of holes and a corre-

sponding increase of pegs.

When this, and other ills that injuriously

affect the trade, will be remedied it is

hard to say, but it is a good augury

that the danger is at last fully realized,

and vigorous efforts are being made to apply

the remedy. There is no sign of a diminu-

tion of the demand for cycles, and it simply

becomes a question of who will be most suc-

cessful in disposing of them, and whether the

cost of production and of sale can be kept

within reasonable bounds.

OUT OF SIGHT, OUT OF MIXD.

As to advertising in dull times and the o(T-

srason it docs not seem nccrss.iry to sny

more than that the most successful men not

only in the cycle trade, but in every other

one as well, keep their names most prominent-

ly before the public in season and out of sea-

ton. It is just a« reasonable for a man to

expect to secure employment without seek-

ing it a« it is for a firm to expect to secure

business without advertising for it.

No matter how well-known a name may

become in the trade, the majority of people

will forget all about it in a single season's

lime if it ceaaet to b« brought to their at-

tention. A familiar proof of this statement

is found in the names of defeated candidates

for high oflice. How thoroughly well ac-

quainted the public becomes with their names,

and yet how soon the same names vanish from

the memory!

No matter how little a name may be

known, it can quickly be given wide publicity

by a judicious use of printers' ink in a trade

paper. Advertise liberally if you can, but

continually in any event, so your business

may prosper and your name be a remembered

and honored one, both in your own and other

countries.

MAKING IT LAW.

MOVING METHODICALLY.

THOSE "authorities" and others who but

a few weeks since were loudly stating

forty reasons why the chainless bicycle could

not appear, or would not prove successful if it

did, are now seeking convenient and not too

public places to crawl under the fence.

These changes of opinion and policy on

the part of the various "authorities" require

time. When a party is about to sit down to a

dinner of leeks the procession is some time in

forming, it moves with dignity and stateliness,

and there is frequently a solemn pause between

grace and meat. There is never anything like

a headlong rush, nobody is in a hurry, and no-

body jostles his neighbor for a good place near

the carver.

What's the use of unwavering loyalty to the

L. A. W. when "outlaws" like Ziegler and

Coulter can bid open defiance to the rules and

time and again race on Sunday, and at unsanc-

tioned meetings on other days, and when they

weary of it or find that it does not pay, can

obtain reinstatement whitewash for the mere

asking? Expediency is poor groimd for action

of the sort. Something more is due the men

who have remained true.

The political lapses committed under the

banner of "good roads" are sufticicnt to make

decent men throw up the sponge and retire in

disgust.

"Good roads" is becoming the accepted

cloak of the political angler for the "bicycle

vote."

The Illinois Division, L. A. W., is the ban-

ner division in one respect. It has 3,200 mem-

bers and owes $3,'106.

That a man has liberal views regarding cy-

cling is not proven by the fact that he insists

on giving them to you.

Too many cycle lamps continue to be not

what they arc lighted up to be.

In a multiplicity of makers there is .i m.TS-

sacrc of prices.

The cycling ttatislirian is an insufferable

bore.

Iowa's Supreme Court Arbitrarily Deal* with

the Cycle I/amp and Bell

Question.

Des Moines, Oct. 29.—The Supreme Court

handed down an opinion to-day which will be

of the greatest interest to the wheelmen of

the State. Hereafter it will be well for the

Iowa rider to provide himself with a light and

bell before he goes on the country roads after

dark. If he doesn't make this important pro-

vision he will not be able to collect a cent lor

any damages he may receive from casual col-

lisions with farmers or others he may happen

to meet. So says the District Court and the

Supreme Court afTirms the decision.

The case in question is one from Greene
County, and the Iowa Division of the L. A.

W. has been watching it with intense interest,

having put up considerable money for its

prosecution. After being defeated in the Dis-

trict Court, the Division carried the suit to the

Supreme Court, and the decision of that tri-

bunal practically ends the case. It is en-

titled:

"Allen Cook, appellant, vs. J. E. Fogarty,

from Greene district, Z. A. Church, judge;

affirmed, Robinson, judge."

The accident for which Allen Cook, wheel-

man, brought suit, occurred on the public

highway. It was in the evening and too dark

to distinguish objects clearly. The bicycle

and a horse and buggy collided. The wheel

was broken and a shaft of the buggy struck

Cook in the breast, knocking him down, bruis-

ing him and tearing his clothes. Cook
claimed that he called to the man in the buggy

as they were about to meet, and finally dis-

mounted and stood by the side of the road,

but that on account of careless driving the

horse jumped to the side of the road, caus-

ing the accident. Fogarty, the defendant, ad-

mits the collision, but denies negligence on his

part. He says it was too dark to see anybody

approaching and that the cyclist had no light

or signal of any kind to warn him.

Cook in his appeal claimed several errors in

regard to the empaneling and instruction of

the jury before the lower court, none of which

were sustained. The plaintiff pleaded negli-

gence on the part of the driver of the horse

and buggy because he did not give half the

road as required by law. The court holds

that the driver was doing all in his power to

ascertain whether any one was approaching,

and as long as he did not know anyone was

coming it was not his duly to turn out.

On the other hand, it holds the cyclist was

guilty of contributory negligence, becau.;e he

did not carry a light or audible signal. The

judge does not base his opinion on the statutes

of the State, but implies that common-sense

should govern in such matters, and lack of it

does not excuse the pcrsrn in a case of this

kind. The question of carrying a light and

bell is discussed at length, and wheelmen are

given to understand thereby that when they

ride out on the public highway after dark

their only safe way will be to supply them-

selves with these necessities.

Just why the other vehicle and its rider

should not be compelled to do likewise, the

I.iwa successor to Solomon is discreetly silent.
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ON THE LAKE SHORE.

Cleveland Contributes Its Quota of Trade
Changes, Improvements, ^Expansions and

News.

Cleveland, O., Nov. 1.—At a recent meeting

of the stockholders of the Cleveland Machine
Screw Company the following board of offi-

cers was elected: President, A. L. Moore;
vice-president and board chairman, M. B.

Johnson; secretary and treasurer, J. D. Climo;
superintendent, J. B. Clyne; mechanical ex-

pert, John Grant. Directors—^J. D. Climo, A.

L. Moore, J. B. Clyne, M. B. Johnson, E. W.
Jordan, H. H. Johnson and A. L. Garford.

At this meeting, at 4 o'clock p. m., it was
decided to increase the capacity of the stamp-

ing department (formerly known as the plant

of the A. L. Moore Company) by the erection

of another building, to be the exact counter-

part of the present plant. At 11 o'clock the

following morning the contract was let and at

1 p. m. the same day ground was broken and
the work begun. The new building is to be

46x161 feet with a rear addition 51x95 feet.

It is to be three stories high, duplicating the

present tool and press rooms, thus doubling

the capacity. The contract calls for its com-
pletion by December 1st, and the work of

building is to be carried on at night, if neces-

sary, by the aid of electric lights, to fulfill the

agreement. The contractors for the neces-

sary machinery to equip the plant were upon
the ground, and everything is to be in readi-

ness to set up as soon as the roof is on.

The rear building is to be used for annealing

and case-hardening rooms, and these features

are to be complete in every detail.

A new 400-horse-power Cooper-Corliss en-

gine has been ordered and will occupy a build-

ing midway between the two main wings, the

belts running both ways to supply power to

each part. In its entirety the new plant will be

probably the most complete of its kind in

the country. It will extend from Perkins ave-

nue through Mason street, with a railway

switch upon one side where cars can be loaded

directly from the building, and a ten-foot drive

on the other. The building of the addi-

tion was considered absolutely necessary in

order to keep pace with the rapidly growing

business of the company. They are at present

getting out crank-brackets alone for over

seventy different bicycle factories, and this,

with the other immense line of parts which
they put upon the market, make their present
quarters entirely too cramped.

Five models of the '98 White were placed

on exhibition at the White Sewing Machine

Company's retail store last week and attracted

no small amount of attention. The chainless,

of course, was the bright particular star of

the constellation, and, as the Columbia occu-

pied the attention of curiosity-seekers the

week previous, comparisons were freely made,

and it must be said that they were not unfa-

vorable to the local production. As the ma-

chine is built under the patents controlled by

the Pope Manufacturing Company, the gears

and driving-rod, of course, are the same as the

Columbia, but there the resemblance ceases,

as the machine is distinctively White. The

sample model is geared to 74 and the tread is

slightly over 5 inches. It is practically hand-

made, as the machinery to be used in their

manufacture is not yet all in place. Tin- list

price is $125.

Model AA, the track racer, is improved in

a great many ways over this year's wheel.

The rear forks and braces are made of oval

tubing, which gives them a handsome appear-

ance. The crank-hanger is of the three-piece

variety, the crank fastening to an octagon-

shaped axle with a lock nut. The crank-

hanger bearings are enclosed in a sleeve which
has a centre adjustment, making, it is claimed,

absolutely dust-proof bearings. Another good
point is a reinforced fork-stem. The front

and rear axles have blind nuts, giving a

finished appearance. The prevailing color

will be white, relieved with fine striping. This

model will be built in 23-inch frames only;

the weight, 21 pounds. The drop to the

crank-hanger is 3 inches, but for road riding

it will be made also with a 2J-inch drop.

It will be furnished also with dress-guard,

for use as a lady's diamond frame. Model A,

the regular roadster, is almost identically the

same as the above, except that it is built some-

what heavier and in 22, 24, 26 and 28 inch

frames. The drop in this model is IJ inches.

Model B, the drop-frame, has a plain alum?

num chain-guard, enameled the same color a,'

Khe wheel, instead of wood. The list price

of each is $65. A cheaper model will be put

out in the near future, but the price has not

yet been decided upon.

OVER THE OCEAN.

The Glidden Specialty Company intend nar-

rowing their line of sundries for the coming
season, and will make nothing but tire

cements (both liquid and solid), rubber ce-

ment, enamels and a quick-repair tool for

single-tube tires. They will cater to the job-

bing trade exclusively, and are prepared to

quote low prices. No small tubes of cement

will be marketed, the smallest size being 1x4

inches. All enamels will be put up in -^-pint

cans (the best size for the jobber) and the

colors will be limited to six—black, Brewster

green, royal blue, white, orange and maroon.

They have already bought raw material

enough to carry them through an ordinarily

busy season and are ready for the jobber.

Several large contracts from both East and

West are already upon the books.

James Josephi, formerly manager of the re-

tail department of the Mcintosh-Huntington

Company, of this city, and later acting in the

same capacity for the defunct Worcester Cycle

Company of New York ci.ty, has booked with

the Ariel Cycle Manufacturing Company, and

will look after their Eastern interests. His

territory will be the New England States,

Eastern New York, Philadelphia and vicinity,

Baltimore and the District of Columbia, with

headquarters in New York city, from which

point the Eastern trade can be kept well in

hand.

A new two-story building is being added to

the plant of the Parrish & Bingham Company,

the well-known manufacturers of cold-pressed

sprockets and seamless sheet steel crank

brackets. This step has been found necessary

in order to keep pace with their business and

it will increase their capacity three-fold. The

principal orders on sprockets for next season's

use run 21, 23 and 25-tooth, in assortment, or

20, 21 and 22-tooth. The orders for roar

sprockets are mostly for 8 and J)-tooth, with

some demand for the lO-toodi variety. The

old 7-tooth standard socnis to have fallen from

grace entirely.

One Bnglisli Maker Announces a Chainless

Wheel Dunlops to Cease Their Cycle

Making.

London, Oct. 23.—The talk of the trade this

week is the privately expressed intention of

the Dunlopers to suppress the Dunlop Cycle

Co., as it has been found to be the chief cause

of the friction between the cycle manufactur-

ers and the Dunlop Tire Co.

The arrangement, it is understood, is that

the- Dunlop Tire Co. will purchase outright

the business and good will of the cycle com-
pany and distribute the efifects. It is hard to

believe, however, that a business which has

cost so much to build up to its present suc-

cessful position—it is just about to repay its

initial cost—is going to be dissolved merely
to propitiate the cycle trade. Nobody here

believes that such a course is in reality con-

templated, but that some method will be found
to turn the Dunlop Cycle to its owners' profit.

The chainless bicycle is going to have a

show at the hands of the Quadrant Cycle Co.,

who have brought out what they call a cross-

roller gear. Briefly put, the usual bevel cogs
are replaced by roller teeth, the rollers being
dome-shaped and working on pins or axles

adequately supported to prevent any possibil-

ity of spring. The engagement of the rollers

is ingeniously effected and seemingly avoids to

some extent the frictional action set up in bevel

cog gears, as the engagement is' more ver-

tical and the rollers to some extent subdue
the vibration so evident when bevel gears are

working at high speed. Mr. Priest thinks

very highly of his gear and expects it to

revolutionize the whole trade, but it is scarce-

ly likely that the chain makers will give their

employees notice to quit just yet.

The Quadrant people are about the only mak-
ers of any standing who have announced their

intention to push the idea, and that simply be-

cause they consider that in Lloyd's gear they
have a novelty which will form a good show
advertisement. This firm annually produces an
advertisement of this kind, which is promptly
dropped on the completion of the show season.

The Tubeless Tire Co.'s balance sheet has

appeared, from which it is evident that about
£27,000 have been lost by the concern during
the past year.

The Premier balance sheet has also appeared
and shows a net profit of £78,000, while the

Rudge-Whitworth statement of affairs dis-

closes a profit of £49,000, considerably the best

of any it has yet been able to show.

A Scottish tire company is trying the inno-

vation of female drummers.

MOVING THE MACHINERY.

Worcester, Oct. 30.—The Trinity Cycle

Manufacturing Company has commonced to

nuivc its plant to Kcene, N. 11. It will take

until the middle of November before the nui-

chinery is all transfoirod to the new factory.

The company has a number of orders on hand,

and this will prevent it from moving the plant

all at once. As soon a.'< a piece of niachiiicry

is idle it will he sent to the New Hampshire

factory and set up. Most of llio men wiio

ha\e been winking in the Ch.\ii(ll(>r street

factory will go to Keene.
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FIRST GUN.

Major McDuffee Fires at Father Time

and Captures One of His

Ontposts.

Philadelphia. Oct. .'.S — Plddic McDuffcc be-

gan skirmishing at Willow Grove yesterday,

and did such good work that one o( Father

Time's important outposts, the two-mile

record, fell before him.

He was supported, that is, paced, by but lour

"Kuiis," three se.xtuplets and one quint, and

while the weather was not favorable for quick

work, a cold, brisk wind prevailing, McDuf-
fee's assault was so determined that it required

but .I'iT to batter the record into submission

and take it into camp.

McDufTce's advances were made in swift

time, as follows:

Vi 1-3 Vi 2-3 % IMilc.
1- .24% .33 .49% 1.07% 1.15% 1.41%
2— 2.07% 2.16% 2.,'i4% 2.52% 3.00% 3.27

To-day a full battery of the Orient-Peoria

tire quick-pacing "artillery" will be massed

and a fierce attack made on Time's redoubts.

The captured Record reports that their camp
is expecting an attack on the one-mile wing
and that the Record forces have been greatly

sirenglhened at that point, to meet the

looked-for assault.

Philadelphia, Oct. 29.—The attack on

Time's right wing, the one-mile record

(\.'.Vi 2-5) began about 3 o'clock yesterday

afternoon. All the great guns of the Orient-

Peoria forces were brought to bear on that

point, and when McDufTee made his advance

under cover of their pace, it seemed as if lie

could not fail of success.

But the Record right was found strongly

mtrenchcd, and McDufTee's first attack failed,

although he reached the 1.38 '2-5 point. He
retired in good order, and gathering his

strength went at it again with a fierce rush,

but again was he beaten back, falling short at

\.'.\~ l-U. Still undaunted, he stormed the po-

sition once more, and although he moved like

the wind and got within sight of the enemy's

eyes, doing 1.35 3-5, he fell just one-fifth of a

second short of victory, and was forced to

make another trial. Splendidly supported, he

made it in dashing style. He reached the first

t|uarter in %S seconds, the one-third in '-W, the

half in 17 2 5, the two-thirds in 1.03 3-5, the

threc-fiuarters in 1.12 and then, yelling for

more pace, and sweeping grandly up the

heights, planted his standard in the mile in

l.'l-' 2-5—et{ualing the world's record an<l

establi^^hing new figures for America.

Me made one more attempt to get inside the

breailworks, but fell at l.;i8 3-5, and having

.spent his force and darkness having set in, a

ccsftation of hostilities was declared for the

day, and McDuflfec slept on the vantage

ground.

Hi-, five .Tti.irkH were productive of the five

fa«test nnirs ever ridden, the fractinnal times

being as follows:

1-

Philadcli>hia, Oct. 3".- Not only MclJuflec

himself, but his pacing artillery were on dress

parade at Willow Grove to-day.

u 14 H 23 1 .Milr.

-^Mi .Sl<fc

:SiJ
1.03% 112% \.V»i.

y& Mk l(M*h 1.13% I.37!(,

Bii Xi\ .47% 1.03% 1.12% l..T&t

a .Zl ii» 1.(0% \Vi 1..%%
«SH .Sl% .«% ior.% I 13 ) 3XS

McDuflfec was billed to give a public exhibi-

tion of record-breaking and the artillery was

down for a multicycle race, a card of minor

events serving as additional crowd-drawers.

McDiiflTee's efforts were postponed until late

in the afternoon, when the air was chilling ami

the conditions otherwise unfavorable. He
failed to add to his laurels, although he rode

one mile in 1.30 3-5 and later reeled off five

miles in 18.49 4-5.

The real feature of the afternf)0!rs sport was

the one-mile race for multicycles, in which a

triplet, (|uad, quint and sextette took part. It

was a great race, exciting considerable en-

thusiasm, and resulted in a grand finish be-

tween tile triplet and the sextette, the former

being ridden by Church, Jack and Vernier,

and the latter by the Boston team. The mile

was ridden in 1.51 1-5.

The lesser events were unimportant. W. R.

Scarlett won the half mile in 1.13 and the un-

paced mile in 2.41 2-5. C. V. Winder took

the other two, the mile handicap in 2.49 and

the mile scratch in 2.49 4-5.

NEW CENTURY FIGURES.

YELLOW-JACKED.

A. .\. (.h.isc.

London, Oct. 29.—Chase to-day beat the

100-mile road record, covering the distance in

111. Kiiii. and 35s.

CANUCKS AMONG THE RECORDS.

Toronto, Out., (^ct. 2r).— /\t the Island track

yesterday Hutchinson and Middleton, local

riders, set up a new world's tandem record fo.-

the mile unpaced, riding the distance in

1.57 2-5. The former record was 1.59. Mc-
Eachren and Thompson also made a world's

tandem record, doing a flying half in 54 si-c

onds.

BEFORE KBTIRING.

C. J. Miller, the Buffalo crack, celebrated

hi:- retirement from the amateur ranks by plac-

ing a new two-mik- record of 3.44 1-5 on the

books. The trial was made at Buffalo Athletic

Field, October 22d; the first mile being ridflcii

in 1.51 1-5.

ENSHKOLDEI) IN DOUBT.

Charles T. Karl, of the Kings County

Wheelmen, was, last week, credited with .i

sjraighlaway mile on the Merrick Road in

1.22 1-5, but it has not been generally acceptetl,

reports of a short course and faulty signaling

having enshrouded it in doubt.

tong an Invalid, the Southern Circuit Finally

Dies of Alleged Yellow Fever at

Atlanta.

The yellow fever scire has caused the

abandonment of the Southern extension of the

National circuit.

Quarantine prevails so generally that the

circuiteers wouhl have to remain idle for days

ai a time, and on Saturday last they decided

to throw up the sponge; the special Pullman
car: will be released and most of the men re-

turn to their homes. A few will remain here

until the quarantine is lifted, when ihey will

go on a winter pot-hunt.

One of the dates in Memphis was canceled,

and then Chattanooga warned off the circuit-

chasers. Atlanta received them, however, and
on October 29tli, the broken thread was taken

up on the six-lap indoor track in that city.

.Ml the big guns were on hand, and competed
in the mile open. Kiser, Butler. Gardiner.

Johnson and Brown were shut out in their

l-eats, the crowd of 3,00tt going wild when tl e

local pride, VV'althour, beat out (jardiner. The
final was a hair-raiser, which Bald won.

The summary:
t)nc-mile open—1, Raid; 2, I.uuKliead; 3, lladficid:

4. Wallhour. Time, 2.09%.
Oiic-milc liandicap, |>rofcssional--l. Dr. Ilruwn. 2S

yanls; 2, (iardincr, scratch; 3. Freeman. !tO yards; 4,

Coleman, 4.'> yards. Time, 2.27.

The mile open, on the second night, October
3(ttli, was a repetition of that of the previous

evening. All of the real big guns except Bald

failed to qualify for tl.e final, and Bald ac

counted for that by sprinting around the

bunch on the last lap.

Earl Peabody. the Chicago amateur, added

his ninety-third victory to his loii^; list.

The summary:

One-mile open- 1, Raid; 1, Kimble; ;t. Kalon; 4,
lloyt. Time, 2.08%.
(Inemile handica|i—l.Walthour, 4.') vards; 2. Free-

man, (iO; 3, Siaiim. :W. lime. Z.M^..

AN UNFORTUNATE ACCIDENT.

Cincinnati, O., Nov. 1.—The record-break-

ing campaign of Harry M. Sidwell, who has

created such havoc in the amateur records,

was brought to a sudden and tragic close on
Saturday. Sidwell himself lies severely hurt,

one spectator was killed and another badly

wounded.

The accident occurred at dusk. Sidwell

was trailing a (juad at a 1.45 pace, when two

young boys darted across the track just in

front of the record-breakinju crew. The quad

just missed the boys, but Sidwell struck both

of them. At the terrific pace he was going

the shock was sickening, and all parties were

reiulered unconscious.

Sidwell was carried to the training quarters,

where it was found that he was badly injured

and will be unable to ride for some time

The two boys were the worst sufTcrers, how-

ever, and were at once taken to the hospital.

One of them, the youngest, who received the

brunt of the shock, never regained conscious-

ness. The other will be laid up for a short

time, but will recover, unless he has been in-

ternally injured.

THINK OF IT, TITUS!

Michael and McDufTee meet in a fifteen-

mile indoor race in Chicago on November

12th. On the following evening, Michael will

take on Fred Titus for a twenty-five-mile

whirl.
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SCIENCE OP WIND-SPLITTING.

The presence in this country of Michael and

other European exponents of the art of long-

distance racing and record riding has brought

the making of pace to a prominence it has

heretofore not enjoyed in America. Take two

men of the same speed-making capabilities,

pace one well and the other indifferently, and

the latter stands no chance whatever.

Now, what constitutes perfect pacing? First-

ly, as to the machine required: a triplet is

preferable to a quad or quint because it can

give the required pace, can get up speed

quicker, and you can more easily get a crew

of three equally good men to man it—and here

lies the most important item in the art of pac-

ing. The men should be constantly riding

the same machine together; they then work
well and learn to know their mount and what
can be got out of it.

Abroad, where the art of pulling a man
through is the most exact of sciences, thor-

oughly-organized professional teams of pac-

ers practically live at one of the tracks, and

are sent out generally twice a aay by those in

charge of them to keep them fit. As a rule,

the man they are going to pace in any coming
event trains behind them; this means a great

deal, as, unless he has trained constantly be-

hind his own pacing machines, on the day of

the race the pacing machines will run away
from him, while his opponents, who have

taken the necessary precautions while train-

ing, will be enabled to hang on and defeat

him. As proof of all this see Starbuck's per-

formances in all but one of his recently-rid-

den long-distance matches.

Another important item in pacing is the

changing of pace-makers, when the old crew

are going off and a fresh team coming on.

At a speed of 28-30 miles an hour this has to

be managed very carefully, as the slightest

slackening or increase of pace tends to put the

man being paced out of his swing. The re-

lief team should ride round on the inside edge

of the track until the man and his pacers get

within a hundred yards of them. Then grad-

ually they should quicken until the other team
come up on the outside; both teams should

thep ride side by side till they find they are

going the same pace; the competitor, mean-
while, dropping in behind the relief crew, and

the tired crew draws off to the top of the bank-

ing, entering the back-stretch, where they

wait their turn to relieve. It is in these

changes that the great difference in pacing

occurs.

The vital point in pacing is never to leave

your man. The man on the rear seat of the

pacing machine should be constantly watching

the rider, to give warning when more or less

pace is required. At a high speed if the man
paced gets dropped five yards it requires a

great effort to hook onto the back wheel

again, and if the man is having a bad time,

and the pacers, though not watching him,

draw away from him, it has a very discourag-

ing effect on him.

Pace-making, like pace-taking, seems like

a comparatively easy thing until you've tried

them, then—well, it is different, that's all.

TuYpn.

TO PUNISH COWARDS.

Connecticut has a law intended to punish

the cowards who flee from the possible con-

sequences of an accident of which they have

been the cause on the public highway. It says:

Any person who, while riding on or propel-

ling a bicycle or other vehicle or instrument

of that general character, shall run against,

upon or over any person upon the public high-

way, or the property of any person in his per-

sona! possession or use, in such a manner as

might do an injury or cause damage to such

person or property, and shall not stop at once

to ascertain the extent of such injury and to

render such assistance as may be needed, or

shall refuse to give his name and residence,

or shall give a false name or residence when
asked for by the person so injured or by any

other person in his behalf, shall be guilty of a

misdemeanor, and, on being convicted there-

of, shall be punished by a fine of not over

$500, or by imprisonment in the county jail

not more than six months, or by both, such

fine and such imprisonment at the discretion

of the court.

WHEELING AND WONDER-MAKING.

Here is about the way the joyful spacefiller,

when short of copy, tackles cycling for a

subject:

The latest bicycle device is called a "dissolv-

ent-congealer." It consists of a strong elec-

tric battery, fed by a dynamo fastened to the

frame of the wheel. This battery's work is

to dissolve or liquefy the path in front of

the wheel, so that all foreign substances, such

as glass, tin, stones, tacks, nails—in fact,

everything detrimental to pneumatic tires

—

will sink, leaving but a smooth, watery sur-

tace.

Directly behind the battery is a miniature

ice-machine that immediately congeals this

watery surface and presents to the wheel a

smooth path. A sand-paper roller follows the

ice-machine and roughens the surface suffi-

ciently to prevent side slips. This affair is

fastened in front of the front wheel of the

bicycle.

Equipped with this device, all one needs is

a dog-annoyer, a baby-carriage tosser and a

street-car rammer for the purpose of pushing

the traction company's vehicles to one side.

The bicycle is here to stay.

NO WAY TO ESCAPE.

EXACTLY SO,

It is not what the racer wins, but what he

saves that makes him well-to-do, and it is nol

what he owes but what he i)ays th.it kocps

him poor.

It was manifestly her first time on the road,

and she had chosen the Riverside Drive as

the place for her experimenting. She was

wabbling from curb to curb, perspiring

panting and trembling. Everything on the

Drive got out of her way, even the canines

sought to shelter. She was a heavy woman, and
it meant sure death to anything she struck.

Suddenly around the corner, and riding toward

her, came a man on a wheel. He was making
right for her and she frantically waved him

off:

"Look out, good sir! Look out! I am
only a beginner!"

On he came, shouting:

"So am I, madam, so am I!"

"Then God Iiolp us botli!" ejaculated the

fat woman.
The crash was as though a ooim't had col

lided with the earth.

FOR HER BENEFIT.

Women of fashion, with carriages at com-
mand, languid with the fatigues of the ball

and reception, too often content themselves

with the routine of visits, varied by a drive in

the park or sorae other precinct favored with

the presence of their peers. On the other

hand, women upon whom household labors

rest heavily, women who, as the phrase is, do

their own work, often think that the many
steps taken about the house in cleaning exon-

erate them from the necessity of other exer-

cise. In the one case, the muscles weaken for

want of use and are often threatened with

atiophy. In the other case, the overstrained

nerves are weary with the endless sameness of

detail, while the blood is not invigorated by

the currents of the outer air.

To women of the class first mentioned the

bicycle has already brought much relief. What
can be more exhilarating than a ride on a

breezy day in spring or autumn? How it

should smooth the tired wrinkles and make the

careworn face to smile! Human life has cer-

tainly heightened its speed during the last fifty

years. Steam and electricity bring the most

distant regions near to each other, so that the

once great world is now exclaimed upon as

"so small!" Cycling enables the stoutest in-

dividual to keep pace with this accelerated

movement. By overcoming the great difficul-

ties of space, it greatly heightens man's power
of efficiency and usefulness.

There is yet a third class of women to

whom, perhaps, the uses of outdoor cycling

are still more to be commended. These are

the women devoted to the book and the pen.

These tyrants often usurp the time and

strength of those who delight in them. By
the time that the whole day has been invested

in the pages studied or produced, there is

little energy left for walk or ride.

NIGHT RIDING NERVOUSNESS.

Many riders over rural and suburban roads

in time become possessed by a peculiar ner-

vousness that is common to all locomotive en-

gineers—they are afraid of deep shadows, not

knowing whether the dark spots that they see

ahead across their paths are merely shadows or

are in reality substances of which they should

beware. Indifference has caused many bad
tumbles, and overconfidence has broken many
wheels. Riding by moonlight is a great pleas-

use only when the moon is directly overhead

and creates no shadows. At other times cau-

tion is necessary.

The old locomotive engineer would rather

follow the glare of his headlight through cuts

and across country on dark nights, so far as

his feeling of safety was concerned, than to

trust to the most brilliant and full moon that

ever shone. The headlight throws a glare dead

ahead and discloses all that is upon the road-

bed. The moon causes shadows to fall across

the track at all angles, and many fatal acci-

dents have been caused by taking for shadow
that which was substance on nights wlien the

moon was so bright that the glare of the head-

light could not be perceived. Cycle riding, in

tliis respect, at least, is not very dilTorcnt from
locomotive riding.

WHEELS FOR WHEELS.
It is proposed in France to cure insanity by

teaching patients how to cycle. This is the

homeopathic principle of similia similibus cur-

antur meclianically applied.
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OLD AND NEW.

How Con«tructlonal Changes Now Deemed

New Come Usnally from Former

Fashions.

It is a very general impression among the

newer cycling folk that the great bulk of the

improvements that have taken place in the

construction of cycles are due to their ef-

forts. They are inclined to look with pity

upon the pioneers of the industry, and to be-

lieve that the cycle of this year of grace could

never have been brought to such a state of per-

fection had not makers cut loose from the old

traditions and worked on modern lines. There

is a great deal of truth in this, and the riders

of to-day undoubtedly owe a great deal to the

infusion of new blood that took place during

the period when the cycle made its greatest

strides in public favor. The tendency to get

into a rut unless driven out of it by the spur

of competition is almost irresistible, and cycle

makers were making but slow progress to-

wards the goal of perfection in the early '90's,

although it is too much to say that they never

would have gotten there. A great mistake is

made, however, if it is supposed that the sum

of all cycling knowledge has been reached

within two or three years, for an e.xamination

o! the changes made during the past season

and contemplated for the coming one shows

that they are, almost without exception, re-

vivals, and usually improvements, of old ideas

that were long since discarded. That there

is "nothing new under the sun" is almost liter-

ally true, and the desire of riders for change,

and the recognition by the makers of the fact

that it is to their interest to have the pendu-

lum swing back and forth, are factors in prov-

ing that this is true.

It is not likely anyone will dispute the

claim that the heavier machines that have been

in evidence, and promise to be still more so

in 18"J8 if the chainless cuts much figure, are

but a return to the old ways. The same can

be said of flush joints, which, as has been

frequently pointed out, are but a return to the

almost universal system of building ordinar-

ies; the larger sprockets that are. seen every-

where arc but little larger than the sprockets

of '91 and '92 (the writer well remembers his

old Rambler which had sprocket wheels with

10 and 22 teeth), and to the higher gears used

is due in a great measure the extremely large

wheels now seen; the straightening of the seat

post tube, in order to get a more forward

position, i.s but a return to the fashion of a

few years ago, which Zimmerman did so much

to bring about shortly after his return from his

championship-gaining trip; the use of D and

uval-.shapcd stays was not at all unusual five

and six years ago, although the aim was not

so much to obtain a narrow tread as to secure

distinctive fe;iturcs; while a more general use

of brakes, <>i larger chains and even of chain-

less wheels (for did wc not have the League

chainle&> bafcty, and geared ordinary, to say

nothing of the regular ordinary?) arc nothing

more than rc-actions from the use of extremes

in the other direction.

There has probably been as much variation

in the shape of fork crowns used as in any

other part of the bicycle. The steady growth

ill popular favor of the oval crown has been

so marked that many makers have about de-

cided to adopt it, and give the public what it

w.tnts. or seems to want. The demand for

iUi!>h joints has helped this crown very ma-

terially, as many riders have preferred it to the

double-plate crown because the former was in

keeping with the system of Hush joints.

At the saiire time the shape of the crown, cor-

responding with the shape of the tire, has won

for it its victory over the square crown with

lugs, notwithstanding the latter had the same

flush appearance. The oval crown is a good

one. and when at its best, as in a well-made

forging, is amply strong, although the palm in

this respect must be awarded to the double-

plate crown, as the lower plate greatly in-

ci eases the rigidity and strength of the fork,

while in other respects the construction of the

two crowns is practically the same. For

that reason, and perhaps because of a disin-

clination to follow the lead of others, a con-

siderable number of makers will adhere to

their present construction, but it is undeniable

that the oval-shaped crown will be an even

greater favorite in "98 than it has been this

year.

In view of this great popularity a great

many claimants for the honor of having been

the first user of this style of crown have put

in an appearance. In the discussion that has

taken place there is not any clear separation

of the hollow oval from the solid one, and for

the first user of the latter we must go back

beyond the "safety" period and into the do-

main of the "ordinary." Practically all ordin-

aries were constructed with forged crowns and

flush joints, but most of them were square

crowns; the most notable exception that we

remember was the Victor, which was oval.

As far back as '92 the Rambler had a hollow

crown, which in shape was a cross between

a square and an oval, and the same crown,

with some modification, is still in use on the

latest machines of that make. A year earlier

than this the English Premier makers used a

solid forged crown, which if it were hollowed

and made a little narrower would be difficult

to distinguish from some of these best crowns

in use to-day.

Two other features of '98 construction,

which have cut some figure this season, and

will be much more largely used in the future,

are but returns to methods that were in vogue

years ago, meaning the lowering of the

crank-hanger and to the use of disk-adjusting

hubs. The former is a reaction against the

tendency to build machines with crank-hang-

ers higher than there was any necessity for.

Like all movements of this kind it has been

carried to excess, and will continue to be in

'98.

A drop of from two to two and one-half

inches is a rational construction, but there will

be put forth machines with a three to three

and one-half inch drop, just as it has not been

unusual to see machines with but one inch

drop or even less, and a few with no drop at

ill. It will hardly be disputed that a low

crank-hanger is an advantage, giving, as it

does, an ease of mount and dismount, a low

centre of gravity, and, consetpicntly, a greater

rase in handling the machine, and a lessening

of the danger of falls, with less liability of

harm resulting in case one does "come a crop-

per."

The desire for change, however, is so

great in the average rider, that there arose a

demand for high hangers several years ago.

just because the low ones were the prevailing

fashion. So now the "tin-can" riders want

wheels that have the pedals so close to the

ground that there is perpetual danger of their

striking, particularly in tu'ning corners or in

riding on country roads. Short heads are

coupled with the low hangers, because the

scorcher wants to get down over his work.

The result will be a general shortening of

heads and dropping of hangers, although mak-
ers will not go to such extremes with the ma-
chines for rational riders. Yet it would be

difficult to imagine a greater step backward
for the rider who does not go in for speed

—

a class that is the most important to the trade

to-day. Short heads will increase the difti-

culty, already great, of getting the handle-bars

high enough for the rider who wishes to sit

upright, and low pedals—if too low—will cause

him untold annoyance. Some of the English

wheels of half a dozen years ago were ad-

dicted to too low pedals, and the mistake was
more apparent in this country than in Eng
land, the inequalities of road surface being so

much greater here. There are plenty of

American wheels constructed with crank-hang-

ers neither too high nor too low, and it is to

be hoped that their makers will continue to

give riders the option of purchasing them,

while at the same time giving the scorcher

what he wants.

Disk-adjusting hubs, which have been mak-
ing steady, if somewhat slow progress in this

country, will record a big advance in '98. The
best proof of their excellence is found in the

fact that no one who has ever used them has

discarded them, and nearly every maker who
has experimented with them has ultimately

adopted them, so strongly convinced was he

of their superiority. They are much more
expensive to make than the cone-adjusting

bearings, not only because there is more work
on them, but by reason of the greater accur-

acy required. To many people these are rea-

sons for preferring them. They are easier to

adjust, the thread on the cup being so much
liner than that on the cone, and there is much
less occasion for adjusting them, as they can

be locked and require no adjustment even if

the wheel is removed from the frame.

To assert that they are entirely new is some-
what wide of the mark, however, as an exami-
nation of almost any of the old ordinaries will

show almost a similar construction of the

large wheel bearings. What could very easily

be called a cup does the adjusting, being

screwed in just as the present ones are done;

what corresponds to the cone being a collar

on the axle, with a curved place in the cen-

tre for the balls to run in. This was the al-

most universal method of construction, but

when the safety came in it was much cheaper

to make the cone adjusting bearing, and it

answered the purpose as it would not have

done on the ordinary, owing to the forks hav-

ing side play. WALLIS.

TESTING TUBE STRENGTH.

The nsual method of testing cycle tubing

is to put a section of the tube to be tested

in a lathe, grip|iing one end in the chuck and

supporting the other in a ball-bearing. A
bearing is then placed in the middle of the

section of tube, also provided with balls to

reduce friction, and this bearing is made to

deflect the tube a certain amount, depending

upon diameter and gauge.

A revolution counter is placed at the ex-

tremity of the tube, and it is started in motion

and allowed to run until it breaks. While

running, it requires no attention; but when it

breaks, the revolution counter, of course,

stops and shows how many times that tube

has been deflected before failure.
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iPALMER TIRESf
fcf MARK THE HIGH GRADE WHEElf^

EARI. KISER,
SPALDING—PALMER TIRES.

EARL PEABODY,
ADI.AKE—PALMF.R TIRES.

IRVING POWELL,
Si'ALDING—PALMER TIRES.

CHARLES ERTZ,
CLEVELAND—PALMER TIRES.

ARTHUR GARDINEIJ,
DAYTON—PALMER TIRES.

"You pay more but you

get more/' remarked a

prominent manufacturer

when asked his opinion of

the Palmer Tire. " Pal-

mers have been an impor-

tant factor in the secur-

ing of our present high

reputation/' Want our

new prices?

Famous Riders and for What They Are Famous.

Earl Kiser, national quarter-mile champion and undisputed match-race champion.
Earl Peabody, national one-third-mile champion and the greatest amateur rider since the

days of Zimmerman.
Irving Powell, national two-mile and intercollegiate half and mile tandem champion and

the best of the eastern riders.

Charles Ertz, national mile champion and one of New York's winning amateurs.
Arthur Gardiner, the hero of the 1897 national meet, riding a paced mile in 1.39 2-5.

August Mertens, national five-mile champion and a successful handicap rider.

Fred Schade, holder of the one-third-mile world's record, paced— .32 4-5.

Peter Becker, Colorado, one-half, one, two and five-mile champion, and the king-pin

amateur of the Rockies.

Ray Dawson, intercollegiate mile, five-mile and mile tandem champion and New Jersey's
pride.

Charles Heimstreet, winner of time and place in the great Denver mud road race of 1895,

and champion of the Colorado professionals ever since.

AUGUST MERTENS,
SPALDING—PALMER TIRES.

FRED SCHADE,
BARNES—PALMF.R TIRES.

PETER BHCk'ER,
DENVER- PALMER TIRES

RAY DAWSON,
HUMBER— PALMER TIKES

CllAS. IIKIMSTREHT,
PHN\KR—PALMER TIKHS

TNE PALMER PNEUMATIC TIRE CO.CHICAGO
NEW YORK offices: 66~6e READEST.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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BRAZING.
Brazing is old in the arts. It has long been

extensively emiiloyed in gtin construction and

other industries, but in none of these liave llie

requirements liccn so exacting as in the bicy-

cle. Kven with the solid frame connections

originally employed it was early found needful

to improve upon the methods used for other

purposes, and when the solid lugs gave way
to hollow walls and thin sheet metal stamp-

ings, the necessity for care immediately in-

creased.

It is the great number of joints in the pres-

ent style of bicycle frame that increases the at-

tention which must be paid to their brazing.

.Many attempts have been made to decrease the

numerous points of connection by the substi-

tution of double tubular and other styles of

frames, but none of these have proven a suc-

cess, and to-day the existing type of so-called

diamond frame, with separate tubes in each

portion of the frame, all connected at head,

saddle-cluster, crank-hanger and rear-fork

ends, is the one universally used—a proof of

its inherent merit.

Yet this very multiplicity of joints is a

source of constant annoyance and expense

—

apart from the brazing itself—to the maker.

Each diflferent joint, as it is brazed, causes

more or less distortion of the frame, even

where gigs are used—as tlicy always should be

in well-made bicycles— for both frame build-

ing and brazing, all of which must be rectified

in the frame lining and truing department.

How great an evil this can become in the

case of the cheap bicycle, is known only

to those factories where the $19.99 ma-
chine is thrown together, regardless of appear-

ance, symmetry, and. unfortunately, strength.

The high temperature rec|uisite for brazing

purposes inevitably causes a certain twisting

or distortion of the tubes by the resulting ex-

pansion and contraction, which cannot be

e(|ualized. Moreover, a strf>ng current of air

playing upon a group of frames set aside to

cool after brazing will sometimes cause a dis-

tortion apparently out of all proportion to the

cause. Thus, to re-align the frames requires

a manipulation by bending and hammering
that cannot fail to affect them, sometimes

weakening them seriously, and laying the

foundation for a future breakage whose cause

may seem inexplicable.

Many attempts have been made to improve

I)resent brazing prc»cesscs, and some of these

experiments have yielded fairly successful re-

sults.

Briefly, ordinary brazing is merely hard

Aoldcring. That is, the two surfaces are united

at a high temperature, by a hard, or brass,

speller, a* distinguished from a soft, or lead,

upeller, at a comparatively hiw temperature.

In brazing much greater care must be exer-

cised than in soldering. The surfaces of the

metal must be thoroughly cleaned. Not only

must they be perfectly free from dirt, scale and

all foreign stibstanres. but. in addition, they

should be polished or bright surfaces. Too
mach attention cannot be given to this, for

upon it the union of the metal depends. In

many factories the mistake is made of assum-

ing that it is unnecessary to go to the expense

and trouble of having the stirfacco bright, and,

therefore, the stamped sheet -steel connections

arc often used just as they arc received from

the presses, the result being a
i

r i.,,nt

Flush-joints, in particular, compel greater

care. With the old outside-joint, with the

tubes fitted inside the lugs, there was a

support afforded by the outside walls wliich

very materially added to the strength of the

frame for resisting torsional strains. With
the tubes slipping over the lugs, this support

is not so great. Moreover, the brazing was
more quickly done, the spelter flowing into

the joints more readily, and requiring less

heating of the tubing, the lug being outside.

But all things—even those mechanical

—

must yield to the arbitrary dictates of fashion,

and, therefore, to-day behold the flush-joint,

with its greater uncertainty and expense!

In ordinary bicycle brazing, the surfaces

to be united are first cleaned and then fitted

and pinned. The tighter the fit. the bettor

the joint. A flux of some kind (usually borax

or a composition of which boracic acid forms

the base) is applied, either in the powdered or

the semi-liquid state, for the purpose of caus-

ing the spelter to flow freely, after which the

joints are submitted to the action of the braz-

ing fire until heated to the proper temperature,

when the spelter melts and flows into the crev-

ices. Spelter in granules, or coarse powder,

is employed by many, being ladled onto tlic

joints wliile in the fire, in addition to the in-

terior parts being "loaded" with the same, al-

though the wire spelter which is now furnished

in coils is coming into general use. It is

more cleanly, of greater economy, there being

not nearly so much waste as with the loose

spelter, and consumes less time in brazing, as

it is fed directly into the joint by the workman
as rapidly as it reaches the melting point.

Nice judgment is re(|uired in the handling

of the fire. Tubing, particularly of the thin

gauges, is easily burned, and then it becomes
dangerous. A steady flame, with uniform

heat, no higher than a cherry-red. gives the

best results.

Flush-joints require a sliglitly differing

manipulation from the old style ones. At
first the ends of the lugs were left open,

and an exceedingly heavy load of spelter was
required to provide enough to cause it to flow

into the joints. The latest flush-joint lugs

have closed ends or thimbles, and the most up-

to-date brazing flame method consists in load-

ing the tube with a couple of inches of wire

spelter, coiled around the inside, just above

the end of the lug, and then applying the flame

until the spelter flows through the joint from

the inside, its perfect flow being readily noted

through its appearance at the edges where

tube and lug meet. In one well-known fac-

tory this method is in use with a blow-pipe

flame employed to melt the speller instead of

the ordinary large gas-flame jets, the result

being a very much cleaner braze, with but

little scale. In fact, this system of flowing

the spelter from the inside is remarkable for

the absence of scale as compared with the

older plan, in which the removal of the inevit

able scale was one of the most costly opera-

tions in connection with brazing.

So expensive was it to remove the scale

by filing, that the large factories installed

land-blast plants at considerable ex-

pense in order to cut the scale with

gi eater celerity and less expense. Some
..I t...... ,r,. ,,..1. Kin,. ,|i,. viii.-,. ti,,. recent im

pri>vements have been adopted, and ere long

sand-blast everywhere will be relegated to the

rear. .•Ks for the old pickling process for re-

moving scale, that is a relic of ignorance that

is seen in but few factories to-day. The dan-

ger of acid injuring the tubing, no less than

the great care required to thoroughly remove
all traces of acid, so as to obviate the danger

of subsequent corrosion or rusting, long since

condemned it.

As will be observed, all of the brazing pro-

cesses so far mentioned utilize a direct flame.

This may be either single or double, although

the latter is generally employed, the best ex-

emplification being the well-known "sunflow-

er" flame, produced by two opposing jets.

Gas is the principal agent of combustion, with

crude oil used occasionally. Gas users draw
tlieir supply from several sources. In those

f.ivored hjcalitics within the natural gas belts,

tlie costs of brazing are cut in two. Natural

gas is furnished at anywhere from fifteen to

twenty-five and thirty cents per thousand feet,

and with a consumiition of several hundred

thousand feet a month, the economy as against

city gas, at from 8<l cents to $1.2."» per thou-

sand feet, can be readily emphasized. Where
natural gas is not obtainable all of the more
important factories make their own gas from

naphtha, the cost of city gas being prohibitive.

Naphtha gas is calculated at about fifty cents

per thousand.

But a newer process is threatening the su-

premacy of the flame-brazed method. That

process is litjuid brazing. It is now
several years since experiments in this

line, by a company organized by two or

three well-known trades people for that pur-

pose, developed the fact tliat a specially treated

joint, plunged into molten spelter, would not

only braze in a very few seconds of time, but

would, in addition, come out almost entirely

free from scale, a brisk cleansing by a metal

brush being about all the after treatment re-

quired. The process was a secret one, the

most important point being the anti-flux,

which was a preparation painted over the parts

to which it was desired the spelter should not

adhere, the joints to be united being first

treated with a semi-liquid or liquid flux, as in

the old process.

Some difficulty and delay in the securing of

patents prevented the process being put upon
the market in a commercial form, but a num-
ber of experiments having demonstrated its

practical value, several factories began quietly

experimenting for themselves, the result being

that to-day this method is in use in a mimber
of bicycle establishments; one of which, in

Ohio, has been successfully employing it for

at least two seasons.

Briefly, liquid brazing consists merely in re-

ducing the spelter to a molten form in a

suitably shaped crucible, at a high tempera-

ture, and then immersing the joints to be

brazed in the liquid mass. Tlie surfaces to be

brazed are painted with a flux, and the ad-

jacent parts with an anti-flux. To within the

past few months nothing definite was known
regarding the best preparati«)n of the kind for

accomplishing the latter purpose, each ex-

piTimcnler endeavoring to find out the best

for himself. Now, however, an anti-flux

known as Brazing Graphite is being placed
upon the market, and repeated tests have so
proven its practicability that it is not too much
to say that the next season will in all prob-
ability witness a complete revolution in braz-
ing methods, the liquid process entirely super-
sciling the others.
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SMOOTH STREETS, BUT NOT CYCLES.

"For the benefit of the manufacturers of bi-

cycles and for the purpose of saving post-

age on both sides," writes United States Con-
sul Jones, from Funchal, Madeira, "I want
to say that practically no wheeled vehicles are

used in Madeira. When I came here ten

years ago, there was not a wheel on this island.

Now, we have half a dozen carriages used as

omnibuses to carry people from the city to the

suburbs, where roads and streets are level;

but they can not be used on the mountain

sides.

"The streets of Funchal are paved with

small, smooth stones brought from the sea-

shore. The ground is carefully prepared, and

the small stones are well laid down, each fixed

in its place; and when a square is finished, it

is pounded to a level with a heavy maul. As
there is no frost here, they never need repair

or get out of place. Some of these pavements

have been laid for more than two hundred

years, and are better to-day than when first

laid down. Time and use have made them
more solid and smooth.

"We ride here in sleds drawn by oxen, on

horses, and in hammocks. Our sleds (or cars

as they are called) are carriages on runners,

instead of wheels. Some of the private cars

are beautifully upholstered. The bodies are

made of hardwood, carved and finely finished.

The bullocks are large, well-groomed, and can

be safely used up or down hill at almost any

angle. Every driver carries a rag or coarse

towel well saturated with grease. This, from

time to time, he puts down in front for the

runners to pass over.

"In summer, during the dry season, the

grease and friction make the pavements al-

most as smooth as glass, and this compels the

buying of Madeira-made boots. The soles of

these boots are spongy and cling to the pave-

ment. Everybody uses the bullock-cars. They

glide over the smooth stones at the rate of a

mile in several minutes. Ladies pay their

calls and do their shopping in handsome cars

with liveried drivers. At the bottom of the

theatre programmes you find "carriages at

11," which means bullock-cars. Madeira is

mountainous, and the zigzag roads are better

adapted to the pedestrian with alpenstock or

to the sure-footed donkey than to the bicycle."

IMPORTANCE OF FIRE INSURANCE.

The words "no insurance" after an account

of a fire in a retail cycle establishment are

not quite as infrequent as they should be by

any means. It is undoubtedly a temptation

to cycle dealers in dull times to neglect their

insurance, but it is no exaggeration to say

that one who does this when he can

least afford to take the risk is on the par with

one who neglects life insurance, when for any

reason his surroundings are more hazardous

than usual.

Fire insurance premiums form one of the

fixed expenses of any business. A bicycle

dealer can no more safely avoid them than he

can afford to avoid rent or other equally ne-

cessary expenditures. Fire insurance is a

business by itself, and the man who attempts

to enter it on a small scale by carrying his

own risk is very likely to find he has made a

disastrous mistake.

AN UNCERTAIN NECESSITY.

Of all the processes of bicycle construction

none are more unsatisfactorily uncertain or

involve a greater cost than that of brazing.

And yet none are of greater importance.

Upon the union of the various joints of the

frame depend not only the finish and appear-

ance of the machine, but the rider's life and

limb, besides. Therefore, from the time bi-

cycle building first began, the brazing has re-

ceived the greatest attention, and its develop-

ment has been very great. It is not too much
to say that in this, as in many of the other

branches of mechanics, the evolution of the

bicycle has caused an advance in the art un-

dreamt of before. The problem of decreased

weight without any weakening of the struc-

tural details was no easy one. That it has

been successfully solved is a tribute to the in-

ventive skill of the bicycle builder.

As is well-known, in no other vehicle is the

margin—or, as it is termed, the factor—of

safety so low as in the saucy bicycle. Wagons,
carriages, railway locomotives and cars all

weigh greatly in excess of the loads they are

destined to carry, whereas the modern bicycle,

scaling but twenty or twenty-five pounds, will

carry from five to ten times its own weight

for thousands of miles over all sorts and con-

ditions of roads. It is, indeed, a revelation, as

well as a triumph of mechanical skill.

TRIED AND FOUND GOOD.

Edward Kohl, of Kohl Brothers, at lii-i.5

Pearl street, Cleveland, O., has an adjustable

handle-bar for which he claims many points of

superiority and which is to be manufactured

largely for next season. It has been in actual

use the past two months and has given good
satisfaction. The plan of adjustment is by a

pin, fastened upon each end of the bar proper,

which fits into holes punched into a flat oval

piece of metal about IJ inches in width, which

forms the top of the stem. The two arms

are fastened to the stem with a bolt and bind-

ing nut in the rear. In addition to this device,

which affords the usual changes of position

offered by most bars of this character, the stem

is also jointed, which allows of the bar being

tilted forward or back, at the pleasure of the

rider.

SMALL AND SIMPLE.

It is doubtful if there is any single-tube re-

pair tool handier or more compact than the

Lightning, marketed by A. L. Deane & Co.,

Denver, Col., and which, like everything else,

has undergone improvement. The little tool

is no larger tlian a child's thumb, and is as

simple as can be. It lists at 40 cents. The
Lightning solution, with which the tool is

charged, is also marketed by Deane & Co.,

and is supplied in bulk or in tubes.

SPECIAL ON SPOKES.

The new Janicsville (N. Y.) Manufacturing

Company is now ready for business. Tlioy

arc making a special effort on spokos and

nipples, and say dial they have ([ualily and

prices that will inU-rcsl .-iny oiu' in the trade.

The Binghamton Police Department has

adopted League-tired Eclipse wheels.

RAISED TO A yUARTER-MILLION.

The Charles H. Sieg Mfg. Co. has certified

to an increase of capital stock from $10(),0t)0

to f'ino.OOO—evidence of the prosperity which

h.is been niulouiitei! in the ease of the Sieg

[)eople.

COST OF FINISHING.

"Oh, I'm only a carriage manufacturer, and
anything I say regarding bicycles will be

placed in the sour-grape category," said one
of the prominent members of the carriage

trade. "Still, for all that my words may be

taken as children of envy, let me tell you that

every time I look at a bicycle I sigh. Be-
cause they are hurting my business? No, not

at all. Spilt milk should not be cryable over.

"What makes me sigh is the envy I feel re-

garding the cycle maker's ability to finish his

product off in such a cheap and satisfactory

fashion as enameling and nickle-plating. If

we carriage makers could only do something
like that, there would be a heap more money
in the business than there is just now, I tell

you.

"It is in the painting and varnishing that

the cost of a carriage can be carried to almost

any extent, a vehicle well finished taking from
sixteen to twenty-four coats before being pro-

nounced perfect. After each coat the entire

surface of the body is rubbed smooth with

pumice or fine glass-paper, and the final finish

is obtained by skilled workmen rubbing every

inch of the surface evenly with the palm of the

hand.

"That's why I sigh every time I look at the

enamel finish of a bicycle. Do you blame

me?"

SUBJECT TO SEVERE TESTS.

The system of tests which every League tire

undergoes before it leaves the factory is par-

ticularly thorough. There are two tests, and

should an imperfect tire, by any chance, pass

the first, the second would be sure to catch it.

The first test is of the tube alone, before it is

incorporated into the tire. This is followed

up by a second test, the complete tire being-

exposed for 24 hours to a pressure of 100 lbs.

The severity and searching quality of this test

will be appreciated when it is remembered that

the ordinary riding pressure is in the neigh-

borhood of 30 lbs.

FOR SWEDEN AND DENMARK.

The attention of the trade is called to a

splendid opportunity to develop the sale of

American cycles and American cycle novelties

in Sweden and Denmark. Paul R. Perssons,

who is stopping temporarily at G33 Warren
street, Brooklyn, N. Y., is in America for a

brief visit to take on certain lines as indicated.

Mr. Perssons comes with excellent references,

and knows the cycle trade in Scandinavia

thoroughly.

CYCLES AND THE CUSTOMS.

The Treasury Department has rendered a

decision that passengers from Europe can no

longer bring in bicycles free of duty under the

classification of personal effects, as was for-

merly the rule. If the wheel, however, be of

American manufacture then it is admitted free

under Paragraph 483 of the existing tariff act.

AN EASTERN BRANCH PLANNED.

United States bicj'cles will be more imme-
diately represented in the East than in the

l>ast. F. II. Chapman is in New York repre-

senting the Chicago Stamping Company, who
make the United States line, with the idea of

opening an Eastern branch house.
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RIDING A CHAINLESS.

Alter all is said for and against tlic new
cliainlcss, the discussion always carries back

to the question: "How docs it run on the

road?" All recognize this as the vital test, (or

which reasons the following experience of

kussell Stone in this direction is timely and
interesting.

"I mount on a street opposite the factory

that has a considerable grade and start ofl up

the hill. The sensation afforded by the first

stroke of the pedal is an odd one. There is

no 'give' or yielding as in the chain wheel, at

all, but a curious feeling of firmness. At the

instant that I apply pressure upon the pedal

the machine seems to answer. There is no
'back-lash,' that slight jog or interval which

comes at the moment when one pedal releases

tlie tension and the other takes it up.

"More than this, although the chainless is

absolutely noiseless and the friction is demon-
strably a great deal less than in the type to

which I have been accustomed, it seems as if

I can yet feel the gearing and follow it as it

carries the motion of the crank-shaft back to

the driving wheel. I cannot better describe

this rather elusive impression than to say it

seems to add to that exhilaration which every

bicycle rider must experience 'in making the

thing go.' It is, I fancy, an added sense of

having your machine absolutely under your
own control.

"I have not been upon my own wheel for

perhaps a month, and yet I mount the hill

with surprising ease. This is due, I suspect,

to the fact which I have already noted—that

the stroke is longer and quicker to take effect.

The considerable loss of energy which must
necessarily occur in taking up the slack of the

chain, when passing the 'dead point' at each

revolution, is completely eliminated.

"So, again, when I turn the corner and meet

a strong head wind, I experience the same ef-

fect. The positive motion of the bevel gears

gives one a peculiar sensation of 'going

straight ahead.' There is no feeling of a

strain and momentary pause, and then the

answering motion, as in the case of the chain

wheel. Similarly, in going down hill there is

the same impression of absolute control, and

hence ability to stop the wheel or slow it as

one likes.

I put the wheel to various coasting tests

ami am rather astonished to finti that it moves
oflT with no more feeling of resistance than that

of the chain wheel unflcr the best possible con-

ditions. I am told that the most precise tests

have shown that it will actually coast farther

and run farther when the wheel is lifted off

the ground, than the best of the old type.

"A slight matter which is still worth report

ing IS this: I rode all about the streets of

Hartford upon the chainless wheel without

any 'trouscr clips.' and just as I stepped upon
the machine from the street. There seems

not the slightCHt opportunity for any part of

ihr machine to c.itrh in your clothes.

"The absence of the chain-guard must be in

expressibly welcome to women, for with this

C" "tstrranrc that no tl f skirt.i

wi T result in a soni' idously

!»udden and invohintary fli»mount.
'

CHANCE TO GET AT GER.MANS.

"F. H.," who advertises elsewhere for cycles

and sundries, offers a particularly good oppor-

tunity to the.\merican trade to reach Kuropean

trade tlirough Germany, his head(iuarters being

at Haml)urg. The advertiser thoroughly under-

stands American customs and is familiar with

European trade. He offers the highest Amer-
ican references, and is open to negotiate for

.•\merican bicycles, novelties and sundries.

The advertiser has called at the Whkel office,

and The Wheel can endorse this as being an

excellent opportunity along the lines indicated.

TAKES THREE AT A TIME.

For the first time L. C. Chase & Co. are

offering their vulcanizcr on the open market.

They claim it is the only vulcanizer that will

vulcanize three tires at once. Tires can be

vulcanized inflated or deflated, and but one set

of blocks are required for the different sizes

of tires. Vulcanizing heat of 325 degrees can

THKV niFFEK

Wlicn it comes to a tire or a machine, good

lurk i» one thing that has never accommodated

it»elf to the law o( supply and demand.

be obtained eight minutes after lighting, and

either gas or oil may be used. The vulcanizer

contains a superior valve-stem block, by which

a j)erfect valve-stem can be vulcanized in the

tire, an article which has been much w.mted by

repair men.

RALLS FOK HIGU-GKADES.

.Xmong the cimccrns which are prepared u>

su|)ply the cycle trade with the ever-necessary

steel balls is the National Steel Hall Co., '21

Park Place, this city, who have an article

which they maintain is of a very superior qual-

ity that ciimmeiuls it tr> the high-grade maker.

The National balls are made of I-'nglish rod

tool steel, harclcned by a patented process

which assures an even temper antl finish and

which nre backed by tests of the most ihor

ough character.

MAY FIGHT ABOUT FORKS.

It is not altogether unlikely that sooner or

later the triple steering bead or fork, which is

a feature of nearly all the big paccmaking mul-

tiples, will figure in the courts.

McKee & Harrington will, during 18!I8.

make that type of head more than ever a fea-

ture of the Lyndhurst singles, and while Mr.

McKee does not say so positively, it is appar-

ent that he is considering the advisability of

instituting legal proceedings. The patent, he

says, was filed by one DeRango. of Rochester,

N. Y., and has passed into their hands and is

now their property and may lead to the play-

ing of legal music.

Largely used during the current year, Mc-
Kee & Harrington say that the triple head or

fork has been so heartily received and given

such entire satisfaction, that it will hereafter

be made a feature and a big figure of all Lynd-

hursts. They confess that they themselves

were surprised by its popularity.

The first of the '98 Lyndluirsts are now
making their appearance. Of course, they be-

tray no radical alterations, this being a sum-

mary of their special features:

Triple steering head, ball retainers in hub

bearings, crank-axle may be removed without

disturbing bearings; crank-axle, sprocket

spider, and right crank, forged in one piece;

left crank, detachable with a wrench—no crank

keys used; the outside shells screwing into the

hubs, give not only width, but rigidity to the

bearings; large sprockets, 8, 9 and 10 tooth

rear, 18, 19, 20, 22, 24, 25 front; "D" shaped

tubes, in bottom runs of rear forks, round at

each end, and tapered from 5 '" 'o t '"•

"Dropped" crank-hanger 2 in. below hub line:

adjustable handle-bars, with a positive locking

adjustment; adjustable seat-post, with a 4-inch

adjustment in three directions; all bearings of

best tool steel, tempered in oil and drawn

to color; each cone ground and polished on

the axle on which it is to be used.

The Lyndhurst people do not run to the

curving or "offsetting" of the rear fork, legs,

etc., maintaining that "the shortest line be-

tween given points is the one of greatest

strength."

The roadster, 24 pounds, will list at |75, and

the racer, 19 pounds and full nickeled, at |100.

ANOTHER CHRISTY CAPTURE.

There sceins no end of the Christy saddle

<leals. In quick succession A. G. Spalding &
iJros. have announced the closing of fat con-

tracts with the Pope. Sterling and Humber peo-

ple, and this week it is the Monarch Cycle Mfg.

Co. that have come into the magic Christj

circle. Their order is for '25.<MHi saddles,

which will be used as an exclusive equipment

on the Monarch and Defiance bicycles. Last

season the Christy was offered merely as an

option on Monarchs. but was in such demand

.in<l gave such satisfaction that the order just

consummated is the significant result.

LET THE DOGS BEWARE!
The Veru Bicycle & Rubber Co.. New

Haven. Conn., one of the best-established

cycling firms in that city, have brought out

a new specialty called "The Confounded Ca-

nine." It is a dog-router.

CAN NOT BE FOUND.

Many of the blessings in disguise effectu-

ally elude detection in a bargain-counter bi-

cycle.

L_
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All Columbia Dealers Are Congratulating

Themselves.

IT IS WISE TO BE A COLUIVIBIA DEALER.

We've made a tremendous coup, and they will

reap the benefits. Other manufacturers are puzzled,

stupefied—our latest coup has bewildered them.

The Columbia Chainless is in everyone's mouth

—

the papers are full of flattering remarks, and the

public is delighted.

But the Columbia Chainless isn't the only good

thing; our entire line is complete and unequaled

throughout.

Columbia Chainless Models 50 and 5 1—Standard of the World - Price $125

Columbia Models 47 and 48—Diamond and Combination Tan-
dems .-.-.-..- Price 125

Columbia Models 45 and 46—Standard of the world for chain
wheels - ... Price 75

Columbia Model 49—Best racer ever built .... Price 75

Hartford Patterns 7 and 8—made of "Pioneer ".50 per cent

Carbon Steel Tubing—unsurpassed except by Columbias Price 50

OUR NEW WHEELS.
Vedette Patterns 15 and 16—Unequaled in quality and beauty

for the price - Price 40

Vedette Patterns 17 and 18—The handsomest wheels for boys

and girls - - Price 35

Samples of this line are now read}^ and we can make prompt

deliveries on the entire line, from Chainless to Vedette, by De-

cember I St.

It will pay you to continue watching this page. It will also

pay you to watch for our traveling representative and secure a

contract for Columbias, Hartfords and Vedettes.

POPE MFG. CO., Hartford, Conn.

If Columbias are not properly represented in your vicinity, let us know.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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AN IM[>K()\ EI) CRANK-HANGER.

On the principle thai two hi-aiis arc better

than one, Heinz & MunscIiaucP, of Buffalo.

N. Y., who make the Heinz & Spliinx cycles.

haveconibined some of tlic ideas of the Faubcr

one-piece crank-axle patent, under which they

operate, and the Giibclman crank-hanger, on

which patcnt.s are pending, to produce the

hanger shown herewith, which they are offer-

ing to the trade at large.

The Gubelman hanger, as they term it, is a

substantial and well-made article. The spider

is not brazed, but is mechanically fastened to

the crank. The lug on the crank drives di-

rectly both the spider and sprocket. The

sprocket is detachable and can be removed in

a few seconds without disturbing the crank or

removing the pedal. It is fastened to the

.spider and is held in place by lugs, milled out

of the solid metal of the spider, and is

held in place by lug screws. There

is no strain whatever on the screws and

neither the spider nor the sprocket can ever

work loose. The cases arc large and con-

tain 15 5-lf) balls with ball retainers and fit in

the hanger to a shoulder, doing away with any

threads which arc liable to give trouble.

They arc made in the following sizes: IJx

IJxJ flush-joint and IJxHxiJ lap-joint con-

nections, all angles with sprockets 17 to 32

tooth inclusive, 0, 6} and 7 inch cranks, ladies'

cranks, 6 and 6} inch, with large offset for

chain-guard. A ring for lacing the guard is

supplied with each ladies' crank-hanger.

STORMEKS AT SIXTY.

Exceedingly h.indsome and up-to-date are

the Acme Manufacturing Company's lines for

1H1>8, now being shown in their Reading sales-

rooms. Of course, the Stormcr remains their

leader Of inch and a rjuartcr tubing, with

fluih-jointfi throughout, D rear forks and stays.

and nnr-pirce crank.s, it is a taking mount.

po•l»c«^inK all the latest ideas of proved value.

among otiicrs being the internal scat-post

clamp that has given so much satisfaction dur-

ing the past two seasons. It will list at $()<i,

and, in combination with the Pennant at fJ<>,

will provide a line of unusual value.

Flu.th-jointn charactrri/c the Pennant, a."»

well, together with one piece cranks, but the

rear forks and stays will be of round tubing

instead of D-shapcd, as in the Stormcr

A NEW BOLD-BACK.

It is reasonably certain that IHUS will wit-

ness a revival of common sense and common
prudence; that is to say, that brakes on bicy-

cles will be again in vogue to an appreciable

extent.

V. B. Willits, of the Hay & Willits Co..

Indianapolis, Ind., is one of those who saw

the revival approaching and who prepared for

it. The result is the Willits patented rcar-

Inib automatic brake, here shown.

Although of the back-pedaling type, it dif-

fers materially from the general run and it will

also be marketed on a somewhat different

plan.

Cut A is the rear hub containing the brake

and showing it complete and ready to be as-

sembled in a machine.The cut marked B shows

the same hub with the outer shells cut away,

disclosing the mechanism of the brake. The
cut without designation shows the axle

and a fibre washer thereon, over which comes
the sleeve (cut H) in order to produce the

friction necessary to stop the machine. Cut

D shows a sectional view of a hub and the en

M
tire mechanism of the brake, ready to slip into

the hub. Cut F shows the method of attach-

ing the sprocket to the hub .ind of transmit-

ting power to the actuating nut inside the hub,

whicli nut applies the frictif)n to the station-

ary cone on the axle. Cut H shows the act-

uating nut and friction sleeve.

The mechanical construction of the brake is

such that it is practically indestructible, and

one of the points in its favor is the fact that it

docs not in any way detract from the appear-

ance of the wheel, being containc<l entirely

within the heretofore unused space between

the bearings in the rear Imb, which also pro-

tects it from all dust and grit. The barrel

hub makes it possible to put this brake inside

the hub without, in any manner, interfering

with tile running or wearing qualities of the

bearings.

The brake is set by a slight reverse motion

of the cranks, thus imparting a reverse move-

ment of about three-eighths of an inch to the

rear sprocket, which, in turn, actuates a nut

inside the rear hub. which causes a conical

metal sleeve to engage a vulcanized fibre cone

tilted immovably to the rear axle. The result

is that the rider is brought to a standstill

sUiwly or quickly, according to the amount of

back pressure applied to the pedals.

It is lighter than spoon brakes and no

springs whatever are used in its construction,

and when the brake is once set the friction re-

mains until the forward pedaling is resumed.

One iii.'iy set the brake at the top of a hill, and

coast with his hands free.

It is always ready, and can be applied to any

machine, it being necessary, however, to re-

move the old hub and put in a Willits hub con-

taining the brake. No change is necessary in

the crank-shaft mechanism or in the chain, as

the Hay & Willits Co. are provided with cut-

ters for the various makes of chains, and fur-

nish rear sprockets containing 7, 8, 9 and !<•

teeth, cut to tit any chain now on the market.

The brake will not only be furnished to man-

ufacturers, but will be sold to retailers and

jobbers; it is also projiosed by the company

to furnish rear wheels complete with hubs

containing brake ready to be set into the

frame. If individuals desire this brake-

equipped wheel, all that is necessary is to fur-

nish the makers with the name of the wheel

for which brake is wanted. There is no fitting

required after wheel is received. It is simply

necessary to fit it in place in the bicycle.

DON'T FOOL WITH ITS INSIDES.

Dr. Clias. S. Stockton, the Newark parts-

maker, is distributing a little printed slip

which gives this wholesome advice to riders:

"Don't take your hub, bracket or pedal

apart as long as your wheel goes all right. Do
not "fuss" with it, except to keep it clean.

Many riders have the inquisitive turn of mind,

and desire to see how things are inside, and

the result is that nine times out of fen, things

arc not put back as they were, and hence the

wheel goes lame. The machine is put up all

right, and if it runs all right, let it run all

right until something does go wrong. A wheel

is like a horse; if it is well groomed and taken

care of after every ride, it will do you splendid

service, but don't fool with its insides."

E.M'ORTS FOR THE WEEK.

Exports of bicycles and cycle material from

port of New York, for week ending October

•iiUh:
Bicycles. Material.

Antwerp •••• *15

Alrxaiulri.1 •120 •••

Argentine Kepubhc <.Z3l lOB

Annlerdam 6,800 *
British \Ve«t Indict IW
Herlm „M ••;
Ilrcincn 2.199 823

Hritish AustraliB 2.014

t .iiro i:o

CliriMi«ni« '55 •"«
Chili 328 81

(;iii«gow 2.K^^ ....

Hull M
Ilamliiirg . „23 ..^
M.vre 1.044 133

L.mdondcrrjr W
Peru 2f
Stockholm "1 —
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President Vim Solves tbe Problem.

Monarch Bicycles were offered last year with Christy Saddles
as an option—merely an experiment. The lesson

taught has been instrtjctive. .^ The result

:

25^000 Christy Anatomical Saddles

have been ordered for Monarch and Defiance Bicycles. A lucky maker is he who keeps pace with the times. The Christy

Saddle is the advance agent of a prosperous bicycle season.

JWKlSER PocsT »T»E,ao Cable Aodbess'MON ARCM Chicago Chandler RoarBH«9.vw«Poe«T.»9ioT.

General Offices SiWorks.Lake, Halsted & Fulton Sts.,Chicago
New YoRK,83 Reade Street. Paid upCapital$ 500,000.

tonDON. 149 Oxford Street. /^ yH •o Surplus $ 400.000.

Messrs. A. G. Spaulding & Bro., ^^ ^
Chicago, 111.

Gentlemen:--
After very careful consideration we have concluded to

adopt the Christy saddle as our regular equipment on "Monarch" and

"Defiance" -bicycles for 1898. You may, therefore, enter our order for

twenty-five thousand U5,000) to be supplied us between this date and

January 1st. 189^ as we may hereinafter specify on the terms named

in the contract of even date.

We have been influenc^^d in oui- decision to adopt the

Christy saddle as our regular equipment for "Monarch" and " De f i an c-e

"

bicycles by the desire to make our machines high grade in every par-

ticular, which it is impossible to do without a high grade equipment,

and we helieve the Christy saddle fully answers this requirement in

the saddle line. Yours truly,
Monarch

President

^'^^^Vh.a a. G. SPALDING & BROS. '^""^''''°
PHILADELPHI WASHINGTON
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GERMANS NOT JOYFIL.

The German bicycle manufacturers are still

complaining that their market is flooded with

American wheels. They have appealed to

Count Posadowsky, Minister of the Interior,

and he has promised to support an increase

in the tariff on wheels imported from the

United States.

Hitherto American wheels have been ad-

mitted into Germany under the tariff schedule

governing imports of iron and steel, whereas,

in the near future, they will be, under a re-

classification, graded as vehicles, and on which

duty may be put as high as 150 marks in some

cases.

IMPROVED THE MLDGLARO.

Among the cycling wares which have under-

gone radical alteration is the Hall-Shone Co.'s

automatic rubber mudguard, which first made

its appearance in 1893.

Hereafter it will be made under a patent

granted Herbert L. Hall, Rochester, N. Y., as

late as October 5th last, and will be of the

construction made plain by the illustration.

PRAISE FROM SIR Rl PERT.

In announcing that the Garford cavalry sad-

dle is to be used as the regular equipment on

'98 Columbias, the Pope Mfg. Co. accords

that saddle the highest meed of praise. They

hail it as "the highest attainment of the saddle

maker's art." The New Departure Auto-

matic Brake, which is offered as a '98 option,

is also warmly indorsed.

LIKE UNTO WANAMAKER.

In Boston, Humbcr & Co. have consum-

mated an arrangement with Noyes Brothers

somewhat similar to the deal effected in thi.i

city with the Wanamakcr department store.

The Noyescs conduct a similar establishment

and will have the general agency in Boston

for til'- lliiiiiher bicycles.

LLOYD LEAVES.

George H. Lloyd, fnrnurly bicycle man-

ager o( the Syracuse Specialty Mfg. Co.. and

of that concern's successor, the Frontenac Mfg.

Co., has severed his connection with them and

is open for an engagement.

WILL TALK WORLD.

Thomas S. McCrac. formerly with l-inniiiK

Cycle Mfg. Co.. Chicago, has joined the trav-

eling ^tafT of .'\rnold. Schwinn & Co. He will

talk World hirvrlri to the Western trade.

WILL MANAGE THE SNOW.

W. D. Hawlcy. long with the Syracuse

Cycle Co., is now with the Snow Cycle Chain

Co.. aUo of Syracuse, with the title of general

manager.

HAD MORE THAN ENOUGH.

The m.in who wanted to read both sides of

the 4h.i1nlfss gcarcase argument is now in a

hopeless state of ncrvoua prostration.

HEEL-GUARDING STEP.

Now that threatened litigation of a whole-

sale character has magnified the bicycle step

to large proportions, Addie M. Irby, of Ver-

non Hill, Va., believes that there is a good
thing in Patent No. 586,335, issued on July

13th last, and which will doubtless prove of

interest.

The patent covers "certain new and useful

improvements in bicycle steps" and consists

of a "step adapted to be attached to the rear

of the bicycle-frame, having an upwardly, out-

wardly, and rcarwardly curved arm constitut-

ing a heel-guard secured thereto or formed in-

tegral therewith."

The improved step is made up of an upright

portion ], having a boss, 2, at its lower end,

which has an opening, 3, therein, adapted to

embrace the extension of the rear axle, the

step proper, 4, having a milled or roughened

upper surface extending outwardly from the

upright. 1. An upwardly, outwardly, and

rearwardly extending curved arm, 5, is con-

nected to the upper end of the upright, 1, and

constitutes a heel-guard for preventing the

heel of the foot of the rider from coming in

contact with the rear spokes of the wheel in

the act of nioimting the wheel.

The invention is extremely simple in con-

struction, can be cheaply made, ami applied to

any bicycle now in use.

The patentee claims a> in >\ .

1. A step for a bicycle adapted to be se-

cured to the frame tliercof adjacent to the axle

of the rear wheel and having a heel-guard se-

cured to or formed integr.il with it, the said

heel-guard extending rearwardly from the step

proper.

2. The combination with a bicycle, of a

mounting-step therefor, the same having an

upwardly and rearwardly extending arm con-

stituting a heel-guard. seciire<l to or formed

integral therewith.

PREVENTS HOMEWARD PLODS.

Walkorni.in \- Hall, Warren, Pa., are mar
keting an article which they believe should

fmd a place in the tool-bag of every cyclist

who does not ride a chainless bicycle. The
article is the Quick Chain Splice, illustrated

herewith, and it is, of course, designed to re-

place a link when one breaks, and thus enable

the unfortunate to reach home awheel instead

«ii honiewarri plorlding his weary way. h re-

tails at 2-'» cents, is made in three sizes—3-lC.

It and 5- 10. and may be applied to any chain.

SO.ME SOLEMN TRUTHS ABOUT PRICE.

The public has the idea that a bicycle can

be made and sold for $35. says the Lyndhurst

catalogue. So it can. So can a watch be

sold for 11.50 or $200. One will usually get

what he pays for. The mistake has been made
of classing all bicycles alike. The layman

thinks that anything having a pair of wheels

and a saddle is a bicycle. There is as much
difference in bicycles as there is between a

Chatham street suit of clothes and one made
on Fifth avenue. Why should not this be the

case? A variety of grades obtain in every

other line of business.

The cause of this popular error as to price,

lies in the fact that the bicycle is new to three-

fourths of the riding public, which has not

had time to judge values. The new bicycle

rider is so delighted with the fact that he can

ride at all that he thinks his wheel is a good
one. It takes several years to develop a bi-

cycle-rider. If he loves the sport, he. will

finally purchase the finest wheel of which his

judgment approves.

The term "high-grade" has been shouted

so vociferously by makers of all sorts of

wheels that the public is confused and does

not know "where it is at." It has accepted

printers" ink" as standard of quality, under

the delusion that the maker who advertises

the most makes the best goods.

The remark has been made that bicycles can

be sold as cheaply as sewing machines. Upon
inquiry at the oftice of a large manufacturer

of sewing machines in New York city, we
learn that sewing machines are sold from $20

to $75. the average price being $50.

The working parts of a sewing machine are

few in nuiTiher and do not compare in deli-

cacy of adjustment with the bicycle. It is

not ni.ule to resist shock

CEMENTING MADE EASY.

Whoever uses single-tube tires will be con-

cerned in the Hodginan Rubber Co.'s '98 list

of tire sundries, just issued. The
t'ariety of plugs, cements, repair out-

fits, etc.. and the prices thereof, can

scarcely fail to be of interest and

value. The Brushtop rim cement

is, perhaps, the newest thing listed.

The cement is contained in collapsi-

ble tubes. 1x5 inches, and there is

^ulVicient to cement two tires to the

i\\w<. the brush top. as shown by

the illustration, making the applica-

tion easv.

K<v1nniMi

OUITE UNLIKE OTHER CARRIAGES.

The horseless carriage, with which it was

known the Overman Wheel Co. was experi-

menting is almost ready for the market. It

is said to be "new, original and quite unlike

any other carriage yet produced." This car-

riage is propelled by a hydro-carbon gas en-

gine, generating its own power without smoke

or odor and at a cost of less than one-half cent

per mile, with four horse power, geared to a

speed of thirty miles per hour.

THENCE TO THE PACIFIC.

Havifl \ Lohmann left Buffalo last week for

a trip through New York State with a full line

of the Buffalo Wheel Co.'s 'J»H Niagara bi-

cycle. After covering York State, Mr. Loh

mann will make Ir.icks for the Pacific Coast.
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WE ARE HEADQUARTERS FOR

^ f

^
U ^ -- 4

CHAINS,

STEEL BALLS,

International

Cycle Fittinp

NICKEL-PLATED CRANKS, HUBS, (D ComOanV
P. FORG'S FANCY SPROCKETS,

SPOKES, NIPPLES, ETC.
74 READE ST.,

NEW YORK.

Special Drives in Some of the Above.

WRITE TO US BEFORE PLACING AN ORDER.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

THE SIMONDS ROLLING-IVIACHINE CO.,

FITCHBURG MASS.,
THE OLDEST AWD EAROEST MANUFACTURERS OF

STEEL ANTI-FRieTION BALLS.
AND ALL KINDS OF ROLLED FORCINGS,

have increased and improved their plant, and under new and more efficient departmental management have been able to

still further improve the qua'ity of their product which has always stood at the head of the list for wearing qualities and
accuracy of gauge. All inquiries will receive prompt attention.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

•J-

4-

4-

T<»T* »+< >T*»T*^nf**i |*»
|
«»% >T*>T«»

^
«»T«

Look ©ut for '98 . .

.

44

Relav" Bicycles.
NEW PATENTS. i(YOU SEE THE BALLS.

Patented March 9th, 1897.

J?

RELAY MFG. e©.. Readina, Pa.
.L Kindly mention The Wheel.
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National Board of Trade

of Cycle Manufacturers.

320 BROADWAY. NEW YORK.

President,

A. L. GARFORD.

First Vice-President,

GEORGE H. DAY.

Second \'ice-President, Treasurer,

C. \V. DICKERSON. W. A. REDDING.

Secretary,

ERNEST R. FRANKS.

National Bicycle Wood Rim
Manufacturers' Association.

President,

E. S. MEAD.
Treasurer,

N. D. DOUGHMAN.
Secretary,

\V. W. STALL, Bedford, Mass.

National Cycle Dealers' Association.

President,

GEORGE E. HANNAN.
Second \'ice-President,

J. J. .MANDERY.

First Vice-President,

F. A. VERY.
Treasurer,

GEORGE COLLISTER.
Secretary,

JOHN McCARGO, St. Louis.

Rubber Tire Association.

President,

THEODORE A. DODGE.

First Vice-President,

L. K. McCLYMONDS.
Second Vice-President,

GEORGE T. PERKINS.

Treasurer,

GEORGE F. HODGMAN.

Secretary,

KIRK BROWN.

B04-506 West Fourteenth Street, New York.

TRADE CHANGE.S.

ALABAMA.
Dothan.—Simonlon & Co., musical merchandise,

will add bicycles.
Geneva.—llaniar Bros., jewelry, will add bicycles.

Madison.—Farley & Gillespie, dru^, will add bi-

cycles.
CALIFORNIA.

San Francisco.—C. E. Broad, reported attached for

tZ7D.
FLORIDA.

Eustis.—Geo. W. Church, jewelry, will add bicvclcs.

Live Oak.—Barklcy & Groover, drugs, will add bi-

cycles.
ILLINOIS.

Chicago.—A. G. Mc.Vuley, proprietor Empress Bi-

cycle Co., Twenty-second street and Cottage Grove
avenue, arrested for alleged swindling.

INDIANA.
Fort Wayne.—The Randall Cycle Co. to be sold

out at auction on November 10.

MARYLAND.
Baltimore.— Ilygeia Bicycle .Saddle Co. Geo. W.

S. Musgrave, a stockholder, instituted suit Tor the ap-

pointment of a receiver.
MASSACHUSETTS.

Danvcrs.—Chas. T. Inman sold out to A. Giles.

Lynn.— Robert Cook & Co., 188 Liberty street, peli

tioned into insolvency by the Bigelow & Dowse Co.,

uf Boston.
Salem.— Newton & O'Connell, reported recorded

chattel mortgage for $1,200. Previous Jl.OOO dis-

charged.
Worcester.-The LovcU Arms Cycle Co. will open

a new store at 314 .Main street about December 1st;

.Manager, C. S. Davis.
MEXICO.

City of Mexico.—A. U. Hetts, formerly of Toledo,
Ohio, is about to erect and opcr.itc a bicycle and
rubber factory here, having wheels on the market by
January.

MINNESOTA.
St. Paul.—Thcim & Co. have purchased plant of the

Standard Brass & Electric Co. as an addition to their

already large plant.
MISSOURI.

St. Louis.—S. J. Trucsdell reported sued for $lfil.

NEW HAMPSllIUK.
Ktene.—The Trinity Cycle Mfg. Co. is moving its

plant here. The macliinery will not be entirely trans-

ferred until the middle of November, as the com-
pany has some orders on hand which prevents the

moving of the machinery nil at once.
NEW JERSEY.

A«bury Park.— Bcrrang iSt Z.icharias have removed
from MM Cookman avenue to Mattison avenue, near
Main street.

|-"rerhold.- .\. A. Zimmerman Cycle Co. incor-

porated; capital stock, t&O.OOO.

NEW YORK.
Brooklyn.- Ideal Rubber Co., 28 and 30 Rodney

«treet, offering to compromise with its creditors at

Iwrnty-five cents on the dollar.

Buffalo. -The Ninaara Cycle Fittings Co., reported

B«vr bill of sale for »l,9!**l; rcpt>rlci| judgment for (6.17.

Buflalo. Ouccn City Cycle Co.. suit ftir V£i,<»m by
the Industrial Ijind Co. lor damages for violation of

contract.
Collrve Point. 1).

judgment lor flOfi.

S. Johnston. Jr . reported gave

(liens Falls.— IJudd Bros. Mfg. Co., damaged by
fire. Loss, $1,500.

.New York.—Godding Bicycle Supply Co., of New
^^ rk city, incorporated by E. A. Godding, 177 Co-
lumbia Heights, and W. A. Whitelaw and R. L.
Jones, of Brooklyn. Capital stock, $3,000.

.\ew York.—The Liberty Cycle Co., of New York
city, incorporated for $100,000, by W. F. Wilson, 4
\\ arren street, J. lioldcn and W. I. Allen of New
York.
.New York.—The Snell Cycle Fittings Co., of To-

1. do, O., opened Eastern headquarters in the St.

I'aul building, this city. Geo. E. Curtis, of New
Yi.rk, is in charge.
.New York.—Chamberlain & Co., formerly dealers

at 280 Broadway, who discontinued in June. Franklin
Leonard appointed receiver in supplementary proceed-
ings for Perry Chamberlain.

OHIO.
Defiance.—The Defiance Bicycle Co., reported gave

judgments for $9.C27.

Miamisbure
reported sold

— Lehm Dodds, sporting goods, etc.,

out to Chas W. Dodd.

ONTARIO.
Kingsvillc.—Howard Scratch, destroyed by fire.

Loss, $2,500- insured for $1,000.

Toronto.—Bertram & Co., wholesale hardware and
bicycles, reported sold to Bertram, Wilson & Co.

SOUTH CAROLINA.
Columbia.—Preston L. Melton & Co., reported filed

suit for $373.

WEST VIRGINIA.
Charleston.—Charleston Supply Co., reported suc-

ceeded by Chas. W. Y'oung.

WISCONSIN.
Kenosha.—Chas. H. Sieg Mfg. Co., of Chicago,

with factory and offices here, has certified to an in-

crease in capital stock from $100,000 to $250,000.
Sheboygan.—The Electric & Cycle Co. will sell their

entire slock of bicycles.

Ideal Adjustable Handle -Bars
have stood the lest for 4 year.s and have proved
tlie simplest and most effective b;irs on the
market. Never gets out of order ; nothing
bungling. It is used by some of the best manu-
facturers in the country. Made in 7 difTercnt

styles. We sell these bars at greatlj- reduced
prices. We also sell the stems separate to the
trade in sizes from 11-16 to 15-16, varying every
1-64 inch. The stem is made out of one solid

forging in 3, 4, and 5 in. lengths.

'98 CAT LOGUES WILL SOON BE READY.

Write for Prices to

IDEAL PLATING CO.
Appleton St.,

I BOSTON, MASS.

PHOENIX BICYCLE LUGGAGE CARRIER.

NICKEL SPRINGS AND BUCKLES.
RUSSET LEATHER STRAPS.

See editorial, page 84. Oct. loth, "Wheel."

Retail price, 26-inch Straps. 25c. per pair. 36-Inch Straps, 40c. per pair.

Circular and price to dealers on application. If you cannot secure from your dealer, we will

send, postpaid, on receipt of price. Electroplates furnishe<l free for catalogues. No '98 catalogue
complete without them. Thousands put in use the pa.st month.

Dept. 4. N. H. BENJAMIN & CO., Phoen>xville, Pa.

NEXT YEAR'S SUCCESS
LARGELY DEPENDS UPON THIS YEAR'S SAGACITY.

SHOULD YOU, THEREFORE, CLOSE YOUR CONTRACTS FOR

BICYCLE FORCINGS
WITHOUT FIRST DETERMINING WHETHER OR NOT YOU CAN SAVE

MONEY BY GETTING COMPETITIVE PRICES FROM THE

KEYSTONE DROP-FORGE CO., Philadelphia, Pa.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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RECENT PATENTS.

592,634-. BICYCLE HANDLE BAR GRIP WlLLUM Lampert,
Sacramento, CaL Filed Apr 6. 1897 Serial No, 630,947. (No model)

592,625.
Apr 17, 1896.

VALVE. Andrew Q. Cassidy, Hartford, Cona

Serial Nq. 587,995, (No model.)

Filed 5 92,549. PEDAL FOR CYCLES. Eeteu, W. Lincoln, Pasadena,

CaL Filed May 28, 1896. Serial No. 593,370. (No modeL)

f./a/w.- 1, A bicycle handle-bar having its ooter end reduced in

diameter and provided with an interior channel, a hollow grip to re-

ceive the reduced end of the bar, and pivotally secured to said bar,

and springs between the grip and the channel.

5 92,242. BICYCLE-LOCK. Charges R. Bberle, Philadelphia, Pa.

Piled Sept 19, 1896. Serial No. 606,014. (No model)

-/,

Chtiin.— I. The combination of a chambered casing e.xteriorly

and interiorly threaded as described, of a bored, exteriorly-threaded

plug having a valve-seat at its lower end; a headed plunger loosely

mounted in said plug, a bored valve having a cup-shaped end ex-

tending over said plug, a packing in said end , and a spring sustain-

ing said valve and adapted to press the same against the valve-seat

on the plug.

'593,231. PROPELUNQ AND BRAKING MECHANISM FOR

CYCLEa Gerard Bbkkman, Hew York, N. Y Filed Apr 15. 1897

Serial No 632,282. (No model)

('/«;«; -The tubular seat-post A, and the crank-shaft haiiger B,

the crank-shaft, X, journaled therein and provided with the collar M.

having the transv.erse slot n formed with parallel radial walls n' «',

in corabinatigi' with the annular guide-rings 4 4 fixed in said seat-

post U, the tubular locfc-ca.se C, mounted in said guide-rings, and pro-

vided with the internal annular guide-collars .5 and 7, and the trans-

verse pin, /<?aud the bolt, 0, mounted in the guide-collar .i, its shank

(J provided with a transverse .slot, a. through which the pin h passes

and having the end of the shank mounted in the guide-collar 7, the

spiral spring d encompa.ssing said bolt-shank, one end in contact with

the pin h and the other end resting against the shoulder 8 on the

holt, and means substantially as described for reciprocating said tu-

bular bolt-case and bolt, as and for the purpose set forth.

5 92,271. BICYCLE-BRAKE. Frederick Beitler, Pittsburg, Pa.

Filed June 22, 1896. Serial No, 596.458. (No model)

Clnrm.— 1 . A triangular pedal for cycles, comprising three pieces

forming side bars having at one or both ends curved arms, the ends

of adjoining pairs of arms being fastened together, and means for at-

taching said bars to the spindle of the crank, substantially as de-

scribed.

5 93,288. GEAR-CASE FOR SPROCKET - AND - CHAIN DRIVES.

Charles B. Holmes, Minneapolis, Minn.

No. 613,543. (No model.)

Filed Nov. 27, 1896. Serial

Claim.-- I A gear-case for a sprocket-and-chain f^ ive, involving

hood-sections with pronged disk-like sides that substantially corer

the sides of the sprocket-wheels, channel-shaped inside case-sections,

extending between said hoods, and a channel-shaped marginal cover

for said hoods and inside case-sections, formed by two hinged sec-

tions that are detachably securable at their free ends, substantially

CUtim — I. Inacycle, the combination with a crank -shaft-hanger as described,

box having ball bearings at each extremity, of a driven shaft rota- 593,389. GEAR-CASE FOR SPROCKET-AND-CHAIN DRIVEN

tive in said bearings and carrying a sprocket-wheel or other motion-

transmitting device located.beyond the extremity of the hanger-box,

and two cranks immediately outside the extremities of the driven

shaft and having a limited rotative movement with relation to each

other, clutch mechatrism located between said ball-bearings and in-

closed within said hanger box, and means whereby said clutch mech-

anism is engaged and disengaged with the driven shaft by the said

relative movement of the cranks to communicate motion from the
'

driving to the driven shaft.

.5 93,480. PNEUMATIC-TIRE FASTENER. HORATIO A. PoRTKE,

Holyoke. Mass., assignor of one-half to T. B. Flanders, same place.

Filed Mar. 31, 1897. Serial No. 630, 128. (No model)

Cbarles B. Holmes, Minneapolis, Minn.

No. 635,815. (No model)

FUed May 10, 1897. Serial

Cht'im.—The combmation with a bicycle-frame, of a bracket se-

cured to the front fork thereof and comprising a pair of parallel arms
having upturned forward ends, a rod connecting said ends, a pair of

substantially U-shaped parallel arras having one end pivoted upon

said rod, a roller mounted for rotation between the U-shaped arms
near their center, a cross-bar connecting the other ends of said arms,

a spring mounted on the pivot of said U-shaped arms and bearing

against said cross-bar, a yoke-shaped piece pivotally connected to

said cross-bar and connected directly with the brake-operating rod,

the other end of which is pivotally connected with the brake-lever,

all substantially as described

•593,552. DRIVE-CHAIN Everett F. Morse, Trumansburg.

N. y' Filed Nov 19. 1896. Serial No. 612,679 (Ho model)
intervals i

In combinafion, a tire having headed stud

ts length, a rim, plates separate and independent of '' divided or split

Claim.— 1 , A gear-case for a sprocket-and chain drive, involving

pins P'onged and sectioned or two-part hoods, at le.HStone of which hoods

the line of a plane cutting its axial center in

the rim and placed against the outer side thereof and having pairs *'!« general direction of the length of the gear-case, channel-shaped

of openings, one set of openings receiving the headed pins or studs, 'nside case-sections uniting the sections of the different hoods, and a

and spoke-nipples passing through the other set of openings and channel-shaped margin.al cover for said hoods and inside case-sec-

through corresponding openings in the rim and serving in conjuuc- fions, adapted to embrace and clamp said parts together, substan-

tion with the spokes as means for securing the plates in position on tiallv as described

Cliiim I. In a sprocket-and-chain gear, a chain having a driv-

ing block or link provided with a projection which during strain en-

gages the driven wheel at or above the line of strain the- avoiding

the tendency of the rear end of the block or link to liftoff the driven

« heel.

.592,355. CYCLOMETER CHARLES B. POST, New London, Ohio.

Filed Dec 10, 1896 Serial No 615,134 (No model)

the rim, and the plates in turn providing washers for the heads oi

the spoke nippies to prevent them from pulling through the rim, sub-

stantially as set forth

37,778. PEDAL-ARM FOR BICYCLES SAMUEL J. Anderson and

Josepb Xoitras, Providence, R. I. Filed .Iiine 22, 1897. Serial Ho.

641,838. Term of patent 7 years

•5 93,5 9 9. BICYCLE-BRAKE. QeoroeT. Warwick, Hewaik, N.J

Filed Mar 15. 1897. Serial No 627,608, (Ho model)

Claim.— 1 . A cyclometer, consisting of a casing, two registering-

rings arranged to revolve thereon, gears projecting inward fVom the

rings, one gear having one hundred teeth, while the other is provided

with one hundred and one teeth, graduations marked upon the rings,

I scroll engaging with the gears, a worm-wheel carrying said scroll,

a wdrin meshing with the wormwheel, and a star-wheel carried by ,.

the spinrlle of the worm and adapted to be intermittently operated , , , ,

by ,1 suitable striker, as specilied, »'"' •'««"'""'

TIh^ design

In a brake tor iiicyi'les or otiier vehicles, in conibi

id a nu nibor nioiinted on, and tr.ovalile in unison w-ith

-tne hut), anit naving an additional independent movomoiit relative

to the hub, a fixed supporter axle, and an appliance which consist.'^

of a shell provided with a helical slot «vhereby a series of convolu-

tions are provided having one portion thereof connected to tJie hub.

and another to the said movable member, and adapted when .said

member has its iudepeiulent movement to be constricted about the

adjacent fixed part or axle.

593,643. FLUX FOR WELDING METALS Patrick UuiNH. Bd

wardsdale. Pa. Filed Aug '.a, 1897 S<inal No 649,257. (No sped-

mens>)

iHiiim K lliix for welding ntetj»U consisting of saUmnioniac,
for a pedal-arm for bicycles herein shown l,„rax.-eopperaa, rtvsiu. lime, alum, salt, sand and wheat flour in about

the proportions specified.
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RECENT PATENTS.—Continued.
~'fj -^o-l. BICTCLE-BRAU Dtnu. M. Pircu. BeUvool Pa.

. .Nvr 10. ISM. SemlNo ill.iU (Hd toodd.)

— I A hir«rl» iir«nnK-lurk, i bnikr h»ad rert«c«U.T bot-

«. ^id fork. « 4lior ^cur«d Ut uid head

ji. . .-r lacr a tirr bAving a cirrumferrutial

5ra ' <1 tu b« eDgaged bj satd «ho«, a liver

pt«uirtl iv> ilic •Utiiuji-Imi iiid a rod pifoull* conoected with uid

head and ftaid lerer

59-2. 53-4. BICYCLB-STAMD EDWaM 1 Wmstm «od Jamb 5 9-274^5. BICYCLE BIUKE Ja*e» S. Foi.£T. Wcsi fcjnincn.

D. WlKSLow, Rulkud. Vt.. aan;i\on \o Tbe Bowe Scale Compaoy, of

ISM lame place. Piled Mxy U. Iit97 Sanal No «3e,a23. (Mo model)

Cluim—A. bicycle support cumpriaiog a baae bavmg detachable

legi, a itaadard remoTablv secured 10 said baae. a »upport swirelly

mounted upon the upper eod of said standard, and harmg two up-

wardlr-eiuoding arma. an adjujitably-secured saddle-support upon

the end of one of theje Arma. a forlted-ehaped reat upou the upper

cod of the other arm. and an adjustable arm having forked-ahaped

extremitiea iutermediately pivotallv secured to the swivel-dupport to

hold the bicycle securely in aa upright position upon the twivel-tup-

port, and to keep the iv heels in alioemeni. subataotiAlly aa de«cnb«d
and set forth.

•3 9 '2,54-4;. BICYCLE-STAND AwautaLD P. OEaaaMind Saiuu,

T PSAliSOlii Rutland. Vt FUed May i. 1897. Senal No 635.314.

(Mo model)

">9'2.-4.Stl. PNEUMATIC SADDLE FOR BICYCLEa Hium E
BwkaiK. Sr . Baldinur-; Hi. assifoior. by direct tad meaoe aaslgn-

menu la JuUa F Ewiuiik and Elizabeth D Crawford, same place.

FiM July « IS96 Senal No 59«.0Tg (No oiodell

CUu/fi In a pneumatic saddle for bicycler the combioatioo of a

pUie provideil with seai-<HKkeia each having a surrounding flange

projecting hunrunlally inward towartl the •ockrt and forming an uo-

drrrut groijve a ftniblr eTlehor cushion-case having an outwardly-

pro|e>-tini; rtang«r which tillages Che said undercut groove, aod ail

air-bag incloaed irilbin said cushion-caae and having inner stay-strip*

connecting the lop and bollom surfaces of the air-l»ag. whereby the

Vr-bag may be inflated without liability of disengaging the flanges

'if ihr ett^-ri.tr i-n/tf from Ihr grtnjrr^ ..f ihi- s4-at--H>r) i-i .»• p.rt forth

BngUod. PUed Feb. 13, IHH:. Senai No K^.iii. (Mo mniil) Pat-

eulad ID England July i. ISST. Ma 1S.093.

f^taim- The cumbinatiun.of a hub ,1 having a head j' provided

with a collar ur flange a' and an eitemally-screw-threaded portion

(H at ita outar end. a chain-wheel 6 loosely mounted on said hub. bear-

ing against said collar or dange and hanng a lateral abuineiii '/>, a

collar or nog - screwed upon the outer end ut tlie hub-head tu rftain

the chaiQ-wheel in position thereupon aad-haviag a lateral abutment

•-'. a fixed brake drum or caaiog e iDclo:kiiig the collar or ring, aod a

spring brake-baod following the contour of the drum or oasini; aod

having ila ends engaged, reaipectively, with the said abutments on

the collar or rinc and chain-wheel subaianiiallt as and for the pur

poses described.

Cfifi'n — 1. A bicycle-support comprising a base, a vertical shaft

adjuatable in said base, a swivel-cap on the top of «aid shaft, a lock-

washer secured 10 the upper part of said swivel-cap aod having a

guideway formed on the same, a slide-bar adjustably secured in .said

guideway and means to clamp said slide-bar at difTrreiil angles wiih

respect to said shaft, a wedged-^haped support upon the lower end of

-uiid slide bar. rests upon the upper end of -^id slide-bar to bear against

the front forks of the wheel and bold the same in the same plane

with the rear wheel and to support the wheel, the craiik-hangcr be-

ing supported and steadied by said wedged-shaped support, subatan-

ti.illv a-, described Alid M>t lorth

'

^ —

5 9S2 ,713. SPRiXXET-CHAIX. JlM> B. POTIU. Phlladelptlla, Pi.

PUeo July 7. 1«»7 Senal Na 44S.SM. (Mo model)
Claim.— 1 \ iprock-i-chaio having hnkf formed of platea hav-

ing openings ibereio. reaiiieot stnpa which ara adapted to be rigidly

secured between said plates and means oa said plate* to aasist iu hold-

ing said stripe in position.

5 9 -2, '2 7.5. AinULLARY UMK FOR BICYCLE DRIVE-CHAIBS

JoD P BEOWtiio. Bnntford. Canada, aolgnor of two-UUrdi to Alex-

ander tend Hardy aod Frederick Fiwkei, sune plto*.^ Filed Nov

12.1896 Serial No «11.&U. (No model)

Claim.— 1 An auxiliary link for sprocket-cbainii comprisiug a

dat yoke having a conve\ central poruon adapted to snugly flt the

concave part of a solid link, and concave portions forming cootinu-

atiooa of said convex portion each end portion of said link eitendiog
at right angles to said central portion, and mcaos for detachably coo.

nectinff said ends. subAtantially as drscniied

SUMMARY OF PATENTS,

699,230. rrrijiclling and Braking Mcch.inism (or

Cycle*. Gerard Kcckm.in, New York, N. Y. Filed

March 6. I«r7. Serial No. 626,040. (No model.)

RS2.231. I'ropelling and Br,-ikinK Mcch,inisni (or

Cycle*. Gerard Bcckman, New York, N. V. Filed

April 15. 1K97. Serial No. 632,282. (No model.)

G92,242. Bicycle-Lock. Charlc* E, Eberlc, Phila-

delphia. Pa. Filed Sept. 19. 1896. Serial No. 606.014.

(No model.)

G92,2S4. r.icycle Brake. Daniel M. Pelcra, Bcllwjiod,

Pa. Filed Nov. 10, ISW. Serial No. 611,613, (No
model )

692,260. Support (or Bicycle*. Carl Sipman, Not
i,„^i .,„ Kngland. Filed April 27, 1896. Serial No.

No model.) I'atrnicd in Kngland March
&,030, and in Germany, July, 13, 1895, No.

4.t..fi»4.

tM.ZTl. Bicycle-Brake. Frederick Beitlcr, Pitts

liufR, Pa. Filed June 22. 1896. Serial No. 696,4ns.

(No model.)

Ui2,ZtS. Auxiliary Link (or Bicycle Drive-Chaina.

John P. Ilrnwning. Hranl(ord, Canada, assignor o(

Iwit.fhirda lo \' ' I lavid Hardy and Frederick

«;. Fawkr*. « Filed Nov. 12, 1896. Serial

No r.ii s.vi .

(>'' let and Chafn-Urive*.

Ch- IS, Minn. Filed Nov,
27, -o model.)

ii'. kci anil Chaln-Drivea.

Cb«rl< i I!. Iluliiics, Miiiitca(i>.lii, Minn. Filed May
10. IMt; Serial No. C36,H1&. (No miHlrl i

Bicycle Allachmrnl. John II. O'BrIm,
t> Filed Dec 19. I8K. Serial No. 616,-

so model )

fi02.4TZ Bicycle Support. Kemigio I^ Forte, New
York. N. V. Filed \'>v 1-1 \>if' Smal Ni. fiiQ (B(0

(No moilrl.)

592.480. Pneumatic Tire-Fastener. Horatio A. Por-

ter. Holyokc, Mass., assignor o( onc-hal( to T. B.

Flanders, same place. Filed March 31, 1897. Serial

No. 630,128. (No model.)

592.481. Bicycle-Lock. Carroll H. Reed. New York,

N. Y. Filed Oct. 21, 1895. Serial No. 566,434. (No
model.)

592,488. Pneumatic Saddle (or Bicycles. Herbert

B. Ewbank, Sr., Baltimore, Md., assignor, by direct

and mesne assignments, to Julia F. Ewbank and Eliz-

abeth IJ. Craw(ord, same place. Filed July 6, 1896.

Serial No. 698,078. (No mmlcl.)

592,607. Kailroad Bicycle. Charles L. Blubaugh,

llo«ar>U Ohio. Filed .\|iril 14, 1897. Serial No. 6.12,

12.1 (No model.)

592,634. Bicycle-Stand. Edward H. Webster and

James I). Winslow, Rutland, \'t., assignor* to the

Howe Scale Company, of 1886, same place. Filed May
11, 1897. Serial Nu. 6.16,025. (.No model.)

592,544. Bicycle-Stand. Archibald P. Graham and
Samuel T. Pearsons, Rutland, Vt. Filed May 6, 189".

Serial No. 635.314. (No model.)

,'>92,549. Pedal (or Cycle*. Ertcll W. Lincoln, Pas

sailrna, Cal. Filed May 23. 1896. .Serial No. 6M,370.

(No model.)

692,699. Bicycle-Brake. George T. Warwick, New-
ark. N. J. Filed March 16, 1897. Serial No. 627,6«i.

(No model.)

692,R.^I. Bicycle Handle-Bar Grip. William I.am-

pert, Sacramento, Cal. Filed April 6, 1X97. 5terial

No. 6,"«),947. (No model.)

r.92,713. Sprocket-Chain John B. Powell, Phila-

delphia, Pa. Filed July 7, 1897. Serial No 643,faw

(No model.)

692,745. BicyclcRrake. Jame* S. Foley. We»l
Hromwich, England. Filed Feb. IS, 1897. Serial No.

G23,2&fl (No mixlel )

SWEDISH PATENT AND TRADE-MARK LAW.

Under the present Sweciish patent law, the

pubhcation of a printed copy of a foreign

patent becomes a bar to the allowance of a

Swedish application only when said applica-

tion is filed more than 180 days after the date

of publication. .'\n amendment which will

take effect January 1, 1808, provides that an

invention will not be considered patentable

if the application for a Swedish patent is tiled

after the issue of any printed publication (in-

cluding a printed patent copy) in any country.

However, if an invention has been exhibited

at an international exposition, any publica-

tion made simultaneously with the exhibiting

of it, or thereafter, will form no bar to the al-

lowance of an application for patent, pro-

viilcd sail! a))plicatii>n is fileil within 180 days

after the invention has been exliibited.

According to an amendment which ttjok

effect on October 1, 1807, trade-marks may
now be registered, even when they consist of

fancy designations, that is, words coined for

the purpose of designating certain goods, pro-

vided such words do not indicate the origin,

nature, intended use, amount or price of the

goods. Under the old law, words could be

registered as trade-marks only when printed

in a distinctive style, but now this has all been

done ,Tway with to the ailvantnge of all con-

cerned.
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NEW METAL FINISH.

Tlie success of a new French process for

forming on the surface of iron and steel a

double carbide of hydrogen and iron, which is

extremely hard and adhesive, for the protec-

tion of such metals from rusting, is said to be

assured. The treatment is effected in a pair

of gas retorts, set side by side, and raised to

a temperature of from 600 to 700 degrees C.

The articles in this case are placed in a re-

tort for about twenty minutes, when a current

of hydrogen is turned into the retort and kept

on for forty-five minutes, a small quantity of

naphtha being now introduced, the supply of

which is kept on for ten minutes; after this

the naphtha is shut ofif, a current of hydrogen

is turned on for fifteen minutes longer, when

the process is finished, all that remains being

to cool the retorts down to 400 degrees C,

the lids being taken off and the product re-

moved as soon as this temperature is reached.

This coating is of a bluish color, and is so

adherent that a cycle-tube can be bent

through an angle of forty-five degrees without

disturbing it. All of which would seem to

argue that eventually nickel-plated parts of

a wheel, if not the enameled ones, might be

finished under this French process.

HOW HANDLE-BARS ARE BENT.

One of the most interesting operations in

a cycle factory is bending the handle-bars,

which is done by two powerful gear presses,

heavy iron structures, each having two huge

steel hands grooved to fit the handle-bars.

These hands descend slowly from above,

and bend the bars into the desired shape—the

rams-horn, the racer or the regular model,

as the upper mass crushes them down.

Before the tubes for the handle-bars are

put into these presses, they are filled with

rosin, which gives resistance under the great

pressure and prevents the steel from wrink-

ling.. Formerly the tubes were filled with

sand, but this was replaced with rosin when

the very thin tubing was introduced.

Another precaution against wrinkling, and

this seems a very odd precaution, is the an-

nointing of the tubes with vaseline just at the

points where the grooved hands will strike

them. As the workman puts each free tube

into the press, he daubs on either side of it

a little vaseline, from a cup before him, and

the big iron hands respect the oily substance

and deal more gently with the bars.

DOOMED TO OBLIVION.

"Farewell, farewell forever!"

He looked about him at the green fields,

the beauteous land, and his eyes filled with

tears.

"Farewell, O cycling, farewell!"

Fate had, indeed, been hard on him.

Once rich, influential, prominent in the

trade!

Now doomed to leave all this; to part from

all; to be forgotten!

"Farewell!" he cried. "Soon I shall be as

a thing of the past, my name, perchance, re-

membered vaguely, dimly, as a name of a

dream. Once more, farewell!"

His name remembered? Ah, there was

little chance of even that, for he—he, the once

prominent maker, had decided to cease ad-

vertising.

MACHINE-MADE GEARS.

The difficulty of cutting bevel gears in a

machine arises from the fact that the teeth

for their full depth have to be evenly tapered

throughout their length. The old machine-

cut teeth were tapered at the point, but not at

the root, and it was only after a certain

amount of wear that really good results were

obtained in a new set of bevel gears.

According to the "Scientific American," the

Pope Manufacturing Company, to overcome
all of this, have designed an ingenious ma-
chine with various compound motions by
which it is possible to cut gears whose teeth

shall have at every point a mathematically

So perfect is the result that

when two such

gears are run in

contact, the friction

is practically as

small as after sev-

eral months' wear.

exact taper.

means of a rack and pinion located beneath

the table. The two rocking-heads which hold

the cutters are rigidly attached to a common
shaft, the centre of which coincides with the

apex of the gear cone. It is the combination

of these two motions, namely, the rocking of

the gear-cutters and the oscillation of the

gear, that produces the mathematically

perfect cycloidal teeth of these bevel gears.

In order to cover the whole length of

the tooth, the cutters are given a vertical

travel of the required length. The cut-

ting face of the cutters is given a fifteen-

degree slope.

The stock is cut out of the gear blanks on
one of the old type of gear-cutters, and only

the shaping and finishing are done on the

new machine.

The machines are completely automatic.

After the gear has been inserted the cutting

of the teeth goes on automatically until the

whole set has been completed.

ll'i'l'lll"

i-i'i.l'^

The gear-cutter is also capable of giving the

proper increase in the lateral diameter of the

teeth from the face toward the axis and pro-

ducing the epicycloidal curve which enables

the surfaces to meet and separate as the gear

rotates with a rolling instead of a sliding con-

tact.

Tlie accompanying illustration shows the

gear-cutting machine. The two cutters ro-

tate in two rocking-hcads, which are set at

the proper angle corresponding to the de-

sired taper of the teeth, and the gear is fast-

ened to the inclined arbor of the milling ma-

chine. The arbor, with tlie attached gear, has

a slight oscillating movement, which serves

in combination with the action of the revolv-

ing cutters to give the proper cycloidal curve

to the teeth. This motion is secured by

s nothing else but con-

I fault-finding individuals

I jatting every advance-

ment and improvenuMit with the cry of "You
cannot do it!" it will have served a most valu-

able purpose.

SWEAT AND WET PROOF.

The following process for waterproofing

leather, which might be applied to cycle sad-

dles, has been patented in Germany: Dissolve

beeswax in benzine to saturation and heat

the solution in a water balh, then add one-

tenth of spermaceti in a melted state. For
use warm the mass again in a water bath and
apply warm with a brush or pencil to the

dry leather, which has likewise boon suitably

warmed.

OBSCURED VISION.

Many a man would have a mucli less dis-

torted view of cycling if it were not for his I's.
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SOLE SALES AGENTS FOR

The Lavigne & Scott Mfg. Co/s (New Haven, Conn.)
Sales Agents

WRENCHES AND PEDALS.

Pour Styles of

PEDALS:

Scott,

Equilibrium,

L. & S.,

Lavigne.

Four Styles of

WRENCHES:

Protection,

Featherweigf

Sandow,

L. & S.

L. & S.

Power Manufacturing Co.'s (Newark, N J.)

POWER NICKEL STEEL CHAINS.

^ 1

Every 3-16 tested to 1,200 ])ounds. every 1-4 to 1,600 pounds.

3- 16 guaranteed not to stretcli more than .02 inch, and 1-4 guaranteed not to stretch more than .

under strain of i,<)0() pounds.

1 00 WILLIAM STREET, NEW YORt
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Y Sl C07VTPKNY,
[ Pioneer Brand Tubing.

SOI^B SALES AGKNTS FOR

Star Machine Screw Co/s (Reading, Pa.)

STAR DISC ADJUSTING HUBS.
A— Removable stud. F—Hub shell.

B— Continuous sleeve cone. G—Inside locking washer.
C—Retaining washer. H— Felt washer.
D—Adjusting cup. I—Cone lock nut.
E- Outside locking washer.

An Entirely New Hub.
Concealed locking washer, which is a positive locking
arrangement, preventing cone from coming loose un-
der any circumstances. Closed end axle nut, giving
a very pretty appearance.

Continuous cone, which secures a perfect alignment
of bearings. Advantage of taking out stud-pin, which
allows wheel to be removed from frame without part-
ing chain or changing adjustment.

Cups and Cones of

Crucible Annealed Steel.
\^m\mj0 Patent applied for.

..ALSO..

PLANET HUBS
turned from the solid bar and fitted with ball retainers and oil

tubes extending from cup to cup.

Muller Manufacturing Co.'s.

Made of Best English Leather.

PADDED SADDLES, RACmC SADDLES, COIL SPRING SADDLES.

STYLE C3- MKN'S,

J. Y., AND BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND.
Kindly mention The Wheel
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ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

That those who come to the fountain-head

of knowledge may not go therefrom thirsting,

the following seekers after cycle lore are ac-

commodated:
William Knowitall has his doubts about the

absolute healthfulness of cycling. There are

several theories in regard to this idea of yours,

William, but the iron-clad fact of there being

a number of cyclists alive and pedaling still

remains. If you will only make up your mind

never to exceed, say, a thousand miles per

day, and will also refrain from cleaning your

wheel oftener than three or four times a week,

you will probably suffer no chronic ill effects.

Of course, you may chafe under this last re-

striction, and consider it unnecessary, but we
have seen several instances of novices abstain-

ing from sleep, meals and other accredited

forms of social ethics and allowing themselves

to become intoxicated with the fumes of pol-

ishing paste and hypnotized by the dazzling

brilliancy of their machines.

Guinivere Jones wants to know if it would

be improper for her to accept a new bicycle

as a present from the gentleman to whom she

is engaged. By no means, Guinny. Remem-
ber the words of the immortal bard of Avon
in regard to taking the tide at its flood; and

even if cycles do not float—in the strict sense

of the word—it must certainly be conceded

that they come high. Accept the gift by all

means, only be sure that it is a chainless, fully

paid for, and not liable to the vicissitudes of a

bill of sale.

Lucinda Prim states that she is an ardent

cyclist, but has come to the conclusion that

riding in skirts is dangerous, and as she will

not don knickerbockers, and has made up her

mind never again to ride in skirts, she is

sadly perturbed in regard to a satisfactory

method of procedure. What will she do?

Miss Prim has certainly given us a difficult

task, and, after figuring it out in all direc-

tions, we have come to the conclusion that if

she will wear neither a skirt nor a skirtless

costume there can be only one other al-

ternative. This might po.ssibly do a few

hundred years from now, but just at present

we would scarcely care to advise it. All things

considered, perhaps she had better raffle her

bicycle oflF frjr the benefit of (lu- Home for

Friendless Millionaires.

AHEAD OF HIS TIME.

"I lived a Ininilrt-d years tuo soon."

From a spectral cloud in the Hereafter the

shade of Napoleon scanned the earth.

"If I had known! If I had known!" he mur-

mured incessantly.

"With a cycle corps of energetic scorchers

I would not have done a thing to those tal-

low-eating Russians."

Then he assumed the pose which he made
famous at St. Helena.

SLSPENDED FOR CAUSE.

"Johnnie, why arc you home so early?"

"Teacher »u^pcndcd me."

"What for?"

"'Cauac 1 «aid a chainless bicycle ^^.\^ no

good"
"But what's that got to do with your sua-

pension?"

"Why, teacher's just ordered a chainless."

WHAT HE THOUGHT.

"What do you think of cycle riding for

women?" was asked of a well-known spec-

ialist

He replied: "I will answer this question

by asking another. Why do not women need

as complete and harmonious development as

man?
"I would not cultivate an abnormal athletic

development in either sex, but I would train

each into as perfect men and women as pos-

sible. I believe, further, that anything like

cycling, which tends to produce the ideal

figure in man or woman, grace of movement,

ease of action and endurance—in short, nor-

mal health—is as essential to moral as it is to

mental soundness.

"It is an old maxim that the mind works

best in a sound body, and I am sure that any

student will be intellectually fitter to cope

with his studies if he is vigorous in body, and

has all his physical powers in good working

order.

"If you will allow me to go a little further,

I will say that it is the testimony of experts

who have superintended the training of girls,

that exercise like cycling, suited always to the

individual and to the sex, is not only an in-

tellectual stimulus of great value, but that

girls who so exercise make the best wives,

and are best fitted for the general duties of

life."

AND HAYSEEDS WANT HIS HEAD.

It is always interesting to trace the rela-

tions of social facts to one. Not many years

ago the bicycle was a toy. A few people rode

them—chiefly those who had nothing else to

do. No man dreamed that here was a ma-

chine that was to push the nation forward a

century.

The farmer who damned the eyes, limbs,

soul and body of the bicycler who scooted

past his startled team, did not dream that

this same rider was the forerunner of a new-

era of prosperity for the husbandman. Yet it

.so happeni'<l.

The desirability of a good road for cycling

has brought about a movement which the

farmer never could or never would have in-

augurated. Everywhere now the gospel of

good roads is making converts. And the John
the Baptist of that gospel is the bicycle.

HE DISCOVERED SOMETHING.

Tlis city niece had ridden twenty-five

miles back in the country to see him, and,

though she didn't say so, to show her aunt

and uncle her new wheel. While she was
seeing if her hat was on straight before the

cracked mirror in the spare room, the voice

of her uncle was heard saying, evidently for

her benefit: "Great Scott, Gladys Jane! I

jest cut info this here tire a little to sec how
they was put up, an' I'll be jiggered ef they

ain't gone an' put off on ye one that was
holler! I never did sec a woman that could

buy anything more'n a yard or two of ribbon

'thout gittin' cheated out of her cyc-tecth."

HER VERSION.

If a hndy meet a hndy
Ridinit nn a whrri;

I( a liody (trrct a l>ody.
Need a body squeal?

A FABLE.

Once on a time, when almost the entire

population was engaged in riding two-wheel-

ed vehicles propelled by foot power about

the country, up hill and down dale, an un-

known person was troubled with an idea.

"I want to emerge from obscurity," said

the person, "and here is my chance. I will

begin a crusade against the bicycle. I will de-

clare that it causes chilblains, dishonesty,

treason and arson, and will claim that the in-

crease in crime is diie to the wheel. In this

way I will get free advertising and will at-

tract attention. But first I must learn to ride

one of the beasts so that it cannot be said

that I am delivering an oration through my
lid, or talking through my hat, as it were."

And the person bought a bicycle. Being

a person of some wealth he bought a good

one, and in a short time learned to ride. At

last accounts his crusade had not begun, and

he had bought wheels for his wife and two

children. His conversation is filled with ref-

erences to sprockets, chains, chainlesses,

pedals, gears, handle-bars and other terms

dear to the wheelman's heart and ear.

Moral—Knowledge is deadly to reform.

CREED OF THE PROCRASTINATOR.

"I have found," said the rider who enjoys

leisure, "that there is great practical wisdom

in the ma.xim which bids us do, or attempt to

do, only one thing at a time. In fact, if the

matter is one in connection with fooling with

my wheel, for example, I prefer doing only

a portion of it at one time, and putting the

remainder off for a more convenient season.

"In this way I not only escape over-exer-

tion, but I often avoid the necessity of finish-

ing the job, as it frequently happens that the

thing itself is not desirable by the time the

convenient season arrives. Some things,

however, require doing thoroughly, when

they arc done at all. They cannot well be

done by halves. For instance, in cutting off

the tail of a young dog, telling the truth, or

taking a seidlitz powder, the whole business

is best done at once."

ROUND AND ROUND.

The man who discourses on abstruse topics

was talking to a girl with a far-away look in

her eyes. And the more he talked the farther

away the look got
"History," he was saying, "repeats itself.

We pass through the same experiences gen-

eration after generation, only with different

men an<l altered circumstances. Do you fol-

low me?"
She suppressed a yawn and answered: "Yes,

indeed."

"In other words, events move in cycles."

"So they do," she replied with animation

—

"especially bicycles."

ALL SEASONS HBLONG TO IT.

If you are going to give up your bicycle

this winter because some people and some pa-

pers tell you that the cycling season is over,

you are not worthy of the name of wheelman.

Ilka Inndrm gntt at random,
None Ihr lr»» go I,

An' all (h' ladi that wink at me.
Would kiaa inc on the aly.

OTHER PEOPLE'S BUSINESS.

It is astonishing what a knowledge of cycle

finance may be possessed by the man who is

just able to buy a $'25 bicycle.
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THE SNAKE MARIA AND ME.

I might as well confess it. I am a com-

muter. I live in the wilds of New Jersey.

After this I need say nothing more descriptive

of what sort of a man I am. I can plunge

right into mystery; behold the plunge.

I had had a hard day and had gotten to

bed late, feeling completely fagged out. In

the middle of the night my wife got up to put

down a window. Maria says she called me re-

peatedly and asked me to put down that win-

dow, but that I would not answer. The truth

of the business is, I did not hear her. But I

did hear her a moment later, when she gave a

whoop like a Comanche on the warpath.

"Great Scott! What is the matter, Maria?"

I asked, starting up from my peaceful slumber.

"Snakes!" she screamed in a voice that

would knock high C green with envy. I have

often wondered—secretly—^why Maria never

went on the stage.

"Snakes!" I said. "Where?"

"Here," yelled Maria. "In the corner by

the window."

"Oh, rats!" said I, derisively, "who ever
—

"

"O-o-o-o-h!" screeched Maria, as she raced

about, bumping over the chairs. "Who said

rats?"

"Oh, I didn't mean rats," I said pacifically.

"I only wanted to inquire who ever heard of

snakes in a house outside of the tropics. Come
to bed, Maria, and go to sleep."

By this time I had snuggled down among
the pillows again.

"Oh, oh, oh!" yelled Maria. "You are not

going to lie there like a coward and leave me
to be devoured by serpents, are you? O-o-o!"

"Do hush, Maria," said I, now fully aroused

and partially angered. I never did like to be

called a coward. Crawling out of bed reluct-

antly, I pulled on my slippers.

"How do you know it's a snake?" I asked,

as I turned the electric button.

"I stepped on the horrid cold thing. Ugh!"
cried Maria.

There was a momentary flash of light, and

in it I caught a glimpse of Maria perched up

on the chiffonier with her feet drawn up under

her nightdress, and on the floor, in the corner
' by the window, a great gray snake. I saw

the thing distinctly and would have sworn it

was a snake six feet long.

"Oh, there it is," yelled Maria.

"I'm coming, dear; don't be afraid," I said.

And then the flash faded to a tiny red wire in

the electric bulb.

"Great heavens!" I cried. "Don't move,

wife, under any consideration, I shall protect

you."

But how in the mischief I was to do it was

more than I knew. There I was, butting

around in the dark looking for I did not know,

what, and expecting every moment either to

tread on the snake or to feel its deadly fangs

strike into my shins. I remembered that there

was, in some remote corner of the room, an

iron bootjack which Maria had given mc for

a Christmas present, and which I had never

used. That would be the very best weapon
with which to attack the snake, I thought.

But how in the world was I to find the thing?

Would the current never flow along that mis-

erable electric wire?

It seemed to me hours passed during wiiich

I alternately turned the button and collided

with the furniture in my wild excursions for

that bootjack, and in*he meantime Maria was

keeping a running stacatto accompaniment of

screeching "Ohs" to my groans and ejacula-

tions. I am not a profane man, but I swore

then. The situation demanded it.

In one of my excursions I stumped my toe

over one of those eternal cushions with which

Maria sees fit to cumber my place of residence.

This sent me flying into the washstand corner,

dumping me face forward in the open bowl of

water. My head jabbed into the mirror,

smashing it to flinders; my arms flew out wild-

ly, overturning pitcher, soap cups, slop jars,

everything.

"Right on our new carpet!" chimed Maria.

"Oh, John! How could you?"

"How could I?" I replied in no very gentle

tone, shaking the water from my face and the

glass from my hair. "Don't you know I am
killed, woman, or disfigured for life?"

I had cut my lips in the fall and was bleed-

ing profusely.

"Oh, John, do let me get down and come to

you," Maria whimpered.

"Come ahead," I answered heartlessly.

"John, dear, haven't you a match?"

"A match? No, madam, as you do not like

the odor of smoke I find it unnecessary to

carry matches about my person," I replied

with as much dignity as my torn lip and drip-

ping countenance would permit. I had her

there, so she quit "ohing" and yelled

"Snakes!"

What catastrophe would have befallen me on

my next move no human tongue can tell, but,

suddenly, the light sprung up in the bulb.

There in the corner by the demolished wash-

stand was the bootjack. Seizing it, I threw it

with unerring aim straight at the snake, which,

strange to relate, appeared not to have budged

an inch since I first saw it. I am no slouch

on throwing, and the jack struck the snake

squarely in the middle, bounced forward

against the armoir door, breaking the mirror

into bits.

But the snake?

Would you believe it? That reptile was not

phased. Simply giving a wriggle and a writhe

it stretched out again as big as life.

"Get some coal," suggested Maria.

I got it, and I pitched and tossed at that rep-

tile till daylight came peeping in at the win-

dow, and the thing wriggled and writhed till

the last.

"There! You've got a big lump squarely on

his head!" called Maria from her coign of

vantage. "Come up and kill it with the

poker."

Arming myself, I went. Drawing well back

and squaring myself for the onset, I brought

the poker down upon the big reptile with a

force that made the room resound. There was

a curious sound—a sound as of escaping air

—

and the big snake slowly collapsed.

T collapsed, too, but not slowly. The snake

proved to liC the new inner tube for the tire

on Maria's !)icyclc.

Does anybody wonder I feel lired lliis morn-

ing?

I got tlie drop on Maria, though. She says

I may smoke if I want to, and I do.

FROM THE GERMAN.

It is a long head vot doan'd got turned py

a purty vomans mit a short skirt and a bi-

soocle.

Men vot are always anxious to die for

dare veel rights chenerally lif py a ripe old

age, ain'd it?

Truth is stranger den fictions, und dot is vy

so many riders doan'd speak to him as dey

pass py.

Shakespeares say dot ein touch of nature

makes dot whole vorld kin, but it is different

ven somepody else vos touching you mit a

wagon tongue or a pair of shafts, ain'd it?

It is a vise child vot knows his own fadder

on a bisoocle.

Der rider vot he boasts of his leedle feets

doan'd need to say vot a small head he haf

alretty.

If ve fat riders could see ourselfs yust like

udders see us all dem looking-glass mirrors

vould be smashed py smithereens in, doan'd it?

To err is human, und to blame it on some-

pody else vot made your veel, dot is human
likevise, too, alretty.

Efery mans haf his price, but mit some

riders it is bargain day all der vile around

Election day, ferstay?

Dot veelmans he doan'd like a tax on his

bisoocle, und he doan'd like a tacks under

his bisoocle, und dare you are, ain'd it?

Eferyt'ing comes py him vot he vaits

—

occept ven you vait for a hole in your tire to

cure itself.

IN DAYS OF OLD.

"Gaze into the misty future," said the King

of Egypt, "as far as thou canst see."

And the seer gazed. He was a first-class

man in his line, and they paid him a big salary

for gazing.

"In that far-distant time," went on the

King, "who will be the lord of these noble

streets and avenues?"

"The party's name," said the seer, "is

Wheelman. There may be a later time when

he will have ceased to own them; but, O
King! you ought to see the grip he has on

them in the time at which I am gazing."

"Enough!" said the King; "you may take a

day off to-morrow."

WHAT HE SAID.

The park policeman had a grim sense of

humor. The fair beginner had mounted with

great difficulty and had wabbled across the

path of the carriage drivers like one who is

tired of life.

In the course of four or five seconds she

rode into the pebble-strewn gutter, fell side-

ways onto the upward slope ot the green-

sward and became hopelessly tangled in thc

skirt-guard, chain and pedals of her wheel.

It was then that the facetious policeman

.ipproached. He looked upon tlio struggling

damsel and remarked stolidly:

"No trespassing on the grass here."

BOSS AND HOSS.

"Huh!" sneered the Chaiuless, "Tin just

playing horse with you."

"Oh, well," answered the Sorrel, "I don't

see but what tliore's still a stable deniaiul for

US, just the same. Hay?"

SUIT ONLY YOURSELF.

Ride the wheel you like best, in the costume

which suits you best, ami let the world talk

of either or both as it will.
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THAT SETTLED IT.

"Will you marry me?" said Reginald, im-

pulsively, as he clasped the hand of the Beau-

tiful Maiden.

"Will you permit me first to ask you a few

questions. One shouldn't make a contract

blindly, you know," said she, half apologetic-

ally. "Certainly." said Reginald, but he felt

as though he had struck an ice-cream parlor

wave.

"Do you drink?" said the Beautiful Maiden.

"Nothing stronger than sarsaparilla and

root beer."

"Do you smoke?"

"One cigar daily after dinner."

"That is splendid," said she. "Do you at-

tend church?"

"N—no, except at Easter service."

"But you could make other exceptions, of

course."

"Oh, yes; certainly."

"Do you play golf?"

"Really, I cawn't."

"Do you ride the bicycle?"

"No; it is such a beastly uncertain thing."

"Not ride the bicycle! Then its entirely out

of the question."

"But, Miss
"

"No. positively, I can't listen another mo-

ment. It's waste of time. I might stand a

drink now and then, a cigar once a day.

church but seldom and no golf. But not a

wheelman! It's perfectly absurd. No, Mr.

Lackadaisy, it can't be con.sidered. So sorry.

Good-by. We may still be friends."

HIS EXPERIENCE.

"Dear me!" exclaimed Doctor Lastly, "I

had no idea profanity was so prevalent till

I began to ride a bicycle."

"Do you hear much of it on the road?"

"Do I? Why, nearly every one I run into

swears frightfully."

JUDGED BY GARMENT.

The apparel oft proclaims the man,

When >oon it doth befall

The cycler, il we closely scan.

'S woman, after all'

American Trade IMen.

I offer you a special opportunity to develop

your lines in Germany and throughout Plurope.

I have a special selling capacity in Kuropean

countries, know the trade thoroughly, know
.•\iiu-riran methods, and can ofler the lil(;lic«l

refrrenccti.

I WANT

BICYCLES;

SUNDRIES;
In fact.

General American Novelties

and Specialties.

All biisiii'v* must lie closed within ten days.

.\.l<lr< v., I". H., care of Thk Wiikki,.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

HE WAS SOMEWHAT ANGRV.

"Oh, Mr. Grumpey, are you hurt?" asked

hi? wife, in tones of th# deepest solicitude, as

they carried him in from the ambulance and

deposited what had once been an alleged bi-

cycle in the area-way.

"Hurt?" he replied in sarcastic , moans.

"Your grief impairs your usual good judg-

ment, madam. Of course I'm not hurt. Not

in the least. This scalp wound, four inches

long and penetrating to the skull, is like

soothing balsam to a burn. This half re-

moved ear alTords me a physical ecstacy. My
broken arm is as soothing as a lethal dream

and my sprained ankle causes me to wonder

how I could have lived with it so long in a

normal condition. Don't think of calling a

surgeon, Mrs. Grumpey."

"Of course I'll call one," as she rushed to

the telephone and worked it as though grind-

ing coffee for a late dinner. "Your pain must

b-; excruciating, poor man."

"Not at all. I'm in a beatific state of com-

fort. Wow! Ouch! Great Scott! Mrs. Grum-
pey, you have no idea how good I feel. I be-

gin to doubt whether the inquisition was such

a barbarous institution after all. I can't get

over my astonishment at your thinking I

might possibly be hurt. It really seems too

bad that I got off with so few breaks and cuts.

I'm so afraid that you will be disappointed

with the results of inducing me to buy that

$14.87 bicycle."

"Oh, dear! Did you fall off, Grumpey?"

"Don't add insult to heartless indifference,

woman. I flatter myself that I am too good

a rider to fall off. I was pursued, knocked

off, maimed and crippled by a trolley car.

You could not have devised a more cunning

scheme. It was no fault of yours that I came

through alive. You have added to your per-

fidy by making mocking inquiry as to whether

I am hurt. You have satisfied your own con-

science by sending for a surgeon. Now ring

up my lawyer. I want to begin a suit for

dp mages against the car company, and an-

other against the dry goods store which de-

clared that $14.87 thing they sold me was a

bicycle."

. THOUGHTS AND THINKERS.

Thinking is a bad habit. Thoughts .md a

quarter with a hole in it are two things that

nobody cares for. Some people have thoughts

to give away—like, for instance, the man who
now tells you he always thought the chainless

would be a success. Now this is a great

thought. If I had a thought like that I would

pour alcohol on it and put it in a glass bottle

to show to my friends. Any wheelman ought

to be proud of a thought like that, and the en-

tire family ought to rent a larger house on

the strength of it.

"PepfBcl" QilBP, 25 cts.

HIGHEST GRADE OILER.

Winner of ercry te«t In compclUlon. Adopted by the

maker* of tbc best bicycle*, althouKh twice the coU of

other oilers.

SAVED AT THE ELEVENTH HOUR.

"I thought something of getting a bicycle,"

remarked the heavy-built man, as he fished a

bit of lemon peel from the bottom of his glass,

"but had the notion bravely knocked out of

me. Why, do you know, if I had persisted in

my determination, I don't think I would have

had a friend left in the world. As nearly as I

can understand there are over 600 different

styles of machines on the market, all of Amer-

ican make.

"Well, that didn't phase me, and I started

out on a tour in quest of information as to the

best wheel. I would go to one friend of mine,

and he would advise me to try, say, the None-

such. Another would say: 'What! That

ramshackle affair? Bosh! What idiot recom-

mended that? You get the Flyter.' Then I

would mortally offend some chap by saying I

was going to get a Flyter, and he would tell

me I was no friend of his if I didn't invest in

a Lallacooler. And so it went, until my mind

became a blank, and my head was full of

wheels. I had given it up in disgust, and had

made up my mind to spend the balance of my
days in walking, when along comes the chain-

less and saves me. Before there were fort>

makes of that and each of my friends were

stuck on a different one, I bought the only

pattern on the market. Let's have another."

MERELY A SAMPLE.

"I wonder where on earth the money comes

from to pay for all these wheels?" said the

first passenger.

"You are not the only one who wonders

about it," said the other passenger; "it's an

every day conundrum with a host of people.

I wondered at it myself until a day or two

ago. Then I found out something that set

me to calculating. We have an office boy and

pay him $5 a week—every cent he's worth. A
day or two ago he came upstairs carrying a

brand-new wheel.

"'Whose wheel, Jimmic?' I asked.

" 'Mine,' he answered. 'Ain't she a bute?

High grade, you know. Cost seventy-five

plunks.'
'• 'Yours?' I echoed. 'How can you afford

so expensive a wheel?'

" 'Easy,' he answered. 'Installment, you

know. Five plunks down and five a month

till she's paid for.'

"And that's how it happens that a $5 a week

hoy can secure a seventy-five-dollar wheel.

Anil I guess you'll find that's only one case

in a thousand of the saine sort."

HER CHOICE.

"Wouldn't you rather ride in the country

than up here on the Boulevard?"

"No. indeed, I wouldn't. There's nobody

tn look at you in the country."

((

Slap" Oiler,

10 3s cts.

Second only lo the

in best manner po«

of material and carr

" Perfect." Made
xlble. Extra quality

in'manuiacture.

CtSH^lAN & DENISON, :*Ianufacturcrs, 174 Ninth Avenue, New York.
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THREE IN ONE.

In This Trinity-I/ike Formation Will the

Chicago Trade Papers Henceforth

Appear.

Before the month will have expired, the

ihree Chicago cycling journals, the "Referee,"

the "Bearings," and "Cycling Life," will be

no more. They will have amalgamated and

on their foundations will have arisen the

"Cycle Age," that is, it will arise if an unex-

pected hitch which has developed is overcome.

The Cycle Age Publishing Company has al-

ready applied for incorporation with a capital

of $110,000, and the first issue of the new paper

will make its appearance on either the 18th

or the 25th inst. It will be of the same size

as The Wheel, and will have the terra cotta

colored cover peculiar to "Cycling Life." Its

offices will be in the Isabella building and its

subscription price will be $2 per year. Iver

Johnson's Arms and Cycle Works will oc-

cupy the front page of the cover and A. Fea-

therstone & Co. the back page.

The amalgamation has been under way for

a month or more and was' provisionally con-

summated in this city last week, Messrs. Jaffray,

of the "Referee," Van Sicklen, of the "Bear-

ings," and Wardrop, of "Cycling Life," jour-

neying thither to perfect the deal, and Mr.

Jafifray leaving at once for London to consult

with his partner, Mr. Miles.

All of the gentlemen named will, of course,

be the stockholders in the new publication.

Mr. Wardrop will be the editor of the trade

department and George K. Barrett, of "Bear-

ings," who is also^ a stockholder, will have

charge of the racing interests. Charles A.

Cox, of "Bearings," will be the illustrator.

These, with C. W. Blackman, H. C. Karup
and E. E. Smith, of "Cycling Life,"

F. B. Lawson, W. H. Seward and John C.

Wetmore, of the "Referee," and C. H. Mun-
ger, F. J. Wagner and C. G. Sinsabaugh, of

"Bearings," will constitute the stafif, that is,

if the hitch referred to docs not interfere with

the programme.

President Garford and the National Board

of Trade's Press Committee did much to brint;'

the parties together and to encourage and ef-

fect the consolidation, and arc following the

negotiations with an almost fallicrly in-

terest.

WINDING UP THE WORCESTER.

The affairs of the Worcester Cycle Mfg. Co.

took a new turn during the past week. John

Byrne, a creditor of the company, applied to

the courts in Connecticut and Massachusetts

to declare the firm insolvent, thus compelling

the appointment of an assignee in each State.

Frank Sullivan Smith, the receiver of the com-

pany, endeavored to have himself appointed

to the position, but several of the merchandise

creditors objected to him on the ground that

he could not perform the duties of assignee

and receiver, because their functions would

be diametrically opposed, and even though he

be the most fair-minded man, it would be im-

possible for him to do justice to both sides,

and after a long argument before the Probate

Court of Middletown, Conn., C. C. Goodrich,

representing some Connecticut creditors, was

appointed assignee of that State, and Thomas
H. Gage was appointed assignee in the State

of Massachusetts.

It is proposed by some of the creditors to

bring suit through the assignee to invalidate

the mortgage on both plants, which the Cen-
tral Trust Co. is trying to foreclose. The
only man who could bring this suit would be
the assignee, consequently the creditors de-
sired a man other than Mr. Smith, who is the
receiver for the mortgage.

HIS OWN NAME.

CRAWFORD MOVES ON NEW ENGLAND.

Within a very short time there will be a

Crawford branch in Boston. The Crawford

Mfg. Co. has made announcement of the fact.

It means that the Crawford people will here-

after transact their business in New England

directly with their own agents and not through

a jobbing house and its appointees. They
willvery materially enlarge their agency system
and are already prepared to consider applica-
tions from every city, town and village in the
New England States. Until the Boston
branch is established, such application must
be made to the Crawford headquarters in Now
York, 89 Chambers street.

McGUIRE SELLS OUT.

Denver this week furnishes its quota of un

expected news, John A. McGuire, editor and

part owner of "Cycling West," having dis-

posed of his interests to his partner, G. A.

Wahlgrcn, and severed his connection with
the paper. The move was unlooked for, as

Mr. McGuire but two weeks ago was in New
York, on a tour of the Eastern trade.

This Will Designate the New Pedal Arthur

Sidwell Will Henceforth Manage in

Boston.

Boston, Nov. 8.—Arthur Sidwell's develoi>

ment is in evidence at No. 221 Columbus

avenue, where hangs the sign, Sidwell Pedal

Company, that all may know its nature.

Backed by ample capital, and with Mr. Sid-

well as manager, the new concern will un-

doubtedly prove an important factor in the

pedal trade. Already the new models are

being shown, replete with many talking points

of value, and a large business this first sea-

son is confidently looked for.

Mr. Sidwell is too well known to the cycle

trade of America to require introduction.

Manager of the Record Pedal Company ever

since its organization, he is thoroughly up in

all pedal details of value, and his knowledge

of the business, no less than his acquaintance

with the trade, should result in the new com-

pany scoring an immediate success. In ad-

dition to his connection with the Record

Pedal Company, Mr. Sidwell has developed

a number of valuable improvements in the de-

tails of cycle manufacture, among others the

process of liquid l)razing, now coming into

general use, and of which he was tlie orig-

inator.

FEATHERSTONE COMES EAST.

Chicago,' Nov. 8.—The report that has gain-

ed currency that A. Featherstone & Co. were

about to renounce their jobbing system of

selling and in future work on an agency

basis is only partially correct.

It all simply amounts to this: The firm will

in future handle Eastern trade themselves, es-

talilishing headquarters in New York, at cor-

ner of Warren and Church streets, with J. C.

Alattlock, formerly of Simmons Hardware

Co., in charge. This olVice will take care of

all trade cast of RutTalo and Pittsburg.

The Western section will he allotted as iiere-

toforc to johhcrs, with (i\ed territory.

SILCO.X IS SHIFTY.

Information has reached the Hoard of Traile

tliat a man of the name .Silcox is antici-

liating .Vmerican trade-marks iu Belgium
and iloiiand and is causing Ainericau luaini

factiuors great trouble aiul expense.
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"THE ANTI-CHAINLESS PKOPLE."

The Overman Wheel Company Adopts This

Title—What They Offer in Support

Thereof.

"We are the anti-chainless people," is the

ligmd confronting the passer-by at the Over-

ii'an Wheel Company's headquarters in War-
ren street, New York. It is displayed in the

window, and there is ample evidence of the

fact within the store.

The Overman Wheel Company has gone

into the subject with a most extensive collec-

tion of facts and figures, and that it pins its

faith to chain wheels for another season is

cvidincod by the models which are now on

e> liibition.

The line consists of three models, at $100,

$70 and l^io. respectively.

The IKW) for '98 is a brand new Victor, re-

plete with all the improvements of value, and

refinement of detail and finish which mark

the Victor thoroughbred. The $75 mount is

the 't*7 Road Racer, with the new Victor

straight-line sprockets, and the $50 is an en-

tirely new member of the Victor family. It

ha.s flush joints, up-to-date lines, and while

the fittings and details are not, of course,

up to the $100 standard, it is one of

the surprises of the season and will unques-

tionably score heavily among agents and

riders.

The Overman Wheel Company is, however,

making its strongest bid for the public favor

upon the new Victor straight-line sprocket,

wliich is not* unlike the Baldwin sprocket

exhibited at the last New York show.

In regard to this new device the company

makes the following statement:

"A somewhat superficial criticism of the

chain gear has been responsible for most of

the efforts to supersede it. The fact that the

chain has many joints is a sufficient indication

to some minds of a large amount of friction,

as if, for instance, all of these joints were

working at one time. So far, however, is this

from being the truth that two only of these

joints are ever called upon to do any substan-

tial work at the same instant of time, and these

two arc the only ones in which energy can be

lost through friction.

"When the chain is put under tension by

pressure upon the pedal it describes a straight

hnc from the chain-joint next to the upper-

most tooth on one sprocket to the joint occu-

pying a similar position nn the other sprocket.

These two joints and the two axle bearings

arc the only working joints until the rotation

of the sprockets brings the next following

chain-joints into position to work, and they

in their turn then become the only working

joints of the chain. On the under side of the

sprockets there is a similar movement in the

joints of the chain, but no appreciable fric-

tion, as this part of the chain is doing no work

and hangs slack. I'he action of the chain gear,

therefore, in conveying power is ideally sim-

ple and economical, and in cfTiciency is sub-

Mantially equal to a connecting-rftd which

could lie kept always at its highest leverage.

"This efficiency it maintains under both light

and heavy work, while chainlcss gears are

commonly of greatly Icftscncd cflicicnry ..".i. ••

severe strains.

"The chain gear is (or this rca<M>n vrry rr

sponsivc to the pedal, a matter of decided im-

portance in bicycle propulsion, both in hill

climbing and in the many calls for a sharp in-

crease of speed.

"The N'ictor straight-line sprocket is an

improvement which makes these results

constant under conditions most unfavorable

to the ordinary form of chain gearing. The

departure from this form is apparently slight

in extent, but the result is a radical change

in the proportion of effective work under av-

erage conditions. The chain used with

the straight-line sprocket is the most

generally used form of block-link chain.

The ordinary sprocket receives the chain in

such manner that when wrapped around it,

each link is deflected from a straight-line

with the link next to it. In the Victor

sprocket each />air of links, consisting of a

centre block with its adjacent side-links, forms

a stmiglit line, the deflection taking place

between each of such I'airs of links. This

ih shown in the illustration, in which A
is the rear or driven sprocket and B the front

or driving sprocket, a portion of the chain

between the two sprockets being omitted.

"The chain is shown under tension between

the chain joints C and D, the straight line ar-

rangement of the pairs of links C'-C, C-C,"

D'-D, D and D" being clearly shown.

"It is also evident that the centre links at

the joints E-E and F-F are never in contact

with the face of the sprocket, which is cut

away so as to provide ample space between

this portion of the chain link and the

sprocket, and as the pairs of links C-C" and

D'-D are always in a straight line whether on

or off the sprockets, there will be no move-

ment of the joints E-E and F-F when the

chain is drawn in the direction indicated by

the arrow.

"In the ordinary chain gear, these joints

bend and receive the entire chain pull

just when the centre link is most strongly

drawn against the sprocket-face. The result

is great friction and a mutual grinding away

of the sprorket-face and chain-link. The

effect when mud and grit accumulate on the

chain is often disastrous and always detri-

mental, the dirt acting as a wedge.

"The chain is more liable to break when it

is new and a perfect fit, as under such con-

ditions a very small amount of obstructing

material will put an extremely severe strain

upon the chain.

"This fact accounts for riders having more

trouble with new machines in the spring than

when they arc subjected to e<|ually bad road

conditions later.

"The most common result of riding is to

establish a condition of compromise into

which chain and sprockets have ground each

other at the expense of the rider's labor.

"The perfect fit exists no longer and there

i& still unnecessary friction and grinding, but

the loose chain will allow a certain quantity

of dirt to accumulate and yet act fairly well

under or<linary conditions.

"The efforts to improve the chain gear, to

protect it with a gear-case or to substitute

for it some form of chainlcss gear, arc based

upon the fact, that when clogged with mud
and grit the chain runs hard, makes a dis-

agreeable snapping or grinding sound, and

not infrequently a strong chain will break

under the cam-like action of the impacted dirt.

"The Victor straight-line sprocket is en-

tirely free from any of these objections under

the mo.st severe tests, beyond the endurance

of the best ordinary chain gear, though using

the same chain. The straight-line sprockets

free themselves of mud and grit without sen-

sible effort on the part of the rider and with

none of the snapping and grinding sound

usually accompanying such action.

"We have made careful tests of the new
Victor straight-line sprocket and of the best

type of the ordinary sprocket, using the same

chain and subjecting both forms to the same

conditions throughout."

WANT A NEW ENGLAND AGENT?

If any makers of cycles or cycle sundries

or novelties seek representation in New Eng-

land it may interest them to learn that the

well-known house, the Horace Partridge Co.,

of Boston, are open for negotiations.

In announcing the fact, the Partridge peo-

ple write: "Our catalogue will contain some
1-10 pages, and will list all of the staple articles,

as well as any novelties which we can obtain,

which have any merit at all. Our sundiy

business is very large in the New England

States, and we have almost 700 customers

whom we propose to see e\ery three weeks

next season. We are also in a position to

handle the exclusive New England business

for any manufacturer or manufacturer's

agents, as far as such business refers to re-

pairers, jobbers, sundry and bicycle dealers.

We do not touch manufacturers at all."

SOME NEW THINGS COMING.

"Illuminant" will be the title of a new lamp

which is about to be marketed by the Columbia

Cycle Lamp Mfg. Co., of this city, and which

they say "will be a surprise to the lamp trade."

They will also bring out a non-rustable toe-

clip and a lamp-bracket which may be applied

to either the head or the fork, whether or no

the bicycle is fitted with a brake. The Retro-

opticon will also be included in their '!I8 nov-

elties. This is a small mirror which is se-

cured to the handle-bar, enabling the rider to

sec what is going on behind him.

GONE WITH THE EMIMKE.

Harry T. Dekkcr has engaged with the Em-
l>ire Rubber Mfg. Co., Trenton, N. J., with

the title of manager. The concern will mar-

ket the Referee single tube, a guaranteed tire,

and the liiireka and Star single and double

tube tires, whiili are popular price articles

TKICE OF CROWNS.

The Thorscn Co., of Chicago, who control

the sale of the Crown chains, are talking price

in a manner that should bring them a volume

of inquiry.

PKUUBNT ASSESSORS.

The assessors of Stamford, Conn., have

decided not to enforce a tax on bicycles on

the ground that they are, to a large extent,

tools of trade, and because of the difficulty of

fixing a (air valuation.
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HANDS OFF!

THE Associated Cycling Clubs of New

York has appointed a committee of ten

to consider the advisability of promoting a

cycle show. If the committee is wise they

will keep their hands ofif and keep the organi-

zation free from trade affairs.

The trade has voted to abstain from

participation in shows—have executed

written pledges that bind them, and as

most of the signers are men of reputation and

honor, there is every reason to believe and

evidence has accumulated that they will re-

spect their pledges. It means that a truly

representative show cannot be held and that

any that may be held will serve only to con-

fuse and mislead the public.

The Associated Clubs cannot afiford to en-

gage in enterprises of that sort.

WHO IS GUILTY?

TALK about richness! Isaac B. Potter has

left 'a perfect trail of it from New York

to Milwaukee and return.

The entire route has been bo thickly spread

with nuggets of wisdom, with pearls of Pick-

wickian thought and with jewels of consistency

that even a bat could easily find its way be-

tween poinits in broad daylight.

The richness is inches deep, and although

the aroma that is arising smells only half way

to the angels' abiding place, it is nevertheless

reasonably strong when one considers that it

is only a couple of weeks old.

As everyone is aware, or should be aware,

Mr. Potter went West at the expense of the

L. A. W. "in the interest of local organiza

tion." The published statements that it was

an electioneering junket were amusing un-

truths! None who know Mr. Potter believed

them for a moment; the publications did him

"cruel injustice!"

The idea of Isaac B. Potter using- League

funds to further his personal interests! Crush

the thought under a 20,000-potin(l drop ham-

mer! Mr. Potter would never dream of such

a thing. He would have gone West and at-

tended to the local organization scheme long,

long ago, say, when he was first elected presi-

dent of the L. A. W. But he is a very busy

man and his time is precious. There's that

trip to Europe, for instance. It took several

precious moments to arrange the terms.

League titles are not rented every day for $300

per week and expenses, and when they are

rented they must be protected with care. All

that sort of thing consumes time and lots of it.

But all this aside, Mr. Potter had a deal of

fun on with the "newspaper boys" on his West-

ern tour, and even if The Wheel is not a

Potter organ it is in perfect good faith that

Mr. Potter is advised to have a care.

This thing of blowing warm to the "boys" of

one city and blowing cold on the same sub-

ject to the "boys" of another town is calcu-

lated to act as a boomerang. It may be a rich

joke, but it makes a liar of some one and

"cycle editors" have been called up by their

superiors for even smaller lapses and inac-

curacies than that.

For instance, when the New York "Press,"

"Tribune," "World" and "Journal" announced

that President Potter had authoritatively de-

clared himself a candidate for re-election, Mr.

Potter, the very next week, told a "Bearings"

man that lie had done nothing of the sort.

Evidently some one lied. Who was it?

The "Press," the "Tribune," the "World,"

the "Journal" or the "Bearings"? It was not

Mr. Potter, because the "boys" on those pa-

pers are all his faithful friends and he would

not deceive them for the whole earth.

Before he went West, Mr. Potter told the

"New York Herald" that he was strongly op-

posed to Sunday racing. When he reached

Chicago, he told a reporter he could not say

that he was opposed to it. Who lied? The

"Herald" or the Chicago paper? Of course, it

was not Mr. Potter. He was misquoted or

misundei'stood!

Then there's that column storm-creating

"interview" in the "New York Sun," in which

President Potter used his L. A. W. title to

favor a much-reviled machine's candidate for

miayor in the recent municipal election. It

now transpires that at the time it appeared

Mr. Potter was a thousand miles away and

had been for a week or more. Naturally the

question arises: Did the "New York Sun"

fake it? Will the "Sun" answer? Will Mr.

Potter answer?

Possibly Mr. Potter may think it splendid

sport to play tag with the "newspaper boys"

and, Ihroiigh them, with Ihc public. Ho has

done it for a long time now and his inborn

clcvorness has enabled him to do it so well

that tile "newspaper I)oys" lia\c iiiaiK' him

what he is and he has used them the while to

his own ends without their ever suspecting it.

But "richness" of this sort cannot go on for-

ever. There is already danger that they may see

through the game, as we saw through it long

ago. They may discover the all-consuming

and self-aggrandizing ambition which has

reached its present heights by cunning prac-

tice of all the artifices of mock-earnestness and

insincerity, by an astounding elasticity of con-

science, by a sacrifice of friends and of many

of the other nobler instincts cherished by

most men, and discovering this, they may un-

derstand the full meaning of Potterism and

refuse to be longer clouded by a fullness of

words and to remain of the faith.

NOVEL CLAIMS.

T T is reassuring to be informed that one line

^ of industry has not been materially affected

by the bicycle, the novel. A French publisher

announces that the sale of the novel has not

been lessened by the public obsession of the

vvheel. It has, however, modified the length

of the latest masterpieces.

The reader now skips the long tales and

picks out the slender volumes that will go con-

veniently into the side-pocket. Just how the

bicycle is responsible for the shorten-

ing of the novel, it is hard to comprehend.

We are not to infer, for example, that the

cyclist proposes to read as he or she rides. If

this be the inference, is the exaction that the

novel shall be graded to the length of certain

tours? Are we to have novels for a ten-mile

search, and so on to a series which shall take

the rider across the continent?

But as a matter of fact, the Parisian pub-

lisher makes it plain that if the present ad-

diction to cycling goes to its logical length,

the time must soon come when there will be

neither time nor taste for anything else than

the intoxicating pleasures of the wheel.

In view of the fact that the diversion is

really eradicating the fever of money-getting,

this is not by any means an impossible out-

come of the cult of the cycle.

ONE BY-PRODUCT.

THE by-products of an industry arc those

products hitherto wasted which have been

brought to notice and utilized. Very often

they alone make it pay. To discover them is

to enlarge the range of utility and profit. In

something the same way we are discovering

benefits and uliiilios in cycling outside the

direct results. Everyone knows the hygienic

benefits, the new delights in exercise and

travel, the enlar.uod area of pleasuring, the

release of city crowds into country freedom

and practical uses too many to enumerate. As

anothei- year is drawing to a close, and with

it an accumulated experience which makes

cycling still more prominently a factor in
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modern civilization, yet further effects of this

miracle may be traced.

Passing over the prominent and best-known

of the later products of cycling which con-

cern only the race-going and race-interested

portion of the public, we come to the far more

significant, though in this connection often

doubted, the finer effect of cycling upon the

public which knows nothing of races. Un-

questionably it has democratized the sensi-

bility to beauty as nothing else has done.

The feeling for Nature gets atrophied among

those who see only one locality—that of their

labors, however beautiful it may be. To

bring to view a rapid succession of varied

scenes is to have something more than an end-

less panorama. It is an active not a passive

experience. It is a stimulus to sensibility,

the renewal of neglected powers of enthusi-

asm, the creation of new susceptibilities and

the reception of vivid impressions which en-

rich the memory as ordinary travel has never

done. Cycling not only brings to lovers of

Nature a larger world, but it makes a larger

world lovers of Nature.

POINTER FOR TOTTER.

IF
President Potter was not fooling the

Western "newspaper boys" when he told

them he was an.xious to find some means of

permitting Sunday racing without sanction-

ing it, he need not wander far from his fire-

side to find it.

The Long Island City Wheelmen have

shown how it may be done. Term the race

a "century run" or a "half-century" or "quar-

ter-century" and so on ad infinitum, and as

Sunday centuries are not Sabbath despoilers

the problem is solved! For several years the

Long Island organization has conducted a

"century run" of the sort, the most recent

being run on Sunday last.

Men and women alike competed and started

from the same mark, prizes being offered for

the man and the woman who finished first. There

were none of the passing-thc-paccmaker-shall-

disqualify rules. It was a race from start to

finish in every sense save name, as the time of

the winner—6h. 59m.— or "first to finish" as it

should be stated, goes to show.

Why not have "track centuries," "half-cen-

turies," etc. on the same lines, and presto!

all will be well and President Potter can per-

form the vexing straddle without further

stretching of his highly clastic conscience.

Here in New Yf>rk not only the piolice, but

the letter carriers, car drivers, conductors and

stablemen arc wearing "service stripes" on

their coat sleeves. The expansion of the idea

khould suggest a new field of decoration for

the "ccnlury firnds" who so dearly love to dis-

play thrir Bou%cnir medals, century bars, etc.

A blue stripe for a single century, a silver one

for a "double" and a gold one for a "triple"

would add picturesqueness to cycledom and

cause the zebras in the Zoo to bray for envy.

Captain Matthew Gibb, who has added so

much decorative quaintness to the cycling in-

terests, might bring renewed glory to him-

self by seriously considering the suggestion.

While riding down a steep grade in this

city one d.ny last week, a nine-year-old boy

lost control of his wheel and plunged over a

forty-foot embankment. The accident impels

the "New York Herald" to editorially urge

"parents to impress their children with the

dangers of fast wheeling in the city." It did

not occur to the "Herald" that nothing but a

brake can prevent such "fast wheeling." Bet-

ter impress parents that brakes are necessary

oii not only their children's wheels, but on

their own as well. The brake is a safeguard

without regard to age.

Writers who are prone to dilate on the ex-

:essive cost of bevel-geared bicycles might

profitably bear in mind that before even one

of them had been sold it represented an out-

lay of more than $100,000.

Do not lightly despise the cycle enthusiast.

He is, at any rate, a dreamer of happy dreams.

:tnd it is quite possible to be wide awake with-

out having half as good a time as he has.

There are always riders who are forever

certain they can do anything they have never

tried on a wheel or with it.

The wiseacre wiio insisted ten years ago that

"the bicycle is merely a passing fad" was

right. It is still passing.

The newest sort of woman is daily demon-

strating in her cycle achievements that clothes

do not make the man.

Don't try to convince a novice that he is

wrong; get him to believe that you are right.

and let it go at that.

While the lamp holds out to burn, no rider

returning to the fold can be haled up before

the magistrate.

Few complaining riders appreciate how

much of a burden they arc to themselves as

well as cycling.

The foot that rocks the cradle is not apt

to do much pedal pressing for century making

purposes.

Many a wheel has three cranks, one at each

enr* of the axle and one seated in the saddle.

In life's mileage discord is the slippery

pavement, and love the lubricant.

GREATER IN WINS THAN ZIM.

If the most carefully nurtured race-horse in

the world had done one-half of the work ac-

complished by that speedy young man, Earl

W. Peabody, of Chicago, it would now be a

c.indidate for the boneyard.

Within a twelvemonth Peabody has ridden

in upward of 150 races and is seemingly good
for as many more. Of the number he has won
lot, has finished second twenty times, and

third twenty times.

He reached the century mark at Macon, Ga.,

on Friday last, and on Saturday at the same
place attained the height of his ambition, the

betterment of Zimmerman's twelvemonths re-

cord of 101 firsts. On that day Peabody finish-

ed in front for the l04th time. He is still in

the hunt, and before his year is up expects to

run up the total to 120.

Peabody learned to ride less than two years

ago and, it is related, did so merely to get the

best of a bragging fellow-student in the Chi-

cago University. He defeated the man so eas-

ily that he extended his wings until he be-

crme fired by the ambition which he has just

attained. His father, a journalist of Chicago,

encouraged him and supplied him liberally

with funds. Peabody's amateur status has

never been questioned, his mount, an .\dlake

with Palmer tires, being of his own selection.

While there is no desire to belittle the

young Chicagoan's performance, jt is only fair

to say that his ta.'^k was very much easier than

ZininuTnian's. In the latter's day, the lead-

ing amateurs were so in name only, and not

being confined to a hundred mile circle, Zim
was meeting the very best men in the country

day after day. Peabody has followed the Nat-

ional circuit, It is true, and been ready to meet

all comers, but the fact remains that his South-

ern victories were all won against unknowns,

his being pitted against the local champions

in match races smacking strongly of precon-

certed efforts to make his task easy and sure of

accomplishment. When Peabody came East

and met the men of calibre his victories were

few and far between.

Among the prizes which Peabody has accu-

mulated are: Fifty-one diamonds, nine

medals, nine watches, four silver tea

sets, one silver water set, two suits of

clothes, one overcoat, three umbrellas,

one rocking chair, two pairs shoes, two

saddles, four pairs tires, four stick pins,

one shaving mug, one watch chain, one foun-

tain pen, one card case, two boxes cigars, and

one each, camera, wallet, target rifle, opal

stud, garnet ring, fancy ring, carving set, sil-

ver vase, and $1<>0 in merchandise. Glory has

been his prize in six races.

The course of true wheels always run

smooth.

McDUFFEE'S HECOHI) ACCEPTED.

The L. A. W. Racing Board has gazetted

the following professional records:

One mile, against time, paced, made by

I ddie McDufTee, at Willow Grove, October

'_',S, 18f)7: time, 1.35 2-5.

One half nnle quadruplet, against time, un-

paced, made by G. A. Phillips, Henry Bradis,

,\rchie Irons and Chas. Miller, at Chicago,
111.. October 12, 18!»7; time, 411 3-5s.

Sextuplct records, against time, (weed
made by A. J. Hammond, T. E. Tarment, A.

A. MacLean. Hugh MacLean, W. F. Stafford,

S. S. Grennan. at Willow Grove, October 2!>,

1H!'7. One mile, time 1.40; two miles, time
.'.10 3-5, three miles, time 5.3.3 2-5: four miles,

time 7.30; five miles, time •.•.27 3-5; six miles,

Ume 11.27 2 5; seven miles, time 13.22 3-6.
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TOO MUCH FOR HIM.

He was from the wilds of Montana and had
come to New York with a train-load of cattle

which 'he was eventually to accompany to

Europe on a cattle ship. He stood in front

of the window of a downtown cycle establish-

ment witlh his eyes riveted on the row of bi-

cycles arranged within, and the machines
seemed to have a strange fascination for him.

He evidently desired to enter, but for some
reason hesitated. Seeing him there the pro-

prietor invited him in to examine the wheels.

This was what he wanted to do, but did not

feel free to ask to be allowed to examine them.

Now he was an invited visitor, and he felt free

to ask as many questions as he liked. In

answer to the invitation he said:

"Well, stranger, I don't mind if I do step

into yer corral an' take a squint at yer stock.

'Pears to me like them might all be thorough-

bred critters you've got there. Leastways I

don't reckon you've got any scrub stock in

the bunch."

While the language was somewhat puzzling

to the dealer, yet he understood enough to

know that the bicycles were spoken of by the

visitor as though they were so many horses,

so he said:

"Yes; they are all high-grade machines,

and sell for $75 each."

"Well, I reckon that's the top price fer ther

best grade," said the Western gentleman. "I

have just been down East, my old home twenty

years ago. In my days they used ter ride a-

hossback, but I swear, stranger, I didn't see

ther dumb brutes do a thing but pull wagons
an' street cars an' sich. An' while I'm talkin',

I'd say thet ther bosses ain't fit fer much else

than street cars. But, to come back to these

new fangled vehicles, you couldn't fire ofif a

shotgun here without hittin' a hull pack of

'em. Wunst I was terribly pizened ag'in 'em,

but when I see them fellers as work riding

'long ther trail carrying ther grub I sez to

myself this new hoss ain't so bad fer poor uns

what live where the grass is too short fer

feed."

The dealer agreed with his Western friend

that the bicycle was now of great value as a

means of transportation, and asked: "Is there

any particular wheel that you would like to

look at?"

"No, the brands be all ther same to me;
and, in fact, if you'd give me one I couldn't

cut it out of the bunch if it got back ag'in. I

was jus' curious ter see one of 'em up close,

'cause ther boys will want to know about 'em

when I get back to ther ranch. What's be-

come of them shanghai fellers that ther dudes

used. to ride through Montana, an' say they

come from Boston in a little less 'an no time,

an' think we was green 'nufif to b'lieve it?"

"The new safety, as it is called, has taken

the place of the high w'heels that were ridden

a few years ago, and the 'shanghais,' as you
call them, are not seen any more. Do you
think of purchasing a wheel?" queried the

dealer.

"No, pard, I reckon as how 'twould he use-

less ter me in my biz. I don't think them
things 'ud be much 'count punching cattle.

In the fust place, when you get ofif ther trail

it 'ud be too rough fer 'em and I don't reckon

one of 'em 'ud be much on fordin' a stream.

Ag'in, if you could cut across country, and 'ud

get a rope around the horns of a riglit frisky

Steer, it 'ud not be safe ter ga'mble thet they'd

find you with a search warrant in ther next

coimty fer a month. It takes a pile of stiff

wraslin' ter hold 'em sometimes with a pony

thet's up to the biz."

"I agree that a bicycle would not be very

useful in handling cattle on the plains," said

the dealer, "but wouldn't you like to try to

ride one just to see how it goes?"

"Now, stranger, I'll have to cash in and

look fer a squar game. I can ride anything

thet walks on four legs in shape of hossfiesh.

I kin ketch up an' cut out the wildest cayuse

thet ever wore a fetlock—even those as have

Injun robber backbone, what can hump up

equal to a circus camel. Everybody knows
old Jim Ford, of Ubet, Mont., an' they'll tell

you thet he was never bucked from a hoss'

back since he was old enough ter swing a

lariat—but I'll throw up both hands on this

yeer proposition. It 'ud lay down with me,

and that settles it. A hoss thet's got more
than ord'nary sense just lays down, an' thet's

the only way he can win out on us. 'Taint no

use ter try. ^.

"I'm ableedged to yer, friend, an' if yer ever

get out to my ranch I'll give a squar deal an'

be mighty glad to see yer."

With this he left the dealer and started for

West street.

JENKINS WAS SCRATCHED.

Of the 26,000 members of the New York
Division, L. A. W., but 4,760 were sufficiently

interested in the annual election to cast their

ballots in proper form. The whole thing

was cut and dried, the official slates going

through without breakage except in the Sec-

ond (Long Island) District. In that bailiwick

Huyler Ellison, of Freeport, ran as an in-

dependent candidate for representative and

won, beating out E. H. Walker, of Brooklyn,

who sufifered because under the alphabetical

arrangement of candidates his was the last

name on the ballot.

Walter S. Jenkins, of Bufifalo, the nominee
for chief consul, was cut right and left, al-

though he had no opponent. I. B. Potter re-

ceived 372 complimentary votes and C. E.

Simms 40, while 64 votes were scattered.

Jenkins received what was left, 3,917. For
vice consul, Milo M. Belding, of New York,
received 4,119 votes. I. B. Potter led the rep-

resentatives with 1,927 votes.

NEW HUB LOCATED.

Bethlehem, Nov. 5.—Harry Collins, the

local inventor of the pneumatic bicycle hub,

has been induced by the Sayre Land Im-
provement Company to locate there, and to-

day awarded the contract for the erection of a

two-story brick factory, 50 by 250 feet. Lancf
valued at $12,500 was presented to Mr. Col-
lins, and Sayre capitalists subscribed $50,000

in cash towards the new industry. The com-
pany will manufacture a pneumatic hub for bi-

cycles, carriages, sulkies, horseless carriages,

etc.

ON THE OFF SIDE.

When you try to tell the unfortunate suf-

ferer from the accidents which burden him as

the rider of a bargain-counter bicycle that

every cloud has a silver lining, ho is apt to

admit it is so, perhaps, hut to interplead tiiat

the silverine effect is invariably on the side

farthest away,

TO PREVENT "BURNING DISGRACES."

Believing, as the prospectus states, that it

was "a burning disgrace to America that she
was not represented at the international cham-
pionships," a party of Eastern newspaper
men have undertaken to prevent another such
conflagration.

They are seeking to interest their fellow-

pressmen throughout the country in an Ameri-
can Cycle Team Fund Association.

It is the plan "to form an organization of

the newspaper men in all the cycling centres
of the country. Each town to form a local

organization of newspaper men and each local

organization to give a meet early in the spring
for the purpose of demonstrating the fastest

amateur and professional rider in the particu-
lar locality in which the meet is held. These
meets to be called trial heats and the winner
of them to go to the semi-final meet which
will be held two weeks later in the nearest
large town; the winner of all semi-finals to
ride to the final meet to be held in New York
or such other large place as will, in the judg-
ment of those in authority, draw the largest

amount of money.

"The gate money that is secured from the
trial, semi-finals and final meets should be
sent to the treasurer of the L. A. W., and the
amount secured should be used in the defray-

ment of the expenses of at least one amateur
and one professional representative to the in-

ternational championships."

WELL-FIGURED MAN.

It is somewhat of an Hibernianism to say
that the one hundred thousandth member of

the L. A. W. was a member long before the

five-nought honor came. An explanation of
this apparent inconsistency is found in the
fact that on Secretary Bassett's books en-
tries are made alphabetically, renewals being
treated precisely like new recruits, and so it

came to pass that when the renewal of Samuel
H Wismer, of Philadelphia, was recorded, lo!

the magical numerals showing he was the one
hundred thousandth member of the League
of American Wheelmen appeared opposite his

registry.

GO WHERE THEY PLEASE.

Wheelmen can not fail lo have noticed,
when encountering the equipages of the rich,
that sometimes where money makes the mare
go, there is considerable apprehension and
uncertainty in regard to her destination.

WIND STOPPERS.

When riding against a sharp wind the arms
are apt to get very cold through the air blow-
ing up the coat sleeves. A rubber band
around the sleeves close to the wrists will
keep out the cold.

THEIR LITTLE VANITIES.

Did you ever notice the anxiety of the fat

rider lo prove that he really weighs loss than
he looks, and the skinny one's conocrn to
have you know how much stronger he is than
he appears?

MISTAKEN CLAIM.

On the Oth inst. Frank B. Gorman. Brook-
ton. Mass, rode :U'2 miles in twoiity-lonr

licnrs, wliicli tlio iiross dispatches prompt ly

herald as the "twcnty-four-hour road record,"

whicii it is not.
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BELOW THE FEVER BELT.

circuit ChasinK Strikes in that Neighborhood

Doctor Brown Rides in Record

Form.

The iraycd crnl of tlie National circuit whicli

is whipinng about the yellow fever belt in the

South, is still giving evidence of being able

to flutter.

At Charlotte. N. C, on the 3d. it gave

Bald a chance to cut a great gash in the onc-

third-ot-a-iiiile competition record. Hadfiold

stole a lead and endeavored to make a run-

away race of it, but Bald fooled him. tacking

on and using him for a paceniaker. He came

away at will and won in 38 2-5s., three full

seconds under the record.

At the same place, on the following day.

P.ald, Cooper. Loughcad and Butler were ab-

.''ent and Ur. Brown improved the shining

hour by riding in whirlwind fashion iti thu

mile open, leaving the crowd on the last quar-

ter and winning by an open length in record

time, 2 minutes flat, 1 1-5 seconds better than

the previous competition figures.

E. W. Pcabody. the Chicago crack, had an

easy thing of it in the amateur events on both

days, extinguishing the local lights without

trouble.. He placed four firsts in all to his

CI edit, one of them a mile open, ridden in 2.05.

The summary:

FIRST D.\Y.

One-mile open—1, E. C. Bald; 2, II. B. IVccman; 3,
I'rcd I.oiiRliia.l. Time, 2.04.

Two-mile liandicap— 1. Dr. A. I. Brown; 2, C. K.
.Newtnn; 3. Krcd Iloyt. Time 4.23.

Third-mile open—1, E. C. Bald; 2. Dr. A. I. Brown;
3, C. R. Newton. Time. 0.38%.

SECOND D.\Y.

One-third mile—1, H. B. Freeman; 2. l". A. .\Ic

Farland; 3, O. S. Kimble. Time. 0.39.

Onrmilc open- 1. Dr. A. I. Brown; 2. K. A. .\lc-

Karlan.l; 3. Charles Hatfield. Time, 2.IN).

At Macon, Ga., on the 5th, Peabody, the

Chicago amateur, placed his 100th victory of

the sea.son to his credit. He won the mile

open in 2.30. and the one-third mile in 40

scomds; defeated L. T.. Bright, of Macon,
in a quarter-inilc match race In 3(j seconds,

and would have beaten W. G. Critchlow, of

Augusta, in a five-mile match had he not sat

up and refused to finish without a fight when
his opponent slipped a pedal and ijuit. But

one profcssif)nal race was on the programme.
the fir*t heat of a one mile match between

Tom Cooper and Eli Winesett, which Cooper
won in 2.15. Later Cooper, paced by Wine-
sett, rode an cxhibiton half-mile in one min-

ute flat.

f)n the fitli, also at Macon. Pcabody passed

the goal which he sought. Zimmerman's
record of 101 firsts. He added four victories

to his string, bringing his total to 104. He
rode an exhibition f|tiarter-milc in 2fl 2-8 scc-

oiid*. and he gatljcrrd in the mile open in 2.32,

and the f|uartrr-milc in 35 seconds. He also

won twr> m.Trh rnr-c« against Bright and

Crifchlnw. t y. The second heat of

the Cooper \ match, a half-mile, was

won by ihr latter in 1.02; the third and final,

onc-milc, went to Cooper in 2. 1«.

MORO&S GETS THE Vl/'ARTER.

At a regularly taiutionnl tri.il in Detroit

• •n November 4th, Ernest A Moross. pared

by a quad, lowered the (|uartcr-niilc, flying-

*tart, amateur record to 24 1»., beating H M
.Sidwell's 24 2 6*.

MDIFFBE'S GAME OF TRY. TRY AGAIN.

Philadelphia, Nov. 5.—Eddie McDufTee
kept up his terrific battering at the mile record

all yesterday afternoon at Willow Grove.

He made five separate trials and on the

second did 1..'15 2-5. again eipialing the world's

record, which he now shares with Stocks.

The times of the several trials were, respect-

i^ely. 1.3fi4-5. 1.35 2-5, 1.37.3-5. l.St) and 1.3(5—

the fastest five ever ridden on the same day
and better than his five tri;ils of last week.

On the 4th. .McDutTee's pacemakers did

some record breaking on their own account.

The (piad team was composed of Phillips.

Turville. Boone and McCurdy, and the trip-

leteers, Carroll Jack. Joe Vernier and Charles

Church, setting up new figures as follows:

Triplet.

INCORPORATED IN ILLINOIS.

Miles.
Quadruplet.

Time.
2 3.36%
3 5.29%
4 7.2.!%
5 9.18%
6 n.i:!%
7 3n.0»i[,
8 1,'-,.02

9 15.59
10 17.49%

Miles. Time.
2 3.38%
3 5.80

4 7.22%
5 9.16%
6 1L14
7 1:M1V5
8 15.07%
9 17.01%

10 18.52%

CL1.MBED COREY FOR PRIZES.

Corey Hill. Boston, on which, in "the good
old days." some fierce contests were held, was
the scene of another prize climb on Saturday

last.- Nine men competed and a young man
from New Hampshire badly upset the talent

by beating out the Unjuliart brothers and es-

tablishing a new record for tiic hill, the order

being as follows:

C. \V. Eastman. Ilookset, N. H 1.37%
James I'rquharl. Kagle C. C 1.40%
Kobt-rt I'rcjuharl. Ka^le C C 1.45%
1. I,. Turner. South l.ssex 1.55%
<;. W. Phillips. Maiden. B. C 1.56%
\V. L. Vogc, Cadet C. C ],5X

K. P. Cook, Boston \\ heclnun 2.02%

J. J. Wrightman, Cadet C. C 2.09%
Tom Hennessey, Eagle C. C 2.14%

MUST HAVE BEEN MOMENTOUS.

A meeting of the Cycle Track Association

was held in this city on Saturday last. It is

surmised that something fearfully momentous
was accomplished, as the proceedings wero

carefully guarded and wrapt in a shroud of

mystery. About the only thing of interest

given out was a suggestion of an arrangement
of sanctions that will permit an Eastern and a

Western circuit and a championship meeting
at the end of the season.

MICHAEL AND BALD AS EXHIBITS.

Michael exhibited himself in Atlanta, Ga..

on the !tth inst. He was billed to ride twenty
miles in forty minutes on the six-lap indoor
track, but his pacemakers were not equal to

the task, and he fell short, doing 40.37 2-5.

Bald al.so "exhibited," riding an exhibition

mile in 1.52 3-5.

FELL TWENTY SECONDS SHORT.

On .Saturday la.sl on a Brooklyn boulevard

Chas. M. Murphy renewed his efTorts to bring

down the straightaway road record to 1.30. He
made two trials; the first behind a sex and a

quad, in 1.50—which is the best authenticated

record to date—and the second in 1.53 2-5, be-

hind a quad and two triplets.

COMING FROM FRANCE.

AdviccH from abroad slate tliat the French
rrarks, Stephane, Taylor. GoukIoIz and Laiii-

berjack, have ligned to appear in this country

at the indoor meets under the au.spices of the

American Cycle Racing Association. The
Fitnchmcn arc due in New York on Nov. 20.

Mr. Mott's Friends Organize for the Purpose

of Promoting Merry • Go - Round
Racing.

Acconimg t<> the most recent advices, the

Urady-Powcrs-Batchelder combination, other-

wise the American Cycle Racing .\ssociation,

is to become an Illinois corporation with a

capital stock of ^ViO.OOO.

Mr. Brady is now in Chicago furthering the

incorporation. The plans of the combination

aie well advanced and a brilliant indoor cir-

cuit is practically assured. The circuit map-
ped out will include all the important cities

thit have houses of amusement large enough
to answer the needs of the syndicate. As far

as details have been completed, the houses to

be secured are the Madison Square Garden in

New York. Mechanics' Hall in Boston, the San-

gerfesl Building in Philadelphia, the Coliseum

in Chicago, and the inimcnsc halls built for

big shows in St. Louis, Detroit. Cincinnati and

other cities large enough to be taken into the

circuit.

Chairman Mott has smiled on the venture

and has even been hypnotizctl into reinstating

the Sangerfest Building in Philadelphia, which

but a few weeks since was blacklisted because

itf the women's races which were iiermitted.

IS THIS ANOTHER MlSyL'OTATION ?

It isn't often that Isaac B. Potter is in want

of an idea, but he wants one now and wants

it badly.

He believes in Sunday racing and he doesn't

believe in it; that is. when he is in the East he is

strongly opposed to it in any form or in any

State, but when he is in the West he thinks

it is not such an awful sin and is allowable.

He does not know exactly what he means

—

nor does anyone—but he means it just the

same.

If the "St. Louis Star" docs not lie out-

rageously. Mr. Potter's pressing want is a plan

"whereby racing on the Sabbath may be per-

mitted without putting the L. A. W. on recotxl

as advocating it."

The "Star" says Mr. Potter "seemed to half

regret making the statement." But that, of

course, is merely one of the rcportorial imag-

inings to which all men of prominence are

subject.

NOT DESIRABLE KUAKDERS.

Evidently the average professional racing

man is not considered desirable as a regular

boarder, at least, not in the neighborhood of

Willow Grove. A. J. Hammond, who was

one of McDufTec's pacemakers in the recent

record-breaking trials, makes this clear in a

letter to a Boston friend:

"It was two weeks ago to-day that we ar-

rived at Willow Grove," wrote Hammond.
"If you ever have occasion to come here,

don't let any one know that you ever saw a

bicycle, or you may have to make arrange-

ments with the manager of some livery stable,

for, .since the other crowd of rcctjrd chasers

were here, every lodging house in (he place

I as fought shy (-f every one with a bicycle

hump on his back. We tried four difTenn?

places before we ,'ould get any one that woul<l

t.ke us."

Some racing men who arc wedded to their
amateurism would not object to a divorce at

any time if there were sufficient alimony.
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IPALMER TIRESj
Ifef MARK THE HIGH GRAPE WHEEL j^

EARL KISER,
SHALDING—PALMER TIRES.

EARL PEABODY,
ADLAKE— PALIIKR TIRES.

IRVING POWELL,
SPALDING—PALMER TIKES.

ARTHUR GARUINBR,
DAVTON—PALMER TIRES.

CHARLES ERTZ,
CLEVELAND—PALMER TIRES.

The woods are full of

unguaranteed, no-name,

cheap-quality tires, but

the trade will find them

expensive at any figure.

It pays to buy the best

and for that reason it

pays to buy Palmers.

Our new prices are in-

teresting. Want them?
Famous Riders and for What They Are Famous.

Earl Kiser, national quarter-mile champion and undisputed match-race champion.
Earl Peabody, national one-third-mile champion and the greatest amateur rider since the

days of Zimmerman.
Irving Powell, national two-mile and intercollegiate half and mile tandem champion and

the best of the eastern riders.

Charles Ertz, national mile champion and one of New York's winning amateurs.

Arthur Gardiner, the hero of the 1897 national meet, riding a paced mile in 1.39 2-5.

August Mertens, national five-mile champion and a successful handicap rider.

Fred Schade, holder of the one-third-mile world's record, paced— .32 4-5.

Peter Becker, Colorado, one-half, one, two and five-mile champion, and the king-pin

amateur of the Rockies.

Ray Dawson, intercollegiate mile, five-mile and mile tandem champion and New Jersey's

pride.

Charles Heimstreet, winner of time and place in the great Denver mud road race of 1895,

and champion of the Colorado professionals ever since.

AUGUST MERTENS,
SPALDING— PALMER TIRES.

FRED SCHADE,
BARNES— PALMER TIRES.

PETER Bf CKER,
UFNVER PALMER TIRES.

RAV DAWSON,
HUMHER— PALMER TIRES

CHAS. IIKIHSTRERT,
PKN\ KK— PAl-Ml-K rlKK*;

TNE PALMER PNEUMATIC TIRE CO.^ ChliCAGO
NEW YORK offices: 66 -es READEST.

Kindly mention Th? Wheel,
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ADUED TWO TO THEIK LINE.

Two new anicles have been added to tlic

wares manufactured by the Kalamazoo

(Mich.) Cycle Co.—the Fairy Child's seat and

the No. 10 parcel carrier, both of which are

here shown. The makers are offering induce-

ments to have them included in jobbers' cata-

logues.

The Fairy Child's scat consists of a light

veneered board supported on a 5-10 steel

spring wire benj to hook over and rest on the

handle-bar, the two lower ends of the wire

running down on either side of the .head and

terminating in a short portion bent out to

form foot rests, while a leather strap receives

the lower ends of the wires and is adapted to

buckle around the head, which is all that is

necessary to secure the seat to the bicycle. A
wire rail rising about 4 inches above the

scat and the wooden handle in front of the

child completely surround the child and se-

cure it safely in the scat. The position the

child sits in is over the handle-bars, but back

of them enough so that the child comes be-

tween the arms of the person running the

wheel, and still entirely out of the way of the

rider; besides this, the child sitting so nearly

over the head of the bicycle makes balancing

and steering very easy. These seats will

fit nearly any kind of bicycles, cither lady's

ur gentleman's, and will be sold at $1.25 each.

The parcel carrier is made of 3-16 steel

spring wire bent to form a frame about

6x13 inches and then the ends bent in a novel

and ingenious manner to hook over any han-

dle-bar to secure the carrier in place; all that

is needed besides is a braided cord that is

u^cd to go down under the upper tube of the

bicycle to hold the carrier down. A linen net

hung on the frame to make a bag forms a re-

ceptacle to throw all kinds of articles in that

it is desired to carry f>n a bicycle. This car-

rier only weighs S ounres and will c.irry up to

15 pounds. It will lint at the low price of

75 cents.

QUITE AN IMPROVEMEilT

A Chicago negro has invented a spirit lamp
stove to be attached under the saddle of a
bicycle to diffuse a genial warmth for winter
riding. This is better than attaching a red'
flannel chest-protector to tbc scat.

ENTER THE CAI.CILM KING.

If the Calcium King maintains the claims of

its makers, the Geo. H. Cowles Mfg. Co.,

Waterbury, Conn., and, naturally, they assert

that there is no doubt on that score, it is cer-

tain that it will soon enthrone itself securely

and not want for subjects.

That acetylene, the "new gas," will sooner

or later figure largely as an illuminant is gen-

erally believed, and that the cycling world will

be benefited in the form of acetylene lamps is

to be expected, and from the long and exhaus-

tive nature of the Cowles experiments, it

would not be surprising if in the Calcium

King they had "hit it."

The gas is made by bringing water and cal-

cium carbide together, forming a pure hydro-

carbon gas; as it leaves the burner it takes up

sufficient oxygen to make perfect combustion,

forming a clear, white light of great power,

and which generates neither smoke, soot,

grease nor odor, and which will not blow out

or jar out.

While the gas is dangerous, as are all other

gases under compression, in the Cowles lamp

it is claimed to be absolutely safe, because no

pressure—it is termed a low-pressure lamp

—

is allowed to accumulate; the gas is burned as

fast as it is made, and the pressure is prac-

tically atmospheric. The water-valve controls

the generation—no gas-cock or valve to close

and create pressure, hence no danger.

The carbide—carbophene, the Cowles peo-

ple style it—is supplied in the shape of cakes

of one and one-half ounces, packed in air-

tight boxes, which cost 30 cents per case, each

case containing two rakes in a box and six

boxes. I'"ach ounce-cake will give from three

to five hours' light.

To charge the lamp, simply fill the watcr-

chamber with water, and place a cake of the

prepared "Carbophene" in the cup, open

the water-valve and the lamp is ready to light.

The lamp weighs less than twdve ounces, is

simple in construction and, as the illustration

shows, is compact and attractive in appear-

ance.

MADE IN TWO SIZES NOW.

N. H. Iknjaniin & Co., of Phoenixville,

Pa., arc meeting witli such an tincxpcclcd de-

mand for their new luggage carrier that it has

been determined to put upon the market a

larger size. The original carrier had 26-inch

straps, while the new one has 3ti-inrh, thus

affording a considerably increased carrying

rapacity. They will retail at 10 cents, and

should prove popular.

IN ALL STYLES AND COLORS.

None who is familiar with the saddles and

tool bags of H. M. Rosenblatt Si Co., of Phil-

adelphia, can claim that the firm docs not af-

ford a wide range of selection. In variety of

patterns and finishes, in attractiveness and in

the ever important matter of price they are

jirepared to compete with any in the land.

The saddle illustrated, Model A, of the Ros-

enblatt line, is a fair type of the whole. They
will be made «ip in all the new and popular

shades to match the enameling of the wheels

—russet, black, brown, maroon, old oak, olive,

green, etc.

In toolbags Rosenblatt & Co. have many
new, original and handsome designs in seal

grain and alligator leathers, as well as the

plain and embossed leathers. A special fea-

ture of their 1808 tool bags is their rein-

forcement in such a manner as will prevent

them from sagging or losing their shape by

use, and this is accomplished without making
tlicni dumsv and heavv.

They will be made up in all the desirable

colors and shades to match the saddles and

wheels.

BIG GEAR WHEELS THESE.

Manager Elliott Burris, of Humber & Co.,

is doing considerable experimenting with

large chain wheels. A new model has a forty-

fivc-tooth front sprocket, with a fifteen-tooth

rear, giving an 84 gear.

A Wheel man gave this bicycle an extend-

ed test, while on a recent visit to Mr. Burns'

charming home at Westboro, and was greatly

pleased with the remarkably easy running

qualities of the machine. On up-grade the

lessened friction was ]>articularly noticeable,

although at all times the pedal action was

smooth ami even. This wheel, of course,

was not intended as a regular model, being

only used for enabling positive data as to the

relative merits of large sprockets to be ob-

tained from the experimental work through

which it has been put; but fts results have been

so satisfactory that for '!»8, as in '!?, Hum-
bcrs will be fitted with large sprockets, front

and rear, although for the coming season the

sizes will in all probability run a trifle larger

in standard cfiuipmcnt than was the case dur^

ing '97.
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REe0RO
PEDALS

GIVE

F0©TH0LD
T©

FORTUNE.

NINE NEW RECORDS.
the; 1898 MODELS OF

Record Pedals
are READY for SHIPMENT.

This

is

Ouf

Popular

Pattern.

Our

Prices

and

Samples

WiU

Appease

Your

Appetite.

RECORD PEDAL MFG. CO., |
239 Columbus Ave., Boston, Mass.

S^—mm——•••m99——99——••••—•9999—•••••—99999——99—•m—m9999————

m

i THE REFEREE TIRE.
SINGLE TUBE.

COMBINES ALL THE REQUIREMENTS OF A HIGH-GRADE TIRE.

DURABILITY,
PUNCTURE-PROOF QUALITIES,

RESILIENCY,
EASY TO REPAIR.

Also Tires For Juveniles.

EMPIRE RUBBER MANUFACTURING CO.

63 READE STREET, NEW YORK.
Kindly mention The Wheel.
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WHO THEV ARE.

The Controllers of Cincinnati's Cycle Trade,

Their Plans, Places of Business and

Agencies.

Cincinnati, Nov. (i.—A round-up of the

trade of this city at this time is not without

interest and shows that while gaps have been

created during the season there is no hick of

available material to carry on the business.

The Bundle .\rms Co. is located on Main

street, and handles the Kacycle, Hunter and

others. This company carries a full line of

sundries and maintains a repair department.

The Alms & Docpke Co. manufactures the

Cable, a bicycle built on the lines of the or-

dinary diamond frame, but having a strong

steel cable stretched tightly inside the frame.

This wheel is built in two grades, the high-

est grade wheels being fitted with Hall-Moore

Roller sprockets and chains.

The Anderson Cycle Manufacturing Co. has

a very large plant for the manufacture of bi-

cycles, and is located near the canal. This

company makes a specialty of repair work for

the trade.

D. B. Bayless is located on Filth street and

confines himself to cycle repairing exclusively.

The branch house of the White Bicycle Co.

is in charge of Frank M. Thomas, assisted by

Harry .Anderson. A large number of Whites

have been sold this season.

Sherrer & Clemont are located on Reading

road, where the firm handles several sub-

agencies and does a large repair business.

Emiuctt P. Gray, the ex-manager of the

Waltham Manufacturing Co., recently pur-

chased the local branch of the Orient. He
now has hcad<iuarters on Seventh street ami

handles the Orient exclusively.

Weblcr & Pope, on Fifth street, deal ex-

clusively on commission and do a large job-

bing business.

Harry L. Spinning, in the Mitchell Build-

ing, has several agencies and sells solely on

commission.

Charles J. Towlc is a large repairman on

McMillan street. He has no agencies.

George S. See, agent, is the name of one of

the largest cycle firms in the city. The
Stearns is his leader, although many cheaper

wheels arc handled.

Thos. Scott & Co., located on Main street,

devote themselves exclusively to the repair

trade and bicycle supplies.

Koemcle Brothers & Co. handle the Amer-
ica agency exclusively. This firm organized

a bicycle club, naming it after the America,

and the club is now one of the largest in the

ciljr.

A. A. Bennett is the oldest cycle dealer in

the city and had .several agencies, but at the

prckcnt time i» devoting himself entirely to

repairing and sundricx.

The RfK-binKcr Hardware Co. handles scv

cral medium grade bicycles, but does no re

pair wrirk whatever.

Th? ^,^»ecn City Cycle Livery Co. i« located

on Knee street and makes a specialty of rent-

ing and repairing.

The Cincinnati Livery Co. is located on the

ranie street and is engaged in the s.-imr bitsj

ness. The company also has several agenriis

The Cincinnati Bicyrlc Supply Co has lat;:e

quartera on Ninth street, and. as its name im-

l>lies, IS exclusively interested in repairs and

supplies.

W. O. McMullen has rooms in Hulbert

block, where he handles the output of the

Mason & Mason factory of Chicago.

J. W. Kraemcr has a depot on John street.

He has several agencies and makes a specialty

oi exchanging bicycles. He also rents and

repairs bicycles and vulcanzies tires.

The firtn of A. J. Legner is located near the

City Hall and manufactures bicycles to order.

This firm succeeded J. A. Ferguson & Co.

A. Max Krone confines himself to the rent-

ing and repairing of bicycles.

H. Lindeman & Son, on Seventh street,

and D. B. Bayles, Jr., on Fifth street, are two

large repair firms of the city.

The following firms handle no agencies what-

ever, but are exclusive repair men: William

G. Roberts, Race street; Krienen Cycle Co.,

Eighth street; Miller & Blair, Race street;

Frank Rose, Hamilton avenue; Robert 11.

Stephens & Co., Ninth street; A. P. Tucker

& Co., Sycamore street; J. F. Williams, Ham-
ilton avenue, and J. W. Wilson, Vine street.

Ernest E. Abrams & Co. manufactures a

wheel called the Evans and also does a large

business in cycle livery and repairing.

The E. A. Kinsey Co. has large machine

works on West Fourth street, and manufac-

tures all kinds of bicycle machinery.

The Davis- Egan Machine T-ool Co. and the

Lodge & Shipley Machine Tool Co. both

manufacture bicycle machinery on a large

scale and are too well known to require fur-

ther mention.

The Hall-Moore Manufacturing Co. is the

manufacturer of the Brown patent roller-

sprocket and chain.

Bullock, Wilson & Co. have a large electric

plant on Hunt street and recently entered into

the manufacture of bicycle parts.

The Alpine Safe and Cycle Co. was organ- .

ized about a year ago for the purpose of mak- >

ing Alpine bicycles and safes. The com-
pany has a large factory in the western part

of the city.

The Advance Carriage Co. has just entered

into the manufacture of bicycles. The com-
pany placed a few '07 models upon the mar-

ket, but has been waiting for the 'S8 season,

when the company will be a competitor in

earnest.

The Schleuter Cycle Manufacturing Co. is

the oldest bicycle company in the city and

makes several grades of bicycles, the high-

est grade being the Norwood. J. E. Poor-

man is the Cincinnati agent of the company.
The Schleuter Company will enter more
largely into the foreign trade next season and

at present has a representative in Europe pre-

paring for next season's trade.

The Fred J. Meyers Manufacturing Co. is

the maker of bicycles and wire goods. This

company passed from the hands of an assig-

nee several weeks ago and is now controlled

by the stockholders. These latter, at a recent

meeting, rlerided to continue the business

and the company is now preparing for next

season's trade.

The office and works of the firm of Miller

& Roemele are on Pliint street. This firtn

builds the Delmonico and several other m.ikcs

of wheels. An iron-clad guarantee is given

with each wheel that they will keep it in re-

pair for ftne ye:ir from date of sale, no matter

how the hiryrli« is <l>u>ia«»c«l Milter & Roe-

mele also make a specialty of difficult re-

pair work and repairs for the'trad'e."

Powell & Clement Co. is one of the largest

firms and handles the largest number of

agencies in the city. This concern's store

always resembles a bicycle show, as a large

stock-- of- -the different -whocls is carried.

.\mc>ng the •agencies are the Victor, Reming-

ton, Iver Johnson, Ben Hur, Richmond. Hun-

ter. Yale, Defiance and several others.

Conklyn & Ackermaus have headquarters

in tli« Odd Fellows' Temple, and handle the

Dayton, Fenton and Patee.

The Chas. Hanauer Cycle Co. manufactures

the Hanauer and has- large salesroom^ 'on

Walnut strict The 1898 models of the Han-

auer arc now upon e.xhibition. In addition

to their own wheel, the Hanauer compaliy is

the local agent for the Liberty, Fleetwing and

several other makes.

William B. Crouch & Sons, the local agents

of the Gendron, are located on Elm street,

and will handle the sam* agetlcy next season.

The Foley & Williams Manufacturing Co.

makes sewing machines and bicycles, having a

large factory in this city and in Chicago

Its product is callell the Hummer and has

had a large local sale during the present sea-

son. General Shattauck is the manager of

the bicycle department.

J. -E. Poorman is one of "the pioneer bi-

cycfe dealers of the city. He manufactures

the Poorman and is also the local agent of ilie

Cleveland and the Norwood. Mr. Pooi-itjan

has had the Cincinnati agency of the Cleveland

ever since that wheel has been on the market.

The Pickerin'g Hardware Co. 1s the lo.cal

agent for the Columbia and Hartford line's.

The branch house of the Gormully & Jef-

fery Co. is now in charge of W. L. Smith.

He is assisted by Harry Millward.

William Henley & Co. is the name oC a

lar^e repair firm on McMillan street. This

fiifn does most -of the repairing of the great

suburb of Walnut Hills.

The Miami Manufacturing Co., maker.«-of

biirycles and bicycle supplies and carriages, is

also here. G. B. Perkins is the manager. ^
The Howe Scale Co. is situated directly Op-

posite the Government Building in the very

centre of the city. This company manu^c-
tures bicycles and scales. George S. See* is

the manager. ;

Melvine & Miles, on Eastern avenue, can-

fine themselves to repair work exclusively and

have one of the largest repair shops in Jhe

city.

The firm of Hulvershon & Fay handles the

Outing agency exclusively, and is nicely jo-

r.ited on Race street. This firm has a v*r/

large repair department.

The branch house of the Indiana Bicycle

Co. for the past two seasons has been in

charge of W. R. Browne. He report* a

splendid season for Wavcrlcys. .,

Chas. Kobman & Co. make a leader of fhe

I 'nton and carry a large line of sundries, t

The Marqua Carriage and Toy Co. carnes

one of the largest lines of juvenile bicycles' in

the ''ity. The company It^s' a nie<iium grade

bicycle of its own, hut does no repairing. •

RAN AWAY FROM DEBT.

"Bilks has been learning l<> ride a wheel«4ie

itought on installments."
*

"How's he getting on?"

"Fine. The agent hasn't been able to catch

him."
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m VARIOUS LINES

Cleveland's Diversity of Interesting Additions

and Adjuncts to the Cycle and Sundry

Trades.

Clev.eland, O., Nov. 8.—The American Plat-

ing and Manufacturing Companj-, of 2S4 Cen-

tral avenue, has only recently taken up bicycle

work, but the quality of the goods turned out

of their nickel-plating department bids fair to

make a name for them.

The concern make their particular claim for

superiority in that their process is. wholly dif-

ferent from that used by most other nickel-

platers. A fine white malleable, deposit is

given, which, it is claimed, will last fully twice

as long as nickel deposited by other methods.

Tl;ey already number most of the small local

manufacturers among their customers and

also do the plating for a well-known handle-

bar firm. The facilities of the plant have

lately been increased and large orders can be

handled with quickness and despatch. Sam-

ples of their work can be obtained free of

charge by sending to them, carriage prepaid,

any small bicycle part.

A handsome line of air-drying enamels are

being marketed by the Patterson-Sargeant

Company, large manufacturers of mixed

paints, of this city. The line includes prim-

rose, Vermillion, rose, white, Columbia blue,

Syracuse yellow. Sterling green and black.

They also put up something entirely new iu

this line in the shape of varnish for renewing

bicycle rims and other wooden parts. All

their goods are put up in cans holding about

a quarter of a pint. These cans are of the

Palmer patent type, from which the cover can

be removed and replaced at will, so that a part

of the contents can be used and what is left

will not be affected.

Mrs. E. W. Branch has entered suit against

the Winton Bicycle Company, placing dam-

ages at $2,500. She says in her petition that

last April she engaged an employee of the com-

pany at its riding school to teach her to ride

a bicycle and that he managed the thing so

badly that she fell and broke her arm at the

elbow.

Mr. Fletcher, of the Ohio Electrical Works,

has recently made a discovery that is practi-

cally the elixir of life to the electric bicycle

lamp. Heretofore it has been impossible to

prepare a solution that would run the light

over three and a half hours without recharg-

ing, but through this discovery, which is sim-

ple in the extreme, the lamp will run double

the time.

For two years past Mr. Fletcher has 1)e(.n

trying to get together the proper ingredients

and some- of the best chemists in the country

have sent formulas, which have all been tried

and found no better than the one he was'

using. It remained for Professor Burwell, of

the Cleveland laboratory, to find the secret.

But a few days ago Mr. Fletcher asked' him

his opinion; at the same time submitting the

formula then used. His answer was thai it

was all right as far as it went, but that il

needed a little common sail. TTis suggestion

v-as acted upon and the result was really won-

derful.

The fluid is good for any ballery and it may

be of use to many readers of Tnic Wiini'-i., so

with the permission of Mr. Fletcher it is

printed herewitli:

i pound bichromate of potash.

1 ounce bisulphate of mercury.
12 ounces (by weight) of sulphuric acid.

2 quarts of water.

2 ounces of salt.

Dissolve the potash, salt and mercury in

the water and then add the sulphuric acid;

stirring well when making and before using.

As the solution is better when it is fresh' it is

best not to make over a month's supply at

one time. With each lamp shipment the pot-

ash and mercury is also sent; the rest of the

ingredients can be found almost anywhere,

and you have an electric light at a cost not

to exceed two cents a night.

CYCLE SHOW TALK.

CHANGES IN CINCINNATI.

Cincinnati, Nov. 8.—The Waverley branch

in this city will be discontinued the first of

the coming yean Harry R. Browne, the

present manager, will purchase the branch

and carry on the business at the old stand.

A new bicycle store opened last week. W.
C. Lefeble & Co., formerly of Milford, Ohio,

removed to this city and is now preparing for

business.

Harry Anderson, assistant manager of the

White branch, has accepted a position with

the Duhme Co. Mr. Anderson was formerly

manager of the company's bicycle department.

H. A. Lozier was in this city last week and

completed arrangements with J. E. Poorman,

of this city, for the handling of the Cleveland

agency. Mr. Poorman has handled the

Cleveland agency since it has been upon the

market.

The Cincinnati Cycle Dealers' Board of

Trade has decided to give another cycle show

next season. It will be held in the Music Hall

during the latter part of February.

SHIPPED ABROAD.

While the exports of American bicycles for

September, 1897, show a slight falling off as

compared to September of the previous year,

the total for nine months of the current year

shows an enormuos increase:

1 Sept.. 9 mos. Sept, 9 mos.
1S97. 1896.

United Kingdom ....$68,914 $1,90S,8S0 .^105,714 $1,02U,971

France 3,974 239,643 4,107 113,7()0

Germany 49,497 119,848 17,233 204,789

Other Europe 20,1961,000,829 24,834 336,971

British N. America. . . . 16,001 683,811 12,822 504,945

Central America and
British Honduras .... 466 18,708 5,446 49,235

Mexico 4,648 56,112 4,821 37,687

Santo Domingo ....... 102 3,722 195 478

Cuba 593 6,959 1S4 4,681

Puerto Rico 522 3,104 566 7,884

Other West Indies and
Bermuda 5,600 102,690 4,749 28,984

Argentina 6,314 36,124 3,715 13,998

Brazil 6,833 23,453 1,204 16,840

Colombia 1,788 15,730 3,028 16,498

Other South America . . 4,334 46,659 6,962 27,576

China 2,868 16,423 1,557 7,413

British East Indies ... 5,860 21,179 4,512 8,342

Tanan ri,912 50,377 4,322 34,334

British Australasia .... 24,510 372,030 83,343 262,911

Othtr Australia and
Occani^a 6,418 66,241 2,129 26,533

Africa 15,915 107,197 3,735 20,628

Other countries not
enumerated 60 u07

I'olal .1!254,325 $5,900,326 $296,178 $2,745,438

BURNED OUT.

Chicago, Nov. 0.—An immense tire that

completely gutted the upper lloors, last niKiil

attacked tlie buiUling in wliich is located D.

]'[. Udline. Chiva.no agent fm the Crawford

and Aiulrar liit-.\ ilrs. koinu' occupies (lie

entile lower lloois anil snlTered lui ilainai^e

W'halevcr. Tlie cnniplete aniiiliil.ation of tlie

entire block was looki'd for and was onl\

prevented by masterful work of the tire ile-

parlmeut.

How It Crops trp Here and There 'Without

Any Support From the Trade "Who

Pays.

The persistency with which cycle shows
come to the fore, no matter how often or how
unanimously it has been decided that it is not

advisable to hold them, is one of the wonders
of the day.

The arguments against cycle shows, which
are, in brief, that they entail an immense ex-

penditure of time and money, disarrange the

plans of campaign, which are everywhere re-

garded as the only proper ones, and are of

absolutely no benefit to the ones who spend
the money, are patent and incontrovertible.

Yet never in England, and not until this year

in this country, has the trade even had the

prospect of escaping from the burden of one
or more shows. If the attempts now being

made to "bleed" the trade in support of East-

ern and Western shows are successfully com-
batted, a fiercer and much more determined

attack will then be made by the advocates of

local shows.

If cycle shows benefited the people who
have to pay for them, it would be quite a dif-

ferent matter. If the maker, by exhibiting at

the show, were relieved of the necessity of

canvassing his trade in the usual way, or if he

did business at the show that would not be

done if shows were not held, it would be vast-

ly different. If, by means of shows, the dealers

were enabled to make sales that otherwise

would not be made at all; or, if they were the

means of attracting non-riders who would not

have purchased wheels but for them, there

would be some reason for the shows. But

it is well-known that nothing of the kind is

the case now, whatever it may have been in

the past.

The number of persons who desire that

cycle shows should be held, some because of

a pecuniary interest and others—much the

larger number—because of a desire for scenes

of amusement and excitement, such as these

shows furnish, is considerably greater than

those whose portion it is to pay the bills. The

weak point of the latter, the fear lest competi-

tors should get ahead of them, is well-known,

and that is the string that is worked upon in

the endeavor to secure their adhesion to the

show schemes.

If glowing descriptions of the benefits

that will accrue to exhibitors do not

have the desired effect (and they very seldom

do), the other tack is taken, and the assertion

made that so-and-,so has taken space and will

score a big advantage if his move is not met

by a similar one on the part of the competitor

now being labored with. For several years the

Natii)nal shows have been held solely because

there was no concert between the makers,

each participating because he knew thai his

rivals would he there.

W Al.l.lS.

DISCONTINUED THE BRANCH.

The Overman \\ iuel (.'o. have ilisconliiuied

their l.onisville liraneli, The slock of spi>ri-

ing gt>ods and cycle sumlries was bouglit by

I'rinoe Wells aiui (i. M. .\ilison & Co. Tiie

seeond-haiul wheels, stocks of parts and all re-

;)air tools were binighl by the Williams Ricy

ele Messenger Co., who will in tlio hituro at

lend to the repairing of all Victor wheels in

Louisville.
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KRAFVB'S EXPERIENCE ABROAD.

Early in the year, William Krafve conduct-

ed a retail store and repair and assembling

shop in Worcester, Mass. Becoming con-

vinced that retailing was no longer what it

was, he ceased to sell bicycles, although he

continued his machine shop. He went abroad

to try his luck, and after establishing an office

in London and another in Gotenborg, Swed-

en, returned to this country some two weeks

since to add to his line.

When he reached London, Mr. Krafve says

he encountered nothing but discouragement.

The representatives of American houses

painted pictures in sombre tints, one of them
even offering him $1.W0 if he would leave his

samples and return to America at once. Krafve

says he soon found that the average American

traveler anchored in London and viewed

things from that standpoint. He struck out

on different lines. He introduced himself to

and became popular with the English travel-

ing men and in this way obtained invaluable

information and assistance.

He "drummed" not only London, but

Coventry, Birmingham, Wolverhampton,

Manchester and all of the other chief

manufacturing centres in England, and

did so well that he is preparing for an-

other visit. He secured a number of small

and fairly large orders; among other things,

he disposed of 20,000 Forg sprockets, 20,000

pairs of pedals, and 25,000 advertising buttons,

and he even induced one firm to purchase

twelve sets of flush joint fittings.

Krafve also sold a considerable number of

juvenile bicycles, for which the demand in

England is particularly brisk, few of the Brit-

ish makers being engaged in their manufac-

ture and their prices ruling high. Krafve's

shop in Worcester can assemble several thou-

sand of these wheels, and he expects to dis-

pose of nearly all of them abroad.

Krafve found Germany his most formidable

competitor, particularly in sundries. On such

articles as cork-grips, balls and the like he

was unable to meet the German's figures. One
of the tlimgs which he brought home to show
the trade was an English rivetless chain, 52

links of which weighed but eight ounces.

gi'EER BUSINESS HONOR.

One of the saddest things in connection

with some of the recent failures in the bicycle

business has been the hardships entailed upon
the workingmen through the loss of their

wages.

Usually in cases of financial distress the

wages of the workmen are justly protected at

all hazards, but in a number of instances this

has not been done, and much suffering has

been entailed. A case in point is that of the

Premier Cycle Company's failure. When
the company went under a large sum was in

arrears for wages, and there is not the slight-

est possibility of this obligation ever being

discharged, unless, as has been threatened, the

receiver's bondsmen can be held. So great

has been the destitution that one man has

rommilled suicide, not having sufficient cour-

age to sec hi^ family suffer any longer.

FUK SPOT CASH.

The Anderson Bicycle Wheel Co., of An-
derson, Ind., who la>t year made over .l.OiK)

medium and high-grade wheels, arc asking for

spot cash money prices on all kinds of bi-

cycle material, fittings and sundries.

WISE AGENTS WILL WELCOME IT.

"Snow cycles" and "ice cycles" are not un-

known. The comic papers have made them

familiar and occasional reports of actual per-

formances have shown that they were not

wholly creations of the punsters. And the

cycle that travels on frozen surfaces is about

to take a practical turn, the Williams Rotary

sleigh, shown herewith, having convinced the

astute Manufacturers and Merchants' Ware-

house Company, of Chicago, that it is a mar-

ketable commodity.

The M. & M. W. Co. will shortly have the

sleighs ready for the trade and the wise cycle

agent, who is anxious to dispel the cobwebs

of the dull season, will lose no time in in-

forming himself. By adding a few such ar-

ticles as these and endeavoring to popularize

tliem,.he can lighten the winter gloom and add
something to his income. The fact that such

a concern as the M. &. M. W. Co. has taken

hold of the device, should do much to in-

spire confidence and sales.

The Williams sleigh combines some of the

principles of the modern bicycle, together

with original features of its own. The main
frame is very much similar to the frame used

in the ordinary bicycle, being of the drop pat-

tern and constructed of the best seamless

steel tubing. This frame is mounted in con-
nection with a pair of wooden runners, steel

shod, which are each 3 feet long, and 20

inches apart at the bottom; the entire length

over all being 6 feet 10 inches, including the

steering runner, the total weight of the ma-
chine being about Xj pounds. The large

wheel, which corresponds to the rear wheel of

the ordinary bicycle, has a steel tire fitted with

spikes, thus enabling the machine to be pro-

pelled on roads of packed snow or ice, or on
frozen lakes or rivers. By means of the

runner, which is attached directly to the han-

dle-bar in the same manner as the front wheel
of the ordinary bicycle, the machine can be

steered very easily in the same manner as

the bicycle. In order to accommodate per-

sons of different weight the rear wheel, which
operates in a sliding box within a curved steel

link, can be regulated by means of the ad-

justing screw so as to obtain a light or heavy
tension of the springs. When the springs

are adjusted to the weight of the person rid-

ing the machine the rear wheel will accom-
modate itself to the road or ice upon which the

machine is being propelled, as by means of

the sliding box the rear wheel is enabled to

operate entirely independent of the rest of the

machine; in other words, enabling it to press

down upon the road at all times regardless

of whether it is a level or uneven surface over
which it is propelled. The machines arc

thoroughly practical in every way. having
been given a very severe test during the past

winter, and a very fair rate of speed can be ob-

tained on ordinary packed snow roads, while

a most remarkable speed has been attained on
ice. These sleighs are adapted for use by
either se.x, and will be made in smaller sizes.

All styles can be had with steel or wood
frames for youths and children. The three

small wheels, one at each rear end of the

runners of the large machine, connected to the

main frame by braces, can be lowered to come
in contact with the ground below the surface

of the runners proper, also the small wheel

at the end of steering post, in order to be

able to transport the machine to or from the

ice in case the road is not covered with snow.

When adjusting these small wheels for the last

mentioned purpose the front runner can be

raised up out of the way of contact with

the road.

AN AUTHORITY SPEAKS.

Amos Whitney, the superintendent of the

Pratt & Whitney Co., than whom no machin-

ery makers are better known, has gone on
record as follows:

"The chain is a very old method of trans-

mitting power, and was used quite extensive-

ly by makers of machinery many years ago.

It has been almost wholly superseded, how-
ever, in recent years, by improved devices, es-

pecially by spur and bevel gearing, it being

possible to produce by modern machinery cut

gear teeth of the proper form for smooth
running.

"The chain properly made is an e.xcellent

drive, but on account of the number of joints,

and the elasticity of the parts of which it is

constructed, it will not retain its original ac-

curacy. It will become elongated, thus

changing the pitch of the links, and, of course,

it cannot fit the sprockets as correctly as it did

at the beginning.

"Should two bicycles, one chain, the other

chainless, be subjected to the same tests be-

fore leaving the factory, there is a possibility

that the former in some of the tests would
show slight superiority, but take them back
to the factory, even after being run, say, five

hundred miles, and subject them to the same
tests as those previously made, and I believe

that the chainless would prove to be superior.

I examined a bevel-geared wheel with a record

of thirteen thousand miles, and found no ap-

preciable wear on the gear teeth; the same
wheel has now a record of twenty thousand

miles, and the report is that it is all right."

ONLY ONE IN THE WORLD.

The story of the V'ecdcr cyclometer is the

story of success. The reliable little instru-

ment has gone steadily upward in everything

but price. That has been reduced to $1 and
the '98 model is evidence that never was better

value given at any price. The reduction was
influenced largely by the increase of facilities

obtained by the new Veedcr factory in Hart-

ford, which was completed and occupied some
two months since. The building, which is

110x45 feet and three stories in height, is de-

voted exclusively to the manufacture of cyclo-

meters, and in this respect is without a com-
peer in the world— a fact which carries to the

thinking man more than mere weirds convey.

LIKE BEGETS LIKE.

Creditors of the manufacturer who claims

trade paper advertising doesn't pay are apt

to find that he doesn't, either. .
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HOOSIERS ARE HOPEFUL

They Feel Certain that They Will Be Awarded
the Next Annual I^eague

Meet.

Indianapolis, Nov. 8.—Omaha having for-

nrally withdrawn from the race for the 1898

L. A. W. National meet, the big event is prac-

tically assured to Indianapolis, and there is a

consequent stir arhong local wheelmen and

business men who are anxious to begin as

early as possible to arrange foT the entertain-

ment of the thousands of visitors. Those in-

terested are anxious now to have the decision

reached by the Executive Committee that the

place for the next meeting must be decided by

a mail vote. With practically but one candi-

date the vote might as well be taken first as

last and give the meet city as much time as

possible to prepare for the undertaking.

The Provisional Meet Committee, composed

of the men who went to Philadelphia in Aug-

ust, held a meeting as soon as the action of

Omaha was learned and decided to begin work

now, assuming that the city had already been

chosen. It seemed to be unanimous and the

Provisional Committee felt that no time ought

to be lost. The first thing done was to see

representatives of the Citizens' Street Rail-

road Company. The controlling interest in

this road is held in Philadelphia and William

Jay Turner of that city is president of the

Board of Directors. He met the Indian-

apolis delegation at Philadelphia and said he

believed his company would build a track on

terms similar to those under which the Union

Traction Company of Philadelphia built the

track at Willow Grove. It happened that

there was a meeting of the officials of the

company in*this city the day following the

meeting of the Provisional Committee and

Mr. Turner was here. He assured the sub-

committee which called on him that the com-

pany which he represented will build for In-

dianapolis a track which shall be the superior

of all tracks in the country if money and the

experience of the world will make such a

track possible.

It is then as good as settled that Indian-

apolis is to have not only a suitable track, but

one which is up-to-date at the time of the

holding of the meet. The only other ques-

tion which need interest wheelmen who con-

template coming to the meet, or who may

have votes in the selection of holding the

meet, is the ability of Indianapolis to enter-

tain. The reputation of the city as a con-

vention city will be sufficient guarantee to all

who know the city. More conventions are

held here than in any city in the United

States. The people have come to know the

full value of national gatherings and are will-

ing to contribute their share toward bringing

them here and handling them in a manner

worthy of the city. It is certain that the fund

raised for the entertainment of the notable

visitors will be large enough to carry on the

entertainment in a manner agreeable. Money

can do all things and the money will be fortii-

coming.

The Provisional Committee decided that

the time had come when the work should bo

turned over to the permanent meet club and

arrangements have been made for the for-

mation of such an organization. It is the in-

tention to secure a downtown chibhousc and

organize a meet club which shall take up the

work where the Provisional Committee leaves

off and cany the work to completion.

One of the features of the meet which has

already been suggested is the bringing to the

Indianapolis meet of the world's champions. It

is proposed after the International Cyclists'

Union championships are run off in July to

induce the winners to come to the L. A. W.
National meet.

WILL THEY STAND IT?

CYCLINGS BRIGHT LIGHT.

Acetylene gas is rapidly making its way
into cycling. No less than four excellent

makes of lamps are already on the market,

each one adapted for burning acetylene gas.

They are not only cleanly, but give an ex-

ceedingly brilliant light, and are bound to be-

come popular.

Nearly all of the lamps generate gas di-

rectly from the calcium carbide by feeding

water into the reservoir by means of valves

and pipes, although in one lamp—of Chicago
manufacture—loaded cartridges, burning a

certain number of hours, are supplied, re-

quiring no manipulation or attention beyond
the insertion of a cartridge.

RECOGNIZED BY ART.

As has been lately said in one of the maga-
zines, the most ardent admirers of the bicycle

have never dared to claim that it could ex-

pect to be recognized by that high and mighty
arbiter of art, the Royal Academy. Yet in

the recent exhibition a Royal Academician

showed a woman and her wheel on one of his

canvases, and, strange to say, the picture was
prominently hung, being neither skyed nor

floored.

CORUSCATIONS.

A bearing loveth a cheerful oiler.

There is many a slip 'twixt the cup and the

cone.

A creepy tire gives the rider a crawly sen-

sation.

Puncture proofing is a theory, not a con-

dition.

The cloven ho'of won't fit a pedal—the devil

walks or drives.

Cycle riding may hump the back as well as

straiten the pocket-book.

Skin-deep enthusiasm for cycling would

amount to something if man had an epiderimis

like the elephant.

The point of a clever remark often punc-

tures disastrously the fine-spun fabric of so-

phistry encasing an inflated theory.

WHAT ANKLE ACTION IS.

Once again to answer, What is ankling? By

this is meant the judicious use of the

ankle joint which gives the rider more power,

to say nothing of the improvement in style.

The action co^nsists of dropping the heel as

the pedal comes to the top, which enables one

to push the crank over the dead centre, and

when the pedal reaches the bottom, drop the

toe and pull back the pedal with a clawing

action. It is best to practice this when rid-

ing slowly at first, exaggerating somewhat
the necessary motion of the foot, when you
will find that you can push the po<lal effective-

ly more than half the circle.

MANY SO EDUCATED.

If education is a "drawing-out" the wheel-

man who has his leg pulled receives a lesson

in finance.

Mr. Potter Makes a Sweeping Charge Against

the Accuracy of the Ne-w York
Papers.

Unless it bears his personal seal and sig-

nature and is supported by corroborative af-

fidavits it will hereafter be unsafe to believe

any utterance attributed to Isaac B. Potter

which may be printed in a New York paper.

It is difficult to believe that such reputable

men as Stackhouse, of the "Tribune,''

Wilson, of the "Press," Masterson, of

the "Sun," Gerrie, of the "Herald," Lee, of

the "World," or Vogell, of the "Post," have

been guilty of systematic "faking," of the

publication of deliberate untruths. But while

in Chicago, Mr. Potter made such a sweep-
ing statement to that effect, that no managing
editor, who values the reputation of his paper,

can well afford to let the assertion pass with-

out inserting a probe.

The "Chicago Evening Post" leads up to

the matter in this wise:

"From O. P. Wilson, in the East, comes the

positive declaration that I. B. Potter has an-

nounced himself as a candidate for re-elec-

tion as president of the L. A. W. That much
has been suspected all along by local cyclists,

but there may not be as much truth in it as

would appear. Mr. Potter, when here recent-

ly, said that he was accustomed to see long

interviews credited to himself in the New
York papers when he had no recollection of

having uttered the statements. He explained

how this could happen by telling how his

cronies would often come into his offlce and
say: 'Potter, what have you to say about such

and such a thing?' T would tell them,' said

the league executive, 'to go ahead and say

anything that they wished, as they were per-

fectly familiar with my views.' So some man
may have set Potter's ball rolling unknown to

the Easterner. Mr. Potter distinctly said

while here that he had not announced himself

as a candidate."

It is an old dodge of the politician to shift

responsibility for printed utterances by claim-

ing that he had been misquoted or misunder-

stood, but it is seldom that any of them have

entered such a general repudiation of any-

thing and everything that may have appeared

or may appear as that entered by Mr. Potter,

who, of all men, owes everything to the verj-

newspaper men whom he thus places under a

cloud. That he will placate the "boys," as

he calls them, is however reasonably certain.

He will lay back in his chair, "ha-ha" mer-

rily and begin: "Now, George (or Tommy,
or "O. P.,"—Mr. Potter also grows chummy
when he has a point to make"), you know how
it is, you old rascal. I had to toll the Chi-

cage boys something," etc.. etc. It was Pot-

terisms of this nature that set The Wheel
against their author.

As far as Mr. Potter's ambition to succeed

himself is concerned, Mr. Potter has sent word
to Till-: Whhki. by one of his "trusties" that

lie is a candidate. Knowing the shifting pre-

dilections of the goulloman, Tuv. W'mkki,

sought to have him commit his intention to

paper, but, crafty fellow, he refused to do so,

preferring an omi reply, which is easy to re-

pudiate should occasion require.

It is iiarder for au arrested road hog to call

up sympathy than it is for a bicycle to pass

tlirougli tlie eye of a camel.
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EVEN THE GODS.

Vulcan was standing at the door of his

smithy tightening the handle-bar of the front

section of the tandem he had just built for

the Gemini and wondering what new tale he

could invent for next year's trade, so that

lie could continue to sell off his left-over stock

of chain-driven wheels. It was at this mo-
ment that he was aware of Rhadamanthus,

who came rushing toward his shop with a

violence of energy not good in one so old and

so wheezy.

Vulcan looked up to greet him and would

have spoken in kindly words, for he did not

know but that he might need the good favor

of the judge of hades at some future time, but

tiiere was that fire in Rhadamanthus's eye

which restrained him to silence.

"You great, thundering, crooked-backed

dunderhead!" roared Rhadamanthus, in a

voice which had angry hoarseness in it. "You
are still at it, are you?"

"What am I at?" asked Vulcan, paraphras-

ing a popular congressional inquiry.

"Queering us gods down in the diaphragm

of the earth!" roared the judge of the dead.

"You are arranging to send us more grief,

are you, you blamed round-backed, lop-eared

bunch of bone and muscle!" and he pointed

vindictively at the wheel.

"If you would comb the foreign phrases out

of your language and tell me what is eating

you," said Vulcan, as he kicked a hot horse-

shoe out where the infant gods passing could

easily find it, attempt to pick it up with

their tires, and come to him for a repair job,

"I would be obliged."

"Eating me!" shrieked the man from below,

"llnough, I should think. Do you know
that since you invented that outrageous

abomination of two wheels and a pair of

pedals the judges down in hades have been

so overworked as to bring about something

like paresis? Why, my poor colleague, Minos,

is going around with wet towels on his head

and calling for ice, while Aeacus went lame

in his mind three days ago and is of no earthly

use to us. Oh, you arc a honey-bird, only

you and your infernal bicycle have fixed it

so that the court docket is crowded with de-

fendants all the time, and we have run out of

punishments. We have been working over-

time for three weeks trying to catch up with

the spring trade since you unloaded that ma-

chine of sin upon us," and he pointed at the

wheel beside the door.

"There is nothing wrong with the bicycle,

you fossil," Vulcan retorted. "Docs the rid-

injj of the wheel bother you so grievously?

You ought to be retired on a pension and let

a young man take your job of judging souls."

"Oh, the wheel, ordinarily, is all right, I

concede." Rhadamanthus said. "We don't

have any kick coming on it as a general

proposition, hut what arc we to do with a

fool who gets out on the thing and bends

over and tries to beat the horses of the sun

around the circuit? Do you know what

Minos and Aeacus and I did la.st week?"

Vulcan said he didn't.

"We spent the entire time addling our

braini to scheme up new and adc<|uate pun-

islimcnt for the jackass who had started down
the way at a clip that bested the speed of

Pegasus, only to run down the second of

Lcda's children, to jar Jove himself ofT his

feet at a bad crossing, to cripple Minerva ait.

to rush square across the abdomen of Apoilo.

We let Sisyphus have a rest from his rock-

rolling and set this fellow at the job, but

the first thing we knew he was sitting on top

of the stone and whooping down hill on it

and yelling to the other lost souls to look

out or he would run tlieni down, for his feet

were over the handle-bars. We tried the

punishment of Ixion on him, but it was no

good. Three minutes after he had been

bound to the wheel he howlea out that he

wanted a cyclometer to see how far he had to

go to get another vestful of century bars

—

sweaterful, I think he said, but we don't use

sweaters in our country of hades, you know.

"We three have looked up all the prece-

dents we could find for peculiar and atrocious

punishment, and have tried everyone of such

on this brand of sinners
—

'scorchers' they call

themselves—but there is nothing adequate to

their proper punishment. Minos thought at

first that sentencing the scorchers to eternal

inflation with the hottest air, using their own
pneumatic pumps to force it into their veins

might be worth trial, but when we looked at

the book and counted up their sins, it seemed a

poor and paltry sort of punishment. Then
Aeacus suggested that we establish as a stand-

ard of penalty for foolish and reckless cycling

the persistent tearing apart of offenders and

the mending of them with cement and tire

tape, only to tear them to pieces and mend
them some more.

"At first this seemed to us a half-decent

sort of squaring of scores, but it didn't seem

to do any good, and so we abandoned it and

offered a prize for a scheme which would pro-

vide fitting punishment for scorchers. Every

devil in the land of fire offered a proposition

and we let them practice on the last bunch

of idiotic park riders received in the works,

but although some genius was manifested, as

in the case of the fiend who mentioned the

plan of putting sharp spikes on the saddles

and pedals and then obliging the villains to

force their machines up a very hard hill, still

the affair did not seem to offer a good solu-

tion. Minos got so bothered about it that the

last politician who arrived was sentenced by

him to a life of living fire instead of being

called upon to read the views of mayoralty

aspirants from morning to night, and this

weak and minor punishment so worried him

as to necessitate a vacation.

"Then Aeacus got to giving out a measly

and one-horse brand of justice, because of his

disappointment in not being able to devise

anything severe enough for the wild and weird

idiot who bends over his handle-bars and

chases through parks and city streets, running

down all who may dare to cross his path. Oh,
I assure you there have been hot times in the

land of Pluto since this infernal invention of

yours brought out that new fashion of sin

called scorching, and my errand here is to

tell you, the fabricator of the miserable de-

vice, that you will either have to invent some

appropriate torture machine to go with the

wheel or you will have to take the thing off

the market."

And Rhadamanthus shook his fist in Vul-

can'.s face to emphasize his words and turned

and hurried for his throne in the nether world,

being satisfied that the plea.sant day had fairly

loaded his docket with the names of offenders

against reason, decency and popular senti-

ment.

TOO MUCH FOR HIM.

He was a mighty wrestler, but he quailed

at the foe before him.

It is said that no coward can be a good
wrestler, but this man had never yet been

thrown, and, besides, fear is something that

cannot always be counted upon.

He had entered upon the struggle with no

craven-heartcdness, but his confidence had

been bom of ignorance.

He was now realizing the hopelessness of

his task, and his heart began to sink.

Large beads of dew bespangled his brow

and trickled down his nose.

These spangles were soon joined by tears

—tears of mortification—salt, hot, blinding

tears of rage and fear.

He was tired.

For hours his huge muscles had been in

violent activity with every rise and fall.

His teeth had been perceptibly filed—so

forcefully had he gritted them.

Ah!

He has fallen.

With an agonized groan he sank to the

ground and hid his face.

It was a sad, sad moment.

Above him reposed the victor, calm in the

hour of triumph—the bargain-counter bicycle,

the repairs upon which the powerful man had

wrestled with in vain.

REFORM AT HOME.

It seems strange that such a large proportion

of riders do not seem to understand that the

rule of the road applies to cycles as well as to

other carriages. Indeed, owing to the greater

speed at which cycles travel than horses, it is

almost more necessary that cyclists should

observe the rule of the road Smong them-

selves than that those in charge of horse

traffic should observe it. The rider who is

overtaking another has a right to expect that

the man in front will keep to the right when

he hears the bell behind him, and if every one

would do so there would be fewer collisions

and spills.

INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL VASELINING.

Few riders there are who do not know the

rust preventive qualities of vaseline, and in

consequence keep handy a pot of the petro-

leum product. Here, however, is a new vase-

line virtue on the authority of one who speaks

from experience, and who says that half a

spoonful of pure vaseline swallowed on the

fiist symptoms of a cold becoming manifest,

will completely ward it off. Pure vaseline is

not unpleasant to take, being absolutely taste-

less. It should be taken the last thing. at

night.

LUBRICATING A CHAIN.

Place in a jar one part of spermaceti, one

part paraffin-wax, two parts mutton tallow

and three parts Russian tallow. Melt in the

oven, and then add a small quantity of plum-

bago, constantly stirring the mixture until it

is set. Thoroughly clean your chain, and

apply a small (luantity of the lubricant to the

inner side, and you will find it will run

smoothly and noiselessly, no matter how deep

the mud and slush your winter excursions

may carry you through.
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YOU KNOW
Now what our 1898 line is—our announcement has given you a
general idea of it—a bird's-eye view, as it were. Taken as a

whole, it is certainly unsurpassed. The more you study the de-

tails of the individual models, the more you will be impressed
with their superiority. The more you reflect on the advantages
of the Columbia line over all others as a marketable product, the
more desirous you will become to secure the agency. It is a line

whose qualities and prices appeal to all classes. The prospective
bicycle purchaser is sure to find something to suit his taste and
pocketbook in the store of the Columbia dealer.

ITS WISE
To sell a line of bicycles that are more widely known than any
others—headed by a wheel whose first appearance created national

interest among the press and public—supplemented by other

models unequaled in their respective grades—all this is embodied
in the

COLUMBIA,
STANDARD OF THE WORLD.

It will pay you to continue watching this page.

POPE MANUFACTURING CO.,

HARTFORD, CONN.

If Columbias are not properly represented in your vicinity, let us know.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

oJPf
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VOTO
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LOOK AT THIS LOZIER LIVE!

It is needless to remark that despite a re-

duction in price, H. A. Lozier & Co. have

ktpt their Cleveland and Westfield bicycles

to the standards which have made them so

desirable as an agent's assets. The first par-

ticulars of the '98 models are now seeing the

light, but at this time only the principal points

may be briefly enumerated, as follows: Flush

joints throughout, overhanging sprockets,

internal handle-bar fastener, new crank-fasten-

ers, hollow axles, simplified arrangement for

spoking rear wheel and improved self-oiling

bearings with new system of adjustments.

'

This last feature is the latest invention of

Geo. A. Burwell, mechanical engineer and

general superintendent of the Lozier factories.

More complete description, with illustrations,

are promised later.

The tendency in the direction of lower list

prices has produced conditions promptly met

by the firm, and the new models are listed at

$50, $(i5 and $75. A special racer, which will

list at |100, will also in all probability be built,

but details concerning this machine are not

yet public property.

well bearings, Cleveland chains and inter-

changeable sprockets are the features, and in

style and finish they will be equal to the best

Cleveland types. Model 36, diamond frame,

is built upon the .sanie lines as the famous

model 29 of '97. Cleveland cross-thread tires

and Wheeler saddles will be the regular equip-

ment.

The agitation of the enclosed chain idea has

stimulated preparations for a good trade in

Cleveland gear-cases, which last season met

with a very flattering reception. Improve-

ments have been made, and they will be sold

to the trade at a pric^ corresponding to the

reduction in general list.

son of '97 was well advanced, and only about

G,000 wheels were put up at that point. The
capacity has now been brought up to that at

Toledo, which makes a combined output'.qf

40o wheels every ten hours.

S^

The $50 wheel, models 35 and 36, are ex-

ceptionally fine bicycles, and will be the ex-

clusive product of the Westfield factory. Bur-

Regarding the reduction in prices, Mr. H.

A. Lozier, Jr., general manager of the Lozier

interests, has expressed himself as follows:

"While we have been prompt in meeting the

changed conditions of trade, we shall curtail

no expense where the quality of our product

is affected. Our $50 wheel is better value to-

day than we could have given two years ago

at double the price. We expect to more than

double our output and we will sell every wheel

we can make.

"As regards manufacturing capacity, we did

not start our Westfield factory until the sea-

"Our wheels are sold to regular bicj-cle

dealers only; we do not make a jobbing line

nor do we have any dealings, directly or indi-

rectly, with department stores. Any one fa-

miliar with the history of the bicycle trade

will acknowledge that the success of this

house has been phenomenal and due entirely

to the fact that the bicycles built at their fac-

tory are just what is claimed for them—'on

the square.'
"

Lozier & Co. are recognized leaders in the

foreign trade, and have made a study of the

requirements of European countries, and, be-

ing on the ground, know what is needed. The
foreign specifications convert the American
bicycle into quite another article; special mud-
guards, special tires, special brakes and a half-

dozen other special equipments are all neces-

sary to satisfy the tastes of riders in the vari-

ous countries. The 1898 roadster for Euro-

pean and other foreign trade, with all its extra

construction, is listed at $100.

JOBBERS OF BICYCLES!
We are making, in addition to our well-known

United Stales Bicycles, a line of

STRICTLY HIGH-GRADE, HONESTLY-BDILT BICYCLES

FOR JOBBERS.

They are of a finer grade than any bicycles ever sold to large job-

bers, and our prices are within the reach of the largest jobbers for their

best machine.

Chicago Stamping Company,
ARTHUR A. TAYLOR.

Mgr. Jobbers" l>cpartment.

HARRISON, GREEN. PEORIA and CONGRESS STS ,

CHICAGO.
Kindly mrniion The Wheel.
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MEN'S MODEL
(with pommel)

1. Medium size, width of seat, 8X '"•

3. Large size, width of seat, 9 in.

4. Small size, for boys,

width of seat, IH \n.

BOTTOM VIEW OF No. 3

€bri$iy

Saddks
IMPROVED
MODELS
FOR 1898.

THE Christy Anatomical Saddle has
been recognized by the riders and
is confirmed by testimonials from

the leading physicians and surgeons of

the country as the only correct anatomi-
cal saddle on the market, and the only

one that positively prevents saddle in-

jury.

The new 1898 models show many
improvements. All the models are now
made with a continuous wire spring,

which greatly simplifies the construc-

tion, strengthens the entire saddle and
does away with any possible jolting or

jarring. The cushions are upholstered

with the finest curled hair, molded to

the proper form, and always retain their

elasticity and shape.

The Christy saddle for 1898 has re-

ceived the indorsement of the leading

and largest manufacturers of bicycles

in America, and will be used by them
this year as a regular equipment, with-

out extra charge.

A. G. SFALDINI} i BEOS.
NEW YORK CHICAGO

PHILADELPHIA WASHINGTON

Agents, when ordering their bi-

cycles, should insist that they come
fitted with Cliristy Saddles. Chris-

ty Saddles are recognized as the
highest price and highest grade
saddles made, and agents will find

that they help them in selling their

bicycles.

Price, $5.00

A special price to the
trade will be fur-

nished upon appli°
cation.

Klncllv nu-iitinn 'riu- Wlu-cl.

No. 8—7 1-2 incli

WOMEN'S MODEL
No. (without pommel)

8. Small Size, for girls,

width of seat, 7H i".

9. Large size, width of seat, 9 in.

BOTTOM VIEW OF No. 9,

miUPIMUJ^^'JMIi' iU 'Fli i l^'H
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ELMORE

BICYCLES

are still giving

that satisfaction

for which they

ARE NOTED . . .

Dealers are

Satisfied.

Riders are

Satisfied.

They are made RIGHT.

Drop US a line and

we will give you the

address of our near-

est agent, or such

other information

as you may desire.

••••

Elmore Mfg. Co

CLYDE, OHIO
Kindly mcniion The Wheel.

AGENT-ATTRACTING.

The Ariel Cycle Mfg. Co., Goshen, Ind.,

have gone gunning for agents. The quality

of their ammunition seems effective and

should score a full measure of bull's-eyes.

"In view of the changed condition in the

trade," says the Ariel circular, "we find deal-

ers willingly talcing to the policy we have ad-

vocated, that of selling fewer makes of bicy-

cles. We do not oblige our agents to sell

.\riel wheels only, but know that those who

."Started with Ariels and continued to sell them

have proven successful, while many who have

endeavored to handle a great many different

makes have failed. Serious consideration on

this line will reveal the fact that constant

identity with a certain line of goods year after

year is the most valuable advertisement.

"In order to place our theory on a practical

basis we have provided a full and complete line,

so that an agent need not go outside our com-

pany to procure his entire stock. By glanc-

ing over the enclosed list you will see the

completeness of the line. To those unfam-

iliar with our goods and mode of doing busi-

ness we can only impress upon you the fact

that we have been making wheels for the past

eight years, and intend that it shall be a per-

manent business, and therefore cannot afford

to allow the shipment of any wheels unless ab-

solutely perfect. We invite an honest com-

parison with the very best. It is but justice

to you and fairness to us that you allow us

to prove the high merit of our goods.

"The bane of a dealer's experience is the

complaints he receives from riders, and the

expense of keeping wheels in repair. We
wish to state that while the period of guaran-

tee has been reduced to sixty days, yet the

matter was of slight importance to us, for the

reason that whether a guarantee existed or

not we would yet feel responsible for the

wheels of our manufacture, and again for the

reason that the expense for keeping up the

Ariel repairs has been so very slight in the past

year that we were not compelled to resort to

protect ourselves by an evasion of the guar-

antee.

"We feel you would be benefited by an al-

liance with us. We want your trade, and if

secured will do all in our power to retain it.

If desired we will be pleased to put you in

communication with any number of our agents

who have been more than successful with our

wheels. We would solicit your investigation

for we feel sure it will lead to just what you

are looking for."

The Ariel line, as was previously stated in

The Wheel, comprises adults wheels at $40,

Ifiit, $()(), $75 and IS.*), and juveniles at $40.

The line is very complete and, as is well

known, no wheel is better appearing or is

built more conscientiously than that turned

out by the Goshen factory.

THIS SHOULD FETCH THEM.

"Strictly high-grade ladies' and gents' bi-

cycles" are offered now for $16 apiece by an

East Side bargain-counter emporium. Any
strictly high-grade lady or gent certainly

ouglit to he able to raise as much as that,

without mortgaging an overcoat.

PUNCTURIZBD PERSIFLAGE.

"Glad to meet you," said the Man to the

Small Puncture.

•Yes?"

"Yes; I have been looking for you all over."

IMPROVED, BUT COSTS NO MORE.

While the '9S Christy saddle, which is this

week being shown by A. G. Spalding & Bros.,

retains the form oi previous models, it has

nevertheless undergone several minor altera-

tions which assure additional comfort to its

users. The frame has been strengthened and
the use of a continuous wire spring both
strengthens and simplifies matters, not to

mention the added comfort which it affords.

Christy Continuous Spring.

The Christy this year will be confined to

five styles, of different widths, varying suffi-

ciently to suit all riders. The men's models
will come in three numbers or three sizes. No.
1, medium; No. 3, large; No. 4, small, for

Women's Model.

boys. The women's models are No. 8, small,

and No. 9, large. The women's saddles have
no pommels.

Last year's price, $5, will be maintained and
the fact tli.nt live of flic best known firms in

Mi.!r_ .MuJcl.

the country have made prominent adoption

of the saddle is proof that it is a most desir-

a))lc feature and talking point.

L
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BICYCLE BAIT CARRYING.

They were in the smoking compartment of

the Pullman trying to while away time. Said

the man in the far corner, as he assumed it to

be his turn:

"I had gone out to a Wisconsin lake I used

often to frequent w^hen I was a boy to do a

little fishing. Well, when I got out to the

best place I saw something ahead of me which

I had to look at twice before I could make
sure that I was alive.

"There sat a man on a wheel. He wore
some old clothes, but I swear to you he was
sitting there casting out his line and drawing

in fish. He had several good bites while I

was flhere. His can of bait hung on the

handle-bar, and he seemed to be as completely

at home in his fishing as he would if he had

been sitting in the old-fashioned way.

"I said to myself: 'It's no use. There is no
way of fishing as we used to. We must fish

from wheels,' and as I had no wheel and

couldn't have balanced myself on one if I had,

I withdrew."

By the profundity of the listeners' silence

it was self-evident that there was none to say

him nay when the premier liar's honors were

to be apportioned. He was easily the winner.

LET TBB FROST PALL.

Reputable wheelmen should frost the nox-

ious plant of rowdyism wherever it pre-

sumes to sprout. A man is often judged by

the company he keeps, hence, if wheelmen
countenance the presence of toughs and

drunks at their meets and gatherings, they

cannot justly complain when the great public,

too busy to distinguish, forms an opinion of

the whole from the most conspicuous group.

It is the law of society that a debased few

will always drive out the better many from a

neighborhood or an organization, unless gar-

roted betimes themselves.

League members are not expected to reach

Y. M. C. A. standards; bicycle gatherings are

not expected to smack of the camp-meeting

—

but the line should be drawn this side of

rowdyism. There is plenty of room between

for reasonable fun.

CARS AND CYCLES.

During the last twenty years the improve-

ments in railroads have been remarkable, but

they must be more remarkable in the next

twenty. A twenty-two or twenty-three pound
bicycle will carry a one hundred and fifty-

pound man at high speed, but for every one

hundred and fifty-pound man the vestibule

train must carry a dead weight of between

three thousand and four thousand pounds.

Now, as the bicycle is a practical machine,

the train must be unnecessarily heavy; and if

there is such a discrepancy in one important

point may not an equal discrepancy exist in

other important points?

IT IS DIFFERENT THEN.

"The fall," said Miss Gush, "is such a

charming season that I should like to have a

fall the year round."

"Oh," said Wobblesome, as he shifted his

position in search of ease from recently re-

ceived bruises, "then it is evident that you

never tried to teach yourself how to ride a

bicycle."

AN EVEN BREAK.

"Them pants is too short." said a rural

rider, who was bargaining for a pair of knick-

erbockers in Baxter street.

"But dey vill stretch, my frent; dey vill

stretch. Yust hang veights on de legs und

stretdh dem efery night; dot keeps de pags

out of de knees."

"They are too dark," continued the wheel-

man.

"Dark," said the dealer. "Vat matter ish

dot? De color ish not fast, und dey vill fade

three shades in two days."

"They are too wide," objected the rider,

and the accommodating dealer in accommo-
dating garments said:

"Veil, ven you strech dem de long vay ton't

dey get shmaller sidevays? De more you

vears dem de better dey fits you."

"Look at that big grease spot," said the

particular buyer.

"Oh, dot's notings," said the dealer. "You
vill haf dem all ofer bysickle crease in less as

von veek. I drow off den cents for dot spot.

You take dem for a tollar forty."

He took t'hem.

HARD TO CONQUER.

"I fell in love with her at first sight, but it

took a full month of close attention before we

arrived at a perfectly satisfactory mutual un-

derstanding."

"One month? Why some people take years,

and
"

"Well, they must be dunces. The worst

part of it all was that, although I had the upper

hand, as it were, she managed to down me ten

times out of ten; and I'm not so sure but what

it was eleven times out of ten."

"You astonish me. Can it be possible

that
"

"Then another little matter that used to

cause considerable bloodshed (all of which

was, of course, furnished by this deponent)

was her confounded obstinacy. You see
"

"Wait. Stop. Not another word until I re-

cover from my surprise. Bloodshed? Downed
you eleven times out of ten? Why, what kind

of a girl is she anyhow?"
"Girl? I never said a word about any girl.

I'm talking about my new bicycle."

WOES OF THE BRANNIGANS.

"Mrs. Brannigan," said the good, kind lady

who makes it her mission in life to help the

poor, "I hear that your husband had been out

of work for a long time, and that you were

greatly in need of the necessities of life, so I

took the liberty of bringing you this basket

of food."

"Sure, mum," said the poor woman, "it's

little food we hov, but phwat it is we gits

along with. That's not worryin' av us. Th'

wakely installments on our boysicklcs bees

tree wakes overdue, an' we do be afeard that

the agent will saze thim. Thot's our throuble,

mum."

EVER THUS.

"I've often noticed," said Mr. BuIIpups,

"that the woman who won't believe anything

her husband tells her, if he happens to come

home a little late, will take stock in every

blamed word in the first bargain-counter ad-

vertisement which promises a $100 bicycle for

$14.83."

EDUCATING ALL PEOPLE.

Consider for a moment the educat-

ing influence of inquiring cycle tour-

ists, let loose at every cross-road,

to whom no place is distant and no in-

formation indifferent. Whenever in history

did so many people know the towns and roads

of their county. State and country, and even

of the whole world, as at this time?

By this is meant not only that they

read who run, but that they make
others read. The countryman who is

proverbially ignorant of distances, direc-

tions and localities has a million teachers

in those who ply him with questions, and they

leave behind them a wealth of signboards

which must ever after be his daily textbooks.

His geographical range had hitherto extended

beyond his neighborhood only at one point

—

the nearest railroad town.

But now he is driven to know—and the in-

formation is hammered and clinched—that

towns 20, 5u, or 100 miles away lie in this or

that direction, are precisely so far, have or

have not hills and sandy stretches between,

and above all must know what towns are on

the way and what are not.

THE POPULAR CONVEYANCE.

Las't week the City Engineering Depart-

ment of Rochester, as part of a basis for es-

timating the wearing qualities of different

kinds of asphalt, stationed men at four

points in the city where the traffic is largest,

land a count was made of the vehicles passing

between 9 a. m. and 7 p. m. It was not sur-

prising that there were more bicycles than

other vehicles, but it was hardly expected that

the bicycles would outnumber the carriages

and wagons almost two to one. At one point

1,146 bicycles were counted and C92 carriages,

at another 5,115 bicycles and 2,205 carriages,

at a third, 7,041 bicycles and 3,571 carriages,

and at the fourth 2,833 bicycles and 1,894 car-

riages.

KEEP THEM PUMPED UP.

In the off season, when wheels are not rid-

den as often as they really should be, tires

should be kept inflated, and as they have a

knack of deflating themselves, it would be as

well to look to them now and again during

the prescribed period of rest, and reinfiate if

necessary. A machine standing on deflated

tires is apt to damage and cause them to

crack, if left any length of time. There is also

danger of the rubber or fabric shriveling if

the machine is kept in a warm place with the

tires not sufficiently inflated.

MAYBE THIS IS SO.

"There are no circumstances under which
nmrder is exactly justifiable," said the lawyer

thoughtfully, "but, if you are trying to take a

lady across the Boulevard and a little whip-

per-snapper on a bicycle comes chasing along

and yells: 'Get out of the way, there!' with

the accent on the "Get," I feel safe in saying

that you can kill him without the slightest

danger of getting anything more serious than

a verdict of justifiable homicide."

PROVING HIS THEORY.

"The philosophy of cycling," observed

Thcophilus Greathcad, as he emptied the last

of the tire-repairing fluid into the bearings, "is

to know the proper thing to do to a wheel and

then not to do it."
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A STCDY FROM THE SAUDLE.

The writing of this paper has been inspired

by a debate recently lield at the literary so-

ciety of my native town on the question, "Re-

solved: that the bicycle is a nobler animal

than the horse." In order to speak for the

negative with proper authority, I have spent

some weeks m completely addicting myself

to the use of the horse. I find that the dif-

ference between the horse and the bicycle is

greater than I had supposed.

The horse is entirely covered with hair; the

bicycle is not. In riding a horse the perform-

er finds that the pedals in which he puts his

feet will not allow of proper ankle action. He

will observe, however, that there is a saddle

in which—especially while the horse is trot-

ting—he is expected to seat himself from time

to lime. But it is simpler to ride standing

up, with the feet in the pedals.

There are no handks to a horse, but the

'96 model has a string to each side of its face

for turning its head when there is anything

you want it to see.

Coasting on a good horse is superb, but

should be under control. I have known a

horse to suddenly begin to coast with me

about two miles from home, coast down the

main street of my native town at a terrific

rate, and finally coast through a platoon of

the Salvation Army into its livery stable.

I cannot honestly deny that it takes a good

deal of physical courage to ride a horse. This,

however, I have. I get it at about forty cents

a flask, and take it as required.

I find that, in riding a horse up the long

street of a country town, it is not well to pro-

ceed at a trot. It excites unkindly comment.

It is better to let the horse walk the whole

distance. This may be made to seem natural

by turning half round in the saddle, with the

hand on the horse's back, and gazing intently

about two miles up the road. It then appears

that you are the first in of about fourteen

men.

Since learning to ride, I have taken to notic-

ing the things that people do on horseback in

books. Some of these I can manage, but

most of them are entirely beyond me. Here,

for instance, is a form of equestrian perform-

ance that every reader will recognize, and for

which I have only a despairing admiration:

"With a hasty gesture of farewell, the rider

srt spurs to his horse and disappeared in a

cloud of dust."

With a little practice in the matter of ad-

justment, I think I could set spurs to any size

of horse, but I could never disappear in a

cloud of dust—at least, not w-ith any guaran-

tee of remaining disappeared whni the du.st

cleared away.

Merc, however, is one that I certainly can

do:

"The bridle-rein dropped from Lord Evcr-

iird's listle»» hand, and, with his head bowed
upon his bosom, he suffered his horse to move

1 f ;\ pace up the sombre avenue. Deep
:,;.it, he heeded not the movement of

the steed which bore him."

That is, he looked as if he didn't, but in my
. asc Lord livcrard has his eye on the steed

pretty closely, just the same.

Ttiis next I am doubtful about:

"'To horse! to horse!' cried the knight,

.md leaped into the saddle."

I think I could manage it if it read:

" 'To horse!' cried the knight, and, snatch-

ing a step-ladder from the hands of his trusty

attendant, he climbed into the saddle."

As a concluding remark, I may mention

that my experience of riding has thrown a

very interesting sidelight upon a rather puz-

zling point in history. It is recorded of the

famous Henry the Second that he was "al-

most constantly in the saddle, and of so rest-

less a disposition that he never sat down, even

at meals. " I had hitherto been unable to un-

derstand Henry's idea about his meals, but I

think I can appreciate it now.
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A FABLE.

Two wise serpents once engaged in a dis-

cussion regarding the value of the chainless

principle as applied to cycle propulsion. After

arguing for days without accomplishing any-

thing, they resolved to appeal tor advice to

the owl. That bird was editing a cycle paper,

and the snakes quite naturally, therefore, be-

lieved that he would settle the question with

neatness and dispatch.

After listening to them patiently, the owl

told them to return in a week and receive the

answer. At the appointed time the reptiles

were on hand, and so was the owl, who spoke

as follows:

"I have studied on this question a great

deal and have reached this conclusion: If I

answer rightly I will get no credit for the

decision. Should I make a mistake, I would
receive all the blame. True wisdom consists

in silence. I shall therefore remain silent on
the matter."

Moral: Say nothing, but saw wood; or, talk

isn't cheap; or, many "authorities" have no

opinion to express until they see how the cat

is going to jump.

MISSING TIDBITS.

"Dog," said the cannibal king, in his anger

tearing up a palm tree and furiously fanning

his features with one of the leaves, "what have

you to-day with which to appease my ap-

petite?"

The chef stood silent.

"Speak!" thundered the king. "Have you

no tongue, you villainous knave?"

"Sire," answered the chef, cringing as low

as good form and his balance would permit,

"I have a tongue, but tiu' majesty of your im-

perial presence palsied its powers for the

nonce. For meat we have an around-the-

world-on-a-bicycle tourist a la mode."

"Slave!" again thumlcred His Royal Nibs,

"you may "

The chef was still actively engaged in cring-

ing.

"Bring me a small help of tin- brain, if you

can find any."

With a sad smile the chef K-ft im his im-

possible quest.

WISE WINTER WEIGHTS.

It should not be forgotten that in winter

riding the machine is subjected to a heavier

strain than in the summer, and a light wheel

must suflfcr. Ploughing through mud, bump-
ing over frost -har<lencd ruts, an<l the action

of the weather, all put a machine to a severe

test. Kvcn a .')0-pound machine will be found

none Ion hravv for constant winter work.

AN AWFUL SIGHT.

The evening was charming. On both sides

of the wide street happy parents sat on their

vine-covered porches, chatting with one an-

other, or watching the groups of little folks

who danced about on the velvety lawns in

front, sometimes dashing across the street to

visit a neighbor's children, or chasing one

another down its length in an exciting game
of "tag."

Suddenly a thrill of terror spread from

house to house. With a loud shout of warn-

ing a father dashed down his front steps and

clasped a laughing, toddling babe. He flung

it backwards towards its agonized mother,

who, with trembling limbs and ashen face,

was trying to drag herself down the walk. In

a second he had seized another child and

turned to flee.

"Too late," he moaned, and stood still, as if

paralyzed by the sight before him.

In the meantime shriek after shriek from

the children brought other parents to the res-

cue of their darlings. With white, set faces

they were rushing forward, facing the horror

that was almost upon them in their brave and

frantic efforts to save their helpless little ones.

In a few moments the street was deserted.

The horror and silence had it all to them-

selves, as. slowly, and with unexpected turn-,

ings, with fierce lurchings to this side, with

sudden jerks to the other, the Beginner and

his Bicycle passed up the avenue.

FOR THE FAMILY HONOR.

Cold gusts blew througti the autumn foli-

age in the park. All nature was in the sear

and yellow leaf. Tl.e forlorn girl paced the

bridge and looked longingly into the dark

flood which eddied about the rocks.

"I would not have cared," she sighed, "for

I am young and strong, and the loss of my
position in the stenographic factory will be

only a temporary misfortune. But they—oh,

it is too much for them to bear. They do

need them—oh, so badly."

The rocks still permitted the water to

eddy.
" 'Tis cruel," she sighed, "yet Mr. Sprocket

is a man of business. He would be kind, and

perchance I might learn to love him. I must

do it. The thought of my poor, dear parents

losing all they have paid on those wheels

drives me to madness."

So it was that Miss Punchie Key, the type-

writer, married the cycle agent who had sold

her parents bicycles on the installment plan.

WHAT AILED HIM ?

"Stand back!" exclaimed the policeman to

the crowd, who had gathered round the man
on the ground. "Stand back and give him

air!"

And the bystanders ;iccf)inm(>datinKly stood

back, while the man who was down calmly

completed pumping uj) his rear tire.

WORSE THAN THE OLD SCRATCH.

It is about time for whidtncn to tirag out

the flannel shirts and hammer down the

scratches that grow on them.

LEGITIMATE ARGUMENT.

"My opinion is that cycling is on its last

legs."

"What's the odds as long as its legs last?"
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EMBLEMS OF SPEED.

The bicycle is a fascinator. Even at rest,

it's a thing of beauty. It has the attractive

points of a race horse. It carries with it sucli

an air of goitivity. There's one now standing

against the curb. A steel skeleton on two

w'heels, one pedalized. A simple bit of ex-

quisitely adjusted mechanism.

Strength, beauty and compactness combin-

ed. An epitome of grace. A suggestion of

whiz. Fit emblem of distance anni'hilation,

even in its present state of absolute inertia.

You look at a horse. A clean limbed, cock-

eared, fiery-eyed racer. Standmg by that same

curb, if you like. There's speed emblemized,

you say. No wonder about that. Those limbs

are nervously restive. The pointed ears re-

spond to every sound. The eye almost flashes

with keen optic perception. There's the spas-

modic swish of the tail. There's the impatient

toss of the head. There's the variation of the

cervical arch.

A nervous shiver at even an insect's touch.

Now a sniiT, a snort or a whinny. Every in-

stant reveals a suggestion of motion. Of an

innate desire to go. No womder the horse

reveals its possibilities. He's all a-quiver

with the latent spirit to go. Of course one

thinks go at the sight of him. There's every-

• thing to suggest go. An imprisoned horse is

a picture of intense animation. His speed

possibilities are not wondered over.

But the bicycle! Not a hair's breadth move-

ment in any part. Not the tremor of a spoke-

wire. Absolute inertia in every minutest part.

Yet what a thrill of go is suggested by this

inertia. Fetch a Zulu from Darkest Africa,

who never saw a bicycle. Who, maybe,

never saw a wheel of any sort. Not even a

barrow wheel. Confront him with a bicycle.

He would instinctively fathom its purpose.

He would instantly begin a calculation of its

possibilities.

So would he at the first sight of a horse.

But in the fatter case the perception would be

assisted by the animal's animation and clear-

ly restrained impulse. Yet the bicycle would

suggest go without a motivic sign. Thus has

art excelled nature in one sense. Thus has

ingenuity rivaled creative wisdom. Isn't it

wonderful! The bicycle, the horse. There

they stand. Each the respective emblem of

the human and divine. Emblem of swiftivity.

Which convinces the benighted Zulu the

quicker? I wouldn't bet. But just consider

the advantages of the horse. He is fairly

haloed o'er with a quiver of speedfulness.

The polar star isn't stiller than the bicycle by

the curb. With all this handicap, the bicycle

is the steed's rival. Possible that this hasn't

struck you ever, as you passed the wheel at

the curb, that nervy compound of steel, rub-

ber and enamel? Where are your thoughts

when you pass along the way? On some pretlj-

face under some pretty hat.-^

Stack Atto.

SHE WAS AN ANTIQUE.

"There's one thing I like about these bicy-

cle riding women," said Mudhcd. "They don't

attempt to hide their age. Miss Miles told

me frankly to-day that she had rounded out a

century some time ago."

But the misguided man had mistaken cy-

clometer measurement of miles for a calendar

record of years.

WOES OF WISE MEN.

And it came to pass that Pharaoh sat upon

his throne and he called to him the wise men
of Egypt and spake unto them substantially

as follows:

"Thanksgiving Day approaches apace.

Look you, therefore, and see, ye wise men of

Egypt, what there is to be thankful for and

why we should give thanks."

And the wise men communed with them-

selves and one replied:

"O King, live forever!"

"Go'od advice," replied Pharaoh to the wise

man. And then he turned to the royal scribe

who kept the record of the monarch's engage-

ments and said, "Remind me to live forever."

Then to the wise man he added:

"Pardon my interruption. Now go on with

your rat-killing."

"The ruler of the mighty empire of Egypt

and the people whose bliss it is to dwell in

the sunshine of his presence should be thank-

ful that the bicycle has not yet been invented,

and that the fat woman astride thereof does

not yet blot the fair landscape."

"An excellent cause for thankfulness. Lay
on, Macdufif," added Pharaoh.

"Macdufif, your Majesty?" repeated the wise

man, with a rising inflection in his voice and

eyebrows elevated.

"Macdufif is a chap who has not yet been

invented, either, but that cuts no ice," ex-

plained Pharaoh. "Go on." ».

"An additional cause for thankfulness, O
Son of the Nile, may be found in the fact that

the tiring of chariots with wind-filled bladders

has not yet become popular, and thy servants,

the inhabitants of Egypt, are not crazy with

punctures, their cure, prevention and what

not."

"It occurs to me," remarked Pharaoh when
the wise man paused, "that we are wasting

much valuable time. Why should we be

hunting for reasons for celebrating Thanks-

giving Day when Thanksgiving Day itself

has not been invented? You are a fine set of

wise men not to have thought of that. This

seance is now concluded, and I give you wise

men fair warning that if you don't put more
wisdom on exhibition the next time a display

is scheduled, you can hunt jobs elsewhere."

WORKS BOTH WAYS.

The City of Montreal, which taxes bicycles,

is called on to defend an action for damages
brought by a cyclist. P. D. Ball was riding

his wheel on one of the public streets of the

city when he fell and was severely injured. He
attributes his fall to the bad condition of the

roads and means to find out whether the city

can be made by law to keep good roads. He
sues for $5,700 d;images.

SHE WAS P.\RiLY RIGHT

"Alas," .slie exclaimed, "I shall he thrown

upon my own resomccs."

In order to understand the situation it lias

to be known that she was a novice temporar-

ily forsaken by the teacher.

However, her apprehensions were ground-
less. She w:is thrown upon the b:ick of lu-r

head.

FOOLS AND THEIR FOLLY.

Apart from the ever-present danger of direct

mishap, the practice of carrying a child on a

bicycle is invariably and inevitably fraught

with grave mischief. Medical authorities are

agreed that the vibratory movement to which

a child thus carried is subjected is exceedingly

injurious. There has even been an idea that

an adult suffers discomfort, if not actual harm,

from such vibration. That has been refuted.

But the very disproof of it serves as proof of

injury in the case of an infant passively car-

ried on the machine.

It is well within bounds to say that while

not more than one infant in a thousand thus

carried may come to grief in an actual smash-

up, not more than one in a thousand is likely

to escape more or less serious injury to its

brain and spine and nerves from the move-

ment of the wheel.

Much as the youngsters may apparently

enjoy such an outing, and as fine a show of

parental devotion as it seems to make, the

practice is dangerous to life and limb and

pernicious to health. It should be done away

with, at once and forever, by the common
sense of the proud parent, if possible; if not,

then by the passing everywhere of restrictive

laws regarding the foolish practice.

SHE WAS NO COMPLAINER.

"I tell you, my wife has a good deal of true

grit. We were out riding Sunday, gathering

a stock of 'autumn leaves. She was ahead on

the way home and ran into a deep rut and

had a bad fall. When I came up I found her

sitting on the bag of leaves trying to get her

breath.

"Hullo!" I said facetiously—she isn't a

woman who wants any pity
—

'what are you
doing down there?' What do you suppose she

said?"

"I give it up," said the other man.
" 'Why,' she said: 'You were so slow in

coming that I just thought I'd get ofif and

press these leaves a little!' What do you
think of that?"

SLOW, BUT SURE.

"Why," asked the visiting American, "do
j'ou English always turn to the left on the

road?"

"Because," said the Englishman, "because

it is right."

Eight days afterward the true-born Briton

suddenly scandalized the congregation by
laughing aloud in the midst of the service. It

had just dawned on him that he had perpe-

trated a pun.

SOUNDED RATHER QUEER.

"Hear what Deacon Heavyside said when
his wheel ran away with him and dumped him
off half-way down the long hill on the River-

side?"

"No. Wiiai was it?"

"They say he sat there on the ground and
watcjied the macliine go sliding along down
the hill, and shouted, 'You-go-too-wcll

!'

"

MVl YES.

How i)retty a woman's ankle Kmks in

cycle hosiery acKorliseiiUMil !

SAME OLD GAME.

"Oi course," observed tiie Tandem, as it

leaned against the mantel, "lovers never

scorch."

"I can believe you." replied the Gas Jot. "I

recollect they didn't use to burn much even
ill mv dav."
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RECENT PATENTS.

*} 9 id . 7 5 5 . UCTCLS PRAMK Piuu Jluvou CoMTt oi
muMt. Hm. mtux FlM Dec 13. IIH 8efMl Ha MI.eTT (Mo
oixkl ) Patented id Pruo* Ho 7. IgM. Mo. 842,8(3.

093.O1U. BICTCLE-LAMP dioui Bavku. Nswait. H. J . M ."^g'^.OS!^). MBIMS POa SSCURIHO SFROCUTWHSSLS TG
itgaat to the Harell Muutuluilug CoDpuiy. mat place

22,1396 Senal Ma SS£.Mi (Noaiodel)

PUedlUy

t'ta.m I. Id a bicjda, the combinitton with a rm ninrt fork,
of a thoc carrying the axl* of the propelling wheel and adjusted to
•lide in «aid fork, a threaded •tern for actuating said i.hoe, a notched
nut a> / in engagement with laid item and adapted to partly em-
tir«« the amu of the fork to peraiit u>eaibling of the p»rt«. and a
locking driie* adjiuted to be ioaerted in the rece«ed portion of the
fork, and engaging therewith and adapted to look the free enii« ol"

the fork, nbeuntiall) as tet forth

2 7 813 BICYCLB-8ADDDB. JoiiTiai A. HoifT, Wertborougl^

iUm Piled Aug. 21. INT Semi Ma (4t.0S3. Tens of ptleutl

yatn.

BICYCLESl Own B. Ktrntr, Toledo. Oblo^ uttgnor to Joaepb L
YoM. ame plioe. Piled Mot 12. I8K. Seilil Ma 668.701 (Mn

model)

Cla.m—\ A bicycle-lamp having a globe, with funnel upon the

to^ and oil-cup upon the bottom, and diiidcd rertically upon the

center line, with the two parte formed of sheet meul and united by

a vertical aUnding seam projected radially from the exterior of the

joint, and the Mam notched transversely at the opposite aide* of the

collar to engage a lock upon the oil<up. as and for the purpose set

forth.

5 9'2 OU3. VEHICLE AnACHMEMT FOR BICYCLES Chaiu.£S

CretoRS. Chicago. Ill Fded July 27. 1896. Senal No. 600.728 (No

raodt'l

)

Claim.— 1. In combination »:i ,. .— .. 11 adapted tofito«er

the end of crankshaft A. to be removably secured thereto, and formed

with the exterior thread a, iie sprocket C interiorly threaded to fit

the thread >i, the rrank-shaft A with thread J, and ball-race nut E,

the latter coostitutiug a ball-race and jam-nut. substantially as shown

and described

593,0-4^6. BICYCLE-FRAME NiEi. DaRU Denrer. Cola PUad

Oa 21 1896 Serial Na 609,524. (No model.)

fJiiiM.~~l III combination Mitli -a bicycle-frame, a spring saddle-

bar pivoted to the head, a lug fofmed »ith the bar and fitting in a

slot of the upper brace and a cushion interposed between the lug

and the bottom ol the slot, aa and tor the purpose described.

ddle, substantially as ahown>'lnim.—The design for a bicycle

and described

r. ff -J . H 7 1 . TBLOCIPBDR Burr 0. Utta. Prieiidahip, M. Y.

rUcd Apr 9. 1896 Serial Mo &86.7U. (Mo model)

r>.,»
1 A b..,rl, ,am.r e..i>.i.li,g at a rKepUrl. ths hot-

torn. >ds«a«d smIs ..f .hieb ar. forwi^ of wireft.inM the .Mm be
>a( b.ngKl u. the res, r^aaM U fold .a.ar^ly, the fro.t f„m. .„d
Mde Iftatm having their sa4a basked ae thai they na; b* «a>il) .n
gaged or daengaged to koM Um rec«y4a«U saleaHied or allow it to
be rollspsMi. U< L.tloai brnag bUged to the ftoat sad rur trtmm
to fold «pwsr>tli snd a rUmp for aecanitg the rereptarl* to a b«-y
rU •»Ul.>n(,sll< ••d«~nb*4

ty,„m 1 A vehicle ntuchmcnl for bicycles, comprising a ve

hiclebodv. a frame supporting the same and having a lateral axle,

a wheel secured on the outer end of the axle, a verticallj arraiiRcd

hanger. atUched at iu lower end to the inner end of the carrying

frame, and at its up|wr end to the upper part of the king post, and

means for Kcuring the forward end of said frame to the forward

portion orihebicycle-iraine. .ubiUntiallj a« set forth

003,103. BICYCbB SADDLE. WiLUAi H KiUT. New York.

M Y FUed Oct 22. 1896 Serial No 609.678 (Mo model)

"toiw I A eraok-ekaA bracket comprising an ooter tube or

iiings for the paaiage of the f^ame members and
lube or cylinder forming with the outer lube a

- ket, and provided opposite t^e opeoinp of the
Mter lalM >iih depre*s«d waU or sncksU which raeeivs Ibe ends
of Ike r^aate members. sulalanliallT as set forth

aOS.HBO. COLUPOBU CARRIBK POR nCTCLU RtMm
U. iiun aad Uiraa I Bi/.a> n-w York. M T PIM Feb <
:M7 lenalMo<?l«M (Mo model)

f^tmim 1 The herein described attachment lor birjrlea consist'

ing of lbs uppn snd lower member* designed to provids a housing

for tba sprnrksts and chain thsrsfbr, the sad walls of sack member
being esleaded and provided with rorrugatinrM for •ngagemeot with

•arb other and means. .iilMUnUally as dearribed. for lock log said

sertiooa in aa adiusled |><.<ilinn as ast forth

2 A birycle-tranie consisting of a head, an upper curved brace,

a aaddle-bar attached Iu said head and resting upon said brace, aad

means lor guiding and limiting the movements of the rear cod of the

bar. as specified

093,162. HANDLE FOR CYLES LouB UMlOll, PtUlidelpha,

Pa.. as«l,;oor of one-ball to Janies Howard Lumli, West Ctaertar, Pk

FUed Aug 28. 1896 Scnal No 604.1A7. (No model)

Ciatn 1 .\s s new .irticlc of inanuflicturc. a pneumatic handle

for birrcle*. Ac . the same comprising nii elastic tubular member hav-

ing fomic.l therein a series ol longitudinal radial cells the inner ends

of which are closed while the oiitrreitds terminate in a common pas-

sage, an air-valve on ibe outer rxtrcoiity of *.aid member having

communlcatioD with said comiuoii pAswige.and a hood or shield em-

bracing and protecting 'uch extremity, whereby when air is injected

into said common passage, by way of the <alve. the outer portion ol

said member is expanded and the inner portion thereof is clamped
upon the handlebar to whith the pneumatic handle is applied, aub-

atantiallT as descnbed

C/oiM I A saddle having a body-plate, a top plau hinged

thereto at the forward p<irtion of IhV saddle, a pin engaging the un-

der side of the lop plau and esUnding thiough an opening in the

body plate, a retrsrlile roil spring passing through the opening and

ronnectsKl with the upper side of the body plate, the spnng sur-

rounding the Inwsr portion of the pin and being connectad thereto,

and means for limiting the upward movement of the top pl»u. sub-

sUniisll> as drsrnlxd

Hft'i.UH7. BICTCUMIUARO Ami M Bmiiant. Plymouth. lod.

riM Apr 1. 1197. Serial Ma 630J14 VNo model

)

i In a handle for cycles. Ac . the combination, with an inSat

able tubular member, of an air-valve on the outer eitremity thereof.

O 92.80 !•. BICYCLE TOOL AH R. BaUlk, JadnooTlUe, Fla.,

aatgaor or noe half la Cbarlaa S Adama, same place PUad Oct IS,

1196 Banal No 608,9M (Mo luadaL)

tT<iim I The combination with an expansible plug consisting

of a plurality of longitudinal sectirns forming in conjunction with
each other a cylindrical body, a conical screw -threaded opsming
through said plug, and a spring for holding said sections of the plug
normally In contact with each oiber to form a cjlindriral Imdy. of a
roniral screw threaded nut situated wllhm said plug and provided
with a 6eiible connecting piece and a handle ^
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WE ARE HEADQUARTERS FOR
jlh

ityiM^^^'m

^ ll^ Ai^l jS .

.^

CHAINS, SADDLES,

STEEL BALLS, PEDALS,

^ International

Cycle Fittings

NICKEL-PLATED CRANKS, HUBS,® CompanV,
P. FORG'S FANCY SPROCKETS,

SPOKES. NIPPLES, ETC,

Special Drives in Some of the Above.

74 READE ST.,

NEW YORK.

WRITE TO US BEFORE PLACING AN ORDER.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

THE SIMONDS ROLLING-IVIACHINE CO.,

FITCHBURG, MASS.,
THE OLDEST AND L.AROEST mANUFACTURERS OF

STEEL ANTI-FRieTION BALLS.
AND ALL KINDS OF ROLLED FORCINGS,

have increased and improved their plant, and under new and more efficient departmental management have been able to

still further improve the qua'ity of their product which has always stood at the head of the list for wearing qualities and

accuracy of gauge. All inquiries will receive prompt attention.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

4>

Look ©ut for '98 . .

.

44

Relay" Bicycles.
NEW PATENTS. "YOU SEE THE BALLS."

Patented March 9th, 1897.

RELftY MFG. e©.. Readinq, Pa.
J, Kindly mention The Wheel.
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National Board of Trade

of Cycle Manufacturers.

320 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

President,

A. L. GARFORD.

First Vice-President,

GEORGE H. DAY.

Second Vice-President, Treasurer,

C. \V. DICKERSON. W. A. REDDING.

Secretary,

ERNEST R. FRANKS.

National Bicycle Wood Rim

Manufacturers' Association,

President, Treasurer,

E. S. MEAD. N. D. DOUGHMAN.
Secretary,

W. \V. STALL, Bedford. Mass.

National Cycle Dealers* Association.

President,

GEORGE E. HANNAN.
Second \'ice-President,

J. J. MANDERY.

First \"ice-Presidcnt,

F. A. VERY.
Treasurer,

GEORGE COLLISTER.
Secretary,

JOHN McCARGO, St. Louis.

Rubber Tire Association.

President,

THEODORE A. DODGE.

First Vice-President, Second Vice-President,

L. K. McCLYMONDS. GEORGE T. PERKINS.

Treasurer,

GEORGE F. HODGMAN.

Secretary,

KIRK BROWN.

BO4-506 West Fourteenth Street, New York.

TRADE CH.WGES.

ALAliAMA.

Mobile. Toulin Mfg. Co. will si-U stock of bicycles

to avoid expense of removal.

ARKANSAS.
Little Rock. -H. R. Langdon, r.i,.,.i.,l nior.lcd

chattel mortgage for 1224.

CALIFORNIA.

Colusa.—J. L. Swank, new hardware and sporting

goods store.

San Francisco.—Chas. E. Broad, reported released

attachment for 1275. Gave bill of sale of real es-

tate, $5.

COLORADO.
Colorado Springs.—The Weber Cycle & Supply Co.,

incorporated by A. C. Van Cott. IL Weber and A. L.

Il..uck; capital stock, |10,000.

CONNECTICUT.

Walerbury.—The Boston Enameling Co., new store

at 3r. Benedict street.

ILLINOIS.

Champaign.— F. .^. Wilske, sold out to Chas Kiscr.

Chicago. -O'Connell-Griffith Mfg. Co. incorporateil

by W. I. Osbom, M. U. Cucrin and J. W. Egan.

l<> manufacture bicyclci; capital slock, J7,50<).

Iliglilanil Park.- Ingalls Bros., sold out to D. .\.

Driscoll & Co.

I'rbana.— Smith & Fraxey, gone out of buMincss.

INDIANA.

Indianapolis.—The Indianapolis Cycling Co., incor-

|K>ralcd by Monri>c Scibcrling, Alton G. Seiberling

and John L. Creenlcaf; capital, )10,000.

MASSACHUSETTS.

Uo>ton.— Hood Rubber Co., increased cnjiital to

$SO,OI».

Boston.-Morgan & Wright, repair shop removed

to S Boylslon Mjuare.

Hyde Park.— C. T. Griffiths, new store in Keith

block.

• Palmer. E. D. Tufts, sold half interc!.t to F. Thayer.

Springfield. I'erkin-i & Conlin, removed to lin

\\ a«hington street.

Worceitcr. C. A. Slunc, rcjiorted recorded challtl

inorigaKe for t300.

MICHIGAN.

(jrand Ra|iids.—Leather (irip Co., incorporated l<>

manufacture handlebar gripi. to deal in cycle Hun-

drlen and do a wood-turning lm«inc»s; capital filock,

tlO,(Mi Stockholders- Bert W. Fish, C. W. Geo.

Kverhart, .Nrlliur I«. Smith, Alton A. Lyill, Wm. C.

She|>ard and Ja<i. Warren Brown.

MISSOURI.

Kanui* « iiv .Mhcrlon Sc Macdcl, auccccdcd by I..

A .Mardcl

Springrirld. C.cn. Magnicn, rc|>nrtrf| clo<rd under
mortgage.

NEW i: IKK.

I'orttmoulh. J. V. > I I''. II. I'nr^hlry,

nr* niore.

NEW YORK.
llufTalo. The Superior Cycle Mfg. Co., re|>ortrd

Mroi, damaged by fire, will

Koci. '- i'o., following officer* elect

rrl (of : I ; IVriidenl and treasurer, K.

H. Hall, viLi. luciiUcnl, C. N. Hall; secretary and

nuuMfrr, H. L. Hall.

OHIO.
Toledo.—National Bicycle Sundry Co. new corpora-

tion. Officers: President, U. V. Manlcy; secretary-

treasurer, E. P. Hubbcll; manager, A. Rosenfelt.

VERMONT.
St. Johnsbury-.—Geo. H. Paine, sold out to W. W.

Browne, who will continue.

Milwaukee.- Huseby Cycle Co., receiver's sale on
.Nov. 15th.

E.XPORTS FOR THE WEEK.

Exports of bicycles and cycle material from

the port of New York for week ending No%'-

embcr 2d, 1H<(7:

Bicycles. Material.

Africa JSO $50
-Mexandria 109
.\msterdam 600
Berlin 225
British Guiana 443
Brazil 760
British West Indies 140
Cuba 70
Christiania 576
Dutch West Indies 103
I )rcsden 'iHH

Danish West Indies 24S
(ienoa lO.non 72S
Japan SOO 15
London 1.704 1,094
-New Zealand %1 40

AN ENVELOPING CHARITY.

The President of the Squeegee Republic

sat upon his flour-barrel throne awaiting,

with ill-conccaled impatience, tracts and sup-

plies from civilization.

"Your Excellency," said his Secretary of

State, bursting in upon him. "the good ship

is e'en now in the offing."

".'^nd what," asked the Squeegee Execu-

tive, anxiously, "what is the charity these

civilized Christians have sent us this time?"

"Knickerbockers and golf-stockings," was

the Secretary's reply.

"Knickerbockers?" repeated the E.xccutive,

looking at his bare limbs in a puzzled, but re-

flective fashion, "and golf-stockings, eh?"

\ftiT a nioineiit s cdgitation:

"Can this be the charity that
—

"

He thought he remembered the quotation

—

"
'Covercth a iDultitude of shins'?"

CHOOSING A STANDARD.

"Gentlemen," rcmarketl the m;m witli mitre

than forty bars on his century badge. "I have

a plan tli.it beats Bryan all hollow. He
wanted goM and silver kept at |)arity by law.

I w;int Congress to pass a law declaring all

bicycles at parity; then there will be no more

i|iiarreling over which is the best. They will

all be the best."

I"<>r a moment there was silence; then a

new member asked: "Hut which shall be the

best bicycle to which all the others shall be

tqual? We must have a standard, you know."

It was the rcplirn tf) this <|uery tHit started

the row that renulted in the disruption of the

gathering, and the complete severance oi a

dozen life-long friend.ihips.

SUMMARY OF PATENTS.

592,755. Bicycle I'rame. I'icrre .\mbjorn, Comte
dc Sparre, Paris, France. Filed Dec. 13. 1894. Serial

No. 531,627. (No model.) Patented in France Nov.

7. 1894, No. 242,658.

592,783. Adjustable Back-Rcst for Bicycle Seats.

John M. lless, Philadelphia, Va. Filed Sept. 1, 1896.

Serial No. 604,511. (No model.)

592,801. Attachment for Bicycle Pedals. Wendell

Macy, Nantucket, Mass., assignor of one-half to Mil-

fred F. Freeborn, same place. Filed May 8, 1897.

Serial No. 635.706. (No nrodel.)

592.830. Collapsible Carrier for Bicycles. Robert

M. Riley and Ulysses S. G. Brown, New York, N. Y.

Filed Feb. 4, 1897. Serial No. 621,930. (No model.)

592,859. Bicycle Tool. John R. Barker. Jackson-

ville, Fla., assignor of one-half to Charles S. AiLtiik.

same place. Filed Oct. 15, 1896. Serial No. 608.984.

(No model.)

592,871. N'elocipedc. Emmit G. I^tta, Friendship,

N. Y. Filed April 9, 1S96. Serial No. 586,765. (No
model.)

.'(92.886. Convertible Package-Carrying Bicycle. Ira

It. Sanders, Fort Worth, Texas. Filea Jan 22. 1S97,

Serial No. 620,203. (No model.)

592,963. X'ehicle Attachment for Bicycles. Charles

Cretors, Chicigo. 111. Filed July 27, 1896. Serial No.

0«Kl,728. (No model.)

592,987. Bicycle, Guard. Amzie N. Heminger
Plymouth. Ind. Filed April 1, 1897. Serial No. 630.-

314. (No model.)

592,989. Means fur Securing Sprocket Wheels to

Bicycles. Owen E. Kenney, Toledo, Ohio, assignor

to Joseph L. Yost, same place. Filed Nov. 12, 1895.

Serial No. 068,706. (No model.)

.'>9S,016. Bicycle I..amp. George llavel, Newark N.

J., assignor to the Havell Manufacturing Company,
same place. Filed May 22, 1896. Serial No. 592,645.

(No model.)

593,018. Umbrella or Flag Holder for Bicycles.

William II. Hughes, Jr., New York, N. Y. Filed

Nov. 23, 1896. Serial No. 612.216. (No model.)

593,046. Bicycle Frame. Nicl Dahl, Denver, Colo.

Filed Oct. 21, 1896. Serial No. 609,624. (No model.)

.593,101. Bicycle. Myer Joseph, Arlington, Mass.

I'iled Pec. 17, 1896. Serial No. 616,061. (No model.)
.%!t.'t.ltW. Bicycle Saddle. William H. Kely. New

York. N. Y. Filed Oct. 22, 1896; Serial No. 609,678.

(No model.)

593,106. Cycle-Stand and Home Trainer. Harry T.

Kinsbury, Keenc, N. II. Filed Jan 6, 1897. Serial

No. 618,017. (No model.)

593,113. Bail-Bearing. James Naismith, Kearney,

Neb. Filed Jan. 21, 1897. Serial No. 620,(K6. (No
model.)

.'•!).'t.16J. ILnidli for I yclcs. I.<>uis M. Miller. Philn

delpliia. Pa., SMiignnr of one-half to James Lumis,
West Chester, I'a. I"ile.l .\ug. 28, 1896. Serial No
r.<M.157. (No model.)

DESIGNS

Li.>i; liiryili- .-^aildlr, J<inalh.in .\. liitnl. W eM
boroiigh. Mam. I'ileil .\ug. 21, 1897. Serial .No. 649,-

11^3. Term of patent, 7 years.

TRADEMARKS.

.10,783. Bicycle Skirt* or Habit*. Herbert I.ury.

Brooklyn, N. Y. Filed July 12. IS97. E»*cnli«l

feature- the word* "'rhe Lucy" and "Blue Ribbon,"
ui>ed since July 2, 1897.

30,793. Uicyclcn. John Wanamaker. Philadelphia.

I'a. Filed July 23, IW. Ki>iicnlial feature—the word
"Roman," with the nnmr "John Wanamaker," above

and the word "Philailelphia," below Mid word "Ro-
iiinn" on a c»nve<( and concave line, respectively,

l^sed since April 1, 197.
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QUEER THINGS ONE SEES.

They were evidently from Chimmie Fad-

den's own select circle. He Wias tall and

shambling, like an overgrown colt, and glared

a defiant expression. She was short and fat,

and wore snuff-colored velveteen cap, jacket

and trousers, with hosiery and shoes of the

same hue, and as she doubled to her task she

resembled a domesticated red squirrel taking

a wthirl in his wheel.

When they reached the top of the long hill

on the Riverside they alighted. He stood

erect and regaled himself with smoke, but she

gave a backward vault upon the parapet, beat

a lively tattoo with her heels on the rough

stones and chewed gum to the time of the

scorching pace at which they had been travel-

ing. After a little they remounted and bent

their noses to the north, he with a cigar under

his, she with gum under hers. By this time

they are probably in Canada.

ABSOLUTELY NECESSARY.

"This $14.87, high-grade roadster we are

selling." said the bargain-counter clerk, "is

provided with an attachment which no other

department store wheel possesses and which

no rider of one should ever be without."

"Indeed; what is that?"

"An accident policy."

FAMILY ECONOMIES.

"George, if I don't soon get a pair of new
shoes, rW be walking on my uppers."

"Great Scott! Maria, there's no necessity

for that. You can ride your wheel."

PILING ON PRESSURE.

Sooner or later, old or young, it comes to all

the desire to see how fast they can propel a

bicycle. Every rider, male or female,

scorches some time or another.

In all ages and in all climes there has been a

longing for speed. People want to fly. The

Olympian runner was a sort of hero who, no

doubt, envied him the laurel wreath which his

prowess in the arena had secured. At no

time in the history of the world has there been

such a craze fox fast going as at present.

Ocean steamers vie with each other in cross-

ing the Atlantic in the fastest time on record,

and even railroad companies are not above

giving their employes instructions to beat the

record, and then advertising the speed per

minute at which their express trains travel.

So, can you blame the wheelman when he

gets inoculated with the speed-producing bac-

teria?

HOT WATER'S VIRTUES.

Numb wrists may be soothed by hot water

applications immediately after returning from

a ride. The water is best applied with a

sponge and rubbing is unnecessary. The
same simple remedy will cure sore and stifif

knees and ankles.

SAVING THE EYES.

Sufferers from weak eyes often experience

discomfort through their eyes watering when
riding against cold and strong winds, but by

using goggles the trouble is easily overcome.

LENGTH OF CRANK AND LEG.

The rider's leg consist of a series of three

cranks—the thigh, the leg and the foot. The

motions at the joints of this series—hip, knee

and ankle—actuating a pedal describing, say,

a circle of forty and a half inches, will be great-

er if the series of cranks be short than if

long. This will be shown by the height which

the middle joint—the knee—rises and falls.

The greatest modification of this motion

dependent on the size of the active cranks will

be effected by the length of the foot, that is,

the crank next the circle to be described. The

longer the foot—given proper ankle action

—

the less the rise and fall of the knee. On the

other hand, the greater the circle described by

the pedal, that is, the longer the passive crank,

the greater the rise and fall of the knee.

Therefore, to equalize the motions at the knees

of long legs and short legs is purely a ques-

tion of the difference in the length of cranks.

YOU CANNOT AVOID IT.

The unwheeled individual of the city who
wearies of the universalism of cycling need not

fly to vast wilderness or boundless contiguity

of shade in expectation of relieving the sight,

for lo, the wheel is everywhere.

If the poet Gray had lived now he doubt-

less would not have had to say:

"The weary plowman homeward wends his

way."

Of course, no one is authorized to say how
he would have put it, but it would have been

something like this:

The jocund plowman homeward wheels his

way.

'Tis not in mortals to command success, but we'll do more—deserve it.

THE ROeK OF QUALITY
Is the cornerstone of our success. Wise

agents will do well to bear this in mind,

together with the fact that

Our prices R right!

our address is READING STANDARD MFG. CO, reading S^ANDAR.^ bicycles, READING, PA.

^110.
We guarantee the LuthyWheelto be:

The Handsomest in Design and Finish.

The Best in Material and Workmanship.

The Most Perfect in its Lines and Bearings.

The Easiest and Smoothest Running Wheel in the World.
A TEW SELECT AGENCIES SOLICITED. »

Wl * .< A ly c o c •\mMAKERS,

How
v= Is This ?

Our Leader

for 1898.

Ideal Adjustable Handle-Bars
'WITH KXPANSIVK P1,UG STKM.

This sum iloi-s ;i\v;iy wUh lln- lic.ul il.imp, Hy simply (iijlitciiin;; a screw, ;ui-

jiists the stem In the lic.-dl ami also ailjusts the bar in llie stem at the same lime. We
also make our celetiratcil Meal .\iljustahle Bars anil .Stems loijo with he:ul elamp, .ii

(^reallv reiliieeil priies. Write lor prices lo

IDEAL PLATING COMPANY, 5 Appleton Street. Boston, Mass.
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EMPl^OYMENX COLUMN.
Answer* rvaeired in confidence and forwarded wittaont charge.

Rate: as -mrordn, one time, 50 cente ; three time*. St.oo.
50 Nvcirclt*. one time, Si.00; four times. S3.00.
75 worda, one time, Si-so ; four tlnsee, Ss>oo.

Displayed A.dvertlsements:
One-half Inch, one time, Si.oo; four tim
One Inch, one time. Si.50; four times, Ss-ooc

es, S3.00.

SITUATIONS WANTED
Tlic untk-rsier.ed dr-sires pusiiion as manager of retail sairs department or branch

store: six ye;irs' experience; competent to take full charge of salesroom as buyer and
sale<>man. .Address, J. Henry Sipp. care of The Wheel. 11-12-p.

Single yuung roan (31 >, manager of New Vork office, bicycles and s mdries. several
years' experience, acknowledged to be as slick a salesman as there is in the trade,

open for a position. Address. Adequate, care of The Wheel. 11-12-p.

Situation Wanted Practical ename er would take charge Japan room of reliable

Cycle Co. on contract and furnish everything, or by day woric. Address, X Y Z,
care The Wheel. 11-12-c.

Wanted — By man of twelve years' experience in every branch of retail and
who'esalc trade, (wsition on traveling or office force of eastern concern; Al refer-

ences. .\.ldrcss. S. W. M. care The Wheel. tf f

HELP TTAVrKn.

Advertisements In this column free,

dence.
Letters received and forwarded in confi-

W. F. Carpenter, cycle-builder and repairman, late of .Memphis, Tenn., can have
permanent position and good salary guaranteed by writing to J. H. Neusladt, St.

Louis, Mo. I Personal.)

ENAMELER.
A practical and thoroughly experienced enameler. capable of doing-'-•-' '^- Address Enameler, care 01

Wanted
first-class work ;

permanent position for the right man.
"The Wheel, with full information and references

Wanted - Traveling man visiting the bicycle trade wishing a good side line on
commission; o r new puncture-proof tire is a quick seller. Straus Tire Co.. IS!

Duane St., New Vork City.

CZAR OF THE HIGHWAYS.

One grows so used to newspaper diatribes

about how the wheelmen own the streets, leg-

islating regarding highways, police depart-

ments and such like, that it is really refresh-

ing to have the actual facts appear in print.

The following from the "New York Times"

is fairly a representative picture of the actual

owner of New York's streets, magistrates and

police:

New York cabmen and truck drivers have

taken pains in the last few days to give fre-

(juent and effective demonstration of their

dislike for bicyclists. They have killed no-

body outright, indeed, but they have put

something like a dozen wheels beyond the

possibility of repair, and have fractured and

contused the riders thereof seriously enough to

keep them off the streets for some time. Most
cjf tiicse riders, it has been noticed, were

women. That fact, however, does not prove

the cabmen and truck drivers of the metropo-

lis to be mysogynists, but simply that they

appreciate how much safer it is to run down
a feminine bicyclist than one of the other sex.

In case of arrest, the fine is the same, but

male riders are often strong, always irascible,

and extremely apt, when not absolutely dis-

;ibled, to make immediate trouble for the

driver who assaults them. A woman, on the

other hand, can be crowded into the curb, or

against a street car, which is really more satis-

factory, and the chances are that she will do

nothing except howl more or less melod-

iously.

.\ wheel is ruined, anyway, and that is the

main point, for after a rider has been through

two or three of these experiences, he or she

loses enthusiasm for this form of outdoor ex-

ercise. The drivers of horses are convinced

that they own the streets, and evidently they

are detcrminetl to maintain their rights.

TJie law is against them, to be sure, but

little things like three-dollar fines and single

nighl<i in station houses are gladly risked in

ibr HofrtKr (if ,1 RfcTf principle

STICKING CLOSE TO THE TEXT.

"Pawson, why does yo' take such a stan"

agin de bicycle? Lots ob your congregation

would like to buy wheels, but dey am afeard

ob yo' displeasure."

"It's jes' dis. Deacon, I allers teaches my
congregation to follow in de steps ob de Div-

ine Mastah, an' I'se carefully searched de

Scriptures, from Genesis to Rebelations, an'

I doan' find dat de Mastah, or any ob his dis-

ciples, ebber rode a bicycle in all dere lives."

MAKES THEM ACT SO.

You seldom see a crazy man riding a bicy-

cle, but you often see a man act crazy just

after something happens to the bicycle he is

riding.

UNEXCEPTIONAL OPPORTUNITY.

Wanted— Bright, intelligent man with $.5,000 to lake

controlling interest in an established specialty (monopoly);

must be well acquainted with the cycle trade and be able

to prf)duce the very highest references; fullest investiga-

t on invited. Address

11-12-p. SPECIALTY, care The Wheel.

Dr. Jaeger's
SANATORY UNDERWEAR

A8 USED BY

Dr. Nansen
on his famous Arctic slcJge journey.

"The renult of all thin »'xp<TlmenlluK was that I

madR up my mind to keop to my woollen clothe*,

twhtch would give free outlet to tb« piT»|>lratlon. Jo-

lianiien followed my example, and on the upper part of

our iKidlf* we osrh had iwo.IaPKor t ndershlrn next

the aklD, etc.. eU\"— " Knnhoiit North," Vol. 11.. p. 1 15

This Applies to Vou.
Jaeger UndTwea' allnw.4 the nkln to breathe

•re-ly. at the .«ame lime ab.sorbing it.« exhala'

lloHK, leaving the hjdy dry and warm. Olvca the

greatest warmth with the lea.<t weight.

Send for Illuiitrai«d CataloKUo,

Main Retail .Store:
|

Branches:

16 WEST23DST., 166 Broadway,
New York. 2-«a W. 125th St

TO MANUFACTURERS.
A |OOd oiler will not. '.( it»elf. usually «-ll a wheel, hiil it will rxerl a (avirablr influence ; and every little help*.

We know of »»lr» itui have l>een actually traced to the limple fact of a " rerfecl " Oiler being in the tool-bag,

Fvrn •hould a ("ur' tuvr .iverlook ihli detail when buying, he will examine hi» tool-bag when he get^ the wheel home.

and hi» inrrej^T'l 1 wiil more than warrant the *lighi extra co«l t.f a good oiler.

A (traler or 1

;

Kr ahlr lodiMinguMh between reriain wheel*, but can tell a high-grade oiler al a glance

"HIrAwa h(ii> u lii> h way thf< wind blow*," and • wh««l with it ehekp or Inftirlor oiler will h* apt
to b«> mad* of rlop nr Infvrlnr malarial.

The" I'erletl " I'-icket Oiler ha« already been adopiel by the leading manufacturer* ai being well wnrtli the

difference in price (ot really good wheel*

CUSHMAN & DENISON,
174 Ninth Ave New York.

FOR SALE, EXCHANGE, WANTS.
TWENTY-FIVE WORDS, 35 CENTS.
Each additional word two eanta. Caah In-

Tarlably in adTancc.

VYANTED-5,000'96, '97 or '98 bicycles, wiih or with-
out tires; will pay spot cash; must be cheap; also

will buy second-hand wheels. W. H. Walker & Co.,
Chambersburg, Pa. ll-<KI-p.

LTOR SALE— A Spencer Automatic Screw Machine,
•- nearly new. Inquire of Baldwin Cycle Chain Co.,
Worcester, Mass 11-12-c.

TRICYCLE TRUNKS-For sale several Taylor Bicycle^ Trunks and one Tandem Trunk in good order at cut
prices Stephen Ballard Rubber Co., 123 Chambers St.,

New York. 18-3 c.

XX^ ANTED -A good business correspondent with some
** experience as a traveling salesman to inver't $.V000

to $10,010 in a well established manufacturing business.
Must lake an active interest, a 'd also furnish references
Good salary and permanent position to the fitht party.
Address " Good Business," care of The Wheel, New Vork.

11-1S<.

"VX^ANTED—New York representative by Philadelphia
"^^ concern to sell patent bicycle lamp on commission.
Must be experienced and furnish references and be ac-
quainted with buyers. Good opportunity for right party.
Box 54«, Philadelphia. if c

l< WHEELMEN'S RESORTS.'

Sherman House, Babylon, L. I,

The Atlantic Inn, Grant City, S. I

An Experiencad Salesman
in the bicycle trade desires position; is in touch
with bicycle manufacturers, and capable of handling
large trade, or would handle the wholesale department
in some sectionof the country for bicycle manufacturer.

Please communicate with "Trustworthy," care The
Wheel, P. O. Box 444, New Vork.
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ONLY A FAKE.

An Untrue Report that a Combination of Med-

ium-Grade Makers Had Been

Formed.

Someone in Toledo is very busy these days

and in consequence that city is rivaling Pitts-

burg in the number of "trusts," "pools" and

"combines" that are being manufactured in

journalistic imaginations.

The most recent "startler" is an embryo

"trust"" or "pool," representing fully 75 per

cent of the medium grade output of this coun-

try. The companies named are the Snell

Cycle Fittings and Kirk Manufacturing Com-
panies of Toledo; A. Featherstone & Co., and

the St. Nicholas Manufacturing Company, of

Chicago; the Indiana Bicycle Company, of

Indianapolis; Schleuter Manufacturing Com-
pany, of Cincinnati; Crawford Manufacturing

Company, Hagerstown, Md.; Reading Manu-

facturing Company and Acme Manufacturing

Company, of Reading, Pa.

While the report was calculated to provoke

only smiles from those in the trade, the fact

that it was widely telegraphed and printed

rendered authoritative denials necessary.

The Wheel has communicated with all of

the concerns mentioned, and excepting the

Snell Cycle Fittings Co. and the Reading

Mfg. Co., each repudiates the report without

equivocation of any sort, the Schleuter people

adding to their denial: "We build high grades

only. Would not entertain thought of com-

bination." Featherstone & Co. seemingly

"scent a mouse" and are probably right when

they say: "Information absolutely unreliable

and pro'bably inspired from some pecuniary

source."

FOWLER DEBITS AND CREDITS.

The Chicago Title and Trust Company, as-

signee for the Fowler Cycle Manufacturing

Company, insolvent, has filed in the County

Court an inventory of the assets and liabilities

of the concern. The total assets are valued

at $223,737. The habihties, consisting of

accounts and notes payable, are .|211,4C7. The

excess of assets over liabilities is $12,270. The

statement of assets is as follows: Machinery,

stock and material at the main factory and

branches, $73,952.48; accounts receivable on

general ledger, $98,637.42; suspense accounts

on general ledger, $3,703.13; retail accounts

on books at the different branches, $47,444.63.

BENJAMIN GOES TO THE OLIVE.

Syracuse, Nov. 16.—The most important

change, personally speaking, that has oc-

curred in Syracuse trade circles for a long

time, was that by which, early this week, new
blood was injected into the Olive Wheel Co.,

manufacturers of the Olive wheel, in the shape

of the services of C. A. Benjamin.

Mr. Benjamin becomes sole manager of the

Olive concern. He will be unhampered in

his handling of the affairs of the company, and
enters into the duties of the position with the

full confidence of his new associates, and with

a fat wad of stock to back up their confidence.

Everybody in the cycle trade knows Benja-

min. He was one of the organizers of the

Barnes Cycle Co., in January, '95, and has

been associated with Manager Peck, of the

Barnes Company, in pushing the product of

that factory. His position has been that of

general man, doing the important traveling,

etcetera. His connection with the Barnes

factory has been mutually agreeable to a de-

gree, and he and they remain the best of

friends.

Previous to his Barnes connection, Benja-

min was manager of the L. C. Smith Tire

Company, and prior to that, for years and

years in the cycle trade in one capacity or an-

other.

Benjamin is possessed of complete sanity.

He has no expectation or desire to revolution-

ize trade methods or to do the building of a

year in a day, but will content himself with
practical, safe business. He is still under
thirty, and as his watchword is progress, he is

likely to be nearer and nearer the top-notch

as each year is registered into history.

SHE WAS LUCKY.

ELLIOTT BURIES DORNTEE.

Boston, Nov. 17.—While the count has been

conducted with a great deal of secrecy, and the

official figures will not be made public until

the end of the week, it is known and conceded

by all that Sterling Elliott has won the hot

fight for the Chief Consulship of the Massa-

chusetts Division. Between nine and ten

thousand votes were cast, and Geo. W. Dorn-

tec, the Boston undertaker, who stood as the

candidate of the Dean-Williams "ring," has

been buried. A. G. Frothingham, for Vice-

consul, and Arthur K. Peck, for secretary-

treasurer, were not opposed and they are, of

course, elected beyond doubt. The light for

the fifty-nine rcprcscntativoships was involved

and has delayed the annonncomont of the

count, but everything points to the rt)ut of the

ring.

One Creditor of Seyfang, Prentiss & Com-

pany Who Was Well Se-

cured.

Buffalo, Nov. 12.—Seyfang, Prentiss & Co.,

manufacturers of Bison bicycles, are in the

hands of a receiver.

There are three partners in the firm. Geo.

Seyfang owns two-fifths of the stock, G.

Harry Gibbs one-fifth and Andrew L. Prentiss

two-fifths. It is understood that for some
time Seyfang and Gibbs have been dissatis-

fied with the conduct of the business under the

co-partnership. They claim that the business

has been unprofitable, and they desire to with-

draw from it.

Two weeks ago they instituted an action

in the Supreme Court against Mr. Prentiss

for a dissolution of the concern, and it was on

their application that the receiver was appoint-

ed. Lawyer Charles H. Avery, Mr. Prentiss's

nominee, being named by the court.

It is stated that the assets of the concern
amount to about $20,000, and that the liabili-

ties are not over $10,000. There is a lot of

valuable tools and machinery in the plant and

a good-sized stock of material. There is also

quite a stock of manufactured wheels.

On November 3d the company gave a big

chattel mortgage to Louisa Seyfang, wife of

the leading partner, to secure her on promis-

sory notes and on the indorsement of notes

held by the Metropolitan Bank. The mort-

gage covers about all the property the com-
pany owns. It is stated in the instrument that

the promissory notes held by Mrs. Seyfang

aggregated $7,661.41 and those held by the

bank aggregated $4,250. On November 1st

the company paid $3,000 on the notes held by

Mrs. Seyfang, reducing their indebtedness to

her to $4,661.41.

WAVERLEYS AT FIFTY.

All Waverley bicycles will list at $50 dur-

ing 1898.

There will be none above or below that

figure, although President Chas. F. Smith, of

the Indiana Bicycle Co.. has a trump card up

his sleeve, which will be played should oc-

casion require, which is not thought likely.

Mr. Smith has laid his plans very carefully

(or the ensuing season and while ho is not

pessimistic, he believes that caution and con-

servalism will bo required more than ever.

He means to proceed on those lines.
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"TALK Ol'ICK!"

That la Abont the Tenor of the MesBase

the Canadians Are Sending to

Mr. Mott.

Simcoe, Nov. 15.—The Canadian Wheel-

men's Association will recognize the Califor-

nia Associated Cycling Clubs, as the Pacific

Coast outlaws are known, but will first take

time to confer with the L. A. W. and see if

some amicable arrangement cannot be made

whereby the three bodies may work harmo-

niously together.

This was decided upon at a joint meeting

of the Executive Committee of the C. W. A.

and the Dominion Racing Board, held in To-

ronto on Thursday of last week. George H.

Orr, president of the C. VV. A., who had been

to British Columbia and the Pacific Coast in-

vestigating cycling affairs there, was present

and made his report.

Although there was considerable other busi-

ness before the meeting, the principal subject

for discussion was the application from the

British Columbia cyclists for the privilege of

allowing C. A. C. C. riders to compete in the

races held in No. 1 District, under C. W. A.

sanction. The success of British Columbia

race meets depends very largely upon the pres-

ence of riders from the States, and as there

arc no L. A. W. members in the racing game
interested enough to attend these C. W. A.

meets, the C. A. C. C. riders are looked to to

furnish the sport. At a race meet held in

British Columbia this summer some black-

listed riders from over the border were al •

lowed to compete. As a consequence the Vic-

toria track and all C. W. A. riders who par-

ticipated in this meet were suspended.

Ever since the British Columbia riders

have been agitating the recognition of

the C. A. C. C. by the C. VV. A. The
latter body told them that whichever

body, meaning the C. A. C. C. or

L. A. VV'., showed it was in control of

cycling affairs on the coast, would be recog-

nized by the C. VV. A.

To satisfy themselves and to learn the

exact condition of affairs on the Coast,

President Orr was detailed by the Ex-
ecutive Committee to investigate. He went

West and visited the leading towns and clubs

and interviewed the officers of the interested

associations. His report, presented at the

meeting of the Executive Committee, held

Thursday night, fully sets forth his views of

the situation which amply confirm The
Wheel's statement that the outlaws are in

control and the L. A. VV. pretty much a dead

letter. The substance of Mr. Orr's remarks

i» as fnllows:

"In British Columbia I find all clubs loyal

to the C. W. A., and also all riders whom I

met cntliusiastk: in that direction, and confi-

dently .say that there will be no secession in that

district this year. I have conversed personally

with drirgntcs frum all our clubs on the coast,

and fiti'l that the position of .iffairs has been

I l>y the association in the East.

1 o is not by any means against

the auociation, hut against the manner in

which the rule* have been interpreted by our

local officers in that district."

He pointed out th.it the Vancouver Club

was loyal all the way through to the C. W. A.

The Victoria Club submitted to him a full

list of tlicir grie\'anccs, which were, in hi'»

opinion, well iounded. He referred to the

suspension of their riders, the blacklisting of

their track and an assessment of supposed un-

necessary fees. He was convinced that the

suspension and blacklist arc an injustice, and

advised the executive to give their claims

speedy recognition. The suspension was im-

posed on them because they held a race meet

in which several C. A. C. C. riders competed.

Continuing he said:

"No club on the Canadian coast wants Sun-

day racing. However, they wish to have rid-

ers from the Pacific Coast from adjacent

American cities compete in their races. When
it is remembered that Seattle, Tacoma and
Portland are practically one night's ride to

Victoria and Vancouver, and the cities are all

in direct circuit, the benefit will be seen, and

it is an acknowledged fact that without out-

side competitors their race meets have been

failures and they get no draft from the East

of riders of any calibre."

He discovered that the C. A. C. C.

is the only power controlling bicycle

racing in that portion of the country, although

nearly every track in Northern California is

in the L. A. W. black-list. The latter body
is steadily losing members, and is not paying

any attention to racing matters. In Oregon
and Washington he found the C. A. C. C. has

a strong foothold, but not to such an entire

extent as in California.

"I would sum the whole matter up briefly

as follows: If the L. A. W. does not indicate

at an early date that it is their intention to ac-

tively assume a campaign on the Pacific Coast

or treat with the C. A. C. C, whereby the

many riders whom they have suspended, and
thus prevented coming into Canada, can be

reinstated, then I would advocate recognitior

of the C. A. C. C. I think it would be dis-

tinctly for the benefit of our association to do
so, for the reason that the whole coast, United

States and Canada, is so far removed from the

East and its bicycle-caring circuits that it

would give our Coast division an opportunity

of bringing in their neighbors and swelling

their gate receipts. Affiliated as we are with

the I. C. A., an organization composed of as-

sociations, some of whom allow Sunday rac-

ing, I can see no reason why the C. A. C. C.

should not be recognized by us even if such

action would be looked upon by the League
as out of order. I think that the L. A. W.
would not raise a point with us on that

ground, as we will most certainly not permit

Sunday racing in Canada, nor is it wanted or

asked for on our coast."

The report was discussed at great length

and every clause carefully considered. It was
finally moved by Mr. Beament, seconded by

Mr. Irwin, that the report be received, and
Mr. Orr's recommendation regarding the

raising of the suspension of the Victoria bicy-

cle track and the British Columbia riders be

adopted, and that this committee places itself

on record as being opposed to Sunday racing,

and that it shall not be allowed as long as it is

in our power to prevent it, nor will C. W. A.

riders be pennitted to compete in any other

country on Sunday. Secretary Donly was in-

structed to negotiate with the L. A. W. for a

more amicable agreement by which the fur-

ther wishes of British Columbia may be
complied with.

A meeting of C. VV. A. representatives with
PrcMdrnt Potter, of the L, A. \V.. in Buffalo,
will be arranged, if possible, so that the matter
ni,ny be discussed more fully and more .satis-

(artorily iIi.tti rouM be done by correspond-
ence.

WON ON FOOT.

That Is the Final Decision Regarding the

Famous Cleveland-Pittsburg Road
Race.

Referee Samuel A. Boyle has finally de-
clared W. C. Emerick, who finished first, afoot

and without a wheel, in the Cleveland-Pitts-

burg road race, to be the winner. He had
previously disqualified Emerick, but with-

drew the decision, and bases his decision on
the rule of the race, which stated that "To se-

cure a place or prize the entire course must be
i^overed either on wheel or on foot."

It has been accepted racing law that to

qualify for a prize a contestant must cross the

tape propelling or accompanied by his wheel.

Mr. Boyle's decision is the first known de-

parture from the rule, and as such is of in-

terest. He states his reasons as follows:

"It must be remembered that the race was
run under the control of the Pittsburg 'Press'

and that the published rules, as mentioned in

that paper on October 1st, expressly say:

'To secure a place or prize the entire course

must be covered either on wheel or on foot.'

It is clearly true that the rules also say:

"Press" road race rules will govern the race,'

and that these rules, in pamphlet form, ap-

parently contemplate the presence of the bi-

cycle either as ridden or propelled by the con-

testant throughout the entire race. But, inas-

much as these pamphlet rules were not placed

in the hands of each contestant, and as the

rules apj earing in the Pittsburg 'Press' the

night before the race were seen presumably by

all the contestants, the more general rule

must govern in this decision.

"Since this is the case, and as the rule, first

quoted above, does not mention the necessity

on the part of the contestant to be ac-

companied by his wheel throughout the entire

route, it is clear the protest must be dismissed

and the first prize awarded to Mr. Emerick.

To decide otherwise would, in effect, impose

upon the contestants the observance of rules

of which they had no knowledge and to de-

ceive them concerning the rules which they

would reasonably expect, under all the cir-

cumstances of the case, to be in force."

BOSTON BIDS FOR IT.

Boston, Nov. 17.— Indianapolis can no

longer feel cocksure of obtaining the '98

League meet for the asking, as the breach

caused by the withdrawal of Omaha is to be

filled, and by Boston.

The matter had been talked of considerably

and last night assumed definite shape at a

meeting held for the purpose in Copley Square

Hall. It was well attended. Henry E.

Ducker presided, and a deal of interest was

displayed, and Boston is now a declared can-

didate for the honor and will make a brave

bid for it. It is twelve years since a League

meet has occurred here, and it is thought that

after successive "turn-downs," Boston is now

fairly entitled to it. The larger membership

and the prospect of a big increase, such as re-

sulted from the Philadelphia meet, will be

cards that Indianapolis will find hard to

match.

MAYBE MICHAEL.

A. A. Chase, the English long distance

crack, has been signed by the American Cycle

Racing Association, and will follow their in-

door circuit. He will probably be pitted

against Michael.
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"FAR IN THE LEAD."
We trust that it will not seem like flattery if

we endeavor to add to your encouragement by
saying that we believe THE WHEEL to he far in

the lead of any other cycle publication in this

country, and that this lead has been acquired
through its progressive spirit, and the fairness

with which it deals with the various issues that
consequently arise from a new and grow^lng

industry.
KEYSTONE DROP FORGE CO.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

BE THANKFUL.

No matter how little you have, be thankful

you have that much. No matter how

poorly you may think the world and cycling

have used you, be thankful that you have been

used no worse.

Be optimistic if you will; cheerful, "loving

your neighbor as yourself," and grateful. You

will be the better for it; and so will the world

and cycling.

QUESTION OF PRICE.

RETAIL bicycle values will appeal more

strongly to the buyer in 1898 than ever

before.

A critical examination of the new models

thus far shown strongly emphasizes this fact.

While no radical changes—apart from the

chainless—are in evidence, the machines ex-

hibited to date embody a perfection of finish,

equipment and detail, that testify as no lan-

guage could to the vigilance and progressive-

ness of the manufacturer.

No such value has ever been placed upon

the market. No such value could have come

anywhere near being furnished prior to the

close of this year of grace, 1897. It has

been rendered possible only by the shrinkage

in the cost of materials, no less than by an im-

provement in methods to which the closest at-

tention has been compelled by shrewd makers

who have had to face the changed conditions.

In the cost of raw materials alone, so marked

has been the reduction in prices, that it is es-

timated that from 10 to 20 per cent, and even

more, is the scaling down from figures paid

for the past season's goods.

But while the retail buyer of next spring

and summer will receive more for his money

than could have been believed possible a year

ago, more than ever will it be necessary that

a nice discrimination be exercised by both

agent and rider, as in the effort to meet the

demand for machines at lower prices, not only

have processes been materially cheapened, but

in addition, materials, the cost of which is so

far below the market price of reliable stock

that of necessity they must be of the poorest

quality, are being produced in no small quan-

tities. There are tires, stampings, fittings and

equipments generally composed of materials

of this class—materials the only recommenda-

tion of which is their cheapness.

Despite the numerous breakdowns and col-

lapses of the cheap department store and auc-

tion room bicycle of the past two seasons, it

is quite evident that the public has not yet

learned its lesson. There will be in 1898, as

in the past, thousands upon thousands of

good, honestly made bicycles at moderate

prices. Why, then, should the buyer risk his

reputation if an agent, or his neck if a rider,

by the purchase of bicycles whose condemna-

tion is their own construction and price?

The retail buyer can, perhaps, plead the

excuse of ignorance, up to a certain point,

but the agent or dealer can offer no

such plea. He owes it to the pub-

lic, if not to his own sense of duty,

to stand between the unscrupulous maker,

whose wheels are thrown together in some
shed, and the rider. Seduced by the siren

cry of cheapness, the public flock to the auc-

tion room and the unscrupulous or ignorant

department store.

Therefore, let the bicycle agent provide him-

self with a sample of the cheaper wheels, to be

sold if need be, but to be used mainly as an

"object lesson," and in the majority of in-

stances it will be found that if the difference in

values be carefully explained to the prospec-

tive customer he will decide in favor of a bet-

ter grade machine. At least he will not have

the excuse of ignorance.

The importance of this subject cannot be

too strongly impressed upon the trade. The
legitimate manufacturer and dealer has suffer-

ed enough in the past from disreputable com-

petition. Imbued with a firm, if mistaken, be-

lief that bicycle prices were too high, the pur-

chase of high-grade wheels—except at cut

rates—has fallen off incredibly. But with the

standard price of this class of machines fixed

at from $75 to $50 for 1898, there should come
a revival of the demand, which should inure to

the benefit of the best made bicycles under

well-known name-plates.

BULL MARKET COMING.

The Wheel, in no uncertain language, has

pointed out the dangers of delay, and it can be

imputed to no lack of advice that purchasers

have not covered.

Unquestionably one of the principal causes

of the postponement of specified orders has

been the remarkable uncertainty which has

prevailed in regard to prices for the past

months. With constantly shifting quotations,

buyers deferred closing lest lowered prices

should be in evidence later. Some shrewd

firms bought with a guarantee against the

market, but few sellers were willing to so

contract, except to oblige favored customers.

Early in the summer quotations on tubing

were made at 85 per cent off the list. From this

they advanced, until 85 per cent and two tens

were offered, and in some cases 90 per cent,

although this last figure was almost entirely

on seconds. Now, however, some of the

largest tube makers in the country have with-

drawn all quotations better than 85 per cent,

and signs are not wanting to indicate an in-

crease over this latter figure before long.

Ball prices have been even more demoraliz-

ed for the past month; 87^ per cent, 87|-, 10

and 10; 87|^ and 25, followed with such rapidity

that it is little wonder the buyer calmly folded

his hands and determined to see the finish be-

fore committing himself. Nevertheless, this

unfortunate price cutting, in the very nature

of things, could not last. Buyers can scarcely

be blamed for endeavoring to take advantage

of such a condition of affairs, however de-

plorable it may be from a sound business

standpoint; but they could certainly not ex-

pect a continuance of prices which left no mar-

gin of profit to the manufacturer. Balls are

already advancing in sympathy with the up-

ward movement in tubing.

The shrewd purchaser should no longer de-

fer in anticipation of better prices, either on

the two staples cited or on others. The

bottom has been reached and the market is

decidedly bearish.

TARDY TIRE MAKERS.

\A/ '^''"' '"'y-"''^ '"-^"R' •'^'"^<-'" closed their con-

^ ^ (racls for delivery of '98 iiialorials.

Those who did not will have no one to blame

but themselves if their orders are shelved.

\ \ 7ITH the dissolution of the "tire trust,"

* * "combination," or what you will, has

come a condition of affaii-s that is keeping the

bicycle manufacturer guessing.

Few, if any, of the leading tire makers have

positively decided upon prices for the com-

ing season, although figures are not withheld

to bona fide purchasers, and these prices are

showing a reduction from those which ruled

in '97. \ny speculation as to the rates to be

finally determined upon would, of course, be

picmature, hut no matter what the result of

the effort to obtain orders may lead to, it may
be safely assumed that no material deprecia-

tion in the iirice of standard tires can be made

if the quaUty is to be maiiUained,

In the natural desire for trade some clojge cal-
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culations as to costs and margins are bound to

be made, but there is a limit beyond which the

tire maker cannot go. With Up-River Para

at 90 or 95 cents per pound, 3i or 4 pound

tires have a definitely known and fixed value

to say nothing of Sea Island cotton and first-

class workmanship—two other very important

factors.

The elimination of the broad repair g^uaran-

tee in vogfue this past season will, of course,

materially assist in the reduction of cost, but

although this has been estimated at so

much as $1 per pair, it is probable

that this figure is entirely too high.

If, however, the maintenance of the guarantee

has amounted to so large a cost, then nearly

the full dollar could be deducted from the 'W

price. For it must not be lost sight of that

under the new guarantee there will be no

more free repairs, which formed the major

portion of this year's guarantee costs.

No free repairs or replacements will be made

except in cases of undoubted defect in manu-

facture. This fact has not been so thoroughly

understood as its importance deserves, but it

is none the less true, and a prominent factor

it will prove.

Meantime maker and dealer alike arc

awaiting the decision of the tire man.

HORSE SHOW THEORIES.

THERE is an interesting theory abroad in

this city that the bicycle, which was sup-

posed to have done much to bring

about the decadence of the horse, has

now become the chief instrumentality in

restoring the animal to its former pin-

nacle of popular favor. The notion rests

on observation of a revival this year of horse-

back riding and an inference that the promo-

tion of a love of outdoor life and exercise is

likely to stimulate interest in the horse as one

of the most enjoyable means of providing

them. The horse show this week set going a

lot of talk about the subject and provided

some items of information in support of the

theory.

In the great throngs that visited Madison

Square riardrn during the week of this show

there were hundreds of enthusiastic cyclists as

well as equestrians and drivers, and it was

noticed that they did not find among them-

•clves any conflict of interest or disparity of

admiration for the exhibitions in the ring.

That the ring ha.< really fin.illy triumphed

over the boxes and made thr show what it was

intended to be was observed on every hand,

and was regarded as proof that if the wheel

had thrown the horse into any temporary ec-

lipse the cloud has now passed, disclosing a

lustre brighter than ever before.

Some horsemen, who know nothing of cy-

cling, not unnaturally jumped to the conclu-

sion {hat the pedal, after a brief victory, was

giving away to the stirrup, and that the reaction

following the usual course in such matters,

was going beyond the first point of departure.

There is nothing in fact to give weight to this

view. On the contrary, in this part of the

country at all events, there is more cycling

now than ever before; no one can go about the

streets the surface of which admit of cycling

without wondering how soon the congestion

of riders will pass the point of safety.

What is true is that many riders who has-

tily gave up horses for bicycles arc now begin-

ning to learn that there is room for both, and

men who never thought of horseback riding

have been induced to try it, for the sake of

variety, on account of the pleasure they ex-

perienced on their wheels. Hence it is that

the belief has grown up that the bicycle is en-

titled to much of the credit for the new inter-

est that was manifested in the Garden's show

of horses.

HE.\D, NOT HANDS.

To be successful in the cycle trade is daily

becoming more a work of the head and

less of the hands. By this we mean that the one

who is in charge of a business of even moder-

ate proportions can usually devote his time to

better advantage by a careful scrutiny of his

business methods and a frequent revision of

the same than by taking a too active part in

the mechanical work, or what might be called

the mere details.

That man is to be pitied who does not deem

if necessary to spend a portion of his time in

searching out the why and the wherefore of

other men's successes and failures in the trade.

Yet there are a number of men in the cycle

trade who refuse to put such assignments on

their daily programme. When ultimate fail-

ure or certain retrogression to the rear of the

business procession results in almost every in-

stance, the disorder is traceable to a lack of

keeping in sympathy with the trade in gen-

eral and in touch with the new methods.

In other words, the manufacturer or the

agent gets an idea that he knows everything

worth knowing in regard to the industry. He

looks with derision upon innovations and with

suspicion upon those who inaugurate them.

Eventually he reaches a point where he says

to himself that he knows more than any and

all writers in the trade press, and consequent-

ly has no use for such journals. Pro-

gtess goes on in trade, however, and

does so in spite of the fact that he shuts his

eyes and ears to it. That is why more pro-

gressive firms are constantly displacing slower

ones.

If M.il W. Reed, chairman of the Indian-

apolis Mrct Club's Press Committee, is un-

able to keep his wits about him sufficiently to

prevent his frothing at the mouth and making

mountains out of molehills and howling "mal-

iciousness" when the commonest application

of logic would show the idiocy of the howl,

the cause of Indianapolis will not be bene-

fited by his writings. The Wheel's use of

the term "Indianapolis tricksters," to describe

the men who grossly misused the L. A. W.
during the recent municipal campaign, has

caused Mr. Reed to lash himself into a frenzy

and call down maledictions upon us. Some
Indianapolis gentlemen have also made a

genteel protest, but as they all have clear con-

sciences and know to whom the term applied,

they have no need to feel uneasy or offended.

With its DuCros and its Hooleys, men who

have set the world agog with the magnitude

and cleverness of their financeering and com-

mercial accomplishments, and who have il-

luminated English cycledoni, it would have

been odd if .American cycling did not develop

a man of the sort. Just now it looks very

much as if the clima.x of a succession of coups

entitled W. E. Miller, president of the Shelby

Steel Tube Co., to the distinction.

Chairman Mott was in New York last week

and while here told the reporters that the

secession movement on the Pacific Coast had

petered out and that he was certain the Can-

adian Wheelmen's Association would never

recognize the "rebels." The news from

Canada in this issue of The Wheel will

doubtless give the gentleman a shock and

cause his eyes to open wide.

If Earl W. Peabody wants a clear title to the

greater-than-Zim's-101-firsts record, he had

better keep riding for full measure. Eight

match races against unknowns at three meets

in one-horse towns is not the way Zimmer-

man did business, and is not palatable. It

savors too strongly of a "put-up job."

When a man who rides a wheel, has

good health and good appetite, yet has not the

kindliest feelings for all, he is an example of

the way nature wastes her blessings.

Some League politicians' manner of run-

ning for office reminds one of a dog with a

tin-can appendage.

Variety is tlic spice of life; it is also a desir-

able thing in cycling; but it i.sn't much good

in a poker hand.

You cannot flatter the man who beats you

on the road better tli.m by praising your own

speed there.

Talk if you wish to make enemies for your-

self in cycling; if you wish to make friends,

listen.

The rare novice is he who can lose his bal-

ance without losing his equanimity.

Two short rides are better than one long

one.
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CONSOLIDATION OF SEVEN.

Shelby Steel Tube Company's Napoleonic Stroke, the Effect of Which Will Reach Into Many Fac-

tories and Salesrooms—All Tube Quotations Withdrawn and an Increase in

Sight The Man Who Brought It About.

There have been surprises in the cycle trade

before this, and many of them, but none were

of greater magnitude or were more unex-

pected or will be more far reaching in its re-

sults than the acquirement by The Shelby

Steel Tube Co., Shelby, Ohio, of six of the

biggest tube mills in the United States.

The Wheel has been aware of the negotia-

tions for some tim'e, but was pledged not to

release the information, which finally leaked

out in Toledo late last week, but in insufficient

shape. The deal is of even greater magni-

tude than stated by the Toledo despatches

and the end is not yet.

The mills acquired by the Shelby people

are those of the Ellwood Tube Co., the Green-

ville Tube Co., the New Castle Tube Co., and

the Auburn Tube Mill, all located in Pennsyl-

vania in the towns of those names, and the

American Weldless Tube Co., and the Brewer

Steel Tube Co., in Toledo, Ohio. Two
others are in prospect, one in New York State

and one in Indiana, but the negotiations for

these are not yet consummated.

The purchase price has been variously esti-

mated at from three to five million dollars,

but on this point there is no authentic infor-

mation possible. It is known that the Shelby

people laid out a great sum in spot cash, but

part cash, part stock was the basis of the pur-

chase, the Lozier interests in the Ellwood and

Greenville mills being represented in the new
Shelby Steel Tube Co.—the word "The" is

dropped—which has been incorporated in

Pennsylvania with a capital stock of $5,000,-

000 and the following officers: William E.

Miller, of Elyria, O., president; W. S. Miller,

of Shelby, O., treasurer; H. H. Stockley, of

Shelby, O., secretary. The directors are:

William E. Miller, Elyria; W. W. Skiles, B.

J. Williams and W. S. Miller, of Shelby; H.
A. Lozier and N. A. Gilbert, of Cleveland,

and H. W. Hartman, of Ellwood City.

With four Shelby men in the directorate it

is readily seen where the controlling interest

lies.

The old companies, of course, cease to exist,

and while it has not been definitely settled, it

is reasonably certain that the headquarters of

the new corporation will be established in

Cleveland with W. T. Thornburgh as resi-

dent manager.

The new company acquires the famed Stiefel

process of making tube from the solid billet

and will either devote one of the acquired

plants to the manufacture of billets or con-

struct a mill for the purpose. One of the

mills, probably that at Shelby, will be devoted
to the drawing of bic3'cle tube, others will

draw tube for locomotives, boilers, typewriters,

umbrella rods and the numberless other arti-

cles into which tubing has entered and is en-

tering. It is possible that some of the mills

will be shut down entirely.

On Saturday, when the organization had
become an accomplished fact, the Shelby people
withdrew all previous quotations on tube, and
after January 1st prices will be advanced to

about 70 per cent or nearly double the exist-

ing figures.

The Shelby Co. has ever been one of the

most careful .students of credit and conductors

of business on business principles. They
have closed a great number of delinquent

creditors and doubtful risks and a feature of

their future policy will be the furtherance of

this principle. They will extend no long

credits and carry no "deadwood." In this way
they believe that the substantial trade will be

benefited more than enough to make good
the increased price of tube. It will force the

weaklings in the trade to the wall and clarify

the atmosphere and afiford more elbow room.

It is also quite probable that the consolida-

tion of interests will squeeze several makers
who sought to play both ends for the middle

by placing contracts with both the Shelby

mill and with others recently acquired, as the

Shelby people will insist on fulfillments of

both contracts. For two months past, for in-

stance, all communications addressed to Ell-

wood have been turned over to the Shelby

and some pretty duplicity has been discovered

which may return to vex the perpetrators.

W. E. Miller.

The deal will also affect the material peo-

ple and sales agents, as the Shelby people

themselves will conduct all business, main-

taining headquarters in a central point, prob-

ably Cleveland, and continuing their branch

houses in New York and Chicago and in Lon-
don, for be it known, they purpose giving the

English and Continental tube makers a genu-

ine taste of American competition.

The efifects of the deal will reach clear

across the ocean and bring about the

total collapse of "Tubes, America, Limited,"

the flotation of the Englishman Pilkington.

who visited this country early in the year

and obtained options on the mills at Green-
ville, Ellwood City and Toledo, and on the

American rights to the Stiefel patent.

That project, as is not generally known, was
crippled by the very genius responsible for

the present coup, W. E. Miller, president of

the Shelby Steel Tube Co. The story is in-

teresting.

When II. A. Lo/.ier went to Europe to meet
tiio Pilkington people and complete the or-

ganization of "Tubes, America, Ltd.," Mr.
Miller was naturally much interested. Such
an institution would, of course, affect his

holdings, and in consequence he also jour-

neyed to London to "view the situation."

When he arrived the daily papers and the

trade and financial journals teemed with

news of the Pilkington move and the

wonders of the Stiefel process, which reduced

the cost of tube drawing fully 30 per cent.

Mr. Miller felt around for a plan and soon

found one.

Two days after he set foot on British soil

thirty of the principal dailies printed in prom-
inent type in prominent places advertisements

stating that the President of The Shelby Steel

Tube Co., operating the largest tube mill in

America, was in England to establish offices

and warerooms from which the British and
Continental trade would be supplied with

tubing at unequaled prices; the services of an

experienced manager were required and ap-

plications from qualified men would be re-

ceived and considered, etc.

The scheme worked as Mr. Miller supposed
it would. Not only was he flooded with ap-

plicants for the managerial position, but the

trade and financial press rushed to him "for

further information concerning his plans,"

which, it is needless to add, he cheerfully gave.

The result was a slump in the stock of "Tubes,
America, Ltd." The publication of Mr.
Miller's plans frightened off investors, as he
had figured would be the case. It was a

body blow to the Pilkington-Lozier flotation,

and shortly thereafter it was ordered removed
from the lists of the Birmingham Stock Ex-
change because of a bold and partially success-

ful, but illegal, attempt to inflate the stock

and realize something on nothing.

Mr. Miller then set out to prove the Shelby
Steel Tube Co. the dominating power in

America. That he did so, that he obtained
almost a corner on this year's market, that

he brought the price down to bed rock and
executed contracts for their season's output
with nearly all of the large and more desirable

bicycle makers is well known to the trade.

Efforts were made and a meeting of tube men
called in Cleveland to stay the downward ten-

dency of the market. It was a most interest-

ing and animated session, with the Shelby's
competitors doing most of the talking. When
they had wearied, the Shelby people simply
exhibited a wad of season's-output contracts
at a guaranteed price and asked the other fel-

lows what they proposed doing about it. They
gasped and did nothing.

As quietly as he had effected his other coups
Mr. Miller then began work on the plans
which resulted in the enormous deal just con-
summated, a deal which entitles, him to rank
with the DuCros and Hooleys and other fin-

anciers noted in English cycledom.
For many years previous to entering the

tube business Mr. ]\Iiller was connected with
the Grafton Stone Co., of Grafton O., and is

still vice-president of that company. When
the Shelby Tube Co. started about eight years
ago under the name of the Lozier-Yost Tube
Co., he became one of the stockholders. In
18!)1 ire purchased the stock in the company
which was held by Col. Pope, and this gave
him the majority of the stock. Soon after
this Mr, Lozier withdrew from the company
and started the Ellwood plant. ]\[r. Miller
is interested in a number of enterprises and
is director of several Ohio banks. He is a
tall, well-knit business man. far-seeing and as
sharp as the proverbial steel trap. His home
is in Elyria.
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COMBIXIXG ABROAD.

British Cbaln-Makera Catch a Mild Form of

the Combine Fever-American Cycle

Show.

As readers of Tjie Wheel will have been

aware from the articles recently published,

English chain makers, tired of having the

various chain troubles laid at their doors, have

been pining for an opportunity to act in con-

cert so as to place the blame on the proper

shoulders. This was given them yesterday,

when a meeting was convened in the Grand

Hotel. Birmingham, at which the Birming-

ham Small Arms Company, Perry & Co.,

Brampton Bros., Joseph Appleby, Alfred Ap-

pleby, the Garrard Manufacturing Company.

Cycle Components Manufacturing Company,

Coventry Chain Company and Hans Renold

were all represented by principals, .^fter a

discussion lasting over two hours, it was un-

animously agreed to adopt the Hans Renold

pattern of tooth and permit each maker to

use his own discretion regarding size of head

block on chain; but as the universal template

makes it imperative that these chains shall be

interchangeable, this is an improvement on a

mere slavish adherence to one pattern of

chain and chain wheel.

The Pedersen frame will have a few expon-

ents at both shows, and there seems to be a

disposition on the part of the critics to treat

it with a cautious hand in view of possible

developments. It is said, however, to swing

greatly when being ridden, and is much too

lightly built to stand rough vsork, such as any

bidder for cycle favor must now be prepared

to show.

The decision of the N. C. U. to officially

interdict all road racing by licensed riders

was suddenly arrived at by the Council last

Saturd.iy, and is hailed in all corners as a con-

sistent and inevitable step in view of the

threatened action of the Imperial authorities

in the matter of cycle tax and a special

speed regulation dealing with cyclists only.

There is much talk of secessions, but it is not

thought that these will amount to half a dozen

in all.

The acquiescence of the Dunlop Company in

the suggestion made by the N. C. U. that it

should abandon the subsidization of amateur

racing men was most unexpected. It appears

that when Messrs. Britten. Todd and Turner

went to meet the Dunlop directors, they found

Harvey du Cros alone in possession. After

an interesting discussion lasting for the most
part of an hour, he a.ssurcd the N. C. U. lead-

er.s that he would not only agree to their ap-

peal, but would give them every assistance in

preventing other firms from taking up the

malpractice. At present we don't know really

whether we arc in for a millrnnium or a pan-

demonium.

It is stated that the Continental and Amcri-
• 'Xhibilors who were frozen out of the

nal shftw will combine and hold a

in Frburary in

the owners of ihr

I'rriiiiscs have an aKrcemcnt with the Stanley

•tiow people not to lease the hall fnr similar

exhibitions, the report docs not seem
plausible.

HE DODGED, AS USUAL.

In the Greater New York campaign it is

^aid that President Potter signed a statement

favoring a particular candidate with his of-

ficial title as president of the League of Amer-
ican Wheelmen.—Bicycling World.

No, No. Give Mr. Potter his due. He
is too clever to sign statements of the sort.

He does not do business that way. He
realizes fully what it means. He gets around

it by writing inter\iews with himself; he re-

cites how warmly he answered certain cjues-

titms which he puts to himself and works in

his all-important League title as a mere in-

cidental or explanatory term. It is generally

understood that the "statement" referred to

was a case of self-communion, written and

placed at the disposal of the political machine

several days before it appeared and published

when its author was a thousand miles from

New York, so he would have plenty of lati-

tude later on to come forward with his usual

song of "I-never-said-it."

ANTI-TRUST LAW

TELESCOPING A FRAME.

R. L. Philpot,of Coventry Machinists, Rudge,

New Howe and Humber fame, has bobbed

out of his retirement on the eve of England's

shows, and tells the world in characteristic

fashion through the cycle press that the chief

novelty of his lot, as shown in the Agricul-

tural Hall, will be a telescopic frame, which

will be easily understood from the accompany-

ing illustration. The idea is a good one, and it

is difficult to think that Philpot is a man who
will put a poor contrivance on the market.

FINED FOR FAST RIDING.

In certain portions of England the estab-

lishnunt of a road record is now almost in-

variably followed by a summons to court and

a fine for "riding to the common danger."

The newspaper reports of the record-break-

ings arc usually considered good and sufficient

evidence. Several convictions have already

been secured by such means. Ernest Gould,

who recently broke the 12-hour record, re-

cently paid a fine of 30 shillings and costs as
a result of his performance. He admitted the
truth «>f the published reports, and in his de-
fense urged that his wheel was "at all times
under complete control."

PLACED III SOUTH STREET.

While ill the rity last week. Harry G.

Kc'tisc, of Rouse, Hazard & Cc»., Peoria, III.,

placed their Metropolitan agency with John
W. Buckley, 150 South street. New York.
Mr. Rouse reports a very satisfactory contract.

Is Invoked Against the Denver Bicycle Repalr-
* era' Assoclalion'a Attempt to Run

Things.

Denver, Col., has a "Bicycle Repairers' As-

sociation" and like most "labor trusts" or

unions, they will not work nor play if they

cannot have things their own way.

Recently the association undertook to tell

the Denver trade how to conduct its business

and to have the trade bind itself to the stipu-

lations made by the repair men.

This is the impertinent agreement which

the latter sought to have signed:

\\>, the undersigned bicycle supply houses of the

city of Denver, hereby agree with the Denver Bi-

cycle Repairers' Association, to charge full retail

prices for any and all bicycle parts, supplies and sun-

dries, sold to anyone not a member of the above-

named association, giving only holders of membership
cards the benefit of any wholesale discount.

And we further agree to require from every mem-
ber the membership card of said association to be
present with each and every order for goods at any
time, making no distinction or exception whatever.

And we also agree to suspend sales to any member
who is in arrears to this association for dues or fines,

after we have been so notified by the secretary of the

association of the fact; such notices shall stale name
and number of card, and an order from the secretary

to resume sales to holder of such card on settlement

of these claims shall be required by us before selling

to holder of such card.

This is to go into elTect October 5, 1897. This con-

tract takes the place of all previous ones.

Naturally some of the firms refused to sign

the paper and, as usual, the Repairers' .\sso-

ciation promptly sought to "get even" and by

the usual means. They singled out the Den-

ver branch of the Boston Woven Hose and

Rubber Co., which had very properly in-

sisted on doing its own business in its own
way, and sought to injure it by issuing the fol-

lowing circular on November 8th:

It has become a well-known fact that the Vim tire,

or Boston Woven Hose and Rubber Company branch,

of this city, are not in accord with the policy of this

association, and are seeking to injure it by catering

to the trade of the few on the outside, claiming, as

it does, that the trade of the members of the asso-

ciation does not amount to anything with them any-

way.

Therefore, every member who has the interest of

this association at heart is cirnestly requested not to

purchase tires or other sundries from that company
until they have given their support to the agree-

ment which all other supply houses of this city have

signed.

Manager Standard promptly accepted the

challenge, and after communicating with head-

quarters in Boston, engaged counsel, and, if

he so advises, will begin proceedings against

the Denver Association for violation of the

National anti-trust law, which, it is believed,

applies to boycotts of this nature. The tran-

saction cannot but interest the whole trade.

CYCLE PATHS IN FAIRMOUNT PARK.

At the monthly meeting of the Fairmount

Park Commissioners, held in Philadelphia last

week, Superintendent Thayer reported that

the cycle paths now in course of construc-

tion on Mount Prospect Drive have been

completed as far as the approjirialion will ad-

mit, and slated that they probably would be

extendetl northward in the early spring.

The cycle pqths in F.nirmount have prf»ven

of the utmost value in relieving the congested

driveways, and their extensions will afford an

easy solution of the bicycle problem, which

had become a serious matter to the Com-
missioners.
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IPALMER TIRES
ill MARK THE HIGH GRADE WHEEL

"Son ot Good"
An old man who had made a local reputation as a compounder of herbs

and simples, labeled one of his remedies "Rheumatic Oil, S. O. G." The
village folk were naturally curious to know the meaning of " S. O. G.," and

when pressed for an explanation, the inventor gravely replied:

"
I felt some uncertain whether this Rheumatic Oil would be a perfect

success; so 1 put those three letters after the name to signify 'Sort of Good.'
"

"Sort of good" is a fit description of the many
different kinds of tires now in process of manufacture

for the 1898 trade.

Competition is so keen, and bicycle makers so in-

sistent upon a lower price for tires, that tire manufac-

turers are going to meet the condition by making " sort

of good " tires and trusting to luck when the rider gets

them.

There is one concern whose tires will not be made
upon such a basis.

The Palmer Tire Company will not lower its

standard. Not an iota.

It is willing to accept the new conditions with the

lowest possible price for the best possible tire.

But it will not manufacture such a thing as a "sort

of good" Palmer Tire. Palmer Tires will be better

than ever.

A tire, as well as a bicycle, can be made so

cheaply as to be worthless.

A poor tire is the most abominable part of a bicycle.

Cheap tires make a cheap-looking bicycle, while

every one knows that Palmer Tires mark the high-grade

wheel.

The bicycle. manufacturer's path of safety lies in

making Palmer Tires his standard equipment.

THE PALMER PNEUMATIC TIRE CO.
aac CHICAGO^^NEW YORK offices: 66~6a READE ST.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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MASCOT OR HOODOO?

National Circalt Closes wUh Sensational Feat-

ures Butler's Electrifying Record- Bald's

Bad Defeats.

The ycUow-fcvcr-scarcd ghost of the Na-

tional Circuit flitted about Florida last week

and then vanished in thin air at Chattanooga,

Ttnn., where the last meet of the circuit was

to have been held, but was not because the

official "mascot" proved a "hoodoo" and

brought bad luck.

The circuit was in Jacksonville on the lOth

and drew a crowd of 3,000 people. It was

notable because of Bald's double defeat and

Cooper's surprising display of form.

The summary:

One-mile open, professional—1, Dr. Brown; 2,

Cooper; 3, Bald; A, Gardiner; 5, Loughead. Time,
2.07.

One-mile open—1, Pcabody; 2, Powers, Jackson,
vilie; 3, Wilson. Time, 2,29%.

Two-mile handicap—1, Peabodv, scratch; 2, Cox-
ctter, 90 yards; 3, Powers, 40 yards; -I, Thompson, 100

yards. Time, 4.34. n r, u •>

Two-mile, open, professional—1, Cooper; 2, Bald; 3,

Gardiner; 4, Kreeman; 5, Kimble. Time, 4.13%.

One-mile handicap, amateur—1, Wilson, 85 yards;

2, Thompson, ffi yards; 3, Jones, 60 yards. Time, 2.10.

Two-mile handicap, professional—1, Walthour, 45

yards; 2, Loughead, scratch; 3, Freeman, 150 yards;

4, Hufstettcr, 200 yards. Time, 4.25Vfe.

On the 12th and 13th the circuit was the

guest of Bellair, Fla., a "boom town," of 500

inhabitants, in which the real estate boomers

have built a splendid $10,000 track to help

along the boom.

On the first day Bald got another taste of

defeat and Peabody added four victories to

his string. The summary:

Quarter-mile, open— 1, Peabody; 2, Powers, Jack-
sonville; 3, Tliompson. Jacksonville. Time, 35%.
Half-mile open, professional— 1, Bald; 2, Cooper; 3,

Loughead: 4. Butler; 5. Eaton. Time, 1.14%.
Quarter-mile open, professional—1, Loughead; 2,

Kimble; 3, Bald; 4, Brown; 5, Cooper. Time, 32%.
One mile open—1, Peabody; 2, Powers; 3, A. M.

Jones. Time, 2.32%.
One-mile handicap, professional—1, Hadfield, 70

- - 120
time, 2.00%.
yards; 2. Hufstetter, yards; 3, Wells, 100 yards.

Five mile handicap—1, Peabody, scratch; 2, Pow-
ers. 100 yards; 3, Coxettcr, 120 yards. Time, 12.36.

One-mile tandem—Won by Peabody and Thompson.
Time, 2.45.

On the second day, the 13th, Nat Butler

was the star and rode in an electrifying man-

ner, winning the two-mile handicap from

scratch in the grandest possible style and

cutting II seconds off the previous record.

He went from the crack of the pistol and

caught the last man, Hadfield, but a foot from

the tape in the record time of 4.01 2-5. The
ride roused the 2,000 people to a high pitch

and deserved the ovation which it received.

In the mile open Cooper was nipped on the

Jape by Walthour and was judged out of sec-

•nd plare despite his protest. Cooper was
ilso fined t25 for refusing to ride in the two-

iiilc handicap. He refused to pay the fine,

laiming that the breaking of a boil prevented

his riding. Pcabody won another first, but

"^lipped up in the match race game, being dc-

'•atcd in straight heats by Powers, of Jack-

• nvillc. The summary:

Onr tntfr rtprn. fvfnffI'lonsI—1, Walthour; 2. Mc.
I

' ''--r; 6, Bald; «, Ix>ughend;

«ionat—1, nutlrr, >cratch;
Im lafla, .'., I rrrman, 120 yards. Time,

•pen—1, Peabody; 2, Powers; 3, Jnnr<.

' la.**, profr>«ii>nal- 1, Brown; 2, Had-
n. Time. 2'*7%.
. race, heat* -1, Powrrt; 2, Prahody.

h race, heal* -1, Powers; 3, Pcabody,

race (or cill»rn«' pur«r, each rider pared
McKartand. I 4»%; Bald. 1.61%; Brown.

The circuit wa.<i to have wound up in Chat-

tanooga and fourteen of the men were in

Atlanta en route to the place, but they were

held up in .\tlanta by the oflicials of the Cen-

tral Railroad of Georgia until after train time,

the railroad refusing to allow them to pro-

ceed until fare for the Philadelphia lad known
as "Little Pete, the Mascot," had been paid

fiom Macon to this city. "Little Pete" had

been beating his way through the East, but

when the parlor car party started South, he

was refused cjuarters. He had stowed him-

self away on a steamer bound from New York
to Jacksonville, had been put ofT at Charles-

ton and had again stolen into the boat and

reached Jacksonville.

The Plant System provided him with trans-

portation to Bellair. At the latter point the

circuit party split. McFarland, Stevens,

Baker, .-\ker. Freeman, Kimble stayed in

Florida, their purpose being to go to Texas

and Mexico from there. Pete wanted to get

East and took up with the Eastbound crowd,

which included Bald, Loughead, Gardiner,

Wells, Buller, Brown, Eaton and Walthour.

All the conductors passed him through until

Macon was reached and the Central Railroad

of Georgia conductor demanded fare. The
circuit men informed him that Pete was not a

member of the party and that he could col-

lect his fare or put him off as he chose. Pete

was not put off, and just outside of Atlanta he

decamped and entered the city in the street

cars.

In the morning on attempting to check the

baggage they were informed that $1.32 would
have to be paid for the fare of Pete from

Macon to Atlanta or the baggage would be

lield. On principle the circuit men refused to

pay, claiming that it was tlie conductor's bus-

iness to put the lad ofT the train.

While the argument was going on, the train

departed, and as no other train could be had

to land the party in Chattanooga in time for

to-night's races, that meet had to be called off.

Burton Smith, a prominent attorney of this

city, and a brother of Hoke Smith, took the

case of the circuit men and will pusli it in the

courts. The railroad company made over-

tures to right the matter after tiie damage had

been done, but these did no good, their lawyer

telling them that their suits for $1,000 each

were as good as gold.

TWO ELECTIONS; TWO CONTESTS.

The 21,000 League members in Pennsyl-

vania took as little interest in the Division

election as did their brethren in New York.

The only strong contest was in the Fiftli

Di.strict, in which Anson P. Dare, of Harris-

burg, was defeated by A. F. Nelson, of the

same city, by a vote of 751 to 482, and C. H.

Obreiter, of Lancaster, defeated D. B. Landis

by a vote of 713 to 428. S. A. Boyle, of Phila-

delphia: Thomas J. Kecnan, Jr., of Pitt.sburg.

and P. S. Collins, of Philadelphia, were re-

elected respectively chief consul, vice-consul

and secretary-treasurer, without opposition.

In the District of Columbia Divisirin there

wa<i a cdutest. but the old ollicials were re-

elected by an overwhelming vole, as follows:

Chief consul, William T. Robertson. 047;

John Woerner. jr., HO; vice consul. W. K.

L.Trrimore. O.'iS; secretary-treasurer. Charles

E. Wood. fi.V2: J. S. Zicgler. 77.

INOUGH SAID.

Charles M. Murphy, the Brooklyn profes-

sional, claims to have ridden a straightaway

mile on a Brooklyn boulevard on Friday last

in one (1) minute and four-fifths (4-5) of a

second. That's all.

TWO IN CHICAGO.

Michael Adds a Conple of £asy Ones

—

McDuffee Palls, Titus Shows Yellow

Streaks.

Chicago, Nov. 14.—Chicago has already

claimed Jimmy Michael as its own. Before

he set foot in town "Chicago Cycling Club"

had been added after his name, and he was so

billed in all of the advertisements of his

races against Eddie McDuffee and Fred Titu^.

Chicago gave the little fellow a royal wel-

come, too. The big Coliseum was crowded

both nights. And William Brady smiled.

Michael is proving a better card than Mr.

Brady's erstwhile favorite, James J. Corbett,

professor of punching.

McDufTee was Michael's first victim. He
went down last night literally and in fact on
the fifth mile. He touched the rear wheel of

his pacing tandem, and over he went. He
was on even terms with Michael at the time,

and once down was out of it, Michael keeping

right on and completing the 15 miles in 31.07,

the intermediate times being as follows: First

mile, 2.09 1-5; second mile, 4.11; third mile,

6.12; fourth mile, 8.12; fifth mile, 10.13; si.xth

mile, 12.23; seventh mile, 14.24; eighth mile,

16.32; ninth mile, 18.32; tenth mile, 20.37;

eleventh mile, 22.45; twelfth mile, 24.49; thir-

teenth mile, 20.52; fourteenth mile, 29.00, and

fifteenth mile, 31.07.

Two professional and three amateur races

were alsa decided during the evening. John

S. Johnson was a big favorite with the crowd,

and was given a bouquet while on the mark
for the half-mile open. He failed to score,

however, J. B. Bowler winning in 1.04 1-5;

J. Fisher, second, and J. A. Newhouse, third.

In the one-mile handicap Johnson, with 40

yards, did better, running second to C. W.
Miller (!>0 yards) in 2.08 4-5.

Walter Sanger rode an unpaced mile in

2.05 3-5, and Titus, behind tandems, reeled off

a mile in 2.03 2-5.

To-night it was Fred Titus's turn to meet

Michael, and once more Frederick's yellow

streak showed prominently, and brought

down a storm of hisses as it has done before.

Twenty-five miles had been fixed as the dis-

tance, but Titus lost his pacers at the start

and tacked onto Michael for three laps, and

when a pacemaker's tire burst on the third

mile, the young man with the ends of his

nuistache pointing heavenward, went round

and round for several laps like a lost pullet.

When he was picked up he was away behind

and rode listlessly, complaining the while of

his pacemakers. He s;it up on tiie sixth mile,

then rode another lap earnestly, Jhen sat up

and <|uit, <lismounting in front of the judge's

stand, while the crowd hissed. Manager

Brady rushed at him like a mad bull. He
shouted that he would not pay him the loser's

share of the purse unless he finished. The
threat had its effect. Titus remounted and

thereafter rode with spirit, although it was a

hopeless chase. He finished two miles and a

half to the bad. Michael rode steadily

throughout and was accorded an ovation. He
completed the distance in 52.34, nearly two
minutes outside of the indoor records. After

he finished Michael was challenged by John S.

Johnson, and the two may meet in February.

J. B. Bowler won the open professional race,

two miles, in 4.24 3-5.
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FIRST ONE.

Great Britain Makes Her First :Etitry for Cham-
pionship Honors in the Chainless Bicycle

Contest.

London, Nov. 6.—We are going to have a

bad attack of chainless gears here during the

show season, which lasts from now until the

beginning of March.

The Pope machine is expected daily, and

will have a fine old boom from the general

press at the Stanley Show, while there will

be quite half-a-dozen native ideas on the same
lines in evidence.

The leading thing in this line will, however,

be reserved for the National Show, where the

Quadrant Cycle Co. will exhibit their "Cross

Roller" gear, which is illustrated herewith,

with the gear boxes removed.

The makers have not yet seen fit to give

out a sectional illustration of the mechanism,

and the gear cannot be at all adequately con-

ceived by the lay mind from the drawing

given. As recently described by me, the

ordinary beveled cogs are supplanted by roll-

ers working on axles fixed between two tem-

plates. The ends of these axles are apparent

Their special claim is that, unlike the bevel-

gear, the line of pressure is always vertical,

upwards at one end of the shaft and down-
wards at the other, becoming what is known
as a "dead lift." The result is that the roller-

geared machine starts ofif with wonderful life

the moment the pressure of the foot is ap-

plied to the pedal, the absence of "digging"

being very apparent. When the pressure is

great, such as in ascending hills, the pressure

cannot alter a "dead lift," so nothing is

strained or distorted, and the machine climbs

with about two-thirds of the exertion required

on the chain machine.

No doubt we shall hear much about this

pro and con. during the next three months,

but one thing is certain, no other firm of

standing on this side will countenance it at

any price.

PLEASE LAUGH.

HALL-MARKED BY MOTT.

The L. A. W. Racing Board has O. K.'d

and booked the following figures:

Amateur records: Made by Arthur J. Thibo-

deen, at Chicago, 111., Oct. 29, 1897, against

time, unpaced, 20 miles, 52 min., 7 sec; 25

miles, 1 hr., 3 min., 45 sec; 30 miles, 1 hr., 16

in the crank-axle gear-wheel in the drawing,

while the drawing of the hub end of the gear

shows how the roller-teeth are applied and en-

gaged. The adjustment of the shaft-bearings

is shown at the fore end. There is a striking

similarity between the disposition of the stays

in this and the Columbia. In this matter, I

must confess, that there seems little left to be

desired in the matter of rigidity. The mak-

ers of the Quadrant gear, however, assert that

their specialty is infinitely superior to the

ordinary bevel-gearing. They claim that the

gear-wheels are oji an entirely new principle,

being furnished with roller-bearing pegs, and

engage with each other nearly at a right angle.

The rollers are made of the finest steel, hard-

ened and tempered; they rotate about 1-32

of an inch with each contact. The rollers and

the supporting plate are all detachable.

Changes of gear are made by different

sized wheels on the back hub, each size having

a bridge piece to match. This bridge or coup-

ling is the piece in which the axle end of the

driving wheel rests. A gear can be changed

in a few minutes.

min., 45 sec; 35 miles, 1 hr., 30 min., 39 2-5

sec; 40 miles, 1 hr., 44 min., 42 2-5 sec; 45

miles 1 hr., 59 min., 214-5 sec; 50 miles, 2

hr., 14 min., 5 sec

Professional records: One mile tandem,

against time, paced, made by J. B. Fowler

and C. A. Church, at Willow Grove, Pa., Nov.

6, 1897; time, 1.42 2-5; 2 miles, 3.40 2-5; 3 miles,

5.311-5; 4 miles, 7.25 4-5; 5 miles, 9.25 2-5;

G miles, 11.19; 7 miles, 13.12 1-5; 8 miles,

15.13 1-5; 9 miles, 17.06 3-5; 10 miles, 19.02 4-5.

Two-mile triplet, against time, paced, made

by Charles Church, Carroll Jack and Joe Ver-

nier, at Willow Grove, Pa., Nov. 3, 1897, time,

3.38 3-5; 3 miles, 5.30; 4 miles, 7.22 2-5; 5

miles, 9.16 3-5; 6 miles, 11.11; 7 miles,

13.11 1-5; 8 miles, 15.07 3-5; 9 mik-s, 17.013-5;

10 miles, 18.52.

Two miles quadruplet, againsl time, paceil.

made by G. S. Phillips, R. W. Boone, C. Tur-

ville, R. McCurdy, at Willow Grove, Pa.,

Nov. 3, 1897; time, 3.36 3-5; 3 miles, 5.29 2-5;

4 miles, 7.23 2-5; 5 miles, 9.18 2-5; 6 miles,

11.13 3-5; 7 miles, 13.09 2-5; 8 miles, 15.031-5;

9 miles, 16.59; 10 miles, 18.49 4-5,

Two Chicago Gentlemen Instittite a Farcical

Suit for an Impossible Of-

fense.

Chicago, Nov. 14.—All the richness in the

land was not consumed by the president of the

L. A. W. during his recent Western tour.

The Hall-Guinea combination, otherwise

the Chicago Cycle Racing Association, had a

little richness of their own stowed away. They
removed it from storage to-day. It took the

form of a suit for $100,000 damages and is so

very rich that it has positively forced people

to smile.

The H-G combine, as a portion of the world

knows, promoted the cycle show which is set

for next week and poo-poohed the idea that

the edict or frowning of any Board of Trade
in the land could affect their plans. But
despite their bravado, Messrs. Hall and Guinea
have not been wholly happy. The edicts,

twice repeated, did have powerful effect in

keeping exhibitors from their show, and then,

to add to their discomfort, the L. A. W. Rac-
ing Board's particular pets. Powers, Brady &
Co., came West and encroached on Hall's

favorite racing preserves and discouraged the

money-making plans he had in mind for de-

velopment after the show was over. The
blows, following quick in succession, stag-

gered Mr. Hall. When he recovered he dis-

covered he had been damaged $100,000 worth
by the Board of Trade's upper cut and rushed
wildly to a lawyer's office for a poultice.

The lawyer made it up according to orders

and then Hall rushed about to serve sum-
mons on the officers of the Chicago Board of

Trade.

The suit was filed in the Superior Court.

Named as defendants in connection with the

board itself are C. K. Anderson, A. G. Ray-
mond, A. B. Black, M. J. Budlong, A. E.

Lumsden and H. A. Jameson, all representa-

tives of foremost concerns in the city. Hall

claims that while the board itself is as a body
chiefly liable, yet the officers individually are

indirectly responsible and should be brought
to account.

"I mean to carry the matter through to the

end and discover if we cannot give a show
without interference on the part of the Board
of Trade," asserts Mr. Hall.

If it is possible to read this assertion with-

out another smile, do so.

MUST NOT SIDEWALKIZE.

The Indiana Attorney General has rendered

an opinion that it is unlawful to ride a bicycle

on the sidewalk under any circumstances, no
matter whether city ordinances permit it or

not. The opinion was called forth by a letter

to Governor Mount, asking whether the city

council had any right to pass an ordinance

giving bicycle riders the right to use the side-

walks in muddy weather.

THE FIVE DIVIDED.

The Associated Cycling Clubs of St. Louis
have di.sbandod, but the United Wheeling
Clubs remain to fill any want that may re-

quire supplying. The five clubs composing

the A. C. C. divided $550 tiiat was in the

treasury.

The eye is the light of the world, but at

night a lamp is preferable for cycling.
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OLD AS TUB HILLS.

Speaking of early devices in the way of bi-

cycle attachments, recalls the self-supporting

sund. This device has been in evidence

from the time the bicycle itself began. It has

been well said that no sooner was the first

bicycle built than a support was invented to

keep it company. Certain it is that each re-

curring season has witnessed a new crop of

these useless contrivances, upon which a large

sum of money, in the aggregate, must have

been wasted in patent fees and expenses, all

of which could have been saved had the least

attention been given the matter of research

in the Patent Of^ce files.

It is a plausible idea—that of a support that

can be attached to the bicycle and utilized to

hold it erect when not being ridden, but the

average man wants no clumsy contrivance

tagged onto his bicycle. Far easier to prop

it up against a house or a convenient post or

tree.

If inventors would but confine their efforts

to such simple problems as gearings and other

similar small details, for which there happens

to be a demand, they might save time and

money.

VALUELESS BRITISH PATENTS.

It is not very generally known that when a

patent is taken out in Great Britain, no pro-

vision is made by the authorities for an of-

ficial search as to the novelty of the inven-

tion it is sought to protect. Therefore it is

very necessary that any person seeking such

protection as the patent law does afford him

in this connection, which after all is only per-

mission to protect his property, should him-

self make search, or cause search to be made,

into the possibility of the anticipation of his

invention.

By omitting to take this precaution, many

a patentee in Great Britain has discovered

that all the time and money he has expended

upon his idea have been wasted and thrown

away. A complete and exhaustive search of

the quarter of a million specifications now in

existence there is a task of considerable dif-

ficulty even to the trained expert, while for

the inexperienced inventor it is a duty fraught

with infinite trouMc and some danger.

AK IRISH ICONOCLAST.

"Something novel would do no harm at

the present juncture. The trade needs a fillip

to induce people to buy new machines."

—

Irish Cyclist.

Have a care, Mr. Mccredy. You arc tread-

ing on thin ice. Some of the ponderous and

profound journalistic "protectors" of the

trade arc apt to use such urgings against you.

They believe it is wiser to remain in a rut and

<1

' • the trade of chanKit)>{ to

ti c\," rather than admit and
r ii a* a fillip to induce people to

t narhincs." There arc ncvcral illus

lriou« examples of the ponderous and pro-

found in this country.

ANTI-FAST-MOVmc.

'Talk as you please about it, there is one

ihinK that must be said in favor of chess,"

said Fossyt.

"And what is that?" queried his friend.

'There's no scorching about it"

ECLIPSE POINTS AND PRICES.

It required no prophet to foretell that the

automatic coaster and brake would be one of

the chief features of the '98 Eclipse, and this

week's formal announcement of the fact by the

Eclipse Bicycle Company was expected. And
they are building high hopes on the device,

which they explain and illustrate for the first

time.

The mechanism consists of a friction clutch

on the rear hub, another clutch on the left

crank, and a spoon-brake, controlled by

the latter. In a normal position, the rear

sprocket clutch is locked, and the crank

clutch is free. If it is desired to coast, a slight

back-pressure of the pedals releases the

sprocket clutch and allows the rear wheel to

run independently of the chain and crank. To
set the brake, ail that is then necessary is an

application of back-pressure to the pedals.

This sets the crank clutch. Forward pedaling

instantly releases the brake. It will thus be

seen that the rider can coast or set the brake

by varying the back-pressure upon the pedals.

9 c

.md the leverage is so great that he can stop

the rear wheel altogether in case of emerg-

ency. This device has been thoroughly

tested during the pa.st season.

.\ new device for fastening the left crank

which adds to the neatness and attractive ap-

pearance of the wheel is another feature of this

year's Eclipse. The end of the axle is threaded

and milled out so as to leave an inclined sur-

f;ice. adapted to receive the flat side of the

small key. A small projecting web or key of

metal is left on the axle, which engages a

transverse slot on the key and locks it in the

crank. The key fits snugly in the crank, in

the same position as the ordinary tapered

key, but. unlike the latter, its ends arc flush

with the surface of the crank. Crank and

over the end of the axle, and an annular lock-

nut in then screwed on, wedging the crank

tightly in place.

The adjuntmenl of the crank-hanger bear-

ings is likewise new. The cup is provided with

a notched periphery and associated with this

is a loose ring with three projecting lugs

which reach across the notches and engage

recesses in the barrel of the crank-hanger. By
removing the ring and turning the cup the

space of one notch, the bearings will be ad-

justed just one-thousandth of an inch. A
dust-cap snugly encloses the end of the

hanger, as shown in the cut.

The Morrow hub, as used in this line, at-

taches the spoke to the hub without a bend.

These hubs are turned from solid bar steel

and have two flanges at each end. Tiiesc

flanges have alternate slots and holes, and the

method of spoking is very simple and effec-

tive. A T-headed spoke is inserted by pass-

ing the head down the slot and pushing it

sideways into the opposite hole in adjoining

flange.

All cones and cups are turned from solid

bars of Sanderson tool steel, finely tempered

and drawn. The bearings are rendered dust-

proof by a new method of bevel-groovings,

which works the dust out of, rather than into

the bearings.

The Eclipse line for 1808 will consist of

Models 54 and 55, gentlemen and ladies, strict-

ly high-grade, in various heights of frame,

listing at $75; Models 52 and 53, listing at |60,

and Models 52 and 53, without automatic

coaster and brake, listing at $50. The
Eclipse Company will also build a special

racer. Model 50. which will list at $100.

WOMEN SHOULD LEARN.

Most whcelwomen arc satisfied with their

machines so long as the wheels go round and

the bearings don't shriek aloud for oil; and it

i? generally these women who wait until some-

thing goes wrong with a machine before they

look it over, who condemn the maker for what

they call "faulty construction," when the

fault is generally neglect on their own part

for not attending to the adjustment and care

at the right time.

Too much stress cannot be laid on the im-

portance of the proper and accurate wheel ad-

justments—a bicycle is like a watch in this

respect; it can be made fast or slow, hard or

easy to go ahead, simply by proper or im-

proper adjustment. No one would suggest

that the fair rider should know how to make
a machine before she learns to ride one, but

that she should certainly get a general idea

of "what's what" from the agent from whom
she purchased her machine, so that she can tell

when anything is wrong, none cm deny.

OWNS RIGHT, TITLE AND INTEREST.

Now that visible bearings arc somewhat

prominently in the trade eye, the Relay Mfg.

Co., of Reading, Pa., desire it known that they

arc the sole owners of the patent affecting that

form of bearing. No. .^78.400. dated March !•.

18f)7, granted to John Narcgang. Leesport,

Pa. The "whole right, title and interest in

and to the said invention" was conveyed to

thein and recorded by the Commissioner of

Patents on June 30. 18!)7.

FOU ONE PIECE CRANK-A.XLES.

K. K. LcRlond. Cincinnati. O., whose fiO-

pagc catalogue of machine tools is an unus-

ually handsome volume, is making a special

machine for the furnishing of one-piece crank-

axles. It chases a right and left hand thread,

faces <iff the spider, turns twt> sizes and shoul-

ders for cones and has a capacity of 200 per

day.
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NO BOYCOTTING.

trnited States Circuit Court Decides that

Manufacturers May Direct Their 0^7ti

Aflfairs."

St. Louis, Mo., Nov. 13.—An opinion was
handed down in the United States Circuit

Court of Appeals yesterday holding that the

boycott is not a legal weapon. The decision

will be of interest to the cycle trade and to

every other, as well, inasmuch as it upholds

the right of corporations and business peo-

ple generally to conduct their lawful business

as they may deem best, without asking of

any union the right or privilege to do so.

The case in question was that of the Oxley
Stave Company, of Kansas City, Kas., vs.

members of the Coopers' Union No. 18, of

the Kansas City and Trades Assembly of the

same, place. Some of them were employed

in the Oxley Stave Company.
In January, 1896, the stave company placed

in their plant a machine to hoop barrels.

This angered the defendants, who, after re-

questing the stave company to withdraw their

machine, and having their request refused,

caused a boycott to be entered against them.

The stave company went to the United

States District Court and secured an injunc-

tion against the defendants, restraining them

from pushing the boycott. The defendants

appealed to the United States Circuit Court of

Appeals, which yesterday affirmed the de-

cision of the lower court.

Judges Sanborn and Thayer, in doing so,

said that the defendants had no right to form

a conspiracy to deprive the plaintifif of its

own rights to manage its own business. If

such a thing was lawful, then a combination

may be organized for the purpose of prevent-

ing the use of typesetting machines, presses,

harvesters, thrashers, and thousands of other

useful inventions.

It is to be hoped that the foregoing may not

be forgotten by some of those intelligent in-

dividuals who, while working at a bench, be-

lieve themselves fitted to tell their employers

how they shall make bicycles, and to whom
and how they may sell them. The employer's

refusal to be thus governed being at once

met with a boycott upon the product of his

factory, and upon those buying, using or sell-

ing same.

As an example of how this labor-directing

of another's business is liable to result in

idiotic rulings by the arrogant walking dele-

gate, it may be timely to recall that the pol-

ishers in a Chicago cycle factory, who were

working overtime at double pay therefor, were

once ordered out by an intelligent delegate

because, forsooth, the men were earning more

money than his protecting union by its laws

allowed him to earn.

FOR FOREIGN SHORES AND SHOWS.

Horace E. Bishop, representing G. W.
Cole & Co., sailed for Europe last week to

attend the English cycle shows. He carried

with him the full line of sundries manufactured

by the firm, including the new saddles and

the well-known Three-in-One.

GONE TO WARREN STREET.

George E. Shaw, one of the partners, has

succeeded the Shaw-Herron Co., and removed

the business, parts and fittings, from 124

Chambers street to 35 Warren street, this

city.

DISTINCTLY ORIGINAL.

Enthusiastic L. A. W. members and seekers

for originality and distinctiveness will find

something that appeals to them in the '98 line

of the widely known Corbin bells, which are

now being manufactured exclusively in the

new factory of the Bristol (Conn.) Bell Co.

The illustrations show the nature of the ap-

peal—a decorated bell. That it is a handsome
and refined article is apparent.

It is distinctly new and required no little

study to produce. The designing of the

League emblem and other decoration was the

simplest part of the matter. It was the ap-

plication of the design to the bells in a man-
ner that would not detract from their tone

that caused the

study, and it nec-

essitated several

months' experi-
mentation to ef-

fect a satisfactory

result, the decora-

tions necessarily

preventing a uni-

form thickness of

the metal, a most

important matter

in small bells and gongs. E. D. Rockwell

and C. A. Tredwell, respectively manager and

superintendent ol the Bristol concern, have

both had a long experience in the manufacture

of bicycle bells, and their assurance that they

have obtained satisfactory results, with bells

would seem to be all that is necessary to con-

vince the trade that such is the case. Any-
way, it warrants

the belief that the

Corbin bells for '98

will be strictly-

high-grade in every

detail of construc-

tion.

The Corbin bells

will be made with

smooth surfaces,

also, of course, and

will bear marks of

improvement, one of the most prominent be-

ing the lock-band clamp, which is no>w so con-

structed as to render it unnecessary to remove
the screw in adjusting, and as to avoid dis-

figurement by rivets or anything breaking the

surface of the finish.

OF INTEREST.

RENDERS NUTS UNNECESSARY.

The Indianapolis Chain and Stamping Co.,

than whom none expend more thought and

effort on chain improvement, have just

brought another simple, but ingenious little

device designed to remedy an aggravating

Closed.

"chain trouble"—the loss of the nut. The
bolt lock, as the device is styled, is shown by

the accompanying illustration and is intended

to render a nut unnecessary, the countersink-

ing in the lock fitting snugly over the head

of the bolt and holding it in place.

Sold Twelve Thousand Machines—An Original

Way of Bracing Up Ofif-Season

Trade.

Cleveland, O., Nov. 15.—Although compar-

atively unknown to the trade, Otto Konigs-

low, 45-49 Michigan street, this city, is no
"small pumpkins" as a cycle manufacturer.

The reason he is so little known is because

until to the present year his entire output has

been taken by one large jobber and marketed
under different name-plates. His business

has been greatly extended this year and his

capacity increased and contracts have just

been closed with a syndicate of Western job-

bers covering some 12,000 bicycles and tan-

dems. The wheel that has the past season

been marketed under his own name-plate is

called the "O. K." and the machine has a good
reputation locally. Arrangements have re-

cently been made to market this wheel

throughout the Central States and a large

business is looked for. It will also be pushed

locally harder than ever. The '98 model is

a sightly machine and will be a seller. It

has IJ-inch tubing in main frame, D rear

forks, tapering from ^ to f inch, one-piece

cranks and arched fork-crown; $75 is the list

price.

The Cleveland Cycle Supply Company, at

238 Euclid avenue, have just been appointed

agents for Northern Ohio, including the City

of Cleveland, for the immense line of parts

manufactured by the A. L. Moore Company.
Though but recently incorporated, this com-
pany is already building up a business in any-

thing and everything pertaining to a bicycle.

They are agents for the Home Rubber Com-
pany, of Trenton, N. J., and are marketing a

two-piece crank and a tire that are made under

their own brand. The concern does a cash

business only.

The Cleveland Brazed Fork and Tubing-

Company is the title of a local concern that is

comparatively unknown at home, but, judging

from some of their customers, is well known
among manufacturers using their class of

goods. They make bicycle forks, front

and rear, of all descriptions, and spe-

cial lengths in tubing. Special designs

and shapes in forks are their stronghold. Al-

though but little more than a year and a half

in business, they are very busy and have plenty

of orders on hand. Their work, as the title

implies, is all of the brazed variety.

A small local manufacturer has perfected a

scheme which he calls a "winter bargain" and
which promises to keep him busily employed
during the winter months. For a payment of

15 cents per day from October 15th to April

15th he promises to furnish a wheel which is

made of the best cold-drawn seamless tubing,

with electrically welded fittings, and equipped

with two-piece crank, detachable sprockets.

Indianapolis chain, Akron tires, adjustable

handle-bar, etc. Or for 25 cents per day he

furnishes a wheel constructed from the high-

est-grade material obtainable. As a special

inducement he will allow anyone bringing in

a bona-fide order 10 per cent commission

when paid up or guaranteed paid, so that by

bringing in ten such orders a wheel is ob-

tained free. Back payments to be made up

from date of filing order, which makes prac-

tically the usual first installment.
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TO DISPENSE WITU BRAZING.

Numberless have been the new methods

attempted, and the ideas conceived, to do

away with brazing as a means of effecting a

union for the tubes in building bicycle frames,

thus far without practical success. Appar-

ently the most practical was the process in-

vented in England a year or two since, in

which it was proposed to form the connect-

ing lugs with a series of serrations or rings in

each end and tiien, by expanding the tubes

under powerful hydraulic pressure, to force

the ends of the tubing into the serrations so

forcibly as to create a sort of an interlocking

union or joint. Despite, however, the fact

that it was stated the method had been adopted

by one or two large companies, it has not, as

yet, apparently come into public use.

Now comes another process, also from Eng-

land, devised by Dr. R. I. Roman, a metal-

lurgical chemist, who claims that it is applica-

ble to all sorts of tube-connections, without

brazing, screwing or riveting, and that the

joints can be readily taken apart when neces-

sary. He uses an internal spring thimble,

having a longitudinal slit with its edges turn-

ed inward so as to form a tapered opening,

into which is forced a grooved key, also tap-

ered, which expands the thimble against the

inner surface of the tube. The pressure is

estimated to be about 2,500 pounds, which

should afford considerable strength. It is

stated that several leading English manufac-

turers arc negotiating for the use of the

method, which has shown up well under shop

tests.

Theoretically it would appear to be prac-

tical; what continuous road use would demon-

strate is the unknown quantity. Continued

vibratory shocks have a fashion of loosening

up even lock nuts and bolts, and any system

of frame joints must prove its ability to suc-

cessfully resist these before it can hope to

supplant the present brazing methods, faulty

and costly though they be.

LAMP DELIGE DUE.

A deluge of acetylene gas lamps is impend-

ing, and before the winter will have passed it

is reasonably certain that the cycle trade will

be flooded with matter pertaining thereto.

Undoubtedly alluring bait will be offered,

but the gas is a recent discovery and very

many of the lamps will, perforce, be doubtful

quantities. The wise dealer will think before

he buys. The lamps will soon undoubtedly

cut a big feature in the business and it is such

concerns as the Schumacher Acetylitc Lamp
Co., of Chicago, that will be deserving of pat-

ronage. Their lamps arc not experimental

creations, the originators being men who are

able to prove their case and back it up with

extended experience. The Schunj.nhcr lamp
is one of the pioneers and has points that com-
mend it to the thoughtful p'rv'.n The price,

loo, is well within reason.

MAKES JlVeMLE.S TIHE.S, TOO.

In addition to the Referee guaranteed sin

glc-tubc tire and the Eureka and Star un^uar-

antccd and popular priced tirc*. the Empire
Rubl>er Mfg. Co. is also makniK a tire for

juveniles' bicycles on which they are making
some interesting quotations. The factory at

Trenton, N. J., has a capacity nf i,64Ki tires

per day, which can be doubled on short

notice thould occasion require.

IS NOT PATENTED.

Here is a crank-hanger which, apart from

mechanical features, is original in that it is not

patented. It is being marketed by T. P.

Walker, of the Queen City Forging Co., Cin-

cinnati, who states its case in this wise:

"Its talking points are simplicity and cheap-

ness. The bracket is electric welded and is

furnished in any style or size wanted. The

cranks are two-piece, drop forged, of best

crank steel. The sprockets arc drop forged

of best open-hearth stock, cones from best

Sanderson tool steel, oil tempered and ground

to gauge. The adjustment of cones can be

made from either side. The spider-crank is

held in place by a double lock and which

prevents crank from ever working loose.

The balls used are S and there are ten on each

side. The bearings are perfectly dust-proof

and oil is carried directly to balls and cannot

escape, as shown in cut.

FILES CAN NOT FAZE IT.

Having built up an enviable reputation as

gun makers, the Lcfever Arms Co., Syra-

cuse, N. Y., three years ago took up the

manufacture of cycle chains and in that de-

partment, as they themselves say, they have

met with untiualified success. During the

past few weeks the samples of their 'VS pro-

duct, which have been in evidence, seem in

every way worthy of their makers.

Their best chain is a strikingly attractive

article composed of nickel-steel block and
tool-steel links, which construction, they

claim, makes the dainty .3-lG-inch chain

stronger than the best i-incli used the past

season. The I ven- Brandenburg Co., selling

agents for the Lcfever product, are respon-

sible for the statement that "this chain has so

thoroughly interested manufacturers that

more 1898 high-grade bicycles will be fitted

with them than any other known chain." The
links on this chain arc beautifully chased,

making them as handsome as the embossed
and expensive gun.

Besides this superior article, the Lefevcr
Company also manufacture different grades,

but very properly proceed on the principle

that they can produce nothing that is of such
a grade an might jeopardize its own 25-

year-old reputation. The rest of their case is

lummed up in this wise: Lefever chains are

made of the best material obtainable and only

skilled operators are employed on them; every

link-pin and block is made to fit; the pitch line

is accurate, the elongation almost imperceptible

and the hardening of pin and block is a rev-

elation in the chain business. A file fails to

cut in and yet the blocks and pins are elastic

and indestructible.

UP WITH THE TIMES.

Guided solely by their own ideas of cost

and profit, R. H. Wolff & Co., Limited, have

decided that the prices of '98 Wolff-American

bicycles shall be $65 and $85—$G5 for the

Standard and $85 for the Special.

The Standard resembles greatly the '97

Wolff-American. Only in several minor de-

tails has it been changed, the most important

of which is the dropping of the crank-hanger

to '21 inches. Identical in (luality to the Spe-

cial is the Wolff-American Standard. In ap-

pearance and construction both wheels differ

greatly, but the material in each is of the very

highest quality, treated by methods with which
Wolff & Co. are conversant, and both may be

relied on.

To the fastidious in cycling the Wolff-

American Special will chiefly appeal. The
frame is entirely flush-joint, with D-shaped
tubing for rear stays. The crank-axle bear-

ings are disk-adjusting with removable cones.

Both handle-bar and saddle-post are adjusted

by new patent fastenings, which dispense with

the use of the wrench entirely. The handle-

bar is adjusted merely by turning with the

hand a milled collar, which operates an inter-

nal binding arrangement inside the handle-

bar. The principle is an entirely new one,

but has been given a thorough test, to the

utter satisfaction of the Wolff-American ex-

perts. A lever on the side of the perch-tube

can be pressed inward, which action enables

one to move the saddle-post up or down as

desired. The adjustment is completed the

moment the pressure is put on the saddle.

Although simple in the extreme this method
of adjustment is distinctly new and perfectly

satisfactory.

No changes whatever have been made in the

tandem or Duplex for "98.

WORTHY OF ATTENTION.

J. H. Williams & Co.'s 1898 catalogue of

bicycle forgings is just off the press. It is

unnecessary to specify what it contains. To
do so would be to name every part of a bicycle

which it is possible to form of drop forging

and a variety of each; for instance, there are

eight styles of cranks, eight styles of fork-

crowns and so on. The forgings arc all

illustrated by half-tones and an attractive

booklet made out of a heavy subject. The
Brooklyn firm has a happy faculty of doing
things that way.

AT THE OLD STAND TO STAY.

Rumors that C. Murray Rice, successor to

the jobbing department of Anglo-American
Cycle Fittings Co.. 107 Chambers street, New
York, contemplates going out of business,

are absolutely without foundation. The
brsiness of Mr. Rice during the present year

has been very successful, and the prospects for

next season arc bright. He desires the trade

to know that he is still doing business at the

old stand, where they will find a complete line

of cycle sundries and material.
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NEW
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3 SIZES. Plain and Decorated.

STYLE,

QUALITY

3 SIZES.

3 SIZES.
3iSIZES.

CORBN 1
CORBIM BELLS

m^3^

BRISTOL BELL CO.
BRISTOL, CONN., U.S.A.

I BELLS

3 SIZES.

AND

FINISH

Strictly Guaranteed.

SIZES.

3 SIZES.

Bristol Bell Qo.,
Bristol, Conn., U. S. A.

(No Old Stock to Offer.)

Kindly mention The Wheel.

S SIZES.
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RAKE AND REFRESHING.

It has often been remarked that considering

the enonnous volume of commercial correspon-

dence and business announcements which are

daily distributed, the tactful and well-worded

communication is rarer than one would

naturally suppose—a remark which suggests

that if the product of the Keystone Drop

Forge Co., Philadelphia, is as excellent as

their business announcements—and there is

no reason to doubt it—they are good people

with whom to get in touch. Their claims and

assertions are always made in good taste and

without spread-eagleism or unwholesome

brag or bluster, being apparently grounded on

the principle that "true worth is always

modest."

In claiming the attention of the trade for

1898, for instance, the Keystone people couch

their "attracter" in these well chosen and rea-

soning terms "Next year's success depends

largely on this year's sagacity. Should you,

therefore, close your contracts for bicycle

forgings without first determining whether or

not you can save money by getting competi-

tive prices from us?"

Again, they say: "That we may feel better

assured and fully warranted in expecting a

continuance of your valued patronage, we
have entered into an agreement with Mr. A.

Morris Hall, who has been actively associated

with the business for the past six years, where-

by he is given general charge of same, and

under his management we feel assured that

all dealings with the company in the future

Mill be conducted on that plane which will

insure satisfaction to all."

The Keystone people acquired and are oper-

ating what was formerly the plant of the Phil-

adelphia Drop Forge Co., and supply forging

of all kind-i in iron, steel, copper anil bronze.

ENOUGH SAID AND SHOWN.

Will the British trade study carefully this

illustration and, if able, take it to heart? It

will convey a moral that will do them a world

of good. It represents a despised wood-rim

which has been run over by a heavy wagon.

The forks were broken, the spokes were sun-

dered, the hub was crushed, but the rim

—

it remained as sound as a dollar—a gold

dollar. The rim was a Fairbanks laminated

and the Boston-Fairbanks Rim Co. say that it

ANNOUNCED BY ACME.

The Acme Manufacturing Company formal-

ly announce that the 1898 Stonner will list at

$50. It will be built on the following specifi-

cations: Flush-joints throughout, l§-inch

head, IJ-inch frame, tapered oval rear forks

and stays, one-piece axle and cranks, triangu-

lar pattern, new ball-retaining cones in crank-

hanger, and both front and rear hubs, adjust-

able bars tapered from 1 inch to t inch, beau-

tifully decorated and hand striped, 2J-inch

drop in the crank-hanger.

Their second grade, the Pennant, will list

at $40. It will have flush joints throughout,

IJ-inch head, IJ-inch main frame, tapered D-
shapcd rear forks and stays, one-piece axle

and cranks ball-retaining cones in crank-hang-

er, ball-retaining cups and felt washers in

front and rear hubs, handsomely decorated,

and 2J-inch drop in the crank-hanger.

The Acme people will be represented on the

road by A. S. Hitchcock, C. W. Ellison and

J. G. Hartzell. Sales Manager Boyer will

take an occasional flyer to see the "big trade."

is not the first case of the kind by any means.

"But," they add with pardonable pride, "it

takes a good rim to stand this test. Such a

rim must be made on a scientific basis—any

old barrel hoop will not do. The grain of

wood in the process of bending is disrupted in

ratio to its thickness. A wood rim, scienti-

fically constructed of superimposed layers of

proper proportional thickness, is the only rim

that will stand such a test."

VERY FEW OF THIS KIND.

"How do you think a chainless wheel

should be constructed to overcome all of its

alleged defects?" asked the maker.

"I haven't the least idea," replied the rider.

"Young man, you are the eighth wonder of

the world," was all the astonished cycle maker
could find words to say.

RENEWED AND MADE NON-PUNCTURABLE.

The Sonicrville Tire Company, Somerville.

Mass., are doing a somewhat novel business.

They are making and marketing a tire cover

designed to receive the wear and tear instead

of the tire itself and which they claim can be

a|)plied to any form of tire, new or old, tliat

will hold air. The covers are rendered non-
puncturable by the introdu;tion at the tread
or ground surface of two layers of chemically
treated fabrics, and as they do not encase the
whole tire and are liberally supplied with
rubber, resiliency, it is asserted, is not afTectcd.
nor is there any lacing or strapping required
to hold covers in place.

SOWED WELL; REAPED WELL.

The Matthews & Willard Manufacturing
Company, Waterbury, Conn., have evidently

found the cycle field worth tilling. They
strewed it with M. & W. lamps during the

current year and the harvest was so satisfac-

tory that they mean to diversify their crop;

that is to say, they will market not only
lamps, but a number of cycle sundries. Bells

will form a varied and prominent part of the

new product and the prices will be of the at-
tractive sort, a special nod being bestowed in
the jobbers' direction.

A PRIVILEGE TO PAY.

A rather unusual "personal" appeared in a

Washington paper last week, as follows:

"If the gentleman whose wheel was injured

on Wednesday afternoon at lltli and Pennsyl-
vania aves., will communicate with the lady
who collided with him she will esteem it a
privilege to pay for the repairs."

NOT ENTIRELY INDEPENDENT.

A girl may hoc licr row alone.
And get around at random;

But she needs some help besides her own
To scorch upon a tandem.

Attention-Jobbers in ...

.

PUMPS.
DAVIS' 1898 STYLES THEY ARE LEADERS.

OUR OWN SWIVEL NIPPLE IS AIR-TIGHT.

Wc .sell to jobbers only. We do not make or handle sundines. We do not compete with you. We
protect vf.ur interests and sell yott first-cla.ss pump.s backed by eighteen years' experience. Write us for prices.

THE CLIMAX SPECIALTY CO.,
Kindly Tka Whtml SENECA FALLS, N. Y.
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SAM'L BUCKLEY & CO., 100 William St.,New York,
SAI,ES AGENTS FOR

AI,SO SOLE SAI.es agents FOR

Power Manufacturing Co/s (Newark, IN. J.)

Power Nickel
Steel Chains.

Every 3-16 tested to 1,200 pounds, every 1-4 to 1,600
pounds. 3-16 guaranteed not to stretch more than .02

I

inch, and 1-4 guaranteed not to stretch more than .015
-ii under strain of 1,000 pounds.

Muller Manufacturing Co/s

Made of Best English Leather.

RACING SADDLES.
COIL-SPRING SADDLES. STYLE B.

PADDED
SADDLES.

L. & S.

The Lavigne & Scott Mfg. Co. (New Haven, Conn.)

Four Styles of Three Styles of

PEDALS,
L. & S., Scott, Lavigne, Equilibrium.

Star Machine Screw Co.'s

WRENCHES,
Protection, Featherweight, Sandow.

^SeaW^pa) STAR DISC ADJUSTING HUBS.
Continuous cone, which secures a perfect alignment of bearings. Advantage of taking out stud pin, which allows wheel

to be removed from frame without parting chain or changing adjustment.

Cups and Cones of Crucible

Annealed Steel.

PATFNT APPLIED FOR.

An Entirely New Hub.

A Removable stud.

B Continuous sleeve cone.

C Retaining waslier.

D Adjusting cup.

E Outside loclting washer.

F Hub shell.

G Inside locking waslier.

H Felt washer.

Concealed locking Washer, which is a positive locking

arrangement, preventing cone from coining loose under

any circum.stauccs. Closed-end axle-nut, giving a very

pretty appearance.

I Cone lock-nut. Also PLANE HUBS,
turned from the solid bar, titled with b.ill-retainers

and oil lubes extending from cup to cup.
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ON THE OHIO.

Cincinnati, Nov. 1(».—The case of H. A
Lo2icr;& Co. against the Palmer Tire Com-
pany \l'as before Judge Taft, in the United

States Court of Appeals, in this city, during

the past week. The suit relates to the Huss
patent. In the lower courts judgment was

C^ven ayainst the Palmer Company. The
Circuit Court of .\ppeals is the court of last

resort and took the case under advisement.

The decision will probably be announced dur-

ing the coming week.

H. A. Lozier was present at the trial last

week and was confident that he would win

his case.

The tirm of George S. See has been suc-

ceeded by \V. B. Moss & Co. The old firm

was the local agent of the Stearns and several

other popular makes. The new firm has se

cured the agency of the Stormer and is on the

lookout for others. Mr. See has connected

with the Howe Scale Co., which will handle

the Stearns and Tribune.

Walker & Co. has left the cycle trade for

good. They handled the Tribune.

The Morgan & Wright Tire Company, of

Chicago, The Snell Cycle Fittings Company.
of Toledo; the H. A. Lozier Company, of

Cleveland; the Fiber Buckskin Manufactur-

ing Company, of Maiden. Mass.; the Phila-

delphia Rubber Company, of Philadelphia; the

National India Rubber Company, of Boston;

John H. Graham & Co.. of New York; the

Bamum Manufacturing Company, of Chi-

cago, and the Globe Rubber Company, of

Trenton, N. J., had representatives visit the

local trade last week.

Representative Bromkamp, of the Schlcuter

Cycle Manufacturing Company, of this city.

has just returned from a business trip to Eu
rope. He had a very successful visit and es

tablished branches of the Norwood in Lon
don and in Hamburg.

CANADIAN'S I'KEJIDICB-KREB.

The favorite saying, 'Canadians are more
English than the Englishmen themselves," is

given a terrific jolt when the subject of wood
rims is reached. While their brothers in

Great Britain arc closing their eyes and cars

and bowing to the Dunlop steel rim factory,

the Canucks have welcomed the wood rim

heartily, despite its American origin, in

which connection it is worthy of note that

Canadian paprr* (five prominence to the fact

that the r.ii' '.ston Rim Co.'s factory

in Canada h ]\ booked orders cnougli

to keep it gomg iuli till for several months.

AIOINO PROVIDENCE
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UAMBLERS AT SIXTY DOLLARS.

.Miliough they will have a dash of gold-

plating, 1898 Rambler bicycles will list at $<i".

$20 less than last year. There will also be a

Rambler at $70, but it will not be a special

wheel in the accepted sense of the word, that

i5 as regards material and workmanship. All

will be of the same grade. Tandems will list

at $!•'"•. Ramblers of 18!t7 models will be

listed at $•')(>; extra large model, with 30-incli

wheels, at $tin; 18!I7 model tandems, |9U.

The new Kamhkr line will consist of si.x

singles and three tandems and all will be 'fitted

with the latest style G. & J. tires. There

will be no chainless Rambler. The No. 23

Rambler is the men's light roadster, and will

be fitted with IJ in. G. &. J. tires and new
style saddle of the hammock type. The
frame is "24 inches high. No. 24 is the men's

medium-weight roadster, with 24-inch frame

and hand brake. This model will have IJ-

iiicii front and 2-inch rear tire, and will be

fitted with an improved hygienic saddle. No.

25 is the men's heavy-weight roadster, having

30-inch wheels and 26-inch frame. The tires

are IJ-inch front and IJ-inch rear, and, like

model 24, will have the stationary turned-up

steel bars and improved hygienic saddle. This

being a special wheel, that is, built extra large

and extra strong, for tall and heavy-weighl

rider.s. an extra charge of $10 will be made,
making the list price $70. No. 26 is the road

racer, which has a 24-inch frame, steel ad

ju'«lablc \>ur>, IJ-iiuh light (j. & J. tires, and
iirw solid base G. & J. saddle. This model
will show a new style combination hc.id and
lutndle-bar attachment and unbreakable fibre

grips, held on by expansion clamp.

Nos. 27 and 28 are the lailies' roadster and
hffht roadster, the former having 2')- inch

, the latter 22 inches. They will be
i with stationary turnrd-up bars with hand

. IJ inch G. & J. tires and the improved
1 nil- v.ifbllr

Mahogany-finished wood rims will be used

and an optio . of any gear which can be made
with 8 and 9 tooth rear and 17 to '25 tooth

front sprockets. On the men's machines

combination pedals will be used on all but

the road racers, which will have rat-trap. The
chains will be of the very best 1898 model ob-

tainable, size 3-16 in. The weights will be

practically the same as Ramblers in 1897.

Tandems will be unchanged as regards gen-

eral appearance.

Those new features of 1898 Ramblers which
will be most readily observed by the public

are the new fork-crown with its spear-head

reinforcements. These will be enameled and

outlined and decorated with gilt. This same
style of reinforcement appears on the lower

frame tube at the head. The head lower

bearing dust-cap is gold-plated. The left

side crank-hanger bearing is adjusted inside

the union, the ratchet-dog on the crank being

dispensed with. The rear fork braces are

neatly curved inward just above the tire, from
which point in the ladies' models the braces

merge into a single tube. A new reversible

SL-at post is also shown.

.'\ unique combination wrench will be sup-

plied, the handle of which is formed by the

screw-driver wrench which accompanies it

This wrench fits not only all the nuts on the

machine, but is also used to remove the crank-

hanger bearing cap and to adjust the bearing

itself.

As in the past, Rambler agents will also be

supplied with medium-grade Ideal wheels,

made by the Shelby Cycle Manufacturing
Company, of Shelby, Ohio, which concern is

controlled by the G. & J. people.

PAYS TO GO TO HEADQUARTERS.

It is almost indispensable to the success of

the retail dealer, no matter where his store is

located or of what dimensions it may be, to

occasionally visit the market himself. He
can buy of the traveling salesman, it is true,

and post himself more or less satisfactorily

from his trade journal: but after all, there are

ideas to be gotten only in the great centres

of the cycle trade. When one considers the

object lessons to be observed in the

cycle quarters of the large cities, the windows,
the display of stock and the use of the latest

and most effective methods in conducting the

cycle business, the educational advant.iges of

such a trip must be very patent to everyone.

There is no better way to get the dealer out

of the old rut.

RUNNING DOWN COUNTERFEITERS.

H limber & Co., the English establishment,

is most zealous in ferreting out and punish-

ing infringements of their trade-mark. They
I'rosccutc the big and the little oflendcr alike.

Recently they struck deeper and secured the

conviction of the man who designed and sold

the fraudulent transfers. In this country

George W. Cole & Co.. the makers of Thrce-
in-One, have made a praiseworthy start, and
having scored a "killing" mean to institute

liirlher prose<iitiotis.

FOLLOWING THE LEADERS.

The Canadian bicycle manufacturers have
followed their American cousins and adopted
a .sixty days' guarantee.
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^'jlcm^f Veeder Cyclometer |
CYCLOMETER.
Weight, 1 Onnoe.

M \ 10,000 MILES and REPEAT.

^— The above cut, either two or four inches in size, we
s^ will send free on receipt of application to any jobber
'•^ or dealer, for catalogue or advertising purposes.

Iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin^^

Received Highest Award at Brussels Exposi- ^
tion—Highest Award at Nashville Exposition. M.

Nearly Half-a-Million |
IN USE. I

It stands alone as an accurate distance recorder ^
for cycles. Don't be deceived by cheap imita- ^
tions that resemble it in appearance only. See M
that your purchase bears the name VEEDER. M

The Veeder Mfg. Co.,
|

HARTFORD, CONN. |
lllllllllllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllilllllllllllllli

Kindly mention The Wheel.

you INQUIRE about the width of tread, the style of tire, the saddle, and

whether the handle-bar is adjustable or not, but—DO you think about the

PEDALS?
Honestly, are they not more important than all the other fittings put together ?

They are your means of propulsion, without them you MUST walk. It behooves you

to see that your bicycle is equipped with a pedal that has and will stand the test of time.

<^* The

SiDWELL Interlocking

Adjustable Pedal...

Fills the Bill.

It is a revelation in Pedal construction, and can be adjusted

"*>"IN THE TWINKLING OF AN EYE/ ***-

Write us and we will tell you all about it. $^

i Sidwell Pedal eo., 221 Columbus AVE,, Boston, Mass. I
Kiiully nu'iUioii Tlu' \\ lu-i'l. •-»
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CUKVES AMD STRAIGHT LINBS.

For several years past practically all cy-

cles have been patterned after one model, and

it has been ditlicult to distinguish one make

from another, somcthnes requiring a glance

at the name-plate to decide. Straight tubes

ruled almost entirely, in marked contrast to

the fashions which had been superseded. For

a year or more now there have been evidences

of another change, and 'I'S is certain to see on

every hand signs of the return of curved tubes

and distinctive features. These features differ

greatly, however, from the ones we were once

accustomed to seeing, as the straight lines are

retained in the front half of the frame (the

only difference being a shortening of heads),

while the lower rear forks are dropped lower

at the crank-hanger, and all sorts of curves

inward, toward the saddle-post connection,

are griven to the upper rear forks.

The idea, of course, is to obtain a distinctive

feature, and even during the past season, when

probably not one make in fifty had its mark of

this kind, it began to get a little difticult to in-

stantly place a machine when seen from the

back. Curved braces, to correspond with the

rounded section of the tire, are also becoming

more numerous. With these and the oval fork-

crowns added to the curved front forks, about

the only straight tubes left are the three main

ones in the front of the diamond.

Curiously enough, while straight lines are

disappearing from the tubes there are signs

of a return to them in the spokes of the front

sprocket wheel. For a couple of years or so

there has been a perfect craze for ornamental

sprockets, makers vying with each other in

the endeavor to produce the most intricate

patterns—always detachable. Now there is

to be seen a tendency to revert to the old style

sprocket with five or six straight spokes ra-

diating from a small solid centre, and not de-

tachable. The movement is yet too young to

be able to determine whether it is going to

carry everything before it. Judging by all

movements of this kind, however, it is, as they

rarely stop short of completely reversing the

prevailing fashion.

Another curious thing in the same line is

the slow but steady growth in favor of the flat

or square crank, many different shapes being

seen, displacing the round ones that have

been used almost universally since 181»3. The
general opinion is that flat cranks are a little

stiffcr than the round ones, and their use

makes it a little easier to get a narrow tread,

owing to there being less metal at the pedal

end. In appearance, also, there seems to be a

slight gain, although it is probable that almost
all of this is due to the revolt against the mon-
»»tony of round cranks, just as the advantage
was the other way when the change to round
cranks was made. S W.

KEGISTRATIOil OF LAMPS.

Property Clerk Sylve»ter, of the Washing-
ton (D. C.) Police Court, has rcrommended
to the authorilirs the registration of bicycles

and l.iryrlr l.iinj,. He 5gures that it will

aid m ihnr rrrovrry when they have been lost

or stolen and thrir idrnlifiratinn after return
111 llfi. Ii.IIkI*

GE.VDROXS FOR NE.XT SEASON.

The "Coventry of America," Toledo, Ohio,

is rapidly showing the several suits in its hand

for 1898. That substantial concern, the Gen-

dron Wheel Company, plays its trumps this

week.

The Gendron Special, No. 27, here shown,

will be the Gendron right bower. Its specifi-

cations are as follows:

Frame—Made of the best quality wcldless drawn

steel tubing; forged bottom bracket, 2-inch drop in

the 24-inch frame and 2',4-inch drop in the 22-inch

frame; unsplit seat-post bracket, drop forged, and

fitted with Thor binder. Fork-Crown—Arched, drop

forged and nickel-plated. Hubs—Turned from bar

steel, with tool steel cups and cones. Spokes—Piano

wire, swaged centres, 32 to the front and 36 to the rear

wheel. Rims—Plymouth, re-enforced joint; selected,

clear stock, natural finish. Tires—Morgan & Wright,

Hartford or Buckeye. Bearings—Three point, correct

angle and pitch, ground accurately, true in both hubs
and yoke; yoke-cups screwing into the barrel and

disk adjusting. Chain— \4-inch extra quality B block

and side links, highly finished, blocks and rivets

hardened. Sprockets—Both detachable; 8 or Stooth
rear; 20, 21, 22 or 24-tooth front sprockets. Cranks-
Detachable cranks, hexagon taper and screw fasten-

ing, O'-j-inch and 7-inch throw. Pedals—Branden-
berg's best, with pedal stud oiling device. Handle-
bar—Wood or steel bar. Seat-post—Sagcr's reversi-

ble. Saddle—Christy, Mesinger, Sager Pneumatic or

Brown. Tool-bag—Wrench, screw-driver, spanners,

oil-can and air-pump. Finish— Black, maroon or

olive, decorated if desired. Weight—23 pounds.

Price-»75.

In addition to the Special, the Gendron
people have the Gendruiis, Xos. 25 and 26, at

$60; the Reliance, Models E and F at $50;

Signals, Nos. 6 and 7 (28-inch wheels), $40:

Nos. 4 and 5 (26-inch). $35: Nos. 2 and 3

(24-inch), $30; and No. 1 (20-inch), $25.

The specifications of the Signal, No. 6, the

leader of that line, are:

Frame—Weldlesi steel tubing; head-tube*, 1%-iDcb;

centrc-tubct, m-inch; rear-forks, Ti-inch, D-shaped,
lapcrrd to Si-inch; rearutays, S4-inch, D-shaped and
cranked. Fork-crown—Arched, drop forged, and
nickel-platrd. Wheel*—28 inchca; du*t-proo( barrel

hubs; Plymouth rims; piano wire spokes, centres

twaged. 32 to the front, and 36 to the rear wheel.

Tires— Morgan Sc Wright. Pedal*—Gendron barrel

pedal*. Cranks— Detachable two-piece, hexagon taper

and screw fastening; in man's wheel 7-inch, and in

lady's wheel 6V4-inch throw; tread S inches. Sprocket*
—Drop forged and both detachable; 20, 22 or 24-toolh

front, and 8 or 9 tooth rear aprockct*. Chain—^-inch
hardened block and hardened rivet chain. Handle-

bar—Wood or *leel bar. Saddle—Two options. Fini<h
— Black or mamon enamel, and decorated if detircd.

Weight- 2* pound. Price 140

SEE THE

1898

ELMORE
Before buying your

line of wheels for

the coming season.

A Good Record

in the Past

Is a Guarantee

for the Future*

Each bicycle must

now stand upon its

merits, and from the

past record of the

ELMORE you have

the best assurance

of handhng a meri-

torious bicycle. We
should like an op-

portunity to show

you our 1898 models

••••

STUMBLING BLOCKS.

"Where there'i a will there's a way;" but in

applying this to cycling it has been dcmon-
«tratrd that there arc often dozens and dozens
oi thing* to get out of the way.

NEVER TOO OLD.

.Mthough well along in years. John Boyd
Dnnlop. who invented the pneumatic tire, is

now working on an automatic or self-adjust-

ing ball bearing.

Elmore Mfg. Co
CLYDE, OHIO.

KIndIr mention The Wheel.
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CONVERTING CINCINNATUS.

"I must confess," said Cincinnatus Buskirk,

"that things have not been going exactly to

my liking around this suburban home of ours

since you got that bicycle. I hate to com-

plain, but this thing of coming home to cold

meals right along is getting tiresome."

"Oh," said Mrs. Buskirk, with a shrug, "I'm

afraid you're not feeling well to-day. I guess

your tire's punctured."

Mr. Buskirk fell back a couple of steps and

for a moment thought that his ears must have

deceived him. It was the first time that

he had heard his wife make use of slang,

nor had she ever in the past presumed to dis-

pute with him when he had suggestions to

make. Ignoring her remark, however, he

continued:

"And another thing that I object to is using

safety pins for the purpose of fastening my
suspenders to my trousers. It seems impos-

sible to get a button put on them now, unless

I do it myself."

"Dear me!" his wife returned. "What can

be the matter with you? I guess you're geared

too high."

Cincinnatus Buskirk took out his handker-

chief and wiped several large beads of sweat

from his brow, after which he looked in dumb
amazement at his wife. Gathering courage,

after about a minute, he resumed:

"I notice, too, that our little Algernon is

permitted to run at large with torn breeches

and a dirty face. If you had not always been

so careful in the past to keep him looking

neat this would not be so surprising, but
"

"There, there," Mrs. Buskirk interrupted,

"I know that something has gone wrong with

you. It must be that your saddle is on
crooked."

He sat down and stared at her. Could this,

he thought, be the gentle creature who had in

the past been so anxious to gratify his every

whim? Could this be the little woman who
had filled his breast with pride in the days

gone by and who had been willing to be

bossed around as if she had been bought in-

stead of married by him? But he ignored her

flippancy, and said, in injured tones:

"There's mighty little here nowadays to

make me want to hurry home after my work
at the office is done. You are seldom here

to greet me as I come in. I generally find

things upside down around the house, while

you are ofif trying to break a record or hust-

ling for new places where scorching can be

indulged in without especial danger to life

and limb. I'm pretty near sick of it."

"Ah," she said in soothing tones, and at-

tempting to pat his cheek, "what you need is

a new sprocket."

Then he went out to the back hall where
her bicycle was kept, and looked at it long
and earnestly. At first he thought he would
kick the spokes out of the thing, but after a

moment's reflection another plan presented

itself to his mind. On the morrow he
bought a machine for himself. Now the Bus-
kirks are happy again, and most of little Al-

gernon's spare moments are passed upon a

kid carrier on the front of his enthusiastic

papa's wheel.

THB SNAPPER AND HIS SNAP.

Now the camera fiend strappeth on his bi-

cycle the camera, and saith unto himself, as he

rideth forth, "Aha! Aha!"

And he goeth forth, and the noonday sun

shimmereth on the form of a cycling maid;

then he fingereth the snap-shot shutter of his

camera nervously, but he does not snap. But

he saith unto his-self: "I could a-had that

dead easy if I'd a mind to."

And riding slowly along, he cometh upon a

mix-up between two fair novices, one having

run into the other and upset both; and he

rubbeth his ihands and digits together; again

he saith: "Aha! Aha!" But this time with

glee. Then he arrangeth the camera for a

snap-shot.

He hieth him to a point of vantage and

shoots the whole 144 shots at the dismounted

and upset cycle maids.

So the reader may surmise that the photo-

grapher lacks artistic appreciation, but the

reader is oft' his surmise.

For when the morning cometh, the photo-

grapher hieth him to a kinetograph showman
and selleth the whole mix-up for seven dollars

cash.

UNCLE EPHISMS.

Doan' ride around wid yo'r record undah

yo'r arm.

Yo' want some udder bisickle because yo'

do not know hit.

Ef hours did not hang heavy what wud be-

come of scandal and de all-day record?

Yo' wud be surprised at de tings said behin'

yo'r back even when yo's not sittin' on de

front seat of a tandem.

When yo hyar a rider declah he doan' regret

nuffin' he ebber done, he's either got er

mighty good conscience, er none at all.

De only idee ob de freemasonry of bisicklin'

some riders seems to hab is ter borry de con-

tents ob dah fren's tool bag and never give

hit back.

Doan' spen' too much time ridin' de bi-

sickle onless yoh 's gwinter make a business

ob it. De man dat pays too much 'tention ter

little 'complishments ain' likely ter 'tract no-

tice foh big achievements.

Eb'ry ting hab its use in dis worl'. Folks

doan' 'spise de reed-bird 'case hit can't sing,

nor de canary bird 'case he hain't no good ter

eat. It's dah same way wid bisickles, even de

bargain-counter ones am a heap sight better

dan no bisickle at all.

AN ALL-IMPORTANT DETAIL.

"Will you marry me?" he said.

"What make of wheel do you ride?" she

answered.

RUNS IN THE FAMILY.

My fodder's got a safety

—

hully

Gee! but she's a flyer!

She's got them bast-ball bcarin's on,

An' er rheumatic tire.

An' mudder's got er safety, too;

She's got er Jo, yer bet!

An' when it come t' racin',

Ain't nobody beat 'er yet.

An' sis—she's got er safety, wid

A frame 'at's painted red.

She rides it proud and stuck-up—says

It's got the "pebble tread.''

An" brudder Jim's a safety. It's

A no-chain hike.

He's alwuz ridin' fancy, doin'

Circus tricks an' like.

Itiil (ir ain't none on 'cm in it wid

Our baby—don't yer grin;

She's got or little safely, but

—

It's jus' a safety-pin.

HOW FAME CAME.

He was the lion of the hour. Men pressed

upon him their congratulations, and some

stood at a distance in awe as if one of the

early Valhalla gods had condescended once

more to visit the earth in fleshly shape. Had
a brass band preceded him whithersoever he

went he could not have been heralded with

greater acclaim, nor had he been a foreign

ambassador with his ample front covered with

majestic decorations could he have been re-

ceived with grander eclat. Grandpapas pointed

him out to their children's children, and told

them that there was but one thing greater

than being President, and that was to be like

this hero of the town.

"Ah," passionately exclaimed a beautiful

maiden in her opera box one evening, "how
could you ever do such a wondrous thing,

w'hich puts the glories of Alexander and of

Otho the Great to blush?"

The great man could resist no longer. "I

will tell you the secret," he said, "but first

swear that you will confide it to no human
lips."

"I swear!" cried the beautiful maiden.

"Then listen!" responded the lion. And
there, while the Wagner overture roared the

loudest so that it was impossible for eaves-

droppers ever to hear, he bent forward so th^t

his lips all but touched the shell-like ear, "I

am a reformed highwayman," he confessed.

"For fourteen years I made a practice of stop-

ping two cannon-ball express trains a week,

so you see, after such training as that
"

"Ah, I see, I see!" she cried. And from

that hour she brought up her Sunday-school

class to follow in his illustrious footsteps,

that, after many years' schooling in the gentle

art of holding up a lightning express, they,

too, might be able to—make a scorcher slow

up while someone crossed the street!

WILLING TO PROMISB.

"My love
"

As he spoke his manly chest heaved with

the great love that surged and seethed

therein.

"
let us walk side by side through life

together."

She glanced at him critically for just a frac-

tion of one fleeting moment.
"Don't you "

The light of a practical forethought and

prosaic reasoning beamed from her gentle

eyes.

" think, dearest, that walking would get

tiresome after a while? Couldn't we take the

elevated or even a cable car occasionally?"

Anxious to please the idol of his heart he

assented, and went so far as to promise a cou-

ple of bicycles if they got cheap enough to

suit his idea of what they should be sold for.

GUARDING AGAINST GUSTS.

A gusty wind has far more tendency to blow

out a lamp than a steady gale, no matter how
strong the latter may blow. The gusts seem
to whisk the light out almost before the rider

has felt them; and sharp corners and sudden

turnings should be watched for when such

winds are about. If the lamp is flickering,

and looks like going out, a hand stretched

round the foot of it—not in front, but merely

round the bottom—for a few seconds, will

keep otY the wind, and allow the flaino to re-

cover itself.
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SOME IIODBRN ALLADIMSMS.

The lamp is an instrument of considerable

antiquity.

Diogenes used one.

There arc many varieties of lamps. The

cycle lamp is one of thcni.

Some burn petroleum oil.

Others burn lard oil.

Others won't burn anything but fingers.

The cycle lamp should be cleaned regularly

and at stated intervals.

Eminent cyclists clean their lamps. once a

year.

Cycling "authorities" never clean their

lamps at all.

The cycle lamp generally consists of three

parts.

The well, the burner, and the smell.

.Around these some tin and glass are

wrapped.

There arc generally three glasses to a well-

regulated cycle lamp. Red, green and white.

Red denotes danger.

Green signifies "Proceed with caution!"

White means "Where are you going?"

Access may be gained to a cycle lamp by

removing the top, the bottom, the front, the

back or the sides.

It is a very stupid man who cannot open a

cycle lamp.

The -cycle lamp should be cleaned in tiie

parlor. The operation imparts a pleasant

odor to the curtains and robs the Brussels car-

pet of that newness which is vulgarity.

The operator—having borrowed a few of

his wife's finest handkerchiefs—should remove

the well of the lamp.

Should this be found impracticable, the top

of the lamp should be opened.

Having rubbed well round the interior and

polished the lense and side lights with the

handkerchiefs aforementioned, the well should

be placed upon the table-cloth while the

operator ransacks the house in search of the

can containing the oil.

This will probably be found anywhere ex-

cept the place it is looked for. For every gill

of oil poured into the well of a tamp, a libation

of at least half a pint should be poured out to

the household gods upon the sacred altar of

the carpet.

The well being filled, the various entrances

and exiu to the lamp should be fitted together

in an air-tight mass, and secured by means of

string.

The lamp may then be placed on the ma-
chine jn such a manner that it will also serve

as an automatic lubricator to the tires.

A9 A LAST RESORT.

"I suppose you are a great believer in the

virtue* of fresh »ir?" observed the good-
hearted woman, as she handed out a cold
»nack to thc-around-the-world-on-a-bicycic

t«Miri<t.

"Vcs'm," answered ihe^ecipicnt as he bit

a half-moon, the .*i/c of your fist, out of the

pie, "I b'livc in takin' lots o' frc^Ii -Tir ivlu-n

there ain't nothin' eUc to take."

WHEX HE VOl'LD CEASE.

A« thry »lopprd to remedy the fiflrcntii

break-down of her |14,83 bargain-counter

high-grade:

"I thought jroa said you were going to stop

swearing?"

"So I am, as kmmi as I get this repair fin-

ished
"

NOT WEATHER WISE.

It was one of the bright days of October,

when cycling is at its best, and he had taken

her out tandem riding, after promising himself

to put his fate to the test.

"Beautiful weather," he began, with foolish

embarrassment, as they struck a nice quiet

stretch of the Riverside Drive.

"Isn't it just lovely?" she answered, with a

sympathetic blush.

"Nothing could be more delightful."

"Charming, I'm sure."

"The air seems so pure and bracing."

"As invigorating as a tonic."

".•\nd the leaves take on such beautiful

tints."

"Vcs, they mock the efforts of an artist."

"It is really too nice to stay indoors."

"Isn't it just splendid?"

"Simply intoxicating."

"You mean exhilarating."

"Yes, yes, of course. Did you ever see any-

thing finer?"

"Never. And how brightly the sun shines.
"

"Beyond compare, and there's not a cloud."

"Not one, and the breeze is just like a gen-

tle caress."

"Quite like. Then there's the new moon at

night."

"Yes, and do you know I saw it over my
right shoulder?"

"How lucky! The moon is at her best in

October."

Just here her father, puffing like a por-

poise, overtook them on his regular afternoon

ride and breezily remarked that they were

having grand weather for cycling. Because

of this interposition the proposal was deferred

sine die.

IT NEVER FAILS.

A crowd quickly gathered.

Citizens on their way to business stopped

short and watched the proceedings inter-

estedly.

One man, hurrying to keep an appointment

where his presence meant thousands of dol-

lars to him and to his, catching sight of the

concourse, immediately checked his wild ca-

reer and stopped, too.

Another, summoned to the bedside of his

dying mother-in-law, forgot all about her and

his preconceived hopes of testamentary emol-

uments, and glued his eyes to the enthralling

spectacle.

From around the corners of the side streets

soon the masses poured in an unending

stream, and clogged the arteries of traffic.

Seventy-eight cable cars were stalled, but

none of the passengers complained.

Even the firemen on a passing engine dis-

embarked and mingled with the messenger

boys and gazed with bated breath on the

thrilling sight.

On the thrilling, thrilling sight.

A good-looking girl had dismounted and

was attending to a little tire inflating, which

she deemed necessary to her comfort and hap-

pinr«s.

HAD HIM GUESSING.

1 noticed your husband did not go to sleep

in church to day. He appeared very thought-

ful."

"Yes; poor man! He's got an installment

coming due on our wheels to-morrow, and he

was trying to think where he could borrow
the money, I suppose."

CAUSE AND EFFECT.

Before cycling became general the average

New Yorker took little or no outdoor exer-

cise. A short walk or a ride in the street

cars or in a carriage was the limit of his in-

dulgence in that sort of thing.

With the advent of the wheel into general

use, not only has nmch of the common house

indolence come to an end, but there has been

roused a new liking for everything pertaining

to outdoor life. Many people who have taken

cycle tours out into the country have become

familiar with the attractions that have hereto-

fore been given over almost exclusively to

suburbanites of one sort or another, and have

had their eyes opened to the pleasures of the

robuster phases of life open to them.

No healthy man or woman, to whom cy-

cling has become pure pleasure without draw-

back of hard labor, could spin over the roads

that run in every direction through the coun-

try within fifty miles of New York without

feeling some sympathy with every form of

diversion that can be enjoyed in the open air;

and what more likely than that his or her

thoughts should turn with pleasure to the

horse, which in every respect is connected

with enjoyment of that kind.

This at all events is the explanation that was

offered by an observer of tendencies at the

horse show: and certain it is, whether the true

cause has been hit on or not, that in this, the

year of the greatest popularity of the bicycle,

the horse, as an object of admiration at least,

has reached the zenith of his glory.

THEIR LITERARY LIKBS.

A benevolent woman who has spent much
time recently in reading aloud to the men's

ward of a certain dispensary has made some
curious discoveries with regard to the literary

tastes of her beneficiaries. First and fore-

most they were unanimous in declaring in

favor of newspapers rather than books. Just

what parts of the newspaper varied with the

individuals.

Most of them were interested in politics;

some of them were eager as to anything per-

taining to the alleged dynamiters recently ar-

rested, while one man, a German, begged for

'local news." When asked just what he meant

by this term, he replied: "Why, murders and

suicides and them kind o' things."

The strangest request, however, came from

a cripple—a poor fellow whose legs, thanks to

an accident, had both been amputated. "If

you please, ma'am," he said one morning,

"I'm kind o' tired o' politics. Won't ye give

us some bicycle news?"

WHO WOULD HAVE THOUGHT IT?

A Berlin engineer claims to have discovered

that the bicycle easily condenses the electric-

ity of the atmosphere. In consequence, he
advises cyclists not to ride during a storm,

except in the woods. If they are caught in a

storm on a plain or near water, they should

stop riding and place their machines upon the

ground, at least, so says this wonderful Berlin

engineer.

SLOW DOWN BEFORE THE FINISH.

Ease up the pace a mile or so before reach-

ing the end of your ride; this gives you time
to cool down, and makes a momentary rest

in your cycling clothes less likely to be pro-

ductive of a cold.
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ON CHASE TOUGH treadxip^es I

Has Broken All American Records 3 to 30 miles.

All World's Competition Records 3 to 25 miles.

Made by L. C. CHASE & CO., BOSTON
Branches: NEW YORK, CHICAGO, PHILADELPHIA, BUFFALO, SAN FRANCISCO, LONDON.
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SADDLES,

PEDALS,
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Cycle Fittings
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P. FORG'S FANCY SPROCKETS,

SPOKES, NIPPLES, ETC.

Special Drives in Some of the Above.

74 READE ST.,

NEW YORK.
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Kindly mention The Wheel.
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RECENT PATENTS.

27 833. tnocatvKnroKYivKitsDta. wiuui a 693,289. wctclb obarino ahd beak cti
P4Bm.CJuaja.lE nWir- IllW. S«i1(JRatU.»a T«rai ct,,. ni PIMAU(1».1IM 8«1alRa«B.II7 (M

CiU. YouM, Ch.'

> wiiijlr poai wid cro«»-p(fC*. Mb

. U.*Mi(M« to U»Cki«(*BMi41>lvOaa^y.aiMp^M

model)' 0O3,3(5l. BICYCLfrTttK ruDWei CoTK»D*m Sew Tort.
H T PUed lUr 10, im DuliJ Ha e27.«7 (Ho model)

0L»» —a deaign for •yrockM-vtiMli for *tlocip«d««. tobatao-

tiallr u ibovo ud dtwrilwd.

7,880. TIiLt CutLH r KiUT. CUoiga. ni. udjnor to U>«

llon>B4Wi1(bl,«m*ytM* PUedJuo«2S. lt»7 Semi Ro t42.Mt
T«f« of pMaot U r«n

C»ci'»i —I A poKer-lnrumittingdoieerorrehicletkod the like,

coinpri>io| a dri'«o •bitt. (wo b«>el-g«irt rouublj mounUd upuo
wid tb»n. r*ch b«'el-fcar provided with * clutcbiog mecbinitoi
adapted to conoect it i>ilh Ibe ihaft irben isoved io one directioo,

bat alloviog it to moTt in an opposite direction free from uid (baft,

a pioioo coonecling laid boelgaar* ao that a loOTement ol ooe cauaea
an oppotite uovemeiit of the other and a lerer adapted to be oper-

aud b» the foot, direelljr coonrcled with each of said bevel |te»r»

"herebt the ibaO i» driven when the le<enare alternately operated.

593,25 1. HARD BRAKE POR BICYCLEa LewuH.T»tlo», Jr.

Phllidelphla. Pi., taalgnor to Perclvil ChrysUe. High Brtdj*, R J
Piled Jan 27 !»ti7 Sen»l No 620.8M. (No model)

riaim — Tbe deaigii for an elaitic tire, tubelantiallj la herein

own and deecribed. .

7t834. BADDIxrOST Jomnaii A. Hdvt. W^tborougb, IUm
hW li^ tft, Ur Serlil Ro. «&S.06t Tens of |«t«nt 7 jtu*.

Claim.—
I
An improved bicycle-tire uf the data deacribed. cum

priaing the incloelng tubular tire or ato«. and the double alternately-
coiled spring embodying the centra) i«rie< of smalkr coils inwrme-
dialely between which are arranged the larger coils projecting alter-
nately iu opposite directions, all the coils being in traiiavrr»e relaUon
with respect to tbe inclosing tube. subeUnliallr as and for the put-
pose set forth

693,286. SPKEtWHANOlHOAPPUANCR HwilT R Vm Kid
to«taDd.llich. MJedAprllJM Senil No. JM.7M. (No model)

riaim- I A wheel comprising a disk or body portion and a
series of .«i,ons compo«ng the periphery of the wheel, each .Ktion
having several teeth and being pivoted at one end to said disk or body
portton. subsUntiallv as set forth

6 9 3.479. VIU)CIPBI>B. Baarr Una. Pneodthlp. N T
PUadRo«30. im Serial Ra eu.Ul (No model)

C/ii./H — 1 The combination to form a bicycle hand brake, of (he
folioving flemenu -a hollow handle bar,— a hand lever pivoted U>
said hsndlr liar, one end ol whirh paases through an opening in said
bar in adjnrency to one of iu hnnd gri|» and the other end of which
• adapted l.i be moved toward and from said handle grip. — a (leiible
brakr-uperaliiig connection nithin the handle bar so ronnecUd with
the hand lever that the movement of the outer end of said lever
toward the h«ii<lla bar » ill exert traction upon saiil ronnection,--
«nd a clamiung device appliril In the hand lever and acceuil.lr from

693.450. WPPIRERTIAL BICYCL^OEAR Odt R. Bilxoci
CMlrenik. (koida Plied Juo* 83, 1M7 8«1al Ho Ml,»li (Ho—

'-i)

CIniiw — t The combiiutioD with as ei'.enially-«er«w-thr*aded

eraak shaft having an angular end portion, of a sprocket wheel hub
having a srrew.threaded bore engaging with the screw. thread of the

ibafl. and provided oo ita outer side with ao outwardly -projecting

iaoge, and a crank having iu hob provided with an angular open-
ing receiving (he end portion of the shaft and an undercut socket or

reresa arranged on the inacr side of the crank and receiving the flange

of the iproeket-wbeel hab, and having an opening in one side (hereof
for adaitling the flaa(* of the sprocket-wheel hub. subeUatially as

•dftHth.

'60a.544. PinmATICntl Aj H Suv. Madkrt. Mmk. m^
Mgoor u tha Mf-SMUiic Herek Tin Oamfutf. Psftkud. Ma PUii
)vm 1 lir Serial Ho U« .Wi (Ro mod^ )

Otfl«—7lM 4Mtc* IM» • b"Tri* hiajhtwi

ClU.ai

w».»<

Wll>

•ral

-I. A diflerenUal bicjcle gear. looipiwing a hollow drle*

prn.idrd with diffrrentlal gearwheels, a doohU ge•^

I.Mr (..rwieshing with either of the uid bgl> gear fX„m-t. to a pnenmaiir lire, aa inneTair tube coaprising a
rn .pr.KLel wheel In gear with the satd double j.^,, ^f ,beort(»M aalrhal, aatarau>d with an abaorbable stickyi

i... rui.ilng the latter within the heb and permilUng lal- preparaUoa le imI any p«w<«r«a laade therein for (he purpoM att
of the save, sahatanlially as shown and deerrlbad forth.
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RECENT PATENTS.

593,391. TANDElt WiuuiiH.BliniB,Cliii!ago,IU. KledAug. 593 254. CHAIN-PROTECTORMR WCYCIES. DavidP.Thom
10,1896. Serial No. 602,349. (Ho model) son! Schenectady, N. Y. Filed Nqy. 2, 1895. Serial No. 567,691. (No,

modeU

5 93,2 3 3. MATCH OR OTHER BOX FOR BICYCLES. HaRRY J.

Humphrey, Philadelphia, Fa, assignor, by direct and mesne assign-

ments, to the Ridley & Company, Limited. Filed Aug. 20, 1896. Serial

No. 603,357. (No modeU

Claim.— 1. Achain-protectcrcompcsedofseparatesc.ilesoi- pro-

tecting device.^ applied to each link of the chain and traveling with it

2. A chain-protecjQi' comprising scales or protecting devices ap-

plied to eachliuk of the chain, each of the scales having a narrow

or body portion covering the link, and a broader or enlarged portion

lapping over the next scale.

5 93,539. MEANS FOR CLOSING TIRE-PUNCTURES. Rudolph
W. 0. Rehmenklau, Minneapolis, Mina Filed Mar. 10, 1896. Serial

No. 682,587. (No model).

Claim.— 1. In a tandem-bicycle frame, the combination with the

front seat-post standard 8, and the horizontal members 6, 6, that eon*

uect the &ont and rear hangers of the frame together, of a pair of

diagonal brace members 12, 12, secured at their upper ends to the

upper end of the seat-post standard, and at their lower ends to the

horizontal frame-connecting members 6, 6. intermediate of their

length, substantially as set forth.

5 9 8,331. VBLOCIPBDE- SADDLE. JOAB E. NoiBiT, Walsail,

Englanl Filed July 28, 1896. Serial No. 600,807. (No model) Pat-

ented in England June 27, 1894. No. 12,460, and in France Nov. 12, 1894,

No. 242,816.

C/aiiH.—A bicycle-handle havhig a box therein, a spring adapted
to press outwardly against said box, and a dog for holding the box
iu its inclosed position, said box having an opening in its side adapted
to permit access to the contents of the same, and also to receive the
nose of said dog when the box moves outwardly, whereby the rear
wall of said opening forms a stop for limiting the outward motion of
the box

5 93,3 95. MUD-aUARD FOR WHEELS. JOHS 9. A. KlICHEK,

Uanohester, England, assignor to the Manchester Cycle Components,

Limited, same place. Filed Mar. 1, 1897 Serial No. 625,618. (No

model)

Clann.— I. In a mnd-guard for wheels of velocipedes and road-

carriages the combination of a framework formed of wire links, each
link being formed of one piece of wire and having three sides, the two
ends thereof hoing.each curled first around the middle side and then
bent sidcnise to support a side of the next link, and of a cover ot

flexible material attached to the framework in any suitiililcway, sub-

stantially as described

593,368. VEHICLE -WHEEL KM. Christian Ancereqg, In-

dlana^oUs, Ind. Filed Oct 11, 1895. Serial IJo. 565,385. (No model)

Claim.— 1. A pneumatic tire containing a multiplicity of loose

spherical particles of light material, adapted to automatically close

punctures in said tire, under the action of the fluid-pressure therein,

substantially as described.

5 93 ,300. VELOCIPEDE. John a KNi8HT,'London, Engtend
FUed Dec. 26, 1896. Serial No. 617,134. (ifo model) Patented ID

England Apr. 30, 1896, No. 9,124

Claim.— 1. In combination in a cycle-saddle, the two parts hav
ing sockets at their front ends, the cross-screw having right and lef^

hand threads for adjusting the parts, the saddle-spring and the ad-

justable connection between the cross-screw and the front end of the

spring whereby the cross-screw may be adjusted longitudinally of the

saddle, substantialjy as described.

593,317. BICYCLE HANDLE-BAR. John F. Heoeriy, Warren,
Pa. FUed Nov. 29, 1895. Serial No. 570,399. (No model)
Claim.— 1. The combination with the tubular head, of a verti-

cally-adjustable post within the same, and the pivoted handle-bars

having inwardly-extending arms engaging said post, substantially as

described.

Claim.— I A wheel-nm composed of portions joined by having
their ends cut to fit together, the cuts consisting of a central cut ex-

tending through the rim in a plane substantially parallel to the face
of the wheel, and two side cuts extending to each sidejcf the rim
from said central cut and at an angle theieto, the planes of said cuts

being at an acute angle to the plane of the central cu'.'substantiallv

593,293. TANDEM. WlLLUMH.BiNNS,Chlca^,o,Il]. FiledAug
10, 1896. Serial No. 602,350 (No model)
Claim.— \. In a tandem-bicycle frame, the combination of the

ftcnt and rear portions 1 and 2, and a pair 0} horizontal members 4
tnat connect the pedal-shaft barrels of the tandem frame together,
such members 4, being bowed outwardly in a horizontal plane, with
the greatest distance between such members near the raid-length of the

Claim.—The combination, with the tubular stem of a steering-
wheel fork, of a longitudinally-slidable pillar A splined in the said
stem and forming a support for the handle-bar, the lower end por-
tion of the said pillar being provided with longitudinal slots and an
oval socket having its minor axis at right angles to the said slots, a
rod C journaled in bearings in the pillar A and prevented from slid-
ing longitudinally of the said pillar, an oval-shaped cam secured ou
the lower end portion of the said rod inside the said socket, and
means for partially revolvingjbe said rod secured to its upper end

593.367. BICYCLE HANDLE -BArTOrrin A Wheeleb, Chi
cage. Ill FUed Dec. 21, 1896. Serial No. 616,402. (No model)

593,47 i'. HAKDLE-BAR Henhy W. Heatoh, OlneyvUle, R. I.

FUed Nov. 17, 1896. Serial No. 612,491. (No model)

Claim.— 1. .1. handle-bar, comprising a bar. a clamp for engag-

ing the said bar, a handle-bar stem having a head inclosing the said

clamp, and an elastic material between the said head and clamp,sub-

stantially as shown and described

Claim.— \. In a joint for adjustable bicycle handle-bars the com-
bination with a plate fixed to the bicycle-stem and having a contact-
face a plate fixed to the haudle-bar and having a contact-facB, a
block adapted to be interposed between the contact-faces of the
plates, and a screw-bolt for locking said throe members together
and to serve as a pivot when its tension is rcleaaerf, of radially-ur-
ranged ribs upon the contcct-faces of the plates the two seta thereof
differing m number, and notches upon the contacting tkcee of the
block.»och two sets of notches difforin,' in number.
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National Board of Trade

of Cycle Manufacturers.

320 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

Prc«ident,

A. L GARFORD.

S«cond VicePretident,

C. W. DICKERSON.

Fint Vic«-Preiidcru.

GEORGE H. DAY.

Treasurer,

W. A. REDDING.

Secretary,

ERNEST R. FRANKS.

National Bicycle Wood Rim

Manufacturers' Association.

President,

E. S MEAD.
Treaiurer,

N. D. DOUGHMAN.
Secretary,

\V. W. STALL. Bedford, Mast.

National Cycle Dealers' Association.

President,

GEORGE E. HAN NAN.
Second \' ice- President,

J. J. MANDERY.

First \'ice-President,

F. A. VERY.
Treasurer,

GEORGE COLLISTER.
Secretary,

JOHN McCARGO, St. Louis.

Rubber Tire Association.

President,

THEODORE A. DODGE.

First Vice-President, Second Vice-President,

L. K. McCLYMONDS. GEORGE T. PERKINS.

Treasurer,

GEORGE F. HODGMAN.

Secretary,

KIRK BROWN.

604-606 West Fourteenth Street, New York.

TRADE CHANGES.

COLORADO.
Colorailo Springs.—Kearney Cycle Co. will move

to larger quarters, resuming business about De-

cember ISlh.

CONNECTICUT.
Middletown.—Worcester Cycle Mfg. Co., C. G. Good-

rich, tru<itee, will apply for injunction restraining the

Central Trust Co. from foreclosing mortgage.

FLORIDA.
Jacksonville.—D. E. Cooper Mfg. Co., new store,

furniture, household goods and bicycles, at 330 E. Bay

street.

GEORGIA.
Savannah.-' Hulland & O'Byme, reported succeeded

by Dan H. Holland.

IDAHO.
Wciser.—Opp & Davis, new store.

ILLINOIS.

Danville.—The Danville Bicycle Co. (Force & Fow-

ler, proprietors) have bought out the Danville Elec-

tro-Plating Co. and removed the vats and machinery

to their store at 133 North N'ermillion street.

MARYLAND.
Italtimore.—Geo. R. Snowdeal & Co. Wm. J.

o'llrien and Vernon Cook appointed receivers.

Italtimore.- Hygcia Pneumatic Bicycle Saddle Co.

W alirr I! W'rniz appointed receiver.

MASSACHUSETTS.
lldlyukr. Ford Sc Ro«*. succeeded by Russ, Burgin

\ liartietl.

Plymouth.- C M. Dolcn, new store, 29 Summer
street.

Salisbury.—J. W. French, erecting new store.

MICHIGAN.
Detroit.—John C Ballew, rep«>rtcd recorded chat-

tel mnrfrage for tSon.

(irand Rapid*.- Cycloid Cycle Co., following officers

and director* elected for the year: President, Frank
.\. Simi>r '

' nt, Wm. .\. Jarvis; treasurer,

J- C .Sif and general manager, Ben-

jamin Itrj I rank A. .Simonds, Chaunrcy
H. Ki«her, James Coojier. Wm. A. Jarvis, Anthony
Vidro, J. C. Simonds and Benjamin Ileal.

Jackson Cone Bicycle Factory, stock sold by
sheriff.

.M I N N h.Si )TA.

Minneapolis.—Fred S. Scharfrr, reported gave judg-
ment lor in.

NEBRASKA.
Omaha.—High Art Bicycle Co., reported aued for

*' " ..rney Cycle Co., reported gave bill of

sair

(ii..-., ...ner it Vaadrrburg, 142S Dodge street,

btll of sale to National Cycle Mfg. Co., Bay City
Mkh.

NEW JERSEY.
Palerson.— Holden ft Carlwright. Broadway, dam

•ge<l by lire.

Trenton —The Phillips Cycle Co., reported di

•oUed partnership.

NEW YORK
ninghamton.—Edw. I.^ Rote ft Co., new store at K

Chenango strcd, about January 1st.

Buffalo The Niagara Cycle Fiiiing« ( v. . .t.|

marhJn'T" '•» •>' N,inr»r» I'ntal Co,

•'• (>»• It ,\»rry

apt- ol U«o. Seyfang

and •• M <.ii.i>-. iix aawK arr taid lo be double

tlM UabilHica.

Elmira.—W. R. Clark, reported succeeded by Ersly

& Brown.
New York.—Monty Mfg. Co., incorporated by W.

N. Amory, 22 William street, John B. Robinson,
Richard C. Voch, A. C. Campbell, E. Locke, all of

New York; to manufacture saddle-posts, handlebars
and other bicycle specialties. Capital stock, $100,000.

New York.—Hulbert Bros. & Co., meeting of cred-

itors called for December 3d.

Phelps.—C. A. Lane, reported gave judgments for

»i:t7.

Rochester.-Geo. J. Michel, reported gave judg-

ments for $2,039; bill of sale for $2,994; sheriff in pos-

session; sale scheduled for November 15th.

Rochester.—Miner & Fisk Co., reorganized and
succeeds to the Rochester business of the H. II.

Babcock Co., of Watertown.
Schent-ctady.—Weber Cycle Co., sold out to Foote

& Wells.

NORTH CAROLINA.
Winston.—M. P. Taylor, Jr., & Co., removed to

Old ' National Bank building.

OHIO.
Canton.—Nickerson Bicycle Co., 406 East Fifth

street, damaged to the extent of $1,000 by fire; no
insurance.

Toledo.—Truman Bicycle Co., of Auburndale, will

remove to this city, locating in the Chandelier build-

ing, on Jefferson street.

Toledo.—H. N. Warner, reported recorded chattel

mortgage for $300.

PENNSYLVANIA.
Beaver Falls.—Morado Bicycle Co., machinery and

slock sold at auction to A. Saladin & Co., for $2,735.

Pittsburg.—J. W. Tygard Co., reported gave exe-

cution for $1,014.

Rutledgc.—Geo. McC. Smith, retired from business.

SOUTH CAROLINA.
C<!)Iumbia.—Preston L. Melton & Co., reported gave

judgment for $62. Mr. Melton gave real estate mort-

gage for $640.

Charleston.— Baird Bros., purchased slock of Snyder

& Fisher.

WI.SCONSIN.

T^ Crosse.- John C. Holte, reported gave bill of

sale for $1,600.

I^ Crosse.— The I-a Crosse Bicycle Mfg. and Plating

Co., incor|>orated by S. P. Bjorklund, F. Kroner and
C. Nold, to manufacture bicycle*, locating on North
Third street. Capital stock, $6,000.

Sheboygan.—Wcigand & Fairweather, bicycle livery

and repair shop in the Wagner building. 827 North

Eighth street.

Sheboygan.—John G. Ricdel, furniture, hn* added
bicycles.

E.XPORTS FOR THE WEEK.

Exports of bicycles and cycle material from

tlic port of New York for week ending No-
vcinbcr 0, 1H07:

Bicycles. Material.

Antwerp . $130 $400

\u. tr,,I.,,n 640

160

Ai 60 54

Brrinen 1,187 311

British Poatcationa in Africa 8,60S 797

Berlin ISO

lUiilth Ea*t Indin 1,811

'i Cuiana 23 ....

!i Wr.l lnHle« 1.S10 1S2

ILinilMirg ... 1,777

Hull .. .. :\a> CO
Ixindon 1,860 U,ttl
Vcnciucla 1,600 47>

SUMMARY OF PATENTS.

593,217. Bicycle Handle-Bar. John F. Hegerty,
Warren, Pa. Filed Nov. 29, 1895. Serial No. 570,398.
(No model.)

593.222. Match or other Box for Bicycles. Harry J.
Humphrey. I'hiladtlphia, Pa., assignor, by direct and
mesne assignments, to Ridley & Company, Lim-
ited. Filed Aug. 20, 1896. Serial No. 603,357. (No
model.)

593,248. Carriage or Cycle Motor. William C
Smith, Gray, Me. Filed May 8, 1896. Serial Na
590,777. (No model.)

693,25L HandBrake for Bicycles. Lewis H. Tay-
lor, Jr., Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to Pcrcival Chrys-
tie. High fridge, N. J. Filed Jan. 27, 1897. Serial
No. 620,854. (No model.)

593.253. Oiain- Protector for Bicycles. David P.
Thomson, Schenectady, N. Y. Filed Nov. 2, 1886.
Serial No. 567,691. (No model.)

593.254. Chain-Protector for Bicycles. David P.
Thomson, Schenectady, N. Y. Filed Nov. 2, 1896.
Serial No. 567,691. (No model.)

593,281. Bicycle Lantern. Oscar Schwarz, Munich,
Germany. Filed Dec. 5, 1896. Serial No. 614,564. (No
model.)

59.1,289. Bicycle Gearing and Brake. Carl Young,
Chicago, III. Filed Aug. 19, 1896. Serial No. 608,187.
(No model.)

593.291. Tandem. William H. Binns, Chicago, lU.
Filed .\ug. 10, 1896. Serial No. 602,.149. (.No model.)

593.292. Tandem. William H. Binns, Chicago, III.

Filed Aug. 10, 1896. Serial No. 602,350. (No model.)
593,300. Velocipede. John H. Knight, London,

England. Filed Dec. 26, 1896. Serial No. 617,134.
(No model.) Patented in England Apr. 30, 1896 No
9,124.

593,321. Support for Bicycles. August H. Crone-
mcycr. New York, N. Y. Filed May 29, 1896. Serial
No. 59.3,658. (No model.)

693,331. \'clocipede Saddle. Juan E. Noirit, Wal-
sail, England. Filed July 28, 1S96. Serial No. 600,807.
(No model.) Patented in England June 27, 1894, No.
12,460, and in France Nov. 12. 1894. No. 242.816.

593.336. Bicycle Alarm. Carl Schonlank. Hamburg,
Germany. Filed Aug. 25, 1896. Serial No. 603,868.
(No model.)

593.351. Bicycle Tire. Frederick Coykendall, New
York, .N. Y. Filed March 15, 1897. Serial No. 6J7,-

457. (No model.)

593.360. Parasol Holder for Bicycles. Thomas Lot-
termoser, Ludington, Mich. Filed July 16, 1887.

Serial No. 644,866. (No model.)

693.361. Support for Bicycles. Martha H. Mason,
San Diego, Cal. Filed March 6, 1897. Serial No. 626,-

483. (No model.)

593,363. Bicycle. Leonidas L. Moe, Denver, CoL
Filed Oct. 29, 1896. Serial No. 567,283. (No model.)

593,367. Bicycle Handle-Bar. Orbin A. Wheeler,
Chicago, III. Filed Dec. 21, 1886. Serial No. 616,402.'

(No model.)

693,396. Mud-Guard for Wheels. John G. A.
Kitchen, Manchester, England, assignor to the Man-
chester Cycle Components, Limited. Filed March 1,

1887. Serial No. 626,618. (No model.)

683,443. DeUchabIc Carrier for Bicycles. William
M. Tegart, Mooaomin, Canada. Filed Dec 31, 1886.

Serial No. 617.670. (No model.)

683.450. Differential Bicycle-Gear. Guy R. Balloch,
Cenlreville, Canada. Filed June 23, 1897. Serial No.
841.914. (No model.)

583,471. Handle Bar. Henry W. Healon, OIneyville,
R. I. Filed Nov. 17, IK96. Serial No. 612,491. (No
m.Mlrl)

ty3,4W N'elociprde, Emrait G. Ijtta, Friendship,
N. Y. Filed Nov. 30, 1886. Serial No. 8U,86L (No
model.)
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All Hands Are
not alike. All bicycles dif-

fer from the Clipper (which

has no "stock" parts). Most
people who investigate the

actual merits of bicycles

are riding Clippers. To
know a Clipper is to

own a Clipper (if you
can afford the price, and

most people can;. We are

Reaching Out
Our facilities are being further increased

and improved. We are in a position to

give the rider a better bicycle for the same

money than ever before. No rider of a

Clipper bicycle need be dissatisfied with his

mount.

If you want more information, send stamps or address on a card

FOR THE CLIPPER SPECIAL
catalogue. It may pay you.

N.-63-'98.

THE CLIPPER PEOPLE,
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

f

\&&i

See Page No. 38.

Tn Our im Cine of $addk$

is incorporated the best and most up-to-date ideas of scientific sad-

dle construction, and we are warranted in saying that in

QUALITY OF. MATERIALS,

ELEGANCE OF DESIGN,

FINENESS OF FINISH,

PERFECTION OF COMFORT,

or any other desirable qualification in a perfect cycle saddle, our

goods are far in advance of anything heretofore produced, even by

ourselves. Our representatives are now exhibiting them to the trade.

The Garford Manufacturing (Company,
R. B. Mcmullen & CC, Cen'l Agents. Chicago and New York. ELYRIA, OHIO.
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We have been asked why we do not make a=

...Chainless B'cycle.

o
o
o
o
o

o
o

o
o
o
o

o
o
o

THE REASON IS THIS:

We do not believe that we or anyone else can build a " Chainless
"

that is cither as good or as serviceable as a

(^hain^Driven Bicycle,
And as we have the reputation of building NOTHING BUT THE BEST,
we do not think that we are justified to impose upon our customers (who
arc our friends) a wheel that is practically in an experimental state. As
soon as we arc satisfied with the practicability of the "Chainless" you may
rest assured that wc will have one on the market that will be proud to

travel behind

THE ARIEL NAMEPLATE.
ARIEL chain-driven wheels at $40, $50, $60, $75, $85, $100, $115.

I The Ariel Cycle Mfg. eo.. Goshen, Ind. |
o o

•
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ADVERTISERS.-CLASSIFIED AS TO PRODUCT.
ASPHALT PAVEMENTS.

Barb«r Asphalt Paving Co., The, 1 Broadway, N. Y.

AXLES.
Fauber, W. H., Clinton and Jackson Sts., Chicago.

BADGES.
Rhine & Co., 775 Broadway, New York.

BEARINGS.
New Britain Hardware Mfg. Co., New Britain, Conn.

BELLS.
Bevin Bros. Mfg. Co., East Hampton, Conn.
Bristol Bell Co., Bristol, ConrL
Cycle Supply Co., Hartford, Conn.
Hill, N. N., Brass Co., East Hampton, Conn.
New Departure Bell Co., Bristol, Conn.

BI-GEAR.
Brown-Lipe Gear Co., Syracuse, N. Y.

BICYCLES.
Adams & Westlake Co., Chicago, 111.

Ariel Cycle Mfg. Co., Goshen. Ind.

Arnold, Schwinn & Co., Chicago, 111.

Barnes Cycle Co., Syracuse, N. Y.
Buffalo Wheel Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
Crawford Mfg. Co., Hagerstown, Md
Davis Sewing Machine Co^ Dayton, O.
Elmore Mtg, Co., Clyde, Ohio.
Featherstone, A., & Co., Chicago, 111.

Grand Rapids Cycle Co., Grand Rapids, Mich.
Kalamazoo Cycle Co., Kalamazoo, Mich.
Kirk Mfg. Co., Toledo, O.
Lozier, H. A. & Co., Cleveland, O.
Luthy & Co., Peoria, 111.

Manson Cycle Co., 73 VV. Jackson St., Chicago, 111.

Meiselbach, A. D., Co., North Milwaukee, Wis.
Newboro' Arms Co., Chicago, 111.

Olive \\ heel Co., Syracuse, N. Y.
Peerless Mfg. Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
Pope Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn.
Reading Standard Mfg. Co., Reading, Pa.
Relay Mfg. Co., Readmg, Pa.
Snell Cycle Fittings Co.. Toledo. Ohio.
Sterling Cycle Works, Chicago, 111.

BICYCLE DRILLS.
Stow Mfg. Co., Binghamton, N. Y.

BOLTS.
Snell Cycle Fittings Co., Toledo, O.

BRAKES.
Bevin Bros., East Hampton, Conn.
New Departure Bell Co., Bristol, Conn.

CASES.
Matthew!?, H. A., Mfg. Co., Seymour, Conn.

CASTINGS.
Acine Malleable Iron Works, Buffalo, N. Y.

CARRIERS.
Benjamin, N. H., & Co., Phoenixville, Pa.
Kalamazoo Cycle Co., Kalamazoo, Mich.

CEMENT.
Reeves, George W., 15 N. Front St., Philadelphia, Pa.

CHAINS.
Baldwin Cycle Cham Co., Worcester, Mass.
Buckley, Samuel, & Co., 100 William St., New York.
Crosby & Mayer Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
Duckworth, James, Springfield, Mass.
Indianapolis Chain and Stamping Co., Indianapolis.
International Cycle Fittings Co., 74 Reade St., N. Y.
Lefever Arms Co., Syracuse, N. Y.
Morse Mfg. Co., Trumansburg, N. Y.
Peacock, E. P., 143 S. Clinton St., Chicago, 111.

Stockton, Chas. S., Newark, N. J.
The Thorsen Co., 56 Fifth Ave., Chicago, 111.

Torrington Chain Co., Torrington, Conn.

CONES.
Buckley Samuel, & Co., 100 William St., N. Y.
Cleveland Machine Screw Co.j Cleveland, Ohio.
Matthews, H. A., Mfg. Co., Seymour, Conn.

CRANKS.
Billings & Spencer Co., Hartford, Conn.
Eccles, Richard, Auburn, N. Y.
International Cycle Fittings Co., 74 Reade St., N. V.
Seward, M., & Son Co., New Haven, Conn.

CRANK-HANGERS.
Aurora Automatic Machinery Co., Aurora, III.

Cleveland Machine Screw Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
Ferrite Steel Cycle Fittings Co., Racine, Wis.
Heinz & Munschauer Cycle Works, Buffalo, N. Y.
Ingersoll, Robt. H., & Bro., 65-67 Cortlandt St., N. Y.
Weston-Mott Co.. Utica. N. Y.

CROWNS.
Cleveland Machine Screw Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
Ferrite Steel Cycle Fittings Co., Kacine, Wis.

CYCLOMETERS.
New Departure Bell Co., Bristol, Conn.
The Veeder Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn.

CYCLE STANDS.
Butler, M., Rochester, N. Y.
New England Cycle Supply Co., Keene, N. H.

DIES.
Butterfield & Co., Derby Line, Vt.

ELECTROTYPES.
Mugford, A., 177 Asylum St., Hartford, Conn.

EMBLEMS.
Rhine & Co., 775 Broadway, New York.

EMERY WHEELS.
Northampton Em. Wheel Co., 20 S. Canal, Chicago.

ENAMELING OUTFITS.
Standard Varnish Works, 29 Broadway, N. Y.

FELTS.
Taber Felt Co., Fredonia. N. Y.

FITTINGS.
Acme Malleable Iron Works, Buffalo, N. Y.
Crosby & Mayer Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
Fauber, W. H., Chicago, ill.

Ingersoll, Robt. H., & Bro., 65-67 Cortlandt St. N. Y.
Invictus Cycle Fittings Co., Chicago, 111.

Matthews, H. A., Mfg. Co., Seymour, Conn.
Spaulding Machine Screw Co.. Buffalo. N. Y.

FORCINGS.
Billings & Spencer Co., Hartford, Conn.
Crosby & Mayer Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
Eccles, Richard, Auburn. N. Y.
Seward, M., & Son Co., New Haven, Conn.
Simonds Rolling Machine Co., Fitchburg, Mass.
Snell Cycle Fittings Co., Toledo, O.

FORKSIDES.
Ames Sword Co., Chicopee, Mass.
Kirk Mfg. Co., Toledo, O.
Shelby Steel Tube Co., Shelby, O.
Standard Tool Co., Cleveland, 0.

GEAR CASES.
Frost Gear-Case Co., New York.

GRANULATED RAW BONE.
Rogers & Hubbard Co., The, Middletown, Conn.

GRAPHITE.
Dixon, Joseph, Crucible Co., Jersey City, N. J.

GRIPS.
Codling Mfg. Co., Bristol, Conn.
Jones, L. M., Co., The, West Winsted, Conn.

GUARDS.
Indiana Novelty Mfg. Co., Plymouth, Ind.

HANDLE-BARS.
Ames Sword Co., Chicopee, Mass.
Burt, James H., Mfg. Co., Springfield, Mass.
Chicago Handle-Bar Co., 30-32 Market St., Chicago.
Crosby & Mayer Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
Ideal Plating Co., Boston, Mass.
Ingersoll, Robt. H., & Bro., 65-67 Cortlandt St., N. Y.
Snell Cycle Fittings Co.. Toledo, O.
Kelly Handle-Bar Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

HANDLE-BAR STEMS.
Ferrite Steel Cycle Fittings Co., Racine, Wis.

HOTELS.
Atlantic Inn, Grant City, S. I.

Sherman House, Babylon, L. I.

HUBS.
Aurora Automatic Machinery Co., Aurora, 111.

Buckley, Samuel, & Co., 100 William St., New York.
Ferrite Steel Cycle Fittings Co., Racine, Wis.
Ingersoll, Robt. H., & Bro., 65-67 Cortlandt St., N. Y.
International Cycle Fittings Co., 74 Reade st., N. Y.
Invictus Cycle Fittings Co., 617 Austin Av., Chicago.
Manufacturers' & Merchants' Warehouse Co., Chicago.
Newboro' Arms Co., Chicago, 111.

New Britain Hardware Mfg. Co., New Britain, Conn.
Snell Cycle Fittings Co., Toledo, O.
Stockton, Chas. S., Newark, N. J.
Stokes, Chas. F., & Sons, 56 Fifth Ave., Chicago, 111.

LAMPS.
Adams & Westlake Co., 110 Ontario St., Chicago.
Clowes, Geo. H., Mfg. Co., Waterbury, Conn.
New Departure Bell Co., Bristol, Conn.
Schumacher Acetylite Lamp Co., Chicago, III.

LAMP BRACKETS.
Bridgeport Gun Implement Co., 313 B'way, N. Y.

LOCKS.
Ames Sword Co., Chicopee, Mass.

MACHINERY.
Cleveland Mach. Screw Co., Cleveland, O.
Geometric Drill Co., New Haven, Conn.
Invictus Cycle Fittings Co., 617-21 Austin av., Chicago.
Northampton Emery Wheel Co., Chicago, 111.

MATERIAL.
Acme Malleable Iron Works, Buffalo. N. Y.
Manufacturers' & Merchants' Warehouse Co., Chicago.
Standard Tool Co., Cleveland, O.

NICKEL-PLATING OUTFITS.
Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Newark, N. J.
Maver, M. M., Second Ave. and 122d St., New York.
Burns, E. Reed, 40 and 42 Withers St., Brooklyn, N.Y.
Zucker & Levett & Loeb Co.. 526 W. 25th St., N. Y.

NIPPLES.
Fay & Bowen, Auburn, N. Y.
International Cycle Fittings Co., 74 Reade St., N. Y.
Jamesville Mfg. Co., Jamesviltai N. Y.
Weston-Mott Co., Utica, N. W

NUTS.
Snell Cycle Fittings Co., Toledo, O.

OILERS.
Cushman & Denison. 172 Ninth Av.. N. Y.
Safety Oiler Co., 65 Nassau St., New York.

OIL CUPS.
Aurora Automatic Machinery Co., Aurora. 111.

Buckley, Samuel, & Co., 100 William St., New York.
Cleveland Machine Screw Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
Fay & Bowen, Auburn, N. Y.

OIL HOLE COVERS.
Bevin Bros. Mfg. Co., East Hampton, Conn.

PARTS.
Snell Cycle Fittings Co., Toledo, Ohio.
Standard Tool Co., Cleveland, O.

PATENTS.
Aughinbaugh, W. E., Washington, D. C.

PEDALS.
Bridgeport Gun Implement Co., 313 B'way, N. Y.
Buckley, Samuel, & Co., 100 William St., New York.
Crosby & Mayer Co., ButTalo, N. Y.
Ingersoll, Kobt. H., & Bro., 65-67 Cortlandt St., N. Y.
International Cycle Fittings Co., 74 Reade St., N. Y.
Record Pedal Mfg. Co., Boston, Mass.
Sidwell Pedal Co., Boston, Mass.
Snell Cycle Fittings Co., Toledo, O.
Spaulding Machine Screw Co.. Bufifalo, N. Y.
Stockton, Chas. S.. Newark. N. J.
Manufacturers' ..V: Morcliants' Warehouse Co., Chicago.

REPAIR OUTFITS.
Brown-Lipe Gear Co., Syracuse, N. Y.
Cox & Tingley, Elizabeth, N. J.
Deane, A. L., & Co., Denver, Col.

SADDLES.
Brown Saddle Co., Elyria, O.
Buckley, Samuel, & Co., 100 William St., New York.
Crosby & Mayer Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
Garford Mfg. Co., Elyria, Ohio.
International Cycle Fittings Co., 74 Reade st. N Y
Kells jVlfg Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
Manufacturers' & Merchants' Warehouse Co., Chicago
Phillips, The H. C, Mfg. Co., Butler, Pa.
Rosenblatt, H. M., & Co., Philadelphia, Pa,
Sagcr Mfg. Co., Rochester, N. Y.
Spalding, A. G., & Bro., New York.
Taber Felt Co., Fredonia, N. Y.

SCREW-PLATES.
Butterfield & Co., Derby Line, Vt.

SEATS.
Kalamazoo Cycle Co., Kalamazoo, Mich.

SEAT-POSTS.
Chicago Handle-Bar Co., 30-32 Market St., Chicago.
Standard Tool Co., Cleveland, O.

SPECIALTIES
Ames Sword Co., Ciiicopee, Mass.
Bevin Bros., East Hampton, Conn.
New England Cycle Supply Co., Keene, N. H.

SPOKES.
Fay & Bowen, Auburn, N. Y.
International Cycle Fittings Co., 74 Reade st. N. Y
Jamesville Mfg. Co., Jatnesville, N. Y.
Weston-Mott Co., Utica, N. Y.

SPOKE CLASPS.
Aurora Automatic Machinery Co., Aurora, 111.

SPRINGS.
Hansen Spring Co., Newark, N. J.

SPROCKETS.
Billings & Spencer Co., Hartford, Conn.
Ferrite Steel Cycle Fittings Co., Racine, Wis.

STAMPINGS.
Crosby & Mayer Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
Invictus Cycle Fittings Co 617-21 Austin av., Chicago
Spauldmg Machine Screw Co. Buffalo, N. Y.

STANDS.
Safety Mfg. Co., Chicago, 111.

STEEL.
Union Drawn Steel Co., Beaver Falls, Pa.

STEEL BALLS.
Cleveland Machine Screw Co., Cleveland, O
Crosby & Mayer Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
Excelsior Machine Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
Fitchburg Steel Ball Co., Fitchburg, Mass.
Grant Ball Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
Hoffman Mach. Co., 143d St. and Am'dam Ave N Y
National Steel Ball Co., 21 Park place. New Y'ork
Simonds Rolling Machine Co., Fitchburg, Mass
Spaulding Machine Screw Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

'

STEEL RIMS.
Weston-Mott Co., Utica, N. Y.

SUNDRIES.
Bevin Bros. Mfg. Co., East Hampton, Conn
Butler, M., Rochester, N. Y.
Cycle Supply Co., Hartford, Conn.
Ingersoll, Robt. H., & Bro., 65-67 Cortlandt St. N. Y
Manufacturers' & Merchants' Warehouse Co. Chicago
Newboro' Arms Co., Chicago, 111.

SUPPLIES.
Boak, W. C, Buffalo, N. Y.
Cycle Supply Co., Hartford, Conn.

TIRES.
Chase, L. C, & Co., Boston, Mass.
Dreadnought Tire Co., 253 Broadway, New York
Empire Rubber Mfg. Co., 60 Reade St., New Y"ork
Indiana Rubber cS: Insul. Wire Co., Jonesboro, Ind
Indianapohs Ruliber Co., Indianapolis, Ind.
Kokomo Rubber Co., 1-Cokomo, ind.
N. Y. Belting and Packing Co., 25 Park place, N. Y
Palmer Pneumatic Tire Co., Chicago, 111.
Peoria Rubber & Mfg. Co., Peoria, III.
Spaulding Machine Screw Co., Buffalo, N Y
Straus Tire Co., 127 Duane St., New York.

TIRE COVERS.
Somerville Tire Co., Somerville, Mass.

TOE-CLIPS.
Bevin Bros., East Hampton, Conn.
Butler, M., Rochester, N. Y.

TOOL-BAGS.
Rosenblatt, H. M., & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

TRAINERS.
Robinson Bicycle Trainer Co., Meadville, Pa.

TROUSER GUARDS.
Bevin Bros., East Hampton, Conn.
Butler, M., Rochester, N. V.

TRUING CHUCK.
New England Cycle Supply Co., Keene, N. H.

TUBING.
Crosby & Mayer Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
Ellwood VN'eldless Tube Co., Ellwood City, Pa.
Pope Tube Co., Hartford, Conn.
Shelby Steel Tube Co.. Shelby, O.
Snell Cycle Fittings Co., Toledo, O.

WASHERS.
Aurora Automatic Machinery Co., Aurora, III.

WOOD RIMS.
Crosby X' Mayer Co., Buffalo. N. Y.
Fairnnks-Boston Wood Kim Co., Bedford, Mass.
Indiana Novelty Mfg. Co., IMynunith, Ind.

WRENCHES,
liilling.s & Spencer Co., H.irtford, Conn.
Buckley, Samuel, & Co., 100 William St., New York.
Crosby & Mayer Co., ButTalo, N. Y'.

Indianapolis Wrench Co., Indianapolis, Ind.
Invictus Cycle Fittings Co., MT-JX Austin av., Chicago
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Straus Tire Co U
Taber FeU Co 64

Thorsen Co., The 61
Torrington Chain Co 4

Union Drawn Steel Co 69

Veeder Mfg. Co 41

Weston-Mott Co 58

Zucker & Locb & Lcvett Co —

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS THIS ISSUE.
Name.

ArnoM Sehwfnn * Co
n..r

It

K
I '

>I

I •

y

Slrr ^ • ;

e. N
., N.
Vor

III.

-T. N
r»«. (^ nicago.

Pkoduct. PaOS.
World Cycles 35

. Y W hiie ^ Iyer Bicycle-. iup iii

Y Manara Bicycles 31
k, N. Y Frost Gear Cascs Sup. iv

Y Chains 60
Wareliouse Co.. Chicago, HI Bicycle Materi.ils and Sundries 8
V 1 1 he ( )li ve Hi. ycle 47
)hio The Peerless Bicycle 10

Shannon l.ock'ng Holder Sup. Ill

Y . S..Krr addles 17
III Sterling Bicycles 13

THE STANDARD PAVEMENT OF AMERICA.
THE BAKBEH ASl'HALT PAVLXCJ CO., No. 1 Broadway, New York.

ENDORSED BY THE A. W. EVERYWHERE. Kindly mention The W hrrl

«4

TORRINGTON"CHAINS
Take note of our cuts. Write for our Prices.

THE TORRINGTON CHAIN CO., Torrington, Conn., U. S. A.
THE A. L. MOORE CO., General Sales Agents, Cleveland, New York, Chicago.
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| t*s Roiling Now!
We presume many of our agents, prospective

and otherwise, have been reminded during

the past few weeks of that homely proverb:

"The watched pot never boils," lor despite

our best efforts to hasten matters we have

not been able to mail the promised Advance

Catalog until this week. This has been in-

corporated with November issue of ** On the

Square,*' a book for men who sell Cleveland

Bicycles, and if you are curious to know how

we take care of Cleveland Agents, send for it

—you will find it interesting. Should you

contemplate engaging in the bicycle business,

ask for application blank to be sent with

catalog.

For immediate consideration we offer

Cletfelaqd Bicycles

$50.00

at ^ ;S)65.00

$75.00

Trade Prices

Ready.

"THERE ARE OTHERS" to be announced in the

near future. If you're a Cleveland Agent you need not

fear competition in any class.

Better write to-day. Good territory is not going begging.

H. A. LOZIER & CO.,
CLEVELAND, OHIO.

BRANCHES:—New York, Boston, Philadelphia, San Francisco, Toronto, London, Paris, Hamburg.
FACTORIES:—Toledo, Ohio

; Thompsonville, Conn.; Westfield, Mass.; Toronto Junction, Ontario

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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Selling A(icnt9:

Crosby & Mayer Co.,
BUFFALO. N. YI

Why LOOK further ?

t. & M.

ThesePEDALS
THE "SYRACUSE."

cannot be beaten.

either for PRICE

orQUALITY.
Made by

Syracuse Arms Co.,
SYRACUSE. N. Y.

CHAINLESS BICYCLES
would not have been tliouorht of if bicycle makers

had been able to obtain mechanically constructed

chains. Such a chain is the SNOW. Accurate in

pitch, of correct temper, strong and of excellent style

and finish, it has made for itself and easily holds a

place of the very Hrst rank.

Write to tlK> sellin^r agents, Choshy & Mayek Co.,

Bufialo. X ^^ for |)iices.

SNOW CYCLE CHAIN CO.,

SYRACUSE, N. Y.
KuMllr M««tiM TU WkMl
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NEW
•••••I

NEW
•••••

3 SIZES. Plain and Decorated.

STYLE,

QUALITY

3 SIZES.

3 SIZES.
2 SIZES.

SORBIN BELLS

GORBIN a^ BELLS

3 SIZES.

"BRISTOL BELL CO.
"

BRISTOL, CONN., U.S.A.

AND

FIMSH

Strictly Guaranteed.

a SIZES.

3 SIZES.

Bristol Bell Qe.,
Bristol, Conn., U. S. A.

(No Old Stock to Offer.)

Kindly mention The Wheel.

3 SIZES.
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Cable address

'MANOMWCO

BICYCLE MA TERIALS K SUNDBlESi

^--^ BICYCLE HUBS AND PEDALS.
I^OJiOJAIG S . STAMJ^JNGS 5c CAST/NGSj.

C ontrolling the output of Tf^p^ li^gp^ VyoOD Rt M FA^TORI^ES'.

O
''^. Nov. 15th, 1897.

Controlling the

5ARTUS HUB PATENTS

r/-.

To the Trade;-
T

Being informed that there is about to be placed on the
market a "soft nose" saddle, and desiring that our customers and others
may be fully informed as to the position we shall maintain concerning any
infrinG:ements of our rights, we oeg to submit herewith a copy of the claims
allov/ed and under which we are manufacturing the "Plew Saddle" :-

"1. The combination with a practically rigid base, extending from
"front to the rear of a bicycle saddle, with a soft- or yielding
"nose or pommel superposed upon the forward part of sucn base and
"suitably " '^ -^ -,,-u~^-„^^^n.. .,~ ..-j c— ^.u^

"set fori
"suitably secured m place; substantially as and for the purpose

'th

.

"with a superposed pneumatic cushion upon the poiranel or nose
"and suitably secured in place; substantially as and for the
"purpose set forth.

"3. In a bicycle saddle, the combination with a rigid base,
extending from front to rear of the saddle and formed with a
"narrowed or nose portion and a widened or seat portion, with
"a superposed covering for the seat of comparatively inelastic
"material and a superposed pneumatic cushion for the nose or
"pomnel portion and the ./hole covered with leather and fastened to-
gether; substantially as and for the purpose set forth."

Upon investigation at the United States Patent Office it will
be found inat our patents are pioneer and fully cover any practical
construction of a soft nose saddle, and we therefore desire to warn
herewith all infringers that we shall hold them liable.

Yours truly.

Manufacturers k Merchants Warehouse Co.

PlR
jTang'r.

Kindljr mrntlon The W lire I.
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Extreme Value
IN THE ENTIRE LINE OF

SHELL BICYCLES
IS CONTINUED DURING THE SEASON OF 1898.

NENA/ MODELS are now ready.

$50.00

The SNELL CYCLE FITTINeS COMPANY

TOLEDO, OHIO.

Agents for New England States, ELASTIC TIP CO., Boston, Mass. Agents for Maryland, Dis-

trict of Columbia and South Atlantic States, THE LITTLE JOE WEISENFELD CO., Baltimore, Md.

Kindly nuiUion The Wheel.

®^

®4-C
.J.®.
®-"

®t
List Price, Highest Grade,

Models 20 and 21, . . . ^^V^ X^ -^^_^- |

We Want Good Agents in Unoccupied Territory.

*

4•®^•<g•^®•I•®•^®^<^>^®•I-^^®•^®•^®•^®•I-®•^®4<e•I•®'^®•I<?>I<ft)•I•<5•I^^

.H^).H^H-®+®^^•I•®•I•^^®•^®•^®*I•®•^®•I•®•^®+®nK^>^®+®•I•®4K^•I^^
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1898 PEERLESS.
The "PEERLESS,"

Fur Men and Women.

The "PEERLESS SPECIAL,"
For Men and Women,

The "PEERLESS BLUEBIRD,"
Tile lanious Racer,

The "PEERLESS TANDEMS,"
Diamond and Combination,

$50.00

75.00

75.00

125.00

The ** PEERLESS." at S50.00, is absolutely unequaled.

THE PEERLESS IMANUFACTURING CO., Cleveland, Ohio.
Kindly mention The Wheel.

mi.^m^i.^i^i\w:m^mm^^

5?

^

One of Our 1898 Up-to-date Frames.

Complete parts to build ifkj-S

Frames. One-piece Crank-hangii

made under I'auber patents; flush

joint fitliiins; arch crowns; one

piece s-inch heads; seamless tubin>^'

bent to shape; I) tubing use«l in

3;

3;

^

rear stays ; fork-stcni threaded ;
©"

tread, 4^ inches; large sprockets V*

^

^

Send for complete Cataioffue, issued monthly, of parts and sundries.

W. C. BOAK, 218 Terrace, Buffalo, N. Y.
5*> Kinillr mrnliofi Tfct Wheel "I vciylhlnn and An>thlnt( to huilJ WhccN."

mi^'rmimmii^iyMmi^M\wimmmimiimm^^^^
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Just as good as a

OmMOND"
is an expression which is much used by our competitors. Why? Because it is a well-known fact that DIAllffOND CHAINS
ARE STA]\DARI>. Have you seen our '98 line? If not, send for samples. We have chains for all grades of wheels and our

PRICES ARE RIGHT.
OUR NEW

B©LT L©eK
"FILLS A LONCJ-FELT WANT."

No Nut—Adapted for use in g^ear cases. Furnished on B block Diamond Chains.

INDIANAPOLIS CHAIN AND STAMPING CO.,

R. B. McMULLEN & CO.,
General U. S. Sales Agents,

309 Broadway, New York.

139 Lake Street, Chicago.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
NEW YORK DEPOT: J. S. Leng's Son & Co.

i Fletcher Street, New York.

BOSTON DEPOT: Very Cycle Co.,

345 Columbus Ave.
Kindly mention The Wheel.

% X
X ^^m^m^. X

X
X

mmmmrmm ^
X
X

1 ntkltSt
'^NETRATING

t/fi#r • u

X \^^ ACETYLENE GAS BICYCLE LAMP ON THE MARKET. ^'^UX
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

ABSOLUTELY SAFE. ALWAYS RELIABLE.

Sold by

ALL DEALERS.
Price, $5.00,

including

two boxes

Carbophere
Charges.

No oil, no wick, no smolce, no odor.

Always clean; cannot jar ont. Cost
of maintenance nominal.

'-^/voSoM^

Strong,
adjustable
bracket
sent

with each
lamp.

Charged and re-charged in a miiuitc.

Scud for circular matter, containing

detailed information.

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

RRACTICAL, X^e^
vaP^

t<i\O^^'

H. CLOWES MANUFACTURING CO., WATERBURY, CONN., U.
can be sccmi, also circular inatlor jincl furUior InfornuUion obluiiU'd, !i(. the followinR phiccs :

X THE GEO
Si The "Calcium Kin

X NEW YORK— l{iiii<li>lpli & CluwcH, »<>» VohU\\ TcIcui'iiiiIi Kiillillnir. I{ONTON-l{iiiiili>l|>)i A- Clowox, Oliver iiiid Piirchuxo Strc«(r>.

W I>IIIIiA.I>t<:MMIIA-ICuiidulpl> A: Olowex, :!»0 l>lilliul<'l,>lili> Riiiik Kiiildlni;. <'ll Mi.\4iO - Kiuiilolph A Clont'x, »»6 LuKo »i(rvc^

Sg OINCINNA ri- ICaiiiloliili A (ioneii, Kooiii ItOS Ncuvc Kiill<llii|[.

S. A.
X
X
X
X

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxy
For Sale also by all Branch Houses of the Pope Mfg. Co.
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The Straus Protected Tire is not the only thing sold by the Straus Tire

Co.. 1:7 Duane Street. New York.

XHEV ARE

Qiloliiiii Sonielliiiiil Special
ON

TIRE TAPE, ....
INNER TCBES . .

and VULeANIZERS,
and can make it interesting for any one in the market for those goods.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

Q•:<>:<>:<^•••o-H>:<>:<»•:<^^o•:<>-:•o-:<>•:•o•;<>•^o-^^<>-!<)•:<^•;<>^c>^o-^

1898 SADDLES
" " ^

IN SADDLES...

Most Graceful Shapes,

Finest Materials,

Latest Clamps,

Best Workmanship,

and

Lowest Prices!

I
Mciltr.l, K

AND TOOL-BAGS.

OLIR

BICYCLE

SADDLE

CLAIMPS.

ustrations

Give

Full-Size

Views.

Our IHUH CUmp.

Send Inr lllutlrilcd Citilogue ind Simplci.

H. Ml. ROSENBLATT & CO.. I^ERS.
Nr.U ^)>UK .M H llron<l«ri«>. Itrl . sprliiK nn<l llrooiiip

HI*. rilll.AKKI.rillA- Mulii onirr niiil Kxlor). N. \V.
Ciir. 71I1 mill ArrhMi.. CII l< \«;i> - .M 7 Mollnnh Trmpir
llullilltiK. .Inf'k.€>n M.itnil I'lrili A < r.

No. tZH

IN TOOL-BAGS...
OtIkIiihI and licautiriil

Styl)')!, (iiinnintml Niii t<i

SaK or I-oiK' .sliii|H', lli'uiil I-

fdllf KiiiliimM'd I.t-iilliirn.

Kvery Hag Krinforccd Mini

Lowest Prices !
|
6

6

4

hTYI.K OK No. I'JOO.

i<>i<>><>i<>'<<>'<>'<>'<>'-<>'-<>'-<>yo-:<h\-<>:<y:-<y]<>-]<y:^[^\^:^:^^^
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^^Pioneer^^ Fifty-Point Carbon Steel

Is Pre-eminent for Bicycle Tube.

This superiority is endorsed by the most eminent authorities on metallurgy, and
confirmed by its wonderfully successful record of the past three years in over 1 50,000
bicycles.

The toughness of the wholly annealed steel cannot be increased. The ductility

can be decreased, however, by cold drawing, which, if properly done, will add to

the strength of the tube, but at the expense of its toughness. Comparative tests

of the strength and elongation of tube, treated differently in the cold drawing,
prove nothing.

^Jl^tMl^^rtiir^r^ ^-nA J^lAe^fZ^ should be warned against such tests, which are apt to mislead the
iVl<tIlUid.Ll-UlCI5 ctllU IVIUCI^ unwary, but do not deceive the proficient metallurgist.

By means of our great accuracy, entailing, as it does, uniformity of reduction, our extremely careful

annealing, the perfect balance maintained between annealing and cold drawing, by the absence of pickling
and flame contact, and the skillful avoidance of every variety process that is likely to change the composition
of the material, we have made

^^ PIONEER ^^ FIFTY-POINT CARBON STEEL TUBING
superior to the product of any other tube-mill. No wheel can be high-grade with tubing made of inferior steel.

We invite our customers to come in on our floor, and select their tube-test specimens

from the general run, and to take any piece they choose to select as a sample of excellence.

No specially prepared samples. No overstrained tube.

We shall be pleased to quote you discounts on application.

Send for printed matter.

POPE TUBE CO., Hartford, Conn.

''PIONEERS'' in Correct Composition.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

'o" "o o o o o o 0000000000000 o o o o o o o

The Wheel
of High Degree

THE

ADLAKE
Combines the High-grade

Requisites,

QUALITY,

DURABILITY,

SPEED.

IS
The Wheel

for '98.
With

THE

ALASKA
ADULT and JUVENILE,

Medium-Grade Lines.

THE BEST VALUES

on the Market.

Write Us.

The Adams & Westlake Co., Makers.

...Chicago... Kindly mention The Wheel.

,0000000 „o„ „o„ „o o o o o o o o o O O O O ^ ^ ^ -O^ ^
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hartfor^,coSm^Ju.Va.

Bevel-Gear

Forgings
FOR

CHAINLESS WHEELS.

Sprocket, Crank and Spider

FORCINGS.

Drop-Forgings of all descriptions.

! 1 1 1 ! I r :••: ; ; ! : i m m ii m 1 1 1 n ii 1 1 n i m ; i r .r ' r .r .r . r 1

1

I^ ,^.^.^.^.^H~!"!^•:^•!^•;-:•'HHK~^^•^H••^•H•^

OF A KIND

WILL BE THE GO FOR '98.

We originated the 3 Oval
Crowns in 96, we made it

and sold it in '97, and it is

now being copied by 8 or

10 other high grade makers
as the acme of perfection in

bicycle construction.

We are two years ahead
both in construction and
price.

"Imitation is ttie sincerest

flattery."

Wc guarantee the " Manson,** as Morgan & Wright guarantee their tires.

t 17 Chambers Street. NEW YORK. 1 (A. L. Dcane & Co n*.nv^^
147 Columbus Avenue. - BOSTON, s„mp.„ can he ..en „. ^ Col.

*
^^"^^'^•

»14 Vine Street. PHILADELPHIA. S ^ Omaha Cycle Co.. Omaha. Neb.

MANSON CYCLE CO., 73-75 W. Jackson Boulevard
the Whrfl

OHIOAQO, I1_,I_,.

Tcir|.i,...,c. MAIS •x:eA .j.

•^'' " ' 1 1 1 1 1 n I n 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 n 1 1 1 n I , ,- , .. , .. t 1 1

,

1 1 -.-..,,, n ., I,,,, f ,,,,,,,,,, J , J J ^ J J

•[•
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Lighten Thy Darkness."
THE ONLY PRACTICAL ROAD LAMP FOR BICYCLES AND CARRIAGES.

Loads With a Cartridge
LIKE A BREECH-LOADING GUN.

BURNS ACETYLENE GAS.

GSNGBATES ITS OWN GAS AND BURNS ALL IT GENERATES.

'98

[viodel

Cleanest, Safest and Quickest Lamp to Operate on the
Market.—Handsome Jewel Side I/ights.— Height, Eight
and One-Half Inches.—All Nickel-Plated.—Weight,
lyoaded. Only 17 Ounces.

NO SMOKE. NO DIRT.

NO ODOR. NO TROUBLE.

CAN BE PUT OUT AND RELIGHTED AT WILL.

'98

iviodel

Cartridges loaded for i, 2, 3, 4 and 5 hours. You don't have to handle the carbide or be
annoyed by its disagreeable odor, PositiTCly the only lamp of its kind on the market.
You can use any " houred " cartridge you desire. Throws seventy-five feet of pure white
light ahead of the wheel. It will not jar nor blowout, and vrill not only not fxplude,
but it can not toe exploded, even when used by an incompetent person. 8640-100
candle-power Photometric test as demonstrated by the U. S. Lighthouse Department.

Schumacher Acetyllte Lamp Co.,

84 LA SALLE ST., CHICAGO.

PRICE:
Lamp, . . . S3.75
Cartridges, 25c. to 35c. per doz.

TRADE DISCOUNT.
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The Gubelman
Crank =Hanger

ONE-PIECE CRANK.
Manufactured by

Heinz & Munschauer Cycle Works,

BUFFALO, N. Y.,

Under a License fi-om W. H. Fauber and Gubeliuan Patents Pending:.

Sprockets and spider are mechanically fastened to the crank

and cannot work loose, and can be removed in one minute with-

out disturbing the pedal or the crank.

SPROCKETS—Three styles, 1 7 to 32 tooth.

CRANKS—Two styles, diamond and round, 6, 6}4 and

7 inch, for ladies and gents.

HANGERS—Four styles for flush and lap joints, all angles.

WORKMANSHIP of the highest order and fully guar-

anteed.

WRITE FOR PRICES.
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4 mby tbe l)umber Jldopted the Christy

it

II

Extract
from
Mum her
Bicycle
Cataloeue,
1«9S.

I I

" ' What is one man's meat is another man's poison.' an old English
proverb says. Still more, ' What is medicine for one is poison for

another.' The saddle that one rider finds entirely comfortable, to

another is more uncomfortable than a gridiron, but just as there are

medicines that are harmful to nobody, so there are saddles that are

comfortable for everybody, if only they are adjusted in suitable posi-

tion. To adopt a medical phrase—'Some saddles are benign, while

others seem to be nothing less than malign.' There are saddles in-

jurious to everj'one and saddles that will injure none.
" In our study of the saddle question, through the tests and trials of

our expert staff, we have found the Christy Saddle to offer the most
comfortable and pleasant seat and to be the least harmful and most
-healthful of all. Physiologists and men of science in all parts of the

world unite in their recommendation of it. Men and women who have
been obliged to give up the cycle, finding the pressure of the cycle seat

injurious, have, by means of the Christy Saddle, been able to renew
the pleasures of cycling, and to obtain the benefits cycling brings. Al-
though it is costly in construction, it justifies by its merits its higher
price. We have steadily from the beginning made it a foundation
principle in our busmess to disregard cost where cost was an essential

condition of excellence. We have never used, and never will use an
inferior article because it is cheaper. HUMBER QUALITY forbids

such a course. We have therefore adopted the Christy Saddle as the
exclusive equipment for the 1898 HUMBER."

Manufacturers' prices will be supplied on application to.,

Kindly mention The Wheel.

A. G. SPALDING & BROS.
New York
Philadelphia

Chicago
Washington
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DONT....

Break Your

Back Any iviore

!

YOU DON'T HAVE TO. Fig 4

NEwRidgway Instantaneous Adjustable Handle-Bar

Obviates all that. You sit op erect A touch of the screw (without

dismounting:, remember) and you can scorch if you choose,

THE BAR rOR THE RIDER No Tools, No Trouble.

THE BAR FOR THE AGENTSells at Siifht.

THE BAR rOR THE MANUFACTURER Increases the Salability
of Machines.

SPECIAL PBIGES gUOTED TO RIDER, AGENT OR MAKER.

JAMES H. BURT MFG. CO., Springfield, Mass., U. S. A.

iiiiiiiiiiii'.iiiiniiitn^

KinHly mrnlinn The Whrcl.

•Hj;-}-;-;":~;-M-;-f-!-K-|"i-H-+-i-f-!-|~;H~:^
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THE SADDLE QUESTION.
• •
• We are ready to show samples of our •
• •

I NEW "FLEXIBLE" line. |
• •
: :
• We will stake our reputation that they come closer to a complete solution of the •

• saddle question than anything heretofore made. S

I I

I
SAGER MANUFACTURING COMPANY, |

I T. „ ...., «, u
ROCHESTER, N. Y. |

S These New Saddles We Have 8

• Not Shown Before This Week. ^.
,, ,. ^, w. , 1• » Kindly mention The Wheel. •
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Ellwood Weldless Steel Tubing.
Manufactured from SOLID BILLET.

The Superiority Of This Method Unquestioned. THE BEST QUALITY OF STEEL USED.
Smooth Finish, Accurate to Gauge and Diameter. LoW, Medium and High CarbOH.

All sizes and gauges of tubing from 1=16 inch diameter
up to 3 1=2 inch diameter.

Taper-gauge and taper-diameter tubing.

Seamless Boiler Tubes a specialty.

Two Complete and Fully=Equipped Mills.

Prompt Delivery. No Delays in Shipment.

Ellwood Weldless Tube Company,
ELLWOOD CITY, PA.

The A. L. Moore Co., Sales Agents,

CLEVELAND. NEW YORK. CHICAGO.
Kindly mention The Wheel.
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Kells New Saddles
ARE THE FI^EST ON THE IMARKET.

Hiiill on Aluminum Base, for comfort
and durability.

The 1898 wheel must have the best

saddle, and no freak. Our line meets this

and are thoroughly guaranteed.

KELLS MANUFACTURING CO., Cleveland. O.. U. S. A.

See the Tire for 1898...

a
DEFENDER SPECIAL

SINGLE-TUBE.

It is a beauty, possessing more attractive

and substantial features than all other

tires put together.

JJ

Kokomo Rubber Co.,

KOKOMO, IND.

KifMllr Mention Tlie WbccL

Gilliam Saddles
FOR 1898.

To our already large line of standard sad-

dles we have this year added several new

styles and shapes, with the view of meeting

the wants of all classes of riders. We claim

for our goods superior excellence in quality

and careful attention to the details of man-

ufacture which thirty years' experience in

leather working enables us to bestow Our

traveling representatives are now visiting

the trade with a full line of our new saddles

and bags. Consult us before placing con-

tracts elsewhere. We can save you casA,

and cash talks this year in the cycle trade

more than ever before. Catalog^ies and

saddle booklets for the asking.

Gilliam Mfg. Co., canton, ohio.

Kindly mention Tlie Whrel.

tM4«««<4M*4«*«««*««4^««««t#«iMi^«««««A««««««««*«4>««A«4fe«««««««A««««««««««««««««««*««««4t«««M

llMi"INGERSOLL." ^*

_ A PEDAL PERFECT IIN CONSTRUCTION.

:^ADE FR0>1 BEST "MATERIAL.

Mnnuf.iclurtrsslionlil not clowlluir |Kd.il cuntrncts

Ix-forc investigaling the iiuTits nf the "INGERSOLL."

ROBLRT H. INGERSOLL & BROTHER, leakers,

6.S & 67 Cortlnndt St.. New York City, U. 5. A.
Kindly mcniion Thr \\hrr\
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'A STYLISH BAR MAKES A STYLISH WHEEL.'

C.H.B.CO.

G. TV. "WEBSTER, President and Treasurer.

ORIGINAL "SCHINNEER" B/NR FOR 1898.
Trade-Mark. Patented Nov. 9, 1897. A. J. HINTZE, Secretary.

THE CMK/IQO H/INDLE-B/IK QOHF/INT,
Forty-Five Styles. Capacity, 1,500 per Day. SEAT-POSTS. 30 and 32 Market St.,Cor. Randolph St.. Chicago, III.

, BRANCH OFFICES-814 Vine St., Philadelphia; 147 Columbus Ave., Boston; 117 Chambers St., New York; London, England.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

THE M. SEWARD & SON CO.,
Manufacturers of

Bicycle and General

DROP-FORGINGS

WE ARE NOW READY TO SUPPLY OUR PRELIMINARY CATA-
LOGUE FOR '98. ELECTROTYPESJIAND QUOTATIONS.

Teeier

Cyclometers.

CORRESPONDENCE

SOLICITED.

Quotations Made from Drawings
or Models.

Nos. 106 to 120 Bristol St.,

NEW HAVEN, - - - CONN.
Kindly mention The Wheel.

Bells,

Wrenches,

Locks,

Enamels,

Brushes,

Grips,

Saddles,

Oilers,

Spokes,

Nipples,

Pedals,

Toe Clips,

Lamp
Brackets,

etc.

Foot Pumps,
Steel Balis,

Lubricating

Compound,
Graphite

in Boxes,

Graphite

in Sticks,

Graphite Paste
in Tubes,

Mica in Sticks,

Mica Paste
in Tubes,

Wood Rim
Cements,

Rubber "

Plugging "

etc.

Hartford Wall-Holder. For House, Office, Store, or, in fact,

anywhere. Price, 35 Cents.

THE CYCLE SUPPLY CO., ^^^^^r^'

C. W. WEYI>10UTH, President and General Manager.

manufacturers of lIIGII-CiRADE

HAMIMER-FORGED STEEL BALLS.
A new firm, b;it composed of men who have been identified with ball-making since the

I^^CTHCTKWlfJIJI inception of the industry in America.

READY FOR '98 CONTRACTS. DELIVERIES GUARANTEED.

FITTCHBURG, MASS., U. S. A.
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SHELBY STEEL TUBE COMPANY.

GENERAL OFFICES!

Shelby, Ohio, U, S. A.

BRANCH OFFICES AND WAREROOMS

BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND,
29 CONSTITUTION HILL.

NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.,
144 CHAMBERS STREET.

CHICAGO, ILLS.,
135 LAKE STREET.

I WORKS AT Shelby, O., Toledo, O., Ellwood City, Pa., Greenville, Pa.

COMBINKD CAPACITY OF WORKS, 50,000,000 FEET OF Tl'BING PER YEAR.
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES, 2,500. AREA OF WORKS, 25 ACRES.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Seamless Steel Tubing, Fork-sides, Rear

Forks and Stays, Handle-Bars, Taper

Gauge and Swedged Tubing

FOR USE IH BICYCLE CONSTRUCTION.

Kiodlr mention The Wheel.
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OUR CAPACITY, LONG EXPERIENCE AND METHODS OF MANUFAC- Jt

::J TURING INSURE A PRODUCT OF THE HIGHEST STANDARD.

WE SOLICIT THE PATRONAGE OF HICYCLE MANUFACTURERS
it THROUGHOUT THE WORLD.
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SEE SAGER.

Sonietliing- There Which May Mean the

Near Arrival of the " Perfect

Saddle."

, Rochester, N. Y., Nov. 20.—It will be worth
the trade's while to keep their eyes in this di-

rection for a few days, as the Sager Manufac-
turing Company have something in the saddle

line that is bound to claim their most earnest

attention and consideration.

It is a saddle—the Flexible, the Sager peo-

ple term it—^and a radical departure from all

existing types, and one fully protected by me-
chanical and design patents. The imperfect

samples 'have been shown to a favored few and
have never once failed to arouse enthusiastic

encomium. The saddle has fewer parts by
one-half than any other saddle ever produced,

and keeping in mind the reputation and con-

servatism of the Sager Manufacturing Com-
pany, it is impossible to talk to them about the

innovation without feeling that there is some-
thing big and important in store for the trade.

Bear in mind the interests which the concern

has at stake and consider what this statement

means coming from them:

"We are willing to stake our reputation that

this Flexible saddle comes closer to solving

the vexed saddle question than anything yet

placed on the market, and we desire to em-
phasize that our statements and claims do not

constitute an aittempt to gain advertising and
notoriety, but merely to call the attention of

the manufacturing and jobbing trade to the

fact that we have something new in the

saddle line which we fully believe is destined

to create a decided sensation and which can-

not be imitated or duplicated."

SOME OF THE ELECT.

The Sportsmen's Association has made its

first show-down, and, despite all that has been
said, it proves that there have been no impor-

tant defections from the no-show agreement,

and that the bicycle end of the Sportsmen's

show will not rise to a prominent height.

The bicycle people who have engaged space

are the Spencer Brake Co., Herman Boker &
Co., Lindsay Bicvcle Co., Bayvelgere Bicycle
Co., L. C. Jandorf & Co., Geo. W. Cole &
Co., Straus Tire Co., Universal Trading Co.,
Osgood Cycle Co., Defender Cycle Co.,
Dreadnought Tire Co. and Park Row Cy-
cle Co.

PATEE'S NEW PLUNGE.

Peoria, Nov. 22.—Following closely upon
the heels of his defeat for re-election as Chief

Consul of the Illinois Division, comes the an-

nouncement that Fred Patee has associated

himself with Herbert Simpson and Charles F.

Vail, of this city, and incorporated the Patee

Bicycle Company, whose factory will be in

operation by December 15th. Mr. Simpson
is a clever business man, whose money has

come to him through his own exertions in the

wholesale grocery trade, and who evidently

sees large profits ahead in the new venture.

Mr. Vail has been engaged in the retail

business. Arrangements 'have been quietly

under way for some weeks, but only within

the last few days has Mr. Simpson progressed

far enough in the disposal of his other inter-

ests to enable them to make public their plans.

The new factory will have a capacity of 4,000

or more wheels the first year.

HALL'S HALT.

TIRES WITHOUT AIR NEXT?

From Springfield, 111., comes the news of

the organization and incorporation of the

Rokker-St. Clair Airless Tire Co., whose pur-

pose is explained by its title.

The Sprinigfield "Journal" says:

"The new company claims to have a bicycle

tire that does away with the use of air. It is

made exactly on the same plan as other stand-

ard tires, but instead of being filled with air

it contains a composition which the company
owns and controls. They also have the ma-

chinery for filling the tubes. The tire will not

collapse when punctured and a tack or nail

driven through the rubber has no effect upon

it. The invention is the work of six months

of labor and has been tested on local wheels

for four months. The tire is resilient and

pliable and it is claimed to be but six ounces

heavier than the ordinary pneumatic tire."

CRAWFORDS IN NEW ENGLAND.

The Crawford standard has been finally se-

curely planted on New England's most promi-

nent rampart, Boston; the Crawford branch

having been established in that city at

No. 170 Congress street. The opening

of the store means the inauguration of

an aggressive policy in the New Eng-

land States by the Crawford Mfg. Co., and

that the shrewd Yankee agents will quickly

realize the full significance of the move seems

certain.

It Comes at the Very Opening of His

Alleged Chicago " Cycle

Show."

Chicago, Nov. 23.—Frank Hall's "bicycle

show" opened last night and the trade can

well afford to indulge in another long, loud

laugh. It isn't worth half a column in even
the poorest excuse of a paper, much less such

a journal as The Wheel.
The frost was several inches deep and of

the sort that refused to melt. Warman &
Schub and the Rex Cycle Co. are the only

people of any note who have exhibits. Re-
pairers and built-to-order people make up
most of the others. There were people

present, but it is a wide-open secret that it

was a "paper house." The daily papers

scarcely mention the affair.

SHERIFF HAS ACTED.

The Sheriff of New York County has re-

ceived an attachment against Thomas W.
I.awson, of Lawson, Weidenfeld & Co., bank-
ers and brokers at 45 Wall Street, and at

Boston, for $35,000, in favor of J. & W. Selig-

man & Co., in a suit brought against Lawson,
Weidenfeld & Co., as indorsers on a note

made by the Worcester Cycle Manufacturing-

Company. The attachment was against Mr.
Lawson only, as a non-resident, his home
being in Winchester, Mass. At the office of

the firm it was said that it was a disputed mat-
ter; that the plaintiffs had ample collateral

for the claim, and that a bond would be given

to vacate the attachment.

WILL CARRY EVERYTHING.

Buffalo, Nov. 20.—Henceforth the Strauss

Cycle Supply Co. will be the Strauss-Hanna
Cycle Material Co. R. J. Hanna, formerly

vice-president of the Shone-Hanna Mfg. Co.,

Rochester, has cast his fortunes with Mr.
Strauss, taking over a half interest in the bus-

iness, hence the change of name. Strauss him-

self catered principally to the local trade, but

under the new order of things, the t.rm will

roach out in all directions. Thoy will carry

everything necessary to the construction and

repair of a bicycle, likewise a full line of sun-

dries.
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MORE TUBE TALK.

Toledo Declares that the End Is Not Yet-
Something BiKger May Be

ComlnK.

Tiilcdo, ().. Nov. l'J.—Tlu- last has not been

heard of the tube combine; in fact, but hall the

story has been told and but half the negotia-

tions consummated. The amplification of the

Shelby Steel Tube Co.'s deal involves a pro-

ject which, if successfully carried out, will

place them in a position to absolutely control

the tube market of the world. A meeting was
Ill-Id in Toledo Friday, and another in Cleve-

land Saturday, to further the plans. It is a

gigantic undertaking, but the promoters are

confident it will go through.

Among those who are actively pushing the

present project may be named Col. Ileckert

and Kdward Boltzell, of Washington, D. C.

;

United States Commissioner of Patents Ben-

jamin Butterworth, \V. V. Miller, H. A. Lo-

zier, W. C. Brewer and Hon. Geo. W. Sency.

It will be recalled that not very long ago Mr.

Boltzell, as a promoter, succeeded in consoli-

dating all the leading compressed air concerns

of the country into one organization, known
as the American Compressed Air Company.

Col. Heckert is the inventor of a new method

of making steel billets in every way equal

to, if not superior, to the Swedish steel billets,

which have heretofore been regarded as abso-

lutely necessary to the making of strictly

first-class steel tubing. The trouble has been

that our .\merican manufacturers were unable

to apply compressed air processes in such a

manner as to prevent honeycombing. The

new patent, in which Hon. Benjamin Butter-

worth and others are interested, obviates this

standing difSculty. The finest steel billets in

the world can be made in .\merica by this

process.

It is now proposed to organize into one

company, with a capitalization of $100,000,-

(KKi, the consolidated steel tube interests, the

compressctl air trust or combination, and Col.

Hcckcrt's invention. It is then proposed to

build and equip one parent plant and six auxil-

iaries; very naturally the .scramble for the lo-

cation of these plants has already begun. It

is believed they will be located at Cleveland,

Toledo, Pittsburg. Shelby, (Jrcenvillc and lill-

wood City and Philadelphia, although this is

largely conjecture, based, however, on hints

thrown out by two of the jrarties primarily in-

terested. The writer saw W. E. Miller Friday

and a.nkcd him of the matter. He said that as

yet plans could not be given out in detail, as

there were many things to be taken into con-

sideration before the combination could be

cfTcctcd. One thing is certain, however, as is

learned from a prominent judge connected

with the plan- there is an abundance of capital

back of the project.

For the fir.si lime in several years the Pope

Manufarturing Company will not maintain a

diAtincl agcnfy 'n this city., The coming year

C. D. CMapp. a pmnunent stove anci hard-

ware dealer, will have the agency and sales-

rooms in hu st<ircroom», and Doria Tracy,

2d, will be in charge.

Layiuan. Carey & Co. have cloned a contract

with ihe Union Manufacturing Company for

the entire Stale of Indiana for '!)H, nnd placed

an oriler (or 2,f)00 Vikingt, Hero* and Norsc-

mcit.

.^^1h^lr Kirk will have rhargr of th.- I itmi

|.t ,11, 1i ,.f till Kirk Mnnulai-iurinK (oniiMiiy X

business, and will travel the New England

States.

A stock company is being organized to take

hold of the patents held by Geo. Harden, of

the Harden Saddle and Specialty Company,
and start a new plant backed by considerable

capital. In connection with several difTcrent

styles of saddles. Harden has a novel chainless

wheel that would be manufactured for the

trade.

FIGHTING THEM HARD.

LOOKS LIKB A BUZZ-SAW.

It is scarcely probable that anyone will dis-

pute with Harie Lyons, of Elkhart, Ind.. for

the honor of the biggest gear ever pushed by

inort.il man. Big gears have been heard of

from time to time and when a few weeks

since Tin; Wiikki. stated that Mr. Lyons had

purchased :m Ariel, geared to 200 inches, it

was considered a misprint. But confirmation

has been received from the Ariel Cycle Mfg.

Co. The gear was correctly given and the

picture shows what it looks like. The wheel,

which has Palmer tires and a Lefever chain, is

in daily use and its r)wner trained up to it all

last season on an Ariel geared to 12I1. The
dianutcr of the sprocket wheel is 22 inches.

ANOTHER SHOW ASPIRANT.

.'Mthough it i.s provinK a (lifikiill name these

days, the Hudson County Si)ortsiiu-n"s .Asso-

ciation is the latest r)rganization which has
determined to buck the centre of the cycle
trade and try for a show. Hasbrouck Insti-

tute Hall. Jersey City. January 2iith to 2!)th,

are the other j)artirnlars.

TRYING FOR THE ' BEST.
'

On Nfivember IHth. E. A. Moross. the De-
troit amateur, brought down the Michigan
State mile record to 1.11 llat, doing the first

half in W secon<ls. His sanction has been cx-
tenderl to Ot-cember Isl, and he is still peg-
ging away in an endeavor to get inside

1.13 2-.'i, the world's best.

IMPORTED TALENT.

The foreign contingent imporle<l by 'he

American Cycle Racing Association for their

indoor circuit reached New York on Satur-

day last. The party is composed of Taylore.

Gouglotz, L.Tnibcrjack, Slephane. Maurice
and Ilizot. The English imports. ( li i.. nul

Hale, are due to arrive to-morrow

BODES NEW BERTH.

E. C, Bode h.is joine<l the vtafT of the

Soudan Manufacturing Co., Chicago, who suc-

ceeded to the plant of the defunct Mason &
Mason Co. He is now in the East in their

interests.

German Manufactnrers Doing About All They
Can to Tax Out American-Made

Wheels.

Washington, D. C, Nov. 20.— Hon. Thomas
Ewing Moore, United States commercial
agent at Weimar, has forwarded the following

report to the Slate Department:

A Berlin newspaper published the following

article on the supposed impending higher

duty on American bicycles:

.\t a meeting of the Verein Deutsches

Fahrrad-Fabrikanten (German Bicycle Manu-
facturers' Union), held in Berlin on the 2tith

inst., the presidents, Messrs. Klcyer, of Frank-

fort-on-the-Main, took occasion to call upon
the State Secretary of the Treasury in order

to submit a request that the inundation of the

German market by American bicycles be

stopped. These gentlemen called attention to

the fact that foreign countries, .\merica espe-

cially, and France and England, levy duty on

German bicycles under the paragraphs refer-

ring to Fahrzeuge (vehicles), assessing a duty

of from T)!! to 8<l marks (^WAM to $10,04) on

each machine, while in Germany foreign bi-

cycles pay duty as 'manufactures of iron and

steel.' which is very low.
,

"The above mentioned presuleius sub-

mitted a request to the State Secretary in con-

nection with that already made by the Bund
der Industriellen, to subject foreign bicycles

to duty as 'traveling conveyances,' asking

that the matter be speedily acted upon, since

upon it depended the very existence of the

German bicycle industry. H. Graf O'Posa-

dowsky replied that negotiations were already

under way and so far advanced that the Im-

perial Government was ready to conform to

the desired manner of assessing duty on for-

eign bicycles."

Several newspapers have announced the

impending increase in the duty on bicycle."*

entering into Germany, which the Prussian

Government w;is said to be about to push

through by means of a regulation.

This, however, would be contrary to law.

"Commerzienrath Naumann" denies these

rumors, stating that Minister V. Miguel, on

the contrary, declared to the deputation of bi-

cycle manufacturers, received by him, that a

higher duly on bicycles was not under con-

sideration at present, nor could such a step be

t.iken in the manner staled; owing to the com-

mercial treaties, the co-operation of the legis-

lative bodies would be necessary. He states

that he is not opposed to an increase in the

cluly, since, in his opinion, the present duty i."*

not adequate.

That the possibility of a higher duly exists

has long been known. The unfounded article

was, however, only intended Ui increase the

imports of foreign wheels to the detriment of

the German product.

The agitation for such legislative action as

may result in the exclusion of American bi-

cycles has assiimecl such proportions that the

increased duties may be confidently looked

for in accordance with the usual German pro-

cedure where an .\merican product becomes a

serious competit(»r in their markets.

Ihe elegance, superior workm inship an 1 hn-

ish of American bicycles have made their

prominence so apparent, that, in .spite of their

higher cost, they have found a ready market in

(iermany, as elsewhere abroad.
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REGISTERED

TRADE ^,#^*\^-,^ MARK. ( '

\ Bear

Only the Genuine

These Trade-Marks.) ^

REGISTERED

RADE "FAUBER." MARK.

Fauber Hangers—1898

Manufacturers and Dealers ^^^ warned aj^alnst handllnjr Hangers and Bicycles.
- iNi KiNciNc the b^auber Crank-Axle Patents.

\A/. H. FAUBER,
70-74 W. Jackson St.,

Kindly mention The W'lirel.

CHICAGO, ILL.
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REeORO

i PEDALS

GIVE

i: FOOTHOLD
TO

FORTUNE.

NINE NEW RECORDS.
THE 1898 MODELvS OF

Record Pedals
are READY for SHIPMENT.

This

IS

Our

Popular

Pattern.

Our

Prices

and

Samples

WiU

Appease

Your

Appetite.

RECORD PEDAL MFG. CO.,
239 Columbus Ave., Boston, Mass. s

n

LEACUEKIT,
Ihc puncture doctor, niendu single

tulie lire*. M«kca quick and suri-

cement refiwir, or quick and sure

lir-only tool that doc-s

of two kitii at the price

o( ouc. Tliorouj{lily pmctic.il.

.No plicra. I'Iur gtH-s in eauily,

•null end fimt
; pull» back into

pUcc witbklring. Can't Iom it. A
great scUcr—better cataloKue it.

THE MASS OF YOUR BUSINESS

and outs is done with old customers. It is the most valuable i>art of

every man's trade- the l)i>;^;est part^and the part whose tastes are

known and can s;ifcly he anUci])aled.

Now there Is one thing certain, the men who rode high-
grade tires last season will ri<le sonielhinn just as xcood in '9S. That
means the majority of your customers will want first-class tires. If

your wheels have them, you will make the sales. If not, sonieljody

else will do it.

LeaKue tires will hold your customer*. Made of fine

Para ruhher, not .1 jjrain of soft rubtn r or siihstittite in them— they
are simply bundles of life and energy. A pair of I,ea>;ues under a

man makes him feel at his iK-st. Not an atom of strength wasted in

pushing heavy, dull rubber along—every bit of it available for

8pce<l -he is iKiund to win.

"Oet there and get back" tirea are winners—win
races for riders, win business for dealers. Specify them on your
wheels.

New York 25 I'ark Place.

Boston 24 Summer Street.

Philadelpiiia 30S Chestnut Street.

Chicago 143-145 I^ke Street.

Indianapolis 79 So. Illinois Street.

St. I/niis 210 No. 1 2th Street.

Snn Francisco 509-5" Market Street.

NEWY0RKBELTiN68clW:KIN6 CaiTD
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PUBLISHED EVERY FRIDAY.
ADDRESSES—88 West BroadwayJlew York; Telephone, S775
Cortlandt ; Post OfBce Address, Box 444, New York ; Western
Office, 934 Monadnock Block, Chicago; The WUeel
Press, 88 West Broadway, New York; Cable Address,
" Prlal," New York.

SUBSCRIPTIONS—$2.00 a year; single copies, 10c. ; foreign
subscription, 20s. a year. Orders flUed by all newsdealers.

ADVERTISING—The Wheel, the pioneer of cycling trade
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ORGANIZATION WINS.

/'~\NE show promoter, the one in Chicago,

^-^ WHO snapped his fingers in the face of tht

organized cycle trade and sought to prove that

the influence of the Cycle Board of Trade

amounted to nothing, uncovered his com-

pleted work on Saturday last. It was a sorry

sight, but those in the trade were quite pre-

pared for it. The promoter's farcical suit for

$100,000 was so plainly an attempt to find an

excuse for his pitiable failure, that nothing but

the sorry sight was expected. It was an ex-

hibition that represented nothing, and which

simply confused and misled the uninformed.

Here in New York, show promoters who

also have sought, and are seeking, to ferment

—a fitting term—a cycle trade function against

the will of the trade, and after the

trade itself has formally declared that

it will take no part in it, has likewise shown a

few of its cards. There is not a trump in the

lot. The list of intending cycle exhibitors is

short and weak; in fact, positively amusing.

Not even by the wildest and most incon-

ceivable stretch of courtesy or imagination

can the term "cycle show" be made to cover

the collection.

It is a misnomer. There is not one bona

fide bicycle manufacturer on the list which has

been given to the public. To continue the use

of the term "bicycle show" is unfair to the

trade and to the public, and if the promoters

care nothing for the cycle trade, they do owe

something to the public, and if they value

their good name they will discharge the debt.

They have more at stake than the Chicago

person, and it is not yet too late to eliminate

the misleading term. It is merely a grafting on

another plant or title, anyway, and its absence

never will be missed.

The fate of the "outlaw" show in Chicago,

and the forecast of the one projected for this

city, make plain the handwriting on the wall.

Any cycle show that may be held chis year

cannot, and will not, perforce, be representa-

tive of the industry, and will serve only to

disappoint or confuse those whom il may at-

tract.

It means that the organized trade, repre-

sented by the National Cycle Board of Trade.

has scored a brilliant victory; it means that al-

most, if not quite, a million dollars have been

saved for the trade; it means that the cycle

trade has reached a stage where it can no

longer be preyed on, and the peckings to

which it may be subjected injure only those

birds who peck.

CORONER TIME TO TELL.

\ \ /'HEN doctors disagree, who shall de-

' ' cide? Some wag has answered, and

wisely, "Coroner Time."

From Luthy & Co. The Wheel has re-

ceived a lengthy essay reciting that as the

average man is not familiar with dynamics, it

is not possible for him to understand the in-

feriority of the bevel-geared bicycle; they then

proceed to prove this lack of merit. From the

makers of bevel-gears we have received a be-

wildering collection of diagrammed tests and a

copy of the testimony of a reputable and ex-

perienced mechanical engineer, which tend to

prove that the contentions of Luthy & Co.

are wrong—they show that the bevel-gears

and bevel-geared bicycles are chockful of

merit.

These diverging arguments and proofs sim-

ply typify existing conditions. No good pur-

pose is served by further exploitations. The

doctors are disagreeing too widely and too

frequently to justify it. The controversy will

settle itself, and in good season Coroner Time

will pass on the case, and decently inter that

which may fail to survive.

The suspension wheel, the five-pound frame,

the pneumatic tire and many other parts of the

bicycle were declared unhealthy or impossi-

ble by learned doctors of mechanics ai;d en-

gineering and professors of college theories,

and yet they have triumphed so signally and

added so materially to the intelligence of the

world that the average thinking m.an nowa-

days accepts doctors' disagreements as a sign

that some new discovery or development is

in sight. The world does move.

AGE AND WISDOM.

CARRIAGES existed before the bicycle

was dreamed of. The National Car-

riage Builders' Association is twenty years

older than the Cycle Board of Trade.

The bicycle and the bicycle trade were pre-

cocious youngsters, however. They early be-

came possessed of scvcn-leaguc boots. They

have covered ground in amazing fashion.

Their growth has rivaled that of Jack's bean-

stalk.

In many respects they have caught up with

and passed their older half-brothers—the car-

riage and the carriage trade, and unless llu-

latter be watchful its younger relative will pos-

sess itself of many of its goods and chattels.

The youngster is displaying the greatest inter-

est in autocars and horseless carriages gener-

ally, and that trade—the carriage trade of the

future—is even now drifting—no, not drifting;

it is being drawn by earnest effort into- the do-

main of the cycle trade. The half-brother may

yet have little more than age and regrets for

its pains, and will have none but itself to blame

for it.

But age has some advantages, and the

younger industry and the younger organiza-

tion, the Cycle Board of Trade, may profit by

some of the works and experiences of its elder.

For example: Is not the manner in which

the Carriage Builders' Association conducts

its annual gatherings worthy of emulation?

The carriage men convene each year in a dif-

ferent city. They not only elect officers and

hear reports, but they discuss matters of mu-

tual interest. They listen to the reading of

papers pertaining to such subjects; they are

addressed by men outside the fold who are in

position to shed light that will profit them,

and they discuss questions that may arise from

such papers or addresses, and these weightier

matters disposed of, they gather round the

festive board for a flow of soul and good fel-

lowship.

For twenty-five years the Carriage Builders'

Association has proceeded on these lines, and

with such happy results, that now that cycle

shows are taboo, the Cycle Board of Trade

may find an annual gathering of this sort

worthy of consideration.

AS A FIXTURE.

"T^HE three most important home engin-

^ eering feats, viz., the invention of the

sewing machine, the adaptation of machinery

to the manufacture of watches and clocks,

and the invention of the safety bicycle, touch,

and will continue to touch, the home life of

more individuals directly and indirectly than

many other engineering developments of the

epoch.

They are, quite as much as trade machinery,

labor-saving appliances. Not many now
know of a family without a sewing machine

and a good clock. Anyone can buy an excel-

lent watch for a few dollars, and before long a

bicycle will be as much one of the possessions

of man or woman as a pair of shoes. Such in-

ventions as these form, and will continue to

form, part of the daily life of the population,

and therein lies the extraordinary growth of

cycling, and the certainty of its future continu-

ance and trade.

HOMEOPATHIC.

^1 ON PKOGRESSIVE nu-n who elect to

' go about their business in the city on

foot, as their forofathors did, are finding their

coiulition as laiucniaMo as Joel, the son of

rethiiol, described that of Israel after the land
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had be«n afllictcd by the locust, the palmer-

worm and the canker-worm.

Those who escape the trolley, tlie cable

car destroys; those who escape the cable

car the truck destroys; those who escape the

truck are blown up by sub-way explosions,

and, if the industrious inventors succeed in

realizing their hopes, those who arc blown up

by the sub-ways will be utterly annihilated

while in the air by the flying machines.

About the only way of escape left for a man

is to take to cycling and become himself a

menace to life and limb by cultivating the

scorching habit.

It may be set down as certain that there

is no one thing which .\merican cycle and

>undry manufacturers need to do with more

fixedness of purpose than to establish a high-

grade for their e.xport goods, and to adhere

to it with absolute fidelity. We believe that

the American manufacturer will find this, in

the end. to be the only paying policy. Even

when machines of various grades and different

ranges of prices are offered, the qualities

^llould be distinguished with the utmost care.

It is the repute for good work and fair deal-

ing which will help the foreign sales of

.American cycles more than anything else.

"Hill" Martin traveled the lane a long

while and a great distance before he found its

turning. It was too much to expect that he

would be able to punch his way completely

around the ghjbe, and none will waste sym-

pathy (»ver the fact that, American though he

be. he was compelled to ilo two weeks on a

treadmill in an Australian prison. He had

played the bully long enough and it served

him right.

It is expccte«l that Russia will next scascm

prove one of the most fertile fields for the

America tiller abroad. It is anticipated that

the removal of the czar-like restrictions,

which have hampered the cycling growth of

(he empire, will be followed by a substantial

boom. Several of the shrewdest American

makers arc acting accordingly

It is to be hoped that the gentlemen who

arc promoting those lo.fKM), |20.000 and $60,-

•XM) match races will spell out the amounts.

To express them in numerals is to give a rude

shock to the curt and much-worked adage,

"Figures can't lie
"

There is no greater foe of progress in cycle

y which

accepting

improvctncnls in design or construction

«<>lrly because they arc on record against

them.

There arc those in the trade who do not

know an opportunity until it has gone, and

there arc some favored one» who are spared

the pain of recognizing it even then

The scorcher can boast of his records, but

the slow rider enjoys beauties of land and sky

which the former never sees. Successful men

sometimes waste their lives in amassing a for-

tune, and neglect pleasures and opportunities

that arc within the reach of all.

The minister, the professor, the doctor,

when on their bicycles, give the right of way to

the driver of a beer wagon. We yield in daily

affairs, not to our su])eriors, but to those who

happen to have the power to harm us.

The slow-ridden wheel wobbles; the swiftly

moving one does not swerve, but it is liable to

accident. A small business is always insecure;

a large one prospers by the very momentum

of success, till the crash comes.

It is easier to climb a hill on asphalt than to

coast down hill over the little bumps of a

rough stone pavement. It is the petty annoy-

ances of life, and not the strain of great

.ncliievements. that wear men out.

When this man or that is pointed out in

cycling as a "character." the pointer-out is

apt to believe that tliere is something about

the pointeiie character more respectable than

the "character" aforementioned.

The man who can ride in the gutter without

hitting the curb could not ride as near the

brink of a river bank without falling in. The

realization of impending danger makes dis-

aster almost inevitable.

The rider who firmly believes there is no

wheel to compare with the one lie ri<les may

be "a man of one idea." If so he can con-

gratulate himself upon possessing more than

the majority.

Tl;e foot that rocks the cradle no longer

rules the world. It has lost its job now. It

is the foot that pushes the pedal that is mix-

ing things up nowadays.

The distinction between cycling verse and

poetry is that in the case of the latter the

supply has never exceeded the demand.

Every man in the trade knows of a position

superior to his own that he could fill much

better than the incumbent.

Those who sneer most at mutual admiration

clubs have their names prominently upon the

organizations' waiting lists.

Now brace yourself for an indigestible at-

tack of "indfior rccord.s" ami "indoor kings."

The seas<m is fairly on.

The ignorance that is bliss is the ignor-

ance of the rider who lliinks br Wimvis it nil

about cycling.

Many a penny saved by not cycling be-

come* of use only alter the one who saved it

IS umcd.

ALL IN PHILADELPHIA.

riiiladelphia, Nov. !!».—Fresh with the

wliitewash recently applied by the L. A. W.
facing Board, Saenger Hall was re-inaugu-

rated as a cycle racing centre last night.

Some 2,0lK) people were there to see, and
Chairman Albert Mott was there to referee

and to see the effect of his purifying white-

wash.

The track is a ten-lap affair, and tlie fre-

<iuent spills served to keep the spectators on
edge. The excitement of the evening, how-
ever, occurred during the final of the five-mile

handicap. Goodman, Hadfield, Barnaby and
Nat Butler were the scratch men. They
started at a leisurely pace, which gradually

grew more leisurely. None cared to make
pace, and on the tliird mile the four got

into a first-class quarrel, and finally, despite

Mr. Mott's presence, dismounted, and when
he called them to account, gave him a deal

of back talk, Goodman even going so far as to

read rules to the referee, and assert that he

knew what was what. Chairman Mott gave

them a lecture, and then fined Goodman and

Hadfield $25 each.

During the evening Charley Earl, the

Brooklyn amateur, rode a half-mile, tandem

paced, in 1.05 1-5. H. G. Gardiner, the local

amateur, did a mile in 2.19. The half-mile

open professional was won by Nat Butler;

second, William Simms; third. Tom Barn-

aby. Time, l.i:< 2-5. The five-mile handi-

cap professional was won by Charles Tur-

villc; second, B. B. Stevens: third. Clem Tur-

ville. Time, 12.37 2-5. Final in the mile open,

amateur, was won by J. Shomo in 2.20.

I'hilailelpliia. Nov. 2".— It will be well to

be prepared for the punishment of Frank

Starbiick after Thanksgiving night. He has

an engagement in New York with .Mr. James
Michael on that evening, and as the engage-

ment is promoteil by olVicial favorites, the

punishment is hardly likely to be meted out

before that time.

Starbuck, however, deserves it on the in-

s:inl. He disappointed a crowd at Saenger

II all to-night: he "struck" for appearance

money, and when it was not forthcoming he

absented himself. He had been billed as a

feature of the ten-mile handicap, and his fail-

ure to a|>pear was responsible for a deal of

hooting and hissing.

The feature of the evening was Eddie Mc-
Uuffee's relay ride against five fairly good
local pros., W. A. Wensel, William Simms.
Josh Lindlcy. B. B. Stevens and C. H. Hen-
sel. They relieved each other at each mile,

but McDuffec beat the combination, finish-

ing first in 12.2t». Nat Butler, scratch, won
the half-mile handicap in iM'.i 4-5; F. F.

(ioodman, scratch, second; W. E. Dicker-

son, 40 yards, third: C. A. Church, scratch,

fmirth. The ten-mile handicap, professional,

went to J. W. Judge, New York (40 seconds),

in 27.55, and the half-mile amateur to O. V.
Babcock. New York, in 1.2!l 1-5.

rhiladclphia, Nov. 22.—Saenger Hall's hoo-
doo still pursues it. The lessee had trouble

with the electric light company to-night, and
the hall was in darkness wHen the spectators

and racing men arrived. When the difficulty

was rectified, the crowd had dis|)crsed. and the

races were declared off.
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SHOW SEASON ON.

:Engllsli Makers Begin Their Annual Trade

Bxhibition—Some New Bids for

Popularity.

London, Nov. 13.—The twenty-first Exhibi-

tion of Cycles, under the auspices of the Stan-

ley Club, which opens at the Agricultural

Hall, London, on Saturday, November 19th,

will be in many ways one of the most import-

ant and interesting of the series.

Never before has space at the Stanley been

at such a premium, and never since the "split"

which brought the National Show into being

has the Stanley had such a number of really

important firms. These include Humber &
Co., the Rudge-Whitworth Cycle Co., Os-

monds Limited, the Elswick Cycle Co., Mar-

riott & Cooper, the Enfield Cycle Co., the

Trent Cycle Co., the Springfield Cycle Co.,

Gamage, the Ormonde Cycle Co., the Colum-

bia, Gormully & Jefifery, Waltham Manu-
facturing Co. and other leading Ameri-

can firms, and a new-comer in the shape

of R. L. Philpot & Co., whose debut will be

one of great interest on account of the high

reputation which that gentleman holds for the

introduction of a really high-grade machine.

The number of firms in all amounts up to the

respectable total of 335, of whom 196 are to be

found on the ground floor. In addition to

these a motor-car section, of an extent more
limited than its interest, is to be found in

King Edward's Hall, which is on the left of

the Arcade entrance.

A few of the chief features of the exhibits

will be the wider application of disc-adjust-

ing hubs, a greater variety in matters of chain

adjustment and a considerably increased popu-

larity in D-section tubing in the fore-car-

riage, as well as in the rear part of bicycle

fiames. Scarcely a stand will be without some
alterations in this way from the patterns shown
last year and sold through the present season;

but in every case the alterations will be such

as to probably escape any but the critical eye.

For instance, the Osmond machine appears

in almost identical form with those of last

year, a greatly improved chain adjustment and

mud-guard fittings being perhaps the only

points worth noting. The Rudge-Whitworths
have nothing new whatever, and the same can

almost be said of the Elswick. Humber's
will stage an aluminum frame, of which I will

give some particulars later on. The Referee,

once well known on your side, is one of the

most radical departures on conventional lines

in having square section tubing of ample di-

mensions for chain-stays and bracket sup-

port.

The Humber Aluminum bicycle will be one

of the curiosities of the show. I believe that

the experiments conducted in connection with

it has induced the Nottingham firm to apply

its system of detachable tube-joints to steel

frames as well. By this means it is claimed

that a thoroughly reliable bicycle can be built

which is capable of being dismembered by any
amateur mechanic and packed away in a small

case 2J feet square by 8 inches deep. The
idea is so radically removed from all previous-

ly conceived ideas of how a bicycle frame must
be built to secure stability under constant vi-

bration and strains that not even the chainless

will obscure the interest which will attach to

Humber's stand. In steel these detachable-

jointed bicycles will come out at between 20

and 24J- pounds weight at $160 (Beeston) or

$182 (Wolverton). In aluminum the

weight will be about 22 pounds and prices

$170 and $142 respectively, so that it seems
that steel is after all the lighter medium. The
following cuts will show the style followed in

designing the detachable-jointed Humber.

It is also understood that the '98 Psycho

(Starley Bros.) will be constructed on a de-

tachable joint design, .while mechanical joint-

ing will be quite a feature of several stands

—

Triwell's for instance—at both shows.

One of the most unique features of the show

will be H. A. Lamplendi's patent hub here

shown.

As will be seen, the peculiarity of the hub

lies in the fact that the axle is set and held

eccentric to the spoke line and in order to

preserve it always in that relationship a du-

plex set of bearings is introduced—in fact, a

duplex hub is built. The hub really runs on

the outer ball bearing, the weight of the rider

insuring this, and the inventor claims that

when any road obstruction is encountered the

eccentricity of the spindle towards the rim is

altered in a forward direction and the shock

which results is spent in merely swinging the

inner hub in its seat and thus materially as-

sisting the rider to pass the obstruction. The
idea is certainly ingenious, but how far it ob-

tains in practice remains to be seen. It is,

however, highly spoken of by some of those

who have had a trial on it.

To the student of mechanics there wjll be,

despite what has been said of late, a not incon-

siderable number of novelties. They will not

be of such a popular nature as to arouse any

violent interest, perhaps, but some of them are

radical enough to cause that dubiety of opin-

ion which ever holds in cycle mechanics when
some new principle is advanced.

The Trent Cycle Co. and also Humber &
Co. will exhibit the Pedersen frame, an appli-

cation of the cantilever principle of bicycle

construction. In this the inventor claims to

have touched the highest point of cycle con-

struction, as he produces a bicycle capable of

withstanding the usages of a 15-stone rider at

a total weight of 16 pounds. As usual, of

course, the critics are divided. Some deny

the possibility and others suggest that, strength

for strength, the ordinary diamond-frame can

be built of a similar weight, while still others,

and, I think, the most reasonable, confess that

there are undoubted merits attached to the

cantilever frame, but hold that its uncommon
appearance and unadjustability must prevent

it, in its present form at least, from becoming
widely popular.

The Columbia chainless is even less favor-

ably regarded by the critics here, but I am
inclined to think that it, too, will cause quite

a diversity of opinion when the experts see

to what advantage the Hartford designers

have disposed their material and with what
accuracy and skill the details have been work
ed out. I was privileged to-day to see an ad-

vance model at the house of Markt & Co., and
must confess that my opinion has been consid-

erably modified by my inspection of the de-

tails and their results. It is as far in front of

the Acatene chainless design, on which Riv-

ierre and Huret have done such great things,

as the bicycle of to-day is in front of that built

five years ago. My opinion had been formed
on the experience gained by a six weeks' trial

of the Acatene, hence the necessity for re-

adjustment of theories and convictions.

Still I am yet sceptical that it will overthrow
the chain despite all the inconveniences of the

latter. In the first place, it is being marketed
at an advanced figure, which will have to be

justified very conclusively before the English

public will abandon their present love. How
that can be done otherwise than through the

medium of the racing path and record riding

I can't see, and we are too far advanced into

winter on this side to hope for any testimony

of that kind in time to order for next year's

spring riding. The machine, I may say, is

attracting great interest, especially amongst
the lay press, and the boom will undoubtedly
he a good one if wol! worked. The Acatene
will also Iia\c a chainless niaciiinc on
view, and a couple of other I'roiich and
English built chainlo^^s bicycles (,1 lumber's

arc staging an .A-catonc) will be shown, so thaf

the points of comparison will ho instructive

Another American item of interest will be

the Waltham "Oriten," which will be on view

at stand Kil, and, as the English agents of the

Waltham Co. have accepted the challenge pub-

lished by Stocks in the English cycle press

this week, the machine will no doubt gain

considerable attention in consequence.
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MOXARCHS AND DEFIANCES.

While they have undergone general refine-

ment, no very material alterations were found

necessary by the Monarch Cycle Mfg. Co. in

the line of Munarchs and Defiances, the most
radical change being in price. As rearranged,

the Monarch tandems will list at $1<K); Model
48 (the Cooper Special) at $75; Model iJ^a

at 175: and Models 57 and 58

at $60. The Defiance.

Models 53 and 54 will sell

at $40.

Referring to the matter oi

options, the Monarch people

say:

"We are not actuated by

and Perry saddles, and for a standard gear on
road machines, a 22-tooth front and 9-tooth

rear sprocket on gentlemen's machines, creating

a gear of (J8 4-!'. with the exception of Model
No. •'it) Defiance wheel, which will be fitted

with '24-tooth front sprocket and 9-tooth rear,

creating a gear of 74 2-3. All of our ladies'

wheels will be equipped with the 2J-tooth

front sprocket and 9-tooth rear, creating a

sear of (iS 1-3

change, and we will accept from him sprockets

with which the machine was originally

et|uipped, provided they arc returned within

ton days from receipt of machine.

"C3ur standard finish will be plain black

with nickel-plated trimmings for our Monarch

line. Our Models No. 55 and No. .5ti Defiance

will be black with gilt ornamentations, and

our Models No. 53 and No. 54 will be dark

maroon, handsomely ornamented. All rims

will be dark rosewood.

"For saddles, we have

adopted the Christy and

Perry, two of the most ex-

\.' pensive saddles on the Amer-
ican market, supplying either

of these on our entire Mon-
arch line, and on our De-

any arbitrary dib|>osition rela-

tive to the matter of options,

but it is an utter impossibility

for us to undertake to fill or-

ders during the busy season

under specifications which are

irregular and not in accord-

ance with those named in

catalogue; any departure from our catalogue

specifications will necessitate a delay of two or

three weeks, perh.-ips, provided order is sent

us in the midst of the busy season.

"After carefully considering what would be

most desirable to the greater number of our

patr<in«, we have adopted the Morgan &
Wright and Hartford single tube tires; Christy

"In (irdcr to make this policy acceptable as

regards gear, we have decided upon a radical

reduction in the price of our sprocket-wheels,

which will be: Rear sprockets, any size, 73

cents; front sprockets, any size, $1.50. Any
dealer or rider wishing to change the gear of

his machine before it has been used, can or-

der from us sprockets to make the desired

the Christy or

fiance Models, the Christy.

Any bicycle dealer can well

afford to supply the rider

with any desired saddle which

he may be in a position to

furnish in exchange for the

above saddles, as nearly all

others arc less expensive than

Perry."

CAREFIL OF KANGAROO.

C. M. Murphy has secured affidavits from

the timers who clocked him in a straightaway

mile in 1.00 4-5. and from the Brooklyn sur-

veyor who "laid out and monumrnted Twenty-

<icrond avenue" and ha« had the affidavit.s

ph' '' -tat, arms folded

an<! ' and all of the

newspaper otnces have been favored with

copies. Mr. Murphy delivering them in per-

son. He says lots o( people did not believe

he could p«dal a Mgcar to quickly, "but

they never saw mc at work on a home-
trainer," he added.

Bui what Murpliy a|iprars to want known
more than anything rl«r n that he u»ed Kan-

garoo lire.* »'"• "- ''!' <!" tf'ii !'' '-I'-

an Olive wh
"' ' ' I n<-

he (old

iiihcuai confidence.

a)*o was: "Don't ii>t,

JIMMY IS SUITED.

According to the London "Cyclist," Jimmy
Michael, writing to a Cardiff friend, says that

he has fully decided to permanently settle in

America. There are far more inducements

offered to a professional in .America than arc

offered in Kngland or France, asserts the

Wclsh-.\mcricAn He intends riding as a

jockey in the early part of the spring. ,\t

present he is making arrangements to open a
cycle depot in the neighborhood of New York.

WANT A THOUSAND EACH.

The Central Kailroatl of Georgia, which held

the circuitccrs at Atlanta owing to a dis-

pute about their baggage, and the fare

of the boy mascot, and thus caused

<hrm to miss their train and caused

•hr nhnndonirrtit of the meet scheduinl

have been sued (or

> the Chattanooga track
rs, it will be recalled,

< l..r $I.<)00 each.

AND WILLIAM WENT TO JAIL

Through circumstances beyond his control,

William Martin, the American pro., who for

two years has been sweeping the board in

Australia, was forced to suspend his training

operations for a period of fourteen days, but

thanks to the Adelaide authorities, he was en-

.ihlcd to keep his legs in fair shape, a tread-

mill proving a crude, but not ineffective sub-

stitute for a home-trainer. Martin has ever

been handy with his fists, and being com-
bative, has engaged in brawls and knockdowns
in nearly every country on the globe.

Like the famous pitcher, he went once too

often. He accused one of his competitors of

throwing a race—and Martin is a good judge
of such things—and in the row that fol-

lowed, Martin, so the .\ustralian advices

innocently state, "Slapped Ridley's face

with his open hand several times, black-

ing his eyes." He then invited any

one in the crowd to step out and be
slapped, but a policeman corralled the gentle
William, and later a judge sent him to jail

for fourteen days, and added a hard labor
proviso, simply to keep Martin in condition
(or track work.
The judge refused to impose a fine, remark-

ing that William's failing was well-known and
rei|iiired curbing. "It might be the proj)er

caper in America," said his Honor, "but it

don't go here."
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fPALMER TIRES
IIJI MARK THE HIGH GRADE WHEEL

"Every ass thinks himself worthy to

stand with the king s horses/*

—Old English Proverb.

It does not take the public long to make distinc-

tions between persons or things.

The cycling public were quick to show their ap-

preciation of Palmer Tires, and from the beginning

placed them in a class unto themselves—and that the

highest class.

The tendency in the industry has been to cheapen,

so that to-day some tires can be bought for any price

the bicycle manufacturer may be pleased to offer.

With Palmer Tires it has been the reverse. Per-

fection has been our only motto.

We have believed all the time that there were

enough riders who wanted the best to take all the Pal-

mer Tires we could make, and each season has proven

our faith in the cyclers' discrimination.

Constantly looking toward the star Quality, wholly

oblivious of the earth-worm Price, we are proud to say

that the 1 898 Palmer will be better than ever.

Palmer rubber will be the same high grade of

up-river Para, while Palmer Fabric will be made from

a flax of special formula, largely increasing the dur-

ability of the tire without sacrificing any of its present

good qualities.

The bold caption at the top of the page tells its

own story. There are scores of imitations, but only

one Palmer.

THE PALMER PNEUMATIC TIRE CO.
CHICAGO

NEW YORK offices: 66~es READEST.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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SMALL. BUT LIVELY.

A Town Whose Population Is Not as Great

as Its Cycle Trade Repu-

tation.

i:iyria, ( »luu. Nov. L'i.—This busy InUc city,

the honic «>f .Xrthur L. Garford and \V. E.

.MilliT. is siliiatcd just twenty-tivc miles west

ol Cleveland^ and lias about 8,00U inhabitants.

Her bicycle interests are of importance, as

will readily be seen by the following:

The Rreat saddle manufacturing plant of the

Garford Manufacturing Co. would alone make

her famous, but she has also numerous other

interests in the cycle line, which will be

dwelt upon in their turn. The magnitude and

completeness of the Garford factory is not

generally known or appreciated. The main

bliilding alone is 40x224 feet, and is of practi-

cally four stories, as the basement is as busy a.

place as the three floors abpvc. In addition,

there is the large ofHce building of two sto-

ries; the engine and boiler house, the

gjis and enameling plant, the electric light

plant, the woodworking plant, which is a new

addition, made this fall, and in which all the

woodwork used in their saddlemaking is got-

ten up. and the independent water-works. This

l^Uit feature has only been in working order

at>out two weeks, and is as complete as can

be made. The reservoir has a capacity of

"•).<XH) gallons.

The entire plant is piped with automatic

sprinklers, which thaw out. as it were, when

the tempenture reaches ITi) degrees, and

rto«Kl the place with water. The plant has

ope of the largest polishing rooms in the

country, -InxliHi feet, and in the busy season

the department employs the services of ninety

men. The polishing wheels are made of scrap

leather, saved from the cutting of saddle tops.

Tlie tool and machine room is of the same di-

nlcn.^ions. and in it are made all the tools and

machines used in the plant. There are ten

stamping presses, with a capacity of .^.000 sad-

dle springs a day. All the.se presses are run

bjr a power—compressed air—but little used.

comparatively speaking, but which has been

found to answer the purpose perfectly.

The necessary machinery was put in as an

experiment, but it has proved to be just what

w^s wanted. .Sir is piped to any part of the

plant where it is wanted, thus doing away with

dtngcroiijt Im'Ii» and pulleys. The latter saddle

tops are also .shaped by the same agency.

Ttie plant has a capacity of 4,nf>0 saddles per

day, and when ninning full, employs 32<'i

nieii The die-makers are the busiest opera-

tor* at present, btit inside of two weeks the

whole establishment will be running full

tifne. Tlicrc will be from \h to 'in styles of the

popular (}arff>rd made lor 'IW.

ti is here aUo that the famous Brown saddle

Is Mi.idr T' 'iitely handmade,
Itttnw ln»»<' as a handin.ide

»1 1' were shown your cor-

re
,

»afe to say that the large

output of former seasons will be increased ma-
terially next year.

turc of that style of vehicle, except in build-

ing to order for cripples. Last season they

turned out from T.-WO to 8,IH)0 juveniles, and

readily disposed of them all. They have a ca-

pacity of from 75 to IW complete wheels a day,

and in the busy season, which will begin in

about two weeks, they will iinploy about 2"0

men. Their wheel will bi; called "Our Li<tle

Ones" next season and it will be made iit l-lj,

|7i, 18 .and 2«! inch frames, with JO. J-J and -'6

inch wheels This plant is at present being

piped with the automatic sprinkler used at the

Garford pbnt, and their water supply is to be

received from the same source

BILLETS AND DOLLARS.

.Another busy place is the plant of

the Western Automatic Machine Screw

Co. They manufacture bicycle coi^cs,

axles, : nipples, screws, nuts,, etc., etc.;

in fact, an endless variety of goods that

can be milled from the bar, that enter into the

construction of Uicycles. Tlicir men
,
are

working fourteen hours a day, ?ind there' are

an abundance of orders ahead. The report

that this comiiany was to add a ball-making

department is denied by prominent officials.

They recently got out an order of ball blanks

for a ball manufacturing company, which the

latter company finished themselves, and this is

probably what gave rise to the report.

T'- -^t of the P«y ManufarluniiK ' ••

in adjoins the Garford plant, and

it *'• (iKf that the well-known "Williani*"

Ijnr of jiivenil*-* i« m»d«" rr;K\y for ItLirkrl

rt • ilh the F.-iiry"

tfi' rd the m.TnMf.ic-

The Topliff & Ely Co. manufacture the Ely-

lia adjustable spring clamp bicycle pedal and

the Elyria bicycle pump. Tbcy also make
saddles. The Elyria pedal was on the market

last season and made a good reputation for

itself, being a notable (iepartiire in pedal con-

struction, doing away with the use of the toe-

clip. The end clamps arc curved in and set

obliquely to the pedal. The foot is prevented

from slipping, the clamp gripping the sole

of the shoe, but instantly releasing it when de-

sired. The sprinu; clamps are made a part of

the side plates and are adjustable to any size

of shoe. A narrower style is made for women.
The .\I. & .\1. Warehouse Co. are agents for

the West, and Robert H. Ingersoll & Bro.

look after the Eastern territory for this pedal.

The pump, which is of the lloor variety, is en-

tirely new, just out. and has several points of

merit. Iking made from tubing with a blind

end, any disposition to leak air is overcome.
A .stilid steel base is attached, making it, as a

whole, very handsome and strong, as well as

light and durable and "always ready for busi-

ness."

In a retail way the business of the past sea-

son is not up to what it should have been, the

estimated combined sales being less than 'WO

wheels. J. E. Crisp & Co. arc probably the

retail leaders. The Cleveland is their favorite,

an<l they sold also the Geneva. Clipper and
Fanning. They sell bicycles exclusively. H.
M. Andress, carriages, sold the Tribune, Day-
ton, Stormcr and Crescent. The Elyria Hard-
ware Co, the complete line of the George
Worthington Co., of Cleveland. Smith Bros

,

jewelers, had the Ihbbard and ,Ajax and also

the Feathcrstone line; Mrs. Fisher, jewelry,

the HofTman. and Parsch & Eckler, who paid
more attention to repairing than sales, the
Warner. F. O Wamock al.so ran a repair

shop and built «e\ir.Tl wlu-els to order. This

'
' into the business

' i'<g season, and will

build and market a wheel which he will call

llir W.iriii.ili Stiri I'll

How the Handling of the Former Produces a

Gain or I^oss of the I«at-

ter.

When .Swedish hilkts of the best brands cost

from ti to ti} cents per pound, the margin of

profits in standard seamless steel tubing at

85 per cent discount from the list is exceed-

ingly close, and it is this heavy initial cost

of the material that is causing so much ex-

perimental work to be carried on in an en-

deavor to utilize the cheaper American steels

of the open-hearth or Bessemer process. As
j

these cost but 3i to 1 cents a pound, the econ-

omy to be derived from their enii)loynient is
;

very great. It is thought by many manufac-
turers that it will soon be possible to produce
an American steel than can be substituted for

the imported, and this, coupled with improve-
'

ments.in the details of manufacture, will result '

in a material reduction in cost to the tube- '

maker.
j

Apart from the Stie'el process, other
j

methods are being introduced into tube mills,
j

F"ormerly and up to a comparatively recent
j

period it has been necessary to reduce the j

tubes by a separate drawing for each succes- i

sive gauge, as many as twenty odd drawings .

being required. Now the tube-maker en- •

deavors to "break down," as it is technically
j

termed, the hollow billets to as thin a gauge i

as possible before putting them on the draw
'

benches, the latter being much the slower !

process, it being drawn slowly over the man-
'

drel; whereas, in breaking down the billet is

pushed at a much higher rate of speed. It is

evident that if the billet can be so reduced on .

the break-down rolls as to go to the draw-
benches at, say, a 15-gauge, instead of an 8-

gauge. the number of drawings can be re-

duced correspondingly, and to this end are

the efforts of the tube manufacturer being di-

rected.

At 8.5 per cent off the list tubing listed at -10

cents per foot (which is about the average
li.st figure) nets C cents a foot. At !>0 per cent

discount the net price is but 4 cents a foot, a

decrease of H:i 1-3 per cent, although the dif-

ference in the discount is but !j per cent. In-

deed, few things are less understood than this

ratio of decrease in net values in comparison
with the increase in discounts, and the super-

ficial calculator is very apt to be gravely mis-

led in making his estimates if careful attention

be not given the subject.

A net price of 4 cents a foot—at the W per
cent discount—does not yield enough to

cover the cost of the steel itself, where the

best Swedish braiuls are used. How, then,

can tifbes be supplied at that price? The ans-
wer is very simple. They cannot, except at

a lo.ss. True, seconds can be utilized by this

means, thereby securing a disposition of stock,
which, perhaps, might otherwise accumulate
as dead stock, but this tubing can only be
used for cheap bicycles with outside joints,

because it lacks the accuracy of j;auge and
concentricity needful f«ir llush joint construc-
tion But first class tubes cannot be drawn
and sold at !Wi per cent ofT list, and even
sectmds .ire scar, e at that price to-day.
What cfTcct the recent big tube combina-

tion will have upon prices it is too early to
say. but this much is certain; The bicycle
manufacturer who has a contract for next sea-
son's supply of tubing at M per cent, or bet-
ter, can rest easy in the assiunption that no
fine will be able to buy at a better price.
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Victories Abroad
and victories at home—on exhibition and on the track.

The Sterhng's successes prove its worth.

"Built Like a Watch"The Sterlinq

Won the Grand Prix
at the Internaiional Exposition, Brussels, this year,

in competition with the wheels of the world.

Be on the winning side—be where the profits are

—

secure a Sterling agency at once.

Write quick if there's none in 5^our neighborhood.

STERLING CYCLE WORKS. Gen'l Offices 274-276 Wabash Ave., Chicago.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

The Price of

. NIAGARA BICYCLES «
"•\^*

«>

<k
*

For the coming season will be $75 and $50. This means two grades,

of course, but it also means that the $75 bicycle will be as fine a wheel

as was ever put on the market, and the $50 wheel will equal any $75

wheel ever built.

It means, further, that, having set our prices, we are entirely ready

to talk t898 business for unoccupied territory.

11 The Buffalo Wheel Company, u
i^> ?(»

ti BUFFALO....
,

....NEW YORK. %^l y Kindly nuntion 1 he Wheel. ij^
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IF HE WAS AN AGENT.

WHAT ONE MAN THIJIKS HE WOULD DO TO WEATHER THE WINTER — A PLAUSIBLE

THEORY. ILLUSTRATED AND AMPLIFIED. AND CONTAINING MUCH

FOOD FOR THOUGHT.

Of course, the word "if" is not the best

word in the dictionary with which to start an

article designed for publication. It suggests

doiubt. I realize it as well as any one, and

perhaps if I was a bicycle agent I would not

venture to write such stuff as this.

I would instantly recognize that it was a

beautiful day dream—a maze of interesting

but impractical theories.

Perhaps I am conceited. But at any rate,

I do not admit that it is wholly a day dream

or that it is wholly impractical. I believe that

it contains the germ of a useful idea and that

it iwill "suggest things" to the dealer whose

eyes are open and whose brain is active and

who appreciates what the term "look alive"

really signifies. That's the excuse for its ex-

istence.

Even if I have never had a store of my
own, or sold bicycles on my own account,

I have spent nearly ten years of my life in

the bicycle business and I am reasonably fa-

miliar with its ramifications.

In my time I have visited and "rubbed

against" quite a few agents, some great, some

not so groat and others not great at all. I

know the measure of the average. It will not

touch 9!) per cent. It can be reached without

the use of a persimmon pole.

During the past few weeks I have wondered

what the future held in store for the average

agent The changed conditions under which

he must labor have been clear to me.

With the shrinking price of bicycles will

shrink the agent's profits, which means that

he must sell almost twice as many bicycles at

the reduced price to make his profits equal

those of the past.

Can he do it?

I doubt it.

What then?

It meant that only the fittest will survive.

It means that the struggle is fairly begun.

If 1 was an agent I would read the signs

and prepare to prove myself one of the fittest.

I would fill myself with "ginger." I would
have an oculist remove the cobwebs from my
ryes. 1 would take a brain tonic, and, once

taken, my eyes and brain would be ever open

to receive suggestions and to take advantage

of my every opportunity.

If I was an agent I would recognize the

truth of what was said by one of the big de-

partment stores when it took over the terri-

torial agency for a certain bicycle. The state-

' so much to the point that it is worth
Here it is:

n( rvmit crrair* complete changr in
'

I> !> ilirii >]i«lribution.

>\T% a pan of the co«l o(

Tx muM pajr il. Thai
- tiitt <r - ir»w» lit accurarjr.

: in our • -. »rt Mty odd dUtfnct

Bicydr-makm and drairr* who auppon dluinct
__ I _ — i-rou» tiranchaa ha** lo jtajr ihr co»l

.<* urfanitaOun tor praciicalljr (our

t . - - «

Iht va>t omhinrd intrrrMa ol our huamrti, in

«>)uch manjr good* alternate a« the teatooa change,

'-nabte ua to do*»-l«n oar (acil)tie*. trmoaler alor*

space and so assign store help that continuous activity

prevents loss.

The intelligent public is finding out this (act, and is

insisting upon its general applic.-ition. Bright manu-

facturers are understanding it with increasing clear-

ness. It is trade law. We did not create it. But we

hitch our business to the fact, and arc drawn by it

lo cumulative success.

If I was an agent this would move me to

go and do likewise, as far as possible. I

would hitch my business to the same fact.

Please remember that I am not writing as

an agent in a big city where there are hun-

dreds of thousands of people and thou-

sands of stores to cater to their wants.

In such places the manufacturers' branch

stores and a few exclusive agents will

take care of themselves, while the others must

trust largely to Providence to see them

through the chilling winter.

I am writing as an agent in a small town, or

a little-big town, where a successful conduct

of my business has entitled me to be rated one

of its merchants.

Having read the statement of the depart-

ment store I would not have you understand

that I must start a department store and carry

"fifty-odd diflfcrcnt stocks." While I would
still make bicycles my main dependence, I

would realize that it is unreasonable to ex-

pect them to sell when the snow is on the

ground and the icy blasts are making the win-

dows rattle. As well expect furs to sell in July.

There are several months of this sort of

weather in each year—several months when
the sight of a buyer of a bicycle is as rare as

red snow, and is enough to throw the store-

k<?cper into delirum tremens of joy—several

months during which the profits of the sum-
mer months must be stretched and spent to

pay rent and make both ends meet until sum-
mer comes again.

It is not a natural condition of things. The
agent's profits are not large enough to justify

it. The reduction in list prices and conse-

quently in profits will make it the harder to

bear in the future. It will force a regiment
of exclusive agents into the slough of dcs.

pond. The credit men in the factories recog-

nize it, or if they do not their sight must be
impaired. There will be small room for pity

next year, and despite his sympathies, the

credit man will surely pinch the delinquent

agent close up behind the cars and quickly,

too.

This sort r)f thing will force many agencies
into the hands of merchants who do not "sup-
port distinct stores and have to pay the cost

of twelve months' organization for practically

four months' busine.**."

The rlranng out of the weaker bicycle

agrnt.< will give the fittest who survive more
room in which to work—more chances for ef-

fecting sales. It will send more buyers to

their stores in summer. But it cannot im-
prove the business during the snow-bound
months. Knforced idleness must still pre-

vail and will prevail unless the agent has taken
his cue and so added to his stock that "con-

tinuous activity" or a semblance of it is pos-

sible.

If I was an agent, I would add to my stock.

This is the burden of my song.

I would not crowd my store with goods for-

eign to bicycles, but I would take advantage

of opportunities and make the most of them.

That is half the secret of success. Few
cycle agents have learned it. That is why the

department stores are overshadowingly prom-
inent. They never lose a trick, as the boys

say. They are always awake; always on the

qui vive. They strike while the iron is hot.

In a small way and in a small town it is

possible to emulate tliem to a degree.

WHO'LL BE
THE LEADER IN ONION COUNTY?

Who will be the first to set

the fashion with the new

WINTER BICYCLE?

Part bicycle; part sleigh.

No horse needed. Propelled
like a bicycle and has both
wheels and runners. Is always
"saddled" and ready for use,
and you do not sit iale and half
numb, but the exercise neces-
sary sends the blood coursing
through your veins and adds
warmth and health lo the whole
body.
Particulars may be obtained at

Leeder's, Main street, Beeville.

This is a progressive age, and even in
the matter of skates he or she who uses
the old, back-nunibcrcd kind

LOSES HALF THE FUN IN SKATING.
The very latest skate is the Skimmer.

It is totally difTcrent from the old kind,
and is twice as safe, twice as speedy,
twice as comforlable and it costs no more.
Oleson, the champion skater, used it in

making his wonderful records.

Frank Leeder

(.Agent for Dashaway Bicycles),

Main Street, Beeville,

Is the only man in this neighborhood who
has a pair and is taking orders. He will

be pleased to show the skates to all who
call.

THERE IS NOT A MAN OR WOMAN, BOY
OR GIRL

(or miles around who will not be inter-

ested.

IN EVERY WELLREGULATED CITY FAMILY
A CHRISTMAS TREE

is one of the events of this holiday season.
The ioy it gives to the little ones makes it

worth its weight in gold.

THERE SHOULD BE MORE CHRISTMAS
TREES IN BEEVILLE.

The trees are easily obtained, but the holders
for them arc usually crude, awkward and not
attractive or substantial.

FRANK LEEDER, HOWEVER, HAS THE
LATK.ST THING IN CHRISTMAS-TREE
HOLDERS.

It is made of metal, is handiome, ornamental
and will last forever, and will be as good
next year as it is this. Call and examine it.

He also ha» samplct of the most ingenious me-
chanical toys, playthings that will "tickle
a child to death," a talking dolt, a barking
dog, a dancing monkey, etc.

If I was a cycle agent I would try to do it.

The degree of emulation need not require a

barrel of wealth. Money is not everything.

Brains, energy and alertness have frequently

siicccetled whtrc mere expenditure of money
has failed.

This is my scheme:

As soon as the bicycle business slackened

I would become a specialist, or introducer of

small novelties, and I would not lay back and
wait until people wanted articles of the sort.

That's the trouble with most merchants. I

would induce or seek lo induce the people to

want it. I would put the idea of buying it

into their heads.
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How?
By advertising.

I tell you nine-tenths of the men in busi-

ness do not even begin to appreciate what ad-

vertising means, and least of all is it apprec-

iated by the country storekeeper.

"Dry goods cheap at Button's store," or

"Buy your hardware at Warem's," or "When
you need tea kettles or hair crimpers, come
to Tinman & Kurler," and other phases of

that sort, is called advertising, but it is not.

It suggests no ideas, nor is it calculated to

quicken trade a particle.

If trade is not quickened by advertising it

is safe betting that it is because the advertis-

During these dark winter evenings

EVERY MAN IN ONION COUNTY WHO
DRIVES A HORSE SHOULD

ASK HIMSELF
Whether it will not be money well spent
to purchase a buggy lamp to light the
way home—not the ordinary kind of lamp,
but one which burns gas—which throws
a flood of light 50 feet ahead, which has
no wick, and which can not jolt out nor
be blown out by the stiflfest wind, and
which is neither oily, sooty nor smoky;
which is safe and clean and cheap and
which positively burns brighter the more it

is jolted or shaken,
Frank Leeder

(Agent for the Dashaway Bicycles),
Main Street, Beeville,

has one.
Call and convince yourself.

FRANK LEEDER'S NOVELTIES
FOR THIS WEEK

Will especially interest the ladies.

One is

A HAIR CURLER
Which takes the place of tongs and curl-

ing irons. Does not require heating, and
consequently does not burn or injure
the hair. Is as light as a feather, and the
price—well, ask Leeder.

The other is

AN ALUMINUM KETTLE.
Aluminum is the new metal; almost in-

destructible, and does not rust or tarnish,

and so light that an infant could carry it

around. Tin and iron out-classed. Never
before shown in Beeville.

He also has a patent sheepskin glove

—

not for street wear, but for polishing
stoves, silverware, etc., and it makes such
work a pleasure.

OF COURSE
YOU HAVE NOT SEEN
THE NEW AUTOMATIC HITCHING POST

It remained for

Frank Leeder

To bring it to town, and it has just ar-

rived at his store on Main Street. Made
of incorrodable steel and cannot be chewed

and destroyed by the horse. Instead, it is

ornamental and lasts a lifetime. It auto-

matically takes up the slack and gives

the animal freedom and comfort, yet holds

him secure. The old wooden hitching post

is behind the times.

LEEDER
ALSO HAS SOMETHING NEW

IN HALTER CHAINS.
IT WILL INTEREST YOU.

ing is poor advertising. Advertising is a trade

tonic, a business quickener. As a rule the re-

tailer and small merchant who needs it most

and feels quickest the result of intelligent ad-

vertising either does not advertise at all or

goes on the principle that "everyone in town
knows what we sell," and consequently that

"anything will do for an ad."

One writer in comparing the exclusive one-

stock merchant and the department store ex-

pressed this condition very tritely:

"Speaking broadly," he says, "the small

dealer does not advertise, while the depart-

ment store gets a great share of its trade, if

not the bulk of it, by advertising. There is

enough divergence in that one feature alone

to account for at least half of the drift of the

trade away from one to the other. And most
of the advertising that is done by the one-

stock dealer is inattentively, unskillfully and
poorly done, while the combination store has

its own doctor of advertising—a man devoting

his time and brains exclusively to the study

of how to present the offerings of the estab-

lishment in the most seductive manner. When
we reflect that a store and goods and clerks

and signs are but 'a short arm, reaching only
the passers on a single street, and that adver-
tising is a long arm, reaching all the inhabi-

tants of the city and the great regions round
about, it is easy to understand why the stores

that wield this giant influence grow and grow
and grow."

If I was a bicycle agent I would take a cue
from such truisms as these. Having decided
just what novelties I would put into my town-
people's heads, I would contract for space in

our local paper. It does not come high as a
rule, and not less than six inches next reading
matter would satisfy me. I would have more
did my means permit it. And not being a
butcher or a baker, I must needs use the space,

not on the principle that "everyone in town
knows my store," but in a manner designed
to bring people into my store at least three or
four times a month. I would exploit some-
thing new almost every week and have some-
thing new to show them and in which to in-

terest them when they called.

Of course, I could not afford to employ a

"doctor of advertising," but retaining a fair

amount of the intelligence God gave me, I

could use it to advantage. If I could do no
better I could profit by such as this recently-

printed advice:

The advertising of successful merchants must as-

sist every advertiser who studies it.

It doesn't matter whether it is big-store adver-
tising, or little-store advertising; whether in your class

or out of it, study it just the same.
If you wait till you find something in your own

class—whatever that may be—you will go blind of old
age before you collect enough worth mentioning.
Analyze the style of every ad. you meet; criticise

the make-up, and in this way create a style of your
own, or copy some one else. But be different from
your immediate competitors; don't copy them.
Don't do anything because your rival does it. If

he makes a hit, don't try to steal his thunder. Go
him one better, so that if you do appropriate his idea

people will give you credit for beating him at his

own game.

You strengthen your neighbor's position when you
copy him, as you at once acknowledge him as a

leader by this trailing after him.

I have thought what I would handle during

the off-months, if I was a bicycle agent. I

would certainly handle nothing perishabLe,

nor would I lay in any considerable stock. If

an unexpected rush should arise the telegraph

is always accessible and speedy.

The bicycle sleigh, illustrated in last week's

Wheel, is one of the things I would investi-

gate. It seemed practical, and as it is not only

novel, but directly in the line of bicycles, if the

price was popular, I would advertise and seek

to popularize it as a winter bicycle.

This cycle sleigh is one of the few things

of a semi-cycling character which will stand

booming in winter.

An effort to popularize bicycle lamps or ace-

tylene lamps, for use on buggies and sleighs, is

also worth consideration, and might prove
profitable.

But there are other things.

How can they be found?

I know of no easier or better way than by
careful scrutiny of trade papers and catalogues.

These usually portray and describe the new
things as they are brought out, and it is while

they are new that they must serve my purpose.

Once other stores get hold of them their use-

fulness to me would be lost. To carry out my
plan, I must lead or I am lost. I must launch

the article in my neighborhood and skim the

cream of the trade. After that the other fel-

lows can crowd their shelves or show-windows
with the articles. It will make no difference

to me. Like the busy bee, I will have already

flitted to another flower and be extracting the

honey. Skates, sleds, bobs and sleighs are ar-

ticles which can usually be handled very

nicely in a bicycle store during the winter

months. Each year brings some new pat-

terns, and it is about these that I would in-

form myself. I would obtain the catalogues

regularly, and I would not advertise "skates

at Freesman's." That sort of thing is money
thrown away. Generalities in advertising sel-

dom bring results. Elsewhere I have modeled
a skate advertisement such as I believe would
prove a business-bringer.

Each holiday brings a demand for special

articles, and this demand must be anticipated

and cultivated. The approach of Christmas,

for instance, begets an interest in novelties of

all sorts. It is the season when children are

being pampered and humored, and the thou-

sand and one things that appeal to them will

suggest themselves to, or can be found by any

intelligent man. I would select two or three

and make my "drive" on them. This is an age

of mechanical toys and an almost limitless

selection is afforded. There are dolls that

talk, dogs that bark, monkeys that run, etc.,

etc. Another Christmas-tide novelty that

struck me as being a salable article is a

Christmas-tree holder. I have sketched an ad.

that I fancy would bring returns.

Recently I hurriedly ran through several

trade papers and found not a few articles that

it seerns to me could be made to sell if the

people were advertised into buying. Many of

them might be "sold from catalogue" or a

single sample, and the outlay required would
be the merest nominality. Here are a few of

them: An aluminum kettle and stoveware

generally; a stove lifter and poker, the handles

of which always remain cold; a new stove

polish; something new in mop-wringers and

carpet-sweepers; a mitt for polishing stoves;

a hair-curler that takes the place of tongs and

requires no heat; a new sad-iron; a self-pull-

ing corkscrew; a device for preventing the

rattling of windows; a new hitching-post; a

new idea in halter chains; a new fatm lantern;

a fleece-lined, waterproof canvas coat and

trousers; a non-fouling pipe and a pump for

cleaning pipes—all things which are useful

around either the farm or the town house, for,

rcmcnibcring that advertising" is the "long

arm," I would seek to attract trade from the

surrounding towns and country. Most of the

things named are wares that appeal to woman-
kind, and goods of this character I would

make my "long suit," as it is well known that

women are the most careful readers of ads., are

easiest to interest, and they buy or inspire

three-fourths of the purchases that are made.

I have taken a few of the articles enumer-

ated and sketched advertisements such as I

would use, were I a bicycle agent, who had
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decided on some such plan as I have sug-

gested. I believe they would do the business.

I believe they would lead to a scniblance of

"continuous activity." Such a plan would

sharpen my wits and drive away dull care dur-

ing the winter, and while it might net modest

profits they would help pay rent, and, per-

haps, lead to bigger and better things.

Possibly I am wrong. Possibly I am opti-

mistic—enthused by my own exuberance.

But for all that, if I was a bicycle agent I

Wfiuld risk f-j<> or $(><) to satisfy myself on

that score, and I would consider it money well

spent, however the idea panned out. If it ap-

peals to any one actually in business I would

like to know, and if any such desire to know
where such articles as I have enumerated may
be obtained, with the Wheel's permission I

will cheerfully inform them.

Some things are certain, and as some one

under the caption, "Progressive Retailing"

has said, these are a few of the things:

Tht tiiniil man never made a lucky strilfc: he was

alvtay* too iimiil to take a chance.

It is ca!iy to calculate too far ahead. The man
who waits (or a dead sure thing spends his time wait-

ing

|{ we wail until we get a guarantee against fail-

ure, we will be a long time out of business.

We can't hope to win by thinking: we must act if

wc would accomplish anything.

Conditions develop as we proceed; wc may chanK''

our minds a dozen limes as we advance and the

pri>!.pecl opens ahead.

If you want to catch (rout cast your bait; you will

catch fish even if you don't catch trout; but yuu

wi'.l certainly catch nothing if you don't try.

Don't be a coward. L)o business like a man. Don't

Ix ra>h; but take a chance, or you will never get on.

If I were a bicycle agent, I think I would

paste tho.sc sentiments in my hat and take

them to heart rather than striving to keep up

courage by whistling.

Futurity.

DECORATIONS BY DAUDET.

Under the al)le manngenient of its president,

W. F. Kemppis, the Reading Standard .Man-

ufacturing Company, Reading. Pa., has made
great strides and is entering its third season in

a contented frame of mind and in better shape

than ever befi>rc. three-fourths of its '98 out-

put having been already contracted for, and

its of)ire and factory having undergtme reor-

ganization and systemali/ing, the factory now
being in charge of John IIiU, formerly wiili

the Wilhelm Co.

The company have spread thcmsclve> on

their 'W Renrling Standard, too. and will make
it a wheel to be proiid of. It will be (lush-joint

ihroughoHt. Head, li inches; main frame, 1)

inches; i-tnch oval tapered to {-inch lower

forks and oval tapered rear- stays; drop forged

fork-crown and fork-sides of cipecially fine

lApcr; taper gauge fork-stem; improved ex-

pansion clamp device in head; improved

handle bar adjiioimrnl, allowing bar to be

brought 2 inclic5 ncircr lo rider or to be put 2

inches further a" '• option. L and T
»rat-po«: with • ' clamp; ahsoliitrly

duiil proof hub<, and ia»t. but not least, a

»l>ecial *lerl rrank-hanger with narrow tread

and an cxclunive denign of two-piece crank,

which i* claimed to be unexcelled by anything

on (he market. Conei and bearings are of the

hc<»t tool iteel tli ' buy. hardened

l>y an expert ami , iicly true The
drcoralion* will be iinful vki'"*'''', the (Irsign

having l»een ntailr l>v Oaudcl. the celcbr,itrd

artirt of Pari

UAKI.\G TUB OLD NEW.

Of a verily there is nothing new but tiie old.

and nothing old but what is sooner or later

thought to be new. Some seven or eight

years ago the present Collector of the Port oi

New York, George k. Bidwell. having been

shown an engine in practical use which trans-

mitted power by an inclosed fluid column, in-

stead of by the usual belt or cog-wheel, con-

ceived tilt* idea of a chainlcss safety built upon

the same lines.

A model machine was constructed, the pro-

pulsive method of which was brought about

by replacing the chain by an inclosed column

of glycerine. The machine, clumsy though

it necessarily was, ran smoothly and satisfac-

torily so long as the running was dt)ne over a

level fl<ior and under the guidance of a care-

ful rider, but when these were abandoned for

the road, with only an ordinary rider in the

saddle, it was found impossible to confine the

glycerine so it would not ooze forth. I?e-

peated experiments failing to remedy this de-

fect, the idea was reluctantly abandoned.

Now comes Mr. E. F. Pieis with an En-
glish patent. No. '24,'2(!8. for very near the

same idea. Regarding his "new" invention

Mr. Piers explains.

Power is transmitted from the pedals to the

driving wheel or wheels through the medium
of fluid under pressure. This may be done by
providing the driving-wheel or wheels with

a rotary or other engine and causing the

pedals to actuate a pumping device, the en-

gine and the |)ump being connected by pipe

or pipes. The jiump can be so constructed

that the (|Uantity of fluid delivered therefrom

to the engine, and therefore the speed of the

machine, can be increased and decreased as

desired. For example: To the driving-wheel

,'\ is attache(l a rotary engine li, the casing b.

of which is connected by pipes C C with a

pumping device P, comprising rotary eccen-

tric piston. «l. operated from the pedals of the

bicycle. The pump D and pipes C C* are

charged with fluid, which, by operating the

pump by means of the pedals. i« caused to

circulate through the rotary engine B and

connecting pipes C CT*, the said fluid acting

on the bifides b* of the engine, and so impart-

ing rotation to the driving-wheel .\. The in-

let passage C to the pump is separated from

the outlet pnxsagc C by diaphragms or plimg-

ers a In the return pipe C is a valve C,

which r.tn be operated by the rider so as to

rcMrict the passage for the fluid through the

s.tid pipe, and so act as a brake. In another

.irrangrmrnt the pumping device is provided

with three eccentric rotary pistons, each pro-

vided with a diaphragm or plunger. The
three outlet passages from the pump commu-
nicate with a single pipe leailing to the rotary

engine H, and each j)assage is provided with a

valve.

CHA.NGES l.N CINCIN.NATI.

Cincinnati, Nov. 2'2.—E. E. Abrams. man-
ager of the Queen City Cycle Co., announces

that the ctimpany will confine itself exclusively

to the manufacture of bicycles. No agencies

will be handled. This company manufactures

tlic Evans.

Thomas Hetzkr, representing the Racycle,

was in the city during the |)ast week. The
company will have its factory in full blast

next month. This company will be prejiared

to place agencies, and will announce its prices

in two weeks.

In addition to the cycle show, to be given

at Music Hall next February, the Y. M. C. A.

has decided to give a cycle show at its large

hall on New Year's Day. There were l(l,(MM>

people in the Y. M. C. .\. last New Year's

Day to visit the show, and all dealers are anx-

ious to secure space for this season.

J. E. Poorman, the largest retail dealer in

tlie city, has leased the large stone building on
I'ifth street, in the very heart of the city. In

addition to his <jwn wheel, the Poorman and

the Cleveland, he will have the agency of the

New Home Sewing Machine Co.

A representative «jf the Liberty Cycle Man-
ufacturing Co. was in the city and placed the

ItKal agency with the Charles Ilanauer Cycle

Co.

The Cycle Components Co., of Rockaway,
N. J., mamifacturer of pedals; the Alladin

Lamp Co., of New \'ork. mamifacturer of the

celebrated Alladin lamps; the Snell Cycle Fit-

tings Co., of Toledo, makers of Snell cycles;

Charles H. Wilhelmy. representing the I nion

Cycle Co., of Highlandsvillc, Mass., makers
of the I'nion bicycles; the .\rinstrong Cork
Co., of Pittsburg, with branciies at Boston.

New York, Chicago and St. Louis, makers of

cork grips, and the Leather Grip Co., of

Grand Rapids. Mich., were represented among
the local trade last week.

SIDWBLL SELLING.

No grass is growing these days under the

feet of .Arthur Sidwell, manager, leading

man, and what not. of the Sidwell Pedal Co.

.Although the new company is of such recent

formation. .Mr. Sidwell has already covered

the principal cycling manufacturing centres

of the country, and has booked a number of

substantial orders. The factory is hard at

work on the goods, which can, before long,

be delivered in sufliciently large (jiiantitics to

satisfy any reasonable orders.

Mr. Sidwell states that the most flattering

reception has been accortled the new '5»8

model, with its instantly adjustable locking

device, and that the tratle are indicitiiig a

desire for a thoroughly good article in one

of the strongest talking points on a bicycle

—

the pedal.

KEEPING OF CONFIDENCE.

Never let a man in the trade tell you ,i sec-

ret reg.trding it. If you keep it he will think

yn» are not interested antl will be mail, and if

you repeat it he will be still matlder.
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Stylish

WORLD CYCLES
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A most complete line. Send for prices. Our agents

make money.

ARNOLD, SCHWINN & CO.,

240-254 West Lake Street, - - Chicago,

Kindlv mention The Wlioel.
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SNOWED AND FROST FELL.

Cliicngo, Nov. 'JO.—Of course, you've

liad fun with your L. A. W. elections in the

I'last, but few of them were more than a cir-

cumstance to what we liavc had out here in

the Illinois Division. It was a regular cat

and dog, monkey and parrot sort of time all

rolled into one and compressed and then

drawn out again. .They threw all kinds and

colors and shapes and sizes of mud at each

other and had a high old time generally.

But it's all over now. The votes have been

cast and counted and Fred Patee will not

succeed himself as Chief Consul of the divis-

ion, and in consequence Isaac B., of New
York, will be short several "sure things" for

which he had arranged. Patee was snowed

under and the rest of his colleagues were

badly frost-bitten at the same time and will

therefore remain close to their own firesides

instead of attending the National As-

sembly at St. Louis, as they had hoped and

were willing should be the case.

The .\rthur-Locke ticket went through

without a skip and by an overwhelming ma-

jority, the vote being: For chief consul, W.
H. Arthur, Chicago, 1,573; Fred Patee,

Peoria, 635; for vice consul, Bernard Himrod,

Danville, 1,484; F. VV. Osborn, Quincy. 69!l;

for secretary-treasurer, George D. Locke,

Jerseyville, 1,4X2; Burley B. Ayres, Chicago,

7"i3. The rest of the ticket went through by

corresponding majorities.

The result means that Patee's deal with

New York has been upset and that the Illi-

nois delegation will go to St. Louis un-

pledged.

LIKE LSTO A LOCOMOTIVE.

Unherahlcd, the Cliainkss Dayton came to

town late last week. It has since been on ex-

hibition at the store of tiie Davis Sewing Ma-
chine Co.'s new agents in New York, the

Tinkham Cycle Co., the Dayton branch hav-

ing been discontinued.

Although styled "chainlcss," the term is

somewhat of a misnomer, a chain, much
shorter and enclosed, it is true, but a chain

nevertheless, being employed, the wheel being

not unlike that shown at the New York show

two years ago. The illustration will convey

an idea of its general appearance.

Instead of the usual crank bracket, this new
Dayton has an oval box about six inches long,

enclosing sprocket wheels, over which runs

a chain. Power is transmitted from the for-

ward sprocket to that in the rear, which

turns a shaft that drives two piston rods, one

on either side of the rear wheel, working with

something the same motion as the connecting

rods on a locomotive.

It is claimed by the inventor that these pis-

ton rods are so adjusted that they never come
to a dead centre, and that there is no loss of

motion and no waste of driving power.

The rear hub is quite narrow, and the pis-

ton rods are set very snugly to the wheel, so

there is little danger of their being caught by

an obstruction and snapped in two. Owing to

there being a piston rod on either side of the

machine it is impossible to attach a mount-
ing step to it, and cyclists using the wheel will

he obliged to make a pedal mount.

The chain is entirely enclosed, but may easily

be reached by removing one side of the me-
tallic box in which it is confined. As the

chain runs in a bed of oil, it is said the bicy-

cle need be oiled only once in a year. No
part of the chain is visible from the outside.

Every point of contact on the bicycle runs

on ball bearings, and there is little or no
"backlash."

Should f.ne piston rod be broken while a

cyclist is on the road, it may be detached and
the wheel be propelled home by means of the

other rod.

The wheel will list at |100, while the Day-
ton Special will sell for $75 and the roadster

for $50.

UTTER ROUT OF THE RING.

Boston, Nov. 23.—Sterling Elliott's triumph
has proven more sweeping than was even
dreamed. Geo. W. Dorntee was literally

buried, the vote for chief consul being, El-

liott, (i,620; Dorntee, 1,078.

The candidates for vice-consul and secre-

tary-treasurer, A. G. Frothingham and A. K.
Peck, respectively, were elected without op-

position. In the election of representatives

every one of the fifty-nine men supported by
the Independents was elected.
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AFTER THE SHUFFLE.

Cincinnati, Nov. 22.—Cincinnati has had a

shufifle of the trade cards, and, as a result of

the deal, the Hall-Moore Manufacturing Co.,

patentees and manufacturers of the Brown's

patent roller sprocket and chain, have sold their

entire business to the James Wilson-Bullock

Co., of this city. The latter company is a

large manufacturing concern, and had previ-

ously made the sprockets and chains for the

company. The Hall-Moore Co. will be dis-

solved, and the president, C. O. Hall, will go

back to his old company, the Hall's Safe and

Lock Co.

The James Wilson-Bullock Co. will now
have entire charge of the business, and will

pay Mr. Hall a royalty on all sprockets and

chains made. Previous to selling out the

Hall-Moore Co. had made contracts with the

Rex Cycle Co., the Tinkham Cycle Manufac-

turing Co. and the Spalding people to equip

their high-grade, models with their patent

sprockets and chains.

W. A. Christians, of Wisconsin, has re-

ceived the Hall-Moore agency, and has ex-

clusive charge of the entire territory of the

Northwestern States. Thomas A. Hine, for-

merly president of the Liberty Cycle Manu-
facturing Co., will continue to have exclusive

charge of the extreme Eastern territory.

Strange as it may seem, the advent of the

chainless, in place of being a drawback to the

roller sprocket, is quite an advantage to it.

The commotion which has been caused by the

chainless has drawn attention to the roller

sprocket and chain, and thus the chainless is

c[uite a help to the business.

ACCURATE TUBING.

Of exceeding accuracy of gauge is the

weldless cold-drawn tubing which the

Bloomsburg Brass and Copper Co., of

Bloomsburg, Pa., is placing upon the market.

This company has had a long experience in

drawing brass and copper tubes, where great

exactness was required, and when, last season,

they entered upon the manufacture of steel

tubing, great uniformity of gauge and con-

centricity were the distinguishing character-

istics. This accuracy is of the greatest value

in building frames with the now universally

popular flush joints, as no filing is required,

such as is necessary to reduce the uneven

sides of irregular tubing. The tubes are

manufactured from the best Swedish stock,

and where quality is to be considered they

should receive the careful attention of manu-
facturers.

NOT YET RAISED.

The information cabled from Berlin that

Herr von Miquel had announced that a duty

of 50 marks was to be levied on American

bicycles till spring was not correct. Though
legislation inimical to the American cycle

trades has been expected for some time, no

action of any kind has been taken up to the

present.

THEY HAVE GROWN WISER.

From a mechanical standpoint the bicycle of

to-day presents a most interesting study, the

engineering problems which have been mas-

tered in its construction now receiving the at-

tention and approval of the leading mechanical

engineers, most of whom used to neglect or

ridicule all connection with the bicycle.

CHANGES IN THE CLEVELAND.

"Our annual surprise" is the term employed
by H. A. Lozier & Co. in announcing that an

automatic oiling device will be one of the fea-

tures of the '98 Cleveland.

The device is illustrated herewith. The
wheel and crank axles are tubular and hollow.

This space forms an oil reservoir. In order to

prevent the oil escaping from the hollow axles

the end is plugged with a screw; under the

head of the screw is a piece of packing, making
the joint perfectly tight. The flow of oil is

regulated by wicking drawn through small

holes drilled in the axles close to the bearings.

These holes are plugged so tightly that the oil

will not escape when the bicycle is not in use.

The moment the wheels begin to revolve,

capillary attraction produces a drop of oil at

the end of the wicking. The bearings with this

device are kept in constant and uniform lubri-

cation, instead of being neglected for weeks,

or else flooded with oil from time to time.

This device is an attractive one to wheelmen,

who will be entirely relieved from the neces-

sity of watching the bearings of their machines

and studying the oil requirements. The axles

carry a season's supply of oil, so that when
once filled they require no further attention.

To renew the supply of oil, it is only necessary

to lay the cycle on its side, unscrew the plug

in the end of the hollow axle and pour oil into

the reservoir. It requires only a moment's

time and is so simple that the veriest novice

can do it.

Another important innovation in the Cleve-

land will be an overhanging sprocket; that is,

the bearings will be in the boss of the crank,

bringing the chain directly over the balls in

the rear and in the crank-axle and increasing

the spread of the ball tracks while reducing

the tread 3-16th of an inch, the sprocket and

the right crank being in one piece. The

method of the construction is shown by the ac-

companying illustration. All bearings will

be held with check-nuts instead of clamping

screws, and the spoke-holes of the rear flanges

will be buttonholed, making the rcplaconuMit

of a spoke, or spokes, an easy matter.

Flush-joints will be retained, but the cranks

will be oval instead of round, and Wheeler

saddles and Kundtz laniiualod rims bo pari of

the regular equipment.

"NOTHING NEW, DON'TCHER KNOW?"

"Pooh! It's nothing new. It's just like

the Acatene and the Johnny Bull bicycles

which we have had for years, except that it's

somewhat different."

This is about the tenor of the reception ac-

corded to the chainless bicycles by the En-
glish cycle papers, although most of them are

silent on the subject. Had it been received

in any other spirit Uncle Sam would doubt-

less be paralyzed with surprise.

"Of course, the machine is American, but

the idea is English in its application to the

bicycle and as old as mechanics," is the lan-

guage employed by one of the papers.

Henry Sturmey, of the "Cyclist," says

—

but it really does not matter what he says

or may say. Things American have so badly

impaired his vision and digestive organs that

he can no longer talk 'in a manner entitling

his opinion to respectful heed. It is not be-

lieved that he could see anything good in

America if his life depended on it.

The "Irish Cyclist," easily and always the

fairest, squarest, soundest paper in all Great

Britain, does no poopoohing, but is able to

discern good points in bevel gearing and re-

mains open to conviction. Under certain con-

ditions it can see how the gearing "will come
in largely." Incidentally, and in the course of

the same article, the "Irish Cyclist" gives the

gear-case a hard knock, stating if the chainless

come in "the disappearance of the gear-case,

with all its horrors, will alone be a boon worth

a good deal." The Wheel's London cor-

respondent, whose views are published else-

where, is another British journalist, who is

able to see some health in the new wheel.

WILL BID FOR CONCESSIONS.

It is extremely likely that there will be

trouble in the camp of the makers of bicycle

holders, of the locking variety in particular.

The Safety Manufacturing Company, of Chi-

cago, who make the well-known Shannon
holder, claim to own the foundation patents on

the most essential features of racks of that

type, and are notifying a number of alleged in-

fringers that they will be taken into court

unless satisfaction is accorded forthwith.

The Safety people say they mean to push

the device more aggressively than ever next

season, particularly in the East. They will'

bid for concessions throughout the large East-

ern cities for the checking of bicycles, their

system having met with success wherever

adopted. Their New York agents state that

they are meeting with great encouragement in

the line of the concession business, and the

outlook in this direction is very flattering.

WILL BOOM THE MORSE.

Truman.sburg, N. Y., Nov. 20.—An infusion

of new blood and added capital will send one

of Trumansburg's industries another bound

forward. H. H. VVcstinghouse, of Pittsburg,

Pa., who is connected with some of the largest

manufacturing interests in this country, has

purchased a large interest in the patents and

business of tlio Mor.se Manufaclnring Co..

mannfacliuers of the l^Iorso roller joint chain.

It will In- the policy of tlio company to con-

tinue manufacturing bicycle chains the same

as in the past, only on a larger scale, and they

will also n\anufacture chains for the general

transmission of i>o\vor. The company will bo

iiioorporalod January 1st with $100,0(V paid-

ui) capital.
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ASTl COTTEB-PIX.

In casting about (or a substitute for the

cuttcr-piii, an English house has hit upon the

idea here shown, an idea which is being ap-

plied to cranks, sprockets and pedal pins, and

which bears the thumb-mark of merit and

practicability. A series of grooves or feath-

ers arc cut in the crank boss and on the axle,

and engage with each other, and it is claimed

that when they arc once attached and se-

cured by a lock-nut screwed at the end of the

axle they cannot possibly work loose, and also

that the strength of the whole is increased, as

the strain is distributed round the entire sur-

face of the two united parts. The sprocket-

wheel being attached direct upon the axle, is

easily removed by a special tool applied with

every set of fittings, and any sized wheel from
18 to 24 teeth, one-inch pitch, and in propor-

tionate sizes in half-inch pitch, can be sub-

stituted, so that the chanping of the gear is

made a comparatively simple matter.

P.NELM.4TIC I'L'LLBYS.

A new use has been found for the pneumatic
principle. Ever since the use of belts and pul-

ley* in manufacturing establishments there has
been a very serious lack of efficiency in the

transmission of power through the ordinary
pulley and belt; this loss being due very large-

ly to the air cushioning between the belt and
the pulley, causing tiie former to slip upon tiie

(ace of the latter. This, it is claimed, is now
eliminated by the use of a pneumatic pulley,

which is constructed with perforations all

around its (ace. These perfrirations arc placed
in regular rows, parallel to the axis, the per-

prndirul.ir position r»( each row of perfora-

tions alternating with those of the next, caus-
ing the belt to closely grip the face of the pul-

ley.and itirrcby operating without the slippage
attendant upon those pulleys which permitted
an air-cushion between belt and pulley.

Thia slip, it is estimated, caused a lost in

power of about 10 per cent, and as overcome in

the pneumatic piillrv enables a sm.illcr and
looser I. ' with a m.nrked gain in

P"**^'- but the rrniiltant speed
between the • wer and the driven ma-
chinery can t

• ^d. which is of the great
e«l importance in high-speed work.

All of thia means much to the shrewd bi-

cycle maker in thcae days o( keen competition,

when not or
"

,„

important C' ,-

of speed on lu» AUi\ oilirr m.i

chinery, >o aa to ;. ^^rger output in the

day's nin.

BADGE OF UNIONISM.

President O'Connell and President Mulhol-

land have decreed thai hereafter any .Ameri-

can rider who rides a wheel retailing at $10

or over, must, upon the seat-mast tube o( his

machine, display the badge herewith shown.

While the presidential gentlemen do not see

tit to explain by what authority they act in

tluis demanding that every rider carry upon

the wheel he rides a red. white and blue badge

of tiie presidents' labor unions, yet such a

tiling as lack of autiiority or common-sense
never bothers these presidential autocrats

wiien tlicy see fit to issue an edict, no matter
how absurd it may Ik\ Tlie foregoing is proof
of this.

One

JUST LIKE NUT-CRACKING.

of the tests—the crushing test—to

which the Wilmot & Hobbs Manufacturing
Company submit their Clinclicr brazed tube

is shown by the accompanying illustration.

Sample sections of the Clincher tube and of

the seamless type are brazed together and

placed in a vise and tin- pressure applied, and
the Clincher people s.iy that their lube has

never failed to crush tlie other kind; in fact,

they have the results of a number of such

<lemr)nstrnfions and will send samples to

doubters or any others wlio ni.'iy lie interested.

NEW TRADE TANDEM TEAM.

Iloston, Nov. 20.—William Warren and
George N. Jordan have joined hands, and will

hereafter represent the Globe bicycle in New
England. They expect to establish themselves

in the Pope building. Warren w;is witli Will-

iam Keid & Sons for ten years, and knows
this territory like a book, and Jordan is not

wholly a stranger. He formerly represented

the National Co., of Bay City, Mich.

POPE IN PEGAMOID.

Col. Albert A. Pope has become interested

in the ,\merican Pegamoifl Company; in fact,

he will be one of its directors. The product.

•noid. is designed as a substinite for

rr. and in the distant future may enter

into the cycle industry.

A!« E.XKING IN CHAINS.

W. W. Windle. champion of America until

dethroned by Zimmerman, is now traveling

in the interests of the Baldwin chain.

ASSERTED ADVANTAGES OF THE ACME.

Its adoption by such people as the Kundtz
Bending Co. has given tlie Acme adjustable

handle-bar stem a decided fillip. The stem

is ilic manufacture of A. J. Mandel, 22-26

Noble street, Cleveland, Ohio, and has met
with a deal of favor. The advantages claimed

for it are that it will not slip under the great-

est strain; the bar can be adjusted to any an-

gle; there are no nuts or bolts in sight; it will

fit any size stem tube made; weighs only seven

ounces, and will stand more wear and tear

than any stem on the market. To adjust to

handle-bar remove nut, washer and

tube; replace nut and drive wedge in

slot, close to clip, sutVicient to receive bar.

Remove wedge, place press-plate beneath bar

and end of tiiljc; then put stem in vise, close

to clip, drawing clip tight to bar; replace tube,

w;isher and nut. When each piece is properly

placed, turn nut, which forces press-plate

against handle-bar, making it perfectly secure.

This concern also manufacture a polish for

i)icycles, for which much is claimed. It will

restore nickel to its first lustre, and wood
also regains its highest finish with but one ap-

plication.

PEERLESS PLUMPS FOR FIFTY.

\\ liilc they will have a spcci;d and a racer,

at $75, liie Peerless Manufacturing Co., of

Cleveland, will go strong on their $50 road-

ster, cutting their previous figure squarely in

half, and, they say, without having "in any
respect sacrificed the excellence," the "ma-
teri.d and workmanship being the best the

market affords." The specifications, which
are appended, seem to bear out the assertion:

l-'rainc-Of IH-inrli \,. -i .Shelby seamless tubing:
"Prcrlcsii" flush .i hout; "D"-sliaped lower
rr.nr furks; rr.ir m : ion and bottom; hciglit,
23 nii't 24 incbrs ii„ ..men an option.

I'ork Crown -Fmc quality »tcel ; oval, bandtome
nii'kcl finish: litrlit .ina Kirnng.
Wheels L'>< • ' ' 'rx quality one-piece wood

rims: cnaini -r to match frame color;
sprkes anil i. : .Vcedle Co.'s, baiidsome-
nirkrlcfl: ^ li'-iii .oi'i .n. rr.TT.

Miilii—"rctrlcus," tubular, with turned jtccl
flanges: our own construction and unbreakable,

nearin({»—Of iipeciat tonl-ileel, carefully hardened
and polished; ball retainer* Ihruughout; Simond's
li.nlH

' '"I'ecrlrss," built up flush with frame;

:nrlir
'

; Iwopiecc; "Pecr-

' i-rd ; handsome pat-
»<•' •>:., ;2 and 26; rear, 9-
t. IIS,

, 62 to 91.
' ,iA>\c "II" block, Indianapolit.

I tnliinaiion.

Il.iii.i;. l;.ii .Mccl, handsomely nickeled: dropped
or iipluninl; stationary or adjuitable; cork grips,
with hamUomr lips; "recrles*" pattern item adjust-
ment.
Finish— Black. Carmine or Seal Brown: plain or

hBl..l......rl>. ,lr.,, I ,.,,1, .^j

iihe, smooth.
. 112, or Mesinger;

sr.ii |....i .,,,, .,.,,.,, |..oi.iti »iem adjustment.
New iieparlure Automatic brake attached when de-

sired.
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BARNES BICYCLES FOR 1898.

The best Bicycle to select for your high-class leader is one that will sell

itself* You can get it in the

^ WHITE FLYER ^
I Everything about it is new and unique* It will possess more valuable

I talking points than any other*

I
If the BARNES is not represented in your city, we want you—do you

I want us ? If so, please write us*

®

THE BARNES CYCLE COMPANY,
SYRACUSE, N. Y.

®

® Kindly mention The Wheel.

•®»®»®«®»®»®«®«®«®«®«®«®«®«®»®»®©®«®«®«®^^

Chiicago, Oct. i, 1897. "^

We hereby notify tlae maker, itser, or seller

of Ivocking Holders for bicycles, tbat we hold

foundation patents on the nnost essential features

of Ivocking'-Holder devices, that ^ve propose to

maintain our rights, and take this naethodj of

proclaiming our positioi:i pending actioii.

Very respectfully,

SHANNON
LOCKING HOLDER.

SAFKTY MFQ. CO.,
OSCAli M. SHANNON, Patentee.

Kindly mention Tlic Wheel.
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WE ARE HEADQUARTERS FOR

CHAINS,

STEEL BALLS,

SADDLES,

PEDALS,

^ International

Cycle Fittings

NICKEL-PLATED CRANKS. HUBS,® ComOanV
P. FORG'S FANCY SPROCKETS,

SPOKES, NIPPLES, ETC.

Special Drives in Some of the Above.

74 READE ST.,

NEW YORK.

WRITE TO US BEFORE PLACING AN ORDER.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

«L w^ w ^^ *^ w ^f^ ^y (

Enclosed Chain. Frost Gear Case »/ to i per cent.

r fV 1W 1 I kJ i\ "/ ^J^^i"'^ss, best bevel gear 5 to lo per cent.
l^xposed Cliain, average use and condition 20 to 40 per cent.

•98 MODEL.

THE FROST GEAR CASE.
Many Improvements. Strong and RiRid. Absolutely Dust,

Rain and Mud Proof. Improves Appearance of Wheel.

Mr. Aoent:
Vou Ccin retail tlii» model for
55 more tlian an ordinary ex-
poised chain.

F*art of tliia i« yotir profit.
Yovtr niannfactnrer \vant» to
know if you can »ell it. He
con Mtipply it complete, the
cii»e uttnclied to wheel and
reiidy to ritle.

Write him about it, and get
his early »ample» and conse-
quent prestige with riders.

THINK OF IT-
a -wheel at $55 or 580 with more
actual value than a 51.25 chain-
lews.

K. B. McMl LI E!S & CO.
(.hicagn nnil >cw >ork.

THE FROST GEAR CASE CO.,
••'I u. •. 253 Broadway, New York.
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STERLING CHAINLESS.

The Btiilt - Wke - a - Watch People Show One

Desigrned in Their Usual Thorough

Fashion.

People who have been prone to cry down
the chainless bicycle by repeating that but

one concern would make a really earnest ef-

fort to sell that type of bicycles are receiving

a series of shocks and set-backs. One after

another of the prominent concerns are com-

mg into line and launching their chainless

wheels in language that admits of no doubt

or dispute, and as the particular points and

improvement of each are exposed to view it

is easy to foresee that a concentration of the

same ingenuity that brought the bicycle to a

state of perfection that puzzled learned minds

m the engineering and mechanical worlds is

already fast developing bevel-gears and the

methods of their application to the bicycle.

The Sterling Cycle Works bring the Chain-

less Sterling to the mark this week and it will

emphasize what has been stated, and if fur-

ther evidence of faith is needed, the fact that

the Sterling people are putting in their own
gear cutting plant will convey it. The
shrewdness of the people and the character of

their product will carry another thought to

those who think.

Unlike the Chainless Columbia, the Sterl-

ing has the main gear wheel on the centre of

the crank-axle, a form of construction which

they assert balances the power applied to the

pedals and makes possible a very narrow

tread.

With the main driving geared wheel in the

centre of the crank-axle, the small pinion on

the forward end of the connecting shaft

meshes on the right side of the driver, and

therefore necessitates the engagement of the

rear gears back of the rear axle instead of in

front of it. This permits of the use of the

entire lower rear tube of the frame on the

right side as a container for the connecting

shaft instead of breaking it and building in a

frame work for the support of the rear gears.

A very simple but eftective means is pro-

vided for taking out the rear wheel by re-

moving the step nut and unscrewing the rear

axle, which does not in any way affect the

rigidity and alignment of the machine.

TWO FORMED.

Another great development and talking

point is that the two rear gears are made in-

terchangeable, affording a 72 or 78 geared

wheel, as may be desired, with one set of

gears. This will be the standard equipment,

but another option will be offered by which

the rider can have a combination of 64 and 88

if they prefer.

DOCTORS ARE NOT SELFISH.

Those unfortunates who can not or will not

ride still continue to proclaim cycling as be-

ing the prime cause of every known disease

and ill.

But the doctors have come to the foot-

lights and declared to the audience that the

bicycle is the best thing that has ever hap-

pened down the boulevard of time; that the

disgruntled opposers have too little gray mat-

ter in their brains to appreciate the immense
amount of good that comes from it, and that

there is nothing within the limits of the solar

system that will more quickly take the kinks

out of a man's disposition and brush the cob-

webs from his mind than a twenty or thirty

mile ride.

That settles the question beyond dispute. It

would be for the interest of the doctors to

keep people sick, but they are generous

enough to say that the wheel is a blessing

because it makes folks well and helps to keep

them so.

Indianapolis Comes Forward With a Couple of

I/cague-Meet Promoting Associa-

tions.

Indianapolis, November 20.—Permanent or-

ganizations have been perfected in this city

for receiving and entertaining the visitors to

the 1898 meet. There are two separate or-

ganizations with Mayor Taggart as honorary
president of both. The Indianapolis 1898
]\Ieet Club has succeeded the Provisional
Committee, the members of which went to

Philadelphia and which has been waging the
campaign since that time. At the head of

this organization is D. M. Parry, president of

the Parry Manufacturing Company, the larg-

est manufacturers of road carts and carriages

in the World. Evans Woollen, secretary of the

Indianapolis Commercial Club, is secretary of

the permanent meet club. This club will have
charge of the prudential affairs, will raise the
necessary funds and superintend their dis-

bursement.

The other organization is called the In-

dianapolis L. A. W. Cycling Club. It has
only recently been started, but an organiza-
tion has been effected, and it has already re-

ceived the endorsement of one hundred lead-

ing business men, all of whom have become
members. Most of them are already League
members, and the applications of the re-

mainder will be received at once. Before this
will reach the printer, a mass meeting of the
wheelmen of the city will be held, when it is

expected the membership of the new club will
be swelled to at least 500.

All members of this club must be League
members, and the membership fee is made $2
higher to non-League members, and they are
made members of the League at once. The
scheme will doubtless serve as an impetus for
League recruiting.

TURNPIKE WISDOM.
The Hagerstown (Md.) and Sharpsburg

Turnpike Company, at their annual meeting
last week, through President and Treasurer
Rev. Henry Edwards, gave notice to tollgate-
keepers that they should not collect toll from
cyclists on the grounds that possible lawsuits
for breakage of wheels would cost more than
the tolls from the wheelmen would amount to.

NOT IN IT.

The New Castle Tube Co. state that they
were not included in the Shelby consolidation
and will not join any combination which may
be formed.
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JOBBERS' JUBILEE.

Thej Have Thlnga All Their Own Way in

the Game of Buylns Wheels

Cheap.

"The man whose duty it is to sell bicycles

to the jobbing trade is running against a scries

o( the hardest propositions man ever en-

countered," remarked a clever traveling sales-

man to a WiiKKi, man a day or two since.

"The jobber's buyer is, as a rule, a cold-

blooded, calculating chap, who can come as

near squeezing blood out of a turnip as any

n<an living. They place large orders, and

know that as they are also sure pay, their

trade is desirable and the patronage is, there-

fore, much in demand. And let me tell you

they arc having lots of fun with the bicycle

people these days.

"Talk about early birds! It doesn't matter

how early they may be, nor how strong their

wings and their bills, the jobbing worm is a

wriggler and a dodger and a putter-ofT and it's

hard to catch him.

"But what I want to tell you is this: The

woods are full of early birds, and while the

worm will have the last and best laugh, the

birds are attacking and pecking at him in

flocks. They are so blamed greedy—they are

so hungry for orders that before buying has

fairly commenced, they are sending the trade

off on a tangent. Every fellow is quoting a

lower figure than the one who went before

him, and as the jobber can see no bottom to

the prices, he is holding ofT for a lower

market, and in.stead of placing orders

for two. three or five thousand wheels,

is buying but five hundred, believing

that in good time he will be able to

get the better wheels shown him at the price of

the trash, for let me tell you, some of it is noth-

ing else. I would not like to be condemned to

trust my bones on it. I'm sorry lor the poor

dcviU who will have to ride them.

"The figures? Oh, never mind them.

You're a friend of mine and I would hate to

be the cause of giving you heart failure or

paralysis. They'd stagger you if you heard

them. There's no bottom: it has dropped out

of sight I've bought lots of material and am
pretty well posted on the market, but how
suci^tufT and such workmanship as compose

some of these wheels can be used by any

maker who has not a Baxter street strain in

his make-up I can't understand. They're a

disgrarr to rhr trade. Our people simply

cat' "h thrm. They arc building

an . and just what they will do

I don't know. I suppose they'll have to make
Baxter street wheels, too. They might as

well do it, anjrway. They have money to gain

and litt'
^'"

'Is will be marketed

under t late and the great,

gT< Uij>- ilicm will never know
wli They won't react on us to

any great extent; so what's the difTcrcnce?

The thing 1 can't understand is why a jobber

will take such risks with his reputation by

fathering such stuff. I'll >>« hanged if I'H

do it."

FILLS THE RIM BILL.

One of the latest labor-saving devices being

introduced by the New England Cycle Supply

Co., Kccnc, N. 11., is a semi-automatic rim

drill, herein illustrated.
~~

Heretofore repairers have been obliged to

carry a large stock of rims, drilled for several

different numbers of spokes, and the constant

trouble of renewing and liability to be out of

certain numbers have been a source of contin-

ual inconvenience. By the introduction of

this rim drill the repairer is prepared to meet

all demands by carrying a comparatively small

stock of plain rims. This machine, by one

simple adjustment, takes any size rim from 24

to 30 inches, and drills and countersinks 24,

28, 32, 36 or 40 holes in from two to three

minutes. The operations of spacing and

ROUNDED UP.

BEST THAT THBRe AKB.

Thr '0* de«V pad ratrndar* n( Iwiih thr pope

\Ni'.'
. .

.1

Thcx arc up to standard, it is needlcas to add

getting the necessary angles may be readily

understood by reference to the cut. The
depth of the countersink is regulated and
made absolutely uniform by a stop, shown at

the left of lower end of the shaft. An im-

portant feature is the balance wheel, which
si'sfains speed of countersink when it strikes

the rim. By removing large gear wheel and
replacing balance wheel with a grooved pulley

it can be operated by power, thus lessening

time and labor of drilling. The smaller
parts and those subject to the greatest strain

.ire constructed of malleable iron. The price
IS ilrscribcd as "certain to appeal to all re-

pairmen."

WENT CHEAP.

At the receiver's .sale last week the entire
plant of the Eastern Rubber Mfg. Co., Tren-
• •• N. J., was knocked down to Edmund C.

.
of Trenlnn. for •'W.-'iiMj .-md the taxes
"

le. $1.7!»3 85. The property
r n.ile in parcels, but one

; c portable machinery and
tools was all that was made.

.SHOE.S AM) TIRES.

It is stated that the Boston Rubber Shoe
Co. will add tires lo its other manufactures.

What the Finish of the Season Finds the

Cycle Trade in Providence Now
Xioing.

Providence, Nov. 20.—The fag end of the

cycle season in Rhode Island sees most of the

dealers cleaning up the odds and ends of the

year, and doing bone labor on collecting the

balance yet due on installment wheels. None
of them are telling how much money they

made, but no unfair inference should be drawn
fiom this statement for they are all yet in the

business.

The season has not been different from any-

where else where high-grade, or rather $100

wheels, formerly held the lead. The cut hurt

trade and made buyers feel sore. Then the

department stores made a strong bid for the

cyclists, and did what the regular dealers did

not have head enough to do; namely, they ad-

vertised in the newspapers in liberal style.

It is true tliat one firm, Dawson & Co., ad-

vertised, and in consequence did a rattling

business in low-priced wheels, which repaid

them for tlie outlay. But Dawson & Co. are

only one firm in about fifty. The other deal-

ers had low-priced wheels with which they

could match the department store output, but

the general public knew it not.

Trade changes have been many. The most
important are: William Rankin, who has built

up the Columbia trade in this city, and has

managed the branch store for a num-
ber of years, is now without any con-

nection in the trade. Mr. Rankin was
offered a position as traveling man with

the Pope Co., when they deposed him from the

management of the Providence branch, but he

declined.

The Congdon-Carpcnter Co., who have

been the New England agents for the Dayton,

have given up the territory, altliough it is

probable that they will retain Providence.

They have one of the best stores in town.

Munroe, of Williams & Munroe, has with-

drawn from the firm, and Williams now con-

ducts the agency of several wheels under the

same firm name at the old stand.

The W. W. Whitten Cycle Mfg. Co., which
was or^'anized in 1894, has also changed hands.

Howard L. Perkins and Charles H. Wild have

sold out their interest to W. W. Whitten, who
will from now on conduct the business. The
company gave up its retail store on North
Main street some time ago. but it will con-

tinue the manufacture of the "Whitten" bi-

cycle at the factory on Potters avenue.

Charles H. Weld, of East Greenwich, leaves

here for a trip through the West. He is one
of the pioneer bicycle men of this section. He
started as a bicycle salesman, then went
through the grades of traveling man for an
importer of tubing and parts, afterwards was
engaged in building bicycles, and for a time

was superintendent of the cycle factory at

Marshall, Mich., "The Royal." Later he re-

turned to this city and was factory superin-

tendent and a stockholder in the Whitten

Cycle Mfg. Co.
The branch stores in this city have all done

a good business during the past year, with the
exception of that of the Orient, which went
out of town some months ago. Fred. C.
Graves, for the Waverley, has one of the finest

stores on the main street and has done well.

Ira Perrigo, for the .Spalding, has also in-

creased his trade, and that of the Columbia,
under Rankin, was al.so a well-known success.
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BATTERING THE BACKBONE OF PRICE.

Boston, Mass., Nov. 20.—If anyone fancies

that the failures of the past two years have

stiffened the market or lessened competition

he is grievously mistaken, or else the straws

that have blown into Boston during the past

six or eight days count for nothing.

By actual count, there were just thirty-two

(32) of these straws, and they all whisked

themselves into the store of Smith, Patterson

& Co. These jobbers are contracting for their

supply of '98 bicycles, and the straws were all

traveling men anxious to secure the order, and

they do say that so great was the anxiety that

it altered the firm's plans considerably.

Prices are said to have been battered until

their eyes were closed and their backbone was

limper than a dish-rag.

MADE OF NICKEL-SILVER.

And now comes the New Departure Bell Co.

with a claim that it was first in the field with

the now popular barrel type

of cyclometer. Hear them:

"The New Departure Bell

Co. was the first to introduce

the barrel form of cyclom-

eter. Its appearance, more
than six years ago, at once

marked an era from which

dates all forms of cyclom-

eters, until this pattern has

become recognized as the

standard and only correct

design."

The '98 model of the in-

strument is here shown, and

is claimed to be "the finest thing of its kind

ever produced." One of its protruding fea-

tures, figuratively speaking, is the material of

which it is made, nickel-silver, a metal pos-

sessing great strength and rigidity and ex-

treme lightness, and which requires no plat-

ing, and yet retains its brilliancy, defying rust,

corrosion, cracking and peeling. There are

no springs, levers, ratchets or pawls in the

instrument and, to quote the makers, "dealers

are authorized to guarantee their customers

to the fullest extent, with the assurance that

every facility and every effort of the New
Departure Bell Co. will be brought to their as-

sistance, and that every defect or dissatisfac-

tion will be made good, promptly and cheer-

fully." The cyclometer lists at $1.

The rider who likes- to hear himself talk

should not forget that there are others.

New Departure Cyclometer,
(NON-CORROSIVE)

Challenges the World for....

....Simplicity, Durability, Accuracy.

Don't fail to list it. You'll surely need it. Electrotypes ready—furnished free.

JOHN H. GRAHAM & CO., 113 Chambers Street, New York, N. Y.
Kindly mention The Wheel.

THE LARGEST

BICYCLE MANUFACTURERS

^ IN THE UNITED STATES

5 FOR THE JOBBING TRADE.

A. D. MEISELBACH CO.,

North Milwaukee, Wis.,

U. S. A.

WATCH FOR
THIS SPACE IN
NEXT ISSUE.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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NOT WHOLLY NEW.

SpaldlnK'8 Chainless Hakra Itit Bow After

More tbnn One Year's Trial and

Testing.

TIk- !>8 Cliainlcss SpaUliny was placed on

ixliibitiun at the several Spalding establish-

ments on Monday of this week.

But it is not wholly a new creation, the

Messrs. Spalding would have you know. They

e.\hibited a chainless bicycle more than a year

ago, and are not only pluming themselves on

the fact, but ofTtT the wheel, which has a

record of "J.^.immi niiles, as proof of the etVi-

ciency of bevel-gears, the wheel being, "if any-

thing, better after having been ridden 2'i.tH»l

miles than it was originally; the working parts

show no perceptible wear, the frictional parts

in the gears being polished more smoothly

through use. and running better to-day than

wlien the machine was first put on the road."

The chainless Spalding differs materially

from the Pope machine. The main driving

gear is secured to the centre of the crank-axle,

bringing its position also in the centre of the

crank-hanger barrel, "adtling greatly to the

appearance and synmictry of the )nachinc. in-

sures greater strength, and divides the strain

more equally on the bearings." The inter-

mediate gears are securely locked to each end

of the tubular gear shaft by a simple locking

device, which makes it possible to remove and

replace the gears conveniently, and without

the necessity of any special tools and appli-

ances. The tubular gear-shaft rotates on ball-

bearings specially constructed and designed to

receive the thrust of the driving-gear, and

transmit the power to the rear hub. Tlie lines

of the rear portion of the frame present the

same appearance as in bicycles of the ordi-

nary chain-type, the only perceptible differ-

ence being in the small aluminum cases which

cover the gears.

"The method of fastening the main driving

gear to the crank-shaft, and the front and rear

intermediate gears to the tubular driving shaft

is original with us. The cnst<miary method

c)( attaching these gears is to screw

them on. but this method wc have demon-

strated from experience is impracticable, for

the reason that the constant strain on these

gears in hill-climbing or heavy work kept

screwing the gears tighter and tighter on their

shafts; the result being that after a brief

|>eriod of ricling they became so firmly fast-

cne«l that it was impossible to renu»ve them
should necessity rcrpiire, without great iVifix-

culty and the use of special tools and appli-

ances. In the Spalding Chainless these gears

arc constnicled with a tongue projecting from

the back side o{ the gear. The gears fit snug-

ly to their respective shafts an<l this tongue is

reccivr<l in a recessed collar which is solid

with tbr tliafi .iiid which prevents any rotation

«»f the »{r.ir <in it* axis The gears are then se-

curely locked m place by an ordinary lock-nut,

which when set up makes a positive fastening

nrliirh, it is claimed, cannot work loo.sc under

any conditions, and one that can always be

readily rrniovrd and adjusted."

A. <j. Si " ,t c<|Hiv-

nralc in %)> ircd bi-

ryle They My.

'That the cliainleits bicycle has come to stay

IS an assured fact to thnsc who have had op-

portunity to study its mechanism and test its

ease of operation. Its advent rrt>rrsents a

revolution in mechanics, particularly cycle

mechanics; the results obtained with it from

practical experience completely upsetting the

tlitoretical calculations of tliose who so read-

ly criticise or condemn any new idea or de-

vice on general principles, and often without

recourse to that practical knowledge and ex-

perience which is so imiiortant in every me-

chanical enterprise, particularly in bicycle con-

struction: but, practical common-sense bi-

cycle construction has upset many theories

before the advent of this new application of an

old principle, and as practice demonstrates

more thoroughly than theory what is good
and what is bad in cycle construction, we
would forcibly remind you that the Spalding

Chainless Bicycle is no experiment, but is the

perfected result of mechanical skill coupled

with experience, which experience has demon-
strated the fact that un<ler all conditions of

weather and roads, the chainless bicycle, with

the jjower transmitted by bevel gears, is more
satisfactory and practical than any other ac-

cepted type of driving mechanism."

TURNING OUT THEIR OUTPUT.

While the H. P. Snyder Bicycle Works, Lit-

tle Falls, N. Y., is still in the hands of the as-

signee, the factory is in operation, and Mr.

Snyder soon expects to announce that he is

conducting the business as a free agent. The
present state of affairs has not interfered with

the preparation of '98 stock, the wheels being

already in evidence. The Swell Newport will

list at $75, and will be made with flush joints,

arch fork-crown and other high-class equip-

ment, including the Fauber crank-axle, Hart-

ford. Chase, M. & W., and Vim tires. Keenc

rims, etc. The Snyder people will, likewise,

market a line of juveniles, which also will have

arch-crowns, flush joints and an alluring

ctjuipmcnt.

READY TO MEET DEMAND.

The Tivy Cycle Manufacturing Co., of

Williamsport, Pa., is fast completing an en-

largement of their plant, and, in consequence,

will be fully prepared to meet all demands for

'I'S. Owing to a limited amount of room this

concern has deemed it neces.xary to confine it-

sell to the trade in the immediate vicinity of

the factory, and in the season past found it

impossible to meet the demand for the three

grades of machines built by them. With its

increasing facilities, however, the Tivy people

say they will be able to handle all orders that

conic tlicir wav.
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UP THE HUDSON.

What the Cycle Trade at the State Capital

Has Done and Proposes

Dolngr.

Albany, N. Y., Nov. 20.—The bicycle trade

of this city really began in the spring of 1895;

that is, as a legitimate trade which received

constant and individual attention of business

nren. "There had been, of course, for many
years previously, wheels sold here, even as far

back as when the ordinary was the only wheel

on the market, but the bicycle trade was

handled in a desultory sort of way till early in

the spring of 1895, when several firms awoke

to the fact that bicycles had come to stay and

that cycling as a pastime was on the increase.

Up to this time many purchasers of wheels

had been obliged to go to New York to suit

themselves, but the wideawake ones concluded

to keep the trade at home and preparations

were made for doing a considerable business,

and a large bicycle show was given in Har-

manus Bleecker Hall, which had the double

effect of showing prospective buyers of wheels

that they could suit themselves here, and of

stimulating others, who had not yet thought

of purchasing, to do so.

The sales during the spring and summer
of 1895 were sufficiently large to cause a few

dealers to become aware that the supply dur-

ing the summer had not been up to the de-

mand, and that everything seemed to point to

a much greater demand for the coming season

of 1896.

This increase of business was discussed in

the local newspapers and the opinions of the

more prominent dealers were quoted, with the

result, that a large number of persons be-

came bicycle mad, so to speak, and among
them were a number of young men who had

been employed in stores where wheels were

sold. They determined to strike out for

themselves, and as a consequence the spring

of 1896 found the City of Albany with thirty-

three different concerns and individuals sell-

ing wheels.

Strange as it may seem, the jump from a

dozen dealers in '95 to thirty-three in '96 did

not have a disastrous effect on the trade.

They all did a good business that year, a few

doing a very large business.

But when the autumn arrived and the manu-

facturers began to ask for money, the young

men who had worked in stores before going

into business for themselves were in a fix.

They had no capital and they had been fool-

ish enough to sell wheels on the installment

plan; so when the request for money came

they could not get it, as collections were very

slow and some wheels were taken back at a

loss. As a natural result these small dealers

went out of business, but, it must be said to

their credit, without a dollar being lost by

any one. This reduced the number of deal-

ers in the winter of '96-97 to about a dozen.

There had been also a number of dry goods,

shoe and jewelers' establishments which had

sold wheels in a very small way. These, too,

dropped out, which was a good - thing all

around. This brings the history of the Al-

bany trade down to the spring of 1897, at

which time there were eight or ten bicycle

dealers, six of whom are in the business per-

manently.

During the season of 1896 there were 4,000

wheels sold, the number sold by each dealer

ranging from 200 to 1,200.

The season of '97 found the dealers well

stocked with wheels, some thought them over-

stocked, but when the first of July arrived and

several dealers found they had sold more
wheels than had been disposed of during the

entire previous season, the wisdom of getting

in a large number of bicycles at the start was

seen.

The total sales for this season have been a

little more than 5,000, of which number the re-

tailers have sold about 75 per cent, the job^

bers the remaining 25 per cent.

Early in the season Richard Robe, agent for

the Pope Manufacturing Company, moved
into new quarters in No. 94 State street.

This was caused by lack of room through in-

creasing business, and a desire on his part to

give his customers a pleasanter and more at-

tractive place to meet and discuss cycling and

kindred interests. His store is handsomely

equipped and is the most popular lounging

place for wheelmen in the city. Mr. Robe is

a keen, energetic and honest business man
who always does as he agrees.

Another concern which has done a large re-

tail business is that of Myron J. Higgins &
Co., William M. Honig being the silent part-

ner. The store of this firm is in 98 State

street, and on the same premises is a well

equipped repair shop and a rink where cus-

tomers may try wheels and beginners be

taught to ride. They handle the Keating,

Dayton, Stearns, Peerless, Imperial, Silver

King, Stormer and Waverley.

In 1891 the Albany Hardware and Iron Co.

was incorporated with Charles H. Turner as

president; James K. Dunscomb treasurer, and

William B. Wackerhagen secretary. For a

number of years this company sold wheels

merely as a detail of its large retail and whole-

sale hardware business, but in 1894 the prob-

able future of the bicycle trade was seen by

the members of the firm and a special de-

partment for the sale of bicycles was instituted,

and in 1895 an annex-store. No. 75 State street,

one block from headquarters, was secured anc

opened for the sale of bicycles. They carry

the Fenton, Eagle, Crawford, Saratoga

and Adirondack, both of which are sold under

the company's own name-plate. Their busi-

ness, jobbing and retail, for this season has

probably run up into six figures. Early in

the season they have special traveling men on
the road selling wheels and a large line of spe-

cialties which the firm controls.

Eugene Sanders, No. 464 Broadway, was
originally in the stationary and typewriter

business, selling wheels incidentally, but in

1895 he gave up everything to devote his en-

tire time to the sale of bicycles. He carries

the Union, Humber, Elmore and Ridgefield.

His business is both retail and jobbing.

Ed. Paddock, No. 94 Hudson avenue, sport-

ing goods, and E. W. Vine, No. 100 State

street, agent for the Spaulding Brothers'

goods, have done a very satisfactory business

this season. They have paid no special at-

tention to them, simply making it a detail of

their large sporting goods trade.

The estate of Martin Croissant, hardware

and cutlery, Nos. 202 and 204 Washington
avenue, has also done a large business in bi-

cycles, the trade being entirely retail and
rentals, their rental store having proven a

great success.

IN THE ELDER DAY.

"Xantippe, dear," said Socrates, "won't you
just polish off the nickeled spokes in my new
chariot wheels and see that the tires are prop-

erly inflated, while I polish off a few im-

promptu remarks which I shall make after the

good-roads banquet to-night?"

Xantippe remained as quiet as though her

maid were curling her hair with an iron that

she feared was too hot.

"No," replied Xantippe, carelessly. Then
she added, as she noted the look of surprise and
pain on her husband's handsome face, "I do
not look upon marriage as a labor union, nor

do I believe in such organizations, anyway.

So there, now."

Socrates was a wise man, so he said no
more, but attended to his vehicular needs

himself.

INCLINED TO BALK.

Some men who have the elements of great-

ness never seem to be able to get any team

work out of them.

AMERICAN CYCLES AND PARTS THEREOF EXPORTED.

COUNTRIES.

United Kingdom
France
Germany •

Other Europe
British North America
Central American States and British Honduras
Mexico
Santo Domingo
Cuba
Puerto Rico
Other West Indies and Bcrnuida

Argentina
Brazil
Colombia
Other South America
China
East Indies: British

J:ip;iii ,• • •.

British Australasia

Other Asia and Occanica.

Africa
Other countries

September—

1896 1897

Values.
I

Values.

Total $296,17;

,714

4,107

17,233

24,834

12,822

5,446

5,821

195
184

566
4,749

3,715

1,204

3,028
0,962

1,557

4,512

4,322

83,343
2 129

3,73

68,914

3,974

49,497

20,196

16,001

466
4,648

102
593
522

5,600

6.314

6,833

1,788

4,334

2,868

5,860
8.91'.

24,510
6.418

15,9

60

Nine months ending
September

—

1896

Values.

$1,020,971
113,760
204,789

336,961
504,945
49,235

37,687

478
4,681

7,884

28,984

13,988

16,840

16,498

27,576

7.413

8,342
34,ri34|

262,9111

26,533

20,6281

1897

Values.

$1,908,880

239,643

1,119.848

1,000,829

683,811

18,708

56,112
3,722

6,959

3,104
102,690

36.124
23,453
15,730

46,659

16.423

21,179

50.377
372,030

66.241

107,197

607

$254,32511 $2,745.4381 $5,900,320
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The Inhabitants of New
HAVE THE REPUTATION

of being shrewd bii3^ers.

IT FOLLOWS
that they

WILL BE VITALLY INTERESTED
b}" the

ANNOUNCEMENT
that

THE CRAWFORD MFG. CO.,
HAGERSTOWN, MD.,

Makers of the Crawford Bicycles,

HAVE ESTABLISHED A NEW ENGLAND BRANCH
At No. 170 CONGRESS STREET, BOSTON.

1

Ml the W

Kindly mention Tbc Wheel.
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Crawford Prices are Right, Crawford Policy is Riglif, Crawford Goods are Right.

There are Crawford Bicycles for the infant prodigy.

There are Crawford Bicycles for the boy and for the girl.

There are Crawford Bicycles for the youth and for the miss.

There are Crawford Bicycles for the man and for the woman.

...and...

INDUCEMENTS TO AQENTS
are siicli that

No loolc-alive dealer in New England
can afford

to hold aloof Thoro's HO time like the present.

m^i

m

L
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HE HAH NO tHASCE.

After putting it off, and putting it off, ho

had to at last, and so he mounted his wheel

and rode slowly, no scorching that time, you

can bet, to his dentist. This visit was no

mere social call; it was business, pure busi-

ness, and had for its object the attaching to

his upper jaw of a bridge with some teeth

hanging to it, these to replace the same num-

ber of genuine grinders he had recently sacri-

ficed in trying to win a three-dollar medal on

a flat and slippery armory track.

Leaning his wheel against the curb, and

hoping against hope, he rang the bell, and

was disappointed when he learned the doctor

was waiting for him. In a few moments he oc-

cupied a seat in the dentist's cl'air in front of

a window which looked out on the Boulevard

thus allowing him to watch his own wheel

and those of happy mortals that were enjoying

riding.

The dentist had filled his mouth with ce-

ment and was pressing it up into his gum with

his finger. The victim was gazing out upon

the Boulevard with a martyr's expression on

his face.

Suddenly the victim struggled to get his

head away from the grasp of the dentist.

"Ugh. ug-glug, glug-ug-lug-mug-gug!" he

shouted in a muffled voice.

The dentist thought he was having a fit,

and fearing that he might swallow the cement,

to say nothing of several porcelain teeth

backed with gold and several hours' hard

labor, he kept his finger in the victim's mouth

and a silent struggle took place. The man in

the chair tried to rise; the dentist, who is

something of an athlete, struggled to keep

him down. This sort of thing went on for

several minutes until the dentist could feel

that the cement had hardened. Then he took

his finger out of his victim's mouth and let

him up.

"Dad blame you!" shouted the angry vic-

tim. "What in Sam Hill did you hold me
down that way for? Didn't I tell you I wanted

to get up.'"

"I thought you were having a fit," answered

the dentist apologetically.

"Fit nothing," said the victim. "I saw a

thief going up the Boulevard with my wheel.
'

Explanations and apologies followed, but

what good were they?

FOR THE WEAKLY ONES.

ii rjrlinK were prartucd with the same
moderation m walking it would be no more
hurtful, even to the victim* of heart trouble.

Fowr or fjvr miles an hour could be done by
a • n with less fatiKUe than ont
m : •vcred afoot, and the superior

exhilaration of the wheel would make it more
i.-,„...,al.

Mg is pleasure; walking is drudgery-

-

tii.it 1^ ' '

'^ ' " , i,_

but fo. .,,

valid. i i iii,i> l>t inrtde

between far ,; and "»corch-

ing." It I-
. and not the oae, of the

bicycle that . injury.

SURE TtllNC.

"I think Spcakum is mentally unaound,"

"There isn't any evidence of any such

thing."

"Didn't he say he wouldn't ride .•» chain

leas wheel? Now, any man who wouldn't

ride "

NO.NE I.N HIS N.

A back-county Alabama editor, straying

from his own fireside, happened upon some
strange adventures, which, under the heading

of "Not Any in Ours," he thus narrates in

his paper:

"While on a business trip to Florence last

week wc had the privilege of a close inspec-

tion of a vehicle called a bicycle. This was

the first time we ever saw one except at a dis-

tance. After we had finished our inspection

the owner showed us how the old thing

worked and suggested that we try it. W'e had

never met with anything on wheels which we
could not get onto and stay as long as we
pleased, and it was with a great deal of self-

confidence that wc tackled that bike. We
know how we got on, but as to how we got

off will ever be a puzzle to us.

"W'e can't make out whether the thing

bucked with us or ran away, but when we
came to we had a scalp wound five inches

long, our nose was badly warped and we had

a mouiliful of dirt and grass to chew on.

Some men might have tried it again, but we
didn't. When we want anything more in that

line we'll get in the way of a stampeding herd

of steers or try a timber slide down a moun-
tain. Our friendly feelings for the bikist will

undergo no change, but as for the critter itself

wc warn it that our guns are loaded, and we
shall take all precautions to protect our-

selves."

SHUTTING YOUR MODTH.
Most riders complain that in cold weather

they are unable to keep their mouths closed

when riding, although in warm weather they

can breathe through their nostrils alone easily

enough. One of the reasons for this is that

in cold weather riders start off fast, with the

object of getting warm cjuickly, and the result

is they become breathless at the outset. Then
again, in the winter, cyclists are usually a

little out of condition, and the work is conse-

quently harder. Start off slowly and take

hills easily, and you will experience little dif-

ficulty in keeping your mouth closed, even
during the coldest weather. To ride in the

winter time with the mouth open is simply to

court throat and lung troubles, therefore

breathe through your nose.

PROVED HIS LOVE.

They were two salesladies and they hap-

pcjied to meet the other day at the restaurant

where they eat luncheon. The brunette or-

dered baked beans and lemonade, and the

blonde selected fruit cake and coffee. "To-
morrow is pay day, you know," she said, in re-

ply to the inquiring look of the other.

"Oh! Well, have you heard the news about
Mary? She's resigned."

"I know," said the blonde. "I was in hopes
I'd be the first to tell you. She's going to be

' married."

"Yes; in a lovely blue silk. I forget the

name of the man she's going to marry. He
isn't very good looking, they say, but Mary
says he's intellectual. She says

"

"Oh, pshaw! You can't tell from Mary."

"No; but Sadie's seen his photograph, and
she says he wears glasses."

"Does he? Well, Mary's lucky, if she is red-

headed. Why, he would just do anything in

the world for that girl."

"Humph!" said the brunette. "That's the

way she talks now, but you can't tell a thing

about it until after they're married."

"You can tell it easy enough in this case;

he's proved it already," said the blonde

warmly.

"Said he'd die for her, I suppose," returned

the brunette scornfully. "Lots of 'em talk

that way before they have to pay the butcher."

"This isn't talk, anyhow; he's proved his

love. I tell you."

"How? Did he save her life—or tell her

that her hair is golden?"

"Neither; he sold his bicycle to buy her an

engagement ring."

AN ESSAY ON "LONGS."
After carefully explaining to her class the

importance of proper breathing when exercis-

ing, the teacher re<|uested a composition
thereon, and here is one that was turned in:

"When we breth the longs moves arround
to all parts of the hodic the longs is too littl-:

round holes in the bed we breth threw them
we had better take care of the longs. If they
was to deccay on us we would not be so verry
hclthy persons without no longs is apt to be
pievish and missablc in a sickly condition, so
one can't go ridin nohow."

KEEPING UIM liUSY.

A Western student of the advisability of

advertising, puts his case in the following
homely, but convincing fashion:

"A friend tells us that he recently went into

the store of a business man who did not ad-

vertise, and was surprised to find him busy.

The storekeeper, it transpired, had the itch

and a l-argain counter bicycle, and when he
wasn't scratchtnR himself lie w.is repairing his

wheel."

WHAT IT CURES.

The exertion induced by the brisk action of

pedaling and the breathing of fresh air is ex-

ceedingly advantageous to persons engaged in

sedentary occupations, and affords nutritious

food for the body, whilst the relief from the

numerous worries of business which cycling

insists upon must, perforce, give the weary

brain a well-deserved rest from the monoton-

ous and exhausting routine of daily life.

Moreover, the digestive organs are gently

stimulated by the inhalation of pure, exhilarat-

ing air, consequent on a judicious and sys-

tematic use of the wheel, hence chronic dys-

pepsia and kindred ailments may easily be

cured. Women and others suffering from a

species of hysterical nervousness unquestion-

ably derive much benefit by cycling in moder-

ation, since it has a tendency to give tone to

the organic system, and is decidedly con-

ducive to increasing one's stock of self-con-

fidence.

ON A I'UMPING BASIS.

The wheelman was inclined to be scornful.

"Bah! That for your horse!" he exclaimed.

"Y<ni have to stop to bridle and saddle him
every time you want to ride him."

"True," replied the e(|uinc lover, "but even

when I ride him hard enough to pump him
out. I never have to pump him up afterward.

See?"

VOUVE MET THIS KIND.

Some people feel so much responsibility for

the wheels ridden by other people that they

expect their own machines to be looked after

by some one else.
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I 1 Weight, 1 Ounce.

M ^ 10,000 MILES and REPEAT.
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Dust

Proof.

Positive

Movement.

Water
Proof.

Absolutely

Accurate.

THE I

Veeder Cyclometer
|

Received Highest Award at Brtissels Exposi- M
tion—Highest Award at Nashville Exposition. g

Nearly Half-a-Million |
IN USE. I

It stands alone as an accurate distance recorder M
for cycles. Don^t be deceived by cheap imita- ^
tions that resemble it in appearance only. See M
that your purchase bears the name VEEDER. m

Exact Size,

Price, - $1.00.i;Oo^f The Veeder Mfg. Co., |
^ii^ The above cut, either two or four inches in size, we
^= will send free on receipt of application to any jobber
^— or dealer, for catalogue or advertising purposes.

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^^

HARTFORD, CONN,

lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllli

Kindly mention The Wheel.

you INQUIRE about the width of tread, the style of tire, the saddle, and

whether the handle-bar is adjustable or not, but—DO you think about the

PEDALS?
Honestly, are they not more important than all the other fittings put together ?

They are your means of propulsion, without them you MUST walk. It behooves you

to see that your bicycle is equipped with a pedal that has and will stand the test of time.

The

Fills the BillSiDWELL Interlocking

Adjustable Pedal...
It is a revelation in Pedal construction, and can be adjusted

"***"IN THE TWINKLING OF AN EYE."**-

Write us and we will tell you all about it.

I Sidwell Pedal eo.. 221 golumbus AVE., Boston. Mass.
j)da, Kindly mention The Wheel.
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IN' TUB SERE AND YELLOW.

Now is the time for the cycler to

glean the chestnut crop of the suburbs.

The sharp frosts and high winds of

ten days ago brought bushels of the

nuts to the ground, and these were picked up

by swarms of suburban children. Only the

aftermath now remains, but the patient

searcher finds many chestnuts among the

fallen leaves. A few chestnuts yet remain in

their burs at the tops of the trees, and fall

from time to time. These lie shining on the

new russet carpet and await the first comer.

Even Bronx Park, which is daily visited by

women and children, has still a small after-

math of its chestnut crop. Now and for weeks

later chestnuts arc to be gleaned in Van Cort-

landt Park, and so, too, in private woodlands

within the suburbs.

The chestnut aftermath is valuable less for

itself than for what it helps reveal to the ob-

serving rider. Nature sometimes yields more

to indirect approach than to deliberate inves-

tigation. The russet-clad ground beneath the

chestnut grove has revelations to all the

senses. As the dismounted rider stoops to

pick up the warm-brown nut unsuspected

lowly plants show themselves. The square

yard of earth bared by his stick has its secrets

to tell. There are balsamic odors rising from

the new-fallen leaves, and beautiful grada-

tions of color in the leaves themselves. An
unsuspected little frog, beautifully marked

and colored like the leaves that shelter him,

leaps from beneath the feet of the gleaner.

Late flower-beds show themselves to the lover

of outdoor things and burrowing insects are

unearthed.

Stooping low in search of nuts, the suburban

rider catches unaccustomed vistas with "the

tail of his eye." The immense dun trunks of

the chestnut trees have an unusual charm seen

as if by accident as the rider's eye is rolled

in search of nuts. The magic of the autumn

woodlands never asserts itself more strongly

than when the rider has momentarily forsaken

cycling for pcdestrianism. with some such ex-

cuscas the chestnut aftermath. Thewholc wood-

land seems stricken with a permanent sunlight.

The noble carelessness of the great chestnut

trunks, twins and triplets, leaning at diverg-

ent angles, is more than ever apparent now

that the shrubbery is thinned, while the deli-

ciously mellow sunny aspect of the treelops is

niarvclously rich.

There is a powerful charm in the mere si-

lent myriad of neutral-colored trunks, great

and small, as the woodland stands showering

its mute blessing on whosoever will come to

accept it The exquisite harmony of all the

colors, from the dun or silver of the trunks,

through the russet of the beeches and the goUl

of chestnut and hickories, to the scarlets and

crimsons of maples, oaks and many little

trees and shrub* is soothing and ilclicious.

The very absence of animal life in the wood-

lands at this time, with the consequent silence,

adds to the charm. There is a .sense that the

noiseless tree* on every hand wait with pa-

tience for the winds that shall bare them and

leave them to the peace of their winter-long

rest. It is this silejjce of neutral-colored

trunks that gives the midwinter woodlands

their soothing <|uality. But the winter wood-

lands can never give the lone wanderer the

sense oi intimate companionship with nature,

and almost of absorption into her easeful at-

mosphere that the autumn woodlands confer.

This impression is strengthened if rain falls

upon the chcstnuting cycler. The million

times repeated sound of the raindrops upon

the leaves overhead and underfoot soothes and

comforts, while the wood odors are intensified

by the moisture until the thought of incense

forces itself upon the mind, and the wood-
land's twilight is a cathedral gloom lit with a

glory of rose and crimson and gold that

stained glass cannot attain.

WINTER TIRE INFLATIONS.

In tlie winter when the roads are muddy,
and there is consequently a liability to side-

slip, pump both tires as hard as possible. This

will prove to be far more efficient than all

the non-slipping devices ever invented. When
the roads are frozen, do not pump the front

tire too hard, since if this be done, the vibra-

tion felt by the hands from the handle-bar will

be extremely unpleasant.

Generally speaking, a small tire requires

more pressure than a large one if it is to carry

the same weight, and a given tire requires

more pressure in proportion as the rider is

heavy. A tire should always contain enough

air to keep its rim from the ground. If in

riding you feel the slightest jar as your wheel

runs over ordinary obstacles, it is because

there is not sufficient air pressure. Observa-

tion will show a great many tires which are

much too soft, where one is found too hard.

AGREE ON ONE THING.

Nervous people who have sought a remedy

in cj'cling assert with no hesitation that it has

braced up their nervous systems. The con-

dition of health depends, to a great extent, on

the strength of nerve-power, and cycling in

moderation is a wonderful stimulant. To
brace up the nerves means strength to the

whole system. Bearing this in mind, it is

not surprising that medical men should rec-

ommend cycling as a remedy for many petty

ailments which arise from lowness of spirits

and lack of tone, and however much doctors

may disagree regarding the proper forms of

treatment for many complaints, they are pretty

unanimous in their opinions respecting the

benefits to be derived from a judicious in-

dulgence in cycling.

CHANCE TO MAKE MONEY.

It is predicted that another summer will

find, on many of the ferries patronized

largely by cyclists, bicycle cleaners very like

the bootblack system now in vogue, so that the

wheel man or woman when returning from a

long, hard run over any of the suburban roads

will be able to have their wheels thoroughly

cleaned before reaching the city. This would

be found extremely advantageous and save

an immense amount of trouble and annoyance.

Riding a wheel clogged up with mud is not

the most delightful experience in the world,

and the ferry cmplctyee (juick enough to re-

cognise this in the manner above outlined

will have money.

IN LACNORYMAN'S LAND.

The Chinese certainly have, of all nations,

the most fantastic designations for the cycle.

In addition to the well-known "little mule
which goes by being kicked in the stomach,"
they call cycles "yang-na" or "strange horses,"

"feichai" or "flying machines," and "tru-tzan"

or "vehicles wfiich go by themselves."

HAVE A CARE.

Far too many truckmen, cabmen and

motormen regard the cyclist as their natural

prey, and think that if he is in their way they

are privileged to run over him. It is time for

them to learn that they are as much bound to

avoid him as they are bound to avoid a beer

wagon or a cable car. The rule that every

person must look ahead and see that his own
way is clear is a good one. If everybody fol-

lows it there need be few collisions.

On the other hand, wheelmen will do well

not to regard this as a charter for reckless-

ness. Crowded streets are dangerous places

and a cable-slot is especially dangerous. The
nature of his vehicle makes a wheelman
peculiarly liable to damage from those be-

hind him who may do their best to avoid him.

Even the best riders find a slippery car

track sometimes giving them a fall. They
may be riding apparently safe before a

truck or cable car when the wheel
goes out from under them. They may be
thrown suddenly before a car which no driver

can stop in time. No one, save an ignorant

person, any longer denies that wheelmen have
a right in the streets, and others are bound to

be careful of running into them. But the

same care on the part of a driver which in-

sures the safety of another truck or carriage

does not always save a bicycle.

Therefore, he who takes a bicycle into

a dangerous place is bound to have a care ade-

quate to the danger. The court rightly pro-

tects him against being run down when rid-

ing properly, but no court can protect him
against being hurt if he lags too near cable

cars and happens to fall before them.

HBR ATTEMPT AT MANLINESS.

She stood in the vestibule and pondered.

From hat-top to shoe-sole she was clad in as

masculine a manner as possible. Even her

shirt was of the male persuasion, and not the

mild imitation usually called a "shirt waist"

Her hat was carefully tilted; her hair was
short and devoid of curl. Still there was a

slight remaining efTeminacy in her manner,
and upon her face there was an expression of

disappointment and unachieved ambition. She
opened the door, however, grasped her dia-

mond-framed wheel firmly and went forth into

the garish light of day. Then, under the ceru-

lean heavens, she paused.

"By dern!" The awful words came slowly

but distinctly from her lips. "There!" she

continued: 'Tve sworn at last! I shall inform
him to-night; and now, if he doesn't stop tell-

ing our baby boy that hell be a man before
his mother, I'll get a divorce."

Then she took the pedal mount into the

saddle and rode away.

LATITIDE IN DRESS.

One needs only small powers of observation
lo notice that mankind of this city has ac-

<iuircd for itself recently some of the license

in the direction of liberty in dress which has
for long been the exclusive attribute of the

other sex. This result must be set down
mainly to cycling, and in part to golfing, each
of which pursuits has a particular attire of its

own. Hut a portion of the result must be at-

tributed to woman herself. It was only after

the public had given up turning to look at

wheclwomen attired in togs of the extreme
sort that man's peculiarities ceased to call for

the attention of the crowd.
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THE SIMONDS ROLLING-IVIACHINE CO.,

FITCHBURG, MASS.,
THE OLDEST AND LrARGEST IHAIWUFACTVRERS OF

STEEL HNTI^FRieXION BALLS,
AND ALL KINDS OF ROLLED FORCINGS,

have increased and improved their plant, and tinder new and more efificient departmental management have been able to

still further improve the qua'ity of their product which has always stood at the head of the list for wearing qualities and
accuracy of gauge. All inquiries will receive prompt attention.

You See

the Balls

and

You Don't See

the Brake
ON

Relay Bicycles.

Send for our '98 Advance Catalogue

and know why

^^ t^^^^

Relay Manufacturing Co.
READING, PA.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

STEEL

BALLS
The Best in

the World.

EXCELSIOR MACHINE CO.,

Kindly mention The Wheel. BUFFALO, N. Y.

/••makers, '^

U.S.

A

BICYCLE FITTINGS.

No. 508. Patent Pending. No. 508.

Flush Joint Crank-Hanger. Ball-Retaining Cup.

Kindly Mention The Wheel.

PEDALS,
STAMPINGS,

STEEL BALLS,
TIRES.

Tou should know something: about onr Flnsh Joint Crank-

Hanger, and our Patented Ball-Retaining: Cup.

Estimates furnished on Specially Designed Fittings.

Spaulding Machine Screw Co.,
BUPPKLO. IS. V.
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SEE THE

1898

ELMORE
Before buying your

line of wheels for

the commix season.

A Good Record

in the Past

Is a Guarantee

for the Future^

Each bicycle must

now stand upon its

merits, and from the

past record of the

ELMORE yon hnve

the best assurance

of handhng a meri-

torious bicycle. We
should like an op-

j)()rtunity to show

y(;uour 189H models

••••

Elmore Mfg. Co
CLYDE, OHIO.

Kin4Ir BMMioa TIm WIm«L

BORN AND DIED IN PAKIS.

The history of clothing is the history of

love. Whoso invented the one invented the

other.

That was a long time ago. The idealization

of woman came later. To eflfect that ideali-

zation the world had to create fresh theories

and customs. Christianity brought the first.

Time produced the other.

With Christianity came new conceptions of

beauty. With time new conceptions of dress.

It was centuries before both were adopted.

When they were Modesty began.

Then at once where the boor had been the

knight appeared. In place of the female came

the lady. And woman, who hitherto had

served, began to reign.

It took ages to accomplish that. What
c>-clcs have achieved, shall the bicycle de-

stroy?

Such is the question of the day. The future

will decide. Meanwhile here are facts:

Bicycling was common before it became

fashionable. But, though common, it did not

become fashionable until it was taken up by

the young princes and princesses of Denmark

and those roypl and imperial cousins of theirs

who visit them every summer. Immediately

thereafter the manufacturers had a boom. In

no time at all the demand exceeded the sup-

ply. Paris and London went cycling mad,

and Newport and New York followed swift-

ly after. It is true there is asphalt there.

Such things facilitate cycle riding. But

asphalt or no asphalt, good roads

or bad, cycling there would have been, if only

because of royal and fashionable precedent.

Snobbishness is unconfincd.

But the point is elsewhere. What great

ladies do, little ladies imitate. Take Paris,

which sets the fashiqn of the world; on the

left bank of the Seine students congregate.

They study law, medicine and a number of

arts, some of which it is not necessary to cata-

logue. But the studies are spaced with leis-

ures so wide that there is time and to spare for

that which is technically known as the stud-

(.ptcss—the young woman who has replaced

the griscttc, and who is charming or the re-

verse, according to the point of view. When
cycling became fashionable, she adopted it as

a matter of course, culottes also.

France is conservative. There were a num-

ber of old women of both sexes whom those

bloomers shocked, and complaints addressed

to the authorities were communicated to the

press.

The reply was brief. Bloomers had the

seal of municipal approval. Since their adop-

tion by studcntcsscs, students had begun to

study. The authorities declined to interfere.

The absence of interference was one thing

The defection of the students was another.

The young women recognized that their

charm had exhaled, and promptly went back

to skirts, rather abbreviated, perhaps, and un-

necessarily bouffant, but .still skirts that rustled

presently through the leisures of those stud-

ent* once more, and forthwith woman the

world over did the same wise thing.

No doubt there arc immodest women.
They arc cncountcrablc not only on bicycles,

but on foot. But their presence on thorough-
(;ire* ha« never h<:)uscd decent women yet.

Thnr influenrc is too innignifuant. Influence
tf) be prcpondrrant must br attractive. Im-
modesty IS never that. In the case of a plain

woman it it rcpcllant. These are the facts of

the birth, short-life and death of the bloomer
cult

"NEVAIRB!" SAYSYVETTE.

Yvctte Guilbert, the singer of naughty

French songs, has been expressing her opin-

ion of bicycling and bloomers something in

this fashion:

"Bizeekling? I should parlee—what you
call him?—ncct! Ect makes my brain emptee.

En verite eet makes zee calves tres embong-
pong at zee expenses of zee brain, and brains

are more necessaire zan zee legs, except for

zee postman. Rloomairs belong to zee men,

and when woman she put on zee habilimong

of zee man! Mon Dieu! zee man array him-

self in zee habilimong of zee woman!"

BACKWARD SADDLE PLACING.

The advantages of placing the saddle too

far back do not compensate for the disad-

vantages thereof. Fatigue of the arms, hands,

hips and loins, with difl'icult breathing, owing

to the compressed chest and fatigue of the

joints from excessive bending, will result.

While for the machine, overloading the driv-

ing wheel will cause increased friction and re-

sistance; all this will result in difficult steer-

ing, due to lessening the weight on the front

wheel, and increasing slips on wet roads.

RIDE STRAIGHT AT IT.

When freshly broken stones cover a stretch

of the road you are traveling, ride straight

over it, if it is not long enough or plentiful

enough to cause a dismount. To wriggle

about or try to pick a way is the very worst

thing that can be done. The twisting of the

wheel tends to work the sharp bits of stone

into the tire, and a puncture may easily be

caused thus, while a straight run would carry

the tire harmlessly over the stones.

CLEAN HANDS AND HANDLES.

Cork handles are apt to become black and

greasy. The result is that they not only

look unsightly, but they also become uncom-
fortable to the hand. If rubbed hard with a

soft cloth dipped in turpentine or kerosene

they will look like new. Turpentine is always

preferable, as the smell will go off with ex-

posure to the air. and will not cling to the

hands like kerosene.

AN EVEN DEAL.

Phil Ossifer sat in' his library wrapped in a

brown study.

"I was thinking," he said, "while riding up

the Boulevard yesterday, how people seem to

take a delight in getting in my way. Then a

great thought came to me and I hastened

home to jot it down. It is this: That if other

people arc in my way, I am certainly as much
in theirs."

KNEW WHAT HE WAS PARSING ABOL'T.

Teacher—In the sentence, "Mary rides the

wheel," parse "wheel."

Willieboy
—"Wheel" is a noun, common,

third person, singular number, and is the ob-

ject of "Mary."

"You mean it is the object of 'rides'."

"No, nja'anj; it is the only object Mary now
has in life."

CLEARING UP A MYSTERY.

"This pretty whcclwoman you hear so much
about is a delusion and a snare."

"That accounts for the fact that most wheel-

men are so willing to hug a delusion and be

caught by a snare."
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I A FINAL TEST. I
•••••• ••••••
•••••• ••••••
•••••• ••••••
••••*• ••••••

•5J- A FTER devoting some two vears in thoroughly convincing "-*5SA FTER devoting some two years in thoroughly convincing

the riders of America and Europe that PEORIA TIRES
were perfect for general road use, it took us less than two

minutes (in fact, just i minute 35 2-5 seconds) to convince

them that they were without an equal for racing purposes.

How did we do it? Simply by beating Michael's record

made on the same track a few days previous, and making the

•::::: world's record of 1.35 2-5 with PEORIA TIRES on every :::::•

machine, from the single to the seven-seaters. No truer or52:::: machine, from the single to the seven-seaters. No truer or ::::JS
•••••• p ••••••

II''' harder test of the merits of a tire could be devised. ••••5j

•••••• ••••••
•••••• ••••••

VB READ WHAT McDUFFIE SAYS ABOUT THEM! :::::!
•••••• ••••••
•••••• ••••••

••••j: Philadelphia, November 6, 1897. ;•••••

:::::: PEORIA rubber and mfg. go., Peom, in. ::::::
•••••• ••••••

••jj'; Gentlemen :—Probably you will be pleased to know that during my
'.'.llll

••^i recent record trials at Willow Grove, where I used your tires on all '•lllZ
•••••• ••••••

5J2;:: machines, I had absolutely no trouble with them, and consider them marvels '".IIZZ

2111'.'. of durability and speed, second to none for racing purposes.
'.'.IIIZ

•••••: Yours truly, E. A. McDUFFIE. ••••••
9**»«- ••••9
•••••• ••••••
•••••• ••••••
•••••• ... •••••

•I''.: This letter was written after two weeks of daily riding^ on ''•••

i::::: PEORIA TIRES^ during which time not one tire went :::•••

III::: w^rong in any particular, notwithstanding the fact that i^- :::::S

mliv: inch tires intended for single wheels were used on tandems '''••

•••• • o ••••••

•::::: and triplets (in the absence of the larger tires, not yet arrived.) :::•••

Sn::: After such thorough and exhaustive tests no one can :::::S

:::::i doubt that PEORIA TIRES are not only the best on the :::::

j::::: road, but unequaled on the track. :::•••
•••••• ••••••
•••••• ••••••
•••••• ••••••
•••••• •••••

til'-' Tire catalogue will be out in a few weeks and will be mailed to any address. '.IIIZ
•••••• ••••••
•••••• ••••••
•••••• ••••••

B^ t'llUKlA KUtJtJliK AINJJ L\ltU. ^^UMl"AiN Y . :::»
••••.. ••••••
#•••• •••••#
00a,., Kindly nuMition The Whocl. •••••9
••'

PEORIA RUBBER AND MFG. COMPANY.
••••••

••
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BY AMERICAN EYES.

How the Foreigner and His Country Are Viewed

by an Observ-ant American Cycle

Salesman.

1

—

In London.

It is very strange how little the average

English man or woman knows of .America

and its natives. The most extravagant ideas

prevail, both pro and con. It is not too much
tc say. perhaps, that they begin at us from a

savage or Wild Indian standpoint and work
along those lines, never losing sight of the

feathers and war-paint. Some of them still

think buffaloes roam in the vicinity of Roches-

ter, and that most of us live in wigwams and

dugouts.

If one is introduced to a real Britisher, he

will look you over carefully, thoughtfully and

silently, as if wondering where the scars of

tomahawk and scalping-knife are, and expect-

antly awaiting the war-whoop of the tribe you

represent. If he finds his tongue without the

aid of a search warrant or a pair of dentist's

forceps, he will say "Ah" with a Cheapside

drawl, and after allowing it to penetrate your

vitals and digest, may suggest one of two

staple things in London, a top 'bus ride, or a

whisky and soda. Of these two things you

may be sure one or both will come. That's

all—or nearly all. He may, perchance, pro-

pose a walk (they're walkers, as is well known)
and if the party is informed on points of in-

terest will exhibit with pride the relics of by-

gone days. His heart and soul—mind and

pride—are completely wrapped in antiquity.

A mouldering old church, say Bow Church,

for instance, sets his face aglow and his

breath to puffing his checks; a ghostly grave-

yard with beaten-down headstones left behind

in the growth of the city, strangely out of

place and forgotten, is to him an appetizer and

suggests another "Sky and Soda." Old

Bailey, that monument of misery, where poor

debtors were made to sufTer for their misfor-

tunes, is a picture in a gilt frame to him, and a

remaining bit of the ancient wall of London
causes him to uncover his head and sing "God
Save the Queen." Then it is he begins his

tirade on things American. He measures

everything by comparison, using the reverse

end of the telescope to look at us. He damns
us because we are not old, and cannot under-

stand how we can live with so much newness

and no antiquity. He considers life wthout

a Westminster Al)l»cy and a full assortment of

tombs not worth the living.

You may in your humbleness venture the

thought that if allowed to exist long enough,

time may fringe and frost things for us, but

he scoffs at the idea. Your excuse for being

a young-born nation in a strange, unsettled

country only brings apoplexy and wrath, and

in sheer di«KU<t he will drag you into some
well-known bucket-shop, and seating you at a

dirty table, call for the regulation W. & S.,

and in a magnanimous voice say, "Ah, noth-

ing like this in the Slates, eh?"

No. let us hope not; and at the ».'»mc time let

us also hope that our gin will ncvrr be handed

out by h.irmaid<>. cither. One may say little

against her, but there arc other occupations oi

which one could say more to her credit. She

is said to have an excuse for being an institu-

tion, but it'* a poor one. She it supposed to

have been born with a large ambition to grow

up in the light of a first-class bar—not a pub,

of course (tho' there arc some whose am-
bition has stopped at second-class or public

bars) where "gents" and "johnnies" most do

congregate, from whose ranks she hopes to

pick and land a husband.

Not such a bad scheme, and more or

less successful, as the divorce records

will show. These girls are of a fea-

ther—in the main rather comely and well

groomed. A pet customer is generally about

and monopolizes her attention. You enter

and advance to the counter, on which as a rule

are racks containing buns, cold joints and ham
sandwiches, through which you are obliged to

strain your orders for drinks. The queen of

gin-slinging glances dreamily at you, if you

speak above a roar, and advancing one inch

per half hour, finally says "What'll you 'ave,

sir?"

"Scotch!"

(These are supposed to represent gurgles.)

"Thank you, sir. Sixpence, sir," and then she

relapses into a comatose condition again. She

is as numerous as cabs, bobbies and alleged

soldiers with monkey caps hung on their ears.

However, she probably earns an honest living,

which is more than one can say of a large por-

tion of London's petticoat population who are

allowed free entree to all places of public en-

tertainment or amusement.

When our own Parkhurst was weeping over

the corruptness of New York, why did he not

stop for a moment and contemplate London,

or cross the Channel and brush against Paris,

just to rub down his wrath and grief by com-

parison? Think of the numberless halls oper-

ating under the name of variety theatres which

are little more than refuges or rendezvous for

the scarlet sisterhood of London, where par-

ents take their wives and children for a holi-

day, lovers their sweethearts and brothers

their sisters. Innocent children are squeezed

between these brazen creatures, fair maidens

brush skirt to skirt with depraved women,

viewing with uncontrollable envy the sad con-

trast of their plain dress with that of the other.

In the seats one sees honest family groups

drinking in the wholesome humor of a clown,

while perched above, like so many vultures,

are the painted and blear-eyed tilings tarnish-

ing the air. On the Strand, at certain hours,

this' blot upon the reputation of a fair city

magnifies to the size of a cloud, and Picadilly

at night might have been added to Dore's il-

lustrations of Dante's "Inferno" with pro-

priety. And this is "dear ole Lunnon." the

love, the pride, the joy of all Britons. They

say it's a "necessary evil." I call it an evil

necessity.
Chris. Colomb.

"WORKING THE PRESS."

MADE HIM A I'KOl I) KELI.OW.

•Sir!"

The British cycle tourist, who had been

knocked down for running over the irate

I'gyptian. assumed an insolent air as he gath-

ered himself and his wheel from the dirt of

Cairo's streets.

"You arc a fellahl"

The Oriental bowed.

"That
"

His smile displayed a perfect set of teeth.

"is assuredly my caste!"

Having been l"»rn a Fellah, he was much
ti>o sensible to feel ofTcnded. But the Brit-

isher hasn't found out yet what the native

meant.

How an Authority Deals with This Foim of

Seeking to Get Something: for

Nothing:.

"Advertising space is a commodity, and

the owner of it has no more business to give

it away than has the maker of furniture a right

to freely distribute his product," says Nathan-

iel C. Fowler, Jr., the noted doctor of public-

ity, in an article in the "Trade Press." on

"Working the Press." There is much in

the following extracts, which some people in

the trade should closely study:

"The merchant sometimes finds it pays him

to make presents of courtesy, as bait, or as

stimulation for trade, and he charges the ex-

l)ensc to advertising or to investment.

"The publisher may give occasional read-

ing notices in return for past favors, or as a

means of obtaining more, and the presenta-

tion of tliis so-called free advertising is noth

ing more or less than an investment.

"Courtesy is one thing. Something for

nothing is another.

"One reason why the advertiser does not

consider advertising space merchandise, is be-

cause the average publisher does not seem

to consider his advertising space of any par-

ticular value to himself.

"The advertising solicitor too frequently de-

preciates the value of his publication by offer-

ing too many concessions, and by presenting

a superabundance of free advertising.

"The publisher who gives away his adver-

tising space, and presents too many courtesies,

injures the value of his paper, and by his own
action proves that his advertising space is not

worth the regular price he charges for it.

"Largely because the publisher appears to

undervalue what he has for sale, is due the

growth and cultivation of the thousands upon

thousands of deadbeats, who demand, as their

right, reading notices of every length and

number.

"This free advertising does not belong to

the advertiser, and he has no more right to

ask for it than he has to demand that his

grocer give him a six-dollar barrel of flour

because he has purchased three dollars' worm
of prunes.

"The regular advertiser in a trade paper, or

in any other publication, by right of courtesy

and by no other right, may be entitled to an

occasional reading notice.

"The intrinsic value of this advertising spac<

in any publication is largely in proportion to

its lack of free reading notices.

"The publication that pays the best is the

one that does not allow its editorial and bus-

iness departments to become too intimate, and

which sells its advertising space, as merchan-

dise, to the advertiser, and sells its reading

matter, as pure reading matter, to the sub-

scriber.

"When the publisher, with discretion, works

in his own interest, there will be very little

'working of the press.'

"The time has arrived for the publishers to

bind themselves together, and collectively

force the advertiser to consider advertising

space merchandise, by first considering it so

themselves.
" 'Working the press,' in these days of sel-

fish competition, will continue, until the brake

is applied to the wheels of journalism, not to

the wheels of trade."
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The career of the
:
:

4 6OUI^E f 9

will not be a ''SKYROCKET AFFAIR."

:
:

I

i

•

3

!

It has been and will continue to

be a gradual rise to prosperity.

We have the WHEEL, PUSH
and BRAINS, and will not fall short

in our aims in making the "OLIVE"

the most popular and salable ma-

chine on the market.

Join hands with us in success

and REPRESENT the ** Ever-

Ready and Reliable * Olive."'

The Olive Wheel Company,

SYRACUSE, N. Y.

Advance Catalogue Ready.

Kindly mention The Wheel
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RECENT PATENTS.

6U:i.t^7 H. OiMBIiiEO COME LOCI MUI AHuDUifr-CArruX 5 0-3..i:{H. UC'YCUS ATTACUMEMT. Jou E Buu. Hub} 30.H4U. BALLS AUD BALL^BEARINOa Til OuiT Bau Com

CRARK-SBAPTS Onui Bnuicc Brtr. Pi., asvnor b> Uie Nnc aD PUad'OM. It. liM Sarttl Ma (16.332. (No model) rAIT. ClavaUlML Otala KlM Oct 1 I8S7

MuiitenrtHOtafWT.MatfUn FiM Srvl 1 1836 SrUl !•<•
,

«oi«n (>«aHMi _ •'fr~'"' w- 1"^^

Oiiai - lo ( ri«nk.«ki>ft b«ann(. tkr rombioxioa, k lib * <b*ll

bk'ioc • cup at un< end. of * tbrnn. • cone ' acrewsd oo ibe wid

•baft and didablf insidr ihf moulb of th« said •Sp. balb b«lweai.

the *aid cup aod coor, a metallic waaber oi> tK« vhaft. a na^har il o>

fleiible material larroundioic the taid metallic waah^r and oovariny

Ibe joint beliteen ibe ihell and th* cup. and a locli nut icreH'ed on

tbe vaid «baf\ aad prottded with a web /bearin«aeaiRst the iraaher

}i, and a llange /' inclo^iax the end portion itf the »aid Bhall. lub-

•uniiallr ai •*! forth

98.64:0. TWO FOR IMPUTIMS PMBUHATIC TIRS& Cbai

a AllO, RodMMar. H. T PUed lUr 12, IStt. Saittl Ha 382.911.

(BoBoM)

Kuatiiat feature.—The reprcAentatioo of a pjramid of balls lur

rounded by a circle Tued lince September 15, 1^7

3 O , 8 3 y . PMEUMATIC TIRES AMD PARIS THBJIBOF III

AanucAii DuiLor Tiu CoaraiT. M«« York, M T nMOol(,l(>7.

Ctaim — 1 Tbe combination of the pi<ton C, the aaddle a, r«at

ia|t aKaiast tba wheal- rim, the ttimip coiiaiitJnK of the head 0, pro-

vided with luKi o », that enter atota in the kidea of the cylinder and

arma II, II, provider! with clawf pp for biHjkinK under tbe edgej*

of the wheel-nm, and the out 1 reatinf oo the cylinder under the

bead (i, tbe whole to arranged aa to cLamp tbe pump to the wheel-

ria by reverse artion of the aa^dle a. and the claws r, r. aa herein

03.100. CYCLE STAMD AND BOliB TRAINER. HiEUT
EIMUUIT, Kmim, M B Piled Jao, 6, U97 Serul No 818,017. .Nn

Bodel)

CToim.— I The combination with a rolauble i-haft geared to a

vehicle-wheel and provided with cluuh nieihbeni, of loiiftitudinally-

raovable and reUtivlyriiUUble rluuh members mounted upon said

^hall and adapted to en^afie the clutch members of the thafl. a wind-

ing-sprint.' ronnected at ita end» with said routable clutch membera,

ratchet-wheels carried by said clutch members, pa-^U to engage said

ratchet-Hheel", and devices for shilling said rotalable ilutch mem-

bers and for reirai'ting the pawls of one of tbe ratchet-wheels car-

ried thereby.

9 3 . .'j 9 7 . FOOT PROPELLED VEHICLE OlOROI J. MlLLAJU

Oroveport, Ohio, assignor of one-luir to Luke Bynie. Columbui, Ohia

.Filed Feb. 3, 1886, SeriAl Ha ST7.869 (No model)

I ^ bicyclr «iip|>-trt .^uipruing front and rear axle-

C .tandard* etch formed of a pair of transversely -alined

, „ '. {M.. .ted together near their tower ends toswing toward each

«iJ»«r at t^atr upper aoda. and spaced apart alvjve said pivota to re

«*tve iba bicycla-whaala a*d permit them to rotate, substantially as

093.902. OOVU FOR rRBOHATIC nUS JiBBWbt.Lod
*^ I^Tt irtipirrT 'tTrTT"-TI frTirT°'n "1 Beory JoMpt

Wntartbro laphaid. am* piMa FlM Apr 9. 18»7 SerW Na
UtJBa (Mo boM.) Ptteotcd In Prvic* Mar 25, 1197 Ma 263,SU

CImim - A pneumatic tire rover tiaviitg formed around its tread

poetisHi two or sioea rows of Ho*ely pitched holes each of which ei-

uchIs eotiraly through tbe cover itaelf. eyelets or bushes sacurad in

sai'J h'iUa so as to reinforra the «ma, and studs of elastic or yielding

Matarul site- '
- - •' .-' ' --r bmhes and having en-

larged heads > ..-Ainst the inner side nf the

f<'>*f 1', t ' . , ; hayond iha outer side of

t s, !. luetic iif s greater diameter than
- >ir bash through which it is forced so

'".I.- ,' '« etpaoded fiver the outer end of the

Sft>d SI' \\\\ sa herein deseribed fi<r the purfMise

Of»3.' ,
- - : .'. J HlfB FOR CYCLE& Jaoot Riddiio. M««

OMMl bA nmt May la WT 8«ml Mo R3A,9I3 (Mo modal)
' *•••. - I la a coasting hub for fsrl... ih^ ,.„mi,i„,(inn .jy, ,

wsp^wfluic^lMA. of a sprorkeuslrr . d<-nily

••nwM«ad«ilk«slMft.a habroU's ..ried— tba syrwekal slaaea. ai>d i»a«iis i
, .,„,.

U Ika k«b. Mhataals^y aa dtrltiil.

fhim I In a fool prqpelled vehicle, the framework compris-
ing a pair of twin iiarallrl side frames hn\ing upper and lower bars
eitanding the entire length of the vehicle and joined together at their
firont and rear t«miinali a plurality of cross-bars connecting the side
framcii. and an upright front head-tube arising from the foremost
croKs-bara and having a brace connection with the front end of one
side frame, thereby providing the framework at one sideef tne head
lube with an o|>en front spare for the free paasage or the operator, a
Ibot'mt covering embracing the foremi>st cr.nw-bars at the baae of
the head lube, a centrally disposed crank banger having opposilely-
eiteiided arms joined respectively to two intermediate crowt-bars, a
saat-post eilended upward from one of said intermediate cro»-bar».
and suiuhie driving mechanism having a rrank shaft joumaled in the
crank-hanger, subsUntially as set forth

K93,UOO. VKHJCLK-WHUL Roun K. MoLiLUa, RoobMtar
M T FlM Jan. 1. 1896 Sarlil Ho 531273 (Mo tDodel)

&U

I'taim — I A bearing for cycles and the like, comprising a tubu-
lar huh or sleeve, an aile, a cap sacured lo the end of the hub or
slaave, and through which the end of the aile projects an annular
racaas in the outer (see ri( the rap around the aile opening, and an
annular flange rarned ujH.n Ihe aile and fitting into and closing the
™ceas, said flange lieing inclined on lU outer side so as lo direct the
dust away from the rereai. and being cooearad on tba aid* tawani
the reraas, suhsuntislly as dsacribad,

97. HU',^. LA<mU BODY lovil M Roiaiwn. PbiUdalphlt.
H PIM July 11897 VnalRae43l97 T%ra o( patanl 7 yew«

'^V..
< ill Uaat 11 ljtt.ij.. Ssv Vert H T.
s. Ms Ml an Tarn '^ pataot 7 yam

(W.. 1U 4mitn «tf > UajtU tfm; wtit—«i»lly as sAo
''*••'• A daatga fbr a Uaun body, sabaualully aa ktrala'

••»«« aad daarvlbwl

tMeniial feature.—The reprcentatibn of a pair of human hands

ritb •>>• fingers and thumbs eitended I'sed since Uecembar, 1085

SUMMARY OK THK W EKK'S I'ATENTS.

593,521. Bicycle Stand. Eugene Fowler, Wadsworth,
Ncv. Filed Feb. 26, 1897. Serial No. 626.140. (No
modi 1.)

5y3,597. Foot-Propelled \chicle. George G. J. Mill-

ar, Groveport, Ohio, assignor oi one-half to Luke G.

Byrne, Columbus, Ohio. Filed Feb. 3, 1S96. Serial

No. 577,869. (No model.)

693,600. \chicle-\\hecl. Robeit K. McLellan, Ro-
chester, N. Y. Filed Jan. 8, 1895. Serial No. 534,273.

(.N'o model.)

593,6.^3. Wheel (or Bicycles. George Hayes, New
York, N. Y. Filed Dec. 19. 1«W. Serial No. 616,301.

(No model.)

593,685. Urive-Chain. Dennis Parry, London, Eng-
land. Filed June 30, 1897. Serial No. 643,027. (No
model.)

593,688. Co.Tsting-Ilub (or Cycles. Jacob Redding,
New Caslle, Ind. Filed May 10, 1887. Serial No.
6.15.913. (No model.)

593,696. Steering Mechanism (or Bicycles. Howard
L. Stanton, Norwich, Conn., assignor o( one-half to

Lester & Wasley, same place. Filed Feb. 18, 1897.

Scri,il No. 624.067. (.\o model.)

593,714. .*^llrockct and Chain Gcarinfc. Frederic E.

Baldwin. New Brighton, .\. Y. Filed Jan. U, 1887.

Serial No. G1S,90;{. (No model.)

51t3,728. lubing. Mark M. NicholU, New York. N.

Y. Filed Feb. 6, 1897. .Serial No. 622.128. (No model.)

.'>!*.'!,728. Bicycle Hanger. Abraham li. Prudcn and
Charles M. W'aterbury, Brooklyn, N. Y., assignors

to Benjamin Blum, New York, N. Y. Filed June
27, 1896. Serial .No. 697,128. (No model.)

593,765. Lock for Bicycles. William H. Pond and

William N. Taipe, Providence, R. I. Filed Aug. 26,

1897. Serial No. 649,573. (No model.)

593,764. Bicycle Wheel Hub. George Burdick, Erie,

Pa., assignor to the I'enn Mnnulacmrtng Company,
same place. Filed Sept. 4, 1896. Serial .No. 604.S28.

(No model.)

693,7Mi. Iltcycle Signal-Alarm and Brake. Charles

O. Sobinski. St. I^uis, Mo. Filed Oct. 26, 1896. Re-

new eil Sept. 17, 1896. Serial No. 606,176. (No model.)

.V.i:i.71ts. Seat or Saddle Support for Cycles or Other

\ cliiclcs. Kdmond J. Byrne, Dundrum, Ireland.

Filed Oct, 5, 1896, Serial No. 607,901. (No model.)

683,812. Bicycle-Support. Otristopher J. O'Connor
and John (i. Hodge, I'hiladelphia, I'a. Filed Dec,

4, 1896 Serial No, 614.446, (No model)

683,814. Bicycle. Louis DcKnngi, Syracuse, N. Y.,

aar.ignor to McKte Jit Harrington, New York, N. Y.

Filed Feb. 13, 1896. Renewed Aug. 7, 1897. Serial No.

6|7,4i«. (.No model.)

GM,872. Coupling-Link fur Repairing Drive-Chains.

Frank Barnharl, Warren, Pa. Filed Aug. 19, 1897.

Serial No, 648,788. (No model.)

G8S.93I. Wheel-Tire. William A. Fries. Brooklyn,

N. Y. Filed Jan. 12, 1897. .Serial No. 618,862, (No
model.)

683,943. Adjustable Handle Bar for Bicycles. Philip
S Kinssland, St. Ixiuis, Mo. Filed Nov. 27, 1896
.Serial No. 613,668. (No model.)

683.962. Cover for Pneumatic Tires, lames West,
I ••ntlnn, Kngland, assignor to James West, George
West aiid Henry josepn Wilbrrforce, Rajiharl, aame
place. Kilrd Apr, 6. 1897, Serial No, B.tU.KU, (.No
model.)
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"593,7 14. SPROCKET-ANDCHAIN OEARING. Fku'DHUC B.

Baldwin, New Brighton, N.Y. Filed Jan. U, 1897. Serial No. 618,903.

(No model.)

5 93 5t>3. CRANK-SHAFT HANOER. PATRICK H BRENNAM,
|
5 y 3 ,2 8 1 . BICYCLE-LANTERN. OSCAR SCHWAEZ, Munictl, Ger-

Syracuse, N.Y." filed Aug. 26,1896. Serial No. 604001. (No oodeL) many. Filed Dec. 5, 1896. Serial No. 614,564. (No model.)

Ciaim.—The combination of a sprocket' wheel and a sprocket-

chain composed of open and solid links, the solid links entering be-

tween the teeth and the wheel being formed or provided between
each two teeth with a supporting-surface immediately in the rear of
or adjacent to the working face of one tooth for one end of the solid

link, which surface inclines from the said tooth outwardly or away
from the center of the_ wheel, and with the remaining parts of the
periphery between the teeth cut away or relatively lower than the

said supporting-surface for the reception of the other cud of the solid

link without affording fulcrum-support for the same

5 93,932. EXTENSION-GEAR WILLIAM E. OOLDINO, Wakefield,

N Y Filed July 28. 1897 Serial No. 646.189. (No model)

Claim.—The combination, with a shaft, and a shell or hub .\ con-

centric with the said shaft, of a ball-cup B inserted in one end of the

said shell and provided with a flange .i bearing against the end of

the shell, a ball-cone U secured on the end portion of the said shaft

and provided with a screw-threaded projection </, a washer of soft

material encircling the said cone and bearing against the end of the

ball-cup, a cap 11 having a flange h encircling the said fl.ingo .s and
the washer, a nnt .) screwed on the projection d and holding the said

cap in position, balls between the said cu,/ and cone, and an oil-tube

F encircling the said shaft and secured into the ball-cup, substau-

tiallv as set forth.

593,696. STEERING MECHANISM FOR BICYCLES. HOWAHB
L. Stanton, Norwich, Conn., assignor of one-half to Lester 4. Wasley
same place. Filed Feb. 18, 1897. Serial No. 624,067 (No model)

Chilli. 1. In an adjustable handlc-biir fur bicycles, the combi-
nation of a post, a handlp^biir provided with a circumferontially-

grooved ratchet-wheel, a box coiniccting the handle-bar to the post,

a spring-actuated pawl located within the post niid adapted to on-

Clalm.— \. The combination with a sleeve, of a crank-shaft com-
prising two sections, each provided upon its inner end with a scarf

and an angular undercut creating a point on each to enter the angle

upon the other, one section being held in said sleeve against longi-

tudinal movement in said sleeve, and the second section being adapted

to be entered into said sleeve and to be thereafter shifted longitudi-

nally by the rotation of said sleeve, to bring said scarf and angle-

joint members into full engagement to lock said sections together, or

to separate and disenj^aj^e them.

5 93,814. BICYCLE, Louis De Rango, Syracuse, N. Y., assignor

to McKee 4. Harrington, New York, N. Y. FUed Feb. 13, 1896. Re-

newed Aug. 7, 1897. Serial No. 647,489. (No model)

Clitiiii - 1. .\n e.\'tcnsion-rim havmg a plurality of flange-s on one
face, and a plurality of bosses on the opposite face, the bosses being
adapted lo be formed into flanges, substantially as shown and de-

scr-ibed

5 93,764. BICYCLE-WHEEL HUB. Qeorqe Burdick, Erie, Pa.,

assignor to the Fenn Manufacturing Company, same place. Filed

Sept. 4, 1896. Serial No. 604,828. (Ho model)

.J

Claim.— in a bicycle, tho combiuation of the steering-fork liav

iiig exteusioas above its cvown, a jounial-coiie on said crown, the

lower end of the head of the frame supported on said cone, said ex-

tensiou3 being joined above said head and formed integral and formed

with a screw-threaded eye thereat, a lougitudinally-adjustable stem

in said eye and provided with a journal-cone io its lower end to sup-

port the upper end of the aforcaid head, a jam-nut on said stem to

hold the same in its adjusted position, a lonpitudinally-adjustabie han-

dle-bar stem in the aforesaid stern, and a clamp thereon to hold said

handle-bar stem in its adjusted position a.s set forth.

5 93,653. WHEEL FOR BICYCLES. tiEORGE Haybs, New York,

N. Y. Filed Dec. 19, 1896. Serial No. 616,301. (No model.)

Claim.— 1. The combination with the steenng-post of a bicycle,

a stem, the upper end of which is provided with a transverse perfo-

ration, a lug adjustably secured in each end of the perforation, a

steering-wheel provided with a two-part hub, and means for securing

said parts of the hubs together and for securing them to the lugs,

5 93.9-43. ADJUSTABLE HANDLE-BAR FOR BICYCLES. PaiUP

S. KiNGSLAND, St. Louis. Mo. Filed Nov 27. 1896, Serial No. 613,568,

(No njodeL)

r
III _ ri

'

11

1^^

Ctiiiiii.— 1. In a lantern for bicycles and the like, the combina-

tion, with a reflector provided with a sleeve, of a lamp provided with

a wick -tube arranged to engage the sleeve, and means for detachably

lockinfi: the lamp to the reflector.

593,463. WHEEL-TIRE. AUEED A . b'URST, London, England

Filed Jaa i 1897. Serial No. 617,902. (No model)

Claim.— 1. A tire for wheels, consisting of a rigid, main, tubular

ring or hoop, circular in cross-section and made of celluloid, xylc.iite

or other suitable hard material more or less yielding, of a smaller

inflatable bag or chamber in direct contact with such ring and adapted

when inflated to conform itself to the contour of such ring and also

to conform to the^ contour of the groove of the wheel-rim, and of a

flexible covering inclosing such ring and bag,

593,443 . DETACHABLE CARRIER FOR BICXCLES. WlUIAM

M. Tegaht, MoosomiL, Canada Filed Dec. 31, 1896. Serial No. 617,670.

(No model)

Claim.- 1. A carrier, comprising a back-frame adapted to be

clamped to the steering-head of a bicycle, and a supporting-bracket

or bottom frame formed of two sections haviug a hinged and sliding

connection with each other, the inner section being hinged to the

back-frame, substantially as described.

5 9 3,925. INCANDESCENT BURNER FOR LANTERNS, to.

James W. Dearing. Brooklyn, N. Y., assignor to Emellne Parfltt, same

place. Filed Feb. 6, 1897. Serial No. 622,310. (No model)

Clairn 1 .\ filament-carrier tor lanterns, comprising a sleeve

having a flange at its upper end and provided at said upper end with

uprights apertui'cd and having notches in their edges, substantially as

described

5 9 1,930. AUTOMATIC GUIDING ATTACHMENT FOR BICY

CLES. HCRACB a Plummkr, Maplewood, Ind, Filed Oct, 30, 1896.

Serial No. 610,553. (No model)

Claim.— 1 A wheel for bicycles and other vehicles, having a cen-

tral axlo-hub within the hollow of a special spoke-nave, the two con-

nected together rcsiliontly by two sotj* of arc suspensory springs, one
•set to each end of the axle-hub, both seta externally arranged, the

springs standing out from the axlo hub transversely thereto, and each
set constituing a congeric of arcs parallel to the plane of the wheel,

essentijilly as sot forth

5 9 B , (j 8 5 . DRIVE-CHAIN. DENIS Parrv, London, Ennliind,

Filed Juno 30, 1897. Soriiil Nn, 6«,0a7. (No model)
-mi •? r

Hi;^ '

Cluim In II (lriving-i;h''iu and in combination, w divided link

cnni])i)!U'd of parts, each part having a stud at oithor end formod out

of \\\v solid mclnl and nrojocting inwardlv and a reoosscd portion
oiitiii-iy jtrounti oiu'h siiul, a huii- torn nin through tlio hudy hortiona,

,
-^^ « . . »

the hu'ter and the en.l.~ of tho studs being flush so that thov arc
<"'""" ' '^" a»'on««l>c gniding atluchment for bloyclw con-

iidnnted <u Hbut ftffuinst the corresnondin<r nortioni. of the oth«; n»rt 'i»l«ngof a head-block adapted lo be attAchod to the lower part ot a
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Secretary,

KIRK BROWN.

604-506 West Fourteenth Street, New York.

'i

TRADE CHANGES.

ARIZONA.
Phoenix.— Fay H. Knowlton, given bill of sale.

CALIFORNIA.
Pomona.— H. M. Martin, succeeded by Martin .S:

Patterson.

San Hcrnardino.—E, D. S. Chapman, gave chatttrl

mortgage (or 1260.

COLORADO.
Colorado Springs.—The Colorado Cycli" Sr Supply

Co., new store in DeGraff block.

Denver.—The Denver Wheel Co., chattel mortgage

for tll^.

Leadville.— Kyle-Lanphier Cycle Co., reported dis-

solved partnership.

CONNECTICUT.
Hartford.—The Cycle Supply Co., organized to do

a general manufacturing business; capital, $9,000. Sub-

scribers- D. J. Post, Curtis II. Veedcr and H. W.
Lester.

New Haven.—Uadley & Parmlee, reported dissolved

partnership. Business discontinued.

IDAHO.
Boise City.—C. R. Hildebrand, gave chattel mort-

gage for nss.

McCammon.- Jas. J. iJwyer, gave a chattel mort-

gage for t70.

ILLINOIS.

Chicago.— Benlley Cycle Co., reported recorded chat-

tel mortgage for $1,000.

Chicago.—Tumbull & Cullerton Metal Lath Co., cer-

tified to change of name to the Vim Bicycle Co.; also

to enUrgement of object of incorporation and decrease

of capital slock from tSO.OOO to 12,000.

Pillwood.— Lyman & Clawson, new store.

Peoria. — Palee Bicycle Co. incorporated by Fred
t';itre. H. A. Simpson and Chas. F. Vail; capital,

115,000.

Springfield.- RokkerSl. Clair Airless Tire Co., in-

ci>rp<>raled by H. W. Kokker, O. C. St. Clair, W. A.
(ouihway and A. II. Athrrton, to manufacture bi-

cycle lire*; capital stock, t^.rioo.

INDIANA.
InHiaiiapnli*. !„ Hildebrand, new repair store tt

MonumrnI place.

Marion. Thad Butler will manufacture bicycles.

Michigan City.- Allen Mfg. Co., receiver's salr an-

nounced for Nov. Mlh.

Richmond.- Richmond Bicycle Co., attachment in

favor of A. J. (irar. ShrrifT levied on stock in Ne*
York tlof^

KANSAS
Wichita. \ I. Itenactt, formerly of Kmporia, re-

moved In this city.

MICHIGAN.
Breckcnrtdgc— H. J. Zuhter, wild out tn C. A

Zubirr

t harlotle.—P. McNanghlon ft Son. foundrymen.
ami " " 'r, n1 the * '

cor»- inlercili

!»' Hoff, r»i...; ..u,,ii...ii

g»«'
!'' ' Heissnrr, reported gave bill of sal?

(or tW.
Klii|r**ill«-—H. Scratch burned out; loss, COOO.

MISSOURI.

Kanau City.—Rodda Bro«., chattel mortgagr for

no?.

*^t T..>u!« .Mufh'mini CA»t»fig C..»itt nijnir'. • ,irr

NEW HAMPSHIRE.
Lakeport.—J. F. Sanders, assigned to A. \'. Locke.

NEW JERSEY.
East Orange.—C. A. Spear & Co., Main street,

closed out.

New.-»rk.—Beck Bicycle Saddle Co., reported gave

Judgment for ti(A.

Trenton— Eastern Rubber Co., plant, etc., sold by
receiver to Edmund C. Cook for $31,500.

NEW MEXICO.
Silver City.—Munson & Piper, dissolved partner-

ship. E. C. Piper continues.

NEW YORK.
New York.—Jos. & John Henriques, judgment for

J131 taken by Sager Mfg. Co.

New York.—The New York Cycle Mfg. Co., judg-

ment for $109 taken by the Wilkinson Mfg. Co.

OHIO.
Delaware.—The Delaware Bicycle Co. (Williams &

Stednian) closed on writ of attachment.

ONTARIO.
Woodstock.—H. A. Canfield, reported made an as-

signment.

PENNSYLVANIA.
Philadelphia.—I^wler & Urban, new store at 409

Girard avenue.

I'hil.idelphia.—W. H. Walk admitted B. B. Stevens

to partnership and will manufacture bicycles at 1619

Cnlherine street. They will devote particular atten-

tion to building tandems, triplets, etc.

Rea<ling.—John Wanamaker will establish a bicycle

agency here.

RHODE ISLAND.
Bristol.—The llylield Rubber Co.'s new factory is

now in operation.

TEXAS.
Fort W orth.—J. 11. llragassa, sued on a draft.

Galveston.—Glover, Tobleman & Co., reported sold

out.

WASHINGTON.
Aberdeen.—H. L. Cook & Co., new store.

Seattle.—Fred Shute. judgment for 172.

E.XPORTS FOR THE WEEK.

ICxports of bicycles and cycle material from

port of New York for week ending November
Kitli

:

Bicycles. Material.
British possesnions in Africa ... 1719
Bremen 8,746 $1,S:";

British West Indies 843 1.11

Briti«h Australia 42.*

("adir 12
( I'pcnhagen US
(i.noa 140 125
Hamburg 1176 M
Havre 29t
t.nrdon 1,187
Mexico SOO
frrii 60
K' ttrrdam 70

supctiitumUnt.
1

IN PAIR HAWAII.

It ji rsiimatcrl that 1..100 bicycles are owned
in Iloncilnlti, the population of po.ssiblc ridcr.s

bring placed at 5,000. The duty on bicycles

in 10 per cent. The retail price, since the re-

duction, in from $M to $100 for .standard high-

grade wheels.

ACTS THAT WAV.
The Wild Man of Borneo who comes to

town and buys a gold brick or "a $100 bicycle

for only $19.8U" becomes much wilder.

PATENTED TRADE-MARKS.

30.827. Bicycles. The Thorsen Company, Chicago,

111. Filed July 3, 1897. Essential feature—The repre-

sentation of an ax. Used since Aug. 1, 1897.

30.828. Bicycles. The Thorsen Company, Chicago,

111. Filed Sept. 10, 1897. Essential feature—The word
"Wabash." Used since May, 1896.

3U,S29. Bicycles. Charles E. Walbridge and Harry
Walbridge, Buffalo, N. Y. Filed Jan. 27. 1897. Es-

sential feature
—"Kenmore." Used since Jan. 1, 1895.

30.830. Velocipedes. R. H. Wolff & Co., Limited,

New York, N. Y. Filed Aug. 26, 1897. Essential

feature—The words "Wolflf-American." Used since

June 2, 1894.

30.831. Bicycle Lamps. The E. P. Breckenbridge

Company, Toledo, Ohio. Filed Aug. 12, 1S97. Es-

sential feature—The word "Klondyke." Used since

Aug. 1, 1897.

30.832. Bicycles. Hubs, Pedals, Handle-Bars,

Frames, and Cycle Parts. The Snell Cycle Fitting

Company, Toledo, Ohio. Filed Oct. 14, 1897. Es-

sential feature—The word "Snell." Used since Jan.,

1896.

30,838. ,\rticles Composed in Whole or in Part of

Rubber. Including Tires, Hose, Belting and Horse-

shoes. The Whitman & Barnes Manufacturing Com-
pany, Akron, Ohio. Filed July 26, 1897. Essential

feature—the representation of a diamond with the

letters, character and abbreviation "W. & B. Co.,"

at the corners thereof.

.•{0,S.t9. Pneumatic Tires and Parts Thereof. The
.American Dunlop Tire Company. New York, N. Y.

Filed Oct. 9, 1897. The representation of a pair of

human hands with the fingers extended.

SOME HANDY EXTRAS.

Rural riders and others whose homes hap-

pen to be distant from the haunts of good
repairers, when purchasing new wheels should

get half-a-dozen spare spokes, to have them
on hand in case of accident. There is no
great skill required to put a new spoke in the

majority of wheels made to-day. It may want
a little careful bending to thread it through

the hole in the hub, and care must be exer-

cised in screwing it to the proper tension. aUo
see that the end does not protrude through

the nipple and stand up in the bed of the rim;

if so, it must be filed down, or it will inevit-

ably cause a puncture.

Even where there is a local repairer handy it

is a satisfaction to have spokes of a proper

gauge for him to put in, for it often happens

that the repairer has not the particular gauge

required, so puts in a tliicker spoke, which is

not only unsightly, but is apt to spoil the

tension of the wheel and cause the other

spokes to go.

Rural riders will also find that spare nuts to

fit the different adjustable parts of the machine

will come in useful, for those particular nuts

which have to undergo the adjusting process

pretty often gradually lose their corners

under the action of the wrench, and become
so round that no spanner can obtain a fair

grip. Of course, this may be avoided to a

great extent by the careful use of a really good

wrench.
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AND IT CAME TO PASS.

Time, after all, is the great comedian. He
brings together the things that were farthest

apart, he makes commonplace that which was

once impossible. But, unfortunately, most

people die while the process is going on, or

if they live tihey forget.

Twenty years ago, if any one had prophes-

ied that Italy would ever be given over to the

worship of Wagnerian music, he would have

been called a lunatic; but even a lunatic could
not imagine the spectacle of a iHock of Wag-
nerites going from Milan to Bayreuth on bi-

cycles. Such a thing never o'ccurred to the
boldest burlesquer. He left it to that arch
humorist, Time.

PRICE SEEMS HIGH.

A Brooklyn man has brought a queer suit

against the city. In his complaint he alleges

that, alighting from a* car, he stepped over on

the sidewalk and was there knocked down by

an unidentified man riding a bicycle. The
suit-bringer's contention is that the city is re-

sponsible for the accident in that it allowed

the bicycle on the sidewalk. The injured one

modestly asked the city for only $25,000,'

which, he believed, would pay for all the dam-

ages he received. A partly sympathetic jury

awarded an .$1,800 verdict, which a wholly un-

sympathetic city will contest the payment of

in a higher court.

FOR COMFORT'S SAKE.

Loose garments in cold weather, whether

for riding or other uses, are always warmer
than tight-fitting ones, not only because they

offer no obstruction to the circulation of the

blood, but also because they permit a layer

of warm air between the skin and the outside

cold. The cufTs, however, should be closed up

against the rapid influx of air, either by a

buttoned strap permanently attached to the

sleeve, or 'by the temporary use of a rubber

band at the wrist.

Lies about a wheel that are not alloyed w'th
a certain amount of truth are rarely danger-
ous.

THE SAFETY OILER
f iP^ y wm

The Best Selling Oiler Made.

The only oiler that reaches every part

of the wheel with ease. No parts to

lose. No oily clothes. Made of brass,

heavily nickeled. New prices for

1898.

THE SAFETY OILER CO.,

65 Nassau Street, New York.

MaDINGSTAtlDARD

12^ Nothing Succeeds Like Success.

t^* t^* t^* t^*

READING

STANDARD

BICYCLES.

Over one-half of our whole output sold.

Facts speak louder than words.

The agent who wants tlie best wheel in

the market at the lowest price writes to

THE READING STANDARD MFG. CO.,

Reading, Pa.

QifvaMmoNiovaHI

IF YOU PtACE AN ORDER FOR CHAINS •

BEFORE WRITING US FOR PRICES ON •

^rown Chains
YOU MAKE A MISTAKE.

Manufactured QROWN ELECTRICAL MFG. CO.,
ST. CHARLES, ILt.

Sold by

THE THORSEN COMPANY,
X 56 Fifth Avenue. CHICAGO. X
• Kindly mention The Wheel. •

gTANDARD
STEEL BALLS

\\\\*f"///

Are made by the latest improved process, insuring: the
greatest accuracy. They are as near a perfect sphere as
human ingenuity can produce. The finish of the Standard
Balls surpasses all other makes.

Standard Rivets
Are guaranteed accurate in all their dimensions,

and are being used by the most prominent chain

manufacturers.

HOFFMANN MACHINE CO.,
143d Street and Amsterdam Avenue.

Kindly mention The Wheel. ^EW YORK CITY.
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EMPLOYMENT COLUMN.
AniAirrii r*eelve4 m confidence and forwarded «'ihi>ut cnarfire.

Rate: 85 worcli*, one time, 50 cent*; tl-irce timen, Si.oo.
50 wi>r<lt«. one time, 5i.c»o; four tlme««, S3.00.
75 ivorcl*. one time, 5i.5o ; four timea, Ss-oo.

Dlspla^'od Aclvertl«»en-ien<»:
One-liHlf Inch, one time, 5i.oo: four tlnriea, $3.00.
One Inch, one time. Si.50: four tln:ies, 55.00.

HlTVATKlNM WA.MfcU HELP WANTKU.
Pusiiion wanted by man with fifteen years" experience at frame making. brazirR,

blini;, liniihinc asseinblinK, wheel makinE. trucng. setiinR. etc.; understands the

above jobs (humughlv and handling ol iiclp; references. Address Chainlrss. 3S8

Bergen Street, iiarrisun. .\. ). ll-M-p

Advertisements in this column free. Letters received and forwarded in confi-

dence.

An r\i rr:rr!. . .1 Mcvcle Salesman who has made three successful trips throufih
1' V, will be open December 1st lur an cnKagement wilh some

lurinK company, for representation abroad; can guarantee to

vc. ; vheels. Address Asher, care of The W heel. if

W. F. Carpenter, cycle-builder and repairman, late of Memphis Tenn., can have
permanent position and good salary (fuaranteed by writing to J. H, Neustadt, St.

Louis, Mo. ( Personal.)

A well-known, thoroughly practical superintendent desires situation: can give
bMi service in bicycle, sewing machine, firearms, typewriter and similar manufac-
turing: tweniytive years'expcricrce supervising; can prove success and long service

in previous places by those served; never discharged by previous employers .ind can
give them and other well known gentlemen for references; am German-American,
AL^c 4.1. nu fossil, strong, healthy and fully abreast of the limes. Address "Discipline."

care of 1 he Wheel. 13-10 p

Wanted— By man of twelve years' experience in every branch of retail and
wholesale trade, position on traveling or office forcp of eastern concern; Al refer-

ences Address, -. W. M. care The Wheel. iff

ENAMELER.

Wanted—A practical and thoroughlv experienced enameler, capable of doing
first-class work ; permanent position for the right man. Address Enameler, care of
The Wheel, with full information and references.

Wanted Traveling man visiting the bicycle trade wishing a good side line on
commission: or nc* puncture-proof tire is a quick seller. Straus Tire Co.. 137
Duane St., New York City.

TAKING LONG CHANCES.

"I have I limited the .\lp.s!"

The miicli-travcled man looked up at the

marhic coat tails of Christopher Columbus

and then buttoned his own overcoat.

"I have crossed N'iajjara Falls on a rope!"

He took a long dran^^ht from a pocket flask.

".And I have swum across the Ganges sur-

rounded by sharks and whales. Now I will

undertake the most perilous venture of my
life!"

Nerving himself with a final draught, and

turning his eagle eye in all directions to find

an opening in the tangle of |>nssing cycles. In-

started to cross the Boulevard at the circle on

Sunday afternoon.

<< WHEELMEN'S RESORTS.'

Sherman Houne, Babylon, L.. I.

Thx Atlantic Inn, Grant City, S. I.

HE COULD OFFER NO ENCOURAGEMENT.

Said the ner>ous rider to the riding-school

teacher after the four hundred and ninety-sixth

fall: "Do you think I shall ever learn?"

"I am afraid not, madam; you seem to be a

born 'nc'er-do-wheel'."

OPEN TO CONVICTION,

It docs not require an unreasonably strong

intent to convince a man that he has un-

it fl hi=; nliiiifv .is n ridrr.

Mayer Plating Dynamos
Are Unexcelled.
N«>t Prloeil.

v Gals, of ,1 .

^°- Nickel. '
""

2 aio $ :o
3 TOO 100
4 1,400 100
5... L",8(I0 ii".

Plating Supp 'et.

.i Complete Outfits.

-^ Maiwell M. Mayer,

2dAv.l2?dSt..N.Y.

COX'S TIRE....

Repair Outfit..
Best in the world. Perfectly simple-

Absolutely sure.

The foUowinfi Tire Manufacturing Com-
panies have adopted it:

Diamond Rubber Co., New York Tire Co.,
Home Rubber Co., Canadian Rubber Co.,
New Jersey Rubber Co., Spaulding & Pe(>-
pcr Co., Hodgman Rubber Co , Revere
Rubber Co., Whitehead Bros. Rubber Co..
Mineralized Rubber Co.

COX & TINGLEY,
ELIZABETH, N. J.

25
PERFECT

CTS.

.^<r

aPERFECT" OILER.
BRST IV TIIF. WdKT.D

IK)E» NOX LEAK.
A nrrf«iiy for high-gr*dr whrrN

CTS.

:(^ffip

STAR" OILER.
Bent of cheaper oilcrn. Second to none but the

|

' Perfect." Made only In the best manner pns>.ible.

CUSHMAN & DENISON, Mfrs,, 174 Ninth Ave., N. Y.
Kindly mention The \\ herl.

SKCTIONAI,

Bicycle ScrewPlaies.
.\ilju!.t.il>lc Dies, with Solid .Steel Guides,

ALL SIZHS. AM, THRKADS.
Derby and Machinist Screw Plates.

viKW «)!' i>iK Cutting Machine Screw Sizes.

-^ \Ni) r.fit.i- AIho % 5.16, Vi, 7-16, Vj inch, with Jo,

-» -•?, }\ iiid 26 thn-ads.

g^ Also all the BIKMI>CH/\>1 WIRE CADGE SIZES.

^B IMorc than rivc Hundred Assortments.

BITTERFIKI D & CO., DLKBY LHE. VT.. rock island. CANADA.

FOR SALE, EXCHANGE, WANTS.
TWENTY-FIVE WORDS, 35 CENTS.
Each additional word two cents. Caah In-

Tariably In advnncA.

\yANTED-.5.flfX)'9tJ, 97 or 98 bicycles, wi:h or with-
*' out tires; will pay spot cash; must be cheap; also

will buy second-hand wheels W. H. Walker & Co.,
Chambersburg, Pa. lI-96-p.

TJICYCI-E TRl'NKS-For sale sever.il Taylor Bicycle
'-' Trunks and one Tandem Trunk in itood order at cut
prices. Stephen Ballard Rubber Co., ISt Chambers St.,

New York. 13-3 c.

Y\7ANTI" D-New Vork representative by Philadelphia
'• concern to sell patent bicycle lamp on commission.
Must be experienced and furnish references and be ac-
quainted with buvers. Good opportunity for rlnht party.
Box .^48. Philadelphia. tf c

THE^EiTHSinilEOlEAPESr

|TH[ STANDAto UNDERWEAliOF THEWORLa|

^^^^̂^'^c.

.C^!

2vi'

lllusfraled Calalosue Free by Mail.

MAIN RICTAIL stork:

16 West 23d St.. New York.

BRANCHRS.
^ j^ ^y jjj^,^ ^.^

NEW
DEPARTURE

BELLS,

BRAKES,

CYCLOMETERS.

John H. Graham & Co.,

I 1 3 Chambers St.. New York

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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Build Wheels with Bi-Gear Hubs
Repairmen and bicycle dealers who bviild a few wheels during the winter, will find it a profit-

able investment to fit them with the BI-GEAR HUB, instead of the common rear hub.

Our '98 IModel is out, and any orders placed now will be for the latest model for the entire

coming season. THERE WILL ALSO BE NO CHANGE IN PRICES.

and work up a trade in Bi-Gears during the winter. The Bi-Gear stands the wear and tear of use on tandems as well as on
single wheels. Specification blanks and catalogues sent on request.

P. S.—If you ride a single-tube tire, send 30 cents in stamps for a »'SURE THING " Tire Mender, and always
carry it in your vest pocket.

THE BROWN-LIPE GEAR CO., SYRACUSE. N. Y.

KEENE....
Semi-Automatic Rim Drill.

Drills and Countersinks

24, 28, 32, 36 or 40

Holes in 2 to 3 I^inutes.

CHUCK ADMITS BIMS 24 in.

TO 30 in.

AH Adjustments Are Instan-
taneous.

No Repair Shop Com-

plete Without It.

DISTRIBUTING AGENTS.

THE ELASTIC TIP CO.,

Boston, Chicago and San Fran-

cisco.

ST. LOUIS CYCLE CO.,

St. Louis, Mo.

BICYCLE REPAIRERS' TOOL
COMPANY,

Chicago, III.

HARTLEY & GRAHAM,
New York.

SH4RPLESS & WATTS,
Philadelphia.

EUROPEAN AGENTS.

ALTSTAEDTER & CO.,

15-25 Whitehall St.,

New York.

Crimml 2, Hamburg.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

NEW ENGLAND CYCLE SUPPLY COMPANY,
86 Myrtle St., Keene, N. H.

IT IS WINNING ON ITS MERITS.

Wide-awake Dealers
are after it ^^^a.

Ttie DPBadnod^til Tire.

POSITIVELY PUNCTURE-PROOF.
Minimum of vibration—because the tread g^ves enough to bridge

minor depressions, while the major yield is in the walls of the tube.
THAT LrOi\01TUJDlMAJL RIB reduces friction and elim-

inates suction.

THE BROAD, FL,AT SURFACE makes it ride easy on
sandy roads.

THAT ARTICUEATED TREAD BAWD is invulnerable
(joints and all), and it yields with the tire.

THE RIB and THE EDGE prevent side-slipping absolutely.

Better write to us for a sample.

DREADNOUGHT TIRE CO.,
253 Broadway, New York.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

Screw-Cutting Die Head
Self-Opening and Adjustable. - - -

Releases the Thread Automatically,

Especially Designed for Threading

BICYCLE HUBS, TUBING and FITTINGS.

Any kind or style of thread, sizes from bicycle spokes to six inches diameter.

We are also fitted up for drilling irregular shaped holes, such as square,

D shape, hexagon, etc., either straight or tapered, for bicycle crank fitting.

Geometric Drill Co..
patentees and Sole Manufacturers. Westville, Conn.
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BALDWIN DETACHABLE CHAINS
Have jjrowii in favor in 1897. Any ]>art can l)c replacfd by ilie rider on the spot. Superior lor durability, smooth

running and correct construction. The only chain with tool-steel rivets. We show a nice N-ariety

of styles and ])rices to suit the times. Write for (juotations.

BALDWIN CYCLE CHAIN CO., Worcester, Mass.

brazinTgraphite.
A pure, flour graphite that abso-

lutely prevents the sticking of the brass

to the tubing. It is not affected by
the greatest heat. It saves time and
money, as little if any filing is nec-

essiirv. Send for sample.

Joseph Dixon Crucible Co.,
JERSEY CITY. N. J.

The Robinson Bicycle Trainer

ii the best machine on the market
for gymnasiums. c>xlisls and people of
sedentary habits. Built of iron and
^tcel. Runs exactly like a bicycle,
lieavy fly-wheel to produce the same
momentum. Handles and saddle ad-
)u<iable. Ratchet sprocket on from
uxle prevents motion in back wheel
when foothold is lost. Half-mile wall
dial with accurate f^ear. Address
KuiiissoN Bicycle Trainer Co., Ltd.,

Meadville. Pa.

PHOTO
WOOD

elCCTROTYPINg
Ati ooMe OMTHC pitcnises

'HARTFORD. CONN,

All American Wheelmen who desire to keep them-
•elvei polled upon matters concerning the Cycle
Trade and Sport of Europe, should subscribe to

THE CYCLIST
AND BiCTCLIMC AND TRICYCLING TRADES REVIEW.

The only rccognixed authoritT of English trade and
manufacture. M pages weekly. Sent post free to
any part of America for one rear. 12.60. American
•ubscriplion agent. F. P. rriaf, 88 West Broadway,
New N ork City.
American manufacturers having new ideas to in-

troduce io machines or sundries should advertise inTKE O^X^OLIST.
Termt on applicalion to II.IFFK A STURMEY.

It llisTroiD Stiikt. Covimtit. Eholahd.

Mrmfn>r» of the Anirrlrnn Trmlp rlsltlni; Kng-
\mn>\ nrr tnttlrti t<i cull r»t Till: CVCI.IST Onicc
At <'«i* r nl r f .

The Best Advertising for tlie

Irish Trade is

THE
IRISH CYCLIST.

Spectincn topy and adverti.Hing rates on
•pjiliration to

R. J. ^rXRtDY a CO.. Ud.. Proprietors.

»r» Middle Ahhc> St., r)l III IN.

PATENTS
Btlna. with aiivlfl

ifl y*u kB'W whvlbOT
Atmtr
I will

Jl laiorwiaiiaB \n*

I ' ' irfd in the United
j'« snd Foreign

11 n I r I » 1 Trade-
iT»flii, drsiins, labels
• n'l cnpyrighis Send

pk'M'.fraph. or iketch. and
e»a otrtaia • pataot.

UcOtll Btdfl , aWM "G" St.. N VV . VVasb'ro*. D. C

Spokes and Nipples a Specialty.
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

JAMESVILLE MFG. CO., JAMESVILLE. N. Y.
Kindly mention The Wheel.

GRANULATED^AW BONE
Casc-Hardcning and Coloring,

MANUFACTURHU IIV

THE ROGERS & HIBBARD CO.,
Middletown, Conn. P. O. Box No. 1400.

Our pamphlet, "How to Case-Harden," sent free to
any address.

TEACHERS.
Union Teacliern' A^cneteH of America. Rev. L. D. Bass,
D. D., Manager. Pittsburg, Pa., Toronto, Can., New Orleans, La.,
Neiv York, N. Y., Washington, D. C, .San Francisco, Cat., Chicago,
III., St. Louis, Mo., Denver, Colo. There are thousands of positions

to be filled during the school term, caused by resignations, deaths, etc. We had over 8,000 va-
cancies last season. Unsurpassed facilities for placing teachers in any part of the U. S. or Can-
ada. One fee registers in 9 offices. Over 95 per cent of those who registered before August
secured positions. Addrc^H All A|>plU*ullonM lo PIllaburK, Pa.

ROYAL PURPLE Kibbiin Hadges with I,.

A.W.Kmblemin I'UKE
<>(>LI>; (fu.iranteed not to tarnish. Suitable for handle-
bar, hat, coat, sweater, etc. Price to L. A. W. members
15 ceiita, in coin or postal order -not stamps. Initial or
private device or L. A. W. number if desired, extra
Agents wanted. Special rales to clubs.

RHINE & CO. (I-. A. W. la.OT),

Mention The Whotl. 775 Broadway, New York Clt».

PHOENIX BICYCLE LLCCACE CARR ER.
Nickel springs and buckles,

russet lealner str.ips J^ x ^ in.

May be adjusted to or removed
from any handlebar in an in-

stant (see .^). Excellent hand-
hold when not in use as a car-

rier (see A). If dealer cannot
furnish, we will mail postpaid
]ipr pHlr. If not satisfactory,
refund money Wcw.inl every

rider ti> see them : a coat or wrap at this season may save
your life. N. H. BENJAMIN & CO.. Phoenixville Pa.

PATAPLD FOR
on receipt of I'rlce, 'i.lc

return at once, and we wi

^PADDED SADDLES

TABER FELT CO
FREDONIA.N.Y.

^\ HANDLE BARS
' ^ FORK SIDES

^. 'PROTECTOR REVOLVERS
c<«R«P»«c«E PERFECTION PADLOCKS
10UC..CD-3 AMES SWORD CO CHICOPEE. MASS

BICYCLE CEI^IENTS.
Manufactured on Scientific Principles and Chemically

Constructed.

FOK AVOOI) AND STKEI, RIMS.
Liquid Tire Cement.

quick drying.

Regulsr Hard Tire, ib-

solulelTwiter-proof.

Patching Cement lor

Inner Tubes.

Plugging Cement.

Sperm Cycle Oil.

We guarantee our Cements and will return money if

not satisfactory.

CEO. W. REEVES,
Bic)cle Cements, Chemicals and Naval Stores,

No. !.> N. rroiil St., riill:i<l<'l|.liiil, I'll.

'•ss*»s*»s•.ss^s

SUBSCRIPTION BLANK.
P O. tOX, 444 N Y.

I enclose $2.00 in payment of one year's subscription,

commencing with issue of „..„„_

Name,

Address.

City,

State..
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THE

BEVINFOOT BRAKE
New 1898 Model.

Weight, 7 Ounces.

Ample Adiustment for All Wheels.

Fitted with Special Attachment for OVAL
FORK-CROWNS if desired.

WARRANTED NOT TO RATTLE.
All Parts are Brass, and the Shoe is a Solid

Bronze Casting.

Has Stood the Test of Three Years, and is

the Only Satisfactory Foot Brake Made.

(Clipping from Hartford Courant, May 10, 1897.)

Wheelman Fatally Injured.

Middletown, N. Y., May lo.—James Ken-
nedy, while bicycling down a hill at Goshen
yesterday, placed his foot between the fork to
act as a brake, and was thrown heavily to the
ground. His skull was fractured and it is ex-
pected that he will die.

DON^T TAKE ANY CHANCES
Price, By Mail, 75c.

FOR SALE BY ALL JOBBERS.

BEVIN BROS. MFG. CO.,
Sole Manufacturers,

East Hampton, - . . Conn., U.S.A.

Beacon Non.Pungturable Tire Covers.

Prevent punctures and preserve tires. Can be applied

to any tire, new or old, single or double tube. $2.50 per

pair, sent C. O. D. Trade discounts. Write for circulars.

SOMERVILLE TIRE CO., SomervJIle, Mass.

THE MORSE

Roller Joint Chain.

Resnlts

:

RUNS TH1S^»—>-WAY

Every Joint is a

Frictionless Rocker Bearing.

NO FRICTION-NO WEAR.
NO WEAR-NO STRETCH.
NO STRETCH-NO WEAR-
ING OFF OF SPROCKETS.

99 1-3 per cent efficiency.

Guaranteed not to stretch more than

% inch during a season.

Send for Catalogue.

MORSE MFC. CO.,
TRUMANSBURQ. N. Y.

vsNSsv'ySs»*.sv*.*«s.*.svvvs*»^>^i*»^>^>s^l^>^>^>^>s^>s^>^^>^^^»vvs^T^^»«»*^^^

UNDER THE AUSPICES OF THE

National

Sportsmen's Association.

FOURTH ANNUAL

Spomitten's

Bposjiion

" Bicycle $l>ow,
Madison Square Garden, New York,

JANUARY 13 to 22, 1898.

Educational Exhibit of Sportsmen^s Equipments and Appliances.

Bicycles and Bicycle Sundries. Fly Casting, Shooting,
Bowling and other Contests. Live Specimens of

Wild Game, Birds and Fish.

Apply at once for diagrams, application blanks, and particulars, to

Secretary, FRANK W. SANGER,
P. O. Box 2325, N. Y. City, or Manager Madison Square Garden Co.,

377 Broadway. New York.

SPECIAL NOTICE.—For fa.OO any gentleman may become a member of the
National Sportsmen's Association, membership entitling him to free admission to the
Sportsmen's Exposition, reduced rates at Association hotels, one year's subscription to
the Official Bulletin, and other privileges, which can be learned of by addressing the
Sportsmen's Association, P. O. Box 2325, N. Y. City, for application blank and prospectus.

>SVS^VVVS^VVVVS*»VS^VtS*»S^i^>S*»SN»*»«»*»«»*»*.N'»SVV*»'»«»»»«»'»«»*»*tV»*»»»*»SS»»*'>*»*»*»»^^

BIKE METRL.
HANGERS, SPROCKETS,
HANDLE-BAR STEMS, HEAD LUGS,

Machined or Plain Castings.

SEAT-POSTS,

Etc.

Our 1898 Bike Metal is as strong as steel. Malleable iron has hard surface; the outer surface

of Bike Metal is as soft and as easily machined as grey iron. Send for sample and catalogue.

ACME MALLEABLE IRON WORKS,
BUFFALO, N. Y.Kindly mention The Wheel.

THROUGH TOURIST SLEEPING OSS,

S CAUrORNIA I

PPAIRI
MOUNTAIN AND COAST

PERSONALLY

(ONDICTED
EXCIRSIONS,

CHICAGO r

EVERY ^
li SATURDAY [

t NIOHT
& VIA '

A THE

CHICAGO MILWAUKEE fi- 5TPAIL
DAIIU/AV TnROUGit omaha uncoln Colorado-
KA\ILWA I SPRINfiS SALT LAKE CITY AND OCDEM.

SLEEMMG CAR BERTH RATE OMLY«6.00
Fot mRnia iNFotNAnoN appiy to neaust ncKn oFna or adnes
OS njlE4frOBD.<iINUUlMMUMU MUaOtO COUWV tinOMMM

I Salii] Trains f

I to all points i

1 WEST i

yi&)S)tF'\'®^:<^t^'^'i^^^^^^-^'^i^
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CRANK-HANGER PARTS.
Two-I'icco Cranks only Perfect

MaJc.

REAR FORK-ENDS
with Chain adjustment.

HUBS.
Special and Perfection.

SEAT-POST CLUSTER
with internal clamp

for I!.' and 1'.' Krames.

HEAD CUPS AND CONES
X^xVA'-WaxV for
1 }V and 1 K" Head.

INTERNAL HANDLE-BAR CLAMPS
1 5 Head, v. and \\ Handle-Bar Stem

OIL CUPS, WOOD RIM WASHERS, SPOKE CUSPS, WASHER AND CLASP MACHINERY.

All our goods bear our Trade-Mark.

( )ur designs may be copied, but the quality of our

trjn
Beware of Infringers and Imitations.

products cannot be imitated and sold with a profit

less than we do.

Agents :
Send for Catalogue.

Iven-Brandenburc-Bureess Co.,

Chicago and New York.

1898 1898-

Aurora Autoniatic MacMnerj Co., Aarora, iii

c7jCr.rn 1 898 1 898

00
CO
00

ExeELSiOR HUBS
FOR HIGH-GRADE BICYCLES.

Correct in construction.

Handsome in appearance,

Thar* Are Many Hub*. But Onl) OneiEXCELSIOR. AddS QUality tO any biCyClC.

'TCliethcr It Be Chain or Cbainless,

STRAIGHT TANGENT SPOKES
WILL MAKK THK 1 808 WHEEL.

The Excelsior Hub is u»ed exclusively on the "Starling" under a license issued to the Sterling Cycle

Work*, h has always been a distinctive feature of that wheel, and has done more to make it.popular

than all others combined.

THE ONLY HUB THAT RECEIVED SPECIAL COMMENDATION AND MEDAL AT THE WORLD'S FAIR.

CH/\S. F. STOKES & SONS, 56 Fifth Ave., Chicago, III. Kindly mention The \\ heel.

Mr* Manufacturer I

KELLY HT^NDLE-BT^R CO..

Yes, we know there are cheaper handle-bars
than the "Kelly," but the question is, are
there any as GOOD ?

But, is it business for you to use the cheap
bar at any price, thus losing for your wheel
that prestige which the " Kelly " bar confers
on any bicycle?

No one will believe that a high-grade wheel is

really high-grade unless it has the "Kelly" bar.

And to the medium -grade wheel it is a nec-
essary adjunct, to give tone and character.

Further information cheerfully dispensed by

Clevelt^ind. Ohio.

"%••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••————•••••••••••••>•••••••••••••••••<

•^.®

Steel Balls.
W (. ail' the largest j)rixlucer8 of

Steel Hiills in existence. Place

your contract with us and be laken

cHre of.

AUTOMATIC MACHINES
lor Turning and FlnUliUiK C'0\i:s, C'lJFK, M-|ti:\VM, :\1 T>>>, .MI*I*M:«», ETC.

Our machines are u.sc<l cxten.sively by nearly tvcrj- ]ironiinenl cycle manufacturer
in this country luul Ivurojx-.

^TFF'I ^T A IMP INT^~ ^^'^ '"'^*" '" '**"*='' '"' *'" •""''« ^" <"^*f seamless heads, ha.ncers andO I LLL O I /ll II IllUO ifCS. CUPS, CONES. CROWINS. rORK-ENDS. BRACE TIPS, etc
, etc, etc.

K„.„„.n. nTh. VH„ THE CLEVELAND MACHINE SCREW CO.,^"^„^'b''"°

^^
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SIERLINGS
ARE

GOOD BELLS.

N. N. HILL BRASS CO., East Hampton, Conn. I

^(SMf r<>fTr>^f standard and...
V/iLr ^UKOi ...Special Designs.

m
No. 17. No. 6.

JDust-Proof.
I (Patented.)

No. 43.
Helmet.
(Patented.)

No. 45.
(Pat. Pending.)

Nq. 4; No. S, No. 35.
Drive Pattern.

ALSO A COMPLETE LINE OF

General Selling Agents :

CROSBY & MAYER CO.,

Buffalo, Chicago and New York.

SPOKES AND NIPPLES.
FAY & B0WEN,

AUBURN, N. Y.

MADE BY

Kindly mention The Wheel.

NORTHAMPTON EMERY MERY AND COMNDDM WHEELS,

@ ® WHEEL COMPANY,

Factory: LEEDS, MASS.

Gi^plefe Plating Outfits Always on Hand

__ Mnliflg, PolisMni, ani Bnii MacMnery,

>..>>>.....

HYEs-HQiaMnr--

KINDLY MENTION
TBS WHKEL WHEN WRITING.

VfO. 9.
Brlniers', Polisiers' ani Platers' Snpplies.

20 South Canal Street, CHICAGO, ILL

The... PCCIqI.** ^^^ SEASON of 1898.-

"Leader

Fitted with the

"SARTUS"
Ball Retainer

A High-Grade Pedal,
perfect in finish, attractive and strong;

and sold at a popular price.

MANUFACTURED BY

CHARLES S. STOCKTON.
Forineily iloliifj business ;is

WARWICK & STOCKTON CO.,
MAKKRS OF NEWARK, N. J.. V. S. A.

High-Grade Hubs, Pedals and Chains.
Kindly mention The Wheel.
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flow

Is This ?

Our Leader

for 1898.

IDEAL ADJUSTABLE HANDLE-BARS
'WITH EXPANSIVE PLUG SXE9I.

We sell these stems separate to the tr«de In forcings, unmachined, machined or
all nickeled, just as cheap as you can make them.

This stem does away with the head clamp. By simply tightening a screw, ad-
justs the stem in the head and also adjusts the bar in the stem at the same time. We
abo make our celebrated Ideal Adjustable Bars and Stems to go with head clamp, at

greatly reduced prices. Write for prices to

IDEAL PUTINS COMPANY. 5 Applston Street, Bostoo, Mass.

Hansell Spring Company,
NEWARK, N. J..

HUBS. HUBS. HUBS.

M ^N^J^A(,T^JRtKS OK

BICYCLE SADDLE SFKINQS
Of Every Description.

Kindly mention The Wheel

THE

eODLING GRIP.
COMI'OSI I ION COHK.

HAOE IN AMY

tIZI. ^ WITH ANY STYLE

TIP.

WOOI)-l INtU r.M'LU-Ll.NtO t.NLINED.

The (Codling Mfq. Co.,
HUIMOL. cO\.\.

MCRCHANTS' AND MANUFACTURERS' WANEHOUIC. Chlcfo. W*«ttrn Afanlt.

tUmdir mtutiom Tb* WW.].

We have 6,ooo pairs of One-Piece Tubular Barrel Hubs.

Bearings Guaranteed for Two Years.

We will close them out in dozen lots at $1.25 per pair.

IVe sell Bicycles and Sundries lower than any house on earth.

NEWBORO* ARMS CO.. CHICAGO.
Kindly mention TTie WTieel.

THE IMPROVED

Lightning

Repair Tool.
We want to correspond with

every lire manufacturer and
jobber of bicycle sundries in

the United States, Canada and
Europe. We have the best and
cheapest repair tool made. We
can interest you.

A. L. DEAKE \ CO..

DENVER. COL.. U.S. A.
The Lightning Repair Tool is made under one or more of the following patents:

United States of America No 571.42:;, Nov 17 1808
No. 591,Ul, Oct. 12.1897.

Dominion of Canada No. .Vi 859, Mar. LI, 18U7.
Germany No. T3.tW. Apr. 30, 18B7.
United Kin(,'dom of Great Britain, Ireland and Isle of M.in, No. S.lW. Mar. 31, IW.
Rcpublique of Francaise No. ai5,7iB, Apr. 6, 1897.

OUTFITS
BULL NECK

ANDCANVAi

WHEELS
5PANI3H

FELTj

WHEELS

PQLISHING LATHE5
TmK&nti THE wa^mm

HANSONandVAN WINKLE CO
/V£h/>1/?Jf. CWC/IGO. Nfk^yOffJf.
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Our twenty-five years' experience manufacturing

LEFEVER GUNS
has won an enviable reputation for our

LEFEVER ARMS CO. CHAIN

They are built on honor. Each link-block

and pin fits perfectly. They are properly
case-hardened. They are accurate as to

pitch. The elongation is imperceptible.

Built in five grades. Our highest grade is

built of nickel and tool steel.

LEFEVER ARMS CO., - - Syracuse, N. Y.

IVEN-BRANDENBERG CO., Chicago - New York.

I Mantel * ^

\

All up-to-date jobbers to handle

my new line of '98 sundries.

Write at once for catalogue

and prices.

M. L. BUTLER,
SPECIALTY 3VIANUKACTXJRER,

• ROCHESTER, N. Y.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Dealers and Manufacturers
Should Handle

The Hammock Saddle

for '98.

It presents new and taking

features, and satisfies that

novelty sought for in bicy-

cles and sundries at the be-

ginning of each season.

Circulars explain and sent

for the asking.

THE H. C. PHILLIPS MFG. CO., Butler, Pa.

E. REED BURNS,
MANUFACTURER

Nickel-Platers' Supplies

BEST QUALITY GOODS AT LOWEST PRICES.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

40-42 Withers Street, Borough of Brooklyn, N. Y.

New Factory, New Machinery and

New Ideas
are represented in

OUR BEAUTIFUL AND ORIGINAL

TWO-PIEeE
eRHNK'HaNGER.

Five Styles of ROAD HUBS, with or without Gear-Case Clearance,

Nickeled or Blued Sprockets. Ivightest, Strongest and most highly

finished Racing Hubs on the market.

To Avoid Disappointment send in Specifications for Spokes and Nipples

STEEL. RITWYS.

WESTON-MOTT CO., - - - UTICA, N. Y.

Formerly Jamesville, N. Y.

UNION DRAWN STEEL CO.
General Office and Woi ks, BEAVER FALLS, PA.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Special

Carbon Steel

for bicycle parts ; smooth,

bright surface, accurate to

size, for hubs, cones, cases,

axles and crank-axles.

Also

Bright Screw

Steel

in rounds, hexagons and
squares, for pedal pins,
set screws, etc. Figure S,

Letter B, and other Special
Shapes for centre links, of
the highest quality. Guar-
anteed exact to size.

Our Motto : Prompt delivery, and quality guaranteed.

Kindly mention The Wheel. WE REFER YOU TO THE TRADE IN GENERAL.

AN AeeuRATE eveLE eHAiN.

The ''Peacock-Chicago." The ''Peacock-Chicago.'

They are made by new special machinery of our own invention and design.

Only the best materials used.

"The Recollection of Quality Remains Long After Price Has Been Forgotten."

SCHOVEBLING, DALY & GALES, Eastern Representatives, 308 Broadway, New York.

E. P. PEACOCK, Maker (Established I860), 143 S. CLINTON ST., CHICAGO.
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AT MAY.9.IB93
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Chainless Bicycles.
The latest and highest art in CYCLE CONSTRUC-
TION in noting the general trend toward

HIGH-GRADE IN DETAILS,
Columbia Chainless sample wheels now on exhibition
in all large centres, are fitted with "Boston Lami-
nated Rims."

We are authorized makers of Dunlop Rims for '98. Fair-

banks-Boston Laminated Rims are the accepted standard for all

High-Grade Requirements.

Specify them for your 1898 wheel, and you are safe on the

Rim question.

FAIRBANKS-BOSTON RIM CO.,
BHADFORD. PA. BEDFORD, MASS.

Selling Agents—American Cycle Fittings Co., 330 Broadway, N. V.

We Are Now Ready

FOR '98 Business!

\X/E make (Jaslinj,.js in j)allcrn

form for all parts used in

frame construction "of P'errite

Steel," 55,000 to 60,000 pounds

tensile strength guaranteed. . .

Stock patterns for (Jval Crowns,

Hangers, Sprockets riiifl other

parts

CORRKsroxDi-N'rii; soi.icn i;r).

ELASTIC TIP COMPANY, 115 LAKE STREET, CHICAGO,

liei>I.INn AOENTH.

Fcrritc Steel Cycle Fittings Co.,

RACINE. WIS.. U.S.A.

HEAD SET

•^ Bicycle

Fittings

or

Sheet

Steel.

SPECIALTY MADE OF CASE-HARDENING.
CASIvS and CONKS guarantee*! to OUTWlvAR any made
from bar stock. Catalof-uc of jiarls for 1898 now ready ; send
for one. Estimates furnished from drawings or blue prints.

The H. A. MATTHEWS IMFG. CO.
Seymour, Conn.

Kindly Bcntioo The WbecL
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STANDARD ONLY
IN FUTURE!

One of their points

of SUPERIORITY

Is HOMOGEN-
EOUS construc-

tion, made by

ELECTRIC
WELDING.

l^/

This is

the opinion

of the

manufacturer

who has

used REAR
FORKS
and BRACES
complete

in one piece.

''4\

The Standard Tool Co.,
Details "Will Interest You.

May We Send Them?
CLEVELAND, OHIO,

Manufactarers.

TH E

YALE
bicycle has always been marked by

Practicality of Design,

Honesty of Material,

Sanity of Workmanship
AND

Beauty of Appearance.

IT IS A
POPULAR BICYCLE AT A POPULAR PRICE.

KIRK MFG. eO.,
TOLEDO, OHIO, U. S. A.

DISTRIBUTING AGENTS;

Maltby, Henley Co., New York City.

Carlin & Fulton, Baltimore, Md.
Harbison & Gathright, Louisville, Ky.

Sells Vehicle Co., Columbus, O.

Frank Derr & Co., Philadelphia, Pa,

Dorken Bros. & Co., Montreal, Can.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

PLYMOUTH...

Wood Rims
AND

Guards . . .

.

are used by leading bicycle manufacturers the

world over, including the Pope Mfg. Co., GormuUy
& Jeffery Mfg. Co., Chas. H. Sieg Mfg. Co., Lamb
Mfg. Co., makers of Spalding Bicycles, Overman
Wheel Co., Crawford Mfg. Co. and many others.

Dealers should specify Plymouth Rims, as riders will

call for them. We have several new features for 1898.

Full line of

Adjustable Wood Handle-Bars...

eight styles. Our bars are large in diameter, and
consequently strong and satisfactory. Clamp neat

and effective.

Stocks Are Carried by Our Agents:

S. Guiterman & Co., 35 and 36 Aldermanbury, London, E. C,
England; Guiterman, Rosenfeld & Co., 35 S. William St., New
York, N. Y., Export Agents; Elastic Tip Co., Boston, Mass., and
Chicago, 111.; J. S. Lensr's Son & Co., 4 Fletcher St., New York
City; Toledo Cycle Supply Co., Toledo, Ohio; Robert, Malcom
Co., San Francisco, Cal.

INDIANA NOVELTY MFC. CO.,
Plymouth, Ind., U. S. A.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

THE GRANT BALL CO.,

CLEVELAND, OHIO,

MANUFACTURERS OF

STEEL BALLS
FOR

Bicycles, Carriages, Etc.

Also Cups, Cones, and other Automatic Screw

Machine Products. Correspondence

invited on the manufacture of

Special Machinery.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••I
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WARWICK COMPANY ATTACHED.

An Utiexpected Complication Arises in the

Affairs of the Big Springfield

Concern.

Springfield, Mass., Nov. 27.—Had lightning

come from a clear sky, it would hardly have

proved more startling than the news that the

Warwick Cycle Manufacturing Co. had been

attached, which, however, proved to be the

case. It surprised the Warwick management
as much as the public.

The attachment was for $150,000, and was

obtained by Joseph Bannigan, the Providence

millionaire, who has been financing the com-
pany, and who was thought to be its bulwark.

The attachment was made on notes coming
due on the 15th and the 22d. These notes

have been out for some time, but have been

renewed regularly, and the management was

entirely unprepared for any action of this kind,

having had no notice whatever. Mr. Banni-

gan has had a man in the office of the com-
pany recently looking over its books, but he

was understood to be well satisfied with its

showing, and it is understood, too, that the

company is in very good condition, an inventory

showing $425,000, which will yield $225,000

over all indebtedness. The company claims

to have $2 for every dollar it owes. It is

hoped that as soon as Mr. Bannigan is seen

some understanding can be made with him

about the money. As it is the management
is in the dark as to what is the meaning of the

attachments being made at this time, for the

company is fully $40,000 better off than it was

when Mr. Bannigan first loaned the money.

If some agreement cannot be reached with Mr.

Bannigan, the money can be raised by a mort-

gage on the plant, which is now free, or by is-

suing bonds.

Mr. Bannigan is a man worth a number of

millions, and is a very large rubber manufac-

turer, having been formerly the president of

the rubber trust. He began backing the

company in 1894, and at first let it have as high

as $180,000. His first loans were made at the

beginning of the management of A. O. Very,

who now has charge of the plant, and he has

been very liberal. There arc only about $50,-

000 other claims against the company alto-

gether, there being very little other paper, and

only a very small proportion in local banks.

The company has been in operation since

1888. Its capital stock is $200,000, and the

largest holders are G. A. Russell, its presi-

dent, and A. O. Very. Smaller holdings arc

held by Dr. J. S. Hurll)ut, W. 1). Kinsman,

A. B. Wallace and Michael Dunn. The com-
pany employs over 250 operatives when busy.

The raising of $150,000 in cash is a hard

strain on any concern, but the Warwick peo-

ple anticipate no great trouble in relieving

their embarrassment. The plant is now in the

care of a keeper, but work is going on as

usual.

MARTIN'GIBSON SEIZED.

As soon as the news of the Warwick trouble

leached this city, Ferdinand Sternberg swore

out an attachment for $1,593 on an assigned

claim for tires, but the Sheriff found no prop-

erty here on which he could levy.

Cleveland, O., Nov 29.—The Cleveland Ma-
chine Screw Company, of this city, began suit

Saturday against the Warwick Cycle Manufac-

turing Company, of Massachusetts, and at-

tached everything that could be found in

Cleveland belonging to the defendant com-
pany to secure its claim. The suit is on an

account of $1,622.94 for goods furnished. The
affidavit on which the attachment was issued,

was made by M. B. Johnson, vice-president of

the Screw Company. Not only was every-

thing at the Warwick branch store, Nos. 538

and 540 Prospect street, attached, but the de-

posits of the company at the Euclid Avenue
National Bank were garnisheed.

WANTS EXACT FACTS.

C. C. Goodrich, trustee for the Worcester

Cycle Mfg. Co., in the State of Connecticut,

is about to institute an examination of the

books of the Worcester Cycle Mfg. Co. to as-

certain the exact facts in connection with the

bond issue, and will shortly apply to the court

to have the company prove the mortgage

which they placed upon their property in

1896. By the decision of the court, he will

know the exact property which the mort-

gage covers, so that the remainder can be di-

vided equitably among the creditors.

POPE MAKES A SIGNIFICANT MOVE.

Philadelphia, Dec. 1.—Strawbridge & Cloth-

ier, one of the largest and most important

clothing and dry goods houses in the city, has

cast out the bargain-counter bicycle and en-

tered the field as legitimate dealers. Thoy

have closed with the Pope Mfg. Co., and to-

day make conspicuous announcement that

hereafter their bicycle department will be de-

voted to the sale of Columbias and Hartfords

exclusively. Following the Wanamaker-Hum-
i)cr deal, it looks like an iniporlant straw

which shows how blows the trade wind.

Bu£falo Surprises the Trade by Closing Up
One of Its Biggest Establish-

ments.

Buffalo, Nov. 25.—Quite unexpectedly the

sheriff yesterday morning seized the plant of

the Martin & Gibson Mfg. Co., the well-known

manufacturers of the Kensington bicycle, to

satisfy an execution of $5,538.96 filed against

the company by the People's Bank.

The execution was issued on a judgment

secured in the Supreme Court yesterday in a

suit to recover money on a promissory note.

Shortly after the sheriff seized the property,

Wm. L. Marcy, attorney for the firm, appeared

before Judge Titus in the Special Term of

the Supreme Court and made application for

the appointment of a receiver, reading a peti-

tion to the court signed by Messrs, Martin,

Gibson and Shepard, the heaviest stockhold-

ers; the application was granted.

Judge Titus appointed Chas. G. Shepard

receiver, and directed that he give a

bond of $25,000. Earl N. Sackett was

appointed referee to pass upon the dissolution

proceedings, and an order was made requiring

all persons interested to show cause why the

corporation should not be dissolved. Pend-

ing dissolution, creditors are enjoined from

bringing suits.

The embarrassment proved a great surprise

and created a considerable stir.

H. C. Martin is president of the company;

John J. Gibson, vice-president, and Charles

G. Shepard, secretary and treasurer.

They make this statement of their condi-

tion: Accounts receivable, $6,412.06; mer-

chandise and materials on hand, $18,027.77;

tools, machinery and fixtures, $20,241.6-1;

real estate and buildings, $18,853.00; total.

$63,531.47. Liabilities, outside of capital stock,

about $18,IH)0.

WANT A RECEIVER.

The New York Cycle Supply Co. has ap-

plied for a receiver, the president certifying

that the concern is without funds, and has

debts of $(i,600. The Shelby Steel Tube Co.

had previously seized its property to enforce a

claim of $184. The concern was organized

last spring with an authorized capital stock

of $10,000.

FIRE DAMAGED.

Buffalo. Nov. 30. Fire to-night caused

$15,000 dainago to tin- building and stock of

the ICK'i-tric City Cycle Works.
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HERE IS ANOTHER TRUST! STANLEY SHOW FEATURES.

MK. iKKINLEY SENDS OIT ONE HUNDRED INVITATIONS TO CYCLE MANUFACTURERS IN-

VITING THEM TO •COMKINE • AND RECEIVES ANSWERS FROM EIGHTY PER CENT

THEREOF—TYPEWRITER TRUSTERS THINK THE THING MIGHT GO.

There's a "bicycle trust" aborning in Wall

Street and he is wise who braces liimself for

the shock!

This, of course, is a day of trusts and com-

binations, and the manner in which tlicy are

brought about cannot but prove of interest.

The average man seldom hears about them

until the rumor factory begins its work or

until the deals are consummated. During the

past year there have been several of these com-

binations formed in the cycle trade, but the

biggest thing of the kind ever contemplated is

the "bicycle trust," now being hatched in a

little office in the Equitable Building, New
York, and which in time will doubtless make

its appearance under startling headings from

Toledo, Pittsburg or some other rumor incu-

bating centre.

During the past two weeks over one hun-

dred bicycle manufacturers in various parts of

the country have been invited to come in,

Andrew McKinley, a lawyer, of 120 Broad-

way, extending the invitation. The invitation

states that Mr. McKinley's clients, who are

prominent members of the New York Stock

Exchange, arc engaged in the formation of a

ciimbination of the largest manufacturers of

bicycles in the I'nited States. So that there

would be no unnecessary waste of time, he en-

closed with each letter a form of contract,

agreeing to join the trust, which the recip-

ients were to sign, it being assumed, no doubt,

that the manufacturers would fall over one

another in their efforts to join the combina-

tion. Somehow they have not as yet shown
that enthusiasm in the project which its pro-

moters anticipated, and to ascertain just how
the matter stood a Wheel reporter called on

Mr. McKinley.

For the information of those who have re-

ceived communications from the gentleman

and arc naturally anxious to know some-
thing i)( the man who is engineering this

'^' deal, it may be stated that Mr.
•^ occupies part of an office in the

Kquitabic Building, about 8x10 feet, and his

name appears on the door together with those

of a half dozen other disciples of Dlackstonc,

who have other offices in the same suite. Mr.
McKinley himself is a young man of easy

manners and a K«»od cm nalist. When
the rrportiT railed he . ,1 at a small
•'

• letter, Willi his hat on, and
1 ir in the side of his mouth,

ttcr stated the object of his

; the lawyer cordially stated that

he would give all the information desired and
added that in thi^ - " hould work
Irincther

"

"' ha\r sen- •

,1 letters

to pronuiirtii Ir. \ic.

Kinlcy, . l,ly re-

•iranses . . indeed.

They all .• „| i am now
writing a ,„t them in-
v:tmg them to meet m this city next month
and talk the matter over."

"What is the object of the combination, Mr,
McKinJey?" ukcd the reporter.

"Our scheme is this: We intend to buy up

all the big plants and form one big company

which will control the bicycle trade of the

country. By this means we figure we can

produce wheels considerably cheaper than they

are now made. Where there are twenty

agents now, under the new arrangement

there would be one; we would save ad-

vertising, traveling and the many other ex-

penses which go to cut the profits."

"How will you pay for the plants which

you buy? Stock in the new company?"
"Yes, stock in the company and cash, you

know."

"How about the trade-marks which you
would thus acquire? Would you produce
wheels under new names or keep the names
that have become known?"

"Well, that's something that will have to be

decided later."

"I suppose you are working in with the new
tube company?"
"New tube company? Why, no! What's

that?"

"Why, the Shelby Steel Tube Company,
which controls ninety per cent of the tube

business of this country, the concern that W.
I£. Miller engineered."

Mr. McKinley apparently here saw that his

great deal had been counting without an

important factor, and he asked for more
information about the tube business and Mr.
Miller's full name and address, adding, "that's

the kind of man we want." Mr. McKinley
next asked questions about the parts manu-
facturers and brought out a well-thumbed
copy of The Wheel from his desk and asked
the reporter to pick out the biggest makers of

parts, stating that he would invite them to the

meeting. When the reporter suggested that

a combination of the character suggested
ought to be able to make its own parts, he

guessed that might be the better scheme. He
also a.skcd what was considered a conserva-
tive estimate of the number of wheels made
last year, and asked if three hundred
thousand would be too liberal. Mr.
McKinley stated that his plans had
been submitted to the firm of law-

yers which had formed the typewriter trust

and several other big combinations, and that

they had passed on them favorably. The only
thing lacking was the consent of the manu-
facturers themselves (a small matter) to sell

the businesses they had built up by the hard-
est kind of work, to the embryo company of
which Mr. McKinley is the representative. Mr.
McKinley would not give the names of his
clients, but during the conversation let drop
that one Shaw had "ample capital."

It will now be the proper thing to hold one's
breath and wait for the "bicycle trust" which
in due time will find its way under great scare
heads in the daily papers.

WHO WANTS TRADE IM AUSTRIA ?

Hiryclc manufacturers desiring trade in Aus-
tria will find it to their interest to address E.
A u. care International Contract and
JM iidicate Co, U3 Nassau street. New
Voik.

London, Nov. 20.—The coming of age of

the Stanley Show was commemorated yester-

day, when Sir Albert Rolitt. M. P., opened

the twenty-first annual exhibition at the Agri-

cultural Hall.

The occasion passed off very quietly, the at-

tendance of the public being perhaps less

marked than in previous years, although the

exhibition as a whole was in a much more
finished condition than we have been accus-

tomed to. The same lavish display, the same
sumptuousness in fittings and, if anything, an

accentuated desire to appeal to the visual

faculties of the public is evident, and the hall

contains many splendid specimens of stand

decoration.

Among them is the display of Markt & Co.,

who stage the Columbia. The distinct fea-

ture of the stand is a/all Corinthian column in

white and gold, carrying a figure of "Victory"

on its summit: the sign being composed of a

bannerette falling from the top of the column
to the ends of the stand. Another fine stand

is Gormully & JcfTery, a sort of Indian pagoda
in blue, silver and gold. Humber & Co., the

Osmond Co., Rudge-Whitworth, the Elswick,

which blazes witli incandescent electric lamps,

the Royal Enfield and Fleet are about the

choice of a very fine exhibition.

As I surmised last week, the features of the

show are the Columbia Chainless, Humber's
new detachable jointed frame developed into

an aluminum bicycle, ar.d the Pedcrsen can-

tilever. In minor points brakes have re-

ceived considerable amount of attention, prin-

cipally in the rim variety. The "Bowden"
brake, which was described some time ago, is

attracting a deal of attention, and various back

pedaling devices are shown.

Disc-adjusting hubs are very general and a

notable feature is the comparative disappear-

ance of the wood rim and colored enamels;

black with gold lines is the thing now, and

steel rims, principally of the Westwood sec-

tion, which is almost universal.

The American stands evidence the fact that

considerable cfTort has been made to meet

English prejudices in the matter of fittings,

and in this way little exception can be taken

with such machines as Columbia, Rambler,

Waverley and Waltham. Truth compels me to

state, however, that the Columbia has failed to

create the great "boom" which it was ex-

pected. It undoubtedly attracts a consider-

able amount of attention, but nothing com-
pared with that which centers round Hum-
ber's departures. The great Beeston firm

stall is never free from a large crowd, the pub-

lic apparently never tiring of having explained

to them the new system of jointing, and the

aluminum frame which it produces. This

latter, I must say, is very rich and distinc-

tive looking; the steel lugs being brought out

in black while the natural color of the alumin-

um serves as an admirable foil in lieu of any
other finish.

The Waverley with its flush-joints is a vast-

ly improved machine, and to my mind one of

the handsomest I have ever seen. The Yost
Falcons are well staged by Mr. Marples, of

Holborn Viaduct, while Plimptons are show-
ing the Waverley and Envoy. The Wal-
tham Manufacturing Company, under the

charge of an English house, make a very good
display, but altogether it seems to me that the

American element is not nearly so pronounced
as had been expected.
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CHRISTMAS TRADE.

A S has been stated, business is largely a

•** game of wits in which all may play anil

many win.

Until a comparatively recent period wits

were not a prime requisite in the bicycle busi-

ness. Bicycles 'were in such demand that they

sold themselves.

But the game 'has become more earnest

—

more complex. It requires wit—requires skill,

and he who has no wits or whose wits lie dor-

mant will cut a sorry figure—will prove a

losing or indifferent player.

Half the game of business is in knowing

when and what to lead, in seeing and seeking

to create openings and opportunities and in

taking advantage of them. It is knowledge

—

it is wit of this sort that will hereafter reap

the richest winnings in the cycle trade. He
who would win must "look-alive, there."

The article, "Creating Christmas Trade,"

published elsewhere in this issue, suggests

these thoughts. The article itself is preg-

nant with suggestion—with profitable sugges-

tion. It suggests opportunities, neglected

opportunities, which maker and dealer,

whether of bicycles or bicycle sun-

dries, may well consider. We believe that

those whose wits are sharpest will do more

than merely consider the offering. They will

take advantage of it and at once. It is emin-

ently practical, eminently seasonable, emin-

ently businesslike.

HARA-KIRI.

T T is an open secret that for the past few

* weeks the prices on medium-grade wheels

—jobbers' bicycles—have been cut remorse-

lessly, not to say recklessly. In fact, it may

be almost said that there is no such thing as

a standard price—a mimimum cost to the pur-

chaser.

Wherever a prospective Iniycr has been in

sight, there, like eagles gathered to the car-

casses, 'have been found a host of salesmen,

each anxious to close the deal, and each will-

ing to cut the price. The result has been dis-

astrous. Not only have quotations been

made, in an effort to meet competition, that

cannot by any- possibility permit honest goods

to be made and delivered at a profit, but in

addition the buyer has become imbued with a

belief in still lower prices, and in consequence

has deferred positive quantity orders in hope

that he may be enabled to buy later on at a

material reduction.

In this is evidenced a disregard of sound

business principles that is bound to react to

the detriment of both maker and jobber. The

maker, if he be lax in principle, or in stress

for money, goes back to the factory and at

once endeavors to meet his competitor's price

by cheapening costs—already too low.

The jobber, losing sight of the facr that there

is sudi a thing as buying too cheap, is going to

turn down the reliable goods which must

yield a fair profit, to accept an inferior article

upon which he will save—at first sight—

a

margin of price, only to cost him double in

loss of future trade and damaged reputation.

In this agitation over prices and turmoil in

the trade seas, he only is safe who sticks to

the policy of good goods at fair prices. Let

the jobber, and jobbing manufacturer alike,

heed well the lesson before it is learned later

in most unwelcome fashion.

WHY NOT COMPROMISE.

T T was inevitable from the beginning that

* the bicycle should get into religion, or, as

the pastors would put it, get its riders out of

religion. Another preacher, a down-east

dominie, this time, has found that as

cycling grows in popularity, the church

attendance diminishes. Deduction as

usual: Pedaling is emptying the pews.

The communicant who perches himself

on the pneumatic Pegasus seems to prefer to

be borne along on the swift-moving cycle

rather than by the slow-moving current of the

pastor's Sunday morning discourse.

The diminution in religious interest and con-

tributions seemed, in the mind of the perplex-

ed pastor, to call for drastic measures. It

has been given out that he or she who would a

wheeling go during divine worship does so

henceforth at the risk of excommunication. If

the cyclist elects to roll along on his wheel

Sunday morning he cannot stay on the

church's rolls of the elect. By implication

the effect of such dismissal will be to put the

odium of scorching upon the banished mem-
ber in the future state.

The alternative is, as usual, over-severe.

The cycle riding church communicant's duty

to his denomination is unmistakable. He
covenanted to stand by his church before he

decided to sit on his wheel. A church member

who goes back on his covenant is fit for trea-

son, intrigues and taking the wrong side of

the street. Let him cling to his spiritual home

as he did to his handlo-bars when he was a

novice.

But this will not require him to give up the

exhilarations of his favorite pastime on the

front day of the week. Sunday is long and

the wheel is fleeting. Let pastors and people

effect a compromise. Let the churchly cyclist

go into the courts of the Lord with gladness

and a song on Sunday morning, and incline

his heart unto gospel knowledge. It will be

good for him to be there and it will encourage

the preacher.

The benediction pronounced, let him take

his wheel from the cycle rack in the vestibule

and read a supplementary sermon from

nature's open book as he whirls along the

road. The advantage of this programme will

be that his conscience will not be punctured

by the tacks of guilty reflections.

A new letter, therefore, would we write

unto the aggrieved keeper of the athletic flock.

There should be no separation of church and

cycle. Let them dwell together in unity. Do
not excommunicate the wheelman, and conse-

crate his wheel.

WHEAT AND WHEELS.

T T does not take so many bushels of wheat at

•I present prices to buy a good wheel. The
farmers have wanted, of late years, many
things besides bicycles, but a wheel has been

to thousands of farmers' growing-up sons and

daughters an ambition that was always pres-

ent in family councils. The bicycle in the

agricultural regions is a sort of a citified pass-

port to good society. It has its significance in

rural social ethics. Its absence argues some-

thing that is felt, and felt in a peculiarly sen-

sitive way, especially by the youngerand more
progressive contingent in the family.

"Pap" can go in the old wagon and it's all

right, but not so when social features and so-

cial amenities present themselves, as they do

even to the humblest households among farm-

ers. There are visits to make, church to go

to, town calls of pleasure and necessity to be

gone through with, and very much more to

be done, in which the bicycle plays an impor-

tant part besides the carrying of its living

freight.

The wheel is a sign and a stamp of social

life and force which goes for something. It

signifies some degree of leisure from cow-

milking and farm duties. It presupposes ac-

quaintanceship, good clothes, good taste and

some education, as well as some aspiration

beyond the horizon of everlasting drudgery.

So it is not too much to declare that one of

the first demands on the farmer, whose nose

is just emerging from a sea of trouble and

caro, will he for a bicycle. The farmer liiiu-

self may not be in a fever of anxiety for one,

but the powers near the domestic throne

know what tlicy want and know why they

want it, and have it they will. For years cycle

sales have not galloped as they did after the

cheap wheel cyclone got a-going.
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But there arc signs of a sliarp revival and

of new demand. The social element and force

in rural society is stronger. There arc lec-

tures and "bees" and gatherings and what

not, which the younger people must attend,

and the wheel is the means to use. Then, here

and there roads are better, and buggies are

becoming more and more back-numbered, and

the blue sky is bluer t<> the youth, both young

men and maidens, than when their fathers and

mothers trod their pathway.

Therefore, let cycle makers be up and doing,

for the whirr of the fast-flying wheel is within

car-shot, and dollar wheat is buzzing like a

colony of Kansas grasshoppers in the ears of

the farmers, who at last see a chance for slay-

ing once and forever the beast of hard times,

that has kept bicycles and many another thing

luxuries not to be more than dreamed of.

RUMOR-MADE REPUTATIONS.

THESE are the days when glory is cheap

and fame may be had almost for the

asking. The man who has a few

friends and is ac<iuaintcd with any one

on a trade paper can have himself

"mentioned" for the head of this or that

gigantic cycle trade combination without half

trying. And when he is mentioned, how

great he suddenly becomes! His portrait is

printed in the papers, his biography is given,

he is interviewed and permitted to pose as

being full of unconscious greatness and mod-

esty, and his friends all help to inflate his

boom with words of praise and gaseous after-

dinner speeches.

Of course, his fame is short-lived, but it is

sweet while it lasts, and the good man can

ever after comfort himself with the thought

that he was once "mentioned" for a great

pofition in the trade. What a glorious

thinp the cycle trade is, and what oppor-

tuniiics It gives to all its members to be great

and prominent! Step right into the calcium,

gentlemen, and have yourselves "mentioned!"

It will be your last important chance for sev-

eral months, so make the most of it.

EFFECT ON NATIONS.

In many ways the use oi liic bicycic as a

mcan% of transportation is undoubtedly de-

stined to affect thi» nation and othcr.s who avail

ihr' ' if it. It is admitted that the in-

tr<' 't steam has in many rcitpccts rev-

olutionized mankind, or, rather, the European

and Alii
: rt of it; while those who have

not u-" ' have not changed in the

hundred years since it was first harnessed to

man's u«e. There is a vast a»\( bclwrrn the

Kuropcan and American of ihc last century

and of this; hardly any between the Egypti.n:

Chinaman or Persian.

Ii H. of rour*e, impossible tn prophesy the

exact way in which the bicycle is to develop

the coming generations. The fnere increase

in health alone, and the reduction of the use of

liquor and indulgence in dissipations of

various sorts, can but leave a profound im-

pression upon future generations. Like every-

thing else, it will undoubtedly bring evils and

abuse in its train; but, from a sociological

point of view, even its c\ils must leave a de-

cided impression upon the minds and man-

ners of the coming race.

TIRES WILL GO UP.

"Cycle Age" has made its appearance. It

is a credit to its creators and to the trade.

The result of a consolidation of three journals,

the new paper is naturally something of a

composite, and The Wheel feels a degree of

pride that the adaptations of not a few of its

cliaracteristics should be so easily recogniz-

able by the practiced eye. It is a splendid

augury for the future. But while we commend
the emulation, we cannot but think that it is

hardly fair that the "Trade Review" part of

The Wheel'.s title should be appropriated by

its respected contemporary.

New York wheelmen are now getting a

taste of their own medicine, and they don't

like it a little bit. The $5,000,000 speedway

lias been thrown open to the trotters, for

whom it was designed, and wheelmen who

have endeavored to sample the high-priced

course have been warned off by the police.

But as trotters and horses generally have

been prohibited the use of cycle paths, it is

difficult to understand how any protest can

be consistently made. Having made their

own bed. the cycli.'ts must lie in it.

In his Thanksgiving sermon, the elastic-

brained T. DcWitt Talmagc, of Brooklyn, re-

versed himself and cried. "God bless the

wluel." On the same day. the Rev. W. H.

McKinney. of Pittsburg, shouted from his

pulpit that the bicycle was one of the things

ff)r which no thanks should be rendered; he

proclaimed it "a curse to the land." For the

sake of the church these religious sputterers

should get together and agree on some plan of

action. Their wide divergencies and tor-

pid-liver condemnations beget scoffers.

Despairing of meeting American competi-

tion in more manly fashion. British riders arc

now urged to buy British wheels for patriotic

l>urposc«. Let us see, was it not England's

own Doctor Johnson who said that "patriot-

ism is the last refuge of the scoundrel?"

Many a man learned in law an<l letters,

skillful in reasoning and debate, a Icidcr

among his fellow men. gifted in generalship,

proudly blazing the way for others to follow,

has met his Waterloo when he attempted to

I'liiWI birvrlr* or to Sell them.

A Meetlngr of Rubber Goods Manufacturers

Which Presages a Rise in

Price.

An advance of ten per cent has just been

ordered by several leading manufacturers of

n'cchanical rubber in the prices of most of

their goods. The advance is understood to be

the result of concerted action, as three or four

conferences of the principal companies have

recently been held, and it is announced that an

association to be known as the Mechanical

Rubber Manufacturers' Association has been

organized. The association, it is stated, is

largely of an informal character, without bind-

ing force or penalties, the members, it is

claimed, desiring to avoid anti-trust laws.

Among the principal companies understood

to be parties to the agreement are the follow-

ing: The Boston Woven Hose Company, the

Revere Rubber Company, the Boston Belting

Company, the Cleveland Rubber Company,
the Chicago Rubber Works, the New York
Belting and Packing Company, the Gutta

Percha and Rubber Manufacturing Company,
the New York Rubber Company, the New
Jersey Car Spring and Rubber Company, and

the Home Rubber Company.
The advance, it is stated, is due primarily to

the higher prices of raw material. It is esti-

mated that nearly all grades of rubber used

by mechanical rubber manufacturers have ad-

vanced 3.3 1-3 per cent in the past twelve

months. One explanation for this advance

in dull times is that the increased demand for

rubber for bicycle tires has, together with the

demand in other channels, exceeded the sup-

ply. The principal articles affected so far by

the advance are belting, packing, hose and
small articles. Tires, on the other hand, are

to-day selling materially lower than they were

a year ago.

The rise does not afTect tires at present, but

it undoubtedly will in the near future. F. A.

Leland. manager of the tire department of the

New York Belting and Packing Company,
says that the tires are being sold at consider-

ably less than the actual cost of the material

and that a general stiffening in prices is in-

evitable.

A ni.in ran not build up a cycle business

with the bricks he get* in his hat. There are

those in the lr.idc who are trying it, though.

UNCLE SAM'S NEW WAREHOUSE.

Richmond. Va., Nov. 2t>.— The new United

States bonded warehouse at Newport News
was opened for the first time on the 2.3d in

what was formerly known as Chesapeake and

Ohio Warehouse A.

The action of the department in providing

a warehouse at this place was prompted by the

appeal of the .American tiriiis engaged in the

manufacture of bicycle tubing from hollow

charcoal steel billets which arc imported from

Sweden. These cannot be imported in the

winter time owing to the frozen condition of

the Baltic, and consequently when the accum-

ulated shipments arrive in the spring, the duty,

which is one and two-tenths cents per pound,

amounts to a small-sized fortune. The lots

brought in by the Chesapeake and Ohio
steamships are frequently dutiable at from
|iS,iMMi to f_'.'j,<»tiO. With a warehouse here the
manufacturers would be able to withdraw
small quantities at a time suitable to their con-
Miiiencc.

The steamship Greenbrier will shortly ar-

rive with fi.'in Ions of these billets, consigned
to the Shelby .Steel Tube Company, of ."^hellty,

Ohio, and within the la.st six weeks 1, .((•_', JtMt

pounds have arrived.
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CREATING CHRISTMAS TRADE.

SOME PRACTICAL SUGGESTIONS TO THAT END WHICH SHOULD ALIKE INTEREST MAKERS

AND DEALERS OF CYCLES AND SUNDRIES— MID-WINTER OPPORTUNITIES

WHICH HAVE BEEN NEGLECTED.

So far advanced is the trade that for the

first time the new models will be ready for

the holiday demand.

The business has reached a point where the

most must be made of every opportunity.

As a rule the general stores, the interlopers,

the graftings or whatever one choses to term

the not-distinctly bicycle people, have been

more keenly alive to the opportunities and

have thrown themselves into breaches prompter

and with greater energy than the tradesmen

whose all is centered in the sale of cycles.

They have plucked plums which rightfully be-

longed to the latter, some of which would un-

doubtedly have been secured to them had

more zeal and aptitude been exhibited.

The fact noted—that '98 bicycles are now

It would be hard to

PutaBicycle in a Christmas Stocking

but

IT CAN BE DONE-
figuratively, of course.

Can you think of any gift

which will give the receiver
greater joy, or which is calcu-

lated to add more to his (or her)
health and pleasure ?

We doubt it ?

BUT WHEN YOU GIVE, GIVE A GOOD ONE,

one like the Thoroughbred, and
not one that is calculated to turn
joy to sorrow.

There's nothing cheap
or bargain - countery
Thoroughbred

.

or nasty
about the

We have Thoroughbreds in all

sizes and at all prices ; not old
stock, but '98 models, for please
remember this is the first time
that the cycle business has been
so far advanced as to make this
possible.

ready for the public—should suggest to the

makers and dealers who are keenly alive that

the opportunity is ripe to cultivate and obtain

mid-winter trade—holiday trade.

They should make the most of it. They
should commence to advertise for it. From
now on, their advertisements should be shaped

in that direction.

Nothing can be more acceptable for a

Christmas present than a bicycle, and if the

fact is hammered into the public there is small

doubt but that it will be productive of results.

The Wheel here presents some such ad-

vertising ideas which, entire, or with substitu-

tions or modifications, will, it is believed,

serve the purpose intended. They will sug-

gest others.

The cycle trade should not only seek to in-

duce and to capture the holiday demand, but

siiould properly prepare for it. They should

no! l)e content to carry and cry onlj' liic best

or the higher-priced bicycles.

Price ever was and ever will be a potent

factor and an alluring magnet, and the "cheap

trade" should not be sneezed at. It is now
easy to obtain $19.99 and $23.49 bicycles and

samples of them should at least be stocked

and advertised. They are good object lessons

and "stalking horses." Tliey will bring peo-

ple into the store, some of whom may be led

into the purchase of better stock by the

odious comparisons which can be skillfully

made.

As a Chnstmas gift for anyone
who r?dcs a bicycle, what could be

more appropriate, yet less costly,

than a Speeder gold-plated and
chased 10,000-mile cyclometer, en-

graved with the recipient's name or

monogram ? It is almost as small,

and is as dainty and as handsome
as a watch charm, and is as useful

and as practical as the watch itself.

Price, $2.00.

If the Boy Owns a Bicycle,

There's

No
Christmas Gift

which will please him more than a Topnotch
io,ooo-mile cyclometer, a decorated bell, or a
pair of Tiptop toeclips. We sell them.
They will not draw heavily on the pocketbook

either.

If he doesn't own a wheel, see ours.

"We have them, from the fig. 99 kind to the
best that's made— the Thoroughbred.

WHETHER
she (or he) is seven or thirty-

seven, it makes no difference

She (or he) will be "tickled half to
death" by such a Christmas gift as a
Thoroughbred bicycle.

Run over the whole list, and see
whether you can find a more appropri-
ate present.

_

The idea is worth thought, and the
Thoroughbred is worth seeing. It is

not of the bargain-counter kind, but if

yoti want that sort, see us.

The bargain-counters or toy stores should

not be suffered to secure this business without

a struggle. Their prices should be met, or

1)cttered, if possible. If they advertise bicy-

cles at $10.99 it will be good business to go

them a few cents better and cry a price o

!f;10.90 or $19.91.

But all the while there shoukl he a studiec

and systematic effort to undermine the bar

gain-counter crock, on the givc-the-dog-a-bad

n.-inic-and-it-will-cling-fo-it principle. The ef

fcrt, however, should not be made nndul}

prominent or offensive. It should be skill

fully interlarded in the body matter of the ad

\ rrtisements, or be made an innocent-appear

ing tailing-off of an announcement. The ac

companying sample ads. convey an idea of

how it may be done.

The sundry people or bicycle dealers who
handle sundries can also stimulate holiday

sales if they will. Lamps, cyclometers, bells,

toe-clips and nearly all other accessories can

be advertised as suitable holiday gifts. The
advertising of gold-plated articles of the sort

will enhance the value and "seasonability" of

the gifts. The idea is new and it is scarcely

probable that it has occurred to the men and
women who at this season are beginning to ask
themselves: "What shall we give our boys or
girls for Christmas?"

The suggestion offered can scarcely fail to

find lodgment and the sales that may result will

be in the nature of welcome gifts to the deal-

ers, who at this season of each year are too
often overwhelmed by the want of something
to do and the thoughts of getting the month's
rent together.

Business is largely a game of wits in which
all can play and in which the best witted win.

This is the

first Christmas

that it has been possible

to make a gift of a bicycle

with a proper regard for the '
' eter-

nal fitness of things"—that is, to
purchase the new, up-to-date mod-
els at this time of the year. They
have never before been ready in
time for Christmas.

You cannot

buy a bicycle

that is better than the Allright,
and there never was a time when
greater value was offered for the
money. The '98 Allright is chockful
of improvements and new features.

It's the sort

ot Christmas present

that will give anyone who receives
one a continual round of pleasure.

If you are possessed of wits, e.xercise them.
You have been shown a way.

The increasing business of the Charles S.

Stockton Co., of Newark, in the West has

necessitated the opening of an office in Chi-

cago. F. A. Hastings, formerly of the Amer-
ica Cycle Co., has been placed in charge, and
he will call on the trade with the full line of

hubs, pedals and chains which the tirni manu-
factures.

lilade reinforcements will be a feature of the
'118 Clippers. In the chainless, the iilea i>

carried into llio left side of the rear fork; that

i-^, the side opposite the enclosed driving rod.

The result is said to he such a stifl'ening of the

iVanie and forks that the out-of-alignnien'

hiigahoo has been effectively disposed of.

t'lucago, Nov. 29.— It is given out that the

I'lanl of the .\merica Cycle Manufacturing
I'onipany will be sold Iiy the assignee on De-
ceniber 7th.
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G(H THE MONEY.

Michael and the Race - Promoting Combina-

tion Bag a Small Fortune by DcfeatinK

Starbnck.

Never since it has been built has the Madi-

son Square Garden held such a crowd as as-

sembled ThanksgiviiiR night to witness the

match race between Michael, the little Welsh

wonder, and Starbuck. The number of peo-

ple present was variously estimated at 15,00<)

and 25,00(», and fully 3.0iM) people were turned

away from the doors, the police refusing to

allow any more tickets to be sold. When the

big race started there was not a foot of room

in the immense structure from which a peep at

the track could be had but what was oc-

cupied. The top gallery, which it is

seldom necessary to open, was crowded to the

ceiling, and some venturesome youngsters

c\adcd the vigilance of the police and wit-

nessed the men shoot around the track from

the girders which span the roof.

They could not distinguish one man from

•mother through the thick tobacco smoke

which filled the garden like a November fog

in London, but they could see something and

they were happy. At the cast end of the build-

ing many others obtained barrels and car-

penter's horses from which, by standing on tip-

toes, they could just look over the 2o-foot

banking and hang onto the track like Ra-

fael's cherubs. At the beginning of the race

Starbuck had many friends, but when it was

apparent that the Welshman was running away

from him the crowd, always with a winner,

hissed and advised him to "get oflf" and "get

a rope" and other soothing pleasantries which

are very encouraging to a losing man.

Starbuck was never in the race at any time.

Michael literally and in fact rode rings around

him. Towards the end the little fellow was

making three laps to the big man's one. The

Welshman rode the 25 miles in 50 min. 29 1-5

sec.

The track had been lengthened for this race

by extending it at both ends. By this ar-

rangement one lap was gained, nine laps mak-

ing the mile. Michael rode a 106-gear and

Starbuck 96.

At the crack of the pistol Michael shot to

the front while Starbuck and his pacemakers

jumped out 25 feet behind. At the end of the

first mile Michael led by about ten yards, and

shortly after Starbuck lost his pace and hung
onto Michael. At the seventeenth lap Star-

buck's pacers pulled him past Michael and led

the latter a few feet at the second mile. At

the third mile, however, Michael began to pull

away and rode the fourth mile in 1.55. Star-

buck wa.\ the length of the Garden behind, and

in 8.<>0 1-5, amid a Babel of excitement, Mich-
ael lapped his opponent and began the fifth

n-iile. Michael continued to draw away and
in 10.05 2-5. two seconds behind record time,

he finished his fifth. From then on Starbuck
('• '

' 1 behind, Michael
i

lnm
IM Kvrrv tintr hi« ., rs

P' and it

*•• intf in

the hope I

,,f

komelhinK > . ,

At the tenth the in-

door recnrit 2.' . -.
: it in

20.08 2-5 At ihetl .c| was
40 1-5 ' ihead <.i in. t.. .-.i mia time

being The next mile found the

youngster one mile ahead of his Philadelphia

friend. Michael's time for the rest of the

"race" was as follows:
Record.

Fifteenth mile 30.12% 31.10%
.Sixteenth mile 32.12% 33.14%
."Seventeenth mile 34.1S 35.25

Kightcenth mile 36.21% 37.31%
Nmelcenlh mile 38.23 39.39%
Twentieth mile 40.25% 41.46%
Twenty first mile 42.26% 43.55%
Twenty second mile 44 25li 46.06%
Twenty-third mile 46.2.s% 4R.23

Twenty-fourth mile 48.30Mi 6<1.29%

Twenty-fifth mile 50.29Ms 52.31%

Michael finished thirty laps ahead of his big

opponent and walked to his dressing room
amid the wildest cheers that have ever been

hoard in the vicinity of East Twenty-sixth

street. He had a contented smile on his

boyish face, but paid no attention to the slaps

on the back from the admiring crowd. An
attendant followed with his wheel and it was

amusing to note the superstitious struggling

with each other for the privilege of touching

the machine. In the meantime Starbuck had

been taken from his wheel by his rubber un-

noticed and forgotten. This race made it ap-

parent that the Philadelphian is not in the

same class as Michael, and no small wonder
was expressed as to how he ever won from
him in his adopted city.

As his time shows. Michael pedaled a steady
pace all through, while his opponent would
slow down and spurt alternately every other
lap. This time no fault could bo found with
Starbuck's pacemakers, as when he got a good
pace he could not hold it. On the other hand.
Michael appeared at any time to be able to
pass his tandem if it was necessary.
The big race started at 10 o'clock, the early

part of the evening being taken up with a mile
handicap for the pros, and a two-mile handi-
cap for the pures. Nat Butler brought the
crowd to its feet by winning the former in his
usual stirring style. He made the best time
on record, 2.('1 3-5, for an indoor contest and
passed the field easily. Jean Gouglotz, the
"unpaced champion of France," as he was
programmed, landed third from scratch in this

race, which was not so bad, since it was the
first time he had been in the saddle since he
arrived in New York several days previous.
A. E. Weinig was second.
The two-mile amateur went to William

Frank. 100 yards, in 4.23.

Edouard Taylore, the boyish-looking mid-
dle-distance Frenchman, rode an exhibition
third of a mile, paced by a tandem, in 42 sec-
onds, and Charles Earl, of the Kings County
Wheelmen, rode a mile exhibition, with t.\n-

dem pacing, in 2.11.

THREE FOR A NIGHT.

The cvcr\ollicr-night races in Saengcr
Hall, Philadelphia, developed nothing but loss

for the promoters. They were of interest,

however, as showing how three events may
be made to serve as an evening's programme.
A match race and one event each for ama-
teurs and professionals served the purpose ex-
ri-llcntly. the fifteen or sixteen hcits providing
an abundance of sport.

MILLER LANDS THE TWELVE-HOl'R.

Atlanta. Ga., Nov. 2().—Charles W. Miller,

of Chicago, won the twelve-hour race here

yesterday, covering 224 miles. M. A. Elliott,

of Atlanta, was second, one-sixth of a mile be-
hind the winner. Albert Schoch and Gaston
Kivierrc were starters in the race, but it was
too fast for them, and they both gave up early
in the day.

JOHNNIE WEDS.

Minneapolis, Nov. 21 - When ihr train left

Minneapolis lani Thursday afternoon for Hud-
son, Wis., it haci on board John .S. Johnson,
the well known racing man. and Miss Jennie
Vut.,.,. I,,l.ti.,.., -. Iirighteyed brunette of

t) the train rrtiiriird ai

11 back as hiisli.iiul and
wife.

SEEMS MONOPOLISTIC.

National Cycle Track Association Annonnces
Its Progrramme for Next Season's

Racing.

The results of the several mysterious and
closely guarded meetings of the National
Cycle Track Association have at last been
made public.

The Association's Circuit Committee has
conferred with Chairman Mott of the L. A.
W. Racing Board, and as a result it is stated
that "all (lifTercnccs between the track asso-
ciation and the L. A. W. were amicably settled
at this conference, and subsetiuently a grand
racing circuit was formed."

Dates for the grand circuit were offered by
Mr. Mott and accepted by the Circuit Com-
mittee, as follows: Manhattan Beach, New
York, May 21 and September 2; Charles River
Park, Boston, May 28 and September 1;
."Springfield Bicycle Club, Springfield, June —
and September 5; Pleasure Beach. Bridgeport,
June 15 and September 15; Buffalo .Athletic
Field, Buffalo, June 25 and .August 27: Newark
Track Association, Newark. N. J., July 2 and
September 17; Ausbury Park Track, ;

Willow Grove Park. Philadelphia, June 1 and
11 and September ti and 7; Fountain Ferry.
Louisville. ; International Park, Wash-
ington, June 2 and October 6.

It is seen that these dates are mostly for
spring and fall meets. The National L. A.
W. meets will occur on dates between, so that
there is no conflict. The N. C. T. A. meets
will be known as the Grand Circuit, and the
L. A. W. meets as the Nation.il Circuit. Both
will work in harmony. The tracks left blank
in the list will be filled in later, as the officers
of these associations are about to be changed.

Providence, Pittsburg and Waterbury are
yet to bo heard from. It was decided to
issue a combination entry blank for the sea
son, which must be signed by all the riders
who wish to compete in any of the races on
either the Grand or National Circuit. This is

a departure from former methods, and will, it

is claimed, result to their advantage, as prizes
will be greater and races more numerous.

Riders not signing will be barred from all

races on both circuits and practically be with-
out opportunity to race except at very small
nicets. The N. C. T. A. propose to have a
manager in their employ, who will be present
at each circuit meet and file a report dailv to
both the N. C. T. A. and the L. .\. W.

CANADIANS ARE MI.XED.

There is evidently a hot time ahead for the
Canadian Wheelmen's .Association. A reform
element has not only come into being, but
has organized for fight. One meeting has al-
ready boon hold in Toronto, and another is

fi>od for December 17th.

These are specified by the reformers as the
causes for disgruntlement:
"We believe that the funds of the associa-

tion have been unwisely and extravagantly
.ipproprialed and that the managomont is al-

together too expensive.
"We believe that "The Canadian Wheelman'

has not been run as the free oflicial organ of
the association, and members have not been
able to freely express themselves through its

columns.
"That it is a tremendous expense to the as-

sociation under the present management, but
that it could be made a valuable asset by be-
ing sold to the highest bidder.
"We want MOirials who will fairly and im-

partially look after the affairs and be an
honor to the association.

"We want a graduated scale of fees f«>r club
inembrrship.
"We want the accounts of the association

.'.iidiled by chartered accountants of repute.
We wan! detailed reports of the expenditure
of the legislative department.
"We find the racing rules <lefining the duties

of the different boards conflict.

"We believe that with judicious manage-
iiutil the aosoci.Ttion would find considerable
mi>ney to api»Iy to Knod roads, .ind that the

present systetn of elections and appointment
of ofTicers could be greatly improved."
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fPALMER
LW MARK THE HIGH

TIRES
GRADE WHEEL

^^A good beginning makes a good

ending/^ d^t^d^^ —Italian Proverb.

Too much care cannot be exercised in selecting

the standard equipment for bicycles of the high-grade

class.

Wheel makers cannot escape the responsibility of

forcing cheap tires upon their customers. Many a good

bicycle has been condemned for no other reason.

In last week's " Cycle Age " the advertisements of

the Sterling Cycle Works and E. C. Stearns & Co.

announce that Palmer Tires will be the standard equip-

ment for 1898

STERLING BICYCLES. STEARNS BICYCLES.

These two firms are no sudden converts to the

advantages in Palmer Tires. They have used our

goods in large quantities for many years, and their open

advocacy of Palmer Tires is all the more appreciated.

Other high-grade bicycle manufacturers are waver-

ing, wanting Palmer Tires, but infatuated with the price

of the department-store-grade pneumatics.

Gentlemen, you cannot afford to make so un-

reasonable an alliance. Our price is none too high

for the quality we give, and quality counts.

Make a good beginning by equipping with Palmer

Tires. Palmer Tires will increase your business and

your profits.

THE PALMER PNEUMATIC TIRE CO.
^M'

CHICAGO
NEW YORK OFFICES : 66-6.
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CRAWFORD'S CUOICB OFFERING.

Tlie Crawford Manufacturing Company will

not reduce its prices. They last year fixed ^"iO

as their figure and will maintain it during 1898.

This, of course, applies only to the 28-inch

Crawfords. The smaller ones will as ever be

listed at proportionate prices, viz., the 26-inch

at $30, the 24-inch at $25 and the 20-inch

at $20.

The specifications bear witness that the

wheels arc good value. These are the details

of the 28-inch:

Fmne—Improved diamond pattern; weldlcss tubing

throughout, all joints flush: upper reach, lV«-inch;

lower reach, I><4-inch: upright, 1^-inch tapering to

1^-inch, 22 gauge; rear fork, cranked, D-shaped, %-
inch, tapering to % inch, 22 gauge; rear braces, %-
inch, 22 gauKe; barrel crank-hanger of best wrought

'.teel, one piece and seamless; hollow seat-post;

clamped scat-lug; height of frame, 24 inches. Wheels
-R-inch; fitted with No. 77 (1S98 pattern) Hartford

siagle-tube or Morgan & Wright tires. Spokes—di-

rect tangent: standard swaged; 15 gauge; nickel-

plated. Hubs—barrel, turned from steel bar; im-

proved pattern. Sprockets—detachable; front, nick-

el-plated; rear, colored. Rims—wood "Plymouth,"

finished to match frame. Brake—direct-plunger pat-

tern; fitted with improved ball-bearings and detachable

clip. Bearings—ball throughout; positively oil-retain-

ing and dust-proof. Head—1%-tncn wrought steel,

one piece and seamless; 9-inch ballbearing, with

hardened steel cones cut from the oar. Handle-bar

—

1-inch weldless steel tubing, tapering to ^-inch, 19

ii;.ii(?r \>',y^ inches wide; adjustable. Grips—fibre-

tips same color as frame. Chain—^-inch

lis No. 7-A Straw; hardened centres. Chain-

tmcnt—rear, with set screws. Front fork

—

l.ir; arched drop-forged hollow crown and special

acldless steel crown tube, tapered gauge. Crank-axle

and cranks— drop-forged; improves! two piece pattern;

•J; cranks, 6>4-inch; oval. Gear—optional,

"Jinch. Pedals—Crawford improved No. 1;

.,...,1 J.. ,i and oil-retaining. Saddle—Garford cushion.

Wheel-base—44-inch. Weight—23 pounds.

CHEAP KINGS AND yi EEN'S.

.i<ringficld. Mass., Nov. 29.—Silver King
and Silver Queen bicycles, which at the be-

ing of the season sold for $75, are now a

-: at $25 in a Main street department store.

i iic wheels were secured of the assignee of the

Ilcndce & Nelson Manufacturing Company.
George M. Hcndec, rumor says, may again

embark as a manufacturer next season.

The Waltham Manufacturing Company has

sold out its branch house in this city to Frank
M. Coe & Co. Mr. Coe has been manager of

the branch. With him will be associated Ar-
fhttr J Rerry, one of the Waltham Company's

men, and a director of the Spring-

yclc Club. The firm will have the

wholesale agency of the Orient for the valley

conntic» in addition to the Springfield retail

trade. They will also conduct a wholesale
' territory for Boston lamin-

:.d have a tire deal pending

SOLD TO CHICAGOANS.

Ind.. Nov. 26.—Henry A.
r for the Allen Mfg. Co.,

to nn order of the court, has sold

c plant of the bicycle company to

McD.wcll, Storker & Co., of Chicago, for

M'COIRE MAKES A FRESH START.

Ji>lin A. McCttirc. formerly editor and part

pmi>rirtor of "Cycling Wot." of Denver, did
not long remain out of harncKJi. He han

' monthly magazine

LOOKS A SELLER.

W. B. Osgood & Co., 237 Broadway, New
York, believe they have a good thing in the

Comstock carrier, illustrated herewith, and
their belief is not without reason. The carrier

is a compact, convenient and well-designed

article. It is instantly attachable or detach-
able; no fumbling with straps or buckles be-
ing necessary; conveniently divided witli a

separate compartment for toilet articles, and
can be carried in the hand like a dress-suit

case when off the wheel. It is made in several

sizes and of hotli Icathtr and canvas.

A PAPER WAXTErt.

T' .f TiiK Wiir.n. desire a copy
of il ril 17ih, l!»''l A fair pri. r

will be paid for it

REVOLUTION IN BRAZING?

.\s stated in The Wheel of November 5th.

a newer process of brazing is threatening the
old-time flame method. That process is

liquid brazing. Several years ago it was de-
monstrated by a company formed for that

purpose, that a specially treated joint, plunged
into molten spelter, would not only braze in a
very few seconds of time, but would, in addi-
tion, come out almost entirely free from scale,

a brisk cleansing by a metal brush being about
all the after treatment required. The process
was a secret one, the most important point
being the anti-flux, which was a preparation
painted over the parts to which it was desired
the spelter should not adhere.

Some difficulty and delay in the securing of

the patents prevented the process being put
upon the market in a commercial form, but a

number of experiments having demonstrated
its value, the process is not unlikely to come
into general favor.

Briefly, liquid brazing consists merely in

reducing the spelter to a molten form in a
suitably shaped crucible, at a high tempera-
ture, and then immersing the joints to be
brazed in the liquid mass. The surfaces to be
brazed nre painted with a flux and the adjacent
parts with an anti-flux. A few months ago
nothing definite was known regarding the best

preparation for anti-flux, each experimenter
endeavoring to find out the best for himself,

but the Josrph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey
City, N. J., placed on the market an anti-flux,

known .is br.n/ing graphite, and repeated tests

have so thoroughly demonstrated its value that

they firmly believe it will bring about a com-
plete revohilion in brazing inethods, the liquid

process entirely superseding the others.

On account of the high degree of heat re-

quired, even the best of wrought -iron vessels

pos»«s«rd bnt short life. The Dixon Co., on
arrount of it* wrllknown repuf.ation as cruci-

^•l*' ni rs. were, therefore, railed upon
•f' f'" vessel that would successfully
withstand the intense furnace heat. They
' TT furnished several styles of gr.iphite

'owls, oblong crucibles, and other special

styles, but have now manufactured a crucible

specially adapted for bicycle manufacturers.

.\ sketch is shown in their ad. It is 24 x ti

inches inside, the bottom forming an angle,

being 10 inches deep in the middle. It has a

3-inch flange to support it in the furnace, and
can be used in either coke, coal, gas or oil

furnaces. The shape makes it peculiarly suit-

able for brazing the crank-bracket joints.

WHAT TBEY SAY ABOUT THEIR REVERSES.

Tiic day after their failure, the Martin & Gib-
son Company issued this statement to their

creditors: "Owing to the depressed condi-
tions of business, and the fact that a large

number of our obligations matured this fall

at a time when our receipts were the lightest,

we have been unable to meet our obligations
at maturity. Quite a large number of credi-

tors have placed their claims in the hands of

attorneys, and this led to the commercial
agencies withdrawing our rating and pre-
venting our obtaining any credit. Under the

circumstances and with the concurrence of

most of the local attorneys interested for

creditors, the board of directors have made an
application to the Supreme Court and ob-
tained an order appointing our Mr. Charles
G. Shepard temporary receiver. He has
qualified and given the bond required by law,

and is now acting as such. The order con-
tained a provision enjoining all creditors from
commencing any further actions or from tak-

ing any steps in actions which are now pend-
ing.

"We regret very much to be compelled to

advise you of our reverses and hope within a

short time that we will be able to arrange our
affairs so as to decide upon the best course to

pursue."

THE RULE WILL WORK BOTH WAYS.

A telegram from Montreal states that the

Canadian Government has decided to retaliate

on the United States for the customs rule

which prohibits Canadian wheelmen bringing
their bicycles to that country for more than
three days, without paying duty. This is an
old ruling on the part of Uncle Sam, but the

Dominion officials have just decided to do
what was threatened several months ago.

Heretofore the American riders, on presenta-

tion of their certificate of membership in the

L. A. W., have been permitted to tour the

province ninety days, and then could get a re-

newal on request. Under the new ruling, the

privilege is withdrawn and Americans will not

be permitted to take their bicycles into Can-
ada free of duty under any circumstances. It

affects racing men and tourists alike.

COSTLY CARELESSNESS.

In the Supreme Court. Brooklyn. N. Y..

tiierc was tried this week the suit of Mrs. Ada
M. Snedeker against George Malcolm to re-

cover $.'>0,0()0 daniages for the death of her

husband, Charles Snedeker, who was kill<<l

on Jime 11, lP!'i!. while riding a bicycle, by a

horse driven by Malcolm. The jury grave her
I wr.lirl .if ^.i.fXMI.

BBPORB ANNEXATIOIV.

In the year 1S96, there were imported into

the Hawaiian Islands .T<i.T bicycles, the total

xalue of which was estimated tc» be |t2<\82!l.9I.

.\ duty of 10 per cent is levied on all bicycles

iinportetl ini'- •'" i^' U '••>m any coimtry

wliatcvcr.
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7 A Good Road and a

I Sterling

46

Built Like a Watch"

mean the heiglit of cycling pleasure—and on bad roads the Sterling will

carry you through better than any other wheel. It is built to " bear up"

under the severest strain.

Built Like a Watch"
Splendid symmetry, speed and strength. The Sterling outsells all other

wheels. If the Sterling is not represented in your vicinity it will pay you

to writ.e at once to secure an agency.

STERLING CYCLE WORKS, 274 Wabash Avenue, CHICAGO.
Kindly mention The Wheel.

5
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^>^ THE I

^'i^^SA.
CYCLOMETER.
Weight, 1 Ounce.

10,000 MILES and REPEAT.

Dust

Proof.

Positive

Movement

m i

Water
Proof.

Absolutely

Accurate.

1 1 Pric
Exact Size.

Price, - $1.00.

The above cut, either two or four inclies in size, we
will send free on receipt of application to any jobber
or dealer, for catalogue or advertising purposes.

Veeder Cyclometer
|

Received Highest Award at Brussels Exposi- W
tion—Highest Award at Nashville Exposition. ^

Nearly Half-a-Million
|

IN USE. I
It stands alone as an accurate distance recorder ^
for cycles. Don't be deceived by cheap imita- ^
tions that resemble it in appearance only. See =
that your purchase bears the name VEEDER. =

The Veeder Mfg. Co.,
|

HARTFORD, CONN. |

llllllllllllllillllillllllllllllllillllllllllilllllllli \t

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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ADDED TO THE MILLER LINE.

Wherever the Miller and Rochester lamps

arc known, and there arc few dealers or house-

luildiTs will) do not know tlicni, it will be

scarcely necessary to say more conci-rniiiK

any now product which its makers, Edward
Miller & Co., Mcriden, Conn., may intro-

duce.

The firm, which has been 55 years in busi-

ness, has reason to be particularly well known
in the cycle trade because of the bicycle lamps

which it has marketed, and the fact that they

have added to that stock and are also in-

troducing other new cycling sundries for the

'98 market, is sufficient in itself.

Miller's A 1 and the Beacon Light and

Everlit lamps are the additions to their "light

goods" and the Burdick cyclometer, the Piper

lockstalls for baggage cars, the Gem holders

and a line of pumps and bells are newer sun-

dries.

The lamps are good-lookers and have a

number of special features. The A 1, for in-

stance, has

a reversible

fount
which can

be put into

lamp with

tiie lock
button i n

i r o n t or

back, so as

to bring
t h e shaft

button o n

either side

of lamp; a lilkr cap, fitted with a cork bot-

tom, which screws down to a flange in the oil

tank, making it oil tight; a wick held at any

desired height by a special grip attachment,

working directly on the wick shaft; an inter-

changeable grip hanger, made of tough steel,

which can be attached readily and securely to

cither fork or head of wheel, enabhng light

to be thrown from any desired angle, cither

horizontal or vertical, and a double convex,

2|-inch polished lens, fastened into hinged

door, capable of projecting a most powerful

and intense light. Both reflector at the back,

and the funnel containing the lens are pro-

tected fr<»m smoke by a combination of de-

tachable glasses, allowing all parts to be easily

cleaned.

All of the Miller lamps have the filler cap

or »pout on the

outside of the

lamp, a feature

which renders

it unnecessary

to detach the

fount, usually

an oily a n <!

niherwi»c dis

agreeable o p-

ctalion.

The Burdick

lo.ooO miles
cyclometer is a

handsome little

in«tnimcnl o f

.Miller

E»rrlil.

the barrel type, weiRhinK but our ounce and
tested to a speed equal to five mikn per min-

ute. The principle is rl.itmcd to be entirely

new and «uch as permits the use of

less than one-quarter the number of

parts of any other cyclometer. All

fwrta of the barrel, excepting the lettered

cylinders and the external case, are turned

out of solid rod metal, by the accurate work
of the terret lathe. The numbers arc enameled

on silver-plated cylinders, and thus stand out

bold and conspicuous to the rider in the sad-

dle. These numbers are all kept in perfect

alignment, and do not change gradually, as

in other cyclometers, but instantly. It regis-

ters tenths of miles, by the red-lettered right-

hand cylinder. It registers forward only. Re-

versing the action of the wheel has no effect

on the numbers. The star wheel has si.x

teeth, as Miller & Co. say it has been de-

monstrated that it will infallibly register,

whereas in cyclometers of eight teeth in the

sprocket wheel there is danger of constant,

false registering. The only hole into the

cyclometer is for the sprocket-wheel shaft,

and careful packing under the neck of this

w heel prevents any entrance of dust and moist-

ure. The upper end of the bracket is pro-

vided with a split cylinder, tapered inside.

When the cylinder enters the barrel, it can be
adjusted to fractions of an inch by means of a

special screw which spreads the split cylinder.

The barrel can thus be held firmly at any de-

sired position.

The .Miller bells arc of the electric stroke

variety and are

made both plain

and beaded i n

these sizes: 1}, 2

and 2\ inches.
There also arc
double stroke

Is of the same
.sijes. The illus-

tration shows the

opera ting m e-

ANCHORED AT AUBIRN.

D. C. Henry, formerly with the HufTalo

Cycle Manufacturing Company, has severed

his relations with that concern and will here-

after devote his time chiefly to the interests

of the Butler Company. Butler, Ind., of which
he is vice-president. Mr. Henry's name is

well known in connection with the Envoy and
Fleetwing bicycles, which he represented suc-
crssfuliy in the l".ast. Under the new order
of tilings he will be located permanently at
Auburn, N. Y., his home. C. A. Robinson.
oi .Manche.ilcr, X. V.. and N. I). Griflin. of
(Jloversville. N. Y.. will be associated with
him in handling the Eastern territory on But-
ler bicycles. Their line will consist of four
model*, listed at popular prices.

VICTORS IN COLORS.

After seeing the Victor bicycles in sombre
and respectable black for so many years, it is

somrwhat of a surprise to inspect the new 'W
modrji, which are shown in colored enamels
in the cheaper grades. The models seen at

the factory were enameled in difTerent shades,
it evidently being the company's intention to
cater to all tastes.

OILERS OF ALL KINDS.

While their Perfect oiler, the first high-

grade article of its sort ever marketed, and

which after more than a decade still retains

its position, will continue to be their leader.

Cushman & Denison, of this city,

have added two cheaper oilers to

their line, the Leader at ten cents,

and the Gem at seven cents, both

of which are here shown.

The leader is similar to the Star

oiler, with the exception of a

curved spout. This shape makes
the oiling of certain machines an

Jfij I easier matter. The spout is

, JJ I closed by screwing against a

leather washer in the metal bulb.

Tliis bulb is pear-shaped, to pre-

vent its rolling when dropped,

and is not large enough to be

clumsy or unsightly.

The Gem is made with the body

cylindrical or barrel-shaped, the

corrugated body adding strength

to the oiler when knocking
around among other tools and

aiding in the flow of oil to the

spout.

RUSHING THEM OUT.

Talk al)out the season being well advanced,

the Monarch Cycle Mfg. Co. say they already

have ready for delivery eighteen thousand

(18.000) '98 Monarchs and Defiances. For the

past three months they have been working
about 1,21)0 operatives, their semi-monthly pay
roll amounting to $25,000. The Monarch
people expect to turn out about 50,000 wheels
for the '}>8 market.

QUICK-ACTING; SURE-HOLDING.

The Forsyth Manufacturing Company, Buf-

falo, N. Y.. who. among other things, make
a great variety of wrenches

and spanners, have added to

ilieir line the two new pat-

i<rns shown by the accom-

;
mying illustrations. The

< liject of the Quick-Acting.

.1^ the one with the lever or

trigger is styled, is apparent

.11 a glance. It operates in-

stantly the
i ngagemc n t

1< ver, moving}

the jaws eith-

ir way wiili,

the t h u m b

only. It is

ix inches
'\er all and

"lie n s one
.iiid three-
fourth inches.

The plain wrench is identical

with the other, save that it

has not the quick-acting

lever. Both are drop forged

articles. The Forsyth people

also manufacture an extensive

stock of pedals, brakes, coast-

ers, lamp brackets, chain-

guards, etc., and arc showing ^"-^

some new patterns of each which are ol inter-

est to retailer and maker alike.

\^
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Columbia Ohainless, Model 50, $125. Columbia Chainless, Model 51, $125.

Columbia, Model 46, $75. Columbia, Model 47, $125.

Columbia Bicycles
Standard

of the—

World "

The Columbia Chainless-A Perfect Wheel,

Every road test, every century run adds proof of its superiority. After one hundred miles

through mud and dust, it runs as smoothly as at the start. It is a nevr v^heel all the time.

CHAIN-DRIVEN COLUMBIAS. 1898 Models embody in their construction

all that is best and most perfect in this type of machine. In refinement of detail and up-

to-date equipment, as well as in strength and ease of running, they are unequaled and

unapproached by any chain bicycles. The world-famous

5 per cent Nickel Steel Tubing is used in all Columbias.

HARTFORDS. Hartfords have won for themselves

a position second only to Columbias in strength, wearing

qualities, beauty of design and excellence of construction.
'

' Pioneer '

' 50 Point Carbon Steel Tubing, of which they

are made, guarantees safety and satisfaction to the rider

and stamps the wheels high grade.

VEDETTES are handsome machines and unequaled

for the price.

1898 Columbia

Desk Pad Calendar
By mail for

five2-cent

stamps.

Hi

Pope Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn.

If Columbias are not properly represented in your vicinity, let us know.

Vedette, Pattern 15, $40.

Vcdcttc, Pattern 17, $.'i5. Vedette, Pattern 18, $35.

Columbia, Model 45, $75.

Columbia, Model 48, $125.

Columbia, Model 49, $75.

Hartford, Pattern 7, !j

Hartford, Pattern 8, $50.

Hartford, Patleni U>. $(">.

Kindly nuntion The Wheel.
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INTRODUCING A TIRB.

There are many ways of introducing a new

article to the cycle trade, but that adopted by

the Cycle Improvement Co., of St. Louis, Mo.,

was ctTtainly original. The company has a

rcpre-stntative in this city, who, last week,

sent invitations to prominent people in the

trade and to the papers, to be present Mon-

day afternoon, at Johnson's Cycling Academy.

to witness a series of tests of the Van Zandt

tire. About fifty people responded during the

afternoon and watched a trick rider go

through his performance on a wheel fitted with

the new tire. The Van Zandt tire is like an

inverted arch, has a knife-edge tread, which, it

is claimed, cannot side-slip. Among the other

advantages attributed to it are its high trac-

tion, fine point of contact, and that it can be

ridden deflated.

GOOD THINGS SELL EVERYWHERE.

The Diamond Machine Co., of Providence,

report an increase of their business, with a

good volume of foreign orders. They have

made several large shipments of their ball-

case grinder to Austria and Germany re-

cmtly, and arc at work on orders for sur-

face grinders for England. Their Universal

grinder, they say, is finding large sale both

in this country and abroad.

CLAIMED TO BE A SIRE CURE.

Flexa is tiic title of a tire injection being

marketed by Sanford & Follow, of 56 Fifth

avenue, Chicago. It is, of course, claimed to

be a sure cure for punctures.

REPAIRS THEM IjUICKLY.

The "Quick Fix" is an instantaneous repair

tool for punctures in single-tube tires and is

marketed by the Glidden Specialty Supply

Company, of Cleveland, Ohio. It is cheap

and quite an ingenious little affair. The cem-

ent, of their own manufacture, is put up in a

collapsible tube of the ordinary kind, but the

end through which the liquid is forced is

formed to a perforated point, wliich is inserted

into the puncture. To put into use, unscrew

the cap covering the point and screw on in its

place the fiat disc shown in illustration. This

gives a good finger hold when injecting the

cement. The solution should be injected

from below and the tube revolved in the fin-

gers, which forms a liquid plug inside the tire.

After one-half minute, slowly withdraw the

point; allow the puncture to remain down to-

ward the ground for one minute and your tire

is ready to inflate. The outfit retails at 2'>

cents.

OFFERINGS ON THE SIX-DAV ALTAR.

Forty men are entered for the six days'

grind which begins in Madison Square Gar-

den inmicdiately after the stroke of midnight

Sunday. There will be an unusually large

number of new faces and surprises are prob-

able. The entrants are: Teddy Hale, Ireland;

Joseph S. Rice. Wilkesbarre; .\lbert Schock.

Brooklyn; Gaston Rivierrc, Paris; Fred W.
Schinneer, Chicago; A. Eticnne Stcphane,

Paris; Thomas A. Barnaby, Boston; Oscar

Julius, Sweden; John M. Reading, Omaha;
Burton D. Blakeslee, Boston; Rudolph Gart-

ner, Austria; James Bustced. Jersey City; Ed-

ward Beacon, New York; \V. H. Hicks. Jr..

Brooklyn; G. Emile Rivierrc. Newark; Char-

les W. Ashingcr, New York; P'red Foster,

New York; Frank Waller, New York; Burns

W. Pierce, Boston; D. MacLeod, Canada;

Andrew Johnson, Long Island; Frank Albert,

New York; Peter Golden, New York; Harry

D. Elkcs, Glens Falls; Theodore Blacke, New
York; Louis J. King, Bloomficld; .\lbcrt En-
terman, Brooklyn; J. F. E. Gray, New York;

VV. C. Moore, Philadelphia; E. C. Smith,

Saratoga; Joseph R. Gannon. New York;

Stephen Fallon, Jersey City; John Schuessler.

New York; Harley Davidson, Canada; Fred

Titus, New York; George Cartwright, Eng-
land; Austin M. Luce, Buffalo.

5,000 Bicycles
FOR EXPORT AND WHOLESALE TRADE,

1 nnn J"^'*^"''*^^ for Mondays. i>60 list at "Job" prices.
I^UUU /\|| ready for delivery.

5/\/\/\ Pair of A 1 Pedals, 30 per cent less than Manu-
»"vU facturers' Prices.

HANDLE-BARS and LAMPS. prices will advance i buy now»

Kindir mention The Wheel. L. C. JAHDORF A CO., 321 Bpoaclway, N.Y.

»•••••••••••••»•••••••••»••••••••»••••»•
A BEACON ON THE HIGHWAY OF PROGRESS.

The Adjustable Electric Bicycle Lamp.

NO MATCHES, NO OIL, NO SMOKE.
CANNOT BLOW OUT.
CANNOT JAR OUT.

Correspond with

HARTLEY & GRAHAM, 313 Broadway, N. Y.
Kindlr mralton The UhrrI
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Tte Record Pedal
THE SECRET OF ITS SELLING POWER

ON HIGH-GRADE BICYCLES IS

IT SPINS iAiELL..

Fitted to

All

High-Grade

Wheels.

Eight

Styles.

Popular

Prices.

Send for Our Illustrated Price-List.

RECORD PEDAL MFG. CO.,
239 Columbus Ave., Boston, Mass.

I Staunch= Speedy =Stylish. °

6

$
4

$
?
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

?
4
4
4

W©RLD eveLES.
RECORD BREAKERS IN 1896.

WINNERS IN 1897.

WATCH THEM IN 1898.

A JVIost Complete I^ine. Send for Prices. Our Agents IMake JVIoney.

ARNOLD, SCHWINN & CO.,

f 240-254 West Lake Street, ....
6* -,-

Q Kindly mention The Wheel. n

Chicago. ^
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CHANCE FOB BARGAIN BLVEKS.

Louis Jandorf, of L. C. Jandorf & Co..

returned last Saturday from Chicago, where

he purchased about 5.0<mi wheels for the ex-

port trade. The lot also included several

styles of juvenile wheels for the Santa Claus

trade. Jandorf & Co. have also made a big

deal in pedals, which they are now oflfering to

the trade at attractive prices.

SLED AND GOT JUDGMENT.

Philadelphia, Nov. 2i<.— E. L. Artman has

obtained judgment for $1,097.38, against the

Cycle Trade I'ublishing Company, which pub-
lished a cycle trade directory and a monthly
journal. The suit was brought on a one-day
note.

ELECTRIC CITY S ELECTION.

At the annual meeting of the stockholders

of the Electric City Wheel Co., Buffalo, the

following officers were elected for the en-

suing year: L. E. McKinnon, president; V.

E. Kipper, vice-president; John G. McKin-
non, treasurer, and \Vm. Brcckcnridge, sec-

retary. Five thousand dollars additional stock

was subscribed, and preparations are being

made to do a large business.

The Electric City production this season

will be in keeping with the past policy of the

company. They will aim high. Their wheel

will be as clever a one as they can construct

with the highest grade material and construc-

tion, and will be at a popular list price.

INTO A NEW STUDIO.

A. T. Merrick, so long The Wheel's illus-

trator, is on the rise in metropolitan art cir-

cles. His work has found its way into many
of the high-class periodicals, and with his

success has come new and larger (juarters—

a

studio of his own in the Mail and Express
Building.

BUSINESS AND RELIGION.

In England the Salvation Army owns and
operates a complete cycle factory. The pro-

duct of this factory is used, first, to mount
.Salvation Cycle Cavalry on, and then to fur-

ther fill the Army's war chest by being dis-

posed of at a handsome profit. The wheel is

titled the Scarlet Kuimcr.

The eentlivre Patent Elastic Ventilated Grips.
Made from select straight-grained, second-growth hickorj', inte-

gral with the bar, which is made very stiff, having the rigidity of a

steel bar; the Grips being flexible, it relieves that constant vibration

so tiresome and disagreeable to all riders. A limber bar is unsafe,

especially on sandy or rutty roads; therefore the elasticity should
be in the grip and not the bar. The Grips being ventilated pre-

vents the hands from perspiring, therefore will not blister or callous,

and making the most comfortable Grip for a long run of any on
the market.

Prtcc, with steel stem complete, - S1.50.
Ram's-Horn, ----- 2.00.

Write for Discounts.

L. A. CENTLIVRE MFG. CO., FORT WAYNE, IND.
Makers of Hieh-Class Bicycle Novelties. Kindly mention The Wheel.
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The J. L.YOSTFALCON
Is the result of twelve years of study and practical experience gained in the manufac-
ture of bicycles. OUR '98 MODELS are up-to-date in every respect. We have
made several changes and improvcincnts to the advantage of the rider, thus giving our
agents the advantage of good talking-points, which they are not slow in ai^preciating.

'i Nos. 20 and 21. $50.^No. 22.Jgacer. $75.
Flush-joints with drop-forgetJ connections throughout. Inch and a quarter seamless

tubing in the frame. "D" rear fork sides. Tapered braces and a 2^2-in. drop at the crank-

hanger. An original, attractive, arched front fork-crown. A new internal handle-bar
f.'istencr, a device that clatnjis the adjustable bar and the ui)right at one motion.

The same device is ai)i)licd to the seat-po.st, which has a reversible " L " which is

easily changed so as to place the saddle either in front or to the rear of the scat-post.

Last, but not the least desirable, a Simple Device for ChaniiintJ the Gear.

;| Nos. 23 and 2n, $35.
Inch and an eighth tubing, flush-joints and drop-forged connections, arched crown

front fork. Will fill the bill and give " value received " to all looking for a low-priced
inoiml. Reversible and interchangeable sjirockets used on all our bicycles.

StNI> lOK 1H<>I» CATALOGUE AND TERMS TO AGENTS.

:: JOS. L. YOST (Successor to The Yost Mfg. Co.), Yost Station, Toledo, O.
^^ Kinflly inrnnon Ihr Whrrl
3B t>«t«iliili j nil t T T T * -t._t,.1..1..T..T..t„l„t.,1. f t f. t T 1 t t t I^T T t ••*•«.•••••••-*!•••*.•_*• • f f -*—

f

t f t f t tl
•Wr?+^" ::•'• • •• ' ••

V:V:V:^>:^:^:^>:t.:t-:L,L,L:Li:.:l.::.:i.:i.::.>\:..:..:..ij:::;.:^^^^^
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The Light and Easy-Running

GENDRON

GENURON SPECIAL No. 27.

This bicycle weighs 22 to 23 pounds, comprises the

latest ideas in construction, and is equipped with the best

of everything. Its price is $75.00.

We have other up-to-date bicycles

at all kinds of low prices.

We make a full line of 20-inch, 24-inch and 26-inch

Juveniles. Their price is right, and we are prepared to

fill orders for the Christmas trade.

Write for the agency of the most com-
plete line of bicycles on the market.

GENDRON WHEEL e©., Toledo. ©.
Kindly mention The Wheel.
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AS TO VULCANIZING.

Why It Is n Necessity, and How the Process

Is Worked to Get the Best

Results.

Xow that the Rubber Tire Association has

voted to discontinue its free repair stations, it

follows tliat much of the work formerly per-

formed by those institutions without charge

will bring to the unattached repairer not a few

dollars for service of the same nature; it also

follows that those who bid for the work
should be properly equipped to do the work
intelligently and well, which means that they

must be prepared to vulcanize as well as to

putter and patch.

Practical vulcanizers are numerous 'and

comparatively inexpensive, and the method
to be pursued is not very complicated or

dit>icult to understand.

The first principle to be employed to '"vul-

canize" a tire is cleanliness. A repairer who
undertakes to repair a tire by vulcanization

after having adjusted a bearing and uses his

oily hands to do it, will find that he cannot

vulcanize a tire successfully.

Four ingredients are used in the vulcani-

zation process, viz.: Naphtha, vulcanizing

cement, friction or coated fabric, pure gum.
Naphtha is used to clean the surfaces to be

united. Vulcanizing cement is used to cement

the surfaces to be united firmly. Fric-

tion or coated fabric is employed as a

strain- resisting agent, and the pure gum is

used to make the hole air-tight, and also to

make the rubber cover as it was originally.

The vulcanizing cement is nothing but dis-

solved pure gum of the same consistency as

the pure gum.

The first operation in vulcanizing a tire is

to cut a round hole in the tire where the

puncture is, making the hole as small as

possible; then peel off the rubber cover which

is around the hole, so that the canvas of the

tire i> exposed about three-quarters of an

nch around the hole. Next take a clean

rag. saturate it with naphtha and clean thor-

•uKhly the inside of the tire, as well as the

outside; allow the naphtha to evaporate and

then use the vulcanizing cement in the same
way; let it thoroughly dry, and when dry rc-

[icat so as to give the surfaces two coats of

cement.

It is of great importance that both coats of

cement are thoroughly dry before inserting
' '

r patch; hut, before doing so, rub

on the umlerside of the patch,

taking great care not to have any soapstone

on the part of the patch which is to be united

to the tire. The best way to insert it is to roll

it nrnund an iron wire .ibout |-inch thick,

lioldmg it closed with the fingers, and when
'

' It in the naphtha and slip

'); .IS soon as it enters the

lii.u, :'..•
i . u li will open. While this patch

rcrtiTT-;- !) !hr tire ^cw the hoir in the same
! darn a When

t the up|>- : the tire

.iRainst the patch. wliicHi tics on the inside of

(he lire, taking great care that the patch is

' cntral over the hole and ha» a margin of

; ;
" iind; pr< !! round,

I, ii«r a V' .« i* rm-
' 'I III ^ [i:

Tikcr wit!.

•
1 .. on il» periphery. Next cover the wn

: . to be vulcanized with the uncurcd wnn
ru-\\ with the tire and no more. Alwa>

naphtha to clean the uncured gum, as well

as the part of the tire to which it is to be

applied, but before doing so, cement it as

l)if(.>re, always allowing the cement to dry;

then rub soapstone over the patched part and

vulcanize. Be careful to have the proper de-

gree of heat and the time required.

Do not use a pressure gauge, but a ther-

mometer which registers the heat correctly,

else you may have 50 pounds jjressurc, but

not the re<iuircd heat. If you use a ther-

mometer, you know just the heat you have, as

a rule. Three hundred and ten degrees of

heat for twenty minutes will vulcanize the

tiro.

The patch to be inserted in the tire is made

up as follows: (1) A layer of uncurcd gum;

(2) one or two layers of frictioner or coated

duck; (3) another layer of uncured gum, al-

ways wiping the surfaces to be united with

naphtha and making sure that no air is en-

closed in the patch when preparing it.

Many repairers do not sew the puncture

to be vulcanized, and in such a case use at

least two l.iyers of canvas, or three is still

better.

It is not always desirable to vulcanize a

valve stem. The better way to repair a de-

fective valve stem is as follows: Cut a new

hole, insert a brass or shoe valve and plug

up the old hole the same as a puncture is

repaired.

TWAS MOKE THAN ENOUGH.

The burglar flashed his dark lantern full into

the victim's face.

"You have lied!" he growled. "Quick, tell

me where you have put your money, or I

swear you are a dead man!"

The victim persisted. "Go back and look in

the little chest on the shelf and you will find

where all my wealth is," he said with a faint

and neutral-tinted voice.

The outlaw went back. Flashing his lan-

tern upon the precious casket, he broke it open

with ruthless hand, in his haste to revel in the

gold, diamonds, bonds, and other valuables

which the cook had told him he would find

there. But, alas, what did he find, in sooth?

Only a receipted bill from a cycle repairing

establishment in full for a year's repairs on

four bicycles belonging to the victim's

(l.iughters who bought them at a great bar-

gain from Tapes & Stays' mammoth depart-

ment store.

Wofully the villain gazed upon the sheet;

then his soul melted with pity. Dropping a

tear-wet soup ticket, drawn to the bearer's

order on a Salv.ntion .\rmy sutler, the mid-

night marauder closed down the lid again and

silently stole away.

Too well the villain recalled what had driven

him into this sinister profes.sion!

He, too, had daughters, and they, too. had

bargain -counter bicycles.

One touch of the bargain-counter cycle

makes all the world akin.

BANKS OF THE RHINE.

BELIEVED IN MODERATION.

"Hello. Humjack! What's your hurry? I

never saw you scorching before."

"Go way! I want to get home before my
cyclometer registers fifty miles. I never per-

mit myself to ridr more tlian that in one day."

What Is Found There Of Interest to the

Maker and Seller of

Cycles.

Cincinnati, Nov. 20.—The auction sales of

bicycles in this city during the past year have

not proven very profitable. The retail deal-

ers took the advice of The Wiiekl and ad-

vertised the ^VJAH bicycles as well as the high-

grade ones. The result was that the people

preferred buying the bicycles from the regular

dealers rather than from the auction houses,

and the auction houses did a very poor busi-

ness in consequence, and in place of being a

detriment to the dealers their sales were of

benefit to them.

C. G. Ellis & Son, large cycle dealers of this

city, arc closing out their stock in trade, pre-

paratory to leaving the trade.

Miller & Roemcle, bicycle manufacturers

of this city, report the receipt of an order for

20,000 bicycle frames. The work is to be

done for a local firm. Miller & Blair also

manufacture the "Delmonico," a racing wheel,

which has won quite a reputation in this city.

These frames will Ix' forged and welded by

electricity and that part of the work will be

done by the Queen City Drop Forging Com-
pany. This company will also enjbody the

crank-hanger, of which it is the patentee, in all

fraiTics.

W. B. Moss & Co., the firm that has just

succeeded that of George S. See, agent, closed

a contract last week with the I'eerless Cycle

Manufacturing Comi)any. and with the Acme
Manufacturing Company, makers of the

Stormer bicycles, for the local agencies f<ir

those wheels for next season.

Emmet P. Gray also closed a contract witli

the Waltham Manufacturing Company and

will make a leader of the Orient next season.

James F. Lake, one of the best bicycle sales-

men in the city, has signed a contract with

Mr. Gray.

Charles l\ckcrt, formerly manager of the

.Schleutcr Cycle Manufacturing Company, is

now the general contracting agent for the

Queen City Drop Forging Company and for

the Thomas Bicycle Company, both of this

city.

Adam V'olkcrt, of the Schleutcr Cycle Man-
ufacturing Company, was run over and killed

bv :in cK-rtric car last week.

HIS WATERLOO.

Man is heir to divers trials,

Tribulations and denials

Of the things which most devoutly

Me desires. But still he stoutly

Hears up under di.-iappointment.

Finding elVicacious ointment

In sweet Hope that ne'er forsakes him.

For his wounds. Yet one thing takes him
With despairing. He resigns his

Claims to meekness and consigns his

Hargain-countcr wheel to Dan Pluto's lakes

When tor the fortieth time it breaks!

SOME OFFICIAL E.XEMPTS.

Councilmcn of luigcne. Ore., have had

under consideration an ordinance permitting

officers and practicing physicians to ride bi-

cycles on the sidewalks.

Every reckless driver fiii.illv v.'<k .i inl. mi

grocery wagon.

Early t(j bed, early to ride, is an axiom for

the cycle tourist.
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THEWHITE FLYER FOR

1898

Will show more advancement in the right direction than any other chain bicycle.

It has talking-points without number. Briefly, some of them are :

Direct Self-Locking Tangent Spokes.
New Style Hubs.
Novel Flush Handle-Bar Clamping Device.
Oval Rear Forks above and below.
New and Simple Crank-Hanger Adjustment.

Don't believe them when they say their wheel will sell as well as the BARNES.
Write for details and prices.

THE BARNES CYCLE COMPANY,

SYRACUSE, N. Y.
Kindly mention The Wheel.
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When ©ur Competitors...
are confronted with the simplicity of our method of adjustment and are asked to explain, they take

refuge in the ridiculous statement that " PEDALS DO NOT NEED ADJUSTING."
What a frank and at the same time ridiculous admission to make.

A good pedal ought to be as everlasting as the bicycle to which it is applied, and to be as

simple to adjust as the wheel bearings of that bicycle. We make the adjustment even simpler than

that. No tools required. Merely the pressure of tliumb and finger, and "IN THE TWINK-
LING OF AN EYE" the adjustment is accomplished, and, better still, it stays put.

The SI DWELL PEDAL is the highest attainment of the art to date.

SIDWELL PEDAL COMPANY,
221 Columbus Avenue, Boston, Mass.

Kin.lly nuntiim Tlu' W lucl.
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ADDRESSED TO JEREMIAHS.

Aa Inqniry Seeking; to Discover from Them What Would Become of the Trade Without Change, and

Why Search and Effort Therefor Are.Greeted with

Jealousy and Jeers.

Why slioiild the making and selling of bi-

cycles be allowed to reach so desperate a con-

dition that only the great and the strong can

exist? Is not that explanation itself an ad-

Supposc the existing type of bicycle is the

perfect one.

Suppose that in the womb of the future no

better lies yet unliorn.

Suppose that all the trade has to look for-

ward to is a nfining of pure gold, a polish-

ing, finishing and minute improvement of the

present type of wheel.

Suppose all this—and there be alleged lead-

ers in cycling who preach this doctrine—

What then?

Nothing. Simply the corse of a once healthy

trade poisoned by its own perfection. That's

all.

Granting that a finality has been reached,

this opens up the question in this wise:

What will be done with ever-expanding

production? The whole world is grasping

for foreign trade. All foreign countries are

hurrying to make their own cycles, fittings

and parts. Then what?

Machinery expansion, productive capacity

in general is going forward at a rate that

shows a limit will be reached, when the trade

will have to slow up for want of people to buy

what it makes; and when it has to slow up,

what then?

Imagine the whole cycle manufacturing

world slowing down because people have all

the cycles they can afford to buy.

This may seem an overdrawn picture, but it

is the broad statement of a mathematical

proposition. If you sell a man a bicycle to-

day, which, at the end of a half-dozen years,

is yet, minus wear and tear, practically the

same machine as you are then selling, must

not in time the above conditions of things

come to pass?

Remedies? Yes; two. Either may cure;

both together certainly will do so.

Shutting down—drastic limitation of prod-

uct Change—fashion-made increase of pur-

chase.

Such conditions will never pass away. The

forces which generate them are part and

parcel of the machinery and ciiuipmcnt of

human society. Docs any one imagine a

manufacturer will make a few less bicycles

in order that his competitor may sell oflf his

at a fair margin?

Overdoing is inevitable.

Therefore, really only one known remedy

that IS liable to be used exists—change.

No fair-minded man can deny this. Why,

then, is the ruad to possible change traveled

by %o few?

Why do those whose future trade lives de-

pend upon this change prcfrr to pose as stum-

blit in the path of those who seek to

di^' ic deviation from the all-existent

Mmcnc»s which is turcly decreasing both de-

mand and profit?

I cannot answer this, neither do I believe

can any of thoiic who arc so unwisely combat-

ting any change, no matter what it may be.

I know that many of these objectors will

aay that it has now come to a question of the

survival of the filtr^t, and v^ili a slight .^well-

ing of their individual che!>t», each one of

them believes he is a "fittest."

This ttatcmcnt ia made up of equal part^ of

false prrniisc and sclf-adiilation.

mission that the trade is retrograding, dying,

not living? "Live and let live" is as good a

motto in the cycle trade as it ever was in any

and all other trades. There is no need for this

survival test; to allow it to come through ig-

norance and self-admiration and importance

is farcical as well as suicidal.

The position is just this—change and life, or

sameness and death. It is not any more pos-

sible to dodge this in the cycle trade than it

has ever been impossible to do so in every

other trade since 4he beginning of the world.

It is not given unto every man to become a

Christopher Columbus. The safe harbor of

the conventional is by most deemed prefera-

ble, even if less profitable, than the stormy
seas of unknown experimentation. Yet,

commerce and trade would languish, sicken

and die if it were not for those brave souls

who venture boldly into the unknown and

wrest from it new marts, new methods and
new ideas.

Conventionality, ultra-conservatism and be-

lief that finality of form and fashion had been

attained has ruined more trades, professions

and l)usincss than all other causes combined.

When change ceases, the end of any trade

is near. Even in coffins—a thing that no man
wants, and one he never, himself, buys

—

fashions and forms constantly change and
improve.

The silk hat of a century ago and thfe one

of to-day differ but in detail, and yet the

slight deviation possible in a thing so little

susceptible to change is brought about each

year.

In shirts, shoes, collars, cuffs, in any and

in everything bought, sold, made or grown
the Columbuscs of each business, trade or pro-

fession seek and find the new. If this wer?

not ever and always so all business would

reach a universal sameness and dead level of

conventionality, and the end would soon

come. That the foregoing is true, even the

kindergartener of business must admit. In

place of the cycle trade being an exception to

this universal law, it is first and foremost an

exponent of the crying need of change and

progress.

Honor, then, to those who have bravely

ventured upon the stormy sea of investigation.

The chainless in its many and varied forms,

some good, many mere freaks, intended solely

to sell, regardless of any and all else, is at the

moment a fair sample of these new lines along

which new trade life will bt found. Even
were the chainless to-day as perfect in its way
as the chain-driven machine, it would not

mean that the very life of the trade did not

depend upon yet further advances and im-

provements, if not in that, then in .some

other direction. Proof of this begins already

to show itself in faint evidences of a change
from the now universal, and, supposedly, per-

fect, type of frame. Excellent as the diamond
frame has proven itself to be, yet it it not a

finality; there is, and will be found, some-
thing that excel* it.

When? That is a question easier of the

asking than of the answering. The cycle

trade has grown great through radical, vio-

lent and widespread changes. It weakened,

faltered and sickened only when convention-

ality came to rule and perfection was alleged

to have been reached.

The radicalism of the chainless, the evident

effort to get away from universal form of

frame are both symptoms of the near ap-

proach of changes which will bring renewed

prosperity and progress to the trade and all

connected therewith.

Even should the chainless prove a failure

yet will it have served a purpose, and greatly

bciufitcd the trade.

It has brought about a great revival in

cycle discussion; hence interest. It has been

dealt with by every paper in the country; it

has induced thousands of riders heretofore

content with their mounts to think of chang-

ing them; it has made those who make and sell

only chain-driven wheels to perfect them in

every way possible.

Is not all this progress? Is it not to a large

degree profitable to all? Is it not a step

in the right direction—change and the sup-

plying of something newer and better?

Why, then, is the trade so thickly sprinkled

with loud-crying Jeremiahs? An explanation

would, I am sure, prove extremely interest-

ing to others besides the writer, who is free

to confess he Does Not Know.

WINTER TIRE PUMPING.

You cannot pump tires too hard for riding

over wet and slippery roads. Soft roads and

soft tires combine to make hard riding;

there is also greater danger of sideslip from

flabby tires on slippery roads. Inflate until

you can barely make an impression with the

thumbs on the tire while gripping the rim

with both hands, and you will find your ma-

chine requires less pushing, besides making

the tire safer from sideslip and puncture. The
tire of the rear wheel should be pumped slight-

ly harder than the front one, as it not only

carries more weight, but has also to stand the

strain of driving friction.

It is this same driving friction, added to the

extra weight, which makes the back tire more
liable to puncture. It often happens that

one's front wheel will pass over bits of tin,

glass, etc., without damage, and the very same
bit of tin or glass punctures the tires on the

rear wheel, the reason for this being that the

friction of the front wheel on the road is only

rolling friction, while the back wheel, in sup-

I)lying the driving power, has necessarily a

gripping friction on the road.

To illustrate this, watch the driving wheel of

a locomotive and you will notice it is con-

slantly sawing the track, as it were, at the

point of contact, while the front wheels simply

roll along it. You can press a moderately

sharp knife against a rubber tire without dam-
aging it, but immediately you impart a saw-

ing motion it will cut. and it is this rather than

the extra weight which accounts for the great

preiiiiiiilerance of punctures in the rear tire.

HB CAUGHT THEM.

"The streets of the new Jerusalem," said

the Rev. Mr. Sprockets, "are paved with gol-

din asphalt, and trucks and delivery wagons

arc not allowed to use them."

There were eight hundred and ninety-seven

converts.
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BY AMERICAN EYES.

How the Foreigner and His Country Are Viewed

by an Observant American Cycle

Salesman.

II.

—

London to Aden.

The P. & O. Special Express was billed to

leave Charing Cross or Victoria street at 9 p.

m., and the little pamphlet issued by the com-

pany describes the Special in glowing terms,

and by fancy pictures of dining-car, sleeping-

rooms, etc. We selected Charing Cross as the

most convenient station, and after going

through the agony of the English system of

booking and registering, boarded the train.

A stuffy compartment in which was another

traveler was assigned to me, and my luggage

stowed therein. Toot-toot! by the guard's tin

horn; a blast of a piping, weasing whistle,

and, with a jerk, we are ofif for Dover. The
Dover & Callais Company's little side-wheeler

took us over the Channel in one hour; and, in

fact, the lights on the English coast faded be-

fore the blinking beacons of France welcomed

us with their rays. All ashore at Callais;

tumbled into our bunks; another series of

toots and jerks, and the next thing I knew, the

guard of the sleeping car asked in a cross be-

tween English, French and garlick, if I

"wished for coffee." I did wish, and arose,

dressed and coffeed. We were then in the

heart of France, and enjoyed the scenery all

day from a small room called out of courtesy

a smoker. Mountains, vales, rugged rocks,

falls of silvery water, flowers of every kind,

snow-capped peaks and a great variety of vil-

lages, towns and hamlets passed in review, an

endless panorama. Night of the 19th of April

came on, and to bed again.

Sunday, 20th, dawned bright and cool,

comparatively speaking, and was visited

with about the same scenes of yes-

terday. At 6 p. m. we entered Mt. Sini

tunnel, seven miles of pierced rock and inky

darkness, thus leaving France and entering

Italy, as we emerged and came to light once

again. Now, everything changed; costumes,

expression of the people, houses, flowers and

fruits. Cactus in great variety abounds; olive

trees, gnarled and twisted of trunk, with a

beautiful dark-green foliage, dotted the land-

scape. Quaint old structures, built probably

in the time of 'the Caesars, are here, and the

farmer is in the field with his primitive plow

and team of oxen. Things are done as they

were hundreds of years ago, and modern ma-

chinery or improvement is regarded with

superstition and horror. Flowers and sun-

shine all about us, and yet, ice and snow above

us for miles and miles, glistening and reflect-

ing old Sol, as in defiance. At 5 p. m. we

pulled into Brindisi. Who can describe this

crumbling, musty old relic of a forgotten age?

Its streets are regular, and its alleys dark and

forbidding. Pavements are uneven slabs of

stone, and the houses are pictures of a by-gone

age. The people are lazy, and prey upon voyagers

whose misfortune it is to wander about. Mails

are taken here and the loading of them is a

sight long remembered. Large black wagons

file from the mail train to the boat side, where

gangways have been slung. Here are waiting

a swarm of singularly clad beings of all colors

and races, from China, Japan, Egypt, Africa

and Australia. The car doors are unlocked by

an officer, and the sacks of mail are pitched

upon the shoulders of the carriers and toted

up the plank to the deck. Drop it goes into

the hold, and back trots the monkey-like chap

for another. Meanwhile, every soul of them
keeps up a doleful chant or song not unlike

the noise of so many parrots. While this load-

ing is being done, small bands of Italian musi-

cians gather on the quay and discourse music

not at all bad—for it they are thrown coppers

by the passengers. At midnight, ropes are

cast loose, and we are off for the Suez

Canal.

On the way we pass within view of the

rugged shores of Greece, and on the third day

from Brindisi the white and yellow houses on

the sandy shores of Egypt are seen. Original-

ly this was an Arabian settlement, but the

building of the Suez Canal introduced an ele-

ment so vile and corrupt that it has given rise

to the remark by everyone who has ever been

there, that Port Said is populated by the scum

of the earth. One foot on shore is enough to

convince the most skeptical that the origina-

tor of this remark was truthful. The fearful

assortment of Arabs, Egyptians, Soudanese,

Malays and Chinese are the very worst of

their kind. They drink all they can get; smoke

opium, and gamble. In fact, gambling and the

selling of lewd pictures seem to be the chief

industries. The population is said to be about

15,000. English rule prevails, and the natives

bow to it, if they bow to anything. The old

Arab quarters, with its graveyard a thousand

years old, is built up of a queer assortment or

job-lot of houses, shanties, tents and hovels.

Eveiything and everybody is dirty and filthy,

and the air is putrid from foul odors. Huddled

together with no regard to sex or age, these

creatures exist and breed disease. Flies are

about in millions, and it is a common sight

to see a child or infant in the street with its

face full of sores and literally covered with

flies. No attempt is made to brush them olif,

and so they feed and spread the sores and

carry sickness and death to others. One Eng-

lish church, one Baptist, established by Amer-

icans, and a ragged temple or two, make up

the religious edifices. All the buildings are

painted white or whitewashed a dirty yellow

and reflect the sun's rays to a blinding degree.

Our boat scarcely comes to anchor before

dusky villains swarm over the deck-rails with

all sorts of queer things for sale. Laces, beads

and fruits are offered cheap until all our loose

change is gone. Then we are entertained by

Hindoo jugglers and magicians. Coal is taken

on here, and such Jt mess!

Coal all in; "all ashore, not going," ringing

of bells, gruff orders, anchor weighed, and we

are off again. The vendors of truck remain

until the last possible moment, and only

leave when actually driven off at the end of a

stick. We enter the Suez Canal at 4 p. m., and

plowalongbetween its banks of reddish-yellow

sand until night, and retiring we are lost to the

beauty of the scenery, if any there be, until

morning. Passing Ismalia in the night, wc

arrive at Suez in the forenoon, and anchor off

shore. Here more peddlers of beads and

feathers, figs and dates, pounce upon us, and,

like their brothers at the other end of the

canal, stick to us until the last gun is fired.

Off again through the Gulf of Suez .ind into

(he Red Sea, in the home of the Pharaohs and

Bible men. The sea is not red by any means.

If it ever was such a color it has given way to

a beautiful deep ])lue with an occasional

streak of Nile green. The Red Sea is about

1,000 miles long and wide enough to render

the shores invisible. As we progressed to-

ward Aden, our next stop after Suez, the heat

became more and more severe, until a canvas

jacket and trousers were all one could bear,

and then life was one long streak of glitter

and sweat. The nights were too hot to sleep

and the days to breathe. Fans are kept going

in the dining saloon, but only stir up hot air.

The fans are hung above the tables and
jerked back and forth by coolie boys on the

outer deck. These coolies are shipped in great

numbers, as they are hired cheap (one cent per

hour), and it takes ten to do one white man's

work. They are long, thin, copper-colored

chaps, and dress in a sort of blouse and thin

ankle pants of all colors. A wicker or cloth

turban covers the head, and they never wear

foot covering of any kind. Nearer Aden we
sight the rocky shores of Pearrim and an old

Moorish fort, with a wreck or two on the

beach. Early Monday a. m., April 26th, we ar-

rive at Aden, and again cast anchor.

Here passengers for Bombay are transferred

to another boat, and we exchange mails. Small

'craft filled with native Arabian boys come out

from the picturesque shores of Aden and beg

fur money to be thrown into the water that

they may dive for it. They are most wonder-

ful divers, and will secure a coin almost as

soon as it touches the water. They also dive

from immense heights, and one little fellow

climbed to the hurricane deck, then up into a

lifeboat that hung at least fifty feet above the

water and dove headlong into the water, cut-

ting it as clean as a knife and arising again in

an instant—all for sixpence. Aden is popu-

lated by a number of different tribes of these

native Arabs, Jews and English. Each tribe

has a distinguishing mark of some kind.

One tribe shaves the head perfectly bare,

while another allows the wool to grow an inch

long and then bleaches it a golden-red by

smearing softened lime over the entire scalp

until the subject looks as if a plaster cast was

being taken. In several months this wears off

and the sufferer struts about in the beauty

class.

To see black skins, peal-white teeth and red

hair is a treat, sure. They use a root of some
kind for cleaning the teeth, and such teeth

would set an American belle wild. Every one

of these half-tamed people owns a perfectly

regular set of molars as pure white as snow.

The color of their skin is that of a bronze

statue, and they appear to be cleanly in their

habits. In contrast, the Jews who came aboard

to sell feathers and silks were greasy and un-

kempt in appearance. They were the true type

of Israel's children, lost, strayed or stolen from

the neighborhood of Rebecca's well or the

weeping wall. They, Jew-like, had adopted the

costume of the native in part, with no shoes

and the regulation turban on their heads.

Heads bald or grizzled, and their faces

framed in a fringe of kinky whiskers, thin and
ragged. If you but glanced at their wares
they pounced on you and would have to be
shaken off to rid oneself. At last all is com-
pleted for resuming our voyage, and we soon
leave the hills and peaks of Aden mere specks

in the distance.

The steamer plows its way along, churning
the blue sea into pure white foam, until

night conies on, and the stars follow the sink-

ing fiery siui. A sailor points i^ut the "South-

ern Cross," which is a constellation of four

stars, and is to the mariners of this water

what the North Star is to our Western men.
CUKIS. COLOMB.
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CURE FOR LONG CREDITS.

Men Who Have Suffered Ilia Such as the

Cycle Trade Has Felt SugKest a

Remedy.

Although the cychtiR world n.iturally docs

not know it, the years 1»<!'5 and 18'.>G were "the

darkest and most disastrous in the history of

the carriage business." Many old and notable

houses came down in the succession of crashes

and the trade is but just recovering from the

effects of the bad spell.

In very many respects the carriage indus-

try docs not difTer materially from the cycle

trade, and if the latter will, it can profit by

the experience of the other. The conditions

which prevailed and which brought about the

distress of the carriage world have entered

into the bicycle business, and he is wise who

takes the resultant lessons to heart.

The matter of long credits was one of the

most serious contributory evils—as has been

the case in the cycle trade, one embarrassed

concern carrying some $.M»,iMt»—and reached

such proportions that a Committee on Long

Time Credits was appointed. At the recent

session of the Carriage Builders' Association

this committee rendered its report, which

cannot but prove of interest to hands that con-

trol the factory purse-strings. It follows:

"This evil had its origin in apparent neces-

sity, growing out of the fact that the manu-

facturing season extended over the entire year,

while the selling season was limited to about

one hundred days. In the early history of

carriage making there was a large consump-

tive demand; repositories had to be filled and

warehouses stocked and new territory devel-

oped. This made a year-round demand. This

stimulated production. When productive ca-

pacity caught up, and repositories and ware-

houses were filled and demand declined to

actual rc<|uircments of retail buyers, a new

condition came. The factories were crowded

during the retail buying season, and then the

question arose what is to be done with pro-

duction and productive capacity during the

rest of the year.

"Then began illegitimate and unbusiness-

like efforts to unload stock—bank discr>unts,

consignnunts with monthly payments, follow-

ed by four and six months' notes for balances.

This was followed by post-dating longer and

longer periods. How can this be ren>edicd?

is the question. The facts recalled in this re-

port arc not new, but are patent to all; the

remedy is what is wanted. There is only one

remedy in the world, and that is the shorten-

ing of the selling season. Let every manufac-

turer taUr off from the road his traveling man
All r, better still, July Ist. Most oi

the IS done trying to squeeze out a

lew fall lalr^ after that time—more than in all

the balance of the year put together. When
the manufacturer realizes that after August
1st, yo per cent of all the carriages ordered for

•lock by the dealer it carried over the winter,

for" W-alcr who
ha'- m the fall

on regular ttrin*. nni.i', hr nthcr has it sold

or believes he ran \i\acr it, unless the manu-
facturer carries him.

"The expense of travrluifr men would be
Mved. the boys would nr\ a rest, the shop
could be nm on short time, or, better -.till, be
shut down, and what goods were w,in(cd Ik

•old at a profit.

"Every carriage maker might as well recog-

nize sooner or later that ours is a six or seven

months" business, and forced beyond that is

only done at a cost that means a loss. We
all presumably make money the first half of

the year and use it up the last half.

"The most probable solution—probably an

impossible one, owing to the infirmities of

human nature— is the strict closing down of

all factories from .\ugust 1st to November
1st. That would be the best solution. But

manufacturers would not agree to this, nor ad-

here to it if they did: but they could all agree

to withdraw their traveling men from the road

after July 1st or August 1st; and on all orders

entered after that time to adhere strictly to

the regular four months' term for fall busi-

ness. If they did this they would find a bare

market in January, and a demand that would
be healthy, desirable and profitable. The
carriage makers at Amcsbury, Mass., have

practically done this for years, and their exam-
ple could be profitably followed by the others.

"It is said that wrongs right themselves

eventually. We believe that the root of all

evils lies in the fact that there is at present an

overproduction of carriages, and the reason

that such is the case is not in the scope of this

report to discuss, but nevertheless it is a fact.

"The solution of long credits may possibly

be solving itself in several ways.

"First— It is becoming evident that the

profits in business are such that the solvency

of the carriage maker and long credits are in-

compatible. Long credits are growing to be
a danger signal to the accessory manufactur-
ers, and credits to carriage makers are more
closely scrutinized.

"Second—The restricted capital of the car-

riage maker positively forbids it.

"Third—The utter impossibility of running
a carriage factory ten to twelve months and
giving the necessary credit to make the fall

sales on "spring terms" is becoming plainer

to all.

"Fourth—Unless the promises of return-

ing prosperity are more than fulfilled, the ne
cessity of an absolute or almost entire shut-
down for several months in the fall is being
conceded by many solvent and conservative
concerns; and the limited demand and the
present condition of the carriage market warns
the wise ones against long credits, and will

bankrupt the foolish ones. The grave and
sad experience of ]H'.Hi taught the carriage
maker a lesson that cannot fail to hear fruit

in the shortening of credits and the abolition
of jug-handle contracts.

"The only remedy for long credits is don't
make any more goods than you can sell profit

ably during the selling sea.son, and then
SHUT Df)WN."

LISTEN FOR THE LIONS ROAR.

When news of the following outrage against
British trade reaches Kngland the Queen and
Parliament may be looked to for prompt
action. On Tuesday from Philadelphia a con-
signment of fifty bicycles at a fixed value of
I'i.'iOo was sent to Ptjrt Antonio, Jamaica,
These machines are intended (or the British

police on the island, and arc but the first of a

big order which has been placed with a Phila-

delphia csliiblishment.

IN 4 FEW YEARS HENCE.
"r)o< s the baby walk yet. Mrs. Pedalmore?"
"W.ilk? Urar mr. no; but we are going to

try and wean him from his bicycle next ••cekl"

PREPARING FOR EMERGENCIES.

When you come right down to it. how many
riders can repair a puncture on the road?

There is no doubt of the ability of the old-

timer to handle an ordinary case—he passed

through the horrors of old Dunlop, was his

own repair man. and managed to like the tire

in spite of its tc;rrors, and has kept pace with

the improvement of the single tube, the double

tube, and the clincher tires, but for the" novice

there is less hope. He receives a book of in-

structions with his machine, and as a rule neg-

lects to read it over, and if he does so. fails to

digest the contents. When he goes for a ride

out of town or on the boulevards he invariably

strips his machine to tl'e last ounce, and the

repair kit is left at home with pump, wrench

and spanners.

A few attempts at home with a section of

the tire he is riding, obtainable from any

dealer, will save many a penny, and often a

long tramp. The saving of a few ounces in

weight is poor compensation for the discom-

fort resulting from an unrepairable puncture

or a break-down .miles from one's destina-

tion.

The adoption of a standard thread for valves

has its drawbacks, in spite of the apparent ad-

vantage of such a system. There was a day

when riders had to use a special pump for

each different make of tire. Now, too many
riders depend on some one else in the party

for a pump, and but a small percentage of

riders will be found provided with pump or

repair- kit.

Nuts will work loose, valves will occasion-

ally leak, and who can guard against punct-

ures? In riding, an ounce of prevention, or

even two or three ounces, is well worth a

pound of cure.

NEW PATENT REGULATIONS.

Acting Comnnssioner of Patents Greeley

has made a numl>er of important amendments
to the rules governing the practice of the Pat-

ent Office and tltcy have been approved by

Secretary Bliss. These rules will apply to all

cases filed after January 1, all cases filed prior

thereto being subject to the old rules. The
new rules provide that no invention subnn'tted

is patentable if it has been described in printed

publications two or more years before the fil-

ing of the application.

Heretofore, if a foreign patent has been

taken out before an .\merican patent the term

of the latter was limited to the expiration of

the foreign patent, which often resulted in the

practical loss of many valuable patents by

giving them a very short life. The new rules

do not make this limitation, but if the |)eriod

between the two patents is over seven months
no American patent will be granted.

Heretofore, preference in acting on applica-

tions was given to inventions deemed of spe-

cial importance to the Government, especially

to the army and navy. Now cases will be

made special only when the dei>artment in-

terested is personally represented before the

Patent OfTjce an<l asks for such preference.

One yc.ir is named as the period within which
failure to prosecute will be held to constitute

an abandonment of the application for a

patent.

LUCKY PEOPLE.

Vou can btiy an alleged bicycle at the dry

gootls stores (or a song nowadays, but, luckily

(or them, a great many people can't sing.
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1898

$60 NONA $60

Tandems, $100. Racers, $75.
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$50. $50.

^^ \

4 ;^>; mx
DEFIANCE

$40. $40

DEFIANCE
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Mr. Dealer

It iS' important that you represent a line of wheels THIS YEAR that you can get when you

want them. "The Early Bird Catches the Worm." We have been working 1,200 men since Sep-

tember ist and have 18,000 machines (1898 style) ready for delivery, all embodying the latest and

best features of bicycle construction. Every part a mechanical triumph. Over 200,000 riders of

bicycles of our manufacture will tell you that they stand up, run easy and are always in front.

1898 CATALOGUES READY NEXT WEEK, SEND FOR ONE.

X
t

t

I

MONARCH CYCLE MFG. CO.
New York : 83 Reads St. Chicago : Lake, Fulton and Halsted Sts. London : 37 and 38 Shoe Lane.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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EVOLLTIO\ OF EPOCHS.

In all technical pursuits, such as the de-

signinR and constructing of bicycles, or parts

thereof, there are epochs through which they

pass on the road to complete development.

Of these, the first is the epoch of experiment,

tlie second is the epoch of secrecy, and the

third is the epoch of open competition. That

these have been named in their proper

sequence is self-evident. No trade can have

secrets until private ways and superior means

of doing things have been arrived at, or. in

other words, until things once held mysteri-

ous because of ownership by the very few

have become the property of the contempor-

aneous many.

Once evolved, these three stages never dis-

appear. Without them progress would be

impossible, for the course of progress is a

spiral, divided into three, and trends upward.

Trades would ever remain upon the same

plane were it otherwise, and could not as-

cend. The incentive to attainment lies in

desire, and the stimulus to invention resides

in the object upon which desire has focused

itself.

From the man of purely scientific procliv-

ities, the fruits of whose industry are given

forth to the world as soon as they mature

upon the tree of knowledge, to his more mer-

cenary brother, who seeks for material lux-

ury through that which he invents, the im-

pulse to discover new things is, broadly

speaking, one and the same. It differs only

in the source of its energy. And yet how
great is that difference! One acts in confor-

mity to the law of true progression; the

other acts in a manner best calculated to re-

tard it.

But how can this be? some one asks. If

the epoch of secrecy is always with us,

and underlies progress, how can it retard it?

Simply in this way. That progress is a

spiral, tending upward, and while it is pass-

ing round the circle it is ascending. New
secrets in every trade there must ever be;

it is the pretense to secrecy about old and

worn-out things that blocks the further move-
ment.

Those who practice this idea in the cycle

trade are subverting the principles along the

lines of which they must work. They adhere

forever to the primitive stages of the art of

cycle construction, forgetful that, when once
those stages have been gone through, the

future of the cycle industry lies in further en-

deavor, and the evident dispersion of the old

facts and theories.

It is only when the epoch of competition is

reached, such as the wheel trade has of late ex-

l>erienced, that the true ends of invention, dis-

covery and experiment arc attained, for then

the price put upon production lowers until

what was formerly only within the reach of

the favored classes becomes a possibility of

(he poorer classes.

Thus the trade goes on. steadily enlarging

the power of mankind to enjoy the fruits of

circling thouRht .ind industry. It is this, as

applied to cycling, that lies at the root of the

familiar saying, viz , "what are the luxuries

of to-day hm-nup ilir nrrriMtlr* (jf to-mor-

row.

WHY THEY ARE WONDERING.

The National Cycle Mfg. Co., Bay City,

Mich., has its full line of '08 models ready for

tlie market.

Incidentally, they arc pointing to their '92

wheel with sonic degree of pride. This ma-

iliine has the arched fork-crown, the arched

crown over the wheel in the rear stays, low

drop at the hanger and 23 and 9 tooth

sprockets, all fcattires ili.it are being dilated

on to-day and which lead the National people

to "wonder if that finality in bicycle construc-

tion, of which we hear so much, is a will-'o-

the-wisp, leading us back with each decade to

recognize the good in that which has been

made before."

The National line for '98 is well diversified

as to prices and designs.

Models 22 and 23, at $75, show all the Na-

tional improvements and several new ideas.

Flush-joints. 3-inch drop at hanger, large

sprockets, disc-adjusting hubs, new two-piece

crank construction and new internal handle-

bar binder arc the salient features. Model 2.T

will be regularly e(|uipped with gear-case.

Models 16 and 1". n' *iWi -.re the medium-

TWIN TROCBLBS.

Breeches of promi»c—the knickerliockers

(he tailor fsils to deliver on time.

price road models, with 2-inch drop at

hanger, flush-joints, two piece crank-shaft,

etc.

Model 18, at $00, is adapted for cither road

or track, according to equipment. It has a

H-inch drop, low frame and a rakish appear-

ance that is fetching.

Models 14 and 15, .it $50, show the higher

built frame, with \\ inch drop at h.ingrr.

two-piece crank and nilirr improvenu-nts.

Model 24, the special racer of 1898, and

three tandems will complete the line.

CARRIAGE VERSUS CYCLE RIDING.

An interesting article recently appeared in a

daily contemporary wherein the writer dwells

upon the fact that a part of the seeming neg-

lect of carriage riding is due to the undue or

at least very liberal attention given by the

press generally to cycles and cycle interests.

The tenor of the article is to call a halt in this

direction, or at least to give more attention to

the horse and his place in our social economy,

in order that the public, or the carriage riding

portion of it, might be induced to indulge

more freely in the pleasure of carriage riding,

.^s regards the bicycle and cycle discussion

in the press, it is the outcome of a certain so-

cial force that no discretionary action can in-

fluence. The bicycle is a discovery. It fills

a want. Its use may and may not have reach-

ed "craze" limits. As a safety valve it serves

an excellent purpose to smothered and re-

pressed nature for outdoor exercise.

A wheelman cannot be converted to a horse-

man. A horse will not stand in the hall

of a flat or in the kitchen thereof, content with

a few drops of oil. while a wheel will. The
conditions which make carriage riding more
general can be pointed out, but not brought

about by newspaper advocacy or adverse crit-

icism. They arc of slow growth. The rea-

sons and motives which prompt a purchaser

to buy a carriage are vastly different from the

reasons and motives which induce the buying

of a bicycle. Even if bicycle buying could

be lessened by any means, it is a question

whether the carriage industry would be ap-

preciably benefited thereby.

Some think it would be greatly benefited.

The horse needs no champion. His limited

use in pleasure carriages is due to the compar-

ative absence of the conditions that make rid-

ing desirable or possible. Take that class

from whom carriage patronage is to be ex-

pected. Business exactions and social en-

vironments prevent many of this class from

becoming purchasers and users of carriages.

The bulk of that class reside in pent-up city

quarters, where there is not room enough for

a horse to neigh.

If the homes of this class of persons had

yards and stables, or room for stables; if

stable servants were to be had when wanted,

it would be different. As it is, thousands of

those who would have a horse and vehicle

cannot think of having one. There is not

room for either. The boarding stable idea

will not work. Livery hire is expensive and

inconvenient. Even in small cities and towns

the keeping of a horse is practically impos-

sible. The fault is not with the people. The
love of the horse is innate in man.

The people of to-day have surrounded them-

felves with conditions that preclude use of the

horse, except in a limited way, and it is to

this cause and not the wheel that must be at-

tributed the seeming decadence of pleasure

driving.

WITHOUT HONOR IN BIS OWN LAND.

Even the triumphant chainless prophet, who
is now able to say "I told you so," meets with

many people who can not remember that he

did.

KEEP IT DARK.

\\'lien accidents to yuur wlu-.-l or yourself

cause you to lose your temper, never go 'ound

looking for it with a lantern.
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....We Lead Where Others Follow.

Tlie Racycle Narrow Tread.

'98 MODELS

NOW READY.

First to have a direct pull.

First to launch, large sprockets.

First to introduce recessed hubs.

First to have double-arched rear

forks.

First to have a wheel mechani-
cally correct.

First to save 25 per cent pressure

on the bearings.

First to have things for others to

copy after.

First to place the sprocket be-

tween the bearings.

First to have wide bearings and
a narrow tread.

Two Radical Changes

for '98.

Last to lose a good agent.

Last to adopt discarded ideas.

Last to hide behind a name-
plate.

Last to elaborate on material

every high - grade wheel
should have anyway.

If you want a LEADER for

next year, write us at once, and
we will send a representative to

call on you.

THE MIAMI CYCLE & MFG. CO., Middletown, Ohio.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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ADDED TO THE CHAIMESS LIST.

Although embarrassed by the unexpected

action of one of its creditors, the Warwick

Cycle Mfg. Co. is so sanguine of coming

throuKh whole that work at the factory in

Springfield is reported progressing without

interruption. The debut of the Warwick

Chainless being made as if nothing had hap-

pened. The wheel is shown by the accom

panying illustration.

The construction shows that the Warwick

people have added their quota to the develop

inent of bevel-gears which is now in progress

This is especially noticeable in the construe

tion of the crank-hanger. by the use of tin

large barrel-hanger they are enabled to secure

great strength at this point and also to use the

one-piece crank and axle. The crank-gear is

attached to the centre of the axle, not at the

end. This, it is assertedr divides the strain

equally between the cranks and brings liic

ball-races close to the extreme ends of the axle

and outside the gear-wheel. The tread is

thus narrowed considerably and the leverage

on the bearings is decreased, the latter point

being a vital one. and one which concerns the

wearing qualities of the bearings very greatly.

The driving-rod connecting the front and rear

gears i.s one piece, which is a great advantage

in point of strength over a two-piece rod.

TIk bearings of the driving rod are arranged

in such a way that the rod can be inserted int><

the rear fork and the bearings perfectly ail

justed before the gears arc put on at all. All

four »»f the gears are easily adjustable or re-

movable. The crank-hanger gear can be got-

ten at by simply opening the small trap in the

bottom of the hanger and can be readily

cleaned or adjusled without ninrning from

the %vhecl The rear

to (h<- hub and can l>'

for the
,

< into ti

instead ot in iront, thus c«»fuirrtiiig the rear

gears outride of the frame. This ciinblrt

tliem to preserve the form of the frame ex-

actly, the same as in the chain-wheel, doing

away with the several extra parts which are

necessary when the gear is applied in front of

the hub. The gears are cased in a very neat

manner and in such a way that they can be run

in a bath of oil. The cases are firmly fastened

to the frame with two screws, a small screw-

driver being the only tool necessary to re-

move the cases. This can be done in an in-

stant and tile gears easily gotten at to be

cleaned or adjusted.

The design of frame of the Warwick chain

-

less wheels, whether ladies' or gentlemen's, is

the same used in the Warwick chain wheels,

the only difference being the substitution of

bevel-gear parts ff»r sprockets and chain, and

the necessary modification of the crank-hanger

to enclose the axle gear. The price of the

Warwick chainless is. of course, ^\2i^>.

Tlie \\'arwick chain wheels will list at $7o

and are built on the lines suggested by the ex-

l>erience during 181)7. The lines of the wheels

have been greatly beautified by the introduc-

tion of a new arch front fork-crown of special

•Usign ,111(1 by a new design of rear forks and

nar slays. The bolts fastening the seat-post

and handle-bar have been replaced by inside

fastenings. Imprcjvetiienis in detail havu

been inlroduced wherever possible.

A CHICAGO SKIRT SAVEK.

It is natural that the widespread talk of

chain!' les should accrue materially to

thf !'
I chain covers of all sorts, and it

I'lisjng, therefore, that the Chicago
<Jo. report a large sale of their chain

I his skirt saver is made of steel, but is

with felt to prevent rattle and covers the
i'.ii .is well as the front sprocket. It is en-
aiiiclrd in colors to suit purchasers and the
pnrr is well within reason.

UNWISE CREDIT-GIVING.

The reason why it has always been so diffi-

cult to maintain prices in the cycle trade is

that credit has been too easily obtained, and

there has been more bicycles handled on

credit than could be supported by cash re-

serves. Cycle manufacturers may organize

and combine, and fix prices to the end of time,

but so long as credit is so easily had

and given irresponsible manufacturers and

agents will go beyond their limits. The
true remedy and the true protection

consists in limiting credit to correspond to

capital, or rather to bear a closer correspond-

ence to capital than is generally t)orne.

But while this statement is true in a broad

sense, it is not applicable at all times and to all

cases, for the reason that well capitalized cycle

concerns sometimes fail, only because they

cannot collect fast enough. But even in cases

like these their inability to collect is due to

the fact that other cycle manufacturers who
went beyond their legitimate means over-

crowded the market in times when the market

would not take bicycles or components as fast

as it had been accustomed to.

.•\nalyzed to its ultimates, however, low and

unremuncrative prices for bicycles can be gen-

erally ascribed to loose credits given by their

makers and copied by their sellers. Loose

credits are due to the anxiety to do the great-

est possible amount of business. Against this

willingness to give credit and take risks, what

protection is there?

Perhaps in the long run it is well th.at there
is substantially no protection, for the reason
that this over competition makes prices of
wheels lower for all buyers, and the lower
prices are. other things being equal, the great-
er the demand for bicycles.

INVITING AS A UORRIS CHAIR.

Soft noses will he the distinguishing feature

of all saddles produced by the Mesinger Mfg.

Co.. of If^^'l First avenue. New York, for the

'DS trade. The members of this company are

men whose names are identified with one of

the best known saddles gn the market and they

have been preparing for months for the com-
ing season. The adjusting screws of the new
models are placed under the padded part of

the seat instead of at the pommel, as in other

makes, and thus gives a soft coinforlahle seat

from point to cantle. The line produced by
ihe firm will inchnle a hygienic saddle which

in appearance is as inviting as a Morris chair,

li is modeled on the lines of the saddle which

hears their name and will doubtless enjoy a

big sale.

E.XI'ORTS FOR THE WEEK

Exports of bicycles and cycle mate

port of New York for week ending

her 2.1d:
Ilicyclcf.

AnKlrrdnm $9,119

ririli<h Ouiana 100
1lrii««cls S26
IlMie UO
Mnrccluna 47S
ItritMi Weat Indie* 916
Hcrlin 710
Br«iil 461

nremrn S,4M
Rrilish Poiivwiont in Africa 30
Cologne 9t
Concnliairm 8,666
Chili 266
China
r;ia<i^ow
IlrUinvfor* 14S
lyondon
Mrxico 67
Peru
Sotithamplon

rial from

Novcm-

Malcrial.
1801

175

1,079

276

"97

1,561

61

260

ins

"u
l.fino
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594.265. 8ICTCU LAMP. JawCMauaudALkniTT Bootb.

Witcttanr Oaa, mutBun tatbe tUUhon & WllUrd Mauubctur

li«Oaaywr. aatplM*. PIM Sept 7. ttr Srnal No SM 726.

do now.)

tlaiim - In k bicvrlr-lintriu. tb« rooibination »ith a lantern-

body fumiahed with i collar provided wi.h a horixontal San^r ha\-

lAK foriBcd in tt elearafice-op«ntoev localcl opposite each other, uf a

lorkiD|[-nn( applied to -.le said Aanfce ao v to ba>e oacillating move.

0ent ther«upoo. acd lurmed with rlcaraice-nutehea adapted tu be

refutered with the said clearaii«e-opeaii|Ct, and alao fonned with

wedi«-«haped locking edgn . asd a lami-fouot provided with two

upwardlj projecting locking-Bogen, haviai outwardly .««t. iowardly-

• •peain^. tocktitg-fiutcj. adapted to be Lakin under by the aaid lock-

i<*K edge* after the tiugers have Keen inlroluced nto the said clcar-

aac* openings aod notci.ea. tubatantially v set foth

37,900. TO&CUP Toiuslllu.ll. hewTort N Y.MBIgnoror

aoe-balf to Louu P Wblteman same place FUet S^iL 30, 18S7. Se-

rial lo 6a3.&S3 Term of ptteiil 3i vetn

THE WEEK S PATENTS.
r»0.3.M7 8. PARCEU;ARIU1;k KUR BICYCLES ruuuiciJ

.Bona. Brooklyn. » Y r\i^. Aug 17, 1S96 Semi Ha 603.045 (.No

iDodel)

/

rj ; » I .t > J
"

. EXTENSIBLE P8DAl,LPVEF FOR BICYCLBS Et^

wiitD B WtLLC and Ompi.E K I Wtus, AtheviUe, H U Pll-d

Nov -ii. ISM ServM No «I3.4£0. (No model)

f J'lif** Aft an impruvi'd urticle of nianutarture. a parcel-carrier

lor bicycle« comprising a strip adapted to lie parallel luth the han.

die-bar. nubstantially iuverted-U-sha|>ed sprinpi ai up[>o.iitc ends of

said strip, nulMlantially U-shaped springs oppositely disfra^d at the

ends of said strip upon the opposite side thereof with their upper ends

curved outwardly, and elastic bands, one for each of the la.^t-mrD-

lione<^ spnngs. engajfing the bent-o* er portions thereof, all suhMan-

tially a.s herein shown and for the purpose specified.

'2 7 . 8 n r> . CYCLOMETBRBODY. WiLLUa C Hoiiaii. Merlden,

Good , assignor to Ue Edward Miller & Company, same place Filed

Sept 8. 1897. Serial Ho 650.993 Term of patent 3* years.

'laiM The design for a toe-clip. a« "how a and described

994.234. BICYCLE BRJIKB. AiaaaW DDCt.OaklaiM,Ca!. Piled

Oct 21 IIW Senal No 610.301 do model)

f%i,m I In J litrycle-brake. a plurality of rollers jnurnaled

poo shafU extending downwardly and forwardly at an obtuse angle

«ltk Mch oilier and mean for forring the rollcn into eoolacl with

Ike lir*

094.295. BRAIB POR VELOCIPBDBa PiiDilucii Saan, Hat

PIM Apr 16 IS97 Senal No 632 4M (Ho model)

C'lassK Tile rombmatmn with the ^hoe \, hating aide plates R,

aad boTM C, of a brake block 1>. having longitudinal receasee t)*, and

fileaatew tY. for rereKing the laiH parts^ )', •obataotially as dt-

smbnl

094.0l<^. NUIE Pnit nnrrua Jaan«.JaooM,Jalbnao
*» laA PIM Oct Al Ho a0<.4» (Ho OMtel)

fUim la eosabsMslioa I

i4 rwaalag r«'s''»l '
W^pv aad est'

• iIm skafl aMJ

Ml lite brarket •»
'

• i "•

I * .K^

CY«iM. I. A bicycle atucl.nient, comprising a ahafl, a crank-

caaiog, an extensible pedal-carrying, lever carried therein, a rocking

disk and a series of antifriction-ball- adapted to bear between pro-

jectioii> on said disk and lever, a coiled spring, having one end «-

cured to the cylindrical portion of the casing carried on the crank-

shaft, a sprocket carrying cylinder, to which the other end of the

>pring i> connected, and geared connection lulween the alle-shaft

.594 331. BICYCLETRiCK WiLuaa F CaoBUY, Hew York.

H Y PUed May 4. 1897 Senal No 634.980. (No model)

I'lu'iiH - The dfign fur the body of a cyclometer, substantially

a herein shown and dcM-ribed

5 94. P. 16. SADDLE. David BiKB. New York, NY FUedJuM
29, 1896. Serial No S97.27ft. (Ho model)

('l„,m —A bicycle-saddle having a body-plate undulating to suit

the form otlhe saddle and with an edge flange projecting upwardly

therefhim. a canvas body rested snugly on the liodyplale and in-

closed by llie flange, two cushions separated fVom each other and

r.irried by the canvas body, a covering for each cushion, each cover-

ing having a portion running out horixontally over the canvas body

and approjimately parallel with the body plate, and a tie plate cou

forming to the shape of the bodyplaU to rest snugly against th»

canvas body and having two openings respectively receiving the cosh

ions, the openings having upwardly extending flanges lying against

the "ides of the cu"hiona, and the tie plate being fitted within the

flaoge of the bodv -plate and rlamped down thereon on the canvas

body to hold the covering* of the cushione in poeilion. subatantially

aadascribod

6 94.110. BALLBBARIHO ROLLIKCOO WHBBL PlAlf L
BlMin. Winltimii Haaa. aalgnor of one-half to Pred a BuiMt.

Wohnm. MaM PlW Feb 16, 1897 Serial Ho 63S,63« (Ho DoM)

Claim —\ A track {pr bicycles having alumate upward and

don nw ard inclinations w ilb the angles of inclination increasing (kxHB

Ihr .larling point, siib'taniially as set forth

,5 04 2 «i !> PHEUMATIC TUB FOR CTCLBa RoDBloi McLwB,

Jr.'and AuaaiiDK M McLloo. Bdlnbunrt. SooUand. PIM Dk. It.

1896 Senal Ho 61.V373 (Ho model)

itih a Uejris. a braekst tenired to tlia

.,.-',lI; . .i .f ,...,. ..."'.I r. Id. rrsnk-

"si

.,..,,„ the

A pneumatic lire lor vehicles ri.cn|.n-iiig sn etpanai-

ble continuous air liil>e formed with radial coropartmenu and with

nerks providing air pasaages connecting the said compartment*, and

an eipanslble conlinnous air lobe extending through the said nerks

whereby Ihe pasMges ronuecting the compartments are cloawh s«b-

siantially as descrilMnJ

094.M1(). PHBCMATICnU Paan WrmUodoa. I

PUm Jwk. 6. 1897 Sana] Ho 618.Q»1 (Ho modal)

faags oa* sod •ilewding lliro«gb an s IMslbte lto%m I A roller cng wheel hsong flsnges, said flsnges being

^^^ nsMsag aroawd the drew and •• the lever provided with f-t^n n.-.t<-l,». nr .nrkets si ihe.r perimeiers and rollers

aad at iJm atbar la Ibe bracket, a fUugt '•'• ' < »" "'I th« inaei >.n avle«rem<>< > " the siles having ihieaded

edge of Um drsa Is rxsia Ike ieilHt* band iKvreu*. s>ibslaniially rnds. and ds> '' d ends and serving to as

as d—rihad cure Ikaasis u. ...i _*-.,- -. ^ .iUj «s sh. «n snd Hewnbed

I ^im I The ruiiibinatliin with a pnrumatir liir siul » wberl

rim upon which said tire is sealed, of a hollow mflauhlr •phnniei

grip ring loraled wilbin said lire ring and sdapted when deflated t4

esert a contractile action around and upon the inner peripheral por-

tion of said lire and hold the same u|mii said wheel nm
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594,338. AXLE-NUT. Cob;ies Collins, Dallas, Tex. FiledApr. 5 94^;]_09. CRAIfK FOR BICYCLKS. Ha-RKY Dg Lyns WMD'and 5 9 4 ^ 2 3 1 . DET-ACHABLE EANDtE FOR BICYCLE HANDLE-
5. 1897. Serial No. 630,822. (No mudeL) RiY P Deabdospf, Syracuse, S. Y. Filed Oct 26, 1896. Serial No. BARS. James S. Copeland, Hartford, Conn., assignor to the Pope

610,101. jFNo model) Manuiiacturlng Company, same place and Portland, Me. "Filfed June

29, 1896. Serial No. 597,288. (No modeL)

C/iiim,— 1. The combination of an axle or bar having at its end

a portion threaded in one direction and adjacent thereto a portion

threaded in the opposite direction, a nut threaded on one of said

portions having also a second thread of opposite direction to that

engaging the axle, and a washer secured on the ijppositely-threaded

portion of the axle and also engaging the second thread of the nut,

substantially as described.

G 94,3 1 1 . BICYOLE-WHEEL Oustavus R. Oiwan, Minneapolis,

Minn., assignor of one-half to Augustus E. McCarty, same place. FHed

July 6, 1896. Serial No. 598.193. (No model)

Claim.— 1. In a wheel the combination of a flexible tire, with an

inflexible wheel-rim of smaller diameter than said tire, inelastic but

collapsible ties or stays, connecting said tire and rim, and arranged

tangentially with respect to said wheel-riui, and whereby said tir-e is

held concentric with the rim except at the point of contact with the

ground, substantially as described.

594,066. DEVICE FOR REPAIRING VEHICLE-TIREa SlDSEY

H. Clbxtob, Syracuse, N. Y. Filed Jan. 26, 1897. Serial No. 620,787.

(No model)

C/aim.^—l. The ccrnbination with a handle-bar or other like part
having its end screw-threaded, ofa handlfe composed of a suitable grip
and atube to support and retain the same, the said tube being screw-
threaded interiorly to engage the scren-thieaded portion of the han-
dle-bar and bein.g swaged down in the wake of said screw-threaded
portion, whereby said tube and grip are supported firmly by the
handle-b'ar, substantially as shown and described.

5 94-13 6. BTCYCLB-FRAME. Sylvesser B. Hnx, Chioopee, Mass.

Filed Jan. U, 1897. Serial No. 618.786. (No motfal)

Claim.— In a crank-shaft mounting, the combiuation with a tu-

bular shaft recessed in pai^allel lines across its ends, a sprocket-wheol

recessed across its hub upon like lines, and cranks recessed across

their ini*er faces upon like lines, of a bolt inserted through all of them
to hold them in mesh aud interlocked together.

5 94,393. PDMP FOR PNEUMATIC TIRES. AuiHisoN S Smp-
80)1, Folsom, N. Ifez. Filed June 3, 1897. Serial No. •839,265. (No
..jod«L>

Cliiim.— 1. A puncture-closing plttg comprising a tu'bular stem

and a hollow head provided with perforations adjacent to said stem.

I 5 94,33 S . PNEUMATIC TIRE. Lso T. Daenatjit, London. Eng-

land. Filed July 9, 1896. Serial No. 598,533. (No models

Claim.— 1. The combination with the inflatable tube of a pneu-

matic tire, of dry, pulverized or granulated vulcanized rubber loosely

contained within such tube adapted to be accumulated by adhesion

over a spot or blob of rubber solution injected through a puncture

and -to thus confine such solution to a small circumscribed spot and

to.'form in conjunction with the injected rubber solution an elastic

patch within the tube, substantially as herein shown and described.

5 94,046. PNEUMATIC TIRE. Theopbiel P. WAITER, Beatrice,

Nebr., assignor of one-balf to Albertus H. Kldd, same ptooe. Filed

Apr. 29, 1897. Serial No. 634,405. (No model)

Chim.— 1. The combination of a frame, an .axle held theneby, a
wheel turning loose on the axle, a cylinder carried by the wheel, a,

piston working in the cylinder, a rod attached to the |)iston, an ec-
ceutric loose on the axle and having a lug, a strap embracing the
eccentric and connected with the rod of the piston, a shaft rocking
in the frame, and a dog carried by the shaft and capable of enga-g-
ing the lug whereby to stop the revolution of the eccentric.

594,009. MANUFACTURE OF BlCtCLE-CHAINS. HuiH>HREY
Harrington, Indianapolis, Ind., assignor to the Indianapolis Chain
and Stamping Company, same place. FUed Jan. 14, 1897. Sena! No
619,152. (No specimens.*

Ola/m.— 1. The herein-described means for repairing a punctured

tire or like inflated device, consisting of a patching-strip secured by a

comparatively smalt margin to the innerside of the tire, a cementing

substance applied to either the patching-strip or tire, or both, and

allowed to dry, aiid rendered active or adhesive by the introduction

of a solvent through the puncture, and a nou-adbesive powder inter-

posed between the patching-strip and tire, substantially as set forth.

594,147. VELOCIPEDE-FRAME. Feux J. de Andbauk, Liver-

pool, England. Filed Dec 29 1896 Serial No. 617,324 (No model)

Claim.— In the process of manufacturing rivets for pitch-chains,
first carbonizing inildly a considerable depth on the whole surface ot
iron or low-steel wire, next machining by turning down the reduced
necks and cutting off the rivets, third carbonizing highly a thin coat-
ing over the entire surfaces of the fully-shaped rivets, and fourth
hardening by sudden cooling from a rod heat, all substantially as
tierein specified.

594,010. BICYCLE-CHAIN, HUMPBREY HARRINGTON, Indlanip-

oUs, Ind., assignor to the Indianapolis Chain and Stamping Company,

same place. Filed Mar. 8. 1897. Serial No. 626,433. (No model)

Chun.— A rivet for bicycle-chains, having a Iwdy and reduced

ends; and composed of a core of rivetable metal extending through

the ends and body, a very liard surface layer over the body and ends,

and a layer of intermediate hardi>e8s on the body between luiid core

and surface layer, said intermediate layer being absent wholly or in

large part fVom the reduced ends of the rivet, sul>stantiatly lu de-

scribed.

Claim.— In a cycle, a fra>ne-bar and coupling (Mimprising the

member .\ the second member l> having u vertical dovetail socket

axially in line with the member .\ and the cou))liug-pioce between
the member A and the socket onnsisting of the screw-threaded shank

Q< one end, and the dovetail portion tapered vertically at the other

eno' &nd adapted to the dovetail socket with the cross-pin uniting the

dovetail parts, substantially ns described.

Claim):— I. In a by:ycle-frame, the combination of the frontand

rear bars it and /», the upper bar e, the lower bar e extending ft^m

the lo\}-ep'e;id of the front bar a to substantially tbe middle point of

the rear bar h amd the bar /'extending from the lower end of the

bar b to substantially the middle point of th% bar e, said bars b^iag
suitable connections at their points ofJuncture.

5 94,319. 8EAR-WHEEL CaaRLES A. Tbedweix, Bristol Conn,
assignor, by meatfe assignments, to the P. 4 F. Corbln, New Brltalnr
Oona FUed Sept 12, 1896. Serial «a 605,566. (So model) Pat-
ented In England Sept 28, 1896, No. 21.454

Claim.— 1. A g«ar consisting of a ^ir of plates, and cog-pins

uniting the -same, said pins being formed -by teeth struck up substan-

tially as set forth.

SUMMARY OF PATENTS.

593,529. Means for Closing Tirc-Puncturc. Rudolph
W. O. Hehmenklau, Minneapolis, Minn. Filed March
10, 1896. Serial No. 582,587. (No model.)

593.544. Pneumatic Tire. .V. I!. Shaw, Mcdford,
Mass., assignor to the Self-Sealing Rieyclc Tire
Company, Portland, Me. Filed June 4, 1S97. Serial

No. 639,385. (No model.)

593.545. Pump for Inflating Pneumatic Tires. Chas.
H. Allen, Rochester, N. Y. Filed March 12, 1896.

Serial No. 582,911. (No model.)

593,978. Parcel-Carrier for Bicvclcs. Frederick J.
Uoehm, Rrooklvn, N. Y. Filed Aug. 17, 1896. Serial
No. 603.045. (No model.)

594.009. Manufacture of Ricycle Chains. Hum-
phrey Harrington, Indianapolis, Ind., assignor to

the Indianapolis Chain and Stamping Company,
.same place. Filed Jan. 14, 1897. Serial No. 619,152.

(No specimens.)

594.010. Bicycle-Chain. Humphrey Harrinifton,
]ndianai)o!is, Ind., assignor to the indianapolis (. hain
and Stamping Companv, same place, I'iled March
S, 1S97. Serial No. (i2l'!.433. (.No model.)

lames \V. Tacobs,
lb, 1896. Serial No.

' 694,018. r.rake for I!icvcles.

letVersoiiville, Ind. I'iled (let.

0S,429. (_No model.

1

594.046." Pneumatic Tire. rheophile P. Walter.
Keatriee, Neb., assignor of one-half to -Mbertus H.
Kidd, same place. Filed April 29, 1S97. Serial No.
634,405. (No model.)

594,047. Extensihle PcdaM-ever (or Bicycles. Fd-
ward B. WelUr aud George V.. P. Welles. .Xslie-

villc, N. C. Filed Nov. 26, 1896. Serial No. 013,420.

(No model.)
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President.

A. L. GARFORD.

First Vice-President,

GEORGE H. DAY.

Second Vice-Pretident, Treasurer,

C. \V. DICKERSON. W. A. REDDING.

Secretary,

ERNEST R. FRANKS.

National Bicycle Wood Rim
Manufacturers' Association.

President,

E. S. MEAD.
Treasurer,

N. D. DOUGHMAN.
Secretary,

W. \V. STALL, Bedford, Mass.

National Cycle Dealers' Association.

President,

GEORGE E. HANNAN.
Second \' ice-President,

J. J. MANDERY.

First Vice-President,

F. A. VERY.
Treasurer,

GEORGE COLLISTER.
Secretary,

JOHN McCARGO, St. Louis.

Rubber Tire Association.

President,

THEODORE A. DODGE.

First \'ice-President, Second Vice-President,

L. K. McCLVMONDS. GEORGE T. PERKINS.

Treasurer,

GEORGE F. HODGMAN.

Secretary,

KIRK BROWN.

604-506 West Fourteenth Street, New York.

S94,067. Support for Bicycle Shades. Frank S.

Voungman, Dixon, 111. Filed April 24, 1897. Serial

No. 633,561. (No model.)

594,066. Device for Repairing Vchicle-Tires. Sidney

H. Clu.xton, Syracuse, N. Y. Filed Jan. 26, 1897.

Serial No. 620,787. (No model.)

.'.94,109. Crank for Bicycle. Harry De Lyne Weed
and Ray P. Deardorff, Syracuse, N. Y. Filed Oct.

26. 1.S96. Serial No. 610,101. (No model.)

594,136. Bicycle-Frame. Sylvester B. Hill, Chico-

pee. Mass. Filed Jan. 11, 1897. Serial No. 618.786.

(No model.)

594.147. \clocipede Frame. Felix J. De Andrade,

I.iverpuol, England. Filed Dec. 29, 1896. Serial No.

617.324. (No model.)

594,211. Bicycle-Wheel. Guslavus R. Odcan, Min-

neapolis, Minn., assignor of one-half to Augustus

E. McCarthy, same place. Filed July 6, 1896. Serial

No. 59S.19.3. (No model.)

594.231. Detachable Handlc-Bar for Bicycle Handle-

Bars. J.imcs S. Copeland. Hartford, Conn., assignor

to the Pope Manufacturing Company, same place,

and Portland, Me. Filed June 29, 1896. Serial No.

597,286. (No model.)

594.232. Pneumatic Tire. Leo T. Darnault. Lon-

don. England. Filed July 9, 1896. Serial No. 598,-

533, (No model.)

594,234. Bicycle-Brake. Abram W. Duck. Oakland,

Cal. Filed Oct. 28, 1896. Serial No. 610,3t»S. (No
model.)

am,2G5. Bicycle- Lamp. John C. Miller and Al-

bert T. Booth, Waterbury, Conn., assignors to the

Mallhew* tt Willard Manufacturing Company, same
place. Filed Sept. 7, 1S97. Serial No. 650,726. (No
m.,.l.-l.)

.'.'.'t. •."•?). Pncumalic-Tirc for Cycles. Roderick Mc-
I !. Jr., and Alexander M. McLeud, Edinburgh,

• .".I Filed Dec. 11. 1K96. Serial No. 615,373.

limp for Pneumatic Tires. Allanson S.

.loom, N. M. Filed June 3, 1897. Serial
(No model.)

rfik<- for Velocipedes. Frederick Smart,
. ti.l. Filed Apr. 16, 1887. Serial No.

lei.)

i.ilic Tire. Frank Wynne, London,
Kui^aad. 1 ilcJ Jan. 5, 1897. Serial No. 618,054. (No
moilcl.)

- .1 'u: ^iidJlc. (Bicycle.) David Basch, New
Filed June 29, 1886. Serial No. 697,275.

•cycle Track. William F. Crossly. New
< Filed May 4, \Kf7. Serial No. 634,980.

TRADE CHANGES.

CALIFORNIA
Los .Vngeles.—Madison J. Russell, of the Russell Mfg.

Co., bicycle dealers, has sold realty for a consideration of
$130.

COLORADO.
Colorado Springs.—Weber Cycle & Supply Co. incor-

porated, capital of $10,000.
Denver.— .v. Lillyblade, Furniture & Carpet Co.,

furniture, bicycles, etc., will remove from 1717-1723
l.a«rcnce street to 1625-1631 Arapahoe street.
LeaJvillc.—T. D. Kyle, chattel mortgage $535.

CONNECTICUT.
Hartford.—H. C. Hart, new store in Keyes' build-

ing in Suburban Park.
Ilartford.—Cycle Supply Co. has removed to cor-

ner Garden and Sargeant streets.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.
Washington.—Jones & Burr, 513 Ninth street, N.

W., dissolved by mutual consent, R. C. Jones con-
tinuing.

ILLINOIS.
liloomington.—S. K. Haggard & Co., assigned to

C. .\l. Kayburn. Liabilities, J6,000; assets, $14,000.
Chicago.-American Cbainless Wheel Co., incor-

porated by Walter T. Stanton, Robert J. Frank and
James K. Dougherty to manufacture bicycles; cap-
ital slock. JIOO.OOO.
Chicago.—Woltz Bros., bill of sale for J-SOO.

Decatur.- Decatur Gun Co., M. R. Thackeray sold
his interest.
Kvanston.- Aldinc Bicycle Mfg. Co., closed out

under a mortgage.
Koodhousc—J. H. Wilson, chattel mortgage J66;

real estate mortgage, $611.

MARYLAND.
Hallimorc.-Tribune Cycle Co. incorporated by W.

.\l. Lerch. C. W . Sams, A. A. Foreman, J. J. Mc-
KIroy and II. J. Hush; will loc.itc on West i-"ayctte
street; capital stock, $6,000.

MASSACHUSETTS.
Andover.-J. F. & F. L. McCarty and H. T.

Walsh, new store at 8 Essex street.
Dorchester.—G. C. Kinncar, 1150 Washington street,

damaged by fire; $1,.')00.

East Hrooklield.—Waller Peters will remove to
Riverside Block.
Springfield.—Warwick Cycle Mfg. Co. attached for

$1.')<),(K)0 by Joseph Uannigan, of Providence.

MINNESOTA.
St. Paul.—C. F. Smith Cycle Co. have opened job-

bing house.
St. Paul.- F. M. Smith & Bro., succeeded by F.

M Smith.

MISSOURI.
Kansas City.—Allen Mfg. Co., attachment for

$6,721.70 by Morgan & Wright.

Kansas City.- Rudda Bros, have given chattel mort-
gage for $1U9.

NEBRASKA.
Omaha.— The Kearney Cycle Co has given bill of sale

to their establishment in this city for $2..'i00.

Omaha.—The High-Art Bicycle Co. sued on note lor
$65.5.

NEW JERSEY.
Elizabeth.—Lewis L. Evans, chattel motgagc, $1,678.

Trenton.—New York Cycle Supply Co. (Joseph A.
Herron, Harriet F. Herron and Frank A. Herron,
of this city). Application made for receiver.

NEW YORK.
Buffalo.—Electric City Wheel Co., following offi-

cers elected for ensuing year: L. E. McKinnon,
President; V. E. Ripper, vice-president; J. G. Mc-
Kinnon, treasurer; W m. Breckenridge, secretary.

Five thousand dollars additional stock subscribed.
Buffalo.— Martin \' Gibson Mfg. Co.'s plant seized

by sheriff on an execution secured by tlie People's
liank on a note for $5,5.'?S.96. The last statement of
the Company showed this condition: Capital stock,
$60,000; paid up stock, $38,000. Liabilities, $36,000;
assets. $74,000.
t'ohocs.--Albert Tanner; destroyed by fire; insured,
tiloversvillc.— F. Suttim. damaged by hre. $2.5(X).

New York.—Burkart & W'idniayer, reported dis-

solved.
New York.—Chas. W. Machcn, reported gave

judgment for $55.

Syracuse.- Snow Cycle Chain Co., incorporated by
F. li. Scott, N. W. Snow and W. A. Kcdings;
capital stock, $10,000.

OHIO.
Cleveland.—Likly & McNair, sued by Grand Rapids

Cycle Co. for $2,950.

Miamisburg.— C. W. Dodds, sold to Andrews Bros.

PENNSYLVANIA.
Pittsburg.—Itast End Cycle Co., gave execution for

$679.
RHODE ISLAND.

Providence.— Waller J. Taylor, assigned.

SOUTH CAROLINA.
Columbia.— Preston 1.. Mellon & Co., reported gave

judgment for $381.

TEXAS.
Galves'.on. — drover Tocbelman & Co.. dissolved.

Taylor.— H. Baumcrt, assigned. Assets estimated
at between $400 and $500. Liabilities not known.

WASHINGTON.
\iirtl>p<.rt — ('..Ininl.l.i Ilnnlw.nrc Co. new store.

TYPEWRITERS
^ Just the line for Bicycle

Dr.iler^ <^r Canvassers.

The B«8l Mi<)e. New.

Citalogs. JlotoJso
S.iniples, Free. For
tlic Home, 'he Oltice

or tlic S. hool.

OSGOOD ACQ.
237 Brofdwi). N. Y.

t

THE SAFETY OILER.

The Best Selling Oiler Made.

The only oiler that reaches every part

of the wheel with e.i8e No parts to

loac. No oily clothes. Made of brass,

h< avily nickeled. New priccH for

IHUH.

THE SAFETY OILER CO..

65 Nassau Street. New York.

We GUARANTtt THE LuTHY WmEEL TO BE:

Tnc tlANOSOMesT in Dcsign and Finism. ^'^

Tnt Blst in Material and WORMMANSnip. >
Tnc Most Perfect in rrs Lines and Bearmos.

Tnc Easiest andSmoothcst Running Wnccl

IN THE WOm.0.
^ ^^^ SELECT AQENCCS SOLICITED.
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You See

the Balls

and

You Don't See

the Brake
ON

Relay Bicycles*
t^^^^ t^^

Send for our '98 Advance Catalogue

and know why

Relay Manufacturing Co.
READING, PA.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

TELLING IN A TRUTHFUL AND EXPLICIT MANNER "WHY
ANDRAB CYCLES NEVER DISAPPOINT.

Published now and then by the Julius Andrae & Sons Company,
Milwaukee, Wis., U. S. A.

WE
ARE
READY.

We were always ready, al-

ways up to date in our deal-

ings and in our bicycles. We
are ready now for 1898. We
never knew what it was to be
behind the times. We're like

theman who was asked "How
do you feel ?" and answered
that if he felt better he
couldn't stand it. That's the
way we feel, that's the way
our agents feel, that's the way
Andrae riders feel, that's the
way any prosperous, hustling,

successful man should feel.

We suppose that you would
like to feel that way too. It's

easy, we might say dead easy,

and we are ready to talk to

you about it. We are ready
to tell you how to feel like a

successful man should feel.

Andrae

Cycles

Never

Disappoint.

10 MODELS
FOR 1898.

Julius

Andrae & Sons

Co.,

MILWAUKEE,
WIS.
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DONT....

Break Your

Back Any More

!

rrc*

nG.3
YOU DON'T HAVE TO.

NEW Ridgway Instantaneous Adjustable Handle-Bar

Obviates all that. You sit «p erect. A touch of the screw (without

dismounting, remember) and you can scorch if you choose.

THE BAR FOR THE RIDER-^o Tools, ^o Trouble.

THE BAR FOR THE AGENT-Sells at Sight.

THE BAR FOR THE IVIANUFACTURER-Increascs the Salability
of Machines.

SPECIAL PRICES QUOTED TO RIDER, AGENT OR MAKER.

JAMES H. BURT MFG. CO., Springfield, Mass., U. S. A.
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5
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I

IKindly mention The Wheel.
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SEE THE

1898

ELMORE
Before buying your

line of wheels for

the coming season.

A Good Record

in the Past

Is a Guarantee

for the Future*

Each bicycle must

now stand upon its

merits, and from the

past record of the

ELMORE you have

the best assurance

of handlmg a meri-

torious bicycle. We
should hke an op-

portunity to show

you our i8g8 models

••••

Elmore Mfg. Co
CLYDE, OHIO.

WELL THOUGHT OUT.

Anyone with half an eye can sec tliat there

has been a deal of original and earnest thought

centered in the '''S product of the P. & F.

Mfg. Co., Reading, Pa. The illustrations

show it. There are a niinihcr of departures

from the usual in both saddles and tool bags

and they are effected without resort to freak-

dom. The P. & F. anatomical saddle, for

instance, is made witliout raised pads or de-

pressed pommel, being padded all over and

having a rigid base and a pneumatic device of

their own patent which has no valve and is

insensible to punctures. In addition there

is an aluminum racing saddle and several

other new models, also two types of springs

and a low down saddle clamp. P. & F. like-

wise have tool bags of all patterns to fit any

corner or tube on the wheel and they em-

phasize the fact that only grain leather is used

in the manufacture of the bags. The firm is

also making and marketing the Penn pedal.

TURNED INTO A STOCK COMPANY.

Uardo & Calvert, whose principal store is at

48y Broad street, Newark, have become a

stock company, the Hardo & Calvert Co., under

the laws of New Jersey, and have succeeded

to the agency for Columbias and Hartfords,

iu>t only for Newark and the rich Orange dis-

trict, but for the whole of Staten Island, as
well. The Concern already has a branch
store in Port Kichmond, S. I., and about
February 1st will open another in Hast
Urange.

COMES THE COPPER CYCLE.

It is not an altogether impossible thing that

the cycle of the future may be made of copper.

It will be if the claims of James H. Duffy, a

Machiasport (Maine) blacksmith, are justified

by the practical results which he promises.

Mr. Duffy asserts that he discovered the long-

lost art of producing Damascus steel, and also

the ancient method of hardening copper and
brass.

Ten years has the "Machiasport Wizard," as

his neighbors call him, spent i>atiently experi-

menting with the metals, during which time

he has often severely taxed his financial re-

sources. He declares, however, that for his

sacrifices he has been more than repaid by his

success.

A few years ago he astonished the men in a

Machiasport canning factory by taking a lot

of cast off soldering coppers and bringing

them back nicely welded and as perfect as new
ones. In fact, they were more perfect than

new ones, for not only did they hold the heat

as well as the new tools, but they did not wear
away so quickly, and for this reason alone

they were more valuable.

Then the wizard surprised his intimate ac-

quaintances by producing from his laboratory

a copper sword, which he proceeded to bend
into a circle and let it spring back into shape
again, which it did as the most perfect Damas-
cus steel would. Next he astonished them by
producing a copper razor, with which he gave

himself a perfect shave and the razor still re-

tained its keen edge.

The wizard will talk about the quality of the

metal he produces, but is reticent in regard to

the process through which he puts it. He
will only say that in his experiments in at-

tempting to weld copper without rendering it

permanently soft he struck upon the secret of

the ancients' method of making Damascus
steel.

He is positive that he has it. He says that,

although he has made some wonderful dis-

coveries, he has learned that these are but the

beginning of a great series of discoveries that

must follow as part of these. The transmuta-

tion of metals, he thinks, is one of these that

will follow upon his discoveries.

SOME NEWS HERE.

The Bigelow & Dowse Co., the well-known
Boston house, will cover more territory than

ever during I8!>8, and tiny have the goods
with which to do it in splendid style, having

taken the agency for New England, New
Brunswick and Nova Scotia (or the Dayton,

Featherstone and Fay lines. In announcing
the fact, the Bostonians give the first clue to

Featherstone's '98 prices, t^O for the Road
King and then downward to |30 for the

Baron.

WHEELS IN THE LEAD.

C. H. & £. D. Brigham, an old established

firm of hardware dealers in Palmyra, N. Y.,

have taken the agency for Pope Mfg. Co.'s

line, and will maintain a regular bicycle dc-

|>artment in their store, and make bicycles a

leading feature of their business during the

coming season.

ALL ON THE LIST.

A. G. Spalding & Bros, have added tlip

Lovcll Arms Co., the Waltham Mfg. Co. and

the Columbus Bicycle Co. to its ever length-

ening list of those who have placed plump,

well-rounded orders for Christy saddles.
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The Equal of Many So-Called %
Standard Tires Now on the Market.

C. CHASE & CO., BOSTON.

Branches: NEW YORK, CHICAGO, PHILADELPHIA, BUFFALO, SAN FRANCISCO, LONDON.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

WE ARE HEADQUARTERS FOR

'V

'k

^

P^\ ^ 4 -
-c %r

4^ $ 4 ^^

CHAINS,

STEEL BALLS,

SADDLES,

PEDALS,

International

Cycle Fittings

NICKEL-PLATED CRANKS. HUBS,® ComOanV,
P. rORG'S FANCY SPROCKETS,

SPOKES. NIPPLES, ETC.
74 READE ST.,

NEW YORK.

Special Drives in Some of the Above.

WRITE TO US BEFORE PLACING AN ORDER.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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SAD CASE OF Jl D.

"If I were suddenly asked," began the

blear-eyed man in the corner, as the car sped

down town, "whether I would rather lose my
wife or my bicycle, and did not have time to

frame an evasive reply, I believe that, on the

spur of the moment, I should say that I would

prefer to retain the wheel. I think it easier

for a humorist aetat thirty to win another min-

istering angel than to scrape up the whenwitli

for another machine. Besides, if I let the

wife go I would then have two wheels, and a

man who possesses a wheel of the female per-

suasion in addition to his own is apt to be in

ilimand in the matrimonial mart.

"Jud V. Booth, a cousin of mine, had a

curious bicycle experience lately. Being un-

able to scratch up the price of an up-to-date

mount weighing only 7(?77j pounds, with the

tool bag on, he deluded himself with the idea

that a second-hand 5G-pound steam-roller

model of a wheel that wouldn't fetch $3 in a

pawnshop was better than no wheel at all, so

he traded for the wreck.

"Not being much of a tinker himself, he set

his brother Tom to work getting the road

roller in racing trim. The front wheel needed

repairs, so Tom dissected it, putting the steel

balls from the ball-bearings in an empty pill

box, so they would not get lost. He did not

have the pill habit himself, but Jud was af-

flicted that way, and that's how the trouble

began.

"Jud woke up about midnight with a head-

ache, so got up, went to the bureau drawer

and swallowed three of the polished steel

globes, under the impression that he was ab-

sorbing some mandrake soother. He arose

again at 2 a. m., when he got mad and swal-

lowed the remainder of the pellets. It was

two days before Jud's brother discovered the

loss of his friction killers, and the hunt began.

When it was filially ascertained that Jud was

taking care of them there were hard words be-

tween the brothers. Brother said Jud did it a-

purpose, while Jud retorted that brother had

wheels m his head.

"Then brother said that while he might have

wheels in his thinker, he did not have ball-

bearings in his stomach, which sarcasm riled

Jud, and they sailed in. Brother got Jud by

the collar and shook him till you could hear

the bearings rattle round in his breadbox like

the seeds in a dried pumpkin about November.

"Jud has been arrested twice for disturbing

the peace, waking folks up at 10 p. m. going

home with a jag on. Brother can't ride hij

wheel, and there's a deadlock in the family."

SURER AND CHEAPER,

A certain amount of cxrrcisc is absolutely

r . rntial to the maintenance or securing of

health. It costs less to purchase and ride a bi-

cycle than it docs to employ a doctor. The
former is surer, too.

BOTH ARE DIFFICILT.

To Ite able to sAy the right thing about a

wheel at the right time i» nearly as great an

4t romplishnient in cycling as to be able to

keep your mouth shut.

WHERE CAUTION COMES.

.A word of warning to those men who take

up cycling when the prime of their life is past.

.-\ny form of exercise or sport which makes
serious demand on the attentihn. on (|uickness

of eye and hand, and on endurance, should be

taken up by people who have reached middle

life, and are engaged in sedentary occupation,

only with great circumspection.

The lesson has been learnt by Alpine climb-

ers through many bitter experiences. It is ad-

mitted by them that most of the fatal acci-

dents in mountain climbing occur through the

failure at the critical moment of some man
who has taken to mountaineering too late in

life, and who is, perhaps, also out of condition.

.^n old dog cannot be taught new tricks,

according to the proverb; and though it is dis-

agreeable to have to realize that one has passed

the age when he can excel in a new pastime re-

i|uiring special skill to avoid accident and
lacks youthful adaptability and elasticity to

avoid overstrain, it is the part of wisdom to ac-

cept the inevitable.

There is no reason why middle-aged men.
and even those who have passed middle-age,

should not take to cycling; but it should be
with a frank recognition of the limitation

which age imposes. Great speed, long dis-

tances, and hill climbing put a strain upon the

constitution, and inevitably single out the weak
places—the parts of the system which are age-

ing faster, perhaps, than the rest—the heart,

it may be, or the vessels of the brain.

So, also, is it in regard to riding a bicycle in

crowded thoroughfares; the strain on the at-

tention is great, the risk not small, if a man
has lost the quickness of youth.

SiyiLAR LIMES.

tht e»blc an<t Itir trollrjr.

And Ihr tcorchrf •• well.

Form, 'twrrn ihr ihrrr, •• all tgttr.

The dra<llx parallel.

BLIND LEADING BLIND.

It is quite certain that in the present craze

for high gears many riders have altogether

overshot the mark of reason. It is painful to

watch some of the men who have rushed to

extremes, abandoning all form and style to

the one end of worrying along on a gear inches

too high for them.

Men who would ride much faster on a rea-

sonable gear are losing all style and good
form, without any compensation as regards in-

creased pace. Because Michael rides some
outrageously step-laddery gear, the inexperi-

enced rider thinks he can do likewise. The
result is failure, and one has only to see

these mistaken men ride to fully apreciatc the

natural result of using far too high a gear.

Of course, there arc men riding on very

high gears who arc riding in the best of form

and style and with increased speed; but they

are men who know what they are about, and

who have proved by practical tests that the

gear they have chosen is well within their

powers, and to their advantage to use— in

fact, hold every reason except the one that

they want to imitate and follow so-and-so

and so-and-so.

Gear, like handle bars, size of steering and

sprocket wheel, length of crank, and any other

important part of a machine, should be chosen

by a rider to suit his own powers and retjuire-

mcnls, and not because some one else uses or

docs not use them.

IP, AND AGAIN IF.

If cab hire could really be reduced, or if a

really comfortable sloppy weather cycle co>ild

bi invented, one woulil not have to lay by so

much fur that rainy day.

PROPER PEDAL-PUSHING.

It is well to remember that when indulging

in ordinary rides that it is neither necessary to

point the toes in exaggerated imitation of the

racing man. or to wriggle the body about, as

if you were seated on a hot griddle. These

positions and actions are neither pleasing in

the sight of others or beneficial to the rider

concerned. The good resulting from perfect

ankle action is inestimable. Not only does it

score from the standpoint of appearance, but

a better pace, with much less fatigue, can be

maintained, while it also minimizes the risk

of side-slip if the roads be greasy, as they are

likely to be in fall and winter.

Apropos of side-slip, a low gear is val-

uable in avoiding it. Ankle action was seen

to perfection in the days of the old ordinary,

when its value was fully appreciated. It is ad-

visable to watch this ankle action carefully

when opportunity affords, but care must be

taken that the exponent copied is really a mas-

ter of the art, or nothing is gained.

Writers are very fond of glibly mentioning

the "swift-gliding wheel," but if the rider has

not cultivated the art of ankle action the sight

is not very picturesque. One is almost in-

clined to say that all things go for naught if

this one feature is lacking, while much can be

forgiven if a graceful style of pedaling has

been acquired.

ON THE LAKE SHONE.

Chicago notes the disappearance of the white

horse and the red-headed girl. It was simul-

taneous, and the all-con(|uering wheel is re-

sponsible for their departure. In the first

place, the bicycle drove e<|uines from the field:

then their inevitable accompaniment of Titian

locks went, too. .Xs soon as that was a fixed

fact, cycling changed the color of the girls*

hair. It has darkened—at least in Chicago,

where the white horse has become a name and

a tradition.

WHY HE WAS THERE.

"Are you w.aiting for a train, sir?" asked

the agent as he came out on the platform of

the hole-in-the-ground station he was boss of

.And the wheelman with a damaged machine,

who had been there for two hours, replied very

calmly, "Certainly not. 1 am down here by

my doctor's orders, taking a sun-bath."

AN UNPARDONABLE OFFENSE.

"I understand Manny Miles and his wile

have quarreled and separated."

"Yes; he precipitated affairs by telling her

she couldn't ride a century as well as his

mother did."

MAKES A DIFFERENCE.

"We've got to admit that the bicycle has

come to stay; that's certain."

"Well, that depends on whether you get it

for cash or on installments.
"

AND RIDE SO, TOO.

If some people would realize that the world

doesn't care a cent how they look on a wheel

they would dress very much more comfort-

ably.

LOOKING A BIT AHEAD.

"Well," said the nurse, "it's twin.s."

"Good Lordl" he .said, "I hope bicycles

will be rlua(>er next year."
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SAM'L BUCKLEY & CO., 100 William St.,New York,
SAIvES AGENTS FOR

ALSO SOIvE SAIvES AGENTS FOR

Power Manufacturing Co/s (Newark, N. J.)

Power Nickel
Steel Chains.

Every 3-16 tested to 1,200 pounds, every 1-4 to 1,600
pounds. 3-16 guaranteed not to stretch more than .02
inch, and 1-4 guaranteed not to stretch more than .015
under strain of 1,000 pounds.

Muller Manufacturing Co.'s

Made of Best English Leather.

RACING SADDLES.
COIL-SPRING SADDLES. STYLE B.

PADDED
SADDLES.

L. & S.

The Lavipe & Scott Mig. Co. (New Haven, Conn.)

Four Styles of Three Styles of

PEDALS, WRENCHES,
L. & S., Scott, Lavig:ne, Equilibriutn.

Star Machine Screw Co.'s

Protection, Featherweight, Sandow.

Sng.pa.) STAR DISC ADJUSTING HUBS.
Continuous cone, which secures a perfect aUgnment of bearings. Advantage of taking out stud pin, which allows wheel

to be removed from frame without parting chain or changing adjustment.

Cups and Cones of Crucible

Annealed SteeL

PATENT APPLIED FOR.

An Entirely New Hub.

A Removable stud.

B Continuous sleeve cone.

C Retaining washer.

D Adjusting cup.

E Outside locking waslier.

F Hub shell.

G Inside locking washer.

H Felt washer.

Also

Concealed locking Washer, which is a positive locking

arrangement, preventing cone from coming loose under

any circumstances. Closed-end axle-nut, giving a verj'

pretty appearance.

I Cone lock-nut. PLANET HUBS,
turned from the solid bar, lUted with ball-retainers

inul oil tubes extcntling from cup to cup, . ,
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GRUFF, BUT GOOD.

A young woman recently sprained her

ankle by a too hasty dismount from her

wheel. She was laid up for a couple of weeks,

during which time she was wholly incapaci-

tated for walking or even riding, being con-

fined to a sofa like the heroine in a last cen-

tury novel.

Finally the family considered the sprain of

enough consequence to call in the family doc-

tor, who is a distinguished surgeon of the old

school, who hated bicycles as much as he

loved walking. He was out of patience with

anything so trivial as a sprain, when he was

daily concerned in scientific operations of the

most important character, and his first per-

formance was to give the sprained foot a

vicious twist in a surgical way to find out if

any bones were broken. Then he said:

"Get up and walk."

"But. Doctor, I cannot take a step."

"Get up and walk."

There was nothing for the patient to do

but obey, and she stepped lamely forth.

"You're not walking, you are limping," said

the doctor. "Walk!"

She managed bravely to walk to the next

room, and the doctor took his hat to leave.

"But, doctor, you have not given me any

prescription."

"Walk," said the doctor, "then walk.

Don't send for me again unless your foot

needs amputating. Good-by."

Next day the patient was racing up the

Boulevard as swiftly as she ever did.

SHE WAS CYMICAL.

They were riding side by side on the side

path bordering a rustic lane. It was a de-

licious momenta-one of the kind you read

about in the expurgated edition of Ovid or

Laura Lean Jibbey.

"Dearest." he sighed, "do you not believe

that I love you desperately, devotedly?"

"Well, I don't know, George," she trem-

blingly lisped, as she guided her :fl!*.47 wheel

over a toadstool, such as cost 50 cents each

on toast in any first-class restaurant in New
York. "I believe that men are gay de-

ceivers."

"Alas! Gloriana, how could you think

that?"

"It is no more than natural," she sighed, in

answer to his astoni.shcd <)ucry; "for, look

about you here. George. Is not Nature her-

self only a gay deceiver, too?"

"Nature? How shocking!" was the quiver-

ing revulsion. "How could you believe such

a thing, dearest?"

"Because." said the fair disputant, "behold

her! Even here, where she could not possibly

make any money out of a fake ganie—even
here, I My, where deception could make her
no richer—is she not sailing under Fall's

colors?"

And the red leaves rustled.

NEVER TOUCHED IT.

"Spendall has a wheel that water won't in

jure."

"How do you know
"Because he told mr nr .nw.iyn kept it in

soak until the riding season opened."

HOW TO PUSH A WHEEL.

When proper pedaling, of which ankle ac-

tion is the greatest part, is absent, the wheel

is propelled by a series of jerks. It is not put-

ting it too strongly to say that the average

cyclist does not pedal well. Watch his chain.

It alternately tightens and slackens; whereas

it should be steadily drawing on the rear

sprocket all the time. Propelling the machine

thus, by a series of jerks at the chain, is bad
for the rider and bad for the ma-
chine in general and the chain in

particular. Whether the chain be correctly

adjusted and reasonably taut, or slacker than

it should be, when in use the even tension of

its upper half should be the same.

The alternating downward thrust of the

pedals and absolute stoppage of power is as

needless as it is bad. It is a good deal easier,

after you once get the trick, to pedal rightly

than wrongly. The rotary motion of the feet

should be keep up throughout the entire cir-

cuit of the pedal. .-\ correct use of ankle

motion will perceptibly preserve the propel-

ling force a considerable time (comparatively

speaking) after the pedal passes its lowest

point in its backward swing, and until after

the other foot has begun work on the down-
ward stroke. In this way the tension on the

chain may be kept very nearly even with no
perceptible slackening of the upper side.

VICTIM OP ABUSE.

It is natural that some people should ob-

ject to the reign of cycling. Moralists in a

few cases rail against athleticism as a toning
down of culture, and as the glorification of

brawn against brain. They affect to see de-

terioration in the race, physically and morally,

as the result of too close attention to sport. A
well-known clergyman recently, without any
efTort to be sensational, declared that cycling

is beginning to have deplorable efTects upon
men, and particularly upon women.
His idea was that the wheel leads inevitably

to excessive physical exertion, the effect being
not only exhaustion, but poison to the human
frame. The stag bounds forth from the

thicket at the bay of the hound the incarna-

tion of life, strength and endurance; but, be-

ing pressed closely for a few hours, his fran-

tic exertions not only paralyze his power, but

actually poison his blood, and the noble ani-

mal dies from the disintegration of the life-

giving current. In like manner scorching

begets chemical changes in the blood that

hinder the circulation, and. if pushed to an ex-

treme, would end in death.

These criticisms by the moral teacher and
the physiologist are worthy of consideration,

but they refer to the abuse of the bicycle rather

tli.in In its proper use.

TRICKS OF THE LANGUAGE.

"Everything was all right until I ran slap

bang over a broken bottle."

"And what did you do at this juncture?"

"At this puncture \ stopped until I could
.itr.iiiuT ;i innctiirc."

I'RICE OF PURLOINING.

"Wot'd ye get for th' by.sickic ye lifted?"

"Had to take wot dey'd give me."
"Wfil wuz thct?"

"Six monlhs."

PUNISHMENT NOT GREAT ENOUGH.

Unfortunately for the riders of bicycles,

and for the police as well, bicycles are a kind

of property which is difttcult to identify when
stolen. With the similarity of the various

makes and the great number in use, a thief

might ride by on his booty before the very

face of the owner and not have the least fear

of detection. No one appreciates this fact

more than the professional cycle thief.

This very difficulty in locating a criminal of

this nature should be a reason why the penalty

for such a theft should be a heavy one. Yet
such is not the case. The police and court

records show that when these thieves are

caught they usually escape on the payment of

a ^J<i fine. What does that amount to?

It is almost an encouragement for others to

enter the arena. Why. the sale of two or three

machines would be more than sufficient to pay

such a fine, and a man might easily steal a

dozen before being detected, as a glance at

the number of such thefts reported to the

police would show. Make the penalty im-

prisonment for a year or two in addition to

such a fine, and the cycling public will say

"well done."

NO CHANCE IN THE WORLD.

He had an air of opulence about him. A
large diamond glistened from his silken scarf,

great gem-studded rings adorned his fingers

and a solid gold watch chain was festooned

across his flashy waistcoat.

He came into the humble home of Chop-
per, the great healer, and threw his fur-lined

overcoat upon a chair.

"I have come," he said, as the long-haired

apostle of the curative art approached him,

"to seek relief from many serious physical ail-

ments."

Chopper gazed at him from head to foot

out of the depths of his sad eyes.

"I can do nothing for you," the faith cur-

ist said; "you are too well heeled already."

Silently and slowly the rich racing man
went out into the night.

IXFURMATIOR NEIOED.

"She is always running pcot>le down.
"So! Scorcher or gossip?"

PAILS TO WORK BOTH WAYS.
A cyclist may ride with a tireless air, but he

ridc« not far with an airless tire.

NOT QUEENLV TO CYCLE.

The highly important question of whether
the young Queen of Holland should, ride a bi-

cycle has officially been settled in the nega-

tive. The matter was referred to the Privy

Council, which was specially summoned to

consider it. The Council deliberated the

question very carefully and exhaustively, and
finally concluded that such recreation was in-

compatible with the dignity of the throne.

It also based its objection to the Queen's
riding on the risk she ran of being injured.

The Council concluded to implore her Grac-
ious M.ijesty not to expose her precious life to

this danger. The Queen pouted, but obeyed,

and accepted a gilt of a Shetland pony, on
which she sought such solace as the very un-

e<|ual swap of a cycle for a Shetland might be

expected to give.

BEGINNING AT THE TOP.

"The first time I left off leggins, and went
riding in a short skirt and golf stockings. I

wanteil to hide my face for shame."

"Just like a woman. Wanted-to-hide-your-

face. eh?"

ENTIRELY RATIONAL.

"Yes." observed the man who always wore
a sweater with a .sailor collar half way down
his back. "I should think it would pay when
a road is built to macadam good one."
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The riders' requirements must be met. That's why the manufacturers of high-grade wheels
will have the

Christy Anatomical Saddle and no other.

LEWIS Flf^K: Vice Phes/
FB CliARMAN\S£CyS r/?}/is

-^ OFFICE & WORKS '~T ' C) ''*'"^

31010330 DUlSLJN AVE

MANUFACTURERS OF

LPNTS OrSTANCE. rELEPHQNE
f+55.

\%yj ^'-r

!j|ti Grade Sefelyfiieycles.

i Nov, 17, 1897-
J4ESSR5. k. G« SPALDIKG & BRO.,

^T^T-T^ TTKnTKT

»

CHICAGO* ILL.
GENTLEMEN i-

Ai*ter care fad consideration, we have decided to equip

our '98 T^dieels with the popular "CHRISTY" saddles* You may there fore-

enter our order for 5^000 '98 Christy anatoBiical ss^ddlesji as -pST

agreement of recent d^itej- specifications to follow later*

Respectfully,

THE COLUMBUS BICTCLE CO.
PRICE, ^5.00. Special price to manufacturers on application.

PHILADELPHIA '^'^ A. G. SPALDING & BROS. «^«^ Washington
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THERE ARE CYCLOMETERS AND CYCLOMETERS.
GOOD, SOME GOOD, AND NO GOOD.

THE BURDICK CyCLOMETER
IS

VERY GOOD.
It is the highest achievement of the mechanical art and as

near perfection as human ingenuity can make it.

It cannot skip or become clogged, and is as accurate and re-

liable as the Greenwich time-ball.

It is waterproof and dust-proof and will outlive any two
wheels. The Burdick Cyclometer has withstood the most severe

tests and will be

THE LEADING CYCLOIVIETER OF 1898.
Made by the nianufacliircrs of tho Miller Lamp, whose name is sviioiiy-

mous with excellence and reliability. A postal card brings our booklet.

EDWARD MILLER & CO., Manufacturers, MERIDEN, conn.
Kiiully nK'nliiiii '! "he Wheel.
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WE AKE COMING TO THIS.

It certainly is very pleasant to be able to

move languidly from the counter where red

tlannd lingerie can be purchased to the coun-

ter where one can buy boneless sausages, then

wander aimlessly into the art and living pict-

ure gallery, meet some one else's wife at the

soda fountain, dally a few moments in the

gold-cure department or the continuous vau-

deville performance, all under one roof and

all for one street-car fare; but it causes one

to gravely ask one's self what will be the final

result if this sort of big-store progression

be continued so very much longer in this same

line.

Will the whole city of New York finally be

run under one mercantile management, and

will a person wishing to buy a pair of ordinary

twcntyfive-cent suspenders be requested by

a gentlemanly and uniformed lloor-cycler

to "take the first elevated railroad to the left,

please; go si.xteen blocks, cycle four blocks

to the right, and you will find them at the

steenty-umph counter, right opposite the

\acht-building department, sir?"

Or will a lady asking for domestic mottoes

such as "There Is No Place Like Flat," or

"What Is Flat Without a Mother?" be tokl

to "cycle this way, please; cycle fifteen blocks

to the left; take a down-town cable car; take

a light lunch; step in the elevator; go to the

oughty-ought story, and you will find them

there, mam, at the umpty-stecntli counter;

right next to Farmer Dunn's Weather Bureau

department."

.And will, oh, will they give bicycles with a

pound of tea?

WHY IT IS BASY.

The chief waste of power in walking comes

from supporting the body and in friction when

the foot strikes the ground. Human muscle

is exhausted almost, if not quite as much, by

supporting a weight as by moving it; stand-

ing still is often a more tiring task than walk-

ing. The reason is, for the most part, that

ihe muscles act in antagf)nistic groups, and the

erect posture is maintained by the muscles

that move the trunk being in equilibrium,

each pulling its own way, and so wasting

power.

in the act of walking much of the force ex-

pended in raising the foot from the ground is

wa.stcd, for it is converted into heat when the

foot is again brought in contact with the

ground, and but little of the force expended

in r.Ti-inK it goes to carry the body forward.

In skating this second cause of waste is

eliminated and progress is cpiicker and easier,

while the bicycle removes the first cause and

much of the second, and. therefore, in spite of

the weight of the machine, progress is even

more rapid and easier than skating.

EDITING HIS RBMAKK.

"Well. I gue»s I'll have to be getting on
nr>w, ' obkcrvcd the novice, as he prepared to

iiiiiimL

"You arc dead wrong!" reflected the bicycle

at Ihe fini»h of a wild swoop as it pierced the

welkin with him. "You must be getting ofT."

RUST mCREDiENTS.

In rase you are not aware of just what the

rust which destroys a wheel is composed of.

it may be well to remember that it con lists of

ferric oxide, ferrous oxide, ferrous carl><>nate.

calcic carbonate, silica and ammonia.

HOW IT ALL H.MM'EM:1).

The colored gentleman told the story of the

accident in these words:

"I was a-gittin' right along, to git home
bcfo' dc shower cum. I was bent over de

handle-bar, eyes on dc ground, an' dem pedals

jest a-buEzin'. Way off down de street was a

white man on a wheel, an' he was doin' jest

de same as me. He wasn't lookin' fur coons,

an' I wasn't lookin' fur white folks. De fust

thing I knowed, wc cum together wid a crash,

an' I jest thought seven street kyars had

bumped together. Den we boaf took a fly.

Den we boaf yelled.

"Den wc boaf cum dnwii at do same time

an' yelled some mo'. I lit on de sidewalk,

an de white man in de road, an' de same am-

bulance took boaf of us to de hospital. .\s

fur dem bargain-counter wheels, it wasn't no

use to pick up de pieces, 'cept to use fur tooth-

picks. I can't zactly tell you what de sensa-

tion was, but my ha'r hain't got frew curlin'

yet, an' it seems all de time as if I was sailin'

around up in de sky.

"De shrieks an' yells an' cuss words of dat

white man am still ringin' in my ears, an'

when I close my eyes I kin see wheels an'

spokes an' pedals an' rims scattered all

around me."

CYCLE LAMP SHADES.

It is frequently brought against lamp using

that the light therefrom is thrown upon the

ground in front of the machine in such fashion

as to render everything outside the circle cov-

ered entirely invisible. To overcome this dif-

ficulty nt)thing is easier. Get a piece of card-

board or sheet zinc, not tin. Black the under-

side, and cut it six inches in length, by four

in breadth; then punch two holes, one at each

of the comers, slip a piece of fine copper or

brass wire, the former for preference, through.

Fasten this to the head of the lamp, just

over the lensc, in such a manner that it pro-

jects straight ahead. It will be found that

when the lamp is lit after this the light is

thrown downward and forwanl, is kept from

the rider's eyes, and he is enabled to sec dis-

tinctly. Another advantage is that in event

of being caught in a rain the wet is kept off

the glass, and a clearer light is the result.

CHEAPE.ST AND DEAREST.

"Isn't that a lovely machine? It cost mc
I12.V"

"One hundred and twenty-five dollars! That

liargainomintir thing! I'll guarantee to get

you a better wheel for ^.'iO."

"Perhaps. I only p.TJd $11.87 for it to start

with, the rest of the cost was for repairs."

NOT PUOCRA.STINATORS.

Few nervous riders there are who believe

in putting ofT till to-morrow the worrying
about machine and road which can just as well

be done to-day.

PROFITABLE CYCLE PAPER.

The net profits <jf the two-rent daily cycle

paper in Paris were, the last year, in round

figures, about $8,000.

AN ELUSIVE THING.

The novice and the nervous rider can never

be sure into what eccentricities the sense of

humor of a w heel may lead it. The thing has

a perverted brain and is a cross between a

steel ship and the lowest of the invertebrates.

No two bicycles are alike, and the same bi-

cycle is never the same when ridden by an in-

competent. It will faint away, tumble over it-

self, stub its toe, get the sideache, show un-

mistakable symptoms of intoxication, "sojer,"

insist on gawking sideways at other bicycles,

crawl when you are in a hurry, and hump it-

self like the wings of lightning when you are

not; buck, kick, spurt insanely when a cycle

policeman rolls into its ken, and generally

enjoy and misdemean itself. The best bicycle

is a "tough" at heart, and even richer in

deviltry than in rubbers, when the rider is not

ils absolute master.

SHE WENT AWAY.

"Go away!" he said irritably.

She had found him in the spare room with

his coat ofif and his bicycle in front of him.

"But. John, perhaps I
"

'Go away," he repeated. "There is noth-

ing tliat you can do here."

"But you act as if you were desperate, John,

and I am afraid
"

"I am desperate," he interrupted. "I have

reason to be. Some one has been monkeying

with the valve on this tire and I don't want you

in earslu)t while I am fixing it up and telling

what I think of the monkeyer. You'd belter

l)Ut in the next half hour or so calling on a

neighbor."

Being a discreet woman, she left him alone

for a full hour and a half.

SHIP-SHAPE CYCLING.

"I've bought a bicycle," said the old sea

dog, "and I sails her shipshape, even if the

folks down my way poke fun at me for it.

Y'scc. instead of carryin' just one lamp -amid-

ships for'ad, I've rigged up little regulation

starboard and port lights about six inches out

from the end of the handles, and so, if any

one runs me down bow on. they won't have

no excuse if I hauls 'em up fcr damages rc-

sultin' from the collision. There's nothing

like bein' shipshape, be you afloat or be you

ashore."

NOT WORRYING ABOUT IT.

The bicycle fills an important place in the

economy of nature, as society is now organ-

ized, and thinking men are not much alarmed

at the glow of health which it paints on the

cheek of beauty, or at Ihe rugged endurance

which it develops in the muscles of the clerk,

the accountants or the responsible manager of

large mercantile or monetary interests.

TOO MUCH FOR HIM.

The hfrtp lirl\rld Ihr (at wlirrl»riman

An<l •iraiRhlway jiiiiiprd a (rncr;

And (oikt declare who waichrd him there

1 1 thowrd be had hnr*e »cn»e.

NOISE VERSUS PROGRESS.

Some riders, like lug-boals, seldom ac-

complish anything without a great deal of

inilling and blowing; bul. unlike tug-boats,

they often puff and blow without accomplish

ing anything.

MOW SHE GOT THERE.
I ilil Mfitlirr llliHimrra

Kept bonrdrr* and roonicr»,

And nn each nlir made a Rood deal;

She «avrd up hrr ca<ili,

Made her boarder* eat ha«h.

And now ahe U riding a wheel.
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Ovennau's New Catalogue Shows that the

Chicopee Concern Will Build a

Chainless.

After all, the Overman Wheel Co. will not

be entirely anti-chainless. There will even

be a chainless Victor listed in their 1898 cata-

logue.

At the New York store they are not famil-

iar with all particulars, but the coming of

their chainless is fully confirmed. It will sell

for $125, but whether it will be made under

Pope patents they are not prepared to say.

The Victor catalogue, proof-sheets of which

are in evidence, will refer to the chainless in

this wise:

An attempt is being made to create a demand for

bicycles driven by bevel gears.

Bevel gears are hundreds of years old and are useful

in their place. The question now is as to their use

on bicycles.

We have made careful tests of the best bevel-geared

bicycles obtainable with the Victor dynamometer, and
have compared them with the tests of our chain-driven

machines. We have compared the power required to

propel the bicycles in each case and find that the

average loss of power when going at speeds ordinarily

reached by man power is 25 per cent greater in the

bevel gear than in the chain gear.

Opinions are nothing when facts are obtainable.

We therefore cannot at present recommend riders to

use bevel gears for bicycle driving.

The advantages claimed for bevel-geared bicycles

are long service, security against mud, grit, moisture,

etc. These, however, have all been completely at-

tained in our new Victor straight line sprockets, which
at the same time preserve' the light draft advantage of

chain-driven gears.

Notwithstanding these stubborn facts, however, we
have decided to meet the demand on the part of some
riders for chainless bicycles, although we do not

recommend them.

A little later in the season we shall therefore bring

out a chainless bicycle, which we will guarantee to be

as good as can be built. Price, $125.

CHAINLESS HUMBERS.

Westboro, Mass., Dec. 7.—There will be a

chainless Humber, and it will not be a bevel-

gear, either. Managing Director Burris has

been experimenting with chainless bicycles

for some time past, and has at length reached

a point where he is ready to make his an-

nouncement. In consequence, the new '98

chainless Humber will be on exhibition in the

Wanamaker stores in New York and Phila-

delphia before many days have passed, and it

will prove to be an eye-opener to many of

the trade. When it makes its bow there will

be lots of oihing and ahing.

IN STATU QUO.

Springfield, Mass., Dec. 8.—No develop-

ments are reported in the $150,000 attachment

proceedings of Joseph Bannigan, of Provi-

dence, against the Warwick Cycle Mfg. Co.,

of this city. A. O. Very, general manager of

the Warwick Co., had an interview last week
with Mr. Bannigan's attorney, F. P. Gould-

ing, of Worcester, but nothing satisfactory

was arrived at.

Treasurer Very, of the Warwick Co., said

to a Wheel representative yesterday that

there was absolutely nothing new in the situa-

tion. Further than that, he declined to dis-

cuss the matter. The Warwick plant is in

operation, and no intimation of a shut-down

has been heard. Public confidence in the

company has not been lessened by the pres-

ent contingency. As stated last week, the

concern is perfectly solvent.

BACKED BY GERMANS.

DONT WANT WOMEN TO WORK.

A press dispatch from Westfield, Mass., re-

ports that the National Metal Polishers'

Union have declared a boycott on the bicycles

made by the Lozier Mfg. Co. The ground

upon which the action is based is the employ-

ment of women and girls in the polishing

rooms of the Lozier factories at Toledo, O.,

and Thompsonville, Conn. The labor leaders

say the matter of low wages is not solely the

issue. They are fearfully concerned about

the health of womankind. Polishing, they

say, is "a life-killing occupation," it begets

"grinders' consumption" and, if followed,

usually kills within fifteen years. The walking

delegates do not want the girls to die so

young.

ALL CONTRACTS SAFE.

Marietta, Ohio, Dec. 4.—While the fire at

the E. J. Lobdell rim factory was extremely

disastrous, Mr. Lobdell has been equal to the

emergency. The plant was almost completely

destroyed by the fire, the finishing building

being the only one saved. Over 50,000 fin-

ished rims and more than 500,000 maple, ash

and hickory rim strips were also saved.

Mr. Lobdell has engaged two brick build-

ings, 40x130, four stories high, and with the

new and most iuiproved machinery, which is

being set up, he expects to resume active op-

erations Monday, December 13th. All con-

tracts for rims, mud and chain-guards will

be taken care of.

This May Be the "Way I^o^ier's New For-

eign Factory Will Be Opened

Up.

Cleveland, O., Dec. 6.—H. A. Lozier will

build a bicycle factory in Germany. The site

has not yet been decided upon, but it will be

in Prussia, or somewhere on the Rhine.

The recent action of the German manufac-

turers, who have persuaded Premier Prince

Hohenlohe to increase the tariff on bicycles,

has compelled the Cleveland manufacturer to

take this step. Similar circumstances arose

just before the establishment of the Lozier fac-

tory at Toronto Junction, Ontario.

In the German tariff schedule bicycles have

been classed under the head of "transporta-

tion." The duty on this class is 75 cents per

bicycle, and under the treaty between the

United States and Germany this rate cannot

be increased until the year 1903. The German
manufacturers have been clamoring for pro-

tection, because of the number of American-
made wheels shipped to that country, and the

premier has decided to change the classifica-

tion of bicycles and place them under the head

of "vehicles." This will increase the duty to

about $11 per bicycle.

A syndicate of Germans, in anticipation of

this change of tariff, have offered to co-oper-

ate with Mr. Lozier in the establishment of

the new plant.

CHANGE IN CYCLE ROW.

Boston, Dec. 4.—Another change is an-

nounced on Cycle Row. The LTnion Cycle

Co.'s Boston branch, at 239 Columbus avenue,

has been taken over by B. B. Emery, the

well-known dealer, who will hereafter repre-

sent Unions in Boston and vicinity.

All of the office force and detail work here-

tofore conducted at the Boston branch has

been removed to the factory at Highland-

ville, including the Record Pedal Co.'s head-

quarters: while Mr. McDowell goes on the

road. It is the belief of Mr. Measure that the

change will inure to the advantage of all

concerned. Mr. Emery looks forward con-

fidently to a good business, and has no hesi-

tancy in expressing his confidence in pushing

the Union to the front in this locality.

SOLO FOR A SONG.

On Monday last, the sheriff of New York

County sold a legacy of some 400 wheels. left

hy the late Worcester Cycle Mfg. Co. Tiie

auction netted an average of $13 per bicycle.
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NEW SELLING METHODS.

Department Stores As Sellins Mediums Have Now Become Suddenly Poptilar with the Big

Makers —Means Many Changes from the Present Method of Disposing;

of Bicycles.

When The Wheel last week reported the

Pope Mfg. Co.'s arrangement with the latge

and well-known Philadelphia dry goods house

as "a straw which serves to show the direction

of the trade wind," it must have been apparent

to all but the most casual readers that there

were more straws coming. They were

coming, at any rate; and they arc now in

plain sight.

The arrangement with Strawbridge &
Clothier, in Philadelphia, was but the fore-

runner of a series of similar transactions. It

means that the Pope people have gone olT

on a new tack in the marketing of their pro-

duct, and that the department stores have

realized the value of reputation and of good

goods. The bargain-counter bicycle will be

relegated to the background, and the high-

grade article, at a standard price, be made the

prominent feature; in other words, the de-

partment stores will become legitimate cycle

agents and with their unbounded capital, facil-

ities and advertising capacity, they must be

recognized as sales agencies of the first-class.

The Pope Mfg. Co. will place their wheels

in the more important dry goods and depart-

ment stores in all of the larger cities. In ad-

dition to Strawbridge & Clothier, in Philadel-

phia, Columbias and Hartfords will be handled

in New York and Chicago by the Sicgel-

Coopcr Co., and in Boston by Jordan, Marsh

Co. These firms have already stocked their

bicycle departments with the Pope lines, from

the chainless to the Vedette, and are announc-

ing the fact in spread-eagle fashion. Many
other similar arrangements are pending.

While they do not mean that the Pope

branches will be discontinued, that the new
order of things is likely to ultimately bring it

about in the smaller centres is easily fore-

seen.

The Siegcl- Cooper people will also add one

or more other high-grades to their list, the

arrangements for which arc not yet completed.

The Pope people, however, arc not alone in

the adoption of this new policy. The Over-
man Wheel Co., and at least three other high-

grade makers, will share it The particulars

m each ca»e arc not fully ripened, but the

Ovfrman people have their arrangements well

m\ and, if anything, they are more
;
ing and extensive than the Pope deals.

They already provide for the exclusive Vic-
toi agencies by the dry goods establishmcDU
in at Icatt fifteen or twenty cities. In New
York. V: " ' ,,n,

Crawford jjy

' ate

'
.t -J

Walker street, this city. While the utatcment

cannot be confirmed, it is undrr>i"<'i1 <!>:>' the

Syndicate contracted for some H.' ^ of

all grades. TIjcy first dickered wit.. tnr i'opc

Co., but the latter held them oil too long.

The Syndicate stores which have already

arranged to handle Victors are those in

Providence, R. I., Hartford, Conn., Worcester

and Salem, Mass., Harrisburg, Reading, Al-

toona, Pottsville and Pottstown, Pa., and In-

dianapolis, Ind. Others will undoubtedly

be added. The stores have been selling

cheap wheels in the past, and most of

them already have well organized bi-

cycle departments and repair shops, They
have felt the need of a high-grade bicycle with

a reputation, and their deal with the Overman
Co. is the result.

All purchases for these stores arc made by

the Syndicate buyers in New York and

abroad. James A. Swan, treasurer of the

Syndicate, is located at the Walker street of-

fice. Mr. Swan is quite contented with the

state of affairs. He frankly confesses that it

was found absolutely necessary to secure a

wheel with a reputation, and ridicules the

idea that cut-prices are requisites of the de-

partment stores.

"We have hundreds of articles on which the

price is never cut," he said, "and if any cut

conies on our bicycles, it will conic from the

factory."

Manager Bayle, of Simpson, Crawford &
Simpson, and Starr, of the Siegel-Coopcr Co.,

talked in a similar strain. Of the other New
York department stores, Adams & Co. have

renewed their contract for Yost Falcons, and

say they will maintain prices. Ehrich Bros,

will handle a high-grade. O'Neill & Co. are

having a wheel made for them which they will

sell under their own name, and Macy & Co.

will continue to make their own goods. Ex-
cepting Macy, all are open for cheap grades.

The Wanamakcr-Humber deal, which

marked a turn of the cycle tide toward the de-

partment store, well illustrates the capacity of

such establishments and the effect of their

expert advertising. Although the arrange-

ment was effected at the fag-end of the sea-

son. The Wheel has inside and indisputable

knowledge, which does not come from inter-

ested principals, that the effect was ama/ing.

The sales ran up to more than fifty wheels

per day, and for more than a month it was a

poor day when ten or twelve Humbers were

not disposed of, and at the advertised prices,

too, $C7.t50 and |75. During the same period

the business at the Humbcr branches, which

were also advertised, amounted to practically

nothing. Wanamakcr is reported as having

contracted for 5,00<> Mnnarchs and Defiances,

but this is an error. The Monarch factory

makes his Continental, hence the false im-

j)ression. His high-grades will be the Hum-
ber and the Duquesne.

KECOHI) PEDALS FOR BUCKLEY.

Ifjreafler the Record pedal an<I Samuel

Buckley & Co. are one. The arrangement was

consummated with the Record Pedal Co. late

la-it week, Buckley & ("o. taking over the sole

selling ngency for the pedal for both the

United States and Europe. It is a combina-

tion of good goods and good people, which

will come in the nature of a surprise to the

trade, not even an intimation of its likelihood

having got abroad.

QUAKERS WELL PLACED.

One of the most mutually satisfactory deals

for the season just starting is that by which

the Quaker wheel, made in Erie, Pa., by the

Penn Mfg. Co., finds new and most thorough

Eastern representation.

The Quaker is not as old in years as some
of its compeers, but its comparatively short

life has been sufiicient to give it a standing

in trade circles which its makers can afford to

be pleased at. It is a cycle of solidity and

worth, and its makers have done well to keep

it to a strict standard of excellence.

The new connection is the Supplee Hard-

ware Co., of Philadelphia, who have been ex-

tensive handlers of wheels for years. They
control Eastern Pennsylvania, Maryland,

Delaware, Virginia, West Virginia, North

and South Carolina, Georgia, Florida and the

District of Columbia. They will practically

restrict themselves to the Quaker, which will

be made in $50 and |75 models.

SETTLED FOR SEVENTEEN THOL'SAND.

Rouse. Hazard & Co. write that on Decem-

ber -Ith they mailed their attorney in Chicago,

Gen. Geo. W. Smith, a Chicago draft lor

$17,810.96, payable to the Western Wheel

Works, that being the amount which has been

in litigation between Rouse, Hazard & Co.

and the Western Wheel Works for several

years past.

The old Peoria concern add that their

"present prospects are brighter than at

any time during the eighteen years they have

been in the business," and say they "now have

bona fide orders from gilt-edged concerns for

a larger number of machines" than at any

previous period in their long career.

SOLD AT REILLY'S.

The stock of the Weaver Cycle Material

Co., which was attached by the United States

Rubber Co. last summer, was sold at auction

last week at O'Reilly's warehouse, 121

East Forty-fourth street, this city. There

were about 200 cycle dealers, jobbers

and others present, and the bidding

at times was exceedingly lively. Frames

without wheels brought $.5.50 to $7.50.

A lot of old Gilliam saddles went for

27 cents each, and S.OtK) K nipples were

knocked down for $27. Among the odds and

ends sold were twelve feet of Simpson chain,

and three rear sprockets, tool-bags, forks and

grips.

ADVANCED WOOD RIM PRICES.

A marked advance in wood rim quotations

has characterized the past week. An upward

movement of 5 cents per pair has taken place,

much to the gratification of the makers of

standard wood rims, who have latterly found

themselves, through the competing quota-

tions, much in the same position as the tub-

ing and parts makers—unable to find any

margin for profit in their wares at the ruling

l)rices. The market is decidedly bullish in

tone, and signs of a general advance in mate-

rial prices are not wanting.

JOINED TO JEWELRY.

Cleveland. Dec. 6.—Cowell & Hubbard,

corner of Euclid avenue and Bond street, the

leading jewelry house of the city, have added

bicycles. The choice of the firm is a wheel
that has heretofore been a stranger in Cleve-

land, the Luthy, which will be sold exclu-

sively.
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CHANGED CONDITIONS.

/^~>ONDITIONS, not theories, are confront-

^-^ ing the trade with amazing frequency.

No sooner does one seem disposed of than an-

other imposes itself.

Within a comparatively recent period, fac-

tory costs and methods have undergone al-

most a complete metamorphosis, and another

revolution is impending. The changing con-

ditions have been splendidly met. There has

been no widespread dilly-dallying, and nearly

all of the minority who hesitated too long

have been swept away and lost.

During the last few months, signs of an

evolution in the processes and costs of mar-

keting the cycle . product have been accumu-

lating. It is doubtful if the trade at large

realized their full significance.

But viewing the matter at this stage, it was

to have been expected; it was assuming too

much to believe that the metamorphosis

should not extend to the marketing end of the

industry. The logic of events has been pass-

ing from one stage to another so gently and

so quickly that the realization of their mean-

ing at this time may, perhaps, prove in the

nature of a rude awakening to some. But

they represent conditions, not theories, which

needs must be faced at some time or another.

The fact that some of the shrewdest and

most prominent and best rated men in the

cycle trade have, as is announced elsewhere,

formed connections with some of the largest,

best known and most important dry goods

houses and department stores in the populous

centres, may be accepted as an undoubted

sign of the times—as evidence that the manner

of marketing bicycles and the field for sales is

being substantially enlarged and made more

fertile.

On the other hand, it means that the de-

partment stores have opened their eyes to the

fact, as they cheerfully acknowledge, that in-

trinsic merit and reputation are substantial

factors, recognized and appreciated by the

purchasing public, and which arc not to be

gainsaid or lost sight of. Low prices have

proven not all-powerful. Tt means that the bi-

cycle bargain-counter is to be purged and

purified, and that its touch will be no longer

putrefying and contaminating.

The enormous and splendid capacity, facil-

ity and means of these stores for attracting

purchasers and effecting sales admit of no dis-

pute, and must be acknowledged, and, under

the more wholesome state of affairs, they can

scarcely fail to create a marked impress.

The confronting conditions must be faced

sharply by credit men and agents alike.

The matter has resolved itself into just this:

Can the exclusive bicycle agent continue to

exist in any appreciable forcer With list

prices halved, and profits cut in two, how
many of them can sell, during 1898, twice

as many wheels as during the current year

and thereby equal their profits of this season?

Are these profits, nine-tenths of which accrue

in four months, sufficiently large to pay the

expenses of conducting and maintaining an

establishment during an entire year?

The agent and credit man has each but to

ask himself these questions. None can answer

them better and none should deceive himself

by false premises. The business of the future

must be measured by the business of the past.

PINCHBECK PARTS.

T"* HERE are reasons for believing that the

* parts and material people will consult

their own interests and pocket-books, and the

interests of the trade generally, by reading a

small lecture to their traveling representatives.

From all that we can gather, the travelers,

or many of them, at any rate, are making little

if any effort to advance the sale of their best

goods. They are so thoroughly impregnated

with the low-price doctrine that they are

spreading it wherever they go.

A factory buyer who has been visited by

several such representatives, explained their

method to The Wheel.

"They seem to think that no one wants the

highest grade, highest priced material," said

this buyer, "and they show those goods in

perfunctory fashion. 'Here is the best stuff,'

they will say, 'but you won't want any of it;

it's too high-priced. But here's the goods

which Blank & Dash are buying, and which

have the call.' They seem to take it for

granted that there is no chance to sell their

first-grades and make no efforts to do so."

Whether these travelers are acting under in-

structions is not known, but the short-sight-

edness of the policy seems so very apparent

that it is difficult to harbor the belief.

Mention of this maUcr brings homo the

fact that some very well-known bicycle man-

ufacturers also, arc viewing things through

the reverse end of the trade Iclcscope, and

ccnirting condilions whifh arc Iii<cly lo return

to vox them.

As an rxanipK': Allliou,L;h the prices of

chains of all grades have been reduced since

last year, these makers are buying and con-

tenting themselves with second-grades, not-

withstanding that they themselves are not

marketing chainless bicycles, while inferen-

tially and logically it would seem that their

every interest lies in the use of the very best

chain that it is possible to procure. It is evi-

dent, however, that they are content to be-

lieve that all chains are alike to the average

rider.

NEW MANNERS.

'

I

" HE change of manners which must follow

* the advent of the bicycle will be a

change for the better or for the worse, ac-

cording to the progressive or the conservative

bent of the individual.

It is characteristic of the South to be fond

of stopping on the sidewalk to pass the time

of day. The habit, combined with an appar-

ent exhibition of effort in lifting the feet from

the ground, may be responsible for the nick-

name "Tar-heel," applied to the gentlemen of

one Southern State, but it has its social and

moral advantages in places where "balls, routs

and assemblies" are infrequent, since it tends

to promote neighborly good understanding

and sympathy.

Good or bad, however, this practice is

doomed. There is no reducing a mile to 160

yards, if one stops to talk at least as many

times as there are blocks on the journey. Be-

sides—and here is what some unsociable men

call the cyclist's advantage-—no one wants to

stop a wheelman in mid career to ask after the

health of his third cousin in Arizona, as one

would a pedestrian.

If this goes on, as seems inevitable, there is

no telling where the disintegrating effect upon

society may end. We shall become a people

without casual meetings, seeing each other

only when we deliberately call and where we

call. We shall acquire a habit of minding

each one his own business, neither hasting nor

resting, caring little or nothing for the small

joys and sorrows and humors of our neigh-

bors' lives.

It is even doubtful whether the good old

democratic way of knowing all one's fellow-

citizens can long survive, since what regular

wheelman, who never walks, can be a good

mixer?

PREJUDICED PEOPLE.

n^ HERE are still many people in the world

* who oven at this late day regard the bi-

e^'cle as a eoniniou luiisance. And tiiere are

many people in the world who will in days to

eonic regard the horseless wagon as a ooimnon

nnisanee, just as their ancestors (uiminaled

against railroads and steam ears. These are

the people who. loving tiie cjuiet of tiie coun-

try road, forsake it for a llat and then object

lo anything noisy in the city.
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By such people the bicycle is held to be n

nuisance because its riders are said to be

careless, indifferent to life or limb, hogs de-

molishing everything in sight or hidden, who

not only change everyday life, but also the

country's moss-covered laws; scorchers who

run down men and women with fiendish de-

light, or scare them into nervous prostration

by suddenly ringing a bell just behind them.

Whenever a "bicycle accident" occurs the

cyclist is always blamed by a large part of

the community without any reference to the

evidence of the case.

As a fact, whenever any cycle accidents oc-

cur by which pedestrians are injured, the

pedestrians are in nine cases out of ten solely

to blame or are guilty of contributory neg-

ligence. When a person steps into the street

he departs from the security of the sidewalk

and must take precautions to prevent acci-

dents.

Nevertheless, men have been known to

break out into profanity at wheelmen when,

heedless of their own safety, the wheelmen

gave them notice of approach. They have

been known to ignore the warning, just as

they have been known to ignore the warn-

ing of a cable car at their very heels, an<l

walk stolidly jcross the street, or do any-

thing else they are accustomed to do on the

pavement, regardless of the very possibility

of danger.

There arc reckless riders; there arc scorch-

ers; there are riders who do not give warn-

ing; there are riders who think their whole

duty is performed when they ring a bell, and

that they may thereupon lawfully smash into

anything in front of them. But in comparison

to such disgraces to cycling, the reckless,

heedless public is as a couple of thousand to

one.

CVCLB T A.XING.

\X/ '
'^" ''"' "'"'"^ approach ol the renpen-

' ^ ing of the various State legislatures

and ncwiy-clerted municipal governing

biKlics. the cycle tax microbe evinces syn)p-

inms n( returning life and activity.

The plan In tax every bicycle is nonsense.

The bicycle i« a vehicle with precisely the

same right* «>n thr public highways that other

vehicles I >io reason for treat-

ing it a« tii'iii^ii i; 1 tn a special class

The owners of I rr citizens like the

owncm of private carnages They have no

legal privilrtres which other* do not possess,

and they should not be subjected to penalties

which arc not imposed upon the proprietorv

of all vehicle* used (or pleasure or privair

conveyance.

The propoailinn to tax all the carnages in

any community would aron»e a storm of in-

dignant pri>lr*l It i* an idea in cotivfinancr

with Kumpcan UMgc* and opposed to Amer

ican theories of individual rights. A special

cycle tax would be even more indefensible, in

singling out one type of vehicle and letting

others go free. The project is not worth dis-

cussing. It should be dropped at once by

those who are fathering it.

GVR.XTING GENIl'SES.

I T is amusing, nowadays, to read the pages

* of certain sections of the press. The writ-

ers are making heroic eflFons to reconcile pres-

ent trade conditions with previously held

theories, and to explain why tlic chainless has

airived and been welcomed, when directly the

reverse was predicted by tiicsc same papers

and their editors.

Their mental spasms and contortions are like

a special act in the circus—alone worth the

price of admission—and the way in which they

twist their arguments to fit the facts can only

be compared to the diplomatic art of saying

nothing in a great many words.

They predicted that the chainless wheel

would never come; would be a failure if it did

come; would not receive public support, and

a lot more of the same kind of pessimistic

prophesy. Now they arc endeavoring to ex-

plain why the opposite condition is in force,

which tortuous system of explanation has

about e(|iial force with that of the fighter who

attempts to show why he didn't lick the otlicr

fellow.

AN OMEN.

DVA'.P down lies the political danRcr of iIk-

wlu-el. The horse creatid a sicial syMcni

ill llurope. trampled the liberties of millions

imder its hoofs for centuries, and left its stamp

upon thought distinct even to this day. There

are still many millions who can not afTord to

buy bicycles; for them a mile remains a mile;

for them the green fields and pleasant woods

are still far away from the city tenement.

The bicycle is in truth, as every notable im-

provement in the material environment of

men must be at first, another degree in the

evolutionary movement which makes the poor

man below a certain standard of wealth poor-

er. And yet there is hope in the reflection

that the bicycle has lowered the minimum of

wealth requisite for the enjoyment of many

luxuries of life.

Upon this omen it is reasonable to hope that

the first separating tendencies of the machine

horse will cease as the perfection of the man-

iu;i<l<- animal is approached.

i 111 iirocrastinatiiig factory buyer who
failed to heed the TiiK VViikki.'.s information

and advice, will doubtless pay the cost The
market is nhowing signs of a general stifTen-

iiie Tubing and runs have already advanced.

res and other necessary materials are

iHtraying an undoubted upward tendency.

If .Tiiyonc dared to attempt the conduct of

a six-day race with horses or dogs as com-

petitors public sentiment would undoubtedly

rebel vigorously, and the Society for the Pre-

vention of Cruelty to Animals would as cer-

tainly interfere and bring the law to bear.

But the spectacle of a score of wild-eyed and

half-delirious human beings fighting against

nature for six days and nights is suffered to

pass without protest.

What the British public or trade press think

of the chainless is, other than as a matter of

mere curiosity, of no moment to American

cycle makers or cycle riders. Manufacturers

of bicycles in this country will never again, as

they once were, be influenced by what the

English may do. We are too far in the lead

now ever to be inspired except by competition

at home. For all of which we have reason to

be thankful.

It may be foolish for the unfortunate rider

of the bargain-counter machine to borrow

trouble regarding his mount, but it is not dis-

honest. Riders of bargain-counter cycles

are always sure to have enough trouble on

hand to pay back with interest any they may

borrow.

What no man, be he insider or outsider,

knows is, how much higher the development

of mechanical advantages is likely to be car-

ried before the ultimate cycle of the future

shall have been perfected, and none but a fool

cares even to register a surmise regarding it.

'llie hen is far from being a pattern of wis-

dom, but she never cackles until after she

has laid her egg. Tiie I'm-agoing-to con-

tingent in cycling might in imitating this anti-

cackling proclivity of the hen discover some-

thing very profitable for themselves.

A man never talks with more confidence

than when he is discussing something about a

machine he pretends to understand with some

one who he kiu)ws does not understand it.

Just about the time a man begins to feel that

he is of considerable importance in the trade

he meets an acquaintance who asks him what

he is doing now.

Prominence has its drawbacks; the man on

the curbstone sees a good deal more of the

parade than the marshal riding at the head of

it does.

It may be as easy to make friends for the

wheel as it is to make enemies therefor, but it

is a great deal more of a bore.

(Ine-hall of the trade does not know liow

the other half lives, but it would give a good

deal to find out.
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REFUSED HALF A MILLION FOR IT.

After Years of lyCgal Warfare the Bottom Bracket I^itigation Nears a Focus-The Decisioti

Will Affect All Bicycles and Vitally Concern the Entire Trade—The All-Important

Patent in Full.

From time to time, innocent-appearing

paragraphs concerning a suit in which the bot-

tom bracket patent was involved have found

their way into print, and have licen suffered

to pass without comment.

Within the next three months, however, it

is extremely probable that the whole trade will

have the full importance of the litigation

brought directly to their doors. The pro-

ceedings, which have extended over a period

of years, are nearing a focus, and the moment

the court renders its decision, developments

of a vital nature may be expected to follow

each other in rapid succession; the patent in-

volving the right to manufacture what has

been termed "the keystone of the arch of

cycle construction"—the bottom bracket as it

is now made the world over.

The parties to the suit are the Pope Mfg.

Co. and H. S. Owen, who controls the

patent. No. 392,973, filed February 16, 1888,

and granted November 13th of that year. It

was issued to William E. Smith, of Washing-

ton, D. C, assignor to the Smith National

Cycle Mfg. Co., of Colorado. It is now the

sole property of Mr. Owen, Mr. Smitli no

longer being concerned.

The patent covers several features which

may also play a part, but the essence of it and

the point of contention is that portion which

refers to the construction of the bottom

bracket. It is claimed to control the right to

manufacture the brackets on which there are

forged, cast or brazed lugs or necks, with

which the seat-mast, rear forks and bottom

rail of the bicycle engage, the form now in

universal use.

The suit has been fought doggedly and has

cost the litigants a small fortune. It is stated

that the Pope Mfg. Co. alone has spent $150,-

000 in defending the action. Tlic patent rec-

ords of almost every country in which bicycles

are used have been searched and researched

by the most expert patent attorneys in all

America. The Smith patent was not pro-

tected abroad, but nothing has been found

that antedates it, and the advantage is ad-

mitted to be in Mr. Owen's favor.

He is sanguine of victory, so sanguine that

it is reported that he refused an offer of half

a million dollars for his rights. There are

some shrewd attorneys and business men l)e-

liind him, one of his most valuable advisers

being Geo. R. Bidwell, of the Spalding-Bid-

well Co., and the present Collector of the i^ort

of New York.

Mr. Owen is not counting liis chickens be-

fore they are hatched, but anticipating vic-

tory, says that he will have everything to gain

1)y pursuing a liberal ])olicy with the tr.-idc,

and liis arrangements will be based on lliat

principle. In fact, it is Mr. Owen's idea In

call a meeting of llic makers and iiavt' Ihcui

say what will be for tiie liesl iiilci'csls uf (he

whole trade.

He will not say that an effort will be made
to collect back royalty, l)ut any one wlio de-

sires to do thai sort (if lliing may easily csti-

mate the number of safily bicycles Ihal have

been manufacliu'cd in this counlrw ninllipl\

tlic number by the nujst modest of royalties

and he may then begin to realize how sweep-

ing and how great is the value of the patent,

which is here given in full:

Be it known that I, William E. Smith, of Wash-
ington, in the District of Columbia, have invented
certain Improvements in Bicycles, of which the fol-

lowing is a specification.

This invention relates, mainly, to the so-called

"safety bicycles," in which a seat supporting-frame
is provided with a front steering-wheel and a rear

driving-wheel actuated through a chain and sprocket-
wheels from a pedal-shaft seated between the wheels,
although certain of the features are also applicable
in machines of other forms.
The invention consists in various details of con-

struction, hereinafter described, relating more particu-

larly to the main frame, to the several bearings for

their shafts, and to means for adjusting the tension
of the driving-chain and securing alignment of the
wheels.
In the accompanying drawings. Figure 1 is a side

elevation of a machine containing my improvements,
having a frame adapted for the use of ladies as well

as other persons. Fig. 2 is a vertical section, on an
enlarged scale, of the upper bearing of (he steer-

ing-furk. Fig. .3 is a horizontal section on the line

1 1 of Fig. 1. Fig. 4 is a vertical section through the

centre of the rear wheel and its bearings, on the

line 2 2 of Figs. 1 and 5. Fig. 5 is a side view of

the rear end of the frame and the driving-wheel
supports therein. Fig. 6 is a top-plan view of the

"handle-bar" or "steering-bar," so called. Fig. 7 is

a top-plan view of a portion of the rear axle and the

parts connected therewith. Fig.8 is a perspective view of

a portion of the rear-wheel bearing. Fig. 9 is a perspec-

tive view ot one of the eyebolts used for adjusting the

rear-wheel bearing forward and backward to control

the tension of the chain and the position of the wheel.

Fig. 10 is a central vertical section through the for-

ward part of the machine, showing more iiarticularly

the steering-fork and its connections. Fig. 11 is a

vertical cross-section on the line 4 4 of Fig. 1 through
the pedal-shaft and its bearings. Fig. 12 is a side

view of the seat and standard or support with the

lower plate of the saddle in section thereon. Fig. 13

is a perspective view of said standard. Fig. 14 is a

tiip-plan view of the bearing tor the crank-shafl,

showing the necks to which the tubular frame is

attached and the cases for the ball-bearings.

Referring to the various figures, A represents the

front steeringwheel journalcd in the lower end of

the steering-fork B, which has its upper end swiv-

eled in the forward end of the main frame or reach
(,', which is in turn forked at its rear end to receive

and carry the axle of the rear driving-wheel, I).

The main frame reach, or, as it i,s sometimes termed,
(he "liack-bone," instead of extending forward and
uijwani from tlie rear wheel to the upper part of

the steering-fork, as usual, is carried forward in ;i

nearly horizontal position to a point near the steer-

ing-wheel, when it is curved upward closely around
the latter to the steering-fork, and this for the purpose
of securing the depression of its middle portion in

such ni;inner Mhaf it will not inU'rterc with or olTer

••111 iiiipedimeni to (he skir(s of fem;ile riders.

file rear wheel is provided with a sproeke(-wlu'el.

!;, eonneeled by .a chain, I'", to a sprocket-wheel, (;,

on a (ransversc shaft, If, loe;iled between the two
wheels and carrying at its ends cranivs iirovided with
pedals, 1, (he general arrangemeni of these p;n-ts

being similar to that in other machines of this type.

iierelofori' the pedal-shaft has been carried in two
bearings att.iched lo the lower ends of a forked arm
or s(and;ir(l de|)endlng fr(U\i (he frame, and owing
lo the severe strain exerfed through (he chain i(

has been found that the forked slandard would twist,

and by throwing (be lie.irings out of line cause an
excessive amount of wear and friction. This dlOi-

culty I avoid, as shown in I'Mps. I and 11, by eon
slriiedng or providing (be main frame with a rigid

transverse (nbc, c, forming in elTect a part (hereof,

,ind l)y mounting the shaft-bearing rigidly In tin-

end of this tube, whereby they arc firmly supported
and held positively in line. When the frnme or reach

is of the form herein shown, this tube c may be built

directly therein, so that the axis of the shaft will intei-

sect the axis of the frame at right angles.
I employ ball-bearings of the form shown in Fig. 11,

each consisting of two annular plates, c' c2, placed
face to face and provided in their opposing faces with
annular grooves of semi-circular cross-section adapted
to receive and retain the intermediate balls, clO. The
inner plate, c', of each bearing is seated snugly in a
seat formed in the enlarged end of the tube c, and is

secured permanently and rigidly therein by solder by
the operation commonly known as "sweating." The
recesses being truly formed and the plates inserted
and secured as stated, they are held immovable and
exactly parallel. The shaft II is inserted loosely
through the tube c and bearing plates c', but is

threaded at its ends to receive the bearing plates or
rings c'2, which are screwed thereon from opposite
ends. The plate c2, at the end which carries the
sprocket-wheel, remains immovably in position on a
shaft, after being once set in position, being sup-
ported and held by an outside washer, c, which is in
turn followed by the sprocket-wheel and the crank,
both of which are pinned or keyed, or otherwise fixed
to the shaft, so that they are prevented from moving,
and are enabled to firmly support the plate c2 on the
outside. At the opposite end of the shaft the plate c2

is left free to turn, in order that it may be screwed
inward to compensate for wear. As the plate is thus
screwed inward, it approaches the corresponding plate
at the opposite end, the result being that the outer
plates at both ends of the shaft are caused to force the
balls home to their seats in the inner plates, c'. In
order to prevent the adjustable plate c2 from work-
ing out of position or being turned accidentally, I
pass a screw, cl, through the adjacent crank into the
outer face of the plate, which is provided with a series
of holes or notches to receive its inner end. By back-
ing this screw out the plate is released, so that it may
be readily turned by the fingers.
In order to prevent the entrance of dust to the

wearing surfaces, the ends of the supporting-tube c

are provided with annular flanges c5, which extend
outward closely around the edges of the bearing-
plates and beyond the spaces between them. The
flanges thus constructed effectually cover and close
the joints.
As an additional safeguard against the admission

of dust to the wearing-surfaces on the side of the
machine where the adjustment is effected, I provide
an annular collar or cap, <:6, threaded internally at
one end and screwed upon the flange c5, as shown
in Fig. 11.

The tube c is commonly brazed or cast or forged
integral with tubular necks, one of which, cl, rising
therefrom enters and serves to support the lower
end of the tubular seat-standard J, and to which it is

brazed or otherwise fastened. When the frame is

made in the particular form herein shown, the bear-
ing-tube c will also have two horizontal necks ex-
tending respectively forward and rearward, as shown
at c8 and c9 in Fig. 14, to enter the front and rear
portions of the frame. When thus constructed, the
bearing-tube and its necks serve as a means for
uniting the two parts of the main frame or reach.
When, however, the frame is of usual shape, it

may be made continuous from end to end and the
tube applied transversely to its upper or its under
side.

The rear wheel-bearings are constructed in the
manner represented in Figs. 4, 5, 7, <S and 9, the
wheel proper, of the ordinary or suspension type, con-
sisting of a hub having at its two ends annular
flanges or enlargements which are connected by ten-
sion-spokes to the rim.
In Fig. 4 d represents the tubular hub with spoke-

receiving flanges d' at its ends. A central rigid axle,
(/2, threaded at both ends, is passed through the hub
from end to end and through the arms <:12 of the
main frame, and is provided at its outer ends with
clamping-nuts d'i. Fach of the hub-flanges is re-
cessed centrally in the outer side to receive a hard-
metal Ijearing plate or rim, d5, which is sweated
(hereto or otherwise fastened rigidly in place. Each
of these bearing-rings d5, is provided in its outer face
with an annualr groove of semi-circular section to
receive the balls dH, and is opposed at the outer side
by a correspondingly-grooved hub or flange, d?,
screwed upon and turning with the axle, so that by
turning either of these collars inward both bearings
may be tightened to compensate for wear. The
tightening of the nuts d'i will cause the adjustable
collar to bear upon the threads of the axle and
against the frame in such manner as to prevent
Ihem from lurning accidentally out of adjustments;
but I also propose to use for this purpose an addi-
tional locking device, herein described.

It will be observed that the hub-flanges rf' are
recessed to such extent (bat (be coll.irs i/7 enter the
same, this arrangement producing a close joint and
enabling the flanges rf' to prevent llie entrance of
dust to (he wearing-surface.

In this class of machines great difticulty is ex-
perienced by reason of the elongation of the chain,
line in pari to wear and in part to its liecoming
stretched. Trouble is also experienced in consc-
i|uenee of the rear axle being dr.iwn forward at one
end by the chain, so (hat the wheel is thrown on!
of line with the steering wheel. To avoid these ilif-

lieiillies, I provide improved means for accuralely ad
justing and rigidly securing the two ends of the rear
axle. To (his ynd I provide each of the rear arms,
I 12, of the main frame in the rear of the axle with
,in inw.irdly projecting perforated ear, .13. 1 furtlicr
provide for each end of (he axle an eyoholt, ./!), one
enil of which encircles the axle, while the opposite
end is projec(ed through the ear .13, and provided
.Ml the outside wi(h a nu(, i/lO. l!y lightening (lie nut
(he bob is liraw n rearward and cause.! to draw hack
I he enil of the axle, which passes thr.uigh a horiionlnl
slot hi (he fraiiu-. 1( will he observed thai by these
ileviees ihe (wo ends of (he nxle may be adjusted renr-
ward in.lependenlly of each other, ami thus the proper
leiisioii of the chain seeureil aii.l the proper ali^fiiincnl
of Ihe wheel elToeted willi.uil aO'ecliiig the leitMon

I eoinnuiiily provi.le each of ihe ryeholts, as shown
in I'ig. '.'. «ilh a rib or toolli. ,/11, .Irsignr.l lo enter
iiolches J12, formed, ns shown in Firs. 7 mid S, in
(he end o( the bearing-collar dl, for the purpose o(
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prrvcntinK the collar from turninfr accidentally. In
,..!.. , ,.1 .1.. ...11., .1 (,p itirnrd. it in

at the ends o(
' frame .iiid the

Kc the lips

It will be
•«e—of ad-

iiiM;nn iiir .ixic ;iiiu ii-'niiitu tiir in.iinnES in nd-

justmcni.
The isir«ring'fork B i» provided with an upright

iiilukir neck or journal, ^. passinK upward tlirouRh
t! . !ti)>ular neck cH, formed on ilic end o( ihe main
;:."(• C. The two parts are connected by ball-bear-

' in the manner shown in Figs. 1. 2,

ular neck <\\ <( the frame is formed
nnniilnr riil.irvTmrnls at its upper

Is are recessed
• .15, which are

.red rigidly but
^ .irc grooved and

MKinncr as the other
1. and are opposed.

I -; ,!ncl\, !> c..rrc-.iHiuliiit: plates or rings, ri6 and
.17 Ihe plate fli is sli|>pcd downward over the
tnti.:,ar neck b of the fork, seated in recesses in the
furk, and sweated or nlhcrwise fastened in place. It

»er\r4 !.• rrccne through the balls the whole or sub-
sl;ui! .Li'\ 'tie whole weight of the forward end of the

The upper bearing-plate, c\6, is sweated
securea in the under face of a collar, fl8,

. rewed downward around and upon the
rlion of the neck 6 and held in place by a
r fl9. The two bearings on the upjicr and

- of the neck b receive not only the thrust,

but ul>o the lateral pressure of the neck b, and jointly

hold the steering-fork securely in place, while per-

mitting it to turn with ease and freedom. The en-
' .T^r 1 ends of the bearing tube or sleeve fl4 are cx-
• :; !i.|, in the form of Hanges c20, over and around
li.c juints between the bearing-plates, to exclude dust
.ind dirt therefrom.
The front-wheel bearings may be of any appropriate

character; but I prefer to construct them in the same
or essentially the same manner as the bearings al-

ready described.

n^ ;i

.!'

In Ihe use of this class of machines it is frequently
it\,)r !.. .-h.ini.'r the relative speeds of the crank

and to this end it is customary
M-ket-wheel, K, removably to the
> be removed and replaced by

-nt diameter. This construction is a

trouble and annoyance, for various
.rv to detail. To avoid these diffi-

of Ihe hubs of the rear wheel
ket-ring. which may be speedily

. « , i.,.....<.l by another of aifTerenl dia-

\'ig. 4 it will be observed that one hub of Ihe rear
'- 'ir flange, rflS, and that the

- form is applied over and
irrd by screws rflfi. The

Hified, provided Ihe
iired to Ihe hub of
'ion is also advantag-

' - -.vheel to be ar-

rel, and in that
,: without inler-

'
.1 . usual.
I. as usual,

I'Xtrndrrl
•

.
'•..]

M of
rm or

rel 11 rri-

t.»rl Tl

of the bar are commonlv turned rearward instead of
forward. I believe myself to be the first to construct
a handle-bar which crosses in front of the rider with
forwardly turned ends for the handles.
The seat-standard }' is sustained by and is vertically

adjustable in a tubular standard, ,1, on the main frame,
as usual. In order that the inclination of the seal in

a forward and backward direction may be varied at
will, and that the seal ma^- also be shifted bodily to
the front or rear to bring it in proper relation In Ihe
pedals for riders difTering in figure, I provide the

standard at the upper end with the peculiar saddle-
clamp shown in Figs. 12 and 13. The upper end of
Ihe standard is divided vertically into two ears. /, the
upper edges of which are provided with serrations /'.

The vertical eycbolt ;2 is seated at its lower end be-
tween Ihe ears on a transverse pivot, i3, passing
through the ears, as shown. A vertically-movable
block, ;4, is seated loosely around and upon the bolt,

and is toothed at the lower edge and adapted to bear
upon the ears ;. This bearing-block is provided on
its top with a rib or stud, ;5, and is adapted to re-

ceive and support a longitudinal slotted plate, /, form-
ing the lower part of the saddle-frame. The bolt
passes upward through the slot in this plate, and is

provided above the same with a washer, ;G, and nut
(7. When the nut is tightened, it acts through the
bolt to confine the saddle-plate firmly in place on the
block ji and to hold the block in turn firmly upon the
saddle. When the nut is loosed, the saddle may be

' Ihr ptair and the
vol fi to change Ihe

I li<- •luil f'l irrvr*
rontally.
l> a brake shoe

I ('> .li I upon
'loe,

...._: 1 . .
' _ !:. lead.

the liandle bar arc aum m common u*t. but ihe end* how*v«t, wl applyintf the lifting »pcina «u Ike brake,

as usual, I locale a spiral spring, r, within the tubular
neck or journal of the steering-fork, as shown in Fig
10, and attach it to the brakt-lifling rod. which is car-
ried upward into Ihe tubular neck through the spring,
and provided at its upper end with a nut or washer,
against which the spring acts to effect the elevation
of Ihe brake.

I do not claim herein Ihc hinged or movable brace,
shown in Fig. 1 as s|ianning the depressed portion of
the frame and extending from Ihe seal-slandanl to
the steering-head at the front of the frame, as this
feature forms the subject-matter of a separate and
additional ajiplication executed on Ihc 15tli day of
October, 1888.
Having thus described my invention, what I

claim is—
1. In a rear-driving front-steering bicycle, the frame

or reach provided with the rigid transverse tube r

built rigidly into and forming; an integral part of said
frame and adapted, substantially as described, to re-

ceive the pedal-shaft.
2. In a bicycle frame for a safely-bicvcle, the reach

having the transverse tube c built rigidly therein, said
lube naving its ends recessed to admit the ball-bear-
ing plates, substantially as described.

'i. In a bicycle or kindred machine, Ihe reach having
the transverse tube c rigidly combined therewith, in
combination with the grooved plates c', sweated fast
within the ends of said lube, the shaft extended
through the tube, the grooved plates c2, secured upon
the shaft, and the intermediate balls.

4. The tube c, having the necks f7, cS, and f9, as
and for the purpose described.

5. The tube c, having the front and rear necks and
the enlarged flanged recessed ends.

6. In a frame for bicycles and kindred machines, a
transverse shaft-receiving tube, c provided with necks
cS and c9, to receive Ihe front and rear ends of the
frame or reach.

7. In a bicycle, the frame having the rigid trans-
verse tube c, with bearing-plates c' in its ends, in
combination with the pedal-shaft passing therethrough,
the plates c2 screwed upon the shaft, one fixed and the
other adjustable, and the pin or fastening ci, to hold
the adjustable plate against the rotation on the shaft.

8. In a bicycle, Ihc frame or reach having the forked
rear end, in combination with the wheel therein, the
axle passing through the wheel and the slotted arms
of the frame, and the adjusting-holts passing from the
ends of axle through ears on Ihc frame, whereby
either end of the axle may be moved.

9. The frame or reach having the slotted arms rl2
and ears rlS, in combination with wheel D, its non-
rotating axle d2, extended through the slotted arms,
Ihe eyebolls mounted on the ends of the axle and ex-
tended through Ihe ears, and the nuts applied to the
bolts, as described.

10. In combination with the frame, the wheel D and
its axle adjustable in the frame, the balls, the bearing-
collars dl, screwed upon the axle, and the eyebolls
attached to the axle interlocked with the collars and
provided with adjusting nuts, whereby Ihe holts are
enabled to serve the double purpose of adjusting the
axle and wheel and of preventing improper rotation of
Ihe collars.

11. In a bicvcle or kindred machine having the
steering-shaft forward of Ihe seat, Ihe steering or
handle-bar extending from opposite sides of the shaft
rearward, with its ends or handles returned in a for-

ward direction, whereby the rider is enabled to grasp
Ihe handles in front of the bar.

12. In a bicycle or kindred machine having an up-
right steering-shaft forward of Ihe seal, the transverse
steering-bar ctirved rearward and downward on op-
posite sides of Ihe shaft and finally bent forward and
upward at Ihe ends, and provided at Ihe ends with the
handles diverging in a forward direction.

13. The steeringbar for a bicycle curved rearward
from the midiilr toward Ihe two ends. bent
forward at the ends, and provided with Ihe elongated
handle in Ihe form and manner subslanlially as'-hnwn.

14. The slreringfork II. having the tubular neck or
journal, in combination with Ihe brake attached there-
to, Ihe lifting rod attached to the brake, and the
lifting'snring located within Ihe neck of Ihe journal.

15. Tne senlpoiit J', having the upright ears ser-

rated on their upper edges, in combin.ilion with the
eyeboli pivoted at its lower end to and between said
ear*, Ihe serratrd plate ;. encircling said boll and
ftcalrd upori the ears, and the nul ;(, whereby the
•ingle nut is adapted to nerve the double purpose of
holding the saddle upon the supporting devices and
of locking said device* to control Ihe inclination of
the saddle.

18. 1 he teal nr saddle having Ihr longitudinally-
slotted base-platr, in rombinalion with Ihe siip|Kirt-

ing iilnle or block ;4. "eoled Ihemmder and pro-
viilril with serration* in its lower edge, the eyenolt
having Its upi>rr end extended Ihrougli ihe plate
and the widdir, nnd provided with nul ;7, and Ihc
•eal'|Mi*t J', having Ihe serrated ears ;, pivoted to the
lower end of the ryeboll. a« shown, whereby Ihe
single nul i* adapted lo serve the several purposes nf

securing Ihc saddle to ils supporting devices, of hold-
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IPALMER TIRESf
Lw MARK TH E H IGH GRAD E WH EELm

THE PALMER JIFFY.
THE REGULAR AND EXCLUSIVE REPAIR TOOL
GIVEN WITH EACH PAIR OF J898 PALMER TIRES.

(ACTUAL SIZE.)

The Palmer. Jiffy Repair Tool is a practical, simple, economical, and effective repair

tool. A collapsible tube of solution is inserted in the barrel-shaped tool, and the solution is

forced therefrom into the tire through a conical, wire-tipped nozzle, which insures an even

spreading of the solution immediately over the puncture.

The Palmer Jiffy will be sent free with each pair of 1898 Palmer Tires. It will be our

regular and exclusive repair tool.

THE PALMER PNELMATICTIRECO.
CHICAGO

NEW YORK offices: 66- 6a READE ST.
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. >M n i;\i'ite the inclination o{ the
iiidic to be adjusted longi-

tllc n.k .11.
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MAOB BY LONN OF LAI'OKTB.

The Crown ami Cyrus bicvL-les. manufac-

tured by the John Lonn & Sons" Co., of La-

ipojtc. Ind., will be represented in the East-

•crn. Middle and Southern States by the Allcr-

ton-Clarke Co., of !>7 Chambers street. New
York. The arrangement was made by E. J.

Lonn. who has been in the city during" the

past week inaugurating a lively campaign for

his firm's product. The new models, which

are being shown, are attractive and up-to-

date. The Crowns are fitted with Fauber

crank-hanger. Kelly handle-bars, large

sprockets and flush joints, with outside con-

nections. They will be made in four models,

listing at $.j'> and $40. The Cyrus will list at

^o, and will be fitted with a two-piece crank

of the firm's own design. It will be a finely

finished, serviceable wheel.

THEY KNOW HOW.

Among the newer concerns in Toledo is the

National Cement and Rubber Mfg. Co., who
are coming into the market with a line ni

cements, brazers, enameling ovens, vulcaniz-

ers and supplies. The catch phrase of the con-

cern is "We Knf>w How."
The manager of the company is E. V. lluli-

bell, a man of alertness and sharpness of char-

acter, and one who, judging from his plans,

will be able to interest the trade in his line of

goods. He has very radical views on the bi-

cycle business, and is prepared to meet the

trade along new lines. Hence, correspond-

ence with his house will be interesting and of

value.

BKASSARDIZING A LA AUSTRALIAN.

Australia brassardizcs in somewhat orig-

inal fashion. The brassard consists of a gold

medal valued at 2'j, and is open for competi-
tion for IW) days, sixteen competitions only

being held during the six months. The hold-

er of the l>ra«isar(l is entitled to $.'i a day and
pos«cs.sion of the medal. Each time the bras-

sard is race<l for the winner receives $27.1 in

cash. The final winner is the rider who
hold* the medal the greatest number of days
during the season.

LOOKING AFTER HIS FENCES.

One of the visitors to New Vnrk this wc<k
t» Joseph L. Yost, looking none the worso
lor his recently added burden, the treasurer-
i.hip of F.ur,-,* ronnly. Ohio. Mr. Yost's mis-

lo do with Lucas Counly
. but is to show the F-'InM

II ir,i«ir the J. L Yost Falcon for 'fW li .

•CM r.ij iioi.rMvrmrnts and new rcalnr(>> •.!

whi. Ircady been referred to in TiikW

MOVED DOWN TOWN.

The MAnhalLin Cyrlr .Sup|«ly ( o li

from I'li^ Rro.idw.iv to 6S Warnn v

firm will carry a full linr <if ^i

dries, and will aKo markri .i .v

own name.

IXCLE SAM WA.VTS CATALOOIES.

The United States Patent Office has issued

the following:

"This Oflicc would be pleased to receive

from manufacturers and publishers such cata-

logues, circulars, price-lists or other adver-

tisements relating to the sciences and me-
chanical arts as are published by them for

gratuitous distribution; but notice is hereby

given such manufacturers or dealers who feel

disposed to send their publications that not

less than three copies should be forwarded in

order that the subjects may be properly in-

dexed, classified and subclassified in the

Scientific Library for convenient and ready

reference."

SUNDRIES ON THE SIDE.

The Pope Mfg. Co. have established a thor-

oughly equipped sundry department, which

will supply all of their agencies, branch

houses and other allied interests with a com-

l)lcte line of sundries, besides doing a general

sundry business.

Their large force of traveling men will han-

dle the trade in their respective territories,

and an extensive export business will be se-

cured. That this company will buy at the

best price is apparent, when their uncqualcd

facilities for marketing are considered. Man-
ufacturers who wish their goods listed are in-

vited to call at the company's olVice in Hart

ford at rmcc.

IVBR JOHNSON LINE.

Iver Jnimson's .\rnis & Cyck- Works an-

nounce their prices this week as follows:

Iver Johnson Racer and Special light roads-

ter, $85; Special roadster, $7o; Iver John-
son roadster, $^^); Fitchburg roadster. $40.

They comprise a fetching line, and arc al-

ready in evidence at the firm's new New York
store, f>0 Chambers street, which is now in

full swing.

ALL READY FOR TRADE.

I^'eatherstonc & Co.'s Eastern branch, at "VJ

Warren street, has been formally inaugurated

an<l is now ready for Inisincss. It makes an

important addition to the downtown cycle

colony. .Ml of the '08 models, except the

chainlcss, are on exhibition, and Manager
.Matilack is radiating Western cheeriness and
cordiality.

WHAT BARNES PROPOSES.

Lucicn Barnes, of the defunct New Barnes
Cycle Co., of Woodstock, Can., is seeking to

interest Elmira, N. Y., capital. If the resi-

dents of that city will subscribe $'J.'),i>no and
the city itself ct>ntril)titc $2.'>,0'iO more, he has
ofTercd to add another bicycle factory to El-

inira's indtistrics.

NOTABLF. WITHDRAWAL.
\1. i-.ir.iy St Hir-ih will iirrraflir h.mdlf the

I ribunc line in Baltimore. Win. II. Cole ft

Co.. the former agents, have dnidrd i<i with-
draw from the cycle tr-ide. an<l confine them
selves entirely to hardware.

r il4

ELECTED PRESIDENT.
Dr. r,. N. Morton, of New York, has lu-en

i.cted president of the Newell Mfg. Co..
BoMon. makers <if the "Safety Poise Cycle
Seat " Dr. Morton is largely interested in

the ^faIt Trout, recently fornicti

OFFICIALLY A RECElPT-I.NjLRER.

Harrisburg, Pa., Dec. 2.—Major I. B.

Brown, chief of the State Bureau of Railways,

to-day completed his annual report on street

railways, in the course of whicii report Major
Brown says:

"In all probability the use of the bicycle by
business people and pleasure seekers is the

prolific source of the reduction in the receipts

of many street railway companies. In cities

where favorable conditions do not exist for

the use of the bicycle, where the hills are steep

and not easy of ascent or descent, the railway

companies probably have not been affected

by the use of the wheel to so great an extent,

but in cities like Harrisburg and many others

it cannot be gainsaid that the bicycle has be-

come a most serious competitor of the rail-

way."

To reinforce this view of the case an ob-

servation was made on Third street in this

city during the month of October, 1807. The
observation covered two days from 7 in the

morning to 6 in the evening. During that

time 6,078 persons passed a given point, 1,962

in the cars and 4.116 on bicycles; 67 7-10 per

cent on bicycles and 32 3-10 per cent on the

cars, or more than two to one in favor of the

wheel.

E.VCEPTING SLOW POKES.

.Mw.iys original in cycle rulings and legis-

lation, Philadelphia has handled the univer-

.sal lights ordinance in Philadelphia fashion.

As first presented by the wheelmen, the law

required all vehicles to display lights after

nightfall, and, as was expectetl.the usual stock'

arguments were brought to bear against it by
liverymen and other horse owners. One new
one was included in the protest, i. e., that on
loaded hay wagons it would be dangerous to

carry lamps. It was finally amended and de-

cided to report the law in this form

:

"That Select and Common Councils do or-

dain that all vehicles shall carry a lighted

lamp or lamps upon all roads and highways
in Philadelphia, prominently displayetj. so as

to be readily distinguished from the front,

between sunset an<l sunrise, except those pro-

ceediiig at a rate of speed not faster than a

walk.'

SOFT AS SILK.

.\iiy one having circular green-goods of any
description to dispose of wants to hasten to

Port Jervis, N. Y. A dispatch from there

says:

"James Spicer. a New Jersey farmer, was in

Port Jervis this morning and traded with

Joseph Th.\ver for an old ordinary bicycle,

giving in exchange a horse, twenty-two heads
of cabbage and a rabbit dog."

With ordinaries bringing these prices in

Port Jervis. bargain-counter safeties ought to

be traded easily for a farm and a few horses.

BOOK ON BAKING.

"How to Bake Enamel" is the selfexplana*

lory title of a little pamphlet issued by the

Red Cross Rubber and Cement Co., Roches-
ter, N. Y. It contains a deal that is instruc

tive and interesting.

SHOULD SELL RAPIDLY.

L. C. Jandorf &• Co.. of ,121 Broadway, have
1,00(1 high-grade juvenile cycles to sell at an

exceedingly low price. They have large

<prnckcl«. nil rnttrr pirn .111, 1 tr.,,1 <nr,-] brnr-

ings.
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Among the Many Claimants

For the Honor of Being tlie Wheel Yon Choose to

Represent, Permit me to Say

I

2 I am the Sterling

I

Built Like a Watch."

Many seasons have proven my strength, my speed,

my easy-running qualities. Every season has brought

new and periodical improvements. I am to-day in my
1898 form, a peerless—a mount that's well worth
choosing. The wheel that outsells all the rest.

If there is no Sterling agency in your vicinity, write at once to

STERLING CYCLE WORKS, 274-276-278 Wabash Ave , Chicago.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

5
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ft̂.^^^ THE I

'^'^(mJxX Veeder Cyclometer |
CYCLOMETER.
Weight, 1 Ounce.

10,000 MILES and REPEAT.

Dust

Proof,

Positive

Movement

1 <

Water
Proof.

Absolutely

Accurate.

Received Highest Award at Brussels Exposi-

tion—Highest Award at Nashville Exposition.

Nearly Half-a-Million
IN USE.

It stands alone as an accurate distance recorder

for cycles. Don't be deceived by cheap imita-

tions that resemble it in appearance only. See

that your purchase bears the name VEEDER.

Exact Size.

Price, - $1.00.
>;J

The Veeder Mfg. Co.,
|

The above cut, either two or four inches in size, we
will send free on receipt of application to any jobber
or dealer, for catalogue or advertising purposes.

HARTFORD, CONN
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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EXULISITE AGOXV.

In the Name of Sport This Is Made Pos-

sible and la Applauded by Press and

PabUc.

There's a six-day grind in progress at Madi-

son Square Ljardcn, and the more sensational

daily papers are fairly reveling in it.

The "bicycle faces," the slow torture, the

swollen limbs and staring eyes, the limping,

suffering beings who are fighting nature, the

delirium, the exquisite agony, each and all arc

proving rich fertilizing for the fervid imagin-

ations and Munchausen-tipped pens of their

corps of ready writers and illustrators. Pages

are being devoted daily to the "magnificent

triumphs i)f endurance."

Possibly they realize that never again may

they have such an opportunity; possibly they

have learned that a law designed to suppress

such exhibitions is a-borfiing; at any rate, it

i9 for the time filling the great void

caused by the cessation of Nack or Lucrtgcrt

murders and is filling it well.

The race started at 12.15 o'clock Monday

morning. Eddie Bald fired the pistol whicii

started thirty-six men on their wearying and

wearing journey. It was preceded by a

"sacred band concert" and an exhibition ride

by little Michael.

The starters were: "Teddy" Hale, Ireland;

Joseph S. Rice, Wilkesbarre. Pa.; Albert

Schoch, New York; Gaston Rivierre, France;

F. VV. Schinncer, Chicago; M. T. von den

Eynde, Belgium; C. W. Miller, Chicago; A.

S. Stephanc, France; T. A. Bamaby, Bos-

ton; Oscar Julius, Sweden; "Ned" Reading,

Nebraska; B. D. Blakeslee, Boston; James

Bustccd. Jersey City; "Ed" Beacom, New
York: W. H. Hicks. Jr., Brooklyn; G. E. Ri-

vierre, Newark; C. W. Ashinger, New York;

Fred Forster, New York; Frank Waller, New
York; Bums W. Pierce, Boston; D. Mac-

Icod, New York; Andrew Johnson, Long
Island; Frank Albert, New York; Peter

Golden. New York; H. D. Elkes. Glens

Falls. N. Y.; T. Backe, New York; L. J.

Kinz, New Jersey; Albert Entcrman. New
York; J. F. E. Gray (negro), New York; E.

C. Moore, Philadelphia; E. C. Smith. New
York; J. R. Gannon, New York; S. Fallon,

Jersey City; Harley Davidson, Ontario, Can-

ada; F. J. Titus, New York: George Cart-

wright, New York.

The effect of such a number of men on a

nine-lap track at one time may be easily

imagined. The scorers' lot was not a happy

one, but. at the end of the first hour, the score

wa<» fiinired out as follows:
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Aihinger 16 7
Waller 17 1

Pierce 17 1
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Johnton 16 8

Early in the game the two Germans. Wal
Icr and Miller, commenced crf>wding the pace

and were well in front at twclvr li'mri. as ilir

•cores of the leader* allow:

Mn«*. Lap*. Rider.Rider.
Waller M 1

Miller M
Suphaaa fl(
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Ashingrr WO 4
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Fred Titus sustained his reputation by quit-

ting at fifty-one miles.

Stiphaiic rode "JTU miles without a dismount

and seemed well within himself. Some of the

men had already commenced to tire, but the

only notable withdrawals were Forster, a sea-

soned si.\-day rider, who fell and broke his

nose, and old man Sc'hoch. who sensibly real-

ized that he had enough at '200 miles and then

cried quits.

Waller continued his furious pace through-

out the twenty-four hours. Hot-headed and

headstrong, as usual, he refused advice and

insisted on having his own way, and those

who know the man confidently expect him to

crack and hang out the liag of distress. At

twenty-four hours he was forty-one miles

aiiead of Hale's record. This was the record

at that time:

Rider. Miles. Laps.
Waller 483 '3

Stephanc 466
Kivicrre 4.''>4 4
Schinncer 449 7
Rice 446 6
Miller 447 7
I'icrce 441 4
Moore 440
Reading 445 7
Elkes 423 6
Golden 417 1

Hicks 395 7
Ashinger 394 6

Ridir.
Hale 371
Knternian 384
Smith 364
llarn.iby 342
(iannun 332
.McLeod 327
Kinz 337
Julius 310
Maurice 287
Beacom 280
Itlakeslee 267
Gray 270
Johnson 259

Miles. Laps.
4

3
7

6

5
6
4

8
4

The Frenchmen, Gaston Rivierre and
Stephanc, are riding witii rare judgment, and
show no distress, while Hale, the English-
Irishman, seems clearly off the hooks, and
has been worried by a troublesome stomach.
The weaklings are falling fast, Cartwright, Al-
bert, Schoch and Davidson being among those
who have cried "enough."
Waller cracked badly, as was expected, and

Stephane led for a time, but at forty-eight
hours the score was as follows, Miller, the
leader, being more than eighty miles ahead of

the old record:
Miles. Laps. Rider.Rider.

Miller 860 '2

Rice 811 5
Stephane 806 1

Rivierre 798 4
Schinneer 793 7
Moore 778 7
Tierce 763 5
Waller 763 1

Golden 727 4

Miles. Laps.
Kikes 723 4
Hale 712 4
Knterman 663 6
Kinz 636 4
Gannon 585 8

Julius 556 3
Johnson 521 3
Bi-.ncom 502 6
Gray 480 6

All others have been killed off.

The summary for the first two days of the
race follows:

Former
Hour. Leader. Miles. I^ips. Record.
l....Halc 23
2. ...Miller 60
3. ...Miller 72
4.... Miller 92
6.. ..Miller 112
6. ...Miller 134
7. ...Miller 154
8....G. Rivierre 171
9....Waller 193

10.... Waller 218
U... .Waller 235
12.... Waller 268
13.... Waller 272
14. ...Waller 296
15.... Waller 316
16. ...Waller 335
17... .Waller 366
18.... Waller 878
19.... Waller 387
20.... Waller 406
21... .Waller 426
22. ...Waller 443
23....Wallrr 403
24. ...Waller 483
2f..... Waller 487
2fi... .Waller 489
26.... Stephane 489
27....Warier B19
28.... Stephane 629
29. ...Waller 647
ao.., .Waller B63
31. ...Waller BO
32. ...Waller 008
33. ...Waller S19
."M... Waller 887
r. ...Waller 868

^f-gihane 870
\ .Her , «7

I r 687
ns - 714
40 731
41 736
42.....Miller 7M
43. ...Miller 772
44. ...Miller 791
46. ...Miller MO
4«... .Miller 811
47. ...Miller 840
48.. ..Miller 880

1 23
44

1 64
83

3 99
3 118
1 137
6 166
4 176
6 193

213
3 230
6 244

1 261
6 zn
4 294
1 309
4 325
4 341
7 369
7 376
6 388
7 409
3 426
3 433
8 449
8 449

466
6 481
6 497
B 509
2 626
5 641

1 M2
7 661

668
2 686

603
1 618
7 636
4 847
2 664
1 6M
4 696
8 711
B 729
8 746
8 7R1

2 780

NEW TRACK FOR NEW YORK.

New York city is at last to have a cycle

track of its own, and after .April next there

will be no need to make a twenty-mile jour-

ney to conduct or to attend any race meet
which may occur. New York's course will

be located on Berkeley Oval, the old cinder

path of which was the scene of many stirring

cycle contests eight years ago. and will be
.'ij laps to the mile, and of boards laid length-

wise and banked for a si)eed of 1.'25. There
will be four grand-stands, one with a seating

capacity of lt»,000, and the others with an ag-

gregate capacity of some 5,00<>. The odd size

of the track, 3} laps, is necessary to avoid a

destruction of a $4,000 straightaway run-

ning path and a quarter-mile cintler

track, around which the board course

will be laid, but under the plans in

mind all races will finish in front of the grand-

stand. It is expected that everything will be

completed by the end of March next. Will

R. Pitman, than whom none is more able or

is more deeply interested in the racing game,
has been engaged as manager of the track.

STOCKS'S MILE.

Editor of The Wheel: At the time Stocks
broke the one-mile record, paced, A bet B
that England would hold the record for 1897.

B bet that America would hold it. Both
Stocks and McDuffec rode the mile in 1.35 2-5;

we are unable to agree as to which country is

entitled to the record. Will you kindly de-
cide it for us? W. F. S., Jr.

A wins. McDuffee was striving to supplant

existing figures—to have his name substituted

for Stocks's on the record books. He did not

do so, and logically, and by the strict inter-

pretation necessary to decide a wager. Stocks

remains holder of the record, although ordin-

arily the two names are bracketed.

DENIES THE FAKE.

A. A. Chase, the English long distance

crack, arrived in New York on Saturday last,

and being unfamiliar with the feats of Amer-
ican journalism, innocently expressed great

snri'rise to learn that he had arranged a match

with Michael for $'25,000. His manager, how-
ever, offered to put Chase against the little fel-

low in a series of three races:

A pursuit race to a finish, unpaced; also a

scratch race, unpaced, at a distance to be

mutually agreed upon, and a paced race at

one hour or fiftv miles.

NOW QUICK AND DEAD.

The "black and white" tandem team have

followed their mentor. C. A. Benjamin, to the

Olive Wheel Co., and are now being dubbed

"the Quick and the Dead." They arc riding

an Olive two-seater, of course, and will go

abroad with Zimmerman in the spring. Inci-

dentally, it is stated that Mr. Benjamin is

dickering with two of the biggest fish in the

racing puddle.

WHY. OF COLRSE!

Private advices state that August Lchr, at

one time German champion, and one of the

fastest men in Europe, will sail for this coun-

try on December 30th. Of course, he will

challenge Michael.

STOCKS PREDICTS.

At a dinner tendered his pacemakers, J. W.
Stocks, the English record-breaker, gave it as

his opinion that the mile would be ridden in

1 min. 42 sec. next year with standing start

and witli a flying star! in 1 min. 20 sec.
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THE
REMINGTON
SINGLE-TUBE

TIRE.
used by the Remington
Arms Co. on the '98

Remington bicycles, is

manufactured by us.

HOLD THE WORLD'S RECORD,

1910 MILES.

The great International Six-Day Race at Madison

Square Garden is now under full headway. CHAM-
PION HALE is riding in winning form, on winning

tires—LEAGUE TIRES. They " get there and get

back," and carry their friends along with them.

The World's record of 1910 miles, made by Hale last year

on League Tires, has never been equaled.

New York 25 Park Place.
Boston 24 Summer Street.

Philadelphia 308 Chestnut Street.

Chicago 143-145 Lake Street.

Indianapolis 79 So. Illinois Street.

St. L^uis 210 No, 12th Street.

San Francisco 509-511 Market Street.

NEWY0RKBELTING8cPACKINGC0.LTD

•

®(SXSXS)®®(SXj)®(j^^

Jl^UfACTUREO BY

,l^EFillGTONARMSC0

In the coming season of '98, just as in all previous

seasons,

|ILI0N,N.Y

The shield of a great name will

protect the riders of Remington

Bicycles.

Our agents are the ones who will reap the benefit of nearly a century's

mechanical experience. Now is the time to apply.

REMINGTON ARMS CO.
LION, N. Y., 313 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

ll>>.^.\.\.\.\.^:.^.>.^.^.^.x.^.^.\.\.^.^.\.\.\.Xi\.\.XiXJX?v•.-XSx.\^iVviY^^
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INTERXECINE STRIFE.

Warring Auioni; Themaelvea, the Camp of the

Outlaws Is No Longer a Cheerful

Place.

San Francisco, Dec. 1.—The Father of Pa-

cific Coast Cycling, commonly known as

"Uncle Robert," is beginning to leam that the

way of the dictator is hard, indeed. It wasn't

so very pleasant to break away from the L. A.

W. when apparently all the cycling clubs were

with him. It wasn't pleasant to give up that

low number—now gone forever. But now,

with war, and rumors of war, in the heart of

his camp, what must be his august feelings?

Some of these balmy days "Uncle Bob" will

consign all cyclers and things cycling to an

oblivion as deep as Queen Lil's; and then what
will the little world of wheels out here do?

But that is another story.

At the present time, unless some soothing

spirit intercedes for the F. of P. C. C. (see first

line), it will not be long before the Napoleon
of Local Option, the Bismarck of Cycling

Liberty, the— (but I can't think of any more
great men)— it will not be long before Mr.

Welch will be a king without a country, a

tomato can without a label.

The Bay City Wheelmen run things on this

coast. This may be taken as a compliment or

not. I mean the sentence rather in admira-

tion than otherwise. These wearers of the

Maltese cross are always prime movers in any-

thing, good or bad, that pertains to cycling on
the Pacific Coast. Without them the C. A.

C. C. would never have been; and with their

withdrawal, it must die.

It seems that Mr. Welch has been treating

their members rather severely. In fact,

Gideon at his worst was a protecting angel

compared to Uncle Robert when on his dig-

nity. So, when Kenna, the fastest rider in the

club, refused to affiliate with the Sunday rac-

ing organization, Mr. Welch waited his op-

portunity; and when Kenna rode at a little L.

A. W. meet, he was suspended for one year by
the C. A. C. C. chairman. Suspended from
what? But never mind. Then Krafts, an-

other flying Bay Cityile, was declared a pro-

fessional on information, it is claimed, that was
secured by Mr. Welch in confidence. These
terrible punishments were too much, and now
the Bay Cityites arc looking with longing eyes

at an old L. A. W. emblem, and wondering
how they can with bccominji Kr.uc .iiul dig-

nity get back into the fold.

The C. A. C. C. leaders are gi-tiiiig discour-

aged. The sympathy they expected from all

over • II seems to have become frozen

in rr iTiMw-cappcd Rockies. One or

•ilrollcd by the star cycling

rig away at them, and al-

together It's nut nice.

The race meets, as a rule, have been dismal
failures. The racing men were so few that it

'the same few

ivc the afTairs

T: ' r nnrdrn City Cyclers

II Jo»c I. largest

:;. on the C : rrrtly to

the C. A. C. C. The firit Sund.iy r.irr meet

on their cement track did not pay fc>r tiie ad-

vertising—and then it was a case of inM>lvcncy.

Anothrr lit of the C. A C.

C. is the
;

lub of a few loyal

League incinlMrr», who, while they will not

throw anything in the way of the success of

their club, refuse to desert the L. A. W.
The leaders of the secession movement real-

ize their mistake. The cycling editors know it,

way down in their boots, and at times show it

in their articles.
,

"Judge" Kerrigan, with his usual foresight,

withdrew from the organization as an active

worker, and is giving his time and attention

to weightier things. Gradually it is becoming
apparent that there are other things in life

besides bicycle racing on Sunday.

The Veledromc, Mr. Welch's great hobby,

has been torn down. The C. A. C. C, with

all its promises of stellar cycling carnivals,

could not save the finest board track in the

land from the spoiler's hand. It is related that

before the tearing up oi the track, Mr. Welch
appeared on the scene and wiih great pathos

recited an original parody entitled, 'Carpen-

ter, Spare That Track!" but at the conclusion

of his declamation, the only applause was the

word "Rats," while the empty seats and rafters

creaked in dire disdain.

Road riding at this time of the year, just

after the early rains, is a pleasure never to be

forgotten; and the weather is clear, warm
and beautiful; so that the cycler, more than

ever, has reason to be thankful that he lives in

California, "Wheel-land .Ml the Year 'Round.''

L\ FREEDOMS NAME.

AIMED STRAIGHT AT ELLIOTT.

Although Sterling Elliott religiously re-

fuses to commit himself, the other side is

leaving nothing undone to undermine any pos-

sible aspirations he may have for the L. A. W.
presidency.

Evidence of this turned up last week in the

form of a notice of an amendment to the

Constitution, which will be proposed by Con-

way W. Sams, of Baltimore, who, it is under-

stood, is acting in the interests of Mr. Potter.

The amendment is aimed straight at Mr.

Elliott, and is as follows:

"No person who is a party to a contract

with the League of American Wheelmen,
shall be eligible to the otiice of president, vice-

president, secretary or treasurer of the organi-

zation."

Even if passed, the amendment will scarcely

afTect the approaching election, as the officers

are chosen before tlie amendments are acted

on; but even as it is, it will serve a purpose.

EEENAN'S KOOM LAUNCHED.

The Board of Oliicers of the Pennsylvania

Division, L. A. W., held their annual meet-

ing in Philadelphia on Saturday last. Vice-

Consul Thos. J. Keen.Tii was indorsed for a

place on the National ticket, but nothing else

of importance dcvelo|)e(l. TheSt;«tc meet of '98

was awarded to .\llcntown, and fl.nnd ap-

propriated for the expenses nf the delegates to

the National Assembly; it will be divided pro

rata, and the delegates will go down in their

own pockets for the balance necessary. THl- re-

ports showed $7,H|7.07 on haiul and a mem-
bership of 21.3.50, against 10.81.1 last year, an

increase of \'V\ per cent. Pennsylvania has

already established a new record by renewing

HI per cent of it.s membership.

SOLOMONLIKE JUDGMENT:

According to the Philadelphia papers. Fred

Sim<(, who was suspended for one year for

foul rilling, ha» been granted a special dis-

pensation by the L. A. \V. Racing Board to

ride in match races only.

Cyclists Serve the Cuban Cause- An Appeal to

Move the Patriotic to Give Dimes for

Bnlleta.

Editor of Tin-: Wiif.ki.: From December Gtli

t<i iSth there will be held in the Arcade, Til-

hiry ai.d Washington streets, Brooklyn, a Cu-

ban Fair, which will have a very pronounced

cycling ilavur.

Very many of the most prominent Brook-

lyn clubmen are members of the auxiliary

committee, and several of the clubs themselves

are actively participating. Home trainer con-

tests, "most popular wheelmen" voting con-

tests and other similar events will make up a

goodly portion of the programme. Aside

from this, there will be thirty-six booths, and

the fair will be well worth visiting.

Will not The Wueel lend its aid by a di-

rect appeal to the trade and riders for their

support of a most worthy cause, that of lib-

erty and well-being of an oppressed and strug-

gling next-door neighbor?

Ethically, at least, cycling is claimed to in-

crease to the full one's appreciation of liberty

and love of countrj, and whether or not it

be true, beats there an .American heart which

does not throb for sympathy with the Cuban

cause? Yes, and more's tlie pity. There are

such hearts—Wall-street hearts, hearts which

slnidder at the thought of .\merican recogni-

tion of the indisjiutable and all api)arent fact

that the Cubans by three years of gallant

fighting have justly won the right to be con-

siclered "loemen worthy of the steel" of any

people. Wall street fears that recognition

of belligerency may send the market off a few

points, and. aided by financial papers and by

the Congressional Czar, Speaker Reed, whose
domineering and gagging tactics, would pro-

voke riot or revolution in a more volatile

nation, has succeeded in stilling the prompt-

ings of the American conscience.

They would make of us a commercial na-

tion. They cry "jingo" at every patriotic

outburst. They would subdue patriotism and

National pride. They have already dulled it

in themselves. They would view everything

through the almighty dollar. They strive to

forget that their forefathers once fought for

what the Cubans are now fighting—the cause
of liberty and the right of self-government.
They strive to forget that .\merica was once
in Cuba's place; they struggle to forget Pat-
rick Henry's "Give me liberty or give me
death," of which the Cuban war is but an
echo, and it should be the duty of every man
and every pajier, whose hearts are not shriv-

eled or dulled, to do what they can to lessen
such baneful inlluence. There is need for it.

Hut the Cubans are fighting on bravely, and,
desjiite fe.irful odds, they arc winning. They
have made their bullying and unnatural
oppressor bow the knee. Spain now begs
them to accept gifts which were promised and
repudiated once before, and the Cubans
rightly s|>uni them.
They have the Spaniards "on the run."

May this little appeal serve to stir the cycling
heart to assist them in keeping their foes nin-
ning until they reach the sea and an "evacua-
tion day." such as we ourselves honor and
revere, be made a page in Cuban hi^ory.
Every dime will buy a bullet, and every bul-
let will be fired in freedom's cause.

The Cuban F'air now in progress in Brook-
lyn is a box in which cyclists may, with pro-
priety, drop their dimes. May they drop
many nf them and pray that the gallant pa-
triots be given their ilue by Congress—

a

chance to buy their bullets f»))eiily and with-
out fear or subterfuge. They deserve it.

Greg.

1
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The Eldredqe

Leads
at the Madison Square Garden Six-Day Race.

I^ILLER,Z ELDREDGE RACER,

at 12.15 P- m., Wednesday. December 8, had covered

1047 miles, WORLD'S Record

by 89 miles; nearest competitor in race 58 miles behind.

the eidredgc i$ a \i)M of Quality.

WE MAKE WHEELS, TOO

!

National Sewing Machine Qo.
NEW YORK BRANCH, 339 BROADWAY. Factopy, BELVlDERE, ILL.

Kindly mcnlion The Wheel.
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OFFICIAL CYCLE PATH.

NiaRara County was the first in this State

to avail itself of the law passed by the Legisla-

ture permitting the collection of a fax of 50

cents on each bicycle in use in the county, the

money to be applied solely for the construction

of side-paths.

The Commission has just prepared its first

annual report, which is of interest. The re-

port shows that the ta.x is a success in more

ways than one. It has aroused a general in-

terest in side-path construction among the

farmers, who have done much in the way of

building paths at their own expense, assisted

by the Commission, to say nothing of the con-

struction of many miles of substantial path.

Chairman Raymond says there was practically

no opposition to the payment of the tax, most

of the towns doing quite well for the first year.

A few of the towns did not respond very heart-

ily to the requirements of the law, which prob-

ably will be more rigidly enforced next year.

The receipts from the towns and cities of

the county on a tax of 50 cents for each wheel

in use and owned in the county are: City of

Lockport, $068.11; Niagara Falls, $651.70;

North Tonawanda, $26.30; Whcatfield, $;346.75;

Porter, $41. (••'); Niagara, $17.15; Royalton,

155.63; Wilson, $10.2!t; Cambria, $1.47; New-
fane, $63.93; Somerset, $33.01; Lewiston, $6.75;

Lockport Town, $13.72; Pendleton, $4.45;

Hartland. $37.24; total, $2,378. The BufTalo

L. A. W. donated $846.20 toward the construc-

tion of the Tonawanda-Niagara Falls path, so

the total receipts of the Side- path Commission
reached $3,200.36.

The expenditures were as follows: At
North Tonawanda towards the Falls, $1,283.20;

at Niagara Falls towards Tonawanda, $179.25:

out West avenue, Lockport, $263.06; out East

avenue, Lockport, $207.08; Newfane, $.581.51;

Somerset, $33.17; Middleport, $243.34; assist-

ing local efTorts. titles for farmers, etc.,

$131.11; repairs on old paths, $29; administra-

tion expenses, $30.89; emblems, $147.35; print-

ing, $60.50; advertising, $5; balance on hand,

$24.14.

TO S.WE COASTERS.

The increasing number of accidents to cy-

clists, due in nianv cases to steep hills, un-

guarded gullies, embankments, etc., has

prompted the ofliccrs of the League of Amer-
ican Wheelmen to procure a large supply of

"caution signs" which are to be sent to differ-

f^^
TO CVCLISTS
"^^^^^rYdE WITH
CAU-TIOIM
LEkCUC OF AMERICAN WHCtLMCN

w
ent parts of the country and put up wherever

needed. Each sign is QJ by 20 inches in size,

made of thin sheet steel with bright yellow

enameled surface and black letters. The gen-

eral design and appearance of the sign are

shown in the above cut. On receipt of a let-

ter from any cyclist or cycling organization

undertaking to erect one or more of these

signs and describing or indicating the loca-

tion where the sign or signs are to be placed,

the League will pack and send the sign or

signs needed. With each sign goes a board

"backing" on which the steel sign is to be
nailed. In putting up one of these signs it

is only necessary to set a strong 12-foot post

in the ground, after which the 2<t-inch board
"backing" is securely nailed to the top of the

post and the steel sign then nailed to the

board as shown in the cut. All matters relat-

ing to these signs are in charge of Robert L.

Stillson, chairman. Centre and Pearl streets.

New York citv.

AN ABSOLUTE NECESSITY.

In a recent suit for unpaid alimony wherein

the plaintiff in the action wished to attach her

ex-husband's wheel for the debt on the ground
that the wheel was a luxury, Magistrate Deuel

gave the Solomon-like decision that a bi-

cycle in these days was a necessity, not a

luxury, and, therefore, refused to allow the

poor, defaulting alimony-ower to be robbed

of a thing necessary to his health, welfare and

happiness.

N. B. Magistrate Deuel is an enthusiastic

rider himsell.

RESULTS OF * PURSECENTAGE."

As a result of "championship rules," made
and circulated by the custodian of the National

circuit pursecentage table, this is the sort of

stuff they are printing in England: "E. C.

Bald, the American champion, has now de-

cided not to visit Europe, his reason being

that he would have to forfeit the American

championship if he was off the circuit for a

month or over."

THIS IS TRUE.

Too many men would rather win a five-dol-

lar prize once a month in a race than earn

twice that each week by labor.

CROWN m CYRUS CYCLES

LIST $35.00 $40.00 $50.00 LIST

Htj

Are you looking for the correct

wheel at a popular price.' If so,

write tu at once. These wheels

are up-to-date, ore of best quality

material, one And two piece cranks,

and excellent finihh.

<><

\h

No. 11, Men's - 135.00
1 6, lyadies' 3500
21, Men's - 40.00
26, Ladie.s' 40.00
30, Men's - 50.00

35, I-adie.s' 50.00

Do vou want our discounts ?

Ivasy to gel.

They are lus interesting as our

Bicycles and List Trices •

^

JOHN LONN & SONS' CO., La Porte, Indiana.

Eastern Branch Allerton-Clarke Co., 97 Chambers St. and 79 Reade St., New York.

Kindly mcniioo The W bed.
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ONE QUALITY; THE BEST.

Anticipating that not a few concerns would

meet the demand for lower prices by a corres-

ponding reduction in the grade of their goods,

the far-seeing Grand Rapids Cycle Co. has

taken the very opposite course, and have left

nothing undone or unpurchased to make their

Clipper chainless and Clipper Special the

pinnacle of perfection in workmanship and ma-

terial as completely as can be obtained by

human efTort. They expect that the future will

show the wisdom of their judgment and bring

them their reward.

Sales-Manager Pratt and W. J. Loomis, the

latter one of the concern's chief Eastern trav-

elers, were in New York during last week,

and made this point clear. They had with

them samples of the Clipper Special, which

seems to bear out their sanguine assertions.

Its every part betrays careful thought and

skillful workmanship, and is certain to bring

the Grand Rapids people several positions

jm A.

^ IT

higher in the high-grade ranks. The bottom-

bracket and crank-axle bearings, the attach-

ment of the pedal to the crank, the elliptical

truss-hanger and the eccentric chain-adjust-

ment are all new creations which cannot but

command recognition when they are ready for

the general public. For instance, the chain-

adjustment is such that unless the frame is

properly aligned in the making, no amount of

filing or bending will bring it true. It as-

sures, they assert, a perfect frame and proper

adjustments under all conditions.

The Clipper chainless is also ready for the

market. It does not differ essentially from the

Pope machine; blade reinforcement of the

rear forks and a simplification of the crank-

hanger being about the only respects in which

the two machines dififer.

A feature of both the chainless and Special

will be a new wood-rim finish, "silver-finish"

the Clipper people term it. It imparts a last-

ing finish not unlike aluminum. Clipper

golden-tan is another new shade of enamel in

which much of the output will be finished.

,f-v ^ -.

The Grand Rapids Co., as was stated some
time since, will name no price in their cata-

logue or lists. They sell to their agents at a

net figure, whicii is guaranteed for the year,

but the latter will not be permitted to sell at

less than a certain figure. The wide range of

options which are offered make it possible to

equip a wheel as the purchaser desires it, and
thus afford the agent some latitude in making
a selling price: a point that is worth consider-

ation. This innovation is carried into the

Clipper specifications: the manner in which
they are printed being of more than passing
interest, as may be seen from these details of

the Special:

Frame—24-inch seat mast; free options, 22 or 26-

inch only; wheel base, 43% inches; top rail, 22''/4 in.

Finish—black decorated, nickel trimmings; free op-

tions, Clipper golden tan or apple green decorated.

Rims—wood, Clipper silver finished; free options,

natural finish. Tires—size, 1%-inch jM. &. W. single-

tube; free options, 1%-incli or 1%-inch M. & W.
double tube, Hartford No. 77, single tube, Goodrich

single tube and Kokomo Defender Special single

tube. If unguaranteed or cheaper tires are desired,

the price will be less, and we cannot endorse or

recommend them. If Palmer, G. & J., or other more
expensive tires are desired, the price will be as

much more as the difference in cost. Chain—Indi-

anapolis Diamond, polished, 3-16-inch; free options,

Baldwin 3-16-inch. Gear—23x9—71 5-9 ; free options,

19 X 9—59 1-9 ; 22 x 9—68 4-7 ; 22 x 10—61% ; 23 x 10

—64%; 24x9—74 2-3; 24x10—67^4; 8-tooth rear

sprockets cannot be fitted with N. D. brake.

Crank—6%-inch ; of our regular diamond
forged patterns, fitted to axles without the aid of cot»

ter pins; cannot get loose of their own accord; all

these cranks are made of spring steel, which will

prevent bending; free options, 6i^-inch only. Saddle

—Garford D 12S; free options, S S 113, Garford pad-

ded spring; Brown B; Christy 'Anatomical, or any

style furnished on Light Roadster. Seat-post—hollow,

forward. Handle-bars—No. 11; free options. No. 10,

2 and 12 with internal fastening, and No. 9 adjustable

with clamp fastening only. Pedals—Clipper rat-trap;

free option, Clipper Combination. Brake—New De-
parture hub brake. Extra options—Palmer tires,

$2.50; Hartford No. 80, $1; 2-inch tires, any make, $2;

G. & J. tires, with natural rims only, |1; wood guards

to rear and front wheels, $1.25; Frost gear-case, $5.

A minor, but original feature in the print-

ing of this list, is the designation of the stand-

ard equipment by black-faced type.

UNLIKE OTHER OVENS
The Red Cross Rubber and Cement Co.,

Rochester, N. Y., are pluming themselves on
their new dust-proof enameling oven, which,

they say, is considerably unlike anything of

the sort ever offered to the trade.

The frame and walls are made of steel; the

base is a casting. The baking is done by
radiated heat and not hot air, as is the case in

all open-hearth ovens. The heat is generated

by a patented burner in the base of the oven,

the heat passing around the inner walls, thus

giving only a radiated heat in the dust-proof

chamber. Four hundred and twenty degrees

of heat can be obtained in five minutes. The
ovens are fitted for either gas, gasoline or

kerosene. The gas or gasoline burners are

preferable. Each oven is provided with

a special 420-degree thermometer. Where
instructions are followed, a successful baking

can be done every sixty minutes, it is claimed;

a saving of four to six hours over the old pro-

cess.

The ovens are made in two sizes of the

single-wall variety, and six of the double-wall,

and special sizes are made to order on short

notice.

HAVE MONEY IN THE BANK.

At its annual meeting last week the Brook-
lyn Cycle Board of Trade elected these ofti-

cers for the ensuing year: President, George
W. Bennett, re-elected; vice-president, C.

Weeks; secretary, E. H. Smith; treasurer, J.

11. Wilcox; finance committee, C. Weeks,

Jr., J. H. Wilcox, H. Osborne, W. Devine,

H. L. Wilkins; Membership Committee. W.
H. Boynton. M. Hughson, W. H. Briggs, L.

Peoples, E. H. Smith; General Purpose Com-
mittee, S. F. Frasic, P. E. Morse, J. Long-
hurst, Jr., E. Fay, A. C. Lamberton, W.
Robertson.

A balance of $3i)-.S0 was reported on hand,

and it was given out that the L. A. W. would
designate as official repair shops only those

recommended by the local Board of Tr;ulo.

After the meeting, tiio members present sat

down to a collatidii.

CAUSE FOR SORROW.

"I suppose Pedalsome was terribly cut up

when his wife eloped with the hired m;in on

his tandem."

"Indeed, he was. He hadn't owned that

machine more than six montiis."
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ENAMELING MYSTERIES.

How the Accomplishment of a Most Impor-

tant Selling: Point Is Arrived

At.

Fur the coming season of '98 there is a mark-

ed tendency to more modest colors than have

prevailed during the past two or three years.

The rainbow-hued bicycle has apparently had

its day. and will no more be seen to the same

extent as was once the case. Peace to its

ashes!

Striping, also, does not apparently appeal as

strongly to the popular fancy. Nor will the

scroll work in transfer decalconiania designs

be as much used. Floral decorations, in

natural colors, are the favorites, some of these

being exceedingly artistic and handsome; in

several instances celebrated artists having been

laid under contribution (for a consideration,

oi course) for the designs.

Nevertheless, with all the decorative work

possible to be placed upon a bicycle, the chief

care is still the ground finish. More an.xicty

lias beer) caused, and more profanity wasted

upon the enameling department than upon all

the rest of the factory put together. .And

justly so.

With the greatest skill and care; with all the

best experience obtainable, it yet frequently

happens that heat after heat has come from

the ovens with the lustrous surface dimmed
and tarnished by specks and flecks of dirt

which in the most unaccountable manner had

found lodgment in the surface. Nor has it

been possible to apply the remedy except after

days and days of tireless experiment and mor-

tifying failure; with the whole assembling and

shipping departments idle for want of the fin-

ished wheels, and the agents' objurgations by

mail and wire making life a burden to the of-

fice.

The truth of the matter is that enameling is

a very uncertain quantity. In some instances,

carelessness in the opening of the windows or

doors of the finishing department will cause

an infinitesimal deposit of dust that plays

havoc with the final coat. In others, where

the trouble has become chronic, careful and

intelligently thorough investigation will usual-

ly develop the fact that the ceilings or walls

(in ninety-nine cases out of one hundred the

former) have not been properly closed up, the

result being a constant, though unseen, de-

posit of fine grit and dust that causes all the

trouble—particularly if there be any jarring or

vibration on the floor above.

And even with all the care exercised by
• arcful aiul experienced help (it is, of course,

astumcd that only such men are placed in

charge; without thi» experience no uniform-

ly satisfactory rcsulu will be forthcoming). and
with the .1 and ceilings, not

only oi I; icnts. but also of

the oven^ arc nrii.».l, ilic trouble still con-

tinues. In such cavrt, and where it has been
proven that the ga» is not at fault, where this

IS u<(ed as a baking agent in place ot .steam, it

will usually b« found that the trouble is in the

enamel itself.

In one large factory, recently, the frames

began showing rough and specked in s|)ite of

every precaution and care; and ihi^. i'j<>, after

an uninterrupted run of monthi with perfect

results, and using the same enamel. Every-

thing Ihat could be done was tried, but in vain.

Ovens were scrubbed out and re-painted; ceil-

ings and walls were refinishcd, vats were

cleaned and the enamel re-strained—all to no

purpose. Finally, in despair, a series of tests

of the enamel in the original packages was
made, when it was found that all of the last

supply held in solution a minute grit that was

undistinguishable until after the final baking,

when it revealed itself, as a series of blemishes

that effectually prevented the high .standard of

finish lor which the bicycles were noted.

Back to the makers went the enamel,

and although they had been previously

appealed to—only to indignantly lepudi-

atc any responsibility on their part

—

it was at length learned that their

filters had become so worn in course of long

usage that they failed to cflfectually do their

work, and the result was a product that was

worthless for the exacting requirements of bi-

cycle finish, although apparently invisible, and

capable of being utilized for hundreds of the

other uses to which enamel is applied.

LIKE A LAUNDRY TICKET.

Reversing an advertisement produces a

liricc-mark. To put it more correctly, an

advertisement has, for its objects, two things

—

to tell the public what you have to sell and

the price at which you are willing to sell. A
lirice-mark is primarily intended to tell you

what the price of the article is, but to con-

ceal the same information from customer or

competitor. Many original methods are re-

sorted to for this purpose, one of the most

original of them being the following contri-

buted to the "Iron Age" by a Connecticut

merchant, who claims for it absolute secrecy

and great simplicity:0/254567S9
1 r 1- L + -L -C -fc -E f

^ \ J 1 > f I f 1
J d 3 J- r £

h E I 3- 1

•

\ J
> J

\

di.lE 1 1

The principle on which the above cost-mark

is constructed is that the dashes at the top

of the perpendicular lines, on cither side, count

for one; those at the middle, on either side,

count for two, while those at the bottom of

the perpendicular lines, on either side, count

for three. A perpendicular line alone repre-

sents 0. The mark at the bottom of the cut

is given as an example showing how a cost-

mark may be written, in which the same fig-

ures are repeated while using different signs.

The example, it will be seen, reads $5.5.f?fl.

An X or some similar sign can be used for

repeat when found necessary.

BVBN BNAMBL.

"Yes; there is scarcely a part of a bicycle

on which the factory cost is not being pared,"

observed a thoughtful tradesman to TiiK

Whkkl. "Why, even the enamel which

proverbially covers a multitude of sins, is no

h-nger of the same grade. I believe I am safe

in .Ts>.crting that 8.*> per cent of the 'f8 bicycles

will l«- dijiped in enamel worth %\ per gallon.

The best stufT costs %\''

REGARDING JOINTED FRAMES.

-Mthough the fact that Humber & Co., of

England, have taken up the mechanically

jointed frame entitles it to serious considera-

tion, it may be well to await the practical test

of a season's actual r<jad use before being uni-

versally adopted.

In practice it has hitherto been found im-

possible to so construct a jointed frame that

the incessant vibratory strains of the road

—

or. as the Englishman puts it, "the 'ammer,

'ammer, 'ammer on the 'ard 'ighway"—when
transmitted to the joints, did not cause a

gradual loosening of the fastenings, however
securely they may apparently have been riveted,

pinned or expanded. Numerous are the at-

tempts which have been made by inventors

and mechanics along this line of development

in bicycle construction, but although many of

the processes promised well on paper—indeed,

some of them were by no means devoid of

progressive originality and inherent merit

—

the crucical test of riding use proved their

fatal lack of that stability which alone could

make them practically and commercially

valuable.

As has already been described, the method
adopted by the Humber Co. introduces the

slotted and drilled ends of reinforced tubes in-

to the frame lugs, which are drilled to corres-

pond, and the two are then held firmly to-

gether by means of taper cotters, the last

named having a feather to prevent them from

turning when the nut upon the opposite end is

screwed up to draw them in. Theoretically,

the union is a perfect one; but what loosen

-

iiig-up may develop when vibration sets in, is

where the mechanic pauses. To be sure, a

lock-nut. of one of the numerous types

abounding, could be used, hut lock-nuts arc

proverbially unsatisfactory, having a fashion

of needing a wrench every once in awhile; to

say nothing of the fact that fairly strong bolts,

nuts and lugs would be required to withstand

the great strains to which bicycle frames are

subjected—strains that have been known to

break apart even frames integrally united by

means of brazing.

The experiment is. at all events, a novel

one, and its results will be awaited with much

interest on this side of the water.

WAIL OF A DYSPEPTIC.

Cyclometers always remind me of fox-ter-

riers and fleas; they are so small and so un-

commonly filled with deviltry. Even their

very name gives them away—which is the

cheapest method of obtaining them. Cyclo:

the wheel of a bicycle, and meter: I intend to

measure you whether you like it or not. The

translation is somewhat free, as may be noted

by the analogy of gas-meter: a mechanical

instrument much addicted to lying, and lac-

tometer: one who plays traitor to the iron-

tailed cow.

But, as for the deviltry which is in

the cyclometer, I do not think the

creature can help it. It was built so.

in a manner of speaking. And we all

of us know the old proverb: As the

rider is built, the cyclometer is inclined. And

if ever any of you should come across a

cyclometer doing wrong by doing right. I

hope you will let me know about it, as I

would like to add it to my museum of curiosi-

ties, wherein arc things innumerable—both

small and great beasts. T.vllv One.
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AWAITING ACTION.

Twelve Hundred and Fifty-Seven Bicycle Pat-

enta to Be Passed on—Instrnctive

Pirores.

The wheels in the heads of the inventively

inclined are still moving merrily, and the vol-

ume of grist which is being delivered at the

United States Patent Office at Washington

shows no decrease.

Cycling grist greatly preponderates. At

the time of the last official recapitulation, No-
vember '2Sd, there were 10,021 applications for

patents awaiting action, of which number
l,2o7 were in Division VII., the division which

handles matters pertaining to velocipedes.

The ne.xt highest number in any one class

were filed in Division XXXII.. relating to

.•Advertising, Aeration. Bottling, Baggage,

Packing. Storing Vessels, etc., where ii3o ap-

plications are under examination.

The report of patents granted for the week

ending November 30th illustrates that the

centre of creative thought—the ingenuity of

-America, if you will—is in the far East, in the

States in which the populous cities are lo-

cated. Of the 477 patents granted to citizens

of the United States, '2o5 were granted to resi-

dents of the three big Eastern States, 104 go-

ing to New York, 7C> to Pennsylvania, and 31

to Massachusetts. New Jersey had 2<» to its

credit and Connecticut 16. Of the Western

States, Illinois had 34; Ohio, 31; Missouri.

24; Iowa, Iti; Indiana, 12, and Michigan, 10.

Wild-eyed Kansas, the seat of crank-notions,

had 8. Texas led the Southern States with 7;

Maryland had 0, and Virginia, 5. California

obtained 'J, and Colorado, 5.

Great as is the number of patents assigned

to the Velocipede Bureau, it scarcely begins to

truthfully represent the grand total of the

applications pertaining to cycling.

Tires, pumps, lamps, saddles, cyclometers,

toe-clips and the thousand and one what-nots

which go to complete the equipment of a bi-

cycle, each comes under a separate head, and

it is not possible to approximate the total with

even fairly reasonable correctness, but that

the inventive efTorts of America are heavily

centered in cycling creations is apparent.

The relative distribution of creative thought

is of interest and is shown by the oflicial re-

capitulation of the applications awaiting ac-

tion, before referred to. It is as follows, the

Roman numerals being the division of the

Patent Office in which the application is filed:

VII. Vclocipcdr* 1,2S7
XXXII .\.Krt.,.ii.8. .\ff.iil..n an.1 nottling,

I; ri,, etc... 63S
X

'

Coin-
.•nd Uolt

I 196
X ' Brake*, Draft Appliances,

205
II 327
1 1

;

'in(j. An-
r -.iry. etc. 153

VIII. r. etc. .. *J0
XVM. MB 190
XVI ,c Light-

187
X ' Itutchering,

' rk illff. \ rtfr -

IV
X
X irjf,

'
. . . 17B

X .210
V Mc.

.. 22»
I\ a;

< .407
X ng

... 287
X ' le»,

1W
X IM
\ :

tf'Ti lirfirr iriif, i ri' •! i 'Kr H|>ii y . .-fiu-»* -""I

Sili, ^nrgtry M'A

XXII. Fire-Arms, l-'i!>hine and Trapping, Navi-
gation, Signals, etc 231

I. Tillage and Fences 291

.\I. Boots and Shoes, Clasps, Hucltlcs and lint-

tuns. ll.-irni.-ss, llosc and Uclting, and Lcathcr-
W uricing .Machinery o03

XV. Plastics, Taper Making, Paving, Glass,
Furl. Krrad-Maliing. etc 313

XXIX. Wood-Working Machines, Carpentry,
Coopering and Koohng. etc 176

XII. Mechanical Kngineering, Store-Service,
etc IfiC

XIX. Stoves and Furnaces 330

X\III. Steani-Fngincering, etc 293

XXXI. (ias, I'ainting. Hides, .'skins and Leath-
er, .Mcohol. Oils. Fats and (Hue. etc 509

X.WIII. I'neumatics, Refrigeration, Air and
(las Fngines, etc 507

XX\ I. Flectricitj-, (jcncration. Distribution,
Motive I'uwer, Llectric Kailways. etc 142

XXIII. Instruments of Precision, Acoustics,
etc 337

XXX. Lamps. Ijas-Fittings. Linotyping, Type-
Writing Machines, and Optics 412

Total applications awaiting action 10,621

Germany, the land of peculiar patent laws,

led the foreign countries, 10 American patents

having been issued to residents of that Em-
pire. England obtained 1-J; France, 4; Can-

ada, 3; and .Austria-Hungary. Belgium. Italy,

Norway, Scotland and South Australia, one

each, a total of 44.

LOOKING BETTER.

WILL MAHKtT T WE-NTV-THREE MODELS.

Comparatively few know the scope or com-

pleteness of the Black Mfg. Co., at Erie. Pa.

It was established four years ago, thruugli

the efforts of L. B. Gaylor, who inthienced tlic

Black people, well-known nKTchanis in Erie,

to engage in the manufacture of Tribune bi-

cycles. Their success has been quiet, but pro-

nounced and emphatic. The factory has a

capacity of 30,000 bicycles; consists of a main

building and a number of detached buildings.

The entire plant is equipped in the latest way,

and is managed along the best lines of manu-

facturing. The two special points are: The

absolute cleanliness and neatness of the entire

place—it is truly a revelation in this respect

—

and the marked industry of the employees. In

every department, men are seen bending over

their work in a fashion that is rarely noticed.

This year the company will put on the mar-

ket no less than twenty-three different styles

of bicycles, at various prices, from the lowest

to the highest. Manager Gaylor states that

never before have they put into their bicycles

such quality or such style.

The Black Co. has a splendid line of agents,

and their output has largely been accounted

for, for the coming season. The keynote of

their business is that quality tells, and that a

good wheel is of more value than voluble

salesmen. The company occupies a unique

position.

FIRE WILL CAUSE NO DELAY.

.According to advices from the company, the

fire in the factory of the Electric City Wheel

Co., Buflfalo. will cause no delay in the pro-

duction of '!>8 goods. The flames were con-

fined to the stock and enameling rooms and

did not affect the machinery. It is supposed

that the lire was caused by an overheated

inaincling oven. The loss was fully covered

by insurance.

CALIFORSIAS CONTRIBUTION'.

According to a San Francisco journal, a

resident of that city is about to market a

papier-mache inner tube for tires. It is re-

puted to "cost less and weigh less than rub-

h«r. and to be puncture proof, and impervious

to water."

Trade on the Ohio Shows Signs All Round of a

Movement Towards Better

Things.

Cincinnati. Dec. C—On Friday last the

United States Circuit Court of this city

granted the receiver of the Fred. J. Meyers
Mfg. Co. power to carry on the business of

that company until June 1. 1898.

The Meyers Co. manufacture the Blue

Grass bicycles and wire goods upon a very

large scale, and has one of the largest plants

in this vicinity. During the past year, how-
ever, the company had financial difficulties and
a receiver was appointed.

Under authority of the foregoing order, the

receiver will manufacture and sell bicycles and
fill orders for the '98 product. The receiver

has also been ordered to file an inventory of

the debts and assets of the company up to

January 1, 1898.

The stockholders of the company are at-

tempting to raise the assignment and take the

management of the company out of the hands
of the receiver. Should they do so, the com-
pany will be reorganized and confine itself ex-

clusively to the manufacture of bicycles.

Roemele & Miller. manui'acturersof bicycles,

have been forced to suspend work, pending
the arrival of a large quantity of tubing. This
firm recently closed a contract with the

Thomas Co., of this city, for 18,000 frames for

ladies' wheels and 2.000 frames for gentle-

men's wheels.

S. F. Heath, of the Heath-Quimby Co..

Minneapolis, is in the city exhibiting the '98

pattern of the Heath pump. The pump has a

very ingenious coupling, which is perfectly

air-tight and will fit any valve. Mr. Heath
closed several large contracts with the local

dealers.

TWICE THAT OF (JAS.

Now that acetylene has entered into cycling

as a light-giving factor, its further use to the

trade in the shape of a heating agent becomes
worthy of some attention on the part of the

manufacturer and advanced repair department
man. .Acetylene's laboratory value is ascer-

tained by the employment of a Bunsen burner
of special dimensions, the tube being five

millimetres in internal diameter, though a

slightly wider tube will answer, provided the

mouth be curved inward, so that the actual

exit does not exceed the diameter mentioned
— if larger, the flame tends to strike down;
the gas jet is very small, being only capable

of delivering about one cubic foot of acety-

lene per hour under six inches water pressure,

this rate of consumption giving an ordinary

working flame.

The air holes and collar are arranged as in

an ordinary Bunsen. the exact size of the

former not being of special importance, pro-

vided they be large enough to admit the air

rc(|uired. .\ generator capable of giving gas

under seven inches water pressure, with the

full number of burners in use. is required. The
heating effect of the flame is. of course, very

great, so that the blow-pipe may be dispensed

with for some operations, such as small

fusions. For equal volumes burned, the heat-

ing power of acetylene proved nearly twice

that of coal gas.

It had to happen. An Atchison, Kansas,

baby has been named Bike.
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SOME RUBBER TESTS.

From a series of experiments with india

rubber made by Lieut. Viadimiroff, of the
' Russian Navy, the following conclusions are

arrived at.

First, the article should not give the slight-

est sign of superficial cracks on being bent to

an angle of 180 degrees after five hours' ex-

posure in a closed air-bath to a temperature
of 125 degrees C, the test pieces to be about
six centimetres thick; second, if containing

not more than 50 per cent by weight of metal-

lic oxides it should stretch to five times its

length without breaking; third, pure caout-

chouc, free from all foreign matter, except the

sulphur necessary for its vulcanization, should

stretch seven times its length without break-

ing; fourth, the extension, measured immedi-
ately after rupture, should not exceed 12 per

cent of the original length of the test piece,

the latter to be from three to twelve milli-

metres wide and not more than six milli-

metres thick and three centimetres long; fifth,

the percentage of ash gives a certain indica-

tion of the degree of softness, and may form

a basis of the choice between different quali-

ties of the substance in its adaptation to differ-

ent purposes.

Of course, judged by these tests, india rub-

ber substitutes made from oil and reclaimed

rubber, that is, old rubber worked up again

with oil, have nothing like the elasticity ap-

pertaining to new, sound rubber.

NEW COVER CLOTH.

A patent has been taken out abroad for the

employment of rhea or ramie fibre in the

manufacture of the fabric for pneumatic tires.

NEW IDEAS IN IDES.

Excepting their racing wheel and tandems,
the F. F. Ida Mfg. Co., Peoria, III., always
careful workmen, will concentrate their en-

ergy and every effort in the production of

one model, the $75 Ide, which price, they

say, is rendered possible only by this decision

on their part.

The wheel will be made in three heights,

22, 24 and 26 inches; the crank-hanger will

have a drop of 2-§ inches, a tread of 5 inches,

and wheel base of 43 inches. Round fork-

1. Right crank. 5. Right crank-hanger cup, check nut.
3. Left crank. 6. Right crank-hanger cup.
3. Crank-axle, long 7. Left crank-hanger cup.

screw. 8. Left crank-hanger cup, check nut.
i. Crank-axle 9. Crank-hangei section of frame,

sleeve.

crowns, 6J-inch elliptical cranks, Goodrich or

M. & W. tires and Wheeler saddles will be

used. Black or carmine will be the prevailing

finishes, and the wood-rims will be enameled

white.

The crank-hanger is the feature which has

been most radically altered, and is one of

which the Ide people are particularly proud.

Both cranks at the base, where they enter

hanger, are exactly the same in size, construc-

tion and semblance. They also telescope in-

side of crank-hanger with double telescope,

leaving space, or dirt-trap, -inside of .010

of an inch. The cranks and axle are

made of spring steel, tempered, the axle

joining in centre of hanger with taper

lap, or joint, and telescopes its entire length

with close and perfect fit inside of a tool-steel

sleeve, the ends of which form the cones.

The crank-axle cones turned on the ends of

this sleeve are hardened and oil tempered,

while balance of sleeve is unhardened, thus

giving it the greatest possible strength and

texture for resisting strain. In addition to

this, there runs through the centre of axle

from outside to outside of cranks, a taper-

head screw, which holds the cranks together

and seats and holds to position the taper joint

of axle. The crank-hanger cups are made of

tool-steel hardened, oil tempered and ground,

are screwed into the crank-hanger, thus giv-

ing perfect and absolute truth to their align-

ment and running qualities. These cups, as

will be noticed in illustration, are furnished

with ball-retainers, and cranks and axle can

be removed and returned to position without

altering adjustment of bearings or losing balls.

The relative position of crank-hanger cups

and cones this year is the reverse of that of

previous years, the cones being inside and

cups outside, thus increasing the width of

bearings, without increasing the width of

tread.

The Ide tandem will list at $150. The
twelve months' guarantee will be retained.

SPECIFICATION NECESSARY.

"She's a scorcher."

"Cook, passion poetess, shirt-ironer, or

century rider?"

Bells, Trouser Guards,

Lamp Brackets,

Toe Clips, Foot Brakes, &c.
.A TH E \A/0 R LP rv.

CAN YOU BEAT

*Think Twice Before You Jump.'

Our Prices and Goods Cannot Fail to Interest You.

Ask and get Our '98 Catalogue.

BEVIN BROS. MFG. CO.
EAST HAMPTON, CONN

5,000
Bicycles

For Export and Whole-

sale TratlP

1,000

5,000

Juveniles for Holidays. |6o list at

" Job " prices. All reatly for ilelivory.

l*:xir of .\ i Pedals, 30 per cent less

than Mnmifaclurers' Prices.

HANDLE-BARS
AND LAMPS.

Prices Will Advance!
Buy Now

!

L. C. JANDORF & CO.,

32 ( BROADWAY, N. Y.

KiiuUy iiuMli>.ii Tlio Wheel.
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THE FABRICS FORTE.

Wuut It Has and Mats Not Done in Brini^inK

Aboot the Best Results in

Tires.

Having cunducicd luimcrous cxperiineius

with a dynamometer to test the various strains

lire material will stand, 1 have come to cer-

tain Conclusions. Air distributes pressure so

rapidly that, practically, any extra pressure

caused by the weight of the rider compress-

ing the air in that part of the tire immediate-

ly between the rim and tread, adds but little

to the general pressure throughout the tire,

air pressing equally in all directions.

1 he axiom that the strength of a chain is

the strength of its weakest link api)lies forci-

bly to pneumatic tires. Which is the weakest

link? Kubbcr, by stretching far beyond

the breaking strain of canvas, imparts but

little sirengtli to the tire; hence the whole sup-

port is in the canvas. We must, therefore,

seek the weak part of this.

Originally the canvas and rubber were vul-

canized togetlier. This weakened the can-

vas. I believe the sulphur in the rubber,

which is solutioned to the canvas, still acts

on the latter, but only shows the effect after a

lapse of time. Later was intro<luced the plan

of avoiding the waved lines of the threads in

textile materials by using straight threads

calendered between sheets of rubber. This

tire being fast, everybody tried to copy it.

The I'alent Office discloses innumerable con-

trivances, and now what is termed "fabric" is

u.scd instead of ordinary canvas.

This fabric expands by the separation of the

various threads; the whole strain, through

these openings, is thrown upon the rubber,

causing it to expand like a bladder, thereby

giving a larger and thinner surface for the air

to work upon. We shall be told that fabric

gives speed, but is this so? The idea of fabric

is to give resilience. What is resilience? The
reaction caused by the air being suddenly

compressed .seeking to regain its previous

pressure.

In my opinion, fabric, by expanding, effects

the very opposite result, and the speed of mo-
dern tires is not caused by fabric, but by the

use of thinner and lighter materials, which

yield more readily to the action of the con-

fined air. In fact, to obtain speed, safety has

often been s.icrificcd, and an insufficient mar-

gin has been allowed. Resilience in a tire is

proved by it.* rebounding when dropped.

Take two air balls; one of rubber, the other

of celluloid. In the former you have the ex-

pan.sive properties of a fabric; whilst in the

tatter you have none at all, but only thinness

and toughness of material; yet the resilience

"I thr latter is much greater than the former,

rctically, it appears to me that this

i be so.

1 he effect of the v thr rider on the

.iir in the tire is t^. it .ind if it be

retained by an exp^n^ikt.- the ex-

pnnoinn of that material, ' n of the

• \lra pressure, giving greater volume for the

jir, reduces its pressure, and cnnHcqucntly its

power of reaction. When enclosed by a non-

expantivc material, the compresnir.n ,,( the air

is retained, and immediately the pri^snrc is

rmuived the air rcactn to h* iull rvirnt with

grcatrr force than i( its volumr hid l.rrn in

creased.

The material enclosing the air should be

non-stretchable, but as thin, light, flexible

and pliable as possible, whereby all obstruc-

tion to the reaction of the air is reduced to a

minimum. The speed of the fabriccd tires is,

in my opinion, mainly due to causes which,

not being pertinent to strength, I should like

to have space to discuss later on. J. B. C.

MAKING IT PAY.

The science of getting results from adver-

tising seems to the manufacturer who has ad-

vertised in a haphazard sort of fashion, with

possibly slight returns, as deep and compli-

cate as st)me study of a dead language, yet it is

the simplest thing in the world. In every cycle

paper there are good and bad advertisers.

The good have studied the subject, and look

after it with all the care that they can give. The
poor neglect it, look on it as a necessary evil,

and go along without results, hoping for bet-

ter, but never getting them. These bad ad-

vertisers arc to be found in the pages of this

journal as well as every other.

Generally speaking, advertising only needs

to be attended to to succeed. Careless adver-

tising may have succeeded once or twice in

its time in the cycle trade, but only by acci-

dent, and that time has passed, never to return

again. Care in preparing the advertising, care

in selecting what you advertise will, invaria-

bly, if the medium is a good one, win the suc-

cess which is as closely associated with good
advertising as night with day.

Many cycle advertisers condemn the whole
plan of advertising in trade papers and dailies,

too, because their initial effort in a

poor medium failed. Don't you do it. Would
you consider all clergymen thieves and liars

because one man of the cloth went wrong?
Try the experiment with all the conditions fa-

vorable. Carefully select the medium, con-

form with the other necessary requirements,

and then if you fail your branch of the cycle

business was not made for advertising. There
may be a few such businesses, but certainly

not many.

HE bAW Hlb FlNliiU.

His face grew ashen pale.

"Never!" he yelled, while the beads of

perspiration gathered thick and fast upon his

brow.

He .seemed the very personification of fear.

He had been inured to scenes of danger in

years past and had been accounted among
the bravest of the brave by dispassionate

critics.

Many a deed of derring-do and of sublime

heroism had he accomplished.

The papers had spoken of his marvelous
nerve.

But that nerve was to fail him now, and he

presented a pitiable spectacle as he stood there

trembling in his arrant cowardice.

Ves, at last he knew what fear was.

His dear friend had offered to make him a

present of a 19.2.T machine if he would guar-

antee to ride it.

No wonder he shuddered.

TUB DIFFEHENCe.

When It comes to acquiring the reputation

in cycling of being a wit, it will be found that

being witty consists more often in being with

people who think you arc funny, than in

luing funny with people who do not think

v.. 11 arr willy

DEADLY DRY RUT.

An Insidions Disease that Has Found Moie
Victims Than One in the

Trade.

What is meant when it is said that a cycle

establishment shows signs of dry rot?

The phenomenon of dry rot is a familiar

one to all who have to do with ships or build-

ings. It is a slow and insidious process of

disintegration by which the once vitalizing

sap of the vigorous tree becomes a destructive

agent in the seas(jneti timber, pulling to pieces

and destroying tliat which it once built up
and made strong. It proceeds unnoticed and
often unsuspected. Beams and girders

afflicted by it retain their outward shape and
form, and look as stout and substantial as

when first put in place, but at heart they are

dust and ashes.

This is dry rot.

It has its exact counterpart in the cycle

trade. Old concerns can not defend what as

young ones they created. The time has gone

by in the cycle trade when the mere prestige

of past success is an element of strength.

In the fierce competition of to-day conserva-

tism is weakness and past experience is a

misleading guide.

Great forces are at work; every day brings

its suri)rises; old channels of trade dry up

and new ones suddenly open.

No capital is large enough to carry a cycle

manufactory long unless it keeps pedaling with

progress.

To achieve success is now possible

in more ways and in less time than ever before

in the history of cycle making; it is simply to

turn into the stretch ahead of the bunch and

stay there until the finish.

What does it mean to "keep ahead of the

bunch"? It means to be yourself the first man
to realize and act upon the truth of to-day,

namely: that the machine which has been sur-

passed sluiuld he dropped inslaiitly. while you

build the latest type; that tiie factory which is

no longer adapted to your use should be in-

stantly vacated; that the partner who "holds

back" should be bought out; that the capital

which you need for progress should be bor-

rowed twice as quickly as the capital needed

for "saving the ship."

No capital is large enough to save a leaky

ship which is drifting in chance winds instead

of being driven by >;team.

livery year teaches that the old, experi-

enced man in the trade counts for less and

less. It is not experience that is so much
needed as courage and "drive." The old, ex-

perienced fuddy-duddy goes to the wall; the

energetic newc<jnier in the trade, with his

latest machines, gets the business, and his

very impetus pays the bills of all his errors of

judgment.

That is the cycle trade <>f to-day.

You know tbc moral without help. What
does this say t<> you?

"You can lead a horse to water." runs the

old proverb, "but you can't make him drink."

For many cycle concerns there is a water-

ing-trough right here. Will they drink?

WOES OF A I'KOI'HKT.

When the unexpected happens to either the

rider or the machine ridden, it is always cer

lain that a number of people will be found

r. kIv !. v,n "I l,,l<| \ ,iii sii
"
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IVER JOHNSON and FITCHBURO

eveLES
FOR

1898

Iver Johnson Tandem, = = $100

Iver Johnson Racer, = = =85
Iver Johnson Special Light Roadster, 85

Iver Johnson Special Roadster, = 75

Iver Johnson Roadster, = = 50

Fitchburg Roadster, = = =40

PRICES that will be POPULAR with the People

4••^•^••^4•4•'^4•44••^•^^-4'••^4••^4••^•I"^*^•^4•4••i••^^

Iver Johnson s Arms and Cycle Works

FireHBURG, Mass.

NEW YORK BRANCH, 99 CHAMBERS STREET.
Kindlv nuMiliim Tlic \\'1uh-I.
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VALUE OF RECEIPTS.

BTcn When Given for the Amonnt in Full

They Do Not Always Hold

Good. f

There is probably as much misapprehen-

sion regarding the legal effect of a receipt in

full as exists in regard to any other rule oi

law; most persons probably believing that

when they have taken a receipt in full it will

end the matter; but an investigation of the

subject discloses the fact that much depends

upon the nature of the claim, under certain

circumstances, and the intention of the par-

ties, under others.

A receipt, in certain cases, may be explained

or contradicted, but it must in case of mis-

take, ignorance of fact, or when some un-

conscionable advantage has been taken of

one by the other party. A receipt is not al-

ways open to explanation; nor can it always

be disregarded on the ground that there was
no consideration for the acceptance of a por-

tion of a valid claim as full payment. The
establishment of such a rule would seriously

derange business affairs. The doctrine that

the receipt of part payment must rest upon a

valid consideration to be effective in the dis-

charge of the entire debt is carefully limited

to cases where the debt is liquidated, by agree-

ment of the parties or otherwise. There-

fore, examine some of the decisions.

In the case of Railway Company vs. Davis

(11 Pacific Reporter. 421), the opinion says

that "it is a well-settled principle of law that

the payment of a part of an ascertained and

undisputed debt, although accepted in full

satisfaction, and a receipt in full given, does

not prevent the creditor from recovering the

balance. In such case the amount is without

consideration." In Hays vs. Insurance Co-

pany ( IM N. E. Repf»rter, 322), the Supreme
Court of Illinois ap|)Iies the doctrine, but ex-

pressly state "that it has no application where

property other than money is taken, or where

there is an honest compromise of unliijuidated

or disputed demands." In Marion vs. Heim-
bach (64 N. W. Reporter, 386), the Supreme
Court of Minnesota say: "But where the

claim is unliquidated, it would seem that if

the creditor is tendered a less sum than his

claim upr>n the conditions that, if it is ac-

cepted, it must be in full satisfaction of his

whole claim, his acceptance is an accord and

satisfaction."

The important fact to ascertain is wiiether

the claim was a liquidated claim or not. If

it was. there is no consicleration for the dis-

charge. If not, the authorities are in sub-

suntial accord thai part payment of the claim

may discharge the debt, if it is so received.

Tlie courts have undoubtedly alluded to the

whole claim, and con.sidcrcd that, where the

amitimt i> - < d upon, the claim as a

wh'ilr i» I- I, -Tncl, therefore, subject

i<' :it. H t'. Tue. no man can

pit- 'int ft'n* . 1(1 be due with-

out bcmK ' > suit whenever and so

often as li: r may choose to claim

that he was not fully paid, no matter how
solemn may have been his acknowlcdtfmcnt

of i»ali«(aclion, so long M it is not a release

under »ral The K' ' a technical

one, and thrrr are n
. and it has

|>r . Ilu! !.l 1 xtrndrd to

eti i» the letter of it." It

has no application in cases of claims against

the government: where, if one accepts the

amount allowed, it is a discharge of the whole

claim. Again, it has been repeatedly held

that part payment is a bar to claim for inter-

est. Another exception is found in a general

composition with creditors.

In Pratt vs. Castle (52 N. W. Reporter, 52).

it was said that: (1) Settlements are favored

by the law, and will not be set aside, except

for fraud, mistake or duress. (2) A settle-

ment evidenced by the execution of mutual

receipts of "one dollar, in full of all debts,

dues, and demands, to this date," except as to

certain specified items, is conclusive, in the

absence of fraud or mistake, as to all prior

dealings between the parties, not covered by

the excepted items."

PLAYING THE PROPHET.

FIRE-PHOOFlNti OF WOOD.

There exists in every factory a demand for

non-inflammable wood, wliethcr this be in the

shape of partitions, flooring, benches or

beams, the need for the material being made,

if possible, fire-proof always exists. Charles

E. Ellis, of London, proceeds to secure this

by ridding wood of its combustible elements

and substituting others by such a treatment of

the cells as will not rupture their delicate

structure and so deteriorate the value of the

timber. To accomplish this, the timber is

placed in a cylinder and a vacuum formed,

steam being now admitted, which causes the

moisture in the wood to evaporizc, the pro-

ducts of the vapor being at this stage drawn

off; a vacuum is again formed, and tlie

saturating liquid, containing certain salts, is

forced in fine spray mixed with steam into the

cylinder, until the wood is thoroughly impreg-

nated, when it is dried and ready for use.

The salts thus forced into the wood by such

a process of saturation retard the rapid car-

bonization of the wood, and particularly the

generation of combustible gases, which are

the cause of flame. The treated wood weighs

from 8 to 15 per cent more than ordinary

wood of the same kind, the increase of weight

varying with the character of the wood cm-

ployed, and, though in some cases it takes a

slightly deeper color, its general appearance is

identical. Lapse of time cannot diminish the

incombustibility of the wood.

TESTING PEDAL REACH.

"Where would you put the pedal to test tlje

reach?" asked a man in the cycle trade of the

writer recently. I answered that the tester

should have the pedal slightly forward of the

bottom of the stroke, so as to be almost in a

direct line with the diagonal tube which runs

from the saddle to the crank-bracket.

"You've got it," he replied; "yet you find

the majority of riders, when trying the reach

on a new mount, place the pedal dead-centre

at the bottom of the stroke, which is not the

furthest point from the saddle, and then when
they come to ride, find themselves slightly

overreached at the mo.st effective part of the

pedal thrust."

A WEAIHEK I'KBlilCTION.

The north wind doth blow.

And wc shall have snow.

,\nd what will the cycle maker do then, poor

thing?

He'll at once advertise,

Or, contrariwi.se.

Be completely snowed under ere spring.

One Student of the Trade's f^onditlon and

Oatlook Essays that Difficult

Task.

In these days of continually improved ma-
chinery and its almost endless possibility of

multiplication, it is very evident that the cycle

trade can never reasonably look for any sort

of demand for any universal type which cannot

be shortly met and over-supplied. The in-

crease in population and in cycle purchasing

power and the opening of new markets are

merely temporary alleviations and can have

no bearing upon the ultimate solution of the

difliculty.

In every branch of the cycle trade produc-
tive capacity is double and even quadruple that

of any demand likely to exist in the near

future. What the final outcome will be is

something at present beyond anyone's ken.

Three factors seem, however, to enter very

decidedly into the problem. These are:

The matter of combinations.

The drift toward concentration.

The survival of the fittest.

Unfortunately, almost every combination so

far in the cycle trade has been founded on an

absolutely false basis, that of advancing prices,

and the only final result is to bring more com-
petition into the field and to leave the last

state of affairs worse than the first.

A combination which does not mean econ-

omics in management and reductions in price

to the consumer carries with it the seeds of

its own dissolution.

A somewhat more hopeful side is the grad-

ual concentration of business into the large

concerns. It is certainly one of the economic

conditions of the times, and no sort of legis-

lation or opposition thereto has any effect

upon it whatsoever. It is brought about

primarily by the increasing cheapness of all

manufactured goods, and if the cycle trade is

to judge the future by the past it must come to

the inevitable conclusion that as time goes on
the average of the trade's product must con-

tinue to decline in price, and must ultitnately

reach permanently lower levels. Of course,

there is a limit to this, but it is not clearly

seen as yet.

The meaning of this is that it is no longer

possible to specialize the cycle manufacturing

business to the same extent as formerly, and

that the only successful concerns in the future

must he those who are content with a great

volume of business on a small margin. Both
in manufacturing and distribution it has be-

come solely a question of economy and of

output. Whatever may be one's sentimental

leaning on that score, it is very evident that

the day of the little man is fast passing away.

He cannot hope to survive as a potent trade

factor, and must be content to fill a niche in

some great cycle cf>ncern.

Of cotirsc, in all these great changes some
minor interests will suffer, but it seems un-

deniable that the tendency is steadily toward

the greatest good to the greatest number.
There can certainly be no greater general
blessing than to have cycling brought within
the easy purchase of the great mass of people.
The foregoing, of course, is based ui)on the

somewhat noisily proclaimed theory of the

relrogressionisls that we have reached a final-

ity of pattern, and a dead-level .sameness of

cM-ellence With the injection of new de-
partures, new forms and new ideas into the
trade, the outlook changes for the better, or,

more correctly, For the Best.
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Now Comes the Winter Season.
The best and busiest winter months that Columbia

dealers have ever seen— and all on account of our

progressiveness— all on account of our perfection in

bicycles

—

THE

Columbia Chainless
opens a new field to every Columbia dealer, it opens

a new season to every bicycle rider. The simplicity

of the new wheel, its ever-ready usefulness, strength

and weather-proof qualities, open the way to safe

and enjoyable winter bicycling. It saves carfare

the year round. It saves repair bills and frees the

cyclist from worry, dirt and accident. But the Col-

umbia dealer has more than this. He has a line of

chain wheels unsurpassed in range of quality and

price. No business need leave his store for want of

a model to suit any taste or fit any pocketbook.

COLUMBIA CHAIN WHEELS t^^T^^'^^^^T:::::.
the driving gear. They are Standard of theWorld for Chain Wheels—their rigid frames

of 5% Nickel Steel, their dust-proof bearings (the oil stays in and the dirt stays out),

their direct stud spokes—make them so. Price, $75.

"LJ A "D"*
I In't^RDQ ^^^ higher grade than any bicycles except Columbias. The}-

'**-*^ • ' vyiVJ-XkJ ^^^ handsomer, stronger, safer than any other wheels.

"Pioneer" .50% Carbon Steel Tubing, of which they are made, insures this. Most
manufacturers admit the superiority of " Pioneer" .5o"/o Carbon Tubing. But the}?- say

it is too expensive, that cheaper tubing is good enough. We don't believe it. The
best is none too good for our customers. Hartfords are only $50 and $45 and cannot

be equaled by any chain wheel your competitor can show.

T7""P"pv L,'^
I

^^

I
U'C will more than satisfy any demand for a medium-priced wheel.

' '-**--''-* * J-'»J They are $40 and $35 and form a new value of bicycle excellence.

POPE MANUFACTURING CO., Hartford, Conn.
If Columbias are not properly represented in your vicinity, let us know.
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HIS WAS A HARROWING TALE.

Last summer, while a half dozen wheelmen

were seated in the shade of a Pike County

chestnut tree near Uingman's Ferry, a man
was seen approaching pushing part of his

wheel in front of him and carrying the handle-

bars across his shoulders. The wheel and the

rider both looked dilapidated.

"You seem to have had an accident," said

one of the party, addressing the man.

"An accident," returned the stranger, "I

should think I have," and he dropped the

broken machine and staggered over toward

the shade. He was pale and there was a

haunted look about his face that made the

other men think he had suffered some bodily

injury in the accident.

"1 hope you have not hurt yourself," said

the first speaker.

"No," answered the man, "I am not hurt

physically, but if you fellows could have seen

what I saw a mile back, you wouldn't feel

quite chipper, cither."

"What was it?" asked one of the men. "Tell

us about it."

"It was awful!" said the man, and he looked

as though he were about to faint. "It was a

snake—a great, big poisonous snake. I

saw him on the road, and thought I would

run over him for fun. When my wheel

touched him he raised his head and stuck his

fangs into the tire. The tire exploded like the

sound of a gun, and, would you believe it, it

blew that snake's head clear off his body. I

had a puncture, but punctures are common,

and I was preparing to mend it, when I saw

the links of the chain break one by one, and

fall to the ground. Then, my handle-bars

began to change color and turned jet black.

I couldn't imagine what it was for a time,

but when I saw the rest of the wheel begin to

turn black and shrivel up, I realized that the

snake's poison had gone all through the

wheel."

And there wasn't a man who listened who

could find courage enough to say a word.

BAD FORM AND ITS ACQUISITION.

Obviously, the fir.st thing to do in cycle rid-

ing is to ride well, and riding well implies

more than most people think it does. After

the first and awkward stage has been sur-

mounted and passed, the rider should give

special attention to form. Form in effect

means all the difference between a good and

a bad rider. To acquire form, the cyclist

must depend to some extent on the advice

and comments of others.

Ahov«- all thing"!, let him unburden his mind

of • • use he feels all right, he

IS i{ is more certain than

ihiU the cycle rider can get set and accus-

ti.iiif.l !.i fl..- 1111. t hopeless and absurd atti-

• i: h handicap every action,

i|i tMi; iiiiib; and when once, such

s have been adopted it is exceedingly

•ir . ct accustomed to better and more
cor:

WURRB YOUR FOOT HELONCS.

Entirely loo many riders ntlicr ride "flat-

Utottd," or cUc ihry pedal with the toes only,

owinR to their feet being improperly placed on
the pedals. The prf>pcr po*itinii. and one
which allow* (he Brratc«t prr<»iirr to be ex-

erted with •
' *t ra*c, !•> to pl.irc the

ball of the < over the pedal pin and

keep it (here.

AS SEEN BV THE POET.

Shakespeare, it would seem, knew every-

thing, hence he must have known something

about the bicycle, for throughout his writings

he makes frequent references to the wheel.

It must be that Hamlet's father had visited a

cycle academy where beginners on the wlieel

were plenty, for his ghost said:

What a falling ofl was there 1

This most excellent description is paralleled

by another in the same play, in which refer-

ence is made to an accident, the new woman
of the early sixteenth century being evidently

the greatest sufferer. The First Player says:

lireak all the spokes and fellies from her wheel.

Then the Fool in "Lear" gives advice to

coasters, of the merits of which the modern

rider may judge for himself. He says:

Let go thy hold when a great wheel runs down hill,

lest it break thy neck with following it.

Even Cleopatra had her wheel. Antony ad-

vises her to mount and seek Caesar, when

he says:

Of Caesar seek your honor, with your safety.

There were evidently cycle thieves in those

days, and owners had to carefully guard their

precious wheels. In "The Tempest" Alonzo

says to the King:
We, too, my lord.

Will guard your person while you take your rest.

And watch your safety.

In that same play .Ariel undoubtedly heard

the King and his attendants coming on their

wheels when she sang:
Hark! Now I hear them; ding dong bell.

There is no doubt that Achilles, in "Troilus

and Cressida," traveled on a bicycle, for he

says to his myrmidons:
Attend me while I wheel.

It is safe to assume that, as to-day the

wheel is a never-ending source of conversa-

tion, so it was at the time of Titus An-

dronicus, though the listener was more pa-

tient then. Aaron says to Demetrius:
Now talk at pleasure of your safety.

It appears from a quotation made by the

King in "All's Well That Ends Well" that

the law required lamps to be carried at night,

and that a violation of it was followed by

death. He says:

Let me live after my flame lacks oil.

Chains were not noiseless, nor had the

chainless arrived, yet bells were used in the

days of the "Comedy of Errors." as is shown

by a conversation between the Dromio of

Syracuse and .\(Iriana. which runs thus:

A chain, a chain, do you not hear it?

What, the chain?
No, no; the bell.

The availability of wheels in dangerous

services is illustrated in "Coriol:inus," when

the winded messenger says to Cominius:
.Snie< 'if the N'olscc^

Held mc in cha^r. that I wa» forced to wheel
Three or four miles about; t\ne had I. sir.

Half an hour «incr brought my report.

The tire of which Shakespeare wrote was

evidently filled with hair instead of air. and

even its color was of importance. In "Much
.\An About Nothing" Margaret says:

I like the new tire within excellently, if the hair
were a thought browner.

Puck's prophetic remark about placing a

girdle round the world in forty minutes is

fully equaled by that of Laiince in "The
Two ffcntlemen of Verona" when he says:

Then may I •et Ihc wrr'd on wheel*.

Surely this prophecy has been fulfilled.

THB WHEEL AND WOMANHOOD.

If the wheel brings new and delightful

experiences of the charms of nature to the

city man, much more does it effect this object

for the city girl, whose existence is apt to

have been still more artificial and conven-

tional. .Any one who sees a pretty girl with

glowing cheeks and eyes sparkling with pleas-

ure, pedaling briskly along suburban roads or

park paths, ha;>i)y herself and a cause of hap-

piness to the onlooker, i)crceives at once that

cycling has opened a new world to woman.
She is at length able to come and go un-

attended, within vastly wider limits than ever

before. She may traverse the woods and feel

the charm of solitude. Conventionality is laid

aside. Climbing a weary hill, she feels a new
touch of nature in the muscular struggle that

feat involves. Coasting down a long incline,

she experiences that delight of violent and

swift motion, attended with danger, of which

man has till now had almost a monopoly.

A new sphere has evidently been gained for

woman in athletics, as well as esthetics. She,

too, may now go forth freely under the open

sky, see nature at first hand and feel the ex-

quisite pleasure of active muscular exercise.

If something is added to her present happi-

ness, that is a gain. If the wider scope of

muscular activity afforded by the wheel also

increases her physical well-being and makes

a strong creature of her, that is a greater gain

for which coming generations will rise up and

bless the bicycle.

FIGURED IN A HIGH ALTITUDE.

A Swiss statistician has taken the trouble

to count the number of steps he took in walk-

ing during a whole year. The number he

finds to have been 9,7r>ft.9(>0, or an average

of 20,740 steps a day. Going still further into

details, he declares that over 600,000 of these

steps were taken in going up and down stairs.

On an average he estimates that he walked

nearly ten miles a day in order to bring about

these resiilts. Deducting the stair-climbing,

which, of course, he would have to foot, he

finds that the muscular exertion required to

take the remaining fl.lt'>o,000 steps might, by

the use of the bicycle, have been decreased to

a muscular tax ecjual to less than 8,0i>0 per

day, with an additional gain of four-fifths the

time lost in walking them.

WORTHY OF ATTENTION.

Riders who use their machines through the

winter should now and again cleanse the sur-

face of the tires, and fill up any ruts they may

find with solution, otherwise the moisture

works its way through those cuts, and gets

to the fabric or canvas of the tire, and very

soon causes it to rot. Though rubber takes

kindly to moisture, canvas docs not. Want
of attention has spoiled more tires than poor

material and construction have ever received

the blnmc for.

TIMES OP PERIL

( vrlr, .ind the worlfl cyclo with yon;

Walk, and you walk alone;

'^Vare IrsI a acorcher •hail come up behind

And knock you ai cold as a atone.

ANOTHER INDUSTRY RUINED.

His Cannihalislic Majesty— It seems to me,

Horatio, that your fare has not been up to the

mark of late.

The Royal Cook—Alas! sir. 'tis not my
fault. These bicycles are the banc of the

age. We cannot procure a tender drumstick

for love or money, and even the b.ick has as-

sumed such peculiar shapes that half of it

sticks out of the pot and remains uncooked.
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The Light and Easy-Running

GENDRON

GENDRON SPECIAL No. 37.

This bicycle weighs 22 to 23 pounds, comprises the

latest ideas in construction, and is equipped with the best

of everything. Its price is $75.00.

We have other up-to-date bicycles

at all kinds of low prices

We make a full line of 20-inch, 24-inch and 26-inch

Juveniles. Their price is right, and we are prepared to

fill orders for the Christmas trade.

Write for the agency of the most com-
plete line of bicycles on the market.

GENOR0N WHEEL e©.. Toledo, 0.
Kiiullv nu'ntioii I'lx- W'lu-cl.
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MAKING TUEIK OWX.

The Mcsinger Mfg. Co., 18M1 and 18<t3 First

avenue. New York city, arc now making their

new 'US saddles, which they claim reach

"the highest degree of perfection in evcr>- de-

tail of saddle construction."

Their prmcipal points arc the new base,

which consists of a strong woven strap, laced

through the cantie and nose in such a manner
as to give the right shape; and also a very

effective stretcher, by which the saddle can be

made hard or soft as desired by the rider;

they are soft and pliable from the tip of the

nose to the edge of the cantlc, and having an

anatomical shape, there can be absolutely no

pressure on the soft parts of the body.

They claim that there are no such features

found in any other base on the market; some
materials used in hygienic seats arc not pliable

enough, -and others stretch out of shape, while

with a solid base, pliability is absolutely im-

possible.

The catalogues of the company will be ready

lor distribution in a short time.

The members of the Mcsinger Mfg. Co. are

the inventors of the rattan saddle and have no
relation with any other company bearing the

Mesinger name.

LASDING ON TOP.

It is a mistake to think that it is luck tiiat

gives men high position in the trade. Exam-
ine such a j)roposition a moment. Can you
suppose that a successful manufacturer keeps

at the head of a department a man on a

high salary who merely fills the position?

Rest assured, the man who holds that place

is fitted to hold it; he has capacity that

counts, and that is why he is there. It is not

luck that gives a man these places: it is abil-

ity. Do not hold a wrong opinion, then, for it

will keep you from pushing ahead.

One hears a good deal about pluck and per-

severance. Sometimes they are laughed at,

but let it be remembered they arc mighty fac-

tors in the race, and he is a wise man who
drinks them in and u.scs them as servants to

promote his advancement.

TO KEEI' ILOTHIJiT, CLEAN.
^ new in the way of a

»a'' placed on the market
shortly as pan oi ihc niuipmcnt «»f the Kerch
saddle, manufactured l>y Lcrch Bros., of Ral-

timcifc, Md. This cover will make it possible

for any one with light-colored clothing to ride

without fear of having their attire ^oiird. The
patent is pending and for thai rin«on the

Meters. I^rch arc loath to make public the

paitlculars at tliis time.

WORKS LIKE A CHARM.

This little macliiiie— it measures 8.\ll

inches—has just been launched by the Straus

Tire Co., New York, who claim it to be the

only vulcanizer which repairs a tire without

the necessity of removing the tire from the

wheel, or the wheel from the frame. It is

operated by gas only. To effect a successful

repair, the patch must be air-tight, and this

accomplished, the vulcanizer docs the rest.

The machine only vulcanizes the tire in an in-

flated condition, thereby being a striking con-

trast with those that do the work only when
the tire is flattened. With the vulcanizer is

furnished a thermometer, which is guaranteed

to be absolutely correct. It is an expensive

instrument, and essential to the successful

operation of the machine. After the repair

has been made, inflate the tire lightly, place it

in the cavity of the vulcanizer on the rim,

fasten the rubber-covered chain around it and

to the lugs of the vulcanizer. Inflate the tire

to riding pressure; light the gas and allow the

tire to remain in the vulcanizer the proper

time and at the required degree of heat.

TWO DOLLARS PER DOZEN.

The Best wrench, here shown, is a four-in-

one creation. It combines an adjustable

wrench, an alligator wrench, a nipple wrench

and a screw-driver, and is claimed to be

eminently practical in each and every capacify.

It is nickel-plated, is five inches long, weighs

4i ounces and lists at |2 per dozen, from

which price there is a healthy discount to the

trade. It is manufactured by the Best Wrench
Co., 21 Quincy street. Chicago.

YELLOW FELLOW FOR YELLOW FLOWER.

At the recent riirysanthennim slmw in Syra

cuse. E. C. Stearns & Co. helped things along

by an oflfer of a Yellow I'"ellf>w bicycle for

the best collection of yellow chrysanlhcmintis.

G. P. Kawson, of Elinira, won the wheel.

K.\RE IS HE.

Don't regard a man as dull because he

doesn't talk bicycle when he has nothing to

say; he may be eccentric.

PRICE AND NOVELTY COMBINED.

At $1.25 for the 2J inch bell and $1.40 for

the 3-inch, the Ericsson automatic bells are

making a strong bid for popular favor. As
everybody knows, the bell is attached to the

front fork of a bicycle by a clamp bracket,

and is operated by a friction pulley, which,

connected by a small lever on the left handle-

bar, is thrown into action by simple pressure

of the forefinger without moving the hand
out of position. The ring can be short or

continuous, as desired. Nutter, Barnes & Co.,

the manufacturers, 364-366 Atlantic avenue,

Boston, claim the bell to be one of the sim-

plest, most durable and effective on the mar-
ket, and so substantially constructed that it

does not rattle. They will be pleased to quote

prices to the trade.

"EFFICIENT AND INE.XPENSIVE."

The truing stand here illustrated is the

product of the New England Cycle Supply

Co., of Keene, N. II., and. to use their own
words, it is "rigid, efficient and inexpensive."

The uprigiits and base are cast in one piece.

The gauge is constructed of malleable iron, of

a strong and very neat design, and is instantly

adjusted for any size wheel. The superior fea-

tures claimed for this stand are strengtii. dura-

i)ility and convenience. It is built for busi-

ness, and will stand the hard usage a tool of

this kind is bound to meet in a busy repair

shop.

BOOKING TIRE ORDERS.

A busy f.ictory these days is that of the

.Spaulding & Pepper Co.. at Chicopee Falls,

Mass. Many substantial orders have been

booked, and at gratifying prices. Manager
Pepper is a firm believer in good goods at a

fair profit, and uniformly declines to cheapen

their product below the margin of price which

will yield a fair revenue.

It is absf)lutely impossible, so Mr. Pepper

says, to make a thoroughly first-class tire,

with Up-River Para and Sea Island cotton

fabric, at some of the prices now being <|Uotcd

fi>r pneumatics. Mis firm makes a second

(|uality tire, but has steadfastly refused to

neet quotations on unreliable goods, and the

more conservative bicycle manufacturers are

buying the better class of tires.

NEW BROOM IDEA.

Every woman buys tlie best bicycle in the

world, but she does not ride it long.
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Barnes Bicycles. e^5^ 5^^ t^

If there is a. Best for

1898 ^vsre h.a.ve it in the White Fiver.
It's a good ^?^rheel to buy because the first one sells itself,

commands admiration, and sells others.

It's a good v^heel to sell because it pleases its ov^ner, his
friends buy it on his reconannendation, and thus the cus-
tonaers are compounded.
It's a good vs<^heel to ovirn because you have a ^svheel to

be proud of, the best value for your money, and can airways
ride honae.

IVtOI^tGJ GOOD TALKING-POINTS THAN ANY OTHER.
Don't miss the Agency, for you may regret it. AATrite us.

THE BARNES evCLE e©MPANY.
SYRACUSE, N. Y.

Kindly mention The Wheel
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TN the construction of your bicycle you pay

earnest attention to all frictional parts. You

are particular to have all bearings as perfect as

skilled mechanics can make them. You take

pride in doing so, and yet, Mr. Manufacturer,

it is a thousand to one that' the pedals you pay good money for have soft-steel

cones, poisoned with "cyanide" and hardened "skin deep."

A bicycle is no better than its pOOreSt bearing.

J^i^SiDWELL Pedals
with interlocking adjustment, have tool-steel cones, hardened and ground.

They cost a trifle more, but will last as long and be as frictionless as bear-

ings of your own make. Better write us for samples.

SIDWELL PEDAL COMPANY,
221 Columbus Avenue, Boston, Mass.

Kinilly mention The Wheel.

$0O00OOOOOQOC0COCKXKXX$00O0O00O0O00O000OOCOOCX$O0CXKKdOCX>Q0Q00(X$0OGCXX30OOOO^^
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SHREWD MR. SADDLEPOST.

CHAPTER I.

"1 have no objection to you personally,"

said the old man. kindly. "I know you arc

one of the best mechanics in my cvclc factory,

and I hear that you arc sober, industrious and

remarkably well educated for a workman.

But if you consider for a moment you will

sec yourself that it is impossible for me to

permit you to pay your addresses to my
daughter. She has been brought up in luxury

and you cannot give her more than the neces-

saries of life. Marriages of this kind always

result in a life of misery."

"But I will not be poor always," cried Ed-

gar Saddlepost. "I will work, I will make a

great fortune and give your daughter all the

luxuries to which she is accustomed."

"Yes. yes," said Mr. Sweller, smiling in-

dulgently, "but that will take some time, won't

it? Before you have made this great fortune,

if you do make it, my daughter will be long

past her youth."

"Not so," the young man declared, his face

lighting up with a noble determination. "1

will lay a fortune at her feet in one year.

Give me just one year, and if I do not keep

my word you will never hear of me again."

"All right; take your year," Mr. Sweller re-

plied, fully satisfied that the young man would

never return.

As Edgar Saddlepost turned to leave the

room he said, with a solemnity that impressed

even the old manufacturer: "One year from

to-night I shall come to you with my fortune

and repeat my petition."

( ii.xrrKR II.

Six months later the newspapers announced

the failure of Sweller & Co., cycle makers.

The firm shared the fate of many others. It

had gone into the manufacture of bargain-

counter wheels, the market had become over-

stocked and the crash followed. Mr. Sweller

had saved only a few thousand dollars from

the wreck, that sum having been paid him by

the generous bargain store proprietor for

everything in shape of a bicycle he owned.

With his daughter he moved from his palatial

Madison avenue residence to a cheap Harlem

flat, and there he sat day after day thinking of

his lost walth and hopeless of the future.

His daughter never reproached him, but she

was too much of a woman to be able to refrain

from reminding him occasionally that they

were now as poor as the lover whom he had

driven away from her.

"He will return, as he said he would," the

girl used to add. with the sublime confidence

of a woman. "If Edgar Saddlepost said he

would make a f'^rfunc in a year he will do it.

But I will ' -fd to look at the man
whom you r^ i his poverty."

rHAPTKR HI.

.*

'

ightcr were sitting

in .
' Ji"" one year

ago that night bdfcar Saddlepost had gone

forth to »cek hit fortune. The old man was

drraming oi hit wrecked business and trying

to figure out how long the remnant of his

wraith would lajt. The girl wa^ feverishly

rcitles* She walked ir. n.

stopping every mmulc t" , I

attention and sighing (min.iiiiy. At la>>'

she sank into a chair murmuring: "Ala<<! Mr

will not comt." The last word had hardily

left her lips, when the bell rang. She flew

to the electric button. A knock at the door

a moment later, and Edgar Saddlepost step-

ped into the room.

"I have returned," were Edgar Saddlepost's

first words, after formally greeting Mr. Sweller

and his daughter.

"One year ago to-night I told you I would

make my fortune," he continued. "I have

made it. and now I claim my reward."

He made a step towards the blushing girl,

but the old man came between them.

"I have no doubt that what you say is

true," he said, "but I would like to have more
particulars before going any further. What
kind of a fortune have you made, and how did

you make it in one year?"

"I will explain," replied the young man,

smiling. "Look at these." And he placed in

Mr. Swcller's hands certificates of deposit

amounting to a half million dollars. The old

man only stared at them.

"I have a hundred thousand or so in Gov-

ernment bonds also," added Edgar, "which I

will show you to-morrow if you will go with

me to the Safe Deposit Company's office. Is

my fortune large enough?"

"It is," stammered Mr. Sweller. "It is en-

ormous—that is, it seems so to me, now that

I am a poor man. But how did you manage
to acquire all that money?"

"Easily enough," was Edgar Saddlepost's

reply. "I saw my way to wealth when you

began to manufacture |20 high-grade wheels

for the bargain-counter trade. I foresaw the

inevitable result. So, when I left your em-
ploy a year ago I set up a repair shop and of-

fered cut-rates for repairing your wheels and

made my fortune by doing so—every dollar

of it."

"Take my daughter! She is yours!" cried

the old man, grasping both of Edgar Saddle-

post's hands. "We will go into businesss to-

gether. I will begin at once to make $20

high-grade chainless wheels for the dry goods

trade and you will continue to repair them.

We will become millionaires."

ERRORS OF NOVICES.

Ti>o short a reach, from saddle to pedals, is

the characteristic error of the novice. Such

an attitude as results from this mistake is

hopelessly absurd in appearance, and the cause

of a terrible strain on the muscles, while stiff-

ness, cramp and weariness are its inevitable

sequences. Yet, if the saddle be raised to its

proper height, the rider will, without doubt,

find it hopelessly uncomfortable and desire to

return to the old position.

If such a rider be willing to follow good ad-

vice, the right corrective course is tf) exag-

gerate the .Tlteration— to put the saddle de-

cidedly too high, and let the rider propel him-

self slowly about on the machine for an hour

f>r so, then readjust the saddle to the proper

position, and the change, being toward the

original, will be found comparatively comfort-

able.

Sitting too far hack was an early fault with

safety riders; but this error has not been

fallen into by most of the new recruits. The
attitude in (|ucstion is not only a bad one for

the work required, but also pulls the rider

forward into the so-called scorcher attitude,

with results that are altogether disastrous.

SHE SEEMED TO AGREE.

The young man who always wears a Prince

Albert coat and never seems to enjoy himself

was talking to a bright young woman.
Cycling was the theme of conversation.

"No." said the young man, "I do not ap-

prove of women's learning to ride."

"I don't see why."

"Because it's just a passing whim. It's a

diversion which will go out of vogue just as

other crazes have done. And then what have

you gained by all this expenditure of time and

money?"
"But. I don't see. Mr. Slimmins. what rea-

son you can have for regarding cycling as a

fad."

"My reason is the disfavor toward it that

is already appearing. Where everybody was

once talking about its being good exercise,

people are coming out and denouncing it.

Bicycles are being more abused every day.

Don't you agree with me?"
"Of course I shouldn't think of quarreling

with you, Mr. Slimmins, and I will admit one

thing."

"What is that?"

"There was never a time when bicycles were

sat down upon by so many people."

And the young man in the Prince Albert

coat smiled a self-satisfied smile, and said that

was exactly the point he was trying to make.

A FABLE.

A girl who had started one morning to act

as pacemaker on a century run, saw a small

bug in the road in front of her. Turning
abruptly to the left, she avoided the bug, and

thus saved a precious life. She thought no

more of the occurrence, but the bug did.

While returning home that night the girl

was tired and the way was up-hill. It was
dark ere she reached the suburb of the city,

and she essayed to light her lamp, in accord-

ance with sundry city ordinances, only to find

that the lamp had been lost during the jour-

ney. So she mounted her wheel and started

homeward, expecting to be hailed by a cycle

cop at each corner.

Again she encountered the bug, that proved

to be of the variety described by the prefix

"lightning." The intelligent insect saw the

trouble which enshrouded the girl, and re-

solved to repay the debt of gratitude. Se-

curing a seat on the handle-bar, the light-

ning-bug started its dynamo, llapped its wings

rapidly, and thus protected the girl from po-

licemen lying in wait.

Moral: Join the Humane Society.

KEEP UP INFLATION.

Tires which arc insufficiently inflated in-

crease the liability of accident, while at the
s.ime time speed and ease of propulsion arc
materially decreased.

AN ICONOCLASTIC AGE.

The hygienic fiend, with the hand of a

vandal, goes about seeking what he may de-

stroy. He has caught the spirit of the age,

and summons into court the dearest tradi-

tions touching the care of the body, to prove

their right to exist. In all of which cycling

has not failed to come in for its share of at-

tention at his hands. Woe to the long-ap-

proved practice that cannot bring to its own
defense something more than the testimony

of generations.

The attitude of science is not exactly con-

tempt for the past and passion for reform, but

there is no sentimental reverence for a cus-

tom merely because it is of ancient origin

and has had the confidence of our ancestors.

Not even the harmless carrying of a buck-

eye for rheumatism escapes derision.
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SAM'L BUCKLEY & CO.,

lOO William Street,

NEW YORK CITY.

You can't give your salesman a stronger lever

than ** Fitted with RECORD PEDALS/ '

RECORD PEDAL MEG. CO.,

HICHLANPVILLE.
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Note our new address
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THE GIVING OF CREDIT.

How This Vitally Important Question Has Been Handled in the Past, and the Way It Should

Be Dealt with in the Future If the Best Interests of Trade Are Considered.

1. Paphr.

The reporting of mercantile credits in the

United States through the so-called mercan-

tile agencies began in the dry goods districts

of New York City. It is very fitting, there-

fore, that the results of any inquiry into the

present comlition of the mercantile agencies

should find expression, says Franklin Ford in

"Textile America."

During the last fifteen years or thereabout^

the work of determining credits in wholesale

and jobbing houses has gradually come to be

recognized as a division of labor c;dling for

special talent and peculiar methods of organi-

zation, so much so, indeed, that all houses

of any magnitude now maintain what is

known as a credit department. In former times

the head of the office force usually carried

the responsibility as something incidental to

his regular duties, while important or diffi-

cult cases were referred to the financial part-

ner or manager. As one outcome of this de-

velopment there was organized in June of last

year, at Toledo, the National Association of

Credit Men. It had, however, been preceded

by a local association at New York.

One of its purposes was to bring all credit

men into working relation through "one cen-

tral body for the purpose of rendering more
uniform, and establishing more firmly, the

basis upon which credits in every branch of

commercial enterprise may be founded," and

for "the improvement of existing methods for

the diffusion of information, the gathering

and dissemination of data in relation to the

subject of credits." In August, 18%, W. H.

Preston, of Sioux City, Iowa, then president

of the association, issued a circular letter, in

which the following points were made: "An-
other of the important objects sought to be

accomplished is the improvement of commer-
cial agency scr\icc and the adoption of uni

form statement blanks. As now conducted,

the reports by the great commercial agencies

arc far from satisfactory. The information

upon which they arc based is obtained in too

many instances by inexperienced persons and
from unreliable sources. They are made up
in a stereotyped form with what is the most
important and most sought information left

out, and upon them commercial transactions

aggregating millions of dollars arc based.

No wonrlcr that looses are numerous, and
that dishonest, unreliable merchants continue

to floiirith with their pernicious methods of

competition and failurr.s. which bring disas-

ter to the honest, deserving business man
who is entitled to better protection."

In other oulRivinRs of the association the

importance of comprllinR reforms in agency
methods in dwrle upon, and this, while dis-

claiming any intention of setting up an inde-

pcndrnt reporting ^y«tem. Yet in the event
of failing to compel needed changes, the

thought is to gain a position from which it

will be possible "to supply the improvements
desired."

It i« plain that one of the main purpose.*

of the Credit Men's Association is to inquire

into the methods of the commcrri.il .1(;^nci^^

and cither to compel reforms Ihrrrin f>r find

the way to a more efficient reporting of cred-

its. One means to this end is the working
out of I uniform statement blank along with

a trade inquiry blank, each of which is to be

brought into universal use.

The association has now extended itself to

*wenty-lhrce leading trade centres of the

United States. J. G. Cannon, vice-president

of the Fourth National Bank, is president of

the national organization. F. R. Boocock,

also of New York, is secretary. The local

association in New York has 275 members,

who represent the credit departments of about

as many wholesale or jobbing houses. The
indications are that the National Association

of Credit Men is to grow and prosper, and

that it will speedily become a most formidable

organization. The necessities of the credit

men of the United States are so great that

this extension of associated effort must con-

tinue at all points.

Almost at the outset a standing committee

was appointed to consider reforms in the mer-

cantile agency service, with Ernest Troy, of

Cincinnati, as its chairman. Early in this

year the committee drew up certain sugges-

tions, which were submitted to the Bradstreet

Company and R. G. Dun & Company. The
report, which embodied these suggestions,

set out first that the agency service "has not

been materially improved in recent years, and

is not altogether satisfactory, for the reason

that the reports in many instances deal in

generalities, without giving any substantial

facts or figures upon which to base credit,

and are, therefore, of little value to the sub-

scribers. In other instances the reports are

given in a mixed up form, obliging the credit

man to separate and tabulate the reports to

make the same intelligible."

It was suggested that agency reports should

be set up and rendered in tabular form,

and second, that "stronger and more persist-

ent eflforts should be made to obtain written

and signed statements, in order that the re-

poris may be based u|>on inventories and ap-

praisement of assets, and not, as is now too

often drme, upon estimates."

"Statements should be solicited by personal

interview, and not by letters, which seldom

elicit reply. The phrasing contained in the

majority of reports, 'Statements solicited, but

no response,' has become stereotyped and is

provoking. The difliculty in inducing some
merchants to make statements is duly recog-

nized, but their reluctance to respond to re-

quests can be better overcome by perscmal so-

licitation than by correspondence."

The suggestion is made that the commer-
cial agencies "should not assign a capital rat-

ing unless the same is based upon a signed

statement, not more than one year old."

It is further suggested that the commercial
agencies "gra<le tluir prices for reports: (1)

for reports conl.iining only general informa-

tion; (2) for reports containing copies of

signed statements, based upon actual inventor-

ies not more than one year old and corrob-

orated by local investigation, and (3) for

special reports containing signed statements

and including invesiigalion of records of real

••slate innimbranccs on same, if any. in

whose favor given and when maturing."
The necessity of more signed statements

from dealers is still further emphasized, and
the importance of annual stocktaking on the

part of merchants dwelt upon. Finally "the

committee feels satisfied that if the commer-
cial agencies will employ competent men at

fair pay to visit every merchant in person,

they will, in most instances, be successful,

where now they fail in obtaining signed state-

ments."

Something more than a month after receiv-

ing the above remonstrance and suggestions,

the Bradstreet Company made a written reply

through its president, Charles F. Clark. It

does not appear that R. G. Dun & Company
replied in writing.

At the outset of his letter Mr. Clark states

that the Bradstreet Company "has endeavored
from its inception to the present day to dis-

cover and anticipate the needs of the mer-
chants and the manufacturers, and has never
failed to recognize every improvement and
adopt every measure which could strengthen

our work, enhance its intluence and materialize

its benefits. We are, therefore, surprised

when you write that 'this service has not
been materially improved in recent years,'

and in the face of the fact that the advance-
ment and the development of the business

during the past ten years has been greater

than in the previous existence of the Agency,
for within that period it has vastly extended
its offices and has established its connections

in every section of the world where American
interests can have possible relation."

The letter of Mr. Clark closed as follows:

"We recognize the Agency as 'a business of

the merchants, by the merchants, for the mer-
chants,' and as we have labored in the past

so will we labor in the future, doing the best

with our opportunities and the means within
our power.

"When you. with your contemporaries, re-

view the fact that there has been no advance-
ment in the prices of the Agency service for

more than thirty years, notwithstanding the

marvelous strides in the methods employed
and the multiplication of the details, and. not-

withstanding the world-wide ramifications to

which it is extended, you will possibly won-
der that so much has been accomplished. If

we were to carry out all the suggestions of

your letter, particularly those which would
necessitate verifying statements by the exam-
ination of official records and the making ab-

stracts of real property, we should add so

largely to the expenses as to impoverish the

organization. In referring to this subject-

matter it may be proper to state that there is

no business of like magnitude and import-

ance in the United States which has permitted

its expense account to tread so closely upon
the heels of the income as that of this com-
pany. We seek patronage only from respon-

sible parties upon business lines and business

principles, and we realize that public opinion

will dcteniiine as to the integrity of our action

and the worthiness of our efforts."

So much for President Clark's manner of

dealing with the criticisms. The members of

the Credit Men's Association have now to

consider how they can best pursue the intiulry

info agency methods. As one element in the

situation they are looking into the matter of

mercantile agency profits, so far as this has

been revealed, to see if one cause of a lack of

accuracy in reporting lies in the fact of in-

ordinate profits - the tindtie withdrawal of
money from the business which should go to
the betterment of reports. The facts con-
cerning Dun St Companv's profits for the
right years eiulinsr with 18!f2, as brouRht out
in court during 1803, are recalled. The fol-
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lowing interesting table recites the facts in-

dicated:
Profits of the Mercantile Agency of R. G.

Dun & Company, for eight years, with the
amount of credit of Mr. Dun:

Total. Credit.

1885 $345,780 89 $238,568 81

1886 846,656 24 239,192 89
1887 371,762 41 256,516 09

1888 389,508 21 280,442 31

1889 432,954 59 311,727 30
1890 430,273 96 309,797 27

1891 471,569 21 339,529 63
1892 525,000 00 878,000 00

. Total $3,313,500 52 $2,353,794 38
The table shows that for every legal day,

for the eight years, Mr. Dun received a profit

from the business averaging $1,000 a day.
Statements are passed about in trade circles,

on the authority of a representative, that the
Bradstreet Company is at the present time
reaping an annual profit of several hundred
thousand dollars. One intimation points to
a figure as high as $500,000. Another author-
ity states that the Bradstreet Company has
paid dividends for the last seven years at the
rate of 80 per cent on a capitalization
of $500,000, being an annual return of

$400,000.

Asked regarding these statements. President
Clark states that the Bradstreet Company is

able to make large returns through using its

resources in outside operations. He says fur-

ther that for several years in the 80's the com-
pany did pay a dividend annually of 80 per
cent on a capital basis of $373,000. The
Bradstreet Company advertises that its cap-
tal and surplus is $1,500,000. The under-
standing is that it is carrying at the present
time a cash reserve of fully $700,000.

The Bradstreet Company is a Connecticut
corporation, and doubtless files some sort of
an annual report with the authorities of that
State. An endeavor will be made to secure
such reports, so far as any are made, and give
them publicity.

The subject will be again considered next
week with the purpose of getting at the real

state of the "mercantile agency" business as

an instrument of credit reporting.

'98 BUYKRS WILL BE JUSTIFIED
Demanding Reputable Saddles.

Saddles Have..
an established reputation for

It will be costly to experiment
with trashy imitations

R. B. McMULLEN & CO., Chicago and New York.

HINT IMFG. CO., Westboro, Mass.

The Doolittle Brake

tiPK'OCKtT.

INSIDI- IJISC, FRICTION BAND.

OPERATES AUTOMATICALLY ON THE HUB, AND THEREFORE DOES NOT WEAR THE TIRE.

It is immediately applied by BACK-PKDAI.ING, and when set IT CONTINUblS IN KFFKCT at equal pressure until roloased In-

forward pedaling.
. , • ,

The brake can be regulated according to weight or iuolinalion of rider, or can be locked out ot action entirely when desired.

Brakes are supplied to manufacturers either with hubs, or complete without hubs. Correspondence solicited. Special arrangements will

be made with dealers. Write for prices.

Doolittle Patent Automatic Brake Co.,

Kindly mention The Wheel.

1101 Race Street, Philadelphia.

168 Church Street, New York.
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ALL OF THE ANDRAES.

"Our '98 line," writes the Julius Andrac &
Sons Co., Milwaukee, "will consist of the fol-

lowing machines:

"Model 24, men's standard grade wheel,

in three heights of frame (.22 inches, 24 inches

and 26 inches); Model 25, ladies' standard

grade wheel, in two heights of frame (22

inches and 24 inches); Model 30, men's high-

est grade, five heights of frame (20, 22, 24.

26 and 28 inches); Model 31, ladies' highest

grade, three heights of frame (20, 22 and 24

inches); Model 32, racer, three heights of

frame (2t\ 22 and 24 inches).

"The standard-grade wheels are made of li-

inch tubing, have flush joints, improved two-

piece crank and axle, large fancy sprockets,

detachable, "D" rear stays and lower rails, solid

seat-post cluster, with expansion device on

saddle-post.

"The Model 30 will be made on lines simi-

lar to the "97 machines; will be made of our

famous taper-gauge tubing, have flush-joints;

also the well-known Andrac solid seat-post

cluster, which attracted so much attention in

'97; expansion device on handle-bar and

seat-post; 'D'-shaped rear tubes, and oval

lower rails. All roadsters will be made with

a 2-inch drop in the hanger, and racers with

a 3-inch drop.

"In tandems, several changes have been

made. Three models will be marketed:

Model 26, racing tandem, single-stcercr;

Model -.'7, combination tandem, double-steerer;

Model 28, double diamond, double-steerer.

These machines are made of Ig-inch and li-

inch tubing throughout. They have flush-

joints, expansion device on handle-bar and

seat-post; 12-inch single connection between

crank-hangers; single connection between

crank-hanger and lower fork; eccentric ad

justment on both crank-hangers. The frame

work on our tandems is finding special favor;

and in the diamond-frame machines, the same

pattern has been used which is characteristic

of Andrae bicycles—the true diamond-frame.

In combination machines, this same principle

is employed with the exception of the front

part of tlie machine, where the tubes are

curbed.

"A detachable cross-bar is furnished on the

combination tandem, which allows the ma-

chine to be made into a diamond-frame.

"All Andrae bicycles will be finished in

light-green, with an option on black or

dark green. The Cf|uipmtnt will be first-class

throughout."

EXPORTS FOR THE WEEK.

ilxports of bicycles and cycle material from
port of New York during the week ending
November 30, 1897:

Bicycle*. Material.

L>1rc<^>..>I

Aicyc
PM

t47B
106

S.1M 1,018
1.088 200
l.m 346
114
3«7

46
435
loe
100

840

TWO IN ONE.

.\ nriivvri^ firm l>rlirvr% it h-i-. n

to wraith in the manufacture of a ri>

tire pump and cycle stand.

SPALDING ST.X.VDAKD SPECIFICATIONS.

A. G. Spalding & Bro. follow the announce-

ment of their chainless with the details of

their chain-wheels, which arc here shown.

The standard specifications are as follows:

P'rame—Standard height, 22 inches: tubu-

lar construction; llush-joints; reinforced: front

tubes, IJ-iiicli; rear tubes, J-inch D lower, }-

inch D upper; 3-inch drop at crank-hanger;

wheel base, 44 J inches. Front fork—Arch fork-

crown; side forks reinforced. Bearings—Tool

steel cut from bar, tempered, ground and

polished. Tires—Spalding's single-tube, 28x

I'i inches. Spokes— Straijiht tangent, swaged;

28 front, 32 rear. Cranks—Oj-inch; round

.spring steel. Pedals—Spalding combination.

Handle-bars —Medium drop, straight front.

Saddle—Christy. Gear—74 2-3 inches; 24

titth by 9 teeth. Tread—5 inches. Weight

—

As per specifications, without tires or saddle,

20 pounds. Finish—Black enamel, nickel

trimmings. Options—24 or 2G-inch frame.

Handle-bars, raised, dropped or adjustable.

Sprockets, 20 or 22 teeth front, 8 or 10 teeth

rear. Brake.

WHY NOT IN ALL TOOL-BAGS ?

In these days of chainless talk it might not

prove a half-bad idea if the makers of chain-

geared bicycles included in the tool-bag equip-

ment of each wheel a device of tlie nature

shown by the accompanying illustration—

a

chain-splice or auxiliary link. In the event

of chain breakage, it would prove as useful

as is a tire kit in case of puncture. The splice

illustrated is patented, and is made solely by
thr well-known Crosby & Mayer Co., of Buf-
' ' It fits any standard chain, and can be

I in a minute without the use of tools.

lis coat M merely nominal.

WHERE THE JOBBER STANDS.

Coming to the defense of the jobber, the

"Stoves and Hardware Reporter" states the

case in this fashion:

"The charge that jobbers have anything to

do with lessening the output of bicycles is

probably not well founded; at any rate, whole-

sale dealers must be given credit for consider-

able cleverness in evolving new ideas for in-

creasing the sale of wheels. At this period

jobbers are desirous of escaping the risk of

designating what accessories they desire for

the niachinei; which they handle.

"The immense variety of saddles, tires,

handle-bars and pedals is <iuite confusing,

and involves some worry on the part of job-

bers to ascertain just what is preferable or

what the future demands of the public will be

in regard to them. It is but natural that under

these circumstances the jobber would prefer

to leave the selection of such essential parts

of the finished wheel to the dealer, who has a

better opportunity to make selections accord-

ing to the preferences of his customers.

"The jobber may do some experimenting at

the commencement of each season to ascer-

tain if he can sell the stripped machines ad-

vantageously and take contracts for accessor-

ies separately. If it would be possible to do
this profitably it would be less hazardous,

especially since the accessories are sold at a

later date than the machines.

"The reason for this is the impossibility of

selecting in the previous fall the kind of ac-

cessories, like tires or saddles, wliich will be

the most popular the following spring. This

explains in part the hesitation noticed by job-

bers that dealers feel in placing orders for

either fully equipped machines or stripped

ones. Thus it is the manufacturer comes to

occupy the most profitable position in the bi-

cycle trade, in that he can go ahead accepting

orders for models in conjunction with de-

ferred orders for their final equipment; while

dealers and jobbers are awaiting the develop-

ment of whims and fads relative to the acces-

sories."

IMPROVING TRADE PROSPECTS.

"That repair man down on the corner is

training a dog to help him get trade."

"In what way?"

"He's begun feeding him nothing but sau-

sage meat in rubber casings."

"For what?"

"Why, as soon as he gets him accustomed

to the taste of rubber, the dog will run out

and bite punctures in tires. See the game?"

PIERCE: WOOD; CUSHION FRAMES.

Tiiat they believe in cushioned frames, and

that they will be a factor in the business of the

Geo. N. Pierce Co., may be judged from the

fact that they have engaged the well-known C.

Edward Wood to look after their cushion

frame inlerests. He will travel the Pierce ter-

ritory, and devote himself entirely to the work

nuntitined.

PUMPS FOR JOBBING TRADE.

The Climax Specially Co.. Seneca Falls, N.

v., arc making their foot-pumps strictly for

the jobbing trade. The pumps are fitted with

a swivel K nipple of their own invention,

which they maintain infringes no one's rights:

in fact, they indemnify purchasers against any

suits which may be brought.
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Patent Applied for.

Style E.
Price, ^3.50.

Patent Applied for.

Style C.

Price, 113 OO.

i

The INVENTORS of the Original....

44 Mesinger'' Bicycle Saddle

again place a new saddle on the market, which is far superior in every detail to theii former

inventions, and are the results of a great amount of experimenting, and

Embody Hygienic Principles, Comfort and Art.

Experience has taught us that the materials used for a saddle base by us in our former
saddles do not fill the requirements of the present time.

The principal points of our new saddles are found in the new base, which consists of a
very strong woven strap (web), made specially for this purpose, laced through the cantle
and nose in such a manner as to give the right shape, and also a very strong and effective
stretcher, by which the saddle can be made hard or soft, as desired by the rider, without
removing the seat from the wheel.

From a medical standpoint our saddles will recommend themselves everywhere.

They are SOFT , PLIABLE and FIRMfrom the tip of the nose to the edge of the cantle,

and having an anatomical shape, there can be absolutely no pressiu^e on the tender parts oj

the body.

No such features can be found in any saddle on the market. Some materials used in
hygienic saddles are not pliable enough, others stretch out of shape, while from a solid

base pliability is absolutely impossible.
The woven strap which is used for a base in our saddles yields sufficiently and con-

forms to the body, and being % of an inch wide, it cannot show through felt and leather
cover as narrow leather strip or other materials do after having been ridden for art}' length
of time.

Write for Catalogue. Correspondence Solicited.

MESINGER MFG. CO.
1 80 1-1803 First Ave.... ....NEW YORK CITY.,

We have no connection with the Mesinger Bicycle Saddle Co.

-''\

PONT
BREAK

YOUR BACK
ANY

MOREi
You Don't Have To.

THE NEW RIDGWAY

Instantaneous Adjustable Handle-Bar
Obviates all that. You sit up erect. A touch of the screw (with-

out dismounting, remember) and you can scorch if you choose.

THE BAR
FOR THE RIDER!

4 No Tools, No Trouble.

THE BfVR
FOR THE AGENT!

Sells at Sight.

THE BAR
FOR THE MFR.!

Increases the Salability
of Machines.

Special Prices Quoted to Rider,

Agent or Maker.

JAMES H. BURT MFG. CO ,

SPRINGFIELD, MASS., U. S. A.
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No Better Tire Made.

Full Line of Single-Tube

AND

G.* J. Double-Tube Tires.

^^V ^^V ^?* ^^ ^r^

SPAULDING & PEPPER CO

CHICOPEE FALLS, MASS.
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SEE THE

1898

ELMORE
Before buying your

line of wheels for

the coming season.

A Good Record

in the Past

Is a Guarantee

for the Future*

Each bicycle must

now stand upon its

merits, and from the

past record of the

ELMORE you have

the best assurance

of handhng a meri-

torious bicycle. We
should hke an op-

portunity to show

you our 1 898 models

••••

Elmore Mfg. Co
CLYDE, OHIO.

Klmdir Bcalioa Th« WIm*I

BERI IS HUMBER'S OFFERING.

H umber & Co. give these details concern-

ing the '1*8 product of their Westboro factory:

The lines of the frame of the 1897 model

are retained. The left lower rear stay is made
with an oflfset to correspond with the offset

which was made in the lower right rear stay

of the 181*7 model. The double offset gives

the lower rear stay a more symmetrical ap-

pearance.

The grub -screws heretofore used for the

fastening of the crank-hanger cup have been

dispensed with, and, instead, lock-rings are

used (carrying felt washers to make the bear-

ings dust-pruof), screwed with reverse threads

and bearing against and firmly locking in

position the ball-cups.

The right cup in the crank-hanger is

screwed with right thread to a shoulder, and

the lock-ring with reverse thread (left thread)

screws against it.

The left cup is the adjusting-cup, screwing

in with right thread, and the adjustment of the

bearings can only be altered by the removal

of the left crank from the axle, after which the

lock-ring, screwed on with left thread, can

be released and the adjusting-cup reached.

The bearings of the wheels are made on the

same principle—stationary cones on the axle

with adjustable ball-cups—which the Humber
companies have for many years used in the

crank-iianger.

The cups in the hubs of the wheels are made
of size to interchange with the cups in the

crank-hanger. The cups on the right side of

the front and rear hubs are screwed with right

thread to a shoulder and locked with a ring

(carrying a felt washer to make the bearings

dust-proof), screwing on with a left thread.

The left cups of the wheels are adjusting cups,

screwing on with right thread, and lock with

similar rings screwing on with left thread, so

that the adjustment cannot be altered in use

or by accident when the wheels are removed

from the frame for repair of the tires or

spokes. Cyclists will appreciate the advantage

of bearings that are so locked they cannot be-

come altered except witii the tool (the Hum-
ber spanner) made for the purpose.

All the nuts of the 1898 Humber—axle
nuts, crank-pin nuts, saddle-post nuts, head-

clamp bolt nut, handle-bar nut, and saddle

clamp nut, are made of the same size, which

dispenses with the need of an adjustable

wrench, the Humber spanner being the only

tool needed to adjust or remove the parts.

The crank-hanger cups and wheel cups are

made with ball-retainers. The oil cups in the

crank-hanger and in the wheel hubs are set so

that the oil drops directly on the ball-races.

Cyclists who are in the habit of taking their

cycles appart will appreciate the convenience

of ball-retainers which en.iblc them to dis

mount Humber bearings without risk of los-

ing the balls.

The 1808 Humber chain is fitted with a

lock-chain bolt-plate (patent applied for) of

very neat form. No more losing of chain

-

bolts, or losing of chain-bolt nul.s—the old

rhain-boll mil has been dispensed with en-

tirely.

The Beeston chain-adjustment, and swing-

ing upper rear stays, have been adopted in the

IM'H American Humber. The adv-intage of

ihe .swinging rear stay is, at all times, when-

(-\<T the adjustment of the chain is changed, to

.support the weight of the rider directly over

the axle of the rear wheel, by which greater

rigidity of the frame and steadiness in the

running of the wheel is obtained.

The Humber extensible rat-trap (or com-
bination rubber pedal) constructed with slid-

ing plates by which the pedal can be widened
from 3J to 4 J inches, will be used; and all

lt^98 models will be fitted with Christy

saddles especially made for Humber & Co.,

and bearing their name.

The tire equipment will be Humber single-

tube tires, manufactured by the H. F. Good-
rich Co., of Akron, Ohio.

Twenty-four and twenty-five tooth front

sprockets will be used with eight, nine, ten or

eleven tooth rear sprockets, making a range

of gears from Gl 1-11 to 87i. The most in-

expensive method of changing gears is by
change of rear sprockets. Other size sprockets

than made for the regular equipment will be

made to order at an extra charge.

On the subject of gear-cases, Humber &
Co., say in their catalogue: "European riders

who use their cycles frequently on muddy
roads, testify that the easy running of a clean

chain compensates for the additional weight

of the mud-case. We make all 1898 single

Humbers so the mud-case can be attached, but

we do not think on the dryer roads of Amer-
ica the mud-case is essentially necessary, li

the adjustment of the chain is properly at-

tended to by the rider, he will have no trouble.

The mud-case, however, for long tours, when
the rider is likely to encounter variable

weather, is desirable."

PLENTY OF MONEY.

The "New York Financier" says: "The
enormous balances which the New York
banks have been accumulating for the past

few months are shown in the Clearing House
statement for the week ending December 4th.

Loans are now within $2.300,iH)0 of the $000,-

(MKI.OOO mark, and deposits arc $(i()G,278,6(K),

which is one-third the total individual de-

posits reported by the 3,t)10 National banks in

the United States, October 5th last.

"The rapid increases made by the banks

shice May last will be understood better when
it is stated that the gain in deposits since

that time has been $90,0(10,000, and in loans

more tli.-in $89,000,000. Comparative figures

show that $5((,<MHi,ooO of these increased de-

posits and $lO,U(io,000 of the loans have been

made by one bank, which holds at the present

time over $91,000,000 of net deposits. This

statement of the banks for the week is favor-

able. Loans show a continued increase, the

expansion of $3,47(3,500 having been dis-

tributed among a larger number of institu-

tions than has been the case for some time

past."

SHE MISUNDERSTOOD HIM.

.As she dismounted, (licking the dust off her

n.illy boots with a bit of paper, she exclaimed:

"I have done more than twenty miles since

dinner; what do you think of that?"

"Great feat!" admiringly he replied.

"Sir!" she almost hissed, and mounting,

rode away with malign hauteur; nor has she

spoken to him since.

GONE WITH IVER JOHNSON.

The well-known Daviil k. Harvey, for eight

years with the John P. Lovell Arms Co., has

engaged as manager of the Iver Johnson
Hoston branch, which will be inaugurated

January Ist.
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The Straus Protected Tire is not the only thing sold by the Straus Tire

Co., 127 Duane Street, New York.

THEY ARE

Qiloliiiil Soiqetliiiij Special
ON

TIRE TAPE
INNER TUBES • •

and VULeANIZERS,
and^ can make it interesting for any one in the market for those goods.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

WE ARE HEADQUARTERS FOR

CHAINS,

STEEL BALLS,

SADDLES,

PEDALS,"!

^ International

Cycle nttinp
NICKEL-PLATED CRANKS, HUBS, (§) ComOanV

P. FORG'S FANCY SPROCKETS,

SPOKES, NIPPLES, ETC.
74 READE ST.,

NEW YORK.

Special Drives in Some of the Above.

WRITE TO US BEFORE PLACING AN ORDER.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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National Board of Trade

of Cycle Manufacturers.

320 BROADWAY. NEW YORK.

President,

A. L. GARFORD.

Firit Vice-President.

GEORGE H. DAY.

Second Vice-President, Treasurer,

C. \V. DICKERSON. W. A. REDDING.

Secretary,

ERNEST R. FRANKS.

National Bicycle Wood Rim

Manufacturers' Association.

President, Treasurer,

E. S. MEAD. N. p. DOUGHMAN.
Secretary,

W. W. STALL. Bedford. Mass.

National Cycle Dealers' Association.

President,

GEORGE E. HANNAN.
Second \'ice-President,

J. J. MANDERY.

First \'ice-President,

F. A. VERY.
Treasurer,

GEORGE COLLISTER.
Secretary,

JOHN McCARGO. St. Louis.

Rubber Tire Association.

President,

THEODORE A. DODGE.

First Vice-President,

L, K. McCLYMONDS.
Second Vice-President,

GEORGE T. PERKINS.

Treasurer,

GEORGE F. HODGMAN.

Secretary,

KIRK BROWN.

604-506 West Fourteenth Street, New York.

TRADE CHANGES.

imillSH COLUMIIIA.

N'anaimo.—Deeming Bros., reported recorded chat-

tel mortgage for ISOO.

COLORADO.
Denver.— Perkins & Shields, dissolved; Mr. Per-

kins continuing.

Salida.—A. \\ . Tomlin, chattel mortgage for $175.

IDAHO.

Boise City.—C. K. Ilildebrand gave bill of sale to

Junius Wright.

ILLINOIS.

Chicago.—Auburn Cycle Co., 225 Dearborn street,

in the hands uf a receiver.

Chicago.— Butler A. Ellis, bill of sale for fl, to A.

It. Ellis Mfg. Co.

Chicago.— Hare Bicycle Mfg. Co., incorporated by

II. A. Hitter, W . Brace and J. C. Campbell, to manu-

facture bicycles; capital, |20,000.

Chicago.—Wilson-Davy Mfg. Co., incorporated by

C. .M. Wilson, E. W. Davy and C. S. Bennett, to

manufacture bicycles; capital stock, $10,000.

IOWA.
Cedar Rapids.— Bray Bros.' store closed under a

chattel mortgage.

Clinton.—Peterson & Upton, repair department dis-

continued.

Mt. Pleasant.—J. T. Ball, former dealer, sued on ac-

count fur $372.

MAINE.
Bryant Pond.— «>. A. IlaniforJ, of West Paris, will

manufacture wood rims in the old chair factory here.

Skowhegan.—H. T. Oliver will close store.

MASSACHL'SETTS.
l:...i.,ti Peerless Bicycle Clothing Co., dissolved

1 rinity Cycle Co.'s branch will be di»-

cnntinucU.

Morton.-The St. Louis Aluminum Casting Co.,

"•rated to make gf'-casrd aluminum bicycle

anil complete bicycles.

I r -.tcr & Christie, dissolved parlnrrship.

i.f II. Davcy will remove from the

,i;.iiii|{ to larger ((uartcrs in the Colum-

I,. French is erecting new building.

I. -Wattham Mfg. Co.'a branch sold to

I & Co.

MICHKiAN.
i'...i..„ llnrlrar. D. W. Lrwii, new store on Pi|)c-

•NEW JEKSKV.
Camden.—Lee Mfg. Co., incorporated by G. F.

Tries. Seneca. N. Y.; V. J. Mitchell and H. A. Ho-
mer, of BufTalo; to manufacture and sell bicycles;

capital stock, $75,000.

Montclair.—Kutan & Stulls, chattel mortgage for

$300.

Newark.—Hall Automatic Whistle Co., incorporated

by G. F. Hall, .\. Gerding and J. E. Fleming, to

manufacture whistles for bicycles, etc; capital stock,

$25,000.

NEW YORK.
Kingston. --C. F. Winkler, new store in Brigham

building, corner Broadway and Lltjerly street.

New York.— Circle Cycle Co., judgment for $13.'5

taken by John C. Stein, assignee.

New York.—H. Hjertberg, 66 West One Hundred
and Twenty fifth street, sheriflf received execution

for $20 in favor of Chas. Daly.

New York.—Kindcrhook Mfg. Co., incorporated by

E. W. Wylie, F. H. White and S. T. Moen, to manu-
facture bicycles, etc; capital, $50,000.

New York.—Champion Bicycle Hanger Co., report-

ed attached for $256.

New York.—Coronado Rubber Co., Wm. D. Blood-

good appointed receiver; liabilities, $27,455; assets,

$16,389.

Rensselaer.—Erwin Bicycle Mfg. Co., sued by Geo.

\V. Wilcox, of Albany, for rent of store on James
street. The Krwin people claim that they had noth-

ing to do with the firm that occupied the store.

Westtiampton.—Graphic Cycle Co., of Weslhanipton

Beach and New York City will erect store here.

OHIO.
Kindlay.— Kellogg Wcldlcss Tube Co., reported at-

tached for $025.

Marietta.— E. J. Lobdell Bicycle Rim Factory, de-

stroyed by fire; loss, V>0.0II0; insured for $20,000.

PENNSYLVANIA.
Reading.— Miller & Cleaver, reported gave execu-

tion for $1,000.

RHODE ISLAND.

Providence. -Wm. (">. Kinkin, new store.

VIRGINIA.

Newport News.-Maguire & Small, new store at

2511 Washington avenue.
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SLMMAKY UF PATKNTS.

Number of palenlH of all kinds issued during the

week, 476; designs, 24; Iradeinnrks, 21; reissues, 1;

toi.il, 522.

.Number issued lo citizens of the t'nitcd .Slates, 477;

to citizens of foreign countries, 44. (.ending States,

New York, 104; Pennsylvania, 70; Illinois, :<.'<. Leading
countries, (irrmany, 16; England, lii; France, 4.

' Total number of patents nwaiiuig action, 10,621, of

which 1,257 are in Division \'II., relating to veloci-

pedes.

riiM,.T73. Bicycle-.Suppi>rt. William N. Ileardsley and
Frank It. Fclton, Bridgeport, I'onn., assignors to Mar-

cellui Hartley and Malcolm (iraham. New York, N. Y.

Filed Nov. 2, IK». .Serial No. 6IO,7!«. (Nn model.)

fi!»4,4nG. Bicycle Pedal. Joseph I*. I.avigne, New
Haven, Conn., assignor of ime hnlf to Wilbur F. Day,
siimc place. Filed Feb. 10, IKMi. .Serial No. 678,040.

(No model.^

MM. 414. Crank Movement. James II. Millcn,

If «. Ind. Filed June ."», 1896. .Serial No.
.'. iniMlrl.)

...... -i.rockrl Chain. John McCurmick, Spen-

cer. Iowa. Filed March 12, 1W7. Serial No. 627,143.

(No model.)

Ii!>4,417. Gearing for Bicycles. - Matthew McGowan,
Sl Loais, Mo,, assignor of one-half lo George VV.

Hartnett and Henry E. Bartling, same place. Filed

March S, 1S97. Serial No. 626,455. (No model.)

694,433. Bicycle-Stand. Mark A. Sheldon. Detroit,

Mich. Filed Sept. 14, 1S90. Serial No. 605,794. (No
model.)

594.4.'>0. Ball Bearing for Cycles. Enoch J. West.
Folcshill. England. Filed Nov. 23. 1896. Serial No.
613,143. (.\o model.) Patented in France Nov. 26,

1596. No. 261,614.

594.451. Bicycle-Saddle. Benjamin F. Wheeler, De-

troit, Mich., assignor to the Wheeler Saddle Com-
pany, same place. Filed May 28, 1897. Serial No.

638,492. (No model.)

594.452. Bicycle or Other Lantern. Thomas Winn,
East Orange, N. J. Filed Dec. 9, 1896. Serial No.
615.040 (No model.)

594,4.')7. .Machine for Forming Nipples. Andrew C.

Campbell, Waterlniry, Conn., assignor to the E. J.

Manville Machine Company, same place. Filed May
26, 1897. Serial No. 638,276. (No model.)

594,468. \ehicle-Tire. Sam E. Finley, Atlanta, Ga.

Filed, Nov. 30, 1896. Serial No. 614.018. (No model.)

594.500. Tire-Fastening. Henry G. Sweeney, Chica-

go, 111. Filed June 4, 1897. Serial No. 639,376. (No
model.)

594,513 Cape-Support for Bicycles. Henry H. Bar-

reda, Buffalo, N. Y., assignor to himself and Harry
M. Rose, same place. Filed Dec. 24, 1896. Serial No.
616.890. (No model.)

594.516. Bicycle Lamp. Claudius V. Boughton,
fiulTalo, N. Y. Filed Feb. 25, 1S96. Serial No. 680.-

701. (No model.)

594.517. Taper for Bicycle or Carriage I^mps. Claud-

ius \'. Boughton. BufTalo, N. Y. Filed Feb. 25, 1896.

Serial No. 580,754. (No model.)

594,627. Bicycle-Support. William F. Hewlett, Po-

mona, Cal., assignor of one-half to R. S. Bassett and
Fred J. Smith, same place. Filed Oct. 22, 1896. Serial

No. 609.650. (No model.)

594.661. Apparatus for Manufacturing Bicycle-Wheel

Rim. .\lbcrt R. Smith and Matthew S. Smith, Lon-

don, England. Filed April 12, 1897. Serial No. 631,-

771. (No model.)

594,680. Ball Bcnring. Charles H. J. Dilg. New
York, N. Y., assignors to (iustavus Kmil Strauss,
same place. Filed Feb. 15, 1897. Serial No. 623,621.
(No model.)

594,683. Bicycle Bundle-Carrier. Abram W. Duck,
Makland, Cal. Filed April 23, 1897. Serial No. 633,-

4.S2. (.No model.)

594.0S8. Bicvcle-Brakc. David I. O^i and Harry
1). Cue. Brooklyn, N. Y. Filed July 26, 1896. Serial
No. 600,474. (No model.)

.'•!)4,6!M. Dress and Mud Ciuard. William C. Hum-
phrey, lamrstown, ,N. I). Filed Aug. 11, 1*96. Serial
No. 605.426. (No model.)

.'>94,703. Air-Pumn. .Mbert S. Noonan, Home, N.
Y. Filed Feb. If.. 1897. .Serial No. 623,443. (No
model.

694,724. Device for Locking Bicycles. Emil Buebel,
Alioona. and Jack Hall, luanita Kipple, Pa. Filed 12,

1597. Serial No. 644,3r.4. (No model.)

694. 74H. Bicyclc-Sland. Nevin It. Le Fcvre, Littles-

town. Pn., assignor to /.achariah K. I..oucks. Phila-
delphia. Pn. Filed June 22. IK*. .Serial No. fi5.3,746.

(No model.)

594,750. Bicycle Chime-Bell. Theodore B. MofTall,
Pillston, Pa. Filed Feb. 3, 1897. Serial No. 621,840.

(No model.)

694.773. Bicycle. Rudolph F. Bartel, Bayonne, N.

J. Filed July », 18S6. Serial No. 688,677. (No
model.)

eiM.8I.X Ilicyclr-Suppon. Jacob W. Strickle and
John V. Petty, Huntsville, .\la. Filed Nov. o, 1896.

Serial No. 611,221. (No model.)

TRADE MARK."*.

30,909. Chain-Lubricants and lire and Rim Ce-
ments of n Semi-Li<|uid or Pasty Character Packed
in Cans or Colla|isible Tubes. Berrang & Zach-
nrias. Asbury Park. N. I. IMed Oct. 7, 1K97. Essen-
tial feature- the word "Brush-Top" in connection with
the letters and characters "B. & 7.." L'sed since

April, 1896.
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THE SIIVIONDS ROLLING-IVIACHINE CO.,

FITCHBURG, MASS.,
THE OLDEST AND L<AR«EST ItlANlJFACTIJRERS OF

STEEL ANTI-FRieXION BALLS,
ANO ALL KINDS OF ROLLED FORCINGS,

have increased and improved their plant, and under new and more efficient departmental management have been able to

still further improve the qua'ity of their product which has always stood at the head of the list for wearing qualities and
accuracy of gauge. All inquiries will receive prompt attention.

^
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;•

:•

'M A €>. (M #

You See

the Balls

AND

You Don^t

See

the Brake

ON

Relay Bicycles §
SEND FOB OUK '98 ADVANCE CATA-
LOGUE AND KNOW WHY.

RELAY MFG. CO.,
Reading, Pa.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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THE FROST GEAR CASE. r'^Silcl'^l^'l^T^o.
353 Broadway, N. Y,
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"We guarantee the Luthy Wheel to be:

The Handsomest in Design and Finish.

The Best in Material and Workmanship,
The Most Perfect in its Lines and Bearings.

The Easiest and Smoothest Running Wheel in the World.
A FEW SELECT AGENCIES SOLICITED.

^

^EOAfA, IU\_\\AO\S.
U.S.A
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X M ^^k * G. W. WEYMIOUTH, President and General [lanager.
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FITCHBURG STEEL BALL COMPANY,

nianuraclurcrM of IIICill-CiRADE

HAIVIIVIER-FORGED STEEL BALLS.
A new firm, be«t composed of men who have been identified with ball-mnkint>' since tlie

inception of the industry in America.

READY FOR '98 CONTRACTS. DELIVERIES GUARANTEED.

FITCHBURG, MASS., U. S. A.
j^'4^^i'I4 I
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THE WEEK'S PATENTS.

"lU-l.TOM. AIR PUMP AutKT S Nooiik. Room. M Y
Peh IS. in: Smal Kn 633.4U (Vo modal)
f>t.M. - 1 \ |iiinip for inflatiii; a pneuiDatir lire, compriftitig a

« tliiiflvr, m I'l-loii ••|i«'t.iliiii; f Urrriii. uicJin- fur ronnertin» tlir t.utJtl

•f the cylinder oilh ihr ralvc of a wbrel. and a bolder adjiuUble

l<M>|(iludin«ll; ul the cirliDd«r U> tngift the rim of (lie wbecl. tub-

>laaliall]r • tpccified

rnoi 694,603. VKHICLEWBEEL Haut B. toixin. SouJi B«Ui-

Wmb, Pi. PlM Mar 31. lt9T Serial Mo 830L164. (HomodeL)
U-HiO-i. VKHICLB^WHEEU Haut K. CoLUMk Soutb BeUi
lebem. Pa. PUnd June 33. 1897 Serial Na e4l.9»a (No oiodeL)

Claim.— I. Id a It: .'- combinatioD witb a bub exte-

riorly acrew-tbreaded at .„ ^,. |,i,rtion with a ihoulder or collar

at one terminus of the screw-thread, a saddle prorided witb an io-

terior acrew-thread eDgagiog the screw-threaded part of the hub
and abutliog agaiost the said shoulder, a remorable interiorlj-acrew-

threaded collar screwing on the hub aod i^gaiiut the saddle for lock-
ing it on the hub, a pneumatic tube on said saddle, and a spoke-ring
incloaing said tube, substantially as described.

5 94,605. VKflCLK-WJB. Hiair R. Coluhs, Souu BeUilehem,
Pi. nied July 16, 1897. Serial No. M4.68S. (Ho model)
f'luim.— l The combination with a sleeve or axle, a saddle ro-

UtAblj mounted thereon, aod antifricliun-bearings interpoaed be-694.414. CRANK MOVEMBHT. Jamb a Mian, Bloomlngton, ,„„„ ,he .leere and saddle, with mean, for confining the .addle
lad PUed June 30. 1896 Semi No. 597,574 (Ho model) upon the .leere, lubaUntially a. d««:ribed.

Claim. '-1. In a wheel, the combination of a hub, a pneumatic
tube encircling the uine. a sproke ring encircling the uid tube, aod
a radius bar or link piTotally connected at one end with the hub and
at the other end with the spoke-ring, thus rotatiTelj connecting theee

parts while permitting relative radial morement thereof without a
chaoge of leverage in the connections between them, substaotiallj a*

<> 94,748. BICTCLK-STAHD Ntvu B. Ll Pfvu. UtUeMovn,
Pi., ladgnor U> Zaabirliti K. Louoks. Pblladelplila, Pi. PUed June 21,

189S SerUl No. 593,745. (No morifU

<'laim — 1 The eombioation with a frame, shaft, wheel and an-

Dular flaagc upon it coaxial with the shad, of a spring-actuated lever

pirolad to the shalt, a second lever pivoted to one end of the first-

•aaed lever, said second lever being independently spring-actuated

•ad provided with a dutoh jaw or receas adapted to be togaged bj

the wbeel to drive it, scbalantiallj in the manner and for the purpoae

•pwikd

094,516. BICTCL&UMP (njiODius V Bovarroii. Bufhlo. H T
PlM Pah IS. IIW Serul No ^,701 (No model)

J/

Ctaim — In a bicycle.lamp, the rombination with the socket .17

for seegnng the lamp to lh» frsme of the bicycle, of the arms 36, 36,
r,,„<i. — ,, ...i ,. .1. 1 H, of ,he lamp at their forward ends and

ihur rear tods and the •pnng VI with lU
rtion« iu outer end 43 l>eing rigidly secured

1.. !h>- r»»r f,,:. ,! itt t.jckel 37 and iiii inner end being Inowly bent
aruund the rrov-bar 4& which eilends acrow between the two arms
.V, ,T«

694,450 BALIrBBARllOPORCYCLBS Bioca J Wdt. Polei^

U^ l^lud PlM Not ». in& 8«tal Ra <13.143 (Ho modal)

y^mMA la PIMM lot is. IIM. la 261.614.

2 In a pneumatic hub, the combination of a sleeve or axle, a
saddle rotatably mounted thereon, and antifriction-bearings inter-

posed between the sleeve and saddle, with the pneumatic tube, the
spoke-ring, and means for confining the saddle and spoke-ring upon
the sleeve, substi.i tially aa described.

5 94,5 7. CHlM0B-8PBBD0B/.rlNQ Siraoui K Siilti. (nn-

oigD. m, aatgnor of one-third to Poole & Brown, aame pUoe PUed

May I, 1696. Semi Ho 647,739 (Ho model)

Claim —In a bicycle-etand, a standard having a two-part socket,

connected by a (crew, a swinging arm F, to hold a bicycle, said arm
having a croea-head G, rigid therewith and provided with heoksy,

and a croea-head H, movablr connected thereto and provided with

hooks k, a ball rigidly connected to said arm K, to engage the socket

upon the standard, and hold said arm P, at different anglea with said

standard, substantially as described.

594,462. BICYCLE OR (n?BR.LAKTEIll TloiiuWm.lHt
Orange. H. J. PUed Dec 9, 1896. Sertil No 816.040. (Ho nodM.)
Cl,i,in - 1 In combination with a bicycle-lamp having a cylin-

drical casing, a reflector placed at one end o( the casing, a second
reUector placed io the lens housing, and a third reflector cyliodrical

in form detachably securvd io tbt caaioe. concentric therewith.

-I la hall kaaHef, iha rmnKiulion. with the

the bMrlac aad aa a^w^'
hell of

t a

. H

•h

flnim - I A change speed gear comprioing a fixed shad, an in-

lernally-toothtd gear-ring, a central gear-pinion mounted to turn and

•lid« longitudinally on said •haft, a roUtive annular part provided

with intermadlala gear-wheels intermeahing with said internal gear-

teeth and central gear-plnlon and means for locking said central gear-

ptninn In the shaft

504 750 BICYCLB CHIMtBELL TliODOU R Momr PIIU

to^ Pa. Plied Peh 3, 1197 Serial No 821.840 (Ho model)

(waved iaUte said akeB-v

004,000. TnUPAfTUilia U01T irnaiT CUeiA. UlPM iuM i im tmU la CMJ71 (Io mM)

(liaa.— I Wt — -. -. -iih lb» \\>' ... .

ref. of af«ws4 sad sto<ie4 tigfeie 'adspied u. i .

I rtsa aad haviag a (estbta atl«'L..'*l in oim sr. :

I rftdlH la Ha siM l« the etbar aad ef the wir*.

5 94,012 7. BICYCLMOPPORT Wituaa P. Hiwurt, I

Oil, iMgnor of ooa-baU Io R. a iMwu lod Pred i 8Bi',h. aat
plui PUed Got IS, 1886. Bartal Ho 809,660 (Ho modal)
f'Untn I In a bicycle-support, a item provided at its upper end

with an adjustabtr spindle, amt at one end uf said spindle provided

at their outer ends with hooks, and a depending rod aacared at the

•lariisli as
' '""• the combination with the front fork of • bicycle of the

bnirket Sims secured to llie fork and projecting forwardly, a sat^

•lantiallv U shaped fraiue pivoiad batwaan said arms, chimes earned
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594r,08O. BALL-BEARIN& CHARLES H. J. DiLG, New York, 594,773. BICYCLE. RUDOLPH F. Bahtel, Bayonne, M. J. Filed

N. v.. assignor to flustavus Emil Strauss, same place. Filed Feb. 15, July 9, 1896. Serial No 598,577. (No model)
1897. Serial No. 623,521. (No model)

C/alm-i. Ill a ball-bearing, a ball-holding device consisting of
a Hat ring-having a series of inner and a series of outer side flap? ra-

dially opposite each other and extending upwardly. from the ring,

and balls held In the spaces between the inner and outer flaps so that
they project beyond the ring and side flaps in the inner and oliter

and in the upward directions, substantially as set forth.

5 94,683. BICYCLE BUNDLE-CARRIER. Abeam W. Duck, Oak-

land, CaL Filed Apr. 23, 1897 Serial No 633,482. (No modeL)

Chi'iitt.— 1. \ bundle or package carrier formed of a single piece

of elastic wire bent at its center to form an elongated oval, the arms
of the wire thence cr-ossiiig each other at the ape.K of the oval and
each formed with a spiral or coil, said arras being thence returned

1
approximately parallel with the oval and having their free ends curved
into hook form and adapted to engage the rear forks of the bicycle-

frame.

5 94,45 1. BICYCLE-SADDLa BEMJAMni F. Wheheb, Detroit.

Mich., assignor to the Wheeler Saddle Company, same place. Filed

May 28, 1897. Serial No. 638.492. (No model.)

5 94,483. BICYCLE-STAND. Mask A. Sheldom, Detroit, Mich.
FUed Sept 14. 1896. Serial So. 605,794 (No modeL)

Cfaim._l. In a bicycle-stand, the combination of a substaotiallv
horizontal bar, supporting means for said bar, a series of pendent mov-
able fingers on said bar, and means to prevent movement of the fin-
gers longitudinally of the bar.

5 9 4,878. BICYCLE-SUPPORT. WiLLUM N. Bkaedsley and
Pkahk B. Pkltob, Bridgeport, Conn., assignors to Marcellus Hartley
and Malcohn Graham, New York, N. Y. Filed Nov. 2, 1896. Serial No.
610,799. (No model)

Claim.— I. The combination, in a bicycle-support, with a stand
carrying a vertically-adjustable spindle of an angularly-bonstructed
»upporting-arm adjustably mounted in said spindle, a lateraUy-adjust-
able rear braoe-aupportingseat mounted on one end of said arm, aud
a projection or finger adapted to engage the rear surftice of a bicycle-
hub to locate such hub with respect to such seat, the opposite end of
said arm carrying a pivotal scat adapted to support the lower for-
ward brace of a bicycle, all combined so that a bicycle is supported

I

from the. front and rear braces leaving the sprocket-hub to swing
clear, substantially as set forth.

,

Claim.— 1. A bicycle-frame having a tubular head, a fork hav-

ing a tubular stem which enters the lower end of the tubular head,

a saddle-post which enters the upper end of the said head and passes

downward into the tubular stem of the fork, said tubular head hav-

ing at its upper end a clamp or collar for detachably fixing or secur-

ing the saddle-post and said saddle-post being made to extend or sit

I loosely in the tubular fork-stem so as to be movable or adjustable on

the loosening of the clamp aud to leave the tubular head and fork-

stem undisturbed relatively to oue another as the post is adjusted,

substantially as set forth.

5 9 4,4'i 7 . SEARING FOR BICYCLES. MArrHEW McGowan, St
Louis, Mo., assignor of one-half to George W. Hartnett and Henry B.

Bartllng, same place. Filed Mar. 8, 1897. Serial No. 626,455. (No

model)

Claim.— 1. The coihbination with a suitable frame, of a lever-

operated segment pivotally mounted therein, a spring for returning

said lever to its raised position, a saddle or seat on the end of said

lever, a plunger carried by the end of said lever, a cylinder in which

said plunger- operates, suitable valves in said cylinder and plunger,

for controlling and regulating the downward stroke of said lever and

permitting an uuretarded upstroke of the same, and suitable gearing

between said segment and the ground-wheel ; substantially as de-

, scribed.

5 94,405. BICYCLE-PEDAL. Joseph p. Laviqne, New Haven,
Conn., assignor of one-half to Wilbur F. Day, same place. Filed Feb'
10, 1896. Serial No. 578,649. (No model)

Claim.— 1. In a convertible balanced pedal, the combination
with a pedal-frame comprising a hub, and arms, projecting laterally'

therefrom, of foothold-plates having their edges differentiated in their

holding character, applied to the outer ends of the said arms and
movable with respect thereto for shifting the center of gravity in the

pedal to cause the same to balance with either edge of its foothold.'^

uppermost.

5 94,517. TSi-'UK FOR BICYULHrOR CARRIAGE LAMPS. Cuu-
Dius V. BouoHTON, Buffalo, N. Y. FUed Feb. 25, 1898. Serial No
680,784. (No model)

Claim.— 1. A taper tor bicycle or carri.age lamps consisting of the

dosed metallic receptKcIc I filled with solid wax, the wick-holder 4

extending through the top or cover 2 and provided at its upper etid

with the heating-strip 5, integral with said wick-holder and extend-

ing acro.Hs the top of the wick. :ui(i at ita lower end with the inte-

gral radial oxtcusiona and the wick 8 oitondiug to the bottom of
the receptacle

Claim.—1. In a bicycle-saddle, the combination of the saddle-

tree comprising two rearwardly-extending independent members di-

vided by a central opening and united in a reduced forwardly-ex-

tending neck, of the leather covering consisting of two opposed lay-

ers, embracing said tree having central depressions whose opposed

ifaces meet between the members of said saddletree and extend out>

ward to the rear margin of the saddle and whose marginal edges

meet beyond the perimeter of said tree, and the line of stitching

' around said marginal edges and following the line of said central de-

pression.

37,931. SPROCKET-WHEEL AND CHAIN GUARD. LSB StueOES,

ElmhurstDl Filed June 12. 1897. Serial Mo. 640.586. Term of pat-

ent 7 years.

Claim.—The design for a chain and sprocket-wheel guard, sub-

stantially as shown and described.

3 7,93 3. TIRE. Joseph ASKiKs,Ridgc.'<.eld, N.J.
Serial No. 654,469. Term of patent 14 years.

FUad0ct7,189T

Cliiim.—Tht, doaigii for a pneumatic wh««l-tir« tiibsUnliallY
i

shown and described
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EMPLOYMENT COLUMN.
Aniwers rcceiyed ia confidence and forwarded wfthont cbarge.

Rate: ag ^orcln, one time, 50 oenta ; three timen, 5i.oo.
50 -wortlB, one time. 5i.o<:>; four tlmen, 53.00.
75 ^vorda, one time, 51.50 ; four tlnnes, 55.00.

Dlnplayed A.<lvortl«ementi»:
One-half Inch, one time, 5i-oo; four timett, 53-oo.
One Inch, on* tinne, 51.50; four times, 55-00.

SITUATIONS WANTED SITUATIONS WANTKU.

MANAGER.
Wanted— .\ fi. ~ . tncral ortice manaBcr. cashier or bookkeeper in tirst-cUss

bicyile house. H ars of experience, feel well qualiticd to till the position
Address Bayne, c eel.

SUPERINTENDENT.
A well-known, thorouRhly practical superintendent desires situation; can give

best service in bicycle, sewing machine, lirearms, typewriter and similar manufac-
turing: twenty-five years' experience supervising; can prove success and long service

in previous places by those served; never discharged by previous employers and can
give ihcm and other well-known gentlemen for references: am German-American,
age 48. no fossil, strong, healthy and fully abreast of the limes. Address "Discipline,"

care of The Wheel. 13-10-pSALESMEN.
An experienced bicycle salesman who has made three successful trips through

Denmark and Germany, will be open December 1st for an encaeement with some
reliable bicycle manufaciurinK company, for representation abroad; can guarantee to
sell from 2,000 to 3,500 wheels. Address Asher, care of The W heel. t-f

HELP WANTED.

Advertisements In this column free. Letters received and forwarded In con6-
dence.

SALESMAN.
Wanted—Traveling man visiting the bicycle trade wishing a good side line on

commission: our new puncture-proof tire is a quick seller. Straus Tire Co.. 137

Duane St., New York City.

Wanted—By man of twelve years' experience in every branch of retail and
wholesale tragic, position on traveling or oflicc force of eastern concern; Al refer-
ences. Address, ^. W.M.. care The Wheel. tfl.

PHOENI.\ BICYCLE LUGGAGE CARRIER.
Nickel -prings and buckles,

russet leather straps '/i x'Min
.May be adjusted to or removed
from any handle-bar in an in-

stant (see ,5). Excellent hand-
hold when not in use as a car-
rier(seeA). If dealer cannot

.APLO FOR furnish, we will mail postpaid
on receipt of Price, '•J'lc. per pair. If not satislactory,
return at once, and we w ill refund money \Vc want every
rider to see them ; a coat or wrap at this season mav save
your life. H, H. BENJAMIN A (0.. Phoenixville' Pa.

Do You Love Music?'™ SALE, EXCHANGE, WANTS.

<< WHEELMEN'S RESORTS. >>

Sherman House, Babylon, L. I.

Thr Alliiiitio Inn, Cnint City, .S. I

A BACK-.MAKKER.
'Tis not the awkward way he walks;

'Tis not the way he stands;

'Tis not the way he laughs or talks

That marks him in all lands.

And yet we know that he aims to be

A scorcher and a crack—
We're sure of this, because we see

Thr muH^trcnk down his hack.

If SO, secure one of the latest and prettiest

Two-Steps of the day, by mailing Ten Cents

(silver or stamps) to cover mailing and post-

.ige, to the undersigned for a copy of the

BIG FOUR TWO-STEP.
(Mark envelope "Two itep.")

We are giving this music, which is regular

fifty-cent sheet music, at this exceedingly low

rate, for the purpose of advertising, and test-

ing the value of the different papers as adver-

tising mediums.

E. O. McCORMICK,
Passenger Traffic Manager,

••BIG FOUR ROUTE."
CiNCINNATt, O.

Mention this paper when you write.

TO MANUFACTURERS.
A go.id ..iler will not. of itself, usually sell a wheel, but it will exert a favorable inllucnce; and every little helps.

We know of sales that have been actually traced to the simple fact of a " Perfect ' ( )ilcr being in the tool-bag.
Even should a purchaser overlook this detail when buying, he will examine his tool-bag when he gets the wheel

home, and his increased satisfaction will more than warrant the slight extra cost of a good oiler.

A dealer, or rider, may not be able to distinguish between certain wheels, but can tell a high gradeoiler at a glance.
•Htrnws uliow wlilrli way tlip wind IiIowh," and a wlieel with a cheap or Inferior oiler will

!•« apt to lie made fif cheap or InTrrior ninterlul.
The •Perfrrt" Po,kct Oiler has already been adopted by the leading manufacturers as being well worth the

diflerence in price lor rcilly good wheels.

CUSHMAN & DENISON,
174 Ninth Avenue, New York,

oidly inrnlion The Wheel.

PERFECT''^' 'T^*^<5

We are in a position to make a very inifTeslin^' proiio.sitioii h. a i^eii-

tleman who is thoroughly familiar witli the bicycle l)usine.ss in all its

branche.s, including export trade; must he a man of alFairs, of wide exjier-

ience and capable of manapinp a large business; one familiar with French
and Onrman preferred, Addre.ss, L. M. C, care Western Omce The
NVt 1, '.y.'.i MoTiarlnock lilock, Cliic.-iiro.

The Safety ©iler.

: /
' RAIttO n»\ u.

NO PARTS TO LOSE. NO OILY ClOTHrS.

EVERY PART OF WHEEL ACCESSIBLE. ABSOLUTELY NON LEAKABLL
Wh»o siwnt It In olUr la CI^>SBl>. W hf n •pout is drawn out It Is ready for use. Mad* of brass, heavlh

nickeled Hp^lal prlc««oJi.bb«rB aD.I manafaciurers of bicycles, sewing machines and typswrltera New
pncas I r '9I.

THK SAFETY OIUICF^ COMI^ANV,
6* NASSAU STREET. NEW YORK.

TWENTY-FIVE WORDS, 35 CENTS.

Kach additional word two eents. Casli In-
variably in sdvanee.

WANTED—New York representative by Philadelphia
concern to sell patent bicycle lamp on commission.

Must be experienced and furnish references and be ac-

quainted with buyers. Good opportunity for right party.

Box ,548, Philadelphia. if c

TYPEWRITERS
I Just the line for Bicycle I OSG(

Ocalcrs or Canvassers. '

The Btst Made, New,

Catalogs, S10I0J50
Samples, Free. For
the Home, the Office
or the School.
ooc&co.
237 Broadway. N. Y.

I
Dr. Jaeger's

|
X Ttie Standard Underwear of (He World t
4r .Macli' fniin tin liiu-t I'lin- \\(k>I. iiiicliTtlic

Mi(<rvi>ioii 111 I'riif. Iir. (i. .liu'ticr. is alwavK
<if ciiii- stuiKlniil i|iiiilily, iinNltii-iiig ihi- lin-

.-t unci softest iiiidergiiniielilis.

Biware of iiniliilioiis! The
K'liiiiiiiu have

OM. JAI:(il:R'S
PORTRAIT SIA.MPHD

leON THl£M.
Tliisi- iriinni'iil.s can Iv tnaiU-
111 imlcr If lU-sinsl. Kxpliiiia-
torv mill Descriptive Cata-

iiid l>ricc-Iisl sent irvv by mail, onlogue
a|'|'lir:ilioii.

DR. JAKdHR'S
SANITARY \S (K)I.I;N SYSTEM CO.

iMuin Retail Store: i Brunches:

lowest 2.?d St. I66liroadwav

J New York. 24H\V. 1 2.sth St.

NEW
DEPARTURE

BELLS,

BRAKES,

CYCLOMETERS.

John H. Graham & Co.,

1 \:\ ChnmbersSt., New York

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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COWARDS, TOO.

Scotchmen Afflicted with the English Idea of

Fair Competition and Business

Bravery.

Breathing practically the same air that the

Englishmen inhale, it would be odd if the

Scotchmen did not share the characteristics of

their next-door neighbors.

It seems scarcely necessary to say that no

oddity of the kind is to be noted.

The Englishmen in their wild and hysterical

efifort to "protect home industry" inaugur-

ated the pretty plan of crowding American

bicycles out of their exhibitions, and now the

managers of the Glasgow cycle show have de-

cided to do likewise.

The representatives of American houses who
applied for space had their applications re-

turned to them with scant ceremony or ex-

planation, the tenor of the rejections being

expressed in these terms:

"I regret to say that the directors have de-

cided that British-made cycles only can be ex-

hibited. I am therefore obliged to return your

check for £5 5s."

Under the circumstances, the depth of the

Scot's regrets is easily gauged.

RAWHIDE SADDLES.

Manufactured by the Fayetteville Glove Co.,

of Fayetteville, N. Y., and marketed by Black-

stone & Bingham, of Pittsburg, Pa., the La
Tulip Rawhide saddle is one of the newest

comers in the saddle line, and one of the most
original. As its name implies, it is made of

rawhide, possessing the valuable qualities of

that leather, and neither stretching nor sag-

ging. Water and moisture have no effect

upon it, and a saddle, once conformed to the

shape of the rider, thereafter retains its shape

perfectly. The saddles are anatomically con-

structed, of the best material throughout, and

the new spring used yields much relief from

vibration.

EGGERS IS OUT.

A. C. Eggers, its former president, is no

longer connected with the Ideal Rubber Co.,

Brooklyn. In giving notice of the fact his

former partners, Messrs. Simpson and Van
Praag, say that the business of the company
will be carried on as usual under new man-

agement and with increased facilities and

working capital.

HAS FOUR LARGE TEETH.

The first model of the '98 Liberty put in

an appearance at the Liberty Cycle Co.'s

Warren Street store on Monday of this week.

It is a likely-looking mount, despite the

fact that flush joints are not employed.

The big talking point and most important

feature of the wheel is, however, a new
sprocket, which is claimed to reduce friction

to a minimum. In appearance it does not

differ from the ordinary, and its exclusiveness

is not observable at first glance. The
sprocket is large—25 teeth—and every fifth

tooth is larger than the intermediate teeth.

The contention is that all the chain-pull and

friction comes on the four large teeth, the

smaller ones acting merely as guides for the

chain.

The wheel lists at $75. A $50 model will

also be marketed.

IT IS THE CARROLL.

STORY OF THE STRAITS.

Washington, D. C, Dec. 10.—Hon. E.

Spencer Spratt, Consul-General at Singapore,

sends to the State Department a communica-
tion from E. M. Lyon & Co. (the Straits

Cycle Agency), stating that "we imported

from America nine bicycles, which cost us

$1,100, and cycle accessories to the value of

"With reference to the machines, we have to

state that they did not command such a ready

sale as English-made wheels. There seems to

be a certain amount of prejudice among Brit-

ishers here against American wheels. We
find that wooden rims and single-tube tires, as

generally supplied on bicycles from the States,

do not last long, as a rule, in this climate.

These rims split and warp and the tires be-

come porous after about ten months' use. Al-

together the machines do not have such

a substantial appearance as those imported

from England. The models whicli we had

were "Eclipse," "Thomas," "American Trav-

eler" and the "Racycle." We have been ap-

pointed agents for the Columbia bicycle. We
will receive six Columbia bicycles next week.

We intend to make a special effort to push

the sale of these in this market."

SOLD TO VAN CAMP.

Indianapolis, Dec. 10.—^Thc plant of (ho

Central Cycle Co. was sold yesterday by the

receiver to the Van Camp Hardware Co. for

•jfM.lOO. There were three other bidders.

This Is the Form of Chainless that the

Humber "Will Bank on Next

Season.

As was announced last week, Humber &
Co. are about to place a chainless bicycle on

the market.

It was predicted that the nature of the

gear would prove a general surprise when it

was made known, and the surprise is now
ready.

The Humber people will employ the Car-

roll three-spur gear.

They have obtained control of the Carroll

patent and have their wheel well under way.

The gear is the same as was used by the

Philadelphia parties who made the Carroll

bicycle, and was brought into prominence

by the several track victories of J. Frank

Starbuck. He used the gear on the occasion

of his memorable defeat of Michael.

OFF WITH JOBBER ; ON WITH AGENT.

One after another the larger and better

known manufacturers are breaking away from
the jobbers and making announcement that

they themselves will market their product

through agents of their own selection.

The National Sewing Machine Co. is one

of the most recent and most notable concerns

to adopt this policy. They say they will

build a better bicycle for $50 than they ever

built before at any price, and will sell their

output of some 50,000 wheels entirely through
retail dealers. The National people have an

impressively immense factory at Belvidere,

111., have a capital of $1,250,000, and if any
one is able to do better for the agent than

they are, they desire to know it. Although
their plant is in the West, they have an up-to-

date branch at 339 Broadway, this city, and
their new and aggressive policy will, of

course, extend to the Eastern trade.

At this moment the National people are

making- the most of Miller's victory on one
of their Eldrcdge bicycles in the recent six-

day race, and are exploiting the fact in a man-
ner that cannot but draw attention to their

goods.

COLB IN CHARGE.

W. H. Cole has been appointed manager of

Uio new New York branch of Ivor Johnson's

Anns and Cycle Works, at 90 Ciiamhcrs

street. Mr. Cole was for many years with

Tower & Lyon, of this city.
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HOW IT IS DONE.

The Baying and Selling of Bicycles as Accom-
plished by a Department

Store.

'If wc sell bicycles at cut prices, don't imag-
ine that wc are wholly to blame," said the

manager of and buyer for the bicycle and fur-

niture departments of one of New York's

largest department stores. "Part of the re-

sponsibility lies at the bicycle manufacturer's

own door.

"Every department of our store is conducted

by the department manager as a distinct and

separate establishment. We are given a cer-

tain sum, say fjO.OW, with which to make our

purchases, and this money must be turned over

four times each year and a percentage of profit

shown. Our expenses are limited to a speci-

fied figure, and twice each year we must take

account of stock, and the stock on hand at that

time must be reduced to a certain limit. Of
course, on some goods on which there is a

gooti margin of profit we do cut prices to

move them, but let me tell you there is no
iinpurtant article that is sold at less than its

cost.

"The bicycle is an important article. It is

not sold at a loss. If it is advertised at a cut

price, it is because the maker has sold it to us

at a figure which permits it. If a department

does not show a profit, a change of managers
usually results and none of us is seeking that

sort of thing. If a manufacturer sells his

goods to us at a pric« that will enable us to

market them at less than his regular agent's

figures, I do not see that we are in fault.

"There's too much talk about list price

—

there's too much made of it in the bicycle

business, anyway. If they would only realize

it, it would be better for the whole trade, for

the manufacturer and dealer alike, if there

were less of it"

A retired buyer, or rather a buyer for a de-

partment store who now holds a responsible

position in the cycle trade, smiled when this

conversation was repeated to him.

"There's a good deal of truth in it," he re-

marked. "Bargains! Why, I often laugh

when I hear or read of them. 1 know how
they are made. I've hel[>ed make them time and
again. Take dress goods, for instance. Wc
would buy a new cloth at say 75 cents per yard.

'I'lure wouM be nothing like it in town, and
straiKhtw,iy it w<»uld he (lisplaycd in our best

window and our adverti>cmcnts would hurrah

the »lu(T into promincnre at $.'< per yard. Wc
would hold it at that figure for a week or so

or until Mrs. Kxclusivest would purchase
enough for a dress and had had lime enough
to have it made up and had worn it on the

• I or at some public function. Then—
' liown would come the price. Reduced

! d<»wn— to $1 .'i<» would go fj.rth, and
r would the announcement be made

than the women would fall o»er themselves to

buy. Later, 'to close out that stiKk,' an-
other reduction. My to $1, would be made, and
It was seldom that the goods failed to move.
I've seen the thing worked in nearly every
drp.irtmcnl, .iml I daresay men and matters

h.ivc not changed much since my time. The
department »torc people are not fooU. They
are not in l>u<iinc«s for their health's sake.

Thry are selling goods for profit, not pastime,

and they know how to do it, too."

MAY BE THE LOMG-E.VPECTED LAMP.

Great as has been the advance in bicycle

lamp construction during the past three years,

it has remained for a Philadelphia firm to in-

troduce a decided novelty in the shape of a

lamp burning a new illuminant called "Safol,"

which burns with a lava tip, rc(|uiring no at-

tention in the way of regulating the (lame, and

doing away, at one stroke, with all the an-

noyance of the old oil lamps. There is no
grease, no danger, no smell, no smoke, no

gas, and no trouble of any kind. One fillinij

will burn ten hours and a pint can, costing no
more than ordinary high quality oil, will last

the average rider for a season.

This lamp, which is known as the Kitsee

Bicycle Lamp, is the invention of Dr. Kitsee,

the well-known scientist, one of whose inven-

tions is the universally-used telephone switch-

board. His experience and ability is a guar-

antee of the practicability of this latest acces-

sion to the list of bicycle illuminants, and
which promises to easily eclipse all its com-
petitors. It is manufactured and marketed
by the Kitsee Bicycle Lamp Syndicate, 30G

Stock Exchange place, Philadelphia, Pa.

The Kitsee people state their case in this

wise:

This lamp is novel, not only in construction,

but also in appearance and results. A beau-

tiful penetrating white light is produced by
the consumption of Safol (safe oil). This

lamp has the following advantages over all

other bicycle lamps in use: It is non-smok-
able; it has no wick; it cannot soil the hands

or clothing; it has no disagreeable odor; its

light is more penetrating than that of any
otlier oil flame; it is non-cxplosivc; it will

not sweat or jar out; the reservoir will hold

enough Safol to give a 10-hour light. Safol

is put up in pint cans ready for use; one can

is included with each lamp, sulVicient to last

the average rider a season. The Kitsee bi-

cycle lamp has a one-screw bracket which can
be attached to either the head or fork, and is

instantly changed without using a wrench.

Our light is smokeless and thus permits a

lamp open to the roof. The crown is bril-

liantly illuminated and jeweled and forms ef-

fective rear and side signals. The sides of

the lamp are ornamented by a series of mi-
nute perforations, emitting a fine display of

light. These features arc patented.

TOLD IN TOLEDO.

THEY WILL COME HERE NOW.

The French professors, who heretofore have
been too prosperous to listen to any ofTers to

go abroad, begin to show evidences of mi-

grating. The reason is obvious—mercurial

France is tiring of the over-worked cycle rac-

ing game.

Signs arc more than numerous that cycle

racing in France is losing popularity in and
arf>und Paris, and a number of velodrotncs

are sufTering from financial depression. From
the Straits of Dover to the Riviera the same
melancholy story comes of lost prosperity and
present decline. At Nice a professional com-
plains that after winning a race his share of

gate money amounted to a paltry $3. Nearly

all the owners of velodromes are anxious to

sell.

MATTER OF UAGB.

The difTcrcncc in the trade between an

arli.st and an artisan is sometimes about $-1

a day.

Trade Topics Talked of in What Has
Been Called the American

Coventry.

Toledo, Ohio, Dec. 14.—The retail dealers

and repair men of this city have effected a

strong organization for mutual protection.

Nearly every firm in the city was represented

at a meeting held in the Spitzcr block last

Friday evening, at which the Toledo Bicycle

Dealers' and Repairmen's .Association was

born. Phillip Uhl, of Uhl Bros., was chosen

president, and Doria Tracy, 2d, secretary and

treasurer. The main objects of the associa-

tion are to regulate rentals and arrange and

maintain a fixed schedule for repair charges.

Special committees have been named as fol-

lows: By-Laws, Doria Tracy, "Jd; W. N.

Boyle and J. E. Swcatman; Schedule, Phillip

Uhl, R. B. Pate, W. G. Alexander. J. C. Rus-

sell and W. E. McKecknie; Membership,

Phillip Uhl and E. W. Ott.

The newly-organized Fredick Adjustable

Handle-bar Co. has moved into commodious
quarters, and by January 1st will have a com-

plete line of new handle-bars on the market,

listing at $1. The range of adjustment is so

great that almost any conceivable shape may
be secured.

A. S. Miller was the retail manager at this

point for the Lozier Mfg. Co. two years ago.

While in the comp.iny's employ he met with a

painful accident by the elevator falling. He
was laid up for months, and will be crippled

for life. He began suit for personal damages

in the sum of $30,000, and the suit came to

trial last week. After hearing the evidence.

Judge Pratt took the issue from the jury and

rendered a verdict in favor of the defendant.

There is some talk that an attempt will be

made to carry it to a higher court on error.

The Perry Saddle Co. is considering a

scheme for reorganization on a larger scale.

The business has grown beyond the capacity

of the plant, and orders arc in this early in

the season to such an amount that it will be

difl'icult to fill them promptly. It is probable

the plant will be greatly increased in capacity

and the company reorganized on a broader

basis.

The Nelson-Hubbell Cycle Supply Co. an-

nounce a new thing in bicycle lock. It is

nothing else than a pair of neat nickel-plated

trouser-guards, one of which is the lock,

while the other se^^'cs as a key. The lock and

key retail at 25 cents.

I'resident George H. Fisher, of the Gend-
ron Wheel Co., remarks upon the fact that

orders for bicycles for the season of ''.'8 are

coming in much earlier than for any previous

season. He is not especially impressed with

statements that the chainless wheel will, in

any great measure, displ.icc the regulation

chain wheel. He says: "1 do not anticipate

that the great army of buyers is going to show
a wild desire to buy a chainless wheel at $125.

when the best chain wheels in the land can be

purchased at a |)rice approximating $05."

The Maumee Cycle Co. has just started its

men on the road with a complete line of Vo-
lant wheels, of which hut two models will be

made for 'f>8, each listing at $50.

O. P. Bcrnhart, the former racing man, is

out for the winter with a line of Yale models,

but will resume his retail business in Toledo
in early spring.
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DEGRADED RACING.

THE six-day contest which was concluded

in New York on Saturday evening last,

was notable for the howl and hullabaloo it

raised. From all sides, both from the public

and in the press—came the cry of the in-

humanity and the beastliness of the contest.

As this was the sixth or seventh "grind" of

the kind that has been held in New York, it

seems surprising that the public and press

should be so tender-hearted toward it, whereas

the previous races had excited no very great

sentiment of opposition.

Was it because the press agency work

was not diplomatically divided? Or be-

cause the race attracted to it a "new

element" which was absent from previous

contests—^the element of the toughish part of

New York's population? Or was it because

the race was too successful financially; or be-

cause smoking was allowed; or because the

cafe was busy all night; or because the man-

agers are notable in prize-fighting circles?

Whatever the cause, the fact exists that the

public, the press and the authorities were

highly exercised over the exhibition in ques-

tion. The real fact appears to be that this

latest contest was more brutal than any prev-

ious race, because of the evolution in this

kind of competition. In previous races, the

grind was not so continuous, and the number

of miles necessary for a prize or for victory

was not so great. Experience in recent races,

improvement in wheels, better training and

better care, have made the six-day race a battle

royal. The difference between the present

and the previous contests may be represented

by the immeasurable distance between a

schoolboy fight and the meeting between two

modern men-of-war. The stress and wear

nowadays is much greater, the damage im-

measurable.

Conducted as they arc at present, these races

have lost all element of sport, and arc now un-

(|uestionably lirutal. It has become, not .i

fight against the watch, or against the track,

but a ceaseless struggle against sleep and

against all the functions natural to the body.

There is, in a certain degree, in the hearts of

these contestants, after they have ridden three

or four days, a spirit kindred to that which ob-

tains in the breast of a criminal.

They lose all sense of decency both as to

themselves and as to others. They are out to

win at any price. Their conduct sinks to the

lowest scale, and they themselves are little

better than the untutored chimpanzee. All

the delicate and finer instincts which may ob-

tain with them in their normal condition are

absolutely sacrificed. Their moral and phy-

sical nature is blunted, and they are, in fact,

for the time being, inhuman.

A glance at the faces of the men, and a

knowledge of how they are handled during the

week, is sufficient evidence that a contest of

this kind is nothing but brutal and debasing.

Their struggle is much severer than that of a

prize-iighter, because his contest is short and

to the point, and he does not suffer the mental

struggle which comes from loss of sleep, and

which is equaled only by the horrible agony

caused by unquenchable thirst.

Signs are not lacking that this is the lasr

six-day contest of the kind we shall have in

New York. The managers themselves say

tlaat they are through with it; but the matter

will not be left in their hands. The proper

authorities will have an opportunity to place

on the books legislation which will prevent

future exhibitions of this kind. As to the

crowd which attended, and as to the profits

of the managers, and as to the amusement of

the public,—those are other questions. The

managers are not to blame, because their en-

terprise is legitimate as they find a public

willing to support them. The real respon-

sibility rests with those who are responsible

for public health and public morals.

WHEN IT TALKS.

\ \ HTH a million of cycle riders and with

* ' millions of dollars of capital invested in

cycle making and in collateral industries, the

legislation that will be demanded by wheelmen

at the coming session of the various

legislatures cannot be dismissed as the

idle vagaries of men afflicted with an

incurable craze. The wheelmen in nearly

every State now represent the potentiality of

solid and effective organization.

The bucolic lawmaker who has not yet aban-

doned himself to the beguilements of cycling

will have to be subjected to an educating pro-

cess, tactfully and skillfully planned, in order

to persuade him to overcome his constilulional

prejudices against supporting measures that

;.io apparently framed in the interests of wli;il

still appears to iiiin to be only :m urlian pas-

time.

This educational process cannot he projected

without organization. That wlioelnu-n are

susceptible of a confederation that is practic-

ally without limit in its effectiveness, political-

ly and educationally, has been so completely

demonstrated in recent campaigns that even

the hayseed legislator should be aware of it

and act accordingly.

But whether it clamors for the baggage

rights of a Saratoga trunk or the rights of a

four-wheeled omnibus the people are with the

bicycle. It has caught the public fancy. It

will be useless for the lawmakers to oppose its

demands.

INSTALMENT SALES.

T F ever caution is needed in the retail bi-

^ cycle business it will be next year. Par-

ticularly will this be true with instalment sale

credits. With the lowered list price comes a

relative reduction in the net profit to the

agent, and this narrowed margin forbids the

assumption of the credit risks hazarded in the

past, when machines brought one hundred and

one hundred and twenty-five dollars; risks

which, even at those prices, were far too great.

A payment of $15 cash upon a $100 bicycle,

with a balance payable in monthly sums of

five or ten dollars, has been so entirely dis-

proportionate to the risk that the only won-

der is that so lax a system could have been

successfully maintained for so long a time.

Nor did the nominal additional charge of $5

for instalments (a custom long since honored

in the breach rather than the observance) suf-

fice to offset the extra risk involved.

The large number of agents who have been

forced into failure through heavy losses on in-

stalments is best known by those of the manu-

facturers who have been unfortunate enough

to find almost the entire assets of these fail-

ures represented by uncollectable instalment

accounts.

The time has come for a change. The

average bicycle agent is not, unfortunately

enough, in many cases, a man of business

training. His intentions are good, but he

lacks experience. He means well, but his

methods are crude. Usually being personally

acquainted with his customer, he is careless

about insisting that the latter's payments be

promptly maintained, and before he knows it

the arrearages are so great that it has become

necessary, as an act of self-protection, to take

back a sccond-hantl and damaged wheel at a

time of the year when it is impossible to real-

ize upon it anytliin!4 like the value needeil to

yield the needful margin of profit.

Ninety-eight's lowered prices will emphas

i/.e this still more forcibly. It rei|uircs no

great divination to foresee a lot of surprised

dealers at the close of the coming se.ison

if they permit llu-inselves to lignre that a first

paynu'iit of .'i^iri on a $")() bicycle is as good as

a first payniont of $IW on a $100 machine.

Yet a thorough realization of tiie importance

of the subject can easily be impressed upon

them. The instalment buying public is ac-
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customed to the $30 first payment. There-

fore let it be continued, both on the >50 and the

$75 bicycles, thus greatly reducing the in-

debtedness and increasing the agent's .ibility

to more promptly discharge his obligation to

the maker. Do not lower the instalment pay-

ments. An advisory letter from each manu-

facturer to his agents, proffering suggestions

and methixU for the proper conduct of his

business, in order to meet the changed con-

ditions with which he will be confronted,

would undoubtedly prove of value.

To demand as large or a larger first pay-

ment; to e.xact responsible security or in-

dorsement; to scrutinize carefully all

risks, and finally to insist upon

prompt settlements, in accordance with

the terms of agreement—arc points upon

which sermons can be preached whose im-

portance to the retail dealer it would be difTi-

cult to exaggerate.

It is a matter upon which the National

Board of Trade could well take action, but

whether it does or not, as a body, its individ-

ual members—as well as those makers out-

side its ranks—wouKl find themselves well re-

paid for the slight amount of time and trouble

required to advise the agent, by the safer busi-

ness which wouhl result to the latter, and

thereby the lessened risks to themselves.

MEX AND MEASURES.

IT
may be too much to ask the League of

American Wheelmen not to sanction any

race of a greater duration than twenty-four

hours, but in the interest of the organization's

pretensions at hall-marking "records" under

its sanction, it may not be asking too much, in

view of the lesson just learned, that some more

excellent an authority for track measurement

be found than a carpenter, a competitor and

an employee of a speculative race-promoting

management.

Baseball managers would not take a sod-

cutter's afTidavit that the lines and measure-

ments of the diamond he was paid a dollar

per day to lay out was correct. Prize fight-

ing gents would not risk the reputation of their

•tan and themselves by accepting a board

s.iv Tulavit that his handicraft had re-

»iii lyina twcnty-four-fnot ring. Cer-

tainly not: in any and all such cases a rccog-

ni/
"

rity would be called in an«l an of-

fi>

;

ircntcnt made.

Why, then, should the I.,caguc of American

Wheelmen ' •
- y^y^^ should

it give its . to a track

the dimensions of which no man knows? Why
should it allow a r.i- f .i

competitor, to be thr mr

the alleged dimensions of a track? Would it

be too mnrh for thr T f Amrriran

Wheelmen to catch up v. ill and prize

fighting, and demand that the scenes of its

sanctioned contests are properly authenticated

by the sworn affidavits of reputable and com-

petent civil engineers?

AMERICAS KINGS!

"T" HIS is a great country—the greatest re-

* public on the face of the globe. It is

the sweet land of liberty; the home of the

brave; the refuge of the oppressed—Chinese

excepted, and we are mighty glad of it.

The mere mention of crowns and thrones

suggests tyrants and despots. Unconsciously

and unasked, we pity those nations over

which crowns and thrones and sceptres rule.

We cannot understand why a people will per-

mit such things to exist. We are prone to

imagine that were wc in their boots we would

tear the cursed things apart, trample them

under foot and set up a president of our own.

Kings! Emperors! Czars! Ugh!

The idea of the reins of government being

retained in one family interminably! The idea

of it being necessary to be born lucky to at-

tain the topmost height! It's repulsive! It's

outrageous! Kings! We hate them. We
abhor them.

But, come to tliinkof it—no, we don't, cither.

Kings! Why, it is the most expressive term

in the English language. This is a republic,

but we fairly dote on kings. "President" is

miles too tame.

Kings! We have a dozen or two of them

in every town. The cycling world is jammed

full of them. Wc make them every day with

a curl of the pen, and dethrone them as easily

the next. That's the beauty oi our American

kings. Just gaze on this roll of imperishable

titles—each one the real thing, the genuine

blown-in-the-bottlc article and each carded,

stamped and sealed by printing-presses and

printers' ink:

Indoor king.

Short-distance king.

Middle-distance king,

Long-distance king,

Six-day king.

Paced king.

Unpaced king,

Handicap king,

Match-race king,

Record king.

Ain't that a warm bunch? as the more ex-

pressive Chicagoans would say.

What royalty-ruled spot on the map can

|)roduce such an exhibit? Kings! Pshaw!

There arc ff)ur of tlum in every legitimate

poker deck. But they are as two-spots when

roniparcd with the American jacks, who hail

as a king every other young man who is able

to ride a bicycle. Kings! Give us a rest!

Give us something new.

When races arc held at Madison Square

Garden, no one should be permitted within the

inner ring except the contestants. The races

recently held in the Garden arc in distinct con-

trast with those held under previous manage-

ments. In the old days, no one was per-

mitted within the inner ring, no smoking was

allowed, the atmosphere was pure, and the

contest could be seen from start to finish. In

brief, the atmosphere of the present contest is

too much on the "go-as-you-please" order. It

is very easy to make this change, and, in

future, the Garden people should insist on

having bicycle races conducted on a high-

class scale.

Chairman Mott is deeply interested in six-

day races, and feels keenly the odium which

li.is been thrown on his particular pets and

chums, the managers of the recent affair in

Madison Square Garden. That he means to

investigate matters and apply the usual white-

wash is apparent from his response to a letter

sent him by a L. A. W. member of this

city, in which was enclosed an editorial on

the subject, which appeared in the Tribune,

one of New York's most decent dailies. The

reply was courteous and encouraging. It

said: "Haven't time to read the editorial, but

expect it is right."

While admitting that a cycle show is some-

thing of a nuisance, an English paper thinks

it has "one important point": It affords "an

opportunity for people to meet and have a

business chat wlio have probably not met each

other since the previous show." As the cost

of a cycle show aggregates something like half

a million dollars, such "business chats" are

too cxi>cnsive to commend themselves to the

average tradesmen.

Right here in New York they are agitating

the subject of Sunday baseball. The knowledge

should fill the California secessionists with

joy and hope; that is. if the fact that the Rev.

Dr. Parkhurst and other divines and church-

folk are fighting the movement does not

carry overi>(>wering gloom and sadness with it.

The department stores' advertisements in

the lay press are suggesting bicycles as

Christmas gifts. The advertisements of the

bicycle makers and dealers are mere an-

nouncements and suggest little or nothing.

The moral is plain.

A six-day bicycle race cannot offer its pleas-

ures to every one. but people who want to

know just how it feels can find out by keep-

ing awake for a week and hiring an able-

bodied carpet-beater to continuously during

that time beat theni with a club.

There are plenty of wheels in Washington.

Some of them arc in the heads of the states-

men and others are on the avenues. The

latter variety arc far the more beneficial to the

country as well as to their possessors.

Even if yoti think that what is to be will

be, there is no harm in trying to make it

what it ought to be.
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SIX DAYS' SCANDAL.

A Short Track Climaxes the Most Reviled Cy-
cling Contest Ever Run on an American

Track-Miller Wins.

Poor old "Ash"!

He really didn't mean to do it, doncher
know. But he did it and there was the devil

to pay.

"Ash," you must understand, is a pet name
for Chas. W. Ashinger, carpenter, track-

builder and six-day racer. In the first-named

capacities he constructed the nine-lap track in

Madison Square Garden which was the scene
of the never-to-be-forgotten six-day, or, more
properly, 142-hour "race," which terminated
at 10 o'clock last Saturday night. Not as an
evidence of good faith, but simply to add to

his pin-money. Ash also started in the race,

lie "died" early. Perhaps he wishes that

mortification had set in before Thursday
morning.

Had this happened, he would not now be
wearing a crown of dross upon his brow
and be carrying a cross of managerial blame
upon his back.

Until Thursday, Ashinger knew no trouble

save the aches of stiffened and swollen limbs
and strained and bloodshot eyes, and this was
alleviated by the compliments bestowed on
him for the fast and splendid track which he

had constructed. The leaders in the race were
upsetting the records of the former "indoor
kings" at every revolution of their pedals.

Nearly 200 of the poor, innocent records had
fallen without further splash than the news-
paper mention, when, presto! out came a

sensational newspaper with a charge, sup-

ported by the signed statements of two sur-

veyors, that the track was 255 feet short of a

mile. It dazed the dead-game sports for a

moment, but once they recovered their wits,

they rushed Ashinger before a notary public,

before whom he swore that the track was full

measure. They claimed Ashinger should

know, and when the accusing paper's chief

competitor had one of the six-day racers

measure the track by counting the number of

revolution of his pedals, and this was found

to substantiate Ashinger's affidavit, the pro-

moters and managers felt safe. But the

charge would not down. It awoke the town,

but did not diminish the attendance, and "rec-

ords" continued to fall. On Sunday the pro-

moters themselves had the course surveyed

and, crestfallen, were forced to acknowledge

that it was short even more than had been

charged; in all 2T7.26 feet. They promptly

threw the blame on Ashinger, but no amount
of throwing will clear their trousers, no mat-

ter how high they may be turned up. They
are old birds, and were grossly and culpably

negligent, and no amount of dodging will re-

lieve them. Ashinger is proving too willing a

scapegoat. He says he was tired and sleepj'

and must have used the wrong tape, but as

the planning and laying of a track requires a

number and variety of measurements—and not

carpenter's measurements, either—the ex-

planation is too thin and has a hollow sound.

But what's the difference? The money has

been made; Ashinger is assuming the blame,

and with the managers in the good graces of

the Racing Board, no harm or punishment
can come to them. They are sorry—of

course, they are—awfully sorry.

You must understand that this "race" was
a most remarkable affair in more than a

short track way. It was promoted by
gentlemen who bask in the sunshine of the

Racing Board's smiles and sanctions, and
whose love is divided between the chairman
of that august committee and the metropoli-

tan newspaper reporters. They love them for

the dollars they have helped them make.

But something seemed to cut this love
in two before the "race" was forty-eight

hours old. Perhaps it was because the "old

reliables" were not assigned to report the

affair. But, at any rate, within the forty-eight

hours, the "race" was placed in the journalis-

tic bake-oven and the heat turned on. On
Wednesday, the special thermometer regis-

ered 421 degrees; on Thursday, 663; on Fri-

day, 777; and on Saturday, the heat was so in-

tense that, after registering 993 degrees, the

mercury dissolved and disappeared.

On Sunday, the baking was completed, and
when it was displayed, never since type and
printing-pressing began has there been be-

held a more thoroughly finished "roast." It

was done brown, a deep, rich, mud-colored
brown, to which some of the papers added
much chromatic yellow dressing. The edi-

tors—not the cycling reporters, but the high
and mighty chaps—then carved it. They cut

it up in shreds. They ripped it to microscopic
bits. They lambasted and pilloried and re-

viled and crucified anyone and every one con-

nected with the affair.

Don't expect the cycling journals to repeat

what they said. It would burn their refined

pages. It would fill several volumes.

The promoters are "dead-game sports," to

use police phraseology.. They have braced

all sorts of games, tiger-hunts, prize-fights,

horse-races and baseball and vaudeville shows.

They have run the whole gauntlet, but in their

chess and checkered careers, it is doubtful if

tlieir efforts to elevate and electrify the world

of sports and entertain the public and supply

"copy" for the press has ever met with such

ungrateful treatment from the very news-

papers that, at the expense of the "race," for

seven successive days supplied sensational and

highly-spiced stories which completely over-

shadowed every murder and divorce on the

calendar. No favorite of the L. A. W. Rac-

ing Board was ever accorded such ingrati-

tude. Of course, the managers promptly an-

nounced that they would be good boys and

would never, never do it again—there will be

legal reasons why they will not—but, for all of

that, the four partners who compose the

American Cycle Racing Association—not in-

cluding the silent partner, the Madison

Square Garden Co.—must have spent a not

wholly peaceful half-hour at their Sunday

morning devotions. Their ears must have

tingled despite the solace derived from the di-

visible profit of possibly $20,000 to .$25,000.

But the damning had no effect on the at-

tendance. The hotter the journalistic oven,

the greater became the crowd. When the re-

ports of swelling limbs and staring eyes were

published the public began to grow inter-

ested; when the eyes began to pop out of the

riders' heads, people began to flock to the

Garden; when the men became so tired that

they were smashing into each other, the

box-office was blocked, and when they began

to grow crazy and see things Barnum never

saw, and say things Ananias never said, thoy

packed the place to the very roof and almost

fought for admission, despite an increase of

admission fee. It was amazing, was inexplic-

able. Ten to fifteen thousand men and wo-
men sat for hours each afternoon and night as

if spellbound or hypnotized by the sight of a

score of half-dead human beings pedaling

painfully and monotonously around and
around the track.

From the box-office standpoint, it was a

veritable bonanza. From any other point of

view, it is to be hoped the world will never

see its like again.

Charles W. Miller, the Chicago motorman,
won with a short-track record of 2,093 4-9

miles, and a corrected score of 1,983 miles 885

yards.

He got in front during the 41st hour and
was never headed. He rode like an auto-

maton. He paid little or no attention to the

other contestants nor to the crowd, and was
easily the best plodder on the track. Hale
was the fresher man; in fact, the only pre-

sentable one. Did the others look half as

well, the general condemnation of the affair

which resulted would not have been possi-

ble. But Hale was guaranteed a snug sum
before he left his home in England, and
seemed content. He had more than twenty
hours' rest during the week and kept himself

clean and tidy.

Rice and Schinneer were groggy on Friday
and during Saturday forenoon and came into

violent collision, after which they were taken
off the track. Miller was so far ahead at

that time that he could not possibly lose the

lead. He practically retired early Saturday

evening. Rice and Schinneer declared a truce

and likewise did little riding.

It was reported that the three "struck" for

more pay before they would show them-
selves at the finish, but this the management
denied. But then they denied everything.

The three men, however, came out and rode a

few miles, and the immense crowd was ap-

peased and hurrahed itself into a frenzy.

Anna Held, the actress, presented Miller with

some flowers and made a speech and the lead-

ers all shook hands with each other; the

band played a joyful dirge and the thing

passed into history.

Of the thirty-si.x men who started but six-

teen survived, this being the total score (.Ash-

inger measurement) for the 142 hours:

Miles. Laps. Miles. Laps.

Miller 2,093 4 |*Rivierre .1,746 7

Rice 2,026 5 |Elkes ....1,660 7

Schinneer.. 2,000 7 |Kinz 1,616 8

Hale 1,920 2 IJulius .... 1,503 5

Waller 1,883 1
|
Moore .. .1.495 4

Pierce 1,828 0|Beacom ..1,350 8

Golden 1,778 IJohnson. 1,279 4

Gannon ....1,760 6 | Gray 1,229

tntermann .1,753 7
|

*Out.

The revised figures brought Miller's score

down to 1.983 miles, 885 yards: Rice's to

1,920 miles, 223 yards; Schinneer's to 1,895

miles, 1,237 yards; Hale's to 1,819 miles, l>ti5

yards. The previous six-day record was
Hale's 1,920 J miles.

Alter the "race" cuie of the sensational pa-

pers took charge of Miller and spirited him
to the Waldorf, one of the city's swellest

hotels, where guard was mounted and all

other newspaper men warned off. Tiie paiuT

expected to have exclusive statements and

opinions from Miller. But of course a little
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thing like that did not prevent its most active

competitor from having an "interview" with

him several columns in length. On Monday
Miller began a week's engagement at a con-

tinuous performance theatre. He is display-

ing himself on a home-trainer and is booked

for several other similar engagements.

The most sensational occurrences of the

week were Stcphane's collapse and retirement

after showing in front, Moore's awful col-

lision with a post which rendered aim uncon-

scious and gave him a bad wound over the

eye, and Rivierre's being hauled off the track

by the police on Friday. The Frenchman had

commenced to pick up and had worked into

third place when he became groggy, and after

falling repeatedly, he injured his leg and was

then ordered off. Another sensational de-

velopment, which did not appear in print,

but which would have made interesting read-

ing, was the "conferences" between Messrs.

Heustis, representing the Kangaroo tire; Le-

land, representing the League tire, and

Batchelder, representing the race promoters.

Rice, who finished second, had signed con-

tracts to ride both tires, and the contretemps

that ensued resulted in a series of most ani-

mated interviews, threats and talks of legal

injunctions. It is understood that Chairman

Mott, of the Racing Board, was invoked and

settled the dispute by ordering Rice to ride

the League tires. They were fitted to a

wheel of his own making. Miller rode an

Eldridge bicycle geared to 9G inches and fitted

with Kangaroo tires and a Brown saddle

without padding of any kind.

SUMMARIES.
The summary of the six days (Ashinger

measure) is as follows: Six hours, 134 miles

(Miller); 12 hours, 253 (Waller); 18 hours, 373

(Waller); 24 hours, 483 (Waller); 30 hours, 563

(Waller); 36 hours, 670 (Stephanc); 42 hours,

754: 48 hours. 860; 54 hours, !M!t; 60 hours,

1.047; 66 hours, 1.131; 72 hours, 1.216; 78 hours,

],303;84 hours, 1,393; 90 hours. 1,478; 96 hours,

1,572; 102 hours, 1,640; 108 hours, 1,735; 114

hours, 1,815; 120 hours, 1,882^ 126 hours, 1,960;

132 hours, 2,o3!t; 138 hours, 2,(i88; 142 hours,

2,093. Except where noted, Miller was in the

lead. According to the revised and surveyors'

measurement, the track was short, roughly, one

mile in every nineteen miles.

ELLIOTT MEN IN FULL CONTROL.

At the annual tnceting ul the Massachusetts

Division, L. A. W., last week, the Elliott

forces had everything their own way. The
defeated Dorntcc "occurred," however, one
delegate charging that he had written him for

his proxy to use in pushing a free-baggage bill

and later amended it by saying that he desired

It to help elect a Potter delegation to the Na-
tional Assembly. His ticket, when presented,

was snowed under, including a woman dele-

gate who was nominated.

The finan- ' r to December 1, 1897,

showed a 1 1 at the last meeting.
J^' •

' since then.
* 1 expense,

! s were
ni I iviirrr,

l,OtK>, or .>•", .moriluiK 1.. ,-d

all or a portion of lii'< (v-- in
attending to his dn' >i\n

(or rxprn»cs of tho .)a|

a- '

'

Ip

DOi'n ,
^F-"' .l^ -..11.11 _> ii >i 111! •mil 1 1 111 ,111 1100

ai a testimonal to ex-Chief Consul Tippctl.

ALL IS NOT PEACEFUL INJEkSEY.

.All is not as sweet and peaceful as a lullaby

in the New Jersey Division, L. A. W.
C. Frank Kireker, the ambitious 100-pound

lawyer, who is Chief Consul of the Division,

has busied himself during the year in build-

ing up a personal machine, and in ignoring

and crowding out those who refused to come

into line or who were not to his liking. His

methods have so disgusted many of those

who kept the Division alive and in working

order long before Kircker's ambitions began

to wriggle, that they have thrown up their

hands and quit.

Fred. Keer. one of the oldest, most popu-

lar and unselfish workers in the State, is one

of these. Although ranking next to Kireker

in an ofticial capacity, he was studiously ig-

nored. He gave expression to his views at

the annual meeting of the Board of Officers

last week. He wrote:

"It was my desire to inaugurate a new era,

and I would have formulated a plan of action

which would have kept me busy, and no doubt

would have shown good results, and had for

its object the closer relationship of league

members with its Division officers and league

affairs in general. But an undercurrent in

our league affairs indicated plainly to me that

I did not stand in favor with the powers that

he, so, after mature deliberation. I decided

to pursue the course of former Vice-Consuls

and remain inactive, not from any desire, but

due to existing conditions.

"I trust the Division will take steps to

change this state of affairs, as I believe it

better to have no Vice-Consul than one that

can only act when invited to do so by the

Chief Consul."

Dr. A. J. Wright, of Montclair, another

zealous worker, was also crowded to the wall

by the Kireker crowd. But he made himself

heard through a petition bearing 172 signa-

tures, .which said:

"As the Chairman of the Committee on
Rules and Regulations of the New Jersey Di-

vision did not think that the work intrusted

to his committee was of enough importance

to make any report at the annual meeting of

the Division, and as the printed copies of our

constitution and by-laws were issued in 1892

and numerous changes and amendments have

been adopted since that date, and the Secre-

tary-Treasurer informs members that 'they

are out of print,' we, the undersigned mem-
bers of the New Jersey Division, would peti-

tion the Chief Consul that a revised edition of

the constitution and by-laws of the New Jer-

sey Division be issued, and that the following

matters be looked into, and if approved of,

that suitable amendments or additions be of-

fered for the action of the Division.

Then followed suggestions for independent

nominations, for copyrighted signs for

League hotels and repair shops, for a Di-

vision handbook and for the organization of

Division clubs.

The Treasurer's report showed $695.81 cash

on hand. The receipts had been $8,733.55 and

the disbursements $8.(i37.33.

The Secretary-Treasurer's salary was raised

from $500 to $750 per year, and $100 voted to

Herbert W. Knight as a legal retainer.

Seventeen delegates to the National As-

sembly were elected, only six of whom will,

however, attend the Assembly. They will

carry the proxies of their colleagues. The
Division treasury is too poor to justify greater

expense.

HAS TWO TABLES AND JIGS.

The Keller Machinery Co., Erie, Pa., has structed as to cover both tables. This saves

brought out another device calculated to fur- the cost of one drill, takes up less floor space

ther economy in factory equipment and cycle than two ordinary machines, and allows one

construction—the double machine shown in

ihr .Trrnmpanying illustration. It is designed

particularly for large manufacture. The ma-
chine haa two tables and jigs, the drill so con-

operator to as.scmble and adjust one frame,

while the other drills and pins another. With

it work can be carried on on two styles and

sizes of frames.
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,PALMER TIRESa
gf MARK THE HIGH CRAPE WHEEL ^j

The Palmer Jiffy«^^
The regular and exclusive repair tool to be given with

each pair of 1898 Palmer Tires*

The Palmer Jiffy Repair Tool is a practical, sim-

ple, economical, and effective repair tool. A collapsible

tube of solution is inserted in the barrel-shaped tool,

and the solution is forced therefrom into the tire through

a conical, wire-tipped nozzle, which insures an even

spreading of the solution immediately over the puncture.

The Palmer Jiffy will be sent free with each pair

of 1898 Palmer Tires. It will be our regular and exclu-

sive repair tool.

Several valuable improvements have been made in

the 1898 Palmer Jiffy, notably—

A larger nozzle orifice, permitting the insertion there-

in of pins or toothpicks for removing dry solution.

An improved connection between nozzle and col-

lapsible tube, preventing the solution from unnecessarily

drying out.

A stronger screw-plunger and more durable plunger-

button, enabling the rider to eject the solution with

greater freedom and ease ; and

An improved solution, put up in air-tight tubes.

(actual size.) ffj.li

THE PALMER PNEUMATIC TIRE CO.
CHICAGO

NEW YORK OFFICES : 86 -6S READEST.
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ONCE MORE

The Theoretical Expert Telia What It Actually

Is That Makes Pneumatics

Speedy.

In my former coinnninication I promised to

give you my idea of why a pneumatic was fast.

To make the reason as non-technical as pos-

sible will be my first endeavor, and to prevent

this laying me open to future criticism, I de-

sire to state before proceeding that the

theories propounded by me will be based on

the accepted laws of theoretical mechanics.

The efficiency of a wheel varies according

to the substance of the tire in three respects

—

in rolling over a smooth surface, in passing

over an obstacle, and in grip of the surface

upon which it rolls. I intend to deal with

these three aspects in turn, devoting myself

especially to the first.

When a wheel tired with rubber—or any

other elastic solid—rolls upon a smooth sur-

face, the substance of the tire is in a continual

state of change—reference to the diagram be-

low e.xplains what I mean by this.

If the wheel is moving in the direction of the

arrow, any (i.xed point on the tire is first in its

natural state; then, on reaching a point D
(in advance of the vertical through the cen-

tre) it begins to be in a state of compression;

this coinpressif)n intensifies till the point C is

reached, and then diminishes up to a point E
(corresponding to D); after this, the portion

of the tire resumes its natural state till the

pt>int D is again reached. This scries of

clianges occurs in every portion of the tire

during every revolution of the wheel.

Now, since rubber is not perfectly clastic,

the wf>rk expended in the compression of any

portion is not returned to the full in the ex-

pansion of that portion—in plainer English,

if you kick a lump of rubber it will not kick

you back again quite so hard—so that there

is a loss every time any portion goes through

ciimpression and expansion. The total loss in

the whole tire will be (piite considerable, and a

mca.surablc amoimt of work has to be done

by the rider to cover it.

This loss, however, is not a necessary at-

tribute of all tires. It may be obviated in two

ways:

1. By having an absolutely incompressible

tire (c. g., iron). In this case the points U
and !•" in the figure both coincide with C.

2. By having a compressible tire which is in

a continuous stale of compression througlK)Ut

— i. c, one in which the points D and E go all

the way round the tire before meeting and co-

inciding at C.

This is really the case with the pneumatic

lire, as I will endeavor to show.

For a confined ga^ under the influence of a

constant pressure upon the surface of its con-

fining substance remains in a constant state of

compression. A moment's thought will show
that this is the state of air in a pneu-

matic tire when rolling over a perfect-

ly smooth Mirtacc, so that there is no
rontin»i:il interchange of compression and

:i .i<i in a rubber fire, and no
• Mt lots. Any lo^s which arttially dors

occur IS due to the unfortunate practical neces-

sity (or a skin or cover for the air; hut it is

certainly (ar less than in any rubber tire, and

can be largely obviated by a correctly-de-

signed fabric. It is to this extent that the

saying, "the fabric is the tir^" is true: of

course, as a matter of fact, "the air in the

tire."

As to passing over an obstacle, I have noth-

ing fresh to say. The difTercnce between tires

in this respect lies in their resilience; i. c., the

tire which when struck by an obstacle kicks

back quickest and hardest is the most ciTicieni.

.\ir confined at high-pressure is unquestion

ably more resilient than rubber, and rubber

more so than iron.

The third point I mentioned was the grip

of the ground, in respect of whicli the order of

efticieiicy is also generally air, rubber, iron;

although the order of the first two may vary

according to the amount of air pressure or ilic

>-izc of the plain rubber tire.

WHAT IT DOES.

From the above considerations it is evident

that a pneumatic tire at its best can always be

made so as to be considerably faster than any

rubber tire: it can only be rivaled by such an

incompressible tire as iron, ;ind c^cn -then

only in one respect, when on a running—not

driving— wheel on a perfectly smooth surf.ict

It should not, however, be understood th.it 1

advocate ihe use of an iron tire on the front

wheel of a modern safety, as the conditions of

superiority can never in practice be fulfilled,

and there are other obvious considorations,

such as side-slip, liability to accident, etc.,

which far outweigh any posiblc advantage.

J. B. C.

CHAMFERING CAUSES SMOOTH RUNNING.

The Indianapolis Chain and Stamping Co.

seem tireless in their efforts to perfect their

product. Further evidence is offered in the

new No. 7 D special, which is here shown

with bolt lock attached. The side bars arc

full polished; that is, polished all around, and

the edges chamfered. Patented hardened

rivets are used and the blocks are finely pol-

ished and furnished in cither white or straw%
*^ ^7^

Cf)Ior. The former is, however, the popular

finish, as it gives a greater coiurast in color-

ing between the blocks and blued side bars.

The chamfering or beveling of the side links

causes the ciiain to run more smoothly than

the ordinary pattern, as it assists to some ex-

tent in guiding the chain upon the sprocket-

tcclh.

LONG AND SHORT OF IT.

Though the ass m.ny be known by the length

of his ears, he makes a very poor listener.

Remember this when tempted to argue cycle

points with one of his ilk.

ELGIN ABOLIANS.

The l-'lgin (III.) Novelty Co. is manufactur-
ing a full line of Elgin Aeolian bicycle bells.

They arc of the push-in variety.

How the Trade Paper Aids the Manufact-

urer, the Agent and the

Rider.

The cult of the anti-chainless and the cult

of the anti-trade paper are usually composed
of the same class of men in the trade.

The complete and utter rout of the anti-

chainless theorists and pessimistic preacheri

is now a fact evident even to themselves. As
complete, however, as this toppling over of

theory by the all-conquering force of proven

facts has been in regard to the chainless wheel,

it will be doubly as complete and thorough

when the final chapter, which will appear at an

early date, of the anti-trade paper cult is

written.

If the average cycle manufacturer or agent

could divide up what he knows of his business

into two parts, viz.: what he has learned

through ideas born of the careful reading of

liis trade paper and what he has acquired from

all other sources, he would be surprised to dis-

cover how large a share was to be credited to

the trade paper.

The trade paper is necessarily a teacher. It

instructs its readers how, what and when

to buy, along what lines it is safest to conduct

business, how best to avoid the numerous pit-

falls that lie all along the business path.

It may not always do this directly, in just so

many words, not directly for the purpose of

enligiitenment, but the result of a trade paper

is exactly this.

When the Irishman being tried for sheep

stealing, as the story goes, burst out crying in

court as his lawyer finished his iiniiassioncd

appeal to the court, he said he couldn't help

it, for he never knew what an honest man he

was before.

While no reflection is intended, and while

the analogy may not be very close, many a

cycle maker might as truly wonder at how
little he was known to the trade and to the

public before he was brightened up and wit-

sharpened by his trade paper.

Instead of, as the members of the anti-pro-

gress cult pretend to think, the power, influence

and desirability of supporting the cycle papers

declining, they must of necessity expand.

Every consideration points to this result. H
the only function of the cycle paper was to sell

goods, one might see a limit in time to its

career. Hut while the selling of goods is what

its work amounts to in the end, the incidental

work done preliminary to selling is a work

that cannot be done now or ever in any other

way.

And this is .so for this reason.

The work of the true selling agent is prim-

arily an educational work. Imagine, if you

can, the condition of the cycle trade if no trade

paper was in existence. Would any of the

hundred and one devices and improvements

that make the bicycles of to-day a pleasure and

delight to riders be in universal use, be in

common use. if their makers had kept the

knowledge of them in their shops?

The educational, or one might, perhaps, say.

the ethical feature of the cycle paper's work is

important. It lays the foundation of pro-

gress. It makes it possible for all to possess

and enjoy what f>thewise would be very long

coming, if it ever came. The well-edited trade

paper docs for the mind of the country what

theuscof thehicycle does for the country itself.

It transports ideas and knowledge.
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i The Sterling

5

Built Like a Watch."

We have spent thousands of dollars acquainting the public with the fact that

the Sterling Bicycle is constructed with the care, precision and perfection

of material that characterizes the making of a high-grade watch.

Yet with all this delicacy of detail the Sterling's surpassing strength

is a recognized fact among cyclists.

We have created a demand for Sterling BicycleS that means a

'•good thing" for the dealer who handles them in any community. If there

is no Sterling Agency in your vicinity it will be to your advantage

to write us at once.

SXeRLlNG CYCLE iA£ORKS,
274-276-278 Wabash Avenue, CHICAGO, ILL.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

5

ILL. 2

=H1

"
i CYCLOMETER.

m\ Weight, 1 Ounce.

m A 10,000 MILES and REPEAT.

The above cut, either two or four inches in size, we
will send free on receipt of application to any jobber

or dealer, for catalogue or advertising purposes.

THE
m

Veeder Cyclometer |
Receivdd Highest Award at Brussels Exposi- ^
tion—Highest Award at Nashville Exposition. J

Nearly Half-a-Million |
IN USE. I

It stands alone as an accurate distance recorder ^
for cycles. Don't be deceived by cheap imita- ^
tions that resemble it in appearance only. See ^
that your purchase bears the name VEEDER. ^

The Veeder Mfg, Co.,
|

HARTFORD, CONN. |

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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MAKING A TIRE.

Another Tire Expert Tells What He Knows
ReKarding Pneumatic Tire

Fabrics.

I have read with considerable interest the

article written by J. B. C. entitled "Fabric's

Forte," which appeared in your last issue, and

while some of the statements he makes are

perfectly correct, the article, on the whole, is

calculated to mislead your readers as to the

true points at issue. J. B. C. declares the

canvas and rubber being vulcanized weakens

the canvas. In my experience just the re-

verse is true.

I have found in a long experience with tires

that the more homogeneously the rubber is

forced into the meshes of the fabric (which

compression is most successfully obtained by

vulcanizing tires under great pressure in a

mould), the more rubber assists fabric, ena-

bling it to withstand a much higher bursting

pressure than it can withstand without such

aid.

Of course, this is taking it for granted that

the fabric is not injured by the vulcanization

process, which injury can only happen when

the tire has been overcured, then, of course,

the rubber, as well as the canvas, becomes

worthless. J. B. C.'s allegement that the

rubber solution will injure the fabric has

never been proven, although this has been

asserted by a great many tire manufacturers.

Speaking for myself, I cannot see why this

should be the case. Solution is nothing but

naphtha and rubber; neither ingredient has

ever been known to injure fabric; but where a

tire made under a solution process has actu-

ally become weakir, it is more likely that the

weakness was caused by atmospheric or other

moisture rather than from any damage result-

ing from the solution.

Your correspondent's allegement concern-

ing thread tire's expanding through the sepa-

ration of the various threads, thus causing the

whole strain to be thrown upon the rubber,

with the result of its expanding like a bladder,

and thereby giving it a larger and thinner sur-

face for the air to work upon, is absolutely

and unqualifiedly wrong. Your correspond-

ent is certainly not a tire manufacturer, or

else he would know that a tire made accord-

ing to any such description would be alto-

gether worthless.

No tire can be made and used successfully

that expands in the manner he describes.

This can only be done by using a single layer

of rubber, having imbedded threads therein.

Thread tires are made up of two layers, in

such a way that the threads of one layer cross

the threads of the other at right angles, and

the result is a perfectly rigid, and a non-expan-

sible tire. A tire so made doe.s not expand, but

conforms to the uncvenness of the road, and
incloses obstructions in itself, thus making it

a fast tire.

Any lire made of closely woven fabric, in

contrast with a tire made of thread fabric,

may he, with all propriety, called a canvas

tire, covered with rubber; whereas a thread

tire is a rubber tire reinforced and strength-

ened by threads. Thi« i« tlir artnal difference

of the two tires. TIk Priced

tire is not a* easily in'i M tire,

and difference of the speed obt.iined by

the various tires is in the same proportion as

the varying indentation therein.

Your correspondent's comparison of the re-

bounding qualities of a rubber-ball with one

made of celluloid, I do not think should count

for anything. Tires made of celluloid, if such

a thing were possible, would be dead tires,

because celluloid cannot be indented as easily

as rubber.

There are, it is true, tires on tlic market

with all sorts of appliances. Some of them

have been sent to the blacksmith-shop for re-

pairs, while others go to the carpenter-shop.

Such tires do not easily indent, and are illus-

trations of the assertion made above that only

that tire is lively which is capable of being

most easily indented. I agree with J. B. C.

on one point, when he says that a tire, in

order to be fast, should be thin, light, flexible

and pliable, all of which is, by the by,

at wide variance with his statements made else-

where in his article. X. U. V.

CHANGES COME.

GEAR GENEALOGY.

During these chainless times, when gearings

of all kinds are entering into the make-up

and description of the new wheels, these il-

RACMtT
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lustrations of the various types of gears will

be of interest to the average man who is not

versed in mechanical lore, and may prove valu-

able f(ir reference.

MADE THE MOST OF IT.

The Dreadnought Tire Company made the

most of their opportunity at the six-day race

in Madison St|uare Garden last week. It had

banners up around the balconies, and an ex-

hibition table in the arena, where a salesman

entertained a crow<l by twisting up the tire,

with its wood-tread band in it, into fancy

knots, and then allowing it to spring back

into place. The scarlet-jacketed programme
boys carried the sign, "Dren(liu)ught Tires,"

on their backs, and the scarlet circulars of the

company were in profusion. Stcphane, Gou-
glotz and Lamberjack arc using the tires, and

rode them in their races last week. Stephanc

used it in the six-d-iy contest. Among recent

orders announced by the Dreailnought people

is one from the Police Department of this

city.

Cincinnati Experiences Its Share of the Usual

Anti-New Year Shifting

Aboat.

Cincinnati, Dec. 13.—Last week marked
many important changes in the local trade and

from present indications there will be some
vital alterations in the policy of the different

dealers.

J. E. Poorman has just moved into new
quarters on Fifth street, and has now the

largest bicycle salesroom in town. He re-

cognizes the fact tliat the dealer can not keep

up a large expense during the winter with-

out a side line, and for that reason has the

local territory for the sale of the New Home
Sewing machine. Poorman has just closed

the contract for the Cleveland and will make
that wheel his leader.

The Charles Hanaucr Cycle Co. has just

closed for the Liberty; W. B. Moss & Co. for

the Peerless and Stornier; the Bandle Arms
Co. for the Racycle, and Conklyn & Acker-

man for the Dayton and Fenton.

The Howe Scale and Cycle Co. has also

made a change in policy and in addition to the

Howe, they will handle the Stearns and the

Tribune.

The local branch house of the Indiana Bi-

cycle Co. will be discontinued in a couple of

weeks and the Waverley will have only an

agency in this city. Harry Stone, the assist-

ant manager, left last week to accept the posi-

tion of auditor in a large coal and mining

company.

J. Keck Wheeler, of the Badger Brass Man-

ufacturing Company, Chicago, spent the past

week very profitably among the local dealers.

This company manufactures the new Solar

Acetylene lamp, which, from present indica-

tions, will prove to be quite a favorite next

season.

L. D. Vosburgh, of the Rochester Cycle

Manufacturing Company, of Rochester, N. Y.,

is in the city and will place a local agency for

the product of that factory.

OVERFLOWS WITH INDIVIDUALITY.

While it is a comparative trifle, the Barnes

Cycle Co. has made a refreshing departure

from the hackneyed and the conventional in the

designations of their wheels that is worthy of

note, as bearing out an assertion of individu-

ality. Instead of time-honored numbers or

letters, the Barnes people are employing

Roman numerals, as will be observed in the

following announcement of their '98 prices:

Models XVII, Chainless Speci.il, and XVIII,

Ch.ainless Superba. H'-T); Models XIV, Dia-

mond Tandem, and XV. Combination Tan-

dem, $125; Model XII, White Flyer Racer,

HIlK); Model X, Special, $75; Model XI, Road
R.acer, $75; Model XIII. Ladies' Superba, $75.

There is also a complete line of Barnes single

wheels at $60.

The Barnes Co. promises a wheel that "over-

flows with indiviclualily," which, they say,

should convey to the agents the fact that it is

a quick and easy seller.

RBMBHBBR THIS.

In looking into the materials used by your

rival in the building of the wheel he sells,

your point of view should be well tempered

to secure good penetration.
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IVER JOHNSON and FITCHBURG

eveuEs
For 1898.

Iver Johnson Tandem, - - ;?100
Iver Johnson Racer, - - - 85
Iver Johnson Special Light Roadster, 85
Iver Johnson Special Roadster, - 75
Iver Johnson Roadster, - - 50
Fitchburg Roadster, - - 40

PRICES that will be POPULAR with the People.

Iver Johnson's Arms and Cycle Works,
FITCHBURG, MASS.

NEW YORK BRANCH, - - 99 CHAMBERS STREET.
Kindly mention The Wheel.
\«tAig,Aj^jbAf -------
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The Lyndhurst

Single-tube Tire,

used by McKee & Har-

rington on '98 Lynd-

hursts, is manufactured

and guaranteed by us.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

All Records Broken
In the great Six-Day Race at Madison Square Garden.

LEAGUE TIRES
BRING RICE IN SECOND.

In last year's race he did not ride I^eagues:

Miles covered 1,882

This year he rode Leagues :

Miles covered 2,026

In the race just finished, thirty-six men started, seven riding

Leagues.

Sixteen men finished, five riding Leagues.

Percentage of League riders finishing 71

Percentage of other riders finishing 38

" Get There and Get Back" Tires are winners—win races for

riders, win business for dealers. Have you tried them ?

New York 25 Park Place.

Boston 24 Summer Street.

Philadelphia 30S Chestnut Street.

Chicago 143-145 Lake Street.

St. Louis 210 No. I2th Street.

San Francisco 509-51 1 Market Street.

NEWYORK BELTING ficPACKING CO.LTD

i

ti-^^
-#
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PIERCE PRODUCT ASn PRICES.

"What are the Pierce people doing?" was a

question which a travchng man for a compet-

ing concern asked a Wheel man a few weeks

since. ' I'm more anxious to find it out about

thenj than about any of the others who cover

my territory," lie added.

It was a remark tliat will convey more than

mere words to him who reads and tiu-n thinks

about what he has read.

The Pierce people—the George N. Pierce

Co., of Buffalo—are now telling what they

are doing and propose to do. They have a

line that will compare with any. Specials at

$7o. Regulars at $30, Pneumatic Cushions at

|<>o, and tandems at $100, and the appearance,

construction and equipment of each is of the

high grade that is to be expected of such an

old, dignified and reputable house. Here,

for instance, are the specifications of the $75

Special: Frame, 22, 24 or 26 inches; flush

joints throughout; best seamless steel tubing;

head, IJ-in. ; top, IJ-in.; bottom and upright,

H-in.; rear. J-in. Color, black, striped; option,

carnjine, striped. Forks, full nickeled. Crown,

double plate, nickeled. Rims, Laminated

Fairbanks-Boston, purple; option, same,

white. Tires, IJ-in. Hartford, No. 80; options,

l}-in. M. & W. single or double tube, Dun-

lop and Palmer. Hubs, special tubular.

Handle-bar. choice of down-turned, ram's-

horn, upturned and one moderate reversible.

Saddle, Christy spring; options, Brown
padded, Wheeler extra, Sager hygienic and

Mesingtr. Cranks, Gj-in.; option, 7-in. Drop,

2J inches. Pedals, Brandenburg combination

rat-trap: options, same, with rubber blades.

Gear, 7IG-lO-in., 24-tooth front and !»-tooth

rear; options, 20 and 22x8, 2ijx9. Chain, J-in.

Lefever nickel steel. Lamp-bracket, foot-

rests and internal brake, optional.

.Vnyone who knows anytiiing about cycle

material will recognize each name mentioned

as that of a topnotcher and be able to say that

the Pierce is a known quantity. Their deal-

ings, too, are naturally high-class, and have re-

sulted in the amassing of a splendid trade;

even here in New York, where there are so

very many wheels on the streets that it is dif-

ficult to single them out, Pierce's are among
the few which may be picked out in appreci-

able numbers. Their New York store, too,

is one that cannot but convey a high-class

impression.

MIGHTY OF WIND.

He towered over her.

She sank on her knees before him Ilcr

piiilt was not to be concealed.

She only prayed him to be merciful.

Hut no!

Mc declared that she must die.

She was so young.

But his will was irrevocable; her death a

certainly.

"If I must die," she cried in passionate woe,
il; kill mc with one blow."

. o%Tr her, ho, with but a single ef-

fort, blew her into eternity.

He wa» the manager of a second-class rac-

ing man. and his blowing propensities were
something trrnfir.

PAST UNDEBSTANOINO.

"I don't see what makes baggage-men so
( isagrrcabic about b.-in(llinK l><i'yrlc<t."

"Nor I. It's a blamed ^ighi r.i.%icr lo smash
birjrric than a trunk."

GARPORD'S PET SADDLE.

Whether or not it is true, it is the general

impression that, despite himself, a father has a

favorite child, and it seems as natural that a

manufacturer should have a pet product,

something of which he is uncommonly proud.

One cannot talk with the head of the Gar-

ford Mfg. Co. without forming this impres-

sion of the Garford Cavalry Saddle, which is

one of the most recent products of the Elyria

factory. Mr. Garford seems wrapt up in the

saddle, as that expression goes, and as he is a

conservative man, this cue may be of value to

saddle buyers.

The saddle is\ shown in the accompanying

illustration. It is fetching in appearance and

is constructed without regard to expense.

Selected stock is used throughout. The base

is of shellaced and varnished wood, the under

side near the cantle being covered with leather

to match the top. The pads are not unduly

prominent and curve gently upward. The
saddle is furnished with a plain Hat spring, or

with a two-coil spring, as may be desired. A
lady's saddle of the same model is also being

marketed; it is practically the same as the

men's, except that the nose or pommel is

shorter.

ONE OF GENEVA'S FEATURES.

One of the important features of the Geneva
(O.) Cycle Co.'s Special is the Seymour di-

vided crank-axle, the construction of which is

shown in the accompanying illustration. It is

an exclusive feature, and permits of a quick

and easy change of gear or removal of crank

or axle without disturbing the bearings. Al-

though the crank, sprocket, spider and shaft

are separate parts, they are easy to assemble

and form n ripid group

The Geneva's '!'8 line, for which A. M.

ShelTey & Co., of this city, are general ICast-

orn agents, will consist of Geneva Special and

the Ohio, at $<'><• and $10, respectively, each

being made in nien's and women's models.

The (irncva will be made in 22, 24 and 2<» inch

frames, and the Ohio in 22 and 21. The Hart-

ford will be the standard tire, but options are

offered on several f)|licrs.

GONE TO WANAMAKER.

Jolin Wanamaker has finally closed with

the Monarch Cycle Mfg. C<t. for the New
York city agency for the Monarch bicycle.

A FABLE.

Truth, erect and vigorous, was scorching

along the dusty highway one day when he

came up with a Lie, peacefully dozing and

resting with his wheel beside him in the shade

of a wayside tree after a hard morning's ride.

"Ah, ha!" exclaimed Truth, as he espied

his ancient enemy, asleep and at his mercy,

"now is my time to crush this viper and slan-

derer off the face of the earth!" And grasping

a hatpin he had handy he was about to bring

it down upon the tire of the sleeper's ma-

chine, when the Lie suddenly opened his eyes,

blinked calmly at the avenging apparition

looming up over him, and said;

"My friend, if I were in your place I would

do nothing rash. You may possibly puncture

my tire with that hatpin you have there, and

thus delay my rapid traveling, but even so,

of what avail would it be? In every spot I

have visited have I not left a myriad of my
kind behind me to perpetuate the species?

Why, then, should you waste your puncture-

making powers in delaying one poor, hapless

Lie that Fate has placed in your power?"

"Because," said Truth, still poising the hat-

pin aloft, "I hate you and your race. You are

an enemy of mankind and an outlaw. For

many weary days have I followed on your

track, and now^ that I have overtaken you at

last and found you napping I propose to put

you out of it as a trouble-maker as I would a

serpent that reared its head in my pathway."

"Oh, if that is the way you feel about it we

may as well try concluiions at once," ex-

claimed the Lie, springing suddenly to his feet

and dashing the hatpin from the hands of his

opi)onent. And then they grappled with each

other.

And fifteen minutes later, when the bitter

struggle was over and the dust had settled

down once more, the Lie was scorching rcc-

ord-breakingly along the highway in the dis-

tance, as fresh and chipper as ever, while Truth

was limping painfully along in the rear, a for-

lorn antl dilapidated wreck of his former self.

Moral—Never stop to parley with a lie.

Poke a hole in it first and do your parleying

with the mourners later on.

TWO DIFFERING VIEWS.

"Mrs. Kollalong is a remarkably camlid

woman."
"What makes you think so?"

"She admits that the wheel she bought for

iklii.S" isn't nearly as good as the one I paid

ylli.i:! for."

"I call that downright insincerity. Any
woman who could bring herself to say any-

thing like that about the wheel she bought

and rides is not to be trusted."

MULTIPLYING HIS WOES.

"You look terribly blue." observed the Liv-

ing Skeleton to the Ossified Man, "yet only

last week you married the charming Hunaan

Centipede!"

"I am blue," rattled the Ossified. "No
sooner arc wc happily married than she gets

stuck on cycling and I have had lo buy a

sextette!"

BRIGHT, BUT UNSATISFACTORY.

The rainbow is all right in its way, but afler

a confiding rider gets wet through in a storm

i) is cold consolation to him.
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OUR NEW ENGLAND TRADE
Will Be Supplied Direct From Our New York Branch^

Monarchs. $60. Defiance, $50.

Defiance, $40.

Tandems, $100. Racers, $75.

Values equal to these have never been offered by any maker in

America. 20,000 1898 Bicycles ready for delivery. With MON-
ARCH and DEFIANCE Bicycles you can meet any legitimate

competition.

We Want a Live Agent in Every Town. Get Our Catalogue.

5S^&*fr<&*S^&^B^S^S'<S'<S^8'<S^ift^^^<S'«i^

MONARCH CYCLE MFG. CO.
New York : 83 Reade St.

1F1P|'f*l"JV1MI'

Chicago : Lake, Halsted and Fulton Sts. London : 37 and 38 Shoe Lane.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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TRADE COMBINATIONS.

What They Are, Why They Are, and What Their Effect May Eventually Be Upon

the Cycle Trade and Its Off-Shoots.

Your correspondent, For The Best, in your

last issue, opened up an entirely new line of

argument as to the cycle trade's future. He

seems inclined to believe that if new depart-

ures, new ideas and new markets are not sought

for, and gained, that the end will be concentra-

tion of the trade into a few and strong hands.

Plainly put—a cycle trust.

Granting this, and the more you think ovor

the matter the more likely you will be to adopt

his line of thought, the question begets an-

other, or rather a pair of others, thus:

Is such a combination preventable?

Do such concentrations prove advantag-

eous?

To answer categorically either of these takes

more space than you would allow and more

time, and, perhaps, more ability, than I have

to dispose of. Maybe, though, a few gener-

alities on such aggregations may not at this

time be out of place, since this is an age of

trade combinations, and now that the tube-

makers have successfully come together, fur-

ther ramifications of the same idea of com-

bining are certain to show themselves in other

directions in the trade, though the near ap-

proach of the broad, newspaper-heralded "bi-

cycle trust" can not truthfully be said at this

time to be within the bounds of probability.

An ideal condition is one in which every-

body is s.itisficd. It is that perfect harmoniz-

ation of all elements that brings about absolute

peace. It is the removal of all possible chances

of discord, so that not a voice will be heard in

opposition to anything proposed or done. It

is the triumph of all the forces of negation,

through which those who might be doubters

or disputers have been completely and etern-

ally silenced.

This happy state is probably best realized

in a graveyard. It does not and cannot exist

in the activities of life.

Men. especially many of those prominent in

the cycle trade, arc restless and ambitious,

often envious and captious, frequently dis-

posed ti> break down what they had no hand

in building, and ever ready to resent interfer-

ence with their independent functions. It is

therefore quite natural that they should an-

tagonize combinations or associations aiming

to control the prices of material or equipment

which they are obliged to purchase.

Their consent is not asked when combina-

tions arc formed among such manufacturers

or prrKliircrs, and in only exceptional cases do
i' iny benefit from the new conditions.

I r prices almost invariably fixed are

mamiy the cause of the antagonism to com-
binations which exist in violent form and
often hold* up to odium those who have been

driven lo form such organizations in order to

correct serious demoralization and perhaps to

.iven wid' -.lin.

A< all • of law makers to prevent

iich combinations or their

v; M have thut far proved fruit-

less, and they apparently constitute a feature

of modern commercial conditions which must

be recognized, however unwillingly, it U pos-

sible that they could be divested of their most

objectionable features and freed to a great ex-

tent from popular criticism.

When the initial steps are being taken to

form a combination in any trade, the custom-

ary formula for the edification of the public is:

"We are merely getting together for mutual

protection. We do not propose to advance

prices, but expect to institute economies

through which we can secure more certain

profits."

The statement will not be seriously disputed

that, if all combinations had proceeded to lay

out their plans of action on such a basis, but

little hostility would have been e.xcited. Dis-

tributers and consumers do not war against

those who furnish them goods at reasonable

prices.

While it is the instinct of any trader to en-

deavor to purchase at a lower price than is

first quoted him, the most inveterate price-

beater feels no resentment if he finds himself

really compelled to pay just what the seller

has asked. On the other hand, the meekest

buyer feels himself unjustly taxed if he finds

prices raised when he knows that raw mater-

ials have fallen and ascertains that a combina-

tion of manufacturers is responsible for the

artificial advance.

"Corners"—that is what our fathers called

these combines—in any kind of produce have

excited wrath from lime immemorial, althougii

only temporary in their operation. A com-
bination of manui'acturers, however, may op-

erate what is practically a "corner" for many
months or years, constantly provoking to

wrath a host of distributers and consumers.

Yet, when the scheme was first agitated, it

was "merely for the purpose of instituting

economies and improving trade conditions."

Is not this the true field for large combina-

tions of manufacturers and producers?

If, instead of using their colossal financial

strength and their possibly complete control

of materials, special machinery or patented

processes to boost market prices, they were,

on the other hand, to exert their energies and

resources in the direction of more economical

production, greater output per unit of plant

or cheaper distribution, they would disarm op-

position, silence criticism and check competi-

tion.

It has been shown by the developments of

the very recent past that no machinery is so

perfect and no process of cycle manu-
facture is so advanced that improve-

ments cannot be made which may still further

reduce the cost of the ultimate product.

Associations of cycle manufacturers with their

great combinations of capital could so fortify

themselves by the employment of able engin-

eers, scientists and inventors, constantly de-

vising more improved methods, that they

would be able to make themselves secure from
indiscriminate competition, reducing prices to

a level uninviting to an outsider and maintain-

ing the demand for their products at a volume
that would keep their works running satisfac-

torily.

Combinations operated on such lines might
continue to be called trusts, but it would be

almost impossible to create a violent animos-

ity against them among the people at large, no
matter what might be the feeling in trade

communities against them.

I do not propose to hold up the Standard

Oil Company as a model institution. Their

methods have bitn freely and frequently con-

demned. But aside from their wonderful or-

ganization, their greatest source of success has

been that they have steadily cheapened their

product to the consumers, so that it has never

been possible to arouse popular indignation

against them.

The rivalry among the managers of the pro-

ducing plants is said to be extremely keen in

the matter of showing reduced cost, so that

from a manufacturing point of view it is re-

garded as one of the most admirable institu-

tions in the country, and it is by no means an
impossibility that eventually something of the
same kind may make its appearance in the
cycle trade, whether for its benefit or not no
one at this time can say. A. V. R.

AMERICAN CYCLES AND CYCLE MATERIAL EXPORTED.

COUNTRIES.

United Kingdom
!•"ranee
( iermany
( )ther Europe
British North America
Central America and British Honduras
Mexico
.S.mto Domingo
Cuba
Puerto Rico
Oilier West Indies and Bermuda
Argentine
Br.izil

Colf>mbia
Other South America
China
British East Indies
Japan
Other Asia and Oceanica
Africa
Other Countries

Total

1897

October

—

1896.

Values.

58,630
7,4S0

27,428

31,134

39,716
50

3,748
58

517
457

7,143

6.134

7,056

2,141

6,839
5,763

4,123
7,lttO

24, .'.38

6,510

155

Values.

$117,299
2,376

11.443

57.289

59,970

9,020

4,455
410

5
250

8.660

2.030

1.150
l,83i

3,64';

550
1,648

025
86.148

2,911

13,107

r229,4691 133-1,716

Ten months ending
October

—

1897. 1896.

Values.

$1,967,610
247.043

1.147.776

1,331.91)3

18,758

59,860

3.780

7.476

3.555
109.833

41.368
.30.6U9

17.871

67.989

22.186

20,302
57,477

.•J!i(i,608

72.750
762

Values.

11,138,270

116,138
216.232
394.260
092,5'_'l

58,255

4.252
918

5,68ij

8,13t

35,784

16,014

17,990

18,330
31,2-23

7.963

9,890
.34,969

3I!».(».'.7

2^,444

$6,139,7961 $3,080,154
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Speaking of (Carbon

44

TV/E give below, for tlie information of

Bicycle Manufacturers and riders

in general throughout the United States,

the result of an impartial test at the

United States G-overnment Arsenal,

Watertown, Mass. You will observe

that carbon alone does not determine

the value of tubing. It is material of a
high elastic limit and percentage of

elongation which will stand the greatest

number of vibratory strains and resists

the hardest shocks. You have in

Shelby Tubinq
this combination, which insures the greatest safety to riders.

Makers of high-grade wheels are using it.

Riders should insist that their mount be made of it.

ff

MARK OF
TBST PIBCE.

ADVERTISED
AMOUNT

OF CARBON.

ACTUAI< AMOUNT
OF CARBON.

ElvASTIC
tlMIT.

BtONGATION.

.... II 26 .... ^2460. .

.

. .. . 19.5 per cent

.... II per cent

. .. . 14.5 per cent

.... 24 per cent

. .. . 27 per cent

24. , ^O . . .AO .... ^tr740.
. .

.... 20 ^Q .... ^6^20. .

.

I C . . •27 .... ^Q4QO. .

.

• • • J

88 .^o "Shelby"
J /

, -22 .... A.0T,70J

Shelby Steel Tube Coivipany.
General Offices, Shelby, Ohio, U. S. A.

Works at Shelby, 0., Toledo, 0., Greenville, Pa., Ellwood City, Pa.

Eastern Office and Wareroom, European Office and Wareroom, Western Office and Wareroom,

144 Chambers St., New York. 29 Constitution Hill, Birmingham, Eng. 135 Lake St., Chicago, 111

' Kindly mention The Wheel.
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GEARING AND CKANK LENGTH.

The ordinary lorm ot gearing used on bi-

cycles is tile cliain meshing in a sprocket-

wheel on the crank-shaft and a smaller

sprocket-wheel on the hub of the rear wheel,

and the rotating pedal is the most common
device for operating the gearing. This ar-

rangement of pedal and gearing has fewer ob-

jectionable features than any other arrange-

ment which has yet been devised, possessing

the advantage of extreme simplicity, which

some of the other methods of propelling the

bicycle do not.

All mechanical motions by which power is

transmitted may be resolved into problems of

leverage. Thus, a wheel is equivalent to an

infinite number of lever arms radiating from

a common point, each of a length equal to the

radius of the wheel. The direction of the

force applied to or taken from the wheel is

always at right angles to the lever, as shown
by the lever arm B in the drawing.

A represents the crank, B the radius of the

large sprocket-wheel on the crank-shaft, C
the chain which transmits the force to D,
which represents the radius of the small

sprocket-wheel on the rear wheel hub, and E
represents the radius of the rear wheel of the

machine.

The centre of the crank-shaft O is the ful-

crum of the lever AB, and the centre of the

rear wheel axle O, is the fulcrum of the

lever DE, and F is the force applied by the

foot to the pedal.

FY. A
D

The force tnmsmitted through

chain C to lever D
/•X

/! ^ I-:

The force to overcome the re-

sistance to the for\*ard movement of the wheel.

In all gear wheels of the same pitch, the

radii are proportional with the number of

sprockets or teeth; that is, the radius of one
is to the radius of another as the number of

sprockets of the first is to the number of

sprockets of the second; and, consequently,

the ratio of the sprockets is the ratio of the

radii.

Ratio is the relation of one number to an-

other, as obtained by dividing one by the

other; thus, the ratio of a wheel of eight

sprockets, and one of 20, is 20-R=2J,- an<l

the radius of one is two and one-half times

the radius of the other.

The speed of the wheel is also proportional;

thus, while the wheel of 20 sprockets makes
one revolution, the wheel of eight sprockets

will make two and one-half revolutions. In-

creasing the number of sprockets on the large

wheel or decreasing the number on the small

wheel increases the ratio of the gear, and

fiVf versa.

If to increase the ratio of the wheels, or

"gear higher," the number of sprockets of

the large wheel is increased, the lever arm B
is made longer, and if the force applied to the

pedril is not increased it is plain tliat the lever-

arm A (the crank) must be lengthened pro-

portionately, so that the quotient of \ B will

remain the same.

For an example, it is desired to increase a

(I.'{-inch gear with a crank GJ inches long to a

70-inch gear with a crank of such length that

the force required to operate it will remain

the same. A <>;3-inch gear has 18 sprockets

on the large wheel and 8 on the small wheel.

18-8 = 2i, the ratio. A 70-inch gear has 2o

and 8 sprockets, 20-8 = 2.J, the ratio.

In these calculations the ratio of the wheels

may be considered the radius of the large

wheel, and one the radius of the small wheel,

for the reason that whatever the actual radii

may be, they are in this proportion, and the

result is the same.

2i : Ci :: 2J : 7 2-0 (or nearly 7} inches).

For the 70-inch gear, then, the crank should

be \\ inches long.

When it is said that a wheel is geared to C3

inches, it is meant that the revolutions of the

rear wheel arc multiplied, so that for each rev-

olution of the pedal the machine will go a

distance ecjual to that covered by one revolu-

tion of a wheel (>3 inches in diameter, and so

ff)r any other size.

Of course, there is a liirit to which a crank

may be lengthened directly, the limit depend-

ing largely upon the length of the rider's legs.

but the crank may be lengthened indirectly

in a number of ways; which, however, in-

volves the use of additional wheels, or a com-
plication of levers, and any of these devices

add to the cost, the weight, the friction and
the liability to get out of order, and, there-

fore, do not meet with general approval.

SHURr TIME CUA.NGES.

The all-pervading bicycle has already pene-

trated to the depths of .\frica. greatly to the

asionishnient of the natives, who were at

first inclined to regard it as a new species in

the animal kingdom. They have now decided

that it can be nothing less than witchcraft

which keeps the thing upright with a white

man astride it; and the wonder is what the

European brother will do next.

It was only nineteen years ago that the Ban-
gala of the L pper Congo saw a sight that sur-

prised them even more than the bicycle of to-

day. It was Stanley's llotilla of canoes float-

ing down the river, a goodly lleet, led by two
palefaces, with plenty of black oarsmen, show-

ing no signs of hostile intent and doubtless

well adapted for culinary purposes.

So the Bangala sallied forth and gave Stan-

ley the hardest fight he had to make in all his

journey across Africa.

Along the shore overlooking the scene of

that running battle the bicycle wends its peace-

ful way now; for thus far it has attained in

its journey into Africa, and there is no good
reason why it should not follow almost any-

where in the footsteps of the explorers, and

help to conquer the Dark Continent.

DOUBLING THEM UP.

"Your majesty," said the chef, "the gods

have been good to us and we have in the

larder to-day a tandem team of around-the-

world-on-a-bicycle tourists, who say they are

twins. What is your royal pleasure regard-

ing their disposal?"

"Twins?" rcplicil the potentate Cannibalis.

"That is fine. I have an idea. Serve them
both with tire dressing at dinner, and the

Queen and myself will eat a peddling Philo-

pcna. Go!"

SNUFFED-OUT AFFECTION.

"So Mrs. Rydercr has left her husband! I'm
surprised. Why, she used to say he was the

light of her existence."

"Yes. I know—but the light got to going
out nights on the Boulevard."

'98 HUVKRS WIUU BE JUSTIFIED

Demanding Reputable Saddles,

Saddles Have..
an established reputation for

It will be co?»tly tc) experiment
with trashy imitation:*

R. B. McMULLEN & CO.. Chicago and New York.

HUNT MFC. CO., Westboro, IMass.
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CLEVELAND CHANGES.

New Concerns, Ideas and Pluns for Next
Season's Trade on lyake Michignn's

Shores.

Cleveland, O., Dec. 13.—The recently in-

corporated Lambeth Bicycle Saddle Mfg. Co..

of this city, which was formed by well-known

local business men, for the purpose of market-

ing the output of a concern of a similar name
with a factory in Denver, Col., has discon-

tinued operations, owing to an inability to

come to satisfactory terms with the Denver
end of the enterprise.

The Western house claims the ownership of

an original patent, which it is thought will

cover the construction of the sheet-steel

pressed tree or base in common use by many
of the leading makers in the country. It was

a part of the agreement between the two con-

cerns that the local company should do its

share toward pushing this claim. The Den-
ver company will, however, be represented in

Cleveland, as a branch house has been estab-

lished here to look after the Eastern trade,

with D. M. Osborne in charge. The general

sales ofiQce is located at 48 and 50 Sheriff

street. All the saddle parts will be shipped to

this city, where a plant for assembling is to be

established. Mr. Osborne informs your cor-

respondent that action against alleged infring-

ers of the Lambeth patent is delayed by these

changes, but that it will be surely brought, as

their claim is thought to be absolute.

The Norderer Mfg. Co., who, up to last

season, cut quite a figure in the sundry man-
ufacturing trade, are again reaching out for

business. Their factory, at 1290 Lorain

street, has undergone improvements, and they

are prepared to make good figures to jobbers

in their line and furnish goods on short

notice. Their leader is Elastic tire cement
(hard), of which commodity they shipped

(3,800 pounds this season. This cement is put

up in cakes, ranging in weight from one -quar-

ter of a pound to one hundred pounds. On
quantity orders, the jobber's name will be

printed upon the package in place of the

manufacturer's. These people also make a

rubber handle-bar buffer—in fact, they are the

originators of this useful little article. This
season it is improved in being fastened by
wire instead of lacing. They make the Easy
Glide chain lubricant, which is marketed in

handy stick form; and last, but not least, the

Cleveland bicycle stand, wliich is well-known
among the large jobbing trade.

The Cleveland Cycle Fittings Co. started

into business a little over a year ago, at the

corner of Erie and Bolivar streets. Their ven-

ture was something new to Cleveland, hand-
ling as they did all the parts necessary in the

building of a bicycle, but as many repair men
have developed into cycle builders during the

past season, the business of the concern has

flourished like the proverbial green-bay tree.

Finding their old quarters entirely too

cramped for the growing business, they have

removed to 181 Prospect street, where they

have 23,000 square feet of floor space. Two
floors will be used for store and office rooms
and the basement for manufacturing purposes.

Heretofore little attention has been given to

the making of bicycle frames, owing to

crowded quarters, but this season it is the in-

tention of the company to turn out from 10,-

000 to 12,000 complete frames. For Cleve-

land and vicinity they represent such concerns

as the Aurora Automatic Machinery Co.,

whose Thor line of fittings is well known; the

Sager Mfg. Co., Crosby & Mayer, and W.
H. Fauber. They also carry a complete line

of Thompson fittings and Kundtz rims and
handle-bars. No goods are sold at retail.

C. M. Fairchild, ex-secretary of the Century
Road Club of America, formerly with the

New York Tire Co., and more recently with

the Olive Wheel Co., has associated himself

with the White Sewing Machine Co., and will

make Cleveland his home.

The new two-story addition to the Parrish

& Bingham plant is fast nearing completion

and will be in running order in about a week.

This company is doing a land-office business

in cold-pressed sprockets and hangers; their

works only shutting down for half an hour at

noon and again at midnight. They have many
orders ahead, and the outlook for a highly

successful season's business is excellent.

Another busy plant is that of the Grant Ball

Co. They, too, are working full force day and
night, and only shut down long enough to

cool the machinery. Export trade is boom-
ing, orders coming from abroad in profusion.

Papers in the infringement suit of H. A.

Christy & Co., Chicago, manufacturers of the

famous saddle of that name, against the Kells

Mfg. Co., and the Dangler Stove Mfg. Co.,

both of this city, have not, up to the present

writing, yet been served. The suit was be-

gun on December (Ith in the United States

Circuit Court in this city. The Kells people

are not at all alarmed regarding the result

of the suit, as they make the claim that they

are not guilty of any infringement upon the

Christy patents.

o o
o

1 A BICYCLE IS NO BETTER THAN ITS POOREST BEARING. g

nr'HE average bicycle dealer is awakening to

the fact that perfect pedal bearings are as

necessary as perfect wheel bearings. If they

are not, the trouble is his.

J^SIDWELL PEDAL
HAS TOOL-STEEL BEARINGS,

A method of adjustment that can be effected in the

Twinkling of an Eye,
and, better still, will stay adjusted.

SIDWELL PEDAL COMPANY,
5 221 Columbus Avenue, Boston, Mass.
5 WRITE US. Kiiully Muntion Tlie Wlucl.

fcoOOOOOOCX;OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCOOOOCK50€XX;00000000(X500COOCOOOOOO<XKX'CXX3
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TEMPORARY SPOKB REPAIRS.

With the tangent-spoked wheels a broken

spoke is a trivial matter, since there is no dril-

ling out to be doni- as in the case of a direct

spoked one, where the spokes are screwed into

the flanges of the hub, instead of the tension

being obtained i>y means of nipples passing

througli the rim. Spokes almost invariably

break off short at the hub flange, and iiencc it

will be seen that one of the tangent variety

can be screwed out of the nipple quite easily,

tiie solder and tic-wire with which it is con-

nected with the spoke it immediately crosses,

being, of course, previously removed.

A new spoke may then be inserted through

the flange in the hub, and the nipple screwed

upon it until suflicient tension is obtained.

The new spoke should then be tied and

soldered just as its predecessor was, but this

need not be done at once, and so the operation

can be delayed until some repairer's is

reached. It is no bad plan when touring over

unknown roads and in rough parts of the

country to carry a spare spoke or two on the

handle-bar.

Of course, if this be not done, tlie touring

rider may not always be able to obtain a new
spoke at once, but this is not a great matter,

because the old one can in such a case be used

for the repair, and will be found completely

satisfactory. If a blacksmith be handy, the

machine should be taken to him, and the

broken spoke removed, care being taken that

it be not bent more than can be avoided.

Let it then be made cherry-red in the forge,

and, gently hammered on the anvil, it will be

found to lengthen slightly, and when the

required amount has been obtained, the ex-

treme end should be headed, and the spoke

passed through the hole in the flange once

more, and sharply bent to the rim, just as it

was before.

Of course, this is not so strong as a new
spoke, but in the event of an accident occur-

ring in the country, the makeshift is worth try

ing.

.•\nother metiiod of temporarily repairing a

wheel is to break the defective spoke in half

and tf» bend the portion left in the nipple

through the rim into a hook. A piece of

strong cord should then be passed through

the hole in the hub-flange and tied tightly to

the hook from the rim, formed by the broken

spoke, the cord being doubled. If a short

piece of wood or bit of stout wire, such as a

wire nail, be then passed between the cords, it

will be found that a considerable amount of

tension can be obtained by turning the nail

round and round so that the cord is twisted.

When sufBcient tension has been obtained to

iiavc pulled the wheel true, the ends of the

vtick or wire should be passed behind the

spokfs on riihrr side of the broken one. and

securely lied to them. A wheel thus repaired

will run a very considerable distance with

»a(ety.

A direct spoked wheel can also be repaired

in this fafthion by passing the cord over the

centre of the hub and bringing the ends up on

the outride of the flange, and on each side

of the extension to the bearing, after which

the end* <>hould be passed through the loop

formed by the tnitre of the ei»rd over the hub.

whirl) loop should be pulled up to the lop of

the flange, so that the cords may leave the lat-

ter at exaclly the spot where the spoke should

do. The cord should then be attached to the

hook formed by the portion of the spoke left

in the rim, when it may be twisted and secured

in exactly the same manner as recommended
in a tangent wheel.

said

KNOCKED HIM SILLY.

"What is the prisoner ciiarged with?'

the Judge.

"Scorching, your honor."

"Guilty or not guilty?" asks the Judge.

"My client pleads guilty, and begs for clem-

ency on account of his years."

"I shall give him the full extent of the

law," said the Judge, sternly. "The prisoner

is sentenced to scorch on the Boulevard for

sixty days, paced by novices."

With a shriek of maniacal laughter the

prisoner threw up his hands and fell to the

floor senseless. He never smiled again. ^

.fSDISS'S DOUBLE ACTION, (^yv'^

Comparatively few improvements or de-

|)artures in tire inflators have been made dur-

ing rccini years, one of the most notable being

that here shown, the dou-

ble-action pump, brought

out by A. B. Diss & Co., 100

Fifty-third street, Brooklyn,

N. Y., the new model of

which bears substantial evi-

dence of perfecting. As
may be seen, the outlet nip-

ple is located at the top of

the cylinder, thus avoiding

necessity for stooping to at-

tach the connection to the

tire and enabling this to be

done while the tire-valve is

at any angle. The \uilves of

the pump are so made, too,

that it gives a continuous

flow of air. There is no

lost motion, so to speak:

it injects air on both the

up stroke as well as the

down. The Diss pumj) is

sup|)lii(l with a connection that will fit any

valve having an outside thread, but other con-

nections, when desired, are furnished without

extra charge.

DEADLY BATHING.

The ride with a shower bath to follow its

completion, is a combination long said to be

eminently the proper thing for all who would

be F.nglish or healthy. But it is not so.

An luiglish writer, who professes to be a

man of science, devoted to the study of per-

.sonal as distinct from public hygiene, now
charges that the worst diseases which carry

oft his countrymen may be traced to the cold

bath.

He rejects the testimony of all those who
certify to the healtli-giving properties of a

cold shower, and asserts that "the whole

theory of the cold bath is wrong. It attacks

the vitality of the body at the very outset. It

drives the blood from the surface and con-

centrates it unnaturally on the interior and

produces, for the time being, a tremendous

pressure.

"The whole effect of the shock is positive

injury. The people whose systems arc strong

enough to react from the shock may think

they arc benefited, but they have been simply

strong enough to recover. No healthy per-

son, much less a sickly one, should ever dash

cold water upon his body."

SOLID AS TUB GLOBE.

A great big globe, signifying "The World,"
is the feature of Aniold, Schwinn & Co.'s of-

fice on West Lake street, Chicago. The rec-

ord of this firm is a remarkable one. Ks-

tablishcd in October, 18!lf, they (luickly got

into the cycle business, and were seen nt the

'I'G show lor the first time. Even in their fi'-st

year of business, they had ambition enough
to build a "quint." This ambition has, in fact,

marked all of their work. Their line is well

known in America, and they have capacity and
energy enough to place it in other important

centres throughout the world.

The firm was organized by Adolph Arnold
who is the president and financial man, and a

big Chicago business man; W. J. O'Conncll,

secretary, and Ignatz Schwinn. Mr. O'Con-
nell has been a banking man for fifteen years,

and is now secretary of Arnold, Schwinn &
Co. Mr. Schwinn has only been in America
six years, although he was making wheels in

Europe for fifteen years before he came here.

Schwinn is a man of notable ambition and
activity. He permeates the entire business of

the company. His first experience was with

the Moffatt Company, which he organized:

he was afterwards with the Fowler Company;
also with the International Mfg. Co. and

America Company. This latter concern he

left to go with his present company.

In their first year they dealt with agents,

and in their second year with jobbers. Their

goods are well made, and their business is car-

ried on witli the true manufacturing instinct,

which enables them to turn out their wheels

at a reasonable profit, while putting the best

material into them. Their list for 1898 con-

sists of the l/iO and $75 World wheel, $100

racer, $125 tandem, $200 triplet, $300 "quad,"

and special quotations on "quints," and on

larger machines. They will also have two
road wheels at $-l<\

They have given up the handling of racing

men and all forms of advertising which re-

semble splurge. They rely entirely on their

product and on good business methods.

AS TO SPELLING.

The English spelling of "tire" as 'tyre" has

no reason for its existence, except custom.

American spelling of the word seems to have

the best of all argument and research. Study-

ing the dictionary will disclose the fact that

of the three chief "tire" words, one (= attire)

appears to be derived from the Old French

"atirer," to adorn; a second (to be weary)

from Anglo-Saxon "teorin," to tire, and

the third, our tire, seems to be connected with

"tie," to bind, from the fact that iron tires

were originally applied, not only to take the

wear of the wheel, but to "tie" its spokes

firmly to the rim and hub. Thus, to be pe-

dantic, the word might be spelled "tier,"

though even this would run the risk of having

it pronounced "tir," ranks or rows, though

even that is sometimes spelt "tire," too. Al-

together, all writers had best stick to "tire."

jlST A FEW YEARS HENCE.

"All is not yet lost! Forward the cycle

brigade!"

"Impossible, (ieneral, the approaches arc

lack and broken bottle strewn!"

"Then let the aerial artillery advance."

"Too late, sir; the air is already filled with

rumors."
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1898 W^RLD eveLES. 1898

A most complete
line at

standard,
medium and low

prices.

NEW MODELS AND LIST PRICES:

"WORLD," Model 22, Gents' Standard Roadster I75.00
" " 23, Ladies' Standard Roadster 75-00
" "24, Track Racer 100.00
" " 25, Special Gents' Roadster 50.00
" " 26, Special Ladies' Roadster 50.00
" " 27, Tandem, Double Diamond 125.00
" " 28, Tandem, Combination 125.00
" "29, Triplet 200.00
" " 30, Quadruplet 350.00

"CHICAGO," " 31, Gents' Roadster 40.00
" " 32, Ladies' Roadster 40.00

New England and
other Eastern Cycle
Agents should in-
spect our new models
and attractive terms.

Ask for new
'MONTE CRISTO"

Catalogue.

ARNOLD, SeHWINN & 60..
240-354 West Lake Street, CHICAGO, ILL., IT. S. A.

Kindly mention The \\ liecl.
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RIDING IN THE DARK.

Entirely apart from the charm of riding a

bicycle in the dark it is remarkable how easily

and liow fast one seems ti> travel tiicn. Riders

have cHmbed a familiar hill after dusk and did

not realize that they had ever reached it until

it was actually left behind.

A good story is told of a man—an Irishman,

of course—who thought it all right to make

his nag trot up hill because the animal was

blind. He was not altogether wrong.

The mind has a marvelous effect on the

body. When the mind is at rest or pleasantly

occupied the bodily powers have greater scope.

Looking at the subject from a more general

aspect, herein may be found the cause of the

wonderful health-giving qualities of cycling.

It is an absolute rest to the overworked

business man, whose limbs when he first starts

out, perform their duty in a heavy, listless

manner, but as the mind becomes rested and

diverted to pleasanter themes, and the blood

becomes oxydized, all his ennui vanishes, and

he pedals homeward with the powerful, con

fident strokes of a practiced rider.

The proselytizer who persuades his brain-

fagged, dyspeptic friend to purchase and rido

a bicycle is doing him the greatest favor he

possibly could.

THE INTROSPECTIVE SCORCHER.

I am the scorcher!

Please observe

The curve

That appertains unto my spine!

With head ducked low

I go
O'er the man and beast, and woe

Unto the thing

That fails to scamper when I ting-a-Iing!

Let people jaw

And go to law

To try to check my gait,

If that's their game!

I hate

To kill folks, but I'll do it just the same,

I guess,

Unless

They clear the track for me;

Because, you sec,

I am the scorcher, full of zeal.

And just the thing I look like on the wheel!

GET THE BARS RIGHT.

It i.s a pain-causing mistake not to get handle-

bars in such a position that you are perfectly

comfortable. Every rider has a different

length of arm, and. as a consequence, the

handle-bar may be too high or too low for

another rider. If too high, the rider will feel

ihit he l.uks perfect control over the ma-
rhinr whil.- ii too 1»»w the weight of the bociy

and the result is that

ry. For general pur-

l«nsc< the handle ends should be at least an

I, :, ..r v., .I..IVC the level of the «"|f|lr

ASKS THEM FOR BONDS.

.Mayor Steam*, of Kalam.izoo, Mirh , ha?

\ety properly vetoed a tidcwalk cycle riding

'
. taking ' Ic is

and thf r all

l.irn.igcs re*ll'" 'Ir^-

tri in*. He de-

siring to u»e the walk* in such a fashion

thould give an indemnifying bond to the ^^-'v

NO ADJECTIVES NEEDED.

An application of adjectives to the New De-

pirture bells seems as unnecessary as apply-

ing color to a rose. They are so well and so

favorably known that it is not surprising that

the New Departure Bell Co. is able to an-

nounce that but insignificant alterations were

found necessary or possible.

In design the '98 bells are the same as were

marketed during the season of '97. The sim-

plicity of the mechanism has attained the high-

est degree, the parts being assembled in a

manner which makes it practicable for quick

and easy removal for cleaning, should it be

necessary.

The beaded gong bell has. they think.

reached its perfected form in the square bead

now exclusively used in the New Departure

bells, and possesses qualities of tone and re-

sonance unobtainable by any other metliod.

Scientific investigation, aided by experiment,

has combined to produce, not only an attrac-

tive design, but a beading of such form as to

produce and retain the "tone that's all their

own."

The plain gong-bells being of somewhat

higher pitch, give a sharper sound, but here

again the shape of the gong has been made to

conform to acoustic principles, so that the

alarm is not grating or shrill.

One illustration shows the beaded bell with

the lock-clatnp; the other, the plain gong

with the plain clamp. These bells are made in

sizes from I J inches to n inches in diameter,

with the beaded or plain gong, witli the lock

or plain clamp, and either electric or double

stroke, as desired.

SHE WAS NO G W.

"Ferdinand, I fear we can not rely upon that

new cook of ours."

"Why, what has caused this suspicion,

love?"

"Well, when I found my wheel all covered

with mud and the saddle lowered, I told her

that some one or something had been riding

the machine. She said that if that was so it

must have been the cat."

WILL MAKE CYCLOMETERS TOO.

In addition to their Twentieth Century

lamp, the Uetts Patent Lamp Co. will, next

season, market a cyclometer, also titled Twen-
•nth Century,

OUT OF TRACK.

A very slight slip, from a strain or a twist,

will often have the effect of putting the wheels

out of track, and when the wheels do not run

true, the result is by no means satisfactory.

To learn whether or not the wlieels are in line,

the following simple plan may be adopted:

Remove the lamp and turn the machine over

on the saddle and handle-bars. Procure a

long piece of string, and get some one to take

this piece of string by the middle and hold it

against the front tire, well down towards the

front, so that one piece of the string lies on
either side of the steering-wheel.

Now, stand at the other end of the machine,

take the two strings, one in each hand, and

pull them taut on cither side of the wheels.

When the steering-wheel has been put

straight, the rear wheel, if not in line, will

hold the string out on one side or the other.

Now. see if the rear wheel is true in the

rear forks, whether it is nearer one of the

forks than the other. If it appears straight

and true, it is the front wheel that is out of

line, and in most cases this means that the

frame is bent, which, of course, implies a case

for the repairer.

The test, though it may appear somewhat
complicated on paper at the first glance, is a

very simple one when it is tried.

TANDEM PLACING.

An Englishman, when he saw the Ameri-

cans always placed t!ie woman on the front

seat of a tandem, delivered himself of this

short lecture on tandem riding from a

British point of view:

"It is not absolutely necessary for a wo-

man to have ever ridden a cycle before in or-

der to go on a tandem, if the machine is ar-

ranged for her to occupy the rear seat, and if

there is a competent rider in front.

"There are several advantages in placing the

woman on the rear saddle, but the most im-

portant is that her head does not partially

obscure the steersman's view, as it does if the

machine is steered by the rear rider.

"On the other hand, there are several ad-

vantages in placing the woman in front, the

most important of which is that the man, if

he sits behind, is able to jump off the machine

while in motion and hold onto it, if he cannot

stop it by other means in time to avoid dan

ger."

GOOD IN A PINCH.

A piece of ordiniry strong wire, about

twelve inches in length, makes a first-class

makeshift for a lamp-bracket. First of all,

bend the wire round, so as to form two equal

lengtlis, then turn each end of the wire about

an inch downw;ir<ls. now slip it on the stem

of the handle-bar with the ends pointing down-

wards. The two ends should then be crossed

as tightly as possible, so as to make a firm

combination, then pull the ends over the bar.

keeping each length about an inch apart. In

this manner a very serviceable temporary lamp

bracket can be made.

ARRANGING TO PURSUE THEM.

"1 believe," observed the first motorman to

his confrere, the second ditto. "I'll buy a bi-

cycle and learn to ride it."

"Nonsense!" replied the ditto, "you couldn't

run into wagons with a bicycle."

"Course, I couldn't," answered he of the

first instance, "but pedestrians can't escape

then by getting off the track."
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MAKING SUOOTU THE RUNNING.

Oiling can be overdone. Still, when a ma-

chine is new it is better to oil too much than

too little. The oil, too, docs not last forever;

it picks up grit and dust and becomes viscid,

and must be removed before the machine will

nm well again. Mere oiling onto the top of

viscid and clogged oil is no good.

Kerosene is here the cyclist's best friend.

It li<iuefits the thickened oil, and, if applied

in sutlicicnt quantity, washes it all out of the

bearings; but it should be borne in mind that

kerosene, while it is an oil, is not a lubricant,

and that, as soon as the bearings have been

thoroughly cleansed, they should be properly

re-oiled with a sound lubricant.

If this be done systematically at regular in-

tervals, and the bearings be properly ad-

justed from time to time, the somewhat com-

plicated operations of taking the machine to

pieces and cleaning the bearings will be, if not

absolutely avoided, at any rate, postponed

for a very considerable period of time.

GET-EVERVTHING- GIVE-NOTHING POLICY.

Washington, Dec. 11.—The Secretary of the

Treasury has sent to the State Department a

decision on the question of a reciprocal tariff

arrangement, by which it was desired to aihnit

free of duty bicycles accompanied by their

riders.

Some time ago the League of American

Wheelmen called the attention of the State

Department to the fact that in several coun-

tries of Europe touring cyclists were allowed

to carry their wheels from one country to an-

other, but this concession was confined to

the countries which had made a specific agree-

ment to that effect.

The United States is not a party to this

agreement, and the League of American

Wheelmen ascertained that a similar conces-

sion might be obtained for them in case the

United States should extend a reciprocal priv-

ilege to Europeans. The Treasury officials

have decided that under the tariff law they

have no authority to take such action.

.MAKING ITS IMPRINT.

It is a familiar fact in the world of me-

chanics, illustrated in unnumbered instances

in the countless fields of machinery, that the

discovery of some great law of nature in the

invention of some simple piece of machinery

sets on foot instantly a revolution that spreads

throughout the industrial world.

The discovery of the working force of steam.

and th« invention of the piston rod arc classic

examples. But the fact is not so familiar, al

though quite as well attested, that every in-

vention that renders easier the communication

and in* of men tends powerfully to

work a uj their commercial, political

and social condition and relations.

It is easy to «ce how these thing.^ arc true

of the railroad, steamship, telegraph and tele-

phone, but the same thing is true proportion-

ately, though not so largely manifest, of the

bi' Id ha<t within a com-
pa; >c aware of this.

ROW III BOSTOn.

Iver Johnson's Amu and Cycle Works are

about to establish another branch store, this

time in Boston, at 410 Washington <.iri-ni It

will be opened about January 1st.

.MADE OF TAPERED TCBING.

.\niong the most recent offerings to the

trade is the one-piece fork-crown and stem

made by the United States Projectile Co..

Brooklyn, N. Y., which is here shown.

The crown and stem is made from one piece

-18 G.

(\^

of tubing, and is without seam or weld. It is

made of internally tapered tubing, being II

gauge at the crown, and for a space of about

IJ inches above same, after which it tapers to

18-gauge to within about 2} inches of the

upper end, when it is made into 16-gaugc, thus

making it the correct size to take in the stand-

ard f-inch handle-bar stem.

It will be observed that the strength is put

where most needed, and, at the same time.liKlu

weight is secured. The side-arms of the crown

fit over the fork, and the lips shown in the

centre are bent under it, after which the crown

i£ ready to braze to the fork. Great care is

taken to have the circle of the crown conform

exactly to the circle of the fork, thus ensuring

perfect brazing.

-16 G.

-20 G.

18 G.

The onc-picrc tapcrccl gauge fork-sides to

lie used in connection with this stem is also

illustrated.

LOSING NO CHANCE.

"Skaggs was on the rear s.iddle of the sex-

tette when it ran into an open sewer and scat-

tered the riders over an entire block, and he

showed remarkable presence of mind."

"How?"
"You know he had just got admitted to the

bar last week, don't you? Well, live minutes

after that spill he had himself rctaincrl to bring

live dam.'l"' -"MI- •ii';ini>.l tin- ril\ lipslilis his

own."

TALKING SHOP.

"I'm tired of 'running around' with you,"

said the Bicycle. "The first thing you do

when you take me out is 'pump' me, and when

you've done that to your satisfaction you

don't do a thing but 'jump' on me. Now, I

don't mind your 'sitting' on me at every op-

portunity, but you fly off the 'handle' every

time I make a bad 'break,' and if I lose my
'bearings,' off you are likely to go again.

"There is something of a 'crank' about me,

I admit, but you should not charge me with

being 'rattled' simply because I am a little

"loose in the head,' and speak of me as a 'rat

trap.' I 'spoke' of all this before, and you

simply stroked my side with a match and made

light of it. But I don't intend that you shall

'blow mc up' again. Of the two, you are

much the 'heavier,' but I am the 'faster,' and

some day when I sec the 'coast' clear I will

try to 'get away' from you.

"Were it not for mc you would not hold

your 'head' up so 'high,' anyway, so you arc

not the fellow to be 'scorching' mc, while I

have the true 'ring' about mc and am made
of the right sort of 'metal.'

"

DISC-ADJUSTING HUBS.

Whilst the advantages of the disc, or cup,

adjusting hub are manifest, the fact must not

be lost sight of that their methods of adjust-

ment are necessarily more complicated than

those of the cone-adjustment—a by no means

unimportant point when the tendency of the

average rider to tinker with the bearings of his

bicycle is considered. This proclivity has be-

come so universal that it may almost be said

to have passed into a mania, and, therefore, it

follows that in a bicycle, of all things, the

utmost simplicity is desirable. In fact, the

older manufacturers are endeavoring to build

their bicycles as nearly "fool-proof" as possi-

ble, and one English maker, recognizing the

need for this as much more imperative than

the demand for novelty, is about abandoning

the disc-adjusting hub in favor <jf the cone

pattern, and will so equip his '08 models.

The greater simplicity of the cone-adjusting

hub, together with its much easier adjustment,

make its retention well worthy the considera-

tion of the conservative maker, when weigh-

ing in the balance the respective merits of the

two types.

FLAT, STALE AND UNPROFITABLE.

A rather curious effect of cycling upon

those who follow the practice long enough to

acquire both ease and spee<l of motion is that

thereafter they can take no pleasure in either

riding or driving that noble but now rather

old-fashioned animal, the horse.

In a carriage the cycler is discontented. The

vehicle seems to be absurdly big and clumsy,

and the dull inactivity to which he, as its oc-

cupant, is reduced, even thr)ugh he holds the

reins, gives him constant leisure t<i notice and

worry about the comparative slowness with

which he is getting over the ground and the

narrow limits within which his excursion must

be confined.

Impatience soon proves to be more fatiguing

than even the most vigorous work at the

pedals. There is. too, a cause of irritation in

the knowledge that any attempt to attain the

speed to which the wheel .accustoms him will

cruelly exhaust the strength of the best of

horses.
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Through recognition of MERIT

—

that

-MADE-OF-RUBBER"

quality—not through extensive advertisings

Hodqman^-H'rTires
will be more in evidence this year than ever^

DISTRIBUTING AGENTS:
CABLE RUBBER CO , - - - Boston.

WEED & CO , Buffalo.

SHONE-HANNA MFG. CO , - Rochester.

SOUTHERN CYCLE SUP. CO., Charleston, S.C.

DENVER RUBBER CO., - - Denver, Col.

WILSON BROS., 119 Chambers St., New York. ^ ,,,iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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Who Closes a Contract

withLOut hiaLving seen the Peerless
line or Avritten for Peerless terms
is likiely to realize what lie has
missed when it is too late.

The ^?vord "Peerless" was chosen
for a well-defined ptirpose.

It may not be too late if yovt write
now. ^?Ve can miake things mighty
interesting for the right people.

Peerless Manufacturing Co*,

CLEVELAND. .OHIO.
Kimlly mention The Wheel.
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IT CIRED BILL.

He was a traveling fakir selling some

sort of a liver cure at fifty cents a

bottle, and to make things more in-

teresting he had an old ordinary with him

and gave exhibitions of riding on the public

square. When he struck a certain Arkansas

village he found the wheel a novelty in the

eyes of the population, and it was after he had

finished a number of "stunts" of the riding-

school variety that a tall, long-haired native

approached and said:

"Stranger, I've got a son and his name ar'

Bill."

"Well?"

"That's Bill over thar' with the ole white

hat on."

"I see him."

"Bill's straddled bosses and mewls since he

was two y'ars old, and he never found a critter

which could gin him the flop. That's made
him mighty peart, and he's a-braggin' that

he kin stick to this masheen o' yours. D'ye

reckon he kin?"

"No."

"Would he git the flop?"

"Sure to."

"Jest git bounced right off and flung in a

heap, eh?"

"He would. He'd think one side of the

State of .Arkansas had tipped up with him."

"That's what I'm achin' fur—to see my
peart son Bill git the grand flop. I'll gin you

a dollar to let him try it."

The fakir was agreed, and the old man called

his son over and queried:

"Bill, d'ye reckon you kin handle this yerc

critter?"

"You kin bank on it, dad," was the reply.

"It ain't like a mewl or a boss."

"Of co'sc not, but don't you worry about

me. I never tackled anything but a buzz saw

which got the best of me."

"Hain't you a leetle too peart, Bill—jess a

Icetlc?"

"Not fur me, dad—not fur Bill Jackson.

Jess stand right back and look out fur flyin'

mud when I start. Thar's my hat to hold and

yerc I go!"

Bill had seen the fakir mount, and with a

whoop and a leap he was in the saddle. He
got his feet on the pedals and moved off about

ten feet. Then something reared up on its

hind feet and came down with fourteen wab-

bles and a dozen "bucks," and when the dirt

censed to fly they found Bill in a bunch on the

ground, his legs d<jubled up under him, his

backbone telescoped and a shoulder dislo-

cated.

"W—what happcndcd. dad?" he faintly

asked as they got him untied and untangled

and straightened out.

"Oh, nuthin' much," replied the old man.
"Did you c%er know a young feller named
Bill Jackson?"'

"I— I reckon 1 did."

"Son of ole Jim Jackson?"

"Yes."

"Powerful peart young man? Thought he
could ^tr.id'llc .inyfhin" '<ri hoofs?"

"Y—ye* What you gittin at, dad?"

"I'm a-grttin' at it to tell you that he
tackled a ! '

' ' • cvcrlaMin'ly

whopped I fulc of bcfo'
.'' .iiul I luii.nlcr to rivkon tli.it lic'd

'• home and go to hocin' co'n and keep

het of his brag fur the next ten y'ars to cum."

TWO NEW TIRES.

L. C. Chase & Co. will market two new
tires for the '08 trade—the Fo.xhound, a rac-

ing tire, and the Vulcan, a popular price ar-

ticle.

CRAWFOKD MFG. CO.'S pS LINE.

Model 6^, Tandem, $75.

PENALTIES IN' PESOS.

Washington, D. C, Dec. 11.—The ofljcial

translator at the State Denarlnient has just

complcfcci his translation of the new Cuban
tariff, which was promulgated by the Spanish

Government and printed in the Gaceta de

Habana, of September 9, 1897. The tariff is

now in force in the island. A discriminating

duty of 2.0ft pesos and a revenue duty of 4.00

pesos arc levied on bicycles when imported
into the island. The peso is valued by the

United States Tfi'.iirv .ii ')3fl cents, United
States currency.

THE LAST FEATHER.

"My children," said Slug-in-thc-car, chief

of the Brule Sioux, "we must pack our dress-

suit cases and wend toward the setting sun.

We must pull up our tent-poles and pull down
our vests and meander up into .-Maska, where

wc can live up to our income. There is no
privacy here. The last wave of civilization

has rolled over us."

' Waugh!" said the warriors unanimously.

"In that sound I hear the question. "What
has caused the tall Sycamore to writhe like a

new sausage on a sheet-iron stove?' Hist!

Listen! Yesterday two men from New York
canvassed this ward to get entries for a six-

day bicycle race."

A howl of anguish rent the air, and in an

hour a long caravan of red men hurried to-

ward the setting sun, leaving a trail of empty
flour-sacks and broken linglish behind them.

They didn't mind most things, but a six-day

bicycle race was too much.

CONCERNING CYCLOMETERS.

"Wc do not mean it in a disparaging sense,"

say Edward Miller & Co., in talking of their

Burdick cyclometer, "but it does seem as if

cyclometer inventors all ran in the same
groove—as if they did not seek for develop-

ments or new methods of construction. Wc
are the prouder of the Burdick, becau.se of the

fact. It does not follow the beaten and well-

worn path. It has points and features all its

own. They were not devised simply that we
might have something different from the

other fellow, but because wc believe that it is

just as possible to make progress and sub-

stantial improvement in cjxlometer construc-

tion as it is in anything else, and this belief

and its results will be found not only in the

cyclometer itself, but in the bracket which at-

taches to the fork of the bicycle. It, too, is a

new idea and an effective one. We've given

the dealers who sell the Burdick something
more than mere assertions to talk about in

making sales."

SOME SADDLE SOFTENERS.

Many of the saddles now in use on depart-

ment store and other unknown makes of

wheels are made out of iron-hard leather. .\

way to soften them is to detach, turn upside

down, and sprinkle the under surface with a

fair amount of unboiled linseed oil, which can

be purchased at any paint store. If this be

objected to upon the score of possible clothes

soiling, or if the rider be away from home
upon the road, here is an alternative cure.

Buy a common tallow candle, place it in the

sun until quite soft, then smear the un<ler part

of the leather, and stand the saddle in the sun

or before a fire until it soaks in. The leather

will be rendered soft and pliable, and not the

slightest stain will result.

E.XPOSING TRADE TRICKS.

The exclusive rct.iil dealer in every line finds

a large hindr.ince to his business in some of

the methods adopted by the department stores.

He is justified in exposing their methods to

his customers, and in combatting them in any

legitimate way in his power.

NOT VERY CONSOLING.

"And a consolation race—that is one which

is open only to losers, you say?"

"Yes; and it is one which makes most of

those in it feci worse than they did before."
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Bicycle
Bumer and Reservoii

Exclusive Features

:

20 CANDLE POWER not a gas lamp

It has no wick to trim.

Is absolutely free from Smoke, Soot or Disagreeable Odor.

A Beautiful Li8:ht (white and penetrating) produced by the

Safest of Oils-^^ SAFOL^^' ^^"-^ ^'^ """^ ^'^^'^ °'

stain the hands or clothing.

No Sweating of Lens or Reflectors. Free from Danger. Will Not Jar Out. Crown, with Jeweled Rear and Side

Signals. Brilliant Display through Side Perforations. A Clever Attachment to Hold Matches. A Head and

Fork Bracket Clasped by a Single Screw.

KITSEE BICYCLE Le^P SYHDKBTE,

SALES DEPARTMENT, 306 Stock Exchange Place.
Manufacturers. PHII.ADRLPHIA. PENN.

jsi?**-*^-$^**^^^^^^$i^^$-^^f-*-^^%r^^^^*^#-ir#*^i?^^*-^*^^^^^#^#-^^*^^^^$^^*-^*$^r^r*^^***-*^^?*******^^-*^

The Straus Protected Tire continues to

gain in favor, while

Those Special Quotations

Then there is the new

on

TIRE TAPE

STRAUS VULCANIZER.

®
and

INNER TUBES
have caught

the trade that keeps
its eyes open

for

good things.

Are you in that class ?

THE PRICE AT WHICH IT IS SOLD
brings it within the reach of the most moilest repainnan or dealer.

It is so practical, and labor-saving too, that it is not necessary

in doing a job, to remove the wheel from the frame

or the tire from the wheel.

STRAUS TIRE CO.,
127 DUANE ST., NEW YORK. Kindly mention The Wheel.
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THE GIVING OF CREDIT.

How This Vitally Important Question Haa Been Handled in thv Past, and the Way It Should
Be Dealt with In the Future If the Best Interests of Trade Are Considered.

Paper II.

Ill "Textile America" the progress and rise

of the National Association of Credit Men
was noted, along with its efforts to improve

credit reporting methods through criticism of

the mercantile agencies. It was shown that

inquiry had quickly got to the matter of

money returns to the leading agencies of Dun
and Bradstreet, and to considering whether

the great sums drawn from the business

should not, for the most part, be kept in the

business and used to improve the reports.

It was shown from the records of a New
York city court that R. G. Dun, for the eight

years ending with 1893, had drawn from the

business of R. G. Dun & Co. an average re-

turn of $1,000 a day as his personal profit,

his total return for the single year 1892

having been $378,000, and for the eight years

over $2,300,000. The public is without such a

record in the case of the Bradstreet Co., but

enough is known concerning the large returns

which one or two persons are able to draw

from its treasury to prompt further inquiry.

It is found that the Bradstreet Co. is carry-

ing a cash balance of $700,000 notwithstanding

the fact that its subscriptions are collected in

advance.

In the face of such facts, the need is to in-

quire into the true nature of the agency busi-

ness as means to determining whether both

the Dun and Bradstreet concerns arc not off

the tr.ick; that is, whether the advance to-

ward better methods of credit reporting—its

true organization—is not proceeded indepen-

dently of either Dun or Bradstreet. Light is

to be gained by first calling up the history of

credit reporting through tiie so-called mer-

cantile agencies.

Credit reporting, regarded as a distinct bus-

iness, began in the dry goods district of New
York city. It grew out of the needs of a

group of dry goods merchants, who employed

Lewis Tappan as a reporter to gather up such

facts as were obtainable concerning applicants

for credit at New York. The business aftcr-

w.ird!> passed, through successive changes, into

the present concern of R. G. Dun & Co. The
fact to be n(jtrd is that the business sprang

from the immediate needs of the merchants.

Tappan was a man with whom they were ac-

(luainted, and who held their confidence; they

were able to confide in him to the full, turn-

ing over to him such facts as came into their

possession affecting credits and trusting to

lion as regards the use to be made of

V Gradually as the business grew it

wiiji extended, through employing reporters,

to other than the dry goods trade, and in time

became universal.

The origin of the Bradstreet Co.'s business

wai similar, though it does not appear that it

had to do at first with a particular trade to

the exclusion of other iradrs .Mmut 1849 John
M ) in Cincinnati. In

• he • <• affairs of a trad-

ing firm in Cincinnati he had occasion to visit

New York in order, as the story goc.i, to

meet certain creditors of the Cincinnati firm.

The New York merchants were surprised with

the ease with which they were able to extract

information from Mr. Bradstreet concerning

the affairs of such Cincinnati traders a^ were

applicants for credit at New York. Out of

this the notion grew on the side of the mer-

chants that on his return to Cincinnati he

should set about reporting such facts to New
York by mail for a money price. He did so

and with such success that the thought came
to Bradstreet to leave some one to look after

the Cincinnati end. and so gain freedom to

organize the work of credit reporting else-

where. Out of this movement grew the Brad-

street Co. of to-day.

Credit reporting in the United States as

clear division of labor sprang from the great

distances which had to be covered here. The
movement started, it should be noted, just at

the time when, through the spread of the loco-

motive, the post-oflice was fast coming to be a

really eflicient means of communication, while

the e.vtcnsion of credit reporting exactly paral-

lels the further growth in communication.

Thus, the business did not permit the enorm-

ous returns to two or three individuals as

noted above, until the years following the in-

troduction of the telephone in 1876. The ris-

ing ease of communication had stimulated the

demand for fact. So rapid was the progress

in revenue that in 1885 Mr. Dun was able to

take out an annual return for himself of over

$238,000; while President Clark, of the Brad-

street Co., states that for several years in the

Bo's his company was able to pay a dividend

of 80 per cent annually. Just what the two

concerns are doing at this time in the way of

paying immense profits to a small number of

people it is impossible to say, as no adequate

returns of any sort are given to the public.

The agencies demand "statements" from the

whole field of commerce while making none

themselves.

Interviews with President Clark reveal the

state of affairs as regards agency management
with sufficient clearness. When Charles F.

Clark was given control of the Bradstreet

concern, about 1876, the credit reporting busi-

ness, as already indicated, was at the point of

a bulge in receipts, inasmuch as commerce
had reached the point of demanding a larger

measure of fact regarding credits. Mr. Clark

is a great auditor, and as such proved to be

just the man for the crisis. He has a high

sense of mercantile credit, or rather, the in-

stinct of the banker, and consequently he has

handled the Bradstreet concern as he would

the affairs of a bank. But the methods in

1876, so greatly needed when the concern

was temporarily in a state of bankruptcy, have

been prolonged until the principle of the bus-

iness—the extension and deepening of inquiry

—is threatened to the present advantage of the

cash account. Imagine the condition of a

cotton mill's business were its cash account

to be nursed at the expense of its designing

department.

Uniortunafcly for the business of credit re-

porting, the idea arose that it is the function

of tlie agencies to determine credits. Scarcely

anything could be more absurd. Credits arc

determined by the merchant in the very act

of making sales, and to aid him in this de-

termination he is on the lookout for facts

from all directions. It is in this sale of facts

that the reporter of credits gets his opportun-

ity. To talk of the mercantile agencies as

makers of credits is to invite the danger of

nursing their credit at the expense of their

credibility. The carrying of an enormous cash

balance by a mercantile agency suggests un-

due attention to its credit in the technical

sense.

When credit reporting began, as already

seen, the operation was a natural one
through reporters who had the entire confi-

dence of a group of merchants. These mer-
chants were able to communicate freely to

such reporters all the facts at their command;
they were able to trust the discretion of the

reporter. Discretion under such circum-

stances is far more than mere honesty, as it

involves analysis and judgment at all points.

The trouble with the mercantile agencies on
this point has been that instead of increasing

greatly the capability of reporters as the sweep
of the business increased, they have been able

to pursue successfully the policy of extracting

immense profits for a few persons by not rais-

ing sufficiently the ability of reporters. Men
of only moderate capacity who are willing to

work for small money returns are too fre-

quently sent to interview great merchants
concerning extended and complicated trans-

actions. In consequence, on the authority of

a prominent New York silk merchant, the

reports of Bradstreet and Dun have come to

be chiefly valued for the pedigree of trading

firms, for they stop short, in too many cases,

of the order of facts on which the determina-

tion of credits must be based.

There is no present prospect of a change in

the conduct of the two leading agencies. A
large olfice structure is just now going up in

New York which is to be known as the Dun
Building, while the city of Buffalo already has

such a building. On the other hand, Presi-

den Clark's mind is likely to continue resting

on the matter of Bradstreet Co.'s credit.

It is not likely, therefore, that the Na-
tional Credit Men's Association will effect

anything through directing criticism against

the two leading agencies. The need rather

is to discover, wherever possible, the incom-

ing of new and better methods of credit re-

porting and to direct attention thereto. In

the very nature of things, improved methods

must be springing up, as the business cannot

stand still. The further aim of "Textile

America" will be to inquire into and lay bare

any evidences of such development and their

bearing on the future of the mercantile agen-

cies.

FR.^NKLIN Ford.

AFFECTING HOUSE BUILDING.

Perforce the ordinary tenant must rent

houses that have no bicycle shed or closet

easily accessible to the front entrance, but as is

recognized by all architects, now no plan for

a house is considered perfect without such an

accommodation, and no house would be as

likely to be sold, unless such a convenience

was one of its features, or possible to be

made so.

The wise architect, formerly, in the modern
apartments building, provided a recess on the

first floor for the ever-present baby carriage,

but, now, should he wish the property to be

a good investment for his client, he must also

provide a safe, accessible storage room for

the wheels of the tenants and their friends.

VERY HARD AND COLD.

"Ye gofls. but this is a hard world!"

The novice slowly and painfully picked up

his wheel from the frozen road and limped on.
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i No Better Tire Made,
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Full Line of Single-Tube

AND

G.*J. Double-Tube Tires.

^3* •J^ tfi^ tfi^ 6^^

SPAULDING & PEPPER COo,

CHICOPEE FALLS, MASS.
Kindly mention
The Wheel.
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THE SAFETY OILER.

The Best Selling Oiler Made.

The only oiler that reaches every part

of the wheel with ease. No parts to

lose. No oily clothes. Made of brass,

heavily nickeled. New prices for

1898,

THE [SAFETY OILER CO.,

65 Nassau Street, New York.

IN THE

German^
Spanish^
French.

(ANY LANGUAGE.)

American Catalogues Translated, Con-
densed and Printed in any Language.

THE WHEEL PRESS,

»»»»»»»
^ Another Talking Point I%

I

-

for the

Columbia Dealer.

t^8^8%

! TBI COLUMBIA I

88 West Broadway, New York.

New Departure Automatic Brake

with which our full line of chain-driven bicycles is

regularly equipped fills a long-felt want. This

brake or controller is a device for which there has

been for many years a crying need, and the lack

of which has caused many casualties, both to ex-

pert and inexperienced riders. The brake con-

sists of a spring expansion ring on the rear spi"ocket*

working within a frictional drum. The braking of

the wheel is brought about by retarding the rear

sprocket by back-pedaling, which opens out the

spring and brings it into contact with the brake.

The instant back-pedaling ceases the spring con-

tracts and the wheel is released. No power is lost

in releasing brake and the action is immediate.

When wishing to check the speed of the machine,

the first impulse of the rider is to back-pedal, the

effectiveness of which is greatly multiplied b}^ the

action of the brake. "The impulse is mater-
ialized." No skill is required to operate the

brake, the action being so natural that after a few

days' use the rider becomes unaware of its ex-

istence and at the same time enjoys its advantages,

wondering at the efficiency of his back-pedaling.

The resistance of the frictional surfaces work in

vertical plane, thus avoiding side thrust and con-

sequent wear on the bearings. The brake is es-

pecially valuable to women in descending steep

grades or in an emergency where a sudden dis-

mount is required. IT WORKS LIKE THK
GOVERNOR ON AN ENGINE.

^^
POPE MFG. CO., Hartford, Conn.

Handsome Art Catalogue sent to any address for one 2-cent stamp.

Kindly mention The Wheel.^
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TWO CVCLOUETEKS IN ONE.

Ci.i\cirning tlieir '.'ri product, the United

States Mig. Co., Fond du Lac. Wis., writes-

"Wc are the originators of barrel cyclometers,

and for the coming season have again made

a step forward by bringing out our new

model United States Trip cyclometer. Wc
h a V e dis-

c o n t inued

the manu-
facture of

I

READS
theplai n

Tmp 75>iim»». meters, and
stT tAM will make

but one model, which is the Trip. We a'e

satisfied that the trade will much prefer to

have an instrument wfiich will show d lily

records, and, at the same time, keep an accu-

rate count of the total miles ridden. Last

season's Trip was gtjtteii out very hurriedly,

and we were unable to make the changes we
desired to make until this summer, which arc

now embodied in the new model. We now
have a positive mechanism, and have made
some important improvements in the setting

device, manner of attaching to the wheel and

in the spoke stud."

The United States cyclometer is now being

made in two finishes, at the same price. In

addition to the polished nickel, they are fin-

ished in antique copper, which, being dark,

docs not reflect the sunlight, and. therefore,

enables the figures to be more easily read.

A. K. Keating is in the East representing the

United States people.

NEW E.NGLAND HANDLED FROM NEW YOKK.

The policy of the Monarch Cycle Mfg. Co.

has been so changed that during the season of

1898, the entire business in the New England
States will be handled from the Eastern branch,

at 83 Keadc street, New York City, instead of

through a jobbing house, as during the past

season. C. P. Adams, who for four years has

been the head traveler for the Monarch Com-
pany in the East, is now covering the southern

half of Massachusetts, and all of Rhode Island

and Connecticut. J. N. Leach, who, durinjj;

'97, was manager of the bicycle department of

Smith, Patterson & Co., of Boston, and in '90

was manager of the Davis Sewing Machine
Company, is looking out for the interests of

the Monarch Company in the balance of tlic

New England territory. Other Monarch men
who arc now on the road from the Eastern

branch arc J. G. Judson, who last year covered

the northern part of New York State, an<l who
is now in the same territory; J. W. Caddcn,

the louthcrn part of New York; C. A. Mount,
the State of New Jersey; L. F. Schnitzspahn,

Pennsylvania; George D. Grundy, Long Is-

land, and W. E. Wolfcndcn, the State of Vir-

ginia.

SHOEMAKtK ANU HIS LAbT.

Take two lailorn of equal skill and experi-

ence. Let one make men's clothcx part of the

time and a boy's suit occasionally; let the

other have nothinR to do but think about dc

»ign, cut and make hoy«' clothes exclusively.

Which is mo*t likely to be most satisfactory

—

lor boys? Apply this same line of argument

to the department store selling bicycles and

the agents doing so, and which will be the

best place to buy a wheel?

SHALL PARTS AND SUNDRIES.

Although little known to the trade at large,

Clark Bros. & Co., Milldale, Conn., are doing

a considerable business in bicycle bolts,

screws, nuts, washers, axles,

chain-adjusters and the like,

their long experience in tlie

manufacture of similar

wares—tliey were established

in 18.')4—having taught them
a few things that enable

them to talk interestingly to

any one in need of such

goods. Clark Bros, make
also several articles that ap-

peal to the dealers in sun-

dries, among them a bicycle-

holder for 15 cents, and the

wrench and the lamp-brack-

et shown in the accom-
panying illustrations. Both
articles embody original

features, as may be seen.

The wrench is practically two wrenches in

one, and has a particularly long sliding jaw,

so made that it

is claimed to be sure

and positive and an

anti-rattler. The
lamp-bracket can be

attached to any part

of either fork, and

can be adjusted at

any angle, to right

or left, up or down,

as may be desired. The bolt that locks tlic

bracket to fork locks the adjustment positively

and cannot be moved except by loosening the

bolt.

TOWNE WITH SltiCKTOX.

The well-known Walter M.Towne. formerly

with the Anglo-American Cycle Fittings Co.,

has joined the forces of the Chas. S. Stockton

Co. He is already on the rf)ad with a full

line of Stockton parts and fittings.

Geo.W. Nock,
EveFilMii for Ite BicTcli! .

Send for Low Prices.

f 46 N. 4th St., FHIL/\DELPHIA, PA.

Bicycle Hubs-:-^
Rcarly for immediate ilclivcry. Complete nctii with Case-
llardrneil or Tool-Steel Bearinif^ asdenirrd. Hevrl Gears
cut an<l connecting Bli.ift for ("li.iinlesH WlierK

Tie NEW BRITAIN HARDWIRE MFG. CO..

NKW IIRITAIN, CONN.

FEATURES OF KEATING FACTORY.

Electric motors drive all the machinery in

the new and immense Keating factory at Mid-

dletown. Conn., the several departments being

so arranged that they can be run independ-

ently of each other in c:;se the necessity arises

for overtime or night-work, there being

separate motors and separate lines of

shafting. Power is generated by an

immense dynamo in the splendidly ap-

pointed power-house, which is detached from

the rest of the building, and is one of the

sights of the place. All of the machine work
is done on the ground floor of the main build-

ing, as is the brazing, blacksniithing, polish-

ing and grinding, etc., these departments

being entirely separated from the main floor,

so as to absolutely prevent any dirt, dust or

gases from obtaining entrance. The stock-

room, wheel building, assembling and crat-

ing are upon the second floor. Enameling

will be carried on by the Brown & Sharpe

steam process, for which great economy is

claimed. Needless to say that the lighting,

heating and ventilation are all the best of their

kind. It is, in fact, one of the best lighted

iiuildings in the country, and its general im-

l)rovcment in detail and facilities mark a dis-

tinct step in factory construction and arrange-

ment.

When there is much to be said of both sides

of a cycle (luestion, there is seldom anything

omitted.

It Serves Its Turn...

BECAUSE

It Turns Its Head.

JIlE Ideal

Oiler
Can't leak, because there is

no connection between the
spout and oil-well when not
in use.

Simplicity of operation.
i\€» 4ii|i «.r cttK-r !••

iiiiKcrcw simply a turn
of the spout and it is ready
for use.

F.iact size. Samples, electros and price*
furnished on applioiion.

Ideal Manufacturing Co., '"«;:'?.';:••'•

Twice the Air with Half the Power
WITH Till

DISS DOUBUE-ACTION PUMP.
Puiapi air with both up and down tlriket. Will

fill a lire in half the time of ordinary pump.
Beautifully finished in o>ydiied copper and made
of the finest matrriaU. Ili|;h'|;rade in every re-

spect. Undoubtedly the best teller for '98. The
e«t made for tandems, triplets or <|uads. Elec-

trotypes furnished for jolibcrs' calaloKues.

KuTAii I'kif K. >I.2.%. I llirr.il discount to trade.

A. B. DISS & CO.. 94-100 53d Street. Brooklyn. N. Y.
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SAM'L BUCKLEY & CO., 100 William St.,New York,
SALES AGENTS FOR

PIONEER BRAND TUBING.
ALSO SOLE SALES AGENTS FOR

r"

MULLER SMDDL-ES.

STYLE B.

Star Disc Ad-

RECORD PEDAL MFG. CO.

8 Styles Pedals.

justing Hubs.

Lavigne &

Scott Mfg. Co.

PEDALS AND WRENCHES.

No. 5. Kindly mention The Wheel. L. & S.
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RAT-TRAP HIDERS.

One, or rather two. of the little creations

which bear the good-thing earmark and which

have the appearance of ready sellers are shown

in the accompanying illustration. One is a

pedal rubber, which is designed to fit over the

teeth of rat-trap pedals, and the other a pedal

end protector for preventing the cutting or

nicking of shoes. Both are so useful and prac-

tical and yet so ridiculously simple that the

wonder is they were not brought out long

.igo. They are now being marketed by the

-^traus Tire Co., 127 Duane street, New York,

at a price which gives the dealer a snug profit

if the goods are retailed at the popular

price, 2o cents, and which will interest the

bicycle makers who use combination pedals.

The pedal rubbers are moulded over a metal

plate, which prevents their being cut by the

rat-trap teeth. They will fit any pedal, and can

be attached or detached in a second, although

they cannot be pushed off by the foot. The end

protector should prove particularly desirable

for ladies or for men who wear light shoes. Mr.

Straus had designed the articles before he was

aware that they were covered by Patent No.

558,4»>0, issued .Kpril 14tli, 1806, to two young
men of Warwick, N. Y., but he has obtained

control of the patent and will manufacture the

goods under its provisjoTT^.

VALVE LEAKAGES.

One of the most insidious things about the

pneumatic tire is a leakage in the valve, yet

this may be easily ascertained by turning the

wheel until the valve is at the top, and taking

a tumblerful of water and immersing the

valve: if the tell-tale bubbles appear, then you
know there is a defect somewhere which

should be seen to. Very likely you will find

the valve rubber wants renewing. Of course,

this test would be of no use in the case of a

leakage in the junction of an inner-tube and

\.-il\c, to find which it would be necessary to

lake out the tube and apply the water test

dose by the valve.

HAKDI.ED BY HOWB.
The new models of the Howe and Bedford,

which arc being marketed by the Howe Scale

Co., arc on exhibition at the latter's metro-

|K>litan agents, Page, Dennis & Co., 341

Broadway. Each wheel is shown in two pat-

terns, and George Y. Patterson, manager of

the bicycle department, who has junt returned

from a trip through New I'.ngland. says they

h.Tvr met with general admiration. He has

'I arrangements for some of the best

• •: > in that territory to handle tbr wlirrU

during the coming season.

TWENTIETH CENTURY UP-TO-DATE.

.\mong the well-known goods which have

undergone riidical alteration is the Twentieth

Century headlight. One of the standard

lamps, and a known quantity, it was difficult

to take apart, and this caused sonic little in-

convenience. There will be no longer room
for complaint on that score, the "i'S model

being a much-improved and simplified article.

The front is now hinged, opening like a

door, so that the glass does not require re-

moving to be cleaned, altliough it is so ar-

ranged that it can be easily taken out for a

special purpose, such as substituting fancy-

colored glass, etc. The glass, by the way, is

imported crystal, in itself quite an improve-

ment. The manner of attaching the oil fount

is now easy and eflfective, as in the way of

locking the wick. The oil-spout, too, has

been placed on the outside of the fount, ren-

dering filling and refilling possible without de-

taching the fount from the body of the lamp

—

a convenience which The Wheel urged some
months ago.

The relk'ctor is now on the same parabolic

lines, but increased in reflection surface (a

sort of compromise between their Standard

and Tandem lamp of last year), and gives

even a greater volume of light, although it is

well known that the Twentieth Century lamp

always did give a great light.

The gossamer hood, cjuite original with the

Twentieth Century, will continue to be sup-

plied with each one of these lamps, and this is

a good thing to keep the lamp free from dust,

etc., when on the wheel, but not being used.

The Betts Patent Headlight Co. have also

adopted a rigid bracket of their own patent,

which holds the lamp in good shape upon the

bicycle, being adjustable at any angle, on the

pfist or either side-fork, and it is also arranged

so that it can be placed on the handle-bar

post, when there is an outside brake on the

machine; also can be adjusted to the dash-

board or side-iron of buggies and runabouts,

for it is fast becoming a deservedly popular

driving lamp.

The company will hav«- but nne style and

size of lamp in 1808 model, known as the

Standard, made of brass, nickel-plated and

alumimmi reflector. There is quite enough
difTcrence in appearance to readily disting\iish

the I8!>8 model from those of the past, and,

ftirther. each lamp will be so stamped, and the

boxes, while equally handsome, will be quite

diflTerent in appearance to those that they have

used, and plainly printed 1S(I8 niodel.

COMING OF A CHANGE.

Those who are in a position to observe

know that the world is about to witness a

shifting of the currents of commerce that will

have as marked an effect upon the progress

of civilization as did the invention of the

printing press and the discovery of .America.

The one made universal intelligence possible;

the other expanded the area of enterprise and
placed 9t the command of civilized humanity

exhaustless natural resources from which the

commodities of commerce can be supplied.

The trend of the operation of these two forces,

universal intelligence and the universal dis-

tribution of commodities, exerts an ever-in-

creasing pressure upon the policies of nations,

the facilities of exchange and the course of

trade.

Facilities for distribution have abolished

the possibility of a famine in any quarter of

the globe. The paramount demands of indus-

try and commerce will as surely abolish the

possibility of a great war between civilized

nations. The mutual interests of commerce
are rapidly making the products of all coun-

tries welcome in every market, where they en-

counter the competition of the world, which is

continually compelling tlie old, cumbersonte

and crude to give place to the new. The me-
chanism of the age is without a parallel in

history. Machines that are now operated as

if by instinct would have been beyond the

comprehension of the people of the last gener-

ation. To illustrate: Thirty years ago wo-

man's idea of mechanism was wholly unde-

veloped. To-day she masters the sewing ma-

chine, the typewriter, the bicycle and number-

less machines in cycle manufacturing estab-

lishments as naturally as though the manage-

ment of machinery was not an acquired art.

Upon this foundation the commerce of the fu-

ture will rest.

BUSY ON THESE BARS.

One of the busiest little shops in Toledo is a

new shop—that of the Wood Mfg. Co.. makers

of LaFave adjustable wood and steel bars.

The Wood Co.'s line includes four styles of

wood and four styles of steel handle-bars.

These handle-bars are adjustable to any posi-

tion. Second-growth hickory is used, and a

patent process for securiiit; ilic .uccl sleeve to

the wood bar makes it impossible for them
to work loose. The cut shows a sleeve in

place on the wood bar. On the steel bar the

same sleeve is used and is brazed on.

TALKING OP HIMSELF.

it tiir ^rlt-made man in the tr.nlc is really

satisfied with h\^ handicraft, he ought to let

it speak for itself.

HE WAS THE FIRST.

Ananias wa< the original "prominent man
in the trade who did not care to have his

name mentioned."

BACI TO HIS OLD LOVE.

(ieorge S. Afwaler has severed his connec-

tion with the Monarch Rubber Co., for whom
he h.is been selling agent, with headquarters

in New York, and has connected himself with

the India Rubber C<i., of .\kron, Ohio, for

whom he first sold tires. Mr. Atwater will

have charge of the New England States, and
will locate his headriuarters at 2<»0 Devon-
shire street, Boston, Mass.
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Second to None.

Acknowledged by the Rac-

ing Fraternity to be the Speediest Tire yet Produced.

Foxhound Tires
in^

Vulcan Tires

^^ade by L. C. CHASE & CO., BOSTON.

Medium-Priced Tire. The Equal of Many So-Called

Standard Tires Now on the Market.

Branches: NEW YORK, CHICAGO, PHILADELPHIA, LONDON.BUFFALO, SAN FRANCISCO,

A BRAND-NEW PAIR FOR '98,
AND-SEE WHAT PRICES.

Fairy Child Seat*

Price, $1.25.

Extremely light, simple and neat. Fits

lady's or gentleman's -wheel. Secured in

place by one buckle. Perfectly safe for

small babies or a child seven years old,

and is not in the least in the way of the

rider.

No. 10

Parcel Carrier*

Price, 75 Cents.

Made of 3-16 steel spring wire
and net of linen twine. Size, 6x13
inches. Fits all handle-bars. No
clamps, screws or buckles; only a
cord to hold it down. Weight, 8
ounces; will carry 15 pounds.

Also Other Styles of Carriers, Let Us Send You Electros of These ard Our Folding Carrier.

KALAMAZOO CYCLE CO., KALAMAZOO, MICH.

'A STYLISH BAR MAKES A STYLISH WHEEL. G. W. W^EBSTEB, President and Treasurer.
A. J. HINTZE, Secretary.

i(

Original

Schinneer'' Bar
For 1898.

Design Patented Nov. 9, 1897.

"Rigid in Steering:,

Comfort in Riding."

THE CniC/IQO n/1NDLE~B/IK QOnP/INT,
Forty-Five Styles. Capacity, J,500 per Day. SEAT-POSTS. 30 and 32 Market St.,co'. Randolph st., Chicagfo, III.

BRANCH OFFICES—8U Vine St., Philadelphia; 147 Columbus Ave., Boston; 117 Chambers St., Ne\v York; London, England.
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SEE THE

1898

ELMORE
Before buying your

line of wheels for

the coming season.

A Good Record

in the Past

Is a Guarantee

for the Future*

Each bicycle must

now stand upon its

merits, and from the

past record of the

ELMORE you have

the best assurance

of handling a meri-

torious bicycle. We
should like an op-

portunity to show

you our 1 8g8 models

••••

Elmore Mfg. Co
CLYDE, OHIO.

Kiodlr mratlon The WbMl

AN IMPORTANT LIMB.

Mattlicws & W'illard are now showing tlicir

"!i8 goods, not only lamps, but bells as well.

Of the fornier they say: The '!I7 M. & W. was

an unparalleled success. Enormous sales

showed it. Vet excellent as it was, experi-

ment and experience have improved it. These

improvements are cmbodieil in the M. & \\

.

'P8. It is built on scientific principles, the

product of a factory which has been for years

engaged in lamp-making, and is manufactured

by tried and trained experts in the line.

The "'.tS lamp is made of sheet brass, finished

in nickel: no solder is used in its construction.

It is of medium size, light weight, symmetrical

design, and has ample space for perfect com-

bustion, and is well ventilated. It has a large,

powerful double convex lens and scientifically

lade reflector and throws a white, bright,

steady light.

It has a rigid bracket, with these additional

special advantages. It can be adjusted by one

turn to any height or angle desired. It can be

set on the steering head without interfering

with an outside brake, where this is used. It

can be attached to either fork or to the steer-

ing-head. The thumb-nut can be easily and

securely fastened with the fingers. No wrench

or screw-driver is required. The jaws have a

covering which prevents marring the enamel

on the wheel. The wick-lock is a simple push

button, a positive self-acting lock, released by

merely pushing the button, instantly relocked

when tlie pressure is removed. The oil-pot is

absolutely locked, so that it cannot become

accidentally detached from the body of the

lamp. It can be turned so that the wick may
be adjusted from either side of the wheel.

The lamp burns kerosene oil. The oil-pot

has a large capacity, but does not look big.

It has a patent dash-ring and, being packed

with absorbent, the oil will not drip or spill

over. It is easy to light from cither side;

can be lighted in a gale. The reflector and

lens arc removable for cleaning or polishing.

They arc of the simplest construction, air tight

an<l secure.

Can be easily taken apart, easily reassembled.

All parts simply constructed and securely fas-

tened together. With three movements, the

whole lamp can be taken to pieces for clean-

ing.

The M. & \V. bell is made like a watch, to

use the makers' words. The mechanism is

simple, positive and reliable—continuous ring-

ing, rotary action, ratchet movement, electric

iitroke.

The strikers arc carefully adjusted, so that

in their rotation they strike the bell continu-

ously, never missing a bhtw. The slightest

pressure on the thuntb-piece will cause the

bell to ring.

The cast gong i.s made of the highest quality

of bell metal, and the greatset care is exer-

cised in casting it. It is constructed scienti-

fically, combining the best results in tone with

lightest of weight; is symmetrical in design,

and of the outline which experience has de-

monstrated will produce the greatest volume
of desirable sound.

The finish is faultless, super-nickeled, so that

the bell cannot turn brassy.

The gongs are furnished either "plain" or

"beaded," are made in three sizes, 1}, 2 and 2^

in., and are actually of those dimensions. There

are two styles of clamps: The M. & W. screw

clamp and the M. & W. patent band clamp.

The screw clamp is strong and easy of adjust-

ment and the screws are long enough to take

in any part of the wheel on which the bell

can be placed. The patented band clamp is

all in one piece, being taken up by the fasten-

ing screw at both ends, so that it can be ad-

justed by a few turns to fit any size handle-

bar or head, taking in all sizes from }-in. to*

11-in.

LIBELOUS AND CRIMINAL.

Despite the fact that its employees were the

very head and front of the recent brutal ex-

hibition in the Garden, the yellow journal

which hired the League presidency for a bill-

board has the stupendous nerve to remark

editorially:

"Six-day bicycle races arc planned by men
who manufacture bicycles. They finance the

contest and they add immensely to the profits

of the riders who come in anywhere near first.

Presumably they think that out of the triumph

of the rider there proceeds benefit to the

maker of the wheel he rides."

The cycle trade has had many untrue al-

legemcnts brought against its fair name, but

this yellow ism is easily the worst and the most

untrue of them all.

RUBBER REPAIRING CEMENT.

The following method of repairing the

cracks or fissures in rubber articles is given in

"L'Industrie Textile." First clean the sur-

face of fissure or parts to be united very care-

fully, and apply a cement composed of:

Sulphide of carbon 26 parts.

Gutta-percha 2 part*.

Caoutchouc 4 part*.

Fish glue 1 part.

The edges of the rent should be kept to-

gether by means of thread and the article left

to dry. At the end of from twenty-four to

thirty-six hours the binding thread may be

removed and the cement which may have

been squeezed out of the fissure cut away.

LEARNING OF LIGHT

An exhibition oi acetylene gas is to be held

at Cannstatt. Wurtcmberg. and will include

an exhibition of various generators, lamps,

etc. The exhibition promises to be of consid-

able interest to the cycle sundry people abroad

who arc just awakening to the American ide.»

of employing the new illuminating agent fo<-

cycle lamps.

BBLTS AND BARNES.

Tlieo. K. Belts, well known in New York

trade and club circles, has organized the T. E.

Belts Cycle Co. and opened a store at 933

Eighth avenue, this city. He will have the

agency for the Barnes White Flyer.
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ITS CH/%RACTtHISTlCS /^"^^ ^ ^ \ X^
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BARNES
Models for 1 898

ARK AS FOLLOWS :

Mo.'els XVn, Chainles5 Special, and
XVllI, Chainless Superta, - _ _ $125.00

Models XIV, Diamond Tandem, and XV, Com-
bination Tandem, ______ J 25.00

Model XII, White Flyer Racer, _ _ _ . 100.00

Model X, Special, - - - - - - - " - 75,00

Model XI, Road Racer, - - - - _ _ _ _ 75,00

Model XIII, LadJes' Superba, -_-____ 75,00

ALSO A COMPLETE LINE OF SINGLE WHEELS AT $60.00.

The new WHITE FLYER has more good mechanical features and talking points than any two other wheels.
Its smooth appearance to the eye creates a yearning that can only be satisfied by the purchase of one.

The BARNES overflows with individuality, therefore the best for an agent to handle.

THE BARNES CYCLE COMPANY,
Write for Terms. SYRACUSE, N. Y. Kindly mention The Wheel.

WE ARE HEADQUARTERS FOR
d IK"^^d *

i* -e s ^^

^ ^PK.-'-*r -^fc '

CHAINS,

STEEL BALLS,

SADDLES,

PEDALS,

^ International

Cycle Fittin|[s

NICKEL-PLATED CRANKS, HUBS, ® ComOanV,
P. FORG'S FANCY SPROCKETS,

SPOKES, NIPPLES, ETC.

Special Drives in Some of the Above.

74 READE ST.,

NEW YORK.

WRITE TO US BEFORE PLACING AN ORDER.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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6d4,876". CtCLOMETBR. WlUUl C Hmaii. Mendrn, Cona. GOJr.OSO. CTCUt PROFELLIBO MKLHANISM. OwtQtT Boots 5 90,030. COMBlllBD UUP AND ACCTTLRKB OBKfRATOR
rloUMEdvtrdllUler&Campuiy.suwplMe FUed May 14

Un Serai Ho 6M 4<3. (NooMdel)
Louu D. WEiTTiuiuu, Jr . Stunlbrl. CoQU. Kiltd Jia a. 1S87 Serui

Na 618.4^1 (H« modd.)

Claim —1 The combination mih * gaa-gtntretor bitine a «_

tod WUiJAi Soorf-Chrtstetiurcli. New Zealaud. PU«d Aug. 12, 1S97

SeiUl Ha MS.OOS (No model) PUeoted In Me« South Wil«s Apr

22. Itn. Ha 7.416, Id VIctorU Apr 23, 1»7, No 14.121 : la Ouaeor

Uod Apr. 26, 1S97, No 3.SU: Id SouUi AustralU Apr 36. 1(97. la a,a,able topandbulU>ni,ul a walcr-Unk harin.-acontniclcd pcrUau

4.7M; In Tumanli May 10, 1897, No 1.902, and In Cuadt JOft 28, rMcndinKdonn 11110 th; pi..Keiifrai..r »iiU n.Mnjt lorain ki hs uui-

1897, Ha 56,836. ^. ^^^ i,t end to prtvcol iu bruif cloiigeJ bv llic -aipioduoiiiR m»t.ii«',

.<aid c-.'iili«clrd |>orlion l.a»in|[ »'«« a «»!»» aJaflrd irlifD i" one |>o*i-

flow of «aUf during the i-~cai«r ol nee- of gat and'

^iim — 1. TJi« cambinatioo of a cyclometcrcaaiii{» haiinx a

ta*mrcc«i«ing op«nin|; the rein, w'nK a Ailura carrrin; a latcrally-

direrled tubular iapporting-<t«iii, adapted to rnl«r said opening, tlie

trre tn<l of said itaa b*ing (plil. and li>rkiiif; inram carried nilhin

^id ^t«m, whereby the inner end of the stem "may be expanded to

ftcun the casing in the desired pouiion

5 5,106. BICYCUmRAKH Ono Jiaus, Hew York. H Y.

Flleii Hov. 16. 1<9«. S<>rtal Ha ei2.1»1. (No model)

"Bi-^^,

tiun to stop the flow ol »aUr during

when II' another (Mxitioo to admit iirler . the Mid ga«-^anili«r.

37,958. BlCYCLE-PRAlli MiK10» A. AnLElwj. Syracirm, H T.

Filed Oct 1. 1897 Senal No 65S,7i8. Term of patent M ya«i»

C/uint.— 1. lo coiiibinatioit with a bicycle, a pair of levers hav-

ing their rearrnd< pivoted to the rear forks of the bicycle frame and

their forward ends provided with foot-pedals, curved guides secured

to the intermediate portions of said levers and harir.g forked or di-

vided ends, flanged rollcra carried by the cranks adapted to travel in

said guides, guards X piroted lo the levers at one cod and passing

59-t,98&. BICYCLE ALBi»T C FAluaHtt Boalon. Mue. Filed

July 8. 1 895 Serial Ha 55S. 1 79 | No model

)

Cfnimt.— I. A brake-lever formed with a handle, an arm and with

an intermediate portion adapted to extend through the handle-bar

Igbe and provided with an offset or shoulder forming a bearing adap'ed

lo rootact with the inner surface of the handle-bar and with bearing-

aurfacM, siibalantially as described.

594,870. ilCYCLfrSADDLB. JOliiTlA» A Hnw, Weaiborough.

Mam Filed Aug 7. 1891 S'tal No 601.998 (No model)

T yjMj^'i)

Chiai — I A Ucyrle-saddle i-ompiising a rantle plat* al the rear

of lb* addle s Hsnil nr t^np It the ^~imm'l enH fif ihe saddle, a spring

i*Ur«Bd»' I leather or lacing

esUadlag the resr»ardl)

elUadUg - .•».ili»IU a. .hnwn

005.U5 1. rOWKKTRAnsMITTERruRUSilUrONCARIUAOBS.
*£ CaAinoMTm r Eunoii, LriTutoo. Eogland FlMMarlS, 1897

tarWHoBT^ (HonoM)

CVbiiw —The deelgn for Mcycle-ft-ame.- tubeUiiUally aa heiein

ahowD and daacribed

.'">0.'>.'J40. LUOQAOE CARRIES FOR BICYCLES lusc H U«-
txiLH. Prondence. R I KiW Apr 30. IM7 Serial Ha 631.li?$ (Hn,

model)

C/ifiH- I I'he handle bsr. it* handle, a ball and eocket joint

ennnrcting lliein. the IliII lieing hollow nnd provided with an elon-

i;nfed «liit at itn outer end. and mesns at it« iniiei end for detachably

•te'-iiriiig it lo its •iip|Hirtiiig part, and a cinmp lo hold them rela

tifrlv iniinoiablr. IV «Amr rninpriftlng a ImiIi or «pindle adjuslabl)

•enired lo the s^irket member, adapted to pass through the said «lot

nnd provided niili a •plicmidal head lo engage the inner sarlace of

the li.ill nirmber. s.iiil Itrnd being inarre«silile w heVi said handle is in

plar.. .iilnUnitallv a* ili-^ei il>eil

595.111. SADDLK BaUTA.ruir.Cbk»<o.tU. PDMPetl
lir Swul No 621.487 (No model)

I'laim —\ In a luggage rami r l.ir bic>ile». the cumbinalion
. Mii'i'iing o( il.e top rod d it having eyes r r I, rmed on its ends,

iilapled lo be secured to the outer .ides of the fbrks r by the boll t.

.!• shown, with a tie rod r/', and having a central tupporting-stnp /

fa.«Unrd iherron, said strip provided with a l.rafe rtxl A having an
eteilo engage with the rianipr by the bolt 1 •uh-lsntially .v< 'hown

5f)5,<j:i0. CONBTRUCnoH OF BICYCLE FRAMES Emtt li-
kAia>K and AirwD CloiitT. Brunei*. Belgium Filed July 6. iJW.
SmM Ho i98.l2a (No nndel ) Patented lo Belgium tUf 8 1894
Ha 101.867. nd iB Pnnoe June 2S, IIM. Ho 239.MI

rtaasa — I A •Wwar^nMaaMUag dmea rampfMag a spirveWi-

lUas htrUm tMJ^ yi u iUid till Uutal pro,eMM.f.. ad.p««l to

IVklMAaRy «V*C H*^ fWlW«s of a pwllti lalxi. .iiall) as d*

Ci^iim I In a pneumatic saddle, the 1 •imbinalion of a base-

plate or tree subataatially underlying the rnlire ruahion iaUnded to

be arranged thereon and bent upwardly al ii« rear portion under a
auUisnlial part of .tie raakion. an inSaUble hag tnbeUnlially of a Ch'" I ,\« a orM atllilt ol tai.inufai lure, a shri-l mrul bUni
sue tad •hap* to entirely overlie Ihe base plat«> n tree and provided '"' forming lelies Inr veloeiprdr btejcie and similar Ifinie., bavinc
in Iu rear portion wiU a Uansverse tlii'esiending (.aniallv arrows dnveUiIrd lengilndinsl edge, and a p.vir ol Inncue* hating ihiir4<rc

lis saddle foe .lividlnr the rear portion ial>. two |«rta eai h opening '•"!• (dteed rrotawtse with erfereiKe to laid dov. I.ilhil edges a«<l

nt<> \kt inuttojot the ingalabls bag and an inclosing rasp or covet silapied 10 Iw jai>.ed legelher telien beni trnund a •r>n»»i>.af xk^.
(m the whnle sttUianUallr aa dew-rilied •'i o( a f^n* tubtUntialJy a« »rx forth
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5 95,179.' SEAT-POST AlfD HANDLE;-BAa FASTENEJR. OlTO

Kraus. New York, N. Y. File'dJuly 11, 1896. Serial No. 598,853. -{No

iiiodeU

595.148. FRAME FOR BICYCLES. L\;man H. COBB', PortlanJ, 5 9 5 ,'1 8 5 . LUQGAGE-CARRIEft FOR.BICYCLBa WltUAM H

Me., -assignor to the L«veU Cycle, arid fether Motor Company, same

T)lace. .Filed Sept 30, 189G. Serial N.6. 6a7;42"8. (Ko model)

t'la'tin.— 1. .The frame connection ccyisistiiig.oftwo.tube^ofmetal,

each tube having one or more Seinitiibular arms attached al one eixd,

each tnhe with its arui.sbein^ secnrcd to it's compUinentarV tube

with its arras, to form the 'cotinection- substantially as described.

2. The bicycle crank-hanger consisting of twd tubes of metal,

each tube having' two or more semitubular arms atta.ched at one end

and each tube being perforated aiid Having- said perforatiou-sur-'

rounded by a smaller tube integral witb.the priucipal tube, the prin-

cipal tubes being connected to form the crahE-hanger, substantially

as d

Loojiil, Loiiisville, Ky.. assignor to the Do* Wire Works Company'

same place.' Filed Jaa 27, 189B. Serial No. 577,054. (No model)

Ctoim-l. A s<i4)po.rt for saddle and like posts, comprising a

tubular post^ a tubuhir .member receiving said post, and a wedging-

piece jilaced jvithin the said post and provided with an arm or han-

dle extending exterior to the tubular member; said piece being of

greater length than the distance across the corresponding portion of

the pest and supported by the tubular member, substantially as de-

5 9 5 a 1 BALL-BEARINO FOR AXLES. ' Narcisse ROUSSELLE

Veiviei-s and Victor Snutsel and Jean Snutsel, Brussels, Belgium.

Filed Apr. 13, 1896. Serial No. 587,408. (No model) Patented in Bel-

gium Jan. 4, 1895, No. 113,513, and in France Jan. 17, 1895, No. 244,398.

C/aim.--Thc combinaUon ofan a.\le and an a.xle-bo.K, a cup sur-

rounding said a.xle. having olie e.hcf plane and perpendicular to the

axis of the axle and having in the other end a ball-race, a loose img

surrounding said axle and having its two end faces plane and jier-

(.endicular to the a.xis of said axle, perpendicular bearing-faces on

-aid axle-box and axle, resbectively for said cup and ring and balls

in .said ball-race having contai t nith the race m( with the ring re-

spectively at ponils at opposite ends of diameters tliiough said ball.-

parallel t,) the axis of the axle substantially as ..nd foi the purpose

set forth.

ANTIFRICTION - BEARIN(}.

5 95.191. CtCLE-LAMP: CHARLES A. MitiER and Frederick J.

MiLL'ER, Birmingham, England. Filed" F^b. 16,. 1867. Serial. No.

623,642. (No model) Patented in England Sept 19, 1896, Nos. 20,740

..and 20,741.

Claim.— 1. In cycle and road-Vehicle lam^s, the combination with

OeoRGE' 0. GRIDLBY, the lamp-body a provided with. the birrner-cone d and chimney ?, of

SptingfieW.Mass, FiledJan. 25, 1897. Serial No. 620,515. (Nomodel) the gallery A, and the foot «' attached to He under side of the lanip-
" body and' hinged to the gallery, substantially a» described.

Cldhn.— 1. A bearing of che-character specihed, comprising ao

inclosing member, an inclosed 'member concentric therewith, two sets

of ball-tracks adjacent to the ends of said members and including

means for adjusting the balls radially, thrustrabutmeD.(3 between said

members and between the two sets of ball-tracks, and thrust.-support-

ing balls interposed between said abutnients.

595 130 VEHICLE-WHEEL. Pmup J. Paeker, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Filed Feb. 20. 1897. Serial No. 624,335. (No model)

, Ctaim.— A carrier for bicycles consisting of a body-seat and foot-

rest composed of wire-netting having outer wires conforming to the

curvature of the carrier' and hooked to the handle-bar, side ^vires

extending from the foot-rest td the top of the outer wires and at-

tached thereto, central spring-arms clamping the vertical post, and

arms extending over the top and underneath the fork crown clamp-

jug the same, said arras being attached to the bo/iy of the carrier, as,

set forth.

SUMMARY OP PATENTS.

Number of patents of all kinds granted dur-

ing the week, 444; designs, 92; trade-marks,

30; re-issues, 2; total, 568. Issued to citizens

of the United States, 512; issued to citizens of

foreign countries, 54. Leading States, Illinois,

107; New York, 63; Massachusetts, 41. Lead-

ing countries, England, 18; Germany, 16;

France and Canada, 5 each.

Total number of applications awaiting action,

10,351; in Division VII., relating to veloci-

pedes, 1,220.

Cycling patents issued during the week:

E. Ezekiel, New
Serial No. 604,556.

Claim-y A vehicle-wheel comprising aTim, a. tire formed ot'a

of tubularsections having closed ends, .in air-tube within the

oi* the T^m and provided with openings from whichscries

circumference

59.4r94=7. BICYCLE-BRAKE. LiscoLN C. Hall, Burlington, Iowa.

Filed July 18, 1896. Serial No. 599,616. (No model)

DOrts"lea'd'"inTo'the'tubervaIves secured in the sections of the tire and

provided with t.ibes projecting into the openings "f ..h« a,r-tube. an.sof the air-tube, and

iaps movable on the valve-tubes and provided with ports adapted to

register with the norts of the air-tube, substantially as described.

a7 95 6. BICYCLE-SADDLE. Joseph SEBsoN.Chleago, III, assignor

of one-haiit to James Cisler, 'Same place. Filed Nov. 8. 1897. Serial No.

657,888. Term of patent 7 years.

Claim.—The design for a bicycle-saddle, subslantially as herein

shown and described.

5 94-„8 G 9. TOOL FOR REPAIRINQ PNEUMATIC TIRES. MarIUS

E. Oriswold, Chicago, III. Filed Dec. 17, 1894. Renewed May I3,J897.

Serial No. 636,409. (No model)

Chilli.~\ The herein-described tool for repairing pneumatic

(tires, consisting of the combination of the outer tube A. having the

(jxpallsiblc tapered i-nd K and the inner plunger II, by which the plug

js carried into the tire, having the compressible end I'", with longitn-

Jjni(Lti<l!yi"'' •'ections. all snbstuntially us shown and described.

Claim - 1. In a bicycle-brake, the combination with the main

K,U'0cket wheel ot a bicycle having a supplemental rim theredu, of a

brake shoe slidingly mounted upon the lower line tube of the bicycle-

frame and adapted to be thrown into cngaKcnient with said supple-

mental rim, and a pair of pitmen pivoted at their outer ends to said

brakeshoe and r,o said tube re.spectively and al-thcir inner ends lo

each other, siilistaiilially as described.

97 95 7 LINK FOR BICYCLE CHAINS. PniLiP BURNS, Norwich,

fionn. FUed May 27, 1897. Serial No, 038,473. Term of patent 3*

years.

Claim.-the design for a link lor bioyclecliains a.s herein sh.iwn

594,864. Cycling Skirt. Hannah
York, N. Y. Filed Sept. 1, 1896.

(No model.)

594,864. Tool for Repairing Pneumatic Tires. Marius

E. Griswold, Chicago, 111. Filed Dec. 17, 1894. Re-

newed May 13, 1897. Serial No. 636,409. (No model.)

594,874. Bicycle Vise. William H. Holmes, Colum-

bus, Ohio. Filed April 15, 1897. Serial No. 632,251.

(No model.)

594,876. Bicycle-Saddle. Jonathan A. Hunt, West-

boro, Mass. Filed Aug. 7, 1896. Serial No. 601,-

998. (No model.)

594,921. Device for Driving Bicycles or Veloci-

pedes. William Wanliss, Johannesburg, South Af-

rican Republic. Filed Oct. 30, 1896. Serial No. 610,-

580. (No model.)

594,939. Bicycle. Albert C. Fairbanks, Boston,

Mass. Filed July 8, 1895. Serial No. 555,179. (No
model.)

594,947. Bicycle-Brake. Lincoln C. Hall, Burling-

ton, Iowa. Filed July 18, 1896. Serial No. 599,616.

(No model.)

594,980. Cycle-Propelling Mechanism. George T.

Booth and William Scott, Christchurcli, New Zea-

land. Filed Aug. 12, 1897. Serial No. 648,009. (No
model.)

594,991. Bicycle. John M. Gilbert, Clinton, Conn.

Filed Feb. 24, 1896. Serial No. 580,482. (No model.)

595,035. Construction of Bicycle-Frames. Emilc

Beranger and Alfred Chobert, Brussels, Belgium.

Filed July 6. 1896. Serial No. 598,120. (No model.)

Patented in Belgium May 8, 1894. No. 109,867, and
in France June 25, 1894, No. 239,561. (No model.)

595,057. Bicycle-BcU. Frederick A. C.lines, Cam-
bridge, Mass. Filed M.irch 17, 1897. Serial No. 627,-

983. (No model.)

595,073. Unicycle. William T. I'arsons, Boston,

Mass. Filed Feb. 1, 1897. Serial No. 621,406. (No
model.)

595,088. Manufacture of Rubber Tubing. Bertram

Ci. Work, Akron, Ohio, assignor to the B. F. Good-

rich Company, same place. Filed April 21, 1897.

Serial No. 633,130. (No model.)

696,099. Armor for Cycle Tires. Edwin H. Graves,

Hoboken, N. J. Filed June 23, 1897. Serial No.

641,894. (No model.)
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National Board of Trade
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320 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

rresidcDt,

A. L. GARFORD.

First Vice-President,

GEORGE H. DAY.

Second \'ice-Pre»ident, Treasurer,

C. \V. DICKERSON. W. A. REDDING.

Secretary,

ERNEST R. FRANKS.

National Bicycle Wood Rim

Manufacturers' Association.

President, Treasurer,

E. S. MEAD. N. D. DOUGHMAN.
Secretary,

\V. W. STALL. Bedford. Mass.

National Cycle Dealers' Association.

President,

GEORGE E. HANNAN.
Second \'ice-President,

J. J. MANDERY.

First X'icePresident.

F. A. VERY.
Treasurer,

GEORGE COLLISTER.
Secretary.

JOHN McCARGO. St. Louis.

Rubber Tire Association.

President,

THEODORE A. DODGE.

First Vice-President, Second Vice-President,

L. K. McCLYMONDS. GEORGE T. PERKINS.

Treasurer.

GEORGE F. HODGMAN.

Secretary,

KIRK BROWN.

B04-B06 West Fourteenth Street. New York.

f>iK>.luij. Bicycle-Brake. Otto Kraus. New York. N.

Y. Filed Nov. 16. ISW. Serial No. G12.1U1. (No

nii^del.)

595.UI. Saddle. Marry A. Perry. Chicago, III.

Filed Fxb. 1, 1S97. Serial No. ti21.4S7. (No model.)

&96.13U. \ehicli-\\ heel. Philip J. Parker, Brook-

lyn. N. Y. Filed Feb. 20, 1897. Serial No. 624,335.

(.No model.)

595.131. Spring Cushion Tire for Vehicles. Hans

.Mien, Red Wing. Minn. Filed April 10, 1S97. Serial

No. 631.&I8. (No model.)

595.148. Frame for Bicycles. Lyman H. Cobb,

Portland. Me., assignor to the Lovell Cycle and

Ether Motor Company, same place. Filed Sept. 30,

1896. Serial No. 607.428. (No model.)

5%.179. SeatPo.st and HandleUar Fastener. Otto

Kraus, New York, N. Y. Filed July ", 1896. Serial

No. 598.853. (No model.)

r>95,lSo. Luggage-Carrier for Bicycles. William H.

Logan, Louisville, Ky., assignor to the Dow Wire

Works Company, same place. Filed Jan. 27, 1896.

Serial No. 577,054. (No model.)

59649L Cycle-I-amp. Charles A. Miller and Fred-

erick J. Miller, Birmingham, England. Filed Feb.

16, 1897. Serial No. G23.tH2. (No model.) Patented

in England Sept. 19, 1896. Nos. 20,740 and 20,741.

596.2(M. Support for Bicycles. George W. Pren-

tice. Providence, R. I. Filed Dec. 22, 1896. Serial

No. 616,586. (No model.)

596,220. Bicycle Bell. Augustin L. Tavcau, Balti-

more, Md. Filed Nov. 14, 1896. Serial No. 612.071.

(No model.)

596.240. Luggage-Carrier for Bicycles. Isaac N.

Lincoln, Providence, R. I. Filed April 30, 1897.

Serial No. 634,628. (No model.)

586,342. Variable Speed-Driving-Gear for Veloci-

pedes. Charles E. D. Usher, Malvern, Victoria.

Filed Dec. 11. 1896. Serial No. 571,788. (No model.)

Patented in England Oct. 9, 1895. No. 18,934.

TRADEMARKS.
30,930. Holders for Velocipedes. Robert Graham

Woodward, New York, N. Y. Filed Nov. 6, 1897.

The word "iJublcook." Used since Oct. 27, 1897.

30,933. Adhesive Cloth or Adhesive Tape for Use
by Electricians, Surgeons, Bicyclists and others. The
Okonite Company, Limited, New York, N. Y., and

Ixindon, England. Filed" Oct. 27, 1897. The word

".Manton." Used since 1888.

SBIPPBD ABROAD.

Exports of bicycles and cycle m.ttcri.il from

the Port of New York during the week end-

ing December 7, 1WI7:

Bicyclr«. Material.
Argentine Republic 1927
.\niwrri 185 $1,036

Ml 76 367
« 30

•.<-«tioni in Africa .... 286
•lie, 970
* 721

1,M0 1.113
ilctlin 900
Hriiith (iutana IIB ....
li.hYii 63

«0
rtl Indira l.QiO ....

,
.n U6

( uU ns
Dutch (iuiana M ....
Danish Wr.i In.lin 86
Mcuadnr . . . ISO
t^noa . ... 64 24
i;ia«>r.» .... ftj)

Hamburg OOM
Havre . 3S7 2.(SM
Llegc 1X6
U*erpool 6,080
Porto 26.1
••--•• 644

180
mingo ..I... M

.~.u...«...i.(oD 477 Ml

.siochbotm 47D

TRADE CHANGES.

COLORADO.
Greeley.—Olsen & Baker, reported dissolved part-

nership.

CONNECTICUT.
New Haven.—Ralph J. Kirby, assigned.

Plainville.—E. G. Bassctt, building new store on

Main street.

ILLINOIS.

Chicago.—Diamond Rubber Co., incorporated by H.

H. C. Miller, W. S. Oppenhcim and W\ S. Holden,

to manufacture rubber goods; capital stock, $300,000.

MAINE.

Bangor.—Edward M. Estahrook, reported compro-

mised with creditors.

Ellsworth.—Ellsworth Bicycle Co., reported offering

20 cents on the dollar.

MARYLAND.
Baltimore.—Lcrch Cycle Saddle Co., incorporated

by Harry A. Lerch, William M. Lerch and John T.

Hyde, to manufacture bicycle saddles; capital stock,

».">.000.

MASSACHUSETTS.

Holyoke.—A. F. Schoficld & Co., reported dis-

Milved partnership.

Maiden.—A. T. Fuller, new store on Cross street.

Taunton.—Goodwin & McDonald, reported dis-

solved partnership.

MICHIGAN.
Benton Harbor.—H. L. Bird, new agency.

Pontiac.—Geo. A. Smith, reported gave bill of sale

for $1,350.

MONTANA.
Katispcll.—D. S. McCullcy, reported recorded chat-

tel mortgage for $160.

NEW MEXICtV

Albuquerque.— Insley & Hopping, dissolved part-

nership, C. N. Hopping continuing.

NEW YORK.

Buffalo.—Niagara Cycle Fitting Co.. two suits by

Little Falls National Bank.

Kingston.—Hudson River Fiirn\iure Co., have adiled

bicycles.

New York.—T. K. Belts Cycle Co., new firm at

933 Eighth avenue.

New York.—The TunisonShannon Co., incorporated

for $20,000 by P. S. Tunison, of Ridgefield Park. N.

J.; J. B. Shannon, 10 East One Hundred and Thirty-

first street, and A. D. McKealcham, of New York.

Syracusc.--Budschinsky & Fauth, 814 West Jeffer-

son street, store closed on judgment of $76.07 in

favor of I. A. Weston Co. ; propeny will be sold on
Dec. 18th.

Ulica.—J. H. Brewster, formerly of Utica Cycle Co.,

opened itore at 88 John street.

NORTH CAROLINA.
Charlotte.- Marsh J. Heiier. reported sold out.

OHIO.
Toledo.—Toledo Tube Co., sold half inlerenl In I, N.

Humphrey.

PENNSYLVANIA.
Reading.— Miller & Cleavrr, reported lold out.

WISCONSIN.

Madison.—D. D. Warner Co., execution I'.iue.i for

iudgment of $177 against Ihcm.

STAGING MACHINES FOR SALE.

To act as proprietor of a retail cycle es-

t.nbli.^hment means something else than to run

in a stock of bicycles helter-skelter, and then

open the front door and pick up your favorite

cycle paper and wait for customers.

The man who can properly and harmonious-

ly distribute a line of bicycles over a floor can

go to work and do it. but he cannot tell you

how or why he does it. Many things have

to be considered.

It is not best for the customer to find just

the machine he thinks he wants at first, nor is

it ever wise to show the best at the front, al-

though this is very often done. Just what ar-

rangement should be made of a display line

of bicycles cannot be laid down, but the idea

to be kept in mind is to maintain a series of

pleasurable surprises, and transfer the atten-

tion of the visitor from one characteristic of

one machine to something bettor in another.

It is not in numbers of wheels shown that

the best impression is made. When the

stock is diversified and floor space plenty, bi-

cycles can be displayed to the very best ad-

vantage.

An inferior wheel beside or sandwiched be-

tween others of different construction appears

to better advantage, provided it is of the class

the intending purchaser desires.

To keep each class of machines separate is

not best, unless room is scarce.

BUILT-UP WOOD.

Some idea of the extent to which what is

commonly known as built-up timber, such

as now so much used in the manufacture of

cycle wood-rims, is being used in other

industries as a factor or component may be

obtained from the statement that inventors

have vied with each other in their methods

of reducing in this way the weight of wooden

articles in the wide range of trade outside of

cycling. Following this plan, packing cases

and trunks arc manufactured in immense

quantities out of the built-up boards. Ordi-

nary pine, spruce, maple, birch, ash or oak is

used for this purpose, the thin veneers being

cut out by machinery and glued together in

cross sections.

A built-up board made of pine or spruce

veneers is thus made more durable as well as

much lighter than a solid board of any of the

hard woods, and as these built-up boards are

also not nearly as thick as those required for

similar work, this, of course, is a distinct gain

made in the relative bulk of the material used.

Trunks and packing cases made according to

this system are pronounced not only excep-

tionally strong and durable, but with the last-

ing qualities of oak or ash they have the light-

ness of soft pine or spruce.
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VERY, TOO.

Ne'w England's 'Well-Kiio-wn Concern Make
Voluntary Assignment of Private

Interests.

Springfield, Mass., Dec. 18.—A. O. Very, of

thi.^ cicy, and Frederick A. Very, co-partners,

doing business under the style of the Very
Cycle Co., made a voluntary assignment

yesterday to George R. Nutter, of Boston.

The assignment includes all real and personal

estate, accounts, etc., belonging to the Very
Cycle Co., and real estate in Boston, Newton
and Newton Centre. The assignment includes

the neccessary authority for the carrying on of

the business of the Very Cycle Co. and the

selling of its property and the settlement of all

debts.

A. O. Very, who is also president of the

Warwick Cycle Co., could not be seen last

night in relation to the assignment, but Treas-

urer George A. Russell, of the Warwick Co.,

stated that the assignment had nothing to do

with that concern and would have no effect

upon it. It is understood that Joseph Banni-

gan, of Providence, who recently placed an at-

tachment for $150,000 on the Warwick Co., has

made an offer of settlement, but it is not satis-

factory to the company, and it is not likely to

be accepted.

Another story about the Warwick is that a

Western cycle company has made an offer for

the Warwick plant, and that Mr. Bannigan is

interested in the Western concern.

An attachment for $2,000 in an action of

contract was filed yesterday by the First Na-

tional Bank, of Wellsville, N. Y., aginst A. O.

Very, of this city, and Edwin A. Osborne, of

Wellsville, N. Y.

STEARNS HAS STOCKHOLDERS ASSESSED.

Cincinnati, Dec. 20.—•£. C. Stearns & Co.

have won their suit against the stockholders

of the Frank T. Miles Cycle Co. This com-

pany was a large jobber of bicycles, and

among its many agencies was the Stearns.

Owing to financial difficulties it was compelled

to make an assignment last spring, and as

Stearns & Co. were creditors to a large

amount, they brought suit for the assessment

of the stockholders' statutory liability. This

suit, which was resisted, has just been decided

in their favor, and a master was at once ap-

pointed to collect the judgments against the

individual stockholders.

MORGAN & WRIGHT WIN.

Syracuse, N. Y., Dec. 17.—Morgan &
Wright have won their case against F. W.
Gridley, the jury bringing in a sealed verdict

in their favor for the full amount claimed,

$453.37.

Morgan & Wright brought suit against Mr.

Gridley and the Dodges, who composed the

defunct Dodge Cycle Co. They claimed that

as one of the partners Mr. Gridley was liable.

Mr. Gridley repudiated the partnership.

The jury deliberated for several hours, com-
ing into court at one time to inquire concern-

ing a statement furnished to a representative

of Bradstreet's Commercial Agency by Mr.

Gridley. In this he was reported as saying

that he was a partner and was worth more
than $50,000. One juror asked if the evidence

of one witness could be accepted when the

evidence of another witness was contradictory

and corroborated. He was informed that the

jury had its choice.

The case is of great importance to the de-

fendant, as it is said that other creditors of the

company will press their claims against the

company if it is found that Mr. Gridley was a

partner.

NOT TRUE.

THEY HAD ROOM TO SPARE.

London, Dec. 11.—When the big, brave

gentlemen who comprise the management of

the National Cycle Show decided that the de-

mand for space on the part of the home manu-
facturers was so great that there really would

be not an inch left for outsiders and foreign-

ers, it was supposed that they would in some
manner seek to prove their statement. But

they did not. There was room to spare, and

the emptiness amply substantiated the charge

that it was fear of competition and compari-

.son and not an overpowering cry for space

that induced the "No Americans need apply"

rule.

This year's show was confined entirely to

ilie ground fioor of the Crystal Palace. The

galleries were unoccupied. Last year these

were crowded with American exhibits. The

show was barren of developmenls, the most

marked feature being the number of tricycles

displayed and the appearance of the Pcdersen

frame on several stands.

The general impression is thai liie National

wa* outranked l>y the Stanley Show, which is

not said because the latter gave Americans a

chance.

Crawford People Admit a Chainless, But

Will Piglit All of Their Trade Battles

Alone.

One more patent "fight" has been given its

effective quietus. A wordy Western paper

dreamed of it and recorded the dream in

print—the Crawford Mfg. Co. buckling on

its armor and joining the forces which, it is

said, will attack Pope's bevel-gear patents.

How true was the dream may be judged from

the following statement of L. B. Whymper,
manager of the Crawford Co.:

"While it is quite true that the Crawford

Mfg. Co. intend to put out a first-class chain-

less bicycle at a list of $75, and have reason to

believe that deliveries can be made in fair

quantities by March 1st, we are rather sur-

prised to see a statement in the 'Cycle Age'

to the effect that we intend to join force with

the Western Wheel Works and fight Mr.

Pope. There is nothing more foreign to our

intention, as we propose to make war on no

one, nor fight any one's battles.

"It has been the fixed policy of our com-
pany in the past to produce the best possiuie

article at the least price that will ensure us a

reasonable return for our investment, and in-

fringe the rights of no individual or corpora-

tion in so doing.

"After a careful investigation of this sub-

ject, we believe $75 to be a fair price for a

chainless bicycle. We also believe that we
have the right to make one independently of

what anybody else is doing, and we shall de-

fend the right to the last ditch when assailed.

As heretofore, we shall attend strictly to our

own business, and wish our neighbors success

in doing the same."

CHRISTY SUES IN CANADA.

11. A. Christy, the owner of the patent on
the Christy saddle, caused writs to be issued

yesterday in three cases for tlamages for in-

fringement of his patent against the Ion Spe-

cialty Company, the OlVice Specialty Manu-
facturing Company and Rice, Lewis & Sou,

r.iniited, of Toronto. He claims damages
and asks for an injunctiiui.

^Ir. Christy's advance into Canada is, ol

course, but in lino with his policy to prosecute

alleged infringers wherever they may exist.
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THE ISSIE DEFINED.

Good Roads for All, Not Paths for Cyclists New
York Rightly Placed Other Things

Done.

As usual, the Grand Union Hotel, New
York, was the scene of the annual meeting oi

the New York State Division Board of Of-

ficers, the session lasting from Monday even-

ing at eight o'clock until early Tuesday morn-

ing. Sixty men were present, and a likely-

looking body they were—thoughtful, serious,

cycle-interested men.

On Sunday, the various committees and the

various members and cliques and interests had

gotten together, so that the proceedings on

Monday were smooth and unruffled. The first

hour and a half of the meeting was monoton-

ously drawled off in the reading of committee

reports by Secretary-Treasurer W. S. Bull,

who is sincere, but, as a reader, not up to

Shakespearian form. The delegates listened to

these patiently, and with no interruption, ex-

pecting, as has always been the case, that the

teal fireworks and the interesting part would

be inaugurated alter the reports had been dis-

posed of. Contrary to history and tradition,

this did not prove to be the case. There was

not a single rumpus during the evening.

The four important points of the meeting

were these: The recommendation that the

League esrablish what is called a "juninr mem-
bership," the roolution of Judge Simms, con-

demning and opposing any cycle legislation

in New York State, the proposition to have

the New York State Division retain fifteen

cents of that part of the dues which is now-

paid to the national body, and a unanimous

vote for Isaac B. Potter as president of the

League of American Wheelmen. The junior

membership plan was carried, the resolution

of Judge Simms was adopted w itli huzzas, and

the effort to rob the national division of the

additional fifteen cents was overwhelmingly

defeated.

Sixty-seven delegates were elected to the

National .Assembly, and six hundred dollars

was voted to pay their expenses. This si.x

hundred dollars will be divided pro rata

among the number of members who attend;

so that, if thirty men attend, each one will be

entitled to an allowance of twenty dollars, and
the balance of his expenses to the National .As-

sembly he must himself pay. In the sixty-

seven delegates, but little change is noted from

those of last year. New York City has twenty-

five, Brooklyn fourteen. Among the New
York names is that of the new M.iyor, Robert
A. Van Wyck, and among the Brooklyn names
that of Frederick \V. Wurstcr, Brooklyn's

present Mayor. It is hardly probable that

riihcr will attend the assembly.

The resolution of Judge Simms, condcmn-
mn the taxation of bicycles for the purpose of

building sidc-patha in various counties of New
York S;.itc. struck a responsive chord among
the di!«)iate». Judge Simms pointed out the

/T of I" any .special taxation

ifvcr on 1« en for any special pur-

•, and at»cite>l tii.ii tlic only rc.isonablc

!a\.ition that could be imposed upon bicycles

was a tax that would also include all other
I'lori'ure vehicles. Tlie keynote of Judge

Ill's remarks was that the League was not

inaugurated to build side-paths. Side paths

were a menace to the good roads movement.
What ift wanted arc broad roads for all vehi-

cles and for all people, and not paths de-

signed especially or exclusively for the use of

wheelmen. Messrs. Potter and Jenkins op-

posed Judge Simms, but the latter scored a

signal triumph.

The effort to increase the revenue of the

New York State Division by retaining the

fifteen cents additional moneys from the

amount now paid to the national body, was

strongly opposed by President Isaac B. Pot-

ter. The amount involved would aggregate

about si.x thousand dollars. The retiring Chief

Consul pointed out that the New York State

Division did not need any additional funds to

carry on their work, while the national body
needed additional revenue. After the 1st of

Februarj- the national body would be practic-

ally in debt, and it illbehooved a powerful

and rich division like that of New York State

to be the first among the divisions to make an

onset on the national body's funds. The elo-

quent Potter was applauded to the echo, and
the resolution had the vote of its maker only.

The junior membership scheme was not care-

fully considered. It was regarded as a good
thing for the purpose of building up League
membership among younger people who
would, in time, become full-fledged members
of the organization. It was introduced largely

for the purpose of having the matter carefully

considered at St. Louis by the National As-
sembly.

Other features of the meeting were the re-

port decrying the holding of six-day races, a

vote of thanks to retiring Chief Consul Potter,

which is to be engrossed and presented to

him; a resolution compelling Secretary-Treas-

urer Bull to attend the St. Louis meeting, and
a vote fixing the Chief Consul's allowance at

$1,200. This amount had been set at $75(1,

but Chief Consul Jenkins, in a modest speech,

declined to accept any allowance whatever.

The delegates overruled his modesty and gen-

erosity, and the feeling swung so far the other

way that the allowance was then fixed at $1,200

instead of the original $750. It was pointed

out that visitors to Buffalo on State Division

work expected the Chief Consul to buy them
lunches and cigars, and that this amount was
really necessary for him to maintain the hos-

pitality and dignity of his office.

FINANCIAL STATEMENT.

December 1, 189G, to December 1, 1897.

IlaKince on lianil Dec. 1. 1S96 ».'?,655 57
Long Island Ruad Imp. fund 633 06

»4,288 63
Membership account

—

1.1.9.36 applicant!) at (1.36 $18,813 60
13,024 renewals at 35c 4,558 40
Sundries 144 67

23,616 67
Cup. pin and badge sales $389 00
Repair >hop registration fees 136 00
Road book account rccciptn 44196
Ilighuay imp. paniphlct sales 16 32
I)ivi.\ion meet, Uuttalo, Sept., 1896 .. 8 00

99027

Total receipt! $28,796 07

Disbursements

—

AM... i(...^»i, Sec. L. A. W.. sund. } 61 76
l> Iquarters 8.886 94
(I n cxp. and allow 1,310 26
\ '• •'

.... 12178
Ai i.en«es 124 01
h' Murer's sal and exp. 2,560 00
KiKi' .INI l'rivilrgr« Commillec .. 320 16
Highway Imp. t'ummittcc 1,484 60
Kr..i.| Iv.olc, and maps 10,778 66
R. r,| 4890
II .(tec 6 00
J'. itit U6S89
.Sir. ..II 4410
NaiKiiial Aitsembly, Feb., 1897 087 7B
Annual mail vote, 1897 4716$
Rrward (or conviction of bicycle
ihicvea, six at $26 UO 00

Balance on hand Dec 1, 1W7 f6U M

WILL DISSOLVE WITH THE YEAR.

Cincinnati, Dec. 20.—The Associated Cy-

clers' Club House Co., one of the strongest

cycling organizations in this section of the

country, will be dissolved January 1st. This

decision was made last week at a special

meeting of the stockholders. The lease upon

the handsome building of the company will

be surrendered, the effects sold and the sur-

plus divided among the stockholders.

This action was caused by the lack of inter-

est in the affairs of the company by the local

wheelmen. Bicycle club life is dead in this

city, and the Associated Cyclers' is the last

strictly bicycle club to continue a clubhouse.

All the other clubs have either sought smaller

quarters or have been transformed into social

clubs.

The Associated Cyclers' Club House Co.

was organized in 181»3, with a capital stock

of $15,000. Its plan of keeping all the indi-

vidual clubs in the same clubhouse and at the

same time have them perfectly independent

attracted the attention of clubs all over the

country and was followed by many of them.

MORE SOLOMONLIKE WISDOM.

One more act has been added to the serio-

comic administration of the League's racing

affair. Last week the race promoting firm of

R. H. Kain & Co., Philadelphia, was sus-

pended for one year for offering Starbuck

"appearance money." This week two mem-
bers of the firm, Kain and Paul Firman, are

reinstated. It appears that the third partner,

L. Weinberg, offered the money without this

colleague's knowledge or consent, and he

alone remains blacklisted. If the partners in

every business house had to confer every time

a purchase was made, or could escape liabil-

ity on such pleas, commercial life would be

one continuous high old time. It may be well

to explain that Kain and I""irman are news-

paper men.

WISCONSI.NS WILL.

It required 4(1 ballots to decide the award of

the Wisconsin State meet. Green Bay finally

winning, with a vote of 16 out of 29. Osh-

kosh, Racine and Chippewa Falls were the

other candidates. The Wisconsin Board of

Officers also voted for a handicapper, a most

unusual proceeding, which required nine bal-

lots to decide. The National Assemblymen

were voted $10 each for expenses to the St.

Louis meeting, and were instructed to

oppose Sunday racing: also to oppose

the admission of professionals into the

League, and to favor the abandonment of

League control of racing if the question was

presented at St. Louis. The choice for Na-

tional oflicers was left to the discretion of the

delegates.

WANTS A NATIONAL BAGGAGE LAW.

At the annual meeting of the Marylan<l Di-

vision a motion approving the policy of Presi-

dent Potter wa.s passed, but nn definite in-

structions given the delegation, which will at-

tend the National Assembly. Chief Consul

Sams was not present, owing to the death of

a relative, but sent notice that he would advo-

cate at the National Assembly "that an at-

tempt be made to pass a bill through Con-

gress, and the Interstate Commerce Commis-

sion will be asked to adopt a general baggage

law for bicycles."
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HOLLY AND MISTLETOE.

THE time-pendulum has swung near to its

nether hmit, has ticked off most, al-

most all of the year, and we are in the season

of Light and Good Will. The cherub we

welcomed with hopeful armstretch may have

smiled and played the prince with us—or it

may have shrieked and squirmed and played

the very Old Nick with us. But whether

good child or bad child, whether glad time or

sad time, we take the few ember ashen days

of the year and see only the brightest beams

that yet remain of the smoldering and dying

fire.

One of the most wonderful things in nature

is the recuperative faculty—in this particular

day and moment it is a recuperative reawaken-

ing of all the goodness that is within us, sleep-

ing, mayhap, but still there, still sentient and

ready to burn, and flame, and blaze under the

breath of the Season of Good Will.

The code and story we know as Christianity

comes freshly to us, as it has for nearly twenty

centuries, comes each year with still more mar-

velous vitality. We are log-lit, elate, melting.

Men are as little children, hopeful, fair, un-

bound, unburdened—merry.

In this Season it rains, or sleets, or sun-

shines. Was ever such white snow; was ever

such sharp, brainy sleet; was ever such glis-

tening, grapy sunshine? We think not. We
are hypnotized. It is the same old snow, the

same old rain, the same old sunshine. The

trees are no greener, and the stars give forth

not an extra scintillation.

This it is then; it is we who are whiter,

serener, greener. The stars have not the

added sparkle. It is us; it is within us. We

are raised, edged, sharpened—we are higher,

greater.

We are all these fine things because the

thud and the fret of civilization, because the

friction of the struggle is, for us, temporarily

deadened, lessened, killed by Good Will, by

grace, by mutualism. Ego is nil; Self is zero.

It is we who have beautified ourselves, our

friends, even our enemies—all the world, wc

have beautified it, have made it soft, bright

and beauteously golden—a wonderful trans-

formation scene indeed, an Arabian miracle.

The serious thought is that this world-en-

closing cloak should be but for a day or a

week. The perplexing thought is, may we

not keep for all time, or for a very long time,

at least some of this beauty? Why put it off

with the birth of a new year, with the turn of

another day? Since it so deifies us, why not

strenuously battle for permanent possession.

We sink quickly back into our old selves;

the heart shrinks; the hand hardens. There is

no brightness of eye, no softness of word; we

lapse back into the old ugliness of everyday.

The Christ-borne lesson is that there is no

happiness in Self, that we are one great human

family, as individuals weak, minute, merely

sand-grains; as one of the whole, strong and

of import. Therefore let us strongly will to

hold fast to some of this good thing; let self

and ego go somewhat by the board; let

there be less of pushing and crowding and

crushing; let there be less of the tortuous mis-

ery which is born of the modern civilized un-

civilized conception of what is called "getting

on in the world."

A Merry Christmas! A Happy New Year!

INCREASED CAPACITY.

"T^ HE productive capacity of the country in

* the manufacture of bicycles has been

very largely increased within the past year,

owing to the large number of parts-making

establishments which are capable of more

rapidly turning out the frame-lugs, hubs,

hangers, sprockets and various other small

parts of the bicycle which, until comparatively

lately, have been manufactured in the factory

of the bicycle maker himself. It has thus be-

come possible to build an enormous number

of bicycles as compared with the capacity of

two years since. Improved processes, no less

than improved machinery, are in evidence

everywhere; and the evolution of the parts and

fittings maker is a result of the great demand

for bicycles which has existed during the past

two years.

Unfortunately, quality has been lost sight of

in far too many cases, in the effort to turn out

large quantities of goods at the lowest possible

cost. The result is seen in the many "Cheap

John" bicycles thrown upon the market,

which are in many cases absolutely unsafe to

ride. Strength should be the first requisite in

the construction of every bicycle, and it must

not be subordinated to price. As a matter of

fact, the difference in price between a well-

made wheel, with a staunch frame, connec-

tions and other parts, and an iniscrviccaMe one,

is so small a.s to be scarcrly apitrci-iahK-.

'I'lu-differciu-eincosl iu'twoon high-nrailc and

low-grade is emphasized principally in llie re

finenient of finish and attention to minute do

tail towards which leading manufacturers are

devoting their efforts. It is the handwork-

rounding off corners, smoothing down edges,

perfecting the finish of joints, here and there

—that adds to the cost of the bicycle, and not

so much the intrinsic value of the material it-

self, except, of course, where a high quality of

tool steel, tempered, is used for bearings as

against soft machinery steel, case-hardened.

It is, however, safe to say that very few tool-

steel bearings or parts are being made by the

parts makers, most of these confining them-

selves to the cheaper grades of fittings. Tool-

steel parts are to be found almost entirely

in the factories of the exclusive bicycle manu-

facturers—those boasting well-known names

and reputations.

It is, however, a lesson which not only the

parts maker, but also those manufacturers who

are assembling bicycles by the thousands from

fittings which the former make, would do well

to heed, namely, that the use of good material

and honest workmanship throughout pays in

the long run. Sooner or later, the line will be

sharply drawn by the public between honest

goods carefully made and those thrown to-

gether haphazard without regard to anything

more than the outward appearance.

Yet increased capacity usually means a

depreciation of care and quality, if the strictest

supervision be not exercised; and should there

be a sudden increase in the demand for parts

and fittings, it would undoubtedly mean a fur-

ther slighting of the work. While a very great"

capacity for the manufacture of these parts is

possible, if distributed over a proper period

of time, the tendency, owing to the delay in

orders this season, is to crowd through a large

output in as short a space of time as can be

done. Undoubtedly, the capacities of the

various component parts factories are more

than equal to the present demand, but a rea-

sonable length of time has to be allowed for

the production.

BRITISH HUMOR.

IN an endeavor to explain the pusillanimous

action of the British cycle trade in boy-

cotting American bicycles at English and

Scotch cycle shows, the high-priest of this

form of trade bravery says: "Americans

should not complain at being barred from a

few buildings in this country, when America,

by its prohibitory tarift', has excluded British

bicycles from an entire country."

And yet there arc people who even to this

day declare there is no such thing as British

humor! Could any excuse be more laugh-

able than this? Is it not almost worthy of

that Golgotha of humor—Punch?

Barred out by high tarilT, eh? Why, bless

your poor, benighted and befogged British

brain, if /\merica was to pay a bounty upon all

bicycles imported Irom l'"nglaiul twice as

great as the duty it now exacts, you could
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not in ten years sell enough British-made bi-

cycles in America to pay for the *arf-and-'arf

one British cycle maker imbibes in a single

day.

Every one but an English cycle editor

knows this to be a fact, and even that obtuse

individual really ought to find it out. now

everyone else is aware of it.

Tersely stated, the tariflf does not enter into

this question in even the remotest fashion.

TariflF cannot aid any industry which pro-

duces a surplus for export. That can thrive

only by economy and efficiency in production,

which enable it to undersell competitors in

other countries.

This is attained by capital and organization

preventing waste and duplication, which thus

obtains a given result with the least expendi-

ture of both. This is what American ma-

chinery, methods and men have done in cycle

building. It makes profits on low prices for

an enlarged market and benefits labor by in-

creasing employment, and the cycling public

by giving better bicycles for less money than

any other country can.

We commend these kindly meant words to

the deep thought of British boycotters, and

their journalistic abbcttors and defenders.

IN CASE OF DOUBT.

THE chainless boom has proven a god-

send to freakdom.

Patents which have for years slumbered

peacefully in the Patent Office and on which

the dust, mildew and cobwebs had gathered in

inch-deep quantities have been awakened and

brushed off, and the remarkable part of it is

that not a few tradespeople who once viewed

them as jokes and as butts for ridicule have

permitted themselves to become interested to

a money investing extent.

What the effect will be it is not safe to

prophecy, but that chain makers arc justified

in railing at and viewing with contempt some

of the creations which in chainless guise are

being offered as substitutes for their per-

fected productions, few will gainsay.

The literal definition compels that any

gear devoid of a chain be accepted as a chain-

less, but it seems beyond dispute that the aver-

age thinker never even dreamed that the latter

term would be made to include all of the bi-

cycle* and awful nightmares which are being

paraded under the chainless cloak. The

greater the freak, the quicker is it sn.ipped

up and illustrated by the daily papers. The

great, green public is thu5 confused and filled

with misapprehensions and misunderstand-

ings that later mun return t<-> vrx thr cycle

trade

The rh.Tinir^" birycir .t<. it wts. and is,

understood by the majority of the trade, and

for which advantages are asserted, is not

"any old thing that does away- with a chain."

but an invisible or snugly-fitted gearing which

—all other considerations and mooted ad-

vantages aside— is believed to make the bi-

cycle appear simpler, more compact and more

presentable generally.

Reputations and ,<;ales will suffer and some

people Ri-t tiu-ir fingers painfully burnt if they

play with the chainless fire without proper

caution. It is not a subject to be played with.

The chain is a known quantity, and in case

of doubt he is safe who makes or purchases a

chain-geared wheel.

FISH AND FOWL.

"T^ HE Philadelphia "Ledger" is too free

* from guile.

That paper cannot understand why R. H.

Kain & Co., the Philadelphia race promoters,

should be blacklisted for one year for "offer-

ing a bonus or appearance money to a racing

man" (Starbuck), when it is an open secret

that A. G. Batchelder, an official handicapper

of the L. A. W., and a member of the Brady-

Powers-Batchelder combination, went to

Europe and engaged a number of foreigners

to race under their auspices, guaranteeing

their expenses while in this country. The

fact that they cabled $100 to Chase was pub-

lished broadcast.

The "Ledger" innocently remarks: "Surely

the Racing Board cannot make fish of one

and fowl of another."

But the "Ledger" docs not understand or

appreciate the Aladdin-like power of the Rac-

ing Board. Manufacturing fishiness is childs-

play for them. It is the sublimcst simplicity

when compared with some of their other ac-

complishments. Why, they can make terra-

pin stew from crayfish, or cocktails from beer,

and when the racing history of the year 1807

is written, it will be found that the wonder-

workers of past ages were very small potatoes,

indeed.

REGARDING *• PORTABLES."

THE more the League goes into strange

partnerships, the prime objects of which

,ire "elevating" cycle racing to the level of

baseball, by means of short tracks, pugilistic

and theatrical men and methods, the further

the organization wanders from sport.

For example, in the recent scandal of Madi-

son Square's short track the cause was not

far from being the initial viol.ition of the rac-

ing r\iles which call for an eighteen-inch meas-

urement "from a well-defined, fixed and con-

tinuous inner curb or pole." Just how such

a thing is possible on a "portable" track, such

as the last short-measured affair was, no one

liui the League and the promoters can explain.

To continue violating the racing rules and

precedent— which latter does not go with the

present chairman— in this sanctioning of races

on "portable" tracks puts the League in a po-

sition where some time all the "records" in the

world will be broken by a speculative manager

who will build one of these "portable" tracks,

Kct its surveyed, change its undefined, unfixed,

discontinued pole so as to make it a sliort

track. Then the race, all records, a rc-sliil'l-

ing of the pole to its proper place, a re-sur-

vey, a sworn attestation of correct dimensions,

and ihcrc you arc.

Had not the League, its officials and even its

Racing Board, better proceed somewhat slow-

ly in this "portable" track idea?

The New York State Division Board of

OrtKcrs upheld not a few Wheel urgings at

Monday's meeting. They voted to oppose any

special taxation of bicycles in all the State, in

any county, anywhere, for any purpose. It

was a good move and a wise one. It is well

to strike the first blow, well to let the ap-

proaching legislature know what to expect.

The special tax is "pernicious and dangerous."

It is the opening wedge to other more general

and unjust cycle taxation. The Division

pledged itself to a strong roads bill, and as

opposed to the building of side-paths and

special wheel-ways as tending to injure the

good-roads movement and as placing the

wheelmen in a special class by themselves.

When the enterprising cartoonist mounts

Santa Claus on a bicycle we know that the

nineteenth century is as good as gone. No-

body can object to the dear old myth's

careering and scorching. Who has a better

right to a wheel than that venerable being

with a year's business to transact in one

night? But the fiction of reindeer and sledge,

of hoofs clattering overhead and the magic

descent of chimneys—away they go forever.

Picture Santa Claus appearing through the

fireplace on a bicycle and resting it against

steam radiators while l:e opens his pack!

It may have been the League of American

Wheelmen's action regarding the recent six-

day race that prompted Max Nordau to

prophesy that by the year 2300 everybody in

the world would be crazy. Though it does

seem in view of this same League action that

Max might move the date up about three

hundred years nearer to-day.

Six-day "racing" has its rewards. Miller,

who won the recent grind, is now having his

jiicture published with his arm around the

young woman whom it is said he will shortly

marry. People of any refinement think

—

but what do six-day racers care what people

of refinement think?

If the wheelmen of a county in New York

State (Niagara) want side-paths, and are will-

ing to be taxed, the logical step thereafter will

be. throughout the State—Do the wheelmen

want anything? Well, let's give it to them

—

and tax them accordingly.
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AU ARE WORKING.

Toledo's Many Concerns Connected with, the

Trade Are Pushing Next Season's

Output.

Toledo, O., Dec. 21.—A large force of men
is working on the five floors of the building

into which the National Cement & Rubber

Manufacturing Co. has moved and opened up

for business. Systems for heating, lighting,

telephones, speaking tubes, electrical appli-

ances—everything one can think of, is being

fitted as rapidly as possible. The company

will occupy the entire five floors of this large

building. In the handsomely appointed offices

a large clerical force is engaged preparing

catalogues, circulars and other advertising

matter.

The concern makes a special drive on its

new vulcanizers and brazers. Their No. 2

Hot Air Vulcanizer is the result of long

practical experience, and while simple in con-

struction, has been made on scientific lines.

No tires are ruined by overheating, as no

flames can come in contact with the heating

plate. No cores are lost or misplaced, as the

cores are held in a yoke-plate hinged to the

vulcanizer, and the arrangement is such that

they can be locked to the face. The vulcan-

izer is operated by a predetermined amount of

alcohol or gasoline, and the machine is prac-

tically automatic in character. No supple-

menting core is necessary for vulcanizing the

valve stem, it being so constructed that a

pocket formed in the heating plate, in which

the stem is embedded, holds it to its proper

place.

Another instance of high achievement

in manufacture in this line is the No. 1 High

Pressure Improved Brazer, which is fitted

with an original burner embodying the latest

principles in the art of generating heat. It

generates an intensity of heat fully equal to

that produced by the hydro-oxygen blow-pipe,

and surpasses any gas or gasoline heating con-

trivance known to the trade. It is never ren-

dered useless by the choking of the vaporizing

chambers, which are formed in the surface of

the burner. The burner head can be adjusted

to any desired angle, and the flame turned in

any direction. Three new vulcanizers have

been placed upon the market—one operated

by hot air, one by hot water, and the other by

steam.

The Gendron Wheel fompany is now em-

ploying 465 men in the factory and has 12

men on the road. President Geo. W. Fisher

says that orders with specifications are coming
in much earlier than last year, for which he

does not hesitate to say he thanks the elimina-

tion of the National Cycle Show from the

business. Said Mr. Fisher: "Our export

trade is growing wonderfully; this is espec-

ially true as regards trade with Germany and

South American countries. The South Amer-
ican people are just beginning to realize that

they have been most unmercifully plucked by

the New York exporters, who have charged

them outrageous prices, unbeknown to the

manufacturers. This condition of affairs could

be kept under cover for a while, but our South

American neighbors have discovered what has

been happening, and the exporting agencies

will not find as easy marks as heretofore.

This will give our trade with the South Amer-
ican countries a wonderful impetus."

The Safety Gear Case Co. has been reor-

ganized and some well-known capitalists taken

into the company. It is now composed of

Richard and W. R. Hattersley, J. D. Parke
and C. O. Waggoner; W. R. Hattersley will

be secretary and general manager of the firm.

On Monday of this week a half interest in

the Toledo Tube Company's plant, good-will

and business was sold by R. W. Smitth to

I. N. Humphrey. Mr. Smith's continued ill

health threw the entire management upon
Secretary Bateman, and it was decided to

make a change in partnership.

DECIDED AGAINST DUNLOP.

THEY HOLD THEIR CUSTOMERS.

Ames & Frost are among the several who
have recently come out of the West and
planted their banner; that is, an establishment

of their own, in New York City, and who
would have Eastern agents hearken unto their

cry. It is worrh hearkening to, too.

Their New York place was established this

week in the Wheel building, 88 West Broad-
way. Robert W. Slusser, their Eastern repre-

R. \V. SLUSSER.

sentative, an experienced and thoroughly com-
petent and likeable man, is in charge. He al-

ready has samples of the Imperial line on ex-

hibition, and, needless to add, they are full of

attractiveness and good features.

The line for '98 will comprise three models,

the list prices for which are not yet ready for

publication. The best model has IJ tubing in

main frame, the lower stays |-inch D-shaped,

tapered to f, the front forks beautifully ta-

pered and of the continuous pattern; 2J drop

to hanger, two-piece cranks and hanger-

cranks, diamond shape, Thor binders for seat-

post and handle-bar, all connections drop

forged, felt washers in ])oarings. All ma-
chines arc made with gear-case clearance.

The second and third models arc on practi-

cally the same lines, but with one-piece

cranks and shaft in second model and two-

piece cranks and shaft in third model.

No stampings or castings used in any

model, and all bearings are of tool steel tem-

pered. No case-hardened cups or cones are

employed in any of the wheels, and no experi-

mental features iia\o been utilized. Only

known (|uantilies arc emi)loyecl.

The Ames & Frost Co. is a house of thirty

years' standing, conservative and safe, and, as

one who Jcnows them well has remarked, with

a knack of being able lo hold customers when
they make them.

Court Rules Against Them in an Important Case

—Mr. Du Cros Critically 111 -Poor

Show Business.

London, Dec. 11.—The Sixth National Show
winds up this evening, and on every hand it is

voted as being a poor trade function.

The public patronized the afTair in good num-
bers, it is true, but the trade buyers did not
come with their order books open, and as a

consequence there was more doing in the

smoking room after dinner than at the stalls.

I am told that Harvey Du Cros, the chair-

man of the Dunlop Tire Co., is in a very crit-

ical state of health. This week he had a severe
surgical operation performed successfully and
is reported as improving. I believe that I am
correct in stating that Mr. du Cros is suffering

from cancer of the liver and is not expected to

be at business before the beginning of

April next, and this in view of the signal re-

verse which has followed the opening battle

in the case of Dunlop Tire Co. vs. Fleuss, in

which the legality of the tubeless tire was im-
peached as an infringement of the Clincher
patent, now owned by the Dunlop Co.
The case was three days at hearing, and in

the end Mr. Justice Romer entered a most
sweeping judgment in favor of Mr. Fleuss,

despite the evidence of such an authority as

Lord Kelvins, who said that he had given a
great deal of attention to the Bartlett patent.

He knew the Gormully & Jeffery tire, and he
had examined the forces which held the tire

on. He had also studied the Fleuss tire.

He thought there was no difference in the
forces which held the Gormully and Fleuss
tires on. It would make no difference if the
inner tube was solutioned onto the cover of

the Gormully tire. When the Fleuss tire was
blown up there was a complete air-tight tube
formed. The tube in the Fleuss tire was form-
ed by the pressure of the loose flap against the

stiffened portions with the flexible and loose

parts pressing against them or with a slight

interstice between them. It would be an air-

tight tube because of the airtight corkage.
When the pressure was removed the Fleuss
ceased to be an airtight tube. The strength

of the tube was in the outer cover and in the

stiffened lugs or flanges which pressed into the

iron rim and were prevented from capsizing

by the pressure of the air in the interior to-

wards the iron rim. The Fluess tire was iden-

tical in its action with the Gormully & JefFory

tire.

In cross-examination by Mr. Terrell he as-

serted that in Bartlctt's patent there was a sep-

arate detached inner tube and an outer cover.

In the Fleuss the function of the little band of

India rubber was to make a corkage between
llic two edges of the outer tube. The inner

tuiic in Bartlett did not nuikc a cork action be-

tween the edges of the outer cover, and the ef-

ficiency of Bartlett did not depend upon a cork
action between the edges of the outer cover.

'riu' outer cover of Bartlett was not made air-

tight, while the Fleuss was air-tight. In

Bartlett's tire the airtightness was produced
by the inner tube, and the function of the

iniur tube in Bartlett's was ditTercnt from the

tlap in Fleuss. The function of the llap was

to keep the tire in position when they began

to pump up. The Bartlett tire had to be re-

paired by putting a patch outside the inner

tube, whereas the Fleuss was mended on the

inside of the tire.
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LIKE LOCHIXVAR.

Ont of the West Comes a Donghty Warrior

to Win His Share of Eaatem
Trade.

"If you want ti> sec a line oi wheels that

have been improved lOO per cent, go around to

Feathcrstone's."

This was the injunction, and he went.

Featherstone's, from the. New York stand-

point, is at the comer of Church and Warren

streets. Of course, Feathcrstone & Co.'s im-

mense factory is in Chicago, but Featherstone.

New York, is at the location stated, and is

the most important addition to "the street"

that has been made in some time. It is in

good company. Nearly all of the other big

makers have their downtown establishments

in the immediate vicinity, and Featherstone's

location on the comer, with show-windows

on two streets, gives it an immediate promin-

ence. It never will be missed by any one

.seeking bicycles, even in that bicycle-popu-

lated neighborhood. Everything within is

new and clean and bright, and the place is

the more attractive because of it, and Manager

J. C. Matlack, although a stranger from the

West, "does the rest" in good style when

one enters within the glass doors.

Whether the Featherstone line of wheels

which arc displayed show an improvement of

ItM) per cent is not for one to say. That is a far

cry in these days, but that they have under-

gone marked betterment and refinement is ap-

parent at a glance. The Duke, the $40-wheel,

has been practically remodeled and rebuilt

from the ground up, and will hold a place in

almost any company. It entirely eclipses all

memories of its predecessor. It has Hush

joints thruughinit. l\ inch tubing being used.

which .Mr. Matlack says is not usual in wheels

of that price. It has interna! scat-post and

handle-bar clamps, an oval fork-crown and

two-piece crank-axles. All connections arc

nickeled. Options on Garford. Hunt and

Christy saddles are oflFcred. The Duke's

companion, the Duchess, has been remodeled

on the same plan.

The Road King and Road Queen, at $50,

the leaders of the Featherstone line, have also

been vastly improved, despite the reduction in

price. They. too. have flush joints, arch

crowns, internal clamps and a two-piece crank-

ixlc. with cranks screwing into sleeves an<l

which may be removed and replaced without

the use of a wrench or other tool. Pedals, of

Featherstone patent and manufacture, screw

into cranks. Patented oil-cups, with tubes

carrying oil direct to bearings are employed.

The hearings themselves are of new design,

ind have ball retainer*. The crank-axle balls

T .'>.16ths. rear hub \ inch and front hub
•'i5. The sprockets are detachable and re-

U\c The other wheel.* in the Feathcrstone

.: ily. the Baron and Baroness, at |-'l'>, and

I lie juvenile Prince and Princess, have also

been tuned up.

Tlic Fcathcr«tf>nr rli.iinless is expected

daily. It will Int at '.'>. It will have two

dnvmK rr>d« conncctrng the crank.s, with arms

extending from the rear hubs. In the crank-

bracket there will be three Kpur gears, which

will prrniil of » channe from hiKh to low

gear at will, or which mav be thrown off and

the prdaU u%rd a^

Bigelow h I)" ion, will control

New England All other Eastern territory

will be handled direct from the Ne^v York
oftice. -Vgcnts will be dealt with direct, and

the wise chaps will do well to get on speak-

ing terms with the Warren street place. In

New York, Feathcrstone & Co. have already

closed with the Sidney B. Bowman Cycle Co.,

which operates three stores in the city, and

which has a reputation of looking before it

leaps.

BUROPES ECK IS DEAD.

London, Dec. 18.—Choppy Warburton, the

former trainer of Jimmy Michael, is dead.

THEIR NEW HOME.

Warburton was, perhaps, the best-known

track character and cycle trainer in the world.

He was the Tom Eck of Europe, and as a dis-

ccverer and developer of unknowns had no

peer, unless Eck be so rated. He "found"

Fred Osmond, and made of him the undoubt-

ed champion of Europe. He brought out J.

W. Schofield.thc Linton brothers and Michael,

and made them conquering heroes. His most

recent find was young Champion, of France.

Warburton was on the high wave when he

and Michael got into trouble with the Na-

tional Cyclists' I'nion of England, and were

forced to migrate to France. He took the af-

fair so much to heart that he renounced his al-

legiance to the Queen and became a citizen of

the French Republic. Later he quarreled with

.Michael, who left him and came to this coun-

try. He then instituted suit against his

termer protege. Warburton then began to go

downhill. He became ill, and was for some
time in a Paris hospital. When he recovered

he was in abject poverty and became an object

for charity.

Although his name is James E. Warburton,

he was never styled anything but "Choppy" in

print or out of it. An inordinate appetite for

chops is said to have earned for him the so-

briquet.

He was on the shady side of fifty, and in

Ills day was a professional runner and cycle

racer of note. As a runner he visited America

and remained here for several years, winning

a number of iioteworthv events.

DEALERS AT ODDS.

W. .M. Frisbie, the well-known bicycle

dealer, of New Haven, was arrested on Fri-

day last on the instance of H. M. Manwaring,

one of the mf)st prominent dealers in Bridge-

port, who also has a store in New Haven.

Mnnwaring charges that Frisbie sold for him

bicycles valued at $272.71 for which he has

failed to account.

REACHING OUT FOR A BEVEL GEAR.

The Grand Kapids Cycle Co. will devote a

special catalogue to their Chainless Clipper,

the illuminated cover oi which portrays a slave

with wrists manacled by a bicycle chain reach-

ing out for a bevel gear from which radiates a

thiod of light.

BRAKE rOR FIFTY CENTS.

Charles S .Stockton, the Newark (N. J.)

parts maker, ii* bringing out a new brake, an

easily detachable device which is applied to

the rear wheel, which weighs but an ounce and

a half, and is small enough to be stowed in

the tool-bag. It will retail for .V> cents.

Iver Johnson's BiK Trade Family Finally

Installed in Their Metropolitan

Domicile.

Than the Ivcr Johnson .\rms and Cycle

Works' new branch at }•!• Chambers street, no

better arranged or more refined establishment

exists in the downtown cycle colony of the

metropolis. One cannot enter the place with-

out being impressed by its good taste and

high-classness. It's in the atmosphere.

The branch occupies the second and third

floors of a corner building, and is, conse-

quently, bright and cheery. The office and

salesroom are on the second floor. They
are furnished in hardwood and carpeted, and

a profusion of goods does not intrude itself.

One sample of each wheel in the Iver Johnson

line exhibited on a platform, raised knee-high

and a revolving glass case containing guns, is

all the merchandise that is to be seen.

The manager. W. H. Cole, is new to the

cycle trade, although an old friend and busi-

ness acquaintance of the Iver Johnson people.

He was for many years connected with Tower
& Lyons, and is a gentleman of mature years

and agreeable personality.

The wheel bears evidence of a deal of

thoughtful improvement. Both the Tver John-

son and the cheaper machine, the Fitchburg,

have many points in common, English weld-

less steel tubing, flush joints, steel forged con-

nections, arched crowns, forged barrel hubs,

barrel pedals, two-piece crank-shafts, detach-

able sprockets and B-block chains, and are

finished with four coats of enamel.

The Iver Johnson, at $85, $75 and $50, has

IJ-inch tubing, and the Fitchburg. at $40, l\-

inch. In the former D-tubing is used for both

the lower back-stays and up|)er rear braces.

The neck .ind fork crown are formed in one

piece and brazed to one-piece forks. The
Iver Johnson also has a new flush crank fast-

ening, the crank fitting over a square shoulder

and being itself S(|uarc at the shoulder and

round at the lower half.

TWO NEW SUNDRIES.

Among the novelties which the Ideal Mfg.

Co., of 20 Broad street, this city, are intro-

ducing for the '98 trade are the Ideal oiler and

the Ideal combination IcKk. The oiler differs

in design from any on the market. When not

in use the spout and the oil-well are nor con-

nected in any way, and it is impossible for the

oil to leak. The Ideal has no cap or cover to

unscrew or become Iqst, and a turn of the

htad throws it into action instantly. Several

manufacturers of wheels have announced their

intention to equip their new models with this

novelty.

The Ideal lock consists of a small nickeled

barrel, J-inch in diameter, on which a chain is

attached. The bottom of the barrel represents

the face of a clock, and the hands operate the

tumblers within. The lock is also made with

a staple instead of a chain. It weighs one

oi.ncc and sells for 25 cents.

CAUSE FOR WORRIMFNT.

When ignorance is not bliss—when the fair

recipient of the bargain-store bicycle Christ-

mai present can't find out its price.

Bir, FOUR'S CASH BALANCES.

,'\ccf>rding to their annual >tatcments. the

cash balances of the Big Four of the L. .\.

W. were as foll(»ws: Pennsylvania Division,

$7.ft-17.06; Massachusetts. $1,875,10; New Jer-

sey. $605.81 ; New York, $592.84.
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fPALMEP TIRESf
LW MARK THE H IGH GRADE WH E E Lm

The Agent's Dernier Ressort*

^^^

These are the days when the bicycle maker's soft-

spoken traveling salesman is " getting in " his best work.

He is choke-full of high-grade talk, and no matter

how cheap his wares, he talks quality quite as much as

price.

There is one test for high-grade fellowship which

brifigs the most wary to knee. It is the dernier ressort,

the final resource, of the astute agent.

Let him ask the soft-spoken salesman

—

" Will you furnish Palmer Tires?
"

If the answer is " No," rest assured that that sales-

man's bicycle does not come up to the scratch-mark of

highest grade.

^^f^^t^

Palmer Tires mark the high-grade wheel

THE PALMER PNEUMATIC TIRE CO.
CHICAGO

NEW YORK offices: 66~6S READEST.
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FOUJiD THE LIST OF LEAGUE FOUNDERS.

Ever since the Leagrue of American Wheel-

men was founded at Newport. R. I.. May 81.

1880. eflforts have been made at diflfcrent times

to secure a full list of those fathers of the

league who were present at that historic meet-

ing. As the league grew older this list be-

came of greater importance, but no complete

record could be obtained. It was only this

week, alter long research, tliat Secretary Ab-

bot Bassett discovered that George B. Wood-

ward, of New York, at that time a member of

the Boston Bicycle Club, secured the signature

of every wheelman at the meeting in his auto-

graph album, which he kindly loaned Mr. Bas-

sett. The list shows that Massachusetts was

represented by 50 men, New York by 85, and

Pennsylvania 12.

Of the founders Connecticut furnished 11,

District of Columbia 2. Illinois and Maryland

1 each. New Jersey 3, Rhode Island 11. and

three. Messrs. Wentworth Rollins. H. A. Ten-

ney and T. W. Wood. Jr.. cannot be placed.

At the next national assembly a resolution

will be presented by Mr. Bassett providing

that these founders of the league be placed at

the head of the list and given a date of mem-

bership of May 31, If'SO, and that they be

known as "Our Founders." The change will

affect only about thirty members.

Of the 128 men at the Newport meet but

thirty are now members of the league. Of

the 10..500 members on the rolls when Mr. Bas-

sett took the office in 1887, but 1.500 are still

members of the L. A. W., which now num-

bers over 102,000 members.

TO BE •BROUGHT UP.'

One of the promoters of the recent short-

tracked si.x-day slaughter declares in a printed

statement as follows:

"This cycle racing game will never be a

success until it is placed on a business basis,

where we have tried to place it, and racing

has been brought to the standard of baseball."

Here is proniiscd the wonderful thing of

gathering a fine and juicy crop of figs from

thistles. Cycle racing is a "game," mind

you, and it is to be "brought up," not thrown

down, to the standard of baseball, where short-

haired gents fight, swear, sulk and otherwise

comport themselves in view of the public ac-

cording to the social code of gents.

All this crop of "bringing up" is to be gar-

nered from a field of thistles, freshly trans-

planted from the baseball diamond, the prize

ring and the stage. Truly cycling, racing, the

L. A. W. and its high officials will never be

able to repay these gents for having "brought

up" the "game" to their high level.

MARTIN MBBTS HIS MATCH.

"Bill" Martin, the American racing man,
had srarcrly been released from the Australian

jail in whnh he had been confined for assault,

when he rng.iK'd in a br.iwl with a Melboui;nc

boxer. They fought five rounds with bare

knuckles before Martin was knocked out by a

vicious uppercnt

MICHAEL'S MANY MATCHES.

Muhacl IS matched to mr<t r.iylore. the

Frenchman, in a five-mile r;irr m M.iilison

.S<|iiare fiarden tonight. Mr i* als.. Iionkcd

to meet Chase, the Englishman, on I.nuiirv

1st, and Bald on January 8th.

AN OUTLAW CIRCUIT IN PROSPECT.

According to a Louisville paper "there is a

deal now on foot which, if consummated, may
mean that next year the Auditorium track will

come out boldly as an outlaw track. If it

does there will also be one outlaw track each

in Cincinnati. Chicago, Indianapolis aiul St.

Louis, and the circuit thus formed will en-

deavor to support racing men so successfully

that the ban of the L. A. W. will be a very

small matter. The deal is only in its infancy

and is by no means an assured fact, but it is

known to be under consideration. Corres-

pondence is now going on between persons in

this city and the other cities above mentioned,

and it is not at all improbable that an agree-

ment will be reached. The step, of course,

depends upon the course adopted by the Na-

tional Assembly in St. Louis. If they grant

local option and legalize female races, the

tracks will remain L. A. W. tracks, otherwise

the change may be made."

WONDERFUL AND PROFOUND IGNORANCE.

According to a regular bulletin of the regu-

larly employed press agent of the Brady-Pow-
ers-Batchelder combine, the censure which has

fallen to their lot because of the Madison
Sfjuare Garden short track episode is "unjust,

as any fair-minded man will adinit." The
r. e. p. a. says "the gentlemen did not know
the track was short" and will swear to their

ignorance at the proper time. Every "fair-

minded man," however, will insist that it was

the gentlemen's business to know. No plea

of ignorance will acquit them on that point.

If they did not and do not know that a car-

penter is not competent to perform a sur-

veyor's work and has never been accepted as

a sufficient voucher for track mcasurciucnt,

they are not fit to be connected with the sport

of racing in any form.

LONG SPRINTS.

The chief reason for the French spiimcrs'

success is the careful way they trained for ih-;

final ending "jump." The leading French

sprinters are daily timed to ride a hundred

yards with a flying start, which diiiance ilicy

must cover in six seconds. This, no doubt,

largely accounts for their far-famed "jumps."

.American and English short-distance cracks

rarely practice a sprint at this distance, and

might do worse than take a lesson from their

I'rench rivals therein.

MORE SPORT CRUCIFIERS.

Philadelphia, or r.ilher certain Phiiadel-

phians. are envious of the small fortune m.ide

by the si)ortiiig (|uartet who backed the recent

six-day affair in this city and are making

ready to tcini)t fate by hohling a similar

crucifixion in the Quaker City during Janu-

ary. They have gone so far as to decide on

$1,500 for the first prize, with $500 added if

Miller's record is broken.

ROMS IS GOOD ENOUGH.

It ni>w appears that Zimmcrnian may imt

K" abroad after all. He has ofTers, but the

contracts arc yet unsigned, and the slump in

the racing game in France does not improve

the situation.

WILL SUE THE RACING BOARD.

Philadelphia, Dec. 1(5.—Thomas C. Benner,

the well-known race promoter, has prepared

papers, which will be served on the members
of the L. A. W. Racing Board in a day or two.

He will lay claim for damages for defamation

of character.

The suit is the outcome of the issue of the

bulletin of the Racing Board, printed a week
ago. Among other items was one stating that

for failure to deliver prizes Thomas C. Benner
was suspended and ruled off all tracks.

The trouble is the outcome of the annual

race meet of Benner's infant prodigies. Each
year the little fellows have a meet, which their

father manages. .Vmong the events was a

triplet race in which Starbuck, McCurdy and
Church were contestants. They were the fav-

orites, but were hopelessly beaten, and quit

after riding a short distance.

There were three prizes, and although the

spectators urged their favorites to finish the

stipulated distance in order to get the third

prize money, they refused and retired to their

dressing room. The referee of the race, as

well as the judges, decided that under the

rules the men were not entitled to any prize

money, and so informed Mr. lienner.

The latter, however, decided to pay the men,
but a number of prominent meet promoters
and L. A. W. men prevailed upon him not to

do so. saying that such an action would en-

courage others to .spoil racing in the future.

Then Mr. Benner decided not to pay the

prize, so nothing more was heard of the matter
until the last Racing Board bulletin announced
his suspension.

SOME PARISIAN PICKINGS.

Despye the wonderful tales of how the
French racing game has gone to the dogs,
there must be some money still to be made
cut of it. For example: Bourillon will re-

ceive 12.000 francs as an especial retainer fee

lor riding exclusively for a big Paris house
throughout next season, and Morin will re-

ceive a similar sum. In these days $2.4imi per
annum is not so bad. especially when the

value of prize money is added. It is said

that Bourillon won $l(t.OtiO during his season
this year, and Morin. too. did remarkably
well. The figures are enough to make the im-
pecunious .American racing men of the sec-

ond class who now find their occupation gone
green with envy. But it is the same in all

professions, the top-notchers gel the plums,
whilst the rank and file struggle for existence.

HALE S HANDSOME BONUSES.

According to the English papers, it is

understood over there that for starting in the

recent six-days race Teddy Hale received

"£100 from the management, and some hand-

some bonuses, according to the number of

hours he is on the track, independent of any

prize, machine, or other money."

HE GETS THERE.

However true it may be in racing that the

race is not always to the swift, it is recorded

that the "so-sudden" wooer is seldom left

There's a moral here somewhere.

KING HELD THE WATCH.

The King of Italy, who takes a great in-

terest in cycling, timed the final of a bicycle

race at Roitl? th? opi^r (lay.

NEVER FAR AWAY.

The racing crack's good opinion of himself

sometimes sufTers a backset, but not far

enough, however, to be out of easy reach.
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\ Sterling Bicycles.
"Built Like a Watch."

9

The agent's part is simply to fill this demand. If there is no representative of

Sterling Bicycles iii your neighborhood it's your

Golden Opportunity.
Write at once.

STERLING CYCLE WORKS, 274-276-278 Wabash Ave., Chicago, Ml.

Kindly mention The Wheel. I

WE WISH YOU

A MERRY CHRISTMAS
AND

A HAPPY NEW YEAR.I

IVER JOHNSON CYCLES
Will bring Gladness and PRosi'iiRiTv

TO THE Rider and Dealer. They are

HONEST CYCLES at HONEST PRICES

IVER JOHNSON'S ARIMS AND CYCLE WORKS,
FITCHBURG, MASS.

.New York Branch, 99 Chamhers;St.
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CLEVELAND CHANGES.

Some of th« Annual Shifting Around Which

Haa Taken Place There—News
Items.

Cleveland, Dec. •20.—CoUister & Sayle have

added the Spalding to their line and have one

of the chainless models upon e.xhibition. The

Spalding has not for years had good repre-

sentation in Cleveland. Collistcr & Sayle will

also handle the Crescent, which last season

was sold by the Spider Cycle Company. The

Stearns is to be sold by Borden, Selleck & Co.

(the Howe Scale Company) next season. Last

year it was handled by Collister & Sayle. The
\'ictor agency, too, it is said, is to be changed.

Another new make for this city is the Manson,

made by tlic Manson Cycle Company, of Chi-

cago. D. D. Warner, formerly of the D. D.

Warner Company, was here with samples last

week and secured a snug order from Charles

H. Merkel, 1852 Pearl street. Mr. Merkel did

quite a business with the Warner last season.

The Clipper also was a warm favorite with his

customers. The Gormully & Jeffery branch

having outgrown their quarters on Euclid ave-

nue, arc about to move to the new block of

the Britton Printing Company, on Erie street,

almost directly across the street from the Loz-

ier headquarters. Herbert A. Githens is to be

in charge. The usual crop of new stores has

not yet begun to sprout, but indications point

to the usual over supply early in the new

year.

A visit by your correspondent to the plant

of the Dangler Stove and Manufacturing Co.

disclosed a busy place. Here it is that the

Kells saddles and Kelly adjustable handle-

bars are made. Both departments are turn-

ing out goods in a manner that clearly demon-

strates that the demand is ahead of the source

of supply. Probably there is not a concern in

the business that has moro infringement cases

brought to its notice than the Kelly Handle-

Bar Company. Their claims are very broad,

covering as they do any divided handle-bar

pivoted at its inner ends for the purpose of ad-

justment. To remedy this constant trouble as

far as possible the company is sentling the

following notice to manufacturers and the

large jobbing trade throughout the country:

"It is but fair that you should know, as it will

save you annoyance later on, that the Kelly

bar is the only divided-for-adjusrmcnt handle-

bar legitimately on the market; that we have

suppressed innumerable infringers, and are

now promptly prosecuting all others who are

trying to market imitations. Do not be mis-

led by idle arguments, as the Kelly Bar is

thoroughly protected by patents, issued in 1888

and I8J»1." The goods for use in '!»8 have

electrically welded connections. The bar has

a range of 15 inches, with the grips always

properly tilted, and a change may be made in

a moment, with 25 positions to choose from.

Po»t« arc made to fit all bicycles. Expansion
posto, upon which a .small extra charge is

madr, will be a .specialty for '!I8. Machined
frtrgings for the Krlly adjustment may be ob-

tained by manularturcrs With a reduction in

U%l from $5 to l^l.oO the Kelly will surely

command a generous trade.

Model* of the L. & B. for 'M arc out and,

a» u»ual. they arc attractive lookers. The im-

provements over last year's models are only

m mmor detail; the general aiipcarancc being

the »ame. Both square and oval fork-crowns

will be used, however. The line wilt br in

creased for the coming season by the addition

of tandems, both double diamond and drop

frame, and a triplet. The latter machine has

already been seen upon the streets, and in ap-

pearance is a credit to its maker. Mr. Lewis

makes his own hubs and they are all furnished

with a neat original device for a dust cap.

Fauber crank-a.xles are used exclusively in the

construction oi the L. & B. line, as are also

Goodrich tires in the equipment. Machines

will be finished in any color but white, and

will be made to order if desired without any

extra cost. The list is $75. The entire output

of this concern was last season taken by a

large local jobbing house, but it is their pres-

ent intention to market their own goods in '98.

Vice-president Geo. D. Day, of the Pope
Manufacturing Co., was in the city late last

week and made several calls.

The A. L. Moore Company are now nicely

located in their new suite of offices in the

Mohawk building.

USED LIGHTED LAMPS IN DAYTIME.

During the past few months the inhabitants

of Watertown, N. Y., were not a little puzzled

to see a number of men and boys cycling on
the roads in the vicinity of the town at all

hours of the day with lighted lamps on their

wheels. The weather conditions, apparently,

did not afTect them, as they were seen when
the sun was shining brightly and when the

rain and wind made pedaling almost im-

possible.

As a result of these riders' seeming extrava-

gances the Hitchcock Lamp Co. are able to

announce that they are producing a lamp for

1898 which positively cannot be blown or

jarred out.

The new lamp is called the "Bragger," and
it is constructed on an entirely new principle.

The body of the lamp is made with an outer

and inner cylinder, with an air space between

and with space in the top of the outer cylinder

to allow the cold air to enter and go down
through the air space to the bottom of the

inside cylinder, then to strike across and meet
the flame at the top of the wick-tubc.

Perforations are provided at the top of the oil-

tank for another current oi air to enter, to

pass over the tank and up and around the

flame and beneath the burner—the two cur-

rents of air meeting at the bottom of the

flame give it an extra amount of oxygen and
make it clear, bright and square-toi)pcd and
also help it to withstand a sudden jar or

draft; the draft then follows up and out the

inner cylinder. This double system of draft

also keeps the lamp cool.

The lamp is made of rolled sheet brass

throughout and is finished in nickel, gilt or

bronze. It has a powerful lens and reflector,

and will throw a clear light fifty feet. Two
sets of clamp.t are provided with each lamp so

that it can br attached to the head or fork and
be lilted nt any desired angle.

REVERSED HIS RULING.

A Hackensack, N. J., Dogberry, rejoicing

in the title and name of Justice W. H. Harri-

son, some time ago gave a decision against a

Paterson wheelman, who sued for damages
to his wheel. The Harrison decision was given

on the ground that the cyclist had no right to

ride on Sunday. Later Justice Harrison

awoke to the fact that what he did not know
about law largely exceeded his knowledge
thereof, and he asked for a chance to re-

verse his former decision, and there was an-

other trial of the case.

The evidence showed that the defendant

drove his wagon across the road in such a

way as to cut oflf the wheelman from passing.

He thus upset him and broke the frame of

the cyclist's wheel. Many wheelmen watched

the proceedings, which terminated in a ver-

dict for the wheel owner for $50.

BBVINS NEW BELLS.

A novelty placed upon the market this sea-

son by Bevin Bros. Mfg. Co., East Hampton,
Conn., is Bevin's Tire Bell, which is attached

to the front forks, by means of a band clip,

which is adjustable to any size of fork, and has

no exposed parts to get out of order. By an

ingenious catch it can be rung as a simple

alarm or with a continuous alarm, at pleasure.

The company have added a number of new
sizes to their always complete line, and are

using a new mechanism which they claim is

superior to that heretofore employed. Their

lines of bells are most complete and the prices

low, while in foot-brakes, lamp-brackets,

trouser-clips and guards, toe-clips, and small

sundries, they have a very large and attractive

assortment.

AMERICA'S FIRST KILOMETRE RECORD.

It rcinaiiicd for an outlaw organization, the

Southern Cyclists' Association, of New Or-
leans, to act on The Wheel's suggestion and
give the metric system a start in this country.

The beginning was made in New Orleans on
December 12th. when a one-kilometre amateur
race in three heats was made a j)art of the pro-

gramme. Local men only competcil, but as a

matter for historic record the summary of the

event is appended: One kilometre (1,093 2-3

yards), first heat, Moore first, Titus, second.

W. A. Stanfield third. Time, 1.38 2-5. Second
heat, F. E. Adams first, O'Keefe second,

Woodworth third, M. Miller fourth. Time,
1.34. Final, Titus won. Moore second, Stan-

field third. Time. 1.28 2-5.

SANTA WAS SATISFIED.

"Paradoxical
"

A smile flitted over his face and hid itself

in the suburbs of his snowy beard.
" though it may sound "

Again he glanced at the new-fangled smoke-

less gas-burning cycle lamp which decorated

the dash-board of his sleigh.

"
1 like this because it doesn't soot me."

Apologizing to himself for taking such lib-

erties of pronunciation with the English lan-

guage, Santa Claus smiled again, cracked his

whip over the ears of the olT reindeer and pro-

ceeded with his work.

ONB EXCEPTION.

The days of old may seem more pleasant.

For joy was never meant to last:

Yet we admit the Christmas present.

Is better than the Christmas past.
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SADDLE TALK FROM McKINLEYVILLE.

"Saddleosophy" is the title of an extremely

readable vest-pocket pamphlet issued by the

Gilliam Mfg. Co., Canton, Ohio. It is writ-

ten in a "personally addressed" vein, and con-

tains a deal of good sense and good argument.

For instance, it says:

"Now, a word in your ear. No saddle is

perfect. Not even the Gilliam.

"The perfect saddle, as the public looks at

it, is the saddle that fits everybody. It will

never be made, for 'people are different.'

"The true wisdom of saddle-buying is to get

one that will fit you.

"Choose a saddle as you choose a pair of

shoes."

CAPABLE OF MANY USES. \

BARTON'S TRINITY BELL.

A. W. Barton, one of the traveling sales-

men for the N. N. Hill Brass Co., East

Hampton, Conn., has done something more
than sell goods. He has invented a new bell

of which the Hill people think so highly that

they will make and market it in connection

with their regular Sterling bells.

It will be called the Trinity Chime bicycle

bell, and, as its name implies, is designed to

produce tones of a decidedly musical quality.

Its appearance is that of an ordinary bicycle

bell, but, unlike an ordinary bicycle bell, it is

composed of two gongs, mouth to mouth,

representing two notes of the musical

scale in harmony. By means of a simple ad-

justing device, the mechanism can be made to

strike either single, double or electric strokes

at one operation of the thumb lever. When
adjusted to give a plurality of strokes, the

hammer strikes the two harmonized bells al-

ternately, producing a harmony of tones very

pleasing to the ear.

THE "SECESH'S" SHOWING.

The annual meeting disclosed that the Cali-

fornia Associated Cycling Clubs, which are

fighting the L. A. W. on the Paific Coast, has

an individual membership of 1,030, 554 of whom
are unattached. In addition 20 clubs, aggre-

gating 3,000 members, are enrolled. Nearly

|1,300 was disbursed during the year. Eighty-

one sanctions for track races were issued, and

33 were professionalized, 28 of them by re-

quest. C. A. Kraft, whose transfer to the

professional class came near proving a rock on

which a split was probable, was reinstated as

an amateur. Charles Albert Adams, of San

Francisco, was elected president over V. A.

Dodd, of Alameda, by a vote of 31 to 22. G.

G. Taylor, of Mountain View, was elected

second vice-president; Stanley G. Scovern, the

incumbent, was chosen secretary, and Jules

F. Hancock, also an itu-unil)cnt, treasurer, all

without opposition.

Something radically new in cycle stands is

to be put on the market in a short while by
R. H. Wolff & Co., of New York, in the

Simplex Automatic Cycle Stand, a compact
""siTnpIjT constructed article capable of

many uses. It automatically conforms itself

to the style of machine as soon as the bicycle

is put on it, and is built so that it holds any

pattern of wheel. It rests on the floor with-

out being screwed down, or fastened in any

way, and when not in use can be folded flat.

Besides holding the wheel firmly in a vertical

position, it can be employed as a home-trainer

by resting the lower rear forks in the grooves

on the upper end of the upright. When thus

placed the rear wheel is free to revolve and

machine, chain and bearings can be cleaned

V

easily without discomfort. The stand may
also be used as a hanger, its shape being such

that it can be hung on a hook or even a door,

the extending portion offering a firm support

for the top bar of the frame. It folds flat

against the wall and when not in service is not

in the way. All parts of the stand which the

wheel is liable to touch are covered with rub-

ber, in order that no injury can bo done the 1)1-

cyclc. The stand lists at $1.50.

WILL EXTEND THEMSELVES.

L. C. Jandorf & Co., of 321 Broadway, are

preparing to extend llieniselves. They have

already leased the place and nn February 1st

they will open a new estal)lishment in the six-

story l)uil(linK at 5 West I'ourteenlh street.

which will be liandsdinely tilted up and will

include one of the largest power rejiair shops

in the country.

NO HOSE OR NIPPLE NEEDED.

Davis & Stevens, of Seneca Falls, N. Y.,

who gave the really famous swivel K universal

pump connection to the world, have made
another noteworthy addition to their extensive

line of pumps—the Cyclone No. 19, illus-

lustrated herewith.

As will be noticed, no hose or nipple

of any kind is needed to make connec-

tion with the tire valve. Instead, with

every pump two little rubber cones are

A

furnished, and one of these cones is

slipped over the valve stem on each

wheel of the bicycle and left

there, making a permanent seat

for the pump. The end of

the pump cylinder is turned or rolled in, as

shown in the illustration, and rests on the rub-

ber cone. The cone rests on the rim and

therefore the pump does not press against the

valve stem during operation. There is no

wear at all on the rubber cone and the connec-

tion is absolutely airtight, even when the pump
is held at quite an angle. This pump is strik-

ingly simple and durable and immensely pow-
erful. It has the capacity of a foot pump, but

being only a perfectly straight tube, 18 inches

long and J inch in diameter, it can be strapped

to the straight part of any bicycle frame and

hardly shows at all, and weighs only 12 ounces.

The pump is made in several sizes, from the

tool-bag size, six inches, up to 18 inches, all

lengths being made of ^-inch brass tubing.

Davis & Stevens are anxious that their pump
be not confused with other kinds which have

a rubber fastened into or upon the end of the

pump cyclinder. Their's is thoroughly pro-

tected by letters patent.

DANGEROUS FOR DOGS.

"Kanine Konfounders" is the term applied

by the Veru Bicycle and Rubber Co., of New
Haven, Conn., to their new ammonia bulb

syringe, intended for the discomfiture of dogs

and other nuisances that attack wheelmen. It

is not an ineflicient toy, but shoots with a

surprising degree of accuracy and force, being

so constructed that the contents of the bulb

are expelled to the last drop. It can be used

with one hand, and if desired other liquids be-

sides ammonia can be used. At the retail

price of 50 cents the "Konfounder" should

inoci a ready sale among dealers and cyclists

ginerally. Special prices will be quoted to

the trade.

SILVER IN NAME AND TONE.

"Silver City" is the very appropriate name
selected hy the Chapman Mfg. Co.. of Mer-

iden, Conn., to distinguish the tine line oi

bells which tliey are iilaeing on the marUet

this season. They are of the iughest quality,

and as the Chapman Company is especially

desirous of building up a trade among the re-

tail tlealers. they are prepared to quote close

prices to all inquirers.
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WHY PNELMATICS ARE FAST.

Your J. B. C.'s explanation of just why a

i-acumatic tire is more speedy than any other

so far discovered agrees with my ideas upon

the subject in many respects. At this late-

day there surely cannot be any doubt that

the principal reason for the superior speed of

pneumatic tires is their power of annihilating

the multitudinous obstacles to progress

which are to be found on the surface of an

ordinary roadway.

Every inequality of the very best of roads

encountered by a rapidly moving and loaded

wheel is a bar to its progress, and it is mainly

because the pneumatic tire has the power of

muflling over or swallowing up such obstacles

that a greater speed can be attained thereon.

But, it may be justly argued, a tire of

spongy rubber would have this muffling prop-

erty, yet such tires,'when they have been tried,

have proved themselves very slow, and this

consideration brings you to the second cause

of the pneumatic's swiftness, viz., its power of

rapidly recovering its form after compression,

a property which the spongy rubber tire does

not possess.

For speed qualities, it is essential this re-

formation should be as rapid and as forcible

as possible, as the following considerations

will show.

If the flattened area of a running tire be re-

garded, it will be understood that the forward

half thereof is being pressed in or deformed

by contact with the roadway, whilst the rear

half is being reformed by the internal pres-

sure. The forward half is, of course, forward

of the axle, and the rear half is behind it;

and it is obvious that if there be any greater

pressure between the road and the tire in

the forward half than in the rear half such ex-

cess of pressure acting upward and backwards

against the axle will constitute a retarding

force.

The pressure in the forward portion is the

internal air pressure plus the force necessary

to overcome the inherent stiflfncss of the en-

velope, and the pressure in the rear half is the

same air pressure minus the force necessary

to overcome the stiffness of the envelope.

It follows, therefore, that the only work

absorbed by the pneumatic tire is that of

flexing and reflexing its envelope, the stillness

of which is thus shown to be a measure of the

"internal resistance" of the tire.

Since an clastic tire of some kind is a prac-

tical necessity for road riding, the pneumatic

must be preferred, since it possesses in a pre-

eminent degree the two properties needed,

the swallowmg or mulUling power and the

quickest possible reforming action.

On the race track, however, the conditions

arc so far different that the need of an elastic

tire has yet to be made out. There being no

inequalities to surmount, mufilling power is

- - nry and there is. consequently, no
lor a tire which is deformed and re-

f<.iitn<:(l in running with the inevitable loss of

work mvolved in the double flexure of the en-

velope.

These con.4idcrations seem to indicate that a

narrow stcci tire 5hi>iij<i be f.i tcr on a cement

track than any pneumatic, owing, first, to the

cause I have mentioned, and second, tn the

less wind re«istancc to be overcome. In fact.

I believe that SterlinR Elliott a few years .lincc'in this direction

IS to be in favor of

the steel tire. F. K. S.

NO DOUBTING THESE THOMASES.

The Thomas Mfg. Co., of Springfield, Ohio,

who won their bicycle making spurs last year,

will continue to push the popularity wedge

which their '1)7 season succeeded in securing

an entrance for, in proper fashion. Their line

is exceedingly complete, including a pair of

$50 models—the Tlmmas—made with outside

New Thomas, $fiO.

joints, and for which they claim durability and

practicability and reasonable good looks.

At the $()0 notch will list the New Thomas
models—flush-joint wheels, with every im-

provement, and which they expect will rather

New Thomas, $60.

load their line in quantity of sales, being in

every respect high-grade, up-to-date models

at what it is only fair to consider a particular-

ly reasonable list for a so thoroughly modern

ty|)e of bicycle.

Tliumas Special, $75.

At $75—high-water mark—will be the well-

known Thomas Special; a wheel that is in-

tended particularly for the class desiring a bi-

cycle of fashionablcncss and swellncss, and of

the lightest weight consistent with practicabil-

ity. The nun's model of the Special is in

reality a type of racing wheel for ordinary

usage.

CLEAN I'UOFIT ASSURED.

Arnold, Schwinn & Co. announce the full

scale of their World bicycles as follows:

Model 22. men's standard roadster, $75; model

2.1, ladies' standard roadster, $7."); model 24,

track racer, $10(»: model 25. special men's

roadster, $50; model 2<t. special ladies' road-

.Htcr. $50; model 27, tandem, double diamond.

$125; model 2><, tandem, lonibinalion. $125;

model 21), triplet, $200; model 30. quadruplet.

$360.

Their new wheel, the Chicago, will list .it

f|o. The firm adds that their terms to deal-

ers are attractive and assure those who sell

their Roods "a fair, reasonable and clean

profit"

BALLS OUTSIDE THE CHAIN-LINE.

"Hunter Green," which was one of the pop-

ular finishes of the Hunter wheels, during the

past season, will be continued among the

options on the 18^8 product of the Hunter

Arms Co., of Fulton, N. Y. The firm's new-

models will consist of the Hunter, which will

list at $75, and the Fulton, which will sell for

$.50. There will be three models of each,

ladies', men's and racers'. The men's Hunter,

which is designated Hunter A, will have a new
split-crank with the balls outside of the chain-

line. It will have a graceful oval fork-crown

and be made of l^-inch tubing. The drop will

be 2i inches and three heights of frames will

be offered. Hunter B is the ladies' model, and

C is the racer. The latter will have the Hun-
ter green finish, 3-inch drop and Ui-inch

cranks. Models Fulton A and Fulton B will

be finished in black and maroon, and will have

the double-fork crown, which was so popular

during the past year. Fulton C is the '1(7

Hunter racer, with some slight changes. The
Hunter Arms Co., whose name and fame as

the manufacturers of the L. C. Smith guns are

known wherever guns are used, are preparing

for an active season with their wheels and ex-

pect to duplicate their success of the past year.

QUAKER POLICE TRIED THE TIRE.

The gentleman responsible for the Hussey
No-Air tire got the Philadelphia Department
of Public Safety to give his inveniiun a good
boost last week. He gor the Director sutfl-

ciently interested to delegate a squad of cycle

police to test the tire in the Bourse. The
tire is, of course, designed to remedy the punc-
ture evil and to dispense with pumps and the

like. On the inner side of the tube are fast-

ened highly tempered springs which curve

with the weight of the rider. In rhe space be-

tween the springs is fastened a solid piece of

rubber, which prevents them from shifting,

and acts as a cushion on which the springs

rest.

INTERESTING ON BELLS.

The Mills Bell Co., of Middletown, Conn.,

which has been in jiroccss of reorganization,

is starting up again this week, and expects to

have a complete line of its bicycle bells ready

for the market within a few days. The bells

have been improved for 'US, and as orders can

be filled promptly, the company is confident

of a good season's business.

LB CATO IN CHARGE.

Slrawbridge & Clothier, the big Philadel-

phia dry goods store which cast out (he bar-

gain-counter bicycles and took on the Pope
Mfg. Co.'s line, have engaged an able and ex-

perienced man to look after their bicycle de-

partment, H. D. Le Cato. It is proof that bar-

gain-counter methods and throat-cutting are

on the decline.

BY FIkE ON FRIDAY.

Fire on Friday last did about $2.000 worth
of damage to the stock of L. C. Jandorf & Co.,

M21 Broadway. flTis city. The flames were
confined to one floor of the est.iblislinicnt and
did not touch the salesroom.

NEEDS NO TRIMMING.

John H. Graham & Co.. this city, are mar-

keting a new bicycle lamp-wick—the Incan-

descent, they term it. It is claimed that it re-

quires no trimming and that it will not smoke
or char.
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WHEN THE HORSE HAS DISAPPEARED.

A Flattsible and Interesting Pen Picture of the Radical Changfes that Are Wkely to Result-

Par-Reaching iEffects of the Horseless Vehicle Wttle Thought of

by the Average Man.

I

Regardless of what he may have read of the

subject, it is doubtful if the average man has

paused and considered how truly radical,

how revolutionizing, and how widespread

will be the influence of the horseless vehicle

on the future of the universe.

He who thinks of it, who is able to call up a

picture of the future which, even at this time, is

not dimly outlined, will gasp at the sights and

economies which he will behold. One of the

best portrayals of the kind is published in the

December issue of the "Carriage Monthly."

It is from the pen of Clifton E. Woods,
M.E.E.E., and points out so many conditions

and situations that must ensue, that none can

read it without profit. Mr. Woods says:

"As the use of electricity buds and blossoms,

its possible subdivision into local domestic

uses, in many ways, are beyond man's present

power to conceive. It opens up new changes

in conditions; creates new desires in mankind,

which in turn set inventive genius to work,

and so on ad infinitum, and now, on the eve

of another great change in our domestic cus-

toms, the one of highway and byway convey-

ance, by the innovation of the horseless vehi-

cle, we cannot but feel intensely interested as

to the morrow.

"Bicycles came and made a great change,

and of a very permanent nature, notwithstand-

ing the fact that the major part of the people

believed them but a fad; they, however, dis-

turbed no existing conditions, but rather

created a new one, with accompanying pleas-

ure and convenience; but now, with the horse-

less age stariqg us in the face, it not only

means a new creation, but a far-reaching dis-

turbance in already existing conditions, and

people already inquire eagerly into its possi-

bilities in advantage of convenience, pleasure

and utility.

"Long use and association with other means

of transportation than by animal power, have

brought this about by unconsciously giving

birth to a strong desire and preference in the

minds of the public for mechanical convey-

ance. The bicycle has been one of the strong-

est factors in opening the way for the new era

before us, because of its new mechanical con-

ception and place of operation.

DELIGHTFUL TO ANTICIPATE.

"The great question, at the present time, in

the people's mind is: What will be the benefits

in general of the self-propelled vehicle?

"In answer, with it will come an independ-

ence and rapidity of motion delightful to an-

ticipate. The tired, hot, sweaty, overdriven,

irritable horse will no longer annoy us; there

will be a great economy of time from point to

point; much less congestion in street traffic,

as each vehicle will only occupy, on the

streets, about half the space now taken up;

a great reduction of cost for miles traveled

per annum, because of no horses to feed and

groom when vehicles are idle; great reduction

in barn and stable room, with a proportionate

low cost of rental; absence of noise and clatter

on the streets, which will of itself be a great

boon to the overwrought nerves of this high-

strung and sensitive generation; an improved

sanitary condition of the streets, of vast im-

portance to the health and expense in and to

every city; a refinement of pleasure riding

which the presence of an animal destroys in

many objectionable ways, and an independent

control of speeds, avoidance of accidents, and

dexterity of progress not obtained by the use

of animal power.

"To the inquiry as to new departures and

possibilities, in a commercial and practical

way, the horseless vehicle holds out great

commercial inducements, aside from its nov-

elty of the moment. In the first place, to pub-

lic liveries, by giving them entree to the

choicest residential districts of any city, as all

objections in disagreeable odors and noises

surrounding the horse livery stable will no

longer exist, and the space occupied will be

comparatively small, making the investment

for property or rental at such a point well

within practical measures; small because there

will be required no room for stables, hay lofts,

feeding facilities, harness-room, and, best of

all, no oats and attendants when vehicles are

not in use, at the same time putting such an

enterprise into close contact with the best

trade to be secured.

OTHER RADICAL INNOVATIONS.

"Another great innovation will be the estab-

lishing of inter-suburban transportation lines

by the use of these vehicles, which will work

in harmony with the regular standard and

street railway suburban service of the different

cities, thus making a complete conveyance to

every man's door, and it would not be sur-

prising even to see such lines in direct com-

petition with the regular street railways in no

distant future, a-la-carette fashion, all running

with the rubber-tired silence of ideal convey-

ance.

"In the service of merchandise delivery

these vehicles will work a great change by

their rapid and noiseless operation, and one

vehicle will be able to do twice the work in

the same time as those in present use. The

coupe, cab and hack conveyance will be twice,

yea, thrice as rapid, more sure, safe and com-

fortable; a closed carriage with electric lights

and heating apparatus in its interior means

the acme of comfort.

"The United States Government is already

considering the equipment of its mail wagons

in the large cities with means of self-propul-

sion, and it is reported that an experiment of

twenty to forty wagons is to be made within

the coming year. The large express com-

panies are also investigating the matter most

vigorously, and municipalities are most anx-

ious for this form of propulsion on their am-

bulances and patrol wagons. Heavy trucking

and freight transportation will be revolution-

ized within the next twenty-four months.

REALISM HAS COMMENCED.

"All of this is not the mere prospect of somo

distant future, for the means are already at

hand and realism has commenced. Early in

the centering of public interest on the ques-

tion, the writer undertook the solution of the

problem, and it has proved no easy task to

perform in Uic utlcr absence of any criterion

to follow. So many absurdities, monstrosities

and misconceptions had been exhibited as to

be very misleading in possibilities and have

caused financial assistance to be very back-

ward in pooling issues; for the average

American investor wants an absolute certain-

ty of return before entering into a proposition

with financial support. In the foreign coun-

tries they are more speculative on inven-

tions, consequently, primarily speaking, they

are in advance of this country in such things.

"In and around the city of Paris to-day

some two thousand horseless vehicles of vari-

ous kinds are in service, and four large con-

cerns there are unable to meet the demands
made upon them by running their factories

night and day. In London many of these

vehicles are already in use, and quite a few in

Germany. The foreign vehicles are, how-
ever, clumsy and abortive-looking in most in-

stances, and it has remained for the Ameri-
can inventor to put the artistic finish to these

vehicles as a carriage production, and to sim-

plify the mechanical power equipment. A
vehicle that is simply a machine is not accept-

able to the people in this country who are

users of fine carriages. They want vehicles in

carriage productions such as they have been

accustomed to have, with all carriage artistic

beauty and luxury undisturbed.

EFFECT ON STREETS AND CITIES.

"Municipalities have little recognition at the

present moment of the vast importance it

means in expense saved on street repair and
sewerage maintenance to them; rubber-tires

arid absence of horses' feet, which pound like

so many iron hammers and dig like so many
iron picks on our roads and streets, will de-

crease the cost of repairs fully 75 per cent.

The improved sanitary condition of the street

will not only make them clean and healthy,

but leave our sewers free, and paved streets

with heavy stone will not be needed; maca-
damized or asphalt will be used, and two
miles can be built for the cost of one now;
the expense of street cleaning and sweeping

will be reduced to a minimum, and a means of

local conveyance established most delightful

to anticipate.

"Additional to this, with horses removed
from the vehicles, the same number of them

will only occupy one-half the space on the

street, thus doing away with much conges-

tion.

"All this not only concerns the owners and

users of these vehicles, but every citizen and

every taxpayer in every large city.

"The cost of making roads especially

adapted to this form of vehicle in country dis-

tricts is not expensive, if horses are kept off

them, and as speeds are easily obtainable up

to twenty and twenty-five miles per hour, we
can judge of the benefits to be derived in this

direction.

"In most large cities the present condition

of the street is favorable for the operation of

these vehicles, as they will run through and

over rough and uneven, soft and muddy places

without any diliiculty whatever. W'hore heavy

grades or hills have to be climbed a differen-

tial gear has been designed that can be thrown

in while the vehicle is in motion, multiplying

the leverage on the wheels from six to twelve

times, as desired. But with the introduction

of these vehicles in conjunction with bicycles

a great and rapid change in roadways will be

demanded in the country districts, probably to

such an extent that tuniiiikes will be con-

structed for these two methods of conveyance

to run on exclusively, at a toll of so much per
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mile, on which no horses will be allowed.

The cost of maintenance will be very low, as

it is the feet of horses constantly digging our

streets and roads that cause their rapid de-

preciation. With such roads through the

country from town to town much of our per-

sonal pleasure transportation will be done

with the self-propelled vehicles.

HOW POWER CAN BE HAD.

"Charging stations for the batteries will be

equipped by the electric light companies in

every town, and we will exchange our bat-

teries anywhere for a freshly charged set, as

they are so arranged in trays as to be instant-

ly removed and duplicated with a new set, or

they can be charged remaining in the wagon,

if time permits. The current from an arc light

circuit or from an incandescent circuit can be

used; in fact, anywhere where there are elec-

tric lights, a gentleman or firm running these

vehicles has only to have the wires from either

light circuit brought to his place of keeping

the vehicle and attach them to his battery when
necessary. They can be charged in as short

a time as two hours, or can be adjusted to

consume twelve or fifteen hours over night in

charging, as desired. Firms using a number

of vehicles can put in a small gas-engine and

dynamo and charge their own batteries, or a

private individual can put in the same equip-

ment, and not only charge his batteries, but

light his house and barns from the dynamo
direct or the storage batteries, which can be

interchangeable for lighting or use in the

vehicle, if it is not desired to run the engine

nights. The expense of running a vehicle so

charged for four persons will not exceed one-

half cent per mile.

"Many questions touching the practical side

of self-propelled vehicles are asked the writer

from all classes of people, the principal ones

being its initial cost, cost to operate, metliod

of controlling possibilities in its application

to already existing vehicles, best forms of

power, what changes it will make in future

conditions of road transportation, etc., all of

which the writer will endeavor to answer.

WHAT HAS BEEN DONE.

"This is done by providing it with an auxil-

iary flexibility not inherent in itself. Or, in

other words, by combining the gas-engine,

storage batteries and electric motor into one

unit of power equipment, thereby generat-

ing the current in the wagon itself for the bat-

teries and motor. This system is known as

the Patton Motor System, and has already

been applied to motor cars, and at the present

moment is being applied to some six-ton ex-

press wagons. It has unlimited financial sup-

port, and there will be no delay in putting per-

fected wagons on the market. In the wagons

being built two normal six-hor.se-power driv-

ing motors arc used, one geared to cither

hind wheel, one seven-horse-powcr gas-engine

and one six-and-a-half-horse-power genera-

tor, bc»ides forty-four cells of batteries, all

of which weigh 2,500 pounds. The wagon it-

self weighs 2,6(K) pounds, and will transport a

load of four tons at a speed of seven miles an

hour, distance bring hounded only when gaso-

line or petrolctini .ire not purchasable. The
maximum availalilc power for momentary
work on grades and bad places to start is

twenty horsc-powcr, when the batteries and

engines are used together. The motor is

capable of standing 80 per cent overload for

kliurt periods of time. It has been given out

that the equipment is to be put on the market

lor the general wagon trade, although I give

this without authority.

"The data of four different equipments using

straight storage batteries, that are being per-

fected for the market by another heavy con-

cern, has also been handed me, which equip-

ment is designed for fine private and public

light carriages. I give it here in full for the

benefit of those interested. One large car-

riage concern has already commenced the

building of vehicles to use the equipment,

which is furnished in its entirety. The table

shows about what the vehicle should be built

to weigh, independent of the equipment, which

is to include controller, reversing switciics,

brakes and part of the stearing-gear, when
demanded in addition to the motors and bat-

teries. This will relieve carriage makers of all

expensive experimental work, and enable them

to interest themselves in the proposition at

once.

"The cost of attendants would be not to

exceed four men (drivers arc not included in

this case, neitlier were they in case of vehicles

drawn by horses) ; these men would probably

cost $8 a day, making a net cost of operation

of $25.50 per day, as against $100 in using

horses. About one-third of the space would

be required to stable these vehicles, as com-

pared with a horse stable, and in addition to

this it must be remembered, whether business

is good or not, the fixed charge of keeping

a horse remains the same, while the cost of

operation in electrical ec|uipments, otherwise

than attendants, and interest on investment,

is exactly in proportion to the number of

miles the carriage runs.

"The cost of depreciation on these vehicles

will not, under any circumstances, exceed the

figures mentioned for horses; the summary of

this means nearly 50 per cent increase in mile-

age capacity at about one-third of the cost

of investment; also the advantage of more

DATA OF STANDARD VEHICLE EQUIPMENT USING TWO MOTORS PER VEHICLE.

Style of euuipnienl. No. 1. No. 2. No. 3. No. 4.

Weight of wagon only—pounds 276 560 850 1,556

Weight of batteries—pounds 484 660 880 1,144

Weight of two motors—pounds 140 180 220 300

Complete weight of vehicle 900 1,400 1,950 3,000

Load to be carried—pounds 400 700 1.050 1,060

Horse power required in each motor 75 1.12 1.G7 2.5

Speed of motor, H. P. M 1,000 1,000 1.000 1,000

Number of battery cells 44 44 44 44

A. H. capacity, 3 hours' discharge 40 60 90 136
Maximum speed vehicle, miles hour 12 12 12 12
Hours time of running 3 3 3 8
Minimum speed vehicle, miles hour 3 3 3 8

Hours time of running 12 12 12 12
Average mileage capicity 36 36 36 36

Diameter of rear or driving wheel 32 in. 36 in. 36 in. 36in.

Diameter of driver gear 14 in. 19% in. WVi in. 19 in.

Diameter of motor gear 2 in. 2V^ in. 2>;4 in. 2V4 in.

Diameter of front wheel 28 in. 32 in. 32 in. 32 in.

Diameter pneumatic tire 214 in. 3 in. 3^*! in. 4 in.

.Size of rear or driving axle 1V5 in. 1% in. 1% in. IH in.

Size of front axle 1 in. IVi in. 1*h in. 1% in.

Width of battery in vehicle 24 in. 28 in. 2X in. 28 in.

Length of battery in vehicle 26 in. 30 in. 3fi in. 42 in.

Height of battery in vehicle 9Vi in. 10% in. 10% in. 10% in.

CHEAPER; NO ODOR; NO NOISE. rapid transportation, the vchiclcs being geared

"In addition to the service demands of or- up to something like fourteen miles per hour,

dinary vehicles, as outlined, it may be of in- and the possibilities of an entree to the finest

terest to have some actual figure stated re- residential districts of any city, owing to the

garding possibilities of economy in public absence of disagreeable odors and noises,

livery stables which the use of an electrically make the whole proposition not only practical,

equipped vehicle will favor, and the figures but highly desirable from every point it may
given below are deducted from an actual be viewed. The cost of current would be re-

stable, as regards cost of operation and main- duccd by nearly one-half were a small gas-

tenance, which had been kept very accurately engine and dynamo installed in livery proper,

and carefully for a period of several years. enabling such a concern to generate its own
The stable in question, located in one of our current for the batteries."

large cities, operates thirty landaus or hacks,

among which were a few broughams, com-
monly called coupes. „e^ T,Rg COATING.
"To operate these thirty vehicles, on an „ ,, ,, . ,

, . , . • J *i Reifengrau, or tire-gray, is the name
average of six hours per day, required the e>

.
o ^i

,
. J . t 1AA I J II given to a new preparation which has just been

kecpingand maintenance of 100 liead of horses. ^
,

, , ,.,/-•
,-, . t . .,1 • ^ put on the market abroad bv the Continental
The cost of maintenance on this point aver- '

, . ^ r. ,' ^ ,

.,, J uj—i- »icj Caoutchouc und Ciulta-Fcrcha Compagnie, ol
ages a dollar a day per head, making the fixed „ _ , . ,,

, / 1 • ,1 I »iAfk J Hanover, Germany, lor "renovating pneu-
charge for keeping the horses $100 a day. .' / , , , ,

~. . , • 1 J .. J . 1 • inatic tires—to give them a fresh, clean ap-
This, of course, includes attendants, shoeing , ,,. . .... , . ,

J , 1 I . jj » • 1 J , • pearance. In addition to this, it is claimed
and rental, but did not include interest on in- '

, , . , . .,

, , *EAA(,r» T\ .^,^1 ^;i- tliat tlic preparation, which is put up in small
vestment, which was $50,(i(in. 1 he total mile- ' "^

, , , . . .

, , , 1 .1 J . cans, also preserves the rubber, and it is sug-
age capacity available under these conditions '

, , . /

.... J . . c .,
, Rested that before storing a machine for any

did not exceed twenty-five miles per day per •* ,..,,.,.,.,, ... . , „ . UnRlh ol time the tires should be given a
vehicle; the depreciation in horseflesh was es- •*

..... OA • I u coating of "Keifengrau.
timated at 20 per cent per annum, which was " b »

afterwards stated to be an extremely low

figure. Thirty carriages of a similar charac-

ter, equipped to run by electrical power, WHO WANTS A NEW VOKK AGENT?

would have a first cost of about $(>0.000; the One of the larger and more attractive cycle

actual cost to operate them for power—that is stores on the Boulevard, this city, is in the

electric current as it can be bought from city market for a new line of wheels for I8!i8. Kx-

mains which furnish electric light and power— elusive agency is desired. The place operates

would be $17.60 to operate the thirty car- a repair shop and rental department. Letters

riagcs six hours per day, giving a mileage addressed "O. K." care Tmk Wiikki.. will be

capacity to each carriage of forty miles. (nrwartled.
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Fifteen Hundred Thousand
BICYCLE RIDERS throughout THE UNITED STATES

are mounted on cycles made of

SHELBY TUBING.(!( JJ

One Million More

ii
ff

Will be added to the list during the season 1897-98.

Do you contemplate buying a wheel the coming season ?

Insist that your dealer furnish a mount made of

Shelby Tubing.

wnin
First—Because it is the standard tubing of the world.

Second—Because it is made from steel of the finest quality.

Third—Because it is made by the most scientific and economical methods
of manufacture.

Write Us for Further Information.

Shelby Steel Tube Company.
Sales Office, Shelby, Ohio, U. S. A.

BRANCH OFFICES:

135 Lake St., Chicago. 144 Chambers St., N. Y. City. 29 Constitution Hill, Birmingham. Eng.

FACTORIES-Shelby. O. Toledo O. Ellwood City, Pa. Greenville, Pa.

Kindly Mention The Whed.
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IS CILIJIARV CONVERSATIOX.

"Life is such a grind!" sighed the Sprocket

to the Lamp.
"Oh I I don't know." said the Lamp. "Of

course, the world is dark and cold at times,

but life to me seems bright enough."

"You wouldn't think so," interrupted the

Match, "if you got your head scratched as I

do every day. And, say, you wouldn't

amount to much without me, anyway, so put

that in your pipe and smoke it."

"You seem to consider yourself a great

card." put in the Nutmeg Pulverizer, "but I

am a grater."

And then, shaking the Match roughly, the

Grater added: "You red-headed skeleton!

Why, you are nothing but a stick!"

At this juncture the cook, who owned the

whole shooting-match, came in. The Lamp
looked at her wickedly, the Sprocket ground

its teeth, and the Match lit out.

BOTH SIDES OF DISMOUNTING.

The average woman rider always dismounts

by the left pedal, and is very much at a loss

when prevented by stress of circumstances

from dismounting on the left-hand side; in

fact, she often tumbles olT rather than gets

off on the right, which, in her case, is very

much the wrong side. Every rider should be

able to dismount on either side without diffi-

culty.

It requires a little practice, for it is difficult

for the average man or woman to reverse

even a simple movement involving the use

of the right leg in place of the left for the first

time; but when you reflect that the ability to

dismount on either side will at times prevent

accidents, you will see that it is worth prac-

ticing a little to obtain that ability.

NIPPED IN THE BUD.

"Isn't this delightful?" said she, as the tan-

dem sped onward.

"It is," answered he, from the rear seat.

"Why should we not go through life this

way?"

"On wind?" she replied, looking at the

tires.

The wheels rolled on. but the conversation

laggrd thrrr nr four Iap<; hcliinrl. panting

heavily.

HE WAS IN DOUBT.

He wasn't over from the ould sod more than

a thousand years; his face and his speech

showed this. He had been digging a trench

across the asphalt for gas-pipe laying pur-

poses, and she, mounted upon a bicycle and

clad in all the glory of a natty, though some-
what masculine get-up, had inadvertently

ridden into the trench and on him. After he

had crawled out from the mix-up and re-

covered his speech, he said:

"If yez is a mon, stohp yez ghrinin' at me
that-a-way, or I'll swat yez! But (engagingly)

if yez is a girrul instead, smile away sweetly

—

an' wink, too. if yez plaze, for Oi'm a divil

wid the wimmin!"
The price of two quarts of mixed ale settled

the whole thing satisfactorily.

TWO ON A TANDEU.

Jack and Jill went up a hill.

Seated on a tandem;
First they rode right keerfully.

Then they rode at random.

For, in goin' down the hill.

Jack began a-kissin";

"Jill," he said, "the fools who walk
Don't know what they're missin'."

An' admittin' he was right.

There came a scene appallin'.

When the forks both were broken.

An' the riders both went sprawlin'.

Jack and Jill went up the hill—

I wuz thar an' seen 'em

—

Limpin" painfully along.

Pushin' the wheel between 'em.

WHERE BARGAIN-COUNTERING DIFFERED.

"So," said the woman with the red flowers

in her bonnet as they met at the bargain-

counter, "you're going to take up cycling,

eh?"

"Yes." was the answer. "I thought it over.

He said that if I refused to go riding with him
it would break his heart. And I couldn't

think of assuming any such responsibility."

"I suppose you have thought seriously of

what machine you are going to ride?"

"Of course. I realize perfectly that select-

ing a wheel is a lottery."

"My dear, it's worse. When you try your

luck in a lottery and fail to draw a prize, you

i.TH tear til) the tickil and try it nvir nsiain."

SHE DOES NOT LIKE CYCLES.

Alter all the hullabaloo it turns out that the

dear little queenie queen of Holland was not

forbiddin to ride the bicycle. It now appears

that she never bought nor was presented (the

latter a truly wonderful thing when the ad-

vertising possibilities are considered) with a

bicycle. In fact, she is understood not to ap-

prove of cycling for women. But she does

not wish to put any constraint upon others in

this respect, and so, cycling being much in

vogue at The Hague, ladies of the court freely

practice the sport. For all of which, much
thanks.

WANTED PARTICULARS.

"Your wife just met with an accident, Wil-

kins," said a man who rushed into the

grocery. "She ran over a dog while riding

her bicycle, and they've carriea her home."

The man sitting on the cracker barrel rose

to his feet excitedly, and his face turned pale.

"Did you notice," he asked in a trembling

voice, "whether it was a liver-colored dog
with two white spots on his fore-shoulder or

not?"

DEATH THE ONLY REMEDY.

It is all very well to make fun of the finicky,

over-dressed rider, but lots of them outgrow

the complaint and get to be men after awhile.

So long as there is nothing more than that

the matter with a novice there is hope for

him in cycling, although there are a few cases,

of course, that finally become chronic, and

which only* the Fool Killer can successfully

prescribe for.

YOU SEE THEM EVERYWHERE.

Kind-Hearted Old Lady—When you finally

reached the barren island, four hundred

leagues from the beaten courses of ships,

what was the first thing that met your eye?"

Recently Shipwrecked Tar—"Bicycles Sold

Here," mum.

JUST THE OPPOSITE.

It is a natural law that all moving matter

will follow the line of least resistance, but the

nervous novice who encounters bricks, carts

and the population of the neighborhood as a

whole, cannot see the tnitli of it.

'98 BUYKRS WIT.L BK JUSXIFTKD
IH-

Demanding Reputable Saddles.

Saddles Have..
an established reputation for

It v\ill be co5>ii> to experiment
with tranhy imitations

R. B. McMULLEN & CO.. Chicaeo and New York.

HUNT MFC. CO., Westboro, IMass.
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The Barnes...
A Merry Christmas is doubtless in store for all dealers who have

closed for the BARNES 1898 agency, and a Happy New Year is inevi-

table if the fashionable WHITE FLYER is the wheel you are to sell

to those who confide in your judgment of true bicycle merit.

We make pleasure of business by constructing cheerfully-made,

well-designed bicycles at honest prices.

You can get pleasure out of business by selling such a wheel.

We want a BARNES agency in all places where we are not now
represented. Write us at once.

The Barnes Cycle Co.,

SYRACUSE, N. Y.
Kindly mention The Wheel.
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fc: n^ Progress is the eternal law of nature. It is a "^

paradox that to "stand still" is to "go back."

The glaring evils in pedal construction have been

deliberately ignored by our competitors. The old-

time adjustment, good enough in the experimen-

stages of the craft, is a mechanical curse to-day. Nursery rhymes cannot cover

its mechanical inefficiency. It is cheap, there's the story.

.

tal

up

THE
Sidwell Interlocking Adjustment

is expensive, but when finished provides an adjustment that can be effected "in

the twinkling of an eye," without tools, and will stay put Forever and Forever. ^

SIDWELL PEDAL COMPANY, j

fc 221 Columbus Avenue, Boston, Mass. ^
i ^
1^ Kindly mention The Wheel. ^
^iUiUiUiUiUiUiUiUiUiUiUiUiUiUiUiUiUiUiUiUMi IiMi^i^iMii^i^i^mkmikiiki^^iMiUii^iU^
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REGARDING RIMS.

One Who Hakes Them Gives His Reasons for

AdTOcatinK the Laminated or Bnllt-Up

Article.

When wood rims were first introduced

skeptical people said they were not strong

enough, and to a certain extent this criticism

is correct. Some wood rims are not strong

enough even to-day.

But why? you may ask.

First, because there is not material enough

in them, and second, when there is enough, it

is not good enough. But in the case of lam-

inated rims, if a proper sectional area, say

about .5;t-inch for a IJ-inch tire is used, made

up of three pieces of carefully selected rock

maple securely cemented together and turned

to a mechanically correct lateral plane and true

circularity, you have a structure that will give

you the utmost satisfaction. There are bi-

cycles in use to-day that have on them the

original wood rims made in 1893.

In considering the advantages of laminated

rims over single-piece, one must first fully

understand the fundamental principles em-

bodied in the construction of the respective

varieties. The first important point for our

consideration is the selection of the proper

material.

Circumstances have often decided what kind

oi lumber should be used, and it must be con-

fessed that in very many instances this was

the sole consideration. When the big demand

for wood rims came in 1893 and 1894 the sup-

ply was limited. The result was what was to

be expected; many wood working plants were

idle, or, if not actually idle, had little to do;

wood rims were wanted, wood rims must be

made. Some oi these plants could obtain ash,

some hickory, some elm, birch, beech, etc.

Therefore ash, elm. etcetera, was the

proper material. The laminated rim was

patented; therefore, the single-piece rims were

generally experimented with. In some cases

the laminated received the attention of as-

pirants for fame in this line, and it must be

confessed generally with disastrous results,

and the original and legitimate laminated rims

constructed on carefully laid out scientific

plans, have been compelled to bear the odium

of some of these poorly constructed rims.

The next point for our consideration is the

bending of the wood.

It is a well known fact in the art that in

bending wood, the fibre is disrupted in direct

ratio to its thickness. Hence it tollows that as

one inch in thickness of wood is necessary to

make a single-piece rim, the fibre on the out-

side is stretched a certain amount, while on

the inside it is upset and the only normal con-

dilf in the centre of the strip.

\< wc have the strongest argument

in favor <>i ttie laminated rim. As this inch of

material is made up (in the modern improved

laminated rim) of three pieces, is stretched

and compressed considerably leu than would

be the case were the entire thickness in one

piece, and after these pieces are pressed to-

gether with a very tenacious cement, the scv-

rral 're arc formed into one

hop- r mass, much less sus-

ceptible to the action of the atmosphere than

is • single piece of wood, (or the reason that

wood absorbs moisture in proportion to its

density, and while the free and open grain of

•ne piece, particularly of tuch wood as elm

and ash, is a free absorbent, in the super-

imposed layer construction of rock maple and
the waterproof cement, this combination re-

pels the moisture, while in the single-piece the

inside or upset surface is constantly exerting

itself to return to its normal condition; in the

laminated rim no such condition exists.

The result is a perfect circle and a construc-

tion that retains its exact circularity, while in

the single-piece rim, as is well-known, the

wood, in exerting itself to return to its normal

condition, forces the rim into various shapes

far from a true circle, or exact lateral plane,

the result Ijeing that an undue tension is

pl.nced upon the spokes.

I will here refer to an article by D. W.
Herring, Professor of Physics, New York

University, in "Engineering News," and

A SAMPLE AD. FOR AGENTS.

One of these tine days some

Shrewd Life Insurance Company
Will Take a Hand in Set-

tling the "Bicycle

Question."*

Just as they charge a higher rate for insuring

the man who handles dynamite or sharp-edged
tools, so will they separate the "sheep and the

goats" of cycledom.
It is a self-evident fact that the man who

rides a $15.15 or $19.91 bargain-counter crock

is a more hazardous risk than he who rides a

high-grade Topnotch Special, which contains

—as we are prepared to prove if you will call

—

all that is best in cycle construction. The
riders of such wheels are in separate and dis-

tinct classes.

The Topnotchers are clearly in the preferred

class. The Bargain Counter's Own is

Little Less l)an{;erous Than Dyna-

mite, As the Insurance Men
Will Sooner or Later

Discover.

• No charge to the insuranrc people for the suKKestion.

quote the professor: "Rims more nearly

round to begin with, would make so unequal

and, therefore, so great initial tension unneces-

sary."

It is a well-known fact that the Dunlop rim

demands this exact circularity and non-shrink-

ing and swelling quality. Did it ever occur

to you that the circumferential exactness re-

quired in a Dunlop rim was equally desirable

in all wood rims? If a rim shrinks and swells

according to barometrical ihannes of the at

mosphere, the spokes must tighten and loosen.

A. C. Fairbanks.

THE HINT DIRECT.

"So you expect .S.inta Claus to bring you a

bicycle, eh, Willie?"

"Yes, 1 do, Fop; and I hope it won't be one

of those bargain-counter ones I saw you and

Mom looking at the other day."

DIFFERENCE OF A WORD.

"There's plenty of men in six-days racing

who go to sleep on their wheels."

"Fall asleep, you mean, don't you?"

FOR THAT SCHOOL-TIRED FEELING.

At the regular meeting of the Principals'

Round Table at Horseheads, New York,
the question of corporal punishment was
taken up. After considerable discussion, the

principals practically agreed that if whipping
had to be done the best thing to do it with

was a section of rubber tire. This would in-

flict a sufficient amount of punishment and

was not in any way dangerous to tlic culprit

and was not likely to disable him or make the

effects of the punishment felt outside the

schoolroom.

Right on top of this pedagogic paddling de-

cision comes the following from Brooklyn:

"William Evans, the nine-year-old son of

Nathaniel Evans, a New York broker, died at

his home, Parkville. His death was due to

meningitis. Evans was the boy who was
l)unished with a small piece of bicycle tire by
Principal James S. Morey, of the Parkville

Public School, just before Thanksgiving, and

whose illness was said to have resulted from

the punishment."

From the foregoing fact, as opposed to the

Horseheads theory, it would seem that the

cycle tire is more wisely and safely used in

connection with pedaling than with paddling,

pedagogues to the contrary, notwithstanding.

KNEW ITS DERIVATIVE.

The Chicago matron rested her gloved hand

upon the scant locks of ten-year-old Emerson
Beacon.

"Emerson," she chortled, "\«'hat is Santy

Claws going to bring oo?"

"He will, I trust," said the Boston child,

"confer upon me a more complete and eso-

teric comprehension. The Aryan root SA,
as you remember, Mrs. Porker, is from the

ancient GA, which in the original signifies

good. Skecter, in his incomparable diction-

ary, bears me out in the derivation. CLA.
going back to the original, indicates objectiv-

ity, hence an object, something noticeable to

the sense, a thing, to use the Anglo-Saxon

word sign. But to resume, Mrs. Porker, I

apprehend that at this Christmas season I

shall perhaps be the recipient of a chainless

bicycle, a set of Ibsen, a degree from Har-

vard, a check for $500
"

"It's plain to be seen, Emmy," gurgled Mrs.

Porker, "that you think His Whiskers is a

good thing."

TOO MUCH OF A GOOD THING.

It was at the recent six-day murder mill,

while a police surgeon was examining the

contestants to see if they could live through

the race. The racing man's symptoms indi-

cated cardiac troubles, and the doctor got out

his stethoscope and applied it to the rider's

chest to test the action of the heart.

The mcrry-go-rounder flushed angrily, un-

buttoned his vest, and took from his inside

pocket a $5 bill wrapped in a piece of old

paper.

"I think it's carrying things too far," he

said, "when you doctors go to looking

through a man with an X-ray to see how
nitifli money he has."

FORTUNES OF BARGAIN-COUNTERING.

"It was your own fault if that dry goods

clerk fooled you. I told you that you could

believe only half what he said about a

wheel."

"Well, you can hardly blame me. I just

happened to believe the wrong half."
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We are making

PROMPT SHIPMENTS
-of—

Record Pedals
Place your orders for High-Grade Pedals where

you can depend on their being filled as agreed.

WE ARE THE PEOPLE.

RECORD PEDAL MEG, GO., Highlandville, Mass.

Sales Agents: SAM'L BUCKLEY & CO., 100 William Street, New York.
Kindly mention The Wheel.

The

NEW WORLD
( The '98 Model

)

Is Now Ready to be Discovered ^
and

THE WISE AGENT
WILL REQUIRE NO FURTHER HINT
TO START HIM ON THE VOYAGE
OF DISCOVERY. ^ ^ j^ j^ Jt Ji

Arnold, Schwinn & Co*
CHICAGO.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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JIMMY'S CHRISTMAS CYCLE.

Jinuiiy was the son of poor. Init dishonest

parents, and a bad. bad boy at that. He was

up to mischief, was Jimmy, and he never

passed a grocery that some of the goodies ex-

posed on the sidewalk for sale did not stick

to his quick and crooked fingers.

When Cliristmas came Jimmy took in many
of the big Christmas trees and carried away
much booty in the shape of toys and other

presents. Hut nowhere did he get a bicycle,

and the wicked heart of Jimmy fairly ached to

have him possessor of a bicycle.

So Jimmy went shopping. He landed in a

fine, big department store and picked out a

«hining thing in wheels.

"I want you," said Jimmy, putting on a bus-

iness-like look, "to send that bicycle around

to No. Second avenue as soon as possi-

ble. Send it C. O. D. Mc mother has the

money ready for it. What time can I ex-

pect it?"

"It will go out on the afternoon delivery,"

said the unsuspecting clerk. "It ought to be

there about 4 o'clock."

At 4 p. m. Jimmy dropped in at the poor

tenement of the Widow Jenkins, who lived on

the first floor, and whose address he had

given.

"Mrs. Jenkins," said he, "if you would like

to take the baby out for a walk, I'll watch the

flat for you."

"Why, thank you, Jimmy," said the widow.

"You have a good heart if you are a bit mis-

chievous." .^nd, suspecting nothing, she put

on the baby's best clothes and went out to

lake the air.

When the delivery wagon drove up to the

door Jimmy was on the watch. He received

the boy at the door.

"A bicycle for Mrs. Jenkins?" he said.

"Yes, that's all right. I'll get you the

money."

Jimmy took the wheel, shut the door care-

fully and skipped out of the back window. In

five minutes he was far away. The delivery

boy waited awhile, then knocked, then

pounderl. ,\t last he opened the door and

found the little home deserted. On the kitchen

table he found a note scrawled in a large

schoolboy hand:
" Dit bikc't M peach and i'm much crtraligcd for it. Mc

n*rae ain't Jcnkioi. Ill Jimmy. I'll pay her when ycr

kctchlt me. Good by. Mcry critmui. Jimmy."

And the delivery clerk went back to the

ttorc to report.

HEKE S A RICH CHANCB FOR SOME ONE.

Felix Hamburger, of Oil Broadway, New
York, will sail for Europe r>n Saturday f)f this

werk. He will settle in cither Herlin or

II •'!/, and do a (icrman trade in bicycles

.111 ! bi:;<lc stmdrics. Mr. Hamburger is a

wcll-c»itiipped New York merchant who re-

tired from business on account of tariff

thanKCS. He i« in the market for a line of
'<- and high-Rrade bicycles, and also

,>rcialliei.

TIED BV RED-TAPE.

In France it take* 270 pages of ordinances

to tell what a motor car may and may not do.

Under lhi« ma«<i of law, responsibility for ac-

cidents i» not to be avoided. Each motor

car mu«t have a minute description of its an-

atomy. England has eighty Acts of Parlia-

ment on the subject.

FOR CUTTING HARDENED STEEL.

The use of hardened steel parts in the con-

struction of the bicycle makes an emery
grinder an important factor in making repairs.

Cups, cones and other parts which cannot be

fitted by use of a file are easily and accurately

cut by an emery wlieel.

Recognizing the fact that comparatively few

cycle repair shops are equipped with power,

the New England Cycle Supply Co., of

Kicne, N. H., have placed on the market a

machine especially suited to the needs of the

cycle repairer. The treadle, table and rests

arc constructed of malleable iron. The arbor

runs in hron/.e bo.xes, is j-inch in dianieler

through bearings, and i-inch through collar*.

Pulley, IJ X IJ inches; balance wheel, 18 x IJ

inches; height to arbor, 42 inches; weight, 90

potmds, crated.

APPLIED TO THE REAR WHEEL.

The Stewart rear wheel brake is now
being marketed by I*". M. Cornell, Ctl'.t

North Uroad street, I'hiladeliihia. It can be

applied to any bicycle, being attached to the

rear fork without any clumsy details or great

increase of weight. It is simple in adjustment,

of strong constniclion, and docs not injure

the tire. It weighs but a few ounces and is

applied by the hand, and not by the foot.

PLACED WITH SALISBURY.

Frank S. Corlew, the Trinity rcpr<-srnlati\c.

has just placed the '9f< agency for BufTalo with

G. B. Salisbury. SM Main street. Mr. Salis-

bury is enthusiastic over the Trinity, and says

he will set the pace with it in BufTalo the com-

ing season. "Three times last year's business"

is what Corlew says is the '08 prospects for

the Trinity.

THINKS IT GROSS IMPERTINENCE.

.As showing how thoroughly the English

end of the Dunlop Tire Co. works the game,

the following circular letter which they send

to such riders as do not use their tire is of in-

terest :

W'c regret to hear that you arc usIhr tires other than

Diinlops; of course, we do not know what has in-

duced you to lake this somewlial unu.sual step. Pos-

sibly you are a bcfiinncr in the pleasure of cycling,

and when you bought your machine were not fully

aware how very essential to the perfect enjoyment of

the pastime a simple and absolutely reliable pneu-

matic tire was. The Dunlop Tire fulfills these two

essential qualities of simplicity and relial)ility in the

most complete manner. It is easy to repair in the

rare event of a puncture, the repair is certain, and

once made lasts forever; indeed, if anything, the tire

is stronger at the part repaired, and as the tire is made
of a uniform good quality of material combined with

the knowledge and care in construction which comes
of an experience longer by years than any other

pneumatic tire manufacturers' in the world, it will at

once be seen what a very desirable tire for all classes

of cyclists the Dunlop tire is. It need only be pointed

out, too, that every record in the world from one mile

to twenty-four hours is held by IJunlop tires, to show
that, to say the least, it is not a slow tire, and is there-

fore easy to propel, for it must be remembered that the

tire sold for road purposes to the general public is

identical in system of construction and quality of ma-

terial with the lightest and speediest path racing tire

we have ever made.

We should just like to point out that although a

machine fitted with Dunlop tires may in the first in-

stance cost a few shillings more than one fitted with

cheap and unreliable tires, which cause endless trouble

from the start to the finish of their career, yet when
the machine is sold or exchanged in part payment for

a new one, the mere fact of its having Dunlop tires

enhances its value by far more than the original extra

outlay, indeed frequently by a pound or two.

That the letter is not always accepted in the

spirit intended is evidenced by one of those

who received it. This party writes to the

papers to say that he thinks the circular "has

nothing but gross impertinence stamped on
the face of it."

WILLIE WAS 0.\.

Just about Chriblmas time Mr. and Mrs.

Harlemllattc find it necessary to do a great

deal of spelling when they converse regard-

ing shopping tours in the presence of their

son, in whose mind they wish to preserve

the Santa Claus traditions.

The other night Mr. Harlemflatte had come
in laden with bundles, and when he had been

relieved of them and was seated at the dinner

table, the conversation began in the usual

way, for little Willie was present.

"Did you get the s-k-a-t-c-s and the d-r-u-m

that h-e has b-c-e-n asking for? " asked Mrs.

H., as she began serving the vegetables.

"Yes, and there was a n-i-c-e s-l-e-d for one

eighty-five, and I took it," answered Mr. H..

smiling at his yotmg son and heir.

"You didn't forget the t-i-n s-o-l-d-i-e-r-s

and the t-r-u-m-p-e-t, I hope," said his wife,

"and the w-i-g and the w-h-i-s-k-e-r-s that

you are to wear with the S-a-n-t-a C-1-a-u-s

costume?"

"No. Got 'em all," answered Mr. Harlem-

flatte.

"I'll bet you forgot the b-y-c-i-c-1-c, now,

didn't you?" she asked, anxiously.

"That ain't right!" broke in little Willie.

"It's b-i-c-y-c-1-e. ain't it. Pop?"

DEAR, DEAR!

The future is the present

At this time of the year.

For now's the happy season

—

The buy and buy is here.
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THEY SOUNDLY SLEEP.

It has been evident to all observing Eng-

lishmen, excepting the editors of some of the

English cycle papers, for some time, that

American manufacturers of the finer classes of

machine tools arc fast displacing all others

with their wares in the markets of the world.

and this was particularly noticeable at the

Stanley Cycle Show. A writer in "Engineer-

ing," of London, who is not afflicted with cycle

trade strabismus, says that this fact contains

a lesson which the great English firms should

take to heart. In other directions, he declares,

there are not wanting indications that English

manufacturers will hi- hard pressed in the near

future. He continues:

"English manufacturers are scarcely repre-

sented. American firms, the names of which

have now become to us familiar as household

words, monopolize practically all the space

allotted to machinery, ui this machinery at

the Stanley Show a fair proportion was in

operation, and that was American only, not a

single English machine, excepting some spe-

cial lathe milling machines, situated in a badly

lighted part of the ground floor. There was

no single screw-making machine or capstan

lathe of English manufacture at work, and no

large English firm was even represented..

"The well-known English firms were all

conspicuous by their absence, and with but

three or four exceptions, the stands occupied

were not those of manufacturers, but those of

the English agents of American firms. This

feature, in truth, has become so common that

one expects it and looks for it. But it is not

creditable to British manufacturers nor does it

augur well for the business of the future. Here

is a huge national industry, which has grown

up during, say, about twenty years; there are

scores of factories, and many thousands of

hands engaged in the manufacture of cycles;

yet the best equipped of these factories, the

most modern, the most successful are eq'iipped

wholly, or almost wholly, not with English,

but with American machine tools!

"The Americans, too. have been so successful

in the manufacture of machinery for making

English cycles that they are encouraged now
to send over the cycles themselves to the Eng-

lish market. The American shops arc

splendidly equipped with the most modern

machines, and once they learn the require-

ments of English taste, they will cater for it,

and send over machines for English agents,

just as they send over the machinery, the twist

drills, micrometer, calipers, gauges and tools

for our workshops."

The American lathe, he says, has also gone
mio the English market to stay, and he de-

clares that it is much handier for use than the

standard English makes.

ANPRAE'S ADVANCE AGENT.

The .I'lvancc cat.iloRue of Andrac cycles for

1898 has ju«t been issued by the Julitu Andrae
& Sons Co., Milwaukee, Wis. The catalogue

shows ten complete models, including three

styles o( tandems, a combination, double dia-

mond and rnrrr The various grades of

singles arr —n and described, .ind al-

though the ._ is only an advance circu-

lar of the annual art catalogue, it is clearly

shown what this well-known company will

turn out in 1896. Ot course, a copy is to be

had for the asking.

THIS MEASURES POWER.

The illustration shows the Overman Wheel
Co.'s much talked-of dynamometer. The pur-

pose of the instrument is by suitable means to

determine the power necessary to revolve the

rear wheel of a bicycle under various loads

and speeds, and. in addition, to record the

power utilized, by means of paper and pencil

in the form of a diagram.

Such a record makes it easier to compare

the various data obtained, and offers an oppor-

tunity of studying the minor variations in re-

sistance which occur while running.

Variations of this nature are cither imper-

ceptible or impossible to measure when non-

recording dynamometers are used, but they

are often (juite interesting and characteristic

in illustrating the nature of the frictional re-

sistance.

This dynamometer is divided in two parts

—a central disk, A, attached to the crank-shaft

in any suitable manner, and an exterior rim.

able manner, the paper will move from L to

K across the table, M, on which the pencil

plays. In the figure the pencil is shown in

its zero position, and as power is applied the

pencil will be moved in proportion to the

amount of power. The lines traced by the

pencil show the movement of the pencil in

testing the efficiency of the different gears.

I'riction of an intermittent or periodic char-

acter, such as would be caused by the rubbing

of the teeth of the gear or the links of the

chain, is indicated by a serrated line. The
greater the friction or resistance of the gear

the higher the line will be above the zero mark.

In making the tests, the results of which are

indicated on cards, both gears have to de-

liver to the rear wheel 3,84<» foot pounds per

minute, an average amount in ordinary riding.

In doing this work an unequal amount of

power is used, as is indicated by the greater

height of the line. The Overman people's

tests give a record for the Victor straight-line

n, with a ball-bearing, C, separating them,

and at the same time making it possible for B

to revolve freely around A.

The driving power is given to the rim B
cither by a leather belt or by a chain and

sprocket attached to B. Helical springs, D,

connect the studs F and F, situated respective-

ly on A and B.

It will now be seen that any power supplied

lo the rim B will be transmitted through these

springs to the central portion, A, and the ex-

tension of the springs will be in proportion to

the amoimt of power; in other words, the rim,

n, will move forward relatively to A in exact

proportion to the pull at the rim.

To utilize this motion so as to record its

extent a lever, G, is pivoted on the stud H.

This lever has a slot at one end which engages

with a pin, I, and has a pencil, J, at the other

end. K and L are two paper rollers with a

strip of paper wound on them.

When motion is imparted to K in any suit-

sprocket and chain of cfliciency, 'J2.6 per cent;

pedal pressure, 45.9 pounds.

Their tests of a number of the well-known

chainless show: cfliciency, 83.9 per cent; pedal

pressure, 50.7 pounds.

CHANCE FOR A DASTARDLY OUTRAGE!

The organization composing the Greater

New York Label League has been asked to

indorse the union label which the bicycle

workers and metal polishing gentlemen re-

cently adopted to designate union-made bi-

cycles. Having had it indorsed, it is presumed
they will strike if the autocrat who pays their

wages and enables them to earn a living dares

refuse to paste the thing on his product.

That's a nice little way the polishers have with

Ihcm. They even have a rule forbidding

members to earn more than a stipulated sum
each day and have been known to strike when
an employer permitted such a "dastardly out-

rage."
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Here She Is—Right Bang at the Top,

and Ain't It a Corker?

51

NOTICE THE BEAUTIFUL LINES.

OUR SEMI-ROADSTER.

Actual scale weight, 23 pounds, all on, and guaranteed to beat the Republican party as a weight

carrier; and, say, boys, every one of you'll make a Christian Endeavor to get one when you see it. There's

actually nothing to swear at but the price, and that's $85.00, and you'll be glad you paid it.

A GENUINE BICYCLE.

Trinity eycle Mfg. eo..
Agents— If you are a good man, write us, if you

want the finest wheel on earth. Keene. N. H.

WESTERN BRANCH-128 Dearborn Street, Chicago.
C. H. LARSON, Manager.

AGENTS-T. B. RAYL CO.. Detroit; G. B. SALISBURY, Buffalo.

Kindly mcnlioii The Wheel.
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SEE THE

1898

ELMORE
Before buying your

line of wheels for

the coming season.

A Good Record

in the Past

Is a Guarantee

for the Future*

Each bicycle must

now stand upon its

merits, and from the

past record of the

ELMORE you have

the best assurance

of handling a meri-

torious bicycle. We
should like an op-

portunity to show

you our 1 898 models

••••

Elmore Mfg. Co
CLYDE, OHIO.

TOO MUCH FOR SCARS.

"I reoknn you all remember old Scars,

who ranged around down in the Red River

country an' used to invade the settlement

yere now an' then?" inquired Flyspeck Bill,

addressing collectively the prominent citizens

assembled in the Blue Ruin Refreshment Par-

lor.

"Grizzly-lookin' cuss, with a slash across

his face an' lu.> south car missin'?" asked

Whoop Kawson.

"Yep! A gang of Mexicans presented him
with that slash one time when he was tryin'

single-handed to take a good-sized town down
m Sonora, an' govern it properly from the

standpoint of a gent who had been luridly

jagged for two weeks on pulque; same cuss,"

answered Flyspeck. "Fine feller, but power-

ful mussy—alwers huntin' for trouble, an'

usually mighty successful in findin' it. Wasn't

afraid of nuthin'; took any kind of chances,

an' never stopped to count the cost. That

thar missin' ear of his'n he lost through in-

sistin' upon marrym' a charmin" grass-widder

lady—who was able-bodied an' packed a

bowie knife—after she had p'intedly refused

him.

"Regular man of the world, any way you

looked at him—hanged if he wasn't! Bullet

holes in his pelt till it was a mystery how he

could hold whisky at all. It jes' nacherly

looked like thar couldn't be a county-seat war

or a fight with stage robbers or anything of

the kind that he wasn't in the middle of it

plumb up to his chin. He was alwers bein'

shot or stabbed or strung up or suthin' that-

a-way.

"One time a gang of Indians staked him

out by the four corners an' built a fire on him;

another time him an' a grizzly bear mixed

up with each other till pore Scars looked

like a plate of hash with a hat on. Once a

passcl of road agents kctched him nappin'

an' hung him till his neck was stretched like

a green rawhide lariat. He fell down a can-

yon a hundred feet deep once, an' bounced

from rock to rock clear to the bottom.

"He got blowed away by every cyclone

that came along, an' was alwers gittin' lost

in blizzards an' bein' overtaken by prairie

fires. But somehow he alwers managed to

turn up again directly, ready for the next

whirl of the wheel. It 'pcarcd like thar wasn't

nuthin' he could run up against that he wasn't

able lor, but, finally, he went East to visit his

kin-folks that he'd run away from when a boy,

an' blamed if he didn't die before he had been

thar a week."

"How did it happen?" asked a listener.

"Aw, his second cousin wrote me that he

went to one of them big tradin' stores and

bought him a bysickle—a bargain-counter

one, whatever that might be—and the very

first time he rode it, the blame thing broke

down under and hurt him so bad he never re-

covered," replied Flyspeck. "That was a new

wrinkle on him, an' pore Scars wasn't pre-

pared for it by any experiences he'd ever had

with cayuscs and such like."

KliuUr BcMioa T^ WkML

TIME TO VIOLATE.

In rural riding wheelmen arc often ju.stificd

m ignoring the law of the road by passing to

tlir Irft of the vehicle he may meet—particu-
! irly if that vehicle be wcll-ladcn with aroma

iir compost, and ihc wind is blowing from

the right

IN' DAYS TO COMB.

One of those numerous human encyclo-

pedias who know everything, except the fact

that they are fools, argued recently that the

cycle papers were doomed because they would
become unnecessary in a few years' time,

when every one had learned all about cycling,

or could get his next door neighbor to tell

him if he hadn't.

Every one would ride them, went on the

encyclopedia, so that there would be no need

to try and convert people; machines would

have settled down to one dead-level of excel-

lence or inferiority, so there would be nothing

worth saying in the way of remarks on the

different makes; the public interest in racing

—already very much on the wane—would be

amply satisfied by a few lines of bare results

in the daily papers.

Wheelwomen would have long ago learned

all there was to learn on the subject of dress

and widths of skirts; and the costume contro-

versy would have been finally decided one way

or the other. For these reasons, the encyclo-

pedia maintained, the cycling paper would

die.

When encyclopedias are not bores they are

idiots; the foregoing proves that in some

cases they are both one and the other.

JOHN WAS A SURE WINNER.

"It was a difficult matter to make up my
mind which to accept," said the girl with a

practical mind.

"I understand that both are very bright."

"Yes. They're inventors."

"There is something noble in that profes-

sion. I cannot think without the profound-

ost admiration of these men who harness the

giant forces of nature to do the bidding of the

human will."

"Yes. That sentiment applies to William.

He's at work on a chainless bicycle which is

to avoid all the present patents, be four times

as good and cost one-half as much as the

regular chainless. But one can't buy mo-

quette carpets and dining-room chairs with

fine theories, you know."

"Aren't you going to marry William?"

"No. I accepted John. He's going to be a

rich man. He has an invention under way

for fastening on suspender-buttons so they

can't come off."

SUCH IS FAME.

"Who is that deformed, lantern-jawed hol-

low-eyed young fellow you were talking to.

May?''

"Why. that's Killer, the winner of the six-

d.iys" race. He had his shoulder broken by

a club his trainer was using to encourage him

to win."

"What a lovely deformity! Introduce me,

dear."

WANTED TO KNOW.

"Pa?" said little Willie. proixnindiiiK his

'stecnth question.

"Well, my son?"

"Pa, how'd the man who named the first

bicycle know it was a bicycle?"

KIND WE FAVOR.

•'Is lU-gicr partial to any one make of

wheel?"

"Yes; a borrowed one."
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WE ARE HEADQUARTERS FOR
^, <

CHAINS, SADDLES,

STEEL BALLS, PEDALS,

NICKEL-PLATED CRANKS, HUBS, ®
P. FORG'S FANCY SPROCKETS,

SPOKES. NIPPLES. ETC.

^ International

Cycle Fitting[s

Company,

74 READE ST.,

NEW YORK.

Special Drives in Some of the Above.

WRITE TO US BEFORE PLACING AN ORDER.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

The Straus Protected Tire continues to •

gain in favor, while

Those Special Quotations

Then there is the new

on

TIRE TAPE

STRAUS VULCANIZER.

®
and

INNER TUBES
have caught

the trade that keeps

its eyes open
for

good things.

Are you in that class ?

THE PRICE AT WHICH IT IS SOLD
l)rings it within the reach of the most modest repairman or ilealcr.

It is so practical, and labor-saving too, that it is not necessary

in doing a job, to remove the wheel from Iho frame

or the tire from live wheel.

STRAUS TIRE CO.,
127 DUANE ST., NEW YORK. Kindly mention The Wheel.
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THE WEEKS PATENTS.

5U5«Hli>. WHKKt Davie^M Duumc. Jicksuo, Mtcb . sAlgnor

flf ooelialf loQuilfonl S Wood, thartr. Cola PUed Apr 1. 1897 Se

ml Ha 00.381. (!<oiuodel)

5U5,(361. BICYCLB DRIVING HKCOANISH. WiLUAK L>. bHiTH

Deover. Cola * Ptled July 1. 18M. SeiUl Na 597.67&. (Mo mcdoL)

t't.iitH I In a Mhtirl. thr cuiiibiuutiun wtlh t)u- U»U. thi* rim

liavinj; A plate, ftitd jKckrlcunr* through (ho latl«r u( (he *pokcs

connec(«d with th« hub and i>a*«in;; thruuj;h the i-onr>. '•ln|ic at their

outer estreiniiiea, and ex|i«iuiTe apntip between said ato|n and rone*.

EA «et forth

n Mfi 5 1 5 MEAM8 FOR COMHBCTIIIO BICYCLfrC&AHKS AMD

SPROCKET WBEEW WITH SHAFTa FaiOWUCt C Avkry. Toledo.

Ohla Filed Dec 15. 189>i. Seiul Ma 615.748. (No model)

Claim -I The combinition uf » bicyclr shaft »i>d cr»nk having

r»du.-cd and opj)«»ileljr.Up»red [mlyKonal leiions. a molor-wheel hav-

ing a bor« adapted to fit such tenons when lapped aa speci.ied. and »

nut for eogaging uid wheel, and cauJhig it to h.>ld the tenon- in un-

jielding cooUct. autMUnlially a> shown and de«Tibed.

595 6 69. CTCLOMSfKlL WiLLUl C HoBAJi. Merlden, Conn..

aalgDor to tbe Kdwtrl MUl«r t Company. »nie place Filed StpL 8,

1197. Serttl Rol 6S0.M5. (Ho mod«L)

Ijliiim.— 1. A safety-bxycle having a rocking loTer provided with

two arms of unequal length, a pedal secured to the forward-project-

ing longer arm, a roller c<innccted to the rear and shorter arm, and

a flexible cotinectioD pa&sinf; OTcr the roller aud secured to the driv-

ing drum, the other end of said connection being attached at a sta-

tionary point.

5 96.54:7. ATTACHMENT FOR VELOCIPEDE-PUMPa Elwood

C. Philups, Chicago, 111, assignor of one h?l( to Giic« A Stanley, same

plac«. FUed Aug. 1. 18M. Serial No. 60-^,166 (No model)

Claim.— \. A cyclomeler-br»«ket conoprUing a bifurcated sup

porting detnber, one of iu forked arms being oStl at a greater dis-

tance than the other arm

595.535. BICTCLE-CRAMt Joan E EDwaatM, Melbourne, Vlo-

tocta. FlM S^ 5. IIM Sertil Ma 806.001 (Mo model)

s
lll.m I t lir* tut hnyrlo „. .,tl,

\miiimf • ka.« |a«<ta* arfsi^eJ i* Iti « • •

ti««, a«4 mwarrfly *«r«r<l ml* walli »li,cli n

#s«ll «>«lk«f «W* |K« lr«ad |«ttio« ^ ^ntm»i
Milk lltr (n>Mi4 •akt^aiially w 4(wfilwd

5VJ.j.-t.M-4-. BICYCLE 3APDU; JoHX 11 R Busos. Brooklyn, M. Y
Filed Oct 30, ISM Senal Ma 809.390 (No model)

Clfiim. - I. In .1 .addle. thecuMib)iiiitioii uf a ^.Addle-plalc.cnrved

iipMsrtl at the rear thcr> ot. h |iliirnlity ul triaMi;iil.ir p.id- ndjnstably

coniirrti-il to ilic -addle ptrtle, funning tbe front of thr :.j.dHle, and .i

rear pad adjustable longitudinally of the saddle on the curred por-

tion of the said saddle-plate.

.5 95,888. BICYCLE PEDAL ATTACHMENT Jost?H W HiMOli.

Bc«toa Mass. Filed July 29, 1897 Senal No 846.286 (No model)

C'ta'm. - 1 The combination of a ring adapted to be secured to

the M>le of the shoe, said ring having projecting lugs formed on Its

inner edge . of a plate having coric.H|)ondii)g outwardly-projecting ra-

dial lugs, whereby the ring and the plate n)a\ br interlocked by a

tHi,iting muvement in either direction

•S 96 5 17 LOOOAOB-CARRUSR FOR BICYCLEa HaMIJI J M.

BaiE]i.PortTowneeod,W<sli. FUed Mar. 13,1897. Serial Mo 627.S81.

(No model)

Clinm - Asan improved articleof manufacture, the wireluggage-

carrier hereinbefore described, the same having a central horironlal

bend or open loop, for embracing the bicycle head or post, arms et-

tendiog laterally from such loop, and the vertical Imips a, a, formed

at the ends of said arms and projecting forward, so as to hangon the

handle-bar, and their terminal (lortions extending downward below

the middle loop, and having hooked ends a, as shows.

!38,037. SADDLE COSHIOM WiLUAi L Bvvui. U Orwin DL

FUed July 26, 1897 Serial No 646.045 Terra of patent 14 yew*

Chim — In a crank attachment for cycles, bicycles, Ac, the com-

bination of a crank, a pedal-carrier pivoted at the end of the crank,

t pedal mounted on the 'nd of said carrier, a spring secured to said

carrier and to a point on said crank for throwing the pedal inwardly

toward lh« crank, aa arm citending at right anglea from skid carrier

and provided with a scrcw-thfad^d aperture, and a set-screw in said

apertase arranged to abut against the said crank and adjost the ex-

tent of the vibraliooa of said carrier

59n.'t(»0. TBREE-WBBBLEDCYCLK TltorilLUsR Hoimoi
nr, WOmloctaik Del PBit Mot. 11, 1898 Serial Ha 811.175. (Mo

I)

Cbum - 1. An attachment for velociptde-putnpa comprising a

pump-supporting portion ad.ipUd to form an abutment in opposition

to t'..e forward oivl ihruit of the pump, and a clip or clamping por-

tion arranged in engage the ivhwl and bind thereon «oa« to oppose

liolh the longituiliiial movement and side swinging motion of the

pump when the latter and paid attachment are in use

28,0-40. SADDLE-CUSHION Wiuiab I Bunnm. La Orange. HI

FUed Nov" 1. 1897. Senal No 657,114. Term of patent 14 teara

f'taim - I in a lhr»e whseleH cycle, the rombiDatinn of a iron!

fr*m*. a drit • nh»«l inonnled therein, a steering wheel also monnt<d
>• 'h' '•'•--- • ' 'I s rear frane pivoud to ths
"*>*' ' '!•. 'aid rrar frame rarrying
'he -^ the rear franip and mean*
'" :.ihc urMiif ohrrU. subaUntially aaaad

6I».".
,r ,.,, --> 1 V«» 8a»W. St Uu*

H FlM Apt ». IW

6 9 5 S 1 9 PROCESS OF MANUFACTURING STEEL CMSiDO 01
"

B«iv I LUTAS, Pana. France. FUed May 27. 1897 Senal Ma 6M,4a8

(Ho speclmena)

Cbum In the manufkctufe of cast-steel of various grades t^tm

that containing l.M) per cent, of carbon, 0.625 per cent, of manga-

ne.e and 002.') |>er cent of lilicoa for mild steel to that coiiUining

1 000 per cent of carbon. •> 2il<) percent oT manganese and 0.450

|>er cent of <ilicon for hard steel, the herein-described method of

treating the charp-, nhirh consists in varjing the pro|«rtioos of car-

bon. inaiigane«e nnd silicon i" the definite. ratios set forth according

to the grade of steel re(|iiired . the proportion of the manganese being

diminished II O'i-t per lent and that of the silicon being Increased

O.Oi-'i |)er cent for each increase of OMi per cent in the pro|>ortion

of the carbon

695,67H. BICYCLE VALVE Mawoii A^ Moaia. Wat«rtury,

(Xxin., sMtgnor to The ScoviU ManufitcUiring Company, ame pkoa

PlM Aug 23, 1897 Senal No 649,184 (Ho model)

dDnill^

I3ium The ti>nibinaliun »iili the cap of a bicycle-valve, of a

rubber (larking localeil mlhiii'ihe said rap, and a rup like sheet-

metal ri*tali>iMg shell Imated in the bottsim ul the said cap and loroied

Mith a lOiirHlity of sprending pioiigs ^hicll enter thr edges of the said

parking and fnn-r the -aid edge* uiitwsid against the inner walls of

the rap and «ecMtr a hold on the jiarking .thicli is thereby held Armly

Mithiii thr rap

5 96.85.M. DEVICE FOR LIOHTIHO RACE TRACKS Kaan
SoLoaoa and Lotnuo V Moau. Omaha. Nebr FUed Dec 5 1898
Swial Ha 81i»41 (No model)
^'Aiia, I An apparatus fo.- illuminating a racetrxck or the

like consisting of a reilrrtive wall locales) along Uie outer edge >,f the
Uaek. a aeries or cluster of lighu arranged to illuminate the npp.,
site ends and the back stretch uf the track »ilhinthr rrfl, i-ijve «all.
means located at the sides of the lighb to prevent radiation of light
u|K>n the home stretch, and a aeries of lights arranged along the
home sirrlch, the direct rays of which are shirlded from the grand
stand, all sulMtantially as sivcilled

1 An apparatus for illuminating > racetrack or the like con-
sisting of a reHertl/e wall liM-aled along the outer edge of the trark

r/.„» n. daaign for a s^Jdl^uahlo.. suhsUntUIly aa sb... '.^^'^Z^'"'!"!, "'h" V'.V"":'' u *?T T'"""'
"'"• '•""

•oddaviribed
inni. ai the opposite end. of the track- n ithin the rifl-ciive nail.
•ueaus Incatwi at the sides ul ih- lighU in prevent radiaUon of light

:.V.v.v:

« * * '•-«'• « •

mm
s^v!s^^:
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595,45 9. FRAME FOR BICYCLES. Albert H. Peitit, New Or 5 q «^ a f- c,
leans. La. Filed Dec, 26, 1896. Serial No. 617.070. (No model)

•-> ^^o
,
* o w BICYCLE - PROPELLING MECHANISM. HENRI 5 9 5,548. APPARATUS FOR PLACING TIRES ON WHEELS

SCHAFER, Utica. N. Y. Filed July 29, 1897 Serial No. 646,326. (No James 0. RoDOEBS, Springfield, Ohio: FUed July 27, 1896. Serial Na
™<^eL) . 600,604. (No model)

C/nlm.—In a bicycle-frame, the combination with the bottom-
fork membei-s thereoftsaid fork membei's being extended rearwardly
beyond the rear-wheel Ax]e and the seat-post men;ber. of a resilient

spring removably mounted in said frame and secured at one end to
the rear ends of said bottom r'^uibers and at its opposite end to the
upper end of said seat-post member and a brace extending between
said bottomrfork members and spring, said brace being made of a,

single rod attached at' its opposite ends to said fork members and,
engaging between its ends a bracket secured to said spring.

5 95,50 1. BICYCLE DRIVING-GEAR Jesse E? Stoops, Dayton,
Wash. FUed Aug. 25, 1896. Serial No. 603,887 (No model)

Claim-- I. In a bicycle-propelling device, a crank-shaft tia=rtng

a crank, a crank-bar pivoted at one end, engaging with the crank and

having a track thereon at the other, a treadle-bar having a treadle at

one end and slidingly engaged with the frame at the other, and a

treadle hanger-bar pivoted to the frame at one end and having a

rollei' adapted to engage on the track of the crank-bar at the other

end and pivoted betweeii to the treadle-lever combined, substantially

as set forth.

595,680. SEAT FOR' BICYCLES. Cassibs M. Riohbond. New

York, N. Y.,'aaalgnor to the Universal Trading Company, same place.

Filed May 23. 1896. Serial No. 592,888. (No model)

Claim.— \. In a bicycle driving-gear, a tubular handle-bar pro-

vided with two independentshaftsjournaled therein and mounted to

turn independently of each other, each shaft having a hand-lever at-

tached thereto at it.<i outer end, a ratchet-wheel secured to each shaft
near its inner end, a driving-wheel loosely mounted on the iinierends

of the shafts between the ratchet-wheels, dogs located on the driv-

ing-wheel and engaging with the ratchet-wheels, and a driving con-
nection between the said driving-wheel and a supporting-wheel of
the machine, as and for the purpose specified.

5 9 5,380. ICE- VEHICLE. John F. Fisher, Atchison, Kans.

'

Filed Apr. -8, 1897. Serial No. 631,382. (No model)
Clinm.— 1. In an ice-vehicle, the combination with suitable steer-

ing mechanism and a saddle-supporting frame, of oppositely-disposed

propellers comprising a shaft, a tubular body on the shaft, and a plu-

rality of spirally-arranged blades extending the length of the body
and formed with tapering forward ends, and means to rotate the pro.
pellers.

Claim.— 1. In an apparatus for placing rubber tires on wneels,

the combination with a lever adapted to be mounted on a central stud

and to be swung along the wheel-rim and having a wheel to engage

the tire, of a stationary stop-block detachably secured to the outer

part of the wheel and arrangeiio hold against the inner side of the

tire and prevent the springing of the tire from out of the rim, sub-

stantially as shown and described,

a 8,03 8. SADDLE-CUSHION. WlllUM L BtlNKER, La Grange, 111

Filed July 26, 1897. Serial No. 646,046. Term ot patent 14 years.

Claim.— 1. A seat or saddle for bicycles and similar vehicles,

which is adapted to be connected with the vehicle in the usual man-

ner, and which comprises a support, a plurality of hollow, elastic

cushions or pads mounted on said support, and filled with air under

normal pressure and hermetically sealed, and a seat proper which is

mounted on and supported by said cushions or pads, said cushions or

pads being piano convex in form, and the flat surface of each being

directed downwardly, and provided with a base-plate or support, to *°*^ described,

which they are secured, substantially as shown and described. 5 95,5 7 9.

Cliiim.—The design for a saddle-cushion, substantially as shown

DRIVING MECHANISM FOR BICYCLES. ANDREW

595,300. BICYCLE-TIRE. William A. D. Graham, Owen Sound,

Canada, assignor of one-half to Arthur Pratt Jameson, South Dumfries,

Canada Filed Feb. 5, 1894 Serial No. 499,219. (No model) Pat-

ented in England Feb. 28, 1894, No.l4,245.

Pappardakes, New Haven, Conn.

632,534. (No model)

Filed Apr. 17, 1897. Serial No.

5 95,465. VELOCIPEDE. Patrick H. Bbennan, Syracuse, N. Y.

FUed May 21, 1896. Serial No 592,471. <No model)

Chiim.— 1, The combination oi' a supporting-standard having \i&

lower end formed hollow and itg upper end provided with an eye and
an opening extending outwardly from the inner face of the eye through
the outer peripheral face of said eye, a handle-bar mounted in the

eye and provided with a substantially upright perforation extending
from front to rear and formed of greater length than width, aclamp-
ing-picce provided with an aperture and having one end arranged in

said opening and formed with a concave lower face for enjagitig the

handle-bar, and its o])posite end formed with a substantially Nat upper
face, a bolt for oneratively engaging the clamping-piecq with the han-
dle-bar. said bolt being passed through the aperture in the clamping-1'

piece and thy porloration in the handle-bar, and having one end en-

gaged with the upper face of the claniping-picce and its opposite end
extended into the hollow portion of the standard, and a nut adjustable

lengthwise on the bolt within thchollow portion of the standard, said

nut being connected to the .standard, substantially as and for the pur
pose described.

r/«-m.-ln a tire for cycles the combination of the wh«el-rim cUxim. The combination with a bicvcle-frame provided with anhaving a recess located in the periphery thereof, the air-tnbe
; a cov- ontwardly-projecting boss forming both a'n inside and an outside bearenngfor he air-tube consisting of a stnp of flexible material having ing, of the crank-axle mounted in the inside bearing of said h.«« and

^.7^I'^Z 't'f
'•'eesabrupt enlargements, both said enlarge- carrying the gear 4. gear-shaft « carrving .he pinion 5. balauce-whe.l

ZlTjr rl
"^ r '","^ "'::'

terminating .„«,« ex- 1, ^nd gear 8, and chaiu-wheol 9 supporu-d upon the outside bearingtreme edges of the cover, said enlargements adapted to interlock with ^f ,m boss and carrying pinion ill .ul,„,,n'iallv „. described and595,599. BICYCLE -SADDLE. Charlks F. BROWN, Readhig « q =; o o o rim AND ttrp :•«» vpmrrr u/uctk! u
Mass., administrator of James Alfred Lamplugh, deceased. Filed Oct ^ -^^ '^°^^ hr^l.l v

VEHICLE-WHEELS Harmon

8, 1897. Serial No. 654,517. (No model) Patented In England Mar. '
'*™"^'™' " »•

8 1892, Nl»4.S88,
(No model)

Piled Feb. 2, 1897. Serial No 6Sl,60a

r/iihii.—In combiuiilion, ,1 liui Y ^luipid in ci-«v>.!icclion, lh«
flanges thereof being |icrl'oraloil, a tiu' having its inner snrfhce of 11

shape to fit botwocn the llangos of the rim and a soinioiivular tread-

surface, a wall on the inside of the tire formed with the surface
against the rim and extending around concentric with the tread form

Cliiim.— I .\ bicycle saddle comprising a »ont portion, a horn or '"K " cylindrical tube surrounded by an air-compartuieul, said coni-

pommel projecting forward thcretWini and having an elastic cushion P""uient being of unifor^n height throughout its width, valvesleadinj;

at the central portion thereof, the portion of the saddle at the rear '" ""'"'' "' '•'' compnrluionts, the pre.«urc of the air forcing the inner
of said cushion being of comparatively unyielding con.ttruction, lelii- "urface of the lire into Iho perforations of Iho llangos. subsiaulially

tivcly to said cnHhioii as and for (he purpo.ie de.srribed
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SUMMARY OF PATENTS.

Number of i>atints oi all kinds granted dur-

ing the week, 4iX>; designs, 92; trade-marks.

25; total, 461. Issued to citizens of the United

States, 42<t; issued to citizens of foreign coun-

tries, II. Leading States. New York, 79;

Pennsylvania. 51; Illinois, 48. Leading coun-

trie.s, Germany, 13; England, 10; France, 8;

Canada, 5.

Total number of applications awaiting ac-

tion. 10,707; in Division VII., relating to

velocipedes, 1,150.

Cycling patents issued during the week:

596.300. Hicycle Tire. William A. I>. r.rah.im, Owen

Sound. I anada. asiignor of one-half to Arthur Pratt

Jameson. South Dumfries. Canada. Filed Feb. 5,

18M. Serial No. 499.219. (No model). Patented in

Knuland Feb. 28, 1894. No. 14.245.

595.333. Rim and Tire for Vehicle Wheels. Hannon

K. Osborn. Granville. N. Y. Filed Feb. 2. 1897.

Serial No. 621.600. (No nioilel).

69G.334. llicyclc Alarm. Guslavus J. Paehtz. San

Franciico. Cal.. assignur of three-fourths to Richard

E. Kelly. Alameda. Cal. Filed March 20, 1897. Serial

No. 628.530. (No model).

Se6.X)0. Ice Vehicle. John F. Fisher, Atchison.

Kans. Filed April 9. 1897. Serial No. 631,382. (No

model).

506.383. llicyclc Pedal Attachment. Joseph W.
Itantun. Boston. Mass. Filed July 29, 1897. Serial No.

(46.286. (No mndcl).

686,422. Pneumatic Tire. Edwin G. Van Zandt, St.

Louit, Mo., assiRnor to F. E. Niesen, trustee, same

place. Filed April 29. 1897. Serial No. 634.361. (No

model).

GS6.434. llicyclc Saddle. John U. H. UurKc. Brook

lyn. N. Y. Filed Oct. 20, 1896. Serial No. 609,390. (No
model).

5t6,459. Frame for bicycles. Albert H. Pctlit, New
Orlean., Ij». Filed Dec. 26, 1896. Serial No. 617,070.

(.No m..del).

5S6.46<I. Bicycle Propelling Mechanism. Henry
Scliafcf. Ulica. N. Y. Filed July 29, 1897. Serial No.

(M«.32«. (No m>Hlrl).

EM.IC Velocipede. Patrick H. Brcnnan, Syracuse,

N. Y. Filed May 21. 1896. Serial No. 692,471. (No
model).

£06,4N6. Kuliber Tire. Woodburn I^anKmiiir, Tor

onto. Canada. Filed Sept. 10, IKtti. Serial No. 6<6,3i;i.

(No m.Mlrl).

UA.VM Thrrc-Whceled Cycle. Thcophilut K. Mont
gi>mrty, \N ilmington, Del. Filed Nov. 12, 1896. Serial

N.. fM.fCi (No mo«lrl).

biC.bil. Bicycle Drivingtirar. Jette E. Sloops.

Uayloo. Wash. Filed Aug. 26. 1896. Serial No. 803.

W7 (No m >lrl).

n. for Connecting Ilirycle-Cranki and
« Willi Shafts. Frederick C. Avery,

>. Filed Urc. 15. UM. .Serial No. <l&.74fi.

M
IV.,

• ' -.-les. Harold J.

I'llrd March 13.

CMi.itJD. Iticycie « lAnk John K. l-UJwardt. .Met

U-urnr. \ lrTr,r<a I iled .Sept. 5, llM. .Srrial No. <M,

Iwin '

l.llr.

Jan.

!»:.

hmeni lor Velocipede Pumps. Kl<

III, attignor of one half to

Uce. Filed Aug. 8, UM.
.1,1

.

iig lire* oo UhcrU.
. ^ Ohio. Filed July 27,

auu.ei«t. (No nimlel).

' le \ alve. Marion A. Morris, Water-

(. Linpany, same placi'. Filed .\ug. 23, 1897. Serial No.
64St.l64. (No model).

595.579. Driving Mechanism for Bicycles. Andrew
I'appardakrs. .New Haven. Conn. Filed April 17, 1897.

."Serial No. G32.534. (.\o modil).

595.599. Bicycle Saddle. Charles F. Brown. Reading,
.Mass., administrator of James Alfred Lamplugh. de-

ceased. Filed Oct. 8. 1897. Serial No. 654,517. (No
model). Patented in England March 8. 1892, No.
4.588.

595.606. Bicycle Lock and Support. Irving S. Cov-
ell, Hartford, Conn. Filed March 13, 1897. Serial No.
i;27.:«13. (No model).

5,45,622. Safety- Bolt for Cycles. Andre Gobron.
Paris. France. Filed March 29, 1897. Serial No.
U2J',655. (No model).

595,661. Bicycle Driving Mechanism. William D.
Smith, Denver, Colo. Filed July 1, 1896. Serial No.
5!'7,675. (No model).

595,680. Seat for Bicycles. Cassius M. Richmond,
.New York, N. Y.. assignor to the Universal Trading
Company, same place. Filed May 23. 1896. Serial No.
592.888. (No model).

595,683. Fifth Wheel for \chiclcs. Samuel M.
Wright, Denver, Ind. Filed June 26, 1897. Serial No.
tr(L',470. (No model).

bury, Luuo., attignor lu Ihc Sc«vill Manufacturing

TRADE CHANGES FOR THE WEEK.
ALABAMA.

Birmingham.- W. H. Moorer has purchased in-

terest in E. H. Lopez & Co.

CONNECTICUT.
Southport.—The Fairfield Cycle Co., new store.

Unionville.—The Aetna Hardware Co. will manu
facture toe-clips in the old Keycs building, at en-
trance of Suburban Park.

FLORIDA.
Gainesville.- .NefT & Graham, dissolved partner-

ship. George Graham will continue Ihc business here
and G. H. NefT will manage store in Tampa.
Jacksonville—Sabel Bros., Laura street, new

agency.

ILLINOIS.
Roseville.—Wm. Tinder, new store.

INDIANA.
Fort Wayne.—W. K. Little & Co.. di.ssolved part

nerthip. W. R. Little continuing.

MASSACHUSETTS.
Springfield.- C. C. Battey. reported recorded dial

lei mortgage (or $2110.

Springfield.- ICdilli M. I lender, filed married wo-
nian'< certificate an llendec Mfg. Co.

Springfield.- (). W. Pratt, reported discharged chat-
tel mortgage for $500.

MICHIGAN.
Hudson.- B. (iordanier hat purrhaoed A. Keagle't

interest, the new style being Knapp iV Gordanier.

MINNESOTA.
St. Paul. Cliarlrs Joy sued by Krebi Carriage Co.

for 1279.

NEBRASKA.
I imalia. -Kearney Cycle Co., re|>urted gave judg-

inrnt lor 1177.

NEW JERSEY.
( amden. (irigg Simpension Tire Co. incorporated

by Thomat II. Grigg. Louis H. Stephens and W m.
I"- Grigg. of Philadelphia; Jat. 1>. MugiH and I>. M.
Bojrd. Jr., of Danville, Pa.; John W. Armstrong,
iCddyslone, Pa., and Edward (irigg ••( \'ineland, N.

J., to buy and sell lire* lor bicycle* and carriages;

capital atock, llUO.OOO.

Irrnlim Nrw York Cycle Siipplv C„ F T

Kppic appoinicd receiver.

NEW YORK.
BufTalo.—BufTalo Cycle Works, reported gave judg-

ment for J72 and J80.

New York.— L. C. Jandorf & Co.. damaged by
fire: loss, $2,000.

New York.—Thos. Ward, new store at Fifty-fifth

street and Eighth avenue.

New \ork.—Champion Bicycle Hanger Co., judg-

ment by L. Cohn & Bros, for $308.

New York.—The Columbia Nickeling and Enamel-
ing Works, incorporated by J. G. Wicks, H. F.

Lawrence, J. P. Stevens and H. I. Andrews, of

Housatonic, Mass.; capital stock, $5,000.

Niverville.—The Kinderhook Mfg. Co., recently

incorporated to manufacture bicycles, have pur-

chased, and are operating the old Bradley Chainless

Bicycle Works at this place.

OHIO.
Bellaire.—The Enterprise Enameling jCo., capital

stock, $60,000; have commenced to erect a factory.

Cincinnati.—W. B. Crouch & Son, retired from bi-

cycle business.

Defiance.—Defiance Bicycle Factory, B. F. Enos
procured temporary injunction preventing sale on
December 15lh, as advertised.

Elyria — 11. M. Andress, West Broad street, build-

ing an addition to store.

ONTARIO.
Toronto.— E. C. Hill & Co., reported dissolved.

PENNSYLVANIA.
Chester.- D. C. Hendricks, 31 West Third street,

new agency.

Lebanon.—Lebanon Chain Co., enlarging plant.

Philadelphia.—Jas. Bellak's Sons, 1129 Chestnut
street, pianos, added bicycles.

Pittsburg. -Sidwell Pedal Co., incorporated by
W. L. Abbott, N. L. Tener, H. L. Trees, W. L.

Merwin and A. D. Boyd, to manufacture bicycle

pedals.

Reading.-Rhodes Bros., succeeded by NefT E.

Rhodes.

Smithport.—Masser't Bicycle Works and Purlel't

cycle store destroyed by fire; loss, 116,000.

WISCONSIN.
Sheboygan. — Fairweather, Weigant & Co., new

store on North Kiglith street, about completed.

SHIPPEP ABROAD.

Kxports iif bicycles and cycle material from

port of New ^'ork during the week ending

December 14, 1897:
Bicycles. Material.

.'\rpentinc Republic 1676 ....

British Honduras BO
Ilr.i7il S.9G6 |6»
Berlin 807
British East Indies 411 ....

Central America 180 .,,,
China 81 ....
Dublin 116
Dutch West Indies 140
tilasgow 100 n
Genoa 100 00
Hamburg 0,486 8,186
Havre 0,968 888
Lisbon 288 107
Liverpool 887
I.ond4in 2,060
Milan 193
Mexico 106
New Zealand 157

THE PEDAL MOUNT THAT FAILED.

She gr.isprd llir li.Tf. .-irr.int;ril hrr skirls.

With ilainly liltir shake* and llirt*;

Poised on the prdal, (ell the tread
Thereof, and then "I'm off," the taid.

A whirl of wheel*, a twcrve and tway,
And from the roadbed, where she lay,
She realired, in lull degree.
The climax of her prophecy.
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THE SIMONDS ROLLING-MACHINE CO.,

FITCHBURG, MASS.,
THE OLiDEST AND LARGEST IIIAIVIJFACTIJRERS OF

STEEL ANTI-FRieXION BALLS,
AND ALL KINDS OF ROLLED FORCINGS,

have increased and improved their plant, and under new and more efficient departmental management have been able to

still further improve the quality of their product, which has always stood at the head of the list for wearing qualities and

accuracy of gauge. All inquiries will receive prompt attention.

>j

'Also Bans

are content

with "Any

Old Thing."

If YOU want the LATEST thing

in Bicycles, ride a RELAY with the

You See The Balls

CRANK-BRACKET.
(Patented March 9, 1897.)

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

RELAY MFG. CO.,
Readings Pa.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

•:

i^ THE BALLS

Telling in a Truthful and Explicit Manner Why
T Andrae Cycles Never Disappoint.

Hnbrae flfterit

I

Published now and then by the Jui.ius Andkae & Sons Co.,
Milwaukee, Wis.

Vol.. I. December 24, 1897. No I.

I Common Sense-cRAils.

I
:
:

t

Any man who knows anything about a bicycle wouldn't
take the agency for a wheel on the mere saying that it is
" strong and durable," " light, fast, and easy running, " or
'

' highly finished. '

' The agent gifted with common sense
wants to know what the wheel is made of and how it is put
together. Some makers claim to use Taper-Gauge
Drawn Tubing in their bicycles, because they know it's

the best. Ask them to show you a piece, and if it don't look
like this

it isn't Taper-Gauge Drawn Tubing. And if it isn't Taper-
Gauge Drawn Tubing, it i.<;n't the best. Every genuine
Andrae bicycle is made of Taper-Gauge Drawn Tubing. We
were the first to use it. There are a few others now.

^i)drae <5yeles J^euer Disappoint:.

SEE THAT THE ANDRAE NAME-PLATE IS ON THE HEAD.

Julius Andrae & Sons Co.,
raiL^WAUKKE, -WIS.

We want the best man in every town to sell Andraes
(10 models). "Write now for Advance Catalogue.^^

Our twenty-five years' experience manufacturing

LEFEVER GUNS
has won an enviable reputation for our

LEFEVER ARMS CO. CHAIN

They are built on honor. Each link-block

and pin fits perfectly. They are properly

case-hardened. They are accurate as to

pitch. The elongation is imperceptible.

Built in five grades. Our highest grade is

built of nickel and tool steel.

LEFEVER ARMS CO., - Syracuse, N. Y.

IVEN-BRANDENBERG CO.. Chicago - New York.
U.s..^
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THE GIVING OF CREDIT.

How This Vitally Important Question Has Been Handled in the Fast, and the Way It Should

Be Dealt with in the Futnre If the Best Interests of Trade Are Considered.

I'Al-ER HI.

The disclosures of "Textile America" re-

garding the state of the "mercantile agency"

business, its lack of development and the di-

version of its revenues into outside channels,

have compelled attention as never before to

the realities of credit reporting. It is now pos-

sible to consider the problem as a whole.

.\s clear division of labor, credit reporting

began in the United States about 1840. At the

time, the locomotive had so far got into use

that the post-oftice was taking an important

forward step; men were finding that they

could communicate more frequently and cer-

tainly and so exchange experience more eflfec-

tivcly. In consequence, division of labor

arose, and special agents came to be employed

to gather up credit-making facts.

Bradstrect's and Dun's both began in the

employment of a single individual to bring to-

gether the several experiences tif a group of

merchants regarding applicants for credit,

and to convey the facts to each member of the

group. At the outset the reports so made up

were confined to such facts as were directly

involved in the determination of credits, no

attention being given to irrelevant matters.

The men employed had the confidence of the

merchants, which enabled the latter to impart

freely the inner facts as to their dealings with

all applicants for credit. The action was, of

course, successful just in proportion to the

conveyance of such facts without alteration at

the hands of the collection agents. The point

to be noted is that the merchants themselves

were the reporters.

The extension of the work naturally fell into

the hands of the agents first employed to

gather and distribute the desired information.

With a view to extending it. men of ordinary

talents were taken on as assistants, and

gradually the "agency" business grew up as a

far-extended system. In time the "agency"

managers became possessed of the mistaken

notion that it was their business to make "re-

ports " in place of purveying such actual facts

as could be gathered, and from this the tran-

sition was easy to the further notion that they

should make credit "ratings." In the course

of things these ratings were made up into a

book, which is now issued rjuarterly. In this

way a spurious idea ot authority obtained, so

much so, indeed, that a false emphasis on the

"rating" book took the place of true in(|uiry.

In the struggle to compile this book of rat-

ing!) the materials gathered by the "agencies"

.ire C" ' to the point of distortion,

while nioTitnry "reports" arc wide-

ly held by : 'ip scarcely more than

reflections • ip.

The true credit report is a record of trans-

jrtion», being the actual experience of mer-

chants with a particular applicant for credit.

As already seen, it was on this basis—the ex-

change of actual experiences—that credit re-

porting M the supposition that

the ": " wpf bniMinj; up

and J" 'cs

that li ive

been content to pay over to them large and

constantly increasing revenues. As the Anal

outcome Dun & Co. are extracting from these

revenues the funds for erecting great otTicc

buildings in leading cities, while the Brad-

street Co. is exhibiting a cash reserve of

|7tM),000 as evidence of its "high credit" in ap-

parent forgetfulncss that the real goal in credit

reporting is the highest possible credibility.

It thus turns out that so far as relates to the

so-called "mercantile agencies" the true prin-

ciple of credit reporting is in neglect, and this,

while the need of its further development
was never so great. In place of gathering and
distributing the actual experiences of mer-

chants with applicants for credit, a sort of

"literary" procedure has intervened. All

manner of people are employed as "agency"

reporters to talk lure and there about trading

concerns which are under inquiry. In the vain

attempt to generalize the results, the only

possible resort is to ambiguity.

Meanwhile the instruments of communica-
tion—mails, telegraph, telephone—which per-

mit the prompt exchange of experiences with

applicants for credit, have everywhere been

extending and perfecting themselves. In place

of developing the principle of credit reporting

parallel with growth in communication, true

organization, so far as relates to the "mer-

cantile agencies." has been in abeyance. The
gathering and distribution of genuine credit-

making reports on the part of the "agencies"

fell behind the facilities of exchange; gradu-

ally the merchant found himself unable to im-

part the facts contained in his ledger. And
all this in the face of a growing inter-depend-

cncc among merchants, and a constantly in-

creasing need of better credit reporting.

Under these conditions the situation has

been waiting on the man or men able to per-

ceive and act upon the fact that the

avenues of communication — the quick-

ness and certainty of movement — have

come to be so far oi)encd as to do

away altogether with the "agency" re-

porter as such, and instead to permit direct re-

porting of credit-making facts on the part of

merchants through a common centre. In

short, the organization of commerce, as re-

gards the development of credit reporting,

has reached the'clearing-house principle. All

effort at betterment to be successful must

lake this direction.

The degree of organization in credit report-

ing is just in proportion to the freedom and

certainty with which the experiences of mer-

chants can be exchanged. Communication is

now so far perfect that the registration and

exchange of facts by the credit makers of

commerce has only been waiting on the erec-

tif>n of a centre which will give free iilay to

the clearing-house principle. The credit clear-

ing-house is analogous in function to the

bank clearing-house. The need of the banker,

which prompted the absolute interchange of

facts at the bank clearing-house concerning

each particular check, is identical with the

nrressity of the merchant which is now com-

pelling the erection of the credit clearing-

house for exchanging the immediate facts in

the work of determining mercantile credits.

Self-protection is the motive in both cases.

At the outset of this inquiry I drew atten-

tion to the rise of distinct credit departments

during recent years in all the great mercan-

tile houses. To gain efTectiveness a given

credit department must have definite informa-

tion as to the doings of all other credit de-

partments within the trading circle. Under
the old system of Bradstreet and Dun. wliicli

failed to connect the experience of one credit

department with that of all the others, the

credit man has been acting in the dark. .\s

already indicated, the only solution is the

credit clearing-house, which makes possible

the registration and exchange of all credit-

making facts through a common centre.

Franklin Ford.

WHY THEY WERE THERE.

"Gem'len." began the newly elected presi-

dent of the Possum Pedalers, "de fust thing in

order am to find out whar" we am at. As I

understands de case, we has got together—de

elite of the cull'd populashun—an' organized

a bysickle club, an' we has rented dis Juno Hall

in which to hold our meetin's. So fur so

good. De objicks of dis club may be stated

as follows:

"1. To put on de same style as white folks.

"2. To secure exercise and retain health.

"3. To git our feet off de ground an' gin

'em a chance to shrink.

"4. To visit de surroundin' kentry an' be-

hold de scenery, an' take pertikler notice of

de locashun of watermillyon patches.

"5. To save ourselves payin' a thousand dol-

lars a y'ar fur livery bills.

"6. To discuss matters of interest at our

meetings connected with an" consariiing de

bike, which has now becuni one of de bul-

warks of American Liberty."

The meeting seemed to ai^ree with the presi-

dent in his views and, after the taking up of a

collection as an evidence of good faith, the

meeting resolved itself into a committee of

the whole for the scientific discussion of the

varying value of poker hands before and after

the draw.

WOMEN AND THE THOROUGHFARES.

To ride safely on the crowded streets of the

business section, is a development of cycling

which should only be attempted by those

wheelwomen who are thoroughly at home on

their wheels, and who are gifted with cool

heads and strong nerves.

Even when the rider has all these advan-

ages, the most crowded streets are best

avoided by women riders. Laying aside the

question as to whether it is wise for refined

women to run alone the gauntlet of the vul-

gar chaff so often hurled at them, from

whichever point it is looked at, wheelwomen
should confine their cycling to such roads and

avenues as are freest from crowded tralVic.

FAME AND PUiaiCITY.

" Is dot von of tlcm chainless hysickles

fader?"

"Yes, I key. dot vos de famous veel."

"Fader?"

"Veil?"

"Is dere any difTerence between dpt fame

undt free advertising?"

"Nein. mine sohn."

INCURABLE BY Cl'RSING.

When the air which should be in your tire

absolutely refuses to slay there, remember it

cannot be sworn in.
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MADE m GERMANY.

That Will Be the New I^egend Borne by

a Portion of the Stearns

Product.

Syracuse, Dec. 24.—Evidence of a substan-

tial character that the more aggressive and

far-sighted Germans will not be hedged in by
the Chinese wall which the Imperial tariff

tinkerers are erecting aroimd the Empire to

keep out foreign goods, developed in this city

yesterday. It shows how highly is the Amer-
ican bicycle appreciated abroad, and proves

that even an Emperor's loyal subjects will

find a way of getting it, despite His Royal

Highness's edicts.

The proof of all this is the deal just com-
pleted with E. C. Stearns & Co. for the re-

production in Berlin of the Stearns factory,

the Stearns processes and the Stearns bicycle.

Representatives of the Schwartzkopf Brothers,

German millionaires, completed the compact.

About six months ago the head of the fam-

ily died, leaving a fortune of about 30,000,000

marks, about $7,500,000. He had six sons,

and his last advice to them was that they go
into the manufacturing business on their own
accounts. He said that more money could be

made by following American methods and by

copying some reliable American industries.

Two of the sons, therefore, entered into nego-

tiations with the Westinghouse electrical con-

cern and, it is reported, have engaged in that

line to handle the German business.

Richard Schwartzkopf took to the bicycle

business, and shortly after began a cor-

respondence with E. C. Stearns & Co. The
correspondence progressed until about three

weeks ago, when E. Nathan came to Syracuse.

He was to represent Mr. Schwartzkopf, and

was interested in a proposition he was about

to make. He was accompanied by Henry
Ochwald, a mechanical engineer. He be-

gan a study of the Stearns plant, and in

a pair of overalls, like a workman, he went

through every branch. Mr. Nathan, during

his stay, refused to disclose his plans until the

negotiations were completed. This was ac-

complished last week, and he has started on

his way to Germany. Mr. Ochwald will go

to-night.

The two men bought from E. C. Stearns &
Co. all the patterns, machinery, patent rights,

etc., necessary to at once start a factory in

Berlin. They have the right to sell in Ger-

many and Austria. The machinery will be

American-made, American plans will be used,

and, in fact, the whole business will be con-

ducted on American lines and American meth-

ods; even the wheel will be called the Stearns.

At first some of the material to go into the

wheels will be furnished from here, but when
the factory is in full operation, it will be a

complete plant in itself. It is understood that

the transaction will amount to at least

$100,000.

It has not been definitely settled who will

be engaged in the factory, except that Super-

intendent E. J. Finley, of the Tourist Cycle

Co., will be in charge. Other heads of de-

partments will be selected later from here. It

is said that the company will employ several

hundred men and expects to turn out between

8,000 and 10,000 wheels the first year.

VERY MUCH MIXED.

SETTLED OUT OF COURT.

Cleveland, Dec. 27.—The suit of H. A.

Christy & Co., of Chicago, against the Kells

Mfg. Co., for infringement of patents will be

settled out of court.

The Kells people have decided to discon-

tinue the manufacture of the particular saddle

in dispute. Manager Dangler states that less

than 150 of these saddles were made, and that

while in his opinion the Christy patent was

weak, he had not considered it worth the

trouble and expense to fight the claim in the

courts.

The company has just completed a new
model which is very much like the old one in

appearance, but which does not come under

the Christy claims. The new saddle has sev-

eral points for which superiority over the old

one is claimed, chief among which is a per-

forated base, which allows free ventilation,

something that users of padded saddles will

appreciate.

BIG PLANT FOR SALE.

Springfield, Mass., Dec. 27.—The plant of

the Ames Mfg. Co., at Chicopcc, which, a few

years ago, had an output of from 5,000 to 8,000

bicycles annually, has been thrown upon the

market by tlie death of Arctus Blood. The

output has been comparatively small the past

two seasons, but it is likely that the old-time

activity will be restored in ;\ few niontiis. A
few years ago the coiu-crn employed 1,000

hands.

Cross-Statements Made by Warring Interests

in a Hole - Proof Tire

Concern.

John E. Jacobs, treasurer of the Stodder

Tire Co., of 58 Warren street, this city, was ar-

raigned in Centre Street Court last week on

a charge of forgery in the third degree, pre-

ferred by Horace De Lisser, president of the

company. Jacobs pleaded not guilty, and after

a short hearing was held for further examina-

tion.

De Lisser declares that Jacobs, during his

absence in Europe, withdrew from the Stock

Exchange Bank $500 of the funds of the com-
pany, and failed to enter the withdrawal on the

books. Under section 515 of the Penal Code,

this failure to enter the withdrawal in the com-
pany's books constitutes forgery of the third

degree—so De Lisser alleges.

Through his attorney, Lawyer Kohler,

Jacobs alleges that his arrest is due to spite.

He declares that he was arrested merely be-

cause he blocked a scheme on the part of De
Lisser and Leo H. Stodder, the inventor of

a non-puncturable tire the company manu-
factures, to freeze him out.

Jacobs says that he put $7,490 in the corpo-

ration, in addition to going on a bond per-

sonally for $7,500 more. He declares that he
placed De Lisser in charge as president, as De
Lisser had been employed by him to manage
theatrical combinations which he backed. He
alleges that De Lisser and Stodder en-

deavored to sell the patent for the tire to an
English syndicate to his disadvantage, al-

though he was the only man who had put

money into the local concern.

Later, Leo H. Stodder had the property at-

tached on a claim of $1,170 for salary due. A
sheriff's keeper was plaeeil in charge.

SMOOTHING THE CREASES.

Springfield, Mass., Dec. •_'!).— The trouble in

the Warwick Cycle Mfg. Co. seems ai^procTch-

ing a settlement. Jos. Bannigan, wiio pre-
cipitated matters, has, it is understood, sub-
mitted propositions and will be at the moot-
ing, which is fi.xed for to-monow morning.

CANADIAN CONNECTIONS MADE.

Tiie John Grilliths Cycle Corporation, of
Toronto, wilii inanches at Quebec. Montreal
and Halifax, have arranged to ootuvol the
L'nited States Trip cyclometor in Canada.
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PASSING OF ONE.

OTerman Whrel Company Suspends, Leaylng

Only Two of the Trade's Olii:inal

•• BiK Three."

While sonif radical rctrciuiiim-nts and part-

ings with old and trusted employees had given

rise to a small rumor of impending trouble, as

far as the general puhlic was concerned, light-

ning out of a clear sky is the only simile that

can be applied to the failure of the Overman

Wheel Co. This concern assigned Monday
afternoon to H. H. Bowman, piesident of the

Springfield National Bank, as trustee for the

benefit of all its creditors. This step was made

necessary by the inability of the company to

meet their notes for $35,000, held by the First

National Bank, of Boston.

The company was unable to pay off its

hands on Friday last, but it is stated that on

Monday Mrs. .\. H. Overman supplied

|10,(XHl, which was paid t<i the hands, and the

factory was then closed down. There is still

one week's wages due.

In the last statement oi the Overman Wheel

Co., made on November loth, tne assets were

placed at $1,318,000, and the liabilities at ^'tX'.K-

0(Mi. The company reports that it has on hand

orders amounting to $'2.')0,<m)0.

A. U. Overman was the president of the

company, and the other officers were: Luther

White, Chicopee, vice-president; R. R. Reed-

er, Chicopee, secretary; and Rodney Dennis,

Hartford, and George Seymour, New Haven,

directors.

The liabilities consist largely of notes, and

also include $100,000 of accounts. Among
the creditors arc the Springfield National

Bank, $-_'0,(M»0, and the First National Bank,

Chicopee, $l.'i.O(M). .Among the assets arc a

plant on which taxes are paid on an assess-

ment of $478,(H)0: $J00,'>O0 in bills receivable,

and $.500,000 tied up in stock, much of which

is in process of manufacture. A. H. Overman

owned two-thirds of the capital stock of the

company.

The officers (eel confident that they will be

able to pay dollar fox dollar, and they also

hope to resume business. A meeting of the

creditors has been called for December 31st,

at which the future policy of the company will

be decided.

The news of A. H. Overman's failure will

cause regret with many. Even tho.se who were

not friendly towards him. but who know of

the wcmderful struggle he made m his busi-

ness life, will regret his present dilTiculty.

Mr. Overman .started in business in lX8;j, his

product, the Victor tricycle, being then made

by the Ames Sword Co.. of Chicopee. Dur-

ing the past two or three years, it was

rumored, on three separate occasions, that he

was fin thr point of failure. It was also

run ' 'io,-ivily for financial ac-

ci»ih. •A<r the fact.s may have

been, no ftUipen.sion of bu*ine*s was ever made
necessary and the company seemed to advance

year after year. Even in the face of these

rumort of financial the Overman
Wheel Cf». cf<nlinur<l ' anA improve.

Tlic head <ii ib' ' 'd to lose

a day without ih- -without

taking «onic new «trp. In a very short time

lie placed hinmelf in line with thr i'ope .Mfg

Co. and the Gormully & JefTery Co.. who

wev the big makers of those days; and the

three men—Albert A. Pope, R. Philip Gor-

mully and A. H. Overman—were long styled

the "Big Three" of the business.

Mr. Overman started in to build the finest

line of wheels possible, and he has maintained

that reputation throughout his entire career,

and his failure is in defense of a good princi-

ple. In turning out his product, money
seemed to be no object. His ofliccs were su-

perb, his plant was of the most modern order,

elaborately equipped; all his advertising mat-

ter and catalogues were prepared on a hand-

some and expensive scale.

For several years, A. G. S|)alding & Bros,

handled a large part of the Overman output,

but they disagreed and both parties filed six-

figure damage suits against each other, which

are still pending.

The immediate cause of the company's

trouble is the price reduction, coupled with the

fact that the company was not in a position to

make cheap wheels, but kept on putting into

its bicycles the best material, finishing thcin

highly, and producing them at a very great

cost. One remote cause of the trouble is the

company's engagement in the sporting goods

business. The concern started in this line

about three years ago, after differing with the

Spaldings; and, while it made a splendid line

of goods, it has never been an active factor in

the sporting goods market. No doubt, this

departure used up a great deal of money. An-

other cause of the company's weakness is the

fact that no big lump sums of money were

ever put into it, the capital stock being only

$-2.50,000.

It is reported that Mr. Overman started

with practically nothing, and all of his earn-

ings have gone into the plant; that is, he had

no tangible assets outside of his business; and

when the pressure came, he lound he was un-

able to cope with it. Personally, Mr. Over-

man is well known to the readers of Tiii;

WiiKEL. He is a man of about forty-five years

of age, with extraordinary activity. His mind

is keen, his perceptions are quick, and he has

a broad and sharp vocabulary, so that his

views arc always interesting. His greatest

characteristic of his intense aggressiveness and

tcnaciousness. No doubt, this very activity

and disposition to "carry war into Africa" at

all costs, has caused him to overreach himself.

LIKE A KINDERGARTEN.

MAY HUNT FOR THE MISSING MclLLRATHS.

H. Darwin Mclllralh and wife, the Chicago

couple, who. in 18f).5, started to cycle around

the world, are reported lost in Persia. They

have not been heard from since October and

were then nearing the locality where Frank

Lenz was murdered. Failure xo get word to

or from them has caused some forebodings.

They are representing a Chicago newspaper

and riding Fowler bicycles. Frank T. Fowler

was one of their patrons, and it is said may go

abroad to hunt for iheni if they are not heard

from shortlv.

NBW FIRM IN NEW YORK.

Raymond .Austin Greene, traveling repre-

sentative for the Overm.Tii Wheel Co.. has left

them, and formed a partnership, under the title

of Greene. Haskell & Co.. at 4ri Fast Four-

teenth street. New York. They are exclu-

sive agents for the Bell electric lamp, and also

arc selling agents for an acetylene gas lamp.

To Train Up the Youthful Cycle Rider In

the League Way He Should

Go.

The plan of the New York State Division

to establish a Junior Membership in the L. A.

W. should receive prayerful discussion by the

National .Assembly.

There is nothing like enthusiasm for a

cause, and it is wise that the love for wheel-

ing, and for the organization which stands for

wheeling should be inculcated at an early

age. But it is also well to remember that the

League of American Wheelmen, while it

made a very proper concession in admitting
woman to its ranks, should carefully consider
before taking any further step in the line of

membership extension.
The League is, above all. manly and adult

—

at least, that is the popular conception—and
the character and scope and stature of the or-

ganisation must in no way be diminished by
any kind of profitless memberships.
No doubt the possession of a League pin

would induce many boys and girls of twelve
to become wildly enthusiastic in the cause of

good roads, and the offer oi a badge for mem-
bership-getting would undoubtedly create
havoc among the ranks of the junior pedalers.
The National Assembly, however, must

needs to be careful of any bay-window kid
membership scheme. Membership from six-

teen to eighteen might be advisable, but when
it is pushed down to twelve, it begins to
savor of the kindergarten. The question of
money-getting must be lost sight of in de-
ciding this matter. The problem is whether
such membership will, or will not enhance the
strength and dignity of the League.
The junior membership scheme or proposi-

tion of the New York State Division will no
doubt be warmly discussed at the St. Louis
National Assembly Meet. The idea of the
New York State Division to create a junior
membership is embodied in the following re-

solution, which was brought up at their recent
annual meeting, and unanimously passed:

The Board of Officers of any State Division shall
have the power to cstabli^^li a Junior Membership of
the League of American Wheelmen, to be sul>ject
to the control and management of the Board oJ
Officers of the State Division in which the Junior
member resides.
Such Junior membership shall consist of persons

between the ages of twelve and eighteen years, who
must be a member of the family or ward of a regular
member of the League of American Wheelmen in
good standing at the time of the presentation of the
application for membership as a Junior Member
of the League.
Each lunior member shall be furnished with a num-

bered ticket of membership by the Secretary-Treas-
urer of the Slate Division, and shall also be furnished
b^ the State Division with a pin of appropriate de-
sign free of charge.
Junior members while in good standing shall be

entitled to all the privileges and protection offered
regular members of the League of American Wheel-
men, but shall not have the right to vote for nor
hold any office in the League, nor to receive, with-
out charge, the L. A. W. "Bulletin." Road Book,
or other publications issued free of charge to the
regular mcmticrs of the League.

K.ich Junior member shall also be entitled to hotel
and repair-shop discounts while touring in the com-
pany, or under the care and control of a regular
memlier of the League.

ICach applicant for membership in the League as
a Junior member must pay to the Secretary-Treas-
urer of the Division an initiation fee of twenty-five
cents, and shall pav annually the sum of fifty cents
as dues. Jsuch Initiation fees and dues shall be paid
into the treasury of the respective Sl.ite Division for
the exclusive use and benefit of the Division.
When a Junior member shall attain the age of

eighteen years, his membership shall terminate, but
such member may. on application to the Secretary
of the Division, if otherwise eligible, be at once
entered on the membership roll of the League of
American Wheelmen, on payment of the member-
slii|i dues nf the League, and shall thereafter be en-
titled to all the rights, privileges and benefits of a
regular member of the I.eague of .\merican Wheel-
men.

It shall be the duty of il-.e Secretary-Treasurer of
llir Division to at once ni>lify the .Secretary of the
League of American Wheelmen to enter on the roll
of the League the name and residence of such
member.
The Hoard of Officers of any State Division may

insert a clause in the Constitution and By-laws of
such Division, providing for the establishment of a
Junior Membership in such Division, subject, how-
ever, to the provisions of this Constitution.
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Only the Genuine

Bear These Trade-Marks, ) TRADE "

REGISTERED

FAUBER." MARK.

Fauber Hanaers—1898

Manufacturers and Dealers ^^^ warned against handling Hangers and Bicycles

^^^zr^^==::^==^=:^^=^= inkkinginc. the Fanber Crank-Axle Patents.

\N. H. FAUBER,
70-74 W. Jackson St.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
CHICAGO, ILL.
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GENEVA
SPEeiAL,

$60.00....

SPECIFICATIONS.
FRAMIv—Diamond pattern, 24 in.

TUBINCi.—Weldless, flush joints; ijs-in. head; I '^-in.

main tubes ; 'x-in. rear bottom " D " shaped tubes
tapered.

CROWN.—Steel forged; neat design.
SEAT-POST.—Patent expander.
WHEELS. — 28 inches; cold-swedged best piano wire

spokes; 28 in front and 36 in lear.

KIMS —Berkev iS: Ga\ ; linen lined with toothed washers.
TIRES.-Hartford No. 77.

CRANK-HANGlvR.—Seymour patent two-piece, with
tubular sleeve; 7-in. cranks.

CHAIN.—Indianapolis " B " block; blue sides and straw-
color centre.

PEDALS.—" Star " rat-trap.

FINISH.—Black.
OPTIONS.—Frame, 22 or 26; gear, 8 or 9 tooth rear and

22, 24 or 25 front sprocket; Brown or Hunt saddle;
adjustable or any of our regular steel Ijars; 6yi-m.
cranks; maroon or green enamel; Hartford No. 80
tires.

Leading Features: Strength, Finish, Durability.

CONTRACTS FOR 1898 BEING CLOSED DAILY.

GENEVA CYCLE CO., Geneva, Ohio.

Eastern Office, 92 Reade St., New York. A. M. SCHEFFEY & CO., Managers.
Northwestern Agents-Minneapolis, Janney-Semple Co.

Southwestern Agents-St. Joseph, Mo., Wyeth Hardware Co.

1898... ...1898

THE GARD DETACHABLE BICYCLE CRANKS
MADE FROM CRUCIBLE STEEL.

TKE3 BEST OK..A-lSrK: IN" TliE IMARICET.

s—Cli/^ii
Patented July 10, 1896, September 17, 1896. AIho PntenteU In EiiRlnnd,

France and llelffiam.

In applying the cranks the following simple directions are all that is necessary :

1. Screw the outer ball case on the sprocket side home, after slipping chain
into place.

2. Make adjustment with o])posite hall case and turn locknut up tight.
Send for booklets giving full particulars and testimonials after two yeare' use and

thorough tests.

Manufactured by

SOUTHINGTON CUTLERY CO.,
SouthinKton, Conn., U. S. A.

A. M. SCHEFFEY & CO., General Eastern Agents, 92 Reade St., NEW YORK.

" BANKER EXaiBITIONCME STANDS

Are supreme in excellence of construction

and Ijcauty of apj)carance. Their features

are many, and i)eculiarly their own—with-

out a peer for retail salrarooms and nianu-

fncturen' branch hou)tcs. Trtdt Pric*. 13.76.

DEALERS
AND

REPAIRMEN,
Our prices on Bicycle Fittings and Sundries

are especially low.

We would like you to stop in and con-

vince yourself of the fact.

Manufacturer*.

:

BANKER BROS. CYCLE CO..

PITTSBURG, PA.
A. M. SCHEFFEY & CO..

92 Reade Street. New York.
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1595.
Here's to the year,

To its sun and rain,

To its chill and cheer,

To its joy and pain,

To its hope and fear,

Here's to the glad New Year!

Here's to the year,

Be it sane or mad,

Be it rich or poor.

Be it sad or glad.

Be it kill or cure.

Here's to the year—the year!

COUNTERFEITERS.

SOMEONE has defined a patent as a li-

cense to sue. That the definition is very

nearly correct, all who have had to do with

patents will bear witness.

Specifically a patent is a declaration of rights

and conveys a sense of Governmental protec-

tion and security in the application of these

rights as "shown and described." It is sup-

posed to be a warning from Uncle Sam to all

but the patentees, to "keep ofT the grass" sur-

rounding the particular patent.

That the warning is seldom heeded the

world knows. Contemporaneous with the

patenting of a meritorious idea, article, design,

or device comes the effort to "get around it"

—

to counterfeit it as nearly as possible without"

directly encroaching upon or too boldly

stealing the original idea, article, design or de-

vice as described and decreed by the Patent

Office, ^hat the sense of security or pro-

tection afforded by the Governmental decree

is false and unstable is best exemplified by

the case of a poor man who may possess a de-

sirable patent which he finds is being in-

fringed.

He may storm and threaten and fret

and fume, but without means to go to court

and prove his case by expensive litigation, his

efforts and worry avail him nothing. The in-

fringer can place his thumb to his nose and

twiddle his fingers, secure in the knowledge

that he is safe because of the other fellow's

poverty. Until affirmed by the courts, a

patent is worth little more than the paper

upon which it is printed. It is unfortunate,

but it is true.

The Government ferrets out and imprisons

culprits who directly affect its own revenues,

counterfeiters, pirates, smugglers and moon-

shiners, and provides laws for the arrest of

culprits who forge or who steal property or

money, but no adequate safeguards or penal-

ties are thrown around the product of its peo-

ples' brain, as declared by and upon which the

seal of its Patent Office is officially fixed.

Of course, the courts are an ever ready re-

sort, but one too full of expensive and com-

plex ramifications to be visited by the pat-

entee of modest means or without means. It

would seem that a penalty of imprisonment

instead of a remote prospect of being forced

to disgorge royalties would be a most whole-

some deterrent, if not absolute preventive, of

patent theft and counterfeiting and one easily

within the Government's province.

It is understood that a movement to that

end is afoot and there is small doubt but that

it will meet with the hearty approval and sup-

port of honest men and honest papers of

whatever class.

The counterfeiting of patented inventions

and protected labels and the use of spurious

names and symbols have reached truly alarm-

ing proportions in almost every field of manu-

facture and sale. The uninformed and unsus-

pecting are being defrauded in such barefaced

manner that it is high time the proper au-

thorities applied a proper and effective remedy.

These thoughts are suggested by a bicycle-

maker, who is interested in the movement re-

ferred to. He has sought to stimulate jour-

nalistic effort by an offer of one of his bicycles

for the best treatise on the subject to the paper

which shall refer to the matter in most fitting

manner—a well meant proposition which The
Wheel deplores and refused to entertain.

The suggestion, however, inspires a train of

thought that cannot but appeal to the thought-

ful and which must beget the wish that some-

thing tangible will come of it.

HE IS AWFUL.

'TP HERE are yet remaining here and there

* a few antiquated papers which refuse to

believe that cycling is a fixture, and the cy-

clist an embodiment of the times. Glancing

over the editorial and news pages of such

papers will convince you, that according to

the editor's expressed ideas, the wheelman

does what he pleases.

He is all-powerful. Like Abaris, he rides

through the air on an arrow. Like Argus, he

has a hundred eyes, and each one is steadily

fixed on some poor pedestrian. Like Atlas,

he is strong enough to carry the entire uni-

verse on his back.

Like Hydra, he can grow a new head at

pleasure. Like Janus, he has faces to suit

Democrats and Republicans, and is all things

to all men when he goes before legislators

for the passing of laws in his favor. Like

Pollux, he is powerful enough to defeat all

comers.

Like Tantalus, his legs reach in all direc-

tions. Like Tityrus, his body would cover

nine acres of land, and like Plutus, he can fly

away with untold riches. He is the most aw-

ful creature ever known.

Nowhere on the earth, in the sea, or in the

heavens above is there such a monster as

the wheelman. And yet those who are afraid

of him try to kill him by hurling paper bul-

lets at him!

AGAINST HOME TALENT.

\1 /ILL those poor doubting mortals who
'' ' did not believe the L. A. W. Racing

Board could make "fish of one and fowl of

another," kindly immerse their heads? It

may open their brain cells and enable knowl-

edge to enter therein.

Fish! Fowl! Why the aroma is strong

enough to make limburger squirm. Is it

proper to punish Philadelphia promoters for

offering a bonus to an American racing man

while New York boomers are permitted to

pay with impunity bonuses ten times as great

to ten times as many men, and foreigners at

that? What a foolish question! What does

"Uncle Jerry" care for rules or for proprieties

or consistencies? He settles every case on its

own merits, he does. He simply doesn't care

a rap what the press or the public says or

thinks. He is running the Racing Board to

suit himself. You can just wager your sweet life

he is. He is too busy to read what papers say.

He is his own adviser. He knows what's

what, he does, and he is his own law every time,

too. Consistency is a trifle light as air and

none knows it better than Albert the Great.

The great man says it was perfectly proper

to blacklist the Philadelphians for oft'ering

money to Starbuck. It is likewise perfectly

proper that the New Yorkers should olTer and

pay the foreigners as much "appearance

money" as they are pleased to offer and pay

and there is no reason in the world why tiioy

should be punished for it, and all this because

the imported talent, as the g. ni. says, stimu-

lates racing. But as Starbuck also is consid-

ered and is in fact a racing stimulant in Phila-

delphia, his home place, the distinction is loo

profound to be grasped by one unaccustomed

to the air of Park Heights, near Kate aveiuio,

Haltiinore, Md.

It is high time that Congressman llingley

and the other tariff tinkers and protectors of

Immc industries were notified of this blow at

.America's prodncl inns- this gross discrimina-

tion in favor of imported goods! It is too

glaring to be overlooked! It is a "da.stardiy

outrage," as the walking delegates would say!
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But wliat docs "Uncle Jerry" c;irc lor out-

rages? He's a trump, he is. He is little casino,

big casino, right bower, left bower, four aces,

a straight flush, all in one and at the same

time!

Fish! Fowl! Yes, and Rats, too.

CURBING A KING.

WE arc gradually making progress in the

minor amenities of civilization.

Slowly and with great reluctance, being per-

ruadcd thereto by the pervasive |>resenej of

the cycle policeman, the burly truckman has

relinquished his cherished prerogative of r .r

-

nil.8 luckless wheelmen into the gutter and

forcing them to drag their machines in hot

haste on the sidewalk, under penalty of their

instant pulverization.

This invasion of what David B. Hill would

fondly describe as his "personal liberty" the

monarch of the truck has endured grumbling-

ly as a thing inevitable.

But that any human authority should dare

to deny his right to split the tympanums of

his fellow citizens by hauling loads of clangor-

ous, unpacked steel through the public thor-

oughfares, which, as all men know, were

created for the truckman's special use and

benefit—this was, indeed, an unexpected blow.

Yet it has fallen, and the lesson of those $25

fines will linger long in the minds of the au-

tocratic class at which it was aimed. Where-

fore, that meek and unimportant section of

the city's population that does not drive trucks,

but docs ride bicycles, has reason for sincere

self-congratulation.

THE MATTER WITH MOTT.

\ I / HEN Albert Mott says, over his own
' ' signature, that he sanctioned the recent

.six-day race because he "did not feel justified

in standing in the way of some forty or fifty

racing men making a livelihood," he speaks

from the heart in a manner that does him no

discredit.

When he adds that "it is a grave matter to

say to a business man that he shall not be al-

lowed to conduct the business that the laws

of the land permit," he speaks from the head

that has made his administration of racing

affairs a serio-comic travesty on sport, a maze

of incongruities and inconsistencies, a bur-

lesque on reason.

H he entertains such beliefs he is either un-

fit or too big to be chairman of the L. A. W.

Kacing Board. If he was a logical being and

not a sentimental contradiction, he could not

harbor such beliefs, and conscientiously refuse

to sanction races for women and Sunday rac-

inff for men. The laws of many lands (States)

1 -nit such events and not a few "business

; and "business women" seek to make a

"livelihood" by auch means.

When Mr. Mott refuses to heed the

League's orders to discourage six-day "rac-

ing" on such specious, far-fetched and sym-

pathetic pleas as he advances, he should play

the limit and sanction women's races and Sun-

day events.

When, as a subordinate, he refuses to heed

such instructions and writes that he has no

time to read suggestions which have been or

may be offered, it is plain that he believes

that he knows it all, and that he is too dan-

gerously good for this poor earth.

.\nd that's what's the matter with Mott.

Seldom has any promise made by the

new element in racing been so promptly

realized as the one made last week where-

in the new element's determination to "bring

the racing game up to the standard of base-

ball" was outlined. It has been "brought up"

already, and the daily papers are in conse-

quence filled with pictures and blood-curdling

accounts of how Umpire—or rather, Manager

Shafer threatened and attempted to "do'"

Player—that is to say, Racingman—Chase,

the threat all the while being accompanied by

the choicest language, such as belongs to ele-

vated baseball. Truly, the uplifting of racing

by means of theatrical, prize-fighting and

baseballistic elevators goes on apace!

The difTerence between New York and the

rest of the world is exemplified by its bicycle

s(|uad. Because of the approach of winter,

Philadelphia and very many other places

have called off their cycle cops, while New
York's continue to do duty, snow or no snow.

The squad is an established institution, has a

station-house of its own, and when the snow

is too heavy for the men to use their wheels,

they patrol their beats afoot.

One of those successful men in the trade

whose knowledge of human nature has

made him the millionaire that he is, said

there were two classes of people in

cycling he has always steered clear of

—

fools and flatterers; the fools, because they

generally spent their time in flattering him,

and the flatterers because they spent theirs

chiefly in trying to fool him.

If there arc any would-be cycle reformers

out of a job, let them try to restore racing to

its old position. Let us have sport for sport's

sake, and try to get some fun out of it, in-

stead of making business, and very disgrace-

ful business, at that, out of it, as vide the

Garden killing match.

When it comes to building, buying or sell-

ing a bicycle all cannot be .Solomons, it is

Iriir. but there is no law against everyone

making good use of what little wisdom he

may have. Many seem to think to the con-

trary.

Race track officials and cycle club commit-

tees remind one of ant-hills. Ninety per cent

of those on one and in the other spend their

time running around and getting in the way,

while the remaining ten per cent do all the

work.

When an accident happens your wheel or

yourself don't nurse your temper. If you

want something really delicate and fragile to

look after, take your good humor.

Riches have wings, but they do not seem

strong enough to carry away the expensive

tastes they bring to the successful racing man.

Thirty years ago when velocipedes were first

introduced they were regarded as an extrava-

gance. They are still dear—at any price.

Some people take so much pleasure in tell-

ing what they know about a bicycle and its

riding, that it is a pity they know so little.

When the rider starts out to get something

for nothing he generally makes an expensive

addition to his store of cycle experience.

There is no royal road to perfect comfort

in cycling—the nearest approach thereto is

one witli an asphalted surface.

When it comes to explaining away the im-

perfections in a wheel a poor excuse is often

worse than none.

The penalties of fame are not sulliciently sev-

ere, even in six-day racing, to deter plenty of

new aspirants.

When it comes to building and selling bi-

cycles inspiration is a flashlight; an idea, a

time exposure.

The man who has no cycling in his soul is

fit for treason, stratagem and spoil. Beware

of him.

Second thoughts may be the best, but they

are not the most salable things in the cycle

trade.

A genius is a man who puts into a wheel

the good thing others have forgotten to put

there.

The fresh look of a novice never wears away

as quickly as does the fresh look of his wheel.

Merit in a bicycle is sure to win—when it is

properly and persistently advertised.

Even the poorest men in cycling refuse to

buy their experience ready-made.

We should be thankful for a good many

things we do not get in a wheel.

The minute a lie is born, it begins to

scorch.
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ASKING QUESTIONS.

The I,eagtte Fays a Big Bill for the Pur-

pose of Finding Out

Things.

It was impressively momentous. The secre-

tiveness was eleven and one-half inches deep.

The mysteriousness was seventy-seven yards

wide. The clamminess was four feet thick.

But it's all over now, is that "short-track in-

vestigation," and the whole wide world awaits

the verdict in throbbing suspense—a suspense

so full of throbs and portent that fourteen

extra- stitches have been taken in the world's

waistcoat to prevent the terrific pulsations

from bursting that garment.

It is expected that the verdict will be ren-

dered shortly; say, about the time the investi-

gated parties have "pulled off"—as they them-

selves would say—all the engagements they

have booked, and the magnet, Michael, has

sailed for Wales to visit his folks, as he in-

tends, when punishment, if any, will prove as

hurtful as would be the beating of an elephant

with a sprig of rosemary.

The investigation occurred on Christmas

Day in the Grand Union Hotel, this city,

and lasted seven hours. Thirty-six thousand

words of testimony were committed to the

stenographer's notebook, and when they are

transcribed, they will be submitted to the full

Racing Board, and a decision rendered and

announced.

The gentlemen who left their firesides and

Christmas cheer to attend the meeting were:

Albert Mott (chairman), A. D. Waite and H.

W. Foltz, of the Racing Board, and President

I. B. Potter and Conway W. Sams, chief con-

sul of the Maryland Division, who is supposed

to have been present as Mr. Mott's legal ad-

viser. Herbert W. Knight earned the sten-

ographer's fee.

No outsider or newspaper man knows ex-

actly what transpired. The session was held

behind closed doors, despite the hue and cry

of some of the New York papers who in-

veighed against what they termed "star-chain-

ber methods.'" Mr. Mott, however, is such a

very busy man that, as he himself has said, he

has no time to read what the papers say, and

consequently he went on with the star-cham-

ber business in blissful ignorance of tart ut-

terances and remonstrance.

It was in striking contrast to the last League

investigation held at the same place. On that

occasion, the trial of Chief Consul Bresler and

Secretary-Treasurer Noack, of the Michigan

Division, everything was open and above

board, and the two men were expelled from

the L. A. W. But times and League ofifiicials

have changed since then. The games of play-

ing favorites and of shuffling tactics were not

so well developed.

W. A. Brady, P. T. Powers and A. G.

Batchelder, three of the four members of the

American CyCle Racing Association, which

promoted the six-day race, and C. W. Ash-

inger, the carpenter who built the short track

in Madison Square Garden on which the race

was run, appeared before the tribunal and gave

their testimony. It is stated that the first

named three were present throughout the

hearing, although they were tacitly on trial,

and it had been given out that all testimony

would be considered confidential. J. C. Ken-
nedy, the fourth member of the Association,

who told the Albany "boys" that they could

gamble on the fact that the L. A. W. wouM
sanction other six-day races, was absent. Will

R. Pitman, J. C. Young, T. W. Post, L. G.

Boardman and C. G. Percival, the last

named three newspaper men, are also re-

ported to have given testimony.

Ashinger is said to have denied having

knowingly made the affidavit ascribed to him,

although he acknowledges having made a

statement to the same effect.

The most sensational evidence, however, is

reported to have been given by Mr. Post, who
is a bright, sharp-eyed, well-versed wheelman
in charge of the Brooklyn "Eagle" cycling col-

umns. Mr. Post said that previous to the six-

day race he had held a conversation with a

prominent member of the race association, in

which he told the latter that in his opinion the

track was short.

Mr. Post said he had called the attention of

the member referred to to the fact that if

the handicap marks, then scored on the sur-

face of the track, were accepted literally, the

track would be 140 yards short to the mile.

This member had explained, he said, that the

error was probably due to hasty measurement

with a long tape-line, but had assured the

witness that before the start of the six-day

race the track would no doubt be properly

measured so that there would be no question

or doubt as to its exact size.

The discovery as to the track shortage had

been made by Mr. Post after the Thanksgiv-

ing Day races, when, it was further stated,

Mr. Post imparted his suspicions to Mr. Mott,

who acted as referee that night, and, it is al-

leged, lodged at a New York hotel at the ex-

pense of the Association.

LIKE A WALKOVER.

DOES ZIEGLER SPEAK TRULY?

According to the last letter from Otto Zieg-

ler, the young man who was reinstated when

he found he could make no money as an "out-

law," which has found its way into print, "it

was purely on account of an Eastern firm that

I was induced to be again reinstated in the

L. A. W. The firm could not afford to pay

me a salary to ride only in California, the only

place where the California Cycling Clubs have

jurisdiction." This is a rather remarkable

statement, but in these days of peculiar racing

decisions, nothing is surprising.

HE SHOULD BE THANKFUL.

The Lord is good to some people. W. H.

Anderson, the New York printer, who essayed

to break the record for consecutive century

runs, was forced to abandon his self-imposed

task at the end of his forty-eigtith century, his

left arm becoming paralyzed at that point.

Anderson did all of his riding at night, start-

ing about 2 or 3 o'clock each morning, after

he had completed his night's labor as a type-

setter.

LOST-AND-FOUNU RACES.

In Belgium they arc running road races in

this fashion: The competitors arc taken to a

place unknown to them, and they are then left

to find their way to a fixed spot. The first

man to arrive there being the winner.

This Is the Way Potter's Race for the

I^eague Presidency No-w

I/OOkS.

Geo. D. Gideon, the popular ex-chairman of

the Racing Board, is a candidate for the presi-

dency of the L. A. W. in spite of himself.

Mr. Gideon has declared himself out of it

and says he has no designs on or desire for

the office. But Sterling Elliott practically

states that he cares not what Mr. Gideon says.

The Gideon boom was started by Mr. El-

liott late last week, and spread like a prairie

fire. It created quite a flutter in the Potter

dove-cotes. There was fear that the fences

had been blown down and the wires crossed,

and it required some effort to oDtain assur-

ances to the contrary.

Pennsylvania had declared in favor of Vice-

Consul Keenan for a vice-presidency, but

when the Gideon boom reached Pittsburg,

Mr. Keenan generously gave word that he

would retire in favor of the Division's "favor-

ite son," if it was so desired. He was ad-

vised that nothing of the sort was asked or

desired, Mr. Gideon having refused to coun-

tenance his boom.

Elliott, however, will not down. Despite

what the Quakers have said and the cock-

sureness of the Potter forces, Elliott persists

in his advocacy of Gideon. He says the Phila-

delphian can be elected, and that "there are

enough votes favorable to him at this moment

to give him a handsome majority"; he adds

that "there will be no difficulty whatever in

electing Mr. Gideon at St. Louis to the office

for which he is eminently fitted. The appar-

ent hitch in Pennsylvania will take care of it-

self in due time, in spite of what interested

politicians may say to the contrary."

It is rather an odd situation.

PERVERTED.

"What's all the row?"

"Tlioy're (igiiting as to who owns the U)viiig-

cup the club's racing team won."

AS TO PART PAYMENTS.

A decision of some interest to the trade has

been handed down by the higher New York
Courts. Two bicycles were sold by the Gen-

eral Equitable Providing Co. to Charles Ed-

ward Potter, on the installment plan, for $105,

a payment of $10 to be made each month, for

ten months. On full payment, the purchaser

was to get a bill of sale of the wheels. Upon
failure to make the payments, the company
was authorized to take possession of them.

After Mr. Potter had paid $65 and had had

the use of the bicycle for fifteen months, he

returned them and they were kept by the

company. Suit was then brought in the First

District Court for $40, the unpaid balance.

Justice Lynn gave judgment for the plaintiff.

The defense was that plaintif?, by accepting

the return of the bicycles before suit was
Ijrought, disabled itself from claiming the bal-

ance due.

The judgment has been aflirnicd by tlie Ap-
pellate Term. Justice Mc.Xdams. who gave

the opinion, said the judgment rendered does

exact justice between the parties, and gives

effect to llu-ir clear intention as manifeslod

by their writing, for its effect is to give to

plaintiff tlie contract price, and on payment,

(o defondanl the bicycles.

In criticising the riding of a friend it is

often very d\(ii.cyH ^o say ivoth,\ug and do it

gracefully.
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BLOOD ON THE TRACK.

Accidents Stain the Boards with British and

American Gore Michael Beats Chase

Easily.

Chase h.is met Micliacl and he is his'n.

Chase—.'\rthur A. of that ilk—was imported

from England by the .\nierican Cycle Racing

.Association, for the especial purpose of meet-

ing the little fellow. It required nearly a week

for him to make the voyage across the water.

It took Michael less than four minutes to tuck

him snugly away when they met.

The race occurred on Saturday night last

and attracted another bumper house to Madi-

son Square Garden. Thirty miles was the dis-

tance, but long before half the ground had been

covered, it had lost the elements of a contest.

Chase was merely riding to save his bacon

—

the loser's share of the gate receipts.

After the race, Mr. Chase discovered that he

had misunderstood the terms of the 'divvy."

His rich, warm English blood boiled and bub-

bled in consequence. But it bubbled in vain.

Mr. Chase, however, is not the only person

who has misunderstood such important mat-

ters. If reports speak truly, the (juartet who
compose the .Association have disagreed

among themselves over a similar transaction

and what is vulgarly termed a "freeze out" is

not unlikely, the vote standing three against

one.

Rut that's another narrative entirely.

The race was full of excitement, and before

it was over the track had been stained by

-American, Welsh and English gore. This

time the promoters did not attempt to s(|ueczc

a nine-lap track into a ten-lap space. They
gave full measure, ten laps to the mile, and

gave an extra tilt to the banking. It was al-

most on its beam ends, and only tight rope

"artists" could holil a footing. It was the tilt

that caused all the trouble. The men who
pushed ofT the pacemakers had a ticklish task

and not a few of the riders themselves lost

their nerve, .\ftcr mounting once, Lambcr-
jack. the Frenchman, refused to get up again.

lie said lie valued his bones too highly. Re-

sults proved him wise.

At the very starf of the race Chase's pace-

makers balked and fouled, but did not throw
him. and, without apparent reason, the men
were recalled and restarted.

Once under way the race was in doubt for not

more than two miles. Michael led at the start

and at no stage of the game was Chase in

front. The two rode within whispering dis-

tance for one mile. Then Michael opened the

throttle and commenced to draw away. He
was half a lap ahead when Chase's pacemaking
tail Ulcd :md fell and the Englishman
"• "r .1 lap. On the twenty-first lap

M liis rival while the immense
h<. .iriy railed the roof. He rc-

pcaic<l tlic trick on the fourth mile, Chase
^ccminKly bring in trouble. He was unable
to hf.ld |).irr .,nd later it was explained that

he had a stitch in his side. At five miles,

Michael gained another lap, and thereafter he
«imply kept on mak -nd his op-
ponrnf wifhf>ut uii , until the

iw rn A t.in"lriij nd fell

an.! ' ;ird into it. '
. nd his

men could not clear the wreck and also fell

heavily. The excitement wa« frmirndnus, but

Michael kept cool, and although hloding from

a cut on the head quickly remounted and tailed

arlicad. Chase's wheel had been damaged, and

after remounting he was forced to make a

change and then another one.

By this time all was over but the shouting.

Michael was taking things easily, the while

throwing a few more rings around the young
man from London. Two pacing tandems,

ridden respectively by Mayo and Barnaby and

Hadficld and Owen, had run over the high

banking and plunged to the floor below, with

some damage to those riders, but none to the

contestants themselves. On the twenty-ninth

mile, Chase's pacemakers fell again and this

time the unlucky Briton fell so hard that he

was unable to rise. He was carried off the

track and Michael finished the tliirty miles

alone in Ih. 4m. 5 l-5s.

Falls were also numerous in the two short

races which preceded the big event. The mile

invitation, for professionals, was won by J. A.

Newhouse in 2.20 3-5; F. F. Goodman was

second; Al VVcinig, third; Jean Gougoltz,

fourth; Nat Butler, Jay Eaton and F. C. Hoyt
were among the "also rans." The half-mile

handicap for amateurs went to Jos. Thomp-
son (25 yards), in 1.04 3-5. Edouard Taylore,

the Frenchman, paced by two tandems, rode

a mile in 1.55 3-5.

Although the promoting association was

under suspicion, and he had presided at its

trial earlier in the day, Albert Mott acted as

referee of the races—an incident which gave

rise to some comment, hut which only serves

to show what a keen, discriminating and im-

partial man is Mr. Mott.

According to one of Mr. Mott's own mani-

festos, it is required of all match races that the

terms be printed on the programme. This

was not done on this occasion, but to make
amends this detail was announced to tlie

spectators. This is the second time within

three months that the rule has been violated

by these same promoters

FROM THE ANTIPODES.

BOARD OF TRADE THREATENED.

.'\s the annual meeting of the Board of

Trade api)roaches, January 23, IHiW, rumors of

change and political gossip arc becoming rife.

It is understood that one of the features of

the meeting will be an attempted redistribu-

tion of the voting power. At present, each

holder of stock has a vote for every share
held. As is well-known, some ot the larger
firms own or control from twenty-five to sev-

enty-five shares, thus giving them a pre-
pniulerancc of power. The new scheme is

to give each holder of stock one vote, whether
he owns one share or twenty. Several mem-
bers of the Board of Trade executive arc re-

ported to be already committed to this new
policy, and will, in fact, make an extreme
effort to have the change made. One of the

most outspoken is K. Lindsay Coleman, ex-
president of the Board of Trade. Mr. Cole-
man also has an idea that it might be, per-

haps, much more advantageous for the trade

if, instead of the present board, an associa-

tion of bicycle manufacturers pure and simple
should take its place.

TRUST DEED QIICKEN.S SETTLE.MENT.

St. Louis, Dec. 21.— .\ deed of trust, naming
Marshall F. McDonald trustee, had been filed

by the Mcicham .Arms Co.. which was recently

absorbed by the Simmons Hardware Co. The
follriwinK rmliliirs arc preferred in the deed:
Woixlw.ird fi Ticrnan. printers, of St. Louis.
•'<.<'<''•'; Marion Cycle Co.. of Marion. Ind ,

J,.'><|0: Aetna Powder Co.. of Chicago. 2.Wi:t:

H. Wcrlem.Tnn. of New York Cilv, i.'l,2.'»;i;

Hartley &• Graham. New York. f2,iMlO. The
object in filing the trust deed is to bring about
a quicker settlement of the old firm's business.

What the Racing: Man and His Abettor,

the Promoter, Are Doing In

Australia.

Melbourne, Australia, Nov. 19.—Our racing
season is just on the bloom. Already has
there been one or two minor meetings, the

chief of which being the "Brassard" meet-
ing, given in the cause of charity, and fin-

anced by the League. It proved a success,

and over $1,000 was handed over to the chari-

ties.

Race meet promoters here are much imbued
with the notion that all the people want is a

handicap with a big first prize to ensure their
attendance, quite regardless of the quality of
the sport produced.

It is an open secret that racing men run
"stiff" or "crooked" for months—aye for
years, in isolated cases—in the hope of land-
ing an .Austral, or, better still, an A. N. A.
Great Wheel Race. Now, what I try to drive
home to authorities here is: Can such tactics

and practices be conducive to good, honest
sport? I say no! most emphatically.
The giving of such a big first prizQ, running

as they do up to $1,000 or |1,.500, with such
small prizes (by comparison) as $200 to $300
for second, and $50 or $<J0 for third, has
caused many competitors in these very races
themselves, who, finding that they could not
land number one, have deliberately thrown
away their chances of second and third
moneys in order to save and further improve
their good handicaps.
A l.irge section of the racing men. seeing how

disproportionately the promoters allotted the
prize money in almost any handicap event,

agitated and got the League to include a rule

under tiie racing regulations to the effect that

all prize money must be allotted in the pro-
portion of 60, 30 and 10 per cent of the total

of the money given for any race. Hence the

prizes of the Austral wheel race for this

season are $l.ttO". $5<'i>. $1.V'>; while those of the

A. N. A. great wheel race are $1,100, $550
and $175, which, as may be seen, is a much
more equitable distribution.

A counter agitation has now been started,

moved primarily by those interested in race

meetings principally, and in an endeavor to

have this rule rescinded at a recent special

meeting; they were unsuccessful. However,
an attempt is to be made to have the percent-

age altered wlien the total has reached or ex-

ceeded a certain sum.

MR. OVERMAN TALKS.

Springfield, Mass., Dec. 28.—Unless in-

solvency proceedings are begun in the Over-

man assignment, it is not likely that any

schedule of assets and liabilities will be made
public. The contingency of insolvency or
composition is generally regarded as very re-

mote. Two heavy attachments were placed

on the Overman plant to-day by Boston
houses. The National Hide and Leather
Bank, of Boston, filed an attachment of $4<i,-

ttOO against the company in action of con-

tract. .Vn attachment of $li',<MM» was majle by
F. .A. Foster & Co., also of Boston. The at-

tachments are understood to have been made
to jirotect notes held by Boston parties.

President Overman said to a Wiieei. repre-

sentative to-day that his greatest tribulation

was the distress which the company's diffi-

culty might cause to its employees. The boy-

cott of the striking polishers, Mr. Overman
said, had not the slightest bearing on the

case. The Overman Wheel Co., Mr. Over-
man said, had paid high wages, higher, in

fact, than the majority of bicycle factories.

The Victor bicycle, however, he said, was a

high-grade protluct and re(|uired high-grade
workmanship. Mr. Overman said that the

manifest loyalty of his employees could never

be forgotten by him. He took a hopeful view

of the situation, and hoped to see the factory

in full operation again within a week or two.
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SOLVES THE PROBLEM?

JVottg Sought, It I,ooks as if This Invention

Provides Increased I^everage in a

Practical Manner.

Almost with the beginning of cycling there

commenced efforts to "increase the power

of the rider."

The efforts usually took the form of a de-

vice designed to increase the leverage or

crank throw or thrust. Sliding or e.ctension

cranks which, automatically or by clawing at

the pedals, either opened or shut like a jack-

knife, or shortened or lengthened on a tele-

scopic principle, were the favorite and most

frequent means by which the inventive

geniuses sought to attain the end desired.

Nearly all of the "old guard" experimented

with the things, and can bear witness to their

weight and complication.

To obtain this result, a fixed support is

mounted eccentrically on the bottom bracket,

on which the pedal-crank revolves on ball-

bearings, and is connected by a link to the

crank, which transmits power to the sprocket.

It will be seen by this arrangement that the

leverage or waste-power of the up-stroke is

thrown out of its course to be applied where

it is required, and where the power is applied

—on the downward thrust of the cranks. The
only extra friction involved is the revolving

of the extra ball-bearing which the Warwick
invention requires.

The device can be applied to old as well as

new wheels at a comparatively small cost.

MONEY-MAKING CHANCES FOR AGENTS.

If the bicycle dealer ever awakens to the

possibilities of the sundry and small goods

market—if he awakens to the opportunities

V
0^

\;"-^N

1. Crank. 3. Bottom bracket. 3. Stationary bracket on which ball bearing- revolves. 4. Ball bearing and pedal

crank. 5. Link connecting pedal crank and power crank. 6. Sprocket.

With few exceptions, none of the inventors

appeared to appreciate that the human leg is

not a creation of rubber or other highly elas-

tic material, and was not capable of stretching

from one to three inches, according to the

variations of the sliding cranks. At no time

has this effort to provide additional leverage

been wholly dormant. The germ has been

alive in many brains, and with age has come a

proper understanding of the possibilities of

the human leg. One of those who have never

lo.st sight of the idea, is the veteran, Geo. T.

Warwick, of Newark, N. J., the fruit of

wiiose long study is shown by the accompany-

ing illustration.

He has had his power-increaser not only

patented, but it has been in use for several

months, and has been exhibited to several me-

chanical experts, and as a result, Mr. War-

wick is immensely enthused, and is arranging

to market it.

The device is, of course, practically an cx_;

tension crank, which on the downward thrust

provides a direct leverage of nine inches with-

out the need of rubber legs on the part of the

user, the foot traveling in a true circle of

six inches, which is what the inventors have

been striving to obtain.

afforded by the thousand and one new articles

which are constantly making their appearance,

he will better his condition and add perceptibly

to his income.
There are numerous small wares made by

the sundry manufacturers with whom he deals
which, while not of a purely cycling character
or analogous, if properly pushed may be
used to attract and cultivate an entirely new
and desirable class of trade. There are lamps,
lamp brackets, locks, etc., which are as suit-

able for carriages as for bicycles if the car-

riage owners were made aware of the fact.

Another little article of the sort with which
it would seem any really live cycle dealer could
do no little business at this or any other sea-

son of the year is the odometer, or carriage
cyclometer. It is very similar to the bicycle

cyclometer, registers up to 10,000 miles and is

a thoroughly practical instrument. There are
few liverymen, physicians, sulky drivers or
other carriage owners who would not be in-

terested in the number of miles which their

vehicles travel, but the thought of an odometer
has probably never entered their heads. The
bicycle agents who first convey the idea to

them are almost certain of a substantial return
for the effort expended.
While this notice is in no sense a "puff" of

its wares, it is suggested by the Odometer,
made by the United States Mfg. Co., of Fond
du Lac, Wis., whose cyclometer is no stranger
to the cycle trade. These people make the

odometers to fit wheels from 20 to f)() inches in

diameter.

GONE IN SMOKE.

The Coliseum, Where Cycle Exhibitors Have
Shown and Shivered Burned to the

Ground.

Chicago, Dec. 27.—The Coliseum, Chi-

cago's great exhibition hall, wherein was held

the Western cycle show a year ago and where

Jimmy Michael a month or so ago showed
18,000 people how he could literally ride rings

around McDuffee and Titus, ' is a mass of

ruins, the result of a fire Christmas eve.

The fire started about 5 o'clock, and in fif-

teen minutes the big steel arches were on the

ground, with five or six human beings under
them. How the fire started is disputed, and it

is not yet certain that but five lives were lost,

although only one body has been recovered.

A mid-winter carnival was in progress, and
it had been arranged to have two days of

cycle racing some time in January, with

Michael, Chase, Lamberjack, Taylore and

other stars now in New York as the attrac-

tions. The Chicago meet will now have to be

abandoned, for the Coliseum will not be re-

built, and there is no other suitable place for

holding the meet.

The National Cycle Board of Trade held

$15,000 worth of the Coliseum Co.'s stock, and

it will be recalled that it was the installation of

its own electric lighting plant in the building

for the last cycle show that came near de-

pleting the Board's treasury. It will also be

recalled that just previous to the cycle show
of '96 the Coliseum was blown down, neces-

sitating a change of base to the never-to-be-

forgotten Tattersall's.

PATEE'S REPORT RAISED RUCTIONS.

Fred Patee's report as retiring Chief Consul

of the Illinois Division, L. A. W., raised ruc-

tions at the annual meeting of the Board of

Officers in Chicago. The latter refused to ac-

cept the document and ordered it returned to

Patee. The report asserted mat the Chicago

consulate had amounted to nothing because

of Vice Consul and present Chief Consul Ar-

thur's lack of time and attention. It also

mildly raked the Chicago newspaper men for

their "antagonistic feeling" and "faked-up

stories." Patee also recommended that no

liabilities be contracted by the Secretary-

Treasurer without the approval of the E.xe-

cutive Committee, under pain of repudiation,

said that if the present Division officials could

not affect a loan from the National treasury

he (Patee) would use his inllucncc. ami wound
up by stating that "the newspaper boys had

made monkeys of himself and Mr. Arthur

during the recent campaign." The financial

report shows receipts of $2,075.21 and expendi-

tures of $l),585.15. Patee says he won't take

back a word he wrote, ailding that the Divis-

ion is rini by a lot of Chicago City Mail poli-

ticians.

SO VERY ORIGINAL.

Australians, in their constant strife for

novelties in cycle racing, wander far afield.

For example, on a recent -Xntipodoan race

meet programme appeared a half-mile thittcr,

quarter-mile lightning handicap and a maiden

handicap.

It is the theoretical rider who invariably

succceils in banging his shins on the con-

dition.
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STERLING IS NAME AND IN VALUE.

The Sterling will be one of ihe '9S bicycles

to which faith may be pimu-tl with perfect

security.

The Sterling Cycle Works is one of the con-

cerns which, despite the hue and cry for cheap

goods, is proceeding on the principle that it

is "better to be sure, than to be sorry." It

is being remarked throughout the trade that

Ibcy arc palling more money and effort int«i

their 'W* product than i* usual in these dayn.

The rcnult i% apparent m the Mmples which
fe being «hown. The line will con<tint of a

ccniredriving b« .1 Strriing at Ij.'i.

chain. geared wh. .. |75 and <'<•. aU<.

tandem* at |125.

NO NEED TO LOOK BACKWARD.

.\mong the novelties which the Columbia

Cycle Lamp Mfg. Co.. of 144 Chambers street.

New York, are introducing for the '!t8 trade

is the Retro-Opticon. This instrument, when
attached to the handle-bars of a bicycle, en-

ables the rider to see what is coming behind

without turning around or undergoing any

contortions. The Retro-Opticon has a ball-

and-socket joint, so that it can be placed at

any angle, and by showing the view in minia-

ture takes in a large field. The new lamps oi

the Columbia Co. consist of the Illuminant,

which lists at $i, and the Columbia, which re-

tails for $l.')li. These lamps have very power-

ful lenses and pneumatic action springs, which

are practically indestructible.

PRESS THE BUTTO.N.

One of the new and seemingly meritorious

quick-adjusting bars which have been placed

on the market is here shown, and which is

manufactured by the Kider Mfg. Co., of Bay

City, Mich.

It consists of a proper shaped steel head

slotted to receive the ends of arms and two

independent arms each ternimating in a half

gear. These gears intermesh so that the arms

move in unison. Various positions of the

arms are arrived at by pressing back a small

button attached to a spring bolt concealed

3) \^^y

within each arm. The ends of the bolts aie

cone-shaped and fit corresponding conical

sockets in the housing.

The conical sockets in one side of the hous-

ing are not directly opposite to th<jse on the

other side, but are placed sulTiciently eccen-

tric to allow one bolt to enter fully when the

opposite bolt has partly entered its socket.

By this ingenious wedging arrangement <>f

the locking bolts, any lost motion of the arms

is immediately taken up, making the handle

perfectly rigid.

PLACED WITH DEANE.

A. L. Deanc & Co.. the well-known Den-

ver dealers, have taken the agency for the

I'.clipse bicycle, which is a pretty good guar-

;inlee that the IClmira production will prove a

i.utor in the West.

IN THE MARKET FOR NOVELTIES.

The Barlow Cycle Mfg. Co.. Christihurch.

New Zealand, are in the market for ,\merican

bicycles an<l cycle novelties. They invite cor-

revpoii(Uiue from manufacturers.

DAMAGED BY FIRS.

Toleilo. Die JM.— I'ire last night in the

stock anr! enameling rooms damaged the Mau-
mec Cycle Co. lo the extent of .some "J.-Vmi.

ANXIOUS FOR AMERICAN.S.

G. .Mired Ullner, Abo. Finland, desires

catalogtiCK and cash prices on bicyrbs,

»tindrics, etc.

REGARDING RACVCLES.

Of '98 Racycles, the product of the Miami
Cycle and Manufacturing Company, Middle-

town, O., there will be ten single wheels and

two tandems, the latter listing at $115, and the

former at $80, ITj, $liti and $45.

The Racycle overhanging crank-hanger will,

of course, be a feature of the wneels, and in-

cidentally the Miami people promise that they

will shortly get after infringers of this patent

with the sharpest kind of a stick. .\ trans-

parent gear-case, for which an extra charge

of $5 will be made, will be the company's de-

velopment for 1898. The gear-case is made a

part of the frame, taking the place of the right

lower bar of the rear fork. The sides are de-

tachable, transparent celluloid, tough and pli-

able, and can be renewed, if necessary, for a

trifle. The whole case adds but a few ounces
to the weight of the machine.

The illustration shows its appearance when
applied to the wheel.

These speci»icati(ms of the $75 Special will

give a gor»d idea of the line: Color, carmine;

(|uadruply reinforced arched fork-crown:

drop, 'J J inches; tubing, _'2-gaugc—head, IJ

inches, body, IJ-inch; weight. 25 pounds;
height of frame. 22, 24 and 2(5 inches; double
arched rear forks, 1-inch oval tubing; front

sprocket, 29 or 30 tooth interchangeable; rear

sprf>cket. 10. H or 12 tooth; handle-bars, re-

versible; saddles, Jacoby or Christy; no
clamps; cranks, fi} or 7 inches; round spring-

steel with a hexagon finish joining the hubs;

new dust proof crank-hubs; both hubs have
new embossed finished ends; new style handle-

bars.
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IPALMER TIRESf
l^f .MARK THE HIGH GRADE WHEELJ^

The Live Bicycle Agent is the Biggest Fac-

tor in the Bicycle Business.

e^l^^i^e^*

Energy and business foresight have made him

powerful.

If the department store is kept out of the high-grade

field, the live agent will be the cause of it.

The live agent not only keeps abreast and frequently

ahead of the times, but insists upon having his wheels

equipped with the best that's going.

He insists on Palmer Tires.

Experience has taught him

—

That bicycles, no matter how well made, do not give

the best results unless fitted with Palmer Tires.

That there is no maximum of bicycle efficiency with-

out Palmer Tires.

The live agent has a level head. He will demand

more Palmer Tires than ever this coming season.

THE PALMER PNEUMATIC TIRE CO.
CHICAGO

NEW YORK OFFICES : 66~6S READEST.
I

i
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ART OF ATTRACTING TRADE.

Some New Light on an Old Subject—Why
Some AtlTertlslng Does Not

Pay.

The other day I met a man who did not be-

lieve in advertising—trade paper advertising,

in particular.

I smiled. I could not help it.

I had met such men before.

1 expect to meet such men again.

The man was an intelligent fellow. He was

a bustling,', busy fellow—a thoroughly good

fellow, wideawake and well-posted. He knew

the prices of material from the raw stuff to the

finished product. He knew the price of labor;

he knew what his competitors were doing and

had his plots and plans well defined and well

matured.

The trade paper was a necessary institution

—a commendable institution. He admitted

it. He did not mean to belittle trade journal-

ism. But he doubted its value as a medium

for profitable advertising.

Of course, I argued the point with him.

He was a reasonable being, and when it was

all over, he acknowledged that he was able to

see things in a new light—the proper light.

I was able to talk on both sides of the sub-

ject. I had been a dispenser of advertising

and I had been engaged in trade journalism.

Naturally I had, or thought I had, an advan-

tage, and with that experience and with a

never-flagging interest in all that pertains to

the subject, I want to say right here

that it is my honest opinion that seven-

ty-five (75) per cent of the men and

firms who advertise — in the cycle trade

and out of it—do not know the first

rudiments of advertising; they do not even be-

gin to appreciate its depth, its breadth, its

possibilities. They do not know how to ad-

vertise. They do not appreciate what it is,

what it means, nor how it should be done.

To most of them it is a mere matter of p.iying

for the printing of their name and business

address, and I do not suppose that one per

cent of those who read this will alter their

belief, or rather, alter their ways—their ad-

vertising ways. They either do not care, or

are too busy to do anything of the sort. They

have gone along in the same old rut and will

continue to move in it until providentially

inspired.

But advertising does pay.

It pays anywhere, but nowhere does it pay

better than in a trade paper.

Mind you, I say advertising, because there

is a mass of stufT mas'iucrading under that

term which, properly, should no more be

called advertising than stewed tripe should

be called apple dumpling.

The common beliefs arc that an advertise-

ment it, as stated, little more than a mention

I.'
' '' .nd that any one, prin-

c;, i" r, correspondent or

office bo). t an odd moment
— th.Tt ;, m the average

I, and i& one reason why
a'l ::. „ t pav in very many in-

stances.

With rare excepti. ^ • .... <yc found tfiat

those firms which arc above the average arc

t' which have .> ' 1 to the full

r ri( the meaniti, -.ic of advcf-

ti^iiiK. '^•' '•'* ^^'''^ '' *'^^t *'

has been p a it has not been

"dashed off, ' save on rare occasions, any more

than the high-grade bicycle is built in a

minute and held together with glue or chew-

ing-gum.

Run down the whole list of your acquaint-

ances, and if the leaders in their respective

businesses are not the best and the most intel-

ligent advertisers, then drown your disap-

pointment in ginger ale. It's harmless.

If your brain has never been frost-bitten

or sun-stricken it may convey to you a sug-

gestion of some value.

Too many people consider a trade paper in

the nature of a directory to be turned to when

one is in need of a particular article, and to an

extent it is a directory, but that is far, far

from its real objects and missions, and I make
bold to say that if advertising does not pay, in

nine cases out of every ten it will be found

that the advertiser, and not the paper, is to

blame. This assertion applies to all papers,

trade and otherwise.

The directory-style of advertising—the ad-

vertisement that is "dashed off" and that is

A SAMPLE AD. FOR AGENTS.

WHAT'S
YOUR NECK
WORTH

?

Would you sell it for $jo or §40?
Of course you wouldn't.

But there are lots of folks who are

doing so. They are ridin^^ the $15.15
and $19.99 kind of bicycles, which is

practically the same thing. They are

risking their necks and courting repair

bills to save the $30 or $40 which would
purchase a high-grade and trustworthy
Topnotclier—not the cheapest in price,

but the cheapest in the end.

Are you an economist of that sort ?

If so, come around and give us a

chance to show you the difference be-

tween Topnotcbers and the $i9 99-ers

which we have in stock for those whose
necks are not precious.

Even if you do not purchase, you
will learn something.

seldom changed— is all right in its way. It

keeps the name of the advertiser in sight, that

he may not be forgotten, and that he may be

found and called on by those in need.

Btit it is not, never was, and never will be a

business stimulant, which is what an advertise-

ment should be. It has brought and will

bring few returns.

The wholesome advertisement, the business

stimulant and business-bringer, is that which

suggests something to the person who reads

it—suggests a reason for in(|iiiry—puts the

idea of buying or inquiring into his or her

head, and this is the more necessary in a trade

paper in which the character of nearly all ad-

vertisements is similar.

It may be urged that in such glittering and

such well-worn advertising generalities as

"Strong, Swift, Sure and Stylish." or "None
Better" or "Best on Earth" there is a wealth

of suggestion. So. too. there may be a pearl

in the ugliest oyster that was ever scooped

from the bottom of the sea, but it is well hid

and the oyster must be pried open to find the

gem. But few people who buy oysters do so

to seek pearls.

So, too, people who buy papers do not do so

merely for the sake of the advertisements they

contain. These they thumb or turn over in

perfunctory fashion. If they contain a pic-

ture or a statement or original idea of any

kind that arrests their eye. they will likely

read further, and if the further reading sug-

gests why they should inquire or purchase, the

advertisement has accomplished its purpose.

If an advertisement contains no eye-arrester

and no suggestion—the two are inseparable

—

it surely is not the fault of the paper, but of the

advertiser.

I grant that, on the constant-dripping prin-

ciple, the constant and prominent parading

and dinning of a name or phrase will have an

effect, but it has long been my opinion that

such advertising is the well defined object of

and should be confined to posters, signs, walls,

handbills and the like. -Vdvertising of this

nature must be of a short, conspictu^^ind that

may be taken in at a glance—that^^Bbe read

by him who runs, or who rides b^Tn a street

car or other conveyance. Unless it be extra-

ordinarily impressive, the average individual

does not stop to read a poster or sign, and

extraordinary displays of that nature are the

exception, certainly not the rule.

As Nat C. Fowler, the well-known adver-

tising expert, has said, the great value of a

trade paper lies in the undoubted fact that

practically every reader is a probable pur-

chaser of an object advertised. The chances

of sales are consequently greater. Not in-

fretiucntly one reply to an advertisement in a

trade paper will lead to more business than

a dozen or a hundred replies received through

a daily or a magazine devoted to things in

general. The trade paper brings to the ad-

vertiser patrons, storekeepers, who purchase

not one article of a kind, but dozens and

grosses of them. As Mr. Fowler has said, the

general publication usually stirs up the pos-

sible purchaser—the individual homebody who
purchases for his own use only. In the trade

paper, too, the advertiser speaks to a class

that understands his language, that appreciates

a fine point or bull's-eye that may be scored

and which in any other publication would be

Greek or Latin to the average reader—would

be sweetness wasted on the desert air.

These are glaringly apparent and indisput-

able facts which are too seldom thought of. or

are too lightly considered and appreciated by

the average advertiser.

Mind. I do not claim that trade paper ad-

vertising is all-powerful and all that is neces-

sary, but I do unhesitatingly assert that no-

where is better, or. to make it stronger, no

where is equal value given and obtained for

the price exacted. The value is obtained in a

measure equivalent to the effort made to ob-

tain it.

The business man who "dashes off" his ad-

vertisements and thinks that commonplace
claims of "None better at any price." and such

adjectives as "Strong. Sound and Swift," or

who fills space with a tangle of fulsome

words and figures, will bring him a full

measure of returns is a foolish fellow doomed
to disappointment, if not decay. He is sure

to preach and spread the advertising-don't-

pay gospel, and. sad to tell, he is a very

numerous family.
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The Demand fori

I
Sterling Bicycles

i

Built Like a Watch"

I

this year will exceed all former seasons. The amount of newspaper, magazine

and personal advertising we are doing, coupled with the Sterling's actual worth,

will stimulate Sterling sales to such an extent that nowhere can a Sterling Agent

complain of "dull times." If we have no representative in your vicinity, write

ii^ick for the agency.

*• Sterling prices for 1898 : Road Models, $60, $75 ; Racers, $85 ; Chainless,

$125 ; Tandems, $125.

Handsome Art Catalogue Free.

STERLING CYCLE WORKS, 274-276-278 Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

A

myuff-

WE WISH YOU

A MERRY CHRISTMAS
AND

A HAPPY NEW YEAR.

ii IVER JOHNSON CYCLES
Witiv BRING GivADNESS AND PROSPERITY

TO THE Rider and Deai,er. They are

HONEST CYCLES at HONEST PRICES

IVER JOHNSON'S ARIMS AND CYCLE WORKS,

FITCHBURG, MASS.

, New York Branch, 99 Chambers St.
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LIGHT AND AIR FOR THE WHEEL.

For tlircc years llic brass rolling mills of the

Manhattan Brass Co., of this city, have been

making kerosene lamps and burners. In an

attractive booklet, just issued, called "Light

and .'\ir for the Wheel," the firm draws at-

tention to this fact, "in view of the ephemeral

nature of niany enterprises which have

at|ficte<l the bicycle trade in the past."

The new line, which this firm is now show-

ing, includes four lai|rps and tWD pumps. JThC;

le.ider is the "Frontlight." which is now in its'

third year. It retains the principal features

\\^^ich have made it so popular, but has been

materially improved in various details con-

dncive to larger light, greater strength and

convenience in handling. The improvements

consist of a new locked thumb-screw bracket.

IMl'ROVKD 1 KUNTI.KiHT.

a new method of fastening the font so that it

cannot work loose, an entirely new front, 3\

inches in diameter, with a "ij-inch ground lens

and a wide tube burner, with takes a f-

inch wick and gives a broader, stronger light.

The "Frontlight" retails for ?i.2.5.

The "Leader" is a new lamp for 1808. It

weighs twelve ounces, has '2i-inch lens, extra

wide burner, and is fitted with wick-lock and

all the improvements that go to make a good
selling lamp. It retails for $1.7.'). The "Daz-

zler" is another lamp which has proved a

LKADBK. UbKKN.

winner, it being one of the best selling low-

priced lamps during the past season. It re-

sembles the "Lca<lcr" in many respects, but

li^ts at $1.50.

In the "Queen" an entirely new shape has

been adopted. The body is Spherical in form

and is hinged to open like a watch-case. It

b.i 1 I'imcnt which in-

sir .1 strong flame,

c; iiN light under the

m< - It lists at l.7.*>.

The firm alv> manutactiires the Ideal fof)t-

ptimp and the Ideal hand-pump. «•'••'• ••-' it

fVt cents and 'iii cents, respcclivel>

SUMDRIBS WANTBO.

William Coop«r, manager of the New York
(ktore of the National Sewing M.-irhinr Co..

tW.) Broadway, is about to put in a full line of

sundrie«. He is open to proportions

NICKEL-IN-THE-SLOT PUMP.

The nickel-in-the-slot principle has been ap-

plied to tire inflators, a sample of the con-

trivance being on exhibition at the store of

Stettiner Bros., 22 Rcade street. New York.

It does not depend upon electricity, steam,

water or any other artificial power, the air

being compressed into the tire wholly by the

action of the lever moved by the hand of the

rider. . The gt'eat power necessary to effect the

result; is secured by an arrantjwnent of me-

chanical appliances entirely pew to the con-

struction of pumps.

The pump is alway.N ready to work and

when placed in front of road-houses and inns

along- the boulevards and bicycle paths in the

neighborhood of large cities, will save bi-

cycle riders an immense amount of incon-

venience and discomfort. It is expected also

that the machine will be used universally for

pumping the newly popularized pneumatic

carriage tires.

A company is being forme<l for the purpose

of putting out 10,000 of these machines in the

spring, and extending their use, also, to all

foreign countries where bicycle ridmg is in

great vogue.

The inventor, a New York newspaper man,

has worked for several years on the device to

bring it to its present form, ana has covered

the invention with over thirty claims for

patents.

The appearance of the pump is not unlike a

large flask three feet in height, wholly of

metal handsomely painted, with no part of the

mechanism showing except the actuating

lever. The air-hosc is fitted with a quick-ad-

justing connection, fitting any bicycle valve,

and which is attached by a single movement

of a lever-like clamp.

WHERE NUTS COME FRO.M : ALSO PEDALS.

Brazil is not the only place from which the

nuts come. A considerable volume comes

from the Imperial Machine Co.. of this city,

for whom W. M. Young & Co., 38 Murray St..

are exclusive sales agents. The nuts, of

course, are not of the edible kind, but arc

those employed on bicycles. The Imperial

people supply them in all sizes and shapes:

nickeled and plain, finished and unfinished,

threaded and blank, and have a complete stock

always on lian<l to meet pressing demands.

The same is true of bolts, axles, handle-bar,

seat-post and binder bolts, cotton-pins, chain-

adjusters, chain-bolts, etc. They also manu-

facture a line of hubs and wrenches, and have

recently added the Octagon pedal to their

•itock. The Dctagon is of new design, and

was patterned to match hexagon, sipiare or

diamond cranks. The centre frame is a drop

forging, and the outside band saw-blade steel.

Imperial prices are said to be uinisit.illy inter-

e>ting.

LIGHTS UP THE LION'S HEAD.

The illuminated cover of the Monarch Cycle

Mfg. Co.'s 'f8 catalr>gue, which has just maih

its appearance, portrays "A Meeting of Mon
.ircht," two riders, mounted on Monarch

wheels, encountering a lion crouching in .i

mf)unlain pass. It is a night scene, and the

light from the cyclists' lanterns illuminates tli<

.Monarch's familiar lion's head to advantage.

TWO REMINGTON FEATURES.

In (he Kemington .Arms Co.'s $75 Special

will be incorporated two particularly note-

worthy departures. The sprocket is '.in

two sections, with the teeth machined
to receive the new style Remington Spe-

cial chain, a distinctly Remington fea-

ture. In the construction of this cliain,

the ordinary blocks have been done a'wjay

witlv entirely, 'whicb permits the use' of

the -same quality of steel throughout^he
grain of the metal runniiig lengthwise of .the

chain. By the most rigid test, the Remington
.Arms Co. have proven to their satisfaction

this chain to be absolutely w-ithout stretch,

and that it reduces the friction 25 per cent.

r.
r,<- *^'/

The crank-hanger bracket is the other dis-

tinctive feature. It is of heavy gauge steel.

The crank-hanger ball-pocket is removable,

which permits the entire crank-shaft and bear-

ing to be removed intact by disconnecting

the left-hand crank, and looseniflf the set

bolts. The chain also is adjustable from this

point, as the crank-hanger ball-pocket, being
eccentric, turns in the bracket either for-

ward or backward when the set bolts are

loosened. The device is simple, as well as

novel, and prevents the liability of the rear

wheel being out of alignment at the axle.

LOOKS LIKE A TEETHING RING.

The India Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio, is dis-
tributing its annual souvenir, a miniature of
their Arrfiw Tread tire, showing its distinctive
arrow tread. The souvenir is of teething ring
size.

CASH BUYERS LIKE OUR PRICES.

A '1'
I'l

(> HIZK.'- Q

llow much time some men waste telling you

what they said about cycling to somebody else.

riiis I'laie in fur
lucailini; Spokes,
^||I^lc«. Cou«r
I'm*, ami for a
\.iricty of neccft-

.iiy work
< iimpri»c»6Tapii.

I)ic» and Dlc-
M'lldcr in neat
u iKKlrn ca«f.

Milled on rtcelpl

ol t3.2S: It our

store. t3.00.

The frasscc Company, 19 Warren St., N. Y.

A rj|.t|i>guc u( Tixil* and tiarxaint cxchanKcd
(or your t)u«incn card.
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Fifteen Hundred Thousand
BICYCLE RIDERS throughout THE UNITED STATES

are mounted on cycles made of

SHELBY TUBING.cc ?J

One Million More

ii
99

Will be added to the list during the season 1897 98.

Do you contemplate buying a wheel the coming season .?

Insist that your dealer furnish a mount made of

Shelby Tubing.

wni!!
First—Because it is the standard tubing of the world.

Second—Because it is made from steel of the finest quality.

Third—Because it is made by the most scientific and economical methods

of manufacture.

Write Us for Further Information.

Shelby Steel Tube Company.
Sales Office, Shelby, Ohio, U. S. A.

BRANCH OFFICES:

135 Lake St., Chicago. 144 Chambers St , N. Y. City. 29 Constitution Hill, Birminsham, Eng.

FACTORIES-Shelby, O. Toledo O. Ellwood City, Pa. Greenville, Pa.

Kindly Mention The WheeL
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OUITE A BUSINESS.

What the ConductinK of One licagne Division

Means for Those in Charge

of It.

The immense amount of work accomplished

by the New York State Division is not

grasped by tlie ordinary League member, or

by the average wheelman. The business of

this division now involves a receipt and ex-

penditure of something over $'25,0U0, and has

in fact become a mammoth business, so

great indeed that the business of the Na-

tional body of the League is not more im-

portant or greater in the aggregate.

A look-in at the Board of Officers' meet-

ing, held last week, revealed the calibre and

maturity of the men who have become inter-

ested in cycling in this State. Three or four

years ago, the Board of Officers of the Di-

vision generally consisted of one or two men
in their prime, several of thirty years of age

• >r thereabouts, and the majority between

twenty-two and twenty-five; but now all this

has changed, and the average age of the

Board of Officers would probably shade

tjiirty-eight to forty, and representatives

under twenty-five years of age are rare.

The work of the division is prosecuted in

all directions, and enlists the services of the

following committees: Membership, Guide-

board, Transportation, Rights and Privileges,

League Hotels, Highway Improvement and

Racing Board. For the possible benefit of

other divisions, The Wheel bird's-eye-views

the work which has been completed during

the past season.

The Rights and Privileges Committee has

sought to obtain for every member recogni-

tion of his rights, protection in the free and

unrestrained use of the public highways, and,

in case of injury, has endeavored to recover

compensation for damages and has protected

the use of the letters "L. A. W." and has pre-

vented their misuse. The committee received

during the year 300 applications for advice.

It has explained and fixed the status of wheel-

men under general and special laws of the

State, and has appeared before many different

commitrccs having in charge ordinances re-

lating to the use of bicycles, and has even

extended its work into sister States. The
committee personally investigated and com-

menced proceedings in 110 cases, adjusting

40 and recovering damages to the amount of

|<>fM). It has prosecuted bicycle thieves, and

compelled hotel -keepers to remove "L. A.

W." signs because of violation of contract

It will this year incorporate the division.

One important case placed in the commit-

tee's hands was the assault by toll-gate keep-

ers of two New York State members who
were touring in Pennsylvania. Suit was

brouK't. and the members were compensated

(or damages and injuries sustained.

Another important suit is now being tried

—that of McCarthy against the owners of the

Broadway cable. The plaintifT was thrown

while ri' wa» injured, and is

suing fo; The claim is that the

aperture or .sli»t i* wi«I<t tlian the law allows.

The technical point involved \* that wheel-

men have the right to use tlii'. aperture, and
that it must be maintained in 'uch a condition

as will make its use safe.

The Highway Improvement Committee

point out that the Higbee-.\rmstrong "Good
Roads Bill" was introduced in the last

legislature, but was buried in commit-

tee. The work of this committee dur-

ing the present session will be to have

a similar bill introduced and passed, and

they intend to make a stronger fight than

NEW WAY DIRECTORS.

Tlie illustrations show the signboards

adopted by the New York State Division.

Two hundred of them have already been

erected, at a cost of about $450, the average

cost being about $1.10 each for the sign, or

•'i>i-A?'

1—*^^
j->BATH BEACH ^4

- DYKfR M[ADOW PARK 1^..

-FT. HAMILTON 2^*^ ..

BAY RIDGE 4 •

__LfAGuE^«' American WHftiMEN

total cost of erection, posts included, $2.23.

An advertising sign concern quotes the fol-

lowing rates (jn the.se signs: 20x12, $1.35;

20xl4J, $1.35; 20x10. $1.26; 20x8, $1.10; 20x5,

70 cents; 14x2^, 70 cents.

ever in this direction. They meet the cry

of, "Farmers should not be made to repair

roads for bicycles" with the statement that

wheelmen have carried thousands of dollars

into the country, greatly to the benefit of the

rural population. The drawback to the con-

struction of good roads is that the overseer.

who is presumed by the law to have direct

charge of the work, fails in his duty. This

officer is not sworn into office as he should

be. Besides this, the system of working out

taxes by day's labor is obsolete and harmful.

The roads should be built by direct money
contract, in the same businesslike way in

which any other public contract is under-

taken.

During the past year, the Road Book Com-
mittee have published two valuable works

—

"Fifty Miles Around New York" and "Fifty

Miles Around Brooklyn." The balance of

the State will be covered as quickly as possi-

ble, and the committee is now collecting the

necessary information. Outside of the regu-

lar New York State book, the committee

has laid out 193 routes, aggregating 8,000

miles, covered by 298 map-plates. Of these

78 are completed and engraved and 70 arc

now undergoing final revision. The commit-

tee is also preparing map-plates for the

larger cities and towns, showing the charac-

ter of pavements on the various streets. The
fifty-mile circuit scheme will be employed

throughout the State, which will ,be divided

into si.x sections, each covered by a single

book. All of the State lying south of Pough-

« keepsie has already been covered. Other sec-

tions will be: that part lying east of a line

through Little Falls; another covering central

New York and extending from Little Falls to

Seneca Lake, and from the St. Lawrence
River and Lake Ontario on the north to

Pennsylvania on the south; and a third cover-

ing the remainder of the State lying west of

Seneca Lake. The central book will include

Binghamton and Syracuse, and the western

book will include Rochester and BufiFalo.

One of the interesting items in the Chief

Consul's report is that several States have

passed laws substantially the same as the

Armstrong Bicycle Baggage Bill, and to-day

more than 68,000 miles of .\merican railroads

handle the bicycle as personal baggage and

arc finding the practice a profitable one. The
most conspicuous example is that of the

Long Island Railroad, which has pursued a

very broad policy, appointing a special bi-

cycle passenger agent, and increasing their

business from 40,000 wheels carried in 1890,

to 160,500 during 1897.

The Secretary-Treasurer reports that, dur-

ing 1897, the membership has been increased

13,980 members, giving a total membership

of 26,906. On December 1, 1894, the di-

vision was third in standing, with 3,031 mem-
bers, growing in a year to 9,t>87, then to

20,428, and finally to 26,906. The total mem-
bership of the division is now 1,265 more

than the entire membership of the League

was on December 1, 1894. During the year

just ended, the League increased its member-
.ship by 54,433. Of ;h.*se, 25 per cent were

included in the New York State Division.

On December 1, 1897, ihe League's total

membership was 101,826—a gain of 29,361—of

which New York contributed 6,478, or 22

per cent, of the entire gain. One of the

most prominent factors in the growth of the

division has been the introduction of com-

mittee certificates and honor badges, 1,780

of these having been awarded during the

year. During the year, 8,823 new members

were obtained by this special work, while

482 certificates and 202 honor badges were

issued.
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^ 4 THE

'^"Ij^mj^l Veeder Cyclometer |
CYCLOMETER.
Weight, 1 Ounce.

10,000 MILES and REPEAT.

Dust

Proof.

Positive

Movement

1 A

Water
Proof.

Absolutely

Accurate.

Received Highest Award at Brussels Exposi-

tion—^Highest Award at Nashville Exposition.

Nearly Half-a-Million
IN USE.

It stands alone as an accurate distance recorder

for cycles. Don't be deceived by cheap imita-

tions that resemble it in appearance only. See

that your purchase bears the name VEEDER.

I ^^;^''l°£v"!^?;J ^^^ Veeder Mfg. Co., |

m

The above cut, either two or four inches in size, we
will send free on receipt of application to any jobber
or dealer, for catalogue or advertising purposes.

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

HARTFORD, CONN
lllllllliiilllllllllliilliiillllllilli

Kindly mention The Wheel.

Columbia
Sundries.
Ji THE BEST MADE. ^

1898 COLUMBIA LAMP.

List, -------- $1.50 /^UR Lamps are symmetrical in

shape, attractive in finish,

and thoroughly reliable in use.

They cannot be jarred or blown

out and will prove winners in '98.

COLUMBIA RETRO-OPTICON.

SIiows coinplete picture in

uiiniiitiire of evoiythiii^
behiiKl rider.

I-isl. ."jOrlN.

FINEST QUALITY. LOWEST PRICES.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND TRADE PRICES.

COLOMBIA CYCLE LAMP MFG. CO.,

ILLUMINANT LAMP.

List, $2.00.

144 CHAMBERS STREET.
NEW YORK. COLUMBIA 'NTI-RUST

TOE-CLIP.

Kindly mention The Wheel. I.Ut, - - - 50 ct». per Tr.
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IN CLEVELAND.

What There Is New GoinK On in that Busy

Centre — Trade Affairs of General

Interest.

Cleveland, O., Dec. 27.—The Sherwin-Wil-

liams Co., of this city, are, perhaps, one of the

largest nii.xed paint manufacturing concerns

in the United States, and their goods are sold

all the world over. Two years ago they began

the manufacture of bicycle enamels, both air-

drying and baking, and have since accrued

quite a reputation. The coming season it is

their intention to push these goods. The con-

cern is also marketing a metal polish which

is put up in convenient sized collapsible tubes.

The air-drying enamels are put up in J-pint

patent top cans, and in a variety of colors to

suit the most exacting. The line includes

white, 1)lack, blue, orange, green, yellow, ma-

roon, carmine, vermillion, sterling green and

brilliant green. In baking enamels the com-

pany offers a choice of thirty different shades,

and sample colors are sent to prospective cus-

tomers in a neat little pamphlet, which also

contains valuable hints upon the art of enamel-

ing properly. A specialty is made of white en-

amel, upon which much time and money has

been expended in experimenting, and it is

guaranteed to produce a white wheel. These

goods are put up in \ pint, } pint, 1 pint and

1 quart packages. The thirty shades herein

mentioned arc also put up in paste form.

Parties desiring other shades can have them

made especially to order by sending samples

and ordering in quantities sufficient to justify

the effort.

E. H. Roberts, an inventive genius, em-

ployed at one of our large dry goods houses,

has gotten out an adjustable handle-bar which

is very similar in appearance to the famous

Kelly bar. The only perceptible difference

lies in that the stem section of the clamp

is between the two arms of the bar, in-

stead of on the outside as in the Kelly. The
clamp is nearly flush with the balance of the

bar, and, as a whole, it is a more handsome bar

than the Kelly. Mr. Roberts is making plans

to have his invention manufactured and also

intends furnishing cycle manufacturers the

parts SI I that they can complete bars to suit

their own ideas. If, as the Kelly Co. claim,

their patents cover everything that can be

made in the "dividcd-for-adjustmcnt" line,

Mr Rnhcrts is quite sure to run up against

' hard very early in his career as a
'

r manufacturer. Mr. Kelly, when
I II he had seen this bar, said: "No; I

— not Wc run across so many of them
•nat one or two more or less makes no differ-

Wc have grown so used to this busi-

that we pay no attention to them until

kct their goods, and then

is no weak point to our
iny divided for-adjustmcnt' bar

al ,. tiicnt."

"Docs the Kohl bar come under that head?"
was ukcd.

(This bar is the invention of a West-Side
tii.iii and is pin-fa«fcned, but composed of
f ... pieces, the «me as the Kelly. It was

' .It length in The Whkcl some two
KO.)

"It certainly docs," said Mr. Kelly, "and
Mr. Kohl has been warned not to manufac-

ture it. It makes no difference how the fast-

ening is made, it is an infringement, just the

same."

The Winton factory has started up and '98

models of this well-known brand will soon be

in the hands of agents. The changes over last

year's models are few, the principal one being

the adoption of an arched fork crown. This

will give an entirely different appearance to

the wheel, as the Winton has had a square

single crown ever since it was first put upon

the market. All connections will be drop-

forged as usual; not a stamping will be used in

the entire construction. The well-known one-

piece drop-forged head will also be retained,

although it costs much more to produce than

any other kind of a bicycle head. Only one

grade will be manufactured, and it will list at

$60. The company will put out a tandem,

both drop and double-diamond, and it will list

at $100. General-Manager Geo. H. Brown
has just returned from trips both East and

West, and has gathered in enough contracts

to insure a satisfactory business for '98. The
question of a down-town store for next year

has not yet been decided.

The new addition to the stamping plant of

the Cleveland Machine Screw Co. is com-

pleted and last Monday morning the ma-

chinery which doubles the capacity of the big

plant was put into motion. The now engine,

which occupies a position midway between

the two wings of the plant, is of the Cooper-

Corliss type, and of 400 horse-power, and is

so arranged that the belts run right and left

into both buildings, thus furnishing power for

the whole concern. Some of the new presses

are ponderous affairs, and are probably the

largest and most powerful of their kind that

were ever built. The whole place resembles

a huge bee-hive, under the watchful eye of

President A. L. Moore, and every department

operates with clock-like regularity.

The Clipper people have oslablished four

agencies for their well-known wheel in Cleve-

land, practically. One is with H. S. Moore, a

well-known I-'ast End dealer; another with

Merkcl, the Brooklyn cycle dealer, and an-

other with Temple Bros., of Lake View and

Collinwood. The Clipper is well and favor-

ably known locally, it having been pushed

last season by Likly & McNair, who are now
out of business. Moore has also taken the

Andrae, which was sold last season by Hands,

of Superior street.

BOSTON 01 T OF TIIK FIEI.P.

Boston has abandoned iis fight for the

League meet. The '98 Meet Club, which was

at the bottom of the matter, has formally re-

solved to withdraw, and to "extend to Indian-

apolis its heartiest support and best wishes."

In the same resolution notice is served that

Huston will apply for the '09 meet.

NO ONB CAN DENY THIS.

Do you know that a bicycle begins to lose

favor with everyone as soon as advertising it

ceases? True with all other articles arlvertised.

Advertising recommends. To cease advertis-

ing is to cease showing the trade you have

confidence in what you advertise.

ON THE OHIO.

Cincinnati, Dec. 27.—W. B. Crouch &
Sons, for many years connected with the bi-

cycle trade in this city, quietly left it last week.

This firm was a large jobber and had the Gen-

dron as a leader.

Conklyn & Ackcrman, one of the leading

dealers, has just closed contracts to handle

the Dayton and Crescent for next season.

They will handle no others.

J. E. Poorman has just placed upon exhibi-

tion in his new Fifth street wareroom the new
'98 Poorman. This wheel is a handsome ex-

ample of mechanical skill. The tubing is

extra large, tapering down to the connections

and forgings, which are all one-piece. No
nuts or bolts can be seen anywhere about the

model. It is one of the finest finished wheels

ever seen in this city. The price of the '98

model has not as yet been fixed.

TOLD OF TOLEDO.

Toledo, Dec. 28.—Ott & Hcmley, makers

of the "Lucas" wheel, have applied for let-

ters patent on a new thing in handle-bars.

The adjustment is made from below, and the

handle is perfectly rigid, the stem not being

split.

Frank Chapman, formerly the agent here

for the Pope Manufacturing Co., has united his

fortunes with those of the U. S. Stamping Co.,

of Chicago, and after placing a number of

Eastern agencies, will have charge of the New
York headquarters for the company.

MEAN OLD CUSS.

"See that old guy over there?" said Scor-

chem to Overthem. "He's the worst that ever

happened."

"What did he did?" asked Overthem, with

true Western wit and trick of speech.

"He's got his clothes lined with tacks

—

points outward, of course. And there isn't

one of the gang dare run him down."

Both weep at the decadence of sport.

PREPOSTEROUS, OF COURSE.

"We'll suspend the cycle regulations as

soon as the real, simon-pure cold weather

comes along—no more arrests for fast riding,"

said the new police commissioner.

"Yessir; but why so?" queried his confrere.

"Why, don't you know that scorching at

zero is impossible?"

THEIR FULL NUMBER.

"About nine riders out of ten never fake

advice about their machines or the riding

thereof," observes one who has served a long

apprenticeship in the retail cycle trade. He
might have added, with no exaggeration, "and

the te'n'th follows the example of the other

nine."

KICKED INTO POPULAUITV.

A clergyman who had tried all other means

to attract attention to him.self and his utter-

ances, finally equipped the wheel he rode

with Kangaroo tires, and at once his sermons

jumped into popular favor.

PROTECTION NEEDED.

Cyclists wh<» scorch in cold weather need

crinsidcrnblc protection for their hands. Pe-

destrians who cross the road in front of thetn

need protection for their necks.

GAINING SAND.

The veteran rider shrinks not from a dust-

covered highway; but the nervous novice

hesitates, even while he well knows that his

riding there will cause him to acquire an

abundance of grit
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HERE IS A HAMMER.

When It Drops on Metal All Sorts of

Things Fall Out "Well Shaped
Beneath.

The largest man or the largest object of

whatever kind always attracts attention. It

follows that the/largest automatic drop-forged

hammer is of exceeding interest, and for that

reason the accompanying illustration and mat-

ter is worthy of heed and record. They re-

late to the largest hammer of the sort ever

manufactured, as far as known. The hammer
is the creation of the Billings & Spencer Co.,

Hartford, Conn., and has just been completed.

An idea of its size and dimensions is conveyed

by these figures:

Weight of hammer 3,00Q lbs.

Weight of base 60,000 lbs.

Total weight 90,000 lbs.

Size of base at bottom 45x90 in.

Length of uprights 11 ft. 3 in.

Between ways on uprights 18 in.

Height from floor to top of pulleys 16 ft. 9 in.

Total height required above floor to

operate machine 23 ft.

Diameter of pulleys 48 in.

Face of pulleys 10 in.

Distance between pulleys 48 in.

Revolutions per minute 80

Extreme fall 6 ft. 4 in.

Shortest automatic fall 31 in.

Bottom of casting to top of pulley 21 ft. 9 in.

The smaller illustrations show copper speci-

mens which were tested under hammers with

different weight bases.

No. 1 shows specimen of copper 1 inch in

diameter, 1 inch long.

No. 2, copper specimen, same as No. 1,

after being compressed in an Emery testing

machine to its full capacity, viz., 50 tons.

No. 3, copper specimen, same as No. 1,

after being struck one blow in a drop-hammer
with 1,100-pound hammer falling four feet on
a base weighing 9,000 pounds.

No. 4, copper specimen, same as No. 1.

after being struck one blow in a drop-hammer
with a hammer weighing 1,100 pounds, fall-

ing four feet, on an 18,000-pound base.

It will be noted that the two drop-hammers
were identical with the exception of the

weight of the bases.

As it now stands in the yard of the firm's

works, where it was erected at a considerable

expense especially for the purpose of being

photographed, it impresses the beholder with

a sense of its immense power. The anvil

upon which the giant hammer falls weighs

thirty-two tons, and it was necessary to cast

it in three sections to handle it. The hammer
itself weighs 3,000 pounds and the force with

which the big mass of wrought iron can strike

may be readily imagined. The hammer-head
was forged under the patents owned by the

Billings & Spencer Co. Hitherto such ham-
mer-heads have been either of cast iron or cast

steel, and the advantage of making them of

wrought iron forgings is generally conceded

to be superior in every respect.

The foundation inside the works upon

which the great hammer will be permanently

situated is made of concrete, formed of Port-

land cement and stone, banded or enclosed by

a wrought-iron frame made by the Berlin Iron

Bridge Co. It is 6 feet deep and measures 6Jx

4i feet. The principle of the automatic sys-

tem is comparatively new and is, in the opin-

ion of a great proportion of mechanics, fully

as effective as the steam. It has also the addi-

tional virtue of being easily manipulated by
one man, where a steam hammer requires two.

The hammer can be dropped from any height

and with any force desired, by a foot move-
ment, leaving the operator with both hands at

liberty.

The drop-hammer just finished will be used

principally for the big work which the firm

handles, including bicycle sprockets, connect-

ing rods for the Westinghouse engines, for

embossing and printing presses, and all other

heavy work, such as parts of locomotives and

similar forgings.

NO.

2

N0.3 N0.4

The ninuncr in wliieh tlio company .st.irtcd

in llic manufacture of drop-haminors is worthy

of note, because it had no intcnlion of build-

ing up such an immense business in that lino.

It had been buying for over twenty-five years

forges for its own use from various manufac-

turers, but the latter, not being users of their

own product, had no means of knowing the

faults and weaknesses which marred the per-

fection of the machines turned out. At last

the Billings & Spencer Co. made some for its

own use, and their superiority over all others

became so largely known that other manu-

facturers tried to buy similar ones. The com-

pany at first hesitated about embarking in that

line, but the demand was so great that it final-

ly did so, and the success met with is a most

glowing testimonial to the superiority of the

company's product.

SELLING TO THE BOYCOTTERS.

Boycotting is having the same result in

Great Britain that it had in Germany—the

sales of American cycles is vastly increased

thereby. Dealing with this, the New York
"Journal of Commerce" says: "Bicycle orders

from Europe continue very satisfactory.

The principal shipments being made are

to Hamburg and London. This week

two manufacturing concerns in the West, with

local export agents in this city, have entered

into contracts between them for upwards of

$25,000 worth for these markets. The ship-

ments to Hamburg during the week ending

Wednesday reached in value to $15,875, and

an active demand is expected by several of

the manufacturers who are prepared for Eu-
ropean trade."

HAS CORK IN IT.

C. Osborne Freese, representing the Clark

Cycle Tire Co., 105 Summer street, Boston,

was in New York during the last week, show-

ing samples of his Corker tire. The tire is

of the puncture-proof variety, and takes its

name from the material, cork, which is im-

bedded in its tread. It is claimed that the

selected cork employed adds nothing to the

weight of the tire. In all other aspects, the

article is not unlike other tires. It is made
in both racing and road weights, and, Mr.

Freese states, has met with a deal of favor.

It is understood that Frank Jones, a Boston

brewer, is backing the venture.

THERE ARE MANY OF THESE.

You all have seen a fussy old hen run back-

ward and forward and cackle and cluck when
her young ducklings ventured into the water

or a hawk attacked her flock; and that's the

way with many riders; they got excited at the

least little accident or unusual emergency of

any sort, and rush around and get in the way,

and do a pile of fuming and fussing, while

someone else attends to doing the necessary

work in the case and straightening out mat-

ters.

TALKING AT CROSS PURPOSES.

Sunday in (he suinn-hs. Traot-dislrihutiug

person to cyclist, who has icfusod to t.ike a

loallct as ho is preparing to mount .uid oon-

timio his journey: "My young friend, I'm

sorry to see you amusing yourself in this way.

The down hill road is ever dangerous."

With his mind on terrcstiai, not oolostial. af-

fairs, the viilor hastened to reply: "Wliy, no

sir; not if you have a good brauc and don't

coast it isn't."
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WHY PACING HELPS.

Among the many curious questions which

present themselves to the uninitiated observer

in connection with the now popular match

race is that of pacing. How is it, they ask,

that a single wheelman can tire out, say, in an

hour's race, five or six different multicycles,

each working four or five times during the

race? Why docs not the single rider tire be-

fore his pacers, who have the advantage of

employing three or four times his strength

upon one pair of wheels?

This is the explanation:

In the first place there is the moral, and, in

the second, the physical influence experienced

by the rider following a multicycle.

There is no doubt in the mind of any one

who has tried it, that the constant presence of

a friend or experienced pacemaker, who is

continually urging one on and sits within

easy talking distance, just in front of one's

wheel, is very cheerful to the rider, and a light

mind very often brings in its train light legs.

There is also the strong possibility that, hav-

ing one's nerves at the greatest possible ten-

sion during a race, the rider, after a period of

ceaselessly following the friendly multicycle,

is liable to a species of hypnotism suggested

by the continual motion.

The physical action of the pacing multicycle

is twofold. The simplest and most apparent

side of it is the fact that so large a bulk mov-

ing immediately in front of a rider must to a

great extent keep the wind ofl him. But it

does not stop there. The rapid passage of the

preceding multicycle produces a species of

vacuum in its immediate wake, into which it

seems quite certain that the rider is inap-

preciably drawn, whilst its creation naturally

makes a great difference to the amount of re-

sistance offered by the air to the rider and his

machine.

But, after all, even the foregoing is but a

theory, and. maybe, practically speaking, not

worth a red cent. Nevertheless, it is the only

theory that will satisfactorily account for the

difference between the amount of riding suffi-

cient to produce the same amount of baked-

ncss in pacemakers and riders, and students of

the game are welcome to find a better—if

they can.

A MICHAEL SOUVENIR.

The Union Cycle Mfg. Co., Highlandville.

Mass., are distributing a Michael souvenir.

The little fellow, as is well known, rides a

Union.

SI.X DAYS' PROMOTER TALKS.

After a man has for any length of time

been a match-maker for prize fighters he is

liable to lose the discretion which forms the

stock in trade of the manager of prize fighters,

the manager of baseball clubs, or even the

handicapping of racing men. That this is

true, witness the following defiant utterances

of Mr. "Jim" Kennedy to an "Argus" reporter,

at Albany, where Mr. "Jim" stopped off for a

few moments while on his way to Saratoga

with Mr. "Dave" Shafer.

It will come as a shock to Mr. "Jim's"

suave confreres in the American Racing .\sso-

ciation, Messrs. Brady, Powers and Batchel-

der, as well as to the august Board of League

Judges, which on Christmas day found

such a lovely Scotch verdict, to learn that

Mr. "Jim," according to the reporter,

"talked quite freely of the recent six-day

race," and in reply to the information volun-

teered by the "Argus" man that there would

be no more contests of such a nature, he gave

a peculiar smile and said:

"No more six-day races, hey? Well, there

will be and you can gamble on it. How can

they stop a six-day race? The people want it

and will have it. The talk and reports of the

races being brutal were the best advertising

we could get. When the people came out just

to see if the sensational newspaper accounts

were true and when they found they were not,

they went away only to return again, because

they had become interested in them. The
L. A. W. is talking of opposing such races,

but I'll warrant you that they will sanction one

next year."

While all Mr. "Jim" Kennedy says is un-

doubtedly true, and is, perhaps, but an open

expression of private intimations received from

those high in League power, still even the

League dollar-per-annum worm might turn,

and, if it did—well, there wouldn't be any

more Lcague-al six-day races, nor any more

L. A. W. officials as promoters, abettors or

officials thereof. Mr. "Jim's" suave partners

ought to caution him against talking. Many
another good thing like this League racing

snap has been lost to its possessors because

they talked too much.

REMARKABLE RACING COMBINE.

Talk about innocence! Here is what an

Atlanta (Ga.) paper says concerning the most
recent "combine," inaugurated to promote
the "best interests of racing":

"Bob Walthour and Jay Eaton have formed

a racing partnership and are now known as

'The Atlanta Team' in New York and there-

abouts. The Atlanta boy and the Jerseyman

will hereafter divide equally all winnings made
on the track.

"In speaking of the combine between him-

self and Eaton, Walthour said: 'Yes, it is

true that Jay and I have formed a partnership

and divide the money won equally. In open

racing it is a dead easy thing for one of us to

go into the race and pull the other and in this

way we are sure to get a piece of the money,

and usually it is a good large slice. As you
know, both of us are good riders and when we
join together and do team work it is a hard

matter to defeat us.'
"

If true, this remarkably open confession is

likely to get the firm of Eaton & Walthour

into trouble in short order. It simply means
that the men have combined to "throw races."

which is the plain English for Mr. Walthour's

"dead easy thing." It means that one man or

the other will not ride to win, which amounts

to the same thing.

WANT SANCTION FEE INCREASED.

The New York State Racing Board will

confer with the National Racing Board, and

recommend that the fee for State circuit

meet sanctions should be raised from five

dollars to ten dollars, for the purpose of mak-
ing the Division Board self-sustaining. The
membership of the board will also be in-

creased from three to five.

GAZETTED RECORDS.

The Racing Board has gazetted the follow-

ing amateur records: One-quarter mile,

against time, paced, made by E. A. Moross,

at Detroit, Mich., November 8, 1897, time,

0.24; one-third mile, 0.31 1-5; one-half mile,

0.50 2-5.

NEVER TOO LATE.

Verdi is trying to eclipse Cato's feat of

learning Greek at eighty by riding a bicycle

at eighty-two.

AT BLAKE'S REyiBST.

E. M. Blake, of Kccnc, N. H., one of the

developments of the year in the amateur ranks,

has been transferred to the professional class

at his own request.

A enhance for Investment.
There has l)e«-n invented, and a company is about to be organized to place on the market, a.slot machine

f. .r l>1'.wing up tires. The machine is hnishcd. and is now on exhibition at Messrs. Stettiner Urolhers, 22
'•- Street, New York. It has been examined by expert technical writers, and tlu-y, with tlu- newsixipers

V York, tin.Tuimously cotnniend it. The inventor is desirous of giving members of the bicvcle trade

'i-ome mterested in this niachine, and share in the large sum of money that is sure to

1 investment. The earning cjipacity of the slot machine for blowinj^ up tires is simply
1 <ivit (|uitc easily on

p-'I*'^'''
'.'T") niachine.-i, each machine earning a few cents

]
I 'lilted States, will net a handsome profit. The machine costs but little to

^.s.iry to si>end money to keep it supplied with materials, as it merely furni.shes
< vill be i>ut in rona houses, club houses, drug stores, grocery stores, and all places where
\\ '

1 irning cajwcity, the present pump will do away with f(X)t-pnmps of all

kind' HIT in the country would not prefer to have a pump thai he could, with
one t' lire and do away witii the endless amount of latior?

S' i!<-cl for the manufacture and sjile of the.se jiunips. Address the

BICYCLE SLOT MACHINE CO.. 22 Reade Street. New York City.
Kindly mcnlion The Wheel.
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Barnes Bicycles....
THE BEST TO BUY.
THE EASIEST TO SELL.
THE MOST SATISFACTORY TO HAVE.

The White Flyer for J898 is entirely different than any other wheel
ever produced. Its many talking-points will insure a ready sale at

a higher price than any other chain bicycle can command.
Other bicycles may be constructed to allow a big drop in the retail

price as soon as the season opens, but not so with the BARNES.
It is built upon honor and sold in the same manner.

Some of the New Points in Construction are :

Novel Flush Handle-Bar Clamping Device,
New Steel Hub,
Direct Self-Locking Tandem Spokes,

Oval Rear-Fork Above and Below,
New and Simple Crank-Hanger Adjustment,
New Departure Rear-Hub Brake.

The BARNES AGENCY for J898 is a desirable one to

not represented in your locality.
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And Then e^ «^ e^ «^

The seller of cheap pedals will wind up by stating that his

pedal is '^just as good." t^^^ Ah, there's the rub. ^^ Good enough to enable your

dealer to sell the bicycle^ but not good enough to keep it sold. ,^^ Honestly, Mr.

Manufacturer, when you have made a bicycle as good as can be made, is it not '"push-

penny economy" to add an inferior pedal to the equipment because it happens to be

cheap? «^^ Better think it over, and in the meantime write us for particulars of the

SIDWELL PEDAL, that adjusts **m the twinkling of an eye," and stays adjusted.

SIDWELL PEDAL COMPANY,
221 Columbus Ave., ^ ^ BOSTON, MASS.

t

•I

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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t A TTEMPTED IMITATORS are now trying t

T ^^ to overcome the same difficulties that we j
" had to contend with in 1893. They are exper- ±

imenting with what we learned almost five years j
ago. Anyone can make a sample piece. It is an ^
entirely different thing to make the entire pro- j
duct like it. +

The dealer must demand 2

"Pioneer" Fifty Point I

Carbon Steel Tube I

to satisfy the rider—the rider must have it to be T
content. I

We invite our customers to come in on our

floor and select their tube—test specimens from

the general run, and to take any piece they choose

to select as a sample of excellence.

No Specially Prepared Samples.

THE POPE TUBE CO., - HARTFORD, CONN.

"Pioneers" in Correct Composition.

I

I

We should be pleasetl to quote you discounts on application.

5 Send for Printed Matter.

t t
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Kiridiv mention The \\heel.

I A Ball-Bearing I

Cycle Wrench
WITH SLIDING JAW.

o
o
o
o
o

o

I

o

o

^
Patented.

^_ To open the Jawi, turn the nut as

^ usual.

To rliiM' t^^ Jiiw)!, Rlinply

^ ini^li I lie iiiDViilil)' .jiiw r€>r-

»iiril uilh tilt' lliiiiiili.

In I I M The nut revolves on chilled halls

mil the cfinc (rlctii)n clutch holds it

. .il anv (i^iini, thus admitlinK of the—"*, nnput liistunlHnviMiri ndjuiit-

^^^V ' ' nit'iit, and avoiilini; slippinK and
^^ wearlnifoff the edtfcs of nuts.

T ' !inr»t Kr^dc of drop-forged steel,

c->»- nh WcihIu, Jil-j ouncei. Kvciy
>•' - ' ". • i <>*ttere<l jaws.

I>RAI.KR<«-Il«tt«r writn kt onro nn<l li-t ii*

fiirnUli flrrtros, Plr., •» you rnii Hat II In your
'OH r»ti>l»K.

BALL-BEARING WRENCH CO.,
168 Church St., Now York.

6 Ktii4lr mealion Tlie Wheel.
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*'Also Bans"

are content

with "Any

Old Thing."

If YOU want the LATEST thing

in Bicycles, ride a RELAY with the

You See The Balls

CRANK-BRACKET.
(Patented M.-»rch 9, 1897.)

SEND FOB CATALOGUE.

RELAY MFG. CO.,
Reading, Pa.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

>} • • ^m •

WE ARE NOW READY FOR '"98."

Anything: and Everything in Bicycle Material and Sundries.

The Indki'Kndent E.kpandkr is

the very latest and most apjiroved

Clanipinj; Device on the market. It is

needed to make an Up-TO-DaTE Whkkl.
Are you looking for medium and high

grade material at popular prices? If so,

write for catalogue and prices. Blue

prints of our fittings furnished with every

set, giving full dimensions.

INDEPENDENT SUPPLY CO.,
152 and 154 Lake Street. CHICAGO.

^110.
We guarantee the Luthy Wheel to be :

The Handsomest in Design and Finish.

The Best in Material and Workmanship
The Most Perfect in its Lines and Bearings.

The Easiest and Smoothest Running Wheel in the World.
^ A rcw acLCCT AOCNacs souciTto. .

^Vl \ki'm id > 1 PJlT^
MAKERS,

mmomiA.. i\.u\>ao\s.
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MORE TIRE TALK.

Veteran Duryea Sheds New IVight Upon the

Much-Discussed Tire Speed

Question.

I am pleased to see the tire fabric question

has come up again and have read with interest

the several articles thereon. While this sub-

ject has been discussed and settled several

times in the past, it is new to the many new
riders and a large number of the old ones. The
parties most interested in this fabric question

are the riders, for they have to supply the

extra muscle required to push a poor tire.

That there is a difference in tires no one

denies. What that difference is and which

form of tire is best are the important ques-

tions.

To solve these I constructed in 1892 a rec-

ording resiliometer (the first in the world, I

think), and made many hundred cards. These

tests showed that of the tires then in use some

required 25 per cent less power to propel than

others; and that the best makes showed a dif-

ference of 2, to 5 per cent. From this it will

be seen that it is a very important question

what tire is used.

In order to properly discuss this question

we must know where the tire is to be used. If

on a track, for racing purposes, where it can

be used without fear of puncture or need of

care for length of life, the tire should be

as thin and light as possible. Merely

an air-tube, a fabric to hold same and

just enough rubber to keep the fab-

ric from wearing out. The object of the

tire is to smooth the road and air makes the

best smoother; so the desire is to get the full

effect of the air. To do this it should be

bound and hampered by as little fabric and

rubber as possible.

On the race track where there are no ob-

stacles of any noticeable height, the action of

the tire is not so pronounced as on roads where

stones and gravel are constantly met. There-

fore a racing tire can be of almost any style

of fabric so long as it is flexible. It simply

flattens a little when in use.

The road tire is an entirely different problem.

It meets all kinds of obstacles, big and little,

sharp and smooth. It must stand all kinds of

weather and must last a year or two or it will

not satisfy the rider. We have fortunately

outlived that period when every cyclist was a

scorcher. The use of racing tires on the road

is not so common now. The thing wanted is

a road tire that will not 'easily puncture; that

shall contain rubber enough to have a wear-

ing surface sufficient for a year or two, be-

sides properly protecting the fabric from the

weather, that it may be repaired easily and

permanently, and, that all other things being

equal, pushes easiest and jolts least. These

two latter features are the important ones. To
propel easily and jolt little. It they can be had

a rider will finish his rides fresh in muscle and

nerve. To propel easily the tire must be re-

silient; to jolt little it must- swallow the ob-

stacles. Resilience and receptivity. These

are the two main requisites of a road tire.

The racing tire needs only the former. This

fact most road riders overlook, and so do not

ask for and get as good a road tire as they

might have.

A perfectly resilient object is one that will

rebound to the height from which it dropped;

or one that pushes back as fully and as quickly

as it was pushed. The most resilient tire is

the one that will push forward most behind
the centre of the spot that contacts with the

ground. It must act quickly or the wheel will

roll and lift the compressed spot away from
the ground so that it can not act. It must
not be hampered by the fabric or anything

else, or its effect is lost, wholly or in part. It

mus't have sufficient amplitude to permit a use-

ful amount of compression.

A glass marble is more resilient than an air-

tire if dropped on certain surfaces, but it has

not sufficient amplitude for cycle use and won't

rebound from so soft a surface as the ordin-

ary road.

The most resilient thing yet found for the

purpose and under the conditions is a ring of

compressed air about If inches in cross sec-

tion diameter. Imagine this ring without any

tube or jacket. The higher its compression

the quicker it acts and the heavier load it will

carry, but the less its amplitude. Therefore, a

racing tire should be small in section and

pumped hard.

The road tire must have greater amplitude

or size and must not jolt. This would seem

to mean that it must be pumped soft; but not

so. It must swallow the obstacles. If the

imaginary ring above mentioned met a pebble

it would simply swallow it and reject it as

soon as the wheel passed beyond it. This is

exactly what the road tire should do, and this

it will do, if the fabric does not prevent such

an action. If it does this the tire may still be

pumped hard and it will be both fast and com-
fortable.

How to secure this action is the question.

Let us look at a few threads. Suppose a non-

stretching thread or wire be placed around

the thread of the aforesaid air-ring. Now roll

the wheel over a lead pencil and watch the

action. The wire can not stretch and to dent

it at one point requires that the whole thread

be compressed, which is impossible, so it sim-

ply flattens around the contact point till there

is sufficient flat surface to lift the load. The
load is lifted, the wheel leaves the ground and

the rider gets a jolt.

Suppose, in the ne.xt instance, two threads

diagonal to the length of the tire, but cross-

ing each other at right angles, as is common.
They flatten and compress a square section

and the load is lifted a height proportionate

to the section compressed.

Suppose, finally, that the thread lies cross-

wise. In that case only that air in actual con-

tact is affected. The obstacle sinks into the

air-ring, and so little does it add to the pres-

sure thereof, that little or none of the lifting-

effect above mentioned is found. The obstacle

receives its share of the pressure and the road

surface around it carries the remainder. There

is no jolt, for there has' been no lift. There is

little lost power for there has been no lift.

The cross thread is the theoreticallv perfect

means for holding the compressed air. l.Jn-

fortunately, several other considerations enter

in practice. Not only must the air ix- held in

shape, but the tire which holds it must ho hold

to the rim. Threads crosswise hold the air

best. Threads lengthwise hold the tiro to tho

rim best. Threads diagonally do both, not

properly, but good enough to sell. With tiic

aid of cement such a tire will stick to the rim

fairly well; while so long as the rider knows
no bettor it is resilient enough to suit. Finally

it is cheap and this goes a long way toward

hiding its mediocrity. Tho cross thread tiio

requires a separate means of holding the tire

to the rim and this difficulty more thari any

other has kept this form of tire from being

prominent on the market. The added fasten-

ing makes a cost that comes out of the maker's

pocket and for which he receives no credit be-

cause the rider does not know the difference.

The maker saves money by buying the com-

bination article, the rider is happy in his ignor-

ance and the world moves on.

C. E. Duryea.

IN THE BEGINNING.

One thing which strikes an unprejudiced

non-riding observer as peculiar, is the utter dis-

regard for appearance which the true cyclist

has.

Men ordinarily proud of their physique

double up like a grasshopper on the wheel,

and women, whose fat, dumpy figures in

sane moments compel them to wear the ex-

treme length skirts, blossom forth in cos-

tumes that a Fiji Islander would envy.

But after all, the fact that cycling once

taken is incurable, is the thing that is para-

mount in importance to those poor non-riding

souls who believe that they see in cycling a

sort of perambulating plague. Those suf-

fering from general nervousness, therefore,

and susceptible to common ailments, should

look out.

An ounce of prevention is worth just as

much against the contracting of a love for

cycling and fresh air as against anything else,

and if proper steps are taken, a person may
be saved.

But when the poison once begins to work

everything is lost; former prejudices are gone

to the winds and the click of the cyclometer

seems to be the sweetest music in the vic-

tim's ears.

SQUELCHING THE FAKE HOTEL.

The League Hotel Committee of New
York State Division made the following

recommendations: Hotels must make a con-

tract, and agree to forfeit fifty dollars for

violation of contract. Each hotel should be

furnished with a steel enameled sign, paying

for it ten dollars, five dollars of which are

returned at the expiration of the hotel con-

tract. The division should furnish each

League hotel-keeper with a cloth-lined map
of the section in which his hotel is located, for

reference by traveling wheelmen. It is sug-

gested that League hotel discounts should be

uniformly 10 per cent.

THE ONWARD ORIENT.

"Yes, we're
"

The high priest of Vishnu gazod sorrowfully

at the disused car of juggornaut oohwohhod in

tho temple crypt.
" not in it now!"

Rolow in tho streets tho tinklo of tho sooroh-

or's boll told how truly tlio high priest spake,

and showed thai llioy li;ul now ways to gain

old onds nowadays in tho onoo saorod city ol

lionaros.

WAIL OF THE BITTER ONE.

"Cycling is a foast of life."

"Vos, and doing so on a bargain-counter

machine is washing tho dishes and returning

tluMu to their former places."
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CATALOGUE CONSTRUCTION.

What a Student of Trade Menus Has De-

cided ReKnrdiuK Tbelr Faults and

Fallings.

There li.is li.Trdly been a day in tlic last four

or five years that I have not had occasit>n to

examine one or more catalogues in diflferent

lines of the cycle trade. In fact, it has been

part of my regular work and I may be said

to have a more or less intimate acquaintance

with the subject, although I never prepared

a catalogue in my life and don't expect to do

so unless some manufacturer believes from

what I write that I can be of service to him

and will employ me for that purpose. Even

then I would be obliged to admit my doubts

as to success, as it is much easier to criticise

work than to do it, and I might prove a dis-

mal failure in a matter about which I am dis-

posed to find fault at times.

A considerable amount of work is expended

on the average catalogue, but it is not always

of the right kind. It may fail of its purpose

for reasons that are not apparent to the com-

pilers, but which many readers determine at

a glance. A striking absence of originality

is evident in a great majority. They arc

steref)typed in phraseology and form and do

not change materially from year to year.

What is called current trade literature—the

pamphlets, booklets, advertising dodgers and

so on—are often infinitely better than the

catalogues for the same house, and just as

often, I believe, do they accomplish a better

purpose and sell more goods than the larger

and vastly more expensive work.

.A too great reliance is placed on cuts or

half-tones. They are supposed, at least, to

indicate the goods as they are, to be actual

reproductions so far as this can be accom-

lished with paper and ink. They may look

a little better than the originals, just as a

photograph of a man or woman is an im-

provement on the subject before the camera.

hut this is the result of a natural jlesire to

make the best possible showing and is rather

to be commended than otherwise.

Still, these illustrations do not answer their

purpose unless they are accompanied by

readable and understandable descriptions in

which matters of technical detail arc sup-

plemented by the use of plain English wherein

the meaning is clearly expressed and supcr-

rtuous adjectives arc omitted. Clearly stated

facts that arc capable of proof go much far-

ther with the average reader of a catalogue

than the presentation of grandiloquent claims

about which the reader may have a doubt.

Primarily, the catalogue is intended for

tlic dealer. But it has a wider use. It not

infrequently includes parts and sundries

which the agent does not carry in stock and

about which he knows nothing excepting

what is given in the printed matter. He may

be able to describe the goods from the cata-

logue, yet he is jusi as likely to fail. The

fault •* not his, but belongs to the compiler.

The customer, knowing nothing of technical

details, is absolutely at sea when he tackles

the average catalogue, an<l the assistance

given bjr the dealer cannot always be de-

pended upon to help him out. And yet thai

very catalogue is intended to act as a medium

(or the sale of goods.

It may be valuable in many respects, it may

be better than others, but it is deficient in the

essential qualities of an unspeaking sales-

man and fails because it has not been brought
down to the trade iniellineiicc of the reader.

I sometimes find ditticulty in obtaining a

full description of an article from the printed

matter in a catalogue—such a description, I

mean, as I can thoroughly understand—do-

spite the fact of a long experience that should,

il it does not. (jualily me for getting what I

want in this kind of work.

The inexperienced or casual reader is not

expected to do any better, and yet they

outnumber the other kind by a thousand to

one.

There is one phase of catalogue work on

which effort seems to me to be wasted, and I

am going to touch on it, even at the risk of

oflfending some people who are otherwise my
friends. I mean the chronic habit of almost

every manufacturer for calling the machine,

sundry or part that he makes the best. Take
a dozen or more catalogues covering the

same kind and grade of these goods, and each

one i> better than all of the others. How is this

possible? They all may be equally good, yet

it is practically impossible for all of them to

be the best, even though each one may have

some characteristic that distinguishes it from

the others.

Therefore, when the dealer or the buyer

finds that all cycle manufacturers claim the

distinction of making the best, and that all

the rest arc inferior, he is confronted with a

problem in mathematics that is probably be-

yond his ability to solve. He may have be-

come so accustomed to the use of the term

that he appreciates its lack of meaning and

prefers to determine the matter for himself, as

most people do, anyway, and I believe that if

I were buying things from cycle catalogues

I would take those about which the facts were

plainly and concisely stated and ignore "the

bests," wherever I could.

I said in the first paragraph iliat I would

probably make a failure in preparing a cata-

logue, despite my experience in reading them.

Hut let me see, how I can succeed in giving

out a few ideas about their preparation, mak-

ing each point an item by itself. Here they

are, without money or price.

Let the subject matter be as brief as possi-

ble, neither wasting type nor your readers'

time.

Let the descriptive matter of each separate

article be comprehensive, but concise, using

plain language and giving all the necessary

facts.

In covering separate details, endeavor to

show their relation to each other so that the

completed whole may be understood.

General descriptions. plainly worded,

should show the construction in all its de-

tails, even to the extent of giving sectional

views with the necessary explanations, wher

ever allowable.

,M1 the reading matter should l>c definite

and conclusive, not omitting a line of f.tct

and not including a superfluous word.

If the article described has an individual

merit possessed by none others, state the

claim to this effect and show the reason for

making it.

If the word best should be used, present

the proof or what is thought to be the proof,

and afford the reader some opportunity for

exercising his own judgment. He will then

have greater confidence in tlie claim.

Originality in expression and .style is of

vast consideration when not "too fresh."

There is too much originality sometimes, too

much style and not enough substance, even

though given in an excess of matter.

Don't let the printer spoil your work. If

colors are used, see that they harmonize.

There are better artists in business than in

the profession, and they don't like to have

their artistic taste offended.

Don't use small type or inferior paper.

Many readers cannot see very well, and if

they are obliged to pick out the words they

arc not likely to pick out the goods about

which they find difficulty in learning.

.\ manufacturer may know all about his

own goods and yet fail in telling their story,

because he thinks the goods will speak for

tlieinsclves. So they may, when the buying

public has a chance to examine them, but

they don't have this chance in the catalogue

and the nearest approach to this is a word
picture in which the facts are given as they

are and for what they are worth.

An Outsider.

TIRE PKESSUKB IN POU.V0S.

An inquisitive rider declares he has by re-

peated experiments found that a tire shows its

greatest resiliency at an inflation of "iTi pounds

of air pressure to the square inch. The re-

bounding qualities are, he says, practically

the same at 40 pounds as they are at 20

pounds pressure. These tests being made by

dropping the inflated tire six feet and measur-

ing the rebound.

From all this the tester concludes that all

riders who are desirous of getting the full ad-

vantage of the use of pneumatic tires will

keep them inflated as near 27i pounds pres-

sure as is consistent with the safe carrying of

their weight.

In sub.stantiation of his argument that a

great number of tires are ruined by too much
attention to the inflator. and that hard-blown

tires are not necessary lor the prevention of

punctures, the tester says he has been riding

pneumatic tires constantly since 1891, and has

only had two punctures, although during two

of the years he rode nearly 5,(t(t0 miles, and

in no year did he ride less than 'J,500 miles.

KEEP POSTED.

It is not enough for a superintendent in

the factory, or a salesman on the road or

behind the counter to know the price of bi-

cycles or their parts in order that he may so

inforiTi the man who employs him or the one

he sells to. That is a very superficial knowl-

edge, and its possession is small credit even

to a boy.

A complete knowledge of the prevailing

market conditions, probabilities of a decline

or advance, embodies information which goes

much deeper than this. The employee who

aimlessly depends for these things upon what

he hears from his employer or some sales-

man, really acquires no information at all.

Let him study for himself.

In other words, let him carefully study

every line and every advertisement in each

week's issue of his trade paper. There is

no possible educator so excellent.

Wll.l. HE ATTENDED TO.

The manufacturer who relies upon posterity

to do him and the wheel he builds justice will

not feel the |)ain of disappoinlmcnl.
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High Grade.

High Price.

On Time

That's Us.

i RECORD PEDALS I

I i

Nine Styles. Prompt Attention
You haven't got the best if you haven't got the RECORD.

Record Pedal Mfg. Co.,
Kindly mention The Wheel. HICHLANDVILLE, MASS.

The

NEWiWORLD
( The '98 Model

)

Is Now Ready to be Discovered ^
and

THE WISE AGENT
WILL REQUIRE NO FURTHER HINT
TO START HIM ON THE VOYAGE
OF DISCOVERY. ^ ^ ^ ^ .* .<

See New "Monte Cristo"

Catalogue.
Arnold, Schwinn & Co*

CHICAGO.

Kinilly niinlidii I'lir W hcrl.
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SURMOUNTING OF GRADES.

Riding iij) ordinary hills is purely a knack,

which is only accjuircd by practice. For this

reason novices should make a point of riding

up all the moderate hills they can.

If the eflfort never be made, cycling will

always be more or less irksome, and unless

hills can be ridden fairly well, half the pleas-

ure to be derived from the pastime will be

missed. Yet a great many riders never make

the eflfort and consequently walk hills which

they should ride up with ease.

It is worth while to undergo a little fatigue

and discomfort for a month or so in order

to become proficient. The great rule to re-

member is to keep the ball of the foot upon

the pedal, and to ankle properly, so that the

power is applied fairly evenly for about two-

thirds of the complete pedal revolution.

Steer straight, and do not pull at the handles

until you are positively compelled to do so.

Of course, riders who are not over-strong,

or young, or who suffer from any organic

disease, should walk all but the very slightest

hills, but even middle-aged people in ordin-

ary health may practice hill-climbing with

considerable advantage, and will enjoy their

cycling all the more in consequence.

Toe-clips are of considerable assistance to

some people in this connection, but ordinarily

they will be found of little or no benefit, ex-

cept for fast work. They are, moreover,

very apt to lead to a slovenly way of pedaling,

which is much to he deplored.

CHICAGO'S ANTI-COWARD LAW,

The Chicago anti-coward ordinance, which

has been promulgated and is now in force, is

as follows:

Any person «ho, while riding, driving or propelling

a bicycle or other vehicle or instrument of that gen-

eral character, or while engaged in any other method

of locomotiiin. thall run against, upon or over any

person upon the public highway, or the property of

any person in his personal possession or use, in

such manner as might do an injury or cause damage

to such person or prr>pcrty, and shall not stop

at oncf to ascertain the extent of such in-

jury and to render such assistance as may be needed,

and shall refuse to give his or her true name and resi-

dence, or shall give a false name and residence

when asked for by the person so injured, or by any

other person in his behalf, shall be guilty of a mis-

demeanor, ami ujron conviction thereof shall be fined

not less than hv; (tTi) dollars nor more than one

hnnitrrd (tlf>) ilollars.

B.XBCl'TIVE " NEWS."

The following intcre.-iting items are culled

from the last "executive bulletin of news and

notes from the League of American Wheel-
men":

A good bicycle, with decent use, will last six sea-

sons or more, and a pair of road tires of fair weight

may be ridden Irom 6,000 to 10,000 mjles on ordinary

roads. An English authority states that a pair of

tires in one instance was known to run 25.000 miles

and still be fit for use.

L. A. \V. members during 1898 will have an ad-

vantage not heretofore provided, in the form of

reduced subscription prices to many popular peri-

odicals, magazines and papers. Favorable "club

rates" have already been granted by many publica-

tions, and a full printed list, witn stated discounts

and subscription blanks will .shortly be sent to the

officers of the several State divisions.

The use of toe-clips, even by laayriders, is steadily

increasing. They make pedaling easier and the foot

pressure more uniform and more constant ; they

keep the foot in place, prevent the slipping of the

pedals at critical times and save the rider many bad
falls and perhaps serious accidents. Riding with toe-

clips is vastly easier than without, and no rider who
ever used toe-clips continuously for a week was after-

wards content to ride without them

FASTENING ON HANDLES.

Cork handles which h.ivo become loose

may easily be fastened by the aid of a little

tire cement and a hot poker. Take oflf the

loose handles, then apply a light to a piece of

cement, which smear on tlie handle-bar. You
can also drop a little cement inside the handle,

heat the poker or a piece of iron, and push the

end into the handle-bar for about six inches,

holding it there until the bar is hot enough

to make the cement melt so that you can

easily push in the handle. Leave for hall

an hour to cool, and you will find the handle

firmly fixed. It inay be that there is already

enough cement in the handle, and it only re-

quires heating to make it run.

MERE MUD REMOVING.

If. from iiii:i\(>i(lal)le causes, mud is al-

lowed to get try on the enamel before it can

be removed, the following plan will remove it

without injuring the enamel. Dip a rag in

kerosene oil. and with the aid of the moist-

ened cloth mud will come off easily. Never,

under any cirrtnnstances, attempt to pick the

dried mii<l off.

TIPS ON TIRES.

"The ordinary tire," says the Newton Rub-
ber Works, in their '!»8 catalogue, just issued,

"is formed on a cylindrical pole, the length

of the circumference intended, after which it is

removed, and the two ends brought together

to form the tire, causing the fabric and rub-

ber on the tread to stretch, and on the rim side

to contract abnormally. In this position it

is put in a mould, vulcanized under a great

pressure, thereby not only destroying the fibre

of the fabric and rubber, but also rigidly fix-

ing these parts, making practically a lifeless

tire to be filled with air. Result—hard riding

and unserviceable tires.

"The Newton tires are constructed on cir-

cular forms, and of the best fabric and rubber,

which forms and. retains in their normal posi-

tion the fabric and rubber, until the tires are

completed (or vulcanized), and being vulcan-

ized without pressure, in this position, the

fibre of the fabric and rubber is in nowise in-

jured, and upon inflation not only causes the

tires to expand in their sectional diameter, but

also to constrict in rim diameter, thereby grip-

ping the rim closely. Result—easy riding and

serviceable tires."

The Newton people will continue to market

both single and double tube tires. They have

added a rasp or rough-tread tire, and corru-

gated tire to their line, also a single-tube made

sjiecially for the foreign trade.

THE GOOD WORK GOES ON.

Washingiuii, D. C. ha.s adopted a universal

lights law, which will not. however, go into

effect until March 1st next. The law applies

to all vehicles. Trucks, coal-carts and farm-

wagons, as well as carriages and bicycles, must

be provideil with lamijs.

THE VERY LAST ONE.

"There's not a bit of use trying to keep

air in that tire! That's a solid fact."

"Oh, Paw?"
"Well?"

"How can a solid fact leak out?"

FULL OF HOLES.

Philadelphia has contributed the Puncture

Wheelmen to the list of oddly-titled organiza

lions.

'98 BUVICRS Wai.U BK JUSTIFIED
IN

Demanding Reputable Saddles.

Saddles Have..
an established reputation for

It will be costly to experiment
with trashv imitations

R. B. McMULLEN & CO.. Chicago and New York.

HUNT MFC. CO., Westboro. IMass.
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Second to None.

Acknowledged by the Rac-

ing Fraternity to be the Speediest Tire yet Produced.

Foxhound Tires
in|

l/||l/>o|| T^jfAC Mediam-Priced Tire. The Equal of Many So-Called ±
I UlLCllI I 11 VO Standard Tires Now on the Market.

^lade by L. C. CHASE & CO., BOSTON.

Branches: NEW YORK, CHICAGO, PHILADELPHIA, BUFFALO, SAN FRANCISCO, LONDON
^•fii^<}><|>if>i^<fi>jCii|^.}.<|f.ijUi]^<^if><f>>:fii;^i|^^>^>^>ti.{><)^>|>>^>{><f><f><^

To Become a Cyclist

Made by
Edward Miller & Co,

Meriden, Conn,
U.S.A.

We
Make
'Em.

It is first necessary to secure a bicycle.

But you are not ^jt^^^jt^^^^

and one of

Properly

Equipped

Unless you have one oi Jt jt ,^ Ji jt ^ ^

Miller's A-1 Lamps,

Burdick Cyclometer,

Miller's Royal Bells....

CORRESPONDENCE REQUESTED,

EDWARD MILLER & CO.,
New York Branch, 28 and 30 Rroadway.

Boston Branch, 63 Pearl St. Kindly mention The Wheet
MERIDEN, CONN.
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LARGER GEAR WHEELS.

These, an Expert Believea, Will Improve the

Chalnlesa Facts Aboat Gears and

Gear Cutters.

One of the disturbing problems confronting

the manufactnrer of bicycles at the present

time is the <iiiestiijn of cliainlcss wheels; and

this is not altogether a matter of the style of

machine employed—whether bevel or spur-

gears—but also as to the kind of gears which

shall be utilized for either inetiiod. The pro-

cess of manufacture alone is of great import-

ance. E.xperts vary, not only on the size of

the gear, siiape of tooth, etc., but on process of

cutting, as well.

Hugo Bilgram. of Philadelphia, who is one

of the leading authorities on gear-cutting in

tlic United States, cuts his gears by means of

a special machine invented by himself, which

is nothing more nor less than a modified

planer. This has a reciprocating motion,

whereby the tool travels backward and for-

ward in a straight line, being immovable so

far as any lateral or circular motion is con-

cerned. This, Mr. Bilgram claims, enables

him to cut a tooth more mathematically exact

than in the style of machine used by Pratt &
Whitney (which is known as the Warren), in

which the wheel to be cut is stationary, tlie

tool itself having a rotary movement.

Theoretically, perhaps, this claim of greater

accuracy is correct; but, practically, the varia-

tion amounts to so little as to be of comparative-

ly slight moment. .\t the same time, it must be

confessed that the greater the exactitude of the

gears cut, the easier the running of the

wheels, as the teeth articulate one with the

other. In fact, it is broadly claimed that no
gear-driven bicycle will run as easily at first

as after the surfaces have become uniformly

worn; and this claim apparently is borne out

by experience with those machines that have

been placed on the market up to this time.

Discussion as to the proper method of cut-

ting these gears is waging pro and con. be-

twceen the advocates of the various styles.

Practically,' there arc but two styles of ma-
chine on the market adapted for this class of

work; one, the Bilgram pattern, the other the

Warren. Both are expensive; and, although

it is possible, as was stated in The Wiikel, in

an article on this subject some time since, for

any bright superintendent to make fixtures for

his milling machines which would enable gear-

cutting to be done for the building of a com-
paratively limited number of chainless bi-

cycles, yet the acctiracy of the work d(jne by

this method would scarcely prove to be up to

the standard neces.sary to produce that ease

of runtrntr ntul durability necessary to make
the cli -ycle a popular one. Yet it is

more i y that a number of the smaller

thop» will endeavor to build chainless bicycles

in thi!< manner, putting them on the market at

a cheaper price, if the danger of litigation can

be avoid" il . .IS iIh rcby ihcy avoid the very

large oiitl.iv ttMinnd for the installation of

cither tin-
''

I itiac'hiiics.

George • itcer in gear-cut-

ting by mc.ins oi |«i.i:iiiig, lollnwrd by Glca-

son, of l<oclH>l<r. who is now making gear-

cutters on the planer systmi, a- well a.s gear.

Bilgram. while Mi.iking K^.lr^ (or tin- tr.idr. re

fuses to sell his machinrn, prr(< inng to dn the

\\
'

' II that il I'. difli<'iill |o

), iiir run llie in;i( hines

in kuch a niaiuicf «« to secure the best results.

as they require very careful handling, being, in

fact, adjusted with almost the accuracy of

mathematic instriiiiu-iu-. .\lr. Bil>;rain states

that, in his opinion, better results would be at-

tained by the use of larger gear-wheels than arc

being made for the present type of bevel-gear

safety, the larger circumference not only se-

curing greater leverage, but obviating to a

very large extent the grinding noise or

"purr" which is now noticeable in the run-

ning of most of the machines.

He claims, as stated above, that the

absolutely correct gear-cutting is theo-

retically by planing. The stress on the

tooth governs the face and diameter of

the gear; and, in bevel-gears, the narrow face

gear or short tooth is an advantage. In the

Pope Mfg. Co.'s bevel-gear, the drive or

crank-gear has 40 teeth. 10-pitch; while the

pinion has 15 teeth, 10-pitch. The rear gears

are a 23, driving a 24-tooth witli a 10-pitch.

The old League chainless utilized larger

gear wheels, and, as is well-known, none of

these have ever worn out; on the contrary^

having improved in ease of running by age

and use. It is, therefore, reasonable to sup-

pose that the same results should be obtained

by the new bevel-geared bicycles, made with

the result of the added experience and experi-

ments of the past three years, to say nothing of

improved machinery for producing accurate

work.

CARRYING A LOAD.

When a bicycle carries a man weighing at

least 15<i pounds, a large bundle of wall paper,

a collapsible table, such as is used by paper-

hangers, a filled diniier-pail and a kit of tools

it might properly be called a "beast of bur-

den." This is what a bicycle transported over

the asi)halted surface of the Boulevard a few

days ago. Those who saw the burden did not

know whether to admire most the stanch little

wheel that carried it or the ingenuity displayed

by the wheelman in arranging and balancing

his mixe<l cargo.

The paper-hanger, who thus transported

himself Harlemward with his paper and tools,

had his rolls of wall-paper hanging in a sling

from his shoulder. His table was strapped to

tile top tube of the wheel frame, with one end

sticking two feet beyond the handle-bar. His

dinner pail was tied securely to the handle-

bar and his kit of tools was snug in a luggage-

carrier over the front wheel. .Apparently he

was in no wise inconvenienced by the load,

nor did the table seem to interfere with his

pedaling.

THEY GET THE MONEY

"M;iny oi our greatest thinkers coniciKf

tliat the thousands of thousands of cheap bi-

cycles the big ilry goods stores have thrown

upon the market is the cause of our hartl

times, and do? you know I'm bigiiiniiig to

believe it."

"Why? It neeesiJitalcs considerable inllatioii.

lon'l it?"

^l'S, but it concentrates wealth."

"Oh, in the hands of the department store

people, ch?"

"No, the repairers."

ROSE-HUED IN READING.

Heading. Pa., Dec. 2(>.—The Reading trade

views prospects through rose-tinted glasses.

During the past few days your correspondent

has called at the several factories to ascertain

the prospects for the '!18 trade and interviewed

the different manufacturers, and with scarcely

an exception found them busy and full of

good cheer. The retail trade is making a

great display and effort to cultivate and cap-

ture Christmas trade.

The Acme Manufacturing Co. is working
nights to turn out Stormers and is a much
busier place at this time than at the same per-

iod last year. The Star Screw Machine Co., of

which J. George Ziegler, formerly connected

with the Relay Manufacturing Co.. is proprie-

tor, now occupy a well equipped plant at

Second and Buttonwood streets, and are also

l)usy, the entire plant running on full time. Mr.

Ziegler will manufacture nothing but the Star

hub. This hub is made from the •solid bar

and is claimed to be the most perfectly design-

ed and easily adjusted hub on the market.

The Reading Standard Manufacturing Co. is

working full time to supply the demand for

their wheels. President's Remppis told the

Wheel's correspondent that they had already

disposed of nearly one-half of their output,

and only the slow arrival of raw material pre-

vents them from working nights.

The Keystone Cycle Co., located in West
Reading, say they are satisfied with the out-

look for the season of '98. They at present are

negotiating for several goud-sized orders,

which they expect to land within a short time.

They will make a specially of the Spinaway,
Kyle and Yellow Kid, which will retail at

$45, $50 and $G0 respectively. The company
employs lOU men and their plant is equipped
with the latest improved machinery, some of

it being of their own special construction.

Walter D. Greth and Harry B. Schwartz are

opening bicycle stores in this city lor the sale

of bicycles and bicycle sundries. Both are

well known among the trade and experienced

mechanics.

ALL BROKEN UP.

"Been riding that bicycle your wile made
you a Christmas present of?" asked the whole
man |)leasantly.

The man with chunks missing from various

parts of his person looked at the whole man
fiercely.

"Part of my scalp is gone, isn't it?" he

asked.

"Yes."

"A furrow has been gouged along one
cheek, hasn't il?"

"Yes."

"There are bandages upon various parts of

my body, aren't there?"

"Yes."

"Then why do you deem it necessary to

ask me if I have been riding that bargain-

counter bicycle?"

LET IT SLIDE.

A liog IN a good tiling, maybr. but when
you enc<junter one on the rj)ad never attempt

to push It along.

TIMELY AND TRIE.

A little courtesy, a word oi thanks, a little

iIioukIiI for the convenience and comfort of

others, will bring respect where the sudden

ringing nf the bell, a shout, or an indignant

ulare if folks don't scurry out of the way. will

iiiakr enemies by the score, and bring down
fhscrvcd anathemas on the head of the

thoughtless and ignoKint one.
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CHRISTY SADDLE PATENTS...
Recognized by fair-dealings responsible saddle manufacturers*

The following letter speaks for itself: ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^

THE Kells manufacturing CO.
^*«» MANUFACTURERS OF

, DISTANCC

TE:LEPHONt

No. 3894.

BICYCLE

SADDLES. &c.

y.tewi(mcl, ym,0, Deceml)er 20,1897-

Messrs. Redding, Kiddle & Greeley,
Counsel for H. A. Christy & Co.,

New York City.

Gentlemen;
Referring to the suit recently commenced by H. A. Christy & Co,

against us in the U. S. Circuit Court for the Northern District of Ohio,
Eastern Division, upon Letters Patent of the United States, No. 532,444,
dated January 15th, 1895, issued to Henry A. Christy, for Bicycle Saddles,
we desire to state that we have manufactured less than one hundred of the
saddles complained of in the Bill of Complaint filed in this suit, and
these saddles have been distributed to our agents as samples ; that we did
not know that the manufacture and sale of these saddles was an infringement
of the Letters Patent of your Client until after the commencement of the
above mentioned suit against us ; and that as we have now been advised by
our counsel that the manufacture and sale of these saddles was an infringe-
ment of said Letters Patent, we have discontinued the manufacture of such
saddles and will not make or sell any more of them and will, so far as it

is possible for us to do so, have the saddles complained of returned to us.
We have no desire or intention to infringe any patent of your client,

H. A. Christy & Co., and the infringement complained of was unintentional
on our part. We hope, in view of the contents of this letter, the said
suit will be discontinued.

Yours very truly.

PRICE, ;^5.00. Special price to manufacturers on application to

NEW YORK.
PHILADELPHIA. A. G. SPALDING & BROS. CHICAGO.

WASHINGTON.
Kindly iiiLiitiun I'lic Wheel.
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VALUE OK LOW l.tAHS.

The use of higher and still higher gears,

each successive improvement in tlie ease of

running of the bicycle being followed by a

ct>rrespf>n(!ing increase in tiie gear, is hardly

a matter for surprise, as it is but a characteris-

tic of the .-Vnierican people.

They care less for ease and ci>iufort than

they do for getting around in a hurry, and

while ill this case there are to be found good
reasons, both mechanical and otherwise, for

tlie cstalilished custom, yet it is a pity that the

value of the low gear is so generally over-

looked. It must be admitted at the start that

low gears for racing or scorching, whether

on track or road, are decidedly inferior to the

ones in common use. It is equally true that

there arc many riders, short-legged ones in

particular, who would be handicapped if they

used them. In spite of tliis, there is hardly

a doubt that much the larger number of

riders are using gears that are too high for

them, and it would be a benefit to them, to

the cause of cycling and to the maker whose

wheel they ride, if they were lowered.

The higher gears are used because they arc

superior on the level and down hill. Besides

this, cyclists flock together, and the exper-

ienced rider is loth to take a back seat any-

where, while the novice sees only that he is

at a disadvantage, and is told that his gear is

too low. The fact that hill climbing is the

only hard thing about cycling is lost sight of,

and yet that fact alone is responsible for the

too common belief among non-riders that

cycling is very hard work, and has caused the

dropping out of the ranks of more riders than

all other causes put together.

With moder.itely low gear.s—say, ranging

from t>"J inches to fi8 inches—no ordinary hill

need be feared by the rider of average ability,

the fatigue of a long ride is much less, and it

is surprising how soon one can become ac-

customed to the more rapid pedaling down
hill. It is neither dignified nor pleasant to

walk hills, yet it is a common occurrence to

encounter them, when the choice is presented

of walking them or struggling up them at an

expenditure of cfTjjrt that is extremely dis-

crnnforting and not iiifrc<|uently downright

dangerous. That is why so many attempts

have been made to perfect two-speed gears,

their inventors knowing full well that if they

could make easy hill-climbing an accom-

plished fact fortune awaited them.

The ebb and flow of the cycling tide is so

absolute in its certainty that it is an open

<|uestion whether or not spring or cushioning

flevircs will ever again secure a strong hold

upon cycle construction. The advent of the

pneumatic tire dealt what appeared to be a

death-blow to every device of this kind, and
'~'\ years rigidity was the word to

ih. while springs and cushions of

' in what was cftnsidcrcd a

u •»•. ?f w.T* not very long,

liiiwtvit. imt in an ap-

pearance,
. ^c to crun-

ptaints of tin: vibr.it ion that became notice-

able when the novelty of the air tire had
somewhat worn off, and frames had attained

a rigidity previously unknown.

,\% in the day* when aprin;^* dominated

I a

1 in

u and out oi reason that liic .i> rrplcd

ikIj were uninechanical, »o now there un-

doubtedly cxUU a demand for tomcthing that

will lessen vibration. Mvery device put forth

with this end in view finds earnest advocates,

whether its method of application be at the

saddle, saddle-post, handle-bars or grips, or

the embodying of cushions in tlie frame itself.

The latter is the most effectual way to ac-

lomplish the purpose, but it is also open to

the greatest objections, as it destroys the rig-

idity of the fr.Tine, and. it is claimed, eats up

power. In the discussions that took place

about half a dozen years ago regarding this, the

advantage api)e.ired to be with the advocates

of the rigid frame; at any rate, the latter

gained a complete victory, and the cycles so

constructed proved to be infinitely superior

to the supplanted ones.

The cushion frame machine of to-day is

vastly improved over its predecessor, but only

in the refinement of its parts. Wo new prin-

cijiles have been discovered; only an improve-

ment in their application, against which must

be put the gradual advance toward perfection

of the rigid frame. That the cushion frame

has numbers of enthusiastic admirers, who as-

sert that nothing could induce them to go
back to the cushionless machine, and that

tluTc is a steady, if slow, growth in public

favor of the vibration-destroying machine, is

undeniable. All this has been witnessed be-

fore, however, and tliere is very little probabil-

ity that the demand will ever extend beytind

the too limited class of riders who i)ut com-
fort ahead of everything else.

SUSPENSION WHEELS.

The cycle wheels of to-day represent the

final development of an old principle—the

principle of suspension. The rationale of the

whole thing will be grasped in a moment if

the rider will imagine that the sjjokes of a

cycle wheel are of some material as flexible as

cotton thread, but as strong as steel.

All the spokes of an ordinary wheel are at

high tension, but in a very large number of

cases they pass through the rim and are simply

headed on the inside, or they go through the

hub, and can be pushed out with the fingers if

the wheel is broken.

The tension is, in short, suspension, and the

rider's weight is suspended from the upper

part of the wheel, and is not supported by the

spokes below the axle, so that our theoretical

cotton-thread wheel would still support the

rider's weight, just as the wire wheel docs

to-day.

PLENTY OF OCCUPATION.

"Doctor, what shall I do to occupy my
time, now you have lOrbidden me attending

to business?"

"Buy a cheap bicycle and ride an hour every

day."

"But. what shall 1 do the rest of the time?"

"Repair the bicyrb-
'"

SOUB SIMILARITY.

When you come to think of it, a in.in and a

pneumatic have much in common. Both arc

liable to be blown up for any old thing,

whether it is their fault or not.

PIPEP SHE MBRKILEE.

"\\ lii«tlr. •laiiRlilrr. wtn-llr.

Anil you •hall have a h(>r«c."

"I nrvrr whintlcd in my life,

.So now 1 won't. o( coiirie."
"\\ httllr. (lauBhtrr, whi>llr.

Ami yon <hall have • whrcl.'

Ah. I>lri« thr litllr damiirl,

Shr ralKd pirrring pral.

IN BEHALF OF THE CHAIN,

Within a cover of silver and baby blue, the

Indianapolis Chain and Stamjiing Co. tell the

story (»f the '!'H Diamond chains.

The attractive little catalogue contains more
than a mere i)reseiitnient of Diamond chains,

however. There is fofxl for reflection for

those who care to reflect, and the reflection

must carry with it an increased idea of the im-

portance of the chain-making in<iustry. For

instance: How many realize what a wide

range of selection the chainmakers afford their

l)atrons? Few. it is safe to say. Yet this one

concern in ln(liana|)olis affords not fewer than

one hundred and eighty-six (lS(i) degrees of

latitude, so to speak. To particularize: Their

Figure Eight pattern is made in six widths

each, in eighteen differing finishes, making
1118 selections oi that type. Their Letter B
Chain also is made in six widths and each

finished in thirteen variations, making 78 oi

that type, or 18(! in all. Possibly this great

latitude has something to do with the con-

cern's assertion that they supplied two-thirds

of the bicycle chains used during 18})6 and
18!I7.

The Indianapolis people further the cause

of the chain in this wise:

"A new way to choose a bicycle. To choose

it by its chain.

"In tliat |)art at least you must have the best

that can be had. The first consideration, not

the last, should be the chain.

"No need to tell you how important, how
more than important, it is to have the most

perfect chain, if a wheel is to give you good

service.

"Even if you cannot afford the best bicycle,

you can at lea.st afford the best chain. With

a poor chain the best bicycle loses a great

l)art of its value.

"The advantages of having a good chain arc

appreciated by the m.ajority of bicycle manu-

facturers who wish their wheels to last.

"A bicycle chain should be chosen for its

(1) strength. (J) accuracy, (3) durability.

"Too accurate it cannot be.

"But too strong may mean too soft. Too
hard may mean too brittle.

"In these last two points we have fried to

attain the happy medium, and if practical and

scientific demonstration can be depended upon,

wc have succeeded.

"The strength and durability of chains

(which means resistance to strain and wear)

depend upon the temper and material.

"In every chain of fifty inches there are fifty

blocks, and each block has two holes.

"To drill these holes so that they shall be

mathematically the same distance apart in

every block, the same distance from the edge

of every block, and the same size in every

block, in millions of blocks, is a great step

toward making an absolutely accurate chain.

"To make the blocks exactly of the same

size is another step.

"When the links are all of the right size, and

when the spaces between are all correct, the

pitch of the chain is exact, and it will run

Muoothly, easily, and with the least friction

and noise.

"The rivet is one of the vital parts of a

chain, where a little wear is more dangerous

than more wear elsewhere.

"Diamond rivets arc made of spei-ially

tough, strong steel, hardened on the bearing

surface by a patented process of our own."
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To THE Trade :

Last week we published

specimen electrotypes for

catalogue and general pur-

poses, and mailed out sonic

complete lists of same. If

you desire one, or other ad-

vertising matter, please ail-

dress,

2CTH CHNTI'RV Mi-c. Co.,

17 Warren St.,

Now York.

Kiiully mention The Wheel.
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SEE THE

1898

ELMORE
Before buying your

line of wheels for

the coming season.

A Good Record

in the Past

Is a Guarantee

for the Future^

Each bicycle must

now stand upon its

merits, and from the

past record of the

ELIMORE you have

the best assurance

of handhng a meri-

torious bicycle. We
should like an op-

portuiHLy to show

you our 1 898 models

••••

Elmore Mfg. Co
CLYDE, OHIO.

Cla4l7 BAMioa Tli* WWmI.

HOW THEY ARE INVENTED.

She awoke with a start, and tliere was a

little cry of alarm on her lips as she sat up in

bed. For a moment she did not fully realize

where she was. Then she missed her luis-

l)an<l from her side, and a hopeful expression

lit up her face. Propping herself upon one

elbow she proceeded to listen, ll was as she

had hoped. In a few moments s'le heard her

husband out in the other room. He was

uttering shrill cries of terror.

"He's got 'em again," remarked his wile,

after she had listened to the sounds for a little

wiiile. "I thought that last hot Scotch would

fetch him."

Getting out of bed she went into the other

room and lit all the gas jets. Her husband

was rushing up and down the room in a

frenzy, first pointing at one of the corners and

then running his thin, tapering fingers

through his long hair.

"Do you see them all?" asked his wife

anxiously.

"Yes," he replied in a hoarse voice; "there

arc the ninety-seven spur wheels over near the

bookcase, the two dozen levers are up in the

chandelier, while you'll find the cranks and

cams in the wardrobe, where I chased them

a wliile ago."

There was a haijpy smile on tlie wife's face

as she ministered to her husband's needs. First

she wrapped him carefully in a large shawl

and then led him to a chair, in vvliich she

fastened him by means of a clever arran^je-

ment oi straps, which allowed his arms to be

free. Then she placed a drawing board with

a fresh sheet of draughting paper on it before

him, tied his ink well in position, and placed

his drawing instruments within reach.

"I'll be all right now." he said, "if you'll

only give me a nip out oi the bottle to brace

me up."

"I hope so, Lorenzo," she returned. "We
owe two months' rent and the grocer has be-

come rather tiresome." .\ftcr |)utting her arm
around his neck and kissing him she went

back to bed.

When she awoke in the morning and went

into the other room to turn out the lights her

husband was putting the finishing touches to

the i)atent drawings of a new li'-sprocketed

chainless safety.

"Some fool will buy it," murmured the

wife, as she saw that her husband had faith-

fully reproduced all the monstrosities he had
seen while in the jim-jams.

INNOCENT RIDERS SUFFER.

It seems In be the fate of iiKasant, health-

giving pascimes, like cycling, that they should

be brought into disrepute by certain abnor-

mal participators who engage in them with

such fervor that they soon conic to be con-

sidered more or less of nuisances by quiet,

self-respecting citizens. So, therefore, a

vigorous protest follows, and stringent pro-

hibitive orclinanccs are laid down for the

proper governing of these same ardent sports-

men, to the ultimate disadvantage of the vast

majority of peace-loving followers of the dis-

countenanced pastime. The many, in other

words, pay the penalty of the few.

WHY THAT STRETCH WAS POOR.

"I was pushing a bicycle along a fairly good
mountain road in East Tennessee when I came
to a place where for two miles it was the worst

stretch of road I ever saw," said the man
who was a crank on cycle ti>uring through

outlandish places. "1 had actually to carry

my wheel over the rocks, taking nearly two

hours to go the two miles.

"At the first stopping place I in'.|uired,

"Why don't they fix this road?'
' 'They do. Law makes 'em wu'k it,' was

the reply.

" 'The last two miles are the worst I ever

saw,' I said.

" 'Y-a-a-s. Yo' see. tluy don't never wu'k

them two miles.'

" W hy not?'

" 'I dunno. Yo* see, when we go ter wu'k
ther roads we alius takes our rifles erlong ter

git s(|uirrels. Thar's a heap o' si|uirrcls all

erlong that road, 'ceptin' jess them two miles,

so in cose we don't wu'k them.'
"

BETTER STUDY CYCLES.

The artist in "Judge" who recently de-

l>icted Uncle Sam with a chainless wheel for

his mount, in contrast to John Bull, who still

pins his faith to the chain-driven machine,

builded better than he knew, so well does his

canoon illustrate the actual state of affairs.

Like nearly all artists, however, he was not

very well up in his knowledge of cycles, for

his creation (otherwise an excellent likeness

of the new bevel-geared chainless) was shown
with the gearing on the left-hand side. It

is remarkable that the same artists who
would scorn to show their ignorance in other

tuatters seem to have no compimctions about

drawing cycles in all sorts of impossible

ways.

MAKING THEIR MARKS.

The advisability of "making a note of it,"

was long ago taught by the late laiuented Cap-

tain Cuttle. What the Captain found to be

wise in his day is doubly so in the present one,

hence the timeliness of a box of every imag-

inable kind and color of pencils sent "with

the compliments of the season" by the pen-

cils' makers, the Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., of

Jersey City, whose connection with the cycle

trade is as old as the trade itself. Many a

rider has had made smooth the running of his

way by Dixon's graphite, while many a future

one will rejoice over strength of frame—that

of the machine, not the man—directly due to

advances in the art of brazing brought about

by this same Joseph Dixon Crucible Company.

THEY NEVER PAY.

Drivers of all kinds of vehicles owe to the

bicycle a heavier debt for local street improve-

ment than they can ever pay. The fact should

inspire in the handlers of the lities much
courtesy and consideration for the wheelmen.

Such is not the case, however.

NEITHER A LENDER NOR A BORROWER BE.

Don't lend aiiyllung about a wheel. You
know your.*elf how careless you arc in return-

ing such borrowings.

THICK TOPS HAD THEY.

An Ryder met Ihr maiden this

1 1 what he proudly Mid:

"How like you my cycle •tockingi, Miti?"
Then lifted high hin head.

"Quite fit," nhe Mid. with look ledale

—

She ne'er did thing* liy halve*—
"Such (lockings arc, indeed, a great

Developer of calves."
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W£ ARE HEADQUARTERS FOR

SJ&^ ;.^-"%; --'-
*^* ^ *=\»

Ill's:

CHAINS,

.^

SADDLES,

STEEL BALLS, PEDALS,

NICKEL-PLATED CRANKS, HUBS, ®
P. FORG'S FANCY SPROCKETS,

SPOKES, NIPPLES, ETC.

^ International

Cycle Fittings

Company,

74 READE ST.,

NEW YORK.

Special Drives in Some of the Above.

WRITE TO US BEFORE PLACING AN ORDER.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

The Straus Protected Tire continues to
Then there is the new

gain in favor, while

Those Special Quotations

on

TIRE TAPE

STRAUS VllLCANIZER.

(§)

and

INNER TUBES
have caught

the trade that keeps

its eyes open
for

good things.

Are you in tliat class ?

THE PRICE AT WHICH IT IS SOLD
brings it witliin the reach of the most modest repairman or dealer.

It is so practical, and labor-saving too, that it is not necessary

in doing a job, to remove the wheel from the frame

or the lire from the wheel.

STRAUS TIRE CO.,
127 DUANE ST., NEW YORK. Kindly nifntion The Wheel.
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THE WEEKS PATENTS.

505 843 I,U<W4(»CARWER FOR BICYCLES Oiom K 38,080. WCYCLB LAHTERIT wwi* HouaiMU. BrKJftjport. Q8,081. HANDLEBAR. Alpboibo & Cobstoci, Eruuton. Dl

ADi'ni «*• York. MY niad Oct 20 ItW Sttvi Ho <09 392 (Ho Conn. lalgDor to rh* Brt<l««|iort Bna Company, mae pl»o«i W«id Wed Jun* 5. 1897 S«n«l Ha 63».«29 T«nn of paUnt 7 yt*n.

-.nairl) lUf M. 1«»7 Semi Ho «2»,4«i Term of p»U>nt 7 T«»r«.

f1»m 1 Thelii(;)^g*-««Ti"h»f«in <''*'""b«dconi'i<tinji;of tho

ark l>ark «icl<-.l nt its lower md lo form * pockfl, its upper end

hxing hole*. «nd a loop in Ihe middle of iu> length, and hiring

buckle* «l ilK wide»t end near each comer, the straf paoing through

the upper hole* forming the mnpending-loop and for engaging the

biirkleii and the loop-forming crcwa bucklenilrap for engaging the

middle >ark loop, the «eal-po«t and buckling over the euopending-

ttrap. the « ide end of the sack-fcack forming a pocket ivith the 8u»-

S 95 93
S"

* MWH8 FOR flHISHUlO mQtJlR SOCUmi Ro- ^
<*""J Th.d-p.f<.r.bic,cl. Un,«r.,.«b««U.llya.ri.own

DOUCllLUlowotTi.Hiuwiiburg.Oenn»ny. aaiUnorloliie«t»od«rd "d d«acnbed „ . . ,„ _, u „,.
Wddtai^b. «.d Cjcl. Component. Umlted. LoDdon, Bo«lnA 28.083. BICYCLE-raAMi Bd.u»d J^hbjp^ Inne^HMtlnn

Idri Apr. 21. 1»»7. sJrt.1 Ha «3.125. (Ho inodel) PU-ilU* In ni#dll.y 22. 18»7 Serial Ha 6S7.789. T«™. of pateDt 7 je«i

I Dec IS. 1894. Ha 28.«H

C^im.—The dengn Cor a handle • bar •ubataotialW aa herein

shown and described

-595.68 1. BlCYCirE WHEEL Usoui W Marbli, ririoouUi.

lod.. aalgoor 10 the Iiidiang Horelty Manuhaumng Company.<«UDe

place. Filed June 4. 1897 Serial Ha 639.381. (No mqdsL)

^latm - 1 In ao apparatuR for calibrating or finishing tnbea, the

cembinatirin wiih a rotating reamer or tool, a divided caae adapted

to receive the tubular bracket and sockets or similararticle and hav.

lag tap«ring ends. rUuping-heads for receiving and holding tile di-

vided case and imaas for supporting 4he clamping heads aad presenl-

ng the tube or tabular socket to Ike action of the tool, subataniially

as set forth

r> <« 5 . Vi 4 4 . BAMLE-BAR WR BICVCLU fiiur A Oan,
Oo'land. Otita FlM JulylO.iaM SeHal Ho i98.70e (Ho model.)

fJ',.~ I \ hsndl" )>ar hs'ing a r^slral >la«vs the bore o<

• hirh !• itmiUrl; flsred st lop snd bottom, in combination with a

(ittk «i»m hsving s thrssdvd upper »od (Itiing loosely in said sleeve.

i«e*as to lock the hsndWbar 10 ths fork •lem lo pre<enl roUrr

•nvsasni betwesn thsm. s romcsl beariog aurfaee on Ihe fork siem

lo At - ' ' rr flsrrd end of tils sissve. and s rsp nul vrMV-

Jut r> I "f <h> Inrk vIsM and having" a ronica) face to

«..|[«,
,

,.#r ftarvft pnH of the t|^sve. whersb) lbs ban

•< liH-k'd on lh> fork vlsm in either IMSI-

.-.\'i H*uR.MAMlALl.;T.BuaUa^U. Med
rw*. IW7 •araiH«ai«ll (loBoM.)

Claim —\. The combination Mkh a pnemnatic tire and suspepsioiir

S|>okca, of a wood nm having at ils joint 01 mcctiiig eiidi^ a series of

interfittiiig tongues and.a splice piere extending longitudinally of the

joiot, said splice-piece haviagdouMe dovetail side edges, substantially

as specified

59(5,7iB''5. PREDMATIC HOH i>UMCTURABLBrm CbaiuiA.

PiniK. Bro()klyn. H Y . aeilffnor to Emma C PelUe. matt piiee. and

Fiedertck W. Barker. Hyack. H. Y FIM June 9. 1897. Sertii No.

640,067. (Ho model)

Claim.— I. A pneumatic lire having a fiat-tread portion of sub-

Untiallr the width of the lire, the central portion of said lal tread

being p'roviOed with a narrow loogiljidina] rib projarling aligbUy

(above the tread

090,987. CHAIN FOR IPROCKtr-WBULR Omui W BVT
rotD. Brooklyn. N Y Filed Nov i. im. StrttS No U8.008. («o
nodal-) _^^

^^^""-^^

I hum The design for a birycls-fVame. as herein shown and de-

OOfS.Qat. BICYCLR AMU. F t«in.», Husiegoo. Mich Filed

Ffibl7. I8r InrlaJ Ha 623.892 (No modal)

/'kujm I The romhinstion with s meUllir aockrl fnrmsd with

•n .nK-imr tisngr near nnS end. of the iplil ineul lube or fsrruW

having flanges st each end, one of •hich engsges with the inner

•ids of the fisnge la the socksi. and the wooden labe having an in

Uriov snnular groove with which the other fiangr of sAid metal tube

mgagaa sabslantially as dsM-ritAd

rtfisa * ftA hag aamtM»t t« s ».~tv poeiir.* K.rinj >.i np«n

M« • • f '••w»»My •'

Ihal' '•«rark*r«by

'

hmiy ^ . . »r,s «w koMtog • >«i

y—iliiis (•«! al iJie body portlwi. loo|w ai ihs epper portion of Uw
l/ey mhttrnhj lo laspswj lbs tool bag from a horfsawtal bar a )oap al

•as vertiral edge nf lb* loot bag aad aa as* sllaebvd rigidly lu tks

n,iim - \ A <-h«ii. t"r .pt..->ri ,.l,rr.|. having links and croas-

pkoU connecting the links and rigid lieanogs upon the links, which

bearings are farther (rom ihe aiis of ihe sprocKet--heel than the

^ivo» of the links and toward the rear end« of the links as they leave

the sprocket-wheel so that such beanngs only conuct with lbs pro-

jactioGS on the spmrkel'wheel lieyond the chaio-pivoU and swing

bark fi-om the proj<H-iion» as the links draw into a straight langeotial

BositioD. substantially as set forth

-JH,0 7i). CYCLOMETKIt CASE C11U.B A HaIIT. Brootlyn. H Y

Pllad Not 8, ltr7 lerlal No 6»7.8«a Term of pMaol 7 yaui

dtiai.—The dsatgnto^sryr-lnmeter rjue. sabstastially as showo
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5 9 5,967. BICYCLE-RACK. Waliee G. Parsons, Englewood. 595,899. AIR-P0MP FOR IHFLATIN8 PNEUMATIC CYCLE- ! 595,966. BICYCLE HANDLE. Edward a Noeton, Dapiine, Ala.,

N.J. Filed Apr. 13, 189Z Serial No. 632,016, (No model) TIRES. Edouaed Wickt, Lausanne, Swlteerland. FUed Feb. 16, 1897. Filed July 10, 1896. Serial No. 598,666^ (No model)

Serial No. 623,620. (No model)

Cliiittt.—rl. A bicyclc-rack, comprising lateral bai's arranged in

pairs and supports tlierefor at each end, longitudinal bais having ,3ye6

in each end, rittiug and sliding upon the lateral bars, and hooks sup-

ported to slide without turning upon tiie longitudinal bars, .substan-

;ti.-lly as described.

5 95,694. MULTIPLE OEARINa. Lewis C. Caey, El Paso, Tex,,

assignor of two-thirds to T. E Conklin and C. R. Morehead, same place.

Filed July 29, 1897. Serial No. 646,310. (No model)

Cliiim.— 1 . A bicycle handle-bar provided with a finger rest com-

prising a wire or rod frame and a finger plate or plates held therein

substantially as shown and described.

5 9 5,77 1 . BICYCLE-BELL. JOHN H, Qoss, Waterbury, Conn,

assignor to The Scovill Manufacturing Company, same place. Filed

Sept 22. 1897. Serial No. 652.546. (No model)

Claim. 1. A multiple ge.ii ing ioTl>icydes, vehicles, and traction

devices, comprising a fra'mework, an vxle mounted therein, a trac-

tion-wheel having an in.ier cogged rim, mounted upon said axle by

means of spokes connecting said rim with a sleeve upon said ixli, a

sprocket and gear wheel secured together and rigidly mounted upon

said axle to revolve with the same, an endless ch^in connecting said

sprocket-wheel. with a motive power to revolve the same, a series of

gear-wheels mounted upon one side of said framework, equidistant

apart, and having pins or lugs to mesh with the first gear-wheel, and

provided with cogs or teeth upon their outer circumferences, a gear-

wheel having teeth or cog surfaces upon its e.>:terior and interior sur-

.C'uim.— 1. A hand-pump for inflating pneumatic tires, consisting

of a movable cylinder, a piston in said cylinder, a hollow piston-rod, a

ilexjl)le tube adapted to connect the onter end of the piston-rod with
the air-valve, and a forked support attached rigidly to and in line with
the piston-rod at both sides of the flexible tube, said support being'

p/Qvided,with a head adapted to be applied to the rim of the wheel,

substaatially as set forth

5 9 5,9 5 B. SPOKE-CLEANER FOR BICYCLES. ALBERT 0. MAC-

GSEGOR, Chicago, lU. Filed Mar. 23, 1897. Serial No. 628,928. (No

midel) /r "

Clahii.— 1 . A striker means for a bell, comprising a rotatable frame

centrally mounted, sockets carried thereby, elongated slotsin the outer

ends of said sockets, strikers carried by said sockets, the outer ends

.of said strikers moving in a path to impinge against a lug carried by

the hfll

5 96,009. PNEUMATIC TIRE. John T. Treuch, Kenmare, Ire-;

land, assignor to the Trench Tubeless Tyre Company, Limited, London,

England: Filed Apr 26, 1897. Serial No. 634,012. (No model) Pat-

ented In England Apr. 17, 1896, No. 8,135.

Claim.— 1 . In a spoke-cleaner, the combination of two elongated

jaws adapted to be pressed into contact, and a longitudinal groove

extending across the contacting faces of said jaws, substantially as

described.

C/'iim.— l. The combination, with a divided tire provided with

a projection h on one of its edges, of a series of binders each con-

sisting of a narrow plate attached at one end to one edge of the tire

and provided with a projection at its middle part between the edges

of the tire and a hook at the other end for engaging with the prtv-

jection on the other edge of Jhe tire, substantially as set forth.

SUMMARY OF PATENTS.

Number of patents of all kinds granted dur-

ing the week, 362; designs, 30; trade-marks,

55; reissues, 1; total, 448. Issued to citizens

of the United States, 407; issued to citizens of

foreign countries, 40. Leading States, New
York, 105; Pennsylvania, 57; Illinois, 37.

Leading countries, England, 18; Germany, 10;

France, 8.

Total number of applications awaiting ac-

tion, 10,780; in Division VII., relating to ve-

locipedes, 1,186.

Cycling patents issued during the week:

595,694. Multiple Gearing (Bicycle). Lewis C.

Gary, EI Paso, Tex., assignor of two-thirds to T. H.
Conklin and C. R. Morehead, same place. Filed

July 29, 1897. Serial No. 646,310. (No model.)

595,771. Bicycle-Bell. John H. Goss, Waterbury,

Conn., assignor to the Scovill Manufacturing Co.,

same place. Filed Sept. 22, 1897. Serial No. 652,546.

(No model.)

595,783. Machine for Screw-Threading Rods or

Wires. Carl R. B. Naumann, Dresden, Germany.

Filed June 1, 1897. Serial No. 639,043. (No model.)

595,785. Pneumatic Non-Puncturable Tire. Charles

A. Pettie, Brooklyn, N. Y., assignor to Emma C.

Pettie, same place, and Frederick W. Barker, Nyack,

N. Y. Filed June 9, 1897. Serial No. 640,067. (No

model.)

595,831. Bicycle-Wheel. George W. Marble, Ply-

mouth, ind., assignor to the Indiana Novelty Manu-

facturing Company, same place. Filed June 4, 1897.

Serial No. 639,381. (No model.)

595,835. Combination Lock and Foot-Support for

Bicycles. John Perotti, Brooklyn, N. Y., Filed

March 30, 1897. Serial No. 63(1,007. (No model.)

595,843. Luggage-Carrier for Bicycles. George I"..

A<lani.s, New York, N. Y. Filed Oct. 20, 1896. Serial

No. 609,392. (No model.)

595,891. Bicycle-Stand. David R. Robertson, Kirk-

caldy, Scotland. Filed March 20, 3897. Serial No.

628,388. (No model.)

595,899. Air-Pump for InllatiiiK I'lH-iiinalic Cycle

Tires. Edouard W'icky, Louisana. Filed Feb. 16,

1897.

595,927. Bicycle. Ansel F. Temple, Muskegon, Mich.

Filed Feb. 17, 1897. Serial No. 623,892. (No model.)

595.937. Chain for Sprocket Wheels. George W.
Bufford, Brooklyn, N. Y. Filed Nov. 5, 1895. Serial

No. 568,003. (No model.)

595.938. Means for Finishing Tubular Sockets.

Rudolf Chillingworth, Nuremburg, Germany, assignor

to the Standard Weldless Tube and Cycle Compo-
nents, Limited, London, England. Filed April 21,

1897. Serial No. 633,125. (No model.) Patented in

England Dec. 15, 1896, No. 28,694.

595,944. Handle-Bar for Bicycles, Philip A. Geier,

Cleveland, Ohio. Filed July 10, 1896. Serial No. 598,-

700. (No model.)

595,946. Bicycle-Support. Edmund Hibler, Leigh-

ton, Pa. Filed Feb. 12, 1897. Serial No. 623,173. (No
model.)

595,958. Spoke-Cleaner for Bicycles. Albert ('..

MacGregor, Chicago, 111. Filed March 23, 1897. Serial

No. 828,928. (No model.)

595.966. Bicycle-Handle. Edward O. Norton.

Daphne, Ala. Filed July 10. 1896. Serial No. 598,66(i.

(No model.)

595.967. Bicycle-Rack. Walter G. Parsons, Engle-

wood, N. J. Filed April 13, 1897. Serial No. 632.t)lU.

(No model.)

596,009. Pneumatic Tire.John T. Trencli, Kenmare,

Ireland, assignor to tlie Trench Tubeless Tyre Com-

pany, Limited, London, England. Filed April 26,

1897. Serial No. 634,012. (No model.) Patented in

England April 17, 1896. No. 8,135.

TRADE-MARKS.

30.987. Bicyclc-IIandle or Grips. Ansel F. Temple,

Muskegon, Mich. Filed Nov. 19, 1897. Tlu- word

"Korkpine." Used since Sept. 25, 1897.

30.988. Rubber Tires. Mineralized Rubber Com-

pany, New York, N. Y. Filed June 19. 1897. -I'lie

representation of a diamond on an anchor arranged

tlurein. Used since 1S7S.

It is bi'tUT 111 lu' a nohddy in llu- lv;uK' who

ainoiinls to soiiu'lliin,i;, than hf a siinuJioily

and aiTimiplish nolhiiiR in it.

PROMOTING EXTRAORDINARY.

England is, indeed, the promised land of

the promoter, and ir seems to make very little

difference what the article to be promoted
may be. If it is projected with a sufficient

number of names and high-sounding phrases,

the gullible public rushes in and is only too

glad it its subscriptions are accepted.

An awakening comes in the course of

time, but it is then usually too lace to do any-

thing more than raise an outcry, which fails

to bring back the monej\ Sometimes it is

the unexpected that happens, and schemes
that at first sight appear as visionary as any
that ever entered the fertile brain of Col. Mul-
berry Sellers take the public fancy and are

wafted on to success. One of tlie most recent

enterprises now being tloatcd in England is

the ".\utomaric Cycle Rack Co.," the capital

desired being the modest sum of £95,000. or

just short of $5(10,000. The rack in ([uestion

is the one in use in this ccnuury, which se-

curely locks a cycle when a coin i.s placetl in

the slot, and can only be relcascjd by the key

in ihe possession of the owner of the cycle.

riic coin usually ro(|uiretl here is 5 cents, but

it is proposed by the English concern to sub-

stimte for it a peiuiy, a price that should ap-

peal with great force (o the English rider. .\ii

idea of the eNpectations of the new coneorn

may he iiad when it is kiu>\\n iliat there is no

inirniion oi manufacturing the machines, the

hall a million dollars capital being retpured

lor the pinchase of the machines and the

woiking expenses of the company in placing

iheiii.
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National Board of Trade

of Cycle Manufacturers.

320 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

President.

A. L. GARFORD.

Fir»t Vice-President.

GEORGE H. DAY.

Second \' ice- President. Treasurer,

C. \V. DICKERSON. W. A. REDDING.

Secretary,

ERNEST R. FRANKS.

National Bicycle Wood Rim

Manufacturers' Association.

Treasurer,President,

E. S. MEAD N. D. DOUGHMAN.
Secretary,

\V. W. STALL. Bedford, Mass.

National Cycle Dealers' Association.

President,

GEORGE E. HANNAN.
Second \'ice-President,

J. J. MANDERY.

First Vice-President,

F. A. VERY.
Treasurer,

GEORGE COLLISTER.
Secretary,

JOHN McCARGO, St. Louis.

Robber Tire Association.

Preiident,

THEODORE A. DODGE.

First Vice-President,

L. K. McCLYMONDS.
Second Vice-President,

GEORGE T. PERKINS.

Treasurer,

GEORGE F. HODGMAN.

Secretary,

KIRK BROWN.

604-606 West Fourteenth Street. New York.

TRADE CHANGES FOR THE WEEK.

CALIFORNIA.
5«ui Jo-ic. The Pacific Coast Cycle Co.. organized

by Ceo. Rayburn. C. A. Mctte. J. S. McC.innis. Gil-

bert Raybum and Geo. W. Beckman. to manufacture

and deal in bicycles, tricycles and vehicles of all de-

scriptions and the various parts and attachments
thereto: capital stock. l-VVi.CKiO.

COLORADO.
Denver.—The Kearney Wheel Co.. incorporated by

n. \r. Colter. St. Louis; J. M. Stewart. E. M. Stew-

art and n. C. Brewer, of Denver; to manufacture
bicycles: capital stock, $25,000.

FLORIDA.
He Ijnd.—J. .\. Erickson. harness, will add bi-

cycles.

Tampa. —New York Cycle Supply Co.. new store.

GEORGIA.
Athens.—Collins Cycle Co., moved to Lumpkin

street.

ILLINOIS.

Chicaijo.— F. Dean, 5226 I^ke avenue. d.nmaRcil

(200 by fire.

Chicago.—The Fowler Cycle Co., insolvent; as-

signee rri>orts bids for assets; Judge received one
bid of $12,000 for the machinery, which was refused,

as it is inventoried at $73,000; case adjourned until

Hecembtr 29th.

(hicagii. The American Cycle Mfg. Co. plant

(lurchasrd by J. II. Bradley, the former president;

re|Kirted price, $:iG,2n0,

Chicago. The Chicago Stationery Co., certified to

change of object of incorporation so as to manu-
facture bicycles; also to change of name to the Cilli-

land Roller Bearing Co.

Kankakee.- I„ C. Taylor, secretary of the de-

funct Kankakee Mfg. Co., has bought the machinery
of that coni|>any and transferred it to Cambridge,

()., where he has slartcil to manufacture bicycles.

INDIANA.
f irccnlown.— C. E. Kelly & Co.. reported succeeded

by Ira (iibson.

KENTUCKY.
Owensboro,— Delkcr Bicycle Factory, destroyed by

fire; loss. $3,000.

MASSACHUSETTS.
I' • — I ''ill lantern Co., reported recorded clial-

t' (or $o00.

I Darlow Bros., Massachusetts avenue,

in insolvency.

Centrcviltc.— Vait 8c Courtcau, building an addition

to store.

Ilavrrhill.—H. Sawjrer, assigned to A. J. Lyon*.
I.. W. French, erecting new store.

Warwick Cycle Mfg. Co., reported at-

*1,000.

MINNESOTA
St. Paul. —A. I). Smith Co., n>i..i. .i.MKMiiirni i<i

P. A. Pike.

Xr.W JERSEY.
Li.ng !'•' ncoli ,V Edwards, reported

fr,..f.|r,| .1 ^..ge for $!.O0O.

NEW YORK.
r.r-Kil>l)ii Wm. HolUdan, reported gave jurlgmrni

for $341

New Yt>rk.—W. \V. < l,j,lr, („. ( rniral Bank
building, organiied {•• rat Post.

New York •i'r^.'..' ' Co._ 38

Warrrn »tr<-'' : o( Lro
II St.wl.Ur, '

'cd

b. II

W ..- .-,..:-. -;..v.. ,i,.-«».

Troy. -W. J. McMlitlrr A Son, rcpon«i gave judg-

mcnl for $19.

OHIO.
Cleveland.— Darling Cycle Co., reported chattel

mortgage for $:i,250.

Cleveland.—A. L. Moore Bicycle Co. have deeded
their property on Perkins avenue to Cleveland Steel

Screw Co. for $30,000.

Elyria.—Brown Saddle Co., attachment for $1,000

against the Warwick Cycle Co.

Glenvillc.—J. & A. A. Moran, formed partnership

With Chas. S. Hurd to manufacture and sell the

"Roadside Bicycle Valve," the invention of Mr.
Hurd.
Toledo.— Bicycle Safety Gear Co. plant purchased

by K. & W. Ilattersley.

SOUTH CAROLINA.
Columbia.—F. W. Ilussman, reported gave real

estate mortgage for $1,000.

\ER.\IONT.
Rutland.— Receivers of the Chase Toy Works have

leased the plant to T. A. Peart, of Kcene, N. H.,

who will manufacture the Kecne non-splilable rim.

WASHINGTON.
.Seattle.— Bailey & lialtelle, new agency at 217 Co-

lumbia street.

HE NEEDS A LIVER TONIC.

It is an expres.sive word—scorclier. it

nie.ins a great deal. But to those who liavc

ridden it means considerably more. .\

scorcher is a creature of the human species

with inii)er{ectly developed intellect and per-

fectly developed calves.

He lowers his handle-bars till his back

curves like a measuring worm upon a twig;

he pulls his cap over his face; he mounts his

wheel with the wild glare of demoniacal glee

in his snaky eye; and he runs down anything

f)n the first opportunity.

It is his delight to find an asphalt crowded

with novices whose wheels wabble uncontrol-

lably. He is in his element then. He puts on

full force; he flies; he rushes like the wind.

Crash! A young girl is laid prostrate.

Hang! A fat mans o(T pedal is gone and

the fat man rebounds from the pavement.

Crack! A small boy's front wheel is

forced against the curbstone. Swish! A
.stout lady is nearly scared into palpitation of

the heart just as she was mounting the first

step of a Umilevard car. and she has to ()ause

one minute ami twelve seconds to get her

breath.

Onward rushes the scorcher.

Kehind him, like the dead upon the green

slope of Cemetery Kidge after I^icketl's

charge, lie the prostrated victims of the wild,

iinrliained maniac.

.And that very night 'll.'i indignant citizens

hold a meeting to draw up resolutions for-

bidding wheelmen to ride faster than a crawl

upon any municipal thoroughfare; and not

at all, if it could be accomplished.

Seventeen thousand five Inutdred innocent

riders have to suffer for the criminal diabol-

ism of a brainless fool. And the writer of

this? Well, he's, of course,

Onf. or TiiK Skviintkkn TiinusANH.

MADE IN GERMAN-ENGLISH.

Onxiety is dcr spice of League bolitics,

ain'd it?

Iileals are peautiful t'ings py demselfs, but

idees vill buy more besickles, doan'd it?

Uf common sense und true sport vould mix
dare vould be no si.\-day races, ferstay?

Charity and bitzness dey doan'd speak mit

each udder ven dey rides on der besickles by,

ain'd it?

It seems yust like a vaste of goot materials

ven you told der troot about a veel und know
(lat you are not going to be beliefed, ain'd it?

Uf a mans be diliclient py der besickle bitz-

ness in he may stand before kings, but it

vos risky bitzness, unless he holds aces,

ain'd it?

Ven I sec a young mans vearing a lot of

tamfoolishness on his besickle I can'd help

t'inking dot his prains haf gone py a waca-

tions on.

Many a mans is so vorried ;ibouid der veel

trade's finances deesc days dot he haf to keep

his vashervonianse vaiting for dot zwei dollar

he owes py her, ain'd it?

A purfy Icedle girl on a veel vos alvays to

me yust like a burst of unspoken eloquences,

vich is cause<l py mens ven dey haf somet'ing

goot to said und forgot it.

Upon the receipt of two dollars in lawful
currency the writer of the foregoing will fur-

nish a translation thereof.

GONE ABROAD.

Exports of bicycles ;iU(l cycle material from
port of New York during the week ending
December "J 1st, 181(7:

Bicvclcs. Materials.
Antwerp $3){3 ....
.Xnislrrdam $148
Merlin 1,316
Briiisli Australia 200 ....
Itrmirn l.SlS ....
Itrilisli Posscs.sions in Africa ... 100
Uracil 1.991
Itriiish East Indies 1,699
Cuba 330
Copenhagen 426
Central America 44 •

Canary Islands 102
Frankfort 630
<;i-noa 9.811
Havre 4.4S5
Mrxico 1.200 100

^
. BERCER'S

ENAMELING

OVENS.

The strongest and most

>.Alj ]>erfect enameling oven

1 1 II <>n tlie market.

^.'^/ |i Every Oven Guaranteed.

-Ci^ Om prices will suit

you.

The Berger Mfg. Co., canton, o.
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SAM L BUCKLEY & CO., 100 William St., New York,
SALES AGENTS FOR

PIONEER BRAND TUBING.
ALSO SOLE SALES AGENTS FOR

T^o^^^v^or ]Vickel Steel Clxaiix^.
Blocks AND Side-Plates of Nickel Steel.

POWER MFG. CO., - - BLOOMFIELD, N. J.

MULLER SMDDLES.

Star Disc Ad-

RECORD PEDAL MFG. CO.

8 Styles Pedals.

justing Hubs.

Lavigne &

Scott Mfg. Co.

PEDALS AND WRENCHES.

No. 5. Kindly mention The Wheel. L. & S.
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THE GIVING OF CREDIT.

How Thia Vitally Important Question Has Been Handled in the Past, and the Way It Should

Be Dealt with in the Future if the Best Interests of Trade Are Considered.

I'Al'KK IV.

It is worth recalling that credit reporting,

regarded as a distinct branch of business or

clear division of labor, began at New York.

The first step, as already seen, was taken by a

group of dry goods merchants who em-

ployed an agent through whom they could

e.xchange freely their several experiences in

dealing with applicants lor credit. The fact

held by each was given in exchange for that

of all the others, and to the end that the ac-

tion of each might be based upon the com-

mon intelligence. The impulse proceeded

from the merchants, and rhe exchange in-

volved actual experiences of all within the

trading circle; anytliing short of this would

have had no consideration.

The principle at work is thus disclosed,

and we become aware that in the beginning

the movement was premised upon the free

exchange of experiences upon the part of

merchants in determining credits. The meas-

ure of freedom for the action was, of course,

just in proportion to the degree of com-

munication attained. 1 have directed atten-

tion to the fact that credit reporting arose at

the time of the forward movement of the

American post-office in 1840. Constantly in

need of more exact information on which to

base his transactions, the merchant was

prompted to new action by the growing in-

tercourse.

So long as this early collecting of credit

news was carried on within a restricted area

only, the principle was maintained, and mer-

chants were enabled, through a common
agent, to report to one another the facts en-

countered by each. During the intervening

years the "mercantile agencies," in the strug-

gle to turn the principle to account, have

overrun the United States and Canada, but

in place of gradually building up the ex-

change of experiences on the part of mer-

chants parallel with the growth in communi-

cation, they have erected an unwieldy ma-

chine, which, owing to an artificial prestige,

stands to-day as a positive hindrance to the

better credit reporting made possible by new

conditions. At the outset, within narrow

limits, merchants were able to report directly

through designated agents. Under the con-

ditions of the hour, with adequate centres in

place, the direct reporting of credit news

becomes practicable (or the entire country.

• 'ommunication is so far organized that the

I niicd States and Canada, with respect to

!• i.iy be dealt with on the

1. 1 intcrrourse. The truth

oi ilu- 1-. d by the great extent to

which tin Tk hangc of experiences in

credit making— the clearing-house principle

—has already obuincd.

As prcviniuty indicated, the future of credit

reporting is in the hands of those who arc

able to give free play to the clearing-house

principle. And so, the
i

outcome of

this inquiry lies in the y that the

Credit Clearing nf>use in Atmri-a "i^ at the

point of passing from the if.Tiii* of a

"private" enterprise to recognition as a public

institution on a level with the bank Clcaring-

Ilouse or the Slock Exchange. In tracing the

recovery of the principle of free intercliange

in credit reporting and the subsequent

rise of the institution now known as the

Credit Clearing-Housc, the merchant, as

such, is again seen as the pioneer; the first

impulse proceeded from the merchant—grew
out of his needs.

The honor belongs to Detroit merchants.

The Mercliants' and Manufacturers' Ex-
change, of Detroit, was organized in 1878;

its membership being made up as its name in-

dicates. One of its purposes, as conceived by

its projectors, was an interchange of credit-

making news between trade associations.

Gradually the work of credit reporting in the

manner indicated got under way and was car-

ried over Michigan with some success. Con-
nections were made with boards of trade at

Toledo, Pittsburg and Columbus. The move-
ment failed to extend itself for lack of com-
prehensive plans and vigorous direction.

Detroit has wide business connections, and

it was found that far-away facts were wanted

quite as much as those nearer home; Detroit

isolated was unreal; its affairs had to be held

in relation with those of the country and the

world. Moreover, the M. and M. concern

of Detroit, as it was called, lacked the main-

spring of a narrow interest—the individual

selfishness. The salary of its actuary was a

fixed sum, and it was paid out of the con-

tributions of the members without direct

reference to the amount of business done.

With the individual out of it there was no

propelling force. Under such conditions the

principle could not get expression, and it was

scarcely heard of under Detroit auspices out-

side of Michigan beyond the two Ohio cities

named and Pitt.sburg. But the fact remains

that Detroit's men of business were first to

propose under present conditions the direct

exchange of experiences in credit-making on

the part of merchants. The advance thought

came in with tcleplmiie, and it anise West of

New York.

The work was continued in a halting; way,

but its real effect lay in finding a lodgment

of the clearing-house idea in the minds of cer-

tain individuals. It got to Ryersoii Ritchie,

who appeared in Kansas City, Mo., in 1880

or thereabouts, and organized the Commer-
cial Clul). As an adjunct of the club an inter-

change of credit news was begun, and it be-

came very succcssftd under Mr. Ritchie's di-

rection. But its decadence followed upon

Ritchie's departure, which was prompted by

a more inviting connection at Cleveland, O.

Mr. .Ritchie is now secretary of the Ohio

State Board of Trade.

It was through contact with Ritchie thai

the idea of a free interchange of credit infor-

mation—the clearing-house principle—found

lodgment in the mind of the right man. This

man was Rr)bt, J. Lyie, who became associ-

ated with Ritchie at Kansas City in the credit

reporting work of the Commercial Club. The
idea came to possess Mr. I-yle, and being a

man of great fertility in working out details

of this order, he conceived of several im-

provements over the plans in tise by Ritchie.

Taking these with him, he went to St. Paul, in

1888, and placed his developed plan before

the merchants of the Twin Cities. These
men of business at once grasped the ad-

vantage to be gained and took hold with en-

thusiasm. Mr. Lyle's St. Paul and .Minne-

apolis enterprise took shape as the 'Mercan-
tile Exchange." It was the forerunner of

the Credit Clearing House.

Mr. Lyle furnished the division of labor

which the Detroit project lacked. Credit

reporting is one department of the great

trafiic in news, and as such is itself an interest

independently of the transactions reported.

The centres through which the facts of

credit-making are cleared have to be in

charge ot men who possess the habit and pas-

sion of the reporter. The reporter's calling,

it should be understood, is a clear division of

labor in the social body in the same sense as

that of the chemist or architect.

.\t the end of three years, Mr. Lyle's suc-

cess at St. Paul in providing for merchants a

free interchange of credit-making news was

so great that a demand for the reports came
up from Chicago; such Chicago merchants as

were selling largely in the Northwest insisted

upon sharing in the benefits of the clearing-

house principle. In consequence, an office of

the "Mercantile Exchange" was opened in

Chicago in 1802. This name was continued

down to May, 1805, when the Credit Clearing

House was incorporated under the statutes

of Illinois.

So much for the beginning of a movement

which is revolutionizing the whole business

of credit reporting. The Credit Clearing

House has now fifteen main centres in the

United States. The fifteen offices are in the

following cities, and they were opened in the

order named: St. Paul and Minneapolis, Chi-

cago, Louisville, Detroit, St. Louis, Cincin-

nati, Baltimore, New York, Philadelphia.

New Orleans, Cleveland, Memphis, Atlanta,

Boston and St. Joseph. The New York office

was opened in January. 1806.

Through these centres merchants are freely

exchanging their experiences; credit report-

ing is recovering its lost principle. The

rapidity with which the Credit Clearing

House is obtaining justifies the largest treat-

ment of the matter. Its function is to con-

nect together the credit departments of the

great mercantile houses of the country, so

that each may act in the light of the experi-

ence of all.

The merchants of the United States arc

thetnsclves extending the system through

special advocacy. To illustrate: The office of

the Credit Clearing House at Detroit was

opened in 1801. owing to the representations

of Detroit merchants as to the needs thereof.

In a concluding article I will set out the

chief characteristics of the clearing-house

sy.stem in credit reporting, and its importance

as a safegtiard of commercial integrity. The

necessary relations of the Credit Clearing

House with the system of bank clearings will

have attention, together with the further de-

vehqiment of the principle and the effect of

such development on the organization of

i-diniiurcr FraNKI.IN I'oRP.

BVBK AND ALWAYS.

The bargain-counter bicycle soon brings

its unfortunate rider to a realization of the

fact that it is never too early to mend.
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OVERMAN GOES ON.

It Was Only a Temporary Halt in the

Career of the Fatnotis Chicopee

Concern.

Springfield, Mass., Jan. 4.—The Overman
Wheel Co. has resumed operations, as was
confidently asserted and expected. The big

factory at Chicopee Falls was started up

yesterday with some 800 hands.

The arrangement for the resumption was
effected at the creditors' meeting on Friday

last.

Creditors holding claims to the amount of

upwards of $500,000 of the total indebtedness

of $648,000 were present and were unanimous

in their desire to give the company every op-

portunity to pay of? the indebtedness and con-

tinue the business.

An agreement was drawn up for the signa-

tures of the creditors, naming John Carr,

president of the First National Bank, of Bos-

ton; E. E. Poor, president of the National

Bank of New York, and H. Relmers, of New
York, the largest creditor, as a committee to

represent the interests of the creditors in con-

ducting the business under the assignment to

H. H. Bowman, as trustee, which assignment

was approved by the creditors present.

By the same agreement, the creditors bound

themselves to extend the time for the payment

of all claims six, twelve, eighteen and twenty-

four months, from December 81, 1897, the in-

debtedness to be paid in equal installments at

the times named, with interest.

The trustee, H. H. Bowman, is authorized

to conduct the business with the advice and

direction of the above named committee, and

all claims on money to be borrowed for the

conduct of the business are to be made pre-

ferred claims against the company.

The agreement was signed by a large num-

ber of creditors, and there is no question but

it will receive the indorsement of the rest.

President Carr, of the First National Bank

of Boston, stated that his bank, which is a

creditor to the extent of $50,000, was ready

to make an additional loan of $25,000 to the

company.

It was developed at the meeting that the ad-

vance order list previously quoted as $250,-

000 was in reality $371,000 One order for

8,000 Victors, to say nothing of smaller ones,

convinced everyone that the assets and pros-

pects were satisfactory.

The Overman Wheel Co. announced the

glad tidings to their friends and agents in the

following fashion:

"Dear Sir: It gives us great pleasure to

wish you a Happy New Year, and to inform

you that the shut-down of our factory has

continued for the brief space of five days only.

The doors will swing wide open Monday
morning, January 8d, and hundreds of opera-

tives will take up the work just where they

left off. The lost time will be made up by

night runs.

"That the Overman Wheel Co. will pay one

hundred cents on the dollar, wit"h interest, in

much less time than has been allowed it; that

the permanency of the Victor bicycle in the

trade is assured and that this great plant will

continue to build bicycles for generations yet

unborn is but the sober judgment of those

who have watched the growth of the Over-

man Wheel Co. from a tender sapling to a

giant oak."

CONSOLIDATION IN CINCINNATI.

Cincinnati, Jan. 8.—A consolidation of the

James Bullock Co., the Charles Eckert Mfg.

Co. and the Queen City Forging Co. created

something of a furore in the trade last week.

The new institution will manufacture bicycles

and bicycle frames, and will pay special at-

tention to bicycle supplies. The most im-

portant of the latter class is the Brown patent

roller sprocket and chain, and the patent

crank-hanger of the Queen City Forging Co.

Charles Eckert, of the Charles Eckert Co.,

is one of the oldest men of the cycle trade in

the United States, and was formerly in part-

nership with Mr. Schleutcr, of the Schleuter

Cycle Mfg. Co. The Eckert Co. has at pres-

ent a large number of orders upon hand, some

of them coming from Belgium and Germany.

WHERE A CZAR WAS.

GERMANY GETS A GOOD THING.

According to the English press, the patent

rights of the Fairbanks-Boston Wood Rim
Co. for Germany, Holland, Denmark, Swit-

zerland, Italy, Austria and Hungary have

been acquired by Max Mendel, of Linden,

near Hanover, who is putting down a plant to

manufacture wood-rims, nuid-guards, handles,

etc., on a large scale.

There Bx-President Sproehnle Will Be the

Ftitnre Director and Supreme
Rtiler.

Chicago, Jan. 3.—F. M. Sproehnle, who was
president of the Fowler Cycle Mfg. Co. up to

the time of its failure, is to take hold of the old

Czar factory, on Fifth avenue. With him will

be associated John Whitworth, who had
charge of the Czar factory until Mr. Allen de-

cided to give up the manufacture of wheels,

and who was until recently at the head of the

Fowler factory.

After the death of E. B. Preston, the Czar
factory was purchased by W. D. Allen for

something like $30,000. Considerable new
machinery was added, and the Czar was made
for a year more. But Mr. Allen had too

much to do to attend to his rubber goods in-

terests, and ceased the manufacture of wheels.

Since that time the factory has been idle.

MOTORS AND CYCLES.

Toledo, O. Jan. 1.—The Viking Bicycle and
Electric Motor Co., has been incorporated for

$100,000, by Alvin Peter, G. W. Birchall, F.

Cranston and others. The capital stock is

$100,000. The company will continue the

manufacture and sale of bicycles now carried

on by the Union Mfg. Co., which will be
incorporated separately and be devoted to the

goods produced by the plant before Mr. Peter

took up bicycles.

WARWICK WAITS.

Springfield, Mass., Jan. 4.—The hitch in the

affairs of the Warwick Cycle Mfg. Co. still

remains. The prospect of a speedy resump-
tion of operations is not believed to be so

good as it was a week ago. It is evident to

most observers that Mr. Bannigan wants his

$150,000, or at least, part of it. and will not be
.satisfied with any proposition which does not

have that imnuHliate end in view.

RECEIVER Al'rOINTED.

Now Haven, Conn.. Jan. 4.—The Hall Mfg.
Co., of Wallingford, has gone into the hands

of a receiver, I"". A. Wood being appointed by
the Superior Court. The concern made bi-

cycle fittings and specialties.
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FOWLERS FULL HAND.

When He Opened It Thousands Fell and

Hia Own CBtne Back to

Him.

Chicago. Jan. 1.—Wlun Frank T. Fowler

'.valkcd into court and |)Iankcd down five pack-

igcs of bills, amounting to a cool $25,000 in

cash, it took away the breaths of Court, clerks,

bailiffs, and spectators; that amount of money
in one bunch at this time seemed a dream.

The money was paid for the plant, good-will

and book accounts of the Fowler Cycle Mfg.

Co., which had been out of ^Ir. Fowler's

hands a year and three-quarters, and which in

that time had fought a financial storm, which

it could not weather.

When the plant was first offered for sale

less than $13,000 was bid, and the court post-

poned the sale in order to see if more could

not be realized upon something which inven-

toried in the neighborhood of $100,000, to say

nothing of some $86,000 in book accounts.

In the meantime, Frank Fowler, who had

sold his Trinity interests to good advantage

(luring the past summer, began to think of his

first love in the bicycle game. The more he

thought, the more he wanted the plant, which

was known to be one of the finest for the size

in the country. Then he went down to his

bank, and, drawing the necessary 250 $100-

bills. and putting them in five packages, he

sauntered into the court with a view of get-

ting the Fowler planl

He first bid $-23,0n0, but the court wanted

to know if he couldn't do a little better. Fow-

ler thought a moment, and replied that he

guessed he cf)uld make it up to an even

$25,000.

".Are you good for this amount?" inciuircd

His Honor.

"I think I am," replied Fowler, and with

that he pulled out the $25,000, and said if he

wasn't "that is, I guess."

Then the Court ordered the clerk to make

the records show that the plant and all that

pertained to it had been sold to Mr. Fowler

and that the sherifT be ordered to give Mr.

l'V)wler possession.

The next morning Mr. Fowler was occupy-

ing the oflice of President Sproehnle, and was

kept busy receiving congratulations by word

and wire, and in directing a half-dozen clerks

to do this and that.

The factory occupies nine floors at 142 to

148 West Washington street, each floor being

'.'••••xl.'t ft. in size. It is e<|uipped with the latest

and best machinery of all sorts, has handsome

and new ofTice."!, and enough stock on hand,

finished and unfinished, to make up from 3,000

to 5,000 bicycles. Besides this, there are a

gofid many second-hand and shop-worn

whr< Is which were in the Chicago retail store,

with the slock of the Boston and New York

store* on the way.

It is Mr. Fowler's intention to sell off such

portions ol the machinery, furniture, stock.

etc., as arc not needed and to reduce the size

n( the f.i<-(nry a little. The capabilities of the

vcvcr, for new
.my that is at

alt out of date.

"Do you propose organizing a new com-

pany?" he was asked.

"Have already," was tht* -' but firm

"Who arc interested in the company?

"I am. 1 own this place; there is no other

person in any way, directly or indirectly, in-

terested."

"What are your future jjlans? '

"I rcally.do not know just what I will do; I

have not thought how I will proceed, except

that I shall make the truss-frame Fowler, and

will do an extensive mail order business, not

only in bicycles, but in all kinds of sundries.

This will be a part of our future business,

even if we go ahead and make bicycles."

The old Fowler agents poured in congratu-

latory telegrams and offered to keep the Fow-
ler agencies, and this naturally pleased the

old and the new owner. He has been pretty

well assured that the Fowler will still keep in

the front ranks—and it is admitted generally

that Mr. Fowler can keep it there, if anybody
can.

Before thirty days have come and gone, the

plant will be in full operation, if present par-

tially matured plans are not materially

changed.

George Moffat started the plant and failed

in July, 1891. Then Mark Hill, Mr. Fowler's

father-in-law, secured control and ran it under

the name of the Hill Cycle Mfg. Co. until

November 11, 1892, when the name was

changed to the Fowler Cycle Mfg. Co., and

Mr. Fowler became the absolute head. Janu-

ary 4, 189G, F. M. Sproehnle, L. E. Crandall

and others secured the business and all the

stock, Mr. Fowler later organizing the Trin-

ity Co. The company failed October 22, 1897,

after a hard, but determined .struggle to keep

alive.

It is not unlikely that the name of the cor-

poration vsill be changed a little, but the

word "Fowler" will be retained, and the

truss-frame wheel will be made, Mr. Fowler

believing that the manufacture of the straight

frame wheel was son)cwhat responsible for

the failure of the company while in the control

of Sproehnle, ct al.

PROTECT YOURSELF.

TIMES HAVE CHANGED.

Once upon a time cycle dealers could make
2" to .10 per cent profit on bicycles and sun-

dries which delighted the hearts of men and

worried the ecpiine brood of that elder day.

In retrospective mood the elders of the trade

tell us that "Times hain't what they used to

be," and we must admit the truth of the de-

claration. But that doesn't signify that this

day and generation is trailing in the capacity

of rear guard to any old time or people the

business ever gave employment to. Not a

bit of it.

More of an idle habit than otherwise is the

phraseology that is always reminding us what

the fathers in the trade did, and what glorious

suns shown on them to illuminate their way

to fair fortune and great deeds.

Present day times are just what modern

progress, inventive genius, the spread of in-

telligence have made them. Moreover, these

agencies are still at work, more tireless than

ever, and the cycle trade moves on apace, dis-

regarding the kickers and dreamers and the

slugg.irds. There is no future hope of pre-

eminence for the man who cannot hold his

ftwn in the scorch of progress as revealed

to-day.

What a rider has done a rider can do, and

probably will, though, as to much oi it, he

really shouldn't.

Why All Who Do Business Abroad Should Do
So - Peculiar I<aw8 and People Make It

Necessary.

In their endeavor to protect their members
against the German sharks and patent pirates,

the Cycle Board of Trade has encountered

the same trouble that individual makers met
when they attempted to protect themselves.

One of the latter, after thinking himself se-

cure, discovered that under the peculiar Ger-
man law, his name-plate had become the

property of his foreign representative by
whom it was patented, and that it would be

necessary for the latter to transfer his entire

interests to give the American maker owner-
ship of his name and plate. There was no il-

legal intent, but the Contretemps that resulted

is still untangled.

Where a trade-mark is not patented in this

country, it is necessary that application for a

German patent be made by a resident in that

country in his own name. He may, after ob-

taining the necessary protection, retain the

papers and use the trade-mark for his own
purposes, and the American owners would be

without recourse.

A member of the Board of Trade, now in

Germany, is trying to obtain the services of

some reliable citizen in that country for this

pur|)ose. In the meantime, however, those

having their trade-marks registered in this

country, can make application for protection in

Germany without the intervention of a private

citizen in that country. Such application will

be forwarded on receipt by the secretary of the

board.

All manufacturers doing or intending to do

an export business are urgently advised to

register their trade-marks, brand-name or de-

vice in the United States, not because this

makes their title to them any more secure,

but in many foreign countries it is necessary

to file a certified copy of the United States

registration papers before a patent will be

granted.

In most cases the sum of $60 will pay all

fees necessary, but where a more extended

search is required, a slight additional charge

is made. The secretary of the Board of Trade

will attend to the details when it is so desired.

HE TOLD THE TRUTH.

They were all in the smoking compartment;

at least three of them were cycle salesmen,

and engaged in the very cheerful occupation

of trying to out-lie each other.

"I struck a great streak of luck last week,"

said one of them. "I landed three orders,

amounting altogether to 900 wheels."

Being the first man, he was easily outdone

by the next, and the third saw the others and

went some better. He placed one order of

1,000 wheels and two others amounting to 800.

"You people are not in it," said a small

man, who had not taken part in the conversa-

tion. "I sold one firm 9.000 wheels, and they

are all to be given away for advertising pur-

poses."
"What's that! Sold 9,000 wheels to be given

away! What wheel do you sell?" chimed in

the three in chorus.

"The 9.000 wheels I sold were contained in

1.000 Waterbury • watches, wtilch a clothing

litorc is going to give away." said the small

man, handing each of the three men nine

wheels for their own use. and accepting their

offer to get off at the next stop and "have

something."
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REGISTERED

TRADE ^-,!***\^«#*^ MARK. (

Only the Genuine

Bear These Trade-Marks
)

REGISTERED

TRADE "FAUBER." MARK.

Fauber Hanaers—1898

ffSer^

Manufacturers and Dealers ^^^ warned against handling Hangers and Bicycles

^^^^--——^-—^^^^^^^^z^::^^z:^r infringing the Fauber Crank-Axle Patents.

\A/. H. FAUBER,
10-1A W. Jackson St.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
CHICAGO. ILL.
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Unqualified Praise

is given our 1898 models of

Geneva SPEeiAL at $bO,
and Ohio at $flO.

Catalogues almost ready. Good Agents wanted everywhere.

GENEVA CYCLE CO., Geneva, Ohio.

Eastern Office, 92 Reade St., New York. A. M. SCHEFFEY & CO., Managers.
Northwestern Agents—Minneapolis, Janney-Semple Co.

Southwestern Agents—St. Joseph. Mo., Wyeth Hardware Co.

1898... ...1898

THE GARD DETACHABLE BICYCLE CRANKS
MADE FROM CRUCIBLE STEEL.

THE BEST OR-A^lSriC ITST THE li^^RKIET.
Pntented July I«, 1898, September 17. 1895. Also Piilentecl in EnKland,

France and KelKlum.

In applying the cranks the following simple directions are all that is necessary :

1. Screw the outer ball case on the sprocket side home, after slipping chain
into place.

2. Make adjustment with opposite ball case and turn locknut up tight.
Send for booklets giving full particulars and testimonials after two years' use and

thorough tests.

Manufactured by

SOUTHINGTON CUTLERY CO.,
Southington, Conn., U. S. A.

A. M. SCHEFFEY & CO., General Eastern Agents, 92 Reade St., NEW YORK.

CYCLE STANDS DEALERS
AND

Are supreme in excellence of construction

and beauty of appearance. Their features

are many, and peculiarly their own —with-

out a peer for retail salesrooms and manu-

facturer*' branch houses. Trad* Prict. S3. 76.

REPAIRMEN.
Our prices on Bicycle Fittings and Sundries

are especially low.

We would like ytm to stop in and con-

vince yourself of the fact.

Manufacturer!*:

BANKtK BROS. CYCLE CO..

PI ITSBURG, PA.
A. M. SCHEFFEY & CO.,

92 Keade Street. New York.
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iDDRESSES—88 West Broadway^New York; Telephone, 3775
Cortlandt; Post Ofllce Address, Box 444, New York ; Western
Office, 9M Monadnock Block. CJilcago; The Wheel
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BEWARE OF CAUCUS!

k

WE read in the various official pronunci-

amentos issued by the warring

League politicians what this State or that has

in caucus determined; how this delegation has

in caucus decided to cast its entire vote for

one candidate or the other. In fact, caucus

and caucus rule seem to be the very founda-

tion of League politics as now constructed. It

is not a sound basis, nor yet in the end a

winning one.

The caucus is the vehmgericlit of the nine-

teenth century. It binds its members body

and soul, for a surrender on one point of con-

science involves a surrender on all. The L.

A. W. delegate who will yield his individuality

to the. extent of voting for what he is con-

vinced is unwise and wrong, because that is

the fiat which he has pledged himself to obey,

must logically go the whole length, even if it

sweeps him into treason to the organization

itself.

The inconsistency of making a vigorous

fight against anything that is wrong, and

when overborne by numbers, joining the ranks

of the assailants, is so self-evident that the

meanest intelligence can realize it.

Ot, is the caucus a test of propriety, and

does the force of numbers, like a test by fire

among savage nations, demonstrate the fitness

and expediency of a League man or measure?

Association and custom seem to deaden dis-

crimination-even among those delegates justly

credited with possessing it in an active and

well-developed condition.

In the early days of the League this slavish

subserviency to the caucus produced an un-

favorable feeling on the part of the member-

ship at large. It was not often exhibited, but

when it was, respect for those responsible

therefor took a decided drop. But now it

seems to have been incorporated as a regular

feature of League legislative methods. We
may know from their own assurances how

our delegates believe and feel on various ques-

tions of League policy, but if wc elect them we

have no guarantee as lo how ihoy will even-

tually vote thereon.

We must not look to the men to be respon-

sible for their own actions any more, but wait

for the caucus to fix that responsibility. They

know their abstract positions, but that doesn't

count until the "Holy Vehm" is heard from.

Truly, the hopes of the fathers have been

killed by violence and the caucus is largely re-

sponsible therefor.

SOME "SUN" RAYS.

'T' HE bright, blundering "Sun," the "New
* York Sun," Dana's son's "Sun"

—

there is only one—is airing the cycle show

question. The shining "Sun" believes in bi-

cycle shows. This is the same paper which

editorialized on the Overman Wheel Co.'s fail-

ure. The "Sun" deals in the unexpected; it

looks at things askant, obliquely—and after

three days. Here's how the "Sun" does it:

A thing happens at 4 o'clock in the afternoon.

The next morning every paper in New York

has something about it, and perhaps also prints

something the day afterward. The "Sun,"

however, discreetly waits from three to five

days, and is cocked and primed with all the

matter which other journalistic brains have

emitted, and then it goes for the subject at an

angle of thirty-seven and a half degrees. It

sparkles, but sparkle is not logic; glitter is

not fact.

The "Sun" thinks it would be a great, grand

thing for New York to have one big bicycle

show. It says there are changes in saddles, cy-

clometers and joints; it says that the cyclists,

now that they have nothing to do, are anxious

for a bicycle show. It may be that the pub-

lic would enjoy a show. The public enjoys

any fine entertainment. A show means a lot

of wheels and wheel things, music, lights,

souvenirs, old friendships renewed, cycling

sociability, cycling chat, loitering around the

show building, and all the rest of that class of

enjoyment and dissipation. It is a very nice

function, 'and the public has always patron-

ized it, just as they patronize the Actors' Fair

and the Central Park lake when there's skat-

ing there.

The chief point to remember, however,

is that the bicycle trade, as a trade, is not in

tlie show business, and has nothing to do with

amusement purveying. The bicycle trade, as

a trade, by a great, big majority vote, after a

long howl and a big growl, has decided not

to give any show this year. The public en-

joyed the previous shows, and supported

them; but they cost the trade a million dol-

lars in rental and decoration, dammed up the

trade for several weeks, and, in the aggregate

—adding tlie actual show expense to the

money lost in waiting, and tlie money lost in

prico-comparison and conso(|uout prico-cut-

(jnpr—the shows cost tlu- trade (so its cliiof

moil estimate) not less lli.m lixo million dol-

lars.

There is nothing particularly new in bicycle

construction this year. The highest types of

chain-driven wheels of 1897 still remain the

highest and most feasible type of wheel for

1898, notwithstanding the introduction of the

chainless. The changes have been mainly in

minor points. Because of there being no

show, the cyclist is not a subject for pity.

There is a time when variation is a valuable

factor; and if the cyclist will forget his wheel,

and wheeling and all the rest of it for one or

two months during the winter season, he will

come back to the sport, or recreation, or

whatever it may be with him all the more re-

freshed because of the interregnum.

The chief setback to the bicycle trade has

been caused by the daily press dabbling in

trade affairs. The daily press never before took

up a business and exploited the inside of it,

giving the public misstatements about meth-

ods of manufacture and cost of manufacture. It

is not the province of any newspaper to delve

into the minutiae of any business; because

its own advertising business, and even the

pennies which are spent for the paper, are the

result of business methods and of business

processes, which might not result profitably

if they were public property. Worse than the

delving process is the fashion which obtains

of filling up the public with figures which are

not based on fact, and giving them false ideas

as to methods and as to profits.

The press of New York, through mistaken

enterprise and shallowness, has caused the bi-

cycle trade irretrievable harm. The "Sun"

now aims to cause the trade still further dam-

age by delving into the show question, which

it does not understand, and which it looks

upon merely from the standpoint of the pub-

lic's amusement.

No successful trade is now holding a show,

such as the bicycle shows have been in the

past. One of the greatest factors in success

is to do the unexpected. Another is that the

manufacturer shall conceal his wares until the

proper marketable moment. Business is a

sort of magic—a trick exposed is no trick.

No sane man walks along the highway ex-

plaining his business—the cost, the method

and the margin. What the bicycle trade needs

now above all things is rest and a respite

from the sleuth-intellects of the daily press.

BUCKS'S VERDICT.

r^ OR a youngster, the bicycle has managed
^ to get into court a groat many times. In-

deed, the courting business appears to occupy

a considerable portion of the bioyolo out-

put even at this season of the year, when the

young men and young women are least apt

to have tli.it Juno fooling of which tlic

rhymstors arc wont to sing.

X'orily, not all llio court hiisinoss in which

tlio bicycle is inlciostoU is contincd to quiet,
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rural roads in leafy June. The bicycle has

collided with stern-visaged. steel-handed jus-

tice in every city in the Union.

The blue-buttoned, unpoctic minions of the

law have grabbed it ruthlessly from the high-

ways on complaint of farmers and truck driv-

ers, and subjected it to heavy fines for pre-

suming to be a vehicle and for taking up too

much of the roadway. Having been crowded

out of the roadway, it quite naturally got

haled into court for wearing out the side-

walks and bumping against old women and

baby-cabs.

It has been mulcted by outraged justice

for causing runaways and for prowling

around at night without a lantern.

.\fter a rough shrift in the courts, the bi-

cycle has finally ascertained its legal status.

.\fter much stubborn fighting it has been

conceded that the bicycle has some rights,

that it is entitled to a portion of the road-

way, that there is no redress for the man wlio

is damaged by running into a bicycle, and that

the bicycle is actually a vehicle.

Just as the modern evangel of good health

and sobriety is swelling its pneumatic tire

over the prospects for 1898, a Bucks County,

Pennsylvania, judge gives a decision to the

effect that "the bicycle is a promoter of

crime." He declares that "at least one-third

of the business of the criminal court was made

up by persons who are led astray by some

connection with the wheel."

No one but a Bucks County legal luminary

could possibly see how any device that makes

a man oblivious of his troubles, even for a few

hours in the day, can be justly characterized

as a "promoter of crime." Why should a

man put aside that which will allure him to

forgetfulness of his sorrows?

The decision of the Bucks County judge

will not stand. The bicycle will appeal to the

higher tribunal of public opinion, wherein it

has ever been a winner.

The L. A. \V. politician is a peculiar chap.

Year after year he makes promises, only to

break them. He violates faith in a most con-

scienceless manner; is thoroughly damned by

his dupes, who, however, arc so near-sighted

T weak, or greedy, or forgiving, that the fol-

•^ ir finds them in the same old posi-

.: through the same old processes.

Iiey never seem to realize that duping

I. '
'•

1 trickster is easy while the

J.

I

ifTairs exists. Under the order

of business they mint deliver the goods; th.it

it, vote for the trii

'

're he discharges

his debt—usually .i • vote for some

.iMicndment or by-law.

Mr. Potter't invitation to Mr Gideon to de-

clare himself over his own signature it ex-

cruciatingly funny, and at the same time a

piece of brazen cfTontery. Coming from a man

who, while pledged to the support of a friend.

was for several months last year daily re-

sponding to similar invitations by announc-

ing: "I am not a candidate," and then ask-

ing the newspapers not to say that he would

not run, it is enough to make a horse laugh.

Potter is siiuirming and gasping from a dose

of his own medicine.

POLITICIANS TERPLE-XED.

"Everything comes to him who waits," sings

the philosopher—but it all depends where you

wait. The man who "waits" from start to

finish gets left at the tape. It is the same in

t!ie trade as in racing—the man who "waits"

from the start, ever watchful of the tactics of

his rival, and summons up his energies at the

opportune nionieiit. is the man who lands

home a winner by a clear head! Don't be in

too much of a hurry, is a good all-round ad-

monition in these times of fierce competition.

Too little advertising is like sowing too lit-

tle seed. It is the constant advertising that

is bound to attract attention. It is the suc-

cess of the bright, catchy advertisements that

refuse to be ignored. That time must be al-

lowed for the fruit to grow, ripen and be

gathered is as true as that wheat cannot be

reaped the day after it is sowed, nor a cycle

output disposed of on intermittent announce-

ments thereof.

The manufacturer who in the building and

designing of his output is always willing to let

well enough alone, mighty seldom secures

• liiartcrs in that nuich-talked-of room at the

top.

It is not to be denied, even by the stanch-

est friends of cycling, that familiarity with the

use of the wheel seems to beget carelessness

as to danger and recklessness as to speed.

It would be ever so much easier in cycling

to love our neighbors as ourselves, if they

would only do their riding as we do.

Tlure is little difference between the man

who is a tolerably good rider and the one

who is a tolerably bad rider.

Satisfaction in cycling is of two kinds

—

the kind you expect to get and the kind you

fail to get.

If you don't know when you arc well off

in cycling, you are mighty sure to find out

afterward.

Some riders seem to expect you to admire

them for the things they don't do in cycling.

It is a long lane that has no turning, but

it may turn in the wrong direction.

Nobody wants an eternity of anything, not

even of cycling.

There are days when the road seems to be

all up hill.

The cycle pessimist is the novice grown

older.

Every rider is his own horrible example.

Wild Guesslag and Faking Being Done to

Cover Tracks Gideon Makes Great

Gains.

It begins to appear as if Sterling Elliott

kfiew what he was talking about when he said

that deorge D. Gideon, of Philadelphia, will

be presented as a candidate for the presidency

of the League of .Vnierican Wheelmen.

Mr Potter, of New York, got hbld of the

newspaper wires when the Gideon boom be-

gan to gain force and made it appear that it

was merely a bubble, disowned by Mr. Gideon

himself. The public was hoodwinked into be-

lieving that Potter would have a walkover.

Rut careful investigation proves that there is a

glowing fire beneath the thick smoke, and it

can be stated with every assurance of confi-

dence that Mr. Potter is a very much wor-

ried gentleman. He is engaged in wild guess-

ing, and someone is doing some generous

newspaper faking in his behalf.

The widely-printed telegram from Balti-

more is an instance. This dispatch stated that

Messrs. Boyle and Collins, of Penn.>.ylvania,

and Mott and Sams, of Maryland, had held a

secret meeting, and agreed on the following

slate: For president, Isaac B. Potter, of New
York; first vice-president, Thomas J. Keenan,

of Pennsylvania; second vice-president. New
Jersey's choice; treasurer, A. E. Mergen-

thaler, of Ohio.

As a matter of fact, no meeting of the sort

occurred, and consequently no such slate was

made. The dispatch was a fake on the face of

it. In the first place, Mr. Mergenthaler is not

even a delegate to the National .^ssemjily, and

Ohio is known to be strongly anti-Potter.

Again, it seems highly improbable that all of

the executive olVicers would be chosen from

within a radius of less than one hundred miles,

the three States mentioned being next door

neighbors. Advices from the West that Pot-

ter had been flirting with his old friend, W'.

A. Connelly, of Illinois, strengthened the odor

of the fake and turned the finger of suspicion

toward the New Yorker.

While it is true that Pennsylvania formally

declared for Mr. Keenan, he is being con-

siderably misrepresented. He has, of his own

accord, volunteered to step aside for Mr.

Gideon, and as evidence of the latter's strength

and popularity accumulates. Pennsylvania's

altitude may be best represented by an inter-

rogation point.

Mr. Potter's position is most amusing. His

press agents all announce that he has invited

Mr. Gideon to declare himself, but Gideon is

giving Potter a Potter pill.

For several months la.st year Mr. Potter had

lots of fun by adopting what he himself de-

scribed as a Pickwickian attitude. To all in

vitations to declare himself, he responded

coc|uettishly. "Say that I am not a candi-

date." he would respond, "but." he would add

sotto voce, "don't say that I won't run." Mr.

Gideon has assumed a similar position, and

even poor old Albert Mott has, it is said, al-

ready put his pen to paper in his usual effort

to create a refuge should occasion require.

Mr. Potter is .so perplexed that, despite his

newspapered cocksureness, he is going West

to see "how he stands with the boys" with

whom he played fast and loose last season.

Sterling Elliott, in charge of the carefully

matured (iuleon boom, is already headed in the

same direction. He repeats that the Philadcl-

phian is a sure winner.
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ANNUAL CLAIMS.

All Sorts of "Firsts" and " Greatests " Given
Their Twelve-Month Airing and

Parade.

Chicago, Jan. 3.—The annual New Year's

Day scorch of the Two-Fifty Club to Pullman
was held Saturday forenoon under the most
favorable conditions, and resulted in a victory

for Arthur J. Nicolet, who negotiated the

twelve and a half miles of frozen ground in

31 minutes. The weather was around the 16°

point. Eighty riders started and fifty or more
finished. The leaders were: 1, A. J. Nicolet;

2, A. C. Van Nest; 3, N. H. Van Sicklen; 4,

Ed. Llewellyn; 5, J. W. Donnell; 6, F. H.
Hovey; 7, E. W. Peabody.

That active club, the Lake View-Clarendon
Wheelmen, held a five-mile road race over

the Lake View course New Year's Day, which

probably was the first regular outdoor race of

the new year. The race was won by J. P.

Klein, from the 1.80 mark, while H. J. An-
derson won the time medal from scratch in

13.56. This will be made an annual event.

The first organized century run of the year

started one minute after midnight in the new
year. It was promoted by the American Road
Cycling Association over the Libertyville-

Waukegan course, six men starting and finish-

ing. E. W. Linn reached home first in 9h.

39m., fifty minutes ahead of the next man.

The annual New Year's scorch for the

champagne offered by hotels in Yonkers and

Tarrytown—which for many years has been a

New York institution—was started as usual

from Central Park on the stroke of midnight.

Despite the darkness, the twenty-six miles of

hilly, slushy roads and a biting wind filled

with fine snow and sleet, sixteen men started.

Jos. Thompson, Greenwich Wheelmen, cap-

tured the Yonkers bottle, and kept on for the

Tarrytown fizz. He was overtaken, however,

by H. Y. Bedell, Riverside Wheelmen, and

Walter White, New York County Wheelmen,

who reached historic Tarrytown as named.

Milwaukee, Wis., Jan. 1.—Edward Aldridge,

who on Christmas Day rode twenty-five miles

at the exposition track in 1.04.28, to-day, on

the same indoor track, lowered the world's

unpaced record for twenty-five miles, held by

A. F. Senn at 1.02.37 2-5, to 1.01.32. At the

same time Aldridge rode 24^ miles in the hour.

Senn's record was made outdoors, however.

Irving Harrison, of Hackensack, N. J., be-

lieves he is the champion "mileage fiend" of

the year 1897. He claims a record of 26,253

miles. His record by months is as follows:

January, 1,260; February, 1,482; March,

1,596; April, 1,407; May, 1,887; June, 1,447;

July, 2,250; August, 2,464; September, 2,689;

October, 3,410; November, 3,292; December,

3,068.

INDIANAPOLIS GETS THE MEET.

As every one expected, Indianapolis will be

the scene of the next L. A. W. meet. The
Executive Committee of the League met in

this city on Tuesday last and formally accepted

the invitation. Boston's withdrawal left the

Hoosier City a clear field. But Indianapolis

was the more deserving, anyway. The like

of their campaign for the plum at the Phila-

delphia meet was never seen before.

AS A UNION, AS MEN, AS MINISTERS.

At the regular quarterly meeting of the

Ministerial Union of Philadelphia Pastors,

last week, the report of the Committee on
Sunday Bicycling was adopted without a dis-

senting voice.

This committee had been continued from
the last quarterly meeting of the Union. The
report urged the Union "to unitedly protest

as a union, as men, and as ministers, against

the open race-tracks on the Sabbath Day, and
to petition the Tioga Cricket Club to discon-

tinue to allow the use of their grounds for

such purposes on Sunday, and also to petition

all associations of wheelmen to have their

grounds closed on the Lord's Day."

ERNEST A. MOROSS.

Moross is undoubtedly entitled to rank as

one of the developments of the year. He has
confined his efforts to the vicinity of his home-
place, Detroit, and during the year 1897

gathered in 34 firsts, 17 seconds and 23 thirds.

SOME MOTT, OHS!

He holds the amateur paced records for the

quarter, 24s.; for the third, 31 l-5s. ; and for

the half-mile, 50 2-5s. He also holds the

Michigan record for the mile, 1.49, and for

ten miles, 10.28.

Scorching is not clever, Ijccause any

fool can do it directly he learns to

ride; it doesn't show aliility in the

art of cycling; it is sheer foolhardincss upon

the part of the puerile performer; it displays

gross ignorance; and if the stupid ones who
indulge in it could only hear the remarks

which arc [jassed, or were aware of the con-

temptuous thoughts wliicli run through the

minds of pedestrians and careful riders when
they see this kind of wheel niani.ic out on llui

scorch, they might, perhaps, desist.

The Bald-Michael race, which was fixed for

ne.xt Saturday, is off. Bald's sickness made it

imi)ossible. Skeptics have doubted Bald's ail-

ment, but The Wheei, can vouch for its gen-

uineness. Bald is able to be about, but he still

looks a sick man.

A Trio Trilled by the Famous Wttle Bird
"Which Never Sings Without

Reason.

It is a poor week which does not bring
forth a few Mott-oes which are not containedm the official bulletin of the L. A. W. Racing
Board. The present is not a poor week; in"^
deed, it is pregnant with Mott-oes which are
likely to hang on the walls of memory if
not m the halls of history.

The first is likely to create a sensation, if it
develops. It seems almost impossible, but the
little bird that brings the information is trust-
worthy, and is not given to idle caroling. The
bird solemnly affirms that the six-day short-
track sacrifice has been selected. Handicapper
Batchelder is to be made the victim. 'T will
break 'Batch.' if I die for it," are the words
which Albert, the Mott-o of the Racing
Board, is reputed to have used in forecasting
the expected sensation. As Mr. Batchelder is
one of his own appointees and is backed, also,
by President Potter, it is supposed that Albert's
fear of possible dissolution is influenced by
the likelihood of a bolt of executive lightning.
Mott-o No. 2 is this: While Albert the

Great is "unselfishly working for the good
of the cause"—and such a "present" as" the
National Assembly may vote him—his wife is

drawing ,$25 per week from the L. A. W. by
direction of the president; at least, so the bird
says, and, again, the bird claims to know
whereof it carols.

Mott-o No. 3 comes from another bird, this
time the Brooklyn "Eagle." The "Eagle"
says the ten and twenty dollar bills with which
A. the G. makes his "grand-stand plays";
that is, with which he rewards racing men
when he considers they have ridden good
races without being placed, are drawn from
the "fine fund," and not from the gentleman's
own purse, as was generally and generously
supposed. By what authority he thus uses
money collected from fines imposed on re-

calcitrant racing men is not known, and
whether he will render an account of the
amounts in his financial statement remains to

be seen.

GOOD INTENTIONS TO BURN.

"Diabolus," said his satanic majesty to his

prime minister, as he dismounted from his

wheel, "the cycle path was never in worse
condition. I just punctured my tire and let

out all the hot air. See that the road is re-

paved to-morrow."

"Pardon, sire, but the royal exchequer is in

bad shape, and at present cost of red-hot ma-
cadam, with the accent on the dam, a new
pavement will bo infernally expensive, and—

"

"/Vh!" said Satan, interrupting him. "I have
it!"

.'\nd he lighted a cigarette with his breath.

"We won't do a thing to it this week."
.'Vs he spoke a gratified light came into his

eyes, but was promptly turned off by tiic eco-
nomical prime minister.

"Last Sahu-day was Now Year's on earth.
and we'll gel hell's annual pavement this

week, antl it won't cost a cent, either."

PUTS IT OUT OF PATIENCE.
The "vexed queslion" nuist be one which

gets riled al the wheelmen who can't under-
stand it.
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CDBB FOR THE CLEANING COMPLAINT.

In these days of cheerless winter weatlur

when riding is not always possible for the

novice, an intense longing often takes posses

sion of him to "do something" to his wheel.

When this feeling takes complete hold of him.

a .sure cure will be found in his starting in to

give his mount a thorough cleaning. To do

this let the novice follow these ideas:

Procure a dozen or two of old newspapers,

a basin of warm water, some kerosene, some

lubricating oil, two ur three cloths, a duster

or two, or a bath-towel, a chamois, some

vaseline, a spoke brush, a small paint brush.

a saucer of whiting, and any other old thing

you think you may need. Roll up your

sleeves above your elbow. Tie a large Turk-

ish towel around your athletic frame, and set

to work.

First, take your bicycle by the head and tail

and stand it on its hind legs. The steering

wheel will promptly bang you in the eye, but

don't mind that. Keep a tight hand, be firm

and decided with the animal—never let it get

the mastery over you—and you will succeed

at last in standing it upside down, after a

kick or two from the pedals. Then pull your-

self together and go right at it with all tiie

things you have collected.

Your back will begin to ache by and by.

your face will become rather swelled, and your

fingers will probably get pinched in the chain,

but stick to it— it is only by dogged resolu-

tion and staying-power that great records are

made. By-and-by you will find it necessary

to bend close over the driving wheel and

spin it; you will forget about the near pedal,

and it will immediately call itself to memory
by banging you, quietly, but firmly on the

head.

Then you can stand upright for a while,

and, if you are piously minded, hold the clean-

ing cloth over your lips with one hand to

keep down the burning words within, while

you reach for the warm water with the other.

After this you can insert two fingers among
the spokes, and try to polish up the inner

side of ihc hub as long as you can stand it

When you have finished scrubbing the en-

amel of the frame, and have grown as wearied

as you think advisable over the nickel of the

rest of the creature, gather together all the

energy ynu have got left, and turn the ma-

chine right side up. Then go immediately

and lie down, eat a sponge cake or two soaked

in champagne, and get a friend to bathe your

head and wrists and gently stroke your back.

The bicycle will keep clean for nearly half

a mile when you start for your next ride on a

muddy road.

SOME COLD WEATHEK TIPS.

The clear, cold weather ot the p.T-t week has

brought out many who do not ride regularly

through the winter some of whom
find a dilViculty in )

. i. the circulation

in finger* and t<»e». For the latter you cannot
do belter than invc«t in a pair of cloth spats

or gaiters; then if you still sufTcr from cold

feci, try an extra pair of socks inside your
cycling stockings. A pair of wool-lined or
woolen mitlrni with kid or leather palm*
will keep yonr hands warm, ir.viflinj,' you
have them largr rnougli .\ jr.

rulaiirin .-ind r.inscs your fin^ i>n

lo (he handles sooner than tight ftttiiig glovcA.

PICTION'S FOE.

It cannot be denied that cycling is antagon-

istic to pathologic tendencies in the young
person. It might not be easy to assign a

measure to this inliuence, but its reality is

scarcely to be doubted. From this it follows

—as the night the day—that pathologic fiction

has touched its meridian. The wholesome

mind turns from unhealthy fancies in obedi-

ence to a law as valid as that which leads

the healthy stomach to turn from unwhole-

some foods.

The outlook may not be altogether a cheer-

ful one for gentlemen who have kept soul

and body together by the purveying of toxic

syllabub, but should they be driven to work
for a living, perhaps society would be none

the poorer.

Besides, society has provided its work-

houses and almshouses, and has thus dis-

charged its whole duty to the mentally pau-

perized. But there is a further side to the re-

lation between athletics as embodied in the

wheel and bookniaking. Is the first calcu-

lated to diminish or to increase the reading

habit?

Be careful to note at the outset that so far

as this habit is connected with pathologic

reading matter, its diminution is a clear and

multiple gain. The real meaning of the ques-

A SAMPLE AD. FOR AGENTS.

How Much Would

You Pay for a Bicycle?

We are anxious to know.

It will help us in our busi-

ness, and may result in our

being able to meet your ideas

of price.

Prompt replies, either in

person or on postals, will be

appreciated.

tion is: Is the reading habit, understood of

sound literature, likely to be increased or di-

minished by the wheeling habit?
Is the wholcsomer moral atmosphere that

is due to the wheel rcsponsiljjc in any degree
for the phenomena of a great deal more
wholesome sort of literature? That quistion
may not admit fif an ofT-hand answer. The
athlctical tendency has been a matter of gen-
eral growth during several years; the wlieel

has done nothing more than impart to it a

sudden and vast extension. If, now. there be
any connection between that tendency and the

relative increase in wholesome reading, it will

follow that this increase is destined soimi to

a notable further expansion. Time will tell,

and time is not going to be very long about it

KNEW HIS PRORARLE FUTURE.

.\n old man was breaking stones one day
on a criuntry roa<l when a rather cockney cy-

clist came scorching along and was forced to

hold up for fear of ruining his tires over the
newly broken stones.

"Darn these stones! Take them out of my
way!" he said.

"Where can I take them to?"

"I don't care where; take them to hades if

yon like
"

"Don't you think." «aid the old man. "that

I'd better take 'em to heaven? They'll be less

in your way there."

AT HIS OLD TRICKS AGAIN.

.\way long in the beginning—the tricycle

era of the sport—when woman first made her

timid entry into cycling, the great American
know-it-all. a peculiarly constituted, loud-

braying, asinine individual, reared himself

upon his hind legs and registered a kick

against a woman riding.

He brayed forth what he claimed was a fact,

i. e.. pedaling a cycle was identically the same

as treddling a sewing machine; doctors said

sewing machines were injurious to woman's

health; ergo, cycling was, too. Thus loudly

brayed the objector, but when at last men of

medicine, brains and common sense found

time to study the question they were unani-

mously of an opinion adverse to the sewing

machinite, and he passed into a well merited

obscurity.

All things move in cycles, even know-it-alls;

hence it is not surprising at the end of fifteen

years or more to find the newer generation of

brayers coming forward with cycle-sewing

machine comparison, and pretending to prove

the similarity thereof, as did their forebears

years and years ago. The facts are these:

A woman at the sewing machine must stoop

to focus her eyes accurately on the point at

which the needle is at work and must drive

the material along in accurate lines under

the rapidly-moving needle, within the margin

of one-sixteenth of an inch.

Such a position in the corseted woman
brings a strong pressure to bear on the pelvic

contents by means of the lower part of the

busks, or metal front pieces on the corsets,

at a ti^ne when pelvic inclination is lessened,

while it permits increased abdominal pressure

to act on her pelvic cavity directly from above.

In addition to this the action of the limb is

distinctly a constrained one. And lastly, the

indoor motion is a series of very short excur-

sions in rapid succession, while those called

for in pedaling a wheel are a full, slow swing

of the whole leg, the diflference between jerk-

ing and swinging.

Any one can supply a hundred other reasons

wherein the cycle machine, differing from the

sewing machine, is beneficial, as opposed to

the injury of the sewer, but what is the use?

You can not waste time on know-it-alls, nor

teach self-conceit!

WHAT IT IS.

The unpleasant tendency experienced by

novices to ride straight at and into obstacles

which they are most anxious to avoid is de-

fined by a medical authority as "the hypnotic

influence of concentrated attention, rendering

the movements inco-ordinate, so that the rider

becomes the victim of perverted reflexes of

purposeless effort, and the abject subject of

an optical delusion." Every student of cycle

phenomena should be glad to know this.

Hitherto this unfortunate thing has been

termed the "blind wabbles." No one ever

heard, however, of the novice who irresponsi-

bly charged a coal-cart under the impression

that it was a feather-bed.

THEN AND NOW.

I>ong VI .irn ago I u»rd In ling,

In accrnls mcrk anil bland,

"I w.tnt to lie an nngcl

.\n<l with the nngrU alanil."

lint now another tong I »inii.

,\n racer* by me flash.

'

I want III be a crackerjadk

And every record »maih.
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f LOW-DOWN PRieES
High Quality and First-Class Equipment

combined in the J 898

Gendron Line
It is a Fact

that Gendron and

Reliance Bicycles

for the past three

years have been
money makers for

agents. That was
because the wheels

and prices were

right.

The last six weeks
have proven that

our i8g8 wheels and
prices are also

right.

Come and share

success with us.
^

Our 1898 Catalogue now ready.

Write for it.

GENDRON WHEEL CO., Toledo, Ohio.
Kindly mention The Wheel.
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TIMELY TRAINING TIPS.

The growth of artificially stimulated racing

into an all-thc-ycar-around affair lias naturally

increased the number of men who are com-

pelled to undergo the 'pleasures of trials of

training. To be in the pink of condition is

certainly a grand feeling, but if the efforts to

arrive at this happy stage are rigorous and of

long duration, such as this no otT-scason rac-

ing begets, training must be termed tiresome.

The methods of conditioning men have

been brought down to an e.xact science. This

can be seen every year in college crews and

football teams, which are trained to undergo

the most violent e.xertions without exhaustion,

and yet it is not an easy thing to do by any

means. Common-sense in not carrying

"rules" too far, an insight into human nature

and a delicate tact in handling men are all re-

quired to make a successful trainer.

The first principle that should be ham-

mered into a trainer's head is the fact that no

two men are alike mentally or physically, and,

therefore, ironclad rules cannot be followed

with success. A man who is inclined to be

phlegmatic and is full-blooded needs vigorous

treatment. He may be safely driven in his

work, and like a dray-horse, can be pushed to

the limit every day. Un the other hand, one

who is of a nervous temperament and wiry in

build must be watched with the utmost care.

He is practically in training before his racing

begrins and must be built up and not taken

down. His diet should not be curtailed any

more than is meant by the term wholesome

food, and every inducement made to keep his

appetite good and his sleep sound. A rest

now and then will do him no harm.

Overtraining can generally be detected first

by the eye. Men will show it both in their

faces and bodies. The drawn checks, hollow

eyes and the shad-like flatness of the stomach

mean hold up quickly or you lose a man.

The legs and arms, on account of their muscu-

lar formation, seldom fall away. Loss of ap-

petite, sleeplessness and a moody, sour dispo-

sition arc symptoms that a man is growing

stale and needs a let-up.

It is not always excessive exertion in ex-

ercise, combined with the strictness of diet,

that pushes a man into this dilapidated condi-

tion. Frequently a man's temperament makes

him worry himself into it. Ambition to win

and apprehension that he will not, can take

weight oflf astonishingly fast, and also throw

a man into a state bordering on nervous pros-

tration.

Americans generally push everything too

far. Men in business work their brains into

disorder, and in many instances training is

overdone. But it is a splendid thing for the

health if carried out with common-sense. No
iti I tax his constitution to the extent

(•: ^11 »)"• ye.Tr round.

In 'ike a much broader view

of thr For instance, they al-

low the use of malt liquor with meals and

•mokinfr to a moderate cxtetit. A glass of ale

now or (hen will do some men good, but the

use of tobacco all good trainers arc utterly

Of>po*ed tn. It U hoHTiil ('. imn.iir the wind.

Kxpcricnrc 1' • ikc

on weight in ' .riiy

will low. Thi» I* simply .i
,
"rtjJQn of

whether a mm his Bufncient iiMiir<i of fat or

soft muscles to reduce. It is also unwise in

training for the now popular middle-distance

paced affairs, or contests of such duration as

football, to train too near the danger line.

No one can do his best when relying upon

nervous strength and will power alone.

MICHAEL ONCE MOKE.

On Saturday night last Jimmy Michael

adtlcd a French scalp to his extensive collec-

tion.

Madison Square Garden was the scene of

the scalping, and it was accomplished with

that neatness and dispatch which have made
the little Welshman famous. When that is

said, all is said. There is no need to delve into

details. For one brief mile the young French-

man. Edouard Taylorc. led. After that

Michael began his ring-riding tactics, and

when the allotted distance, twenty-five miles,

had been completed, the little fellow had rid-

den thirteen rings, or laps, around the other

chap. The track was nine laps to the mile. A
broken saddle forced Taylore to dismount at

one stage of the proceedings, but at that time

Michael had the race well in hand. He won
easily in Mm. 54 2-55., while the immense

crowd thundered its applause.

Several short races preceded the main event

as usual. The most noteworthy was the match

between the Frenchman, Jean Gougoltz, and

Nat Butler. Gougoltz won the first and final

heats in 2.29 l-") and 2.17 2-5. respectively.

Butler accounting for the second in 2.14 2-5.

In the pursuit race. Harry Elkes, of Glens

Falls, collared Jas. Warburton, the English-

man, in 2.47 1-5. The open half-mile handicap

was won by Edw. Walsh. Boston (.30 yards),

in 1.0.3 2-5: F. J. Titus (I0 yards), second; F.

F. Goodman (10 yards), third.

WHEN THE WIND HELPS.

Riding with a favorable wind behind one is a

(lelu^ion and a snare. Bolstered up with the

idea that he is in particularly good condition,

t'le poor (IcUulcd rider pedals farther and far-

ther, little dreaming of the surprise that is in

store for him when homeward he turns his

dusty wheel; only then docs he appreciate the

assistance of a favoring breeze, and realize the

folly of his previous vain imaginings. Cycling

in the teeth of a stiff breeze is no child's play,

and don't you forget it, when a nice zephyr at

your back tempts you to stray too far on the

outward journey.

ELECTION BY POPULAR VOTE.

It is quite possible that the matter of elect-

ing the National officers of the L. A. W. by

popular vote, that is, by vole of the member-
ship at large, will be brought up and made an

issue at the National .Assembly. It has been

agitated before and many things are in its

favor.

WHERE THE CALVBS WONT RITB HIM.

"A wheel ran away with my brother yester-

«lay, and he'll be laid up for two months."

"Yes? Well, that isn't so much! I know a

fellow who ran away with a wheel, and he'll

be laid up for two years."

HEAR THE HAYSEED HOWL.

Your true hayseed never did, and never will,

like a bicycle. He has been "agin" them from
the beginning, and he will continue to be

"agin" them until the very end. As an ex-

ample of all this, fake the following from a

town up in New York State misnomcred as

Liberty.

A number of the most prominent farmers

near there in Sullivan County have declared

war on the bicycle by deciding not to employ

any young men on their farms during the

coining season who ride wheels. The hayseed

argument is that the young man who starts

out on a thirty-mile jaunt every moonlight

night alter his day's work is done or a cen-

tury run on Sunday is not worth his board as

a farm hand.

"We have suffered much loss of valuable

labor in the past because some of our hired

men have utterly worn themselves out wheel-

ing nights and Sundays, when they should

have been resting," declared one of the lead-

ing anti-progressionists of the county. "There

is but one way to break up the thing in the

farming communities, and several of us now
give notice that we positively will not hire a

man next summer who rides a bicycle. We
are not at all afraid that we will be without

laborers as a result of this decision."

On the other hand, many young men who
are enthusiastic wheelmen, and who have spent

several years working on farms, declare that

they will not surrender their wheeling privi-

leges, but will find other employment, and in

any such battle the wheelman will, in the

end, prove the winner, just as he has always

done when combatting old fogyism and pre-

judice.

THE PRINCESS UORSA.

On the other side, "moting" is what they are

terming riding in a motor vehicle.

King Koadoff, of Coldslaw, was getting

worried about his wayward sister, the Prin-

cess Horsa. The Coachman of Highfare liad

come and gone, likewise the Milliner of

Chapcau and the Tailor of Cheviot had

pressed a useless suit. She had yet to bestow

the glad hand.

But one day she rushed into her brother's

presence.

".\t last," she cried, "at last the end of my
syndicated life is at hand."

And Roadoff knew that she was in love

truly.

"I am so happy," she sighed. "I know that

you will approve of my choice."

'Bring him in, my dear," said her brother.

With a happy laugh she obeyed his com-

mand. Right gladly she brought before him

the man who had won her heart.

Koadoff surveyed the stranger in dismay.

"Why." he said, "he is bow-legged!"

"But I love him," she said.

"And he is cross-eyed into the bargain!"

went on Roadoff, reaching for his sword.

"So long as that face remains in Coldslaw

every clock is in danger. How came you to

love this efligy? Answer me, before I kill

you both!"

Then the princess explained all; and when

her brother found that his prospective

brother in-law was the sole survivor and

prize winner of a six-day race, his joy knew

no bounds.

HANrilONV 'Ol'E "AWKINS.
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iPALMER TIRES
Itf MARK THE HIGH GRADE WHEEL

H. Darwin McIIrath

Who, accompanied by his wife, is touring the world

awheel for the "Chicago Inter-Ocean," writes us as

follows

:

" BusHiRE, Persia, October 10.

" Because 1 am dubbing along here in Asia, not piling up any records for the

fastest tire on earth, 1 do not want you to disremember that WE use Palmer

Tires and appreciate new things. Send us a Palmer Jiffy and some of the nec-

essary dope. . . . We have just abandoned four of your old tires at

Karachi. They were put on in 1893 in America. Have only done 15,000 miles,

but were so badly worn that the threads hung out on the tread and sides like

fringe on a Class A man's trousers in January. You will certainly have to buck

up in the quality of your tire or we must quit you. One thing certain, you

must not expect the Chinese and Burmese to improve their roads (?) or the rail-

way companies in India to change their ballast from rock to asphalt. At present

we are still with you, however."

The Mcllraths are making the greatest bicycle tour

ever undertaken. They ride Palmer Tires.

THE PALMER PNEIMATICTIRECO.
CHICAGO

NEW YORK offices: e6~6S READEST.
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ANOTHER ACETYLENE BURNER.

Prominent among the features of the Dupcc

nun-prcssnrc acetylene gas bicycle lamp.

which has just been brought out by the White

Mfg. Co.. 158 Indiana street. Chicago, and

which is here shown, is the interchangcabihty

of the various parts. It is related that samples

of this lamp which were being tested on bi-

cycles and were completely crushed out of

their original shape continued to operate as

though no harm had been done, and the dam-

aged parts were then easily replaced

Carbide .> w-ii! in granulated furni and is

placed in an inside removable cylinder, per-

lorate»l to permit water to penetrate it. The

water is poured into an exterior reservoir,

comt^letely surrounding the carbide cylinder,

through an opening shown in the cut on the

upper part of the side. This opening is cov-

ered by a screw cap. The flow of water is

regulated by a lever placed at the bottom of

the lamp, on the opposite side, and therefore

not visible in the cut Shutting ofif the water

stops the generation of gas, and increasing

the flow causes a more rapid generation and a

brighter light. The water flows upward

through an aperture in the reservoir at the

bottom of the carbide cylinder, and as soon

.IS it touches the carbide the gas begins to

generate. It is then conducted through a

short tube to the burner or passes through

the water jacket to a hole in the top of the

reservoir and thus escapes. This avoids the

accumulation of gas in the lamp to produce

pressure, hence all liability to explosion is

prevented. While the lamp is burning no

more gas is generated than can be consumed.
-' uld a rider stop on the road and extin-

'i his latnp, the carbide cylinder can easily

Kcn out before he remounts and the con-

' <J carbiflc removed from the bottom, so

that gas will be instantly generated when the

water i% turned on, without loss of time wait-

ing for water to percolate through the ashes

irbidc. The capacity of the car-

i^ fonr ounces, but the lamp
Mill limit to insure

:
lines ab'iiii half an

ounce in an hour.

In the I)"'.'-. 1-..

arc all >!

ng the be«l rcsultit. Iht

J"*< feet. The reflector and i.

iii.idr of aluminum to prevent

irlli! nn,i body parts

Rivets and

•nnocting .ill

I. The front

: ) be

! 'rm

ill 150 to

•- ? are

tion

nickeled. Red and green jewels ornament
the sides.

Tlie trade will be supplied by C. C. Finkler

& Bros., distributers, 705-700 Chamber of

Commerce building, Chicago, 111. The lamp
is the invention of the superintendent of the

White factory, and lists at $•'), which inolu<les

one can of carbide.

DEAKING'S DtVICeS.

) D. M. Bearing, ol Denver, Col., is respon-

sible for this contribution to the fund of cycle

information and invention. He styles it a
"
kite frame." and it is designed to provide

rigidity or springiness at the will of the rider,

it is thus described:

'"The frame consists of a tubular head, tubu-

lar seat-post bar. and tubular centre-bar, while

what would be the upper and lower bars of an

ordinary frame and the rear-forks and lower-

stays, consist of heavy steel wires, two of

these taking the place of each bar. These
steel wires arc fitted with thread on each end,

allowing their tension to be increased or

lessened at will. The four frame bars arc

made of the heaviest gauge tubing obtainable.

By this arrangement the inventor believes he

has solved the problem of eliminating the jar

that accompanies the riding of an ordinary

bicycle. By lessening the tension on the

braces, the frame can be made springy for rid-

ing over rough roads; while a perfectly rigid

frame for use on smooth roads can be had by

1^7

by beat, hat all other part* arc iMno^omcly

the simple twisting of a few nuts. Outside of

the advantage of having a frame that will

transmit the jar consequent upon riding over

a rough surface, the inventor claims great

advantages in that very little brazing is re-

(juired on his machine, and that its parts may
be put tf)gether with great ease."

Mr. Dearing also has another invention, of

which he expects much: "A wheel, the spokes

of which arc fitted at each end with little rub-

ber balls filled with air. Kach spoke is allowed

a play of one-quarter of an inch. Thus, when
a sudden strain is brought to bear on the
wheel the little pneumatic halls will contract
with the pressure and allow the wheel to

pass over an ordinary obstruction without
the rider feeling the jar."

Wll.l. MARKET NO OLD STOCK.

The Henley Bicycle Works. Richmf)nd.

Ind , was one of the concerns which went slow

last season, and whose managers are now
shaking hands with themselves. As a result of

their cautious policy, thry say they have no
old 8lo< k on hand, and will, start the year
with cvri\ thing sweet and fresh. Tlicy have
their '!•'< product well in hand, and have
adopted a sralr of prices that will appeal to all,

viz : ^a-i. $1". |lV», %m. t'rt. ami IK,'); the Hen-
ley tandems will list at $115.

MOULDED UNDER FIFTY TONS' PRESSURE,

George W. Cole & Co., the well-known

Three-in-One people, have made their formal

debut as saddle makers, their first saddle cata-

logue having just made its appearance.

In all, sixteen difTerent saddles are shown,

including two juveniles, and in these difTerent

lines, tlierc are about forty varieties offered

by reason of the options. The No. 1 Cole

racer, is probably the leader. It is a hard

saddle, dished somewhat like a Brown, but

the dishing is deeper, and the back turns up so

as to form an unusual amount of brace. It is

made on a metal base, and is claimed to be

the first saddle on a metal base in which the

dishing is pressed in the base itself. It has a

short and narrow pommel, and the side-line

shows a deep curve, because of being cut

away in order to afford more freedom of leg

action. The seams on the edges have all been

countersunk and are turned under so that

there can be no chafing. The centre opening
has been rounded on top so as not to present

any sharp edges. This saddle is also made up
with springs and padded. Other saddles, hy-

gienic, hard and soft, with broad, plain tops

and divided tops are shown in a diversity suf-

ficient to suit any dealer. In its introduction,

the catalogue calls attention to the fact that

only close-grained oak-tanned leather is used,

and that the saddle-tops are moulded under a

pressure of fifty tons, which insures absolute

durability of form. The prices are of a range

calculated to meet the popular demand.

Besides saddles, the catalogue shows a clip

that is adjusted from the side, in order to

permit of a seat-post being set close to the

frame; and a line of thirteen difTerent tool-

bags, the most novel of which is a kind

opening in halfs, like a wallet, and having a

regular reticule clasp.

LIKE WATER THROK.H A SIEVE.

It was an awful sight. There he stood, like

unto an old man, bent almost double. As we
have said before—there he stood, his arms
violently agitated, the strong muscles of hi?

back rippling up and down under their undue

strain, his eyes rolling in fine frenzy, a stern

look on his brow, and the hectic blood mant-

ling his cheeks. Down upon his knees he

sank, desperation in every feature, and grim

resolve writ large. The crowd gathered

round, the excitement increasing to a boiling

pitch. What is he doing? He is trying to

pump air into a tire with a two-inch slit in it!

SHOE ON THE OTHER FOOT.

It is trviiiK to meet a man who will not

listen to reason regarding cycling; and very

.i't.-i> ilirit is what he thinks about it, too.

NO DIFFERENCE AT ALL.

Don't annoy yourself and other people by

insisting that your cycling opinions arc right

when it doesn't make the least bit of difference

to them.
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A "STERLING" YEAR
This year will be a time of lively Sterling selling. Will you be in it ?

We want good agents for

Sterling Bicycles
" Built Like a Watch,"

Wherever we are not represented.

Better be quick to write. Sterling prices for '98—$60, $75 ; Racers,

$85 ; Tandems, $125 ; Chainless, $125. Catalogue free.

Pacific Coast Agents:

A. C. NICHOLS & CO..
400 to 404 Battery Street,

STERLING CYCLE WORKS,
274-276-278 Wabash Ave.,

CHIC/VGO, ILL.
San Francisco, Cal.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

y^

€S®O®O®O®O®O®€>®C®O®O0O®O€^

^

1^i1
IVER JOHNSON LIGHT ROADSTER.

THIS YEAR we have a complete line of

cycles ranging in price from $40 to $100. ^

Our agents will be able to supply their cus-

tomers with any grade of machine, whether

high or low priced. Everything we make is

standard, and will bear out our reputation

for building

Honest Cycles at Honest Prices ^i

Many Good Featnres

are embodied in' the

construction of . .

Iver Johnson and Fitchburg

Cycles for 1898, among which

are the following

:

New arched fork-crowns.
" crank-shaft mechanism.
" wheel adjustment.
" sprockets.
'

' expansion seat-post.
" Departure brake.

IVER JOHNSON, FITCHBURG,

$50 to $85. $40.

TANDEMS,

$100.
Send for C.'Ualogue. Send for Agency AppUc.ition blank.

IVER JOHNSON'S ARMS AND CYCLE WORKS,

FITCHBURG. MASS.
New York Hrnnch,

HU CliaiDbors Street. Kindly mention The Wheel.
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TWO VARVIXG LENGTHS.

Those of the Rider and of the Crank Both

Essential to Correct Pedal-

ing.

It is not new, the declaration that different

people view the same subject or object in dif-

fering; fashion. It is in this differing that the

truth is most often discovered. For example:

In an article recently appearing in your pa-

per, the ratio of crank length to gear was

handled in a very comprehensive and conclu-

sive fashion; still the story was not told as con-

vincingly as it is by the cut herewith, which, in

connection with a recent article in the Eng-

lish "Cyclist" by G. T. McCaw, B. E., de-

clares that there is one point in the battle of

crank lengths to which too little attention has

been paid; that is, the proportion between

length of crank and length of rider. The
height is a very rough guide; the length of

the leg is better, but the proper standards of

comparison are the "thigh" and "shank" (to

use the Saxon).

The relations between the lengths of thigh,

shank, crank, and the maximum angle of

deflection of the leg are easily obtained. Con-

sulting figure, O is the centre of oscillation of

the leg. i. e., the hip-joint, K the knee-joint,

P the pedal, B the bottom bracket; O K = /.

the thigh; K P =: S, the shank; O Po = /,

the length of leg, / = S -|- /. Now since K
moves on the circumference of a circle round

O, and P round B. it is easily slujwn that the

maximimi angle B O K = a is given by the

iurmiil.i:

S C
(sin J4^)« =

/ • (/ + S-C)

From this we learn that (1) the angle of de-

flection increases as the length of shank in-

creases; (2) the angle increases as the length

of crank increases; (3) the angle increases as

the length of thigh diminishes.

Now. suppose we learn from experience or

otherwise the greatest delk'ction of leg which

gives the maximum efficiency under the actual

. 'inditions, then we can substitute this value

i>f the angle in the expression on the left side

of the above equation, which then becomes:

where k is constant for all riders.

• From this we deduce:

-»/(/ + S)
C=

kit
Of C«*

Three assumptions have been made in the

: (1) That the hip-joint remains fixed;

'^it there i.n no ankle action: (3) that in

'<in of the pedal the leg is fully

.V.;. The errors due to these assump-
will not, however, materially affect the

r<Miit.

The above formula gives the length of

for a person of shank length

igth /.

Now. «u|>pf>«c it has been found that the

maximum value of the angle between the

iIiikIi and the line joining the hip joint with

Uie bottom bracket (i. c . the angle of deflec-

tion a) i« i^t". then the condtant h \% & i|uarter.

I!. 1 ihc fol' .ink

,:ih» for a !

S—length of

shank.

t—length of

thigh.

<—length of

leg.

C—€or"sp'd*g
crank length.

23 inch.
22 •

It", ••

17^1,
"

15 "

21 inch.
20 '•

18 ••

16 "
14 "

44 inch.
42 ••

3714
••

8.17 inch.

7.77 "
7.00 "
6.23 "
6.49 "

CLEVELAND CHANGES.

It will be understood that the above inves-

tigation only deals with one side of the ques-

tion. It remains to be discussed whether the

gear should be fixed proportions of the crank

length, say, ten or eleven times for strong

riders, and eight to nine times for weak riders.

The more the foregoing figures, drawings

and table arc .studied the i)lainer will the facts

given by Mr. McCnw he proven. J. R. V.

ALL IN ONE.

The dawn of the tubular age can not i)c so

very far distant. .Mniost anything now seems

possible of construction fmni tubes. For ex-

ample, take this one-piece frame just patented

by an l-'ngiishman

:

The members .\ A' A', with or without the

member A*, are made from one piece of tube

brnt to shape. The tube is sometimes cut

partly through at the bends; bottom brackets

.ind lutrs briiii; formed by chill stock castings.

KNOCKING DISCOUNTS.

"Knockers" is what the A. B. Ellis Mfg.

Co.. Chicago, style the discounts which they

are offering on their Recreation bicycles, and

which suggests that they are something out of

CMMtmiiii. The bicycles them.selvcs list at Ul.

$.Vi an<l $('.(»,

Some Notable Connections and Shiftln^^s About
Which Have Occurred in that Busy

City.

Cleveland, O., Jan. 3.—The Lockwood-Tay-
lor Hardware fo., of this city, who last season

jobbed the machines made by the Royal peo-

ple, of Marshall, Mich., in this vicinity, and
also wheels of their own called the Lakeside

and Ripple, have added the well-known
Stormer to their line. Their territory on the

new addition includes all of Ohio except some
of the larger cities; the northern half of In-

diana and a part of Michigan, Pennsylvania

and New York.

The Parrish & Bingham Co. have closed a

contract for the manufacture of several parts

of the well-known Doolittic brake. The spe-

cial sprocket for the brake, which has here-

tofore been turned out of a bar of solid steel,

will in the future, be stamped by the local

company, as will also the outer friction-plate.

The new method will, of course, cheapen the

cost of production considerably. The output

of the Parrish & Bingham plant for the year,

in cold-pressed sprockets, will, it it said, reach
3i>i>,<K"l, and the output of seamless stamped
hangers will run up to 3,'i,(t(M). Taking into

consideration the fact that they are making
no great effort to push their goods in com-
petition with those of less expensive manufac-

ture, this is a great showing. In the future

special attention will be paid to dilVicult work
in bicycle stampings, and even now the con-

cern are at work upon special pieces which

other establishments arc .said to have turned

down as being impossible to make in this way.

The Cleveland Bending Works have com-
pleted additions to their plant at Olmstead
Falls. Ohio, that increases the capacity fully

one-half. The concern pins its faith to a one-

piece oak rim, and at present is working
on a new pattern of a rim for an inch and a

half tire. The factory is running eighteen

hours a day.

The Cornman Electrical Mfg. Co. has de-

cided to discontinue the manufacture of the

electric bicycle lamp which they put upon the

market early last season, as it was found that

it did not come up to the requirements for

cyclists' use. They are at present experiment-

ing with a new lamp.

PROFITS IN TUBES.

The Austro-riermnn Mannesmann Tube

Co.. of Berlin, cleared a net profit of $300.ftO«

during the past year.

TWO MIGHTY RIVALS.

Many drivers oi tlclivery wagons are keen

contestants for the prize offered by the Public-

be-blanked Society to the delivery fiend or

the scorcher who should prove most danger-

ous. While neither the delivery wagon idiot

nor the scorching imbecile needs any such

stimulus in order to do his utmost to make
cycling and the public thoroughfares danger-

ous, the society undertakes, by means of the

prize, to determine whether the delivery

wagon fiend or the scorcher is the superlative

curse.

Each has been striving to outdo the other.

Each has a long record of slow-moving fat

persons, nervous novices and the like to his

credit, but neither has as yet demonstrated

supremacy over the other. However, it is

clear that the delivery wagon idiot is in a fair

way to win the prize unless the scorcher'does

belter than ever.
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Fifteen Hundred Thousand
BICYCLE RIDERS throughout THE UNITED STATES

are mounted on cycles made of

"SHELBY TUBING."

One Million More
Will be added to the list during the season 1897-98.

Do you contemplate buying a wheel the coming season ?

]

Insist that your dealer furnish a mount made of

''Shelby Tubing."

wnii!
First—Because it is the standard tubing of the world. H
Second—Because it is made from steel of the finest quality. ft

Third—Because it is made by the most scientific and economical methods ^
of manufacture. lai

Write Us for Further Information.

Shelby Steel Tube Company.
Sales Office, Shelby, Ohio, U. S. A.

BRANCH OFFICES:

135 Lake St., Chicago. 144 Chambers St , N.'Y. City. 29 Constitution Hill, Birmingham, Eng.

FACTORIES-Shelby, O. Toledo O. Ellwood City. Pa. Greenville, Pa.

Kindly Mention The Wheal
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IMPROVEMENT IN FRAMB BUILDING.

The advent of tlu- chainlcss l)icyclc is toler-

ably sure to bring about a reform in the build-

ing of frames that is much needed. Rigidity

is an important essential in the construction

of the best machines, but its importance has

not been universally recognized because the

use of the chain allowed a remissness at this

point that was almost incredible.

It is safe to say, that under a vigorous rider

and on a stiff hill, in considerably more than

half the machines of the past season (and an

infinitely larger proportion in years past), there

was present a decided "whip" or give to the

crank-hanger, which was not only very an-

noying, and apparently dangerous, but highly

detrimental to the ease of running of the ma-

chine. It was due, of course, to the fact of

the lower rear stays being too weak to hold

the crank-hanger steady and resist its inclina-

tion to twist out of line under the thrust of the

crank. This might be due to the use of tubing

too small in diameter, or of too light a gauge,

or to both; in any case the result was the

same, the crank-hanger being twisted first

one way and then the other. Each time this

happens, the sprocket wheels arc thrown out

of line, and the chain binds, creaks and

groans and plays hob generally. But it still

manages to perform its duty of driving the

machine in some sort of way, and the average

rider goes along in blissful ignorance of there

being anything at all the matter with it

Quite different will it be with the bevel-

geared machine. With it any lack of rigidity

at the crank-hanger will be fatal. Instead of

somewhat noisily remonstrating against such

treatment as the chain wheel docs, it will take

a more effectual way of protesting against

such ill-treatment. It will simply refuse to go

under severe stress or sudden shock, either

breaking a cog or locking the wheel so that

it cannot be turned. The maker of bevel-

geared machines knows this, having learned

to regard it as one of the most formidable ob-

stacles in the way of his success. He will,

therefore, take what he considers sufficient

precautions to prevent any such accidents, and

everything will depend on whether he has

overc«>mc this tendency of the crank-hanger

to twist. In the past, in building chain wheels,

he has not been obliged to do this, and as no

stoppage of the machine has resulted, he has

given it but scant attention, apparently be-

lieving that it is not a matter of much import-

ance.

It is just here that his mistake is made. The
case of running of a bicycle depends on the

bearings and Uie rigidity of the frame. One
is almost at important as the other, and the

• mploymcitt of cither poor bearings or weak

frames will ensure a hard running machine,

while the union of the two will damn a wheel

for^vrr. Tt i^ rnt oftm that radical mistakes

are > t is so easy to make
good ..') the making of the

bc*t requires extraordinary skill) that down-

right bad ones arc seldom seen. This being

so, it it obvious that the absence of a rigid

frame makes a
'

liinc. Yet it

is ovpr>wh«-rr ..f running

is of My true

ih.ii ' of the

t things imaginable. 1 he additional

„..,(itt is inconsiderable, and while some in-

genuity it required in grappling with the

qucttiont of tire clearance, the tize of the lugt

on crank-hanger and rear fork ends, etc., yet

it is well worth it. There will be less liability

of breakage of frame, less chain trouble, and

fewer complaints of hard-running, and these

should give ample compensation for the ex-

()cnditurc of effort to attain this result.

Kcwton Rubber Works' New Tires.

3
HAS RUBBER BALLS.

Something distinctly new in bicycle holders

is being marketed by the Bristol (Conn.) Bell

Co., and is shown by the accompanying illus-

tration. The Ball-Bearing holder, as it is

styled, takes its name from an essential fea-

ture of its construction—rubber balls attached

to spring-actuated clutches which close auto-

matically as the bicycle is placed in position,

the rubber balls preventing scratching or mar-

ring of the enamel.

N;itiutial C. & K. Co.'s llut Water \ ulcuiiiicr.

CINCINNATI'S MIOW.

Cincinnati, Jan. 3.—The annual cycle show
of the local factories and dealers was held at

the large hall of the Young Men's Christian

.Association. The majority of the dealers took

part, and there were probably fifty exhibits.

.\bout 20,<H»(i people visited the show, and ow-

ing to the large crowd it was with the great

est difficulty that the exhibits could be seen.

RECALLING A LETTER.

If often happens that a man mails a letter

and no sooner has done so than something
transpires which would make it a matter of

many a dollar in his pocket to recall the letter

safely reposing in Uncle Sam's care. Usually

the sender believes that once a letter passes

into the mail that it is beyond recovery. This
is not so.

Persons desiring to recall letters that they

have mailed need have but little trouble

about it if they apply at the proper place

promptly. The rules of the department pro-

vide that letters which have been deposited in

the general post office, or a branch post office

station, but have not been dispatched, may be

withdrawn if personal application be made
within one hour after posting, at the office of

the Assistant Postmaster (before 3 p. m.) or
of the Superintendent of the branch post office

station.

In each instance a fac-simile of the envelope
used, and of the address in the same handwrit-

ing must be submitted as an evidence of good
faith, or identity of the applicant. After 3

o'clock p. ni. it will be impossible to withdraw
a letter from the general post otficc, as the

accuiinilation of mail matter will render it im-

practicable to divert the employees from their

regular duties to make the necessary search.

There is a way, however, of getting back
letters after they have left the general post of-

fice. Persons wishing to recall such letters

must apply prepared to give a full description

of the outward appearance of the letters, and
with the fac-siinile of envelopes and addresses,

also with funds to make de|x)sit to cover the

cost of telegraphing, etc. Postmasters at of-

fices to which such letters have been sent will

not return any letters on the request of send-

ers unless such request is indorsed by the

postmaster at the ofTice of mailing.

ON THE TOBOGGAN SLIDE.

England's bicycle export trade is still on
the toboggan slide. For the week ending
December 17th, bicycles to the value of

£l'2,65'2 were shipped abroad, as against £31,SS,")

for the corresponding week in 181)t>—a sharp

decline of some 60 per cent. For the numth
of November, 18117, the figures were £89.322,

against £U4,r20 for November, 1806. For
eleven months of last year, the total was

£1,342,172; for the corresponding period of the

previous year, it was £1,648,861.

SELECTED THE UNION,

Walter Meiisure. president of the Union
Cycle Mfg. Co.. was in New York this week,

and while here closed with Charles J. Godfrey.

1 1 Warren street, for the Metropolitan district.

Mr. Godfrey is one of the oldest and most
substantial dealers in New York, and has

been much sought after. His selection of the

Union conveys no little significance.

NEVER THOUGHT OF.

The statement printed in a Boston paper

that a consolidation of the Dayton Sewing
Machine Co. and the Stoddard Mfg. Co., of

Dayton, Ohio, had been effected, is vigorously

repudiated. "Such a thing was never thought

of," say the Dayton people.
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'^*1mAj^[ Veeder Cyclometer |
CYCLOMETER.
Weiglit, 1 Onnoe.

10,000MILES and REPEAT.

Dust

Proof.

Positive

Movement

1 <

Water
Proof.

Absolutely

Accurate.

Received Highest Award at Brussels Exposi-

tion—Highest Award at Nashville Exposition.

Nearly Half-a-Million
IN USE.

It stands alone as an accurate distance recorder

for cycles. Don^t be deceived by cheap imita-

tions that resemble it in appearance only. See

that your purchase bears the name VEEDER.

I \.frrL\t\^-^jt ^1^^ Veeder Mfg. Co., |
The above cut, either two or four inches in size, we

will send free on receipt of application to any jobber
or dealer, for catalogue or advertising purposes.

HARTFORD, CONN

. Kindly mention The Wheel.

Ili^

IF YOU ARE
an Iv. A. W. member, you can com-

pete in our League Tire prize de-

sign contest. Four prizes for

four best designs. Closes Jan-

uary 3rst. Write for particulars.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

A MOWING MACHINE
costs more than a scythe—but it cuts more grass.

A fine tire costs more than a cheap—but it rides faster and
farther. What made the solid tire give way to the cushion

—

the cushion to the pneumatic ? For precisel)' the same reason
the slow pneumatic is bound to give way to the fast.

Nobody wants slow tires: nobody buys them know-
ingly. And it isn't good sound business to let people do it

unknowingly. If you don't tell them, somebody else will, and
they get the impression that they've been cheated.

League Tires need no explanation. Nothing goes
into them but the finest rubber and fabric ; nothing comes out
but speed and staying qualities. "Get there and get back "

Tires look well in the store, ride well out of the store, and,
present or absent, are working steadily in somebod3''s interest
— yours, if you handle them.

New York 25 Park Place.
Boston 24 Summer Street.

Philadelphia 30S Chestnut Strett.

Chicago 143-145 Lake Street.

St. Louis 210 No. 12th Street.

San Francisco 509-511 Market Street.

NEWYORK BELTING&PACKING CO.LTD

vft'.li!)('''"'^')'l''''''')l
'''''**'

1)1
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SOMETHING ABOUT STERLINGS.

In deciding what bicycle you shall buy.

close your eye to price, and search diligently

for quality, durability and satisfaction, and let

wisdom name the price," is the sound advice

contained in the Sterling Cycle Works' ad-

vance sheet, which gives, also, some details of

the new features embodied in the 'W bicycle

— "the bicycle designed," to again quote thr

Sterling people, "to run with the promptness

and regularity of a watch from one season

into another; no stopping: no repairing."

The well-known Sterling hub and arch

fork-crown have been improved in detail, and

are, of course, retained. The fork is made of

one piece of tubing bent to shape and witli an

external reinforcement at the crown; a patent

on it is pending. The crank-axle mechan-

ism, i. e., the shaft and cones, is now con-

tained within a sleeve or cylinder, which is

slipped into the hanger proper. .Xs the illus-

tration shows, the latter is split longitudinally

at each end on the under side, and when the

sleeve is inserted is tightened by means of

two bolts passing through lugs on each side

of the slits. The cups, which are provided

with ball-retainers, are screwed into the sleeve

and can be easily adjusted.

The crank and spider are formed in one

forging. The form of the crank pr<ipcr is

rectangular and tapering toward the pedal

end. This form is found best adajjted to re-

sist the tremendous strains that come on the

crank. The crank-fastening, which is shown
in the illustration, permits each crank to be
easily removed; a patent is pending on it.

The sprocket, which is a special forging
made under great pressure, is fitted on to the

spider; its lugs (six in number) entering re-

cesses in the latter. A check-ring is then
screwed on, making it impossible for the

sprocket to become loose. This mode of

construction gives tread to 4J inches.

The
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CLll'PEK CONSTKLCTION.

One of the features of the '08 Clipper of

which the Grand Rapids Cycle Co. is particu-

larly proud, and which figures prominently in

their "!'8 catalogue, just issued, is their pat-

ented elliptical hollow truss hanger, and which

they themselves i)erfectcd by an outlay of

several thousand dollars after a number of

prominent parts makers had refused to at-

tempt the task.

The hanger was useil on .'i limited nunil)er

of Special Clippers during 18!»7, but

does not make its formal "debut" until this

season. It is a superb piece of work, as, in-

ileed, is the '!M Clipper Special as a whole.

Its advantages are best told by the Grand

Rapids people themselves.

"During the season of '95," they say in their

catalogue, "we noticed a growing demand
among a certain class of fastidious wheelmen

for bicycles with 'narrow tread.' .\fter a care-

ful study of the matter, coupled with no little

experimenting, we came to the conclusion that

a tread under AJ inches was a necessity from

a commercial standpoint.

"For various reasons a mechanically correct

frame and bearings C{»uld not be made on lines

heretofore accepted as the proper thing. If

the tread was redticecl to less than 59 inches (a

width which c<iuld be ac(|uired by using not

over lH-inch standard tire), the rear-forks

nnist be bent, which prevented properly rein-

ffircing a vital point, and conse«|Ucnt weaken-

ing of the frame. The crank -bracket must

also be extended, a process which was unde-

sirable for two reasons, viz.: more links must

be added to chain. The 'wheel base' must

iKo be len>;thened, thus adding weight with-

out increasing strength. Larger tires and

sprockets were growing in favor. Neither

could clear the forks of a wheel with a il-inch

wluil h.iM- ;m(l straight rear-forks, both of

which, for reasons stated above, are mechani-

cal features of no little importance, and which,

we fear, are being disregarded by many mak-
ers with a recklessness that is surprising. To
overcome all objectionable features of a nar-

row treatl was our aim, and we have, we be-

lieve, succeeded.

"By the use of our patented hollow truss-

hanger, we can use our blade, reinforced

straight-tapered D rear-forks, giving clear-

^^
- (^

—

aiice for a tire from li to Ij inches; also ;i

sulticient clearance for IS to 25-tooth front

sprockets, fitted to a 42-inch crank-axle, with

ball races three inches apart; a 43-}-inch wheel

base, with crank-hnnger dropped 2} inches.

;ind the tread but 4ij inches over all.

"The detachable features (patent applied

for) of the crank-bracket bearings are new
and novel. By taking off one crank and

loosening the hanger clamp-bolts the entire

crank-hanger bearings are instantly removed

from the frame, though being incased in an

auxiliary barrel, which prevents ide possibil-

ity of 'scale' or 'siielter' working into the

ciank-hanger bearings from the inside of the

frame tubes. It is impossible to get them out

of aligimient.

"Diamond-shaped cranks are retained in

the '!f8 Clipper. They are fitted to a

tapered axle and held without the use of cot-

ter-pins. The sprocket is new. It is screwed

to the axle-spider and locked with three small

bolts."

«AS AN II'TURNEI) CANTLE.

The Mesinger Bicycle Saddle Co. are bring-

ing out an addition to tluir lino: "Model 11"

they style it. It has an upturned cantle, and

they claim numerous a<lvanlages over any

saddle of this type.

The seat f»f this saddle is exceedingly soft:

it has the same V-shaped «jpening for health

as in their regular model. The edge of the

s.idille is soft ami flexible, the rattan being

woven in such a manner as to yield to the

pressure of thcMeg when in the act of pedal-

ing. The proportion of the saddle for widtli

anil length has been carefully calculated. It

is made in various colors «)f leather.
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$50—$60—$75
THE KEATING

Is made well, rides eleganllv, sells easily. It retains its friends with charm-

ing satisfaction. Built on progressive and popular lines, it is self-rccoin-

mending .self-selling.

Ml

'a'

K

LOW FRAME.

LIGHT WEIGHT.

GREAT STRENGTH.

LARGE SPROCKETS.

ADJISTABLE BAR.

SUPERB BEARINGS.

ARCHED FORK-CKOWN.

FLUSH JOINTS.

HOLLOW AXLES.

DIVIDED CRANK-SHAJT.

STRONG CRANKS.

HIGH FINISH.

GREAT SPEED.

If you want an established tra<le, sell THE KEATING.
It ha.s an established reputation.

Write and get the full particulars.

EVERY

KEATING

H.\S

THE

DOUBLE-

ROLLER

CH.\IN.

WILL

NOT

SHORTEN,

HIND

OR
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KEATING WHEEL CO.,

Kindly mention The Wheel. MIDDLETOWN, CONN.
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1-ull Si/.e Cut of Kev

One-half Si/.c Cut of Hicyde Locking Sl.md.

S.B.Co. Standard Bicycle Locks
76 DIFFERENT.STYLES FOR '98.

Sole Manufacturers.
Stand Locks,

^ ^^^ SLAYMAKER-BARRY CO.,
Crank Locks, • connellsville, pa.

Sprocket Locks, • ^ , ^ . a .• General Snlc"^ Anenf**,

Chain Locks.
: jqhn H. GRAHAM & CO.,

Catalojfucs and Electros ti3 Chambers St., NEW YORK, N.Y.
Tree.
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ONE ON THE BRITON.

Americans Are Given a Tire Decision, Notwithstanding British Rulings to the Contrary-

Gormttlly & Jeffery Find in Judge Townsend's "Verdict in Their Favor

a Very Acceptable New Year's Present.

Great minds do not always run in the same
channel.

Proof of this assertion is supplied by the

decision of Judge Townsend, of the United

States Circuit Court, in the case of the North
British Rubber Co., of Edinburgh, Scotland,

vs. Louis Jandorf and Pfeifer Jandorf, of New
York city, which has been in progress for

several years, the final hearing occurring in

this city during last summer. Judge Town-
send, who has tried nearly all of the more im-

portant patent cases of a cycling nature, im-

mediately thereafter took the matter under ad-

visement, and did not hand down his decision

until December 29th last.

The suit involved the validity of the patent

on the G. & J. tire, which was attacked by the

foreign corporation, and which had been up-

• set by the British courts in three successive

decisions. Gormully & Jeffery have, however,

appealed to the House of Lords, and the judg-

ment of that court of last resort is expected

daily.

Gormully & Jeffery's foreign reverses were

impressed on Judge Townsend, but he failed

utterly to agree with the great weight of Eng-

lish brain.

Although the Messrs. Jandorf appear as the

defendants, the case was fought by the Gor-

nmlly & Jeffery Mfg. Co. Being an Illinois

corporation, they could not be sued in this

State, and, as a matter of convenience to them-

selves, the plaintiff brought suits against not

only the Jandorfs, but several other New
Yorkers who sold G. & J. tires.

Frederick H. Betts and Edwin H. Brown

argued for the complainant; Offield, Towle &
Linthicum represented the defendants.

Judge Townsend's decision, in full, is as

follows:

This is a suit charging infringement of claims 1,

2 and 4 of re-issue patent No. 11,216, dated Decem-
ber 29, 1891, and claims 1 and 2, being all the claims,

of patent No. 466,532, dated January 5, 1892, both

of said patents having been issued to William E.

Bartlett for Improvements in Bicycle Tires.

The defendants are purchasers from the Gormully
& Jeffery Manufacturing Company, of Chicago,
which has assumed the defense of this action.

Said claims are as follows

:

Patent No. 11,216.

"1. A wheel having a vulcanized india-rubber tire

of cylindrical form when free and without joint after

vulcanization and held upon the wheel in a form
trough-like in section and there retained by inwardly-

inclined flanges upon the wheel.
"2. A wheel having a rim formed with inwardly-

inclined flanges, and a vulcanized india-rubber tire

without joint, formed from a cylinder of rubber bent

and held upon the wheel in a trough-like form.
"4. A wheel-rim provided with outwardly con-

vergent side flanges, an annular inflatable tube seated

in said wheel-rim, and a rubber tire of arched form
in cross-section and embracing the convex portion of

said annular tube and having its edges inclosed be-

tween said flanges and the opposite sides of said

annular tube, respectively, substantially as shown and
described."

Patent No. 466,532.

"1. The combination, as herein set forth, of a wheel

rim provided with an exterior groove and with con-

vergent side flanges, an annular tube of flexible ma-

terial seated in the said groove, an annular U-shaped

rubber tire surrounding and embracing the convex

portion of said tube, with its edges adapted to be

seated in the undercut recesses afforded by the said

inwardly converging side flanges, and reinforcing

ribs for insuring the close confinement of the en-

closed edges of the tire in the said recesses by the

inflation of the said tube.
"2. The combination, as and for the purposes

herein set forth, of the wheel-rim A, provided with

the inwardly-converging side flanges a and a
,

the

annular tube B, and the annular tire C, constructed

with the integral reinforcing ribs C and C.

Defendants deny infringement of any of said claims

and deny complainant's right to bring suit on cither

of these patents at the time of the coiiimenccmont ot

the action. They contend that the fourth claim of

reissue patent No. 11,216 is invalid because of an-

ticipation and because the invention claimed therein

is not in any way indicated or attempted to be se-

cured in the original patent. They further contend

that patent No 466,532 is anticipated and does not
disclose any invention in addition to that contained
in patent No. 11,216.
The application for the original patent No. 448,793,

of which No. 11,216 is the reissue, was filed Nov. 18,
1890. The invention there described was a wheel with
flanges on the rim converging inwardly and a cushion
tire consisting ,of a flat endless band of india-rubber
broader than the space between the base of the wheel-
rims, adapted to be secured within the converging
flanges by bending the edges together and placing
them there, the elastic force of the rubber being suffi-

cient to hold the edges of the band firmly against
the flanges of the wheel, and the pressure upon that
part of the band which at any time touched the
ground while in motion increasing the pressure
against the flanges at that point and thus holding
the tire all the more securely.

All of Bartlett's original claims were at first re-
jected ill the Patent Office. In a letter to the office

he then defined his position as follows:
"The leading feature of this Invention is that the

india-rubber tire forms an arch which is prevented
from flattening under pressure of the load simply
by the support afforded it by a trough-like felloe
against the sides of which the arch abuts. The sec-
tional form of the tire is rectangular, and that of the
felloe is trough-like, with inwardly inclined sides.

The tire is sprung into place as is shown in Fig. 5.

It will be seen that the pressure of the load of the
wheel gives rise to an outward thrust exerted by the
edges of the tire against the side, or inwardly-in-
clined edges of the trough-like felloe. This is an
essential feature."
Figures 7 and 8 of the original drawing show means

for supporting this tire; one by a roll of sponge-
rubber, and one by a tube to be filled with com-
pressed air. It was stated in the patent that such
supports might be used, and that in such case the
rubber band might be made thinner.
In the history of the art of rubber bicycle tires,

three distinct types have successfully been developed,
known respectively as the solid, cushion and pneu-
matic tire. The narrow surface of the solid tire

slightly relieved the shocks encountered in practical

use. The cushion tire was hollowed out in its

centre, and for this reason afforded a much more
elastic support to the rider. The advantages derived
from each of these constructions were due to the
resiliency of the rubber tire itself. The pneumatic
tire, although it is constrticted, in part at least, of

rubber, and although it presents to a marked degree
the feature of resiliency, depends therefor not upon
the resiliency of rubber, but upon the resiliency of

the air with which it is inflated. In fact, the ordinary
external covering of rubber and cloth is practically

devoid of resiliency, and the elasticity of the rubber
is only incidentally made available in connection
with the capacity of the rubber to retain the highly
compressed air, which air, by its activity, furnishes

the highest degree of resiliency. It is important to

iiear in mind this well-recognized distinction because
it lies at the foundation of the issues herein involved.

This patent was clearly for a cushion tire, the
tube, filled with air or roll of sponge-rubber, being
intended merely to support and increase the activity

of said rubber cushion tire, which was the principal

feature.
In his English patent, No. 16,348 for substantially

the same invention, the provisional specification of

which was filed October 14, 1890, and the com-
plete specification filed July 13, 1891, and allowed
August 15, 1891, there is no mention of any such
supports for the rubber band or tire and no indication

of them in the drawings.
The application for the reissue was filed October 22,

1891. The application for No. 466,532 was filed Sep-

tember 26, 1891. So far as the rim of the wheel and
the flanges and the shape of the rubber tire are con-

cerned, the drawings do not differ substantially from
those in the original application, the drawings of the

rubber tire in No. 466,532 being perhaps slightly

thinner than in the other drawings. The inflatable

tube, however, as shown in these drawings of the re-

issue, completely fills the space between the rubber

tire and the trough of the wheel, and touches or very

nearly touches the whole of the inner edge of the

rubber tire, as it did not in the original patent.

In patent No. 466,532 the flanges are a little more
convergent than in the former tire, which enables

ribs or reinforcers to be added to the rubber tire

so that the edges of the rubber tire would seem to

be held a little more firmly, and the inflatable tube

everywhere touches the rubber tire.

Defendants' wheel has a shallow, flattened

rim, thus differing from complainant's wheel,

in which the trough of the wheel is

comparatively deep. The rim of defendants

wheel is provided with lateral flanges which con-

verge inwardly and downwardly toward the axis of

the wheel, thus forming two narrow recesses. The
tire consists of an inner tube comiilctcly encircled

and enclosed by the outer sheath. Attached to this

outer sheath are two beads or flanges which are

pressed into the recesses formed by the flanges of

the rim, and fill substantially the whole «( these re-

cesses. When the tube is deflated, those beads or

flanges of the outer sheath may be taken out one

by one, but they cannot be taken out by pulling both

together, and when the lube is inflated, aiul tlu-

space over them covered, they are securely locked in

position, and the outer slu-atb, covering the tube,

being filled, is held and looked firmly in iilace. Uy

the inflation of the tube llio lire, taken as n who e,

is also contracted loiigiliidiiially so as to buul tlie

wlicel more tightly.
. .

I am satisfied that the invention which complain-

ant insists is secured by the reissue No. 11,216, is not

described or indicatecf in the ongiual patoiil No.

448,793.

There is nothing in the specification, claims or
drawings of the original patent indicating that the
patentee proposed to use the rubber tube or the roll

of rubber sponge as a means of holding the cushion
tire in place. If there was anything in the original
application to indicate such a function it was found
only in the two claims which were rejected by the
Patent Office and were canceled.

It is unnecessary to decide whether there is any
invention in the original patent No. 448,793, or the
re-issue No. 11,216, or in the claims of the second
patent. No. 466,532; because under the state of the
art as shown in this case said patents cannot have
the broad scope claimed for them, and when restrict-
ed to Bartlett's actual prior invention, if any, they
are not infringed.
Defendants' device seems much more like the

structures of the former Jeffery patents than that of
the Bartlett patents, and I think defendants' con-
struction much more likely to have Deen suggested
by examination of the Jeffery patents than of the
Bartlett patents.
In order to hold defendants' construction to be an

infringement upon complainant's patents, it would
be necessary to hold that complainant had invented
and patented the principle of attaching a pneumatic
tire to a wheel by providing beads, flanges or at-

tachments to the outer sheath, fitted into recesses in
the rim of the wheel, and locked fast there by inflating
the pneumatic tube. This he has not done and
there is no indication that he had any such idea in
his mind at the time of any of his applications for
the patents in question; nor is there any suggestion
therein of any method by which such a result might
be accomplished.

It is agreed that pneumatic tires were used to only
a slight extent in the fall of 1890, were but little

known before that, and did not come into consider-
able practical use until later.

In every new manufacture, many improvements are
naturally suggested and made from time to time as
a matter of course. The patent law is not intended
to secure a monopoly of all the natural developments
of a general principle to the one wno nappens to make
some special construction embodying it, a few weeks
in advance of others, when it appears that such im-
provements were certain to be made in a short time.
Before the filing of the application for complain-

ant's patent No. 466,532, September 26, 1891, and be-
fore the filing of his application for re-issue of patent
No. 11,216, December 26, 1891, there were filed in
the Patent Oiifices of England and of the United
States, the following applications, showing devices
for attaching a pneumatic tire, consisting of a rubber
tire, surrounded by an outer sheath, to a rim by
means of attachments made fast to the outer sheath
and locked by inflation of the pneumatic tube.
In patent No. 454,115, application filed iMarch 26,

1891, to Thomas B. Jeffery, hooks attached to an
outer sheath were made to fit into recesses formed
by bending the flanges of the rim of the wheel out-
wardly and around. In patent No. 466,565, applica-
tion filed June 11, 1891, to T. B. Jeffery, the tire was
also fastened by hooks attached to the outer sheath.
Jeffery patent No. 466,789, application filed July 27,

1891, has beads or spurs projecting from the outer
sheath which fit into recesses formed by bending
over inwardly the flanges of the wheel so as to in-

terlock when the tube is inflated. In patent to Will-
iam Golding, No. 493,160, application filed October 6,

1891, and patented in England December 8, 1890, the
edges of the rim of the wheel are bent around and
brought within a short distance of each other, leav-
ing the exterior of the wheel nearly flat with recesses
below the flanges, and lateral projections on the
tire are forced into these recesses and the tire in-

flated.

In Wilson's British patent, No. 12,974, of 1S90, pro-
visional specification filed August 19, 1890, complete
specification filed May 19. 1891, appear all the forms
of the patents sued on and in addition a pneumatic
tube, most of which is outside the rim of the wheel,
nearly surrounded by an outer sheath having flanges
locked in recesses formed by bending in the flanges
of the rim of the wheel.
In Kesterton's English patent, provisional speci-

fication filed September 27, 1890, complete specifica-

tion filed June 23, 1891, there is a tube charged with
air, and a jacket surrounding the tube, with ribs

or flanges pressed into the trough or recess formed
by bringing the flanges of the rim around and near
together.

I do not think the devices in any of these appli-

cations are sufficiently like complainant's construc-
tion to raise a presumption that they were suggested
by it, even though the applicants may be presumed
to have obtained any information of it.

When so many applications covering thcsame gen-
eral principles arc in these two patent offices at the
same time, it furnishes persuasive evidence that, in

the then state of the art, the discovery that tires

might 1)0 so fastened would not be of such a charac-
ter that one who has foniuilatcd it a few days or
weeks in advance of others (as Bartlett did not)
should lie allowed to levy tribute for seventeen years
upon the millions using tires of this kind.

It should also bo noted that solid tires of a con-
stniolicni similar to dofondants', the flanges of the
wheel being bout over so as to lock in attachments to

tlio tiro, had boon patented and wore woU known be-

fore the alleged invention of Bartlett.

t'oiiipUiinaut has prossoil upon the attention of the
court the dooision of the Supremo Court of Judica-
ture, Court of .\iipoal, Croat Britain, in the case of

the North British Rubber Company and another
against the (lorniully iV JolTory ^laIUlfaot_uring Com-
panv, that case being a contest on the Knglish \'av

out No. 16,7,S;!, of 1890, before referred to. botwoon
the real parlies in the present case. The high cliar-

aotor of tliat court commands the most oareful and re-

spectful eonsideralion of its opinion. I am unable,
however, on the evidence before me, to agree with the
conolusions there reached.
The court says: "It is cslablishcd beyond question

that the p.atoiitoe, Mr. Barllott, by the invention
which ho palonlod in July, ISOl, took nn entirely "<?»'

(lopartiiro from aiivlhing wliioli had gone before as

regards both the inothod and the means of alVixinR

a pneumatic rubber tire to a circular wheel. That
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Mr. Bartlelt's invention is the good subject matter
o( a patent and of frrcat utility cannot be doubted,
und, indeed, this is not really in contest before us."

The uiSlitv of the United Slates patent was cer-

tainly - Mtesled in this court, and the evi-

dence • 111 1" be in .iny way contradictory.

It was . '1 that the tire was easy to remove,
tough, .ml u.\<\ tjrcai wearing <|ualities. There was
no evidence that it afTorded the advantages of pneu-
matic tires. There was no evidence as to how ex-

tensively it was used in England. The sales in this

country aiiprar to have been made by the Remington
Arms IViiiipanv, who made a contract with the com-
plainanl. dated October 21. l^SS, by which they were
given an e.tclusive license under the Uartlett patent'^

to the clixe of 1S94, with a right to an extension
for three years nu.re upon the same terms, the Rcm-
in^on .Vrms Company agreeing to pay license fees

prior to the expiration of ISW, on three thousand
pairs of tires.

The Remington Artns Company sold during the

year KM six hundred and eighty-three pairs of tires

and refused to renew the contract if required to take

any stipulated number. It was renewed for 1S35 with-

out any such stipulation, and during said year the

Remington Arms Company sold one hundred and
fifty pairs of tires. They were afterwards sued for the
royalty on the balance of the three thousand not sold

in 1S94, and judgment was obtained against them.
Puring the vear 1S96 the Remington Arms Company

sold about fi/tcen thousand bicycles, and are likelv

to increase that amount in 1897; but they have sold

no Rartlett tires.

I find no evidence of any other sales of Bartlett

tires.

Having examined the English patent on which the
decision in the North Rritish Rubber Company vs.

The CiormuUy & Jeflfcry Company was based, I fail

to find in it any statement of invention broad enough
to cover defend.int's construction. The complete
statement of the provisional specification is as fol-

lows :

"This invention relates to tires which consist of a

flat endless band of india-rubber wider than the

dove-tailed groove into which it is inserted so that

it assumes an arched form when in place. I intro-

duce between the arched outside tire and the circu-

lar bottom of the metal rim a tube constructed of

cloth and india-rubber provided with a branch for

filling it with compressed air. By this arrangement
the outer band tire may be reduced in thickness,

and while assisting in sustaining the pressure (from
weight) on the outer band the lateral pressure of the

inside air tube will press its edges tighllv against the

dovetailed flanges of the metal rim and thus be ef-

fective in holding it more firmly against the flanges

of the metal rim at the momentarily bearing part of

the tire. It will be obvinus that one advantage of this

arrangement is that successive outside bands or tires

can be renewed from time to time without the neces-

sity of w.-isiing the tubular air chamber between it

and the metal rim, and thus greater economy will

be attainable. It will be generally most convenient
to have the filling tube of the tubular air chamber
projecting from the surface of the tubular air cham-
ber resting on the metal rim, in which a hole is

l>ored through which to pass the filling tube."

The only change in the wording of the complete
specification as finally accepleil is the substitution

of "thus be effective in holding it more firmly" in-

stead of "assists in holding it more firmly."

Apparently, the only use of the air tube in holding

the rubber tire against the do.e-lailed llange of the

rim. as understood by the inventor, is at that part

of the lire which is at the instant upon the ground;

the idea of this inventor being that the j.rcssure by

the tire upon the ground will press in the outer rim
of the air tube ami thus cautc the air tube at that

point to press laterally against the rubber tire and
hold the tire more firmly at the point of contact with

the earth. The statement of invention m.vle to the

Talent Office, above referred to, conveys the same
idea. I cannot think that the broad invention now
claimed was then in the mind of the Inventor.

Mr. BetH, in his able memorandum, in which the

argtim<-nM fir the complainant are briefly and
,1, ' lys: "DouVdItss, as is so often the

c, .,nil i>rrhap« the applicant failed to
• nntiirr and true merit of the in-

builded better than he
-c of his which consti-

.Ur."

1 a patentee is not to be dc-

.f bis invention because he
or rerognirc all the beneficial

'>r put. I do not understand,
br said to have made an in-

...f tMi,-,..l( ;,w:ire.

evidence, in-

1 invention, I

: • nlion Bs now
vatiahrd itiat defendant's con-

I by the claims of the Bartlett

'1- whether the exclusive
..n Arms Company at the

• III divested complainant of

< dismisMfd.

ai
venttnn I i

knew. It V
lulrd and

MARKED ADVANCE IN SADDLE MAKING.

Many and varied as are the new saddles

shown for '1)8, there is one type which is con-

spicuous by its prevalence in all the leading

lines. This is the so-called "hygienic," or

padded saddle, in which two elevated and

separated pads carry the rider's weight sup-

posedly upon the ischial parts, the idea be-

ing to relieve that bugbear of the press—per-

ineal pressure.

That some of these saddles do accoinplish

their purpose is conceded; others do not;

but, even on a inajority of those which were

properly designed from the physical stand-

point, the comfort of the rider has hitherto

been but little considered. The pads have

been, in many instances, too hard, or been

stuffed wth a cheap material that, when com-

pressed, did not return to the original shape;

others, while having proper filling, were not

durably constructed; and in very few were

the pads so shaped as to give an easy seat

under long-continued riding, the corners be-

ing too abrupt and not properly rounded.

For '98 all this has been changed— in the

best makes. Not only are the angles

smoothed- out, and the corners rounded off

the pads, but the shape of the saddle itself has

been changed to correspond more nearly to

that whicli past experience has proven to be

the best for long distance riding. The well-

known Brown shape has been adopted for

use with the pads; and the scorcher, as well as

the sedate and elderly rider, can find com-

fort combined with speed in their use.

Without a pommel, it has been heretofore

somewhat dilTicult to maintain an easy scat

on some of the saddles, but this is now reme-

died; and the result is that not only does the

rider secure the benefits of hygienic construc-

tion, but. in addition, he possesses a feeling

of security, which is induced by the longer

pommel. There is no question but that this

gives a greater control of the wheel when

riding either with or without hands, and, as a

natural setiuence, affords also much more

comfort.

One of the faults of soiue of the '!>7 padded

saddles was the sewing of the pads directly

upon the leather top. In ninety-nine cases out

of a hundred, the stretch or sag of the leather

invariably affected the pads to such an ex-

tent that they speedily became very uncom-

fortable. On the new '!»8 goods the leather

tops are first stretched upon a firm base, thus

preventing this very serious fault.

Numerous are the styles in which the "98

goods are made up. Not only do the styles

and shapes of .saddles them.selves show a great

variety, but colored leathers of all kinds have

been pressed into service. Many expensive

saddles are upholstered (if the term may be

allowed) in alligator, Russia, seal and other

expensive leathers. Maroons, russets, blacks

and even dark greens vie with the natural

colors in the popular demand. It is very evi-

dent that more than ever are the makers of

high-grade machines willing to cater to ideas

of luxuriousncss in saddle and other fittings.

NEW TRACK AND SHOW BUILDING.

Chicago, Jan. 3.—With the destruction of

the Coliseum by fire, the prospect of the

Washington Driving Park property being cut

up into lots, and the complete elimination of

the old World's Fair track on the South-Side

ball grounds, at Thirty-fifth street, it looked

as if Chicago would be without a track upon

which a meet could be held wherein admission

could be charged. The beautiful half-mile

cement oval, in Garfield Track, is in exist-

ence, of course, but being in a public park

admission cannot be charged. It is now
definitely settled, however, that the West-Side

will have a track, a (luarter-mile affair of

boards, and with the finest arrangements for

grand-stand and dressing quarters that can be

schemed. It will be located convenient to

the elevated roads and surface lines, and will

be in charge of John West, the veteran trainer

and manager.

The plans are now being drawn, and as

soon as completed, the estimated cost will

be made known and work will be begun. It

is not unlikely that the Illinois Division meet

will be held on the new oval. The West-Side

is thickly populated, and the track owners may
be sure of handsome dividends.

There are, too, good prospects that an ex-

position building of some sort will soon grace

Chicago downtown. If the Michigan avenue

property owners will consent to one being

built on the new lake front park, this will be

the site; but otherwise, a block will be se-

cured in the neighborhood of Wabash ave-

nue and Peck or Hubbard court if possible.

The business men of Chicago are of one mind

upon the (piestion of the needs of such a

building, and even mention the fact that it

should be for indoor sports, including cycle

racing.

The stockholders and directors of the Coli-

seum have been holding meetings almost

daily, with the residt that they have decided

to rebuild at once. The new building will oc-

cupy the old site, and will lie similar in de-

sign to the building which burned. It will,

however, be ab.solutely fireproof, and will be

ready for the horse show next fall.

TBE REAL TBINO.

According to a Frmrh philosopher a

Christian it n man who dor* not laugh when

it rain* on a picnic party to which he has not

been invited: ur, it might wrti he added, who
.!

• • •
• • • !„.„ y^f jjjij

I
ling from a

punctured tire.

COA.XING CHICAGO INNOCENTS.

Chicago, Jan. .3.—The anti-chainless cranks

have found what they believe a great point in

their favor. Said one to a representative of

The Wheel to-day:

"These makers of chainlcss wheels have a

great way of selling their wheels. Why, do

you know that one maker put on a 7U-gear

with 7-inch cranks and has customers com-

pare the running qualities of this machine

with one of the chain pattern with G-inch

cranks and an 88-gear? This is a fact, and it

was played on a man who knew more about

wheels in a minute than all the clerks who

were talking chainlcss wheels.

"Another agent tells his customers that

where a hill cannot be climbed with a chain

wheel, the chainlcss will go up 'as easy as roll-

ing off a log.'
"

THE COURT KUBW ITSELF.

"That wheel, Jtidge," said the victim of the

cycle thief, "was the finest on the market—"

"Stop! * cried the Judge. "That'll cost you

ten dollarn for contempt. The Court rides

the finest wheel on the market, and it isn't the

»ame as yours, either."

MENTAL LUBRICATION.

"What's Softboy using such a lot of hair-oil

for?"

"To grease the wheels in his head, I sup-

pose."
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Columbia Chainless Bicycles
STANDARD OF THE WORLDS
UNEQUALED, UNAPPROACHED.

Why are they the best Wheels in the World at any Price ?

BECAUSE there is no bicycle in the world made of soch high grade material as the Columbia.
BECAUSE they are made of the famous 5 per cent Nickel Steel Tubing—the strongest and most expensive

material known to the art and used in Columbias only.

BECAUSE every engineer admits the great superiority of 5 per cent Nickel Steel Tubing.
BECAUSE 5 per cent Nickel Steel Tubing is 30 per cent stronger and costs twice as much as the material used in

any other bicycle.

BECAUSE their bevel gears improve with use, are positive in motion, and perfectly protected.

BECAUSE they are weather-proof—the oil stays in, the dirt stays out.

BECAUSE they run the easiest under any condition of road or weather—through dust, snow or sleet, up hill or

down, they beat the world.

We do business on business principles* It has been proved year after

year for 21 consecutive years, and we have won the confidence of the

public by always giving them what we advertise*

POPE MANUFACTURING CO*, Hartford, Conn*
If Columbias are not properly represented in your vicinity, let us know.

><S-f®4KS4KS-f®4®4<!HKS)^-f®>0t®t®>0>KS^f®^^

Detachable Sprockets. Head Stems.

Bicycle "^is^ii^. Fittings
Philadelphia, Pa.

®

Tubing. Machined Parts. Brackets.

Write for Net Price-List. It wUI pay you. Kindly mention The Wheel.
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CHIOS IXSTRl'CTIONS.

In Favor of Professionals, bnt Only Cold Com-
fort Is Offered Mr. Potter of New

York.

», iiviiaiiij. Jan. 3.—The B«i:ird oi Dtiicers oi

the Ohio Division. L. .\. W'., met at the Hol-
lendcu Hotel, in this city, on the evening of

December 31st, with Chief Consul William D.

Kempton, of Cincinnati, in the chair. After

the appointing of committees on Credentials

and Auditing, the meeting was adjourned to

reassemble at !• a. m.. January 1st. at the home
of the Cleveland Wheel Club.

The board members present were then

taken to the C. W. C. house and entertained

during the evening. At a late hour a local

consulate was formed by Chief Consul Kemp-
ton, with the following selection of officers:

Senior consul. Charles L. Mears; junior con-

sul, George L. Ralston; secretary-treasurer.

Walter H. Chubb.

The morning session was given up to

routine business. Seven delegates were elected

to attend the National Assembly in February'

:

Walter H. Chubb, Cleveland; C. F. Henry.

Marietta; J. M. Finch. Dayton; Parker G.

Reed, Chillicothe; S. L. Ghaster, Fostoria;

M. W. Bliss, Columbus, and J. B. Griffith,

Steubenville. The treasurer's report shows

the division to be in a flourishing condition,

there being about .*1,G'M' in the treasury on

December 1st. There was an increase of 87,'^

nienibers during the year; the present total be-

ing slightly over 3,liX'. In his annual report

Ckici Consul Kempton recommends the es-

tabli'^hment of consulates in all large cities

throughout the State. He also oflfercd a pro-

test against the levy of a special tax on bi-

cycles, and resolutions to this efifect were

passed by the board later. A bill which pro-

vides for the improvement of public high-

ways (prepared by S. L. Ghaster, chairman of

the Improvement of Highways Committee)

was endorsed. Its provisions are briefly:

That thirty days after its passage, the Gover-

nor shall appoint three suitable persons, one

of which shall be a civil engineer, to be known
as tlie "State Highway Commission." and it

shall be their duty to look after the public

highways in the State. The increase of mem-
bership during the year ending December 1st

wail 873.

The delegates to the National .\sscmbly

were instructed to vote for the admission of

professionals to the L. A. W. ; to work for

the abolition of the $2 tax on League clubs, and

til
'

i e. should the occasion

l>r the choosing of In-

iional meet city of '*M.

vote of the l)oard, the

' awarded to Cleveland.

">' -ic meet held in this

hough it has twice

five years. The
.ill probability

ill- i!ii In spile of

111' 1' 'iji in New
York, K'^" * ' rship,

il,. I.,..T.! .!. :..r no

<rjii jny olticc "n ihr n.tiM.i .. ii. f-.i in;iy

..r ' »ome comment, it ma> !>< M.ncd that

iid K due to the (act thai (hief Consul

Kempton is an out-spoken anti-Potter man,

and strongly opposes the re-election of the

present incumbent of the presidential chair.

He is, of course, the controlling influence in

the Ohio Division, and most of his appointees

are anti-Potter men. As matters now stand,

the election of the Potter slate, as formulated

at Philadelphia a few nights ago. is practical-

ly assured, with or without the aid of Ohio,

but as a 'feeler' for the vote of this State, the

office of national treasurer was offered by

Potter men to a prominent Ohio official. He,

however, being, like Chief Consul Kempton.

an anti- Potter man, declined the honor, and

yesterday's action was taken to show that his

refusal expressed the sentiments of the State

body."

This statement is somewhat overdrawn,

as it was not known positively to the board

that the prominent official therein mentioned

had refused the honor. Of course, the p. o.

is A. E. Mergenthaler, of Fostoria, and his

name was first heard of in Cleveland in con-

nection with the national ticket on the day of

the meeting. ' His fellow-townsman, Ghaster.

of the board, said that the report was news to

him, and that he was certain that Mr. Mergen-

thaler had not been consulted regarding his

nomination, and eijually certain that he would

refuse it, as he said to him when he left the

.\ssembly at Baltimore in "'.•6 that he was

through with League politics. It is certain,

too, that he has refused to run in State poli-

tics since that time. It was the intention of

certain board members to push Kempton for

the office in place of Mergenthaler. but he

came out so flat-footed in saying that he would

not accept under any circumstances, that the

scheme was dropped.

WANT GIDEON.

STATE ASKED TO REGULATE SPRINKLING.

Cincinnati, Jan. 3.—A bill has just been

drawn and presented to the Ohio State Legis-

lature by Charles F. Williams, chairman of the

Rights and Privileges Committee of the Ohio

Division, and a progressive young attorney of

this city. The bill, which has enough pledged

votes already to become a law, relates to the

.sprinkling of streets in cities of the first-class.

It provides that the sprinkling shall be done

under the supervision of the city, and the

abutting property be taxed proportionately.

The bill further provides that one side of the

street or avenue shall not be siirinkled until

the other side is dry.

TWO HUNDRED TRIED FOR IT.

The great .\nstrnl wheel li.indicap—the

blue-ribbon event in .Xuslralia—was decided

at Melbourne on December 4th. Although

the Knglish cracks. Barden, Ainsworth, Rey-

nolds. Green aiul Ralph, competed, they were

all unplaced, the winner being J. Carpenter

(>C( yards). Body ('Jll yards) second, and Scott

(J.Vi yards.) third. The time for the two miles

was ln>. 4i» l-fis. There were '_'M entries,

thirty-eight more than last year.

ELEVATING THE SPORT.

Cycle racing is due for iurlher "elevation"

The "dead-game sports" arc now talking of a

i.Tce for !!iJO,00() to occur at Carson City, Nev.,

.\licn the Corbelt-Filzsimmons fight is "pulled

ofl." But the fighters themselves are also

good talkers. an«l have nr)t, as yet, got be-

yond the talking point.

Kentucklans Anziona to Have the Pennsyl-

vania Man the Next President of the

Leagrne.

Louisville, Ky., Dec. ol.—Kentucky will

be represented by an entirely new delegation

at the meeting of the National .Assembly of the

L. A. W., which will convene in St. Louis on
February !», 1898; at least, in so far as their

appearance at former meetings is concerned,

for although two of the present delegation

have been members of previous Assemblies,

neither has been present at a meeting except

as a spectator. The Division Board, at its

meeting on December 3('th, chose Messrs. J.

W. Brignian and R. F. Pelouze as delegates,

and they, together with the three executive

officers, will constitute the Kentucky represen-

tation. Mr. Pelouze is one of the ablest men
in the Division, and has earned the confidence

of the entire membership by his conscientious

work and unerring judgment in the discharge

of duties imposed upon him in the past; and
his election as delegate will be universally

approved. He is president of the Fountain

Ferry Cycle and Athletic Association, having

been a member of its directory continuously

since the organization was formed, and it is

due chiefly to his management that the asso-

ciation has weathered the disastrous racing

season of 18!>7 without loss, when other race

promoters in the South and West, almost

without exception, lost heavily. Mr. Pelouze

is also vice-president of the National Cycle

Track Association, in which he is deeply in-

terested, and for which he predicts a great

future.

Mr. Brigman is tine of the best known
wheelmen in Kentucky, being connected with

a number of cycle organizations in the State,

and having been for j^veral years prominent-

ly before the public as a cycling writer on

local newspapers and as correspondent for

several cycle papers in other cities. He is

j)ugnacious to a degree, and in the capacity

of newspaper writer he has frequently prodded

the sore spots of certain individuals, to whom
he now and then pays his respects, but his

friends support him the more warmly for the

enemies he has made. Both Mr. tirigman and

Mr. Pelouze were members of the delegation

from the 'W Meet Club, which presented the

invitation of Louisville to the National As-

sembly at Baltimore, and in their long connec-

tion with cycling affairs have acquired a na-

tional acijuainlance among wheelmen.

.An almost endless amount of comment has

been indulged in by Kentucky members of

the L. .\. W. regarding the published esti-

mates of the relative strength of Mr. Potter

and .Mr. Gideon in their candidacy for the

presidency of the League. The estimates

which have appeared in several newspapers

concede the five votes of Kentucky Division

to Mr. Potter, though at the date of this writ-

ing not a single pledge has been made by any

member of the Kentucky delegation, and the

unit rule is not in force. In fact, a careful

in(|uiry reveals a unanimous preference for

.\ir. Gideon as against Mr. Potter, and there arc

strong reasons for the beliel mat the entire

strength would be cast for any other satis-

factory candidate in the event that Mr. Gideon

should decline to be a candidate. Gideon

and Klliott are both popular in Kentucky, and

cither could develop a strong support, not

only in this State, but in other Southern di-

visions as well.
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[MATTERS
NOT THE GRADE,

A

Willits Automatic
Hub Brake

WILL HOLD THEE SAFE,"

Price, $5.00. Get our book about them. Are fitted regularly on

Outing Bicycles. Can be fitted to all wheels.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

The

NEW WORLD
( The '98 Model

)

Is Now Ready to be Discovered S
and

THE WISE AGENT
WILL REQUIRE NO FURTHER HINT
TO START HIM ON THE VOYAGE
OF DISCOVERY. J- J- j^ ^ J- .*

See New "Monte Cristo"

Catalogue.
Arnold, Schwinn & Co*

CHICAGO.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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MORE FAULTY CONSTRUCTION.

Fads are a good thing in their way. Usu-
ally they are created and justiticd by a dc^

mand that is periectly legitimate, even though

it tinds its origin in nothing more than that

desire for change which is one of the strong-

est human characteristics. But changes, pure-

ly as such, are worse than useless if they in-

volve radical' errors. Particularly ij this so.

where they are mechanical: and in the case of

the bicycle it is unfortunate when changes are

of this character.

Xo stronger illustration of this axiom
CDuld be given than the reanimated crank-

hanger drop, now once more conspicuous by

its prevalence. Called into existence by the

demand among racing men for special ma-

chines with lowered frames, and thereby di-

minished wind resistance, with which to fol-

low pace, it has, in its extremes, no excuse for

existence upon road machines. The Wheel
recently called attention to the dangers of the

exaggerated drop, and the soundness of its

warning is now emphasized by the results

apparent from the early crop of '98s being

ridden on the road. Already complaints are

beginning to come from different localities of

the damage to pedals caused by striking ruts,

stones and obstructions in streets and roads,

due to the fact that they are brought too

close to the ground, particularly in making

turns.

With the long 6} and 7-inch cranks

now in fashion, the ordinary 28-inch ma-

chine, with a drop of from 3 to 3i inches

—

and even more in the case of some wheels

—

brings the cranks so near the ground that

there is not suthcient room aflforded for clear-

ance, and it would be well for makers to heed

the lesson before it is enforced by a falling off

in orders for machines built with this ex-

treme drop. .As a matter of fact, nothing is

gained in stability by excessive lowering of

the crank-hanger. .\ bicycle with a higher

centre of gravity always steers more easily

and is less sensitive than is one in which the

centre of gravity is low, and for steering pur-

poses alone, the higher crank-hanger is an ad-

vantage. In addition, the frame structure is

weakened by a deviation from straight lines.

Tliis, however, is not serious, and there is no

objection to a moderate drop. It is merely

one of those things in which a happy medium
mast be preserved, if the maker would not

have it react. Faulty construction inevitably

tells, whether it is brought about by a mere

yielding to a whim of the public or not, and

t' extreme crank-hanger drop is an

ui fault.

THE STARKS AT WOKK.

of Starr Bros. Bell Co., East

'
. tctive preparations arc bc-

scason. Not only has the

I
iMly made by them been

It. )>ut, in addition, several new models

wiil I Their bells

have .1. ition in the

trade lor s of tone;

and. M c- r .tttractive

price*

TONOIES WAU FAST THEN.

'age person '• •• ' ' .ik

"<» words a ' : in

UrijC'} uicrra«cd the first (.i.- i:, ^lent

happens to the average pcfM.i. . icnul new

IN FAVOR OF TRIPLE FORKS.

Firm in their belief in the triple front fork,

used on their Lyndhursts, McKee & Harring-

ton are losing no opportunity to impress tlie

fact on the trade and public. The patent on

the fork was allowed recently and the improve-

ment in its construction makes it more at-

tractive and valuable than before. As now
made it is of the popular arch type. The
Lyndhurst people argue their case in this wise:

"By pressing with your foot on the pedal of

a wheel made with a single front fork, you
will be surprised to see how much sway or

side strain there is; this is because the power
is not applied on a direct line, but at right

angles; this side strain does n<it stay there, but

travels through the tube up to the front fork,

which, having only a single stem, rocks and
has side play. With the square truss in the

triple front fork we claim to stiffen the neck
and fork sides so that a great deal of the side

play is overcome.

"In a single front fork the handle-bar is

clamped to the fork stem, wliich goes through
the neck of the frame, and as you pull and haul

in hill-climbing or against a head wind, the

power applied is not felt until ilie twisting

strain is taken up inside of the neck and
localizes at top of fork crown. By using the

truss crown in the triple front fork it enables

us to lock the stem of the fork crown, and the

strain localizes at the top of the triple fork,

instead of at the lower end, ensuring greater

rigidity and power.

"Sit down violently on the saddle and a

single fork springs forward fully half an inch;

the triple front fork carries the strain in a

direct line up to the top of the crown and the

strain is diffused throughout the entire fork

and frame.

"In turning corners or on a lumpy road, a

stiff front fork has a decided advantage, but

wc claim it is good on asphalt, because of the

decrease in twisting strain, enabling the wheels
to track and not sway out of alignment.

"The above claims arc for increase of power,
but the strength of the triple fork is three

times that of the single fork, which is a source
of satisfaction when you arc coasting a steep

hill."

LOOK TO THB VALVE.

Every rider knows what it is to be annoyed
with a tire that lays down every ten miles or
".o In nine cases out of ten a defective valve
is rcspouMble for this. Fre«|uently a speck of

sand or <lirt will work il!> w.iy into the valve,
and thus prevent it from bring tightly closed,
which causes trouble. Leaking valves arc
more common than leaking tires.

TRADE THORNS IN RUSSIA.

As The Wheel remarked several weeks
since, Russia is expected to prove one of the

richest fields for the bicycle exporter during

the present year, the removal of Imperial re-

strictions on bicycle riding having cleared the

tield for substantial growth. There are thorns

in the field, however, which must be guarded
against. In a communication to the State

Department, Jos. Rawicz, United States Con-
sul at Warsaw, points out a few of them. He
says:

"While .\nurican manufactures—well estab-

lished in this Empire through the direct ef-

forts of the manufacturers themselves—such

as agricultural implements, hardware, cutlery,

wringers, bicycles, etc., are recognized by ini

porters and coiisumers as the best of thei-

kind, and are sold in large quantities, Amer-
ican manufactures in general are both dis-

credited and handicapped in Russia, and the

introduction of new goods is extremely dif-

ficult for two reasons:

"(1) European manufacturers—Germans,
especially— fill the Russian markets with in-

ferior goods, stamped, trade-marked, etc., as

-American,' which, being accepted by the un-

suspecting Russians as genuine .American pro-

ducts, discredit our manufactures to such an

extent that nothing short of active and per-

sistent personal effort can push new articles

into general use.

."(2) The second reason which operates

against the introduction of American manu-
factures is the long credits given by the

British, French, German, and other manufac-
turers—credits based upon the reports of their

agents, who traverse the Empire and know
exactly how far credits can be safely given.

"A movement which should help to over-

come both these difficulties is about being put

into operation by the Exporters' Association

of .Vmerica, headquarters in New York. This

organization is about to establish in this city

(Warsaw) a sample-room for the exhibition

of American manufactures, together with an
agency for their introduction into and sale

throughout Russia. This movement is calcu-

lated to be of great benefit to the Russian im-

porters and consimiers. as well as to the

-American manufacturers."

GOOD WRENCHES NEEDED.

Any one of a dozen or more important nuts

may come loose when bumping over rough
roads; even well-fitted and usually well-be-

haved nuts evince an ineradicable inclination

to do so .sometimes. Then the crying need
for a good wrench makes itself felt. .N'othing

spoils nuts so soon as an inferior wrench.

You can never get a fair grip, and it slips

and lakes the corners off not only the nuts,

but often off your knuckles, too.

ONLY SURE CURE.

"Where did you get the idea of this chain-

less?" asked the manufacturer as it was being

shown by the enthusiastic patentee.

"Out of my head, sir."

"If you have any more ideas like that in

your head, take my advice and get it ampu-
tated at once."

THAT PAVING CONTRACT.

Goodness of iiUcniion ^-ts one very little

credit when you puncture a tire in action
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IT'S NOT THE PRICE BUT THE BICYCLE

that makes

The Barnes WHITE FLYER ^Popular:

It is full of mechanical merit, and devoid of freak and shoddy.

Open the new year with a good resolution to get the sale of

the most popular and best-made bicycle on the American

market.

1

^VSTRITE KOR DISCOUNTS.

The Barnes Cycle ©o., Syracuse, N. Y.
Kindly mention The Wheel.
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The Deadly Parallel.
SIDWELL PEDAL:

Novel designs.

Tool-steel cones, hardened and

ground.

Large balls.

Patent interlock adjustment.

Can be adjusted with the hands

"in the twinkling of an eye,"

and WILL stay adjusted.

OTHER PEDALS:
Ancient models.

Soft-steel cones, poisoned with

cyanide.

Small balls.

Ancient adjustment.

Wrenches, screwdrivers and
"cuss" words necessary to

effect adjustment, and will

NOT stay adjusted.

Mr. Manufacturer, you pay your money and can take your choice.

SIDWELL PEDAL COMPANY, 221 Columbus Ave., Boston, iviass.
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IN AND AROUND READING.

Reading. Pa.. Jan. 4.—A canvass of the trade

since the holidays by the Wheel correspon-

dent discloses the fact that the dialers in this

city did an unusually large holiday trade; in

fact, the best ever experienced. The sale this

year was not confined to juvenile wheels, as

in former years, but many high-priced models

being sold. The recent revival of the general

business in this city speaks well for the cy-

cling trade of '98, and the local dealers predict

a prosperous year. Possibly this is be-

cause of the increased activity in local cycle

circles; but the dealers and manufacturers say

that from their advices, they believe that '98

will prove a more profitable season than '97.

There is a feeling of security among the deal-

ers, and while the prices are lower than at

the same period in '97, there is not likely to

be a further reduction.

On Thursday, January iOth, the following

men will apply for a charter for the Wilhelm
Bicycle Works, of Hamburg, Pa.: Samuel Y.

Reigner. A. Grant Weiser, W. Irving Wil-

helm, Garret B. Stevens, and Charles J.

Tobias. The plant will be in the same build-

ing used by the W. H. Wilhelm Co. The
present move is to incorporate the present

organization running the factory. The fac-

tory at present is working full force in all de-

partments day and night filling large orders.

They do a large foreign trade through New
York exporters.

The Reading Cycle Mfg. Co. is out with

a neat advance sheet describing and illustrat-

ing its line for '08. The improvements on

their 'f>8 Vindex add much to its value and at-

tractiveness. Some of the noticeable features

arc the two-piece, lock-joint crank-axle, per-

fect seat-post compression and handle-bar ex-

pansion-clamps, besides a number of^

other improvements. They have already

booked a large number of good-sized orders,

and are working full force in all departments.

George E. Tyson, proprietor of the Reading

Cycle Purchasing Agency, has connected him-

self with John G. Nuebling, of the Globe

Cycle Co. They have rented an additional

large room to the one they now occupy,

which will be equipped into one of the finest

repair shops in this city. They have signed to

handle the Cleveland and Vindex in '98.

It is rumored amongst the cycle trade in

this city that the Relay Mfg. Co. will shortly

offer a cheap wheel to the trade. The Wheel
correspondent called, and was promised full

particular'; later.

SMALLER TIRE TENDENCIES.

A prominent English tire firm having an-

nounced that they are placing a IJ-inch road-

ster tire on the market, the example is being

followed by the English Palmer Tire Co.

Small tires, small road racing tires in particu-

lar—have an undoubted advantage for winter

riding, cspicially in muddy weather, being

much clciner and also easier running, to say

nothing of their possessing the very great

merit of being less liable to side-slips than

larger ones. Or f- -v or muddy surfaces

any tire which than others should
•core heavily. 1 he tMulrncy to puncture is

greatly overestimated. There is less liability

to cut the tire in muddy weather, even when
(iuni|>ed hard.

IVORY AND INNOVATIONS IN ADLAKES.

Firms may come, and firms may go, but it

is a reasonable assumption that the Adams &
Westlake Co. will go on forever.

Best known to the bicycle trade by reason

of their Adlake bicycles, they are more happi-

Adlake '08 Roadster.

ly situated than the average cycle manufac-

turer; their immense factory in Chicago being

so arranged that possibilities of "dull sea-

sons" are well removed, Adams & West-

lake's railway supplies, cameras, etc., being

Women's Adlake.

Standard goods, and whoever handles them
having a known and proven quantity behind

them.

Adlake bicycles for "98, as is natural, are

"up to snufT," as that saying goes, if, indeed.

Adlake Comblnallon Tandrm.

they arc not above it. They will be built on

entirely new lines. Lower crank-hangers,

short heads, flush-joints, internal seat-post and

handle-bar devices, D-shapcd rear forks, new-

direct oiling devices, special patented rear-

AdijK. t M.I Ractng Tandems

fork adjustments, disc-adjusting bearings in

front and rear wheels, and ball-retaining de-

vices throughout, will partially cover the

changes embodied in their construction.

Large tubing, triple-arch fork-crowns, lam-

inated rims and an improved two-piece

crank will continue to be Adlake features.

The improved two-piece crank and attach-

ments deserve special mention. Two sizes will

be furnished, 6J and 7 inches. The construc-

tion is such that, by removing the left crank

the right crank, shaft and sprocket may be

withdrawn from hanger without disturbing

cither cones or cups, which will remain in

perfect adjustment. The crank-cups, as well

as front and rear wheel cups, are ball-retain-

ing, dust-proof, and can be easily removed
when desired.

A marked innovation will be noticed in the

construction and adjustment of the rear-fork

end, by which the rear wheel can be taken out

by unscrewing two cap-screws, without dis-

turbing the hub or chain adjustment, or re-

moval of chain-bolt. The chain adjustment

is held in place by an independent lock-nut,

while the chain-draft is central with the ad-

justment. Wheel may be removed and re-

placed in thirty seconds, no time being lost

in the readjustment of any part, as the bear-

ings and chain always remain in perfect ad-

justment when wheel is removed.

The standard Adlake finish will be ivorj', but

black, blue, green or maroon will be furnished

when desired.

Nine models will make up the Adlake line,

consisting of three roadsters, 20. 22, and 24

inch frames; two ladies' models, 21 and 23

inch frames; one racer, 22-inch frame; three

tandems, a combination and diamond frame,

with a racing tandem complete the list. Price,

$75 for roadsters; $80, racers; $125, tandems.

The Alaskas, Adams & Westlake's medium-
priced wheels, have already met with a flatter-

ing reception from the trade. Nine models

make up this line. There will be three men's

roadsters, in 22, 24, and 26 inch frames; two

women's models, 21 and 23 inch frames; and

four juveniles, consisting of two boys' and

girls' models, each 19 and 17 inch frames.

Nickeled arch fork-crowns, flush-joints, in-

ternal seat-post and handle-bar devices, dia-

mond-shaped two-piece cranks, a new and ef-

fective rear-fork adjustment, ball-retaining

and dust-proof bearings, with special direct

oiling devices, adjustable sprockets, and a

large range of gears, are some of the special

features of these new models. Black, green

and maroon will comprise the standard colors.

Popular prices will obtain on these models;

full roadsters, $50; juveniles, $40.

CORPORATIONS OBJECT

For some time past, manufacturers of bi-

cycles, in common with others, have been sub-

jected to a demand for local taxes in many
of the States. It has been felt to be an oner-

ous and unjust claim to have all of the States

in which manufacturers are selling their ma-

chines demand a tax upon the corporation, in

addition to that which they have had to bear

at home.

The Manufacturers' Association of the

United States, has, at length, taken this mat-

ter up. Three committees have been ap-

pointed by President Kingsland, in St. Louis,

with the object of repealing or having this

tax upon corporations in other States declared

unconstitutional. There are twenty-seven

States which have objectionable laws relative

to corporations located in other States of the

Union, and eminent lawyers declare that many

of these laws arc in conflict with the United

States Constitution, and also contrary to the

provisions of the interstate commerce law.
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....SIMPLE TO UNDERSTAND. EASY TO HANDLE....

RIGID BRACKET. Adjustable at Any Angle on the Front Post. Handle-

Har Post (outside brake does not interfere) and Either Side Fork of Any Bicycle.

HINGED FRONT nOOR. Finest Crystal Glass.

ALUMINUM PARABOLA REFLECTOR. Removable.

OUTRIDE OIL FILLER. Seldom necessary to remove Oil Fount from Lamp.
NEW SLIDING LOCK. To hold Oil Fount in Lamp Simple and Effectual.

GOSSAMER HOOD. To protect Lamp when on the wheel in daytime.

BURNS KEROSENE, and, as is well known, KEEPS LIGHTED.

With the Reflector increased in size (a compromise between the "Standard and
Tandem" of last year), the 1898 Model ''20th Century" more than sustains

its universal reputation as being THE GREATEST LIGHT on wheels.

ENTURY
,YCLOMETER

LATEST' IN- DE5l&N£cMECHANI5n

5nALL-HAND50nE
G

ACCURATE- -RELIABLE

MILE5-6> KILO/DETERS
PRICE • SIQP.

CENTURY**
PERFECTLY «»*
A5 »>»»
17" ^»
D0E5»
THE•» M

FIRM

•BALL-

lADJUirl

MENT.

r»^20^-^CENTURYB^R^?K"Ei
AWdJ5TABLE AT ANY ANGLE ON THE
FRONT P06T- HANDLE 5AR POM WHEN
THERE 15 OUTSIDE BRAKE, OR ON EITHER
I5IDE FORK OF ANY BICYCLE,

NICKELfP-

17 Warren St., IN. Y.

101 Leadenhall St., London.
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TOLD REGARDING TUBING.

The Pirat Maker of Seamleas Tabing In America Tells Some Very Interesting Things

About Tubes from the Time When They Commanded Forty Cents

Per Poot, Net, to Now When They Don't.

While the njanufacture of seamless tubing

is not of exactly recent origin, it did not attain

the dignity of an industry until the bicycle

became prominent. It was the bicycle that

induced its growth and that pointed out pos-

sibilities not dreamed of. During the last lew

years developments in tubing have been many
and frequent. Its use has extended to pur-

poses once thought impossible or not thought

of at all, and each day tinds for tubing some
new field of utility in which light weight and

strength is desirable.

One who has played no small part in this

development and whose mind is centered in

further development is ElKvood Ivins, some-

times styled "the father of the tube industry."

Although apparently not more than forty

years of age, Mr. Ivins has been engaged in

the work for nearly half his life.

It was in 1876 Mr. Ivins began drawing

tubes in a comparatively small way, building

unconsciously and laying the foundation for

a large plant, which to-day covers something

over two acres of ground at Oak Lane Sta-

tion, Philadelphia. He is modest, educated

highly and an entertaining talker. In a re-

cent interview he told much that is interesting

and instructive.

"It is said, Mr. Ivins, that you were the

first to make seamless steel tubes in .\merica:

is that correct?"

"I believe, as the result of a most thorough

investigation, that I may claim that distinc-

tion, though I know of no special honor in

the fact, though many folks seem to think

there is. It is true that many of my medals

and diplomas were awarded me several years

before any of the present tube mills were

started, or, perhaps, thought of. The fact

that I made the first steel tubes in .\merica,

and possibly, with a single exception, was the

first in the whole world to produce them, is

no good reason why no one else can make
good tubes. Why, there arc plenty of tubes

made here; indeed, I believe .America beats the

world on tubes, just as it does on bicycles;'

in fact, there's no doubt about it in my mind.

"Of course, not all tubes made in America

arc good. There are a great many that are not

fit for anything except the 'scrap heap.' But

you will find such things in all products. The
shrewd buyer, liowcver. should be able to pick

out the mills making the good tubing. Still,

I have seen some pretty mean stuff put into

bicycles, and makers of the wheels hang

up their reputation on it, too—which they

tnuM do if thry use it at all.

'ibing? That's rather

Wo do. of course;

1..;- you the same
*•'

.
(1 .itivwcr, you

ace. But. after all rccom-

mendatinn. Those xv tubing

and all other m.-ike8 arc the to be

•cen on lli T" i'>t

|o Irnrn in •:-

er

(|uite a lot of tool-steel tubes about 33-gaugc
and 4 inches in diameter. Mr. Kdison wrote

me a complimentary letter at the time, con-

gratulating me on my achievement. This let-

ter was very encouraging to me in those days,

I assure you. I think the first bicycle com-
pany I sold to was the Pope Mfg. Co. You
know, there were not many makers of bicy-

cles in those days."

"What price did you get for the tubing?"

Mr. Ivins looked sad as he answered:

".About 40 cents per foot net."

"Were tubes better then than now?"
"Xot at all; tubes are to-day the best the

world has ever seen."

"What was the highest price you ever re-

ceived for making especially difficult tubing

in those times?"

Mow long have you been makm,:

Mecl tubes?"

"Since about l'*7fl. If my mn
me right, 1 made for Thoma**

sramlcvs

ELLVVOOIi I\INS.
/

"1 hardly know now. Possibly it Was for

ten feet of lij-inch O. D. 3.')-gaugc, for which
I received $500. It was for a special purpose

for some scientific experiment, and the price

was offered to me voluntarily if I produced

the tube. The experiment was, I believe,

ultimately very successful."

"What is your opinion as to carbon for

bicycle tubes?"

"If it was for my wheel, one that I should

ride, 1 would say, not over thirty-five or forty

points; certainly not over fifty. Any metallur-

gist will tell you why. Still, we make tub-

ing as high as sixty, indeed, as high as I'J-*),

hut that is not for bicycles; it is tool-steel

when it gets so high."

"What is carbon, as referred to so often in

•tlccl ?"

"Carbon is one of the most important of the

chemical elements. It is pure in the iliamond.

and nearly so in graphite and plumbago. It

is the constituent in all animal and vegetable

tissues. .'\nd every one knows it is in coal,

coke, charcoal, etc. It is a solid substance

iitutc of all taste and odor, but it occurs

in several modifications which exhibit very di-

\erse physical properties. Thus it is met
with in the diamond in transparent crystals,

belonging to the cubical system, which con-

ducts electricity very slowly, and in the form

of graphite in the form of opaque crystals,

which conduct electricity nearly as well as

metals.

"The diamond, you know, is the hard-

est substance in all the earth, yet how soft

to the touch is graphite. There is no heat in

this world—I don't really know about the next

—that will fuse a diamond, excepting only the

intense heat generated by the most powerful

galvanic battery. If you should put a dia-

mond between the arc of one of the powerful

arc-lights, it would fuse it, as that is supposed

to be the greatest heat on earth. When a dia-

mond is fused it forms graphite. Now, if we

could only fuse graphite and produce

crystallized carbon we would produce

diamonds easily—but this is one of the rules

that do not work both ways. When the

electric arc-light carbon is fused it goes into

vapor. In coal carbon is combined with hy-

drogen and oxygen. But, here we are Ulk-

ing about carbon at a great length; I thought

yon wanted to talk about tubing?"

"So I do, but is not carbon in steel tubes,

.ind I ain sure every one should hear about

it. You say carbon goes into vapor in an arc-

lamp, why does it not burn away in the in-

candescent lamp?"

"Simply because there is no air in the glass

bulb containing the carbon filament. I should

say just here, however, that there is a very

small particle of air in the bulb, for there is no

such thing as a perfect vacuum. .\s soon as a

little air steals into the bulb your lamp has

'burned out,' as they say. It only requires a

little air to burn the tiny film of carbon and

iluis break it. and destroy the circuit. The

carbon filament in an incandescent lamp is

usually made by carbonizing thread. Some

makers use bamboo. But here you are get-

ting me to talk on a subject foreign from the

one we commenced with."

"How is carbon put into steel? What is it

to steel?"

"Carbon makes iron steel. It is both

strength and hardness to iron. There are very

many ways of making steel—far too many for

me to talk about. I will mention one way

which will give you some idea of the principle

of carbonizing iron—making steel. One of

the w.iys of making steel is to produce "blis-

tered steel.' Bars of good iron—it is not al-

ways good, I am sorry to say—are placed in

air-tight retorts or boxes, usually made of fire-

brick, or of similar material. On the bottom

of this 'box' is placed about 1} inches of char-

coal, leather, bone-dust, or other animal car-

bon, to which is added salt or other sub-

stances. Then the iron is placed in the 'box.'

and then another layer of carbon, then more

inm. then more carbon, and so on until the

box is filled. It is then heate.l in the furnace

for possibly ten or twelve hours. When taken

out. the iron has become steel, containing,

•.ay. possibly, about 1J-pcr cent of carbon.

"The steel thus obtained is usually pretty

well covered with blisters, caused, of course, by

the gases, hence its name of "blistered steel.'

This steel is then hammered or rolled hot.

until the carbon has been evenly distributed

"The "twenty-five carbon" and the fifty car-

bon' you hear about in steel tubes is only
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one-quarter of one per cent and one-half of

one per cent. It's quite high enough, how-
ever, for bicycle tubes. If higher in carbon,

you would get stronger tubes, but brittle ones.

Besides, we must avoid as much as possible

'crystallization.' Carbon in steel is not the only
thing to make it good. Why, common cast-

iron contains as high as 5 per cent—ten times
as much as the 'fifty carbon.' Pure steel can
only be made from good iron. Pure steel is

what is most desirable for bicycle tubes.

"The presence of sulphur and phosphorus
in steel in other than the most, minute
proportions, exercises the most deterio-

rating effect upon the strength and ten-

acity of the metal, the sulphur mak-
ing the steel brittle, and the phos-
phorus causing it to crack and break when
bent. The presence of manganese, however,
and to some extent of carbon and silicon,

modifies the exact amount of effect produced
by sulphur and phosphorus. Wise buyers of

bicycle tubes, you will see, should not, and
do not, alone depend on the carbon claimed
in the tubes. The analysis of the steel is what
they should demand. Then, again, there is

another matter to see to. The best steel in the

world can, and often is, ruined in the process
of making the tubes. Oh, there's lots to learn

in making good tubes, and they should be

good to go into any wheel, if the rider values

his life or limb, and the maker his reputation."

"Now, Mr. Ivins, about annealing."

"Annealing is to soften the metal so that it

can be worked easily, or, in the case of tubes,

'drawn.' The theory of annealing is really

very imperfectly understood. A certain re-ar-

rangement of the atoms of the metal, no
doubt, takes place, and an absorption of heat

unquestionably occurs. It is possible that as

the crystalline structure is indicative of brittle-

ness, and the fibrous texture characteristic of

strength, that the passage of the metal from a

brittle to a non-brittle material may be due

to the development of a fibrous structure

where a crystalline one was originally pres-

ent. All metals are subject to annealing.

"When medals are repeatedly 'struck' with

the die stamper, for instance, the gold or

other metal by concussion becomes brittle

and hard and requires to become annealed be-

tween each blow of the die stamp. The same

in wire drawing, also; the metal becomes so

hard and brittle that it requires annealing to

prevent it from breaking into short pieces.

"The rolling of metal, as, indeed, the work-
ing it in any way, hardens it, and it must be an-

nealed to soften it. Brass, copper and some
other metals are annealed by simply heating

them to a 'cherry red' and immediately cool-

ing in water. Lead, tin and zinc can be an-

nealed in boiling water. The annealing of

aluminum requires considerable skill in get-

ting the exact heat; it is, however, best an-

nealed by cooling slowly, after a heat of 900

degrees. Gold, silver and platinum are an-

nealed as brass and copper. Steel is best an-

nealed by heating to a dull 'blood-red' and
cooling very slowly; the slower it is cooled
the softer will be the metal. For if it cools

rapidly, the atoms of the metal are compelled
to assume a position, and they do not seem
properly and firmly arranged together, and
the tube or article will easily crystallize, which
in the case of a bicycle tube is very danger-

ous, indeed.

"The art—it is really an art—of an-

nealing steel in seamless steel tubes is not,

I am. sorry to say, always practiced correctly,

though it is of such vast importance to the

making of a good tube. Indeed, to my
mind, it is almost vital. Any metallurgist will,

I think, agree with me on this point.

"Good steel is made bad, and poor steel

worse by improper annealing. An imperfect-

ly annealed tube often crystallizes, and, the

worst of it all, it cannot be detected except by
microscopic examination, hence the danger of

using them. It means peril for the rider of

the wheel, and danger to the bicycle maker's

reputation."

"How about the tube maker's reputation?"

"Well, he would probably say the tubes

were all right; they were 'burnt' in the brazing

of the frames, etc. A man who would make
such tubes would believe them right, for he

really knows no better, and you know, 'where

ignorance is bliss, etc'
"

"What is meant by 'burning' steel?"

"Don't you remember I told you steel was
really only iron containing carbon? Well,

when the steel is heated to a very high heat

in process of brazing the frame, or in an-

nealing, for a protracted time, the carbon in

the steel is burned out, or destroyed, and

leaves in place of what was once good steel

simply iron, and of very poor quality at that.

"Yes, it is very often burned in the tube
mill. Strange to say, the burning of steel tubes

does not affect its appearance in thd slightest

degree—but it will affect the bicycle rider

who has it in his wheel."

The interviewer noticed some samples of

curious tubes, one of them a steel tube of

marvelously thin walls.

"Oh, that's a piece cut from some of

Electric Co.'s tubes. It is li inches in dia-

meter, No. 36-gauge. It was cut from a con-
tinuous length of forty feet. We have made
it for years for them. Its walls are about as

thin as tissue-paper. Yes, we get a pretty
good price for it; think we should, too. It's

not for the tube we get the price, it's for the
knowing how to make it."

There also was a coil of what seemed to be
several thousand feet of very small wire on
the floor.

"That is not wire, though it looks like it,"

said Mr. Ivins. "It's hollow wire, if you
choose to call it such. Each length is 175 feet

long; outside diameter, 15-1,000, and gauge
about 3-1,000. It is made of tool-steel; in

other words, about 125 carbon."

"How many patents have you in all, Mr.
Ivins?"

"I think about thirty-five or forty; I really

can't say off-hand."

"It has been said that you have some valu-
able inventions that will startle the tube
world. Is it true?"

"I prefer not to talk much on that subject

at present. I will say, however, that I have
not been idle. But until all ray recent inven-

tions are actually covered by patents both
here and in Europe, they shall not see the
light of day. The 'burnt child dreads the fire,'

you know. You will, however, hear from me
on this subject in a short time now."

"Will you not give me a hint as to what
these patents are for? Are they for hollow-bil-

lets, or tubes, or both?"

"Nothing now, sir. Wait a few weeks."

Besides his reputation as a tube expert, Mr.
Ellwood Ivins is a scientist and a very deep
thinker. In addition to his many tube pat-

ents he has possibly a dozen or more electri-

cal patents. He was born in Philadelphia, of

American-born parents.

'98 BUYERS ^WILL BE JUSTIFIED
IN—

Demanding Reputable Saddles.

Saddles Have..
an established reputation for

It will be costly to experiment
with trashy imitations

R. B. McMULLEN & CO., Chicago and New York.

HUNT MFG. CO.. Westboro, Mass.
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THE GIVING OF CREDIT.

How This Vitally Important Question Has Been Handled In the Past, and the Way It Should

Be Dealt with in the Future If the Best Interests of Trade Are Considered.

PaI'KR W

In the course of this inquin- I have traced

the progress of the clearing-house principle

in credit reporting from its beginning in 1873

at the hands of Detroit merchants, who then

instituted a direct exchange of credit-making

experiences, down to the rise of the Credit

Clearing House, and to perceiving that the

movement for which it stands is certain to

bring order into the whole business of credit

reporting. The work of the Credit Clearing

House is to provide the centres through which

the credit departments of the mercantile

houses of the United States clear the informa-

tion on which credits are based. The credit

departments are as much a part of the Clear-

ing House organization as the main centres.

The work of these main centres is to receive

and co-ordinate the facts as sent in by the

credit department, and then to transmit the re-

sults in all directions as demanded. The con-

sciousness of this relation between the credit

departments and the Clearing House centres

is everywhere taking hold of leading mer-

chants, so much so, indeed, that an early out-

come will be the discovery on the part of the

National Credit Men's Association that its

true work is to compel the largest recognition

of the relation indicated.

Great interest attaches to the relation of the

Credit Clearing House with the banking sys-

tem. I have already put down that the Bank

and the Credit Clearing House are co-ordin-

ate functions in the organization of commerce,

which is the State. It is to be understood

here that the Bank Clearing House is the

bank itself: that is to say, any given bank, in

the orrlinary sense, is but a branch of the

Bank Clearing House, and this just as a par-

ticular post otTicc is a branch of the post office

ysttm. The rise of the Credit Clearing House
IS a great step in bringing to recognition the

complete interdependence of the banking sys-

tem. The day is at hand when the banking

•iystcm of the United States will be .seen as a

~elf-governing organism in which the system

as a whole will be rcsprwisible for the action

of each branch or particular bank.

Seen in its relation with the banking system.

the Credit Clearing House clears all credit

news while the actual determination of credits

IS the business of the Bank Clearing House.
'['])<• 'Ii^iinclion here is absolute between the

'• ni . Ml rlialing in credit news an<l that of

ing credits. Two universals are thus dis-

I, the Bank and the Credit Clearing

HoUM-. flic former being the universal grantor
•• ' •

, while the latter is di.sclos€d as the

dealer in credit news. The mer-
'

' 'o various dealers

' tcrniined for him
riic Credit Clearing

'a»e determine credits.

w'h It tii: " fact* on which such

: :, rminalioii d. The Credit Clearing

Hoiiitc stands for the (art phase of the joint

- • n, while the bank is responsible for the

(determining act. It ha* to be borne in

'
' : t^iiitly that the fact is the registra-

;'-t.

Tlic bukiitrss of clearing credit new* .ind the

B-'jnk Clearing House proprr stand, .slicn

seen in their working relation, for the or-

ganization of credit, and this in the largest

possible sense. As the organization of credit

is the real goal in the outworking of effective

credit reporting, it is impossible to exaggerate

the importance of the quest. The basic thing

in the organization of society itself is the regu-

lation of credits.

The pending development in credit report-

ing on the side of the Bank Clearing House is

a clearance of fact regarding all bank trans-

actions in commercial paper. Happily, this

movement has been started in a definite way
by the banks of Louisville, Ky. The rule in

a given city is, of course, that one bank knows
nothing of what other banks are doing in

commercial discounts, save as facts are picked

up casually from this or that cashier. Just as

the merchants of Detroit set about the ex-

change of experiences in credit making, so

now the bankers of Louisville have instituted

a clearing of fact as to transactions in com-
mercial paper. Mr. John H. Leathers, cashier

of the Louisville Banking Company, informs

me that fourteen of the sixteen banks of Louis-

ville are co-operating in the movement.
This clearance of fact is carried on

under the style of the Bankers' Credit

Liability Association, its secretary being

the manager of the local Bank Clear-

ing House, the one organization paral-

leling the other. The members of the

Liability Association pay five dollars a quar-

ter in dues, and a copy of any report can be

had at a cost of twenty cents. There is no

other expense at present outside of a little

I)rinting. Under this system any one of the

banks belonging can at any time learn all the

facts as to the transactions of an applicant for

credit with each of the fourteen banks. Two
important banks of Louisville refuse to join

the circle of inquiry, not perceiving as yet

that their interests will be furthered thereby.

As this movement for clearing the facts as

to transactions in commercial paper at the

banks extends, it will meet the same fate as

the movement for exchanging experiences on

the part of the Detroit merchants, which means
that freedom of action can be gained only

through the centres of the Credit Clearing

House. The outlook, then, is for a complete

alignment between the centres of the Bank
Clearing House and the news-carrying cen-

tres as such, so that a full exchange of cx-

j>erienccs in credit making waits upon the

closest co-operation l>etween the banking sys-

tem proper and the Credit Clearing House.

The rising need of bankers for light will

shortly compel this thronghoul the system.

The banker must come to know at first hand

what his customers are owing for njcrchandise.

while on the other hand the merchant must
be able to learn promptly the exact standing

at the banking centre of applicants for credit.

As indicating that this juncture is at hand the

fact is noted that leading banks are everywhere
erecting credit dcp.irtments after the manner
of the mercantile houses. It will be the busi-

ness of all credit managers in the banking'
^y-tem to exchange their experiences by and
briwcrn thcmKclvi-s, .-iiid with the grantors of

merchandise credits, through the centres of

the Credit Clearing House.

The outlook, then, is for the speedy incom-

ing of the best possible organization of credit.

In furthering this resultant the managers of

the Credit Clearing House are doing a work
of the most far-reaching social importance.

It is hardly too much to say that the most
heinous of social crimes is the bankruptcy of

a savings bank or a life insurance company.

Under the organization of credit which the

clearing-house principle in credit reporting

holds out, such a failure will become impos-

sible, as any savings institution or life insur-

ance scheme to gain confidence would have to

pass inspection both at the Credit Clearing

House and the Bank Centre, and will bear the

certificate of the latter. Such certification will

carry with it the responsibility of the entire

banking system, so that under the incoming

conditions the depositor in a savings bank

will be at no more risk than that taken by the

buyer of a postage stamp to-day, which is

none at all.

Fr.^nklin Ford.

DIVIDED LIABILITY.

Here are some curious points of law which

have been decided by British jurists in con-

nection with multicycles. A case occurred re-

cently in England in which a pedestrian, who
was knocked down by a tandem, claimed

damages from the riders thereof. Both the

cyclists urged non-liability, but they had ab-

solutely "no case," for the law is peculiarly

clear on this point—for a wonder. It—the

law, not the point—has laid down that if one

of the riders be on the machine at the request

of the owner, he is exempt from responsibility;

but if the riders are joint owners tiien dam-

ages can be claimed from either or both. In

the case of the riders, being husband and wife,

both are liable for damages in proportion to

the share each had in the |)urchasc-money.

ARE YOU TOO HIGH?

This can be very easily ascertained. In sur-

mounting hills, even if they be only short ones,

if the grades are really too much for the rider

it will soon be apparent to him that he is

undergoing an undue amount of exertion.

When a rider can mount a moderately steep

hill without pulling over much on the handles,

it may be taken as an indication that his gear

is not far from right. When the gear is too

high, a ridtr, after a run of thirty miles or

more, on level roacls, will feel a state of "bak-

edness" in his nether limbs—thoroughly tired

out, and a feeling of incapacity to ride any far-

ther. Over a hilly course he will, of course, go

to pieces much sooner.

READY FOR A DL'STIP.

.\ Providence mechanic has contrived a

cycle street-sweeper, and offers to clean the

streets of Providence for a nominal sum. pro-

viding the Department of Public Works will

allow him to place advertising banntrs on

the front and sides of his sweepers. He claims

to have demonstrated that he can cover as

much ground, on paved streets, as four men
working with brooms and shovels.

WHAT IS SAID.

When the unexpected happens to a rider he

usually greets it with exclamations of "I told

you so!"
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The New Year Opens

!

What Shall Its Hours Reveal?

THE PEERLESS
Lists at S50.

It is our intention to make it a PEERLESS year througliout. And we base our ex-

pectation of such result entirely on the PROVED and ACKNOWLEDGED MERIT of the

wheel. Handsome as is the PEERLESS LINE, its chief merit lies in its STRENGTH,
PERFECTION OF ADJUSTMENT and EASE OF RUNNING, all of which we attained

by use of the BEST MATERIAL and the BEST WORKMANSHIP obtainable.

And all this is offered, not at the " highest price we dare ask," but at the low, pop-

ular figures of to-day.

WRITE FOR
CATALOGUE.

SELTZER-KLAHR HARDWARE CO.,

General Sales Agents for Philadelphia and
Vicinity.

mciiKiMiiiawww

APPLY FOR
AGENCY.

CLEVELAND, OHIO.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

5(iDO(S)0(i)Q(i)0®0®0®P®0«0(^J®0^^
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How Easy It Is

to reach the bearings of an

Orient Bicycle.
A hammer and a railroad spike

are not necessary with the

ORIENT DIVIDED CRANK-AXLE

as there is no cotter-pin to be dis-

lodged. A few turns of the wrench

applied to the hollow ended bolt

which runs through the axle, does

the business.

?
f
f

I

f

This is but one of many features of the,,SPLEINDID ORIENT for i^'^gS made by the

WALTHAM MANUFACTURING CO.,

327 Crescent Park, WALTHAIVI, MASS. *

Kindly mention The Wheel.

Agents wanted for unoccupied territory.

Send in your name for catalogue atul particulars.
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CYCLE CREATING.

Some of the Machines and the Processes

Which Bring the Blcvcle Into

Being.

In few others of the industrial arts lias

there been such progress in recent years as

the art of working sheet metal into commer-

cial products. In the beginning of this art,

the operations of cutting-oflf, blanking, cut-

ting and forming were exceedingly simple,

l>iit the requirements of metal workers have

had the effect of focusing the efforts of many
minds on the adaptation of the original and

primitive methods used in such work to the

y,g. 3.

special needs of the special lines of manufac-

ture. A vast number of articles arc now made
tjf sheet metal, which were, but a few years

ago, produced, or would have been produced,

by casting, forging, or in the lathe, boring-

milt or at the ))cnch.

The great demand for cheaper goods and

the great desirability of uniformity and inter-

changeability of parts, have had much to do

with the development of these methods.

Flu I

Forming operations eapecially have become,

in many cla«*cs of work, iplcx and

the art of drawmg »h«>'-» i r-nmc to

a high »tatc of ;nc««.

.Automatic machin' for

feeding sheet* and utript oJ mct.^l mto pr<

and (or other purpnacs having view rapi>l.;>

and economy of production, have been in-

vented and brought into service.

It is not surprising, then, that in so highly

a developed branch of manufacture as the pro-

duction of bicycles, the student of sheet metal

tools and machinery shtiuid find a field in

which to develop valuable ideas. Some of the

parts of a bicycle—such, for instance, as the

side piece or pieces of the pedal—would, na-

turally, and as a matter of course, be made of

sheet metal. Other parts, which until recently

had been made almost exclusively by drop

forging and machine finishing, are now made

very extensively by press and die operations

out of sheet steel. Such are the crank-

hanger, upper and lower head-lugs, seat-post

lug, handle-bar T's, fork-crowns, head binder,

etc. Those who advocate making these parts

of sheet metal claim that they are equally as

strong and serviceable as drop-forgings, finish

Flu. 4.

even more uniformly and have great advan-

tage on the score of economy.

A visit to the factory of the \i. \V. Bliss Co..

also owners and operators of the Stiles &
Parker Press Co., Brooklyn, N. Y., enables

one to see a large number of tools for sheet

metal frame connections and other parts in

several stages of completion. Full details of

the various operations involved it would be

impossible to give, mainly on accf)unt of their

great number and variety, but the general

principles, however, may be briefly outlined.

The press operations involved in bicycle

•rk arc cutting, drawing and forming. The
' lining of the blank, which by subsequent

operations is to be drawn or formed into

shape, is usually a separate operation. As

such it is, of course, simple, requiring a

punching die for the punching and a press of

suitable strength and proper dimensions for

operating the tools.

Double dies are used for blanking certain

parts. The principle of these is shown in

Figs. 1 and 2, which show the manner of

making dies for rear sprockets and rear fork-

ends. The punch, of course, corresponds and

the die is provided with a stripper. For the

sprocket wheel, the work is fed from right to

left, and a centre hole is cut out first, and as

the strip is set to gauge a second time, the

perimeter is cut, while the same stroke ol th«"

Fig. 0.

press punches another hole. In this way one

complete blanl* is formed by each stroke of

the press, except the first and last on the

strip. The tools are made in this way for the

reason that when the cutting edges have less

than a certain space between them, the work
is distorted, and the tools are not durable.

Most blanking operations may be done in

ordinary cutting and punching presses of the

tyi)e shown in Figs. 3 and 4. For such

heavy work as punching the sprocket blank, a

powerfully-geared press is required.

Many of the forming operations and the

lighter work art done in moderate-size presses

of the type shown in Fig. 3. For others.

presses having longer stroke and greater

power are required; while regular drawing

presses are necessary where deep drawing oper-

ations are involved. One of the simplest

forming operations is that of "U-ing" up

the strip which forms the sides of a rat-trap

pedal. These strips usually have quite a

number of perforatifms, which make neces-

sary a blanking and perforating operation.
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The method of forming requires a press

with quite a long stroke in order to

pusli tlie strip to tlie bottom of the

die. An inversion of this operation

may be done in a press of shorter

stroke, but requires sufficient space between

the bed and cross-head of the press to ac-

commodate a "horn-bolster." A regular horn

press having the single upright column and

no bed, but with the horns screwed directly

Fig. 9.

into the frame is convenient for this opera-

tion.

Two different methods are employed in

making such parts as head-lugs, seat-post lug

and handle-bar "T." The first method is in-

dicated by Fig. 7, in which the tube "A" is

seamless, being formed from the flat by draw-

ing and reducing operations, while "B" has a

seam. The drawn tube "A" has, of course, a

bottom, which is cut out in a separate opera-

tion.

Fig. 10.

tions and steps by which a certain result is at-

tained in drawing, reducing and forming, is

among the fruits of experiment, and must be

determined often in that way. Considerable

time is often spent in this experimenting be-

fore the most perfect results are reached, and

it often requires much time and patience to

Fig 11. Fig. 12

To produce a head-lug, handle-bar "T,"

seat-lug or similar connection with one of

the tubes seamless, the first operation (or

operations, as the case may be) is done in

drawing presses. Two types of these presses

used for bicycle work are shown in Figs. 8

and 9. In the press shown in Fig. 8, the

blank-holder is actuated by cams, while in the

other, its motion is imparted through a sys-

tem of links and toggles.

Fig. 10 shows the first operation to produce

the head-lug, shown in Fig. 7; being done

with drawing tools in either the cam or toggle

drawing press. The exact number of opera-

"
17 Hi ',

Fig. 13.

Fig, 14.

find the blank with which to start to form a

particular part.

What Fig. 10 at length comes to by succes-

sive operations' is shown in Fig. 11. After a

final closing operation in such a die as is sug-

gested by Fig. 12, it is ready for brazing.

By the other method of making these parts

no drawing operations are used. The blanks

are cut, stamped, and then the tubes are

closed on arbors, there being a seam in both

Fig. 15.

of the branch tubes. The tools for this work

are much cheaper than those required by the

method of drawing and reducing, and fewer

operations are necessary. But there is the

disadvantage of considerably more bra/ing.

Fig. 13 shows part of a two-piece fork-crown,

which is made by cutting and forming opera-

tion, the lugs not being long enough to re-

((uirc drawing. Fig. II .xliows a one-piece

fork-crown, which involves cutting, drawing

and reducing.

In the crank-hanger, the seam is some-

times through the top-lug and sometimes on

the side opposite to it. Fig. 15 shows a "Bliss"

No. 74i straight-sided press with tools for

one of the operations on a crank hanger.

A special branch of press and die work in

the production of the complete bicycle is

making side-links for chains. For this work-

automatic feeds are used. Fig. 16 shows a

double roll-feed. The left-hand rolls carry the

strip into the dies. Double dies are used,

the first of which punches the holes, and the

second cuts the perimeter. An attachment

on the slide releases the pressure of the rolls

on the stock at every stroke, so that if the

work does not come over the second die, with

absolute accuracy, it may be centered by the

pilot-pin, with which the cutting die is pro-

vided. The rolls at the right carry off the

scrap. Single-roll feeds are also used which

operate similarly, but are not provided with

scrap rolls. The double and single-roll feeds

are used in connection with presses of the

type shown in Figs. 3 and 4.

After the links have been punched, they are

sometimes submitted to the action of the dies

which burnish their edges, by pushing them
through a highly polished die, slightly

smaller than the link. They are fed into the

die by means of the tube-feed. This feed is

used in the same class of presses as the roll-

feeds. It is sometimes made interchangeable

with the single-roll feed.

Presses and dies are used for considerable

work in connection with the manufacture of

bicycles aside from sheet metal work. Drop-

forgings are always used for cranks; gen-

erally for the sprockets, and by many of the

leading and most conservative makers for all

frame connections. For these, heavy drop

presses are used. The latest model of the

Fiij. It!.

"Stiles," made by the Bliss Co.. is illustratotl

in Fig. 20. For trimming droi>lorgings

presses of tiie type shown in Fig. 15, witli or

without gearing, as tiie nature of the work

demands, are used.

h'ig. 18 siiows a "Bliss" No. 3;) press, usovl

for saddle forming at tlio Mcsingcr factory in

New York. This press will aooouMUodau-

dies varying greatly in thickness, as tlic beil

is adjustable. The Mcsingcr saddle is made
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of very soft leather, underlaid with felt For
solc-Icathcr saddles, a special form of cam
drawing press is used, in which the dies have

a long "dwell" on the work, and are arranged

to be heated by steam or gas.

ing it into the tapering dies in a manner
which insures very perfect work.

Fig. 18.

Fig. 19 shows an attachment for tapering

tubes. The tube is clamped in a device which
imparts to it a rotary motion, and, at the

same time, a longitudinal advance, thus push-

form to that shown in Fig. 18, but heavier, is

used. The work is usually done in cast-iron

dies, the number of operations required de-

pending on the curve of the handle-bar. To

Fig. li).

For handle-bar bending, a press with a long

stroke and adjustable bed, similar in general

I)revent the tube from crushing at the point

where it bends, various devices are used, such

as filling it with sand, melted resin, steel balls

or inserting a coil of steel spring.

ILLI.N'OIS HAS GIDEO.V TENDENCIES.

Chicago, Jan. 3.—While Illinois is pledged

only to look out for its own best interests at

the National Assembly of the League of

American Wheelmen, it is pretty well under-

stood that the Division will not be for Potter,

so long as the Potter slate alleged to have

been made up at Baltimore, does not in any

way recognize Illinois or the West to any ap-

preciable extent.

It may truthfully be said that the Illinois

Division delegation is controlled by the Illi-

nois Cycling Club, of which Chief Consul W.
H. Arthur is president. Probably half of

the delegates to the Assembly from Illinois

are either members of the Illinois Club or

under its wing in some manner, an<l while the

delegation goes unpledged and with the unit

rule in force, it is clear that what the leaders

of the big West-Side club say will prevail.

Fred Gerlach is a delegate, and his long as-

sociation with Mr. Gideon on the Racing

Roard has made him an ardent supporter of

the Philadclphian. It is generally believe<l

ili.it. w' • •ti'>< name has been with-

di.i.'.': ill he brought to bear to

liavr i l)i« mind and become an

avowr.l In the event of such a

turn. Illinois will probably want Gerlach for

first vice-president or chairman of the Racing

Board. If the deal should be made to take

in Missouri. D. W. Robert would likely be-

come the second vice-president, with an Fast-

ern or extreme Wr<tcrn man for second posi-

tion and (ierlach for chairman.

FROST GEAR CASE CO. LOSES AN OFFICER.

Frank M. Gould, treasurer of the Frost

Gear Case Co., died Monday night, December
27th. in Brooklyn, where he had been residing

during the past year. Death was due to

typhoid fever. Mr. Gould was a Chicagoan,

twenty-seven years of age, and formerly con-

nected with L. Gould & Co., df that city, of

which firm his father is a partner. In January,

18!I7, while the National Show was being held

in the Chicago Coliseum. Mr. Gould, who was

an enthusiastic cyclist, became so nuich inter-

ested in the merits and possibilities of the

Frost gear case that he resigned his position

with L. Gould & Co., and joined hands with

W. H. Fro.st in organizing the company

which now markets the case. Mr. Gould was

elected treasurer and was enthusiastic in

promoting the interests of the company. Mr.

Gould's illness was exceedingly brief. Fight

days before his death he was out on his wheel.

His body was taken to Chicago by his parents.

It lakes time, hut if the maker o! ki" I'lpr

high-grades keeps at it, he can teach his con-

•cicncc not to interrupt him.

WILL HANDLE TIRES, TOO.

The Hodgman Rubber Co. have made an

arrangement with the Wilson Bros. Toy and

Wooden Ware Co., Ilii Chambers street,

New York, whereby the latter arc to

act as the downtown agents for Hodg-

man single-tube tires. Being situated

in the heart of the "bicycle district,"

this arrangement will prove of considerable

convenience to the bicycle dealers in Greater

New York, as Wilson Bros, will carry, in

addition to Hodgman tires, a full line of

Hodgman tire sundries, both of which will

be pushed in connection with the Andrac

wheels, for which they have been for some

time agents.

SPECIAL OFFER ON FRA.MES.

An unusually complete line of parts and fit-

tings is being handltd by the Penn Supply

Co., 906 Filbert street, Philadelphia. This

company succeeded the late W. J. Haines Co.,

and. having enlarged the line of supplies car-

ried by the latter concern, are prepared to fill

orders at short notice. Their goods are

known as the Penn brand, and the name is

a guarantee of quality. They make a special-

ty of ball-head parts; cranks, machined and

nickeled; handle-bars, cotniilete <ir in parts

(including the well-known Never-Slip bar):

sprockets, large, small and detachable; com-

plete wheels and entire frame sets.

To manufacturers and dealers in Philadel-

phia and vicinity, their very complete line

offers unusual advantages, as they can supply

any shortage in stock and take care of rush

orders with absolute promptness. In addition

to the line of unfinished and machined parts,

they carry a full assortment of the best brands

of seamless steel tubing, wood guards, rims

and tires. A special cash offer on high-grade

frame sets is being made by them at a very

close pri<'e.

1NGERS0LL HAS A BRAKE.

R. II. Ingcrsoll & Bro. have added a

plunger brake to the line of acces.sories. It

may be adjusted to fit any size of head, and is

of quickly-detachable variety. "Ingersoll

prices," which are always attractive, prevail in

quotations to the trade.

TWENTIETH CENTURY IN EUROPE.

The Twentieth Century Mfg. Co. have es-

tablished a European branch at 10 Leaden-

hall street, London. F. E. Castle is in charge.
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WE ARE HEADQUARTERS FOR

(jT t
X I

i I J %f)

CHAINS, SADDLES,

STEEL BALLS, PEDALS,

NICKEL-PLATED CRANKS, HUBS, ®

P. FORG'S FANCY SPROCKETS,

SPOKES, NIPPLES, ETC.

^ International

Cycle Fittings

Company,

74 READE ST.,

NEW YORK.

Special Drives in Some of the Above.

WRITE TO US BEFORE PLACING AN ORDER.

Kindly mention Tlie WheeL

The Straus Protected Tire continues to •

gain in favor, while

Those Special Quotations

Then there is the new

on

TIRE TAPE

STRAUS VULCANIZER.

®
and

INNER TUBES
have caught /

the trade that keeps

its eyes open
for

good things.

Are you in that class ?

THE PRICE AT WHICHIIIT IS SOLD
brings it within the reach of the most modest repairman or dealer.

It is so practical, and labor-saving too, that it is not necessary

in doing a job, to remove the wheel from the frame

or the tire from the wheel.

STRAUS TIRE CO.,
127 DUANE ST., NEW YORK. Kindly mention The Wheel.
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ELMORE
Before buying your

line of wheels for

the coming season.

A Good Record

in the Past

Is a Guarantee

for the Future*

Each bicycle must

now stand upon its

merits, and from the

past record of the

ELMORE you have

the best assurance

of handling a meri-

torious bicycle. We
should hke an op-

portunity to show

you our 1 8g8 models

••••

Elmore Mfg. Co
CLYDE, OHIO.

Klodlr mcatioa Tht \S k*«l.

DECADENCE OF WOOD BARS.

For sonic reason or otlicr the wooden han-

dle-bar is apparently waning in popularity.

It has not equaled the record of its near re-

lation, the wood rim, by any manner of means.

The latter came at once into popular favor and

within the short space of a couple of seasons

had relegated the steel rim to the scrap heap

in this country. But the wood bar, although

persistently boomed, has not affected the steel

bar to any serious e.xtent. It is true there are

a considerable number used, but the propor-

tion is not nearly so large as has been looked

for by its exponents.

A year ago, when manufacturers were ar-

ranging for the supply of parts and fittings

for the approaching season, the estimate for

wood bars was unusually large, one of the

country's leading manufacturers going so far

as to allot not less than 70 per cent of his

production to be fitted with wooden bars.

Needless to say the actual number was not

over probably 5 per cent.

And yet the wood bar offers some distinct

advantages over the steel one. Primarily, of

course, its principal function was to relieve

vibration. In this it is a distinct success.

Rougli and rutty roads, Belgian blocks, cob-

ble-stones, and similar hindrances to easy

riding may be covered with a sensible les-

sening of arm and wrist fatigue and with

much greater comfort. It can almost oe said

that the difference between a wooden bar and

a steel one is equal to that between a pneu-

matic and a solid tire, so far as riding com-
fort goes. In case of the sudden falls to which

the average rider and his machine are subject

the advantages of wood are manifest. Where
the steel bar would be badly bent or damaged,
in nine cases out of ten, the wooden one— if

made out of good stanch hickory, as should

always be the case—would merely yield to the

extent of its elastic limit, and spring back not

a whit the worse except for a scratch or two.

But with all its advantages the wooden bar

has fallen off in popular favor except with the

novice; and, strangely enough, the very point

urged in its favor— its elasticity—is the one
which condemns it with the older riders, es-

pecially those belonging to the fast brigade,

who will have none of it. Your scorcher

—

whether real or only assumed—and likewise

the hill-climber, all want a rigid, unyielding

bar. Any "give" or elasticity is fatal to those

who, by reason of either speed or hill-climb-

ing qualities, require a prompt response to

any demand made upon their machines. This,

and this alone, is responsible for its failure to

oust the steel bar; and although it will prob-

ably continue to grow in favor as its desirable

•lualities become more generally appreciated

—

more especially by those sensible riders who
value comfort above speed— it will never ac-

complish what the wood rim has done—kill

the steel one.

HIS HANDS FULL.

up your cycling thi cold"Keeping

weather!'"

"Nup. Just keeping up the repairs on that

1 1 87 roadster of mine so I can ride it in the

•.printf' tli:it'>. .tU."

THOSE WHO KNOW IT ALL.

One of the worst ol delusions is that the

capitalists and employers are a peculiarly

favored class; that nature has done something
for them which she has not done for the rest

of the world. The word "capitalist" is simply

another word for the man who saves. This

faculty for saving and for finding out what the

public wants is a rare faculty. It is so rare

that reliable statistics prove that 95 per cent

of all men in business—that is, men who em-

ploy others— fail.

They fail through their incapacity or want

of diligence. Only an infinitcsimally small

number achieve fortune. The others may be

called the explorers of the race; others profit

by their errors. For one who invents a suc-

cessful bicycle, a tire or telephone, ten

thousand lapse into poverty.

Nothing requires a more delicate combina-

tion of qualities than the creation and con-

duct of a great business, such as the manu-

facture and sale of bicycles must now be to

prove profitable. The conditions of success

are often too minute for observation. The life

is full of terrible an.xieties, especially in what

is called "hard times," when money is difficult

to get.

The penalty of failure is tremendous, and

yet the number of those who are ready to tell

the cycle manufacturer how to carry on his

business, how to pay his men, whom to em-

ploy and on what terms, is very large. If

those who carry on any business themselves

were only one-thousandth part as numerous

as those who can tell how it ought to be car-

ried on by others, the happiness of man would

be well assured.

THE ANNUAL TINKERINGS.

Douglas VV. Robert, of St. Louis, has served

notice that at the National Assembly he will

propose that "the president, vice-presidents,

secretary, treasurer, and the chairmen of the

national committees shall not. during thci-

term of ollice, hold the office of chief consul,

vice-consul, or secretary-treasurer of any div-

ision."

The suggestion is not relished in the iij»i>ii

circles. President Potter, for instance, thinks

it is "too loosely drawn." Kireker. of New
Jersey, will propose that the I'facing Board

be authorized to make any rule it please, just

as if it were not being done at present, while

Mr. Mott wants colleges empowered to run

meets under college rules.

CAUSE OF TIRING.

It is nrit so much the mere e.\ertii;ii of pro-

pelling the machine that causes exhaustion in

the novice, but the nervous tension caused un-

c(jnsciously by striving to balance the ma-

chine. ;\n uncomfortable position will still

further increase this strain, and beginners

should therefore study to have their saddles

and handle-bars adjusted to the most conjfort-

ablc position. A tremendous amount of

energy is wasted by many old riders even,

through inattention to this little detail.

ETiyUBTTE BEYOND THE STY.T.

Cycle novice— Solonuju.'' Well vwll'

proud to meet the wisest of men.

Solomon—After you, sir.

I'm

CAPABLE OP EXPLANATION.

"I hc.ird rif a man to day who buried a

wife and child in the morning and went on a

century run in the afteriKxin
"

"lie was a brute."

"No, undertaker."
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I JIMMIE MICHAEL,

i the

$75

UNION WHITEHEAD,
and

Morgan & Wright Tires

RIDE RmCS AROUND
THE REST

A FEW REI-IABtE AGENTS WANTED.

UNION CYCLE MFC. CO.,

Highlandville, Mass.

® Send for Advance Catalog and Toothpick.

^ Kindly mention The Wheel.

I
I

Q
Is not a representative type of the aver-

age bicycle, but an example of

a scientifically constructed

and perfect wheel. Q
Specification Brief and particulars upon application.

Penn Mfg. Co.,

ERIE, PA.,

U. S. A.

Kindly mention
The Wheel

BICYCLE FITTINGS.

K^. ^8. Pai,..U Pendinff. No. 508.

Flush Joint Crank-Hanger. Ball-Retaining Cup.

Kindly Mention The Wheel.

PEDALS.
STAMPINGS,

STEEL BALLS,
TIRES.

Ton shoald know something about our Flush Joint Crank-
Hanger, and our Patented Ball-Retaining Cup.

Estimates furnished on Specially Designed Fittings.

Spaulding Machine Screw Co.,

WE ARE NOW READY FOR "'98."

Anything and Everything in Bicycle IMaterial and Sundries.

The Independent Expander is

the very latest and ^most approved

Clamping Device on the market. It is

needed to make an Up-To-DaTE WnKiCr..

Are yon looking for medium and high

grade material at popular prices? If so,

write for catalogvte and prices. Blue

prints of our fittings furnished with every

set, giving full dimensions.

INDEPENDENT SUPPLY CO.,

152 and 154 Lake Street, CHICAGO.

We guarantee the Luthy Wheel to be:

The Mandsomcst in Design and Finish. .>
The Best in Material and Workmanship.

THE Most Perfect in its Lines and Bearings.

The Easiest and Smoothest Running Wheel

IN the World.
A FEW SELECT AGENCICS SOLICITED.
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THK WEEK'S PATENTS.

9G QW9 DWVWO^OBAR FOR VELOCIPEDEa WiLLU* T. SOO.O?^. BICYCLi Udislauj KuoLM. ChlcigT), la PUed O 90,2 lO. BICYCLE SUPPORT Fb*nk Jobhsoh. S«n Fmii'toi

Wb. Bolloo. BagUnd. Filed Auj; 31.1896 Stn»l Na 604.372. (Ho June 20. 1896. Renewed lUy 27. 1897 Serial Na 638,453 (Mo Cii FUed Aug 26. 1896. Srna: No 6O4.0O4. (No model)

model) model)

dA
"^0^

C'tiim.— I. Inm velocipede, the combioatioD of an elliptical drif-

inf chain-wheel, a concentric driven chaio-uheel. a chain connecting

them, and a concentric guide-wheel mounted to revolve on Aied

beariogi. the outer portion of the peripher)' of the guide-wheel be-

ing liluated ouuide of a line drawn from the periphery of the con-

centric driven wheel to the shorter radius of the elliptical wheel,

whercbj the path of movement of the chain is deflected more or leas

according to whether the shorter or the longer radiu> respectively of

the elliptical wheel b at a lubataotiaJ right angle to «aid path of

muvemeiit

596,310. BALL-BSARIMQ. Jo8l P. Tbomas. Chicago, ta PUed

Mij 24, 1897. Senal Ma 628.946. (Mo model)

Cfaim— The combination, with a »haft or axle, of an integral iiv

Mr cylinder iurrounding uid aile, an outer cylinder surrojiuding the

looer cylinder and aile. uid cylinder! eiteoding the length of the

bearing aiid uid three part* being concentric and having independ-

ent relative motion, divided bearing! interpoaed betneeii «aid three

part* at each end of uid axle, and provided with grooves forming

raceways arranged in two parallel planes perpendicular to the axis

of revolution at each end of the bearing, balls arrange<l in uid grooves,

asd caps applied to the axle and overlapping the ends of the outer

cylinder. subaUntiallr as described.

596,a3'2. PBDAL Atnm L MooRl. ClereUnd, Ohio. PUed

Seyt, 8, lasi Serltl Mo 600,1SL (lo model.)

Claim.—A pedal-frame eoopoeed of an integral closed band of

resilient metal having paraMel ends, uid ends beiog lubataotially flat

trips and each having a hole through it, in combinatiou with an in-

tegral sleeve longer than the internal distance from one frame end

to the other and having its ends lubstantially the ume in circumfer-

eooe as said boles but beiog larger in rircumfereoce just back of uid

•oda whereby eitenial shoulders arc formed, said sleeve having Its

•ode projecting into uid hole* and having it* eitemal shoulders in

contact with the inner side of said frame ends, the uid frame ends

being held againel uid ihoulden by the resiliencv of uid frame, anb-

slAatiaily as described.

n90,242. CTCLOMKm CBilLB T BieoinurBAii, Tboniat-

too. CoQQ.. asMgnor to ttie Beth Tbomai Qock Company, of Connect!

euL PUid Ai«. It, im tamil "^' ' ")n model)

Claim.— In a bicycle-support, the combination wilha fVanie com-

prising a main member secure^ to the steering-tube of the machine,

and a horizontal croes-tube connected to the main member, of a hinged

frame comprising cross braces which have bent ends loosely received

in the croaa-tube and are also bent into rearw ardly-exlending handle-

bars, a bracing member extending from one handle-bar to the other,

lupporting-legs connected to the bracing member on opposite sidea

of the bicycle, wheels journaled to the lower endi of uid legs, a sec-

ond brace connected to the bicycle through which the legs freely

slide, and automatic mechanism for locking the hinged frame in

raised or lo^rered position

5 9U,067. WIRE-SPOKE WHEEL Abtbur I JACOBS. HirUOrJ.

Conn. FUed Dec 14, 18S6. Serial No 61S,M7. (Mo model)

'J

Claim.— I The combination with a bicycle having a

frame and a crank-shart, of a tube for carrying a cyclometer, or other

Indicating instrument, such tube beiog located back of the front stem

of the frame and leading upwardly from the lower main member of

the frame power-traiiHiiiilting toechanism mounted within the tulM

and the lower main member of the frame, and means for actuating

such mechanism from the crank-shafl.

596,223. BICYCLE OR OTHER VEHICLE PUMP, NaYBiji B.

WlcuiUBia and Ha&ki A. Jamisom, Philadelphia, Pa. FUed July 9,

1897. Slerial Ho. 643,953. (Ho model)

Cttiim.— I. In a wlieelof the wiuiin-described class, in combina-

tion, a hull having sockets thst cMend iiinarJIy from the |>eriphery

and having grooves thst extend slons the piTiphery Irom the sock

eU,and spokes having enlarged headt that fit and fill the ^ockeU and

having shanks that lie in and fill the grooves, .t« specified

9 6,079^ VIB&ATIOM AB80RB1R0 DEVICE FOR BICYCLSa
Wiuua M. MOBSI, ChlcMo. U. PUed May 11. 1896. SenaJ Ha
591,074 (Ho model)
Cluim.— 1. The combination with a bicycle.fVame. and a part to

be supported thereon, of clastic supporting means, comprising an open-

coiled wire spring rigidly attached at one end to the mkchineframe
and at its opposite end to the part to be supported, uid spring having
its central axis disposed transversely wit] respect to the direction in

which pressure is applied t« the part to be supported, and a maas of

yielding material envrluping uid spring both exteriorly and iiiteriorl)

., I
, having inleinal

, «i,*)l c^rt^iiig s i.rtjMh«ad. a pinion frtvot-

. looee ring as daarrihed gsanng with uid

\a m.ir, Ki.t •!" ' ' ' a numeral ring adiacenltu Uid

Asd parte tti6\- ' r to transmit motion fV-ore the

df<*tag«kaft to uid B. itiatantisllr as dsarribod

090,887. BtCTClA ua TUVRIR LOCL OiCAt Daio*. loaklo,

KT. road Pek lA lin iHlil Ho 623,461 (Ho model)

CInim - I A wheel having a pumpconnected with the lire thereof
for inflating the ume, a box on the hub of uid wheel, supporting the
barrel of said pump, a crank shaft mounted on the sides of uid Irai

and a shining pinion on uid shaft, in combination with a bracket
and a gear-wheel which are slationarily mounted on the sile of the
wheel, uid bracket and gear wheel Iwing rigidly connected one with
the other, said crank •baft beim: formed in sections and having means
tor fastening the latter

9 6,104. BICYCLroiAl. Jiana B tort. Pblladelphli, Pi.

PUed Deo 16, 1186. Sarial Ha 615,742. (Ho modal)

J.

D «i . O H U . VIBKATIOH AB80RBIH0 DEVICE FOR BICYCLES
WoLua M. Mom, CUoagn, m. PUad a«pl la. 1881 Bvlal Ha
606,37& (HooxaM.)

ftmtm I A kaek roni- • ,' ' " - .toothed

bckmgplausiidably eooUiii«H i issharkle

Ika sj4s of wktck are adapud lu eoirt iht u.c ic cmli. ime of uid

<IUrkl#eads baviag l*e«k U imwIi with ttui said plalelceth, as aal

CIntm —Tha eooibloaUon in a bieycl#'f*ar of sn endleu rack,

ways f. * •id rack s range of " »1 Isvsr pivot-

ally su, "nd. a driving pinin- I p*dal Isvsr

ki>d Bi' "iff rark. a roller or \ ,Ald Isvsr. a
guide fur u.<J lullarur projsclioo and spur wbseis mUrpowd betvaea
Skid pialon aad iha driving wheel, subelaatially as ducribed.

fItiiiH — I A device tor sl»M<iiMng titirslion comprising s «up

porting stud adapted to be secured to the ribratory part and a plu-

rality of uncoiled spring* estendiog outwardly from said sljd in a

general direction (larallel with the axis of the stud, the outer eadsof

said sprinip being disconnected whereby they may have movement

with relation to each other and a coverinj; for uid springs

n9«;>.()-49. BAHDLE WiLUaa J BOLUXX. Bartfoid. Conn. ..

Mgnor to Predenck C RookwaU. mm fltot. PUed Sipt li, 1(16 8a

rial Ha 606.591 (He modal)

rAfiM - - 1 A handle consisting of a sactlonal core, one of which

sections of the cor* is slitted and fltled into another section of the

core, parts of the ssctiona being Uparing so that the intenor diam-

eter will be leesened as they are farced together, with tips or fernilea

connected with th. core-eectioos and a grip held by the core between,

ih* tips or fermln. suhstantially as spK-ifled
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59(5.402.TmE,WauA«A.D.GK.H.«,To,onto,CanaCa Filed^ 596,137. BICYCLE-ALARM FrkdB. Sa.okj.^ North B»^^^^^

Sept 20, 1897. Serial No, 652,326. (No model) FiledJan. 8, 1895. Renewed Nov. 24, 1891 Semi No. 660,289. - (No, Filed Nov. 8, 1895. Serial No. 568,^7. (Nomoaei)

model)

Claim.— 1. A tire consisting of a flexible cushion adapted to be

secured to the wheel-rim, the outer cover integrally joined to the said

cushion at an intermediate point between the edges of the cushion,

an enlargement located at the opposite edge of the said outer cover, a

recess located in the cusliion and adapted to receive the enlargement

of the cover, the locking edge of the recess and the point ofjunction

between the cover and the cushion being substantially equidistant from

the perpendicular axis of the tire, a flap secured at one edge to the

inner side of the cover, said flap adapted to extend over the locking

edge of the cover, an inner tube located within the cover.

5 96,341. HANDLE-BAR CLAMP FOR BICYCLES. CHARLES E.
'

Seymoub, New Haven. Cona Filed June 8, 1896. Serial No 594,668,

(No model)

Cliihu.— In a bicycle, the combination, with a frame, of an elec-

tric battery and motor thereon, said motor comprising a series of

straight, parallel, central, permanent field-magnets having their poles

arranged alternately with each other, a shaft having its axis concen-

tric with the magnets, a plate upon the shaft on each side of the mag-

nets, a series of armatures for each plate, each series of armatures

consisting of a pair of horseshoe-magnets passed through and insu-

lated from the plates, a coil upon the inner end of each of the horse-

shoe-magnets, a commutator for each series of armatures, the brush

of each of which engages with the central magnets, and means for

transmitting the motion of the motor to the driving-wheel, substan-

tially as set forth,

596,373. ELECTRIC BICYCLE, HOSEA W. LiBBET, Boston, Mass.

FUed Dec. 14, 1895, Serial No, 572,206. (No modell

Cham,— 1. A bicycle-alarm, comprising aji operating-lever, a rod

freely suspended fi-om the said operating-lever, and unrestrained by

any other connection so as to be capable of bodily moving upward

and downward, a friction-wheel jourualed in said rod, and a sound-

ing device actuated by the revolution of the fription-wheel, substan-

tiallv as described.

C/«™.-In ahandle-barclamp for bicycles, the combination with 5 96 43 6. PNEUMATIC TO£ Joseph a ^ Erie, P^

a head comprising a horizontally-arranged concave seat for the recep- "«-=• !• 1896, Senal No. 614,042. (No model)

tion of the handle-bar, a vertical shoulder located below the seat.

and a shank located below the said shoulder and adapting the head

to be secured to a handle-bar post, and the said head being formed'

with two centrally-arranged oppositely-located vertical grooves; of

a bowed strap-like clip substantially semicircular in cross-section and

therefore adapted to he set down over and removed from the handle-

bar without being s]irung, and provided with two straight, centrally-

arranged, downwardly-projecting retaining-arms which enter the said

sjots; and a nut mounted upon th« said shoulder of the head, and

simultaneously engaging with the threaded lower ends of both of

said arms for drawing the clip directly downward or substantially so,

so as to grip the handle-bar resting in the said concave seat.

5 9 6,346. SPROCKET-WHEEL. ChAhles P. Pease, Baltimore.

Md. Filed Mar. 10, 1897. Serial No. 626,75 1. (Ho model)

Claim.— 1. A sprocket-wheel rim provided with projections on

its inner surface adapted to engage on the periphery between the

teeth of a sprocket-wheel of ajjmaller diameter, and means for ex-

panding said projections against the edges of the teeth of the smaller

sprocket by a tapered screw or plug and slot substantially as described.

Cluim.—A pneumatic tire containing sand within the ajr-cliam-

ber said sand being free to move in said chamber.

5 9 6 3 7 5. BICYCLE, HosEA W. LiBBEY, Boston, Mass, Filed

Aug! 17, 1896,
'
Serial No, 602,99 i. (No model)

596,434. WHEEL-RIM. THEODORKuinm,Cleyelanil,01ilo. Filed

Feb. 3, 1896." Serial !(o. 577,797. (No model)

C
a.'

c- c-

Claim.— 1. A wooden wheel-rim consisting of a thick, inflexible,

Inner wooden ring A having a peripheral cavity that is curved in

cross-section, a relatively thin wooden reinforcing-layer fitting and

secured in, and lining and covering the walls of said cavity, and hav-

ing its grain crossing that of the ring A, and a thick inflexible outer

ring C fitting into the concave outer side of the reinforcing-layer,

substantially as described.

596,165 MENDING DEVICE. Frank B. Jekcks, Syraciwe, N. Y.

Filed June 21, 1897. Serial No, 641,554. (No model)

Claim.— 1. In a bicycle pawl-carriers attached to the hub of the

Iriving-wheel each,of said carriers consistingof a disk havinga flange

with internal angular recesses, pawls fulcrumed on pins on said disks,

a lever fulcrumed to the frame, a forked rod connected at one end

to the lower end of the lever ahd having the outer ends of its arms
bent at right angles to engage w.ith the pawls snbstantinlly as set

forth,

5 96,374. ELECTRIC BICYCLE. HosEA W. LiBBEY, Boston, Mass,

Filed Dec, 14, 1895. Serial No. 572,208. (No modeU

Claim.— 1. A mending device provided with an elongated por-
Clfti/it.— 1. In a bicycle, the combinatiun, with a fVamo provided

with a vertical rear fork, of a double motor upon the fork, moans
tion or needle formed at its lower end with an engaging shoulder for

^^^ communicating motion fVom either one or both of the motom to
successively forcing the mending-pieces through the aperture to bo

j^^ driving-wheel, a double electrical battcrv upon the Uame, and'
plugged, and a hook for simultaneously withdrawmg corresponding ^^^^^ f^^ coramunlcBting energy ttom eitho'r of the motors to the
barts of the mending-pieces through the aperture, said hoolt having

driving-wheel of the bicycle in a line with the rear fork, substantiallv

,

Its free end arranged adjacent to the engaging shoulder, substantially
^^ ^^ forth.

13 set forth.

Filed f'l'iim.— 1. In a bicycle, the combination, with a frame, a por-

tion of which is bifurc:ited, of an electric battery upon the bifurca-

tion, a motor upon each side of the bifurcation of the frame, an axle

in said bifurcated portion common to both of said motoi"s, and a hi

furcated pitman connecting the said crank-shaft with the driving-

wheel, substantially as set forth...

SUMMARY FOR THE WEEK'S PATENTS.

Number of patents of all kinds granted dur-

ing the week, 420; designs, 26; trade-marks,

30; reissues, 3; total, 479. Issued to citizens

of the United States, 432; issued to citizens of

foreign countries, 44. Leading States, New
York, 86; Massachusetts, 52; Pennsylvania,

44. Leading countries, England, 13; Ger-

many, 12; France, 6; Canada, 5.

Total number of applications awaiting ac-

tion, 10,745; in Division VII, relating to

velocipedes, 1,111.

Cycling patents issued during the week:

596,049. Handle. William J. Bullock, Hartford,

Conn., assignor to Frederick C. Rockwell, same place.

Filed Sept. 12, 1896. Serial No. 605,591. (No model.)

596,072. Bicycle. Ladislaus Kugler, Chicago. 111.

Filed June 20, 1896. Renewed May 27, 1S97. Serial

No. 638,453. (No model.)

596.079. Vibration-Absorbing Device for Bicycles.

William M. Morse, Chicago, III. Filed May 11, 1896.

Serial No. 591,074. (No model.)

596.080. \'ibration-x\bsorbing Device for Bicycles.

William M. Morse, Chicago, 111. Filed Sept. 10,

1896. Serial No. 605,375. (No model.)

596,104. Bicycle-Gear. Justus B. Entz, Philadel-

phia, Pa. Filed Dec. 15, 1896. Serial No. 615,742.

(No model.)

596,127. Bicycle-Alarm. Fred B. Sanders, North

Bend, Pa. Filed Jan. 8, 1895. Renewed Nov. 24,

1897. Serial No. 660,289. (No model.)

596,165. Mending Device (Cycles) Frank B. Jenks,

Syracuse, N. Y. Filed June 21, 1897. Serial No.

641.554. (No model.)

596,210. Bicycle-Support.

Francisco, Cal. Filed Aug.

004. (No model.)

596,223. Bicycle or other

R. Wickersham and Harry A. Jamison, Philadelphia,

Pa. Filed July 9, 1897. Serial No. 643,965. (No

model.)

596,237. Bicycle or Tourist Lock. Oscar Damon,

BulTalo, N. Y. Filed Feb. 15, 1897. Serial No. C23,4i;i.

(No model.)

596,242. Cyclometer. Charles T. Iligginbotham,

Thomaston, Conn., assignor to the Sclh Thomas

Clock Company, of Connecticut. Filed Aug. 19, 1S96.

Serial No. 603,194. (No model.)

Frank
26, 1896.

Johnson, San
Serial No. 604,-

Vchicle Pump. Nathan
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National Board of Trade

of Cycle Manufacturers.

320 BROADWAY. NEW YORK.

President,

A. L. GARFORD.

Fir»t \'ice-Presidcnt.

GEORGE H. DAY.

Second Vice-President, Treasurer,

C. \V. DICKERSON. W. A. REDDING.

Secretary,

ERNEST R. FRANKS.

National Bicycle Wood Rim

Manufacturers' Association.

President,

E. S. MEAD.
Tremsurer,

N. D. DOUGHMAN.
Secretmry,

\V. W. STALL. Bedford. Mast.

National Cycle Dealers' Association.

President,

GEORGE E. HANNAN.
Second Vice-President,

J. J. MANDERY.

First Vice-President,

F. A. VERY.
Treasurer,

GEORGE COLLISTER.
Secretary.

JOHN McCARGO. St. Louis.

Rubber Tire Association.

President,

THEODORE A. DODGE.

First Vice-President, Second \' ice- President,

L. K. McCLYMONDS. GEORGE T. PERKINS.

Treasurer,

GEORGE F. HODGMAN.

Secretary,

KIRK BROWN.

604-506 West Fourteenth Street, New York.

.'^•O.^-tC. Sprocket-W heel. Charles F. l'e.i>e, Balti-

more, Md. Filed March 10, 1897. Serial No. G2«5,751.

(No model.)

596.281. Wheel. John U' Croskey, Pittsburg. Pa.,

assignor of one-half to George \V. Morse, same place.

Filed July 30. 1S97. Serial No. 646.500. (No model.)

596.272. Electric Bicycle. Hosca \V. Libbey. Bos-

ton. Mass. Filed Nov. 8, 1895. Serial No. 568,247.

(No model.)

596.273. Electric Bicycle. Hosca W. Libbey, Bos-

Ion. Mass. Filed Dec. 14, 1896. Serial No. 572,206.

(No model.)

596.274. Electrical Bicycle. Hosea \V. Libbey.

Boston, Mass. Filed Dec. 14, 1895. Serial No. 572.-

206. (No model.)

686.275. Bicycle. Hosea W. Libbey, Boston, Mass.

Filed Aug. 17, 1S96. Serial No. 602.997. (No model.)

596.289. Driving (iear for Velocipedes. William T.

Smith. Bolton. Kngland. Filed Aug. 31, 1890. Serial

No. 604.372. (No model.)

596.302. Pedal, .\rthur L. Moore. Cleveland. Ohio.

Filed Sept. 8. 1X96. Serial No. 605.151. (No model.)

596.341. Handle- Bar Clamp for Bicycles. Charles

E. Seymour. New Haven, Conn. Filed June 8, 1896.

Serial No. 594.668. (No model.)

596.342. Carousel. Thomas B. Tinney. Philadel-

phia. Pa. Filed April 2. 1897. Serial No. 6.30,3t;2.

(No model.)

S96,3^3. Coupling for Bicycles. Thomas H. Sander-

son. New York. N. Y. Filed July 16. 1896. Serial

No. 599.364. (.No model.)

596.396. Bicycle-Lock. Howard W. Cotton, Roch-

ester, N. Y. Filed Dec. 31. 1896. Serial No. 617,-

631. (No. model.)

596,402. Tire. William D. Graham, Toronto, Can-

ada. Filed Sept. 20, 1897. Serial No. 652.325. (No

model.)

696,424. Wheel- Rim. Theodor Kundtz, Cleveland.

Ohio. Filed Feb. 3, 1896. Serial No. 677,797. (No

model.)

596,436. Pneumatic Tire. Joseph G. Moony, Erie,

Pa. Filed Dec. 1, 1896. Serial No. 614,042. (No
n..«l.l.i

TRADEMARKS.

31.ij«>». Bicycle-Saddles. Chicago Tube Company,

Chicago. III. Filed Oct. 14, 1897. The word "Cos-

itack." Used since Aug. 1, 1897.

3I.06B. Rubber Tubing and Tubular Tirci. Con-

solidated Rubber Works, Boston. Mass. Filed June

4, 189'7. The word "Kangaroo," and the pictorial rep

rescniation of a kangaroo. Used -since September

1896.

31.066. Pneumatic or Solid Rubber Tires. L. C.

Chase ft Co., Boston. Mass. Filed Nov. 29. 1897.

The word "Vulcan." Used since September 1. 1897.

FEBT FASTBJiEBS- BENEFITS.

Lvcry novice, nowadays, thinks it absolutely

necessary to provide himself with a pair of toe-

, t as he believes it ncccss.iry to strip

me of cvrrythinK possible, to k*vc the

j. 111. In .1 'I powers.

Now, ioi
,

irc totally

unnefc>>.Try, . <>i them very

dangerous. '• !(i koI his leg

fractured in three
;

iig imablc

to extricate his fo. •. ,,,.., when he

got an unexpected sid- ite of the fa.<ii

est of riders decline id. to

the •»rrlinary mind. th< they

*rrve m riding i» that tlu> .ttt from

flymg off the pedals on bun
,

TRADE CHANGES.

COLORADO.
Denver.—Geo. Mayer Hardware Co.. removed to

1512-1520 Arapahoe street.

CONNECTICUT.
New Haven.—Wm. W. Frisbie, convicted of em-

bezzleoieni of $1!I0, and scnienced to jail for three

months.

New Haven. -Worcester Cycle Co., I'nited States Courf

reserved judgments on motion ol the Centra

Trust Company, of New York, to forechise a mort-

gage on the bonds of the Worcester Co.. $320,000 of

which were issued; also on motions to intervene

against foreclosure on behalf of creditors and of the

American Exchange National Bank of New York,

assignee for several claims for labor.

New Haven.—Seamless Rubber Co., increased its

capital stock from $100,000 to $130,000.

New Canaan.—Fred S. Ambler, the Norwalk dealer,

has sold his store here to his former manager, Geo.

K. Stevens, who will continue under his own name.

GEORGIA.
Ct)lunibus.—A. S. Dudley, new agency.

ILLINOIS.
Chicago.— Grant Co.; mortgagee reported to be in

possession.

Chicago.—David K. Rodd & Co., reported gave
bill of sale for $800.

Chicago.—Fowler Cycle Mfg. Co., plant purchased
by F. T. Fowler for $25,000.

Peoria.—Patee factory has begun operations.

INDIANA.
Indianapolis.—Central Cycle Mfg. Co.. ordered to

pay 25 per cent on all claims allowed.

KANSAS.
Gypsum.—Baker & Hall, succeeded by Manning &

Hall.

MASSACHUSETTS.
Boston.—J. F. McNanicc and J. J. Francis, new

store at 9 Park square.

Haverhill.—W. Burke will close out his present

busine^ss. and open new store at 10 Emerson street.

Pittsfield.—Barker & Bcldcn, sold repair shop to

M. Eisner.

MINNESOTA.
St. Paul.— F. M. Smith & Co., sued by March-

Davics Cycle Mfg. Co. for $2,000; verdict in favor of

plaintifT in the sum of $1,696.02.

NEBRASKA.
Omaha.— High Art Bicycle Co., reported recorded

chattel mortgage for $1,000.

NEW JERSEY.
Long Branch.— Nunnally Bros., reported gave bill

of sale for $600.

NEW YORK.
Albany.—The Kramer Wrench Co. incorporated by

S. H. Livingston. !•". Dolan. C. Kramer and C. La-

sow; to manufacture pipe ami bicycle wrenches.

Ilinghnmlon. --C. L. Th<>mp«on will open new store.

New York. -H. Iljerlbcrg. judgment $181, Over-

mon Wheel Co.

New York. --Worcester Cycle Mfg. Co.. judgment
$2,466. (>. H. Hnulcnheek Advertising Agency.

OHIO.

Akron.—The Diamond Rubber Co.. reorganized

with a capital stock of $300,000.

TENNE.SSEE.

Dyernburg.' Dycrsburg Hardware C^. Ikh-,- n.lded

a repair shop.

WASHINGTON.
Tacoma.- Ed. Belch, reported succeeded by J. T.

Eshclman.

Dl.STKUT OF COLUMBl.V.
Washington.—Burr & Jones, 513 Ninth street; H.

.\. Fellows purchased R. R. Burr's interests; new
style, Jones & Fellows.

Washington—Gaither & Cisscl, new tirm at North
and II streets.

Washington —R. R. Burr, new store at 7:.'; Four-
teenth street. .\. W.

E.VPORTS FOR THE WEEK.

Exports of bicycles and cycle material from
port of New York for week ending December
•>8. 1897.

Bicycles. Material
Antwerp |45.-, ,,,73
Aberdeen 50
Abo 72 \[\
Barcelona ]go

'' "

Berlin 124 '//_[

British possessions in Africa 1.566 '.'..'.

British Guiana 1,314 X87
Central America 79
Cuba 50
Chili 403 "gj
London 633
Milan 547

""
Mexico 415 ||"
Peru 12 I

'

"

Santo Domingo 16
St. Petersburg 166 '.'..'.

SHE AND THE THREF.

Three cyclers paused at a rural "Rest,"

.\nd ordered cheer of the ample frau;

Kacti c.1lle<i for the draught that pleased him best.

As he wiped the moisture from his healed lir p».

And presently hastened the daughter in—
A blossomy (lerman maid was she

—

With a rose-blown check and a dimpled chin,

And cooling cups for the cyclers three.

Then flowed the wassail, and. waxing gay.

They kissed the maiden on cheitc and chin;

And she watched the three as they rode away.

And sighed as she turned to the wayside inn.

A year went round and the cyclers came
Once more to the "Rest" by the dusty way.

And they called for cheer from the ample dame.
For their hearts were light, and the month was May.

"And where is your daughter." they gaily said.

"With the rose-blown cheek and the dimpled chin?"

But the mother sighed as she shook her head:

"My daughter her short skirts vas scorching in."

Then suddenly checked was lhe cyclers' glee;

\V.itli trembling lingers the score was paid;

And away in the distance scorched the three.

Right merrily, after the German maid.

TUB DELIVERY WAGON TEKKUK.

With a curse .intl a yell, his horse frenzied

wild.

He cares not a whit for man. woman or child.

He grinds against lampposts, he knocks

down a tree,

The panic he causes fills him with glee.

He lashes his horse and dashes away.

.Seeking for wheelmen, his favorite prey.

.\nd when they arrest him. as sometimes 'tis

done.

Thty fine him so light that it's well worth the

fun.
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Don't put your foot in it

...iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii rrrtrrmTmKfm

if it isn't a

9*

Record Pedal i

Our line consists of

n
: .>

II

• •
••:
• •

99
10 STYLES, ALL GILT-EDGED, i|

• 9
99

up-to-date and proper prices. ••>
99

ep* 6?w e^ «5" AA

RECORD PEDAL MFG. CO. H
HIGHLANDVILLE, MASS.

Send for ouf_New Catalogue.

99
99

Kindly mention The Wheel. J*

"^

9^

'Also Bans"

are content

with ''Any

Old Thing."

If YOU want the LATEST thing

in Bicycles, ride a RELAY with the

You See The Balls

CRANK-BRACKET.
(Patented March 9, 1897.)

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

RELAY MFG. CO.,
Readings Pa.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

Z^ YOU SEt ,,/^ ^yy'Z^ YOO itt „y^''Z^ _
t!^» w xT, t/p w x^ Wtj' <9 ^, (isW' V

«;

n^V
n^V

'\%

;•

J "pvEALERS who make it a point to have it ^
•j* Ly known that they sell wheels made of ^

I
"Pioneer" Fifty-Point I

I Carbon Steel Tube I

•J* have an inestimable advantage over those who 4-

% sell wheels of the ordinary kind. Dealers who %
used "Pioneer" Fifty-Point Carbon Steel Tubing
last year appreciate its advantages. The manu-

% facturer who uses "Pioneer" Fifty-Point Carbon %
J Steel Tubing assures satisfaction to the dealer, ^
4- and the dealer to the customer. It has been -F

% proved

.

%
Demand "Pioneer" Fifty-Point Carbon Steel

^ Tubing from the manufacturer, and do not take ^
J anything claimed to be "just as good." ^
4- *

J We invite our customers to come in on our J
•I* floor and select their tube—test specimens from -^

j\f
the general run, and to take any piece they choose ^

^ to select as a sample of excellence. i^

^ No Specially Prepared Samples.

I THE POPE TUBE CO., - HARTFORD, GONN. |
"Pioneers" in Correct Composition. .|.

4" We should be pleased to quote you discounts on application. •^

% Send for Printed Matter. 4.

% I

Kindly mention The Wheel.

Ml
®
i

®

®

i

®
®

Dii®is®ia®ia®iii®is®ii®[gi®i§i®iii®ii®igi®i§i® H®ia®ii®ii®iii®ii®ii!®^

Fall Line of Single-Tube

i

I

No Better Tire Made. I

AND

G.*J. Double-Tube Tires. 1
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Red Cross Peerless Brazer

PRICE. B14.00.

^

—

^'^r
Red Cross

[ RUBBERa^CEMtNTCO.

PRICE. 5I4.00.

Red Cross Steam Vulcanizer

r'Kire. 55.00.

RcJ Cross Rttbhcr & Ccni:ni ( d..

Uo. In .1. r. S. >..!.". \.

H-l I I I I I I I I

ONE-PIECE RIMS.

Hamburg, Pa., Dec. 27, 1897.

Kilitor of The Wheel: The article "Regard-

ing Rims," published in The Wheel of De-

cember '24tli, having a tendency to create a

prejudice against one-piece rims, I am con-

strained to say a few words.

Wood rims when properly made, whether

laminated or one-piece, possess every require-

ment for their use in bicycle construction.

But all must be properly made m order to be

satisfactory.

The essential requirements in making good

rims are: quality of raw material, care in man-

ufacture and the method of bending them. A
wood rim that is not bent on an exact lateral

plane or on a form not true in circle and not

of correct size, and not thoroughly seasoned be-

fore being removed from the form, lacks in

very desirable features, in not being a circle

and having a warp. To insure a true circle to

a rim it is absolutely necessary to thoroughly

season it before removing it from the form on

which it is bent.

One-piece rims can be made, and are made,

according to the correct method above inti-

mated, and having proper and sufficient

weight or thickness through the cross-section,

do not split, or buckle or break from any

ordinary or frequently extraordinary usages.

The only advantages of the one-piece rim,

thus correctly made, over the laminated or

three-piece rim, are more resiliency, less cost

and less glue. The less "waterproof cement,"

or glue, required in the construction of a

wood rim, the less it will be affected by at-

mospherical action and climatic changes; and

in all cases, whether made of one-piece or

three-pieces, and whether maple, rock elm or

ash. a sufficient covering of paint, varnish or

enamel is required to prevent the action of

water on the wood and glue.

The theory advanced in the said article that

the warp, or other contortions, of some one-

piece rims is due to the effort of the com-

l)ressed and interwoven fibres of the wood on

the inner circle of the rim to return to their

original parallel positions, is erroneous. The

warp is due to the fact that most of the one-

piece rims arc not bent on an exact lateral

plane, but are spiral, and when forced into

line to make the joint, the warp is produced.

This warp cannot result in a rim bent on an

exact lateral plane: and its circle cannot be

destroyed if bent on a round form and thor-

oughly «easoncd before being removed there-

from Geo. W. Huber,

Hamburg Wood Rim Co.

BOKHOWEI) FINERY.

Upon a wheel »he *ix» secure.

And. « »he »wi(tly glides,

The periple hail the grace dcimire

With which Princilla rides

Yet !>hc who Ihun our prai'e bcipcak*

Beneath faUc culor* goe>.

For, while the ridc«. her brother »eek«

In v.iin lii' Kr.IfinR cIolhr».

Geo.W Nock,
InnWiW for 'lie BicKle.

Send for Low PrIcoB.

146 N. 4th St., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

PACEMAKERS AS PARASITES.

There is much truth in the following edi-

torial utterance <if the New York "Times" re-

garding alleged racing as now conducted by

the coterie who propose "bringing the game
up to the level of baseball." Says the

"Times":

"Some new name should be invented for

contests like that in the Madison Square

Garden last Saturday evening, and the one

to take place on the same track at the end of

this week. To call such events "bicycle races'

is a misuse of language for which there is

hardly the shadow of an excuse, unless, in-

deed, the pacemakers are regarded as the

principals, and even then the shadow is some-

what vague and faint.

"The whole system of pacing' is an ab-

surdity from one point of view and a fraud

from another, for it turns a trial of strength

and skill into a mere matter of business con-

ducted on false principles. No man can he

said to take part in a race when defeat or vic-

tory docs not depend on his own abilities,

mental and physical, and these alleged bi-

cyclists who win or lose prizes and fame ac-

cording as ten or twenty hired assistants serve

them well or ill, could utilize their energies

more legitimately in some industry where the

false pretense of sport is not made.

"The pacemaker is a parasite as useless as

he is obnoxious. His presence removes every

clement of personal rivalry, multiplies the

,
chances of accident a hundredfold, and makes

the decision of the judges a thing of no mean-

ing whatever. Of what earthly interest is it

that one rider has been half led, half pulled

around a track faster than some other rider?

If that is sport, rig up a cable to do the haul-

iiii; .md give us exhibitions of real rapidity."

DORNTEE MUCH DISPLEASED.

Coffin-maker Dorntee, the New England

member of the L. A. W. Racing Board, who

was buried in the recent election in Massa-

chusetts, thinks that Chairman Mott is not

playing fair. His chief, he says, has stolen his

thunder, the thunder being the registration-of-

racing-men plan, which, it is stated, will be

proposed at the approaching National As-

sembly. Dorntee says he furnished Mr. Mott

with the names of sixteen hundred racing men

which he himself compiled, and he doesn't

think Mr. Mott is doing the right thing in

fathering the scheme without giving him

proper credit.

DISAPPOINTMENT.

Have you ever ridden aimlessly along the

crowded street.

And seen riding a little way ahead a girlish

form petite?

Have you ever pictured in your mind a maid-

en's pretty face,

And then, in hope of seeing such, you've

quickened up your pace;

•\nd when you passed your "maiden fair.

oa>t back a searching lc»ok,

To find the oreti> maiden w;f^ -i <-in-;s .ved

Irish cook?

WHAT HE CALLS REST,

Leisure," says the aggressive trade pu»her,

"is Sparc lime in which a man can do some

other kind of business."
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Special Offer to Repairmen f)

We are making a special low price on a few sample

BI-GEARS
to dealers and repairmen who occupy their time in the winter b}' building wheels, single

or tandem. The BI-CEAR is a complete hub, so no other hub is needed ; a saving

that helps pay for it.

We furnish any width of hub, with 7, 8 or 9 tooth sprockets, for any size or make of chain.

A YEAR'S GXJAKANTEE ON EVERY BI-GEAR. WRITE FOR PRICES AND PARTICULARS.

Include "SURE THING " Tire Menders in your '98 stock
of sundries. A good thing sells readily. Sample, post-
paid, 30 cents. Kindly mention The Wheel. BROWN-LIPE GEAR CO., Syracuse. N. Y.

THE SIMONDS ROLLING-IVIACHINE CO.,

FITCHBURG, MASS.,
THE OLDEST AlWD L.AROEST HIANUFACTURERS OF

STEEL HNTI-FRieXION BALLS,
ANO ALL KINDS OF ROLLED FORCINGS,

have increased and improved their plant, and under new and more efficient departmental management have been able to

still further improve the quality of their product, which has always stood at the head of the list for wearing qualities and

accuracy of gauge. All inquiries will receive prompt attention.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

Dixon's Brazing Crucible
FOK, THH! IDIPFIlSra- FK,OCESS,

Revolutionizes Brazing.

cf^^uSilfJOSEPHlDIXONlCRUClBLEiCO., Jersey City, N.J.

BALDWIN DETACHABLE CHAINS
Have grown in favor in 1897. Any part can be replaced by the rider on the spot. Superior for durability, smooth

running and correct construction. The only chain with tool-steel rivets. We show a nice variety
of styles and prices to suit the times. Write for quotations.

BALDWIN CYCLE CHAIN CO., Worcester, Mass.
K. Franklin Peterson, 56 Fifth Ave., Chicago, III., Sole Sales Agent for Illinois and Wisconsin.

Hibbard, Spencer, Bartlett & Co., Distributing Agents Western States.

-A.SI=>t3:-A.3L.T F.A-"VE3I^E13SrTS
THE STANDARD PAVEMENT OF AMERICA.

THE BABBER ASPHALT PAVING CO., No. 1 Broadway, New York.
ENDORSED BY THE L. A. W. EVERYWHERE. Kindly mention The VN'heet.

The Best Advertising for the

Irish Trade is

THE
JRISH CYCLIST.

specimen copy and advertising rates on

application to

R. J. MECREDY & CO., Ltd., Proprietors,

49 Middle Abbey St., DUBLIN.

Twice the Air with Half the Power
WITH THK

DISS DOUBLK-ACTION PUMP.
Pumps air with both up and down strokes. Will

till a lire in li.ilf the time ot ordin-^ry pump.
Beautifully finished in oxydiied copper and made
of the finest niati'rials. lli(;h-(jrade in every re-

spect. Undoubtedly the best seller for '98. The
best made for tai\dcms, triplets or quads. Klcc-

trotypes furnished for jobbers' catalogues.

RmAii. Pkici', $1.9B. liberal discount to trade.

A. B. DISS & CO., 94-100 53d Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
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EMPLOYMENX COLUMN.
Antwer* raceired io confidence and forwarded wHbont charge.

^5 Tvorda, one time, 50 cer\ts ; three tlme«, ti
50 xvorde, one time, Si.oo; four times, $3,00.
75 -mrordm, one time, St.so ; four tinnea, Ss-oo-

Olapletxed A.cl%rertl»enaents:
One-half Inch, one time, 5i.oo; four tlmea, Ss-oo-
One inch, one tinse, Si-so; four tin->ea, Ss-oo.

SITUATIONS WANTED. HELP WANTED.
MANAGER.

Wanted—A position as ecneral office manager, cashier or bookkeeper in first-class

bicycle house. Having had years of experience, feel well qualiHed to till the position.
Address Biyne, care The Wheel.

AdTcnisements In this column free. Letters received and forwarded In confi-

dence.

SALESMAN.
SALESMEN.

Wanted -Position on the road for three months; salary or commission; eieht
years' experience, and can (five first-class reference*. " Adequate." care of The
Wheel. 1-7-p

Wanted—Traveling man visiting the bicycle trade wishing a good side line on
commission: our new puncture-proof tire is a quick seller. Straus Tire Co.. 137

Duane St., New York City.

An experienced bicycle salesman who has made three successful trips through
Denmark and Germany, will be open December 1st for an engagement with some
reliable bicycle manufacturing company, for representation abroad; can guarantee to
sell from 2.000 to 3,500 wheels. Address Asher, care of The Wheel. t-f

SUPERINTENDENT.
Wanted— Established bicycle factory is in need of a first-class superintendent

Bute age, experience, habits and salary expected. Address. S. C. C, Care The
Wheel.

LE.WE.V OF E.NLIGHTBNMBNT.

That the bicycle has made every wheelman
an enthusiastic, energetic and indefatigable

advocate of good roads, is a fact of which the

importance is best demonstrated by the

other fact that at last the American farmer is

beginning to substitute for "Good roads cost

money," the refrain he has sung so long, an-

other equally true
—"Bad roads cost more

money than good ones."

This is a really marvelous triumph, and the

part which the bicycle has had in winnini;

must make even non-riders regret that there

is no satisfactory way of showing public grati-

tude to a creature who is, after all, only a

combination of steel and rubber.

For a hundred years or more, newspapers,

philosophers, political economists and other

depositaries of wisdom have vainly tried to

convince the tillers of America's free, but

somewhat hubbly soil, that they, more than

any other class of people, were directly, vitally

and pecuniarily interested in making and

maintaining country highways over which

heavy loads and light ones could be drawn
without the expenditure of an unnecessary

amount of costly strength.

The farmers studied tax rates and either

would not hear or would not heed any statis-

tics whose bearing was less immeiliate, though

not less obvious. The vast majority of rural

roads continued to be stretches of dirt, made
into du.st by the sun, into iiiu<I by the rain,

and always enforcing the truth that the dis-

tance between any two points depends more
on the nature of the road connecting them
than on the number of miles separating them.

Everybody knew this, few realized it till the

bicycle came. Now one hears of Jersey farm-

ers clamoring for the privilege of paying an

increased road assessment!

YOU CANNOT WIN.

Ne%-cr argue with a man about the wheel he
r,.i,

. .,,,r Jiow he rides it, if you wish to retain

I opinion of you. If you get the bet-

I'
' he will dislike you for

kn' lid if he gets the upper
hand in '.lie !i ru.'.Mon he will despise you for

knowitig so little.

SAILING DIRECTIONS.

When tandem riding you do go with a com-
panion who believes that the smoking of

stogies adds to his enjoyment of a ride, be you
wise, tender him the northernmost seat if you
are going in a southerly direction.

CASH BUYERS LIKE OUR PRICES.
This plale is for

threading Spokes,
Nipples, Colter
Pins, and for a
variety of neces-
sary work.
Comprises 5 Taps,

.') Dies and Die-
Holder in neat
wooden case.

Mailed on receipt

ol $3.25: at our

store, $3.00.

The Frasscc Company, 19 Warren St., N. Y.

.\ Catalogue of Tools and Har(,'ains cxchanj^'cd

for your business card.

BERCER'S
ENAMELING

OVENS.

The strongest and most
perfect enameling oven
on the ni.irket.

Every Oven Guaranteed.

Our prices will suit

you.

The Berger Mfg. Co., canton, o.

FOR SALE, EXCHANGE, WANTS.
TWENTY-FIVE WORDS, 35 CENTS.
Each additional word two cent.. Ca»h In-

variably In advance.

WANTED—A first-class second-hand Eddy dynamo for

plating purposes. Must have lowest cash price.

In reply, give number of machine. Ariel Cycle Mfg. Co.,

(loshen, Ind.

CA.V (five London office address and facilities for English
agency to bicycle and bicycle accessory manufactur-

ers. Correspondence solicited. Hicks, 201 E. Uth St.,

New York. I'P

WANTED—New York representative by Philadelphia

concern to sell patent bicycle lamp on commission.

Must be experienced and furnish references and be ac-

quainted with buyers. Good opportunity for right party.

Box .>«, Philadelphia. " e

wJ' .VNTED—Second-hand tires and other scrap rubber.

Walsh's Sona A: Co., Newark, N. J. 1-Sl-p

WHEELMEN'S RESORTS.'
Sherman House, Babylon, I... I.

TliH Atlrtntic Inn, Grant City, S. I.

TYPEWRITERS
I Just the line (or Bicycle

Dealers or Canvassers.

The Bast Made, New,

Catalogs, J10I0J50
Samjiles, Free. For
the Home, the Office
or the School.

OSGOOD & CO..
237 Bro«d*»). N. Y.

CYCLE

,bS 617-621 A06TIM AVE.. CHICACO.

HOBS. WREHCHES. cYCLE

"EDAtSsTAMPlHeSfKcHliHR^^

No Other ©iler IS
•JUST AS coon"

AS THE
• •PERFEeX" POeKET ©ILER

No oilier oi;< I IS a% ticju jiul li,:lit.

No other oiler rrgul»irs thr supply ol oil to a drop.
No other oiler I* an well madf ami durable.
No other ollrr ha* won every le^t in compelition.

Although higher in prirr It is iiseil wlili alm<nt all the re illy

Illk'li-t-Tjdr t.icvi !.-*

\\'c make clicapcr Oilers niso.

CUSHMAN & DENISON.
174 NIN IM AVK.. N. V.

IDEAL OILERS AND COMBINATION LOCKS
If you publish a catalogue,

write u> for electros and
prices.

20c. 2fU

TTA^VH; luIAN^y

w*Mtj*rmi(;iT§

WciKhl, 1 01.

I ull Nickeled.

Full Size:

ARTISTIC

SEC

lOEIL MFC CO., 20 Broad St., NEW YORK.
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ONLY ORIGINAL ONE.

None Genttine Without the Initials F. T.,

Says the Great :iBxploiter of Truss

Frames.

Chicago, Jan. 10.—The old Fowler plant on

West Washington street has assumed an air of

activity since the purchase of the plant a

week or more ago. Part of the shop is in

operation, Mr. Fowler having decided to go

ahead immediately with 1898 goods. As soon

as possible the entire plant will be moved to

134-136 West Washington street, in the next

block.

The new factory will contain all the

best machinery of the Fowler plant and some
new stock, if needed. Two and a half floors

will be devoted to the oilices and factory of

the Fowler Cycle Works Co., which will

make the truss-frame Fowler, and a half floor

will be used for the mail order business of

"Frank T. Fowler, the 'Original Fowler,'

Mail Order Business." Already Mr. Fowler

has a score of stenographers at work, with

numerous clerks and other employees.

The business has just been licensed to incor-

porate as follows: Fowler Cycle Works Com-
pany, capital $5,000; Fowler Mail Order Com-
pany $10,000; the first to manufacture bi-

cycles, the second to cover the purchase of

the old company and do a wholesale and re-

tail business. Frank T. Fowler heads both.

JUDGE RESERVED DECISION.

In the United States Court, at New Haven,

last week. Judge Townsend heard a motion in

the bottom bracket patent case of Herbert S.

Owen against the Pope Manufacturing Com-
pany. The Pope attorneys sought to compel

certain witnesses to answer certain questions

which they had refused to answer when their

depositions were taken. Mr. Owen's lawyers

maintain that the questions are irrelevant and

have nothing to do with the case. Judge

Townsend reserved decision.

CHAIN COMPANY INCORPORATES.

Trenton, N. J., Jan. 8.—The Trenton

Sprocket Chain Co., capital $100,000, was in-

corporated yesterday, and will begin business

next month.

BEN HURS IN THE ARENA.

While the bicycles themselves will be manu-
factured in Marion, Ind., the general offices of

the Ben Hur Bicytle Co., which is the title

under which the Messrs. Van Camp will oper-

ate the late Central Cycle Mfg. Co., which

they purchased, will remain in Indianapolis.

J. H. O'Brien, who was for years manager and

purchaser for the Central Co., will have entire

charge of the Ben Hur's sales department. It

is promised that the '98 wheels will be better

than ever. Two Ben Hurs at $50 will be

marketed and two at $60, also the Pickwick

and Rosalind at $40. The Ben Hur Co. will

continue to make and supply all parts made
by the old concern.

WAS PRESIDENT ONCE.

BOTH CLAIM THE BRACKET.

The Bridgeport (Conn.) Brass Co. and the

Hitchcock Lamp Co., Watertown, N. Y., are

warring over the patent rights to the lamp

bracket which they use. The Bridgeport peo-

ple are the aggressors. Some testimony in

the case was taken by the Commissioner of

Patents last week.

The Hitchcock Company claims that they

conceived and perfected the bracket two

months prior to its conception by the Bridge-

port Company, but that owing to defects in

their application papers they did not secure

their patent. The patent was issued to the

Brass Company in June last.

REMOVED TO RUTLAND.

The Keene Wood Rim Company, of Keene,

N. H., manufacturers of the Keene non-split-

table wood rims, has removed its machinery

and works to Rutland, Vt., and will continue

its business at that point. The company be-

lieves it can do its business to much better ad-

vantage, having a plant particularly adapted to

this work and being in the vicinity of its

lumber supply; also the advantage of a ship-

])ing point.

CHANGE IN CHICAGO.

Chicago, Jan. 8.—The Elastic Tip Co. has

sold its Chicago business to the Manufactur-

ers' Agents and Supply Co., a new corporation

with a capital of $100,000. The new concern

will be under the same management that con-

trolled the Chicago branch of the Tip Com-
pany, and will carry the stocks carried by the

latter with several additions.

Now He Is the Winner in a Patent Suit

for a Saddle that Will Suit

All Users.

Cleveland, O., Jan. 10.—T. J. Kirkpatrick,

of Springfield, O., an ex-president of the L.

A. W., and well-known among the old-timers,

was in town a day or two since, showing some
samples of bicycle saddles of his own manu-

facture. Kirkpatrick will be remembered as

the inventor of the hammock saddle that be-

came so popular in the days of the ordinary,

which was used by the Pope Mfg. Co., and

''which involved a long fight in the patent

courts. Mr. Kirkpatrick has not been in the

game to any extent since that time, but is

about to make an attempt to atone for lost

time. The new aspirant for public favor is

styled the "Kirk" saddle. Collister & Sayle

have samples of them, which look as though

they might be as easy as the Kirkpatrick

saddle of old, which is saying a great good

deal in their favor.

RECEIVER IN CHARGE.

Chicago, Jan. 7.—After sailing on close

margins for some time and selling a great vol-

ume of bicycle bargains, the Warman-Schub
Cycle House confessed judgments aggregating

$37,000 and was seized by the Sheriff.

Later, on the application of the C. J.

Smith & Sons Co., whose claim amounts

to $5,000, the Chicago Title and Trust

Co. was named as receiver by the court.

Assets and liabilities are estimated at $125,-

000. In addition to the judgment creditors,

there are labor claims said to aggregate

$6,000, owing the employees.

The principal creditors are Harriet E. War-

man, wife of the president, who loaned the

company $16,927; India Rubber Co., $10,000;

Morgan & Wright. $4,000; Carl Winter

$3,000; W. S. James, $3,000.

TUTTLE WITH THE WORLD.

F. Howard Tutllc. for many years with E.

C. Stearns iS: Co.. has associated liinisclf with

Arnold, Scliwinn iS; Co.. makers of the World.

He left Sunday lor a soutlnvesleni trip willi

samples.
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MAY HAVE TO GUESS AGAIN.

Light Begins to Dawn on the Political Situation

-The Fable-makers May Have to Alter

Flgrures.

• Last week Secretary-Treasurer Bull, of the

New York Division. left his f2,5lXi position

safely in the Vanderbilt Building and ac-

companied the gentleman who obtained it

lor him, Mr. Isaac B. Potter, on an election-

eering jaunt to Philadelphia.

Mr. Bull has no fear for his tenure of ofiice.

Thanks to the forethought of his good friend.

Potter, it is a life-job. But Mr. Potter's posi-

tion as president of the L. A. W. is of but

twelve months' duration, and as everyone

knows, he is more than anxious to have it

e.xtended another twelve months. Mr. Bull
—"Obedient Bill," as he has been styled

—

went with his friend to help make sure of the

extension. But who wouldn't do the same

thing under similar circumstances? Two
thou.sand five hundred dollar life-jobs are not

to be pickeil ofT mulberry bushes.

When they returned to New York, Messrs.

Potter and Bull told their press agents, and

their press agents told the public that "Penn-

sylvania was safe for Potter." They had not

seen George D. Gideon, who is apt to inter-

fere with Mr. Potter's re-election, but they

had .seen the "big chief" of the Division, and

were certain that the (jidcon boom had col-

lapsed, and was even then a limp, distorted

thing. Pennsylvania was promi)tly placed in

the Potter column, and the total of his

strength run up to 222 votes.

But they sort o' love George Gideon in the

State of William Penn. With them he is

something of an idol. They know of what

sterling stufT he is made, and some of them

knew, too, that one reason why Tie refused to

become a candidate when his State suggested

it, was because he thought his friend. Sterling

F*"lli(»tt, desired the ofl'ice.

S<jme «)f the minor chieftains of I'l'nnsyl-

vania, whom Messrs. Potter and Bull did not

take into their reckonings, but who arc for

Gideon at any and all times, were not con-

tent to appear mere dummies, and have taken

the matter in their own hands. One of them

took a "straw vote" f>f the delegates to the

National Asseml)ly. (^f those who replied

defmilely, 2ti declare*! em()hatically for Gid-

efin for president, while X favore<l "leaving

matters as they are, principally because it

had been done"—that is because T. J. Kee-

nan, of Pitt.sburg, has been indorsed fr)r a

vice-presidency. Others favored Gideon, if

Kcenaii couhl be induced to withdraw. When
Krenan heard of the ".straw vote" he tele-

graphed all over the State asking that the

circular be not answered until tie exi)l.iincd

malter<t. At la«t accounts, the explanation

had not been received. Mr. Keenan is sai<l

lo have hern stricken d<iwn with the grippe

after he had promised it.

Meanwhile, three Gidcun men, Messr.H.

Hare, MrCreight and Tucker, have petitioned

for a special meeting of the Division Itoard

of Officer*, in view of "lUc changed cundi-

tionn which now exiM and to relieve Mr. Kee-

nan and our erimmiUec from a position which
io doubtte** embarraA»ini{ to them." Sep-

tember IHtli i« the dale <ugu' '<i< d for the

meeting, at which will be CDniwIrred "this

mo<tt vital <|neslion in the tight of the changed

conditions which govern it. to relieve our of-

ficers of the responsibility of pledging the

support of the State to a ticket which was re-

jected last year under similar conditions, un-

less by the expressed action of this Boiirtl

representing the Pennsylvania membership."

The meeting will undoubtedly be held in

Philadelphia, and as a result Messrs. Potter

and Bull may find it expedient to make jour-

neys in other directions and to guess again

:uid then supply their press agents wich re-

vised editions of the "Potter column."

MAKE YOUR PLANS.

ECBOES AND EMPTY SEATS.

Although it was boomed as an iiiternationar

atTair, the pursuit race in which teams from

France, England and America were pitted

against each other, the frost was unusually

heav)' at Madison Square Garden on Saturday

night last. The big place was full of echoes

and empty seats. It furnished emphatic evi-

dence of the magnetism (jf Michael. The little

fellow was not there and the worshiping

thousands whom he draws despite his certain

victories were likewise absent.

In the first heat of the •tandem pursuit race

Gouglotz and Lamberjack, representing

France, met the Americans, Titus and Nat

Butler, and overhauled them in ten laps. In

the second heat, Goo<lman and Eaton (Amer-

ica) were beaten by Wheelock and Fulford

(England) in 3.29 4-5, the Englishmen win-

ning much praise and applause by stopping

;ind restarting the heat after their opponents

had broken a chain. In the final the French

.•ind English pairs came together and the

former made short work of it. catching their

rivals in 1..VI 3-5.

In the final of a similar race for amateurs

the Harlem Wheelmen (Babcock and Dur-

lant) beat out the Riverside pair in 2.35.

In the mile open, professional, J. A. New-
house won in 2.1" 3-5; Titus, second; Weinig.

third. F. L. Kramer, Newark, N. J., ac-

counted for the <iuarter-mile. amateur, in

'X\ 1 -."is. ; Walter Babb, Palerson, second: Geo.

Sflintiihl. Kichmoiid Hill, L. I., tliird.

SCHEDULED FOR M'i CENTURIES.

E. S. Edwards, of the Century Wheelmen,

this city, and holder of the American 24-hour

road record, has set himself to ride one century

per day on each of the •3(i5 days of the current

year. He began the task on the first day of

theyear. ami despite some unf:ivoral)le weather

has maintained his schedule. He is riding a

chainless Columbia and is practically living

on the Merrick road on Long Island.

COOPER'S ENORMOUS MILEAGE.

Chicago. Jan. l".

—

A. I). Cooper, of the

Chicago Cycling Club, is pretty apt to be

the top-notch "mileage fiend" of the year

IS07, for he has ridden 27,418 miles within

the .3«)5 days just passed. He made forty cen-

turies, rode on 3^t<i days ami averaged 85

miles per day.

HAS AN BLBCTRICAL TRIPLET.

J. h'raiik Slarbuck has been training behind

an electrical triplet for his 2<l-mile match race

with Edouard Taylore. which occurs in Phila-

delphia to-morrow night. Unless objections

.ire offered. Slarliuck will employ the machine

ill the race itself.

Hoosiers Are Already at Work on Ideas

for the I/Cagne Meet Enter-

tainment.

Indianapolis. Iiul.. Jan lt>.—Now that In-

dianapolis has been formally awarded the L.

.\. W. plum the '!I8 Meet Club has rolled up

its sleeves and buckled down to earnest work

in a heartwhole manner that bides well for

the future.

.Ml the plans for the organization of the

permanent club had been perfected before the

Executive Committee of the L. A. W. awarded

the meet to Indianapolis, and the day follow-

ing the receipt of the news Chairman Parry

called his forces together. The officers of the

club are D. M. Parry, president; Thomas Tag-

gart, vice-president; Evans Woollen, secretary,

and C. F. Smitii, treasurer. The chairmen of

the following committees were appointed amf
they were asked to fill out their committees

as sot)!! as possible:

Entertainment and reception. Charles R.

Rockwood; finance, Albert Sahm; railroads,

John Lazurus; accommodations, C. C. Foster;

press. Hal W. Reed: racing, Herbert Foltz;

track. A. C. Newby; information, John N.

Navin; to prevent extortions, Russell Eck-

niaii: railway station facilities, J. R. Cava-

naugh: veterans. II. T. Hearsey; badges, Tom
Hay: souvenir programme, W. C. Bobbs;

condition of city, C. A. Kenyon; condition of

country roads, John McGregor; credentials,

Wallace Sherwood; tours and runs, Merril

Moores; street decorations. John J. Appel;

entertainment of ladies. Mrs. John C. Dean.

Meetingsof the Executive Committee, which
consists of the otVicers of the club and the

chairmen of the different committees, will be
lield every Saturday afternoon in the Com-
mercial Club rooms and the work pushed as

rapidly as possible. In the list of committees
are several new ones which have not before

licen appointed in connection with the meet.

The Committee on Extortions, in charge of

Russell lukman, will look after the welfare of

the visitors while they are in the city and every

care will be taken that they do not get the

worst of it. The Committee on Roads in

.\l;irion County is in charge of John Mc-
Gregor, one of the County Commissioners,
ami .III enthusiastic wheelman. He will see

that this county has its roads in better con-

dition than any county in any St.'ite in the

Union. This is a broad statement, but Marion
County. Indiana, is already noted far and
wide for the excellence of its roads and it will

take but little extra work to make them the

best. Herbert Foltz is chairman of the Com-
mittee on Racing. He is a member of the

L. .'\. W. Racing Board and knows just what
will he needed to make the races a success. In

all of his appointments Chairman Parry has

shown excellent judgment and in each instance

the man fits the case.

Several plans for the entertainment of the

wheelmen have been proposed' and others are

under consideration. In the first place there

will be at least three days' racing.

There will also be an all-night smoker, sim-

ilar to the Philadelphia event, and it is very

likely that one of the attractions will be "Kid
'

McCoy, who will be matched against some
goKil man for a ten-round go.

,

There will also be a night in Bohemia, at

which everything goes, and Indianapolis can

produce a varied form of entertainment.

The late>t scheme for one of the night's en-

tertainments is to give a monster barbecue
and fee<l on the banks of White River, ten

miles above the city, along the route of the

cycle path. This will be a novelty to many oi

the wheelmen, who know nothing of a West-
ern or Southern barbecue. This will in a way
lake the pl.ice of the watermelon feast which
was given Iwo years ago at Louisville.
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REGISTERED

TRADE ^<^^--\ ^^^ MARK. (

Only the Genuine \ registered

Bear" These Trade-Marks. / trade " FAUBER." mark.

Fauber Hanaers—1898

Manufacturers and Dealers ^^^ warned against handling Hangers and Bicycles
^rz^^i^^zirzziiii^rn^^rzz^^izr^^^ infringing the Fauber Crank-Axle Patents.

\A/. H. FAUBER,
70-74 W. Jackson St.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
CHICAGO. ILL.
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Unqualified Praise

is given our 1898 models of

Geneva Special at $60,
and Ohio at $^10.

Catalogues almost ready. Good Agents wanted everywhere.

GENEVA CYCLE CO., Geneva, Ohio.

Eastern Office. 92 Reade St., New York. A. M.SCHEFFEY & CO., Managers.
Northwestern Agents—Minneapolis, Janney-Sempic Co.

Southwestern Agents-St. Joseph, Mo., Wyeth Hardware Co.

1898... ...1898

THE 6ARD DETACHABLE BICYCLE CRANKS
MADE FROM CRUCIBLE STEEL.

THE BEST or^a^istk: IN" THE :m:a.k.k:et.

Putenled July lU, 1896, .SeptniilMr 17, ISiir.. Also I'litrntcil In EnKlitnd,
Frmicv and ItplKiuni.

Ill applying the cranks the following simple directions are all that is necessary :

1. Screw the outer ball case on the sprocket side home, after slipping chain
into place.

2. Make adjiistiiicnt with opposite l)all case and turn locknut up light.

Send for booklets giving full particulars and testimonials after two years' useaud
tliorough test.s.

Manufactured by

SOUTHINGTOIN CUTLERY CO.,
SouihinRton, Conn., U. S. A.

A. M. SCHEFFEY & CO., General Eastern Agents, 92 Reade St.. NEW YORK.

"BANKER EXHIBITION CYCLE STANDS

Are supreme in excellence of construction

•nd beautjr of appearance. Their fealurea

are niiny, and peculiarly their own —with-

out a peer for retail ulesrooms and manu-

facturer!' branch houses. Trad* Pric*. $3.76.

DEALERS
AND

REPAIRMEN,
Our prices on Bicycle Fillings and Sundries

are especially low.

We would like you to stop in and con-

vince your.self of the fact.

Manufacturers:

BANKER BROS. CYCLE CO.,

PITTSBURG, P^.
A. M. SCHEEFEY & CO.,

92 Reade Street, ^cw York.
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ELECTING BY POPULAR VOTE.

IF
any one in the L. A. W., or out of it, de-

sires to distinguish the worker-bees from

the drones in the National Assembly, he

should keep an eye on the vote on the pro-

posal to elect the National officers by popu-

lar vote of the membership at large.

The amendment is wise, and is ofifered in

the proper spirit, and for the good of the

League, but, for all of that, we doubt that it

will prevail.

To take the election out of the hands of the

Assembly, is to rob that body of three-fourths

of its choicest plum and much of its excite-

ment. It will leave small room for "dickers"

and "deals" and "pledges" and cheese-paring

and political peanutishness generally, and that

is not what the average Assemblyman de-

sires.

The protechnical and clever lawyers who

seek office because the anti-election cam-

paigns afford rich opportunities for self-ag-

grandizement and advertisement, will be

robbed of half his spoils, while the drones

who attend the meetings of the Assembly

mainly for the excitement the caucus and

election offers, will not be so anxious to oc-

cupy his seat. The other affairs are dry and

prosy by comparison.

The election is the magnet of the Assembly,

and the play-politicians, the drones, who are

interested in little else—and they are more

numerous than is generally supposed—will

scarcely view the proposed amendment with

any marked degree of enthusiasm or favor.

On the other hand, its passage would leave

the Assembly more time for actual work, and

the privilege of voting be likely to more

keenly interest the general membership in the

affairs of the organization.

The proposer of the amendment, Geo. L.

Cooke, of Rhode Island, is the very man of

whom such a suggestion might be expected.

He is a quiet, thoughtful, tactful, experi-

enced worker, devoid of ostentation and dis-

play. He cares nothing for self-aggrandize-

ment or intrigue. If he did, he would never

have advanced the amendment. He is fair,

honest, open and aboveboard, and strives only

for the advancement of the organization to the

total exclusion of self. He has few counter-

parts in the Assembly, and if the choice of offi-

cers was a matter of merit and men, and not

of barter and delivery of votes, Geo. L. Cooke

would long ago have been president of the

League of American Wheelmen.

As it is, his State is too small and Mr.

Cooke himself is too modest to permit hope

that such a desirable consummation will

ever be brought about. If he had a press

bureau things might be different.

WHAT IS WANTED.

'P'
HE deadly dullness of inert early Janu-

* ary is visibly disturbed by talk about

the Board of Trade. It is well. Ex-President

Coleman deserves the thanks of the cycle

trade community for providing it with so

toothsome a theme at a time when there

simply was nothing else to talk about. The

scheme interests the trade. There is thought,

and gossip and letter-writing without end. It

is as a breeze blown on a hot pond. The in-

tellectual ripple permeates in picturesque

fashion from Warren street to the Lake

Front. The talk of reorganization is a dis-

tinct advantage to the Board. It will

strengthen it.

The Wheel strongly endorses a plan of re-

organization, but distinctly flouts the idea

that the Board has "outlived its usefulness"

—that it is "dead"—that there is no work for

it to do. It is true, as one maker puts it,

that the cycle trade has been hysterical and

nervous, and that it is now in a period of

nervotis reaction, when weak men will die,

and only strong men will work out. But this

charge of nervousness, although justly ap-

plied to the cycle trade, should not carry

within it any intimation of weakness, or bad-

ness, or rottenness, peculiar to the cycle

trade. There is weakness in tall children;

there is low quality in weedy growths. The

mushroom is spongy, and some forms of it

are poisonous. All rapid growths, no matter

whether material or mental, civic, commer-

cial, religious or what-not, are marked with

hystericism and extremism—hence, the non-

balance of genius.

The bicycle business has been a more or

less delightful trade, honeyconihed with ru-

niance, hope, and, in many o iscs, i)roiiiu'(i\o

of profit. How many capitalists ;iih1 iiucn-

tors have made dream-fortunes out of it! it

has been a business to ct)njure with, a big-

margined, sociable business. Had cycling,

that is the cycle trade l)ecn initiated in I82II,

it would not have cliina.xed for fifty years.

But these are days of devastating change and

haste. Tiie vitality is (|nickly cruslu'd out ol

things. Tliis is due to the remarkable eleotric

changes of the day, due to the marvelous ad

vance in average brain-power. The ordinary

mind of the present day has extraordinary

grasping and assimilative power; the extra-

ordinary minds of the present day are world-

wide and all-inclusive in knowledge and in-

tuition and, in action, swifter than the light-

ning stroke. Who doubts that a Rockefeller,

a Rhodes, or any of the great Captain-Gen-

erals of the world of exchange and barter do

more thinking, and deciding, and get on more

action in a month than the great War-Cap-

tains, heroes, sea-deep thinkers and great

actors of past ages expended in a decade?

Therefore, let us not hold the bicj'cle trade up

too harshly. It has simply gone through that

period of growth and evolution of which we
have spoken.

And so, taking up the Board of Trade sub-

ject, let there be much broad and hesitating

thought put to it. The Board of Trade,

though only four years in age, sadly needs

reorganization. That it is useless is a narrow

and unjustifiable view. It has accomplished

much in the past. It is not true that there is

no work for the Board now at hand; it is

certain that the future will bring additional

work. There is a broad purpose at the base

of all organizations, a real and vital principle

which transcen.ds individual interests. No
organization of trade men has ever cold-

bloodedly disbanded because of there being

nothing to do. Many such bodies have cer-

tainly dropped into a condition bordering on

the comatose; but they have retained some-

thing of the original integrity and enthusiasm

on which such organizations are reared; and,

very often—so we gather from history—

a

moribund and innocuous organization has

become a powerful factor and means of good
and self-salvage because of changed condi-

tions. The soldier throws not down his arms

after the battle. He simply gets into decent,

peaceful, fighting order, and is in all the bet-

ter shape because of the temporary cessation

of action.

It is a regrettable fact, but an unavoidable

one, that the history of the Board has been

marred by faction and by clique, that its

work has been hindered because of conllicting

interests. Many questions which have come
before the Board, and some of its policies and

practices have been atTocted and sidetracked,

because, owing to personal and scltisli. but

nnaxoidalilc conditions. :i free and fair con-

clusion was not arri\od at.

The cardinal principle of reori^ani/.ation is

all ii,i;lit
;

lull to disband is to he injudicious,

to disintegrate is to be weak. What is wanted

is a strong, central body, compounded of the

entire trade, an organization to advance in a

broad way the general cycling trade interests

—legislation, transportation, taxation, copy-

right, foreign discrimination, credits—all of

th.it, and, over and aliovo such specific tilings

are the opportunities afVorded by those trade
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organizations for the holding; of conventions,

semi-social and semi-business, the full value

of which is not to he measured or written of.

The Board should reorganize with fewer di-

rectors, say five, or seven or nine, with no

trade-outsiders, or politicians or henchmen

on the directorate. Membership should con-

sist of members of "parent" concerns, and

each concern should have one membership

and one vote, and no more; and the directors

should represent the bicycle, the tire, the rim,

and, in fact, the five or seven or nine most

important divisions or families of the cycle

trade. Then, if the members of each separate

family or branch desire to form sub-organi-

zations, let them do so; but only through

membership in the central body.

A feasible working plan of that character

can be readily brought about by any clear-

headed body of men, so that the interests of

the common body will be conserved, wliilc

none of the interests of any of the members,

or any of the sub-organizations will conflict.

This, to The Wheel, seems to be the feasi-

ble way of perpetuating a Cycle Board of

Trade—a strong Board of Trade. Let there

be less of stock-holdage, less of politics, and

more of hope and confidence in the future

management of the organization.

WEIGHTS AND MEASURES.

A N'OTHER attempt is to be made at

^^ this session of Congress to adopt

the metric system for the United States. At

the last session a bill was introduced in the

House of Representatives with this purpose in

view, but it failed to receive favorable con-

sideration.

In Germany, Italy, Spain, France, Austria.

Hungary, Portugal, Belgium, Switzerland,

Norway and Sweden, Servia, Peru, and Vene-

zuela the metric system is by law obligatory;

in Great Britain and Ireland, in Turkey and

the United States it is permissive, while Den-

mark. Japan, .ind Russia are non-metric.

The latest advices indicate that Great Brit-

ain is in a fair way to adopt the system, for

it has been ffuuid that in some of the coun-

tries where the metric system is compulsory

Kngland has lost many contracts, for the rea-

son that the transference of figures from one

%y»tcm to anoil>'r li.. frequently resulted in

inaccuracy.

That the Maine tiling is true of American

foreign trade no one can doubt. The part of

the one wise juror against the eleven fool-

ish onc^ i« that now being essayed by this

country, and the <|uicker it is abandoned the

better it will be for all roncrmcd.

LOVES NEW VEHICLE.

EDMUND SPENSER wrote a whole

canto on what he termed "Mutabilitic,"

and all succeeding poeta and philosophers

have not l>i.cn slow to notice how readily the

life of a man is affected by the potent factor

of change.

But few years ago men and maidens on

holiday excursions intent resorted to the con-

ventional and, indeed, not displeasing mode

of travel, the locomotion afforded by the

horse, the accommodation afforded by the

carriage.

Then hill and dale resounded to busy hoofs

and laughing voices. But this manner has

had its passing, and is supplante<l by a more

rapid, noiseless and loveable steed, which to-

day stands pre-eminently among vehicles.

Now, indeed, the wheel hath its sway with

old and young alike—a sway that is destined

to control centuries of exercise and recrea-

tion.

AMERICA'S EXPORTS.

\\ HULK a cause for pride and congratu-

' " lation, the report of the Treasury De-

partment showing that during the fiscal year

America's exports of bicycles bounded from

two million to seven million dollars does not

represent wholly uiinii.xed joy.

This infant seeking after foreign favor

as it grew, sapped much of the vitality of

more tiian one who engaged in it. The mad

rush to Europe has chastened many spirits

and lost many dollars, but the lesson was

valuable aii<l will be taken to heart.

This year's report of exjiorts will almost

certainly show a substantial decrease, but it

will stand for a great deal more. The total

may be less, but it will mean more real profit

to the exporters. The business will be con-

ducted with sanity, which is as it should be.

TO HIS HONOR.

As additional facts of the Overman Wheel

Co.'s temporary embarrassment come

to light, the more do they reflect honor on

President Albert H. Overman.

That his linn stand for the highest standard

of quality, regardless of cost, contributed to

the trouble, is admitted, but that he placed at

the disposal of his creditors every dollar's

worth of property possessed by Mrs. Over-

man and himself has just become known.

In these times when one's wife and family

are so generally found to be the heaviest

creditors when business troubles come, Mr.

Overman's action stands out in bold relief and

must raise him still higher in the estimation

of the commercial world.

The idea of Mr. Potter frantically call-

ing on the Pennsylvanians or any one

rise to respect their pledges I Why, if all

the States in the National Assembly with

whom he has not in some manner, at some

lime, broken f.iith and violated pledges were

ranged against him, there would not be

enough left of the "Potter coliynn" to hold

iq) a paper wafer. It is to the Quakers' credit

that they are not going about the matter in

the eleventh or twelfth hour fashion peculiar

to the New York candidate.

Every dog will have his day, and the day

of the scorcher, whether he be on a bicycle or

in a buggy, is waning. He must go, as gar-

bage, and elevated railroad oil, and sundry

other dangerous nuisances must go—in the

interest of public life and health. This is not

the first time that we have advanced this pro-

position. It may not be the last time. But

until his disappearance is assured and his re-

appearance rendered impossible, we shall

stand committed to the absolute vindication of

any city ordinance covering the case.

Won't some one please send Mr. Albert

Mott, of Baltimore, a bag of sand and a seid-

litz powder? Unless the daily papers wrong

him cruelly he needs both, the poor man

being 'haunted by the fear that in meting out

punishment he may have done injustice to

some innocent man." Nice, sweet, spooky

sort of an individual to judge the racing af-

fairs of this great country 1

It is odd how TiiK Wheel's suggestion

—

made several years since—of two National

meets, one East, one West, persists in crop-

ping up. It's hard to keep a good thing

down, but good as it is, it will hardly prevail,

and, as usual, but a corporal's guard of East-

erners will attend the League meet when held

in the West, and vice versa.

Whenever, in the course of their cycling

experience, people are undergoing a trial of

adversity, they always feel as if they ought

to have a change of venue.

Imaginary evils that they read about in

cycling affect most riders more than the real

ones that afflict their immediate neighbor-

hoods.

What cycling is worth doing at all is worth

doing well; but many things therein are done

well which were not worth doing at all.

Some alleged amateurs would be out of a

job if they were known by the company that

keeps them.

Too many women imagine their proper

sphere in cycling ronsjms in talking about it.

The more help you give some riders the

more they want to borrow.

Cheap bicycles, like false teeth, depend upon

their enamel to sell them.

The rough road is often the shortest one.

Modern misery prefers a tandem.
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CHANGES PROPOSED.

I/eagtie Improvers Give Notice of What
Changes They Will Ask for at

St. I/Ottls.

With the last issue of the official organ ex-

pired the limit of time necessary for the filing

of proposed amendments to the L. A. W.
constitution.

A deal of grain was poured into the hopper

during the closing hours. It will be ground

by the National Assembly mill at St. Louis in

February, and out of it some grist will come.

Chief Consul George L. Cooke, of Rhode
Island, one of the quietest but best workers

and most thoughtful men in the League, bears

away the honors.

He boldly tackles three of the biggest

and most vital questions. He would take the

national election out of politics and have it de-

cided by popular vote; he would permit local

option in the matter of Sunday racing and ad-

mission of negroes to membership, and he

would provide for two national meets each

year—one East, one West.

Mr. Cooke proposes that

"The officers of the League shall be a pres-

ident, first and second vice-presidents, treas-

urer and secretary. The president and first

and second vice-presidents shall hold office

for two years, and shall be elected by mail

vote of the members in the divisions between

October 15th and November 15th in alternate

years, beginning in the year 1898. The treas-

urer shall hold office for one year, and shall

be elected by the National Assembly at the

annual meeting. The secretary shall be

elected by the National Assembly, and shall

hold office as long as he shall render satisfac-

tory service, but the National Assembly may
by a two-thirds vote of the members and

proxies present at any meeting declare the

office of secretary vacant and hold an election

for his successor, one month's notice of the in-

tended declaration of a vacancy having been

given; provided, however, that nothing in this

section shall be construed as affecting the ten-

ure of office of the present officers of the

League, but each shall hold office for the term

for which he was elected."

Nominations would be made by any Di-

vision Board of ten or more mem.bers of one

candidate for each of the elective offices. In-

dependent nominations could also be made by

twenty-five members of Division Boards, but

all nominations would be required to be filed

before September 15th. No nominee would

be allowed to appear on the official ballot un-

less nominated by at least seven Division

Boards of 100 members thereof. The election

would be conducted by the Executive Com-
mittee.

In his second proposition Mr. Cooke stipu-

lates that there shall be at least one

annual meet, but provides that the Exe-

cutive Committee may divide the coun-

try into two or more sections, in which

case there may be one annual meet

for each section. If there be no contest

for the award of the meet, he proposes that

the Executive Committee be empowered to act

in the matter. But when a contest for this

fixture is made the decision must be by a mail

vote of the members of the National Assem-

bly.

The Rhode Islander's "local option amend-

ment" provides that "Any wheelman of good

character, 18 years of age, or over, shall be

eligible to membership in the League if in-

dorsed by two League members or three other

reputable citizens; provided, however, that any
division may incorporate in its constitution a

requirement, to be filed upon its adoption with

the secretary of the League, whereby no per-

son shall be eligible to membership in such

divisions unless an amateur wheelman, or a

white wheelman, or an amateur white wheel-

man; and in this case no person, whether a

member of the League or not, shall be entitled

to become a member of such division, unless

eligible according to such requirement of that

division, but miay, irrespective of his residence,

join another division to which he is eligible,

or, if a member, retain his membership in the

division to which he last belonged."

W. D. Kempton (Ohio) offers an amend-
ment doing away with the fee for a League
club.

Fred Gerlach (Illinois) presents again his

amendment striking out the word "amateur"
in the requirements for membership.

John F. Clark (New York) presents an

amendment establishing a cadet corps.

Owen Lawson (Kentucky) wants all racing

men to be members of the L. A. W., as pro-

vided in his amendment: "No person shall be

eligible to entry in any race unless he is a

member of or an applicant for membership in

the L. A. W."
Conway W. Sams (Maryland) introduces an

amendment forbidding the Racing Board to

sanction six-day races.

G. D. Locke (Illinois) thinks the members
of the Racing Board should be paid for their

hard work. He therefore proposes that the

chairman be paid a salary of $2,500, and that

the amount of remuneration for the members
of the Board be fixed by the National As-

sembly.

MONEY TALKS.

ENDED AT LAST.

Possibly one of the queerest cycling contests

which has ever occurred was settled last week.

In May, 1896, W. F. Pendleton, of the New-

York Athletic Club, oft'ered a cup to the club

member who would ride outdoors five miles

each day for the greatest number of consecu-

tive days. About thirty members of the club

enrolled for the contest, but the number grad-

ually dwindled down to three men, C. K.

Alley, F. A. Myrick and Edwin Weinacht.

They kept at their task "through rain or shine,

hail or snow and every sort of weather," and

when the slippery cable slot offered the only

means of riding. When it seemed that only

sickness or death would terminate the coni-

Ijetition, Mr. Pendleton offered eacli man a

cup if he would stop, but the contestants re-

fused. Eventually Mr. Pendleton got the

three to meet him at a dinner at Travcrs

Island, and at that dinner it was agreed to

abandon the contest, each of the riders receiv-

ing a cup.

SOME ANTI-RING TALK.

The New York "Evening TolcKr:im" has

thrown open its columns to a discussion of the

L. A. W., and for the first lime the wee small

voices of the membership at largo have been

licard. It has resulted in tlie recording of

much unexpected criticism of Messrs. Potior

and Mott, and some charniingiy original ideas

of what Iho organization should do; for in-

stance, (jnite a few people arc of the opinion

tliat tlio League should spend its income in

the actual construction of good roads!

And in Its Talking- It Says Much More for

Elliott than for His Detract-

ors.

Early last year Sterling Elliott, the publisher

of the official organ, made the L. A. W. a

present of $7,000. He was not asked nor
called upon to do so, and it was simply his in-

herent fairness and honesty in interpreting his

own contract that prompted the deed.

Did he have a string of newspaper men on
his staff he would have been glorified for his

generous action. As it was, he was given

small thanks by the jealous politicians of the

Assembly.

During the twelve months just past, Mr.
Elliott has presented to the League no fewer

than 22,000 new members. At $2 each this

means a gift of $44,000.

Of course, his "good friends" who made
little of Elliott's action last season will combat
this view of the present matter and tell you
that it was done for a selfish purpose and that

lie deserves no credit for it. He himself is

claiming none, but the fact remains neverthe-

less. It was his offer of several thousand

dollars' worth of merchandise as prizes for

those who turned in the greatest number of

members that brought about the increase of

22,000, and none can deny it. The competi-

tion ended with the year and shows how much
is Pennsylvania's and the League's growth
due to Mr. Elliott's offer. Philadelphia se-

cures the first four prizes, consisting of two
upright pianos and two billiard tables. The
sixth prize, consisting of a parlor organ, was
won in Pennsylvania, the Keystone Bicycle

Club of Pittsburg securing it, and losing fifth

place by a very narrow margin to M. R.

Thompson, of Indianapolis.

CHICAGO HAS A SCANDAL.

Chicago, Jan. 10.—The first century of the

new year has resolved itself into a scandal, or,

rather, it will have done so before the matter

is settled. Up to date there are not fewer than

three men who lay claim to having been the

first to cover the Chicago-Libertyille-Wauke-

gan-Chicago course. It is charged that some
of the riders who claimed to have covered the

course in remarkable time not only did not

ride the full 100 miles, but even stopped off

and enjoyed themselves by playing pool. The
case is being investigated, and as a result the

officials of the American Road Cycling Asso-

ciation have their hands full.

THEY WILL MEET AND TALK IT OVER.

Simcoc, Canada, Jan. 8.—.V mooting lias

boon arranged between President Potter, of

the L. A. W., and Secretary Donly and E. B.

Rycknian, of the Canadian Wheolmen's Asso-

ciation, to discuss matters of concern to both

organizations, but no date has been set for the

mooting as yet. The (lucstion of customs and

free entrance into the United States of C. W.
A. members, such as was accorded L. A. W.
members into Canada, and the International

Cyclists' Union cluimpionships in 1899, will be

oarofully gone into.

FOR NEXT YEAR.

The Connecticut Division will invite tlic

L. A. W. National .Assembly to hold its '99

session in Hartford.
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VALUE AND PRICE.

The Height of One and the Lowness

of the Other Still Crawford's

culm.

Wlulc their advance catalogue in brief iash-

ion has made known the structural details of

the 'W Crawfords, the regular edition, which

is now in the mails, is not lacking in interest.

It is a high-class publication, illuminated

with speaking interior views oi the Crawford

factory, at Hagerstown, and the pix>cesses em-

ployed, in addition, of course, to half-tones

of the bicycles and parts thereof.

As the catalogue itself states, it is in several

respects the most interesting uescription of

its wheel that the company has issued, and

to quote again, "the Crawford remains as it

always has been, and always will be, the ideal

wheel of genuine value at a low price. It

was offered at what it could be made for in

large quantities, and there has never been a

year when it has not been in larger and in-

creased demand over the preceding year.

"It is probable that no concern has more

closely studied the possibilities of variation

in different details of construction than the

Crawford .\llg. Co. To the rider of the wheel

it may not always be known how infinite the

opportunity of modification is. nor how plau.si-

ble are the reasons that can be offered for any

one of them. It is the truth, however, that

the success of the bicycle manufacturer lies

rather in the changes he rejects than in those

he adopts. Thus, in the Crawford wheels

for IKW, the methods of construction that are

approved by long years of use are still ad-

hered to. In other words, the wheel is a strict

evolution alongtheold and well-approved lines

of improvement, and not a radical effort to

get something new at the expense of the pur-

chaser, and for the apparent sole pur])osc of

maintaining an artificial and obsolete scale of

prices, which have no warrant but the plea

of novelty for the article. The purcha.scr of

the Crawf(jrd wheel is not invited to experi-

ment with an unproved innovation, at his own

expense, for the benefit of the manufactur-

er*.

"As makers of high-grade •'i" bicycles, the

Crawford Mfg. Co. can justly claim the dis-

tinction of being the pioneers • • • but

it may here be stated that the Crawford Co.

ha.s always aimed rather at an all-around

equality of merit than at an evanescent suc-

cess based upon some odd feature or some

.singularity of appearance. It is easy to make
I ircak wheel, which will atttract notice and

' him: talk, but it is still one of the furthest

il skill to turn out a well-

, ".turdy m.ichine, which
{',.

1 iqion under all condi-

II If."

l!i ::.• 'M Crawford the chief points of

< li.ini;<- -irc m thr

( r.ink '.'ixle, a n>

mcnt of fr.'

left cranks

ing>, the

crank, the -.

'fi of a new two-piece

ct and an improvc-

!*. The right and
fwo -iep.-ir.Tfe forg-

right

ct, and
the longer |>onion of the ihnfi, which is

solid and hexagonal. The otlirr piece com-
prites the left crank and the i< i end of the

shaft. " ' •,••
^f

the sat ,f

the shaft, and the walls have three iongitudi-

iial slots, allowing a slight change of shape.

This part thus forms a sleeve into which the

solid end is inserted, making a sliding fit.

The clamping of the two parts is accomplished

l>y running a nut over the hollow part of the

sliait, the outside surface of which is slightly

tapered, and is threaded. The nut is per-

manently retained in the hanger and manipu-

lated through a slot, which is covered when
not in use, making it impossible for dust to

accumulate. Adjustment of the bearings is

accomplished by means of a screw which con-

nects the two pieces of the shaft. The lock-

ing device is the same clamping nut which

makes the shaft rigid.

The adjustment of the pedal—the Craw-
lord's own—is new. and is similar to that cm-
ployed on the crank-hanger. The outside

dust-cap is threaded, and by means of the cap

the adjustment is made. A small, tapered

locking-screw holds the cap in place, and
the method is effectual and simple.

Direct tangent spokes, a hollow-arch fork-

crown, a ball-bearing brake and equipment
with such as Hartford and M. & W. tires,

Plymouth rims, and Garford saddles, attest

the value and appearance of the Crawfords.

of which The Wheel is in position to know
an almost staggering: number were sold dur-

ing 1697.

HE WAS ALLOWED TO BUY.

It was a rainy day and the party had ad-

journed from the neighboring boarding stable

to the more cheerful cafe. Mutual horse ad-

miration was conducive to mutual dislike of

the bicycle, so the natural number of hard
luck stories followed.

"Now, you have all finished your stories

about the bicycle's inroad upon your business,

but if you want to see a real victim of the bi-

cycle, I am the man, and I will bet any num-
ber of bottles of wine that you will all say so

when you hear my end of it," was the remark
made by a dapper little man who was quietly

sitting at the adjoining table.

"Well, we are not betting," somebody re-

marked, "but if your story is the best we will

permit you to buy us a bottle or two."

"Well, I'll stop you with my first sentence.

I have been the agent for a favi rite brand of

chamiiagnc for several years. My business

has been principally with the roadhouses and
country hotels. I have got to retire. Who
ever heard of anybody going out to have a

good time and to paint tilings red on a bi-

cycle? No bicycle rider cares about putting

his share of ten or twelve bottles of cham-
pagne under his jersey and attempting to ride

home with it on a wheel. Now, the cham-
pagne business is a dead issue, so far as the

roadhouses are concerned, but I think I can

make a fortune in contracting with some of

the dairies up the State for unlimited quanti-

ties of buttermilk and establishing places

along the roads fre(|iiented by cyclists for its

.sale at 3 cents a glass. There would be far

more money in it than trying to sell cham-
pagne in these cycling times at ^.hO a bottle."

The wine agent was permitted to buy a

bottle, although he requested everybody pres-

ent not to .say anything about his scheme for

furni<«hinR buttermilk to cyclists.

NEW VICTOR LINE.

WATCH THIS KINO.

When you find a man who agrees with what
you say regarding cycling, watch out. lie

will sell you a gold brick before you know it.

In It Are Sereral Distinct Departures from

the Hitherto Unaltered Overman
Policy.

The Victor catalogue is out. It is interest-

ing, as usual; in fact, a bit more interesting

than usual, since it shows that the Overman
Wheel Co. has hewn closer to the line of pop-

ular favor or fancy than ever before.

While the world knows that the bicycle

does not exist in which more effort and money
is put than the Victor, the makers have al-

ways held last to certain ideas and curves of

their own. which gave the wheel an individual-

ity and appearance all its own. The '118 cata-

logue shows that some of these ideas have

given way, as stated, to the popular trend, and,

as a result, there appears for the first time a

Victor, Model SH, with the frame lines quite

like those of other bicycles, including off-

set rear forks and curved back-stays. It is

noted, however, that the Overman people have

wisely not adopted the exaggerated drop of

crank-hanger, so general in '98 models. This

wheel and the Victor road racer list at $100.

The same remarks apply to the Victoria.

While the single-tube drop frame is still re-

tained in Model 37. in Model 34, the Overman
Co. has brought out practically a new ladies'

wheel of the popular double-frame type. These

two wheels also list at |1U0, and the tandeni!)

at $1-25.

There are likewise men's and women's Vic-

tors on the same popular lines at $75.

The Victor straight-line sprocket, already

described at length in The Wiieei., and new
disk-adjusting bearings are the newest me-

chanical features.

The chapter on chainless bicycles appears

on the last page but one of the catalogue.

It has already been published in The Wheel,
and in substance recites that while they do
not believe in that form of bicycle, the Over-

man people will bring one out later in the sea^

son at a price of $125. No details are given.

The lines of the $^i" Victors are identical

with those of the higher-priced models, but all

frame connections are made of sheet metal,

except the saddle-post connection, which is a

forgiug, and the straight-line sprocket is not

employed. The marketing of these wheels i>»

termed "a new departure." and is thus re

ferred to:

"The great demand for second-hand and

back-number Victors during the past two
or three years has proved to us that

there is a large class of riders, who
want a bicycle that will stand up, run

easy, and give long service, but who
are not willing to invest $l(Hl in it. With
the purpose of meeting this demand, our me-

chanics have been carrying on a long series ol

experiments, both in the factory and <in the

road. The result is our 'UK Victor, Model .'W,

and Victoria, Model 36. Price, ^M>. Our aim
has been to build the best bicycle that can pos-

sibly be made and sold at that figure. Buyers

of medium-priced bicycles insist upon having

a stanch, well-made machine that will give

Listing service. This new bicycle is not a

cheap machine made up of parts hastily

thrown together, but it is built in the Victor

factory by the same mechanics that build the
linn Itiryclc. ( )ur confidence in its merits is

shown by the fact that we have admitted it

into the Vict«(r family under the special rlesig-

nation of 'Model 36 and 'Model 36.'

"
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LOW-DOWN PRieES
High Quality and First-Class Equipment

combined in the 1898

Gendron Line
It is a Fact

that Gendron and

Reliance Bicycles

for the past three

years have been
money makers for

agents. That was
because the wheels

and prices were

right.

The last six weeks

have proven that

our i8g8 wheels and
prices are also

right.

Come and share

success with us.
«^

Our 1898 Catalogue now ready.

Write for it.

GENDRON WHEEL CO., Toledo, Ohio.
Kindly mention The Wheel.
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GOOD BICYCLES AND BAD.

Tlu- tremendous influx of poorly con-

structed cycles in response to the cry for

cheapness, and the unduly large proportion of

t>reakagcs resulting from their use, has dis-

tracted attention from what should be one

of the prime requisites of a thoroughly satis-

factory mount. In the present state of per-

fection to which the art has been brought, it

is not requirii>g too much to insist on an al-

most absolute freedom from breakages of all

kinds. If we take a roadster machine, weigh-

ing, say. twenty-five or twenty-six pounds,

littcd with brake, good-sized tires, comfort-

able saddle and other rational e<iuipment, wc
have a right to say to the maker that as we
have not limited him in the matter of weight,

and there is now absolutely no part of the

machine that is in any way experimental, we
should receive assurance that no part shall

fail to perform the duty required of it, normal

conditions and reasonable care in riding be-

ing promised on our side. We do not mean
that in an output of thousands of machines no

break should occur, because that would be

expecting the impossible; but if something

\ery near this is not attained there is a screw

loose somewhere.

If wc take, say 50(1 machines that are sold

in a certain territory, and make an exhaustive

study of the happenings for a season, ani|)le

data would be obtained upon which to decide

whether the cycle in question was a thorough-

ly satisfactory one. Fiegimiing with the most
important part of the machine (as far as the

purpusi-s under disi-ussion are concerned),

and tlif line that should give the least trouble

if properly constructed—the frame— it is

within bounds to say that if more tlwn one or

two frame breakages are recorded, a bad

mark must be placed against the maker,

breakages resulting from accidents, foul rid-

ing and similar causes not being considered.

The most f)rolific causes of frame trouble

arc the use of tubing of such a light gauge that

it is necessary to strengthen it with re-eii-

forcenicnt after rc-enforccmcnt, opening the

door to all sorts of chances of wrong-doing,

the use of connections of insuflicient

strength and lack of care in brazing and

thoroughness in inspecting. I'"verything of

this nature should be eliminated. The same
remarks apply to forks, which should neither

break nor bend without sufTicient cause, and
it is better to build them absurdly strong than

to fake any risk, especially as the diflfcrencc

in weight between the strongest and the

weakest in very small. As a frame or fork

l>rcakagc may endanger life, they should be

y<i rare as to be almost unknown, and this

> ;in be accomplished without any addition of

weight.

If we turn to the less serious, but quite as

annoying mishaps—breakage of handle-bars,

cranks, ch.iins and rims—the same watchful-

ness should be taken to sec that they arc re-

duced to a minimum. First class drop-forge

makers can turn out cranks that will not

break—or »o rarely that the proportion is in-

finitesimal. Of course, if special designs arc

given them, the cycle manufacturer must sec

that there is sufTicimt mrtal there, and that

it is prop<>rly distributed. Good chains, of

suflicicnl width, will not break if the sprocket-

wheel teeth arc cut to fit them; and the re-

liability of handle-bars depends entirely upon
the *ize, gauge and quality of the tubing em-

ployed, with the addition of proper care in

the preparatitm of the bar. In the matter of

rims, the cycle maker has less responsibility;

there arc good rims and bad; cheap rims and

dear; and the i)roportion that go wrong, even

of the best makes, must necessarily be greater

than with the other parts discussed. Still,

even there, if more than a dozen or so rims

should break in the 500 machines, there is

something wrong, and an investigation

should be made.

The small parts—cups and cones, axles,

bolts and nuts, etc.—are not likely to give

much trouble if the other parts of the machine

are up to the standard outlined above.

Spokes should not break. This is rather a

sweeping assertion in view of the large num-
ber of spokes that do break, and of the efforts

to supplant the regulation hub-flange with

something that will not break spokes.

Yet we speak by the book when we say that

a combination of the best spoke and rim ob-

tainable (a spoke of seventeen-gaugc blade

and fifteen-gauge butt, for instance), with

pro|)er drilling of spoke-holes and expert as-

sembling of the wheel, will absolutely do

away with broken spokes. Furthermore, it

will obviate the necessity of frequent truing

of the wheel, so noticeable where cheap rims

are used.

There are a number of makers in this coun-

try whost machines would emerge triumph-

ant from such a series of tests as has been

outlined. A number of others (many of whom
are considered to turn out good work) would
ridicule the idea of submitting their machines

to such a test, knowing full well that they

would fail to meet it. The cycles built for

the cheap trade go to people who know noth-

ing about them, and they naturally suppose

that other riders have the same trouble as

themselves. In this belief the impression is

deepened by the sight of mishaps that befall

|)resumably high-grade machines, while they

know nothing of other riders who do not

know what trouble is. If the lines could be

more tightly drawn between the good wheels

.ind the bad, the standard of comparison be-

ing the proportion of breakages, it would be

better for the entire trade, as riders would

learn to know a m.ichine that was worth a

good price from one that was not.

Merri.

PKESU evBRV HOUR.

Scene in a police court in 1905.

"What was this man arrested for, oflicer?"

'()btaining money under false pretenses,

your Ilon»»r. He sold a 10 o'clock model of

a bicycle to a man, making him believe that

it was a 2 o'clock model, your Honor, and

when the customer discovered that he had

been buncoed with a back number, he fell

dead with mortification."

"Ten years behind the bargain counter!"

TUB DIFFERENCE WILL BE GREAT.

Your confiding British investor during tha

year passed put $10,000,000 in cycle stock com-
panies. How much less the confiding investor

will ever get back therefrom will be one of the

interesting stories to be told at the end of tliis

year.

When the safety of cycling is under con-

sideration, confidence is preferable to clever-

neii in riding.

ABOUT PACING MACHINES.

If the experience of the paced races, which
liJive become so popular during the last few

months, proves anything, it has demonstrated

the value of small multicycles over large ones

for short tracks—particularly three-lap and
under. On indoor tracks, and others less than

one-third mile, it is much more difficult to

negotiate the sharp turns at high speeds on
machines larger than tandems or triplets. On
larger tracks, where pacing teams hold the

pace for a number of laps, the larger machines

can maintain a higher uniform rate of speed

owing to the increased driving power from the

larger number of men; but for sharp work,

where teams arc changed on each lap, and

where the "jockeying" of each of the teams

becomes of value in seizing and maintaining

advantageous positions, tandems and triplets

jiroduce the best results.

This has never been more clearly demon-
strated than in Michael's recent races. Time
and time again his tandem and triplet teams

would carry him ahead of his competitor, with

sharp bursts of speed that opened yards be-

tween the two men before the heavier and

larger machines could get fairly under way.

On lap work, on the small tracks, each suc-

cessive tandem or triplet would draw rapidly

away from the quads, ([uints or sexes, gain-

ing thereby just so much additional ground

for Michael. The large multicycles do not

respond as quickly to short and sharp bursts

as the small machines, for very obvious rea-

sons; and it is a lesson that the other racing

nien do not seeiu to have learned as well as

Michael, although indications are not wanting

that they are awakening to the fact.

One other lesson of equal importance, is the

necessity for the maintetiance of regular pace-

making teams throughout the season by any

of the cracks who expect to pull off the valu-

able prizes now being offered as an incentive

for their work on the track. No small part

of Michael's success is due to the fact that he

has kept certain teams of pacemakers, who
have been thoroughly trained to his system

together, throughout the season. A slower

team, thoroughly trained and accustomed to

a rider's style of work, can accomplish more
than a team of faster men who only ride to-

gether at intervals, thereby lacking the ex-

perience and training which the others

possess. All of the managers of the fast riders

are realizing this, and arrangements are now
in progress for maintaining regular teams

throughout the coming riding season.

TRYING WIND SHIELDING.

How will windshields work on the road? is

a question which is boun<l to be answered be-

fore very long. It is hinted that a well-known

rider is thinking of making an onslaught on

road records behind windshields early in the

spring, and if so a lot of new figures should

result. Windshields on the road should be

even a greater aid to the record breaker than

on the track, as he is there more exposed to

the elements. Next to motor pacing, the

windshield will prove to be the greatest factor

in still further reducing records.

MUCH OUT OF LITTLE.

The less material some purchasers of bi-

cycles have to work with, the longer it seems
to take them to make up their minds.
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fPALMER TIRESi
lit MARK ^HE HIGH GRADE WHEELm

The Mcllraths in Asia.

H* Darwin McIIrath, who, accompanied by his wife, is making a tour of

the world awheel for the Chicago Inter Ocean, writes us as follows

:

" Because I am dubbing along here in Asia, not piling up any records for

the fastest tire on earth, I don't want you to disremember that we use Palmer

Tires and appreciate new things. Send us a Palmer Jiffy and some of the

necessary dope. ... I have just abandoned four of your old tires at Karachi.

. . . They were put on in 1895 in America. Have only done 15,000 miles,

but were so badly worn that the threads hung out on the tread and sides like

fringe on a Class A man's trousers in January. You will certainly have to

buck up in the quality of your tire or we must quit you. One thing certain,

you must not expect the Chinese and Burmese to improve their roads (?) or

the railway companies in India to change their ballast from rock to asphalt.

At present writing we are still with you, however,

"Bushire, Persia, Oct. 10, 1897." r

Could any one doubt the durability of Palmer Tires after reading the^ fore-

going ? Would any other form of pneumatic stand such wear ? Can any

other tire manufacturer produce a record made under equal conditions, that

will equal the record of the tires ridden by the Mcllraths ? Certainly not*

THE PALMER PNEUMATIC TIRE GO.
CI-IICAGO

NEW YORK offices: 66-6© READE ST.
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MR. METZS IMPRESSIONS.

Chicago, Jan. 10.—President Mctz, of the

Waltham Co., who was in Chicago last week

on his way home from an extended trip

through the West, reported a bright outlook

(or the 18I>8 season. He stated that his com-

p.iny had been able to place agencies wherever

desired, and that the number of orders already

received were satisfactory.

Mr. Mctz was outspoken about cycle shows,

giving it as his opinion that the local show
is an absolute necessity in order to awaken
local interest. He did not, however, believe

in national shows, for the reason that an agent

would hold off ordering on the pretext of see-

ing the traveling man at the show. He
thought that it would be wise for the local

Board of Trade to hold a show in Chicago in

the spring, and .said his company would be too

willing to support it.

"The exclusive agent," said Mr. Metz, "is

rapidly becoming a thing of the past, and the

successful dealer in bicycles nowadays is the

one handling a side line, or one who has some
other business to carry him through the dull

season. There is, too, a decided absence of the

sidewalk agent, which pestered the trade a few

years ago."'

Mr. Mctz said the tendency was toward the

support of the $50 wheel for 1808.

PRESIDENT OVERMANS OFFER.

Springfield, Mass., Jan. 10. — President

Overnian, of the Overman Wheel Co., stated

to a Wheel man to-day that every penny's

worth of property owned by Mrs. Overman or

himself has been put into the list of the Over-

man Wheel Co.'s assets.

Said Mr. Overman, characteristically: "I

could never face the creditors of the Overman
Wheel Co. if I knew that one cent had been

withheld from the property heretofore owned
by Mrs. Overman or myself. It has all gone
into the Victor assets, and those assets shall

and will realize enough to discharge every

obligation of the Overman Wheel Co. and

leave a handsome surplus. The present crisis

is an unfortunate one, but the Victor name
and credit shall soon be once more un-

rluuded."

THAWED THEM OUT.

Chicago, J.iii. 1".—The riders of Chicago
have been blessed with most remarkable

weather for January, and as a result many
have gnisped the opportunity to ride to busi-

ne*5. wlnlc others have seen fit to reel ofl a

nnmbT «< Tnturics. Some of the riders

' icrflics" have unwrapped their

it were the first of April and
ihcr» have tought shops for needed re-

V« a result the repair men and tire

I .r had a little spell of spring trade

(>• niiK M they had not looked.

BLOCKED A BIG DEAL.

..f Ihr ^•- Tire

( <> . Ill ihi» city. »! iitly

••' )m

at-

eiit. re-

ceivn ihat

the deal would have been ' ted had
not a ditRruntlcd Uockhold.

;

cd the

water and obtained an injunction in ilirming-

hani rcMraining the «alr.

.

HILB IN SEVEN REVOLl'TIONS.

When it is said that this wheel is designed to

cover a mile in 7 1-3 revolutions and that its

inventor's name is Andrew Pappardakes, it

will be easier to arrive at a correct under-

standing of things. Pappardakes was born in

Greece, but now resides in New Haven, Conn.

At last account he had not found a Samson
sullicicntly strong to propel the wheel. The
nu-chanism consists of a set of four gears and

an auxiliary shaft suspended over the crank

axle. The auxiliary shaft is driven much faster

than the pedal a.xle moves. This shaft is at-

tached to a pinion which drives the chain

sprocket. The speed of the wheel can be regu-

lated by changing gears.

PHILADELPHIA'S SHOW.

Philadelphia's local cycle show was inau-

gurated on Saturday evening last and has since

attracted large crowds. It will close to-mor-

row night. There are some 50 odd exhibitors

who make a most creditable display. Quite

unexpectedly, the local representatives of some
eighteen National Board of Trade members
show the wheels made by tlie latter. The
Columbia, Cleveland, Sterling, Remington,

Waverley and Rambler arc among the

number.

•M Sil-

Made by Jos. L

( the Riiad.

11 Co., Brittol, Conn.

OROANIZBD AT AVER.

The Bay State Wood Rim Co. is the style

and title of a new corporation at Aver. Mass.

The company will nianufacture the Kecne non-

splittable rim, having olitained sole license for

the United States ami l-'.urope from the Bow-
manville Cycle Wood Rim Co., of Bowman-
ville, Canada. They have leased a factory at

Aycr, an<l organized with $.')fl,<i(Mi capital, the

officers being R. E. Marshall, president; U. C.

Parker, treasurer. Mr. Marshall gained his

experience with the "B<»ston Wood Rim Co.

WOULD CAUSE IT.

The hick which hnn put turd mc
0( lair hfta brrn lo dirr,

I fhlntr the whrri of Fortune
Mud have • punctured lire.

THIRTY DOLLARS FOR A LAMP.

Washington, D. C, Jan. 10.—The stealing

of bicycle sundries in this city seems to in-

crease at a much greater proportion than the

thefts of bicycles. In the latter case the aver-

age is about ten wheels a week. Tool-bags,

cyclometers, saddles, handle-bars and lamps

are all purloined whenever an opportunity pre-

sents itself. The matter of identification in a

majority of cases is so hard that the thieves are

very rarely captured and convicted. .\n

exception to the rule happened Saturday,

when a prisoner was heavily fined for the of-

fense of stealing a bicycle lamp. The theft

occurred the evening before. The lamp was

stolen from the wheel of Mr. Frederick A.

Kraft, an employee of the Marshal's Office,

and Charles Wicks, a 15-year-old colored boy,

was arrested for the crime. The lamp was

found in his possession and identified. In the

Police Court, before Judge Kimball, he

claimed that another boy had given him the

lamp to sell. The Court did not believe his

story. "When such people as you are about

bicycle lamps are not safe," said the judge.

"Jt is so infrequent that the robbers are ar-

rested and brought before me that I am going

to impose a heavy fine in your case, as a warn-

ing to other persons in your class. You can

pay a fine of $30 or go to jail for three

months." Later, upon the application of a

number of persons, the Court reduced the fine

to one-half the original sum, which amount
was paid by the boy's parents.

BOWM.\N COMES DOWN-TOWN.

The Bowman Bicycle Co. is the name of the

new.concern which succeeds E. A. Beckwith

at 300 Broadway, this city. W. H. Webster
is president and manager, and Sydney B.

Bowman, secretary and treasurer. They will

handle Clevelands and Featherstones in the

downtown districts. The two Bowman
stores up-town will, of course, be continued.

as well.

BISON BOBS UP.

Buffalo, N. Y.. Jan. 8.—The Bison bicycle

will not down. Out of the wreck of the Sey-

fang & Prentiss Co., which made the wheel,

has arisen the Bison Mfg. Co., which will per-

petuate the name. The new concern has just

been incorporated with a capital of |20,0l>0 and
these directors: George Seyfang, G. Harry
Gibbs, William Seyfang and George E. Buch-
heit. Buffalo.

LISSAS BICYCLE TRUNK.

Henry Li.ssa & Co.. of ol'o Broadway, New
York, have just placed on the market an es-

pecially light-weight bicycle trunk capable of

holding two wheels. It is strongly bound
with iron and has been built to meet the severe

re<|uiremenls of traveling salesmen.

MEADE WILL MANAGE.

Chicago, Jan. 10.—The Adams & Westlakc
Co. has determined to retain its retail store

(m Wabash avenue and will pLice in charge

thereof C. C. Meade, formerly with the Sterl-

ing Cycle Works. Mr. Meade is now on the

road with Adinke samples.

SILENCE IS GOLDEN.

When one slan<Is over the wreck of a once

fair to look upon $10.8.1 bicycle, the saddest

words are left unsaid.
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SELL.

i Sterling Bicycles

i

i

" Built Like a Vvatch
"

The biggest demand through the coming year will be

for Sterling Bicycles. Mark our words and see. The im-

proved '98 Sterling at the new and popular prices will insure

any dealer a handsome business.

Sterling Bicycles Models, $60, $75 ; Racers, $85 ; Tandems, $125 ; Chainless, $125.

WRITE QUICK FOR AGENCIES.

STERLING CYCLE WORKS,
Pacific Coast Agents:

A. C. NICHOLS & CO..
400 to 404 Battery Street,

San Francisco, Cal.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

274-276-278 Wabash Ave.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

^

i

f»»/rv *«^»/r*' ?tt/r* i?tf/i^ ?'tf/i*'?tf/?*'" /̂i^ yvt/T*" T^t/r** yvt/!* ?ii^/r^ ?^*^/r*" yvt/r^ '^y/t*' yvt/i^ '^t/r*' yvt/z*'

Dust Proof. Weight, 1 Ounce. Water Proof.

The Cyclometer That Revolutionized Cyclometers.

EXACT SIZE.

10,000 Miles and Repeat.

PRICE, $1.00.

- THE VEEOER. -

THE VEEDER MFG. CO., - HARTFORD, CONN.

Positive Mechanism. Absolutely Accurate.

•sMV -^in^e-d/W «!^CUr</9^ -*1/!XU' v!/XU' <i/4Al </4Ai -vlf^U -vLf^U. </AU> -sLf^U *iriM ^JkU, *}/*U, </*Uk
l\iiul]y incnlioii Tlir \\ IutI.
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\\H\ A.M> WHtKtKOkK

It must he admitted that the cost of findinR

a customer, under the ordinarj- cycle manufac-

turer's systent of doing l)usiness in tlie cycle

trade, is now out of all proportion to the price

ol a bicycle and to the margin realized on it.

as a rule. There are exceptions to this rule,

however, but they are few.

The only answer is: It cannot be helped.

The only reply to that is: Nevertheless, it

ought not to l>e so. And thus the matter is

dismissed.

The salesman packs his grip and his trunk

of samples, and goes; the big factory, with its

officers on big salaries, runs on; the discounts

continue; the bank rates on paper are not re-

duced; the branch ofhce expeviscs are kept up.

The stocks of wheels and raw material are not

reduced, nor are the hundred and one items of

expense lowered a penny.

When you come to inquire why must it cost

so much to put a bicycle, or some other article

of cycle merchandise, from the factory or

store, into the hands of the ultimate user,

there are a dozen reasons given, which only

go to illustrate the complex character of the

business methods and its wide departure from

primitive necessities.

The real point at issue is: Does the con-

sumer get the benefit?

.Are the articles sold cheaper after passing

through this circuitous course?

All these expenses are incurred in the name

of competition and for the sake of trade.

.Any e.xpcnse which does not |)i)int to or re-

.sult in cheapness is a loss.

It n)ust also be admitted tiic ratio of ex-

pen.ses in the wheel tracle is not declining.

If expenses of selling ol large concerns go

too high, it gives the smaller concerns in the

trade that can avoid them a better chance.

But there is practically only one channel in

which to sell bicycles and that is through sales-

men, dealers, jobbers and advertising. Those

who save these items of expense generally

ha\e no tratle to speak of. These agencies

benefit the rider by forcing competition, which

rcfluces the cost to him.

The limit «)f expenses which the large con-

cern can allow is the margin they name above

what the average small manufacturer can af-

ford to sell ff>r. For this reason, the cost of

finding customers is more likely to increase

than decline.

It has rracheil such a figure that a new out-

let of escape is being sought, viz.: dealing

with the department .stores and syndicate

concerns.

The pressure m this direction is so strong.

the cost of selling is so high and is threaten

-

ini7 to advance so much more, that manufac-

t'l' '

It hard to resist the rea<ly money
I'l

'

<it» of the department store buyers.

Many manufacturers feel the pressure so

much that (hey issue their catalogues broad-
cast in oriler to sell as much as possible thai

way. and save ihcnisrlvcs as much a* possible

of the es|H-n»rH inriilent to the regular busi-

u< U.

1 iiuriKtsr in advfrtinR to fhM nver-

diM ii'-^t d <(iicsti(in i»
'

,iit

the «;ui«e and the ..m|

buyers to buy and manufacturers to sell in

such a way as to gel from under the load of

expense incident to the Retting of iraile in the
ol'' ' ' "-fl way, hence the i„l

ill juitt now of the -I re

.n .1 tri'lc factor

FRASSES IMPROVED LATHE.

Manufacturers and repair men generally

will be interested in the improved Reliable

screw-cutting engine lathe which Peter A.

Frasse & Co., of !I4 Fulton street. New York,

have placed on the market. This lathe has

been specially built to suit the requirements

of bicycle work. It is back-braced and has

a screw feed for cutting threads from 3 to 64.

It is also provided with a friction feed for

turning plain surfaces, as well as an automatic

cross feed, both of which arc operated by a

most simple device. To throw in the friction

feed requires one-half a turn of the handle,

thereby connecting it with the worm, which

is operated by the spline in the screw. This

also operates the cross feed, which is con-

nected by simply throwing in a gear. This

arrangement is one of the most simple and
positive motions on the market.

The cross-feed screw is also j)rovided with

an index which reads to .(MH-inch, which is a

very valuable feature in cutting threads. The
tool-post is provided with a screw-adjustment.

r ..

for raising and lowering the tool, and takes

any size tool up to and including 8 x }.

The tool-carriage is provided with a set

screw, which clamps it to the bed firmly, so

that, when using the cross feed, one can ob-

tain positive accuracy in turning flat surfaces.

The Reliable also has two slop-screws, which
will be found very valuable when the opera-

l<»r desires tf> make several pieces the same
size, either in cutting threads or plain sur-

faces, using r)nc stop as a gauge and the other

to mani|)ulale the same, as on ordinary screw-

cutting lathes.

The screw of this lathe has what is known
as the Acme Thread, which is considered the

strongest in the market, being between the

old-style square thread and the V threail. hav-

ing a side bevel of 14°. This gives the ihreail

not only a (lat surface for the friction feed In

operate upon, but a V-bevel for the .screw to

clamp to, so that there can not be any lost

motion when cutting threads.

The swing is 10 inches over the ways and 7

inches over the carriage; 2S or .1(1 inches be

twccn centres, and has a three-speed cone,

which, with the aid of the back-gear, gives

<ix diflTcrent speeds, so thai with the heavy

Jly-whecl, 25 inches in diameter, anything

from wood to tool-steel can be turned without

any difficulty.

The spindle is of steel, and is ))rovided with

a l-inch hole through the same, and rests in

bronze boxes. The oil holes that feed the

siiindle are provided with nickel-plated oil

cups.

The firm takes pride in the way the right

and left-hand motion of tool-carriage is oper-

ated. Instead of the old way of undoing the

nut. after having found the wrench, or even

undoing a tlumib-screw, the operator by

simply moving a small handle frees the right

and left change gears so that they can be

operated in either direction or to a standstill

instantly and positively. This motion is an

entirely new feature.

The tail-stock is provided with a microm-

eter index, which will be appreciated when
boring holes to a depth that requires great

accuracy. It is also provided with sag-over

screws for turning tapers.

The bed is provided with four Vs. and is

V.\ inches long and 72 inches wide, very heavy,

and the two sides are connected by webs of

c.'ist-iron in several places, which makes it

very strong, and there is not the least give or

chatter when the operator is doing heavy

work. The steady rest is provided with a

hinge, so that the work can be lifted out with-

out disarranging the jaws, which is a very

valuable feature in turning several pieces

alike.

The gears, like the other parts of the lathe,

are very heavy and have a wide face. Two
wrenches, fitting all screws and nuts, are

provided with the lathe.

Foot-motion can be operated cither stand-

ing up or sitting down. ha\-ing two |>edals

which, when sitting down, are operated with

a sort of bicycle motion. The pedals are

l)rovided with a knuckle, which prevents

them crushing the operator's feet, in case he

should get them under, the same when in

motion. This foot motion has been made

with just the same care as the other parts, be-

ing inserted in regular boxes, and fastened to

an iron brace, which connects the two legs

together, making the lathe very solid. The

legs arc very heavy and are provided with

pins for h<d<ling gears.

ITS EVIL FAME.

The Coal Bin and the .Ash Sifter shuddered,

for the Bicycle ha<l come to share the cellar

with them for the winter.

"It is saitl the wheel is immoral." they whis-

pered, apprehensively, having heard the kit-

chen maid reading a sensational cycle-attack-

ing sermon to the cook.

Moreover, it was very dark in the cellar

and they shivered.

IT CATCHES THE EVE.

We're lauglii tli.it in d.iys of old

The heathen bowed the knee,

Before a calf a( biirnisheil g«dd.

In blind iihdatry;

Bill in these wheeling days full half

The sterner sex have got

Their heathen eyes fixed on the calf

In cycling hose. That's what! -

The girl who once pedaled the piano now
gives the ears a rest and the eyes a sight of

gladness by pedaling the wheel.
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The constructive excellence and distinctive features of the Elgin

King and Queen Bicycles have established for them the most

enviable reputation all over the world. We have a limited terri-

tory to allot and responsi /^^^\ ^^^ dealers will find it to

their interest to write for ^MW/J agents' terms and prices.
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sELGIN CYCLE CO., Elgin, ills., u. s. a.
IS

MAKERS OF THE CELEBRATED $10,000 ELGIN KING DIAMOND-DECORATED TANDEM. I
ID
@

Kindly mention The Wheel. g]
IS
11
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^5 -NEW YORK BRANCH:
^ 99 CHAMBERS STREET.

This is Wrona—
The electrotype has been misplaced, but it doesn't

matter, as you can see the cut as it should be by
turning the paper. With our

Iver Johnson and
Fitchburg Cycles

there is nothing wrong. They are constructed

of the best materials by skilled workmen, and

they have many new and valuable improvements

for 1898. We want good agents and will be

pleased to send agency application blanks. Our
line for this season is more complete than ever

and the prices and discounts are right.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

IVER JOHNSON'S ARMS AND CYCLE WORKS, g

FITCHBURG, MASS.

Kindly MKiUioii 'I'lu' NX'hcol.

O0O0O000O0OOO0O00O00O00O0OO0O0O0OO000O00OOO30000OO0OOO00OO<X>0OO0O0OO0OO^^
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WHKKE CAl'TION IS REyLIREn.

No more important subject to-day confronts

the manufacturer of bicycles than accuracy in

the cutting of the sprockets and the fit of the

chain. Let costs be lessened anywhere and

everywhere in the making of bicycles, rather

than in the two vital points of bearings and

chain and sprocket. This, of course, prc-sup-

pitses that the proper attention has been given

to strength of frame, as a cheapening of the

cost of manufacture need by no means affect

the strength of the'machine. It is as easy, to

build a strong wheel as a weak one. without

any additional expense.

And the same remark applies to the machin-

ing of sprockets. There are now standard

sprocket cutters made by the best known firms

which arc the result of years of experience,

and which give the proper chain-pull and

clearance of block. An involute tooth has

been generally adopted as the proper shape.

This is so cut as to afford a proper bearing

lor the chain-block and sprocket-teeth, with

the minimum of friction as the two articulate.

This im|)roved shape of tooth also entirely

precludes that riding of the sprockets by the

chain which was so apparent on the imperfect-

ly constructed wheels of the past, and which

causes a tremendous loss of power as com-

pared with that necessary to drive a properly

constructed chain and sprocket.

It is true that a slight increase in the chain

cost is necessary. There are chains upon

the market to-day at such low prices as of

necessity indicates the poor quality of work
and material embodied in their construction;

but, when the very best bicycle chains in the

market can be purchased for from JO to 2")

cents per foot, there is no excuse for using

cheap and poorly constructed articles in one

of the crucial points of the wheel.

Of course, makers who are building jobbing

bicycles by the thousand, under name-plates

of others, have no interest in either the dur-

ability or easy running of the machines after

they leave their hands; but the jobbers them-

selves have so much at stake that it would
seem as though they would insist upon a cer-

tain quality in chains and sprockets, as well as

bearings, for their own protection. Of all

penny wise and pound foolish policies, that

adoptrd by some makers of cheap bicycles has

been the worst; and it simply and undeniably

means a killing of the goose that lays the

golden egg, if continued. The great buying
public could overlook a multitude of sins, in

C' 1 (heap bicycles, prejvided the

ri' ^ .ind durability of the wheel
» '.ir.ible with those of the more
c>: Is; but nothing has served to

more thoroughly condemn the cheap bicycle

than the quick collapse of sprockets and
ch.ll^l^. to say nothing of the increased labor

I"
' '

this fault.

in machines
are a:r ;,,n to this mat-
ter wh , ..lands. The rest

would do well to follow their example.

FACTORY AT FORT SCOTT.

H. V. During, of I'coria. III., and A. C.

IVnniman. of Fort Scott. Kas.. are reported

wheels will be the product.

AS A.MEUICAN-E.NGLISH IDEA.

John C. English, 141 Centre street, this city,

has invented a chainless bicycle and has a

sample in evidence.

Unlike most inventors of such articles, how-
ever, Mr. I-.nglish is remarkably sane and a

most agreeable and reasonable gentleman,

with none of the wild-eyed and world-turning

ideas about him. He was formerly one of

Thomas A. Edison's experts.

1 Ik ^^earing is an epicycloidal movement,

the rear axle having upon its centre a fixed

crank, carrying upon its side a loose pinion

—

an internal gear rigidly secured to the frame

—

and a spur gear to the outer edge of which is

I'astciied the hub of the wheel, the hub serv-

ing as a dust-proof cciver for ihc gears. Upon
each end of the axle a short crank is secured

to which is pivoted the pedal levers.

The wheel is of the lever type, but is distinct

from the old Star and retains a form of

rhythmic motion. It has been ridden by a

preju<liccd Wiikki. man. whf) expressed him-

self as being "agreeably disappointed."

The path of the pedals upon the down stroke

is elliptical and the return straight, making an

easy and graceful movement, possessing, it is

TIRE REPAIKIKG WITUOIT CEMENT.

The patent issued to Frank B. Jencks, of

Syracuse, N. V., last week covered the "Sure

Thing" Tire Mender, which is now controlled

and manufactured by the Brown- Li])C Gear

Co., Syracuse, manufacturers of the Bi-Gear.

The device was illustrated and described in

TiiK Wheel's patent report last week, no

reference, however, being made to its connec-

tion with the Brown-Lipe Gear Co. It is per-

haps the only repair kit that mends punctures

in single-tube tires without the use of cement.

Small rubber bands are forced one at a time

through the puncture into the tire, being held

onto by the lower end of the tool, which is

formed like a hook, until a suflicient number
of bands have been pushed inside. They are

then drawn outward until about half of their

length IS outside. The bands stretch as they

are pulled outward and when the tension is

eased up, they swell the puncture full, and by

expanding sideways and contracting length-

wise, effect a positively air-tight repair. The
ends of the bands being expanded, form a head

inside and outside. The outside ends may be

trimmed off nearly to the surface of the tire.

The points claimed lor its superiority arc that

it can be carried in a vest pocket and that a

rider can always fix his tire while on the road,

without waiting for cement to dry. Unless the

puncture is a long cut, he can always make
the repair and immediately continue his ride.

The device has caught on and among the

big jobbing houses who have arranged to list

and handle it this season are: The Manufac-

claimcd, more power than the circular motion
f»l the chain and bevel-gearc<l wheels. The
model upon exhibition is geared to }••'< 1-3.

and while no actual measurements have been

made, Mr. English thinks it rides as easily as

a cliain wheel of 70 gear. Owing to the form
«if rf»n»triirtinn. Iiark-prdaling produces a

' '•
' • iitially the same as is used

\ r. enabling the rider to de-

scend steep grades with safety and ease.

turcrs" an<l Merchants' W'arelmuse Co., Chi-

cago; Hartley & (iraham. New York; Sup-

plec Hardware Co., Philadelphia; J. P. Lovell

Arms Co., Boston; A. G. Spalding & Bros..

New York; Schovcrling, Daly & Gales, New
York; International Cycle Fittings Co.. New
York; Toledo Cycle Supply Co., Toledo; F.

C. Howlctt & Co., Syr.icuse; W. C. Boak.

Buffalo, etc. Liberal discounts are given to

dealers.
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Fifteen Hundred Thousand
BICYCLE RIDERS throughout THE UNITED STATES

are mounted on cycles made of

SHELBY TUBING.a n

One Million More
Will be added to the list during the season 1897 98.

Do you contemplate buying a wheel the coming season ?

Insist that your dealer furnish a mount made of

a
Shelby Tubing.

WriT!!
First—Because it is the standard tubing of the world.

Second—Because it is made from steel of the finest quality.

Third—Because it is made by the most scientific and economical methods
of manufacture.

Write Us for Further Information.

Shelby Steel Tube Company.
Sales Office, Shelby, Ohio, U. S. A.

BRANCH OFFICES:

135 Lake St., Chicago. 144 Chambers St., N. Y. City. 29 Constitution Hill, Birmingham, Eng.

FACTORIES-Shelby, O. Toledo O. Ellwood City, Pa. Greenville. Pa.

Kindly Mention The Wheel.
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WASHINGTON'S HANDLEBAR LAW.

Washington. D. C, Jan. 7.—To-day is of

interest to local whcelnien. because of the new

regulation regarding handle-bars. The thirty

days' limit since the District Commissioners

passed the rule, that the centre of the ends of

the handle-bars on all bicycles used in the

District shall not be more than four inches

lower than the centre of the saddle, cxjiired at

midnight Thursday and to-day the rule enters

into efTect.

The regulation provides that wheelmen

using bars contrary to the rule or riding in

such a position as to be unable to see at least

;1(»0 feet in advance, may in the discretion of

any police ofticer be arrested.

As to the practicability of enforcing the law

wheelmen diflfer. Some are of the opinion

that the law cannot be enforced, that it par-

takes oi the nature of a sumptuary law; one

prominent in cycle circles was heard to relate

his experience when brought into court for

violation of the rule requiring wheelmen to

control their steeds by the hand. He was dis-

charged by the judge before whom the case

was tried, it being well known that he was an

expert and that it was unnecessary for him to

grip the bars in order to keep his machine in

hand. It is said that His Honor intimated

plainly that he was not in favor of upholding

"any such folly." Others think the regulation

is good inasmuch as it may have a tendency

to prevent scorching by young and inexperi-

enced riders.

Already some are casting about tor means

of evading the letter of the laws. A rider of

note in local racing circles has, for the purpose

of ridiculing it, had special handle-bars made
which, when turned down to their limit can

hardly be reached by the rider's feet, much
less his hands, and when reversed present the

other extreme. Some wheelmen will grip

their bars in the centre and with the ends

turned up get around the ruling.

Much interest attaches to the sale of the

stock of A. G. Spalding & Bros.' agency on

Pennsylvania avenue to Sacks & Co., proprie-

tors of the mammoth clothing establishment

at Seventh street and Market square. The
deal which has been under way for some time

past has been consummated and the stock will

t)e removed to the Sacks's store as quickly as

possible. This change practically means the

transfer of the Spalding agency to Sacks &
Co.. who will in the future handle not only the

Spalding wheels, but the entire line of sport-

ing goods which the Spaldings have hitherto

r.irriffl S:irks & Co. have for a long time

ii- sundries and sporting goods.

IIS for Mr Fox, the superinten-

dent of the department, an important exten-

sion oi his duties. This firm is the owner of

the Contlnuou^ ringing bicycle bell," pat-

I last June, and does its own manufac-

BLFfALO BOARD ELECTS UFFICEKl

At its annual meeting la»t week the Buffalo

' -V Board of Trade elected the following of-

fer the ensuing year: President. \V. F..

iiirgron; vice-prcAidcnt. j ••

urer, (irdrge B. Johonnoi

Srhark

BADLY BIKNED.

The Straight Mlg Co.. Jamestown. N. Y..

wa% contideribly damaged by fire on Friday

last

"PUMPING UP" MADE EASIER.

By reversing the usual order of things, the

Manhattan Brass Co.. of this city, have been

able to produce a novelty in hand-pumps
that looks all over a good thing, and conse-

quently a ready seller. It is shown by the ac-

companying illustration.

Instead of a movable cylinder and a sta-

tionary plunger, the Ideal pump, as it is

styled, has a movable plunger and a station-

ary cylinder, as in the case of foot-pumps, a

knob at the end of the cylinder further facili-

tating tire inflation. It seems a substantial

and needed improvement which will be ap-

preciated by those whose fingers have suf-

fered by the old method of "pumping up."

The pumj) is of tool-bag size, the cylinder

being but oj inches long. It retails at the

popular price of "Jo cents, and the discount

to the trade and the merit of the article itself

should insure a healthy demand. In addi-

tion, the Manhattan people also make the

Ideal foot-pump and the line oi lamps for

which thev are noted.

CHEAP CYCLE CLEANERS.

M. Leiner, the brush manufacturer, of 12(J7

Boston Road, New York, is introducing two

novelties for the '98 trade. One is a tire

scraper for removing mud and dust from tires,

and the other is a combined tire scraper and

chain brush, called the Duplex. These novel-

ties will undoubtedly appeal to those whose

carpets or floors have sufTercd from muddy
wheels being trundled through their halls.

The combined brush cleans both sides of the

chain, as well as inside the links, and can be

washecl out with hot soap and water. The
tire scraper sells fur 10 rents .tiuI the Duplex

for 2U cents.

WHAT FOWLER SAYS.

Wc «ln< rrcly a|>oln|;ir.c to "ur fricmts and compctilors
thai wiriK l» iiur f(rcat. jtrral rll^ll in Kcltine ihinKs

ih.it ilii- iir I isMir !•( ' The Kowlcr TruM Kramc

llic

il>)e and amarinir failure of
' " (at to mucli per cxplrilt).

Ml ' cyc-^ipfi"' " *o •Rrntd, ridcrn and
tnrct of ill absolute merit will ciaim

THE FOWLER IS AGAIN ITSELF.

Will nol all ' r how hmK ago,
write 114 for iilar* as to the
' I^..v\I. f

" j; : fuiurc ' If our
t ' r I'ru^H Krame "

with the tame
r- I. ihoui{hl i;ivcn
I "r ..( them ihc P O.
I'' •- vva|{i<n to haul mail to
II . . ^ jt No% 148-HN W.
WahiMt;! n >irrri. m ilir ( nv •( > hicago. County of
C°<iok, ^tate of IMnoU, nrrupietl hjr

Your* very truly.

Again at hone for FRANK T. FOWI.KK.
KOWLER C VCI.K WORKS.
lU lit W. Waahlngton itrect. .«.

NEW CONCERN ; NEW IDEAS.

Toledo. O. Jan. 11.—The Gem Mfg. Co.

is the latest bicycle organization in this city

to incorporate. The incorporators are Rob-
ert B. Pate, who made a number of Gem
models last year; W. G. Ulrey, J. \V. Baldwin
and John A. McDonald. New machinery
and a complete eqiiiimient are to be placed in

([uarters that have been leased by the com-
jjany, and two models of the Gem will be

turned out for the '!)8 trade. They will re-

tail at $4(1 and $50. The joints of the ma-
chine will all be flush, and it will have the

F'auber one-piece crank-hanger and D-rcars

and oval forks. Choice of tires and saddles

will be given the purchaser.

Henry Putney, of this city, has invented

and patented a new mechanism on brakes for

bicycles. It is practically invisible, and does

not in the least mar the outlines of the wheel.

The seat of friction is a metal plate on the

inside of the large drive sprocket. Another
small plate, fastened to the under side of the

crank-hanger, is connected by wires with a

tluimb-levcr in the handle-bars. Light pres-

sure on this lever draws up the slack in the

wire and forces the metal plites together,

the result being a friction which is impossible

to be overcome by foot-power. It can be

attached to any make of wheel, either when
the wheel is made or subsequently.

A. B. Tillinghast has disposed of his stock

in the Maumee Cycle Co., which, although

slightly retarded by the recent fire, will have

its wheels on the market the latter part of

this week.

H. J. ^'oung, formerly with the Kirk-

Young Mfg. Co.. will go on the road for the

Truman Cycle Co. and the National Cement

and Rubber Mfg. Co.

A. U. Betts is here for a short visit and to

settle up a few business matters. He has

embarked heavily in rubber manufacturing in

Mexico, and also started a bicycle factory

down there.

THIRTEEN TO BE ELECTED.

Notices are out calling the annual meet-

ing of the stockholders of the National

Board of Trade. It will be held at the

ollice of the corporation. Rooms 1211-1213

on twelfth floor of Central National Bank
Building. No. .'Vio Broadway, in this city, on

Wednesday, January 1!>, I8!t8. .it in.30 o'clock

in tlie forenoon. Thirteen directors for the

ensuing year will be elected and they in turn

will choose oflicers from among themselves.

UIUH-URAOI': OMLV.

.0^ ^6a

^^tUfK-^

FVCLV Ul'AHANTKED.
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WHY DONT YOU WRITE US FOR TERMS ?

Incidentally, the Street-Cleaning Depart-

ment of New York City has over one

f hundred Wolff-Americans in daily vise.

R. H. WOLFF & CO., Ud., New York aty,

Makers of Wolff-American High-Art Cycles.

Kiiully im-nlioii 'I'lu- Wlu'cl.

(awmWHWHWHW^WHWHWHWH)^

w Cycle Police Squad of New York City w
'^*'HEIR occupation is a liazardous one—for wheels as well as men.
Vi^ Stopping scorchers—catching runaways—arresting reckless

drivers, are a few of their diversions. Necessarily, the wheels do not

get any too tender treatment, and for satisfactory service a good

machine, able to stand the knocking about, is required. That's the

reason Wolff-Americans were officially adopted after exhaustive tests

by the police authorities.

This is also a good reason why agents looking for a reliable wheel to

represent should handle the Wolff-American,
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DIMES AND DOLLARS FOR DEALERS.

Possibilities and Probabilities of the Small

Mach-Neglected Opportunities

Advantage and

Goods and Sundry Market - How
May Be Turned to

Profit.

In a small way. The Wheel of December

3Ist last pointed out to the cycle agent the

possibility of the small goods market.

But the subject is so rich that it is worth

additional and extended dilation.

Oi course, the average agent does not think

so. He seldom thinks, anyway; or, at any

rate, not until it is too late, or until a more

thoughtful rival has jumped in and skimmed

the cre.im. Then he does the follow-the-leadcr

.ict. That is one reason why more agents

are not more firmly intrenched to withstand

the present readjustment of things.

Only a few days ago I offered this small

goods suggestion to a fairly representative

cycle agent. His reply was typical:

"Miiybc it is all right," he responded before

I had finished my presentment of the case,

but I'm too busy trying to sell bicycles."

.And. of course, he will be still busier with

the trying process as the year advances.

But somewhere, perhaps, there may be an

agv^^nt or two who lieeds, or, at least, digests

what he reads or hears—who does not merely

thumb or "glance through" his cycle papers or

the catalogues with which he may be favored

and who fully realizes that the papers and cata-

logues arc alike full of suggested opportuni-

ties. To this limited class are these remarks

respectfully and earnestly dedicated and

commended. They are founded on good

tr.ide law, trade instinct and common logic.

That is the excuse for their existence. It

seems a pretty good excuse, too. But that is

merely a personal opinion and possibly a

biased ami conceited one.

.Xssuming, merely for the sake of argument,

that I've deluded some poor chaj) into becom-

ing interested, let me tell him that in the year

li<!»8 and thereafter the dimes will count in the

bicycle business. Perhaps he has realized it:

perhaps he hasn't. At any rate, it will do no

harm to remark the fact, as it will he brought

sternly home to a regiment of agents before

the year has closed.

It means ?

Simply that the wise agents will or should

-cck to entice the dimes.

Of course, 1 know that, like my friend, they

arc and will be busy trying to sell wheels.

I do not urge that they diminish one jot

their energy in that direction. He wouhl be

.'111 .i«.s wli'i did so. and I am not appealing to

traight and often.

'

> as you can.

ly sell them!

1 ....... Strike hard and

Try to sell as many bi-

And may you be able to

There is as much profit

of one bicycle as there is in the

-rn nr twenty or fifty lamps, bells,

I

' rs, or a ton of plugs and
1 , V it just as well as any one.

I know only loo well that that is what dc-

V most matters in the dealer's mind, if it

t, in fart, the ruling pa»sion and prin-

:! (or all of that, I say, keep your eye on

the lamp, the pump, the plug and the lamp-

wick.

Of course, the lamp and the wick, the plug

and the pump, arc little things, bin rhry arc

deucrdly useful and undoubtedly nm-^ary.

and a icilow is never happy till he gets one or

the other, or all—usually all.

Because they are small, or rather because

the profits on them are small, that is to say,

arc not to be compared with the profit on a

bicycle, the average agent has considered them
too tritling to be worth serious attention.

"If any one wants those things, they know

SAMPLE ADS. FOR AGENTS.

How many miles

does your carriage travel in a year?

Don't know ?

Of course, not.

You can tell, though.
An O. K. Odometer will

keep the record day in and
day out.

The odometer is to the
carriage owner what the cy-
clometer is to the bicyclist.

Nearly all cycl sts have
cyclometers. All carriage
owners should have odome-
ters. They are cheap and
as reliable as the sun and
wonderfully useful and inter-

esting.

We have both odometers
and cyclometers, likewise
Tiptop bicycles.

Call and see them, even if you do
not buy.

If you want to see

A NEW LAMP FOR
BICYCLES AND CARRIAGES,

drop in on us.

Tt rerjuires

NO OIL,

NO WICK,
and

WE WILL GIVE A DIME
to the man, woman or child

who can shake the light out.

Of cour.se we also have the '98 models
of the Tiptop bicycles, which have
some novel features of their own that
are worth looking at.

where to get them. They're too small to

bother with. I'm trying to sell bicycles."

Yc»; I've heard that.

But I'm presuming that under the new or-

der of things which is now in progress—the

readjustment of the bicycle business. I have

hcar«l It termed—there are those who will

"bother" with small goods, and from them ex-

tract the dimes which go to make up the

doltar.H.

To .luch dealers let me say that such wares

are doubly valuable, from their standpoint,

when they are new or when they embody
novelty or practical departures from the con-

ventional. They must be obtained "hot off

the griddle," so to speak: that is, when they

first make their appearance, or, at any rate,

before the other fellow—the business rival

—

has obtained and displayed or advertised them.

In this way is it possible to skim the cream

off the demand which is created.

It follows as naturally that it will be neces-

sary to not merely thumb the cycle papers,

but to read and heed the implied suggestion

to get catalogues and prices or samples or

other information concerning the new things

as they make their appearance. The process

costs little and profits much.

When the new goods are received do not

keep them hidden under a bushel. Display

them properly, and appropriately and neatly

tagged or placarded, in the window and un-

obscurcd by the bicycle, which also will prob-

ably be there. If it's a lamp, keep it burning

for a few nights in the window: if it's a chain-

splice, show it as applied to a broken chain.

Keep the store and the show-window bright

and clean. A potted plant or two "sets off"

things wonderfully. Get a thermometer or

barometer of some size or pretensions, and

keep it fixed outside your store door or along-

side the window. It will draw people in

your direction and. particularly in a small city

or town, will get them in the habit of coming

your way to "see the weather." .Ml these lit-

tle things are factors in influencing business.

Even in such a big place as New York, a drug

store's big thermometer is famous and is

much scanned and its hourly record quoted

daily by some of the newspapers. Don't leave

such things to <lrug stores. Seize the oppor-

tunity yourself. Perhaps j-our local weekly or

daily may even be glad to regularly jiublish

an hourly or weekly record giving credit to

"Brightman's thermometer."

And. speaking of drug stores, have you ever

noticed how much they depend on attractive

stores and window displays? Perhaps it has

nothing to do with the case: that is, with bi-

cycle dealings, but it seems somewhat signifi-

cant that drug stores exist on the dimes which

come from the sale of small goods.

Small goods, too, quite frequently lead np to

sales of large or larger wares. One of the ob-

jects of the shrewd merchant in whatever line

is to get possible or prospective purchasers

into his store.

Small goods afford a ready means.

The man or woman who calls for a lamp-

wick can easily or without much adroitness be

led up to "this something new in pumps or

lamps." or to the new sprocket on the Tip-

top bicycle. It is a sad commentary, but it is

too true, that too little of this is done in the

average cycle store. Of course, "the boys" or

familiars who "hang around" the store and

who would be insulted if they were asked to

pay for such a trifle as a wick, arc promptly

aci|uainted with the new things or talking

points, but it is rare that one hears the suave

and <li|)Iomatic, "Have you seen this new lamp

that burns without a wick? Its an awfully

odd thing," remarked casually to the new or

occasional customer, the salesman the while

reaching for the lamp.

In his advertising, too, the agent can get

people into his store and lead up to greater

things throjigh the medium of small wares.

To constantly parade the assertion that "Tip-
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top bicycles are the best and sell for $50 and

$75," grows monotonous, and is in such gen-

eral use that it ceases to attract and stands

for nothing. It will prove far more profitable

to advertise a new lamp or wick or odometer

or other novelty and tail off the ad. with a

reference to the bicycles.

I have designed a few ads. to better illus-

trate the idea which I would convey.

If dealers and business men generally will

but understand that advertising is really the

art of attracting trade and not a jingle of

words in a jungle of type, they will be the bet-

ter for it.

There is a wealth of useful and practical

novelties—small goods—that must appeal to

the average rider if they are but presented to

him in proper fashion. In cyclometers, repair

kits and bells, and in lamps, kerosene, acety-

lene gas and safol burners, the supply is al-

most unlimited. In pumps, the Manhattan

Brass Co., A. B. Diss & Co., and Davis &
Stevens have genuine novelties. In their

pedal converters, shoe protectors and handle-

bar buffers—none retailing for more than 25

cents—the Straus Tire Co. have three little

nicknacks that should sell like "hot cakes."

Crosby & Mayer's chain-splice looks like an-

other quick seller. R. H. Wolff & Co.'s auto-

matic stand is another article that seems a bus-

iness-bringer. C. H. Lamson's and Benjamin

& Co.'s luggage carriers are new departures.

John H. Graham & Co.'s non-charring in-

candescent lamp-wick is another seeming

trifle that will bring people into one's store.

There are others—of course—lots of them.

I make no pretense of offering a complete list.

I simply name the few that occur to me as I

write, and which have been already referred

to in The Wheel. They will give a more
comprehensive idea of what I mean by "small

goods." They are sundries or accessories, if

one prefers to so style them. The term I use

is employed because I wish to repeat the sug-

gestion advanced by The Wheel of

November 26th last, that cycle agents

seek to create new trade by offering

small wares that appeal to non-cyclists.

Take skates, for instance. There was

never such a variety of new patterns on

the market; the ankle-supporting skate being

one that has caught the fancy of womankind
in particular. In many towns, however, it is

still unknown, or, at least, unshown. Then,

there's the acetylene and Kitsee wickless

lamps — they are just as suitable for

the doctor's carriage or private con-

veyance or public livery as for bicycles.

But in very many places the idea has never

been suggested to such possible buyers, or

they have never been shown such lamps. The
same is true of the United States Mfg. Co.'s

odometer, or carriage cyclometer. There is

scarcely a doctor, liveryman, sulky owner or

other vehicle driver who is not curious or in-

terested in a record of the miles which his

conveyance travels. But how many of them

know of the existence of the odometer? The
dealer who first shows them one or all of these

articles is certain of results.

Do you grasp my ideas?

Will you profit by them, or are you "too

busy trying to sell bicycles?"

Futurity.

WHERE THE SINEWS COME IN.

Dr. E. B. Turner, F.R.C.S., whose study

of cycling has been long and thorough, does

not altogether agree with the anatomical idea

put forth last week by G. T. McCaw, in the lat-

ter's discussion regarding crank length. Dr.

Turner declares that no engineer, not even

one so well-known as McCaw, can deal cor-

rectly with the anatomical side of this ques-

tion, and while agreeing with the engineer's

idea as to the comparative proportions of the

femur (thigh-bone) and tibia (shank) being

factors in the question, the doctor says that

the position of the attachment oi the sinews

to the bones, particularly that of the one im-

mediately below the knee, in front of the leg,

to the tibia, and that behind (the tendon

Achilles) to the heel-bone, have all to do with

determining whether a man can drive a long

crank and high gear, or a short crank and low

gear.

If the front sinew is attached low down on

the tibia and the tendon Achilles high up with

a long heel-bone, then, all else being equal,

the man so equipped by nature can drive a

long crank and high gear, while a short at-

tachment to the front and rear sinews and a

short heel-bone are better suited by a short
crank and low gear.

It is obvious that many other points must
enter into the choice of crank lengths and
gears, and the doctor agrees with us that no
mechanical or anatomical deductions can
really settle the question; it can only be deter-

mined by careful personal experiments, rang-
ing over a considerable period. If men were
built like cycle frames from a recognized set

of patterns it would be a different matter; the

pity is that they are not.

WHERE THE MONEY IS.

Banks get llicir nioiu-y from IIk' pt'oi)le;

where the banks have little money the people

have less; where the banks and the people

Ixitli iia\c iiKiiioy tiioro is tlu" first iilaco iov ail

intolligent people lo first aim to do business.

The map herewith shows the average per

cai'iia hank credit power in oacli .^i.iie. and i<

may also show the shrewd advorlisor whore iio

is most likely to soil bicyoios.
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SPECIAL

DIES and other

SHEET METAL TOOLS
For Bicycles
•nd Cycle Fittings.

FERRACUTE IMACHINE CO.,
Bridgeton, N. J., D. S. A.

The Best
Two'Piece Hanger

And most popular and taking hub in the

market are made byotjtji,a,*,*jt,aj»,a,*,*,*

Send for Catalogue and Prices..

The Chicago Tube Co,,

217 E. Washington St.,

CHICAGO.

MANUFACTURERS, ATTENTION. ^
We wish to correspond with manufac-

turers of Cycles and Sundries, who wish
their lines introduced in New England.
We are in a position to successfully

handle goods in quantities, to the best
advantage to manufacturers,

FERRIN & JACKSON.
Manufacturers' Agents,

7 Park Square, Boston, Mass.

F. C. Fbkrin. L. F. Jackson.

#THE MYERS

r
'>V^

High-Grade Bicycle

Lamps and Pumps ^f-^
FOR 1898.

iJWt^'J^^'i 1^ ALL BRASS, HANDSOMELY NICKELED.

J BICYCLE

S STAND

AND HOME(

TRAINER'

Thf ^f•st Ji . V (<ir h.iljlnij wheel when nol in use. when
•ng off in <nlesrnom. Tniner

(

tirep .11 all limes in racint; Inm.

^ ni. iMinr.ici fiis any wlu'ci.

• Price, Oimplrtf. fi..<;c>. Write iiir Je.ilers qu.inliiy
(^ Jl^< ..tin'v

T F. R. .MYi;k5 & KKC Ashland Ohio.

W ASHLAND PUMP k HAY TOOL WORKS.

'%''V%''%.'%^'%^%''%^'%^'V%/V%'

'

' LE.MUiR.

Springs cannot be broken.

Founts cannot work loose or get £ ~
lost. V_

•yLEEN."

IDEAL" Foot and Hand Pumps.

h'
Springs cannot be broken.

Founts cannot work loose or get

Send for clcclrotypes for your catalogue. mr \^

MANIKACTIKED «V

" D.\//l I i; I ' proved.

Manhattan Brass Company, i JlTiji.^'^ r
No. 338 EAST 28th ST. NEW YO«K. U S.A. %

7

Wksthkn DrI'«KTMKN'I,

i;iS AND i;U L\KK Strkbt, Cmicaco. " KRO N T I.K ; 1 1 T " Improved.

J^lOENTS AAT-A-ITTEID.

ABSOLUTELY HIGH-GRADE IN EVERY DETAIL. SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

.00

Kin'llv tiK tiTi..n I \ < W i W. J. SIMONS & CO., 7 Barclay Street. New York.

6 Pairs Hi?h-Grade HubSi»L$9. Wllley's Enameling Ovens

I III. U F.H

«lu

hi.

in

Cl>:

Sujjtri'jr lr«ii,<

llatiKcr for $"V

r<»\ III n»». ..iiii • lilidK Ufvicp, sclf-closiiiK nml
Will nls.1 M-11 12 figurc-tij.;ht.

ii!,i!.| make of V in. cluiins, <,i

•

, or for Ji.s <>•> will in-

:i peilnls, \)H style.

I'lctl LonncclionH with I'au1>cr

r.

SPALDING 86 COJ09 & II3 W. Jefferson St., SYRACUSE, N.Y.

Built of heavy galvanized steel

with double walls.

fTfTtr

Fitted for gas or gasoline.

Shipped ready to use.

Prices and cuts on application.

Fully guaranteed.

trtctf

A. WILLEY.
1M I.nkc Street.

Kindix mention The Wheel

CHICAGO. ILL,
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HERE IS THE LIST.

Everything Appertaining to the Cycle Trade which America Imported or l^xported During

I/ast Year, with Place of Destination and

Origin.

Washington, D. C, Jan. 8.—The Treasury

Department has just completed the compila-

tion of the statistics covering the exports and

imports of the last fiscal year.

The totals testify to the enormous increase

of America's foreign trade, the total exports

of bicycles for the year having bounded from

$1,898,012 in 1896 to $7,005,323. The follow-

ing tables show the details:

EXPORTS
Cycles and Parts of Same.

Frcm. ^

Baltimore, Md
Bangor, Me
Beaufort, S. C
Boston and Charlestown, Mass
Newport News, Va
New York, N. Y. 5,

Passan:aquoddy, Me
Philadelphia, Pa '

Savannah, Ga
Corpus Christi, Tex
Key Vv^est, Fla
Mobile, Ala
New Orleans, La
Paso del Norte, Tex
Pensaccla, Fla
Saluria, Tex
Tan: pa, Fla
Arizona
San Diego, Cal
Puget Sound, Wash
San Francisco, Cal
Buffalo Creek, N. Y
Cape Vincent, N. Y
Champlain, N. Y
Detroit, Mich
Genesee, N. Y
Huron, Mich
Niagara, N .Y
North and South Dakota
Oswegatchie, N. Y
Oswego, N. Y
Superior, Mich
Vermont

'allies.

$24,217
26,311

75

205,607
23 750

587,6S)1

2,340

4,118
120

1,755
75
369
320

32,336
lOS

13.251

85
2,li>2

269
27,224

359,145
39,131

1,813
36,912

215.748
556

185,109
110,011

58,805
42,091

150
218

1.861

Total $7,005,323

To. Values.
Austria-Hungary $ 18,545

Belgium 200,587

Denmark 238,348

France 262.606

Germany 1,026,346

Gibralter 2,283

Italy 162.S77

Netherlands 445,3.53

Portugal 3.774

Roumania S6t
Russia, Baltic and White Seas 37,4fiS

Russia, Black Sea S15
Spain '.

2,504
Sweden and Norway 79,447
Switzerland 2,283
United Kingdom 2,375,675
Bermuda 25,851
British Honduras 2,614
Dominion of Canada:
Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, etc 73,701
Quebec, Ontario, etc 625,989
British Columbia 27,471

Newfoundland and Labrador 7,332
Central American States:
Costa Rica 3,752
Guatemala 26,242
Honduras "777

Nicaragua 4,272
Salvador 16,144

Mexico 73,117
Miquelon, Langley, etc 217
West Indies:

British 98,024
Danish 2,231
Dutch 4,879
French 1,151
Hayti 471
Santa Domingo 4,908
Spanish—Cuba 4,016

Puerto Rico 4,120
Argentina 42,091
Brazil 29,355
Chile 22,053
Colombia 24,290
Ecuador 1.9.52

Ciuianas—British 6,587
Dutch 830
French 46

Peru 9,905
Uruguay 3,951

Venezuela 28,183
Aden 2,023

China 18,410
East Indies—Briti.sh 18,326

Dutch 1,035

Hong Kong 11,347

Japan 52,179
Turkey in Asia
All other Asia
British Australasia
French Occanica ..

Tonga, Samoa, etc.

372
129

692,894

3,215
613

To. Values.
British Africa $108,847
French Africa 56

Madagascar 256
Portuguese Africa 2,827

Turkey in Africa, Egypt 1,782

All other Africa 12,211

Total

To.

IMPORTS.
Cycles and Parts of (Dutiable).

.$7,005,323

Boston and Charlestown, Mass.
New York. N. Y
New Orleans, La
Paso del Norte, Tex
Chicago, 111

Detroit, Mich

Values.
. $ 245
. 20,942

189
77
82
552

Total $22,087

From (dutiable).
'

Values.
Belgium $42
France 128
Germany 1,610

United Kingdom 19,489

Dominion of Canada:
Quebec, Ontario, etc 552

Mexico 77

Japan 189

Total $22,087

EXPORTS.
India Rubber and Gutta Percha, Manufactures of.

India rubber, scrap:

From. Values.
New York, N. Y $85,242
Champlain, N. Y 34,198

Total $119,440

IMPORTS.
India Rubber and Gutta-Percha and Manufactures of.

Unmanufactured gutta-percha (free)

:

To. Pounds. Values.
Boston and Charlestown, Mass 105,621 $26,581

New York, N. Y 996,711 65,623

Philadelphia, Pa 15,333 7,983

Total 1,117,665 $100,187

From. Pounds.
France 8,857

(Jermany 129,074
United Kingdom 90,811
Ea,st Indies—British 888,923

Values.
$2,720
28,027
26,686

42,154

$100,187Total 1,117,665

India Rubber (l""ree).

To. Pounds. V'alues.

Boston and Charlestown, Mass.... 1,637,987 $730,«21

New York, N. Y 33,436,047 16,518,034
Philadelphia
Mobile, Ala.
New Orleans, La. .

Puget Sound, Wash.
San Francisco, Cal. .

14,845
62,915

400,958
320

21,377

8,134

27,545

165,305
54

S,273

Total 35,574,449 $17,457,976

From. Pounds. Values.
Belgium 937,343 510,817

France 346,997 140,677

Germany 993,635 368,750
Netherlands 221,076 78,887
Portugal 1,255,127 595,374
United Kingdom 6,987,119 3,265,497
British Honduras 11,757 3,730
Central American States:
Costa Rica 40,048 17,206
Guatemala 44,158 1.3,:>34

Honduras 121,491 52,487
Nicaragua 855,613 356,208
Salvador 17,637 6,979

Mexico 106,871 32,675
West Indies—British 47,116 15,162
Brazil 21,858,028 11,401,031
Colombia 357,417 127,465
Ecuador 545,5.51 166,151
Guianas—Dutch 167,816 78,741
Peru 7,959 3,322
Venezuela 155,872 86,692
East Indies—British 491,056 135,277
British Africa 2,606 672
Madagascar 2,156 842

Total 35,.574,449 $17,457,976

Manufactures of Gutta-Percha (Dutiable).

To. Values.
Boston and Charlestown, Mass $11,,842

Fairfield, Conn 18
New York, N. Y ;i3,»32

Philadelphia, Pa 2BS
Providence, R. 1 137
Galveston, Tex S
Mobile, Ala 100
New Orleans, La 29
Puget Sound, Wash 15
Oswegatchie, N. V 20
Albany, N. Y. 342
Grand Rapids, Mich 35
Springfielil. Mass 458

Haw£ Lslands 42,664 Total $97,194

From. Values.

France $1,862

Germany 74,595
United Kingdom 20,587
Dominion of Canada:
Quebec, Ontario, etc 20

British Columbia .- 15
Central American States:
Honduras 100

West Indies:
Spanish—Cuba 15

Total '. $97,194

- India Rubber (Dutiable).
To. Values.

Baltimore, Md $2,037

Bangor, Me. 5

Bath, Me 17
Boston and Charleston, Mass 19,617
Fairfield, Conn 82

Hartford, Conn 22

New York, N. Y 230,208
Philadelphia, Pa 19,093
Portland and Falmouth, Me 553
Providence, R. 1 62

Mobile, Ala 7

New Orleans, La 1,216

Saluria, Tex 2

Alaska 43
Los Angeles, Cal 39

Puget Sound, Wash 28

San Diego, Cal 3

San Francisco, Cal 8,091

Willamette, Ore 93
Buffalo Creek, N. Y 18
Chicago, 111 8,818

Detroit, Mich 108
Huron, Mich 8
Miami, Ohio 31

Milwaukee, Wis 74

Minnesota, Minn 200
North and South Dakota 62
Oswegatchie, N. Y 10
Superior, Mich 5

Vermont 45
Cincinnati, Ohio 162
Denver, Col 285
Indianapolis, Ind 1,123
Kansas City, Mo 1
Pittsburg, Pa 83
St. Louis, Mo 5,642

Total $297,953

From. Values.

Austria-Hungary 252
Belgium 76
Denmark 23
France 78,606
Germany 80,871
Italy 5

Netherlands 84
Switzerland 161
United Kingdom 137,332
Dominion of Canada:
Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, etc 6
Quebec, Ontario, etc 212

British Columbia 43
Mexico 2
West Indies:
Santo Domingo 20
Spanish—Cuba 14

Argentina 13
Colombia 5
China 61
East Indies—British 90
Hong Kong 50
Japan 27

Total $297,953

India Rubber, Old Scrap or Refuse, Only for Ke-

manufacture (Free).

To. Pounds. X'alues.

Aroostook, Me 2,708 $37
Bangor, Me 5.260 ,S7

Boston and Charlestown, Mass 1,581,477 42.}-!3

New York, N. \' 1.289.929 47,007
Passamaquoddy, Me 21,810 165
Philadelphia, Pa 438,804 11,737
Puget Sound, Wash 20,548 3.17

BuHalo Creek, N. Y 118,647 4,796
Champlain, N .Y 23,455 1,172
Detroit, Mich 20,933 4u7
Huron, Mich 3,190 14S
Superior, Mich 8,515 216
\ermont 118,669 4,740

Total 3.653,945 $113,722

Fiom. Pounds. \'aUi-"s.

Belgium 16.928 $454
Denmark 15.424 531
France 41.264 1,24.8

Germany ^ 1,291,353 4S.076
Russia, Baltic and White Seas 563.998 16.270
Russia, lUack Sea 300.815 9,495
Turkey in Europe 18.178 635
United Kingdom 593,7!>S 17,237
Dominion of Canada:
Nova Scotia, Now Brunswick, etc... 80.556 1,616
Quebec, Ontario, etc 2,97.809 11.5;W
Rritish Columbia 20,54-8 397

M icqnelon, Langley, etc 600 12
\\ e.st Indies:
Danish 15.212 554
Spanish—Cuba 4,624 137

China 3,700 128
East Indies—British 389,238 5,38:1

Total 3,653,945 $113,722
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SOME NEW IDEAS.

They Come from That Famous Birthplace

of Them, Toledo on the

I/ake.

Toledo. O., Jan. 8.—Toledo manufacturers

and a lew outsiders who have seen it are very

much interested in the new chainless wheel

just shown by the inventor of the Harden

saddle and seatpost, George Harden, of this

city. Some old-timers who have tested it de-

clare it the legitimate solution of the chainless

problem. There is one set of gearing and

rod connections on each side of the wheel,

which equalizes the strain on the running gear,

reducing friction to a minimum. The adjust-

ments arc so simple any one can take the ma-

chine apart and put it together again within

the space of two minutes. The bicycle is

geared to 76, but by changing the front gears

on the crank-axle and front edge of the rods,

the gear will be 96 without changing any of

the original adjustments of the ball-races.

This is done by simply changing from one

pitch of teeth to another.

The adjustments arc so simple and perfect

they can be adjusted to from to 1-8. Tiic

cups on the front and back ends of the lower

rear stays have threaded sleeves one inch long,

and arc locked in position by grip clamps

and bolts; the rear gear cases are brazed rigid

with the frame, so there are no parts to be

loose or faulty in adjustment. The small caps

which cover the back of the gear cases have

fixed washers that are always attached to the

axle of the rear wheel. In this manner, by

loosening the two nuts on the rear axle the

rear wheel easily slips back from the frame,

and is as easily replaced again, with no adjust-

ment to make. The wheel is simply slipped

into the frame until the caps fit closely with

the gear case, and then the nuts on the axle

arc tightened. The crank-axle is very easy of

adjustment. The cranks are two-piece, held

rigid by two small bolts on each end of the

crank yoke. By removing these gear cases

and taking one nut from the end of the axle,

the cranks can be removed and replaced with-

out any adjustment whatever. The wheel

weighs, without the tires, -'.'ij pounds, but this

weight can be reduced somewhat without af-

fecting the strength or utility of the machine.

Several applications have already been made
for shop licenses to make the wheel. Patents

have been applied for.

The National Cement and Rubber Manu-
fariuring Company has K<^>ttcn out a high-

pressure, dust-prooi, double-walled enameling
oven, lor which the concern claims great

merit. Referring to it, Superintendent Rosen-
fcld »ay»: "The oven is built with steel sides

and lop, securely riveted to ca-it iron ends and
it the only absr)lutcly dust-prooi

.,iark-t Work enameled in this

«>vn. i I heat only, baked
to an c\ Month surface, pre-

serving a nniiorm shade in the delicate colors.

The work cannot be chilled by draughts, the
wall* lieinR double and heat evenly distributed.

The oven » fitted with late«l ir. 1 dro-

carbon burner*, whereby a ; c of

from 40() lo .Vmi dcKf'-r-. r.m |» , , , ,; ,,, i, .,,

•imr nnA with Ic^ji (»cl tlwin wii! nun
The new inveniK

iihI $T«>.

Ihe lo»« of the Maiimee Cycle Company by
ii... f,r, ..( |p,.i .vrck will approxim.ilr ,nl)ntii

$5,000, of which much was of manufacturecf

'08 Volants and parts, which were in the stock

room. The loss, however, is entirely covered

by insurance.

The Shelby Tube Company will operate the

American Wcldless plant here, but will close

the Brewer plant.

CAUGHT IN CLEVELAND.

FOR RAPID TRANSIT.

Around Smithvillc. N. J., they actually have

a system of cycling on fence rails, the rail af-

fording a track or groove for the cycles used.

It has aflforded lots of fun for the punsters, but

punsters have often builded better than they

knew, as the invention here illustrated goes to

show. Wm. H. Martin, of Mobile, Ala., is re-

sponsible for this realization of the punsters'

dream, and he styles it an '"elevated cycle rail-

way." The patent on it was issued last week.

The picture conveys the idea as well as any de-

tailed description. It looks a freak, of course.

but the experience of the punsters makes it

unsafe to prophecy. Who can say but that

by the time New York's Rapid Transit Com-
mission, which for more than a decade has

been battling with the subject, reaches a con-

clusion, that Mr. Martin's wild itlea may crys-

tallize into something?

BUYING FOK UbRMAN TKAPB.

Samuel Danenbauni, of Berlin, Germany,
who represents the European Cycle Co., with

headt|uartcrs at London, England, is at pres-

ent in New York, at 256 Church street. His
mission to this country is to purchase wheels

for his company, which arc to be sold in Ger-

many. P'irms manufacturing wheels at moder-

ate prices may find it to their advantage to

communicate with him

FIGURES FROM PUILAUELPHIA.

Edward K. Tryon. Jr., & Co., have a better

line this year than ever before. Their "Apol-

lo" bicycle, on which they have been making
a run for several years, is thoroughly up-to-

date in all details, and is ofTcred at popular

prices. In addition, they are handling several

other makes, and a complete line of .sundries,

upon which they are prepared to quote attrac-

tive figures tr> agents and dealers.

When the rider's faults are pointed out to

him he is not inclined to sight along the

pointer.

Trade and Personal Items Gathered in the

Town Where Hanna Halls

From.

Cleveland, O., Jan. 10.—Four new IIofT-

mans have been added to the bicycle "family"

of that name, making seven models in all that

will be marketed this year by the HofTman
Mfg. Co.

One of the seven will list at fMO, and it will

not be a chainless, either. It is a specially

light wheel; containing everything that grows

at the very tiptop of the trade trees. The
other wheels will list at $75 and $60, and the

tandems at $125. All have a number of new
features, the most noteworthy of which is,

perhaps, the mechanical crank device invented

by L. E. Hoffman. An ususually wide range

of options on saddles, tires and pedals is

oflfered. The factory is now running full time

and Mr. HofTman informs the Wheel man
that the firm has already received contracts

for more business than was done during the

entire season of '07.

The Cleveland Hub Co. is one of the many
successful local concerns engaged in the man-
ufacture of bicycle parts. Some three years

ago the venture was launched, with a factory

in the Bradley Block, downtown. Later, the

l)lant was removed to larger quarters on Case

avenue, and in December last, having again

outgrown their location, the concern was re-

moved to the building formerly occupied by

the Brush Electric Co., at Mason street

and the Cleveland & Pittsburg Railway. This

building is shared with the W'inton Motor
Carriage Co. All the business of the concern

is contract work, and the entire output is

marketed by the A. L. Moore Co. The plant

is running full time, and it has been found

necessary, since the beginning of the new
year, to turn down several orders for both

hubs and barrels, as they could not possibly

be turned out within a reasonable time.

L. M. Wainwright, former president of the

late Central Cycle Mfg. Co.. was in Cleveland

on Saturday en route to Elyria. He is to

represent the Garford interests in the East in

the future, and will have an otVice with H. B.

McMuIIen & Co., in New York city.

The Central Storage Warehouse Co. is the

title of a recently organized concern in this

city that may possibly cut some figure in the

jobbing bicycle trade. Interested in the com-

pany are Jay E. Latimer, a well-known real

estate man; H. J. Latimer, his brother, who
has had some experience in the retail bicycle

trade; J. C. White, who is to be warehouse

manager, and the firm of Clements Bros., who
for years have carried on a builders' supply

business in this city. The company will not

ciinfine itself to bicycles, handling all kinds

of merchandise on commission, but expect to

make that branch of the business a feature.

Incorporation papers have just been received

and the capitalization is $5o,tHKi. The ofl'ices of

the Concern are at 4<l3 Mohawk Building, and

the warehouse is lo be located upon Euclid

avenue near the Pennsylvania Co.'s tracks.

In connection with the above, H. J. Lalimer

will run a retail bicycle store at the warehouse

location. He has already taken the local

agency for the National line, handled last sea-

son in Cleveland by the Prospect Cycle Co.,

and will add some others.
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LAMSON'S LATEST.

Since the practice of "holding the bars

short" has come into vogue, some demand has

arisen for luggage carriers which will not in-

terfere with that habit. Charles H. Lamson,

Portland, Maine, the original maker of lug-

gage carriers—he has been engaged in the

business for nearly twenty years—was one of

the first to realize it and the result is shown

by the accompanying illustration. The carrier

attaches to the rear forks, and like all of Lam-
son's productions it is worthy of him. Not

everyone knows that this is the same Lamson
who designed the L. A. W. emblem and

badge.

MACHINED READY FOR ASSEMBLING.

One of the concerns whose address it is well

to keep close at hand is the Chicago Tube

Co., 217 East Washington street, Chicago.

They are so situated that they can come to the

rescue of anyone "in a pinch," that is, who
want goods and want them in a hurry. Their

stock includes about everything required in

the make-up of a bicycle, frames, tubing, hang-

ers, hubs, etc. The parts are all machined

and ready to be assembled. They themselves

do the machine work and are able to "do the

handsome" in the matter of price. Their '98

catalogue, which has just been issued, includes

a very complete line of fittings and also sev-

eral new things, bicycle and tandem frames, of

which working models will be supplied when
desired. Frames for quads and triplets are

likewise in the Chicago Tube Co.'s line.

SHOWING CYCLOMETERS.

Cyclometers are such small articles that the

displaying of them to advantage at public ex-

hibitions is no easy matter.

At the recent show in Paris, however, the

Haney Mfg. Co., of Brooklyn, N. Y., hit upon

a plan that served the purpose admirably.

Their stand was not- crowded with goods,

the unobstructed central piece being what at

first glance appeared a strikingly novel bicycle.

Instead it was merely a wheel fitted into a

skeleton frame of an odd shape and to which

one of the Haney people's Leader cyclometers

was fixed.

Nearly all of the visitors to the show jumped
at the conclusion that it was a freak wheel that

was being exhibited, and as a result the Haney
stand was constantly" surrounded and the cy-

clometer was impressed on public notice.

SAILED FOR EUROPE.

F. J. Lang, secretary of the United States

Manufacturing Co., Fond du Lac, Wis., sailed'

for Europe on Saturday to further the foreign

interests of the United States cyclometer. He
will visit England, Germany and France.

PURCHASED TWO PATENTS.

C. H. Lamson, the Portland, Me., luggage

carrier maker, has purchased the patents on

the Brosnan Folding Carrier Co. and the Eu-

reka Basket Carrier.

FOR THE GRIP TROUBLE.

Undoubtedly one of the commonest of the

petty ills which affect the bicycle is the fre-

quency with which it literally and in fact loses

its grip. Those necessary articles work loose,

and while no damage is done, it would be

better if it was not so.

A. H. Warner & Co., Plainville, Conn.,

take this view of it and offer two remedies for

the grip trouble. One is a brass-lined grip of

the usual shape. The tips are made by com-
pressing the composition to the brass lining,

the end of which has been slightly turned,

thereby making them solid, thus preventing

their becoming loose or detached.

The second remedy is the Warner paper-

lined grip, made with a mortised core; the

mortise in the lining gives the cement a

place to settle and become hard, securing the

grip tenaciously to the bar.

The grips would seem to commend them-
selves favorably to the notice of the trade.

NEW OWNERS; OLD NAMES.
The Dunne Cycle Material Co.'s branch, at

546 Broad street, Newark, N. J., has changed
owners, but it will be continued under the

same names. The concern's store, at the cor-

ner of Zabriskie street and the Boulevard,

Jersey City, N. J., will hereafter be conducted
under the name of the Sportsmen's Cycle M^-
terials Co.

PORTER SUCCEEDS PARKS.

Chicago has lost another good man in the
person of F. M. Porter, who has established
himself in New York as the successor of
Edgar Parks, in the management of the Hodg-
man Rubber Co.'s tire department. Mr.
Porter was formerly connected with L. C.
Chase & Co.'s western office.

/\ I \JWL iVI I vJIM I y but no sane person would undertake to sell wheels in *98 equipped "with

cheap saddles. The buyers will be wise enough to insist on having the best,

and will rx C. i" Uw^ cheap trash if offered. The interests of maker, dealer and rider

alike are best conserved by the use of reputable saddles.

Saddles
have an established reputation for quality. Send for catalog.

HUNT MFG. CO., Westboro, Mass.
R, B. McMULLEN & CO., Chicago!and New York. Kindly mention The Wheel.
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PLBLICITYS POSSIBILITIES.

What AdvertislnK Has Done, Can Do and

Win Do; Also What It Will

Not Do.

Some manufacturers arc tempted to adver-

tise by the glowing accounts they hear of

others" successes. It is to be feared, however,

that these are. too often, much e.\aggeratcd.

The whole truth is not told about them—the

amount of labor, time and money involved in

securing success, the untiring energy required,

the eternal vigilance necessary to win and

hold popularity in the cycle trade.

Instantaneous, or even rapid, successes in

advertising arc extremely rare. For each one

of them known to-day in the trade, you

can count hundreds of instances where success

has only been attained by the expenditure of

much capital through hard work and unflag-

ging attention.

This fact should not discourage newcomersr

In advertising bicycles, sundries or parts, as

in all other things, the certainty of success

lies rather in patient perseverance and per-

sistent energy than in brilliant but brief effort

—the spasmodic, "flash-in-the-pan" sort of

methods that have marked the meteor-like ex-

istence of some bygone concerns.

Again, as a general rule, the longer it takes

to build up a business by advertising, the

more solid and permanent is the success,

while, in the history of the trade, invariably,

the quick triumph is soon changed to decline

and failure. .\\\ can remember a long list of

"brief booms"" in cycling, that lacked stamina,

and consequently died a natural death. Their

fate should be a warning to others.

In commencing advertising it is not wise

for the manufacturer to assume too much in

regard to rcsult.s. It would be more judicious

to prepare for even small losses at first, to an-

ticipate those little disappointments that arc

sure to come in the best managed concerns.

and to sot to work with the clear understand-

ing that many difliculties have to be over-

come and much annoyance endured before

lasting success comes to any one in any trade,

the cycle one not excepted.

But it will come if brains and industry are

properly combined in the cflfort to produce it,

if the advertising is well-worded and well-

placed, and the .statements and promises em-

bodied in them are honestly adhered to by the

advertiser.

Some manufacturers assume too much at

the start by supposing that it is only neces-

sary to advertise in order to at once dispose

of their output. There are others in business

I" •>idcs themselves—others who arc to-day

ig a g<M>d trade because of their previous

• rM^rnt adverti.sing. It is not likely that

ihr MPtflc effort of a new advertiser is going

to ' ikers who have

alt' "11 by advcrtis-

niK. 4i>'l tiiua pupul.irued (licir bicycles with

the public.

It ia more reasonable to Kupposc that the

newcomer in the trade will have to do the

•amc amount of advertining a« they did be-

fore he can secure the same .. f busi-

nes* tliry rnioy. Neither i» i' 'o as-

^«:• 11, or

sh. "fa
new .idvertiiCT.

Trtir. neither may have no valid reason for

doubt, but it is not in human nature iiuwd-

days to place implicit faith in the professions

and promises of a stranger—as one who has

never sought publicity before must necessarily

be to the public.

The new advertiser may reasonably assume

that by using good, attractive matter that

states the truth about his wares in the col-

umns of the trade papers, and keeping his ads.

regularly in those mediums, he may ultimately

secure a fair share of business, which will re-

compense him for all his outlay and give him

a handsome profit, but if he expects to make a

fortune quickly, with little or no effort, on a

small cash investment, he is deluding himself

and assuming too much when attempting it

in the cycle trade as it now is.

A STORY WITH A PURPOSE.

' "Tis she!"

Algernon Mottzcr shaded his eyes from the

glare of the setting sun, brushed the irritating

flies from off his bald head and gazed sphinx-

ward across the plain.

Mottzer was to spend his vacation and his

official allowance in Turkey when he uttered

the words with which this story opens.

A lovely maiden was scorching a la six days

in his direction, her flowered bloomers flap-

ping in the breeze, and Algy recognized her

as one whom he had observed peeping at him

from behind a blind in Constantinople when

he had ridden down the Boulevard thereof

only a few days before.

He swelled his chest and waited.

She dropped exhausted from the wheel and

into his arms.

"Save me!" she ga.sped; "I have escaped,

but the minions of my royal master are even

now on my track."

"But I have sanctioned no minions on any

track. They have no League-al right, there-

fore, to turn this into any sort of a pursuit

race," said Mottzcr, all his L. A. W. blood

racing board-like through his veins. "Fear

not, sweet one. tlicrefore, with me you are safe

from harem."

(The purpose of the author having been ful-

filled, he does not consider it necessary to'

earrv the matter further).

LOGANSPORT LIGHT.

S. H. Trickum, of Logaiisport. Ind., claims

to have invented a perpetual light, which is

sealed in a glass globe, and will last, according

to the inventor, as long as the globe remains

whole. The globes can be made of any size

and carried about like lanterns. If Mr. Trickum

is not trying to trick 'em. wheelmen alone will

make him rich by their purchases of his sealed

globes, which on paper, come pretty near

being the long-looked-for iicrfect cycle lamp.

AUTOMATIC BALL-GRINDING.

.A German inventor, Herr F. Manz, of

Pforzheim (Batlen), claims to have invented

an improved automatic machine for grinding

steel cycle balls. In this app;ir;itus. which is ar-

ranged for automatically grinding large quan-

tities of balls, the balls, after the grinding is

effected, are aulf)matically conveyed to a sort-

ing device, so constructed that those too large

in diameter arc returned to the grinding ma-

chine to be again ground.

IT HAS NO EQUAL.

Can anything be more delightful to body and

soul and more elevating than to speetl over a

well-graded road with a motion not unlike that

of a bird, in its rapidity and its ease?

Of course, it is implied that the rider will not

be wholly alone, but the most congenial minds

converse with all the greater freedom when
Nature is suggesting to them something to

talk about. The wheel makes every one a

neighbor of everyone else who lives within a

radius of ten miles: it leads to vast interchange*

of thought and feeling; it makes life longer

by enabling us to put so much more of sensa-

tion into a day. Life is not to be measured by

the clock or the almanac.

How thin and scanty and devoid of sensa-

tion were the centuries upon centuries which

were lived by the patriarchs! Nothing hap-

pened, there was nothing to talk about; a

storm, a lamb destroyed by wolves, a rumor

of a lion, a new sun dial put in place by some

neighbor, these served to make conversation

for half a century. And he who had lived

near a milennium, as he looked bacl^ over the

uneventful course, might say, "Few have been

the days of the years of the life of my pilgrim-

age."

No one in time to come will have more

cause to thank the bicycle than the farmers

aiid their families. The wheel will bring them

many visitors, and in turn will carry them to

the village or to the house of a neighbor; the

influence of the wheelmen will be increasingly

felt, as it already has been, in better road laws

and in better roads. The postman will make

his rounds in a fraction of the time now used,

and soon there will be every hall day a mail

delivery at every farmhouse. The new exer-

cise will vary the monotonous labor of the

woman of the I'armer's household.

HE WAS NO SWIFT.

If every sentence were a turnpike with a

tollgate on it. he would be legally bound to

pay double toll even for saying "Jack Robin-

son." The other day a wheelman with a badly

damaged wheel and a look of mingled doubt

and expectancy in both eyes accosted him.

Said the stranger, with real home-made polite-

ness: "Will you be so kind as to tell me how

to get to the nearest repair shop?"'

"Ccr-cer-certaintly," said the man in in-

stallments, pointing due nor-norwest, half

north. "G-g-go ri-ri-ri-right ahead t-t-till you

g-g-g-get
"

.\nd there he stopped and stamped his right

foot.

Then he caught his second wind and tried

again.

"G-g-oo ri-ri-right ahead t-t-till
"

Once more he lapsed into silence and

stamped his other foot. A few seconds later

he made another break, starting on the orig-

inal lines, but switching off by reason of ex-

citement resulting from previous failures.

"G-g-oo ahead," said he, stamping with both

feet, "(i-go ri-r-right ahead—go-go-r-am it

—

you-you'll get there b-be-before I c-c-can t-t-

tell you."
Am\ the riiler went right ahead with his

damaged wheel and look of expectancy, and
no doubt foun«l the repairer'-

GIVE IT UP.

If F.vc hadn't tempted Adam with that apple,

what would the modrrn lyclc suit maker and

golf hosier be doing lor a living now.'

TO A BARGAIN-COUNTER MACHINE.

Come to my bo^oin, my <>»n damaged wheel;

Tlu.' all nihrrs have Irfl ihee. I'll '<lill havr llic frel

-

I know not. I care not n( what make thou art.

1 know that I own thee, thou old applecart.
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The

NEW WORLD
(The '98 Model)

Is Now Ready to be Discovered ^
and

THE WISE AGENT
WILL REQUIRE NO FURTHER HINT
TO START HIM ON THE VOYAGE
OF DISCOVERY. ^ ^ ^ o* .>fc jt

Sec New "Monte Cristo"

Catalogue. Arnold, Schwinn & Co.
CHICAGO.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

I
SAMUEL BUCKLEY & CO.. |

% JOO WILLIAM STREET, NEW YORK. %

^ SALES AGENTS FOR :^

I PIONEER BRAND TUBING. |
I STAR DISC-ADJUSTING HUBS. |
I RECORD PEDALS. |
I . POWER NICKEL STEEL CHAINS. I
^: (Power Mfg. Co., Bloomfield, N. J.) ^X

STYLE C.

MULLER
SADDLES.

Kiixlly iiiciilidii Tin' ^\'lu•cl.

STYLE B. ^
^
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WHY ENGLAND LAGS.

Some New Examples of Her Antiquated

Ideas of ProKTess, with the

Resalts.

Carrying coals to New Castle has always

been looked upon as the lieiglit of trade ab-

surdity; perhaps it may be, but for honors it is

closely pushed by the idea of importing golf

clubs into Scotland. Now America has suc-

cessfully done the latter, it is by no means

a foregone conclusion that she may not even-

tually perform the former.

.\fter a stay of fourteen years in the United

States, Charles S. Cox, an Englishman well-

known among golfers, sailed for his native

country two months ago on a business trip.

He returned on the Teutonic last Thursday.

During his sojourn here, Mr. Cox has become

imbued with many .American theories. In an

interesting way he told of the many shocks

administered to his adopted principles and

methods by experiences in his native land.

"Part of my business," began Mr. Cox.

"was to try and sell American-nfade golf

clubs. My fellow passengers going over said

it would be like selling ice at the North Pole;

yet I had no trouble in obtaining orders for

S.ftOO clubs from the largest dealers in golf

goods in Scotland and England. They have

been making golf clubs for '3iO years over

there, yet the dealers told me tfie American

clubs were better made and better finished

than any they could get in their own country

at anything near the price. As a matter of

fact, the wood from Virginia and South Caro-

lina can be laid down at Liverpool, Manches-

ter or Glasgow at a less cost than we can

freight it to our factory in Massachusetts.

The reason we can undersell them is our im-

proved machinery and advanced methods.

The Englishmen know this, but they are too

conservative to change.

"Nearly all the English factories were

started vears ago. when immense sums were

expended m equipping the plants. They have

been very successful, but are now away behind

the times. The vast strides in invention dur-

ing the past twenty-five years are ignored.

Through the improvements in machinery it is

impossible for the English to compete with us

unless by writing off the cost of the old e<iuip-

mcnt and putting in new plants. They real-

ize this, but they are in a rut and will not

change. This conservative spirit is the great

factor aiding American industries, for we are

Iwcnty-fivc years ahead of the Engli.sh and

will always leail until they wake from their

sleep.

"Wherever I went the instances of manu-

facturing backwardness filled me with wonder.

In one dim. v 1 »aw a row of women
It work n^ for ryric chains. Each

h' 'i at each pull a

III.. •] out. With us

one small boy feeds an automatic machine

with »tcel rrMls and two men arc kept busy

shoveling up links at the other end. Is it any

surprise that American manufacturers arc

•hipping bicycle parts to England and the

Continent?

''I found the business rotten all throughout

Great Britain. Both wholesale and retail

dealers say it is impossible to sril only the

shoddiest stuff, (or the people have not the

nioiiry to pay for fine goods Tlicy r.irc noth-

ing lor the quality, providing the things are

cheap. On this account, many dealers cannot

handle American goods, for the people will

not pay a fair price for them. The dealers

recognize the superiority of the American

makes and they had no prejudice against the

goods, but it paid them best to sell trashy

and slum-made goods at any low price."

FROM THE GERMAN.

However much c.xercisi- may appeal to the

youthful German mind it rarely does so to the

mature one. Increasing years bring increas-

ing weight, and the double increase an in-

clination to sit quietly behind stein and pipe,

which makes the German parent one difficult

to approach with the proposition to pay $7o

lor a bicycle. In the language of one of these

the following experience is told by the ex-

periencer

:

"Das macht nix. Abber Katarina come bv

her fadder unt sait: Das ist der graedest and

der besdesd ding dot waz. dot saidig bizergel.

.\bber, she sait. ven a girl maigs der saidig

on der aftenooub, der mornings in, she vorks

all her day, mitoud any droubbles unt dot tired

veelings. Unt ven she maigs der same ding

by der efenings lade, she sleebs der nighd

mitoud colics. Dots poody goot.

"Unt den ven Rosy tell her fadder she safes

der car vare. by der sgool going, dots beesnez.

unt dot's poody goot. Den ven der olt vooman
tolt me she safes der dogtor bills mit der saf-

dig, dot's bedder yed, unt der olt man maigs

eferyboty feel goot mit dree bizergels.

"Dots all righd. der oult man now go mit

der club in der niglul dimes unt no kig vos

ct)!ning from der vamily. You bed der oult

man is mighty glat der safdig bizergels has

come unt he hobes dey sday here. Efery

night der girls unt der mamma ride, unt der

papa go by der club."

WHERE EIGHT HOURS IS LAW.

Hiram S. Maxim, the .American inventor,

now located in England, thus illustrates the

disadvantage English trade labors under

under the eight-hour law.

His firm once imported to England some
Continental workmen, who, because paid by

the piece, wished to work seventy-two hours

per week. When they found that they could

legally work only fifty-four they started little

shops of their own. Some made electric bells,

sf>me toys, others instruments of precision.

"One," says Mr. Maxim, "came and asked

me where he could buy a nice foot-lathe. I

asked him what he wanted of it, and he said:

"What can I do? I vv-ork only a few hours a

day; you won't let me work any longer; what

am I to do with the rest of my time? I don't

drink; I can't loaf; what shall I do? I must

do something to amuse myself. Why not

make something to sell?'

"Since the eight-hour system has been intro

duced into the Wr)olwich Arsenal it has been

found that even Englishmen find the hours

too short, so that many of them have started

little .shops of their own, generally in the bi-

cycle line, and now there is a great wail from

local bicycle makers because they are under-

sold by men who receive a full day's pay for

part of a day's work." The British law makes
eight hotirs a "full day's work."

WHAT HE MIGHT HAVE GOTTEN.

He was a dilapidated specimen of humanity

and the dingy place he entered on a side street

was a fair match to him. There were three

tarnished gilt balls over the door and the man
carefully trundled a dilapidated safety which

looked as if it had been scoured with the sands

of time since the beginning of cycling and the

sand had been allowed to accumulate.

If the man and the place were dingy the

wheel was a darn sight dingier.

And the pawnbroker was but little im-

provement. He sat at his desk in the far end

of the long room, and as the customer came
toward him he greeted him as he would not

have greeted a stranger.

The customer tenderly hoisted the pledge-

to-be upon the counter in front of the pawn-
broker.

"What can I get on this?" he asked, laying

his hand afTectionately on it and seeming to

caress it.

The pawnbroker examined it much as a

step-mother might inspect the children of her

husband's previous wife.

"\'^ell," he grunted in the musical tones of

his kind, "I gand say for sure, bud I s'pose

you miglui gid a coad of enamel on id. Haf
vou tried?"

SOME SOUND ADVICE.

Never look for a "bargain" in an employee.

If a man is not worth fair pay, he is usually"

not worth having at all.

The agent or clerk who cant laugh heartily

can't make money in selling bicycles, because

he is too sour-natured to make and hold cus-

tomers.

Politeness has been defined to be artificial

good nature, but it may be aflirmed with

much greater propriety that good nature is

natural politeness.

If it has not been your custom heretofore to

read the trade papers systematically, begin

now. There is more money in them for you
than you think.

Keep your book accounts as small as pos-

sible. Have frequent settlements with your

customers, and at stated times. Have them

understand that this is a part of your business,

and they will respect you more and increase

their trade.

EXACTLY, HOW MANY?

How many ladies forget, or do not know,

perhaps, that the elbows should be close to

the sides when cycling? And how many
know what an ungraceful appearance these

akimboed arms give to the figure, when stand-

ing out like wings on either side?

IN TUB FACB OP IT.

She shuddered as he passed her.

"How can he look me in the face?" she bit-

terly exclaimed.

Her golf stockings were irreproachable and

she could not very well have made the skirt

of her cycle costume any shorter.

FIGURATIVBLY SP8AEIN0.

Oh. thr tiump nn a «rorchcr't iMck li naught,

rcrmit u« to drrlarr;

Unlf a timplc iodicalifin that

llr't brnt on getting there.

SURE CURB.

When the world is looking blue,

I'on't you gnimblc;

n the fates arc hard on you,

Jui>l l>r liumblr.

Snnn the clouHo will disappear.

And the skies will soon be clear,

And no tluindrr you will hear—

Nut a rumble.
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The Rest of Our Line is Just as Good!
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DANGER FROM SPECIAL PRIVILEGES.

Did you ever notice how a popular device is

received by different people. One wants to

net up an organization of which he is presi-

dent to promote it and another wants to tax it.

The former raises a club and puts uniform,

insignia and trouble on himself without in-

juring others, so his punishment fits his

crime. It is a mild distemper and soon

passes off; but the latter is deranged and very

dangerous. He imagines that the taxing

power is a political machine for enforcing the

opinions or private advantages of any one

strong enough to set it a-going, without re-

gard to the life, liberty and pursuit of happi-

ness of others.

The closing years of the nineteenth centurj-

bring the strongest circum-mundane wave of

passion for bossing some one, since its open-

ing years. Indeed, here is a veritable craze

—

contagion without utility. It seems to have

influenced the passage of ordinances which

not only surround city residence with an in-

quisitorial, inhospitable and un-American air

and breaks the constitution in several places,

but it taxes, labels and licenses the innocent

wheel all in one swoop.

Now, what has man's dearest companion
ever done to be classed with opium, oleomar-

garine and alcohol for other than scientific

purposes? Why should it be licensed along

with saloons and slop carts?

It docs not claim protection or exemptiorf

as an infant industry, because it cannot stand

alone; neither should it be subjected to double

taxation. Bicycles are no more entitled to

special collections, tin rattles and professional

nurses at public expense than baby carriages.

"Equal rights to all and special privileges to

none."

If officers charged with the care of public

highways and the expenditure of funds law-

fully raised by the ordinary process of taxa-

tion, neglect or refuse to act impartially for

the benefit of the various modes of locomo-
tion, the people want less of them, not more.

Our people tax themselves liberally for high-

ways, and the cycle riders pay a good portion

of the amount. The public already furnishes

separate passage-ways for two different modes
of locomotion where circumstances require it,

and a third may be added.

In this way wheelmen would participate in

the expenditure of the ordinary road and street

funds to the extent of thousands of dollars

where under the tax idea they have a paltry

hundred or so collected by form of law, force

of opinion and fear of prison. By establishing

.1 «rp,Tr,Ttr revenue system wheelmen stop

laiming their desert, post-

;i of their true position and,
wnr»c than all, countenance and encourage a
dan(.Tri,ii« noiirpalion. No good can come
froni •

TALKING SHOP.

"You." new cashier, "will find me
like a c> You ran judge me by my
works."

"All right." rc»ponded the manufacturer,
anting to the merry occujon; "I will bear
your case in mind ,,u do not ac-
cumulate any sup> ;, your move-
ments."

AN ITALIAN IDEA.

A gentle Dago he; a bronzed son of sunny

Italy; a man of observation, queer diction and

with the instincts oi the trader. .Asked what

he thought uf the first bicycle he ever saw he

said:

"Ona day I tak'a da banan' a go da boolc-

var, for sella him. I mak"a do go cross'a da

street'a—a man'a stop'a say what'a you call'a

dat? I look'a see com'a down da street'a

some'a ting look'a lik'a da gal, mak'a da walk'a

da mid' da asaplialt'a. I say da man, "Whassa

matta?' He tella me da side a walk'a too lil'Ia

for da gal, an' she tak' a da street. I tella he

das'a notting, she tak'a what'a she want'a

—

alia right'a.

"She com'a close; look'a lik'a she push'a da

som'a ting; das'a funny. I say notting. She

com'a da more close'a; she got'a wheel what

be da front'a; she got one more wheel'a what

be da behind'a.

"She look'a lik'a she stand un'a; she look'a

lik'a she sit down'a. I can't'a tcll'a what she

mak'a; she ring'a da bell'a; da man mak'a da

jump'a; me, I mak'a him, too. I look'a

'round'a, da girl'a has'a gone. She mak'a da

foot'a go up, a down'a. He's dress'a hang'a

by da ground'a.

"I tell'a you he's a mighty funny ting. Neva
se nothing'a lik'a dat where I com'a, Italy.

Bime a by, I sec what you call'a a man mak'a

da sam'a ting. He tella me das what he calla

da bisike. Italian man has'a got'a no biz"

mak'a dat go; he walk'a."

WHY TBEY CAN'T TALK.

The American and the Englishman assume
that English ought to be spoken universally,

and, therefore, neither has taken the trouble

to develop himself as a linguist. When either

travels abroad he is obliged to resort to an in-

terpreter, who may or may not interpret cor-

rectly. Business transacted through a third

party is never as satisfactory as that transacted

directly between the two parties interested.

Important points are very often not under-

stood, and the necessary impressions about
qualities and style and general merits of goods
are not impressed upon the mind of the buyer
as thoroughly as they would be if the one of-

fering his wares were making his points in

his own way. Lack of knowledge of at least

French and German has done more than any
other one thing to retard American cycle

makers' invasion of foreign markets.

THAT DIGNITY DIG.

Rider* of many accomplishments very often
accomplish very little in cycling.

During the initial stages cycling is, as its

traducers claim, undignified, but that should
not condemn it forever, as these traducers

would have it do. In ec|ucstrianism, and surely

that is dignified enough, the beginner on
horseback is apt to make a spectacle of him-
self by bending over and embracing his steed,

if the latter shows the least disposition to be
fri.sky.

At the outset, the wheel may be a sonicwh.it

vicious and perplexing thing, and the novice
is convinced that it is an invention of the evil

one. Rut when the skittish creature has been
tamed, an entente cordiale is established be-
tween it and its master that discloses a new
delight in life, and the rider need sacrifice

neither dignity nor cuticle in the riding of a
bicycle.

HE WASN'T ON.

He was a stranger in Boston.

You could tell it from the cautious manner
with which he picked his way down Columbus
avenue.

It was evening. A stranger approached the

cyclist.

"Sir," said he. "your beacon has ceased its

function."

"Sir?"

"Your illuminator, I say. is shrouded in

unmitigated oblivion."

"Really, but I don't quite
"

"The effulgence of your irradiator has

evanesced."

"My dear fellow, I
"

"The transversal ether oscillations in your

incandesccr have been discontinued."

Just then an unsophisticated little newsboy
—a rara avis in the Hub—shouted across the

way:

"IKy. mister! yer ianni is mit."

ALWAYS ON THE INCREASE.

How the bicycle is driving the horse into

disuse for pleasure purposes is strikingly il-

lustrated by the statistics of visitors to Fair-

mount Park in Philadelphia. According to

these figures the number of vehicles and
i."(iuestrians entering tiie park last year was
00,000 less than it was in 18!)(>, while the num-
ber of bicycles was 360,286 greater than it was

the year before.

This record shows that the horse is going,

and that the wheel is taking his place. The
change thus so carefully noted by the police

in Philadelphia is probably proceeding at about
the same rate of progress in every city where
the park system an<i its approaches are prop-

erly developed.

WHERE WAS HE AT?

Officialdom in Germany has been com-
pelled by a cyclist to give deep thought to the

question: "When two streets intersect, in

which street is the point of intersection?" At
Breslau bicycles arc forbidden on certain

streets. A rider, going along a street where
they are allowed, followed it across a pro-

hibited street and was arrested in the middle

of the road. He asserted that he was in one
street, the policeman that he was in the other,

the lower court that he was in neither and
should not be fined, and the upper court that

he was in both, therefore, on the forbidden

street, and must pay a fine of 25 cents.

HOW, INDEED.

The gentle, gentlemanly truck driver swore

soulfully for at least two minutes at the wheel-

man who had barely escaped from his horses'

hoofs. "You should he ashamed to swear so,"

said a clerical-looking man on the sidewalk.

"Well, how in hades do you want me to

swear? I ain't up on furrin langwiches,"

answered the gentle driver as he drove off.

HE KNEW HIS BOOK.

Bigplad. at the concert after stixlying the

programme closely
—

"It ain't all singin'. thank

goodness! Number four is 'The Sextette

from Lucia.'
"

"Well, that's singing, ain't it?"

"No. it ain't. A sextette is where six fel-

lows ride one bicycle."
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MORE RIM ARGUMENTS.

Editor of The Wheel: While I do not

wish to be a party to a newspaper argument

on wood rims, Mr. Ruber's letter, in your

issue of January 7th, requires some notice

from me, believing, as I do, from experience

in manufacturing wood rims of both the lam-

inated and single-piece variety during the past

six years, not only in the United States, but

in Canada and England, that laminated wood

rims are superior to the single-piece variety.

When this subject is being discussed, I pre-

fer to see an argument brought forward,

rather than a statement of an opinion.

Mr. Ruber's fears that my remarks might

tend to create a prejudice against single-piece

rims shows good judgment, and especially

when I believe that I made some good argu-

ments in my article, which he attempts to

criticise.

He says: "The theory advanced in the pre-

vious article (my own), that the warp or con-'

tortions were caused, etc., etc." It will be

seen that he admits the warp and contortions,

and then endeavors to explain the why and

wherefore.

There is no theory in my argument ' re-

ferred to—it is a condition. Mr. Huber says

a single-piece rim is more resilient than a lam-

inated. We deny this soft impeachment. It is

with extreme naivete that he says: "This warp

cannot result when a rim is bent on an exact

lateral plane." As though any practical rim-

maker would attempt to bend a wood rim

other than to a true lateral plane, and on a cir-

cular form!

The trouble with nearly all single-piece

makers is, that they evade the most important

disadvantage of a single-piece rim, and the

consequent great advantage of the laminated

variety. A piece of wood one inch in thick-

ness bemg necessary to make a single-piece

rim, in bending this piece, however carefully,

the outside is stretched and the inside is com-

pressed in direct ratio to its thickness. This

is a fact that cannot be denied.

In a laminated rim of the same thickness,

we bend three pieces at once, each piece be-

ing disrupted much less in proportion to its

thickness, and while in the single-piece rim

there is but one normal section directly in

the centre, in the laminated rim there are three

such sections, working in direct opposition to

the slightly disrupted surfaces to hold the

rim to its true lateral plane and exact cir-

cularity.

There is little doubt in the minds of ob-

servant persons that the low price of single-

piece rims have an attraction in the eyes of

some bicycle manufacturers; but when exact-

ness and circumference and true circularity are

demanded, the laminated principle is not only

preferable, but is actually necessary.
*

These shrinking and swelling qualities of

the average single-piece rim are so well

known that some manufacturers will have

nothing to do with them. During tlit entire

period since the first introduction of the lam-

inated rims, the most exhaustive experiments

have been under way, in order to ascertain

the most desirable timber to be used in the

construction of these rims. There arc various

conditions to be considered, and while it is

always best to have the wood thoroughly pro-

tected from the atmosphere, certain other

qualities are necessary for the best results.

As fine a grain as possible has been found

to he desirable, and a wood with suriiciciii

ductility to allow of its being bent, must be

selected. We have found rock maple

to have these two qualities to a sur-

prising degree, and when this mater-

ial is properly made up on the lam-

inated principle, every laminae being of a

minimum thickness, as stated in my previous

article, the inner surface is left in a practically

normal condition, and in Mr. Ruber's own
words, actually devoid of a warp, in the same
ratio that a single piece has a warp.

While we have no intention of causing any

prejudice against single-piece rims, as we
manufacture a superior article in this line our-

selves, we wish to be fully understood, aside

from the very reasonable arguments that can

be produced, to approve most emphatically of

the use of our laminated rims, and we believe

and have practical evidence that a large per-

cent of the builders of high-grade bicycles

are with us, not only in the United States, but
in Canada, England, France, Germany, and
many other countries, our trade extending
practically all over the world.

A. C. Fairbanks,
Vice-President and Superintendent

Fairbanks-Boston Rim Co.

THEY NEVER CHANGE.

Did you ever wonder why the people in

England have a distinctly unique "law of the
road" to all other nations? An antiquarian
gives this reason: In olden times, when folk

walked about the badly lighted towns in fear

and trembling, with rapiers at their sides,

every country had the same rule, i. e., to keep
to the left, so that an unexpected rapier thrust
might at least escape being mortal.

As times became quieter and civilization de-
veloped, the necessity ceased, and the law of

the road was reversed; but for some unknown
reason England remained conservative to the
old custom.

Another reason, of course, suggests itself, as

far as driving is concerned. The driver with
the reins in his left hand, and sitting on the
right side of a vehicle, can see much better

when he is passing anything in the road.

Whatever the reason may be nothing is so
annoying to the foreign cyclist in Great Brit-

ain as this keep-to-the-left idea.

OTHERWISE WELL LIKED.

No cycler would object to the beautiful snow
If 'twould just get a move on itself and would go
Back into the sky in the beautiful way
That it comes floating down when it's going to stay

For a day or two,

Or maybe longer.

But when it gets lumpy and humpy and bumpy
And slushy and mushy, and hashy and trashy,

And covers your coat and your pants and your vest,

And your hands and your face and all of the rest

Of your anatomy, and sneaks into

Your riding shoes and down the back
Of your neik, and up the le^r of your knickerbockers
And knocks gay golf hosen silly,

That makes one he t.

Otherwise

No cycler would object to the beautiful snow
If 'twould just get a move on itself and would go
Back into the sky in the beautiful way
That it comes floating down, when it's going to stay
l""or a day or two,

( )r maybe lnng\ r.

SEE THE
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ELMORE
Before buying your

line of wheels for

the coming season.

A Good Record

in the Past

Is a Guarantee

for the Future*

Each bicycle must

now stand upon its

merits, and from the

past record of the

ELMORE you have

the best assurance

of handling a meri-

torious bicycle. We
should like an op-

portunity to show

you our i8g8 models

••••

AFFECTED HIS SPEECH.

First Dcaf-Mulc—What makes you slulU-r
so to-day?
Second Dcaf-Mutc— I can't help it. I was

cleaning my chain yesterday and caught my
(ir-st linger belwecn the sprockcl :in<l llie chain.

Elmore Mfg. Co
CLYDE, OHIO.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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THE WEEK'S PATENTS.

306.641. flCYCLE STAHn Groiio* a Pwct Phllidelphl*. Pi. ft O r. . 8 4 O . CRANK SHAPT FOR VELOCIPEDES Wiais S. 5 H<s7>^»>. SUPPLEMENTAL SEAT FOR BICYCLES RoIert M
FiMJkal3. mr Srrtai No Hia.OU. nomodd.) Baowii. BelvMere. UL. aauoor to tbe MtUonal Srwlng Marhliip Com- Olipbakt. Jr , Sotiiliainpton, B Y FiW Sfpl 28. 1896 Sena] No

f luy.aiMptaoe. Filed Auf. 12, ISM. aerial No 6(B,S06. (No model) 607.186 (Homodel)

^^•m. - In a bieyrl»-«Uni) the eomtriiuUoa of a Tertieal poat at-

uched to a baie and carryio^ amu at iu upper end, vitb a ninrable

ilMTe encircling aid put and hariog a projecting finger, an o&et

lug. on oppoai(e tide to finger, to which ii aeparatelj piToted a fork,

•od a tat icraw engaging the aleeire and post onljr : ubataotiallj ai

iKoirn.

5 9 G . o -2 3 . CRANK AXLB AND 8PR0CKBT FOR BICYCLB&

Tioais MiMLiT, Columbua, Ohio, utlgDor of ooe-balT to the Columbui

Blcyck CaofUT. SUM place Filed Feb. 13. 1W7. SerU Ha 623,2S&

(Mo model.)

n

C*».». — 1. A crank aile orshult liariiigone crank integral with

the aile and a ncrew-thread on the freeeiitl thereof, a teparate crank,

a •priM.-ket' wheel having o|i|Hr*itclv.armnped aIoIa or scats in the

bore of ihe hub and an iiilcni.tl icreiv-ihreail engaging the thread

i>n the asle.a flut in uid a\lo,.iri citern.tl wren -thread on said hub

and Cleans on the crank for engaging the axle and sprocket slots, in

ct oibination iriih a nut enga;;ing said crank :ind the hub of the

sprocket-wheel.

.> 9 6 , 5 '2 -A . BICYCLEBBARJNQ. Tboiias Midclit. Celumbua,

Oluo, aaugoor of oae-ball to the Columbui Bicycle Company, aame

place. Filed May I. Itr. Serial Ho. 634.T33 (No model)

Obias — I The ff.mbiBillftn xllh s rim proeided «ith longitudi-

nal sl«<a therein * ^

pnjertiag bead'-

tBovable kaji ci'~-

tmlij t* dssinnbed

9 0.7 7 5.

lirr hsvnig Inwardly

^•1 »ilhtn the klots, and

. . ;.iod the •t>iiU. •ulMlan-

UCTCIAKLL louai a BlU. iMt Hamptao,

Cooa rued Au« l(. 1*7; Serial Ro (M*.4li (Ho

diGi^piib

Hatm -The combination with a crank-hanger having the cups

2 3 secured therein and provided with antifriction-balls, of a crank

having a hollow section of crank-shaft formed integrally therewith

and provided on ila eiterior with a pair of cones, said hollow section

passing through said cup 'A and terminating within said cup 2 and

the cup 2 being provided with the flange 2* overlapping the end of

said hollow section of crank-shafl, a second crank having another

sectiou formed integrally therewith and projecting through said

flange 2* and being removably secured in said hollow section of shaft,

the sprocket-wheel secured on said second sectiou of shall between

said flange 2* and said second crank, the flange 2' surrounding the

hub of said sprocket and the packing-ring 18 located between the

flange 2* .and the hub of said sprocket, sub^taulialty as set forth.

5 96 6 5O BICYCLE CRANK AND CRANK AXLE. F»ID L 8ie-

UW. Toledo. Obla FUedllar.3.1897. Serial Na 625.814. (Ho modal)

' '/mil, .\ siipplcuionlary seat for bit'_\cIo^. comprising a frame

having a pair of tlownwardlj-exleodinj; arms provided with forked

ends and with a forwardiy-exlending arm, means for Bu^taining a

saddle upon said frame, an enlarged portion near the end of the for-

wardly-extending arm, -laid enlarged portion adapted to act allbot*

rests and having means for engaging the rear bar« of a bicycle, and

a locking device carried by said arm, substantially ai and for the

purpose described

59U.e>16. OEARCASK ALBERT H Pierce. RiUidalcliloh Piled

June 25. 1896 Serial No S96.893. (No model)

C/tiiht.' A gear-ca.-*e comprining a pair ot' spared circular hoods

adapted to respectively incase therein the front and rear -.pi-ocketa

of a bicycle, and eath provided "ith a pair of UngeuliaPiubular c»-

tensions having a telescopic engagement with the iimilar eil«iisiuii!<

of the other hood to provide upper and lowercasing!- for the spmckci

chainTeaeh of said .hoods being further provided with an inner flange

dis|K)ied iWiil'' u( ami parallel "ith ihc oulor rim. a detatliable cover

for each hood linvin;; a rim rvgislerinj; in the poiket lorinod between

the flange and rim of the hood and al>o having a Ungcntial flanged

extension 13 adapted to embrace one of the tubular eilensions of tlie

hood, and bolts ucuchably clami.ing each cover in place, subsUn-,

tially as set forth

1/-./M

CImim I .\ ballreUinet f.ir jonnialbearings. consisting of a

sheet-niclal conical aiinnlu* having aperttireo therein and provided

with iieoiio i-v .inn« anil baIN pnijrciing thrnngh the a|<ertnrcs on

holh •iilr^ of the aiii:>-bM and lecured h\ «iil prongs *^
596,470. TIRB AND IIBAH8 FOR SBCURIHO SAME IHPLACK
— WlLUaa B BaurriT, Spnuxdale. Ark Filed Aug 20. 1897 Serial

aiMMni (HOBOM)

5 9 6,869. BICYCLE SADDLE CLAMP ArtbuR L OarMRO
Blyria, Ohio Filed Jan. 22. R47 Serial Nol 620.297. (Ho model)

1
. ri.

^-^

(^taim,— The co nbination of a support for the saddle-apring )iav-

ing two perforated oars, one being threaded, with a chip having a
tapered transverse groove in its top, and a pin which operates in tile

perforation in said ears, having one threaded end, and one cylin-

drical end, and a conicAl body which engages in the tapered groove
in the chip, subalantially as and for the pur|H>«e specified

596.699. BICYCLE SADDLE POST ARTBVi L. OiRroRO, Blyria

Ohio Filed Jaa 2i, 1897 Serial Ha 620,300 (Ho UiOdel)

*. C o C *

fTuini —An aile,<ar shaft, rhamlered or beveled sorfaccs at the

end thereof a rranV; inwardly-pmjecting, reailienl lipe or flaps upon

thi- hub of aaid crank coinciding with and engaging <aid chamfered

or beveled surfaces, a member embracing aaid lips or flaps, and insans

(or •rcuring aaid crank upon said asle, whereby when said lips or

flafw are forced up«in said beveled surfaces the spread of the lips or

flaps holds said rmhranng i)]|iril>er in place

OOd.OHl BlCtClfl OBARIHO Crarlb A Joaanii. Brentt,

Mais FlM Apr '. 1897 Serial Ho UI.IOS (HonodlL)

Claim.— I In a direct leat-post, the combination of the stem A

two parallel vertirjil ears on the upper end thereof two relatively-

movable clamping-jaws supporter) and surrounded by said ears, and

means for moving said jaws ralaiively toward each other to clamj

a saddls-apring placed between Mid ears. labaUnUally as specified

51«0.<>.Mli. LUOOAOB^CARRIBR FOR BICYCLES RoaMTSrBli

cia. Eruuton.m Filed Hot 25. 119& Serial Ho 613.363 (Homodel)

ossi '
(•

• in apwardlyei-

<1 lo the said pin-

.'f n««r the ends

I
. .« secared

•sid stqd*

•'•rp'"'

Trey, I Y

^^^^
CUim-X t'..

Mid plale. •<

rarixf like esid*

..' .1.4 piBle awl •»''" -T' •"•! """

»««f4Mi^«WUwlMll.i isdrVMbcJ

fy.i.'m—l In rnmbination with a bieyrls or like machine, a

gear wheel carried by lba.l>ub of the drive-wbeel of sorb machine.

a •«<ondary gear mounted upon said hub, the rear sprocket-wheal

«r .irril In thf 1»;T nsmed gear, gear wheals /? and tX adapted to

I gear whesb, and m. ^ - ing the

' nf masb with the . srs and

_,...._,.,..: __ . iingor eofinecting il'' .. i wheels

and parfa carrt*d llie»l>j'«itk the kab, as spanlied

f Voim - I An article of the characiet dswcribed compnsing a

raiiog B having an end B' provided with a flanged edga forming a

ratchet plate !•'. a shaft connected to said end B'. a Upe C upon said

shift A ind 1 "pring ilelenl l> rngaging uid ralrhet-plate '>'. auUtan-

tially IS desrnhed

9 H . 7 7 1 . DRIVIHO^BAIH FOR CYCLBa JoBI W. UUBa
Wiilua D Foarn. and Roanr J Foam. Selby, Bnglaod, FlM
June 13, int. Serial Ha &9«.59« (Ho model)

*
pi

Obm I lo a iprM.krt-4-hBin. ttir r(nol>lniitinn, with lli« link"

h*vin( •ork*u foiviwd mllir inovr fkco« thrrrof, nf bi^lb mouiiird in

•airl KK-kvU twtw*^ ft*id hnkt Mt a» lo )••«« * »piic« for (br r^rep-

(ion uf ih' cprorket (oolh b«4w*rn r*rh pKtr of ball*, (rbrrrb^ i^acli

looth ! •n|fftK»H upon mii h ttdf H) nnr of thr AnltfricUon Kallk. auU*,

>UiitU]l/ %M Ml forth
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596,741. PNEUMATIC TIRE. ROBERT CowEN.Cambijdge, Mais.,

assignor to the Boston Woven Hose and Rubber Company. Boston,'

Mass. Original appUcation filed Jan. 13, 1896, Serial No 575,307. Di-

vided and this appUcation filed June 12, 1896. Serial No. 595,272.

(No model.)

5 9 6,901. AIR-PROPELLED BICYCLE. David A. Mooee. Har-

vey,' la assignor of one-third to Oliver T Eads, same place.' Filed

Nov 28, 1896, Serial No. 613,746. (No model)

Chhii.— X. The within-described flexible tire having a smooth

inner or lim surface, a finely-indented and roughened outer or tread

surface to prevent slip of the tire without retarding the free running

of the same, the tread-surface indentations adjacent the line of tread

of the said tire being more pronounced than the indentations at either

side thereof and between the tread-line and the smooth inner sur-'

face, substantially as described

f '96 ,96O . . BICYCLE. ChAKLB 0. L Casbkil, Pearl River, and

Oscar P, OBrMSBBB. New York, K. Y. Filed Oct 22, 1896. Serial No.

609,640. (NombdeL)

Clainj.^l. The rotary motor consisting of a revolving piston A

with wings I, on its periphery and flanges //on its sides, the casing

a with radial valve-chambers B having in their front sides ports N
and in the rear valve-balancing chambers and also exhaust-ports x,

radial valves D arr<t ged in said valve-chambers, screw-caps F closing

the ends of the valve-chambers, and detachable side pieces c closing

in the piston on the sides substantially .as and for the purpose de-

scribed.
t7-'

;5 96 ,949 . VEHICLE-LANTERN. . Charles E. Smack and Worth-

WMOH BULKELEY, Cleveland, Ohio; said Bulkeley assignor to Thomas

E. Whltworth, same place. Filed Mar. 7, 1896. Serial No 582,249.

(No model)

Claim.— 1. In a bicycle the combination with the crank-axle,

the driving sprocket-wheel thereon, aiid the usual driving-cranks, of

the auxiliary crank-axle-driving spring, said spring being coiled around

the axis of the crank-axle, means for coupling the spring at one end

5 9 6,814. BICYCLE HANDLE-BAR. JOSEPH D. KiNO, Me--

nominee", Mich. Filed Apr. 29, 1897. Serial No 634,347. (No model)

. Claim.—!,. The combination of a stem, having an annulus at-

tacled thereto, two handle-bars, atube rigidly attached to one handle-

bar ftnd run through the annulus, a thimble attached to the remain-

ing haffidle-bar, the thimble and' tube having interlocking contiguous

edges, a sleeve embracing the thimble and tube and holding said parts

596,930. TIRE: Hemry RWykert, Omaha, Nebr. Filed Sept

8,1896. Serial No. 605,149. (No model)

Claim.— 1. The combination with a vehicle-wheel of a lantern

carrying rotatable colored screens and mearis connected with said

vehicle-wheel to intermittently rotate said screens when the vehicle

is ill 'motion substantially as described and for the purpose set forth.

5 96 7 SO. LAMP OR LANTERN. Qeqrqe C. Krauss, Columbus

Ohio. Filed'Dec. 3, 1896. Serial No. 614,355.. (No model)

Claim.— I. A tire divided longitudinally and having its edges

connected by the lacing-cord FT, and provided with the tread 0, and

the internal strip B that is secured in place only by the stitching 2

at its Center, combined with the double strip D, and the uniting-strip

5 9 6 8 19. PNEUMATIC TIRE. JOSEPH MosELEY, Manchester,

England. Fll«l Mar. 18,1897.. Serial No 628,211. (NomodeL) Pat-

ented in England June 14, 1895, No 11,593, and In France Mar. 13, 1896,

No. 254.727,

(jliiini — I. The hcrcinbeforedescnbcd proccssot maiinf'acturing

'india-rubber tiros, which consists In first Conning a circuliir tube, par-

tially vulcanizing it, then confining it in an annular condition, fl.attencd'

in a (liicttion transverse io the plane of the annulus and completing

the vulcaui/ation .vhilo in that shape, substantially as dcsorilied.

)v ;

Cliiini,- In a larnp'or lantoni, the combination with a lamp-budy

having a downwaiilly-extcnding neck portion /', of n cylindrical

caiulle-niagazinc rotatably and dotachably supportovl in said exteri-

sion/i't wo (U' more spring-actuated candle supporting tubes sujiported

in suiil iiiiigH/iiio, a rigid coverin^for tlu' ii|ipiM' end of said mugn-

ziiie, s.'iid cover having an opening //"ccconlrirally loratcil therein am)

a .spring- actuated jiawl or finger depending from said t.ubular extension

and .uldpfed to prevent the voluntary I'otatiou of said maga/ine, snli

slaiiliiilly as jiiul Un- the piiipi.se s|„-,-ified

SUMMARY OF THE WEEK'S PATENTS.

Number of patents of all kinds granted dur-

ing the week, 504; designs, 28; trade-marks,

42; reissues, 1; total, 575. Issued to citizens

of the United States, 524; issued to citizens of

foreign countries, 50. Leading States, New
York, 112; Pennsylvania, 55; Illinois, 53.

Leading countries, England, 17; Germany, 12;

Canada, 7.

Total number of applications waiting action,

11,382; in Division VII., relating to veloci-

pedes, 1,083.

More applications for patents were filed

at the Patent Office last year than ever before

in the same period, the total exceeding 48,000.

On Friday, December 31st, $9,376 fees were re-

ceived, which was a new record.

Cycling patents issued during the week:

596,741. Pneumatic Tire. Robert Cowen, Cam-
bridge, Mass., assignor to the Boston Woven Hose
and Rubber Co., Boston, Mass. Original applica-

tion filed Jan. 13, 1896. Serial No. 575,307. Divided,

and this application filed June 12, 1896. Serial No.
595,272. (No model.)

596,780. Lamp or Lantern. George C. Krauss,

Columbus, O. Filed Dec. 3, 1896. Serial No. 614,355.

(No model.)

596,814. Bicycle Handle-Bar. Joseph D. King,
Menominee, Mich. Filed April 29, 1897. Serial No.
634,347. (No model.)

596,819. Pneumatic Tire. Joseph Moseley, Man-
chester, England. Filed March 18, 1897. Serial No.
628,211. (No model.) Patented in England June 14,

1895. No. 11,593, and in France March 13, 1896, No.
254,727.

596,895. Elevated Cycle-Railway. William H. Mar-
tin, Mobile, Ala. Filed June 29, 1897. Serial No.
642,826. (No model.)

596,901 Air-Propelled Bicycle. David A. Moore,
Harvey, 111., assignor of one-third to Oliver T. Eads,

same place. Filed Nov. 28, 1896. Serial No. 613,745.

(No model.)

596,930. Tire. Henry R. Wykert, Omaha, Neb.
Filed Sept. 8, 1896. Serial No. 605,149. (No model.)

596,949. Vehicle-Lantern. Charles E. Smack, and
Worthington Bulkeley, Cleveland, O.; said Bulkeley

assignor to Thomas E. Whitworth, same place.

Filed March 7, 1896. Serial No. 582,249. (No model.)

596,960. Bicycle. Charles O. L. Cardell, Pearl

River, and Oscar F. Ostergren, New York, N. Y.

Filed Oct. 22, 1896. Serial No. 609,640. (No model.)

SIMMONS SELECTS OFFICERS.

At the annual meeting of the stockholders of

the Simmons Hardware Company, St. Louis,

the following officers were elected for the en-

suing year: Wallace D. Simmons, president;

J. E. Pilcher, first vice-president; H. M.
Meier, second vice-president; J. E. Smith,

third vice-president; N. Norvell, fourth vice-

president; F. N. Johnson, traffic manager; A.

E. Dann, treasurer; C. R. Barclay, assistant

treasurer; A. W. Douglas, secretary; E. H.

Simmons, assistant secretary. The company

were incorporated January 1, 1874, with a

capital of $200,000, and have now a capital of

$3,000,000.

MONOGRAMS FOR FIFTY.

The Monogram is the name of a new wheel
for which W. J. Simons & Co., of 7 Barclay
street, are placing agencies. It lists at $50.

and is described as a high-grade wheel in

every particular. It has a 3-inch drop,
flush joints, octagon cranks, octagon oval

fork-crown, expanding seat-post and handle-
bars and two-pioco crank. The Monogram is

finishod in .several enamels.

TWENTY-FIVE THE LIMIT.

Tlu' Trovideiu-o (R. I,") Board of Trade has
chosen these otViccrs for the year 1808: PresU
ilciit, K. A. Loomi.s; \ ico-presidoiit. William G.

Uaiikin; ivca.suror, .\. 11. Torigo. By vote the

Board also decided not to allow more than

$25 (or any sccoml-iiand wheel taken in trade.
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National Board of Trade

of Cycle Manufacturers.

320 BROADWAY. NEW YORK.

President,

A. L. GARFORD.

First Vice-President,

GEORGE H. DAY.

Second \'ice President, Treasurer,

C W. DICKERSON. VV. A. REDDING.

Secretary,

ERNEST R. FRANKS.

National Bicycle Wood Rim

Manufacturers' Association.

President, Treasurer,

E. S. MEAD. N. D. DOUGHMAN.
Secretary,

W \V. STALL. Bedford. Mass.

National Cycle Dealers' Association.

President,

GEORGE E. HANNAN.
Second Vice-President,

J. J. MANDERY.

First Vice-President,

F. A. VERY.
Treasurer,

GEORGE COLLISTER.
Secretary,

JOHN McCARGO, St. Louis.

Rubber Tire Association.

President,

THEODORE A. DODGE.

First Vice-President, Second Vice-President,

L. K. McCLVMONDS. GEORGE T. PERKINS

Treasurer,

GEORGE F. HODGMAN.

Secretary,

KIRK BROWN.

604-506 West Fourteenth Street, New York.

TRADE CH.\NGES.

ALABA.MA.

Montgomery.—Montgomery Arms Co., assigned

to Carew Powell.

CALIFORNIA.
Santa Rosa.—Daniel Behmrr, reported attached for

1275 and taOO.

Santa Rosa.—W. L. Bartlett and G. HcckendofI, new
~t"rc.

COLORADO.
l>i-nvcr.--\\ . L, Goyett, sold out to A. L. 1 >r.ini-

& Co.

Florence.—Godley & Co., reported succeeded by

Kmmons & Co.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.
Washington.—^Cleveland \\ heel Co., moved to Four-

teenth street and New York avenue.

Washington. .Xrlington Cycle Co., moved to East

Capitol street.

Washington.—McLean & Espey, reported will" open

new store on Pennsylvania avenue.

W'asliington.—National Cycle Co. repair shop, dam-

*agcd by fire; dOO.

Washington.—Arthur D. Bennett, new store at "2.")

North Capitol street.

Washington.—Richard Bi-.-ill, H02 Fourteenth street,

gone out o( business.

FLORIDA.
Bcllaire.—J. F. Iligginhotham, s^lil nut to ( :i|ii.

S. D. Harris.

GEORGIA.
Atlanta.— II. A. Thornton, new agency cormr .\u-

burn avenue and I'ryor street.

ILLINOIS,

(hicago.—Wilson-Davy Co., damaged by water,

Il.WJU.

Cliicago.--Griswold Cycle Co., incorporated by II. J.

Toner, Frank H. Griswold and F. L. BoyJ, to

r- '
'

''
: capital slock, |6,0(i0.

hub Cycle House, 116 North

1 ^cd judgments |26,0U0; sheriff in

I

I Icnton- Dudley Implement Co., incorpor-

ated by J. Kenton, H. J. Dudley and W. W. licnton;

to deal in bicycles, wagons, etc; capital stock, IIU.OUO.

INDIANA.
Walkcrton.- Frank J. Brady, reported recorded chat-

tel mortgage lor 11,322.

IOWA.
Marengo.—Harry H. Simpson, reported recorded

' liallcl mortgage for 9100.

KANSAS,
S. Law, rcportrd rel«aed chattel mnrt-

J' cimMri mortgage lor $r«i

MAtNK.

I, ul llev-

^erly,

Adams.- J ,

llrocMoiL—Cameron Wheat Co.. S. M. Hancock rc-

MICHIGAN.
Bay City.— Kider Mfg. Co., organized to manufac-

ture adjustable handle-bars. Officers: K. W. Rider,

president ; W. S. Cooley, vice-president ; E. A. Cooley,

tri-asurer.

Detroit.— Hodgson, Howard & Marks, Henry Hodg-
son deceased.

NEW JERSEV.
Mt. Holly.— B. W. Storey & Sons will handle hi

cycles.
NEW YORK.

BulTalo.—Bison Mfg Co., organized to manufacture

bicycles; capital stock, $20,000. Directors: Geo. Scy-

fang (.1. Harry (libbs, W m. Seyfang and George E.

Huchheit, all of Buffalo.

Jamestown.—C. W. Morgan, new place on Crescent

street.

New York.—^Coogan Bros, reported gave judgment
for W75.

New York.—Hall & Downing, 82 West Broadway,
firm name changed to Hall-Downing-Stowe Co.

New York.— Hulbert Bros. Co., judgment for

J24,5,S1.

Rome.—A. Krebs and S. J. Harris have formed the

Rome Bicycle Mfg. Co., to manufacture bicycles on
West Dominick street.

."Syracuse.- -K. D. Legg, corner West Genesee and
Clinton streets, sold out to P. G. Perry.

OHIO.
Cincinnati. II. Cass, assigned to George P. Schn-

grew.

Sandusky.—Gilcher & Donahue, reported dissolved

partnership.

I'oledo.— Sol. H. Calisch, new store.

Toledo.— St.indanl Tube and Fork-side Co., incor-

porated by C. M. Fairchild, C. S. Bigelow, L. C
Kiebel, C. Kchler and A. C. Whitlingliam, to manu-
facture and sell bicycle tubing and sundries; capital

stock, S25,000.

PENNSYLVANIA.
Philadelphia.—Burrows & Maupay, succeeded by

Clothier &: Burrows.

Reading.- Uilhelm Bicycle Co., incorporated by S.

V. Reigner, A. Ci. Wciser, W. I. Wilhelm. C. J. To-

bias and others; capital stock, $.'<0,000.

RHODE ISLAND.

Newport.- Frederick A. Stuart, reported recorded

chattel mortgage for $334.

TEXAS.
Comanche.— Hall Bros., sold out. Kd. Ilnll will lo-

rate in Brownwood.
Houston. -Culmore & Rcilcr, reported dissolved

partnership.

WISCONSIN.
Rice I^kc.— I'utrow & Boddington, succeeded by J.

It. I'ulrnw.

.urthill, K<Im>

Uawson Mlf. r..

'gage lor UtWk

reilcd by

• •rdcd

KEPT FUR GUEST USE.

SpcakitiK of cycling, a smart young woman
says that one has to know how to ride nowa-
days, just as one has to know how to play

cards or golf, or do any pojuiiar tiling, to hi'

an agreeable visitor.

"If I'm asked to a country house with a

party," nays this authority, "I put in my bi-

cycle suit just as I use«l to carry my riding

habit, for there is sure to be a wheeling ex-

pedition arranged. One does nor have to take

one's wheel, cither; one need not <i\vn one, in-

deed, for It is the very modest house party en-

tertainer these days who has not from one to

*ix machines at the disposal of her guests."

AS A SIGHT IMPROVER.

Though cycling has by its friends been

claimed as a physical improver quite as

staunchly as it has been decried by its detrac-

tors as a physical degencratoi, neither side

has been inclined lo declare itself regarding

its influence upon the rider's eyesight. .\t

this juncture, a doctor steps forth and explains

in this wise the benefits of cycling to weak-

eyed town-dwellers:

"In the city the range of vision is confined,

even to those who arc much out-of-doors,

blank walls and huge buildings circumscrib-

ing the view; in the country the eye has an al-

most unlimited range, and this explains the

common occurrence of the eyesight of coun-

try people being usually better than that of

townsmen. Cycling, by taking the city dwel-

ler out into the broad views of country, gives

that rest to the eyes which brings strength

and hardihood together.

"The matter has a personal interest to many
an unfortunate individual burdened by dcbili-

tated optics, and who has had to fall back

upon art as an assistant to nature."

The doctor's favorable report seems, at

least, a feasible doctrine, and sufferers from

visual wcaknes.s—one of the most common
disorders of to-day—may, perhaps, find some

relief in this direction. .At any rate, the medi-

cine is not uniilcasant to take.

SOMETHING AWFUL.
.\ man never knows what disease he has

until he reads a medical book or a patent

medicine ad., sometimes he does not even

know then. For example: "The hypnotic in-

llucnce of concentrated attention, rendering

the movements inco-ordinate. so that the rider

becomes the victim of perverted reflexes of

purposeless effort, and the abject subject of

an optical delusion." means nothing more nor

less than the tendency experienced by the

no\Hce to run into obstacles which he or she

would rather avoid. The definition is ex-

tracted from a medical j)aper, which, how-
ever, omits.to give a cure for the disease.

SHIPPED ABROAD.

Exports of bicycles and cycle material from

the |)ort of New York for week ending Janu-

ary », 1898:
Bicycles. Materials.

Antwerp M6 1604
Berlin J.900
Brafil 1.000 25
llrili.h II • 248
British \ 1,178 173
British i" in Africa .... lEE
Copcnhagrn 2,614
Dutch West Indies U
Drmden GOO Sfifl

Havre >.. 7,274
Uiih 484
Liverpool 800
London 8,7U ....

Manchester 8 . ....

Mexico 888 ....
New Zealand 872 99
Rotterdam 1,GS8
United Slates of Colombia 6G6 ....
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I The Cardinal Points for Success

:

* — — -

Establistied Reputation. A Progressive Polioy.

Popular Prices. A "VSTheel 365 Days Ahead of Them All.

3

lUSlllalll

4:1!

>|Kl

$50.

$60.

$75.

$50.

$60.

$75.

^THE KEATING^
THE KEATING IS DURABLE.
THE DEMAND CONTINUES.
THE SALES INCREASE.

Get our prices. Give us a sample order and you will start

a permanent trade. Address for particulars,

Kindly mention The Wheel.

AATill you. not join forces \?s?'ith us in 1898 ?

KEATING WHEEL CO.,

Formerly HOLYOKE. MASS. MIDDLETOWN, CONN.

-fS
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The

1898 Columbia Cycle Lamp
Is unequaled for beauty, strength, durability and efficiency. Nickel-

plated brass, handsomely polished, riveted. Packed oil cups. Burners

are provided with wick lock. Powerful polished lens, cut glass ruby

and emerald side lights. The PNEUMATIC bracket spring can not be

broken Built to burn KEROSENE OIL. Will not blow or jar out.

LIST PRICE, $1.50 EACH.

The Columbia Combination Cycle Lamp Bracket
Can be used on the forks, the head or the brake rod of a bicycle.

Guaranteed not to rust. Adjustable' in all parts. Lined throughout

to prevent scratching of enamel. This is the finest bracket ever of-

fered Nothing on the market to compare with it for sterling good

qualities. LIST PKlCE, 40 CENTS EACH.

The Columbia Retro-Opticon
Shows cyclists what may be coming behind
them. Used on the handle-bar just in front of

the left-hand grip. Has ball-jointed attach-

ments. Can be set in any desired position.

Simply a glance at the surface of the instru-

ment shows a complete picture in miniature of

everything behind the rider. THEY RETAIL AT
50 CENTS EACH.

The Columbia Adjustable

Dash Bracket
Nickel-plated and polished. Carry any kind
of cycle lamp. Can be adjusted to fit on either

.side of a carriage dashboard. RETA'L PRICE,

50 CENTS EACH.

The Columbia
Anti-Rust Toe-Clip

Nickel-plated and highly
polished. ' An ornament on
any wheel. Riders who
use them say they are the
finest clips now in use,

LIST PRICE, 50 CTS. EACH.

Send for Illtistrated Catalogrue.

Mention (|uantities wanted
when asking for ([notations.

Columbia Cycle Lamp Mg. Co.,

Makers of I,amp8 and Hlgh-Orade Sundries. 144 Chambers Street, New York City.

<*)®(i>S®®®®®®&&&»^^ •®®®i
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TIRES OF THE FUTURE.

India rubluT \v«)itl«l seem to be the one cer-

tain source oi wealth now lockeil up in Central

Africa, and perhaps the most vahiahle thing

that the region produces or can produce.

Ivory is only a fancy article, and pahn «iil has

many substitutes. Gold no doubt exists there,

but, in the first place, it is doubtful whether the

pure negro can be made into a miner; and in

the second. g<>ld is to be got in regi«ins where

white men can live. It seems, therefore, as if

the special function of the tropics just now

was to produce India rubber, which is wanted

everywhere and cannot be grown elsewhere.

\o cultix-ation is needed; nature requires of

man very little skill, scarcely any exertion,

and only a reasonable avoidance of waste. Yet

this is asking more than tlie .African negro is

at present able to give.

The great rubber-producing region of the

world is the basin of the .Aniazon, which

yields about two-thirds of the entire annual

output. The quality of this rubber is im-

mensely superior to all others; the best Para

will fetch in England as much as W cents a

pound; the worst African goes for under J.')

cents. Brazil has. of course, an immense ad-

vantage in its great waterway; ocean-going

steamers run twelve hundred miles up the

.Amazon, whereas every African river, except

the Congo, has a bar at its mouth, and catar-

acts ni>t far distant from the coast line.

On the other hantl, the forests in Briizil

seem even more impenetrable than in Africa.

Not even such roadways as the African man-

paths can be maintaineil against the enc^oach-

ment of the jungle. But the native Brazilian

race is fncomparably more intelligent than

the negro. Their Caoutchouc is better pre-

pared, and, what is far more important, they

farm the trees as carefully as the red Indians

used to farm the beaver.

In .Africa the rubber is generally produced,

not from a forest tree, as in Brazil, but from

ihe landolphia, which is a climbing shrub.

The >upply of rubber-producing plants in Cen-

tral -Africa is pra«-tically inexhaustible, but the

nuniber of places where they exist within easy

distance of some export station is small, so far

as our present knowledge goes. Yet for the

present, speculators will probably hasten to be

rich, and if they hit upon a forest, will treat it

like a mine, anxious simply to take out the

maximum at the minimum of cost.

Whether any Stale will ever make this a

great branch of its tropical forestry remains

to be seen. The tiermans, with their usual

(horouf{hne»s, have a strong scientific stafT at

the Camerofms. The Knglish, in their

UHual makeshift way, content themselves with

M-nding home to Kcw for suggestions. But
the tlovernmcnl of India have at least tried

:ii . .

•

. .ii scale.

wealthy, would
< sioit of India rubber;

ti •! twenty yr;ir-. before

ihey ran prrMlmr one lent'* worth. In ad-

•llliiiti til ill, it .n't , itL.Ti Mill . I •Miiipy ,T huge
ixtrii' lire that no
Kurti|ii .III I .111 •

111'
1 M mil iiin III! rainy !teai«on,

and where the ttrowlh i* <t<i thick that twenty

men miRhl l>c tapping ii . of

the ranger, and he n«.n. 1,^,

lr««, the Indian (>•
• ry

of Harn r»ibb«"r •!• ;,ng
•• '

' wilL in
I 1 tit can
ciiiiiroi VII' II ,1 r.iriii. iiif iiiiii.iii b% I ifKlfi and
(t»r<«i4 will

WHERE LOGIC IS WASTED.

This is from a man:
"As old as I am and as experienced as I

am, I don't seem to have sense enough to keep

from argxiing with my wife! 1 ought to know
iietter, of course, after all these years of fail-

ure, but when she advances some theory re-

garding a bicycle or the riding thereof that

is manifestly absurd I feel it my duty to show
her her error. But will she ever be shown?
Never! When I've given her an argument

that Would floor a car horse, instead of throw-

ing up the sponge, as a man would do, this is

what I get:
" 'Oh, how silly you are! Don't talk so

loud.'

" 'I'm not talking loud.'

" "If you knew how you looked when you

opened your mouth so wide you wouldn't

do it.'

" "What has that got to do with what I'm

saying about a bicycle? Where's your logic?'

" 'Oh, I've got no time to spend talking

here with you. I'm going out to ride.'

"And off she'll go, leaving mc to twiddle

inv thumbs."

Red Cross Peerless Brazer

TRADE CATCHING.

.An u|)iown dealer who is wise enough to

appreciate the trade-drawing value of an at-

tractive window disi)lay. found that frost and

steam often caused the contents of the

window to be invisible. Having plenty of

time on his hands, he resolved to try ami do

away with this. He took a }-inch pipe of

brass, bored very small holes in it. about one

inch apart, then bent the pipe to fit the bottom

of his window and fastened it to the sash

around the lower edge of the glass.

After this was done, all that was left to do

was to attach a flexible tube from one end to

the gas fixture, turn on the gas and light up

the little jets, and he had a row of small lights

warming up the surface of the window, and

the frost gradually disappeared. The little

lights were also useful as an attraction, as any

number of people looked at the window as

they passed who would never glance that way
but for the line of little lights attracting their

attention.

WHAT FIGURES SHOW.

.According to police statistics IHo pcojile

were killed by traftic in L<jndon streets during

the year lHf(7. The death-causing vehicles

were, vans ii2, omnibuses I!' while other kinds

of cc»nveyances divide up another 18 among
them. The cycle, the de.ith-dealing cycle,

with all the weight of the sins of the scorcher

on its saddle, is responsible for—how niany

think you? One only!

In ntin-fatal accidents the story is repeated.

Ilansom cabs have to account for 8,()!(7, four-

wheelers for 1,4<>4. nearly iVm by omnibuses

and trantcars, :i,H.'l(i by vans and wagons, while

the cycle comes again at the bottom of the

list with a total of seven. This makes a grand

total of eight accidents caused by cyclists out

of r!.!i<;l r:isualties reported

NEWS FROM ABROAD.

S<i great was the injury done to the -Ameri-

can hat traile by cycling, that a L'nited States

hatter i<t said to have asked Congres.H to pass

a law compelling cyclists to purchase at le.isl

two hal« a year. At least the "Scottish iy
rliiti" say* he has.

PRICE. 314.00.

PRICE.'5I4.00.

Red Cross Steam Vulcanizer

PKict. 55.00.

Red Cross Rubber & Cement Co.,

Rochistir, I.T.,U.S,i.
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THE SPORTSMEN'S.

Bicycles and Guns and Tiger Skins Combine

to Catch the Public

Under the bronze Diana which keeps watch

over the huge Madison Scjuare Garden, was

opened last Thursday the fourth annual

Sportsmen's Exposition, which runs for ten

days.

The exhibit of cycles does not, of course,

cover all of the leading makes, a comparative-

ly small proportion being in evidence.

John Wanamaker had the best and only

really exclusive bicycle exhibit, showing the

Humbers, Monarchs and Cygnets. The rest

of the bicycles on exhibition comprised Cres-

cents, Libertys, Wolff-Americans, Hildicks,

Remingtons, Iroquois, Tigers, Bayvelgeres

and Elmores.

The exhibitors of sundries were G. W. Cole

& Co., Herman Boker & Co., the Doolittle

Patent Automatic Brake Co., the Dreadnought

Tire Co., A. J. Gray, Peters & Drake, the

Straus Tire Co., and the Universal Tire Co.

The general effect was very good, and the

exhibition attracted large audiences, most of

whom, it is but fair to say, lingered longest

around the cycle stands.

BACK TO THE FOLD.

Smithville, N. J., Jan. 17.—The H. B. Smith

Machine Co., who were the makers of the

once-famous Star bicycle, are to again enter

the arena and build chainless wheels. They

have spent many years fighting contestants in

Courts of Chancery. In 1896 the company

obtained an order for 6,000 wheels, but were

unable to turn them out at their factory, owing

to the litigation consequent upon the suits.

WILL USE WATER POWER.

The Unique Mfg. Co., of Beaver Falls, Pa.,

has succeeded the former Morado Bicycle Co.,

and the entire plant has been removed to a

l)uilding in the Beaver Riv»r water-power

district, thereby reducing expenses and, at the

same time, obtaining much greater room and

better facilities. Active preparations are being

made for the '08 trade, sample wheels being

nearly ready for exhibition.

N. C. T. A. WILL EMPLOY RIDERS.

Boston, Jan. 15.—At the Race Committee's

meeting of the National Cycle Track Associa-

tion, held in this city to-day, the Grand Na-
tional circuit was considerably revised. It was
decided to employ on salary throughout the

season a number of the best riders for short

and long distances, together with a staff of

twenty-four pacemakers. These men will race

upon the tracks for the Association at the

various meets, it being the intention to pro-

mote inter-city team contests.

The Association has made overtures to the

opposition organization which was being

talked of in New York, and it is probable that

harmony will result.

The employment of a number of racing men,

as outlined above, will be a godsend to those

of the fast brigade who have the good fortune

to be selected, as it is almost a foregone con-

clusion that manufacturers are going to do but

little in the way of employing racing teams

this season.

A SADDLE SUIT. '

The Mesinger Bicycle Saddle Co. brought

suit in the United States Court against the

Mesinger Mfg. Co. to restrain them from the

use of the name "Mesinger" on their saddles,

and to prevent them from using the name in

their advertisements in connection with sad-

dles; and also for an accounting of damages,

on the grounds that the Mesinger Mfg. Co.

was organized for the purpose of gaining a

benefit from the use of the name, when said

name belonged solely to the Mesinger Bicycle

Saddle Co.

In reply, the Mesinger Mfg. Co. notified the

Court that they had withdrawn the name

"Mesinger," "Mesinger Mfg. Co." from their

saddles and would not hcro.Tftor use it on their

saddles.

NEW TIRE COMPANY.

Albany, Jan. I8.1—The American Tire Co.,

of New York city, filed with the Secretary of

State to-day papers incorporating llie com-

pany with a capital slock of filiOO.OOO. The <li-

rector.s arc John A. Hlaurock, Bernard .\.

VoUnier, TIaydon J. Hales and Stephen S.

Vreeland, of Now York, and James I). House

man, |r,, (.1 St, l.iuiis.

A MILWAUKEE DEAL.

• Gimbel Bros., Department Store Men, Will

Market Columbias in the

Future.

Milwaukee, Jan. 18.—The most important

bicycle deal that has been consummated in this

city for a long time has just been closed. The
complete stock—fixtures, repair department

and sundries—of the Wisconsin agency of the

Pope Mfg. Co., of Hartford, has been

turned over to Gimbel Bros., proprietors of

the largest department store in the State. It

is reported here that the Gimbel people an-

nounce that arrangements for the Philadelphia

agency are now pending, the Gimbels having

a large department store there.

In view of the recently announced allotment

to Strawbridge & Clothier of the Philadelphia

Pope agency, in the department store line,

this talk of Gimbel taking it seems unlikely,

tmless the other concern has concluded to re-

linquish it.

KILLED ON HIS WHEEL.

A distressing accident occurred inNew York
on Tuesday, whereby Frederick A. Lincoln,

the first cycling policeman who has ever been

killed while on duty, met his death while pur-

suing a trolley car which had knocked down a

woman. He had nearly caught the car when
he collided with Julius Hirschberg, a passen-

ger who was just alighting, the collision

throwing him violently to the ground and

fracturin.g his skull.

FAILED IN MILWAUKEE.

Milwaukee, Jan. 17.—The Alilwaukce Mrg.

Co.. who have been engaged in the manufac-

ture of bicycles for some time past at North

Milwaukee, to-day made a voluntary assign-

nieiU to Jesse B. Whitnall. The company
uKumfaotured bicvcles for the iobbina: trade.

MORE MILWAUKEE MOVES.

Milwaukee, Jan, 18, -F, J. Green has been

elected secret, ivy oi the League Cycle Co., to

succeed .\, V. Scluilt. resigned. Mr. Schult

lias hec(une manager and secretary of the Mil-

waukee (."vi-le Mig. Co.
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POTTER GETS THERE.

PennsylTania Stands by the Deal and Will

Deliver the Goods - Some Vlgorons

Protests.

Philadelphia. Jan. 18.—By a vote of 04 to 30

the Pennsylvania Board of Representatives to-

night stood by the deal made by Chief Con-
sul Boyle and Secretary-Treasurer Collins,

whereby the votes of the Keystone State were

pledged to Isaac B. Potter in exchange for

the slating of T. J Keenan, Jr., of Pittsburg,

for the position of first vice-president.

Curiously enough, the unquestionable senti-

ment of the Pennsylvania Division was in

favor of Gideon, and the latter's adherents put

up a strong fight.

Chief Consul Boyle presided, si.\ty-six

delegates answering to their names. Proxies

went.

The Board and the fight both opened by

motion on the part of Mr. Quinn that the

resolution of December -Ith be reconsidered,

and that George D. Gideon be nominated for

the presidency of the L. A. W. W. R. Tuck-
er, who is secretary of the Board of Port

\\'ardcns, and prominent in Philadelphia

social and trade circles, seconded the resolu-

tion, and took occasion to remark that "Pot-

ter politics" were most offensive.

Secretary Collins made a personal statement

of the results of his own and Mr. Boyle's

cflForts, which resulted in the final deal with

New York, and therenpun Messrs. Gideon

and Keenan were both rcfjuested to declare

their positions, so that the representatives

could vote intelligently. Mr. Gideon replied

that he was willing to do anything in the best

interests of the Division, while Mr. Keenan
owned to being placed in a most embarrassing

position.

Said he: "I would rather see Mr. Gideon

president than hold any office myself, but the

arrangements having been made with the New
York Division, honor and good faith require

that Pennsylvania stand by that deal."

Once more Mr. Tucker came to the front, as

follows: "This deal can not be carried out.

It reflects credit on the gentlemen who made
it, under the circumstances, but it reflects no

credit on cither Pennsylvania or the L.

A. W."
On request, both Potter and Elliott ad-

dressed the meeting. Mr. Elliott did not seem

m fine fettle, and did not talk long or particu-

larly forceful. On the other Hand, Mr. Potter

played to the galleries in his nsual theatrical

style. He posed and gesticulated, and all

but wept. It was a most brazen exhibition,

but cleverly done, as arc all of Potter's pub-

lic displays. He posed as a martyr, and al-

I'
• • • '

.1 of $25,000 from

> Tied that he had

V v.ral groans

y. iit had been

r 11 to officiate

a: - ' ! his failure

to attend by saying that he had received no
............ Up j;j„| \yr !• -I had spurned

A journal's of ibroad, but

that hi) wife, who w.^" ui. i I urged him

to accept. He asked h\% hc.ir.r* what they

W'luld do when given tn •,•••.

Ai'- ifi'l league. Other tlm k.I

' and. of course, he ai*'- •iwcit long

,t
" "iilitli-'cs'' .ind "scil. 11111 com-

;'.icl»."

It is plain, however, that Potter will not

get the full Quaker vote. This came nut dur-

ing the proceedings. One delegate desired

that all who would not support Mr. Potter be

asked to resign.

Mr. Tucker responded:

"You may ask for my resignation." he said

warmly, "but you won't get it, and I won't

vote for Potter.'.'

.And there are others.

It was then re-moved that the Board con-

firm the action of the committee, the vote re-

sulting, as already stated, in Gt yeas to 36

negatives.

.Mr. Gideon then moved that the vote for

the Potter-Keenan ticket be made unanim-

nus, but this was amended and, as carried,

Keenan onlv was indorsed.

OH. WH.\T X DOSE!

STARBUCK WINS BY A PALL.

Philadelphia, Jan. I'l.—By being spilled at

Saenger Hall to-night, Edouard Taylore, the

French champion, was so severely injured that

he was unable to finish the twenty-mile con-

test with J. Frank Starbuck, of this city. At

the five-mile distance Taylore fell, and had

to be carried from the track, he leading at that

time by one and a half laps. His left knee was

badly sprained, and his right shoulder dislo-

cated. The Frenchman had been putting up a

splendid race, and the general impression was

that he would have beaten the Quaker. Tay-

lore had the better pacemaking, and it was

not until after his fall, and when nearly six

miles had been ridden, that Starbuck himself

settled down, following pace closely and rid-

ing in much better shape that at the beginning

of the race.

Following is the time by miles, Taylore

having credit for the first five, and the re-

maining fifteen belonging to Starbuck:

1 2 02 11 24.25

2 4.00 12 3n.:t8

.3 n 12 13 -•».«)

4 8.22 14 31. {«
6 11.09
t; 13.2.'>

7 16.27

8 17 49

9 30.02
lO 22.14

\r, 33.23
m a"). 64
17 38.16
18 v\:-v>

19 42.09
20 45.0;j

A number of other races were run. the only

important one f>f which was the mile interna-

tional tandem pursuit race, in which the sec-

ond heat was won by Lamherjack and Gou-

goltz, of France, from Fulford and Whcel-

ock. of England. In the final they beat Davis

and F.Ikes, of New York, who had previously

won from W. and F. Sims, of Philadelphia.

Time of final was 2.03 4-5.

CHANCB KOK AMBKICAN FIRMS.

Mr. K. B. Hotchkiss, M.E., who was for

some time connected with the Premier Cycle

Co., and later with the Duqucsne Mfg. Co.,

sailed last week to take charge, as mechani-

cal expert, of the bicycle department of the

large works of H. Pieper. at Liege, Belgium.

This company is one of the largest in Belgium

making firearms and bicycles, and it is their

intention to buy very largely of American

machinery, tools and supplies.

.STARTED IN COLUMBUS.

Columbus, n., Jan. 18.—The Gem Mfg. Co.,

of Toledo, incorporated here to-day by Robert

E. Pate and others to manufacture bicycles

and sundries. Capital, $6,000.

Hogsheads of Whitewash Applied to Mr. M ott's

Friends, the Very Short-Track

People.

Great dissatisfaction is expressed over the

weak-kneed decision of the Racing Board on
the Madison Square Garden difficulty, the

full text of which is given below. The cen-

sure of the Board is equivalent to nothing

more than a whitewash.

It is stated that President Potter proposed

that the American Cycle Racing .Association

he fined not less than $1,000, and, in addi-

tion, be suspended for a year, but the A. C. R.

A., so 'tis said, threatened suit, and the chair-

man of the Racing Board was "bluffed" as

usual, resulting in the following vote by the

majority of the Board:

Sanctions will not be granted by the

L. A. W. for races to be held on any

track that Charles W. Ashinger may build

in the future until a sworn statement from a

competent surveyor is filed with the Board,

certifying to the measurement of the track.

As it is considered by the Board an impro-

priety for a handicapper to be also a race meet

promoter, A. G. Batclielder is given the choice

between severing his connection with the

American Cycle Racing Association or re-

signing as handicapper.

The American Cycle Racing Association is

warned that a repetition of the same over-con-

fidence in a track builder, or of the same care-

lessness, either of which resulted in mislead-

ing the public as to the length of the track,

will be followed by the refusal of sanctions

for races under the jurisdiction of the L.

A. W.

HEM)EE AT IT AGAIN.

Springfield, Mass., Jan. 17.—George M.

Heiidee is yet to be convinced that there is

not money in making bicycles, despite the

financial disruption of the Hendee & Nelson

Mfg. Co. last summer. Mr. Hendee will be

manager and the real head of the Hendee

Mfg. Co., of this city, which will make Silver

King and Silver Queen bicycles. The com-

pany will make two grades of wheels, listing at

|25 and $50. The $50-wheel will weigh 24

pounds, and will have fluted tubing. The in-

solvency case of the Hendee & Nelson Mfg.

Co. will probably be disposed of next month.

BURT CO.'S NEW MANAGER.

Wallingford, Conn., Jan. lo.— F. J. Hall,

president of the Hall Mfg. Co., the latter hav-

ing gone into the hands of a temporary re-

ceiver, has accepted the position of general

manager and salesman for the James H. Burt

Mfg. Co., of Springfield, Mass. Mr. Hall's

p.-»st experience in the manufacture of sundries

well adapts him for the position he is going to

take with the Burt Co.

NEW POPE BRANCH.

The I'ope Mfg. Co. have established »

branch hou.sc in Baltimore, under the man

agement of E. Benson, to take the agency

formerly conducted by the Eisenbrandt Cycle

Co.
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CYCLE BOARD SESSION.

'T"' HE annual meeting of the National Board

* of Trade of Cycle Manufacturers was

held in New York on Wednesday of this week,

being in session from 11.30 to 1.30. The ses-

sion was notably brief. There was a disposi-

tion on the part of the members present to

rush business, expecting that the show ques-

tion, the problem of reorganization and other

matters would be brought up. The two hours

were used in the reading of reports, minutes

of previous meetings, and the like; and upon

the finish of these, the meeting was slightly

benumbed when a motion was made to ad-

journ. After a few minutes' palaver, the meet-

ing adjourned without date, to the astonish-

ment of those present.

It appeared that the really interesting work

of the meeting had been completely finished

at the Imperial, in caucus, on Tuesday night.

The Board of Trade Executive took up the

reorganization scheme, and were surprised to

find the strong sentiment in favor of con-

tinuance of the Board of Trade. It was ad-

mitted by many members that certain reforms

might and ought to be attempted, but that

under no circumstances whatever should the

life of the Board of Trade be interfered with;

that there should be no hiatus or break of any

kind whatever; and that if any reforms were

necessary, they should be accomplished with-

in the lines of the present organization.

Hence, at the public meeting held on Wednes-

day, there was not a breath of any transfer of

the kind which has been hinted at in the news-

papers; no move was made to disband the as-

sociation; and no move was made to make it

an association of bicycle manufacturers pure

and simple.

The meeting was characterized by a deal of

solemn enthusiasm. It was hot so large as it

might have been, but there were more men

present than had been expected, taking into

consideration that there were no social fea-

tures and no eiiterlainnients' provided for

them. Throughout the entire nieeliiig, the

strong sentiment was in favor of continuing,

enlarging and strengthening tin; Board, and if

any scheme of disbandment had been

broached, it would have been overwhelmingly

voted, down.

The treasurer's report shows the organiza-

tion to be in good shape financially. The re-

ports of other committees show that a lot of

exhaustive and intelligent work has been ex-

pended by the Transportation Committee and

by the Press Committee. These papers con-

tain within them the germs of large future

work; in fact, the reports of these committees

prove that the organization is only in its in-

fancy at the present stage, and that it has yet

before it much business.

Some new blood was injected into the di-

rectorate, Cleveland getting no less than two'

representatives, Messrs. Moore and White.

The officers chosen were: President, C. S.

Dikeman, Torrington, Conn.; first vice-presi-

dent, R. L. Coleman, New York; second vice-

president, George H. Day, Hartford, Conn.

SOME NEW LIGHTS.

\\I HILE Messrs. Wilcox and Schwalbach,

" ' whose joint contribution is published

elsewhere in The Wheel, contend that they

desire to give the chainless a chance, it is

plain that the chance they are ready to af-

ford is an extremely narrow one, and at that

hedged in with carping doubt and pessimism.

While, as we have said on previous occas-

ions, the "chainless question" will settle itself

by proving that the bevel-geared bicycle is or

is not a practical success, too much is made

of it as a "trade disturber."

As a matter of fact it should interest and

be watched by all and disturb but few. There

are small reasons why it should be viewed as

a trade bugaboo. If it is without merit it will

fail, if it is practical it must and will succeed"

and nothing is gained by pessimism or setting

one's face against it.

The time of immediate and radical turn-

overs or revolutions is no more. Ideas, me-

chanical or otherwise, do not attain growth in

a day. No more will the chainless bicycle.

If it is a success its success will be gradual and

none should carp or yawp because there arc

those ready to put their faith and money into

it. It is their right, which none could dcii)'

if they would.

It is a pretty or pelty conU-nlion In prate of

the settling down of pallerns and pnilits. It

sounds well, at any rate. Rut Pro\'idence \u\\M

needs watch over the manufacturing trade in

which the iiK'a obtains ])criiiancnt lodj^inciil.

It is because wc do not desire the microbe

to locate itself in the bicycle industry tiiat

wc make use of the contribution of Messrs.

Wilcox and Srhuaibach. Their contentions

arc equivalent to an clT(nt to inoculate the

germ in llie trade.

The present is essentially a period of broad-

ening, of seeing things in new lights, of alter-

ation of old ideas and policies.

From whatever angle, the contention that

supply must be governed by demand appears

proper; but it is just as proper that an effort

be made to increase the demand and naturally

the supply. It has been done, and save by

those who are more interested in watching

their neighbors than themselves and in cry-

ing down their neighbor's efforts to that end,

it will continue to be done.

Fields, long tilled, become sterile or the

growth of their product stunted. Wisdom then

points to enrichment of the soil. It is Nature's

law, and after all. Nature is a pretty good

teacher.

Commercial fields suffer in the same manner

and wisdom and Nature point in the same

direction—enrichment of the commercial soil.

What shall the enrichment be?

That is the question.

The soil—the demand—was not rich enough

last year to stand the output of bicycles.

What then? Go on tilling in the same old

way with the same old implements and cry

down those who dare apply what they believe

is an enrichment?

We care not a fig whether the enrichment be

a bevel-geared bicycle or something else, the

undoubted fact remains that an enrichment is

desirable. Who will deny it?

If the enrichment or change was not applied

this year it would have been applied later, and

the result is the same.

In all lines of trade, demand is stimulated

by change. Inducements are held out for the

purchasing public to discard the old for the

new. Shall the bicycle industry prove an ex-

ception? Shall the hold-fast-to-that-which-

has-proven-true idea dominate the business

at the very period when competition is keen-

est and profits smallest, or shall all efforts be

discouraged that seek to effect a change

which will lead to increase the demand and

the profits? Is it good business policy?

In England they are crying out. "Some-

thing must be done to make pci>ple purchase

new wheels."

Why was the cry?

Because the HritiMis ha\e held fast to that

which they believe to he true. They lo\e the

\va\s and wares of their forefathers.

Conserx atisni is wise and proper, iiut car-

ried too lav it becomes a clog on the wheels

ol commerce. It is for the iiuli\-idual to say

how far it sl.iall be cai'ried. It is he who will

gain or lose.

riu'ie are constantly recurring changes in

e.iniages, cotlins. guns, pianos, hats, clotiics

and exerything else, (.tld finiiis are not iicces-

saiily iliscanied. There is a variety of pat-

terns and prices ami iirotits existing at all

times. It is wise and proper. It is wise .iiul
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proper that tlic same conditions prevail in thp

bicycle husincss. And tlicy will.

The trade is rapidly divesting itscli of the

one-type, one-price idea which has enslaved it.

THE SHAME OF IT.

"T" I M P. was when the League of .\merican

• Wheelmen stood for all that was high

and lofty. That time has gone. The powerful

organization, with its hundred thousand mem-
bers, is to-day a byword and a mockery

among right-minded men. Its racing govern-

ing body permits its name to be used as a

cloak for greed, hypocrisy and double-deal-

ing. Professional race promoters handle it as

a means for gain, without regard to the prin-

ciples of even ordinary business honor, and

the lamentable part of it all is that they are

allowed to do this unchecked—almost unre-

bnkcd.

No more unfortunate disregard of all pre-

cedent or principle has ever been shown than

the current "warning" of the Racing Board

to the promoters of the recent Madison

Sipiare Garden race. After a farce of a trial,

in which the accused were afforded admission

to all of the proceedings, sitting in the same

room with their judges, they are solemnly

notified, not that they are innocent, but that

they must not do so again, and a poor carpen-

ter is used as a scapegoat for an offense of

which he was but the humble instrument.

In no previous instance in the history of the

L. A. W.'s jurisdiction of the sport has it

been permitted to the accused to be present at

all the proceedings of such a case, and then,

after the case was proven—as it could not

help but be, in the face of facts that were

patent to the whole world—to have the re-

sponsible parties go scot free; but it is only

in line with the previous declaration of the

present head of the Racing Board, that "pre-

cedent does not go."

It will be well, however, for the League of

American Wheelmen, as a body, to heed the

lesson ere it be too late. Already there are

^ign* of more than unrest among those mem-
aIio arc the bone and sinew of the or-

>iion, anil the feeling is growing that

• sooner the present style of professionalism

i' irns its lesson and is done away with, the

K. tier.

Honest professionalism, as such, is as reput-

•>'
' more so than the old

'"
. which masqueraded as

.im.iK ii;:sm; but it munt be, like Caesar's wife,

•t' -rt has,

•'> . . , - : two or

three years, it has naturally been inevitable

tb ' ^c crept

itr .n why

the governing body should cxc un-

«I ' " till, or

In England, as well as here, mutterings of

discontent are heard, and in some wheeling

circles there a return to the old stringent de-

finition of the "gentleman amateur" is being

openly advocated. A class distinction of this

sort is, and always will be, repugnant to re-

publican ideas, but it is more than evident

that stronger measures must be adopted than

have obtained in the past year if tlie sport is

to be kept clean and* blameless.

A leaf from the book of the national asso-

ciation governing horse-racing could well be

taken by the League. No such farcical pro-

ceedings as characterized the Madison Sijuare

race meet "trial" were ever in evidence at

any of their courts. Dignified, business-like

and prompt are their methods, and the offen-

der, once adjudged guilty, receives swift and

sharp punishment.

Moreover, with horse-racing, no suspicion

of "influence" exerted on the part of the sus-

l)ects would be tolerated for an instant, as is

the case when it is prominently styled in the

public press that race meet promoters are

pledging themselves to bear the expenses of

L. A. W. officials to the National, .\ssembly.

presumably in hope of securing the retention

in power of those officials who openly wink at

their violations of the racing rules of the great

body whom the latter have the misfortune to

misrepresent.

The pity of it is the disgrace which cannot

but attach to the L. A. W., and which all re-

l>ut;il)le ineinhcrs thereof must sincerely dc-

l>lnre, without the possibility of averting.

OUICKENING PRICES.

IT would seem as though the bottom had

* been reached in prices in the cycle trade.

For some weeks past signs have not been

wanting that the trade was entering the tran-

sition period, when a general, even if gradual,

(|uickening of the demand for goods would

compel a moderate advance in their price.

Within the past two or three weeks

especially has an increased activity been

noted, and in a number of instances

incpiiries have been met by advanced

i|ur>tations over prices made during the

fall. It is not without the bounds of pos-

sibility that there may be a sudden rush for

goods ere long. Especially is this likely to be

the case if the season proves to be an early

one.

In such an event, the laggards whose orders

have been deferred will find themselves con-

fronted with the necessity for paying an ad-

vanced price for supplies, or doing without

the goods. In fact, it is almost a certainty that,

as already stated by Tiik Wiif.ki., in cases

where specifications have not already been

placed there is going to be great difficulty in

.>ecurlnK supplies promptly when wanted.

Should this be so, more than one of

the parts and supply makers may find them-

selves in the somewhat peculiar position of

rendering thanks for their inability to secure

previous orders, the increased price resulting

to their benefit, if no one else's.

Altogether the sky in the bicycle commer-

cial world is brightening, and though the re-

vival be but gradual, it will probably be all

the safer and surer.

LIFE-PROTECTORS NEEDED.

T"* HE fatal accident in this city last Tues-

* day, whereby a cycling policeman lost

his life in the discharge of his duty, empha-

>izes the necessity for the use of a distinctive

bell alarm for bicycle policemen during the

daytime, and a special lamp at night, as al-

ready advocated in Tin-: Wheel. The latter

should uni|uestionably be of the regular po-

lice color—green.

.\nother danger which should not be lost

sight of is the possibility of the loss of import-

ant prisoners through the puncturing of the

pursuing tire. Police bicycles should be fitted

with unpuncturable tires, as well as with spe-

cial bells and lamps.

\\ lien honors for slow moving were orig-

inally doled out the snail won handily from the

tortoise. Later on the messenger boy out-

slowed both of these and he wore the crown

of tardiness, but none of these are in the

same class as a L. A. W. vote on short tracks,

particularly when the League oflicials were in-

terested therein oflicially and financially. A
snail, a tortoise and a messenger boy all con-

densed into one example of slow movement

would be swift as a stroke of lightning when

compared with the slowness of L. A. W. action

in this now settled famous case. Pulls are

valuable things in business.

It does seem like carrying a good tiling too

far when diplomatic privileges arc invoked to

save the son of the Secretary of our Ambas-

sador in London from the penalty attached to

riding a bicycle on the sidewalk. America

has just cause to feel ashamed of any repre-

sentatives who deliberately do in a foreign

country what they would not dare do in their

own, and then when apprehended sneak under

privilege rather than pay the penalty of their

deliberate law-breaking. Why should the son

of a secretary of an Ambassador have, ask or

be allowed any such privileges as these?

Little birds whisper that if a salary of |2,50(l

per annum is attached to the Racing Board

chairmanship, and if Isaac B. Potter is re-

elected, that a New York gentleman who

could not, or would not, detect a short track

while interested financially and oflicially

therein, could be induced to accept the 12,500

per annum position. If he could be induced

to do so there would be great jubilation in the

baseball, prize-fighting and theatrical circles.
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CEMIHV Ki)AI» tl.lB KBCOKKS.

The Committtc on Road Records for the

Century Road Club of America has granted

the following claims:

({..stiin-SpringficId double century; 10.59.

M.i.lc l.y O. \V. Smith, of Chelsea, Mass.,

August 15. 1897.

Libcrty%illc-\Vaukcgan tandem record;

5.32.20. Made by Chas. Blankenheim and

Geo. Jahn, of Chicago. October 2-4. 1897.

New York to Philadelphia, 6.36.30; New
York to Philadelphia and return. 14,34.30.

Made by A. W. W. Evans, of New Bruns-

wick. N. J.. August 1!». 1897.

BOIRRILLON THE BEST.

To find who was the best man in Europe

during 1897. a Belgian cycle paper has checked

up each man's record with this result in win-

ning averages: Bourrillon. 2.93; Arend, 2.88,

and Protin, the Belgian, 2.83. The result

seems fair. Although .-Vrcnd holds the world's

championship, still his performances taken

throughout the season have not been so mer-

itorious as those of the famous French rider.

Each has beaten the other three times, but

two of Arcnd's wins were made at Cologne

on a wet and slippery track, when Bourrillon

gave up after doing two laps.

ANOTHEK ATTEMPT.

The Associated Cycling Clubs of New York

.ire endeavoring to once more unite all of the

local clubs in one powerful organization.

At a meeting held last week, it was decided

to extend invitations to all clubs in Brooklyn,

Queens. Bronx and Richmond to meet and

unite with them. There is no (|uestion as to

the advantage which would result from such

an affiliation; whether it can be carried out. in

the face of past experience, is another matter.

SAILING SOUTH.

Gougoltz. Lamberjack. and Taylore, the

Frenchmen; Fulford and Wheelock, the Eng-

lishmen; and Dr. Brown. Earl Kiscr, Weinig.

Ncwhousc, Nat Butler and other fast men,

sailed, the beginning of the week, for Savan-

nah, from whence they will go into spring

training quarters at Bclleair, Fla

HACK TO ENGLAND.

Arthur Chase and his brother, with trainer

Walton, sailed on the Umbria last week for

England. They are not particularly enthusias-

tic over the States, and claim that they can

maWr more money in cycle racing on the other

' rre. Michael, Taylore and some of

I could tell a difTcrent story.

TCTTLE IS THE EAST.

Howard Tuttle i* working in the

' '^ Schwinn & Co.,

. of New York.

nd, etc., and

HE WASN'T A PROFESSOR.

"1-er-never : rl before I"

"Oh, th«t> ' I'm »ure I never

dreamed of qur our amateurthip."

ONE MORE PAPER.

Oiicago ii to have another cycle p.iprr.

Ch.i« P. Root formerly with the "Rcferer."

will father it.

TO KEPHtbE.NT GAKfUKU.

The Garford interests in the East, particu-

larly in New York, will be represented by

L. M. W'ainwright, former president of the

Central Cycle Mfg. Co., of Indianapolis. Mr.

W'ainwright is now located in New York, and

will make this city his permanent residence,

his ofVice being with those of R. B. McMullcn

& Co., 309 Broadway.

Mr. Wainwright will represent the Garford

interests in a general way. The connection is

a good one for both parties. The Garford Co.

has long had need of a man of the larger type

to take care of its big Eastern interests, and

they have now been placed in good hands.

I,. M. WAINWRIC.HT.

W'ainwright knows his trade thoroughly

and has many friends among the makers. In

addition to that, his experience as a bicycle

manufacturer, .and as the head of a concern,

have given him a certain character which it is

not possible to have except through years of

directive and managing work.

WILL OPPOSE IT.

Chicago cyclists are preparing to oppose the

.imcndment which Tom Eck is endeavoring to

have presented at the National Assembly

next month at St. Louis, on behalf of certain

racing men, and which is as follows:

"That a limit be put on the size of pacing

machines in middle and long distance paced

races, confining them to tan<lems. trips and

quads, ridden by men. and that no electric

pacing machines .^hall be used, except by spe-

cial sanction from the Racing Board."

Eck alleges that quints and sextets are

dangerous to riders. Chicago riders say that

no more accidents occur from the use of sex-

tets than from triplets.

HE STOOPED TO PUN.

Ai she pa.oicd a particul.irly attractive sub-

urban villa she said: "Just look at that porch.

It i« full of wheels."

"So it is," he made haMe to answer. "A
regular bicycle stoop, isn't it?"

WHY ME.N KACE.

What makes so many young men forsake

business and trade-learning to become one
of the many racing men. eking out a bare

existence at speed-making.

This is a pertinent question, and one that

has been asked times innumerable by persons

who can picture no delight in the hard and

ceaseless grind that is part of every racing

man's daily life.

But since the days of the ordinary, when the

heroes of the high wheels looked down from

their lofty pgrches upon humanity who lauded

them, there has been an inherent craze for

such notoriety, and as long as the world lasts

recruiting in all classes of athletics will thrive

for the fame it brings the recruits.

Outside of a few there are not many riders

on the path to-day who battle with their com-
petitors for the love of sport. True, when
they reach the zenith of their ambition it is

with true satisfaction that they look back at

the obstacles they have surmounted to reach

the goal of their success, but it is not glory

alone that is the incentive for their exertions.

Among the followers of racing to-day there

are few, if there arc any at all, who have

wealthy families on whom they might live

without manual labor. The make-up of this

ciowd of professionals and amateurs consists

of youths fresh froin the factories, the fields

and the foundries, where their" muscles have

grown strong with long exercise and work,

and which .form to pliancy through activity

which connects the man with the pastime. No
painpcred "mamma's boys" thrive in the at-

mosphere which surrounds the even fairly suc-

cessful racing man.

To even apprt^ach success at racing a man
must be courageous as a lion, and ready to

battle in that mighty run to the tape till the

life's blood is exhausted, if need be. Such

material makes champions in cycling, as well

as heroes in other walks of life.

.^s racing men these recruits from factory,

field and foundry have the privilege of seeing

the country, are fared better and enjoy the ex-

citement of travel. All these things tend to

fascinate the boy with cycle-racing proclivi-

ties, and monthly the fold increases by the

score.

WHO PAYS THE FREIGHT?

Exceedingly unsavory are the rumors afloat

in the columns of the daily papers to the effect

that a prominent association of cycle race pro-

moters has oflfered to bear the expenses of cer-

tain of the National .\ssembly delegates on

tluir trip to St. Louis and back, if they would

pledge themselves to vote for Mr. Potter as

president of the L. A. W.
One of the divisions, which sends but one

delegate to the Assembly, lacked the means to

send that delegate to St. Louis. It is stated

that the gentleman in question received an

offer from a prominent Potter man intimat-

ing that his exjienscs would be i)aid if he voted

the right w.iy.

KIREKEK WITHDRAWS.

On Tuesday, at his office in Paterson, N.

J.. C. Frank Kircker. Chief -Consul of the

New Jersey Division, annotujced his with-

drawal from the candid:icy on the Potter

ticket for re-election to the second vice-presi

dency.
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LOW-DOWN PRieES
High Quality and First-Class Equipment

combined in the t898

Gendron Line
It is a Fact

that Gendron and

Reliance Bicycles

for the past three

years have been
money makers for

agents. That was
because the wheels

and prices were

right.

The last six weeks

have proven that

our i8g8 wheels and
prices are also

right.

Come and share

success with
e^

US»

Our 1898 Catalogue now ready.

Write for it.

GENDRON WHEEL CO., Toledo, Ohio.
Kindly mention The Wheel.
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SOMEWHAT BLUE.

Britiahera Are None Too Sanguine KeKarding

the Future as They View It

Now.

London. Jan. 8.—The new year opens dull

but hopefully on this side, and as far as human
foresight and judgment can give a clue to

events which lie in the womb of the future, it

is generally conceded that '98 will be a good

trading year well done. By the latter, I mean
that the competition will be keen, but the

chances of overproduction of a calamitous

kind will be remote. Despite assertions t<> the

contrary, makers assert that they did extreme-

ly well in orders over both shows, and have

suflicient on hand to take them well into the

coming season. This, if correct, will ensure

a maintenance of present prices, as it will

be against the interests of any but rickctty

firms to force a trade by such undesirable

methods.

The New Rapid Co. evidently thought to

make a sensation during the National Show
by reducing their prices to a cash basis of

about 4f> per cent off their previous list figures,

but despite assiduous advertising in the daily

press, little attention was paid to the move,

ci>nsi<lerably more comment being amused by

the undoubted improvements embodied in the

rejuvenated designs of the New Rapid bicycle

itself.

Still, I have no doubt that this move of theirs

will turn out a satisfactory one for the simple

reason that the reduction in combination with

the improvement will win back a considerable

number of old patrons who left it because of

the unprogressivc character of the whole con-

cern.

The tire market is in a very peculiar con-

dition, I fancy. The threatened monopoly of

the Dunlop Co. has certainly received a

<everc check to the practical advantage of the

Palmer and Clincher tires, who have so many
orders on hand as to cause the £10 shares of

the former to rise from £16 at the Stanley

Show to £45 at present; while the Clincher,

being a private proprietary article, is simply

a better profit-earner to Mr. Bartlett, its

clever, if rather unvcnturcsomc inventor and

proprietor.

In numerous other ways the air is very

troubled, however. There arc about a dozen

Dunlop and Clincher licensed companies on

the market, which, although in most cases os-

tensibly under bond to preserve market prices,

have found means to evade the bond by

simply fulfilling orders placed before the

agreement, and which, I am of the opinion,

were secured with that object. There are a

few companies outside this ring, and, no
d' • "H is forcing the hand of the

b-

1. r II ;.ince, take the c,ns« of the Midland
'

•
'' -'-"ings per pair.

re at the bond
is any

: all I

:ts

pri' " "1

criterion oi

can say is t' i-

stnictions <i>i

Clincher, Palmer and WarwicK tires about

W per cent of the tire tr.vlr in the United

Kingdom is absorbed at prr'rnt, ., that the

pickings left for the Amalgamated. Midland,

Jewell, Scottish and other tires is scarcely

enough to pay for their advertitcmcnts.

CLEVELAND SHORT STORIES.

Cleveland, O., Jan. 17.—It is a poor week
when the birth of some new bicycle concern

is not recorded here.

The latest is the Hill Cycle Works, which

will locate at 21 Vincent street.

Building wheels according to specifications

furnished by dealers will be a special feature.

Mr. Alfred Hill, the senior member of the

new firm, was, until recently, superintendent

of the F.IIicott Mfg. Co.. of Buflfalo. Asso-

ciated with him is Mr. B. Horner, of this city.

A visit to the plant of the Grant Ball Co. dis-

closed a busy place, especially in the ball de-

partment, where the machinery is stopped

hardly long enough to allow it to cool, day or

night.

Five new ball-turning machines have re-

cently been added, and six new grinders were

being placed in position.

In the screw department, (he men were

working on 12-hours time, but a full force is

kept busy.

Mr. Ben Chapman, of the Columbus Bi-

cycle Co., was in town recently and placed his

wheel with last year's agents, Collister &
Sayle.

A new aspirant for public favor is the Road-

side Bicycle Valve Co.. of Glenville, who have

just begun to market a bicycle valve, for which

many points of superiority are claimed.

It is very simple in construction, and can

readily be taken apart with no tools hut the

fingers.

Grease or oil which are frequently injected

from the ordinary bicycle pum]) have no de-

trimental effect.

CINCINNATI CHANGES.

MR. I'OTTER ONCE KILLED THESE.

Albany, Jan. 17.—Senator Parsons to-night

introduced a bill providing for uniform or-

dinances in the different municipalities for the

government of bicycling. It stipulates the

ordinances which such municipalities may en-

act. They may provide that bicycles shall have

lamps which can be seen 200 feet ahead; but

this shall no» be ref|uired if the rider is not

gf>ing faster than six miles an hour, if he has a

bell signal.

The municipal authorities are given author-

ity upon any special occasion to jjrant permits

for wheelmen to ride for a specified time upon

specified highways at any rate of speed, and

may annex such conditions to such permits as

they deem proper. They may permit the

use of wheels by children on the sidewalk or

in any public park and may regulate or pro-

hibit the riding of bicycles upon sidewalks in

the city, except when the sidewalk shall have

been constructed at the cxjicnsc of the wheel-

men.

A fine of not exceeding $.5 is provided for

each offense. No city or village authorities

arc permitted to make any ordinances other

than as provided in the act. Any rider ar-

rested under the provisions of this act may
tender $.5 in money or his bicycle as security

for his appearance for examination and the

officers arc obliged to accept such security.

SHOULD HAVE HEEN FIFTY THOUSAND.

The capital of the new Fowler Cycle Works,

Chicago, is $50,000, instead of $5,000, as at

first reported. The error was at once appar-

ent to those who know the enterprising

Frank T.

Some of Those that Hare Occurred There in

Trade and Others that Seem
Likely.

Cincinnati, Jan. 17.—The different factories

of tl;c city are now fairly at work upon the 'i'8

product. The outlook is far better than at this

time last year, and most of them have many
orders upon hand.

The Schluetcr Cycle Mfg. Co. will have the

entire force of men at work during the latter

part of this month. At the present time there

arc about 250 men employed.

The Alpine Cycle and Safe Co. has been

turning out bicycles all winter, and although

new in the bicycle field, has established a good
Southern trade.

The Advance Carriage Co., another new
competitor in the bicycle field, by means of

several good hustling traveling men, is finding

a good trade, and their bicycles bid fair to be-

come as popular as their carriages.

The Alms & Doepke Co., manufacturers of

the "Cable," has had a good demand for its

product all season. The new '98 model
"Cable" is very similar to last year's model,

and all the high-grade models arc eipiipped

with Brown's patent roller sprocket and chain.

The Lodge-Davis Machine Tool Co., large

manufacturers of bicycle machinery, has found

it necessary to increase its capacity and for

that reason has purchased and is now remodel-

ing the large plant formerly occupied by the

Walton Iron Co. This plant is located in

Covington, just across the river, and occupies

over a block in extent. It will be fitted up
with all the modern appliances. This com-
pany is now one of the largest in the United

States, and has three iargc and separate plants.

The Indiana Bicycle Co. has removed its

local branch house from this city, and last

week all the effects were shipped to Indian-

apolis. Although it was known that this

c<imi)any would remove its branch, still it

created quite a surprise, as over 1.200 Waver-
leys were sold from this store last season. No
local agency has as yet been established.

Harry R. Browne, the former manager, will

doubtless enter into the local bicycle trade.

C. E. Martling, representing the Syracuse

Cycle Co.. of Syracuse, N. Y., manufacturers

nf the "Crimson Rims," was among the local

trade, seeking a good live agent for this dis-

trict. .Mthough Mr. Martling has several

agents in view, he has not as yet made his

selection. He has experienced excellent busi-^

ncss.

The Twentieth Century Mfg. Co., of New
York city, was represented by Charles A.

Gregg. This gentleman has a wide acquaint-

ance among the cycle trade and placed several

good orders.

L. G. Whittaker, representing the Bridge-

port Gun Implement Co., of New York city,

manufacturers of cycle sundries, and J. G. Mc-
Nutt, secretary to the Grcencastic Wood Mfg.

Co., of Grcencastic, Ind.. manufacturers of

wr»od rims, were among the local dealers and

put in a profitable week.

NEW YORK AGENCY OPENED.

A. B. Leith, of the Fulton Machine Works,
Chicago, closed this week with the Union
HoU and Nut Co., U7 Chambers street, for

the metropolitan district.
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fPALMER TIRESi
||[MARK THE HIGH GRADE WHEEL 'fj

U
Cbings that have a (ommon quality

mr seek tbeir kind."
-Meditations cf Marcus Aurelius.

Marcus Aurelius Antonius, emperor and philosopher, gave utterance

to a wise but abstract truth when he said that " Things that have a com-

mon quality ever seek their kind,"

In the business of selling tires we are frequently confronted with con-

ditions the reverse of the dictum of the Roman sage.

We find some bicycle makers purchasing materials of the best

quality—best with the exception of tires—who are exerting every effort to

keep from supplying their agents with Palmer Tires, even in the face of

their own frank admission that Palmer Tires excel in speed, in reparability,

and in easy-riding qualities.

Thus do they endeavor to prevent common quality from seeking its

kind. Reason ? Price.

Palmer Tires are higher priced because they are made of purer rub-

ber, better rubber, more rubber and infinitely superior fabric to that which

goes into the composition of any other pneumatic ever manufactured.

The only method by which the agent can get the best results and

completely satisfy his customers is by specifying Palmer Tires.

Palmer Tires make easy-running wheels run easier.

TNE PALMER PNEIMATICTIRECD.
CHICAGO

NEW YORK offices: 66~6a READEST.
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NOT FOH ALL ALIKE.

Some have nothing but good to say of the

cycle; others record all sorts of aches, pains,

.ind nervous affections coming on after a ride.

The plain truth seems to us to rest upon a very

simple basis. Cycling is not good for every-

body, and if abused is good for nobody.

Within the last few years people of all ages

have rushed into cycling in the most hap-

hazard way. They have regarded neither age

nor previous habits nor their physical condi-

tion. Small wonder, then, that many have

found evil rather than good come from an ex-

ercise which inevitably demands a certain ex-

penditure both of nervous and muscular force.

Of course, just the same outcry would have

arisen if the same class had suddenly taken to

running or rowing or mountain climbing

without any previous preparation. It is easy

to preach moderation, but it must be remem-

bered that moderation is a term varying with"

the individual, and everyone finds for himself

how much he can do.

With regard to the often alleged strain in-

volved in keeping up a bicycle and keeping a

lookout, it is no more than that involved in

walking down Broadw.iy without bumping

against others, hut many have done the one

from childhood, while the other is but a newly

acquired accomplishment.

There is no need to make a bicycle a very

wheel of Ixion. and those who do so have only

themselves to blame for the evil effects which

sometimes follow such intemperate cycling.

IT WAS ENOUGH SAID.

There he stood; in the thickest of battle.

where bullets hailed and swords and bayonets

clashed, he calmly held his own at the head

of bis small band.

Again and again the enemy charged fiercely,

but he met them firmly, dodging their bullets

with agile ease and warding ofT their swords

and bayonets with a skill that spoke of great

experience in chise conflict.

At last the enemy fled in dismay. The fight

was won and the bridge saved.

Then the soldiers whispered among them-

selves, wondering who their new leader was.

Such coolness, skill and d.iring they had never

before witnessed.

"Whence came this modern Horatius?"

said they.

Then one more bold than the rest addressed

him:

"Sir, we marvel at your reckless disregard

for life and limb, your coolness and bravery.

Tell us what noble inspiration or memory of

heroic deed nerved you in the fierce combat

against such fe.irful odds."

"Sir," he replied, as a proud smile lit up.

his countenance and he drew his form up im-

periously, "I rode a bicycle down the Coney
Uiind cycle path every Sunday and holiday

' •• '
' •' • ' r.ircd in Madi-

OBAINS OP GklS.

While the
nc<;5r';, it i<!

a livtry Ijill.

u> worry over the
in. or the size of

WHE.V DAMI'.NESS COMES.

This is the season when rust is abroad, and

unless every precaution is taken, it will make
itself apparent on tlu- nickeled parts of the

cycle. The better the ijuality of the nickel,

the less effect will dampness have, but no sys-

tem of electro-plating has been fciund that will

resist its effects for an indefinite period. The

machine should be cleaned every day (if it is

used that often), but there are wry few riders

who will take that trouble, especially at this

time oi the year, when the task is a greater

one than usual, and the weather is too dis-

agreeable to allow it to be undertaken with

any pleasure. This being the case, the nickeled

parts should be smeared with vaseline, care

being taken to see that the bolts and nuts,

brake-parts and spoke-heads receive particu-

lar attention. Thus covered, the weather may

be defied with impunity.

BEHOLD THE GREATEST OF THEM.

What a grand design for a figure-head to :i

ship! Or for a stained glass window showing

how angels carry lamp chimneys! The more

you look at it the less you will know what it

is, and the less likely you will be to guess

what its originator and inventor ever in-

tcned it to be. To save you further worri

ment. knr)w all men by these presents that this

is a patented design for a bouquet-holder to

be attached to bicycles. The inventor has not

asked for this write-up; it is given free, gratis,

tor nothing, solely because this paper believes

in welcoming a curer of long-felt wants when
it sees one. This is one.

HIS MATCHLESS M ANKER.

"1 <!'>n't <:rr why you ronM'li r Mr I'ushpcd

l.-im
!"•

"\. .iu»c when he telln you how many
ntilc\ he ha5 ridden hit face light* up »o

'

WANTED NO PROMPTING.

"I hab de pleasure ob annonncin' dat Can-
dydate Moses Winlahgreen am anonymously
declarhed de champeen of dis club," an-

nounced the president of the Mokeville Cycle
Club.
"Yo' means 'unanimously declarhed,' Mis-

tah President." corrected a member.
"When de Pres'dcnt ob dis club deziahs any

inform.Ttion nr advice from yo'. he will let

yo" know. Jabe Jaspah." retorted the presi-
dent, loftily. "You'd ought to know, sari, dat
'imanimous' an' 'anonymous' is synonymatic
pahts ob speech, sah!'

AN IMPOKTAKT DETAIL.

"This little incident," said the professor,
"forcibly reminds me of the fable of ixion and
his wheel."

" 'Scufte me. sir," said the Freshman, who
vas listening, "wnn it a chainless?"

srOKV OF THE SEA ISLAND.

It is curious to reflect what far-reaching

effects periods of depression have, and how
inexorably the laws of supply and demand are

made to apply. It is pretty generally known
that Sea Island cotton has, for a number of

years, been used almost exclusively in the

manufacture of tire fabrics, but it is not so

well understood that the extensive production

of this grade of cotton has been due almost

entirely to the demand for it for this purpose.

The peculiarity of Sea Island cotton is its

superiority over the common grades in that

its fibres are extremely long and very tough,

and so well adapted for making tire fabric.

The -prices obtained for it have always been

very much in excess of those ruling for the

ordinary upland cotton.

When the tumble in the prices of tires came
last summer, it looked as if the bottom had

fallen out of the business, as costs got lower

and lower. The outlook for '98 was far from

promising: the only thing about it at all certain

being that low prices v/ould prevail for a very

large proportion of the output at least. Under
the inriuence of this feeding, the demand for

Sea Island cotton fell off, tire makers being

impelled to look around for a cheaper grade

of cotton to use in their low-priced tires.

Conseciucntly, when the '!•? crop of Sea Island

cotton was ready for the market, there was a

very limited demand for it, and this situation

was aggravated by the fact of the crop being

somewhat in excess of the average; in fact,

it was the largest ever grown. The result was

that the average price obtained declined from

$1)8 per bag, obtained for it the previous year,

to $50, the lowest i>rice in the history of the

trade. The ruling price of upland cotton dur-

ing the same period was $.3(i per bale.

Such a state of affairs was not at all to the

liking of the planters of Sea Isl.ind cotton.

If they realized much better prices for it, on
the other hand, they had to pay a great deal

more for cultivating it. and the margin of

jirofit was but little greater than with the or-

dinary grades. So the planters of Georgia

(who furnish about 75 per cent of the crop,

and Florida almost all of the remainder)

thought the matter over and came to the con-

clusion that there was more risk iq growing

and preparing Sea Island Cotton than there

was in the ordinary kind. In consequence, its

cultivation was jiractically abandoned over a

considerable acreage adjacent to Savannah,

upland cotton being substituted for it. Under
these conditions, and in consequence of ad-

verse crop reports that have been received, it

is estimated that the 'W crop of Sea Island

cotton will show a falling off of nearly 40

per cent. Higher prices will, of course, rule

when this crop is marketed, and this will in-

evitably affect tire prices.

BETTER THAN APOLOGY.

"Walking along the path, barely wide

enough for one, which runs by the eastern

pier of High Bridge." said an old-fashioned

man, who still clings to pedestrianism for ex-

ercise, "I met a pretty girl on her wheel com-

ing round from the south end of the pier.

She barely escaped running into me. She sees

my vexation and knows that an apology is

due. But, no. Instead of that she .says gaily,

'It's only me,' and rides on, leaving me in

admiratiim of this new and naive way of set-

tling a difficulty."
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Which Wheel

Will you push the coming season ? It should be the wheel

that's in greatest demand—

-

T= Sterling Bicycle
" Built Like a Watch.'*

Extensive advertising, surpassing merit, and the new

prices make the Sterling the cyclists' favorite everywhere.

You'll prosper with a Sterling agency. Write,

i

Pacific Coast Agents:

A. C. NICHOLS & CO.,
400 to 404 Battery Street,

STERLING CYCLE WORKS,
274-276-278 Wabash Ave.,

CHICAGO, ILL.
San Francisco, Cal.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

MADE TO IvAST.

The $50 Peerless,

Best Wheel Value.

GOOD TERRITORY
FOR

GOOD AGENTS.

. Seltzer-Klahr Hardware Co ,

Sales Agents for Philadelphia and vicinity

TWENTY-FIVE MILLION AMERICANS

have yet to buy vcheels. For every wheel sold, four more can be sold

and never strike the same customer twice.

The majority don't intend to pay more than fifty dollars. And

there is no reason why they should. Fifty dollars buys the best wheel

made—the '98 Peerless, complete with every improvement—a strong,

fast, beautiful wheel.

And Peerless perfection doesn't come by chance.
Every ounce of material—steel, wood, rubber, leather—is the best to be

had. The workmanship is just as fine—each stage thoroughly inspected,

each finished wheel perfect.

Fast on the track, sure on the road, graceful and easy-running

everywhere, Peerless wheels win races for riders, win business for dealers.

THEY PAY.

Pmk$$ mfa. Co.,
Cleveland, Ohio

Kiiully nuMition The Wheel.

•?^l
##*** S-t,tt*t*f5t

'^wW#^'4»^^^'f^^^^^^~^^'^^^^>'#^'^^'^'^^^^'«>~^^'^^'^>^^#'^^^
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MR. GARFORD, OF ELYRIA.

The President of the Board of Trade during

the past twelve months, the President- Pilot

as it were, sailing so dexterously and un-

snaggcd amid many factions, was Arthur L.

Garford, Garford of Elyria. Mr. Garford was

bom in Elyria, and is essentially a type of the

small-town man, and more particularly is he

a fair specimen of the Ohio small-town man.

Ohio is, in a certain sense, a sort of bal-

ance-state of the Union, at least of the Atlan-

tic-swept half of these United States. Ohio
is the mother of presidents truly; she has nur-

tured a number of strong, cognate men. The
entire state is not drowned out, and back-

bent and obscured by one mammoth city, as

New York dwarfs the Empire Stale, and as

Chicago ovcrshadi)WS Illinois. Ohio is a

square, compact state, thickly set and in-

crusted with the right size of town, the kind of

town that is without the weakening and dead-

ening buzz and pace of a metropolis, and yet

not small enough to be narrow and killing in

its provincialism, in its lack of life, movement,

style and friction.

Mr. Garford was born in such a town, a ten-

thousand-inhabitants place. Elyria. an hour's

trolley ride from Cleveland—the latter an

opulently busy place in its way—and within a

night, either way, of the Hotel Manhattan or

the Auditorium. Mr. Garford has lived there

all of his thirty-seven or eight years of life.

has been a success there, is one of the big and

substantial men of the town, and is not un-

known in his state .iniong the dIIkt big men,

as a man of mark and quality, a successful

man, a coining man.

Mr. Garford owns the Garford Mfg. Co..

the .saddle makers. The wonder, after one

docs the big, well-equipped plant, is that any

man could make so great and so fine a thing

out of a mere saddle, or out of any small

single article: but that is what marks the

man of power, to make a big thing, to rear a

tine superstructure out of and upon a small

thing;. Mr. Garford also owns and controls

three other saddle-making concerns, and is

interested in bicycle concerns, electric power
companies, in banks and in light and water

companies. Some of them he directs and

manages. For a man of his age. he has

rather a long string of enterprises.

Physically, Mr. Garford is a neat-built,

light-built, blonde, well-colored, snappy, sharp,

quick-moving man. a man who is always in

good shape, a man of agile and alert physi-

tiue, one of much physical dexterity and grace,

who docs not move lumberously. He is not

a strong, hefty man, but rather elastic, sinewy,

nervy and lasting. Mentally, Mr. Garford is

a keenish. receptive, analytical, critical man.

Mentally he reflects his physique. He is good
at detail, and eciually masterful in generali-

ties. If is action closely follows his thought,

lie must have men and materials to work
with, but he handles them intelligently, swift-

ly, economically, in fact, entirely to the pur-

pose. In thought and action he is an econom-
ist, true, clean, clear, hard and frosty.

The various business" abilities of Mr. Gar-

ford arc all colored by the bank intellect. Mr.
Garford spent almost all of his earlier life in

the local bank. He has had a life training in

borrowing and lending, and in credits.

He can classify substantial and unsub-
stantial, and quickly intuitions the net result

He sees things exactly as they are, not in the

color of the rose. .\ business problem is to

him a simple problem, nothing more. He is

not to be misled; he is a cold proposition.

The business brain of Mr. A. L. Garford is

supplemented, supported and strengthened by
poetic, idealic and sentimental faculties. He is

a philosopher who reads philosophy. He re-

inforces his practical, day-to-day experience

with book lore and with stored and written

wisdom. It is a good, all-round working or-

gan, intense, clear, logical and tenacious, but

above all, kindly.

Personally, Mr. Garford lives quietly in a

beautiful home, a mansion, in fact, part of the

fruits of his own labor. It is spacious, solid,

ornate, palatial, exclusive and refined. It is

built in a park of trees. The sound of a

waterfall enriches its site and at night, the

dark, star-studded heavens reflect a distant

furnace-glow—an ideal Middle West night

scene.

Mr. Garford has been in cycling and in the

bicycle business for more than a decade, and

has nothing but friends, so to speak. Having
harmed no man, and being fair-spoken and

frank, he is easily liked. He is earnest and

sympathetic and pleasing. Such an all-round

character must make friends, and Mr. Garford

has them in legion.

Mr. Garford is not to be misunderstood for

a saint, but these words of praise are fair

words of praise. His business motto is.

"Don't fool yourself." May he live long and

prosper!

FIGURATIVELY SPEAKING

More reports of the continued offering of

bicycles at ridiculously low prices—sometimes

below cost—are still being received. The
danger to be apprehended is a double one

—

that this unhealthy competition will continue

until sales arc made at figures that must en-

tail loss on the makers, and the legitimate

goods will be passed by in favor of

machines that are not competitors in

any proper sense of the wrird. Instances

are numerous of travelers who have ap-

proched their agents in small towns and

quoted such prices as $52.50 and t-Vi and

been laughed at; the dealer telling them that

he has been offered complete machines for

from $15 up. When the traveler states that he

IS unable to shade his price, he is either told

to return when spring comes or is laughed

out of the store.

The fiKurcs that are being quoted in some
' r\ for in one of

as not counted

•a at a loss, or

b" 1; if the latter

IS the case, he is not likely to do so. There

•re limits even t^ »'" - " * !"'.'."<- .-i<-,i,

stuflF. no matter

it looks as if this mnii n . -.u .i

number of cases. The r< !v in

thr

arc

doMiK to without Any |<:<>ir

By thi< <"'>uf*c iliry not only

ma »ale«. hir

taii>. ." .....:. It i» p; ,

dealers will continue to hold off until they arc

perfectly satisfied that rock-bottom has been

reached in the quotations given them.

There is another aspect of the case to he

considered, and its full recognition will do
much to check this evil. In the past it has

been the habit to give credit to almost any-

body who applied for it. Sonietinus the re-

cipients of tills favor intended to pay for the

tubing, forgings, tires, saddles or other ma-
terials purchased, and sometimes they did not.

Very often the result was the same in either

case, the disastrous season just past forcing

many concerns to the wall who would have

paid their bills if they had been able. Next
year there will be another crop of such con-

cerns, and the experience of the past should,

.->nd probably will, put credit men on their

guard, and they will block this game by re-

fusing credit to all but the most stable firms.

It may be, too, that when makers come to de-

liver the goods they are offering at such low
figiin-s they will have arrived at a better

nnderslanding of jusf where such tactics will

lanfl llu-in. It is one thing to meet or cut

under the figure quoted by a rival, especially

where one's own preserves are invaded, but

'luite another to carry out the contract when
obcr second thought has come into play and

It has been found that it cannot be done at a

profit, and perhaps only at a certain loss.

iin, in the "sparring for wiiKl" that is

on there is apt to be considerable ex
n on bfith sides. The <lealer may be

the traveling man by telling him
. tales" regarding the prices he has been

ltd machines for, trusting to the credulity

of the latter to bear him out. A story that

tends to confirm this view is going the rounds,

to the effect that a certain traveler, in the en-

deavor to secure an order for 1,000 machines,

offered them at various figures, until finally

he reached rock-bottom at $2'J..50 each. The
dealer merely smiled at this, saying that it was
entirely loo high, as he had been offered other

machines just as good at considerably lower

figures. To test the matter, tne traveler

shaded his figures, finally offering to sell 50<t

machines at $15 each, to be equipped witfl

the highest-priced equipment obtainable—

a

manifest impossibility, as the equipment alone

would have cost nearly this sum. As he sus-

pected, he had run his fox to earth, and the

offer was refused, the dealer practically ad-

mitting tli.it he could not use even 500 ma-

chines :il any price. M.

AID TO SIMCBSS.

Success in life depends very much upon the

confidence you have in your ability to do a

thing. The introduction of machinery has

Hirown so many women out of their former

employments that many of them now have to

"paddle their own canoe" across new waters

.and slu>als, where nerve and self-confidence

are essential to success. Nothing is better cal-

culated to strengthen the nerves and self-con-

fidence of a woiiiaii than the daily riding of a

bicycle.

TIMES CHANGED.

Men uwd lo Ihink ii lia'ling Time
C'kiiIiI liiiRcr 'twould be fun;

Now nn one calla it watting time

To make a ccnlurjr run.



Till'. WiiM'.i, AND CvcLiNi; TuADi', Rhvikw, Jiimiiiry ;,'l, 1W)M.
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BOARD OF TRADE

Met in New York on Wednesday—C. S. Dikeman Elected President —New Western Men in the Board—Not

a Whisper of Disbandment or Reorganization—^A Bigf Sentiment Back of the Board

—

A Pope-Coleman-Garford Board—The Reports Verbatim.

T^HE fourth year of the Board of

' Trade's existence terminated on

January 13th of this year, and on

Wednesday, the 19th, tiie fifth annual

meeting of the Board was held in the

Central National Bank Building, 320

Broadway, New York, in which building

the Board of Trade offices are located.

Out of 816 votes, which are represented

in the Cycle Board of Trade, 530 were

represented at the meeting, either per-

sonally or by proxy. In the room there

were personally present about 100 mem-
bers of the trade, representing its vari-

ous interests.

This is a list of those present:

PERSONALLY PRESENT.

James H; Becker,

Kirk Brown,

Joseph D. Climo,

R. Lindsay Coleman,

D. L. Cockley,

R. S. Crawford,

Henry Crowther,

A. B. Curtis,

Joseph W. Cushman,

C. W. Dickerson,

C. S. Dikeman,

C. H. Funnell,

A. L. Garford,

L. E. Hoffman,

William A. Hulbert,

Joseph McKee,
John R. Miller,

A. L. Moore,

John F. Palmer,

A. R. Peck,

J. C. Pierrez,

F. P. Prial,

Reuben A. Punnett,

James C. Reber,

Wm. A. Redding,

A. M. Scheffey,

Samuel Snell,

W. W. Stall,

L. M. Wainwright,

Eugene Ward,
Windsor T. White,

William F. Wilson,

R. H. WoUT,
G. K. Schrader,

F. H. Porter,

W. H. Remppis,
H. C. Williams,

J. A. Hunt.

PROXIES PRESENT.

H. P. Andrae,

W. H. Bentley,

J. E. Davis,

Geo. H. Day,

B. Eldredge,

Frank T. Fowler,

J. Friedenstein,

Philip Goetz,

R. Philip Gormully,

Edwin W. Hawks,
H. Hardy,
L. E. Hoffman,
F. I. Johnson,

Robt. M. Keating,

A. W. Gump,
H. A. Lozier,

William Lyall,

H. C. Morse,

W. W. Hastings,

W. B. Mendenhall,
Charles L. Pepper,

Geo. N. Pierce,

Albert A. Pope,

George Pope,

C. F. Smith,

Albert G. Spalding,

A. O. Very,

L. T. Wilmarth,

Rufus Wright,

Joseph L. Yost,

M. Fichtenberg,

A. Featherstone,

E. D. Rockwell,

C. W. .Seiijcrling,

Theo. Kundtz,

Geo. F. Schrader,

Lee Sturgis,

C. N. Metz

The absence of Messrs. Gormully,

Steams, Spalding and Yost were notice-

able. These men had always ])ecn prom-

inent in the Board of Trade meetings.

and it was expected that they would be

present. Mr. Gormully's absence was

probably due to continued ill-health, al-

though he is gradually improving, while

Mr. Spalding sent a note, saying that, af-

ter four years of service as a director, he

had decided not to take any further active

part in the immediate future, as he felt

he had done sufficient work within the

Board.

The meeting was called for 11 o'clock,

but it was after the half hour when it as-

sembled, with President Garford in the

chair. Secretary Franks at his table, and

with Messrs. Coleman, Dikeman, Craw-

ford, Redding, Stimson and other prom-

inent members of the organization in evi-

dence. The meeting opened with a per-

functory reading of the minutes of last

year's meeting. When Secretary Franks

attempted the roll-call of those present

last year, it was voted to dispense with

this, and this led to the omission of

the entire report. It was simply adopted

without being read.

The rest of the session was consumed

in reading reports by President Garford,

Treasurer Redding, Secretary Franks,

Mr. Stimson, for Committee on Legisla-

tion; Kirk Brown, for Press Committee,

and C. W. Dickerson, for Transportation

Committee. The president's report was

clear, couched in graceful language, and

made quite an impression on the meet-

ing. The Press Committee's report was

very favorably received. It showed

great care in preparation and a clear

comprehension of the cycling situation in

this and foreign countries. The title

"Press Committee" was really a misno-

mer, for the committee had gone into

questions of copyright, international

trade, etc., and had extended its atten-

tion to other matters of particular interest

to the bicycle trade. The trans]>orta-

tion report, sul)mitted by Mr. Dickerson,

was adjudged to be the best one of the

meeting. A careful perusal of it, in an-

other pari of this paper, will show its

scope, ils breachh and tlie very intelligent

niamier in which the suhjecl of transpor-

tation was handled.

After the reading of reports, Mr. W. H.

Remppis, of the Reading Standard Mfg.

Co., of Reading, Pa., spoke on the ques-

tion of the cycle trade of Germany and

the retaliative tariff, and urged that the

Board of Trade notify the United States

Government that the cycle trade in this

country was no longer in need of a pro-

tective tariff on bicycles, and recom-

mend that such tariff be removed, with

the hope that Germany would also re-

move its tariff, or, at least, not raise it

beyond its present rate, and thus leave

Germany an open market for Ameri-

can wheels. The matter was referred to

the new Executive.

The call for new business produced no
interesting debate, and did not call forth

any new phases or topics.

Upon a call for nominations for thir-

teen directors, Mr. William L. Wilson, of

the Liberty Cycle Co., nominated the fol-

lowing men, for whom the secretary cast

a unanimous vote:

Charles S. Dikeman, Eagle Bicycle Co.,

Torrington, Conn.

R. S. Crawford, Crawford Mfg. Co.,

Hagerstown, Md.
Kirk Brown, American Dunlop Tire Co.,

New York.

R. L. Coleman. Western Wheel Works,
New York.

J. A. Carter, Geneva Cycle Works, Gen-
eva, Ohio.

George H. Day, Pope Mfg. Co., Hartford,

Conn.

Arthur L. Garford. Garford Mfg. Co., Ely

ria, Ohio.

A. L. Moore, Cleveland Machine Screw Co.,

Cleveland, Ohio.

A. R. Peck, Barnes Cycle Co.. Syracuse,

N. Y.

C. l". Sniitli, Indiana Bicycle Co., Indian-

apolis. Ind.

Windsor T. While. Wliile Sewing Machine
Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

Joseph AfcKce, McKce & Ifarrington,

New York.

R. Philip Gonnidly, tuMUHilly i*v jclTerv

Mfg. Co.. New York.

Iiniuedialoly uium the casting of tlie

unanimous vote, there was a little confab

among the "leaders," and tiie meeting

I)roke nn i|nietty, upon motion to ad-

journ, by Mr. W. T. White.
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BIRD'S-EYE BITS

The omission of C. \V. Dickcrson as a incni-

Ijcr of the IX'M Board provoked rmicli coni-

nu-nt. It leaked out that, at the caucus at thi;

Imperial Hotel held Tuesday night, Mr.

Dickcrson was first, foremost and all the

time in favor of an organization of bicycle

makers pure and simple. It is stated that he

maintained his position so strongly that it

was deemed advisable, by liimseH and by his

fellow members, that he should not be active

in the next Board, hence his non-re-cleclion.

On motion «f Kirk Brown, the National

Board of Trade, by formal vote, thanked the

American consuls in foreign countries. These

consuls have been of great assistance to the

Board in aiding in the development of trade

iiutsidc of the United States. The gentlemen

whose names were included in the vote of

thanks were as follows:-

E. W. S. Tingle. Brunswick, Germany.

H. A. Johnson. Venice, Italy.

r. S. Chancellur, Havre, France.

Charles D. Kay, Berlin, Germany.

John Carroll, St. Petersburg, Russia.

George VV. Bell, Sydney, .\ustralia.

Louis Stern, Hamburg, Germany.

J. C. Monahan, Chemnit/. Germany.

C. Kernan, Bremen. Germany.

Firn Vicc.I'rc»idenl.

It may be stated that Ohio is very strong

on the Board, with Garford, Carter, Moore
and White reprcsenling it, and all having

closely allied interests and friendships. Sup-

plementing these men is a new factor, Mr.

M. B. Johnson, a Cleveland lawyer, a man of

thirty-four (»r five, and reputed to be a bril-

liant man. In the caucus at the Imperial, held

on Tti'-'Hay night, it is stated that he was very

h] had much inHuence. He is a

1 friend, and is, in fact, the per-

sonal counselor for A. L. Garford. He held

a proxy from the Cleveland Machine Screw
Co., and made hit voice heard in the meeting.

* ii.inis .-1. 1 <ir r;ii.,ii. wno \va» ricirHH to liir

presidency o( the Board, ii a man of about

thirt r

..f ti

Mr. l>ikcman i» a buf
cc*sful. For five year ic

KaRle business, and is rcporti<l to have made
a huKC success of it. The Eagle Co. has ample

capital, and its busineaa is run on strong,

vigorous and ndical lines.

Those in the know smiled curiously when
they recall that of the new Board six or seven

men are licensees of the l'oi)e chainless, and

they smile further when it is learned that Col.

Pope will give the entire Board a lunch, at

Hartford, on Thursday. This paragraph

is passed gratuitously to the paragraphers of

the daily press. There are seven chainless

Pope licensees on the Board, a lunch by Col.

Pope, and there you are. .\ trust surely,

nothing else! It is worth a column in any or-

dinary newspaper, and a page in a yellow

newspaper. Avaunt, ye space-men!

is a tire manufacturer, and one is a maker of

screw machines and screw machine i)arts.

.-\ny bicycle merchant who does not carefully

read the report on transportation and the re-

port of the Press Committee will fail to ac-

quire a great deal of valuable information.

The recommendations contained in both re-

ports will furnish the Board with future work.

In the Brown Press Committee report, note

that the exi)orts from .Kmerica within twelve

months have increased from one million to

seven million dollars, while England's exports

to the Continent during the same period have

decreased. The figures are interesting and

eye-opening.

The secretary's report will prove that the

Board of Trade membership is increasing and

widening. The treasurer's report will show
that it is on a good financial basis, and that

it will come in for $8,(Ki() of insurance money,

which will be paid to bondholders of the

burned Chicago Coliseum. The treasurer's

report will also show how much money was
lost on the Chicago show, and how much
money was made on the New York show.

From the president's report, you will be

startled to learn that three miles of heavy wire

were in some mysterious manner removed
from the Coliseum Building.

Mr. W. H. Remppis'— Reading Standard

.Mfg. Co., Reading, Pa.—talk on cycle tariff

furnishes food for thought, and no doubt the

new Board will give it careful consideration.

.Mr. Remppis suggests that .\mericans have

now no fear from foreign competition, because

their wheels are lighter, slauncher, better in

finish and nu)re graceful in outline. Besides,

their factory methods arc more economical

than elsewhere in the world. He believes

that there should be no protection for the

American bicycle tra<le, because the protec-

tive tariff incites a similar spirit in Continen-

tal Europe, and especially in Germany, where
it is proposed to raise the tariff on American
bicycles to such a point as to practically shut

Americans out of the German market. Mr.

Remppis believes that, if we show the right

pirit, and induce the United States Govern-

ment to remove the tarttf on bicycles, Ger-

many will not adopt a restrictive, rctaliative

tariff, thus leaving the German market free

to .American bicycle makers.

The composition of the Board is interesting.

There are seven Eastern men and six West-
ern men. Out of the thirteen men, ten are

bicycle manufacturers, one is a saddle manu-
facturer and also a bicycle manufacturer, one

The new blood on the Board is represented

by J. .\. Carter, of the Geneva Cycle Co.;

Wind.sor T. White, of the White Sewing Ma-
chine Co.: .\. L. Moore, of the Cleveland Ma-
chine Screw Co.; and Chas. F. Smith, of the

Indiana Bicycle Co. Mr. A. L. Moore
and Mr. W. T. White, the latter two
men being Clevclanders, are close busi-

ness and social friends of Mr. Garford. Mr.
Carter is reputed to be a very clever business

man, and fine of all-round talent. Mr. A.

L. Moore is a inan about forty years of age,

and one of great executive talent. He was at

one time manager of the Chicago branch of

the White Sewing Machine Co., and for the

last two years managed the entire business of

the White Sewing Machine Co. This com-
pany was established in 1876, and does busi-

ness all over the world. It is rich, and its

founder has retired. For a time. Windsor T.

White, another new member of the Board,

managed the business, but since the establish-

ment of the bicycle business, he has devoted
himself entirely to that. Mr. C. F. Smith is

an old member of the trade, too well-known to

med sketching.

Sccoml Vicc-I'rcsidcnt.

There is no question that the Board of

Trade, within itself, and through its Commit-
tee on Constitution, will be more or less re-

organized. The .sentiment in favor of con-
tinning the organization intact was undeniably

strf>ng. anti the trade at large does not wish

the parent organization tampered with; at the

same time, they will welcome any reorgani-

zation which will strengthen and enlarge the

Board.

At a meeting of directors, held in the after-

noon, the following <»fficers were elected:

President—C. S. Dikeman.

First Vice-President— R. L. Coleman.
Second Vice-President—George H. Day.

Executive Committee— R. L. Coleman,
George H. Day, A. L. Garford, Joseph Mc-
Kec and R. P. Gormully.

The election of the secretary and treasurer

was deferred tmtil a later meeting.

It is not probable that the Board will be a

one-man Board, or that its new president will

be the all-controlling spirit. The Board will

jirobably be in the hands of the Garford-Colc-

man-Pope interests.
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PRESIDENT GARFORD'S REPORT.
We are assembled here to-day under conditions

widely differing from those which prevailed at the time

of the last annual meeting of the stockholders of this

organization. I assume that all who are present feel

a deep interest in the work and welfare of the Na-

tional Board of Trade of Cycle Manufacturers and

desire an account of stewardship from those upon

whom was bestowed the honor and imposed the duties

and responsibilities of office one year ago.

Inasmuch as each ofificer and chairman of committee

will submit an individual report for your considera-

tion, and in view of the fact that the acts of your of-

ficials have become experiences with which you are

thoroughly familiar, it is not my purpose to make an

elaborate report, but rather to briefly and in a general

way refer to the work undertaken and accomplished

by the Board during the past year.

Conditions and experiences suggest policies and

remedies, and in the administration of the affairs of

this organization during the past twelve months your

directors have endeavored to practice the policy of

retrenchment. Their deliberations and acts have been

prompted by a sincere desire to inculcate principles of

economy among the cycle industry, and to take the

first steps, at least, toward purging the trade of those

habits which have wrought it injury and disaster. .The

months immediately preceding your last annual meet-

ing mark a period of unexampled gloom in the history

of the cycle trade, and the severity of our experiences

during that trying time taught that greater conser-

vatism in our methods of business must be practiced

if the industry was to survive and be profitable.

The mutterings of dissatisfaction, privately expressed

in Chicago last January against holding national shows,

developed into open hostility in New York, and at

the last annual meeting of the Board took form in the

resolution offered by Mr. Spalding, with which you are

all familiar, and which was adopted with slight modi-

fications by an almost unanimous vote.

This, to a certain extent, gave the cue to the present

administration, for a reasonable interpretation of such

an expression by the members of this body could but

reveal the fact that the primary motive behind the act

was a general demand for the curtailment of expense.

FROM EXTRAVAGANCE TO ECONOMY.

The transition from prodigal extravagance to frugal

economy is always attended by obstacles involving

perplexing problems that require patient and careful

handling and nice adjustment, and in working along

the lines suggested your officers and committees have

encountered many opposing forces, compelling the ex-

ercise of discrimination, judgment and diplomacy.

During the year five directors' meetings have been

called. At the meeting called for March 24, the im-

portant subjects considered were the adjustment of all

unsettled accounts of the last Chicago exhibition, the

consideration of Mr. Spalding's resolution regarding

the holding of cycle shows, and the reorganization of

the collection and information department of the

Board. At that meeting your president was author-

ized to take up the unsettled matters connected with

the Chicago exhibition and dispose of the electrical

and other material belonging to the Board to the best

possible advantage. Upon proceeding to Chicago I

found a very complicated condition of affairs. With

the assistance of my attorney, Mr. Johnson, of Cleve-

land, I conducted a thorough examination, which con-

sumed nearly a week's time. Surface indications

seemed to suggest that a conspiracy existed between

several parties, some of whom had been employed by

the management of the Chicago exhibition, to deprive

this body of its just rights. An inventory was finally

made of the material found belonging to the Board,

and through the courtesy of the Coliseum Company
we were allowed to store the effects in its building

without charge. Steps were at once taken to dispose

of the property to the best advantage, and a consider-

able part of it was sold at a fair price.

THREE MILES OF WIRE STOLEN.

In measuring up the large-sized weather-proof elec-

trical wire a shortage of about 14,000 feet was discov-

ered. To ascertain the amount that should have been

on hand we personally measured the distance over

which the wires were strung on the poles, and from

which they were afterward removed, under the careful

supervision of a man employed to represent the iioard.

By calculation and comparison with original invoices

of the firhi from which the wire was purcliased, it was

clearly proven that nearly three miles of heavy wire

had disappeared. What could have become of three

miles of heavy wire, weighing several tons, still re-

mains a mystery, although we turned on the lights of

a detective agency of the city of Chicago. We man-

aged to dispose of the greater portion of the material

left in storage up to the time the coliseum was
btirned. Unfortunately, however, one of the electrical

engines, which had been temporarily leased by the

Coliseum Company, and the balance of material on

hand, were destroyed by the fire, with no insurance.

The treasurer's report will deal with the amounts real-

ized for the material sold. Mr. Johnson and I labored

hard to satisfactorily settle all claims and adjust all

differences, and while we were somewhat disappointed

at the amount realized for the Board out of the ma-

terials, I believe it would have been difficult for any-

one to have secured more.

At this same March meeting, Mr. Spalding's cycle

show resolution, as passed at the last annual meet-

ing of stockholders, was first called up for considera-

tion, and after a most exhaustive discussion opinion

crystallized in the following declaration:

"Resolved, That inasmuch as we are but a small

number of those interested in the bicycle industry, and
feeling that the Board should have an expression from

the stockholders, whom we represent, it is suggested

that the Executive Committee formulate certain ques-

tions on that line and request an immediate response

by return mail ; these to be considered at a meeting

of the Board of Directors to be called by the presi-

dent some time in the near future."

The purpose of this resolution was to secure an ex-

pression from each individual member of the Board, in

order that at a future meeting of the Directors they

might more intelligently take final action on the sub-

ject. A large percentage of the members of the Board

responded to the letters of inquiry sent out, and while

. the replies disclosed the fact that there were dif-

ferences of opinion regarding the subject, yet the ma-

jority of the members were in favor of the abolition of

shows. A meeting was called for May 24, to take

final action, and the following resolution was unani-

mously adopted:

UNANIMOUS NO-SHOW RESOLUTION.

"Resolved, That we will not, individually or col-

lectively, directly or indirectly, or through any firm,

corporation, agent or dealer, at any time between the

first day of June, 1897, and the first day of June, 1898,

take part in, countenance or encourage any national or

local exhibition of bicycles, sundries or accessories,

within the United States of America, nor employ any-

one to patronize any such exhibition or anything con-

nected therewith."

"Resolved, that this resolution shall be binding upon
ourselves, our legal representatives, and assigns, pro-

vided an agreement to this effect shall have been exe-

cuted by not less than two-thirds of the active mem-
bers of the National Board of Trade of Cycle Manu-
facturers, by or before Atigust 1, 1897."

Both active and associate members were immediately

notified of the action of the Board. The Board's

action seemed to meet with favorable consideration,

and I do not now recall that a single member declared

himself in open opposition to the decree of the Board.

The required number of signatures to the agreement

was readily secured.

Before leaving this subject I do not think it out of

place to allude to the eft'ect produced throughout tlie

trade by the adoption of the resolution just quoted. It

is now almost universally conceded by manufacturers,

jobbers and agents, that cycle shows are no longer es-

sential to the sale of products of the establishments

comprising the cycle industry. Many of oiu- members
have expressed themselves as being highly gratified

at escaping the waste of time and lavish expense which
are inseparable from the display of their wares at na-

tional and local shows.

It was questioned by some whether, in the passage

of a resolution of this character, the Board of Trade
could maintain its control over successful shows. The
answer has been clearly found in the results of the ef-

forts of individuals and professional showmen who
have attempted to hold exhibitions in several of tlie

large cities, for their schemes have either failed to

mature or ended in failure. It may be accepted as

conclusive that without the i)atronage and sui)i)ort of

the members of this organization a large and success-

ful show cannot be held. Those who have maintained
that the cycle show was productive of benefits to the

manufacturer, taking the shape of early orders from
agents, will rnul many who are ready to testify that

earlier ami more .satisfactory business can be done by

the aid of regular and legitimate efforts than by the

instrumentality of shows.

I have recently received information from a num-

ber of the representative material and bicycle con-

cerns to the effect that they have secured larger and

more satisfactory business, with earlier dates for de-

livery and at far less expense than ever before in their

experience; and they further declare that whereas

in years when cycle shows have been held their

traveling representatives have been compelled to

make repeated trips over the same territory, this

season has required but a single trip to secure better

results. This would seem to demonstrate that those

who have heretofore contended that shows were con-

dvicive to extended sales and early deliveries are

somewhat out of joint in their reasoning.

It is conservatively estimated that last year the

shows at Chicago and New York cost the exhibitors

not less than $1,000,000, and when it is considered

that the saving of such a sum this year has been

effected by refraining from holding national exhi-

bitions, it becomes plain that the vanities of a

week's carnival of spectacular enchantment are dearly

indulged, particularly when we reflect that such in-

dulgence operates disadvantageously to the discharge

of duties connected with the proper conduct of our

offices and mills.

COLLECTION DEPARTMENT PAYS.

After carefully reviewing the report of the man-
ager of the collection and information bureau, and

considering the comprehensive scheme for its up-

building, it was decided that the results obtainable

were not of sufficient importance to warrant the heavy

expenditure needful for its maintenance and by reso-

lution passed at the JVIay meeting the information

feature of the bureau was abandoned, the collection

department reorganized on a much more simple and ef-

fective plan, and the management placed in the hands of

the secretary as a part of his regular duties. The
subscription fee was reduced from $75 to $20. While
the subscribers are not as numerous as they should be,

yet the secretary's statement shows the department
to be self-sustaining. The department is worthy of

the patronage of every member of the Board. If one-

half of the members of this organization would en-

roll their names as subscribers, it would be a source

of considerable revenue. The results secured since

the reorganization have been very satisfactory.

Usually firms will exhaust every known means at

their command, in making collections before for-

warding claims to the board. Notwithstanding this,

fully one-third of the accounts placed with this de-

partment have been collected or satisfactorily settled.

At the meeting of the directors held on September
23d, the modification of the guarantee on bicycles and
sundries was discussed. Letters had been sent out

soliciting such information as would guide the di-

rectors in their action. A large majority of the re-

plies received showed that a short guarantee was
desired and its final abolishment in the near future

expected. After protracted discussion, a si.xty-day

guarantee was adopted. The present period of guar-

antee is long enough for any rider to discover imiK-r-

fections in material or workmanship. In efl'ect, under
the guarantees which have heretororc prevailed, you
have said to the purchaser, without discrimination:

"We will hold your money in trust while you take

one of our machines and endeavor to see how quickly,

either by use or abuse, you can destroy it, and if,

before six months, you accomplish its destruction,

we will either return your money, give you a new
machine, or completely repair it free of expense, that

you may repeat your experiments."

Such a proposition was far removed from good
business sense, and under conditions which at pres-

ent prevail cannot longer be in<lulged in with sat-

isfaction or profit.

At the last meeting of directors, a committee was
appointed to take up the question of trade-paper ad-

vertising, much dissatisfaction having been expressed
by many of our niemhers over ttie cost of advertis-

ing because of the large number of .so-called trade

papers which laid claim to their patronage. This
committee consisttd of Mr, Kirk Brown, chairman of

the Press Committee; Mr. K. J. Stimson, counsel, and
your president. Without touching upon the detail of

their work, I will state that largely through their

elTorts a consolidation of the three Chicago papers
was brought about, resulting in the estnblisltment of

the Cycle .'\ge. It is not necessary for mo to com-
ment upon the character of this public.tlion, or pass
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judgment upon ils future. It is •iulVicifni to -;iy tliat

since its first appearance it has fully met the antici-

pations of the committee and may be regarded as a

representative cycle trade journal.

In the foregoing I have reviewed the leading work

accomplished by the Board during the past year. It

lia.s not been possible to take up or dispose of many
.ither important matters afTccting the welfare of the

trade they must be left to succeeding administrations.

In many directions opportunities arc olTercd for fruit-

ful labor.

SENTIMENT, SYMPATHY AND PROPHECY.

And now, fellow members, in behalf of the direct-

ors, I wish to express the gratification ilicy feel in the

support you have given us throughout the past year.

Let me bespeak for our successors the same generous

measure of help and support from you. .\nd to my
associates on the Itoard I wish to express my heart-

felt thanks for the honor conferred in making me the

chief executive ofticer of this organization during the

past year, the uniform courtesy which has been

txtciitlrd In nu- .11 all tiiiK'^ and uiulir all C('nJition>

are deeply appreciated. The faithfulness and impar-

tiality with which you have considered every subject

brought before you demands from the Hoard an unre-

served indorsement.

In the loyal support of its members lies the strength

of this Board. A successful administration of its

afTairs requires that harmony, enthusiasm and loyalty

shall obtain throughout its ranks. Your power
to control conditions, correct abuses and effect re-

forms rests in your own hands, and can be extended

with satisfying results through this, your national

body, if you shall make it your decree.

In closing, I desire to congratulate you, one and
all, on the improved industrial conditions which now
prevail. I believe that in the future, rather than in

the past, lie the greatest possibilities of this great in-

dustry. To those of you who have been among the

successful ones, and arc to-day enjoying the substan-

tial and wcll-rarncd fruits of your labors, I extend

congralulatitms, and while doing so, would not forget

those who have met misfortune and have experienced

the cold despair .if (ailiirr. To those whom fortune

lias rcliutTtd, let us extend sympathy and encourage-

ment, and remember that the struggles of life are

unequal and that reward is not always found where

it is merited and well-deserved.

One <if our great statesmen said that "It is not

during the tempest, when the waves of the sea arc

lashed in fury and the billows roll to mountain

heights, that the level is taken from which all heights

and depths are measured, but when the storm has

passed, and the hour of calm settles on the turbulent

waters—then the astronomer or surveyor takes the

level from which all heights and depths are dc-

tcrminctl."

The cycle industry may well bt likened to the tur-

bulent sea. The elements within and the conditions

without, during the past year, have so disturbed its

conditions that no soundings could be made or levels

taken. The storm has not yet abated. We still see

evidences of its fury in the wreckage strewn along

the sands. Its normal condition needs to be de-

termined, that the heights of its possibilities may
be measured and the rocks rising from its depths be

clearly revealed.

THE SECRETARY'S REPORT.

Gentlemen: As Secretary. I beg leave to submit

the following re|)ort of the doings of the National

Board of Trade of Cycle Manufacturers for the past

year:

Necessarily, much of the work transacted through

this office will be reported upon in detail to you by the

chairmen of your various committees.

Closely allied with the cycle shows were the local

cycle shows sanctioned by your Board for the year of

'96-97. No local exhibition was sanctioned to be held

later than .March 31st, and twenty-seven sanctions were

granted to local boards, all of whom paid a sanction

fee. The amount realized from these sanction fees

was tl,640. So soon as it was realized amongst the

trade that your Board would sanction local exhibitions,

preferably when given by local boards of trade,

a great impetus was given throughout the country to

the organization of such boards, which, in addition to

regulating their local exhibitions have adopted

tchedules of allowances on secondhand wheels, pay-

ments on installment sales, information between the

memliers as to undesirable customers, etc. These

boards have also been of great assistance to the Na-

tional Board in obtaining information on various

points.

I feel the thanks of this Board arc especially due to

Mr. Geo. \V. Bennett, President of the Brooklyn

('ycle Board of Trade; Mr. \V. W. Brewster, Presi-

dent of the Philadelphia Cycle Board of Trade; Mr.

A. I). Black, Pretident of the Chicago ("ycle Board of

Trade, and Mr. John Morrill. Secretary of the Boston

('ycle B'tard of Trade, all of whom have furnished

much valuable information.

KILLED THE SHOWS.

Perhapa one of the most important acts of the
..,.. ,. .r ..n. il,,. .Irri.ir.n o( your Bo«rd lo aboHsh

^hibilioni. A ilrterminrd

••» cycle exhibition in New
f'lr space, diagrams, etc.,

bicycle manufacturer, and
U>| i»-'. lilt pf..j.i..i. !» ..( the show repeatedly slated

that wvrral prominent manufacturer*, members of

iliii Board, had i»k*n (pace (or Ihr exhibition of hi.

rycle*.

Alter C'l
'" '

' ' " '1. of cniin-

»cl, the \i»ed were
written !•• Ihr.e allc-

gaii'int, w This de-

ntal had t- • i _ . c projected

btcycle (how.

In April laal It wm decidrd to rrorK.itil/r the Mrr
rantile and Collrelion Biirraii. i|,r syttem
«l rep"rtln» "nH r^ni'miing i,„n of ac-

count*. I wat fixed at IJJ a year, andm memi' '•••'I.

Oaing t" 'ii' cr..r„jn>f«iion. grral unertiainly r«.

isted in the minds of our members as to whether this

department was still operated, and practically three

months were lost before it was in full working order.

Claims aggregating $77,000 have been placed with us

for collection, and (or the eight months ending Janu-

ary 15th, $2.3,000 have been collected, and, of course,

considerable more will be paid in the near future on
these accounts.

Of the 102 subscribers lo this department, only a

small number (twenty-four) have placed their claims,

amounting in all to over $200 with the Board for

collection. It will be readily seen that if all sub-

scribers availed themselves of the department to its

full extent, very much better results would be
achieved; as it is, this department has paid all ex-

penses and left a small profit to date.

In connection with the Collection Department, in-

formation has been furnished to subscribers from time
to time of fake export houses, worthless publications,

dead-beats, professional swindlers, etc. One of the

most notorious gangs of thieves has been reported

upon who have been operating under various names
at <lifTercnt addresses from time to time. On two
particular occasions the subscribers were notified of

the new style of firm before such firm of swindlers

had an opportunity to circularize. We also had their

name removed from one of the mercantile credit

hooks. One hundred and sixty-one of this class of

concerns have been reported upon.

A GOODLY MEMlllKSHIP.
Efiiirteen members have been elected to active

membership and twenty-one to associate membership
during the past year, bringing the total membership
of the Board to 2frl, bring 1S2 active members and
1S2 associate members, a list of wlu.m is herewith
presented.

In November last my attention was called to a

petition which had been presented by the (ierman
Bicycle Manufacturers' Association l<i nil Chambers
of Commrrce tlirouglioiit the Empire asking for an
increase of duly upon American bicycles imported into

that country. The petition alleged that one of the
largest manufacturers in the United .States had flooded
the Empire with 50,000 bicycles which he claimed he
sold for $100 each in this country; that this man went
from town to town conducting auction sales with an
upset price of, I think. M) marks, and, the petition

also set forth, demoralizing the whole cycle industry
in Germany. A circular issued by this man was re-

(irotbtced in the petition.

I have had occasion to investigate the firm re-

ferred to and find them entirely unsatisfactory. I im-
mediately wrote l/nited .Slates Consul Monaghan at
Chemnitz. Germany, informing him fully as to the
•landing of this concern In this i.<nunlry, and urged
him lo bring same lo the attention of the German
Bicycle MAniifaeliirers, and Mr. Monaghan replied.

assuring me he would do all in his power to present

the facts in the proper quarter.

Concerning the International Exposition to be held

in Paris in 1900, I communicated with the late Major
Moses P. Handy prior to his departure for Paris last

fall, urging upon him the claims of bicycle manufac-

turers of this country for proper representation at this

exposition, and I received his assurances that ample
space would be provided in the American building

for our members.

TO CONTROL INSTALLMENT SALES.

On the suggestion of Director Walter Measure, in

November last. I communicated with the secretaries

of the different local cycle boards to ascertain whether
they would adopt a schedule of prices for sale of

bicycles on the installment plan and for the better con-

duct of their business for this year, especially having
regard to the reduction of the price of bicycles. I

have received assurances from several of these local

boards that they will at an early date take up the

matter. I also addressed a similar communication to

the manufacturers of bicycles, many of whom have re-

plied that they have urged upon their agents the de-

sirability of concerted action, all of which matter I

have reported to Director Measure.

An enormous amount of correspondence has neces-

sarily devolved upon the secretary in connection with
the questions of guarantee, tr.\nsportation, uniformity
of parts, communications from the Press Committee to

members, cycle shows and other questions of interest

to the traile; in fact, so much has correspondence de-
veloped that it is apparent that the National Board
of Trade of Cycle Manufacturers has come to be re-

garded amongst our members as a headquarters for

information. Many of these topics will be reported
upon in detail by the chairmen ot various committees.
Information has been given by this Board to kin-

dred boards of trade, and we have also received much
useful information from them; among them being the
t'nited Stales Export Association. Hardware Board
of Trade. Jewelers' Hoard of Trade and others.

An idea of the rapid growth of your Association can
best be realized when I stale that when I wos first

employed by the Board I was sole stenographer and
typewriter, in fact the entire oftiee force. Today the
duties of the Board demaml the services of a large
slalT. There is every indication that the members
will more than ever regard the Board as a center of
information.

In conclusion, gentlemen, I desire lo thank you,
one and all, for the unfailing kin<lness and courtesy
which I have experienced at your hands.

I have the honor lo be, gentlemen.

Yours very faithfully.

EaxrsT K. F«*ltK«,

Secretary.
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MR. DICKERSON'S REPORT.

The Transportation Committee begs to submit the

result of its labors for the past year as follows:

As a basis for further work, it was determined early

in the year to issue from the Board's office a circular

letter of inquiry to members, asking for information

as to the proportion of freight and express matter,

on both raw materials coming in and finished pro-

ducts produced. The statement compiled from the

replies received developed the fact that while the

larger proportion of raw materials were freighted in,

the proportion of shipments which went out the

same way was only about one-half of the product

shipped, the other half going by express.

In order to have any standing before the trans-

portation lines on an appeal for reduced rates, it was

felt that a prima facie case must be made out of dis-

crimination against the goods we make.

This was not an easy thing to do on express matter,

as we enjoy the standard rates for merchandise- gener-

ally, and it can be argued against us that, on a basis

of weight, which governs express rates generally, the

bulk of our goods is not considered. Fer instance,

one hundred crated bicycles would half fill an ex-

press car, and yet would be charged for, say 4,000

pounds. The same weight, if represented by a dy-

namo, for instance, would be charged the same price,

and yet the machinery might only occupy a small

corner of the car. Furthermore, express rates are

based on the charges made by railroad companies

for hauling express cars. While the express com-
panies insist that they would like to reduce rates,

they claim they cannot do so until they get an equiva-

lent reduction on their transportation contracts.

While the idea of accomplishing something for the

good of the trade has not been abandoned in this

connection, it is difficult to formulate a scheme
which would give promise of beneficial results for the

present.

TO REDUCE FREIGHT RATES.

Turning to freight matters, your committee found,

as they thought, a field of better promise, and, in

order that those of our members who are not thor-

oughly informed on this subject may have an idea

of the state of afTairs existing in this department of

traffic, we venture to give at some length the true

situation.

We are concerned with four associations called

"Classification Committees, Eastern," composed of

roads operating generally east of Chicago; Western,

composed of roads west of Chicago; Southern, com-

posed of roads south of the Ohio River; and the

Illinois Railroad and W. H. Commission. All of these

associations have different classifications of goods
handled.

The Eastern Association's rate on bicycles is 1 %.
The Western Association's rate on bicycles is D 1.

The Southern Association's rate on bicycles is 3 T-1.

The Illinois R. R. and W. H. Com. rate on bicycles

is D 1.

Taking the Eastern classification as a basis, the fol-

lowing are a few of the articles and their rate, which

might be considered analogous to bicycles:

Kinetoscopes, D 1. Buggies, boxed or crated, 1%.
Sulkies, K. D. and boxed, D 1. Skeleton racing

wagons, D 1. .Sewing machines, S. U., boxed or

racked, 1.

Finding that the Eastern Classification Committee
had reduced its rate from D 1 to 1% on less than car-

load shipments, January 1, 1897, it was deemed wiser

to try and get the other classificalion comniiltees lo

make a similar reduction.

While we were waiting for the committee to meet,
the announcement was made on the 22d of March that

by a Supreme Court decision just rendered, all rate

associations would have to be dissolved. The break-
ing up of these associations left matters in such shape
that it did not seem wise lo the directors lo whom the

matter was reported, to pursue any effort looking to-

ward a revision of tariff schedules uiilil a more op-

portune time.

We understand the committee arc now meeting
again, and whatever action is decided upon is adopled
or rejected by each railroad company in llie associa-

tions independently and in the Western Classificalion

Committee this means ninety-four roads. These com-

mittees are not advertising the time or place of the

meetings, as they prefer not to be visited by any

one looking for changes, and they are just as liable

to meet in Duluth, Minn., or Salt Lake City, as they

are in New York or Chicago. We understand the last

meeting was held in Hot Springs, Ark.

Until this year, it has taken the unanimous vote

of the committee to change a classification, and now
the rule is that three-fourths of those present must

be in favor of a change in order to have it go through.

With a membership of, say, ninety members, and

three-fourths necessary to pass a vote, of change, of

classification, it will be readily seen that the task is no

easy one to influence a sufficient number of indi-

viduals to win our case before those bodies.

ACT OF CONGRESS NEEDED.

Really the most hope for a fair rate is found in

the prospect of an Act of Congress enlarging the

powers of the Interstate Commerce Commission and

authorizing them, among other things, to establish

a uniform classification, with authority to state what

the rate must be in a given case where injustice is

proved.

That the Interstate Commerce Commission is in

dire need of additional powers, if it is to be of any

service to the public at all, is evidenced by the fol-

lowing, which we quote from the last report of the

Interstate Commerce Commission to Congress, De-

cember 1, 1897: "It has been already said that the Su-

preme Court of the United States has recently deter-

mined that the Commission has not power to fix a

rate for the future. This was decided in the Inter-

state Commerce Commission versus Cincinnati, New
Orleans and Texas Pacific Railroad Company (167

U. S. 478) in which it was held, after the fullest argu-

ment, and the most careful consideration, that the

Interstate Commerce Commission had no power to

prescribe a rate for the future, and that its power in

passing upon the reasonableness or unreasonable-

ness of a rate was entirely conHned to determining

whether that rate had been reasonable or unreasonable

in the past."

Unless the Commission can have the power to state

what a reasonable rate is and enforce its adoption

after having determined that a certain rate is un-

reasonable, it is not in shape to perform the object

for which it was created.

On the 25th of May, 1897, a bill amending the Inter-

state Commerce Commission Act was introduced in

the Senate by Senator Cullom, in behalf of the Na-
tional Business Men's League, the Chicago Board of

Trade and the Chicago Freight Bureau, who have
endeavored to strengthen the act in a number of

ways. Two strong features are, one giving the Com-
mission authority to fix a rate when it is not just,

and the other is empowering it to make and maintain

a uniform classification. We quote again from the

last report of the Commission, December 1st, 1897,

page 70. "It becomes the duty of the Commission
to impress on Congress the gravity of the situation, to

point out the apparent indifference of the carriers

generally to reiterated requests of the public, the Con-
gress and the Commission and lo emphasize the nec-

essity for a single classification as a basis for equal

rates.

"That the present diversity results in many discrimi-

nations and losses cannot be doubted, and there is no
single step that may be taken by the carriers which
will go so far to secure the establishment of stable

rates as the adoption of a single and comparatively
fixed classification."

This bill is now in the hands of the Setiak- Com-
miltee on Interstate Commerce, and your conimiltoo
begs to recommend that some action he taken by our
Board, endorsing this bill and praying Congress lo

give the I. S. C. C. addilimial strength by passing it

as promptly as possible.

It is the opinion of those posted on trausportalion
matters that the reason why appeals for reduced
classification go unheeded, even when the cases liiivo

clenuiiistraled great merit, is because the railroad

companies are anticipating the act of Congress en-

larging the powers of the^ Commission ami giving
them the right lo insist upon a uniform classifica-

tion, with the further right to state what a reasonable

rate is, after they have decided that the current one

is unreasonable. It should be the duty of our Board
to see that our industry is properly taken care of

when the situation develops.

BICYCLE TRUNKS AS BAGGAGE.

The question of sample trunks as baggage was
taken up by the committee and the railroad com-
panies of the country were corresponded with, with

the following result:

Sample trunks, 150 lbs., free, usual excess rates

over:

—

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, Atlantic Coast Line,

Baltimore & Ohio, B. & O. South-Western, Boston &
Albany, Central R. R. of N. J., Central R. R. of

Georgia, Chesapeake & Ohio, Chicago & Northwestern,
Chicago, Mil. & St. Paul, Chicago, St. Paul, Minn. &
Omaha, Chicago & West Michigan, Chicago & Great
Western, Delaware & Hudson Canal Co., Del., Lack.

& West., Denver & Rio Grande, Fremont, Elkhorn &
Missouri Valley, Great Northern R. R., Grand Trunk
R. R. System, Hannibal & St. Joseph (Burlington
Route), International & Great Northern R. R., Lake
Shore & Michigan Southern R. R., Lehigh Valley,
Louisville & Nashville, Indianapolis, St. Paul & Sault
Ste. Marie, Minneapolis & St. Louis, Missouri, Kan-
sas & Texas, New York Central & Hudson River
R. R., New York, Chicago & St. Louis, New York,
Ontario & Western, Norfolk & Western, Northern
Pacific, Oregon Short Line, Oregon R. R. & Nav.
Co., Penna. R. R., Philadelphia & Reading, Pitts.,

Cinn., Chicago & St. Louis, Rome, Watertown &
Ogdensburg, Southern Pacific, St. Louis & South-
western, St. Louis & San Francisco, Southern R. R.
Co., Union Pac, Denver & Gulf R. R., Te.xas &
Pacific, West Shore R. R.
Crates charged—Sample trunks free up to 150 lbs.

Usual excess rates over:

—

Wabash R. R., Union Pacific, Illinois Central, Chi-
cago, Burlington & Quincy, Cleveland, Cin., Chicago
& St. Louis, Michigan Central R. R., Gulf, Col. &
Santa Fe, Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, Canadian
Pacific, Missouri Pacific.

No free allowance:

—

Boston & Maine, Maine Central R. R.
The New England R. R. and the New York, New

Haven & Hartford Railroad allow 150 lbs. free, the
usual excess rates over for New York State' and
Rhode Island, but on interstate no free allowance at
all.

The committee has appealed to the highest officers
of the New England road, sent them a list of the
companies carrying bicycles as baggage, but they
will not yet join the great majority on this question.
We believe it may become expedient another year

for our Board to get an affiliation of some kind with
other national organizations who are working on
similar matters. There are freight bureaus working in
the cause of merchants and manufacturers, the com-
bined interests of which represent shipments vastly
in excess of the goods we handle. The heads of these
bureaus are trained railroad men who have been in-
duced to represent the shippers, and their business, in-
stead of the carriers. They know from experience the
railroad side of any proposition, and are therefore in
excellent shape to combat it. They also have an ao-
(luaintanee with officials in charge of tratfic matters!.
and, when they sit in conference with any of these
companies, the companies realize that not one indus-
try, but many are back of the shippers' representative.
The bureaus perform for their members a service o(
great value, also in the matter of claims for damage,
overcharge, etc. Many thousands of dollars have been
ollectcd in this way for shippers who have given up
all hope of securing justice by personal attention.
Just which or how many of these bureaus could

do us good is problematical, but the idea of an as-
sociation ol interests, working through trained ex-
perts, is worthy ol lull consideration by the Trans-
portation Comiuitlee. who may take uii the work
whenever they l:iy it down.

C. W. DtOKKKSON.

A. R. Peck,

L. M. Wain\vru:iit,

Transportation Coinniiiiee.
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KIRK BROWN'S REPORT,

The name of this committee is hanlly descriptive of

the work it ha<! undertaken during the past year, for

it ha< <ient very few communications through the press,

and in extenuation of its shortcomings in this par-

ticular can only urge the lack of occasion. It has,

however, collected much information from a variety of

sources, upon rhe condition of the trade in foreign

countries, which has Iwen sent out from time to time

in the form of letters, and direct to each member.
Amongst other m,itters included in these letters were:

Infurmatiun |>ointing to a probalile overproduction

and consequent cutting of prices in England (after-

ward verified by the course of events in that country).

The congested state of the market in Australasia.

Notice of the increase in duty on bicycles exported

to the Hawaiian Islands (before its publication in the

daily press). The duly on cycles in twenty-eight

Countries was collected and incorporated in these re-

|M>rt!i, The probable effect of the present engineer's

strike in Great Britain, on the manufacture of cycle

parts, was also dealt with. A full history was given

of the present agitation in liermany for an increase of

duty on American bicycles (including several letters

from United States Consuls in that country, written

in res|M>nse to inquiries sent them by the chairman

of this committee).

There is now in the mails a letter to every Consul-

licneral. Consul and commercial agent of the United

States, throughout the world, asking for information

bearing u|H.in the present conditions and possibilities

of the bicycle trade, and the replies to this letter will,

we believe, embody much information of use to the

members of this Board.

I'Rtni-XTION <»F TRADE NJARKS.

The rapidly increasing foreign trade of American bi-

cycle manufacturers ha> brought their attention to the

necessity for protecting their trade-marks in all coun-

tries in which their goods arc sold. Your committee

has attempted to furnish the fullest information pos-

sible on this subject, and had hoped by this time t<i

be able to report that it was prepared nut >>nly to ad-

vise our members, but also undertake to obtain pro-

tection of trademarks in all countries which offered a

considerable market for bicycles, but the time at your

committee's disposal has not been sufficient for it to

complete this work, which it has found to be a rather

large umlertaking. Before trade-marks can be pro-

tected in many foreign countries, they must be regis-

tered in this. All arrangements for attending to this

work have been completed, and applications sent to

the Secretary for United States Registration will be

promptly taken care of.

Copies of all treaties between the United St.ites and

other governments, bearing upon this subject, have

l»cen obtained, as well as the regulations and refjuire-

mcnii of numerous foreign patent offices, and in a very

short time it is hoped that we will be prepared to ob-

tain registration of trade-marks in every foreign coun-

try to which American bicycles are sent. In (lermany

It i* especially necc»»ary for trade-marks to be regis-

Irrrd bv their rightful owners, a* under the laws of

• -1 any Herman ciliien can register foreign

and their owner« have no redress except

•'-••'
.It whatever price the Cerman citizen

made the subject of an inquiry to

and Mr. Adee, the Acting Sec

negnlinlion of a treaty for the

Min of patent*, trademarks, and dc-

• f .iit.jeri of correspondence between

ifcrmany for a number of

it a conclusion satisfactory

I) for registration has been
.,,,.., 1. ..,t in Berlin, and

10 be of use in

.rn be ready to

11 that country,

11 are specially

urged lu dial rc«i«i<i ii Washington.

INCRKASK IN (.1 I'KOBABLK.

The agilalion li»lor<- rflrrrcd i" -ii '.tmany for an
,..^.,>.r ,o iiir iliKv .,it Vtv-t .1. null pro-

I the

l.i'liil tlir

•etiltoo.

We have received a strong letter on this subject from

\V. II. Remppis. of the Reading ."siandartl Manufactur-

ing Co., and his suggestion that repre>entation should

be made to our government that the present tariff upon
bicycles should be reduced in order to remove this

cause of complaint, seems to be a very good one for

this meeting lo act upon. Certainly the duty affords

no revenue to the government, for there are no com-

plete bicycles imported into this country.

Whether or not the retention of this duty as a pro-

tection is necessary lo American cycle manufacturers

is a question, of course, of which they arc the best

judges. Several of our prominent manuf.acturers. I

believe, have already publicly expressed the opinion

that that protection is not necessary. The present

seems lo be a very opportune time to lake up this

question, as it is said that the recently appointed Ger-

man Minister at Washington has come prepared to

negotiate a commercial treaty with this government,

and in a treaty of reciprocity probably the most dif-

ficult task is to determine upon what <lomestic indus-

try shall be sacrificed for the benefit of others. It

seems under these circumstances that a proffer of a

sacrifice on the part of American cycle manufacturers

would be hailed with delight at Washington.

If you will permit the chairman of this committee

to venture an opinion, he would like to say that he

believes that the American cycle manufacturers can

dominate the markets of the world. There is no com-

petition, which, in a free and open market, he need

fear.

He is foremost in the (juality, the style, and the

finish of his product, in the economy of manufacture,

in his business methods .ind his willingness and anx-

iety to make instant answer to the varying demands
of the markets in which he sells; and last, and mo.st

important, his distinctly American trait of adapting to

his needs every means of bettering his product and

lowering its cost. He is untrammeled by the conser-

vatism which is such detriment to the British manu-

facturer, and unconcerned with the imitative faculty of

the (ierman, who follows, but cannot overtake him.

These figures tell the story. In ISiMi British exports

amounted lo J!t,OSC,riO0; in 1S1»7, $7,077,000; a decrease of

»1.17!».000.

In 1«« V. S. exports amounted to Jl,898,000

In 1S97 they amounted lo 7,005,00*

An increase of 5,107,000

Here is a story of two years, a decrease in British

exports of 13 per cent and an increase in American ex-

ports of 270 per cent.

TREASURERS REPORT.
New York, January 19, 1898.

To the Stockholders and Members of National Hoard

of Trade of Cycle Manufacturers:

Gentlemen:—
As Treasurer of National Board of Trade of Cycle

.Manufacturers, I submit the following report, showing

the present financial conilition of this corporation:

ASSETS.
7 U. S. 5 per cent bonds, par value Jl.OOO

each, cost I 8,076.00

1(> bonds of Chicago Exhibition lo.', par value
IfiOO each 8,000.00

Dues owing by associate members for 1897... 95.00

Dues owing by active members for 1S97 56.00

Fees, commissions, sub»cripli<ins, etc., due
from subscribers to the collection dcpart-
iiient 697.51

.\iiioiint due on accounts of Eastern Cycle
Show of 1897 SGfi.00

Amoiinl due on accounts for sale of material
from electrical equipment of \N estern Cycle
Show, issn. etc 776.66

Estimnteil value of one engine U'ed in con-
nection with Western Cycle Show. 1897 460.00

Estimated value of central paviliim, show-
case, railings, etc., of Eautern Cycle Show,
1897 3,000.00

Office furniture and fixturci, valued at the
cost thereof 2.034.07

Cash in bank 1,4.10.30

Total value r>f a**eli. 124.984.63

LIABILITIES.
rapili.1 stork t 8,100.00
Amount riiMrcted for subscribers lo collection

>' — t and not yet remitted to them 978.20
A on accounts of Western Cycle

103.00

Total amount of liabilitir ; .:\\.K

Amount of suriilu* |ir>.743.33

I he 14 bonds of the Chicago Kxhibllion Company,
valued at 18,000, and mrnlioned in the aatcl* above
slated are part nf the issue of bonds of Ihe par value

of $100,000, secured by a mortgage on the Coliseum

Building in Chicago, which building was recently

destroyed by fire. This mortgage is dated March 1.

1S97, and was made and given lo the Illinois Trust

and ."Savings Bank of Chicago as trustee. A policy of

fire insurance for $120,000, covering Ihe Coliseum

Building, was given to said mortgagee and according

to its terms Ihe money payable thereunder is payable

to .said mortgagee.

According to the terms of said mortgage. Ihe Chi-

cago Exhibition Company has the right lo rebuild the

Coliseum Building, and if it should elect to do so,

the insurance money must be apjilied to the cost of re-

building said building. I am informed that it is not

possible to rebuild the Coliseum Building unless a

large amount of money is obtained in addition to the

$120,000 payable on the policy of fire insurance, be-

cause Ihe cost of rebuilding will far exceed Ihe amount

of Ihe insurance.

It is therefore probable that the Chicago Exhibition

Company will not attempt to rebuild the Coliseum

Building, and consequently, the money payable on the

policy of fire insurance will be applied lo the payment

of the bonds, including the Itj bonds mentioned in the

above statement of assets, so that it is probable that

the National Board of Trade of Cycle Manufactur-

ers will receive at an early date the sum of $8,000 in

payment of the par value of the 16 bonds of the Chi-

cagc Exhibition Company.
The estimated value of $3,000 for the Central pavilion,

show-case, railings, etc., of ICastirn Cycle Show, 1897,

is obviously too high, as it is probable that only a few

hundred dollars could be realized from the sale of the

Central pavilion, show-case and railings. They are

at present on storage in New York City, and as it

is very expensive to keep them on storage, it is ad-

visable lo dispose of them as soon as a satisfactory

price can be obt.ained for them.

The valuation of $2,034.07 for the office furniture

and fixtures is also too high as these could not be

disposed of at anywhere near that valuation, which

is the actual cost of them.

The financial result of the two National I'ycic Shows
held in 1897 may be staled as follows:

WESTERN j^YCLE SHOW, 1X97.

Disbursements:— --'•'

I'reparations and fittings $lU,4(Ui.)>7

Operating expenses 42.088.12

(iencral expenses 13,186.51

iCxpense of auditing accounts 345.50

.Services and expenses of M. U. and H. 11.

Johnson and K. Bain in connection with sale
of electrical e(|uipmeiil 214.00

Total amount of disbursements $66,397.87

Receipts:

—

Rent.il of space $46,238.90
.Admissions 14,542.35

Sundry accounts 1,115.85

Total amount of receipts .$61,897.10

Amount of loss $6,000.77

The loss of $6,000,77 will be reduced to the extent'

of the amount that ma/ be realized from the following

mentioned two items:

Amount due on accounts for sale of material
from electrical equipment of Western Cycle
.Show, 1897, etc $ 776.65

l'°.stimated value of one engine used in con-
nection with Western Cycle Show, 1897 460.00

T.ital $1,226.66

EASTERN CYCLE SHOW. 1897.

Receipts:

—

Rental of spaces, electric light, etc $66,006,03

.\dniissions, programmes, privileges, etc 21,495.87

Total amount of receipts $77,500.90

I >isbursements :

—

Electrical w..rk $11,916.00

riatforms and railings 11,271.41

Rem of tirand Central I'alace 10,360.00

( ieneral expenses 8,264.13

Ndvertising. bill-posting and signs 6,684.60

Tickets, badges, architects' fees, press-room,
catalogues, decorations, rent of furniture,

Rogers' 7lli Regt. Band, etc., etc 16,993.26

Expenses lor alteration of ' Grand Central
Palace 630.60

One-half cost brass railings and show-case for

Western Show of 1897 144.00

Expense of auditing accounts 226.60

Total amount of disburseracnls. ... ....186,468.72

Amount of profits $12,031.18

These profits of $12,031.18 will be increased to the

extent of Ihe amount that may be realized from

the following mentioned items:

Amount due on account* of Eastern Cycle
Show of 1897 $ 366.00

Estimated value of Central pavilion, showcase,
railing*, etc 3,000.00

Total 11,366.00

Resiieclfutly submitted,
Wm. a. RiiitiiNO, Treasurer.
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Two Sizes-Model C, 8 1-2 inches.
Model D, 10 inches.

LENOX
Bottom View, Showing Spring and

Reinforcements.

ANATOMICAL SADDLE.
A Winner in *97.

IT'S BUILT TO FIT."

Improved for '98. Highest Possible Grade.

OUR RACING SADDLE IS BUILT ON CORRECT LINES.
Strong, Speedy and Attractive.

We Also Make the LENOX Pedals and Bells.

Manufacturers, Jobbers and Dealers will be
interested in our prices. Send for them.
Electros for the asking.

THE LENOX MFG. CO.,

197, 199 and 201 Grand Street,

NEW YORK

HJ\.PtTr£rOBM> SXJIN:r>I^IE:S.

HARTFORD WRENCH. No Better Wrench At Any Price. 25 cents.

VEEDER CYCLOMETERS, Bells, Wrenches, Locks,

Enamels, Brushes, Grips, Saddles, Oilers, Spokes, Nip-

ples, Pedals, Toe Clips, Foot Pumps, Steel Balls,

Lubricating Compound, Graphite in Boxes, Graphite in

Sticks, Graphite Paste in Tubes, Wood Rim Cements,

Rubber Cements, Plugging Cements, Wall Holders,

Lamp Brackets, Etc.

The Cycle Supply Company,
Kindly mention The Wheel. ^HARTFORD. CONN.

O^he IVI. IS^. O.
SOFT, PLIABLE and FIRI^.

styive; c.

Pat. apl'd for.

AN IDE&L ROAD AND RAGING SADDLE.

Time \?sroven strap, whicli is t-ised

for a base in otir saddles, yields
sufficiently, and conforrns to the
body, and being y-S of an inch
^s?sride, it cannot show through
felt and leather cover as narrow
leather strips or other niaterials
do after hav^iny; been ridden
for some length of tim^e.

Pat. a|ilM for.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED

Mesinger MFG. Co., isoi-isos nrst Ave., New York City.
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CHECKS AND SECURES.

r>y negotiations recently arranKcd. tlic Cycle

Chocking Co.. of New York, has secured the

plant and patents of the L'nihrella Rack Co..

iif Chicago, and the good will and property of

Kcator & Co., New York. The new company
has established a well-equipped factory in the

Power Building. Lexington avenue and

Twenty fifth street. It will not only supply

the American market, l)ut will also manufac-

ture the goods used by the English comjiany

which was recently formed in London. The
business will be divided into two branches,

one of which will sell outright the Eu-

reka machine illustrated in this column,

and tiic other attend to the renting of

the .Anchor machine, which is at present

largely in use. The company will also

sell the umbrella rack. The Eureka machine

should prove valuable as a sundry for bicycle

agents. Raising the tf>p locks the wheel and

releases the key. The lock is opened by in-

sertion of the key and the closing of the top.

Owing to this ingenious arrangement the key

cannot be lost or taken away. The Eureka

sells lor $1.50. The Forman toe-clip is an-

other article being handled by them, which

releases the foot the instant it is raised from

the pedal.

HUBS NEW STAND.

Mr. Geo. C. Ilaub. of Jameson & Haub. W(>

Olive street. St. Louis, Mo., manufacturers

of the Haub bicycle stand, was in the city this

week, and secured a number of large orders

for the stand. He also appointed the Lexing-

ton Cycle Co., of '2(i Vescy street, and 17!) East

playing wheels and a number of the big manu-
facturers have adopted them for their branch
retail stores. Jameson & Haub will .send de-

scriptive circulars to those interested.

RELIEVES VIBRATION.

.\ iii>n vil)rating bicycle clip is that of the

l-enton Mfg. Co., (i.»(! .'\rch .street. Philadel-

phia. Hy means of an internal sjiring a slid-

ing movement of one inch on the end of tlu

h.indle-bar i)roper is permitted, thereby giving

relief to any sudden jar. and rendering riding

\er\' much more easv.

POPES BROOKLYN CHANGE.
E. B. Shoemaker, manager of the Pope Mfg.

Co.'s Brooklyn branch. l'2.1fl Fulton street,

has resigned that position to do special work
for the company on the road. He will make
his headquarters in the future at Lock
Haven, Pa.

Thirty-first .street. Eastern selling agents for

the firm. The Haub stand is composed of

finely tempered wire and a central tray or

trough. It gives the wheel three bearing

points, one in the centre and one at each end

of the props. By its use a wheel can be placed

in any position. Tt is very attractive for dis-

WILL ADVERTISE SEARCHLIGHTS.

James V.. Sullivan, of the .\merican Sports

Co., of this city, has closed a contract with the

Bridgeport Brass Co., whereby he will have in

the future exclusive control of their adver-

tising, which will he tnore extensive than ever.

RECREATION BICYCLES
(See week lieTore laitt'H paper for Gent's.)

NO HIGHER
GRADE EVER

MADE.
OB80BIPTION - One-piece

front fork and crank-axle,
outside adjustment of cones;
l!^-in. flush-joint frame with
"e tapered to ',-in. D rear
slays: ball-retaining and dust-
proof throughout : faultless
finish.

NO LOWER LIST
EVER PUBLISHED
BY THE TRADE.

"Stripped" (leM Tires,
Saddles. Pedals, Bags
and (irips^ •:{3 50

Fitted with I'enn Corru-
Katcd Tires and P. &
K. Padded Saddle. . . .40 OO

Kitted with M. & W.
Tires or Chase and
Runker Saddle «0 OO

Kitted with Dunlop, G.
& J. or Palmer Tire and
Christy Saddle «0 OO

The BiKKest DUcoanU, Best Terms and Promptest Shipments ever Offered. Write To-D»)-.

A. B. ELLIS MFG. CO., 62-72 OgOen Place, Chicago. III.

44im "LINNW00D."
AnSOUUTKIvY HlGHBSX-GHAnii CYCUB XHIS YKAK.

AGENTS You cannot afford to miss our discounts.

JUKW I'OKK ."i «Vc>l litb Mtreel, :i'il Brouilway, IIOKTOM 01 Centrnl Mrcet.

ALSO EXPORT CYCLES AT BEST" PRICES.

WANTED TO BUY -1,000 to J0,000 High-Gradc '96 or '97 Models. Also second-hand cycles in quantity.

KiiKl., «««k« The V^-he.!. Iw. O. JA.:iVI>ORFr Ac OO.
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^ dt BUYERS ^ ^
DO YOU KNOW THAT

STANDARD ADJUSTABLE, model e and waltham

fg
BALLS ^ ^ PEDALS ^ «^
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BALLS

HAVING LARGE BALLS, BALL RETAINERS, STEEL BALL CUPS, QUICK-ADJUSTING
CONES AND DUST-PROOF BEARINGS, ARE MADE BY THE

AMERICAN WATCH TOOL CO.,
OF WALTHAM, MASS.?

A POSITIVE GUARANTEE OF QUALITY.

12 MODELS, 3 GRADES: highest grade, medium grade and i,ow-priced.

Branch Factory at Westboro, Mass. ^'"'iiy mention The wheei.

tt

n
H^^

Now Is the Time^^
For those interested in bicycle checking to secure our machines for

the season of 1898.

With the ANCHOR we delivered 2,000 wheels in less than

ten minutes at Manhattan Beach Race Track last season.

**THE ANCHOR'*
(TU Ade-mark)

Automatic-Locking Bicycle Holder.

This Locker offers perfect security, as the
latches are made of Bessemer steel, and though
the side supports be removed, still the wheel
remains locked.

It fastens to the wall or frame with a wrought-
iron holt or screws in such a manner that they
are invisible.

To lock the bicycle run it in and withdraw the
key. To release it, push it forward, turn the
key and withdraw the wheel.

Cycle Checking Lock Co., '^"N'^lt^Yorl;"''-

Note what Mr. Austin Corbin,

owner of the property,

says

:

,

Gentlemen:

The Anchor Bicycle Locks, a,(100

of which you have placed at Man-

hattan Beach Bicycle Track, have

been fully tested at the Kings

County Wheelmen's and other

meets, July 3d and 5th. They have

given perfect satisfaction and we
can handle the largest crowds

easily and without confusion.

Yours truly,

AUSTIN COKHIN,

Vice. President Manhattan Beach

Hotel and Land Co , Ltd.

Manhattan Heach as seen at the Kings Co. W'hochnon's Meet.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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MADE l.\ WESTBOBO.

The standard adjustable Janney and Wal-

tham pedals, made by the American Watch

Toi.l Co., at their VV'estboro, Mass., brancli,

all have thrcc-?:\tniitii men b.iiis, inc com-

pany claiming that there has long been a ncc-

rssity for larger balls in pedals, which theirw
years oi v...... . ^ ji;jiilied them in

adopting. In the adjustable pedal the advan-

tages are as follows: The tread of the bicycle

is narrowed for 75 per cent of the average

riders, from one-half to one and one-quarter

inches, the foot being so firmly held that there

is no sliding upon the pedal. The position

and construction of the outside stop prevents

lateral movement of the rear portion of the

foot, and while the foot is on the pedal it ab-

.-u!uul> l;iii nut slide furw:triJ. All the pedals

arc provided with a dust-shield containing a

felt washer, protected from coming in contact

with the balls by ball-retainers, thus making
the pedals practically dust-proof.

IN THE WESTERN RESEKVE.

Toledo, O., January 18.—At the annual elec-

tibn of the Harris Toy Company, manufac-

turers of the Perry Pneumatic Saddle, the fol-

lowing Board of Directors was chosen: F.

\V. Harris. Charles W. West. I. B. Hiett, W.
F. Dewey and E. W. Tolerton. The Board
organized by electing the following officers:

President, F. H. Harris; vice-president, Irv-

ing B. Hiett; secretary and treasurer, Charles

W. West. A cash dividend of 10 per cent

was ordered paid, although the year's profit.N

were far beyond that amount.

The Truman Cycle Company started men
on the road this week, and will make a strong

bid for '98 trade.

The Olive Wheel Co., of Syracuse, N. Y..

has placed an agency in Toledo for the Olive

wheel for the first time. It will be handled

by W. G. Alexander.

Within thirty days A. U, Betts, formerly

owner of the Ked Cross rubber interests, will

begin erection of a large bicycle and rubber

factory in Mexico, under a special grant from
the Government.

We Can Save You Money
on PARTS and SUNDRIES.

WHY don't you send for our '98

Catalogue and be convinced?

SHONE-HANNA MFG. CO.,

29 So. Clinton St.. - - ROCHESTER, N. Y . U. S. A,

I

t

Monarchs, $60.00
DEFIANCE, $50. DEFIANCE, $40.

f

f

Monarch Tandems

$100.

Monarch Racers

(Track or Road Michinrs),

$75.

NEW ENGLAND and EASTERN business handled direct from New York office.

A Calaloj^ue for the asking. A traveler will call upon request.

Monarchs arc GOOD wheels, built to wear. Up-to-date in every feature. Huilt by a maker financially sound.

Monarch Cycle Mfg. Company, 83 Readc St., New York.•-^f
Kiodljr mcoiion Tbr Whrcl.
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If you want to represent the highest type of chain-driven
wheel, take the

STEARNS SPECIAL, $75.
If you want to handle the finest medium-priced wheel of the

season, take the

STEARNS MODEL E, $50.
Write to us at your earliest convenience, and we will be glad

to give you full information. The advantages of this line have
been so apparent wherever our agents have gone that our output
is very nearly spoken for.

The new Stearns self-oiling crank-hanger mechanism is con-
ceded to be the most effective grouping of the parts centering at

that po'int which has yet been devised. Full flush -joints, inter-

nally-fastened and adjustable seat-posts and handle-bar parts, low
frame, low dropped crank-hanger, narrow tread, high finish, best
equipments on all 1898 models. Catalogue now ready.

E» C. Steams & Company^ r^tlt.
The Tinkham Cycle Company,

Metropolitan Agents,

SYRACUSE, N. Y. San Francisco. 306-310 west 59th street.

$40 >••••••• To >••••••• $100
This year we have a very complete line of cycles, ranging in price from

$40 to $J00, so that our agents will be able to meet the demands of their

customers from our line alone.

Iver Johnsons,
$50 to $85.

Iver Johnson
CHAINLESS...

TANDEMS....

Fitchburqs,
$40.

$100.

We have made many valuable improvements, and our new cycles arc

meeting with much favor among the wheelmen. Agents and dealers will do

well to secure the agency for our machines.

Send for agency application blank, or write, and we will have salesman

call and show you samples. Send for Catalogue.

NEW YORK BRANCH,

99 Chambers Street.
Iver Johnson's Arms and Cycle Works,

FITCHBURG, MASS.
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GKEYUOUKD STARTS.

East Brookficld, Mass., Jan. 17.—The Grey-

hound bicycle factory started up last week,

and bicycles arc now being turned out. Thir-

ty-five men will be employed for the present,

and a larg^•r force added as the season ad-

vances. The company's product has been in

demand throughout this section, and the new
model is expected to continue its success.

DOES NOT LEAK.

A mw self-closing valve is being marketed

by the Rhodes Pneumatic Valve Co., Duluth,

Minn. It opens readily and easily, pumps
freely, and is claimed to be absolutely self-

closing and non-leaking, doing away with

leaking stems. One pair lasts indefinitely, as

they can be applied to any ordinary tire. They

list at $1, and special prices are being quoted

to the trade.

NEWTON'S NEW ONES.

In the Newton Rubber Works'cataloguc for

18y8 are embo<lied not only accurate and com-

prehensive illustrations and descrifitions of the

tires made by that company, but also testi-

monials from prominent racing men and

wheelmen who have found satisfaction in their

use, together with a list of the records held

by them.

The line consists of the Newton, Despatch,

Road Racer, Track Racer, Tandem, Roadster,

Export and Multiple machine tires, with plain,

rasp and corrugated treads, all of tiicse being

single tube. The Newton double tube is of

the same form of construction as used last

year.

ORDEKS lOMING IN.

The Bay State Wood Rim Co., of Ayer,

Mass., who are manufacturing the well-known

Kcene wood rim, have already secured large

order* for their goods. They have a factory

which aflords great advantages for the manu-
facture of the gofifis, and will thus be enabled

to m.ike prompt drlivcries.

BCKERT WAS THBIR TRAVELER.

TIk statement that Mr. Chas. Eckert was
formrrly in partnership with Mr. Schlueter,

of the Schlueter Cycle Mfg. Co., was erron-

eous. Mr. Eckert was connected with that

company for a few months in 18fM5 as a travel

ing salesman and was not a partner.

CONE TO ILIUN.

Jn* S Holme«, Jr., manj^PT of the bicycle

•f the Rr
, has

York""c rcmovrr!

KIVB DIFFERENT KINDS.

Five different varieties, all single-tube

—League Special, League, League Tandem
Special, League Tandem and League Racing

—comprise the line made by the New York
Belting and Packing Co. for '98.

The League Special single-tube tire, shown
herewith, is a high-speed road tire, con-

structed of precisely the same rubber and fab-

ric used in the League Racing tire, the quan-

tity of each being practically doubled, to give

the strength and wear required for road ser-

vice. The rubber is fine Para: the fabric the

choicest Sea Island, strong and light, woven
so that each individual thread has free play in

every direction. This elasticity of texture

permits the tire to yield instantly to obstruc-

tions, carries it over small obstacles without

jolt or jar, and reduces vibration to a marked
degree.

The League Single-Tube tire is a road tire

of unusual strength and lasting qualities. The
closely-woven fabric gives high endurance.

and greatly decreases the chance of puncture.

In other points of construction it closely

resembles the League Special.

The League Tandem Special and League
Tandem tires are precisely alike, except that

in tlic former thread fabric is used, and in the

latter a close one. As a result, the Tandem
Special is unusually fast; the Tandem unusu-

ally durable. The League Racing tire is light-

ly, but powerfully, constructed, and designed

especially for track purposes. It is not in-

tended for road work.

LIKE AN UMBRELLA.

The new repair plugs of the Mechanical

Rubber Co., of Chicago, are claimed to be

very superior on account of the ease of inser-

tion and effectiveness of repair. The hollow

stem permits of the use of a small tool for in-

serting without enlarging the hole, and being

of soft rubber it folds similar to the closing

of an umbrella, when forced through the

puncture. The construction is such that the

llat head hugs the inner lining of the tire, and

being made with feather edge, it will close

around or over any irregular or uneven sur-

face that might be found on the lining of the

lire, thus preventing the esc.ipc of air. The
hole in the stem is made smaller than the tool

so that the plug r.innrit dr»>p n(T or K'ct lost

in the tire.

store to Ilion, N. Y., where it will in future

be located.

CANARY CHANGES.

J'. J. Canary, the well-known trick rider,

who for several years was with A. G. Spalding

& Bros., in Chicago, has coimected himself

with the firm of Wm. Wriglcy, Jr., & Co., 117-

llf> Kinzie street, Chicago, as manager of the

bicycle department. The firm will do a gen-

eral bu<>iness in the supply line, carrying every-

thing for the bicycle.

SAME OFFICERS.

M the regular meeting of the directors of

the Davis & Egan Machine Tool Co.,

Cincinnati, held on January 12th. the

oflicers for the past year were re-elected.

w\ dividend of 3 per cent was paid all stock-

holders out of the earnings of the past three

months, making a 12-per-cent dividend for

the vear.

KILLS THE DEAD.

.'\n entire elimination of the dead-centre is

one of the many advantages claimed for the

pedal illustrated above. It is stated by the

manufacturers that it transmits automatically,

in conformity with the arc of the circle de-

scribed by the pedal, the applied power of the

rider thus maintaining the full leverage of the

crank over a vastly greater arc of the circle.

In other words, it converts the straight push

into an improved and automatic ankle-motion,

and renders possible a higher development of

foot-power than has hitherto been obtained.

Ramsey's Swinging Pedal Co., 1200 Chestnut

street, Philadelphia, is placing it upon the

market.

THEIR EIGHTH ANNUAL.

Replete with valuable information is the

eighth annual catalogue of the Geo. N. Pierce

Co.. of Buffalo, whose line of 1808 models has

already been shown in The Wheel. The
catalogue cover is very fetching, with an out-

side folding back, conveying the representa-

tion of an open door, with a Cupid peering

through the keyhole. It illustrates in detail

the various Pierce models, together with de-

tails of con.struction, all of these being un-

usually well explained by detail drawings.

.\gents will find it of much value to them.

GENDRON AND RELIANCE BICYCLES.

Just out is the '08 catalogue of the Gcndron

Wheel Co., of Toledo. The following arc the

models, which have already been described in

detail in The Wheel: Gendron Special No.

27. list $75; Gendron Nos. 25 and 26, $60;

Reliance models "E" and "F," $50; Reliance

models "C" and "D," $10. The machines

embody all approved up-to-date ideas, with

three-point bearings accurately groun<l and

hardened. Easy running has long been a char-

acteristic of the Gendron wheels.

ROCHESTER CONSTRUCTION.

In the '08 catalogue of tlie Rochester Cycle

Mfg. Co. arc illustrated the various models

which they arc placing upon the market. The
Rochester model "E," men's and women's,

lists at $50; the Rochester .Athlete, No. 8. is

their $-10 machine for both sexes; while at $30

the Rochester Electrics, No. 8, oflfer unusual

advantage. In model "E" the popular one-

piece lug frame construction at both crank-

hanger and seat-post cluster is used.
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IF YOU ARE
an L. A. W. member, you can com-

pete in our League Tire prize de-

sign contest. Four prizes for

four best designs. Closes Jan-

uary 31st. Write for particulars.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

DID YOU EVER NOTICE
how a snowball grows in size as it rolls along? It's all simple

enough—nothing but holding fast at each revolution to what
the last revolution attached.

.
Precisely so in business—old customers must stick if the bus-

iness ball is to grow. What makes them stick ? A good many
things, but the foundation is always the same—sound, reliable

goods—goods that keep your promises—goods that work and
wear.

League Tires are business-liolders—light, lively,

lasting. From tube to tread everything is first class—not an

ounce of dull, heavy rubber, not an inch of cheap, short fibre

fabric. Bvery "Get there and get back" tire is a running

advertisement for some one—why not for you ? Call or write.

New York 25 Park Place.

Boston 24 Summer Street.

Philadelphia ... 308 Chestnut Street.

Chicago 143-145 Lake Street.

St. Louis 210 No. \%th Street.

San Francisco 509-511 Market Street.

NEWYORK BELTING&PACKING CO.LTD

Cbe Demand for Juvenile Bicycles

WILL BE GREATER IN 1 898^ ^ ^
THAN IN ANY PREVIOUS YEAR.

^
When you are selecting- a juvenile to fill out your line, let us suggest that

you notice the number that are really half adult. Many of the parts were
left over from the adult wheel made by the same concern. Every part

of the Elfin, on the contrary, is made especially for it, and fits the child.

Cbe €lfin i$ tbe l^igb-erade Juvenile.

^

Mr. Dealer:
Write us at once.

It has a selling value because one look at it pervades one with the belief

in its actual value.^ SS^J-j/i'S^J'J'J-Ji'Ji-J'Ji.Ji.Jkjt.^*
The reversible crank-bracket makes it possible to lengthen the reach to

accommodate the growing child.^ J'J'J'J-J-J-^Ji'^*-^*-Ji>Ji.Ji.^'*.

Frazer St Jones Co.,
351 W. Fayette Street,

SYRACUSE, N.Y.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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The Fowler Truss Frame
AN ILLUSTRATED VEEKLY, DEVOTED TO THE INTERESTS OF THE FOWLER

BICYCLE, AS MADE BY

FRANK T. FOWLER, .* .* .* J» .* .* .* General Manager The Fowler Cycle Works.

Volume 1. Cbicaoo, mi., 3anuai\> 21, I SOS. Numl>er i.

HOME AGAIN.

An old song fitted to a new occasion.

(Our .ipulugics to tlie author ior mon-
keying with the text. F. T. F.)

Hume again, home again,
From a foreign sliore,

And, oh! it fills my soul with joy
To meet my friends once more;

Here I dropped the parting tear.

To cross the ocean's foam.
But now I'm back again once more,
And kind friends greet me home

Chorus.

Home again, home again,
From a foreign shore,

And, oh! it fills my soul with joy
To meet my friends once more.

Happy hearts, happy hearts,

\Vith mine have laugh'd in glee;

But, oh! the friends I lov'd in youth
Seem happier to inc;

And 1 1 my guide should be the fate

Which bids me longer roam,
But death alone can break the tie

That binds the "Fowler Home."

Response. (Now all together):

Home again, home again,
From a foreign shore.

And, oh! it fills my soul with joy
To meet this friend once more.

(Thanks!)

Music sweet, music soft,

Lingers round the place.

And, oh! I feel the old-time charm
That age cannot cflface;

Then give me but my mansard roof.

I'll ask no palace dome.
For 1 can live a happy life

Within the "Fowler Home."
Come and see mc!

("Home" address: Corner W'cst Wash-
ington and Union street.*, Chicago.)

A FRANK TALK.

No one can appreciate—and few, I

think, could understand—the pleasure

and the confidence with which I again as-

sume the Captamship of the Fowler in

stjtution. Since its conception, when
twenty-lwo

'

•
. ,-d the

crew, until . . .umber
six huT< fifty, my h.md was al-

most . nt the wheel. In fair

w< h many a dan-

g«"r crs were going
to pieces on the rocks of Adversity and
Inexperience; in shallow water and deep,

the good ship Fow'rr s.iiicd her way,

until at last it seemed v>i'c v> leave her

hrim in fhe hand* ft "iIkt*. • • •

Through all the years the writer could

ever be found at his post—by the wheel

or on the bridge—and where stands the

man to-day who can say that Fowler

ever, in all that time, turned his back on

friend or foe?

The company to whom the Fowler

plant went were unfortunate.

Statistics declare that ninety-five out of

every hundred business firms do not suc-

ceed—this company didn't.

What is one's loss is another's gain;

their loss was my gain.

I am once more at the head of the

Fowler Company, and now make a

solemn vow that it shall again stand in

the very front rank. 1 shall fit the same

old successful policy to the newer condi-

tions until the "The Fowler," already

favorably known in every civilized coun-

try on the face of the terrestrial globe,

shall again be The Fowler of my am-
bitious pride, standing, as it will stand,

beyond the reach of all competitors.

OF COURSE!
A number of people, alter inspecting

my plant with its ten crowded tloors,

have exclaimed:

"Well, well! If I had only known its

worth, I would have made you pay more
money for it than you did."

"If"—Why, of course! There are

swarms of fellows of the same hesitating

type. One's afraid and the other daresn't

—all waiting for something to "turn up.
"

The cycle maker of to-day who jilcases

agents, riders and creditors alike, must

get a double-barreled hustle on, and turn

things up, and turn them up right!

That's my business!

Do I do It?

What do you think?

I hew to the line, and I don't care

where the chi])S fall nor who gets hit.

A wheel-maker can't please his agents

and competitors at the same time.

.\ly competitors don't like mc.

See?

READ THIS.

What I Am Going to Do—How I

Am Going to Do It And
Why I CAN Do It.

THE WHAT
yon a

1 am going to give

FOWLER TRISS-FRA!*1E
BICYCLE AT $60.

The quality of it will stick out .so that

you can prove my words without waste

of time in explanations.

Frank T. Fowler never yet was behind

the times, and this new wheel is more
than up-to-date. IT IS THE EQUAL
OF ANY $10y BICYCLE ON THE
MARKET.

I make that bold, bare statement, and
I'm standing right behind it.

THE HOW: Will use drop-forgings,

seamless tubing, best of steel in bearings,

and everything you can't see is of equal-

ly high-grade quality.

EQUIPMENT.
Palmer Tires.

Morgan & Wright Tires.

Dnnlop Tires.

Baldwin's best and highest-priced

chain.

Persons—Sagcr—Gordon Saddles.

A New and Can't-be-beat Pedal.

Plymouth Highest Quality Rim.

Best Spokes.

The only Crank- Hanger that has stood

the test and proven itself worthy.

Trinity Diamond-Shaped Cranks.

.Any sized Sprockets from 1!) to 32

teeth on front; 8, 9, or 10 rear.

All of this on the '' F O W I. E R
TRIJS§-FRAraE,*' with a 4"s-
inch tread

—

2'i-inch drop at the hanger —
Trinil}- Seat-Post I'astcner— new Combina-
tion Adjustable Internal Clamp Handle-
Bar—new, neat, and pretty Head Fittings.

Ana all for $60!

THE WHY is so simple that it is al-

most funny!

THIS IS IT:

1 know what my goods cost.

If I sell the Sultan of Morroco a Truss-
Frame Fowler Bicycle, with certain
ec|uipnient, when it goes out of the door
I know to the penny what it cost mc;
and. if he doesn't skin me out of the p.iy-

ment for it, I know how much I make

—

and there you are!
I don't speculate.

If you do business with me. you don't
speculate.

You want something—you get that

sotncthing—so do I.

If I didn't make any profit you
wouldn't.

Kead this the second time; and then
sit down and write to me.
Will. Yf>U?
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TO AGBNTS:
ONE PRICE TO EVERYBODY,

AND IT HOLDS GOOD THE YEAR ROUND!^* ^•e^*

THAr$ OUR POLICY.

WHY I$N'T YOUR DOLLAR A$ VALUABLE A$
YOUR NEIGHBOR'$? AND WORTH A$
MUCH IN $PRINa A$ IN $UMMER?

IT 1$ WITH U$.

THE FOWLER 1$ A VALUABLE AOENCY.

WRITE NOW FOR TERMS.
Address

FOWLER CYCLE WORKS, <^- ^ZliSr "' Chicago, 111.

DELIVERIES.
Don't think because we started late that we didn't pretty nearly know just who was

going to build The Fowler for '98 ; and we made preparations accordingly.

Salesmen's samples are now in the enamel room (December 14th).

Some 100 to 150 regular stock models ready before February ist; during February,

50 or more per day; first 15 days of March, 60 per day; balance of the month, 75 per day;
April, 100 to 150 per day, as per requirements; May, 150 up.

DO BUSINESS WITH FOWLER and get your goods
! DELIVERIES GUARANTEED.

XH/INK VOfi^ "^y °^*^ friends, acquaintances, business associates—for your expres-
* II/ll^lV I vr U • sions of good will—well wishes. I do thank you all from the bottom
of an appreciative heart. All of these messages of your feelings for my success make me
glad, proud, and a better man. cqME AND SEE ME!

If you want an up-to-dateness in your own cycle which will make all other mounts
mere hay-cart wheels, then get the FOWLER TRUSS-FRAME.

IIVIPORTANT ^^ y°^^ ^^® interested in the possibilities of a chainless cycle—or its

11 If v/l\ I iili I • impossibilities!—read what we shall say on this subject next week.

Will a $60 Chainless GO? Write us your opinion at once.

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$
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COLIMBIA DIKOID FINISH.

Publicly shown for the first time this week

is the new Columbia Duroid finish, which is

unquestionably one of the handsomest and

most seniceable finishes that has ever been

put upon a bicycle. Furnished in any color, it

is like ivory or ebony when in white or black,

but better for cycle service than cither, being

very elastic, and almost incapable of cracking

or breaking. It takes the highest polish and

retains it. It is almost impossible to scratch

or mar it, but if this occurs, the part can be

repolished and made good as new again.

Applicable to cither wood or metal, by its

use wood rims, guards and handle-bars can be

improved in appearance, as well as rendered

more durable. It is claimed to increase the

strength of wood rims twenty-five per cent.

It certainly stiflfens a wood bar. When ap-

plied thereto sufficient stiffness is added to

create a feeling of security, yet at the same

time enough elasticity is retained to relieve ex-

cessive handle-bar vibration.

The process has been invented and developed

by the Pope Mfg. Co., who have been ex-

perimenting with it for a couple of years, and

who expect to see it come into general use for

other purposes than bicycle construction, as it

is far superior to veneering for wood or cab-

inet work.

Briefly, it is a composition whose base is the

same as that of the well-known celluloid, but

it differs therefrom materially, not only in the

manipulation, but also in the method of appli-

cation to any article, whether metal or wood.

In fact, it is the latter process which makes

it particularly valuable, as it becomes practi-

cally incorporated with the surface upon

which it is placed, to a greater extent than is

veneer glued upon wood.

As shown upon Columbia bicycles, it is used

not only upon the handle-bars and rims, but

also upon the cranks, the general cITect being

handsome and uni<|ue.

POLISHERS' UNION DISPUTE.

In order to settle a dispute with the metal

polishers, who are members of the Bicycle

Workers' Union, in Toledo, it has been agreed

that where roughing is done by them in bicycle

factories they shall use no emery higher than

eighty.

There have been several minor disputes

with bicycle union men in some of the Toledo

and Cleveland factories, the former city being

the stronghold of the organization.

OWNED BY STALL.

The Fairbanks-Boston Rim Co. has no pat-

ent interists out^id^• of the United Stales, the

foreign paicnt* being the personal prr)perty

-.1 Mr W. W. Stall, f.f Boston. Mr. Stall, it

'..controls the prominent patents abroad

..., .......natcd wood rimt, and it is anticipated

that he will lead the way across the pond in

the v.iine manner that he ha.« alrea<ly done at

hi.iiuv

VnmVl AND INTEKF.STINC.

Upon the cover of the Hodgman Bicycle

Tir. ' true lor 1*''*'' " ' d the style

of •! in the i their tires.

T' ' ' ci.'Vir '..:.:. the weave

<(( in the "A" fire, and the

lower i n "B" and "F" tires. It

is a n' I one which will attract

aUcntion.

SAGER CYCLE SADDLES.

In pocket memorandum style, with the title

standing boldly out in gold on a purple and

green tinted cover, is the '98 Sager catalogue.

As usual, this company has a most complete

line, all the up-to-date types and styles being

illustrated. The much-talked-of flexible saddle

is illustrated for the first time, the company
claiming that they "come nearer to solving the

vexed saddle question than anybody had dared

to hope. They yield with every motion of

the rider, but in no case give a violent spring.
"

These saddles arc made up. it is stated, of less

than one-(iuartcr the parts needed in any other

seat, reducing breakage to a minimum. Tlie

cuts give a very clear idea of their construc-

tion.

The other saddles comprise the iiygienic

types, pneumatic moulded, racing and ana-

tomical patterns.

A new saddle is the Peck, which may more

properly be termed a seat, the rider sitting

upon a conforming cushion seat, and not

astride. Snger's child's scats and toe clips are

also shown.

BOYCOTTING AMERICAN GOODS.

The euphoniously n.iiucil "M.•l^:yar Kerek-

paros es Alhletikai Sport," which is a cycle

paper, of Budapest, Hungary, has had im-

pressed upon it with all due emphasis by its

Cierman advertisers that unless it refuses tf-

insert the advertisements of American bi-

cycles for IWiH the patronage of the former

will be withdrawn from its columns. The

paper objects to dictation of this sort, an<l is

prepared to liberally boom first-class Ameri-

can makers who may patronize its columns.

NOT THE LYNDHURST McKBE.

Mr. Jos. McKee, of McKee & Harringiun.

is not in any way interested in the HofTm.m

Machine Co., of New York, which went into

recent receivership. Mr. Jos. J. McKee, who
is one of the stockholders making application

for the appointment of a receiver is an entirely

different pcnon.

OUT FOR HIMSELF.

Fred W. Colson, than whom no one is bet-

ter known to the trade in the West and Middle

West, has just taken a step that it is hoped will

result in not only greater opportunities, but

much more emolument to himself. He has

established a bicycle commission house under

his own name.

Mr. Colson has been connected with R. B.

McMullen & Co. ever since their organiza-

tion in 1893. During these years his signal

ability as a salesman has been evinced by the

large trade which he has built up throughout

the territory which he covered for that house.

Before that time he was direct representative

of the Garford Mfg. Co.. these two connec-

tions having given him a wide acquaintance

with the trade, and thorough familiarity with

the bicycle business in all its details. He in-

tends to represent in Ohio and a small part

of Western Pennsylvania a number of desir-

able manufacturers of parts, fittings and sun-

dries, and would be pleased to hear from such

makers. He thinks it inadvisable to attempt

to cover the whole country, and will, there-

fore, confine himself for the present to that

territory in which he is most intimately ac-

quainted, and with the customers of which he

is able to do an immense amount of business.

Suave, energetic and able, Mr. Colson will

unquestionably make a success of his initial

venture in the cycle commission line. His ad-

dress for the present is Cuyahoga Falls. Ohio.

DID NOT MEET LEN2S FATE.

Mr. and Mrs. II. Darwin Mcllrath, who

have been riding through .^sia, are reported

as safe, although their attempt to go through

Persia and Turkey in the present dangerous

condition of affairs there was so foolhardy an

enterprise that they are extremely fortunate

to get out alive. The Fowler Cycle Co. have

just received word that that portion of their

trip has been successfully accomplished.

CYCLOMETERS AND WATCH-HOLDERS.

Manufactured by tlic Waterbiiry Watch Co..

Waterbury. Conn., are "Trump" cyclometers,

and various styles of bicycle and traveling

watch-holders, the latter being made in differ-

ent shapes for use on the road, either on the

cycle carriage or in ordinary traveling. The

well-known "Trump" cyclometer has been

furtlier improved for the sea.son of 1898. and

is made in either miles, kilometers or versts.

SOUND SADDLE SENSE.

The Sager Mfg. Co. hit tlie nail on the head

when they s.iy. ".All saddle sense and saddle

advice may be condensed into this: 'Don't

ride ycnir saddle too high. Your legs should

not straighten within one or two inches when

pc<lal is at lowest point. We know this is

sound, and even ii the change seems strange at

first, you will agree with us after a fair trial."

FELL AWAY AT THE CLOSE.

Statistics have been compiled which show

that during the year just closed the output

of bicycles from Coventry, England, aggre-

gated 14*2.000, compared with '21f>.000 in the

previous year and 113.000 in 1895. During the

first half of last year the average of the 189(1

boom was maintained, but later trade de-

clined rapidly.
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Fifteen Hundred Thousand
BICYCLE RIDERS throughout THE UNITED STATES

are mounted on cycles made of

SHELBY TUBING.ii JJ

One Million More

a
99

Will be added to the list during the season 1897 98.

Do you contemplate buying a wheel the coming season ?

Insist that your dealer furnish a mount made of

Shelby Tubing.

WMT!!
First—Because it is the standard tubing of the world.

Second—Because it is made from steel of the finest quality.

Third—Because it is made by the most scientific and economical methods

of manufacture.

Write Us for Further Information.

Shelby Steel Tube Company.
Sales Office, Shelby, Ohio. U. S. A.

BRANCH OFFICES:

135 Lake St., Chicago. 144 Chambers St., N. Y. City. 29 Constitution Hill, Birmingham, Eng.

FACTORIES-Shelby, O. Toledo O. Ellwood City. Pa. Greenville, Pa.

Kindly Mention Th« WhaaL
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SLAVERY OF CHAINS.

Some Timely Talk by a Couple of Experts as to Whether This Is an ExlstitiK Fact

- Also, Some Farther Discussion as to Whether Bevel-Gearing Is the

Only Practical Escape from the Alleged Slavery.

After being a promise—and an ailniittcd

disturbance to trade—in '97, chainless driving

is having its definite trial in '98.

England evidently docs not believe in it;

hardly any specimens having appeared except

the "cross roller," which substitutes for bevel-

gears two pairs of wheels with roller-cogs

interworking at right angles to each other,

thus carrying power around a corner by the

familiar "crown wheel"; but on this side there

is a chainless mania. The trade has an attack

of bevel on the brain.

This is not to say that makers h*\e seen a

light and now believe in chainless driving; it

is rather in recognition of the fact (or strong

probability) that the maker who has not

some sort of a chainless to offer "won't be

in it," at least during the early part of the sea-

son, and until public curiosity has been satis-

fied. Even A. H. Overman—who, whatever

else be said of him, must be admitted to be a

man of individuality and obstinacy—after tak-

ing the definite stand of announcement as

"anti-chainlcss." was forced to yield and to

promise a chainless, while still saying that he

docs not believe in it. Nor is he alone in this

position. At the Wanamaker store, the repre-

sentative in charge of the Humber sample

tells you that "we only do this that we may
be able to ofTer a chainless," and that "we

recommend the chain wheel." The Clipper

will have a special catalogue with a fancy

cover portraying a "slave with wrists

m.-inaclcd by a bicycle chain reaching out for

a bevel-gear, from which radiates a flood of

light." As for the Spalding, the Sterling, the

Crawford, the Keating, and the others who
arc one by one coming into line with an an-

nouncement, we can infer their opinions as

we please; we only know that nobody likes to

even seem to be bringing up the rear.

But have wc all been wearing chains in

-slavery to the chain, .ind have just discovered

that it is master and not helper? Does the

bevel pinion really radiate "sweetness and

light?" .After the utmost has been said about

the unmechanical character of the chain, and

the absurdity of joining "tool-steel" and

"dust-proof" bearings to fifty links, lubricated

with grit and mud. two things have to be ad-

mitted: First, the chain and sprocket have

cut no figure in the repair shop, comparative-

ly speaking; second (and more to the pur-

pose), the .iveragc rider ha.s not even had his

placidity of soul ruffled by it. To squirt oil

and rub the graphite stick on the chain oc-

c.i*i'<nally is common practice; to ignore it

for nrarly the whole season and let it look

out f'T it*^' ms "Murder" or

snapn m \ . no longer bend

and so in -i;* a practice almost as

common, i igc rider pushes his wheel

It long as it will go; if his chain wastes

\Hjwcr, he expends more; he does not so much
as give it a thought The imperfections of the

chain have not obstructed it in practice— it

has run .ind served well

This being so, tl; ik must

be ascribed to the (!• s against

the inevitable decline in prices. Public curios-

ity has been whetted with large outlay and

adniiralile skill, but that curiosity is a some-
what dangerous factor in commercial calcula-

tions, because it is very untrustworthy. To
work it up to edge is costly, and when the

novelty is not in field or in type, but only in a

non-essential detail, curiosity is liable to be as

quickly satisfied as excited, and what then?

What, then, is obvious is that chainless

driving will quickly come to the strict test of

survival on its practical merits. The eight

possible means, long ago pointed out by us,

of carrying power from driving to driven

axle may be even reduced to five: (1) The
endless belt; (2) the spur-gear; (3) the shaft

and bevel-gear or crown-wheel; (4) the crank

and connecting rod; (5) clutch or ratchet ac-

tion at either or both centres. The plain shaft

with universal joints must be left out of bi-

cycle possibilities, because it can only gear

level. The chain is only a non-slipping belt.

and is included in No. 1, with every variety

of band or rope, smooth or rough. Rotary

pedaling is so firmly fixed that No. 5 may be

considered commercially impracticable. The
double-engine method (No. 4) appears now in

a single specimen; but this must still use

sprocket and chain (or a spur-gear) in order

to "gear up," and we do not consider it a me-
chanical or practical method of transmitting

rotary motion for bicycle purposes. Spur-

gears (No. 2) must be in odd luimbers, three,

five or seven, that the wheel may run in the

same direction with the pedals. The Gentry

gear of the last show used seven. On that,

the front sprocket became a 6-inch wheel with

68 teeth; the other six being about half as

large and having 27 teeth. This idea now ap-

pears in the Humber chainless, which makes

its front sprocket H*} inches in diameter and

cuts up the edge into a spur-gear of l.'iJ teeth;

the rear sprocket is of 4i inches diameter, and

is cut into 50 teeth; between them is an in-

termediate and connecting gear of 11 inches

diameter and 1J7 teeth; the resulting gear

ratio is 7<>, and as two large gears of 125-tecth

each would produce an exact ratio of 70, we

presume this uneven combination is intended

to lessen frequency of contact between the

same teeth, on the "odd-tooth" rule of me-

chanics. The intermediate gear is borne in a

small fork built from rear-stay to back-fork,

the back-fork on that side bcin^ of D-section,

tlu>uKh round on the other. Unlike the Gen-

try, the intermediate gear thus has a bearing

on both sides instead of being hung on a stud.

The workmanship is of the highest quality,

and the ease of movement of this specimen is

very interesting; it would be hard to find a

bicycle of any sort to beat this in ease, quiet

and smoothness, spinning clean and without

load. But the gears arc entirely exposed,

and the first pebble which is thrown in will be

liable to break nut a tooth and prove destruc-

tive; moreover, the utmost trouble in chain-

driving from sand and mud is slight compared

to the disturbance of wedging them into these

fine gears. A gear-case is rifTcred .it $9 extra;

but the gears are so large that a case will be

heavy and will involve ofTcring great surface

to wind.

The directions of strains on this device,

under load, are readily seen. The crank-axle

will attempt to twist the bracket downward, on
each side alternately, as usual. The usual

tendency to draw the two axles together will

be absent, .ilthough there will be some pres-

sure to thrust the back gear forward. The
intermediate-gear will feel a thrust upward,

also tending to twist the fork-jaw which car-

ries it, and the objection to hanging any por-

tion of the driving means on either fork-jaw

or rear-brace will not be quite met by the short

diagonal fork. The frame may stand fairly

well, yet the friction under load will be as

marked as its absence without load; any de-

viation from alignment must also prove very

serious. The device is the Carroll spur-gear,

the same as used by Starbuck on the track not

very long ago; it may serve for indoor racing,

but we cannot regard it as practical for road

use.

Here it is timely to say that the Bantam

—

the English front-driving chainless with

Crypto-gcar, which was at last winter's show
and was then described—is modified for 1808.

.-Ml the frame lines have become straight, and

the frame is made up of one vertical and two

horizontal tubes, with a diagonal one which

holds the saddle-stem; the back wheel is now
brought to the size of the front, the wheel

base still remaining very short, thus increas-

ing the resemblance in outline to the prevail-

ing type. The wheel is doubly interesting be-

cause not only is the Bantam a very distinc-

tive chainless and the solitary front-driver

now remaining, but because the rider is the

veteran I. W. Boothroyd, a striking personal-

ity in English trade circles and the (unre-

warded) inventor of the single-tube or hose-

pipe tire.

Whatever future the Bantam may have, the

bevel-gear is, in our judgment, the only

chainless rear-driving device which has any

prospect whatever. Between the old "League"

form, which i)uts the large gear within the

crank-bracket and works on the back-side of

the rear hub, and the Columl)ia pattern,

which uses the front of that hub and puts

the large gear outside the bracket, the former

has two advantages: It avoids the need of any

special "latch" for detachment of back wheel,

and it eiiiializcs the strain on the crank-bear-

ings—soniethiiig which no other driving de-

vice can do. But neither in the Pope nor any

other pattern is there essential novelty. The
Pope pattern uses a front gear of 40 teeth,

meshing a pinion of l."! teeth, and these two

are invariable; the rear hub has invariably 24

teeth; the engaging pinion on the shaft has 23,

which may be varied one tooth either way
for change of ratio. But the objection al-

ready noted must be again distinctly pointed

out; this variation of gear ratio, severely lim-

ited at best, is a matter of original construction

only, and the gear chosen must stay. On this

point the chain is unapproachably ahead.

It would be unprofitable to try to add to the

learned disquisitions on the comparative fric-

tion of beveled teeth. Some of the anti-bevel

argument is imaginary, as, for instance, that

power is necessarily wasted in changing direc-

tion. In factories and machine shops in gen-

eral, we are not aware that bevel-gear is ever

used to take power around a corner, except

where the "corners" are very near together,

as on drills and milling machines, for in-

stance. But this appe.il to practice counts for

little, and could as well be taken against the
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chain, which is never used to carry power ex-

cept when no slip can be permitted; a plain

belt might be put on the bicycle were it not

that non-slipping is imperative. But, as we

have already pointed out, when bevel-gears are

put on a bicycle there is a lateral stress on the

shaft, which attempts to roll to the right, away

from the frame when the large gear is within

the crank-bracket, or to the left when the

parts are arranged on the Pope patern. It is

true that this tendency to lateral movement

of the shaft is resisted at both ends, by the

central bridge near the forward end and by

the rear axle itself at the other; nevertheless,

there is a side-thrust, tending to either spread

the forks apart or crush them together, and

some especial strengthening, most naturally

by doubling the fork, would seem prudent.

This, however, has not been done. MoreoverT

there is te'stimony that the gears themselves

were found to outlast the other parts of the old

"League," and we have been informed by

riders of that bicycle that its balls and ball-

cups had a habit of splitting. Put this with

the undoubted lateral pressure just mentioned,

and it would seem that unless balls are better

temper^ now and cups and cones are made

heavier and better, the old trouble may reap-

pear as soon as the bevel-gear meets the su-

preme test of actual use. Makers may well

take precaution against this danger.

We pointed out (October 23, 1896) the

necessity of absolutely perfect alignment, and

suggested a measure of flexibility in the con-

nection between the bevel-pinions, possibly

by a stiff spiral spring. A few months after,

the Bayvelgere appeared at the show, having

a divided shaft, joined by an interesting tog-

gle-joint device, which would allow consider-

able deviation from straight line. But no com-

pensatory device has been applied in actual

construction thus far (this excepted), all the

makes having the one-piece and rigid shaft.

Reliance is thus placed on the original stiff-

ness of the tubing, and it is assumed that the

frame will never get out of line; it has even

been said, of the leading make, that it will

not get out and that the running would not

be affected if it should do so. This is wild

talk. We renew the statement—and challenge

contradiction from any mechanical authority

—that if a bevel-gear bicycle with rigid shaft

ever does get out of line the running will prac-

tically stop, for an effective "brake" will go

"on" at once. As to whether it will easily be

got "off" again, those who know from ex-

perience how easy it seems to be to spring

even a stout rod and how obstinately it resists

effort to put it quite straight as before will not

be free from doubt as to what may happen in

actual use of bicycles of this construction.

On the other side of the case, English mak-

ers are realizing their mistake in too readily

assuming that any chain will fit any sprocket

of nominally corresponding pitch; they are

making efforts, which seem to be meeting

success, to get greater accuracy by the use

of a standard template. The Morse chain is

making some headway in England, wc judge,

and is certainly getting some adoption here.

There is also further improvement in quality

and finish of chains, and wc find in '98 models

so far increased ease, smoothness, and quiet

in running; the chain is evidently beginning

to fit better, and it is showing readiness to

fight, too, as we predicted it would. The Bald-

win sprocket tooth, now taken up by Over-

man, should not be omitted from mention,

for it is a practical thing of genuine value.

The chain case, old in England, is also com-
ing along; not a few makers will offer it as an

option this year, with or without extra

charge, and frames are given clearance room
for it. Other materials—such as rubber,

leather, celluloid, or even cloth—are coming
into use for it instead of metal, which has a

way of rattling.

For ourselves, we m.ust not be counted

among those, if there are such, who are de-

termined to cry down the chainless. Now, as

long ago, "we are neither for it, nor against

it; the best in cycles is only good enough for

either maker, dealer, or rider—the best is

what we are for." But the bevel-gear does in-

troduce new mechanical conditions, which do

not seem to have been sufficiently considered.

The problem of construction must remain

within severely narrow limits, and the su-

premacy of the chain is not likely to be dis-

turbed, much less overthrown. Give the

chainless its trial, certainly; nobody could pre-

vent that if he would. Yet while it can serve

a purpose—of the window-decoration sort, if

no more—a few bicycles built just that they

may be ready to show when inquired for, will

be so much more added to shop account with-

out return. We fear the chainless rear-driver

will prove to have been an iexpensive sop to

the craving for novelty, and the more so be-

cause offered when all the signs of the times

show that the bicycle must and will come
down to the hard-pan of "standard" and

"staple." As well as other goods, it must con-

form to modern methods of selling; but the

methods of the factory also must conform. To
meet the demand for popular wares at popular

prices, even combining increase in quality

with decrease in price, cost of production

must go down as well as costs of marketing.

Such enforced economies require simplicity

of pattern, fewness and uniformity of parts,

omission of mere "frills," and abandonment of

"talking points."

Julius Wilcox.
Alex Schw.^lbach.

FABLED UP TO THE PRESENT.

Once there was a wise man who sold bicycles

in a small town. His neighbors declared that he

was a wonder and he went about shedding

cycle information right and left. No such

wheelman had ever stopped over in that town

before, and his fame spread daily.

Finally he concluded that he was wasting his

life in the small town and he resolved to move,

"I will go to a large city," he said, "where

knowledge of cycles and cycling such as I pos-

sess is marketable. In the country one might

as well be a clod. In a large town I will be

appreciated and will knock the eyes out of all

observers."

So he bought a ticket, packed his paper grip,

donned his linen duster and left the town where

his wisdom was unquestioned. Two weeks

later he returned. "When I reached New
York," he confided to a friend, "I found that

I skimmed no milk at all. There were three

million men there and almost as many parrots

who knew more than I did, and one of llic

parrots tried to sell me a gold brick."

Moral—An oasis is valued only because of

the snrrouiuling desert.

VERILY, IT IS I

FURTHER TRANSITION DUE.

The transition from one style to another

more in keeping with the march of improve-

ment is so gradual that the former passes out

of mind and is forgotten. The sight of the

different sets of hubs used on a prominent
make of wheel during the past six or eight

years brought this thought prominently to

mind. The earlier styles, once so familiar,

had passed completely from mind, yet it re-

quired but a glance at them to bring back the

time when they were considered the height

of fashion. Ranged side by side, in the order

of their appearance, it was instructive to trace

in them the progress of the art of cycle build-

ing, from the time when it appeared to be the

endeavor to get as much metal as possible in

them to the present day.

There was the ponderous hub of the early

nineties, with the flanges wide apart and of

large diameter, the sprockets made to take

|-|inch and J-inch chains, and the centres of

the hub large enough to take the good-sized

axles then in use. Next came the refining

period, when weight was cut down wherever

possible. Flanges were narrowed and re-

duced in diameter, sprockets were brought

close to the flanges and reduced in width to

take chains as narrow as 3-16 inch, while the

centres had shrunk until there was little left

of them. Then came the barrel hubs, in

marked contrast to their predecessors, and

so odd in appearance at first sight. Now they

have entirely driven out the old style of hubs

and a very large proportion of riders never

even saw the latter.

Apparently the time is ripe for further

changes in all parts of the bicycle. In the

three years past but few radical changes have

been made, in proof of which it is possible to

take a thoroughly up-to-date machine of 1895

or 1896 pattern, and, comparing it with an

1898 pattern of the same make, find that there

is but little external difference, save only the

shape of the frame, in its lowered hanger and

shorter reach, while the changes that are not

so readily perceived are but few in number.

Since the days of the ordinary such a thing

has not been possible. Yet it is hard to see

where changes can be made except in the

frames. Greater activity on the part of de-

signers is apparent there than anywhere, and

it is not improbable that the next year or two
will witness some radical changes. But other

parts of the bicycle seem to have almost

reached the stage of finality, where it is possi-

ble only to vary the details. At the same time

appearances are always deceptive, and it has

always been when finality seems to have been

reached that the most radical changes wore

about to be sprung.

AN ESSENTIAL TO SAFETY.

Every rider, irrespective of age, sex, or ex-

pertness, should practice back-pedaling until

the machine can lie controlled down most of

the hills one meets in a day's ride, without the

aid of the brake. Simply standing or jimiping

on the pedals as they come up is not true

hack-pedaling.

You must learn to apply the pressure grad-

ually as the pedal comes past the dead centre

at the bottom of the stroke, and hold it

firmly all the way up to ^the top., when you
take on the opposite pedal, keeping the chain

taut, just as yon would in forward pedaling.

Reflective observers who note tlio preval-

ence of cycling now read tin- nKI line as to

whirr is human.
it rei|uircs a great many warm words to

tli.iw the ruts out of a frozen road.
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SOME ORIGIilAL IDEAS.

Next to the qualities necessary to man in

order to live, none is more pronounced than

imitativeness. It is within the compass of the

most superficial philosopher to understand

how large a part this ability to imitate plays

in civilized communities—so far. indeed, as

to make it a measure ol intellectual progress.

Barbarous people may be placed in the scale

of human development in proportion to their

ability to intelligently imitate, the lowest

places being held by those people in which

the faculty is least wisely used.

One extreme of imitation is shown in the

fable of the cap merchant, who, on his pack

being despoiled of its contents by monkeys,

while he slept in a forest, plucked his own cap

fiom his head, and flung it upon the ground

in despair. This was immediately turned to

joy, however, when the inutativc apes, follow-

ing suit again from the tree-tops, placed the

purloined property within its owner's reach.

It may be that man is but a highly-devel-

oped ape who had often rather watch his

chance to appropriate a neighbor's store than

labor to gather one for himself.

Yet it is not to be forgotten that, between

the extremes of monkeydom on the one hand

and skillful counterfeiting on the other, there

lie innumerable degrees of imitativeness by

far the greater number of which conduce to

the welfare and advancement of humanity.

The inventor grappling with new cycle ideas

and combinations, turns over his older ones,

well worked out, to the skillful craftsman who
duplicates them in a legitimate and dignified

way.

Common sense, which is at the bottom of

all right law, has safeguarded its operation by

declaring that it must be conducted under

such conditions as yield proper recognition to

the originators of the ideas or things imitated.

Moreover, the large unwritten law to which

is given the names of common sense and hon-

orable dealing, declares most emphatically

against that species of imitativeness designed

in a selfish manner to ri-ap a harvest of an-

other'.s sowing.

Instances of this arc met with on every hand

simply because the avocations of civilized so-

ciety are multifarious and contingent.

The saying "There is no sentiment in busi-

ness," attributed to one of our most suc-

cessful business men, would seem to preclude

any consideration of imitativeness from a

conscientious point of view. Apart from the

danger of such saying as that quoted, it is

safe to say that a business man who throws

conscience to the winds acts in defiance of

comn)on sc i II as of common morality,

and turh ng in usually, if not in-

deed !: iulliiwed by a sharp rebuke

and til' liure.

For instance, cycle manufacturers lacking

nriguulity, or unwilling to employ it so long

a* they ran tret up .i p.-»<,v..-»lilr imitation of

<»'
• Nid the

m . enam-

eled and nickeled tmiiaiions ot sound and

well-built machines. Even so their reward it,

almost certain to be meted out to them,

and th ncr who has purchased a so-

called 'e machine fr>r almo»t as much
a* lie cmiUl have hnughl a jfi -n«

to ftght »hy of the seller at. ; ,rr

dealer to the ultimate loM of the imi(.>tur».

THE SHEPARD CYCLOMETER.
Made on an entirely new principle is the

Shepard cyclometer, it being constructed with

bevel gears, an improvement that is at once

apparent, as there arc no springs to get out

of order.

Another new feature is a detachable holder,

by which the cyclometer is instantly removed
—a feature that will be appreciated by tliose

who have had their cyclometers broken by
railroad trains, etc.

The cyclometers are made with great ac-

curacy, finish and durability. The barrel is

only eleven-si.xteenths of an inch in diameter,

and weighs one and one-quarter ounces.

Every part is made from hardened brass and
bronze, and nickel-plated, making it dust and

rust proof. The Shepard will run 10,000

miles and requires no lubricant of any kind.

V^-i

iid
It is manufactured by A. G. Spalding &

Bros. They have submitted it to the most
convincing tests and arc satisfied that it will

rank alongside the Christy saddle as a sun-

dry with a world-wide reputation and having
a world-wide demand.

NOVEL PEDAL ATTACHMENT.

The Clipper pedal difTers radically from that

of ordinary construction, particularly in the

method of attachment to the crank. As will

be observed from the illustration it does not

screw into the crank-boss, but is held in place

by a small bolt, which enters the crank-boss

on the inner side and screws into the body of

the pedal direct, thus doing away with the

usual nut required to prevent the loosening of

the pedal through the continual vibration con-

sequent upon the jar of riding.

FIRST .js CENTURY.

The first century of the year was claimed

by E. F. Spencer, the well-known century

rider of BufTalo. He was carefully checked at

all points. He rode the Spalding chainless bi-

cycle, and the wheel gave entire satisfaction.

Aside from the wheel. Spencer gives an excel-

lent testimonial to the .Search Light lantern,

which, he claims, helped him materially in his

performance.

OPENS A NEW YORK HRANCH.

.\ branch office has been opened by the In-

dia Rubber Co.. of Akron, O., at 121 Duane
street. New York, with Mr. J. S. Hilliard as

manager. The new branch will give the

popular tires made by this «"c)nipany proper

representation throughout this locality.

NO SHOW IN READING.

Reading, Pa., Jan. 18.—The Reading Cycle

Board of Trade held a largely attended meet-

ing at their rooms. The meeting was very

harmonious and enthusiastic. The Board was

organized in 189G for the express purpose of

regulating competition, and thus far has met
with gratifying success, but two members
having violated the agreements, and were

promptly censured. The Board has fixed a

scale of exchange prices Tor second-hand

wheels taken in exchange for the '98 product

at considerably less than last year. Lit-

tle credit or installment-plan business will be

encouraged in '98. While the installment-

plan will not be utterly abandoned, it

will not be as elastic as rt has been

heretofore, and very little free repair-

ing will be done. •

The writer was informed by a prominent

member of the Board that the price fixed for

second-hand wheels taken for the '98 product

would not be made public until another meet-

ing had been held. The trade of '97 was re-

viewed, although they acknowledge trade was

not quite up to expectation, which .was at-

tributed to general business depression ex-

i.-iting elsewhere, but are very enthusiastic over

the outlook for a prosperous trade in '98.

Manufacturers were never so* busy for years

as at present; while the retail dealers reported

trade very encouraging. Department stores

will not cause any trouble to the legitimate

dealers this year, as only one department store

in Reading will handle bicycles in '98, and they

have joined the Cycle Board of Trade, and

will uphold list prices to the cent, which

speaks well for the cycling interests of Read-

ing. No cycle show will be held by the

Board, as was anticipated.

RELIEVES VIBRATION.

The vital point claiiiud for the Chilion

wood-frame bicycles, manufactured by the M.
D. Stebbins Mfg. Co., Springfield. Mass., is

the relief from vibration consequent upon the

use of wood in the frames, with its much
greater elasticity. The company claim that

the resiliency of the frame adds not only to

its easy riding, but also to its strength and

durability. In case of collision or accident

the wood-frame does not dent or crush as a

tubular one does, and can be more easily re-

paired. All the connections of the Chilion

are made of aluminum bronze, nickel-plated

and riveted to the wood frame with phosphor-

bronze rivets. The metal extends along the

sides of the wood, and, being thoroughly

strapped, makes a very strong joint. The
1898 models are now ready, and embody all the

valuable new features of constructive detail.

THET MAKE PRESSES.

The Ferracutc Machine Co., of Bridgcton,

N. J., manufacturers of presses and dies, arc

showing one size of each kind of the presses

made by them, and among these there are

several which are especially adapted for bi-

cycle work. For three years past they have

had a very large number of orders for bicycle

machinery, and have fitted up a portion of

their shops especially for making dies for pro-

ducing sheet-metal dies for crank-hangers and

either fittings, etc., which were formerly forged

or made of steel castings. A number of ma-

chines with special attachments for chain

wcjrk, etc., are also made by them.
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CAN NOT COPYRIGHT CATALOGUES.

In the case of the J. L. Mott Iron Works
vs. Clow et al. (82 Fed. Rep., 316), the ques-

tion of a merchant's right to protect his ad-

vertisements by copyright was determined by

the United States Circuit Court of Appeals,

Seventh Circuit. The plaintiffs had pubhshed

certain catalogues containing illustrations of

the wares kept for sale, with the dimensions

and prices of each. They alleged that the il-

lustrations were of some artistic merit, and

they had taken all the steps required by

statute in order to protect their publication

under the copyright law.

It was charged that the defendants had re-

produced a number of the illustrations in their

own catalogue, and the object of the suit

was to have the defendants restrained from the

further printing, publishing, selling or dispos-

ing of catalogues containing such copies or re-

productions. The Court held, however, that

the plaintiff was not entitled to relief.

Upon an examination of that section of the

United States Constitution giving Congress

power to "promote the progress of science and

useful arts" by means of copyright and patent

laws, the Court reached the conclusion that

"the object of that provision was to promote

the dissemination of learning, by inducing in-

tellectual labor in works which would pro-

mote the general knowledge in science and

useful arts. It is not designed as a protection

to traders in the particular manner in which

they might shout their wares."

Accordingly, the decree of the lower

court refusing an injunction was affirmed.

The same question has often come be-

fore the English courts, and their decisions

have not always been harmonious. The latest

and most authoritative case (21 Ch. Div., 369)

holds that advertisements may be protected

by copyright.

This decision expressly overruled Cobbett

vs. Woodward (L. R. 14 Eq., 407), wherein

an injunction was denied. The United States

Supreme Court, however, has approved of

Cobbett vs. Woodward (See 101 U. S., 106),

and the case above noted is seemingly quite

in accordance with the Supreme Court de-

cision, despite all of which, however, it ap-

pears as an unfortunate one.

THE DOCTOR'S CHOICE.

"Don't ask me about women riding the bi-

cycle," said the doctor, who is still basking

in the radiance of a honeymoon, "for I'm a

prejudiced witness."

"How's that, 'Doc'?" asked a guest, who
was a chum when they were "medics" to-

gether.

"Well, you've just met my wife and can

appreciate the story. I was hurrying along

the Boulevard when there was a stream of bi-

cycles going either way, when a young lady

had a fall not twenty feet from me. Her
wheel was rendered useless for the time and

she was badly shaken up. As she said she had

but a short way to go, I rolled her wheel along

while she chatted pleasantly and looked so

pretty that I occasionally stopped and exam-
ined the damaged machine just to prolong the

pleasure.

"I was surprised when she stopped at a fine

West End avenue residence where I paid con-

siderable attention to the daughter of the

house. I mentioned my acquaintance with the

family, put my fair heroine down as a visitor,

told her how glad I was to have met her in so

unconventional a manner, and gave her my
card.

"Within a day or two I was invited up there

to dinner, and it would have been a very sick

patient that could have kept me away. When
I inquired for the visitor I was answered by a

laugh and a change in the conversation. But

at dinner I saw her—waiting on the table—just

as demure and unconscious as though she had

never seen me. I could't keep the color out

of my face, and again the laugh went around.

They had all seen the card. But I'm married

now and don't mind."

"But your wife will always be twitting you."

"Not a bit of it. I married the maid."

A tire cement advertisement should stick

until it draws trade.

HE JUST SAID IT.

"The difference," said Wobblemore, though

no one had asked him, "the difference between

a bicycle pump and an anti-prize-fight law is

that one is used to blow up the tires and the

other is used to tie up the blowers."

NOTHING RUNS THERE.

"Are you sure the color in this sweater

won't run?"

"My dear, sir, please remember that you are

in Philadelphia."

YOU CANT BEAT THEM.
"A most persistent, daring and courageous

man, but foolish and unfortunate, said the

old man in the best lighted corner of the read-
ing room of the club when some one sug-
gested that a mutual friend was in trouble.

"Why, I recall that that man once tried to get
the better of a street railway company."
"That speaks well for his courage and

nerve, but not for his judgment," suggested
the man with the expensive cigar-holder.

"Precisely," returned the old man in the
corner. "He was never much on either judg-
ment or luck or he wouldn't have got into a

lawsuit with a street railway company."
"Well, I should say not."

"However, he put up a good fight," con-
tinued the old man, "but, of course, he was
beaten."

"Of course."

"The suit was for damages for injury he
claimed had been done some property, and
the jury came near assessing him a few thou-
sand dollars on the ground that the property
had been benefited."

"It wouldn't have surprised me much if it

had," said the man with the handsome cigar-

holder. "That's the usual way when a man
goes up against a corporation."

"Well, he swore he'd get even, if it took
him all the rest of his life," explained the old
man in the corner, "and he was in some kind
of a legal conflict with the road most of the
time for ten years, but he always seemed to
get the worst of it."

"Naturally."

"Then finally one day he was out riding on
a bicycle when the cable car ran away, bowled
him over, ruined his wheel and broke his leg.''

"Well, he had a good case against the com-
pany then, anyway."

"That was the very first thing he said when
they lifted him up, but it was really only the
beginning of his hard luck. The company
sued him for blocking the road and interfering

with traffic by falling on the track with a bi-

cycle, and when judgment was rendered
against him it seemed to have a tendency to

discourage him."

WELL TO REMEMBER.
People who buy high-grade bicycles from

strangers for $.5 or i?;10 must expect to get in

trouble when the police come for the wheels.

A r* \J\J L. IVI I \JiM I ) but no sane person would undertake to sell wheels in '98 equipped with

cheap saddles. The buyers will be wise enough to insist on having the best,

and will fv t. r" Uwt cheap trash if offered. The interests of maker, dealer and rider

alike are best conserved by the use of reputable saddles.

Saddles
have an established reputation for quality. Send for catalog.

HUNT MFG. CO., Westboro, Mass.
R. B. McMULLEN & CO., Chicago:and New York. Kindly mention 'ilic Wheel,
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KXOW-IT-ALLS.

The DanKer of Anyone Pretending: to Do

This in Regard to the

Bicycle.

It IS scliioni that a person or a number of

persons arrogate to themselves a superiority

over their fellows unless there is, or has been,

some grounds for it. It is usually the case,

however, that a recollection of this one-time

supremacy remains long after it has disap-

peared, and the person is so completely dom-

inated by the belief that all improvements of

value must emanate from himself that he gives

no heed to what is taking place around him, or

even right under his nose. He awakes to a

realization of his mistake only when it is too

late to remedy it, and sometimes uses as much

effort to disguise the real situation from him-

self as he does from the customer his rival is

taking from him.

This has already happened to the British

cycle maker, who has had his foreign trade

taken away from him and his home trade tam-

pered with, all the while crying that his goods

were the only ones fit to purchase or to ride,

and that nobody wanted American wheels.

He remembers only too well that he was the

originator of the industry, and that for many
years he "ruled the roost" everywhere. Im-

provements to the cycle followed each other

in quick succession, and he was responsible for

practically all of real merit, as well as many

that were soon discarded. It thus came about

that when factories were started in other coun-

tries, and departures from the accepted styles

were made, he was able to say that he had

tried them and found them worthless, or, per-

haps, not as good as the present ways.

This knowledge and self-sufficiency was his

undoing; his complacency was proof against

his discovering any good in anything except

what came from his factory. He imagined

that hi,s start would always keep him in the

foreground, no matter how his rivals strove

to displace him.

Years ago the British maker experimented

with chainless (bevel-geared) cycles. The
bevel gear was there, but it was yoked with a

form of machine diflfering from the safety (at

that time, about \S92, all the rage), a partial

survival of the ordinary, and called the geared

ordinary. Its failure to achieve any lasting

popularity, in spite of very strenuous cfTorts

to push it, must be ascribed almost entirely

to the inherent delects of the machine itself.

which were, in a modified shape, those of the

ungeared ordinary, as the gears themselves

never gave any trouble. After a gallant fight

against the inevitable the geared ordinary

r.K tirally passed away, and with it a goodly

: inl>cr of pounds sterling, ancl the chain-

verything before it. When
y i» mentioned, therefore,

pityingly and rc-

A years ago, but it

! "take," and he then turns to more
...., t mattert.

It if quite likely that the chainle»s safeties

II'. A ^rit.k* pt.kccd in the hands of the riding

]
'.: A '. i.iU very far thort of being pro-

i-t. It if it

r, when : that

ihr . M tlic w.i) .ir. ili.il

rx|.'- J them as well unt

These obstacle* have l»cen slated at

•'• 1 the recent discussions of the subject,

convincing: but all theories seem set

at naught when it is remembered that no grave

defects were apparent in the geared ordinar-

ies of '92. the League chainless safety of 'IM, or

the French .\catene chainless safety of to-day.

It may be said that the League chainless was

heavy and clumsy (although it was not much
more so than its chain rivals of that day), and

that the victories of the Acatene may be ex-

plained on the theory that any feat may be per-

formed if money enough is forthcoming; on

the other hand it is equally certain that here-

tofore the cycle trade has been fully equal to

the task of perfecting any device it has taken

hold of, and if may safely be trusted to do so

in this case. Its accomplishment, and the

complete success of the chainless in the not far

distant future would, coming on the heels of

the discovery that American wheels are mak-

ing steady progress in England itself, give the

British maker such a shock as he has never

had, and convince him that he must bestir

himself to retain the trade that was still in his

hands. S. W.

SELLERS' DUTIES.

To Owes

ONE RAILWAYS CYCLE E.XPERIENCE.

D. I. Roberts, of the Erie Railway system,

in speaking of the transportation of bicycles

by that road, said: "We carried 204,305 bi-

cycles during 18!»7, and this without the loss

of a single wheel. Of course, bicycles are in-

convenient things to carry, but as to com-

plaints we have none whatever to make.

"Some of our bicycle friends were very con-

tidcnt that our earnings in jjassinger revenues

would be largely increased by the free car-

riage of bicycles, but I regret to say that this

has not proven true.

"We hope to be able to make as good a

record in 1898 in the way of prompt handling

and delivery of bicycles as for 1897, and if we
do, we shall be entirely satisfied."

If Mr. Roberts had thought a bit he would

not have gone on record as above. The car-

rying of 201,305 bicycles means that this cycle

carrying brought his passenger department

just about 200,0(Ml more passengers than it

would otherwise have had had there been no

cycling. That Mr. Roberts himself really

thinks something of the kind is plainly shown

in the last half-dozen words of his interview.

KEBP BACK A BIT.

The forward position is being overdone,

and from the position some of its advocates

adopt when riding, it is neither graceful nor

comfortable. For touring and all-round road

work, the peak of the saddle should never be

brought forward of a hypothetical perpen-

dicular line drawn through the crank-hanger,

and tall riders will be even better suited by

having the jxiint of the saddle an inch or two

behind this perpendicular line. The other

day a Boulevard rider was seen whose saddle

was placed right over the crank-hanger, and

although he sat quite erect, he appeared to be

keeping himself up by the handles, while he

pedaled backward, and looked in the wet— for

It was raining at the time—very like a duck

swimming. That rider was losing more power

at the top of the crank throw than he gained

at the finish of it.

Even the scorcher who rides with chin on
handle-bar may otherwise be an extremely

upright individual.

Himself and the Customer He
a Thorough Knowledge of the

Machine.

The seller of bicycles is supposed to under-

stand his business. He buys what he regards

as the best make, all points of advantage be-

ing considered, and after the machines are in

stock and an agency is secured he uses his

strongest intelligence and effort toward the

publication of the fact, in print or otherwise,

that he is the one and only cycle dealer in

the local market.

He may go even further than this and en-

deavor to prove that he is equally expert with

the makers in his knowledge of what consti-

tutes a good bicycle, and of the manner in

which its riding, care and equipment should

be conducted, and it is well to state in pass-

ing that when he has obtained such knowl-

edge, or even a moderate degree thereof, he

has gone a long ways toward the accomp-

lishment of his purpose to become a success-

ful seller of bicycles. But the trouble with

too many sellers of bicycles to the riders di-

rect, is that they fail to understand the wheel

they are selling.

The seller's duty to himself and his cus-

tomer does not end with a sale. The
average rider knows very little about

the proper handling or care of a bicycle in or-

der to obtain the best results. He ordinarily

thinks that a bicycle is a sort of automatic

machine that will give speed, comfort and

safety under any and all circumstances, and

does its own thinking and conducts its own
affairs without human intervention. All he

has to do is to occasionally squirt more or

less oil wherever he can find a place in it to

do so.

Sometimes the wheel actually comes up

to expectations under such circumstances,

but very often it does not, since one might as

well expect a locomotive to complete a trip

without an engineer as to ask a bicycle to

come up to expectations unless it is intelli-

gently handled by those having its care in

their charge. The locomotive starts out all

right, but it may happen to run otf the track.

The unsatisfactory wheel is said to be pro-

ductive of more ill-feeling in families to-day

than any other household adjunct, excepting

an unskilled cook. But it is rarely the fault

of the bicycle itself. This lies in a great many
cases with the seller. He does not instruct

the purchaser how to use and care for his

machine in order to obtain the best results, or

else, possibly, he may not have this knowledge

for himself and cannot impart it to others.

The cycle seller's obligaticm to himself rc-

cjuires him to have a knowledge of what is

proper in wheel management and care, and to

impart that knowledge to his customers, and

not only this, but to see that his instructions

are carried into effect. It may re<|uirc time

or trotible, or even monetary expense, but

until the bicycle is running properly and gives

promise of so continuing, the sale is not com-

plete in the sense that ever>- sale of a bicycle

should be—the giving of satisfaction to the

buyer and the establishing of an advertise-

ment for the maker and the seller.

In the foregoing lies much of interest, since

therein is the foundation of the purely cycle

seller's only chance of a future continuance

in business. If he does not get "next" to his

customer, his days are short, since the jlepart-

mcnt store and the hardware man will each

see that he is not bothered with customers.
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The

NEW WORLD
( The '98 Model

)

Is Now Ready to be Discovered ^
and

THE WISE AGENT
WILL REQUIRE NO FURTHER HINT
TO START HIM ON THE VOYAGE
OF DISCOVERY. J- ^ j. J^ ^ ,^

Sec New "^Monte Cristo"

Catalogue. Arnold^ Schwinn & Co*
CHICAGO.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

The Deadly Parallel.
SIDWELL PEDAL:

Novel designs.

Tool-steel cones, hardened and

ground.

Large balls.

Patent interlock adjustment.

Can be adjusted with the hands

"in the twinkling of an eye,"

and WILL stay adjusted.

I

^

OTHER PEDALS:
Ancient models.

Soft-steel cones, poisoned with

cyanide.

Small balls.

Ancient adjustment.

Wrenches, screwdrivers and

''cuss" words necessary to

effect adjustment, and will

NOT stay adjusted.

Mr. Manufacturer, you pay your money and can take your choice.

SIDWELL PEDAL COIVIPANY, 221 Columbus Ave., Boston, iviass.
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MORE ARGUMENTS.

Another Theorist, a Lawyer Thia Time,

Arg-nes Why a Tire Is

Fast.

The man who hesitates, no less than the

fabled woman who docs, is lost. When I first

began reading articles in Thk Wheel
i>f what made a pneumatic tire a fast

tire, I was interested. From being in-

terested I became anxious to add my
mite to the discussion, but I hesi-

tated, for, be it known. I am only a theorist

in cycle engineering, the profession by which

I caj-n such bread and butter and the occas-

ional piece of pie which I consume being that

of the law. I know heaven-bom lawyers are

generally fools, so I suppose I am the same

in a profession I have not been brought up to.

Still, a legal training of the mind encourages

the art of reasoning from first principles, and

having now been occupied for three years in

experimenting with pneumatic tires I have

acquired an empirical knowledge, which might

possibly be useful to others better acquainted

with the subject, who will doubtless be able,

and, I hope, willing to point out where I am
wrong in any of my premises.

In bicycles, the power to propel the ma-

chine is applied directly to the wheel. There

are three kinds of tires—the original iron-

shod boneshaker, the solid (in which category

the cushion can be included"), and the pneu-

matic. In the first instance, let us see what

form that portion of the tire immediately

touching the jirnuiul takes in each case.

In an iron-shod wheel there is no give

whatever in the tire, consequently the wheel,

even when heavily laden, rests, as it were, on

a transverse knife-edge. In a solid or cushion

there is more give, and consequently some

flattening of the tire. In a pneumatic there i-

no support derived from the covering of the

tire. Deflate the tire, and the covering col-

lapses to the rim._ On the contrary, wlun th<'

tire is inflated, the rim is borne well up from

the ground; therefore, it is the pressure of tht-

air confined in the tube which supports thi-

machine and rider.

In other words, if a machine and rider ii»

the saddle weigh ISO pounds, and the tire is

blown up to a pressure of SS pounds per square

inch, then six square inche«i of air pressure

will be required to support that weight. The

tire will consequently flatten or be compressed

until the surf.acc thereof touching the grounl

equals six sf|uarc inches area; when that is ar-

rived at, no further collapse or compression

takes place. A sudden blow or drop, how-

ever, may temporarily by its energy create an

increased pressure, but that is rapidly dis-

i.rrvr.l, and the tire by its resiliency quickly

to its original pressure.

M, .iccompanying figure 1 «hows a wheel

fitlcd with a pneumatic tire inflated, but not

k Figure 2 shows
m! f»f the s.Tine tire

.'. 'lid ma-
'

'

•• inches

lirtween the

it i< some-

thing like one third on the front whrel an<l

two-thirds on the back. This necessarily varies

as the adjustment of the sartdle throws the

weight more on one wheel than the other.

I li.^sr tmlirrd a tendency last sra»on to

throw the td in r,i. iiu' ma-

chines, thr: c strain on each

wheel. As the wheel proceeds forward, there

is a continuous compression of the air taking

place in tiiat part i>f the tire between the letters

.\ and B, and a corresponding expansion be-

tween the letters B and C, the centre B bcinj;

the dead point between the two opposing

forces. As the air is compressed between the

points A and B, that compression, according

to the well-known law of fluids, is in an infin-

itesimal fraction of time transmitted through

out the tire.

The compression force of tlic air traveling

forward, by destroying the equilibrium of

pressure, causes the circulation, which is

reported as a reason for pneumatic tires

being faster than others. Though how
or why it should make the tire faster,

I cannot make out; perhaps some of

your readers can enlighten me. I have

been gravely told by an authority that an

experiment with a transparent pneumatic tire

had taken place, and feathers which had been

inserted in the tube were seen to revolve

against the direction the wheel was revolving.

I can well understand this as being the effect

of the compression before named, but cannot

see how it can accelerate the speed of the ma-

chine. I should think the friction would rather

retard it. There has undoubtedly been some-

thing written on this subject, as I have heard

the same argument from several sources.

Could any of your readers give me any idea

where I can see these experiments recorded?

I am afraid I have trespassed enough on your

space this time. I therefore reserve my
ilu<>ries for a future occasion. J. R. L.

HOW THEY GO AT IT NOW.

"There isn't much demand for bicycles now.

You ought to sell them clu-;q) How much do

you ask for this one?"

"Forty dollars. It's a $100 wheel. Never

been out of the shop."

"Twenty-five dollars is all I can afford to

put in a machine. Tiive you "J.'i for it."

"Can't let it go at that price. Here's one,

though, you can have for t'J.'i Scvenly-five-

doUar wheel, and good as new"
"Ciivc you $15 for it."

"Can't possibly ^ell it for that I have here

a machine, however, that wc sold last summer
for $76. It's second-hand, hut never has been

ridden IlH) miles altogether. You can see it's

prartically as Kood at. ever, .md wc warrant it

You can have it for $15."

"Give you f10 for it."

THEY'D TEACH HIM.

If Gavin Dalziel, the worthy Scotchman,

who by many is said to have built the first

bicycle, about 1A35. could listen to the wheel

nomenclature of the present day. he would
never for a monitnt suspect it to be in any

way associated with the work of his own
genius.

He wouldn't know a dished sprocket from

a gooseneck saddle post, nor a rat-trap pedal

from a bevel-gear. The pedals of his machine

were called stirrups, and the whole contriv-

ance was known as the wooden liorse. Dal-

ziel estimated the length of a ride by the stiff-

ness of his muscles, and selected his riding

costume without the aid of a tailor.

Whether, after a scorch at a five-mile-an-

hour rate of speed, he hastily bathed and rub-

bed himself down with alcohol and cologne,

history doesn't tell. At all events, if he could

have a half hour's talk with a modern wheel-

man, he would hear enough strange terms to

bewilder him for the remainder of his life,

be that long or brief.

The readiness of novices, male and female

alike, to ac(|uaint themselves with much of

the mechanical construction of the bicycle,

and their free use of its technicalities, almost

force the conclusion that before long every

man. woman and child will be a natural me-

chanic. This much, however, is certain, that

the more knowledge wheelmen have of the

principles and mechanism of their mounts, the

higher must be the standard of bicycles in the

future, and the more extensive and intricate

will be the cycling vocabulary.

WHEN SHE HAS LEARNED.

When Phvllis or Chloe. or whatever hap-

pens to be tlie name of the enthusiastic young
cyclist, learns to disnioiiiit from her $14.P7

wheel without bruising herself and to mount
without the assistance of a bodyguard, sjlie

fondly imagines that her woes are at an end.

She thinks, deluded young person that she is.

that the art of cycling consists in riding a bi-

cycle and in wearing a becoming cycle cos-

tume.

On her nu-ntnl horizon are visions of Park

and Roulevanl "spins"— the enthusiastic nov-

ice always c.ills them spins—between the time

of the dew and the dirt-cart. She does not

foresee the repair-«lion; her prophetic soul

gives her no warning of the accompaniment of

the bargain-counter wheel'; the mantle of the

si-er does not fall upon her. ,-ind she has no
hint of mornings spent in the basement clean-

ing her machine. She does not guess that a

course in practical mechanics should be

taught at the bargain counter.

HIS HAUNTING ANXIETY.

"Please rion't talk down the tube so cross-

ly to the janitor, .\nfoinette!" said Mr. Flat-

leigh appe.ilingly to his wife.

"But. Vernon." she exclaimed, "he is im-

pudent!"

"I know, love; but remember, our bicycles

are down in the basement'"

UELPINC. HIM LP.

It was an Irishman who. seeing a novice

struggling to ride up an over-steep hill, thus

encouraged him:

"Niver give up. me b'y, avcn if ye break

down complately."
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Rochester Bicycles
fy

fy

fy

If/

If/

^^ CUT THE PRICE IN TWO.
Af/

}^' Model E at $50 1 Have never had an

Ix Athlete at $40 ,, . I
<>\ . \ equal tor the money. <i\

^}> Electric at $30 - ^J^

^1 Good Agents given good terms. Write NOW. ^1
Mk Catalogue ready for mailing..^.^^.^.^'^.^'.^*^^,;^^^ M^

/^X ROCHESTER CYCLE MFG. CO., - - - Rochester, N. Y. <f{
rJ\ Kindly mention The Wheel. ^JI\

^4V4vm^4V4y4^^4^^^^^

»

Our traveling men are now calling on the trade with
a complete line of

RECORD BICYCLES
$60.00, $60 00, $75.00, $80.00 List.

The}^ are also showing our new

SPRING FRAME MODEL,
which has no equal. In the meantime, send us 3'our card for a catalogue and
full description of our line of easy sellers.

THE BUTLER COMPANY,
BUTLER, IND.

GSSLJQ
oJPJo

OJPfo

Kindly iiKiilion i'lic Wheel.
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THEY DEFEKKtl) BELLIGEKENCV.

"Wha' fo' yo' run agin me, niggah?" sav-

agely dcinandcd the tall colored gentleman, as

he yanked his wheel up on the sidewalk, after

being forced to dismount after being run into

by another gentleman of the same color. "I'zc

got a great min' ter swat yo" good!"

"Didn* run into yo'!" darkly denied the

short colored gentleman, frowning threaten-

ingly. "Yo" done been wobblin' all over dis

hyar Boolvard, an' no man kin git by yer, an'

I b'lieve I'll make yo' ask my pardon or I wipe

up de street wif yo'!"

"Wipe up de street wif me!—Hugh! I swat

yo' once, short niggah, an' yo' not know nuf-

fin', an' yo' lay right down, fo' suah!"

"Hugh! think I'ze 'fraid ob yo', tall niggah?

Don' yo' rile me, or I mash yo' good
—

'deed 1

will!"

"Say. loo' here, don' yo' talk like dat, short

niggah! I—I dun bite dcr ear oflF er niggah fo'

not say in' ha'f what yo' say ter me!" exclaimed

the tall colored gentleman ominously.

"Don' yo' dictate ter me, thin niggah! I dun

butt de lef lung out ob er niggah fo' only

doin' ter mah yaller dawg wha' yo' dun do

ter me jus' now! Yo' hear me yap, niggah?'*

the short one retorted, brushing up against

the other fiercely.

"Hugh! I dun carve er niggah's heart clean

out fo' only doin' ter mah white cat what yo'

dun do ter me; 'deed I did!"

The tall colored gentleman put his hand in

his pocket, frowning darkly, and seemed on

the point of drawing a razor, but he only took

out a blue and yellow bandana and dusted his

wheel deliberately.

"Hem—yo' dun do dat 'bout yo' dumb brute

white cat, thin niggah?" queried the short

colored man a trifle less savagely.

"Yas, I dun do dat!—Yo' dun do dat 'bout

yo' dumb brute yaller dawg, fat niggah?"

"Yas, I dun do dat 'bout mah dumb brute

yaller dawg, shuah."

"Hem—make me feel mighty sorry ter

smash er pusson what dun iuh er dumb brute

yaller dawg so he dun do dat fo' hit."

"W-all ter tell de troof. hit dun pain me
deep ter tink ob wipin' up de street wif er

pusson so kind an' considerable to a dumb
brute white cat."

'Wha' yo' name, fat niggah?" asked the tall

colored gentleman, after a slight pause.

"Rastus Jolinsing, Esquiah, sah. Wha' yo'

name, tall niggah?" responded the short col-

ored gentleman, with some slight respect.

"Ephram Washington, Esquiah, sah."

"Hem—Pleaaed ter meet yo'. Mr. Wash-
ington, Esquiah."

"'Lighted ter meet yo", Mr. Johnsing, Es-

quiah."

"Have a see-gar, Mr. Washington, Es-

quiah?"

"Thanks; an' yo' hab one ob dc»c, Mr. John-
ting, l-!«<|uiah."

"Uinmm—ah! tank yo', sah, Mr. Washing-
ton, K»q«iah."

They ride off in company.

KEEIMJIO HIS TALLY STRAIGHT

"What's the use of ringing that blamed
gong after you've run over the man," aaid the

•. as he gave the guilty tcorcher an-

.kc.

' I wasn't ringing no gong." «iillrnlv rr

plied the culprit. "That'f me rem st hr

me nineteenth since Augtist"

THE BEST MAUE.

"What are you talking about?" said New-
ryde, contemptuously. "In the first place,

mine is at least half an ounce lighter than

yours, and yet is better fitted for heavy

roads."

"Rubbish!" retorted Sydeslip. "Geared the

same as yours, I can get twice the speed out

of mine with less than half the power."

"That is not true. But even if it were, with

a tire punctured, where would you be? I can

repair both of mine in 1 minute 37 seconds."

"So could I. But I never had to. Mine
won't puncture, any way."

"You never rode yours where they were

liable to. You don't dare to."

" 'Fraid of rough riding, eh! What do you

know about it? Why, I can take my wheel,

ride it backwards, and "

"E.xcuse me," said the stranger, who had

been looking on. "but might I ask you young
gentlemen what the trouble is?"

"AVell," said Newryde, "I am trying to

show this idiot the superiority of my wheel

over his."

"Which the blamed fool cannot do," re-

turned Sydeslip, for the reason that
"

"Gentlemen, gentlemen," interposed tlie

stranger, raising his hand; "in order to settle

this little difficulty what would you say if I

were to show you a wheel that beats both of

yours into fits?"

"You can't do it." said both of the novices

at once.

"Wait a minute; yes, I can. ^ can produce

before you a wheel that is absolutely perfect in

every way; one that never requires cleaning,

yet is always bright; one that you can travel

further on, if you know how, than anything

else in the world; one that everybody recog-

nizes as the best as soon as they see it; one

that you know how to use as soon as you get

it; one that, when it gets old and worn, can

always be changed for a new one without

any discount."

"What make?" yelled both novices in a

breath.

"Well, they make them in Philadelphia.

Denver and San Francisco."

"The name of it?" roared both greenhorns,

trembling with agitation.

"There is no particular name to it," re-

plied the stranger, "unless you call it—but

here, gentlemen, I'll show it to you. The
greatest wheel in the world. Known as the

cartwheel!"

And he took from his pocket a br.ind new
silver dollar.

WHILE THEY LEARNED.

"Do you really think the great increase

in cycling a couple of years ago had any-

thing to do with the hard times in certain

quarters at that time?"

"Well, there's no doubt that a good many
people who took it up at that time certainly

felt sore over it."

ACROSS THE STV.X.

[•ATE.NT-MEDICINELY VIEWED.

Of course the bicycle, with its popularity,

could not e.xpect to escape carrying the bur-

den of a patent medicine advertisement. With
the cut of a ghastly-looking, long-trousered

rider, about pitching from his wheel, at the

head of it, the patent-medicine man's story

has now appeared and runs rather cleverly in

this fashion:

"When you ha\c a sick horse you do not

hitch him up to a sulky and take him to the

race track for a little healthful spin. You doc-

tor him. You cannot work or recreate a man
into good health any more than you can a

horse.

"Bicycling will make healthy men more
healthy; it will make unhealthy men more un-

healthy. W'hen a man ha's been living in toa

big a hurry, when he has worked himself out,

when he has got so that he does not sleep or

eat, or rest, and the whole world looks gloomy
at him, it is time for him to take medicine.

Then, when he is braced up a bit, it is time

enough for him to take to the bicycle.

"When a man's nerves have an edge on them,

so that the least little disappointmeiTt rasps on

his temper like a file, when his stomach and

liver and nerves are deranged, and he is con-

tinually gloomy and melancholy, he should

take

"This makes a man as hungry as a fisherman

and sees to it that all the vital elements of the

food are absorbed into the blood. It braces

up the liver and puts it to work in the right

way. It drives all bilious impurities from

the system. It fills flesh, nerves, brain cells,

sinews and bones with the life-giving elements

of rich, red, pure blood. It makes a man
healthy and tlicn a bicycle will make him
strong."

HE WAS SORRY FOR MAMMA.

"Papa," said the young chip off the old

block, "I'm so sorry sometimes about all the

trouble I give mamma."
"She hasn't complained."

"No; she's very patient. But she often

sends me off to the stores for things, and they

are a good way ofT. and I know she gets cross

waiting when she's in a hurry."

"Not often. I fancy."

"Oh, she's nearly always in a hurry. She
gets everything ready for baking and finds at

the last minute she hasn't any baking pow-
der, or she gets a pudding all mixed and

finds she hasn't any nutmeg, or something,

and then she's in an awful stew, 'cause the

oven is all ready and maybe company coming,

and I can't run a very long di.^tance, you
know, and I feel awful sorry for poor

mamma."
"Humph! Well, what can we do about it?"

"I was thinking you might get me a bi-

cvcle."

' li ImyiKs had been in vf>gue in my time."

said Richard the Lion-Hcartcd. "I would have
made many more gallant knights bite the

dust."

"How?" <|ucri<'d Sir Launcelot.

"By poking hole.i in their tires with my
trusty lance, that's howl" snorted Richard.

WHEN CHAINS TIGHTEN.

A word to the mud-plugger.s. Sec that your
chain has a fair allowance of slack when go-

ing for a ride in muddy weather. All experi-

enced riders have known cases where the rider

has pluRKcd along regardless of a tightened

chain, with the result that it has twisted and
Strained the frame of a safety until the wheels

were out of track, and the machine had to be

sent to the maker for repairs. Therefore, for

muddy-weather riding loosen your chain on
the road immediately you find one getting

tight
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UNJUST BANKRUPT LAW.

The whole case for and against a national

bankruptcy law is presented by the decision

of Judge Ludwig, in Milwaukee, in the suit of

the Southern National Bank of this city

against the garnishers of H. S. Mack, bank-

rupt. Mack transferred his stock to certain

of his creditors, thus making preferences to

the extent of about $100,000 of the indebtedness

against him and leaving the other creditors,

including the Southern National Bank, of this

city, without anything. The decision of Judge
Ludwig was that the transfers were valid, and

the unsecured creditors get nothing.

To allow a bankrupt to pay certain obliga-

tions in full and others in part or not at all is

a gross injustice, and it is contrary to all public

policy. It serves no honest purpose of the

debtor. It is in the interest merely of the

local creditor as against the distant creditor,

and of a few remote creditors whose position

is such that they can exact from a merchant

at a distance who buys goods on credit a

preference. The opponents of a national

bankruptcy law complain that such a law is a

superfluous and a cruel law for the collection

of debts. This is entirely untrue.

Most of the States have sufficient legisla-

tion for the collection of debts; a national

bankrupt law is not desired for that purpose,

and usually it would not serve that purpose if

a creditor undertook to so use it. A creditor

may now, proceeding under collection and in-

solvency laws, be able to collect the full

amount of his claim, whereas in bankruptcy

proceedings he would have to take his pro

rata share with all the other creditors. A
creditor advantageously placed could do better

for himself under present State laws than he

could under the proposed national legislation.

But is is thoroughly wrong that a cycle

dealer, for example, should be allowed to pick

out the creditors whom he will pay in full and

those to whom he will pay nothing. He gives

the preference to members of his family, to

a personal friend, to the local bank, whose
favors he expects to need in the future. Or
he gives the preference to a great manufacturer

or jobber who will not give him credit with-

out" the preference, and without whom he

could scarcely go on with his business.

Wherever there are preferences there must be

frauds.

By this it is not meant to say that all or that

nearly all preferences are fraudulent, but that

where preferences are allowed frauds can al-

ways be concealed, and they are and will be

frequently practiced. The purpose of a na-

tional bankrupt law is to prevent preferences

and secure for all creditors like treatment.

The opponents are not so much the debtors,

who are put forward as the supposed victims

of creditors whom Congress is asked to arm

with a new and terrible weapon; the real op-

ponents are the local attorneys and bankers;

the creditors in the vicinity who wish the cred-

itors in distant States shut out, and a few of

these distant creditors whose strength enables

them to make terms that their smaller rivals

cannot exact. But for the benefit of the cycle

trade at large, as for all other trade of what-

ever kind, the passage of a national bankruptcy

law is a consummation to be devoutly hoped

for and worked for, too.

PARABLE OF THE PRODIGAL PEDALER.

There was a certain rich woman who had

two daughters, and the younger said unto the

mother: "Mother, yield unto me that portion

of your wealth which is my heritage." And
her mother did even so. And it came to pass

that the daughter Hannah gathered together

her cycle belongings and her heritage and
touring went into a far country, which was
Kansas, the land of cyclones and emancipated
women.
And the multitudes of emancipated women

gathered about her in exceeding great num-
bers and gave unto her the merry hand, for she

was possessed of exceeding great wealth.

Moreover, they were struck with the mannish
cut of her garments. And they jollied the

young woman mightily, and nominated her

I or Governor.

And she stumped the State and spake
speeches, which were inscribed for her by a

notary. And soon she had wasted what her
mother had given her in ice cream and cycle

parties for her constituents. And when she
had spent all she became wroth in the collar,

for she had lost the election, and those who
had fawned upon her in prosperity now sat

upon the seat of the scornful and greeted her

with the marble heart.

After she had suffered a while, she be-

thought herself of her mother's house and the

hot biscuit which her father used to bake. And
she lifted her voice and wept and rent her

sweater in twain, and said: "I will arise and
ride hence unto my mother."

And she did even do. And it came to pass
that on the evening of the fourth day, as she
was pedaling wearily up the cycle path lead-

ing to her home, her mother saw her from
afar off and ran to greet her, and fell upon her

neck and kissed her. And the wanderer cried:

"Mother, Hannah is no longer worthy to be
thy daughter, for I had great wealth and yet

was defeated in politics." But her mother
sought to soothe her and gave unto her a new
bicycle lamp and cyclometer. And said unto

the servants:

"Bring swell raiment and order mutton,

with peas on the side, and we will eat, drink

and be merry, for the wanderer is returned,

and she that was lost is found."

And stringed instruments discoursed the

sweet strains of "She May Have Seen Better

Days," and the serving man, as he shuffled to

and fro, hummed softly to himself, "Just Tell

Them That You Saw Me."
And they fell upon the mutton and devour-

ed it as one man and with exceeding gusto,

and the only discontented one in the whole

multitude was their neighbor, who mourned
the loss of a dog.

But the servant man spoke as one having

authority, saying, "Our neighbor's loss is our

gain."

And it was even so.

THE

KNOWN EVEN IN CANNlBALViLLE.

"What was that I had for dinner, chef?"

"He was an around-thc-world-on-a-bicyclc

chap, Your Excellency."

"I thought I detected a burnt taste, chef?"

"Yes, Your Excellency, but that could not

be helped; you see he was scorching when we
captured him."

850.00

ELMORE
will undoubtedly

interest you more

than any other

bicycle you have

seen.

Note Its Construc-

tion*

Write for Particu-

lars*

Secure the Agency*

We ship from New York

to Eastern points.

••••

The Klondike Wheelmen have come to

town. The club was organized in this city

last week.

What a wheel might have been does not

trouble most riders as much as what it might

not have been.

Elmore Mfg. Co

CLYDE, OHIO.

Kindly mention The WkMl.
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THE WEEK'S PATENTS.

597,3-4-7. BACK PBDAUHO BRAKE WlUJ*« & WlUWi. Braul 51)6.084. BALI^BBARINO Pka» DmiUJOIi. Chlci«o. UL FitaJ 5 9 7 .2 8 <> . TOOL FOR RBMOVINO CASIHOS OF HNKimATIt

fot*.Oumla.i
" o—,.-> ._- ..

pten: PIMI
l« Um Oootd BKTcle Company, UraiUd tuat Fed «. ISK Semi Mo S::::.?^! (No model)

I Ibr li. It97 Sami Ro CTT.TIi (MoawdCl) r'<jini l In runiliiriiijun mih > liul> or irRnklianger luring

the inu-rnallv-rtared «ud, m slrrvr having unc end flared, inean^ for

drawing Ihr deeve into (ilare and the balls and cup>, uid aleeve car-

ryiof; the ball-cu£*. tubntanlialljr u de>crib«d

TIRES Joii BoiswiLU Jr. Cb»Ur. EnsUnd. aislgnor to Jonpb

Henry Iredale, Uveipool. Biwiuid FUed May 10, 1K>: . rul Mo

tS5,tM (Ho model) Patented In Boglaod Aug IS. 1896. No lg.2ftl

Cfaim.— 1 Id a brake for bicTclea, and in combination with the

wbaeland bub thereof, a ^tationarr friction-drum carried by the axle

of uid wheel, a iprucketwheel looae oo laid hub, a band hating a

(-onneeljon with <aid iproeket-wheel. one of uid parta haTiog a groove
therein with one uf it^ tides forming an inclioed plane with an abrupt

«bu>ilder it one end. and a wed)Citiir dctice carried by another of uid
part.* and working in said grijo^e and arrauged when in the groove

lu form a pointiTe driring medium and when on the inclined plane

U> create frklioo on nid ttationarv dram, substantially as dearribed

5 97.14G. PMBOMATIC VBHICLB-TIRE OioMi W H««. Chl-

mgKi. (U. PiM July 9. 1897. Serial Mo 643.M7. (Ho iDodeL)

fhiim.— In a poeamalic lire of the form apecified, ao outer tube

having an opening extending throughout its longitudinal circumfer-

ence the inner margin of said opening being supplied at each side

• rh . iirrugation», in combination with a cloeiug and locking device

, 'ting of a base, body and head, said base being provided upon

^Ai:!. M'lc juxlapoaed to said tube, with serrations to receive the cor-

rugations aforesaid, said head being i.dapted tu bear upon the periph-

ery of said tube and hold said serrations and corrugations in inter-

locked engagement with each other, all substantially as shown and

devribed

.•i07.\209. DRIVINO MECHANISM FOR VELOCIPBDES Wit

LUi W. Tocua aud Cuuxci L Ooodiici. Hartlbnl. Conn Filed

June 26. in6 Serial No ir,(m (Ho model.)

('*t,M— I Tho '•omlMnsiioii niih a hearing-sleeve, of crank-

bhafta Bouated in said ikevr and one rxtending through the other

a coupling member prvvided *ilh tlireads engaging external threads

•I «>Ae end nf ewh of said shafta . and a locking-pin fltted in Iraii^-

-'
•- end* of the shafts, one of said recesses being

the longitudinal adjuAmrnt of one shall rela

r>w7.:J4v!. >amm.r k

Auim. Ill PUad M4) ; :
'•

>R vn.orirF.iiU Qtoaoi a Wna,
-'V N ' "I.M2 (HonxxM,)

. s .|„,ug di.

i-s«u)g a bear-

.. >rdlengthwHe
Ihr Mddl*. a hswnng
rf»*>H sHoMi tta hori

ir..«i >)«;• penwriliai lU kvruaatal a^toseni. snbaaantnHy aa aet

»..vsk

v2H.10a. BKTCLftCARUn. *Ma> Miiaa Woowau, Ala.

iBi«a, CM nM Ork II \m iMial *• «MJMi Ttrai tfl patml

Hjmn

dcin.—K tool for extracting the wired reUiiiing edge* of the'

outer caaings of pneumatic tires (Vom whcel-rims, consisting of a leserj

having on opposite sides of it atid at or near one of ita ends two

groovee adapted respectively t« receive one of the said edges and

the corresponding edge of the wheel-rim, both of the said groofea

being curved to suit the curves of the wheel-rim aud the retaining

wire*, substantially as described and shown.

."> 9 7 .O 3 1 . BICVCI*BRAKE Fridirici P Sta»l«i, CIcmo. Dl,

assignor tu Hogaii D Cosby. Chicago. Ill Filed Mar 8. 1897 Serial Mo

636,4% (Mo iDudaL)

f/iiim. 1. Ill a bicycle bnike. tlic rombiiiation with the lower

tiilH-« of the bicyrlcfmine. ofa |«iir of l.oriiontal tire-encircling brake-

_ |.-ver» piv.ilcd i'm, k of the crank h.iiiser ami above the lubes and liav-

097,0-4Q. MOTOCYCLR LWHtR H WaHLES. Providence. R. I, i„,,|,ecinUoi I.Mikc-hoc.arranged to be proved upon the op|K»ite

atslgDor, by direct and iDesne asslgnmenls, of Uiree-fourths to the
^^^^^ l.ciween the tire and the -spokes of the rear «heel, and a pair

WalUea SUam and Oa« Engine Company, same place, and Byron C
^, verlicailvcxicndiii" liiik^ connected nitb an o|>eraiiii(r lever and

Davla. Brooklyn. H Y Filed Det 7. 1895 Serial Ho 571,338. (Ho
^^ ^^^j ;,..,,rti«cly to the f.nvir.l cud- of the brake -lever.,

model) _ ^-^ u hereby the thiiKt of tlie uperatiii^rod and liiik^ i« on the up|>osite

>ide ol'tlie pivot and is in the same direction a-i is the pull of the

»ihccl -.iiKiu the brake -hoc end- nl tl,r l.riike-lcv rr-. MilwInntiulV A'

ilc-t ribeil
,

-,

5 97,073. VEUICIPEDB. WiLLUiD 8iiiT«.DenT«r.0oto. Filed

Apr. 26, 1897 Serial Ha 633.885. (No model)

ri„,„t I In a cycle, the cninbination of a generator of ga' and

electriciiv. a ga« ru^inc nierhani'm secured to the i\rlc frame ^nd

having a duel connection «ith the gas generating apjiaratu. of the

generator and having means for transmitting the |io..er of it. crank-

shaft to the pedal shaft of the cycle, an electric motor having con

doctor Conner lion, with the electrode, of Ihr generatoi and baling

means toi Iran. milling if power to the |«daUhaft of the cycle and

the pedal -h,!!! iis.iug « rom.ecto.n with the driiins nheel .haft ol

the cvrle •MhsUiili,»llv .T .|>erifieH

59 7,*J7VJ. COMBINED SPEED INDICATOR AHD CYCLOMET'.*.

Wllt-Ua J EDwaatia. Chlcagu, III Filed July 6. 1896 Serial Ha

,%98.I68 (No model)
r Unm I In a •|'eed-lndicalor. the comhinalinn with ihf mov-

able ineMil)er ..f Ihe indiralini! device of s i 'a swing

iVi; arm pivoially coniier-ied "ith the rouiv arrring a

vciibl near its frca end. whanb) ihe srin i. Is pivotal

inniirriion iriih Ilie ri'Ury support during the i..!j«u..ii ol the latter

inraiM I, It •srtttne a lenilencv to op|><i«< the outward swing of the

! ' ' .<inging arm and arranged for

,.( rntaiiuii m a dirrciion -iib

' and power-irsnsroitiing con

nerliw Wlweei. lb. «r-dge *•••! tl.. ,iMi>ahlr member of the indicating

devire, wherehy the latter is a^tualed hy the lunglludiiial nmtrmeni

of U>« wedge. suULiniialli »> •*< forth

'Vrirm — I Ih-iving-gear for bicycle* or siiii( ir vehicles, compris-

ing a rotary crank carry iiig a pulley at one side of the crank axis, a

driven wheel having an oactllatory dnim and clutch, a flexible oon-

nection attached at a ulationary p<iint and passing thenre over the

pulley til the drum, and mean* for revenwly operali-'g the drum.

.5 9 7,05.5. BICYCLE SADDLE Lkvi M" Drrou. Fn^ivjrt III

Filed Apr. t. 1896 Serial Ha 585,914 (Ho modal)

TW 4eB(a fcr a »i y«<« «a»H»r • iMntii show*

ri; _ I In a .sd.lli llir . otnbinalion wilh ihe >eal .ind a suit

able (mmmel and canlle ol a »priiic inleriuned lietween the pommel

and canlle and adapted to snp|iori the saddle and apply longitudinal

•train to the seal thereof and a transversa brace iiilerjiosed liotaeen

Ihe ends of the rantlr^nd lower at its center than at its ends, ver-

tical pre««iire u|>on the .prin|[ lieing adapted totlr»i-hlen the brace

ami lhereb\ apiilv lateral pressure io the ranllr

097.19-1. TIRK HaUT K CouJM, SouUi BeiUchn. P^ PIM
July It. 1897 Serial Nn 6H<S6 (Mo modal)

i:h<m —I. The cambmalion of a wheel-fklly having divergent
cbannals in ita (>enpher) a longiliidinaI*v-divided ciijhi"n !ire sob
slat.ttally semicircular in croas-sectinn anu naving a *u',jsta.iiiallT cir-

cular bore, said tire having riba engaging the felly-channrh reepec-

Uvely. and a faalening device comprising a centrally-local. .1 ahank
passing through ihe felly, a wedging head in the division df .he tire,

and tightening meam, whereby the ri'ia are forriMy preaed into tho

felly channels by ihe arijon of the wedging head.
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596,998. BICYCLECANTEEN. Lee A. Hawkins and William

N. 6. Gaednee, Jerome, Ariz. Filed Aug. 28, 18^6. Serial No. 604.214

(No model)

5 97,001. UAKDLK-BAR FOR BICifCLES. Fredehick E. InOKA-

HAM, Little Falls, N, Y. Piled Aug. 8, 1896. Serial Ho. 602, 198. (No

model.)

, Claim.—^The herein-described cautueu for bicycles, ,pf siibstan-

tiaily triangular shape and which has two of its sides gTBiJred lougr-

tudinally and adapted to respectively fit the king-post and bottom

line-tube of the bicycle -frame, whereby said canteen is held in posi-

tion by gravity alone.

5 97,196. BICYCLE-CRANK. CLARENCE L. GOODRICH, Hartlord,

Conn., assignor to William W. Tucker, same place. Filed Nov. 18, 1895.

Serial No.^669,264 (No model)

Claim.— \. The combination with a bearing-sleeve, of a two-part

crank-shaft comprising an elongated tubular shaft extending-through

said sleeve having external bearing-surfaces and provided with a ta-

pering bore extending longitudinally through the same, said tubular

shaft having a crank-arm rigid on one end thereof; combined with

a tapering shaft extending from end to end of said tubular shaft and

having a crank-arm rigid on the projecting, larger end of said taper-

ing shaft; and means for detachably coimecting together said shafts

at the crank end of one of the shafts, the construction being such that

said connecting means will force one shaft into the other.

Cliuia.— lua handle-bar for bicycles the combination of the head-

post carrying a .sleeve B, said sleeve being provided at one end with

teeth or projections .D, the bar E revolubly mounted in the sleeve,

the collar F adapted to slide longitudinally on the bar, said collar

being provided with teeth G, adapted to engage the teeth of the

sleeve, a shield J rigidly sectiredto tiie bar and provided with an

inwardly-projection portion''K,a spiral spring engaging said portion

and the said coUaf and adapted to exert a constant pressure upon
the same causing the opposing teeth o.C the 'collar and the sleeve to

rigidly engage each other, a cross-piece H secured to the collar and
engaging a slot I on the bar, a tube or sleev^ revolubly mounted on

one end of the bar and provided with a cam-face P, a cam rigidly

secured to the t'^r and adapted to engage the said cam-fiice, a ootd

connecting the gripping-collar and the sleeve, meaus for guiding and

adjusting said cord. sub.«tantiallv a.s described and for the purpose

5 97,0'98, BICYCLE. Frederick 0. iJBIils, Brighton, N. Y., as-

signor, by direct and mesne assignments, to Frances Bullis, same

place, Goss & Co., Rochester, and Loring H Bannister, Evans, N. Y.

Filed Jan. 21, 1897. Serial No. 620,058. (No model.)

697 3 98. BICYCLE SKIRT-PROTECTOR. ALFRED Ross, Wichita,

Kans. Filed June 21, 1897. Serial No. 641,693. (No model)

CV«i7«—I'The combination with a bicycle of the spring-wire

frames 3 4 provided Tvith the vertickl parallel arms 5 6 terminating

in the eyes 7 8 and having their upper converging ends provided with

eves 11 12 the curved rod 15 connecting said eyes and the fabric 17

18 secured to said frames and rod, substantially as shown and de-

'497 22 6 BICYCLE-PUMP. Oscar Temple, Jefferson City, Mo

FlWFeb.6,'l897. Serial No. 622,315. (No model.)

Cln'im. - 1. The combination with the frame of a bicycle, having

gears attached thereto on opposite sides, of the crank-shaft and main

cranTis provided with opjiosite extensions, the pedals, the pedal-levers

linted to the main cranks, the cranks K K', the traveling gears jour-

naled in the crank extensions and meshing with the gears on the

frame, .said cranks revolving with the traveling gears and pivotally

connected with the pedal-levers, and the sprqckot wheel on the shaft

between one of the main cranks and the proxim.ate gear-wheels, sub-

5 97^193. TOE-CLIP. Henry P. Helmboldt, Boston, Maffl., as-

signor, by mesne assignments, to Asahel M. Shurtleff, same place.

Filed Nov 25, 1895. Serial No. 569,996. (No model)

Claim—V \ bicycle-pump comprising a cylinder, a piston work

'in-r therein, a piston-rod 'attached by one end to the piston and the

«p°per end thereof extending through the upper head of said cylinder,

and a handle comprising two right-angled bars each having an arm

pivoted to the said upper end of the piston-rod and adapted to be

turned down with their horizontal portions in vertical poSition par-

allel with the side wall of the pistoil, substantially as described.

"5 96 9 80 PNEOMATIC tire. Stuart Bunting, Birmingham,

'England. Filed July 31, 1897. Serial No. 646,585. (No model) Pat-

ented in England June 20. 1896, No. 13,616.

Claim.— 1. Aiicycle toe-clip, composed of a body-plate provided

at its rear end with a slotted ear for attachment tp the pedal and

with guidevvays, an adjustable toe-stop in the form of a flat slotted

strip of metal bent upwardly at its front end above the body-plate,

two independent c shaped slotted arms or grippers, parts of said

arms being extended under said body-plate and cooperating with said

guideways, the outer fr£e ends of said arms being bent upwardly and

inwardly terminating above said body-plate to overlap the upper of

1 shoe the sole of which is pressed on the body-plate, the said arms

being adjustable dn said body-plate to move said outer ends diag-

onally with relation to a line drawn through the body-plate in the

direction of its length, whereby the arms are made to adapt them-

selves to the taper of the shoe toward its ball, or widest portion, and

a suitable bolt to hold the said arms in adjusted position, substaii-,

5 97 3 31. Q. LUGGAGE-CARRIER. Albert H. JENKS, HornellsvUle,:

N. Y., assignor to Truman H. Dennis and Char.noy D. Shullz, same place.',

Filed May 22. 1897. Serial No, 637,724 (No model)

r/«im- 1 The combination, with a wheel-rim having circum-

ferential recesses, of a divided tiro provided with enlargements at it,

edges which engage with the said recesses, and an arch-shaped lock-

i„':band arranged between the said enlargements, the crown of the

saUl band being of soft rubber and its sides of hard rubber, substau-

5 97 1 8 PNEUMATIC PAD FOR BICVOLEtlR LIKE HANDLES.
'

Howard L. Elton and Norman J. Smith, Philadelphia, Pa Filed ^uly

15, 1896. Serial No. 599,254 (No model)

Claim.— In n pneumatic pud, a tubular casing of llojciblc mate-

,rial, a strip of flexible material secured atib ends around the cuds of

the tubular casing and along its sides to opposite sides of the casing

forming a pocket, a valve leading into the pocket, said casing being

adapted to fit ob the ends of a handle-bar and bo hold thereon by the

inflation of the pocket, substantially as described.

i'liiiiii.^-\. A luggage-carrier for bicycles having an intermediate

upright portion prbvided at an intormediato point, with a (-lamp for

the spring partially SnmTaci* aud'yioldiiigly grips and holds a bundle

in tli.> oarrior, and said hook can at'ach to various parts of the car-

rier, .suhstautially as described.

SUMMARY OF THE WEEK'S PATENTS.

Number of patents of all kinds granted dur-
ing the week, 407; designs, 24; trade-marks,

32; total, 463. Issued to citizens of the United
States, 418; to citizens of foreign countries, 45.

Leading States: New York, 74; Pennsylvania.

41; Massachusetts, 33. Leading countries:
Germany, 17; England, 14; France, 6.

Total number of applications awaiting act-

ion, 12,432; under section VIL, relating to

velocipedes, 1,123.

Cycling patents issued during the week:

596,974. Lock for Bicycles. Nels F. Benson, New-
York, N. Y. Filed May 12, 1897. Serial No. 636,146.

(No model.)

536,980. Pneumatic Tire. Stuart Bunting, Birm-
ingham, England. Filed July 31, 1897. Serial No.
646,585. (No model.) Patented in England June 20
1896, No. 13,616.

536,984. Ball-Bearing. Frank Danielson, Chicago,
III. Filed Feb. 9, 1897. Serial No. 622,723. (No
model.)

596,998. Bicycle-Canteen. Lee A. Hawkins and
William N. C. Gardner, Jerome, Ariz. Filed Aug.
28, 1896. Serial No. 604,214. (No model.)
597,00L Handle-Bar for Bicycles. Frederick E. In-

graham, Little Falls, N. Y. Filed Aug. 8, 1896. Serial
No. 602,198. (No model.)

597,031. Bicycle-Brake. Frederick P. Stanley, Chi-
cago, III., assignor to Hogan D. Cosby, Chicago, III.

Filed March 8, 1897. Serial No. 626,496. (No model.)
597,042. Motocycle. Luther H. Wattles, Providence,

R. I., assignor by direct and mesne assignments, of
three-fourths to the Wattles Steam and Gas Engine
Company, same place, and Byron C. Davis, Brook-
lyn, N. Y. Filed Dec. 7, 1895. Serial No. 571,338.
(No model.)

597,055. Bicycle Saddle. Levi M. Devore, Free-
port, 111. Filed April 2, 1896. Serial No. 585,914. (No
model.)

597,073. Velocipede. William D. Smith, Denver,
Col. Filed April 26, 1897. Serial No. 633,885. (No
model.)

597,098. Bicycle. Frederick O. Bullis, Brighton, N.
Y., assignor, by direct and mesne assignments to
Frances Bullis, same place, Goss & Co., Rochester,
and Loring H. Bannister, Evans, N. Y. Filed Jan
21, 1897. Serial No. 620,058. (No model.)

597,106. Bicycle-Bell. John Doughty, Philadelphia,
Pa. Filed April 1, 1897. Serial No. 630,285. (No
model.)

597,108. Pneumatic Pad for Bicycles or Like
Handles. Howard L. Elton and Norman J. Smith,
Philadelphia, Pa. Filed July 16, 1896. Serial No'
599,254. (No model.)

597,133. Bicycle-Habit. Sarah A. Whan, Brooklyn,
N. Y. Filed May 1, 1896. Serial No. 589,849. (No
model.)

597,146. Pneumatic Vehicle-Tire. George W. Heth,
Chicago, 111. Filed July 9, 1897. Serial No. 643,967.'

(No model.)

597,164. Wheel-Tire. Thomas H. Grigg, Philadel-
phia, Pa. Filed July 28, 1896. Serial No. 600,751.
(No model.)

597,183. Toe-Clip. Henry F. Helmboldt. Boston.
Mass., assignor, by mesne assignments, to Asahel M.
Shurtleff, same place. Filed Nov. 25, 1S95. Serial No
569,996. (No model.)

597,196. Bicycle-Crank. Clarence L. Goodrich, Hart-
ford, Conn., assignor to William W. Tucker, same
place. Filed Nov. IS, 1S95. Serial No. 569,264. (No
model.)

597,209. Driving Mechanism for X'elocipedes. Will-
iam W. Tucker and Clarence L. Goodrich, Hartford,
Conn. Filed June 26, 1896. Serial No. 597,070. (No
model.)

597,226. Bicycle-Pump. Oscar Temple, Jefferson
City, Mo. Filed Feb. 0, 1897. Serial No. 622.315. (No
model.)

597,255. Bicycle Motor Attacnmcnt. Charles C.
Bcrck, Boelus, Neb. Filed .Vug. 6, 1S97. Serial No
647.351. (No model.)

597,272. Combined Speed-Indicator and Cyclometer.
William J. ICdwards, Chicago. 111. Filed Tuly 6,

1896. Serial No. 598,168. (No model.)
597,279. Match-Box for Bicycles. Hilda Frank, New

York, N. Y. Filed Aug. 1, 1S96. Kenewod Tunc 24.

1S97. Serial No. 642,162. (No niodel.')

597,286. Tool for removing Casings of riieunialic
riri>. loliii Uorswill, Jr., Chester, Kngl.tuil, assign-
or lo Josi'iili Henry Iredale, Liverpool. England.
Filed May 10, 1S97. Serial No. ia5.924. (No moaei.)
I'aleiiled in England Aug. 1896, No. 18,261.
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National Board of Trade

of Cycle Manufacturers.

320 BROADWAY. NEW YORK.

President.

A. L. GARFORD.

First \'icePrcsidcnt.

GEORGE H. DAY.

Second Vice-President. Treasurer.

C. W. DICKERSON. W. A. REDDING.

Secretary,

ERNEST R. FRANKS.

National Bicycle Wood Rim

Manufacturers' Association.

President,

E. S. MEAD.
Treasurer,

N. D. DOUGHMAN.
Secretary,

W. \V. STALL. Bedford. M.t<-=

National Cycle Dealers' Association.

President,

GEORGE E. HAN NAN.
Second Vice-President,

J. J. MANDERY.
Secretary.

lOHN McCARGO, St. Louis

First X'icePrcsident,

F. A. VERY.
Treasurer,

GEORGE COLLISTER.

Rubber Tire Association.

Prcsidint.

THEODORE A. DODGE.

First Vice-President, Second Vice-President,

L. K. McCLYMONDS. GEORGE T. PERKINS.

Treasurer.

GEORGE F. HODGMAN.

Secretary,

KIRK BROWN,

504-GOC Wist Fourteenth Street, Niw ^.lrk.

597,287. Bicycle Attachment. Fred V. Hurst, Au-

rora, Ore. Filed April 3, 1897. Serial No. 630,512.

(No model.)

597.298. Bicycle Skirt-Protector. Alfred Ross,

Wichita, Kas. Filed June 21, 1897. Serial No. 641.693.

(No model.)

G9T.318. Lug^Re-Carrier. Albert H. Jenks. Hor-

nellsville, N. Y.. assignor to Truman H. Dennis and

Chauncey D. Schultz, same place. Filed May 22.

1897. Serial No. 637.724. (No model.)

697,342. Saddle (or \'eIocipedes. George S. Webb,
Aurora. 111. Filed May 5, 1896. Serial No. 590,342.

(No model.)

597.347. Back-Pedaling-Brake. William S. Wilson,

Brantford, Canada, assignor to the Goold Bicycle

Comp.nny, Limited, same place. Filed March 15,

1897. Serial No. 627.714. (No model.)

597.348. Driving and Steering Attachment (or Bi-

cycles. David I>. Winters, Chicago, III. Filed May
18, 1896. Serial No. 592,090. (No model.)

DESIGN.
28,153. Bicycle-Carrier. Robert Graham. Wood-

ward. Alameda. Cal. Filed Oct. 12, 1897. Serial No.

6M,999. Term o( patent, fourteen years.

TRADE-MARKS.
31.132. Cycles, Wheels, Bicycle-Hubs, and other

Parts. Buehler & Piatt, Brooklyn, N. Y. Filed Dec.

13. 1897. The word "Shaw."

31433. Adjustable Handle-Bars for Bicycles. The
Wood Manufacturing Co.. Toledo, Ohio. Filed Dec.

3, 1897. The words "Iji Fave." Used since April 1.

1897.

LIVE BOSTON FIRM.

No more clahnr.itc catalogue has bciii is-

sued by a cycle supply house than that just

off the press from the Boston Cycle Supply

Co., Boston. Ma.ss. Embracing everything

used in a bicycle, they carry not only complete

lines of parts and fittings, but also all the ac-

cessories and small tools. Shelby tubing.

Kangaroo, New Brunswick, Morgan &
Wright and the India Rubber tires, and a full

line of saddles, pedals and chains arc upon
their list. Mr. J. A. Morse, president of the

company, is well known to the New England

trade.

EXPORTS FOR THB WEEK.

Exports of bicycles and cycle material from

port of New York during the week ending

January llili

Antwrr-
Bicycle*. Mnlrrial.

V&9
%
4

•M
496
BO

337
t.6K ....
n

6.730

LAID OFP ONB HUNDRED AND TEN MEN.

lilmira, N. Y.. Jan J7—TTi? F--iip<r Bi-

cycle Co. last w ni

110 men, who w rd

again before the middle ot liiiruary. The
factory lias been turning out lately about liH)

whccN a day, and already over 3,(KI0 '98 wheels

have been shipped.

TRADE CHANGES.

ARKANSAS.
Helena.—The Standard Wheel Co. will establish a

branch here.

COLORADO.

Colorado Springs. --F. Carruthers. Hagcrman puild-

ing. sold out to F. E. Stratton.

Denver.—The Eclipse Bicycle Co.. branch store; A.

L. Dcane. manager.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.
Washington.—Drew & Goodman. 423 Eighth street,

damaged by fire to the extent of $1,400; insurance,

$400.

Washington. — Fowler Cyc'e Co. will establish

agency.

FLORIDA.
Daytona.—The Halifax Cycle Co.,(Griswold & Mor-

ris) have purchased the bicycle livery of Geo. Hawk
and annexed it to their establishment on Beach street.

ILLINOIS.

Champaign.—R. C. Lowcrv. sold out to Nicolet

& Co.

Chicago.—M. E. Griswold & Co.. reported recorded

chattel mortgage for $400.

Chicago.—Becker & Stewart, reported recorded

chattel mortgage for $1,362.

Chicago.—Monarch Cycle Co.. four employees ar-

rested for stealing $1,000 worth of goods from the

company.
Chicago.—Morgan 8c Wright certified to increase of

capital stock from $100,000 to $.';00.000.

Chicago.—The GrifTin Wheel Works arc con-lr\ict-

ing a $14,000 addition to their plant.

Chicago.—Mead Cycle Co.. incorporated by Jas. L.

Mead. Frank Johnson and Dwight I^wrence; capital,

$100,000.

Chicago.—Fowler Cycle Works incorporated by
Frank T. Fowler, I'rank A. Heilmcr and Kdwin Ter-

williger, Jr.; to manufacture bicycles; capital stock,

$.'•^.000.

Chicago.—Fowler Mail Order Co.. incorporated by
Frank T. Fowler. Frank A. Heilmer and ICdwin Ter-

williger, Jr., to deal in bicycles and manufactured

articles; capital stock. $10,000.

Lake Forest.-C. R. Mills, damaged by fire.

Macomb.— F. A. Whitman, sold out to L. Calc.

Quincy.—D. E. Brewer will manufacture bicyclei.

INDIANA.
Andcrfon.—Downs Bro.s., new -itorr at 11 West

Ninth street.

Clifton Springs.—Judd Sc Leland. new firm to

manufacture tinware novelties ana bicycle supplies;

capital, $20,000.

Greensburg.- -F. H. Seward, new store in Ilitchell

Block on V\est .Main street.

Indianapolis.- Kreitlrin's bicycle store removed to

230 West Washington street.

North Manchester.- Mr. Budge, new store.

Walkerton. Walkerlon Cycle Mfg. Co. (F. J.

Brady and Bert Thompson), It. K. Harris & Co. en-

tered comploint for replevin; papers served by

•hcrilT.

KATfSAS.

Flirt Scoll.—H. I*. During, bicycle manufacturer nl

Peoria, III., has formed a partnership with A. C.

Prnniman & Co., bicycle dealers in this city, and
will rsialilish n branch factory here.

MARYLAND.
Ilallimore.—Pope Mfg. Co., branch store at 307

Baltimore street; K. S. Benson, manager.

llagcrstown.- Crawford Bicycle Works, Edward W.
.Mralcy appointed treasurer in place of A. K. \an-
msier. resigned.

MASSACHUSETTS.
Boston.—Olaf A. Cliristianson. reported recorded

chattel mortgage for $.'500.

Dorchester.—G. C. Kinnear, re-opened store.

Haverhill.-Fcrnald Bros., reported recorded cbat-

Itl mortgage for $1,000.

Westboro.- -Geo. A. Mackey. reported to be in bank-
ruptcy.

Westfield.—C. J. Ferris, Main street, succeeded by
Ferris & Sanborn.

MINNESOTA.
Xorthlield.—H. B. Gress, new store.

NEW JERSEY.
Jersey City.—T. F. (Jeorge, reported recorded chat-

tel mortgage for $165.

Jersey City.—Edward Perlbcrg, 113 Montgomery
street, damaged by fire.

Paterson — Pickford & Quick, manufacturers, dis-

solved partnership. H. M. Quick continuing.

Trenton.—The Trenton Sprocket Chain Co.. incor-

porated by John S. Powell, of Philadelphia: B. M.
Phillips and W. Holcomc. of Trenton, to manufac-
ture bicycle chains; capital, $100,009.

West End.—Nunnally Bros., sold out to Lane &
Edwards.

NEW YORK.
Jamestown.—Straight Mfg. Co.. damaged by fire

to extent of $10,000.

New York.- Youngs & Carr, new store at 8 Clin-

ton place.

Syracuse.—Hollenbeck Saddle Co., incorporated by
Kobt. Crousdale, Geo. Lloyde and W. L. G. Thomas,
of Syracuse; T. L. Smith, of New York, and J. W.
Zcller. o( Utica. to manufacture bicycle .saddles and
leather specialties: capital. $35,000.

OHIO.
Cleveland.—Harry C. Miles, reported recorded chat-

tel mortgage for $175.

Columbus.— Lingstreth. Schmidt & Co., reported
recorded chattel mortgage for $8,000; judgment.
$12,340; assigned,

Massillon.- (has. Brieder. new repair store on
.South Mill street.

Toledo.—Mr. Kobt. E. I'ate has organized a stock
company to manufacture bicycles in the building
corner Columbia and Chase streets.

ONTARIO.
St. Thomas.—Browncll & Kennedy, reported dis-

solved.

PENNSYLVANIA.
Chester.-Thos. Swanger, Market street, damaged

by fire.

ICric.—J. Roth. 1.018 State street, succeeded by
Roth & Chambers.
Philadelphia.- H. Kotman, 1,328 Fairmount avenue,

d.iinaged i>y fire to extent of $500.
IMiiladclphia.—The Penn Cycle Fittings Co., re-

ported gave judgment for $1,333.
.Sayrc.—Collins Pneumatic Hub Co., will occupy

a building which is about to be erected, and will
manufacture pneumatic hubs.
West Philadelphia.— Kingston Goddnrd, Jr., new

store at 924 North Forty hrst street.

RHODE ISLAND.
Newport.- Wm. H. Henderson, bicycles attached:

closed out.

SOUTH CAROLINA.
Charleston.— The Southern Cycle Supply Co.,

creased capital stock to $26,000, and will estab
bicycle factory.
Coluinbin.- f'latt. Hook & Skull, new store on Main

street.

TEXAS.
Houston.- H. llluur'a store on Providence street

burglarited.

VERMONT.
Itarre.— H. C. Barnes, of Springfield, Mass., wilt

open repair store here.

WISCONSIN.
Kipon.^Sorenson 8t Eckel, succeeded by SoreMon

& W ilkinsun.
Waukesha.- J. Christoph is mnniifacluring bicycles.
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KEATING'S KEEN KEY to SUCCESS.

$50 $50

KEATING BieveLES.
Models No. 61, No. 62, No. 64, No. 66.

For price, quality of material, fine workmanship, progressive improvements, strength and
durability—wheels that are safe, sure and satisfactory, for heavy and light riders, for road or
track

—

they have no equal on earth. Write for particulars.

The Doable Roller Ghain of the Keating
rolls, reduces friction, increases speed.

will not stretch, shorten, bind or choke with mud or dirt.

Keating Wheel Company, MIDDLETOWN, CONN.
(Formerly Holyoke, Mass.)

I
SAMUEL BUCKLEY & CO.. i

% JOO WILLIAM STREET, NEW YORK.
.

3

SALES AGENTS FOR

PIONEER BRAND TUBING.

STAR DISC-ADJUSTING HUBS.

RECORD PEDALS.

POWER NICKEL STEEL CHAINS.
(Power Mfg. Co., Bloomficld, N. J.)

^
^
^

STYLE C.

MULLER
SADDLES.

Kindly mention Tin- Wluol.

STYLE B. i

^iiuuiuiuiuiuiuiuiuiiiiuiiuuiuiuiuiiiiuiuiuiiiiu iUiUiUiaiUiUiUiUiUiUiUiUiUiiiiiiiUiiiiUiaiUiUiiiE^
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AMBNITIES OF THE RuAD.

"Nice day for ridin', ain't it?"

•Hey?"
"I say it's a nice day for ridin'?"

"For what?"

"For ridin'.
"

"Ych."

"Goin' fur in this direction?"

"Hey?"
"1 say arc you goin' fur?"

•No."
"You're ridin* purty fast. Much as I kin

do to hang onto ye."

"Umpf!"
"Your wliccl ain't like mine.

"

"No?"
"No. It's a different make. Geared higher,

too, I reckon."

"Likely."

"Mine's a $14 87 Road Hustler."

"Is it?
"

"Yes. What's yours?"

"It's'a Lightoutandgetthere."

"Gee! I never heard of that kind before.

Where did you buy it?"

"I didn't buy it. I traded for it."

"Traded what?"

"It was either a horse or a town lot. I

forget."

"Go purty fast with it?"

"Hey?"
"I say can ye go purty fast with it?"

"Yeh."

"Easy ridin', ain't it?"

"Oh, yes."

"Well, it's a mighty nice machine."

"Thanks. I'll show you how it looks from
the rear." (Scorches out of sight.)

IN CHICAGO.

Excited Citizen—Officer, I've just been held

up! There goes the scoundrel who did it.

Efficient Policeman—I'll tend to him in a

minute. I'm after a little rascal that's ridin"

his bysickle on the sidewalk around here.

FEW FRIENDS HAS THE SCORCHER.

If the peril involved in the habit of scorch-

ing was confined to the scorcher, perhaps few

would be found to seriously protest against it.

But it has become a danger even exceeding

that of fast driving, inasmuch as the bicycle

is practically noiseless, its possibilities in

speed greater and its approach less likely to

be observed in time to avert disaster.

Back of these points, however, there looms

the general truth that this practice represents

an assumption that the roafl belongs to the

individual and not to the people, and that it

threatens the growth and stability of a general

and wholesome exercise and pastime by seek-

ing to turn it into a race with death.

There is, of course, another side to tlie war

on scorching. It is dangerous to health and

destructive of grace. It places an unnatural

curvature in the spinal column, and sacrifices

the general physique to the development of

a few muscles. It places a premium on vari-

ous disarrangements of the heart and lungs,

and finally makes a man look like a monkey
on a wheel, however prepossessing he may be

on terra firma.

These facts, no doubt, are secondary in a

consideration of the necessity for suppressing

tiiis nuisance, yet they prove the absence of

justification even on the score of vanity.

Red Cross Peerless Brazer

DID NOT WANT THEM WASTED.

"My son,"" said the long, grimy man, with

nothing to do, "do you know that that banana

peel you have thrown on the sidewalk is likely

to cause some passing pedestrian a fall?"

"You don't care, do you?" retorted the boy.

"Certainly I care. Why should you waste

banana peels on pedestrians when it would be

ever so much more exciting to throw them on

the street and down one of those smart-Aleck

bicyclers who ride with their hands in their

coat pockets?"

1 I AUKR.

High-Crade Bicycle

Lamps and Pumps
FOR 1808.

ALL BRASS, HANDSOMELY NICKELED.

Springs cannot be broken.

Founts cannot work loose or get

lost.

IDEAL" Foot and Hand Pumps.

^jVEKSr

^
\

Springs cannot be_broken.

Founts cannot work loose or get

lost.

Send for cIccuotfpM (or your caulnguc.

HAWurACTVBBO av

Manhattan Brass Company,

N«. 3)8 lAST 28lh SI. NEW YORK. U. S.A.

' DA7./LRR." Ia|>raveil.

WatTKao l>*rjiirrMint,

M Awn IM l.-> t Sratrr, CiiiCAr.!

PRICE, «14.00.

»^

w ffoSf^"^

Red Cross
Rubber^ Cement Co

PRICE, 5t » OO.

Red Cross Steam Vulcanizer.

.K.IIT." Improved.

PRICE. 55.00.

Red Cross Rubber & Cement Co.,

Rochistir, I.T..U.S.A.
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IN THEIR FAVOR.

One of Overtnan's Heaviest Creditors Turns

in to Help tlie Company
On.

Chicopee Falls, Mass., Jan. 22.—At the

meeting of the creditors in charge of the

Overman Wheel Co.'s plant, held at the com-
pany's ofifices yesterday afternoon, it was

stated that the National Park Bank of New
York, which is the heaviest single creditor,

having a claim of $55,000, will sign the credi-

tors' agreement.

The committee went into the affairs of the

company very thoroughly after receiving the

report of the experts who had been going over

the accounts. These statements varied but

little from those made at the time of the meet-

ing of the creditors, and the committee was

well satisfied that the report would induce the

majority of the others who had been withhold-

ing their signature to sign. Work at the fac-

tory will continue as usual.

Richard Delafield, of the National Park

Bank, replaces E. E. Poor, who was at first

chosen, but who is too old to assume the

duties imposed.

WON BY DEFENDANT.

Atlanta, Ga., Jan. 22.—A verdict was ren-

dered in favor of F. A. Beall, formerly in the

bicycle business in this city, in a suit brought

against him by the Yost Mfg. Co. It was on

a question of credit upon wheels returned by

Mr. Beall to the company.

WOOD KIM LITIGATION.

Concord, N. H., Jan. 22.—The suits of the

old Fairbanks Wood Rim Co., of Bradford,

Pa., against the Keene Furniture Co., of

Keene, N. H., and the Tourist Cycle Co. on a

question of the validity of patents, have been

discontinued.

WANTS TO GET BACK AGAIN.

Bridgeport, Conn., Jan. 24.—J. C. Cassldy

is seeking the aid of the court to secure re-

instatement as receiver of the Premier Cycle

Co. The petition is, of course, resisted by the

assignee.

NOT TRUE.

Toledo, O., January 25.—-A report has re-

cently been quite generally circulated through

the daily press and one or two alleged trade

papers have taken it up, to the effect that sev-

eral small jobbers of this city had formed an

alliance with a concern to make here in To-

ledo 42,000 wheels for the '98 trade; the job-

bers to furnish the material and specifications,

the makers to simply do the work. Zealous

inquiry among the jobbers, dealers and manu-

facturers stamps the report as unqualifiedly

false.

COMES A CRISIS.

FEATHERSTONE-SPALDING DEAL.

The latest deal among the large concerns is

that just announced, whereby A. G. Spalding

& Bros, will handle Featherstone wheels in

New York and Philadelphia. Hitherto the

Featherstones have not been as well known in

this section as further West, but their new
representation will undoubtedly at once com-

mand a large trade. It is the intention of

Spalding & Bros, to push the line with great

energy.

ONE CHANGE MORE.

The Davis and Stevens Mfg. Co., of Seneca

Falls, N. Y., has sold practically all its ma-

chinery to the Judd & Leland Mfg. Co., of

Clifton Springs, N. Y., which concern will

hereafter make all the cycle sundries and

plumbing specialties for the Davis & Stevens

Co., whose headquarters will be, as hereto-

fore, at Seneca Falls, N. Y.

FRAUD CHARGED.

Indianapolis, Ind., Jan. 24.—Morgan &
Wright were in court last week with charges

of fraud against the Allen Mfg. Co., until re-

cently makers of the Allen bicycle. It is stated

that the latter were charged with having fraud-

ulently shipped bicycles to all parts of the

United States.

FOR BOND GUARANTEE.

The Mills Bell Co., Middk-town, Conn., has

conveyed to Columbia Trust Co. trust deed

to guarantee issue of bonds, $3,000.

The Warwick People Are Called upon to

Face a Critical State in Their

Affairs.

Springfield, Mass., Jan. 24.—A crisis is ap-

proaching in the affairs of the Warwick Cycle

Mfg. Co. Mr. Bannigan holds the key to the

situation. His last proposition was to the ef-

fect that the capital stock should be increased

three-eighths and $25,000 paid to him on his

claim, thus reducing it to $125,000. If the

stockholders would accede to this, Mr. Ban-

nigan said he would allow the company to re-

sume operations for one year, he holding a

mortgage for the balance of his claim; and if

at the end of that time business was good, he

would allow the debt to still remain for an-

other year if the company was unable to make
payment. He also intimated that he would de-

mand the right to select a manager.

At the meeting of the stockholders, called

for the latter part of this week, it is expected

that a final decision will be reached.

TO BUILD A CHAINLESS.

Denver, Jan. 25.—The Smith Cycle Co., a

company beginning the manufacture of a

chainless wheel in this city, last week elected

the following officers: President and general

manager, W. D. Smith; vice-president, Den-
nis Sullivan; secretary, S. S. Downs; assistant

secretary, M. H. Van Fleet; treasurer, Wil-

liam Prackwinkle; attorney, John M. Maxwell.

Mr. Downs is a resident of Newark, N. J.,

but will come to Denver to take charge of the

general office in this city. Mr. Maxwell is a

well-known lawyer of Leadville.

HANDLE-BAR ORDINANCE SUSTAINED.

Washington, D. C, Jan. '22.—In the handle-

bar test case. api)caled by the riders of the

District, Judge Scott has handed down a de-

cision sustaining the police regulations recent-

ly promulgated by the District officials, pro-

liihiting ihe dropping of bicycle handle-bars to

more I ban four inelios iielow the level of the

saddle.
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PENNSYLVAKIAS DEAL.

Pennsylvania's officials are protesting

against the use of the word "deal" in connec-

tion with the action taken by the committee of

that division, pledging the vote of the State

to I. B. Potter, in return for the latter's sup-

port of Keenan.

It is diliicult to designate the transaction by

any other name. The delegates are badly de-

moralized, as a matter of course, and it is not

improbable that a stampede may ensue at St.

Louis. If he chose to. Keenan could put an

end to the unpleasant position in which the

representatives of the Keystone State find

themselves by withdrawing from the race.

This would leave the field clear for Gideon,

who wouid undoubtedly run in that event.

The Pittsburger has "ambitions," however,

and respectfully declines.

Meantime, Pennsylvania is wondering

"where site is at."

CHEAP-PRICED MOUNTED MEKCURYS

R. k. Burr, a Washington, D. C, cycle

agent, has formed a cycle express company

which gives great promise of being largely

patronized. Mounted messengers will be fur-

nished lor the sending of a communication or

package anywhere within the city limits for

the modest sum of 1" cents, this price being a

considerable reduction over that of the exist-

ing messenger companies.

RECOMME.VDED TO ALL CYCLISTS.

Novel are liie regulations of the Asen

Wheelmen, of New York City, which was in-

corporated in .Mbany last week. In its certi-

ficate it is staled that the club is fornud "to

teach its members not to abuse the pleasures of

cycling, and not to carry it to an excess;

for it is well known that improper cycling is

injurious to individuals, and hence may be

cume a public nuisance."

AN AMERICAN EyUIPPF.l) I'LANT.

llartiUrd, Jan. Si.— The .Xmeruan nsukiirc

of the Oucros brothers was not without effect,

one of which is that the Hillings & Spen-

cer Co. are fitting out with tools and machin-

er) the new bicycle plant of the Cycle Compo-

nents Mfg. Co., Ltd., Bournbrook, Birming-

ham, England. Several American workmen
have gone to Kngland to operate the machines

permanently.

SOME MORE LEGISLATION

Mbany, Jan. .11.—.XninnK the following bills

iiiiniilured in the Senate last week was one by

Senator Nussbaum, authorizing Supervisf)rs

I., r. vMilalc the use of bicycles within their

^ and to license the use of the same,

.11111 tn appoint side path commissioners, with

power to ex|K-nd funds raised thereby in the

('instruction of cycle paths.

ORB HUNDRBD MILBS A DAY.

f < !•"»!•.« r-r, f fi'.- rcntiiry Wheelmen
of ')g the feat of riding

1<»<' . -ar. or a total of .3»],'>

ci»n»ecutive centune*. Hi» route is between

FrceiK*rt, L. I., and Brooklyn, and since the

first of the year he has covered a century each

day. He rides a chainles* bicycle.

WHO HAS METAL RIMH ?

\nv firm \-:f •rw in tlock ^f>lid «ir hollo^v

»l' I thcin b) «' miiuiiii

TlIK Will M I' ' »

I. New York.

TWIST I NO HAS NO EPKECT ON THIS.

The spirit of the aphorism of the Monarch
Cycle Mfg. Co., "Ride a Monarch and Keep in

P'ront," is well illustrated in its latest product,

the Monarch chainless. .Mive to the times,

the comijany will produce a chainless bicycle

which has been proven by their tests to be a

superior wheel in many particulars. Two sur-

faces that will roll on each other will trans-

mit motion from one to the other. If the sur-

faces are comparatively smooth, the motion is

transmitted by friction. But, when the sur-

laccs are i)rovided with projections, the mo-
tion, although unchanged in nature, is trans-

mitted by direct pressure, and it is irregular

unless the acting surfaces of the projections

are carefully and exactly shaped to produce an

even motion.

The Monarch chainless has a driving-gear

which is excellent in its easy-running quali-

ties. The crank-axle and hub-gears somewhat
resemble the familiar sprocket-wheels; the no-

ticeable difference being the teeth, which are

closer together and V-shaped in cross-section

instead of four-sided. The shaft connecting

the two is provided at each end with a pinion

having roller-pin teeth, which run in and out

of the wide angle openings between the gear-

teeth. Each set of gears is inclosed, but

of its chainless will be $100, which will give a

complete line, including chain-machines, rang-

ing from this price to |^".

OBJECT TO AMALGAMATION.

The Associated Cycling Clubs of Long Is-

land object to the proposition to merge their

organization into a general cycling federa-

tion covering the entire metropolitan district.

President Barnett, A. C. C. of L. I., is

<luoted: "We have nearly thirty clubs of ex-

cellent character and good financial standing.

We work together harmoniously; have suc-

ceeded in accomplishing a great deal of good;

know our needs and know how best to provide

for them. Our section is as much as we can

look after, and we don't jiropose to be merged
into any greater organization where shrewd

politicians would use us as cat's paws."

SUGGESTED BY "THE WHEEL."

Dealers throughout the Metropolitan Dis-

trict are discussing the inauguration of a gen-

eral opening day on February '22d, as ad-

vanced by The Wheel. The presidents of the

New York Cycle Board of Trade and of the

Long Island Board, together with many indi-

vidual monihers, have expressed their ap-

.should they iioni ..;.., <.,.u>c be exposed, the

action of the pin-teeth is such that they are

self-cleaning, forcing mud and dirt out from

between the teeth. One of the chief objections

urged against chainless wheels by mechanics

is that, should the rear frame become twisted

or out of line, there would be a consc(|uent

binding of the mating gears. The Monarch
chainless is entirely free from this objection,

inasmuch as the junction of the pinions and

gears form a type of the ball-and-sockct-jf>int,

thereby permitting free running. .\ particular

advantage of this gear is the direct-lift, as

against the end-thrust which is common to all

bevel -gearing.

Another point in favor of the Monarch gear

is that it is not of delicate constructicm, al-

thtuigh comparatively light in weight. The
friction between the teeth and pin, otherwise a

sliding friction at a line bearing is, with a rol-

ler-pin, a rolling friction.

While the Motvarch Co. is warranted, fr«)ni

the sttidy of its experts, in placing this chain-

les-* wheel on the market as the best type of

that class, its faith in the chain-wheel is in no
way diminished. It will coniinue to keep
I hem in the forward ranks of that type of bi-

cycle, which they believe to be the choice of

the majority of the people. In line with the

general policy of the Monarch Co., the price

proval, and the latter organization will di>-

cuss the subject at length at a meeting of the

Board to be held in Brooklyn on February 1st.

WON BY MOSHER.

Last Saturday, at the indoor games of the

riiirteenth Regiment Athletic Association,

held at the Brooklyn armory, the mile cham-

pionship of the National Guard, New York

city, was won by W. E. Mosher, the River-

side's crack, under colors of the Twelfth Regi-

ment. Time, ±'li<. A. S. Junkins, Twenty-

>econtl Regiment, was second.

PITTSBURG'S SEVENTY-TWO-HOUR RACE.

Twelve riders started, at noon on Mon-

d ly, in the seventy-two-lu)ur six-day r.ice in

tie Exposition Building, upon the new twelve-

i .p track. Miller. Waller. Elkes. Ilenshaw.

(iinnon and \'an I'juberg were among the

siarttrs.

ELECTRICAL PACING TANDEM.

.'\ Brf>oklyn electrical motor manufacturing

lirm has comjileted an electrical tandem to be

used in pacing races, which has been offered

to the ofliei.iK i,i' ilu- m-vi Vniliro^i- I'.irU Ir.u k

for trial.
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REGISTERED

TRADE ^,,«**^^^^ MARK. (

Only the Genome

Bear These Trade-Marks ) TRADE "

REGISTERED

FAUBER." MARK.

Fauber Hanaers—1898

M

Manufacturers and Dealers ^^^ warned against handling Hangers and Bicycles

^^:=z:z=::^^=^^^=^^^=^^^^ii infringing the Fauber Crank-Axle Patents.

\N. H. FAUBER,
70-74 W. Jackson St.,

Kindly mention The Wheel.
CHICAGO, ILL.
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jLJ^ have high-price wheels," said the representative of a bicycle manufacturing concern,

several days ago, "but I know we

^^_^ ^^6^L-. -L^^- sell that wheel," pointing to our OHIO, which lists at j40,

"and we would like to have your price on same. " This ificident occurred at

our New York office. The territory, however, is covered by our regular

traveling men, and we could not accommodate the high-price wheel man. He
wanted easy work, and it is easy to

Good Agents
Wanted
Everywhere,

bicycles possessing merit, which is

the case with our line. In the last issue of this paper

we called the OHIO "second grade," but we scarcely

think the term fair, as it is really a first-grade machine

at a second-grade price.

If you want our catalogue describing the I8c>8 \^ ~y Ml/ l^Nk My ^^ ^^^^ ^^^ send for it.

GENEVA CYCLE CO., Geneva, Ohio.

Eastern Office, 92 Reade St.. New York. A. M. SCHEFFEY & CO., Managers.
Northwestern Aeents-Minneapolis, Janney-Semple Co.

Southwestern Aeents-St. Joseph, Mo., Wyeth Hardware Co.

Tie SARD Betaclialile Bicycle Craih Mafle froni CrnciMe Steel.

Patented July 16. 189,-i.

September 17, 1896.
Also patented in Enf;l.ind,^^^—^— France and Belgium.

Ill applx ing the cranks, the following siinjile directions are all that is necessary :

Screw the outer ball case on the sprocket side home, after slipping chain into place.

SoDtlilDEtonCiilleryCo,,

SOUTHINGTON, CONN

U. S. A..

Make adjustment with opposite ball case and turn lock nut up tight

9 TliB "L" Bicycle CraiL -v --
construction. No cotter pins,

ning. Light. Shaft and ball ad-
justment independent. Cranks with bear-

ings can be removed without lo.sing the balls. Narrow tread.

r.iiciitcci July 111 and September 17, 189.».

A.M. SCHEFFEY & CO.. Gpd. Eastern Agents,

5)2 Kcadc Street. New York.

Two-piece Crank L pattern, spider
forged on crank.

Hanger Sheet Steel, electrically
welded. Stronger than forgings.
.\djustable forged Sprocket, elegant design, not n cuMns.
Yi balls with ball retainers. Hardened and polished cases

and cones.

6>i-inch Cranks, teni]>cred, 5-inch tread, 2-inch drop.
Angles of Hanger fit Geo. L. Thompson & Co.'s sets of

fittings, Models 4, 5, 6, 10, 11, 12, 13.

Simplest, .strongest and neatest low-priced device on the
market.

Send for Booklets, Prices and Samples to the manufacturers.

Merit Will Tell.

I he truth ul lliiii old
kayinu has l>cen pro-
vrn bv Mir .i)|rrr«4 ol

BaNKER
EXHIBITION

CYCLE
STANDS

W* knt« whit )rou »

DEALERS:
Our Sundry Catalogue, containing cuts

and prices of all standard bicycle sundries

and fittings, is now ready for distribution.

We think our prices will interest you.

Write for (me.

HWKKW !U<OS. CYcLR to l*i nshurir. I'

.: tJTnrrnrKli jslfjn: :; :: !: :: :: ::

A. IVf. SCHEFFEY & CO..
92 Kcndc Street. New York.
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SUPPLY AND DEMAND.

SIGNIFICANT, and pertinently emphasiz-

ing the distribution of money per capita,

shown by the map diagram in The Wheel

of January 14th, is the fact that an unusual

any systematic efTort is being made by the lead-

ing Western bicycle manufacturers this season

to capture a share of the profitable Eastern

trade.

An estimate of the sales of bicycles made

during the year 1897 places the number dis-

posed of east of the Ohio River at about 75

per cent of the total production; and it is be-

lieved that this figure is conservative when the

continued lack of money in the Western

States during the past two or three years is

taken into consideration. There is, of course,

little doubt but that the exceptional crops har-

vested by the Western agricultural districts

last fall will gradually lead to an increased ex-

penditure of money in that section during the

coming season, although it must not be for-

gotten that the first application of their wel-

come increase in income which will be made

by the farmers will naturally be the payment

of back interest on mortgages which have ac-

crued during the dull times, as well as prin-

cipals wherever possible.

This being the case, it is but reasonable to

assume that during 1898, as heretofore, by far

the larger proportion of the bicycles sold can

again be placed in the Eastern territory, and

that this fact is being well recognized by the

Western manufacturers is proven by the grad-

ual extension of representation throughout the

East by those Western makers whose wares

have hitherto been more prominent factors in

their own territory than in the East. These

new makes are going to give the Eastern bi-

cycles a hard run for their money. That they

can successfully compete on equal terms is

necessarily a foregone conclusion. Once be-

gun, the struggle will not be readily relin-

quished, and so long as it inures to the bene-

fit of the retail buyer, as is inevitable, the dear

public can congratulate itself upon Western

enterprise.

Changing conditions of trade compel

changed plans. Eastern manufacturers will

undoubtedly be able to hold their own on

goods of a higher quality; on the cheaper

grades Western makers will make a strong bid

for trade, and with unusually attractive wares.

Singularly enough, a large proportion of the

annual production of the medium grades of

bicycles are manufactured in the West, the

output west of the Ohio River being markedly

in excess of the number built East thereof.

New England factories, for example, have

been turning out very few indeed of this class,

although it is more than likely that the pro-

portion will be rapidly increased, arrange-

ments being already under way in a number of

plants for this change. Indeed, it is not too

much to say that there are but few cycle manu-

facturers who have not been giving the most

serious attention to medium grade bicycles,

the insistent demand upon the part of the pub-

lic for which has compelled a recognition,

which, it may be truthfully stated, has not al-

ways been welcome; and yet, which, if it re-

sult in the settling down of the industry to

more stable lines and a steady demand, may

prove to be 'a blessing in disguise.

AID THE INVENTOR.

CYCLE inventors and manufacturers gener-

ally are interested in the efforts of the

American Association of Inventors and Manu-

facturers to secure such legislation by Congress

in behalf of the patent system as will not only

yield proper and thorough protection for all

fundamental inventions, but also extend the

present work of the Patent Office, so as to

expedite the passage upon all claims brought

to its attention, and the prompt issuance of

patents where they are deserved.

The increase in the wealth and commercial

importance of the United States has been so

unquestionably due to the inventions of its

men of genius that all classes—the artisan, the

scientist and the manufacturer, in common
with the inventor—are alike interested in what-

ever may legitimately further the scope, de-

velopment and reward of their work.

CHANGE OF FEELING.

jVT OTICEABLE is the revulsion in feeling

^ ' of the leading manufacturers in the

cycle-making industry toward the department

store. A season ago few indeed were the re-

putable concerns who would have openly

dared to make contracts with large department

stores. Yet to-day they are being eagerly

sought for as the virgin nuggets in the new

Western Eldorado.

The cause is not far to seek. When the

first of these large deals was made last fall,

siqierior wisdom smiled upon the maker;

yet it was not long ere a many of the trade

leaders were industriously endeavoring to se-

cure the same sort of plum. The allurement

of a cash payment for goods delivered in

place of long and uncertain credit was the in-

centive, no less than the fact that the greater

facilities of a first-class department store far

surpassed those of the poor bicycle dealer.

And the result to-day is seen in the number

of standard makes of bicycles now being ad-

vertised by stores who have for years been

endeavoring to secure their sale.

The experiment is fairly on; there is little

doubt of the result.

THE END THEREOF.

"T^ HE prospect is that the decay of the small

* cycle dealer, the passing away of whom
we are now witnessing, will end as soon as it

has eliminated the superfluous material upon

which it is working, and that so much of that

material as possesses an inherent vitality will

resist successfully the destructive process and

survive.

The small cycle dealers who have no special

qualification for their work will either find

employment in the establishments which are

supplanting theirs, or they will take up other

occupations; the rest will remain because they

are needed to perform a function for which

they are peculiarly fitted, and of which no

competition can deprive them.

Thus, finally, a rearrangement of the trade

will be effected, in which every one will find

his place and keep it, until new forces bring

about another disturbance and another rear-

rangement.

NO LIMITATION.

1\ T O more unfair rule could be imposed

^ ^ upon racing than the attempt which it is

stated will be made at the next National As-

sembly to have the size of the pacing machines

in middle and long distance races confined to

tandems, triplets and quadruplets. Neither

is it reasonable to prohibit the use of miichine-

driven cycles for pacing purposes.

While the use of men upon pacing multi-

cycles affords spectacular effect in the kaleido-

scopic changing of the teams as they shift to

and fro, which is undoubtedly of the greatest

interest to audiences, yet what the public

wants is time—fast time—and the bicycle

manufacturer is no less interested in

tliis. If the coveted mile figures can be ob-

tained by means of scxtuplets and larger ma-

eliiiies or through motorcycle pacing, be as-

sured It will lie fortlicoming', and an enthusias-

tic pulilie will stand up and hurrah itself

hoarse in the applause bestowed upon the

rider who captures the record.

It might be wise to surround the use of pac-

ing motorcycles with reasonable conditions.

Imi( the altenipl to prohibit them entirely is a

foreijile reminder of the ctYort to bar the
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pneumatic upon the first appearance of the lat-

ter upon the road and path. The air-tire

compelled popular recognition by inherent

merit; it is not entirely unreasonable to as-

sume that motorcycles may do the same.

L.VRGE VS. SMALL Sl'ROCKETS.

THAT large sprockets run easier than

small ones has come to be generally ac-

cepted as a correct theory by manufacturers

generally; yet there are mechanics who hold

to the opposite, and who support their views

by arguments and diagram. Vide "F. C.

A.." whose article appears elsewhere in The

Wheel.

Yet against mechanical theory is arrayed the

logic of practical fact. The actual tests of

the road prove, unmistakably, that higher

gears can be more easily driven with large

sprockets than without. Of two machines,

otherwise equal, and geared the same, the one

with large sprockets rei|uires a smaller ex-

penditure of power than the one with small.

This is the universal testimony of every rider,

and since it is so, the results of the dynamom-

etric tests would undoubtedly serve to con-

firm it.

STOP THKIR .\nVERTISIXG.

As an instance of the injury done the bi-

cycle business by those who, owing to

the adverti>ing patronage derived from it,

should be its most hearty supporters—the

daily press—there was a recent article in the

New York "Herald,'* in which a retail bicycle

salesman in a downtown store was quoted as

authority for the statement that the National

Board of Trade of Cycle Manufacturers was

simply a gigantic trust which kept up prices.

It seems almost incredible that metropolitan

newspapers should lend themselves to a sys-

tematic misrepresentation of a great industry,

and the most curious part of it all is that in

no other line of business would public tolera-

tion be extended to methods of this kind. The

withdrawal of all advertising patronage from

the columns of such papers as indulge in these

sensational statements would soon compel the

abandonment of the policy.

CARE IX CREDITS.

CREDITS arc going to be more carefully

scanned this season than ever before in

the history of trade. With margins narrowed

to the lowest p'l^iiblc point, there is no longer

room for the careless extension of credit which

was unfortunately formerly so apparent

among many firms in the bicycle business.

It is a singular fact, and one of'r-n rrm:irkcd

by the general business public, ll'tt a buyclc

agent whose credit would not have been suf-

ficiently good to obtain for him $1" worth of

goods on time from a hardware or other bus-

iness house, could buy hundreds of dollars'

worth of bicycles and sundries without the

slight(Jst difficulty.

Gradually the bicycle trade has become

awakened to the fact that a policy of this sort

is so contrary to all well-established business

experience that it was inevitably bound to end

in disaster. The consequence is that to-day

the credit man of every cycle manufacturing

company is taking unusual precautions to

satisfy himself as to the stability of any in-

tending purchaser; and travelers and other

representatives have their orders accordingly.

Despite their being coupled as twin tempta-

tions to keep people away from church, the bi-

cycle and the Sunday newspaper have steadily

grown in popularity, and the day is past when

protests from the pulpit are powerful to sup-

press them. The churches must accept this

fact as inevitable and reconcile themselves to

it as gracefully as possible.

SHOULD BE UNIVERSAL.

T^HROUGHOUT the country the retail

' trade generally is falling in with the

suggestion recently made by The Wheel as

to the desirability of a universal "opening day"

for the showing of new models.

Now that cycle shows no longer afford the

opportunity for the inspection of new ma-

chines, the retail agent will find it of un-

doubted value to place on exhibition in his

store the '98 models, and thereby secure the

attention of that portion of the public—and its

name is legion—which is desirous of gather-

ing together and passing ui>on the latest ideas

in cycle-building art. Concert of action by

agents in the large cities would secure the ap-

pointment of some fixed day for this purpose.

In P.DSton the 2'2d of February has come to

l)e the accepted time, and the New York dealers

arc already discussing the advisability of mak-

ing the same selection. It is a custom that

should become universal.

.\ well-deserved tribute to the merits of the

bicycle as a health-giver is found in the re-

port of Chief Engineer Baird, of the Navy,

who makes the statement that clerks in de-

partmental employ who arc wheelmen render

better service, more of it, and are less fre-

quently absent in consequence of sickness than

the non-riders. This is no news to physicians

or cyclists, but is of importance as bearing

Government sanction.

Chicago's Aldermen were elected to office

with the understanding that there was nothing

but the honor thereof to pay them. Chicago's

Aldermen found that whisky could not he pur-

chased without cash, so they voted themselves

private .secretaries at ll.fiflO per annum and ap-

pointed their wives to these secretaryships.

L. A. W. politicians find the same plan pleas-

ant and profitable.

What has thi«"^Ir. Kccnan done, excepting

to write letters, that he shouhl suddenly as-

sume any prominence in League politics?

From present "indications" every individual

who was inoculated with the fever for going

into the manufacture of bicycles, two years

ago, has now switched over to race-track

promoting. And the results will be the same.

When Adam was called upon to explain he

said "Eve did it." When the head of the

League was in a like position he answered

in the same fashion: "My wife made me do

it." History repeats itself.

Chairman Mott says he never reads criti-

cisms of himself. Verily, he will be wise, in-

deed) not to begin now that the short-track

episode is being treated of by the press

The rider who talks of cycling when he

has nothing to say is not so bad as the man

who talks thereof when he has something to

say which he ought not to say.

A fertile field lies before the Transportation

Committee of the National Board of Trade.

Uniformity of rates is to be desired.

It would be interesting to know who the

members of the Racing Board were that voted

against the "short track" decision.

Once more the old story of forgings vs.

stampings is being waged in the trade cata-

logues and in the ads.

It's a poor week when the announcement

of a new chainless, destined to outdo all the

others, is not made.

Theories of cycle manufacture are first-class

things to make newspaper articles out of;

that's all.

We could forgive the man who knows it all

in cycling if he only would not insist on tell-

ing it all.

In cycle-buying bargain-countering is a dis-

ease, and riding the purchase its best anti-

toxin.

In caring for or repairing a wheel, a

woman's way is usually the other way.

The $50 bicycle will be much in evidence

(luring this year of grace, 1898.

Cycle criticism is often the resort of cycle

ignorance.
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FOR HIMSELF NOW.

One of the prime trade favorites, Fred. W.
Colson, has decided to start into business on
his own account. ]\lr. Colson will locate at

Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio, and will handle high-

class cycle material only in that State, and in

parts of New York State and Pennsylvania.

For the past severa,l years, Mr. Colson has

thoroughly traveled this territory in the inter-

ests of R. B. McMullen and the Garford Mfg.

Co., and he is thoroughly well known to the

trade. As a salesman, Mr. Colson has the

reputation of being of the brainiest, and, at the

same time, this high-class ability does not

prevent him from being popular with all kinds

of men in the trade, those in the higher as

well as those in the lower walks of the bicy-

cle business. Colson is a type of the middle

Western man—the Ohio man, in fact; having

the physique and brainy force of the West,

and also many of the characteristics which are

generally attributed to the Eastern man. He
is, in fact, a compact, forceful and predomi-

nant man. He is bound to make a success.

His own views of his future are of interest.

He says:

''I intend, as soon as possible, to make ar-

rangements with a limited number of factor-

ies, though, of course, I must be very par-

ticular in selecting a line, as I have always

sold high-class material, and could not af-

ford to ofifer goods which were not right, nor

can I represent any but responsible houses. I

shall also work on a different plan than most

of the specialty houses. Instead of attempting

to cover the whole country, I shall, for the

present at least, cover only the States of

Ohio, part of New York and Pennsylvania, a

territory in which I have traveled for years,

and which I know perfectly. In this territory

there are many people with whom I have done

an immense amount of business in the past.

By taking a small territory in this way, I can

work to much better advantage, and thus

give much better satisfaction to my constitu-

ents."

Mr. Colson has been connected with R. B.

McMullen & Co. since 1893, and before that

time was a direct representative of the Gar-

ford Mfg. Co. Manufacturers who are in the

field for a man of good connections and

special ability in his particular line, would do

well to correspond with Mr. Colson.

MAKES OLD WHEELS LOOK NEW.

What is claimed to be one of the best bicy-

cle polishes and renovaters is now being

placed on the market by Rogers & Pyatt, 78

and 80 Maiden Lane, New York. Dubbed
"Electric Creamlac," as its name implies, it is

prompt in its action. A coat of "Electric

Creamlac" protects all parts of the wheel,

when not in use, from dirt and rust, and

when rubbed off and polished with a soft rag,

not only the nickel and steel parts, but also

the enamel and leather, resume their original

brilliancy. It also removes rust and stains of

every kind without injury, as it is free from

acid, grit or any substance detrimental to a

high finish.

Rogers & Pyatt are among New York's

oldest and most prominent importers and

manufacturers of drugs and chemicals. Job-

bers generally are cataloguing "Creamlac,"

and it should meet with a heavy sale, as some-

thing of this kind has really been needed for

c|uite a while.

ARE LARGE SPROCKETS BEST?

Last season opened with a request for large

sprockets, and this season starts with a much
greater demand. A part of 'this demand is

brought about by the mistaken idea that

"there is more power in large sprockets than

small ones, when geared to the same ratio!"

Some agents sell bicycles and make this claim

(and may or may not believe it), and there

are, no doubt, a number of riders who do be-

lieve it. Makers have often been called on to

make a change to large sprockets, and the

rider is sure his wheel runs more easily,- and

that it must be the sprockets. Perhaps the

wheel has been oiled and cleaned, or, perhaps,

the chain fits the sprocket a little better; or

the chain has been cleaned. At any rate, the

sprockets were new and clean, causing the

wheel to run easier, and this leads the rider

to think it is in the size of the sprockets. The
writer has had several cases of this kind come
to his notice.

Two sprockets of a small diameter will run

with less powpr than two of a larger diameter

geared at the same ratio; so that large sprock-

ets, per se, are of no advantage, but are an ac-

tual disadvantage to the rider.

This can be demonstrated by applying to

the gear of a bicycle the first of the laws of

mechanical powers. In the sketch, P is the

power, F is the fulcum and W the weight.

Fig. 1 shows the length of the lever greater

between W and F than between P and F.

This applies to the small sprocket and wheel

of a bicycle. Fig. 2 shows the lever greater

between P and F than W and F. This ap-

plies to the crank and large sprocket of a bi-

cycle. If W in Fig. 2 were placed in contact

with P in Fig. 1, in such a way that one lever

would operate the other, it would make a

compound lever. If, instead of coming in

contact, they were connected with a cord

(which represents the chain), these levers

would show the way the power is transmitted

in a bicycle with sprockets and chain.

This is clearly shown in Fig. 8, and it will

be seen that there can be no gain in power,

except to lengthen the distance between P and

F, or to make it shorter, between W and F,

and this will be at a loss of speed. This is

called low-gear. If the length between P and

F were shortened, or between W and F were

lengthened, we would lose in power and gain

in speed. This we call a high-gear. A very

strong man will require a high-gear, while an

active, but weaker man will do belter with a

low-gear.

The crank at P is the point at which the

power is first applied, and to lengthen this

crank is the only place where there can be a

gain in power, while the gear remains the

same; but even this is a disadvantage through
a loss in speed, and, to make this good, the

foot is required to travel a greater distance to

do the same work.

This shows there can be no advantage in

large sprockets. The sprockets are larger,

and there are more links in the chain; this

creates extra weight, and any additional

weight will require additional power at the

point P and the crank.

There is nothing gained in large sprockets,

except extra work and extra expense to the

manufacturer. F. C. A.

IVER JOHNSON CHAINLESS.

Entirely new is the chainless model, which

will be included in the line of "Honest Cy-

cles," made by the Iver Johnson Arms and

Cycle Works, Fitchburg, Mass. This ma-
chine, it is stated, is unlike any of the chain-

less models now on the market, and the manu-
facturers claim that it possesses many points

of advantage. It has been subjected to many
severe tests, which have resulted excellently,

the results, it is claimed, demonstrating all

the good features of the bevel-gear chainless,

with no objectionable points. It differs in

construction from any other, and it is the re-

sult of careful thought and experiment. The
reputation of the company for building stand-

ard cycles is ample proof that their chainless

model will be a leader among machines of this

type. Illustrations will soon be published in

these columns, the manufacturers not being

quite ready to make public the methods of

construction. One himdred dollars is the

price at which the machine will list.

Meanwhile a folder has been issued by the

company, illustrating each of the various

models of the Iver Johnson and Fitchburg

lines. These comprise Iver Johnson's racer,

model .89, .$85; model 41, roadster, $75; model

42, ladies', $75: model 45, roadsters. $oih

model 46, ladies', $50; model 43, diamond
frame tandem, $100; Fitchburg, model F, $40;

model G, ladies', $40.

The "Testimonial Book," to be issued by

the company, is now in preparation.

WHY AND WHEREFORE.

Do you really want to know why cycling is

not a fad, as some of its would-be detractors

have claimed it to be? Well, this is why. A
fad is something that everybody wants till he

gets it, and when he gets it he finds that no-

body wants it. Now, that isn't true of cycling,

is it?

MOST OF THEM BORROW.

Some one has figured it out and declares

that si.x out of every eight riders sooner or

later have use for a repair outfit, although

only one rider out of every ton carries one

with him.

SMALL IN ILLINOIS.

Springfield. 111.. Jan. 19.—Shelby Steel Tube

Co.. Pittsburg. Pa., capital, $5,000,000; in Illi-

nois, $2,600.
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A FAIR TAX KATE.

If all other pleasure vehicles in a commun-
ity are subject to license and special tax for

the improvement of the streets, it would be

hard to say why bicycles should not be so

taxed—provided only that they are taxed with

strict regard to their value or. to the wear that

they inflict on the streets.

It is obviously unjust to tax bicycles if all

carriages, buggies, wagons, carts, baby car-

riages and wheelbarrows are not taxed; so if

any of these vehicles are exempt from taxa-

tion, it would appear that there is no stern or

strict demand for the taxation of bicycles

simply because they are vehicles.

The point is clear that if all other vehicles

are taxed bicycles should be taxed, and that

if some others are not taxed it rests upon the

supporters of any proposed ordinance to show

why bicycles should be included in the taxed

class.

Assuming, however, that all other vehicles

in a community are subject to tax for street

improvements, and that bicycles should,

therefore, be taxed also, the question would

be: What is a fair tax to be imposed upon bi-

cycles if the rate is not determined in all cases

by the value of the vehicles?

A fair tax would appear to be one that is

determined by the relative use of the streets

and the wear and tear inflicted on them by the

bicycles. And in this very proper view of the

case, it is plain that the bicycle would be taxed

very lightly, indeed.

Most vehicles are shod with iron tires and

drawn by one or two heavy horses, which are

themselves shod with four or eight heavy

irons, and the vehicles themselves are heavy

and usually, or frequently, carry heavy loads.

The wear and tear they inflict on the streets

under these conditions is very considerable.

They both tear, or cut up, the hardest un-

pavcd streets, and rapidly wear out the paved

streets. The noise and the ruts they make

both indicate how very wearing and tearing

they arc in operation.

On the other hand, the bicycle is shod with

rubber, is not drawn by horses, carries no

weight but that of its rider, and runs with so

little friction and .so little of pounding ac-

companiments that it makes no noise what-

ever. A hundred thousand of them passing

over a paved street, or macadamized street,

would not inflict as much wear on it as the

pa«»age of one push-cart or wheelbarrow.

Anil that is a frozen fact.

It follows, therefore, beyond the reach of

question, that if bicycles are to be taxed for

"the improvement of streets" in due propor-

tion to the wear they impose on streets rela-

tively to other vehicles, they should not be

Uxed at a higher rate than about 5 cents a

year.

CAUSE OP THE WABBLES.

if you want to »lccr a wheel well, let your

< ; c* meet the surface of the ground at a point

not lets than 30 feet ahead of the machine.

M • I point im-

nv 'I, and this

is the chici cauftc ol Mal<i>!ii)^.

DEFIES HOLEMAKIilC

'. Wi«.. Jan, 23.—r, H Benzrn-
bcr, . >. HaUtrd and C J. Fox have in-

corporated the Milwaakee Patent Puncturc-

"".of Tire Co. Capital. 140,000.

DISC-ADJUSTING SUPERIORITY.

One of the great points of superiority of the

disc-adjusting hub over the open cone is

I'uund in the fact that the ball-races are so

much wider apart, and that the pull of the

chain falls between, instead of outside of them.

when they are made on the principle shown in

the illustrations. Since the demand for ex-

treme narrow treads there can be no ques-

tion but that the narrowed distance between

l>2ll-races is manifest, while the removal of the

cross strain is also a distinct gain. The ad-

vantage of continuous lubrication is also of

undoubted value, but can not begin to equal

the other points.

This method of construction is an Englisli

one and might be adopted to advantage by

some American makers, since an increase of

rigidity, and the elimination of side-pull at the

crank-bracket, and between it and the rear

sprocket, is a point worthy of more consider-

ation than it has hitherto received, altliough

some American manufacturers have already

given attention to this important point.

MAKING YOUR MARK.

Do you want to put a secret mark upon

your machine, so that in case of necessity you

can ever afterward identify it? If so, go at

it in this way. See that a portion of the

enamel, about one inch square, be scraped

from the frame in some obscure part thereof.

After all trace of the enamel has been re-

moved, apply a coating of grease, and with a

pointed piece of steel, dipped in carbolic acid,

draw the initials or. private mark through the

grease. The acid follows the marking of the

steel point, while the grease keeps it from

spreading.

.After allowing the acid to eat into the tub-

ing the grease can be rubbed off and the mark
or initial shows as plainly as if cut into the

steel framework.

One coat of enamel will completely hide all

trace of the mark. Should any <iuesti(>n as to

the ownership of the wheel arise, the owner
can, by simply scratching off the enamel

which covered his mark, at once prove his

claim.

TALKING AT CROSS-PURPOSES.

"You say that but for a fatal accident you

would certainly have reached the pole?" ob-

served the scientific-looking old gentleman,

who was carrying home a work on Arctic ex-

ploration.

"Yes; that's what," observed the young
man, whose conversation the old gentleman

had overheard. "I'd have done it sure, only

just as I tried for it, a fellow pulled in ahead

of me and put me out of the race, see?"

Old gentleman wonders what is meant; his

knowledge of cycle racing being nil.

SOMETBING IN HIS FAVOR.

In all his troubles, Robinson Crusoe had

the consolation of knowing that there was no

one to ride off with his wheel, if he left it

leaning against a lamp-post for a minute.

HAD TO ARRIVE.

The wheel is ordained by nature. The very

earth pedals along on its axis, and often

scorches when it and the sun engage in a hot

finish.

OUT OF PLACE.

Little drops of water, little grains of sand,

are all right in their places; but those places

arc not the interiors of either tire, valves or

lu-aring boxes.

ball-racci in the crank-bracket has resulted in

weakening an important point in cycle con
ttruclJon. The arlvantage gained by increas-

ing by nearly half an inch the width of the

NO ONE ELSE DOES.

The rider who i.^ always willing to aid an-

other in case of accident finds consolation in

believing that the Lord helps those who help

others.
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Which Signifies
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A High-class and Reliable Bicycle, and one which
has proven to be a money-maker for Agents.

No Dealer ©an Afford

To settle on his line of wheels for the season

before considering the advantages we are offering.

Get Our Proposition
If yon want to be in it with yonr 1898 bicycles.
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GENDRON WHEEL CO., Toledo, Ohio.

Kindly mention The Wheel,

I
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RACINGjMEJi, PLEASE NOTE!

CiTiainly tlic lollowing letter from Ki<> ile

Janeiro will make the moiitlis of American

racing men water; likewise, it will greatly in-

crease tiie foreign mail of Mons. Laborde.

Here is the letter:

"Wc are in full bloom at the Velodrome,

scratch, pursuit, tandem, primes and other

races drawing all the Spanish gentry to the

town. The bookmakers do an enormous bus-

iness, the receipts from that source for the

last twenty days amounting to $100,0(10. On
the amount the public bets the track owners

take 15 per cent on an agreement to admit the

I'ublic free to the cheaper seats. The princi-

pal riders are Kean, Venczia, Hamburgo,

IVut-Etre, Titan, Dunlop and Spa. Should

any well-known rider want an engagement

(fare out and home and so much a month, as

well as prizes) all they need to do is to write

;so says the correspondent) to M. V. La-

borde, 104 Rue do Lavradia, Rio de Janeiro."

FOR MOTOR PACING.

A French firm oi cycle makers have placed

an order for a dozen electric inachincs for rac-

ing purposes. These machines are to b<'

worked under the care of Henry Jallu, one of

the Jallu brothers, who were in America last

year. That the pacing of the future will be

of mechanical character there is very little

doubt, especially in road records. With motor

pacing, pick-ups arc less frequent, and it also

shows the men who arc physically capable of

iollowing the fastest pace, allowing, of course,

that the machines could be operated at any

desired speed. As the present day records

.md races are now conducted, they generally

•-li >w that one man had better pacemakers or

better track and atmosiiheric conditions than

another. With motor pacing, they would

-iiow which was the man with the best train-

ing strcDiftli, .iiul tin- most nerve in iisf tiieni.

STILL ANOTHER TRACK.

It all the projected plans are carried to com-
pletion. New York will have a plethora of race

•racks this cf»ming season, half a dozen being

ilrcafly arranged for—on paper, some of them.

The latest scheme, so 'tis said, will be pro-

moted by the company operating the Nassau
trolley system in Brooklyn, and will be built

it the terminus of their lines on Coney Island.

Ihr plan i<> to erect a rather elaborate amuse-
'

' • •' the feature of which will be a

• le track in connection. Cycle
incrts will be held as nften as possil)le, and
< iii< rtainmcnts will be given on Sunday cven-

Al. Johnson and John Ward, the base-

...111 men, nre, it is stated, interested.

HE IS NOT WANTED.

\'v ;; ; 'he boom in track racing and in the
ifrr:»f inrrr;i«r in th? iMimbcr of racing men

'! the army of in-

<| the tracks sclf-

I a<. tr.imcrs." Many of these can
ride a bicycle, mn--'- ''•-- train any
• do so.

li < Utterly impossible for .i mm who has
never been upon a machine himaelf to find out

'
. The

MO Other

r, leeching sort oi a valet;

^ .'Jed by cvtrvi>nc.

BUFFER FOR PACING MULTIPLETS.

Mr. T. A. Vcnimore. of Leyton, England,

has recently brought out an improvement in

connection with pacing machines. Mr. Veni-

more claims that he has completely overcome

the greatest danger which paced men experi-

ence by accidentally touching the back wheel

of their pacing machine. Briefly described,

the idea consists in placing a wheel at the 'end

of a continuation of the top boom of tlie frame

of the pacing instrument. This wheel is let-

tered C on the sketch, and it will be seen is

horizontally placed. It is about twelve inches

in diameter, and is fixed at such a height that

it comes into contact with the head of the

(ollowing machine. It may be set to permit

the wheels A and B of the paced and pacing

machines to approach within an inch of each

other, and that without the least danger. This

safety outrigger, apart from the gain in speed

which should accrue from the rider being able

to keep within an inch of his pacers' back tire,

should also enable the rider to do better time

on account of the tremendous relief from

nervous strain, for, after all, paced work with-

out a safeguard of this kind is a risky game,

and even the most expert pace followers have

an anxious time. The dotted outline D indi-

cates the wind shield, which, of course, is

optional. It the inventor's claims are realized

in practice, this fitting will probably become a

recognized portion of every properly equipped

pacing multiplct. In practical trials the effect

of the outrigger was tested by riding close up

and arranging with the tandcmists to check

without warning. The effect was, if the guard

wheel was struck fair in the centre, there was

a slight jerk to both machines, and nothing

further, and if the guard wheel was struck on

either side, the following rider was simply

caused to swerve just sufficiently to pass

alongside. In cither case there was ab-

solutely no damage, nor was the swerving

sufficient to have been dangerous had they

been riding amongst a crowd in fairly close

order.

OBJECTS TO THE RULE.

It has been recognized as the right of the

Road Record Committee of the Century Road
Club to frame its own rules regarding mat-

ters under its jurisdiction. The Executive

Committee, however, object to the recent pro-

vision enacted by the Road Record Commit-

tee, requiring applicants for century bars to

hrivc one signature at least for every twenty-

live miles ridden. By vote the Road Record
Comiiiitt<<' has decideil not to rescind the rule.

They claim that the Executive Committee has

no riglit to interelere. As a result of the con-

troversy the resignation of Chairman A. O.
McCiarrctt has been srnt in

MICHAEL SEEKS DIVORCE.

Chicago, Jan. 25.—Jimmy Michael yestcr-

flay made application, through his attorney,

for a divorce from his wife, Fanny Michael,
iir

' He was married in Cardiff,

\\ ch 13, I8;ir.. and cl.iims that she
^Ji. . .

1 ihrcr iiiiiiiths .iflrrw.ird';.

THEY HAD BNOL'GH.

Washington, D. C. Jan. 24.—The local

Cycle Board of Trade, which has a member-

ship of about thirty, representing only the

agents or managers f)f houses, and not sub-

agents, will hardly give any public events the

coming season. This decision was practically

agreed upon at the last meeting of the Board.

So far as the general public is con-

cerned, the organization will he an un-

known thing. The decision of the Board

is due to last year's experience. Three

meets were run off under the direction

of the Board of Trade, and money was lost

on the aggregate. One season of racing was

suflicicnt for a majority of the members of the

organization, and no more will be given. It

has also been decided not to hold a cycle show

this year.

The laws for the protection of cyclists are

sometimes enforced in this city. Henry John-

son, colored, who was arrested for stealing a

Remington wheel from James Williams, was

sent to the penitentiary for a term of five years

by the judge of the Criminal Court.

HAD SOLOMON LIVED LATER.

Poor old Kins SoKuik n ni\er had the

pleasure of being a chairman of a racing

board; he never saw a good race or a cycle

show; he couldn't tell a short-tracker from an

Xray; he never saw a Mottly bulletin.

With all his wisdom could he have framed

such a decision as Mott's famous short-track

whitewash? Solomon never had the pleasure

of riding a light chainless wheel, which would

have furnished hiin a rapid means of escaping

from the tortures and jealousies of his hun-

dreds of wives, and if his queen had said:

"Sire, who are these gents who have such a

imll with the Racing Board?" all he could

have said wouUl have been. "The Lord and

Mott alone know!"

IMPORTING FOREIGN TALENT.

T. W. Eck quietly slipped across the .\tlaii-

tic last week as the representative of the new
race promoting syndicate, organized in New
York, which is to conduct a middle distance

racing circuit to include the largest Eastern

cities. Eck is commissioned to secure as many
prominent riders as can be induced to come
across. Cordang and Huret are on his list

BLAMED THE ORDINANCE.

Washington, Jan. 2i.—Fred Schade, the

racer, was caught between a street car and an

express wagon and thrown heavily from his

wheel. He was not seriously injured, but will

be laid up for some time. He claims the new
police handle-bar regulation is to blame for

his accident.

HE E.XPECTS TO DO BETTER.

Idrdang is at his home in Flersingiie. Hol-

land, and spending his vacation, covering

about 'JO or .'lO miles ritling each day. He
expects to go again twice around the clock

for a set of figures that will leave his past per-

fovni.iiiifs far in the rear.

HIS BROTHER COMING.

Among other Europeans, the managers of

the new track at .Ambrose Park arc negotiat-

ing with Jimmy Michael's younger brother,

and will probably bring him over when the*

.season opens.
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iPALMER TIRESi
^f MARK THE HIGH GRADE WHEEL Ifi

"The Value of a Thing is its Life

Giving Power/'
—Ruskin.

It matters not what type of tire bicycle manufacturers endeavor to

push, or cyclists of experience may be constrained to ride, both classes

unite in saying that Palmer Tires are lively.

As a bicycle fitted with Palmer Tires will run much easier than the

same bicycle fitted with other tires, the fact that other tires are used can

only be accounted for on the supposition that some cycle manufacturers

are not so much interested in producing easy-running wheels as they are

in the almighty dollar.

Turning down the Palmer Tire may be productive of temporary

results, but eventually it will affect the reputation of the bicycle and

prove injurious if persisted in.

The agent who cannot get Palmer Tires is indeed at a disadvantage.

No matter how good his wheels, they will not give the best results unless

fitted with Palmer Tires.

The Palmer Tire is the only equipment that rounds out and gives

life to the good bicycle.

THE PALMER PNEIMATICTIRECO.
CHICAGO iNEW YORK offices: e6~6S READE ST.
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IHHEE FKUM CHICAGO.

Chicago, Jan. 24.—A number of changes

arc on the cards among the local trade this

spring. The Trinity people are looking (or

another location on Dearborn street, and will

likely find quarters in the neighborhood.

A furniture company has leased the down-

town salesroom of the Monarch Cycle Mfg.

Co. from the 1st of May, and Bliss & Lums-
den. managers of the store, are seeking an-

other location. No satisfactory place has yet

been found, however. The local salesroom of

the Elgin Sewing Machine Co. will probably

be closed May 1st, and the agency for the

(junning and Favorite cycles placed with some
local house.

The factory of the Manson Cycle Co. will

be moved February 1st from the present loca-

tion. A quantity of cycle-making ma-

chinery has been bought and put in

place on the first and second floors, which

comprise 32,000 square feet of space. This

company has just secured a contract for the

manufacture of 10,000 bicycles to be delivered

as soon as they can be made up, and, in addi-

tion, will push its own product, the Manson
bicycles.

NOT OVERSTATED.

In their advertisement of last week the

Twentieth Century Mfg. Co. feel they have

not overstated the case when they say con-

cerning their "•20th Century" headlight, "That

it is no experiment; that it is saic and relia-

ble; and that the users know what to expect;

that kerosene oil is obtainable at the smallest

country store or at any farm house, and that

burning this oil, the lamp costs practically

nothing to run." The 1898 model is very much
improved. It is simple enough for any one to

handle; is a handsomer lamp now than ever

before, and the Twentieth Century Co. have
very substantial reasons for knowing that the
outlook in the bicycle line of business for the
coming season is verj- encouraging.

WANT FOREIGN BUSI.VESS.

GuiJIermo G. Smith y Cia., Irapuato,

Guaneajuato, Mexico, who have recently es-

tablished themselves in business as commis-
sion merchants, agents and contractors, are
desirous of representing American bicycles in

their locality. Apostolidi-s & Co., Braila,

Koumania, importers of American agricultural
machinery, is another Cf)nccrn that is desirous
of handling American wheels. Jas. E. Erck-
man. representing them, is at present in New
York, at <>^1 Second avenue.

MUCH NEARER.

RADICALLY UIFIEUEM.

The .\merican Tire Co., of New York, is

putting on the market a tire, which they

claim overcomes many of the objectionable

points of the present round tire. The shape is

radically different, and the mechanical princi-

ples involved will doubtless commend the new
tire to a trial by the rider. The company as-

sert that actual tests, which have been going

on for over a year, prove its value as not based

on theory alone, but on the practical use of

the tires fitted to a bicycle.

Many points of superiority are claimed, but

two of the most important are: That the tire

will not slip on any surface (which includes

wet asphalt pavements, waxed dance-floors or

slippery car-tracks), and that the thickness of

the tread reduces the liability to puncture to

a minimum. Even in case it does puncture, it

can be ridden almost any distance deflated

without injury to tire or wheel. The construc-

tion is fully shown in the illustrations.

GOOD THINGS SELL EASILY.

J. B. Tucker, of the Tucker fJicycle Wood-
work Co., Roachdale, Ind., was a Chicago
visitor this week. Mr. Tucker was seen at

the Victoria Hotel by a Wheel representative

and stated that he was not there particularly

for business, as they have already sold fully

three-fourths of their output. This speaks well

for this concern, as it is their first season in

the trade. They have acquired the reputa-

tion of turning out one of the best single-piece

rims on the market.

In pasting upon the merits of a wheel,
ignorance is less removed from the truth
th.in prejudice.

TO BUILD IN GEORGIA.

.At Cordeic, (ia.. ground has htiii bought
for a number of factories which are to be

erected, among which is one for bicycle build-

ing, to be 40x110 feet. The enterprise will

cost fJO.OOO, part of the stock of which has

I een subscribed by the citizens.

SOME CLEVELAND NOTES.

Cleveland, O., Jan. 24.—Ohio legislators be-

lieve in law-making that favors the bicycle

rider. Senator Sullivan, of Warren, has in-

troduced a bill which will require railroads to

carry bicycle lanterns and tool-bags as bag-

gage. He has also introduced a bill making it

a finable offense for any person to ride or

drive on a road constructed especially for bi-

cycles, except upon a wheel. Cleveland's

County Commissioners are soon to lay a strip

of flat steel rails upon a much-traveled road as

.m experiment.

A branch and supply depot of the Hartford

Rubber Works Co. has just been established

at 232 Euclid avenue. This is not a free re-

l)air depot. Ordinary repairs will be made at

a nominal cost, and with the same facilities as

are used at the factory.

At the meeting of the local Cycle Board of

Trade, the following officers were elected:

President, George Collister; vice-president,

J. W. McNair; secretary, George Waite;

treasurer, N. A. Quilling. Another meet-

ing will be held in the near future

to consider the advisability of a local

cycle show. The plan which seems to have

the favor of the majority of the members is to

have individual openings at the several stores.

Bowerso.x & Bick, bicycle dealers, located

at 9(3<t Woodland avenue, filed papers of as-

signment early last week. They manufactured

in a small way; did a repairing and renting

business, and were generally considered as

solid. Liabilities are in the neighborhood of

$2,G00; and the assets will hardly cover the

first three figures.

CATTLE AND CASH FOR A LAMP.

.Mtliough the patent is still pending, his at-

torneys were so impressed with a bicycle lamp

invented by a Monterey, Cal.. man that they

offered him for his patent-rights $2,500 in cash,

300 head of cattle and 4,500 acres of land in

Idaho. Needless to say he has accepted.

MAKING CYCLE STANDS.

New Haven. Jan. 22.—The firm of Cowles

& Co., of Water street, has absorbed the

business formerly owned by Bishop & Ben-

net Co., in making the B. & B. bicycle stand.

The Bishop & Bennet Co. dissolved last week.

TO MAKE SADDLES.

Incorporated for $35,000 was the Hollenbeck

S.iddle Co., of Syracuse, N. Y., who make the

well-known Hollenbeck saddle. The directors

are: Robert Croosdale, G. H. Lloyd, and W.

L. G. Thomas, Syracuse.

IMPERIAL HUBS, IMPERIAL WRENCHES

IMPERIAL PEDALS,

>

Very attractive
pricea to large
buyer*.

BICYCLE NUTS IN ALL SIZES.
NiclMtad and plain, finlihed and unfinlihed, threaded and blank, alwajri

In ti <c)(

HAPni.r noi.Ti. iirii wi.kh. iiamii.k-rar ani> »KAT-rogT
llivnr.ll IIOI.TS. CHAIN Alt.llsTf KM. CHAIN noi.TH,

CHAIN TAIITS, COTTKICS.

IMPERIAL MACHINE CO., New York City.
H. TOUNO l> CO , RiclutlTr T-

A P. KaMlcr, Cliicaffo r^

K

Sjlr« AKcnf*, 3H Murray .St,, Srw \nrk Ctly.

- f..r W .M Voung* Co..M Fifth Ave.

•:on The Wheel.

[•^••!-4-!-*v*:-*:-*v*v*:*v*-:t The Ha ub Stand.

The only

Perfect Bicycle Stand

In the World

...For Sinfrleor

...Tandem Bicycles.

A Wheel displnyed on the Haub
Stand JH half sold.

Send for Catalogue...

Il ii self .iHJM^tiri;. and lit* any
wlierl. ' or K^rcwi
to gel on itlsofnnr
conlinu' linely-tem-

pered iirn l-Mf lAinily "r o(-

hte u»e II lu« no equal. Weight
only \H pounrt*

JAMESON & HAUB. Solc Manufacturers.

Sold hy all .L.hbrrH... 906 OlivC St., St. Louis, Mo
LEXINGTON CYCLt rO.. 26 V.ley SI . 4 l 79 Lt.lnglon Ave. , cor. 3I»I St., H. Y

C-cncrnl SelllnE /\i:ent«».

Wutki
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THE DEMAND FOR...

i Sterling Bicycles
" Built Like a Watch '*

This year will exceed all former seasons. The amount of

newspaper, magazine and personal advertising we are doing,

coupled with the Sterling's actual worth, will stimulate

Sterling sales to such an extent that nowhere can a Sterling

Agent complain of "dull times." If we have no represen-

tative in your vicinity, write quick for the agency. Cata-

logue free.

STERLING CYCLE WORKS,
Pacific Coast Agents

:

A. C. NICHOLS & CO.,
400 to 404 Battery Street,

San Francisco, Cal.

274-276-278 Wabash Ave.,

CHICAGO, ILL,

New York Agents
: Schoverling, Daly & Gales, 30 2 Broadway, New York.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

i

i
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L. J\. m. Bells

IVtanufactured Solely by

Plain and

Decorated.

o-*^

For F^ine

Trade.

Not "jLiBt as Good" as /^

any others, bLit

Always ^'XHE ISKST.'
Kindly mention The Wheel.
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SPI/R GEARS CLEAN TUBUSELVES.

At the ri<k of being criticised for so ven-

turing, I must differ with the statement made
l>y Messrs. Wilcox and Schwalbach, in last

week's Wheel, that "the utmost trouble in

chain-driving from sand and mud is slight

compared to the disturbance of wedging them

inlo these fine gears"—the gears referred to

being the peculiar spur-gear, now applied to

one chainless.

Theory is one thing; practice another. In

actual use, upon muddy roads, during

all sorts of weather, and under con-

tinued tests, it has been found that the

spar-gear not only did not collect mud
and dirt, but that they actually cleaned them-

selves. So far from the mud adhering to the

teeth, it was thrown off as fast as it was de-

posited, and the gears ran clear and clean.

While it is possible that a pebble or a piece of

metal thrown in upon the teeth might cause

a breakage, it can only be said that in many

hundred miles' riding, the tests having been

made under extremely unfavorable conditions,

during rain, storm, mud and snow, no such

dithculty was apparent.

The tests developed unusual and unsus-

pected qualities, and all of the riders were

greatly pleased with the result of the wheels'

use. H. H.

WHAl MACHI.NEKY DOES.

If a clever nicctianic, with no tools or ma-

terials but those which were available fifty

years ago, were to-day to make a bicycle he

would spend si.\ months on it, and the pro-

duct would be so costly that practically no

market could be found for it. Hut at the

present time a good workman can turn out a

hundred bicycles a year, and they are so cheap

in consequence that everybody can and does

purchase them.

NU lUMI'LAINTS.

A manufacturer who receives no complaints

in regard to the goods with which he is

supplying customers, can safely assume that

they are giving perfect satisfaction. The

Jamesville Mfg. Co., Jamesville, N. Y., state

that their bicycle fittings are never heard from

after being shipped, except in words of praise.

KNEW THfclK NEBUS.

"Tape & Stays made a fortune selling bi-

cycles in their dry goods store."

"How?"
"They gave away a bottle of arnica and an

accident policy with every $11.87 wheel."

r.UNB WITU HUMBblt.

W . A. >liock1ey, for some time past witli the

f •verm.'in Wliri-I fVi., has resigned his position
'

• travel in New l-'-iigland,

unsylvania in the interest c»f

the llumber.

WILL ADMIT PKUFESSIUNALS.

Professional rider* arc to be admitted to the

Century Rund Club of America. By a vote

' I to .'» the
"

' Board of that organi-

:i hat just to take them into the

iuld.

ONLY A ClKtUMTY.

Chemically pure iron exists only .n a curios-

ity and has no practical apphmtion m the

arts. It is void of commerei.il value .tnd

rannot be prrparert upon a targe scale

LATEST DESIGN STILESS DROP UAUMER.

Illustrated herewith is the newest design of

a l,WO-pound Stiles friction roll drop-ham-

mer, built by the E. W. Bliss Co. This ham-
mer differs from former ones mainly in the

proportion of parts and in the weight of the

whole machine. These drops are built of

l.hiiu-pound and '2,0<H'-pound heads and also

in smaller sizes. The tendency is more and

mmi' to the Um- i>i 1r.i>iii li.iiiiiin. i >. .iiul to do

with one blow what heretofore has required

several, evidently jiointing toward increased

economy and efTiciency. Anvils are now made

from twelve to fifteen times the weight of the

haninur-head.

PLANS TO TKANSPOHT THE BICYCLE.

Plans arc being formulated by the officials

of the Long Island Kailroad for the more

rapid handling of bicycles during the coming

seasun. It is comi)Uted that during lH!t7 over

l.Vi.hdO bicycles were carried as baggage by

this road, as many as 50 wheels being loaded

in the baggage-car at one time" In consc-

<|uence of an absence of racks or facilities for

properly holding them, it was often

necessary to pile them upon each other, and

not only were trains thereby delayed, but

the wheels were freiiuently damaged.

It is intended to provide the baggage-cars

with special racks for the exclusive transpor-

tation of wheels, and il is also contemplated

to erect racks at the platffirms of some of the

more important stations.

BACK TO TUB OLD LOVE.

E. G. Eager, the well-known cycle salesman,

linds the East too monotonous after passing

his grown-up life in the West, and on Feb-

uary 1st returns to the Viking Mfg. Co., at

Toledo.

Mr. Eager, as is generally known, has been

connected with the Red Cross Rubber and

Cement Co., at Rochester, in an important

capacity. He has been a factor in obtaining

for that concern a marked demand for its pro-

duct, his work with them having included

several trips to Europe, during which he es-

tablished important European agencies, and

ac(|uired a familiarity with foreign conditions

as applied to tiie .American cycle products tha^

will stand him in good stead. His departure

from his present company means no di>belief

in its future, nor disagreement wit'.i his asso-

ciates. It will be remembered that he was

with the Viking Company practically from its

birth, prior to his Rochester connection, and

it is merely a case of individual preference.

He feels that out-and-out straight cycle mak-
ing and selling is the business he is best adap-

ted to and therefore prefers.

GIVING THEM SHELTER.

Nearly two thousand dollars will be ex-

pended by the Government in the erection of

fire-proof sheds in the court yards of the State,

War and Navy Department Buildings in

Washington, which it is estimated will be suf-

ficient to provide shelter for "J.SOO bicycles.

Over a thousand wheels used by employees in

the departments have been housed in the cor-

1 idors in rainy weather, and in the courts

when it was clear, the stands having been pro-

vided by popular subscription. The Chief

Engineer, who has made a thorough investi-

gation into the matter, reports that those

clerks who are regular riders are the ones who
secure the least sick-leave, who are earliest at

work in the morning, and the ones from

whom the Government secures the highest

service.

IN CHARGE OF THE CHICAGO OFFICE.

S. L. Bassett, for several years in the em-
ploy of the Indiana Bicycle Co. as superin-

tendent of agencies in the Central States, has

taken charge of the Chicago otlice of the Car-

lisle Mfg. Co., makers of the Carlisle bicycle.

Mr. Bassett has an extended ac»|uaintance

with the bicycle trade and an excellent knowl-

edge of agencies in general, having previous

to his connection with the bicycle business

had charge «if the trade department of the

Atlas Engine Wcirks. Indianapolis.

OUT Fi)K NALTIIAL HuNuKS.

Col. Pope is having built, at Morris

Heights, a sixty-foot, m.ihogany steam-yacht,

with a guaranteed speed of thirteen knots.

She will be driven by a chainless gear, but

among her gear, chains will, of course, play

no unimportant part.

STANDS UP.

Jameson & Haub, 9<Hi Olive street, St.

Louis, Mo., are introducing a new bicycle

stand to the trade. It is exceedingly neat and

compart, nesting a great number in a small

space for shipment or storage.

Some men look haj)piest when they have

bad news to tell you about the machine you

ride

Refuse to allow sonic riders to impose on

yuu and they hate you forever.
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Do you think you can sell a last
year's n:iodel for ^60—or even ^50? No?-

Tlien it ^vill be to your advantage to handle

•—••X898 ••••••

$50 Sy^^^^se 3^cycl^s, $50
(CRIMSON RIMS).

NEW IN EVERY RESPECT !—Full flush joints, internal handle-bar and seat-post

expanders, low frames, low drop crank-hangers, stylish, new-shaped
handle-bars, elegant equipments and finish, and

OUR DISCOUNTS WILL INTEREST YOU.

Don't delay—write for full information.

Syracuse Cycle Company, Syracuse, N« Y*
Kindly mention The Wheel.

I

I

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••A

Iver Johnson Chainless,
|

$100.
Yes, we will build a chainless and, furthermore, one that will excel
any other chainless cycle made.«^«^«>'«^.^«^«^«^«^«^^c^«^«^^.^.^^«^.^.^«^.^^.^

This is not idle boasting, but honest fact, ^^^^^^^^^^^^j-^^^^j^^
We have made many experiments and have succeeded in build-

ing a machine possessing all the good points of the other chain-
less models—and more—without the faults common to the others.

The construction is entirely new, simple and practical, and will

show its superiority on examination.^.^.^^.^^.^«^^^'«.^^».^«<v<^^.^»^^«<.ie

Watch this space for cuts and detailed description of

The HONEST Chainless,
$100.

1 IYER JOHNSON'S ARMS and CYCLE WORKS, Fitchburg, Mass.

\
X

\

X

X

!

Kindly mention The Wheel. NEW YORK liRANC H, 99 CHAMBERS STREET.
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WHAT THE COMMITTEE WISH.

Under date of January 18th, Charles G.

Shcpard. receiver of tlie Martin & Gibson Co..

of Buffalo, writes to The Wheel as follows:

"At a meeting of the creditors of tlie Martin

& Gibson Mfg. Co., held some weeks ago, a

committee was appointed to inspect the plant:

and at a subsequent meeting a resolution was

passed recommending that the receiver bor-

row additional money from the bank to enable

him to complete the stock in work, and exe-

cute some unfilled orders from part of the bi-

cycles to be made up; the proceeds of such

work to become the property of the bank.

The creditors also suggested that if additional

capital could be interested through the efforts

of the directors of the company, a proposition

uf compromise would be considered.

"At a meeting of the committee of creditors,

held on January lo. 18!i8. the receiver re-

ported that the work to be done for the bank

was practically cumpleted; and, as the direc-

tors stated that they had not yet been .iblc to

interest additional capital, the conimittcc then

suggested that it would not be profitable, or

expedient, for the receiver to continue manu-

facturing, and recommended that he advertise

the plant for sale in The Wheel and the 'Cy-

cling Gazette." This advertisement will appear

in the ne.xt two issues of each of these papers.

"The committee also reconuncnded that if a

desirable customer could not be found, an or-

der be obtained from the court about the 1st

of February next to further advertise and to

sell the plant about the middle of that month."

CO.MHINATIO.V tAKKIER AND TKOISER GUARD.

Useful either as a luggage-carrier or trouser

guard is the combination carrier and guard
made by the Ilodgman Rubber Co.. shown in

the cut. Made of the best stock, it is small

and convenient to carry in either pocket or

tool-bag, each pair being put up in a small en-

velope.

WILL FILL A WANT.

For the prevention of leaks is the valve il-

lustrated. The cut fully describes its construc-

tion. It is made by the Roadside Bicycle

EVERYTHING FOR THE RIDER.

By a deal just consummated, E. A. Beck-

with, the well-known bicycle dealer, of 300

Broadway, is succeeded by the Bowman Bi-

cycle Company, which is incorporated under

the laws of the State of New York. The con-

trolling stockholders are W. H. Webster,

president and manager, and Sidney B. Bow-
man, secretary-treasurer. Besides dealing in

Clevelands and Featherstone, the new com-
pany will open in the basement of the building

a storage depot and pumping station for the

convenience of riders desiring to ride down-
town to business. It will be fitted up with

several penny-in-the-slot pneumatic tire pumps
and a complete repair shop. Elarly in the year

the. three Bowman stores, at 300 Broadway,
Eighth avenue and Fifty-sixth street and 125

West I^rjth street, will hold a cycle show of

their own, at which the Cleveland chainless

will be placed on exhibition. The Cleveland

and Featherstone prices will range from $25 to

$100.

"The official L. A. W. chewing gum" has

made its appearance at Coney Island.

Valve Co., Glenville. O., one of Cleveland's

suburbs.

So much trouble has been caused by leaky

valves that any effectual prevention will be

welcomed by the rider.

WHY PNEUMATICS ARE FAST.

"J. B. L." is. I think, mistaken in his as-

sumption, in last week's Wheel, that the "in-

culation" of the confined air is the cause of

pneumatic tires being faster than others.

The elasticity of the air is the true reason.

That tire is the fastest which permits the in-

equalities of the road to imbed themselves into

its surface the easiest, and recovers therefrom
the quickest— in other words, the most re-

silient. A resilient tire, by equalizing or ab-
sorbing the inequalities of the surface, makes
its own road smooth. C. H.

Wo veil .lobbeiA oiil>

BB.BD.
Bicycle
Biiilclrrt for

Biji V, V.

Buvcri

THE TILLINGHAST

SElFREGOLATfflS MCANIZEB

Of«.i**<'/ '''''/'/
^''"'

KI\()SM\.WIS.

Kindljr mrnlion Ttie Wheel.

Stands forih triumphant
above the ruins of worth-
less attempts.

SIMPLE,
ECONOMICAL,
SERVICEABLE

§ minutes for light lirea.

I Q minutes for road tires.

Special prices to Jobbers on

application.

Correspoiiil with

HARTLEY & GRAHAM,
Bxrlunlre New York ActinU. 313 BfOOdway, NcW YOfk.
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PICYCLE DEALERS

Who handle wheels made of

SHELBY TUBING
Have the satisfaction of knowing that their line, so far as frame
construction is concerned, can safely be relied upon to stand the

SEVERE TESTS
to which the wheel will be subjected by the prospective buyer.

DO NOT RISK YOUR REPUTATION AS
AN AGENT

by handling a line the frames of which are made of inferior tubing.

IN ORDER TO PROTECT YOUR INTERESTS,
specify and insist that the manufacturer use

Shelby Tubing.
ACCBPTT NO OTHER.

^^It will help you sell the buyer/^

^^It will help you lead the seller/'

Shelby Steel Tube Company.
Sales Office, Shelby, Ohio, U. S. A.

FACTORIES:

Sherby, O. Toledo, O.

Ellwood City, Pa. Greenville, Pa.

Kindly Mention The Wli««L

BRANCH OFFICES:

135 Lake St.. Chicago.

1 44 Chambers St.. N. Y. City.

29 Constitution Hill, Birmingham, Entf.
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MONARCH

CHAINLESS, - - - $100.
t

Monarch Racers, |

Defiance, $50.00. j^^ . $75.0o.

I

Defiance, $40.00. ^^ '// ^^"^'"^'^ ''^^"^^'"^
I

$100.00.

MONARCH

CHAIN WHEELS, - - $60
•f• •

Monarch Cycle Mfg. Co.

44-52 N. Halstcd St., 83 Rcade St., 37-38 Shoe Lane, 7-11 Holzbruckc,

Chicago, III. New York City. London, Eng. Hamburg, Germany.

Kindir mcotlon Tbt WbccL
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HPEX TIRES
Will not slip on ANY surface.

Practically puncture-proof and if it does puncture can be ridden any distance without
injury to either tire or wheel.

CROSS SECTION OF APEX TIRE
WITH WEIGHT APPLIED.

CROSS SECTION OF ROUND TIRE
WITH WEIGHT APPI,IED.

Compare the APEX with the old style round tire and then judge for yourself as to its

speed, resiliency and puncture-proof qualities.

'T^HIS space will be devoted to photo-

^ graphic illustrations of the superior-

ity of the

^ APEX TIRES. ^

Retail Dealers:

We have a nice proposition

for you if you take agency
early.

Illustrated catalogue for the asking. Address,

AMERICAN TIRE COMPANY,
Church and Cortlandt Streets, New York City.

APEX TIRES
"VT^OIsT'T SXilF.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

^O^ *»0^ »0„ ^O^ **0^ *,0„ ^Or.. ^**r» rt^r* rt^r* n^ n rt^ r\ n*^ €\ n**rt n**o 0*^0 r»®o rt**f* rt^ r\ n^ e\ rt**r* n^ e\ rt^ c\ n^ n

'^'
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INTRODUCTION.

To tliose riders whose appreciation of

<|uality lias comitclled bicycle makers to

supply Sajjer saddles on most high-grade
wlieels, we extend our hearty thanks.

Their aid has enabled us to meet com-
petition without lowering tiie quality of

the Sager products, and as we are the

only cycle saddle makers who have not
yielded to the temptation to cut prices

by cutting quality, we are able to promise
our patrons the reward for their insist-

ence in the great superiority of the 18!I8

Sager saddles over all other makes in

form, quality and construction.
The comfort and healthfulness of cy-

cling depend chiefly on the saddle used,

and despite the various demands, riders

have found that "some Sager saddle
surely suits."

The studied shapes and various un-
rivaled mechanical devices used in our
saddles, are the results of the largest ex-
perience and greatest facilities any one
has ever had in the manufacture of cycle
saddles They have stood the test of
tin>e, and are relied on to increase the
popularity that has made us the "makers
of most of the high-grade saddles."
We are willing to stake our reputation

that the "flexible" line of seats coine
closer to a complete solution of the
much-discussed saddle problem than ;iny-

thing heretofore made.

FLEXIBLE SADDLES.

our new Flexible saddles. They are en-

tirely new in construction and in princi-

ple. They are the simplest saddles ever

offered the trade, and beyond a question

will suit a greater variety ol riders than

anything in the saddle line heretofore

made. We believe they come nearer to

solving the vexed saddle question than

anybody had dared to hope. Indeed, we
think they do solve it so far as it is capa-

ble of solution. They yield with every

motion of the rider, but in no case givt

a violent spring.

These saddles are made up of less than

one-quarter, the parts used in any other

seat. Breakage is reduced to a min-

imum, and at the same time the niax-

iniiini of comfort is afforded the rider.

HYGIENIC TYPES.

i

;;

n

n

No.
Length. Width. Price.

1. 8 in

2. 8
"

3. 8
*

4. 8
"

fi. 8
"

6, 8 "

7. 8 "

8,8 "

x7J in $3.75

x8i
x7,
x8:
X 7

x8
X
X

.it

4 "
'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.

1 and 2 have higrh pommel with

3,75
4.0<i

•1.0(1

3.7:.

3.75
4.IJII

4.oy

%. 8 and 4 have high pommel with
oil.

Not. and 6 have low pommel with-
ut coil.

No«. 7 and 8 have low pommel with
oil.

We take pleanure in illu«tratini? first

Length. Width. Price.

No. 11, 'Ji in. X 8 in $3.25
• 12, 8J

"
X 9i

" 3.25
" 13, 8J

"
X lOJ •• 3.25

" 14, f»i
"

X 8 " 3.5(»

15, Si
" X !>i

" 3.50

16, 8i
" X lOj " 3.50

31, f)i
"

X 8 " 3.25
• 32, 8i

"
X :ii

" 3.25
• 33. 8i

"
X lOJ " 3.25

" 21. iH
"

X 8 " 3.00
" 22, 8i

" X 9J
" 3.00

" 23, 8i
"

X lOJ " .3.00

" 24. 9J
"

X 8 " 3.00
" 25, 8J

"
X <H

" 3.00
" 26, 8i

"
X lOJ " 3.00

" 41, !ti
"

X 8 " 2.50
" 42. 8J

"
X Hi " 2.50

" A 8i
"

X l<t| " 2.50

Nos. 11. 12, 13 have hygienic top. X
spring, lateral clip.

Nos. 14. 15. 16 have hygienic top, X
coil spring, lateral clip.

Nos. 31, .32. 33 have hygienic lop, X
spring, low down clip.

Saddles 21, '22 and 23 have hygienic
tops, flat springs and new side binding
clip, together with new fake-uj) in the
nose. These saddles are all of fine (|ual-

ity, and difl^cr from II, IJ and 13 simply
in the spring and clip. Many prefer the
plain, fl.nt sprint; to ilir doiiblc Spi-ri.-il

attention is called to this clip. It is the
simplest and most positive binder for a

Hat spring ever devised.

Saddles 24, 25 and 26 are fitted with
our famous K spring. This saddle has a

low down clip, and for '98 has a new
tension take-up in the pommel. It is one
of our nio-st durable styles of hygienic
pattern. The spring is exceptionally
strong, and the four wires prevent any
uirning on the post.

Styles 41, 42 and 43 are low in price,

but of good ((uality. Flat springs are
usi-d and set screw clips.

We believe that, without a question,
these saddles are the best ever maae in

this line of what are known as hygienic
seats. We call special attention to the
large seating surface, new take-up and
improved edge binding. The lateral clip

used on this saddle is the strongest and
most positive binder ever devised for a
double spring of this character. These
saddles are so designed that they will re-

tain their shape as well as the best of
our hard leather tops, something no hy-
gienic saddles have done heretofore.
Nothing but the best leather and the best
((uality of all-wool felt, together with the
best tanned lacing leather, is used in our
highest priced saddles. We use in this
and in all our saddles nothing but the
best crucible spring steel in springs, and
nothing but forgings in clips.

Saddles Nos. 31, 32 and 33 are furnished
with hygienic tops and new low down
clip, with take-up in the nose. They are
well made and thoroughly reliable. The
clip is one of the smallest and prettiest
ever offered.

PNEUMATIC

MOULDED SADDLES.

Leiigtli. Width. Price.

No. 51, 9J in. x7J in $4.50
" 52, 9J

"
X 8i

"
4.50

" 53, 9J
" X 9J

"
4.50

" 64, 9i
" X 7J

"
4.75

" 55. 9J
"

X 8i
"

4.75
•' 56, 9J

"
X 9i

"
4.75

Styles .')4, 55 and 5(1 have coil springs.

These saddles arc pronounced by many
riders the most perfect seats yet pro-
duced. They are moulded to fit the body,
and the entire seating surface is padded
with air. The deep depression in the
center jirevents possibility of dangerous
or uncomfortable pressure on sensitive

parts. They ;ire equally suited to ladies

and gentlemen riders and to all kinds of

riding. We have no saddles we can
recommend more highly.

Recognizing the large demand for
".\natoniicar' saddles, we have experi-
mented ioT months with a wide variety
of forms covering everything yet placed
on the market, and many ideas that have
never seen the light, with a net result
amounting to about this:—

.Ml .saddl<-s relying fur 'i.Tfcly on pads

<<

*^^^^{^J^J^^^J^J^J^J^^^J^J^J^J.^J^J^J.^J^i
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of felt, leather, etc., or fabrics of woven
metal, woody or fibrous substance, will

either pack down till hard and useless,

or stretch out of shape after a few
months' riding, becoming in either case
less easy and more dangerous than the
regular "hard saddle."

These deductions led us to turn our
attention to AiR^the one filling that
cannot pack down

—

the one spring that
cannot bend out of shape—that cannot
break—that can be adjusted instantly and
renewed without cost—that will take any
shape without being weakened.

RACING SADDLES.

Length. Width.
No. 61, 91- in. X 7J in.

" 62, 9i ' ' X 8i
"

'
64, 9J ' ' X 7|

"

" 65, 9^ ' ' X 8J
"

" 66, 9J ' ' X n

"

" 67, ^ ' ' X 81
"

" 68, 9J ' ' X 7J
"

" &9, 9i ' ' x8J "

' 91, 9i ' ' x7J "

'••

96, 9J ' ' X 7J
"

" 166, ^ '
' x7i-

"

Price.

$3.25

3.25

3.50

8.50

3.00

3.00

2.60

2.60

3.25

3.00

3.00

Nos. 61 and 62 are fitted with X spring.

Nos. 66 and 67 have fiat spring.

Nos. 68 and 69 have R spring.

These saddles are similar to our T and
TT saddles of last year, but much im-
proved in finish. They are easily the
handsomest saddles of their class, and
bring the rider closer to the frame than
is possible with other makes, by means
of our low down clips.

The base of these saddles is composed
of veneered wood cross-grained and
glued up. We use nothing but good ma-
terial. We anticipate a great deal of
trouble with many of the cheap saddles
of this type which now flood the mar-
ket. Numbers 91 and 96 are not padded.
Number 166 has round wire springs.

Coil springs are furnished on styles 64
and 65.

ANATOMICAL

PATTERNS.

Length. Width. Price.

No. 71, 7 in. X 9 in $3.25
" 72, 7 " X 10 " 3.25
" 74, 7 " X 9 " 3.50
" 75, 7 " X 10 " 3.50
" 174, 7 " X 9 " 3.50

Nos. 74 and 75 have coil springs.

No. 174 has round springs and coils.

In these saddles we offer a new prin-

ciple which renders them anatomical in

fact, as well as in name. The edges are

made to conform to the glutial fold of

the body where the limbs naturally break
in pedaling. This is a physiological re-

quirement which has never before been
observed in saddle-making, and cannot
fail of being a great success. These sad-
dles are well padded and very popular.
No injurious pressure is possible.

Making as we do a majority of all the
high-grade saddles used in this coun-
try, we have had frequent calls for the
addition to our line of an "anatomical"
saddle, but we avoided rushing into this

line till we were sure we had an article

unapproachably superior, feeling that
anything short of this would be a failure

to live up to the reputation we have
earned.

Again, we were not in the position of

the man who, having conceived an idea
and patented it, feels called on to claim
every advantage for it in order to ad-
vance his own interests.

We make all kinds, and in our Flexible
Pneumatic and Anatomical types we
have everything that is practical in the
saddle line.

PNEUMATICS.

Length. Width. Price.

No. 81, 7 in. X 9 in $4.50
" 82, 7 " X 10 " 4.50

The Sager Pneumatic saddle consists

of a three-ply wooden base, to which is

fitted a leather cover of carefully devised

shape. Its peculiarity lies in the use of

two separate rubber air tubes, inflated

with any tire pump, and entirely inde-

pendent of each other, preventing the

rolling or side motion and giving per-

fect steadiness, the holes through the

saddle in the center of the depressions on

the rear part of the seat serving to cool

the rider, and also to retain the bones of

the pelvis, maintaining the correct posi-

tion with greatest ease.

It is laced down in the center, prevent-

ing any pressure on the sensitive parts,

and holds the rider like a chair in per-

fect comfort and safety, the bones of the

pelvis supporting the weight.

It is a hard saddle.

It is a soft saddle.

It fits any shaped person.

It cannot lose its shape.

It never sags.

It is cool.

It is physically safe and endorsed by

physicians.

These saddles are an improvement of

our styles O and OL which have made
themselves so popular.

We are also prepared to furnish the

1896 O and OL shapes which have al-

ways been so popular. List price, $4.00.

THE PECK SADDLE.

The Peck is an entirely new saddle,

which may more properly be termed a

seat. It is radically different from any-

thing in the market.

The rider sits upon a conforming cush-

ioned seat, not astride. The body finds

firm, steady support; the reciprocating

parts of the seat support, while giving

free movement to the limbs. There is no
pommel to chafe; no wedge-like strain

upon the body to constantly menace the

health of the rider. It affords protection

to parts of the body which may be in-

jured by the continual use of a saddle.

This saddle is peculiarly suited to all

riders of either sex who desire to sit up-

right. If properly adjusted there is not

the slightest danger of sliding off the

seat, and the absence of a pommel does

not interfere in any way with the steadi-

ness of the wheel. We realize that this

saddle is a radical change and does not

appeal to the eye, but is conducive to

health and comfort.

List price, $4.50.

THE SAGER TOE-CLIP.

We present herewith an illustration of

the famous Sager Toe-Clip. Wo have ab-

solutely refused to cheapen our toe-clips

in order to meet competition of poorer
goods, and they are to-day unapproachod
in excellence. The demand has steadily

increased as the riding public has be-

come more and more acquaiiUcd with

their superiority and the great advantage
ftffordcd to any rider, no matter liovv ex-

perienced, by a good pair of toe-dips.

They arc made of the best crucible sprin^;

steel, sjiring tempered in oil.

50 cents per pair.
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SELLING A WHEEL

How the Novice Goes Warily About Select-

ing and Paying for Ula First

Bicycle.

"I can always tell when a new rider wants

to buy a wheel," said the veteran cycle agent.

"He comes into the store in a casual sort o[

wzy, looks around, hesitates, and when he

sees that no one has pounced down upon him
he will walk over and gaze silently at a bi-

cycle as if it were something fit for abstract

thought.

"About this time I walk over and ask if

there is anything that I can do for him. Gen-

erally he will answer. No. He was passing and

just dropped in. Then as a rule the non-rider,

and a great many others, too, for that matter,

will feel of the tires and spin the pedal. Why
they all do this is a matter of great wonder
to me. Everyone knows that the tires are

pneumatics and that the pedals of even a new
wheel will spin. They do it, too, in such a

sober, knowing fashion and they seem pleased

when they find that they are all right. When
a man does this I know that it I .^itick to him
I have a customer.

"The ne.xt remark he makes may be, 'I am
not going to buy a wheel, but am just look-

ing for a friend. Perhaps some time my
friend may want one.' He seems to think that

it will cost him more if I should learn his real

intentions. After he says that I know that I

have him sure, and it makes my heart glad.

"Then," continued the dealer, "he will gener-

ally lift up the wheel and heft it, and some-

times he will twirl around the front wheel. If

by any accident that front wheel does not run

just right, if it does not happen to be adjusted,

why you will lose the sale of that wheel.

"As in most cases the novice has a friend

who knows all about a bicycle, he will have a

list of just what he thinks he wants. At this

stage of the proceeding he will take the list

out of his pocket, oblivious to the fact that

only a few minutes before he made the state-

ment to me that he did not w.TUt to buy a

bicycle. Then he will read ofT the most non-

sensical list of questions. 'Are the wheeh
chainless? Arc the tires doubles? What is the

crank geared to?' or he will display an equal

amount of ignorance by asking for impossible

ge.nrs. such as fiO, when with a 'JS-incli wheel

you can only get a 6J^ or a 70.

"Nearly every rider, though, has a list of

specifications of ju.st what he wants. In most
instances it is practically impossible to meet

them. Then they or their friends have orig-

• ' '
. and want a wheel which would be

one built to order. They want
' ram's-horn upturned bars,' or

King."

"The next stage in the progress of a sale is

whrre the man looks at and admires the name-
|i > Then comes the time of bargaining.

He want* to J much we will take off

lor I ash, an'l l">Iow the list wc will

sell, lor li . has two or three

(fiends w i buying and they

will purchaie ju^t wh.it he docs. After we
have pulled over thiit ditliculiy he asks us what
we think of other makes of wheels. I always

tell them that they arc good, but as wc don't

sell them wc cannot be expected to know
their points so well as wc dn our own.

"About this time the customer will get con-

fidential; he will tell me thai he had decided

to wait until the prices of machines go down to

where they belong, because he kno>vs that a

wheel just as good as this one can be made for

$1') or |17.

"Oh, they are very ingenious; but there is

something about the bicycle that always set-

tles them in the end. When they have as

good as given an order, they will ask th<!

width of tread. Now the ordinary novice has

about as much idea about what tlie tread is as

he has about the ethical status of a kangaroo.

But he can't leave the game. 'Are the han-

dle-bars adjustable—can the saddle be raised

and lowered'—points about every bicycle made
in the last decade. Then there is the man who
has his money in his pocket, but will not pay

it all down, because he wants to have some

hold on you to make the guarantee good in

case of accident.

"When the trade is completed, he asks for

a bell. Then he wants to know if you will

not throw in a pair of toe clips. You see they

begin easy. I don't know how it is, but they

think you have made a lot of money out of

them.

"If you yield he will insinuate that he ought

to have a lantern. If you grant that you are

done for. You might as well give him every

accessory that he can think of, for next he will

make you give him a cycloineter; then de-

mand a luggage-carrier, and he will not quit

until you make him a present of a bicycle

stand."

... .f*!?.
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DANGER IN OVERHEATING.

Many nuclianics l<n> oi'tvii dciKnil upon the

method or formula in hardening steel, with-

out regard to the extreme care which both

heating and cooling require. It is frecjuently

'-tated that "^teel can not be overheated in a

f^l^ed bath, like lead or cyanide, when there is

no question but that the danger is as great

in this methocl ,t.s in others.

How to heat is a question upon which there

are so many varying opinions among suc-

cessful .steel hardeners as to make it difficult

to lay down any positive rules. The most

important |>oint is the cooling down from the

proper heat.

If the steel becomes too hot for quenching

while being heated, the remedy is not in shift-

ing it in the fire or b.ith and letting it cool

down, as the temperature will be rccorde<l in

the grain of the steel, or, perhaps, in harden-

ing cracks. The only thing to do is to let the

piece grow cool as for annealing, then reheat

for hardening tn the proper degree, and it will

usually be found that the grain, instead of

being coarse and brittle, will be fine and

strong

LEARNED AT LA PORTS.

A Wheel man who called on the Crown
factory, at La Porte, Ind., recently, found it

in active shape, in obedience to the steady

stream of orders that its proprietors. John
Lonn & Sons Co.. have been favored with

since the business passed into their hati<ls.

The policy on which it has been possible to

secure the satisfactory business they are do-

ing is enunciated by E. J. Lonn, secretary of

the concern, as the furnishing of a strong and
well-looking wheel at a particularly low price.

This seems the usual manufacturer's motto,

but a tour of the factory and an occasional ex-

planatory word convince the visitor that

there do exist possibilities for the making of

a good product at a low figure with the Lonn
Company that arc not always present in the

average factory. For instance, although

there arc several models at diflferent prices,

the frame and fork construction and general

make-up of the models are identical, tlie dif-

ference in price being explained mainly by a

difference in finish and equipment. This fact

alone is responsible for a saving in manufac-

ture that the Lonn Company state their agents

are very willing to accept.

The Lonn Company are making three mod-
els each in women's and men's styles. The
Cyrus, with outside joints, lists at $^i"). An-

other Cyrus, identical with its mate in every

respect except that it has flush joints, lists at

$4i». The Crown, flush-jointed, and with a

wide option as to equipment, Hsts at ^.^n.

NEW COLUMBIA MOVE.

An extensive sundry department is the latest

move of the Pope Manufacturing Co. Its in-

troduction is no exception to the way the

Pope Company has of stepping at once into

the first rank of everything they undertake.

On the same extensive scale that marks the

launching of their every business scheme have

they come suddenly, conspicuously and unex-

pectedly into the sundry field, with a vim and

energy that betoken success from the start.

In entering the field as jobbers and dealers

ill bicycle sundries, the Pope Company must

necessarily occupy a leading position by rea-

son of their high standing in the bicycle busi-

ness. Their facilities for reaching the con-

sumer through the channels of their selling

system and army of traveling men, aflford un-

excelled opportunities for buying and selling

at the lowest prevailing prices. Estimates may
be obtained either from traveling representa-

tives or direct from the sundry department of

the company's Hartford oflices. and no pains

will be spared in executing orders with

protnptness and in attending the demands of

all patrons or responding to inquiries.

The sundry catalogue, now just issued, at-

tractively illustrates, describes and values the

many necessary articles of equipment that so

add to the comfort and pleasure of cycling. It

wilTbe mailed upon application.

No rider who knows he is a fool is one.

EQUIPPED WITH CHRISTYS.

A leadiuK einiipnicnt on the Featherstone

bicycles, which will be handled by A. G.

Spalding & Bros., will be the Christy anatomi-

cal saddle. .

IN KE HARGAIN COUNTER.

Remember, when the extremely low-priced

wheel is offered you, that it takes two to make

a bargain, but it is only one that gets it.
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EDITOR, - UNCLE THOMAS.
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SE)E TALKS."
By Frank T. Fowler.

The, price of the '98 Fowler is $G0.

The maker of a high-grade wlieel wlio

charges more than $60 does so for one

of two reasons:

(1) Either he guesses at the cost of his

product and is making immense allow-

ance for "incidentals," or else

(2) He wants more than a legitimate

profit.

The Fowler Truss Frame Bicycle at $60

Is a wheel with materials as good as

anybody's, and far better than the average

found in wheels that list higher; with the

highest-priced equipment obtainable, with

a name on which $'236,000, or more, has

been e.xpcndcd in four years to establish

a favorable reputation.

It is known—with probably two ex-

ceptions—as well as any wheel in the

world, and its like was never before

offered at anywhere near the price here

named. It is high-grade—every ounce

of it.

Remember, too, that the policy of the

company that makes it is dictated solely

by one man, and that man is

FRANK T. FOWLER,
The man—the maker—the seller—-who
knows personally more agents, dealers

and riders in the United States than any

one else in the business—the man who
treats every one right, when given a

chance, but who will hit back at a wrong
with all his power.

By the way, the people who don't like

Frank T. Fowler are those who don't

know him.

Funny, isn't it?

Of course, his competitors have emin-

ently good reasons for the bias of their

opinions. When a strong man elbows his

way through a crowd and gets safely be-

yond, it is natural for "the elbowed" to

feel "hurt!"

Here is a real fact: No agent, dealer,

rider, business man or friend can truth-

fully say that Frank T. Fowler ever took

advantage of him to the amount of one

cent. He looks one straight in the eye in

talking in person, and, in a way, he also

does it in these type-talks.

Now, you know what we think on the

price question, and where we stand in

Quality (always "with a capital Q"), and

something of our business policy.

Won't you be equally straightforward

and prompt?

Write at once to the man who says

"Yes" or "No" in all the affairs of the

Fowler Cycle Wofks; who makes the

wheel you are asked to handle—the Fow-
ler TrusS' Frame Bicycle.

Write to me!
Yours cordially,

FRANK T. FOWLER.

ABOUT THE CHAINLESS.
Our large testing and experimental

laboratories are at this writing filled with
skilled mechanics, half-crazed by the dif-

ficulties attending the construction of

cog-wheels.
They look nice, but it is funny—when

these wheels got out into practical use
they ground, snapped, cracked and rode
like log-wagons up hill or when called

on to do the work of an every-day bi-

cycle, and, do you know, when the frame
got a little out of alignment in shipping
or in use, it—well, it's awful to confess

—

but it didn't go at all.

We will be frank with you in this mat-
ter, and keep you posted as to how the
Chainless progresses.

P. S.—When Fowler trusts his name on
a chainless it will be a CHAINLESS BI-
CYCLE, and will fill the niche that a

chainless should fill.

Fowler never experiments with the

public pocket-book. No guess-work
about Fowler. That is why a brand-new
Fowler wheel (worth $100, when based on
competitors' guessing or big profits) sells

for $60.

See?

MORE VALUE—
JHAN.WAS EVER^
&EFORE OFFERED

MUE CYCLE-BUYINO
PU&LIC FOR

ITRUMI

7r

/*^

i

I
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AN UVEKWOUKKli W(»KI).

In relation to the very much overworked

word "chainless," the "American Macliinist"

has this to say: "There 's much to warrant

the belief that the word 'chainless' is in the

near future to be used to conjure many dol-

lars out of the pockets of credulous and over-

sanguine ^-heelmen.

"It will be very proper for all to remember,

even if they have to exert themselves a little

to keep the fact in mind, that no loud and per-

sistent iteration of this magic word does really

effect any actual deterioration of the now al-

most universal chain and sprocket. The chain

is not a bit worse, is as good in every particu-

lar as it was before the chainless din began to

be heard.

"We are saying not a word here as to

whether some of the novel chainless devices

are any better, or as good as, or not as good

as the chain-driven wheel, but we merely wish

to insist that the term chainless is not neces-

sarily an adjective which guarantees superla-

tive excellence, or, indeed, carries the slight-

est presumption of improvement.

"Cliainiess is a negative term and means

simply, just as crankless or tubeless might

mean, something different in style of con-

stmction of in means of propulsion. The
chainless wheel being simply something dif-

ferent, it should be examined and tried upon

that basis. The fairest of fair play is surely

enough to accord it

"Superiority in service will not eventually

be determined by nomenclature, however it

may sound at the beginning. The makers of

wheels have generally, and most successfully,

striven to produce in every detail the most ex-

cellent and reliable machine that man could

imagine, and have indeed gone far beyond

what those best informed would a few years

ago have dared to hope for.

"We may be assured that now that the chain-

less feature is employing their best talent,

both in designing and in manufacturing, the

product will be at least worthy of most re-

spectful consideration, as it must also invite

all honest criticism."

AN UNAPPRECIATED GENIUS.

This was in Boston. He was shabbily

dres.sed, and so he sat by the curb sawing at a

violin. Beside him on the ground rested his

violin box with his battered hat perched on

it, with the crown gaping for charitable coins.

On the front of his coat he had his li-

cense number, and below this, on a sort of

shield, almost as big as an apron, was his ap-

peal to the public, or, rather, to the capitalis-

tic portion of it. It was this that really drew
attention. Here it is, verbatim et literatum:

The bearer, a machinist, an in%cntor &
the Trick Bicycle Rider of Lowell, Mass., &
N. II., is tryinff to be employed. He has

many valuable inventions, but inventors arc

often considered insane, still capitalists are in-

vited to examine and see they arc worth
millions. 1st. Some means to d» impossible

things. 2d to keep i always

m nrrfrct tlinr ."Ul •,€;_ gjj; _

f (or the ciitfinccr to

t' cars. 4th a Unicycle
that wiii not fall, etc. ftth to travel VX) miles

a second; or go from New V'.flf <- London
in ui hour.

WANTED-
A Moneyed partner (or the above.

LARGE BALLS IN PEDALS.

In the accompanying diagrams are illus-

trated the American Watch Tool Co.'s ideas

on the necessity for larf2yr__balls than have

hitherto been used in pedal manufacture. A
great deal of annoyance has been caused by

pedal bearings rapidly wearing out, and the

annexed figures, in connection with the dia-

grams, will afford some valuable information

on the subject.

The length of the crank is assumed to be

C inches: the radius of the crank-shaft cone

oy

»>

}-inch; the distance from the centre of the

pedal to the edge of the side-plate, IJ inches;

and the radius of the pedal ball-cup, f-inch.

By the diagram of leverages shown, it will

be seen that four times as much power is re-

quired to overcome 1 ounce of friction in the

pedal as in the crank-hanger.

Assuming the crank to be 6 inches long, the

radius of the sprocket to be 3 inches, and the

perpendicular pedal pressure to be 100 pounds,

then

At

onclialf turn of the pcd,il 167.7

As there is a pressure of 50 pounds on each

bearing of the pedal, the proportion of the

<h
6' *

Pounds. Pounds.
A chain Strain 0.0; crank shaft pre ssure 100.0

n ' "
76.5; 125.9

c •' "
141.4; 172.8

n " "
184.7; 210.3

E " "
200.0; " 223.6

F " "
184.7; 210.3

('. " " 14L4; 172.8

,n.T Ik

"
76.5; "

SIT. ^r.>nlr..,t,ol (nr
126.9

^

* k c

pressure on each pcd.il-bearing to the average

pressure on the crank -shaft is 50. 107.7 or 3-10

nearly.

Assuming the diameter of the balls in the

crank-hanger to be 7-lfi inch, the diameter of

the balls in the pedals, if in proportion, should

be:

For the strain: .20-inch (lJ)-64-inch)—ob-

tained as follows—10 : 8 : : (7-16)' : x*.

For the wear: 2'1-inch (nearly J-inch)—ob-

tained as follow*—10 : 8 : : (7-lG)* : x*.

KNOW A GOOD THING.

That American ideas in the cycling line are

sometimes appreciated—even in England— is

evidenced by the illustrations with which some
of the English parts makers are setting forth

tlieir wares in the columns of the English

press.

For instance, a saddle is now being adver-

tised which bears a most remarkable resemb-

lance to the hygienic or anatomical types that

are so prevalent in this country. In fact, it

would be impossible to tell which is American

and which English, if some of the American

makes were placed side by side with the Eng-
lish saddles.

Another idea which seems to have caught

on with the Englishmen is that of the adjust-

able pedal with movable side-plates, to fit, as

the English advertisement puts it, "the dainti-

est foot or the widest shooting boot." It goes

without saying that it is capable of much
wider adjustment than the American type

from which it is copied, inasmuch as the

"widest shooting boot" of English manufac-

ture is something fearful and wonderful to

behold. ' Indeed, it is scarcely conceivable that

it could be used for cycling purposes at all.

AND THERE YOU ARE.

"What bicycle do you like best?" the tall

youth with the very small mustache earnestly

inquired of the sweet young lady with the

$4-buncli of violets and dress waist covered

with souvenirs, at the Philadelphia Cycle

Show.

"Oh, the Tweedledee agent is giving away
just the most-too-cute-for-anything button

souvenir!" she gushed rapturously; "but the

Woozlewhang agent has a just-too-lovely-

stick-pin-for-any-earthly-use, in the shape of

a handle-bar! And, oh, dear! I must not for-

iret the dearest, s-w-e-etest-sweet-really-truly-

sterling-silver-little-love-of-a- sprocket - wheel

bangle souvenir the Jamboree agent ran short

on this afternoon, just after I got in line a

.>econd time to get another one! I think

it is just too lovely for anything! And have

you one of those dearest-dear-little-perfectly-

awfully - heavenly -that-ever-was-little-rubber-

ring souvenirs that the Plunkplunk tire agent

has? I think that it is just as. sweet and dear

and perfectly cute and lovely as it can be!

Don't vou think so?"

WHAT PA PREFERRED.

The young people were discussing bicycles

and the improvements recently introduced,

especially the chain elimination.

"I don't think a wheel can be safe without

a chain," said Ethel.

"Nonsense," replied Tom; "I tried a chain-

less wheel yesterday and it was the easiest

driven wheel I ever rode. I am going to get

one sure ne.\t season."

"What do you think of it, papa?" asked

Ethel.

"My preference," growled papa, who has to

foot all the bills, "would be for a wheelless

wheel without either a frame or price."

THE REPAIRER.

For many yean he retted on earth.

And now hc'» renting iitill;

The only exrrci«e he ever took

Waa runiung up bit bilL



THE BEAUTIFUL LINES OF THE

^ BARNES BICYCLE ^
for J 898 cannot be duplicated; therefore, Wise Buyers buy White Flyers.

In looking over the new White Flyer models it requires some time to

comprehend the number of changes which have bsen made, but the first

and lasting impression is that the same amount of merit cannot be found

in any other single bicycle manufactured.

THE NEW INTERNAL FLUSH HANDLE-BAR CLAMP is a catchy device and quickly

appreciated. The DIRECT SELF-LOCKING SPOKE is very neat and mechanically perfect. The
BARNES BIPLANE SPROCKETS will be the talk of the season; nothing can equal them for

easy running.

Barnes Prices for 1 898 :

SPECIALS AND ROAD RACERS, ^60 and ^75;
RACERS, ;S100; TANDEMS, ^125; CHAINLESS, ;$125.

Will be pleased to give full particulars and make quotations on application.

THE BARNES CYCLE COMPANY, SYRACUSE, N. Y.
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with its many new and

original features, equipped

with all that goes to make

an attractive and

HIGH-GRADE NA/HEEL
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and which contains such talking-points as our new CRANK-
HANGER ARRANGEMENT, SEAT-POST ADJUSTER,
CHAIN ADJUSTER, TRIPLE FORK-CROWN, and equipped

with the highest-grade equipment purchasable, is certainly a wheel

which fits all requirements, and the one for high-grade dealers to tie to.

WANTED.
Hustling, up-to-date dealers to represent the

ever-ready and reliable Olive. <M J^ J* J^ J^

THE OLIVE WHEEL CO.,
Syracuse, N. Y.

4-
4.

4-
4-

Kindly mention Tlio Wlu'ol.
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CHANGED FUK TUE BETTEK.

Lovely woman long, long ago made up

her mind to ride the bicycle, and it is a

waste of tin\e lor the lieatlien to rage furious-

ly together about it. or for any one to imagine

vain things. She will ride the bicycle though

the elements should melt with fervent heat and

the heavens should roll up like a scroll.

For "when a woman says she will, she will,

you may depend on it."

The question of what effect this determina-

tion is going to have upon lovely woman is

merely an academic problem, for it would

not alter her determination to show her that

battle, storms and earthquakes would be the

immediate results.

In the olden time, while the boys of a fam-

ily were out playing ball and taking all man-

ner of exercise in the fresh air, gaining health

and strength, the girls were kept prim and

taught that they must not be tom-boys. and

all sorts of healthful exercise were denied

them.

Miss Hannah More tells that in her youth

she had to sit so many hours a day with a ring

around her neck binding her to a chair to

make her back straight.

Now, young women, thanks to cycling, de-

clare themselves more or less free and inde-

pendent of many absurd shackles. So many,

mdced. that it is becoming a question whether

she will know just where to stop.

COMES THE SEASON.

Buying a wheel is for the ordinary man a

very important operation, and at this season

he is looking over the new models and is mak-

ing up his mind about t'ne one he will ride

for the year. The would-be cyclist is still an-

other class, and approaches the problem from

a different standpoint.

It is rather odd. whether there is any spe-

cial instinct in it or not. remains to be seen;

whether the bicycle being tlic natural succes-

sor <ii the hor>e. the man buying one expects

the same kind of treatment. The average man
pur.sues the same methods in buying a bicycle

that he would in a horse trade. In most in-

»tanre>i the buyer thinks he knows more about

n whrel than the man who is selling it. and he

appear> to have a notion that the man will

cover up the defects and enlarge upon the

good points, all of which shows even the

novice is no' as green as he might be.

BICYCLES ON TUE BOKDEKS.

The United States Treasury Department
has instructed ofticers of the customs on the

Canadian and Mexican frontiers to permit

well-known parties to pass into the United

States with the teams which they may be driv-

ing, and remain for a period not exceeding

three days without exacting cluty on such

teams; and the department has applied these

instructions to bicycles belonging to persons

crossing and recrossing the frontiers.

SADDEST OF ALL.

'Tis sad upon a pleasant cvc to watch the western sky.

To see its golden glory fade, to see the daylight die;

The gold is tarnished lurid red, the red to somhrc

gray.

.\nd like the sky. one's thoughts grow sad to sec the

death of day.

'Tis sad to nurse day after day an unrequited love.

.\nd wear a smile to keep from men what one is

thinking of;

To feel a passion stronger grow while hope is on

the wane

—

.Ml, this is sadness from the dregs ol sorrow's cup

of pain.

'Tis sad to see a fair young girl, as beautiful as day.

Whose slightest glance, whose faintest smile, would

make the saddest gay.

The azure depths of whose soft eyes a virgin soul

reveal,

I'.ccome a skimp-skirted scorcher upon a racing wheel.

Itut sadder still than all of these, more infinitely sad.

More piteous than ever was the waning century fad,

.More truly sad than daylight's death or love's des-

pairing lire.

To see a man with gas-pipe legs in cycling attire.

AN UKIENTAL FIT.

That lucycle seems to have a sort of harem-

scarem way about it, observed the Sultan,

with a sudden flash of inspiration, as wife

number twenty-seven, who was learning to

ride, fairly scooted across the palace floor, ac-

companied by a swish of female drapery and

a chorus of high C shrieks from several hun-

dred excited women who were all endeavor-

ing to clamber on the state divan at once,

and then the imperial humorist fell off the

throne and rolled across the well-carpeted

lloor in convulsions of merriment at his own
wit. which was almost as much of a surprise

to himself as it was to the rest of the faith-

ful, to say nothing of the offending bicycle,

which had foiuul a comfortable resting-place

iipfm the divan aforementioned.

FOR FOREIGN TOURISTS.

Joseph Penncll, Foreign Marshal of the

L. A. W., writes Thk Wheel as follows:

Will you kindly make the announcement

ihjit all cyclers passing European frontiers.

.<;ive those of Great Britain, must be furnished

with a member's ticket, in some European

Cycle Touring Club, to avoid the payment of

customs duty? C. T. C. members are passed

with the least formalities.

The American representative of the club is

F. W. Weston, Savin Hill. Boston. Mass.,"

who will furnish all information.

We hope shortly to perfect arrangements

by which L. A. W. members will also be

l)assed free on production of their ticket.

The I'nitcd States Minister at Rome makes

announcement of Italian arrangements, con-

cluded with the Italian Government, by whicii

any member of the L. .\. W. may enter Italy

al any customs point on the Italian frontier

and have his wheel passed free of duty by

simply exhibiting to the customs officials his

membership ticket and signing a card for

identification.

THE WHEEL DID IT.

"Never caught a thing!" declared the old

man. "Never even got a decent bite. Got

up before daylight and rode and walked forty

miles, spent $3 in fares and $5 for sandwiches

and rum, and never tcched "em.

"Fishin" ain't what it used to be, anyhow,"

he continued, mournfully. "We used to go

round New York 'most anywheres and bring

in a good mess. Now you can't bring any-

thing but a load."

"How do you account for it?" I inquired

sympathetically.

"The bicycle," said he.

"Wha-at? What in the world has the bicy-

cle got to do with it?"

"I don't know—everybody says it's the bi-

cycle, you see. The bicycle has just everlast-

ingly knocked the spots out of fishin', 'n

e\erything else—so they say. Few years ago

it was the Sherman law. Then it was the

Dingley law. Next year it will probably be

silver. Just now it is the bicycle. 'S plum'

discouragin', but I s'pose we've got to stand

it

"

A SADDLE....
nude rr«iiii

fti:i.KC'Ti:i» i.i:atiii:k,

Ti::ni>i:Ki:i» «iTi:i^:i. <(i>iii\<.i«, OK
HTERI. l*<»KT-ri.AinPN, J

ITIiKlr Troni

I.EATIIKR KIDJi:<T§,

IRO:V WIRE NPRIIVG$< ;>,

€A«tT-IRO\ i>ovr-< i.Aivirs,

Might Look Somewhat Alike. BUT —

Saddles
arc made from

Best Materials.

SEM) H)K (:atalo(..

" " ^U'VU LLtN A CO..

ChlLBgo and New > i>rk. HUNT MFG. e©., Westboro, Mass.
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Record Pedal
Mfg. Co., ...Eleven Models to choose from.

Htghiandviiie, . . . Pfompt deliveries of all styles.

...Order early and often.
5^

Kindly mention The Wheel
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Dust Proof. Weight, 1 Ounce. Water Proof.

The Cyclometer That Revolutionized Cyclometers.
EXACT SIZE.

10,000 Miles and Repeat.

PRICE, $1.00.

- THE VEEOER. -

THE VEEDER MFG. CO.,

Positive IVIechanism.

HARTFORD, CONN
Absolutely Accurate.
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LOOKS, PEEPS AND HOOTS.

Now that it is so vcr>' popular to winter in

the Carolina backwoods districts, and as the

majority of winterers from the North take

their bicycles with them, the winterer must be

prepared for a surprise the first time he loses

his way asd asks the first native he meets how
far it is to the town wherein his hotel is lo-

cated. E.xpecting to hear the native reply that

it is a mile, two miles, or whatever the dist-

ance is in miles, the winterer will undoubtedly

be surprised and puzzled when the native says,

after due deliberation:

"Well, suh, it's about two looks from hyuh,

suh, I reckon. May be two looks an' a peep,

though, suh. It's a right smart ways, any-

how, suh."

The wheelman is obliged, of course, to ask

for a solution of this puzzle, and will then

learn that a "look," as a measure, is the limit

of vision ahead of you from tne spot where

you arc at, and it may be a turn in the road a

hundred yards away or a point a mile or more

distant. You ride to the end of that "look,"

and from there take another look to the fur-

thest object in sight as your course lies and

ride on to that. If you have been told that

your destination is two looks ahead, when you

get to the end of the second look, there you

are. If it is two looks and a peep, you "peep"

ofT to one side of the road or the other from

the second look and .see the place you are

after.

One time a New Yorker down in North

Carolina started on his wheel to join some

friends who were hunting wild turkeys in the

piney woods. They had gone out for a day's

sport when he arrived and he started to hunt

them up. Not having found any sign of them

after riding about for half a day, he met a native

in an old road, and asked him if he had seen

anything of the party.

"Yes, suh," he replied. "They're up this

road yonduh, three looks and a hoot, suh."

The New Yorker thought the native was

guying him, and started off in a huff. He
rode on until he came to a bridge, where he

met another piney woods denizen at work, and

he asked the same question. The man looked

up the road. The farthest thing in sight was a

big pine tree, nearly a mile away.

"Yes, suh, I seen 'em 'smawiiin', suh." he

said. "They was jes' 'bout one look an' a hoot

from hyuh then, suh."

The rider glared at the man and went

grumbling on his way. Just before he came to

the big pine tree another native came out of

til. .ind the New Yorker, with much
ni: iskrd hint the question he had put

to the utiicrs.

"Oh, yrs. suh," was the reply. "They only

;!i a hoot, suh."

:i.i:i'. c turned towards the woods, put

! on each side of hi* mouth, and shouted

-o-oo—hoot!"
lit <nd> » similar cry came back

from

. suh I" exclaimed the native,

.h."

And It was. Thry were two looks and a

hoot from the place where tl>r \*. ^v w.ri nr

had first inquired for them.

IS IT A NECESSITY?

It has been decided by judicial decision in

a recent English court that a bicycle is not an

article of necessity for an infant. It appears

that an English woman purchased a bicycle on

installments, upon which (Icf.iull was made in

payment, and the company selling the machine

sued for the unpaid balance, contending that

for an infant a bicycle had nowadays become

a necessity." The Commissioner before whom
the case was tried declined to accept that vieW,

devoutly thanking Providence that such a de-

plorable state of civilization had not yet been

reached.

HIS DAV WAS DONE.

Only a horse!

A backwoods horse; and yet

.\n animal of noljle lineage,

With right to boast of bluest English blood

That ever flowed through equine veins and knew

It not! An eventful life he led

Upon the woodland farm. A stolid man

His owner was, in* whose lacklustre eyes

A horse was but a horse, and nothing more;

Who neither knew nor cared to know the worth

Of pedigree in horseflesh, and who worked

The noble.sj beast from year to year, in dull

Routine of service at the plough, or drove

Ilis fiery, yet tamed lluce|>h.ijus

With grist of corn to mill beyond the ridge.

Or to the ancient buggy hitched him up

.\nd drove on Sundays to the meetinghouse.

In Thompson's Grove, a dozen miles away.

.\nd so the years rolled on, and poor old Prince,

No longer in his prime, was sold one day

For forty dollars to a keen-eyed man
.\nd driven to the nearest market town

.\nd crowded in an ill-smelling car

With ten or fifteen others, and sent East.

One gray, cold morning, from his narrow stall

In the big barn where he now found himself.

Old Prince was taken forth. A street car stood

Upon an iron, track. They hustled him

In front of it. He heard the clank of chains,

.\nd presently, a corporation's slave.

He moved off down the street, the noisy cir

Rattling behind him. Patiently old Prince

.\mblcd along. It was all one to him.

The heyiley of his youth had passed, and life

Held nothing that a self-respecting horse

Need worry over.

Merciful powers!

What is that? A boy, or what seems a boy.

Rides upon a strange and fearful-looking

Thing with two wheels, one before the other.

His back is humped. His face is set and stern.

His feet fly madly up and down, as if

.Some fearful ag4>ny possessed him! I.o,

What is it? Quivering in every limb,

With nostrils distended and a snort

Of rage and terror. Old Prince Mood straight up.

The blood of his long and nnblc line

Of English sires rose in a righteous wrath

And sense of burning outrage. With n bound
His youth and strength came back. He set his jaws.

Threw l>ack his cars and tore along the track

At racing speed—a strange, unheard of sight

—

A carhorse running away and dragging

The car after him! t'almly the driver

Applied the brake. The harne-is held. Old Prince

.Slackened by degrees his spccil. In his eyes

The fire died out. The deadly brake had done
lis work as a di*cour.igrr and broke

The spirit of another horse.

The other d«jr

Thry took him nut lo Canarsie

And left him. (iluc factory. Two dollars.

THEY ARE Nl'MEKoLS

Riders who say that they first find out that

they arc right and then stick to it in their

cycling, arc usually wrong.

THIN, MAYRB.

"No; you shall not wear it, and that set-

tles it."

"I suppose you think people would laugh

at mc."

"No; I'm not so much afraid of that as I am
that when they saw you in a short skirt they

would laugh at your husband, and that's mc."

ONE DRUGGIST'S IDEAS.

A druggist who is himself a rider has fig-

ured out various wants of the constant wheel-

man, such as heretofore have been little

tliought of. There would be a good doinand,

he thinks, for something both palatable and

nourishing in the way of cyclists' portable

food. Meat lozenges, he says, are too salt, and

meat biscuits are by no means satisfactory.

A great many riders require—or think they

require—a tonic, and the druggist wheelman

suggests the following as a safe and refreshing

tonic eli.xir:

Tincture cinchona, 2-} ounces; tincture nux

vomica, 640 minims; spirits orange com-

pound, U. S. P., 1 drachm; dilute hydro-

chloric acid, IJ drachms; syrup, 6 ounces;

water enough to make 16 ounces. Let the

mixture stand 12 hours and filter through

kaolin. Dose, one or two tcaspoonfuls in

water three times a day.

For exceptional occasions it is suggested

that i of a grain of cocaine-hydrochlorate

may be added to each one drachm, but such

addition should not be used for many doses

together.

Thirst assuagers, in the form of effervescing

tablets or lozenges, are recommended as being

decidedly useful to cycle tourists, specially in

hot weather. A quill toothpick, carried be-

tween the lips, is suggested as one of the best

means of keeping the mouth cool.

For the purpose of relieving the limbs of

stiflfness or soreness the druggist advises that

acetated turpentine liniment, with or without

the addition of a little ether, will be found

exceedingly useful. If an ointment is requir-

ed, a mixture of lanolin and vaseline, suitably

perfumed, is recommended as an excellent

thing.

NOT TO BE DENIED.

It is quite safe to say that in the three mo-

mentous matters of light, locomotion and

communication, the progress efTected in this

generation contrasts most surprisingly with

the aggregate of the progress efTected in all

previous generations combined.

Take the case of locomotion. The chariots

of the Olympic games scoured the plains just

as fast as the carriages of "one-hoss shay" ilk

that h;i\e had their passing not so very long

ago.

When ,M)rahani desired to send a message

to Lot he dispatched a man on horseback,

who gallojicd twelve miles an hour, ttefore

the era of steam and electricity and bicycles,

how much better could our fathers have done'

The small, swift, light and noiseless bicycle,

perhaps still in its mechanical infancy, has al-

ready done more to solve the question of con-

\e!tient and rapid transit, subject entirely to

the will of the individual, than any other

agency.

Trains and cars must run on tracks, horses

are too slow, the motor carriage is yet to be

reckoned with, but the bicycle has made pos-

sible ft)r its hundreds of thousands a range

of health and speed, exercise and happiness

th.Tt would astonish our grandfathers no less

than the most remote of our ancestors.

THE DAY AM) ITS OWN.

Cycling w.is not made for the Sabbath. The
Sabbath was made for the Sunday papers and

sensational preachers.
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Everybody Knows that

WORLD CYCLES^ii^ALL RIGHT.

BEST MATERIAL. .56^,^

BEST WORKMANSHIP.
BEST FINISH. ^.^.^^^

AGENTS, WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND DISCOUNTS.

FERRIN & JACKSON,
7 Park Square, - BOSTON, MASS.

Distributing and Selling Agents for

New England States. <M ^ .^.^^^

Manufactured by

Arnold^ Schwinn & Co*
CHICAGO.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

~ ~®b(s)6(;)S(s)0®<

It is only common-sense business policy to put 98 pedals

on '98 bicycles. You will surely do this if you use the

^ SIDWELL PEDAL. ^
Quick and positive adjustment*

Style^ quality^ up-to-date features sell bicycles.

Our pedals help.

KiiiiUy iiirntion The \Vhc«l.

I

s

SIDWELL PEDAL CO., 221 Columbus Ave., Boston, IMass. |

C>(iO(!)0(i)0(i)0(i)0(i)0(!X5(j)0(^^

i
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AMEKICA.N BICYCLE EXPORTS l.NCHEASI.NG.

Of great interest to American manufactur-

rrs and expnrters is the statement of the ex-

ports of bicycles from the United States,

which have just been completed for the month

of November, the latest period for which the

official figures have been compiled by the

Treasury Department. The total number ex-

ported during the month amounted to $328,-

458, against $."V>.'>."_'18 worth exported a year

ago. The total for the eleven months

amounted to $<i,44.').<Mi2.

Shipments to the various countries were di-

vided as follows: The United Kingdom took

$73,081 in 18!t7. against $!M,{»-J9 in 18%. Total

for the eleven months amounted to $2,041,191,

against $l,23.3.1Cii for the year before. France

received $12,181. against 91,920. Total for the

eleven months. $259,224. as compared with

$124,714 the year before. Germany to the

value of $52,139, as compared with 189fi. which

was $17,654. During the eleven months of

1897 the value of the exports amounted to

$1,199,915, as against $233,880 the year before.

Other European countries received to the

value of $35,089, during November of last

year.

The total for the eleven months end-

ing November, 1897, amounted to $1.0(52,-

S2r>, with $42fi,848 during the correspond-

ing period of a year ago. Shipments

to British North America amounted to $23.-

•181, against $21,384. Total during the eleven

months, $721,483, with $.^.36,203 last year. Cen-

tral American States and British Honduris

received shipments to the value of $1.81o.

against $9,758 last year. Total for the eleven

months, $2o,.'i»>8. as compared with $(18,013.

Mexico received $4,081. and $4,021 t!u

yrar before: eleven monllis amounted to

$03,914, as compared with $40,773 last year.

Santo Domingo received $135, against $105:

total for eleven months $.3,915. against $1,083.

Cuba, of $780. against $144: total for eleven

months, $8,2(i2. against $4,83<i. Puerto Kicu.

M13. as against $45: total, $3,908, against

$8,179. Other West Indies and Bermuda to

the value of $7.!»24. against $10.1.^4 last year:

total for the eleven mnnths amounted to $117.-

757, as compared with $47,718 the year bcfon-.

.Xrgentina. $4,940. against $.3,932; total for

eleven month'^. $40,918, and $19,951 in "90.

Brazil. $I,l<rJ. against $3..'.54. Eleven

months amounted to $45,011. .igainst $21,544.

Columbia. $2,089. against $1,0.50; total, $19,960.

as compared with $19.98<^t. Other South

American countries received to the value

of $^1,018. as compared with $.3.3.15 in

November a year ago. The total for the flcvcn

months amrmnted to $50,016. as compared
i.il, 411.".\« during the year previous.

i.orts were $3.24o against but $2.50

Total for eleven months,

red with $M.213. To British

t $215; total

-10 105 TajMn,

total. %4'£4,4i».

,K., i , '•> other Asian

C'luntrir* .ir $>5.181, against

$1,305 worili iM >< ir I h. toLiI for the

eleven nuinihs amoimled to $<}8.KH8, an com-
|i.irr«| vluch Wi

VE.NTILATED A.NU COMIOHTABLE.

Interesting to the trade will i)rove the

Lenox .Vnatomical Saddle, which is the

principal item in a line which the Lenox
Manufacturing Co.. of 197 Grand street. New
York, are showing. Considerably improved

for this year, this saddle is built of light but

strong metal, heavily nickel-plated and having

one continuous pad or cushion, forming a

hygienic opening in the centre, which also

forms a groove in the back of the saddle, al-

lowing ventilation and a free circulation of air.

Tlie shape of the saddle is >uch as to give the

rider a good, firm seat and to allow the legs to

reach the pedals without pressure or chafing.

The ladies' Lenox has a wider seat and the

puiuim-1 is much siiortcr. All springs are

constructed of one piece with the coils in such

a position as to give the best results from the

most simple arrangement. The wire is not

crossed at any point, thus avoiding friction or

noise from parts scraping each other.

Lenox racing saddles have a broad, firm

seat with a narrow pommel. They are shaped

to fit the form and have a hygienic opening

in the centre, giving a free circulation of air.

The base is formed of steel, which is covered

with a layer of felt and afterwards with fine

«..i(ldle leather. The ladies' racing saddle is

somewhat wider and has a sliorter pommel.

It has ample seating capacity and is tliorough-

ly comfortable. The new factory of the Lenox
Company is equipped with the latest machin-

ery and their facilities are such that they can

ginrantee deliverie-i both for the home and

export trade.

SQUEBZING THE WATER OUT.

'Ihere was a conspicuous decline last year

in the shares of English cycle manufacturing

companies. The shares of forty of these com-

panies, which had a n<miinal capitali^fation of

$19,22(1.175, were sold during the last year to

the confiding public at prices representing a

valuation of $(iO.O(!8.0(i.5. The i|uotalions of

ilirse shares have now fallen nearly one-half,

or to figures representing a value <»f $.'H,4I6.-

(i70. the various Dunlop companies having suf-

fered the greatest loss

'"ictilt moiini 1>> rim-

iicc it is mastered

FOR SATISFACTION'S SAKE

vvniild mil live nlway;

I .i<k n»i i<< <tay:

But will Timr "hi<lr wrr" wilt) tii« rcnprr

luat In Rivr me a chanrr
i •. Ilir ilralrrs Miy

:

"I lolU yuu IhoM whccli wuuld Uc vlicupci

GOOD ME.\; GOOD IDEAS.

Washington. D. C, Jan. 22.—The American

.\ssociation of Inventors and Manufacturers

has been in session in this city during the

present week. The association numbers

among its members some of the most promi-

nent inventors and scientists in the country,

among whom are Nicola Tesla, Dr. R. J.

Gatling, Col. Albert A. Pope, .\lexander

Graham Rcll. Elihu Thompson, etc.

The following amendments to the Constitu-

tion were adopted: "The object of this asso-

ciation is to maintain, foster and protect the

patent system of the United States, to increase

the efficiency of its operation and the stability

of patent property." The association aims

to strengthen public opinion favorable to the

patent system, by demonstrating the enormous

advantages which have been derived by the

people of the United States therefrom, in the

increase of manufactures and material wealth

which has resulted froin new machines and

methods produced under the stimulus of the

legal protection afforded to inventors by the

patent system of the United States. It will

endeavor to procure from Congress legislation

authorizing the Patent Office, the only depart-

incnt of the Government which pays all of its

expenses out of its income, 10 spend so much

of that income as may be necessary for the

scientific, thorough and efficient examination

of applications for patents, to the end that

p.itents may be granted only for inventions

undoubtedly new. and to strengthen the legal

remedies for the protection of such patents as

may be issued after a thorough exam-

ination. Resolutions were also adopted

favoring the removal from the Patent

Oifice to the National Museum of such

models as are not now required in connec-

tion with the transaction of business, such

models being "relics" of the unprecedented

progress of science and the useful arts during

the last half century.

In his address to the association, President

Richards spoke of the necessity for an active

organization for promoting the interest which

the association has at heart—the proper Gov-

ernmental aid to inventors, the commercial

value and importance of inventions, the ways

and means by which the work of the Patent

Oftice may be enlarged and bettered, and the

relations existing between employer and em-

ployed. President Richards urged the mem-

bers of the society to continue to present to

the people and the Congress the just claims

of the Patent OtTice, through which the scien-

tific and industrial achievements of the most

progressive classes are made more available

to all people of every country.

SELLING lULl.V I'ENN BICYCLES.

When bit yell s are bought for Philadelphia's

cycle police, bids are advertised for. and then

each bidder is lold to bring a sample of his

wheel to headquarters to be passed upon by

a mechanical expert, who was fc)rmerly em-

ployed by the Cramp Ship Building Co. His

duties arc to examine the samples and to pass

upon the respective merits of the machines.

Each a^ent takes apart the sam|)le bicycle

which he represents and explains the mechan-

ism to the expert, who makes n«>tes on which

he will base his report to the police depart-

ment officials.

The man who claims that his wheel is his

best friend may not deserve a better.
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GOODNESS
In tires is an uncertain quantity, not being always

apparent to the casual observer, but the test of

use and time brings out the quality^ whether it be

good or bad.

HODGMAN SINGLE-

TUBE TIRES
IVIADE OP RUBBER*'

have stood and do stand the test, and merit the confi-

dence of the trade. They are made by a company
whose reputation for high-class work is unquestioned.

DISTRIBUTING AGENCIES:
>

New York : Wilson Bros.' Woodenware & Toy Co., 119 Chambers St.

New England : Cable Rubber Co., 28 Essex St., Boston.
Western Territory : Hibbard, Spencer, Bartlett & Co., Chicago.
Southeastern Territory : Southern Cycle Supply Co., Charleston, S. C.

Denver : Denver Rubber Co.
Buffalo : Weed & Co.
Rochester : Shone-Hanna Mfg. Co.

New York State ( Syracuse : Reuben Woods Son's Co.
Utica : Clark-Horrocks Co.
Albany : Albany Hardware & Iron Co.

HODGMAN ROBBER COMPANY,

NEW YORK.
••••••••••••

Send for '98 Catalogue.

I LJp-to*Date Sprockets, I

Manufactured by P. FORG.

Selling Agents, INTERNATIONAL CYCLE FITTINGS COMPANY, 74 Reade Street, New York, N. Y.

Is your nanae on our xaiail-

ing list?

Catalogue is nearly ready.

It contains
just ttie information you

are looking for.

e^

International Cycle Fittings Company,

t

I

I EVERYTHING FOR A WHEEL. 74 READE STREET, NEW YORK.
Kindly inciilion The Wheel.
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NO CLAIM HAD HB.

"I have come, sir," said the caller, as he

deposited his crutches alongside of him and

tried to see the president of the insurance

company througii the mass of bandages lie

wore, "to make application for the amount due

me on my policy in your company. I met

with a bicycle accident that will disable mc
for months to come."

"Young man," answered the insurance mag-

nate, "your case has been looked into, and I

find you are entitled to nothing but sympathy.

It cannot be called an accident, the breaking

down of a $14.87 bicycle."

HERE IT IS.

Not a pneumatic is the Grigg Suspension

tire. It is on the suspension principle entire-

ly, and is, therefore, unpuncturable. It is

stated that it can be attached to any wheel,

and, as shown in the cut, the wheel is sus-

pended in the tire on a rubber diaphragm,

each edge of this diaphragm being secured to

the tire by an expansion clamp-ring, the cen-

tre of which is held firmly to the felloe by a

contraction cl.imp-ring, which gives universal

WOOD FtLLY

CV^l^P

action throughout the circumference of the

wheel. The diaphragm can be adjusted to

any weight by varying its thickness, and can
be renewed at any time at a very slight cost.

The Grigg Suspension Tire Co., of Philadel-

phia, are the owners.

ORIENTS IN CHICAGO.

Hereafter the Excelsior Supply Co. will

handle the Orient bicycles in Chicago.

A contract has just been closed by the terms
of which the VValtham Mfg. Co. will di.scon-

tinue its main branch store, at the corner of

W • nuc and Van Buren street, in Chi-
C' rf!«jor Supply Co. handling the

<' ly as its high-grade wheel,
C"' r territory represented by the

city of Chicago and Northern Illinois, also

Southern Wisconsin and Northern Indiana,

except the towns where agencies were estab-

lished prior to the of the contract.

George T. Robir,
i of the Supply

Co., is well known i i.iving been
formerly identified .

.

• and his

cxpcricncrd judgment will be an important
factor in further rstabhthing thr Orient in the

good graces of the Western rc.,:° trade. Im-
portant changes arc in Co: n whereby
unusual facilities will be a; r handling

t' .'c the ni ; irgc demand
for :n the tcr: i.ied.

FOR ALL RIDERS.

As complete a line of saddles as has been of-

fered to the trade for the coming season is

that of the Butler & Ward Co., Newark.

N. J. DitTicult as it always is to improve

good goods, the company feel that they have

succeeded in etTecting an advance u|)on the

saddles made during 1897. Continuinir to use

only the very best materials and employing
high-priced labor, the various models shown
not only accommodate the varying require-

ments of physical anatomy, but maintain the

reputation for the production of high-grade

saddles.

Vi
Models TiOS and 507 are anatomical saddles

for men and women. Models 506 and 508 are

the same pattern with coil springs. Models
fiOO, 601 and fi2(i arc for cither men or women,
the difference in the last named being the

p.nddi-d top. Models (iOJ. (m and 028 are

practically the same with coil spring. Models

MO'l and 306 show the padded top with leather

base. Models 400, 401, 402 and 403 are the

hygienic saddles, extra grade, with plain

springs.

SLIGHTLY FUTURE-WARD.

"Fly!"

It was a fair maid who tremblingly

whimpered this word into her lover's ear.

Footsteps were heard approaching.

As he caught her warning, the young man
vaulted easily into the saddle of his 8fi gear

chainlcs* acricycle and floated through the

open window, l)cing lost to view when her

irate parent entered the room.

WHY STEEL RUSTS.

A controversy in a journal recently issued by

a steel house gives two varying opinions as to

why steel rusts. One correspondent says that

it is the oxygen in the air, the former having

an "affinity for the iron and attacking it, the

result being oxide of iron or rust. Another
states that it is the moisture in the atmos-

phere which produces the effect. Authoritiea

differ; but it would seem as though there must
be some inherent (juality in the metal which

causes rust.

A writer in a recent journal says: "Shef-

field steel is an English boast, but it will not

bear the atmosphere of India without being

gilded. Yet the Damascus blades used in the

East were not gilded, and they are as bright

and keen to-day as they were eight centuries

ago."

CLINCHES THE RIM.

Marketed by Hogan D. Cosby, 47 Monroe
street, Chicago, is the Stanley brake, which is

applied on the rim of the rear wheel imme-
diately back of the crank-hanger. There is

no damage to the tire by the use of this brake.

It is claimed to act instantly and effectively,

clamping the rims on both sides between the

spokes and tires. Designed for wooden rims.

it can be applied continuously without injuring

the finish, and while the power that can be

ured may be suflicicnt to bring the wheel to

a shbrt stop, it will not cause any damage.

It is operated by a hand lever, and its con-

struction is fully shown in the above cut.

STARTLING STATIONERY.

Frank T. Fowler is nothing if not unique.

A novel itlea is the new office-printing scheme
adopted by the Fowler Cycle Works. Bril-

liant in colors. Fowler agents may experience

a distinct pleasure in the mere reailing of cor-

resp<uidence from "Uncle Thomas." .Ml this

aside from his promise of "Quality with a

capital Q," assured in every Truss Frame
Fowler bicycle. People who sit down to write

to the genial Frank T., merely asking for the

new Fowler literature, usually end by writing

for business.

The factory and offices are at 130 to 136

Wc^it Washington street. Chicago. This hint

is dropped for the benefit of those who may
he suflicicntiv interested to write.

AT LOW PRICES.

C. P. Warner & Bro of Chicago, arc closing

<.ut I'lO '!I7 model bicycles at $15 .Vi each. These

wheels arc fitted with the old style three-piece

crank with cotter-pins. This enterprising

Chicago firm has branched out into manufac-

turing during the past year, and have a new
in.uhinc. claimed to be the first of its kind

( ver manufactured in the I'nited States, nearly

ready to put upon the market.
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HARTFORD SUNDRIES.

HARTFORD WRENCH. No Better Wrench At Any Price. 25 cents. .

VEEDER CYCLOMETERS, Bells, Wrenches, Locks,

Enamels, Brushes, Grips, Saddles, Oilers, Spokes, Nip-

ples, Pedals, Toe Clips, Foot Pumps, Steel Balls,

Lubricating Compound, Graphite in Boxes, Graphite in

Sticks, Graphite Paste in Tubes, Wood Rim Cements,

Rubber Cements, Plugging Cements, Wall Holders,

Lamp Brackets, Etc.

The Cycle Supply Co.,

HARTFORD, CONN.
Kindly mention The Wheel.

High-Grade

Bicycle

Lamps

PumpsAND

FOR 1808
"LEADER." "QUEEN."

All brass, handsomely nickeled. Springs cannot be broken

Founts cannot work loose or get lost.

"IDEAL" Foot and Hand Pumps.

Springs cannot be broken. Founts cannot work loose or get lost.

Send for electrotypes

for your catalogue.

MANUFACTURED BY

Manhattan

Brass

Company

No. 338 E. 28th ST.,

NEW YORK, U.S.A.

Western
Department,

"DAZZLER." Improved. 182 and 131 Lake St., "FRONTLIGHT. "Improved.

Chicago.

' ?i5<!5* 5i^^ ^i^(!v° 5iS<!Cr ^tefJr V^fv" vftC°vS ifewSw5w5^^yo^y^o^^J?5^v

%̂REA^1LAC
i

.WILL CLEAN AND POLISH

ALL PARTS OF THE B.CYCLE ,

•fe -S^

SELLS ON SIGHT.

PUT

Electric Crea^ilac
IN YOUR STOCK.

.WILL CLEAN AND POLISM

ALL PARTS OF THE BICYCLE .

Article of Merit... ...Good Profits.

CREAMLACl

.WILL CLEAN AND POLISH
. PARTS OF THE BICYCLE,,

Prevents Spokes Rusting—Brightens Nickeled Parts. Makes
Enamel look like new. Produces a Pennaneiit Waterproof
Polish.

Watch your JTobber'i^ Catalogue for particulars.

If you don't see them there, write the manufacturers
for descriptive circulars.

Made only by

ROGERS & PYATT,
80 Maiden Lane, New York.

CREAMUC]

.WILL CLEAN AND POLISH

"all PARTS OF TIU":lMO^ CLE,

«4u

(55x9

5^010

cyofo

OWoo)

Kindly |n?()tiQf) Tlio Wheel.
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Out and Full of Good t

Things* ^w ^w ^* ^^ w ^^ "T"

By referring to its pages the dealer and

cyclist will find a line of wheels combining

the highest perfection of bicycle development

—the greatest variety of models and the most

superb equipment ever offered.

The Columbia New Departure

Automatic Brake

fills a long-felt want no other brake ever

devised combines so many points of excel-

lence. It adds next to nothing to the weight

of the wheel, and does not mar its beauty.

It is especially valuable to women and begin-

ners in descending steep grades, or where a

sudden dismount is necessary.

POPE MFG. CO.,

HARTFORD, CONN.

Cttilo^tM free from my CdumbU Dcdcr, or by mill for one

two-cent stun p.

Kindir mrnlion The Whrcl.

f
f
f
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$TRAU$'$
EFUL
AND

ALABLE
UNDRIE$

m
1

m
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VIZ.:

Tire-Tape,

Vulcanizers,

Inner Tubes,

Shoe Protectors,
( Prevent pedals from "nicking" or marring shoes.)

Pedal Converters,
(Afford a rat-trip or rubber pedal at will.)

M Handle-Bar Buffers,

i
i

H
( Prevent bar from damaging frame eramel.)

AND

Si

1
1

Then, too, there's

THE STRAUS PROTECTED TIRE

The onl)' lively, iioii-puiicturable tire. Made entirely
of rubber and canvas.

Is not a freak,

and doi-s not contain
woo<l, iron, sleel, rork, chemicals
or any other fori-ijjn substance
which only make tires " dead."

ifliiyiMieMiMliiiiey

Writo

STRAUS TIRE CO.
127 Duane St., New York.

m
m

THE PRICE!

Thai's an allraclioH doeii cub resist. M

^*^;
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THE

S50.00

ELMORE
will undoubtedly

interest you more

than any other

bicycle you have

seen.

Note Its Construc-

tion*

Write for Particu-

lars*

Secure the Agency*

We ship from New York

to Eastern points.

••••

Eastern Selling Agents,

Willis' Part Row Bicycle Co,

23 Park Row, New York.

••••

MANUFACTURERS,

Elmore Mfg. Co.

CLYDE, OHIO.
Kindly mention The WHmI.

SOME FEW FENTON FACTS.

Fenton frames have undergone but slight

alteration, the crank-hanger having more drop

than last year. Tubing is same size, l^-inch

main tubes, IJ head tube, lower rear forks

tapered from | inch at the crank-hanger to

f inch, and heavily reinforced past the offset.

In the Specials the rear stays are tapered

toward the seat-post. lirop steel forgings and

long "fish-tail" reinforcements are used at all

connections. The front forks have more curve

than formerly, increasing the wheel base to

44J inches. The tread is 4| and the crank-

hanger is dropped two inches in model 39,

and 2J inches in the woman's model and

Special.

Fenton bearings deserve special mention,

the greatest care and attention having been

given to this vital point. Cups and cones are

cut from solid bars of the best tool steel, hard-

ened and tempered, and ground to absolute

accuracy of contour. Three-point, wide

angle, dust-proof and self-oiling, with retainers

at all points. In any or all adjustments, the

original position of the cups and cones is

never altered; the true line of travel is always

maintained. The bearings may be adjusted

(done by loosening one of the nuts and turn-

ing the axle end) without loosening the wheel

from the frame or disturbing the chain ad-

justment. The operation may be reversed

and the chain or wheel adjusted without dis-

turbing the bearings.

Seat-post and handle-bar binders, though

slightly improved, are the same in principle as

those used last year and which gave entire

satisfaction—an arrangement of outside and

inside tapered sleeves, simpje and efifective.

The crank-shaft and spider (to which is at-

tached the sprocket) are dropped forged tool

steel in one piece. Forged square cranks

with beveled edges are fastened to the axle

ends by means of a parallel bolt acting on a slot

in the centre of the crank, which binds the

surface securely to- the axle.

The Fenton patent adjustable handle-bar is

supplied where a brake is not used. Tire

equipment is the Fenton single tube, manufac-

tured by the B- F. Goodrich Co. The Christy

saddle; Fenton rat trap or combination rubber

pedals with forged centres and spring steel side

plates. The above apply to standard Fentons,

models 38, 89 and 40 at $75; Fenton Specials,

models 36 and 37, at $100, and tandems at

$125.

Fenton models 15 and 16 list at $50. The

fine workmanship, material, graceful lines and

finish so distinctive of Fentons are carried out

in this machine, and the company maintam

that they offer unsurpassed value. Frame of

weldless cold-drawn steel tubing, with flush

joints throughout; arch fork-crown tapered in

one piece and quadruple reinforced; tapered

rear forks and stays; wheel base 44J inches;

tread 4^ inches; crank-hanger dropped 2^

inches; bearings of best tool steel, hardened,

three-point, dust-proof; barrel pattern hubs;

double swaged piano-wire spokes; one-piece

crank-shaft and cranks; detachable large

sprockets; Humber pattern chain of hardened
block and rivet. Tire equipment is the Mor-
gan & Wright single tube, guaranteed. Hunt
saddle. Finish is equal to the higher-priced

Fentons.

PATEE'S NEW WHEEL.

Ever since the announcement was made that

Fred. Patee had re-entered the bicycle busi-

ness at Peoria under the name of the Patee

Bicycle Co., there has been much curiosity as

to the name of his new wheel and its appear-

ance, which is now announced.

Called the "Patee Crest," its appearance is

particularly pleasing as to finish, while its

outlines are strictly in accordance with '98

ideas. Material and fittings conform to gen-

erally accepted ideas. The diamond crank
and star-sprocket of the latest Fauber pattern

are used, with Shelby seamless tubing, and
flush-joints everywhere, excepting the long
outside reinforcements given the fork. Front
fork is one-inch, one-piece taper-gauge Shel-

by tubing with drop-forged crown. The na-

tural-color rims are beautifully lined in color.

In tires, the Patee Crest is furnished without

options, as they prefer to use one made ac-

cording to Mr. Patee's own specifications,

which they state is from the best grade up-

river Para rubber for the inner wall, with fab-

ric from best Sea Island cotton, with the outer

tread compounded to combine elasticity with

wearing qualities. It has every appearance of

being particularly satisfactory on wet pave-

ments. The advance catalogue briefly de-

scribes the wheel as the "best bicycle in the

world for the money."

WIRE CHAIN GUARDS.

Troublesome cord-breaking and rattle on
old-style chain-guards are, it is claimed, done

away with in the Ohio Wire Chain Guard,

manufactured by the Ohio Wire Works, Day-
ton, Ohio. The guards are made of steel wire,

laced and soldered, so that they can be read-

ily enameled and attached to any bicycle.

They come in various styles, extending to and
around the rear axle and chain if desired, and

as they weigh but four to five ounces, are

not objectionable on that score. A gear-case

is also being made by the company, in which

they hope to overcome some of the objections

heretofore offered to that article.

We Can Save You Money
on PARTS and SUNDRIES.

WHY don't you send for our '98

Catalogue and be conviiiced?

SHONE-HANNA MFG. CO..

29 So. Clinton St.. - - ROCHESTER. N. Y. U.S. A.
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THE WEHK'S PATENTS.

.Oi. ."»«;•» KHtUMATIL riKK tuwi» G V»« liiiilrt. Si Loiirt.

Mo . uaa<-i,oi tu F K Nttnrii. Ututw. aune pUoe. FU«i July 12. 18}7

Srr-ii in.i &u '^u (No modal)

!»7.
(NlHl

I :i 1 . VtllKEL hUK BlLH,LtS JUUII rKUlKT I VvrUllll.

:>, l«»'. Srnil Nu 6M.IH (Mouulcl)

0!J7,t>°Jl. CHAIN LKSSBICYCLK Wiu.m d KiCiseu,l'tuoi«ti.

la ftW Prt 17. iw; Semi Na k;<JU5 (No mudrl)

CIm* - t A tire cumpo^ftl of a bu«-w«ll B. <idr xralb C, re

ciir*«d portions D. aimI coorcrging iralU B. thr UlUr. at lh«ir point

orjQiK-tnre, foriuiof the (read wherebj, when uid (read i« preened

tniianllT. the »ide walli and recurved portiona more insartlly toward

each othrr. tnb^tantiallT as described.

697,06 1, PRBtnunCTIKS Bhuci A. Wbuiu, Chicago, UL

rued Dec S, 1816. 8«f«>l R<x 6K£87. (Ho model)

Cbio -1 The eombinatioo with a wheel-tire compriaing a se-

fiea ofindependent inflatable lubea ur section* or a band with joint-

_

pUtca, the band lurroundiog and binding said sections and the plates'

eoTcring the joinu thereof all constructed and arranged subsUntiallv

ta and for the purpoae set forth

5 H 7 , 5 »j 3 . REPAIR TOOL FOR BICYCLB TIRBS WaiTU H.

Pnun. Wtterburr, Cuoa. acBlgoorto the Walertmrj MaoiifuturlD);

Compuy. ame plaMi Piled S«pt 10. \W. Serial Na SS2,240 (No

iDOdd.)

^
I^W^B^^^

Cysm In a tool for repairing puncluresin the pneumatic tire5

of bicycle*, the combination with a cylinder provided at iu lower end
with a noule, of a cap adapted to be applied to the upper end of the
cylinder, s long «cre» entering the cylinder and mounted at iU outer
tnd ialh<i.-tid cap. a nut like piston adapted fit within the cylin-

o^. and mountcavpon the screw by means of ,«hich it is moved back
and forth ir the ryrniticr, arid a rod mounted at ita outer end in the

cap. ritanding into the cyl)nd^^ and parting through an opening
lomed within ihr edge of the piston which the rod holds against

rutation. wkrrrbv a uniform fit between the piston and the cylinder

is secnrMl. and whereby also the rod is removed from the cylinder

when ihe cap is discooneeted therefrom, thus permitting the rod to

be ra»il^* cleaned

6 97.444. BALL^BBARIHO Oiotoi U TlHSk, Waltham. Ifaaa.,

MiigDnr to the American WalUiam Maoubctuilng Company, tame

pkoeL Filed Sepl 17. 18S7 Serial No eil.969 (No model) Pal

anted Id BnglUMi Aug. I. ISM. Ha 17.120. io Freooe Aug 4. 1896, No.

k tod In Balgluffl Dec 2. IIM. Ho 124.916.

(lata. I Io a ball-beanng. In combination with an alle, a cup

aBd a cooe. balls mounted to travel in the annular space betwean

t:*4 cap and cone, and a leftiirator bearing against the cup, and hae-

B( portloaa which eitand batween the balls in a dirtctinn subatan-

laally parallel with the asU

607.696. KAT Bovu Vnwis, Onod RaiddA, Mich.

imfttim. •vki lai MOiOM (Io modal)

riM

a prayallst

mmgti a>~«(*a*hri4

jiijaikjfeikM

' 9* UM VBAft*MM IpMVIf VPMWQilVII VVtWWII
.. -^- _a^......, .a-.

C'fmm. I. .K riiltberltre for »!iceli having a sene«or»lt«ni*teU

iiriiiii^ed piicuinniir cliainbcrs Hud upcii chambers, tJiid open cham

ber« i;luM'd on their ojI'^kU' ami open on iheir inside toward the hub

Cf.ihe .\h«-el and Imviiia: Mdc u ill*. xnb^lHuliallv ns di-»*^^iibed

5 97,6 1 8. WHBEL LACIMO AMD TROINQ CHUCK. EUERT T.

KufluoRT, Keeoo, N. a Piled June 3. 1897. Serial Ha 639 261.

(No model)

Ciaim.— 1. Thecobabination with the bed having a Miiei of radial

amu proTided at their outer ends with grooved rollen, and a clamp*
operating ring having a tlangod inner side projecting into the roller-

groove*, of a seriMufclainping-anns pivoted concentrically at their

ioaer end< to said bed, extending acro« and in altding connection

with taid ring and terminating at their outer eud« in rim-engaglng
jawi. tubfltantiallv aj deicnbed.

OliT.'lrLl. BICYCLR KridW Smith. ETanston. HI Filed Aug.

le/lSSA Serial Ha M9,469. (HomodeL)

CtKim —1 T^ \- Mil with • tubular «t««ring-h*>ad and a

fork iplndU, of bandir-bart having a lubtilar po«i Mhirh i* lOMritd
wIlKin ih« fork-«piikdI« and U cnnnAci^d lh*rawti)i by fB»an« parmlu
I' ,

' ' tl*- whilr prtveni

Kftt On th* pott

' •r (K«t from to-

'
. the lurk -[.lu.lU Au 44 U*i.i.,{ «pindtr fitrndmn
l*r po*t Io lh# upf«r ftnd of th* tamr', for uprrat

.-K -- - d'MK m^atw and m krj actaat*d lork rmi^tnirt^d tf

•ngagr th* ftrtaaiinK «ptndU i<» hold the «am« from movrmrnl. <ul»

Claim.— I In a vehicle, the combination ofaspirAl ihat\uiouiii«d

tri ball-bearings to the frame ol a vehicle, a sliding ideeve on the spiral

shaft, SQch sleeve comprising a cylinder Ailing looaely over the spiral

shaft and having holes therethrough correapondiog with the threads

on the spiral shaft, a Mcond cylinder fittingcloMlj to the Arat-aamod

ejlioder, balls iu the pocketn formed by the holen m the first-named

cylinder engaging with the thread<ton the spiral shaft, and ao outer

cylioder, with ball-beahngs interpoaed between it and the ianer cyl-

indem, and meann for moving the sleeve reciprocally on the spiral

^aft; subatanttally aA described

5 y 7,3 94. PHBUMATIC MOTOR FOR BICYCLEa Bxai A Cot-

US. Toledo, Obia Fa«d Dec 11. U96. Serial Na 61d,^67. (Mo

model)

C'f»i»4.~~lQ a poeumatic motor for bicyclaa, a cranC-asle jour-

naled in the bicycle-frame, foot-pedals on said crank-axle, a aecond

crank-axle jounialed in said frame, rods connecting the cranks of

•aiid two axiea, an air-compreanor operatively connected with ihe

driving-crank of the machine, an air-storage chamber connet led with

»id compreaaor, an air-engine connected with said storage-chanber.

connectiooa intermediate said engine and said second cr&ak-axlc and

connections intermediate &aid sec»fld crank-axle and the driving^

wheel of the machine.

5 9 7.639. BRAU FOR BICTCLKS. &c FEtDi&ic EcAVBOr.
Brooklyn, NT Filed Jaa 2< 1896 Serial Na &76.6S2. (HoiDOd«L)

Ctttim — I. The combination with the wheel, of a brake-ehoe to
act upon the wheel, a mud-guard out of conUct with the wheel and
connected at one end to the brake, and a scra^ef at Ihe end of Ihe
brake shoe and beiMren the same and the mud guard. subaUntiallr
as speciAed

O O 7 . 5 2 7 . BICYCLE ATTACHMENT Altuo M. Piati and
HoiT M EooKi. MOvaukecc Wla FUed Mar Ift. 1997 SerMl No.
627,610 (No roodel)

•utlalilr mearv
A btryrU stiJt''

for ronn«rtinir *h

hm»»ii rrtmpriiinir >

*ainr with rear furk I
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(Ho model)

597,510. BICYCLc; STALL, Edward S. PiPER, Toront.o, Canada. o97,4r03. BICYCLE-BRAKE. Carl Eickemkyee, YonKere, H.Y.|| 597,47 1. MUD-GUARD FOR BICYCLES. Willum &. Ndtsfoed
Filed Mar. 15, 1897. Serial No. 627.626. (No model) Filed Nov. 12, 1896. Serial No. 611,822. (No model) Chicago, III Filed July 31, 1896. Serial No 601,284

a

Ckiim.—The combination, with the tubular spiodle of the front

fork, and a U-shaped spring attached at its lower end to th^ crown

of the front fork, and having its lower end forked or bifurcated, of'

a brake-rod arranged to slide in said spindle and being provided with

:

aide recesses at its lower end, in which the bifurcations at the lower'

end of the U-shaped spring engage, a brake-shoe fixed to the lower

end of said rod and provided with projections at its rear end, said

projections engagipg on both sides of the spring to prevent the axial

motion of the brake-rod and shoe independently of the spindle, saidi

spring normally holding the brake-shoe raised in inoperative position,:

and means for depressing the brake-rod and the shoe, to cause the

latter to act, substantiallv as set forth.

38,196. BICYCLE-CHAIN LINK. Claddk A. DoHB, Denver Colo
Filed July 1, 1897. Serial No. 643,159. Term of patent 7 yeara

Chiim.—\. In a Ficycle-stall, a' brac£^suitably" fixed to a wall

in combination with a loopjournaled thereon and adapted to^eirtbrace

a bicycle-wheel ; and spring-jaws arranged on either side of,the loop

80 as to grip and retain it when raised to operative position, substan-

tially as specified

.

597,3 85. BIOYCLE-LAMP. JOHB W. Beameb; Watertown, H. Y.,

assignor to the Hitchcock Lamp Company, s^e piBca Filed Aug. 26,

1897. Serial No. 649,663. (No model)

Claim,.—The design for a link for bicycle-chains as herein shown
,

and described.

5 9 7,67 •i. SEAT FOR BIC1(CLE3. AlvAH B. Haedt, Everett,

Mass., assignor of one-halt to ^bert B. Llncohi, Waltham, Mass.

Filed Apr. 80, 1897. Serial No. 634,509. (No model)

Claim.—1 In a lamp, the chimney portion F having the plate Q
to extend horizontally therefrom, combined with the cover, and t&©

air-passage J, the cover being provided with the plate E which ex-

tends horizontally inward above the plate H, bOt which does not make
connection with the chimney portion, whereby a passage is left for the

outward flow of the products of combustion, substantially as shown.

597,45 6. PNEUMATIC" BICYCLE-BRAKE. Eewis BowiES, San

'

Francisco, Cal Filed Apr. 9, 1896. Serial No. 586,837. (No model)

Clii',i,i.—\. In combination with a bicycle, an air-pump, means
operated by the crank-shaft for driving saiil pump, an air-pipe lead- Claim.— \. The combination with a tirc-nipplc, of a valve adapted

ing from said pump, a valve placed within reach 6f the ridtr, a con- ;to be seated against the inner face of said nipple, and a porforated

tinu.ation of s.xid pipe leading from said valve, the valve being .diaphragm inward of said valve, yielding under the opening movc-

adapte^i to direct air into such continuation, or to discharge air there- ment of said valve, to pass the air in the charging action, and opcr-

from, branches of said continuation, and air-brakes secured to the ative on said valve, to cooperate in closing the same, under the fluid-

rear forks and connccled to said branches, substantially as described, pressure from the charged tire, substantially as described.

Claim.—A mud-guard for cycleS,_.comprising in combination, a

wheel, an axle, a bracket-arm attached to the axle and having at its

outer end a lateral arbor, a mudguard frame having at one end a
pivotaTeye fitting said arbor In a pivotally-a^ustaBle manner, and
the other end a curved loop, and a flexible guard-plate secured to

such curved loop'of the guard-frame, substantially as set forth.

5 97,466. AIR-MOTOR FOR BICYCLES. Joseph LHahbaed and

RUFTOi Hum, Lebanon, Oreg. Filed July 7, 1896. Serial No. 598,317.

(No model)*

Claim.— 1. The two-armed seat-epring made G shape, aconvolute

spring located between the, arms of said seat-spring, a support con-

nected with one of said arms to sustain one hhd of said convolute

spring, a hub carried by the other of said arms to engage the oppo-

Mt6 elid of said convolute spring, the free end of Said arm being ex-

tended beyond the said convolute spring, and a cantle -attached to

the said extended arm, a flexible top attached to said cantle, com-

bined with a slotted spring mounted on the uppermost arm of said C-

shaped spring, said slotted spring being connected at its outer end

with the pommel part of said flexible top, and being connected also

adjustably with the said C-shaped spring by a screw c, substantially

as described.

2 8,195.' BICYCLE-CHAIN LINK. Claode A DuNN, Denver, Cola

Filed July 1, 1897. Serial No. 643,158. Term of patent 7 yeara

Claim.— 1. The combination with a vehicle-frame and a storage-

tank of a pair of vertically-disposed oscillating purap-'barrels, pivoted

to said frame, and pistons working in said barrels and having rods

terminating in pedals and coOpemtive connections for propelling the

vehicle, substantially as shown and described.

5 97,507. BICYCLE-HOLDER. SE0E8E T MolNTOSH, Cleveland.

Ohio. Filed Feb. 9, 1897. Serial Na 622,629. (No model)

Ctoim.— The design for a chain-link substantially as shown and

described.

597,655.' TIRE-VALVE. Hieam N. Rhodes, Duluth, Minn, a«

signer of one-hall to Kitty L Howard, same place. Filed Jaa 28, 1897

Serial No. 621,025. (No model) ) v^ v,-;'.

Claim.— 1. In a bicycle, two approximately parallel jaws, m com-
bination with a gate pivoted to one of said jaws and having two parts
extending from its pivot at subsUntially right angl.es to each other,
said paria being longer than the distance apart of said jaws, the jaw
to which said gate is not pivoted having a front rod with an opening
behind it, whereby one arm of the gate is adapted to impinge .against
the back of said rod when the gate is opened and the other arm against
the front of said rod when the gate is closed, substantially as described.

SUMMARY OF PATENTS.

Washington, D. C, Jan. 21, 1898.—The fol-

lowing is a list of the bicycle patents, issued

since our last report:

597,385. Bicycle-Lamp. John W. Braggcr, Water-

town, N. Y., assignor to the Ilitclicock Lamp Com-
pany, same place. Filed Aug. 26, 1897. Serial No.

649,663. (No model.)

597,894. Pneumatic Motor for Bicycles. Ezra A.

Cozens, Toledo, Ohio. Filed Dec. 11, 1896. Serial No.

615,387. (No model.)

597,403. Bicycle-Brake. Carl Eickemcyer, Yonkers,

N. Y. Filed Nov. 12, 1896. Serial No. 611,822. (No
model.)

597,431. Wheel for Bicycles. John Probst, Cleve-

land, Ohio. Filed Oct. 5, 1897. Serial No. 654,154.

(No model.)

597,441 Bicycle. Fred W. Smilh, Evanston, 111.

Filed Auer. 16, 1895. Serial No. 559,469. (No model.)

597,444. Ball-Bcaring. George M. Tinker, Waltham,
Mass., assignor to the American Waltham Manufac-
turing Company, same place. Filed Sept. 17, 1897.

.Serial No. 651,909. (No model.)

597,456. Pneumatic Bicycle-Brake. Lewis Bowles,

San Francisco, Cal. Filed April 9, 1890. Serial No.
580,837. (No model.)

597,463. Machine for Bending Hoops for Rims, etc.

Robert A. Gibson, Bullalo, N. Y. Filed Nov. 9, 1895.

Renewed June 14, 1897. Serial No. 640,759. (No
model.)

597,466. Air-Motor (or Bicycles. Joseph L. Han-
sard and Kuflin Ilialt, Lebanon. Ore. Filed July 7,

1896. Serial No. 598,317. (No model.)

597,468. Ice-Velocipede. Charles Lockwood, Forest

House, Pa., assignor of one-hall to Henry C. Craw-

ford and George N. Crawford, same place. Filed Dec.
U), 1890. Serial No. 615,205. (No model.)

597,471. Mud-Guard for Bicycles. William G. Nuts-
ford, Chicago, III. Filed Julv 31, 1S90. Serial No.
601,284. (No model.)

597,507. Bicycle-Holder. George T. Mcintosh,
Cleveland, Ci. Filed Feb. 9, 1897. Serial No. 622,629.

(No model.)

597,510. Bicycle-Stall. Edward S. Piper, Toronto,
Canada. Filed March 15, 1897. Serial No. 627,626.

(No model.)

597,513. Nipple-Holder and Support Therefor. Asa-
hel M. ShurtlelT, Boston, Mass. Filed June 3, 1896.

Serial No. 594.144. (.No model.)

597,527. Bicycle Attachment. Alfred M. Peate aud
Henry M. Koosch, Milwaukee, Wis. Filed March IB,

1897. Serial No. 627.610. ((No model.)

597,539, Brake for Bicycles, etc. Frederic Hcaubert,
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National Board of Trade

of Cycle Manufacturers.

320 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

President,

C. S. DIKEMAN.

Second Vice-President,

«;r.o. n. day.

First Vice-President,

K. L. COLEMAN.

Treasurer,

W. A. REDDING.

Secretary,

ERNEST R. FRANKS.

National Bicycle "Wood Rim

Manufacturers' Association.

President,

E. S. MEAD.
Treasurer,

N. D. DOUGHMAN.
Secretary,

W. W. STALL, Ucdford, Ma:

National Cycle Dealers* Association.

President,

GEORGE E. HANNAN.
Second \'ice-President,

J. J. MANDERY.

First \'icePrcsident,

F. A. VERY.
Treasurer,

GEORGE COLLISTER.

Secretary,

JOHN McCARGO, St. Louis.

Rubber Tire Association.

President,

THEODORE A. DODGE.

First Vice-President, Second Vice-President,

L. K. McCLYMONDS. GEORGE T. PERKINS.

Treasurer,

GEORGE F. HODGMAN.

Secretary,

KIRK BROWN,

504-506 West Fourteenth Street, New York.

Urookbn. N. V. I'lli-a Jan. 24. ISJKJ. Seri.nl No. r.T''..-

•EC (No moilcl.)

597,5*3. Repair-Tool for Bicycle-Tires. Walter H.

Perkins. Waterbury, Conn., assignor to the Waterbury

Manufacturing Company, same place. Filed Sept. 20,

18S7. Serial No. 652,240. (No model.)

597.569. Pneumatic Tire. Edwin G. \'an Zandt, St.

Louis, Mo., assignor to F. E. Nicscn, trustee, same

place. Filed July 12, 1897. Serial No. 644..234. (No
model.)

.'97.613. Wheel lacing and Truing Chuck. Harry

1. Kingsbury, Keene, N. H. Filed June 3, 1!<97.

Serial No. 639,2S1. (No model.)

597,621. Chainlcss Bicycle. William II. Russell,

Chicago, 111. Filed Feb. 17, 1897. Serial No. 624,205.

(No model.)

597,656. Tire-Valve. Hiram N. Rhodes, Duluth,

Minn., assignor of one-half to Kitty L. Howard, same
place. Filed Jan. 28, 1897. Serial No. 621.025. (No
model.)

597,661. Pneumatic Tire. Emrick .\. Werner, Chi-

cago, III. Filed Dec. 3, 1896. Serial No. 614,287. (No
model.)

597,672. Woven Fabric for Tubular Articles. Will-

iam B. Filtz. West Boylston, Mass. F"iled Sept. 24,

1896. Serial No. 606,888. (Specimens.)

597,674. Seat for Bicycles. Alvah E. Hardy, Ev-
erett, Mass., assignor of one-half to Robert ii. Lin-

coln. Waltham, Mass. Filed April 30, 1897. Serial

No. 634.509. (No model.)

697.681. \i.se. Mortimer G. Lewis. New York, N.
Y., a.ssignor to the Lewis Tool Company, of New
York. Filed Jan. 7, 1897. Serial No. 618,2.56. (No
model.)

DESIGNS.

28.195. Bicycle-Chain Link. Claude A. Dunn. Den-
ver, Col. Filed July I. 1897. .Serial No. 643.15S.

Term of patent seven years.

28.196. Bicycle-Chain Link. Claude A. Dunn. Den-
ver. Col. Filed July 1. ll!i»7. Serial No. 64.1,159. Term
of patent teven year«.

TRADEMARKS.

TRADE CHANGES.

CALIFORNIA.
Uedlands.—C. G. Gaylord. reported succeeded by

Kurst & Barnum.

San Francisco.—Columbian Supply Co., incorpor-

ated by .'\lfred Fuhrman, Thos. J. Nelson. Carl W.
Muller, John Hecnan, P. B. Donahoe, to deal in bi-

cycles, etc.; capital stock, $100,000.

CONNECTICrT.
.New Haven.—Bishop & Benton, reported succeeded

by Chas. R. Bishop.

GEORGIA.
.\ckworth.—Chas. Sain, new store.

Cordele.~Wm. Fitzsimnions, of Clinton, III., will

erect a bicycle factory and novelty works here.

Waynesboro.—Dowcen & Falks, new store in

Corker building.

ILLINOIS.
Chicago.—Extension Handle Co.. incorporated by

W . II. Golc, H. A. Gole and R. R. Bmdiey; to manu-
facture bicycles, vehicles, etc. ; capital stock, )2,000.

Gibson City.— R. A. Cross will erect new store.

Gibson City.—J. H. Collier, new agency.

I^ncs.—Lane & Co.. new store.

IOWA.
Garwin.—The Schneckloth Hardware Store; stock

purchased by W. H. Chilson. who will continue under
his own name.

KENTUCKY.
Louisville.—H. JelTcris and Ed. W.ilker. new store

at 666 Third street.

Madisonville.— II, Bnurland, new store on Denton
street.

LOUISIANA.
New Orleans.—Walter H. Moore, succeeded by W.

U. Moore Co., Ltd.

MAINE.
Berwick.— Bay State Bicycle Wood Rim Co. organ-

ized by E. K. Marshall, of Boston; capital stock,

tso.ooo.

.MASSACHUSETTS.
Ayer.- (i. J. Burns will manufacture bicycle seats.

MICHIGAN.
Detroit. Overman Wheel Co.'s Detroit agency

sold to N. B. Harding, who has opened new store

M 214 Woodward avenue.

31,158. Bicycle, Velocipedes, and Like X'ehiclcs.

The lUrtfnrd Cycle Company. Hartford. Conn. Filed

March 5, 1897. The word "Hartfonl," displayed on
the figure o( a shield on a plate having a transverse
l>and and a conventional floral border. Used since
Nf.vrmlK-r. 1890. MINNESOTA.

Minneapolis.— C.G. Peterson, reported recorded chat-

tri mortgage for $375.

NEW JERSEY.
LIST WEEK'S E.X PORTS. Morristown. -J. H. Carlson, reported sncrerded by

_ , t 1 - 1 . , , , J. H. Carlson Bros. Co.
Export* of bicycles and cycle material from |-.„er,on. Ilealy V Brown, 414 Main street, dis-

port of New Ynrk .luring the week ending wlvcd; E. A. Brown will continue.

January 18th: Ridgewood.- S. W. Lynch, new store on Prospect

Bicycle«. Material. avenue.

AriTnTmr K *IV'-' iiM
'^TtMcyn.-}. E. Purcell. new .lore on Stockton

An-,; . '.-;: street.

A' i.' NEW YORK.

K^ ,^"
I

i' IluflFabi. — A. J. Fargo, nrre»ted on charge of grand
\\. ;[]

' larceny.

I*'
4H1 "12 Binghamton.—Fontaine ft Hnll di»*olvcd. Clark

1' ''''" 12 Fontaine will continue.
iiii ^j,

Ht
yffj

Cal«kill. -Every St Coffin have closed store for the
*• 1.617 winter.

{„' l.OB New York.-IIoffman .Machine Co., A. R. I'npe

H, SIM apiKiinted receiver.

}}" Oswego.- Lyon & Ripley, new (tore. ,

I

"1'
,

'.'IW .Seneca Fall*.—Davis & Stevens Mfg. Co. have told

f'. '" their machinery and IckiU to the Judd & l.eland Co.,
!*' ' 14,443 "' *'l'flon Springs, where the supplier will be manu

•—- laclurrd.

,a • jj^ NORTH CAROLINA.
7/S, Rocky Mount.— J. 'n--- ft Knight, new «i..rr m

**" l.anc«tlrr liuilding.

(tllK 1,

Cleveland.— Bowcrso.x & lUck. 900 Woodland ave-

nue, made an assignment to F. C. McMillin.
Findlay.—Kellogg Seamless Tube Co.. E. I). Nick-

erson appointed receiver.

Sandusky.— P. L. \'an Alstyne, sold out to F. J.

Donahue & Co.

PENNSYLVANIA.
Bradford.— B. L. Fellows ^ Co., sold out to II. .\

Harvey.

Doylcstown.— Pollock & Ruos. succeeded by Henry
I). Ruos.

Millhcim.—C. H. Breon & Co.. new store on Penn
street.

Philadelphia -.\lbert Bateman. 4!i7 East C.irard

avenue, damaged by fire; loss. $300.

Pittsburg.—James Brown Arms Co., Ltd., re|>orted

closed by constable.

Pittston.—C. C. King, new store; J. Brandt, man-
ager.

SOUTH CAROLINA.
Rock Hill.—Poak & White, new .store in, Henry

building.

Kenosha.—The Badger Brass Mfg. Co., of Chicago,
will soon occupy their new factory in this city, and
manufacture bicycle and carriage lamps. The capital

stock of the company is $25,000.

WISCONSIN.
.Milwaukee.— .Saveland Mfg. Co., corner Twelfth

street and St. Paul avenue, damaged by fire.

.Milwaukee.—Milwaukee I'.ntent Puncture Proof Tire
C"o,, incorporated by G. H. Ben^enbcrK. W. D. Hal-
sled and C. J. Fox. Capital stock. $40,000.

FOR A QUICK JUMP.

.•\.s the kangaroo is said to bo the fastest ani-

mal extant, the Carlisle Mfg. Co., Chicago,
have named their racing wheel after this

speedy animal. The line is a complete one,

with nine models. The Kangaroo racer is a

handsomely-finished mount, and will un-
doubtedly attract considerable atRMition front

tlie fact that it has a 28-inch front wheel and
a 30-inch rear. It is made in two heights, 2*2

and 23 inches, with 3j-inch drop. List, $1(.K).

The Carlisle Limited lists at $80, and is

made in four heights. It has an arched crown,

one-piece fork. I-aiibcr crank-hanger, Baldwin
chain, nickeled joints and expansion lie;id and
seat-post adjustment. Ladies' model shows
graceful curved frame. The Carlisle Special

lists at ^lO, .ind is intended for those who de-

sire a high-grade wheel at a moderate price.

The other models arc a diamond tandem, a

combination tandem, both listing at $100; a

triplet, listing at lift"'; and a strong juvenile

wheel at $30.

Special stress is laid by the C.irlisle Co. on
the fact that only the finest material obtainable

is used in these wheels, and that the work-
manship and finish is unexcelled. W. A. Hal-
be. Ititil Broadway, is the firm's agent for

Greater New York.

ON DOUBLE TIME.

Beginning with this wrck. the Baldwin Cy-
cle Chain Co.. Worcester. Mass., is operating
its plant on double time. Orders are coming
in so heavily that tliis has been found neces-
sary in order tn catch up.
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KEATING BICYCLES
OUR WHEELS,
OUR QUALITY,
OUR PRICES

Are points to ponder over. The building up of a small trade

in a small place or a large business in a great city involves

the same principles.

To establish a permanent business anywhere requires

high quality and popular prices, therefore let us remind you

of - - - - -

Every '98 Keating Bicycle is

equipped with an Improved Double

Roller Chain that will not stretch,

shorten, bind, clog or choke with

mud or dirt.

KEATING WHEELS,
KEATING QUALITY,

KEATING PRICES,

Correspondence will give
you the whole story. KEATING WHEEL CO., Middletown, Conn. FORMERLY

HOIiYOKE, MASS.

I SAMUEL BUCKLEY & CO., |

% JOO WILLIAM STREET, NEW YORK. ^

n SALES AGENTS FOR :^

^
r

STYLE C.

PIONEER BRAND TUBING.

STAR DISC-ADJUSTING HUBS.

RECORD PEDALS.

POWER NICKEL STEEL CHAINS.
(I'ower Mfg. Co., Bloomfield, N. J.

MULLER
SADDLES.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

^
^

STYLE U.

^iUiUiUiUWiUiUiiUUiUiUiUiUiUiUiUiUiUiUaiiUiU iUiUiUMUUiUiiiiUiUiUiUiUiUiikiUiUiUiUiUiUiUE;
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A matter that is well worth the attention of

American designers and builders of bicycles

is whether it would not be an advantage to

experiment with double stays to the sprocket-

wheel side of the franie. The object is. of

course, the strengthening of the frame to re-

sist the push of the pedals and insure greater

ease of running. The superiority of the ma-
chines of to-day. both in durability and ease

of running, over the featherweights of a couple

of years ago, is very apparent, and few. even

of the most inveterate scorchers, desire a re-

turn to the days when everything had been

sacrificed to the craze for lightness. Whether
the time is not ripe for a still further advance

in this direction is a question that many will

answer in the affirmative. As the point where

the greatest stress comes when the power to

drive the machine is being applied, the secur-

ing of absolute rigidity to the crank-hanger is

a matter the importance of which cannot be

overlooked.

The plan of having a double-stay on the

sprocket-wheel side is one that has been tried,

and with conspicuous success, on the other

side of the water. While it cannot be said

that there is any wild rush on the part of other

manufacturers there to get in line in this

respect, yet there is no doubt that the num-
ber who are doing so is steadily increasing.

It is but natural, too, that makers should be

convinced of the sufficiency of their precau-

tions against weak frames, and reluctant to

admit deficiency. It may be. too. that the

homeliness ftf such a device deters many, who
take considerable pride in obtaining symmetri-

cal lines for their machines.

The desirability of this method of construc-

tion as applied to chainless bicycles appears to

have escaped notice. In these machines abso-

lute rigidity at this point is even more im-

portant than with the chain-driven ones. The
diflicuUy of obtaining the requisite stiffness

without using an extremely large tube is

great, and it would seem that great benefit

would be derived from the use of two tubes,

one above the other, instead of one. It would,

of course, entail some extra work, and. con-

sequently, expense, but if it secured the de-

sired result it would be time and money well

spent.

UPS A.ND DOW.NS.

"Time brings about some odd changes,

doesn't it?"

"I should say it did. Look at the matter of

costumes. Why, when we played tennis we
turned our trousers up at the bottom, and

now that wc play golf we turn our stockings

down from the lop."

TOO MANY THINK SO.

"Hoorm.in and his wife always make calls

on their bicycles."'

"Yes, and it's a mighty good trick, too."

"What do you me.in by its being a trick?"

"I' 'les—any old thing

will .;

MIRBLY A DirriRINCI IN WORDS.

"The bicycle has come tfi stay." Mpiently

remark* a Kansa* paper, with the idea that it

is announcing a great discovery Granting

this, then, the bicycle has failed of its purpose,

for it it constantly goiniT'

IN THR OKK SEASON

During the winter season it will be found

that chains give more trouble than usual.

This is due partly to the greater prevalence

of mud, which gets on the chain and sprocket

wheels, and partly to the decreased efficiency

of the lubricants generally used on the chain.

owing to the cold weather. The result is that

the chain grinds and creaks, and the matter is

aggravated by the fact that greater power is

required to push the machine on account of

the soft and muddy roads that are so frequent-

ly encountered. The remedy is, of course, to

give the chain frequent cleansings in coal-oil

and baths in whatever lubricant is used. If

the rider does not wish to take the trouble to

do this, he can improve matters vastly by

slightly heating his stick of graphite or sperm

lubricant (sufficient to soften it. but not to

melt it) and then apply it generously to the

chain and sprocket-wheels. It will, of course,

soon become hard again, but not until it has

adhered firmly to the parts, and then it cannot

fail to perfom its work properly.

LOCKS INTO ITSELF.

One of the novelties at the Philadelphia

Show was the tire illustrated herewith, the de-

tails of which are clearly shown. The corru-

gations are placed upon the opposite edges of

the tire, one upon the inside and the other

upon the (ju . . he part of tire setting upon

the rim being so constructed as to be entirely

independent of the corresponding edge, and

therefore not to be disturbed. The Rush tire

locks into itself and performs the same func-

tion as a clincher or detachable tire. Al the

same time it can be fitted to the ordinary rim.

STRICTLY INTERPRETED.

"Well, I declare. This is a strange time for

you to be taking exercise on a wheel."

"Yes. the doctor told me to put in odd

moments at it."

THKBB OF A KIND.

Three yawpj went scorching down the utreet.

Along Ihe street, a« the sun went down,
A» li ihcy were trying a record to lieat.

And ihc police were chasing them out of town;

For yawps must scorch and fools must hump.
And the less of a rider the more of a chump.
And they leave their victims groaning.

Three knockouts lay on the pavement there.

In the tracks ol the wheels thai the scorchers rode.

And the ambulance came with a ilash and a swear.

And jounced away with its hloody load;

Itut Ihe yawps still ride and the fo<ils still hump,
\\ ho ought to be run out of town on the jump.

And the people wilt cease their groaning.

WHAT E.M'OUT HOLSES AKE.

Manufacturers who are of the opinion that

an export commission house makes purchases

of merchandise for its own account and ships

them at will, are under a wrong impression.

Owing to this misunderstanding, a number of

cycle and sundry manufacturers, after having

attempted to sell local exporters for a week
or two, gave up trying to secure export trade.

For the benefit of such manufacturers, a mem-
ber of a prominent export firm outlined the

business of an export commission house in

this fashion:

"."Kn export commission firm is only an agent.

They buy on orders received from abroad

and it- is only in very exceptional cases that

they influence their customers. A manufac-

turer loses considerable time in trying to in-

troduce a new thing by asking the local ex-

porter to buy it. The ones that should first

be reached are the foreign consumers; there

is where the demand has to be created in or-

der that the local exporters may have a

chance to buy. It is only in a few exceptions

that a local export house will buy for specu-

lation, and if they do they naturally select an

article of active demand, such as iron pipe,

.

steel rails, rope, or some t)ther manufactured

material in which one make is as good as

another, and for which there is no particular

preference to make; taking advantage of an

exceptional low price, the merchant is apt

to buy a large quantity and ship it abroad as

it is called for at the prevailing market prices;

but with anything like bicycles, parts or equip-

ments thereof, this is never done. Out of the

hundreds of export merchants that are in this

city, however, only six or eight firms have

been known to enter into such transactions
"

CAUSED BY THE COOK,

One of those dear, non-progressive women
who has long been bitterly prejudiced against

the bicycle for women, the other day an-

nounced her intention of learning to ride, and
right oflf.

"What does it mean?" inquired the aston-

ished luncheon tableful. "What could have

provoked you to such a change of heart?"

"My cook," was the answer, "she rides, you
know, and so, as you also know, does my hus-

band, and the result hasn't been at all pleas*

ant for me. Now, of course, I don't mean to

say that the two go off riding together, or any-

thing like that, but they do find so much to

say to each other.

"The bicycle has established a kind of affin-

ity between them. John really enjoys con-

versing with Bridget nowadays, and all be-

cause she knows what he means when he talks

about putting a .saddle to soak and the best

kind of a wick for a bell and the proper

height for a handle-bar sprocket.

"I haven't had the centre of the sl.age at all

for some time now. I'm going to learn to ride

myself, and I don't care that for all I've said

against it. I know it's a desperate remedy,

but as things stand it's the only way. I'm

doing it in self-defence."

Even in the cycle trade there is still plenty

of room at the top, but there is just as much
discontent per capita there as there is at the

bottom. Fact. .

WELL. IS IT?

"Do you think this chainless idea is going

to amount to anything?" asked one of the

cycle tradesmen at an impromptu saloon

social.

The matter was still in dispute when the

police and ambulances aAjoumed the 'nioctihg.
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No Better Tire Made«

Full Line of Single-Tube

AND

G.*J. Double-Tube Tires.

•^* %3* ^^ t^^ ^^ yy

®

SPAULDING & PEPPER CO., i
i

CHICOPEE FALLS, MASS. I
Kindly mention ®
The Wheel. M
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IF

You
have seen and

carefully ex-

amined the
constructive

details, you

Will

Admit
That

IS A SUPERIOR CYCLE.
Specification Brief on Application.

Penn Manufacturing Company,
ERIE, PA., U.S.A.

THE SIMONDS R0LLING-IV1ACHINE CO.,

FITCHBURG, MASS.,
THE OL.Di;ST AND L,ARC}EST HIANIJFACTIJRERS OF

STEEL HNTI-FRieTION BHLLS.
AND ALL KINDS OF ROLLED FORCINGS,

have increased and improved their plant, and under new and more efficient departmental management have been able to

still further improve the quality of their product, which has always stood at the head of the list for wearing qualities and

accuracy of g-inee All inquiries will receive prompt attention.

THERE'S NO MONKEYING

ABOUT THE

ADJUSTABILITY OF ';rnK

Fave Handle-Bar
In WOOD or STEEL.

Tlie features of the Bar which render its adjustability

absolute— a bu.siness-like, practical adjustability— are

PAT1-;nT1';D, so there's hut OIVE TA TAVE.
The wood bar is as strong as the steel. Samples

easily procured.

WOOD MFG. CO., - - Toledo, Ohio.
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EMPLOYMEN1" COLUMN.
Antweri r««eiT«d in confidence and forwarded without cbarge.

•S 'mronim, one tlm*. 50 cents ; three tinaea, ^.00.
50 '^vorde, one time, ^i.oo; four times, 43.00.
7S 'worde, one ttnae, 41.50 ; four timee, Ss.oo.

Displayed A.<lvertleementM:
One-half Inch, one time, Si.oo: four timea, 43.00.One Inch, one tlnae, 41.50; four timee, 45.00.

8ITUATION8 WANTED HELP WANTED.

MANAGERS. Advertisements in this column free. Letters received and forwarded In confidence.

Wanted—A poeilion at Keneral office manager, cashier or bookkeeper in first-class

Icycle bouse. HaTine had rears of experience, feel well qualified to till the position.
Address Bayne, care The Wheel.

SALESMEN.
A wholesale house, dealing in bicvcle sundries, desires ihe services of a traveling

salesman from ihc present lime to July 1. Applicants will stale aRC, nationality,
experience, relercncts, salary expccteil, ami address, P. O. Box 1534, New York.If your factory docs not make your product profiubic, investigate mc. You will

find a clean and very succi-ssful record with previous employers ; 80 years' praciicul
experience 5U|>ervisln({. (iiKxl inventor .ind ilesiener in product, tools and machinery.
Itest al bicycles, sewing machines, typewriters. Hardware specialties, or other small,
rapid manufacturing. Address Reliable, care The Wheel. 3-18-p

Wanted—Traveling man visiting the bicycle trade wishing a good side line on
commission: our new puncture-proof lire is a quick seller. Straus Tire Co.. 157
Duane St.. New York City.

SALESMAN
An experienced bicycle salesman who has made three successful trips throuRh

Denmark and Germany, is open for an engai^ement with some reliable bicycle
manuftciurinK company, for representation abroad; can guarantee to sell from :!,01I0

to 3,S00 wheels. Address Asher, care of The Wheel. t-f

SUPERINTENDENT.
Wanted—EsUblished bicycle factory is in need of a lirst-class superintendent.

State age, experience, habits and salary expected. Address, S. C. C., Care The
Wheel.

WHY MAHONEY BOUGHT.

"Shure, the divil a know of mc did oi know
phwin Julie sez to me, sez she: 'Pappy, it's a

bisoocle oi'm goin' to roide.' 'Phat in the

divil is thot?' sez oi. 'One of thim things phat

the gurruis push on the avenoo,' sez she,

'Push, is it, you'll push me flannel shurt up
an' down the washboard,' sez oi, 'if thot's all

is ailin you.'

"No more pushin' flannel shurts ontil she

have a bisoocle,' sez she. 'How much are

thim?' sez oi. "Fifty dollars,' sez she. 'Phat's

thot?' sez oi, 'an' it's manin' to spind thot

money you are for sumthin' to give you wur-

ruk?' 'It's not wurruk,' sez she, 'but exer-

coise.' 'Oh. if it's e.xercoise you'r nadin' go

roon around the block,' sez oi. 'But Nellie

Mch.iflfy have one,' sez she, "and Nellie do be

sayin" they're all the stoile an' the ould man
j

.Mahoney do be too stingy to buy one for his

daughter, Julie.'

" 'Phwat's thot they're sayin' about the ould

mon? The MehafTys buyin' bisoocles an' the

Mahoncys too stingy? Not on your loife,*

sez oi. 'Phwat duz oi do, but tell the ould

woman to put on her skurrut, go down town

and buy Julie wan av thim. Phwat's the

brand av thim?" sez oi to Julie. 'A shaftey

bisoocle,' sez she. Shure. the ould woman
wint down and had the shaftey bi.soocle at

the house the furrust thing in the mornin'.

"The nixt thing, Julie sez to me, sez she:

"Fathtr. it's coshchume oi'm wanting for the

bisoocle.' Av coorsc, oi> didn't know what

thot was, but she tould mc it was a skurrut

and a shurt an' the golfics. The divil a know
av mc did oi know what the golfics wuz, but

if MehafTys wuz to have thim, shure the

Mahoncys wuz to have that same.

"Pon mc loife. oi wuz paraloj/cd whin oi

kim home wan avcnin' an' sec Julie in a short

skurrut an' a pair zebray socks. 'Get out av

them.' sez oi. 'Not on your tintoipc.' sez she.

'shure the MehafTy gurrul have them an' she

>lo be cuttin' up the avenoo with wid thot

dude Dinny O'Hara. puttin' on more stoile

than a senator's daughter.'
" 'That settles it,' sez oi, 'go an git more

zebrays. git onything to lay out the MehafTy
gurrul' An' piiw.it do you think? th.it Nel-

lie of inijjc w'.ri- '.iti wid a »kurrut up to her

knees, an' .< Faith, she was out

av soile, tl, « wux. Oh, she's a

foine gurrul

"It wu» no more than a wake whin oi kim
home mother avcnin' an' shure there I found

the ould woman wid the skurt and zebrays

n' (he bisoocle ready for a roidr, an' Julie

cuokin* me dinner. 'Arc you <r.t/)?' sez oi.

'Look across the sthrate,' sez she. And there,

'j)on me soul, sthood the old woman MehafTy

cloiniin' onto Nellie's bisoocle. 'Go on,' sez

oi to Judy, 'go on, an' the divil take the hind-

most ave you.'

"Faith, if the old man MahafTy gets out av

his rhcuniatiz an' climbs on a shaftey. Dinny

Mahoney will be afther him in a minute.

There's nawthin' too good for the Mahoneys."

DOCTOR, HEAL THYSELF.

Dr. Joseph Parker, of London, describes

the bicycle as "that shoulder-contracting,

mischievous, horrible machine that will take

the manliness out of any nation." Dr. Par-

ker, of London, should at once prescribe a

reliable liver cure for himself.

Bicycle Hubs
i<eady for immediate delivery. Complete sets with Case
Hardened or Tool-Steel Bearings as desired. Bevel Gears
cut and connecting shaft for Cli.iinlcss WliecK.

The NEW BRITAIN HARDWARE MFG. CO.,

NEW BRITAIN, CONN.

Mayer Plating Dynamos

No. I'ricc

Motors&Generators
Are Unexcelled.

(;als. <>(

Nickel.
2 xn) $ :o
3 TIKI 10(1

4 1.4<I0 nvi
5. . . . :i,8(i) :ri-.

Plating Supplies.

Complete Oulllls.

Maxwell M. Mayer,

2dA».l22dSt.,N.Y.

«1f|1YPEWRITE'»S, NEW,
METAL TYPE.

( alalogucs and Samjilr* free.

WM. B OSGOOD & CO.. 6 I I Fullon St., Brooklyn, N.Y.

FOR SALE, EXCHANGE, WANTS.

TWENTY-FIVE WORDS, 35 CENTS.

Eaoh additional word two eents. Cash in-
variably In advano*.

'L'^OR SALE— Bicycle manufacturing plant in the city 01

BufTalo, N. Y., with complete equipment—machin-
ery, enameling^, nickel-plating departments, etc. Capacity,

600 bicycles per month. Address for particulars, Chas. G
Shepard, Receiver, Buffalo, N. Y.

l)l7ANTKD-No. 2 Fox Rim Drill. Musi be of late
pattern and as Kood as new. Address, with particu-

lars. Tucker Bicycle Wood Works, Ruacbdale, Ind.

AXTANTRH-A small screw-cutting, foot-power lathe,
*• taking- 15 to 18 inches between centres. Stale make

.'ind condition of sitme. Musi be cheap for cash. Chas.
Ilu^-hcs. Red Bluff, California. 1-38 p

l^^OR SALE—Completely eiiuipped bicvcle plant. luithes,
' drill, brazers, vises, boiler engine, shafting and
enameling plant. Factory lighted on four sides. Rent
very reasonable. Good local trade. Price. $1 IKXI Glens
Falls t yclc Co.. (".lens Falls, N. V. 2 Up

"WHEELMEN'S RESORTS."

Sherman Hou«<<, Hnliylun, L.. I.

Th« Atlantic Inn, Grant City, S. I.

GASH BUYERS LIKE OUR PRICES.

Brazing Forges Iikc|this,

$8.25; with crank in-

stead of lever, $5.75.

TbeFRASSE COMPANY,
l!» WAKUKV .STIIF.KT.

NEW YOUK.

Catalogue of I.AIKI other bargains in

Toois and Supplies mailed
for a stamp.

2Bc.

lOc.
OILERS....

Our oilers are all made in the

best manner possible.

Uncqualed for price and quality.

The genuine bear our name.

CUSHMAN & DENISON,
174 Ninth A>c., New York.

Kindly mention The U'hi-cl.
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WARWICK'S AFFAIRS.

Money Being Subscribed Once More to

Start Up the Plant - Tools

All Ready.

Springfield, Mass., Jan. 29.—The meeting of

the stockholders of the Warwick Cycle Mfg.

Co., which was called for the purpose of con-

sidering the question of insolvency, was held

at their factory ofiices Wednesday, and the

question thoroughly discussed by stockhold-

ers present. There was a very hopeful feel-

ing that the desired amount would be soon

raised, which would enable the factory to

start, and the question of insolvency was not

favorably considered. Tools are all ready for

manufacturing the '98 wheels,- and shipments

can begin immediately upon starting the

works. The meeting was adjourned for two

weeks, or at the call of the president, believ-

ing that before that time satisfactory arrange-

ments would be made and the work begin.

This was felt to be the best thing which

could be done under the circumstances, espe-

cially in view of the fact that there has been

an active movement on foot for some days

toward raising the necessary amount to set-

tle present difficulty. Seventy-five thousand

dollars are needed, $2.5,000 of which are to be

paid Mr.Bannigan, and the balance to be used

for the factory. Pledges for $50,000 have been

secured. It is believed that there will be lit-

tle trouble in raising the balance within the

next few days. It is understood that President

Russell is willing to put in $25,000 of the $50,-

000 and other of the stockholders are willing

to subscribe smaller amounts, ranging from

$1,000 to $5,000.

Tools are all ready for the manufacture of

the 1898 models, and shipments can begin im-

mediately upon starting the wf)rks. There are

many orders now on hand, and it is believed

the number of wheels which can be sold has

not been greatly diminished l)y the shut-down.

Moreover, several hundred machines can be

turned out before it is necessary to buy new
stock, after which a supply nf tubing will be

the first material necessary.

AN ENDING HOPED FOR.

Bridgeport, Conn., Jan. 29.—A possible

settlement of the Premier Cycle Mfg. Co.

difficulty by the former receiver, John C. Cas-

sidy, was the reason advanced this week for a

postponement of the arguments in the Su-

preme Court of Errors. Upon his plea he

succeeded in getting the case adjourned until

the March term of the court in Hartford.

There is also a controversy in this county

over the acceptance of the report of the former

receiver, which Cassidy's counsel are endeav-

oring to have placed on the list for immediate

trial before Judge Thayer.

INCREASE THE DUTY.

SUED IN MILWAUKEE.

A suit against A. D. Meiselbach was brought

last week by the Milwaukee Engineering Co.,

to recover the assumed profits on 1,690 bi-

cycles. The complaint states that the Milwau-

kee Engineering Co. contracted with Mr.

Meiselbach to furnish 10,000 bicycles, and it is

alleged that he failed to take the whole num-
ber. The company claim $6.44 profit on each

of 1,690 bicycles, in addition to losses, which

makes the total sum demanded over $30,000.

SUING PATEE.

Peoria, Jan. 29.—The Peoria Rubber and

Manufacturing Co., through its attorneys, has

filed a bill with the Circuit Court invoking the

assistance of the latter to restrain the new

Patee Bicycle Co. from methods in manufac-

ture which are alleged to conflict with theirs.

JUDGMENTS ENTERED.

Two judgments aggregating $10,111 have

been entered against Thomas McLaughlin in

favor of the New Home Sewing Machine Co.

on two of his notes which were endorsed,

among others, by the Standard Bicycle Co.

CLOSED BY THE SHERIFF.

Leadville, Jan. 27.—The stock of tlic I\\lc

Lanpherc Cycle Compainy is being closed out

at Sheriff's sale, by a Denver firm, on a judg-

ment of over $1,200, The sale will rcali/.e

$700 or $800.

This Is What Canadian Cycle Makers Ask Be
Done with United States

Bicycles.

Ottawa, Jan. 28.—Because of the great in-

flux of American bicycles, particularly by the

lower priced ones, the bicycle manufacturers
of Canada have asked the Government for a

specific duty of $9 on each wheel, with a pro-

vision that in no case should it be lower than
the equivalent of 25 per cent ad valorem.

The present tarif? imposes a duty of 30 per
cent on bicycles. No action has yet been
taken by the Government.
Should the appeal result in any such pro-

hibitory tarifif being placed upon American
bicycles, the number of "branch" factories in

Canada will be largely increased by recruits

from this side of the line.

FIRE WILL NOT AFFECT THEM.
On Monday night of this week the building

occupied by Robert H. Ingersoll & Bro., 65

Cortlandt street. New York city, was damaged
by fire to the extent of $25,000. This will not,

however, interfere with their business in the

fittings and sundries line, as these departments
were in the firm's building at 163 and 165

Washington street.

BURNED OUT. »7 <

Cortland, N. Y., Jan. 29.—A quick fire de-

stroyed the Cortland Wrench Co.'s plant on
North Franklin street, this week. The firm

manufactured a wrench for bicycle use. The
shop was huriu'd to the ground, the loss being

$8,000.

ANOTHER FIRE.

Chicago, Jan. 20.—Sanderson Bros. Steel

Co., who are extensive suppliers of steel to bi-

cycle manufacturers, were damaged to the ex-

tent of $20,000 in the Ewart Building fire on
Jefferson street, last night.

A PREFERRED CREDIWR.
I la.gorslinvn. Jan. 29.—Juilgo Sloan has de-

cided thai llie Whitman-Barnes Co. is a pre-

ferred creditor of the Snrbridgc Bicycle

Works, sold lor the benefit of creditors.
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HODGES HAS IT.

Re-elected President of Natlooal Track Asso-

clmtion Two Million In

Tracks.

New York city must do without represen-

tation on the National Cycle Track .Associa-

tion's Board of OtTiccrs.

At the meeting held at the Everett House,

in this city, on Saturday. E. C. Hodges, Bos-

ton, was elected president: C. A. Johnson,

Buffalo, vice-president; Henry E. Ducker,

Boston, secretary; L. M. Rich, Bridgeport,

treasurer.

Property in tracks amounting to more than

|-2,tKK>,(.KK> was represented at the meeting

either by pro.xy or in person, the following

being the list:

Willow Grove, Philadelphia; Fountain Ferry,

Louisville; Buffalo Athletic Field; Racine

(Wis.) Athletic Association; International

Park. Washington, D. C; Asbury Park, N. J.;

Pleasure Beach, Bridgeport, Conn.; Hampden
Park, Springfield, Mass.; West End Wheel-

men, Wilkesbarre, Pa.; New Jersey Bicycle

Track. V'ailesburg. N: J.; Charles River Park.

Boston, Mass.; Manhattan Beach, New York.

Applications for membership were received

from Providence, Pittsburg, Grand Rapids,

Eric and Greater New York. These applica-

tions were referred to the Membership Com-
mittee for their action. Dates were agreed

upon for the association's circuit, but these

will first have to be approved by the National

Racing Board of the L. A. W. The opening

date will be May 21st, and the tournament will

be held on the Manhattan Beach track. An
innovation decided on will call for a parade

before the grand stand of all the entrants in

the meets held on the association's tracks.

• That the association proposes to take no

chances in the game is evidenced by the con-

trol which they intend to exercise over pace-

making. The pacing outfit secured is said to

be the finest in the world, and consists of

thirty-two multicycles, varying in size from

l.ii.dem'^ to six-seatcrs.

Harmony is sought for by the N. C. T. A.

Its officers claim that there is to be no an-

tagoni.sm, and that it will act in conjunction

with the L. A. W. in all particulars, support-

ing the Racing Board and its rules. Secretary

Ducker is authority for the statement that all

i>l the track owners will give the choice of

•l.itcs to regularly organized bicycle clubs.

LEAGUE MEET, AUGUST NINTH.

Indiannpoli!!, Jan. 31.—The date for the '!)8

meet has been definitely decided upon. It

will be held the week of August 7th. opening

the IHh, and continuing until Sun-

np. thr 11»h,

11 , Indiana Division will

not i :<<n with the National

li'-t. The indi.inapoli!! L. A. W. Bicycle

( -,», *-f\r,.. .-!,.,,... of the State meet, and will

I ' : . of July, if the new track is

finished by wi.it time.

FOH LXIVI W-M 1
I' MIS

I'hiU'lplphia. Ian 'M iiccting of the

la«t week, it

•' ti^r its in-

nncc

CORRALING BEVEL-GEAR PATENTS.

Chicago, Jan. 29.— It was hinted around

Chicago this week that an unknown Ameri-

can held patents on bevel-gears as applied to

bicycles, which were purchased in Canada

and which antedated the patents of the old

League chainlcss. A number of makers have

sought the alleged owner of these patents, so

that they may be used in case of suits on the

part of the Pope Co. for infringements. Bui

no one has been enabled to get any positive

facts in regard to the matter.

It is, however, now publicly stated that one

of the new $75 chainless, shortly to appear, is so

near like the Columbia that the trade may ex-

pect to see a long and bitter fight over the

validity of the Pope Co.'s patents on the

bevel-gear as applied to bicycles. So far as

the gearing itself is concerned, the two wheels

arc alike, but the style of covering both sets

of gears on the wheel referred to is different

in design to that used on the Columbia. The

company in question, although announcing

the bringing out of the new model very short-

ly, refuses to make any guarantee on deliv-

eries.

It is more than likely that the Pedcrson bi-

cycle, which Humber & Co. are handling in

England, will soon be on the market in this

country. The American rights arc owned by

.\ndrca .\nderson, of Chicago, a relative by

marriage of the inventor. Mr. Anderson is

figuring on building the cantilever-framed

machine for this market. The road wheel

complete will weigh not to exceed sixteen

pounds, and the racer in the neighborhood of

eleven or twelve. Tandems are talked off

which will weigh in the neighborhood of

twenty or twenty-two pounds.

There is some prospect that Chicago will

alter all have a track for the coming .season.

New York parties are considering the selec-

tion of one of the ball parks on either the

South or West Sides, if satisfactory arrange-

ments can be made.

Complete lines of the Trinity and Fowler

will be handled by C. H. Larsen on the east

side of Dearborn street, between Washington

and Madison. Mr. Lar.sen has Cook County

for the Fowler, and pretty much the whole

West for the Trinity.

The Cycle Components Co. is to be the title

of a new corporation which expects to do an

immense business on the West Side the com-

ing season. Just where it will be located is

not yet determined.

. l). I. lit I'- l"-i' ^; .,j,[..

1 (he lower branch
'1 (>y

WASHINGTON WHEELMEN PROTEST.

Washington, Jan. 31.—Washington cyclists

arc not disposed to tamely accept ^the recent

legal decision in the handle-bar case. The

Division officials have called upon the Com-

missioner, suggesting that some change be

made whereby that portion of the regulation

relative to the height of the handle-bar could

be either modified, or held in abeyance until a

•satisfactory substitute could be provided.

That part of the regulation recjuiring the rider

to sit up reasonably erect, so that he could at

all times see at least three hundred feet ahead

it was felt was jusl and re.isonable, but the

handle-bar restriction is claimed to be a hard-

ship, and is the result of people attempting

to pass cycle legislation in rcspon.sc to popu-

lar clamor.

THE TICKET.

Potter - Kcenan Combination Names Its

Slate for l,eag:ue Officers—

Western Trouble.

Although the Potter- Kecnan combination

was formally indorsed by the Pennsylvania

Division, all is not smooth sailing in that

State, a number of the delegates showing
signs of kicking over the traces, but Potter

and his friends exhibit no signs of alarm

over these backsliders.

The Potter ticket is now as follows: Presi-

dent, I. B. Potter, New York; first vice-presi-

dent, T. J. Kcenan, Pittsburg, Pa.; second

vice-president, E. N. Hines, Detroit; treas-

urer. James C. Tattersall, Trenton, N. J.

Rumors of trouble, however, come from the

West. It is said that the Western divisions

have (juictly organized and that seven of them

have agreed to go to St. Louis with their dele-

gates unpledged. This would give the West-

ern caucus eight divisions, including Illinois,

which will stand together when it comes to a

show down in the Assembly.

Furthermore. Sterling Elliott is expected in

Chicago this week, in a last effort to combine

the West against Potter.

Conway W. Samms, Chief Consul of Mary-

land, has, it is said, been bidding for votes

for the Potter ticket, offering to obtain passes

for delegates representing the vote of cer-

tain divisions, the question being openly asked,

"Will your division be represented at St.

Louis, and will it vote for Potter?" By whose

authority this has been done is not stated, but

some interesting reading might develop if all

of the details could be aired.

It is considered likely, however, that Potter

will be elected, as his friends claim to have

more than enough votes already pledged for

that purpose.

WON BY TWO YARDS.

Pittsburg, Jan. 29.—.\ hair-raiser was the

desperate finish of the two leaders in the six-

day twelve-hour race. Waller and Elkes. Five

minutes before the pistol was fired all the

other riders <\'ere pulled off the track, giving

these two a clear field, they having been rid-

ing neck and neck. Elkes won by about two

yards, the following being the final score:

l-:ikes, 1,.'^22 miles ('• laps, 60 yards; Waller.

l.M2i miles, (5 laps, 58 yards; Schinneer, 1.314

miles. 6 laps; Hall, 1,311 miles. (5 laps; Wal-

lers. 1,309 miles. 11 laps; Dench, 1,1-'!' miles, 5

laps; Gannon, 1.115 miles, 2 laps; Ruckcl,

l.ltil miles; Henshaw, 878 miles.

OF WASHINGTON MANUFACTIRE.

Washington, D. C, Jan. 31.— Gaitlur &
Cissel, 11 and !Uh streets, will begin at once

the manufacture of a wheel, which will be

called the "Century." They claim to have as-

certained that the name will not conflict with

any copyright extant and will begin February

1st to bring out the machines. The Wash-

ington Cycle Supply Co. is a new company

that will occupy the store at 1015 14th St., for

the purpose of wholesaling bicycle sundries.

ANOTHER DEPARTMENT-STORE DEAL.

Buffalo. N. Y.. Jan. 2!».—The William Hen-

gerer Co., one of the large department stores,

will represent both the Steam'* and the Nia-

gara bicycles in this city during the coming

season. The contract has just been closed.
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THE NATIOxNAL ASSEMBLY.

IMPORTANT and deserving of serious de-

^ liberation are the matters to be presented

for the consideration of the National Assem-

bly of the League of American Wheelmen

meeting in St. Louis next week.

Especially is this so of the radical amend-

ments proposed. Upon the adoption or re-

jection of these depends much.

First of these, and probably the most im-

portant, is the proposal to elect by popular

vote of the general membership. It should

prevail, but is probably doomed, judging from

the singular lack of interest evinced by the

politicians. But it would at one stroke

weaken the hands of the professional poli-

ticians who have hitherto used the League for

their own selfish purposes; and, instead, will

enable the executive to be the choice of the

people. As it is to-day, the average League

member has no voice in the afifairs of the or-

ganization. Moreover, the elimination of the

election from National politics would afford

greater time for the Assembly to devote to

the proper legislation required by the affairs

of the organization.

The provision that the president and vice-

presidents shall hold office for two years is

also in line with sound business judgment.

Local option by each division so far as

Sunday racing and the admission of the negro

to membership is proposed, but will probably

fail, owing to the fact that the Assembly is

hardly yet liberal enough for these changes

to be adopted.

So, too, with the elimination of tlie word

"amateur." That the professional should be

eligible to membership under proper restric-

tion is right and proper. Taxaticjn williout

representation is wrong both in policy and

principle; but the amendment has so often

failed of acceptance that it may again meet

the same fate. Li line with the admission of

professionals is Ihc proposed amendment that

no person shall be eligible to entry in a race

unless he is a nu'ni])cr of the L. A. W. Tiiis

is just. The racing man who profits by tiie

organization should be required to contribute

to its support; but only through regular mem-
bership.

To prohibit six-day races is an excellent

suggestion. The amendment should pas.= in-

structing the Racing Board to issue no sanc-

tions for such events.

As to whether or not the Racing Board

should receive remuneration for their labors

is a matter which will probably cause con-

siderable debate. A business-like move would

be the establishment of the chairmanship as a

paid office of the League. The position has

become too important to be run as an ama-

teur bureau, and no competent man can be

secured unless adequate remuneration is pro-

vided.

Fortunately, there is little danger that the

proposed change admitting children will

ever become a law. It will doubtless be duly

presented at St. Louis, but if the discretion

and good sense of the representatives count

for anything, it will receive but scant recog-

nition. There are more important matters

for the consideration of the National As-

sembly than the establishment of a junior

membership in the L. A. W. Kindergartens

are well enough in their place; that place is

not within the ranks of the League of Ameri-

can Wheelmen as a body politic.

It is almost a foregone conclusion that the

action to be taken by the Assembly on all of

these important matters will be decided prior

to the formal gathering. It is more than

rumored that the caucus is to be all-powerful,

and that all questions of import, together

with the nomination and election of officers,

will be settled at the preliminary meetings

which have been ordered.

Doubtless all may not be the smoothest of

smooth sailing; doubtless the creakings of the

machinery may at times be heard, and the

hands of the manipulators be visible once in

a while. But the party whip will crack, the

mandates will go forth, and the henchmen will

duly and obediently fall into line.

What if there be a few recalcitrants—a faitli-

ful few, who shall dare to call their souls their

own?

But little influence can be hoped for from

them. For the statement is freely made

that the selection of delegates has, wherever

possible, been based upon subserviency to

party lines; and that the leaders have not only

all their plans cut and dried, but, in addition,

have got the men who will vote as they direct

in the preceding caucuses.

'I'o forecast the election with certainty is

not possible. At present it looks like Potter,

l)ut the old s;iw of "many a sHp" never held

good to a greater degree than in the slippery

and uncertain CDiiditioiis which prevail to-

day. The West is the nnknown tiiKiulity, and

as such, any atteiu])! to say wliat it will do or

will not do is worse llian futile.

CYCLING AND ATHLETICS.

/'"^LOSELY allied are cycling and general

^—
' athletics. Especially is this the case to-

day. It has long been evident that cycling

clubs, pure and simple, have re-created an in-

terest in their organizations through the ad-

dition of general athletics as a "side line," in

the language of the cycle salesman.

In the blush of enthusiasm over the wheel the

novice either at once joins some already estab-

lished club, or else proceeds to organize a new

one in connection with a number of friends,

who, like himself, enjoy its novelty. For a

time this is well. The new Pegasus serves all

purposes; but a little later, when enthusiasm

begins to lag, the rider turns instinctively to

other sports in connection with his club.

Football, outdoor and indoor baseball, hand-

ball and bowling teams have come to be re-

garded as indispensable adjuncts of all the

larger cycling organizations in the principal

cities of the country, and in many of these the

athletic sentiment has become so strong that

their names have been changed so as to in-

dicate both the cycling and the athletic char-

acter of the club.

.A.nd, on the other hand, the large athletic

clubs have so thoroughly realized the strong

hold which cycling has upon its devotees, that

they, in turn, are sparing no effort to cater

to the wheelmen already within their ranks,

and to induce outsiders to unite with them in

the hope of securing facilities which have not,

up to the present time, been within the possi-

bilities of any cycle organization pure and

simple.

STEEL TUBES AND LEAD PIPES.

/~\ NE of the most singular claims ever ad-

^-^ vanced as a plea for excellence in con-

struction is that which has frequently been

used, is case of accident, by bicycle manufac-

turers, when a bicycle has been run over

and the tubing flattened and bent: the argu-

ment being advanced and adxertised that this

bending and crushing without fracture is

proof of superior excellence.

The proud claim that tubing in a frame

when run over has flattened, and did not crack

or pari at any point is not always one which

redounds to the credit of the manufacturer,

for, as a matter of fact, this particular point, if

it were of value, could be claimed to a much

greater extent for lead pipe. Ductility in tub-

ing is desirable to a certain point, but if carried

to snch a degree that the tube becomes soft.

or cNtrcnicly low in carbon, the resistance of

the frame to torsional and tensile strain is

greatly weakened. The advantage of high car-

bon for high grade bicycle tubes is not a fancy

one, [Minided it also is not carried to sucii

excess as will make a tube too brittle.

Tlicre i.s a happy mediiun. A moderate
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amount of carbon in bicycle tubing—say, from

.)0 to 40. or 50 per cent—enables manufac-

turers to build a much stiflfcr frame, with in-

finitely greater resistance to the very great

and peculiar strains to which the bicycle is

subjected in actual riding, than can possibly

be obtained by a soft tubing, which will bend

and twist as if it were a section of lead pipe.

It should, however, be borne in mind that

high carbon tubes arc far more expensive to

produce than low carbon, and that the former

are, therefore, used only in bicycles that com-

mand the highest prices. But low carbon

tubes can be made of the same strength as

those from high carbon, provided their gauge

is thickened, with the resultant, and some-

times objectionable effect of increasing the

weight of the bicycle correspondingly.

So with all material entering the structure of

bicycles. It is an axiom that the lighter the

weight the finer and more costly is the char-

acter of the material necessary to employ in

attaining the necessary strength and rigidity.

Therefore, the maker who is building the

medium-priced machine finds it necessary

to utilize a lower carbon tubing, at a cor-

respondingly reduced price, but this necessi-

tates a heavier gauge if he would not find his

machines giving way under stresses which the

lighter gauge, of higher carbon, could success-

fully withstand; and yet. under severe com-

pression strain, the higher priced tubes might

perhaps crack, while the others would flatten

and double up.

CLUBS PROTEST.

As between the race promoter, who makes

a business of the sport, and the cycling

club or association, there can be no question as

to which should be given the preference when

it comes to a matter of sanction for race meet

or tournament. A man who is out for revenue

only docs not deserve the same consideration

as a body of riders who arc banded together

for mutual interest and for the spirit of the

sport instead of the mere cash which it will

cam. The amateur club promoter should be

Ktven preference over tlu- professional every

lime and ail the tin\'

' n freely st;acd that the big racing

as arc controlling not only the best

ridert, as they already do the leading tracks,

but that L. A. W. nfTirials themselves have

hrcn amenable to their influence when it

Mine* to a quetition of sanction. A "corner"

on the track, the rider, and the sanction would

come extremely clo»c to governing the racing

game from Mart to finish; and naturally the

large cycling clubs who h.ivr been promoting

•lid supporting race meets for years and years

many a time at a loci v.liirh the club had

• sfo down into it« pocket* lo make up—arc

> Uing themselves whether or not the League

is run for the interest of the professional pro-

moter, or for the rank and file who have

borne the burden and heat of the day in the

past.

To see the sport of cycle racing, which

hitherto, despite many unfortunate features,

has probably been cleaner than that of any

other branch of athletics, drift into the hands

of speculative promoters who have no inter-

est whatever beyond the money which they

can make out of it, and who care not a rap for

the League or its rules—except so far as those

rules may protect themselves—would be the

most severe blow which cycling has ever re-

ceived.

Nor can the governing powers of the

League of American Wheelmen afford to see

this brought about. The rank and file will none

of it. Such a revolt as the body has never yet

witnessed would be the inevitable result of

such an attempt, and signs are not wanting that

a strong feeling is already aroused among its

members.

While the National Assembly, perhaps, can-

not enact such legislation at this coming meet-

ing as will provide against this danger, the

note of warning may well be sounded by the

League's friends. .\ strong recommendation

to the incoming Racing Board would not be

without weight, if couched in such imperative

tones as would prevent the possibility of any

disregard of its mandates.

FOR TECHNICAL MEN.

A 1 /I I ILK it may not be a cure-all. the

' ' formation of the recently organized

Society of Cycle Engineers of Great Britain

cannot fail to be of great value to the cycle

trade in general, and to that of England in

particular.

Such an organizatif)ii as this, whose mem-

bers are not only scientific and practical men.

but who also represent the largest companies

in the industry, can arrive at a more intelli-

gent understanding of the merits or demerits

of the various devices which will bid for popu-

lar favor during each succeeding season; and

by reason of the value of united counsel, can

determine the practical merits of snch devices

with much greater facility and more absolute

certainty than any one r>r two men. no matter

how able, could do.

The Boudard gear and the very much

boomed Simpson chain are two shining ex-

amples of much-lauded inventions whose pub-

licity would have been very greatly limited, if

not entirely prevented, by proper discussion

before such a society, greatly to the benefit of

the bank accounts of the stockholders.

years," to the cflfect that unless prices go up

again and the makers return to their former

methods of advertising and selling, the entire

trade will become disrupted and the industry

of bicycle-making will disappear from .Xmer-

ica. is almost as perennial as the one regard-

ing the end of the world. Twenty years ago

the pioneers heard the same thing. It has

been sounding ever since.

Just how the scheme, as proposed by an al-

leged syndicate, to have an electric car

speed around the track in cycle races, with

the referee as motorman, so as to enable him

to watch the riders, is to be carried out. is not

divulged. Doubless a mechanical diploma

will be a retjuisite for the official referee here-

after; and treatises on "Every Referee His

Own Motorman" will now be in order.

"The secret of a paced race," says Mr.

James Michael, "is never to let go." That

same "secret" holds good in races other than

paced, and apart from cycling. The fellow

who can hold the pace and keep to the front

usually gets there in business as in bicycling.

For an organization whose days are num-

bered, according to the prophecies of some of

the papers, the Board of Trade manages to

maintain a fairly cohesive organization. Dis-

solution is. as yet. a long way off.

Amalgamation may be a good thing, but

.some of the cycling club associations contigu-

ous to New York profess to sec in the pro-

posed union of the A. C. C. an attempt to use

them as political cat's-paws.

That the latest New York cycling club can

inculcate moderation in cycling, for the novice

particularly, is too much to expect; but it de-

serves the thanks of a long-sufTering commun-

ity for the effort.

William the Sudden's slumbers will be

no lighter when he hears of another American

factory establishing itself within his sacred

domain. The German invasion goes mer-

rily on.

.And now comes an Englishman with the

latest (?) thing in brakes—a brake shoe to act

by friction on the ground. 'Tis only twenty

vears old.

With a few more rumors of racetracks in

and around New York, the novice will find

plenty of free training accommodations.

Predictions arc not always prophecies Indianapolis maids are already preparing

For instance, that of the individual "who has their war-paint and party dresses against the

been identified with the cycle trade for ten coming League meet.
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THE NATIONAL ASSEMBLY.

Reports of Committees Given in Advance of the Meeting—Facts, Figures

and Salient Points of What the Officials Have Done

with Their Various Stewardships.

A precedent has been set.

Old lines have been departed from, and the

member who journeys to the National As-

sembly can now post himself on the reports

of the various committees prior to their for-

mal presentation in the Assembly.

The gist of these accounts of the steward-

ship of the committee chairman is herewith

given. , It will be noticed, perhaps with re-

gret, that the secretarial report is altogether

devoid of those flowery symbolisms of speech

which have heretofore perennially moved the

Assembly to laughter.

No more does the "Ship of State" plow the

troubled seas; melted is the ponderous snow-

ball of last year's report. Instead, Secretary

Bassett deals in cold, dry figures in a business-

like way, and does the like with statements

and recommendations.

It is as follows:

We have seen our membership grow from 72,000 to

102,000 and our finances have shown a very healthy

condition.

The following table shows the membership by di-

visions for the years 1896 and 1897 and the numerical

position of the divisions for those years. The figures

at the left in the table below give, first the numerical

standing for 1896, and second that for 1897:

Numerical Numerical
strength.order.

1896 1897
41 38
38 46
29 41
17 19
10 9
42 29
30 37
39 37
33 30
50 50
5 5

16 12
11 17
18 22
13 15
27 35
21 20
12 10
3 3

15 8
22 18
43 42
7 13

36 33

24 23
44 48
26 14
4 4

47 45
1 1
9 21

40 39
45 44
6 6

49 49
28 27
2 2

14 11

19 .24
27 36
48 43
23 28
20 26
34 40
35 34
32 31
25 25

31. 32

8 7

46 47

1896.

Alabama 56
Arizona 85

Arkansas 258
Colorado 751

Connecticut 1,462

Delaware 52

District of Columbia 245

Florida 68

Georgia 137
Idaho 5

Illinois 3,223

Indiana 984

Iowa 1,413

Kansas 751

Kentucky 1,249

Louisiana 338

Maine 506

Maryland 1,248

Massachusetts 9,576

Michigan 1,073

Minnesota 438

Mississippi 50

Missouri 2,095

Montana 79

Nebraska 424

Nevada 50

New Hampshire 362

New Jersey • 4,717

New Mexico 37

New York 20,560

Northern Californa 1,631

North Carolina 58

North Dakota 50

Ohio ,.....: 2,169

Oklahoma 30

Oregon 318

Pennsylvania 11,029

Rhode Island 1,102

Southern California 484

South Carolina 87

South Dakota 20

Tennessee 425

Texas 478

Utah 125

Vermont 112

Virginia 148

Washington 437

West Virginia 192

Wisconsin 1,600

Wyoming 40

Canada 16

Foreign 3*

Indian Territory 2

1897.

79
15
63

5S2
2,011

265
954
93
254

3

3,802
1,663

1,663
501

1,011
139
557

1,921
12,468
2,035
674
49

1,636
165
481

9

1,100

6,869
17

26,981
524
66
43

3,087

102,636Total 72,879

The tables show a gain of 40 per cent. The largest

percentage that we have shown in the past is 87 per

cent., which our increase exhibited in 1876. The fol-

lowing tables show the percentage of increase in the

ten large divisions for 1890 and 1897:

1896.

New York, 101

Pennsylvania 147

Massachusetts fil

New Jersey .J*''

Illinois IM
Ohio

Y>Wisconsin ^''

Michigan :
''•'

Connecticut 54

Maryland ^'^

1897.

31

122
30
45
Vi

42
61
89
37

54

It will be seen that the National meet is a potent

factor in recruiting. Pennsylvania shows the effect

of it, and Indiana, with a meet in prospect, shows
already an increase of 69 per cent.

The number of applications received in two years

has been:

1897 54,793
1896 46,574

Excess in 1897 8,219

Renewals received:
1897 48,017
1896 26,343r

Excess in 1897 21,674

Our gross income for 1897 was $165,042.08, an increase

of $41,546.90 over the income of 1896. Our income from

membership fees has been:

Applications $95,887 75

Renewals 36,012 75
Back dues 759 55"

Fines 402 15

Total $133,062 20

We have received for subscriptions to "Bulletins"

$25,247.50, and have paid to publishers for the paper

$39,239.90. Thus the "Bulletin" has cost us $13,992.40.

The number of subscriptions received and paid for

was 100,990. The "Bulletin" was therefore an expense

to us of 13% cents per member, and the income ot*

the National body was by this means reduced to 26%
cents per capita.

From the merchandise sold we have netted a good

profit which * * * has been about $1,500.

At the last meeting of the Assembly we were in-

structed to renumber the members on a new basis.

This action of the Assembly rendered of no avail the

work of renumbering which had been completed at

that time and which had taken tthe clerks in our office

the better part of three months to accomplish. We
got back to our office from Albany just two weeks

before the opening of the renewal season, where we

had a consultation with the Executive Committee

about renumbering. The renumbering was postponed

till fall. October 25th we began upon the work.

* * * We expect to be at least two years- in perfect-

ing the alphabetical index.

We think we have never lost an opportunity to point

out the injustice which our enrollment does to our

founders. Certain men met at Newport on May 31,

1880, and organized the League of American Wheel-

men. They adopted a constitution and elected officers.

Under all precedents these men should have been en-

tered upon our books as charter members. Under

the loose methods of business employed in those days,

they were required to join the League in the regular

way. They did not all understand this, and our records

show them coming in at different times and taking

late dates of record, while men who were not at New-

port stand higher on the rolls. We have twenty-one

members with us to-day who were present and helped

to organize the League. I earnestly recommend that

the Assembly pass a resolution which shall place these

twenty-one men at the head of our list with the record

of founder.

The outlook for the coming year is full of promise,

and we may hope for even greater results than we

have had in the past.

George L. Copke, chairman of the Mem-
bership Committee, after a brief summing- up

ot the work of his office, in which he states

that out of one hundred thousand and odd

League applicants and members just forty-nine

had objections or complaints entered against

them for causes other than ineligibility, gives

the following number of cases acted upon by

his office:

Cases received, 59; acted upon by the committee, 51;

referred to president (By-laws, art. V, sec. 1 (a), 1;

referred to Rights and Privileges Committee, 1; re-

ferred to Racing Board, 2; not acted upon (not within

jurisdiction of any conimittcc), 4. Cases acted upon

by committee- -Protests against admission, 47; pro-

tests withdrawn, 4; applications witlulrawn, 4; protests

sustained, 18; professionalism, 1; ineligibility, 4; other

reasons, 13; protests dismissed, 21; recpiesta for ex-

pulsions (all granted), 4; expelled by L. A. W. clubs,

3; other causes, 1.

Chairman Mott's report is a lengthy docu-

ment, dealing in facts, figures and generalities.

The salient points are as follows:

The volume of business transacted by the Board was
great. It required the services, at the height of the

season, of eleven clerks, stenographers and type-

writers, at wages varying from $25 to $5 per week,

making, with the members, eighteen persons in all

engaged in the offices. The amount expended in

postage amounted to $733.22, distributed as follows:

Mr. Dixon, $114.80; Mr. Dorntee, $114.51; Mr. Foltz,

$99.65; Mr. Wait, $61.70; Mr. Doty, $38.50; Mr. Good-
man, $17.19; Mr. Mott, $286.87.

Sanctions issued were distributed in the districts as

follows: Mr. Foltz, 590; Mr. Dixon, 582; Mr. Dorn-

tee, 395; Mr. Wait, 391; Mr. Doty, 269; Mr. Goodman,
52; Mr. Mott, 633.

The sanction is the foundation of the rules of dis-

cipline and the government of bicycle racing. In

such vast interests as are controlled by the L. A. W.,
extending over three millions of square miles of ter-

ritory, the power given the League by the sanction is

absolutely necessary. It also protects the promoter
* * * The sanction is not only necessary, but it

is a wise measure. * * * And to this extent the

world owes the League of American Wheelmen a

debt of gratitude. In those other countries where the

sanction is not used, bicycle racing has languished

until the occupation of the promoter and racing man
is almost gone, while in this vast country, under the

unlimited but wise powers created by the sanction

rule, bicycle racing flourishes beyond any other

method of entertainment. * * * The control by the

L. A. W., without direct pecuniary profit, invites pub-

lic confidence to an extent that could not be accom-
plished in any other manner, and this is as clear to

business foresight as it is to the National Assembly.

One new feature that has improved bicycle racing

in the past season, is the entranSe into it of capitalists

and business men. They are in it for an investment

and to get proper returns. Consequently, their meets

are conducted in a business-like manner, and with

system. * * * But the entrance of the business man
into racing has not discouraged the bicycle clubs.

More clubs promoted meets in the past season than

ever before, and their operations were popular. Club
promotion should be fostered and encouraged. Ambi-
tious clubs are the feeders of the tracks, and the

champions of to-day were our club mates of yester-

day.

Just what classes should compose the League, or

what qualifitations should be required for membership
is not a question which pertains specially to any com-

mittee, and to the Racing Board the least of all. If

it is the province of any committee it would properly

belong to that on membership. Therefore, no recom-

mendation is made, but the various members of the

Board who may be delegates to the National Assem-
bly will govern themselves on that matter as mem-
bers of the National Assembly, and not of this Board.

As a class, the professional racing men, of whom
there are over three thousand, have as delicate a sense

of honor as the average human being. Recognizing

this fact, they have not been treated by your Board as

criminals, or even suspects. At the same time the

respect of the men has been retained by requiring that

they should be subservient to necessary rules and

regulations. There is strong evidence that they

recognize that to have a system, even if it is faulty

in some respects, is absolutely necessary to the finan-

cial success of bicycle racing as a business or

profession, and that it is therefore to the

immense advantage of the racing men and
the promoter also. • * » Not one single

case of absolute "crookedness" has been dis-

covered, and only four cases of such doubtful charac-

ter as to be classed as anywhere near venal. .-Vs a rule

with few exceptions, rivalry among the professionals

has been so strongly in evidence that collusion was al-

most impossible. • • * Bicycle racing has been

clean—the king of athletic sports. The sun never sets

upon the elTects of the jurisdiction of the servants ot

the National Assembly, as represented by the Racing

Board.

The chairman thinks that the method of de-

termining the profcs.-^ional N;itioiial champion

is at fault. He recommends that in the future

they should be concentrated or consolidated.

There should he \nn one champion, and he

should represent the average of the best work
for the whole sea.son at all sprinting distances.

It is advi.sed that the National Circuit shall

begin not earlier than May Mth, and end not

later than October l.Mh, and that the chani-
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pionships shall be determined by the points

throughout the entire season. He would howv

ever, have the National Amateur Champion-

ships determined entirely at the ^'ational

meet, and recommends but one champion.

Our relations with similar foreign bodies is o( the

most cordial nature, and their friendly acts have been

many times expressed ip the most substantial manner.
• • • not the 'least being the absolute refusal of the

organizations • • • fi..rminK, with ourselves, the

International Cyclists" Association to interfere with

our California troubles, which they term "a family

quarrel," as far as t>> admit them to membership in

the Association. • • •

With territory c'rcumscribed, with the loss of the

Kasiern racing stars, without which bicycle racing was

never financially successful in California, our erring

brothers are in the last ditch, still defiant, but none

the less slowly starving. When ttic cause is suffi-

ciently decayed, there will be the submission to con-

stituted authority that will bring the same prosperity

that is already established in the loyal East and West
and North and South.

I'rofessional racing men are fined for various

ofTences, and the proceeds become a part of the funds

of the Board. • • • Comprehending the broad

words of the by-law relating to Kacing Board funds,

that they shall be expended for "the general improve-

ment of the racing interests of the L. A. \\'.." • • •

they have been used in various instances to reward

public performances of special merit by racing men,

in providing conveniences for them and their trainers

at race meets, and in one instance to refund a loss to

member Henry Goodman, of your Board, due to

conducting a race meet on the Pacific Coast for

the purpose of giving employment to racing men
who, under great temptation, remained loyal to the

L. A. W'. It is recommended that all funds derived

from fines be hereafter devoted to rewards for meri-

torious actions of racing men.

As the L. .\. W'. governs the racing men, it should

also protect them. It should require of promoters that

the contestants be given proper consideration. An
important part of this is that the men and their man-

agers and trainers should be furnished with comfort-

able and convenient training quarters when partici-

pating in race meets. • • • The health of the men
and their success on the track before spectators de-

pend much upon their being gotten into prime con-

dition for extraordinary elTort immediately prior to

each event. It is recommended that sanctions be

denied those promoters who fail to give these men
proper consideration in this respect

It has l>cen demonstrated that the racing men are

Mimetimes deceived into competing in unsanctioned

races, and in events that require special permits for

excess of the prize limit, by promoters who assert that

they have such authorities from the Kacing Board.

It i«, therefore, recommended that promoters be re-

quired to post sanctions and special permits in plain

view of the contestants when they are lined up at the

tape, and that hereafter no excuse of ignorance be

accepted from racing man who rides in unsanctioned

events.

Judging the order of finishes of races has been a

cause of complaint among racing men. Absolute ac-

curacy of Itic eye, however well educated, is an impos-

sibility in some cases. To make it to a less degree bur-

densome to iudgct. y< ar Board adopted n rule that only

four prizes shniilil he given in a scratch race, and only

•» '" ' '••I'. •• This was some relief, hut dues
1 It remedy. It is rec<immendrd
' • prize for the invention of a per-

fect mechanical device to be practical and reasonable

in price, for timing and automatically recording the
I

; . , in bicycle races.

Male circuits were exceedingly suc-
'' I that the Division

lurments to continue

wide for the divisicm

r "fessional racing men
* • • Tlir fee for the same

"nr<, thr cxceptiim being only
' '% exclusively. • • »

'' 't •'"• Inlernationnl

in North
r^lilr that

entries, so that the promoter may properly advcrtlM.-

his attractions, it is recommended that the promoter

be required to publish on the score-card • • • the

name of the wheel or tire ridden.

There will be no dissenters from Mr. Mott"s

statement that "Every promoter, racing man,

manager, trainer or any other person con-

nected with bicycle racing should he com-

pelled to exercise common business honesty

in racing transactions." The recent short

track scandal would have been imjux'^ibU'

had this i>rinciple been observed.

The following is a statement of funds handled by

the Kacing Itoard, I.. .\. W'., for the year ending

January 3, ISJiS:

KKCKII'TS.

Bv K. M. Welch $.V» 00
" Fred Uerlach :«! 00
•• A. D. Wait I.IW 10
•• (ieo. W'. Uorntee I,2ii0 00
•• If. W. Foltz 1.S48 61
" II. S. Dixon 1.272 00
•• W. I. Dotv tSJS 00
" Henry Goodman 101 17

$6,356 88
" Albert Mott, from sanc-

tion fees and all other
sources $3,217 59

Less amt. of returned fees 147 50
3,070 09

Total receipts $9,426 97

DISBURSE.MENTS.

By R. M. Welch $5 00
•• Fred Gcrlach 8 10
" A. D. W ait 464 70
" G. W. Dorntec 858 91
" H. W. Foltz 945 66
" H. S. Dixon 744 61
" W. 1. Doty 309 43
" Henry Goodman 359 15

$3,695 56
" Albert Mott:

For expenses $325 22
" wages and labor ..l,5Ci4 50
" stat'n'y and ptg. .. 002 86
" postage 286 87
" expressage 12 00
" telegrams 114 83
" traveling accounts. »-)8 80
" legal services 136 70
" rewards to racing

men, etc 336 35
$3,898 83

" bal. in bank and on hand 1,8.32 58
$9,426 97

-irturef f . r.,nfiiii till n.K.i

mg men lo niakt r-guUt and uMiy

For the Committee on Highways, Otto

Dorncr, chairman, submits a statement of the

work done in the Legislatures of the various

States before whom the good roads question

was brought prnniincntly. The salient fea-

tures of the results accomplished are as fol-

lows:

In Minnesota a constitutional amendment to author-

ize State aid to country roads was passed in the

Legislature. • • •

In Tcnnsylvania the Hamilton bill for State aid was

passed. This bill might be called a general revision

of the road laws of Pennsylvania. It provides for the

payment of a certain percentage of all road taxes

in cash, reduces the number of road supervisors, and

creates the machinery for a system of State aid. Con-

siderations of economy in State affairs ' prevented

the passage of an appropriation to accompany the

bill, but the Pennsylvania good roads advocates expect

that the next Legislature will appropriate one million

dollars for the purpose.

In New York State, the IIigbie-.\rmstrong bill was

introduced in both houses of the Legislature. It was

learned that Governor Black was openly opposed to the

1 1 igbie- Armstrong bill on the grounds of economy, antf

would endeavor to prevent its passage. In view of

Ibis opposition, the passage of the bill was not further

urged. It is pleasing to know that Governor Black's

attitude on the sulijccl has since been changed, and

that a similar measure will have his support in the'

next Legislature.

A bill for Stale aid lo roads was introduced in (he

Illinois Legislature, but never found its way nut of

(he first committee room to which it was consigned.
• • •

In (onneelicul an assault upon the existing system

i> nid was successfully repulsed.

.1 number of gooil roads meetings have been

i.ri.i in Khode Island. • • ^^>ur committee feels

that continuous gooil results may be looked fur in

1 1. ,11 Stair.

I he goral rnnda work in W isconsin has been eonren

iiril on • pro|Hisrd amrnilment of Ihc constitution

lo permit tif Stair aid. • • •

The public press has given us much help. Copy on
llie subject of good roa<ls and .St.Tic aid has been sent

to between 1,100 and 1.200 newspapers of all kinds,

twenty-two syndicated articles having been issued on
the subject and extensively printed. This publicity has

included the large metropolitan dailies, the weeklies

of large editions published in the cities, the country

press, and the co-operate lists of newspapers. • • •

Your committee has offered $125 cash in prizes for

the best photographs of bad roads to be sent to us be-

fore June 1, 189S • • • and has recently pcrfecteif

plans for issuing a large edition of pamphlets devoted

particularly to Stale aid, and to be mailed directly to

farmers throughout the I'nited States.

In conclusion the committee recommends
that the efforts of the L. A. W. should proper-

ly be directed to create popular sentiment to

good roads and for State aid, rather than to

secure special legislation.

The members of the committee delivered

many addresses during the year, good roads

and farmers' days having been arranged for in

a number of States. The most important of

these were the National Road Parliament at

Nashville, in September, and the Farmers'

National Congress, at St. Paul.

The Committee on Rules and Regulations

has done no work except consideration and

action upon amendments to the Constitution

and by-laws, proposed for the coming As-

sembly.

The Committee on Rights and Privileges,

of which Walter S. Jenkins is chairman, had

the usual lengthy statement of the work done
by the comniittee during the year. Besides

the numerous minor cases which were of a

varied, and at times of an amusing character,

the iinportant ones are indicated by extracts

from the repor*.

A gentleman residing in Philadelphia wrote a most
indignant portcst against the threatened action of

the women of Philadelphia, whereby they were en-

deavoring to have an ordinance passed prohibiting

the riding of bicycles on Sunday.

.\nothcr comjilaint came from a member who had
expended $4.50 for an electric lamp. The lamp had
become broken, and had been returned to the com-
pany, since which lime our friend had been unable

to find any trace of it. I was kindly deputed to spend
a day, or two days, or a week, or such time as might
be necessary, to find that lamp and return it to its

true owner.

A member asked the opinion of the committee upon
the question of the liability of the owner of a store

for the loss of a wheel belonging to a customer, who
has left his wheel in a rack placed by the proprietor in

front of his store, while the wheelman was trading in

the store. In this case we felt compelled to absolve

the storekeeper from liability.

One of the most important matters arose in the

Kentucky Division. A committee was appointed to

draft a new constitution and bylaws for the division,

with instructions lo present them at the next business

meeting. The cominillce fully discharged its duties,

and, as required by the constitution which it was
sought lo amend, gave thirty days' notice. * * *

The secretary treasurer of the division attempted to

comply with the further requirements of the consti-

tution, which provided that the constitution might be

amended provided the proposed amendment should

be published in the official organ at least thirty days

prior to the meeting at which such action be taken,

by sending a copy lo the oflicial orgnn at Boston, with

request to publish the same. The aforesaid editor de-

clined to publish the proposed amendnienis, alleging

Ihc length of the document as the reason, • • • and

the amendments never were published. • • • The
meeting adopted the conslitulion as it had been re-

ported by it* committee. • • •

While this committee appreciated the embarrass-

ment of the Kentucky Division, • • • we were com-

pelled lo advise them that their action in adopting

these amendments, without their first having been

published as required by their constitution, was illegal

and void.

As a result of all this the Kentucky Division hat

liern compelled to struggle along under its old con-

slitulion and In call a special meeting of the bonnr

of officers (ur the adoption of the necessary amend-

ments lo Its by-law*.
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Gendron Make
Which Signifies

^"'w ^pvv^n

A High-class and Reliable Bicycle, and one whicli

has proven to be a money-maker for Agents.

No Dealer ean Afford

To settle on his line of wheels for the season

before considering the advantages we are offering.

Get Our Proposition
If yon want to be in it with your 1898 bicycles.

^-f^-f^-f-f-f-f-f-ft-f-f-f^-f-f-f-ff-f-f-f-f-f

GENDRON WHEEL CO., Toledo, Ohio.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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The difficulty which thus beset the Kentucky Di-

%-ision suKResis • • • pertinent inquiry as to

whether the I^a|rue should not have Rrealer rights

and mure am|ilc accommodations in its official organ

than it now enjoys. • • •

As the Leainic of American Wheelmen increases in

numbers and grows in power and influence, unscrupu-

lous |>eople more and more seek various and devious

ways in which to forward their own private enterprises

by the unauthorized use of the League name or the

I_ A. W. emblem. It is often a difficult matter to

prevent this, but our organlration and its several

officers should be constantly on their guard lest de-

signing persons or corporations use the name ot the

League for the accomplishment of seltish ends with

out the warrant of authority. • • •

t )ne year ago we were jubilant over the decision that

had been secured in the courts of St. Louis declaring

that, as a matter of common law, bicycles were hag-

gage, and as such the owner accompanying his wheel

was entitled to have it carried by the railroads with-

out charge, as personal baggage. The .Assembly at

that time appropriated a considerable sum to defray

the expense of employing counsel to sustain that de-

cision in the higher court, to which an appeal had

been taken by the railroad company. It is with great

regret that we are obliged to repon that we were un-

successful in our contention, and that the decision

of the lower court, over which we were then inclined

to feel somewhat jubilant, has been reversed.

In regard to the New York statute, commonly
known as the "Armstrong Uaggage Hill." no success-

ful attempt has thus far been made to attack it upon

the ground of its unconstitutionality. • • •

ANOTHER BEVEL GEAR.

Washington, D. C. Jan. 31.—The Evolu-

tion Cycle Co. is endeavoring to place in the

hands of one concern the manufacture of their

new bevel-gear wheel for which patent has

been applied for. Some of the features of the

wheel arc that the centre bracket inclosing

the pedal shaft gearing is made a part of the

frame, and is connected with the tubing by

means of clamps, its composition, aluminum,

being difiicult to braze; the use of a bevel and

spur gear combined; strain being thrown di-

rectly on the middle of the pedal shaft. A
change of gear may be made from 70, 80, 80

or 'J2 to o2 or 47 in a moment simply by press-

ing a spring, so that hill climbing may be

rendered ea.sy to a rider of a high-geared

wheel.

An adjustable handle-bar which can be un-

locked and set in any position instantly with-

out dismounting, and a brake operated by the

movement of a finger, causing it to grip on

the axle, are other desirable features. The
model now on exhibition weighs about 30

pr.unds, but this can be reduced to 25.

RUNNING FULL TIME.

Reading, Fa., Feb. 1.—Several large West-

ern shipment.s were made by the Acme Mfg.

Co. last week. They continue working full

force in all departments. The Reading Stand-

ard Mfg- Co. arc also unusually busy at this

time, having received large foreign orders for

imnu-diatc delivery.

In fact, all of the Reading factories are now
running full lime, including the Packer Cycle
Co , k< l.iy Mfg. Co., Reading Cycle Mfg. Co.,

;iinl I'll IV fit F. Mfg. Co. The new mechani-
cal .i.M!c with pneumatic pommel, of the

I'ltf ith great .success.

A K ilni in reported by the
' ^\.iod Kim Co., who have many

' hand.

CAUSE OF SIDE SLIP.

Just what elements are most prominent in

causing side-slip, or skidding, is an unsettled

question. Height of centre of gravity, sur-

face, the si/e and construction of tire, wheel

base, steering centres, etc., all must be taken

into account. There is. however, little ques-

tion but that an English correspondent is right

when he says that an important factor in side-

slip is the thickness of the tread.

It must be borne in mind that the inner tube

is the first element in iletermining the width

of the outside tread. The whole support of

the tire consists in the compressed air, which

is confined in the inner tube, and that tube

is riattened until the surface of air pressure

bearing on the inside of the pneumatic tube,

which is in a flattened condition, equals in

pressure the combined weiglit of the rider

and machine.

As the power which causes the flattening

acts from the outside part of the cover being

compressed inwards, it follows that, if the

tread be thin, the flattened surface is but little

wider than the inner tube, upon which the

compressed air is acting; whereas, if the out-

side tread be thick the outer width of the tread

will be very considerably increased.

CLCSFn IN CLF.VFI.AND.

Another l.ir, re deal hai
hern made. \m ;/ara will be

• 'igly represented m Clcvctanci. J. M.
i,;iiUr. of the Baffalo Wheel Co., cloicd a

\ery satisfactory contract with I-<"vy & Stcarn.

the order specifying a large ntimner of whecKs.

This cut illustrates the matter more clearly.

A represents a thick outer cover, B a thin

outer cover, and C the pneumatic tube in a

normal condition filled with compressed air.

When the weight of the rider and machine is

l)orne by the outside cover pressing against

the ground, it causes the inner tube to be flat-

tened, until the pressure on the interior flat-

tened surface etjuals that combined weight.

It follows that whilst the tire surface floating

f>n the mud in the case of a thin tread will only

be as wide as from E to E, on a thick tread

ii will be from F to F. This, however, repre-

sents the extreme width of the tread when in

a plumb line with the centre of the hub, but the

flattening of the inner tube will commence
when the extreme periphery of the outer cover

strikes the ground. Instead of being almost

pointed, as it would be in the case of a thin

covered tire, it assumes in a tire having a thick

tread, a broad, rounded form like the old-fash-

ioned bow of a ship, and, therefore, rises to the

mud, whereas the thin-tread tire, being more
pointed, cuts through the mud, and, arriving

at the hard sub-surface, prepares the way for

the whole surface of the tire to drive the mud
aside, and grip the hard sid)-surface without

slip.

FREE FERRIAGE FOR BICYCLES.

,\lbaiiy. J.iii, .11. .\ bill has been introduced

in the Legislature providing that no person,

association f)r corporation operating any ferry

in this Stale or between this .State and any
other State shall tnake or exact any charge or

fare for the carrying of one bicycle for each

single passenger on any of its ferryboats.

WILL MAKE TAPER-GAUGES HEREAFTER.
The I iiited St.ites I'rojictile Co. of Brook-

lyn, hai« purcha.sed all the patents, tools, good
will and business of the Phoenix Tube Co., of

Brooklyn. N. Y.. manufacturers of taper-

gauge tubing, one-piece forks, etc.

HEAVY MILEAGES.

The oflicial list of records accepted by the

Century Road Club shows that some tre-

nieiuhjus mileages were made. The three

Fhiladelphians who head the list, it will be
noticed, have each ridden over "28,000 miles, the

monthly average of the leader, George, be-

ing 2,70lj miles, nearly equivalent to a daily

century. T. W. Davis, of Peoria, 10,518

miles, is seventy years old. while W. H. Whit-
tig. a fourteen-year-old lad, rode 5,40."^ miles.

Seventy-two men rode over 5,00(i miles.

Those covering over 10,000 are as follows:

John H. f^eorge. rhiladeljihia, 32.47;t miles; John
Noble, PhiUdelphia, 2X.71S: Milton .\. Keim, Phila-

delphia. 2S,5I7; Irving Harrison, Jersey City, 26,252;

Charles Parkins, Jersey City; 24.(ra: Frank R. I^ng,
Portland, 21,250; Mrs. A. M. C. Allen, Worcester, 21.-

026; W H. Kueck, Colorado Springs, 20,215; John H.
Huntej-, Toledo, 19,460; Louis Rippertoe, Terre
Haute, 18,117; G. Fred Pond. Jr., Auhurndale. Mass..

15,802; W. E. Harvey. P.evcrly. N. J.. 14.903; Charles
L. .Xchard, Cleveland, 14,177; E. E. Fricke, Chicago,
13,780; Don McKcehan, Colorado Springs, 11.891; Roy
M. Oavis. Cleveland, 11.805; Mrs. George Hunker,
Chicago. 11,000; P. Carlton Wright, Colorado Springs,

10,856; Thomas W. Ilavis, Peoria. 111., 10.518; Grant
Green, Jr., Louisville, 10,329; Uert Holland, Terre
Haute, 10,082; Samuel Warns, Baltimore, 10.000.

TOLD IN TOLEDO.
Toledo, O., Feb. 1.—During the week just

closed over GO.oiio feet of tubing were shipped

from the American Weldless plant, and over
10,000 feet are now turned out daily. Arrange-
ments are being made to double this output.

Some of the machinery in the Brewer plant

has been shipped to Shelby

The Lozier Co. are contemplating building

about 1,000 3(i-inch wheels, with 24-inch frame,

and handsomely enameled and ornamented.
Models are already on exhibition in the local

salesrooms.

Uhl Bros., besides making the Uhl wheel
this year, will handle in the city, the Waver-
ley, Columbus and Gazelle.

Manager Kirk, of the Kirk Mfg. Co.; states

that the '98 output has practically been dis-

posed of.

Models of the new Blue Grass bicycle have
been completed, and the Blue Grass Cycle
Co., of Toledo, will turn out quite a large

number this year.

DETROIT DEAL.

Detroit. Jan. 2<t.—The M.ijestic Cycle Co.

have leased the bicycle and sporting goods de-

partment of the Mabley & Goodfellow Co.,

the large department store. During the com-
ing season they will handle the Syracuse Cy-
cle Co.'s machines and those of the March-
Davis Cycle .Mfg. Co.

LEUR DEFEATS BUTLER.
Bellaire, Fla.. Feb. 1.—In the match race,

mile heats, between August Lehr and Nat
Butler, Lehr set the pace for the last lap .ind

outsprinted Butler by two lengths in 2.b9 3-5.

There was a heavy northwester, preventing

fiSt time and making it too cool for comfort.

LINTON ARRIVES.

Tom Linton, the middle distance English

crack, reached New \ork this week on tiie

Aurania. He is after .Michael's scalp, but ex-

pects to meet any other riders with whom he

c.in make matches.

REPRESENTED IN ENGLAND.

The Crosby & Mayer Co., of Buffalo, have

found their foreign business increasing so

rapidly that it h;is been necessary to open a

permanent oflice at fl Snow Hill, London.
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PALMER TIRESi
MARK THE H IGH GRADE WH E ELJ^

"The Value of a Thing is its Life

Giving Power/'
-Ruskin.

It matters not what type of tire bicycle manufacturers endeavor to

push, or cyclists of experience may be constrained to ride, both classes

unite in saying that Palmer Tires are lively.

As a bicycle fitted with Palmer Tires will run much easier than the

same bicycle fitted with other tires, the fa.ct that other tires are used can

only be accounted for on the supposition that some cycle manufacturers

are not so much interested in producing easy-running wheels as they are

in the almighty dollar.

Turning down the Palmer Tire may be productive of temporary

results, but eventually it will affect the reputation of the bicycle and

prove injurious if persisted in.

The agent who cannot get Palmer Tires is indeed at a disadvantage.

No matter how good his wheels, they will not give the best results unless

fitted with Palmer Tires.

The Palmer Tire is the only equipment that rounds out and gives

life to the good bicycle.

THE PALMER PNEUMATIC TIRE CO.
CHICAGONEW YORK offices: 66-68 READE ST.
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HE CAN DO IT IF-

Some Argaments by a Man Who Knows What He Is Talking About, to Show That the

Exc^a•ive Cycle Agency Has Not Ceased to Be Either Profitable or

Possible from a Business Point of View.

Can the exclusi\-e cycle dealer make both

ends meet under the changed trade conditions

that will rule during the coming season? is

the absorbing question of the day.

Can he, by cutting down expenses wherever

possible, making sales at a real profit (.it a

small one), and calling a halt on the system

of placating a customer at any cost, keep his

head above water, and thereby show a reason

for his existence?

If not, then it will become dear that the

struggle is a useless one, and one that will not

be longer continued either by the manufac-

turer, who ventures his money, or by the

dealer, who has both money and services at

stake. The season is almost at hand when

the question will be answered, and there is

little doubt that the decision rendered will be

final.

The makers assert, and sometimes submit

figures in proof, that they can make no fur-

ther reduction in net prices except by a re-

duction in quality. Dealers arc. therefore, ap-

parently confronted with the necessity of sell-

ing from fifty to one hundred per cent more

bicycles in '98 to achieve the same financial

results as in '97. With a knowledge of the

probable absorbing capacity of the market next

season, such as can be easily obtained by any

dealer, it is a manifest impossibility to double

last year's sales. It will be quite enough to

make even a slight gain, and this, is a fact that

is fully recognized by a very large proportion

of the dealers everywhere. It would, there-

fore, seem that the dealer's lot is a hopeless

one, but such a conclusion is very apt to be

found erroneous.

The dealer who is able to figure out a suc-

cess at the end of the coming season will have

adopted no half-way measures. He must put

aside the traditions of the past, and with them

all sentiment. He must seek for business out

of which he can make a profit, no matter how
small. It nuiNt not be as in the past, when the

aim was to retain the old trade and obtain a

due proportion of the new, small heed being

paid to whether the sacrifices made did not

wipe out all possible profit. As the number of

rider.* increased, so must the dealers' business

increase, and cvcrylhing was measured by the

number of machines sold by them and their

rivals. The task of seeing that the business

done was a sound one, and that it was closely

looked after, was too often considered of sec-

ondary importance. All this must be changed,

and methods in vogue in other lines, where the

margin of profit is small, must be copied.

Onr of fhr fir^t csst-nti.ils in the conduct of a

H i* the ability to keep in

part of It. In buying goods

care must be taken to »ee that the price is not

too high, and also th:i' •' -• -re such as are

readily »alable. If sf machines are

taken in trade, n'
-

rs .i|.

lowfd for them t lUj be

see thai •

t

way. B> iy

Rotten out of the way, but \i the prices ob
t linrrl ;,rc not equftl «•> t',,,.. n<.,rried to be

> new scale or i be made
idry departnirni vn . ; 1 i.r iookedaftcr

with particular care. The margin of profit

there is exceedingly small, to be sure, but it

will disappear altogether if the methods of

conducting it are lax. It is a necessary ad-

junct to the business, and as it must be main-

t.Tined it should be kept on the highest pos-

sible plane. The same remarks apply with

much greater force to the repair shop. With

proper care it can be made to realize a very

tidy profit.

That it is by no means a hopeless task to

conduct a profitable retail business during the

coming season can easily be shown by figures.

Leaving out the very large and very small

cities and towns (in each of which there will

be found peculiar phases of the situation), and

confining the discussion to towns of, say

twenty-five thousand to one hundred thousand

inhabitants, a table of probable receipts and

expenditures would figure out something like

this:

RECEIPTS.
50 wheels at $20 Jl.OOO 00
100 '' 10 1,000 00
75 " 7.50 562 50
25 " 5 125 00

^2,687 50

EXPENDITURES.
Rent J4S0
Light 20
Fuel 50
Advertising 300
Miscellaneous 300
Wages 1,500

$2,650

Of course, in calculating such a table the un-

certain quantity is the receipts. The expenses

can be figured out very closely by any wide-

awake dealer, and then it only remains to be

seen that the actual outlay corresponds. If

the business transacted exceeds the estimate

it is an easy matter to increase the outlay for

wages or any other items. The problem, tiicn.

is to figure so conservatively that the result

will bear out the estimate. It will be observed

that in the above table large profits per machine
are not looked for. It is based upon actual

profits and not paper ones, and any other way
of figuring would be a palpable error. In the

past it was the habit to count on a profit of

thirty or forty or even fifty dollars per ma-
chine, and at the end of the season to find that

it rarely rcarlud half these figures, and frc

qiiently dwindled away to nothing.

It will be very diflferent <luring '!)8. Not only

have the list prices of the best machines been

refluced (until there is some prf)bability of the

dealers being able to a<lhere to them), but

practically every maker has added to his line

cheaper models, bearing many of the distinc-

tive features of the higher-priced ones. Thus
the difference in price between the bargain-

counter wheels and the high-grades is very

much flecreased. and the <lealer will have a

much better chance of being able to convince

custotners that the latter are worth the dif-

ference. But a fact of even greater import-

ance than this is that the dealer will be able to

duplicate the bargains of the department
Mores, asking practically the same prices and
yet making a very nice profit out of them.

I.,ast year the offering of machines at pi'ices

much under fifty dollars was confined almost
nitircly to the deparitnent stf)res an<l other op-

ponents of the exclusive cycle dealers, and, as

is well known, they did the great bulk of the

business. This year any wide-awake cycle

dealer can be in a position to compete with the

very cheapest goo<ls, ofTenng hi* own ma-

cliines as low as twenty dollars (if this should

become necessary in order to meet Competi-

tion), and yet making a profit off of them. In

short, tlTe machines that were forced on the

market by makers under the stress of financial

trouble, at prices far below cost, and gobbled
up by the department stores, will not rule the

market this year. The dealer will have sub-

mitted to him the opportunity to compete

with any of the cut-price stores, and the ma-
chines so handled will yield a profit (albeit an

exceedingly small one) to both maker and

dealer.

(Jwing to this state of affairs, the situation is

much simplified. To continue to do business

in the old way, subordinating his interests to

those of his customer, is suicidal, and the

dealer who has not already become convinced

of this fact is hopelessly out of the race. To
try the new plan, to sell a machine only when
there is a profit to be made out of it, to trade

in second-hand machines at his own price, to

require a return for every dollar spent, is to

begin a campaign that can be conducted to a

successful issue. To make sales only on his

own terms, instead of. as in the past, on the

purchasers' terms; to take trades in exchange
for the higher-priced machines only; to lessen

the amount of installment business done, and

to demand (and obtain) an increased price for

the accommodation, as well as to see that such

purchasers are thoroughly responsible and

that their payments are made according to

contract; and to sell the cut-price machines

for cash only (as is the custom with the de-

partment stores) ; this is the way to command
success.

If this plan is pursued the scale of profits

outlined above can be realized, the only un-

certainty being as to the total number of ma-
chines that can be sold. And even here the

situation is being materially improved. Dur-

ing the boom years (18P5 and 18%) there were

few of the leading cycle stores in the towns of

the class referred to whose sales did not reach

two hundred and fifty machines yearly, and
some of them reached as high as one thou-

sand. An enormous shrinkage occurred in

18!I7. caused by the diverting of the bulk of the

trade to the cut-price stores, and the exist-

ence of an unduly large number of regular

cycle stores. The coming Season promises a

change in both these respects. The regular

dealer should be able to fight the department

and similar stores on nearly even terms, and
get back a considerable part of the business

that left him last year, .\gain. his legitimate

competitors are decreasing in number. The
retail field is no longer considered an EI Dor-
ado, as formerly, and the numerous with-

drawals that are taking place are none the less

welcome because unheralded.

This being so, there should be no trouble in

selling sufficient machines to make the balance

come out on the right side of the ledger. The
average dealer realizes by this time that he is

fighting for his life, and he is in a position to

profit by the experience he has gained in the

past year or two at such cost to himself—an<l

others. He has many advantages over the cut-

price stores. In fact, he has but two disad-

vantages— the inability to e<|ual his rivals in

advertising, and the necessity of drawing peo-

ple to his store. But the glamour that once

surrounded the department store, and caused

buyers to (lock to it. no longer retains its

potent force. People went there, not becau.sc

they preferred that method of purchasing bi-
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cycles, but because they could buy cheap

wheels nowhere else. Many of them have had

their fill of cheap machines by this time and

are ready to try the other kind. The bulk of

the people still place cheapness before every-

thing else, but it is no longer a question of

department stores or high prices, but one of

dealers who know their business and others

who don't. The prices are practically the

same, and the cycle dealer can, if he chooses,

cut with the best of them.

In many respects it is a battle similar to

that waged a few years ago between the hard-

ware stores and the regular cycle dealers. The
former saw the growth of the business,

thought there was money in it, and sailed in.

They made their push on the cheaper ma-
chines, cut prices wherever they could, and

threatened to do the business a great deal of

harm. It was freely prophesied by them and

their trade papers that as the bicycle business

belonged to them they were going to monopo-
lize it and drive out the regular dealers. In

shoTt, they did on a limited scale exactly what

the department stores did on a larger one.

The latter sized up the situation and buckled

down to work, and in an astonishingly short

time had routed the hardware men—driven

them back to the subordinate position that

properly belonged to them.

It begins to look as if it might be the same

way with the cut-price stores. Their war-cry

—cheapness—^has been, or is in a fair way of

being, wrested from them, and they will be

compelled to fight on equal terms, stripped

of the extraneous circumstances that were

largely responsible for their sweeping victor-

ies in the past. The exclusive cycle dealers

can obtain their full proportion of trade if they

can convince people that they are selling as

cheaply as their competitors. They know
more about the machines, and can better ex-

plain the points of dif-ference and superiority

than their rivals. They are better prepared

to give the rider the peculiar attention that he

demands and has been accustomed to receive;

especially true will this be during the dull

periods. In the matter of repairs, whether

arising under the guarantee or otherwise, the

balance is greatly in his favor, except in a few

cases where the department stores have put in

repair shops. In fact, if these stores begin to

shape their policy after that of the cycle stores,

adding a repair shop and taking on a regular

bicycle manager, they throw away whatever

ability to sell cheaper they may have

still retained. Many of them realize this, and

are even now in the throes of a dilemma,

from which they know not how to extricate

themselves.

A knowledge of all these facts has been

gradually impressing itself upon many of the

cycle dealers, and already there is a marked
change from the feeling of despondency that

possessed them but a short time ago. They
are taking heart, and preparing with re-

newed vigor for the struggle that is before

them. As the soldier who feels confident of

success already has the battle half won, there

is reason to believe that replacing of despon-

dency with hope will go far towards causing
victory to perch on the banners of the sorely
buffeted dealers.

If it will add any weight to what has been
said, it may please the readers of this contribu-
tion that it comes from a dealer who, in the
vernacular, "has been there." Del.

FOR THE LEAGUE MEET.

Indianapolis, Jan. 31.—H. T. Hearsey,

chairman of the Veterans' Committee of the

Indianapolis '98 Meet Club, has secured a list

of the veteran League members from Secre-

tary Bassett, and will send each of them a

personal invitation to attend the '98 meet.

Lucius M. Wainwright and Lew Keck have

been selected as the other members of the

committee.

The chairman of the Track Committee

has received a number of letters from prom-

inent riders all over the country stating their

views in regard to a track. The sentiment

now seems to be in favor of a three-lap board

track, well-banked, with wide turns. It is

the opinion that middle-distance racing, with

hosts of pacers, will be very popular next

summer, and it is advised that the Indianapo-

lis track be made sufficiently large to handle

events of this character. The location for the

track will probably be selected within the

next two weeks. Several sites have been pro-

posed, and the one chosen will be within fif-

teen minutes' ride of the business centre of the

city.

REWARD OFFERED FOR REGISTEREDS. .

For the apprehension of bicycle thieves this

year the Executive Committee of the New
York Division has decided that on and after

March 1st, a reward of $25 will be paid from
the Division treasury for the arrest and con-

viction of any person stealing a bicycle, pro-

vided such machine has been properly regis-

tered in the office of the secretary-treasurer.

i
IT PAYS TO PUSH...

a wheel that satisfies. The agent's permanent success de-

pends upon the lasting qualities of the bicycle he sells. The

Sterling Bicycle
it

Built Like a Watch "

i

though a triumph in fine workmanship, possesses a strength

that makes it a favorite with rough-and-ready scorchers as

well as careful riders. The '98 Sterling is a high-grade,

low-price wheel without equal. Prices, $60, $75 ; Racer,

$85 ; Tandem, $125 ; Chainless, $125. Handsome art cata-

logue mailed free.

STERLING CYCLE WORKS,
Pacific Coast Agents :

A. C. NICHOLS & CO., 274-276-278 Wabash Ave,,

400 to 404 Battery Street, CHICAGO, ILL.
San Francisco, Cal.

New York Agents
: Schoverling, Daly & Gales, 302 Broadway, New York City.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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BUCKETS OF TEARS.

How Ash Wept and Batch Almost Blubbered,

as Told by Mr. Patrick

Powers-

When the great man in the hour of his

triumph and leisure unbends, and to his

friend, the reporter, confides, the readers of

the newspapers forthwith are treated to the

real "inside facts." Bearing this in mind, the

following confessions of Mr. Powers to a

"Courier" man in Buffalo, make interesting

reading for those whose inclinations are still

jvvenile enough to appreciate fairy tales:

"I have knocked around race meets, cake

walks, baseball and several other kinds of

sport, but in all my experience I never ran up

against anything that worried me like that

short track did," said the short-trackish gen-

tleman. "In the first place. I worried because

the track was short. We didn't want that kind

of notoriety, and in addition to that it cost us

$6,i)<J0 in actual cash to build the track in the

first place, rebuild it and to build the track

we used for the Michael-Taylore race. The

short track also knocked us out of at least

$40,000, for we had plans that went far ahead

of anything ever dreamed of before, and we

actually had contracts with such men as Cord-

ang. Linton, Hurctand several crack Italians to

come over at the opening of our circuit. We
had dates arranged in Philadelphia, Chicago,

St. Louis and we had the whole week of the

Mardi Gras in New Orleans and we had all

the printing out, and it's down in my office in

New York now.

".'Ml that I wish is that all the testimony

given before the Racing Board on Christmas

Day could be printed so as to let the people

know just how the thing stood. A large

number of writers would have the public think

that we. Kennedy, Brady and myself, got ofT

too easy with a censure, but the truth of the

matter is that it was not our fault, and we

have suflPercd to the extent of nearly $.50,000

Ai it is. (Mr. Powers adds $lo,(H>0 here to his

losses.— Ed. Wheel.) Isn't that pretty nearly

enough?

"I would have overlooked all that they did

to us, but when it came to scaring Batch as

hard as the Bulletin did it broke me up. He
didn't deserve it and Mott could have let him

down a little bit easier than he did. We didn't

know just what they were going to say in the

P.ullctin, and it wasn't until we, Walt Wilson,

Batcheldcr and myself, got back to New York

from Philadelphia on Monday following the

Taylorc-Starbuck race at Philadelphia that we
!kaw the Bulletin. When the three of us went

into the office Batch picked up the Bulletin

ind remarked, 'Here's where you short-track

• It;,' and he jumped up
rc.id. Well, it was all

• '• it said, 'Mandi-

.. ' the privilege of

giving up his position of handicappcr of the

L. A. W. in New York or withdrawing from
ill race promoting,' etc.

n t that he
.lini" .11 .ind it

had all been arraiu us to the six-day

r.u p that Batch wou — iraw from the ayn-

and leave Brady, Kennedy and myself

t'> xin things after the Michael-Taylore race.

"It has never been ofTicially announced that

Mr, Oatchcldcr formally resigned from the

.American Cycle Racing Association, but such

is the fact. Before he left for Florida he

handed me his resignation to take effect im-

mediately.

"Now, the truth, the whole truth and noth-

ing but the truth of that short track is this:

That man .Ashinger is either a knave or a

fool. He contracted with us to build a track,

nine laps to the mile, for ^l.-WO, but we found

that he couldn't do it in time and do it right

for that money, and added $l,nO() more to get

the track done in time for the races that came

before the six-day race. I didn't think any-

thing more about the track. On the day of

the big race the papers began to call attention

to the fact that the track was short. I asked

Batch and Kennedy about it and they said

that .\shinger was willing to bet $1,000 that

it was right, but I insisted that he should make

an affidavit that it was right, (Just why Mr.

Powers never once thought of getting the track

measured at this time, strange to say, he does

not state.

—

Ed. Wheel), and the secretary of

the building said the next time .\shinger came

off the track he would make the necessary af-

fidavit and he did. Well, if you'll believe it,

there were two men who appeared before the

Investigation Committee after all that evidence

and tried to make it believe that Ashinger

didn't make the statement regarding the track.

Before the committee Ashinger broke down

and cried like a child, and offered all sorts of

excuses for the short track. He said that the

pole that he used to measure with might have

been short, but he couldn't tell which of his

men cut the pole for him.

"If Ashinger had been worth any money we

would have sued him for $l(i0,000, and we are

confident that we could have collected from

responsible contractors. The track which we

had made for the last race was built by Hamil-

ton & Sons, and I know that it was never of-

ficially measured. (What sublime faith! Lost

$50,000 (?) through one track being short,

then fails to measure another one right after-

ward.— Ed. Wheel.) The 'Journal' measured

it, but no one else did. We never had to

measure a track built by Hamilton & Sons,

but if they had built the short one it would

have cost them a large sum to make it right.

"It is true that there are a score of tracks

being built around New York and the wise

people are of the opinion that we arc frozen

out, but after they get all through with their

plans, have their tracks built and get their

sanctions, we will explain a few and incident-

ally show up a new track that will discount

all the others. We haven't been saying any-

thing nor making any holler, but just the same

we have been laying plans and letting con

tracts, and when they have all selected their

dates it will be found that they overlooked

one or two, and I think that our attractions

will compare very favorably with those of any

of the other tracks," concluded Mr. Powers.

POWER OF PULL.

IN PITMAN'S PRESERVE.

One f)f the attractions which the Berkeley

Athletic Association is planning for Berkeley

Oval during the coming season is a country

club house for cyclists, possessing all the con-

veniences of a first-class hotel. It will be

run on the proprietary plan, adopted some
time ago by the New Manhattan .\thletic

Club. The proposed clubhouse will occupy

a section of the grounds, affording an ungb-

structed view of the new cycle tracK,

How the Short - Trackers, Their Friends, Em-
ployees and Whitewashers Have Been

Rewarded.

Is there no shame among the friends, sup-

porters and whitewashers of the short-

trackers? It certainly does not seem so. If

a man have a pull with the present League ad-

ministration, and, in addition thereto comes
from Buffalo—there isn't any plum he cannot

have if he will accept it.

The Buffalo Chief Consul of New York
State, Mr. Jenkins, has just announced his

appointments, which appointments bear out

emphatically the foregoing statements.

As chairman of the State Racing Board

appears the name of A. D. Wait, of Cohoes, a

gentleman who has not a claim of any kind

on the ofiice save that he is possessed of a

Potter pull, is a friend of whitewash and

short-track ethics, having sat as a judge

of the short- track gentry while he was in their

employment to act as referee on the night of

the day the whitewashing farce billed as a trial

took place. All of which made him, of course,

the quintescence of impartiality.

What he believes of and in the short-track-

ers is plainly shown by his allowing himself

to be quoted by the only one of that quirtette

singled out for censure, in whose behalf he

stands on the accused one's labored defence

as ujiholding the |)robity. right and advisability

of a League handicappcr running short-track

races, refereeing them and handicapping them

all at the same time.

That pufl. not merit, fitness or fairness gov-

erns Mr. Wait's appointment is even more
clearly proven by Mr. Jenkins going to

Cohoes—why not Hog's Corner. Job's Cross

Roads or Frog Hollow?—for a Racing Board

chairmanship when the greatest aggregation

of race tracks and racing interests in .America

exist right here within fifty miles of City Hall.

If any further proof of the potency of pull,

pot-house politics and partiality was needed,

witness the re-appointment on the Racing

Board of another up-country, short-track

gentleman. Mr. Wilson. True, he is from

Ihitfalo. and that alone is enough to insure

him any oftice he may want, but aside from

that, why should he be re-honored with an

appointment?

It certainly could not have come from any

likeness he may be sii|)posed to bear to

Caesar's wife. The genlleman is even now

in Florida as companion to, and friend of, an

eminent short-tracker. Again, he acted as as-

sistant referee at the famous short-track affair,

and never once suspected the track's short-

ness—so much for his ability. Or he did sus-

pect, and despite his ofiice in the League,

never took any steps at any time to remedy

or report it, thus laying him open to suspicion.

In put the ca.sc in the mildest possible form.

If any proof was needed that the League is

drifting, or ratlur has already drifted, into the

hands of peanuttish politicians, promoters,

people with pulls, short-trackers, their friends,

abettors and partners, the foregoing might be

used as such. But proof is not needed; all

these and more, too, arc self-evident and un-

fortunate facts.

Is there to be such a thing as a list price

this year?
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"A. Ajvell-kno-wn name, a lo'w list price, a. sufficient dis-
count, liberal treatment, AND THE WHEEL of the season."

— Prominent Agent,

HERE IS AN OPPORTUNITY !-

$50.00 $50.00

$75.00 ^ ^ IlAKlNO $75.00

Do not wait for our traveling men.

Write to us at once for full particulars.

Catalogue now ready.

E. C. STEARNS & COMPANY, Syracuse, N. Y.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••^

I
I

Iver Johnson Chainless,

$100.
Yes, we will build a chainless and, furthermore, one that will excel
any other chainless cycle made.«^«^«^«^.^«^e^«56.^^^.5««^.^^c^.^.^^^.^<i^.^^«^

This is not idle boasting, but honest fact, ^^^^^j-^^^j-^^^^j^^^
We have made many experiments and have succeeded in build-
ing a machine possessing all the good points of the other chain-
less models—and more -without the faults common to the others.

The construction is entirely new, simple and practical, and will

show its superiority on examination.«^^^.^>^.^.^^^«56^»56..<v'<^^.^^^«<.^
Watch this space for cuts and detailed description of

The HONEST Chainless,
$100.

IVER JOHNSON'S ARMS and CYCLE WORKS, Fitchburg, Mass.

X

X
X

a

^
^ Kindly mention The Wheel. NEW YORK BRANCH, 99 CHAMBERS STREET.
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POWELL. THE AMATEUR.

Among the amateur developments of the

year 18!>7, Irwin A. Powell is prominent. He
differs materially from the average racing man
in another respect. The son of a noted sur-

geon. Dr. Seneca D. Powell, of Xew York
city, he inherited last August, on his twenty-

first birthday, a comfortable fortune, rendering

liim entirely independent. Money, however,

does not make him supercilious, and he is

friendly with all and is admired for his unas-

suming demeanor quite as much as for his

honesty and ability in riding.

Powell began racing in 1892, at sixteen

years of age, competing in that and the follow-

ing years up to 1895 in the Interscholastic

games as a member of the Cutler School team,

of which he became captain in '95. As a

schoolboy he improved year after year in his

riding, and also excelled in such other

branches of sport as running, hurdling and

jumping. His successes in the school races

justified his ambition to follow the New York

State circuit in 189G as a member of the

Columbia College Intercollegiate team.

On that circuit he rode in twenty-one scratch

events and five handicaps at ten race meets,

winning fourteen firsts and four seconds in

the scratch races; and two firsts in the handi-

caps. In the quarter-mile open, at Rochester,

his time was "29 3-5, which tied the world's

amateur competition record held by G. F.

Royce, made at Paterson, July 4th, and which

has never been beaten. During that season,

competing against the fastest amateurs of the

East, he scored 50 points on the circuit, while

his nearest rival had but 3.*l to his credit.

.\t .Albany he nut with a bad accident on the

track that resulted in a broken collar-bone and

caused his retirement for the rest of the sea-

son. In addition to winning the New York

State championship that year, he lowered the

half-mile and mile State competition records

and broke eighteen records against time.

L'nder the colors of the New York Athletic

Club, in 1897, Powell won victories and honors

that gave him an extended reputation and

caused him to be selected as a probable mem-
ber of the American team which it was pro-

posed to send to the International champion-

ship meet at Glasgow. Scotland. He began

training on the Manhattan Beach track about

the middle of May, and at the Quill Club

Wheelmen meet. May tM, he won the mile

open tandem, with Ray Dawson as his mate,

and ran second in the mile handicap.

In the Intercollegiate championships, on

Manhattan Beach track, June 7th, as a mem-
ber of the Columbia College team, he captured

the hali-milc open, and with Dawson won the

mile tandem race, ran second to Dawson in

the mile open, and second to Fearing in the

(juartcr-milc sprint. Throughout the season

Dawson was his tandem mate, as well as his

team m.ite, and the pair were almost invinci-

ble. In the single races, if Powell failed to

win, it wan usually D.nwson who beat him out.

Again - N'cw Yr>rk State cir-

cuit, wiiiii I scionds and 4 thirds,

while Dawson, wik. in iii second honors in the

amateur ranks. fitu<)i'r| with 6 firsts, 7 seconds

and 1 third to his rr-dit. I'owcll captured the

mile open events .it W .irs;iw, BufTnlo and El-

mira. the mile han'ill:a;^^ at Elmira and at

r, and the h.iif-milc open ;it Troy,

'ga he won th"- half milr St.ilc cham-

m the good time of l.O.'j 16. .ind at

• of the .\mateur Athletic Union, in

New York, he annexed the one-mile cham-
pionship of that body.

After the close of the New York State cir-

cuit he made his debut on the National cir-

cuit at the League meet at Philadelphia,

August 7th, by winning the two-mile national

championship, in which Earl Pcabody. the

crack amateur of the West, ran second.

Following this meet, he won the mile opens

at the National circuit meets at Reading.

August 10th; Wilkesbarre, August I'ith;

Newark, August 14th; and at Springfield,

Si'|)tember loth. In the Quill Club meet in

New York, September Cth, he won the quar-

ter-mile and one-mile open events and added

the five-mile Metropolitan championship to

his championship belt. His greatest pleasure

lies in capturing championships for the Colum-

bia College, of whose thousands of students he

is one. .Ml of his prizes have been won hon-

Irwin A. Powell.

cstly by superior ability and headwork on his

Spalding bicycle, fitted with Palmer tires, so

that even his defeated opponents willingly ac-

knowledge his fair riding.

Powell has never followed the National cir-

cuit steadily, preferring to devote only a por-

tion of the season to cycle racing in order that

he may give part of his time to other forms of

athletics and to summer life at the seashore.

MR. PERCIVAL'S PRICE.

Mr. Handicapper Percival offers, for $5,000,

to leave town and never lake part in L. A. W.

politics again. He does not say from whom
he desires this bonus, but intimates that his

opposition in certain quarters has cost fully

that amount.—Boston "Journal."

If the foregoing is true, it is in thorough

keeping with Mr. Pcrcival's well-known repu-

tation for modesty and undervaluation of his

own worth. Still, it does seem a bit precipi-

tate on his part, because if his friend and sup-

porter, Mr. Potter, is re-elected, which it

seems likely he will be, nothing should prevent

Mr. Pcrcival's again being forced upon the

city which he has offered to leave for such a

really modest figure—Mr. Pcrcival's real

worth considered.

CORNERING RACING TALENT.

None of the racing syndicates propose sit-

ing idly by and permitting their rivals to se-

cure, unopposed, the cream of the racing tal-

ent. Negotiations have been opened, it is

stated, by the National Cycle Racing Associa-

tion, with the best riders in America, among
them being Taylore, with his countrymen,

Gouglotz and Lamberjack, Gardiner and

others, while overtures have also been made

to Michael and Linton. But neither has the

National Track Association been asleep. E.

.\. McDuflie has been picked as one of its rep-

resentatives in middle distances, with others

in sight.

The downtrodden racing men, who have

hitherto been looking vainly for the where-

withal to make both ends meet during the

coming year, now that the manufacturer has

selfishly decided that his interests no longer

lie in the line of racing teams, can possess

their souls in patience, as prices are liable to

boom with the keen rivalry instituted between

the various race promoters.

WHEN DOCTORS;iDIFFER.

Dr. Championniere, of Paris, who has de-

voted much attention to the medical aspects

of cycling, speaking of long-distance contests,

says it is useless to eat (although he excepts

fruit in making this statement) during violent

exercise, but it is important to drink, and if

the body is in good working order, the only

result of the effort is a decrease in weight.

The "British Medical Journal" agrees with

him as regards the quality of food required,

but says that while such racing may do no

harm to the Qnc man of exceptional physique,

it is most harmful to the many who are im-

properly trained. This is no new statement.

Cortis said so at least fifteen years ago, and

since then many other medical and non-medi-

cal cyclists have reiterated his statements.

MARKED FOR LIFE.

He loved her madly, but he was being cut

out by a rival, who had returned from Heidel-

berg with students' scars on his face.

Our hero then went away. Nothing was

heard of him for some months.

One day he appeared before his beloved with

more scars than the man who kicked a bomb
under the impression that it was a football.

He won her; but, dear reader, our hero had

not been to Heidelberg. He was an econom-

ical youth, and achieved the same effect by

racing nn slmrt tracks in Madison Square

Garden.

DENIES THE SOFT IMPEACHMENT.

And now comes Jimmy Michael denying

absolutely the story that he is a married man
and suing for divorce. "I never was married,

and probably never will be," says Mr. Mich-

ael, without regard to Cupid's possibilities.

The man who actually brougnt the divorce

suit at Hammond, Ind., where Michael is

training, is a fellow countryman, also dubbed

James Michael, so the press-working truth-

teller declares.

RACK-NUMBERS ARE BORES.

Racing men in advanced stages of has-been-

ship should remember that it is very difficult

to get people interested in what you used

to be.
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LEAGUEKIT
is a thoroughly practical repair

tool. Plug goes in easily, with-

out pliers, small end first. Pulls

back into place with string

;

can't fall into tire. Makes either

plug repair or cenient re-

pair Write for prices.

IN HIS BUSINESS
Every American appreciates labor-savers. They are worth far

more than they cost, and he knows it.

Now, labor-saving doesn't stop with worit- in every-
thing we do there's a right way, a quick way, a best way.
Take bicycling ; What's the use of buying a fine, easy-running
wheel, and then killing it with cheap, slow tires? Would you
think of such a thing in your business? If you had a fine

engine, wouldn't you give it fittings to correspond—wouldn't
you get out of it every bit of work there was in it?

Cive your wheels the same chance-fit them with
labor-saving devices; give them high-grade tires—full of spring
and go.

League Tires are labor-savers Made of Fine Para
rubber and Sea Island fabric, they fairly dance with life and
lightness.

Specify " Get there and get back" Tires—they save labor in

selling as well as in riding.

New York 25 Park Place.

Boston 24 Sumitier Street.

Philadelphia 308 Cliestnut Street.

Cliicago 143-145 Lake Street.

St. Louis 310 No. Vith Street. .

San Francisco 509-511 Market Street.

NEWYORK BELTINGScPACKING CO.LTD

Kindly mention The Wheel.

RIDE A MONARCH AND KEEP IN FRONT

e^i

MONARCH
CHAIN WHEEL,

MONARCH
CHAINLESS,

A few reasons why the applications for Monarch Agencies

are unprecedentedly large:

Monarch wheels are built to ride.

Monarch wheels are built to wear.

Monarch wheels are up-to-date.

Monarch line is the most complete on the market.

Monarch advertising is the most liberal of any maker.

Monarch advertising costs less per wheel than that of

other makers on account of the immense

output of the Monarch factory.

Monarch prices are right.

Monarch \ Monarch agents are treated fairly.

Tandems, $lOO. \ Monarch wheels are not seen in repair shops.

Monarch \ Monarch catalogue for the asking.

Roadsters, $75. \^ Monarch traveler will call upon request.

Defiance, $50.

Defiance, $40.

$60

$100

MONARCH CYCLE MFC. CO.

CHICAGO,
Lake, Halsted and Fulton Sts.

NEW YORK,
83 Reade Street.

LONDON, HAMBURG,
37 Shoe Lane, E. C. 7 to J J Hohbrucke.

I

I

I

%

\

I
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LOUISVILLE CYCLE PATHS.

Louisville, Ky., Jan. 28.—A new cycle path

association, known as "The Higlnvaynien,"

was lormcd last week for the purpose of con-

structing cycle paths about the city. It pro-

poses to first lay down a path six feet in width

to connect Iroquois Park, on the south, with

Shawnee Park, which lies west of the city and

adjacent to Fountain Ferry track and park.

Tony Landenwich, of Fountain Ferry Park,

will build a path eight feet wide from Foun-

tain Ferry to Shawnee, which will complete

the cycle path connection with this popular

resort.

Subscriptions of ten dollars each are asked

for with the understanding that $-2,«iCM) is to be

subscribed before work is begim or money

collected. Within three days more than five

hundred dollars was raised. It is also pro-

posed to build a path from Iroquois Park to

Cherokee Park, thus connecting all the large

parks. Should these plans prove successful

other paths will be built into parts of the

country not accessible by pikes, which will

open to wheelmen some beautiful country that

has hitherto been practically closed to them.

K. C. Kinkead is president of The Highway-

men, the membership being composed of busi-

ness men.

Rumors of an outlaw racing circuit to in-

clude Chicago, St. Louis, Louisville and Cin-

cinnati, are unfounded so far as this city is

concerned. The Auditorium track was men-

tioned in this connection, but a man who is

identified with the management of many of

the racing events held there, is authority for

the statement that there is no present intention

f»f promoting unsanctioned races, and that no

such move is contemplated.

The bicycle baggage bill before the Ken-

tucky Legislature was passed by the House of

Representatives last week by a good majority.

It carried the amendment of Hon H. C. Pul-

liam. of Louisville, fixing a penalty for refusal

«>n the part of any transportation company to

carry bicycles as baggage. Tiie bill will now

go to the Senate, where it is expected to pass

without serious opposition.

CARRYING HOT COKFEE.

New duties arc expected oi the roundsmen

of Plainfield, X. J. On cold nights they have

been ordered to Utilize their bicycles and carry

c.ii.t' . ti- iif hot cofTee to patrolmen on remote
' re it is impossible to secure lunch-

H the place of the lunch wnyin that

luriiKiij jK-rformed this service.

'A PENNY DOES IT."

.\ penny-in-the-slot machine for inflating

tires is the latest thing in tlie cycle invention

line. The Automatic Cycle Inflator Co.,

of New York, have brought out the automatic

invention illustrated. Mr. Compton, the in-

ventor, says that it is only necessary to attach

the fle.xible tube to the valve on the tire, drop

a penny in the slot, and in a few seconds the

tire is hard. There is no lever or pump handle

to work, nothing, in fact, to do but simply

l)ro(luce and insert tlie cent, and the machine

docs the rest.

It will be found along all the streets, aven-

ues and roads traversed by wheelmen the

Cuming season, a regulation sign being dis-

played wherever a machine is located. S. B.

Bowman has leased a thousand for Greater

New York, and Charles S. Smith & Co. have

leased five hundred for Piiiladelphia. Pennies

instead of pumi)s will be carried by wheel

nun in the future, for "a penny does it."

SUCCEEDS McGARRETT.

I'"red Tilt, of Chicago, ha.s been appointed

chairman of the Records Committee of the

Century Road Club, succeeding A. L. Mc-

(larrett, who resigned last week. President

Skinkle has issued a notice rescinding the rule

regarding century riding, promulgated by the

|)re\ioiis Ko:i(l Records Comnuttcc

OFF TO GERMANY.

Syracuse, N. Y., Jan. 31.—A large part oi

the equipment of the factory which has been

arranged for in Berlin for the manufacture of

Stearns bicycles, left Syracuse to-day for New
York, where it will be transferred to the

steamer Nordkyn, of the Vogeman Line,

thence via Hamburg to Berlin, where Richard

SchwartzkopfT. who has purchased the right

to manufacture Stearns bicycles in Germany
and Austria, will install it in the large build-

mgs, which are now ready for occupancy.

It is the intention to operate the machinery

in these buildings by electric motors, and all

the equipments of the factory will be of the

most approved modern designs. E. J. Fin-

ley, who will have charge of the manufactur-

ing in the Berlin factory, will sail in about a

week; meanwhile it is expected that another

large shipment of machinery and tools will

be made from Syracuse and will meet in New
York the niacliinery which has been pur-

chased from diflerent makers and is already

on its way there, the entire lot then being

shipped together to Berlin, which will com-

plete the machinery equipment.

The Stearns bicycles manufactured in Ger-

many will be identical with the models which

are so familiar to riders in this country, and

as showing the spread of American ideas

abroad, it is a point worth noting that the

'Yellow Fellow" is possibly the most radical

of the entire list of .Americanisms, with its

light weight, narrow tread, striking color and

other mechanical features which are lacking

in the wheels made abroad.

Illustrating the growth in popularity of the

single-tube tire in Furope is the fact that prac-

tically all of the Stearns bicycles which will

be manufactured in the Berlin factory will be

fitted with Stearns single-tube tires.

DO THEVy
In a suit for damages on trial last week in

Brooklyn, by a woman who was injured by

l)eing run down by a team while riding a bi-

cycle in Prospect Park, the defendant's lawyer

asked the jury whether they believed wheel-

men owned the earth. None of the jury could

be induced to say that they did, although the

opinion was expressed that cyclists had some
rights.

WHAT THEY THINK.

A League reformer, my son. is a chap who
thinks every League otlicial except himself

slinuld turn over a new leaf.

•:•«^••<••^••^••:•••:•••:•••^••^••:•••:•••:••v•v••;

LITTLE GIANT VILCANIZER.
v.mce

f

$1.50

Newest and Best Repair Outfit, and yens in .ul-

of any plugging outfit ever devised.

7' SI.60 ISN'T MUCH
^^k to pay for . I pr.ictK'al viilcanizer.

''^^^ It.s price is the surprise of the
^^^^

year. Small, compact and easy to

pcrate.it is made for the use of the rid-

. -.Trcrciiair kit, and is just what
lilted. Dealers, this is your

ly to make a run on the lat-

3.

•

f
•

f

f

i

We GUARANTEE THE LUTHY WmEEL TO BE:

K rial I*, f •••Irlr « li li in Xr rial* for <iiit< <|ii/r o rrpHlr*. for (I l..%0.

tOLD er tlL THE LODINr, JORHERt. Wrilt Ui lof Pilcet. •

Hill & Lyster, 928 wainui st , Philade'phia. Pa. «

no.
Int Mahmomcst in Design ano Timbm. ^\ fi OC ^^
THf Bt3T iM Material and WowiMANStiip. ^^ M A K FD ^
Thi Most Perfect in rrs Lines amo BEABtiGS. ^ r\AK\LKo,

THE Easiest and Smoothest Running Wheel ^Of?|/y, \u^
IN THE World.

^ ^^^ ^^^^^^ AOENCts solicited.
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TWO ON A WHEEL.

What This Number of Riders Can and

Cannot Do When Mounted on a

Tandem.

Tandem riding is a branch of cycling full

of puzzles and peculiarities, as well as count-

less attractions. To non-cycling women, who
are often heard to declare that they would

love a tandem because then they need not do

any work, the prospect of tandem riding is es-

pecially alluring.

They mistake a tandem for a motor-cycle,

and their companion for the motor. They do
.

not realize that every ounce of dead-weight

tells against a rider, and that they, if not earning

their transportation by supplying a fair share

of motive-power therefor, are, mechanically

speaking, merely a mass of matter to be

moved, and indistinguishable from a large

quantity of baggage. It only wants a few

rides on a tandem to convince anyone that it

is a type of machine not universally preferable

to single machines, under all circumstances.

It runs hard uphill, it is difficult to sprint

upon, and a terror when it runs away; but its

general behavior is better than that of a single.

For the sake of a comparison between a

single and a tandem, imagine three riders of

exactly the same strength and skill. The two

on the tandem have twice the horse-power;

they have to overcome about twice the

weight, but not twice the rolling friction on

the road or in the working parts; but where

their great advantage comes is that they have

scarcely any additional air-resistance - com-

pared with the single.

Air-resistance is the most potent adverse in-

fluence against all cycle motion. It increases

enormously as the speed increases, while the

internal and road friction increase compara-

tively little, so that at high speed on level

courses a tandem will be easier than a single.

In other words, it is easier for two people to

, ride twenty miles in the hour on a tandem,

than to ride side by side on singles, and do

the same performance, and whenever the

speed is high enough to make air-resistance

the dominant factor of hindrance, the tandem

will score. •

Up a steep hill, however, when speed is

not great, the question of air-resistance is less

to be considered, and the item of weight

comes into prominence. Even though the

two men have only twice the weight, still, a

very steep hill is harder to ride up on a tan-

dem than on a single. Why?

Perhaps the puzzle is akin to the similar

one which at first seems different, namely,

that in sprinting a tandem is also very hard

work. By sprinting is not meant speed down-

hill, or a prolonged burst of high speed, but

maximum speed, muscularly developed for

a short interval of time. It is a question of

riding in perfect harmony one with the other.

When the work is moderate—that is, under all

ordinary circumstances—the waste from im-

perfect harmony is negligable; but in the

limit of hard work, whether slowly up hill,

or fast during sprinting, failure of harmony
becomes the dominant factor of hindrance.

It is difficult to clothe the idea with a suitable

garment of words, but perhaps this will make
the meaning clearer:

Consider lack of harmony as a source of

leakage. This is not a very great drawback at

moderate pressure, but the instant you pile

on pace, the leak becomes a serious matter.

So at high pressure in sprinting or in hill

work, the leak, inharmonious action, is a

hindrance more noticeable than when jog-

ging along at an average gait.

Inability to harmonize in tandem riding

does not always mean that either or both

of the riders would not be excellent riders on

singles. Each may have a good style of his

own, but the styles do not match, and only by

riding together and learning each other's pe-

culiarities can the defective tandem work of

any pair be improved, but even with the best

pairs failure to harmonize will come in the

limit as above described.

MODERN MAUD MULLEB.

Maud Muller on a summer's day,

Went out to watch them rake the hay.

Her hat was of straw, of the kind that's made

For forty cold plunks in the shade.

Her feet weren't bare: she'd nice French boots,

For the grass might stain her tootsie-woots.

And 'twas her boast, as I aver,

That there was no green at all on her.

The Judge came cycling down that way.

He was getting bald, was the old roue;

But he wore a golf suit and bright plaid socks,

Had a summer house and no end of rocks.

And he said "Ahem!" with a conscious wink;

"Pardon me! Where can I get a drink?"

Maud Muller blushed, as she saw him eye her

(She had learned to blush like a house afire).

"Why, yes!" she said, "there's a darling well

Just 'round the corner, by our hotel!

"I'll show you the way," she sweetly gushed,

"You'll say it's the best you ever lushed!"

The judge dismounted and sat in the shade,

And thought her a dear little innocent maid,

As she posed as an heiress of city birth,

And played the old man for all he was worth.

Alas for the judge, for he has a wife!

But Maud's all right, you may bet your life!

And in the hereafter Maudie may
Haul the old man into the courts. Well, say!

WHAT HE ASKED.

"Mamma, if I had a pneumatic before I had

this one on my new wheel, it's all right to say

that's the pneumatic I had had, isn't it?"

"Certainly, Johnny."

"And if that tire once had a hole in it and

I had it mended I could say it had had a hole

in it, couldn't I?"

"Yes, there would be nothing incorrect in

that."

"Then, it'd be good English to say that the

tire I had had had had a hole in it, wouldn't

it?"

"Johnny, you make my head ache."

AESTHETIC BOSTON.

"Have you any bicycle stockings?" asked

the New York girl entering a Boston empor-

ium.

"No, miss," replied the clerk, adjusting his

igiasses; "I was not aware that bicycles wore

stockings. I can show you some nice pattewis

in hosiery for ladies who ride bicycles,

though."

HE WAS GREEN.

"No, sir, mo and Mandy hain't noiu' to git

one of tluMU tantum.s, wlvcrc one of us is ridin'

in front an' t'other 'way behind." Then the

salesman soal^cd liini for a i-oui)li' of ninoly-

six models at the list price.

SUITED THEM EXACTLY.

The caravan toiled painfully through the de-

sert. Afar off was the mirage.

"Allah, il Allah!" exclaimed the leader,

pointing to the vision, "Behold! That is the

reflection of the wonders of the seventh

heaven."

"By the beard of the prophet!" exclaimed

Omar, "the mirage is too beautiful even for

that."

"I have beheld many a mirage in many a de-

sert, ' observed the Caliph, "but until now one

never so lovely. What can it reflect?"

" 'Tis the sweater and wallpaper-patterned

socks of one of those around-the-world-on-a-

bicycle tourists," said the Commander of the

Faithful.

The Moslems reverently took off their slip-

pers and forthwith orders went to the Chris-

tian dogs for raiment of the same kind and

hue.

WHEN CHAINS ARE CLEANED.

When cleaning the chain be careful not to

practice the general habit of turning the ma-
chine upside down, and holding a rag on the

chain with one hand, while turning the pedal

with the other, as many accidents have hap-

pened in this way through the rag catching

in the chain and drawing the fingers of the

operator in with it.

Brush the chain with a good stiff brush, and

then, if you really want to clean it, remove it

from the machine, and follow any of the num-
erous hints which have been given for prop-

erly cleaning a chain. The foregoing advice

may save you a crushed hand or the loss of a

finger joint or two, so it is well worth your

attention.

KEEP AWAY FROM HEAT.

When cleaning a machine from mud after a

winter ride don't allow it to stand near a fire

or stove. It will dry sooner, any one will

admit, but the gloss of the enamel will be ut-

terly spoiled. A still more serious thing is the

way in which the tires are affected by the heat.

The process of drying rapidly hardens the

cover, and although the result of this is not

seen immediately, eventually the tires crack

and go from bad to worse. The fabric with

which the rubber is incorporated will not give

to the pressure put upon the tread, and a pair

of new tires may be completely spoiled in a few

weeks by this means.

WHEN TIRES SHOULD BE HARD.

More than ever in the winter time is it nec-

essary to follow the advice to pump tires hard.

Not only are the possibilities of a slip lessened

(for a soft tire rolling in the rim naturally

assists the slipping inclination"), but there is al-

ways a great deal of loose stone on the roads,

and in the case of double tube tires the chances

of the inner tube being nipped by a stone, and,

consequently, punctured, are greatly increased

with a partially-deflated tiro.

PA KNEW WHAT IT WAS.

"Artliur is in lovo with one of those short-

skirted \\'hoolor girls," said tho foiul mother,

nervously..

"I guess it won't hurt him." said the ex-

porioncod father, who had pleasodly watched

tlie same girls on tlio Uoulovard. "It is only

calf-hno."
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EDITOR, - UNCLE THOMAS.

IMPORTANT
ANNOUNCEIMENT.

Hereafter
The Fowler
will be
sold direct
to the rider.

$43.50.

FROM MAKER TO USER/'

The times seem to demand this.

Wc are the first high-grade bicycle

builders to make this move.

As to the success of it, we ourselves

have not a doubt—we simply shall suc-

ceed!

We take this step with our eyes wide

open— it is no plunge in the dark, al-

though the final decision was sudden.

It may not make a ripple in the trade

—

and llim again it may.

We have taken a position which wc be-

lieve to be the right one, and will defend

it "against the world!"

Watch the phenomenal growth of the

"one-profit" bicycle!

Sec it jump!

Chicago, Jan. 28, 1898.

To my Friends:

Sinrc last Saturday night (Jan. 22d), in

answer to cur public announcement as to

thi^ ycar'v I', wlir. wc have actually re-

ceived over _'.'• b->tia fide applications for

agency. To cut loose from this promise

of a certainly—to say to you who have

stood nobly by me for years that our busi-

ness roads now lie in different directions

—requires all my nerve, every whit that I

possess.

This is evidence—to myself—that I am
surely right.

Possibly you do not realize how thor-

oughly honest I am in my expressions of

thankfulness for your friendship—a friend-

ship which I trust will continue to be

mine.

I shall, of course, legitimately pursue my
business of selling direct to the rider, and

while I must naturally antagonize meth-

ods you follow, yet my thousands of

agent-friends will always have a very

warm place in my heart.

I bid you good-bye with deep feelings

of genuine emotion. This means far

more to me than to you. We earnestly

assure those friends who so promptly ap-

plied for Fowler agencies in answer to

the recent advertisements, that such ad-

vertising was not done for the sake of

sensational effect. No! on my honor, No!

Our determination was sudden, and when
reached it was too late to recaH the last

public announcements. We had, how-

over, been giving the "One-Profit" idea

sufl'icient thought in the past to perfect a

new way of putting it into operation.

Fr.\nk T. Fowler.

WATCH 'EM SQUIRM!
Now, Mr. Competitor, "Our friend, the

enemy," your song will be, "Impossible,"
—"It cannot be done,"

—"They arc craty,"

and the like. This is what you will say

when you look over the specifications of

the '!'8 Fowler; but way down in your

heart you will acknowledge that Frank T.

Fowler has done the thing that you have

wished you could do.

You did not have sufficient nerve

—

American sand, sf) to speak—to cut loose.

I can give the rider, if I sell direct, the

finest possible bicycle for |43.50.

You know that is so, don't you?

In this glorious country no one or

dozen concerns have a corner on brains,

either of a commercial or mechanical

nature.

You know that is so, don't you?

Then one man's dollar-, arc as good as

another man's dollars, when it comes

to hiring braifts. mechanical skill and bus-

iness judgment.

You know that is so, don't you?

Simply because, at one clip. I cut off

what you know to be the immense cost

to the rider, above actual cost of wheels

at a fair profit, viz: the agents', jobbers'

and retailers' profits, bad debts, expense

of traveling men, advertising bills and

contingent allowances—doing these things

does not reduce the quality of the bi-

cycle.

—

You know that, don't you?

Take your pencil and paper: If the in-

telligent manufacturer figures rightly, 'iO

to 100 per cent addition to my price ap-

pears to be what the rider should pay. He
does pay it, too, if he gets the same qual-

ity from any one but Fowler.

You know that is true, don't you?

Fowler's money buys as good labor and

skill, then, as good tubing, drop forging,

balls and spelter, as your money buys.

You know that is true, don't you?

If the wood rims which Fowler buys

with his money, and which come from the

same factory, at the same price and of the

same quality as those you use, sell from

20 to 100 per cent less than the same
grade can be bought elsewhere, thai does

not lessen the quality of Fowler's, does

it?

The Palmer. Dunlop, Morgan &
Wright, Goodrich tires. Plew. Sager, Per-

sons, Brown, Gordon. Wheeler and Kub-

bcr-Ncck saddles, the Baldwin highest

quality chain, and the superb highest

quality pedal we have ever seen, which we
are having made for us, all go into our bi-

cycle, which is sold direct to rider from

JO to 100 per cent less than your wheel

costs him.

Is this a sign that the Fowler bicycle,

with these specifications, is not of as good
quality as any other high-grade wheel?

You know it is as good! You knmv it!

Squirm away! Fowler is giving the

man who is entitled to it (and that's the

rider!) full value—a "one-profit" bicycle,

actually and unquestionably saving him

the cash difTcrence between your way of

selling and— Fowler's way.

Think this over.

Have you a word to say? Say it!

Yours very truly.

Fowler Cv< le Works.

:Tniti:i:itttit:i:itmtmmi:i:iji:i^^
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TO THE RIDER.

We offer you a bicycle with the choice

of the very best and highest-priced equip-

ment in the market—which has never be-

fore been retailed below $75—at a price

which, in itself, proves that you are not

paying

Jobbers' i

Agents' y PROFITS.
Retailers'

J

Bad-debt Losses,
Traveling Men's Expenses.
Traveling Men's Salaries.
Immense Advertising Bills.

Contingent " Expenses."

The last-named being no small item.

This means that you get the very high-

est type of bicycle construction from the

ground up, with only a small legitimate

profit added

—

one profit.

We promise you the best possible qual-

ity—undoubted quality—at a price never

before dreamed of.

Read the accompanying words to our

competitors and write us for further par-

ticulars, naming the paper.

WHO FOOTS THE BILLS?

WHO pays the agent's, jobber's and

retailer's profits?—THE RIDER.
WHO pays the bad debt accounts?

—

THE RIDER.
WHO pays the traveling man's salary?

—THE RIDER.
WHO pays his hotel bills, railroad

fares, "jollying" and "incidentals?"

—

THE RIDER.
WHO stands the $5 to $10 per wheel

for publicity?—THE RIDER.
WHO foots the "contingent" expense?

THE RIDER.
WHO pays the "hired men" who race?

special cars, valets, trainers, best hotels,

everything best?—THE RIDER.
Will you continue to pay the whole

thing, oh ye riders! or will you buy a

Fowler (Truss Frame only) as made by

FRANK T. FOWLER,
and get as good a bicycle as $ $ will buy,

and save from 20 to 100 per cent?

THINK IT OVER!
Post-Script: WHO pays for this red

border?-THE RIDER—
But he gets his motley's worth!

CAN ANYBODY'S MONEY
BUY BETTER THAN THIS ?

TUBING:
STANDARD SEAMLESS:

1^-inch front frame.

D rear lower stays tapered i to 3

inch.

One-inch taper forksides.

FORCINGS:
WILCOX & HOWE,
CRESCENT DROP FORGE CO.

TOOL STEEL:
SANDERSON BROS.

STAMPING:
CLEVELAND MACHINE
SCREW COMPANY'S
One-piece electric welded head.

RIMS:
The very best finished dark mahog-

any.

SPOKES:
Piano wire swaged, 15 gauge to 17

gauge.

NIPPLES:
BRASS (both spokes and nipples

made by same company; this in-

sures good fit).

PEDALS:
Made especially for us—drop-forged

pin and frame with tool-steel cups

(the barrel not hardened).

CHAINS:
BALDWIN ADJUSTABLE AND
DETACHABLE;
The finest and most beautiful chain

we ever saw (their highest-priced

grade).

CRANK-SHAFT:

The only successful one or two

piece hanger yet introduced

—

you

all know it, too. The 1898 Fauber

with diamond-shaped cranks, 4J-

inch tread. A perfect crank-shaft

—no experiment.

HUBS:
We have a beautiful hub—simple

—

adjusts with the fingers—drawn
axle—positively we grind the cups

and cones and the hub runs, oh! so

smooth. Others say theirs do; but

ours do!

No matter what they tell you

—

there's what you get; that's the

proof. You get what you order

from Fowler, or no sale.

HANDLE-BARS :

A Combination Adjustable and Inter-

nal Clamp bar at the same time.

Eight shapes.

Are you noticing the Fowler's new
and superior points?

TIRES:
Our equipment is what will pinch

our $60, $65, $70, $75 competitors,

who say: "We must charge you 'so

much' extra"—for Palmers, Kan-

garoo, Dunlops, Goodrich, Morgan
& Wright; we don't. Take your

choice of the best with the wheel,

all for $43.50!

SADDLES:
Here again the $60, $65, $70 and $75

maker says: "We offer you this

one"—perhaps a choice of two

—

even of three

—

But does he say, "Take your pick of"

Christy—Plew—Sager Pneumatic

—Sager Flexible—Brown—Gordon
—Rubber Neck—Wheeler, and the

Persons direct-post, with all ad-

justments?

Not muchee!

Fowler does.

But then, he's making
The "one-profit" bicycle.

As to enameling and nickel-plating,

we simply guarantee there's none

better.

LABOR—WORKMANSHIP :

Just as good as U. S. dollars will buy.

No option on brains, you know!

NEW MODELS.
We are constantly watching the pro-

gress of improvements, and none will be

nearer the head of the procession in this

respect than The Fowler. One new model

a year will not content us. If "the latest

things" are worth incorporating in our

wheel, they shall go there, and promptly,

too.

SHIPMENTS BEGINNING FEBRUARY
JOth ABSOLUTELY PROMISED.

HOW YOU ARE TO ORDER.

Specify fully equipment desired. We
send it to you with the guarantee that it

is as ordered—or you don't take It. We
cannot afford to do one single thing that
is not perfectly fair, and will not.

We guarantee everything we say about
the " One-Proflt" bicycle.

Our post telegraph plan will at once
answer the charge of the " croaker," who
exclaims: " You cannot get repairs or re-

placements." You can.

REPLACEMENTS—Here is the plan:

Every part of the wheel has a telegraph-
code name besides its regular name.
Should you desire a certain part, tele-

graph us its code-name, and the SAME
DAY such part will be sent. In ninety-
nine cases out of every hundred you will

get your wheel back in use again sooner
than you would have had it under the old
order of things.

Buy the FOWLER. We'll study to

serve you faithfully under all circum-
stances. We want true FOWLER friends.

In return for their faith we'll treat them
royally I

Our little book, which you can have for

the asking, will tell you the plan In detalL

One thing Is certain—your i-epairo will

not trouble you.

I<
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THE LAWYER AGAIN.

He Supplies More Argrnments for His

Why-Tires-Are -Fast Con-

tentions.

In my former communication I dealt with

the form taken by a pneumatic in that part

which comes in contact with the ground in

order that my views as to one of the reasons,

if not the chief reason, why they are faster than

others, and save on an average one-third ol

the traction power, can be deduced therefrom.

That this is correct, I am prepared to prove,

notwithstanding the denials oi its being so by

C. H. in your last issue. Even he cannot

deny that energ>- is expended in flattening the

front part of the tire touching the ground be-

tween the points A and B, Fig. 2, which, with

Fig. 4, showing the form of the flattened tire

in contact with ground, or that this energy,

or the greater part thereof, is automatically,

as it were, restored again by the leverage

caused by the expansion of the tire, owing to

the reaction of the contained compressed air

therein, as the wheel revolves from B to C.

I have no doubt that some of your mathe-

matical readers would be able to reduce to

figures the amount of energy c.\pended in a

l}-inch tire fitted to a 28-inch wheel to flatten

the tire, when inflated to 25 pounds pressure,

and carrying a rider who, with the machine,

weighs 150 pounds between the points A and

B. Figs. 2 and 4.

Now, from whence does this energy come?
In my view, it emanates from a source which

when expended in carrying the machine and

rider from A to B. is practically lost in a solid

tire, instead of being stored up to assist the

machine in traveling from B to C, as in a

pneumatic tire. Is not the movement in a

pneumatic tire akin to that of going up hill

from A to B and down hill from B to C? I

have seen it somewhere stated that with a ma-

chine and rider weighing 150 pounds, travel-

ing at seven miles an hour, the momentum
represents a force of l,5tX) pounds. Is not this

force utilized in compressing the air between

A and B, or in going up hill in the same way
that a driver often whips up his horse to start

ascending a hill at a gallop in order that the

impetus might carry him up the hill?

In the case of a pneumatic tire, as soon as

the apex of the hill is reached, the same force

which brings the machine up the hill reacts

to send the machine down the hill, and there-

by that force is used twice over, as it were.

In other words, the momentum of the ma-

chine creates a storage of energy to be again

continuously given out in a pneumatic tire,

which it docs not in a solid. Hence in the usual

tett of a pneumatic by dropping it to the

grrxitid, the rebound or resilience represents

til' power.

) Kiwn above that a pneumatic-tired

wheel which with ita rider weighed 150

pounds wfittM have a flat bearing surface on
both tires of six square inches when they were
inflated to twenty-five pounds pressure per

V|uare inch; now examine the shape this

bcarini.- :i.« ^hown in Fig. 2.

The tt !.< oi the tube will

necessarily br grciirit at the central point B.

and will gradually be reduced in width, both

forward and backward, i the periphery of the

wheel i» above the ir.i k. For instance, a

transverse section of Ihc tire at the central

point B, Fig. 2. would take the form marked

D in diagram. Fig. 3 (drawn on a larger

scale). Midway between the points A and B
and B and C. Fig. 2. it would be less flat-

tened, and take the form marked E (Fig. 3).

This diminution in the width of the thread

would be effected gradually, and would in the

same manner continue to gradually diminish

until the portion of the tire which failed to

touch the ground or track was arrived at.

With the revolution of the wheel, this bear-

ing surface is in a continuous state of forward

motion, and continuous energy is demanded

to compress the air in flattening the tread be-

tween the points A and B. From the moment
the tire arrives at the point B not only does

all demand of energy for this purpose cease,

but the expansion, which then commences, re-

turns the energy previously expended with

but little loss. I do not intend to convey that

more than an infinitesimal moment of time

is occupied in the compression and expan-

sion, but these moments are continuous. The

reactive force of compressed air is enormous.

Those who have visited the Falls of Niagara

will recollect noticing the continuous balls of

foam rise out of the falling water. For a long

time the cause of this was unknown until one

of our scientists solved the problem, viz., that

the air carried down by the water was com-

pressed until its expansive force overcame the

pressure of the water, when it ascended in

balls of foam. The reaction in a tire is termed

its resilience. The thinner the encasing cover

of the tire, the quicker and greater is this re-

silience.

The form taken by the flattened tire in im-

mediate contact with the track will be somc-

FiG 4

what after the shape of Fig. 4, being almost a

point when the tire first touches the ground

i\, and gradually increasing in width till the

central point B is arrived at, when a cor-

responding reduction to a point ensues as

the tire leaves the ground.

At first sight, it would appear that greater

expenditure of power at the sprocket-wheel

wouhl be necessary to cause the revolution of

the wheel with such a flat base than would be

required in an iron-shod or solid rubber-tired

wheel, but it must be recollected that what-

ever energy is absorbed in the compression of

the air between the points A and B is again

given out in its cxp.ansion between points B
and C.

One oi my critics suggests that broad tires

as originally used would be better than the

present narrow type. Is not the prob'em
simply this? What is the best form for the

six inches of area ol pressure to take? Is it

better for speed that it should be distributed

longitudinally or transversely? Not being a

mechanic, I do not pretend to answer the

question mathematically, but some of your

readers may. Instinct tells me longitudinally.

Certainly so for avoiding side-slip; a broad,

short base is more susceptible than a long nar-

row one which cuts through the mud.

J. B. L.

SUCB TBINGS HAVE HAPPENED.

If a railway train is run contrary to orders,

an accident of some kind or other is almost

certain to happen.

When a salesman out on the road makes
a sale that is not in accordance with his in-

structions, he is likely to receive a communi-
cation from his employers that will not be

conducive to his peace of mind and may lead

to his discharge.

One great trouble with the average cycle

salesman is that he knows more than his

employer, in his own opinion. He has all the

wisdom of the establishment and is indispens-

able to its successful management. If he

should be dismissed, all chances for business

and profit would go out with him, and so he

is certain of his position and proceeds to boss

the boss.

Sometimes he is mistaken, and finds him-

self in the unemployed world with no immedi-

ate chance of getting back again, and the only

occupation left him is that unenviable one of

sending his photograph and a write-up of

himself to the trade papers, asking the papers

to publish them with an addition of thcir's

that "he is open to propositions from first-

class concerns needing an excellent salesman."

CRANK LENGTH AGAIN.

As commenting further upon the question

of crank lengths and gear, which was recently

discussed in The Wheel, a correspondent in

an English paper takes the same position,

namely, that the length of the crank and de-

sign of the bicycle frame is determined by the

length of various parts of the rider's leg, and

by the position of attachment of the muscles

to the bones. The question of muscular

power does not affect to any appreciable ex-

tent the question of crank length.

On the other hand, the matter of gearing.

which solely affects the pedal pressure, is

principally a question of the muscular

powers of the rider, of his age, and

the general liability to fatigue during

long hours of riding of the two parts of

his system, i. e. (a) the fatigue of the muscles

themselves, and (b) the fatigue of the nerve

system which controls the motion of the

muscles.

LOOK TO BRAKBS.

If any of you ha\x had to give np riding for

a time on account of bad weather, be careful

before using the machine again to see that

the brake is working properly. An unsus-

pected drop of moisture may have been left in

a crevice, and the rust prevents the lever act-

ing. A rider may not want the brake for days

or weeks, but the prompt use of it on an emer-

gency may save a serious accident.
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APEX TIRES
'WOIbT'T SLI^*.

Will not slip on ANY surface.

Practically puncture-proof and if it does puncture can be ridden any distance without oj^

injury to either tire or wheel.

^..^\ -^\-'-

APEX TIRE DEFI.ATED. ROUND TIRE DEFLATED.

Compare the APEX with the old style round tire and then judge for yourself as to its

speed, resiliency and puncture-proof qualities.

'T'HIS space will be devoted to photo-

* graphic illustrations of the superior-

ity of the

^ APEX TIRES, oe

Retail Dealers:

We have a nice proposition

for you if you take agency

early.

Illustrated catalogue for the asking. Address,

OiOfo

AMERICAN TIRE COMPANY,
Church and Cortlandt Streets, New York City.

HPEX TIRES
5>ofo
(5ox9

0)2^

"WOIST'T SLIie.
Kindly mention T)ic Wheel.
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HERE ARE THE EAGLES.

Twenty-five thousand bicycles annually is

the Eagle Bicycle Mfg. Co.'s capacity since

the new factory has been put in operation.

Although not as widely quoted heretofore as

some other concerns, they are one of the old-

est and most responsible companies making
bicycles, and their business has increased

largely every year. The '98 line of Eagles is a

most complete one. and includes high-class

juveniles in two sizes; in establishing a price

of $50 for the best machines, they are confi-

dent of receiving the support of dealers and
riders. In the entire ten years' history of the

Eagle Bicycle Mfg. Co. they have never re-

duced their fixed price, and it is announced

that their present prices will remain fi.xed

from now henceforth.

The quality of their high-grade bicycles has

not been influenced in the least by the radi-

cal reduction of list prices, and with their

present facilities, they can, by relying upon a

largely increased volume of business, put and

maintain the price of their high-grade bicycles

at $50. It is definitely stated that their 1898

models are of entirely new design throughout

and representative examples of their well-

known thorough workmanship.

Modrl W). While this machine may pro-

perly hf termed a racer, it is regularly built

'- .N'j list (irice haa

H is dependent upon
ind c<|uipmcnt or-

f is 22 inches in

height, although it can be built with a 24-inch

frame. The wheel-base \% long, being 45

inches. It it replete with Eagle points. Tub-
ing, 1) and 1) inches.

Model 75. At tif), the men's machine illus-

trated is unusually attractive The front main

frame has been increased in length, giving ad-

ditional room in width for riders who sit

well forward. This improves the steering

qualities as Veil. Drop-forgefl Hush-joints,

tubing IJ inches in diameter, large sprockets,

oval crowns and other up-to-date features

mark the wheel.

Model 80. A companion to Model 75 is

the woman's wheel. The double-curved frame

speaks for itself. It is graceful and strong.

The guards are aluminum, and from rolled

sheets, not cast. The price is also $50.

Models 60 and 65 are listed at $35, the illus-

tration showing the women's wheel. These

also have drop-forgings throughout, and em-

body a number of details which cannot fail to

recommend them to the dealer and rider.

FOR PUNCTURE DODGING.

Nothing has caused so much complaint

among riders as the puncturing of tires upon

the road. The success attendant upon the in-

troduction of the L. C. Chase & Co.'s Tough
Tread tires demonstrated the importance

which riders attach to their prevention of this

evil. Their line for '98 is as follows, all of

the tires being fully guaranteed in accordance

with the Tire Association's guarantee.

The construction and material of the Chase

Tough Tread tire is the same as last season,

being made of two plies of close fabric of the

best Sea Island cotton, with two plies addi-

tional on the tread, and the outside cover of

rubber being slightly thickened on the tread.

MMH

It lia.T been one of the most satisfactory tires

for use on the road.

The Chase Special is made on the same

lines as the Tough Tread, without the extra

two-ply fabric tread strip, but with the outside

rubber cover thickened on the tread where it

comes in contact with the ground.

The Vulcan tire is practically the same, ex-

cept that the additional thickness of rubber on

the tread is not quite so great, and is, there-

fore, a lighter tire.

The Foxhound is made to supply the wants

of riders desiring an exceptionally fast and

lively tire for use on the road. It has a solid

rubber inner tube, over which is laid, diagon-

ally, two plies of thread fabric, this in turn be-

ing covered with an outer casing of rubber.

For speed and life it is the equal of any tire

m.Tde. It is corrugated on the tread, and adds

materially to the appearance of wheels

rquipped with it.

LARGEST EVER PUILISHED.

Dealers .md repair men who c.irry a line of

sundries will be pleased to know that the Hay
& Willits Mfg. Co., Indianapolis, Ind., have

issued the largest and best sundry catalogue

which they have yet published. It covers 66

pages, and is completely filled with a line of

bicycle sundries which can be bought through

this company at Indianapolis, at equally as

fair prices .i.s can be obtained in any market in

the United States.

AN IMPERIAL LINE FOR THE YEAR.

It is evident that those makers are going to

reap the greatest measure of success during

the coming season who have complete lines

at all prices. The Imperials are among these.

They consist of four models for adults, two
for children and the Imperial tandem. Built

on scientific principles, they are mechanically

correct in design and construction, and no

points have been overlooked that will tend to

place them in the front rank. Not the least

of their excellence is the extreme light-run-

ning quality of the machines, causing them to

be popularly known as the "go-lightly kind."

Model 38 for men, made in three heights of

frame, 22, 24 and JG inches, with flush joints

and large fork-crowns. Detachable double or

single-tube tires are used, with Christy or

Mcsinger saddles.

Model 39 for women is a companion to

Model .38. It is made regularly in but one

height of frame, 22 inches, although a 20 or

24-inch frame can be furnished. Finish is

black, maroon or green, corresponding to the

men's.

Model 5, juvenile. Unusually handsome

juvenile wheels are Models 6 and 6 for boys

and girls. They are made with 18 and 20-inch

frames, U and 1-inch tubing, arched fork-

rrowns and an excellent equipment through-

out.

Imperial Tandem. Strongly and scienlific-

.illy built is the Imperial tandem for both men
and women. Its construction is fully shown

in the cut, the ecjuipment being practically

the same as in Models 38 and 39. Steering

device is both front and rear, although it can

1)0 changed so as to steer from the front only,

when desired.
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THE BARNES BICYCLE
IS MORE POPULAR THAN EVER.5^
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The new models of the White Flyer for 1898 show more
advancement and improvement than any two other bicycles,
hence this increase in popularity.

The new Barnes Biplane Sprockets run easy. The new
flush handle-bar clamp is neat and catchy. The new self-lock-

ing direct spoke is worth investigating. The new Barnes
nickel-steel chain is the best that can be had.

We want an agent in every town and city where we are not
represented. Write for particulars.

The Barnes Cycle Company, Syracuse^ N. Y,
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©live"
with its many new and

original features, equipped

with all that goes to make
an attractive and

HIGH-GRADE \A/HEEL
and which contains such talking-points as our new CRANK-
HANGER ARRANGEMENT, SEAT-POST ADJUSTER,
CHAIN ADJUSTER, TRIPLE FORK-CROWN, and equipped

with the highest-grade equipment purchasable, is certainly a wheel

which fits all requirements, and the one for high-grade dealers to tie to.

Vi/ANTED.
Hustling, up-to-date dealers to represent the

ever-ready and reliable Olive, jt ,^ ^ jX Jt

THE OLIVE WHEEL CO.,

Kindly mention The Wheel.
Syracuse, N. Y.
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WHAT CLAKENCE WISHED TO SAV.

"Pa?" began little Clarence Qucrymore,
with a rising inflection.

"There, my son, that will do!" interrupted

hi.s long-suffering sire. "I am sorry to be ob-

liged to inform you that I do not know the

answer to the question which you are about to

ask. I do not know what 'Selah' means, nor

what is the difference between a wunk and a

goo-goo, nor whether a football full-back

would become a half-back if half of his back

were kicked off, nor how old a woman has got

to be before she begins to be old, nor if a

man could be kept from falling in a fit by re-

moving the fit promptly every time he was
about to fall in it. nor why when a girl takes to

spelling her name "Mae" she begins to grow
salluw and have pimples, nor which travels

the faster—a bat emerging from the Pit of

Torments or the pen of the average stage

heroine as she writes the letter which is to in-

form her indulgent but purblind husband that

she has flown the coop with the monkey-faced

count; nor why a man whose Christian name
is Ira almost invariably wears his whiskers

loo low down on his neck for them to look

picturesque, nor which looks the most foolish

—a large man smoking a cigarette, an old

woman wearing tan shoes or a bull-calf that

has sucked in thunder.

"In short, my son, I can safely say that I

do not know the correct answer to any ques-

tion that your acrobatic inquisitiveness may
prompt you to ask; nor, for that matter, have

I any idea how you came to be born an in-

quisitorial corkscrew instead of a human be-

ing. Therefore, in view of my ignorance, I

humbly beg that you will for the nonce cease

your laudable endeavors to acquire all the

knowledge in the world at one time, and

kindly permit me to pursue my reading in

uninterrupted peace. In case you fail to heed

this courteous request, let me remind you of

the proximity of your little white bed, which

even now yawns for you in the adjacent apart-

ment."

"Pooh, pa!" replied the lad. "I don't ex-

actly know what you mean by all those long

wurdi, but 1 wasnt going to ask any more
iiuestions; I was simply going to tell you
something which I thought you ought to

know."

"Well, what is it?"

'The baby'^ got mamma's hat-pin an's try-

in' to see what kind of stuftin' there is in the

tires of your new bysickle."

But when pa got there the damage was
done.

THE FIKST CYCLE SHOW.
The diploma here illustrated is ancient his-

tory. It is claimed by McKee & Harrington

to be the fir.st diploma ever issued for an

.\mcrican-ma(lc bicycle. The Centennial, at

Philadelphia, in 1876, exhibited English ma-

AM

m

chines, but Americans had not yet begun the

making of regular bicycles, except of the

hone-shaker type, ten years before this date.

McKee & Harrington have been in partner-

ship for twenty-one years, and are now doing

business at the same old stand that they occu-

pied in 1877. The bicycle which tliey made at

that time was called "The Union." It was of the

"high-wheel" pattern, fitted with English-

made ball-bearings, and sold for $115. Joseph
McKee attended the first meet of the League
of American Wheelmen, at Newport, riding

one of the wheels made by the firm.

UANGEKS OF COASTING.

Coasting at a fast gait is far more likely to

damage a machine than any reasonable amount
of careful riding. The reason is not far to

seek. When coasting, the rider's weight is

one dead lump. He cannot ease the machine
over any obstruction he may encounter, and

consequently the normal strain on the ma-
chine is greatly accentuated. A careful rider

will make his machine last double the time

that would otherwise be the case were he to

coast every hill he encountered at a break-

neck pace, no matter what the surface may be.

Though careful riders condemn coasting

on the whole, they never ride any distance

without foot-rests. When tired you will find

a great relief on smooth, easy slopes of oc-

casionally putting up one or both legs. Never,

however, allow the machine to run at a high

speed. It, no doubt, is very enjoyable to rush

through the air at twenty-five miles an hour,

but the danger is too great to tempt indulg-

ence in it, and if when ridmg in company you
are occasionally dropped on down-grade, you
will generally manage to join the leaders at

•.he nc\t incline.

LOCATES LEAKS WITHOUT WATER.

.'\n Englisli authority announces a method

of locating minute punctures in pneumatic

tires which obviates all the trouble incidental

to the use of water for that purpose. If the

tire be strongly inflated and the flame of a

candle held close to its surface in a room from

which all drafts have been carefully excluded,

the escape of the air will usually be indicated

by the fluctuation of the flame. It is stated

that almost microscopic punctures can be lo-

cated with but little diflicultv.

WATCH THE VALVE.

A great deal of trouble is often caused by

valves leaking slightly, and it is sometimes a

question whether the valve or the tire is at

fault. It is best to put the blame on the valve
before assuming the tire is leaking. A com-
mon cause of valves going wrong is a speck
of dust which may have been blown into the

valve by the pump, and lodged in such a posi-

tion as to prevent it closing properly.

f»i.i>i:4-Ti:i> i.i.atiii:k,
Ti:.'vii>f:iti:n sti:i:i, HrKi.xtiiH,
MTr.i:i< iM»«»T-ri.A!»ii»»»,

OR
i.EATiiKii ki:ji:<t§,
lltO.\ Ulltr Hl>ltl.\<i»iif),

€AST-IH<>\ l»<>*»T-C;TAMPS,

MK.Iir I, <)()!< S.OMi:\\ I I AT AI.IKI-: BUT

SADDLES '-"" Best IMaterials

K. W. >K>U I l.hN A ( O..
I tiiciiuo and New York

SEND FOR CATALOG,

HUM MFC. CO., Wcstboro, Wass.
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Record Pedals,
There^s no JARRING in the bearings of

RECORD
...The Racer.

Record No. 0. PEDALS.
...The Roadster.

Record No. 1.

They form the STRONGEST SELLING POINTS for HIGH-GRADE WHEELS.

^^^^^^^

•The Adjustable.

Record No. 6.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

»4^>^>-HH+-M-^

Record Pedal Mfg. Co..

Highlandville, l^ass.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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Might As Well Buy a VEEDER First As Last.

EXACT SIZE.

Dust Proof. Water Proof.

PRICE, $1.00.

. Nearly half a million in use, and every owner will tell you that it is no ex-

periment, but a positively accurate distance recorder. The only one so far

produced.

It is easy to imitate it outside, but not inside. We guarantee the mech-
anism in every VEEDER Cyclometer to be as near to gauge and as accu-

rately made as the mechanism in a watch.

THE VEEDER MFG. CO., - HARTFORD, CONN.
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HIGH-ART BICYCLES.

Prtscnt signs augur well for the reputable

manufacturer, .\gents are wary and pay more

intention than heretofore to the standing of

the concern with which tiiey tic up. Fre-

quent failures, with the attendant inconveni-

ences, have forced the local dealer to a reali-

zation of the fact that reputation is just as re-

quisite as quality. One concern of note, R. H.

Wolff & Co., Limited, say that WolfT-Ameri-

can cycles are in greater demand at the pres-

ent time than they were last year. This they

credit to the reputation of the makers as much

as to the excellent satisfaction given by their

bicycles.

The line of VVolflF-American cycles this year

consists of Model 24, special racer, $80; Model

25, special diamond frame, $80; Model 26.

pecial drop frame, $80; Model "27, standard

diamond frame. $t>o: Model 28. standard drop

frame, $05; double diamond frame tandem,

$125; combination or convertible frame tan-

dems, $125; duplex, $175.

On all models the distinctive frame lines

have been preserved, together with the self-

oiling bearings, eccentric chain-adjustment,

spring-tempered frames, and other exclusive

features which distinguish WoIflF-Amcrican bi-

cycles. The crank-hanger is dropped 2j

inches, a half inch further than in '97; the rear

sprocket has been made more easily remov;

able, while <>n the Spcci.i! flush-joints have

been embodied with D-shaped rear forks, disc-

adjusting crank-axle bearings, patent seat-

post fastening, and several other minor

changes. Frame-joints are made from steel

tubing (as is the crank-bracket) and doubly

reinforced throughout. The spring tempering

given all VVolfT-American frames is said to be

a secret-process which every frame undergoes

before enameling. It has the effect of cqual-

ixing the temper of every molecule of steel in

the frame, impart<^ a si>ringine9S which adds

to its life, and incrc.isrs the frame's strength

fulljr 25 per cent

SANCTIOKED BV THE BOAUn

At the Tran«
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A SURVEYING BICYCLE.

For military purposes, particularly, a bi-

cycle which can register an exact profile of

the road over which it travels is of infinite

value, while it is also of great worth for map-
making and general topographical work.

Such a machine has been mvcnted by a

Schenectady, N. Y., man.

There is nothing complicated about it. It

consists primarily of two parts, a cylinder re-

volving mechanism to carry the strip of paper

on which the record is made, and a device to

make the record. The mechanism consists of

a slender, horizontal shaft, which is turned by

means of a belt attached to the crank-axle of

the bicycle. .\s the cylinder turns the strip of

paper is unrolled from a spool. The marker,

hanging by means of a pivot and controlled

by a complcmentar>' mechanism, adjusts it-

self to the position of the bicycle.

When the bicycle runs down a hill, the

marker moves toward the lower edge of the

paper strip; when the bicycle mounts a hill,

the pointer travels toward the upper side of

the paper. Naturally the movements of the

paper are in proportion to the size of the

Iirominence or declivity along which the bi-

cyclist is moving. It is, so to speak, the an-

tithesis of the various picture enlarging ap-

paratus or pantagraphs.

The paper on which the record is made is

marked oflf in parallel, horizontal lines. The

scale is gauged so that every foot marked off

on the paper represents 792 feet of road. The

vertical scale is 400 to 1, so if a hill shown on

the paper strip is one inch high, the real hill,

(if which the marking is a miniature picture,

is 400 inches high. It is thus very easy to cal-

culate the distance and height of every grade

passed over.

The illustration shows a record of 4,0(»ii

yards along Second street, in Schenectady.

N. Y. This was made without any trouble to

the rider, wli<> passed over the route indicated

at considerable speed. It exactly agrees with

the records formerly made by surveying.

EASY TO MOUNT.

Graceful lines on women's bicycles appeal

to the fair sex even more than to men. One
of the most symmetrical of the new '98 models

is the women's model. No. 21, of the new

Thomas line, made by the Thomas Mfg. Co.

riie frame is of the curved pattern, with a

greater drop than the ordinary women's ma-

chines, thus rendering the wheel very easy to

mount or dismount and giving greater room

for the skirt. Standard sizes arc 22 and

_M inch frames, although a 20-inch frame will

be supplied on special order.

AT ALL BRANCHES.

The Feathcrstone line will be distributed by

A. G. Spalding & Bros, from not only the

New York and Philadelphia stores, but also

from their Brooklyn, Baltimore, Buffalo and

Washington agencies

"CLINCHER" TUBING.

Illustrative of tlie hu>iiicsslikc methods em-
ployed by a number of the manufacturers for

bringing their wares to the attention of the

public this season, is the new catalogue of the

W'ilmot & Hobbs Mfg. Co., Bridgeport,

Conn. Particularly interesting to bicycle

makers is the part devoted to the "Clincher

"

cycle tubing, now so well known.

Made from solid billets with what the man-

uf.icturers claim to be about one-tenth the

number of heatings employed in making a

seamless tubing, the material used is much
less liable to injury by frequent annealing and

jiickling.

As showing the tenacity of the steel iised as

well as its tempering qualities, figure 1 is

significant. The blank was first bent longi-

tudinally, hammered down, and then bent

upon itself transversely and hammered so

that the parts met. There was absolutely no

sign of fracture. No steel which will not bend

in this way will permit of the teeth clinching,

said bending of the teeth guaranteeing a suit-

able quality of the steel in the finished tube.

(rushing

Comparative bending tests made by the

company demonstrated the greater stiffness

of the "Clincher" tubing, figure 2 showing the

dilTerence. It is stated that this was the in-

v.iriable result.

BgMDlNG v^'^'-j^'-TEGT

In another test a piece of "Clincher" tub-

ing and seamless tubing, both of the same

gauge, diameter, and length, were brazed to-

gether, specimens then being placed between

the jaws of a vise, when the seamless tube war.

flattened, while the other showed but slight

distortion. In these tests the brazed edges

did not open at all, the teeth being thoroughly

clinched and dove-tailed by lateral displace-

ment, resulting in perfect resistance of steel

against steel to all strains. This, it is claimed,

renders it superior to other forms of brazed

tubing. The joint is practically invisible.

WBKE DISCUSSED.

Baltimore, Ind.. Jan. 31.— At the meeting of

the Associated Cycle Dealers of Baltimore last

week municipal regulations and transient auc

tion sales of wheels by a license tax were dis-

cussed. The flealers decided to discourage

trading for old wheels.
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Everybody Knows that

WORLD CYCLES^^iLALL RIGHT.

BEST MATERIAL. eM.^,^

BEST WORKMANSHIP.
BEST FINISH. ,^.^.16,^,^

AGENTS, WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND DISCOUNTS.

FERRIN & JACKSON,
446 Tremont St., - BOSTON, MASS.

Distributing and Selling Agents for

New England States. <^ ^ ^^^^

Manufactured by

Arnoldt Schwinn & Co*
CHICAGO.

Kindly mention The Wheel,

It is only common-sense business policy to put '98 pedals

on 'g8 bicycles. You will surely do this if you use the

^ SIDWELL PEDAL. ^
Quick and positive adjustment*

Style, quality, up-to-date features sell bicycles*

Our pedals help*

SIDWELL PEDAL CO., 221 Columbus Ave., Boston, IMass.
J

Kindly mention The Whc«l.
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TUB "WORLD" IN NEW ENGLAND.

World cycles will be handk-d in New Eng-

land by Ferrin & Jackson, at 440 Tremont

street. Boston, Mass. Both members of the

firm are well known to the trade. Mr. Fer-

rin was formerly New England manager for

the Fowler Cycle Mfg. Co., and Mr. J.ickson

has represented the Warwick upon the road for

several years. In addition to handling .Xr-

nold, Schwinn & Co.'s njachines, they will en-

gage in a general commission business, repre-

senting several prominent manufacturers oi bi-

cycle sundries and specialties.

FOH SALVATION OF SPINAL COLUMNS.

For those people who believe in an easy

and springy seat, the Initial Tension Ex-

|)ansion Spring Scat-Post,

made by the Bucschcr Mfg.

Co., of Elkhart, Ind., would

seem to fill the bill. Its

construction can readily be

^^^ understood from the cut. As
^^~^^^ will be observed, it is capable

of adjustment to varying

weights.. It can not be de-

nied that there exists a large

number of wheelmen who
will always declare that a

rigid scat-post imparts vibra-

tion along the line of the spinal column of

the rider, a part of his anatomy too delicate

to be thus trifled with. It is to this large

contingent of cyclers that inventions like this

must most forcibly appeal.

RINGING EVERYWHERE.

Wide is the departure in catalogue work

this year. Many of the manufacturers bclievu

that it is useless to spend a large amount of

money on an expensive catalogue when one

that is thoroughly practical will answer every

purpose. The New Departure Bell Com-
p.iny believes in this theory, and has issued for

the trade a small booklet which can be con-

veniently carried in the pocket, and which tells

ilrst possible space con-

New Departure bells,

. s and the Lucas lamps form

INSTITUTE or CYCLE ENGINEERS.

There has just been formrc! in Ivngland an

association of biryrh and their

practical engineers, u ! the Cycle

Engineers' Institute. nation of such

an organization has 1>< ted as f;ir back

as 1H96, but it did not a^.^unie definite shape

until th' .' which w. ' "

17lh. in ;i.im. Mr
lu'cn appotutcd provisional »Ci

:

FOR RAPID BRAZING.

No more important operation presents itself

to the bicycle mantifacturer than that of braz-

ing. An illustration is shown of a new
brazer just put on the market by the White
Mfg. Co., Chicago, invented by J. C. Dupec,

the superintendent. It has three new features

—the burner, a swing joint on the feed pipe

to the burner, and the rack for handling the

work. The principle oi the burner is practic-

ally the same as that employed in the kerosene

oil burner of the Mammoth Brazer, brought

out by till,-. V i.iiii/.iri\ .^oiiit. liwn .iii^i, but is

provided with a larger generator.

This brazer is operated under a range of 4<>

lo 7i) pounds air pressure, a great advantage

being gained by having a single burner of this

power, as a stronger flame is concentrated

upon a piece of work. The swing joint en-

ables the burner to be used at any desired

angle, permitting the flame to be directed ver-

tically if neeiled. While intended specially

for burning kerosene it can be used for either

kerosene or gasoline.

CLEAN THE CHAIN.

Dirty chains are always a nuisance as well

as a hindrance, and any device which will ef-

fectually clean them is likely to become popu-

lar with riders. One of the best of these de-

vices is this double brush connected by a

"-pring that operates on l)«)th sides of the

chain at the same time. It is manufactured by

the Ashgrovc Mfg. Co., Roslindale, Mass.

BURNED BY GASOLINE EXPLOSION.

Milford, O., Jan. 31.—S. C. Shumard, pro-

prietor of the Novelty Bicycle Co., was ser-

inusly burned last week by the explosion of a

• line stove Usecl in the factory. The shops

naved after Mr. Shuni.ird hati been res-

cued by citizens.

AT FIFTY-FIVE EACH.

Philadelphia, Jan. 20.—Director Riter, after

considering the report of the mechanical ex-

pert whom he selected to make an inspection

of the sample bicycles ofTered in competition

for supplying the Police Department, on Fri-

day awarded a contract to Mayer & Wessels,

[.astern agents for the Liberty bicycle.

This is the same wheel which was ridden by

the bicycle corps and the police lieutenants,

sergeants and detectives during the year past.

The contract price was $55 each. Clerk Hor-
ter, of the Bureau of Police, said yesterday

that he believed the number in use under the

former contract was between fifty and sixty

machines, but that the Directors" intentions

for the coming season were not yet known.

FOR INDOOR RIDING.

Indoor riding, during the off season, al-

ways appeals to the active man or the athlete,

deprived of the means of enjoying his ride

a-wheel. To meet this want, a thoroughly re-

liable and simple Home Exerciser or Trainer,

that can be purchased for a reasonable price,

has been placed upon the market by Banker

Bros. Cycle Co., of Pittsburg. It is con-

structed of spring steel calculated to with-

>land all the strain that comes upon it. Ad-

justable to ajiy length of wheel base or width

of hub and with adjustable plate encircling

the axle nuts, clamping them tight and pre-

venting any possible chance of the machine

falling out. The rider can mount and pedal

the same as in actual riding. Cut shows the

construction fullv.

"ZIMMYS'IN NEW ENGLAND.

That Arthur Augustus Zinimerman is a

good salesman as well as a crack racer, is

evidenced by the contract which he has just

closed with the Horace Partridge Co., of Bos-

ton, by which this well-known house will act

as the distributers for the Zimmy wheels,

made by the Zimmerman Cycle Mfg. Co., in

the New F.ngland territory. A full stock will

be carried at the Boston warehouse, making
It possible to deliver at a moment's notice.

LEFT THE IDE.

It was a surprise to the trade to learn that

I'. F. Ide last week severed his connection

with the Ide Mfg. Co., of Peoria. Mr. Ide

was responsible for many clever and original

itieas, and the news of his retirement from the

company will be received with regret.

CHAIN ROO.M IN BOHEMIA.

The report of the Austrian Small Arms
Works, at Steyr, Bohemia, for 1896-97, men-

tions that the plant for the production of

cycle chains on a large scale has now all been

put down, and is in working order.
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We remind you
observation teaches
that the effective point
in Bicycles is

Quality. THE KEATING, $50
$75

There is nothing commonplace

in the Keating.

It is 365 days ahead of them all.

Fine materials, accurate worlc-

manship, perfect bearings, ele-

gant finisli, low frame, arched
fork-crown, adjustable handle-

bar, double roller chain, large

sprockets, new saddle ::::::
: : : Established Reputation : : :

Write for particulars.

Keating
Wheel Company,

MIDDLETOWN, CONN.
Formerly Holyoke, Mass.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

:
:

Up'tO'Date Sprockets,
Manufactured by P. FORG.

Selling Agents, INTERNATIONAL CYCLE FITTINGS COMPANY, 74 Reade Street, New York, N. Y.

Is your name on our mail-
ing list?

I

Catalogue is nearly readj'.

^ It contains
ju.st tlae information you

are looking for.

e^

International Cycle Fittings Company,
EVERYTHING FOR A WHEEL. 74 READE STREET, NEW YORK.

:
:

:
:

:
I
:

:
:

Kindly mention The Wheel.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••4«4«
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FOR CARRYING CHILDKEN.

A new child's seat lias been placed on the

market by \V. C. Boak, of Buffalo. If is

made of wood, covered with felt cloth, and

is clamped on the top bar of the bicycle, be-

tween saddle and handle-bars, the felt pro-

tecting the enamel from injury. The adjust-

ment is very simple and is made by the use

of two thumbscrews, thus obviating the

necessity of using either a wrench or screw-

driver. A foot-rest is furnished, which is also

of wood, and may be attached above the

crown by the means of thumb-screws. If the

child to be carried is too large for the use of

this foot-rest, a pair of coasters may be used

in its place. The scat is very light, weighing

only about eight ounces; is easy to place

in position or remove, and can be left on per-

manently, clamped in a vertical position, when

not in use.

The Boak line includes everything and any-

thing for the bicycle, the stock carried being

one of the largest in the country, including

all parts, supplies, accessories and sundries.

As a convenience to the dealers in the vicin-

ity of Philadelphia, a branch house has been

opened in that city, located at 804 Arch street.

The next catalogue will be ready for mailing

February 1st. It is desired that this should

reach every dealer, builder and repairman, and

it will be mailed to any dealer who sends in

his name.

CRANK-SHAFT DIVISION.

Divided crank-shafts are much in evidence

this season. Of this type is the A hanger

made by Armstrong Bros. Tool Co., each

crank of which is made integral with one sec-

tion of the axle, which is bored longitudinally

for the reception of a bolt passing through the

shaft axially and engaging a lock-nut, the cir-

cular body of which enters a hole bored in the

hub of the right crank. The ends of the shaft

section arc beveled off to abut each other, and

a close-fitting sleeve, on the ends of which are

formed the cones, surrounds them and brings

the two parts of the shaft in alignment when

they are drawn together by the action of the

axial holL Tlie cups arc screw-threaded

into the ends of the bracket. Ball-retainers

abut against internal shoulders in the cups.

The sprocket has no hub, but attaches to the

arms in the crank by means of bolts. These

brackets arc furnished for both (lush and out-

side joints.

A GOOD GBAR CASE.

I'. J. Sturznickic, Pennsylvania State Cen-

turian of the C. R. C, is a thorough believer in

gear case*. Being a strong road rider, he ap-

preciates the increased efficiency which a chain

wheel derives from their use. He is using a

Frost gear case, and not only strongly recom-

mends it as a protection from mud and dirt,

but speaks very hiRhly of its adjustability. No
difficulty i^ •

' taking it off and re-

placing it vs
. to clean the chain.

SOMB CBEAP SECOND-HANDS.

At an auction salr of articles captured on

suspected criminaU and goods and chattels

confiscated in Denver's Police Court*, five

bicyclea that were recovered by the police and
are presumed to have been stolen hrounht #20,

the best one being sold for p'> .>n<l the most
invaluable for $2.2S.

FOOT-POWER GRINDER.

Among small shops and repairmen there is

a call for a practical foot-power emery grind-

ing machine. Such is the one placed upon the

market by the Northampton Emery Wheel
Co., Leeds, Mass. The height to top of iron

table, shown in cut, is 38 inches, and from

table to centre of arbor, 5 inches. The collars

are loose, and can be taken ofT when required.

Diameter of pulley on arbor is 2 inches, and

of the balance wheel, 20 inches. Weight of

balance-wheel, 52 pounds, and of entire ma-

chine, 140 pounds. Taper arbors and drill

chucks arc furnished at slight additional cost.

ADJUSTABLE FOR WEIGHT OR POSITION.

Saddles that can be adjusted to varying posi-

tions and weights are very popular. One of

the new ones is the Oxford saddle, of which

Geo. C. Ewing, No. 8 Oliver street, Boston,

Mass., has the control. As will be noticed

.t

from the illustration, it can be adjusted with

facility to any desired position and also any

weight. The arrangement of the springs af

fords a very easy riding seat, it being made on

the principle of a car truck journal box. The
rights and tools for its manufacture are for

sale.

A LARGE TERRITORY.

The Speeder Cycle Co., of New Castle, Ind.,

has arranjjed for their exclusive agency with

T. H. Jamison & Co., of Claysvillc, Pa., in

Pennsylvania, New York, Maryland, Virginia,

West N'irginia and the eastern half of Ohio.

The Speeder Company makes three distinct

lines of wheels, the Alcazar, New Castle and

Speeder. The Alcazar is strictly high grade,

with flush joints, internal handle-bar, and seat-

post clamps, 2i inch drop, and Fauber hanger.

.•\ leading feature is large sprockets, the front

running up as high as 32 tooth, with 12 tooth

on the rear. The Alcazar Racer is a model of

beauty, with short head, 3-inch drop hanger.

Hush joints throughout. The New Castle is

the $50 wheel. It is a wliecl that is guaranteed

to be one of the best $50 mounts on the mar-

ket. The Speeder is their changeable geared

wheel, is the Speeder which has been made
for the past four years, and has proven to be

everything that could be desired in a machine

of this kind. It is a desirable wheel for rough

roads, hills, and head winds, and can be

changed from low to high gear, or vice versa

at option while mounted and going at any

speed. A year's guarantee accompanies all

wheels.

WADY WITH FOWLER.

Clifton S. Wady, who prepared the illus-

trated matter for "The Chimes" during the

last five weeks of Frank T. Fowler's connec-

tion with the Trinity Company, has gone to

Chicago as Mr. Fowler's right-hand man in

the advertising department, and will remain

(luring the initial period of introducing the

1898 Fowler. Mr. Wady's work is to be il-

lustrated.

GONE ON THE ELMORE.

J. W. Bullock & Co., of Cincinnati, manu-
facturers of the well-known roller-sprocket,

are in high feather over the adoption of their

roller-sprocket as a regular equipment by the

Elmore Mfg. Co., makers of the Elmore
wheel. Another card to the credit of the Bul-

lock Co. is the action of the Dayton makers in

listing the roller-sprocket as an option on
their wheel without extra cost.

FURTHER IP BROADWAY.

On February 1st the Hodgman Rubber Co.

will remove from their present location, at

45!) and 401 Broadway, to No. 5P3. As the

new store is somewhat further uptown, an

agency for the sale of their tires and sundries

has been opened with the Wilson Bros.

Wooden-Ware and Toy Co., 119 Chambers

street.

WHEEL OF FORTUNE.

In addition to their line of child's seats, par-

cel carriers, etc., the Kalamazoo Cycle Com-
pany will manufacture several hundred bi-

cycles during the present year. They are

strictly high grade and will be called the

"Fortune."

TAKEN LARGER QUARTERS.

The new addres.s of the Empire Rubber Mfg.

Co. is 58 and 60 Reade street, New York,

whither they have removed from the old num-

ber, Ch\. The rapid extension of their business

has rendered larger quarters necessary.
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THE RELAY
Catalo|[ue Is Out.

Copy mailed on application.

Relays, remember, have patented features,

such as the "You See the Balls" Crank
Bracket, etc., found on no others.

Tew Good Asents IVanted.

RELAY MFG. CO., Reading, Pa.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

CHAMPION COIN BICYCLE
LOCKER AND RACK.

COIN LOCKER.
A nickel in the slot un-

ocks the cover, and by rais-

ing^ this cover as high as it

will go, the wheel becomes

locked in and the key un-

locked, which the cycler

takes as a check for his

wheel.

To unlock the wheel

:

Replace the key, let the

cover down, turning the

key at the same time, and

the wheel is released ; the

nickel falls into receiver,

and is retained.

0-

EVIREK/I.
Now is the time to place

your order if you want
your goods early.

PRICE, $1.50.

Discount to the Trade.

How often your friends

want to leave their wheels

outside when they call, and
know they will not be

stolen. One of these fast,

ened to the piazza would
always be a protection.

^

MaiMnreil Dy THE CYCLE CHECKING LOCK COMPANY,
World Building, New Yorl<, N. Y., U. S. A.

THE SIMONDS ROLLING-MACHINE CO.,

FITCHBURG, MASS.,
THE OLDEST AWD LARGEST KIANUFACTURERS OF

STEEL HNTI-FRieTI0N BALLS.
AND ALL KINDS OF ROLLED FORCINGS.

have increased and improved their plant, and under new and more efficient departmental management have been able to

still further improve the quality of their product, which has always stood at the head of the list for wearing qualities and

accuracy of gauge. All inquiries will receive prompt attention.

New Thomas, Model 21. A WINNER.

$60—A PERFECT WHEEL.

Our Traveler Coming.

Wait For Him.

SWELLEST, HANDSOMEST WOMEN'S MODEL.

Advance circular ready. Ask prices and temis.

The Thomas Mfg. Co.,
SPRINGFIELD, OHIO.
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PBOM CANCER TO CAPRICORN.

Keen competition for the past two decades

had, in the opinion of many, seemingly

brought, in the year 1897, a finality in bicycle

designing. But hardly has this position been

reached when the chainlcss bicycle rumor

came intp view.

Much apparent myster>' was thrown around

the system of gearing to be used with a view

to excite curiosity and to keep up public in-

terest through suspense. When the public

was finally let into the mystery it was only to

learn that after all the gearing, of which so

much had been written and so much said, was

only the old principle of beveled tooth wheels

which for years many mechanics had been

leading away from. Bevel gears have been

used in every class of machinery at some time

in its history, only to be discarded wherever

possible.

Some bicycle manufacturers recognizing this

have deferred announcing their plans for

chainless machines until they could present

something which, in their opinion, at least

was an improvement over bevel gearing, if

not better than the chain. Some of these

makers of bicycles are old sewing-machine

men, and to a number of them the bevel gear

is particularly repellant, as they have witnessed

its use in the latter machine, a use which al-

ways meant hard running and some little

noise, no matter how carefully made. The
reason for this is not far to seek nor is the

cause beyond understanding. It is because

perfect bevel gears cannot be cut by any ma-
chine yet devised and can only be approxi-

mately so cut by hard labor where the work-

man can work over each tooth with the care

and patience of the sculptor or modeler. Even
then, the result is the same as in all hand
labor, no two alike.

It is not always an easy matter to make a

written description of mechanical matters

complete and comprehensive to those who are

not students along that line, but if the reader

will picture to himself a globe with the parts

above and below the two tropical lines re-

moved, he will then have a ring from which
to cut a bevel gear. The tropic of Cancer will

represent the tops of the outer ends of the

teeth and that of Capricorn the outer ends of

the bottom of the recesses. The faces of the

teeth which meet those of the mating gear
will be best represented by the line of beauty

as well as remembered by all from the first les-

sons in writing. Having this in mind, it

should be further remembered that all lines,

no matter where they start from, should run
to a common vanishing point, which is the ab-
Nolulc centre of the globe.

From this it will be seen that all lines below
the equator rise, and all lines above dip. In
addition both sets "slope in" so that any two
opposite lines- would develop a V. The tops
of the teeth and the bottoms of the recesses
between the teeth being flat, it would be fairly

easy tp produce the dips of the one and the
rites <v r. but the tooth curves, closing

r from three directions, has
n<it yet overcome.

< Kc of fhr difliculties in bevel-
gear cuttmg has been the oc .-ision of bringing
out all sort of freaks in gear ir ,n,

methods whose birth runs back lie

memory of men.
1

(•

in on
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TOO MUCH FOR TOO LITTLE.

While inventors are as a class given to sub

mitting tamely to whatever the Patent Office

sees fit to demand, there arc many among
them who protest, and justly, against what is

certainly an extortionate preliminary fee. In

many cases, inventors are poor men to whom
fifteen or twenty dollars is a very large sum.

They might raise five or ten dollar>i, but more
than that would tax tlicir slender resources

very seriously.

There is a very urgent demand among in-

ventors for a material reduction in the fee

paid when the papers arc filed.

As is well understood, this fee inchuUs filing

and a general search to discover if the new
claim interferes with others in the oRico.

As all cases are carefully assorted and arc

kept in the most perfect order, this search, in

all simple inventions, is neither a long nor lab

orious one. There should be an entry fee of

five dollars, and a rule that in case a claim is

rejected on the first examination no more
money is expected. Fifteen dollars is alto-

gether too much for the preliminary fee.

The Patent Oflfice is making enormous
sums of money out of people who are not able

to pay it. Surplus is rolling up to its credit

in the treasury, and inventors are being kept

from enjoying the benefit of their inventions

because they cannot raise money to pay the

fees for obtaining patents.

There are reputable firms that make reason-

able charges and present no bill until the pat-

ent is granted. This has advantages in that if

the claim is rejected the applicant is subjected

to no loss: but it has this against it. that the

no-patent-no-fce plan makes it worth while for

the lawyer to run in claims that are to all in-

tents and purposes worthless—that is. the

claims are loosely drawn and are railroaded

through. As a natural consequence, there is a

good chance for someone to patent some-
thing very nearly like the original article when
the first is not worth the paper on which it is

written. The patent lawyer that is worth hav-

ing is the one who draws the claim that will

stand law.

Years ago it was possible for inventors

themselves to get c.iscs through and have ex-

cellent claims drawn, but of late there has

been a great deal of complaint— not of lack of

courtesy, but of that spirit of helpfulness that

has pervaded the office since its foundation.

It was a part of the idea and intention of the

office to assist inventors, to favor them when
ever it was possible, and to give to those who
were trying to work out their own ideas pre-

cedence over paid attorneys and agents.

THE

TRY AND SEE.

I'nder the title I.assan Fabrica de Veloci-

pcdos, Andres Joly and F.ugenio Jordens, new
cycle manufacturies are being started at

Seville, Spain. The heads of the concern are

Belgians, and if is reported that the necessary

parts will be imported from Belgium and as-

sembled in Spain. Despite these reports,

however. Americans might well bid for at

least a share of the equipment.

A very tall, thin woman has no Iiminrss ridmg a bicycle; neither has a short, fnt one.

!\ HARGAINCOUNTBR SPECIALS.

.\ case-hardened cone is one in which the

thin surface only is hardened; when this is

worn through, a soft core is reached which
increases the draft of the machine and soon
renders it useless.

850.00

ELMORE
will undoubtedly

interest you more
than any other

bicycle you have

seen.

Note Its Construc-

tion*

Write for Particu-

lars*

Secure the Agency*

We ship from New York

to Eastern points.

••••

Eastern Selling Agents,

Willis' M Row Bicycle Co.,

23 Park Row, New York.

••••

MANUFACTURERS,

Elmore Mfg. Co.

CLYDE, OHIO.
Kindly a«atioa Th« WkML
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TRAU$'$
EFUL
AND

ALABLE
UNDRIE$

VIZ.:

Tire-Tape,

Vulcanizers,

Inner Tubes,

1

1
i
i

THE STRAUS PROTECTED TIRE

Shoe Protectors,
(Prevent pedals from "nicking" or marring shoes.)

Pedal Converters,
(Afford a rat-trap or rubber pedal at will.)

Handle-Bar Buffers,
( Prevent bar from damaging frame enamel,)

AND

THE PRICE!

TIal's ai altraclioH lone can resist. M
Then, too, there's

m
m
m

m
m

m

m
d5^

The only lively, non-puncturable tire. Made entirely «v,^,
of rubber and canvas. S^^^

Is not a freak, <r*5^»»

and does not contain
wood, iron, steel, cork, chemicals
or any other foreign substance
which only make tires " dead."

jsm

IfyonareinMsinesslomateMoney'^sa

Write

STRAUS TIRE CO.
127 Duane St., New York.

k44^^M-H h-f^H-^-M-^- K^^-t'-M-*-

THE CURVE IS THE LINE

OF BEAUTY.

THE WELL-PROPORTIONED CURVES OF ;;

THE

Columbia Chainless I

FOR WOMEN

make it the most beautiful and graceful woman's
bicycle on the market, as the rigidity of the con-

struction, the use of 5 per cent Nickel Steel Tubing
and the absence of the chain guard render it the

safest, strongest and neatest,

THE

Columbia Chainless I

FOR MEN AND WOMEN

surpasses Chain-Driven Wheels as Chain-Driven l"^

Wheels surpass the old ordinary.

1-

I

WE SET THE FASHION

for Chain-Driven Bicycles, as heretofore. Colum-

bia Models 45, 46 and 49 are Standard of the

World in their class. 5 PER CENT NICKEL
STEEL TUBING -COLUMBIA DUROID FIN-
ISH and the COLUMBIA NEW DEPARTURE
BRAKE offer material and equipment not to be

found in any other bicycles.

HARTFORDS at $50 and $45 are the superior

of any bicycle except the Columbia. " Pioneer

"

Fifty-Point Carbon Steel Tube makes them so.

VEDETTES are $40 and $35.

POPE MFG. CO.,

HARTFORD, CONN.

Catalogue free from any Columbia Dealer, or by mail for one

two-cent stamp.

Kindly mention The Whool.
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THE WEEK'S PATENTS.

2& 2 LO. snuMtn wHKt POB wcycLBa wiuui a fau-

ta* CMOfik lU. ftiei Nov t. 107 ' S<n1tl No. 667.SH. T«nD of

^ivni 7 jmn.

5 O 7 , { » 3 8 . VEHICLE WHEEL Ricbird T Bbuuiit. Sydney.
aod CUAkLB Bkufiet. WooUahn. Hew South Wtlo>. PUed Feb 16.

1697. Serial Na 623.US (Mo modrl.)

Clatu I
.

In a »»hlcl« whfcl. tlia ooinbiii»t...n niih the. Iiiib. ol

a rim *poiic* rouncrliriff taid hub atid riiB,# wherl-tirv *urtuuRdiiig

tbe rim ai.il uf gnutfr diameter than the latter, roiled i]}ringt^itvr-

puscd between laid rim and tire, a ring loof^lv lurrouuding the hub.

and a ft«c«iid >«t or«pokescorinectinf;said riof; and lire, «Hb<i«fitiAll/

a.« deacribed

59'i ,93--i. CICTCLE-BRAKR. Edwako D AsdU9». W
100. D C J^iM Uu. i. 1896. Serial No. 614371. (No modd.)

iL..^~T)^ d««<n for a iprocket-wheel for biejolea, aubaUD- 5 9S,04 1 . WHEEL BUB lBvi»a A. Westoh, Syrwiue. N. Y.
(t..»--ni«d-^foraiproeae

EUed Apr. 30, 1896 Serial No. 589.769. (No model)
tially aj ahova aad oeacnbed '

1>97 848 CTCH Sabdh & Fuwa, Hew tork, R. Y. Piled
^

lU7t7. ta»T SctHI la 63«,S<3. (NomodeL)

rinjm I 1" eambinaijon a Iraclionwheel, a bicjfcl* mououd

lu tra< al along tk« ienar wall of iU nni. guid«-wh»el« carried bjr the

bIcTje. a track located abote ibe iraclionwheet and track-wheeU

c«nn«cird Jo the (nide-«h»*b earned by the Mercle for lupporting

the tr»<tio«.»heel in iu nprighl poeilion and (aiding lU movement,

• ub.taiitiallr ai Ml forth.

598 009 MCTCUHUnORT ClAlUB W Eo«ni, New Mar

k<Ba PUidNat &.1IM taU No. 611.191. (Not

o ne.03«3. wcYCLtnoMLflNo ncBAlinr hum 8u^
.Kern. P|edJuarKlM7 S«klNae4S.lM (No

(:lai/H.— l. lu a hub. a ttationarv axle, the curved oil-cone >•-

ovred thereto, and extending at ita outer end partially through the

l«l|.rafe, the hub provided nilh the oil-liole adjacent to the cun*-

^97 801 ADJUSTABLE HANDLEBAR FOR BICYCLES. Ed-

waVo a HaV. New York. N. Y. FUed Aug 28, 1896. Senal No.

60t,l6< (No model)

(VuiM.— I. The combiaation with a aafety-bicycle. of a haad-

operative brake apparalua conaitting of a brmkeaboe adap' >d to op-

erate upon the rear wheel of uid bicycle, an operatiog-lerer. sod

•uiuble meana for cauaing them to mo»e in unijon. the aaid leTer

being aituated cloee to the $eat of the bicycle and fulcrumed ao aa to

adapt it to receive force io ao upward and »ubat*ntiaUy vertical di-

rection. iubjUntially as deacribed

597 983. LAI"" Mattius C AWOT, Blmlrt, • T PUadMar

4,1897. Serial No. 626.076. (No model)

fiiiim.— 1. In a lamp, the combination ota aheU provided wita

an inward projection at iu baae. a reaervoir. and acoupling. one part

of which la formed on the reaervoir and the other part of which la

adapted to alip down within the ahell and to form with the fitat part

« groove within which the inward projection ii damped

Cto.m — 1. fn a vehicle, a hollow opnghl hanjle ooet proviaeo

with a hollow Thead having open connection with e^ch other, the

T-head provided with a aeriea of teeth to receive the end of a handle-

bar aimilarly provided, in combination with a hollow adjuauble han-

dle-bar provided on itj enda with a aeriea of teeth me«hin)rwiih the

teeth on the Thead. whereby communication from the handle through

the handie-bar, Thead. and po«l ia left open for the paaaage of a

brake-cord, and devicea for aecuring the handle-bar in adjuaUd pu«-

tion, aubaUntially aa deecnbed.

Q 9 7 .8 3 1 . 'N BOMATIC TIRE. Om L Konnr. Chicago III

Filed Mar >. It9«. Serial No U9,96T (No model)

598 05 O OHAIN-OUARD FOR BICYCLM. WlUUB a NotB,

Chicago. Ill FUed Aug 28, 1896. Serial No. 60S,M1. (No model)

C/<i-m - I A guard for the aprocket-whoel and drinng-chain of

aafetv-bic.\clca, compri«iiig a marginal frame, a flange extending lat-

erally therefrom to cover the upper lap of a drlving<hain and the

upper expoeed aegment of a aprockel, and a web connecting the lon-

gitudinal parU of the marginal frame, aubauatjalli,!! deafrihad.

Si

4

ilib

/,%„m —I. A wheel-lire eompr.aiiig a tubular iDcmber adapted

f9r cool ining air. and an amor of rellular atructure embodying In-

ner, orwr and IntermediaU annnlar walla, tod two aeU of inuraect-

ing radial « alia . aaid annular and radial walla fanning two aertaa of

oU»<ed air<ella anporpoeed one upon Iha other. Uie radial walla of one

nr<M of ctlla lieing arranged InurmMliale the radial walla of the

other Mnaa tuUUiilialh aa (leicrihfd

noHO-i-fc oi^cu' wiLUAi a wiu* Nf*!!*!* «*jj»». •»

d««r to tUOooM Bicycle Coopaoy.UmiMd. •me »Uoa Wed D«x

4. IM. SarW Na ailftll (No BoM)

•rdly-

'•d In

-i»».r..

c . I 1,.

n..m -1 Th. comHoauSlTBiiolUap, of a rylladar bor*l to

f»r« an lnte.™U .h.,.,ld.r and baring an e.Umal '•''«^ f"™^

CO lu end. a pUng.r provided -i.h a valve t« flt Ih. «..d e.t.n-1

v.lve.«*at. a epring pa-mg around aaid plunger.
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597 777 BICYCLE-TIRE. Willum J. Lanigan, Duluth, Mlna 597,954. TIRE-VALVE. Aahon S. Cartwright, Birmingham,

Fned Jaa 12, 1897. Senal No. 618.911. (No model) England Filed Feb. 13, 1896. Serial No. 623,252. (No modeL) Pat-

ented in England Dec. 28, 1896, No. 29,762.

CliOm.— I. In a valve for pneumatic tires, the combination with

a hollow stem having a head at one end located within the tire, an

elastic sack or diaphragm inclosing the said head and having a con-

tracted mouth located" between the head and tire, and clamping-nuts

arranged upon the stem to hold the parts in position.

5 97,947. HOLDER FOR BICYCLE-LAMPS. JoHH W. Beaggeb,
Watertown, N. Y., assignor to the Hitchcock Lamp Company, same
place. FUed Aug. 23, 1897. Serial No. 649.220. Ofo model)

Claim.—.1. A pneumatic tire comprising a single tube having an

inflating-valve, a plurality of radiating partitions moiinted in said

tube for dividing the same into a number of commonicating compart-
ments, and self-closing valves mounted on said partitions and adapted
to close the communicating passages therein, substantially as de-

scrihed

5 97,780. TOE-CLIP FOR VELOCIPEDES. Thohas W. Morris,

Chicago, la, assignor to the Morgan & Wright, same place. Filed Apr.

9, 1897. Serial No. 631,378. (No model)

Claim.— 1. A toe clip for velocipede-pedals comprising a flexible

strap adapted to extend over and under the pedal and having di-

vided erd portions adapted to straddle projections at opposite ends
of the pedal and provided with fastening devices for temporarily con-
necting: them toeether under the pedal, substantially as describeiJ

5 97,830. TOE-CLIP FOR VELOCIPEDES. WlltlAM Herrick,

Chicago, 111, assignor to the Morgan & Wright, same place. Filed

Aug. 18, 1897 Serial No. 648,105 (No model)

Cltniii.— J . A toe-clip for velocipede-pedals, comprising a flexible

band adapted to extend and arch over the pedal and- to extend under

the same, the part of the band which extends under the pedal being

divided longitudinally between its marginal portions to permit it to

receive and engage upon -suitable portions of the pedal, and to per-

mit it to be applied to the pedal without detaching the latter from

the crank, substantially as described.

5 97,87 7. DIFFERENTIAL GESR FOR nCYCLES. Louis P.

CoHEK and Herman C. Woltereck, New York, H. Y. Filed Jaa 9,

1897. Serial No. 618,578. (No model)

Claim.—A bracket tor lanterns, comprising in combination the

tubular portion of the hinge, the opposed clamping-jaws E and F.

provided with ears embracing the ends of the said tubular portion

of the hinge, the ears of jaw F having circular registering apertures,

the jaw E having apertures partially rounded, each with a flattened

side, a bolt passing through said apertures and tubuljr portion, the

washers U, one of which is screw-threaded and serves as a nut, wliicli

is shouldered as at H^, said washers designed to be seated in the reg

istering apertures in the ears, and the flattened portions of the wash
ers to bear against the flattened sides of the said apertures, all snb
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

597 91x. VELOCIPEDE-CRANK. WoUAH R. MORRIS, Richland,

m' FUed June 24, 1897. Serial No. 642,203. (So model)

5 98 058. BICYCLE. WiiLUM J. PUGH, Muscatine, Iowa, assignor

of two-thh-ds to William N. WaUace, J. H. Vail, and Walter L. Johnson,

same place. FUed Jan. 8, 1897. Serial No. 618,492. (No model)

Claim.— 1. In a velocipede-crank the combination of a crank-

arm, a leverage-increasing'arm pivotally connected with the crank-

arm between the ends thereof and provided with a pedal, and a sprmg

between the outer end of the crank-arm and the leverage-increasing

arm whereby the leverage of the crank may be increased against the

resistance of the spring and the outer end of the crank-arm will form

a positive stop to farther forward swing of the leverage-increasmg

3rm when the resistance of the spring is overcome^

5 97,963. DRIVIN8 MECHANISM FOE GtCLBS. JoHH Dredge,

Newtown, New South Wales, assignor to James Welsh, same place:

FUed Feb. 16. 1897. Serial No. 623,733. (Nonnrfel)

Claim.—^1. In a bicycle, the combination of the friction-disk' on
the rear wheel, the clamping-levers pivoted beside the disk;' the slid

Claim.— 1. The combination with the driving-spindle and driv-

ling-axle and fi'usto-helical or screw wheels Band H mounted thereon,

of the fixed strap slotted as shown, th6 bearing C provided with a

threaded tang C adjustably arranged in the slotted strap, nut C
arranged on the tang between the sides of the strap, nuts C' and C,
arranged on said tang on each side of said strap, a gear spindle A

collar, the links connecting said collar with the outer ends of said
Jo»™a'ed at one end in the bearing C and at its other end in a similar

clamping levers; the bell-crank lever for sliding said collar, and con-
*'«a""g. ""d frasto-helical or screw wheels F and G mounted on the

uections, substantially as described, foropcratingsaid bell-crank lever,
oPPO'it" ends of said gear-spindle and gearing with the screw-wheels

all substantially as and for the purpose described.
E and H, substantially as described.

5 9 Y,9 14. CHAH8EABLE-0EAR MECHANISM. OEORGEA-RicH-

5 98,014. POWER-TRANSMITTER. Harry A. ScHRT. Loreley, aR»s. IndianapoUs, Ind, assignor to the McElwatoe-BJchards Compmy.

Md., assignor of three-fourths to Oeorge B^rueger, Johnstown, ta. same placa Filed Nov. 23, 1896.

Filed May 13, 1897. Seri^ No. 636,425. (Ho model)

Serial No 613,077. (No model)

Claim.— 1. In a differential gear for bicycles, the combination of

an auxiliary sprocket-wheel, placed outside and engaging the driv-

ing-chain, two gear-wheels movable on sleeves and meshing pcrma- Cla„„.~ I. A drive-chain link composed of two parallel link

uently, a sprocket wheel adapted to run loose on ite seat when the P''''es provided with suitable end pivotal connections and separators,

gear is operaUd and suitable means adapted to simultaneously throw ^^^h plate having an oppo.sitc portion of a spherical socket formed in

one gear wheel into engagement with the loose sprocket-wheel and '^^ """"" «u'face, and said plate extended beyond said socket to cm-

the other gear-wheel out of engagement with the auxiliary sprocket- '"'*'=« "' overlap the edges of the sprocket-wheel when in use, a ball surface is provided with a series of annular inclined or t»tiering grooves

wheel, and vice versa, for the purpose as set forth and described. ^""'S seated in said socket, substantially a.s set forth; adapted to receive the teeth on the sprocket-wheel.

Claim.— i. A removable rim for aprocket-whcols whose internal

SUMMARY OP PATENTS.

Number of patents of all kinds granted dur-

ing the week, 366; designs, 14; trade-marks,

16; total, 396. Issued to citizens of the United

States, 342; issued to citizens of foreign coun-

tries, 54. Leading States—New York, 58; Il-

linois, 38; Pennsylvania, 3C. Leading coun-

tries—England, 17; Germany, 12; France, 8.

Total number of application* waiting action.

K!,10i; in Division 'VII., relating to veloci-

pedes, 1,150.

Cycling patents i,ssucd tluring the week:

r)97,777. Bicycle-Tire. 'William J. Lanigan, Dulitth.

Minn. Filed Jan. 12, 1897. .Serial No. (JlS.'JIl. (No
model.)

r)97,780. Toe-Clip for \'olocipcde.<!. Thomas \V. Mor-
ris, C-'liicago, 111., as.signor to Morgan & Wright, same
place. Filed Apr. 9, 1897. Serial No. 631,378. (No
model.)

597,801. Adjustable Handle-Bar for Bicycles. Ed-
ward S. Hall, New York, N. Y. Filed .-Xug. 28, 1S96.

-Serial No. 604,160. (No model.)

r>!)7,S2!). Bicycle Alarm. Fran/. J. Ileilborn, Plain-

ville, Mass. Filed May 5, 1897. Serial No. 635,185.

(No model.)

597.830. Toe-Clip (or Velocipedes. William Her-
rick, Chicago, 111., assignor to the Morgan & Wright
Co., same place. Filed Aug. 13, 1897. Serial No.
618,105. (No model.)

597.831. Tneumatic Tire. Otto T.. Kohnert, Chi-
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National Board of Trad*

of Cycle Manufacturers.

320 BROADWAY. NEW YORK.

President.

C. S. PIKEMAN.

Second \'ice-Pre»ident.

GEO. H. DAY.

First Vice-President,

R. L. COLEMAN.

Treasurer,

W. A. REDDING.

Secretary,

ERNEST R. FRANKS.

National Bicycle Wood Rim

Manufacturers' Association.

President, Treasurer,

E. S. MEAD. N. D. DOUGHMAN.
Secretary.

W. \V. STALL, Bedford, M.iss.

National Cycle Dealers' Association.

President,

(JEORGE E. HANNAN.
."second NicflVc-iiilcnl,

J. J, MANDERY.

First Vice-President,

F. A. VERY.
TrcaNiirt-r,

GEORGE COLLISTER.
Secretary,

JOHN McCARGO, St. Louis.

Rubber Tire Association.

President,

THEODORE A. DODGE.

First Vice-President, Second Vice-President,

L. K. McCLYMONDS. GEORGE T. PERKINS.

Treasurer,

GEORGE F. HODGMAN.

Secretary,

KIRK BROWN,

5W-506 West Fourteenth Street, New York.

cago. 111. Filed May 2, 1S30. Serial No. 5S9,9C7. (No
model.)

597,843, Cycle. Samuel E. French, New York, N.

Y. Filed May 27, 1S97. Serial No. 638.363. (No
model.)

597,845. Canopy for Cycles. Lewis D. Goodwin,

Lawrence, Mass. Filed Aug. 12, 1897. Serial No.

647,849. (No model.)

597.863. Bicycle- Brake and Alarm. August M.
Schuti. Jersey City. N. J. Filed Nov. 10, 1896. Serial

No. 611.673. (No model.)

697,867. DrcssGuard for Bicycles. Emerson P.

Turner, Norwich, Conn. Filed Feb. 18, 1897. Serial

No. 624.(M6. (No model.)

697,877. DilTcrcntial Gear for Bicycles. Louis P.

Cohen and Herman C. Woltcreck, New York, N. Y.

Filed Jan. 9. l!^97. Serial No. 618.57S. (.\o model.)

BSfJJSSl. Electrically-.\ctuated Lock for Bicycle

Racks. Frank \'. Walstrom and John Erickson, Chi-

cago. III. Filed Nov. 9, 1896. Serial No. 611,484. (No
model.)

597,900. Acetylene-Gas Generator. John C. Galla-

gher, Elmira, N. Y., assignor of two-thirds to David
W. Payne and M. C. Arnot, same pl.nce. Filed Dec.

IS. 1896. Serial No. 616,U1. (No model.)

597,9U. \elocipedc-Cr.ink. William R. Morris,

Richland, III. Filed June 24, 1897. Serial No. &i2,20;t.

(No model.)

697,914. Changeable-Gear Mechanism. George A.

Richards, Indianapolis, Ind., assignor to the McEI-
waine- Richards Comjiany, same place. Filed Nov. 23,

1896. Serial No. 613.077. (No model.)

507,932. Bicycle- Brake, Edward U. Anderson, Wash-
ington, D. C. Filed Dec. 3, 1S9C. Serial No. 614.571.

(No model.)

597,938. Vehicle Wheel. Richard T. Bellemey, Syd
ney and Charles Bellemey, Woolahra, New South

Wales, Filed Feb. 16. 1897. .Serial No. 623.635. (No
model.)

597.947. Holder for Bicycle Lamps. John W. Brag-

ger, Watcrtown, N. Y., assignor to the Hitchcock

Lamp Company, same place. Filed Aug. 23. 1897.

Scri.il No. &49,22ii. (Nn model.)

5417,964. Tire-Valve. Aaron S. C^artwright, Birming-

ham, England. Filed Feb. 13, 1896. Serial No. 623,252.

(.No model.) Patented in England Dec. 28, 1896. No.

29,762.

587,963. Driving Mechanism for Cycles. John
Dredge. Newtown, New South Walri, assignor to

James U '

'
' c. Filed Feb. 16, 1897. Serial

No. 82: 1.)

698,000 , -rt. Charles W. Rogers, New
Market. N. H. Filed Nov. 5, 1896. Serial No. 611,191.

(No miKlel.)

608.036. Bicycle- Propelling Mechanism. ICrling

Slippern, An.irnnrln. Mnnl. Filed June 24, 1897. Serial

Nn. M2.166. ' )

tm.OtO. Bi Edward H. Webster, Kul

bnd, VI. Fiiri .M..r !•. 1897. Serial No. 626,989. (No
HKidcl.)

Ufi.Oil. Wheel-Hub. Irving A. Weston, Syracuse,

N. Y. Filed April SO, 1896. Serial No. 589,768. (No

F. Williams. I.on-

.Serial No, 667,374.

slnr.twr<L for Bicycles. William S.

'led Aug. 2B, 1896. .Serial No,

assignor ol

Vail and Wai-

H, imn. Serial No. <Ui.

Ii

*' - -itinr. la.,

r. J H

IgS.

lint
tiled

Serial No. MD,IQ9ii. Term of patent.

TRADE CHA.VGES.

ARKANSAS.
Little Rock.—Waldo Wheel Co.. incorporated by J.

S. Parham, J. E. Neil, W. N. McKisao. J. P. Mar-
tin and others: capital stock, $2,500.

COLORADO.
Pueblo.—Colorado Bicycle Co., sold out to Schnce

& Wilson, who will open new store at 239 North
Union avenue.

CONNECTICUT.
Bridgeport.—G. B. Clark & Co., new store at 24

Fairfield avenue.

Deep River.—L. Allworth, sold out to R. B. Carr.

DELAWARE.
Wilmington.—The Capclle Hardware Co. have

added bicycles and removed to 3 East Eighth street.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.
Washington.— F. S. Cahill & Co.. reported gave lU-cd

of trust for $300.

ILLINOIS.

Chicago.—Becker Bros., reported gave bill of sale

for Jl.

Chicago.—The Davis Machine Co., incorporated by

J. P. Blume, H. B. Armstrong- and C. H. Riddcll,

til nianufaclure bicycles; capital, $50,000.

C'hicago.--An<lerson & Flynn Co., incorporated by

Robert L. Rayner, D. W. McKinnon and Woodward
Holmes, to manufacture bicycles; capital slock, $10,000.

Chicago.—Cycle Components Co., organized by Fred
A Stambaugh, S. B. Smith and M. Nugent; capital,

$5,000.

Springfield.—The Springfield Novelty Co., incorpor-

ated by W. Schermerhorn, R. McCord and A. W.
Hillier, to manufacture bicycles; cajiilal stock, $10,000.

INDIANA.
Eaton.—The Fort Bicycle Rim and Pulley Works

closed on strike.

Fort Wayne.—H. W. Meyer, new store.

KANSAS.
Mcpherson.- J. Baird and W. D. Bishop, new store.

KENTUCKY.
Louisville.— R. F. Maxwell, formerly manager of

Indiana Bicycle Co.'s local branch, will open new
store at 110 West Walnut street.

MAINE.
Bangor.- H. (•. Fiske, reported succeeded by John

Morse.

Finalhaven. - J. E. Tolman, new store on Main
street.

MASSACHUSETTS.
Itosliin. lloyUlon Cycle Co. moved in l.irRi r i|ii:ir.

Icrs at 139 Waahingtnn street.

Ciardner.--J. B. Barnes, new store.

Haverhill.- J. F. Adams, new store at 9 Emerson
irtect.

Springfield.—The Hawes Electric Co., 137 State

street, new repair shop.

Springfield.- Warwick Cycle Mfg. Co., reported at-

tached for $2iiU.

Taunton.- (ioodwin & McDonald, dissolved partner-

ship, Mr. McDonald continuing.

MICHIGAN.
Grand Kapid«.- J.

('•. Havens, reported gave trustee

.1, ,;e fi.r $6S2.

I Knhrrr, new agency.

l..ii<i"ii . ,N'. Hathaway, new store.

MtNNE.SOTA.
Minnra|M>li<. Olio N. Peterson, refiorted recordej

chattel morlgage fur l&OO.

NEW JERSEY.

Passaic—Thomas Leeper, new store at 270 Main
avenue.

NEW YORK.

Albany.—E. W. \'ine, reported gave bill for sale to

A. G. Spalding & Bros.

Cortland.—Cortland Wrench Co., destroyed by fire;

loss, $8,000.

Fishkill.—Chas. F. Getler, new store.

Homer.—Bliven & Owen, new store on North Main
street; will also manufacture special wheels.

New York.—The Equitable Cycle Co. organized
with capital slock of $5,000; directors, Eugene H. Levy.

Jr. ; P. N. Earle and Deronda Levy, of New York.
New York.—The Nonpareil Cycle Co. organized*

with capital slock of $5,000; directors, William Frahm.
E. L. Marks and Jos. J. Moen, of New York.

Perry.— L. Austin and F. Sage, new repair store

on Lake street.

Rochester.—Red Cross Rubber and Cement Co.,

incorporated by T. W. Finucane. Frederick I^

Hughes, Robert Thompson, Jr., and Arthur T.

Hagan; capital, $15,0(10.

Syracuse.—Stearns Bicycle Agency organized with

capital slock ol $6,000; directors, Edward C Stearns,

II. E. Maslin and Wm. A. Doubleday.

OHIO.

Shelby.—C. Cramer, new store in Bricklcy block.

PENNSYLVANIA.

Buffalo. 11. A. Lyon and R. Nixon have gone into

the wholesale bicycle supply business.

Lansdowne.—T. W. Cuslccd will manufacture bi-

cycles.

Reading.- Star Machine Screw Co., damaged by fire.

West Chester.-E. H. Cope, new store on Gay street.

WISCONSIN.

Madison.— D. D. Warner Co., reported judgment
for $110 and suit for $926.

Milwaukee.--A. D. Meiselbach Co., suit against them
by Milwaukee Engineering Co. for $30,000.

Ripon.- Sorenson & Wilkinson, dissolved, Mr.
.Snrenson continuing.

Sheboygan.—J. G. Riedcl, new agency.

WYOMING.

Cheyenne.-A. "t F. Grainger, new store on Capitol

avenue.

1

SHIPPED ABROAD.

Kxports of bicycles and cycle material from

tlic port of New York for week ending Janu-

ary 'Jo. 18!>8:

Bicycles. MaicriaU.
Argentine Republic $3,209 $763
Antwerp 640 1,091
British (iuiaiu 70
Brrmrn 528
llriliih East Indies 66
llnlish West Indies 158 162
Mrrlin R.'ffi

* liMsliania 210
I 1. li 1619
( •>iirnhagrn 2,0Mi

Cuba 28
l)nni<h West Indies 114 17
(ilavgow 160
HriJekwall 1.116

Hamburg 9,797
Havre 7,701 4,.'106

Ipiwich 63

Liege 313
Mnftno ISO
IVni ittO

Slnckholm « 1.632
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H/VRTFORD SUNDRIES.

HARTFORD WRENCH. No Better Wrench At Any Price. 25 cents.

VEEDER CYCLOMETERS, Bells, Wrenches, Locks,

Enamels, Brushes, Grips, Saddles, Oilers, Spokes, Nip-

ples, Pedals, Toe Clips, Foot Pumps, Steel Balls,

Lubricating Compound, Graphite in Boxes, Graphite in

Sticks, Graphite Paste in Tubes, Wood Rim Cements,

Rubber Cements, Plugging Cements, Wall Holders,

Lamp Brackets, Etc.

The Cycle Supply Co.,

HARTFORD, CONN.
Kindly mention The Wheel.

^Ve ^ell jobbery only

B.B.B.B.

Bicycle
Builder.* for

Buyer.?

Ouu^.^ietfliy^ Cv,
KEMOSHA,WIS.

Manufacture
exclusively
for the

Jobbing 'H'acle

The source of S'upply for
the 15 largejt bicycle y.y.

Dealer^' in the world y//<'/^

Not how cheap—how good

Kindly mention The Wheel.

IF

You
have carefully

examined the

constructive

details, you

Will

Admit
That

IS A SUPERIOR CYCLE.
Specification Brief on Application.

Penn Manufacturing Company,
ERIE, PA.. U.S.A.

i!®gi®ia®[s®ii®i«i®ii®ii®[i®ia®ii®ii®is®ii®ii®ii^

No Better Tire Made.

Full Line of Single-Tube

AND

I G.«J. Double-Tube Tires. I

J^ ^0^ ^0ri 4^ ft^

I
SPAULDING & PEPPER CO., |

^ CHICOPEE FALLS, IVIASS. M
Is] Kindly mention @® The Wheel. |«1

181 ®
ii®i«i®i»«i®iii®i«i®i*«g(a®a®i»:®i«^
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EMPLOYMENT COLUMN.
Aniwarf raceirad In canfidence and forwarded witboat charge.

Rate: mg -worda. one time, 50 cent* ; three times, Si.oo-
50 -worda, one ttnse, Si.oo; four times, S3.00.
75 -n-orda, one time, 41.50; four timea, «5.oo.

Dlapla>'e<l A.clvertlnementa:
One-half Inch, one tlnse. Si.oo: four tlmea, S3.00.
One Inch, one time, S1.50; four tlmea, 55.00.

SITUATIONS WANTKD. HELP WANTED.

.MANAGERS. Advertisements In this column free. Letters received and forwarded in confidence.

Warned—A position as general office manaRcr, cashier or bookkeeper in first-class

bicycle bouse. HaTini; had years of experience, feel well qualified to till the position.

Address Bayne. care The Wheel.

SALESMEN.
A wholesale house, dealing in bicycle sundries, desires the services of a traveling

salesman from the present lime to July 1. Applicants will stale age, nati nality,

experience, references, salaiy expected.'and address, P. O. Box 1534, New Vorlt.If your factory docs not make your product profitable, investigate me. You will

find a clean and very successful record with previous employers : 20 years' practical

ext>«rience supervisinjt. Good inventor and designer in product, tools and machinery.
Best at bicycles, sewing machines, typewriters, hardware specialties, or other small,

rapid manufacturing. .Address Reliable, care The Wheel. 3-18-p

Wanted—Traveling man visiting the bicycle trade wishing a good side line on
commission: our new puncture-proof lire is a quick seller. Straus Tire Co.. 137
Duane St., New York City.

SALESMAN.
An experienced bicycle salesman who has made three successful trips throu|;h

Denmark and Germany, is open for an engaKement with some reliable bicycle
manufacturing company, for representation abroad; can guarantee to sell from 2.000
to 2.500 wheels. Address Asher, care of The W heel. tf

SUPERINTENDENT.
Wanted —Established bicycle factory is in need of a first-class superinlendenl.

State age, experience, habits and salary expected. Address, S. C. C., Care The
Wheel.

TO BB GUARDED AGAINST.

Cycling often produces a temporary cessa

tion of power wliich is really a momentary

paralysis of the muscles. This results from

riding over rough ground while holding the

handles in such a way that they beat at every

bump against the palm of the hand. This

constant succession of sharp blows in time

produces an effect on the long strings of

nerves which meet in the palm of the hand.

The effect is one of numbness which has a

tendency to recur for brief periods. The
method of cure is simple.

Rub the hand and arm with any good em-

brocation, and then prevent recurrence for the

future by holding the handles loosely with the

fingers only when going over rough ground,

so that they cannot strike ajrainst the palm.

If is as well to adopt this iorm of prevention

as soon as the trouble is detected, for, like

all of its tribe, if it is left to itself it has a ten-

dency to increase, and it is possible that in

time the temporary paralysis might attack the

hand when it is actually grasping the handle,

atul the result would almost certainly be a bad

fall lor the rider.

The curious part of this trouble is that the

rider is not conscious of it until the fall, and

therefore takes none of the usual rough-and-

ready measures to lessen the mischief. The
explanation is that the nerves which would

convey knowledge of the cessation of the

grasp instantaneously to the brain arc the very

ones that arc paralyzed. Therefore the

owner knows nothing of the disaster till after

it is over.

AMID HORSELAUGHS.

The bicycle family were indulging in after-

dinner gossip.

"See the young donkey, mamma?" exclaim-

ed the juvenile to the drop frame. "He thinks

a lot of himself. He brays loudly of his

beauties and accomplishments."

"Ncvrr mind, my child," replied the wise

"Remember that self-brays is no
: datirin."

GASH BUYERS LIKE OUR PRICES.

Brazing Forges like this,

$8.25; with crank in-

stead of lever, $5.75.

The FRASSE COMPANY,
ly WAKKEN STUEET,

NEW YORK.

Catalogue of 1,,500 other bargains in

Toois and Supplies mailed
for a stamp.

Geo.W.Nock,
ETerflliiai fur the Bicfcle.

Send for Low Prices.

146 N. 4th St., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

FOR SALE, EXCHANGE, WANTS.
TWENTY-FIVE WORDS, 35 CENTS.
Each additional word two cent*. Ci

Tsrlably In i«<lv"iio».
ih iD-

VA/ANTED-No. 2 K ox Rim Drill. Must be ol lale
** pattern and as good as new. Address, with particu-

lars. Tucker Bicycle Wood Works. Roachdalc. Ind.

'\X/ ANTED A first-c'ass second-hand Eddy dynamo for
'' plating purposes. Must have lowest cash price.

In reply, give number of machine. Ariel Cycle Mfg. Co.,
Goshen, Ind.

XrOR SALE— Completely equipped bicycle plant. Lathes,
*• drill, brazers, vi-es, boiler engine, shafting and
enameling plant. Factory lighted on four sides. Rent
very reasonable. Good local iradc. Price, $1 000. Glens
Falls 1 ycle Co.. Glens Falls, N. V. 2-ll-p

A FREE MAP OF ALASKA
Corrected to date, showing location of Gold
Fields, and actual mining scenes, besides con-
taining latest mining laws, routes of travel,

and other valuable information, will be mailed
free on application to

H. A. Gross, lOI Broadway, New Yprk,
Or W. B. Kniskern, '2'2 Fifth avenue, Chi-

cago, 111. \*

"WHEELMEN'S RESORTS."
.Sherman Huune, Babylon, L. I.

Th« Atlantic Inn, Grant Cltv. S. I.

$ , NEW.
MtTAL TVPF..

( .a..; ^>M -. anil Samples (rcc.

WM. B OSGOOD 4 CO.. 6 1 1 Fulton St., Broott'irn, N.Y.

No Other ©iler IS
••JUST AS GOOD"

AS THE
• •PERFEeT" POeKET OILER

No other uilcr is as Llcaii .iiul li^lu.

No other oiler rrgulaies the supply of oil to a drop.
No other oiler Is an well made and durable.
No other oiler ban won every test in competition.

f)rice it is used with 1

"

lit^h-trailr l>icvilcs.
Although higher in price it is used with almoit all the reilly

hil

\v'c make cheaper Oilers also.

CUSHMAN & DENISON,
174 NINTH AVK.. N. V.

^nc. IDEAL OILERS AND COMBINATION
c'a:%'t i.kah brcftusc thf

fipfiut has no connection with oil

well when not in tue

NO CAP OR COVER to

unscrew; niniply • tutu of the sfKJUt

nnd it is ready for lue.

LOCKS
WciK:nt, t 01.

Full Nickeled.

FullSize:-:^

.artistic i

secire:

IDEAL MFG. CO., 20 Broad St., NEW YORK.
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WHAT IS UP?

Something in the Cycle Show, Trade, Rac-

ing: IVine About to Happen,

Maybe.

Something is brewing beneath the Diana-

topped dome of Madison Square Garden.

Vague hints that "something big was liltely

to happen" had been heard, but nothing de-

finite could be obtained.

Last week, however, in the record of in-

corporations in New Jersey there cropped out

tlie following:

"The National Cycle Exhibition Co., in-

corporated to give exhibitions of carriages

and bicycles and bicycle sundries and acces-

sories and to establish competitions for prizes

and awards. Frank M. Sanger and Walter C.

Judson, of New York; and Alfred Luttman.

of East Orange, incorporators; capital stock,

$100,000; paid-up capital, $1,000."

The laws affecting them are liberal in New
Jersey, and for that reason it is a much
favored centre of New York corporations.

The connection of Frank M. Sanger, the man-
aging director of the Madison Square Garden
Co., with this new concern sheds some light

on the matter, but when asked for particulars,

the Madison Square Garden ottlcials refused

to give any information. But they are plan-

ning, just the same.

UNDESIRABLE FLATTERY.

Ludwig Hirsch, president of the Safety

Oiler Co., of 65 Nassau street. New York, has

issued a warning to the trade against an in-

fringement of his patent oil-can. Mr. Hirsch

says he knows that imitation is flattering, but

he is not seeking flattery, and intends to

prosecute the infringers and all who handle

their product to the fullest extent of the law.

WILL TAKE UP BICYCLES.

J. R. Newman & Sons, a prominent clotii-

ing firm of Pittsfield, Mass., have taken up bi-

cycles. They will devote an entire floor of

their building to the department,

BRADLEY TO THE FRONT.

Americas are moving once more. Out of

the wreck of the America Cycle Mfg. Co.

has come the David Bradley Mfg. Co., which

will continue the manufacture of the America

truss frame bicycles in Chicago.

Although the Bradley Co. may be new to

many in the bicycle trade, it is no stranger to

the commercial world, being one of the best

known and wealthiest makers of agricultural

implements in the country. It is in the nature

of an acquisition to the cycle trade, and with a

big reputation to maintain, there is no doubt

but that it will be maintained and that the

Americas will be pushed more energetically

and to better advantage than ever before. The
Bradley people desire agents, of course, and

are worth getting in touch with.

TO BE SOLD.

WILL SELL, AS WELL.

C. Cowles & Co., New Haven, Conn., who
make the B. & B. cycle stands for Bishop &
Benton, have taken over the sale and distri-

bution of the articles, as well. The price of

the stand has been reduced 33 1-3 per cent,

and Cowles & Co. have reported gratifying

sales as a result. The firm are extensive mak-
ers of high-grade carriage lamps and hard-

ware, and stand high in the commercial world.

Outside of New England their interests are

looked after by C. M. Avery, who has offices

in both New York and Chicago.

SHORT TIME ON INSTALLMENTS.

The Long Island Cycle Board of Trade has

sensibly decided to insist on large first pay-

ments on all installment sales. At its meeting

last week it was voted to ask cash payments of

$30 on all $r)0 wheels.

WANT ASSIGNEE DISCHARGED.

Application has been made for the discharge

of the assignee of the Milwaukee Mfg. Co., at

North Milwaukee, Wis.

SINCE THE BRANCH WAS CLOSED.

Since closing their branch in RufT.-do, Iho

Indiana I'icyclc Co. has placed (lie \Va\erley

agency with J. Adams & Co.

Supreme Court Orders the Sale of Bntire

Martin & Gibson Mfg. Co.

Plant.

February 17th will practically mark the end
of the Martin & Gibson Mfg. Co., of Buffalo,

N. Y.

The company has been unable to weather its

troubles, and on that date the entire plant will

be offered by sale by the receiver, in accord-

ance with the order of the Supreme Court.

The sale will include everything—real es-

tate, buildings, rights, franchises, privileges,

trade-marks, accounts, machinery, patents,

licenses, patterns, tools, appliances and gen-
erally all personal property of every name
and nature whatsoever, belonging to the com-
pany, or its temporary receiver, as well as all

book accounts, claims and demands owing to

said company, or to the temporary receiver,

and the good-will and trade name of the com-
pany.

RED CROSS INCORPORATED.

The Red Cross Rubber and Cement Co.,

Rochester, N. Y., has been incorporated for

$15,000, to manufacture, buy and sell rubber
cement and bicycle sundries. The directors

are: I. W. Finucane, F. L. Hughes, R.

Thompson and A. F. Ragan.

AMERICAN GOODS WANTED.

Marie & Co., 17 Rue St. Maur. Paris, and
one of the most prominent cycle houses in

France, is in the market for American goods.
They state parlicniarly (hat they will not pur-
chase from jobbers, hut from uMnulacturers
only.

TWO MORE IN THE FIRM.

Edward Hugh Leng and John D. Sherman,
Jr., have been admitted into the firm of John
S. Leng's Sons & Co. They hecatne active

partners on the 1st inst.

GONE ACROSS THE OCEAN.

II. \<\ Schleuler, head of the SehleiUer Cyele

Mfg. Co,, sailed for Europe last week.
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MAKING CYCLING HISTORY.

Workers and Wlre-Pnllers of the Leapae In

Annual Session—EverythlnK Inclines

Potterward.

St. Louis, Mo., Feb. 9.—Practically every

L. A. W. politician and all delegations arc

now on the ground, but the prospect of a

fight for office is dim and growing dimmer.

At this time even the most ardent anti-Pot-

tcrites admit Potter's election, Sterling El-

liott excepted. He still maintains that though

the opposition has no organization and no

particular candidate, Potter may be beaten.

On the other hand, the New Yorkers say the

Massachu.'ietts men now seek a conference

with the Potter men.

Illinois is still on the fence. It wants Fred

Gerlach for chairman of the Racing Board.

but sees no support in sight. Potter claimed

214 votes last night, and claims to have re-

ceived five or ten more to-day. The ticket

will be Potter, Keenan and Hines, with Tat-

tcrsall for treasurer. Mott will, in case of

Potter's election, be retained.

Local option will cut a big figure, but will

probably be beaten; though if Gideon should

run on this platform he could worry Potter.

Gideon will be here to-morrow. But the West

is not unanimous on the question. The ad-

mission of the professionals seems certain.

There seems to be absolutely no opposition

to the cash riders now. No other legislation

is even talked of now.

At present the indications are that there will

be about 34o votes in the Assembly, with

about 170 necessary to elect. Potterites say

they can give up all the Pennsylvania votes

and still pull througfi. New Jersey will cast

twtnty votes all along for the Potter ticket, so

Kireker says; and New Hampshire has been

swung into line. If some new and strong can-

didate is sprung at the last moment it is pos-

sible there will be a stampede from Potter.

But this seems unlikely.

The good roads meeting, which formally in-

augurated the National .Assembly to-day, did

not convene until nearly noon, the delegates

being in caucus in various parts of the South-

ern Hotel. The room, being in the hotel, was

packed, and the interest in road reform seems

to be on the increa.se. Otto Dorner ha<l

things in charge and presided. The morning

programme follows: "History of the Good
Roads Movement," Sterling Elliott; "Loca-

tion of Roads," Levi Chubbock, secretary

Mi-i^souri Dairy Men's .Association; "(iood

Roads Prospects of Pennsylvania," Prof. John

Hamilton, superintendent Farmers' Institute

of Pennsylvania; "Wide Tires," E. W. Potte-

»on, of St. Louis. The afternoon programme:

"State Aid to Koads in Minnesota." A. B.

Choate, of the National Hivhway Improve-

ment Committee; "St. Lotiis Street Improve-

ment," Hon. A. H. Miliirr, street commis-

sioner; "Chicago Streets." F. W. Moulton,

Chicago Consulate; "What New Jersey Farm-

er* Think of Slate Aid," E. G. Harrison, of

the United Slates Bureau for Road Inquiry.

The last paper was illustrated with stereopti

con views.

Boston and BufTalo have representatives on
the ground skirmishing for the League meet
of 1890. Buffalo's ammunition consists mainlj

of buttons, on which is inscribed. "Put me off

at BufTalo in '!•!•," and an assortment of Pan-

.•\nicrican literature, the Pan-.\merican Ex-
position being fixed to occur in BufTalo at

the time it is hoped the League meet will be

brought there.

The Boston skirmishers are turning this

particular BufTalo gun to bear on BufTalo

itself. They assert that whenever a meet has

been made a part of an exposition or big af-

fair of the sort, the result has been a frost,

the wheelmen and the League being lost sight

of in the crush. They point to the meet at

Chicago during the World's Fair as proof of

their assertion. Boston's ammunition con-

sists of stercopticon views, and a badge con-

sisting of a blue silk ribbon, to which is at-

tached a button bearing a representation of

the famous Boston bean pot. They also have

a bounteous supply of imported cigars and

"other things."

Although Indianapolis has already been

awarded the '08 meet, evidence that the Hoos-
iers are hard at it, and losing no chance to

strike fire is in evidence in the form of

a badge engraved with the L. A. W. em-
blem. The cross-bar represents a key, and
told the fact that the gates of the city of In-

diar.apolis would be thrown open to the

wheelmen of the country August 0th to VMh
inclusive.

FILE OR BE FINED.

BUCKBYES AIM AT BULL'S-EYES.

Cincinnati, Feb. ."i.—The wheelmen of Ohio
(lid some great work last week, three bills of

vast importance to them being introduced

into the Ohio Legislature. The measures

were at once referred to committees, and as

these committees are pledged there is no
doubt as to the bills being favorably reported.

The bills provide for the regulation of street

sprinkling in Cincinnati, Cleveland. Toledo

and Columbus; for the maintenance of cycle

paths along the public roads; and a bill for

the amendment of the statute compelling the

carrying of bicycles as baggage by the rail-

road companies; the amendment seeks to re-

quire the railways to accept the wheels

whether or no ihey are fitted with lamps or

tool-bags, a point at issue.

On the fither hand, a bill very unfavorable

to the wheelmen has also been introduced into

the Legislature. It provides for the tax of $1

on all bicycles and tandems in the State, in

addition to the local taxes in the diflferent

cities. This bill has created a storm of in-

dignation in cycling circles, and Chief Consul

Kcmpton. of the Ohio Division, has promised

the earnest support of the division to defeat

the bill.

FOR SPEED-STOPPIIIG PURPOSES.

Back-pedaling is the term used to signify

the action of a rider resisting, instead of assist-

ing, the forward revolution of the pedals. He
treads on the rising instead of the falling

pedal, and reverses all the action of ankling

used in driving. Back-pedaling is the only

means of retarding a brakeless machine, un-

less the rider risks making a brake with the

sole f)f his shoe, and even on machines with

brakes, back-pedaling is the means that should

be employed to check .^pccd and to keep the

wheel under control when going down-hill.

Business Reports Must Be I/Odged at Albany

or the Payment of a Goodly Penalty "Will

Be Incurred.

President Dikeman, of the Cycle Board of

Trade, has called the attention of the trade

to the act of the Legislature of New York,

passed May 7, 1807, which has a most im-

portant bearing on their business. The law

reads

:

* * * Every foreign stock corporation,

doing business within this State, except

monied and railroad corporations, shall an-

nually, during the month of January, or, if

doing business without the United States be-

fore the first day of May, make a report as of

the first day of January, which shall state:

1. The amount of its capital stock and the

proi)ortion actually issued.

J. The amount of its debts or an amount
which they do not then exceed.

3. The amount of its assets or an amount

which its assets at least equal.

The report must be signed by a majority of

its directors and verified by the oath of the

president or vice-president and treasurer or

secretary.

It must be filed in the ofHce of the County

Clerk, where its principal business office

within the State is located, and in the office of

the Secretary of State.

Penalty: Directors jointly and severally

liable for all debts then existing or contracted

before such report shall be made.

Certain limiting provisions then follow,

which are not of sufficient imi)ortance to state

here.

Again: "Every foreign stock corporation

having an office for the transaction of busi-

ness in this State (except as above) shall

keep therein a stock-book" or an alphabetical

list of names of stockholders, addresses, hold-

ings, date of acquiring and amount paid

up. This book shall be open to inspection

by stockholders, judgment creditors and

Slate officers.

Penalty for refusal to show: $250 fine to

the person refused.

Again: Officors, directors and stockhold-

ers of such foreign corporation are liable, as

are those of a domestic corporation in speci-

fied particulars.

"Doing business" means that property kept

"on hand within the State, in warehouses or

otherwise in the transaction of its business,

and from which it made shipments or sales in

the usual way. was property that represented

capital employed by it within this State, and

all money on deposit here used in business

here." "But sales made by a sample, followed

by a delivery from the factory, could not" be

so regarded.—(New York Court of Appeals.)

"Monied corporations" means those formed

under or subject to the banking or insurance

laws.

Note carefully that this is an annual report,

not a tax statement. The latter is to be filed

in November of each year.

The Board will be pleased In obtain and
forward to you the form of report if you so
desire, and will attend to its proper filing

when executed and returned. In like man-
ner it will obtain from its regular counsel
answers to such (|neslions as you may care

to submit in the premises.

The expense will be the actual charge of

the County Clerk for filing and a small addi-

tional fee to cover printing and services.
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—

The Wheel, the pioneer of cycling trade
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REPAIR SHOP VALUE.

THERE are not lacking signs to indicate

that many cycle dealers are awakening

to the constantly increasing importance of the

repair shop.

All the tendencies of the day unite in con-

tributing to this. The steady growth in the

number of riders as the years go by, the

gradual reduction in the length of the guaran-

tee and the stricter interpretation of it, and the

general feeling of the trade that the rider, in

consequence of the reduced price which he

pays for his machine, should no longer be al-

lowed to virtually demand favors that even

the most liberal interpretation of the guaran-

tee would not warrant, all do their share in

briijging about this result. The day has

passed when the repair shop was regarded as

an adjunct to the salesroom, the excuse for its

existence being the necessity, real or assumed,

of keeping customers in a good humor by do-

ing for them, gratis, any repairs their ma-

chines might require.

That the changed condition of affairs is

understood is shown in a number of ways.

Men who have conducted repair shops, ex-

clusive of a salesroom, have made money; not

much, to be sure, but sufficient to convince

them that it is a good business. The same

may be said of repair shops conducted in

conjunction with salesrooms, where the for-

mer were in no manner subordinated to the

latter. These facts have attracted the atten-

tion of dealers who ran repair shops in the old

way, and charged up a loss at the end of each

year. During the coming season the three

classes of shops will be in a better position

than ever to take care of the work that is

offered to them. Shop methods and arrange-

ments have been changed and improved, and

the problem of turning out more work with-

out increasing the expenditure of labor and

expense, has received the attention its im-

portance merits.

During the disastrous days of last summcr

and fall it was the repairing end of the bus-

iness tliat kept many small concerns afloat.

This has not been forgotten; and while a re-

petition of that dark period is not anticipated,

yet there are not wanting dealers who declare

that rather than make sales at a loss, as in

the past, they will rely upon repair work to

keep them going until better days come, if

this should be necessary. More than this,

there are cases where dealers who were forced

to succumb to the pressure upon them, or

who voluntarily retired when convinced there

was no longer a field for them as dealers, have

set up for themselves in the repair business.

They know full well that the large, but vision-

ary, profits they were once able to see in the

bicycle business, cannot be reaped in their

new field. Even at the best, if success is at-

tained by them, their reward will be a small

one.

But, they argue that the profits, if small,

are reasonably certain, and that it is an easy

matter to keep a watch on the business and

cope with the exigencies as they arise. As

the tide rises, and the work pours in beyond

their capacity to handle it, additional help can

be called in. On the other hand, when the

season begins to wane, or even when there is

a temporary let-up in the rush, it is an easy

matter to apply the pruning-knife and reduce

expenses to their proper ratio.

Therefore, riders are likely to be better

cared for in the matter of repairs than in the

past. They will undoubtedly welcome the

change, well remembering the aifficulty they

have had in the past to get things done in a

hurry. So the change is likely to be a bene-

ficial one for both repairmen and riders, al-

though a cloud darkens the horizon of the

former in the shape of a fear that the business

may be overdone. If the idea once gets

abroad that there is money in the repair busi-

ness, there may be a rush to get in it; al-

though the knowledge that the profits cannot

be large, and that it requires extremely good

management to produce any profit, should

check it.

IS THE TRADE INTERESTED?

'T' O what extent is the cycle trade inter-

^ ested in the cause of road reform?

To what extent does the trade profit by the

betterment of the public highways?

Both interrogatories seem easy of answer.

But the annual report of President Potter, of

the League of American Wheelmen, proves

that when the trade was invited to reply prac-

tically, the silence which ensued was not only

ominous, but almost disheartening.

It is little short of astounding that of eleven

hundred invitations of the sort, but one sub-

stantial response—but one one-hundred-dollar

subscription—was received. Yet we have Mr.

Potter's testimony that such was the case.

Surely, something was wrong. The trade

nnist 1)0 interested in the subject, l''\ery mile

of iniprdvrd ro;id means greater likelihood of

fialep an4 concurrent profit. Was the silence

due to the stereotyped and circular nature of

Mr. Potter's appeal? Was it because 1897 was

an uncommonly hard year? Was it because

the trade feels that the L. A. W. is of itself

strong and rich enough to carry on the work

unaided, or was it but additional evidence that

what is everybody's business is nobody's busi-

ness?

There is room for unlimited suggestion, but

it is not needed. The point is clear and the

moral well defined.

IT IS TO LAUGH

\ \ /HEN the cow jumped over the moon, it

" " was because of an intensity of joy

—

an intensity of exhilaration that even the plod-

ding, cud-chewing creature could not resist.

If in all America there is a tube maker or a

combination of tube makers who can relish a

good thing—who can free themselves from

the cares of business long enough to appreci-

ate a little fun, and who are willing to encour-

age it, and pay a few dollars for the

exhilaration it will afford, let them send a

small lot of American tubing to Birmingham,

England. It will afford more sport than a

barrel of monkeys.

In Birmingham there is a cycle fittings con-

cern with an unusually polite and patriotic

managing director. He "don't like the Amer-

icans no how." He says when the Englishmen

were using America as the dumping-ground

for their surplus stuff, the Americans

"swindled" the poor, innocent penny-squeez-

ing John Bulls out of "hundreds of thousands

of pounds."

This valorous Briton hasn't forgotten it,

and recently when an American traveler

sought to sell him American tubing, he re-

marked the fact in that polite and civil man-

ner peculiar to the land of dropped and mis-

placed h's. In fact, he worked himself into

a fine frenzy, and with "a nasty Welsh snarl

in his voice" added: "Whatever anyone else

does, I remember these things, and I tell yon

that English stuff is good enough for my
business; that if you were to offer me 80 per

cent or 90 per cent on your tube I wouldn't

have it; aye, and if you were to dump it free

of cost on the floor of my warehouse, I'd

kick it into the street."

One of the English papers makes much of

the incident, .'\pparontly, it gave this jounal-

ist a gigaulic jag of joy. It was a species of

repartee that apiicaled to even the English na-

ture. It was a gUirious burst of patriotism.

It was enough to make a British bovine or a

London coster dance for very joy. Little

wt-'udor that Lord Salisbury backed down in

China. It was such a jolly, line niterance,

(lonelier know.

But if some fun-loving /Vmorican will but

take this fine gentleman of Birmingham at iiis

word and "dump," free of cost, on hi§ ware-
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house floor, a small load of American tubing,

say. about 12-gaugc! The sight of the Eng-

li»hman kicking it into the street would be

worth twice its cost—it would be jolly, fine

sport, better even than dear old cricket or

badminton.

H'it would make the cows larf and 'er Ma-

jesty would undoubtedly favor *er most gra-

cious subject with h'a royal h'appointnicnt

Some Birmingham chiropodist would also

profit by the occurrence, and there is small

doubt but that after the snarls in his toes were

tieated, and when no one was looking, the

managing director would order the tubing re-

turned to his warehouse and then work it ofT

as "English stuff." It's quite English, you

know!

This opportunity is rich and full of laughs

INFORMATION WANTED.

T}IE authority" which Mr. Mott quotes

for his unprecedented action in using

Racing Board funds is as loose as the action

itself. To say that a rule which states that

the funds shall be used for "the general im-

provement of the racing interests of the L.

A. W.," was intended to cover special prizes

for "also-rans" and to make good the losses

of race promoters, is a far cry and a danger-

ous one.

It places no apparent limit on the character

of expenditures to which the money should

be devoted. But, anyway, why should

the special prizes or rewards be limited to the

race meet at which Mr. Mott happens to act

as referee? As he never wanders very far

from Kate avenue, Baltimore, it leaves de-

serving Western cracks out in the cold, and

with no chance to share in the plunder.

By the way, have the Racing Board's ac-

counts been regularly audited, and can re-

ceipts or other vouchers be produced for the

various special awards, as is usual in the con-

duct of a business institution? Or, is the Rac-

ing Board a business institution, or is there

anything which it cannot do under the rule

which Mr. Mott brings to bear?

VALUELESS CHANGES.

IN factory practice, no less than commercial

circles, complication is always an unde-

sirable adjunct, to be avoided whenever and

wherever possible. Particularly is this the

case where a reduction of cost is imperative.

Apart from this all-important consideration,

the cjucstion of simplicity and uniformity of

design deserves serious consideration.

For these cogent reasons—cither one

of which is of sufficient importance to demand

recognition—any change in the design of the

modern safety bicycle looking toward the use

of 30-inch front wheels, such as has received

tome recent discussion, is undesirable. Such

a change would involve the necessity (or

carrying two stocks of tires where one now

suffices, the same being the case as regards

rims and other parts; to say nothing of the

labor consequent upon the necessity for keep-

ing careful watch upon these stocks, so as to

avoid delay in manufacturing through short-

age of parts.

In addition, there is the added weight; the

changes involved in frame and fork construc-

tion; and other dit^culties which necessarily

are dependent upon these others. And for

what? Certainly not for additional symmetry

in design; nor yet for strength.

The only possible claim for any merit made

by the advocates of the 30-inch wheel is its

increased ease of running. This is infinitesi-

mal. It may be safely stated that were a rider

to be blindfolded and then made to test two

bicycles, one with a 28-inch and the other with

a 30-inch front wheel, he would be totally un-

able to tell the difference.

It must not be forgotten that the 30-inch

wheel is no new thing. It has been thorough-

ly tried, and relegated to the scrap-heap; nor

is it likely to be revived.

BOOM " BICYCLE DAY."

T HE idea of a "Bicycle day," preferably

February 22d of each year, is catching

For several years it has been a Boston in-

stitution, and when, several months ago, the

National Board of Trade tabooed cycle shows.

The Wheel suggested and urged the general

adoption of the "Boston idea." Since that

time it has gradually attained favor. The

New York dailies have fallen into line, the

"Tribune" being easily foremost in the agita-

tion. As a result, papers throughout the coun-

try have taken up the cry, and the idea is

spreading fast and gaining volume as it

spreads.

Dealers in Boston, New York, Brooklyn

and Cleveland have already formally agreed

to obser^e the day; in many other places it is

under consideration.

There is no reason why it should not be

made general, nor wliy the various manufac-

turers should not recommend and impress the

fact on their agents and travelers. No town

it too small for its observance.

The adoption of February 22d—a holiday

—as a set "opening day," as it may be termed,

will be of positive value to the trade. It should

he made to convey to the public that on that

date the models of the current year will he

everywhere displayed, and the bicycle-buying

season formally inauguratrd. It would force

agents to cease their pulting-off tactics and

place orders, and in turn it would induce or-

der* from the purchasing public. The day can

thus be made to .serve both tly; manufacturing

and retail trades.

Il<* oh^e^vance nrrd cost but the mercif

noinin.Tlity. \ hit of hunliniir and a few potted

plants is all the ornamentation that is really

required. Of course, some of the larger stores

will have music, fancy riding, home-trainer

races, souvenirs, and the like, but while de-

sirable, these are not necessary.

A bright, cheery place, cordial attendants, a

sufficient supply of catalogues or buttons, and

wheels and parts displayed, will serve the

jiurpose; while the new things in sundries and

one or more pronounced novelties will add to

the interest of the occasion.

Boom "bicycle day" in your locality, ami

set about doing it now. There is no time to

lose.

Nothing funnier than the brilliant idea

attributed to Earl Kiser has made its

appearance since Mr. Mott's last dash of

lustre. Kiser proposes that if he and his fel-

low racing men are not engaged by American

makers that they send abroad for their bi-

cycles, and thus "punish" the American trade

by racing on "Made-in-Europe" wheels; that

is, young Mr. Kiser would have the Ameri-

can high-flyers bite off their noses to spite

their faces. There is small doubt but that if

this quasi threat fails to bring the makers to

time, the United States Government will turn

to and purchase and otherwise subsidize Mr.

Kiser and his fellows! The honor and glory

of the whole country rest in their leg mus-

cles and must be upheld at any price!

Allegheny, Pa., is whittling things fine. The

City Council has passed a law decreeing the

width and height of bicycle stands that shall

be placed on the sidewalks, and not only

stipulating the advertising that shall appear

thereon, but the exact size of the lettering that

shall be used. It is probable that the Al-

legheny authorities could accomplish the dif-

ficult feat of splitting a hair.

Akron, Ohio, has mustered up a short track

scandal of its own. Like the New York affair,

it is attendant on a six-day "race." If the

chairman of the L. A. W. Racing Board could

but find time to read the papers, these occur-

rences might suggest to his marvelous mind

the wisdom of having surveyors' certificates

filed with each sanction, or at least for each

track.

The question of the hour: How was Con-

way W. Sams, Chief Consul of the Maryland

Division, enabled to offer railway passes to

an unlimited number of National As-

semblymen? Whence comes the powerful

"pull" and why? How is it worked? Mr.

Sams can make the entire traveling public his

grateful servant if he will but share his secret.

When the fine writers of the magazines be-

gin to talk about cycling as "epidermic" when

they mean only skin-deep, it is clear that we
are rapidly increasing in culture.
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DON^T/^ IS THE ADVICE OF THE TWO JACKS.

After Twelve aiontlis of Mileage-Htittting and Cfentury Grinding:, in Which Fhenotaenal

Records Were Rolled Up, They Forswear Such Toil Forever—Almost

One Hundred Miles Per Day.

It seems more than likely that the atmos-

phere of Philadelphia is surcharged with mile-

age microbes.

There seems no other way of accounting for

the almostphenomenal records and the number
of them which cycling residents of that city

have placed to their credit during the past

three years.

The first evidence of the microbe developed

at the end of 1895, when the two Doctors

Keim, father and son, bounded into the pub-

lic eye with what was then thought to be

staggering twelve-months mileage records

of some 18,000 miles. At the close of 1896

another Philadelphian, A. A. Gracey, came to

the front and won the mileage honors that

threw the Keims' accomplishment into the

shade, his total being 22,848 miles, of which

.156 were centuries, or hundred-mile runs.

During 1897, the microbes gained in strength

and number, and the Quaker City went mile-

age-mad. Century runs participated in by ten

or twelve hundred riders, became common; in

one instance more than 2,000 took part, while

"doubles" and "triples" were almost every-

Sunday affairs, which attracted from 250 to

500 riders.

In practically all of these affairs, John H.

George and John M. Nobre, known as "the

two Jacks," were conspicuous. Some of their

intimates knew that they had set themselves

to outdo Gracey's performance, but the out-

side world knew little or nothing of it until

the close of -the year, when they turned in

their final reports to the Century Road Club,

and that organization allowed their claims.

Then all the world knew that George had

amassed a total of 32,476 miles, winning the

mileage honors; while Nobre had proven him-

self to be what a certain class of ready writers

would style "century-run king," by reeling off

263 one-hundred-mile rides during the twelve

months, his total mileage being 28,718.

Milton N. Keim, Jr., the same who had

won the mileage honors in 1895, was also well

up, with a record of 28,517 miles. It is

worthy of note that all of the "mileage fiends"

named, the two Keims, Gracey, George and

Nobre, are members of the same club in

Philadelphia, the Century Wheelmen.

Both George and Nobre devoted the entire

year to their tasks. They did no other work,

almost literally living on their wheels. That

it was not unmixed joy is apparent from

the interesting story which George has re-

duced to writing.

"It is a great source of satisfaction to learn

to-day that my labor has not gone for naught

and that I have been successful in the mileage

competition for 1897; and no less a pleasure is

it to know that my chum, Nobre, has been

awarded the century run record for the same

period," he writes. "To ride 32,476 miles, or

253 centuries, within 365 days requires a physi-

cal and mental strain, of the enormity of which

the average rider can form no idea. Even a

man in perfect physical condition will 'go

stale' at times, no matter how carefully he

watches himself. Then it was we would ride

on- nerve alone, and no small amount of will

power is needed to arise at 4 o'clock in the

morning after having, perhaps, only

three or four hours' sleep, every bone

aching and not a limber muscle in one's

body; in fact, thoroughly fatigued, and

then turn out for a hundred-mile ride.

Such a state of affairs was not infre-

quent, and I can assure you the advantages of

cycling faded from us like mist before the

sun. How often did we ponder over our

plight and come almost to the verge of quit-

ting, only to conclude that of such stuff we
were not made, and decide to continue, despite

our physical sufferings. Once in the saddle

and flying over the roads, we almost invari-

ably forgot our troubles, and delighted in the

spin just as much as the fair votary who con-

fines her wheeling to nice level stretches of

not too long distance. That is, of course, for

the first half of our ride; for let me impress on

you that six months of steady bicycle riding

without intermission, except for sleep, be-

comes very, very tiresome, mentally, as well

as physically.

"At the commencement of our ride we were

enthusiastic and eager to be up and going.

But as the enthusiasm began to wane and the

daily task of turning the pedals greeted us on

awakening every morning, we grew keenly

co!iScious of the monotony of the whole thing

and welcomed sincerely any of our club mates

who desired to accompany us. Their com-
pany lent spice to the drawn-out task of

watching the slowly-moving cyclometer, with

its constant tick, tick, rolling up mile after

mile, and conversation and repartee took our

minds off the work.

"I was unfortunate in the early part of the

year, contracting a heavy cold, which clung

to me tenaciously almost till the middle of

March, and interfered greatly with my riding.

After regaining my normal condition, I was

to keep going steadily throughout the re-

mainder of the year, but in the early part of

August n\y back gave out, and I was com-
pelled to take things easy for a few days.

After this; temporary cessation, with a little

extra care, I managed to pull together, and
during September and October did the best

riding of the year, making the sixty-day mile-

age record of 7,203 miles, which is 203 miles

ahead of the previous record, made by my-
self in 1896.

"When there is any attraction at the end of a

ride, or a definite point to reach, one does not

mind riding nearly so much, and this fact led us

to join all the club runs which went out of the

city. During the year's riding we made a

number of runs, the memory of which will

linger with us for a long time to come.

"As an example of what a man in good
condition can stand on the road, the following

runs may be quoted: The Time Wheelmen's
200-mile-run left Philadelphia at 12 o'clock,

midnight, June 27th, for Lanoka, N. J., via

Camden and Absecom. The night was pitch-

dark and the fourteen miles of side-path below
Berlin was the scene of numerous spills.

Through some misunderstanding no arrange-

ments for breakfast had been made, and No-
bre and myself had to breakfast on a bag of

vanilla wafers with pump water 'on the side.'

Continuing on, Lanoka, 100 miles, was
reached at 9.15 a. m., and the start home
made at 9.45. We left the run proper at Egg
Harbor, and reached home at 5 p. m., having

had nothing to eat since the aforesaid break-

fast. We finished in good condition, and re-

sumed our regular work of 100 miles the fol-

lowing day. On September 5th, I was cap-

tain of the Benner Boys' Special to Atlantic

City and return. Leaving them at Hammon-
ton we returned to Atlantic City, and after a

rest of three hours, rode back to Hammon-
ton, 31 miles, and joined the Times Wheel-
men's second 200 mile run. Paced them to

Lanoka and return to Hammonton, 138 miles,

where we left them and returned to Atlantic

City, with a total for that ride of 322 miles.

Nobre kept on riding and made 407 miles;

scoring a quadruple century under the Cen-

tury Road Club rules.

"Our favorite route was the well-known

Gloucester and Atlantic City course to Egg
Harbor or Absecom. This is a level road for

sixty miles, and in excellent shape, with the

exception of fourteen miles of side-path rid-

ing between Berlin and Hammonton; but is

very monotonous to those not used to this

kind of road. It is dead level and straight as

a road can be built from Hammonton to Ab-

secom, a distance of twenty-two miles. One
rides mile after mile with apparently the same

stretch of gravel pike and scrub cedar and pine

trees ahead of him. To vary the monotony,

we would make the run to Princeton and

return, using the Wissahickon Drive and the

Island road to Essington for our extra miles.

Even with these variations, the work got very

tedious toward the close of the year, and we
made .several short trips away from homo;

one of them in company with Capt. Al. Allen,

of our club, on a tandem with myself, and

Nobre tagging on with a single. The first

day we rode to New York, taking in tiie Hud-
son County Houlc\aril on route. The next

day we spent on Stalon Island and in the

Orange district, returning home the follow-

ing day with a total of 344 miles for three

days' pleasure. We were carrying a 105-gear

on our tandom, and set such a lively pace for

Nobre to hang to that he remarked on our

return. "The only scenery I saw while on the

trip was the rear tire of the tandem and the

ferry boats.'
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"Shortly aiicr iliis, being desirous pi a

change of scene, we decided on a trip through

New York State, and left Philadelphia Octo-

ber 8th, at 11.30 p. m., a briglit moonlight

night, reaching New York at 9.45 a. m. Leav-

ing there at 10.30 a. m., we proceeded up

through Yonkers, Sing Sing, Pcekskiil and

Pouglikeepsie to Blue Store, 210 miles from

Philadelphia, reaching there at 9.30 p. m..

quite ready for bed. Tliis moutainous riding

was somewhat out of our usual line, and we

were carr>ing gears that were unsuitable for

this sort of work, Nobre's being a 9(> and

my own an 88. The following day was con-

tinued on through Hudson, .\lbany, Schenec-

tady and Amsterdam, spending the night at

Fonda, li>l miles. The next day we reached

Syracuse via Little Falls, Herkimer, L'tica

and Rome, 112 miles for the day. We real-

ized by this time that these hills were not

suitable for record work, and as it started to

rain, we decided to train to Albany, taking the

boat from there to New York. Again taking

to the wheels, we proceeded to the Orange
district, where we journeyed the following

day and rode home the next, determined to

stay on our level roads for the balance of the

year.

"A word of advice, here, to anyone contem-

plating riding for mileage or century records:

Use roads that are familiar to you; you can

always make better time, and distances al-

ways seem shorter when you know the points

you have to pass. I do not mean by this to

ride the same route every day, but lay out

several courses to vary the monotony.

"I have often been asked to describe the

various physical changes one undergoes dur-

ing a ride of this kind and the after effects

of such a long strain. I cannot say I noticed

any pronounced physical changes that would

not be liable to take place with almost any

manner of living. My stomacli would occa-

sionally go wrong, and I also had some little

kidney trouble, but nothing that I could at-

tribute directly to my riding. I, of course,

lost weight when we got down to hard, con-

tinuous riding. Dropping from my normal

weight of 146 to 135 pounds, I kept there untii

hot weather, when I went to 12(!. With the

return of cool weather, I put on about 7 or 8

pounds, and held that until the close of the

year. The first two weeks, after stopping

hard riding, I gained 11 pounds, and now
weigh about ll.'i. I think the sudden let-

down one is apt to have at the end of the

year is very apt to result seriously, and I have

continued riding a few miles every <lay the

weather is fit, and on bad days confine myself

to handball and bowling for exercise.

"In order to be properly credited with our
ride, wc were careful to verify every journey

we made. The Century Road Club is strict

in this rc.Hpcct, and re(|uires some one beside

the rider to certify to his having been in a
rrrtnin jiln-r nt a certain time. Wc always

<• books with us, filling it

.. each day. A sample page
irf»ni the book follows:

June 1st—Philadelphia to Atlantic City and
Time. return dj,,
4 a. m. Points on Route Cyrlum Between

'2.'i'2\ F.. York 1.I..VI

Blur Anchor l.tiMl :\\

Egg Harbor 1.098 17
Alhinlic 1.1 18 20
Hanimonton 1,149 .'tl

Berlin 1,1»W 14
Camden 1.179 id

2 30 p, m. 2,221 E. York... 1.186 7
Total mileage (or day— 136.

By lilts iiietluxi we arc ai)le to proxe every

mile ridden, and have been comi)limcntcd by

the road club officers on having the most

complete checking and mileage system they

have ever seen. In order to give an idea of

the steady work necessary to reach record

figures, I append my mileage by the month:

January 1,808 July 3.0flfi

February 1,(>72 August 2,970

March I,(i77 September 3.753

April 2,457 October 3,550

Mav 3,271 November 2,516

June 3.693 December 2.013

Total 32,476

"The January mileage includes six century

runs. The weather, the shortness of the days

and the condition of the roads made long

runs impracticable. During February and

March I was, by reason of a heavy cold, con-

tracted in a stormy ride, able to make but

three centuries, but with the opening of good
weather in April I managed to get 15 to my
credit. In May I made 21 centuries, and in

June 29, including two double centuries.

Our riding for these six months was done in

the vicinity of Philadelphia, with the club-

house of the Century Wheelmen as headquar-

ters, but the warm weather at this season

made a change of base desirable, so we moved
to Nobre's summer residence at .\tlantic City,

ai\cl worked from then until September 11th.

when wc returned to Philadelphia. During

July I made 23 centuries, including two dou-

bles, and in August, owing to a let-down. l)y

reason of illness, I made but 19. The 31

centuries in September included three dou-

bles and one triple, and the 32 in October,

five doubles and one triple. In November
my 23 centuries included three doubles, and

the 24 in December four doubles. My total

of centuries for the year was 226, including

IH doubles and two triples. During the hot

weatlicr of midsummer, when the heat of the

sun would be liable to hinder our chances, we
did most of our riding at night and in the

early morning, sleeping and resting in the

middle of the day. By this method wc were
able to roll up mileage that would have been

impossible in the heat of midday. It must
not be supposed, however, that it was all te-

dious, hard work, for we spent many very

pleasant days, as our daily routine while at the

slu)re will indicate. We would return from
our ride about 10 or II a. m. and join the

bathers on the beach, resting a few hours

there, and then home to bed. sleeping until 6

p. m. A stroll on the board walk in the even-

ing with our numerous friends and take to

the road again about 10 or 10.30 p. m.

"For our ride neither Nobre or myself

followed any particular rules for training.

Wc simply kept on plugging, taking a vigor-

ous rub-down after each day's ride. We did

not diet, and smoked a cigar when so in-

clined. .\s much rest as we could secure

without injuring our chances we took, but

outside of this we lived the same as anyone
else. As to the after effects, it is too early

to judge them, but I think the long strain

can only residt injuriously, and my advice to

ambitious riders is, 'Don't.' I flo not think

sufficient inducements could be made for me
to ever attempt the task again, and I know
I will never again voluntarily sacrifice a year

f»f my existence and take chances on wreck-
ing myself physically for life for the mere
glory and honor of breaking a mileage record.

"I have ridden a wheel since 1891, but

never nttcmpUd any record work until 1896.

when 1 made the 30 and 60 days' mileage and
century run records, which I still hold. My
best record for consecutive centuries was
made in the fall of 1896, when I rode 76

centuries in 05 days.

"During the whole year's work I rode but

one wheel—a 22-pound Wolff-American ,^icy-

cle, shod with single tube tires, which carried

me without a single mishap, save the inevita-

ble puncture. Nobre also rode a Wolff-.^mer-
ican throughout the year."

WILL GO BACK TO GERMANY.

August Lehr, the massive Teuton who has
formed one of the racing colony in Bellaire.

the Florida boom town, will sail for Germany
on the 22d inst. He will return in .April, how-
ever, and may make his home here. Nat But-
ler is the only .Vmerican whom he met. He
disposed of him in two straight heats on the

1st inst.; times, 2.59 2-5 and 3.12 3-5. Lehr's

side-partner, Charles Kaster, may also remain
here permanently. In the meet at Bellaire, on
the 1st, he also won a race, the two-milc-lap,

in 4.41 3-5. He finished second to J. A. New-
house in the mile open; Jean Gougoltz. the

Frenchman, was third. Time 2.25.

WHY THEY ARE MAD.

In Albany, the wheelmen are working them-
"selves into quite a temper because the New
York Division, L. .-\. W.. refused to approve
or encourage cycle-path legislation, or taxa-

tion for that purpose. They have not only

written Chief Consul Jenkins a strong letter

on the subject, but have drawn up a bill favor-

ing a tax for the construction of cycle paths

in Albany County, and will have it introduced

in the Legislature by Senator Nussbaum as

a substitute for his general cycle tax bill. The-

.\ll)any men even talk of forming a coalition

witli the other cycle-path counties and form-

ing a little leasiuc of their own.

ELKES IN FRONT AGAIN.

Pittsburg, Pa.. Feb. 6.—In a 25-mile paced

race last night Harry Elkes. who won the

72-hour race here, easily defeated Louis

Gimm, of Cleveland, doing the trick in 62

minutes 5<t seconds.

Clint Davis, of Buffalo, won the one-mile

open professional. Iicating Henshaw, of New
^'ork, in 2.29. In a pursuit race George
Dench. of Pittsburg, caught Henshaw in 7J
la|)s. Ralph Walters, of Philadelphia, and

Lew Hall, of the same place, rode a pursuit

race. Walters winning in I3J laps.

LIGHT YOUR LAMPS.

The freedom which Massachusetts cyclists

have enjoyed regarding the use of lamps is

endangered. A bill has been introduced in

the Legislature which compels the carriage of

lanterns at night. The Associated Cycling

Clubs of Boston have taken action, and will

appear in opposition to the bill. At present

the use of lamps is left to the sweet will of the

riiUr, and he usually wills not to have one on
his wheel.

OPERATION PROVED FATAL.

John B. Fowler, the well-known Waltham
racing uian, died at his home last week. His

team mates. Gaston Plaintiff, Arthur W. Por-

ter, A. B. Winkley and L. P. Callahan, were

pallliearers. Mr. Fowler was one of the dc-

velfipnients of the past season and held several

records. He was operated on for appendicitis,

but blood poisoning set in, resulting in his

death Friday.
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It is a

Gendron Make
Which Signifies
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A High-class and Reliable Bicycle, and one which
has proven to be a money-maker for Agents.

No Dealer ©an Afford

To settle on his line of wheels for the season

before considering the advantages we are offering.

Get Our Proposition
If yon want to be in it with your 1898 bicycles.
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GENDRON WHEEL CO., Toledo, Ohio.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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POTTER AND COOKE.

Wliat the Two Say Concerning Their I^eagne

Dntlea Some Shufflins Statements and

Some Straightforward Onea.

President Potter's annual essay was not in-

cluded in the first batch of annual reports

issued from L. A. W. headquarters. It came

later, but records or recommends nothing

new nor of much importance.

He recounts his efforts in behalf of good

roads legislation in New York and Pennsyl-

vania, and tells of his unsuccessful effort to

obtain aid from the cycle trade. The 1,100

letters which he mailed brought but one re-

sponse, a $100 check from Col. Albert A.

Pope, that being the limit placed on indi-

vidual subscriptions.

The matter of baggage legislation and of

reciprocal touring arrangements with for-

eign powers are recounted. The Canadian

privileges are in danger of being revoked, but

Mr Potter is hopeful of adjusting the trouble

satisfactorily.

The presidential straddle on the cycle path

question, which threatens to become trouble-

some, is thoroughly Pottery. It follows:

"Our membership roll discloses the fact

that we draw most largely from the populous

towns and from those localities where good

roads are abundant and cycling popular. The

benefits of the League in such localities arc

most apparent, and its objects most effectively

pursued, but these facts make it the more easy

for us to forget that thousands of cyclists live

in towns where good roads are unknown and

where cycling can be enjoyed only at odd

times and under vexing conditions. It is,

moreover, evident that many cyclists thus

situated cannot expect a general improvement

of the highways in their neighborhoods with-

in the limits of an earthly lifetime, and their

demands for cycle paths must, therefore, be

respected. It is the lawful duty of every com-

missioner of highways to provide a public

road that shall be fit for the passage of every

vehicle that has a lawful right to use it, and

these commissioners can only atone for their

physical inability to perforni this duty by co-

operating with the wheelmen in the improve-

mtnt of special strips or paths for the exclu-

sive use of bicycles. In some of our States

special laws have been passed for the con-

struction and protection of these cycle paths,

and many hundreds of miles have been laid

out to the satisfaction and enjoyment of cy-

cli-sts, to whom the blessing of good roads has

thu.* far been denied. I am now preparing a

special book on bicycle paths, which will be

ready for delivery within a few weeks, and in

this book 1 shall give to this subject a more

extended and appropriate treatment. I need

only say further in this connection that I be-

lieve that no work of the League is more

likely to meet with general public approval

than its active Icadrrship in the construction

of cycle path!) in tlir^se parts of the country

where good roads arc not to be found."

Loann to nine St^it'- divisions are reported

as having been made 'Inring the year—to In-

diana. Illinois. Michirin. District of Colum-

bia. Colorado, \Vi Maryland, Con-

nrciicut and South ' Thr amounts

are not specified, but ; tcm" is

.-, niiiirtidpd and its conii -rd.

acknowledgment i» made of Ster-

ling I ii-iit't successful rfT"' 'o boom the

League membership in the "L. A. W. Bul-

letin" and with fine irony, the Mottled bureau

of the organization is patted on the back in

these terms: "The jurisdiction of the League

over the sport of cycle racing has been main-

tained by an efficient Racing Board, with a

zeal and faithfulness which could not have

been excelled, and in the face of difficulties

which have not been visited upon any of their

piedeccssors."

The rebellion in California is handled gin-

gerly, Mr. Potter merely saying that "it is un-

necessary here to recount the history of cycle

racing on the Pacific Coast during the past

season, or to describe the present condition of

the sport in that part of the country. The

lesson taught by these unhappy conditions

cannot be mistaken. The deliberate judgment

of the National Assembly must at all times

prevail. Its conservative sentiment may be

forever depended upon to right wrongs, to

correct errors if errors be made, and to deal

justly in all things and with all persons. Ma-

jorities and minorities do not generally agree,

but by common consent in all popular as-

semblies the majority prevails. Every amend-

ment to our Constitution or by-laws, the need

of which shall be demonstrated by time and

e.xiicrience, will compel its own adoption,

and I believe the time will never come when

any action on the part of the National As-

sembly will justify a rebellious spirit."

One brilliant rhinestone shines out in the

report—the Executive Committee's great

coup in obtaining reduced subscription rates

for League members to a number of news-

papers and periodicals. To obtain this rich

advantage, members must first obtain the spe-

cial subscription blank that will be issued and

sub.scribe through their division headquarters.

George L. Cooke, as chairman of the Mem-
bership Committee, makes the best of a dry

subject in his report, and gives further evi-

dence of the fairness and thought which has

ever been characteristic of the man and his

work. He says:

If any inference is to be tir.iwn from the business

placed in the hands of the Membership Committee—

rather an unsafe criterion to go by, it is to be

feared, and yet, perhaps, the only practical way we

have of arriving at such conclusion—then the num-

ber of very objectionable persons seeking to join,

or to renew their memberships in, the f-eauue during

the past year is excessively small when comp.ircd with

the net result of our increase for the same period.

Out of the one hundred thousand and odd applicants

and members just forty-nine had objections or com-

plaints entered against them for causes other than

ineligibility, and in twenty of these instances the ob-

jections were overruled as unfounded or trivial.

Whether our organization has reason to be congratu-

lated upon the excellence of the material entering

into its composition, or is open to the suspicion ol

receiving as members, through oversight or careless-

nest on the part of those best acquainted with the

applicants, persons equally objectionable with the

ones rejected or expelled, is a question, one which,

though suggestive of thought and fraught with inter-

est, yet lacks the necessary data for satisfactory treat-

mrnl. He that as it may, this committee makes no

complaint because the rases submitted to it were not

more abundant. Few as they were, they consumed a

deal of time in settlement, first and la^i. and brought

to the light sufTicirnt of the disagreeable character-

istics of human nature.

The committee tacitly agreed upon these points

at the start: That no person is entitled as of right to

Ik admitted to the league, nor does the mere fact

of memliership In the league give conclusive weight

to a member's protest against an applicant. Instances

are not wanting where the contrary belief has existed,

and demands were made accordingly, but without

avail. So wherever, if the charges against an appli-

rant have nut been fully provnl. itir rircumslanrr<

in-licated iHtl il would not be for ttie best interests

of the League to receive him into membership, admis-

sion has been refused. On the other hand, each

protested applicant has been notified of the charges

against him, if considered by the committee—for

some protests have been dismissed summarily be-

cause of the trivialness of the charges—and investiga-'

lion had ol the matter, irrespective of the position

or influence of the prolestant. Furthermore, the com-
mittee has refused to permit itself to be made into

an agency for the collection of debts or a court to

consider and decide upon the financial liability ot

persons.

In the investigation of charges against applicants

we are obliged not to disclose the name of the pro-

testing member, without his consent; and this provis-

ion is eminently proper and wise, as evidenced by
the threat of some of the protested ones in their

answers to our notifications. But when the protest is

based upon matters wholly personal between the mem-
ber and applicant, it has been our custom to request

the member to consent to the disclosure of his name,
in some instances this consent has been given; lit

others, refused. Whenever refused we have dis-

missed the protest, for it was but just to the applicant

that he should be notified of the exact charge, and
the committee could not, under the circumstances,

have the "full hearing" required of it. These per-

sonal afTairs account for the large proportion of pro-

tests dismissed. 1 1 would be amusing, were it not so

unpleasant an exhibition, to specify the many at-

tempts at using our organization as a means to vent

petty spites, and sometimes pure malevolence; and,

occasionally, on account of failure in the attempt,

the wrath of the member so frustr-ited has been
poured upon the committee in full strength. The
chairman has one or two such letters in his possession,

permeated with the venom that a rattlesnake well

might envy, whose authors resigned from the League
because their jirutests were not sustained. It is sub-

mitted that the League is the oeilcr for their ab-

sence. Some communications we never troubled our-

selves to answer. Our sincere thanks are due to the

officers of the IJivisions who have, at our request,

assisted us in sundry investigations, without which
assistance we could not have arrived at many of our

decisions.

The chairman has proposed certain amendments to

Article V of the Ily laws, published in \'ol. XXN'II,
No. 1 of the "L. A. W. Bulletin," an<l annexed to

this report, which are recommended for adoption.

Some are for the sake of compactness and uniformity

in the article. The amendment to Section 1 (d) is

needed to give the member concerned in the finding

information of it; that to section 2, last paragraph,

Axes a limit to the time for appealing and that to

Section 3, first p.-iragraph, removes a certain vague-

ness of meaning that could not have been intended.

It is thought best to make the reference of protests

for professionalism to the Racing Board mandatory,

instead of permissive, and so "may" is changed to

"shall" in section ."i, fifth paragraph. The most im-

portant amendment is the proposed new Section •4.

We ran across the fact almost at the outset, that no
provision exists whereby a person can have his eligi-

bility to membership investigated after he has once
become a member, except on the ground of profes-

sionalism, or be removed from membership for in-

eligibility, other than professionalism, save by arbi-

trary action of the Secretary, a course much to be
ileprecaleil. We could not act upon certain protests

for this reason. The new section remedies this singu-

lar omission. The Committee also recommends that

the requisites for admission be printed upon all appli-

cations, if possible; as many ineligible persons apply

and are indorsed for membership through ignorance

of the requisites.

The subjoined table presents in detail the work ol

the committee up to the date of this report, with no
cases remaining unsettled:

Cases received, 59; acted upon by commilire, 51; re-

ferred to president (Bylaws, art. V, sec. la), 1; re-

ferred to Kights and Privileges Committee, 1; referred

to Kacing Board, 2; not acted upon (not within juris-

diction of any committee), 4. Cases acted upon by
committee protests against admission, 47; protest*

withdrawn, 4; applications withdrawn, 4; protests sut-

tained. IK; professionalism, 1; ineligibility, 4; other

reasons, 13; protests dismissed, 21; requests for ex-

pulsions (all granted). 4; expelled by L. A. W. clubs,

3; other causes, 1.

THEIR KINDLY WAY.

When whcelwumcn say that another

whcclwoman is refined-looking, they really

mean she is vcrv '.hin.
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PALMER TIRES
IMARK THE HIGH GRADE WHEELm

**An ape is an ape^ a varlefs a varlet,

Though they be clad in silk or scarlet/^

Spanish Proverb.

It is the fashion nowadays to call any old tire "single tube."

The very term seems to conjure success.

But wait. There will come a reckoning.

Never in the history of the trade have there been so many
poor, cheap, worthless tires offered as this season. Some of

the tires are so thin they will scarcely hold average air-pressure

;

while others, made of reclaimed rubber and a superabundance of

canvas, are as dead as the proverbial door nail.

These things, and in sorrow we say it, are called " single

tube," when in fact they are but contemptuous imitations—apes

in scarlet coats.

There is only one bona fide single-tube tire—only one whose

inner walls are as much a part of the outer covering as human
skin is a part of the flesh—and that tire is the Palmer.

There is no scraping or turning back of the rubber from

Palmer Fabric. (See The Cycle Age, page 482, February 3.)

Palmer Fabric and Palmer Rubber are one homogeneous mass.

The present position of the single-tube tire is due solely to

the merit of the Palmer Tire. If agents are beguiled into accept-

ing worthless goods, it will be because of that open sesame

—

"single-tube."

Beware of the ape or the varlet in the silken robs.

THE PALMER PNEIMATICTIRECO.
CHICAGO

NEW YORK offices: 66-66 READEST.
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WHAT THEY HANDLE.

Territory Big Jobbers Will Work and Wheels

with Which They Will Work-Two
" Bicycle Days."

Cleveland, O., Feb. 7.—Local jobbers have

all settled upon their lines for '1>8. and now

have travelers out with sainples.

The George VVorthington Co., who are, per-

haps, the largest jobbers of bicycles in the

city, have cut out several of the wheels they

marketed last season and will this year handle

only the Ariel, Monarchs, L. and B., Harvard.

Adelbert and Worthington. This concern

does a large business in sundries, and also has

a retail trade of large proportions. The Lock-

wood & Taylor Hardware Co. make a leader

of the Royal, which they have handled for a

number of years. Their Lakeside and Ripple

wheels are retained, and they have added the

Stormer and Pennant. This concern con-

fine themselves to the wholesale trade alone.

Borden, Sellcck & Co. will job the Stearns

in Cuyahoga County, and also will have un-

limited territory on the Bedford, made by the

Howe Scale Co. The Mcintosh-Huntington

Co still have the Sunol, American King and

Queen of Scorchers, the Hercules and Stella

and the Wizard juveniles. This concern is

also cataloguing their bicycle boat, styled the

Hydrocycle.

H. VV. Luetkenieycr & Sons will job the

Lake City and Superior, both manufactured

in Buffalo. All report a satisfactory business

up to the present time, and look for an in-

creased demand for cycles the coming season.

Cleveland's "cycle show" week will open on

Monday, February 21st, and continue until

Saturday night. Instead of having the dis-

plays all under one roof and charging an ad-

mission lee, each dealer will show his goods

at his own store, and there will be no expense

to the souvenir fiend at any stage of the game.

Dealers in and manufacturers of sundries

are already applying for space at the diflfer-

cnj htorcs, and the show bids fair to be a big

thing. It is to be run under the auspices of

the local Cycle Board of Trade.

One of the leading bicycle houses in tin-

city has caused the following notice to be .

printed in heavy type upon their blank re-

ceipts for next season: "Keep your tires well

inflated. Wc do not guarantee rim cuts, which

are always caused by riding tires deflated.

Punctures arc accidents, and not under the

guarantee." They expect this to save thcni

some trouble during the season, and it un

doubtedly will. I^st season in this city punc-

tures in new tires were repaired free of cost

{or six months, but in 'ItH charges arc to be

made, say the Cycle Board of Trade.

STANDS PROM SNOW.

ig from our sales thus far this year,

» '.,,,, r. the coming season bids fair to

eclip.^e all other year* in the .sale of bicycle
'^'

*> Barrows, of the Snow
irntrr. N. Y. His business

year's. The par-

1 -is in mind arc, of

course, the Snow cycle stanils. which unlike

many of iheir rival*, arc !.. tiir largely pur-

ch.ised (or household < II as fur storr

and window display, li.' r^ "•'. weight, sim-

plirity, out-of-the-way-nri.'. .ind general con-
' that are easily im-

buyrr^.

FERGLSO.N HAS SOMETHING SEW.

Chicago, Feb. 7.—E. L. Ferguson, who en-

joys the distinction of having been the first

cycle dealer on the West Side and who prob-

ably knows as much about the game in gen-

oral as any man in the trade, is about to

branch out with something entirely new in

the bicycle line. At present he is not in a

position to make known his plans or that of

his wheel, but it is stated that a wheel on new
lines will soon be shown the public. The
chief claim, or. at least one of the important

claims, is the lightness, road wheels to scale

from (ilteen to seventeen pounds, and racers

at from eleven to thirteen. Until recently Mr.

Ferguson was the mechanical expert on the

Referee.

Von Lengerke & Antoine, agents for the

Crescent and WolfT-American. have enlarged

their store at the northwest corner of Van
Buren street and Wabash avenue, taking in

the store adjoining on the west. The new

portion will be devoted to the gun depart-

ment, while the old part will be used exclu-

sively for the bicycle trade.

The Waltham Mfg. Co.'s main branch in

Chicago has been closed, and the stock of

wheels and sundries is now in the store of the

Excelsior Supply Co., across V-'an Buren

sticet. The North Side Orient store will be

continued at least through the summer and

fall, this branch having been a paying invest-

ment.

The Rambler retail store has been removed

from its old stand on Madison street to the

store at 1-8 Dearborn street, formerly occu-

pied by the Trinity. The Trinity is also quar-

tered in its new home across the street. In

the spring the Monarch Co. will leave its

Dearborn street place and find new quarters.

A fire in the Henrietta Building late last

week caused |!l,0()t) damage to the retail store

of the Davis Sewing Machine Co., at the cor-

ner of Wabash avenue and R.iiulolph street.

The basement was flooded and a number of

bicycles and sewing machines were thus in-

jured. The damage did not cause delay in the

transaction of business.

TRADE IN THREE-WHEELERS.

.Since the Tinkliam Cycle Co. took up the

manufacture of cycle carriers some four years

ago, they have developed an immense business

in three-wheeled vehicles of all descriptions

their latest catalogue, which is just out. illus-

trating no less than thirty cuts of entirely dif-

ferent styles of machines m.ide by them.

These include single and tandem tricycles,

both drop and diann)nd. crank and lever hand-

power, as well as foot-power (for cripples and

invalifls), chair cycles, invalid cycles, jinriki-

shas, and cab cycles of all descriptions; also

single and double carriers with many styles of

bodies. One of their latest creations is a

double carrier. A large order for these ma-

chines was recently received from Kngland,

and the first hundred have already been

shipped. The Tinkham Cycle Co.'s goods arc

now in evidence in almost every country in

the world. Their work is entirely "to order,"

the business having been built up on special-

tic.* that are by most companies i-onsidirrd

"too troublesome to bother with
'

WHAT THEY ARE DOING.

Transactions and Developments in the "Coventry
of America"— Facts of an Exaggerated

Story.

Toledo, O.. Feb: 8.—Geo. Harden, the
veteran maker of the Harden saddle and
Dai.sy baby-carrier, has arranged to have J.

L. Yost manufacture the new chainless wheel,
which was recently described in The Wheel.
The wheel, which is a very clever creation,
will be retailed at $1U0 for both gentlemen and
ladies, and about l,20t^ a month will be turned
out during the busy season. Many orders for

samples and models have already been re-

ceived.

The Nelson-Hubbell Cycle Supply Co. is

figuring upon making a number of wheels for

department stores, or rather, assembling them
from parts made elsewhere. Reports of the
transaction recently sent out were very much
exaggerated. George Hilsengarden, of De-
troit, is interested in the venture. The tub-
ing will be furnished by the American Weld-
less plant of the Shelby Tube Co. The com-
pany will continue to handle cements, sun-
dries and acces.sories on as large a scale as

heietofore.

The Gem. Mfg. Co., recently organized and
incorporated, is preparing to make a limited

number of Gem wheels at a factory at the

corner of Erie and Columbus streets. The
company has elected the following officers:

I'lesident, A. H. Hasemeyer; vice-president,

Thomas W. Skeldon; secretary and treasurer,

.•\. W. Baldwin: general manager, Robert B.

Pat?. The foregoing and W. G. I'lrcy con-
stitute the board of directors.

The Oak Cycle Co. has developed into a co-
operative concern, and are preparing to make
three models of the Silver Star bicycle, which
will retail at $30, $3o and $40.

The Kirk Mfg. Co.. which proposes to

make about 10,000 Yales this year, has dis-

posed, under contract, of nearly its entire pro-

posed output.

The Blue Grass models for '98 are out, and
a number of agencies have been placed in

Northern Ohio and Southern Michigan.

W. G. .Mender's new Alexis wheel is being
made at the factory of the Monroe Mfg. and
Cycle Co.

Ott & Hemley, makers of the Lucas wheel,

are putting out an exceptionally fine racing

wheel this year, which will retail at ^-V'.

HERE'S ONE AT THIRTY-FIVI.

Unless all signs fail, the Patee Crest, made
by the new I'atee Bicycle Co.. Peoria. 111., is

certain to command generous attention. Mr.

Patee's long identification with the trade and

the price of the wheel, $.Ti. would seem to

assure it. He styles it "the best bicycle in

the world for the money." and enthuses when
he talks of it. Photographs show it to be a

strong-ap|iearing, rakish and attractive looker

and the makers promise that intrinsically and

beneath the enamel it is as good as it looks.

CHANCE FOR THE WORSE.

l-.ven when, in the mish.ips aii<l misfortunes

attendant upon the owning and riding of a

It H7 high-grade, patience ceases to be a vir-

tue, it is nr>t necessary to substitute profanity.

SNAPON SNAPS 0!«.

George C. Bucll. of the HiKgins Mfg. Co .

S Oliver street. Boston. Mass., has closed with

the Supplec Hardware Co., uf Philadelphia,

for the distributing agency for Philadelphia

and vicinity for the Snapon toe-clip. The par-

ticular feature of this toe-clip is the fact that

it can be attached without bolts or nuts.
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THE AGENT NEEDS TO KNOW
the wheel he handles in order to secure and retain trade in
these days of bitter competition. Right is better than risk.

The evident and everywhere recognized good qualities of the

Sterling Bicycle
(«

Built Like a Watch "

make it a wheel to be relied on—a certain seller and satisfier.

This year, as never before, will the Sterling demonstrate its

ability to quickly get off its agents' hands. The '98 Sterling is

a high-grade, low-price wheel without equal. Prices, $60, $75 ;

Racer, $85 ; Tandem, $125 ; Chainless, $125. Handsome art
catalogue mailed free.

STERLING CYCLE WORKS,
Pacific Coast Agents

:

A. C. NICHOLS & CO., 274-276-278 Wabash Ave..

400 to 404 Battery Street, CHICAGO, ILL.
San Francisco, Cal.

New York Agents
: Schoverling, Daly & Gales, 30 2 Broadway, New York City.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

•to

S| The Six-Day Race at PITTSBURG, January 24th-29th, was won by

I HARRY ELKES, 1st, FRANK WALLER, 2cl,

BOTH ON KANGAROO TIRES ,

I

and only TWO YARDS APART at the end of

The Six-Day Race at AKRON, the same week, was won by

H. B. WOOD, 1st, GEO. COMSTOCK, 2d,

BOTH ON KANGAROOS.

Here is what John West says about them :

Madison Square Garden, December nth, '97.

National India Rubber Company.

Gentlemen :—You ask my opinion as to the merit of Kangaroo Tires. Miller has ridden them con-

stantly since his start in the six-day record breaker, and you know the result.

O^ In my judgment, in a contest of this kind, a mount on Kangaroos gives a man an advantage of at

least fifty miles. The tires have worn like iron ; we have used only one pair during the entire week, and

have only pumped them up once. JOHN WEST, Manager and Trainer for C. W. Miller.

YOU CANNOT WIN WITHOUT KANGAROOS.

NATIONAL INDIA RUBBER COMPANY,
7 OTIS STREET, BOSTON. 244 MONROE ST., CHICAGO. 273 BROADWAY,NEW YORK-

\ Kirullv monlion The Wliocl

_•o•^o^•0'^o•I•o•I•o•^o-^o•^o•^o•^o•^o-^o•^o•^o•^o•^o•I•o•^o•^o•^o•^o•^o-I<^•^o•I•o•^o•^
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LARGE SPROCKET ARGUMENT.

Kditor <<f Tin: \\iiki:l: In yi>iir issue oi

January "Jf'tli is an article eniitletl Are Larue

Sprockets Best?" in which the autlior, "F.

C. A.," looks but lialf-way through the lever-

aue question. He simply uses the relation be-

tween the crank and front sprocket, entirely

losing sight of the advantage gained from

the large rear sprocket over rear wheel.

To illustrate: Let crank eipial (! inches long.

large sprockets of large and small variety

equal <> inches and 3 inches radius; small

sprockets to be 3 inches and IJ inches, re-

spectively. In the first place—large sprockets

— I'Mi pounds weight on pedal e(iuals Umi

pound pull on chain and rear sprocket, which

on tire of wheel would equal Jl ti-14 pounds.

With small sprockets the same weight would

cause "iW-pound chain-pull, and on rear

sprocket, which at tread of wheel would be

21 l"J-"28 pounds—the same.

Now the point: Leverage on equal gears is

equal: the gain by using large sprockets is in

the fact that there is less chain-strain, less

fiiction, less wear and less energy consumed.

I agree there is more weight, more expensive

jigs, drop-dies, more chain speed (I am sur-

prised at not finding this point brought out in

the argument of "F. C. A."), and there is a

dangerous limit to large sprockets from the

speed of the chain standpoint—any one watch-

ing a fast-traveling belt or cable will agree

with me in this—but, at any rate, up to a

ten-tooth rear sprocket is safe at any speed;

and runs, I maintain, with much less friction

than a seven-tooth. P.\rker.

PUNCTURE PERCENTAGE.

An interesting and somewhat uncommon
record is being kept by Joseph Sierer, who is

placing a tire-track around the borders of the

United States, which shows the percentage of

puncture in a pair of well-constructed tires

(Leagues) on take-them-as-you-find-them

roads, and the comparative "susceptibility" of

the front and rear tires.

Sierer left New York on June Jlth last and

reached San Francisco on December 14th, his

record of punctures on the latter date being as

follows:

Front tire: First puncture, lil" miles, in

Maine; 8ect>nd puncture, '2.J1<» miles, in Illi-

nois; third puncture, 2, 1 In miles, in Illinois;

fourth puncture, .'J,422 miles, in North Dakota;

fifth puncture, 5.838 miles in Oregon; sixth

puncture, t!.183 miles, in California.

Back tire: First puncture. I,7I» miles, in

Ohio; second puncture, '\.'Mt^i miles, in North

Dakota: third puncture, 4,714 miles, in Idaho;

ff uith puncture, .'i."4T miles, in Washington;

fifth puncture. .'>.747 miles, in Oregon.

BLOWY WEATHER.
Th. Icr in Ihc liLi^t

; . ihr Imwlilrr*:

Til' tm ^Iccvr^

1

Th, -^ - .1

! blnwinc up hi« rriim|icl«:

The milkman in the lnwcr halt

I* liloaing 11), Ihc trumpet*.

The urnOt »«-i.h)r (rom Ihc South
It blowlnf Ihr narci«<ua;

The cook who ihinW^ the know* il all

I ip the "mi««u»."

Th' «n u|Kin hi« knees,

I ip the ftrc«;

Th' in hrr cycle nuK
I' 'ip hrr tire*

INTERESTS SHREWD BUYERS.

The Jilectnc City Wheel Co., Buffalo. N. V..

Iv.s compk'tely recovered from the fire which

disturbed it and is making up for lost time in

splendid style. Its ''.•8 models are largely in

evidence and are such as must interest the

s'.irewd buyer; the $on Flectric City, in par-

ticular, is a most likely looking mount.

CHAIN CHANGES MADE EASIER.

The accurate adju.siinent of the chain has

never been as easy as it should be, a fact

which not a few have recogni/.eu. The Peer-

It s> Mfg. Co. is among the number, and. as a

result, their "!'8 wheels arc being provided

with a new adjuster, which they believe will

prove all that is to be desired.

This adjuster, shown herewith, is positive hi

both directions, and by an equal number of

turns ol a screw on l)olii sides of the wheel

the axle is moved forward or backward an

etpial distance and the wheel thus always

kept true. Much time and trouble is saved.

The adjuster itself is very handsome, being

finely nickeled and covering the open rear

fork, giving thus a handsome and finished

appearance to the wheel.

VDLCANIZERS FOR HOME USB.

If price is a factor in the sale of vulcanizers.

the Little Giant vulcanizers should sell like

the proverbial hot cakes. They list at but

$l..Vl, and are offered as a practical instrument

which affords a more effective and substantial

means of tire repair than plugging, and which

may be easily operntnl ;ii home nr elsewhere

by anyone of ordinary intelligence.

The accompanying illustration shows all

there is of it. The lamp is an alcohol burner.

The vulcanizers are made by Hill & Lyster.

028 Walnut street. Philadelphia. Pa.

NOT TOO TIGHT.

It is a general axiom in .idjusling a bearing

to have it too loose rather than too tight.

Wheels shouhl spin freely, and the valve

weight should cause them to rock to and fro

for minutes. Merc lifting of a machine ought

to set the whrvls moving, unless the valves

happen to be exactly at the bottoms of the

wheel.'!. .\ little sidc-pIay in bearings is not

h.-irmfnl. Imt a tighteneil bearing may jam
or heat, and is, under any circumstances, hard

to <lrivc.

LAW FOR CYCLE STANDS.

Probably lor the want of something better

to do. the City Council of .Allegheny, Pa., has

been legislating against the poor, inoffensive

cycle stand.

The legislators went into the matter thor-

oughly, and before they finished, they "got the

thing down fine," going so far as to specify

even the style and size of the advertising that

should be placed on the stana. This is the

result of their labors:

"Section 1. Be it ordained and enacted by
the Select and Common Councils of the City
of .Allegheny, and it is hereby ordained and
enacted by the authority of the same. That
from and after the passage of this ordinance,
all bicycle stands in the City of Allegheny,
placed on pavements for the purpose of tem-
porarily holding or suppt)rting bicycles in an
upright position, shall be set or placed on
pavements at the curb line, provided that no
l)icyclc stand shall be allowed on any pave-
ment less than six (li) feet in width.

"Section 2. Such bicycle stands shall in no
case be more than three feet in height and
twenty-one inches in width, and shall have no
advertisements painted or printed thereon:
provided, however, that the name of the per-

son. i)artnership or corporation owning such
stands may be printed or painted thereon in

letters not exceeding three inches in height.

"Section 3. .-\ny |)erson, firm or corpora-
tion violating any of the provisions hereof,

shall upon conviction before the mayor or any
magistrate of the city, be subject to a penalty

of from one to five dollars for each offense, to

be recovered sunimarilv."

JOY AND SORROW.

"A gem!"
"Indeed?"

"A treasure!"

"Really?"

"A glorious find!"

•Yes?"

One of the two women spoke in thrilling

tones of rapture. Her face was aglow with

enthusiasm and delight.

The other woman was interested. Her ex-

pression was tinged slightly with envy, and

anon she sighed bitterly.

What had been discovered?

Some precir)us stone—a diamond?
They spoke of a jewel, but where was it?

Where, oh. where was the scintillating ob-

ject of value?

Not here, my child.

It was sale in the basement.

The fortunate woman who had actually had

a *l4.!iti bicycle remain ridable for two weeks
could find no words strong enough to express

her joy.

As for the other woman, who couldn't keep

the same priced machine away from the re-

pairer's longer than three days, the encomiums
of her companion filled her heart with gall

and wormwood.

TWO OF A KIND.

Lovers and inventors have the advantage ul

being unhampered by facts.

FITS ALL SPOKES.

One of tin- handy little devices which bears

the imprint of merit is the nipple wrench
being marketerl by E. E. Taggart, of 101

1

West avenue. Buffalo, N. Y. It is compact
and convenient and will fit any size of spoke

in use. It retails for 2-'» cents and the trade

discounts are of the profitable kind.

WITH Mcmullen.

While L. .M. Wainwriglit will represent the

(iarfor<l goods in the East, the flarford Mfg.

Co say that in justice to their general agents,

R. R. McMuIleii & Co . it must be understood

that Mr VN'ainwright is in the employ and

under the direction of McMullen & Co.
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61,197 MILES IN 365 DAYS
RIDDEN ON TWO

-jlmermn m

Century Road Club of America has awarded John H. George rj

and John M. Nobre, of Philadelphia, first and second mileage

respectively for the year of 1897. Their records are

:

kN

Mr. George,

Mr. Nobre,

32,479 Miles.

28,718 Miles.

10,000 Miles Ahead of Previous Records.

Neither man had a single mishap and attribute

the remarkable records to the stanchness

and easy-running qualities of their Wolff-

Americans.

W

W

R. H. WOLFF & CO., LTD.,
Makers of Wolff-American Bicycles,

NEW YORK CITY.

WHlSWHWaw^WaWHWHWSW

A GOOD WHEEL TO
HANDLE IN YOUR TOWN
IF NOT ALREADY REP-
RESENTED

w

m
Kindly mention The Wheel.
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INTERCHANGBABILITY NOT EASY.

W'liilc American iiiKciitiity lia< acconiplishcil

wonders in making tlic nuuli-vauntcd "in-

terchangeable" feature of cycle parts a reality

instead of a boast, yet there is unquestionably

a very great abuse of the word. In fact, none
but those who have actually encountered and

overcome the difficulties standing in the way
of achieving this intcrchangeability can form

any idea of what it really costs to obtain it.

and it is astonishing how many concerns fall

short of it. When it is remembered that it is

by no means easy to turn out on one machine,

with the same tool, in the hands of one man.

halia-dozen parts—be tl>ey cups, cones, bolts,

nuts or what-not—exactly alike, the truth of

this will be understood.

The simplest way to test this is to take an ad-

justable wrench and lit it to two sides of a nut.

Then take it off and apply it to two other

sides of the same nut. and the chances are

that it won't fit just as it did at first. If it

does, if the sides of the nut are all alike, you

may rest assured that there has been first-class

work put on them. The trouble is that no

matter whether the machine the part is made
on is automatic or not. it is impossible to

make the parts exactly alike. By the exercise

of great care, especially in inspection, it is

possible to reduce the variation until only an

expert would detect it. but the variation will

be in almost exact ratio to the time (ex-

pense') bestowed upon it.

If this is true of two parts, made one right

after the other, how much greater is the dan-

ger when the second part is made a week, a

month or a year after the first one? Take the

case of a cone that is to be screwed on an

axle, and is ordered for a machine a year or

two old. If the cone is absolutely perfect as

to size of hole, thread and shape of ball-race,

ditliculty in screwing it on the axle may be

experienced, simply because the latter is a

trifle large, or the threads are too full. How
much more chance of this if there should be a

slight variation in both axle and cone. Yet

it must fit properly, if it is too tight, it may
break while being forced on the axle; or. if

too loose, it will be impossible to adjust the

bearing properly. Yet in spite of all this

there are plenty of American firms who will

supply parts for their machines and stake their

reputations on their fitting properly, without

alteration.

ADDITIONS TO ALADDIN LINE.

It is the boast of the .Maddin Lamp C\)., of

New York, that more .Maddin lamps have been

sold than all medium-priced lami)s put to-

gether, and they say that they mean to keep

up their record. This year the company has

adopted several impnnemeiit.s in their lamps.

Patented fastenings have been added to the

an enlarged font. The firm this year intro-

duces two new lamps, the Genii and the Uncle
.'^am. The former has two solid adjustable

brackets, one for the head and one for the fork

of the bicycU* . The wick is locked and cannot

shake down. The Uncle Sam is a low-priced

lamp and possesses many of the advantages

that have made the .-Maddin so well known.

LITTLE THINGS THAT COUNT.

Some of the most successful manufacturers

in the business to-day owe a large portion of

their success to the zeal they have exhibited

in pushing the sale of their goods in the small

towns and villages. No place was thought too

insignificant to receive attention, and no
traveler was allowed to consider it beneath

his dignity to visit the village of fifty or one
hundred inhabitants, sometimes even before

tlie town of many thousands.

The sales at the latter place might exceed

liy much those at the former, but that

made no difference; both must be cov-

ered, and in an equally thorough man-
ner. The gazetteer and the atlas are

called upon, and particular attention is

paid to points remote from the railroads. The
true mercantile instinct seizes these as the

places where the chance of success is far

greater than along the more frequented

routes.

To do this may invplvc the hiring of a team,

or. during the riding season, a trip awheel,

but the comparatively virgin soil found brings

ample recompense. There are hundreds of

such places to one town, and while singly they

seem scarcely worth the trouble of securing,

yet in the aggregate they absorb a very large

number of machines.

C. Swab & Co.. Cedar Rapids. Iowa, have

obtained fhr St.itr nprnry fnr the Syr.TCUSC

bicyc'

doors and oil fonts, making it impossible for

those parts to jolt loose. The new lamp has

.il.so an extra heavy flouble spring back and

RICHNESS FROM GOODRICH.

Once each year, the B. F. Goodrich Co.,

Akron, Ohio, advertisingly speaking, "spreads

itself." The spread assumes the shape of an

tmcommonly artistic lithograph of an unusu-

ally handsome and historic woman. The '98

spread is just now in evidence; the woman in

the case in this instance is Helen of Troy,

"who flirted with Paris and caused the youth

of Troy to go dafty," even if she knew noth-

ing about Goodrich tires. It is a rich, almost

glowing, reproduction of the original painting

in the Paris Salon, and is of generous size

and unmarred by oflfensive advertising dis-

play. Its like i= ';r!dnm ";rrn in ttir advertis-

ing category

'WrORTH -WTAITING FOR.
Our traveling men are now calling on the trade with a complete line of

REeORD BieveLEs.
$50.00, $60.00, $75.00, $80.00 LIST.

They are alao showing our new

which ha« do e(|UAl. In the ine«ntinie, tend ui your card for a catalogue and full deacription of our line of easy sellers.

THE BUTLER COMPANY, Butler, Ind. Ki„diy n,c„iion tlc whcc
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piCYCLE DEALERS

Who handle wheels made of

SHELBY TUBING
Have the satisfaction of knowing that their line, so far as frame
construction is concerned, can safely be relied upon to stand the

SEVERE TESTS
to which the wheel will be subjected by the prospective buyer.

DO NOT RISK YOUR REPUTATION AS
AN AOENT

by handling a line the frames of which are made of inferior tubing.

IN ORDER TO PROTECT YOUR INTERESTS,
specify and insist that the manufacturer use

Shelby Tubing.
ACCEPTT NO OTHER.

^^It will help you sell the buyer/'

^'It will help you lead the seller/'

Shelby Steel Tube Company.
Sales Office, Shelby, Ohio, U. S. A.

FACTORIES:

Shelby. O. Toledo, O.

Cilwood Crty, Pa. Greenville, Pa.

Kindly Mention Th« WhML

BRANCH OFFICES:

135 Lake St., Chicago.

144;iChambers St.. N. Y. City.

29 Constitution Hill. Birminfirham, Eng.
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WHAT THE BIRDS SAV,

All Sorts of Thlnsa About WhitewaahinK, Blaff-

iiiK> Short-TrackinK »>d Various

Other Things.

Those iicws-telling birds still twitter all

sorts of things about the short-trackers and

their whitewashcrs. Some of the twitterings

arc mere noisy peace distiirbings. while others

are the incautious admissions of facts, which

facts the public is not supposed to know of.

Here are some of the things the little birds

tell of as facts:

Before the whitewashing. Mr. Mott. so it

was said, received a communication from Pres-

ident Potter, advising that a fine of .tl.oou and

suspension be placed upon the entire aggre-

gation of short-trackers. The latter, in the

mysterious fashion they have become famous

for of learning beforehand everything that is

contemplated by the League, went to the front

with a prize-lighting, baseballic. theatric

bluflf. declaring if anything was done reflect-

ing upon the short -trackers' spotless reputa-

tions, they, the short-trackers, would sue for

about $l.iMMi,iMM» in damages, besides locking

up all hands responsible.

The bluff went.

Nobody in the great and glorious L. .\. W.
had the sand or sense to call it.

Ashinger. a poor $2.o'>-per-day carpentei.

had no bluff handy. He had never pulled off

a prize-fight; had never run a cheap theatrical

or basballic snap. and. in consequence of this,

lack of training, possessed only a normal-

sized gall When the brave L. A. W. officials

became aware of Ashinger's defenseless posi-

tion they at once proceeded to rob him of his

future living as a track builder.

The little birds all agree that this was a

fearless, honest, patriotic and legitimate

method of evading the short-trackers' blufT.

Then the little birds say that after the chair-

man of the L. A. VV. Racing Board had

issued his famous call for witnesses to appear

before his stuffed tribunal, and in the call had

promised secrecy to all who testified, the

short-trackers declared that any such promise

didn't go. To prove this, they demanded
scats in the room where the stuffed tri-

bunal pretended to investigate them. That

their presence was to their advantage, the

little liirds say. was a sure thing, since they.

the birds, are authority for the statement that

the short-trackers informed Ashinger before

the meeting that they would be present

thereat, and if he dared to testify in any way
which would injure the spotlcssness of the

short -trackers' reputations, that he would at

once In- charged with criminal libel, arrested

and lr>cked up.

The little birds say that .Xshinger did not

tell all he knew. The little birds think this

was wise under the circumstances.

Then the birds, continuing, declare that the

big finger of League raring felt kind of sore

at the w.iy he had been bluffed and bullied,

and deli-rmined in a waipish sort of way to

get even

The little birds say this getting even has

even now begun. f)ne of the short-trackers

is already hall-marked for retirement. He is

not to be allowed future pap privileges at the

L. A. W patronage teat, and may even lose

his partnership per(|ui»itcs in any future races

pulled off by his former aMociatr short-track

ers.

11use associates, ton. arc to be laiiylit a

lesson for their bluff, so the little birds say.

Recently, so the birds declare, this short-

track trio sent to the Racing Board a blanket

application for sanction for about every day

of any race-holding value on the calendar.

.Accompanying the application was a check

to cover the sanction fees for the entire list

asked for. since it never once came to them

that they would be refused anything they

might go through the formality of asking for.

Imagine their surprise, when back came the

check and the application, with a notice that

when the trio could produce contracts for

tracks on the days they had applied for sanc-

tion, then, and not before then, would their

applications even be considered, the granting

of them, so they were informed, being an en-

tirely different matter.

Score one for the bluffed! The worm had

feebly turned. It was not much of a turn,

but then it was something for the League to

even worm-like squirm beneath the master's

heel.

All this, and more. too. say the twittering

little birds; bless their truth-telling little twit-

terings!

"ELEVATING" RACING BY POOL SELLING.

Never was there a better example of to what
outlaw cycle racing is sure to eventuate than

New Orleans is now about to afford. In

the Crescent City there exists an organization

entitled the Southern Cyclists' Association,

which claims to control, elevate and protect

the best interests of cycling. In an earnest

endeavor to do this, according to its lights,

the Southern Cyclists' .Association's official

referee thus goes on record:

"W'ith a view to further improvement, the

writer last week suggested selling pools on
the cycle races and offered a plan whereby they

could be conducted in a manner which would
preclude the remotest possibility of a suspicion

as to the honesty and fairness of the contests.

If at the end of that time the pool-selling

feature is found to be unsatisfactory, as was
stated at the time, it could and should be

stopped immediately. The proposition in-

duced a great deal of discussion among the

cyclists and patrons of the sport, and though
there was considerable adverse criticism by
the majority it was regarded favorably and
probably will be tried.

'There are among the race-horse peo|>le at

the Fair Grounds a number who have signi-

fied their willingness to make books on the

races, and it now only remains to secure the

sanction of the Southern Cyclists' Association.

The matter is to be placed before a meeting
of that body this week, and there is little

doubt but that the necessary consent will be
secured"

KEEPING IT FOR BUFFALO.

It is said that in case the present New York
handicapper is not reappointed that the gen-

tleman who acted with him as referee in the

famous short-track episode and who is the

present inciiinbent's fellf)w townsmen and
companion in I-'Iorirla now, may be tendered

the office. More whitewash; a change without

a difference. Verily, a pull with the present

administration is mighty and must prevail!

ANY OLD THING GOES.

The famous old excuse of; "It wasn't me
but my brother in Pittsburg what done it,"

has been put upon the valid list by Mr. Mott.

In fact, these whitewashy short-track days the

rule of anything goes is constantly being
proven.

The latest example of all this was in the

case of the Wisconsin Kxposition races, which
sent press dispatches broadcast about records
being broken every five minutes or so. But
having sanotioned it. the Racing Board took
no further steps to see that it was not father-

ing a shady affair, not even when "records"
were constantly ground out by unknowns and
has-beens. Finally, the "record " riders and
the "match-race" riders complained they were
not getting "prize money;" then in a perfunc-
tory', don't-care-what-you-do fashion some
one investigated; "the brother-in-Pittsburg

.>ort of excuse went; the whitewash splashed
and the incident was closed, so far as the

Racing Board knew or cared.

Here is the story; Manager Giljohann, who
held the sanction, placed the races in charge
of a manager who agreed, it is stated in the

report made to Chief Consul Rotier. to pay
Edward Aldridge and Herman Kohl each $L'r>

for the •J.')-niile match race. He had verbal

agreements with the other riders as to prizes.

.Aldridge and Kohl received i?.') each. Other
riders received t^l.W, while still others received

but 'lO cents. Manager Giljohann. according
to the report, turned $37.50 over to the race
manager, who distributed $l.t..'iii among the
riders and retained the balance for his own
work, which, according to the Mottley rules,

was enough.

HI! THERE, MISTER MOTT!

Representatives of the .Vnierican Cycle Rac-
ing .Association have been in Boston this
week, and efforts have been made to secure a
lease of a tract of land near Massachusetts
and Huntington avenues for a bicycle track.
Estimates for a wood track will be furnished
by Charles W. .Ashinger, the builder of the
Madison S<|uare Garden track, and by two
cement track firms of Boston and Louisville.
The track, if the land can be secured, will be
thirty feet wide, banked ten feet, and four laps
to the mile.— Boston "Transcript."

This must be a cruel mistake, for has not
the .American Cycle Racing Association
branded this same .Ashinger as a "knave or a

fool" who lost them all of $5o,(KKi—cake-walk
count—by building tor them a short track?

The idea of their having anything further to

do with him! Even the suggestion is

monstrous! They are not built that way!

NEVER TOUCHED HIM.

One of the satelitcs who had thoughtlessly

laid his hand on the arm of Mr. Potter's chair

jumped back in alarm, exclaiming;

"What is it? .An carihcinake?"

"Not that I know of, " answered Eyebcc.

"Possibly Your Presidcncv has chills and
fever!"

"No. 1 know what you have reference

to. I've read about it in the Boston news-

papers. What you felt was the quivering of

my uncertain grip on the League presidency,

^'ou neeiln't pay any attention.. It's the sanu
old totter,"

Then arrangements were resnimil tn ubitr-

wash some more short-tracker'-

The record sheet is Father Time's junk
shop.

A finishing touch—a foul at the end of the

last lap.
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Truth Will Out.
f f

FAIR PRICE AND SATISFACTION
versus

BIG DISCOUNTS AND DISCONTENT.

(^ e^ t^

This famous case was argued before the bar of Public Opinion and
decision given for Plaintiff by Judge Vox Populi.

Verdict—UI¥I01V ll^HITEHEAD at $75.00 positively
the finest value ever g^iven.

The wheel that IHICHAEL. rides.

jf J? a^

UNION CYCLE MFG. CO.,
HIQHLANDVIIvIvE:, JVIASS.

Also at 814 ARCH STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Send In application for catalogue.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

Andrae Model 30.
There are only a

few agents in a

few little towns

who do not cater

to the best trade. They don^t need a

bicycle of the highest grade. But the

many ageats who sell to careful buyers

must have a perfect bicycle. That^s

the place Model 30 takes in the Andrae

line. It^s a place that in most other

lines is vacant.
Synopsis of Model 30—2t-inch diamond frame, made of the nnest taper-gauge

tubing; 7}4-inch steerinjj head; 2-inch drop in crank-hanger; 74 3-3-inch gear; 3-16-inch

chain; 7-inch throw to crank; 4?ii-inch tread. Options—20, 33, 2(i or 28 inch frame. For
a complete description of Model 30 and nine other models, send for c iialogue— free. A
postal will bring it.

Julius Andrae & Sons Co., - Wlilwaukee, Wis.
MODEL 30 WILL NEVER DISAPPOINT-IT'S AN ANDRAE.

Kuully mention 'I'lic Wheel.

(•e®094

m^mzd

w 'y
THE

Waverley
Policy

FOR 1898
nHE WAVERLEY policy for

1898 will be the same progres-

, I sive yet conservative one that

has been so successful in the past,

continuing the same liberal treatment

of riders and dealers that has won us
such hosts of friends.

But we shall concentrate.

By turning the whole force of our
matchless organization into making
one model of bicycle, we know we
can produce for

$50

§t

such a bicycle as no one has yet been
able to make for double that sum.
In design, in material, in finish, in

wise improvements, we believe the

1898 WAVERLEY will have no
equal. It is new throughout. We
have labored earnestly to produce an

unrivalled result, and we ask your
critical examination.

Send for THE WAVERLY catalogue, and (wise
precaution) get your agency application in early.

^^

INDIANA BICYCLE CO.
Makers of WAVHRLF.Y Hicycles

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

m

^
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GOOD RIDDANXE.

With the Pa«alnK of the Gnarantee Go«b

One of the Trade's Worst

Abuses.

There is no subject of more importance to

maker, dealer and rider alike than that of the

guarantee, and it is particularly timely just

now. as within a very short time the retail

trade will show signs of an awakening from

the lethargy in which it at present is

wrappi-d. To have the many vexed questions

relating to gfuarantees settled, as far as it is

possible to settle them, before that time is of

the greatest importance.

It may be said that they were settled last

fall, when the terms of the guaiantees for the

ensuing year were decided upon, but such is

not the case. No matter how iron-clad the

agreement may be, there is always some lati-

tude allowed in its application, and the ques-

tion of policy will always have a marked in-

fluence in deciding whether the letter of the

law shall be enforced, or whether the rider or

dealer, as the case may be. shall be given the

benefit of the doubt. .\s springtime ap-

proaches, and another riding season is en-

tered upon, there is a general disposition to

interpret guarantees more liberally than is

deemed necessary at other times.

The time when guarantees were necessary'

has long since passed away. When the rider

(and dealer) paid for a guarantee, and paid a

good, round price, it was only just that there

should be one. But when the bicycle entered

the ranks of the matter-of-fact articles of com-
merce, leaving behind all sentimental recollec-

tions, and the price was beaten down to rock-

bottom, or below it, the necessity for a guar-

antee passed with it. That it was not aban-

doned, that the snake was only scotched, not

killed, was due to the fear that the time was

not yet ripe for such radical action, and to a

knowledge that competition was still too keen

to permit such a move to be made with safety.

That the public, in getting bicycles at the

ruling prices, and having a more or less elas-

tic guarantee thrown in gratis, is receiving

more than its money's worth, is a fact that

cannot be successfully controverted. .And an-

other fact is the one that the guarantee must

go, and that before very long. It is only a

c|uestioi) of how long it will be permitted to

exist— the cause of constant friction between

rider and dealer, and dealer and maker

The guarantee being a fact just at present,

however, efforts should be made to reduce the

abuses of it to a minimum. It may as well be

admitted that maker, dealer and rider are all

participants in this abuse at some time or

oth«T, an the exigency may arise, and the

\
' <i are that they will continue to be

.1 s the guarantee is in existence. It

is only the more glaring abuses that there is

any probability of remedying.

Rreak.igcs that arc <luc to flaws, or to con-

structional defects, should be replaced without

a murmur, and there is little room for friction

on thi» score. Kvery makrr will concede this

point, and would nndoul>t< <lly do so even if no

gUAranlcc existed. It is the ca.ses where there

is room for an honest difTrrcncc of opinion

as to the cause of the break.iec, and where the

dealer, or maker, in his desire to foster trade,

is inclined to stretch a point, that the great-

ly will he encountered Even a di»-

I prmon would have h.ird work to

decide some <>i tlu-se cases, yet they must be

left to biased judges as long as the guarantee

is allowed to exist.

But all of these abuses fade into nothing-

ness when compared with the one where it is

known there is no legitimate claim for re-

placement. Yet the claim is made, and fre-

quently enforced with threats. It is this class

of abuses that costs the most money, and is

responsible for a great part of the friction ex-

isting in the trade. It is astonishing how many
men who would scorn such action in other

things will stoop to deceit if a bicycle is in

question. The stories they will tell of the

happenings while proceeding quietly on their

way arc almost incredible, yet they know, and

frequently the dealer knows, that they are mis-

stating the facts. The only explanation possi-

ble is that their actions are based on a knowl-

edge that the custom is a general one, and

that it is just as permissible to "beat" a cycle

dealer as a railroad company.

The dealer is placed in a very awkward po-

sition; he knows that the assertion is not

true, yet he cannot say so without running the

risk of losing what may be in every other re-

spect a desirable customer: and the usual re-

DIFFERING CHAINS.

SuBset Dream*.

The artltt sees In the tuniet glow
The t\Dta that hli truth can nerrr know.
And tho poot ten Id the ruddy flame
The opening blooms of a wroaih of fame.
From lilf chedrless hovel the miser old
Sees Id Its tMams bit longed-for gold.

And itio maiden atiei In the orb uf Are
The crowning wreath of ber beart'K deslrs-
Tbe golden sprockets and burnished steel

Of the glowing disk of her favorite wheel.

.N. V. .Sun.

suit is that he will refer the matter to the

maker of the wheel, and sec what they have to

say about it. He thus shifts the burden off his

shoulders, and not infriMiucntly brings pres-

sure to bear on the makers, which the latter

cannot very well resist, and the wrong is

made a double one.

In view of the la.st reduction in the price of

bicycles, there is no reason whatever why
either dealers or makers should allow them-

selves to be imposed up(m in this way. The
fear that if the lines are drawn more strictly

competitors will step in and get the trade is

very often ill-founded. Concerted action will

always result in an abatement of this abuse;

but if that is not po.ssible, a determined stand

by one or two dealers will go a great way to-

ward remedying the evil. If backed up by

the makers, whose interest it is to refuse to

make good such cl.Vims, a great deal can be

accomplished, and now is the time to meet the

evil.

WORN AND BKOKEN.

Humor is the sunshine that keeps off the

storms of life, but some jokes on cycling get

so old they look like liorrowed umbrellas.

Why Some Ran Excellently and Others Are

an Abomination to All Their

Users.

Until the principle of chain propulsion was

applied to bicycles, the mechanical world was
practically unanimous in regarding it as one

of the poorest driving methods. Its wonder-

ful success in this instance has caused a

marked revulsion of feeling, and the develop-

ment and steady improvement of the chains

used has been watched with interest. This im-

provement is undeniable, and. size and weight

considered, it is doubtful whether equal re-

sults have been achieved in any other branch

of mechanics. Yet, in spite of this, few chains

are anywhere near perfect, and very many
of them have faults that are apparent to the

most cursory glance.

To prove this one has but to take a number
of chains, no matter of what make or widths,

and test them. Spread them out before you,

on a table or bench, in the same position they

would be in were they on the sprocket-wheel.

Then take a steel template, made to exactly

fit the space between the blocks of the chain

and try it at random. In the same chain you

will find spaces that the template will tit,

others that it will not enter, and still others

that are so large the template can be moved
perceptibly. Proceeding to another chain you

find the same result, and the only difference

between a good chain and a bad one is that

the latter will show a greater variation. Even

some oi the highest-priced chains, and the

ones having the greatest reputation for accu-

racy, will fail to meet the severest part of

this test, although, of course, not to as great

an extent as others.

This departure from correct pitch is due to

the lack of accuracy in making the holes in

the blocks and side-plates. Nor is it a very

serious matter where the variation is not great,

as is shown by the fact that plenty of chains

run sweetly and without apparent protest in

spite of this and other defects that could be

shown. It but illustrates the mechanical im-

possibility of achieving absolute perfection

without incurring a cost that would be almost

prohibitive, and is valuable only as pointing

out the danger of cheapening the manufac-

ture of chains beyond the point of a certain

standard. The question of price is decided

almost entirely by the quality of the material

and workmanship, and poor material means

soft rivets and blocks and weak side-plates.

When these have been added to the initial in-

accuracy of the chain, the result can readily be

imagined.

There are plenty of good chains, and those

prepared for the '98 trade show an improve-

ment over their predecessors, just as the latter

did over the weak and faulty chains so preva-

lent during '96. The buyer who is seeking

quality need not go far afield to get it, and

the same can be said of the seeker after cheap-

ness. Never before has he had such an op-

portunity to fool the purchaser who thinks

one machine is as good as another, and only

looks to see that the one he buys has a chain.

He is very apt to get his till «( the "cheap and

nasty" this year, and it will be strange if an-

other season docs not find him more inclined

to admit that quality tells in bicycles, as ir.i

everything else.
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BARNES
BieveLES

Wise Buyers Buy

WHITE
FLYERS.

Prices:

Road Wheels^

$60 and $75,

Racers^ $ 1 00*

Tandemst $125*

Chainless^ $125*

The excellent q.-iiality of the

Barnes Bicycle
is acknowledged by everyone who
owns one. The riders of the WHITE
FLYER are its best advertisers.

The superior design of the

BARNES Bicycle is acknowledged
by the leading makers of the country.

Their modestway ofmaking itknown
is by adopting BARNES methods
of construction.

flush joints, internal bar and post clamps,

smooth seat pillar connections are all BARNES ideas.

N.

It pays to buy and sell the model wheel.

Write for particulars.

THE BARNES CYCLE CO., s^acse. N. Y.

^r^iovS(!v* vS!P ?te!(r?w!PyS^

NO STOCK COMPLETE
UNLESS

Electric Creamlac
Is In It.

^<
ELECTRIC

CREAMUC1

WILL CLEAN AND POLISH
ALL PARTS OF THE BICYCLE

,

Article of Merit* ^^ A Good Seller* ^^ Good Profits,

Absolutely Prevents Rust.

THE GREATEST BICYCLE POLISH OF THE AGE,

No No No
Add. Grease. Grit.

Order from your Jobber.

W«te tts for descriptive circulars.

Manufactured by

ROGERS & PYATT,
80 Maiden Lane,

NEW YORK. .WILL CLr:AN AND POLISH

ALLPADT.S or Tilt-: RICVCLtj

SV*y.r^Vr^ Ar&? yr<^V"K." 3^

°

II
3^ °(° S^ofo sJ'pio ?! '9(0 9^91*vAC^ vA'C° vA("vA^vA^ vA'\° vA"v° yr°(°^^0>

3 (5 o^> Gs 0^500x0 GTovJ GTov) QTox* GTo
Kindly mention The Wheel.
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THE OUTLOOK CRITICALLY CONSIDERED.

How It la Viewed In One of the Largest Centres of the Retail Trade-Effects of the Chalnlesa

and of Department Store Competition—Where the Middleman

Stands and Why.

Philadelphia, Jan. 30.—There has never

been a year when c|uestions of importance to

the trade have been settled so early and with

such practical unanimityasat present, and yet.

paradoxical as it may seem, there has never

(of late years, at least) been apparent such a

widespread complaint of dullness as now pre-

vails. That there would be no show was prac-

tically settled nearly a year ago, and the abor-

tive nature of the attempts to, in efTect, alter

this decision was made apparent many weeks

since. Since last summer it has been clear to

al! intelligent obser>'ers that list prices would

come down, and so well was the size of this

reduction gauged that it hardly needed the

ollicial announcements of prices on the part

of the different makers to confirm the opin-

ions held.

The changes for next season's models were

all determined on, and the models made up

and shown months ago. In this respect manu-
facturers were almost a unit in making their

decisions in advance of previous years, and

there has been no holding back for the Jan-

uary shows before letting the people see them.

Even the chainless could not be regarded in

the nature of an experiment three months ago
(as far as its appearance as a regular model
was concerned), in spite of the fact that it has

attracted its greatest attention since that time.

In short, the general opinion was that the

lines were all arranged, and an unprecedent-

edly large proportion of the season's business

would be transacted prior to the first of the

year.

That the result has been far different from
this ideal condition of affairs scarcely needs

to be stated. It is but too well known to all

the wholesale trade, and it is highly desirable

that the cause of the troyble be ascertained

and the proper remedies applied without delay.

With the idea of );etting their views, the lead-

ing dealers of Philadelphia were interviewed,

and what they think about these important

matters will be found embodied below.

It is undeniable that a very large number
of the dealers are more or less affected by a

fcelmg of unrest—a feeling that matters are

not as completely settled as the makers would
have them believe This belief comes partly

from the failure of the makers to convince

them of the permanence of their plans, but

more from their knowledge of a very positive

belitf on the part of the riding public that

great changes may take place in these plans

within the next few months. Whether this ap-

prehension will be justified or not makes lit-

tle difference at present; that it exists is cer-

tain, and is agifravatcd by the recently ac-

quired knowleiJKc that it is no longer the
makers who decide whether a change shall or
•hall not be made in their plans.

While practically itnaninious in apprehend-
ing changes, the widest pn^siblc diversity of

opinion prevaiU among dealer* as to the
proper remedy for the backward Mate
of the trade There wan little or no'
attempt to boast of a good holiday
trade. It i% frankly admitted that few
buyer* appeared, and most of these purchased
juvcnilrs While there is a brave attempt
under it all ii seen the opinion that before this

can come there must be a settlement, either

partial or complete, of the many questions

that are still in an unsettled condition, and,

on that account, aiding in keeping the would-

be purchaser from coming to a decision.

That there are plenty of people who will

buy wheels when the proper time comes is the

general opinion. That almost all of them
apparently are holding off until they are able

to grasp some straws to aid them in seeing

which way the wind is blowing is equally cer-

tain; provided, of course, that good riding

weather does not come upon them before they

are able to forecast the future, in which case

they will split, many making up their minds
as best they may under the impulse of sunny
skies and dry streets and roads.

Dealers are just as anxious to have the

public begin to purchase as the makers can

be, but they are not so anxious to commit
themselves by placing large orders, with defi-

nite delivery dates, as they have been ac-

customed to do in the past. The hanging
back on the part of the public tends to make
them cautious and indisposed to make any
move until they see which way the cat is

going to jump. This feeling is less pro-

nounced with the dealers who handle the line

of one maker, only, than with those who sell

a number of different makes, and naturally

so. The former look for a good season, and
pin their faith to one line, which is now almost
invariably comprehensive enough to suit all

tastes and pocketbooks; but they are utterly

at sea if asked to forecast the demand they

will have for the different priced models.
They will try to sell the higher-priced ma-

chines, but foresee the possibility of the de-

mand being for the cheaper models. The
dealers who handle a number of lines, or

who are not so closely identified with the

makers they represent, take an even more ad-

vanced position. They are confident that they

can sell plenty of machines, but until they ob-

tain more definite knowledge of the wishes of

their expected customers they are not dis-

posed to commit themselves with the makers.
The disturbing influences at work, and

which are retarding the natural course of bus-
iness, are, in the main, those relating to prices,

chainless machines and the conduct of the re-

tail business, whether deiiartment stores or

exclusive cycle stores shall be given the pref-

erence Nf)w that the cycle show has been
held, retail tratle is expected to receive a filip,

and if, as is hoped, the other matters are

nearer a settlement, a marked improvement
may be looked for. The opening of the rid-

ing season, whether it be early or late, will

also have something to do with it, as has al-

ready been said, as no greater spur can be

given to purchases than an open winter or

spring.

The price r|uestion has many aspects. The
older and larger makers have an advantage in

this respect, in that their representatives are

u<iually attached to them by ties more compli-

cated and more binding than is the case with

many others. Therefore, the dealers are more
disposed to rely upon the ability of the mak-
ers to settle upon prices that are right for the

best clask of goods; their trade is not so apt

to be affected by the cheap trash offered by
some stores, and they are not so much dis-

posed to enter into a competition for the low-

est price, irrespective of quality. Agents of

this class hold that they are justified in asking

$7o and even more for their best goods, but

even with them there is an uneasy feeling that

the popular demand may be for their cheaper

models, $•!)(• being the price that appears to be

the favorite.

There is another class of dealers who come
midway between those just mentioned and
the purveyors of the cheapest goods. While
they have on their floors three kinds of ma-
chines—say those listing at $75, $5'J and $35—
they are of the opinion that the middle figure

will be the popular one. Yet they fear the

competition of the cheapest class of goods,

and feel that they must be within reaching dis-

tance of rock-bottom prices, whatever they

may be. Therefore, they are watching the

course of events very closely, and waiting to

see if the downward tendency has reached its

culmination before they place large orders.

Following them are the dealers who make
cheapness their watchword and consider qual-

ity a secondary matter. Hard is the lot of

the maker who must look to them for the dis-

posal of any considerable portion of his out-

put, for no price can be low enough while

there is a chance of getting a lower one from
some one else. It is futile to hope lor any
improvement from them, and it can only be

hoped that makers will learn wisdom and cease

to bid for their patronage.

It is the very irony of fate that while this

partial paralysis of business is contributed

to by the uncertainty regarding prices, the

stoppage tends to maintain this uncertainty.

The best testimony that purchasers could

have of the permanency of present list prices

would be afforded by the sight of the new
models coming into general use. Again does

this irony appear, for, with a few notable

exceptions, dealers are complaining of an in-

ability to get '98 models for instant delivery.

They do not want any large quantities now,

but to make matters worse they find them-
selves unable to get what they can use. This

is an almost inexcusable state of affairs, and
for the evil that will result from it the makers
have no one but themselves to blame. Their

over-caution a couple of months ago is re-

turning to plague them now. The Wheel
has preached upon this sermon continuously,

and well would it have been had it been

heeded. In fact, it is reasonably certain that

nothing, save possibly a late riding season,

can save the manufacturers from some of the

consc(|uenccs of their error now, unless they

quickly put themselves in a position to take

care of all the trade that offers itself.

Another factor in retarding the natural

course of trade is the uncertainty regarding

the chainless safety. The real or apparent con-

fidtnce of the makers who are pushing it has

undoubtedly impressed riders favorably. While

many. i>ossil>ly a large majority, would prefer

chain wheels until the experimental year has

passed, yet a very large number would take

the chainless on the faith of the makers if the

prices of the two were equal or nearly so.

As it is, the price of $125, if maintained, will

prr>bably limit its sales to one, where a hun-

dred would be sold with a lower price. At the

same time there is evident a disposition to

wait and sec what developments await the

chainless; whether the price will come down.

i
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and whether it will be free from the troubles

its detractors prophesy for it. It cannot be

said that it has as yet gained for itself a se-

cure place in public favor; but it has attracted

sufficient attention, and made such a favorable

impression that the prevailing uncertainty has

been much strengthened.

The battle between the department stores

and the exclusive cycle stores has reached

such a stage that it has a bearing on the pres-

ent state of affairs. If the department stores

advocate high-grade cycles, and adhere to list

prices, they will do much to steady the mar-

ket and remove the prevailing uncertainty.

Even as matters stand, it is considered by

what may be termed the legitimate trade that

a world of good has been done in getting the

department stores to see that there are cycles

and cycles, and that it will be more to their

interest to sell good cycles than poor ones.

It is true that this has helped to retard busi-

ness so far, buyers waiting to see whether list

prices are maintained all around, and so far

there have been no large offerings of cut-

price machines such as would attract the bar-

gain-counter customer. There is no reason

to regret this, of course, except so far as it

adds to the prevailing uncertainty. As it

stands, however, the continued adhesion of

the department stores to list prices is bound
to hasten the improvement, and there is in the

fact much to be thankful for.

One of the results of the past season's busi-

'>ess, with its many disappointments and

losses, has been to render the middle-man ex-

tremely cautious. Under ordinary circum-

stances, he would be disinclined to take any

risks that he could possibly avoid, and this

feeling is greatly strengthened by his knowl-

edge that the buyer is also holding off. As it

is the maker who suffers most from the pres-

ent state of things, so it is that the efforts to

remedy it must come, in a great measure, from
him.
The intermediary must place himself in

a postion to fill orders for '98 models

upon receipt of orders for them. In-

ability to do this must result in trifl-

ing loss now and disaster a month
or two hence. He must give some assurance

to dealer or rider (or both) that the prices

that have been fixed will remain in force for

some months at leagt. He must frown upon

efforts to sell based solely upon low price

—

not infrequently a price that wipes out all

profit and sometimes goes beyond. He must

give efficient support to the dealer who is

waging the battle of quality, frequently against

great odds, sometimes aggravated by attacks

from the rear at the hands of those looked to

for support. If all this is done it will have

effect on both dealer and rider, and both will

buy with more confidence than they have as

yet shown. M.

THEIR NAMES WERE LEGION.

Study cycle nomenclature, and if it demon-

strates one thing more than another, it is that

there are very few names in the animal, vege-

table and mineral kingdoms that the bicycle

or its manufacturers have, at some time, failed

to appropriate.
Public characters, noted names in fiction,

titles of books, geographical distinctions, all

these were used up long ago, while cursory

comparison of the cycle directory and the

Unabridged shows that there is almost no
common word in the language that was not

once the name of some bicycle.

BARREL'S CHAMBER CONTRIBUTION.

In the endeavor to produce a gear that will

not "drive around the corner," a number of

mventors are producing many styles of chain-

less, more or less valuable. The latest of these

has been invented by J. H. Harell, of New
York, the type being not entirely dissimilar

from the Monarch gear shown last week.

The new wheel is simple in construction. In

place of bevel-gears there has been applied a

pin and roller gear. A series of pins on a

solid steel disc are attached to the crank-

axle. These pins engage a delicately adjusted

series of rollers, or steel tubes, running on

ball-bearings on the forward end of the driv-

ing-shaft. On the rear end of the driving-

shaft there is a similar engagement of pins

and rollers, transmitting the power to the

driving-wheel.

Fig. 1—Elevation of the new wheel, with sections of

the casing broken through.
Fig. 2—Detailed ground plan of the mechanism.
(A) Main driving-gear wheel in centre of bottom

bracket.
(B) Two parallel discs in which the rollers rotate.

(C) Pins, made in the shape of a cartridge.

(D) Spindles.
(E) Loose sleeve rotating around the spindle.

(F) New ball-race.

(H) Crank-hanger.
(I)The rear stay through which shaft passes to rear

gear.

(J) Shaft.
(K) Independent casing covering the rear gear-

wheel.
(L) Detachable covering to roller cogs.

(G) New style of fastening crank.

One of the claims made for the new ma-

chine is that friction in the gearing is greatly

lessened. The roller consists of a spindle and

a parallel sleeve, which runs loosely on the

spindle, and has ball-bearings. The pins and

rollers are well protected by dust-proof cas-

ings, and the gear can be adjusted from 68

to 120.

WHEN WHEELS ARE AND ARE NOT FREE.

In reply to an inquiry as to the free impor-

tation of bicycles the Treasury Department

has given this reply:

Bicycles are not free as personal effects

under paragraph 097, act of July 24, 1897, not

being "wearing apparel, articles of personal

adornment, or similar personal effects."

Bicycles of American manufacture, exported

and returned, are free of duty under the pro-

visions of paragraph 483 of said act.

The question whether bicycles are free as

household effects is now being considered by

the department.

JOY IN ENGLAND.

Your true Briton is a stubborn, opinionated,

insular and prejudiced boor. If he be not all

of these he is no true Briton. Owing to his

possession of these lovable, business-making,

business-keeping peculiarities, your true

Briton is rapidly losing his commercial su-

premacy; to be more exact, has already lost it.

No one can accuse the editor of "The Cy-
clist" of being anything but a true Briton, nor

can it be said that being one himself he can

not or will not draw a correct and most favor-

able picture of the true British manufacturer,

the cycle-making one in particular. Here,

then, is the picture, and who but a true Briton

and the editor of the "Cyclist" would be proud

thereof? Mr. Sturmey thus paints and pants:

"At times we must confess we tire of the

eternal bounce of the Yankee bagmen. It

gets upon nerves, compounded,
as it is, of one third-brag and

two-thirds romance! So it did us

real good the other day to hear

of one of these hustling gentry

i=-».l. getting the very straight griffin

from a well-known member of

the Birmingham trade. One day

last week there entered to the

managing director of a large

cycle fittings company a traveler
'^'"••^ in American tube. Of course, it

was the best tube in the universe,

and put any English material to

bed on sight. Moreover, the dis-

count of the tube combine was
as nothing, etc., etc.

"The reply was as incisive as it was unex-

pected. 'Look here, sir,' returned the M.D.,

with a nasty Welsh snarl in his voice. 'When
the English trade was doing business on your

side they were swindled out of hundreds of

thousands of pounds. As soon as you began

to make a bit yourselves you imposed crush-

ing duties which blocked us from your mar-

kets, and in return batten on us by reason of

our free trade. Whatever anyone else does,

I remember these things, and I tell you that

English stuff is good enough for my busi-

ness; that if you were to offer me 80 per cent

or 90 per cent on your tube I wouldn't have

it; aye, and if you were to dump it free of cost

on the floor of my warehouse I'd kick it into

the street."

Having shown the British cycle maker as

an unmannerly, self-satisfied boor, the editor

of the "Cyclist," in admiration thereof, breaks

forth thusly:

"Oh, good man! Oh, very good man!
And if we may twist two Kipling lines to

mirror our desire, we should say, 'Lord, send

us men like W. A. L., to larn the Yankee
trader!'

"

TOO MUCH FOR HER.

"Mrs. Smith is so clever! She can make
over her last year's dresses so that they look

like new."
"Yes, and she's trying now to alter her last

year's wheel so that it will look like this year's

chainless." ,-, i,

LITERARY WEIGHT AND WORTH.

Fielding was one day conversing with a rep-

resentative of the S"uirocracy he was so fond

of satirizing on the subject of literature and

its rewards.

"And to think that Milton should have re-

ceived twenty pounds for 'Paradise Lost!"
"

cried the Sijuiro. "Is it not astonishing?"

"It is, indeed!" roi>liod Fielding. "Why. a

wheel I lost only weighed that."

The Siiuire was flabbergasted, and well he

might have been.
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Ue HAD NBVeR TUUUGHT OF THAT.

The cycle manufacturer took the walking

delegate of the Omnipotent Order of Cycle

(Jperatives by the lapel of his coat and led

him to one side.

"It pains me to note." said the manufac-

turer, "that you are not alive to all the pos-

sibilities of your job."

"1 didn't know that 1 had overlooked any-

thing," answered the delegate in surprise.

"Has there been an opportunity to order a

strike during the last year that I have

missed."

"No: I can't say that there has been," re-

plied the manufacturer. "In that way I think

you have always been quick to see your

chances and take advantage of them."

"Have I neglected in any way to advance

the cause of union labor by giving non-union

cycle mechanics all the worst of it whenever

there was an opportunity?"

The manufacturer shook his head.

"So far as I know," he said, "you never let

a non-union man keep a job in a cycle factory

if you could help it."

"And as to the hours of labor
"

"Ah, there is where you have been weak,

if not criminally negligent," interrupted the

manufacturer.

"Why my fight for the eight-hour day has

been "

"It has been magnificent, of course; but

what is an eight-hour day, after all?"

"Eight hours," promptly replied the dele-

gate.

"Precisely," said the manufacturer, "and

that is just what is the trouble with it."

"What kind of a day should \vc have?"

demanded the delegate.

"An Alaskan day."

"What's that?"

"Well, up on the Yukon River during the

winter the day is only four hours long. If

yiiu were fully alive to your opportunities

and really had the welfare of the cycle oper-

atives at heart, you would long ago have made

a fight for day work according to the Alaskan

winter schedule. Such culpable neglect as

that ought to cost you your position."

PA WAS A POPULIST.

"Pa," said the Kansas Populist's son, who
had invested some of that dollar-a-bushel-

wheat money in a brand-new wheel and equip-

ments therefor, "where's my cyclometer?"

"That there bysickle speedin' watch of

yourn?" said the father, who scorned gram-

mar as an aflfectation of the gold bugs;. "why
I done hitched et onter a stalk of thet new-

fast-growin' corn of our'n, an' hit's clean

outen reach now. You'll hev t' wait till we

cut it down 'fore you git the thing agin."

HOW CAN YOU BEAT HIM?
Thf plumber was sore of heart and sad

As he gazed at llic sunny sky,

And he thought of the lack of jobs he'd had,

And he hraved a dolorous sigh.

But at last he smiled at the blinking sun,

And threw his lead pipe down,

For he'd thought of a plan that would make him one

Of the wealthiest men in town.

And the scheme was a winner from the day

That it first popped into his mind;

Now a richer man than he, they say.

Would be very hard to find.

And his plan was one, I'll say to you.

Sure as the need of meals;

lie plumbs when there's any plumbing to do,

.And he also doctors wheels.

BUILT FOR IT.

Samovar, the famous Russian tragedian, at-

tempted to play a season of "Hamlet" in Bir-

mingham while Garrick was at the height of

his glory in London.

Samovar's peculiarity was his physique. He
was seven feet in height, and from shoulder tip

to shoulder tip measured about ten inches, a

knowledge of which fact enables one to appre-

ciate Garrick's own mot that

—

Samovar's Hamlet is unnecessarily long

and lacks breadth. I should like to see him
play the tire in a cycle comedy."

ACCORDING TO THE GROUNDHOG.

There was considerable excitement in cycle

trade and groundhog circles Wednesday
morning, and by this time word has gone out
to cycling and to all the animal kingdom
that there are to be si.\ weeks more of wintry
weather.

The reason for this is that when the ground-
hogs ventured out of their holes at sunrise

they saw their shadows. There was no mis-
t.nking the shadow, as it fell upon a very high
bank of .^now and was disappointingly clear of

outline.

If there is one thing for which February 2d
is distinguished, it is for the peep into the

open that the groundhog makes on that day.

Throughout all the dreary weeks preceding

he keeps entirely to himself and tears the

leaves off his calendar, or whatever it is he

uses to note the flight of time.

And when February 2d comes around he

yawns and stretches to his feet. The time has

then come for him to settle the much-vexed
question of the weather. The entire kingdom
of beasts, including wheelman and tradesman,

is waiting to see what his report is to be.

The United States Weather Bureau, of

course, pooh-poohs the idea that the ground-
hog knows any more about the weather than

it does, but without the aid of an anemometer
or thermometer the groundhog gets there, not

always the same, however.

His groundhogship having now settled the

whole thing, the cycle dealer and cycle rider

both have reason to mourn, as neither one nor

the other can look for the coming of the

"balmy" until along around St. Patrick's natal

day.

EASILY ANbW'ERtD.

The Delaware version. Is the bargain-coun-

ter cvcle like the peach crop?

FIGURES DO LIE.

The cycle is, in a lesser degree, still the Sin-

bad of the trading world. No matter what the

trade may be, or however remote it may be

from the wheel, soinebody is sure to ascribe

a "bad time" to the "no.vious influence of the

bicycle." But it is when tui-y drop into fig-

ures that they surpas>; tlunisclvcs—in the Ana-
nias department.

IN THE SELECTION OF SADDLES THE QUALITY OF MATERIAL USED IS OF

Vital ^^ tt Importance.
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SADDLES ?«r!'rr. FOR (IQALITY.
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Not "Just as Good" as

any otliers, but

Always "XHE BEST."
Kindly mention The Wheel.
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Might As Well Bay a YEEDER First As Last.

EXACT SIZ£.

Dust Proof. Water Proof.

PRICE, $1.00,

Nearly half a million in use, and every owner will tell you that it is no ex-

periment, but a positively accurate distance recorder. The only one so far

produced.

It is easy to imitate it outside, but not inside. We guarantee the mech-
anism in every VEEDER Cyclometer to be as near to gauge and as accu-

rately made as the mechanism in a watch.

THE VEEDER MFG. CO., - HARTFORD, CONN.
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IN THE BEGIXXIXG.

Wben She of Rural Locality Undertakes to

Conquer the Reative and Featlve

Wheel.

In tlic smaller coninuinitio. vvlicrc the cycle

academy is an unknown luxury, the (air novice

expects to acquire her cycle education at

"His" hands. "He." of course, being under-

stood to be the one citizen of the male per-

suasion in whose amatory affairs she is most

interested.

The proposition appears to him a ca|>ital

idea, as being likely to afford unlimited op-

portunity for tete-a-tctes. literal and meta-

phorical. .\nd she receives the suggestion

with unfeigned delight, having already made
private attempts to subdue the inherent vice

of her wheel, both alone in the back garden

and, supported by her brother, in the quietest

side street procurable. But in the one case the

bicycle has demolished the adjacent bo.\-

borders, furiously attacked the fruit trees, and

bitten her shins and ankles, while in the other

Jack has persistently and cruelly let go her

waist at all those crucial moments when
common humanity would have suggested that

he should hold on like a steam crane.

"His" proposal comes in time to save her

from despair, and she arranges a meeting

place as far from the haunts of men as the

machinations of her mother and the business

hours of "He" will allow.

Then they proceed to business. He puts

the saddle up to its proper height, and she

makes him lower it again, because she says

it reduces the danger and makes her feel

happier. Then he holds the machine with a

grim firmness and decision meant to show it

has met its master, while she puts her high-

heeled shoe on the frame, scrapes ofT a g<«id

bit of enamel, and scrambles into the saddle.

Afterward she catches hold of him with

both hands and entreats him not to let the

horrid thing move. He asks her mildly, but

firmly, what she thinks she has come out for.

and begins to wheel it down the road. She
holds the handle-bar with one hand, and

clutches her lover by the scruff of the neck

with the other, so that he silently curses high

collars in his secret soul, and wontlers why it

is no man can go spooning in his everyday

clothes

By and by she gently, but firmly, runs him
off the crown of the road into the gutter, until

his legs >crapc against the curb. Then one of

the pedals catches him in the calf and causes

him suddenly to sit down on the edge of the

footpath, with the bicycle in his lap, and the

Kirl in the lap of the bicycle, .\ftcr he has

explained that it was his fault, and she has

forgiven him. they go on again.

Sow she begins to gain confidence, and she

makes him trot smartly beside her for half a

mile or so, every n<»w and then lending the

whole force of his manly frame to keep her

from climbing trees or removing such of her

neighbors' landmarks as may lie han«ly in the

shape of walls and gates.

Then they come on a little slope, and she

kicks the bicycle over in her effort to ride up
lie asks her if it isn't geared to<i high, and

she says no: »hc !• i herself with a

monkey-puxzler. or k of that sort, as

%oon as it arrived, and ha«n't allowed it to

he raised since.

And he aigh*. but Mjr» nothing.

riR-n she tells him he can take his hand off

the handle-bar and only hold the saddle, and
li<- does so. and says nothing about the pieces

that the saddle-springs pinch out of his

fingers. .And thereafter comes a great display

of skill and courage, and she is emboldened

to order him to run beside her with arms out-

spread like the wings of a guardian angel and

not to touch her at all.

And this he does until his wind gives out.

when he scats himself on a rustic bench blos-

soming with nursemaids and babies and sees

her wabble away into the dim distance.

.'\nd then—then—she looks aside (since she

cannot look around) and calls upon his name

and knows that he is no longer there. And
she lets go the handles in a panic of terror

and the road stands up and hits her on the

head, while the bicycle lies down on her and

tries to kick her and roll over her.

But he comes up in time to save her from

its fury. and. as he wipes the dust from her

dress, he tells her that victory is hers at last.

for she has ridden alone.

LIKE A MACHINE.

WHY THB DBVIL WAILS.

The Devil looki-d up (rom his books one night,

(Oh-ho. ohho, for the burning coal!)

.\nd he cursed the cinders blue and white.

(Oh-ho. ohho. for the fear of his soul!)

"Down with the heft of my hoof and heel."

Quoth he, "on the stealthy machines of steel.

Which carry the whole of the world awheel!"

(Oh-ho, for the Devil's dole!)

"I dreamed." quoth he, "when the tilt began,

(Oh-ho, oh-ho, for the saintly sneer!)

To mesh a woman for every man;
(Ohho. ohho. for the damsels dear!)

For I thought, when the churches gaped apace

With riders afield in reel and grace.

My hell would grow to a populous place!"

(Ohho, for the Devil's tear!)

"But fool that I was! Their souls so lean

(Ohho, oh-ho, for the outdoor age!)

Have fattened upon the world of green.

(Oh-ho. ohho. for the life's new page!)

Their hearts arc swept with a sweeter prayer

For the smell of the meadows fresh and fair.

I forgot God lived in the open air!"

(Oh-ho. for the devir<< rage!)

BETTING ON A SURE THING.

Shortly after the departure of Christopher

Columbus on his tour of exploration, King
Ferdinand and Isabella, while trying a new
chainless tandem in front of the royal palace,

met the Marquis of Ventura, Appcniro del

Monte, himself a winner of many a local han-

dicap.

After the usual interchange of "How do you

like it? Kun easier than the old chain?" and

so on ad lib., the Marquis remarked that Co-

lumbus wa.s having a fine spell of weather for

his trip.

"Yes," replied Ferdinand and Isabella, "fine

as silk. I'll bet ^7 to seven doughnuts. Mar-

quis, that he knocks the record across galley

west."

The Marquis, not caring particularly, took

the bet. being a loser when he made it.

NOT ALOII RBSPONSIBLB.

The Bargain-Counter Bicycle shook its

rattling head.

"I'm not a bit sensitive," it remarked, with

no little w.irmth. "and I don't wish to shirk

any blame that belongs to me, but I submit

that these combination side-boards and fold-

ing beds divitic the responsibility. Of course

I cauie wreck and ruin, but there arc others."

Such Is the Human Frame, and the Parti-

cular Care It Should

Receive.

Cycling has done much to make the present

age what an eminent geologist characterizes as

the "rush age." He must be right, or so much
would not be written and said about rest.

It is the same old story of cause and effect.

The rest cure would not have come into exist-

ence if there had not been a demand for it.

But the so-called rest cure has about died a

natural death, because it was entirely inade-

(juate to meet the needs of the men and
women of this rush age.

They have no notion of doing their work
in such a level-headed way that their minds
might at the same time be at rest. That fail-

ing them, they are now reaching out after

what the disciples of physical culture please

to term the gymnastics of rest, the science of

relaxation.

These disciples talk vaguely about resting

the mind by resting the eye, and the way to

do this, they say, is to turn the eye loose on
the horizon and let it stay there. A second

step toward rest is the relaxation of that ten-

sion in the muscles around the eye and es-

pecially the muscles of the forehead. The
next step is the training of the muscles around

the mouth to stand at ease, not at attention.

People think they know how to work and

how to rest, but they do not know how to

do either. If they would do their work by a

rational method, one would never hear of

such tilings as the rest cure and the gymnas-

tics of rest.

You grow very tired of hearing about this

thing of overwork. The natural state of man
is healthy, and there is no reason why any

man should be overworked who has a decent

constitution, and he can keep that easily if

he will follow his ordinary instincts. It is a

great thing to take care of one's self, and the

medicine of the future will be preventive.

Man's only gift from the Almighty is the

body, and if he don't take care of that what

good will it do him? The body was made to

subserve the interests of the mind and the

soul, and it is the most perfect thing ever

created.

Suppose a man had a fine, but very com-

plicated bicycle, and knew that he would

never have another and something got wrong
with that bicycle. Would he tamper with it?

No. He would send for an expert. The man
would come out and say: "Why, such and

such a thing needs regtilating." and you

would stand back with folded hands and watch

him reverently.

God is the maker of the human machines,

and all must be reasonable and care for them

with common sense. Give them a chance to

run naturally. If people would only keep

their hands off the divine machine and stop

clogging It with medicines and overstraining

it here and there, and would follow the in-

stincts that the maker of that machine gave

them, they would find that the machinery runs

easilv .ind without friction.

HE UIMSELP. OF COURSE.

When a man informs you that wheelmen are

a pack of fools, you may be sure he knows

just where to put his hand on an exception to

prove the rule.
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Kvery rider of

XHB A?VORI^D IS IVIINE."

The "World" Cycles is proud to

make this reply to tlie question of "AAThat Wlaeel do

You Ride?" and lie never changes.

A COMPLETE LINE
from "Singles" to "Quads," with latest

improvements to capture '98 business

—

and prices right.

WORLD Model 22, Gents' Standard Roadster.... $75
WORLD Model 23, Ladies' Standard Roadster.... 75
WORLD Model 24, Track Racer 100
WORLD Model 25, Special Gents' Roadster 50
WORLD Model 26, Special Ladies' Roadster .... 50
WORLD Model 27, Tandem, Double Diamond .. 125
WORLD Model 28, Tandem, Combination 125
WORLD Model 29, Triplet 200
WORLD Model 30, Quadruplet 350
CHICAGO Model 31, Gents' Roadster 40
CHICAGO Model 32, Ladies' Roadster 40

AGENTS, write for catalog and discounts.

Metropolitan district open. A good chance for a first-

class connection.

Manafactored by ARNOLD,SCHWINN & CO.,

CHICAQO.

FERRDSr & JACKSON,
446 Tfcmont Street, .... BOSTON

Distributing and Selling Agents for New England.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

Record Pedals
There's no JARRING in the bearings of

The Racer.

RECORD
PEDALS.

The Roadster.

^!i^i]>®>[i^ia^ii>-ii^ii>ii>ii>'ii>(i-fii;^E)-fii^si-fii>ii;>ii>ig;-fig>iii-f

IDE
HIGH-ART BICYCLES

$75.00.
BEST BICYCLES MADE.

Record No. 0. Record No. 1.

THEY FORM THE

Strongest Selling Points for Higti-Crade Wheels.

The Adjustable.

Record No. 6.

Record Pedal Mfg, Co..

Highlandville, Mass.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE. Kindly mention The Wheel.

Ellptlcal Spring Cranks, and all other up-to-date

improvements.

Two-piece Crank-Axle and Cranks. No crank

keys and nuts.

Expansion Handle-Bar Stem and Seat-Post.
No bolts and nuts.

Crank-Hanger Bali-Cups Screw In, and
iiave Ball-Retainers. No losing balls.

Hub Ball-Cups also Screw In.

Sprockets have Detacliable Rim. No trouble

to change gear.

Our Art Catalogue, giving full particulars, furnished

on application.

Good, responsible agents wanted in all unoccupied territory.
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F. F. IDE MFG. CO., I
^ PEORIA, ILL. f

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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THEV HAVE ENOUGH.

Canadian Cycle Makers Admit They Have

American Competition in Sufficient

Qnantity.

The deputation of Canadian bicycle manu-

facturers which visited Ottawa last week and

laid before the Minister of Trade and Com-
merce representations in favor of an increase

in the protection the tariff at present affords

their industry, showed more plainly than any-

thing else could how the Canadian trade is

in the hands of the American makers. The

duty on bicycles imported into Canada is 20

per cent. For this the Canadian makers asked

a specific rate of $9 each substituted, together

with the provision that in no case shall the

duty be less than the equivalent of a 25-per-

cont ad valorem rate. The proposed change

is almost self-explanatory. On its face it

shows that the competition from which the

manufacturers desire specially to guard them-

selves. During the last year there was a

marked development in the importation into

Canada not so much of high-grades gener-

ally as of cheap bicycles particularly.

But in their petition to the Minister of

Trade and Commerce, the Canadian manufac-

turers accounted for the cheapness of the for-

eign wheels sold in Canada by declaring that

it was nearly all due to slaughtering or sac-

riticing on the part of the foreign makers. At

all events, conditions have been changing

rapidly in the short period since the Cana-

dians went into cycle making. Whatever the

cause on the Canadian side, the manufacturers

there have been slower in getting down to the

lower ranks of the demand—that is, they have

not been turning out wheels much below the

first and second grades.

That bicycles costing less money are

wanted is shown by the success of

United States manufacturers in selling

cheap bicycles on the Canadian mar-

ket. Tlirce or four of the Canadian

manufacturer* arc exporters themselves,

and the wheels they make for the European

and Australian markets are, for the most part,

of a comparatively cheap variety. But they

do not seem to be able to produce bicycles

cheap enough to cope with those entering the

home market from the I'nited States.

The United States is the quarter from which

the stress of the competition comes. From
this country, the deputation stated, the value

of the bicycles imported amounts to $1,000,-

000 a year. As these are largely very low-

priced bicycles, .30 per cent ad valoretn has

become an inadequate restriction. Hence

they ask a specific duty of $9 each, which

duty is to be shifted to a '2ft per cent ad

valorem one on wheels entered at more than

ic\: . :.rh.

c months ago the Canadian manufac-

Tii IS called upon the Government to apply

.inrtthrr check to this import bicycle trade-

namely, il
'

' the tariff prohibiting

th«* ffi'r.-x- :'\t1<> pnods. It wa's

t; by the
i

that a very

K' . "0 of .Ar ).idc bicycles

»oJd in Canada were the product of convict

't' - - .ind that this vm the secret of their

ne**. The strict enforcenirnt of the law,

It \v,t> «aid, would cau<ir a decided itirinkagc

'>n ih'- import.Tiinn of low-priced bicycle*

•w wav ip)'li<*d a* <;h.irply

' utt were ordered to be on

the alert against prison-made wheels, a list oi

brands known to be made in whole or in

part by convicts was obtained, but importa-

tion was practically undiminished by these

precautions, for the very simple reason that

there had not been an atom of truth in the

first instance in the prison-made story. The

difficulty having failed to vanish before that

solution, Canadian manufacturers are resort-

ing to an effort to obtain more protection.

It is improbable that they will succeed. To
the present Government with its free-trade

leaning a 30 per cent duty will seem a high

one. Connected with those leanings is. its

preference for ad valorem duties over specific

duties, of which preference it has given abun-

ant proof in its tariff. It is altogether un-

likely, therefore, that it will change the high

duty on bicycles for one that is still higher,

and that, being a specific rate, would keep get-

ting proportionately higher as bicycles be-

come cheaper.

WHEN FUR AND FEATHERS FLEW.

R-r-r-rip! Crash! Smash!

Sturdy men turn pale. Has the advent of

the new woman inaugurated a repetition of

the old-time Amazonian warfare? It would

seem so.

One determined little lady with fire in her

eye, her face grim and set, her latest Paris

forty-dollar hat hanging in bits down her

back and her four-hundred-dollar sealskin

cape in shreds, is contesting every inch of ad-

vance in the struggling, swaying mass of fem-

ininity with a lady two hundred pounds her

superior, but who is nearly winded, and whose

false hair front has slid over her eyes.

.'\nother, a belle of New York's 400, her

Worth gown in rags, has fainted and is being

borne from the mad scene! A third staggers

to one side and drops limply in her dainty

tracks. But even as her fair eyes close an ex-

pression of triumph settles upon her pale,

still features, and her grasp tightens over a lit-

tle polished something clasped in her delicate

tapering fingers.

A bargain-counter sale of bells
—

"regular

price, 20; our price, 19"—was taking place in

the cycle department of one of the big dry

goods stores.

MARES NEST IN HOBOKEN.

One would hardly expect that the famous

and exciting p.Tstime of finding a mare's nest

would be in season during this blizzardly sort

of weather, but it i.s—over in Hoboken, too.

Here is the famous nest:

It is the talk of the steamship piers that a

new scheme, whereby foreign-made bicycles

are being smuggled into this country, has

been discovered. It was said that foreign-

made wheels bearing the name-plate of an

.American manufacturer con.e in with nearly

every ship.

The inspectors say that they are not suffi-

ciently expert in judging wheels to tell

whether they are of foreign or home manufac-

ture, and, consequently, have not been able

to prevent the smuggling. It is possible that

an inspector who is an expert piVj>ifycl<« will

be placed on the piers.
"•

'

SiTmc one should hasten to Hoboken, i<Hiiui

up thefie cycle suspectrrs and customs inspec-

tors, put a fool's cap and bells on each one,

and then lead them cirefully away for fear

their manifest greenness might tempt the

talvci to bite them.

TIME FOR AMERICANS TO CHANGE.

Cycle manufacturers, no less than all other

American exporters, are directly interested in

the early adoption by this country of the

metric system of weights and measures. There
are now only three important nations that do
not use it. These three nations arc the British

Empire, Russia and the United States.

Not long since the New Decimal Associa-

tion of London printed a list of about forty

.countries, containing an aggregate population

of 423,504,050, which have adopted the metric

weights and measures.

In this country the American Metrological

Society, for many years connected with

Columbia, has been doing effective mission-

ary service for the metric system, and recently

the National Association of Manufacturers has

taken up the subject with much earnestness.

The matter was discussed to a limited ex-

tent at the recent convention of manufacturers

in this city, and it is now in the hands of a

special committee consisting of Albert Her-
bert, Andrew Carnegie, Henry Fairbanks,

Charles A. Schieren and Charles H. Harding.

The co-operation of commercial bodies and

business men generally is to be asked in pro-

curing the necessary legislation to make the

metric system of weights and measures the

legal system in this country, taking effect

January 1, 1901. In any such movement the

Cycle Board of Trade should be early and

earnestly represented.

Such a step would be of great commercial

adxantage to the American cycle makers, be-

cause it would make the metric system the

universal language of quantity, and their price

lists and quotations would then be universally

understood.

Messrs. Herbert, Carnegie, and their asso-

ciates, say that no single act of a similar na-

ture would <lo more for the extension of

.\merican trade. The language of quantity

would then harmonize with the money scale.

The fact is recalled that Thomas Jefferson de-

vised and submitted to Congress in 1790 a

decimal system of weights and measures, but

that the Congress lacked the courage to adopt

it because at that period it was an innovation.

THE VERNACULAR.

First Purist—How absurd it is to call a

bicycle a "wheel," when there arc two wheels

to it!

Second Ditto— But they never call a

gambler a "blacklegs," do they?

THEY DOX'T WANT MUCH.

There is a growing demand among the flat-

dwelling class for a bicycle which will do duty

as a rocking-chair and a washstand when not

being ridden. The whole combination to be

"high grade" and cost not more than $9.47.

BEYOIID ALL OTHERS.

It IS an indis(>utablc fact that the advent of

the Mcycic accelerated productive activity

along a greater number of lines than any other

invention that h.ia ever been given to n»«n-

NOT FOR PUBLICATION.

A man should say what he thinks about

cycling, but there may be occasions, in edit-

ing a trade paper, for example, when it will

seem wise to say it to himself.
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QUALITY
Gives two

Satisfactions :

Satisfied Buyer.

Satisfied Seller.
RESULT

Established

and

Permanent

Demand.

IS IT NOT WELL TO INVESTIGATE?

THE---

Every 1§98 IiEATI\G has the Double Roller Chain. You can get there with the Keating with less effort than on any other

wheel, and can get back even over muddy roads. The Keating Double Roller Chain will not stretch, shorten, bind, clog or

choke with mud or dirt. There is nothing commonplace about the Keating. No bicycle is made better.

CATALOGS READY. AGENCY PARTICULARS READY. WHEELS READY.
MIDDLETOWN, CONN.

Formerly Holyoke, Mass.The KeatingWheel (Company,
Kindly mention The Wheel.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••A

l]p*to=Date Sprockets,
j

Manufactured by P. FORG. f

Selling Agents, INTERNATIONAL CYCLE FITTINGS COMPANY, 74 Reade Street, New York, N. Y.

e^

Is your natxie on our maLil-
ing list?

Catalogue is nearly ready.

It contains
just the information you

are looking for.

:

e^

International Cycle Fittings Company,
74 READE STREET, NEW YORK.EVERYTHING FOR A WHEEL.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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LIST OP SWINDLERS.

Hollaiul lia> of late years proven to be

quite a profitable market for American cycles

and sundries, and correspondingly beavy

traffic has been done with Dutch buyers. All

this may account for the fact that a number of

swindlers, assuming high-sounding titles,

have taken the American cycle trade as a

particularly easy mark, and the number of

American concerns which have suffered in

consetjuence is no small one. The Amster-

dam Police Department furnishes the names

of the following concerns, consignments to, or

dealings with, whom will result in a total loss

to those trying the experiment:

H. C. M. Adams. F. .\drianus. A. von .\n-

del, Leo Anlen. Jr.. .Antje Feikes Raspers.

Arcns & Co.. A. S. Assenbroak & Co., Bakker

& Co.. F. Berger & Co.. P. Berger & Co .

Van der Berghen Co., v. d. Berg & Co.,

Cornelis Van den Bergh. Jacob Van den

Bergh. Roncker & Co. .\. Brugman & Co..

G. Bruin or Bruyn. J. J. Van .\ggelen. F. A.

F. Busch. L. Contant & Co.. L. Content &
Co.. .\rends & Co.. G. Dungcldam. C. or C.

G. Denikes, C. Dogger. Firm Van Dyk. Mrs.

A. Eichhom: also F. C. Lotter. Latter, Loi-

ter & Co.. or Eichhom & Co.; Mrs. Gatson-

idcs. Gendeker & Co., L. Groninger. J. Van

der Gun & Co.. A. la Grand. Van Dyk; D.

Grim. G. J. Galis. Jos. Hckker. H. Houtman.

Mrs. B. Hummcling. the wife of J. Ploder.

under the name of B. Hummcling & Co..

contractors; corn. W. Hummcling; H. F.

Jansons en Co.; also Janscn en Co.; W. W.
de Jong. W'iegen dc Jong; Douwe Van der

Kamp. J. V. d. Kamp. Jzn.. Kaspcrs & Co..

real name VVieger de Jong; also the firm Van
Papcrcn & Co.; B. Kooper. Kwak-Bonker,

Mrs. Bonker & Co.. P. Kwak. P. Kwak &
Co.. P. Kind. Sr.. La Ville de Paris. A. E.

Loiter & Co.. Leend & Co.. Mouthaan & Co..

Mouthaan & Co.. shipping agent for A. Brug-

man & Co.; .A. E. Lotter & Co.. William .\.

Muller. A. P. J Meys. C. Van Nispen, C. B.

Oosterhoflf, firm of Van Parercn & Co.; J.

Ploder. R. Peter. C. Pieper. V. de Ruyler &
Co.. Madame D. Reindcrs. Reindcrs & Co.;

Royal Import Export Compagnie. C. or C.

G. Deniks and Jacob Van den Bergh. Bern

P. Van Reysen. Y. Rom. Firm Reilsma. C.

Van N'ispen. De Vries & Co., William Dits

Siehl. W. Sichl. Wzn.. A. Slager. \'an Shiis-

dam & Co., J. G. Spanger, Strrmian & Co..

Strooman & Co.; Ludwig Sodcnkanip & Co..

Fabian Dc Waardl; H. Suring. W. E. Vis.

writes also C. M. vis; Chr. de Vries. Ch. dc

Vries Azn.: G. L. dc Vries. J. de Vries or J.

wc^terhock ; Jandc Vries.J. J. De Vries. Miss K.

dc Vries. O. de Vries. Mrs. A. de Vries Jelt-

ma. Isscrs de Vries & Co . De Vries en Co..

Fabian de Waard. J. Wallenbiirg. J. Wester-

hock. Fritz Winter, W. Wouwcnbcrg, Wilh.

Wouwenberg & Co.. Witsen & Co.. A. Van
der Wcrf & Co., B. F.rve Zaim. or G. Zalni

Br . or ZaIm fk. Co.; F. W Zwitzer. J H.

Zcllcr.

ALL HAVI TO PAY.

This world is but a cycle «how. and all

ihc men and women merely rider.'*, but the

Great Doorkeeper does not recognize dead-

lif.«ds, so none get through without paying.

A REVOLVING IDIOT.

"Paw, whatV a crank?"

"A crank, my son. is a fciiow wno g«c-

around with his wheels."

CANNOT CBANGE THEIR NAME.

A decision recently made in Indianapolis

is interesting as establishing a precedent in

the matter of the adoption by one firm of a

business title which would be apt to confuse

the public in distinguishing between them and

an already established house, perhaps to the

detriment of the latlcr's trade.

In the case just decided, the Metallic Mfg.

Co.. of Indianapolis, makers of cycle chains,

applied for permission to change its name
to the Indianapolis Bicycle Chain Mfg. Co.

An objection was made by the Indianapolis

Chain and Stamping Co.. and was sustained,

the Court holding that a confusion in the

mind of the public as to the two concerns

would likely result.

ALONG THE PLANT SYSTEM.

Clarence McLean, the "Outing" trick-rider,

is wintering in Flordia. giving exhibitions at

the various hotels belonging to the Plant Sys-

tem. In a recent letter to Hay & Willits

Mfg. Co. he states that he is still using the

"Outing" trick-wheel which was built for him

by them in 18II.5. Anyone who has witnessed

McLean's exhibition is impressed with the

l>;:rd usage which he gives a machine, and the

fact that he has used the same machine con-

tinuously for three years speaks well for the

wheel.

ECONOMIZES CEMENT.

Cement wastes rapidly in the ordinary

methods of shop application. This is par-

ticularly the case where the average cement

kettle is used. The Enterprise Machine

Works, Richmond, Va., have brought out a

new cement kettle for which a patent has been

applied for, which, by pressing a lever, opens

a valve that allows only as much cement to

flow as is required for the particular job in

hand. Either hard or liquid cement can be

used.

WON ON MERIT.

No local Philadelphia concern has achieved

a greater amount of popularity and reputation

than Edw. K. Tryon, Jr., & Co. For this sea-

son their well known Apollo line has been

greatly improved. Model A for men and

Model B for women are both listed at ^wiO,

and have all the valuable details which the ex-

perience of the past has justified, embodied in

their construction. The women's machine has

the double-curved frame which has proven so

popular, while both models have flush joints,

oval fork-crowns, and remarkably handsome
finish. The frames arc of 1^-inch Shelby tub-

mg. swaged to H inches at connections.

\'espers. Models A and B. for men and

women, at |40; and the Cycloe and Fairy lines

for juveniles, at from t'lU to $.10, give a wide

range in price, while they are staunchly built

iiul up-to-date, and are really wheels that not

so very many years ago would have met a

ready sale in the high-grade division.

TRADE CHANGES.

COLORADO.
I.radvillc— Kylc-l^mphcrc Cycle Co.'s stock closed

out .It .sheriff's sale, on a judKnicnt of over $1,300.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.
Washington. -Win. T. Robertson & Co., reported

(Save <lecd of trust for $5.0(X).

Washington.—Black .Mfg. Co., removed from 1146

Connecticut avenue to 1013 Fourteenth street, N. W.
Washington.— Washington Cycle Supply Co., new

store 1015 Fourteenth street. N. W.

CKORGIA.
Moultrie.—W. II. .Milriilgc. new store.

ILLIiNOIS.

Chicago.— Harnuin .\1fg. Co., destroyed by fire.

Chicago.-Wilson Davy Mfg. Co.. 1123 JefTerson
street, damaged by fire; loss, $15,000.

Chicago.—Szabkliski & .Maniurka, receiver reported
appointed.

Chicago.—The Chicago Bicycle Rack Co., incor-
porated by J. McFarland, C. C. Spotswood and J. W.
Tibbitts.

Frei-port.— Michael Rcdiingcr. reported recorded
chattel mortgage for $125.

Kankakee.— E. -Stcart. new store in .McDonald block.

INDIANA.
Chalmers.—O. K. Rainier, sold out to S. Hughes.
•No. Manchester.—J. S. I^utzenheiser & C. Olinger

will open new store.

MASSACHUSETTS.
Gloucester.— Lloyd, Martin S: Parsons, new store on

Middle street.

Holyoke.—Lynch & Walsh, reported dissolved part-
nership.

Maiden.—Appleton & Basset, new store at 302 W'ash-
ington street.

Orange.—S. E. French and E. J. Wood, new store.
Salem.-A. Elwell, new store.

MICHIGAN.
Grand .Marais.—R. M. Hewitt, new store.
Grand Rapids.—J. G. Havens, reported gave judg-

ment for $229.

MINNESOTA.
Minneapolis.- Laufner, Peterson & Uesevich. re-

ported assigned.

.MISSOURI.
Mexico City.-Chas. H. Shaffer & Co.. new store.

NEW JERSEY.
Hackcnsack.—H. Fosdick and II. W. Fishbaugh.

new store.

Ilackensack— E. C. Humphrey, sold out to Ed.
\ reeland.

.\ewark.-The National Cycle Exhibition Company
incorporated; is to give exhibitions of carriages and
bicycles and bicycle sundries and accessories and to
establish competitions for prires and awards. Frank
M. Sanger and Walter C. Judson. of New York, and
.\lfrcd Lultman. of East Orange, incorporators; capital
stock, $100,000; paid-up capital, $1,000.

NEW YORK.
Binghamton.—C. L. Thompson, new store on Main

street.

Binghamton.— E. Rogers and A. Dillenderfer. new
store at 100 Water street.

New ^ork—Wilson R. Yard, reported gave judg-
ment for $786.

.New Nork —Elmwood Cycle Co.. court granted order
di-solving company and making Frank S. Parmelee
permanent receiver.

Syracuse.— Dey Bros. & Co. have added repair ihop.

NORTH CAROLINA.
(•rcensboro.—Thomas Rice, new store.

OHIO.
(Irveland—Charles E. Fuller, reported sold out.
U rsierville.—W. Ports, new store in Ford buildinc.

PENNSYLVANIA.
rnishurg.-The Duijuesne Mfg. Co. have com-

menced to erect a factory at Liberty avenue and Twen-
lysixlh street.

WEST VIRGINIA.
Charlcstown.—The Ranmey Swinging Pedal Co., of

Philadelphia, incorporated by L. II. Hall, R. H.
K.ini.cy. Cha.. C. W arwick. Geo. C. Stevens and L. S.

.Mcl'licriion, to deal in bicycle pedals; capital slock,
$15,000, with privilege of increasing to $300,000.

WISCONSIN.
Fond du I-ac—O. H. Musgal. admitted John Guepe

as partner.

Madison.- I>. D. Warner Co., reported gave judg-
ment for $402.

Onalaska. I. L. \'an f^>on will handle bicycles.

Sheljoygan.—S. A. TifIt & Co., new agency.
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It^s the Same Lamp.

This year's ''Search- .Q t^ A r\

Light'' Lamp is <>MK(
identical with last

year's* No change was

necessary* It filled the

requirements last year

and it will this year* It never blows out nor jars out*

For Sale by all dealers.

Send for Booklet 325.

Bridgeport Brass Company, Bridgeport, Conn.
Kindly mention The Wheel.

(»>>e :•(

THE SIMONDS ROLLING-IVIACHINE CO.,

FITCHBURG, MASS.,
THE OLDEST AND L.ARGEST MANUFACTURERS OF

STEEL ANTI-FRieXION BRLLS,
AND ALL KINDS OF ROLLED FORCINGS,

have increased and improved their plant, and under new and more efficient departmental management have been able to

still further improve the quality of their product, which has always stood at the head of the list for wearing qualities and

accuracy of gauge. All inquiries will receive prompt attention.

Twice the Air with Half the Power
WITH THE

DISS DOUBLE-
ACTION PUMP.

Putnpi air with both up ard down strokes. Wii: fill a tire in half ihe time ot ordi-

nary pump. Beautifully finished in oxydized copper and made ot the finest materials.

High-grade in every respect. Undoubtedly the best seller for '08. The best made for

tandems, triplets or quads. Electrotypes furnished for jobbers' catalogues.

Retail Price, f 1.25. Liberal discount to trade.

A. B. Diss & Co..

*//0.
We guarantee the Luthy Wheel to be:

The Handsomest in Design and Finish.

The Best in Material and Workmanship.
The Most Perfect in its Lines and Bearings.

The Easiest and Smoothest Running Wheel in the World.

94-100 53d Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

)iUTHY8eC0.(|J
'

"^ MAKERS. '%^ v
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GEARS ON TWO-SBATERS.

The broadly accepted statement that tan-

dems arc (aster than singles has resulted, quite

naturally, in the equipping of the two-seater

with high gears. This, while justified within

moderation, at once brings out the weak points

of tandem riding. The high gear best suits

a tandem where the tandem is superior to the

single, but it aggravates its up-hill inferiority

and its inability to cope with hard work, such

as driving over heavy roads.

For riders content with the same pace as on

singles it would be far easier to keep to their

single gear and reap the benefit of the tan-

dem's ease. The altitudinizing of gears on

tandems is one of the drawbacks attaching to

their use. They are thereby made fast, but

hard; speedy, while the horse-powers lasts, but

terrible to push at when fatigue has set in.

Tandem riding is only enjoyable when both

riders are fresh and fit, and a high-geared tan-

dem is a fair-weather machine solely. On the

other hand, a low-geared tandem with two ex-

perts aboard is a revelation to those whose

tandem experience has all been in the high

seventies and eighties. Even with teams com-

posed of men and women, whose cycling in-

tent, so often announced with something of a

supercilious sneer, is not speed, but enjoy-

ment, as though the two were diametrically

opposed, the tendency to a high gear is weakly

followed.

A man who always uses a 68, and a fair com-
panion, whose strength has been found best

* suited by a 56-gear, ought not to dream of
" riding a tandem geared to 72. The big ad-

vance in gearing will tell heavily against the

lady. A (J6-geared tandem would suit them
admirably. Of course, if both riders were
used to 68 on singles they could enjoy a higher

gear on their tandem; but it is an uncalled for

and frequent error to run up the gear of a tan-

dem on which a woman is expected to ride ab-

normally high, out of all reason or just com-
parison with those suitable on single ma-
chines.

PROPER SKIRT LININGS.

Half the secret of a well-hung cycling skirt

lies in the lining. It is an absolute necessity

that the skirt should be lined with a smooth
n-.aterial. silk, if possible, unless silk knicker-
bockers are worn underneath.

If this precaution is neglected, nothing can
keep the wheelwoman's skirt from working
up, as the two rough surfaces of cloth in skirt

and knickers cling together, and the motion
of the knees causes the skirt to ride up.

From motives of economy, the skirt li^in^^

is to be preferred. If the skirts are weighted
at all, the most comfortable way is to sew a

row of small shot into the hem at frequent in-

tervals, but, at best, this arrangement is an
nil ,nli,f.-ii(,,rv one.

HECOMING SPOTLESS.

* Ml mti grease stains upon clothing are the
banc of a careful cyclist's life. Still, there .i-e

r.isy means of removing these stains. Yellow
s.-ip rubbed on thickly., and then washed off,

will take away oil. Grease is more difTicult.

To eradicate the ^pots, if small, light a match.
and hold it closely, but not near enough to
scorch the cloth; the stain will di.sappear. If

l.irger, place a piece of blotting-paper over it

irt\ in thr same manner. The gr^sc
cJ, aad the paper suck« it up.

FOR A SAFE FOOTING.

The foot is the most important member of

the human body where cycling is at issue.

Care, therefore, should be given to its proper

covering and protection. Here are some
things to remember regarding it:

Never ride in a shoe tight anywhere.

Never ride in a shoe that pinches the heel.

Never come from high heels to low heels

at one jump.

Never ride in a shoe that presses up into

the hollow of the foot.

Never ride in a shoe that will not allow the

great toe to lie in a straight line.

Never ride in a shoe so large in the heel

that the foot is not kept in place.

Never ride in a shoe that has depressions

in any part of the sole to drop any joint or

bearing below the level plane.

Never ride in a shoe with a sole narrower

than the outline of the foot traced with a pen-

cil close under the rounding edge.

Never ride in a shoe with a sole turning up

very much at the toes, as this causes the

cords on the upper part of the foot to con-

tract.

Never have the tops of the shoes tight, as it

interferes with the action of the calf muscles,

makes one ride badly and spoils the shape of

the ankles.

Never think that the feet will grow large

from riding in proper shoes. Pinching and

distorting makes them grow not only large

but unsightly. A proper, natural use of all

the muscles makes them compact and attrac-

tive.

Never wear a short stocking, or one which,

after being washed, is not, at least, one-half

inch longer than the foot. Bear in mind that

stockings shrink. Be sure that they will al-

low your toes to spread out at the extreme
ends, as this keeps the joints in place and

makes a strong and attractive foot.

THE

MAKING STRAW RIDES POPULAR.

Paving blocks of straw have been invented

by a Polish engineer. The straw is bound
into quadrangular bundles and immersed into

a hot solution, whose composition is kept se-

cret by the inventor. Apparently, it consists

mainly of tar, pitch, resin and similar sub-

stances. The bundles remain in the solution

until thoroughly saturated, and are then sub-

jected to great pressure. These blocks are

claimed to be cheaper than wood for paving
and to excel it in firmness, durability and elas-

ticity. Experiments on ,t large scale are said

to have Ix-cii Hindi- with them in Warsaw.

AN EPISODE.

It was a Boulevard corner.

A stout man passing stopped suddenly and
flourislied his arms.

"I want "

A crowd gathered. Motion was paralyzed.

Policemen exhorted in vain.

Again the fat man spoke

—

"I want the earth!"

The crowd disappeared,

they said.

A truck driver.*

SIMILAR. VET I'NLIKB.

"I'd like to go rifling lo day," said Aii,si

Wabbles, "but my aunt has my wheel."

"So would I," declared Dcdbrokc, "but my
uncle h?5 mine."

850.00

ELMORE
will undoubtedly

interest you more

than any other

bicycle you have

seen.

Note Its Construc-

tion*

Write for Particu-

lars*

Secure the Agency.

We ship from New York

to Eastern points.

••••

Eastern Selliny: Accents,

Willis' Park Row Bicycle Co.,

23 Park Row, New York.

••••

MANUFACTURERS,

Elmore Mfg. Co.

CLYDE, OHIO.
lUadlT BCBtioD Tb« WkML
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TRAU$'$
EFUL
AND

ALABLE
UNDRIE$

VIZ.:

m
m
m
m

m
m

(Afford a rat-trap or rubber pedal ai will.) iV^r

m Handle-Bar Buffers, ^

h THE PRICE! m

Tire-Tape,

Vulcanizers,

Inner Tubes,

Shoe Protectors,
(Prevent pedals from "nicking" or marring shoes.)

Pedal Converters,

( Prevent bar from damaging frame enamel,)

AND '^8

m
1
1
1
1
1
i
i
i

m TM's an allraclii me can resist. M
Then, too, there's

THE STRAUS PROTECTED TIRE,

The only lively, non-puncturable tire. Made entirely

of rubber and canvas.
Is not a freak,

and does not contain

wood, iron, steel, cork, chemicals
or any other foreign substance
which only make tires " dead."

m

m
Ifyen are ielietMimei^sa

Write

STRAUS TIRE CO.
127 Duane St., New York.

Columbias for 1 898
represent the best thought of men of science, the best work of

skilled mechanics, the best material that money can buy_

They are the product of the largest and most complete bicycle

factories in the world.

Year by year Columbia features have been imitated

—

Columbia material never.

Year by year Columbia improvements have kept them more
than twelve months in the lead of all other bicycles.

Columbia Bevel Gears,

5% Nickel Steel Tubing,

Columbia Automatic Brake,

Columbia Duroid Finish,

Columbia Direct Spokes,

Columbia Dust-Proof Bearings

are features that make Columbias worth more than any other

bicycles on the market.

HARTFORDS, built of "Pioneer" Fifty-Point Carbon

Steel Tubing, are second only to Columbias.

VBDETTES are best of medium-priced wheels.

POPE MFG. CO.,
HARTFORD, CONN.

Catalogue free from any Columbia Dealer, or by mail for one

two-cent stamp.

Bicycle

Sundries
Our Sundry Department is fully

equipped to supply all sundries

at the lowest prevailing prices.

We invite correspondence, and

will furnish estimates on bicycle

sundries which will enable the

dealer and jobber to meet com-

petition. We are prepared to

execute orders promptly.

POPE MFC. CO.,
Send for Complete and 14 i-f m C'
Handsomely lirustrated narttord, LOfin.
Sundry Catalogue. Address Sundry Department.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

H
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THE WEEK'S PATENTS.

see.a
I Ayr li, lar

cI«TTU Mew Yort

(NobmM.)
H Y 508,830. PEOTBCIOR TOR PBBOItATlC TttBa Aito» Vui

uuiD.lMtOnii(«.ll J PlM Oct e. It97. Senil Ha SH&33. (Ro
5 8 . 3 (H G^ . WBKEL Cbauji R Eivii tud uuui E Kitatt.

TamBautclnd. PUo) Au« 9. 1U7. Serul Ma 647.iM. (Ho uwdaL)

CImim.— 1 Tb« combinAiioo wiifa ihe ccnirmt tran^ven« sleeve

uf the pedal of* bic/cle or timilar lehide. ihrough which the tbaft

of the pedeJ crank paaee. or a headed pin >«cured iherrto, aud a>lot'

ted plate which is adapted to be connected with the tale of the >ho«,

uibetantialljr aa ihown and deecribed

598.126. VALVK CiAUJS X. WiLca. CoTvtJT. Bnglui. u^

ri(aQrlaUMPg«umaUcTrreCampui]r.Umit«d.Dts^dii,InUi>d. Filed

luftiainSL SerttlRaMl.aSS (Ro modeL) Piteoted In bigtaod

Mar >. ins. Ro I.I30: lo Pnao* Jul; 20. 1S9S. Ha MS.OST. la M-
«um July n, ISM. Ha llt.tU. In Dtiimark July 3. 19»C Ha 821 : In

VMom Mar 3. 1S»7. Ho 13.M9. and In Cuiida Apr 8. 1897, la i3.S«8.

Claim.— I. The combiuation with a pneumatic tire or inrtaiable

tabe.of a tubular rahe-bod) having a head extended in the direction

of the circunference of the tire and nitb tat tide*, raceaies formed

la the valve-bod}' under the head for giving iocreaaed grip on the air-

t«b«, aad a waeher of a ihape corr«*pondiog to that of the tides ol

the haaid and with upturned side edgee that incljee the head and grip

the air-tube between the said tide edge* and the sides ufthe head of

the valie-bodjr. at deecnbed

5 9 7 . -t O 3 . HACBIRB TOR BUDIRO HOOPS TOR RU1& to
Raim A. eiMM. BuOkk^ 1. Y PUad loe 21, 18tfii RtoawtdJuoe

II I8S7. hiM Ra MftTM. iHo moMt

nUiat. — 1. 1« A vachiiM for beodiog wooden stripe for rims or

Bad-guarda. tW coBbloation wUk a aapporting-fHsme, of a central

•ocketad portioo mounted thereon having a seriaa of radial arms, and

aholdiag-brackethavingao iiiwardlj-inclined face mounted at the end

of each rmdlaJ arm. for receiving and holding a bending-nng, a re-

Bovabie bending.nng having ila inner sidee tapering, adapting it to

tt on eaid bracketa, a hook portion eecured to the periphery of said

rvs^ a removable forming arm having a pin II, adapted to At the

oaalral socketed portion and carrying a forniing-rolier and a remov.

able ciaB^a^.claw and wedge, for the purpoeee described

6f)H.-.^2U. TXUiblPIDt BnaanS Miuaan,
riM Aa» 7, 1M7 a«til Ho M7,4a6 (Ro moM.)

C%um — I lee veloripede. Ike ca«b<aaUa« with two Wcyclae

af ardiaarj OMatrectioa. of a B«l« ftwasa rwaovaMy haaf la the

hs«erU fee Bee, e^ng balaacea cowaeclad l« tJie f^ase a*d raiwov.

aM> rseasctsi to the Uryrte fraaee. aad a awiof eepported by the

Baie fraB* aad gaared with the propelling mechamaws of the two
1... .. I I.^..l,,n. ,. ..I (..riK

Cfaiat - I The pneumaUc-Ure protector comprising the two

•hieldt D, applied to the opposite sides of the tire, and provided with

tongues d overlapped upon the tread of the tire, subsUiitially aa

herein set forth.

598.197. BAU^BEA&IRO WlLUai Diuu. PblladeJpUa, Pa.

rOtd Aug. 1. 18W Sertal Ha 601,318. (Ro modeL)

Okiflt.— I The combination, in a baaring, of the balls, the disk

supporting said balls, and a spacing-ring encircling uid disk and hav-

ing recaasaa in ilj inner su'rfaca'to receive said balls, as set forth.

598.312. MOIMIDARD TOR BICYCLBa WiLUai R CaRru
TO, ProTldeDOt, R. L Filed Apr. 20, 1897 S«{ul Ha 633.028 (Mo

DodeL)

Claim .The improved mud-guard for btcycire herein described,

consisting of a plaoo-convei curved tulie, properly mounted upon a
birjcle frame, in combination with s aeries of similarly shaped tubii

lar sections of leas diameter mounted and movable taleacopically in

a consecutive series, each •action having >uiuble stops and all >iip

ported by the tube 8r«t mentioned. mubsUntially as speciAed

5 98.175. BICTCLI liOCIIRO 8TAHD Fia» loom. Two
RItbilWIa Flkd Aug \ I8»7 Serial Ha «47, 1 13 (RoiDodalt

CUm.— I. i itaad having a bkycla-eacaring bolt, a rhack latch

nppoainglh* shoot of the bolt U working poailjon, a holder normally

arranged in eo^taiwttsa with the liolt to raoaivs a latch tripping ooin

depoeited ia the tUad, another lalch operati va aatofflsiirally u> catch

Hi* bolt in working poeitinn. a permutation lock capable of being

set to a choice of eomhinatioos from odflbde the stand tulMiwioeotJy

lo the latching of the bolt in working position, s lever r«W>perative

villi the fence of the lock anil acceesihle outude the stand, suitable

•eaae (or preventing a full throw of the lavar in either direction,

eiceplthe holt be caught in working poaitioe and tJke lock fence fell

down, and a tripper for the laltar of the afuraaatd lachaa opaeativa
in roxjaaettoa with the lever

£/.(..« In a wheel, the coinbiiistion with tin lire, the (Vllici. cut

away at the edges, and formed with half-round groovia at the iiiuei

edga of said cut-away portions, of the elastic cui-liions interposed

between the fellies, and the lire, formed at the inner end- with scui

cylindrical flanges litliiig in ^aid grooves and at the outer ciid» with

flan;c« overlapiiiiif tlie cdgi-iof the lellics, sub»unHally »> .le>» tibed

5 9 8,490. l^MP. JoBH 0. A. Iiraiai. Mancberter, BogUad.

Jilgoor U) the Miacheater Cycl* CoapaaeLU. Umilel OOM ptace.

FIM Juao li 1897. 8«nal Ha S40.826 (Ho model.)

Cfauw.— I. In a lamp for vehicles the combination of a tubelan-

tially horiiootal tubular frame surrounding a lens sod haviag a Ml-

log-in orifice and stopper for closing the same, a lower oil leaervoir

carryiug a burner, a pipe connecting said tubular frame and lower

reservoir and a shutting-oil organ in said pipe subsuntially as and

for the purpoee described.

598,280. VRLOCtPBDB. OtotsiW BlLU Uropool. BogUad.

FUad Afr. 17. 1897. Sarttl Ha 832.841. (Bo HMteL)

fTajm— I. In a velocipede-wheel having a hollow bub, a hollow
nave wimin said hub on which the wheel revolvea, a cylinder on the
nave disposed within end in the vertical plane of the wheel, a spindle
passing Ui rough the hollow nave and secured to the velocipcde-frame,
a puton carried by the spindle and working in the cyhnder. and an
elastic medium interposed in the cylinder between the uave aud spin,
die, subsUnliallr as described

5 98,198., ItlCnUC LAMP TOR BICYCi.Ba Ptrn A. Ovvil
Bo^oo. Ham, Mil(iior to thi Dowd Btortrtc Cumptoy wne phoft
FM July Id. 1W7. Bam Bo 6H038 (Ho owdal)

Ctaim 1 Tils comblnaiion srith a bicycle, of aa electric IraM.
isting device carried thereby, and a current cwwiatorfor said traat
iallng device having its armsiure journaled in ntm magnetic pirt-ee

sttarhed to the tides of the heldmagnets. a fVictluiial wheel attached

Ut Mid sruisturv substantiallv st lU lungitudmal renter, ami a «up.

port for «aid Aeld magnets attached to the btrycle frame and lo which
said Aeld msgneU sre sdjuvLshlv w^urvd lo ensble the «sid fnctltMl

wheel to engage the penphert uf a wheel of the laid iHr^rle. -ilwlai^

liallr ss deecnbed
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28,326. BICTCLE-LOCK CASINO. Albkbt a Dkah and ROBIBT

F. Weib, Bridgeport, Cona Filed Nov. 20, 1897. Serial No. 659.336.

Term of pateot 7 years.

28,226. OIIrCAH. JosEPBW.Cu3HiiAH7New7ork,N.7.,asalgnoi

of one-half to Oeorge F. WUcozson, same place. Filed Sept 29, 1897.

Serial Ho. 653,525. Term of patent 14 yeara

5 9 8,460. PNEUMATIC "TIRE. CHARLES P. YOUNG, York, Pa.

Filed July 2. 1897. Serial No. 643,282 (No model)

Chim.—The design for a bicycle-lock casing, subetantialiy u
hecMs-sElPJinjtiuLdescribed^

.5 98,246. BICYCLE. "Aiexander W. Hall, New York.«. Y.

Filed Jan. 23, 1897. Serial No. 620,351. (No model.)

Cliiim.— 1. In a bicycle, a suitable frame, a driving-wheel, a driv-

ing-clutch mounted on the hub of the driving-wheel, a guide-roller

mounted on the frame, a driving-.strap secured at one ciid to the clutch
and provided with a stirrup at its opposite end, the said driving-strap

being arranged to pass over the guide-roller, a crossbar secured to

the frame through which the strap passes and a stop on the strap
adapted to engage the said cross-barfor limiting the downward move-
ment of the stirruj), substantially as set forth.

698,366. BICICLE-StEF. HkihbicbO. BOBOFELDT, Brooklyn,

ir.T. FUed Hay 17, 1897. Serial No. 636,907 (No model)

Claim.— 1. Ill a bicycle, a step extended from a pedal-crank at

its shaft-bearing end, substantially as specified.

5 9 8,1 g~6 . BICYCLB Edwabd D. Tbohpsom, lawrence, Kans.

Filed Oct 23, 1896. Serial No. 609,784 (No model)

Clitiiii.-- 1. The combination ofthe main tul>c,uscnt-pusl.tiio'iTMl<<il

to slide in the main tube and adapted to act ii« a piston, an uii' chum
ber, and a liquid seal in the main tube botwiin the piston unil llic

air-chamber, substuntiully as (lesoribGd

0£iim.—The design for an oil-can as herein shown and described.

6 98,2 98. FOLDINO BICYCLE-aACK. FRAME Waltom and Aj,

nso Wjitom, Patereon, N. J. Filed July 30. 1897. Serial No. 646,515.

(No ffloddV

Claim.—;1. A rack or stand for bicycles, the same comprising an

{oblique bar adapted to e.xtend parallel or appro.^imately parallel with

jthe lower oblique bar of the bicycle when the same is in position for

use, laterally-extensible legs hinged to the oblique bar and having

'their free ends extending above said bar and provided with recesses

adapted to embrace the oblique bar of the bicycle, substantially as

and for the purpose set forth.

5 98',(>83. BICYCLE. Joel M.0aBEBT, Clinton, Conn. FUed Apr.

22, 1897. Serial No. 633,308. (No model)

Claim.— 1. In a guiding mechanism for^bicycles and similar ve-

hicles, a main frame which is adapted to be connected with the for-

ward uprjgb'tfork of the bicycle in the usual manner, a supplemental

frame conBejted with and adapted to turn on the forward part of

the main fVame; and which is projected backwardly across the rear

portion of the mam irame, handles or grips connected with the rear

portion of the supplemental frame, and a support connected with the

rear part of the supplemental frame and provided with arms which

are adapted to engage with the body of the rider, whereby the ve-

hicle may be guided without taking hold of the handles or grips, and

said supplemental frame and the rear portion of the main frame be-

ing also connected by adjustable devices, whereby the rear portion

of the supplemental frame may be raised and lowered, and held in

any desired position, substa'htially as shown and described.

5 98,336. BICTCLE-aEAR-CHANOIHO MECHANISH. WiLLARD
B. Featbebstohe, San Francisco, Cal, signer to the Lo-Hl Sprocket

Company, same place. FUed June 29, 1896. Serial No. 597,355. (No

model)

Claim.—A compound j)nenmatic tire, consisting of an outer tire

and an inner tread portion or diaphragm extending across the interior

of the outer tire and dividing the same into two air-oompartments,
said dijiphragm being non punctnr^ble and pressing normallv against
the nu) portion of the outer tire and having its edges projecting be-
yond the edges of the rim, and independent air-valves leading into

said air-compartments, as and for the purposes set forth

28,228. BICYCLE-HOLDER. Maohlbr Bdtleb, Rochester, k7y
FUed Dec 3, 1886. Serial Na 614,367. Term of patent 8J years.

Claim.— 1. A changeable-speed gear consisting of a toothed pin-

ion fixed u|)ou the crank-shaft, a disk exterior to said pinion having
two internal toothed diameters, of different sizes, one of which coin-
cides with and clutches the pinion when turned upon the same center
and the other is to engage the pinion when the parts are turned to
stand eccentric to the crank-shaft axle, an exterior sprocket-wheel
having laterally-projecting pins or lugs on which the double-toothed
disk is slidablo and by means of which the said disk is connected di-

rectly with the sprocket-wheel .so that both revolve together, a .sec-

ond disk interior to the sprocket-wheel, having an open center and
a channeled periphery, a ballbeuring between this ihannelod periph-
ery and a corresponding inner periphery of the sprocket-wheel, a pin
projecting laterally from one side ol the center of the inner disk and
adapted to enter a socket in the crank-bracket and form an eccentric
axis lor said disk, and a rocking yoke and cam mechanism for shift-

ing the double toothed disk and swinKing the interior disk about its

occotttric pivot-pin.

1^

30

«

C'4iim.—The design for a bicycle-holder, substsotially as herein
shown and described

598,402. BALL-BEARINO. WiLLUM J. Tripp, New"?ofE, N. Y.

FUed Jan. i 1897. Serial No.. 617,918. (No model)

Claim.—The combination of an axle, two collars secured to the
axle, each collar having an inwardly-overhanging portion, an addi-

tional collar carried on each overhanging portion of the first-named

collai-, the said additional collars extending inward beyond the col-

lars on wHiich they are carried and being contracted at points inward
of the said collars on which they are carried, the paii-s of collai-s, one
pair being at each end of the axle, forming an annular lull race,

a hub mounted to turn freely on the axle, the ends of the hub being
respectively projected within the two aforesaid additional collai-s and
within the overhanging portions of the first-named collars, and balls

miming in the aforesaid raceways and bearing on the outer side of
the hub.

28,227. BICYCLE-FRAME FORK, uustave Adolph Weidhass,

Jr., New York, N. Y. FUed Dec, 20, 1897. Serial No. 662.746. Term

of patent 7 years

Claim. The design for a bieyele-fiaine fork. .substsntKillv

shown and described.
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National Board of Trade

of Cycle Manufacturers.

320 BROADWAY. NEW YORK

President.

C. S. DIKE.MAN.

Second Vice-President,

GEO. H. DAY.

First \'ice President.

R. L. COLKMAN.

Treasurer,

\V. A. REDDING.

Secretary,

ERNEST R. FRANKS.

National Bicycle Wood Rim

Manufacturers' Association.

President. Treasurer,

i:. S. MEAD. N. D. DOUGH MAN.
Secretary,

\V. W. STALL. Kcdford. Mass.

National Cycle Dealers' Association.

President,

GEORGE E. HANNAN.
."^rconil \icc Pri-sidenl.

First \'ice- President,

F. A. VERY.
Trrasunr.

J. J. MANDERY. GEORGE COLLISTER.
Secretary,

JOHN McCARGO, St. Louis.

Rubber Tire Association.

President,

THEODORE A. DODGE.

First \'ice-Presidcnt, Second Vice-President,

L. K. McCLVMONDS. GEORGE T. PERKINS.

Treasurer,

GEORGE F. HODGMAN.

Secretary,

KIRK BROWN.

5O4-50C West Fourteenth Street. New York.

SUMMARY OF PATENTS.

&S8.083. Bicycle. Jc.d M Gillieri. Clinton. Conn.

Filed April 22, 1897. Serial No. 003.308. (No model.)

598.108. Automatic Air-Pump for Pneumatic Tires.

James H. K. McCollum, Toronto. Canada, assignor,

by direct and mesne assignments, of thirteen-twen-

lieths to Remigius Elmslcy and William Henry
Urou.se, same place. Filed Nov. 6, 1896. Serial No.

611.235. (No model.)

59S.113. Bicycle-Lock. William Reehling, Fort

Wayne, Ind. Filed Sept. 9, 1896. Serial No. 605,278.

(No model.)

598,175. Bicycle-Locking Stand. Frank Eggers, Two
Rivers, Wis. Filed Aug. 4, 1897. Serial No. 647,113.

(No model.)

598.179. Chain-Driving Gear. Havelock Harford,

South Shields, England. Filed April 28, 1897. Serial

No. 634.279. (No model.) Patented in England, Feb.

12. 1895. No. 3.025.

598.186. Bicycle. Edward D. Thompson, Lawrence,

Kan. Filed Oct. 23. 1896. Serial No. 609,784. (No
model.)

598.197. Ball Bearing. William Diebcl, Philadelphia.

Pa. Filed Aug. 1, 1896. Serial No. 601.316. (No
model.)

598.202. Joint for Bicycle or other constructions.

John H. Harrell, New York, N. Y., assignor to Ben-

jamin F. Allen, Groton, Conn. Filed Oct. 24, 18%.

Serial No. 610,008. (No model.)

598.203. Lock and Wrench. John Johnson. Hart-

ford, Conn. Filed May 17. 1897. Serial No. 6?6,93.';.

(No model.)

598,212. Pneumatic Tire. Thomas W'hcatlcy, Syra-

cuie, N. Y., assignor to the Olive Wheel Company,
•lamc place. Filed May 18, 1896. Serial No. 591,94.'>

(No model.)

598.228. Velocipede. Herman G. Meumann. Bcnse

mer. Ala. Filed Aug. 7, 1897. Serial No. 647,435. (No
model.)

5W,234. Bicycle. Edward D. Thompson, Lawrence,
Kan. Filed Jan 8, 1S96. Renewed Oct. 24. 1896.

Serial No. 610.000. (No model.)

r,l'S.2T7 Bicycle. Charles S. Reebc, Racine, Wis.
i >lr<l June 13. 1896. Serial No. 596,420. (No model.)

598.246. Bicycle. Alexander W. Hall. New York,
N Y. Filed Jan. 23, 1897. Serial No. 620,351. (No
model.)

UL<H.25». BierclcBell. Charles A. Tredwell. Bristol,

( r>nn.. attignor to the Bristol Bell Company, same
(ilace Filed June 11, 1»7. Serial Nn. 640.350. (No
,„,,.ui )

JiO. Velocipede. George W. Bell, Liverpool,

iid. Filed April 17, 1897. Serial No. 632,641.

I.So model.)

.'.9*1,z« Folding Bicycle Rack. Frank Walton and
'

' ' I'atcrson, N. J. Filed July 30, 1897.

• S'.Mo. (No model.)
.'.•>i.sr'. .\r|j,i«ial>lc Handle-Bar (or Bicycles. Carl

F. Wil.on. We«l Bay City. Mich. Filed May 14, 189T
, V .rr i-<,y, ^f^„ model.)

' -viard for Bicycles. William B. Car-

. e. K. I. Filed April 20. UST. Serial

model.)

le. Frank Rummer, Cincinnati, O.
6 Serial No. 602.221 (No model.)
Donald l„ M. Mclnlyrc, New York.

Filc-j April U, 1897. Serial No. 832,203. (No
>

"..tze. nicyctt-I»ck. Isaac W. Newman. Clere
land, O FilrrI June U, 1W7. Serial No. Ml,2&8. (No

111 W. Starr.

rial No M3,(MS.
(No model.)

SW.S30, Protector for Pneumatic Tires. Aaron
' >nd. East Orange. N, J. Filed Oct. 8. 1»97.

No 6M,Sa. (No model.)

t)9.>>.336. Bicycle-Gcar Changing Mechanism. W'illard

H. Fcathrrstonc, .San Francisco, Cal., assignor of (he

Lo- Hi-Sprocket Company, same place. Filed June 29,

1S96. Serial No. 597.355. (No model.)

598,356. Bicycle-Step. Heinrich G. Borgfeldt, Brook-
lyn. N. Y. Filed May 17, 1897. Serial No. 636.907.

(No model.)

598.443. \chiclc Tire. W illiam H. Sewell. Coleraine,

Ireland. Filed Dec. 11, 1896. Serial No. 615,372. (No
model.) Patented in England Sept. 23, 1895. Serial

.No. 17.691.

598,450. Railway-Velocipede. Charles N. Teetnr,

Hagerstown, Ind. Filed March 3, 1S97. Serial No.
G2r..8B.S. (No model.)

598.459. Trousers'-Clamp. Charles P. Young, York,
Pa. Filed June 30, 1897. Serial No. 643,010. (No
model.)

598.460. Pneumatic Tire. Charles P. Young. York
Pa. Filed July 2, 1897. Serial No. 643.2S2. (No
model.)

598,475. Bicycle. Lock. Josiah J. Deal, Canton, ().,

assignor of three-fourths to A. H. Diebold and C. N.
N'icary, same place. Filed April 8, 1S97. Serial No.
631.234. (No model.)

598,490. Lamp. John G. A. Kitchen. Manchester.
England, assignor to the Manchester Cycle Compo
nents. Limited, same place. Filed June 14, 1897.

Serial No. 640.625. (No model.)

TRADE MARK.
28.214. Crank Arm and Sprocket-Wheel Flange. Will-

iam H. Fauber, Chicago, III. Filed Sept. 18, 1897.

Serial No. 652,199. Term of patent, seven years.

28.215. Sprocket-wheel for Bicycles. William H.
Faulier. Chic.ig(.. III. Filed Nov. 8, 1897. Serial No.
fiSi.WM. Term of patent, seven years.

31,201. Bicycles and Like Vehicles. Eclipse Bicycle

Comi.any, Elmira, N. Y. Filed May 12. 1897. The
representation of a crescent and arrow arranged with
the head and shaft of the arrow projecting beyond the

points of the crescent. Used since 189.3.

FREE EMIGRANT WHEELS.

VV. B. Howell, Assistant Secretary of the

I'nited States Treasury, has notified the Col-

lector of Customs at Detroit. Mich., that if

bicycles are owned hy emigrants and used for

purposes of emigration, they are to be ad-

mitted free as vehicles.

ON FUIRE.

There was a young man name McGuire,
Who bought a much-advertised tuire.

Now he wishes he had
The writer nf the ad.,

For lirN HviriK In r.nll him a hiirr

TRADEMARKS IN GERMANY.

Editor Till-. Wheki.: In Tiiic Wheel oi

January 7th you publish an article
—

"Protect

Yourself"—which deserves the attention of

United States manufacturers.

Repeatedly we issued warnings to your

countrymen concerning the above, but seem-

ingly without success, for only a tew of the

many important concerns thought it advisable

to follow our advice. The result of this

neglect is, as you very rightly remarked, the

discovery that some important name-plate or

trade-mark has become the property of the

foreign representative, and nothing is left to

the United States manufacturer but to buy out

the representative if he wishes to become the

owner of his old and long-established trade-

mark—his own property.

We repeat, that any United States manu-
facturer can have his trade-mark registered in

Germany, if the same is registered in the

United States, provided that no one else has

fraudulently applied for it in Germany (the

applicant then can only be a German, as he re-

quires no previous registration in the United

States). Therefore, it is advisable for any

United States manufacturer to at once apply

for registration of their respective trade-marks,

if later on they would not discover that their

property has been fraudulently appropriated.

A. Ron REACH & Co.,

Erfurt, Germany.

SHIPPED ABROAD.

Exports of bicycles and cycle material from

the port of New York for week ending Feb-

ruary 1st:
Bicycles. Material.

Antwerp H.ffVO »i6
.Amsterdam MO 800
British East Indies 300
British (aiiana 667 439
Brazil 130
Bremen 1.822 1.196
British possessions in Africa .. 6,662 1,70B
British Australia >. 1,783 68
Berlin 10.679
I^ndon • 6,887
Mexico 82 ....

Milan 61
Nuremburg 4<!3

Southampton 4.415 31.S

St. l'rttr'«tiurK IC

SNArON" TOE-CUP. THE

Patent ApplUri For.

#"SNAPON" TOE-CLIP.
Made of Best Sprinp Steel.

Fits any Pedal, Rat-Trap ancJ Rubber.
Sn;i|)s on (Hiiikly .iml finnl)'

No Bolts or Screws.
Will not Fall Over
Cannot Work Loose

FOR SALE BY LEADING JOBBERS.

HigginS Mfg. Co. y Winchester, Mass.

Supplec MarOwrre Co ,J errituri,tl DUuibuting Agents, I'hiU., I'a
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HARTFORD SUNDRIES.

HARTFORD WRENCH. No Better Wrench At Any Price. 25 cents.

VEEDER CYCLOMETERS, Bells, Wrenches, Locks,

Enamels, Brushes, Grips, Saddles, Oilers, Spokes, Nip-

ples, Pedals, Toe Clips, Foot Pumps, Steel Balls,

Lubricating Compound, Graphite in Boxes, Graphite in

Sticks, Graphite Paste in Tubes, Wood Rim Cements,

Rubber Cements, Plugging Cements, Wall Holders,

Lamp Brackets, Etc.

The Cycle Supply Co.,

HARTFORD, CONN.
Kindly mention The Wheel.

yv& >5ell jobbery only

B.B.B.5.

Bicycle
Builder.* for

5i^ V, %
Buyers

C^^-S&^Wf^
KENOSHA,WIS.

Manufacture
exclusively
for the

Jobbing IVade

The source of .supply for
the 15 lar^ert bicycle %>.
Dealers in the world '/.%'/>

Not how cheap—how ^ood
|

The
Quaker Wheel

PENN MFG. e©..
ERIE, PA., U. S. A.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

ig!®ii®ii®ia®(i®ia®ia®ii®S'®B®iii®s®is®i§i® iii®ia®ii®ii®s®iii®iii®ii
H ®
® pB ®

® ^H^ ^^^^^^^^^^ m
® ra

@ ®

I No Better Tire Made. I
si ®

__^ m

Fall Line of Single-Tube

AND

Kindly mention The Wheel.

®
®
®

®

G.&J. Double-Tube Tires. I

Kindly mention
The Wheel.

^^^ t^^ ^^^ ^y^ ^^^

SPAULDING & PEPPER CO.,

CHICOPEE FALLS, MASS.

ii®ii®tei®is)®iKj®(i®(gi®ia®SiK^^
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EMPIvOYMENX COLUMN.
Aniwen raseirf 4 In confidence and forwarded without charge.

Rata: as -worda, one time, 50 centa ; three timea, «i.oo.
50 fvorda, one time, Si.oo: four tinnea, 43.00.
75 worda, one time, 41.50 ; fo«ar tlmea, 45.00.

Dlaplayed Advertlaementa:
One-hnlf Inch, one time, 4i.oo: four tlmea. 43.00.
One Inch, one time, 41.50; four timea, 45.00.

SITUATION 8 WANTKD. HKLJ> WANTED.

MANAGERS. AdvertiMmenta in this column free. Letters received and forwarded io confidence.

Wanted—A position at ceneral office manager^ cashier or bookkeeper in first-clais

bicycle house. Harine had years of experience, feel well qualified to till the position.
Address Bayne, care The Wheel.

If your factory docs not tnake your product profitable, investigate mc. You will
find a clean and very successful record with previous employers ; 20 years' practical
experience supervising. Good inventor and designer in product, tools and machinery.
Best at bicycles, sewing machines, typewriters, hardware specialties, or other small,
rapid manufacturing, .\ddress Reliable, care The Wheel. 3-18-p

SALESMEV.
A wholesale house, dealing in bicycle sundries, desires the services of a traveling

salesman from the present time to July 1. Applicants will state age. nati nality,
experience, references, salary expected, and address, P. O. Box 1534, New York.

Wanted—Good salesman to sell bicycle material to large jobbers and manufac-
turers. None but those who know they can sell goods at a profit need apply. Address
I.. T. G.. care of The Wheel, P. O. Box 444, New York.

Wanted- Salesman for Maine. Vermont, New Hampshire, cycle parts, fittings.

SALESMAN. sundries, on commission. State age, terms and references. Box «28, Providerce, R. I.

Wanted—A position with manufacturer or wholesaler of bicycles, tires, or sun-
dries, bv retailer of five years' experience in ortice. salesroom and repair shop. Bt-st

..1 rciercnces. Ad.lresi ti. R , care of The Wheel. 2-11 p.

REPAIRER.
W.-uited—(".»o<l all round bicvcle repairer ; state wages Write to Hathaway

Bros, Klizabeth City, N. C.

THE CAPTAIN WAS KIDDING.

Captain Kidd was 111 rullicking Inimor.

As he stood iti the centre of his well-filled

powder magazine and surveyed the barrels

of explosives a grim smile lighted up his face.

"This ammunition suggests a pleasing

thought, I see." remarked the pirate's lieuten-

ant, who wanted to fall in with the Captain's

mood, as he intended to ask for a raise in his

salary.

"A pleasing thought!" repeated Captain

Kidd in a jovial roar. "Ha! you may well say

so. These barrels of gunpowtler make mc
think of that new chainless I just captured

from that last prize of ours."

The pirate laughed aloud.

"Verily, Captain," said the lieutenant, "the

thought of thai new machine of yours is pleas-

ing, but why is it suggested by this stock of

gunpowder?"

"Because, me boy," cried Captain Kidd,

"you can't hold a candle to it!"

And the lieutenant got the raise he wanted.

<< WHEELMEN'S RESORTS.'
Sherman Hoase, Babylon, I.. I.

The Atlantic Inn, Grant City. S. I.

SNOW HOLDERS
ARE ADJUSTABLE.

When Set Are Firm.
Wheels cannot fall over after being

put in holder. I'sed in bicycle stores,

public buildings, oflices, stores,
churches, ichools, factories, in fact

anywhere. No bicycle store complete
without them. Various styles furnished
jn any finish. Write for prices.

SNOW WIRK 'WORKS,
78-84 Eichange Street.

Esublished IKM. ROCHESTER, N. Y.

CYCLE
(INC)

^-5 6ir-62l AUSTIM AVCCHICACO. .

HOBS. WRENCHES. cYCLE

PEDAl.SsTAMPlN6Si5';cHlN|?^,:

FOR SALE, EICHANGE, fANTS.
TWENTY-FIVE WORDS, 35 CENTS.
Each additional word two eents. Caah In-

Tariabl7 In advano*.

"POR SALE-A number of finished forks for ffl. 24 and
•• 38 inch frames. Souare double plate crowns, finished
ready for use. For particulars address Stoddard Mfg. Co.,
Bicycle Department. Dayton, Ohio.

pOR SALE-On Saturdav. February 19th, I will offer at
•• public sale the plant of ihe Ohio Buggy Co.. fronting
on Fourth and Naughten Sts., 130xl87H ft., consisting of 1

three-story and basement brick building, fronting 120 ft.

on Fourth St., 1 four-story brick wing, 1 three-story brick
wing, 1 one-story brick blacksmith shoo and engine-room,
1 three story frame dry house, 1 two-siory frame barn.
Brick buildings containing 8(1 H. P. engine, two boilers
and all connections, about 'MO ft. line shafting, 3 power
elevators, about 4.5,000 ft. Moor space. Located within two
squares of three trunk line freight stations. Adapted for
manufacturing vehicles, boots and shoes, electrical appli-
ances, bicycles, e c. Appraised at I'iT.OtK).

C. W BLACK,
Spcrial Mailer ^omIlli^^i rn r, Columbus. O

GASH BUYERS LIKE OUR PRICES.

Brazing Forges like this,

$8.25; with crank in-

stead of lever, $5.75.

•JUST AS GOOD'

• •
AS THENo Other ©iler

PERFEeX" POeKET ©ILER The FRASSE COMPANY,
1« WAKKEN 8TKKKT,

NKW TOKK.

Catalogue of 1,G00 other t>areains in

Toois and Supplies mailed
for a stamp.

No other oiler Is as clean and tight.

No other oiler regulates the supplr of oil to a drop.
No other oiler is as well made and durable.

No other oiler has won every test in comi>rliiion.

Although higher in price It is used with almost all the really

high grade bicycles

We make cheaper Oilers also.

CUSHMAN & DENISON,
174 NINTH AVE.. N. V.

Beacon Non.Puncturable Tire Covers.

Prevent punctures and preserve tires. Can be applied

to any tire, new or old, tingle or double lul>e. $2 fiO per

pair, sent C. O. D. Trade discounts. Write for circulars.

SOMF.RVII.IE TIRE CO.. SomcrvUic. Mass.

$

IDF
EWRITESS, NEW.

MtTAL T\PE.
Catalogues and Samples free.

WM. B OSCOOO A CO . en Fullon St., Brooklyn, M.Y.

The Best Advertising for the

Irish Trade is

THE
IRISH CYCLIST.

Specimen copy and advertising rates on

application to

R. J. .MECREDY & CO.. Ltd., Proprietors.

49 Middle Abbey St.. DUBLIN.

IDEAL OILERS AND COMBINATION LOCKS
TT A VH! IvI A N^

4-A:V*T LKAIi hccnuw thi-

sjHitit ha.H no ronnectinti with oil

well when not in u»c.

NO CAP OR COVKR to

un»rrew; siniply a ttirti of tlir H|Kjiit

and it ia ready for use.

Wlc\gM, I OZ.

Full Nickeled.

Full Size:-

artistic:

secure:

IDEAL iF6. CO., 20 Broad St., NEW YORK

4
4

(










